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In the Senate of the United States,

January 29, 1868.

Resolved, That 4,000 additional copies of the letters from the Commissioner of Patents,

transmitting Annual report of that office, be printed for the use of the Senate.

In the House of Representatives,

June 5, 1868.

On motion of Mr. Laflin, from the Committee on Printing,

Resolved, That there be printed 15,000 extra copies of the Report of the Commissioner of

Patents, 10,000 for the use of the House, and 5,000 for the Commissioner.



REPORT
OF

; THE COMMISSIOIEE OE PATENTS
FOR

THE, YEAR 1867.

January 14, 1868.—Referred to the Committee on Patents and ordered to be printed.

United States Patent Oeeice,
Washinqton, D. C.^ January 14, 1868.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit herewith the annual report of this office for

the year 1867, to be laid before Congress.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

T. 0. THEAKER,
Commissioner of Patents.

Hon. Schuyler Coleax.
Speaker of the House of Bepresentatives.

United States Patent Office,
January 14, 1868.

Sir : I have the honor to submit the following report of the business of this

office during the year 1867.

The receipts and expenditures of the office for the year, and the condition of

the patent fund at its close, are shown by the following statements

:

No. 1.

Number of applications for patents during the year 21, 276
Number of patents issued, including reissues and designs 13, 015
Number of caveats filed during the year 3, 597
Number of applications for extensions of patents 106
Number of patents extended 95
Number of patents expired 1, 005

Of the patents granted, there were to

—

Citizens of the United States 12, 651
Subjects of Great Britain 191
Subjects of the French empire 80
Subjects of other foreign governments 93
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No. 2.

Statement of money received during tJie year.

On applications for patents^ reissues^ appeals, &c $597, 205 75
For copies and for recording assignments 49, 376 17

646,581 92

No. 3.

Statement of expenditures from the patent fund.

For salaries (including tlie extra 20 per cent.) $156, 546 50
Contingent Expenses, miscellaneons 260, 812 85
Permanent improvements in the model room, library, draughts-

man's room, and examiners' rooms 46, 301 98
Temporary clerks, (including the extra 20 per cent.) 155, 339 91
Withdrawals 200 00
Eefunding money paid by mistake 1^ 085 80
Judges in appeal cases 261 25
To this add the following items not heretofore paid from the

patent fund, viz

:

For illustrations for report 16, 819 60
For expenses of copyrights — 1, 895 43

Total 639, 263 32

No. 4.

Amount to the credit of the patent fund January 1, 1867 $264, 125 88
Amount of receipts during the year 646, 581 92

Total 910, 707 80
From which deduct for expenditures 639, 263 32

Leaving a balance to the credit of the patent fund January 1,

1868 271,444 48
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Table exliiUtmg the lusiness of tJw office for 31 years ending Decemher 31, 1867.

1

Applications • Caveats Patents Cash Cash
Years. %ed. filed. issued. received. expended.

1837 435
520
425
473

$29,289 08
42, 123 54
37,260 00
38, 056 51

$33, 506 98

1838 37,402 10

1839 34,543 .51

1840 765 228 39, 020 67

1841 847 312 495 40,413 01 52,666 87

1842 761 391 517 30,505 68 31,241 48

1843 819 315 531 35,315 81 30, 766 96

1844 1,045 380 502 42, 509 26 36, 244 73

1845 1,246 452 502 51,076 14 39, 395 65

1846 1,272 448 619 50,264 16 46, 158 71

1847 1,531 553 57.2 63,111 19 41,878 35

1848 1,628 607 660 67, 576 69 58,905 84

1849 1,955 595 1,070 80, 752 78 77,716 44

1850 2,193 602 995 86,927 05 80, 100 95

1851 2, 2.58 760 869 95, 738 61 86,916 93

1852 2,639 996 1,020 112,056 34 95,916 91

1853 2,673 901 958 121,527 45 132, 869 83

1854 3,324 868 1,902 163,789 84 167,146 ,32

1855 4,435 906 2,024 216,459 35 179,540 33

1856 4,960 1,024 2, 502 192,588 02 199,931 02

1857 4,771 1,010 2,910 196,132 01 211,582 09

1858 5,364 943 3,710 203,716 16 193, 193 74

1859 6, 225 1,097 4, 538 245,942 15 210,278 41

1860 7,653 1, 084 4,819 256, 352 59 252, 820 80

1861 4,643 700 3, 340 137,354 44 221,491 91

1862 5,038 824 3, 521 215,754 99 182,810 39

1863 6,014 787 4,170 195,593 29 1.^9,414 14

1864 6, 972 1,063 5, 020 240,919 98 22.9, 868 00

1865 10,664 1,937 6,616 348,791 84 274, 199 34

1866 15,269 2, 723 9,450 495,665 38 361,724 28

1867 21,276 3,597 13, 015 646,581 92 639,263 32

Valuable reports of sections have been received from the officers in cliarge

relating to the subjects coming mider theii- cognizance j tlieir accompanying
exhibits show that in each department the number of applications has increased,

and the character of the inventions proves that the inventive faculty is still alive

and usefully emplo^^ed. The reports, however, generally agree in stating that,

with some exceptions, the improvements are mainly in detail, perfecting and
adapting what may be considered substantially as existing contrivances and pro-

cesses.

Changes in the classification and in the alignment of cases having been lately

made, a tabular account of the rate of increase of work in the different classes

cannot be given satisfactorily. The purpose of the change, so far as it affects

subjects, has been to secure more homogeneity in the classes, and to allot more
s^ystematically the floating cases, whose distribution has previously been rather

arbitrary than consistent. Another incentive to reorganization in this particular

has been the increase in the number of examiners and assistants, which is now
one-fourth larger than at the date of my last annual report.

The new classi 11 cation is nearly completed, and will shortly be printed. The
number of classes has risen from 22 to 36, a number of subjects being now
recognized individually which were formerly merged with others under a more
generic title. Among these are builders' hardware, felting, illumination, paper,

and sewing machines, to each of which subjects so much attention has been
directed by inventors that a division became a necessity to secure a proper appor-
tionment of work among the corps of examiners.

The American system, as it may be fairly called, has proved itself to be well
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adapted to cany out the purpose of the law and the clause in the Constitution

under which, in the interest of science and the useful arts, Congress has power
to secure to inventors, for limited times, the exclusive right to their discoveries.

The office has now a corps of experts to whom applications for patents are assigned

for examination, who are intimately acquainted with the details of their respective

classes, and whose judgment is worth to an inventor, in an average case, many
times the cost of making the application for a patent.

It is believed that the value of the system, gi^eat as it is admitted to "be, is not

adequately understood, and to some the thorough acquaintance of an examiner

Avith his class is simply regarded as a possible obstacle in the way of obtaining

a patent. Such an apprehension cannot be felt by one who truly values the

system, as, for instance, a hona fide inventor who has unwittingly followed in a

path previously travelled by another ; to him, though disappointed, the tmth had
far better come in this way than after expense has been incmTcd in operating under

a patent whose worthlessness is onlymade apparent when the invention proves itself

valuable and provokes litigation.

The student is well aware that the English practice of granting patents was
originally a system of monopoly, extending to such things as tanning, the sale

of salt in a given district, the importation of certain articles, and similar exclusive

j)owers which proved vexatious exactions to the public.

The act of Parliament to discourage monopolies, passed some tvv'o centuries

since, recites the legitimate subjects for such grants, and the wisdom of the con-

clusion then arrived at has not since been successfully called in question.

The advance made b}^ the American system upon the practice which followed

the legislation of the Parliament of King James consists in giving an intelligent

examination to each application instead of granting a patent as a matter of course,

and remitting the patentee to the public and the courts, when a few minutes

examination by an expert would have determined to the inventoi-'s ultimate satis-

faction, though present chagrin, perhaps, that the invention was worthless on
the ground of want of novelty or its inherent radical faults.

Viewing the office as a self-sustaining bureau under the control of the govern-

ment, the accompanying exhibit is a cause for congratulation to all concerned :

the inventors whose genius and industr}^ have supported, and the legislators who
have wisely recognized the rights of the inventors and the interests of the public,

which are identical.

A glance at the tabular statement of the office business for a series of years

shows that the constant increase in the number of applications has not been
attended by a proportionate increase in the expenses of the office ; this is true

even of this year, although over $100,000 has been expended, as shown in the

financial statement, for pemianent improvements and other objects out of the

ordinary course. The machinery is working with less fi-iction and loss ; economy
and system have been equally studied, and while details may yet be amended to

complete the symmetry of the organization, the office is deservedlj'' popular and
respected as an American institution, the legitimate exponent of the useful arts,

whose progress it was designed to promote.

The following table shows the average cost of each examination for a series

of years, the calculation being based upon the number of applications and the

gross expenditure of the office in each year

:

1840 $51 00
1841 62 18
1842 41 05
1843 37 55
1844 34 68
1845 31 62
1846 36 29
1847 27 35
1848 36 18

1849 $39 75
1850 36 52
1851 38 49
18.52 36 34

1853 49 71

1854 50 28
1855 40 48
1856 40 31

1857 44 35
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J8o8 $36 01

1859 33 78
1860 33 04
1861 47 49
1862 36 28

1863 $31 49
1864 32 97
1865 25 72
1866 23 &)
1867. 30 04

The expenditure in 1867 for 20 per cent, extra salaries, (according to act of Con-

gresSj) permanent improvements, illustrations for report and copyright expenses,

(see financial statement No. 3,) divided among the applications of the year, ren-

ders the average nearty $5 higher than it would otherwise appear.

The increase in the clerical force, both expert and routine, and the multiplication

of the office records, drawings, and books of reference, has not been accompanied by
an adequate extension of room and facilities for work. The urgent pressure in the

examiners' department has been somewdiat relieved by the assignment of addi-

tionaTl'ooras, but the employes in other sections are suffering from lack of space

wherein to arrange and execute their work. In fact, the public passages and
rooms cut off from them are now used to afford accommodation, incomplete as it

is, for those emploj^es for whom no rooms can be found.

The librarian again calls my attention to the inadequacy of the room for the

proper display and the convenient handling of the books. I have nothing to

add to my report of last year on this subject, except that the necessity for more
room is every year more apparent, and the limitation more irksome as the books
become more closely crowded and the space available for their consultation is

diminished.

The space and facilities for the arrangement of the caveats are altogether

inadequate and unsuitable. It has been my desire to isolate them in a manner
consistent with their official character, but want of room has precluded the per-

fecting of any suitable arrangement therefor.

The great assemblage of drawings of patented and rejected applications occu-

pies much room, but needs more. A very thorough style of improvement in the

substitution of sliding and tilting drawers for the ordinary portfolios, has made their

handhng and consultation much more convenient and expeditious. They, how-
ever, cannot be kept within the present bounds, and the constant augmentation

aggravates the inconvenience.

The drawings now number over 100,000, and are becoming torn and soiled by
the constant but legitimate wear to which they are exposed. Photography seems
to offer the only means for renewing them. For some time past I have had it in

contemplation to have photographic copies of uniform size made from the cm'rent

issues and the di'awings of former patents, so as to furnish to each examiner a

copy of all the drawings appertaining to his class, enabling him to consult them
without going to the draughtsman's room, where the space is insufficient for the pur-

pose. This would much facilitate the examination of applications, which becomes
a heavier task annually as the drawings accumulate. A set of the drawings might

be bound and placed in the library for public inspection, and copies fm-nished to

other public institutions which might be disposed to order them. Copies of the

dra\vings might tbus be furnished at a reasonable price and afford a revenue to

the office.

If this plan were adopted, applications might be filed with but a single draw-

ing, instead of two, as is the present practice, and a fac-simile of the drawing of

record, in most cases of even size with the face of the patent, might be attached

thereto.

It has been my pm'pose to commence by photographing each week the current

issues and several hundreds of the back issues, so as gradually to accumulate a

full copy of the record, and where a drawing may be lost to take a photographic

view of the model, which might stand in its place. The copies thus made would

be of even size and smaller than the average of the originals, which would
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enable them to be placed in compact form and greatly to economize tbe room
occupied by them.

The printing of the specifications was commenced November 20, 1866, and

the size of the patents was reduced from 15 by 20 to 10 by 15 inches. The
letters patent are thus of a more convenient size for all purposes. A number of

copies of each are struck off while the type is set. One copy is attached to the

face of the letters patent, of which it forms the "accompanying specification ;''

one is bound with its fellows in consecutive order to form a book of records ; two

are sent to the commissioners of English patents, as a slight, though utterly inade-

quate, return for the magnificent series of English patents which have been and
continue to be furnished gratis to us by them as they are issued.

Printed copies are now furnished to all who order them at one-half the former

price for the manuscript, and at a profit to the office about equal to the loss on

each under the former practice, which was about four cents per hundred words

for each copy.

The condensation of the matter, incident to printing, gives compactness to the

record, secures exact correspondence between the original and the record, and is

a safeguard against change in either.

The time will soon arrive in which it will be prudent to dispose of all models

of rejected applications ; the amount of room they take can be much better occu-

pied. The model saloon in the west wing of the office is now almost entu'ely

devoted to them, and will soon be required for the display of models of patented

inventions. The ofiice will remain in possession of the files and drawings in each

rejected case, which will be sufficient for its purpose in preserving the record.

The business of the ofiice is now reported by the examiners of classes as being

up to date, so that applications are examined without delay, which is much more
satisfactory to all parties than formerl}^, when it was weeks, and in very many
cases months, in arrears. This is in the face of the fact that the business of the

.ofiice is rapidly increasing, as is shown in the exhibit appended, the number of

applications being three times the number received in 1864.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.

T. C. THEAKER,
Commissioner.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PERSONS WHOSE PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS
AND DISCOVERIES HAVE EXPIRED DURING THE YEAR 1867.

Abb6, Alanson. Instruments for correcting lateral deviations of the spine. .

.

Adams, Calvin, Window-sliutter fastener and holder

Adams, Seth. Printing presses

Aldrich, Warren. Turning lathes

Alexander, Thomas J. Machines for sawing sticks for broom handles
Allen, Horatio, and D. G. Wells. Adjustable cut-off gearing for puppet-

valve engines
Allen, Horatio, and D. G. Wells. Cut-off for steam engines
Allen, Samuel F. Fluid lamps
Allen, Samuel S. Gear of grain and grass-cutting harvesters
Allen, Zachariah. Counterpanes
AUiKon, Thomas. Straw-cutters
Anderson John E. Throttle valve arrangements
Appleton, Charles T. Process in dyeing. (Antedated Aug. 30, 1 853)

Armstrong, S. T., assignee of Henry L. Norris. Preserving India-rubber
in the liquid state. (Patented in England February 24, 1853 ; in France,
March 13, 1853) ".

Armstrong, J. B. Cotton presses
Arnold, James P. Machine for hackling flax and hemp
Asbury , James T. Straw-cutter
Ashcroft, Edward H. Pressure gauges
Atwood, Charles. Attaching hooks and eyes to cards
Atwood, Luther. Preparing lubricating oils

Same Process for purifying alcohol
Auger, Hezekiah, (James Auger, administrator of.) Improvement in ma-

chines for carving
Babbitt, William H. Hill-side plows
Bachelder, A. G. Countersinks
Baker, Henry. Converting rotary into reciprocating motion
Baker, Joel. Car wheels
Baldwin, M. W. Gear of variable cut-off valves for steam engines
Ballard, William. Protecting bulwarks for war vessels

Bard, Edmund H. , and Henry H. Wilson. Gold pens
Barnes, James. Edging machine for leather straps
Barnes, Samuel T. Press-mold candlesticks
Bates, William G., assignee of William H. Johnson. Sewing machines
Battershall, D. E. and M. Candle-mold machines
Bander, Charles L. Bedstead fastenings
Baxendale, James. Machine for stamping patterns on rollers

Bayliss, Thomas, and Daniel Williams. Rakes to harvesters
Baynes, G. W., Thomas Hinty, and M. Jackson. Bedstead fastenings
Bazin, James A. Reed musical instruments
Beach, William. Meat tenderers
Beard, Ebenezer. Propellers
Beatimont, Victor. Printing presses
Beauregard, G. T. Self-acting bar excavators
Bell, John. Method of joining comers of boxes, &c
Belson, R. W. Boilers for cooking stoves
Benedict, E. B. Coupling shafts to axles
Benson, Elihu R. Slat machine for window blinds
Benton, Ezra R, Bran-dusters
Berdan, Hiram. Machines f«r pulverizing auriferous quartz and amalga-

mating the gold
Berlin, William. Harrows
Beschke, William. Joining and riveting metallic plates
Bidwell, J. C. , and John Hall, executors of Samuel Hall. Hill-side plows. .

.

Bigelow, E. B. Looms for weaving pile fabrics
Same Improvement in power looms

Bigelow, Ei-astus B. Improvement in power looms
Binder, John. Hinges for folding bedsteads
Birkinbine, Henry P. M. Supplemental valve to the equilibrium pipe of

the Cornish engine
Bisbee, Cyrus C. Shower-bath tables
Black, Horatio W. Steam hydraulic pumps
Black, James. Planetary hydraulic steam engine
Black, James, and Orson Beecher. Working the condenser attached to

diaphragm steam pumps
Blair, John B. Engraving machine
Blake, Philos, Eli W., and J. A. Nut-crackers. (Antedated Mar. 6, 1853)
Bloodgood, John H. Process of forming yam by felting
Bloom, J. Condensing smoke and gases
Blue, John. Carriers to grain separators
Bolton, James, M. D. Hot-air furnaces
Botter, Andres E. Wardrobe or folding bureau bedstead
Bourgard, Charles. Manufacturing wigs
Bowditch, Edwin B. Sofa beds
Boyden, Uriah A. Turbines

Same same
Same Hydraulic motors

July 5,1853
Oct. 25,1853
Mar. 8,1853
Mar. 15, 1853
Sept. 20, 1853

Feb. 15,1853
June 21, 1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Nov. 8, 1853
Aug. 23, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Oct. 4, 1853
May 30,1854

July 26, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Jan. 4, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
July 12,1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Mar. 29, 1853
Aug. 23, 1853

Dec. 23, 1846
Aug. 16, t853

May 10, 1853
June 7,1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Sept. 13, 1853
Nov. 1,1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
July 19, 1853
Feb. 22, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Jan. 18.1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Jan. 11,1853
Aug. 16, 1853
Aug. 2,1853
Aug. 16, 1853
Oct. 18, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Oct. 25, ] 853
Jan. 25,1853
June 7,1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
July 26, 1853

May 24, 1853
Apr. 12, 1853
Nov. 22, 1853
Jan. 4, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853
Aug. 18, 1846
Aug. 18, 1846
Aug. 16, 1853

Nov. 15, 1853
July 26, 1853
Mar. 22,1853
Sept. 20, 1853

Jan. 25,1853
May 24, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Apr. 5, i«53
Nov. 29, 1853
Nov. 8,1653
Dec. 20, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Jan. 25, 1853
Oct. 18, 1853
Sept. 20, 1853
Sept. 20, 1853
Sept. 20, 1853

XX.
II.

XVIII.
XIV.
xxn.

VL
VI.
V.
I.

IIL
I.

VI.
IV.

IV.
xn.
in.
1.

VL
XXL
IV.
IV.

L
xrv.
xui.
X.
VL
VII.
XVIIL
XVI.
V.
IIL
IV.
xvn.
xvin.
L
xvn.
xviu.
XVIL
xn.
XVIIL
IX.
XIV.
V.
X.
XIV.
xin.

n.
I.

IL
L
in;

xvn.

VI.
XX.
XL
VL

XL
xvin.
xvn.
in.
V.
L
V.
XVIL
XXL
XVIL
XI.
XL
XL
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List of persons wliose patents for inventions liave exfircd, ^c.—Continued.

Name and invention. Date. Class.

Boynton, C. S. Paper-ruling machine
Boynton, Nathaniel A. Hot-air furnaces
Bradford, H., and E. Fitzgerald. Apparatus for separating ores or other

substances of different specific gravities

Bradway, Abel, assignee of Elijah Valentine. Shingle machines
Bretney, Henry. Tanning hides and skins

Bvick, Samuel R. Gas burners
Briggs, John. Railroad car seats

Briggs, Schuyler, and John G. Talbot. Winnowers of grain
Brinckerhoff, Cornelius R. Plows
Bristol, Richard C. Rotary steam engines
Brown, Alexander H. Feathering paddle wheels for steamers. (Patented

in England March 5, 1853.)

Brown, Charles F. Adjustable screw propellers
Brown, Darius C. Machines for manufacturing harness for looms - . .

.

Brown, James. Daguerreotype apparatus
Brown, John E., and S. S. Bartlett. Grain and grass^harvesters
Brown, William. Preparing paraffine oil

Browne, Gardner S., M. D. Body braces '

Bruce, Gardner A. Corn planters
Bruen, J. T., and J. G. Wilson. Machines for sawing stone
Bulkley, Charles S. Mectro-magnetic annunciators
Burrall, Thomas D. Grain harvesters
Burton, William V. Plows
Bushnell, Edwin L. Spring mattresses
Butterworth, Joshua H. Improvement in door locks ,

Byram, Henry P. HuUers of grass-seed
Calvert, Francis A. Feed motion in willowers
Calvert, George. Beehive
Camp, Chauncey W. Shot-chargers
Canby, Samuel. Winnowers of grain
Cantel, Lazare. Metallic trunk frames
Carey, Joshua C. Adjustable heading lever in spike machines
Carhart, Jeremiah. Improvement in bellows for musical instruments
Garmichael, Daniel, (Eliza Carmichael, administratrix of.) Improvement in

dredging machines
Carothers, Jacob H. Corn planters
Carpenter, Calvin, jr. Magneto-electric machines. (Patented in France

April 18, 1853)
Carrol, David. Shuttles
Carson, Alfred. Mode of ringing fixed bells. (Antedated June (5, 1853)
Cary, Daniel, (Norman, Sheldon, and Jane Gary, administrators of.) Im-

provement in horse power
Case, Asa N., and Alden. Bedstead fastenings
Caswell, Lebbeus. Seed planters
Champion, Samuel and Thomas. Transporting bridges. (Antedated May

22, 1853)
Chandler, Thomas A. Pendulum levels

Chapin, Nathan. Lathes for turning interior and exterior surfaces
Chapman, Samuel, jr. Stone saws
Charpie, P. F. Gun locks
Chase, George. Centre board and rudder of vessels for shoal water
Chatham, A. P. Car couplings
Chatman, Alfred F. Razor straps
Chilcott, John, and Robert Snell. India-rubber soles for boots and shoes. ..

Same Screw fastenings for boots and shoes
Clarke, Gilbert S. Pen and pencil case
Clarke, James J . Self-winding telegraphic register

Same same
Clark, Horatio. Bobbins
Clemens, S. A. Machines for breaking and dressing flax

Same Ventilating railroad cars
Cline, Samuel R. Apparatus to regulate the supplying of water to steam

boilers

Coburn, Moses. Violins
Cochran, James. Hydrant valve
Coes, Aury G. Screw wrench
Coffin, John E., assignee of John A. Elder. Machine for cutting binders'

boards
Coffin, Nathan T. Forming teeth on miU saws

Same Hanging saws
Coleman, Ezra. Machines for folding envelopes
Coleman, William and S. G. Ship's blocks
Collan, John B. Detachable lining for the fire boxes of steam boilers
Collcy, Benjamin E. Piano-fortes
Colvcr, Lewis W, Machines for breaking hemp
Comly, John P. Separating paper by single sheets
Compton, William. Piano-fortes
Comstock, John. Bit stocks of braces
Couant, H. B. Abdominal supporters

Aug. 2,1853
Feb. 8,1853

Feb. 22,

Aug. 30.

Jan. 25
May 24
Feb. 15
Mar. 29,

Oct. 11

July 26,

July 19
July 12.

Feb. 15,

Nov. 15,

Dec. 20,

Sept. 27,

Nov. 22
Oct. 4,

Jan. 4
Nov. 15
Apr. 5,

July 16,

Apr. 12

Apr. 11

Oct. 11

Apr. 19
Nov. 1

July 12,

Aug, 9
Dec. 20,

Feb. 15
Dec. 28

May 30
July 2&

Nov. 1

Dec. 20
Dec. 6

June 27
Mar. 1

Aug. 2,

Nov. 22,

May 17
Jan. 11,

Nov, 29,

Aug. 16,

Feb. 8.

Nov, 1

Sept. 20
Sept. 13.

Sept. 13
Nov. I
Jan. 4,

Oct. 18
June 28
Mar. 8,

Nov. 22;

Aug. 2
May 17

Dec. 13
Aug. 16

Oct. 11

July 12

July 19.

Apr. 26
Aug. 16

June 21,

Oct. 11

Mar. 29
Mar. 22,

Sept. 6,

Dec. 13
Aug, 2,

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1846
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1846

1846
1853

1853
1853
1853

1846
1853
1853

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

1853
1853
1853
1853

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

XVIIL
V.

IL
XIV.
XVL
V.
X.

i!

VL

VIL
VII.

11%
xvin,
I.

IV.
XX.
I.

XV.
XXIL
I.

I.

XVIL

L
III.

I.

XIX.
I.

XVL
I.

VIIL
III.

XXIL

XVIL
1.

IX.
VIIL
XIV.
XV.
XIX.
VIL
X.
XXL
XVL
XVL
XVIIL
VIIL
VIIL
IIL
IIL
V.

VL
xvm.
XL
IL

XVIIL
XIV.
XIV.
XVUL
VIL
XVIIL
VL
IIL
XVHL
XVIIL
XIV.
XX.
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List of J)ersons whose fatentsfor inventions have expired, Sfc.—Continued.

Contaret, Dominique Emile. Manufacture of sulphuric acid. (Antedated
December 16, 1 853)

Coutner, Joseph. Saddle trees

Couway, Charles J. Lamps
Cook, George and David. Driving circular saws, &c
Cook, James M. Excluding dust from railroad cars

Cook, Norman. Mode of fixing the colors of cotton umbrellas
Cook, Samuel. Smut machines
Cooper, Cornelius S. Violins, (fcc

Cormack, J. W. Cane and maize cutters

Cough Ian, Wiliiam. Soda fountains
Crabtree, John, and Joseph Hopkinson, Tightening of engine and ptimp-

pistouH packing
Crane, John E. Chain-cable stopper
Crawford, Renjamin. Condensei's for steam engines
Creamer, William G. Operating brakes by signal cord
Crighton, William. Shuttle motions for power looms
Cressler, William. Seed planters
Crider, Henry S., and David Williams. Attaching artificial teeth to the

metallic plate

Crocker, Nelson. Attaching the head cringle to the yards of vessels

Croll. Alexander A. Gas meters
Crosby, C. O. Machines for sticking pins

Same same
Same same

Cross, .J. Brushes .a,oo ,.

Crygier, James H. Bank locks
Cummings, VV. B., N. P. Dadman, and C. A. Blood, assignees of W. B. Cum-

mings and N. P. Dadman. Machines for dressing millstones

Da Costa, John C, assignee of James M. Patton and Wilham F. Fergus.
Tonguing, grooving, and molding

Dale, John D. Machines for planing moldings
Same same

Danforth, William H. Power printing presses
Daniels, Reuben. Straw cutters

Davie, O. J., and Thomas W. Stephens. Machines for punching metal
Davis, Gilman. Ash pans for locomotive engines
Davis, Levis H. Corn shellers ^

Davis, John. Indicating electro-magnetic telegraphs
Davis, Nathan C. Seed planters
Davis, Sylvester. Beehives
Dawes, Ezra H. Devices of a convertible dung fork
Day, A. M. Clavicle adjuster
Dean, William C. Guide for dowelling felloes for wheels
D'Homergue, John. Car brakes
Delano, Benjamin F. Rudder brace ^
Demarest, David. Hose protector
Demeure, Pierre, and Auguste Mauritz. Bed bottoms
Deschamps, F. O. Omnibus lanterns
Dibben, F., and L. BoUman. Multiplying gearing
Dick, James M. Railroad switches
Dickey, E. J. Butter workers . -

Dickinson, Porter. Corn shellers

Dickson. A. A. Machines for topping cotton in the field

Dimmock, George M. Apparatus for illustrating the motion of a pendulum
upon the earth's surface

Dimpfel, Frederick P. Propelling vessels
Dodge, Daniel, and P. Burgess. Life boats
Dodge, Levi P. and William F. Pumps
Dodge, Nehemiah. Pump valves
Dodge, Thomas H. Kettle bails

Duflf, James B. Soap-cutting machines
Dugdale, Samuel G. Apparatus for opening and closing gates
Dugdale. Thomas A. Washing machines
Durkee, Ziba. Beaters of smut machines
Dutcher, Warren W. Improvement in looms
Dyott, M. B. Hot-air furnaces
Dyott, Michael B. Facing buildings
Eddy, Thomas J. Railroad-car wheels
Edwards, Richard. Machine for washing ores
Eichell, George W. Setting up ten-pius, and returning balls
Elder, John A. Apparatus of Jacquard looms
Eliaers, Augustus. Lounges

Same Library step chairs
Elliott, Joi^eph D. Machine for dressing staves
Ellsworth, O iver. Operating and locking knob bolts
Emmons, Phineas. Machines for planking hat bodies
Ennis, William. Hot-air furnaces
Enos, Ro.swell, and Bela T. Hunt. Tanning
Evans, Evan L. Washing machines ,

June 13,

Jan. 18,

July 19,

Jan. 18,

Apr. 19,

Dec. 13,

Apr, 26,

Nov. 8,

Nov. 1,

Oct. 25,

1854
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

Nov. 29, 1853
Apr. 5,1853
Nov. 1,1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Oct. 18; 1853
May 17, 1853

Oct.
Oct.
Feb.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
July
Nov.

18, 1853
2.5, 1853
22, 1853
1,1853
1, 1853
1, 1853
5, 1853

22, 1853

Nov. 22, 1853

May 10, 1853
Jan. 4, 1853
Jan. 4, 1853
June 2L, 1853
Apr. 26, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Oct. 11,1853
Sept. 6,1853
Dec. 6, 1853
Oct. 25, 18.53

July 26, 1853
Oct. 25,1853
July 5,1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Aug. 16, 18.53

Nov. 1,1853
Sept. 13, 1853
July 26, 1853
Aug. 9,18.53

Sept. 27, 1853
July 12, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Oct. 4, 1853

July 12, 1853
Oct. 25, 1853
Aug. 9,1853
June 7, 1853
May 10, 1853
May 24, 1853
Aug. 23, 1853
Oct. 11,1853
June 7, 1853
July 26, 1853
June 27, 1846
Aug. 30, 1853
Aug. 16, i85a
Aug. 2,1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Aug. 9,1853
June 21, 1853
Oct. 25,1853
Oct. 25, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853
June 7,1853
Apr. 19,1853
Mar. 29, 1853
Mar. 22, 1853
May 10,1853
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List of persons wliose patentsfor inventions Jiave expired, S^c.—Continued.

Name and invention. Date. Class.

Evans, R. M. , and Asa Weeks, assignees of R. M. Evans. Cutters for planing
moldings

Everett, Edw'd, and Sam'l T. Thomas. Harness boards for Jacqnard looms..
Falconer, Ralph Jame?. Hose coupling
Fales, Daniel P. Car wheels
Farmer, Moses G. Porous cells for galvanic batteries

Same Electric telegraphs
Farnsworth, Joseph. Car wheels ,

Farrel, John. Fire-proof lining for safes

Fasket, William. Improvement in machinery for making hat bodies
Faught. Luther R. Regulating the speed of steam engines
Fay, Isaac. Railroad car-seats

Feaga, George, and George W. Grain washers
Fenn, Benjamin. Pendulum balance for quick weighing
Fenwick, S. E., and H. F. Wilson, assignees of W. H. Lazelle. Machines

for paring apples
Filkins, J. D., and Wm. H. De Puy. Attaching horses to plows
Filson, John. Hanging farm gates .,

Finch, R. R.. jr. Stove-pipe collar

Finley, Marshall. Daguerreotype plate holder
Fisher. M. , and John H. Norris. Apparatus for polishing anvils
Fitch, Charles B. Mode of cutting tenons
Flanders, Charles. Steering appai-atus

Flanders, Joseph F. Machines for rubbing and polishing leather

Flanders, Wooster A. Beehives
Fletcher, John C. Radiators for stoves
Fobes, Edwin. Vertical pianos
Foreman, Yelland. Life boats
Foster, J., jr. , and Piatt Evens, jr. Metallic boxes for presses, &c. (Dis-

claimer August 24, 1853J
Frankeuberg, Alexander. Soda-water foimtains
Franklin, Benjamin H. Manure and other forks
Frazee, Benjamin. Mode of operating mill saws
Frazee, Lawrence F. Life boat
Freed, David. Toilet furniture

,

Freeman, E. L. Bog-cutting cultivators ,

Fruit, Franklin. Chuck for cutting barrel heads ,

Fulton, H. L. Smut machines
Fulton, John J. Tanning
Galiaher, John S., jr. Crutches
Gallahue, AlpheusC. Machines for pegging boots and shoes. (Antedated

February 18, 1853)
Gardiner, P. G. Arrangementof quartz pulverizer and gold amalgamator.

.

Gardiner, Samuel, jr. Magnetic machine for washing and separating gold. .,

Gardiner, Herman. Quartz crushers. (Antedated July 5, 1853)
Gardner, Morris J. Oscillating steam engines
Garlick, Isaac D. Self-acting machine for weighing grain
Garretson, Isaac H, Seed-planters
Garsed, Richard. Improvement in operating treadle and cams in looms for

tweeliug
Geahart, Aaron W. Machines for preparing spoke timber ,

George, Ammi M. Mode of operating circular saws
Gilbert Banford. Propellers

Same Griddles
Gilliland, John L. Fire-polishing glass
Gilliland, Lewis L., and J. R. Wagoner. Sofa bedsteads
Gilsou, Leonard. Machinery for dressing circular sash, &,c
Gledhill, John. Power looms
Glenn, James. Illuminated clocks
Goble, Uriah H. Grain and grass harvesters
Goldmark, Joseph M. D. Facing ends of percussion caps
Goldsmith, H., jr. Water-closets
Goodfellow, Simeon. Arrangement of screw-cutting dies in the die stock - .

.

Goodman, Horatio N. Melodeons
Gore, Thomas S. Stoves
Gorman, George. Cotton stalk-cutters and pulverizers
Gould, Benj., assignee of Joseph W. Webb. Valves of rotary steam engines.
Graham, Edmund H. Magazine guns
Graham, Robert A. Plows
Granger, R. D. Improvement in cooking stoves .

Graves, Israel, and Charles A. Bogert. Shingle machine ;

Green, Benjamin H. Carpenter's clamps
Green, S., and C. Arnett, assignees of Samuel Green. Window shutter bolts.
Green, Henry. Grain and grass harvesters. (Antedated Sept. 21, 1853)
Greene, 3< rorae B. Temples for looms
Greenhalgh, James, jr. Power looms
Greenleaf, William P. Shape of scythes
Grecnough, B. F. Separating alcohol from water and other heavier fluids .

.

Greenougli, J. J. Manufiicture of plate glass
Griffith, Levi B, Plow beams
Griffiths, John. Screw cutting dies

Dec. 6,

Jan. 18,

June 7,

Sept. 27,

Jan. 11,

Mar. 29,

Nov. 1,

July 19,

Jan. 23,

Nov. 1,

Sept. 20,

Jan. 4,

Mar. 29,

1853
1853
1853
1853
18.53

1853
18.53

1853
1846
18.53

1853
1853
1853

Jan. 25,1853
Oct. 25,1853
Feb. 8, 1853
Aug. 30, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
June 14, 1853
Oct. 18,1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Oct. 25,1853
Mav 24, 1853
May 17, 1853
Oct. 11,1853

June 28,

Dec. 20,

Dec. 20,

Oct. 18,

Nov. 22.

Sept. 20,

June 21,

Nov. 15,

Apr. 12,

July 12,

Jan. 4,

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

Aug. 16, 18.53

June 7,1853
Mar. 8,1853
Mar. 21, 1854
Aug. 23, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Mar. 29, 1853

July 20, 1846
Aug. 16, 1853
Jan. 11,1853
Nov. 15, 1853
Oct. 11,1853
Jan. 11,1853
May 17, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853
Dec. 6, 1853
Dec. 20,1853
Nov. 22, 1853
June 7, 1853
Dec. 6, 1853
June 28, 1853
Aug. 30, 1853
Sept. 20, 1853
Jan. 18,18.53

Oct. 4, 1853
Oct. 4,1853
June 13, 1846
Nov. 29. 1853
Aug. 9,18.53

Nov. 8,1853
Mar. 21,1854
Nov. 8, 1853
Nov. 8, 1853
Sept. 1.3, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
June 14, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Jan. 18,1853

XIV.
IIL
XL
X.
VIIT.
VIIL
X.
V.

VL
X.
I.

xn.

XVIL
I.

IX.
V.
XVIIL
II.

XIV.
VIL
XVL
I.

V.
xvin.
VII.

xn.
IV.
I.

XIV.
VIL
XXL
I.

XIV.
xin.
XVL
XX.

XVL
TI.

vin.
11.

VL
XIL
I.

xrv.
XIV.
VII.
XVIL
XV.
XVIL
XIV.
IIL
VHL
I.

XIX.
XXIL
IL
XVIIL
V.
I.

VL
XIX.
I.

XIV.
XIV.
IL
I.

IIL
IIL
I.

IV.
XV.
I.

IL
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List qf persons wliose patentsJor inventions have expired, ^c.—Continued.

Name and invention.

Griffiths, R., assignee of E. Griffiths and George Shield. Machines for

making railroad chairs

Griswold, George W. Implements for cloth cutting

Gritzner, M. C. Gold separator
Groom, Smith, Hose coupling
Grover, Hosea H. Rotary churns
Gustine, R. F. Match splint machines
Gwynne, James S. Improvement in separating oleic and stearic acid
Hackley, M. A. Cheese presses
Hall, William K. Gi'ass harvesters
Hallam, Edward R., assignee of Edward R. Hallam and Thomas B, Bar-

nard. Gas meters
Halvorson, Halvor. Looms for weaving hair cloth

Hanson, Ebeuezer "W". Penholders
Hargreaves, Thomas C. Maize husking machines
Hai-ig, Augustus C. Swivel-nibbed keys for door locks
Harris, Joseph, jr. Driving circular saws
Harrison, Nathan, and John W. H. Metcalf. Hill-side plows
Hart, Carmi. Car wheels
Hartin, John, Water meters

Same Method of drying;paper
Hartupee, James T., and A. Alexander. Machines for rolling bar iron
Harvey, Thomas W., (Hayward A, Harvey, administrator of,/ Improve-

ment in machinery for cutting screws
Same. Improvement in machines for dressing screw heads

Hatcher, Jacob J. Coin safe and detector
Hatfield, W. J. Machines for jointing table tops
Hawes. John H. H. Calendar clocks
Hawes, R. L. Envelope folding machine
Hawes, Samuel W. Manufacturing rosin oil

Hawes, Samuel W., assignee.of Madison Page. Process of distilling rosin oil.

Hay, A. K., and James M. Brooktield, assignee of Faatz & White ; James M.
Brookfield and Ephraim V. White being the original applicants. Faatz
is declared by Judge^Morsell to be joint inventor wiih White. The patent
was accordingly issued to Hay & Brookfield. Glass manufacturing

Hayden, P. P. R. Buckles
Hayes, John P. Cooking ranges
Hazlewood, George H. Cradle and tete-^-tete

Hedges, Silas A. Manure spreaders
Heim, Matth aus. Cooking stoves
Hepworth, John J., assignee of William Baird, Power looms
Hewitt, Henry W. Pi-opellers.

Hickok, Samuel. Railroad car seats

Hni, Daniel. Attachment of a harrow to a land roller

Hinkley, Thomas. Instruments for plotting
Hinman, Daniel B. Dyeing yarn parti-colored
Hinsdale, Richard L. Elastic exercising machines
Hoch!~tras8er, Henry. Sash fastener
Hogeland, James S. Wool condensers
HoUings, Richard. Hose pipes *.

Holt, S. R. Self-acting presses
Hopkins, Lansing E. Conductors in macbines for forming hat bodies
Horn, Peter. Seed planters .'

Horney, Solomon, jr. Plows
Homig, Julius, and Ludwig Suess. Artificial stone
Horsfall, William. Annunciators for hotels
Hotchkiss, F. S., and C. W. Blakeslee. Spring clamps for clothes lines

House, Royal E. Improvement in.magnetic printing telegraphs
Hovey, Daniel H. Machine for twisting waxed ends

Same Machine for creasing straps of leather
Howard, Cyrus G., assignee of D. H. Chamberlain. Machinery for reducing

metal bars
Howard, Rufus L., assignee Of WiUiam F. Ketchum. Track clearers to

harvesters ,

Howe, Frederick W. Machine for planing metal
Howe, William, (Joseph Stone administiator of.) Improvement in truss

bridges .

Hubbell, W. S., and A. Barrett. Compositions for treating wool
Hume, Nelson A., assignee of Frederick Nicholson. Screw jacks for raising

buildings
Hunt, F. B. Mills for grinding apples and other substances
Hunt, Henry. Sealing preserve canisters
Hunt, N., assignee of Henry Edwards. (-SeeBlodget, S. C.) Sewing machines
Huntington, W. T., assignee of Wm. H. Atkins. Time registers for showing

the day of the week and month
Hutchinson, Charles B, Machinery for cutting barrel heads •

Same Machine for jointing staves
Hutchinson, Samuel. Cutting and planting potatoes
Huyett, William G. Hai-vesters of grain and grass
IngersoU, Simon. Shingle machines

Same Feed motion in plug-cutting machines

Date.

Oct,
Oct.
Nov.
July
Nov.
Apr,
Sept.
Mar.
Nov.

18,1853
18, 1853
29, 1853
12, 1853
15.1853
12,18.53

3, 1840
22, 1853
22, 1853

Feb. 8,

Sept. 27,

Dec. 6,

Oct, 4,

Mar, 1,

Oct, 11,

Oct, 11,

Dec. 13,

May 24,

Aug. 9,

Apr. 19,

1853
18.53

1853
18.53

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
18.53

1853

May 30,1846
Aug. 18, 1846
Apr. 12, 1853
Dec. 20,1853
May 17. 1853
June 21, 1853
Apr, 12,1853
May 24,1853

June 14, 1853
Jan, 11,1853
Oct, 4, 1853
July 5, 1853
Jan, 11, 1853
May 17,1853
Nov. 29, 1853
June 7, 1853
Aug. 9,1853
Oct. 11,1853
Oct. 18,1853
July 26, 1853
May 3,1853
Sept. 27, 1853
Jan 18, 1853
Jan. 4, 18.53

Nov. 22, 18.53

Aug. 30, 1853
Aug. 2.3, 1853
Apr. 5, 1853
June 7, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Dec. 13,18.53

Apr. 18,1846
June 28, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853

Jan. 18,1853

May 17, 1853
June 21, 1853

Aug. 28, 1846
June 7,1853

Nov. 29. 18.53

July 26, 1853
Sept. 6, 1853
Dec. 20,1853

Dec. 20, 1853
Feb. 1, 18.33

Oct. 4, 1853
Oct. 25,18.53

June 14, 1853
Apr. 12,18.53

June 21, 1853
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List of persons whose patentsfor inventions have expired, Sfc.—Continued.

Name and invention.

Ingraham, Lewis S. Winnowers
Irving, Benjamin. Steam boilers, (Patented in France May 12, 1853; in

Belgium May 17, 1853)

Same. Paddle wheel
Jackson, John. Spinning jacks
Jackson, Timothy D., (Alfred Judson and Elizabeth N. Jackson, administra-

tors of.) BeU telegraph

James, David A. Processes for making glue
Jarosson, Leon. Painting on cloth

Jenkins, Benjamin F., and Luke L. Knight. Lathes for turning irregular
forms

.

Jenkins, Samuel. Seed planters

Jenkins, John W. Iron posts for fences

Johnson, William H. Feeding clamps for sewing machines
Jones, John, and Alexander Lyle. Cutting gear of straw cutters

Jones, Thomas B. Cob and stalk cutters

Kain, James R. Apparatus for cutting screws on bedstead rails

Karns, Samuel. Fastening the teeth to clover-hulling cylinders
Keck, Philip H. Cultivators

Keller, Henry M. Winnowers of grain
KeUogg, Charles H., assignee of WilUam Wheeler. Cutting the bars and

teeth of curry combs . ,

Kelsey , Christopher P. G rain cradles

Kelly, Oliver A. Looms
Kendall, George. Candle-mold apparatus. (Patented in England Novem-

ber 12, 1852)
Kent, Joseph, assignee of Samuel R. Wilmot. Apparatus for drawing water

from wells
Ketcham, Richard. Straw cutters .^

Kimball, Alpheus. Scythe fastenings

Kingsley, John L. Compounds for stereotype plates.

Same Molding gutta-perPha stereotype plates

Kipp, Charles T., assignee of Walter Hunt. Bottle stoppers
Kittle, Samuel P. Door fastener
Knowles, Jonathan. Looms

Same Process of treating vegetable fiber. (Antedated Sep-
tember 4, 1853)

Lapham, Seneca. Devices for sheering cultivators

Lash, Abraham, and Miles Moore. Screens of winnowers
Latrobe, J. H. B. Improvement in stoves
Latta, Alexander B. Oscillating engines
Leavitt, O. S. Hemp and flax-breaking machines

Same Hemp brake
Same Drawing frames for bemp and flax

Leeds, Joseph. Ventilators
Leonard, George. Fire-arms
Leonard, William B, Fluid meters
Leslie, Richard M. Paging books
Lewis, John. Printing presses
Lewis, William, and WLiliam H. Coating box for daguerreotype plates

Same Boxes for supplying busines's cards
Lindner, Joseph R. Horse collars
Lindsay, William H. Water meters
Littlefield, Archibald S. Self-acting switches
Livermore, George W. Crozing the ends of staves. (Antedated August

31, 1853)

Longley , Abner H. Machine for cutting wooden screws
Loveland, Samuel. Sectional dry dock. (Antedated Sept, 7, 1853)
Lucas, Napoleon B. Threshers and separators of grain
Lucas, William F., (administrator of L. A. B. Walbach.) Cannon boring. ..

Lupton, Lewis. Construction of harrows
Lynahon, Daniel. Cutting boots
Lynde, John D., assignee of Arnold Bufi'um. Gold washer and amalgamator

.

Lyon, Sergius P. Self-acting dampers for air-tight stoves
Lyon, Warren. Metal drills

Mackey, D. S. , and J. R. Smith. Winnowers
Mann, Zadoc H. Safety valves for steam boilers

Same Car wheels
Mansfield, William. Knitting machines
Marsh, David, and B. Whitney. Rice huUers
Maring, Leonard S. Cutter for boring wheel hubs
Mascher, J. F. Daguerreotype cases ,

Mason, Nicholas. Cooking ranges
Mason, William. Power looms
Massachusetts Armw Co., assignees of Joshua Stevens. Repeating fire-arms
Matliesius, Frederick. Upholstering furniture -.

Matthew, David. Spark burner and water heater for locomotives
Blatthews, E. G. Machines for stone dressing
Maxwell, John. Knitting machines (Antedated Sept. 29, 1852) .

,

Mayer, Andrew. Arrangement of screw-cutting dies
McCarty, Henry, Manufacture cf sheet iron ,

Date.

Aug. 9,1853

Aug. 30
Sept. 6
July 19

Oct. 17
July 26
June 7

Jan. 4

Sept. 20
Aug. 9,

Apr. 12
Nov. 8
Oct. 11
Nov. 22
Nov. 8

May 31

Oct. 11

Oct. 25,

Nov. I

Nov. 22

May 3,

May 3

Oct. 4

Feb. 22
Jan. 18
June 14
Jan. 4
June 7

Nov. 8

Feb. 14

Nov. 1

Nov. 8

Sept. 5,

Oct. 11

Aug. 30,

Sept. 20,

Sept. 20,

Nov. 15,

Aug. 9

Nov. 1

Feb. 15,

Aug.
Nov. 15,

Nov. 22
Sept. 6,

Apr. 5,

Oct. 4

Apr. 4

May 17

Mar. 7.

Jtiue 28,

Aug. 23
IHay 24
Oct. 18
May 31

Nov. 15
Sept. 20
Oct. 25
Sept. 13

Oct. 4.

Mar. 22
Apr. 26,

Oct. 4,

Mar. 8
Sept. 27
Oct. 18
Aug. 9,

May 17,

Dec. 6,

Oct. 25,

Mar. 29,

Jan. 11.

Sept. 27

1853
1853
1853

1846
1853
1853

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
18.53

1853
1853
1853

1853
18.53

1853

1853

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

1854
1853
1853
1846
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

1854
1853
1854
185;?

18.53

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

Class.
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(Ante-

Con-

McCormick, Samuel. Impressing the threads upon screw blanks.

dated March 20, 1853)
McDougall, Duncan E. Door fastener
McDougall, S. T. Platform scales

McKay, James. Rotary steam engines
McMay , John. Improvement in plows
McMuilen, John. Improvement in netting machines
McPherson. Alexander. Cooking ranges
Meredith. Stephen. Feed apparatus to gas generators
Merewether, William H. Wire fence
Merriam, W. P., A. C. Harris, William Wheeler, and E. N. Merriam.

struction of iron candlesticks
Merrick, Solyman, (A. D. Briggs, administrator of.) Improvement in feeder

for screw machines
MeiTill, W. E., and F. Tupper, Bedstead fastenings ,

Merritt, William T. Mode of opening and closing gates
Middleton, Richard H. Compound rails

Miller, Benjamin F. Iron fence
Miller, Samuel, Cotton-seed planters
Millet, Stanislas. Meat cutters
Millis, Eben L. Corn shellers

Minuis, Thomas S. Locomotive invalid chau's
Mitchell, James A. Hand looms
Montague, Charles. Printing presses

Same same
Montgomery, Joseph and James. Shoes to winnowers
Montgomery, Richard. Method of connecting the sheets of shut-flue and

water-space steam boilers

Montgomery, Elizabeth, assignee of Richard Montgomery. Corrugated
plates for steam boilers, &c. (Patented in England Feb. 17, 1853) ,

Moore <fe Crosby, assignees of Snow Magoun. Machine for cutting and
bevelling printers' rules

Moreland, James. Mortising machines
Morewood, Edmund, and George Rodgers. Coating sheets of metal
Morrill, Jonathan W. Ditching machine
Morrison, Enoch R. Shingle machine
Morse, Russel S. Adjustable springs for carriages
Moses, Samuel F. B. Improvement in electro-magnetic telegraphs
Mott, Jordan L. Cooking stoves

Same Bathing tubs
Moyle, John. Straw cutters
Mumma, Jacob. Draught apparatus of seed planters
Muntz, William H. Paddle wheels
Murphy, Thomas P. Bank locks
Murrill, James H. Looms for weaving coach lace
Neer, Charles. Fire places and stoves
Nelson, Thomas. Watches and chronometers
Nelson, Thomas F. Manure crushers and sowers
Nelson, Joseph E. Harvesters and binders. (Patented in England August

27, 1853)
Newbury, Thompson, Apparatus for feeding blanks to screw machines

Same Machines for threading screw blanks
Newcomb, D. H. B. Hill-side plows
Newell, John. Camphene lamps
Nichols, James R. Oil or fluid cans
Nibhwitz, Frederick. Grain harvesters
Noll, Henry R. Arrangement of sash fasteners ,

Norcross, Josiah, assignee of Edward Brown. Burglar alarms
Norfolk, E. S., assignee of S. D. Tripp. Machines for pegging boots and

shoes
North, Gibson. Oven doors for cooking stoves and ranges
North, John. Trusses
Norton, Benjamin R. Metallic-pointed pens
Norton, Frederick Wm. Manufacture of plain and figured fabrics
Northrup, Joel G. Printing presses
Nunns, Robert, and John Clark, assignees of Rudolph Kreter. Covermg

piano-forte hammers
Oerter, H. J., assignee of Frederick Hesse. Paper-cutting machine
Orcutt, Lysander A. Machines for molding in flasks
Osgood, Enoch. Fastening leather beltings
Owen, J. Parsons. Machiae for cutting screws on bedstead rails, &c
Page, Charles. Sectional bedsteads
Palmer, Freeman. Feed motion in sewing machines
Palmer, Stephen F. Towing apparatus for canal boats
Palmer, B. Frank. Improvement in artificial legs
Palmer, William Russell. Threshers. (Antedated April 11, 1853)
Parker, Elijah F. Frames for lanterns
Parker, Eph-.aim. Machine for sawing and planing clapboards
Parker, Frederick B. Hay rakes
Parker, J. J. Straw cutters

June 6,

May 31,

Nov. 22,

Mar. 1,

May 2,

June 27,

Apr. 19,

Sept. 6,

Nov. 8,

1854
1853
1853
1853
1846
1846
1853
1853
1853

Apr. 26, 1853

Mar. 7.1846
Dec. 13, 1853
Nov. 1,1853
May 31, 1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Apr. 19,1853
May 24, 1853
Aug. 9,1853
May 10, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Sept. 6,1853
Dec. 20, 1853

Jan. 11,1853

May 17, 1853

Aug. 23, 1853
Feb. 22, 1853
Nov. 1,1853
May 10, 1853
Nov. 22, 1853
Nov, 1,1853
Apr. 11, 1846
Sept. 27, 18.53

Sept. 27, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Aug. 16, 1853
Nov. 15, 1S»3
May 31, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
May 31, 1853
May 24, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853

Dec. 13,1853
Apr. 5,1853
Apr. 19, 1853
June 21, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Sept. 20, 1853
Aug. 30, 1853'

Apr. 5, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853

Apr. 12,1853
Aug. 16, 1853
July 5,1853
June 21, 1853
Sept 13, 1853
Aug. 9,1853

Jan. 4,

July 19,

Mar. 8,

May 10,

Nov. 22,

Dec. 13,

Jan. 25,

Apr. 26,

Nov. 4,

June 13,

Feb. 1,

Dec. 20,

Aug. 23,

Oct. 11,

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1846
1854
1853
1853
1853
1853

II.

IL
XIL
VL

XVII.
IX.
IX.
IX.
I.

XVII.
I.

XX.
III.

XVIII.
xvin.
L

VL

VL

XVIIL
XIV.
IL
IX.
XIV.

V.
XX.
L
L
VIL
n.
m.
V.
vin.
I.

L
IL
n.
L
V.
V.
L
n.
xxn.

XVI.
V.
XX.
xviu.
III.

xvin,

XVIII.
XVIIL
IL
XVL
XVIL
XVIL
ILL
VIL

L
V.
XIV.
L
L
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Name and invention. Date.

Parker, James M., assignee of John Jordan, and Eliza Millington, executrix,

and William S. Toole, executor of Charles Millington; Jordan and Mil-

lington being the assignees of William H. Jennison. Compositions for a
filter

Parrish, Stephen E. Clamps for laying floors

Patterson, James. Friction rollers

Payson, Ira P. Soap ingredients

Peacock, George. Core bars for forming cores of casting pipes ,

Pease, Daniel, jr. Smut machines ,

Pease, Julius A. Seeding hoes
Peckham, M., and L. O. Palmer. Ore washer ,

Peer, John W. Trip hammer ,

Pender, John. Power lo<>ms

Perkins, Howard. Carpenters' brace and bit fastener

Perldns, Samuel M. Manufacture of seamless felt, wearing apparel, &c
Perley, Charles. Ships' side lights

Perrin, Henry, and William Ruddock. Seed planters ,

Peters, CJiarles. Molds for uniting steel to cast-iron

Peterson, Abram B. Grain threshers and separators
Phelps, Charles. Supporting falling table leaves
Phillips, George. Seed-planting cultivators

Phiueas, Myer. Metallic pens
Pierce, Hiram, and George E. Cady, assignees of Bradford Rowe. Gripes

for holding leather
Pierpont, William. Cutters of grain and grass harvesters
Piffaut, J. Frames of piano-fortes

Pitman, Levi. Plotting theodolite

Piatt, Charles H. Ships' blocks
Poague, John B. and William F. Forming pipes of hydraulic cement
Porter, William, and Edward A. Tuttle. Lanterns
Potter, Abiather F. Gold washer and amalgamator ,

Potts, George. Revolving mandrel for lining cylinders with metal
Powers, Hiiam. Files and rasps
Pratt, Ralph C. Machines for ditching
Proprietors of locks and canals on Merrimack river, assignees of Samuel L.

Dana. Purifying rosin oil .-.

Prosser, Thomas. Expanding drills

Purden, Fergus. Mortising machines
Pusey, Lea. Self-waiting dining tables

Quantiu, Alphonse. Valve-gauge for bottles

Race, Washburn. Improvement in registers for stoves
Ralstin, Andrew. Saw-mills
Randlett, Timothy. Mop-heads
Rankin, James. Hanging mill-saws
Rapp, Jackson A., and E. S. Waight. Straining saws by compressed air

Read, George B. Screw wrench
Redmond, Owen, Lamps
Reeder, John M. Construction of steam boilers
Reid, Daniel. Manure carts

Reid, George W. Corn shellers

Reynolds, Levi S. Bran dusters
Rice, Benjamin F. Looms for weaving fancy goods
Richards, John W. Registering apparatus for printing presses
Richards, William W. Making shovels, spades, &c
Richardson, John, R. J. Westerman, and E. Wilder, Machines for making

spikes
Richardson, William. Centrifugal draining machine
Riley, James, and William Allen. Processes for distilling rosin oil

Ripley, Ezra. Improvement in tea-kettles
Ritterband, Henry M. Gold washer
Roberts, Milton. Arrangement of cutters for turning
Robertson, H. G. Washing machines
Robertson, William. Finger-board for keyed violins

Robinson, H. G. Coin safe and detector
Robinson, L. F., assignee of Caleb B. Burnap. Method of veneering
Rohr, George. Seed planters
Rood, Morgan L. Revolving fire-arms .;

Root, E. K. Drop hammers
Ropes, David N. Attaching handles to the blades of table knives
Ross, Henry S. Fences
Roth, Aivgustus, and Joseph Lea. Process for bleaching flax. (Antedated

May 26, 1853)
Roth, J. Augustus.' Processes of dechlorinating bleached fabrics
Roys, Franklin, and Edward Wilcox, assignees of Elliot Savage, Machinery

for cutting and bonding metallic disks
Ruger, Philip P. Machine for turning spiral moldings
Rugglos, Stephen P. Printing presses. (Antedated February 2, 1853)

Same Machine for cutting sheet metal
Russell, Henry L. Metallic piston packing
Rust, Samuel. Sector presses
Rutter, Benjamia, and Henry Rouzer. Smut machines

May 31, 1853
Sept. 27, 1853
Aug. 9, 18"'3

Dec. 6, 1853
Feb. 8, 1653
Jan. 11,1853
May 17,1853
Jan. 4, 1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Oct. 18,1853
Nov. 1,1853
Jan. 25,1853
Oct. 25,1853
Sept, 20, 1853
Feb, 8, 1853
Nov. 8,1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Nov, 15, 1853
July 12, 1853

July 19, 1853
Nov. 22, 1853
Jan. 25,1853
July 26, 1853
Sept. 27, 1853
Nov, 29, 1853
July 5,1853
Jan. 25,1853
Sept. 13, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
July 19, 1853

Apr. 19, 1853
Jan. 25,1853
June 14, 1853
June 14, 1853
Oct. 25,1853
Anril 4,1846
Aug. 30, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853
Sept. 13, 1853
July 26, 1853
Feb. 1, 1853
July 26, 1853
Aug. 2,1853
May 3, 1853
May 3,1853
June 28, 1853
Oct. 18,1853
May 10, 1853
Oct. 25,1853

Aug, 2,1853
Sept, 27, 1853
Mar. 22, 1853
Mar, 14, 1846
Nov, 1,1853
Aug. 23, 1853
Oct, 11,1853
Nov, 8,18.53

July 12, 1853
Sept, 27, 1853
June 21, 1853
Nov. 22, 1853
Aug. 16, 1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Sept. 13, 1853

Apr. 18,1854
Oct. 4, 1853

Aug, 30, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Aug. 2,1853
A;xg. 30, 1853
Ocv, 25,1853
Apr. 5,1853
Oct, 4, 1853
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Name and invention. Date. Class.

Salmon, George B. Grain winnowers. (Antedated July 6, 1853)

Salomon, J. C. F. Rotary steam engines
Sampson, Alexander H. Brick machines
Sampson, Elnathan. Platform scales

Sanford, Samuel T. Boring machines
Sands, Hiram, and Gary Cummings. Brick machines
Sargent, Benjamin P. Expanding horseshoes •

Sargent, Jacob T. Garden and other hoes
Satterlee, Milton. Seed planters
Savage, Elliott. Machine for cutting the threads of wood screws
Sawyer, Joseph, and Lyman Clark. Peg rasps
SchaflFer, Francis C. Potato diggers
Schenkl, John P., and Adolph S. Sarroni, assignees of John P. Schenkl.

Breech-loading fire-arms

Scholfield, Jos. A. Temples for looms
Schnebly, William and Thomas. Grain and grass harvesters
Scott, John. Air beds
Sears, Henry B., assignee of Jonathan Foreman, administrator of E. W.

Foreman. Diving bells

Seely, O. W., assignee of J. P. Smith and O. W. Seely. Straw cutters

Seibert, Frederick. Machines for polishing leather
Semple, Amzi C. Paddles for vessels
Semple, William C, assignee of Amzi C. Semple. Presses
Seymour, Alfred B. Rolling railroad and other iron

Shank, J. R. Lathe machines
Shawk, Abel. Steam generators
Shepardson, E. E., and E. Lucas. Tuning melodions and other reed instru-

ments.
Sheppard, Louis F. Artificial teeth
Sherman, Sj'lvester J. Mounting spirit levels

Sheri'od, Walter. Expanding mandrels for turning machinery
Sherwood, John T. Machines for making wrought nails

Shiverick, Benjamin. Mode of feeding rosin to the fires of glass furnaces. .

,

Sibbald, Charles F. Steam boilers

Sickles, Frederick E. Operating and controlling the rudder of steam vessels
Sickles, Gerard. Self-adjusting platform for ferry bridges
Silver, William, jr. Blasting powder
Simon, Godfrey. Carriages with shifting seats. (Patented in England

March 4, 1853)
Simmons, Jonas. Machine for making axes
Slaughter, Franklin, assignee of Evan H. Branson. Machinery for dressing

crooked timber
Sleppy, Christian. Making chains
Sloan, Thomas J. Improvement in wood screws
Smith, E. H. Copying presses
Smith, Frederick. Water wheel
Smith, Gideon B. Counterfeit coin detector
Smith, Hiram. Apparatus for cutting screws on bedstead rails, &-c
Smith, Jeremiah P. Corn shellers

Smith, Jo>iah M. Cutter heads for molding machines
Smith, Lettie A, Butter workers
Smith, Thaddeus A. Molding for cast-iron plates with dove-tailed recesses.

.

Snow, Samuel, and Alexander Hine. Rotary root-digging cultivators
Snyder, John H. Hook-headed machines for making spikes
Soils, Richard. Manufacture of India-rubber
Southmayd, Horace, assignee of Josiah W. Archbald. Sugar-draining ma-

chines
Spafford, William W. Planing machines for metals
Spence, George S. G. Cooking ranges
Spencer, George. Railroad-car ventilator
Spiller, Thomas, and Anthony Crowhurst. Operating vibrating propellers.

(Antedated Febraary 3, 1853)
Spralt, James. Bottle fastenings
Spring, Charles A. Supplemental valve in reciprocating steam engines
Stanbrough, James. Harness
Stanton, Henry. Discharging breech-loading fire-arms
Staples, Solon. Screw for planking ships
Steere, Parris J. Machine for sawing barrel heads
Stephens, WilManj. Valve motion of oscillating engines
Stevens, B. F., and Walter Kidder. Shingle machine
Stickney, Ancil. Blow pipes for enlarging blasting cavities. (Antedated

May 10, 1853)
Same Compound blow pipe for enlarging blasiing cavities.

(Antedated June 11, 1853)
Stillman, Alfred, (Elizabeth A. Harris, administratrix of.) Improvement in

sugar pans
Stockwell, Leonard A. Lard lamps
Storm, William Mt. Process for mixing air and steam for actuating engines.
Stout, Thomas B. Potato diggers
Strode, Joseph C. Hydraulic ram
Stuart, David. Annealing hollow iron ware

2 c p

July 19, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
June 14, 1853
Nov. 22, 1853
July 12, 18.53

Sept. 6,1853
Oct. 25,18.53

Oct. 25,1853
July 26, 1853
Apr. 5,1853
Dec. 13, 1853
Jan. 4, 1853

Aug. 16, 1853
Aug. 2, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Oct. 18,1853

Aug. 23, 1853
July 12, 1353
Nov. 29, 1853
July 5,1853
June 28, 1853
Aug. 9,1853
June 21, 18.53

Sept. 20, 1853

June 28,

Feb. 15,

July 19,

June 2],

May 10,

Feb. 1,

Dec. 20,

May 10,

June 7,

Nov. 22,

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
18.53

1853
1853
1853

Dec. 20, 1853
Mar. 1,1853

Nov. 15, 18.53

Sept. 27, 1853
Aug. 20, 1846
June 14, 1853
Nov. 22, 1853
Sept. 6,1853
Nov. 22, 1853
Jan. 18,1853
Sept. 13, 1853
Aug. 23, 1853
Mar. 8,1853
Oct. 11,1853
May 10,1853
Feb. 1,1853

Jan. 25,1853
Sept. 6,1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Nov. 8,1853

Nov. 8,

Sept. 6,

Mar. 1,

Mar. 22,

Aug. 16,

Dec. 20,

May 3,

Oct. 4,

Dec. 20,

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

Sept. 20, 1853

Sept. 20, 1853

May 16,1846
Sept. 13, 1853
Apr. 5,1853
Apr. 26, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Sept. 27, 1853

I.

VL
XV.
xn.
XIV.
XV.
IL
I.

I.

IL
XVL
I.

XIX.
III.

I.

XVIL

VII.
I.

XVL
VIL
XIL
IL
XIV.
VI.

xvin.
XX.
VIII.
XIV.
II.

XV.
VL
VIL
IX.
IX.

X.
n.

XIV.
n.

xvin.
XL
XXIL
xvn.
L
XIV.
xvn.
IL
I.

n.
IV.

IV.
II.

V.
V.

^nL
:xiL
VI
X]
VL
XVL
XIX.
VIL
XIV.
VL
XIV.

IX.

IX.

V.
VL
L
XL
n.
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Name and invention.

Sturgis, John J. Type-casting machines
Smrtevant, SaffordE. Attaching shafts of vehicles to the axles

Sully, James, and John Butter, assignees of John Butter. Machines for

molding brick
Sumner, Samuel B. Boot-jacks
Sweet, Samuel. Spark-arrester
Swett, James H. Arrangement of the die-rollers in spike machines
Talbot, Ebenezer. Machine for boring rock
Talt avul, Peter. Omnibus registers

Taplin, John A. Straw and grain separators
Taylor, Amos B., and Stephen Wilcox, jr. Let-off motion for looms
Taylor, E. S. Bedstead fastenings

Taylor, Robert R. Arrangement of valves, ports, and passages for operat-
ing steam hammers

Taylor. Alva B. Improvement in checking the momentum of printing presses-

Taylor^ T. Chalkley. Soap compounds. (Antedated Sept. 17, 1853)
Teal, Peter, and Charles Tyler. Lathe for turning the interior surface of

hollow ware. (Antedated April 9, 1853)

Ten Eyck, Peter. Rocking chairs

Terry, Silas B. New mode of applying the vibrating spring of balance
clocks

Tewksbury , Abijah R. Boat or scow
Thompson, Nathan, jr. Mode of indicating the height of water in steam

boilers

Same Life-preserving bucket
Same Life-preserving seat

Thompson, William H. , and Richard H. Plummer. Compressers for flyers..

Thorn, William J. Pocket combs
Thornton, William McK. Horse collars

Thurman, WUliam J., assignee of Richard H. Pindell. Planing machine...
Tiffany, Joel. Machines for dressing shingles
Tilghman, Noah J. Crow killer

Tillman, Samuel D. Radiators for stoves
Same Revolving musical scale

Tompkins, D. and D. F., assignees of J. C. Conklin. Pickaxes
Towers, William H. Metallic pens

Same Hot-air registers

Same Horseshoes
Townsend, Richard H. Working the valves of steam engines
Townshend, WiUiam. Looms

Same same
Traeyser, George. Vertical pianos
Ti-ayser, Philip P. Spike machines ,

Treadwell, Ephraim. Ovens
Trees, James. Propellers
Trinks, Grogor. Brakes for railroad cars
Tripp, Hiram N. Power rakes
Trofatter, Samuel J. and Charles H. Machines for skiving boot countei'S .

.

Tucker, Hiram, assignor to self and Joseph Story. Applying colors to
stone. (Antedated September 24, 1853)

Turner, Samuel H. Printers' ink
,

Tuttle, Edward A.' Hot-air registers
,

Tyler, Charles N. Repeating fire-arms
Unger, Elias. Machine to cut polygonal surfaces in timber ,

Union Patent Sofa Railroad Car-seat Manufacturing Company, assignees of
Charles P. Bailey. Railroad car seats

Updegraff, John J. Stoves
Upton. Benjamin Franklin. Mercury baths for daguerreotyping
Ustick, Stephen. Brick machine. (Antedated November 15, 1853)
Van Anden, William. Machinery for making railroad chairs

Same Trip hammer
Vandewater, Henry. Turbine water wheel
Van Syckel, Samuel. Gate bars
Van Vallienbnrgh, Jacob L. Shaking shoes for winnowers
Vettercke, Frederick G. Dyeing compounds
Vogle, Kasimir. Looms for making weavers' harness
Vose, Albert. Ox yokes. (Antedated August 10, 1853)
Waddell, Robert. Balancing slide valve for steam engines. (Antedated

April 27, 1853)
Wade, William Wheaton. Casters for furniture
Wagener, Jeptha A. Clover harvesters
Wagener, John A. Cannon-sight
Waite, Increase S. Machine for Turning cylinders of wood
Walcott, Halsey D. Graduated cutters for cloth and other substances
Walker, M., Daniel S., and Matthew, jr. Wire fences
Ward, John H. Gold washers
Ward, Lauren, administrator of Richard Ward, J. B. Hubbell, and H. C.

Hubbell. Machines for turning irregular forms
Ware, Charles T. P. Propellers
W arner, Jonathan E. Machine for finishing the ends of staves
Warner, Thomas. Process for making twisted gun-barrels

Date.

June 14,] 853
Nov. 8,1853

Dec. 13,

Sept. 13,

Oct. 25,

Mar. 29,

June 7,

Jan. 25,

Nov. 1,

Feb. 22,

Mar. 1,

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

Nov. 29, 1853
Apr. 4,1846
June 13, 1854

May 23,1854
Mar. 15, 1853

Nov. 29, 1853
Aug. 16, 1853

Aug. 2,1853
Oct. 18,1853
Oct. 18,1853
July 19, 1853
May 17,1853
June 21, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Mar. 8,1853
July 5,1853
Apr. 26,1853
Nov. 8,1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Nov. 1,1853
Nov. 15, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Sept. 1.3, 1853
Mar. 1, 1853
Nov. 15,1853
Mar. 29, 1853
July 19, 1853
July 19, 1853
Oct. 25,1853
Apr. 5, 1853
Dec. 20, 1853
Nov. 29, 1853

Feb. 21, 1854
Sept. 6,1853
Apr. 12, 1853
May 3,1853
Dec. 20, 1853

July 12,1853
Apr. 5, 1853
Apr. 12,1853
Apr. 18, 1854
Aug. 2,1853
Aug. 16, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Aug. 23, 1853
Oct. 11,1853
July 26, 1853
Oct. 25,1853
Oct. 25,1853

June 6,1854
May 17, 1853
May 24, 1853
Mar. 8,1853
Nov. 1,1853
May 17,1853
Mar. 29, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853

Feb. 22, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853

Sept. 6,1853
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Warren, Ira. Shower syringes
Warren, Thomas E. Iron car bodies
Warren, William M. Railroad car seats

Same same
Waskey, Robert. Smut machines
Waterman, Henry. Safety valves for locomotive engines
Waterman, Stephen, Mode of obviating the danger from steam-boiler

explosions
Watson, P. H., and E. S. Renwick. Grain harvesters and binders. (Ante-

dated June 6, 1853)
Watson, Peter H. Generating and condensing steam. (Antedated May

2, 1853)
Watson, William. Tonguiug and grooving machines
Watson, William, and P. Van Zandt, assignees of William A. Martin. Ma-

chine for folding Seidiitz powders
Weatherby, J. W. Carpet stretchers
Weatherhead, Davis L. Cleansing and cooling block dies in rivet machines
Weeks, Henry L. Cotton gins

We Idon, Thomas C. Manufacture of wigs
Wells, J. G., assignee of Julius Herriet. Elastic type for printing on

irregular surfaces
Wells, Ephraim B. Adjusting dishing saws
Wells, Thomas J. Improvement in saw mills ,

Wells, Henry A., (Eliza Wells, administratrix of.) Improvement in manu-
facturing hat bodies

Wemple, J. V. A. Grain separators
Werner, Carl E. Condensers for stills

Westbrook, Leonardo. Gutta-percha stereotype compositions
Weston, Charles. Machines for leather-splitting

Wethered, Charies E., Jahn, and Samuel. Use of steam for actuating en-
gines. (Patented in Eng'and May 25, 1853)

Wheeler, William. Coustruction of currycombs
Same Improvement in cun vcombs

Whipple, George A. Manufacturing malleable iron directly from the ore . ..

White, Rand B. Saw-setting machine
Whitemore, John E. Overshot water wheels
Whittemore, D. H. Vegetable cutters
Wight, George W. Screw presses for packing boxes
Wigston, William. Purifying apparatus for gas
Wilder, J. B. Hill-side plows
Wilgus, Charles. Washing machines
WUlcox, Austin O, Air engines . ,

Same Hot-air engines
Williams, Charles. Preparation of bristles for brushes
Williams, James B. . assignee of Joel R. Bassett, Pump valves
Williams, W. D. Wiigon brakes
Willis, Oscar. Saw for water-wheels
WillistOD, George. Machines for straightening or curving rails

Wilmington, John. Machines for cutting sheet metal
Wilson, H. F., and S. E. Fenwick, assignees of WiUiam H. Lazelle. Ma-

chines for paring apples
Winder, D. Locomotive engines
Winslow, Daniel, and P. D. Cummings. Paper files

Wise, Samuel G., assignee of L. M. Whitman. Cultivating plows
Wisner, Joel. Washing machines
Witherow, Samuel, assignee of William H. and Samuel Witherow. Seed

planters
Wolf, David and Herman. Seed planters
Woodbury, J. A., Joshua Merrill, and George Patten. Air engines. (Pat-

ented in England January 5, 1853)
Same same

Woodniflf, Horace W. Treating metals while in the molten state

Woolson, Amasa. Gig-mills for cloth-dressing .i. .

.

Wrenn, R. C. Seed planters
Wrignt, Elizur. Stop-cock
Yale, C. D., assignee of James Bolton, M. D. Hot-air furnaces
Yale, Linus. Door locks
Yale, Linus, jr. Locks for banks
Young, Jesse. Arrangement of pipes for hot-blast furnaces
Zimmerman, G. F. S. Winnowers and threshers
Zimmerman, William. 3mut machines

Dec. 6, 1853
Oct. 18,1853
July 26, 1853
Aug. 23, 1853
Sept. 27, 1853
Nov. 15, 1853

Aug. 2,1853

Dec. 6,1853

Nov. 1,1853
Jan. 4,1853

Dec. 20, 18.53

Oct. 18,1853
May 17, 1853
Sept. 6.1853
July 19; 1853

Ang. 2,1853
July 12, 1853
Apr. 11,1846

Apr. 25, 1846
Nov. 1,1853
Dec. 6,1853
July 19, 1853
Aug. 30, 1853

Sept. 27, 1853
Mar. 1,1853
Apr. 25, 1846
May 10, 1853
Feb. 15, 1853
Dec. 6,1853
Oct. 11,1853
June 7,1853
Aug. 30, 1853
June 21, 1853
Apr. 12, 1853
July 19, 1853
Aug. 2,1853
July 19,1853
Dec. 13,1853
Nov. 8,1653
Sept. 20, 1853
Nov. 1,1853
Dec. 13, 1853

Jan. 25,1853
May 10, 1853
Aug. 30, 1853
Oct. 11,1853
Nov. 8,1853

Jan. 18,1853
Feb. 15, 1853

May 17, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Oct. 11,1853
Apr. 19, 1853
Nov. 29, 1853
Oct. 4, 1853
Apr. 26,1853
Oct. 18,1853
July 12, 18.53

Aug. 2, 1853
Feb. 8, 18.53

Sept. 27, 1853

XX.
X.
X.
X.
XIIL
VI.

VL

L

VL
XIV.

XXIL
xvn.
IL
III.

XXL

xvin.
XIV.

L
rv.
IV.
XVL

VL
IL

IL
IL
XL
I.

XIL
IV.
L
XVIL
VI.
VL
XVIL
XL
X.
XL
IX.
IL

xvn.
VL
xvin.
I.

xvn.

I.

I.

VL
VL
II.

IIL
I.

XL
V.
IL
n.
V.
I.

xm.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PERSONS WHOSE PATENTS FOR DESIGNS HAVE
EXPIRED DURING THE YEAR 1867.

Name and invention. Date.

Armitage, Samuel. Trade mark for neuralgic pUls
Baker, Albert Osbom. Belt fastener
Barstow, A. C. Cooking range
Bates, Reuben N. H. , assignor to J. Morrison, jr. Plates of a cooking stove
Berger, Henry. Centre pieces „

Boyle, James, assignor to self and D. Boyle. Floor oU-cloth
Same

Boyd, Samuel. Andirons
Same

,

Brown, E. H. Iron shutter ,

Cambridge, P. C, jr. Bedsteads
Carew, Thomas A. Medallion likeness of T. Parker
Chilson, Gardner. Cook's range
Cunningham, J. D. Coffins ,

De Zeuche, assignor to Bridge, Beach & Co. Plates for a parlor stove
Same Cooking etove

D. Zeuche, Isaac. Iron railings .»l

Same Parlor stoves ,

De Zeuche, I., assignor to Bridge, Beach ife Co. Stove
Same

Drummond, James F. Bas relief of General G. B. McClellan
Ezekiel, N. Trademark
Foster, Henry C. Spoon handles
Gibbs, I. W.. assignor to North, Chase & North. Stoves ,

Gibbs, S. W., assignor to Rathbone & Co. Plates of a cooking stove
Gibbs, S. W., assignor to S. H, Ransom & Co. Tops and bases of stoves
Gibbs, S. W., assignor to North, Chase &. North. Stove
Gibney, M. Spoon and fork handle
GUroy, Washington L. Paint cans

Same
Same
Same

Gray, Abel. Back combs
Green, James, and R. I. King. Stoves
George, William E., assignor to Joseph Cowell. Lady's hat
Green, George, assignor to Deborah, Albert E., and Nathaniel B. Powers. Floor-

cloth pattern
Hathaway, David, assignor to Fuller, Warren & Co. Six-plates stove

Same Coal stove
Hibbard, Alonzo, assignor to W. Gale, jr., and J. R. Willis. Spoons ,

Holly, Bii'dsill. Cistern pumps
Same Pumps

Horton, J., and J. Martino, assignors to D. Stuart and R. Peterson. Plates of stoves.

Same Plates of cylinder stoves

.

Hovey, Francis. Copying press
Hubbell, H. S., T. H. Wood, and J. E. Roberts. Stoves
Hubbell, H. S., and T. H. Wood. Stove plates
Hunt, Zebulon. Stove
Jones, JohnL.. assignortoD. D. Jones and A. McDowell. Ornamental ridge for roofs
Kan, J. C. Coffins
LUlagore, T. W., assignor to Savery & Co. Fire dogs

Same

Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

Livingston, Marie L. Medallion of Washington Irving
Loring, Thomas. Sad iron
Marsbank, J. D., asMgnor to self and W. McConkey. Stove door
Martino, John, and James Horton, assignors to Stuart & Peterson. Cooking range..
McNair, David, assignor to Roxbury Carpet Company. Carpet
Meger, Jeremiah assignor to Alden Sampson. Floor-cloth
Meineke, D. L. Trade mark •

Meyer, Charles T., assignor to Alden Sampson. Floor-cloth
Meyer. James,jr. Trademark
Meyer, Louis. Parlor stove •

Morgan, Lemuel, assignor to self and Chauncey Adams. Fire shovel
Same
Same
Same

MuUcr, Charles, assignor to John Mathews. Water coolers
Murdock, Eliza A. Lady's hat
Neil, Jehu, assignor to William M. Brasher and S. H. Herriman. Floor-cloth pattern.

Ney, Elimer J., assignor to the Lowell Manufacturing Company. Carpet patterns. .

.

Same :

Same
Same

April 3,1860.
Nov. 17, 1863.
June 12. 1860.
June 19; 1860.

Oct. 2, 1860.

Jan. 31,1860.
Jan. 31,1860.
April 3,1860.
April 3.1860.
Dec. 18,1860.
Jan. 24,1860.
Nov. 13, 1860.

June 13, 1860.
Aug. 14, 1860.

Oct. 20,1863.
Oct. 20,1863.
Feb. 21, 1860.

April 24, 1860.

Jx:ly .3,1860.

Dec. 4,1860.
Jan. 5, 1864.

Jan. 24,1860.
July 3,1860.
Jan, 10, 1860,

Mar. 20, 1860.

Mar. 20, 1860.

June 12, 1860.

Mav 1,5, I860,

April 24, 1860.
April 24, 1860.

AprU24, 1860.

AprU24,1860.
Jan. 24,1860.
May 15, 1860.

June 21, 1864.

April 5,1864.
July 31.1860.
July 31,1860.
Oct. 2, 1860.

Jan. 24,1860.
June 19,1860.
Sept. 25, 1860.

Sept. 25, 1860.

Mar. 20, 1860.

Feb. 21,1860.
May 15,1860.
Dec. 4, 1860.

June 12, 1850.

April 3.1860,
Jan. 10,1860.
Jan. 24,1860.
April 3,1860.
April 3,1860.
April 3, J 860.

April 3,1860.
April 3,1860,
April 3,1860.
Sept. 4,1860,
Sept. 25, 1860.

Nov. 13, 1860.

April 10, 1860.

April 3,1860.
April 24, 1860.

July 31, 1860.

Dec. 4, 1860.

Jan. 3, 1860.

June 19, 1860.

June 19, 1860.

June 19, 1860.

June 19, 1860.

June 19, 1860.

April 3,1860.
Oct. 2, 1860.

Mar. 1, 1864.

Feb. 14,1860.
Feb. 28,1860.
Feb. 28,1860.

June 12, 1860.
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List of persons whose patentsJo?- designs have expired, Spc.—Continued.

Name and invention. Date.

Ney, Elimer J,, assignor to the Lowell Manufacturing Company. Carpet patterns.

Same

Ney, Elimer J., assignor to the Lowell Manufacturing Company.
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same ...

Carpets.

Same
Same

Ney, Elimer J., assignor to the Lowell Manufacturing Company. Cai*pet patterns.
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

Ney, Eiimer J., assignor to the Lowell Manufacturing Company. Carpet pattern.

.

Same
Same

.

Same
Same .

Same

.

Same
Same .

Same .

Same .

Same

.

Same
Same
Same
Same
Same ^

Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

Pardee, Benjamin S. Hub bands
P-^ck. Elnathan. Gridiron
Pierce, Francis J., assignor to the Eoxbury Carpet Company. Carpets
Polhamus, John, Spoon-handles, &c

Same Handles of spoons, forks, &c
Pountney, William. Decanter stoppers
Paris, Daniel E., and Francis E. Riichie, assignors to Daniel E. Paris. Stove plates..
Paris, Daniel E. Stove plate
Paterson, James, assignor to Edward Hai'vey Floor-cloth pattern
Partridge, John W. Lady's hat
Plume, David S. Stair rod
Ramson, Samuel H. Stove plates

Same Cooking stove
Same Parlor stove
Same Cooking stove

Reed, Henry G. Tea service
Resor, Jacob. Stoves
Rosenthal, Joseph, assignor to J. Richendorfer. Stamping on lead-pencils

Same Trade-mark for load-pencils
Robley, Joseph. Oil-cloth pattern ,

Robley. Joseph, assignor to Brasher. Merriman & Co. Floor-cloth pattern
Sailor, Samuel H., and Jacob Steffe, assignors to North, Chase & Co. Stoves
Sanders, A. K., and N. S. Vedder, assignors to A. K. Sanders. Cooking range
Sargent, L B., and P. Bradford, assignors to L Sargent. Pull-drawer
Siddons. John, and James C. Hart. Stove-plate
Smith, George W. Ic^'-pitchers
Smith, Garretson, and Henry Brown, assignors to Cox, Whiteman & Cox. Cook's stove
Smith, Garretson, and Henry Brown, assignors to Leibrandt & McDowell. Cooking

stove
Same [

Smith, Garretson, and Henry Bro^m, assignors to Abbott & Noble. Cook's stove

June 12, 1860.
Aug, 7,1860.
Aug. 7,1860.
Aug. 7,1860.
Oct. 2, 1860.

Dec. 18, 1860.
Dec. 18,1860.
Dec. 18,1860.
Dec. 18, 1860.

Dec. 18, 1860.

Dec. 18, 1860.

Dec. 18,1860.
Dec. 18,1860.
Dec. 18, 1860.

Aug. 11, 186:?.

Aug. 11, 1863.

Aug. 11,1863.
Aug. 11, 1863.
Aug. 11, 1863.
Aug. 11,1863.
Aug. 11, 1863.

Aug. 11,1863.
Aug. 11, 186.3.

Aug. 11, 1863.
Aug. 11, 1863.
Aug. 11,1863.
Aug. 11, 1863.
Nov. 10, 1863.
Nov. 10, 1863.

Nov. 10,1863.
Nov. 10, 1863.

Nov. 10, 1863.

Nov. 10, 1863.
Nov. 10,1863.
Nov. 10, 1863.

Nov. 10, 1863.

Jan. 19, 1864.

Jan. 19, 1864.

Jan. 19, 1864.

Feb. 16,1864.
Feb. 16, 1864.

Feb. 16,1864.
Feb. 16,1864.
May 10,1804.
May 10,1864.
May 10, 1864.

June 14, 1864.

June 14,1864.
June 14, 1864.

June 14, 1864.

July 31, 1860.

July 17, 1860.

April 3,1860.
April 10, 1860.

Nov. 13, 1860.

Jime 19, 1860.

Dec. 1, 1863.

Dec. 15,1863.
April 5,1864.

May 17, 1864.

Jan. 19, 1864.

Mar. 20, 1860.

July 3,1860.
July 3,1860.
July 3,1860.
Nov. 1.3, I860.

May 15, 1860.

April 3,1860.
April 3, 1860.

Jan. 26, 1864.

Alar. 1, 1864.

Oct. 9, 1860.

July 31, 1860.

Nov. 13, 1860.

May 1.5,1860.

April 3,1860.
July 3,1860.

July 3,1860.

July 3,1860.

July 3,1860.
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List of persons wliose patents for designs have expired, 8fc.—Continued.

No. Name and invention. Date.

1,284
1, a85

Smith, Garretson
Same

and Henry Brovifn, assignors to Abbott & Noble. Cook's stove July
July

July
Oct.

Oct.
Dec.
June
Feb.
July
July
July
July
Sept
Sept
Nov.
Dec.
Feb.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
Aug.
Aug.
Aug,
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
I\Iar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3, 1860.
3 1860

1,288 Smith, Garretson
stove

and Henry Brown, assignors to Samuel Smith. Plates for cook's
17, 1860.

2, 1860.

2, 1860.

18, 1860.

12, 1860.

1,322
1,323

Smith, Garretson
Smith, Garretson

stove

and
and

Henry Brown,
Henry Brown,

assignors to North, Chase & North. Stoves
assignors to Sheppard & Co. Plates for cook's

1,362
1,249

Smith, Garretson, and
Smith, Samuel J. Nu
Smith, W. H. Stoves
Stanard, Walter W., £

Same . . - -

Henry Brown, assignors to Leibrandt & McDowell. Stove...

1,2C8 21, 1860.

1,289 issignor to S. S. Jewett and F. H . Root. Cook's stove 24,1860.
1,298 31 1860
1,297 Pai•lor stove

)k's stove
31, 1860.

1, 296 Same
Same

.... Co( 31,1860.
1,316 25 1860
1,317 25, 1860.

1,344 Steffe, J., and S. H. S
Steife. Jacob, assignor
Stevens, WUliam W.,

Same
Scott, George, Bottle
Sharp, George. Spoo
Thompson, Henry G.,

ailor, assignors to Cox. Whitemai
to F. and G. Hencks. Cooking
assignor to N. P. Richardson & C

1 & Cox. S
stove. ....

tove 13 1860
1,363 18, 1860.

1,200 )o. Cookin
Parlor

g stoves

.

stove ...

14, I860.

1,246 15, 1860.

12, 1864.1,883
1,880 5, 1864.

1,195 assignor to Hartford Carpet Co. Carpet pattems 24, 1860.

1,196 24, I860.

1,264 Same . .. .«.. .... 19 1860
1,265 19, 1860.

1,266 Same 19 1860
1,267 Same ... ..... .. . . . ........... .... ] 9, 1860
1,268 19, 1860.

1,269 Same . . ,

.

19 1860
1,270 19, i860.

1,271 19,1860,
1,272 Same .... . ... 19 1860
1,273 Same 19, 1860.

1,274 Same 19, 1860.

1,275 Same . . 19,1860,
1,302 7, i860.

1,303 7, 1860.

1,304 Same 7, 1860.

1, 305 7, 1860,
1,306 Same ,. 7, 1860,
1, 307 Same ... 7, 1860,
1,308 Same » 7, 1860.

1,309 Same 7, 1860.
1, 324
1, 325

Thompson, Henry G., assignor to Hartford Carpet Co. Carpeting, &c., No.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

lo'.W'.'.'.

11

12

2, 1860.

2, 1860.
1,326 Same No 2, 1860.
1,327 No. 2, 1860.
1,328 Same .. No 2, 1860
1, 329 No. 2, 1860,
1,330 No. 2, 1860,

1, 331 Same No. 2, 1860,
1,332 No. 2, 1860.
1,333 Same No. 2, 1860.
1,334 Same No. 2, 1860.
1,335 Same No. 2, 1860.
1,852 Thorcpson, Henry G., assignor to Hartford Cai'pet Co. Carpet pat tern. 24, 1863.
1,853 24, 1863.

1, 854 Same 24, 1863.
1,855 Same 24, 1863.

1,856 Same 24, 1863.

1, 857 Same 24, 1863.

1,858 Same 24, 1863.
1, 859 Same . 24, 1863.

1,860 Same 24, 1863,
i,8t;i Same 24, 1863.
1,862 Same . 24, 1863.
1,863 24, 1863.
1,864 Same 24, 1863.
1,865 24, 1863.
1,866 Same 24, 1863.

1,867 Same 24, 1863,
1,868 Same 24, 1863.
1,9U9 Same 8, 1864.
1,910 Same 8, 1864.

1,911 Same 8, 1864,
1,912 8, 1864.
1,913 Same 8, 1864,
1,914 Same 8, 1864.

1,915
j

Same 8, 1864.

1.916 ! Same 8. 1864,
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List of persons whose patents for designs have expired, Sfc.—Continued.

No.

1,917
1.918
i;919
1,328
1,186
1,187
1,184
1,185
1,201
1, 202
1,204

1,235
1,255
1,294
1,312
1,336
1, 339
1,346
1,364
1,365
1,236
1,203
1,250
1,848
1,895
1,348
1,349

Name and invention.

Thompson, Henry G., assignor to Hartford Carpet Oo. Pattern carpet
Same
Same

Tompkins, Elias. Heater fronts

Veddcr, N. S., assignor to Potter & Co. Side plates of stoves
Same Doors of cook stoves

Vedder, N. S., and A. Murray, assignors to Potter & Co, Doors of cook stoves
Vedder, N. S., and Ezra Ripley, assignors to Potter & Co. Side plates of box stoves. .

.

Vedder, N. S. Parlor and cook stove
Same Parlor stoves ^

Vedder, N. S., assignor to Abraham and Joseph Cox and John Whiteman. Cooking
stove

Vedder, Nicholas S., assignor to Sherman S. Jewett and F. H. Root. Stoves
Vedder, N. S., assignor to Tibbits & McConn. Cook's stove

Same
Vedder, N. S., assignor to North, Chase & North. Stoves
A^edder, N. S., assignor to John S. and Merritt Peckham. Stove register -

Vedder, N. S., assignor to Hicks, Wolfe & Co. Parlor cooking stove
Same Cook's stove plates

Vedder, N. S., and Ezra Ripley, assignors to Potter & Co. Stove plates

Vedder, N. S., and William N. Sanderson, assignors to Potter & Co. Stove plate...
Virolet, Jean Baptiste, assignor to John W. Hoyt. Floor oil-cloth

Volk, Leonard W. Statuette of Stephen A. Douglas
Same Bust of Abraham Lincoln

Welling, Charles H. Turn-over collar

Whitcomb, N. C. Metal pulley block
Woolsen, Charles J. Door of cooking stoves »

Same Stove plate

Date.

Mar.
Blar.

Mar.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

8, 1864.

8, 1864.

8, 1864.

9, 1860.

3, 1860.

3, 1860.

3,1860.

3, 1860.

14, 1860.

14, 1860.

F.b. 21,

Apr. 24,

June 12,

July 31,

Sept. 4,

Oct. 2,

Nov. 13,

Nov. 13,

Dec. 18,

Dec. 18,

Apr. 24,

Feb. 14,

June 12,

Nov, 10,

Feb. 2,

Dec. 4,

Dec. 4,

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1860.

1863.

1864.

1860.

1860,
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Abbe, WUliam C, Petroleum Centre, Pa. Pipe wrench
Abbey, J., and J. C. Beach. (See Beach & Abbey.)
Abbiati, Ernesto, assignor to self and John N. Longhi, New York, N. Y.

clearer
Track

Abbot, Charles R., Elmira, N. Y. Prop for carriage tops ,

Same Safety car platform «.

Same Flexible steam-pipe for connecting heating pipes in railroad cars. .

.

'.

Abbot, William H. {See Freeman, Thomas F., assignor.)
Abbott & Noble. (See Smith & Brown, assignors) (Design.)
Abbott, Charles E., Maiden, Mass. Lamp extinguisher
Abbott, George, White's Corners, N. Y. Corn planter
Abbott, Joseph L., assignor to Charles Pratt, North Providence, R. I. Measure for

liquids

Abbott, M. E., Bethlehem, Pa. Step ladder
Abbott, N. W., assignor to H. W. Persing, Centralia, 111. Inhaling fluid, for cure of

consumption and other diseases ,

Abbott, Thaddeus C. (-See Holt, Henry F., assignor.)
Same.

Abbott, Wiliam C., Niles, N. Y. Treadle for propelling machinery
Abbott, William W., Boston, Mass. Sewing machine ,

Abbruzzo, Onofrio, Italy. Hydraulic clock ,

Abell, I. H. , East Hampton, Conn. Fastening sleigh bells
Abell, J. H. (Sec Nichols, W. H., assignor.)
Abendroth, John, New York, N. Y. Cook's stove (Design)..
Abrnzzo, Onofrio, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for condensing air

Acken, Albert H., Griggstown, N.J, Rotary harrow
Acker, George S., Kalamazoo, Mich. Burglar alarm
Ackerman, Philip M., Webster, N. Y. Gate

Same Ladder
Ackerson, C. N., Bath, N. Y., and W. D. Harrah, Davenport, Iowa, assignors to J.

C. De Lany. Folding gate
Adair, Arthur, Buffalo, N. Y. Washing machine
Adair, Davis L., Hawesville, Ky. Beehive
Adair, Isaac V., assignor to self and Peter Wyckoff, Varick, N. Y. Ditching machine.
Adair, James, Pittsburg, Pa. Paper file

Adams, Anson T., Indianapolis, Ind. Meat mangier
Adams, Augustus, and Philo Sylla. (See Sylla & Adams.) (Reissue.)

Same same (Extension.)
Same same (Extension.)
Same same (Extension.

)

Same ^ same (Extension.)
Same same (Extension.)
Same same (Extension.)
Same same (Disclaimer.)

Adams, Calvin, Pittsburg, Pa. Soap dish. (Antedated July 9, 1867)
Same Foot rest

Adams, Charles, assignor to self and Henry R. Hains, Philadelphia, Pa, Reducing
manganese ores. (Antedated November 15, 1867)

Adams, Derrick, Lansingburg, N. Y. Toy
Adams, D. D., Brookline, Mass. Scaffold
Adams, Ephraim, jr., Attleboro', Mass. Hoop skirt
Adams, Federal C., and Joseph Peckover, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cooking stove

Same Coal stove
Adams, G. W., Rochester, N. Y. Fence
Adams, Hawley, assignor to self, W. H. Cobanks, and H. Theall. Stamford, Conn.

Grates for furnaces
Adams, James, Newark, Del. Method of starting street cars
Adams, James C, Philadelphia, Pa. Metallic paint keg
Adams, James C, and William W. Hughes. (See Hughes & Adams.)
Adams, Jesse, Clarksville, Texas. Cotton cultivator

Same Combined planter and cultivator
Adams, John R., New York, N. Y. Coffee mill
Adams, Joseph , New Orleans, La. Machine for fastening bale ties

Adams, Joseph, Janesville, Wis. Mop wringer •

.

Adams, Joseph C, New London, N. H. Boots and shoes
Adams, J. N., Bloomfield, Iowa. Machine for jointing stove pipes
Adams, J. S., and S. Richardson. (See Richardson & Adams.)
Adams, J. W., Elyria, Ohio. Grain dryer
Adams, M. K., Mountain Eagle, Pa. Car coupling
Adams, Nathan, Altoona, Pa. Machine for making keys for bolts
Adams, O. W., and C. W. Bliss. (See Bliss & Adams.)
Adams, Reuben, and J. David Scheetz. (See Scheetz & Adams.)
Adams, Robert, Cincinnati, Ohio. Blacking brush
Adams, Robert N., Greenlield, Ohio. Cotton cultivator
Adams, Samuel W., assignor to the American Eyelet Company, Providence, R. I.

Machine for making eyelets ,

Adams, Thomas, and George John Parson, England. Slide-valves. Patented in
Englind February l."), 1866

Adams, William. {See Ross, James, assignor.)

Date.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mav 28, 1867.

Sept. 3.1867.
Dee. 17,1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Sent. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
April 23, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
June 4,1867.
June 11, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 18G7.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
June 18, 1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1 867.

April 2,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Mar. 5, 1P67.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
April 2,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Adams, WUliam G., Franklin, Mass. Compound structure of rubber and fiber for

belts and other purposes
Same Machine for bulling rice

Adams, William T., Baltimore, Md. Revolving waist block
Adams, W. W., West Derby, Vt. Washing machine
Adamson, Alexander, Washington, D. C. Adjustable runner to be attached to

chairs, &c
Adamson, George, Philadeiphia, Pa. Apparatus for coating fabrics with fluid or

semi-fluid substances
Adamson, William, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for washing fibrous substances ...

Same Emery, sand, and other like paper
Same Apparatus for securing pulverized and other materials to paper
Same Glue
Same Process of mauufacturiDg aerat«d glue
Same Manufacture of glue
Same Match lighter

Addison, E. R., Wheeling, West Va, Lamp chimney
Addy, Charles J., Roxbury, Mass. Tobacco cutter
Adkins, Noris, Danbury, Conn. Stairs
Adlam, Samuel, jr. (See Haseltine, John, assignor.) (Reissue.)

Same (See Mason. J. M., assignor.)
Adler, Henry, Yellow Springs, Ohio. Boiler
Adler, Max, and Louis Knell, BuflFalo, N. Y. Sash and blind fastener
Adriance, John P. (See Brown, Thomas S., assignor.)
Adt, John, Wolcottville, Conn. Riveting machine ,

.(Etna Manufacturing Company. (See Rank, Amos, assignor.)
Same same.

Aeuer, Henry, Muscatine, Iowa. Cabbage cutter
Agrell, John, and John Kiepzig, San Francisco, Cal. Furnace for roasting ores
Ahn, Philip, Brandon, Vt. Eaves trough fastening
Aiken, B. F., and D. C. Thrasher. (See Thrasher & Aiken.)
Aiken, James. (See Snyder, George W., assignor.)

Same (See Cadman, Isaac P., assignor.)
Aiken, James W., and John H. Stone, Philadelphia, Pa. Moth-proof case
Aiken, John, Warner, N. H. Harrow ,

Aiken, Walter, Franklin, N. H. Needle machine ,

Same Machine for making the tongues of knitting-machine needles
Same Machine for notching knitting needles
Same Knitting machine
Same (See Hibbert, James, assignor) (Disclaimer.)

Ainsworth, W. L. , and A. D. Wright, Lowell, Mass. Stop motion for feeding mechan-
ism of carding engines

Albee, James, Boston, Mass. Hot-air furnace
Albertine, F. W. and E., Hanover, Conn. Guides for carding machines
Albertson, Nathan, Plainfield, Ind. Hoisting device for trucks
Albertson, Oliver, and Augustin EUis. (See Ellis & Albertson.)

Same same.
Albin, William M., and John F. Riggs. (See Riggs & Albin.)
Albright, Andrew, Dryden, N. Y. Covering harness trimmings with vulcanized
rubber

Albright, Andrew, and K. W. Holmes. (See Holmes & Albright.)
Albright, D. K., Philadelphia, Pa., and L. H. DeLange, Bordentown, N. J. Hats..
Alburger, Charles M., assignor to George R. Kirk, Philadelphia, Pa. Cocks
Alcorn, W. H., New York, N. Y. Slate-pencil sharpener and holder
Alden, Charles E., Philadelphia, Pa. Gas stove
Alden, Henry A,, Matteawan, N. Y. Covering for foot balls

Same Car spring
Alden, H. A., assignor to New York Rubber Company, Fishkill, N. Y. Inflating rub-
ber balls, &c

Same same Matteawan, N. Y. Manufacture of base balls
Alden, John Brown, ass'r to self and Edwin C. Cleveland, Worcester, Mass. Brush..
Aldrich, Charles, Marshalltown, Iowa. Type case
Aldrich, J. H., Nashua, N. H. Cattle car

Same Wagon body
Same Railroad freight car

Aldrich, Robert H., Northampton, Mass. Dusting brush
Aldrich, S., and E. D. Merriam. (See Merriam & Aldrich.)
Aldrich, W. L., Norwich, Conn., and WilUam Evans, Seymour, Conn. Machine for

twisting augers
Aldridge, Hiram, Goshen, Ind. Portable horse power
Alesworth, J. W. , Santa Cruz, Cal. Box for gauging shingles
Alexander, Abram, Pittsburg, Pa. Bolt-making machine

Same Machine for making bolts
Alexander, A. J., Chicago, 111. Grain separator
Alexander, Charles L., Washington, D. C. Printers' type case
Alexander, Charles L., and Victoria A. Osborn, Washington, D. C. Book-cover pro-

tector ,

May 7,1867,
May 23, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
July 23,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Alexander, C. M. (See Lewis, Charles E. F., assignor.)
Alexander, E. A., and H. C. Kellogg. Independence, Iowa.
Alexander, John, Green Point, N. Y. Grate for furnaces.
Alexander, J. B., Washington, D. C. Lamp burner

Broom head.

Jan. 1,

Mar. 5,

Mar. 5,

May 28,

June 18,

June 18,

June 18,

July 16,

Nov. 19,

Mar. 12,

Nov. 26,

1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Jan. 8,1867.

Sept. 10 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Nov. .5,1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

May 21,1867.

Dec.
Dec.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr.
May
Nov.
Mar.

10, 1867.

17, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

9, 1867.

28, 1867.

.5, 1867.

12, 1367.

Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
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Alexander, J. B., Washington, D. C. Stopper for bottles, jugs, &c
Same Device for attaching chimneys to lamps
Same Device for attaching lamp burners to lamps
Same Lamp
Same. (See Duncan, James C, assignor.)

Alexander, Joseph B., assignor to self and Wm. H. Frear, "Washington, D. C. Rail-
road switch

Alexander, J. B., assignor to self and James C. Duncan, "Washington, D. C. Gate..
Alexander, J. M., Delhi, Ohio. Tobacco smoking tube
Alexander, R. H., Plato, Ohio. Flour bolt

Alexander, T. H. (See Horde, KeLis, assignor.)

Alexander, William, Union "Valley, N. Y. Chum
Alexander, W. A., Mobile, Ala. Saw set

Alexander, William J., Rolling Prairie, Ind. Gate
Alfred, Barnabas B. , La Grange, Ga. Cotton and hay press

Same same
Alger, J. E., New York, N. Y. Oyster opener
Alger, O. W. , Richmond, "Vt. Washing machine
AUardice, Charles, Cohoes, N, Y. Reamer
Allen,. Albert F., Providence, R. L Hose coupling escape valve
Allen, A. G., and Truman Merriam. (See Merriam & Allen.)
Allen, Alexander H., Hartford, Conn. Safety bridge and gate for railroad cars
Allen, Andrew, New Haven, Conn. Hinging clock fronts

Allen, A. N., and G. Gilbert. (See Gilbert & Allen.)

Allen, Charles, Petersbui g, 111. Hanging and ventilating window sash
Allen, C. F., Aurora, 111. Car truck
Allen, C. F., and Luther W. Campbell, ass'rs to selves, A. T. Hall, and A. I. Ambler,

Aurora, 111, Apparatus for drying and seasoning lumber by
superheated steam

Same Heating and ventilating apparatus for railway cars ,.

Allen, C. F., et al. (See Campbell, Luther "W., assignor.)

Allen, Charlotte W., Newport, Ky., Smoothing iron handle
Allen, Chilion B., Chicago, 111, Composition for roofing

Same St. Louis, Mo. Composition roofing
Allen, Daniel R., Cumberland, Maine. CuUivator
Allen, Edwin, Norwich, Conn. Printing press

Allen, Edwin, assignor to Allen Manufacturing Company, Norwich, Conn. Mechan-
ical movement ,

Allen, E., and J. Brady, Norwich, Conn. Door lock
Allen, Edwin, et al. {See Potter, Henry T., assignor.)

Allen, Elias B., Portland, Maine. Piston packing
Allen, E. E. (See Bradley, J. P., assignor.)

Allen, Elisha M. (See Williams, Giles B., assignor.)

Allen, Horatio, New York, N. Y. Car seat and couch >. (Reissue)

.

Allen, J., New York, N. Y., and S. P. Townsend, New Providence, N. J. Mode of
finishing fire-arms so as to prevent oxidation and corrosion

Allen, John, New York, N. Y. Mode of applying medicines and remedial agents and
in apparatus therefor

Allen, John, New York, N. Y., and Gaston D. Smith, Washington, D. C. Mode of
finishing tools, implements, machinery, and other articles

Allen, John, assignor to self and Samuel Ferry, Palmer, Mass. Die for swaging
calks for horseshoes

Allen, John F., New York, N. Y. Hand saw
Allen, John M., Cambridge, Mass. Nail machine
Allen, Joshua G., Philadelphia, Pa. Spirit meter

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Allen, Josiah J., Philadelphia, Pa. Material for preventing incrustation in steam
boilers

Allen, J. S., and O. Gillmor, Norwich, Conn. Claw for drawing nails

Allen, J. W., et al. (See Short, Allen, & Craig.)
Allen, Lewis, Berkeley Springs, West Va. Broom head
Allen, N. B., Newport, R. I. Boat detaching apparatus
Allen Patent Fire-arms Manufaciuxing Company. (See Bailey, Charles E., assignor.)

Allen, Peter, assignor to self, L.Vaiiiquette, and ClephasBrodeur, Rutland, Vt. Rail-

way chair
Allen, R. L., New York, N. Y. Wagon seat and spring
Allen, R. N., Pittsford, Vt. Drying apparatus
Allen, Sidney, Newton, Mass., and Jas. P. Snow, Roxbury, Mass. Railroad switch.
Allen, Simoon, and J. Neely. (See Neely & Allen.)
AUen, Stephen M., Woburn, Mass. Artificial leather for floor coverings
Allen, Stillman B., et al. (See Foote, Henry R., assignor;)
Allen, Sydney E., and Albert Johnson. (See Johnson & Allen.)
Allen, Thomas, assignor to self, Joseph Nicholson, and A. B. Garrison, Arrow Rock,

Mo. Corn planter
Allen, "William, and Luther Ross, Worcester, Mass. Harvester guard finger

Allen, X. S., Granger, Ohio. Attaching carriage thills

Allen, Z. G., and G. W. Marshall, Buffalo, N. Y. Smut machine. (Antedated
March 18, 1867)

Alley, Stephen, and Samuel D. Williamson, Clifty, Ind. Automatic wagon brake...
Allison, A. H., Charlottesville, Ind. Cultivator

Same same

June 18, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Dec, 3,1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
June 4,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Nov. 19, 18C7.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Sept. 3, 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Julv 2,1867.
June 18, 1867.

May 7, 1807.

Nov. 5,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Feb. 26, l.«07.

Nov. 12,1867,

Oct. 22,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
May 14, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
May 7, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Oct. 8. 1867.

Jan, 29, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
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Allison, John H., Eureka, 111. Cultivator
Allison, Robert, Port Carbon, Pa. Steam engine
Allison, William C, Philadelphia, Pa, Apparatus for forming bumper carriers for

railroad cars
Allix, George, Island of Jersey. Apparatus for raising and lowering window blinds

and curtains. (Patented in England December 21. 1866)
AUyn, Francis T., assignor to self and James A. Rich, New York, N. Y. Lubricating

compound
Allyn, T. F., Nyack, N. Y. Car spring
Allmendinger, William, and John Kips. {See Kips & AUmendinger.)
Almy, Darwin, Tiverton Four Corners, R. I. Plow
Alpress, Edward A., Bristol, Conn. Hand-griping tool

Alter, David, Freeport, Pa. Apparatus for the manufacture of bromine and iodine..
Alter, David, assignor to Charles W. JBodey, Freeport, Pa. Distillation of bromine

and iodine
Alter, James O., St. Louis Mo. Low-water indicator
Althouse, John, East Cocalico township, Pa, Compound for the cure of glanders,

&c., in horses
Althouse, J. A. New Harmony, Ind. Scissors and button-hole cutters combined
Althouse, M. J., Waupun, Wis. Pump piston packing
Altick, James O., assignor to self and George W. Holgen, Dayton, Ohio. Grape and

other arbors
Altick, William, Dayton, Ohio, Machine for cultivating cotton
Alvord, Clark, Westford, Wis, Handle for brushes
Alvord, John J., assignor to self and Samuel C. Blinn, Tecumseh, Mich. Hoop ma-

chine
Amberman, William, {See Le Page, Matthew, assignor.)
Ambler, A. J, (See Jauriet, C. F, , assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Ambler, A, J,, et al. {See Martin, Henry, assignor,)

Same (^ee Allen & Campbell, assignors.)
Same same.
Same (5ee Campbell. Luther W., assignor,)

Same same,
Amede, Louis, and George F, Neale, {See Neale & Amede,)
Ament, Sylvester E,, Oswego, 111, Horse rake

Same same (Reissue)

.

American Burial Case Company, (^ee Smith, Bernard, assignor) . , (Design.

)

Same same (Design.)
American Button Hole Cording, Braiding, and Embroidering Machine Company,

(See Goodes & Miller, assignors.)

American Button Hole Cording, Braiding, and Machine Company. {See Rehfuss,
George, assignor.)

Same same.
American Button Hole Sewing Machine Company. {See Rehfus, George, assignor.)
American Enamel Company. {See Robertson, C. L., assignor.)
American Eyelet Company. (See Adams, Sherman W., assignor.)
American Fire Escape and Fireman's Ladder Company. {See Wyatt, Robert, as-

signor) (Reissue.)
American Ladder Company. (See Croley, Charles, assignor.)
American Lead Pencil Company. (See Weissenborn, Edward, assignor.)
American Marble Cutting Company. (See Maloy, James W., assignor.)
American Meter Company. (See Lloyd, Charles C., assignor.)
American Needle Loom Company. (See Robjohn, Thomas, assignor.)
American Submarine Tunnel Co. (See Miller, Joseph R., assignor) (Reissue.)
American Tanning Company, (See Steers, A., assignor.)
American Watch Company. (See Woerd, Chai-les V., assignor.)
American Water and (Jas Pipe Company, (See Bailey, George H., assignor.)
Ames, Charles L., Bangor, Maine. Carriage evener ,

Ames, H. O., New Orleans, La. Rotary steam pump
Ames, John, Lansingburg, and N. H. Horton, New York, N. Y. Brush rack
Ames, John H., New York, N. Y. Machine for preparing peat for fuel
Ames, Martin, New Ipswich. N. H. Self-registering thermometer
Ames, M. B., et al. (See Gale, Ames & Blaisdale.)
Ames, Mason C, Hartford, Conn. Butt hinge
Ames, Mason C, assignor to self and Jeremy W. Bliss, Hartford, Conn. Joiners'

gauge
Ames, N., Saugus Centre, and J. E. Gowen, assignors to A. B. Ely, Stoneham, Mass.

Eyeletting machine
Ames Plow Company. (See Taft, Benjamin F., assignor.)
Amidon, Charles H., Greenfield, Mass. Brace for bits
Amidon, Charles H., assignor to Bailey Washing and Wringing Machine Company,

Greenfield, Mass. Clothes wringer
Amoskeag Manufacturing Co. (See Beam, Nehemiah S., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue,)
Amsden, Ira R , Buffalo, N. Y. Hydrostatic scale
Andersen, Carle, and Johan Blomgren. (See Blomgren & Andersen.)
Anderson, Alexander, London, Canada. Combined damper and ventilator
Anderson, Alfred A., Galesburg, 111. Mortar mill
Anderson, D, B., et al. (See Welsh, J. A., assignor.)

May 7,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

June 25, 1867,

Nov. 19, 1867,

Nov, 26, 1867,

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb, 26, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867,

Apr, 23,1867,
Mar, 12, 1867,

Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
July 30, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
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Anderson, H. L., Smithville, Tnd. Animal trap
Anderson, John D., Corry, Pa. Car coupling-
Anderson, Leonard, Painesville, Ohio. Sawmill
Anderson, Michael, Brooklyn, N. Y. Chimney cap
Anderson, Philander, Kalamazoo, Mich. Sheep-shearing instrument
Anderson, Robert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for hulling rice (Reissue) .

.

Anderson, T. K., Horuellsville, N. Y. Stove pipe damper
Anderson^ W. C, and John G. Folsom. (^See Folsom & Anderson.)
Anderson, William R. New York, N. Y. Mucilage and marking brush
Aiidrew, Moses L., Cincinnati, Ohio. Rotary engine ,

Andrew, Peter, Cincinnati, Ohio. Tank for storage of petroleum
Same Elevated railway (Reissue) .

.

Andrews, Aaron C, New Haven, Conn. Mode of uniting India-rubber with leather..
Andrew?, Albert F. and John H., Avon, Conn. Mode of treating flax
Andrews, Chancy L., Conneaut, Ohio. Washing machine
Andrews, Dexter B., Fort Wa^ne, Ind. Composition for kindling fires

Andrews, Emery, Portland, Maine. Manufacture of matches
Andrews, Emery, and William Tucker Fii^kedale, Mass. Manufacture of matches...

Same Portland. Me. Machine for making match splints

Andrews, E. B. Osborn Hollow, N. Y. Organ pipe
Andrews, Frank W., et al. (See Fogerty, Valentine, assignor) (Reissue.)
Adrews, Jacob K., New Providence, Pa Window sash stop
Andrews, Joseph K., assignor to self and J. C. Tilton, Antrim, Ohio. Lamp
Andrews, J. K., and J. Deloss Green, Antrim, Ohio. Corn planter
Andrews, J. K., Antrim, Ohio. Dinner plae

Same Buckle
Andrews, J. S. (See Fanning, John, assignor.)

Andrews, Leonard, Biddcford, Maine. Drill

Andrews, Robert, Milwaukee, Wis. Composition for the manufacture and preserv-
ing of leather

Andrews, Pardon, and William E. Card. (See Card & Andrews.)
Andrews. Robert W., Staffordsviile. Conn. Operating the treadles of looms. (Ex-

tension)
Andrews, Samuel, Cleveland, Ohio. Safety valve for oil stills

Andrews, Solomon, assignor to Emmett Dinsmore and Charles E. Plumb, Perth
Amboy, N. J. Tobacco pipe

Andrews, S., and F. Ka'i. (See Kali & Andrews.)
Andrews, W. D., New York. N. Y. Steam generator
Andrews, AVilliam D., New York, N. Y. Bridle rein

Same Hoisting apparatus
Andrews, William E., Cambridge, Mass. Spice box
Andrews, William H., New Haven, Conn. Attaching knobs to door latches
Andrews, William H., assignor to Burton Mallory, New Haven, Conn. Bolt-attach-

ment for door locks
Andrews, VYilliam J., Columbia, Tenn. Cultivator

Same Beehive
Andrews, W. W., J. Cummer, J. F. Ganweiler, and Jost Stengel, Croton, Mich. Fire

alarm

Apr. 9,

May 28,

Oct. 1.5,

Aug. 6,

Feb. 5,

Aug. 33,

Mar. 26,

Feb. 19,

Oct. 1,

May 28.

Nov. 19,

Apr. 16.

Apr. 23;

July 30,

Jan. 22,

Oct. 15,

Mar. 26,

Aug. 27,

May 7,

Sept. 17.

Julv 2;

Sept. 3,

Nov. 19,

Nov. 19,

Jan. 15,

Jan. 22,

Jan. 17,

Oct. 15,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1,

Aug. 20,

Oct. 1,

Aug. 13,

Apr. 23,

Dec. 10,

Feb. 26,

June 11,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

June 11, 1867.

Angell, Albert D., and George A. Colton. (See Colton & Angell.)
Angell, Isaac. Maiden, Mass. Mechanism for presenting palm leaf to looms
Angilard, Frau9ois, France. Fish hook
Augleberger, J. P., and H. C. Hatten. (^ee Hatten & Angleberger.)
Angster, Lawrence, and John Baumgartner. (See Baumgartner Sc Angster.)
Annin, James, Le Roy, N. Y. Mode of cleaning watches, jewelry, &c
Ansaldi, Ernesto, Italy. Steam engin^. (Patented in Italy, September 10, 1866)...
Anthony, Abram P., 5lorrison, 111. Clothes-drj-er attachment for stove pipes
Anthony, James, assignor to C.yrenus Wheeler, jr., Ledyard, N. Y. Harvester
Anthony, Joseph, Greenbush, N. Y. Joint splice for railroad rails

Same Car axle
Anthony, Sherman E., Stillwater, N. Y. Shingle machine

Same Gate
Anton, M., assignor to self and C. F. Yonder Liihe, Huntington, N. Y. Method of

coating and water-proofing whips
Antonidus, Peter, Freehold, N. J. Potato digger
Appel, Charles, Hoboken, N. J. Device for holding cigars
Appleby, Alexander, Brownfield, Maine. Mode of preparing tan bark for use
Applegate, William H., Le Claire, Iowa. Coffer dam and boat
Appleton, William, Albany, N. Y. Malt house or kiln
Archbald, John, and James Gordon. (See Gordon & Archbald.)
Archer, Norman L., and C'.iarles Deavs, assignors through mesne assignments to

Alexander J. Walker, New York, N. Y. Lamp burner
Archrreau, H. A., assignor to self, J. M. O. Camin Despalles, Joseph de Siisini, and

E. O. Stern, France. Mode of preparing oxygen and applying the same to useful
purposes

Archibald, RobertC, Lafayette, Ind. Cider mill
Arens, Edward John, Boston, Slass. Cutters for planing moldings
Arenser, Thomas. (See Woodward, John N., assignor.)
Arey, J. P., etal. (See Uep-penstall, William, assignor) (Reissue.)
Arkle, Thos. D., and Harry C. Greer, Bridgeport, Ohio. Automatic measuring can ..

Armbruster, Frantz A., New York, N. Y. Turning lathe. (Antedated Jan. 3, 1867).
Armstead, S.M., Grand Haven, Mich. Animal trap

Dec. 10,

Aug. 27,

Apr. 30,

Nov. 12,

May 28,

Oct. 8,

Aug. ] 3,

Dec. 24,

Mar. 19,

Apr. 2,

Sept. 10,

Dec. 31,

Mav 21,

Sept. 3,

May 21,

Nov. 19,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 2,

Aug. 27,

July 2,

Sept. 3,

Jan. 15,

Dec. 31,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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Armstrong, Andrew D., Pittsburg, Pa. Can
Armstrong, Augustus S., St. Bernard's parish, La. Method of starting street cars . ..

Armstrong, E. B., Columbus, Ohio. Cut-off for water conductors
Armstrong, Frank, Waterbury, Conn. Sewing machine
Armstrong, James, Bucy lois. Ohio. Machine for planting cotton seed
Armstrong, James, jr., Elmira, 111. Cultivator

Armstrong, John. (See Gorham, Jackson, assignor.)

Armstrong, John S., Prairie-du-Chien, Wis. Military monument (Design) .

.

Armstrong, Thomas, James and William, Port Deposit, Md. Cook's stove. (Design)..
Armstrong, W. D. and W.I., Harlem, 111. Gstte

Armstrong, William H., New Brunswick, N. J. Range and air-heating furnace
.Armstrong, W. J., and Charles Browne, Brooklyn, N. Y. Anchor
Arnall, Richard S., Wright City, Mo. Car coupling

Same Chum .

Same Car coupling
Arnd, Gustavus, New York, N. Y. Mode of treating tobacco
Arndt, Daniel, Ripon, Wis. Washing machine
Arndt, E. G. F., and C. E. L. Moebius, New York, N. Y. Combined lock and knob

latch

61,501
62, 590
65, 527
66,061
67,838

68, 934
64, 620

2, 742
62, 591

Arnold, Alfred, Tenafly, N. J. Tea and coffee pot
Arnold, Alonzo C, Norwalk, Conn. Machine for crossing bats for felting

Arnold, Benjamin, East Greenwich, R. I. Net for fishing, &c. (Antedated Jan-
uary 17, 1867)

Arnold, Benjamin, assignor to William E. Hooper «fe Sons, Baltimore, Md. Machine
for making seine nets (Reissue)

.

Arnold, David A., et al. {See Phillips, Southwlck, & Arnold.)
Arnold, George, and Jacob Greve, Cleveland, Ohio. Washing machine ,

Arnold, H. G., Rochester, N. Y. Window-sash^fastener. (Antedated Sept. 17, 1867)

.

Same same (Reissue)

.

Arnold, Israel B., assignor to Charles P. Dunham, Providence, R. I. Clothes dryer.
Arnold, Louis L., New York, N. Y. Trade mark (Design).
Arnold, Omar J., Mount Ida, Wis. Cultivator
Arnold, Stephen D., assignor to P. and F. Corbin, Joint Stock Corporation, New

Britain, Conn. Casket handle (Design)

.

Arnold, Thomas G., and Benjamin Irving, New York, N. Y. Porcelain gas burner..
Arnold, T. H., Troy, Pa. Horse hay fork
Arnold, William Rhodes, Providence, R. I. Lapping braid
AiTison, George, Trenton, N. J. Water wheel
Arrouquier, William, Worcester, Mass. Blackboard for schools
Arthur, Horatio, Martint^burg, N. Y. Machine for grating vegetables
Arthurs, Biddle, Pittsburg, Pa. Hot-air furnace ,

Arvin, John N., Valparaiso, Ind. Wrench and tongs
Arvin, John N., and Joseph M. Whitmore, Valparaiso, Ind. Corn planter
Asay, A. Merritt, and Harry Bitter. (See Collins, P. H., assignor.)

Asay, J. Lambert, Philadelphia, Pa. Staple for artificial teeth

Asav, Merritt, Philadelphia, Pa. Mould lor artificial teeth. (Antedated October
15, 1867)

Ashby, J. L,, et al. (See Numan, Wilkinson, & Cook, assignors.)

Ashcroft, E. H., Lynn, Mass. Globe valve for steam engines
Same Boiler gauge-cock handle
Same Fire-proof safe

Same Gauge for steam generators
Same Steam-gauge dial

Same Steam-cyJiuder lubricator
Same Steam-gauge cock
Same Elevator
Same Method of covering steam generators
Same Condenser
Same Fire-proof safe

Same Apparatus for washing sheepskins
Ashcroft, John, New York, N. Y. Steam lubricator engine
Ashe, Robert, assignor to self and George W. Eldredge, Somerville, Mass. Baby

jumper and cradle
Ashley, Frederick, New York, N. Y. Boot and shoe sole

Same Letter file. (Antedated June 1, 1 867)
Ashley, Joshua B., assignor to self and J. A. Brownell, New Bedford, Mass. Car-

riage spring
Ashton, Walter, assignor to self and Edward K. Quinn, Utica, N. Y. Screw plate.
Ashworth, D., and R. B. Eaton, Woburn, Mass. Concentrating sulphuric acid. (An-

tedated March 12, 1867)

I

Ashworth. John, North Andover, Mass, Eye of wire heddles for looms

I

Atikwith, John, Chicago, 111. Piston packing
Asmus, George, Houghton, Mich. Bottle pump

I

Aspinwall, L. Augustus, Albany, N. Y. Potato digger
Ast, John, Maquoketa, Iowa. Sleigh brake

: Atherton, John B. (See Preston, John, assignor.)
: Atherton, Peter, Philadelphia, Pa. Steam generator

i

Atkeson, Charles W., St. Louis, Mo. Well-boring and drilling machine
Atkins & Co. (See Piper, Edwin S., assignor.)

j

Atkins, Andrew F., Bristol, Conn. Clock case (Design).
!
Atkins, EUas C, Indianapolis, Ind. Machine for tempering b&ws

Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1807.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867

Mar, 12,1867,
Oct. 22,1867..

Apr. 9,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867,

Nov, 5, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867,
Oct, 22,1867.

July 16, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug.
Mar.
Sept.
June
Feb.
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Apr.
Feb.

6, 1867.

12,1867.

10, 1867.

18, 1867.

5, 1867.

10,1867,
8,1867.

12, 1867.

2, 1867.

12, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Oct. 29,1867,

Jan, 1,

Jan, 1,

June 25.

June 25,

July 23,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 6,

Nov. 5,

Nov. 5,

Nov. 5,

Nov. 5,

Dec. 24,

June 4,

1867.

1867.

1862
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

July 23, 1867,

July 9, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

June 11, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 14,1867,

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
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Atliins, Ellas C, Indianapolis, Ind. Machine for grinding saws
Atkins, George, Sharon, Pa. Lime kiln ...-

Atkinson, Edward, Brooklme, Mass. Peat machine
Atkinson, George F., Seymour, Conn. Spring bolt for doors ,

Atkinson, J. H. (Set Waldron, Adelia, assignor.)

Atlantic Tubing Company. {See Reed, Thomas L. , assignor.)

Same same,
Atwater, Benham & Co. (See Fitzmaier, Louis, assignor.)

Atwater, JohnB., Chicago, 111. Combined steam and air engine ,

Atwell, Ben D., and G. H. Crawford, Portage City, Wis. Mode of keeping eggs
Atwell, Eichard H., Baltimore, Md. Liquid meter
Atwood, A. D., Saybrook, 111. Sheep shears -

Atwood, C. H.. New Britain, Conn, Snap hook
Atwood, George B., Philadelphia, Pa. Permutation lock
Atwood, George B., assignor to Alfred A. Oats, Philadelphia, Pa, Permutation lock.

.

Atwood, James E., Trenton, N. J. Artificial fuel

Atwood, James E., assignor to self and Cyrus H. McCormick, Trenton, N. J, Saw..
Atwood, J. E., and F. J. Kabbeth. (See Rabbeth & Atwood.)
Atwood, James E., and Henry Disston. (See Newton, Jonah, assignor) . . . (Reissue.)
Atwood, John, jr., Provincetown, Mass. Rig for sloops and schooners
Atwood, L., and M. Woodman. (See Woodman & Atwood.)
Atwood, Lewis J., Waterbury, Conn. Apparatus for bundling scrap metal
Atwood, L. J., assignor to self and Holmes, Booth & Hayden, Waterbury, Conn.

Tool for sizing lamp chimneys
Atwood, William, Cape Elizabeth, Maine. Rotary engine
Atwood, W. S., and D. M. Soraers. (See Somers & A wood.'
Audauin, Pierre, New York, N. Y. Washboard
Augenstein, Moritz, New York, N. Y. Spirit meter ^

Auginbaugh, Gideon, Portland, Oregon. Gold separator. (Antedated April 19, 1867).
Augspurger, John, Trenton, Ohio, Portable fence

Aug. 6,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867,
Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 26,

June 25,

Sept. 17,

Sept. 10,

Nov. 5,

Apr. 16,

Mar. 26,

Nov. 19,

Nov. 12,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

same ..

Same
Same
Same

Aulls, Columbus, Bridgewater, Mich, Sheep-feeding trough
Aultman, C, Canton, Ohio. Harvester rake
Aultman, C, {See Lindsay, S. A., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Aultman, C, and Company, {See Miller, W. K., assignor.)
Aumerle, Felix. (See Gondouin, James, assignor.)

Aurand, B. J., Mt. Gilead, Ohio. Harness shaft loop
Austin, Charles, Concord, N. H. Melodeon

Same Machine for making s jcketed reed plates
Austin, Edwin C, Monroe Village, Wis. Tool for cutting mouldings
Austin, Emmet R., Norwalk, Conn. Flask for forming cores, (Antedated Decem-

ber 12, 1867)
Austin, Grinmon, Denmark, N. Y. Cheese vat
Austin, Harrison W., and William Schaw, Kalamazoo, Mich. Plow clevis

A ustin, John, Rockford, 111. Horseshoe
Austin, S. J., Freeport, Maine. Baling press
Auten, James, Cbiii, N. Y. Thill coupling
Automatic Boiler Feeder Company. (See Riedel, G. A., assignor.)
Automatic Gas Machine Company. {See Drake, Oliver P., assignor) .

.
(Disclaimer.)

Averell, EUicott D., New York, N. Y. Ruling paper by electro-magnetism
Same Lath for plastering ,

Same Card rack
Averell, Ezekiel, and Caroline M. Loring. (See Loring & Averell.)
A verill, D. R. , Newburg, Ohio, Paint compound -

Averj', Anson A., Cardiff, 111. Churn dasher
Avery, Benjamin F., Louisville, Ky. Plow
Avery, G. C., Conn's Creek, Ind. Gang plow
Avery, Ira, Tunkhannock, Pa. Washing machine ,

Avery, J. P., and W. L. Nichols, Norwich, Conn. Street lantern
Avery, Silas O., Brewster's Station, N. Y. Construction of milk can
Avery, Stephen L., Norwich, N. Y. Pump
Avis, J, W., and A. H. Tait, (See Tait & Avis,)

Same same.
Same same.

Axtell, Henry, Huntington, Mass. Whip-rolling machine
Ayer, Charles C, ass'r to self and Henry A. Breed, Chelsea, Mass, Carriage wheel. .

.

Same same same
Ayer, David M., Lewiston, Me. Method of preparing sole leather for boots and shoes

Same Boots and shoes ,

Ayers, Joseph, Greenbush, N. Y. Sash supporter
Aycrs, S. S., Plair field, N.J. Churn
Aylvvorth, George IL, Brighton, 111. Hay press
Ayres, J. A., ass'r to National Screw Co., Hartford, Conn, Screw driver

Same Device for nicking screws ,

Babbit, A. S., Keeseville, N. Y. Bed bottom
Babbit, A. S,, Keeseville, N. Y, Bed bottom (Reissue)

.

Babbitt, Lewis. {See Hatch, Warren D., assignor,)

Sept. 3,1867,

Jan, 15,1867.

Dec. 10,1867,
Sept. 3,1867.

Sept. 3,1867,
Dec. 31,1867,
Apr. 23, 1667,

Apr. 36, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867,

Apr, 16,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867,

Apr. 9, 1867,

Dec, 31, 1867.

July 16," 1867,

Jan, 22,1867.
Oct. 1, lt67.

Jan, 22,1867.

Dec, 24, 1867,

Mar. 19,1867.
Sept. 3, Ibd?.

Feb. 12, 1867,

Sept, 17, 1867,

July 16, 1867,

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov, 5,1867.

July 16,1867,
Mar. 19,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

June 18,1867.
Oct. 29,1867
Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5. 1867,

Feb, 5, 1867,

Nov, 12, 1867,

J an. 1, 18(i7.

Jan. 8, 1867,

Apr. 2, 1867,

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 21,1867.
July 23, 1867
Sept 10, 1867,

Jan. 29, 1867,

Aug, 20, 1867.
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Babbitt, L. S., and Charles B. Tucker. (Sec Tucker & Babbitt.)
Babbitt, S. C, assignor to the Meriden Ijritannia Company, Meriden, Conn. Con-

struction of salvers

Babbs, Juan S. L., New Albany, Ind. Dovetail machine
Babcock, A. C., and John Duffy, New Haven, Conn. Carriage-curtain fixture

Babcock, Alfred L., New Haven, Conn. Arm for car seats

Babcock, Charles A., assignor to self. D. SL Golden, and D. M. Kenyon, Frankfort,
N. Y. Match safe

Babcock, Dwight, Seneca Falls, N. Y. Bed bottom
Babcock, G. H., and S. Wilcox, jr.. Providence, R. I. Steam generator
Babcock, Holland C, Cincinnati, Ohio. Belt lacing
Babcock, Isaiah, and Wifliam H. Cummings. (See Curamings & Babcock.)
Babcock, Jabez K., Shortsville, N. Y. Hay and manure fork
Babcock, W. E. , East Pembroke, N. Y. Water elevator
Bacall, William K. , Boston, Mass. Bedstead'
Bachelder, Cyrus P., assignor to self, Daniel Barnard, and Stephen Kenrick, Frank-

lin, N. H. Car coupling
Bachelder, John, Norwich, Conn. Self-lubricator
Bachelder, William, West Newbury, Mass. Corset and skirt supporter combined
Bachman, John A., Lambertville, N. J. Machine for grinding the surface of marble

or stone
Bacon, A. C, Cleveland, Ohio. Mop and brush
Bacon, Benjamin R., Philadelphia, Pa. Burial casket (Design) .

.

Bacon, Churles E., et. al. (^ee Thornton, Thomas F., assignor.) (Reissue.)

Bacon, Charles E., assignor to self, George A. Pi-ince, and Calvin F. S, Thomas, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Mode of operating swells in melodeons

Bacon, Charles H., Springfield, Ohio. Device for attaching postage and revenue
stamps, &c. (Antedated December 11, 1867)

Bacon, G. W., England. Gymnastic apparatus
Bacon, Henry L., et al. (See Rockwell, Henry H., assignor.)
Bacon, J. E., et al. (See Rich, John, assignor.)

Bacon, Steuben T., Boston, Mass. Apparatus for generating carbonic acid gas.
(Antedated January 17, 1867)

Bacon, Steuben T., and D. J. Browne. (See Browne & Bacon.)
Badger, Brackett H., New York, N. Y. Device for holding glasses

Badger, Ezra W., and Norman C. Roberts. (-See Roberts &. Badger.)
Badger, L. V., Chicago, 111. Nutmeg grater

Same Animal trap
Same Signal lantern !

Badger, Simon H., assignor to self and Robert Faulkner, Erie, Pa. Slide-valve
lubricator

Badgley, Aaron C. , Earlville, 111. Beehive
Budoux, Pierre Joseph, New York, N. Y. Compound for purifying spirits and other

liquids.

Badoux, P. T., assignor to Thomas Gannon, New Y^ork, N. Y. Distilling and evap-
orating of liquids

Badoye, Jean F., New York, N. Y. Hat-felting machine
Baer, A. B., and M. M. Butt. (5ee Butt & Baer.)
Bagley, Charles H., Elgin, 111. Feed roller for lamp wicks
Bagley, E. A. and Moses. (See Gifford, A. W., assignor.)
Bagley, William A., Ansonia, Conn. Hook for hold-back straps
Bagnall, Jonas C, St. Louis, Mo. Checking the draught in furnaces
Biignall, William R

, Chelsea, ]\Iass. Wardrobe bedstead
Bahme, William, New Media, Pa. Governor

Same Millstone
Bailey A. (See Goddard, E. C, assignor.)
Bailey, Albert R., New Haven, Conn., and Wilson W. Knowles, Plantsville, Conn.

Boltmachme
Bailey, Alfred M., Middlefield, Conn. Non-freezing water gates
Bailey, Alonzo E., assignor to self, W. W. Mosher, and W. W. Jackson, MiddleviUe,

N. Y. Shifting rail for carriages
Bailey, Alonzo E., and Horatio Nichols, MiddleviUe, N. Y. Harness buckle
Bailey, Alva S., Knoxville, 111. Bolt cutter ,

Bailey, Charles E., ass'r to Allen Patent Fire-arms Manufacturing Company, Spring-
field, Mass. Method of altering the calibre of musket and other gun barrels ,

Bailey, Charles W., Boston, Mass. Boots and shoes
Bailey, D. A. B. , St. J ohnsbury , Vt. Combination square
Baik-y, Edwin F., Holderness, N. H. Cardboard dryer
Bailey, EliW., Philadelphia, Pa. Trademark (Design).
Bailey, Geo. H., Jer.sey City, N. J. Machine for making water, gas, and other pipes
Bailey, George H., assignor to the American Water and Gas Pipe Company, Jersey

City, N. J. Device for tapping cement-lined pipes
Bailey, Henry, New York, N. Y. Steam engine
Bailey, John G., Hillsdale, Mich. Washing machine
Bailey, John T., assignor to self and James Cascaden, Philadelphia, Pa. Trade

mark (Design)

.

Bailey, John W., and John L. Tenney. (See Tenney & Bailey.)
Bailey. Joshua F., and Orlando Kelsey. (See Hedden, Benj. F., ass'r.). ..(Reissue.)
Bailey, Julius M., Indianapolis, Ind. Wheel
Bailey, Leonard, Boston, Mass. Bench plane '.

. . . Carpenters' plane '.

Nov. 12,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

May -28, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Jan. 1.5,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 11 1867.

Nov. 5.1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867,
Nov. 19, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
June 4, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
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Bailey, Ralph P., Niagara Falls. N. Y. Machine for dressing marble
Bailey, Robert, Idaho City, Idaho Ter. Quartz crusher
Bailey, Selden A., assignor to Bailey Washing and Wringing Machine Company,

Woonsocket, R. I. Wringing machine
Bailey, S. A., ass'r, through mesne assignments, to the Bailey Washing and Wringing

Machine Company, Woonsocket, R. I, Wringing-machine roller (Reissue) .

.

Same Machine for wringing clothes (Reissue) .

.

Bailey Washing and Wringing Machine Company, {See Amidon, Charles H., ass'r.)

Bailey, William, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for making stamp gilt paper hang-
ings. (Antedated July 27, 1867)

Bailie, J., and J. Gervers, Cincinnati, Ohio. Dough mixer and roller ,

Baily, Miffin W., Westchester, Pa. Piston packing
Bain, James, Brooklyn, N. Y. Vent plug
Bain, Robert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Pipe wrench^
Baines, Hugh, England. Apparatus for rolling rails

Bair, Jeremiah, and Henry Sayler. {See Sayler & Bair.)
Baii'd, David, Bloody Run, Pa. Exhaust for miU stones
Baird, John, New York, N. Y. Treenail
Baker, A. C, and N. O. Hoyt, Lafayette, N. Y, Wheeled harrow
Baker, B. F., Milton, N. Y. Horse-yoke harness
Baker, Calvin, Weymouth, Mass. Pump
Bakei', Charles A., Auburn, N. Y. Truss
Baker, C. L. W., and L. S. Hills, assignors to Lester L. Hills and George D. Jewett,

Hartford, Conn. Shoe brush
Baker, Cyrus M. , Bingham, Maine. Cattle tie for stalls

Baker, C. S., Manche>ster, N. H. Invalid bedstead
Baker, D, B,, RoUersville, Ohio. Bag fastener or tie

Same Clutch for operating horse hay forks
Baker, David D., West Alexandria, Ohio. Gate
Baker, Francis, New York, N. Y. Carriage step

Same Carriage window frame
Baker, George L., Astoria, N. Y. Floating anchor
Baker, George W., assignor to self and Warren E. Eason, Hinsdale, N. H. Sewing

machine
Baker, Henry, and John T. Zimmerman. {See Zimmerman & Baker.)
Baker, H. M., and William R. Stace. {See Stace & Baker.)
Baker, Henry O., New York, N. Y. Ladder
Baker, Jackson R., Je^psey City, N. J. Window-blind fastener

Baker, Jackson R., and Joseph P. Taylor. (.See Taylor & Baker.)
Baker, John A., and Freeman Moore, (^e Moore & Baker.)
Baker, John G., Philadelphia, Pa., and William Hai'bster, Reading, Pa., assignors to

the Enterprise Manufacturing Company. Rotary measuring faucet

Baker, John W., Warsaw, Ind. Printer's galley
Baker, John W., Parkersburg, West Va, Hydrant

Same Fire plug
Baker, Loring J., East Machias, Maine. Climbing stage. (Antedated March 1,1867)..
Bakei", L. J. M., Enon, Ohio, Carriage clip

Baker, Peter, Oakland, Md, Car coupling
Baker, Philander, Chicago, III. Lamp burner
Baker, R, J,, Madison, Wis. Trace buckle
Baker, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Stop watch
Baker, William C, New York, N. Y. Material for transmitting heat
Baker, William D., Marshfield, Mass. Windlass and chain stopper
Baker, W. M., Fortville, Ind. Table, cupboard, and clothes rack
Baker, Wilson M., and John Hisner, Urbana, Ohio. Portable sheep shed
Bakes, Frederick G., Vevay, Ind. Hill-side plow
Bakewell, Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa. Trade mark (Design) .

.

Balbach, Edward, jr., Newark, N. J. Separating zinc from gold and silver

Balch, F. A., Hingham, Wis. Clothes or towel rack
Same Reel

Balchom, John, et al. (See Marsh, Thomas, assignor.)

Balderston, A. H. (^ee Bean, James B., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Balding, G. W., Angola, Ind. Feeding rack for cattle

Baldwin, C. W., Boston, Mass. Elevator
Same Apparatus for preparing peat
Same Water meter

Baldwin, Frederick, Brattleboro', Vt, Wood-turning lath. •.

Baldwin, George, and Allen B. Chase, assignors to Allen B, Chase, Italy Hill, N. Y.
Wool press..

Baldwin, George E., assignor to E. Miller & Company, West Meriden, Conn. Lamp
burner.

Baldwin, Horace. (See Metten, George R., assignor.)

Baldwin, James S., Newark, N. J. Elevator
Baldwin, J. S., Elmira, N. Y,, W, H. Jones, Rochester, N. Y., and E. N. Gibbs,

Elmira, N. Y. Cement for walks, floors, pavements, &c
Baldwin, Jonathan, Northampton, Mass. Cutlery
Baldwin, Matthias H., and George W, Grader. {See Grader & Baldwin.)
Baldwin, Oren, Keokuk, Iowa. Wash-tub attachment
Baldwin, O. W., and F. H. Pope, Greenfield, Ohio. Potato-digging mHchine

Jime 25, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan, 22,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
July 2,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
May 14,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
June 4,1867.
Dec. .31, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
May 21,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867,

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867

Nov. 12, 186-/,

Feb. 12,1867.
Sept, 24, 1867.

Oct, 8, 1867.

April 9,1867.
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Baldwin, W. H. , and J. H. Blake, Brandon, Vt. Railway chair

Ball. Albert, assignor of one-half interest to the Windsor Manufacturing Company,
Windsor, Vt. Cartridge retractor for breech-loading fire-arms

Ball, Albert, and Roger W. Love. (See Love & Ball.)

Ball, Charles J., Keokuk, Iowa. Hinging covers to cooking stoves
Ball, Ephraim. {See Underwood, John, assignor.)

Same same
Ball, Ephraim, jr.. Canton, Ohio. Plow
Ball, George A., San Francisco, Cal. Paper-ruling machine
Ball, G-. W., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cook's stove (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Ball. H. P., and A. G. Graves, Albany, N. Y. Shears
Ball, Horace R., New York, N. Y. truss
Ball, Hosea, New York, N. Y. Mode of beating peat
Ball, Lsaac, and Edward Fitzhenrj-. {Sec Fitzhenry & Ball.)

Ball, John N., Buffalo, N. Y. Bracket and cornice eaves trough
Ball, Jonathan, Elmira, N. Y. Manufacture of smoking tobacco
Ball, Levi B., Dayton, Ohio. Horse rake
Ball, LeviB., assignor to self and Christian Oldbrook, Dayton, Ohio. Horse rake.

(Antedated February 13, 1867)
Ball, R. , and Company. (See Plummer, Frank, J., assignor.)

Same same.
Same (See Gibbs, D. L., assignor.)

Ball, Thomas C, assignor to self, Abijah S. Clark, and Sumner Chapman. Bellows
Falls, Vt. Head block for saw mills

Ball, Thomas W., Morrisania, N. Y. Tempering umbrella ribs

Ball, William, Chicopee, Mass. Steam engine
Same Machine for stamping ores

Ball, William. (5'eeParmelee, John H., assignor.)

Ball, William M., Morristown, Ind. Cultivator
Same same

Ball, W\ W., Charlestown, 111. Tuyere
Ballard, Barclay, and Thomas G. Thompson. (See Thompson & Ballard.)
Ballard, C. H., VVorcester, Mass. Cartridge ejector for breech-loading fire-arms
Ballard, Frederick, Waverly, Md. Thill coupling
Ballard, Stephen, sr., Sullivan, Ind. Churn
Ballard, S. R. and G. W., Coldwater, Mich. Carding engine
Ballard, Thompson & Company. (See Thompson & Fox, assignors.)
Ballard. William W., Davisburg, Mich. Land roller

Ballintine. M. R. {See Hunkley, Martin, assignor.)
Ballou, William H., and Esau D. Taylor. (See Taylor & Ballon.)
Bally, John, Deposit, N. Y. Fruit picker
Balmore, John, New York, N. Y. Pipe cutter

Same Harlem, N. Y. Pipe cutter (Reissue)..
Balschmiter, H. F., Davenport, Iowa. Gate
Baltimore, J. T., Marble Rock, Iowa. Cultivator
Bamford, William, Milwaukee, Wis. Heating stove. (Antedated Sept. 12, 1866)
Bancroft, George H., Philadelphia. Pa. Awning
Bancroft, Joseph B., Hopedale, Mass. Lubricator for spinning machines

Same {See Walker, Richard, assignor.)
Bancroft, Joseph W., Philadelphia, Pa. Dumpmg car
Bancroft, William H., and William L. Ward, Portland, Wis. Steam engine
Banister, Isaac, Nev.Mrk, N. J. Shoe clasp
Banks, Andrew E., Detroit, Mich. Churn dasher
Banks, Eli, Millport, N. Y. Paddle wheel
Banks, E. P., Portland, Me. Cattle tie

Banks, William C, Como Depot, Miss. Cotton press
Same Cotton-.seed planter

Bannihr, John, Hempstead, N. Y. Velocipede sled
Bannister, B., and G. F. Green, Kalamazoo, Mich. Automatic tooth plugger
Bauta, George A., New York, N. Y. Refrigerator
Banta, Thomas, Hoboken, N. J. Rotary steam engine
Barbarin, Arthur, New Orleans, La. Mode of lighting gas

Same Fastening the ends of cotton ties

Same Cotton-bale tie

Same Bale tie ^

Same Lightning arrester
Same Lemon squeezer
Same Mode of preventing the untwisting of the ends of wire-rop5 bands. ..

Barber, Albro. Port Byron, III. Corn planter -.

Same Picture holder
Barber, Alonzo S. (See Holden, Humphrey, assignor.)
Barber, Archibald H. C, Clinton, 111. Grain dryer
Barber, Henry, Greenfield, Mass. Attaching bolsters to knives
Barber, H. , D. C. and G. AV. Van Brunt, Horicon, Wis. Seeding machine
Barber, Henry B., Scott, N. Y. Press

Same Chum. (Antedated December 13, 1867)
Barber, Ira, Laporte, Ind. Cultivator
Barber, Samuel H., East Greenwich, R. I. Device for oiling spindles, top rolls, <fcc.,

of spinning and other machinery I

3 c p

July 9,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
July 9,1867.
July 9,1867.
Jitly 9,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
June 4,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. ]3,]8G7.

Dec. 3,1867.
May 28,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31,1807.

Apr. 16,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
June 25, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

May 7. 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 7,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Sept 17, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jlay 28, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

June 25, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 4. 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1S67.

Feb. 12, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Barber, Thomas and John, Brooklyn, N. Y. Globe valve
Barbier, John, Boston, Mass. Clasps for securing shirt collars

Barbour, N. H., New York, N. Y. Peat machine. (Antedated December 21, 1866)..
Barbour, Samuel, Ireland. Machine for finishing thread. (Patented in England Mav

14, 1866) '..

Barbour, Thomas, Boston, Mass. Photographic camera
Barokley, Alexander, and Anthony Shafer. {See Shafer & Barckley.)
Barclay, Andrew, North Britain. Injector for steam generators
Barclay, John, assignor to self and Rufus D. Case, Attleborough, Mass. Carriage

knob
Barclay, John, and Rufus D. Case. (See Case & Barclay.)
Barclay, Robert, Buffalo, N. Y. Sewing machiije
Bardell, A. , and S. Smith, New York, N. Y. Coal scuttle

Barden, John S., Providence, R. I. Steam engine
Barden, John S., assignor to A. J. Perry & Co., Providence, R. I. Steam generator.

Same same
Bardwell, George H., and Edward G. Markley. (See Markley & Bardwell.)
Barger, D. C, and Joshua R. Purdy. (See Purdy & Barger.)
Barker, B. F., San Francisco, Cal. Butt hinge..'.

Barker, Charles W. (See Spencer, Charles F., assignor.)

Same same.
Barker, David W., New Haven, Conn. Ash sifter

Barker, Hiram, Aurora, lud. Broom head
Barker, H. R. (See Kidder, Moses W., assignor.)

Same. (See Hallowell, Albert, assignor.)

Barker, H. R., and Albert Hallowell. {See Hallowell & Barkei;) Reissue).
Barker, John F., et al. (See Gilbert, Barker & Ives.)

Barker, J. F., and C. N. Gilbert. Springfield, Mass. Apparatus for carbureting air

and gas
Barker, M., Humphrey, N. Y. Elliptic spring brace
Barker, Silas, Hartford, Conn. Axle box
Barker, V, , Otisfield, Me. Mosquito bar for windows, &c
Barker, William G. , Detroit, Mich. Spring balance
Barley, J. H., Sedalia, Mo. Cane stripper

Same Cultivator
Barling, J. A., and A. W. Potter. (See Potter & Barling.)
Barlow, Ashbel P. , Claremont, N. H. Curtain fixture

Same Saw mill

Barlow, J. W., United States army. Tripod for surveying instruments
Barlow, William A.,Eikhom, Wis. Heating stove

Same same
Same Troy, N. Y same (Division No. 1. Reissue)..
Same same (Division No. 2. Reissue)..

Barlow, William F., assignor to self, James Bower, and W. A. Jackson, Monmouth,
111. Car coupling

Barnabj', Samuel S., Chicago, 111. Wrench
Barnard, A. E., Akron, Ohio. Dies for swaging and forming bunter shapes
Barnard, Daniel, et al. (See Bachelder, Cyrus P., assignor.)

Barnard, H. A., Moline, 111. Machine for packing flour

Barnard, William B., Waterbury, Conn, Scissors and shears
Barnard, William B., assignor to Barnard, Son and Company, Waterbury, Conn,

Shears (Reissue)

.

Barnes, Andrew C, Albia, Iowa. Method of securing tires on wheels
Barnes, Augustus, Southington, Conn. Method of treating affections of the skin
Barnes, A. T., assignor to self and N. M. Barnes, Tiffin, Ohio. Fruit picker
Barnes, Henry D., New Haven, Conn. Shingle machine

Same Fair Haven, Conn. Floor clamp
Barnes, James T., Hudson City, N. J. Castor (Reissue)

.

Same same ,

Barnes, John, Rockford, 111. Harvester rake
Barnes, John H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Grooved wheel or pulley. (Antedated Dec.

2, 1866) ,

Barnes, John L., Etna Green, Ind. Car brake
Barnes, Joshua B. , Fort Wayne, Ind. Hydraulic punching machine

Same Pipe and stud wrench
Barnes, O. C, Stowe, Vt. Mop wringer
Barnes, Thomas J., Cambridge, 111. Horse yoke ,

Barnes, Turner, Greensburg, Ind. Hand spinning machine
Barnes, Wallace, Bristol, Conn. Method of tempering springs
Barnett, Morgan, and Eli Wood, Hardensburg, Ind. Cultivator
Barnott, S. M., New Orleans, La. Chest expander
Barney, E. H., and John Berry, Springfield, Mass. Skate

Same Skate fastener

Barney, George C, Philadelphia, Pa. Eraser and letter opener
Barns, H( sea, Somers, Wis. Extension ladder
Barnum, G. P., Marion, Iowa. Ointment for horses
Bamum, J. G. (See May, Franklin J., assignor.)

Barnum, James W., New Orleans, La, Cotton-bale tic

Barnum, N., and G. C. Schreiber, assignors to N. Banium, St. Louis, Mo. Drilling

instrument
Barnwell, A. S., Savannah, Ga. Cultivator

Feb. 5,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

May 21,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26. 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Aug. 6.1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Feb. 12,

Mar. 5,

May 28,

Aug. 27,

Jan. 29,

Nov. 26,

June II,

June 25,

Dec. 10,

Jan. 1,

Oct. 15,

Feb, 12,

June 4,

June 4,

Nov. 5,

Oct. 1,

May 28,

Nov. 12,

Feb. 5,

June 11,

July 23,

Oct. 1,

Dec. 24,

Aug. 13,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

]8()7.

1867.

Nov. 5.1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.
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Barr, Hollis, Brecksville, Ohio. Shecp-sheaviug and tagging table

Ban-, Samuel A., Pittsburg, Pa. Clotlics-line fastening
Barraclough, Joshua, et al. (See Knowles & Barraclough.)
Barrett, Edward, assignor to self and John F. Burns, New York, N. Y. Lens for

lantern
Barrett, E. D., assignor to self and Julius B. Savage, New Haven, Conn. Die for

cutting screws
Barrett, E. L., Springtield, Ohio. Apparatus for making envelopes
Barrett, J. F., Concord. Mass. Rubber boot heel
Barrett, Jonathan F., assignor througli mesne assignments to C. "Wheeler, jr., Auburn,

N. Y. Method of raising and lowering the cutters of harvesters (Reissue)

.

BaiTick, Jesse P., Massillou, Ohio. Carriage shaft coupling
Barringer, John H.. Hillsborough, 111. Cultivator and sulky plow
Barron, John, Cincinnati, Ohio. Elastic rocker for chair
Barron, Thomas J. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Process for converting iron into steel

Barrow, Joseph, Mobile, Ala. Buckle
Barrow, Joseph, and Lorenzo D. Pelton. (See Polton & Barrow.)
Barrows, Arad, Philadelphia. Pa. Sad iron handle (Design) .

,

Barrows, Edwin A., Wiliimantic, Conn. Permutation lock ,

Barry. Christian, Philadelphia, Pa. Can (Design)

.

Same Machine for making tin cans
Barry, Peter, Newark. N. J. Slachine for wiring blind slats

Barsalow, Henrj-, St. Anne, P.l. Cultivator
Same Seeding machine

Barth, Henrj', Cincinnati. Ohio. Printing press
Bartho, William Fothergill, and Isaac Smith. (Sec Wakefield, John, assignor.)
Bartholf, Abraham. {See Robertson. John, assignor.)
Bartholomew, Charles, New York, N. Y. Machine for staining paper
Bartholomew, H., Dover Centre, Ohio. Fence
Bartholomew, Hari_y S., assignor to self and O. W. Bartholomew, Bristol, Conn.

Brace for boring bits

Bartholomew, Oscar M., assignor to self and W. P. Sherman, Elmira, N. Y. -Koof-
ing compound

Bartle. Warren S.. Newark, N. Y. Bedstead fastener
Bartlett, D. L., and G. H. Hines. (Sec Gwynn, Stuart, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same same.
Bartlett, David L.. and H. W. Bobbins. (See Smith & Brown, assignors.) (Design.)
Bartlett, D. S. (^ee Rogers, ( )liver P., assignor.)
Bartlett, George E., et al. (See Rogers, Ichabod R., assignor.)
Bartlett, Henry A., Philadelphiii, Pa. Machine for connecting strips of metals
Bartlett, J. A., and F. Walman, Orfordville, Wis. IMethod of propelling sleds by

hand

Doc. .31, lSfi7.

July 30, 18(57.

Nov. 26, 1667.

Bartlett, John W., Harmar, Ohio. Machine for digging potatoes. (Antedated Feb.
9. 1867)

Bartlett, Joseph Weatherby. (Sec Heath, William Edwin, assignor.)
Bai'tlett, Louis D,, assignor to the Putnam Machine Con»pany, Fitchburg, Mass.

Valve for steam engines
Same Valve gear for steam engines

Bartlett, Nathan, Birmingham, and George T. Lewis, Philadelphia, Pa. IMauufac-
ture of white paint from zinc ores

Bartlett, Sam.uel R. , Detroit, Mich. Trap door
Bartol, B. H., Philadelphia, Pa. Cover for gas retorts
Bartol. Henry W., Philadelphia, Pa. Steam trap
Barton, J. K., and J. W. Howe. (See Howe <fc Barton.)
Barton, Richard T., assignor to self and William H. Fisk, New Haven, Conn. Ma-

chine for making needles
Barton, William E., Ease Hampton, Conn. Manufacture of sleigh bells

Bartram, A. R., Redding, Conn. Attaching carriage thills

Bartram, I. N., and James A. Root. (See Root & Bartram.)
Bartram, W. B., Danbury, Conn. Sewing machine

Same Frame of a sewing machine (Design)

.

Same Norwalk, Conn. Button-hole sewing machine
Bartram, W. M., and J. H. Sfringer. (See Springer & Bartram.)
Barwick, James, and Samuel Tindall, assignors to selves and Charles T. De Forest,

England. Piston packing for steam engines
Barwick, M. James, and Samuel B. Tucker. (See Hodgins, Samuel, assignor.)
Basch, Henry, Chicago. 111. Permutation trunk lock
Bascom, Henry C.. La Crosse, Wis. Gun worm
Bashore, D. W., Palmyra, Pa. Lamp shade
Bass, William E. , Lawrence, Mass. Weft bobbin
Ba.sse, August, Quincy, 111. Machine for carving wood
Bassett, Abner, Virginia City, Nevada. Apparatus for amalgamating ores
Bassett, John A., Salem, ISIass. Capillary material for filling gas and air carbureters.

Same Liquid for carbtiretiug gas
Same Hydro-carbon fluid for carbureting gas
Same Gas carbureter
Same Apparatus for carbureting and regulating the flow of gas
Same Carbureting gases
Same Mode of carbureting gases for heating and illumination
Same Manufacture of illuminating gas
Same Process of vaporizing hydro-carbon liquids

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 15.1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867,
Jan. 29,1867.

Sept. 3,1867,

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867,

Jan. 15,186V.
July 2, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Mar. 12. 1867.

July 9; 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 19,3867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867

Sept. 10,

aiar. 19,

Aug. 27,

Jan. 29,

Dec. 3,

Jan. 22,

Jan. 1,

May 21,

June 18,

June 25,

June 25,

June 25,

June 25,

June 25,

Sept. 10,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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Bassett, John A., assignor to John H. Irwin and Isaac Simmons, Salem, Mass. Man-
ufacture of illuminating gas ,

Bassett, John A., and Oliver C. Smith, Salem, Mass. Steam blower ,

Bassett, John A., and Frederic Cook. (See Cook & Bassett.)
Bassett, M. L., assignor to self and Egbert E, Pardee, West Haven, Conn. "Well

_ tube
Bassett, O. A. , and Erasmus Smith, Norwich, N. Y. Saw mills ,

Bassett, Orin L., Thomas K. Bearse, and William B. Wilber, Taunton, Mass. Ma-
chine for making nails and tacks (Reissue) .

,

Bassett, Royal M., assignor to self and Theodore S. Bassett, Derby, Conn. Rolling
mill

Bassford, A., New York, N. Y. Billiard cushion
Batchelder, Asahel G., Lowell, Mass. Kej' for locks
Batchelder, John M. Trade mark (Design) .

.

Batchelder, Samuel N., Prairie-du-Chien, Wis. Try-square and bevel
Batchelder, William J. M., Dayton, Ohio. Shovel-plow guard
Batchelder, W. W.. ^New York, N. Y. Mode of lighting gas
Batchelor, Joseph M., Foxcroft, Maine. Sawing machine
Bate, W. H., et al. (See Scrannage & Bate.)
Bateman, Elkauah, Frederick City, Md. Flour bolt ,

Batemau, William P., assignor to self and Nathan F. Mathewson, Barrington, R. I.

Carriage button ,

Bates, Caleb, Kingston, Mass. Rotary harrow
Bates, Edward M., East Rochester, Ohio. Corn busker
Bates, E. M., assignor to self, J. H. and G. W. Sanor, East Rochester, N. Y. Valve

gear.
Bates, Jacob, Salineville, Ohio. Medical compound
Bates, Joseph L. , Boston, Mass. Trade mark (Design) .

,

Bates, L. M., Newark, Ohio. Sprmg for bed bottoms and other purposes
Bates, Oliver A., et al. (See Davison, Bates, Wilson and Russell.)

Bates, William B., administrator of George Wellman, deceased. (Sec Wellman,
George) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)

Same same (Extension.)
Same same (Extension.)

Bates, William W., Chicago, 111. Method of hanging centerboards of vessels.

Bathgate. James, Cincinnati, Ohio. > Chalk-line reel ,

Batten, A. S., Topsham, Vt. Crane ^ ,..

Battle, Bernard, assignor to Daniel Coyle, Pittsbm-g, Pa. Composition for lubricating
journals ,

Batty, L. M., Canton, Ohio. Railroad switch
Batty, William, Cincinnati, Ohio. Povyder for facing moulds. (Antedated Decem-

ber 23, 1866)
Same Lawrenceburg, Pa. Bosh of heating and puddling furnaces

Baty, Alonzo B. , Biughamton, N. Y. Spring bed bottom
Baugh, Edwin P., Philadelphia, Pa. Grinding mill (Reissue).
Baughman, D. C, Fort Seneca, Ohio, Seeding machine
Baughn, William D. , Milford, Mich. Churning and working butter

Same Metal sleigh knee
Baughn, AYilliam D., assignor to self, George P. Booth, S. D. Honowell, and F. A.

S. Burnham, Milford, Mich. Thimble skein for axles
,

Bauhoefer, Louis, Philadelphia, Pa. Mattress and life-preserving float ,

Bauhoefer, Louis, deceased, by Henry Hauer, executor, Philadelphia, Pa. Muff
Same Compound of cork, rubber, &c

BaumHun, F., and W. H. Lotz. (See Lotz & Baumann.)
Baumanu, P., jr., assignor to P. Baumann & Brothers, New Athens, HI. Liniment. ..

Baumeister, John, Detroit, Mich. Boiler
Baumgartner, Frederick, Brooklyn, N. Y. Shifting rail for carriage seats ,

Baumgartuer, John, and Lawrence Angster, Newark, N. J. Ham-slicing holder
Bauschtleker, Fredi-ek, and Barneft Yaufleet, Washington, D. C. Pump
Baustiam, William, Davenport, Iowa. Manufacture of friction matches. (Antedated

March 11, 1867)
Baxter, James P., Portland, Maine. Trade mark (Design) .

.

Baxter, John C. , Washington, D. C. Metallic check-piece for bridles

Baxter, J. C, and J. M. Currau. (See Curran & Baxter.)

Baxter, Robert, French Camp, Cal. Gang plow
Same Seeding machine

Baxter, Robert, and J. B. Webster. (See Webster & Baxter.)

Baxter, Samuel. (See Schaffer, John, assignor.)

Bayhouse, Willigam, Portland, Oregon. Edge-plane for boots and shoes
Bayless, H. M. (See Bonner, William, assignor.)

Bayley, Alfred, Newark, N. J. Tea and coffeepot
Bay lie's, Thomas L., and George W. Wood, Richmond, Ind. Inking apparatus for

printing in colors
Bayliss, John, New York, N. Y. Tuyere for furnaces

Same Tuyere (Reissue) .

.

Bazin, Ernest, France. Means for recovering sunken ships

Bazin, James Amiraux, Canton, Mass. Rotary pump
Bazin, Stephen and James A., Canton, Mass. Machinery for laying and twisting

rope
Bea, John, assignor to self and Timothy D. Gladson, Newark, N. J. Cart saddle

June 25, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.
May 14, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 14, 1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
July 2, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.
July 9,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1807.

Oct. 22,1867.

lilar. 19, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
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Beach, A. Ely, Stratford, Conn. Pneumatic tube
Same Pneumatic car truck
Same Pneumatic railway
Same same

Beach, Burroughs, West Meriden, Conn. Sash fastener
Beach, Charles, Penn Yan, N. Y. Com sheller

Beach, Edgar B., West Meriden, Conn. Convertible rifle sight

Beach, H. L., New York, N. Y. Scroll sawing machine
Beach, Henry L., assignor to Beach Wheel Horse Rake Manufacturing Company,

Montrose, Pa. Horse rake
Beach, J. C., Bloomiield, and .J. Abbey, Orange, N. J., assignors to J. C. Beach.
Machine for disintegrating and pulping fibrous material

Beach, Verlot D. , Battle Creek, Mich. Machine for boring bobbins
Beach, William W. , New York, N. Y Mucilage brush

Same Mucilage bottle

Same Inkstand aud^aucilage holder, combined
Same Mucilage aolder .

Beacher, John H., Philadelphia, Pa. Valve for gas generators
Bea'ii'e, JHiram, Washington, D. C. Automatic boiler feeder
Beal, Francis E., et al. i^See Miller, Wesley, assignor.)

Beal, Joseph H., Edward J. Sawyer, and Granville S. Webster, Boston, Mass. Paper
corset

Beale, Augustus, Stamfoi-d Conn. Carriage wheel
Beale, Thomas, New Milford, 111. Agricultural fork
Beals, J. S., Alabama Center, N. Y. Sheep rack

Same Plow
Beamer, DeWitt C, assignor to s«i!i' and James Markland, Philadelphia, Pa. Business

card and pin cushion
Beamish, H. S., and H. B. Gillmau. (See Gillman & Beamish.)
Bean, Albert B., New Haven, Conn, Machines for making nuts
Bean, Albert B., assignor to Samuel C. Brady and Lewis W. Upham, New Ha^T3n,

Conn. Knife sharpener
Bean, Amos, Canaansville, Ohio. Sorghum stripper
Bean, E. E.! and W. H. Mumler, assignors to selves and Nathaniel Cummiugs,

Boston, Mass. Lighting gas by electricity

Bean, H., Schuylkill, and J. D. Tyson, Lower Providence, Pa. Cultivator
Bean, James B., assignor to self and A. H. Balderstou, Baltimore, Md. Apparatus for

and method of casting aluminium
Same Mode of constructing molds for casting aluminium plates for arti-

ficial teeth
Same Method of securing artificial teeth to cast plates

Bean, John, Hudson, Mich. Pump
Same Pump

Bean, J. H., Marietta, Ohio. Lifting jack
Bean, N. S., Manchester, N. H. Carriage wheel

Same Hose carriage
Bean, Nehem'h S., assignor to the Amoskeag Manufacturing Co., Manchester, N.H.

Picker staff motion for looms (Reissue) .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Beau, W. W., lowaville, Iowa. Wagon brake
Beanes, Edward, England. Mode of treating saccharine matters
Beans, W. R., Brownsburg, Pa. Bridle
Bear, John H., York, Pa. Horse hay rake and seeder, combined

Same Grinding miM
Bear, Samuel and Marion, Versailles, Ohio. Churn
Beard, Asa M., Hillsboro', N.H. Saw-mill dog
Beard, A. M. , assignor to self and Solomon McNiel, Hillsborougli Bridge, N. H. Head

block for saw-mills
Beard, G. N., St. Louis, Mo. Tie for cotton bales (Reissue)..

Same Cotton bale tie

Beard, George W., Baltimore, Md. Heating stove
Beard, James H., and Harvey D. Palmer, (^^ee Palmer & Beard.)
Beard, John W., St. John, N. B. Street gas lamp and apparatus for lighting
Beardslee, A. C, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apparatus for proving gas pipes
Beardsley, Darius, Ithaca, N. Y. Mode of exhausthig air from fruit cans by steam..
Beardsley, George M., Fenton, Mich. Car couplings
Beardsley, George M., assignor to self and C. D. Boutell, Fentonville, Mich. Appa-

ratus for upsetting tires

Beardsley, George M., assignor to self, C. D. Boutell, and G. Carpenter, Fentonville,
Mich. Straw cutter

Beardsley, James E., Augustus F. Boyle, Enoch M. Lewis, and Michael A. Clancy,
Washington, D. C. Apparatus for recording votes

Beardsley, Udney N., Goshen, Ind. Gate
Beardsley, W. F., and E. O. Doud. {See Doud & Beardsley.)
Beardsley, W. L,, Binghamton, N. Y. Lathing apparatus
Beams, William F., Mount Pleasant, N. Y. Apparatus for filtering and purifying

spirits. (Antedated Sept. 19, i 867)
Bearse, Tho.s. R., ct al. (See Bassett, Bearse & Wilber) (Reissue.)
Beaton, William F., Philadelphia, Pa. Combined pen and eraser

Same Frame for the glasses of carriage curtains
Beatty, George, Carrolton, Ohio. Sheep shed or rack

May 7,1867.
May 7,1867.
May 7, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867,

Apr. 9,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec, 10, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec.
July
July
July
July

3, 1867.

9, 1867.

9, 1867.

9, 1867.

9, lS67.

Aug. 20,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 10, 18l-)7.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1807.

Aug. 27, 1807.

Sept, 3,1867,

Mar. 19, 1807.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Oct.
Oct.
Feb.
Nov.
May
Feb.
June

May
Aug.
Apr.
Feb.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Feb.

8, 1867.

, 8, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

21, 1867.

5, 1867.

11,1867,

28, 1867.

20, 1867.

16, 1867.

12, 1867.

15, 1867,

1,1867,
29, 1887.

24, 1867,

26, 1867,

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Aug, 13, 1807.

Feb. 5,1807,

Dec, 10,1867.

Oct.. 15,1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 16, 1867,

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27,1867.

Aug. 27, 1807.

Sept. 24, 1867.
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71, 954

63, 986
67, 708

2,616
2,617

60, 672
71, 684

61, 507
68, 687
71,570
67, 940

65, 635
60, 848
m, 117
2,614

72, 156

62, 997
66, 551

68, 155
2,619

63, 693
•67,251

68, 340

64, 274

65, 636
60, 849
68, 341

71, 266

60, 827
63, 780
70, 506
72, 589
63, 135
70, 782
63, 834

63, 835

64, 473

68, 156
67, 842
61. 042

61, 386

61, 387

71, 685
71, 267
61,988
70, 783

62, 998
2,775

65, 331

71, 268
64, 474
70, 391

64, 740
66, 118

Beaty, David B., assignor to self and James Lamb, Aurora, lud. Plate lifter

Beaumont, Thomas liicbard, and Tliomas Westley. {See Westley & Beaumont.)
Beazan, J. L. {See Tinker, John B., assignor.)

Becbtel, George H., Philadelphia, Pa. Ice pitcher
Bechtel, W. H., W. H. Strahan, and Thomas P. Hardy, Philadelphia, Pa. Reamer.

(Antedated Aug. 1, 1867)
Beck, Alexander, Philadelphia, Pa. Carpet pattern (Design) .

.

Same same same...
Beck, Frederick, New York, N. Y. Process for glazing paper
Beck, F. W., and E. "VV. Siebert, Baltimore, Md. Mode of packing smoking tobacco.
Beck, Jacob, Williamsville, 111. Wagon seat
Beck, Jacob, Philadelphia, Pa. Conductors' ticket punch
Beck, Mikel, Lake View, 111. Washing machine
Beckelshymer, Lemuel, assignor to self and Granderson T. Deeriug, liCavenworth,

Kansas. Harrow
Becker, Christopher, Flint, Mich. Brick press
Becker, Edmund, Cincinnati, Ohio. Kooling
Becker, E., Cincinnati, Ohio. Roofing
Becker, Frederick, Baltimore, Md. Cigar box (Design)..
Becker, G. H., assignor to self and John C. Lanier, Memphis, Tenn. Device for ac-

cumulating power
Becker, H. C, New York, N. Y. Starch sirup

Beckley, Daniel S., Toledo, Iowa. Washing machine
Beckman, Horatio B., and John W. Doughty. (Sec Doughty & Beckman.)
Beckmau, Jacob, et al. {See Krais, William, assignor.)
Beckwith, E., South Pass, III. Washing macliino
Beckwith, Enos P., deceased, by WiUiam Smith, executor, South Wiudham, Conn.

Paper-cutting machine (Reissue) .

.

Beckwith, Hiram, Grass Lake, Mich. Scaffold bracket
Beckwith, James F., Albion, N, Y. Stove-pipe drum
Beckwith, L. H., assignor to self, M. Colgan, and M. M. Livingston, Port Jervis, N. Y.

Bending machine. (Antedated Aug. 19. 1867)
Beckwith, P. D.,Dowagiac, Mich. Grain drill

Beckwith, William L. (Sec Davis, William M., assignor.)

Beckworth, Myron H., Camden, N. Y. Corset
Bedell, Otis T., New York, N. Y. Slate washer
Bedford, Alma, Cold Water, Mich. S^rap attachment. (Antedated Aug. 25, 1867) ..

Bedford, W. G. . Philadelphia, Pa. Hose coupling
Bedford, W. G. (See White, T. R., assignor.)

Bedford, W. G., and T. R. White. (5ee White & Bedford.)
Same same.

Bee, Asa. White Oak, West Va. Saw
Same Saw mill

Beebe, Henry, Hudson, N.J. Cane and umbrella combined
Same Lantern

Beebe, James M.. Cassadaga, N. Y. Bee feeder
Same Beehive

Beebe, William S., Philadelphia. Pa. Concussion fuze for explosive shells

Beecher, E. B., Westville, Joseph G. Davis, Henry S. Frost, and Anthony G. Davis,
Watertown, Conn. Blind fastening

Beeler, S. J., Wales, 111. Soap ;

Beers, Charles C, and Person Davis. (See Tufts, Timothy, assignor.)
Beers, Hiram H., Toulon, 111. Pad crimp press
Beers, John B. , San Francisco, Cal. Amalgamating precious metals
Beers, J. L., McAlisterville, Pa. Saw mill
Beesley, B. W., and Norman M. Keer, {See Hatfield, C. B., assignor.)

Same same.
Beesley, Jacob, Philadelphia, Pa. Ash sifting device for grates
Beesley, J., et al. (See Martino, Beesley &. Currie.)

Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.

)

Same same (Design.)
Beeuwkes, W. F. G., Holland, Mich. Cowl
Beggs, E. Y., and A. L. Wilkinson. (See Wilkinson & Beggs.)
Beggs, William P.F., Philadelphia, Pa. Truck
Begon, Louis, San Francisco, Cal. Rotary steam valve
Behel, Jacob, and John Nelson, Rockford, 111. Gauge for saw mills

Behel, Jacob, John Perrine, Rockford, and John M. Buell, Ogle county. 111. Horse-
shoe ,

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 13,

Apr. 16,

Apr. 16,

Jan. 1,

Dec. 3,

Jan. 29,

Sept. 10,

Dec. 3,

Aug. 20,

June 11,

Jan. 1,

June 25,

Apr. 16.

Dec. 17,

Mar. 19,

July 9,

If 61.

1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 21,

Apr. 9,

July 30,

Sept. 3,

Apr. 30,

June 11,

Jan. 1,

Sept. 3,

Nov. 26,

Jan. 1,

Apr. 16,

Nov. 5,

Dec. 24,

Mar. 26,

Nov. 12,

Apr. 16,

Apr. 16,

May 7,

Aug. 27,

Aug. 20,

Jan. 8,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
1867.

1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Behn, Henry, New York, N. Y. Burglar alarm
Behr, Peter, St. Louis, Mo. Trade mark (Design) .

.

BehreuH, J. B., Pearl, III. Car coupling
Beidler, Georgo A., Chicago, 111. Lamp
Beidler, Henry M., Chicago, 111. Lamp
Beigel, Georg, New York, N. Y. Stereoscopic apparatus !!

Bell, A. N., and Neil Clifford. (See Clifford & Bell.)

Bell, Charles P., Nashua, N. H. Window-blind fastener
Bell, Georgo, assignor to self and Jonathan Strine, Martjnsburg, W. Va. Black-

smiths' striker

Bell, James B. (See Brown, Ellison, assignor.)
Bell, James W., and E. C. Little. (.See Little & BeU.)

Dec. 3, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 7. 1867.

Nov. 12, 1S67.

May 14, 1867.

June 25, 1867.
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Bell, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Inkwells
Bell, William. {See Fell, Thomas M. and Ambrose G., assignors.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.
Same (See Fell, Ambrose G., assignor.)

Bellamy, John H., Charlestown, Mass. Clock case (Design) .

.

Bellamy, John H., assignor of one-half interest to David A. Titcomb, Charlestown,
Mass. Picture frame (Design) .

.

Bellamy, John H., assignor to self and D. A. Titcomb, Charlestown, Mass. Picture
frame ^ (Desigu ) .

.

Same Bracket (Design) .

.

Same Clock case (Desigu) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Bellamy, William, Newark, N. J. Ice pitcher
Bellard, T. H., Colbrook, Ohio. Field fence
Bellerjean, John, Philadelphia, Pa. Lamp chimney
Belleville, Julien F., France, Car spring
Bellows, C. C. , New Ipswich, N. H. Creasing, slicking, and skiving leather. (Reissue) .

.

Bellows, E. H., Worces^ner, Mass. Steam engine slide valve
Bellows, M. J. (See Phillips, T. S., assignor.)

Belmer, Herman, Cincinnati, Ohio. Animal trap
Belmer, Herman, and C. H. S. Sehultz, Cincinnad. Ohio. Dog muzzle
Belt, Alfred C, Goresville, Va. Plow

Same Cultivator
Belvallette, Norbert, France. Latch for carriage doors ,

Belvin, John Aaron, jr., Baltimore, Md. Catamenial guard and supporter
Bemendefer, Henry F., and George Smith, Attica, N. Y. Plow
Bemeut, William B., Philadelphia, Pa. Lath ,

Bemis, Charles, Mishawaka, Ind. Car brake
Same Pump

Bemis, William A., Spencer, Mass. Cheese-curd cutter
Bender, Charles, New York, N. Y. Suspension bridge
Bender, E. C, York, and William Steflfe, Philadelphia, Pa. Drying and seasoning

lumber
Bender, Richard W., New York, N. Y. Filter for i-efining sugar
Bendix, J. E.. New York, and M. Deitsch, Westchester, N. Y. Potato planter
Benedict, Alonzo, Jonesville, N. Y. Neck yoke
Benett, Benjamin. {See Daniels, A. M., assignor.)

Benham, Isaac, assignor to self and Allen B. Benham, McLean, N. Y. Scale ,

Benn, Joseph, and George O. Luckman, England. Apparatus for damping and gum-
ming labels

Bennet, C. G.. and S. A. Drake, assignors to C. G. Bennett, Farmers' Village, N. Y.
Wagon brake '

Bennett, .\., Rockford, 111. Seed planter
Bennett, Andrew, assignor to self and Joseph Oechler, Brooklyn, N. Y. Hook and

eye
Bennett, Charles B., Amboy, 111. Clothes dryer ..•

Bennett, Edwin. Oxford, Mich. Thill and pole coupling
Same. (Sec Gillender, Wm. T., assignor.)

Bennett, E. 0., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. Churn
Same Inkstand

Bennett, Frederick, assignor to John S. George, England. Manufacture and coating
of lead pipe

Bennett, George. (See Smith, Andrew P., assignor.)
Bennett, George J. , Homer, N. Y. Cream strainer
Bennett, George W., assignor to self, George W. Peck, and Charles S. Bird, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Paint can ,

Matthew Bennett, Kilbourne Cit v. Wis. Door fastening
Bennett, O, O. (See Elliott, Charles F., assignor.)
Bennett, R. N., Branchport, N. Y. Sinking well tubing
Bennett, Walter, Hunt's Hollow, N. Y. Shuttle carrier for sewing machines
Bennett, W. P., assignor to self and Henry Blake, East PeppereU, Mass. Lamp

extinguisher
Bennor, Joseph, Philadelphia, Pa. Calipers and T square
Benson, A. S. (-See Cowdery, J. E., assignor.)
Benson, Benjamin S., Baltimore, Md. Casting metal pipe
Benson, Joseph, Samuel, and William, Lebanon, Pa. Cultivators
Benson, William, and Henry Pitchforth. (See Pitchforth & Benson.)
Benster, E. M., and C. M. Young. (Sec Young & Benster.)
Bent, Samuel S.. Port Chester, N. Y. Name plate (Design) .

.

Beuter, Henry, Pittsburg. Pa. Washing powder
Bentley, B. W. (See Gardiner, George R., assignor.)

Same same.
Benton, C. O., Cleveland. Ohio. Trade mark (Design)..
Benton, George L., assignor to self and John Greenwood, Rochester, N. Y. Emery

wheel for grinding and polishing saws. &c
Benton, G. W., Dantsville, N. Y. Washing machine
Benton, H. W., Lebanon, N. H. Ladle for pouring metal
Bentz, Jacob, Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for framing match splmts

Dec. 3, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 8,

Jan. 8,

Sept. 10,

Sept. 10,

July 16,

Oct, 29,

June 4,

June 18,

July 16,

Nov. 12,

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18G7.

1867,

1867.

18G7,

1867.

1867,

Aug. 13. 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867,

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov, 19, 1867,

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 2, 1857.

May 21, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 11. 1867.

Aug. 27; 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 17,

Aug. 27,

Nov. 12,

Jan, 15,

Nov, 19,

Oct. 15,

June 4,

Mar. 5,

Feb. 5,

Dec. 31,

Aug. 6,

Oct, 1

,

Nov. 26,

Jan. 1,

July 9,

Aug. 27,

Jan, 1,

Oct, 29,

Mar, 19,

Nov, 5,

Dec. 10,

D-c. 3,

Sept. 3,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Oct. 29,1867,
May 28, 1867,

Aug, 6, 1867.

Nov. 5. 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867,

July 2,18u7.

Sept. 3,1867.
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Bequet, Gustave, son, assignor to self and Moritz Pinner, New York, N. Y. Appa-
ratus for rectifying and distilling

Bequet, Jean Gustave, assignor to Moritz Pinaer and Gustave Bequet, France.
Apparatus and process for rectifying alcohol and other spirits

Berard, A. B., France. Manufacture of steel

Berckhemer, Charles, Cincinnati, Ohio. Vessel for malting and brewing
Berg, Hermann, Springfield, Mass. Rocking chair

Berg, Hermann, and Andrew Blessing, Springfield, Mass. Gas burner and reflector..
Bergen, Alexander J., Brooklyn, N. Y. Bi'eech-loading fire-arm

Same Metallic cartridge
Same Priming metallic cartridges

Bergen, Jacob, Canton, Ohio. Cultivator
Berger, Henry, New York, N. Y. Center piece (Design)..

Same same (Design) .

.

Berger, Jonas, Knoxville, 111. Melodeon
Bergie, H. C, and J. L. Collins. {See Collins & Bergie.;
Bergrath, Innocent Antony, Nashville, Teun. Toilet powder
Bergstresser, Edwin L. , Sunbury, Pa. Gate

Same Hublersburg, Pa. Harvester rake
Same Plow
Same Corn planter

Berkstresser, Henry, Quaker Bottom, Ohio. Rotary plow ,

Berlin, Henry C., and Geo. H. Jones. {See Waymoth, Thos. V., assignor.) (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)

Bernabe, Mayeiil, France. Mode of protecting armor plates

Bernard, John F., Leominster, Mass. Composition for filling the pores of wood
Bernbaum, Ole K., Brooklyn, N. Y. Folding trunk
Berne, William Jones, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mode of attaching calks to horses' shoes . ..

Same Adjustable calk for horseshoes
Bernecker, John L., St. Louis, Mo. Trade mark (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Bernhardt, D. C, and S. F. Houston, Charlotte, N. C. Washing machine
Bernheisel, sr., Jacob, Green Park, Pa. Combined corn sheller, separator and feeder
Berntheisel, William W., West Herapfield township, Pa, Step Vaddei'S

Berry, Charles H. , East Somerville, Mass. Sofa bedstead
Berry. H. C., Wauseon, Ohio, Wood-turning lath

Berry, John, and E. H. Barney. (-See Barney & Berry.)
Same same.

Berry, Thomas H., Lynn, Mass. Mode of preparing coffee for transportation
Bertrand, Theophilus F., and Peter Sames, Rockford, 111. Cultivator

Same Plow
Beschke, Henry, Albany, N. Y. , Apparatus for the manufacture of salt

Bess, James, and Adam Ilaguy, Keokuk, Iowa. Plane for cutting blind slats

Besso, Joseph, Philadelphia, Pa. Extracting grease and oils from animal and vege-
table substances ,

Best, Benjamin, assignor to self and London Marts, Dayton, Ohio. Scaffold
Best, Charles E., Jordan, N. Y. Bed bottom ,

Best, John, Lancaster, Pa. Furnace for steam boilers

Best, Sealy James, and James John Holden, England. Apparatus for charging and
drawing gas retorts and other purposes

Same, (^ce Holden «fc Best.)
Best, W. S., and J. B. Booker. {See Bull, Daniel, assignor.)

Beswick, Alonzo, Paris Richardson, and John W. Brown, Kelley, El. Machine for
making wagon wheels

Bethea, James C, Blakely, Ga. Cotton cultivator
Same (jrang plow

Betts, F. A. {See Thorn, William J., assignor.)

Betts, Lewis F. , New York, N. Y. Lantern
Betts, William, England. Metallic capsule for bottles

Betz, Isaac E.. and Henry Fessler. {See Fessler & Betz.)
Beu, Carl, Anhalt-Dessau. Wool dryer. (Antedated January 2, 1867)
Bevan, David. (See Harries, Sandy, assignor.)

Bevans, Ira N., assignor to Eli Terry, Terryville, Conn. Apparatus for tempering
steel springs ,,

Bevins, Julius, Unadilla Forks, N. Y. Device for holding sap buckets
Bevis, Henrj^ assignor to self, Thos. H. Foulds, and W. D. Dalton, Cincinnati, Ohio.

St^ am generator
Bevis, Joseph, Putnam, Ohio. Washing machine
Bevitt, George, assignor to self and John George Ott, Madison, Wis. Corn sheller. ..

Beyrnhcimer, Alois, and William Stenger. (See Steuger & Beyruheimer.)
Bczitl, P. M. C, France. Method of forming the parts, links, ifec, of chains, brace-

lets, <fcc
'.

-

.

Bibber, F. F. and R. W. {See Hargrave, T. C, assignor.)

Bickford, Dana, Boston, Mass. Sprinkler for clothes and flowers
Same Knitting machine
Same . .Process of obtaining useful fibers

Same ..Material for pump pistons, engines, &c. (Antedated December
14, 1867)

Bickford, Lyman, Maccdon, N. Y. Grain drill

Bickford, Lyman, and Charles E. Patric. {See Patric & Bickford.)
Bickford, S, E. and AV. S. AVheeler. {Sec Wheeler & Bickford.)

Sept. 3,1867.

Jan. 22,

June 4,

May 14,

Mar. ly,

Jan. 1,

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

Apr. 23,

Apr. 2,

June 4,

May 14,

1867.

1867..

1867.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

June 4,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 13, 18G7.

Oct. 15, 1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
Jan. 1, 1867,

Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
July 2,1867.

Feb. 19, 1867i

Jan. 15,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.
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65, 532

63, 606
70, 155

66, 553
68, 482
70, 686

63, 837

61,918
66, 937

61, 797
71. 571
68,832

2,711
72, 717
61,919
70, 509
70, 316
66, 120

65, 050
60, 675
66, 287
64, 939
63. 978

2; 793

69, 616

71. 572

67, 252
65,157
68,280

G7, 485
63, 988
65, 993

70, 687
2,779

72, 591

64, 062

63,694

66,671
61,600
70, 787
70, 788

62,924

70, 789

61, 652
64, 189
63,781

67, 486
65,719
64, 940
68, 0.33

72, 592
2.797

70, 395
67,941

67, 097
72, 593
72, 784

71,958
68, 691

67, 098

Bickford, Solomon E., and Frederick Flanders, Franklin, N. H. Graduated bevel
square

Bickle, William A., and Robert Chesnut, Richmond, Ind. Straw cutter

Bicknell, Joseph G., Cambridgeport, Mass. Window screen
Bicknell, William, Hartford, Maine. Washing machine
Bicknell, Wm., assignor to self and Alfred Bicknell, Hartford, Maine. Crank motion.
Bidwell, Jason A., East Boston, Mass. Tapering drill

Bidwtll, Jason A., and Job Miller. {See Miller <fc Bidwell.)
Bidwell, Salmon, Bordentown, N. J. Button for fastening carriage curtains ,

Biekel, J. B. and T. Scholze. (^ee Scholze & Biekel.)

Bierce, W. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for carbureting gas
Bierce, Wm. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for carbureting gas. (Antedated April

1,1867)
Biermann, Carl August, Waterloo, 111. Hemp brake
Bievez, Desire, Belgium. Oven for cooling window glass

Bigelow, Augustus E., assignor to John and Joseph H. Kendrick, Lawrence, Mass.
Machine for dressing weavers' harness

Bigelow, Edmund, Springfield, Mass. Soda-water apparatus (Reissue)..
Bigelow, Edwin R., Salem, Mass. Car coupling
Bigelow, George W., New Haven, Conn. Blower
Bigelow, Lyman G., Albion, Mich. Solar camera
Bigelow, L. H., Worcester, Mass. Vase for holding flowers
Bigelow, Thomas, Elkhart. Ind. Tinner's rule

Biggs, R. W., Jacksonville, Fla. Plow
Bignall, L. C. and M. C, Medina, N, Y. Sink
Bilharz, Henry, Seneca, 111. Machine for cutting corn stalks in the field

Billhofer , John M. , Irvington, N. Y. Life preserver
Billings, C. E., Hartford, Conn. Die for forming shuttle frames
Billings, Hammatt, Boston. Mass. Statuette (Design) .

.

Billings, Joseph E., assignor to self and Frederic H. Moore, Belmont, Mass. Auto-
matic blotter. (Antedated September 12, 1867)

Billings, Orson, assignor to self, Russell H. and Homer Penfield, Lagrange, Ohio.
Corn planter. (Antedated November 29, 1867)

Billups, C. , Norfolk, Va. Com and cotton scraper
Bimm, Ezra, Dayton, Ohio. Basket for feeding tarred corn cobs to furnaces
Binder, Frederick, assignor to self and ^yilliam Richardson, Baltimore, Md. Hedge

trimmer
Bingham, Alanson, Surry, N. H. Chair seat
Bingham, Albert, NewtonviUe, Mass. Window latch

Same Blind fastener
Bingham, Albert, assignor to Wm. S. Mudgett, NewtonviUe, Mass. Bed bottom
Bingham, James, jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Spoon handle (Design)..
Binkley, Peter F. (See Fleckens-.ine, liConard, assignor.)

Bini, Joseph E., assignor to James E. Jouett and Charles H. Cushman, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. Bracing the sounding board of guitars

Binner, Adolph, assignor to self and John Lewzinger, Muscatine, Iowa. Window
shade

Birch, John P., assignor to self and G. W. Paterson, Philadelphia, Pa. Rotary steam
engine .

Same Rotary pumps
Birch, John S., New York, N. Y. Pendant for watches

Same Adju-stable watch key
Birch, Thomas, Covington, Ky., and Adam Sowden, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to

Ritter, Hogan & Sowden. Grinding machine for circular saws
Birch, Wm., assignor to self and Thomas Birch, Cincinnati, Ohio. Steam engine slide

valve ,

Bird, Calvin, Dorchester, Mass. Barrel cover
Bird, Charles S., et al. (^ee Bennett, George W., assignor.)

Bird, Henry D. , Petersburg, Va. Fastening for railway car doors
Same Compound for cleansing tbe human bodj' from offensive odors

Bird, Henry M., Cambridgeport, Mass. Mold for casting pipe
Bird, James, New York, N, Y Loop for bearing chains
Bird, Joseph C. Rising Sun, Md. Cultivator
Bird, William E. , New York, N. Y. Oscillating engine

Same West Bridgewater, Mass. Method of making cores for casting pipe .

.

Bird, W. E., West Bridgewater, Mass. Washing machine
Birdsell, John C., South Bend, Ind, Machine for bolting and cleaning clover

seed '. (Reissue) .

.

Birge, M. D., Grand Rapids, Mich. Horse hay fork
Birkensha%v, Edwin, Ashuelot, N. H. Machine for finishing woollen cloth
Birkey

. John Q., Philadelphia, Pa. Gas stove
Biron. Jean Bernard, France. Disintegrating and bleaching wood and other mate-

rials to form paper pulp
Birt, R. H., Kokomo, Ind. Tinners' folding machine
Bisbee, Ira, Richmond, Mo- Balance
Bisbee, William, and Fleming G. Hearn, Yreka, Cal. Adjustable hasp and hook

lor doors
Bisbing, Thomas, Buckstown, Pa. Churn
Bish, Jacob, Dayton, Ohio. Horsepower ,

Bishop, E. B., New Orleans, La. Cotton tie

June 11, 1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
July 9,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Feb. 12. 1867.

July 23, 1867.
Feb. 5, 18S7.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867
Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
June 25, 1867.
IMay 28, 1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.
July 2,1867.
May 21,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
July 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
July 16,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
June 11,1867.

May 29, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 5,1667.

Aug. 20, 1867.
July 23,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10,1867.

July 23,1667.
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Drilling machine.

Asli sifter.

In-

Bishop, Gr. W., assignor to Veeder Colegrove, Stamford, Conn,
(Antedated August 27, 1867)

Bishop, George W., assignor to D. S. Trowbridge, Stamford, Conn-
Bishop, George W., and Oscar A. Day. (See Day & Bishop.)
Bishop, Leverett, Paris, N. Y. Manufacture of stopples for bottles

Bishop, Martin, Putnam, Ohio. Canal lock
Bishop, Samuel C, assignor to Bishop Gutta-percha Company, New York, N. Y

sulating covering for telegraphs and circuit wires
Bishop, Thomas B., Baltimore, Md. Horseshoe

Same same
Bishop, Thomas W., Austin, Ind. Corn sheller

Bissell, Calvin, Aurora, Ohio. Hand rake
Bissell, Prank S., Pittsburg, Pa. Door for stoves and furnaces
Bissell, Levi, New York, N. Y. Car truck
Bissell, Sylvester, Hartford, Conn. Composition for building material
Bitner, Eii S., and J. B. Hopkins, Lock Haven, Pa. Hinge
Bitner, Joseph W., Downesville, Md. Fertilizer

Bitter, Harry, Philadelphia, Pa. Combined hose tongs, clamp, winch and pick
Bitter, Harry, and A. Merritt Asay. {Sec Collins, P. H., assignor.)

Bitting, Joseph N., sr., Camden, N. J. Hudder bearing
Bizard, Felix, and Pierre Labarre, France. Apparatus for storing petroleum and

other inflammable liquids

Black, Alfred G. "NYooster, Ohio. Car replacer
Black, A. M., and T. J. Currier. (See Currier & Black.)
Black, James, and Robert E. Rogers. (See Rogers & Black.)

Same same.
Same same.

Black, John, et al. (See Warren, Stanton D., assignor.)

Black, Joseph H., East Windsor, N. J. Tree digger
Black, Robert, assignor to self, Martin Deviney, and John Murphy, Holyoke, Mass.

Hammer head ,

Black, William K., Philadelphia, Pa. Sewer pipe-machine
Blackadder, John, New Orleans, La. City car and omnibus fare box
Blackham, Job W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Hat-felting machine
Biackie, John, New York, N. Y. Electro-magnetic apparatus for registering votes. .

.

Same Coflee pot
Blackinton, Jesse, Roscoe, 111. Bolt trimmer -

BJackman, C. W., Bridgeport, Conn. Hens' nest
Blackman, Jared C, West Meriden, Conn. Plated ware
Blackman, W. D., Defiance, Ohio. Photographic copying board
Blackmar, Wilmon W. (See Chamberlain, D. H., assignor) (Reissue.)
Blackwood, John, Scranton, Pa. AVashing machine
Blackwood, John, and Theodore C. Wilson, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hand-spinning

machine
Blackwood, Reuel, Philadelphia, Pa. Die for forming spike heads
Blaetterlein, F. A., West Meriden, Conn. Device for drawing wicks thi'ough

burners
Blain, A. McR. Deerfield, Ya. Apple-pariug, coring, and slicing machine

D. O., Abiugton, 111. Churn
Erastus F., et al. (See Goodin, Blair & Lyda.)
J. B., Philadelphia, Pa. Rubber head for lead pencils

J. E., New Haven, Conn. School desk
Lafayette, Painesville, Ohio. Carriage axle and hub
Montgomerj', Barry, 111. Straw scatterer

Blaisdale, F., et al. (See Gale, Ames & Blaisdale.)
Blaisdell, James S., and Henry F. Moore. (See Moore & Blaisdell.)

Blaisdell, Parritt, Worcester, Mass. Upright drill

Blake, Amos S., Waterbury, Conn. Machine for lining percussion caps
Blake, Charles E., San Francisco, Cal. Tooth-powder lozenges •.

Blake, F. A., and H. A. Tyrrel, Worcester, Mass. Flue scraper
Blake, George F., Boston, Mass. Direct-acting engine
Blake, Henry. (See Bennett, W. P., assignor.)

Blake, John A., assignor to Blake Brothers, New Haven, Conn. Ink well cover
Blake, John E., Norwich, Conn. Construction of fire-arms

Blake, J. II., and W. H. Baldwin. (See Baldwin & Blake.)
Blake, John Randolph, and John Lewis Jarrell, Dyer Station, Tenn. Truss
Blake, Lewis T., NewTIaven, Conn. Milking cows
Blakeslee, Abel. (Sec Moore, Cyrus, assignor.)

Blakeslee, Charles D., Grand Rapids, Mich. Gate for waterwheels
Blakeslee, E., Plymouth, Conn., and J. S. Hunter, Hartford, Conn. Water meter
Blakeslee, Charles F., Brooklyn, N. Y. Carpet bag...
Blakeslee, Edward C, Waterbury, Conn. Buckle
Blakeslee, E.G., Sing Sing, N. Y. Joint for iron pipes
Blakeslee, J. R., and H. C. Hart. (Sec Hart &. Blakeslee.)
Blakeslee, Lyman W., and Algernon D. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio. Burglar alarm
Blakey, Mildred, Pittsburg, Pa. Skelpingdie
Blakey, WilHam, Baltimore, Md, Malt kiln *

Blakiston, G. R. (See Clay, Henry T,, assignor.)
Blanchard, Charles H., Boston, Mass. Machine for making starch, paste, size, «fcc. ..

Blanchard, John W., Rutland, Wis. t'eed rack
BJanchard, 0. W., Delavan, Wis. Medical compound

Blair
Blair
Blair,

Blair
Blair
Blair

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec.
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.
May
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Dec.
Oct.

3, 1867.

12, 1867.

24, 1867.

5, 1867.

7, 1867.

20, 1867.

12, 1867.

5, 1867.

5, 1867.

3, 1867.

15,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 2,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

July 23, 1867.
Apr. 16,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
June 25,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
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Blanchard, Yirgil W., Bridport, Vt. Harvester
Same Hot-air furnace
Same Stone-cbannelliug machine

Blaachard, Virgil "VV., and Friend P. Fletclier. {See Fletcher «fc Blanchard.)
Bland, Peter E., St. Louis, Mo. Brick machine
Blandin, Benjamin A., Charlestown, Mass. Bench plane
Blandy, C. AY., and Brothers, (^ee Martino, Buesley & Currie, ass'rs) (Design.)

Blank, Jacob, Cuyahoga Falls, N. Y. Sewer pipe-machine
Blaze, J. H., and D. B. Wesson. (See Wesson <fc Blaze.)
Blecka, Frank, Elgin, 111. Churn
Bleckle, F., Philadelphia, Pa. Knitted fabric (Design)..
Blessing, Andrew, and Hermann Berg. (See Berg & Blessing.)

Blessing, C. L. D. {See Harwood, John, assignor.)

Blessing, AYilliam. {See Wright, James, assignor.)

Blickensderfer, Nathan. {See Stearns, Charles, assignor.)

Blickeusderfer, N., and J. A. Kissell. {See Kissell & Blickensderfer.)
Same same.

Bliesner, William, St. Loui.s, Mo. Meat-cutting machine
Blinn, Charle.s D., Port Huron, Mich. Horse hayfork
Blinn, Richard D. {See Lomax, George H., assignor.)

Blinn, Samuel C. {See Alvord, John J., assignor.)

Bliss, Alfred, New York, N. Y. Gas chandelier attachment
Bliss, C. W., and O. M. Adams, Milford, Mass. Boot-shank laster

Bliss, D. W., et al. {See Johnson & Steuernagel, assignors.)

Bliss, J. W., Hartford, Conn. Clothes-line

Same (.See Traut, Justus A., assignor.)

Same {See Ames, Mason C, assignor.)

Same {See Lewis, Burdett A., assignor.)

Bliss, John E., Oxford, Ind. Builders' scaffold

Bliss, Samuel S., 'Sfbw Bedford, Mass. Attaching thills to carriages
Blocher, George D., Indianapolis, Ind, Corpse preserver
Blocher, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Eunning gear of land carriages. . .•.

Blodgett, C. C, Watertown, N. Y. Horse hay foi'k

Blodgett, Rufus K., Fulton, 111, Substitute for milk for cattle

Blodgett, Sherburne C, Bridgeboro', N. J. Hemming and cording umbrella
covers (Extension) .

.

Bloede, Victor G., Brooklyn, N. Y. Mucilaginous compound
Blomgren, Johan, Galesbtii g, 111. Fire-ladder
Blomgren, Johan, and Carl Andersen, Galesburg, 111. Painter's scaffold
Blood, Asa, sr., Jauesville, Wis. Washing machine .'.

Blood, Asa, jr.. Independence, Iowa. Door catch
Blood, E. F. and F., Gravesvillc, Wis. Washing and wringing machine
Blood, J. B. {See Neal, D, S., assignor.)

Blood, Luke W., and Robert A., Springfield, N. H. Water wheel
Bloom, Julius, New Brunswick, N. J., and Augu.st Bloom, New York, N. Y. House fan.
Bloomsburg, P., jr., and J. Molj^neux, assignors to the Bordentown Machine Com-

pany, Bordentown, N. J. Mechanical movement. (Antedated
May 16, 1867)...;

Same Rotary valve for steam engines
Blossom, S. H., Buffalo, N. Y., and J. E. Huston, Hillsdale, Mich, Flour bolt
Blue, D. S., Fremont, Ohio. Horse hay fork
Blum, Reinard, Champaign. 111. Hand cultivator
Blume, William M., and Sylvanus Warren. (See Warren <fc Blume.)
Bly, Douglas, New York, N. Y. Attachment to mucilage bottles

Boardman, Alphonso, ass'r to self and N. C. Hubbell, Forestville, Conn. Calendar
for clocks

Boardman, (J, T., Pawtucket, R. I. Steam generator
Same Setting steam boilers

Boardman, H. A., New Haven, Conn. Caliper.s

Boardman, J. J., and WUliam P. Parrott. (^ee Parrott & Bcardman.)
Boardman, Luther and Norman S., East Haddam, Conn. Spoon handle.. (Design)..
Boatman, Isaac W., Seven Mile, Ohio. Horse rake
Bocemsdes, R. F. , Wallingford, Conn. Bottle stopper
Boden, Henry, Oluey, III. Grain dryer
Bodey, Charfes W. (See Alter, David, assignor.)
Bodine, F. and J. (See Borden, Joseph, assignor.)
Bodle, James S., Mecklenburg, N. Y. Instrument for marking animals
Bodmer, John James, Great Britain. Preparing cement from slags '

Boeklen, R., Brooklyn, N. Y. Exploding torpedoes in oil wells
Boeklen, Reinhold, Brooklyn, N. Y. Blotting pad. (Antedated May 3, 1867)

Same Paper file

Boemer, W. R., assignor to self and Carl R. Boerner, Chicago, 111. Wire work
Same Wire figure

Boernicke, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Wood-boring bit
Boetius, Henning, IP'rusiia. Construction of metallurgic and other furnaces
Bogan, Thomas, Lacon, 111. Chum
Bogar, F. H. (See Laken, John, assignor.)
Bogart, A. L., assignor to H. C. Bogart and J. P. Kennedy, New York, N.Y. Gas stove.
Bogle, James S., and Orlando V. Flora. (See Flora &" Bogle.)
Bohannan, Wilson, Brooklyn, N. Y, Padlock, &c
Boicourt, J. S., Boonsboro', Iowa. Railroad weed cutter

Jan. 1, 18G7.

Jan. 8, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Oct.
May

1, 1867.

7, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July 30, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 10.1867.

Jitne 21, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867."

May 28,1867.
June 4,1867.
July 16, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 30,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Mar.
Nov,
Mar.
May
May
Nov.
Dec.
Apr.
Oct.
Aug.

5, 1867.

5, 1867.

19, 1867.

14, 1867.

14,1867.
19,1867.

3, 1867.

16, 1867.

22, 1867.

27, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Dec n, 1867.
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Boize, Charles, assignor to self and Peter M. Devos, New York, N. Y. Preserving
eggs and other substances

Bolding, W. B., et al. (See Deen, Bolding & Perry.)
Bolles, F. A., Unadilla, N. Y. Corn sheller

Bolles, Lnzerne M., Cooperstown, N. Y. Bed bottom
Bolster, E. L., Waterbury, Conn. Blacking dish and knife
Bolster, W., and N. Faunce. (&« Johnson, William W., assignor.)

Bomboy, P. E., Espy, Pa. Carriage spring
Bompart, John B. (See Campbell, Alexander R., assignor.)

Bon, John T., and E. R. Sanford. (See Sweet, John E., assignor.)

Bond, L. L., Chicago, 111. Horse hay fork. (Antedated November 15, 1867)
Bond, Samuel F., Worcester, Mass. Self lubricating journal box
Bond, Spencer C, Farmersville, N. Y. Wool press
Bonn, John H. (See Datichy, J. P. F., assignor.)
Bonnaffon, Glaucus H., Alleghany, Pa. Manufacture of hose
Bonnell, John C, Fort Madison, Iowa. Suspension turn-tables

Same Sash support and fastener
Bonnell, William H., and Horace Parmelee. (See Sangster, Hugh, assignor.)

Bonner, William, assignor to H. M. Bayless, St. Louis, Mo. Extension nozzle and
ventilating oil cans

Bonney, J. D. , Pembroke, Mass. Paint brush
Bonney, N. W., assignor to self and O. Davis, Lewiston, Maiue. Barber's chair
Bonsall, Sterling. (See McNulty & Kern, assignors.)

Bonwill, William Gr. A. , Dover, Del. Shoestring fastener
Bonzauo, Adolphus, and John W. Whipple. (See Whipple & Bonzano.)
Boody, John, and William W. Wright. (See Wright & Boody.)
Booher, Jesse, Dayton, Ohio. Flower pot and tub
Booker, J. B., and W. S. Best. (See Bull, Daniel, assignor.)

Bookwalter, G. W., Roanoke, Ohio. Still
'.

Boole, L. H. , New York, N. Y. Preserving Eggs
Boomer, W. H., and M. A. Thayer. (See Davis, G. B., assignor.)

Boone, Alonzo T., Galesburg, 111. Window sash supporter ".

Same Petroleum stove and gas heater
Boon, Alonzo T. , assignor to self and Joseph Stafford, Galesburg, 111. Composition for

roofing
Boon, A. T., and D. M. Osborne, assignors to A. T. Boon and Thomas R. Markillie,

Galesburg, 111. Car coupling
Boon, A. T., and J. Stafford, Galesburg, 111. Composition for saturating papier and

other fabrics
Boone, Isaac, Troy, Ohio. Fence ,

Boone, Samuel, Le Gros, Ind. Anchoring stationary machinery
Boorman, Benjamin, assignor to self and Isaac Lain, Waukesha, Wis. Flour bolt
Boorse, Eliam, Philadelphia, Pa. Lanterns
Boose, Peter S., et al. ("See Hall, Thomas G., assignor.)

Booth, Ezekiel, and Job A. Davis, Watertown, N. Y. Sewing machine shuttle
Booth, George E., Seymour, Conn. Hollow auger
Booth, George P., et al. (See Baughn, William D., assignoi-.)

Booth, Jonathan L., Rochester, N. Y. Manufacture df rails for railways
Same same

Booth, Stephen E., administrator, &c. (See Hartshorn, Sheldon S.)
Bootliby, Nathaniel, et al. (5ee Curtis, Amasa, assignor.)
Bope, J. W., St. Louis, Mo. Harvester (Reissue)..
Borchard, Ferdinand, Detroit, Mich. Refrigerator
Borden, Joseph, assignor to F. and J. Bodine, Bridgeton, N. J. Cap for preserv-

ing jars
Bordentown Machine Company. (See Molyneux, James, assignor.)

Same (See Bloomsburg &, Molyneux, assignors.)

Same same.
Bordman, John J., and WSliarn P. Parrott. (See Parrott & Bordman.)
Eordner, Daniel, Canton, Ohio. Gate
Borgefeldt, Nicholas H., New York, N. Y. Machine for granulating tobacco

Same Apparatus for breaking the stems and leaves of tobacco :

Borgnet, Alfred, England. Apparatus for smelting zinc ores

Borrowman, A., New York, N. Y. Car bell

Borst, Jehial, East Cobblcsville, N. Y. Churn
Borst, Valentine, New York, N. Y. Harness saddle
Bosch, Henry, Mt. "Vernon, N. Y. Latch lock for doors
Boss, Henry D., Williamsburg, N. Y. Boot jack
Bostock, Edward, Albany, N. Y. Sewing machine tuck creaser

Same Adjustable parallel ruler
Boston Silver Glass Company. (Sec Ilaines, Robert E., assignor.)

Bostrom, Edward T., Newnan, Ga. Paddle wheel. (Antedated November 8, 18G7)..
Bostwick, S. A., Laconia, N. H. Plumb and level 1..
Bostwick, William L., Ithaca, N. Y. Horse rake
Boswell, John K., Richmond, Ind. Fruit dryer. (Antedated March 16, 1867)
Bosworth, C. F. , Milford, Conn. Plate lifter

Bosvvorth, Charles F., Milford, Conn. Sewing machine
Botticher, Morris, Newark, N.J. Steam gauge
Botticher, Morris, assignor through mesne assignments to Richard Burr and the Silver

Lake Manufacturing Company, Washiagton, D. C. Packing for stuffing steam and.
other engines : (Reissue)..

Dec; 17,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
July 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

July 2,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.

Mar. 12,1867.

Apr. 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

'

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

May 28,1867.
May 7,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

May 28,3867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Apr. 30,

Mai*. 12,

Sept. 10,

Feb. 5,

Apr. 16,

Jan. 22,

June 25,

Oct. 8,

Apr. 16,

May 7,

Aug. 6,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
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Bottner, F. G., Bridgeport, Conn. Slate pencil sharpener.
Bottomley, Thomas J., Barlington, Wis. Tug holder
Boudren, Thomas, assignor to self and. A. P. De Voursney, Jersey City, N. J. Coach

lamp (Design)

.

Boudrou, Alxandr, Philadelphia, Pa. Boot blacking
Boulay, Charles, assignor to Jean David Schneiter, France. Galvanic battery.

(Patented in France May 25, 1867)
Boui-don, E., France. Device for operating folding valves
Bound, Walter, Hackensack, N. J. Carriage clip. (Antedated January 19, 1867)
Bourn, Henry, Mendon, Mich, Combined seeder and fertilizer

Bourne, Edward, Pittsburg, Pa. Steam generator .'

Bourne, F. Philip, Williamsbridge, N. Y. Propelling attachment to children's sleds.

Bourne, James D. , De Witt, Iowa. Gate fastening
Bourne, Stephen, Great Britain. Vent peg and valves for beer casks
Bourne, Stephen, assignor to self and Theodore Bourne, England. Mode of treating

India-rubber ,

Bourson, Eugene, Belgium. Steam engine
Bouscatie, Felix Beuoni, France. AVatch
Bousliel^, E. Tenney, and James Howard. (See Howard & Bousfield.)

Same ....*. same.
Boutell, C. D. {See Beardsley, George M., assignor.)

Same same.
Boutell, Ililand T., Springfield, Vt. Clothespin
Bouvier, Leopold. (See Cozzens & Jones, assignors.)
Bovey, George C, Cincinnati, Ohio. Brick-kiln

Same Brick machine
Bowden, James, assignor to self, William H. Cobanks, and Horace Theall, New York,

N. Y. Method of fastening boiler tubes
Boweu, E. H., ct al. (See Hays, Duncan & Bowen.)
Boweu, John D., Roseburg, Oregon. Plow
Bower, James, et al. {See Barlow, William F., assignor.)
Bowermau, G., Napoleon, @hio. Stock and poultry feeder
Bowers, James, New York, N. Y. Corset fastening
Bowers, Joseph E,., Concord, N. H. Drying bricks
Bowie, Eeson A., assignor. (See Howe, Abram, assignor)
Bowlby, G. W., Pontiac, Mich. Combined back sight and cartridge retractor for

fire-arms
Bowlen, Charles, Milwaukee, Wis. Safety gun-lock
Bowler, N. P., assignor to self, Thomas Maher, William Bowler, and J. W. Luut,

Cleveland, Ohio. Railroad frog .-

Bowles, Azro M. , and Hiram Preston, Exfordville, Wis. Water elevator
Bowles, S. and B. F., et al. (See Bryan, Clark W., assignor.)
Bowles, Stephen, assignor to W. G. Creamer, Brooklyn, N. Y. Car-seat lock
Bowlus, L. H., Knoxville, Tenn. Fence
Bowman, Daniel, Kuoxville, Tenn. Mill-stone dress. (Antedated ]March 23, 1867) .

.

Bowman, G. N., and D. H. Krausser. (See Krausser and Bowman.)
Bowman, Thomas S., St. Louis, Mo. Ventilating attachment for stoves

Same Mode of closing bottles
Boyd, A. H., Rockville, Mass. Device for locking doors and windows
Boyd, Harkness, New York, N. Y. Overflow basin
Boyd, Luther, and Philip Kreigbaum, Springfield, Ohio. Car coupling
Boyd, Margaret D., Buffalo, N. Y. Ladder
Boyd, Robert, Evans ville, Ind. Ventilator, house
Boyd, R. H., and W. W. Grier. (^ee Grier and Boyd) (Reissue)..
Boyd, S. M. (^ee Tripp, L. A, assignor.)
Boyd, Samuel R., and Jacob Spoonhour. (See Spoonhour & Boyd.)
Boyd, Xliomas, Cambridgeport, Mass. Ventilatorfor mining shafts, buildings, &c

Same Ventilator lor buildings
Boyden, N. B., et al. (6'ee Finch, W. B., assignor.)
Boyden, William A., Altoona, Pa. Axle-box
Boydston, Benjamin S., Richmond, Ind. Bag-holder
Boyer, Charles G., Greenfield, Ind. Hay rack
Boyer, Courtland, Marshall, Mich. Churn
Boyer, M. C, Norristown, Pa. Shaft coupling
Boyle, Augustus F., et al. (See Beardsley, Boyle, Lewis, and Clancy.)
Boyle, Ferdinand T. L., New York, N. Y. Runner for wheeled vehicles
Boynton, Alfred, ass'r to Eben M. Boynton,Wright townshii), Mich. Saw.

.
(Reissue) .

.

Boynton, B. R., Keeseville, N. Y. Bed bottom ,

Boynton, Charles, Lyons City, Iowa. Attaching thills

Boynton, C. B., St. Paul, Minn. Axle-box
Boynton, D., as.signor to self, H. G. O. Burrows, and Arthur E. Whitney, St. Johns

bury, Vt. Cojabined shovel and sifter
Boynton, G. W., Auburn, N. Y. Child's toy
Boynton, JohnF., Sj-racuse, N. Y. Anti-friction oil

Same Roofing material
Same Apparatus for carburettiug gas and air
Same Compound for telegraph insulators, and for other purposes
Same Converting iron into steel -

Same Insulator for telegraphs
Same Converting iron into steel »
Same Steam generator .-« ;> . .^

Aug. 6, 1867.
Aug. 6, 1867.

Feb. 5,- 1867.

June 11, 18C7.

Nov. 12, 1867.
Nov. 5, 1867.
Jan. 29, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

May 7, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 23, 1667.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
July 9,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
July 9,1867.
July 2,1867.
Oct. 8,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 3,

July 23,

Sept. 3,

July 16,

Nov. 12,

Dec. 17,

Nov. 19,

Jan. 1,

Jan. 1,

Jan. 22,

Jan. 22,

July 9,

July 9,

July 16,

Sept. 10,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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Boynton, John F. , Syracuse, N. T. Fire extinguisher
Same Carburetting gages and air

Boynton, John F., assignor to Henri L. Stuart, Syracuse, N. Y. Gas light multi-
plier

Boynton, Leander "W"., Hartford, Conn. Apparatus for drying wool
Same Apparatus for preparing peat for fuel .'

Same Machine for drying cloths, &c
Same Drj-er for wool. &c

Boynton, Nathaniel A., New York, N. Y. Coal stove
Same Combined range and heater

Boynton, William, Auburn, N. Y. Metal bung
Boys, Hiram, Rushville, N. Y. Cultivator
Brabrook, George, assignor to Eeed and Barton, Taunton, Mass. Construction of

metal salvers
Brabrook, William F. . South Hardwick. Vt. Harvester
Bracher, T. W. (^%e Shortau, C, assignor.)

Brackett, C. F., Brunswick, and George L. Goodale, Saco, Me. Process of extract-
ing saline matters from marine plants

Brackett, J B. {Sec Witherill, Orin O., assignor.)

Brackett, John B., and Wyman Dearborn, Boston, Mass. Cotton gin
Same Cotton gin and picker

Brackett, Samuel, Port Huron. Mich. Washing machine
Brackett, Sewnll, Jamaica Plains, Mass. Machine for separating roots from peat.

(Antedated December 4, 1867)
Brada, Charles, Newton, Mass. Drawer for fui-niture

Bradbur}-, Henry P., Springfield, Ohio. Water wheel
Bradeen, A. R., and L. C. Wing. {See Wing and Bradeen.)
Braden, Samuel. {See Hough, Jacob B., assignor.)

Bradford, Charles K., Lynnfield, Mass. Lasting awl
Bradford, Egbert C. , et al. {See Martin, Henry, assignor) (Reissue. )

Bradford, P., assignor to Sargent & Co., New Haven, Conn. Ornamenting coffin

screws
Same Lifting handle
Same Latch, door

Bradford, William R., Charlestown, Mass. Cover for kilns of sugar refinex'S

Bradley, Edward T., assignor to Howe Manufacturing Company, Birmingham,
Conn. Head-roll for pin-machines

Bradley, Henry W., assignor to self and B. Van Horn, New Berlin, N. Y. Paint
Bradley, J. P., assignor to self and E. E. Allen, Lawrence, Mass. Boot and shoe

shield

Bradley, James R. , and Moses D. Brown, Chicago, 111. Steel, manufacture of
Bradley, Joseph W., Rocheport, Mo. Washing machine
Bradley, Mentor, Peru, lud. :Mode of preventing the heating of mill burrs
Bradlej^, Jlilton & Company. {See Lincoln, William E., assignor.)

Bradley, Samuel C, and Lewis W. Upham. {See Bean, Albert B., assignor.)

Bradley, Thomas, Preble, N. Y. Hand seeder
Bradley, William, Lynn, Mass. Nutmeg grater

Same Wash basin
Bradner, John J., Pine Creek, N. Y. Fanning mill

Brady, Benjamin F., New York, N. Y. Exercising apparatus. (Antedated Apr. 8, '67.)

Brady, Christian H., assignor to self and William Brady, Mt. Jov, Pa. Corn sheller.

(Antedated Sept. 10, 1867)
Brady, Edward, and John Sloan, assignors to Edward Brady, Philadelphia, Pa. Fur-

nace for roasting ores, and for other purposes
Brady, Edwin L., New Orleans, La. Lubricating oil

Same Dredge-boat for excavating rivers

Brady, Hugh, Factory ville, N. Y. Axle-box
Brady, J., and E. Allen. {See Allen and Brady.)
Brady, O. G., assignor to Phineas Smith, New York, N. Y. Skate (Reissue)..

Bragdon, James, Boston, Mass. Refrigerator
Same Carpenters' work-bench

Bragdon, J., &. Company. {See McDonald, G. B., assignor.)

Brain, G., Springfield, Ohio. Screen-guard attachment
Brainard, Edwin D., Albany, N. Y. Mode of drying and purifying air for preserving

animal and vegetable substances
Brainerd, A. H., Rome. N. Y. Churn
Brainerd, Charles D.. Dausville, Vt. Bag-holder
Brainerd, J., and W. H. Burridge, (said Brainerd assigns to saidBurridge.) Cleveland,

Ohio. Process of obtaining the extractive matter of tan-bark and other materials

by displacement (Reissue) .

.

Branagau, William, Burlington, Iowa. Steam generator
Branch, E. W., East Henrietta, N. Y. Cidermill

Same same
Branch, Joseph, and Joseph Crookes. .{Sec Milligan, John F., assignor.). (Reissue.)

Branch, J. W. (.See Milligan, JohnF., assignor.)

Branch, Joseph W., et al. {See Crookes, Joseph, assignor.)

Brandeis, Leopold, Brooklyn, N. Y. Alloy for the manufacture of foil metal sheets, <tc.

Branford Lock Works. {Sec Munger, Wallace T., assignor.)

Branique, John, New York, N. Y. Musical tablet

Brant, James W., and Purdy Mason. (See Mason and Brant.)

Date.

Sept. 17, 1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Oct. 8. 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867
Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Jan. 29, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Dec. .31, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.
1 Jan. 29, 1867.

i

Aug. 27, 1867.

I
July 30, 1867.

; Apr. 16, 1867.

I
Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Aug. 20, 1667.

Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7, 1867.
Nov= 19, 1867.

Dec. .3,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Xpr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

aiar. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1807.

July 2,1667.

Nov. 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
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Brashear, Robert B., deceased, by Nancy Poindexter Brashear, executrix, Patterson-

ville, La. Mode of applying sulpliui'ous acid gas in tlie defecation of saccliarine

liquids (Reissue) .

.

Brasher, Wm. M., & Company. {See Robley, Joseph, assignor) (Design.)

Brassington, Walter J., Brooklyn, and Wiiliam B. Burtnett, New York, N. Y.
Method of supplying locomotive tenders with water ,

Brassingtou, W. J., and S. Samuels. {See Samuels andBrassington.)
Brassington, W, J., and J. P. Teale. {.See Teale and Brassiugton.)
Brastow, John E., and E. K. Ingoldsby, Van Buren Centre, N. Y. Railroad pick
Bratton, Riley, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Wagon bed
Brauer, Louis, Memphis, Tenn. Hydraulic weighing apparatus
Braun, Augustus F. H., San Francisco, Cal. Truss for hernia
Braun, Joseph, Bridgewate'-. Pa. Dryer for scou^-ed clothes
Bray, Francis J., and Andrew Fuller. (See Fuller and Bray.)
Bray, Mellen. {See Tapley, Joseph A., assignor.) ^

Brayton, George B., Providence, R. I. Eyelet
Brayton, George B., assignor to self, Solomon W. Young, John W. Hoard, and Lyman

A. Cook, Providence, R. I. Die for threading screws
Brayton, George B., assignor to self and J. W. Hoard, Boston, Mass. Method of

making eyelets
Brayton, R., S. Curtis, and David June, Fremont, Ohio. Steam engine
Brayton, Robert, and Samuel Curtis, Fremont, Ohio. Respirator
Bready, Charles W. {See Jones, Samuel H., assignor.)

Brecht, Elcas. {Sec Munson, Philo H., assignor.)

Breckenridge, E. K., West Meriden, Conn. Sash lock
Bi'ee, William R., Pottsville, Pa. Lining for oil barrels
Breed, Henry A. (^e Ayer, Charles C, assignor.)

Same same.
Breed, Isaiab. {See Eils, Josiah W., assignor.)

Breinig, David E., New York, N. Y. Preparing linseed and other oils for painting. .

.

Breneman, A. N., Lancaster, Pa. Jack
Same Shoe holder (Antedated Oct. 12, 1867) .

.

Breneman, Joseph T., Springfield, Ohio. Hay-stacker
Breneman, Martin, assignor to self and Samuel Eby, East Donegal township, Pa.

Cultivator ».

Brennan, James, New Haven, Conn. Carriage shackle ,

Brenneman, Christian, Orrville, Ohio. Cattle-guard for railways
Brese6, Jqcob R., Middletown, N. Y. Gate
Brestle, Michael, jr. , and Danifl W. Miller. (See Miller and Brestie.)
Brett, (>eorge, North Easton, Mass. Trade mark (Design)..
Brett, SI. L., Warren, Ohio. Manufacture of shoes, &c
Brett, Thomas, Geneva, Ohio. Harvester (Reissue)..
Brettell, Edward W. , Newark, N. J. Door lock

Same Js ight latch
Same Permutation lock

Breuker, George W., assignor to Breuker & Kessler, Philadelphia, Pa. Panel for
lamp shades

Brewer, Albert G., Washington, D. C. Leather quilting machine ,

Brewer, George T., Prairie-du-Roucher, 111. Gang plow. (Antedated Oct, 19, 1867).
Brewer, James H., Atlas, Mich. Garden hoe
Brewer, Stephen, ct al. (See Darby, Joseph, assignor.)
Brewster & Company, {Sec Lawrence, James W., assignor.)
Brewster, E. B., etal. (S'ee Warner, Stanton D., assignor.)
Brewster, F. A., Springfield, Mass. Hoop skirts
Brewster, James N., Brooklyn, N. Y. Ironing board and closet
Brewster, John W., West Laurens, N. Y. Farm gate
Brier, Mark J., Oxford, Ind. Gate latch
Bricker, George, assignor to self and S. I. Irvin, Newville, Pa. Furniture polish and

restorer
Brickill, W. A., assignor to self and J. A. Sterling, N. Y. Car axle
Bridge, S. J., and A. M. Craig, Portage City, Wis. Water wheel
Bridgens, W. H., New York, N. Y. Pea sheller
Bridgeport Brass Company. (See Todd, Henrj-, assignor.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Bridgeport Horseshoe Nail Company. {See Cowles, Harley D., assignor.)
Brjdger, George E.. Milwaukee, Wis. Eggbeater
Bridges, Alfred, Newton, Mass. Peat machine
Bridges, John R., assignor to self and G. O. Faucet, Pittsburg, Pa. Machine for

making nuts
Bridget, John F., Washington, D. C. Thill coupling
Bridging, James H., Astoria, N. Y. Ice pick
Bried, Charles. Newark. N. J. Carriage trimmings
Brien, Livingston, and James R. Willett. (See Willett & Brien.)
Brierley, Edward. (See Jack, Alexander, assignor.)
Briessen, A. V. (See Warren & Blume, assignors.)
Briggs, Albert. (See Crossman, Horace, assignor.)
Briggs, Edward T.. Boston, Mass. Curtain fixture. (Antedated Aug. 26, 1867)
Briggs, sr., Elisha, Favette, Iowa. Corn busker and stalk cutter
Briggs, sr., Elisha, Fayette, Iowa. Water wheel
Briggs, George M., Boston, N. Y. Wool press
Briggs, Harvey, Smithland, Ky. Plow

Oct. 22,

June 11,

Mar. 19,

Aug. 1.3,

June 11,

Dec. 31,

Sept. 24,

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 21,

June 4,

Oct. 1.

Feb. 5,

Aug. 20,

Jan. 29,

Jan. 29,

Oct. 15,

Jan. 8,

Jan. 29,

May 14,

Nov. 26.

Jan. L

Aug. 20,

Dec. 10,

July 23,

Mar. 26.

July 23,

Aug. 27,

Feb. 12,

Oct. 29,

Oct. 29,

May 28,

July 30,

May 7,

July 9,

Nov. 12,

Jan. 1,

July 9,

Mar. 19,

Nov. 26,

Aug. 27,

May 21,

Aug. 6,

Jan. 22,

July 9,

May 21,

Sept. 3,

July 9,

July 9,

Mar. 19,

Dec 10,

1867.

1867.

1667.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

J 867.

1867.

1876.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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70, 402

69, 755
2,822

67, 018
63, 006
71, 967
65, 334
69. 397
65; 159
67, 019
71,692
71, 447

61, 391
67, 404
m, 694
61,045
67, 712

62, 931
65. 160

70, 690

70, 611

67, 100
67, 713

65, 335
67, 948

71, 968
72, 596
2,726

66, 787
68 837

63, 697
72, 446

62, 599
67, 020

72, 597
63, 698
60, 855
67, 949
2,601
61,801
62, 600
69, 398
65. 161

64, 066

64, 277
65, 638
69, 897
m, 293
2,679

66, 124

'TO, 070

67, 021

63, 205

71, 847

70, 950
^9. 069
.63, 699
65, 870

72, 791

63, 206
2,717

C9, 622
65, 721

66, 788

72, 598
69, 756

.(Keissue).

Briggs, H. B., Clarksburg, Mass. Spinning jack
Briggs, I. W. (.See Budd, James, assignor.)

Briggs, James H. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Comb
Same same

Briggs, John, Roxbury , Mass. Valve
Briggs, John C, Ansonia, Conn. Reed musical instrument
Briggs, Joshua, Peterboro', N. H. Piano stool ,

Briggs, Martin T., Schoolcraft, Mich, Hame strap

Briggs, Richard F., Amesbury, Mass. Folding seat for carriage bodies
Briggs, William, assignor to self and Thomas Holmes, Bristol, R. I. Molasses vessel.

Brigham, Alden, Coldbrook, Mass. Dust pan
Brigham, Emeline T. , Philadelphia, Pa. Pessary
Brigham, Owen B., assignor to Young, Haines & Dyer, Cambridge, Mass. Snap for

glassware makers
Bright, George "VV., Philadelphia, Pa. Steam blower ^...

Bright, Pittman, Philadelphia, Pa. Rolling mill ,

Bright, S. E., Elkhorn, Wis. Door for grain cars. (Antedated Aug. 26, 1867)
Bright, W. S., and J. G. Morey, New Orleans, La. Medicated plaster ,

Brighton, William, assignor to self and Noah H. Tilman, Arcanum, Ohio. Meat

Nov. 5, 1867.

Oct.
Dec.
July
Mar.
Dec.
June
Oct.
May
July
Dec.

15, 1867.

31, 1867.

23, 1867.

19, 1867.

10, 1867.

4, 1867.

1, 1867.

28, 1867.

23, 1867.

3, 18G7.

safe .

Brill, George, Philadelphia, Pa. Axle box ^ ,

Brinckmaun, A., New York, N. Y. Faucet ,

Bringier, M. S., Parish of Ascension, La. Evaporation and vaporization ,

Same Process for extracting saccharine matters from sugar cane
Brink, Lawrence, et al. (See Mott, Winer «fe Brink.)

Briukerhoff, A. W., Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Clothes pin..,
Brinkerhoff, Jacob, Auburn, N. Y. Cornsheller
Briukerhoff, Parcel, Chillicothe, Mo. Measure for liquids ,

Same same
Brinly, T. E. C, Louisville, Ky. Plow

Same Manufacture of plow handles
Same Plow (Reissue) .

.

Brinlcy, T. E. C, assignor to self and J. G. Dodge, Louisville, Ky. Plows
Brinser, A. C, Middletown, Pa. Lifting jack
Brisbane, A., New York, N. Y. Wooden pipe
Bristol, Almeron, Constantino, Mich. Fly trap
Bristol, Charles B. , New Haven, Conn. Attaching door knobs to their spindles

Same Snap hook
Same Attaching door knobs to spindles

Bristol, H. C, Ravenna, Ohio. Cultivator
Bristow, Samuel, Bedford, Ind. Saw mill

Brittain, P. F., Geneseo, 111. Corn cultivator

Brittan, N., Chicago, 111. Lightning rod. (Reissue)..
Britten, Benjamin. Galena, 111. Window-sash supporter

Same Clothes dryer
Britton, R. G., Springfield, Vt. Clothes pin
Britton, Walter, Abington, 111. Bolt cutter
Broad, Lucy, St. Louis, Mo. Child's toy
Broadbeut, Charles R., Boston. Mass. Slipper
Broadbooks, Peter, Batavia, N. Y. AVire-cutting pincers
Broadnax, Amos, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for rendering lard and tallow
Brock, Charles N., Philadelphia. Pa. Pressure filter

Same Mode of cleaning and purifying boneblack (Reissue)..
Brock, Elias, EUenville, N. Y. Machine for unhairing hides
Brock, Ephraim F., ct al. (See Gould, D. C, assignor.)

Brock, George F., and Eli Brondige, Davisburg, Mich. Combined land roller and
plaster sower

Brock, W. E., New York, N. Y. Stand for displaying clothing
Brodeur, Cleophas, et al. (See Allen, Peter, assignor.)
Brombacher, Charles, New York, N. Y. Shears for brushes
Bromberg, Samuel, et al. (See Thoma, Alois, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same— same.

Bromley, T. C, Fort Howard, Wis. fcjcoop

Brondige, Eli, and George F. Brock. (See Brock & Brondige.)
Brookbank, Charles A., Connersville, Ind. Head block for saw mills

Brooke, John M., Lexington, Va. Boat-detaching tackle
Brookfield, Mahlon, Brookfield, Iowa. Let-off mechanism for looms
Brooks, Alexander, Waverly, N. Y. Washing machine
Brooks, Asa T., New Britain, Conn. Door bell
Brooks, David, Philadelphia, Pa. Insulator for telegraph wires

Same same ( Reissue) .

.

Same Insulator for telegraphs
Brooks, Frank ^Y. , Washington, D. C. Slide for safety reins
Brooks, George P., and James McGrady, Boston, Mass. Shaving cup
Broolis, H. P,. and O. L. Hopson. (See Hopson & Brooks.)
Brooks, John, and Charles F. Sylvester. (See Sylvester & Brooks.)
Brooks, Joseph E., Gooding's Grove, 111. Cultivator. (Antedated Dec. 19, 1867)
Brooks, J. ]M., and Perry Munson, Independence, Iowa. Combined pump and

measure

No^. 26, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Aug. 6, 1887.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 13. 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 9. 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.
July 23, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19 1867.

Sept 24 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

June 18 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 11. 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.
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Brooks, Joshua, and Philander Perry. (6^rc Perry & Brooks.)
Brooks, L. A., and W. Jeggle. {See Jeggle & Brooks.)
Brooks, Myron D., Albany, N. Y. Bed-clothes holder
Brooks, O. M., and R. W. Soper, Janesville, Wis. Burglar alarm
Brooks, O. M., and E. J. Mattesou, Janesville, Wis. Mop wringer
Brooks, jr., Reuben, Rockport, Wis. Carriage wheel
Bi'ooks, S. P., assignor to self and Benj. Woodward, Somerville, Mass. Combined

shovel and sifter

Brooks, William, et al. {See Page, Phillip A., assignor.)

Brooks, William D. , Baltimore, Md. Process of preserving fruits and other perish-
able articles

Brooks, W^illiam D. (-See Cramer, A. W., assignor.)

Broomhall, Webb, Circleville, Ohio. Door and gate latch
Broome, Robert, Central Falls, R. I. Cooking vessel for frying, steaming, &c....
Brosey, David, and Foster Nevergold. {See Nevergold & Brosey.)
Brosius, George, Ranch's Gap, Pa. Sash fastener
Brosius, Jacob, et al. {See Penn, Geiss & Brosius) (Reissue.)
Brossy, Francis, et al. (See Johnson, George, assignor.)

Brothers, James S., Duncannon, Pa. Railway switch ,

Broughton, John, New York, N. Y. Oiler (Reissue) .

,

Brower, William, Baltimore, Md. Pulley bits for bridles
Brown, Albert, Troy, N. Y. Coal stove.". 1

Same Heating stove
Brown, Alfred, Horatio D. Worcester, and Abram M. Griswold, assignors to selves

and B. F.Gray, Gamer, 111. Guard tinger for harvesters
Brown, Ammi. {See Willis. Newiel, assignor.)

Brown, A. H., Springfield, Vt. Meat hammer ,

Same Churn
Brown, A. H., May's Landing, N. J. Seat and desk
Brown, Anson R., Litchlield, Mich. Medical compound

,

Brown, Anson R., assignor of one-half interest to Gai'dner Herrick, Litchfield, Mich.
Instrument for acupunc.uration

Brown, Augustus, New York, N. Y. Governors for steam engines (Reissue) .

.

Brown, Augustus P., New York, N. Y, Steam-generator water gauge. (Antedated
June 11, 1867

Brown, B. F. {See Roberts, A, J., assignor.)

Brown, Charles, Buffalo, N. Y. Baling short-cut hay, &c ,

Same Preparing short-cut straw for feed
Brown, C. D., Sterling, 111. Device for planting hedges

Same Tampico, 111. Hedge fastener
Same Device for bending down plants to form hedges

Brown, Charles H., and Charles Burleigh, assignors to the Putnam Machine Com-
pany. Fitchburg, Mass. Valve gear for steam engines (Reissue) .

.

Brown, Clarence E. , assignor to self and Florence Manufacturing Co., Northampton,
Mass. Blacking case

,

Brown, Darius C, Lowell, Mass. Warp eyes of wire heddles for loom harness
Brown, Ellison, assignor to self and James B. Bell, Indianapolis, Ind. Composition

for coating leather
Brown, Erasmus D., Buffalo, N. Y. Basket attachment for pistons of deep-well

pumps ,

Brown, Eugene, and William Pool, Birmingham, Mich. Potato scoop
Brown, E. F., et al. {See Herbster, E., assignor.)
Brown, Felix, assignor to John George Gunther, New York, N. Y. Fog signal
Brown, Franklin H., Chicago, 111. Sewing machine for soling boots and shoes
Brown, Franklin H., assignor to self and James T. Gritfin, Chicago, 111. Coal-oil

stove
,

Brown, F. H., assignor to self, Edward F. Peugeot, and Lemuel H. Plershiem,
Chicago, 111. Machine for weaving baskets. (Antedated March 10, 1867) .

Same Machine for weaving baskets
Same Machine for making baskets
Same Machine for braiding open-work baskets ,

Sam.e Machine for finishing baskets
Brown, Frederick, Detroit, Mich. Means for hanging mirrors
Brown, G., E. E. Bumham, and J. Morrisc, Gloucester, Mass. Metallic surface-coating

composition
Brown, George, and Edward E. Burnham. {See Burnham & Brown.)
Brown, George W., Galesburg, III. Seed planter (Extension of No. 1, 036) .

.

Same same (Extension of No. 1,037).,

Same same (Extension of No. 1,038) .

.

Same same (Extension of No. 1,039) .

.

Brown, G. W., Sacramento, Cal. Animal trap
Brown, Harvey, New York, Clothes dryer
Brown, Harvey A., and Charles Waters. {See Waters & Brown.)
Brown, Henry, and Garretson Smith, (^ee Smith & Brown) (Design.)

Same same (Design.

)

Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)

Brown, Hiram L. and Calvin P. (See Jessup, Gilbert, assignor) (Reissue.)
Brown, Hugh B. {See Vincent, Hunneville, assignor.)

4 c p

Oct. 15, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

jHly 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

May 2L, 1867.

Oct. 22,1887.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1807.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

May „ 21, 1807.

Apr. 16, 1867,

Jatf. 22, 18S7.

Mar. 12, 1807.

July 23,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867,

Jan, 1, 1867,

Sept, 10, 1867,

Oct, 1, 1867.

Oct, 22.1667.

Oct, 29; 1867,

Oct, 29,1867.

July 9,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb,
Feb,
Dec.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

1. 1867.

1, 1867.

3, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
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Brown, Ii'a S. and Charles N., assignors to selves and J. Mason Gross, Provi-
dence, R. I. Saw

Same same
Same Machine for grinding saw teeth

Brown, Isaac, Cecilton, Md. Mode (ff driving reciprocating saws (Extension).
Brown, Israel F., New London, Conn. Tool holder for slide rests

Brown, Israel F., assignor to E. F. Brown, New London, Conn. Fruit box
Brown, Jas. B., assignor to self and Joshtia Draper, Middletown, N. Y. Hat block.

.

Brown, Jas. D., Preble county, Ohio. Machine for removing seed from broom corn..
Brown, J. Hamilton, "Watertown, Mass. * Hand pegging machine

Same . same
Brown, J. Hamilton, and Alonzo TV. Porter. (.See Porter & Brown.)
Brown, James H., Berea, Ohio. Rest for grinding tools

Brown, J. J., Madison, Wis. Carriage thill coupling
Brown, J. L., New York, N. Y. Wood pavement
Brown, James M., Boston, Mass. Machine for cleaning and softening sheepskins

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Brown, J. Milton, Auburn, N. Y. Telegraph apparatus
Brown, James R., assignor to self and W. S. Lovell, Boston, Mass. Pipe wrench
Brown, John, assignor to William P. Brown, New York, N. Y. Umbrella
Brown, John A. {See Ladd, George W., assignor.)

Brown, John A., and George H. Hoke, (^e Hoke & Brown.)
Brown, John C. , Crawfordsville, Ind. Cane stripper

Brown, JohnE., ass'or to self and John Q. Wright, Fitchburg, Mass. Spindle bolster.

Brown, John F., New London, Conn. Churn
Brown, John H., Geneseo, N. Y. Moulding for picture frames (Design)..
Brown, John W., et at. {See Beswick, Richardson & Brown.)
Brown, Julia P., Boston, Mass. Folding table. .-.

Brown, Justus A., Bath, Maine. Railway car seat

Brown, J. S., and William Frank Browne, Washington, D. C. Horse hay fork
Brown, J. Warren, assignor to N. P. Chipman, A. A. Hosmer, C. D. Gilmore and J. C.

Smith, Washington, D. C. Manufacture of pearl ashes
Brown, L. F., Keokuk, Iowa. Gate
Brown, Lewis J. {See Mills, Jonathan, assignor.)

Brown, Moses D., and James R. Bradley. {See Bradley & Brown.)
Brown, M. M., Pimento, Ind. Churn
Brown, Neal N., Reading, Pa. Pie rimmer
Brown, O. B., Maiden, Mass. Cleaner for lamp chimneys
Brown, Rausome, West Edmeston, N. Y. Water elevator
Brown, Robert D., Covington, Ind. Harvester rake
Brown, R. F., Savannah, Ga. Steam rotary valve
Brown, Reuben F., Lewisburg, Pa. Sash spring holder
Brown, Robert H., Detroit, Mich. Toilet glass. (Antedated February 20, 1867)
Brown, Samuel, assignor to the Brown and Level Life Saving Tackle Company,

New York, N. Y. Boat detaching taokle
Brown, Samuel C., Carlisle, Pa. Plaiting attachment for sewing machines
Brown, Samuel C, assignor to J. A. Fay & Co., Richmond, Ind. Mortising machine.
Brown, Samuel C, assignor to self and James Smith, Richmond, Ind. Chair for

schools, &c
l;rf>wn, Samuel C, and James Smith. {See Smith & Brown.)
Brown, S. H., New York, N. Y. Rotary steam engine
Brown, Thomas, Rosebvirg, Oregon. Washing machine
Brown, Thomas S., assignor to self and John P. Adriance, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Lubricating device y.

Brown, T. W., New York, N. Y. Hat and coat rack
Brown, William, Worcester, Mass. Fruit picker
Brown, William, Springfield, Mass. Carpet stretcher and tack driver '.

.

Same New York, N. Y. Carpet stretcher and tack driver
Brown, William, Hoboken, N. J. Ratchet brace
Brown, William, assignor to William W. Wilcox and Joseph Hall, jr., Middletown,

Conn. Grommet ,

Brown, William D., Milwaukee, Wis. Botle stopper and coupling
Brown, W. F., Washington, D. C, and J. N. Smith, Jersey City, N. J. Hay raker

and loader. (Antedated November 28, 1867)

Browne, A. W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Button
Browne, A. W., assignor to self and Charles R. Squire, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mechanical

movement
Browne, A. W., and William F. Goodwin. {See Goodwin & Browne.)

Same same.
Browne, Charles, and W. J. Armstrong. {See Armstrong & Browne.)
Browne, Charles L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Jumping hoop. (Antedated July 5, 1867)
Browne, D. Jay, Cambridge, and Steuben T. Bacon, Boston, Mass. Manufacture of

brandy. ( Antedated January 14, 1867)
Brcvv-ne, George W., New York, N. Y. Rowlock
Browne, James W., New York, N. Y. Pocket sun shade
Browne, John David, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hand loom
Browne, Sarah France.s, assignor to Charles W. Brunnei', Savannah, Ga. Mai'ker

for sewing machines
Browne, William F., Washington, D. C. Apparatus for stacking hay^d grain
Browne, William Frank, and J. S. Brown. {See Brown <fc Browne.)
Browne, William F., and A. J. Hoyt, Washington, D. C. Water wheel

Date.

Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
July 18, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.
Mar. 5,1667.

Mar. 26,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
July 2,1867.
Aug. 13,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

May 28, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
July 2,18.67.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

June 25, 1S67.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 2.3, 1867.

Sept. 10. 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 2,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
June 4,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
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Brownell, Franklin C, Eai^t Orange, K J. Seat or Plielf

Brownell, J. Angustus. {See Ashley, Joshua B., assignor.)

Browning, Clinton, and William Harris. {Sec Harris & Browning.)
Same samo.

Browning, B.C. (.?i:e Doty. William M., assignor.)

Browning, AV. S., et al. {See Howell, R. L., assignor.)

Brownlco, George, Princeton, lad. Skate
Browulich, A. C, assignor through mesne assignments to Cyrcnns V/heeler, jr..

Poplar Ridge, N. Y. Harvester (Division A, reissue) .

.

Same . same (Division B, reissue) .

.

Brownson, Walter Gr., WellsviHe, Ohio. Telegraphic switch board
Same Telegraph batteiy switch board
Same Relay magnet

Brownson, Walter G., and Daniel C. Shull, Wellsvillc, Ohio. Telegraph repeating
instrument

Brua, Franklin. Grordonville, Pa. Harvester rake
Bruce, David, Newtown, N. Y. Printer's type (Design)..
Bruce, David, assignor to David Wolfe Bruce, Brooklyn, N. Y. P'l'iiiter's

type (Design) .

.

Bruce, David Wolfe. (See Herriet, Julius, assignor) ( Design.)
Same same ( Design.)
Same same (Design

.

)

Bruce, Duncan, Rossville, N. Y. Process of making sugar. (Antedated Jan. 17, ISiiT)

Same Apparatus for decomposing animal and vegetable substances, for

curing meat, tanning, &c. (Antedated January 17, 1S<67) '

Bruce, George, Corydon, Ind. Pumps
Bruce, N. H., Forge Village, Westford, Mass. Tag or label

Same Foot w.nrmer
Bruce, Norman H., and Frederick G Sargent. {See Sargent & Bruce.)
Bruce, Samuel C, New York, N. Y. Quartz mill

Bruck, Otto, New York, N. Y. Fan
B?-ucker, John, Chicago, 111. Soap
Briickner, William, San Francisco, Cal. Furnace for desulphurizing ores

Same Central City, Col. Furnace for roasting ores

Brueck, Gustav, and Frederick Koppenfels. {See Koppenfels & Brueck.)
Bruen, Lewis Budd, New York, N. Y. Sewing machine
Bruen, Lewis Budd. assignor to the Bruen Manufacturing Company, New York, N.

Y. Sewing machine
Biiihl, Christopher, Green Point, N. Y. Machine for stripping the hides from cattle..

Brunetti, L., Italy. Mode of embalming and preserving animal substances
Brunuer, Charles W. {See Browne, Sarah Frances, assignor.)

Brunner. .Tohn D., Doylestown, Pa. Attaching thills to vehicles
Brunot, Felix R. , Allegheny, Pa. Sluice gate for dams or locks
Brunson, Rufiis, Chicago, ill. Brick press
Brunswick, E., Chicago, 111. Clamp for leathering biUiard cues
Brtisher, John B. (6^ee Maguire, James, assignor.)

Brusie, Russel, Cleveland, Ohio. Appara,tus for gathering apple seeds
Bruso, Charles, jr. , Worcester, 3Iass. Gas pipe joints

Bruso, Peter, ass'r to self and Charles B. Clark, Erie, Pa. Electro-magnetic battery.
Bryan, Clark W., assignor to self, S. and B. F. Bowles, and J. F. Tapley, Springtieid,

Mass. Calendars
Bryan, Joseph T., Lebanon, Ind. Gate Latch
Bryan, Samuel, Jefferson, Wis. Cornstalk cutter
Bryant, Charles R., assignor to Calvin Eaton, Frankfort, N. Y. Extension ladder .

.

Bryant, H. F., Marathon, N. Y. Dental drill .•

Bryant, H. H., Boston, Mass. Fire-proof safe

Same Construction of fire-proof safe

Same Filling lor safes

Bryant, M. B. {See Thayer, Austin E., assignor.)

Bryant, S. E. {See Seavey, John E., assignor.)

Bryant, William 11., Chicago, 111. Apparatus for drawing tire.s from engine driving
wheels

Bryson, James D. , Newcastle, Pa. Water wheel
Bryson, Robert, Schenectady, N. Y. Harvester rake (Division 2, reissue),.

Same Harvester (Division 1, reissue)

.

Bryson, T. B., New Castle, Pa. Dumb waiter
Brzezinsky, Julius, and Charles Hollwede. {See Ilollwede & Brzezinsky.)

Same same.
Buch, Addison, West Earl township. Pa. Straw Cutter
Buchanon, John R., Chicago, III. Hose coupling
Buchanan, W., New York, and J. M. Toucey, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Steam generator.
Bitchanan, William C. («Scc Harrison. Theophilus, assignor.)
Bucbaw, James, & Company, (^ee Fahnestock, John, assignor) (Design.)
Bncher, Gibbs & Co, {See Gibbs, Lewia, assignor.)

Same same.
Bucher, John R. {See Little & Gibbs, assignors.)
Buchner, Henry, and Frederick Ebertz, New York, N. Y. Fulminating powder for

needle guns
Buck, CbarlesH., St. Louis, Mo. Cooking stove

Same Heating stove
Same Water reservoir for extension top stoves

Date.

Apr, 2,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

July 23,1867.
July 23, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 23, 1667.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan- 22.1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 1.3,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Nov. 19.1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Junrt 4, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1857.

July 16,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

July 2,1867.

Julv 30, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
I\Iay 14, 1867.

I\Iar. 19, ] 867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867."

May 21,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Nov. 5; 1867.

Sept. .3,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 8.1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
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No.

69, 538
63, 994
63, 849
61,710

69, 760
69, 173
2,533

65, 998

62, 933

67, 951

68, 946

61, 605
62,602
63. 361

65, 539
64. 191

64. 192
64. 193
65, 337
65, 338
70, 797
64, 481
65, 640
61,514
61, 046
67, 162

,71,161

=62, 603
69, 071
69, 533
62, 110

67, 492
68, 349

69, 964

65, 163

68, 947
08, 946

62, 245
71, 694
68. 283
63, 850

71, 971

64, 482
65,164
61, 996

72, 793

65, 722
62, 604
2,609

67, 493
63, 553
66, 125

64, 945

67, 630

67, 261
71,972

68, 554
68,555

Name, residence, and invention-or discovery.

Buck, Thomas W. Fawn River, Mich. Churn
Buck, Walter S. , Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for making tin cans
Buckalevv, W. F., Caddo Parish, La. Cotton tie

Buckham, Andrew, and Joseph Evans, assignors to Andrew Buckham, Newark, N.
J. Tinsmiths' seaming machine

Buckhout, D. M., Mount Kisco, N. Y. Hub and axle for vehicles

Buckley, Cliarles, jr., Rochester, N. Y. Nut fastener

Buckley, Charles C., and Louis Dovell, Nev/^ark, N. J. Trade mark (^Design)..

Buckley, Chauncey, assignor to Charles Parker, Rleriden, Ct. Machine for forming
spectacle frames

Buckley, Joel T., administrator of Stephen Rigler. deceased. (S'ecRigler, Stephen.)
Buckley, John, assignor to Thomas X. Logan, Baltimore, Md. Milk and oyster can..
Buckley, Joseph H. , New Haven, Conn. Hydrant
Buckle}^ T. T.. et al. {See Russell, Jacob, assignor.)

Buckley, W., New York, N. Y. Base ball table

Bucklin, Edward, jr., assignor to Frederick A. Soule, North Providence, R. L File
cutting machine

Buckman, E. and A., East Greenbunh, N. Y. Farm gate
Buckminster, P. S., Gold Hill, Nevada. Shaking table for concentrating ores

Bucknam, Frederick, Portland, Me. Dish pan and drainer
Buckwalter & Co. (See Smith & Brown, assignors) ^ (Design)..
Buckwalter, Francis & Co. (Sec Sailor, Samuel, assignor) (Design) .

.

Budd, E. G., Budd's Lake, N. J. Water wheel
Budd, Henry L., New York, N. Y. Grate bar
Budd, James, assignor to Budd & Briggs, Pittsford, N. Y. Well pipe

Same G ate

Budd, James, assignor to self and J. W. Briggs, Pittsford, N. Y. Churn power
Budd, M. D., Roscoe, 111. Bolt and rivet trimmer
Budd, S. A., Cleveland, Ohio. Carriage top buttonhole
Budding, B. Q., Milford, Mass. Pegging machine
Buehler, Henry, New York, N. Y. Divan and bed
Buel, Ebenezer, Silver Creek, N. Y. Bee feeding appai'atus
Buell, Albert. West Lyden, N. Y. Head block for saw mills

Buell, Cbarles O., Stamford, Conn. Umbrella
Buell, John M., et al. (See Behel, Perrine & Buell.)

Bucrcky, John, assignor to self and Michael Wehr, Overpeck's Station, Ohio. Brush.
Buffalo Agricultural Machine Works.. (See Powers, D. J., assignor.)

Same (^ee Powers & Stevens, assignors.)

Same same.
Buffingtou, G. W., Mechanicsburg, Ohio. Fruit jar
Buffington, M. C, La Harpe, 111. Corn plow
Buhle, Francis, Newark, N. J. Paper file

Buhle, Nicholas A., New York, N. Y. Grinding and polishing implement
Buhrer, Jacob, Bavaria. Apparatus for the combustion of fuel

Buiesson, F. C, France. Buoy safe

Bulkley, H. G., New York, N. Y. Drying and desiccating apparatus
Bulkley, Melissa E. , Providence, R. I. Corset clasp
Bull, Daniel, Amboy, 111. Door and blind fastening

Same Table attachment for bedsteads
Bull, Daniel, assignor to J. B. Booker and W. S. Best, Amboy, HI. Table leaf support

.

Bull, James, Galesburg, Illinois. Gate fastening
BuUard, E. W., assignor to self and J. W. Jenkins, jr.. Barre, Mass. Horse rake
Bullard, Ira S., assignor to self and C. H. Parker^ Geneva, N. Y. Attachment for

controlling draft in stove pipes
BuUis, E. G., assignor through mesne assignments to D. E. Lyon, Manchester, N.

H. Grain fork
BuUis, Jonathan, :Macedon, N. Y. Hay loader
Bullock, Israel L. Marcy, Ind. Horse rake
Bullock, William, Philadelphia, Pa. Printing press
Bundy, J. K., et al. (See Fairchild, J. M., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Bundy, Nelson H., assignor to self and E. Philbrick, New York, N. Y. Boiler water
gauge

Bunger, Charles, New Haven, Conn. Match safe

Bunker, Russell, Hudson, Wis. Burglar alarm
Buntin, George, East Boston, Mass. End frame of a car seac (Design)..
Burch, John L., Franklin, Tenn. Splint
Burch, Nicholas, North Fairfield, Ohio. Fence gate
Burchara, F. J., Racine, Wis. Machine for softening or dressing leather or skins
Burchard, John A., Beloit, Wis. Gate
Burchard, John A., and Richard Tattershall. (Sec Tattershall & Burchard.)
Burchardt, .Charles. (See Hoeppner, F. G., assignor.)
Burdge, J. E., Cincinnati, Ohio. Adjustable rest for lathes
Burdge, Jonathan E., and David A. Scott. (See Scott & Burge.)
Burdick, Alfred G., and McCoUum Russell. (Sec Russell & Burdick.)
Burdick, J. D., New Haven, Conn. Straw cutter
Burdick, Matthew S., assignor to self and John M. May, Milton, Wis. Seed planter..
Burdick, R. M. (Sec Clapp, Cyrus, assignor.)

Burdict, O. C, New Haven, Conn. Carriage bolt
. . . Machine for headmg bolts

Date.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867,
Apr. 30, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

May 7,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Jan. 8,1867.
July 30, 1667.

Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Sept, 24, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867,

Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Oct, 22,1867,
May 28, 18C7.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept, 17, 1867,

Feb, 19, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867,
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr, 16, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

May 7,1867,
May 28, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.
June 11, 1867.

Mar, 5,1867,
Apr, 2,1860.
Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
June 25, 1867,

May 21, 1807.

Aug. 13. 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 10. 1867.

Sept, 3,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
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Burdict, O. C, New Haven, Conn. Nut machine
Burditt, P. S., and O. Preston, Haskinsville, N. Y. Signal whistle
Burditt, Thomas and George B. , Dansville, N. Y. Potato digger
Burdon, George R., Waltham, Mass. Blacking brush
Burge, William J., Atchison. Kansas. Knife cleaner
Bm-gess, A. H., and A. Marden. (5ee Harden & Burgess.)
Burgess, Hubert, San Francisco, Cal. Pencil sharpener ,

Burgess, Hugh, and Charles Watt, (^ee Watt «fc Burgess.) {5ilxtension.)

Same same same.
Burgess, Svlvanus. Providence, R. I. Rolling or winding paper in the manufacture

of paper cop tubes. (Antedated August 6, 1867)
Burgess, Sulivan, e« a?. (5'ce Stafford, D. S., assignor.)

Burgess, Thomas F.. Lowell, Mass. Joiiraal box
Burgin, John H., assignor to self, George H., jr., Charles F., and William M. Burgiu,

Philadelphia, Pa. Process of producing gas for fuel
Burhyte, T. I., Fond du L,ac, Wis. Churn

Same Gate
Burk, H., Mineral Point, Ohio. Converting motion
Burke, A. M., and S. Wright, Cleveland, Ohio. Mode of treating hydro-carbon oils.

Burke, John, Sycamore, I'l. Harvester
Burke, Patrick, Philadelphia, Pa. Bolt for shutteVS
Burke, R. H., Greenpoint, N. Y. Tool for cutting off boiler tubes
Burket, George, and Samuel M. Gaskill, Bluffton, Ohio. Sulky plow

Same Head biock for saw mills

Burkholder, A. {See Emmore, Samuel, assignor.)
Burkholder, C. K., and Henry Lerew, York Springs, Pa. Machine for making fly-

net straps
Burkholder, H. K. (^ec Minnich, Simon B., assignor.)
Burleigh, Charles, and Charles H. Brown. (See Brown & Burleigh) (Reis.sue.)

Burlew, Cornelius, assignor to self and Thornton Smith, Lock Haven, Pa. Con-
crete and tile paving

Burley, Charles, Cincinnati, Ohio. Combined low-water indicator and safety valve

.

Burling, E. G., et al. {See Cla*-, Robert J., assignor.)
Burling, Etenger J., et al. (See Clay, Robert J., assignor.)
Burlingame, William, Exeter, N. H. Making reamers
Burlock Manufacturing Company. (See Perkins, George B., assignor.)
Bumap, John A., Albany, N. Y. Pulley block
Burnap, N. C, ArgusviUe, N. Y. Milk cooler

Same Construction of milk cans
Burnet, William, New York, N. Y. Bottle cap or top

Same Top for mucilage and varnish bottles

Same Brush and top for mucilage bottles
Burnett, D., Bedford Station, N. Y. Elevated bedstead
Burnett, Marshall, Boston, Mass. Faucet ;

Burnham, Andrew, and Increase S. Hill. (See Hill & Burnham.)
Burnham, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Paint can

Same Door spring
Burnham, E. E., et al. (See Brown, Burnham & Morrisc.)
Burnham, Edward E., and George Brown, Gloucester, Mass. Preventing a horse

from running away with a carriage
Burnham, F. A. S., et al. (See Baughn, William D., assignor.)
Burnham, George. (See Martin, Gaylord, assignor.)
Burnham, John, assignor to self and David L. Hough, La Salle, HI. Marker for

planting corn
Burnham, John W., Winterport, Me. Liniment
Burnham, Leonard A. (.See Markuson, Kuud, assignor.)
Burnham, Nathan F., York, Pa. Guide for water wheels
Burnham, Parker, Gloucester, Mass. Hawse pipe
Burns, J., New York, N. Y. Cooler for coffee, &c

Same Grinding mill
Bums, Jabez, New York, N. Y. Powder mixer
Burns, James A., assignor to self and T. B. Carpenter, New Haven, Conn. Plate

lifter

Burns, John, Elyria, Ohio. Com planter
Burns, John F. (See Barrett, Edward, assignor.)
Burns, John W., Henry, 111. Brick machine
Burns, Leander, Port Chester, N. Y. Tool for turning bolts
Bums, L., assignor to self and Josiah Wilcox, Port Chester, N. Y. Die for forming

thill coupUugs
Bums, WiUiam, Chicago, HI. Lantern
Bums, William, and Anthony Wrealsh. (See Wrealsh & Bums.)
Burr, JohnT., Brooklvn, N. Y. Hydraulic press
Burr, Milo S., Boston, Mass. Nursing bottle
Burr, Nathaniel,- and William Martin, Pawtucket, R. I. Machine for hulling and

scouring wheat
Burr, Richard, et al. (5'ee Botticher. Morris, assignor) (Reissue.)
Burr, Sanford S., Dedham, Mass. Crib and walking stool
Burr, T., and T. Wakelee, Battle Creek, Mich. Apparatus for testing deep wells
Bun-all, ThomasD., Geneva, N. Y. Corn sheller (Extension)..
BurreU, jr., John H., Charlestown, Mass. Carriage coupling
Burridge, Thomas H., assignor to self and G. C. Fabian, St. Louis, Mo. Sash fastener.

Sept. 3,1867.
May 7,1867.
IHav 14, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Jime 25, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Sept. 17,

Feb. 26,

Mar, 19,

May 28,

June 25,

Nov. 12,

Dec. 24,

Jan. 22,

Jan. 15,

Mar. 19.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Aug. 13,1867.
Nov. 5, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

Nov. 19,1567.
Feb. 19,1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept 3,1867.
Sept 2,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
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6^, 070

60, 857

61,606

70, 405
69, 899
61, 152

63, 852

66, 074
98. 950
m, 761

68, 601

69, 175
65, 054
66, 559
70,517
66, 946
62,314
65, 540
70, 799

64. 194

64. 195
64, 406

71,449

66, 000
61,997

m, 674

72, 362
71,128
68, 040

70, 518

63, 467
62, 391

67, 408
71, 129

61, 998

69, 401

62, 934

68, 410

66,214
71,130
64, 835
65, 339

65, 642

• 65,340
72,719
69, 401

63, on
69, 072
68,411
65, 055
70, 519
68, 164

71,450
61,99S
60,831

Burrldge, Thomas H., assignor to self and G. C. Fabian, St. Louis, Mo. Steam safety-

valve
Burridge, W. H., Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for charging gas or air with hydro-

carbon vapor
Same Carburetting illuminating gas

Burridge, W. H., and J. Braincrd. {See Brainerd & Burridge) (Reissue.)
Burrows, A. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Illuminating oil

Burrows, Charles C. , Mystic River, Conn. Row lock for boats
Burrows, Francis, Peoria, 111. Lamp
Burrows. H. G. O., et al. (See Boyuton, D., assignor.)
Burson, W. W., Rockford, Illinois. Straw cutter
Burt, Charles S. (5ce Low, H. H., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same. same (Reissue.)
Burt, George E., Harvard, Mass. Hay spreader. (Antedated Dec. 25, 1866)

Same Horse rake ,

Same Hay spreader
Burt, George E., and Edwin A. Hildreth, Harvard, Mass. Car brake for stopping

and starting cars
Burt, George li. , Perry, N. Y. Laud roller

Burt, John, Detroit, Mich. Canal lock
Same -Westport, Mass. Grain dryer
Same -Sturgis, Mich. Carriage-seat back

Burt, John, and A. M. Miller, Sturgis, Mich. Trial square
Burt, Melzer, Norton, Mass. Ladder
Burt, Samuel S. , Marquette, Mich. Railway chair

Same Car axle
Burtis, Thomas B., Chicago, Bl. Gas condenser, scrubber, and washer
Burtis, William H. (See Ritson, Edwin, assignor.)
Burtnett, William B. , New York, N. Y. Brush block

Same Means of attaching handles to whitewash brushes
Burtnett, W. B., ct al. (See Samuels & Brassington, assignors.)

Burtnett, William B., and Walter J. Brassington. (See Brassington & Burtnett.)
Burton, Henry E., assignor to self, Samuel N., and Hezekiah G. Ufford, Boston,

Mass. Lamp
Burton, Martin, Indianapolis, Ind. Steam water elevator
Burton, Oscar F., Jersey City, N. J. Alloy for moulds, boards, and other parts of

plows
Burton, William H. (^^ee Christie, William H., assignor.)

Burwell, William B. , Chicago, 111. Refrigerator, cooler, and filter

Buschick, Gustavus E., and James J. Walworth. (See Zvvicki, Caspar, assignor.)

Buser, John, New York, N. Y. Loom for circular weaving
Bush, Clark T. , Rensselaerville, N. Y. Hop-vine supports
Bush, David W. Clarence, Mo, Tool for clenching nails in horseshoeing
Bush, FrankHn P., assignor to self and Jeptha Garrard, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mash

cooler
Bush, Ira D., Detroit, Mich. Padlock
Bush, John H., Bone Creek, West Va. Folding table

Bush, L. E. P., and Henry Hill. (See Hill & Bush.)
Bush, Richard, South Brooklyn, N. Y. Soap holder
Bush, William M., and T. B. Richards, Cincinnati, Ohio. Coal stove
Bushee, Stillman. (^ee Nevens, Robert B., assignor.)
Bushman, Charles, West Chester, Pa. Skate
Bushnel, George, Schodack, N. Y. Bellows. (Antedated Sept. 26, 1807)
Bushong, A. A., ctal. (See Stouffer, Heaton, and Bushoug.)
Buss, Ezra, and James Hotchkiss. (See Hotchkiss & Buss.)

Same same.
Same same.

Buss, G. W., Boston, Mass. Car spring ,

BusselLE. T., Indianapolis, Ind. Combined India-rubber and steel springs. (Extension.)

Bussell, E. T., assignor to self, W. A. Candee, and Jacob Eldredge, Indianapolis, Ind.

Rotary plow
Busser, Jacob, Philadelphia, Pa. Shifting bucket propeller
Busser, Joseph, Troy, Ohio. Wooden building
Butcher, Benjamin N., Philadelphia, Pa. Saw set

Butcher, William, jr., England, and Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Penn. Machine
for shoting metals

Butcher, William, jr., England, and Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Penn, Method of

forming wheels, tires, «fec., by casting
Butler, Charles E., Hudson, N. Y. Weatherstrip
Butler, E. B., New Britain, Conn. Method of making hub bands
Butler, Edward M., Crotou Falls, N. Y. Attaching thills to vehicles
Butler. J. L., et al. (See Skilliu & Reed, assignors.)
Butler, Manlove, Vernon, Ind. Hor.se hay rake •

Butler, P. L., Utica, N. Y. Rein snap t

Butler, W. H., Chicago, 111. Machine for loosening earth to be excavated
Butler, William H., New York, N. Y. Fire-proof safe
Butler, William M., Waukegan, 111. Machine for sharpening calks of horse shoes..
Buttenbeim, S., New York, N. Y. Nui-sery lounge
Butter, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Pitman ,

Butterlield, Chesmon, West Waterville, Mc. Dust receptacle
Butterlield, C. II., assignor to J. E. Taylor, Sturbridge, Mass. Carriage spring. ....

Apr. 23, 1867.

1, 1867.

29, 1867.

Jan.
Jan.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Jan. 15.1867.

Apr, 16, 1867.

June 25, 1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 28,1867.
July 9,1867.
Nov. 5, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

July 16, 1868.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
April 2,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 6,1567.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Oct 1, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
July 2,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

June 4,1867.

June 11, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867,
May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5,3867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26. 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Jan. I.IS-.T.
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Butterfield, J. S., assignor to Andrew J. Holman, Philadelphia, Pa. Harvest-
er (Division A, reissue)

.

Butterfield, J. S., assignor to Andrew J. Holman, Philadelphia, Pa. Harvest-
er (Division B, reissue)

.

Butterfield, J. S., and Joseph A. Read, Philadelphia, Pa. Sad-iron..
Butterfield, W., Madison, Wis. Rotary pump
Butterfield, AYilliam, Boston, Mass. Sewing machine (Extension)

.

Butterick, E. (See "Wilder, J. W., assignor.)

Butterworth, Chas., assig'rto self and Jacob Kerchef, Miamisburg, Ohio. Lifting jack
Butterworth, H. W. , Philadelphia, Pa. Steam drying cylinder

Same Apparatus for coatiug metal plates with tin and other metals
Buttles, C. A., and James Cowles, Milwaukee, Wis. Tinners' stove for heating sold-

ering irons
Buttolph. William W., and R. Renifif. {See Reniflf and Buttolph.)
Button, Charles Pomeroy. {See Restell, Thomas, assignor.)

Same {See Cook, Thomas, assignor) (Reissue.)
Button, J. B., and H. Pierce. {See Pierce & Button.)

Same same (Reissue.

)

Buttrick, John W., Farmington, Wis. Seed planter
Butts, John, Evansville, Wis. Attachment for preventing hogs from rooting
Butts, L. A., Ripon, Wis, Seed planter
Buzby, A. G-., Philadelphia, Pa. Case for pen and ink

Same Portable writing and copying case
Buzzee, D. H., East Hampton, Mass. Machine for laying rubbersheets to be cut into

threads
Buzzell, John Gr., Lynn, Mass. Carnage wheel - -

Bycrs, C. E., et al. {See Wootten, J. E., assignor.)

Byers, Jacob B., Geneseo, III. Washing machine
B3-mer, Clemens, and John Imlay, Greeusbtirg, Ind. Ditching machine

,

Byrd, Harvey L., Baltimore, Md. Kindling arrangement for stoves
Byms, P., and George Stannard, Mindora, Wis. Churn
Cabell, Samuel G., Quiucy, 111. Air pump for marine alarms

Same Copying press
Same Electro-magnet
Same Atmospheric alarm whistle
Same Telegi-aphic instrument
Same Electrical apparatus for preventing incrustation of steam boilers

Cabell, Samuel G., Quincy, 111. Preventing incrustation of steam boilers

Same same
Cadman, Isaac P., assignor to self and James Aiken, Mendota, 111. Harvester rake.

.

Cadwell, Caleb, Waukegan, 111. Harvester cutter
Same Steam engine
Same Sewing machine

Cady, C. C, West Union, Iowa. Car coupling
Cady, George R., and William H. Cooper, New Haven, Conn. Concealed hinge
Cady, Henry G., St. Louis, Mo. Well point

Same Pump ralve
Cady, William, Marietta, Ohio. Oil filter

Caflisch, John, Union Mills, Pa. Composition for roofing, covering wood, &c
Cahill, Patrick, and John Tunnicliff. {See Tunnicliff & Cahill.)

Cahoon, Charles W. , Portland, 5Ie. Steam engine
Cahoon, James W. , assignor to Burgess B. Long, Philadelphia, Pa. Cart
Cairnes, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Mc'Iding ttirbine wheels
Caithness, James, Earl of, England. Ship's compass
Cajar, Emil, as-signor to Self and Charles Sichel, New York, N. Y. Button-hole sew-

ing machine
Cajar, F., New York, N. Y. Car spring
Caldwell, George S., Syracuse, N. Y. Harness buckle

Same Harness rosette -

Caldwell, John K., Pittsburg, Pa. Brick car
Caldwell, William G., and Luther T. Wilcox. (See Wilcox & Caldwell.)
Calely, E. L., and J. R.Rose. (5ee Rose & Calely) (Design.)
Calkins, Allen, and William Power, Almont, Mich. Machine for forming eaves troughs.
Calkins, Belus and Veranous. Varysburg, N. Y. Portable fence
Calkins, L. S., El Paso, III. Clothes dryer
Calkins, Thomas L., and Benjamin Shiverick. (Sec Shiverick & Calkins.)
Call, Hiram H., Rohrerstown, Pa. Device for operating pumps on railroad stations .

.

Callaghan, Cornelius. (.S'ee Landfear, William R., assignor) (Reissue.)
Callahan, Henry, assignor to self and John Reese, Da5'ton, Ohio. Bucket ear
Callender, Mills L., assignor through mesne assignments to Alexander J.Walker, New

York, N. Y. Lamps (Reissue) .

.

Calrow, Richard, Mamaroneck, N. Y. Insulator holder. (Antedated Jvme 22, i867)

.

Cameron, Adam S., New York, N. Y. Pump valve
Same Steam pump

Cameron, John R., Pittsburg, Pa. Air engine
Cameron, R. A., Valparaiso. lud. Hemorrhoidian
Cameron, R. M. andD., North Britain. Pen .,.

Cammerer, David, Cincinnati, Ohio. Beer cooler
Camp, B. H. (See Woodruff, Edmund W., assignor.)
Camp, B. H., assignor to self and Rufus Prentice, Washington, D. C. Device for

attaching over soles to boots and shoes

Jan. 15, 1807.

Jan. 15, 1867.
Dec. 10. 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
Nov. 20, 1867.

May 21, 1867.
June 2.5, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

June 4,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
July 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
June 18, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 2.5, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 0,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan. 22,1867,
May 28, 1807.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Nov. .5,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867,

Feb. 5,1867.
JNIay 28, 1867.

April 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
April 2,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

May 1867.

Feb.
July
Jan.
Dec.

26, 1867.

2. 1867.

1.5,1867.

17, 1867.

Nov.
Aug.
Jan.
Mar.

12, 1867.

27, 1867.

15, 1867.

19, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
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64, 485
66, 002

66, 792
70, 693

69, 764
65,541
62, 180
64, 281
70, 162

63, 363
64, 836
62, 315
62, 937
64,837

65, 168
63, 853

62, 392

63, 014

70^521

70, 522
63, 783

66, 791

69. 176

67, 843
67, 844
68, 165
66, 947
69, 540
63, 855
64, 071
72, 364
ei, 157
70, 163

62, 000
62, 001

68, 951
71, 578

70, 408
63, 468
65, 169
71, 362
61, 924

70, 164
61, 925
65.542
64, 744
64, 745
64, 746
67, 263

67, 264
70, 796
63, 856
CO, 996
69, 765
67, 633
68, 286
62, 731

60, 687

71,453

64, 638

Camp, Edwin H., Jackson, Mich. Hot-air furnace
Camp, H. W., and A. TV. Fox, Owego. N. Y. Corn planter
Camp, William L., Holden, Mass. AYashing machine
Campbell, Alexander R., assignor to self and John B. Bompart, Cheltenham, Mo.

Washing machine
Campbell, Archibald, Peoria, 111. Hay raker and loader
Campbell, Cornelius L., Binghamton, N. Y. Wagon axle-tree
Campbell, Daniel, assignor to Henry Seymour, Elizabeth, N. J. Praning shear
Campbell, D. E., Boston, Mass. Attachment for door keys
Campbell, G. W., Pendleton, Ind. Portable fence
Campbell, J. (^ee Raymond, Seymour, assignor.)

Campbell, J., and A. D. Krewson, Harrison, Ohio. Farm gate
Campbell, James A., Stow, Ohio. Cane and sorghum stripper

Campbell, J. B., Cincinnati, Ohio. Bed bottom
Same Apparatus for regulating draught in steamboat and other chimneys.

Campbell, James F., and Cornelius Tinney, Williamsburg, N. Y. Portable seat for
drivers upon cars

Campbell, John, and William C. Joy. (See Joy & Campbell.)
Campbell, John S. , Newton, N. J. Yehicle

,

Campbell, Join T., Rockville, Ind. Portable fence
Same (^ee Cook, Joseph P., assignor.)

Campbell, John W. , New York, N. Y. Ice box or cooler .-
,

Campbell, Justin, and Abram Westbruok. (See Westbrook & Campbell.)
Campbell, Luther W. , Aurora, 111. Steam generator ,

Campbell, Luther W., and C. F. Allen, (See Allen & Campbell.)
Same same.

Campbell, Luther W., assignor to self, A. T. Hall, C. F. Allen, and A. J. Ambler,
Aurora, 111. Piston packing '.

,

Same same.
Campbell, Neil, assignor to self and William Frazier, Brooklyn, N. Y. Axle box...
Campbell, Peter, jr., and Reuben Tyler. (See Tyler & Campbell.)
Campbell, Robert T. (^ee Stealey, Thomas J. , as.^ignor) (Reissue.)

Same same.
Campbell, S. P., assignor to self and Francis P. Loring, Buffalo, N. Y. Telluriari. ...

Campbell, Walter, (^ee Gallipo, Joseph, assignor.)

Campbell, William, New York, N. Y. Window shade fixture

Campbell, WiUiaru, et al. (See Winsler, Campbell & Hardman.)
Candee, W. A., et al. (See Russell, E. T., assignor.)

Canfield, Andrew, Lyons, Iowa. Com plow
Same same.
Same Corn cultivators

Canfield, Dayton G., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Circular sawing machine
Canfield, F. P. , Boston, Mass. Sash lock and support
Canham, James L. , Newark, N. J. Locking apparatus for ferry boats
Cannell, D. C, Lafayette, Ind. Draw bar for locomotives
Canning, J. F., Boston, Mass. Binder for paint brushes
Cantel, Lazare, New York, N. Y. Trunk
Canter, William, assignor to J. Henry Vogt and J. Jacob Gass, New York, N. Y.

Chenille. (Antedated Oct. 16, 1867)
Capen, Ephraim, Batavia, 111. Truss
Capewell, George J., West Cheshire, Conn. Button fastening . . .-.

Same Carriage attachment
Capewell, William H., Westville, N. J. Glass-maker's pot
Capp, Charles S. {See Hinkle, Philip, assignor.)

Capron, William O., et al. (See Hodges, Charles M., assignor.)

Card, Daniel O., Rawsonville, Ohio. Bent knee and beam for sleighs

Card, Edward, Providence, R. I. Clamp for furnace molds
Same North Providence, R. I. Pattern lifter

Card, George F., and Charles A. Studley, Bridgeport, Conn. File cutter
Card, M. H., and A. Sallee, Fulton, 111. Clothesline reel and house
Card, William E., and Pardon Andrews, Phoenix, R. I. Picker for looms
Card, William L., Gardiner, 111. Churn
Garden, Henry C, France, Metronome
Cardot, Chas. W., Fredonia, N. Y. Harvester

Same Attaching the draught pole to mowing machines
Same Draught pole for mowing machines

Garey, Augustus C, assignor to self and Hugh K. Moore, Maiden, Mass. Knitting
machine

Same Machine knitted stocking
Carkeet, James H., Montgomery, Ala. Anti-friction axle and journal box
Carl, Frederic, Charlestown, Mass. Machine for stuffing and currying leather
Carl, Nelson, Cincinnati, Ohio. Extension table •

Carleman, M. B., Chicago, 111. Vai)or bath
Carlotou, Benjamin F., >»ashua, N. H. Window fastening
Carleton, C. M., Forester, Mich. Washing machine
Carletou, Enoch, and Eli Goss, Portland, Maine. Artificial leg
Carleton, F. B. , Cambridge, Yt. Elastic hoof pad
Carleton, William. (5'ee.Merrill, Rufus S., assignor.)

Carleton, William, assignor to self, Daniel A. Loomis, and Adam Wagener, Adrian,
Mich. Horse hay fork

Carley, Horace S. , Cambridgeport, Mass. Bottle stopper

May 7, 18G7.

June 25, 1867.
July 16, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
June 11, 1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

April 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

April 2,1867.
May 21,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

May 28,1867.
April 16, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867,

Mar, 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

April 16, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aprai6,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Nor. 5.1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
June 11, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 14,1867.
May 14, 1867.

July
July
Dec.
Apr.
Jan.
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.

30, 1867.

30, 1867.

31, 1867.

16, 1867.

8, 1867.

15. 18G7.

13, 1867.

27, 1867.

12, 1867.

1. 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

3Iay 21, 1867.
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Carley, Horace S., Cambridgeport, Mass. Bottle stopper
Same same
Same Bottle

Carlisle, James, Mt. Gilead, Ohio. Rail for buggy seat

Carlos, Hector, assignor to self and Henry C. Watson, New York, N. Y. Button
Carlton, William, Dunkirk, N. Y. Head block for saw mills

Carman, Irvine, Schoolcraft, Mich. Horseshoe
Carman. J. T., assignor to self, John W. and Lee W. Fulton, Springfield, 111. Brick

machine
Carmichael, Hiram. Rochester, N. Y. Transplanter for garden use
Carmichael, Robert, assignor to Frederick Stevens, Newark, N. J. Skate
Carmichel, Alexander, Westerly, R. I. Teapot
Cai-penter, B., et al. {See Russell, Carpenter & Drake.)
Carpenter, Daniel, Peeksville, N. Y. Air Pump
Carpenter, E. H., Dexter, Mich. Hay elevator
Carpenter, E. M., Elkart, Ind. Liniment
Carpenter, G., et al. (See Beardsiey, George M., assignor.)
Carpenter, George W., Jarvis, Ind. Animal poke
Carpenter, George W., assignor to self and P. C. Stuart, Jarvis, Ind. Door strip

Carpenter, George W. , assignor to self and Sam'l Williams, Northville, ilich. Sheep
shears

.

Carpenter, Henry. Form block for shaping baskets
Carpenter, James E. (Sec Goulding, Lewis, assignor.)

Carpenter, J. F., Harrisburg, Pa. Broom head
Carpenter, L. B., Milwaukee, Wis. Scaffold
Carpenter, Luman, Oswego, N. Y. Rotary steam engine
Carpenter, Michael, Moscow, Iowa. Water wheel. (Antedated Feb. 25, 1867)
Carpenter, Newel, and James Hutchinson, White Creek, Wis. Hop press
Carpenter, R. W., Brattleboro', Vt. Melodeon and other wind instruments. (An-

tedated May 23, 1867)
Same Tremolo attachment for melodeons, &c -

Carpenter, Samuel, Brookfield. III. Horse rake
Carpenter, S., and A. McKenney. (^ee McKenney & Carpenter.)
Carpenter. Seth P., Milford, Mass. Pruning shears
Carpenter, T. B. {^ee Burns, James A., assignor.)
Carpenter, W. W., Sliddletown, N. Y. Heating stove
Carr, Gouverneur, New York, N. Y. Razor
Carr, Henry G., Lewistown, Pa. Protector for car windows
Carr, William S. , New York, N. Y. Basin plug
Carrier, Asa L., Washington, D. C. Mode of attaching ferrules to handles. (Ante-

dated Nov. 2. 1867)
Carrier, Frances H., Bridgeport, Conn. Wash stand and clothes dryer
Carrier, Lucius, Providence, R. T. Pasteboard box. (Antedated July 19, 1867)
Carrington, Edwin, West Meriden, Conn. Drapery hook
Carrington, E. O., Philadelphia, Pa. Mosquito and fly net
Carrington, E. O. and E., Walliugford, Conn. Machine for cutting down attgers
Carroll, David, Union, Pa. Stump extractor
Carroll, John, New York, N. Y. Sheet-metal boilers and other vessels

Same Bath tub
Can-oil, S. John, Baltimore, Md. Preserving green corn
Carroll, Thomas B., Noblesville, Ind. Broom head
Carroll, William, assignor to self and S. H. Rhodes, HUlsdale, ilich. Horse hay fork.

.

Carroll, W., and S. H. Rhoades. (See Rhoades & Carroll.)
Carson, Andrew, Memphis, Tenn. Plow

Same Float or raft ••-..

. . . Clapboard gauge

. . . Automatic life-preserving boat
Carter, C. L., Union, Ind. Washing machine ,

Same Attachment for clothes wringers
Carter, Charles W., and John S. Howell. (See HoweX & Carter.)
Carter, Enoch, Newburg, N. Y. Purifying and preparing glass ore
Carter, E. P., Arcade, N. Y. Trunk
Carter, Henry, Taunton, Mass. Composition for imitation wood
Carter, Henry, deceased, by James Rees and Robert Crichton, executors, and James

Rees, Pottstown, Pa. Nut machine (Extension)

.

Carter, John T., and John Park, Lowell. Mass. Spice case
Carter, Jonathan, Winchendon, Mass. Apparatus for painting or graining pails, &c
Carter, John W., New York, N. Y. Chalk-line marker
Carter, Joseph D., Thomaston, Conn. Apparatus for straightening sheet metal
Carter, L. F. and W. W., Bristol, Conn. Clock
Carter, Thomas, Louisville. Ky. Sawyers' rule
Carton. John. (.See Stuber, John, assignor) (Reissue.)
Carver, George E., Roxbury, Mass. Egg beater
Carver, J. E., Bridgewater, Mass. Cotton picker
Cary, Alanson, New York, N. Y. Steam and water heating apparatus
Cary, James B., assignor to Cary & Young, Millersburg, Iowa. Tinners' fire pot
Caryl, A. H. Groton, Mass. Atmospheric railroad
Caryl. James B., Candor, N. Y. Journal box and bearing
Cascaden,, James. (5ee Bailey, John T., assignor) (Design.)
Case, Charles E., Xenia, Ohio." Steam generator

Same Valve for steam engines

Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 3,18G7.
Sept. 24, 18G7.

Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. B, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867,
May 7,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dee. 31, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
July 16. 1867.

May 28,1867.
June 4,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.

Nov.
Dec.
July
Oct.
Dec.
July
May
Apr.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Nov.

12, 1867.

10, 1867.

23, 1867.
1.5.1867.

24, 1867.

2,] 867.

14, 1867.

9.1867.

28, 1867.

22, 1867.

1, 1867.

12, 1867.

May 14, 1867.
Jane 18, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
June 4,1867.

Sept. 17, 1S67.

May 20, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1S67.

Dec. 10, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
May 14, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

71, 851

62, 003

69. 965

62, 250
67, 412
70, 955
70, 801
70, 956
68, 841

62, 606
64, 630
68, 487
71, 697
63,211

63,016
65, 723
69,313
69, 314
66,127
68, 287
62,393

67,265
72,365

71,580
63, 610
71, 454
2,714
2,804

60,689
67,845
67,846
68,953
70,074
62, 113

63, 703
71, 363
64,839

69.966

69, 404
61,712
68, 954

67, 266

71, 698
61, 396
63,611
66, 560

2,509

66, 561*

2,734
69, 073

63,017
66, 562
61,515

72, 602
65, 724

Case, Charles E., Xenia, Ohio. Steam generator. (Antedated Dec. 6, 1867)
Case, G. F., New York, N. Y. Drill

Case, O. F. (See Greenleaf, Joseph H., assignor.)

Case, Oliver F. {See Wilkinson, Levi, assignor.)

Case, Rufus D. {See Barclay, John, assignor.)

Case, Rufus D., New York, N. Y., and John Barclay, Attleborough Falls, Mass.
Carriage knob '.

Case, W. A. (^ee Swartz, Abram S., assignor.)

Cash, Elijah, Brooklyn, N. Y. Pipe tongs
Cash, Henry, Newport, Ky. Sash pulley
Cash, John and Joseph, jr., England, Towel •

Cashman, M. M. , Boston, Mass. Creeping robe for infants
Cashwell, David, Fayetteville, N. C. Apparatus for distilling spirits of turpentine ..

Cassady, Robert and Joseph L. , Hardingsville, N. J. Corn planter.
Cassidey, F. A. L. , Newnansville, Fla. Comb

Same Cotton press
Cassidey, Jesse J., "Wilmington, N. C. Adjustable ship builders' mold
Castaline, Ziba, Baconsburg, Ohio. Portable fence
Castle, Orlando L., Upper Alton, 111. Broom head
Castro & Company. {See Davis, Levis H., assignor.)

Caswell, Albert, and Noah W. King. {See Van Houten, James H., assignor.)
Caswell, Henry W., Yarmouth, Maine. Post auger
Caswell, R. B., Palmer, Mass. Blank for calks of horseshoes
Catchpole, D., Geneva, and J. Havens, Auburn, N. Y. Wood-bending machine
Gates, Nathan A., Thorndike, Maine. Cultivator
Catliu, Frederick, Watertown, Conn. Funnel
Catliu, William E., Wayne Township, Pa. Musical scale

Caton, G. W., Canandaigua, N. Y. Water-proof cement
Catrow, Silas B., and John Seeman. {See Seeman & Catrow.)
Caughey, S. Hamilton, Baltimore, Md. Deflectors for hot-air registers

Caughy, N. W., Baltimore, Md. Knife
Caul, G., andL. Griswold. {See Griswold & Caul.)
Caum, Edward L., Patterson, Pa. Buffer and draw-bar for railroad cars
Cautelon, Rainsford, Montgomery, Ala. Plow
Cavalier, P., Plainview, Minn, Adjustable scaffold

Caven, Wm., asi^'or to Redway& Burton, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cannon stove... (Design)
Caven, William, and Chas. Stemler, assignors to Redway & Burton, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Parlor cook stove (De.'^ign).

Cavileer, A., Wm. McCuddy, and P. N. Woliston, Springfield, Ohio. Ice-cream freezer

Cayc*^, John M. , Franklin, Tenu. Portable foi'ge

Same Sporting and life boat
Same Invalid spittoon
Same Watch-makers' tool I

Cazalat, Antoine Galj% assignor of one-half interest to Jules Despercher, France.
Furnaces for converting iron into steel

Cellerier, Michel, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for stretching and winding silk thread.
Cerf, L.F., New York, N. Y. Cat-ter for furniture
Chace, Elisha A., Rosemond, 111. Wheel plow
Chadbourne, Benjamin H. {See Williams, Henry A., assignor.)

Chadwiclc, Henry A. {See Clemens, G. H., assignor.)
Chadwick, Joseph, Wheaton, 111. Weatherstrip for doors
Chadwick, Joseph H. {See Chubbuck, S. E., assignor.)

Sam e same.
Chafee, "Uosco M. , Xenia, 111. Wagons
Chaffee, Edwin M., Providence, R. I. Elliptic spring for carriages
Chaffee, Edwin M. , assignor to George L. Porter, Providence, R. I. Bed pan
Chaiser, Andrew and John P. {See Tousley, Miron G., assignor.)
Chalfant, C. J., Unionville, Pa. Churn
Chamberlain & Company. {See Crowley, John B., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Chamberlain, A. E., and John B. Crowley, assignors to Chamberlain & Co., Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Cook's stove (Design).
Same Fireplace

Chamberlain, Dexter H. , West Roxbuiy , Mass. Hand stamp
Same Method of casting type in printing wheels
Same Hand stamp

Chamberlain, D. H., assignor, through mesne assignments, to WilmonW. Blackmar,
Boston, Mass. Lamp (Reissue)

.

Chamberlain, Dexter H., assignor to Nathaniel L. Chamberlain, West Roxbury,
Mass. Hand stamp

Same Boston, Mass. Hand stamp (Reissue).

Chamberlain, Hiram, Calais, Maine. Machine for chopping meat
Chamberlain, J. W. {See JMcBeth, James E., assignor.)
Chamberlain, N. L., West Roxbury, Mass. Hand stamp

Same Boston. Mass. Dies lor raising letters on type wheels
Chamberlain, William C, Dubuque, Iowa. Churn
Chamberlin, E. {Sec Sampson, Elnathan, assignor.)

Same same.
Chamberlin, Edwin, Lausingburg, N. Y. Carriage seat

Chamberlin, George, Oleau, N. Y. Stum elxtractor

Dec, 10, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867v

Feb, 19,

Aug, 6,

Nov. 19,

Nov, 12,

Nov, 19,

Sept, 17,

Mar, 5,

May 14,

Sept, .3,

Dec, 3,

Mar. 26,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1807.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

IE 67.

1867.

1867.

Mar, 19,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Oct, 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

June 25, 1867,

Aug, 27, 1867.

Feb, 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec, 17,1807.

Dec. 3,1867.
Apr, 9,1867,

Nov, 26, 1867.

Aug, 6,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Jan, 1, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1667.

Oct. 22,1867.

Feb, 19,1867.
Apr, 9,1867.
Nov, 26, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Oct, 1,1867.
Feb, 5,1867,
Sept, >7, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Jan, 22,1867.
Apr, 9,1867.
July 9,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug, 13, 1807,

Sept, 24, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.

Dec, 24, 1807.

June 11, 1867.
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Chamberlin, G. L., Marietta, Ohio, Combined sqnaro and level

Chamberliu, Melvin C. , Piaiuview, Minn. WhiflGietree

Chamberlin, M. J. and H. M., Springfield, Mass. Breech-loading fire-arm

Chamberliu, Stephen, Boston, Mass. Tip wagon ,

Chambers, George, Ithaca, N. Y. Finishing wood
Chambers, George W., and Isham Washam, Talladega, Ga. Cotton Cultiv9.tor

Chambers, James, Greensburg, Ind. Seed drill

Chambers, James, Boston, Mass. Basin faucets

Chambers, J. L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Register padlock
Chambers, Robert, Detroit, Mich. Center board for vessels

Chambers, Robert, Cincinnati, Ohio. Railroad rail ,

Chambers, Thomas, St. Louis, Mo. Hydraulic elevator ,

Chambers, Thomas P. , Newtown, Pa. Hitching strap

Champion, J. P., Phelps, N. Y. Apparatus for raising andsecuring the legs of horses
to shoe them

Champlin, Robert H., Colchester, Conn. Truss
Chandler, Albert F. , Winthrop, Maine. Machine for digging potatoes
Chandler, Charles, et al. {Sec Rowe, Abram, assignor.)

Chandler, G. S., and Conrad Ling. {See Ling & Chandler.)
Chandler, George W., assignor to self and L. F. Thompson, Fitchburg, Mass. Loom

for weaving palm leaf, &c
Chandler, Henry C., Indianapolis, Ind. Cylinder printing press
Chandler, James, Syracuse, N. Y. Telegraph clock ,

Chandler, Moses, Corinth, and John B. Nickels, Kenduskeag, Me., assignors to V- S.

Palmer and J. B. Nickles. Horse hoe
Chandler, Moses, assignor, through mesne assignments, to R. B. Dunn and John C.

Flint, East Corinth, Maine. Horse hoe (Reissue)..

Chandler, Peter, Olney, 111. Portable fence
Same same

Chandler, R. D., Fairhaven, N. J. Clothes drj'-er

Chandler, William M., et al. {See Tyler, Chandler & Standish.)
Changeur, M. L., France. Corset
Chanute, Octave, Chicago, 111. Raili'oad rail

Chapell, E. S., Milton, Mass. Boring car for boring and screw cutting
Chapin, A. P., Chicopee Falls, Mass. Feed and str«.w cutter
Chapin, D. G., Galena, 111. Bed bottom
Chapin, Samuel, and Augustus Stanley, New Britain, Conn. Adjustable spirit level .

Chapman. Charles H., Shirlej-, Mass. Tag, or label

Chapman, Edgar T., Middleburg, Ohio. Manufacture of stoneware
Chapman, Edwin, Rochester, Minn. Rotary engine
Chapman, E. H., and T. M. Hammett, Philadelphia, Pa. Bath boiler

Chapman, John C, Carabridgeport, Mass. Bormg tool

Same, (^ee Murray, George, assignor.)
Chapman, John II., Utica, N. Y. Mode of elevating hay forks
Chapman, Matthew. Greenfield Mass. Table Cutlery . ,

Chapman, Matthew T., Galesburg, 111. Knife and scissors sharpener
Chapman, Nathan, Hopedale, Mass. Roller temple for looms
Chapman, Nathan, Milford, Mass. Cotton and hay press
Chapman, O. O., Seneca, Wis. Wheelwrights' machine
Chapman, Oliver S., Canton, Mass. Excavator
Chapman, Rockwell, Buchanan, Mich. Water wheel

Same same
Chapman, Samuel, Newark, N. J. Kiln for drying and preparing peat
Chapman, Samuel A., V/aterbury, Conn. Machine for burnishing plated ware
Chapman, Sumner, and Abijah fj. Clark. (See Ball, Thomas C, assignor.)
Chajrman, W. B., Waukau, Wis. Neck yoke
Chapman, W. B., and M. F. Mitchell. {See Mitchell & Chapman.)
Chapman, William Z. W., New York, N. Y. ; H. C. Goodspeed, Plainfield, N. J., and

Edwin Reed, Bath.. Maine. Jlotor for operating sewing machines
Chappell, Isaac H., Lawrence, Kansas. Combined planter and cultivator

Same Decatur, III same
Chappell, Isaac H., assignor to self and James B. MHlisou, Decatur, 111. Combined

planter and cultivator
Chappell, Nathan L., as.-^ignor to the Chappell Patent Steam Valveless Pump and

Bilge Ejector Manufacturing and Furnishing Company, New York, N. Y. Steam
ejector

Chappell, Norman, assignor to Henry E. Chappell, Lima, N. Y. Cultivator teeth
Charles, J. S., Omaha. Neb. Fountain pen
Charlet, Victor, Hobokeu. N. J. Stud and button fastening

Same Button
Charlier, Pierre, France. Shoeing horses
Charlton. John and Henry, and John Osborne Christian. (See Christian & Osborne.)
Chase, Allen B., and George Baldwin. {See Baldwin & Chase.)
Chase, A. J., Boston, Mass. Rope or line holder
Chase, C. Thurston, Albany, N. Y. School desk and seat
Chase, George H., and Henry L. Lansing. (See Ohlenslager, A., assignor.)
Chase, Hiram L., Bath, Maine. Press or cover for tubs and barrels
Chase, Ira J., and Stewart Miller. (See Miller & Chase.)
Chase, James, Rochester, N. Y. Wood turning lathe
Chase, Joseph, Worcester, Mass. Blachine for making clouded yam

Same Clouded yarn , ,

Date.

Jan. 1,

Mar. 12,

Jan. 8,

Nov. 19,

Dec. 17,

June 25,

Mar. 19,

Dec. 24,

Nov. 5,

Jan. 8,

Jan. 15,

Dec. 17,

Dec. 3,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1SG7.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.
Apr, 9,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
June 25, 1867,

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867
Oct. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867,

Dec. 31, 18G7.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar.
Nov.
Feb.
Jan.
.Jan.

Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Dec.
Aug.
Feb,

26, 1867.

5, 1867.

26, 1867.

8, 1867.

15, 1867.

19, 1867.

16, 1867.

26, 18G7,

24,1867,
27, 1867,

19, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.
July 23, 1867,
July 30, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867,

June 4,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
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Chase, Jotham G., Springfield, Mass. Eeversible railway ticket safe

Chase, Lewis S., New York, N. Y, Picture frame
Chase, Lucius C. , Boston, Mass. Blanket fastener

Chase, N. B., et al. (See Numan, Wilkinson & Cook, assignors.)

Chase, S. A., Boston, Mass. Elastic sash elevator
Chase, S. A., assignor to self and Stephen Smith, Boston, Mass. Car truck
Chase, S. L., New York, N. Y. Door look
Chassepot, A. Alphonse, France. Needle gun
Chattield, Henry, Wolcottville, Conn. Hoisting apparatus
Chatillon, John, New York, N. Y. Cast metal cases for spring balances
Chatterton, R. D., England. Propeller
Chatterton, Thomas, Cleveland, Ohio. Steam engine oil cup
Chaufourier, Jules Alfred, France. Cotton gin
Chavantre, Edward A., assignor to Alfred Chavantre, Newark, N. J. Blind fastening
Cheek, E. C, Placerville, Cal. Miter boxes
Cheek, Moses D., Clarendon, Ark. Baling presses

Same Cotton tie bale ,

Cheekeni, Doniinico, Brooklyn, N. Y. Toy rope dancer. (Antedated June 5, 1867)

.

Cheever, Aaron VV., Lynn, Mass. Last
Cheevei', Simon G., and James Forgie, Boston, Mass. Horse collar

Cheever, Simon G., and John Holt. (See Holt & Cheever.)
Cheney, Henry, Little Falls, N. Y. Construction of hammers
Chenoweth, George E., Baltimore, Md. Feed water regulator
Chenoweth, Joseph, and John McLain, Auglaize county, Ohio. Belt clasp
Chesney, E. E., Abingdon, 111. Seed planter ,

Chesnut, Robert, and William A. Bickel. (See Bickel &, Chesnut.)
Chester, Charles T. , New York, N. Y. Electro automatic signal box
Chester, Stephen, New York, N. Y. Connecting telegraph stations ,

Chevalier, Jacob L., Newark, N.J. Composition for sausages
Cheyney, Waldron J., Wallingford, Pa. Manufacture of porcelain. (Antedated

March 29, 1867) ,

Cheyney, Waldron J., AVallingford, Pa., and E. F. Dieterichs, Philadelphia, Pa.
Architectural porcelain. (Antedated September 20, 1867) ,

Same Plate porcelain. (Antedated September 20, 1867)
Same Manufacture for dress trimmings ^

Same Enamel to be applied to metals, earthenware, artificial stone, and
other materials. (Antedated September 19, 1 867)

Chichester, Lewis S., assignor to self, C. W. Mills, and G. H. Nichols, Brooklyn, N.
Y. Grain dryer

Chilcott, John. Brooklyn, N. Y. Manufacture of soap. (Antedated June 15, 1867)..
Child, Pascal P., assignor to S. R. Fox Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Hinge for window shutters
Child, S., jr., and R. A. Copeland, assignors to gamuel Child, jr., Baltimore, Md.

Vapor burner for heatiog
Children, Edwin, Lancaster, Wis. Cultivator
Childs, Jonathan, West Troy, N. Y. Carriage axle adjuster
Childs, Josiah Ward, Cincinnati, Ohio. Sash fastening
Childs, R. H. and W. H., et al. (See Love, John C, assignor.)

Chiles, J. R., Richmond, Va. Car seat

Chinn, Richard H., Washington, D. C. Nutmeg gra;er
Chipman, George W. (-See Raddin, John, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (See Harrington, John R., assignor.)

Chipman, George W., and John Raddin. (See Coombs, Joseph M., assignor.)
Chipman, N. P., et al. (See Brown, J. Warren, assignor.)
Chittenden, Albert A., Boston, Mass. Ironing table
ChoUar, B. E., Leavenworth, Kansas. Method of removing carbon from gas retorts.

Same Tray for gas purifiers

Chollet, Pierre Eugene, New York, N. Y. Piano-forte
Chi'istian, John Osborne, John and Henry Charlton, England. Manufacture o^ mag-

nesium. (Antedated September 15, 1866)
Christiansen, Erasmus, St. Joseph, Mo. Hemp break
Christiansen, E., and James M. Gordon. (Sec Gordon & Christiansen.)
Christie, Hugh, assignor to Edward C. Sampson, Morrisania, N. Y. Floor oil-

cloth (Design) .

.

Christie, James J., Baltimore, Md. Glass bottle mould
Christie, William H., Albany, N. Y. Shoe lacer
Christie, William II., assignor to self and William H. Burton, Albany, N. Y. Cutter-

head for planing machines
Christley, John, Slippery Rock, Pa. Churn power
Christoffel, John B., New York, N. Y. Boiler tube cleaner
Christopher, Theodore D., Madison, Ind. Wrench :

Christy, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Bolster for railroad cars
Chritton, James M., Joliet, 111. Churn
Chubb, Thomas J., Brooklyn, E. D. , N. Y. Apparatus for accumulating and reclaim-

ing heat
Same Making steel direct from ore
Same Furnace for oxidizing ores
Same Amalgamator

Chubbuck, S. E., assignor to Joseph H. Chadwick, Roxbury, Mass. Machine for

cutting sheet lead
Same Apparatus for molding plates of lead

Oct. 1,]S67.
May 7,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

•^ov. 5,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
Jan. ] , 1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
June 11, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
July 2,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
June 11,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

July 2,18.67.

Feb. 26, 1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec.
Apr.
Oct.

3,1867.

9, 1867.

1, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct.

Oct.
Oct.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
July 23, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
May 7,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 7,1867.
IMar. 12, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.

May 21,1867.
June 4, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Slay 28, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
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Church, T?. O., and Hervey Smith, Brattleboro', Vt. Organ. <fcc

Church, S. O., assignor to self and S. S. Wilcox, West Meriden, Conn. Can opener.

.

Churchill, Benjamin, Wareham, Mass. Weighing apparatus
Churchill, Castle, New Hartford, Iowa. Combined cultivator and seeding machine..
Churchill, J. W., Pittston, Pa. Animal trap

Chuse, Joseph F., Litchfield, III. Metallic stuffing box packing
Clabaugh, Norman B., Frederick, Md. Churn
Clamer, Francis J., Philadelphia, Pa. Napkin ring (Design) .

.

Clancy, Michael A., ct al. {See Beardsley, Boyle, Lewis, and Clancy.)
Clancy, Patrick G., Augusta, Me. Shifting rail for carriage tops

Clapp, Cyrus C, assignor to self and R. M. Burdick, Hartford, Conn. Device for

turniug the leaves of books
Clapp, John C, Homer, N. Y. Apparatus for the m.auufacture of gas

Same Bath tub
Clapp, Martillow R., assignor to self and E. P. Jones, New York, N. Y. Steam

generator
Clapsaddlc, G. D., et al. {Sec Killgore, Clapsaddle & Snart.)

Clark, A. B., Auburn, Mass. Edge plane for boots and shoes
Clark, A. II., Fond-du-Lac, Wis. Car coupling
Clark, Abijah S., and Sumner Chapman. (See Ball, Thomas C, assignor.)

Clark, Albert R. (See Edmondson, George D., assignor.)

Clark, Alvin B., Richmond, Ind. Apparatus for turning the leaves of music
Clark, Charles B., Buffalo, N. Y. Sash lock

Same (^ee Bruso, Peter, assignoi-.)

Clark, C. B., assignor to self and Edwin L. Ferguson, Buffalo, N. Y. Mop head
Clark, Charles Frederick. (See Hurdman, George, assignor.)

Clark, C. H. , Wilmington, Del. Piston packing
Clark, Charles P., and Lewis Delent, Beaver Dam, Wis, Machine for shearing sheep.
Clark, Cyrus R., Cobalt, Conn. Sleigh bell

Clark, D. N., et al. (See Forest, David, assignor.)

Clark, Edward B., Josiah S., and William S., Philadelphia, Pa. Steam heater
Clark, Edwin, Lancaster, Pa. Window sash frame
Clark, Fayette, Marcellus, N. Y. Grain shovel handler
Clark, F. B. ((See Fenn, Samuel F., assignor.)

Clark, Francis O., assignor to self and John E. Reininghaus, Bentonsport, Iowa.
Stave machine

Same same
Clark, Franklin D., and Joel G. Garretson. (See Garretson & Clark.)
Clark, G., jr., and R. Lapham. (Sec Lapkam & Clai-k.)

Clark, George, Buffalo, N. Y. Vacuum grain dryer
Clark, George M. {Sec Jeffery, Edwin A., assignor.)

Clark, George R., Livonia, N. Y. Fence
Same Dumping wagon box

Clark, George W., Frankfort, Ohio. Device for ringing hogs
Same Manchester, Ind. Pitman coupling

Clark, Henry C, and Robert B. Little, Providence, if. I. Coal elevator and distributor.

Clark, Henry F., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Dentist's vulcanizing flask

Clark, Hezekiah M., assignor to self and E. A. Kelsey, West Meriden, Conn. Bed
bottom

Clark, James B., Plantsville, Conn. Manufacture of blanks for carriage thill shackles.
Same Method of making solid blanks for wagon shackles

Clark, J. H., et al. {See Clay, Robert J., assignor.)
Clark, J. K., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. Window sash lock
Clark. James M., Lancaster, Pa. Portable fence

Same Pneumatic breast developer
Clark, James Madison, Chester, Conn. Twine cutter
Clark, John G., Middletown, Ohio. Machine for planting (Reissue)
Clark, John J. , and Thom-is, Elgin, 111. Machine for tenoning blind slats
Clark, John M., Somerville, Ohio. Corn plow
Clark, J. S., Auburn, Mass. Butter tongs
Clark, John S., Philadelphia, Pa. Grates
Clark, Joseph and William H., Philadelphia,. Pa. Electrical car starters
Clark, J. W., lola, Kansas. Guard for circular saws.
Clark, J. Warren, Iowa City, Iowa. Apparatus for distributing liquid manure
Clark, Lucas C, Plantsville', Conn. Trace fastening
Clark, Lyman C., Davenport, Iowa. Thill coupling
Clark, M. (^ee Wage, W. P., assignor.)
Clark, Nelson W., and W. D. Nichols, (^ee Nichols & Clark.)
Clark, P. J., and Joseph Kintz, assignors to Sam'l S. Clark, Meriden, Conn. Lantern.
Clark, Samuel F., Middletown, Conn. Safety stirrup
Clark, Samuel J., Detroit. Mich. Lifting jack ,

Same Line holder
Clark. S. jL, Washington, D. C, Mode of numbering cou" ons
Clark, Spencer M., assignor to John Q. Larman, Washington, D. C. Machine for

punching paper
Clark, Thomas H., Indianapolis. Ind. Steam boiler furnace
Clark, W. F., Hagaman's Mills, N. Y. Cultivator
Clark, W.H. (5'ce Root, Samuel, assignor.) -
Clark, W. J., H. H., and C. H. (See Swathel, Wilber, assignor.)
Clark, William L., Cambria, Wis. Flood or waste gate

Date,

Dec. 17.1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Jan. 1, 18G7.

Dec. .31, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. 5,1837.
July 2,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

April 23, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

April 2,1867.

April 23, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 23 1867.

1867.

18«7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

16G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867
1867.

1867.

3ilar. 12,

Nov. 26,

Nov. 26,

Mar. 5,

JIar. 19,

July 16,

June 11,

Jan. 8,

Feb. 12,

Nov. 26,

June 4,

Feb. 12,

Oct. 15,

Sept..17,

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
July 9,1867.

Apr. .30, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

July 16, 1SG7.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

6S, 413

68,697

61,163

67,104

72, 720
69, 408
62, 60S
68, 046
71, 703
6], 516

63, 215
64, 076

65, 543
6<>,543

63.471

67,394

62,003

68,605

61,714
71, 136

70,697

63.614

62. 938
68,414

72, 166
64, 840
68, 845
69, 629

67,953

67,954

69,970

61,398
68,169
63.994

68,415

62, 18a

64, 841

65, 726
71, 279

64, 631

60, 691

62, 394
69, 179

66, 003
67t.l66

67, 955

01,806

63, 472
64,077

Clark, William X,, assignor through mesne assignments to self, James B. Clark, and
Henry Pember, Chester, Conn. Means for hanging rudders

Clark, "W. E., Indianola, 111. Ditching plow
,

Clark, William W., et al. (See Smith. Clark & Starbuck) (Design.)
Clarke, Arthur, and Thomas Eeece, Philadelphia, Pa. Cracker crusher

Same. (See Reece & Clark,

)

Same. (See Coates, William B., assignor.)

Clarke, Charles E., G. Hadley, and John C. Clifford, Buffalo, N. Y. Mode of preserv-
ing wood

Clarke, George H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam generator
Clarke, George P., New York., N. Y. Terrestrial globe
Clarke, George R., New York, N. Y. Metallic blind slat clasp and pivot
Clarke, Greville E., Racine, Wis. Animal trap
Clarke, John C, Jersey City, N. J. Temporary binder for music, &c
Clarke, Orlando, assignor to self and Isaac Utter, Rockford, III. Sugar-cane mill.

(Antedated January 18, 1867)
Clarke, William H., St. Anthony's Falls, Minn. Apparatus for carburetting, air, «fec.

Clarridge, John, Pancoastburg, Ohio. Corn planter •.

Clarridge, John, and Thomas Scott. {See Scott & Clarridge.)
Clay, C3'rus, Scranton, Pa. Bootjack
ClaV, Henry T., assignor to self and G. R. Blakiston, Philadelphia, Pa. Wood lathe.

(Antedated October 2, 186T)
,

Clay, Moses, and G. H. Donej^. (See Doney & Clay.)
Clay, Robert J., assignor to J. H. Clark, E. Walsh, J. Donaldson, and T. H. Walsh,

Williamsburg, N. Y. Machine for cleaning cotton, (fee

Clay, Robert J., assignor to self, James T. Husted, Etenzer J, Burling, and Cornelius
Corson, Greenpoint, N. Y. Machine for burring wool, ginning cotton, &c

Clay, Robert J., assignor to, self, J. T. Husted, E- G. Burling, and Cornelius Corson,
Greenpoint. N. Y. Machine for burring wool, &c

Clayton, Barnes, Philswielphia, Pa. Sleeve button and stud. (Antedated Febrtjary
2, 1867)

Clegg, Daniel Webster, San Francisco, Cal. Counting-house ruler
Cleeman, Thomas M., et al. (See Tyler, Samuel W., assignor.)

Clem, D. R., Front Royal, Va. Grinding mill

Clemence, Henry M., Worcester, Mass. Garment supporter
Clemens, Gilbert H., and Daniel G. Coppin. (See Coppin &. Clemens.)

Same .". same.
Clemens, G. H., assignor to self and Henry A. Chadwick, Baltimore, Md. Journal

box for cars

Clemens, Gilbert H., assignor to self and John C. Crane, Cincinnati, Ohio. Head
block for saw mills

Clement, Augustus H., Sunbury, Pa. Washing machine
Clement, Nathan S., New Britain, Conn. AwlLandle
Clement. William T., and Edward V. Foster, Northampton, Mass. Machinery for

manufacturing hoes
Clements, Charles J., New York, N. Y. Padlock
demons, George F., Springfield, Mass. Cloth guide for sewing machines
Clemens, Henry H., Oshkosh,Wis. Snow plow for railroads
Cleveland, C. H., Selma, Ala. Suspenders
Cleveland, Edwin C. (See Alden, John Brown, assignor.)

Cleveland, E. C, Worcester, Mass. Centrifugal machine or hydro-extractor
Cleveland Gas Machine Company. (See Thompson, William, assignor.)

Cleveland, James B., Hackensack, N. J. Device for preparing plates tor springs
Cleveland, Judson A. (See Wells, George H., assignor.)

Cleveland, William A., Waterville, N. Y. Medicai compound for the cure of ring-

bone, spavin, splint, Sec, in horses
Cleves, W. B., Binghamton, N. Y. Measm-ing funnel
Click, Jacob. Springfield, Ohio. Harrows
Clifford, Carietou, assignor to self, A. W. Lake, and T. P. Saunders, Adams, N. Y.

Brewing ale

Clifford, Charles J., New Hampton, N. J. Apparatus for turning crank pins on loco-

motive driving wheels
Clifford, H. M., Philadelphia, Pa. Stove-pipe ioint

Clifford, John 0., et al. (See Clarke, Hadley & Clifford.)

Clifford, Neil, and A. N. Boll, Brooklyn, N. Y. Deodorizer for privy seats

Clifford, Neil, and Charles W. Russell. (See Russell & Clifford.)

Clifford, Patrick, Holyoke, Mass. Combined level and plumb
Clifford, Patrick, assignor to self and James Doyle, Holyoke, Alass. Adjustable spirit

level.

Clifford, Thomas G., Derby, Conn, Wagon-wheel lock
Clifton, Charles, Jersey City, N. J. Paint mill
Clifton, John G. , Middletowu, Ohio. Mortising machine ^

Clime, J. C., Philadelphia, Pa. Mode of teaching music. (Antedated Sept 11, 1867) .

.

Clinton, CM., and L. Stood, Ithaca, N. Y, Calendar clock
Clinton, C. M., and L. Mood, Ithaca, N. Y. Calendar clock
Clinton, E. H., W. Prather, and H. O. Hutchinson, Iowa City, Iowa. Com and cane

harvester
Clinton, George H., and D. H. Harris, New Haven, Conn. Pruning shears
Clinton Wire Cloth Companj'. (See Speidel, Reinhard, assignor.)

Clipp, Hamilton, Orange, Ind, Beehive
Clissold, William, England. Feeding mechanism for carding macMaes

Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

July 23, 18G7.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9. 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Sept. 3.1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Jan. 22, 18G7.

Aug. 27,1867.'

Apr. 23,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.

May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. ],1867.
Feb. 26. 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Apr. 2,1867,
Apr. 23, 1867.
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Clock. D. H., Monroeville, Ohio. Trace clamp
Clogston, Thomas S., Boston, Mass. Steam generator
Close, Charles T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Lifting jack
Close, John W., Buflfalo, N. Y. Pipe wrench
Clough, De Witt, Auburn, N. Y. Churn
Clough, Obadiah A., et al. (See Martin, Henry, assignor.)

Clough, Theodore, Dobbs' Ferry, N. Y. Lamp
Same same

Clouse, Noah, Buffalo Village, Pa. Sorghum evaporator
Clovs', Abram, assignor to self and Charles Clow, Port Byron, N. Y. Grain fork
Clow, Alexander, assignor to self and John Hendry, Erie, Pa. Instrument for laying

out stair mailings

Clow, Cbarles, Abram, and Charles N., assignors to Abram and Charles Clow, Port
Byron, N. Y. Agricultural fork (Reissue) .

.

Clute, Nicholas, Schenectady, N. Y. Dumping wagon
Clute, Nicholas, Schenectady, N. Y., and Oliver W. Marshall, Columbus, Ohio. Seed

planter
Clyde, John J., 'Williamsburg, N. Y. Life preserving berth
Clymer, Francis, Galion, Ohio. Door latch
Clymer, Joseph C., Galien, Ohio. Churn
Coale, Joseph M., Baltimore, Md. Locomotive engine
Coale, J. M., and Henry Taylor. (See Taylor & Coale.)
Coar, Robert B., Jersey City, N. J. Filter faucet
Coates, Abraham, Watertown, N. Y. Horse hay fork J

Coates, A. W., Alliance, Ohio. Horse rake
Coates, Francis J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Chair
Coates, William B., Philadelphia, Pa. Car coupling
Coates, William B., assignor to Thomas Reece and Arthur Clarke, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bag for preserving ice

Coats, H. A., Wellsville, N. Y. Bed bottom
Coats, John, Camden, Ohio. Beehive
Cobanks, William, H., et al. (See Bouden, James, assignor.)

Same (See Adams, Hawley, ast-ignor.)

Cobb, Amasa, Pittsburg, Pa. Photographic bath. (Antedated Dec. 19, 1866)
Cobb, Cyrus and Darius, et al. (See Stackpole, Greenleaf, assignor.)

Cobb, D. B., Jersey City, N. J. Attaching door knobs
Cobb, John W. , Melrose, Mass. Machine for filling cylindrical molds for rubber goods

.

Cobb, William A., Orange, Mass. Propeller
Cobb, William M., et al. (See Richardson, George B., assignor.)

Coburn, James F., and George V. Sheffield. (See Sheffield &, Cobum.)
Coburn, John F., Newark, N.J. Hide-stretcbiug machiue
Coburn, John W., assignor, through mesne assignments, to the Water-proof Sole

Company, New Haven, Conn. Water-proof sole (Reissue) .

.

Cochlmeier, Frederick. Keek's Centre, N. Y. Sleigh brake ,

Cochran, B. C. , T. W., and J. M„ Pana, >.l. Cultivator
Cochran, George G. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Bedstead
Cochran, J. W., New York, N. Y. Breech-loading fire-arm
Cochrao, W., and T. M. Gile. (See Gile & Cochran.)
Cochrane, James C. , Rochester, N. Y. Grate
Cochrane, John, Wall Township, N. J. Machine for making screws. (Antedated

March 24, 1867) -
Same Railroad rail fastening. (Antedated May 13, 1867)

Cochrane, William F., Springfield, Ohio. Harvester
Same same
Same Flour bolt

Cock, Henry F. (See Everett, Mahlon, assignor.)
Cockerill, D. T., and D. F. Wallace. (See Wallace & Cockerill.)
Cocks, William H., Richmond, Ind. Harness buckle
Codding, R. O., and G. W. Pringle, Coddingville, Ohio. Wagon brake
Codwise, Beverly R., Montrose, Md. Wagon brake
Coe, Chas. W., Fentonville, Mich. Drilling and bolt tapping machine.. ..(Reissue).
Coe, George H., and George H. Snow, New Haven, Conn. Clamp
Coe, Wesley A., Greensboro', N. C. Apple parer, corer, and ctitter

Coester, Charles, jr., and W. L. Dewey, Bridgeport, Conn. Tipping attachment for
pots and kettles

Coester, Charles, and A. B. Lawther, Bridgeport, Conn. Machine for grinding lathe
arbors

Coffin, Charles Henry, San Francisco, Cal. Hat ventilator
Coffin, D. N. B., jr., assignor to self and Irah D. Spaulding, Boston, Mass. Power

capstan (Division 1. Reissue)

.

Same same (Division 2. Reissue)

.

Same Capstan
Coffin, Eben M., Woburn, Mass. Swift
Coffin, Eben S., Boston, Mass. Steering apparatus
Coffin, Eleazer, Flicksville, Pa. Machine for rounding comers of slate frames
Coffin, F. J., Newburyport, Mass. Slide ferrules, scales, and tables
Coflin, James B., Ashland, Ohio. Washing machine
Coffin, Mark, Milton, Ky. Horse hay fork
Coffin, Z. Erastus, Boston, Mass. Stop cock

Same Valve for stop cocks
Coffman, Henry C, Washington, Ohio. Fluid for disinfectmg and embalming

Dec. 17,1867.
June 18,1867.
Ftb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Doc. 17,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

July 16,1867.

Sept, 3,1867.
June 25, 18G7.

Sept. 24, 1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 21,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17,1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

May 14,1867.
June 18, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Sept. 10, 1807.

Oct. 15, 1867^

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
July 30,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Nov. 5,1867,
Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May "28, 1867.
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Coffman, John S., Greenville, Ind. Rotary crane
Cogan, Michael J., and M. E. Ilussell, Mobile, Ala. Track clearer

Coggshall, W. W., and W. N. Zimmer. (^ee Russ, J. Scott, assignor.)

Cogshall, James H., Lexington, Mich. Nursing couch
Cohen, D. L. , Pensacola, Fla. Boat detaching tackle
Cohen, Philip, St. Joseph, Mo. Coat
Coin, S., Cafeenovia, N. Y. Horse power
Colahan, Charles, assignor to self and John Fertig, Alton, 111. Baling cotton
Colbath, James, Worcester, Mass. Valve for steam engines. (Antedated Septem-

ber 28, 18()7)

Colburn, Allen, and Benjamin W. Minor. {See Minor and Colburn.)
Colbuvn, Alvin, Lynn, Mass., and E. G. Stanley, Fitchburg, Mass., assignors to Alvin

Colburn and John Raddin. Mechanism for connecting a horse with a carriage
Colburn, Daniel W., Loami, 111. Sulky plow

Same Axe
Same Combined plow and hoe

Colburn, Elisha T., Boston, Mass. Railway carriage window
Same Method of stopping and starting cars

Colburn, G. F. J. , Newark, N. J. Composition for dental plates
Same Base for artificial teeth

Colburn, Richard, Norwich, Conn. Steam trap
Colburn, S. M., assignor to self and Sylvester Colburn, Ansonia, Conn. Steam

generator
Colburn, William S., Loami, 111. Cant hook
Colby, Charles, South Pass, III. Machine for cutting berry boxes. (Antedated Au-

gust 18, 1867)
Colby, Charles, assignor to self and Michael O'Neil, San Francisco, Cal. Churn
Colby, Daniel C, Washington, D. C. Coffee can and crusher

Same Bed bottom
Colby, D. S., and R. Scorer, Troy, N. Y. Plates of a stove (Design) .

.

Same same (Design
.

)

Same Plates of a parlor stove '-.. (Design)..
Colby, D. S., and R. Scorer, ass'rs to Cox, Church & Company, Troy, N. Y. Places

of a cook's stove (Design) .

.

Colby Skirt Company. {See Wilmot, Samuel R., assignor.)
Colcord, O. B., Greenville, 111. Field roller

Cole, A. H., assignor to M. T. Cole, Sylvania, Ohio. Trundle neck yoke
Col«, Calvin, Ithaca, N. y. Sash stop
Cole, Charles C, Northfield, Vt. Filtering tube for wells
Cole, Edward R., Pa«vtucket, R. I. Crank connection
Cole, Erskine A. {See Johnson, Leonard J., assignor.)

Cole, Ezra, Fairfield, Mich. Buckle
Same same
Same same (Reissue) .

.

Cole, Gilbert M., Folsom City, Cal. Mode of operating railroad switches
Same Pumps

Cole, Gilbert M., assignor to Samuel Morse, San Francisco, Cal. Method of oper-
ating railroad pump (Reissue) .

.

Cole, Harrison, Cincinnati, Ohio. Chair
Cole, James, Brooklyn, N. Y. Breast pump
Cole, James R. , Kenton Station, Tenn. Apparatus for elevating water
Cole, J. Wendell, etal. (See Maunton, Jabez, assignor.)

Same game.
Same same.

Cole, Otis. {See Wheat, James E., assignor.)

Cole, William T., assignor to Jacob F. Hunter and Peter P. Keller, New York, N, Y,
Die for cutting threads on tubes

Cole, William T., assignor to self, Jacob F. Hunter, and Peter P. Keller, New York,
N.Y. Chuck

Colegrove, Veeder. {See Bishop, G. W., assignor.)

Coleman, Ambrose B. , Lyndonville, N. Y. Draught neck yoke
Coleman, Barry, Louisville, Ky. Cotton-bale tie

Coleman, L., assignor to Willis P. Coleman, New Orleans, La, Harrow
Coleman, M. J. {See Haslam, James, assignor.)

Coleman, T. C. (See Knight, J., assignor.)

Coleman, William and Stephen B., Providence, R. I. Supporting the topping lift and
peak halyard of sail vessels (Extension) .

.

Colgan, M., et al. {Sec Beckwith, L. H., assignor.)

Collar, Martin S., Marquette, Wis. Railway water elevator

Collen, John B., Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for pressing fuel into blocks or bricks. ..

Collender, H. W., New York, N. Y. Billiard cushion
CoUender, Hugh W., New York, N. Y. Billiard table cushion (Reissue)..

Same Cushions for billiard tables (Reissue) .

.

Collender, Hugh W., assignor to self and Michael Phelau, New York, N. Y. Cushion
for billiard tables (Reissue) .

.

Collett, Joseph, assignor to self and I. Smith, New York, N. Y, Steam-engine lubri-

cator. ( Antedated July 15, 1867)

Collier, B. W., Oxford, Miss. Hand sewing machine
Same Combined tool

Collier, Charles, Charlestown, Mass, Machine for making drain-water pipes

Oollier, Thomas, Springfield, Ohio. Farm gate

Dec. 31,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 186?.

Jan. 29,1867.

Oct, 15,1867,

Dec.
Apr.
July
Sept.
Jan.
Nov.
July
July
June

17, 1867.

2, 1867.

9, 1867.

3, 1867.

1, 1867.

5, 1867.

23, 1867.

23, 1867,

11. 1867,

May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 27,

Nov. 19.

June 4,

July 9,

June 25,

June 25,

Aug, 6,

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Feb. 26, 1867,

May 14,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867,

May 7.1867,
Jan. 22; 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867,

Dec, 10, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 10. 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867,
Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 13, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867,
Nov. 26. 1867,

Mar, 19,1867,
Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 23, 1867,
Apr, 9, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867,
Apr. 16,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.
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Colligon, Frank, Buffalo, N. Y. Steam-engine lubricator
Collins, Charles E., San Francisco, Cal. Combined instrument for watchmaker's use
Collins, Edward S., United States navy. Furnace shield

Collins, n. A. (5ee Russell, James, assignor.)

Collins, James, Guelph, Canada. Harvester
Collins, J. B., assignor to self and R. E. Ricker, Altoona, Pa. Lubricating cup
Collins, James P., Troy, N. Y. Thill coupling
Collins, John P., New York, N. Y. Manufacture of alcohol and other pure distillates

Collins, Joseph G-,, Boston, Mass. Washer for socket bolts in steam boilers

Collins, J. L. , and II. C. Bergie, Chicago. 111. Stove drum
Collins, M. H., Chelsea, Mass. Forming glass chimneys for lamps ,

Collins, Owen, New York, N. Y. Fire-place heater or furnace
Collins, P. H., ass'r to Harry Bitter and A, Merritt Asay, Philadelphia, Pa, Clamp

for closing ruptures in fire hose
Collins, Richard, Chicopee, Mass. Picker staff for looms. (Antedated September

14. 1867)
Collins, Richard, assignor to Aaron G. Lord, Chicopee, Mass. Breast pad
Collins, William A. {See Flora, Orlando V., assignor.)

Collinson, Samuel, Troy, N. Y. Tongs
Collyer, George, Philadelphia, Pa. Turning curves of railroads
Colman, M. J., and T. W. Shapleigh. {See Shapleigh & Colman.)
Coloney, M., and S. B. Fairchild, St. Louis, Mo. Ribbon map
Colton, E. S., Boston, Mass. Ice cream refrigerator

Colton, George, Adrian, Mich., and Albert D. Angell, Coldwater, Mich. Device for
truss springs :

Colton, George A., Adrian, Mich. Burglar alarm
Colton,. Henry E., assignor to self and C. T, Raynolds & Company, New York, N. Y.

Metallic paint
Colton, Isaac, Buffalo, N. Y., and Albert M. Hastings, Rochester, N. Y. Method of

treating hides and skins for tanning :

Same Method of bleaching and dyeing yarns, cloths, and other textile

fabrics

Colton, Joseph, New Orleans, La. Safety pocket
Colton, Wesley H. (See Will, Reuben B., assignor.)
Colt's Patent Fire-arms Company. (See Root, E. K., assignor.)
Columbia, D. L., D. V. Stocking, and C. W. Woodruff", Morrison, 111, Spring for

vehicles , „

Colvin, Orson, Belvidere, 111. Beehive
Colvin, Robert J., Lancaster, Pa. Combined rake and seeder
Colvin, Verplanck, Albany, N. Y. Device for str£tching and drying skills
Colwell, W. S., and F. Veazie, Pittsburg, Pa. Stave machine
Combs, A. J. , Oluej', III. Corn cover, (planter)
Combs, G. W. R.; Alliance, Ohio. Strap-holding device
Comeaux, Ernest, Bayou Goula, La. Machine for making levees
Comfort, jr., Samuel, assignor to Adam II. Reese, Phillipsburg, N. J. Harvest-

er (Reissue) .

.

Comins, George T. {See Patterson, Wm., assignor.)
Comins, jr. , Thomas B., Lowell, Mass, Car brake

Same same
Compton, Charles W,, Newark, N. J, Corpse preserver
Comstock, Charles C, Grand Rapids, Mich. Lumber rack for wagons
Comstock, H., Seneca Falls, N. Y. Pump •

Comstock, H.W., Lafayette, Ind. Weights for scales
Comstock, Richard W., and Charles H. Perkms, (See Perkins & Comstock,)

Same same.
Conarroe, Robert, assignor to self and Howard Young, Camden, Ohio. Ditching ma-

chine
Conderman , Caleb, Hornellsville, N. Y. Carriage
Conderman, Hiram, Haskinville, N. Y. Coixpiing for carriages
Condict,jr., Nathan W. (5ce Jones, Christopher R., assignor.) (Reissue.)
Condie, J., and B. J. Harrison. (See Harrison & Condie.)

Same rame,
Condit, Alice A., Muncie, Ind. Feathered cloth
Cone, Ezra G., East Hampton, Conn. Cast iron bell
Cone, M. D., Port Gibson, N. Y,, and A, N, Douglass, Avon, N. Y. Garden or hand

cultivators
Same Hand seeding machine

Conger, Enoch, Lexington, Ohio. Shingle machine
Conklin, Heli, Kirkwood, N. Y. Boot-crimping machine
Couklin, H. M., Syracuse, N, Y. Bed bottom. (Antedated October 2, 1867)
Conklin. T. A., New Britain, Conn. Manufacture of tack hammers
Conklin, Thomas A, (See Wiard, John, assignor.)
Conkling, C, Ashland, Ohio. Letter envelope
Conkling, Eleazer M., Palmer, N. Y. Weeding hoe
Councl, J. M., and John, jr., Newark, Ohio. Slate frame
Connell, [saac N., Spencer's Station, Ohio. Animal trap i

Connelly, U.S., Clymer, N. Y. Combined roller and seeder
Connelly, J. F., and W. B. Hughes, Newark, N. J. Machine for stretching leather
Connelly, Joseph H., Wheeling, West Va, Manufacture of gas
Connely, J. W,, Charleston, 111, Cultivator

Same same

5 c p

July 9,1867.
July 16,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Feb,
"Dec,
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.
Oct.

Sept.
Apr,

19,1867,
17, 1867.

3, 1867,

1, 1867,

19, 1867.

29, 1867.

3. 1867,

30, 1867,

Apr, 30, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
June 11, 1867,

July 9,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Oct. 29,1807.
Jan, 1, 1867.

Sept, 24, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

May ] 4, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Mar, 12, 1867,

July 9,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Mar, 19, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867,

Nov. 5, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867,
Nov, 5,1867,

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Jan.
Aug.

8, 1867.

6, 1867.

Feb. 20, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
July 9,1867.
Oct, 8, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb, 12,

Aug. 27.

June IS,

Aug. 20,

Apr. 9,

Oct. 8,

May 21,

Feb. 19,

Sent. 24,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1807.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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Conner, Ezra F., Greensbnrg, Ind. Wagon bed
Conner, Gilbert M., Cohoes, N. Y. Water wheel
Conner, T. F. , Odin, Til. Car coupling '.

Conner, William, itnd Charles W. Mitchell, Wilmington, Del. Floor clamp
Conner, Williston, Rensfelaerville, N. Y. Back sight for fire-arms
Conner, W. W., Nobleville, Ind. Smut machine
Connett, Matthew F. , Ladoga, lud. Cutter heads for planing machine
Connolly, James, Boston, Mass. Journal box
Connolly, James, Nevvburg. N. Y. Tool for upsetting flanges
Connolly, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Saw set

Connor, David, Fulton, 111! Milking stool

C mnor, Edward O., and Philip Keenan. {See Keeuau & Connor) (Reissue.)
Connor, E. P., Jeffersonville, Ohio. Device for detaching runaway horses
Conor, James E. {See Warner, Augustus J., assignor.)

Conover, S. B., New York, N. Y. Potato digger '.

Same Combined cultivator and planter
Conover, S. B., and J. F. Kohler, (See Kohler & Conover.)
Conrad, Christopher F., Adrian, Mich. Windworms for blacksmiths' bellows
Conroy, Loughlin, assignor to self and Tristram Dodge Vanderveer, New York, N. Y.

Breech-loading fire-arras

Constant, S., Peekskill, N. Y , and John Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y. Seasoning and pre-
serving wood. (Antedated March 17, 1867)

Constantine, Alfred A., New Providence, N.J. Manufacture of soap
Coustantine, Joseph, and Thomas AVhitaker. (See Whitaker & Constantine.)
Conver, Jesse, Philadelphia, Pa. Stove-pipe drum
Convcr, Peter and Samuel, Yates City, 111. Fruit picker
Conv(_-rse, Chai'lesC, Brooklyzi, N. Y. Heating cars and other vehicles
Converse, Marvia, Jordan, N. Y. Curtain fixture
Convcrs3, M., and A. C. Torrey, Jordan, N. Y. Roofing composition
Conway, J. W., Madison, Ind. Coitou and hay press. (Antedated March 21, 18C7)..
Conway, Rodolphus, Volga, 111. Gate
Conwell, G. E., Knoxville, Iowa. Beehive
Cook,. Anson G., Burlington, Vt, Manufacture of iron
Cook, A. J., Guilford, Conn. Horse hay fork
Cook, Benjamin F., Oleena, Cal. Levelling attachment to agricultural implements

mounted on wheels '

Cook, Emory B., North Bellingham, Masa. Shingle machine
Cook, IC.L., et al. (5'ee Miliar, Charles H., assignor.)

Cook, E. W., et al. (See Numan, Wilkinson & Cook.)
«C;cok, Frederic, Nd*' York, N. Y. Apparatus for vaporizing and burning liquid

byf;rocarbons
Same Vaporizing and burning liquid hydrocarbons
Same Apparatus lor biirning petroleum and fluids made therefrom
Same Method of using liquid hydrocarbons as fuel

Same Apparatus for burning petroleum as fuel

•Same Method of burning hydrocarbon oil as fuel '

Cook, Frederic, New York, N. Y., and John A. Basset, Salem, Mass. Process of
vaporizing and decomposing hydrocarbon liquids in the presence of steam

Cook.,,F.E., Seville, Ohio. Harvester rake
Cook, tGeorge, Paris, 111. Roofing
Cook, Henry S., Boston, Mass. Wheel and axle connection
Cook,. Homer, and Charles E. Simmons, Waukegan, III. Bed bottom

Same .(See Simmons & Cook.)
Cook,:Isaac, St. Louis, Mo. Trademark (Design)..
Cook, '.Isaac, Hayuesville, Mo. Combined hoe and rake
Cook, Isaac, -assignor to self and M. Randolph & Co., St. Louis, Mo. Bran duster ..

Cook, Isaac, Philadelphia, Pa. Cow milking machine :

Cook, J., and J, Richard. (&e Richard & Cook.)
Cook, John G., Lewiston, Maine. Dentifrice
Cook, Joseph P,, assignor to self and John T. Campbell, Rockville, Ind. Hand reaper

and mower •

Cook, Lyman A., et al. (See Bray ton, George B., assignor.)

Cook, L. M., Owatonna, Minn. Churn
Cook, Ransom, Saratoga S prings, N. Y. Auger
Cook, Robert. Franklin, Ohio. Fender for corn ploughs
Cook, Robert, and James K. Ely. (See Ely &. Cook.)
Cook, Theodore R., assignor to Henry Lawrence, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Mode of

lining barrels with sheet metal
Cook, Thomas, assignor to Charles Pomeroy Button, England. Fire-proof safe . . .

,

Cook, Thomas v., Lanesboro', Pa. Ti-uckfor transpotting stone

Cook, William, Belvidei-e, 111. Car coupling
Cooke, Charles Frederick, and John standtield. Great Britain. Differential gearing

wheel
Cooke, George, Winchester, Mass. Button. (Antedated December G, 1867)

Cooke, Henry A., Charlestowu, Mass. Bed bottom
Cooke, James C, Middletown, Conn. Machine for forming button backs and con-

necting the eyes thereto (Extension) .

.

Cooke, Robert F., assignor toself and Peyton B. W. Cooke, Newark, N. J. Harvester .

Cool, George W., Portland, Oregon. Dental substitute

Cooley, A. B. {See Gardner, George H., assignor.)

CooU-y, William, Bunker Hill, "\Vis. Plow

July
Deoi
Oct.
Dec.
Mar.
Oct.
Aug.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

23, 18G7.

17, 18r.7.

22, 1867.

10, 1867.

19, 1867.

8, 1867.

27, 1867.

1, 1867.

2, 1867.

1, 1867.

15.1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19,

Dec. 31,

Feb. 19,

May 28,

May 7,

Apr. 2,

Feb. 26,

Dec. 31,

Mar. 12,

Nov. 19,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept, 10. 1867.

ISlay 28, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 22, 18|37.

Dec. 24, li!57.

July 9.'1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 26, 18G7.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

July 9,1867.

July 29, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
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70, 9C3
G3, 141

63, 705

72. 456
C7, 2T0
63, 478

64, 494

G4, 635

65, 728
65, 877

70, 964

C7, 725
62, 821

62, 939

70, 965
71,456
71, 457
72, 807
63, 861
C8, 606
m, 410

2,724
72, 6(16

64, 495
62, 397

61,926
61, 187

61,403
68, 709

69; 077

71, 989
^o, 546
62, 476
62, 477
71, 283

#,810

63, 219

Name, residence , and invention or discovery.

Coolej', William, Yafton, Wis. Gate
Coombs, J. M., Bostou, Mass. Combined name plate and letter slide

Coomb.«, Joseph M., assigftor through mesne assignments to George W. Chipman and
John Iladdin, Boston, Mass. Carriage wheel

Coonrod, Philip, Kcithsburg, 111. Double cultivator plow ,

Coons, Israel A., Middietown, uhio. Clothes dryer
Coopefr, Edward A., assignor to self and J.A.Johnson, Lancastei*, N. Y. Harness

snap.

Horse hoe

64, 200
66, 464
66, 799

66, 289

62, 012
'^,545

64, 948
61.717
66, 800
61,718

61,719

69. 411

70, 806
71, 990
64, 201

71,365
71. 708

Date.

Cooper, E.W.H., Hartford, Conn. Tool holder
Cooper Fire-arms Manufactory. (See Hendricks, Wm. W., assignor.)

Cooper, George B. F., New Albany, Ind. Lock for. car doors, &c
Cooper, George W., assignor to self and*James V. Jones., O^eechee, Ga,

Same Rice cultivator
Cooper, Henry L., and Alfred Murden. (^ee Murden & Cooper.)
Cooper, H.M., Liudley. Mo. Loom i

Cooper, James, and Robert Mackenzie, (^ee Mackenzie & Cooper.)
Cooper, John, Dublin, Ind. Washing machine
Cooper, John George, and Edwin W. H., Hartford, Conn. Caloric regulator for

boiler furnaces
Cooper, John H.. assignor to E. J. Spangler, W. E. andE. D. Lockwood, Philadelphia,

Pa Envelope machine
Cooper, JoLn M., Pittsburg, Pa. Molds for making cores for casting globe valves ..

Cooper, N. B. , Liberty, lad. Clothes pin
Same Pt- ncil holder

Cooper, R. H., St. Louis. Mo. Window sash stop
Cooper, Samuel B., assignor to self and Richard Tattershall, Beloit, Wis. Farm gate -

Cooper, Samuel ]M., Fairfax Co., Va. Apparatus for stopping runaway horses
Cooper, William, Hancock, Md. Water wheel
Cooper, W^. II. (Sec Gregory & Morse, assignors.)

Cooper, William H., and George R. Cady. (See Cady & Qpoper.)
Cooper, W. S. (See Laubach, W. H., assignor.)

Coots, Charles, Rochester, N. Y. Post and fence (Design)..
Copcutt, F. W.. New York, N. Y. Labelling bottle Corks
Cope, E., and J. R. Maxwell, Cincinnati, Ohio. Screw swedging machine
Copeland, George M., Brooklyn, N. Y. Combination of air and steam jets to promote

combustion .•
,

Copeland, G. N., and C. H. Parker. (Sec Parker & Copeland.)
Copeland, J. S. , Bridgeport, Conn, Screw gauge
Copeland, L. D., Chenango Forks, N. Y. Hay raker and loader
Copeland, R. A., and S. Child, jr. (See Child & Copeland.)
Copleston, Edwin, Wrentham, Mass. Covering for the head
Copley, jr., Josiah, Allegheny, Pa. Machine for makir«g chains. (Antedated Au-

gust 1 2, 1867)

Copley, jr., Josiah, assignor to Josiah Copley, sr., Allegheny, Pa. Balanced "heave
up " for iron. (Antedated August 17, 18^<7)

Coppage, Francis C., Terre Haute, Ind. Harvester
Coppess, Hiram A., Greenville, Ohio. Machine for draining sugar
Coppin, Daniel G., and Gilbert H. Clemens, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lock-up safety valve

Same same
Corbett, Henry V., assignor to self and Edgar S. Everts, Buffalo, N. Y. Winch for

centre boards
Corbett, Joseph, Salt Lake, U. T. Permutation lock
Corbin, P. andP., Joint Stock Corporation. (5ee Arnold, StephenD., ass'or). .(Design.)
Corbin, P. J. (-See Seymour, Josiah, assignor) (Reissue.)
Corbitt, A. M.. Bethlehem, Iowa. Corn planter „

Corey, A. {See Harper, John M.. assignor.)

Corey, A. , and J. M. Harper, Philadelphia, Pa. Type-setting machine
Corey, Charles B., and Charles M. Turner, Cleveland, Ohio. Brick kiln
Corey, G. W., Port Jervis, N. Y. Bridge
Corey, Thomas, and S. J. Shaw. (See Reed, Timothy K., assignor.)

Corlett, Charles J., Warren D.Sherman, Nicholas A.Wolfe and Charles Huston,
Clarkston, Mich. Sheep-shearing table

Cormier, Francis C. (See Dumery, Constant J., assignor.)
Cornelius, Maxwell, Cheviot, Ohio. Claw bar for railroads
Cornelius, Robert., Philadelphia, Pa. Pump for deep wells , (Reissue)

.

Cornell, Adrian, Newtown, Pa. Combined grain thresher and cleaner
Cognell, Frederick F., jr.. New York, N. Y. Baling Press

Same Brick machine
Cornell, Frederick F., jr., assignor to self and Edwin M. Wright, New York, N. Y.

Baling press
Cornell, Frederick F., jr., and Edwin M. Wright, New York, N. Y. Press for com-

pressing bales already formed
Cornell, LeffertR., Flaibush. N. Y. Steam, superheater
Corning, Edward, and J. W. Dominick. (.See Hebbard, Alonzo, assignor.) (Design.)
Cornish. Aaron, and Bacchus Pen-y, (Sec Perry & Cornish.)
Coruwell, Jacob, Kalamazoo, Mich. Silent bolt feeder
Corpe, A. C, Stafford, Conn. Machine for stretching cloth
Corr, C. W., Carlinville, 111. Wheelwrights' machine
Correja, John, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sash cord fastener

Same Fire frame for chimneys —

Nov. 19, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
May 7,1867.

May 14,1867.
June 11, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Blar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, J 867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Apr. .30, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Julv 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
]\tay 21, 1867.

Feb. 5,1P67.

July 16, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867,
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Corson, Cornelius, et al. (See Clay, Robert J., assignor.)

Same same.
Corthell, Washington!., andPhilip Richards, Boston, Mass. Door ifnd window fastener.

Cory, Christopher, and James A. Webb. (See Webb & Cory.)
Cory, William PI. (See Wright, Thomas, assignor) . . . , (Reissue.)
Cosfeldt, Clemoire F., jr.. Philadelphia, Pa. Low-water detector ;

Cosgro, Martin, Peoria, Hi. Grindiog mill '

Cosgro, Martin, af^signor to sell and George H. Reynolds, Peoria, 111. Flour bolt
Costello, J. S., St. Louis, Mo. Stencil brush
Cotton, Benjamin R., Lewiston, Me. Rolls for yarn-dressing machines

!<ame Rollers for dressing I

Cotton, B. R., and J. C. Polanc^. (See Poland & Cotton.)
Cotton, Charles W., and Edmon L. Staples, Cincinnati, Ohio. Corn-dropping attach-

ment to hoes y

Cotton, William, assignor through mesne assignments to the Dudley Hosiery Com-
pany, England. Knitting machine

Cottrell, Jesse D., Milford, Mass. Spindle bolsters of spinning frames
Cottrell, Jesse D., and George Draper, Milford, Mass. Loom
Coult, Joseph C, San Francisco, Cal. Apparatus for concentrating and condensing

volatile metallic substances ".

Same Apparatus for reducing quicksilver ores
Coulter, W., and W. B. Lane. (See Lane & Coulter.)

Countiss, Edmond L., Philadelphia, Pa. Car-brake shoe .

Counts, James A., Indianapolis, Ind. Wagon lock
Counts, J. C, Cross Roads, Ohio. Fruit gatherer
Courcier, Julien L. , France. Lubricator
Courser, Thomas Burlington, Iowa. Washing machine
Courtney, William, Richview, 111. Beehive
Courtois, C, et al. (See Labiaux, John L., assignor.)

Couse, Charles, Belleville, N. J. •Rope and other machines -

Covell, E. Hall, New York, N. Y. Clothes wringer ,

Covell, Allen T., San Leandro, Cal. Gang plow
Covell, Edward T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Soldering metal cans
Covell, Silas S., Troy, N. Y. Construction of bell pulls and trips

Cover, G. A., Macon, III. Meat mangle
Cover, William, Jenner's Cross Roads, Pa. Paint brush
Coverdale, R. T., Circle ville, Ohio. Gas apparatus
Covert, D. S., and J. W. Russell, (^ee St. John, R. H., assignor.)

Covert, Enoch, Farmer Village, N. Y. Snap hook
Covert, H. C, Fayette, N. Y. Washing machine. (Antedated Feb. 23, 1867)
Covert, H. W., Rochesi er, N. Y. Step and extension ladder
Covert, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Propeller
Covert, James C, Townsendville, N. Y. Hold-back

Same Hame tug
Covert, Lewis B., Chicago, 111. Paper file

*

Coville, Le Roy, and William Keeler, Oxford. N. Y. Washing machine
Cowen, Andrew, and Robert H. Starr, New Haven, Conn. Cupola and other furnaces.
Cowan, B. F., assignor to self, J. D. Shewell, and J. Sumner, New York, N. Y.

Coal scuttle

Cowdery, J. E., Wheatland, Iowa. Sash frame
Cowdery, J. E.. assignor to .self and A. S. Benson, Wheatland, Iowa, Try square..
Cowell, R. A., Cleveland, Ohio. Car coupling
Cowing, John P., Seneca Falls., N. Y. Composition for roofing

Same same (Reissue)

.

Cowles, Harley D., assignor to Bridgeport Horseshoe Nail Company, Bridgeport,
Conn. Manufacture of horseshoe nails :

Cowles, James, and C. A. Buttles. (See Buttles & Cowles.)
Cowles, O. L., and G. W. Peabody. (See Peabody & Cowles.)
Cowles, R. P., assignor to C. Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn. Coach lamp. (Design).
Cox, Albert' W., Indianapolis, Ind. Farm gate
Cox, Alvord M., Elizabeth, N. J. Medical compound
Cox, Arthur W., Maiden, Mass. Knife-edged fork (Design)..

Cox, Church & Company. (See Colby & Scorer, assignors) . .
.' (De'sign)

Cox, David, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cradle .

Cox, Edvdu, Monroe, Wis. Beehive
Cox, Edwin, and A. W. Potter, Monroe, Wis. Stove-pipe damper
Cox, Frederick W., assignor through mesne assignments to Lawrence A. Heely, New

York, N. Y. Pen and pencil case (Reissue)

,

Cox, George, assignor to F. Willcox and G. L. Jenkins, Reading, Pa. Wadding-
waste machine

Cox, H. J., and Wallace Hill, Long Eddy, N. Y. Mode of applying window shades
to windows

CoXj J. A., Humboldt, Tenn. Cotton-seed planter
Cox, John C, Greenville, N. C. Horsepower
Cox, S. B., Buffalo, N. Y. Lid for kettles, pails, &c

Same Dinner pail ...! ,

Cox, S. W. , New Haven, Conn. Scale ,

Cox, William W., Carbondale, 111. Washing machine
Cox, Wbiteman & Cox. (See Rose & Calely , assignors) (Design.)

Coyi F. W., Boston, Mass. Turning lathe ,

Coyle, Daniel. (See Battle, Bernard, allsignor.) •

Date.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12,^867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 10. 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 1.3. 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 19. 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

May 14,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. ai.ieey.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. i2, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

July 23, 1867,

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 9,1867.

•Tan. 8,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 19,48e|.
Mar. 5,18(W.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 2.1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Feb. 5,186i
July 16, 186-^

Aug. 6,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

July 30, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.
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Cozzens, William F., and J. H. Jones, assignors to selves and Leopold Bouvier, St,

Louis, Mo. Apparatus for carburetting air

Craig, A. M., and S. J. Bridge. {See Bridge & Craig.)

Craig, John, ct al. (See Short, Allen & Craig.)

Craig, S. F., Eddyville, Iowa. Well tube
Craig, William, Newark, N. J. Pipe coupling
Craige, E. H. , Brooklyn. N. Y. Work supporting plate of sewing machines

Same Cloth plate for sewing machines
Craigie, Hugh H., New York, N. Y. Water closet

Same Basin '.

Same .'Sink

Same Supply valve for water closets -^

Same Water supply for water closets .'

Crain, ElishaP., New York, N. Y. Scale beam ,

Cram, A. (&eMets, E., as.-ignor.)

Cram, John, assignor to self and James B. Thomas, Chicago, HI. Churn
Cram,, Luciau B., Weathersfield, Vt. Liniment *..'

Cramijlitt, F. A., assignor to self and Joseph R. Dickey, Petroleum Centre, Pa.
Pump piston

Cramer, A. W., assignor to self and "William D. Brooks, Bethany, Pa. Adjustable
track for conveying loads by gravity only

Cramer, George 11., Cincinnati, Ohio. Dumping wagon
Crampton, Jesse P., deceased, by Joseph Sigler, administrator, Madison county, Ind.

Manufacture of butter. (Antedated Oct. 29, 1867)
Cranage, William, Cleveland, Ohio. Hoof tile

Crandal, E. M., assignor to Loretta M. Crandal and E. T. Hollister, Alton, 111. Self-

acting vent for can s 9

Crandal, George L., Pitcher, N. Y. Shuttle
Crandall, Charles M., Montrose Pa. Children's building blocks
Crandall, Cyprian U., Galesburg, 111. Corn harvester
Crandall, Frank, Erie. Pa. Clothes dryer
Crandell, Germond, Washington, D. C. Paper file

Craudell, Guernsey, Rhinebeck, N. Y". Churning machine
Crane, Breed & Company. {See Zeuner, Charles, assignor) (Design.)

Same .'.same (Design.

)

Same same (Design.)
Same i same _ (Design.)
Same (See Howden, Robert, assignor.)
Same same.

Crane, Charles T., Lowell, Mass. Bench hook or dog. • (Antedated May 19, 1867)
Crane, Ebenezer, and William Potter. (See Potter & Crane.)
Crane, E. J., La Port*, Ind. Cheese press
Crane, Hosca. (See Mackinnon, Gilbert, assignor.) ,

Crane, Isaac A., and Charles A. Harpei". (See Harper & Crane.)
Crane, James B., Dalton. Mass. Covering for bottles;, steam pipes, &c

Same Manufacture of belting
Crane, John C. (See Clemens, Gilbert M., assizor.)
Crane, John H., t^harlestown, I.tass. Method of transporting cars through tunnels.

.

Crane, Joseph M. , and Charles H. Van Houghten. (See Van Houghten & Crane.)
Crane, L. L., Assignor to Leavett, Crane & Co. , Cleveland, Ohio. Forging machine..
Crane, L. M., Ballston, N. Y. Safety paper

Same . . .Ballston Spa, N. Y. Water-proof paper fabric

Crane, Martin H., a^s'r to Crane, Booth &- Co., Cincinnati, O. Burial case. (Design)
Same MetaUic burial case
Same Construction of sheet metal boxes

Crane, Richard T., Chicago, 111. Patterns for casting steam pipe supports
Same Steam heater
Same same
Same Steam generator for heating purposes
Same Low water alarm for steam generators .

Crane, Thomas, Fort Atkinson, Wis. Take-up mechanism for knitting machines. .

.

Same Knitting machine
Same s-ame

Crane, Wellsly W., Auburn, N. Y. Self-lubricating hanger and box for shafting
Same Constructing seli-lubricatiug pulleys

Crane, Zenas M. , Dalton, Mass. Tool supporter or rack
Craanell, John W. , Yorkville, Mich, W^ater elevator

Same Tuyere ^

Cranston, James F., Springfield, Mass. MetaUic pjiming cartridges
Crary, J. W., Pensacola, Fla. Brick machine
Cravath, M. A. and I. M., Bloomington, 111. Revolving plow
Craw, John W., Norwalk, Conn., and Abel S. Randolph, Plainfield, N. J., assignors

to selves and E. R. Pope. Mosquito and fly net
Crawford, G. H., and Ben D. Atwell. (See Atwell & Crawford.)
Crawford, John M., Philadelphia, Pa. Bridle bit
Crawford, John M., and Horace L. Hervey, Philadelphia, Pa. Toy hoop
Crawford, Norman B., Bennington, Vt. Building scaffold -

Same Scaffold for roofs '-

Crawford, William M., Ashland, Ohio. Farm gateS'
Creamer, Jacob, Jeffersonville, Ohio. Mole plow
Creamer, W. G. (See Bowles, Stephen B., assignor.)

Date.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

July 16, 1867,

Apr, 23, 1867,

Aug. 6,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

•Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 5,1667.
Dec. 31, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

May 7,

Jan. 22,

July 2,

Jan. 15,

May 7,

Nov. 12,

Aug. 6,

Aug, 6,

Aug. 6,

Aug. G,

Aug. 6,

Jan. 29,

Oct. 15,

Oct. 15,

June 4,

June 4,

Nov. 19,

Sept. 10,

Oct. 22,

Sept. 17,

Aug. 13,

July 16,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

Aug, 13, 1867,

July 2,1867,
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867,

Nov, 19,1867.
Apr, 16, 1867,

Feb, 19, 1867.
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Creamer, William G., Brooklyn, N. Y. Ventilating device for railroad cars
Creek, Charles C. , Liberty, Ind. Cultivator
Creote, Joseph. (5ee Parish, James, assignor.)

Creuzbaur, Ilobert, New York, N. Y. Connecting links and hooks
Same Means for steering vessels
Same Newark, N. J. Connecting link
Same New York, N. Y. Connecting link

Same Boat lowering apparatus
Same same
Same Boat detaching apparattis .' .

.

Creighton. W. and F. W., England. Machine for preparing cotton, &c ...I

Creighton, William, William Wills, and Louis Eastetter, Fort Wayne, Ind. Feed
water heater , 1

Crihfield, A. R., Lincoln, 111. Lantern
Crisp, Joseph E. , Charlcatown, Mass. Rivet machine
Crispin, James J., Providence, R. I. Eye glass

Crispin. Silas, New York, N. Y. Breecft loading fire-arm
Same same

Crispin. Silas, and Thomas Poultney. {See Poultney & Crispin.)

Crisweil, John, ct al. (See Hickman, G. G., assignor.)

Critchlow. A. P. (5ce Tunnicliflf & Cahill, assignors.)

Crittenden, E. W., Pittsburg, Pa. Manufacturing bricks. (Antedated Nov. 9, 1867)..

Crittenden, Lyman B., I'ittsburg, Pa. Railroad cars

Same Brick machine
Crocker, E. N., ff aZ. (See Hoadley, Robert, assignor.)

Crocker, L. O., Braintree, Ma.=s., and G. F. Fields, Weymouth, Mass. Ticket cutter.

.

Crockett, Jacob G., assignor to self, John J. Flander.s and JoUn W. Hayes, Ports-
mouth, N. H, Balance valve for steam engine

Crockett, James M., Newbern, Va. Graduating accelerating cartridges for ordnance,
&c. CAntedated Sept. 1,1867)

Same Draft and ventilating device for open grates, &c
Croco, John, Holmesville, Ohio. Potato drills

Crofoot, Horace, assignor to self and T. W. V. P. Mersereau, Oak Park, 111. Press-
ing bricks

Croft, Edward, Waterbury, Conn. Machine for making screws
Crohn, Moritz, assignor to self, H. W. Voikers, and Guido D'Oench, St. Louis, Mo.

Veterinary narcotic injector

Croley, Charles, Dayton, Ohio. Window frame
Same Bed bottom

Croley, Charles, assignor to the American Ladder Company, Dayton, Ohio. Ladder.

.

CroU, Alexander Angus, England. Treatment of sulphate of alumina
Same Purification of coal gas

Cromptgn, George, Worcester, Mass. Weft stop-motion for looms
Same Shuttle
Same Loom
Same (See Greenhalgh, James, assignor.) (Reissue.)

Same (See Hamilton, John Y., assignor.)

Crompton, John C., and Eliza Sibbet. (See Witsil, George L., assignor.)

Crompton, Joseph, Little Falls, N. J. Bolt and bolt heads
Cromwell, J. E., Jackson, Mich. Machine for forming wagon axles '.

Cronk, Andrew J., Peoria, HI. Tree pad
Same Horse collar

Cronk, James E., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Wrench
Same Pump valve

Cronk, Munson C, Auburn, N. Y. Bung for casks and barrels .'-

Same Steamer for cooking
Crook, Charles, Yonkers, N. Y. Expansible hose nozzles. (Antedated Sept. 4, 1867)

.

Crook, J., ct al. (See Wallace, James B., assignor.)
Crook, Oliver, Dayton, Ohio. Bridle bit

Crooke, John J., New York, N. Y. Machine for finishing butt hinges
Same (5ee Hines, Dauphin S., assignor.)
Same same.

Crookes, Joseph, St. Louis, Mo. Swages for upsetting saw teeth .•

Crookes, Joseph, assignor to self and Joseph W. Branch, St. Louis, Mo. Hardening
pans for circular saws, &c

Crookes, Jos., and Jos. W. Branch, (^ce Milligan, John F., assignor.) (Reissue.)

Crooks, John C. K., Birmingham, Mich. Attachment lor artificial teeth
Cropper, Cyrus, Cincinnati, Ohio. Paper cutter

Crosby, C. O., New Haven, Conn. Leatl^^r soles

Same Corset clasp

Crosby, C. O., assignor to self and H. Kellogg, New Haven, Conn. Soldering iron. .

.

Crosby, Daniel G.. and J. E. Wiggiu. (See Wiggin & Crosby.)
Crosby, Francis W., New York, N. Y. Amalgamator. (Antedated March 19, 1867).
Crosby, Edmund D., Scott, N, Y. Washing machine
Crosman, A. F., United States Navy. Boat hoisting apparatus

Same Boat lowering apparatus
Crosman, Charles C, Portland, Maine. Fishing net gear
Crosman, J. C, Boston, Mass. Process of coating sheets of paper and other materials
with solutions

Cross, Dane <fc Westlake. (See Westlake, William, assignor.)

Cross, Edward S., Lime Rock, Conn. Bed bottom and seat

Nov. 12,] 867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 21,1867.
July 2,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 17.1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17. 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 9,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 14,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3,] 867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
May 28,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

May 23, 1867.

June 18,1867.
Oct. 2-2,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 16, 1807.

Apr. 9,

July 9,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 6,

Apr. 2,

Oct. 8,

Sept. 3,

Nov. 26,

Sept. 10,

Aug. 6,

Feb. 26.

1867.

1867.

186%
1667.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

July 2,1867.

July 2,1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26. 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
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Cross, George H. . Montpelier, Vt. Steam confection pan
Same Rotary dough dresser

Cross, James E., Chicago, III. Ijantem
Cross, JohnR. , aud Alired J., Chicago, 111. Apparatus for graining pails. (Reissue)
Crossley, Alfred, Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam engine globe valve
Crossley, J. W., Bridgeport, Conn. Machine for cutting tobacco
Crossley, Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn. Process for finishing felted and other goods

and fabrics ,

Same Printed carpets (Extension)

.

Same Cane aud lamp combined .' ,

Grossman, AlonzoG., Huntington, N. Y. Method of starting and stopping cars
Grossman, Horace, ass'r'to self and Albert Briggs, Providence, R. I. Self-acting riaule.

Ci'ossman, M., Marengo, and P. A. Spicer, Marshall, Mich. Harvester rake
Crouch, L., Baraboo, Wis. Attaching wheels to vehicles..?

Crow, Charles, Onarga, 111. Scaffold
Same Lifting jack

Crowe, II. R., Carondelet, Mo. Field roller •.

Crowell, J. E. , Chelsea, Mass. Spinning frame
Crowell, John II., Providence, R. I. Edges of books (Design).
Crowell, Luther G., West Dennis, Mass. Mode of constructing paper bags, &c
Growl, I?eter, assignor to self and H. H. Finley, Brownsville, Pa. Vise
Crowley, John B.. ass"r to Chamberlain & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Top plate of cook-

stoves
Same Cook stove (Design) .

.

Crowley, John B., assignor to self and Chamberlain & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Faucet
for stove reservoirs

Crowley, John B., «& A. E. Chamberlain. {See Chamberlain & Crowley.) (Design.)
Same *. same (Design.)

Crown, O. W., and S. G. Ladd. (See Ladd & Crov/n.) -

Crowner, Alonzo, Wellsville, N. Y. Stump extractor
Crowther, George, Philadelphia, Pa. Spinning mule
Crozier, Archibald H., Oswego, N. Y. Water wheel :

Gruickshank, Francis, Great Britain. Coating for iron ships and other structures
Cnim, C. J., and Wesley Irwin, assignors to C. J. Crum and James Harsha, Circle-

ville, Ohio. Burglar alarm
Crum, Isaac T., Chicago, 111. Device for forming horse collars

Crumb, J. H., aud L. Sears, De Ruyter, N. Y. Cheese vat
Crump, James B., Portland, Mo. Trade mark (Design)..
Crump, James S., Williamsburg, Mo. Harvester rake
Crutcbett, James, England. Manufacture of gas
Cryer, JohnE. Green Point, N. Y. Churn
Guddick, Samuel, Pembroke, Maine. Puddling and heating furnaces
Gulbertson, W. B., executor of John M. Higgins, deceased. {See Higgins, John M.)
CuUom, Francis P., Dowagiac. Mich. Plaster sower
Gulp, George W. D., Allensville, and William J. Keeney, Florence, Ind. Harvester

cutter bar connection (Division .A., reissue.)..

Same same B
Same same C

Gulp, John H., Quincy, Ohio. Com harvester
Culver, Austin B., assignor to Alfred S. Patterson, Westfield, N. Y. Fanning mill .

Culver, A. M., Bedford, Ohio. Lifting jack
Same Sheep holder and wool tyer, combined

Culver, Ephraim, Shelbume Falls, Mass. Cutter, grater, and sharpener
Culver, Fred., Elkland, Pa. Horse hay fork
Culver, James Henry, assignor to self and Cornelius Leonard, San Francisco, Calffor-

nia. Cali pers ,
'.

Culver, James S., Springport, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Cuming, George E., Lafayette, Ind. Car coupling
Cummer, J., ct al. (See Andrews, Cummer, Ganweiler & Stengel.)

Gumming, jr., David, assignor to self and Stephen William Smith, New York, N. Y.
Cutter head for wood molding machines .*

Gumming, Jacob J., Independence, Mo. Churn dasher
Gumming, W. C., Peekskill, N. Y. Manner of hanging miiroi's

Gummings, A. P., ct al. (See Maunton, Jabez, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Gummings, George N., Providence. R. I. Eye glass
Gummings, J., and H. Harrington, Woodstock, Canada. Threshing machine
Gummings, James G., Columbus, Miss. Cotton press
Gummings, John H., Boston, Mass. Monogram ' (Design).
Gummings, J. M., and M. L., Philadelphia, Pa. Shuttle bowing bolt. (Antedated
October 15, ld67 1

'.

Gummings, MarcellusV., Winthrop, Maine. Oscillating engine
Gummings, Nathaniel. (See Bean &, Mumler, assignors.)
Gummings, Perley D. , Portland, Maine. Needle case
Gummings, William H., and Isaiah Babcock, Boonsboro', Iowa. Gauge for holding

clapboards
Cunningham, Albert, and Alonzo Sharp. Salem, Ohio. Power hammer

,

Cunningham, Benjamin F., and Jefferson F., Flora, 111. Burglar alarm ,

Cunningham, John, Philadelphia, Pa. Curtain fixture

Cunningham, Joshua C, Oglethorpe, Ga. Mill gearing
Cunningham, R. W., et al. , (Sec Uartsuff, Jehn H., assignor.)

May 7,1867.
June 11,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
June 4,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Jan.
Aug.
Nov.
Nov.
Sept.

Oct.
Nov.
Mar.
May
Mar.
June
Feb.
May
Feb.

29, 1867.

15, 1867.

26, 1867.

12, 1867.

24, 1867.

1, 1867.

5, 1867.

26, 1867.

21, 1867.

12, 1867.

11,1857.
12, 1867.

23, 1867.

26, 1867.

Oct." 15,1867,
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 12. 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 11,1867.

Dec.
Feb.
June
Aug.
Dec.
]\Iar.

July
Oct.

31, 1867.

12, 1867.

18, 1887.

6, 1867.

10, 1867.

12, 1807.

23, 1867.

29, 1867.

June 4,1867.

May 14, 1867.
May 14, 1867.
May 14, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 18, 18G7.

Apr. 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
July 23, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 17, 1S67.

May 28, 1867.
July 2,1867..

Dec. 24, 1867..

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 186T,
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Cunningham, Wm. R., and George E. West. {See West & Cunningham.
Cupper, Ren§, New York, N. Y. Extracting iodine from sea water
Cuppers, Gustavus, New York, N. Y. Automatically operating sewing machine
Cupps, John, Chicago, 111., and Amos R. Harper, Granville, Mich. Converting recip-
rocating into rotary motion

Curdts, Louis, New York, N. Y. Mechanism for applying power to machinery
Curll, Pearce K., Elkridgo Landing, Md. Water elevator
Curran, J. M., and J. C. Baxter, Washington, D C. Metallic hame tug
Currey, Caleb M., Pontiac, Mich. Mechanical movement
Ourrie, J., et al. (^esMartino, Be^sley & Currie.)

Same saufe (Design.)
Same name .' (Design.)
Same same (Design.)

Currier, H. L., Oregon, 111. Land roller

Currier, John W., assignor to self and J. B. Gardiner, Holyoke, Mass. Trace attach-
ment for whiffletrees

Currier, Joseph, Portland, Maine. Blin#catch
Currier, T. J., and A. M. Black, Worcester, Mass. Tool rest for lathes
Curry, A. P., Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Milk can
Curry, John, Stamford, Ky. Saddle
Curry, Wayne, Springfield, Mass. Steam engine slide valve
Curry, W. B. {See Hill, Philip, assignor.)

Curtice, Ebenezer, Yonkers, N. Y. Hymn and tune book
Curtice, Ezra N., Spring Water, N. Y. Wagon brake

Same Hay rakers and loaders ,

Curtis, Amasa, assignor to self, Nathaniel Boothby and John D. Piatt, Warren, 111.

Grain separator ,

Curtis, Francis, assignor of one-half interest to Wm. Russell & Son, Auburndale,
Mass. Screen plate for paper machinery

Curtis, Francis, Newtown, Mass. Manufacture of suction boxes for paper making . .

.

Curtis, George S., assignor to self and Ellis G. L. Faxon, Chicago, 111. Attaching
draft to vehicles

,

Curtis, H. M., and A.Worden, Ypsilanti, Mich. Self-adjusting whip holder ,

Curtis, Henry M., Ypsilanti, Mich. Buggy top joints aird fastenings '.

Curtis, Hiram, assignor to Edward P. Curtis and Stephen D. Law, New York, N.
Y. Manufacture of paint. (Antedated Nov. 15, 1867) ,

Curtis, Hiram, and L. A. Densmore. (5ee Densmore, Jay, assignor.-)

Curtis, John, Cincinnati, Ohio. Carriage
Curtis, John, St. Charles, Miun. Animal trap ,

Curtis, Joseph, et al. {See Lighter, Harding & Curtis.)

Curtis, J. B., Hillsdale, Mich. Brick machine ,

Curtis, Moseley S., New York, N. Y. Hose coupling
,

Curtis, M. S., and W. D. Tewksburj', New York, N. Y. Hose and other couplings ..

Curtis, Mosely C, and George W. Harris, New York, N. Y. Nozzle for hose
Curtis, S., ct aL (See Brayton, Curtis & June.)
Curtis, Samuel, and Robert Brayton. (See Brayton & Curtis.)

Curtis, Timothy A., Brooklield, Mass. Sole-cutting machine
Curtiss, Edw. P., Madison, Wis. Connecting piston rods for steam and other powers.
Curtiss, George G., Rochester, N. Y. Gate
Curtiss, Jonas P., New Britain, Conn. Device for grinding cutlery
Curtiss, Marshall S., Bradford, 111. ISIethod of coupHug plows to wheeled carriages..

Curtiss, S. W., Sugar Grove, Pa. Washing machine
Cashing, Andre. {See Rich, E. B., assignor.)

Gushing, Chas. J., B. F. Walls, and Wm. A. Wood, Hancock county, Ky. Tanning.
Cushing, Emory B., as.signor to self and Albers R. Gushing, Boston, Mass. Machine .

for burnishing the edges of the soles of boots and shoes
Cushing, Volney. (Sec Hooker, Wm. D., assignor.)

Cushman, Charles H., and James E. Jewett. {See Bini, Joseph E., assignor.)

Custer, C, Philadelphia, Pa. Millstone bush
Custer, Geo., ass'r to self and Chas. Toll, Monroe, Mich. Toe calks for horseshoes
Custer, George, assignor to self and E. B. Frick. Morristowu, Pa. Apple corer and

Custer, John, Corsica, Ohio. Roller for pulverizing soil and clods

Custer, J. Warren, Trappe, Pa. Ash sifter

Custer, Samttel, Salem, Va. Mariner's compass. (Antedated July 12, 1867).

Same Magnetizing compass needles. (Antedated July 12, 1867)...

Cutler, S. H. (See Reynolds, J. W., assignor.)

Cutter, Amos, East Boston, Mass. Sash supporter and fastener

Cutter, C. N., Worcester, Mass. Buttonhole cutter

Cutter, N. C, et al. {See Hoar, John S., assignor.)

Cutter, Richard H., Cleveland, Ohio. Bed lounge
Same Bed bottom

Cutting, Lewis, San Francisco, Cal. Furnace for soldering

Cutts, M. de K., Richmond, Va. Construction of roofs '

Dabb, Alphonso, Elizabcthport, N. J. Pickets for fences and walls

Da Camara, jr., J. B., Newark, N. J. Tooth-powder bottle

Da Cunha, George W., New York, N. Y. Keeper for door locks

Dadmun, Joseph A., and Albert Strong. (See Strong &, Dadmun.)
Dailey, John. (See Lanagan, Michael A., assignor.)

Same same.
Daily, Rolan, Canal Township, Pa. Washing machine
Dalbey, Reuben M., et al. (Sic Little &. Djilbey.)

Jan. 22, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.'

Aug. 13. 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 26,1807.
Dec. 24,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Blar. 12, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Oct. 8,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

July 23,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 16,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Apr. 2.1867.

Nov. 19, ] 867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
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Dale, Henry, Boston, Mass. Device for regulating the revolution of propellers of

steam vessels

Daley, James, (5ee Sweetland, Anthony B., assignor.)

Dallmeyer, John Henry, England. Lens for photographic purposes
Same Compound Tens for photographic portraiture

Daltou, George Ti^ (See Young, Albert A., assignor.)

Dalton, P. W., Jersey Cit}', N. J. Chain clasp for han'dling hogs in slaughtering
Dalton, W. D., et al. (See Bevis, Henry, assignoi*.)

Dalzell, David, South Egremont, Mass. Attaching carriage thills

Damerel, William, Brooklj'n, N. Y. Building ;•
*.

Damon, Alexander M., Lowell, Mass. Warp dressing,frames (Reissue)..
Dan, Isaac, Deposit, N. Y. Sleigh knee
Dan, Isaac, Sanford, N. Y. Sleigh knee
Dane, James F., and William Westlake, (5ee'Gersten, Conrad, assignor.) (Reissue,)

Same same (Reissue.)

Daniel Charles, Lamonte, Mo. Washing machine
Daniel, T. M., Athens, Ga. Ague medicine
Daniels, A., et al. (See Rich, John, assignor.)

Daniels, A. M., assignor to self and Benjamin Bennet, Hartford, Conn. Artificial fuel.

Daniels, Charles, Birmingham, Conn. Houp skirt

Daniels, Commodore, Fremont, Ohio. Harness
Same Floating water power

Daniels, Edward. (See Nohl, Eugene William, assignor.)

Daniels, R. W., et al. (See Westbrook, A. D., assignor.)

Daniels, William, Brooklyn, N. Y. Binding Ibooks

Danks, Samuel, Cincinnaii, Ohio. Lining or "fix" for puddling or boiling furnaces ..

Dann, Isaac N. , assignor to the New Haven Folding Chair Company, New^ Haven,
Conn. Folding chair -

Dann, John A., assignor to seK and William F. Dann, New Haven, Conn. Wood-
bending machine •.

Daunei-, John and Samuel, Canton, Ohio. Bed bottom
Danzeubaker, Francis, Bridgeton, N. J. Churn and pump power
Darby, Joseph, assignor to self, Stephen Brewer, and William W. Winter, Cortland-

viile, N. Y. Roofing cement
D'Arcy, John, San Francisco, Cal. Loaf bread machine
Dare, George and Diana, Auburn, N. Y. Paper bag
Darling, Alonzo M., Davenport, Iowa. Bag holder and filler

Darling, E. ' (See Jordan, R. J., assignor.)
Darling, G-eorge S., Bridgeport, and Elias Howe, jr., Fairfield, Conn. ^ Sewing ma-

chine
Darling, Jeremiah, Cincinnati, Ohio. Boiler feeder

Same %Rotary steam engine '

Same Steam' generator
Darling, John, North Britain. Reservoir pen holder .

Darling, Martin, Biodgett's Mills, N. Y. Fruit gatherer
Darling, Sam'l, Bangor, Me. Apparatus for grinding and shaping metals.. (Extension).

Same Window ventilator
Same Inkstand

Darmon, William, ct al. (See Witsil, George L., assignor.)
Darnell, Enoch, Fox, 111. Salting and preserviug meat and other materials
Darrow, George P., assignor to James L. Haven & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Plow

clevis (Design) .*

Darrow, McD., Rochester, N. Y. Apparatus for heating tires

Darrow, McDowell, assignor to ^elf and C. H. Hart, Gates, N. Y. Check rein holdet.
Dart, Alfred, Carbondale, Pa. Coal stoves
Datichy, J. P. F., assignor to self and John H. Boon, West Hoboken, N. J. Jet con-

denser
Daubert, L., Louisville, Ky. Apparatus for extracting oil from herbs, and for other

purpo.ses
Daugherty, W. F., Mount Pleasant, Iowa. Bed Bottom
Daunoy, Felix Manuel, New Orleans, La. Guard for railway cars
Dauth, John P., Reading, Pa. Eaves trough
Davelin, James J., Philadelphia, Pa. Churn .'

Davenport, David, assignor to Henry C. Wilkins, Albany, N. Y. Corn candy cutter.
Davenport, Joseph, Massillon, Ohio. Bridge girder
Davenport, Stephen F.. Hallowell, Maine. Steam engine
David, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Curtain fixture
Davidson, F. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Steam engine valve
Davidson, John B. (See Orvis, Charles B., assignor.)
Davidson, Jonathan, North Britain. Apparatus for reefing saifk

Davidson, Solomon, New York, N. Y. Tongues for breast pins, &c
Davidson, William, assignor to self and William J. Rannie, Binghamton, N. Y. Med-

ical compound
Davies, A. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Computing machine
Davies, Edward, and R. H., Taunton, England. Tool for drilling metals
Davies, Elliot, jr., Carthage, 111. Cultivator
Davies, George C, assignor lo'the Davies Screw Co., Dayton, Ohio. Wood screw. ..

Davies, James, Mazoraania, Wis. Churn .'

Davis & Furber. (See Stone, Joseph M., assignor.)
Davis, A. B., Philadelphia, Pa. Scale beam
Davis. Abbot R.. Cambridge, Mass. Covering for plastered wallt ,..^,.i^>.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Sept, 3,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr.
July
July
July
Sept.
July
Aug.
Sept.

Sept.

2, 1867,

2, 1867.

9, 1867.

16, 1867.

3, 1867.

16,1867.
15,1867.

3, 1867.

3, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dtjc. 24, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

May
Oct.
May
Dec.
Mar.
Aug.
Dec.
Jan.
Sept.
Apr.

7, 1867.

15, 1867.

14, 1867.

31, 1867.

19, 1867.

2a, 1867.

24, 1867.

1, 1867,

24, 1867.

2. 1887.

Jan, 1, 1867.
July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Nov. 26, lb'67.

.Sept. 17, 1867.

June U, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
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. (Reissue) .

.

Davis^ Alfred K., Carey, Ohio. Gate latch
Davis, Asahel, Low.ell.Mass. Device for advertising
Davis, Benjamin A., Petersburg, Va. Curing tobacco

Same Spur
Davis, Charles F., Auburn, N. Y. Harvester rake
Davis, Daniel L., et al. (See Tlichardson, John W., assignor.)
Davis, David P., New York, N. Y. P.elt-lacing device
Davis, David P., Jersey City, N.J. Registering steam gauge ,

Davis, Elijali D., and J. Johnson, (^ee Johnson & Davis.)
Davis, G. P.., assignor to M. A. Thayer and .W. H. Boomer, Chicago, 111. Hot air

furnace
,

Davis, George M., Chicago, 111. Steam gauge
Davis, Geoj-ge W., Milfurd Center, Otiio. Boot heel
Davis, G. W., and G. A. Roliius, Nashua, N. H. Steam engine governor
Davis, Henry, Abingdon, 111. Self-adjusting trestle

Davis, Herbert, Troy, N. Y. Fagot for railroad rails -

Davis, H. v., assignor to Boujamiug Whiting, Amherst, N, H. Seed drill ,

Davis. Ilermon V., assignor to Charles Richardson, Amherst, N. H. Check rein
holder ,

Davis, Ilei-mou V., Amherst, and George E. Smith, assignors to George E. Smith,
Blakesville, N. H. Seeding machine

Davis, jr., James, et a'. (Sec Stout & Richardson, assignors.)

Davis, J., and J. McKelvey, Pawtncket, R. I. Tanning
Davis, J., and R. W. Foster, Lowell. Mass. Spinning bobbin
Davis, James P., Stiles, Wis. Bunk for logging sleigh

Davis, James Warren, Wasliington, D. C. Bed bottom
Davis, Jesse, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for oiling propeller cranks
Davis, Job A., Watertown, N. Y. Shuttles for sewing machines
Davis, Jot) A., and Ezt'kit 1 Booth. (See Booth &, Davis.)
Davis, John, Alh^ghcny, Pa. Car brake ,.

Same Planetarium
Davis, John. 3d. (Sea Harriman, C. C, assignor.)

Davis, John T., Jersey City, N. J., and William C. Selden, Brooklyn, N. Y. Com-
position for packing journal boxes, joints, &c

Davis, Johnson C, Montgomery, Ala. Tester frame for bedsteads
Davis, Jonathan R., McKay, Ohio. Plow
Davis, jr., Joseph, Templeton, Mass. Damp. (Antedated October 23, 1866)
Davis, Joseph G. and Anthony G., et al. (Sec Beccher, Davis, Frost & Davis.)
Davis, Joseph P., and II. W. Whitney. (See Whitney & Davis.)
Davis, Julius, McLealVi, N. Y. Fountain brush. (Antedated October 8, 1867)
Davis, Lawrence & Co. (See Goolman, W. P., assignor.)

Davis, Levis II., assignor to Castro & Co., Newark, Del. Grain and str|p sepa-*.

rator

Davis, L. L. Springfield, Mass. Adjustable spirit level ,

Same (See Miller, John S., assignor.)

Davis, O. (-See Bonney, N. W., assignor.)

Davis, Person, and Charles C. Beers. (See Tufts, Timothy, assignor.)

Davis, R. ^y. and D., Long Island City, N. Y. Steam generator
Davis, Samuel, New York, N. Y. Mode of condensing noxious vapors from lard

rendering, (tc

Davis, Samuel, Kansas, Mo. Washing machine
Davis, ihadrach. Dartmouth, Mass. Car brake ,

Davis, Thomas C, and Enoch E. Stubbs. (Sec Stubbs & Davis.)
Davis, TJiomas S., Jersey City, N.J. Steam engine governors
Davis, W. C, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cooking stove
Davis, Washington F., Bostonf Mass. Center board tor sailing vessels

Davis, AV. II., assignor to Joseph Ha'lan, Lexington, Ind. Animal trap...
Davis, AVilliam, Portland, Maine. Beverage
Davis, William, Ari'ow Rock, Mo. Churn
Davis, William C. (Sec McKeuzie, Alexander, assignor.)

Davis, W. II. , and R. II. Wager, Dowagiac, Mich. Sheet metal pan former ,

Davis, William Morris, Philadelphia, Pa. Drying loaves of sugar
Davis, William M., assignor to'self and William L. Beckwith, Cleveland, Ohio. Com-

pound for refining cider, ale, &c ,. .,

Davison, H. B., San Francisco, Cal. Bottle washer
Davison, Jonathan, Plymouth, Mich. Churn ,

Davison, William F., Oliver A. Bates, Samuel M. Wilson, and Alva P. Russell, Rock
county. Wis. Harness snap : _ ,

Davock, John, New York, N. Y. Wood-splitting machine.'.

Davy, John J. , Newark, N. S. Bristle boot for horses

Dawes, Alfred, Hudson, Mass. Leather-spliUiiig machine
Same Adjusting knobs to spindles

Dawes, F. S., Hudson, Mass. Heel shave for boots and shoes
Dawson, Edward S., Syracuse, N. Y. Driving bit

Dawson, Ephraim and Zedekiah, and Brice Hilton, Brunersburg, Ohio. Balancing
mill stones -

Dawson, E. S., and P. Shaw. (Sec Shaw & Dawson.)
Same same.

Dawson, Ichabod W., Newark, N. J. Frame for stretching wet leather

Same Maimfacturd of euaraelled and japanned leather

Same Mechanism for stretching leather (Division A. reissue) .

.

Nov, 5, 1867.
Oct. 8,1867.
Nov. 5, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

•Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.
July 2, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept 17, 18()7.

Feb. 12. 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan.
Mar.
Oct.
Feb.
Oct.

May

1, 1867.

26,1867.
29, 1867.

5, 1867.

8,1867.
28, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Apr.

5, ir'~
31, L:

19, li' .

23, 11; .

Oct. 15,18 \

Dec.
Sept.

17,1867.

17, 1867.

Mar. 26,*1867.

June
July
Dec.

June
Oct.
lilar.

Dec.
June
Oct.

Sept.
June

May
Nov.
July

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
Sept.

18, 1867.

2, 1867.

10, 1867.

18, 1867.

15, 1867.

5, 1867.

24, 1867.

4, 1867.

1, 1867.

17, 1867.

4, 1867.

28, 1867.

19, 1867.

2, 1867.

24, 1867.

1, 1867.

29, 1867.

29, 1867.

31, 1867.

31, 1867.

24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

June
Oct.

Oct.

25, 1867.

29. 1867.

29. 1867.
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2,791

63, 708
65, 886
71,7]4
65, 730
62, 736

69, 639
2, 495

69, 780

65. 179

C3, 865
63, 866

65, 353
7-2, 725
62, 187

72,816
65, 180

66, 953
66, 954
67,169
66, 470
68, 051

70, 076

69,415
72, 463

66, 808
71,144
69, 781

72,613

66, 955
61,611
64, 204
64, 951

68, 052

3,004

61, 323
67, 733

63, 786
71, 857
71,&58
61.751

62, 320
62, 531

62, 532
61, 612
61, 055
63, 4S5
70, 974
66, 956
63, 143

63, 369

68, 613

69, 546
64, 952
69. 169
61. 170
61,171
61,172
62, 533

Dawson, Ichabod W., Newark, N. J. Mode of stretching and preparing leather and
hides ( Division B, reissue) .

.

Dawson, John F., Frostburg, Md. Churn
Day, Alfred B., Oak Creek, Wis. Insulators for telegraph wires
Day. Benjamin, assignor to self and A. L. Smith, Bangor, Mftine. Shingle machine. ..

Day, George W., Cbarlestown, Mass. Articles of paper wearing apparel
Day, Horace H., New York, N. Y. Canals and navigation thereof

Same Canal lock
Day, Justus, Murray, N. Y. Clamp for making brooms (Reissue) .

.

Same Holly, N. Y. Broom clamp.
Day, Justus, and L. A. Densraore. (^ee Densmore, J., assignor.)

Day, N. B., et al. {See Labiaux, Jolin L., assignor.)

Day. Oscar A., and George W. Bishop, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Composition for

coatiHg roofing, &c
Day, Samuel E. (See Heron, George H., assignor.)

Day, Theodore D., New York, N. Y. Clasp for skeleton skirts

Same . .•. same
Same. {Sec Dclkcskamp. Adolph, assignor.)

Daykiii, James, Cleveland, Ohio. Water drawer
Same same

Dayton. Henry G. . Maysville. Ky. Refrigerator and water-cooler :

Same Alcoho-l and spirit still 1

Dayton, Joseph A., assignor to self and Joseph Starr, New London, Conn. Hoisting
'apparatus

Deal, John H., Ilornellsville, N. Y. Combined clip and brace for carriage springs ..

Same Steps for wagon springs

Dean. Chester F , assignor to self and John S. Parker, St. Johnsbury.Vt. Kuife cleaner
Dean, Hiram, Clyde, Obio. Tuyere
Dean, Jeremiah, Frecport, 111. Medicine
Dean, Jeremiah, West Roxbury, Mass. Metallic pavement
Dean, John W., ef aL (Sec Dunham, John G., assignor.) (Reissue.)..
Dean, Oiis, assignor to Robei-t W. Young, Richmond, Va. Mucilage pot

Same Screw driver
Dean, O. A., Champaign, 111. Stitching horse
Dean, T. J. , St. Louis, Mo. Y*^ell tube
Deane, Gaius S., Grand Rapids, Mich. Arch bars and supports for constructing fur-

naces for evaporating pans
Deane, John, Conneaut. Ohio. Process of fumigating hop vines and other plants, for

destroying insects

Deane, Royal E., New York, N. Y. Cooking range
Dearborn, G. K., South Boston, Mass. Window frame
Dearb(?rn, Jona^an, Seabrook, N. H. Mechanical telegraph

Same Machine for applying animal power
Dearborn, Wyman, Boston, Mass. Construction of rubber rollers for cotton gins
Dearborn, Wyman, and John B. Brackelt. {See Brackett and Dearborn.)

Same isame.
Deavs, Charles, New York, N. Y. Gas apparatus
Deavs, Charles, and Norman L. Archer. (Sec Archer and Deavs.)
DeBare, R. B., and P. Werni. (See Werni and DeBare.)
DeBeauregard, Felix A. T., France. Blast for iron and other furnaces
DeBrion, H. E. F., England. . Compound for coating iron, wood, and other materials.

Patented in England February 8, 1866 ^

DeCamp, Michael, South Bend, ind. Mill-stone feed
Same Feeder for grain mills

Dechause. Paul, New York, N. Y. Painter's easel. (Antedated Nov. 23, 1867)

Deck, John B., Martinsburg, West Va. Method of repairing i-ailroad rails...'.

Decker, Henry, Lebanon, Ohio. Churn
Decker, John, assignor to self and Charles W. Wardwell, Sparta, N. J. Clock

alarm. (Antedated March 1, 1867)

Same Door fasteni-ag. (Antedated Feb. 20, 1867)
Decker, J. J., and David, New York, N. Y. Piano-forto
Decker, Lewis P., Williamsburg, N. Y, Lock
Deckman, George, Malvern, -Ohio. Churn
De Coursey, John G., Philadelphia, Pa. Trundling hoop
Deeble, John, Plantsville, Conn. Fifth wheel for carriages
Deen, J. M., B. W. Bolding, and II. Perry, assignors to selves and E. G. Whetstine,

Dayton, Iowa. Hand power loom
Deere &, Company. (Sec Moore, Gilpin, assignor.)

Same same.
Deere, John, assignor to Deere & Company, Moline, 111. Method of making plows.
Deere, John, and C. H. et al. {See Moore. Gilpin, assignor.)
Deering, Granderson, T. {Sec Beckelshymer, Lemuel, assignor.;
Deering, William, Louisville, Ky. Compress. (Antedated August 26)
Deforest, Charles T. (See Barwick and Tindall, assignors.)
DeForest, David W.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Trace fastening
DeForest, L., Birmingham, Conn. Hoops for skirts -'.

Same Hoop skirt

Same same
Same Binding for skirts

Same same
Same Buckle

Oct. 29,

Apr. 9,

June 18,

Dec. 3,

June 11,

Mar, 12,

Oct. 8,

Feb. 26,

Oct. 15,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1667.

1867.

1867.

May 23, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

•Apr. 16, 1867.

Juno 4,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

May. 28, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
July 23, 1867.

July 31), 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Oct, 1,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Apr. 30,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Aug. 27,1867.

June 25, 1807.

Jan. 22,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Mar. 5.1867.
Mar. 5.1867.
Jan. 29, 1 867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 2.1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Mar. 26. 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

i\lay 21,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Jan. 1.5, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
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DeForest, L., Birmingham, Conn. Hoops for skirt

Same Hoop skirt .-

Same Forging appaiatus
Defrees, JohnD., andRoIiiu. (5efi Percival, Thomas, assignor.)

DeGarmo, Daniel, Rochester, ?I. Y. Stove-pipe damper
Degen, Francis, Newark. N. J. Machine for forming hat bodies
Degivc, Peter, New York. N. Y.. Apparatus for hatching eggs
De Golia, L., Bachellerville, N. Y. Wash-board
De Huff, J. Q. A., Summitville, Iowa. Car truck
Deitz, "William A., Albany, N. Y. Shoe
DeLacee, Leopold, Springfield, 111. Hay-loader ,

Do 'Lacy, Joseph M., aud Peter M. Kafer. (^See Kafer and DeLacy.)
De la Granja, E., assignor to self and Herman Susmann, Boston, Mass. Embalming

and preserving dead bodies
Same Mode of preserving meats, <fcc i

De la Gratija, Edward, Boston, Mass. Deodorizing India-rubber, guttapercha, &e..
De Ki Mar, Joseph, assignor to self and Abraham Emanuel, Brooklyn, N. Y. IVfachine

for pressing hats
De la Mar, Joseph, assignor to Griswold & Sheldon, Brooklyn, Mass. Hat blocking

machine
Delaud, George, aud Joel P. StiHwell. {See McLean, George, assignor.)

DeLange, L. H., andD. K. Albright. (See Albright and DeLange.)
Delany, J. C. {Sec Ack^rson <fc Harrah, asKign6rs.)

Delavigne. John C, New Orle:ins, La. Saw mill

Delent, Lewis, and Charles P. Clark. {Sec Clark & Delent.)
Delery, Jules, St. Bernard parish, La. Steam generator
Delevan. Marcus and Job Dyson, New Britain, Conn. Door-bell
Delkescamp, Adolph, assignor to Theodore I). Day, Brooklyn, N. Y. Clasp for hoop

skirts

Delkescamp, Adolph, assignor to John A. Newbould, Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for
making clasps for hoop skirts

Dell, John C, Philadelphia, I'a. Scales- -.

Dfliman, Wm. P., et al. {See Sangster, Wm., assignor.)

Demarest, Henry O., New York, N. Y. Automatic boiler feeder
Same Boiler feeder

Deming, Ernest, Middletown, Conn. Check hook
Doming, Levi S., Newington, Conn. Device for closing dooi*s, gates, &c
Demling, Charles A., New York, N. Y. Target for air-guns
DeMorat, A . J. B., Philadelphia, Pa. Telegraphic cable
Demorest, W. Jennings, New York, N. Y. Movable treadle for small lathes, sewing

machines, &c. (Antedated Oct. 12, 1867)
De Murguiondo, P., et al. •fSce Stayman, A. F., assignor.) % »
Dengler, Isaac S. {See Miller, Charles H., assignor.)

Denhard, John, Reading, Pa. .Method of transferring cars from one track to another.
Denise, S. T., Red Bank, N. J. Plow ^

Mar. 26,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Dec, 10,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 18.57.

May 14, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.
Dec. 17,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

June 11,1867.
Dec. #3, 1867.

Mar. 26, 18G7.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 1; 1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Denison, Albert, Stillwater, N. Y. Washiug machme
Del•li^^n, Daniel A., Troy, Mich. Corn popper
Denison, Daoitl E., Troy, Micb. Gate
Deuivson, George M.. New London, Conn. Washing machine
Denison, R. A., et al. {See Young, Solomon W., assignor.)

Same same.
Denison; S., Portlandville, N. Y. Mail-bag fastener
Denius, Joseph G., Camden, Ohio. Dough tray
Dennett, Roscoe G., Sttco, and Liberty B. Dennett, Portland, Me. Window screen. .

.

Denney, Samuel L., Christiaha, Pa. Sugar cane mill (Reissue)..
Dennisson, .T. N., and Roscoe J. Gould, Newark, N. J. Pump for fire-engines
Deimiston, S. M.. Hudson, N. Y. Gate
Denniston, William H. {See Smith, John R., assignor.)
Densmore, Jay, assignor to L. A. Densmoro and Justus Day, Holly, N. Y. Recipro-

cating harrow
Densmore, Jay, assignor to L. A. Densmore, and Hiram Curtis, Holly, N. Y. Rotary

cultivator tooth
Dentler, Solomon G., Orangeville, 111. Com planter
Denton, Drake W., Ithaca, N. Y. Roofing
Denzler, Frederick, and Jacob Miller, Brooklyn, N. Y. Manger
Depeu, James, Peekskill, N. Y. Car-coupling
Depeu, James, and J. Darrah Hall, Peekskill, N. Y. Car-coupling
Dupuy, Alexander T.. New York, N. Y. Stereotype-plate holder
Derby, Lyman, Nev/ York, N. Y. Thill-coupling
DeRoode, Rudolf, Lexington, Ky. Conductors' ticket book
Derrick, William E., assignor to self and Aaron Peck, Jordan, N. Y. Pump-piston..
Dei-went, jr., William, Rockford, 111. Flour bolt

DesCorats,Gilberl Auguste Fournicr, France. Method of loading and unloading vessels
Despalles, J., M. O. Camin, et al. {See Archereau, H. A., assignor.)
Despecher, Jules. {See Cazalat, Antoine Galy, assignor.)

Desso, John, and George P. Smith. (-See Smith and Desso.)
De Susini, Joseph, ct al. (5ce Archereau, H. A., assignor.)

De Tavalva, Henry. {See Plumb. W. H., assignor.)

Devereaux, C. P., North Newbury, Mich. Plow-cleaner
Devereaux, C. P. {See Huntington, Wm. S., assignor.)

Devereux, Robert, Buffalo, N. Y, Hammer iMar. 26,1867.

June 25, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Sept 17,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.
June 25, 1867.
Sept '3,3867.

Nov. 2f), 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jnly 16, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.
July 2, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Julv 2, 1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Sept. 17,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

70, 701

69, 641

63,618
66, 471

66, 4'52

65, 181

65, 476

66, 077

65, 889
61, 406
66, 006
67, 419

71,145

2, 556
70, 422
70, 975
64, 288
70, 077

65, 653

63. 229
64. 501

68,966
67, 032 4
63, 868

69, 782

70, 671

69, 081

65. 712

67, 107

64, C81

63, 7C9

68, 491
64, 082
63, 619
72, 273
64, 502
61, 725
65, 354
64, 752
68, 853

64, 206

64, 641

67, 171

65, 355
68, 492
m, 225
72, 464

63, 230
68, 854

66,473

Devereux, Robert, assignor to self and Bernard H. Muelhe, Buffalo, N. Y. Bracket
for lamps

Devilliard, P., and A. Postweiler, France. Carriage door
Deviney, Martin, and John Murphy. {See Black, Robert, assignor.)

Devlan, P. ^., Jersey City, N. J. 'Coating wood. (Antedatted March 24, 1867)
Same Journal and axle-box
Same Lining for journals and axle-boxes

Devoe, Frederick W. , New York, N. Y. Metg,! can and box for paints and other

^ materials
Same Can and box for paint, &c
Same Can and pail for holding paint

Devoe, Stephen, and W. H. McMillan. {See McMillan & Devoe.

)

Devol, Noel B., Marshall, 111. Ti-eadle for sewing machines, and other purposes
Devon, William A., Port Richmond, N. Y. Boat-detaching tackle

Same Boat-detaching apparatus. (Antedated June 11, 18G7)
Same Richmond, N. Y. Apparatusfor raising and lowering ships' boats.

(Antedated July 23, ] 867)

Same Port Richmond, N. Y. Self-lubricating gib
Devos, Peter M. {See Boize, Charles, assignor.)

DeVoursney, A. P. (^ee Boudrt-n, Thomas, assignor) (Design.)
DeVoursney , Marcus, Newark, N. J. Carriage lamp (Design) .

.

Same : Fastening for coach lamps .».

DeVries, Peter, Adrian, Mich. Boot-tree
Dewey, George, Bloomiiig Valley, Pa. Window sash

Same Water backs and grates for cooking and heating stoves
Dewey, S., and S. W. Patterson. {See Patterson and Dewey.)
Dewey, William L., Bridgeport, Conn. Napkin-bolder
Dewey, W. L., and Charles Coester, jr. (See Coester and Dewey.)
DeWiti, Henry C, St. Louis, Mo. Burning oil

DeWitt, Thomas, Detroit, IVIich. Carriage-spring and coupling
Same. Carriage spring

Dexter, Albert M., assignor to Isaac Townseud, Philadelphia, Pa, Bread cutter
Dexter, John A., deceased, by William M. Dexter, administrator, assignor to William

A. Newton, Augusta, 111., Stalk cutter '.

Dexter, Thomas B.. Lynn, Mass. Steam gauge cock
Deyermand, William, et al. {See Tyler, Samuel W., assignor.)
Deyo, James K., and J. Warrxiu Hitchcock. {See Hitchcock and Deyo.)
DeZavala, Henry. (iS'ce Plumb, y\^. H., assignor.)

DeZeng, W^illiam S., Geneva, N. Y. Preparation of fertilizers

Dhart, E. F., Swan Creek, 111. Cultivator ....»
D'Heureuse, R., San Francisco, Cal. Mode of fermenting liquids for distillation and

other purpoi§;s
Diamond, MatI ew. {See Welch, "^m., assignor.)

Dibble, F. J., assignor to self and Marshall E. Hunter, Chicago, 111. Folding seat
and arm

Dibble, John L., New York, N. Y. Exercising club
Dibble, Wm. H., assignor to Samuel S. White, Bordentown, N. J. Dental apparatus.
Dibblee, John ct al. {See Hildreth & Smith, assignors.)

Diblin. Tertiillus S., New York, N. Y. Fire cscaf»,e

Dick, Alexandi-r, Buffalo, N. Y. Carriage for children
Dick, David, Mcadville, Pa. Air and gas engine

,

Dick, David, Corning, N. Y. Wood-turning lathe
Dick, Robert, Buffalo, N. Y. Addressing machine
Dickason, John, Vevay, Ind, Farm gate ^

Same Gate
Dickenson, Henry L., East Berlin, Conn. Measure and funnel, combined
Dlckerson, Edward N., New York. N. Y. Steam engine
Dickey, Joseph R. {See Cramblitt, F. A., assignor.)

Dickinson, D. A., Baltimore, Md. Machine for husking corn
Dickinson, E. M., & Company. {See Kendall, George F., assignor.)

Dickinson, Frederick, Geneva, Ohio. Field fence
Dickinson, Henry, Jersey City, N. J. Mold for casting ingots
Dickinson, JohnH., Chicopee Falls, Mass, Hay and straw cutter
Dickinson, J. L., Dubuque, Iowa. Variable cut-off valve gear
Dickinson, W. P., D. S. Witmau, and G. W. Kobold, Reading. Pa. Hydrant
Dickson, (jeorge A., Woodcock Township, Pa. Tool for opening cans
Dickson, Myron. {See Stith, Henry T., assignor.)
Dickson, Theodore I. (See Eddy, Charles H., assignor.)
Dickson, Walter, Albany, N. Y. Lock
Diedrichs, Menno Albertus, and Johaan Henricus, Baltimore, Md. Grinding and

polishing metals .'

Diehl, F. and H. {Sec Gilliam, Algernon, assignor.)
Same same.

Diessel, C.F., and Leopold Wegmann. {Sec Wegmann & Diessel.)
Dieterich, Nicholas, Sandwich, 111. Check hook
Dieterichs, E. P., and Waldron J. Cheyney. {See Cheyney & Dieterichs.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Dieterichs, W. . F., and L. R. Norman. {See Norman & Dieterichs.,

Same same.

Nov. 19, 1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
July 9,1867.
Jul^f 9,1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 25, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Atig. 6,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Nov. 5, 18()7.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30,1807.
Oct. 22,1867.

June 11,1867.

Mar. 26,1807.
May 7,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 15,1887.

Nov. - 5, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

June 4,1867.

May 14,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 30. 1867.

June 4,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 9,1867.
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No.

65, 18S
6(),-226

67, 11-2

70, 324
72,8L7

72, 818
71, 998
69, 325
68, 855
71, 859
70, 976
67, G37
62, 400
68,419
62, 615
68, 710

64, 409
Gt^, 967
64, 503

64, 642
69, 642

65, 356

69, 783
71,717
68, 717
63, 024

63, 486
64, 953
63, 025
63, 487
64, 954
67, 734
70, 423
70, 424

2,726
2, 727

70. 325

62,616
64, 289
64, 504
70, 425
72, 819
67, 849
69. 326

71, 999
72, 820
64, 849

65, 183

65, 796

63, 710
66,810
72, 821
66, 310

2,698
64, 644

64, 290

67, 513
61,173

07, 850
07, 651

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Dietsch, M., and J. E. Bendix. (5ee Bendix &. Dietsch.)
Dietz, George F., Burliugham, N. Y. Attaching thills to vehicles
Dietz, Henry, New York, N. Y. Stove for carpenters' use.
Diffendcrfer, George, Lewisburg, Pa. Portable oven for drying fruit

Dighton Furnace Company. *{Sce Fidler, Robert, assignor.)
Dike, Solon, New Yoi k, N. Y. Truss and supporter
Dilks, Jas. H., assignor to C. T. Raynolds& Co., New York, N. Y. Process of making

soluble blueing, for usein laundries and in bleaching
Same Lump blue, for use in laundries and in bleaching 3

Dill, Henry J., Cummiugton, Mass. Saw buck ....

Dillaway, Hiram, Sandwich, Mass. Glassware press
Diiley, Martin A., Mendon, Mich. Hayloader
Dilllugham, Hiram P., Norwalk, Ohio. Guide for saws in saw mills
Dillraan, William P. , Joliet, 111, Harvester rake
Dillon, James M., Wheeling, West Va. Steam generator
Dillon, Robert, New York, N. Y. Bale hoop fastening
Dilly, J. W. , Roseville, 111. Roller, stalk cutter and marker, combined.
Dils", O. P., Falmouth, Ky. Sulky plow
Dimelow, John, assignor to self and T. P. and J. Stuard, Philadelphia, Pa. Kiln for

bnrning clay pipes
Dimock, S. F., Spencer, Ohio. Car brake
Dimond, George H., Bridgeport, Conn. Sprkig for fastening blind slats

Dine, Andrew J., Xenia, lad. Earth auger
Dinsmore, Emmt tt, and Charles BI. Plumb. (,Sce Andrews, Solomon, assignor.)

Dinsmore, John V., assignor to self and Moses Harris, Milford, Mass. Car wheel
Disbrow, C. R., Bath, N. Y. Transplanter
Disman, George W., Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Application of soft metal bearings for

wagon and carriage boxes
Same Chesterville, Ohio. Alloy for journal boxes and other purposes

•Disney, Mordecai, San Francisco, Cal. Car coupling
Disser, Caspar, West Union, Ohio. Shifting rails for buggy seat

Disston, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Saw
Same Saw
Same Saw

Disston, Henry, Philadelphia, Pa. Buck saw frame
Same Mode of manufacturing saw blades
Same Process of treating steel blades
Same Hardening and straightening steel blades
Same Device for setting saw teeth
Same Device for sharpening saw teeth

Disston, Henry, and James E. Atwood. {See Newton, Jonah, assignor.) (Reissue.)

Dithridge, Edward, Pittsburg, Pa. Lamp chimney J^Design)..
Same Reflector (Design) .

.

Same . . Process of manufacturing silvered glassware
Dit Lagiezc, G. Elieze, and Martial Pidaut. {See Pidaut & Dit Lagieze.)
DiveP, Daniel, Boone, Iowa Lifting jack
Divine, Allen O., Cambria Mills, Mich. Gate
Dixcee, Thomas, England. Brick machine
Dixon, D. A., St. Louis, Mo. Saddle-tree
Dixon, Ellis W., Forest Grove, Oregon. Washing machine
Dixon, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Tunnel
Dixon, William, and Luman Heath, assignors to selves and T. P. Saunders, Adams,

N. Y. Clutch for suspending hay forks
Doan, Robert, and Francys Farquhar. {See Farquhar & Doan.)

Same same (Reissue.)

Doanc, A. Sidney, ct al. (See Hill, Samuel L., assignor) (Reissue.;

Doane, Thomas, Boston, Mass. Carriage for rock drills

Same Air pump
Doane, William II., Gerritt V. Orton, and William E. London, assignors to J. A. Fay

& Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Planing machine
Doane, William H., and John Richards, Cincinnati, Ohio. Shaft coupling. (Ante-

dated February 16, 1867)

Doane, W. H., andW. E. London, Cincinnati, Ohio. Wood planing machine. (Ante-
dated December 18, 18G6)

Doane, William H.. and John Richards. (See Richards & Doane.)
Dobbs, E. R., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Gate
Dobson, Henry C, New York, N. Y. Banjo
Dochcz, Louis A., New York. Axle box
Dodds, T. W., England. Method of effecting the cementation of rails, axles, &c.

(Patented in England December 1, 1865)

Dodge (fc Wellington. (See Parker, Gardner R., assignor.)

Same (5ec Gcer, John M., assignor.)

Dodge, Calvin, assignor to John B. Ryan, Cincinnati, Ohio. Fireplace (Reissue) .

.

Dodge, D. , Rockford, 111, Uterine supporter
Dodge, E. N. , Plainview, Minn, Whiffletree
Dodge, E. S., & Company. (See Shearman, John F., assignor.)

Dodge, George, Kalamazoo, Mich. Plow wheel
Dodge. George Pomeroy, assignor to Nathaniel S. Dodge, England. Manufacture of

rubber belting

Dodge, John A., Auburn, N. Y. Harvester rake
Same Harvester rake

Date.

May 28, 1867,

July 2,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 7,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Dee. 3,1867.
Sept.lO, 1867.

Marf19, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
May 21,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.'

Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

May 7,1867,
Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

July 2,1867.

July 23, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
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Dodge, John A., Auburn, N. Y. Harvester
Dodge, John A., William H. and Howard S. Stevenson, Auburn, N. Y. Harvester

rake
Dodge, Johu A., and George Perry, assignors to John A. Dodge, Auburn, N. Y.

Harvester rake
Dodge, John E., et al. {See Holbrook, Dodge & Marshall.)
Dodge, J.G., Louisville, Ky. Washing machine

Same ....... Plow
Same. (See Brinley, T. E. C, assignor.)

Dodge, R., and S. C. llundlett. (Sec Rundlett & Dodge.)
Dodge, Thomas H., and T. W. Wellington. {See Illce, T. C, assignor.)

Same same.
Dodge, William C, Washington, D. C. Boat-detaching tackle

Dodge, William J., assignor to self, J. L. Humphrey, and D. D. Smith, Syracuse,
N. Y. Paint. (Antedated December 4, 1867)

Dodson, Silas, Jersey City, N.J. Portable mill •.

Dobbelo, Henry, assignor to self and Peter Krier, Philo, Ohio. Bed bottom
Doebert, Augustus F., Lancaster, N. Y. Meat chopper
*Doen, Edward, New Britain, Conn. Curtain fi.\:turo

D'Oench, Guido, ct al. {Sec Crohn, Moritz, assignor.;

Doering, F. B., England. Machine for boring rocks. (Patented in England Septem-
ber 4, 1867) *

Same Stand for rock-drilling engines. (Patented in England Nov. 9, 1866)

.

Doering. Justus, Philadelphia, Pa. Filter ^.

Doisj', Agues, Cincianati, Ohio. Stick for trundling hoops
Dolan, Thomas, Albany, N. Y. Bridge for billiard tables ,

Doll, Arnold, Cleveland, Ohio. Operating feed wheel in sewing machines
Dollej', J. H., and S. T. Thomas. {See DoUey & Thomas.)
Dominick, J. W., and Edward Corning. {See Hebbard, Alonzo, assignor). .(Design.)
Dominy, Felix, Penataquit, N. Y. Center board
Dominy, Lorenzo, Ottawa, III. Riding attachment for plows
Donald, James O. {See Hendrick, John H., assignor.)

Donaldson, Ireneuy, Toledo, Iowa. Sulky plow
Donaldson, John, Rockfnrd, III. Grinding mill

Donaldson, R. B., Washington, D. C. Pressure gauge for gas fitters.

Donaldson, R. B., and Eramett Quinn, Washington, D. C. Steam gauge
Donehoo, Daniel M. , Beaver, Pa. Safety bridle

Same same
Donoy, G. H., and Moses Clay, Lockport, 111. Making soap
Donuell, William A., Greensburg, Ind. Corn planter
Donnelly, Matthew M., Cincir.nati, Ohio. Moulder's flask. (Antedated Aug. 11, 1867.)

Same same (Antedated Aug. 11, 1867)..
Doolittle, A. B., assignor to Eli Terry, Hartford, Conn. Machine for polishing metal

springs ^

Doolittle, A. J., Hamden, Conn. Pruning shears
Same Spittoon envelope
Same Scrubbing brush

Doolittle, George W., Lincoln, 111. Wheat drill

Doremus, R. Ogden, New York, N. Y. Extinguishing fires

Dorgau, T. A., Baltimore, Md. Stove door (Design)..
Dorian, Thomas H., Washington, D. C. Statuette (Design)..
Dorraan, H. C, North Bridgewater, Mass. Washing machine
Dorman, L., Worcester, Mass. Carriaare wheel hub
Dorman, O. P. {See Smyth, D. M., assignor.)

Dorr, Daiiiel, et al. {See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)

Dorsett, Folsom, Chicago, 111. Curing and preserving grain
Dorwart, Benjamin K., Lancaster, Pa. Shutter bolt
Dorwart, Benjamin K., assignor to self and Frank Stahl, Lancaster, Pa. Shutter

fastening
Dorwart, Benj. K., Lancaster, Pa.-, and Washington I. Hines, Frederick, Md. Fence..
Dorwart, Benj. K., and G. F. Rote, jr., Lancaster, Pa. Fence

Same same
Doten, Clark W., Boston, Mass. Steam engine lubricator
Dotter, A. S., Philadelphia, Pa. Carseat .^

Dotterer, D. H., Philadelphia, Pa. Coupling journal and box
Same Axle box and hanger ,

Dotterer, D. H., assignor to self and Dillwyn Parrish, Philadelphia, Pa. Axle box..
Doty & Rawlins. {See Little & Dalbey, a'ssignors.)

Doty, A. E., assignor to J. I. New and C. H. Dotj^ Ilion, N. Y. Sleigh
Dot3% Daanc, Detroit, Mich. Folding table
Doty, William M. , New York, N. Y. Clothes jjin

Dot}'. William M., assignor to R. C. Browning, New York, N. Y. Clothes pin
Doud, i3crnard, assignor to self and A. Holmes, Cortland, N. Y. Cement composi-

tion for pavements, floors, walks, <fcc

Doud, E. O., and W. F. Beardsley, Penfield, N. Y. Potato digger
Doud, Oriean, assignor to self and Isaiah Rowe, Dansville, N. Y. Gate
Doudes, Warren B., Canton, Ohio. Lighting cigars
Doudna, L. M., Elmira, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Dougherty, H. F. {See Ingersoll, Piatt C, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Aug.

Aug.

Dec.

July
Oct,

20, 1867.

20, 1867.

3, 1867.

16,1867.
8,1867.

Apr. 9. 1867.

Dec.
Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
Apr.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
Sept.

Nov.
Sept.

Dec.
Oct.
July
July
Jan.
July
Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

May
JMar.

July
July
Jan.
Feb.
Oct.
May
Dec.
May

24, 1867.

31,1867.
6, 1867.

20, 1867.

9, 1867.

24, 1867.

24, 1867.

22, 1867.

17, 1867.

12, 1887.

3, 1867.

19, 1867.

10, 1867.

17, 1867.

15, 1867.

2, 1867.

2, 1867.

29, 1867.

2, 1867.

12, 1867.

13, 1867.

20, 1867.

20, 1867.

7, 1867.

12,1867.

2, 1367.

16, 1867.

22, 1867.

19,1867.

15, 1867.

7, 1867.

17, 1867.

21, 1867.

Aug.
Mar.

Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Sept.
July
July
Aug.
June

Feb.
July
Mar.
Dec.

Jan.
Apr.
Nov.
July
.A.pr.

27, 1867.

5, 1867.

27, 1867.

24, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

10, 1867.

2, 1867.

9, 1867.

13, 1867.

18, 1867.

19,1867.
16, 1867.

20, 18f)7.

31, 1867.

8, 1S67.

30, 1867.

12,186?.
30, 1867.

23, 1867.
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64,645
68, 856

66, 685
64, 506
68, 054
62, 258
70, 538

61,656

70, 702

64, 292
69, 192

64, 646

71,719
61, 4C8

61, 327
65, 731

68, 354

61, 523
61,174
65, 654

68, 493

63, 488
70, 978

72, GOO

66, 133

67, 639

68, 055
61, 175

72. 001

66, 814

72, 376
61,328
61, 814

68, 494
64,410
72, 176
60, 704

69, 547

71, 148

66, 475
70, 703

71, 860

69, 193
64, 850

fil 087

Dougherty, James, PhUadelphia, Pa. Cupola furnace
Dougherty. John B., Rochester, N. Y. Barrel head machine. (Antedated Septem-

ber 4, 1867)

Dougherty, Joshua W., and P. W. Gerecke, Newburg, N. Y. Ice cream freezer
Doughty, Frank B., N. Y. Interfering attachment
Doughty, John H., New York, N. Y. Clothes dryer
Doughty, J. W., and B. F. Olmstead, Newburg, N. Y. Boiler feeder
Doughty, John W., and Horatio B. Beckman, Newburg, N. Y. Feed water heater

for steam generators
Douglas, Bernard, New York, and Wm. H, Walton, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apparatus for

carburetting air

Douglas, Frank, Norwich. Conn. Blind staple
Douglas, Frank. (See Sweet. George C, assignor.)

Douglas, J. W., assignor to W. and B. Douglas. Middletown, Conn. Hose coupling.
Douglas, Richard B., Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for filtering petroleum. (Ante-

dated September 12, 1867) ,

Douglas. W. and B. (Sce North, Henry S., assignor.)

Douglas, Wm., and 11. M. Ingler, Bellair, Ohio. Oil cup for machinery ,

Douglass, A. N., and M. D. Cone. (See Cone and Douglass.)
Same same.

Douglass, Joseph, McConnelstown, Pa. Yard measure
Douthit, J. H. , Albany, Oi'egon. Gang plow •.

,

Dovell, Louis, and Chas. C. I3uckley. {See Buckley & Dovell) (Design.)
Dow, George H., Frecport, 111. Washing machine

Same Bed bottom ,

Same Cburn dasher
Dow, Lavias F. (See Harsha, Mortimer S., assignor.)

Dowd, James, Boston, Mass. Wagon ,

Dowlin, Levi W., Sherbrooke, Canada East. Vulcanizing flask for dentists

Dowling, George, Fair Haven, Conn. Compasses used in calking seams
Downe, E., and S. E. Masou. (See Mason & Downe.)
Downer, Andrew, Hammondsville, Ohio. Wagon lock
Downes, L. T., and Anton Zschille. (See Zschille & Downes.)
DowDie, Robert E., and H. C. Johnson, Delevan, Wis. Washing machine
Downing, George, assignor to self and Robert Hermance, Schuylerville, N. Y. Rock

drilling machine
Downing, .John H., Salem, Mass. Railway chair .'

Downing, Oliver. (Sec Lucas, William, assignor.)

Downman, R. W., Georgetown, D. C. Drain plow
^

Downs & Co.'s Manufacturing Company. (See Pollard, Wm. H., assignor.)

Downs, Sewall H., Bangor,«Maiue. Travellers for the jib booms of vessels

Dowse, .labez B. , Lockport, 111. Apparatus for exploding by electricity

Doyle, Geoige, Worcester, Mass. Steam pump valve gear
Doyle, James. (Sec Clifford. Patrick, assignor.)

Doyle, John, Hoboken, N. J., and Timothy A. Martin, New York, N. Y. Rotary
pump

Draeger, Charles, Ladoga, Ind. Washing machine
Drake, Ellis, and C. Dyer, jr. (5ec Dyer & Drake.)

Same same.
Drake. E. H., and M. W. Stevens. (See Stevens & Drake.)
Drake, F. E. (See Hill, Sylvester B., assignor.)

Drake, James L., Boston, N. Y. Milk pail and strainer

Drake, Joseph, et al. (See Russell, Carpenter & Drake.)
Drake, LeviF., andEooch Eggiuton, Portland, Maine. Lamp
Drake, Mahlon S., Newark, N. J. Barrel bung

Same Machine for pouncing hats
Drake, Oliver P., Boston, Mass., Apparatus for combining hydro-carbon vapor with

air (Extension) .

.

Drake, Oliver P., assignor to Automatic Gas Machine Company, Boston, Mass. Ap-
paratus for combining hydro-carbon vapor with air (Disclaimer)..

Drake, Sill & Hutson. (See Sill, Joseph, assignor.)

Drake, S. A., and C. G. Bennet. (Sce Bennet «fc Drake.)
Drake, W. L., Sturgis, Mich. Brick press
Draper, Daniel A., Cambridge, Mass. Device for forming letters on type blocks
Drap(?r, E. D., Hopedale, and E. W. Glover, Medford, Mass. Fire-proof safe

Draper, George, Milford. Mass. Spindle and bolster for spinning machines
Draper, G., and W. W. Dutcher. (Sec Dutcher & Draper.)
Draper, George, and Jesse D. Cottrell. (Sec Cottrell & Draper.)
Draper, Henry C., and Theodore Purse. (See Purse &, Draper.)
Draper, Joshua. (Sec Brown, James B., assignor.)

Draper, Virgil, assignor to Oscar M. Draper, North Attltborough, Mass. Device for

the manufacture of watch keys -

Drawbaugh, Daniel, Eberly's Mill. Pa. Nail-plate feeding device
Drayton. Benjamin Adams, Utica, N. Y. Paintbrush
Dieidel, Theodore, Cincinnati, Ohio. Blueing paper for laundry purposes
Dresser, Charles A., (George A. Dresser, trustee,) New York, N. Y, Producing cal-

cium-magnesium light

Dreusike, Julius, Cincinnati, Ohio. Bed bottom
Drew, James W., assignor of one-half interest to Joseph N. Townson, Stockbridge,

Mich. Wheel vehicles. (Antedated May 16, 1867)
Drew, Noah, Howell, Mich. Churns

May 14,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Sep^ 3,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Dec. 10, 1S67.

July 16, 1867.

July 16. 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Aug. 29, 1867.

Aug. 30, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
May 7,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
July 9,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
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Drew, Reuben W., Lowell, Mass. Revolvmg fire-arm ,

Di-ew, R. W., assignor to Alfred B. Ely, Newton, JIass. Sewing machine. .(Reissue)
Same (Division A, reissue).

Same (Division B, reissue).

Same (Division C, reissue)

.

Drexler, Constantino, Washington, D. C. Device for securing and feeding soft crabs
Drej-fus, Isidore, Nf-w York, N. Y. Automatic lubricator
Driggs, Jame" D., assignor to self and Ed. Merrill, New Bedford, Mass. Die plate
Driggs, Jehiel C, assignor to Matthew T. Higgins, New York, N. Y. Sewing machine
Driggs, Spencer D., New York, N. Y. Dikes and levees to livers
Dripps, W. A. Fort Wayne, Ind. Pneumatic spring
Driscole, J. B., New York, N. Y. Stove and furnace
Driver, Henry W., Havana, 111. Washing machine ,

Drucker, Edward, France. Corset
Dnillard. Solomon, j!-. (See Watson, Joseph, assignor.)
Drum, Simon, Allegheny, Pa. Sash pulley . . Jl

.*
,

Drummond, James F., New York, N. Y. Can or box for holding paints
Same Grind ng mill

Drummond, Thomas R., Hartford, Conn. Slate cutter ,

Dryden, George, assignor to self and E. A. Prescott, Worcester, Mass. Piston
packing

Drydea, W. A. and C. E., Monmouth, 111. Cultivator
Dubber, J. Frederick, Brooklyn, N. Y. Pocket book (Reissue)..

Same Corset fastening
Dubois, Charles W. {See Seabury, Alfred M., assignor.)

Dubuvn, A. M., and J. Keith, Chicago, 111. Frame for supporting stoves on vessels.,

Due, Francis H., Charleston. S. C. Ice cream freezer ,

Duchemin, William, and Albert Jeflfers, Lynn, Mass. Manufacture of boots and

Apr.
•A-pr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Dec.
May
Oct.
Jan.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
May

shoes.
Duchesne, Joseph J., Lacon, 111. Pivot gearing
Duckworth, Christopher, Mt. Carmel, Conn. Loom (Extension).

Same Power loom (Extension)

.

Same same (Extension) .

,

Ducrux, Claude, New York, N. Y. Safety attachment to carriages
Dudderar, George W., Unionvil'.e, Md. Device for protecting trees from the borer..
Dudgeon, Richard, New York. N. Y. Apparatus for fastening and expanding boiler

tubes.
Dudl y, Edward C. {See Mosher, Henry W., assignor.)

Dudley, George D,, assignor to Woods, Sherwood & Company, Lowell, Mass. Corn
popper

Dudley Hos'ery Company. {See Cotton, William, assignor.) •

Dueberg, Helmuth, New York, N. yt Brick machine
Duffner, William, Petersburg, Ind. Cultivator
Duflfy, John, ani A. C Babcock. (See Babcock & Duffy )

Dugdale, Thomas A., Richmond, Ind. Hand loom. (Antedated Sept. 7, 1867)

Dugdale, William R., Penn Township, Pa. Gate
Duke, E. T., Plattsmouth, Neb. Stove damper
Dumery, Constant J., assignor to Francis C. Cormier, France. Apt)aratu3 for tan-

ning. (Antedated April 10, 1867) <

Dummeldinger, Charles, Cleveland. Ohio. Roof for railroad cars

Dummer, Samuel R., New York, N. Y. Calendar attachment to inkstands
Same Toy gun

Du Motay, Cyprier .Marie Essie, and Charles Raphael Marecbal, France. Mode of
producing hydrogen gas

Same Mode of producing oxygen gas
Du^pelmann, Edward, Washington, D. (J. Process of disinfecting rooms, ships, and

other structures •-.

Dunawav, Eliiah F., Indianapolis. Ind. Machine for wiring blind slats. (Antedated
Dec. i9, 1866)

Dunback, Charles S., Swampscot, Mass, Rocker for chairs or cradles

Dunbar, A. T., and A. JlcNaught, Alba, Pa. Combined grain separator and straw
carrier

Same Device to attach to firkins barrels, &c...
Dunbar, Robert, Buffalo, N. \. Water wheels

Same same
Same (5ce Woostcr, J. II., assignor.)

Duncan, Charles S., assignor to self and II. S. Saroni, Baltimore, Md. Yapor burner
for heating. (Antedated July '26, 18G7)

Duncan, Daniel, and E. R. Ridgeley, Olney, 111. Combined sower, planter, and cul-

tivator
Same Washing machine

Duncan, James, et al. (See Rowe, Abram, assignor.)

Duncan, James C , Oluf-y, 111. Plow
Same (See Ale:sander, J. B.. assignor.)

Duncan, James C, a-siguor to self and J. B. Alexander, Olney, 111. Portable fence.
Duncan, William, ct al. (Sfic Hays, Duncan & Bowen.)
Duncan, ^v. A., Syracuse, N. Y. Machine for rakmg and loading hay. (Antedated

July 15, 1867)

Dui.can, V.'iliiam P. {See Todd, John, assignor.)

Dundus, John, New York, N. Y. Ornamental star (Design)..
Dunham, Charles P. (See .Arnold, Israel B., assignor.)

G c P

2, 1867.

16,1867.
30, 1867.

30, 1867.

30, 1867.

17, 1867.

21, 1867.

8, 1867.

15, 1867.

1, 1867.

2 •.1867.

26, 1867.

2!), 1867.

7, 1867.

May 21,1867.
June 4,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
July 30,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Aug.
Dec.
June
June
June
Jan.
Jan.

27, 1867.

10, 1867.

14, 186Z
14, 1867.

14, 1867.

1, 1867.

15,1867.

Feb. 5,18G7.

Au^. 13, 1667..

Nov. 26, 1867..

Dec. 10, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867..

July 9,1867,.

Nov. 26, 1867..

Apr. 16,1867..

June 18, 1867..

Dec. 10,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

Nov. 26, .1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867..

Feb. 5, 1S67<.

Aug. 13, 1807.

July 3:.', 1807..

July 30,1867w.

July 30, 1807.

June 18, 18G7.

July 16, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
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Dunham, D. A., Pilatka, Fla. Cradle
Dunham, George, Unionville, Conn. Machine for making nuts ;

DunhOTn, John G., assignor, through mesne ai^signments, to Peter V. Staats, Adam
II. Reese, C. S. Mcliclc, Andrew J. Farrand, George Sweeney, John "W. Dean,
and Eufus Slicker, Karitan, N. ,T. Reaping and mowing machines (Reissue)

.

Dunham, John G., assignor through mesne assignments to Peter V. Staats, Raritan,

N.J. Mowing machines (Division A, reissue).
Sarne ( Division B, reissue)

.

Dunham, Thomas H., Boston, Mass. Carpet wadding
Dunham, W. H., and James Widney, Allegheny, Pa. Car brake
Dunklee, B. Wells. Boston, Mass. Coal stove

,

Dunlap, A., Clyde, Ohio. Headrest •. ,

Dunlap, Andrew. (See Wilson, Lewis, assignor.)

Dunlap, George O., Chicopee, Mass. Carpet stretcher

Dunlap, R. C, ct al. (See Hartsuff, John H., assignor.) •

Dunlap, William P., Maquoketar, Iowa. Wrcjich
Same Equalizing the draught of horse powers

Dunlop, George, Brooklyn, N. Y. Lithographic press
Dunlop, J. B., Meriden, Conn. Glass cleaner
Dunn, I. J., and Washington Whitney, (^ee Hunt, George W., assignor.)

Dunn, Patrick V., Calamus, Wis. Method of holding edged tools on grindstones . ..

Dunn, R. B., and John C. Flint. (Sec Chandler, Moses, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (.See Webb,. Albion, assignor) (Reissue.)

Dunn, William, Newark, N. J. Adjustable fi-ame for stretching hides

Dunn, William E., Delaware, Ohio. Manufacture of artificial teeth, (Antedated
Feb. 2, 1867) ^

Dunn, W. M., and J. M. Merrymon. (See Merrymon & Dunn.)
Dunning, Benjamin W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Cooking kettle

Dunning, W. B., Geneva, N. Y. Railroad car ventilator

Duaphy, Henry, New York, N. Y. Cloth folding machine
Dunscomb, Edward, Boston, Mass. Vacuum pump. (Antedated Feb; 28, 1867)

Same Vacuum pump, pan, &c. (Antedated Feb. 28, 1867)
Dunwoi'th, Andrew and Wilfred, Dobbs's Ferry, N. Y. Pitcher (Design)..
Dupue, Charles C. , Wayne, Mich. Wagon-spoke machine
Durand, Ezra, Norwich, Conn. Dulcimer
Durant, V/illiam C, West Troy, N. Y. Base-burning stove

Same Coal stove
Durfee, Dilectus, Fort Seneca, Ohio. Fruit dryer
Durfee, Sidney S., assignor to self and Charles A. Gregory, Chicago, III. Method of

removing bars from rivers and harbors
Durfeld, John F. ,(See Huffer, Tilghman A., assignor.)

Durgin, Charles A., New York, N. Y. Nutmeg grater
Durgin, J. W., assignor to E. Q. and A. H. Norton, Bangor, Maine. Machine for

cutting slate

Durham, James H., and Sanfo'rd Rising, La Fayette, Ind. Sash supporter. (Ante-
dated Dec. 18, 1866) .'

Durkee, George B., Alden, N. Y. Harness snap
Same • same
Same Hames

Durkee, G. B., and W. H. Murray, assignors to selves and Isaac T, Safford, Chicago,
III. Planing machine for wood

Duru, E. H., France. Car brake. (Patented in France Oct. 25, 1866)
Duryea, W., Glen Cove, N. Y., and W. Ennis, Hudson, N. J. Heating drum attach-

ment for furnaces
Same Furnace for burning saw dust, &c

Duryea, Wright, et al. (See Maunton, Jabez, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Dusenbury, Philip S.. Bescobel, Wis. Portable fence
Dust, J. E., Hyattsville, Ohio. Table
Dustan, James C, New Vernon, N. J. Liniment
Dutcher, Warren W., Miltord, Mass. Loom temple
Dutcher, W. W., and G. Draper, Milford, Mass. Loom temple
Dutton, Noah, Janesvilic, Wis. Clog for preventing cows from frisking the tail while

being milked
Duvall, William T.. Georgetown, D. C. Apparatus for separating gold, &c
DuvoU, James C., Sardis, Miss. Cotton press

Dwelley, Lucius IL, Dorchester, Mass. Machine for making horse-shoe nails

Same Wood-turning lathe

Same Machine for cutting the rolls of window blinds

Dwelley, Lucius H., and Silas S. Putnam. (See Putnam & Dwelley.)
Same same.

Dyar, Smith, Charlestown, Mass. Prepared leather
,

Dye, licwis R., assignor to self and Philip S. Scovel, Cranberry, N. J. Stump ex-
tractor

Dyer, C, jr., and Ellis Drake, Stoughton, Mass. Boot and shoe heel
Same ; same

Dyer, S. P., Prairie Depot, Ohio. Evaporating pan
Dyott, Michael B., Philadelphia, Pa. Lamp

Same Emblem (Design) .

.

Dyson, Job, and Marcus Delevan. (See Delevan & Dyson.)

Date.

Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

June 11, 1867.

June 11, 1807.

Apr. 23, 1867,

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 1,1867,
Dec. 24, 1867,

Feb. 12, 1867,

June 11,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Apr. 16,

Dec. 17,

Nov. 12,

Mar. 12,

Mar. 12,

Mar. 19,

June 18,

Dec. 31,

May 28,

July 23,

Dec. 17.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 8. 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867,

Apr, 30,1867.
Apr. 30, 18S7.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 14, 1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
June 11,1867.
Feb, 26, 1867.

Mar. 5,' 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
June 11, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
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Eades, William and William Thomas, England. Apparatus for raising weights
Eads, James B., St. Louis, Mo. Loading ordnance
Eagan, G. L. and C. H. , San Francisco, Cal. Composition for roofing
Llagle, Alburtis, Trenton, N. J. Machine for mixing roofing composition and other

materials
Eagle, Robert N., Washington, D. C. Fetter and hopple (Reissue)..

Same Hopple for horses
Eagle, 11. N., and William F. Goodwin, assignors to selves and William Duane Wilson,

Washington, D. C' Machine for separating the exterior or bark from, the interior

or pith of sorghum and other plants. (Antedated Sept. 25, 18(J7)

Eames, C. J. {See Lawton «fc Jones, assignors.)

Eames, Charles James, New York, N. Y. Preventing incrustation of steam boilers..

Eames C. J., and C. A. Scely, New York, N. Y. Composition for so^ip

Same Compound for the treatment of oils for lubricating
Eames, Charles T., Milford, Mass. Boot-tree (Reissue) .

,

Earl, George W., and James H. Hawley, Kalamazoo, Mich. Apparatus for register-

ing games of billiards

Earle, Timothy, Valley Falls, R. L Wrench
Earley, E. S., Philadelphia, Pa. Burial case or coffin (Design).

Same Fastening for burial casket. .'
,

Early. Daniel S., Hummelstown, Pa. Rock drill

Same Meat cutter
Early, Sallie Ann, assignor to Samuel R. Nagel, Philadelphia, Pa. Hair curler
Earnest, W. H., Parkersburg, W. Va. Clothes dryer and stand
Earnshaw, John, Providence, R. L Power loom

Same East Greenwich, R. L Kaleidoscope
Same Loom
Same Woven fabric

Earseman, Wm. A., and Robert W. Gray, Pittsburg, Pa. Apparatus for carburetting

.
coal gas

Eason, Warren E. (^See Balier, George W., assignor.)
Easterbrook, jr., Matthew, Geneva, N. Y. Harvester ,

Easterley, John M. (-Sfie Markee, S., assignor.)

Easterly, James, Albany, N. Y. Hinge for covers for tea-kettles and hollow-ware..
Eastes, William T., Madison county, Ind. Chum
Eastham, C. L., Rhodes Point, N. Y. Gang plow ,

Eastman, James C. , Titusvil le, Pa. Drill jar ,

Eastman, Zebina, Chicago, 111. Railway
tastwiek. Edward, Baltimore, Md. Manufacture of refined sugar
Eastwick, W. W., and William Van Dyke. (See Van Dyke & Eastwick.)
Eastwood, Joseph, et al. (See Stace & Baker, assignors.)
Eaton, Belden R., Clifton, Wis. Churn
Eaton, Calvin. (See Bryant, Charles R., assignor.)

Eaton, Charles A., Minneapolis, Minn. Burglar alarm ,

Eaton, Edwin A. (See Jeuks, Lemuel P., assignor.)
Eaton, Edwin A., and William Carlton Ireland, assignors to Sanborn Steam Fire-proof

Safe Association, Boston, Mass. Fire-proof safe ,

Eaton, El.jah, Hartford, Conn. Thread pointer
Eaton, Harrison, Amherst, N. H. Stove (Design)..
Eaton, Howard. (See Goeway, George, assignor.)
Eaton, L. W. (See Matthews, Wm., assignor.)
Eaton, R., England. Fire grate for steam boilers
Eaton, Richard, Montreal, C. E. Railroad freight car

Same England. Automatic ventilating stove
Eaton, R. B., and D. Ashworth. (See Ashworth & Eaton.)
Eaton, Stephen W., Farmington, Me. Support or bearing for friction rollers

Eaton, W. F. (See Porter, S. L., assignor.)
Ebaugh, Henry H. , Hereford, Md. Plow
Lbee, Justin, Hummelstown, Pa. Car coupling '

Eberly, Samuel, and George Hauck, Mechauicsburg, Pa. Horse rake ,

Eberly, Samuel, and Samuel Hauck, INIechanicsburg, Pa. Horse rake
Ebermeyer, Kaspar, assignor to Max Riederer, Germany. Melodeon
Ebert, Benjamin, John, Samuel B.. and Augustus H., Frederick, Md. Padlock
Ebert, J. W., and W., Zanesville, O'-io. Head block for saw-mills
Ebertz, Fredereck, and Henry Buchner. (Sec Buchuer & Ebertz.)
Eby, Jacob M., Warren, III. .Double shovel plow
Eby, Reuben N., Upper Leacock township, Pa. Cultivator
Eby, Samuel. (See Br<^neman, Martin, assignor.)
Eccleston, C. H., Oxford, N. Y. Jet atomizing tube
Eckart, W. R., and J. M. Scott. (See Scott & ifckart.)
Eckel, George, and Thomas F. Hall. (See Hall & Eckel.)
Eckels, Lewis G., and Joseph C. Marks. (See Marks &. Eckels.)
Eckert, Augustus. Trenton, Ohio. Converting motion
Eckert, Wm. H., Syracuse, N. Y. Plane iron
Edams, J. B. (^ee Emerson, S. T., assignor.)
Eddov/es, Anna. Frankfort, Pa. Attacumcnt for handles to brushes, brooms, <fec.. ..

Eddy, Charles, Grass Lake, Mich. .Scaffold bracket
Eddy, Charles H., assignor to self and Theodore I. Dickson, Auburn, N. Y. Blind

and shutter fastener

Eddy, John, Barnesville, Ohio. Steam engine governor

Feb. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 11. 1867.

May 28,' 1867.

July 9, ] 867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 9,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Sept. 3, 1867.

April 9,1867.
June 25, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

July 2,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Jan. 29,1807.

Jan. 1,1807.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.
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Eddy, Labon, Taunton, Mass. "Weighing scales. (Antedated Dec. 20, 1867)
Eddy, Walden, Greenwich, N. Y. Plowbeam
Edgar, John S., Janesville, "Wis. Portable fence
Edge, James, Acquackanonck, N. J. Seed planter
Edgell, James G., Brooklyn, N, Y. Lubricator for shafting
Edgerton, Nathan H., Pottsville, Pa. Car replacer
Edgett, Andrew J., assignor to self, John "W. Ferry, and Alonzo Graves, Hornells-

vi,Ue, N. Y. Well tubing
Edmands, B. F., and James Ilamblett, jr., Boston, Mass. Escapement and dial indi-

cator for electric clocks .*.

Edmion, Thomas A., Lakeport, Mich. Turning-plate for carriages
Edmonds, Henry V., Norwich, Conn. Apparatus for exhibiting hymns, &c
Edmonds, James P., Rocbelle, 111. Chui-n
Edmondson, George D., assignor to self and Albert R. Clarke, Detroit, Mich. Spec-

tacles '.

Edmunds, W. H., and G. Simpson. (See Simpson & Edmunds.)
Edson, Jacob, Boston, Mass. Hoisting machine i

Same Capstan
Same Lathe tool holder •

Edson, Nathaniel T.. New Orleans, La. Washing machine
Same Paddle wheel f
Same Cotton bale tie . .

.*

Edson, "William F., assignor, through mesne assignments, to the McKiiy Heeling Ma-
chine Co.. Boston, Mass. Machine for cutting and finishing shoe heels.. (Reissue)..

Edstrom, E. P., Somerville, Mass. Horse collar '.

Same 'Manufacture of horse collars

Edwards, H. F., and "SSf. C. Whiting, AVorcester, Mass. Attaching thills to sleighs,

&c. (Antedated July 8, 1867)
Edwards, Jabez, Lowell, Mass. Belt shifter for roving machines
Edwards, Joseph L. A., New Orleans, La. Cotton planter
Edwards, Solomon J., New Berlin, N. Y. Running gear for vehicles
Egger, Kilian, South Courtland, N. Y. Method of extracting cream from whey.

(Reissue)

Eggert, C. L., Lawrence, Kansas. Chum
Egginton, Enoch, and Levi F. Drake. {See Drake & Egginton.)
Eggleston, Andrew R., and Charles F. Swain, Ripon, Wis. Seeding machine
Egleston, Leonard, assignor ro self and Rumsey & Company, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Machine for polishing inner surface of tubes . . .,

Eglin, John, assignor to Thomas Aldridge Weston, England. Drift
Egnew, "William W., and James P. Force. •(See Force & Egnew.)
Ehle, Herman, Utica, N. Y. Sash supporter
Ehle, James A., Green Bush, "Wis. Convening rectilinear into rotary motion
Eichenseer, George, Waterloo, 111. Threshing machine
Eicliner, Friedrich, Chicago, 111. Razor strap

Eickemeyer, R., assignor to Eickemeyer Hat Blocking Machine Company, Yonkers,
N. Y. Machine for blocking and stretching hats

EifBer, Carl Herrman, New York, N. Y. Locking knob latches
Eiffler, Herrman, New York, N. Y. Padlock
Eikerenkotter, August, and Frank Silver, Searsville, Cal. Mode of preserving coffee

Elder, Francis, Chester, S. C. Washing machine
Elder, Henry L., et al. (See Steers, Abraham, assignor.)

Same same.
Elder, John A., deceased, by Simon M. Elder, administrator, Portfand, Me. Curving

the backs of books (Extension).,
Eldredge, George W. (See Ashe, Robert, assignor.)
Eldridge, Jacob, et al. (See Bus.sell, E. T., assignor.)
Eldddge, James. (See Forrest, David, assignor.)
Eldrifige, M., and F. A. Reed, Alexandria, Va. Grain elevator and dumping appa-

72, 82C
61, 817

Ellenwood, jr., Daniel, Garrettsville, Ohio. Machine for shrinking tires

EUerbeck, Robert E. , Washington, D. C. Skate
Ellenshausen, Francis, Ottawa, Canada. Manufacture of cast steel. (Patented in

Canada Sept. 14, 18fi7^

EUig, Henry, Bridgei)ort, Conn. Match case
Elliot, George, and G. W. Harris. (See Harris & Elliot.)

Elliot, J. D., Grafton, Conn. Cloth-folding machine
Elliot, William II., New York, N. Y. Potato digger

Same Rock excavator
Same Drilling machine ^

Same Revolving firearm (Reissue) .

,

Same Hammer for brccch-loading*fireaii|pis

Elliot, Wm. H., assignor to John Kingdon, New York, N. Y. Hay loader
Elliot, Wm. II., assignor to Lowell L. John.son, New York, N. Y. Hay loader ,..'.

Elliot, W. II., and Andrevv' Johnson. (Sec Johnson & Elliot.)

Elliott, C. C, E.sconawba, Mich. Snow scraper for locomotives, &c
Elliott, Cliarks F., assignor to self and O. O. Barrettij Great FaUs, N. Y. Wheel for

vehicles
Elliott Felting Mills. (See Waitc, Enoch, assignor.)

Same. (See Pollard, J. E., assignor.)

Elliott, James, New York, N. Y. Stump extractor ,

Elliott, John T
.
, Grand Rapids, Blich. Clothes dryer ,

Dec. 24,1867.
June 4, JPCT.

Jan. 29. ]8fi7.

Mar. 23, J 8(17.

Aug. 27,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Feb. 5.1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

July .30, 18f>7.

July 9, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 12,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Feb. 19, 18G7.

Apr. 30. 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Julv 16, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Apr. 9,1807.
Nov, 19, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. }9, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
May 21, 1867.
Apr.. 16, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
May 7,1867.

July 8,1867.

Apr. 23,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 18, 1807.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Mar. 5,1807.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb. 5.1867.
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Elliott, jr., Lewis, Xew Haven, Conn. India-nibbcr whip socket
Elliott, Stephen, Richmond, Ind. Straw cutters

Ellis, Augusfiu, and Oliver Albertson, Salem, Ind, Fence
Same Animal trap

Ellis, Benjamin F. {See Fowler, Benjamin E., assignor.)
Ellis, David B. , Ypsilanti, Mich. Wheelbarrow
Ellis, Freeman, Lafayette, Ohio. Fence
Ellis, John, New York, and Edward C. Kattell, Binghamton, N. Y. Apparatus for

distiUing and refining petroleum, &c
ir*us for distilling, evaponatiug, and refining oils and other liquids.Same.-.Appii;

Ells, George F., Troy, N. Y. Hand card
Ells, Josiah VV., Pittsburg, Pa, Mode of forming a steel surface on sheet and bar

iron
Same Mode of coating wrought iron with cast steef

Ells, Josiah "VV., assignor to self and Isaiah C. Breed, Pittsburg, Pa. Method of
making axe blanks

Ellsworth, Eliza. (/See Latimer, James F , assignor.)
Ellsworth, E. A.,Washington, D. C. Nut lock a;id washer
Ellsworth, Oliver, assignor to self and Richard Smith, Boston, Mass. Machine for

drying paper in paper-making machines
EUysou, Webst':'r, West Branch, Iowa. Sheep-shearing table
Elmer, Albert E., Grc-entield, Mass. Railway car axle
Elmer, A. W., assignor tp self and Christian Ensminger, Springfield, Mass. Hand

Elmer, A. W., and C. Ensminger. (See Ensminger & Elmer.)
Elmer, D. F., Springfield, Mass. Index ganger and caliper
Elmer, William, New York, N. Y. Process of separating metals

Same Pi'ocess of manufacturing illuminating gas
Elmer, W., and H. G. Hubert, New York, N. Y. Ozone generator
Elmer, W. H., Fair Water. Wis. Wat.^r wheel
Elmes, Geo., assignor to self and F. B. Wells, Chestertown, N. Y. Sewing machine..
Elrod, W. JI., assignor to self and George L. Williams, St. Louis, Mo. Oscillating

piston engine
Elsey, George, and Dwight S. Spaiford. (^ee Spafford & Elsey.)
Eldon, Julius, Boston, Mass. Breech-loading fire-arm

Same Breech-loading fire-arm
iSame same ;

Elston, J. A.,Elston Station, Mo, Aerial machine
Elting, Peter T., Buffalo, N. Y. Smut machine ,....

Elton, Charles A., Hillsboro', Ohio. Plow
Elward, John II., Mendota, 111. IVIea.^uring funnel

Same Clamp for ropes or wires
Same Clamp for ropes and wires

Ely, Alfred B., Newton, Mass. Machine for cutting files

Same Machine for separating fibrous substances from the seed
Same Let off and tension for yarns, threads, &c
Same Boot and shoe tip

Same Warp-feeding mechanism for looms
Same Boot and shoe .'

Ely, Alfred B, (.See Preston, James W., ass'gnor.)

Same (&'ee Hotchkiss, Truman, assignor.)

Same (iSee Stevens, Edgar M., assignor.)

Same same.
Same (See Hall, Luther, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (>See Sargent, Sumner, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (5ee Marden, Jeremiah A., assignor.)

Same (See Hall, Luther, assignor.)

Same (See Ames & Gowen, assignors.)

Same (See Drew, Reuben W., assignor) (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.

)

Same same (Reissue.

)

Same same ( Reissue.)

Ely, Alfred B., trustee. (See Stevens, E. M., assignor.)

Same. (See Streeter, L. R., assignor.)

Ely, Alfred B., and Chas, Wild, trustees. (See Haj'ward, Daniel E., ass'r. (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)

Ely, Charles R., Northfield, .Vt. Head block for t-aw mills

Ely, James, and Robert Cook, Franklin, Ohio. Percussion cap and portable primer
Ely, Philip, assignor lo J. M. Keep & Co., New York, N. Y. Steam motor for toys.

.

Ely, William N. (^ee Stevens. E. M. , assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same.
Same. (.See Peck, H.' D., assignor.)

Elzy, Andrew M., Placerville, Cal. ' Churn
I

Emanufl, Abraham. (5ee De La Mar, Joseph, assignor.)
Embree, Davis, Dayton, Ohio. Food for stock ,.l

Emerson, A., New York, N. Y. Machine for making nuts
Emerson, Charles W., Hartford, Conn. Holder for lamp and gas shades
l^raerson, Daniel L. , Rockford, 111. Harvester
Emerson, George W., Peru, 111. Churn
Emerson, James E., Trenton, N. J. Swage for sharpening saws

Same Saw

Feb. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1667.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 21, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

July 16,1367.

Oct. 1,

Mar. 19,

June 11,

Nov. 5,

Jan. 8,

Aug. 20,

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

16G7.

1867.

Aug. 20, 1807.

May
July
Nov.
Aug.
Aug.
July
May
July
Oct.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Sept.

Dec.
Dec.

14, 1807.

23, 1807.

19, 1807.

13,1807.

0, 1807.

16, 1807.

14. 1807.

9, 1807.

8, 1 867.

22, 1867.

2, 1807.

30,1807.
LM, 1867.

17, J 807.

31. 18G7.

Dec. 17,1867.
Aug. 0,1867.
aiar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1807.

Dec. 31,1867.
May 7, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1807.

Apr. 30, 1807.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 12, 18G7.
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Emerson, James E., Trenton, N.J. Saw-gumming machine
Same Saw
Same Saw set

Same ..Saw
Same Saw gummer
Same Swage for sharpening saws (Reissue)

.

Same Apparatus for punching saw teeth
Same Mode of attaching handles to cross-cut saw
Same {See Krauser, John L., assignor.

)

Emerson, Richard H., Fond du Lac, Wis. Windlass ^
Emerson, S. F., assignor to self and J. B. Edams, Amboy, 111. Switch chair
Emerson, T. B., Seville, Ohio. Clothes wringer
Emerj-^, A. H., New York, N. Y. Hydraulic press
Emery, Arthur P., and Charles Moore, (^ee Moore & Emery.)
Emery, Charles E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam engine
Emft'y, George T. (&eFeyh, Henry, assignor.)
Emery, George T., etal. (See Feyh, Henry, assignor.)
Emery, James, Bucksport, Maine. Lampshade
Emery. Jonathan, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Artificial leg

Same Harvester
Emmert, Elias. (iSee Koons, Even, assignor.)
Emmert, Joseph F., Quiucy, Pa. Carriage jack
Emmones, Sydney, and Elnathan S. Simpson, Geneva, N. Y. Carriage top
Emmore, Samuel, assignor to self and A. Burkholder, Stouchburg, Pa. Dough-

kneading machine
Empire Wind Wheel Manufacturing Companj'. (^ee Mills, E. W., assignor.)

Emswiler, J. P., Knightstown, lud. Animal trap
Engel, Franz, Camden, N. J. Blower
Engelhardt, Francis E., and Cassius C. Peck. (See Peck & Engelhardt.),
Engels, H. A. and C. H., and John Wieland, San Francisco, Cal. Malt drying appa-

ratus .

Same Hot-air furnace
England, Lewis C, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for evaporating liquids

Same Tannery
England, S. M. (See Ramsey, J. C , assignor.)
England, William R. , Milwaukee, Wis. Water indicator for boilers
English, B. C. (See Traps, Francis, assignor.)

English, C. L., Cincinnati, Ohio. Bellows
English, James G., et al. (See Twitchell, Charles S., assignor.)

English, W. H. , Macon, Ga. Carriage spring
Ennis, William, Hudson, N. J. Furnace
Ennis, W., and W. Duryea. (5eeDuryea & Ennis.)

Same Same.
Ennis, William, et al. (See Maunton, Jabez, assignor.)

Same Same.
Same Same.

Eno, George A., Philadelphia, Pa. Ice pitcher
Same Spoon handle (Designi)

.

Enos, John M., St. Joseph, Mich. Steam engine
Enright, John, Louisville, Ky. Game-register
Ensign, Elizur R., East Hartford, Conn. Machine for making holes for planting
Ensley, J. J., assignor, through mesne assignments, to Thomas D. Ledyard, Toronto,

C. W. Generating gas and obtaining other useful products from animal and veg-
etable materials '. (Reissue.)

.

Ensmiuger,- Christian. (5ee Elmer, A. W., assignor.)
Eusminger, C, and A. W. Elmer, Springfield, Mass. Plumb level

Enterprise Manufacturing Company. ^See Baker & Harbster, assignors.
Epperson, James W., Woodhull, 111. Farm gate
Erkenbrecher, Andrew, Cincinnati, Ohio, Starch elevator

Same Starch making apparatus
Same Starch agitator .*.

Same Corn elevator
Same Apparatus for drying starch

Erpelding, Lambert, and Leander J. McCormick. (See McCormick & Erpelding.)
Ernst, Adam, Milwaukee, AVis. Stove-pipe drum
Ernst, F., San Francisco, Cal. Clothes washer
Ernst, John G., Baltimore, Md. Tobacco pouch
Ernst, .John W., Heidelburg, Pa. Adjustable cultivator ,

Ertel, George, Liberty, III. Beater press -

Esch, Michael, and William Rosenkranz. (Sre Rosenkranz & Esch.)
Eshelman, Henry L., Elizabethtown, Pa. Harrow
Eshleman, J. Albert, Philadelphia, Pa. Neck-t 'e holder (Reissue.)

.

Eshloman, John J., assignor to self and James Riley, Philadelphia, Pa. • Attaching
stopples to bottles. (Antedated February 16, 1867.) . .? ^

E.slaman, Jacob, Belleville, 111. Wheat dampencr
Esmond, George. (See Willson, H. F. assignor.)

Esselen, Mitchel, assignor to J. D. Guyer & Co., Roxbury, Mass. Machine for I

raising and drying the nap on hats

Esser, William G., Milwaukee, Wis. Compound for tempering steel

Essex, James J., Newport, R. I. Syringe
I Essick, S. v., Mansfield, Ohio. Knitting machine

Mar. 19,18G7.
Mar. 26, 1867.

June 4,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 9,1867.
May 28, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.-

Feb. 12, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Apr-. 23, 1867.

Sept.- 3, 1867.

May. 28, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Aug, 6,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1807.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
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Estabrook, Joseph M., Milford, Mass. Paintbrush
Estep, Thomas B., Ciiicinnati, Ohio, Coffin

Estep, Thomas B., and William C. Heiferman, assignors to Thomas B, Estep, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Coffin

Esterle, R. M., San Francisco, Cal. Railroad rail

Estes, Dana, Newton, Mass. Ventilating pipes for houses, &c
Estes, Philip, Leav euvvorth, Kans. Head-block
Estes, Philip, and F. J, Nutz. (See Nufz & Estes.)

Estes, Thomas G., Fall River, Mass. Mode of striking gongs or bells

Esty, J., & Co. (See Thomas. Elihu H., jr., assignor.)

Ethridge, L. T., and Stephen Rawdon. {See Rawdon & Ethridge.)
Etnier, Oliver, Mt, Union, Pa. Cultivator
Etter, H, H., Washington. D. C. Burning flaid

Eustis, James B., New Orleans, La. Change box
Euteneuer, Jacob, Peoria, 111. Door-kuob (Design).

v

Same .......Lamp-chimney tougs
Evans, David, England. Needle-wrapper
Evans, David, et al. (See Walsh, Walsh & Evans.)
Evans, George E., Boston. Mass. Centrifugal machines for washing sugar

Same Ceutrifngal apparatus for washing sugar
Evans, James AV. , New York, N. Y. Car-spring

Same Machine for coiling springs '

Evans, John, Davenport, Iowa. Brick mould
Evans.Jr., John, IMilbridge, Maine. Means for casting alichor

Evans, Jonathan B., Millville, N. J. Door latch

Evans, Jonathan G., Albany, N;»Y. Model of the ancient city of Jerusalem. (Design)..
Evans, Joseph, and Andrew Buckham. (See Buckham & Evans,)
Evans, J. D., Pleasant Jliil, Ga. Plow . .

Evans, J. G., and Thomas Martin. (See Martin & Evans.)
Evans, Lot P., Springville, Pa, Cherry-seeder
Evans, M., Russiaville, lud. Boot and shoe
Evans, O., and A. F. Wicke. {See Wicke & Evans.)
Evans, Owen, Alliance, Ohio. Horse hay fork
Evans, O. B., Buffalo, N. Y. Tanning
Evans, Philander, et al. (See Mitchell, C. E., assignor.)

Evans, Thomas, Newark, N.J. Tack hammer
Same Drafting instrument

Evans, William, and W. L. Aldrich. (^ee Aldrich & Evans.)
Evans, W5iliam H., Richmond, Ind. Straw-cutter. (Antedated June 10, 1867)
Evarts, Washington C, Danby, N. Y. Plow •.

Everdell, Henry, New York, N. Y. Envelops
Everest, Hiram 13., assignor to the Vacuum Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y. Apparatus for

distilling petroleum
Everett, H. (.See Pepper, Daniel W., asciguor.)

Everett, Horace, Philadelphia, Pa. Tinned joint for iron vessels
Same Paint can
Same Metal can for putting up alkalies

Everett, Mahlon, assignor to self and Henry F. Cock. Kalamazoo, Mich. Hydraulic
engine

Everett, S. H.. and J. B. Powell. (See Powell & Everett.)
Everingham, F. M., ColiingAvood, N. Y. Clothes and picture hanger
Everinghara, Francis M., La Fayette, N. Y. Derrick
Everitt, Elisha E., Philadelphia, Pa. Spring bed bottom.
Everitt, Sheldon B., assignor, through mesne assignments, to Frederick G. Niedrmg-

haus, Ansonia, Conn. Tea kettle and other vessels

Evcrsou, Charles R., Palmyra, N. Y. Fastening for paper collars

Everst, Joseph J., assignor to self and G. P. Gephart, Cumberland, Md. Churn
Everts, Edgar S. (See Corbett, Henry V., assignor.)

Evertson, J. R., Mt. Vernon, Ind. Grain-dryer
Evinger, N., Sand Ford, Ind. Road scraper
Ewell, James B., Baltimore, Md. Speding cultivator
Ewer, Franklin, Honeoye Falls, N. Y. Gate
Ewick, C. A., Rushville, Ind. Cultivator

.^

Ewing, David, Indianapolis, Ind. Pessary .*

Ewins, John A., South Boston, Mass. Knife-cleaner
Eybel, Bernhard, New York, N. Y^ Device for convt-rtiug motion. ^

Eynon, David, Richmond, Va. Method of slotting the lips of railroad chairs
Eynon, David, assignor to the Tredegar Co., Richmond, Va. Rolling apparatus for

rolling chairs for railroads
Eyre, James H. (See Hutchiugs, John W., assignor.)
Faber, Charles T., New Y'ork. N. Y. Self-adjusting lid support for pianos, desks, &c.
Faber, Eberhard, et al. (See Higgiubotham, Theophilus, assignor.)
Fabian, G. C. (^ee Burridge, Thomas H., assignor.)

•Bame Same.
Fagan, E., and J. B. Newbrough. (See Newbrough & Fagan.)

Same Same.
Fagerstrom, Anders, Wyoming, Pa. Setting tires on wheels
Fagin, Lewis, Cincinnati, Ohio. Steam generator
Fahnestock, George W. (See Haslctt, John, jr., assignor.)
Fahnestock, Jno., assignor to Jas. Buchaw <fc Co.. New York, N. Y. LabeL . . (Design) -

.

Fairbrother, N., and G. S. Fales, Pawtucket, R. I. Trade-mark (Design) .

.

Oct. 29,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, T867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Dec. :n, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867
Mar. 19, 1867.

Juno 11, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Mar. 19, 186?.

Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1807.

Aug. 13, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 22.1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

June 18. 1867.

July 23, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Aug. 2J, 1807,

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Sept. 24,- 1867.

Aug. 0,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867,
June 11,1867.

Aug. 20, 1807.

Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

May 7,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Apr, 2,1807.

Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
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June 4, ISfw.

Nov. 5, 1 8(i7.

Sept. 10, 18G7.

Nov. 5,18G7.
Nov. 5, 18{)7.

Dec. 10, 18G7.

Sept.lO, 18G7.

Jan. 1. 18G7.

Mar. 26, 18G7.

July 30, I8G7.

Jitiie 4, 1867.

May 20, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. rj,1867.

Dec. 3, J8G7.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 5, 18G7.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

July 2, 18G7.

Dec. 31, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

8. 1867.

19, ir;;7.

8, 1867,

6, 1867.

24, 1867.

Jan.
JMar.

Oct.
Aug
Dec.

65, 3.59 Fairctiild, B. Homer, and Emory Sadler, Farmington, Mich. Gate
70,541 Fairchild, H. C, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sed planter

68.720 Fairchild, John, Eagleville, Ohio. Cement compound
Fairchild, J. H., et al. (5ee Robias-on, Warren, assignor.)

70.672 Fairchild, J. M., assignor to self, J. K. Bundy, and J. M. Townsend, Nevs^ Haven,
Conn. Fire-alaim telegraph

70.673 Same Mechanism for opening and closing telegraphic circuits

71, 863 Same Self-adjusting relay magnet
Fairchild, S. B., and M. Coloney. (See Coloney & Fairchild.)

68.721 Fairclough, John, St. Joseph, Mo. Steam engine 4-

CO, 863 Fairfax, Joseph S., Wheeling, W. Ya. Railroad car

63, 149 Fairfield, George A., Harttord, Conn. Feeding mechanism for sewing machines
67. 179 Same Thread controller for sewing machines
65.360 Falardo, Dennis L., New York, N. Y. Machine for driving nails

Falconer, jr., Ralph, Washington, D. C. Hose coupling (Extension)..

67, 519 Fales, Andrew B., Tro}', N. Y. Spider, or frying pan 5

Fales, D. L. (See Marsh, Thomas, as>.ignor.)

Fales, G. S., and N. Fairbrother. (See Fairbrother & Fales.)

71,724 Fales, Levi S., Tarrytown, N. Y. Fertilizing compound
71, 725 Same Fertilizer

Fallis, William A. (Sec Moore, Thomas C, assignor.)

70,708 Fallon, William, Washington, D. C. Paper file

70, 427 Fallows, James, assignor to Porter <fc Booth, Philadelphia, Pa. Construction of sheet-

metal buckets I

70, 822 Falls, William F., assignor to Ira Steward, Boston, Mass. Marble shooter

70. 184 Faloon, Matthew, Bloomington, 111. Gas generator •

61.821 Falvey, Thomas, Kacine. Wis. Carriage axle
Same (^ee Reilly, John, assignor.)

68,971 Fancher, Francis B.. Lans'ingburg, N. Y. Garden tile for bordering

70. 185 Fancher, O. H. P., New York, N. Y. Anti-kicking attachment for horses

66, 229 Fanning, J ohn, New York, N. Y. Drilling apparatus

72, 829 Fanning, John, assignor to John S. Andrews, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sewing machine
65,734 Fanyon, Joseph, Bridgeport, Conn. Lubricator

69, 553 Fargo, Corydon A., Sequel, Cal. Wagon brake
61, 060 Furies, Robert, IMaroa, 111. Steam generator
62, 949 Farley, James H., Lowell, Mass. Milk can
69,647 Farmer, George, Flint, Mich. Tallying instrument
67, 5! 8 Farmer, Jerome B., Indianapolis, Ind. Latch and ketch •

72, 616
i
Farmer, Moses G., Salem. Mass. Ijighting and extinguishing gas

I
Farmington, H., etal. (See Robinson, Wan-en, assignor.)

72,381 i Farnam, Charles N., Norwich. Conn. Machinery for tanning
67. 180 Faruhara, Daniel P., Janesville, Wis. Broom head, (.\ntedated July 15, 1867)

60,869
I

Farnham, D. P. and M. P., Janesville. Wis. Combined foot stove and lantern

63, 150 Farnham, Moses P., assignor to self and Daniel P. Farnham, Janesville, Wis. Grate
for stoves

66,009 Farnsworth, Joseph S , assignor to Ebenezer G. Lamson, president of^ the Windsor
Manufacturing Company, Windsor, Vt. Die for swaging and punching the jaws
of wrenches

64,006 Farnsworth, Luther H., Hudson, IMass. Tool holder
61.822 Farnum, Edward, Blackstoue, Mass. Butter worker
61, 823 Farnum, Edward, and George Scott, Blackstone, Mass. Husking machine
2, 729 Farquhar, Francis, and Robert E. Doan, Wilmington, Ohio. Sugar evaporator.

(Reissue) ^

67,742 Same Apparatus for heating and evaporating
71,726 Farr, Geifrge V., and E. Hall. Brandon, Vt. Saddler's and shoemaker's tool

64,413 Farr, T. J., Medina, Ohio. Wagon brace
Farrand, Andrew J., et al. (See Dunham, John G., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (See Quick, Opie (fc Farrand.)
64, 512 Farrar. Benjamin F., assignor to self, Edward M. AVes?on, and Henry Willis, Spring-

field, Mas.s. Construction and venrilation of the walls of buildings

66, 136 Farrar, Benjamin F., assignor to self and D. B. Wesson, Springfield, Mass. Safety
railroad switch

67.181 Farrar, John, and William Groves, Providence, R. I. Mold for casting metal
65.361 Farrar, Oliver W.; Pittsburg, Pa. Mode of recovering waste acid from refining

petroleum
Farrell, A. IX (See Stilwell, R., assignor) (Reissue.)

61,329 Farrell, Joseph O., Chicago, 111. Tail board for wagons
65,556 Fan-ington, J. S., I\rilwaukec, Wis. Bed bottom

Farrington, Lafayette. (S e Searles, Charles E., assignor.)

Sanie (ftc McCoun. Sauiuel, assignor.)

66,696 Farris, Henry V., Richmond, Ind. Horse rake
Farwell, George. (See Priest, David H., assignor.)

' Fasig, William H., and J. W. Sijirley. (See Shirley & Fasig.)
65. 191 Fassler, Jerome, Springfield, Ohio. Machine for drilling harvester guard fingers AMay 28, 1867.

65.192 Same Machine for milliig harvester guard fingers

65. 193 Same Machine for slotting Jiarvester guard fingers
Fassler, Jerome, et al. (See Whiteley^ Fassler & Kelly (Reissue.)

Same same .- (Reissue.)
Same same.
Same same.
Same (5ecLong, John, assignor.)

I
Same same.

Dec. 17,1867.
July 30, 18!.7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. £6, 18G7.

Juno 25, 18f:7.

April 23, 1867.

Feb. 5, 18(g.

Feb. 186/

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. l.S, 1867.

Dec. 3, 18(#
May 7,1867.

May 7,1857.

June 25, 1867.

July 30,1867.

June 4, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
June 11. 1867.

July 16, 186-;

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 18G7.
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Xo.

Gl,527
61,727
62,.188

GG, 618

G7, 743

61?, 621

70,981

65. 735

60, 7C8
65,695

61,411
64, 088
C4.298
6*;, 697
64, i359

64, 960
70. 329
6'J, 976
6'>, 555
61,659
61,754
6i,528
69, 554

71,464
72, 83 3

GG, 23J

60.700
CG, 137

66 138
66. 139

6o, 140

63, 2^3
63, 234
6.5. 896
69, 977
€9, C86
65,362
66, 9l
2, 626
2,675

71, 506
67, 641

64, 853
71,727
70, 709
63, 427
64,513
66,010

63.401

C3, :i7G

70,982

67, gdl

Gk,529
65, 363
69, 330

Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Fassmann, Henry, New Orleans, La. Cotton bale tie

Same same
Same .same

Fast, J. B., and G. F. Hipp. (See Hif>p & Fast.)

Faucett, G. O. (-See Bridges, John R., assignor.)

Faulkner, George S.. Staffordville, Conn. Cam for looms
Faulkner, Robert. (.S'ee Badger, Simon H., assignor.)

FauU, Edwin, Australia. Lubricator
Faunce. N., and W. Bolster. (See Johnson, William W., assignor.)

Fans. Henry, Hayesville. Ohio. Boot-crimping machine
Fautz, Hermann, a.'^signor to self and Joseph H. Ferreira, Newark, N. J. Lock for

traveling bags
Favinger, George, Pittsford, Mich. Clothes dryer and stand combined
Faxon, Ellis G. L. (Ses Curtis, George S., assignor)
Fay, C. J.. Hammonton, N. J. Roofing and siding for houses

Same. Philadelphia, Pa. Belting f

Fay, J. A. & Company. (See Doane, Orton & London, assignors.)

Same (.S^e Brown, Samuel C, assignor.)

Same (5ee Richards, John, assignor.)

Same same.
Same (See Richards & Doane, assignors.)

Same (Sec London, W. E., assignor.)

Same (S'ee Street, Anton & Henry, assignors.)

Fay, Samuel, Lowell, Mass. Machine for opening and cleaning cotton
Fay, Samuel B., Frarklin, Pa. Ticket fastener

Same String tag
Faye, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Propelling hoop. (Antedated July 11, 1867)
Fayette, Henry, Port Chester, N. Y. "Wooden pavement

Same same
Same Blast and smelting furnace cupola I

Febles, George. Fostoria, Ohio. Combined sheep rack and trough
I

Federhen. John, and William C. Sherman, Boston, Mass. Double eye-glass 1

Fehleisen, Wilheira and Emst, Austria. Blasting powder i

E'eightner, Geotge. Wooster, Ohio. Machine for making wagon clips
I

Felber, Jacob, St. Lou's, Mo. Governor cut-ofF for steam engines !

Feldhaus. Ferdinand, Baltimore. Md. Hillside plow
j

Felker, H., and W. N. Rinehart. (See. Rinehart & Felker.)
Felker, Leonard, Tewksbury, Slass. Corn-cake cutter *

Fell Ambrose G., Brooklyn. N. Y. Rendering articles incombustible
|

Fell, Ambrose G.,ass'orto selfand Wm.Bell.'Brooklyu, N.Y. Watpr indicator for boilers.

Fell, John. (Se Ross, Alexander, assignor.)

Foil, Thomas M., New York, N. Y. Cylindrical amalgamator
Fell, Thomas M. and Ambrose G.. assignors to selves and William Bell, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Manufacture of white lead
Same same
Same same (Antedated April 1 1, 1 867) .

.

Same Mode of treating lead salts for the manufacture of white lead. (Ante-
dated Aprillf, 1867)

Fellheimer, August. New York, N. Y. Hoop skirt

Fellheimer. Louis, New Yr.rk, iS. Y. Hoop skirt

j

Fellows, Christopher C., Centre Sandwich, N. H. Vegetable lifter

Same Clothes Una clamp
Fellows, James B., assignor to C. C. Jones, Concord, N. H. Brace for boring bits

Fellows, M. S., Livonia, N. Y. Washing machine

I

Felt, Luther W., Keene, N. H. Machine for cutting corks

I

Felton, A. C, Boston, Jlass. Clock case (Design)..

I
Same game t (Design) .

.

j
Felton, Benjamin W.. Roxbury, Mass. Carreplacer. .».

Felton, Charles E., Buffalo, N.Y. Lock for prison doors, &c
I
Felts, Robert L., and Alfred Gifford. (See Gifford & Felts.)

j

Fenlason, Perry, Cincinnati, Ohio. Portable roofing boiler and furnace
Fenn, Samuel F., a-^^ ignor to self and T. B. Clark, Middletown, Conu. Bit brace

I

Fenn, William A., Wolcott, N. Y. Salt'Bifter

Fenton, Green, Streetsboro', Ohio. Sheep table
Feoton, Hector T., Philadelphia. Pa. Steam generator
Ft-nton, M. R., Washington. D. C. Curtain fixture

Ferguson & Lewers. (See Lewers, Dixon, assignor.)
Ferguson, Edwin. (5ee Foley, Richard, ::.-:signor.)

Ferguson, Edwin L. (.S'ee Clark, C. B., assignor.)
Ferguson, James H., and Henry W. Lovejoy, New York, N. Y. Machine for trim-

ming metals «

Ferguson, Lorenzo D., Coming, N.Y. Hlnminaticg biiniing fluid

Ferguson, Thomas S., et al. (See Firch, W. B., assignor )

Fergusofl, William H., assignor to self and Clark D. Page, Rochester, N. Y. Safety
attachment for pocket books

Ferguson. William R,, Marseilles. III. Hook and terret
Pergussou, J. R.. Brooklyn, N. Y. R«='frigerator

Fernald, Daniel H., Bangor, Maine. Construction of sewers and drains

Fcmald, Heniy B., Dedham, Mas«. Railway truck. (Antedated Sept. 25, 18G7)

Femier, Phillipp. (See Gold, Vviilis D., assignor.)

Ferreira, Joseph H. {See Fautz, Hermann, assignor.) i

Jan. 20,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867,

July 16, 18G7.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar, 5, 18G7.

Nov. 19, 18i')7,

June II, 18u7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
July
May
May
Oct,
Oct.

Oct.
Jan.
3Iay
Jan.
Oct.

22, 1867.

2.3, latn.

30, 1867.

16, 1867.

21,1867.
21.1867.
20. 1867.

22, !8G7.

8. 1867.

29, 16G7.

14. 1867.

20. 18fi7.

8; 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
July 2, 1867.

Jem 1, 1867-

June 25, '.S(;7.

June 2.'), 1867.

June 25, 1367.

June 25, 1667.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

June i8. 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Setit.24, 1867.

June 4.1867.
June 25; 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 18, 1S67.

Dec. .3,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

Sent, 3.18(57.

May 7. 1867.

Juno 25, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

Nov. 10, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 20,1867.
June 4,1667.

Oct. 1, 1867.
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No.

64, 652

2,645

69, 199

68, 428
72,831

2,853

00, 'on

62, 323

64, 755

64, 854

62, 189
67, 519

71,291
60, 870

65, 479

69, 537

71,728

65, 897
63,712

.66, 231

66, 819
'72, 006
67, 862
68,058
68, 175

68, 722
61,412
63, 876
63, 713
71, 597
71, 153

65, 364
68, 059
68. 723
6o, 736
61,413
71, 729

71, 730
2,663

72, 179

72, 832
65, 365
65, 366
63, 029
68, 864
72, 617

65,'} 37
63,714
67, 967

72, 729

62, 740
66. 560

64, 855
67, 968

Name, residence, and invcBtion or discovery.

Ferris, Gflbert J., assignor to Hclf and Byron Sykes, Washington, D. C. Combina-
tion tool

Ferris, Martin V. B., assignor to self acd Charles E. Ferris, South Norwalk, Conn.
Trade mark * (Design) .

.

Ferris, Smith, New York, N. Y. Horse blinder
Ferriss, Thomas St. Clair, Nashville, Tenn. Truss pad
Fi-rry, E. R., New Haven, Conn, cteck and driving rein
Ferry, John "W., ct al. (See Edgett, Andrew J., assignor.)

Ferry, John W., and Lewis F. Rider. (See Rider & Ferry.)
Ferry, Samuel. (.S'ee Allen, .John, assignor.)

Fci-sch, Caspar, assignor to Hoifman & Fersch, New York, N. Y. Molding for show
cases (Design) .

.

Fcrtig, John. (See Colahan, Charles, assignor.)

Fessenden, A., IJeaufort, .S. C. Cotton gin
Fessenden, George F., West Cambridge, Mass.

dough •

Apparatus for rolling and spreading

Fessler, Henry, and Robert V. Jones. (See Jones & P"'essler.)

Fessler, Henry, and Isaac E. Betz, Canton, Ohio. Combined hoe and hand planter. .

.

Fessler, Henry, and A. C. Goodman. (See Goodman & Fessler.)

Fetherolf, B. L., assignor to self and J. M. Hadesty, Tamaqua, Pa. Attachment to

stoves for generating gas
Fetter, David F., New York, N. Y. Bushing for barrels
Fewkes, Jesse, Newton, Mass. Threading and regulating tension of thread in weav-

ing and braiding machines
Same Spool support . . :

Feyh, Henry, assignor to self and George T. Emery, Columbus, Ohio. Steam gener-
ator. (Antedated ^September 13, 1866)

Feyh, Henry, assignor to self, George T. Emery, and William B. Hawkes, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Steam generator

Fecken, R., and F. L. Williams, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for cleaning and purify-
ing bone black ,

Fickett, Albert, Rochester, N. Y. Device for lining and pack'ng rotary paper pulp
boilers •

Fickett, Albert, and Justin C. Ware, Titusville, Pa. Device for measuring liquids ..

Fickinger. Jacob, Kingsville, Ohio. Grinding mill

Fidler, B., and J. A. Niraan. (See Niman & Fidler.)

Fidler, Robert, assignor to self and the Dighton Furnace Company, Taunton, Mass.
Apparatus for forming sheet metal tubes

Field, B. J., and John C. Guerrant. (See Guerrant & Field.)

Field, Charles H., Providence, R. I. Rosette engine
Field, Edward A., Sidney,' Maine. Horse rake
Field, George B., New York, N. Y. Ore roasting furnace

Same same
Same Amalgamator

Field. G. F.,* and L. O. Crocker. (See Crocker & Field.)

Field, H. T., Worcester, Mass. Fruit safe

Field, Thomas F., Saugerties, N. Y. Device for changing water in steam generators.

Field, William A., Boston. Mass. Blacking-box holder
Fields, James B., assignor to self and Peter Fields, Jersey City, N. J. Quartz mill. .

.

Fields, Samuel, IBridgeport, Ohio. Roofing compound
Fields, William, Wilmington, Del. Propeller ".

Fiester, John U., Winchester, Ohio. Fireplace
Same Shoe fastener

Fifield. J. B. M., Philadelphia. Pa. Sideboard and refrigerator ,

Fifield, John S., Westerly, R. I. Coal sitter ,

Fifield, Levi W., Melrose, Mass. Knitting-machine needle
Filkins, R. A., assignor to self and W. B. Werden, North Adams, Mass. ' Low water

indicator •

Same Rotary steam valve
FiUey, Giles F., St. Louis, Mo. Trade mark (Design) .

.

Same Cooking stove (Extension) .

.

Same Stove back plate
Fillmore, Charles, assignor to self and George Washer, RomeOj Mich. Trace buckle.
Finch, A. L., Sing Sing, N. Y. Building block machinery
Finch, E. D., Stanton, Mich. Soda fountain
Finch, John L., Warwick, N, Y. Milk can
Finch, Oscar, Owego, N. Y., Trace buckle -

Finch, W. B., assignor to self, Thomas S. Ferguson, and N. B. Boyden, Chicago, 111.

Vai-nish paint '.
. ,.

Finch, W. W., Mishawaka, Ind. Mop wringer
Fink, Albert, Louisville, Ky. Bridge
Fink, G. W., Pleasant Plains, 111. Trace fastener ,

Fink, Reuben, Lancaster, Pa. Attachment for safety bridles

Finkle, Peter, and W. Hailes. (See Ilailes & Finkle.) *

Finley, H. II. (5'ce Crowl, Peter, assignor.)

Finley , John E., Memphis, Tenn. Churn
Same same ,

Finley, R. S., et al (See Welsh, J. A., assignor.)

Finn, P. G., Erie, Pa. Putting up oil in casks, &c
Finn, William, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Carriage prop
Finuegan, Roger, New York. N. Y. Hoisting apparatus

Date.

May 14,1867.

May 7,1867.
Sept. 24, 1 867.

Sept. .3,1867.

Dec. 31, 1887.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.

Aug. 6.1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 11,1867.

June 4,1867.'

Mar. 5,1867.

•Dec. 3,1867.
June 18,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Ausr. 29, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867,

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Apr, 16, 186u
Apr. 9,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
June 4,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. lOJ 867.

June lip 867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Dec. • 3, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 8,1867.
Dec. 17,1667.
Dec. 31,1867.
June 4,1867.
«Junc 4,1867.
Mar. 10, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Doc. 24,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

May 21,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
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Name, residence, asid invention or discovery. Date.

Firestone, G. W., Fredericlisburg, Ohio. Hand loom
Firmenifh, Joseph, Buffalo, N. Y. Apparatus for the manufacture of vinegar
Fischer, Friodrich, Garibaldi, Iowa. Kotary steam engine
Fischer, Julius, New York, N. Y. Fire escape and alarm
Fischer, J., St. Louis, Mo. Medicine
Fish, Edward B., Glen's Falls, N. Y. Nicking screw heads
Fish, Harriet M., New York, N. Y. Rouge pad
Fish, John C, Barnstable. Mass. Device for lubricating wheels, &c
Fish, J. J., and G. A. Mallory. {See Mallory & Fish.)

Fish, John R., Fort Wayne, Ind. Valve Rear for steam engines
Fish, John R., and H. C. Hartman, Fort Wayne, Ind. Steam generator
Fish, Josiah, Smelser, Wis. Plow
Fisher, Charles and George, Tecumseh, Mich. Apparatus for soldering eave troughs
Fisher, Clark, assignor, through mesne assignments, to himself, Trenton, N.J. Mode

of burning hydrocarbon liquids

Fisher, Cyrus, Canton, Mass. Machine for skeining silk, thread, &c
Fisher, C. J., Waukon, Iowa. Door holder
Fisher, D. S., Cedar Spring, Ind. Wheat drill..

Same Harrow
Same Corn pLmter
Same Plow^ ,

Same Propelling wheeled carriages
Fisher, Edwin S., Boston, Mass. Divider
Fisher, Ferdinand, Cambridge, Mass. Steam heating and ventUating apparatus
Fisher, Frederick, Gloucester, Mass. Tuyere ,

Fisher, George B., Chicago, 111. Peat and brick machine
Fisher, Henry S., Newburg, N. Y. Sealing preserve cans (Reissue)

.

Fisher, H. W., Philadelphia, Pa. Cooler and filter ".
,

Fisher, John, St. Joseph, Wis., and Jacob Meili, Stillwater, Minn. Sled ,

Fisher, L. C, and A. D. HolUday, Ei Paso, lil. Weighing attachment to faucets
Fisher, L. S., Broadhead, Wis. Mode of hanging and guiding the harness in looms. ..

Fisher, Paul, Williamsburg, N. Y. ]\Ieat spit

Fisher, T. A. and A. F.. Beardstown, 111. Carriage
Fishley, John E. (.See Ver(?, Henry Holton, assignor.)

Fisk, Daniel E., Springfield, Mass. Pocket-book clasp. (Antedated Oct. 21, ]867) . .

.

Fisk, Robert W., Oluey, 111. Safety pocket
Fisk, Russell, New York, N. Y. Composition for concrete pavement. (Antedated

July 20, 1867)
Fisk, Thomas G. U., Macon- City, Mo. Washing machine
Fisk. William H, {See Barton, Richard T., assignoi".)

Fiske, Charles H., Lowell. Mass. Bobbin ,

Fiske, Isaac, Worcester, Mass. Crook for musical instruments
Fiske, Wiiliam, Loweil, Mass. Sewing machine
Fitch and Van Vechten. {See Powers, Timothy J., assignor.)

Fitch, C. T., Harbor Creek, Pa. Post-diiving machine
Same Post drive*

Fitch, J. P., and J. R. Van Vechten. (See Powers| Timothy J., assignor.) ^

Fitch, Marv T., Lockport, N. Y. Ruffling attachqient for sewing machines
Fitch, N. f., Forsyth, 111. Corn crib

Fitch, O. F., Moi-ristown, Ind. Carding engine
Fitts, Benaiah, Newark, N. J. Packing pump joints.

Same Pipe coupling
Same Planing machine
Same same

Fitts, Benaiah, assignor to Gould Machine Company, Newark, N. J. Steam fire en-
gine (Design) .

.

Fitts, jr., Robert, assignor to the Walter Heyward Chair Company, Fitchburg, Mass.
Ofltice chair 1

Fitts, R. H., Lawrence, Kansas. Roofing cement
Fitzgerald, Daniel, New York, N. Y. Bed bottom
Fitzgerald, Daniel, assignor to self and R. Onderdonk, New York, N. Y. Portable

house
Fitzgerald, D., and Benjamin Sherwood. {See Sherwood & Fitzgerald.)

Same same.
Fitzgerald, Elisha, New York, N. Y. Measuring faucet
Fitzgerald, Frederick, Cincinnati, Ohio. Vault light ^
Fitzgerald, Walter, Boston, Mass. Button-hole cutter
Fitzgerald, Walter H., assignor to self and W. H. Sexton, Philadelphia, Pa. Shut-

ter-bowing bolt
Fitzhenry, Edward, Boston, Mass. Machine for dressing leather
Fitzhenry, Edward, and Isaac Ball, Portland, Oregon. Machine for finishing leather.

.

Fitzhenry, Edward, and Ira W. Pray. {Sec Pray & Fitzhenry.) •

Fitzhugh, B. G., Baltimore, Md. Burglar alarm for safes, (fee

Same Sykesville, Md. Tethering stake
Fitzki, Edward, Washington, D. C. Envelope
Fitzmaier, Louis, assignor to Atwater, Benham & Co., New York, N. Y. Method of

ornamenting tin, &c
Fitzsimmons, John H., Susquehanna Depot, Pa. Safety valve
Flach, C. Fleming, Prussia. Extracting silver from argentiferous ore
Flad, Henry, St. Louis, Mo. Filter
Flad, Henry, and George P. Herthel, jr., St. Louis. Mo. Hydraulic elevator

Oct.
Mar.
Feb.
May
July
Apr.
July
May

29, 1867.

19, 18G7.

19,1867.

28, 1S67.

2, 1867.

23, 1867.

30, 1867.

21, 1867.

Septic, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28. 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 15.1867.
Nov. 19, 1867,

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867,

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867,

June 18, 1867.

July 16, 1867
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.
Jan. 15,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 1.3, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

May 28, 1667.
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Flagg, James H., Perkinsville, Vt. Device for hanging paint pots to sides of buildings
FJagg, John G.. Philadelphia, Pa. Device for forming hassocks or stools. (Ante-

dated January 10, 1867)
Flagg, LySander. {Sec. Sutton, Sedgwick A., assignor.)

Flagler, Thomas, Grass Lake, Mich. Fruit gatherer
Flanders, F., and S. E. Bickford. {See Wheeler & Bickford, asssignors.)

Same (^'ee Bickford & Flanders.)
Flanders, Frederick, and Walter S. Sargent. {See Sargent & Flanders.)
Flanders, John J., et al. (Sen Crockett, Jacob G., assignor.)
Flanders, J. P., and S. K. Wells, Burlington, Vt. Bed bottom ,

Flanders, L. B., Philadelphia, Pa. Piston for steam engines
Same Apparatus for borii g cylinders
Same Device for transmitting rotary motion. (Antedated October 1, 1867)

Flanders, Lucian B., Philadelphia, Pa. Replacing cars upon railroad tracks. . (Exfn)

.

Flanders, W. A ., Shelby, Ohio. Beehive
Fianed3^ Patrick J., San Francisco, Cal. Ironing machine
Flanegin, Eli, and / . B. Smith, Pittsburg, Pa. Pump
Flansburgh, Peter H., Eden township, Cal. Hill-i^ide plov/

Fieckenstine, Leonard, assignor to self and Peter F. Binkley, Idauor towusliip, Pa.
Fruit gatherer

Fleetwood, Thomas, Carleton, New Brunswick. Steam engine lubricating cup
Fleischl, Josef, New York, N. Y. Paper file

Fleischmann, Charles L., New York. N. Y. Plow
Fleming, J . H., Groton township, Ohio. Windlass crank power
Fleming, T. T. Memphis, Tenn. Cotton scraper
Flersheim, Lemuel H., et al. (See Brown, F. H., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.
Same sfane.

Flesch, Charles, Rochester, N. Y. Permu.ation lock
Same same

Flet^che, C. D., New York, N. Y. Punch for forming clasps ,

Fletcher, Addison C, New York, N. Y. Grate bar
Same Air heating apparatus for steam boiler furnaces, &c. (Ante'dated

April 1 8, 1867)
Fletcher, B. L. (^ce Lazear, C. G., assignor) (Disclaimer.)
Fletcher, Benjamin S., assignor to self and David W. Rawson, Cornish, N. H. Rein

holder
Fletcher, Friend P., and Virgil W. Blanchard, Bridport, Vt. Process of converting

cast iron into steel and malleable iron

Fletcher, James S., South Bend, Ind. Work box
Fletcher, Seth, Skowhegan, Maine. Water wheel
Fleury, Anthony L., Philadelphia, Pa. Preparing poluble silica and applying the

same to useiul purposes. (Antedated December 28, 1866)....
Fiinu, .John, Philadelphia, Pa. Self-fastening spring for webbing
Flinn, William 11., assignor to self and James N. Kendall, Nashua, N. II. Tool for

cutting wires '.
:

Flint, Daniel, Sacramento, Cal. Gate
Flmt, George, Lowell, Mass. Parlor skate
Flint, John C, and R. B. Dunn. (See Chandler, Moses, ffssignor) (Reissue.)

Same.. (See Webb, Albion, assignor.) (Reissue.)
Flood, Edward F., Chicago, 111. Wagon reach
FiQra, Orlando V., assignor to self and William A. Collins, Mndison, Ind. Vice
Floia, Orlando V., Madison, Ind., and James S. Bogle, Springfield, Ohio. Churn
Florence jManufuclnring Company. {See Brown, Clarence E., assignor.)

Florer, ISI. Vv"., Bracken county, Ky. Fruit dryer
Flory, Christian, East Donegal, Pa. Corn cultivator
Flower. T. A. (See Keith, Horace M., assignor.)
Fhiyd, E. A., Macomb, 111. Beefiivo
Floyd, F. G., and E. A., Macomb, 111. Cherry stoner

Same Broadcast sower
Floyd, George, Cincinnati, Ohio. Insulator
Floyd, James, ct al. (.S'c^ Sangster, William, assignor.)

Fiynu. Daniel, Hartford, Conn. Machinery for cutting key seats

Flynt, Chester D.* Collinsville, III. Carriage seat

Fobes, Charles., Whitewater, Wis. Cotfee generator
Fobes, Daniel, assignor to Fobes, Hayward & Co., Boston, Mass. Edible compound.
Fogei'ty, Valentine, assignor, through mesne assignments, to self. Royal E. Robbins,

and Frank W. Andrews, West Roxbury, Mass. Magazine tire-arm (Reissue) .

.

Fogg, Thomas, Detroit, Mich. Railroad switch
Foley, D. D., Wash.iugton, D. C. Penholder. (Antedated November 13, 1867)
Foley, John, Cleveland, Ohio. Balancing mill stones
Fok "y, Richai'd, assignor to self and Edwin Ferguson, New York, N. Y. Tunnel
Folger, Addison L., Sumner, Ind. Sorghum evaporator
Follensbee, Willard S., Janesville. Wis. G rout conductor
Follett, Henry A. and Amos, Smithtield, R. I. Bed bottom
Folsom, Charles, and J. P. James. (See Miller, Abraham S., assignor.)
Folsom, George F., assignor to self and Charles F. Pease, Roxbury, Mass. Exten-

sion table

Folsom, John G, (Sec Hadley, Horace W., assignor.)

Date.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Oct. 20,

Feb. 5,

June 2.5,

Oct. 15,

Nov 21,

May 7.

Sept. lO;

Mar. 26,

June 25,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Frb. 19,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 20,lt67.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Nov, 12, lh'()7..

July J6, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Apr. 2,1^7.

Dec. 24; 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

June 4,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Apr. 2.1867.
May 14,1807.

Aug! 6,1867.
IMay 28,1807.
July 30,1867.
May 21, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Oct. 29,1807.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 23,1807.

June 11, lfc:67.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

May 21, 1867.
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Folsom, John G., Winchcndon, Mass., and W. C. Anderson, St. Louis, Mo? Treadle.

.

Folsom, Nehemiah T., Laconia, N. H. Atmospheric dental plate
Folsom, Sewall S. W. (See Freeman, Arthur L., assignor.)

Foltz, Henry. (See Goodman &. Fessler, assignor.)

Fontaine, Amed6e and Eugene, Fort Wayne, Ind. Annunciating fire alarm
Fontaine, J. A. A., New York, N. Y. Aerial railroad..

Foote, Henry R., Oil City, Pa. Furnace for steam boilers, &c
Foote, Henry R., assignor to self, Stillman B. Allen, and J. H. Winsor, Oil City, Pa.

Vapor generator and burner for heating purposes
Foote, M. B., assignor to self and E. N. Foote, New England village, Mass. Combined

knob, latch, and lock
Forbes, James, Plain well, Mich. Mode of attaching calks to horseshoes
Forbes, John, New York, N. Y. Skate

Same Skate ,

Forbush, Walter H., and Stephen Greene. (See Greene & Forbush.)
Force, Albert M., assignor to self and A. H. Vaughu, Norwich, Conn. Meat slicer. ..

Force, Benjamin, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. Fence
Force, J., and G. W. Renwick, Elgin, III. .Tenter bars for stretching cloth

Force, James P., and VVilliam W. Egnew. Jarvis, Ind. Weatherstrip
Ford, Charles T., Salem, Mass. Toy fortune teller

Ford, E. G., and H. Weible, assignors to E. G. and J. G. Ford, Delphos, Ohio. Clamp
{civ raising timber frames

Ford, E. R. (Sec Howe, Henry, assignor.)

Ford, Franklin D., New Bedford, Mass. Necktie
Fold, Joseph S., Philadelphia, Pa. Gas burner
Ford, Lorenzo D., Canaan, N. Y. Method of attaching roofing to buildings
Ford, Martin P., Columbus, Ohio. Car seat lock
Ford, W. P., and A. A. Moore, Concord, N. H. Composition for pavements
Fordyce, John N., Cambridge, Ohio. Harrow ' ..

Foreman, John, Pottstown, Pa. Railway car
Foreman, M., and J. R. Mathewsoa, Philadelphia, Pa. Steam blower
Forgie, James, and Simon G. Cheever. (See Cheever & Forgie.)
Forissier, J. B., New York, N. Y. Amalgamator
Forker, William H., Meadville, Pa. Brush

Same Machine for opening cans
Same Paint brush

Fomcrook, Charles C, Hermitage, N. Y. Tuyere
Forney, Henry S., Baltimore, Md. V/ashing machine *
Forrest, David, assignor to self, P. M. Keane, and D. N. Clark, Eastport, Maine.

Gas meter
Forrest, David, assignor to self and James Eldridge, Eastport, Maine. Car wheel
Forsaith, Samuel C. (See Haynes, J. P. assignor.)

|

Forshee, J., and J. C. McClaud, Unionville Centre, Ohio. Haystacker I

Forster, Charles, Lebanon, Pa. Plow '

Forsyth, G. R., assigaor hi one-half interest to Nicholas Lovet', Pemberton, Ohio, i

Chnru dasher : . . 1

Forsyth, G. R., Pemberton, Ohio. Pump '....

Forsyth, James B., Roxbury, Mass. Manufacture of India-rubber rollers. (Reissue) . .
|

Fosdick, George W., DowHgiac, Mich. Rein holder
'

Foss, Adam, Wayne county, Ohio. Whitewash brush
Fost-r, Alden T., Albany, N. Y. Carvirt^ knife and fork holder
Foster, Ambrose J., Lake Mills, Wis. Hame fastener
Foster, C. A., as>ignor, through mesne as^igumonts, to the Meti-opolitan Washing Ma-

'chine Company, Middlefield, Conn. Meat chopper (Reissut) .

.

Foster, Edward V., and William T. Clement. (See Clement & Foster.)
Foster, George Kale, San Francisco, Cal. Fire ladder
Foster, John T., Jersey City, N. J. Peat machine

Same Machine for making pasteboard boxes
Foster, Joseph, Beverly, Mass. Fish Hake ^
Foster, Josiah, Sandv>ich, Mass. Marine furniture
Foster, Morrison, Cleveland, Ohio. Railroad spike
Foster, O. S., Durhamville, N. Y. Jack for pulling hop poles
Foster, P^S., Richmond, Maine. Road scraper
Fo^;ter, S. W., and J. Davis. (See Davis & Foster.)
Fos'er, Theodore S., assignor to self and John P. Sabin, Fitchburg, Mass. Pipe cutter.
Foster, Walter K., Bangor, Maine. Carriage wheel

Same Cambiidgeport, Mass. Washer for axle boxes
Foster, William, Logansport, Iiid. Railway chair
Foster, William, Gn-enfield, Ind. Gang i)low
Foster, William B., Ridgeville, Ohio. Medical compound
Foster, Willia,m H., assignor to self and Michael R. Perkins, Portsmouth, N. H. Steer-

ing apparatus
Foster, W. T., Jeffersonville, Ind. Adjustable hood for coal grates and fireplaces
Foubert, Andr6, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for the manufacture of vinegar

Same Apparatus for distilling and rectifying spixfts #
Same Apparatus for distilling spirits
Same Apparatus for distilling

Foucaut, A., New York, N. Y. Marine telegraph
Foulds, Thomas H., et al. (See Bevis, Henry, assignor.)
Fountain, Stepaen, Silver City, Nevada. Ore concentrator and amalgamator
Fountain, Vincent, jr., Castleton, New York. Machine belting

Apr.. 2,1867.
Jan. 1, leCT.

Oct. 8,1867.
Feb. 5, lefi7.

Oct. 15,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

l\rar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, J 867.

Oct. 1.5, ]8b7.

Apr. 2,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

July 9,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

May 7,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 26,1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

July 16, J 867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20. 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

May 14,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 8. 1667.

Oct. 22,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Mai\ 5,1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Oct. 22,1807.
Mar. 19.] 867.

Aug. 20, IS67.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. v.), 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Pec. 17,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
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70, 826

72, 833
61, 185

65, 067
65, 739
62, 539
61, 530
65, 202
68, 060
66, 480

68, 357

63,151
70, 190
62, 832
67, 865

60,711
69, 331

72, 010
68, 429
68, 430
'61,963

64,964

72, 278
72, 279
67, 281

71, 598

66, 823
70, 986
69, 9C8
72, 183

63, 496

63, 625
2, 653

2,654

71, 867

2,506

60, 872
67, 642
72, 621

63, 626

2,805

2,684
69, 983
71, 293
63, 497

67,522

72, 622
72, 623

69, 791

66, 824
69, 909

66, 825
62, 623
72, 472
65, 740
67, 186

Fowke, George Augustus Frederick, Great Britain. Composition for coating sMps'
bottoms. - -,

Fowler, A. D., Newark, N.J. Children's carriage. (Antedated Dec. 21,1867)
Fowler, Benjamin E., assignor to Benjamin F. Ellis, Hartford, Conn. Door bolt
Fowler, Charles H., West Roxbury, Mass. Curtain fixture

Same Parlor ten pin-alley
Fowler, F. F., Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Ice crusher
Fowler, F.G., Springfield, 111. Windmill :

Same Propeller ?

Fowler, G. W., Jenner's crossroads, Pa. Churn
Fowler, Henry, Bronson, Mich. Apparatus for evaporating sorghum juice and

other liquids

Fowler, Herbert E., Wolcottville, Conn. Machine for separating tinned and galvan-
ized articles of metal ..#

Fowler, H. T., et al. {See Hall, James T., assignor.)

Fowler, Joseph, Hartland, Wis. Plow
Fowler, Maltby, Northford, Conn. Card for hooks and eyes
Fowler, Merwin, Wolcottville, Conn. Buckle
Fowler, Merwin, assignor to Turner, Seymour & Jiidds, Wolcottville, Conn. Machine

for making buckles
Fowler, Robert G., Olney, 111. Burglar alarm .• . .

.

Fowler, Samuel T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Composition of matter for filling safes and for

other purposes .

Fowler, Samiiel W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Lamp chimney
Fowler, Thaddeus, Seymour, Conn. Machine for making sewing-machine needles .-

" Same Machine for reducing wires for needle blanks
Fowler, Thaddeus, assignor to the Fowler Nail Company, Seymour, Conn. Machinery

for making nails

Same .'Machine for making horseshoe nails

Fowler, W. D., and Le Roy M. Taylor. (See Taylor «fe Fowler.)
Fownes, Charles, Pittsburg, Pa. Furnace for steam boilers

Same Hinging tea kettle covers
Fox, Alcander, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Filter ,

Fox, Alfred D., Oil City, Pa. Railroad jack
Fox, A. F., and T. G. Thompson. (See Thompson & Fox.)
Fox, A. W., and H. W. Camp. (See Camp & Fox.)
Fox, George W., St. Joseph county, Mich. Farm gate
Fox, Howard Busby, an9 John Turner Hall, England. Bottle stopper
Fox, John, Baltimore, Md. Harvester
Fox, Oscar C, Georgetown, D. C. Driven wells
Fox, S. R., and E. W., etal. (See Hufendeck, Henry, assignor.)

Fox, S. R., Manufacturing Company. (See Child, Pascal P., assignor.)

Fox, Thomas W., New London, Conn. Apparatus for expelling water from the holds
of vessels • *.

Foy, Lavinia H., Worcester, Mass. Pin fov the attachment of bows and rosettes

Foy, Lavinia H., assignor, through mesne assignments, to herself and James H. Foy,
Boston, Mass. Corset skirt supporters (Division 1, reissue) .

.

Foy, Lavinia H., assignor, through mesne assignments, to herself and James H. Foy,
Boston, Mass. Corset skirt supporter (Division 2, reissue) .

.

Frair, Robert L-, et al. (See Frink, C. L., assignor.)

Fral^, John H., New Orleans, La. Cotton tie »

Frame, John. (See Jackson, Leonard L., assignor.)

Frances, George W., and W. L. Woods, assignors to W. L. Woods, Washington, D. C.
Tobacco pipe (Reissue.) .

.

Francis, Charles B., Newark, N. J. Window -blind fastener
Francis, John B., Barnesville, Ohio. Washing machine
Francis, Lewis, assignor to W. O. Hickok, New York, N. Y. Ink for ruling paper..

.

Francis, Lewis, assignor to self and Cyrus H. Loutrel, New York, N. Y. Mode of

making spring backs for bool*
Francis, Lewis, and Frederick W. Letmate, assignors to Lewis Francis and Cyrus H.

Loutrel, New York, N. Y. Composition for inking rollers, pads, and other print-

ing purposes (Reissue).

.

Francis, Samuel W., Newport, R. I. Visiting card (Design.)..

Francis, Samuel W., New York, N- Y. Oar
Frank, Charles, Cincinnati, Ohio. Tanning
Frank, Conrad, Cincinnati, Ohio. Belt rivet

Frank, H. L., and Gustavus Jonson. (^ee Jonson, Julius, assignor.)

Frank, John, Webster City, Iowa. Cultivator 1.

Frank, T. F. (^ee Ransom, Franklin, assignor.)

Frankeberger, J. T., Hensly, 111. Cultivator

Same Harrow
Frankem, I. L., Indianapolis, Ind. Damper. (Antedated Sept. 14, 1807)

Franklin, Alvin, Galena, Ohio. Wool-packing table

Franklin, Francis M., O. K. Mclntyre, and William Whiteley, Springfield, Ohio.
Brictomold

Franklin, L. H., Poland, N. Y. Weighing scale

Frantz of Joseph, John, Selby's Port, Md. Fruit gatherer
Prantz, Joseph K., Goodville, Pa. Seed planter
Franzen, Nicolai C., Germany. Steering indicator

Fraps, Francis, assignor to self and B. C. English, Springfield, Mass. Spring for beds
and lounges

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
May 28, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Mar. 5.1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

9, 1867.

3, 1867.

July

Sept.

Mar. ?6, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Mar 12,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10.1867.
Sept. .3, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

May 21, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 17, 18G7,

Dec. 17, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 24,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
July 16.1867,
Mar. 5,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

June 11,1867.

July 30, 1867.
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(Ante-

Frary, Orange S., ct al. (See Seeking, H. G., assignor.)

Fraiy, William M., Bucyrus, Ohio. Operating telegraph keys
Frasr, E. J., Erie. Pa. Carburetting apparatus '.

Fraser, John. Williamsburg, N. Y. Marking skirt wire in lengths for hoops.
dated January 21, 1667) ,

Eraser, John, Dowagiac, Mich. Smoothing iron
Frayer, Ambrose, Ripley, Ohio. Rail fence
Frayer, Ambrose. ('-See Sattison, Jacob, assignor.)

•

Frazee, Laurence F., South Amboy, N. J. Ships' davit
Frazee, Orion, New York, N. Y. Medallion ^.. (Design) .

.

Frazer, Kasson, Syracuse, N. Y. Hollow ring
Same Shaft tug .-.

Same Snap hook
Frazier, Wiiliam. (See Campbell, Neil, assignor.)

Frear, William H. (See Alexander, Joseph B., assignor.)

Frederick, Levi W., Gosport, Ind. Horse rake
Frederi -ks, Jerome, and J. B. Pettey. (See Pettey & Fredericks.)
Free, John W. (5ee Ogborn, Harrison, assignor.)
Freeborn, William, Tivoli, N. Y. Cartridge box
Freed, Isaac, assignor to William Getty, Harrisburg, Pa. Seat for chamber vessels..

Freeland, Aaron M. , New York, N. Y. Belt-shitting device
Freeland, John, and Daniel Ward, New York, N. Y. Volute spring ...! ,

Freeman, Albert A., Philadelphia, Pa, Axle box
Freeman, Armstrong, Lowell, Mass. Cattle guard gate
Freeman, Arthur L., assignor to Sewall S. W. Folsom, England. Keg and barrel for

paint and other materials
Freeman, A. M., and A. M. Stoner, Springfield, Ohio. Car coupling
Freeman, David A., Belleville, Mich. Marker for planting corn
Freeman, Henry C, South Pass, 111. Box for transporting strawberries. (Antedated

August 27, 1867)
Freeman, H. C, Lewisville, Ind. Sawing machine
Freeman, James M. , Belleville, N. Y. Riding attachment for harrows
Freeman, Moses H., Somerville, Mass. Pipe wrench
Freeman, Thomas F., assignor to self and William H. Abbot, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Machine for cutting wood gear
Freeport, William. {See Hewlett, Charles, assignor.)
Frees, P. M., and Zenas King; said Frees assignor to said King, Cleveland, Ohio.

Bridge (Reissue) .

.

Freestone, James N., WSLliamsburg, N. Y. Wrench
Freet, Samuel, Upper Strasburg, Pa. Horse rake
Freet, S. D., McCutchenville, Ohio. Instrument for paring hoofs of horses
Freetsha, Charles, Paterson, N. J. Pattern chart
French, Abel M., Burton, Ohio. Medical compound for treating ring-bone, spavin,

&c., in horses
French, Andrew J., assignor to Waterbury Brass Company, Waterbury Conn.

Machine for lining percussion caps !

French, Edwin W., South, Scituate, Mass. Engine hose
French, Gilbert B., Dunbarton, N. H. Car coupling
French, James, Belle Vernon, Ohio. Machine for washing sand
French, John, Newport, Ky. %)iler gauge cock
French, Joseph J., assignor to self and Reuben A. McCauley, Baltimore, Md. Globe

valve for steam engines
French, William P. , Washington, Iowa. Band cutter for threshing machines
Fi-etz, David K., Cono, Iowa. Loom
Frey, Franklin, Liberty. 111. Machine for picking hair ,.

Frey, James H., and William Heckert, assignors to selves and E. A. Wheeler, Sharon,
Pa. Printing press

Frey, John A., New York, N. Y. Lamp burner
Same Metal barrel

Freylinghousen, P. H., Jonestown, Pa. Bedstead fastening :

Friberg, Andrew, Jloline, 111. Cultivator
Frick, E. B. (See Custer, George, assignor.)
Friend, Jacob J., Altona, 111. Portable field fence
Frillman, Fritz, ci al. (See Schacfer, Charles A., assignor.)

Sanie Same
Frink, C. L., assignor to E. H. Robinson, E. I. Smith, and Robert L. Frair, Rock-

ville. Conn. Device for smoothing cloth .'

Frink, C. L., Rockville, Conn. Globe valve .'

Frink, C. R., Norwich, N. Y. Hay spreader .*

Frink, S. C, Indianapolis, Ind. Sadiron heater
Frink, S. C. and E. O., Indianapolis, Ind. Wood-bending machines

Same ct al. (6'ee Rhoads, C. W., assignor.).
Frisbie, Russel, assignor to J. & E. Stevens & Company, Ci'omwell, Conn. Match-

safe

Same Cast-iron frame for toy looki
Same Mirror frame

.

. (Design)

.

-glasses

(Design)
Frisbie, Samuel, and Andrew S. Upson, Farmington, Conn. Method of making car-

riage bolts

Fritz, Henj-y C, Philadelphia, Pa. Shaft coupling
."

Fritz, Herman. Cleveland, Ohio. Galvanic battery for remedial uses
Froehlich, C, Philadelphia, Pa* Instrument for cutting the tips from cigars prepara-

tory to smoking
,

Oct. 22,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867,

Dec. 24, 18G7.

July 39, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
May 28,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 27. 1867.

Aug. 20; 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

June 4,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867,

Aug. 27, 1867,

May 14,1667.

Oct. 29,1867,

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept, 10, 1867,

Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
June 4,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

July 2,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867,

Feb. 19,1867.

May 14,1867.

Jan, 1,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec, 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867,

Jan. 15,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Oct. l; 1867,

May 7,1867,
Mar, 19, 1867,

Dec, 3,1867,
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63, 237
67, 524
65, 370
65, 661

67, 283
61, 333
65, 742
66,481
67,525

72,281
70, 710
69, 792
70, S88
65, 204
65, 205

66, 317

67, 526
72, 625
66, 578
67, 284
66, 579
66, 580
63, 152
68, 726
71, 732
71, 477
63, 033
66. 013

72, 626
72, 474

64, 007

67, 746
61, 18?

62, 833
64. 091
69, 650

67i 867
64. 092
67, 285
72,282
67, 527
67, 528
68, 727
60, 761

68, 728
66, 699

65, 558
66,581

72, 697
68, 867
72,012
71, 601
69, 559
61,617
61, 932
61, 933
66, 482
64, 858

71,602
71, 157

6^517

63,498

Froggett, Job, Youngstown, Obio. Apparatus for hot blast furnaces
Frohlich, H. E., Eastoii, Pa. Tf read guide for sewing machines
Froinm, Herman, East New York, N. Y. Pi'opeller .

Frost, A., Seymour, Ind. Animal trap - 1 .

.

Frost, Charles H., Peekskill, N. Y. Base burning stove
P>ost, David, Dupage, 111. Shaker attachment for tliresliing machines
Frost, Edward J., New York, N. Y. Magazine-revolving lire-arm
Frost, Francis S., West Cambridge, Mass. Bed bottom
Frost, Henry S., Watertown, Conn. Door spring
Frost. Henry S., eJa/. (See Beecher, Davis, Frost & Davis.)
Frost, Pinckney, Springfield, Vt. Scythe fastening (Extension) .

.

Frost, Thomas Q., Indian Kiver, N. Y. Washing machine
Fiy, John E., Johnstown, Pa. Mold for casting steel ingots
Fry, William A., Worcester, Pa. Pump ,

Fry, William T., New York, N. Y. Breast pump , ,

Frye,jr., A. D., New York, N. Y. Bouquet holder
Fryer, Alfred, England. Apparatus for evaporating and concentrating cane juice

and other liquids

Fryer, Wm. J., assignor to self and John P. Witbeck, West Troy, N. Y. Pattern for

casting port-hole covers
Fryling. John, Fletcher, Ohio. Stream fence ,

Fuchs, Jean Michel, >\ew York, N. Y. Process for manufacturing albumen ,

Fulghum, Jesse P., Milton, Ind. Seed di-ill

Fullam, A. J., Springfield, Vt. Drilling apparatus
Fuller, Albert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Gauge cock ,

Same Hydrant valve
Fuller, Andrew, and Francis J. Bray, Buffalo, N. Y. Pump
Fuller, Daniel, Oakwood, Mich. Gate
Fuller, Frank, New York, N. Y. Toy gun or pistol

Fuller, Frederick C. Lowell, Mass. Lubricating roller in spinning machines .

Fuller, H. W., New York, N. Y. Sewing machine attachment for making tucks
Fuller, Jim B., assignor to self, J. P. Upham, and Edwin T. Rice, Norwich, Conn.

Bleaching. (Antedated June 11, 1867)

Fuller, T. H. {See Polsey, A. M., assignor.)

Fuller, Tliomas R., and Samuel S., et al. (5ee Hillman. A., assignor.)

Fuller, Warren, & Co. {See Hathaway, David, assignor) (Design,

)

Same same (Design.)

Same , same (Design.)

Same (5'ee Harwood, Luther W., assignor) (Design.)

Same same.
Fuller, Willard M., Chicago, 111. Amalgamator for ores of gold and silver

Fuller, Williston K., Modena, 111. Apparatus for ventilating mill-stones....

Fulton, John W. and Lee W. {See Carman, J. T,, assignor.)

Fulton, Lorenzo, Edinburg, Ind. Low water indicator

Furber & Davis. (See Stone, Joseph M., assignor.)

Furlou, Walter S., Gencseo, 111. Snap-hook....
Furlong, Edward P.. ass'or to self and Henry Inman, Portland, Me. Paper pantalets.

Furnier, David L., Rostraver, Pa. Machine for washing sand and other materials

Same Riddle for sand washers -

Same '..Machine for washing sand, &c ^
Fumiss, F. H., Cleveland, Ohio. Steam engine oil cup
Fuzzard, William, Chelsea, Mass. Carpet lining

Same Rowlock '

,

Gabel, William B., East Cocalico Township, Pa. Horse hay fork ,

Gabriel, Mathias, Newark, N. J. Rotary steam engine
Gabriel, Peter, Seymour, Conn. Lead or pencil holder

Same Fountain penholder
Gftge, C. E., Fond du Lac, Wis. Wringer for clothes and mops

Same Weighing scale

Gage, C. W., Homer, N. Y. Hay loader
Gage, Charles W., and James Northrap, Homer, N. Y. Mop wringer
Gage, Franklin B., St. Johnsbury, Yt. Process for making positive and negative

photographs in the camera
Same Photographic camera

Galbraith, Edwatd A. {See Jcnks, Lemuel P., assignor.)

Galbraith, Samuel, Pine Grove Plantation, La. Compound for destroying insects - ..

Same New Orleans, La. Device for hitching horses

Gale, C. C, Cleveland, Ohio. Railroad time indicator

Gale, J., M. B. Ames and F. Blaisddte, Lawrence, Mass. Carriage

Gale, Warren, Chicopee Falls, Mass. Straw cutter #.

Same same <

Same same
Galette, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Anti-rheumatic liniment

Galladay, William, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. Mechanical movement
Gallagher, J. II. (5cc McGrath, U. M., assignor.)

Gallagher, Joseph P., St. Louis, JIo. Stove-pipe thimble
Gallaudct, William L., New York, N. Y. Thread cutter

Galiipo, Joseph, assignor to self and Walter Campbell, Cohoes, N. Y. Apparatus for

crutching soap
Gallup, Benjaniiu F., and James G. Stoddard. {Sec Stoddard & Gallup.)

Gallup, II. P., Medina, Mich. Wind wheel. (Antedated Ma*ch 21, 1867)

Mar. 26, 18G7.
Aug. 6, 1807.

June 4,1867.
June 11, 1867.

July 30,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Junell, ]8iTr.

July 9,1867,
Aug. 6 1867.

'Jan. 7,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct.* 15,1867,
Nov. 19, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 2,

Aug, 6,

Dec. 24,

Julv 9,

July 30,

July 9,

July 9,

Mar. 26,

Sept. 10.

Dec. .3,

Nov. 26,

Mar. 19,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18ii7.

1867.

1807,

18G7.

]e67.

1867.

1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec 24,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Oct.
Aug.
Apr.
July
Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Jan.
Sept.

July
June

13, 1867.

1.5,1667.

12, 1867.

23, 1867.

8, 1867.

2-), 1867.

23, 1867.

30, 1807,

17, 1867,

6, 1867.

6, 1807.

10, 1867.

1,-1867.

10, 1867.

16, 1867.

11, 1867.

Julv 9,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17. 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 29. 18(;7.

Fel). 12, 1867,

Feb. 12, 1867.

.July 9,1807.

May 21, 1807.

Dec. 3,]8Qr.
Nov. 19, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
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Gaily, Merritt, Marion,- N. Y. Car coupling
Same Evener for whiffletrees, &c

Gaily, Merritt, assignor to Otis Potter and Frederick Grandin, Marion, N. Y. Evener
for whiffletree

Galvin, Bartholomew Clifford, New York, N. Y. Portable switch
Same Railway switch .'

Gamgee, John, England, and Gamgee, Arthur, Scotland. Preserving animal and vege-
table substances

Ganneron, Edmond Theodore, France. Machine for hulling rice

Ganney, H., Louisville, Ky. Watch
,

Gannon, Thomas. {See Badeaux. P. T., assignor.)

Gano, L. H. , Milwaukee, Wis. Bag holder •.

gans, Alois, assignor to self and John Moos, Lincoln, 111. Brick machine
ans, J. H., and S. D. Tuttle. (See Tuttle & Gans.)

Ganster, George P., New York, N. Y. Steam engine. (Antedated Feb. 22, 1867)..
Gantner, Benedict, assignor to self and John Sporre, Tell City, Ind. Shoemakers'

bench.
Gantz, Samuel, Beaver Creek, Md. Machine for separating wheat from garlic ,

GangAveiler, J. F., et al. (See Andrews, Cummer, Gangwciler & Stengel.)
Gapen, Charles C, and James Winters. (See Winters & Gapan.)
Gard, E. R., Chicago, 111. Brick press
Gardiner, C, Esperance, N. Y. Sleigh brake
Gardiner, E.R., Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for sizing and felting hats....
Gardiner, Francis P., New Haven, Conn. Medical compound ior cure of catarrh. .

.

Gardiner, George R., assignor to self and B. W. Bentley, Westerley, R. I. Clamp
for paint brushes

Same Condenser for carding engines
Gardiner, J. B. (S'ce Rodier, Louis C, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (^ee Currier, John W., assignor.)

Gardiner, J. B., and Edward H. Hyde, Springfield, Mass. Steam pump ,

Gardiner, jr., Samuel, New York. N. Y. Apparatus for lighting gas by electricity. .

.

Same Electric switches
Gardiner, jr., T. Elzare, Bryautown, Md. Gang plow
Gardner, Abraham B., etal., executors, &c. (^eeMillington & George).. (Extension.)
Gardner, E. K., Orrville, Ohio. Railroad gates
Gardner, George H., assignor to self and A. B. Cooley, Philadelphia, Pa. Cow milker.
Gardner, J. (See Monroe, Joshua, assignor.)

Gardner, John, Piroqua, Wis. Saw-set and gummer
Gardner, John, Philadelphia, Pa. Cocoa-nut cutter and grater
Gardner, John, New Haven, Conn. Capping screws

Same
Gardner, Joseph W., Shelbume Falls, Mass. Mode of attaching handles to table

cutlery 1

Gardner, .Mitchell C, Rochester, N. Y. Chucks f.ir iron planing
Gardner, O. L., New York, N. Y. Frame for mirrors
Gardner, Smith, New York, N. Y. Process for ornamenting marble
Gardner, William, New X<V'k, N. Y. Iron safe

Garfield, Edwin, Hartford, Conn. Steam engine
Garfield, Joel, Groton, Mass. Hay and cotton press

Same Hav spreaders
Gariboldi, G. G., Buffalo.. N. Y. Marble cement
Garland, A. N., West Charleston, Vt. Dress for mill-stones

Garland, W. J., and N.Morgan, Winchester, 111. Adju.sting tires to wheels
Garlinghouse, George B., Nortii Madison, Ind. Knuckle joint

Same Billing press .^

Garnett, Obadiah V., Versailles, Ky. Medical compound
Garrard, Jeptha. (See Traugh, Samuel A., assignor.)

*

Same (Sec Bush, Franklin P. , assignor.)

Garrard, Jeptha, and H. A. V. Poft. (See Post & Garrard.)
Garretr, Alfred C., Boston, Mass. Voltaic piles

Gatretson, Joel G., and Franklin D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y. Sash stop
Garretson, O. S., Buffalo, N. Y. Mop head

Same Cincinnati, Ohio. Jtlop head
Same ^Buffalo, N. Y. Window pulleys

Garrett, Charles C. , Dayton, Ala. Corn and cotton seed planter (Reissue) .

.

Garnick, Thomas, Providence, R. I. Twine holder and cutter (Antedated Dec. 11,

1867)
Garrison, A. B., et al. (See Allen, Thomas, assignor.)
Garrison, Jeannette, New York, N. Y. Attachment for cook stove
Garrison, W. K, , ABingdon, 111. Cultivator »

Garter, R., Grand Rapids, Mich. Cultivator •-

Gartner, Arnold, assignor to self and M. O. Luttgen, New York, N. Y. Machine for

cleaning flax and hemp ^
Gartside, Amos. (See Hainsworth, William, assignor.)
Garvie, George D., Hartford, Conn. Guide for sewing machine s

Garvin, B., and R. J. Pettibone, Oshkosh, Wis. Tubular grate
Same Feed-water heaters for locomotives

Gaskill, Samuel M., and George Burket. (See Buiket & Gaskill.)

Mar. 5,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

May 28, 1867.
Nov. la, 1867.
May 21,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
May 21,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
June 25, 18()7.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.
May 7, 1867.
Aug. 20. 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.
July 30, 1867.
May 14,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

June 11, 18(.7.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

May 21,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

7 c p
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68,359
C3, 791

64, 969
66, 015
72, 475
72, 8:J6

69, 793
64, 758

69, 910
72,014
68, 972
72, 284
61, 188

65, 206
60, 713

67, 287

67, 869
70, 989
70.990

67,427
69, 088
63, 380
2,613
2,699

66, 826
67, 288
72, 384
60, 874
68,496
68, 497

66, 483

69, 204

64, 519
66, 827
66, 828
68, 869
62, 540
65, 481
69, 986
2,440

63, 716

66, 484

69, 335

2,484

€6, 959
70, 991

65, 207
65. 663
65, 899

70, 194

2, 795
63, 153
2, 677

67, 428
68, 973

69.205
63, 239
69, 560
2,765

2,766

Gass, J. Jacob, and J. Heniy Vogt. {See Canter, "Wm., assizor.)
Gaston, Henry A., Nevada'City, Cal. Amalgamator
Gaston, J. C., Cincinnati, Ohio. Churn

Same Atmospheric churn dasher
Same Chum
Same sam 3

Same Envelope :

Gaston, Joseph N., Lyons City, Iowa. Buckle
Gates, David, Captina, Ohio. Churn
Gates, George A., et al. (Sec Sargent, Lucius, M., assignor.)

Gates, Joseph P., Lincoln, 111. Bridle bit

Same Tight and loose pulleys
Gates, L. B., Bane Centre, N. Y. Device for rounding lines

Gates, M. A., Troy, Pa. Check rein attachment
Gates, P. Tenney, Plattsburg, N. Y. Carriage boot
Gates, Stephen F. , Boston, Mass. Umbre.la
Gates, William H., Louisville, Ky. Machine belting
Gates, William N., assignor to Oscar J.Whitney, Manchester Centre, N. Y. Corn

harvester
Gatley, Joseph, Philadelphia, Pa. Cooler for li(iuoi'S on draught
Gatschet, Jacob, York Township. Ohio. Beehive
Gattman, Isaac M.. New York, N. Y. Manufacture of white lead. (Antedated No-

vember 14, 1867)
Gaudson, Adolphus, cf aZ. (S'ee Johnson, George, assignor.)

Gaughran, P., and L. Sweeney, San Francisco, Cal. Mode of preserving eggs
Gault, Jacob W., Pleasant Township, Ohio. Churn
Gaume, Charles J. B., Davenport, Iowa. Electro-magnetic engine
Gautier, Charles, Washington, D. C. Bottle ....(Design)..

Same Label for bottle (Design) .

.

Gavett, George L., Sandstone, Mich. Tence .-.

Gayle, J. B., Portsmouth, Va. Lathe for turning eccentrics

Same ..Kaleigh, N. C. Oil-can
Gaylord, E. L. , Terryville. Conn. Drawer lock

Same Piano lock -

Same same
Gaylord, Sereno, Chicopee, Mass. Trunk lock
Gear, Nathaniel, Marietta, Ohio. Machine for turning or cutting irregular

forms (Extension) .

.

Gearing, F.. assignor to self and Henry Millingar, Pittsburg, Pa. Market box
Gearu, W. W., Sc Company. (See Patterson, James, assignor) (Design.)
Gebby, William L., New Richland, Ohio. Planter and cultivator combined
Gebhart, John F., New Albany, Ind. Motion for harness looms

Same same *.

Gecmen, Joseph, Chicago, 111. Malt kiln
Geddis, William B., Rochester, N. Y. Cresset or barrel heater
Gee, Henry C., New York, N.Y. Apparatus for annealing wire
Gee, William, New York, N. Y. Lining soda fountains
Geer, George, Douglas, Hi. Com harvester .'.' (Reissue) .

.

Geer, George, assignor to self, T. G. Hadlcy, and William Hamilton, Galesburg, 111.

Cherry stoner •.

Geer, John M. Holden. assignor to Dodge and Wellington, Worcester, Mass. Saw-set.
Geer, Sidney L., and Henry W. Holly. {See Holly &. Geer.)
Gehr, John, Mercersburg. Pa. Three-wheel carriage
Geiger, Benendikt, and Herman Wocher. (See Wocher & Geiger.)

Same same.
Geisei", Peter, Green Castle, Pa. Grain separator (Reissue)..
Gei.-s, Jacob, et al. '(Sec Penn, Geiss & Brosius) (Reissue.)
Gemmill, John B. , Strawbridge, Pa. Corn planter and guano sower
Gemundcr, George, New York, N. Y. Violins and other bow instruments
Geunerat, Auguste Lion, France. Burglar alarm lock
George, Amos D., Boston, Mass. Scarf supporter
George, Conrad, Ligonier, Pa. Churn ,

George, Dennis J., and Norman MiUington. (See Millington & George). . (Extension.)
George, J. N., Boston, Mass., and Jacob R. Sanborn, Waltham, Mass. Hair brush
George, John S. (Sec Bennett, Frederick, assignor.)

Gephart, G. P. (See Everst, Joseph J., assignor.)

Gerard, Alfred, Somerset Co., N.J. Watch plate (Design)..
Gerard, George L., New Haven, Conn. Bed bottom

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Same Buckle , ?

Gerdora, Joseph, jr.. West Albany, N. Y. Chair, lounge, and step ladder
Gerccke, F. W., and Joshua W. Dougher^y. (Sec Dougherty &. Gerecke.)
Gerhard, Tiras, and Wm. Rhoads, jr. (See Rhoadjiifc Gerhard.)
Gerlach, jr., ct al. (Sec Kennedy, Holt & Gerlacb.)
Germam, William, Rockbottom, Ma^s. Condensing tube for carding machines
German, J. B., Walnut Hill, Ohio. Car coupling
Gerrish, J. Woodman, Bethel, Maine. Cant hook
Gersten, Conrad, assignor to William Westlake and James F. Dane. New York,

N. Y. Lantern ! (Division 1, reissue) .

.

Same (Division 2, reissue)..
Gervers, J., and J. Bailie. (See Bailie & Gervers.)

Sept. 3, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.
May 21, 1867.

June 25, 1807.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dae. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6.1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
July 9,1867.
Jul"y 16, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
July 9,1867.

Sept. 30, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 7,1867.
July 16, 1867.
July 16, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Juno 4,1867.
Oct. 22,1807.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr.
July

9, 1867.

9. 1867.

Oct 1, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Julv 23, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Slay 28, 1867.

Junel], 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 29,1807.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

aiar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1807.

S»pt. 17, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
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Gessner, Ernst, Saxony. Gig mill

Gesswein, Frederick, Fond du Lac, Wis. Window shade •. . .

.

Gettemy, Jacob, Donegal, Pa. Tire-bending and shrinking machine
Getty, Henry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Pump

Same Tube cutter

Same Air pui»p "

Getty, William. (See Freed, Isaac, assignor.)

Gevelot, J. F., et al. {See Pidault & Ligieze, assignors.)

Gibbon, Charles, Hicksford, Va. Cotton cultivator

Gibbons, Rodraond, San Francisco, Cal. Strap fastening
Gibbons, Samuel, Binghamton, Is. Y. Still for refining and distilling oils

Gibbons, Samuel, assignor to self and G. E. Palmer, Binghamton, N. Y. Drying
baruels

Gibbs, 1). L., assignor to R. Bali & Company, Worcester, Mass. Mortising machine ..

Gibbs, E. N., ct al (Sec Baldwin, Jones & Gi^bs.;
Gibbs, George, Canton, Ohio. Plow

Same • same ,

Gibbs, James E. A., Steel's Tavern, Va. Sewingmachine (Extension of design) .

.

Same Midway, Va. Sewing machine (Reissue) .

.

Gibbs, John C. (-See Stone. Henry C., assignor.)

Gibbs, Joshua, Canton, Ohio. Machine for grinding plow castings (Extension)..
Gibbs, Lewis, assignor to Bucher, Gibbs, & Company, Canton, Ohio. Plow

Same same
Gibbs, Lewis, and Rufus Little. (See Little & Gibbs.)
Gibb'S", Luther, Fremont, Ohio. Liine-kihi

Gibbs, Manson F., Livonia, N. Y. Portable fence ,

Same Car coupling
Gibbs, Samuel W., Albany, N. Y. Coal shov«l (Design)..

Same Range (Design) .

.

Gibbs, William, and George and L. P. Wikidal, Canton, Ohio. Plow ,

Gibson, Charles R., Madison, lad. Bench vice ,

Gibson, Hugh M., Grand Rapids, Mich. Stump ex<ractor
Gibson, John, jr., Albany, N. Y. Street car heater

Same Method of holding whips
Gibson, John, jr., and E. J. Selkirk. (See Selkirk, Alexander, assignor.)

Gidley, Robert, Lagrange, N. Y. Gate
GifFord, Alfred, and Robert L. Felts, Milroy, Ind. Sawmill
GitFord, Alfred, and,Isaac Serigljt, Milroy, Ind. Ditching machine
Gifford, A. W., assignor to self and Henry D. Ward, Worcester, Mass. Scissors

sharpener
Gifford, A. W., assignor through mesne iissignments to Henry D. Ward and William

A. Richardson, Worppster, Mass. Scis.sors sharpener (Reissue)..
Gifford, A. W., assigu-or to E. A. and Moses Bagley, Worcester, Mass. Milling tool..

Gifford, A, W., assignor to William A. Richardson and Henry D. Ward. Scissors
sharpener and cloth ripper combined

Gifford, Burton, Pedee, Iowa. Hog pen *
,

Same Sheep pen ,

Gifford, C. H., assignor to self and Elbridge Sims, Philadelphia, X. Y. Horse hay fork .

Same Hay loader
Gifford, E. Harry. (See Hall, Thomas G., assignor.)

Gifl^ird, Job, Smithport, Pa. Liniment
Gilbert, Charles G., jr., and Seth W. Herrick. (^ee Herrick & Gilbert.)

Gilbert, Charles N., John F. Barker, and E. N. Ives, a^^signor to the New England
Portable Gas Works Company. Springfield, Mass. Apparatus for carbureting air.

Gilbert, C. N., and J. F. Bariier. (See Barker & Gilbert.)

Gilbert, Charles W. (^ce Mortimer, Samuel, assignor.)

Gilbert, Daniel, Carbondale, 111. Shovel plow
Gilbert, Edwin. (See Lockwood. John, assignor.)

Gilbert, Franklin T., Elgin, 111. Water elevator
Gilbert, G., and A. N. Allen, New Haven, Conn. Ironing machine
Gilbert, Henry, Philadelphia, Pa. Vaporizing and burning gasoline for heating and

illu mimiting
Gilbert, H. C, Cambridge, Vt. Evaporator
Gilbert, Joseph, Philadelphia, Pa. Fire-proof ceilings and roofs

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Gilbert, J. J., Little Falls, N. Y. Manufacture of starch
Gilbert, Marshall, New York, N. Y. Garbage box
Gilbert, Philo B., New 'York. N. Y. Spoon, knife, and fork handle (Design)-.
Gilbert, P. M., Kewanee, 111. Plow. (Antedated July 1, 1866)
Gilbert, Riley James, Hanover, Wis. (jate
Gilbert, Thomas S., and S. H. Perkins. (See Perkins & Gilbert.)

Same same.
Gilcher, Daniel, (^ee Hoeing, Charles F., assignor.)
Gildersleeve, Ezra. (See Sloan, Thomas J., assignor.) -
Gile, T. M., and W. Cochran, Mansfield, Pa. Apparatus for drawing well tubes

from wells
Giles, Charles K., Chicago, 111. Cuckoo clock
Giles, Fayette S., New York, N. Y. Stem-winding watch
Giles, Henry G. (See Waters «fc Brown, assignors.)
Giles. Joel C, and Charles S. McRobert, Meads Mills, Mich. Potato digger
GilfiUan, James, Charlestown, Mass. Water closet valve apparatus

May 21, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Sept. 17, 18G7.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1667.

Feb 14,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Sept. 27, 1867.
Mar. 12,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Aug. 27,

June 4,

June 4,

Jan. 22,

Oct. 1,

Dec. 3,

May 14,

June 4,

Jan. 1,

Sept. 3,

1837.

1867
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
July 2.3, 1H67.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Oct.

Oct.

5, 1867.

15, 1867.

15, 1867.

8, 1887.

8,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 8,

June 25, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb.
Feb.
itiay

Nov.
June
Mar.
iMay
Jan.
Oct.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

14, 1867.

5, 1867.-

11, 1867.

12, 1867.

7, 1867.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2,1867.
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Gilfillan, William, assignor to self- and M. L. Van Horn, Syracuse, N. Y» Door
spring.

Gill, Charles. {Sec Stevens, Benjamin D., assignor.)

Gill, C. B., Rochester, N. Y. Piston for double-actrng pump
Gill, Henry, Mansfield, Ohio. Screw plate for cutting screws ,

Gillespie, James E, Boston, Mass. Governor «.

Same Rod cutter
Same Rotary steam engine
Same Regulator for motivQ. power

Gillett, A. W., Sparta, Wis. Axle for vehicles
Gillett, W. and W. S., Stowe, Vt. Mop wringer (Reissue)..
Gillette, Cyrus F., Sparta, Wis. Axle-box for vehicles

Same Bed bottom
Gillham, S. I. and G. M., Carlisle, III, Gang plow
Gilliam, Algernon, assignor to self, F. arvi H. Diehl, Cincinnati, Ohio. Harness

Same Harness pads -•

Gillinder, William T., assignor to self and Edwin Bennett, Philadelphia, Pa. Appa-
ratus for forming threads on sheet metal caps ,

Gillingham, PI. R., assignor to self, Christopher R. Gillingham, and Ambrose L.
Higgins, Baltimore, Md. Door lock

Gillman, H. B., and H. S. Beamish, Milford, Mass. Paint brash
Gillmor, O.. and J. S. Allen. (5'ec Allen & Gillmor.)

Oilman, Albert H. , Hopedale, Mass. Spindle for spinning
Same Lubricating spindle

Gilman, Albert H,, assignor, through mesne assignments, to himself, Milford, Mass.
Mode of lubricating the bearings of spinning frames (Reissue) .

.

Gilman, Edward L., Somerville, Mass. Churn
Gilmatfj-F., Minneapolis, Minn. Coal stove
Gilman. William, Ottawa, 111. Plow beam
Gilmoj-e, Andrew, Phoenixvillc, Pa. Plow
Gilmore, C. D., et al. {See Brown, J, Warren, assignor.)

Gilmore, John, Phoeuixville, Pa. Horse hay fork .-

Gilpatric, John, Biddeford, Me. Cultivator
Gilpin, Richard A., Chester county, Pa. Construction of piers, docks, and walls
Gird, E. D, and W. K. , Cedar Lake, N. Y. Bending machine :

Gish, C. C, Virden, 111. Windmill
Gissinger, Samuel.. Lawrenceville, Pa. Car coupling

Same Al'.egheny , Pa. Brick machine
Same Lawrenceville, Pa. Machin&for squeeziog puddled balls of iron
Same same
Same Manchester, Pa. Coal boring bit

Same Allegheny, Pa. Coal mining machine drill carriage.

Same Lawrenccvillo, Pa. Tool-holder for turning lathes

Gladding, Benjamin F. , Providence, R. I. Rake. (Antedated March 10, 1867)
Gladson, Timothy D. * {See Bea, John, assignor.)

Glass, James H. and Albert J. , McGregor, Iowa. Harvester rake
Glass, John, George P. Schneider, and William B. Rezner, Cleveland, Ohio. Bridge.
Glass, John W., Richland, lud. Corn busker
Gleason, Elliott P., New York, N. Y. Chimney holder for gas-burners. ..(Reissue)..

Same Argand burner
Same Burner for heating gas, &c
Same {See Ray, Amos H., assignor) (Reissue.)
Same (See Walker, Edwin R., assignor.

)

Gleason, Franklin A., Brooklyn, N. Y. Clothes wringer. (Antedated Aug. 31, 1867).
Gleason, Leroy A., Southlngton, Conn. Machine for folding sheet metal
Gleason, William, Rochester, N. Y. Tool rest

,

Gleason, William B. , Boston, Mass. Method of molding plastic material
Same Plastic material to imitate wood and other substances

Gleichman, John M., Evansville, Ind. Stump extractor...'

Gleim, J. H., St. Louis, Mo. Book for book-keeping
Glenert, John, Washington, Mo. Cask for fermenting wine
Glenn, James K., New York, N, Y. Slotivo power
Gtose, Adolph H., Philadelphia, Pa. Child's sleigh

Glover, Edward W., Medford, Mass. Bosom pads. (Antedated October 12, 1867)
Glover, E. W., and E. D. Draper. (-See Draper & Glover.)
Glover, Newton J., Waveland, Ind. Farm gate

Same Portable fence
Gluck, Elias M. (^ce Slusser, Benjamin, assignor.)

Gluyas, George K., San Francisco, Cal. Bearing for shafts of steamships
Glynn, M. A., Cuba. Mode of treating water to prevent incrustations iu steam boilers.

Goble, T. L. , Orange, N. Y. Carriage jack
Gochnauer, J. S., Goshen, Ind. Washing machine

Same York, Pa. Horse hay fork
Goddard, Artemas W., Clinton. Mass. Caliper rule

,

Goddard, Benjamin F., Charlton Depot, Mass. Boot-heel cutter
Goddard, E. C, assignor to self and A. Bailey, Unionville, Ohio. Portable field fence.
Goddard, Nathan, Boston, Mass. Machine for splitting whalebone
Godder, Louis, (^ee Goodale, Moses C, assignor.)

Godfrey, Austin, DuPage, III, Hay rakers and loaders

Godfrey, Charles H,, Stewartsville, N, J. Seed boxes for grain drills

July 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Mar, 12,1867.
May 14, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867,
June 25, 1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 9.1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 30,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 31,

Feb, 26,

June 4,

Mar, 19,

May 14,

Nov. 12,

Dec. 10,

*Dec. 17,

Dec. 17,

Dec. 17,

Dec. 17,

Sept. 17,

Mar. 26,

18'67.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

'Dec, 17,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
July 16, 1867.
Oct, 22,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Oct.
Oct.

1, 1867.

8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
Aug, 20, 1867.
Apr. 30,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Oct, 8, 1867.

June 4,1867.
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Godfrey, N. W., Locust Valley, N. Y.
Godwin, J. H., Scotland Neck, N. C.

Dumping cart

Oiler

Same ...... Baling press

Goelet. E. H. and E. B. , Goldsborough, N. C. Seeding machine
Same Cotton cultivator

Goerke, Oscar, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stereoscope
Goesel, J. G., St. Lo'ns, Mo. Feed-w^ater heater
Goeway, David B., Birmingham, Pa. Modes of mortising hubs of vfagon wheels and

the tenons of spokes to tit in the hub
Goeway, George, assignor to self and Howard Eaton, Philadelphia, Pa. Corn sheller.

Goeway, John A., et al. (See Gooduow, William D., assignor) (Reissue.)
Goeway, Sylvester, Dormansville, N. Y. Farm gate > .

Goff, Derick N., Wolcottviile, Conn. Machine for lining percussion caps
Same...... Machine for trimming percussion caps

GoflF. J. and W. B., Hornellsville, N. Y. Gate
Gofif, William, Big Flats, N. Y. Portable dumping and loading machine
Gold, Stephen J., Cornwall, Conn. Machinery for propelling vei^sels

Gold, WiUis D., assignor to self and PhillippFernier, Philadelphia, Pa. Combined
hammer, screw-driver, and wrench

Golden, D. M., et al. (Sec Babcock, Charles A., assignor.)

Golden, Stephen M., Marcelline, 111. Churn
Goldiug, John, New York, N. Y. Life-preserving mattress

Same Life-preserving mattress and raft

Goldmavk, Joseph, Brooklyn, N. Y. Fnloiinatiog compound
Goldthwaite, John F., Boston, Mass. Buttoncr for shoes
Goldthwaite, Moses. (.S'ee Robie, Daniel C, assignor.)

Goll, Henry A., Chicago. III. Pressure safety-valve
Gomber, J., et al. (See King, Gomber & Shope.)
Gomer, John H., New York, N. Y. Oil cup
Gomershall, John, assignor to self and E. Winslow, Mansfield, Mass. Composition

for oiling wool
Gommenginger & Trotter. (See Trotter, Charles W., assignor.)

Gondouin, James, assignor to self and Felix Aumerle, New York, N. Y. Funnels
Gooch, Charles, Cincinnati, Oho. Skate

S ame Ice-cream freezer
Good, Jacob G., Raps, Pa. Dung hook .-

Good, Samuel, Greensville, Ohio. Fence
Goodale, George L., and C. F. Brackett. (S c'Brackett & Goodale.)
Goodale, Moses C, ass-ignor to self and Louis Goddu, Lowell, Mess. Belt cutter
Goodell, D. H., Antrim, N. II. Fruit parer
Goodes, E. A., and E. L. Miller, assignors through mesne assignments to the Ameri-

can Button-hole, Cording, Braiding, and Embroidering Machine Company, Phila-
delphifi. Pa. Button-hole sewing machine 1

Goodes, E. A., assignor to t-elf, B. L. AJiller, and W. H. Morford, Philadelphia, Pa.
Weighing and measuring cup

Same Metaniorphoscope
Goodhart, Alexander, Newville, Pa. Michine for cutting and gi-inding corn fodder.
Goodher, W. A., Burlington , N. J. Cooking range
Goodin, John, Erastus F. Blair, and John Lyda, Georgetown, Ohio., Machine for

manufacturing sheet-metal pans
Goodman, A. C, and Henry Fessler, assignors to selves and Henry Foltz, Canton,

Ohio. Railroad gate
Goodman, William, Troy, Mich. Washing machine ,

Gooduow, William D., assignor through mesne assignments to John A. Goeway,
D. S. Wood, and Joseph Jones, Albany, N. Y. Car brpke (Reissue).,

Goodrich, A. I., Waterbury, Conn. Regulator for marine clocks..
Goodrich, Barnard, Brentwood, N. H. Root extractor
Goodrich, Chauncey, PlainsviUe, Coim. Butt hinge
Goodrich, George D., Chicago, 111. Peat machine
Goodrich, George D., Joliet. 111. Clay -pipe machine
Goodrich, G. D. and H. A., Joliet. 111. Manufacture of clay pipes
Goodrich, Horace A., Joliet, 111. Manufacture of clay pipes
Goodrich, H. C., Chicago, 111. Tuck marker for sewing machines

Same Tuck marker for sewing machines ,

Goodrich, H. W., and William B. Mason, Boston, Mass. Ste.am engine slide valves. ..

Goodsell, Bennett J,, Pent Water, Mich. Chimney cowl
Goodsell, Samuel C, New Haven, Conn. Hoisting device
Goodsell, S. C, and Bennet Hotchkiss. (See Hotchkiss & Goodsell.)
Goodspeed, Albert. (See Smith, Edmund, jr., assignor.)
Goodspeed, H. C, et al. (Sec Chapman, Goodspeed & Reed.) '

Goodspeed, Isaac, Norwich, Conn. File-cutting machine
Goodwin, Lewis, and S. A. West, San Francisco. Cal. Ore concentrator
Goodwin, R, J. P., Manchester, N. H. Construction of strainers
Goodwin. Samuel J. , Rockton, 111. Paint mill -.

Goodwin, William, Boston, Mass. Paddle wheel
Goodwin, WilUam C, Hamden, Conn. Hand cultivators

Same Machine for trimming sti-awberry vines
Goodwin, William F., Washington, D. C. Automatic toy •

Same Harvester rako
Same same

Sept. 17, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

April 9,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Julv 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 16, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 92,1867.
June 18, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

June 11,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 18,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Nov. 5,1«67.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

July 2,1867.

July 2,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Aug. 2.), 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 25, 1667.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

May 7, 1867.
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Goodwin, W. F., East New York, N. Y. Harvester rake
Same Harve ster i ake v

Same same
Same Mechanical movement for converting power into speed
Same Revolving retort for roasting ores

Goodwin, W^ F., and Arthur W. Browne, Washington, D. C. Harvester rake
Same Harvester rake

Goodwin, \Vm. F., East New York, and Charles R. Squire, New York, N. Y. Process
for disintegrating a^id desulphurizing ores and minerals

Same Machine for pulverizing rocks, ores, <fe3

Same Machine for crushing rocks, ores, &c
Goodwin, Wm. F., and R. N. E^gle. {See Eagle & Goodwin.)
Goodwyn, George W. W., New Orleans, La. Filter

Goodyear, Andrew, Springport, Mich. Wood-turning lathe ^ .

.

Goodyear, Dennis, Ithaca, N. Y. Last lock
Goodyear, S. W., and W. F. Parker, assignors to Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn.

Bolt-heading machme
Goole, Robert, Abington, 111. Car coupling
Goolman, W. P., assignor to Davis, Lawrence «fe Co., Dublin, Ind. Platform scale. ..

Gordon, Alexander, assignor to H. D. Gordon, Rochester, N. Y. Cultivator
Gordon, E. C, Sevastopol, Ind. Fence
Gordon, George P., Rahway, N. J. Printing press (Reissue) .

.

Gordon, James, and E. Chi-istianson, St. Joseph, Bio. Corn planters
Gordon, James, and John Archbaid, Sau Francisco, Cat. Barometi'ic vacuum ex-

hauster
Gordon, John, New London, Conn. Spring-power repeating fire-arms
Gordon, John J., Flint, Mich, Bag tie

Gordon, Micajah C, Knightstown, Ind. Churn
Gordon, Oliver W., Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, Means for opeiating the treadles and har-

ness shafts of looms
Gordon, William F., Detroit, Mich. Ice-cutting machine
Gordon, W. J., Philadelphia, Pa. Machines for riveting buttons to fabrics
Gordon, William W., Delhi, N.Y. Whiffletree trace catch or cock-eye
Gore, A. W., Manhattan, Kansas. Fence post
Gore, Luke, Newburg, Ohio. Sap spout
Gorely, Charles P., Boston, Mass, Portable candlestick

Same Letter box '.

Gorham, Jackson, Bairdstovvn, Ga. Baling press
Gorham, Jackson, assignor to self and John Armstrong, Bairdstown, Ga, Shaft

attachment to carriages
Gorham, John, Providence, R. I. Trade mark (Design) .

.

Gorham Manufacturing- Company. [See Knushke, F. W. L., assignor.)
Gormall, Richard, Baltimore, Md. Valves for boiler feeders ::.
Gosling, John W., Cincinnati, Ohio. Combined step cover and wheel fender for ear-

Gosnell, M. T., Baltimore, Md. Apparatus for burning hydro-carbon oils

Goss, Eli, and Enoch Carleton. (See Carleton & Goss.)
Goss, Henry, Union Mills, Pa Cement stove-pipe tliimble

Gotten, Nicholas, UniQU Depot, Tenu. Cotton cultivator ,

Gottlieb, Joseph, Boston, Mass. Tassel clamp for window curtains
Gottstein, Peter R., Houghton, Mich. Apparatus for making dipped candles
Gouch, Lyman A., Youkers, N.Y, Naphtha burner ,

Gould, Carlos H,, Cincinnati, Ohio, Steam generator
Same -. . Boiler feed-water regulator ,

Gould, Charles H., New York, N. Y. Billiard cue
Gould, D. C, assignor to self, Elizabeth A, McCartney, and Ephraim F, Brock,

Sterling, III. Medical conijjound
Gould, D. PL, Troy, N.Y. Gatehinire
Gould, D. R., Chestei town, N. Y. Hydrant :

Same Window sash
Gould, James H. {See Pollard, Wm. H., assignor.)
Gould, John C, Oxl ord, N. J. Gate and door spring ,

Gould, JohnH., New buryport, Mass. Bottle stopper
Gould, Joseph, Grinnell, Iowa. Corn sheller

Gould Machine Comp;'ny. (^ecFitts, Benaiah, assignor) (Design.)
Gould, Marcus, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for cooling liquids

Gould, Roscoe J., and J. N. Dennisson. (See Dennisson & Gould.)
Gould, Seward F,, ct al. (Sec Staco & Baker, assignors.) ,

Gould, W., et al. (Sec Reese, Gould & Lake) (Reissue.)

Gould, W. B., New York, N.Y, Stair rod ,

Gould, W.Cet al. (See Wadgymar, Arthur, assignor.)

Gould. William W., and Ezra Sniples. (Sec Staples «fe Gould.)
Goulding, Henry, Silver City, Nevada, Furnace for roasting ores
Goulding, John, (See Knapp, Thomas K., assignor.)
Goulding, Lewis, assignor to self and James E. Carpenter, Medfield, Mass. Kpife

cleaner
Gove, John C, Cleveland, Ohio. Preserving house
Govern, William A., Norwalk, Conn. Process of removing burrs and other sub-

stances from Avool

Gow, Alexander N.,Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Combined corn planter and cultivator
GoweU, John W., and George Jelley. {See Jelley and Goweli.)

Dec. 31,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Dec. 31,1807.
Dec. 3!,18()7.

Dec. 31,1867.
May 7,1867.

May 7,1867,

Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867,

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

June 1], 1867.

June 11, 1867,

Dec. 24,1867.
Aug. 33,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
May ae, 1867.

Oct. 29,1807.
Nov. 26, 1867,

Sept. 17, 1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
July 2,1867.
May 7,1867,
Nov, 19, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867,
Dec. 3,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867,

Nov. 26,

Jan. 1,

Dec. 24,

Dec. 10,

Dec. 17,

Apr. 30,

June 25,

June 25,

1867.

1867.

1R67.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867..

Oct. 15,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Apr. 30,1867.
Juno 18, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 15,1807.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct, 22,1867,
Feb. 19, 1867.
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Gowen, J E., and N. Ames. (See Ames & Gowen.)
Grabuer, John, Warsaw, Ind. Heat-radiating attachment for stovepipes
Grabo, Christian G., Detroit, Mich. Potato digger
Grace, Fredericlt J,, Fort Lee, N.J. Printing press

Gracey, Robert, Pittsburg. Pa. Bolt-beading machine
Grader, George W., and Matthias H. Baldwin, Memphis, Tenn. Street pavement
Graef, H. A. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Portable tree box ,

Graeif, H. A., Birdsboro', Pa. Corn sheller

Graeme, J., jr., and Charles Richardson. (See Richardson & Graeme.)
Graham, A. B., assignor to self, William B. and Cyrus A. Werden, Waukegan, 111.

Harvester , .

.

Graham, A. E., Richland, Ind. Bridle rein. (Antedated Nov,. 21, lb66)
Graham, Charle.<5, Kingston, Pa. Hydrostatic press
Graham, D. M., E vansville, Ind. Gas apparatus
Graham, David M., Evansville, Ind. Portable fence post. (Antedated Nov. 29,'67)-.

Graham, Edmund H., assignor to self and Wanton Rouse, Manchester, N. H. Picker-
staif motion for looms (Reissue) .

.

Graham. Hugh J., Monmouth, 111. Cultivator ,

Graham, James H , and Sidney Van Auken. (5ee Van Auken & Graham.^
Graham, James S., assignor to self and C. R. Tompkins, Rochester, N. Y. Tenoning

cutter heads
Graham, John, New York, N. Y. Loom ,

Graham, John, Ludlow, Vt. Bevel and try squares
Graham, Orson, Lima, N. Y. Farm gate
Graham, Simon P., Richland Centre, Ind. Construction of carriage bodies
Grainger, Alfred J., Wilmington, 111. Forging apparatus
Grambo, Harrison, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for manufacturing candles

Same Apparatus for making paper articles

Grandy, Charles A., Rutlanr], Vt. Lubricating composition ,

Grandin, Frederick, et al. (See Gaily, Merritt, assignor.)
Granger, Francis, Homer, III. Machine for raking and cocking hay.
Granger, Gideon S., and William Nortbrop, Wajiand, N. Y. Gate
Granger, J., Zanesville, Ohio. Boat-builders' platform
Granier, Emile. {See Lewandowski, Chai'les, assignor.)

Same. (Sea Loewenberg, Henry, assignor.)

Same same.
Gransden, Henry, Dubuque, Iowa. Clothes dryer

Same Mangle
Grant, C. W.,Iowa Island, N. Y. Plow
Grant, G. L., Rockville, Conn. Steam-engine valve
Grant, Joseph. (See Ruudlett, S. C, assignor.)

Grant, J. S., Sidney Centre, Maine. Bed bottom
Same Horse rake

Grant, Nathaniel. (See Mathewson, Nathan F., assignor.)

(Jrant, W. G.. Wakeman, Ohio. Director for uterine support ,

Same Clyde, Ohio. Pessary _. ,

Grass, Henry, Olney, 111. Churn dasher # '.

Gratten, E., Williamstown. Mich. Feed rack
Graves, Alonzo, et al. {See Edgett, Andrew J., assignor.)
Graves, A. G., and H. P. Ball. (Se« Ball & Graves.)
Graves, George F., Mt. Upton, N. Y. Lifting jack
Graves, Joshua B. (See Hawkins, Westel E., assignor.)

Grieves, Lewis. (See Orr, James H. , assignor.)

Graves, Noble W. , Winnebago, III. Machine for sawing wagon felloes

Graves, Robert C. , Barnesville, Ohio. Ventilating apparatus for railroad cars
Graves, Robert R., Montgomery, Ala. Gang plow ,..

Gray, Adelbert W., Bennington, Oliio. Churn
Gray, Alfred A., and W. C. Hyde, Detroit, Mich. Device for the adjustment of

looking glasses in dressing cases
Gray, Arthur, Naples, Maine. Joiners' plane
Gray, Arthur, Reiley, Ohio. Beehive
Gray, B. F. (See Brown, Worcester & Griswold, assignors.)
Gray, Dexter, Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Sheep rack and shelter
Gray, Elisha, Oberlin, Ohio. Telegraph apparatus
Gray, E. H., and D. J. Kirkman. (See Kirkman & Gray.)

Same same.
Same same.

Gray, George, Temperanceville, Pa. Artificial fuel
Gray, Harvy, assignor to Albert J. Sessions, Bristol, Conn. Manufacture of trunk

rollers

Oct. 15,1867.
July 23, 18G7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 9,1867.

July 23, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec, 10,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5.1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. .5,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July .30, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

July 9,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Dies

Gray, James, Newark, N. J. Sadiron
Gray, J. A., amd B. R. Piatt. (See Piatt & Gray.)
Gray, James L., assignor to F. M. Hayr M. L. and M. A. Gray, Baltimore, Md.

for making cans
Same Soldering machine
Same Preserve cans

Gray, James S., dbd Alonzo W. Porter. (See Porter &. Brown, assignors.)

Gray, Job S., and John S. Watson. (See Hunt, George W., assignor.)

Gray, John, Litchfield, 111. Ratchet drill

Gray, John, Dubuque, Iowa. Ventilating mill stones
'

Gray, John, East Aurora, N. Y. W^ear plates for the soles and heels of boots and shoes

.

Aug. 13, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Oct. 29,186-?.

Jan. 1, 1867.
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68, 734

66, 702

70, 996
63, 036
71, 871
67, 191

64, 415
66, 703

61, 418

62, 409
66, 322
63, 037

70, 549
63, 240
63,241
70, 200
72, 845
63, 038

64, 526
66, 704

69, 800

62, 839
62, 028
64, 860
68,871
64, 310
72, 192

67,294
69, 400

64, 311

70, 550
72,023
70, 086

67,646

69, 799

67, 748

65, 211
65, 375
2,451

08, 735
65, 070
65, 071

65, 072

70, 024

66, 832
72,193
60, 882
61, 934

65, 485

Gray, John, Milwaukee, Wis. Clothes dryer
Gray, Eobert, Litchfield, 111. Hllipiic springs

Gray, Robert W., and Wm. A. Earseman. (See Earseman & Gray.)
Gray, Solomon S. , Boston, Mass. Apparatus for molding collars

Gray, Thomas, England. Manufacture of bleaching powder
Gray, William M., Brooklyn, N. Y. Ratchet bed key - -

Gray, William S., Woroe^ter, Mans. Bread cutter

Gray, W. S.. and J. J. Riddle. {See Riddle & Gray.)
Gray, William T., Galesburg, 111. Stove-pipe damper
Greacen, John, jr., New York, N. Y. Smokeconductorforrailroadlocomotives. An-

tedated July 5, 1867
Greacen, Stephen B. , Norwich, Conn. Peat machine
Greeley, Moses R., and Lucian D. Newell. (See Lariviere, F. C, assignor.)

Green, Alexis, (^ee Pelton <fc Barrow, assignors.)

Green, David, Brookfield township, Ohio. Composition for roofing
Green, David N., Cold Water, Mich. Hand scoop
Green, E.G., PlainfieUl, Ind. Hay elevator
Green, G. F., and B. Banister. (S^c Banister & Green.)
Green, Isaiah M.', sr., Clinton, 111. Fence
Green, Jacob, Norristown, Pa. Melting and smelting furnaces

Same Glass furnace
Same FuKnaces for steam boilers

Green, John B., assignor to self and J. A. Reed, Daricn, Conn. Padlock
Green, J. Deloss, Antrim, Ohio. Seed planter

Green, J. Deloss, and J. K. Andrews. (See Andrews & Green.)
Green, Jonathan H., Christiansburg, Iowa.* Heating stove
Green, J. M., West Bloorafield, N. Y. Potato digger
Green, J. T., Marquette, Wis. Combined door plate and letterbox
Green, R. J., and E. F. Morris. {Sec Morris <fc Green.)
Green, R. M., Baltimore. Md. Machine for bending cable links

Green, Ransom W., Bradford, Pa.' Car coupling. (Antedated Feb. 10, 1867)
Green, Robert D., Columbia, Mo. Gate
Green, Seth, Rochester, N. Y. Device for hatching the spawn of fishes ,

Green, Thomas, Brooklyn, N. Y. Water meter
Green, Virgil D., assignor to self and E. M. Hall, Watertown, Wis. Steam safety

valve
Green, Wellington, Kinzua, Pa. Washing machine
Green, William, Holly, Mich. Liftingjack
Green, William C. {See Mathewson, Nathan ¥., assignor.)

Greenamyer, P. S., Smithville, Ohio. Supporter
Greenawalt, J., and William Henderson. (See Henderson & Greenawalt)
Greene, Albert J., Sterling, Mass. Hay rake
Greene, A. S., Washington, D. C. Steam gauge
Greene, D. M., assignor to Maria N. Greene, Washington, D. C. Steam generator in-

dicator

Greene, J. Durgll, Cambridge, Mass., and John A. Kay, Columbia, S. C. Reverbera-
tory and cupola furnace .#.

*

Greene, John F., and C. W. Swett. {See Smith, Henry D., assignor) (Reissue.)
Greene, J. G., Port Henry, N. l''. Panel table

Greene, Samuel W., and S. A. Hannen. {See Hannen, Henry, assignor.)

Same same.
Greene, Stephen, Philadelphia, Pa., and Walter H.Forbush, Bufi'alo, N. Y., assignors

to Henry G. Leisenring. Railroad ticket printing press
Greene, Sylvester, Rome, N. Y. Separating cheese curd from whey ,

Greene, William A., Troy, N. Y. Cooking stove :

Greenhalgh, Jas., assignor to Geo. Crompton, Worcester, Mass. Loom. .
. (Reissue)

.

Greenhalgh. James, jr., Glendalc, R. I. Clothes dryer.
Greenleaf, Jos. H., New Haven, Conn. Mode of forming the edge of water-proof soles

Same Appai-atus for forming the «dges of water-proof soles

-Greenleaf, Joseph H., assignor to self and O. F. Ca^, New Haven, Conn. Chair
and bedstead

Greenman, Thomas S., assignor to George W. Packer, jr.. Mystic Bridge, Conn. Ma-
chine for wall building and stump extracting

Greenough, John James, New York, N. Y. Machine for pegging boots and shoes.

(Extension of 098)..

Same Machine for pegging boots and shoes (Extension of 699) .

.

Same same (Extension of 700) .

.

Same same (Extension of 701 ) .

.

Same same (Extension cf 702) .

.

Same same (Extension of 703) .

.

Greenside, Burton, Fort Dodge, Iowa. Gate
Grecnwald, John, Cincinnati, Ohio. Medical compound..
•Grecnwalt, A. B , Baltimore, Md. Tatting shuttles !

Greenwood, James, Clinton, Mass. JSIachiue for straightening the weft or figures of
textile fabrics

Greenwood, John. (5'ee Benton, George N., assignor.)

Greenwood, J. T„ and J. Wilson, Beloit, Wis. Soap for cleaning and polishing
wood, metals, and other materials

Greenwood, M., <fcCo. {See Rittgr, Henry M., osBignoi'.)

Same same.
Same same.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 7,1867.

July IG, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
July 2,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

May 7,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Oct. 1. 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
May 28, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Slay 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 23, 1867.
Mar. 23, 1867.

Mar. 23, 1867,

Mar. 23, 1867.

Mar. 23, 1867.

Mar. 23, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 10, 186.'.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

June 4,1867.
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Greenwood, W. M. , Cincinnati, Ohio. Training hopple
Greer, Harry C., and Thomas D. Arkle. (.See Arkle & Greer.)
Greffet, Joseph A., deceased, by Emily S. Greffet, administratrix, St. Lonis, Mo.

Reel oven for bakers
Gregg, Abraham, Forest City, Cal. Railway car
Gregg, Eenry P., Roscoe, Ohio. Seeding machine
Gregg, Isaac, Philadelphia, Pa. Mode of drying bricks

Same . . Apparatus for heating clay
Same Apparatus for treating clay

Gregory, Charles A. {See Durfee, Sidney S., assignor.)

Gregory, G., and F. B. Morse, assignors to selves and W. H. Cooper, New Haven,
Conn. Joints for carriage-top braces

Gregory, Geo. W., Watertown, N.Y. Pulley attachment for raising weights. .(Reissue)

.

Same (See Perry <fc Marshall, assignors.)

Gregory, John, Marion, Ohio. Medical compound ,

Greif, J. V., Paducah, Ky. Plow and cotton scraper
Grenell, Silas, Mokena, 111. Seed sower
Gresiuchna, C, and L. Jarchow, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for rectifying dis-

tilled liquids , _

Greve, Jacob, and George Arnold. (See Arnold & Greve.)
Grey, James (Graham. (See Needham, Joseph and George Henry, assignors.)

Grey, Thomas, assignor to self and Henry Lapp, Clarence, N. Y. Grinding mill
Gribben, John. {Sec Kane, Charles, assignor.)

Gridley, H. H., Auburn, N. Y., and Mary L. Gridley, Burlington, N.J. Fruit basket
Gridley, James H., Washicgton, D. C. Locking washer for nuts - . .

.

Gridley, N. C. (/See Kassou, A. C, assignor.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Grier, Isaac, and dark Moorhead. (Sec Moorhead & Grier.)

Grier, W. W., and R. 11. Boyd, Hulton, Pa. Machine for making augers . . (Reissue) .

.

Griffen, J. F., and J. E. Winauts. (See Winants <fe Griffen.)

Griffeth, William, Northeast, Pa. Propagating grape vines f.'-om the single bud in

the open fields

Griffeth, William A., Boston, Mass. Mosquito-net frame
Gritfiu, Alva, J., Lowell, Mass. Hydrocarbon burner
Griffin, Anson D., Titusville, Pa. JPacking for deep wells
Griffin, Benjamin, Lawrence, Mass. Bed bottom
Griffin, G. B., Madison, Wis. Clothes-line reel ,

Griffin, George W., et al. (Sec Witsil, George L., assignor.)
Griffin, H. C, Franklin, N. H. Magic arrow toy
Griffin, James F. (See Brown, Franklin H., assignor.)
Griffin, John F. {Sec Winants, J. E., assignor.)

Griffin, Lucia T. New York, N. Y. Medicated balsam
Griffin, M. P., and A. F. Johnson. (Set Johnson & Griffin.)

Griffin, Patrick H., Albany, N. Y. Apparatus for cooling beer and other liquids
Griffin, Robert B., jr., Baltimore, Md. Button fastener
Griffin, Thomas, Roxbury, Mass. Floor cloth
Griffing, C. S. S., Geneva, Ohio. Fence

Same Combined fence and g« te

Same Ashtabula county, Ohio. Portable field fence
Griffing, Leonard B., et al. (Sec Seekius, H. G., assig»or.)
Griffith, Amos W., Roxbury. Mass. Window screen
Griffith, Charles, New York, N. Y. Trade mark (Design).
Griffith, Ebenezer V. W., Utica, N.Y. Potato digger
Griffith, R. H., Baltimore, Md. Boat-detaching tackle
Griffith, Seth, Aurora, 111. Composition for granulating sorghum sirup
Griggs, Henry C, assignor to Holmes, Griggs & Smith, Waterbury, Conn. Buckle.
Grilley, C. T., assignor to the Grilley Company, New Haven, Conn. Capping pad

screws
Grimes, Benjamin F., Dawsonville, Md. G^rn planter and fertilizer combined
Grimes, James, Portsmouth, Ohio. Top or cooking stoves
Grimes, Joseph, assignor to self and F. A. Reed, Alexandria, Va. Bag tie

Grimes, William C, Ladiesburg, Md. Fertilizer '. ..

Grimshaw, William D., Newark, N.J." Reciprocating engine
Same Machine for manufacturing chain cable
Same Drilling machine. (Antedated August 18.1867)

Griswold & Sheldon. {See De La INIar, Joseph, assignor.)
Same (See Sheldon, Julius, assignor.)

Griswold, A. M., Momence, 111. Cultivator
Griswold, Abram M., et al. (See Brown, Worcester &. Griswold.)
Griswold, Catharine A., WUlimantic, Conn. Corset
Griswold, Ellen M., Hagerstowu, Md. Support for window sash
Griswold, L., Portland, and G. Caul, York, Wis. Cut-off valve
Griswold, Manfred M., Ot)lumbus, O. Photographic process. (Antedated Nov. 1, I8G7)

.

Griswold, W. C. (See Sheldon, Julius, assignor.)
Same (&e Labiaux, John L., assignor.)

Groel, Nicholas, Newark, N. J. Traveling bag and valise
Groshans, J. J., Butfalo, N. Y. Drying attachment for paper ruling machinery
Grosjean, Florian, New York, N. Y. Spoons and forks (Reissue)..
Gross, Henry, and Jesse B. Rumsey, Tiffin. Ohio. Flour bolt

Gross, Henry, and George S. Yiugling, Tiffin. Ohio. Annunciator
Gross, Henry A., et al, (See Haiu, Gross <fc Hain )

Date.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Jan. 29,1887.
July 9,1867.
July 9, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Apr, 9, 1367.

Feb. 26, 1667.

Aug. 6,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.
Aug. 13. 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
May 28,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July 2,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. ^9,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.
July 23, 1867.

I^ov. .5, 1667.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12. 1867.

July 16,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
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72, 072

68, 299
71, 872
63, 507
2,549

63, 882
69, 338
64, 010
63, 508
71,744
71,479
70, 834
70, 431

63, 242
66, 489

62, 410
62, 411

65, 377
70, 553
65,214
71, 383
67, 873
64, 663

68, 562

66, 325
62, 193

63, 718
67, 110

68, 736

69, 801
67. 296

61,826

70,554

69, 657

72, 846
62, 326
61,619
2,797
2,623

2,624
65, 743

72, 483
72, 028

66, 490
72, 484
71. 297
62, 128

65, 563
68, 563
2,597

69, C89

70,087
70,088
60,883
72,631
72, 029
72,030

62, 742
65, 564

66,326
67,752

63, 243

Gross, John, and John C. Tunison, Decatur, HI. Cultivator
Gross, J. Mason. {Sec Brown, Ira S. and Charles N., assignors.)

Same same.
Same same.

Grossing, John, Cincinnati, Ohio. Heating stoves

Grosvenor, Cyrus P., McGrawville, N. Y. Mode of preventing explosion of lamps..
Grotz, Remig, Chicago, 111. Bridgi
Grout, John K., Detroit, Mich. Reverberatory and other metallurgic furnaces. (Reissue)
Groves, William, and John Farrar. {See Farrar & Groves.)
Gruger, Adam P. , Lancaster, Pa. Device for cutting washers
Grun>an, George B., Ridgetield, Conn. Machine for cutting ice into blocks for storing.

Grummon, R. S., Newark, N. J. Top prop for carriages
Grundmanu, Theodor, Milwaukee. Wis. Apparatus for making vinegar
Grundmann, Theodore, Cleveland, Ohio. Distilling apparatus
Gruneberg, John D., Spring Mills, N, J. Alloy for making plates and sheets
Grushus, A., St, Paul, Minn. Tag holder
Gruver, .James I., and Ambrose D. Wiggins, Nevv Market, Ohio. Churn
Gshwind, Charles, and Charles Reichardt, Union Hill, N. J. Lock for trunks, &c - ..

Gudehus, Charles, and F. Staake, Philadelphia, Pa. Foot scraper and umbrella stand.
Guedin, Jaques. (5'ee Roque, Adolphe, assignor.)

Guernsey, William B., Norwich, N. Y. Butter box
Same Packing and preserving butter

Guenth'dr, George, New York, N. Y. Mode of drying glue
Guerrant, John C, and B. J. Field, Leaksville, N. C. Eugraving machine
Guffin, Newell F. , Governor's Corners, N. Y. Hop trellis

Guignon, Wm. H., andWm. D. McDonald, Warren, Pa. Kiln for charring wood, &c.

.

Guild, H. M., Springlield, Mass. Mop head
Guild, J. H. , Rupert, Vt. Float valve :

Guilford, R. H., West Cheshire, Conn. Button
GuillaudAi, Louis. (.9ee Peake, John L., assignor.)

Guinand, Oliver, Vicksburg, Miss. Instrument for perforating cigars
Giilick, Samuel, Kline's Grove, Pa. Liftingjack 1

GuUmanu, C., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Carpet fastener
Gunderson, G., Chicago, HI. Skate fastening. (Antedated July ]1, 1867)
Gunn, Edwin F., Charleston, S. C. Breech-loading fire-arm
Gunner, Charles, and Charles Peterson. {See Peterson <fc Gunner.)
Guptail, Dan., assignor to self and H. N. Moseley, Elgin, 111, Cultivator
Gurnee, Edward W., Haverstraw, N. Y. Fruit picker
Gurnay, D. B. (See Whiting, Ralph V., assignor.)

Guthrie, Alfred and Wai'dell, and Thomas L. Humes, Gbicago, 111. Water indicator
for boilers

Guthrie, Richard, and John Shearer, New York, N. Y. Ornamenting glass shades
and globes

Guthrie, Thomas D., Galva, 111. Baling pre.<;s. i

Guyer, J. D. & Company, (^ee Esselen, Mitchel, assignor.)
Gwathmey, R. R. , Middletown. Ky, Cotton ginning machine
Gwinuup, Charles S., Milroy, Ind. Cultivator
Gwyer, Frederick S., assignor to self and Levi H. Mace, New York, N. Y. Meat safe.

.

Gwynn, Stuart, New Yoi'k, N. Y. Trademark (Design).
Gwynn, Stuart, assignor to D. L. Bartlett and G. H. Hunt, Baltimore, Md. Opaque

pigments (Division A., reissue).

Same Manufacture of opaque pigments (Division B., reissue)

.

Haase, Ferdinand, and William Rost, Oak Park, lU. Method of unloading railroad
cars

Same Proviso, 111. Skate
Haase, John A., Philadelphia, Pa. Hose shield
Haasz, D. F., Philadelphia, Pa. Spring for beds
Haberland, G. , Pontiac, 111. Combined horse and wagon brake ,

Ilabermehl, John, Wheeling, West Va. Fire ba§k for grates and stoves
•Hackert, Julius, New York, N. Y. Composition called artificial ivory ,

Same Metal compound or alloy .'.
,

Hackett, Patrick, New Genesee, HI. Seed sower and corn planter
Hadden, JohnL, , Philadelphia, Pa. Water cooler (Design)..
Haddletou, Joseph, assignor to self and John Snow, Rochester, N. Y. Animal trap.

.

Hadesty, J. M. {See Fetherolf, B. L,, assignor.)
Hadfield, George, Cincinnati, Ohio. Surgical cup

Same , same
Same Medical vacuum apparatus

Hadfield, JohnG., Cincinnati, Ohio. Medical vacuum apparatus
Hadfield, John W., Newtown, N. Y. Skyrocket

Same same
Hadley, A. N., and George Hoover. {See Hoover & Hadley.)

Same same.
Hadley, Aaron S., Boston, Mass. Dusting brush
Hadley, George, Buffalo, N. Y. Still

Hadley, George, et al. (See Clarke, Hadley & Clifford.)

Hadley, George D., Cincinnati, Ohio. Stop cock
Hadley, Horace W. , assignor to John G. Folsom, Winchendou, Mass. Sewing ma-

chine

Dec. 10, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 10.1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.
July 9,1867.

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

June 4,

Nov. 5,

May 28,

Nov. 26,

Aug. 20,

May 14,

Sept. 3,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

July 2,1867.
Feb. 19, 1807.

Apr. 9, J 867.

July 23, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
July 30,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June II,

Dec. 24,

Dec. 10,

July 9,

Dec. 24,

Nov. 26,

Feb. 19,

June 11,

Sept. 3,

Mar. 19,

Sept. 24,

1867.

1807.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18()7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Hadley, N. B., assignor to the International Screw Company, Providence, R. I,

chiuery for nicking screws
Ma-

Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Jan. I,18(i7.

Dec. 24,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
June 11, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
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Hadley, Samuel, assignor to self, James C. Owen, and A. D. Sliaw, Cape Vincent,
N. Y. Railroad snow plow

Hadley, T. G., et al. {See Geer, George, assignor.)

Haefele, John C, New York, N. Y. Meat cutter

Hafer, George L. (See Nace, Warren J., assignor.)

Hafer, John, Bedford, Pa. Steam generator
Hafer, John, and James A. Henderson, Bed«ford, Pa. Cigar-making machine
Hagadorn, Francis L., Baltimore, Md. Packing ammunition in chests and boxes ...

Hage, Jacob, Shiloh, 111. Plow '

Hagerty, William, Monongahela, Pa. Earn for vessels

Haggerty, James E., Hillsdale, jMich. Hammer for sewing machines
Haggerty, John, East Springfield, Pa. Cock eye
Hagmann, Victor, Washington, D. C. Vegetable cutter

Haguy, Adam, and James, L. Bess. (See Bess & Hagny.)
Hague, David, Balville Township, Ohio. Gate
Hague, John, Pi'ovidence, R. I. Steam trap
Haigh, Fred., Methuen, Mass. Loom •.

Haigh, Thomas, England, and Robert Adam Robertson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors
to E. F. Prentiss, William D. Philbrick, and William J. Parsons. Apparatus for

boiling, cooling, and fermenting malt liquors. (Antedated April 9, 1867)
Halght, William H., and G. W. Harris. {Sec Harris & Haight.)
Haigh t, William S., Waterford, N. Y. Process of "hopping" beer, ale, &c
Hailt s, William, Albany, N. Y. Bail for kettles

Hailes, W., and P. Finkle, assignors to Peter Fiukle, Albany, N. Y. Stove pipe
Hain, David, Henry A. Gross, and Martin Hain, Gasconade county. Mo. Sorghum

stripper ,

Hain, F., Gasconade county. Mo. Machine for feeding nail plates
Hain, William T., and Jacob Silvius. {See Silvias & Hain.)
Haines, Jacob B. , Millersville, Pa. Fruit gatherer ^.
Haines, Joel, West Middleburg, Ohio. Dinner bucket

Same Fruit cans
Haines, M. J., assignor to R. R. and J. H. Whitehead, England. Driving belt

Haines, Robert E., assignor to the Boston Silver Glass Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Glassware mold

Hains, Henry R. {See Adams. Charles, assignor.)

Hains, L. C, Bedford, Ohio. Cheese vat ,

Hainsworth, William, assignor to self and Amos Gartside, Philadelphia, Pa. Loom.

.

Hake, Lewis F., Salem, Ohio. Land conveyance
Same Grate for stoves

Hale, Albert W., New York, N. Y. Machine for cutting and working fibrous sub-
stances

Hale, C. P. , Calhoun, Ky. Cane and sorghum stripper
Hale, David, Boston, Mass. Driving bit

Hale, David, assignor to self and Alfred Hale, Boston, Mass. Apparatus for attach-
ing weights to submarine armor

Hale, John, Scranton, Pa. Door holder
Hale, Joseph, Somerville, Mass. Washer
Hale, O. B., Chicopee, Mass. Converting wheel carriages into sleighs

Hale, Robert, Chicago, 111. Head rest

Hale, William B., assignor to Northampton Indelible Pencil Company, Northampton,
Mass. Indelible pencil

Haley, Jonathan, Cambridge, Mass. Glassware press
Hall, Albert, New York, N. Y. Toy gun
Hall, Asa F. (^ee Harlow, Philander, assignor.)

Hal], A. T., et al. {See Allen «fe Campbell, assignors.)

Same same.
Same (See Campbell, Luther W., assignor.)

Same same.
Hall, A. W. , New Y''ork, N. Y. Washing machine

Same Door fastening and knife
Hall, B. M., South Bend, Ind. Graining machine
Hall, Charles, New York, N. Y. Tool holder for planing machines
Hall, C. H., Binghamton, New York. Apparatus for distilling petroleum and other

liquids (Reissue) .

.

Same Bed bottom
Hall, Charles T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for refitting conical valves
Hall, Daniel B., assignor to self and Howai-d Tilden, Bucksport, Maine. Bag tie - ..

Hall, Daniel I., Dowagiac, Mich. Grubbing machine
Hall, Durell, New York, N. Y. Apparai us for carburetting gas and air
Hall, Eliphalet, Dunnamora, N. Y. Peat and brick machine
Hall, E., and George V. Farr. {See Farr & Hall.)
Hall, Edwin L., Utica, N. Y. Locomotive headlight
Hall, E. M. (See Green, Virgil D., assignor.)
Hall, GayIon, and Albert Heth. (See Heth & Hall.)
Hall, George, assignor to self and yVilliam S. Waldron, Middletown, Ohio. Clap-

board gauge
Hall, George C, Brooklyn, N. Y. Collecting oxide of zinc
Hall, George W., Triangle, N. Y. Potato digger and weeder
Hall, George W., New Haven, Mich. Double rotary harrow
Hall, Henry G., Fayetteville, N. C. Ring for spinning
Hall, H. G. andE, L,, Putnam, Ohio. Plow

Dec. 3,1867.

Aug. 27, 18C7.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1807.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867,

Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 12,-1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 3, 18G7.
Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Oct. 1. 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

May 21, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

65, 565
65, 074

71, 745
63, 719

71, 162
66, 584

67, 045
67, 046
70, 202

2,550

64, 761

64, 097
72, 290
62, 327
m, 186

67, 533

63, 039
65, 807
64, 098
68, 300
64, 395

64, 664

62, 414
63, 793
70, 203
63, 382
65, 665
63, 720
65, 215
61, 827

68, 501
66, 327
70, 835

2,441
63,512
65,075
2,687

2.585
70, 836
63, 513

69, 427

71, 746

70, 204
65, 905
62, 954

63, t40
68. 436
68. 437
70, 556
60, 720
69, 658
60, 886
67, 648
71, 163
67,875
68. 187

69, 090

66, 706
68. 188
61,535

69, 657

Hall, H. M., and W. D. Harrell. {See Harrell & Hall.)

Hall, James, Monroe Township, N. Y. Machine for making cordage
Hall, J. A., Greenfield, Ind. Grain cleaner
Hall, J. E., and William Thompson. {See Thompson & Hall.)
Hall, James R. , Georgetown, 111. Sash stop
Hall, James T., assignor to self, John T. and Isaac Pierce, and H. T. Fowler, Tren-

ton, N. Y. Horse hay fork _

Hall, John, assignor to self and Charles S. Locke, Watertown, Mass. Toy pistol. .

.

Hall, John C, Monroe, Wis. Harvester rake
Hall, John Turner, and Howard Bnsby Fox. (See Fox & Hall.)

Hall, Joseph, jr., and WUliam W. Wilcox. {See Brown, William, assignor.)
Hall, J. Darrah, and James Depeu. {See Depeii & Hall.)

Hall, Joseph L., Cincinnati, Ohio. Safe .

Same Connecting doors and casings of safes

Same Safe '

Hall, J. T., et al. {See Parker, Hall & Pierce.)

Hall, Luther, assignor through mesne assignments to Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.
Pegging machine (Reissue)

.

Hall, Luther, assignor to Alfred B. Ely Boston, Mass. Eyeletting machine
Hall, L. H. {See Humiston, Willis, assignor.)

Hall, Manley, Livonia, Mich. Potato digger
Hall, Moses, jr., Osborn, Ohio. Ash house
Hall, Samuel, New York, N. Y. Machine for bending metals
Hall. Samuel G , Norwich, Conn. Rotary steam engine
Hall, S. Z., Camden, N. J. Feed attachment for cotton gins. (Antedated July 22,

1867).

Hall, Thomas, Bergen, N. J. Connecting rods for machinery
Same Typographic machine

Hall, Thfmas, Boston, Mass. Vokaic bracelet
Hall, Thomas F., and Geo. Eckel, Richmond, Ind. Cover for cooking-stove boilers

Hall, Thomas G., assignor to self, Lewis Strayer, and Peter S. Boose, York, Pa.
Water wheel

Hall, Thomas G., assignor, through mesne assignments, to self and E. Harvey Gif-
ford. New York, N. Y. Nippers ,

Hall, Thomas S.. Stamford, Conn. Railroad switch alarm
Hall, William, Dubuque, Iowa. Machine for forming tubes of sheet metal ^..

Hall, William H., Chicago, 111. Lightning arrester for telegraphs
Hall, William M., and John Johnson, Barrington, N. Y. Hay loader
Hall, William Smith, Quincy, Mass. Treadle mechanism for sewing machines
Halladay, Samuel A., Marilla, N. Y. Stove-pipe drum .-.

Hallas, John, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for tempering steel wire
Haller, William L. . Carlisle, Pa. Fruit jar . . . ; •.

Hallett, W. G., and E. P. Porter. {See Porter & Hallett.)

Same same.
Hallett, R. W.^ Hudson City, N.J. Apparatus for raising sunken vessels ,

Hallidie, A. S. , San Francisco, Cal. Suspension bridge
Halligan, Thomas J., New York, N. Y, Treadle for sewing machines. (Antedated

November 1 , 1867) ,

Hallock, Nicliolas, Flushing, N. Y. Fruit box (Reissue) .

.

Hallock, Samuel, New York, N. Y. Surface conductor for electrotyping
Hallowell, Albert, assignor to self and Horace R. Baker, Lowell, Mass, Steam cock.

.

Hallowell, Albert, and H. R. Barker, Lowell, Mass. Steam cock (Reissue)..
Halske, J. G., and W. Siemens. (See Siemens & Halske.)
Halsted, G. B., New York, N. Y. Handle for tea and coffee pots (Reissue)..

Same Stove-pipe damper
Hamann, J. A., New York. Watch pendant key *

Same Watch
Hamar, Alexander, New York, N. Y. Street pavement
Hamblet, James, jr., and B. F. Edmands. (S'eeEdmauds & Hamblet.)
Hamblin, Nelson, Flatbush, N. Y. Try square
Hamblin, Reubin, Mishawaka, Ind. Clothes dryer
Hambujer, E., Detroit, Mich. Caster for'furniture

Same Buckle
Same Lock for car seats. _

Same Stove pipe to promote combustion
Hamburger, Mathias, New York, N. Y. Reversible chair seat

Hamel, George, Abington, Pa. Safety pocket
Hamer, William, England. Sliver can for cotton, &c
Hamilton, Charles, New York, N. Y. Shoe brush and case, combined

Same Self-supplying mucilage brush. (Antedated August 1, 1867)

Hamilton, Ezra M., Minneapolis, Minn. Machine for pressing peat, clay, &c
Hamilton, H. M., New York. N. Y. Miners' pick. (Antedated August 1, 1867)

Same Die for forming the eyes of picks
» Same Machine for forming the eyes of picks, &c

Hamilton, James, et al. {See Wolf, Leopold, assignor.)

Hamilton, J.R., Portland, Oregon. Air bed .'

Hamilton, Jonathan R., Portland, Oregon. Fumigator for destroying vermin
Hamilton, John Y., assignor to George Crompton, Clinton, Mass. Shuttle for nar-

row-ware looms
Hamilton, Joseph O., assignor to Margaret Hamilton, Jerseyville, 111. Obstetrical

bandage

Jtme 11, 1867.
May 28, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

July 9,1867.

July 23, 1867.
July 23, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 26, 1807.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
July 2,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867,

Jan. 1,1867.
July 2,1867.
May 28,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Apr, 30, 18811

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Oct, 1, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

5, 1867.

1, 1867.

8, 1867.

1, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

Aug. 20, ie67.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov.
Jan.
Oct.
Jan.

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.
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Hamilton, L. B., Boston, Mass. Corn harvester

Hamilton, Robert, Franklin, Ind. Head rest for railway cars

Hamilton, William, et al. (See Geer, George, assignor.)

Hammel, Oscar, Jersey City, N. J. Electric apparatus for lighting gas engines

Hammett, T. M., and E. H. Chapman. (See Chapman & Hammett.)
Hammill, R., Mineral Point. Wis. Extension hose
Hammitt, James M., and Henry T. Miller, Toledo, Iowa. Plow carriage

Hammon, A. P., J. H. and S. Lincoln, and T. W. Hammon, Montfort, Wis. Culti-

vator.
Hammon, A. P., et al. (See Tucker, John E., assignor.)

Hammond, A. F., Houston, Ohio. Garden syringe '.

Hammond, David, Cautou, Ohio. Bridge (Reissue)..

Hammond, David, and W. R. Reeves, Canton, Ohio. Bridges (Reissue)..

Hammond, George H.. Oneonta, N. Y. Stove-pipe dr«m
Hammond, Henry, Hartford, Conn. Backsight for fire-arm

Same Cartridge pouch
Same Die for swaging hammers. (Antedated October 22, 1867)

Same Die for forming the claws of hammers. (Antedated Oct. 22, 1867) ..,

Same Cartridge ejector for breech-loading fire-arms

Hammond, James, Adams Center, N. Y. Chimney cap
Hammond, Joshua F., Providence, R. I. Floor clamp.
Hammond, Joshua F., assignor to Henry Staples «fc Company, Providence, R.I.

Knife cleaner
Hammond, T. C. Nicolau^, Cal. Grading and excavating machine
Hammond, William. (iSee Morrison, Duncan, assignor.)

Hancock, Henry J., New York, N. Y. Sewing machine .'

Hancock, William, Saco, Maine. Reversible butt hinge, (Antedated Jan. 14, 1867).

.

Handforth, Benjamin, Chicago, 111. Propeller
Same Churn ^. .

.

Handy, Homer M., Niles, Mich. Bolt cutter -.„..
Haneisen, E., et al. (See Neilsen, Haneisen & Wagner.)
Hanford, Melancthon, Boston, Mass. Rotary engine
Hankins, Marion McDonald, Yandalia, 111. Loom
Hankinson, W. H., New York, N. Y. .Carpet beater and cleaner
Hanks, O., Cincinnati, Ohio. Bag holder
Hanks, Oscar, Cincinnati, Ohio. Curtain fixture.. J

Hanlon, John, Bridgeport, Conn. Feeding device for sewing machines
Hanly, John Luke, San Francisco, Cal. Anchor stock ,

Hanly, Patrick, New York, N. Y. Horseshoe
Hanna, David, Hornellsville, N. Y. Washing machine
Hannaford, F. A., New York, N. Y. Safety bridle

Hannen, Henry, assignor to Samuel W. Greene and S. A. Hannen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manufacture of carbonate of lead

Hannen, Henry, assignor to S. A. Hannen, and S. W. Greene, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manufacture of carbonate of lead ,

Hannimann, J. B.. Detroit, Mich. Water closet » .*.

Hannum, Lewis, Cortland, N. Y. Wringer for clothes and mops
Hanson, Freeman, Buxton, Maine. Turn table

Hanson, Henry L., Portland, Maine, Lamp
Hanson, Henry L.. et al. (See Skillin <fc Reed, assignors.)

Hanson, John L., Boston, Mass. Coal stove
Hanson, William, Willoughby, Ohio. Sorghum evaporator
Hanson, William H., Albion, N.Y. Washing machine .-...

Hanvey, Thomas, Eliua, N. Y, Machine for making cheese boxes
Same Lancaster, N, Y. Preparing and preserving wood

Happersett, D. Jones, Coatesville, Pa. Heating stove
Harb.ster, William, and John G. Baker. (See Baker <fc Harbster.)
Hardcastle, Robert Anthony, England. Differential pulley block \.

Hardenbrook, Richard, Bath, N. Y. Grape plow
Hardgrove, O. J., Canton, Ohio. Horse hay fork. (Antedated March 10, 18(i7)

Hardin, Mark B. , New York, N. Y. M»de of taking copies of manuscripts, &c .

Hardin, William E., Bowling Green, Mo. Plows
Harding, Abner S., and Nicholas Reed, Otisville, N. Y. Combination padlock
Harding, David, Lowell, Mass. Machine for beating and picking cotton
Harding, Gustavus P. , England. Manufacture of ordnance
Harding, John, Great Britain. Lock fastener for lamps. -i

Harding, Smith T., MoiTison, 111. Compound for preserving wood
Harding, Thomas, Springfield, Ohio. Bag holder
Harding, Thomas, et al. {See Lighter, Harding & Curtis.)
Harding, William W. (See Van Velthoven & Hazzard, assignors.)
Hardman, Lyman, et al. (See Winsler, Campbell & Hardman.)
Hardy, Charles, Biddeford, Maine. Machine for grinding top cards and the workers,

strippers, and lickers in cylinders of carding machines
Hardy, Cyrus H., Charlestown, Mass. Machine for cutting soap
Hardy, Cyrus H., assignor to self and George Jaques, Charlestown, Mass. Apparatus

for the manufacture of soap
Same Bed bottom

Hardy, H. C, Muncie, Ind. Table
Hardy, P. H., assignor to self and E. M. Hardy, Terre Haute, Ind. Sash adjuster. ..

Hardy, Pierre J., New York, N.Y. Ckair and lounge
Same Folding chair

Dec. 31, 1867
Feb. 2G, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 11, 1867,

Jan, 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867,
July 30,1867.
Mar. 5,1867,
Jan, 8,1867,
Feb. 26,1867,
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867,

Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
July 30, 1867,

Aug, 6,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Aug. 6,1867
Jan. 22,1861
Jan. 1,1867,
Feb. 19,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 14,1S'')7.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

May 14,1867,
Sept. 24, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 25, 1867,

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867,

Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 7,

Aug. 27,

Mar. 19,

Feb. 5,

Aug. 13,

Apr. 9,

June 25,

Feb. 19,

Dec. 17,

Aug. 27,

Oct, 22,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1S67,

1867,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

June 25^ 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
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67, 979

71, 748

63, 041

70, 557
66, 328
67, 047

65, 667

71, 384

72, 197

66, 834
65, 077

61, 935
68.191
68, 982
71, 164

64, 861

66, 329
2,806

69, 207
71,481
71, 609

62, 131

71, 165
71, 610

68, 070

69, 802
69,911
70, 838
66, 080
62, 628
61, 536

61, 422
67, 048

70, 558

2,606
63, 885
65, 906
2,844

70, 2(i6

69, 803

66, 149

2,463

70, 559

66, 081

69, 912
2,610

68, 739

67, 536
69. 092
72, 198

72, 199

63, fcSG

71, 361

63, 514

70. 5G0

Boat

Hardy, Thomas P., et al. (See Bechtel, Strahan & Hafdy.)
Hare, C. C, Louisville, Ky. Sadiron .'

Hare, C. C. andS. J. . Louisville, Ky. Hinging tea-kettle lids

Hare, John H., and John Mulligan. (See Hitchcock, Robert, assignor.)
Hare, William J., New York, N. Y. Trunk lock
Hargar, David, Des Moines, Iowa. Furnace. .'

Hargravo, T. C., Boston, Mass. Railway chair
Hargrave, T. C, assignor to self, F. F. and R. W. Bibber, Boston, Mass.
detaching tackle •

Harker, S. T., Milwaukee, Wis. Steam heating apparatus :

Harlan, A. S., Bloomington, 111. Rotary steam engine
Harlan, James. (See Davis, W. H., assignor.)
Harlan, Jesse H., and Thomas Pomeroy, assignors to selves and Wm, H. Harlan,
Denver City, Colorado. Machine for cutting out gloves

Harlan, John J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Scrubber and mop holder
Harlow, C. F., Boston, and E. H. Perry, Roxbuiy, Mass. Machine for cutting hair,

grass, &c
Harlow, Philander, assignor to self and Asa F. Hall, Hudson, Mass. Belt clasp
HarAan, John, McConnellsville, Ohio. Sheep rack and mow combined
Harmon, W. R., Unionport, Ohio. Shovel plow
Harner, David S., ass'r to self and Whiteley, Fussier & Kelly, Xenia, Ohio. Harvester.
Harner, James M. (See Hill & Lohnes, assignor.)

Harner, Solomon K., et al. (See Welsh, J. A., assignor.)
Harnish, M. S., and H. H. (See Lindeman, Elias >V., assignor.)

Harnly, Christian H., and Joseph H., Penn Township, Pa. Manure drag
Harper, Amos R., a"nu John Cupps. (See Cupps & Harper.)
Harper, Chas. A., Rahway, N.J. Boilerfor heating water. (Antedated June 24, 1867)

Same AVater boiler (Reissue) .

.

Harper, C. A., and John A. Partridge, Rahway, N. J. Seed dropper
Harper, Charles A., and Isaac A. Crane, Rahway, N. J. Detachable oven and drum.
Harper, H. W., Berlinsville. Pa. Machine for dressing the frames of slates

Harper, J. M., and A. Corey. (See Corey & Harper )

Harper, James W., Xenia, Ohio. Instrument for digging post holes t---
Harper, John H., Pittsburg, Pa. Cider pi ess ,

Harper, John M., assignor to self and A. Corey, Philadelphia, Pa. Device for arrang-
ing type in rows

Harpham, James A., and Wm. Hill. (See Hill & Ilarpham.)
Harpster, Samuel, Center Hall, Pa. Corn planter
Harrah, W. D., and C. N. Ackerson. (See Atkerson & Harrah.)
Harrell, W. D., and H. M. Hall, Osgood, Ind. Self-acting fly fan
Harrigan, Dennis, Charlestown, Mass. Wrench
Harrigau, John, East Bosten, Mass. Medical compound
Harriman, Charles, New York, N. Y. Vacuuii for sugar-boiling apparatus
Harriman, C. C. , ass'r to self and John Davis, 3d., Warner, N. H. Corn-cake machine
Harrington, Augustus, Warsaw, N. Y. Pipe for wells
Hariington, H., and J. Cummings. (See Cummings &- Harrington.)
Harrington, John, Menomonee, Wis. Machine for pulling flax

Harrington, John R., assignor to George W. Chipman, Brooklyn, N. Y. Manufac-
ture of carpet lining

Harris, Benjamin B., assignor to self, F. G. Harris, and Seneca Sly, Lockport, 111.

Machine for stamping and shaping leather
Harris, Beniamin G. (Sec Pattison, G. C, assignor.)

Harris, C., and P. W. Zoiuer, Cincinnati, Ohio. Parlor stove (Design).
Same Fire-place
Same Convertible stove door and fender
Same Cook stove (Design) .

.

Same Water reservoir for cooking stoves
Harris? Camrels A., Austin, Ark. Garden cultivator plow
Harris, D. H., and George H. Clinton. (;See Clinton & Hams )

Harris, Edward S., and Sylvanus S. Robinson, JMoriison, 111. Apparatus for drawing
and weighing liquids

Harris, Elbridge, assignor 'through mesne assignments to William W. Lyman, West
Meriden, Conn. Sealing fruit jars (Reissue) .

.

Harris, l-'. G., Willsborough, N. Y. Composition for tempering steel

Harris, George W., and Joshua Harrison. (See Harrison & Harris.)

Same same.
Harris, George W., and Mosely S. Curtis. (See Curtis & Harris.)

Harris, G. W., and William H. Ilaight, assignors to Wm. H. Haight, New York, N.
Y. Chuck

Harris, G. W., and Geoi-ge Elliot, Aurora, Ind. Railroad crossing.

Harris, Horace, Newark, N. J. Inkstand (Design)

.

Same Mosquito guard. (Antedaied Sept. 7. 1867)

Harris, II. A. M., Philadelphia, Pa. Needles for sewing machines
Same Pump
Same Harvester rake
Same same '

Harris, James, Kansas, 111. Bridle
Harris, James, et al (See Taylor, Charles, assignor.)

Harris, James, Santa Clara county, Cal., G ang plow
Harris, James H., Virginia, 111. Car coupling
Harris, John, assignor to John S. Vine, Marquette, Wis. Car wJioel

Mar. 19,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
July 2,1867.
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Hams, John J., and Isaac H. Mosfcer, Greene, N. Y. Door holder
Harris, John K., Madison, Ind. Apparatus lor unhitching horses from vehicles

Same Attaching and detaching horses, &c
Harris, Joseph, Dorchester, Mass. Car axle box :

Harris, Joseph A., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for regulating the exhauster in gas
works -

Harris, J. B., Mason county, Ky. Packing for smoke and hot air flues

Harris, Bloses. {See Dinsraore, John V., assignor.)
Harris, Robert A., assignor to self and B. S. Harris, Philadelphia, Pa. Refrigerator.
Harris, R. S., Dubuque, Iowa. Snow plow
Harris, Samuel and Daniel A., Shippensburg, Pa. Horse hay fork
Harris, Sandy, assignor to self and David Bevan, Philadelphia, Pa. Sash weight . .

.

Harris^ T. E., Green Baj', Wis. Punching apparatus
Harris, Thomas S., Lockport. 111. Wagoujack
Harris, William, Rush Run, Ohio. Nut fastening
Harris, William and Clinton Browning, Rush Run, Ohio. Nut

Same Nut fastener •.

Harris, AVilliam H., Corry, Pa. Hair restorative
Harris, William J. and J. W., Newport^ N. Y. Door lock
Harris, William S., Eckford township, Mich. Wool-packing table
Harrison, B. J., and J. Condie, New York, N. Y. Folding chair (Design)

.

Same Folding steps
Harrison, Charles, (^ee Miller, Charles H., assignor.)
Harrison, Edward, Springfield, Ohio. Bee hive
Harrison, James, New York, N. Y. Mode of ringing bells
Harrison, John S., Canton, Ohio. Soldier's memorial (Design).
Harrison, Joseph G., l!few York, N. Y. Safety steam valve
Harrison, Joshua, Brooklyn, and George W. Harris, New York, N. Y., assignors to

selves and Charles H. Hudson. Clothes wringer
Same same

Harrison, Josiah, Frederick, Md. Truss
Harrison, Theophilus, assignor to self and William C.Buchanan, Belleville, 111. Horse
power

.

Harrison, Thomas B., Maquoketa, Iowa. Power hammer
Harsha, James, and C. J. Crum. (Sec Crum & Irwin, assignors.)
Harsha, Mortimer S., Batavia, 111.", assignor to self, and Lavias F. Dow, Cortland,

N. Y. Concrete brick machine
Harshaw, S. A. (Sec Turney, G. L., assignor.)
Hart, A. H., Stockbridge, Wis. Bee hive
Hart, C. B., and G. W., Victor, N. Y. Combined rack, milk, and fruit dryer
Hart, C. H. (See Darrow, McDowell, assignor.)
Hart, D. B. , Mentor, Ohio. Potato digger

Same Nut and washer
Hart, D. B., and Marshall Haskins. (Sec Haskina & Hart.)
Hart, George D., Lycoming county. Pa. Cultivator
Hart, H. C, and J. R. Blakeslee, assignors to H. C. Hart, and Luther TjFMoses,

Unionville, Conn. Tapping nuts
Hart, H. F., New York, N. Y. Regi.-^ter for odometers
Hart, James, Colony of Victoria. Apparatus for crushing and amalgamating ores. ..

Hart, J. and S., and J. Reesman. Farmington, Iowa. Spinning machine
Hart, James M., Des Moines, Iowa. Hand spinning machine
Hart, John P., Chicago, lU. Car truck

Same Railway frog
Hart, L. M., Philadelpliia, Pa. Making steel-headed rails

Halt, L. M., assignor to self and Charles S. Hinchman, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine
for pressing tuyeres

Hart, S. L., Milwaukee, Wis. Wood-turning lathe
Hart, Walter, Philadelphia, Pa. Indicating apparatus for stills, oil and other
Hart, William H., Medtield, Mass. Receptacle lor ice water
Hart, William H., jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Neck tie

Hartford, D. Frank, Boston, Mass. Stringing bow drill t-tocks
,

Hartford, D. Frank, assignor to self and Ednmud Tarbell, Boston, Mags. Bow drill

stock

June 11, 1867.
Feb. 19, 18fi7.

IMay 14.18G7.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 26. 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
July 23, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.'

Aug. 6,1667.
Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.
May 21, 1867.
June 4,1867.
June 25, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Aug. 6, 1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Jnly 16,1867.
July 16, 1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Dec.
Dec.
May
Sept.

Oct.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

24, 1867.

10, 1867.

7, 1867.

17, 1867.

22, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

1, 1867.

Hartley, Howard, Pittsburg, Pa. Method of lining hose
Hartley, William G., Saxonville, Mass. Looms for weaving piled fabrics.
Hartnian, Andrew, Canton, Ohio. Railroad svvit.ch. (Antedated May 5, 1867)

Same Car coupling '.

Hartman, Benjamin J., assignor to self and George Liggett, jr.,Wooster, Ohio, %'race
fastening .•

Hartman, H. C, and John R. Fish. {See Fish & Hartman.)
Hartman, John, jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Skate. (Antedated October 30, 1860)
Hartman, Joseph V., Marathon, Ohio. Churn power
Hartman, S. B., Millersyille, Pa. Safety bridle....
Hartman, William H., and A, K. M. Pickert, Fostoria, Ohio. Attaching thills to

carriages
Hartshorn, B. H., and B. F. Wyman. {Sec Wyman & Hartshorn.)
Hartshorn, Sheldon S., deceased, by Stephen E. Booth, administrator, West Haven,

Conn. Buckle
Hartshorn, Stewart, New York, N. Y. Window shade roller

Same Shade fi.\tiue , (Reissue) .

.

Same same

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

I\Iay 28, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1807.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1807.

Apr. 9,1867.
May 14,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
Apr. 9. 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1667.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept, 3,1867.
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70, 561

61, 735

72, 395
61,538
63, 887
63, 888
64, 862
65, 908

65, 909
66, 330

63, 385
64, 976
66, 331

56, 585
71,166
72, 633
71, 482
71, 000
72, 489
66, 586

68, 983
71, 001

65, 668

65, 567

72, 490

69, 093

2,700

68, 072
62, 417

67, 760
2,543

2,691

68,438
69, 913
62, 329
69, 991
63, 043
63. 044
71, 874

61, 736
69, 662
71, 385
70, 207
70, 432
71, 002
70,433

67, 298
61, 936
66, 491
67,111
70, 334

65, 380

71, 612

65, 217

65, 669
69, 663

62,267
68, 503
64,417
64, 667

62, 486
71,302

Hartsuff, John H., assignor to self, R.TV. Cunningham,*ind R. C. Dunlap, Newcastle,
Pa. Curb for water wheels

Hartiipee. Andrew, Pittsburg, Pa. Steam engine air pump. (Antedated January
20, 1867)

Hartwell, Edson, Hubbardston, Mass. Rocking chair
Harvey, C. R. , New York, N. Y. Frame, «fcc., for hot-air registers
Harvey, Charles T. , Tarrytown, N. Y. Car-coupling apparatus

Same Meihod of propelling cars : ,-.
Same Method of propelling cars, &c
Same Elevated railway -

Same .• same
Same Propelling cables for railway guides

Harvey, Edward. {See Paterson, James, assignor) (Design.^
Harvey, Hayward A., New York, N. Y. Wire staple ,

Same Window sash weight
Same Nails
Same Screws
Same Screw nail

Same Orange, N. J. Wood screw
Harvey, HoseaB., West Meriden, Conn. Forging cutlery
Harvey, James T.,3Inrrysville, Pa. Straw cutter ^

Harvey, John M., Buchanan, Va. Steam generator ,

Harvey, Joseph, assignor to Harvey <fe Ford, Philadelphia, Pa. Bone handles for
canes, &c 1

Harvey, L. D., Harvey, Blich. Wagon
Harwood, George S., Boston, Mass. Feeder for carding machines. .^
Harwood, Harvey J., Utica, N. Y. Wood screw....
Harwood, Harvey J., assignor, through mesne assignments, to himself, Utica, N. Y.

Screw machine
Harwood, H. J., and William H. Mickle, assignors to Harvey J. Harwood and John

F. Seymour, Utica, N. Y. Slachinc for threading screws ,

Harwood, John, assignor to self and C. L. G. Blessing, Cobleskill, N. Y. Rotary
churn

H'arwood, Luther W., assignor to Fuller, Warren & Co., Troy, N. Y. Stove
plate (Design)

.

Same '.
. Cooking stove ".

Hasecoster, George, Richmond, Ind. Window shade -.

Hasletine, John, Warren, N. H. Composition for stuffing leather belts
Hasletine, John, assignor, through mesne assignments, to Samuel Adlam, Charles-

town, Mass. Shoe pad for horses' feet (Reissue)

.

Hasenbuhler, Stephen, assignor to H. A. Oesterle & Co., Pibiladelphia, Pa . Blind
binding (Design)

.

Haskell, Almore, Harrison, Maine. Swift
Haskell, A. -L. , Amity, Pa. Horse rake
Haskell, Jairus, Lisbon, Maine. Cultivator
Haskell, J. H., Baltimore, Md. Leather punching machine
Haskell, James R., New York, N. Y. Mode of reducing vegetable fibrous substances

Same Mode of treating and separating vegetable fibers

Haskell, Job H,, assignor to self and Horace Taplin. Lowell, Mass. Washing ma-
chine. (Antedated November 23, 1867)

Haskin, Henry P., Roscoe, 111. Apparatus for handling hogs in slaughtering
Haskins, Charles, Penn Yan, N. Y. Universal coupling ,

Haskins, Charles H., St. Louis, Mo. Railroad car ventilator
Haskins, David G., Cambridge, Mass. Gas cooking apparatus

Same Gas cooking range
Same Gas heating apparatus

Haskins, David Greene, and Joseph Winlock, Cambridge, Mastn. Method of lighting

Haskins, John, Roxbury, Mass, Rubber fabric
Haskins, Joseph W., Charlestown, Mass. Edible preparation from Indian com
Haskins, Marshall, and D. B. Hart, Mentor, Ohio. Cultivator
Haskins, W. E., New York, N. Y. Envelope
Haskin^, WiUiam P., Mendota, 111, Ball and socket joint

Haslam, James, assignor to M. J. Coleman, Philadelphia, Pa, Nut machine
Haslett, John, jr., assignor to self, George W. Fahnestock, and J, L. Schwartz, Alle-

gheny, Pa. Machine for mixing and feeding white lead
Hassenpflug, Henry, assignor to self and Edward Hassenpflug, Huntingdon, Pa.

Sawing machine
Same !

^Hastings, Albert M., Rochester, N, Y., and StoughtonPettebone. Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Treating straw, wood, and other materials for the manufacture of paper ^

Hastings, Albert M., and Isaac C. Colton. {See Colton «fc Hastings.)

Same same.
Hastings, C, et al. (See Hoar, John S., assignor.)

Hatch, Anson, New Haven, Conn. Apparatus for tapering measures
Hatch, George, Pomeroy, Ohio. Oil <?an

Hatch, G. W., Garrettsville, Ohio. Fence post pedestal
Hatch, James, Lynn, Mass. Apparatus for destroying insects on trees. (Antedated

May 1, 1867)
Hatch, Jonathan, South Windham, Conn, Paper trimmer
Hatch, Pascal, East Corinth, Vt. Saw-filing machine .,

Nov. 5,1867.

Feb, 5,1867.
Dec, 17, 1867.

Jan, 29,1867.
Apr, 16, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

May 21,1867.
June 18, 1867.

June 18,1867.
July 2,1867.

Apr, 2,1867.
May 21, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

July 9,1867,
Nov, 19,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov, 19,' 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov, 19,1867.
June 11, 1867.

June 11,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867,

Sept, 24, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb, 26,1867,
Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

July 2,1867.
Sept, 3,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Feb, 26, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Oct.. 8, 1867.

Nov, 26,1867.
Oct. 29, 1867.

Nov, 5,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Julv 9,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
June 4,1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
May 7,1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
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Hatch, Warren D., assignor to self and Lewis Babbitt, South Antrim, N. H. Planing
machine •

Hatfield, C. B., assignor to Xorman M. Kerr and B. W. Beesley, Philadelphia, Pa.

^ Machine for making paper boxes '.

* Same same
Hatfield, G. W., Holton, Ind. Cultivator plow
Hatfield, James, Cleveland, Ohio. Carriage
Hatfield^ Theodore. {See Tears, L. H., assignor.)

Hathaway, Alfred, Chailestown, Mass. Album
Hathaway, B. G. H., Hock Stream, N. Y. Harvester
Hathaway, B. G. H., and George M., Rock Stream, N. Y. Harvester
Hathaway, David, assignor to FuUer, Warren & Co., Troy, N. Y. Plates of a

stove (Design) .

.

Same Stove plate (Desigu) .

.

Same Plates of a stove (Desigu) .

.

Hathaway, James D., Medford, Mass. Screw clamp for planking vessels
Hathaway, K. S., et nl. {Sec Wolf. Leopold, assignor.)
Hatheway, H. H., Cl«ckville, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Hattabough, Isaac J. , Santa Clara county, Cal. Horse hay fork

Same Field derrick ^

Hatten, H. C., and J. P. Angleberger, New Carlisle, Ohio. Machine for soldering
eaves troughs '.

Hauberger, Thomas E. {See Witsil, George L., assignor.)

Hauck, Charles J., Brooklyn, N. Y. Tobacco box (Design)..
Hauck, Georpfe, and Samuel Eberly. {See Eberly <fe Hauck.)
Hauck, Samuel, and ^imuel Eberly. {See Eberly & Hauck.)
Hauer, Henry, executor, &c. (SeeBauhofer, Louis.)

Same same.
Hauff, W. {See Steger, Joseph, assignor.)

Hause, Peter A.. Catonsville, Md. Trace coupler
Hauxhurst, J. W. {See Olds, A. M., assignor.)

Havell, George, Newark, N.J. Travelliug-bag frame
Same Bag hi u ge

Haven, James L.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Meat cutter
Same Blacksmith's di'ill (Design) .

.

Haven, James L . & Co. {See Darrow. George P., assignor.)

Havens, J., and D. C-itchpole. {See Catchpole & Havens.)
Havermale, George W., La Harpe, 111. Washing machine
Haverstick, Levi, Manor township, Pa. Horse hay fork
Haviland, B. S., Fort Dodge, Iowa. Fence post
Haviland, B. S. and E. H., Fort Dodge, Iowa. Beehive
Haviland, C. Augustus. Davenport, Iowa. Fence
Hawes, Charles L., Titusville, Pa. Hotel register

Hawes, Walter E., et al. {See Spofford, Charles, assignor.)

Hawk, George W., Chicago. 111. Churn
Hawkes, Gilbert, Lynn. Mass. Manufacture of boots and shoes (Reissue) .

.

Hawkes, William B., et al. {See Feyh, Henry, assignee)
Hawkey, John V., ass'r to S'-lf and Israel T. Sheffler, Greensburg, Pa. Horse rake-

.

Hawkins, George H. , New York, N. Y. PIU and other boxes
Hawkins, Horace R., Akron, Ohio. Lathe for turning wood

Same Elliptic carriage spring
Hawkins, John E., Lansingburg, N. Y. Cracker machine
Hawkins, Joseph, V/est Windsor, N.J. Hinged gun rest

Hawkins, Moses, Birmingham, Conn. 'Steam-engine oil cup
Hawkins, M. C, assignor to self and Alonzo Peery, Edenboro', Pa. Metal tip for sus-

pending brooms, &c .'

Hawkins, Moses C, and Alonzo Peery. (.See Peery & Hawkins.)
Hawkins, Reason, Palestine, Ind. Grain screen
Hawkins, Richard F. {See Howard, Henry, assignor.)

Hawkins, Samuel K., Lansingburg, N. Y. Apparatus for automatically weighing
spirits and other liquids : >

Hawkins, Samuel K., and Jacob C. Horton. (See Horton & Hawkins.).
Same same.

Hawkins, T. W., assignor to self and Moses Hawkin.«, New Haven, Conn. Fan
Hawkins, Westel E., a!>signor to Joshua B. Graves, New York, N. Y. Construction

of cruet casters
Hawkins, William H.. Cleveland, Ohio. Elastic carriage-curtain knob
Hawkins, W. H. {Sc/: Whitworth, John, assignor.)
Hawks, Cornelia. {See Warner, Gt-orge L., assignor.)
Hawks, Elizabeth, Troy, N. Y. Air-chamber for stoves
nawley,.B. R., assignor to self, E. Wa.shbum, and C. A. Montross, Normal, HI.

Sorghum evaporator
Hawley, C. P., Mosherville, N. Y. Wagon spring

|

Hawley, J. B., New Haven. Conn. Buckle
Hawley, James H., and George W. Earl. (See Earl & Hawley.)
Hawley, James M., Holton, Ind. Plow i

Same Belt tightener I

Hawley, J. S., Virginia Citv, Nevada. Tobacco pipe I

Hawley, O., and J. W.Ward. Wheeling, W. Va. Churn *- '

Hawley, Samuel 11.. et al. {See Stout & Richardson, assignors.) i

Hawley, William H., Utic.^N. Y. Elevating block. !

8 c p

Oct. 29,1807.

July 23, 1867.

July 2:3. 18(57.

Feb. 5. 1867.

June 18, J 867.

Aug. 6,1867.
May 28, 1867.

May £8, 1867.

June 2.5, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 20. 1867.

.July 2,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 20,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. I, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
•Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Dec. 10, li?67.

June 2.5, 1867.

May 14, J 867.

Mar. 9, 1867.

I

i Oct. 8,1865'.

July 2,1867.

Jan. 22.1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Oct. 29.1867
Dec. :y 1867

Apr. 23, 1867.

July 2.1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

July 2,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 2,1367.

Aug. 27, 1S67
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68, 874
ii9, 99:3

7],:;o;j

(iJ, 633
C8, 504

61,829

65, C80

65,744
61,0G4
68, 5J5
70, 210
2, 548

67, 541
62. 194
63, 156

69, 562
67, 300

62. 195

70, 562
61, 539

62, 746
69, 4J9

66, 589
7i, 168

72, 036
71,614

68, 073

69, 993
64, 220
72.491

2,771
71. 169

71. 170

68. 194

62, 845.

61, 830

69, 2(;9

61,336
72, 037

65, 381

65, 670
65, 486
62, 629

65, 569
68, 074
70, 434

66,151
63, 244
63, 634
65, 745
70, 563

66, 337

66, 021

66, 338

68, 363
71, 003
64, 766

Hawley, William H., Utica, N. Y., Elevating block
Same Grappling iron

Same Apparatus for elevating by horse power
Haworth, John, Frankford, Pa. Photographic camera stand
Haworth, Reuben, South New Market, N. H. Centering tool

Hawse, Joseph, and W. H. "Wells. {Sze Wells «fe Hawse.)
Hawthorn, Jared, Coshocton, Ohio. Device for converting motion
Hay, F. M., et al. (See Graj-, James L., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Hay, George R,, assignor to self and J. R. Seely, Edgerton, Ohio. Machine for
jointing staves „ „ ^ .

Hay, William, assignor to Robert Hay, Scotland. Scale rule ,

Hay, William John, England. Composition for coating ships' bottoms
Hayden, Charles, Newark, N. J. Trace fastener ,

Hayden, Charles T. J., Versailles, Mo. Composition for hardening steel

Hayden, Henry H., assignor to Holmes, Booth & Hayden, New York, N. Y. Handle
of a fork orspoon (Design) .

.

Hayden, P.. Pittsburg, Pa. Brick machine
Hayden, William B. , Columbus, Ohio. Wire rein snap

Same Bri^Ue bit ,

Same Trace buckle .*

Hayden. William F., Biookfield, Mass. Heating top plates of waxed thread sewing
machines

Hayes, Charles E. , Lancaster, Pa. Money drawer
Hayes, Isham H. (See Young, Isaac, assignor.) A
Hayes, John W., ct al. (See Crockett, Jacob G., assignor.) ^
Hayes, Lorenzo B. , and William Morris, Greene, N. Y. Barn door and gate fastening.

Hayes. Oren T., Hastings, Minn. Carpenters' square
Hayes, T. W., and G. Symmes. (5efi Symmes &. Hayes.)
Hayes, William, Fall River, Mass. Preventing the lapping of belts on shafting
Haymaker, James*^., Salem Crossroads, Pa. Horse collar

Haynes, E. K., Hanover, N. H. Tobacco cutter

Same Lamp shade
Same Instrument for hatch-lining drawings

Haynes, J. P., assignor to self and Samuel C. Foisaith, Bedford, N. H. Head block
tor saw mills

Haynes, J. R., Newport, Ky., and A. F. Worthington, Cincinnati, Ohio, a.ssignors to
Smith & Worthington. Medicine case

Haynes, Thomas, St. LouiSj Mo. Knife sharpener
Haynie, William Macey, Sacramento county, Cal. Kilns for drying and curing hops.
Hays, Nathan, William Duncan, and E. H. Bowen, Vinton, Iowa, Tool for sharpening

"horseshoe calks
Hayward, Daniel E., assignor, through mesne assignments, to Alfred B. Ely and

Charles Wild, trustees, Brooklyn, N. Y. Heel stiifener . . . (Division A. Ri-issue) .

.

Same (Division B. Reissue)..
Hayward, E. S. , Roxbury, Mass. Spring for beds :

Hayward, H., Brooklyn, N. Y., and John S. Pendleton, New Brighton, N. Y. Mode
of cleaning wool -.'.

Hayward, Henry M., Boston, Mass. Buck saw frame
Hayworth, L. O'., New Cumberland, Ind. Grain register. (Antedated Feb. 28, 1867)

.

Hazard, T., and J. M. Richardson, Wilmington, Ohio. Door stop
Hazel, Henry, and John E. Wootten. (See Wootten & Hazel.)
Hazelhurst, T., and J. Strayei'. (See Strayer &, HaZelhurst.)
Hazen, Isaac D., and Jonathan Hitchcock, Grand Rapids, Mich. Stump extractor. ..

Hazen, Jasper, Bethlehem, N Y. Beehive
Hazzard, D., Milton, Del. Platform scales
Hazzard, Joseph H , and Richard Van Velthoven. (See Van Velthove-n & Hazard.)
Heacock, Joel, Marlboro', Ohio. Beehive

Same Field fence
Heald, John L., Boston, Mass. Winch or capstan
Mealy, George, East Woburn, Mass. Machine for peeling willow
Healy, Azro, Kalamazoo, JMich. Lifting jack
Healy, Edward, Chicago, 111. Mechanical movement for working saws, &c
Healy, Nathan T., Medina, N. Y. Harness
Hearn, Fleming G., and William Bisbee. (See Bisbee & Hearn.)
Heath, George, Little Falls, N. Y. Canal lock.
Heath, George W., Burlington, Pa. Horse hayfork

Same same •

Heath, John E., Niles, Mich. Device for shearing metals
Same Tool for cutting bolts

Heath, Laban, Boston, Mass. Mode of detecting counterfeited bank notes, &c
Heath, Luman, and William Dixon. (See Dixon & Heath.)
Heath, William Edwin, assignor to Joseph VVeatherby Bartlett, Great Britain. Torch

for lighting gas
Ileaton, Charles, New York, N. Y. Mode of treating bamboo, cane, and other fibrous

plants
Same Preparing and treating vegetable fibers

Heatou, Edwand. New Haven, Conn. Shank spring.s for boots and shoes
Heaton, Edward, assignor to C. B. Whittlesey, New Haven, Conn. Suspensory

bandages ,

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 9.1867.
Sept. 3, 1S67.

Febu 5,1867.

May 28,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Oct. •29,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.

Mar. 12.1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867,
Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

J^pt.24,1867.
July 2,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

June 4,1867.
June 11,1867.
June 4,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 27, 18()7.

Nov. .5,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
June 11. 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

July 2,1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

May 14,1867.
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List of patentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1867—Continued.

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Heaton J., et al. (See Stonffer, Heaton & Bastiong.)

Heaton, John, England. Process of converting cast iron into bar iron and steel ,

Heaton, Thomas, Cornwall, N. Y. Check rein

Heaton, Thompson, Farmiugton, 111. Carriage tongue-holder
Hebbard, Alonzo, New York, N. Y. Spoon or fork handle (Design).
Hebbard, Alonzo, assignor to Edward Corning and J. W. Dorainick, New York, Ni

Y. Spoon handle. (Design).,
Hebbard, Ira A. (See Sebring, T. C, assignor.)

Heberd, A. E., Homer, N. Y, Well tube
Heckel, Joseph, Decatur, EI. Composition for coating wooden structures

Heckert, G. A., and 11. E. Passmore. (^ee Passmore & Heckert.)
Heckert, William, and James H. Frey. (See Frey & Heckert.)
Hedden, Benjamin F., assignor to Orlando Kelsey and Joshtia P. Bailey, New York,

N. Y. Piston for steam engines .(Reissue)

.

Hedden, David B., Newark. N. J. Step ladder
Heddon, John, Elkhart, Ind. Photographic printing frame
Hedger, T. D., and W. A., Meadow Lake, Cat. Revolving sluice for .saving metals. .,

Hediem, Thomas, ct al. (See Valkmar. jr., Charles, assignor.)
Hedrich, Gnstave Franz, Buffalo, N. Y. Sash fastener
Heebnor, Josiah D., assiguoi- to self, D. S. and I. D. Heebner, Norrittonville, Pa.

Horse rake
Heed, Jacob, Temperanceville, Ohio. Chimney
Heely, Lawrence A. {See Cox, Frederick W., assignor) (Reissue) .

,

Heermance, Henry S. Claverack, N. Y, Wagon
Same Umbrella supporter

Heermance, Herman <||, Claverack, N. Y. Matting for carpet lining, &c ,

Hetferman, William C, and Thomas B. Estep. (See Estep & Hefferman.)
Hefft-on, J. L., Marathon, N. Y. Sied brake •

Heffron, William P., assignor to self and George H. Sayre, Chicago, 111, Boiler tube
cleaner

Heeson, George, Tecumseh, Mich. Chair seat

Heflin, A. T., Monmouth, 111. Cultivator •_
Hegarty, John, Jersey City, N. J. Portable fountain. (Antedated Oct. 17, 7867)....
Hegeman, John, Vischer's Fei-ry, N. Y. Pontoon boat
Heidelberger, August, New York, N. Y. Trademark. (Design),.
Heilbrun, Alexander, Cincinnati, Ohio. Stereoscope..
Heimerle, Henry, Buffalo, N. Y. Beer cooler
Heinemann, B., and Henry Pemberton. (See Pemberton & Heinemann.)
Heinigke, Otto, and Moritz Laemmel, Bay Ridge, N. Y. Method of producing

mosaic veneers (Reissue)..
Heisey, Samuel L., West Donegal, Pa. Cultivator
Helffricht, William, Philadelphia, Pa. Passenger register ,

Same same
Hellcn, Clifton, Washington, D. C. Egg cup and tongs

Same Egg cup
Hellen, W. F., Washington, D. C. Skate sharpener

Same Egg tongs '.

Hellings, N., Philadelphia, Pa. House for preserving fruits and other articles

Helm, Henry, Pittsburg, Pa. Feed cutter
Helms, Charles H., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Heel-press for boots. (Antedated April 1,

1867)

.

Helmstaedter, Adam, Newark, N. J. Piano lock
Helton, Michael W., and James II. Redfield, Bloomington, Ind. Grinding mill

Hcmeuwaj', Jason, Deerfiold, Mich. Water wheel
Hempel, Herrman, New York, N. Y. Button-hole cutter
Henderson, F. , and W. Steele. (See Steele & Henderson.)
Henderson, Isaac, Philadelphia, Pa. Fire escape ladder
Henderson, James A,, and John Hafer. ' (See Hater & Henderson.)
Henderson, James L., Covington, Ky. Frame-work for fireplaces
Henderson, Joseph C, Albany, N. Y. Cooking stove (Division A. Reissue).

Same Heating and other stoves (Division B. Reitfsue)

.

Henderson, Richard B. , Warren county, N. C . Cotton cultivator
Henderson, Thos. N., ass'or to Henderson & Cooley, Jackson, Mich. Horse hay fork.

.

Henderson, William, and J. Greenawalt, Pittsburg, Pa. Abdominal supporter
Henderson, W. H., Litchfield, 111. Sorghum evaporator
Henderson, William H., Franklin, Ind, Boiler for culinary purposes
Henderson, William M. , Philadelphia, Pa. Steam pump
Hendrick,'E. E., Carbondale,*Pa. Method of drying gunpowder
Hendrick, John H., asssignor to se4f and James O'Donald, Clinton, III. Beehive
Hendricks, Peter, Floris, Iowa. Bridge
Hendrickg, William W., assignor to the Cooper Fire-arms Manufactory, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Skate
Hendrickson, David W., New York, N. Y. Blast furnace

Same Manufacture of iron .*

Hendrickson, David W., and James P. McLean, assignors to David W. Hendrickson,
New York, N. Y. Blast furnace for making iron

Hendrickson, B. M., Brooklyn, N. Y. Construction of safes
Hendrickson, Stephen C, New York, N. Y. Telegraph insulator. (Antedated April

24,1867)
Hendry, John, and Alexander Clow. (See Clow, Alexander, assignor.)

Hendry, T. C, el al. (See Wortham, Notley W., assignor.)

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr, 9.1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
June 4, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867,

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Mar. 28, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Apr, 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
May 14,1867.
Oct, 22,1867,
Apr, 23, 1867.

Jan, 22,1867.
Dec. 3,1867..

Dec. 31, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
May 7,1867.
July 9,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

June 11,1867.

Aug. 13, 18G7.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Feb. 26. 1867.

Oct. 22,

Jan. 1.5.

Jan, 15,

Mar. 26,

Apr. 23,

June 25.

July 16,

Sept. 3,

June 18,

Nov. 19,

Oct. 1,

Nov, 26,

1867,

1867.

1867.

186S
1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

Jan. 15,1867,
Apr. 23, 1867,

Dec. 3,1867.

Sept. 3.1867,
Mar, 19, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
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List ofpatentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1S67—Continned.

No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date,

62,419
(18, 875
CI, 554

68, 439
62, 330
63, 047
72, 734
62, 031
71,171
64, ^m
69, 432
62, 032
67, 542
&^, 195

72, 735
71,386

67,194
69, 433
2,634

62, 487
70, 714

69, 563
66, 023
62, 196
60, 890
69, 914

62, 268
2,713

66, 960

70, 435

63, 386
C7, 876

66, 236
63, 124

67, 195

66, 340
60,725
2,577
2,578
2, 832
70,211
2,639

68,^6
62, 747
68, 741

64, 865

62, 846

69, 094
63, 387
66, 837
71,484

62, 331
64, 807
72, 8,32

66. 083
(J9, 564
70, 839
65, 809
66. 084
69,210
65, 220

Combined

Hendryx, A. B., and H. A. Shipman. (See Shipman & Hendryx.)
Heueage, Robert. Buffalo, N. Y. Propelling car brake

Same Car brake and starter

Heneage, Robert, George Milsom and Henry Spendelow, Buffalo, N. Y.
pulley and cable

Henfield, George Hardy, San Francisco, Cal. Car coupling
Heninger, George, Lena, 111. Suspending pendulums of clocks * :

Heukel, Curran W., Washington Court House, Ohio. Corn planter
Hennessey, Edward, Washington county, D. C. Bricks for curved masonry work.

.

Henney, Thomas, Dubuque, Iowa. Heating stove
Same Hot air stove

Henry, B. T., New Haven, Conn. Carriage spring
Henry, James W., Pecatonica, III. Hay raker and loader
Henry, John, Jersey City, N. J.. Printing press
Henry, John C, Point Douglas, Minn. Plow ^

Henry, J. S., and A. H. Reist, Manheim, Pa. Horse hay ferk
Henrj', John T., Hamd^n, Conn. Sheep shears
Henry, R. P., Akron, Ohio. Roofing
Henry, R. W., and E. K. Wood. (See Wood & Henry.)
Plenshall, William H., Philadelphia, Pa. Tube hole cutter

,

Honshaw, Foster, Wasbington, D. C. Filter
,

Heppenstall, William, assignor through mesne assignments to J. E. Lucas, J. P. Arey,
and Charles G. Howard, Springfield, Mass. Skirt (Reissue) .

,

Hepperly, John H., Elmira, 111. Combined hedge trimmer and mower
Herbster, E., assignor to self, T. Tripp, and E. F. Brown, Chicago, HI. Sash fastener
Herde, August, Baltimore, Md. Instrument for wrenching bungs ou4of barrels
Herman, Conrad, Baltimore, Md. Device for closing bottles

,

Hermauce, Charles, Schuylerville, N. Y. Gate hinge
Hermance, Charles W., Albany, N. Y. Manufacture of soap
Hermauce, L., Hudson, N. Y. Gate
Hermauce, Robert. {See Downing, George, assignor.)

Hermance, William G., Albany, N. Y. Lifting jack
Hermann, iVugust, New Haven, Conn. Apparatus for discharging bilge water from

vessels' holds (Reissue) .

.

Hermann, Frederick, Grafton, Mich. Cross head for saw mills

Hermann, I., and R. M. Webb, (^ee Webb & Hermann.)
Herold, Charles. {See Morgansteru, William, assignor.)

Heron, George H., assignor to self and Samuel E. Day, Washington, D. C. Mode of
preparing fish for food. (Antedated Oct. 26, 1867)

Herrick, B. B., and J. Thompson. {See Thompson & Herrick.)
Herrick, C. F., Independence, Iowa. Curtain support

Same , Curtain fixture

Herrick, Gardner. {See Brown, Anson R., assignor.)

Herrick, George E. , Lynn, Mass. Seed planter
Herrick, Hiram, Boston, Muss. Piano-forte action

Herrick, IL F., and H. G. Pope. {See Pope & Herrick.)
Herrick, Seth W., and Charles G. Gilbert, jr., Salem, N. J. Machinery for preparing

floor oil cloth

Herrick, Stephen H., Grinnell, Iowa. Cultivator
Herrick, Webster, Northampton, Mass. Saw mill

Herriet, Julius, ass'rto David Wolfe Bruce, New York, N.Y. Printers' type.. (Design)
Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design)..
Herring, George W., Bangor, Mo. Water wheel . . J

Herrington, E. F. and J., assignors through mesne assignments to Charles C. Llore,

Pittbtown, N. Y. Mowing machine (Reissue)..
Herrinton, David B., Detroit, Mich. Hanging grindstones -...

Herrmann, Franck, Newport, Ky. Spring hinge
Herrschaft, Christopher, Brooklyn, N. Y. Feed regulator for spinning machines
Hersee,-jr., Thompson, Buffalo, N.Y. Attaching thills to vehicles
Hersey, Charles H., and Charles Spofford. {See Spofford Sc Hersey.)
Hersey, Charles H , and Francis E., et aL {Sec Spofford, Charles, assignor.)
Hersey, Edmund, Hingham, Mass, Machine for cutting heads and botto jjs of wooden

boxes
Hershey, B., Erie, Pa. Wftgon spring
Hershey, P. J., Clarence, N. Y. Well tube
Herthal, August, Bridgeport, Conn. Knife and scis-ors sharpener
Herthel, jr., George P., St, Louis, Mo. Truss bridge •

Hertheljr., Geerge P., and Henry Flad. {Sec Flad & Herthal.)
Hervey, Horace L., and John M. Crawford. {See Crawford & Hervey.)
Hess, David, Pittsburg, Pa. Washing fluid

Hess, Frederick, Baltimore, Md. Fastening for shirt collars

Hess, George H., Chicago, 111. Weeding machine
Hesse, F. C, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hot air furnace
Hesse, Frederick G., San Francisco, Cal. Amalgamator

Same same
Hessclbacher, Oswold, and Hoory Moesta, Detroit, Mich. Lemon squeezer.
Hessler, Jacob J.. Reading, Pa. Curtain fixture
Hester, J. G., Raleigh, N. Y. Burning fluid

Ileth, Albert, and Gaylon Hall, Adams, N. Y. Clutch

Feb. 26, 1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.
Sept. 3,4867.
Feb. 26, 1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1.867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
May 21,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

July 30,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.
June 25, 1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 29, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

July 80, 1867.
July 2,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Jime 4,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 20,1867.
May 21,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 2.5, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 28, 1867.
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Date.

Heuermann, John, Davenport, Iowa. Fire escape
Heuser, Louis, Boston, Mass. Machine for embossing consecutive numbers
Hewett, E. M., and A. J. Mills. {See Mills & Hewett.)
Hewitt, Frederic. Newark, N. J. Windmill
Hey, jr., Isaac. (5ee Messm^r. Henri, assignor.)

Hayden, A. V., Milwaukee, Wis. Bag holder
Heydrick, W. H. H., Chestnut Hill, Pa. Steam gang plow
Heydt, George. (See Schafer, Joseph, assignor.)

Heyen, D. H., New York, N. Y. Life preserver
Hej'l, Carl Otto, assignor to Rudolph Sieg, Prussia. Apparatus for extracting oil from

animal and vegetable substances
Heyl, John A., Boston, Mass. Railway switch
Hvywood, Charles L., Boston, Mass. Railway safety guard
Heywood, Levi, Gardner, Mass. Machine for splitting ratan

Same Machines for bending wood
Same same

Heywood, Levi, ass'r to Heywood Brothers & Co., Gardner, Mass. Wooden chair seat.

Same Revolving chair

Hibbard, Jerome, Prospect Lake, Michigan. Gate
Hibbert, James, assignor to Walter Aiken, Franklin, N. H. Knitting-machine

needle (Disclaimer) .

.

Hibbs, A. J., and R. U. Holland. {See Holland & Hibbs.)
liibler, Benjamin H., assignor to self and the Pittsburg & McKeesport Car Company,

SIcKeesport, Pa. Tuyere for blast furnaces
Hickel, Sauford A., Spencer, Pa. Enamel for leather

Hickman, Gibbons G., Coatesville, Pa. Washer for bolts. (Antedated Sept. 7, 1867)

.

Hickman, G. G.. assiguor to self, Francis H. Wright, and John Criswell, Coatesville,

Pai Device for preventing horses from cribbing
Hickok, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa. Paper ruling machine

iSame {See Francis, Lewis, assignor.)

Hicks, Edward, North Hempstead, N. Y. Elevator
Same Suspension hook for horse hay forks

Hicks, Horatio F., Grand View, Ind. Steering apparatus
Hicks, Isaac, Hai-tford, Wis. Stump extractor (Reissue) .

.

Hicks, L. S., Omro, Wis. Carpet ifastener

Hicks, Thomas R., New Britain, Conn. Vent plug
Hicks, William C, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for grinding and polishing cylin-

drical concave surfaces
Hicks, William S.. New York, N. Y. Pen and pencil case (Reissue) .

.

Same {See Ryne, Richard H. , assignor.)

Same same.
Hicks, Wolfe & Company. {See Pramer, Nelson, assignor.)

Hidden, Enoch, New York, N. Y. Side light for ships (Extension) .

.

Hiestaud, Jesse, Palestine, 111. Beehive
Higbie, John, Rondout, N. Y. Manufacture of vinegar
Higdon, Philip, Lewisport, Ky. Hoisting apparatus
Higginbotham, Theophilus, assignor to self, John Parsons, and Eberhard Faber, Her-

nando, Fla. Fibrous material
Higgins, C. W., Waukesba, Wis. Children's carriage and cradle
Higgins, John M., deceased, by W. B. Culbei'tsou, administrator, St. Louis, Mo.

Lighting gas by electricity

Higgins, Marchand & Company. {See ]\Iarchand, Charles E., ai5signor) ... (Design.)
Higgins, Matthew T. {Sec Driggs, Jehiel C, assignor.)

Same (^e Neale, James, assignor.)

Higgins, Oscar T., et al. {See Mason, .J. M., assignor.)

Highbarger, John, Sharpsburg, Md. Washing machine
Higley, Aaron, South Bend, Ind. Method of braking and starting railway

cars (Reissue) .

.

Same Car brakes
Same same
Same same

Higley, O., and S. Tootbaker, Fredonia, Ohio. Wagon-tongue supporter
Hignutt, J. E., Denton, Md. Cinder shovel
Hilbert, Benjamin, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lubricator for machinery
Hilbert, B., New York, N. Y. Device for making centers for watch cases
Hilbright, F. L. , and F. Reynolds, Newark, N. J. Rosette
Hildenbrand, Henry, and August Schrick. (See Schrick & Hildenbrand.)
Hildretb, Edwin A., and George E. Burt. (See Burt & Hildreth.)
Hildreth, H. A. (5ee Johnson, W. J., assignor.)
Hildreth, H. A., and W. J. Johu.son. {See Welch, Dan., assignor.)
HUdreth, H. R., and W. H. Smith, assignors to H. R. Hildreth. G. B. Hobbs, and

John Dibblee, Dutch Flat, Cal. Material for stuffing mattresses and for other
purposes

Hiler, William, Branchport, N. Y. Straw carrier
Hilgar, George, Browniugton, Pa. Sheep shears
Hill, Albert V., Limestone, N. Y. Tug trimmer
Hill, Ambrose. (5ee PoUey, Starr, assignor.)

Hill, Cyrus, Dover, Maine. Composiiion for roofing
Hill, Edward A. , Chicago, 111. Apparatus for instruction in telegraphing

Same Galvanic battery (Reissue) .

.

Hill, Edward J., Milwaukee, Wis. Mode of putting up matches

July
Jan.

23, 1867.

1, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Feb.
Mar.

26,1867.
26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Sept.
Apr.
Ffb.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Feb.

3, 1867.

16, 1867.

19,1867.

17, 1867.

17, 1867.

17, 1867.

24, 1867,

24, 1867.

5, 1867.

Sept. 30, 1867.

Aug.
Nov.
Sept.

Oct.
Nov.

Mar.
Oct.

Feb.
Nov.
Jixiy

Apr.

Dec.
Feb.

June
Nov.
May
Nov.

Ill

Nov.
Nov.

13,1867.

26, 1867.

10, 1867.

1, 1867.

12, 1867.

26, 1867.

1, 1867.

12, 1867.

19,1867.

9, 1867.

9, 1867.

24,1867.

12, 1867.

20, 1867.

5, 1867.

14, 1867.

5, 1867.

19, 1867.

5. 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Dec.
Apr.
July
June

15,1867.
19, 1867.

19,1867.

12, 1867.

5, 18A
17, 1867.

23, 1867.

16, lSu7.

11,18()7.

Jan.
Aug.
Sept.
July

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
July

15,1867.

6, 1867.

10, 1S67.

9, 1867.

22, 1867.

21), 1867.

12, 1867.

23. 1867.
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Name, refeidenee, and invention or discovery.

72, 637

72, 492
70, 567
64, 670

71, 486
67, 301

61, 336

71, 876
71, 877
70,716
68, 507
71,387
64, 013
62, 848
71,615
61, 833

72, 295
71, 878
2, 528

62, 630

68, 196

70, 335
71, 616

70, 840
72, 200

69, 995
66, 709

71, 007

69, 342
71,879
72, 039
2,821

70, 212

65, 221

01, 428
61, 195
64, 671

67, 113
61249

04, 531

63, 979

60, 024

72, 040

2, 751
70,715
70, 437
08, 5; 8

70,841
7.>,842

72,041
03, 890

64, 671

60, 891

03, 048

Hill. Edward J.

1867)

Milwaukee, "Wis. Manufacture of matches. (Antedated Aug. 10,

Hill, Edwin A., Quincy, Mass. Machine for punching rubber inner soles

Hill, F. B., Cleveland, O , andW. H. McCoy, Des Moines, Iowa. Lamp extinguisher.
Hi.l, George A., and Courad Lohnes, assignors to selves and James M. Plainer,

Springfield, Ohio. Seed planter ,

Hill, George B., and Lewis Thierry, (^ee Thierry & Hill.)

Hill, Henry, and L. E. P. Bush, Lexington, Ky. Apparatus for killing insects
Hill, H. N. , Pontiac, Mich. Corn busker
Hill, Increase S., Boston, and Andre\V»Burnham, Chelsea, Mass., assignors to Louis

Osborne. Apparatus for detaching boats
Hill, James B., Allegheny City, ^a. Apparatus for draining sugar

Same Centrifugal machine for draining sugar
Hill, Jason, England. Wrapper for needles
Hill, J. D., Fort Scott, Kansas. Gathering and husking corn
Hill, John J. , Sodus Point. , N. Y. Clamp for planking ship sides or floors

Hill, Lucian, North Brookfield, Mass. Fan .

Hill, Lucian, assignor to Lawson M. Hill, North Brookfield, Mass. Corset clasp
Hiil, Lysander, Alexandria, Va. Automatic cleat for sail boats
Hill, Philip, assignor to self and W. B. Curry, Philadelphia, Pa, Damping appara-

tus. (Antedated Jan. 28, 1867)

Hill, Robert F., Philadelphia, Pa. Burial case
Hill, Samuel L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Card holder
Hill, Samuel L., assignor to self, Albert Palmer, and A. Sidney Doane, Williams-

burg, N. Y. Spelling block (Reissue)..

Hill, Sylvester B., assignor to self and F. E. Drake, Chicopee, Mass. Wrench
Hill, Wallace, and H. J. Cox. {Sec Cox & Hill.)

Hill, Warren S., Manchester, N. H. Sewing machine
Hill, William, et al. (Sec Myers & Hill.)

Hill, William, and James A. Harpham, Havana, 111. Corn harvester
Hillebrand, L., assignor to self, E. Liebrich, and D. Wolf, Philadelphia, Pa. Door

spring.
Hillegass, W. G., Philadelphia, Pa. Pencil holder for compasses
Hillman, A., assignor to Thomas R. and Samuel S. Fuller, and James S. McMurray,

England. Car coupling
Hills, L. S., and C. L. W. Baker. (See Baker & Hills.)

Hilt, Mary Ann, Sj-racnse, N. Y. Medical compound. (Antedated Oct, 12, 1867) ...

Hilton, A. J. H., assignor to Joseph A. Robbius and William L. Thompson, Boston,
Mass. Breech-loading fire-arms ,

Hilton, Brice, and Ejihraiin and Zedekiah Dawson, (^ee Dawson & Hilton.)

Hilton, B. S. (See Thirault, Alexis, assignor.)

Hilton, Richard H., assignor to Mitchell, Allen & Co., Newborn, N. C. Air cham-
ber of pumps

Hilton, Samuel K. (Sec Martin. John R., assignor.)

Hilton, William D. (See :^aine, Calvin II., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Hilts, Anthony, jr., Springdale, Ohio. Harvester ,

Hiltz, Martin, Gloucester, Mass. Fishing-line swivel
Himbery, John B. , Frederick City, Md. Tuyere
Himes, Elizabeth, New Albany, Jnd. Reflector (Design) .

.

Hinchman, Charles S. (See Hart, L. M., assignor.)

Hiudermeyer, Antliouy J., Rohrerstown, Pa. Method of piling, heating, and fluxing
fagots for railroad rails

Hiudle, Chai'les, Brooklyn, N. Y. Governor ,

Hiudmau, J., Olathe, Kansas. Corn busker
Hindmarsh, John, Henry, 111. Corn plow
Hinds, William H., Grotou, Mass, Flame regulator and extinguisher tir lamps. (An-

tedated May 6, 1 867)
Hines, D. S., Brooklyn, N. Y. Hydraulic crane
Hines, Dauphin S., assignor to John J. Crooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. Manufacture of

lead foil covered with tin

Same Making tin-coated foil ,

Hines, Washington I , and Benjamin K. Dorwart. (See Dorwart & Hines.)

Hinkle, Philip, assignor to self and Charles S. Capp, San Francisco, Cal. Machine
for grinding and amalgamating ores

Hinkley, Charles, Williaiiisville. N. Y. Lime kiln
Hiuks, Jaines and Jose|)h, England. Lamp for burning petroleum
Hinman, Egbert, and Eli 11. Lord. (See Lord & Hinman.)
Hinmau. N. D., Stepney Depot, Conn. Elevator * (Reissue)..

Same Clutch for hay elevators

Hinman, Fortius M., Rochester, N. Y. Mode of preventing tin-ware from rusting
llipp, G. F., and J. B. Fast, Nova, Ohio. Hay elevator
Hirliuger, John M., Red Rock, Pa. Steam engine

Same Pump
Same Device for lashing and binding

llirschy, John F., and William M. McDonald, assignors to selves and A, McDonald,
Wooster, Ohio. Harvester rake

Hirzel, IL inrich, Saxony. Apparatus for producing gas from petroleum
Hise, Henry, Ottawa, 111. Conductors' ticket box
Hiscrodt., Edward, Washington, 111, Railroad crossing
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Hisert, Benjamin F., assignor to self and George W. King, Norton Hill, N. Y. Cul-
tivator teeth

Hisner, John, and Wilson M. Baker. {See Baker &, Hisner.;

Hitchcock, Alonzo, New York, N. Y. Machine gearing. (Antedated Jan. 30, 1867).

.

Hitchcock, David K., Boston, Mass. Medal (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Hitchcock, Harmon, et al. (See Loomis, Wells, Hitchcock & Stryker.)
Hitchcock, James R. (See Hughes, John, assignor.)

Hitchcock, Jonathan, and Isaac D Hazen. {See Hazen & Hitchcock.)
Hitchcock, J. Warren, and James K. Deys, MorrisviUe, N. Y. Corn planter
Hitchcock, Luke R., and T. Rice. {See Rice & Hitchcock.)
Hitchcock, Robert^ Springfield, Mass. Car ventilator .'

Hitchcock, Robert, assignor to John Mulligan and John H. Hare, Springfield, Mass.
Guide for axle boxes ,

Hitcheus, James, Nevada City, Cal. Qudrtz mill
Hitchings, Charles F. , New York, N. Y. Boiler for heating buildings
Hittell, John S., San Fi-aucisco, Cal. Washing machine
Hittinger, Michael. (See Rawson, George W., assignor.)

Hoadloy, Robert assignor to N. C. Stiles, S. S. Wilcox, E. N. Crocker, F. O. and W.
W. Tucktr, Ansonia, Conn. Spinning top

Hoaar, John B., Oxford, 111. Horse rake
Hoag, W. H. {Sec Teller & Savage, assignors.)

Hoagland, G. H., Port Jervls, N. Y. Steam-engine slide valve
Same Chair ,

Hoagland, H. R., Montezuma, N. Y. Thill attachment
Hoagland, J. P., and George E. Moser, Centralia, Pa. Combined corn sheller and

fanning mill

Hoar, John S., West Acton, Mass. Bench vise •

Same yise j (Reissue)

.

Hoar, John S., assignor to self, C. Hastings, and N. C. Cutter, West Acton, Mass,
Vise.

Hoard, J. W. (See Brayton, George B., assignor.)

Hoard, J. W. (5cc Yoiiag, Solomon W., assignor.)

Hoard, J. W., et al. (See Young, Solomon W., assignor.)

Same same.
Same. {See Brayton, George B., assignor.)

Hoard, J. W., and S. W. Young. {Sec Young & Hoard.)
^Hobart, Joseph. {See Rollin, Daniel G., assignor) (Reissue.)

'Hobbs, Alfred, West Cambridge, Mass. Steam-engine slide valve -

Hobbs, A. C, Bridgeport, Conn. Sewing machine ,

Hobbs, G. B., ct al. (See Hildreth & Smith, assignors.) •

Hobbs, J. H., Bi-ockuuier & Company, {See ileighard, J. H., assignor.)

Hobson, W. J., Savannah, Mo. Corn planter
Same,'. (iSce Southaid, A. M., assignor.)

Hochapfcl, Jean and George, France. Tobacco pipe
Hockert, S. L., assignor to self and Jared Thompson, sr., Chicago, 111. Menstrual

receiver
Hodge, Hial, and Joseph P. Noyes, assignors through mesne assignments to Samuel

S. White, Binghara'on, N. Y. Automatic dental mallet ,

Hodge, Thomas B., assignor to self and D. McCaiue, Francistown, N. H. Harness
clamp ..i

Hodges, A. S. {See Smith, John R., assignor.)
Hodges, Charles M., assignor to self, William O. Capron, and Nathaniel Whitmore,

Mansfield, Mass. Scythe. (Antedated June 10, 1867)
Hodges, I. Wilson, Baltimore, Md. Horse shoe
Hodges, J. W., et al. (See Stayman, A. F., assignor.)
Hodgins, Samuel, assignor through mesne assignments to Samuel B. Tucker and

M. James Barwick, St. Louis. Mo. Spiral fissure needle
Hodgkins, Christopher, Marlboro', N. H. Sewing machiae. . . (Division A. Reissue) .

.

Same Sewing machine (Division B. Reissue)..
Same same

Hodson, Georg* P. and James L., Philadelphia, Pa. Shaft coupling
Hoe, Peter S., New York, N. Y. Pocket cutlery ,

Hoe, R. & Co. (See Snow, George K. , assignor) , (Reissue.)
Iloeing, Charles F., assignor to self and Daniel Gilcher, Hudson City, N. J. Medi-

cine for cure of fever
Hoeppner, F. G., ass'or to self and Chas. Burchardt, New York, N. Y. Velocipede.

.

Hoert, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Bedstead
Hofer, John J., New Orleans, La. Nozzle for fire engines
Hofer, T. G., St. Louis, Mo. Vegetable slicer and grater
Hofi"editz, J. C., Mercersburg, Pa. Cultivator

Same Mode of attaching cultivator teeth
Hoffhcins, Reuben, Dover, Pa. Harvester (Division I. Reissue) .

.

Hottman <t Fersch. {Sec Fersch, Caspar, assignor) (Design.)
HotFman, Frederick B. (Sre White, Napoleon Bonaparte, assignor.)
Hotfman, Henry, Jeuner's Cross roads, Pa. Cofliu (Design) .

.

I>Jfmau. J. B., Philadelphia, Pa. Dry gas regulator
Hodman, Louis and Augustus A., Bufltaio, N. Y. Boot heel
Roffman, Peter, Jersey City. N. J. Tool lor cutting off boiler toibes

Hoffman, William Pitt, San Francisco, Cal. Window blind
Huifmaun, Fred. W., Morrisauia, N. Y. Machine for cutting off the ends of cigars. .

.

Date.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 18G7.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Apr. 16,1807.
July 23, 1j867.

July 30,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
May 14,18tJ7.

May 28, 1867.

May
An ST.

7, 1867,

6, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1807,

July 23, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1807.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19,#867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

IMay 7. 1867.

Jlay 28, 1867.

Dec. .3,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1 , 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 30. 1867.

Dec. 3, lt^67.

June 4, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
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C9, 436
(58, 6-J7

O;.!, 7-27

65, 382
6G,7iO
62, 849

69, 807
68, 077
70, 336
71,009

69, 095
66, 494

66, 025
69, 6(i7

65, 572
63, 049

m. 341

71,617
61, 662
64, 317

70,844

62, 333
66, 711

65, 673

66, 085
72, 296

64, 868
65, 573
64, 869
66, :.'.42

63, 892

61,430
62, <;32

64,^77
2,733

61, 196

65, 746

72, 6.39

2, 471

65,810
61,431
66, 237

62, 334

63. 693

9,753
70,214
63, 158

61,008
64. C73
61,197
()2, C33
64,419

6;), 9T5
69. 663

IloflPmann, Peter, Coustableville, N. Y, Lamp-..^^
Hoffmann, Richard, New York, N. Y. Rocking chair

Hofmann, Ernst F., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Window latch

Same Pessary
Hofraanu, William P., Philadelphia, Pa. Window-shutter holder
Hofstetter, jr., T., New York, N. Y. Anger
Hogeland, Israel, Lafayette, Ind. Washmg and wringing machine
Hogg, William. (See Marsh, Augustus, assignor.)

Hoke, George H., and John A. Brown, Eliaabeth, Ind. Baling press
Hoke, Samuel, Mt. Pleasant township. Md. Machine lor distri mting fertilizers

Hoke, Seth, assignor to self and Val. Thompson, Union City, Ind. Animal trap

Holbrook, E. A., John E.Dodge, and G. H.Marshall, Watertown, N. Y. Window-
blind fastener ; ;

Holbrook, Frank F. (See Matthews, Elbridge G., assignor.)

Holcomb, C. J., Macon, Mo. Hemming guide for sewing machines
Holcomb, Henry; Paiuesville. Ohio. Automatic feed for steam pans
Holcomb, Judsou, and M. V. Nobles, (^e Nobles & Holcomb.)
Holden, D. L., New Orleans, La. Petroleum gas burner for heating purposes
Hokleu, Frank, Litchfield, 111. Horse rake
Holden, G. Wm., ass'r to self and James P. Upham, Claremont, N. H. Water Wheel..
Holden, Humphrey, assignor to self and Aloazo S. Barber, Hartford-, Conn. Car

coupling.
Holden, H. W., T. J. Mooers, D. H. Stratton, and G. Reynoldg, Blossburg, Pa. Roof

and clapboarding bracket
Holden, James John, and Sealj' James Beat. (5ee Best & Holden.)
• Same England. Gas and other retorts

Holden, L. E., Cleveland, Ohio. Liquids for carburetting gas and air

Holdredge, Windsor. Oxford, N. Y. Gate
Holdridge, Arnold H., and Daniel E. Paris. (5ee Page, Wm. W., assignor.)

Hojdridge, D. Cyrus, Lodi, Wis. Tube well
Holgeu, George W. (See Altick, James O., assignor.)

HoU, Henry, Philadel[)hia, Pa. Bottle stopper
Holland. Robert M., Philadelphia, Pa. Railroad ehair and sleeper
Holland, R. M., and A. J. Hibbs. Philadelphia, Pa. Elastic frame for mosquito-bar

netting
Holland, William H., Chelsea, ISIass. Rotary steam engine
Holden. William H. H., Fostoria, Pa. 'Knitting machine v

Holliday, A. D., and L. C. Fisher. {See Fisher & lloUiday.)
HoUinger, Jacob, Millersburg, Ohio. Cultivator ,.

Hollingsworth, James, assignor to J. M. Wanzer, Chicago, 111. Horse rake
Hollingsworth, J. W., Salftn, Ind. Animal ttap .•

Holling.sworth, Nathan, Roset ta. 111. Graduating level

Hollingsworth, Robert J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Device for seaming sheet-metal cans
Hollister, E. T., c£ aZ. (5'ee Craudal, E. M., assignor.)
Hollister, W., et al. (See Sinclair, J. A., assignor.)

Hollwede, Charles, and Julius Brzezinsky, New York, N. Y. Muff
Same Block former for muffs ,

Holly, Birdsill, Lockport, N. Y. Turbine water wheel
Holly, George W., Low Moor, Iowa. Method of hanging doors (Reissue) .

.

Holly, Henry W., and Sidney L. Geer, Norwich, Conn. Manufacture of artificial

slates ...:

Holly, Solomon T., Rockford, 111. (]t4-ain binders
Holmau, Andrew J. (6'ee Butterfield, J. S., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Same. (See Young, McClintock, jr., assignor) (Reissue.)

Holman, Calvin J., Chicago, 111. Machine for sawing barrel heading
Holmau, Calvin J., assignor to Sparrow M. Nickerson, Chicago, 111. Sawing ma-

chine (Reissue) .

.

Hohnan, Charles T., Conneautville, Pa. Seed planter
Holmau, D. S., Conneautville, Pa. Seed planter
Holman, Edward D.. Buffalo, N. Y. Fruit jar '.

Holmes, A. (See Doud, Bernard, assignor.)
Holmes, Arthur, Cortland, N. Y. Preserving wood from decjiy

Same. (See Warner & Palmer, assignors.)
Holmes, A. J., ass'r to Wells L. Robbins, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Window cornice.
Holmes, Booth & Haydcn. (See Hayden, Henry H., assignor) (Design.)

Same. (See Atwood, L. J., assignor.)
Holmes, B. P., Philadelphia, Pa. Ink bottle (Design)..
Holmes, Christian, Washington, D. C. Lifting jack
Holmes, Edwin, New York, N. Y. Electric circuit-breaking clock
Holmes, Elisha H., ct al. (See Potter. Henry T., assignor.)
Holmes, Griggs & Smith. (Sec Griggs, Heniy C., assignor.)
Holmes, Henry, et al. (See Tyler, Samuel W., assignor.)
Holmes, Ira, IMoscow, N. Y. Inhaler
Holmes, James G., Charleston. S. C. Portable water closets or anosmia
Holmes, John, New York, N. Y. Smoking stand -

Holmes, Josiah, and Charles W. Nickerson, Pitisburg, Pa. Burglar and fire alarm ..

Holmes, K. \V., McGrawville, and Andrew Albright, Drydeu, N. Y. Mode of coat-
ing wood with rubber and gutta percha ,

Holmes, Nelson, Laona. N. Y. Straw cutter '.

Holmes, SaBiuelR., Salem, Oregon. Washing machine

Oct. 1, ie67.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
June 4,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1667.

Oct. 15,1867.
Aug. 27. 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

Sept.
July

24, 1867.

9, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

June 25, 1807.

Dec. 17, 18C7.

May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

May 21,1867.
July 2,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
May 21,1807.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
July 2,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Jan. 8,1S67.
May 14. 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Feb. 12, 186T.

May 7, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.
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Holmes, Thomas. {See Briggs, William, assignor.)

Holmes, Thomas, Bristol, R. I. "Water elevator

Holroyd, William and James, Waterford, N. Y. Machine for cutting screw taps
Holt, Gardiner L., assignor to self and.Tas. M. Thompson, Springfield, Mass. Oiler...

,Holt, Henry F., assignor to self, T. C. Abbott, and F. B. Parker, Fredouia, N. Y.
Fastening tops for buggies

Holt, Henry F.. assignor to self and Thaddeus C. Abbott, Fredonia, N. "Jf. Shifting
rail for carriages

Holt, Horace, New York, N. Y. Tool for opening fruit cans
Holt, John, Lowell, Mass. Method of making dies for figures in press-dyed fabrics.

.

Holt, John, Chelsea, and Simon G. Cheever, Boston, Mass. Harness hanies »..

Holt, John P. , Cleveland, Ohio. Steam gauge '.

Holt. S. L., and H. K. Sears, (^ee Sears & Holt.>

Holt, S. W., et al. (See Kennedy, Holt & Gerlach.)
Holt, Thomas, Austria. Steam generator
Holtzermann, Jacob D., Piqua, Ohio. Bitters

Holzraan, J., New York, N. Y. Extension bedstead ;

Homfray, Alfrt d, England. Machine for making the links of cable and other chains.
Homfray, George, England. Machine for preparing rods for chain links

Same Machine for cutting coiled bars for chain links
Honowell, S. D., et al. (See Baughn, William D., assignor.)
Honrath, Alexander, New York. N. Y. Cork receptacle for bottles
Hood, A. K. and H. P., Lowell, Mass. Bench dog
Hood, Phineas B., Milford, N. H. Sad iron
Hciok, Fridolf, San Fi-ancisco, Cal. Cleans for reefing topsails

Hooker, John. (See Wilcox, John, assignor.)

Hooker, V/illiam D., assignor to self and Voluey Gushing, San Francisco, Cal. Pump
valve

Hooper, John A., South Berwick, Maine, Nutmeg grater
Hooper, William D., Liberty, Va. Cupping apparatus
Hooper, William E., & Sons. (5ee Arnold, Benjamin) (Reissue.)
Hoover, George, and A. N. Hadley, Richmond, Ind. Machine for twisting and reel-

ing spinning
Same Spinning machine

Hoover, Reuben. (See Robison, Jacob, assignor.)

Hope, John, assignor to Hope & Co., Pro.videuce, R. L Pantographic engravers
Hopewell, John C. (^ee Ryner, William, assignor.)

IJopkins, A. H., Goshi^n, Ind. Buckle
Hopkins, Archibald W., New Yoi'k, N. Y. Metallic chair
Hopkins, Edward A., Minneapolis, Minn. Door plate and letter box
Hopkins, G. M., and H. B. Lyon. (See Lyon & Hopkin>'.) *

Hopkins, George W. and Elisha, Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam valve for engines ,

Hopkins, Harvey L., Eaton, N. Y. Harvester (Reissue)..
Hopkins, H. W., Milford, N. H. Sad stone : ,

Same Butter mould *.

Hopkins, J. B., and Eli S. Bitner. (See Bitner & Hopkins.)
Hopkins, James R., assignor to self and Jacob O. Joyce, Dayton, Ohio. Filtering,

evaporating, and granulating saccharine liquids
Hopkins, Nicholas, New York, N. Y. Register points for printing presses
Hopkins, Obadiah, Hackensack, N. J. Road scraper
Hopkins,.Thomas, Cincinnati, Ohio, Cant hook
Hopkins, William A., New York, N, Y. Can for paint, &c
Hopkins, William E. Parkman, Ohio. Stave machine
Hopper, Thomas and Hatfield, Newark, N. J. Steam car brake
Hopper, W. L., Monmouth, 111. Device for catching animals
Hopson, O. L,, Waterbury, and H. P, Brooks, Wolcottville, Conn. Machine for

pointing and nducing wire. (Antedated February 15, 1867)
Horde, Kellis, assignor to T. H. Alexander, Washington, D. C. Toy...
Horn, Alfred, Silver City, Nevada. Amalgamator ."

Horn, Hdwiu B., Boston, Mass. Stem-winding watches
Same same

Hornaday, Nelson, West Elkton, Ohio, Door fastening
Hornbeck, Green B., and William Lieb, (See Lieb and Hornbeck.)
Homberger, William W., Chicago, 111. Apparatus for forming boilers
Home, W. L., Batavia, 111. Steam water elevator
Hojner, Edwin J,, Wilmington, Del. Car spring
Horner, J»scph, New Brunswick, N. J. Bedstead
Horner, William J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Scraper .•

Hornsby, T, N., Simpsonville, Ky, Manufacture of cannon
Horr, Otis W,, Chicopee, Mass. Lap-seam guide for sewing machines
Horsford, E. N., assignor, through mesne assignments, to the Rnmford Chemical

Works, Providence, R. I, Manufacture of phosphoric acid and phosphates for use
in the preparation cf food, and for other purposes (Reissue) .

.

Horton, Augustine E., North Leominster, Mass. Mosquito frame for windows
Hortou, Benjamin F. , Ithaca, N. Y. Seeding machine '•

j

Horton, C. H. (See Tripp, L. A., assignor.)
I Horton, Charles O. (See Poinier, Charles P„ assignor,)

I

Horton, Frank, assignor to self and Albert Hortou, Silver Creek, N. Y. Hay or
cotton press

J Horton, G. W., Belvidere, 111. Swift and reel

June 18, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867,

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
May 7,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Nov. Iri, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Mar, 5,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

Aug. 6,1807.

Jan. 15,1867,
Mar. 5,1867,

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan, 1, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1807.

Sept, 10, 1867.

July 2.1867.
Jan, i; 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 15,1807,
Nov, 5,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867,

Jan. 22,1867.
Dec. 24, 1807.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug, 27, 1867.

Feb, 26, 1867.

Nov, 5,18«r7,

Nov. 19,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867,

Nov, 12, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 28, 1867,

June 11, 1867.

July 30, 1867,

Nov, 12. 1867,

Sept, 3,1867,
Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7,1867,
Oct. 1,1867,

Jan. 15,1867,

Nov, 12, 1867.

Apr, 2, lb67.
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65, 748

63, 388

68/746

66, 086
72, 736
2, 633

2,634
65, 223
2,785

71,173
61, 621

60, 730

63, 160
61,737
63, 161

63, 162
63, 894
72, 494

J4,223
65,383
68, 986
m, 9G2
63, 520
71,880
66, 344
63, 895

62, 957

64,224

64, 015
65. 674
64, 978

72,853
67, 652

67, 653
68,198
69, 670
67, 981

64, 870

64, 871
64, 872
64, 873
66, 345
61,338
63, 896
71, 174

62, 201
67, 547
62,420

60, 731
67, 548
67, 7G4
65, 224

67,305

70. 215
69, 671

64, 874
70, 721

66, 963

Horton, Henry B., and M. L. "Wood, assignors to the Ithaca Calendar Clock. Company,
Ithaca, N. Y. Calendar Clock

Horton, Jacob C, New York, and Samuel K. Hawkins, Lansingburg, N. Y. Appa-
paratus for measuring fluids

Same Liquid and fluid meters and mode of operating valves
Horton, N. H., and John Ames. {See Ames & Horton.)
Hosford, John, Monroe ville, Ohio. Harness pad
Hoskin, George W.. Philadelphia, Pa. Wagon body ,

Hoskin, Robert, assignor to Edward C. Sampson, Brooklyn, N. Y. Floor oil-cloth, or
carpet patteru, fAntedated April 6, 1867) (Design).

Same. (Antedated April 6, 1867) -.(Design).
Hoskin, Robert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Floorcloth

Same Carpet pattern (Design) .

.

Hosmer, A. A., et al. {See Brown, J. "Warren, assignor.)
Hoszek. Leonard, New York, N. Y. Ventilating apparatus
Hotaling, J. M., "Waterport, N. Y. Broom bead
Hotchkiss, Bennet, assignor to self and Charles Monson, New Haven, Conn. Peat

machine
Hotchkiss, Bennet, and S. C. Goodsell, New Haven, Conn. Ore crusher
Hotchkiss, B. B., New York, N. Y. Snap hook

Same Railway track
Same Pavement ,

Same Ox bow pin
Same Combined time and percussion fuze for explosive shells

Hotchkiss, B. B. (See Whipple, Milton, assignor) (Reissue.)
Hotchkiss, Edward H. {See O'Kane, J., assignor.)

Hotchkiss, James, and Ezra Buss, Springfield, Ohio. Die for brick and tile machines
S^me Brick machine
Same Brick and tile machine

Hotchkiss, S. C, Sylvania, Ohio. Limekiln 1

Hotchkiss, Truman, assignor to Alfred B. Ely, Stratford, Conn. Friction wheel

—

Houchin, T. W., Morrisiana, N. Y. Implement for lighting gas
Houck, Nelson, Canton, Ohio. Railroad gate
Houget, Adrien, Belgium. Machine for raising a nap upon cloth
Hough, David L. {See Buruham, John, assignor.)
Hough, Jacob B., assignor to self and Samuel Br»den, Lebanon, Ohio. Doubletree.
Hough, James N. {See Richmond, Isaac C, assignor.)

Houghtelin, Jarvis "W., Detroit, Mich. Car-starting apparatus
Same (See Smith, Mortimer L., assignor.)

Houghton, George, Hudson, Mass. Shoe
Houghton, H. L., Morris(?n, 111. Composition for hardening and presei'ving wood
Houghton, J., New York, and G. "Wingtield, Brooklyn, N. Y. Device for perforating

cigars

House, James A. and Henry A., Bridgeport, Conn. Trunk
House, James A. and Henry A., assignors to th'e "Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing

Co., Bridgeport, Conn. Feeding device for sewing machines
Same Tucking gauge for sewing machmes

House, J. Carroll, Lowville, N. Y. Apparatus for agitation of milk in cheese vats. ..

Same Lamp heater for dental purposes. (Antedated September 25, 1867)..

.

Houston, David IL, Camn-Ja, Wis. Photographic apparatus .;

Houston, S. F., and D. C. Bernhardt. {See Bernhardt & Houston.) •

Houston, "W. E., et al. (See Hubbell, George W., assignor.)

Houston, William E., assignor to self, George W. Hubbell, and J. R. Lattin, New
Haven, Conn. Hoop skirt .-.

Same Clasp for hoop skirts

Same Tape for hoop skirts

Same same
Houston, W. H., New York, N. Y. Boat-detaching apparatus •

Hover, Joseph E^ Philadelphia, Pa. Writing paper
Same Printing i)aper •

Same Paste
Hover, Lewis, Chicago, 111. Sad-iron holder

Same Boat-detaching tackle
Ilovey, A. E.. West Waterford, "Vt. Truck
Hovcy, C. P., and D. T. Perkins. {See Perkins & Hovey.)
Hovey, C. M., et al. {Sec Needham, Daniel, assignor.)

Hovey, Charles T., and Duaue T. Perkins. {See Perkins & Hovey.)
Hovey, F. W., Boston, Mass. Ladder
Hovey, William H., Spriugtield, Mass. Brick machine
How, Woodbury Storer, Cincinnati, Ohio. Toilet stand
Howard, Adolphus, Wellsville, N. Y., and George F,, Chicago, 111. Machine for

washing leather
Howard, Charles, Bearsville, N. Y. Horse rake
Hov.ard, Charles G., ct al. {Sec Hoppenstall, William, assignor.) (Reissue.)

Howard, D. W. , Detroit, Mich. Rudder
Howard, Edmund, Flushing, and W. H. Jackson, New York, N. Y. Sewing machine

for working button holes
Howard, Edward, Boston, Mass. Method of making balance wheels lor watches, &c.
Howard, Edward, Eaglaiid. Mode of preventing the explosion of lamps
Howard, Edward F., assignor to self and D. W. Howard, Boston, Mass. Steering

apparatus .'

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Sept.lO, 1667.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Apr. 30,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Mar. 26. 1867.

Mar. 26; 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

July 23,1867.
Apr. 2,1807.
Dec. 10,1867.
July 2,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Mar. 1867.

Apr. 33, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 11, lg67.

Mav 21.1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 8. ]8()7.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 21,1867.
May 21,1867.
May 21, 1867.

May 2J,1867.

July 2,1867.
Jan. 22, 18»i7.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

July 23. 1867.
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Howard, George C. , Philadelphia, Pa. Dressing grindstones
Howard, George H., South Braintree, Mass. Cap for coffin screws
Howard, Henry, Springlield, Mass. Apparatus for heating water and generating steam
Howard, Henry, assignor to self and Richard F. Hawkins, Snringtield, Mass. Hot

water heating apparatus
Howard, James, and E. Teuney Bousfield. England. Steam generator. (Patented

in England Jan. 11, 1867)
Same Harvester. (Patented in England November 20, 1866)

Howard, James L., New York, N. Y. Clothes line

Same Hartford, Conn. Railroad car ventilator - ,

^ame. (^ee Imbach, Martin G., assignor.)
^

Howard, Leonard D., St. Johnsbury, Vt. Bevel
Howard, R. W., Warwick, R. I. Amalgamator ;

Howard, William B., Baltimore, Md. Shutter fastening ,

Howard, William J. , Petersburg, Ky. Caster covering (Design) .

.

Howarth, David, Portland, Me. Folding chair ,

Same Dinner pail

Howdon, Robert, assignor to Crane, Breed & Company, Cincinnati, O. Mode' of
securing wood to metal .'

Same Molding facing machine
Howe, Arab H. , Brookfield, Vt. Self-adjusting thill

Howe, Benjamin D., Hanover, N. H. Device for preventing horses from biting and
crib-biting

Howe, Edward B. {See Melvin, Jerome B., assignor.) ,

Howe, jr., Elias, and George S. Darling. {See Darling & Howe.)
Howe, Francis E., and Leonai'd Washburn, Stafford, Conn. Cam for looms
Howe, Henry, Oneonta, N. Y. Bolt trimmer

Same Cultivator
Howe, Henry, assignor to self and E. R. Ford, Oneonta, N. Y. Cultivator
Howe, Joel A., Bangor, Me, Cant hook
Howe, J. W. , and J. K. Barton, Worcester, Mass. Corn popper
Howe, M. V. B., and G. C. Winchester. (.S'ce Winchester & Howe.)
Howe, Parley, StafiFordvillo, Conn. Hand spring for machinery
Howe, Robert L. Westbrook, Me. Self-adjusting guide roll for paper mills. .'

Howe Scale Companj'. {See Reynolds, W. W., assignor) (Design.)
Same same (Design.

)

Same , ,»same.

Same same.
,

Howe, Thomas J., and Michael F. Lowth. {Sec Lowth & Howe.)
Howe, Zadok, Lowell, Mich. Bed bottom

Same Slop wringer
Howell, C. G., Ccrning, N. Y. Apparatus for dijstilling and refining petroleum
Howell, Daniel. {See Worden, W. W., assignoi'.)

Howell, David, Louisville, Ky. Nut machine
Howell, Edward. Ashtabula, Ohio. Carriage curtain button
Howell, George, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for filling marshes
Howell, James P., New York, N. Y. Hitching ring

Same Lamp chimney cleaner
How€ll, John S., and Charles W. Carter, Portsmouth, N. H. Lozens^e machine
Howell, Matthias H., New York, N. Y. Soap frame. (Antedated March 27, 1867) . .

.

Howell, Richard G., et al. {See Springer & McDonald, assignors.)
Howell, R. L., assignor to self, E. M. Wilkins, and W. S Browning, Baltimore, Md.

Burner for vapor stoves
Howell, Theodore R., and Charles P. Oliver, Essex county, N. J. Machine for

stretching hides
Howell, Thomas N., Circleville, Ohio. Lighter and alarm »..
Howell, Wm. W., assignor to self and M. Marshall, Philadelphia, Pa. Rolling mill. ..

Howes, Benjamin George, Worcester, Mass. Copy book
Howlaud, Gardner, and J. B. Palser. {See Falser & Howland) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)

Howland, George L. and William M., Topsham, Me. Hoisting apparatus
Howland, Henry W., Calhoun, 111. Churn
Howland, Thomas, and R. W. Russell. {See Russell & Howland.)
Howlett, Chas.,a^signortoself andWm. Freeborn, New York, N. Y. Cartridge box ..

Howlett, E. J., and Susan M. Kirk, (^ee Kirk <fc Howlett.)
Hoxie, Elias, Montezuma, N. Y. Carriage clip

Same Securing wagon seats
Same Wheel for vehicles

Hoxsie, David K., Providence, R. L Machine for making eyelets
Hoyt, A. J., and William F. Browne. {See Browne & Hoyt.)
Hoyt, C. F. {See Hume, James M., assignor.)
Hoyt, C. R., New York, N. Y. Apparatus fomroning clothes
Hoyt, Edwin, Stamford. Conn. Tobacco pipe
Hoyt, Edwin, and Edward p. Whitney, Stamford, Conn, Step attachment for berths.
Hoyt, Edwin, et al. {See Searles. Charles E., assignor.)
Hoyt, N. O., and A. C. Baker. {See Baker <fc Hoyt.)
Hoyt, Theodore. (See Kellogg. E. C. C, assignor.) *

Hubbard, F. M., Ripon, Wis. Dish holder
Hubbard, Closes G., Syracuse, N. Y. Running gear for harvesters. (Antedated

May 26, 1867)
J

Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Sept. 17, 1807.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

July .30, 1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

July 16, 1867,

Oct. 1, 1867.

June 18, \^H.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 10,] 867.

July 16, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867..

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Dec. 10. 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. '^6,1867.

June 4, 1867.

Juno 4, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867,

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 1. 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 4, 18C7.
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Hubbard, Richard, Cadiz, Ind. "Washing machine
Hubbard, Waller, Meriden, Conn, Table cutlery
Hubbard, W. W. , Edinburgh, Tnd. Com planter ,

Hubbard, William W. , Philadelphia, Pa. Bolt machine
Hubbe, B., New York, N. Y? Rotary lard press ,

Hubbell, A. F., and G. Lattin. (See Lattin &, Hubbell.)
Hubbell, A. F., and A. T. Woolsey. (See Woolsey & Hubbell.)
Hubbell, Arthur Y., Elmira, N. Y, Sad iron ,

Hubbell, David T. , Bethel, Conn. Device for suspending lamps
Hubbell, George W., assignor to self, W. E. Houston, and J. R. Lattin, Birmingham,

Conn. Skirt wire
Hubbell, George W., ct al. • (See Houston, William E., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same ....same.

Hubbell, Henry S. and Alfred S., Buffalo, N. Y. Stove plate (Design).
Hubbell, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Boot heel. (Antedated August 25, 1867)..
Hubbell, Joseph, Zanesville, Ohio. Head block for saw mills '. .

.

Hubbell, N. C. (See Boardman, Alphonso, assignor.)

Hubbell, William L., Brooklyn. N. Y. Can opener
Hubbell, William Wheeler, Philadelphia, Pa. Mode of desulphurizing ores and

extracting gold and silver

Same Amalgamator
Hubbell, William Wheeler, assignor to self and James H. Orne, Philadelphia, Pa.

Breech-loading fire-arms

Hubbell, W. W., and J. M. Patton, Philadelphia, Pa. Quartz mill

Hubert, George, Lancaster, Pa. Compound lock for doors
Hubert, H. Gengembre, New York, N. Y. Furnace for smelting precious metals

Same Gas regulator
Hubert, H. G., and W. Elmer. (See Elmer & Hubert.)
Hubert, P. Gengfmbre. New York, N. Y. Carte de visite exhibitor ,

Huddart, Edmund, Prairie du Sac, Wis. Door holder ,

Hudson, B. W.. Allentown, Pa. Steam slide valves
Hudson, Charles H. (See Harrison & Harris, assignors.)

*• Same same.
Hudson, George S., Ellisburg, N. Y. Molding machine
Hudson, James B. , Fayetteville, Pa. Automatic rain conductor
Hudson, M. B., assignor to self, J. S. Robinson, and J. G. Hudson, Canandaigua, N.

Y. Churn dasher '.

Hudson, Richard Harvey, Scotland. Means to prevent ropes fouling ships' propellers
Hudson, S. Terry, Success, N. Y. Sugar cane stripper

Hudson, SamuclW., Beaver Meadow, Pa. Steam engine
Same Packer township, Pa. Steam engine .-

Same Beaver I\Ieadow, Pa. Steam engine slide valve
Hudson, Thomas S., East Cambridge, Mass. Hand stamp

Same Barometer inkstand. (Reissue)

.

Hudson, W. M., et al. (See Kirkup, Lancelot, assignor.)

Hixdson, William S., Paterson, N. J. Locomotive truck
Same Piston packing

Hucy, William, Galena, Md, Fruit box
Hufendeck, Henry, assignor to S. R. Fox, E. G. Pratt, and E. W. Fox, St. Louis,

Mo. Drill. (Antedated December 12, 1866)
Huff, A. D. and L. D. , Clinton, Iowa. Sorghum stripper

Huffer, Tilghmtm A., assignor to self and John F. Durfeld, Indianapolis, Ind. Rein
holder

Huffman_, J. Dean, Springfield, Ohio. Stump extractor
Huffman, P. M., Harvard. 111. Cough mixture
Hugg, James S., Philadelphia, Pa. Broom head
Huggins, Ambrose L., ct al (See Gillingham, H. R., assignor.)
Hughes, Bernard, Rochester, N. Y. Trip hammer (Extension) .

.

Hughes, Edward I., Pittsburg, Pa. Kite
Hughes, George R. , Centralia, Mo. Washing machine
Hughes, Hugh, Utica, X. Y. Door spring
Hughes, James, and J. W. Mauzy. (5tc Mauzy & Hughes.)
Hughes, John, Edgewater, N. Y. Furnace for burning pyrites for the manufacture

^ of sulphuric acid and for other purposes
^lughes, John, assignor to self and James R. Hitchcock, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apparatus

for concentrating sulphuric acid and other liquids

Hughes, Joseph C, Robinson, 111. Portable fence
Hughes, J, Mong. {See West, David N., assignor.)

Hughes, Richard, Virginia City, Nevada. Punch
Hughes, R., and J. Wilson. (See Wilson 6c Hughes.)
Hughes, William. Brandon, Wis. Spring sejt for vehicles

Hughes, W. B., and J. F. Connelly. (See Connelly & Hughes.)
Hughes, William G., Hebron, Ind. Broom head. (Antedated May 8, 18C7) ,

Hughes, Wm. W., and Jas. C. Adams. Philadelphi.a. Pa. Flooring for malt kilns

Hughson, Bt-njamin F., Cold Spring, N. Y. Knife and foik cleaner ,

Hugunjn, R, B., Cleveland, Ohio. Wringing machine
Hulbert, E., Atlanta, Ga. Express money envelope
Hulbert, L. T., Painesville, Ohio. Mode of deflecting the bottoms of vessels made

of sheet metal

Oct. 1,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867,

Jan. 29.1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov, 26, 1867.

Sept, 3,1837.
June 25, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 23,1867.
Dee. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

July 9.1867.

Dec, 3,1867.

May 28,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Aug,20, 18K7.

May 21,lb67,
Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10 1867.

Seiit. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
May 34, 1867.

May 7,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Ju^ 2,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Feb, 19,1867.

Oct. 18,1867.
Dec, 31, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 16, 1867,

June 18, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept, 24, 1867,

Jan, 8, 1867,

Oct. 8, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Jan, 15,1867.
Aug, 27, 1867,

Mar. 12,1867.
May 14,1867.

May 7,1867.
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6S, 365

G4, 877
71, '187

G?>, 026
64, 7G3
64, 7G9
12. 299
Gl, 070
62, 270
0^366
71, 176

70,217
6G, 347
70, 850

61.873

62. 337
2,513

69, 809
72, 8o6
70, 218

67, 056
70,219
64, 1"07

71, 7.-9

67, 306
61,663
62, 749

68, 301

63, 880
63, 743

63, 899
61,009
71, 760
69,215
71, 306

72,045
65, 083

71, 388

72, 495
69, 673
69, 810
61,071
68, S89
67, 117

64, 534

65, 084

66, 679
65, 085

70, 092
67, 549
63, 7?6
71,483
63, .521

63, 724
70,851
67, 3G7
72. 202
69, 916
71, 014

Hitling, H. R., and I. M. Marston. (^ee Marston & Huling.)

Hull, David C, Chelsea, Mass. Rolling rubber into sheets and in applying the same
to fabr

HuU, D. H., Plantsville, Conn. Seed planter
FInll, F., Birmingham, Conn. Hoop skirt

Hull, F., and Company, et al. {See Lattin, John R., assignor.)

Hull, Henry. Pattersonville, La. Macliioe for cleaniug moss
Hull, John S., Cincinnati, Ohio. Lamp

Same Generator for vapor lamps '

Hull, John W., Conuersville, Ind. Machine for trimming and ctitting com hedges . .

.

Hull, Liveras, Charlestown, Mass. Whip stock
Hull, Maurice C., New York, N. Y. Cooking range

Same same
Same Ileatiu g stoves »

Hull, Thomas B., and G. Russell. {Sec Russell & Hull.)
Hull, Wesley , Fort Wayne, Ind. Wagon brake
Huiskamp. G-. Henry, New York, N. Y. Violins, &c
Humans, Wm., assignor to self and Charles Williams, jr., Boston, Mass. Automatic

tight-rope dancer
Hume, Jas. M., assignor to self and C. F. Hoyt, Colchester, HI. Cultivator
Humes, P. H. {Sec Rentgen, W. C, assignor) (Reissue.)
Humes, Thomas L., ct al. {See Guthrie & Humes.)
Humiston, Willis, assignor to self and L. H. Hall, Meridan, Conn. Blind fastening. .-.

Hummel, Peter E., assignor to P. Jewell & Sons, Hartford. Conn. Machine for

scouring leather (Reissue).

.

Humphrey, D. S. , East Townsend,^ Ohio. Farm fence
Same Fence and ti-ellis hook

Humphrey, Henry, Adrian, Mich. Fastening for buttons
Humphrey, James L., ct al. (See Dodg*, William J., assignor.)
Humphrey, Jrhn, ct al. {See Westbrook, A. D., assignor.)

Humphrey, William H. , Lansiugburg, N. Y. Faueet
Humphreys, William, Brooklyn, N. Y. Buggy spring
Humphreys, William, jr.. Cold Spring, N. Y. ' Machine for blocking and stretching

hat bodies
Humphreys, Joseph R., Pennsviile, N. J, Tire-heating apparatus. (Antedated Nov.

23, 1867)
Humphries, Alex., and John Keethler, Mt. Oreb, Ohio. Wheel-spoking machine
Huugerford, Henry, New York, N. Y. Carpet stretcher
Hungerford, Slorgan, San Francisco, Cal. Ore concentrator
Kunkley, Martia, assignor to self and M. R. Ballintine, Rochester, N. Y. Power

hammer
Hunt, Abel, and Spencer Mero, jr., Camden, Maine. Carriage curtain fixture
Hunt, Alraon, Macomb, III. Cornstalk cutter
Hunt, A. L., and O. Reynolds. {See Snyder, Henry D., assignor.)
Hunt, Barnabas, Farmland, Ind. Broom head
Hunt, B. S., Philadelphia, Pa. Stone dresser
Hunt, Eli, Shelburn, Ind. Washmg machine
Hunt, George G., Bridgeport, Conn. Steam generator

Same Base-burning stove . . . •.

Hunt, G. H., andD. L. Bartlett. (5ce Gwynu, Stuart, assignor) (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)

Hunt, George W. , Hopkinton, Mass. Railway sleeping car
Hunt, George W., assignor to Job S. Gray and John S. Watson, Winchendon, Mass.

Door strip

Hunt, George W., assignor to Washington Whitney and I. J. Dunn, Winchendon,
Ma.^s. Stove-cover lifter. (Antedated Nov. 23, 1867)

Hunt, H., Delavan Wis. Gate
Hunt, Henry Dewain, Danville, III. Hand loom
Hunt, jr., John, West Hampton Township, N. J. Wagon jack*.

Hunt, Marshall .1., Rising Sun, Mil. Combined corn planter and cultivator
Hunt, Nath.an, Salem, Ohio. Engine piston
Hunt, William D., Scott, N. Y. Fence
Hunter, Andrew, San Francisco, Cal. Amalgamator
Hun-er, E., Cleveland, Ohio. Compoundfor sliver plating
Hunter, Jacob F., et al. fSce Cole, William T., assignor.)
Hunter, Jacob F., and Peter P. Keller; {See Cole, William T., assignor.)
Hunter, John P., William port, Ind. 'Horse rake
Hunter, John S., Hartford, Conn. Mosquito bar
Hunter, J. S., and E. Blakeslee. (See Blakeslee & Hunter.)
Hunter, Marshall E. {Sec Dibble. F. J., assignor.)
Hunter, Nannie W., Elizabeth City, N. C. Manufacture of soap
Hunter, O. D., Terry^ville, Conn. Bolt...,
Hunter, Orange D. . Terrysville, Conn. Ox-bow pin
Hunter, Samuel C. , East Hickory, Pa. Seed planter
Hunter, Swift McG., Terryvillc, Conn. Machine for coiling springs
Hunter, William, Hastings, Minn. Corn planter
Hunter, William, Detroit, Mich. Paddle wheel. (Antedated Nov. 4, 1867)
Huntingdon, Wm. S , assignor to Jos. Silliman, New York, N. Y. Fastening for lasts.

.

Huntington, F. A., San Francisco, Cal. Spring bed bottom
Huntington, Gideon, Norwichville, C. W. Bending machine
Huntington, H. L., Chicago, 111. Spring bed bottom

Sept. 3,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1667.

Jitne e.*;, 1867.

May 14,1867.
May 14,1867.

Dec. 17,1807.
Jan. 8. 18G7.

Feb. 19,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Nov. 19, 1S67.

Oct. 29,1867.

July 2,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

May 21,1667.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

Dec. 31, iafi7.

Oct. 29,lilr.

July 23,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867,

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Sept. 24, 1837.

Nov. 26. 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

May 28,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24. 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 15, !867.

Jan. 8,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

July 23,1867.
May 7,1607.
May 28, 1867.

Jul *16, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

July 30, 1807.

Dec. 17,1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

Nov, 19. 1867.
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Huntington, John, Cleveland, Ohio. Construction of stills for oils, &c
Huntington, S. W., Augusta, Maine. Blind fastening

Same Inner sole for boots and shoes
Same Vest
Same Boot- ^i lacking and polishing machine

Huntington, Thomas, Rochelle, N. Y. Boat-detaching tackle (Reissue) .

.

HuntiugtoH, AVilliara, Howell, Mich. Animal trap *.

Huntington, William S., assignor to sel«f and C. P. Devereaux, Byron, Mich. Plow. .

.

Huntoon, La Fayette, Milford, Mass. Steam engine
Huntoon, Reuben K., assignor to self and J. Augustus Lynch, Boston Mass. Gov-

ernor for steam engines
Huntoon, Reuben K,, assignor to self and Charles S. Lynch, Boston, Mass. Steam

engine governors
Huntress, G. C, Elkhorn, Wis. Buckie
Huot, Fleury, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of drying oils for paints. (Antedated

Aug. 18, 1867)
Huot, Fleury, assignor to self and John Rogers, Perth Amboy, N. J. Refining pe-

troleum, &c. (Antedated Sept, 19, 1867)
Same New York, N. Y. Mode of treating petroleunf to remove the more

volatile portions, (Antedated Nov, 15, 1867)
Huppelsberg, F. W,, New York, N. Y, Loom
Hurd, A, B. , Watkins, N. T, Method of uniting stove pipes, &c

Same Gate
Same Chum dasher

Hurd, Hiram A.. Seymour, Conn. Shaft coupling
Hurd, Ivory A,, Boston, Mass, Depth gauge
Hurd, John M., Auburn. N. Y. Paper flour sack .-...

Hurd, William C, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of pain's
Hurdman, George, assignor to Charles F. Clark, England, Sad-iron heater
Hurlbut, Cornelius S. (Sec Morgan, John F., assignor.)

Hurlbut, E, C, iliddle liaddam, and E. H. Snow, Hartford, Conn. Boat-detaching
tackle

Hurlbut, William H., Elgin, 111. Converting motion *..

Hursell, John C. , Boston, Mass. Dovetail cutter
Hurst, George W., Chestertown, Md. Churn *.

Hurt, James J., and John H. Van Sandt. {See Van Sandt & Hurt.)
Husband, I. L,, Philadelphia, Papt Preventing incrustation of steam boilers

Huse, W. W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Tobacco-cutting machine
Same Machine for compressing and cutting the filling for cigars

Huson, Edgar, Ithaca, N. Y, Horse rake
Same Wagon (Reissue) .

.

Same Windlass for boats
Hussey, Nathan W., and Clark M. Terrell. {See TerreU & Huss^y.)
Hussey, Roland C, Milford, Mass. Cutting board (Reissue) .

.

Hussey, Z.. Wilmington, 111. Heating stove
Husted, James T., et al. {See Clay, Robert J., assignor.)

Same.
Same.

Huston, Arthur, Bristol, Maine. Binish clamp ,»,,r..

Same Needle threader
Huston, Charles, et al, {See Corbett, Sherman, Wolfe, & Huston.)
Huston, J. E., and S. H. Blossom. (See Blossom & Huston.)
Huston, R. H. , Keokuk, Iowa. Car coupling
Huston, William, assignor to self and H. H. Wickersham, Wilmington, Del. Appa-

ratus for obtaining and applying motive power
Hutehings, John W., assignor to self and John H. Eyre, Bridgeport, Conn. Sash sup-

porter
Hutchins, A, B. Patchogue, N. Y. Churn dasher
Hutchins, William H., Loekport, 111. Potato digger
Hutchinson, Azariah, Monterey, Ohio. Stove-pipe thimble
Hutchinson, C. B., Auburn, N, Y. Machine for setting staves in barrels
Hutchinson, Dean W., Big Spring, Kansas. Four-wheeled vehicle
Hutchinson, Elias, Baltimore, Md. Check valve for liquid meters

Same Liquid and spirit meter
Hutchinson, Elias S., and Hugh L. McAvoy, Baltimore, Md. Apparatus for carbu-

^- rotting air. (Antedated January 19, 1867) •

981 fteutchinson, Henry, Three Rivers, Mich. Seeding cultivator

Hutchinson, H. O., ct al. {S^e Clinton, Prather (fc Hutchinson.)
Hutchinson, James, and Newel Carpenter. (See Carpenter & Hutchinson,)
Hutchinson, John W., and H. D. Stover. {See Stover & Hutchinson,)
Hutchinson, Patrick, lioston, Mass, Churn w..

Hutchinson, Samuel, North Lewisburg, Ohio. .Beehive
Hutchinson, Samuel E. {See Reed, John C, assignor.)

Hutchinson, William B., assignor to self and Mitchell, Allen & Co., Newbern, N, C.
Well tube -

68,881 Hutchinson, Robert, Newark, N. J. Shoe spike

70, 853 Hutson, Ezra, Brockport, N. Y. Reel and swift

72, 300 Same Foot power
60, 896 Hutson, Henry A., Newburg, N. Y. Penman's assistant

67, "565 Hutson, jr., John, South Solon, Ohio. Hog ring

71, 016 Hutton, Archibald, St. Louis, Mo. Valve for steam engines

Date,

Mar. 12,1867,
May 28, 1887.
Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867,
Feb, 12. 18G7,

Dec, 17 1861
Jan. 15,1867,
Apr, 9,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 3,18flr.

June 11, 1857.

Sept, 3,1867.

Mar, 19, 1867,

Dec. .3,1867.

July 16,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Mar, 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 2,1897.

Sept. 24, 1867.
May 21, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Feb. 26. 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

May 28, 1887.

Jan. 22,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 10,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 27. 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Sept. 17, 1S67.

Nor. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan-. 1,1867.
Aug. 13,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

N. Y. ':3^'iid!.'!

Hutton, Robert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Window sash fastening

Hutton, Robert, assignor to self and William Mee, Williamsbur;
Hiixford, F. W. , Boonsboro', Iowa. Fence
Huyck, Aaron, Ourtown, Wis. Chura
Hnyck, W. H., Chariton, Iowa. Sleigh
Hyams, Hyam Jacob, New York, N. Y. Water meter
Hyatt, G. W., Auburn, N. Y. Hopplo
Hyatt, Thaddeus, assignor to Elizabeth Adelaide Tiake, New York, N. Y. Illumiua-

tiug roofs and roof pavements '.
:

Hyde, Dvvight, Bridgpport. N. y . Churn
Hyde, Edward H., and J. B. Oardiner. {See Gardiner & Hyde.)
Hyde, James R. , assignor to Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y. Cooking stove . . (Reissue)

.

Hyde, James R., assignor through mesne assignments to Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N.
Y. Cooking stove (Reissue).

Hyde, Joseph, Troy, N. Y. Folding chair
Same same
Same Spring for beds and other purposes

Hyde, J. Little, New York, N. Y. Regulator for watches
Hyde, W. C, and Alfred A? Gray. (See Gray & Hyde.)
Hyde, William S., Townsend, Ohio. Cultivator plow.. (Extension)..
Hylton, Stanley C, et al. (See Morris, Charles, assignor.)

Hymer, Isaac B. , Warsaw, Ind. Railroad rail

Same same
Hyndman, Samuel E., Middletown, Ohio. Wagon brake..
Hyndman, W. G., assignor to self and Henry Martin, Cincinnati, Ohio. Brick machine.
Hyre, Daniel, Union, Obio. Well regulator
Hyslop, John, and Charles E. Phillips, Abington, Mass. Sirup pitcher .

Hyver, G. A., New Orleans, La. Petroleum gas burner
Idle, William R., Urbana, Ohio. Quilting frame
lies, West Rushville, Ohio. Machine for boring post holes .'

Illingsworth, B., Freeport, 111. Animal trap ".

Illofsky, Ignatz, and John Trageser. {See Trageser & Illofsky.)

Imbach, M. G., Hartford, Conn. Calipers and dividers

Imback, Martin G., assignor to James L. Howard, Hartford, Conn. Railroad car
ventilator

Imlay, John, and Clemens Bymer. {See Bymer & Imlay.)
Ingails, Allen, Hartwick, N. Y. Poling hops .*

IngersoU, G. L.. Cleveland, Ohio. Water heater for stoves ,

Ingersoll, Marshal, Elyria, Ohio. Field fence .*
.

.

IngersoU, P. C. Green Point, N. Y. Spring bed slat

Ingersoll, Piatt C, assignor to self and H, F. Dougherty, Green Point, N. Y. Bale
band tightener

Same Seedmg machine
Same Preparing cotton seed for planting

Ingersoll, W. B., New Yoik, N. Y. Bed bottom
Ingham, Joseph and James, San Jose, Cal. Gang plow
Ingler, H. M., William Douglas. (See Douglas & Ingler.)

Ingokl, John M. and Eugene, Allegheny, Pa. Spring for carriages
Ingoldsby, E. K., and John E. Brastow, (See Brastow & Ingoldsby.)
Ingraham, Hanford, Naples, N. Y. Cultivator ,

Same Plow clevis. :

Ingraham, Henry C, Tecumsoh, Mich. Ditching machine (Reissue).
Saaae same

Ingraham James, New York, N. Y. Hoisting machine for cellars

Same Bathing apparatus
Ingram, Orrin H., and Donald Kennedy, West Eau Claii-e, Wis. Lighter for vessels.

.

Inman, Henry. (5ee Furlong, Edward P., assignor.)
Inman, Hiram and Horace, Amsterdam, N. Y. Securing the ends of felloes

Inman, William, aiiddk'town, N. Y. Saw mills
Innis, James W. , Newburg. N. Y. Potato digger
lunis, James W., Salem, Ind. Thill coupling
Insuli, John and Thomas, New Haven, Conn. Cupola furnace (Reissue)..
International Screw Company. {See Hadley, N. B., assignor.)
Ipe, George, Kent. Ohio. Fence post
Ireland, William Carlton, and Edwin A. Eaton. (See Eaton & Ireland.)
Irion, Andrew. Femme Osage, Mo. Scrubbing machine
Irish, Alonzo W. , Rochester, Jlinn. Process oi tanning
Irvin, J. F., and J. Smith. (See Smith <fc Irvin.)
Irvin, S. I. {See Bricker, George, assignor.)
Irving, Alexander B., Indianapolis, Ind. Piano-forte action
Irving, Benjamin, New York, N. Y. Process of concentrating the extract of bark for

tanning and other purposes
Same Machinery for obtaining the extract of bark for tanning and other

purposes
Same Process for obtaining the extract of bark for tanning and other

purposes
Same Apparatus for concentrating the extract of bark for tanning and

other purposes
Same Apparatus for concentrating extracts from bark for tanning

Irving, Benjamin, and Thomas G. Arnold. (See Arnold & Irving.)

Irwin, George, Elizabethtown, Ky. Animal traps

Jan. 1, 18fi7.

Jan. 1, 18G7.

July 30, 1867.

June 18, 18G7.

Apr. 2,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 22,18G7,

July 16, 1867.

July 30, 1 867,
May 7,1867.
Julv 23,1867.
.Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.

June 20, 1867.

Apr. 9,

May 7,

Apr. 30,

Aug. 20,

Dec, 24,

July 2,

Dec. 10,

Feb. 26,

Dec. 24,

Oct. 22,

1867.

1807.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867L
i86#
18(77.

1867.

18G7.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17,1807.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

June 25, J 807.

June 25, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2,1867.
May 28,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 24, 18G7.

Feb. 19,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Jan.
Oct.

^1867.
1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Apr. 30,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 9,18Gt.
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No.

65, 229
65, 230
QQ, 153

64, 326

64, 423
62, 491
69, 441

61,433
64, 109
2,676

J59,097

64, 982
72, 859
72, 301

68, 882
64, 983
66, 496
67, 309
61, 740
69, 098

f8, 750
69,917
63, 523
63, 737
72, 046
71, 179

65, 388
72, 499
70, 854

63, 389
61,340
67, 766

64, 110
71,620
66, 593

63, 053
62, 272

65, 750

70, 220
66,847
66, 090
64, 327
71,491
65,751
63, 050
70, 573
63,641
68, 2UI

68, 443
71,389
67,310
64, 537
72, 4%
61,42r

2,4G1

72, 397

70, 094

68, 082
68, 510
62, 136

66, 497
(>8,75L

61,072
08,901

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Irwin, John II.. Chicago, III. Lantern
Same Lamp
Same ..;... A pparatus for carburettinp air

Irwin, John H., and Isaac Simmons. (See IJassett, John A., assignor.)
Irwin, Weslej^ aAd C. J. Crum. {See Crum & Irwin.)
Isbell, Charles W., New York, N. Y., and P. W. McKenzie, Jersey City, N. J. Steam

generator. (Antedated April 22, 1867)
Isbell, Morris, New Haven, Conn. Hollow auger
Isenberg, Joseph, McConnellstown, Pa. Boring machine
Isharn, H. L., Plattsburg, N. Y. Bed bottom .,.

lake, Anthony, Lancaster, Pa. Window sash and fastener'.'

Same Sash-rope plate
,

Same Corabined hammer, tack-drawer, wrench, &;c (Design).
Iske, Anthony, assignor to self and Charles Joseph Walser, Lancaster, Pa. Holder

for whitewash brushes
Ithaca Calendar Clock Company. (See Hortoil & Wood, assignors.)
Ives, Alfred. New York, N. Y. ' Stationary -wash-basin
Ives, Almon B., Bloomington. 111. Metallic column for bridge
Ives, E. B., Bristol, Conn. Vegetable cutter....- , ,

Ives, E. N., et al. (See Gilbert, Barker <fc Ives.)

Ives, George W., assignor to self and Alfred Ives, North Haven, Conn. Brick machine
Ives, Heber G., Durham, Conn. Sheep rack
Ives, James, Mt. Carmel, Conn. Top prop-nut for carriages
Ives, JuliKS, Brooklyn, N. Y. Device for snuffing lamps
Ives, Silas Y., Meriden, Conn. Cart brake
Jack, Alexander, assignor to self and Edward Brierly, Milton, N. H. Mode of dyeing

and embossing table and piano covers
Jackson, Albert, Clifton Springs, N. Y. Lifting jack ,

Jackson, A. P., assignor to self and Otis Pratt, Warsaw, Ind. Hoofing composition..
Jackson, Caleb, York, lUT Machine for shrinking tires j ,

Jackson, Freegift, Sparta, Ohio. Combined seat and stop for carriages
Jackson, George M., North Hector. N. Y. Harvester

,

Jackson, George W. , Wyalusing, Pa. Platform scale _.

Jackson, Henry, BrooWjai, N. Y. Padlock
Same New York, N. Y. Door lock •.

Jackson, J. B. and M. II. , Rochester, Iowa. ]\Iachine for shrinking tires

Jackson, J. F., and A. P. Shufc. (See Shute & Jackson.)
Jackson, James L.. assignor to David N. Ropes, New York, N. Y. Fan
Jackson, Joel C, Rochester, N. Y. Wrench. (Antedated January 17, 1867)
Jackson, Leonard L., assignor to self and John Frame, Paterson, N. J. Bed.stead

fastening .>...

Jackson, Peter H., New York, N. Y. Boat-detaching tackle

Jackson, Richard A. , Lawrenceville, Pa. Mode of converting articles of iron into steel

Jackson, R. H., assignor to self and A. C. Van Tine, Sandusky, Ohio. Boiler safety-

Jackson, Samuel, Newark, N. J. Compensating brace for the springs of vehicles

Jackson, S. W., Baldville, Ohio. Shovel plow
Jackson, W. A., ct al. (See Barlow, Wm. F., assignor.)

Jackson, W. H., and Edmitnd Howard. (See Howard & Jackson.)
Jackson, William Marcus, Woodland, Cal. Teeth for lifting lodged grain
Jack-on, W. W., et al. (Sec Bailey, Alonzo E., as.signor.)

Jacob, Julius, New York, N. Y. Umbrella
Jacobs, A. S., St. Louis, Mo. Oar ,..
Jacobs, George, Washington, D. C. Burglar alarm lock
Jacobs, John, Oneida, 111. Self-adjusting neck yoke
Jacobs, J. Nelson, Worcester. Mass. Knife and scissors sharpener
Jacobs, W. E., Columbus, Ohio. Sirup strainer

Jacobs, AV. W., Hagerstown, Md. Burning fluid

Same Vapor lamp burner
Jacobs, Zalmon L., Hebron, Conn. Beehive
Jacoby, D. W., Shelby ville. 111. Combined corn planter and cultivator

Same Corn planter
Jacot, Charles E., Switzerland. Winding watches
Jadwiu, Charles P., Carbondale, Pa. Chithes post
JaL'ger, G. L., New York, N. Y. Machine tor making paper bags

Same Cutting tool

James, Cliarles II., assignor to self and Frank Millward, Cincinnati, Ohio. Tubes for

steam generators

James, Christopher R, assignor to self and Nathan W. Condict, jr., Jersey City, N. J.

Means for operating stamps and hammers (Reissue) .

.

James, E. C, Baltimore, Md. Road locomotive
James, George. (See Lawton. George, assignor.)

James, George C, Cincinnnti, Ohio. Lamp-shade supporter
James, J. P., and Charles Folsom. (See Miller, Abraham S., assignor.)

James, J. P. R., Pepin, Minn. Hand catch

Same Read's Lauding, Minn. Clothes pin

James, S. E., Smithfiold Station, Ohio. Gate fastening

James, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Lock for valises, &c
James, T. B., Muscatine City, Iowa. Window shade
James, William, Richmond, Va. Attachment for stills, to test the proof of spirits

Same Bridge

May 28, 1867.

Mar 28,1867.
June 25, 1667.

Apr 30,1867.
May 7, 18<.7.

Feo. £6, 1867.

Oct. 1. 1867.

Jan. 2-2. 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Sept 21,1867.

May 21,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.
Dfec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 21. 1867.

July 9, 1867.

July 30; 1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Sept 24, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 23.1867.
Dec. 3, 1667.

July 9,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 16, 1867.

June 25,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 11,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept 3, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Apr, 16, 1867.
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66, 712
68, 965
65, 676

6S. 083
64-. 4-25

67, 550
2,497

64, 5:-8

67,311

70, 095

62, 960

,984

67,551
72,500

63, .390

65, 389
2,778

Jameson, A., Trenton, N. J. Vice
Same "same

Jaraeson, A., assignor to self, T. S. and J. H. Murray, Trenton, N. J. Screw box
for vices

Jameson. A., et al. (See Murray, J. Howard, assignor.)

.)ame?ion, F. A., and Cyrus W. Ripley, Kingston, Mass. Lever for windlasses
Jameson, Jacob, Pbiladelphia, Pa. Manufacture of iron

Same Device for cleaning weeiis from plows
Jamison, John P., New York, N. Y. Crimping machine (Reissue)..
Jamison, Samuel W., New York, N. Y. 13oot-crimpiug machine ;

Jamison, W. R., Taylorstown, Pa. Car coupling
Janezeck, John J., and Andrew J. Simpson, (See Simpson & Janezeck.

)

Jannpy, Nathan L., assignor to self and Horatio L Kurtz, Philadelphia, Pa, Butter
stamp.

2,824

2, 825
65, 488
6:, 665
67, 120

68, 202
67, 552
63, 902
69, 345

63, 391
62. 203
70, 221

63, 642
7j,017
2,462

2,613

2,614
66, 966

62, 751

69.811
67. 553
67,121
71,492
71, 621

61,010
62, 2(J4

63, 055
66, (.^l

62, 423
62, 752

&i, 442

62, 424

71.390
62, 852
65, 231

64,879
68,302

61, 666

Janney, WJiiam, Martin.<vjlle, Ohio. Apparatus for cooking and preserving fruits.

.

Jaques, G-oorge. (See Hardy, Cyrus H., assignor.)

Same same.
Jarboe, John William, Green Point, N. Y. Mode of manufacturing water pails and

other household vessels.. .

Jarchow, L., aud C. Gresiuchna. (Set Gresiuchna & Jarchow.)
Jardine, J. S. (See .Jones. Charles W., assignor.) •

Jarecki. Henry aud Charles. Erie, Pa. Steam-engine lubricator
Jarosson, Leon, France. Bleachiug and scouring hemp, flax, and other fabrics
Jarrell, John Lewis, and John Randolph Blake. (Sea Blake & Jarrell.)

Jasper, Gustavus A. , Charlt-stovvn, JISss. Apparatus for siftmg and separating sugar
Same Retort for revivifying bone charcoal

Jasper, Gustavus A., assignor to the Union Sugar Refinery, Charlestown, Mass.
Cleansing animal charcoal (Reissue).

Jauriet, C. F., assignor to self and A. J. Ambler, Aurora, III. Steam gene-
rator (Division A. Reissue)

.

Same Steam generator (Division B, Reissue)

.

!
Jay, James C, and Joseph Younce, Wabash, Ind. Churn

i Ji-anottat, Jules, Pater^on, N. J. Apparatus for cleaning silk threads

I

Jedamaki. (justav, assignor to William Staehleu, New York. N. Y. Pen-rack
Jeffers, Albert, and William Duchemin. (See Duchemia & Jeffers.)

I

Jelfers, Milton C. (See Keuyou, Silas R., assignor.)

j

Jctfrcy, Edwin A., asf^ignor to self aud George JI. Clark, Trappe, Md. Griddle

j

Jt-ffrey, Henry, St. Charles, Mo. Nail extractor
Jtrffrey, John G., South Now Berlin, N. Y. Medical compound-...
Jeflfries, William, England. Puddling aud other furnaces. Patented in England

I

January 22, 1866

I

Jeggle. W., and S. A.Brooks, Chicago, III. Condenser

I

Jeinsen, Ernst V. , New York, N. Y. Car coupling
i Jelley, George, and John W. Gowell, Boston, Mass. Sasb fastener
Jonks, John, Washington, D. C. Button

I Jenkins, Charles R., Philadelphia, Pa. Sash stop

I

Jenkins, Eugene N., Chicago, III. Lantern (Reissue)..

I

Jenkins, G. L., and F. Wilcox. (See Co::, George, assignor.)
I Jenkins, John V., assignor to Richard B. Walker and Lewis Miller, Akron, Ohio.

Machine lor shearing sheep (Reissue) .

.

Same Sheep shearing machine (Reissue)..

I

Same Manchester, Mich. Machine for shearing sheep
Jenkins, J. W., jr. See BuUard, E. W., assignor.)
Jenkins, Joshua, assignor to self and Samuel Williapis, Salem, Ohio. Box for

transplanting plants
Jenkins, Nathaniel, Boston, Mass. Packing for j-ints, valves, &c
Jenkins, Nicholas, New York, N. Y. Machine for making molding
Jenkins, Thomas H., Nyack, N. Y. Process of making steel

Jenkinson, James, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apparatus for applying clasps to skirts

Jeukiiison, James, assignor to Daniel D. Winant, Brooklyn, N. Y. Chalk-holder for
billiard cue

Jenks, Barton H., Bridesburg, Pa. Self-lubricating bolster and step for spinning frames,

Same Index chain for looms -

Same Treadle cam for looms
Same Spindle bearing

Jenks, Lemuel P., assignor to Edwin A. Eaton, Boston, Mass. Water meter
Jenks, Lemuel P., assignor to Edward A. Cralbraith, Boston, Mass. Peat machine. .

.

Jinks, Pardon, et al. (Sec Wheeler, Walter, jr., assignor.)
Jenne, C. M., Young America, 111. Cultivator
Jenness, Richard S., et al. (See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)
Jennings, Alva F., Sherman, N. Y. Refrigerator for milk

Same (See Richardson, Milo A., assignor.)
Jennings, Augustus and Isaac, Fairfield, Conn. Manufacture of paper vessels

Jennings, John S., Medina, N. Y. Boiler form
Jennings, Joseph H., Cambridgeport, Mass.. Rubber boot for horses
Jennings, Lyman G., and James S. Lester. (Sac Lester & Jennings.)
Jennings, Ralph S., assignor to self and N. G. Kellogg, New York, N. Y. Envelope..
Jennings, Ralph S., assignor to self and Charles D. Macqueen. Philadelphia, Pa.

Playing card board
Jennings, Robert, and James A. Marshall, Bordentown, N. J. Device for preventing

horses from cribbing

July 16,1867.
July 23, 1867,

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 26. 1867.

May 7, 1867,

July 33, 1867,

Oct, 22,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr.
June

2,1^67.

4, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
June 4,1867.
Jan. 29, 1&S7.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1887.

Aug. 6,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Nov. 19. 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 14,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Aug. 6, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Nov. 26, 18G7.

Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Feb. i9. 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 2.3, 1867.

Feb. 2i»1867.
Mar. 12,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 23, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan, 29, 18^^

9 c p
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List ofpatentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1S67—Continued.

No.

67,554
63, 524
66, 498

62,338
62, 339
65, 390
2,7&2

67, 985
70, 222
66, 848

70, 855

63, 525
67. 312
68, 203
68, 883

67, 434
60, 738
69,812
65, 088
70, 223
61,741
2,590

67, 655
69, 346
61,205
63, 3<)2

70, 856
69, 999

61,636
69,813
71,493

62, 340

72. 644
64, 328
60, 897
67,313
64, 770
61.341
61.607
64, 880
2, 766

63,333
66,3.31

71.494
61.913

65. 232
67, 986
02, 205

71,622
63, 163

69, 443
72,501
67, 435
66,713

66, 849
65,391

Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Jennings, Samuel C. , Wautoraa, Wis. Bed bottom
Jepson, John V., Brooklyn, N. Y. Pipe cutter ". ..

Jerome, Charles T., Minnecipolis, Minn. Fire annihilator

Jerome, Edgar, and Seth Wheeler. (See Wheeler & Jerome.)
Same same.
Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Jervej^ W^illiam E., New Orleans, La. Burner for petroleum stoves
Same same

Jessup, Gilbert, Shortsville, N. Y. Plaster sower ,

Jessup, Gilbert, assignor to Hiram L. and Calvin P. Brown, Shortsville, N. Y.
Seeding machine . . . . : (Reissue)

.

Jewell, E., Lou-bville, Ky. Watch .•

Jewell, J. Grey, Washington. D. C. Window-sash stop
Jewell, jr., Pliny, assignor to P. Jewell «fe Sons, Hartford, Conn. Rubber-coated

rubber belting
Jewell, P. , & Sons. (Sec Hummel, Peter E., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (See Underwood, Henry, assignor) (Reissue.)
Same (See Roberts, A. W^, assignor.)

Same. ..i ^ same.
Jewell, Theodore E., aeceased, by Eliza Jane Jewell, administratrix, Brooklyn, N.

Y. Yoke for grain elevators

Jewett, Augustine, Boston, Mass. Regulator for watches
^

Jewett, Edward, Kindge, N. H. Mode of manufactiying veneers
Same Veneer cutter

Same Cant hook
Jewett, George D., and Lester L. Hills. (See Baker & Hills, assignors.)

Jewett, Intrley, assignor to self and John P. Jewett, Boston, Mass. Knife cleaner...
Jewett, Juhn C, Buffalo, N. Y. Slop jar

Same Refrigerator
Jewett, S. A., Cleveland, Ohio. Melodeon, <fec

Jewett, S. E., Haverhill, Mass. Joint bolt

Jillsou, Clark, Worcester, Mass. Lightning rod
. Same Animal trap • (Reissue)

.

Same Screw-cutting machine
Same Strawberry ripener

Jimmerman, Allen S., Green Point, N. Y. Sweeping machine
Jincks, Melvin, DausviUe, N. Y. Boring bit ,

Same Lamp
Jinkins, J. E., Milton, Fla. Plow
Jinks, Melvin, Dansville, N. Y. Turnkey (Extension)

.

Jobe, Thomas, Clarkesville, Ohio. Cultivator .-.

JohanseU; Johan, Springtield, 111. Mangle
John, Joseph, Massillon, Ohio. Corn planter
Johns, August, and .Toseph Krebs. (See Krebs & Johns.)
Johns, Evan F., Philadelphia, Pa. Ai)paratus for applying springs to cushions
Johns, Peter D. (See Zinn, John HartzeU, assignor.)

Johns, William B., Cumberland, Md. Harvester rake
Johnson, Abijah, West Newton, Ind. Sti iking attachment to clocks
Johnson, Albert, and Sidney E. Allen, Raleigh, N. C. Alarm gun
Johnson, Albect E., Oxford, Mass. Sdate for boots and shoes
Johnson. Andrew, and W. H. Elliot, Bloomingtou, 111. Motive power ,

Johnson, A. F,, Boston, Mass., andM.P. Griffin, Medford, Mass. File-cutting'machine.
Johnson, A. P., Edwards, N. Y. Water wheel
Johnson, A. W., and George Thompson, New York, N. Y. Permutation lock
Joiinsou, A. AV., and George Thompson, assignors to George Thompson and Henry

Mitchell, Tienton, N. J. Peiinut.-.tion lock (Reissue)..
Johnson, B. F., and H. C. Putman. (>ee Putman «fe Johnson.)
Johnson, Charles C, Springfield, Yt. Clothes pin

Same Dough kneader
Johnson, C. F., East Saginaw. Mich. Manufacture of h^alt. (Antedated Nov. 15, 1867.)

Johnson, Edmund, and August Steuernagel, astignors to -selves, John W. Pars(ms,
David R. Smith, D. W. Bliss, and Marcus P. Norton, Wa.shlngton, EL C. Mode
of preventing frauds on the levenue derived from spirits and malt liquors

Johnson, Ezram, Joliet, 111. Window sash fastener
Johnson, F. B., De Witt, Iowa. Seeder and cuitivator
Johnson, George, assignor to self, Francis Brossy, and Adolphua Gaudson, Detroit,

Mich. Sewing maeliine

Johnson, George, and William H. Milliken, San Francisco, Cal. Faucet attachment.
Johnson, George L., Fairfield, N. Y. Extension ladder. (Antedated Mar. 15, 1667)..
Johnson, George W. (See Mylcr, William, assignor.)

Johnson, II. C, and Robert E. Downie. (See Downie & Johnson.)
Johnson, Hans J., S.. Peter, Minn. Gate

Same C}orn planter
Johnson, Henry H., New Haven, Conn. Broiler
Johnson, James, Northampton county, N. C. Combined planter, cotton seed, and

fertilizer distributor ,

Same Spring for bed bottoms
Johnson, Jesse, We-t Fallowtield Township, Pa. Bolt cutter

J ohu;;c:i, J :b, r.r.d E'=Jrth D. IhwU, Brooklyn, N. Y. Builiing

Aug. 6,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
July 9,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867,

June 4,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. "29, 1867,

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Apr. 2,1867,
July 30,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

1867.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1807.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

]c67.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 6,

Jan. 1,

Oct. 15,

May 28,

Oct. 29,

Feb. 5,

May 7,

Ang. 13,

Oct. 1,

Jan. 15,

Apr. 2,

Nov. 12,

Oct. 22,

Dec. 3.

Feb. 5,

Oct. 15,

Nov. 2fi,

Feb. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 14, 1^67.

Jan. 22,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
May 21, 1667.

Oct. 22,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
July 2,1867.
Nov. 2(5, 1867.

Feb. 5.1867.
May 28, 1867.

Aug.^0. 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Dec, 3,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct, 1, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Jime 4,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

60, 898

60, 899
C2, 1:37

63, 394
72,401
72, 7.3!)

65,677

72, 402
71,495

71, 623

70, 574

61, 742
6:{, 798
65.814
69, 444
69, 445

66, 594

66.352
72, 047
70, 722

67, 037
65, 069
68,511
64. 426
68, 204

67, 656

69, 676
2,442

62,138

62, 273

68, .512

62, 206
66.499
66, 240
61,743
62, 207
69, 347

69, 217

71,307
72, 502
60.900
67, 555
66, 9G7
2,714

72, 302

69, 614

71,3C8

63,799

63.800
2,598
63,903
2,68i

66,.500

Johnson, Job, and Jabez F. JJas-on. (See Mason & Johnson.)
Johns-n, Job. and Horace Maxson. {See ^Maxson & Jobnsou.)

Johnson, John, Saco. Me. Process for obtnining precious metals from the beds of
rivers

Same Mode of gathering and treatfng auriferous sand from the beds of rivers

.

Same Pipe tongs

Same Collpcting gold from river bottoms
Johnson, John, Boston, Ma<s. Sled
Johnson, John, Hartford, Conn. Mode of constructing sewing-machine cases

Johnson, John. Saco, Me., and R. C. Overton, New York, N. Y. Mode of disinte-

grating rocks
Joimson, J., and J. Stevens. {See Stevens & Johnson.)
Johnson, John, and Williavp M. Hall, (^ee Hall & Johnson.)
Johnson. John B. , Laurel, Ind. Fence '

Johnson, Joseph B., Lj-nn, Mass. Shaping the soles of boots and shoes
Johnson, J. F. {See Kominger, J. G.. assignor.)

Johnson, J. J., and John Wright. {See Wright & Johnson.)
Jolmson, J. N. {Ste Cooper, Edward A., assignor.)

Johnson, J.. II., Macon, III. Cu.tivator

Johnson, Leonard J., assignor to self and Erskine A. Cole, Montville, Conn. Knife
cleaner and sharpener

Johnson, Lowell L. {See Elliot, William IL, assignor.)

Johnson, L. N., and G. D. Spooner. {See Spooner & Johnson.)
Johnson, Moses A., Lowell. Ma.«^s. Insole for boots and shoes «

Same JIachine for felting *- falling yarn, &c
Same Carpet lining

Johnsrin, Nelson, Jasper, N. Y. Fence :...

Same same -.

.

Johnson, Peter, and John C. Underwood. {See Underwood & John.«on.)

Johnson. Pvichard P., iissigno*- to self and Eli J. Sumner, Wabash, Ind. Apparatus
for drying lumber

Johnson, Sylvester, New Harmony, Ind, Horse rake 4

Johnson s" M., Lockport, N. Y. Reversible sad iron

Johnson, S. P., assignor to self and Charles Whittemore, Portland, Me. Invalid
bed.<tend

Date.

Johnson, W'arren. FJsherville, N. H. Device for tethering animals
Johnson, Wiiliam, Lambcrtville. N. J. Turning lathe

Johnson, William, Shirleysburg. Pa. Tai-ning composition
Johnson, Wniliani. 2d, Haverhill, Mass. Key-hole guard for door locks
Johnson, William B.. Bowling Green, Ky, Buckle
Johnson, Wiiliam D., Raleigh, N. C. Seed planter
Johni-ou, William H.. Springfield, Mass. Sewing machine (Extension)..
Johuso^ W. J., New Ork-ans, La. Truss pad
Johnson. W. J., assignor, through wiesne assignments, to Henry Johnson, Chicago. III.

Spring holder for wiping cloth (Reissue)..
Johnson, W. J., assignor to self and H. A. Hildreth, Newton, Mass. Carpet stretcher.

Johnson. W. J.» and H. A. Hildreth. (^-.'e Welch. Dan., assignor.)

Johnson, William W., assignor to N. Faunce and W. Bolster, Harrison, Maine. Road
scraper •.

Johnston. Columbus, Clarksville. Mo. Charger for shot pouches
Johnston, Daniel A., Memphis, Ttnn. Prihting apparatus for the blind
Johnston, George, and Edwin G. Smith. Auburn, Cal. Amalgamator and concentrator.
Johnston, James, Pemberton, Ohio. Combined plow, harrow, cultivator, and roller..

Johns-ton, James J., Allegheny. Pa. Manufacture of iron. (Antedated Jan. 18,1867.)

Same Brick machine
Same Sad-iron heater

Johnston. James J., assignor to the People'.s Brick Machine Company, Pittsburg. Pa,
Brick dryer

Johnston, M. M.. New York, N. Y. Alloy for dentists' use
Johnston, W'illiam K., Cordova. III. Lever lock for wagon brakes
Jolly, Thomas J. , "Ven-ailles, Ind. Machine for making wooden pickets
Joly, Nicholas, France. Medical compound
Jomain. J. M., France. Metallic blind :

Jones, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Hea'iug stoves (Reissue)..
Jones, C. C, Portland. JIaine. Door bolt
Jones, C. C. {See Fellows, James B., as-ignor.)
Jones, Charles W., assignor to self and Hiram W- Stout, Philadelphia, Pa. Crossing

for street railways
Jones, Charles W., ass"r to .self and J. S. Jardine, Philadelphia, Pa. Railway switch.
Jones, Charles W., and James McLaughlin. {See McLaughlin & Jones.)
Jones, Cyrus ft., Orono, Maine. Saw-mill dog
Jones, David VI., et al. {See Storrs, Keyes <fe Jones.)
Jones, Edward H., et al. {See Tyler, Samuel W., a^isignor.)

Jones, E. P. {See Clapp, Mirtillow R., assignor.)
Jones, F. H.. Attca, N. Y. Windlass for wells
Jones. George, Saugerties, N. Y. Coffee and tea pot tops (Design)..

Same Cotiee pot
Same Tea or coffee pot A (Design) .

.

Jones, George H., and Henry C. Berlin. (See Waymoth, Thos. V.. ass'r.. (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)

Jones, George T., Cincinnati, Ohio. Process for manufacturing bank notes, &c

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jhu. 1, 1867.

Feb. 19, 186/.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

June 18,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 2,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Nov. 12,

Julv 23,

MaV 28,

Sept. 3,

May 7,

Aug. 27.

Aug. 13,

April 15,

Oct. 8,

W67.
1867.

1887.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1S67.

1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Feb. 19, 1807.

Feb. 19, 1867.

.Sept. 3,1667.
Feb. 19,1867.

July 9,1867.
July 2,1867.

Feb. 5,1807.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.

Dec. 24. 1867.

Jan. 1. 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Julv 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16. 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Joly 9, #67.
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No.

60, 739
65, 752
61,206
65, 576
2,772

67. 767

68, 990

70, 439

69, 677

63, 255

68, 885

62, 544

63, 643

64, 984

69, 099

68, 513

67, 768
70, 338
72, 860

• 62,035

67, 880

66, 850
64, 338

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

64, {539

64, 427
67,314
64,881

63, 526
68, 205

64, 227
70, 857
65, 489
67,197
69,218
63, 726
61,668
63. 527
62, 753
69, 219

62,208
61, 073
67, 556
66, 353

69, 220
61,542
66, 595
62, 635

60, 901

60. 902

68, 828
67,198
69,815
67, 657
G6, 028
71, 835

63, 904

60, 903
61,342

6lf207

Jones. Gilbert D.. New York, N. Y. Quartz mill

Same Pr-ss
Jones, H. P., Davenport, Iowa. Dough kneader

Same Winding tatting hhuttles

Jones, James D., Columbiana, Ohio. Hor.«e rake (Reissue)..
Jones, James H., Williamsport, Pa. Car coupling

Same Check hook
Jones, J. H., and William F. Cozzens. (See Cozzens & Jones.)
Jones. James V. {See Cooper, George W., assignor.)

Same same.
Jones. James W., Cumberland, Md. Apparatus for making extracts from bark and

other materials •.

Jones, John, Baltimore, Md. Machine for compressing peat
Jones, John All cock, Great Britain. Non-conducting composition for covering boilers,

ice houses, &c., to impede the passage of heat
Jones, Joseph, et al. {See Goodnow, William D., assignor) (Reissue.)
Jones, Jo^iah, assignor to Thomas Kennedy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Manufacture of min-

eral knobs '.

Jones, Judson F., Washington, D. C. Switch
Jones, J. Herva, Rockford, 111. Hand seed planter
Jones, Luman A. and George J., Barrington, N. Y. Harvester
Jones, M. R., Bradford, Wis. Subsoil plow
Jones, N. R. (See Ragan, William H., assignor.)

Jones, Obadiabt South Englewood, N. J. Leather-backed -horse brush
Jones, Paul. {See Sprague, A. J., assignor.) •
Jones, Phineas, Newark. N. J. Driving reins '.

Jones, Robert. Cedarsville, 111. Beehive
Jones, R. V., Canton. Ohio. Horse hay fork
Jones, Robert V.. and Henry Fessler, assignors to selves and James Short, Canton,

Ohio. Harvester rake .•

Jones, Samuel H., ass'r to self and Charles W. Bready, Sandy Spring, Md. Cement
foi^lining oil barrels

Jones, Samuel W., BlufFton. Ind. Pruning shears
Jones, T., and W. Morgan, Pitt>burg. Pa. Compound for improving the quality of ii-on

Jones, Thomas J., Madison, N. J. Water ejector

Jones, Thomas J., and Elbridge Lawton. {See Lawton & Jones.)
Jones, T. J., Summit, N. J., and T. L. Webster, Brooklyn, N. Y. Faucet
Jones, Wiley, Norfolk. Va. Shoe-stretching device
Jones, W. B., Franklin, Ky. Motive power..
Jones, W. H., et al. {Sec Baldwin, Jones & Gibbs.) *

Jones, Wilson L. , Baldwin City, Kansas. Lifting apparatus
Jonson, Julius, assignor to Gustavus Jonson and H. L. FranK. Baltimore, Md. Mag-

netic machine for separating iron from brass turnings and filings $l.

Jordan, Dedrick, Charlf'stown, Mass. Cutler guide for moulding machines
Jordan, J. C. Watertown, Wis. Compound tool for punching and shearing
Jordan Lucius, Southington, Conn. Wrench
Jordan, Robert J., Elkhart, Ind. Belt coupling
Jordan, R. J., assignor to self and E. Darling, Elkhart: Ind. Boiler-water regulator.

Jordan, Thomas B., Gloucester, N. J. Starting apparatus for street cars

Jordan, William A., New Orleans, La. Washboard
Same Apparatus for bleaching cane juice .

Jordan. David C, sr., Brooklyn, N. Y. Door lock
Joslin, William C., West Thompson, Conn. Machine for reducing roller leather to a

uniform thickness
Joslyn, John, Canton, N. Y. Crimping machine ,

Josselyn, E. K., Cambridge. Mass. Eye glass ,

Jouett, James E., New York, N. Y. Chair and couch
Joy, William C, and John Campbell, Penn Yan, N. Y. Bleaching paper pulp
Joyce, Jacob O. {See Hopkins, J. R., assignor.)

Joyce, Maurice, Washington, D. C. Boat lowering and detaching apparatus
Juckett, Edward B., Roxbury, Mass. Steam generator
Judd, Albert D., New Haven, Conn. Cupboard latch ,

Judd, Edward M., Wo]<»ottville, Conn. Curtain fixture

Judd, E. M., and E. J. Manville. (See Manville & Judd.)
Judd, I. W., New Haven, Conn. Sash fastener :

Judd, J„ and N. M. Mcndenhall. {See MendenhaU & Judd.)
Judd, Oliver S., New Britain, Conn. Snap hook
Judkins, J. T., et al. {See Sinclair, J. A., assignor.)

Judson, Agur, Newark, N. Y. Mechanism for sewing oval seams
Judsoni Anson, Brooklyn, N. Y. Printing press :

Same Lamp t

Judson, Carlos. Omro, Wis. Medical compound ,

Judson, Isaac, New Haven, Conn. Hydraulic pressure regulator

Judson, Thomas S., Matteawan, N. Y. Harness trace
Judson, Wbitcomb, and William H. Prescott. (Sec Prescott & Judson.)
Juge, Henri, assignor to self and Thomas H. Rockwell, New York, N. Y. E^eletting

machine .^

Julius, Charles T., Philadelphia, Pa. Anchor. ..\

June, David, Fremont, Ohio. Cast-iron chimney ,

June, David, et al. {See Brayton, Curtis & June.)
Jurgenson, Jules, Switzerland. Stem-setting watch

Date.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867,
Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867,
May 7,1867.

May 7,1867.
.July 30,1867.
May 21, 1867.

,

Apr. 2,1867.

Aug. 27,

Apr. 30,

Nov. 12,

June 4.

July 30,

Sept. 24,

Apr. 9,

Jan. 29,

Apr. 2,

Mar. 12,

Sept. 24,

Feb. 19,

Jan. 8,

Aug. 6,

July 2,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Sept 24,1867.
Jan.' 29, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 30,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Aug. 13,1867.

JBne25, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or diBCOvcrv.

Jusberg, And^-ew, Galva, 111. Casting bells

Same Pump
Just, Francis, Buifalo, N, Y. Door lock
Justi, John A. W., Savannah, Ga. Truss
Juvet, Louis Paul, GJen's Falls, N. Y. Time globe

Same same -.

Kabisivis, Ernst, Davenport, Towa. .Stovepipe damper
Kafer, Peter M. , and Joseph M. De Lacy, Trenton, N. J. Feed water heater
Kahn, Simon. {See Yettcr, Micliael, assign' r.)

Kaiser, Charles, New York, N. Y. Steam rotary engine
Kaiser, Friederich, and Joseph Mnller. {See MuUer & Kaiser.)
Kalb, John S., Fostoria, Ohio. Wrench and pruning shears combined
Kalbfuss, Charles, New Rich uond, Ohio. Warming apparatus for lire places
Kali,' F., and S. Andrews, Rochester, N. Y. Boot crimp
Kamm, Jacob J., Fort Wayne, Ind. Burning fluid

Kamps, Gerhard, Pittsbui-g, Pa. Manufacture of vinegar .•

Kane, Bart, Cincinnati, Ohio. Water prism
Kane, Charles, assignor to self and John Gribben, Allegheny, Pa. Sash supporter. .

.

Kane, Stephen K. , Allegheny, Pa. Manufacture of petroleum soap
Kark, Cornelius, Huntington, Oliio. Gate ..*.

Karr, John V., Goshen, Ind. Gas chamber and valve for forges
Kassou, A. C, ass'r to self and N. C. Gridley, Milwaukee, Wis. Auger

Same same (Reissue)..

Kattell, Edward C, and John Ellis, (^-ee Ellis & Kattell.)

Same ." saae.
Katzcnberg, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Car brake
Kaufman, Daniel, Boiling Sp'ings, Pa. Fence ,

Kaufman, Simon, Fairbury, 111. Scouring and scrubbing machine ,

Kautmann, A., New York, N. Y. Paper collar

Kaufmann, Ernst, Philadelphia, Pn. Table urn
Kay, George and Joseph, Esopus, N. Y. Pocket knife ,

Kay, John A., and J. Durell Greene. {Sec Greene & Kay.)
Kaylor, Joseph, Reserve township, Pa. Machine for making patch bolts
Kays, S. A. and L. M , Independence, Iowa. Horse rake
Kayser, Henry. {See Mathis, J., assignor) (Reissue.)
Keab.les, H. N., Worcester, Mass. Gear cutter ,

Kean, Charles, Holliday$burg, Pa. Extension slide for tables
Keane, P. M., et al. (Sec Forest, David, assignor.)

Kcasey, Enos A., Ligouier, Ind. King bolt

Keasor, John L., Lacouia, N. H. Self-acting plow holder ,

Keating, John M. D., assignor to E. Keating, New York, N. Y. Envelope machine.
Keats, William and John. England. Manufacture of boots and shoes. (Patented in

EngHbd April 14, 1863) .•

Keck, Peter, Zanesville, Ohio. Pruning shears
Keck, Rudolf, Cliutonville, N. Y. Mode of treating slags and cinders for the manu-

facture of iron
Keefer, F., Greenfield, Ind. Hand plow
Keeler, G. B., Greeowich, Conn. Wrench.
Keeler, G. B., Port Chester, N. Y. Hoi>tii)g apparatus
Keeler, Luther C. , Montrose, Pa. Slioe holder
Keeler, Samuel, Lancaster, Pa. Seed drill teeth
Keeler, WiHiam, and L(; Roy Coville. {See Coville & Keeler.)
Ketmle, Washington, Philadelphia, Pa. Engine piston
Keenan, Philip, and Edwin O. Connor, Brownstowu, Pa. Puddling furnace. (Re-

issue)

Keene, George Augustus, Newburyport, Mass. India-rubber tread for carriage steps
Same Feathering paddle wheel

,

Keene, Geo. A., assignor to self and Joseph T. Manning, Boston, Mass. Neck tie. ..

Keene, Josiah, Washington. D. C. Plastering machine ,

Keeney, F. H. , Newport, Ky. Roundabout toy ,

Keeney , William J. , Florence, Ind. Harvester pitman
Same ..Pitman coupling
Same same •

,

Keene}', William J., and George W. D. Gulp. {See Culp & Keeney) (Reissue.)
Same same '. (Reissue.)
Same same : (Reissue.)

Keep, James M., New York, N. Y. Toy cross bow
Same Paper fastening

Keep, J M., and Company. {See Ely, Philip, assignor.)
Kecse, Richard, Bennington, Ohio. Churn
Keesey, John, Chester, Pii.' Shaft coupling
Ketthler, John, and Alexander Humphries. {See Humphries «fe Kcethler.)
Kehoo, Moses T., Amsterdam, N. Y. Cattle car
Keilig, Max A., Boston, Mass. Dress hook
Keil. Anton, ayl John Tresch, Ne\f York, N. Y. Macfiine for molding pottery
Keiser, William, Stroudsburg, Pa. Grate
Keiss, J., and G. Reneky. {See Reneky & Kei><s.)

Keith, Arza B., North Bridgewater, and T. K. Reed, East Bridgewater, Mass. Cut-
ting out leather '.

Keith, Horace' M., assignor to self and T. A. Flower, West Bloomfield, *i.ch. Com-
bined fertilizer and seed sower

Aug. 27, 18G7.

Oct. 22, lHfi7.

Feb. 12, 18()7.

Jan. 1, 18G7.

Jan. 1, IB(;7.

May 21, 1867.

Apr. 2, ]8S>7.

May 7, 1897.

June 25, 1867.

Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
Apr.
JIar.

Nov.
Nov.
Apr.
Aug.
June
Jan.
Apr.

20, 1867.

13, 1867.

5,1867.

9, 1867.

26, 1867.

26, 1867.

19, 1867.

2, 1867.

27, 1867.

4, 1867.

15, 1867.

9, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 23, 18C7.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

July 2.1867.
July 16, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10, lg67.

May 21, 18(J7.

Oct. 1,1867.
May 14, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 16,

June 1
1

,

Aug. 6,

Mar. 2(i,

July 9,

July 16,

Aug. 27,

Oct. 29,

Oct. 29,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 23, 18^7.
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No.

62, 425

62, 754
62. 755
69, 679

70, 575
61, 543
61.544
6i; 545
70, 001

65, 090
2, 554

66, 715
•G7, 988
71, .-391

62, 636
71, 763

65, 679
68,514
71, 180

62, 037
65, 393

71, 496
69, 447

62, 637
69, 100
63, 057
6fi,355

2, 810
71, 019

60, 741
62, 853
72, 204

69, 817
61, 209
63, 530

62, 426
64,428

70,226
,

66,501 '

66, 852
2,704

67, 989
07, 881

71,310

72, 404

ei, 074

61, Oil

71,311
69, 680
6;J, 906
6C, 968
70, 0C2

67, 770
2,615

Name, residence, and inventian or discovery.

Keith, Howard C, Ancoua, 111. Beehive i

Keith, J., and A. M. Duburn. (See Duburn & Keith.)

Keith, T. C, assicnor to Joseph K. Mallery, Vallev Falls, R. I. Auger
Kellam, B. J. , Fremont, N. Y. Oar. (AntedatedFcb. 15, 1867)
Kellar, James M. and Martin L., Buckeye, Iowa. Harvester
Keller, George William, Philadelphia, Pa. Dress elevator
Keller, John F., Greencastle, Pa. Seed drill

Same Seed planter
Same same

Keller, M. A., Littletown, Pa. Harvester
Keller, Peter P., ct al. (Sec Cole, William T., assignor.)

Keller, Peter P., and Jacob F. Hunter. (See Cole, William T., assignor.)

Kellett, Robert James, San Francisco, Cal. Punch for car tickets, &c
Kellett, Samuel, San Francisco, Cal. Molding (Design) .

.

Kelley, ElLsha, Locust Grove, Ohio. Broom head
Kelley, E. G., New York, N. Y. Petroleum still

Kelley, T. A., assignor to self and William G. Wilson, Cleveland, Ohio. Car brake.
Kelley, Zeno, New Bedford, Mass. Sealing padlock

Same Harpoon
Kellison. Daniel, and Thomas H. Parker. (See Parker & Kellison.)

Kellogg, Dennis A., Va'paraiso, Ind. Wrench
Kellogg, E. C, Rome, N. Y. Cattle pump
Kellogg, E. C. C, assignor to self and Theodore Hoyt, Hartford, Conn. Burglar

Kellogg, E. N. (See Lowrey, Robert O., assignor.)

Kellogg, H. (5ee Crosby, C. O., assignor.)

Kellogg, Henry, New Haven, Conn. Manufacture of hats
Same Machine for making paper hats

Kellogg, H. C., and E. A. Alexander. (See Alexander & Kellogg.)
Kellofig, J. Dwight, jr., Northampton, Mass. Tube well
Kellogg, Miner K.. Baltimore, Md. Stretcher for paintei's' canvas
Kellogg, N. G. (See Jennings, Ralph S., assignor.)

Kellogg, William H., Duquoin, 111. Gate latch

Kellogg, William P., Lansiogburg, and Miles Sweet, Troy, N. Y. Currycomb
Kells, Philip H. , Adrian, Mich. Brick machine J

Same same
• Same same (Reissue) .

.

Kellum, William C. San Francisco, Cal. Escapement for time pieces
Kelly, Dauiel, and W. W. Owen. (See Owen & Kelly.)
Kelly, James A., ct al. (See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)

Kelly, Jarvis P., and Edward A. Marsh. (See Marsh & Kelly.)
Kelly, John, Woodberry, Mrt. Car coupling .^
Kelly, Oliver A., assignor to Lamb, Cook & Company, Slatersville, R. I. GovernolP.

Same Steam-engine governor
Kelly, Oliver S., et al. (See Whiteley, Fassler & Kelly) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)

Same same. '

Same same.
Same (See Long, John, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)

Kelly, Patrick, Nashville, Term. Spark arrester

Kelly, William S. , Schenectady, N. Y. Pump
Kelsey, C. P., Li-»ingstonville, N. Y. Grain cradle
Kelsey, E. A. (5ee Clark, Hezekiah M., assignor.)

Kelsey, Jared, and John McLain, St. Mary's, Ohio. Farm gate
Kelsey, Marvin H. , Redbank, N. J. Joint for chimneys
Kelsey, Orlando, and Joshua F. Bailey. (See Hedden, Benj. F., ass'or.) (Reissue.)

Kelty, Gibbons L., New York, N. Y. Window -shade material
Kelty, Henry H., Northfield, Ohio. Farm gate
Kemper, Elijah, Thornville, Ohio. Gate

Same Thorn township, Ohio. Gate (Reissue)..
Kempton. George H. , Hudson, N. J. Boat-detaching tackle
Kendall, George F., assignor to E. M. Dickinson and Company, Fitchburg, Mass.

Thread waxer for sewing machines
Kendall, George H., Springtield,. Mass. Machine for pressing reins
Kendall, H. R. (See La France; P. A., assignor.)
Kendall, J. E., assignor to self and Charles Whitmore, Plymouth, Ind. Horse rake..
Kendall, James M. (See Flinn, William H., assignor.)

Kendall. John L., assignor to self and R. H. Trested, New Y'ork, N. Y. Electrotype
die for making imitation straw goods, &c -

Kendall, John L., assignor to Ellen A. Vail, New York, N. Y. Skirt supporter.
(Antedated Dec. 23, 1860)

Kendall, Joseph W., Philadelphia, Pa. Foot for tubs, buckets, &c
Kendeigh, J. E. and A. H., Ambers^, Ohio. Fence po^ .,

Kendig, H. M. N. , Washington, D. C. Garment fastener .^
Same Paper fastening

Kendrick, Jacob H. , Dexfer, Mich. Horse hay fork
Kendrick, John and Joseph H. (See Bigelow, Augustus E., assignor.)

Kendrick, W. G. , Wilmington, Del. Railroad car heater
Kennedy, Albert H., assignor through mesne assignments to Lewis Miller and R. B.

Walker, Akron, Ohio. Machine for shearing sheep ! . (Reissue) .

.

Date.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Mar.
Mar.
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Oct.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

8, 1867.

5, 1867.

29, 1867.

29, 1867.

29, 1867.

22. 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867,

Mar. 5,1867,
Dec. 3,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867'.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12,4867.
June 4,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct 1, 1867.

Mar. .5,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dec. 10, ]867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec 17, 186?.

Oct 15,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Oct 29,1867,
July 9,1837.
Jrly 16,] 867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct 8, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Oct 22,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 14, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

68, 444

65, 680
7i, 624

65, 394

72, 503

63, 907

61, 434

63, 531

66, 356
66, 357

71,181.

71,020
67, 315

68, 085

72, 504
70.' 858
64, 772

68, 993

2,489

60, 742
67, 199

69, 101

62, 257
61, 622
67,316
70. 859
62, C38
61,838

65, 233
66, 358
67, C59
71, 764

65, 816
70, C03

62, 854

62,961

62, 962
66, 969

.

68, C86
62, 855
62, 856

61, 435
69, 221

64, 773
62,341
64, 330
70, 096

70, 442
68, 087
61,210
62, 857
71, 182
69,818
65, 577
67.317

Kennedy, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Loom heddle
Kennedy, Donald, and Orrin H. Ingram. {See Ingram & Kennedy.)
Kennedy, J. P., and II. C. Bogart. {See Bogart, A. L., assignor.)

Kennedy, Patrick, New York, N. Y. Cement for fixing door knobs, &c
Kennedy, S. A., Attleboro', and S. W. Holt and J. Gerlach, Philadelphia, Pa. Elec-

tric clock •

Kennedy, S. H., et al. {See Steers, Abraham, assignor.)

Same ! same.
Kennedy, Thomas. (See Wise, Joseph, assignor.)

Same {See Munger, Wallace T., assignor.)

Same (See Jones, Josjah, assignor.)

Same (See Munger, Wallace T., assignor.)

Kennedy, Timothy, assignor to Thomas Kennedy, Hamden, Conn. Machine for

turning the heads of screws
Kennedy, T. W., assignor to self and Thatcher Nickerson, Avon, 111. Hand truck

for moving barrels, &c ,

Kennel, O. G., Ezra H. Smith, and G. L. Morrison, New York, N. Y. Lamp stove
for cooking

Kenny, Patrick, New York, N. Y. Steamboat signal apparatus
^ame Shirt stud

Kenny, P. G., Rahway, N. J. Wash or steep for roots, seeds, &c
Same, Manure

Kenrick, Stephen, et al. (See Bachelder, Cyrus P., assignor.)
Kt^nt, A. A., Lyons, Iowa. Tool for cutting, punching, and upsetting
Kents, John J. , Newtown, Pa. Slitting machine
Kenworthy, T. L., and A. Silvers, CoUinsville.'Ohio. Manual power machine
K^nyon. D. M., et al. {See Babcock, Charles A., assignor.)
Kenyon, Silas R., assignor to self and Milton C. Jeflfers, Greenville, R. I. Machine

for picking and husking corn
Kephart, H. A., Fletcher, Ohio. Farm fence
Kepler, Israel, Corry, Pa. Fireplace
Kepner, Solomon, Pottstown, Pa. Device for cleaning stables
Kercher, Jacob. (5ee Butterworth, Charles, assignor.)
Kern, Wm., andB. H. McNulty. {See McNuIty & Kern) (Reissue.)
Kerns, John, New York, N. Y. Hose coupling
Kero, Michael, et al. (See Sangster, W'lliam, assignor.)

Kerr, Edwin R., assignor to self and James L. Piatt, Kewanee, 111. Coal dumping
apparatus (Reissue) .

.

Kerr, Norman, and B. W. Beesley. (^ee Hatfield, C. B., assignor.)
Same same.

Kerr, Wm.,jr., Boston, Mass. Clamps for holding and finishing smoking pipes
Kert:haw, Chiu-les S., Sherburae, N. Y. Suspending claw for horse hay forks
Kersha'^, Robt., Norrislown. Pa. Means for winding or delivering yarn from spools
Kessler, Ileiurich, Duchy of Nassau. Steam engine lubricator
Ke-ssler, Jacob, York county. Pa. Cultivaor
Kester, William, Cherr3'vilie, Pa. MHChine for making slate frames
Ketcham, Franl^, Monongahela City, Pa. Sheep 1 rough
Ketcham, Lewis Y., Port Jervis, N. Y. Water crane for supplying locomotives
Ketcham, Richard, South Dansville, N. Y. Fence post
Ketchum, E. M. (See O'Connor, John, assignor.)
Ketchum, Stephen C, Winchendon, Mass. Mincing knife ,

Kewley, Henry, Perry, Ohio. Machine for digging potatoes
Same Tubing clamp
Same Hay raker and loader p

Keyes, Eben W., Boston, Mass. Teu-pin alley
Same Toy cue ,

Keyes, Gibson, assignor to self and F. Y. Payne, Binghamton, N. Y. Washing ma-
chine

Keyes, W. E., et al. (See Storrs, Keyes & Jones.)
Keyser, John II., New York,. N. Y. Coal burning stove

Same Radiating attachment for hot-air furnace
Same Coal .stove

Same Foot rest for stoves
Kidd, Joshua, England. Apparatus for carburetling gas and air

Same Apparatus for forming an explosive mixture of air and hydrocarbon
vapors for use in motive power engines ^

Kidder, Daniel, Franklin, N. H. Apparatus for tethering animals
Same Spring fish hook

Kidder, K. P., Burlington, Vt. Beehive
Kidder, Moses W., assignor to self and H. 11. BaTker, Lowell, Mass. Damper
Kidder, Moses W., and Moses W. Shorey, Lowell, Mass. Refrigerator
Kidney, George II., Cleveland, Ohio. VVashing machine
Ki^'ser, Frederick. (Sec Rupp, J., assignor.)
Kihlgren, C. A., Boston, Mass. Picture envelope
Kilbourn, Edward E. , New Bn^swick, N. J. Uniting edges of hosiery goods
Kilgore, Martlfc C, Washington, Iowa. Steam generator

Same Corn sheller
Kilgore, M. W., Baltimore. Md. .Chitm -• -•

KiUam, Henry, New Haven, Conn. Machine for compressing carriage wheels
Killgore, John, G. D. Clapsaddle, and Edward Smart, Areola, 111. Post-hole auger.
Killin, P., andH. C. Yates, Decatur, 111. Match safe ^

Sept 3,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 3.1867.

June 4,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
July 2,1867.
July 2,1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Nov. 39, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Jan.
July
Sept.
Mar.
Jan.
July
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.

1, 1867.

30, 1807.

24, 1867.

26, 1867.

29, 1867.

30, 1857.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

5, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 18(57.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Mar. 12.1867.
Jan. 22, 18G7.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 26, 18t)7.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Nov.
Aug.
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Oct.
June
July

5,1807.

27, 1867.

15, 1867.

12, 1867.

19, 1867.

15,1867.
11,1867.

30. 1867.
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No. Name, rehidence, and invention or discovery.

65, 578
69. 102
69. 103

69,819
67, 557
67, "^18

67, 319
71,497
70, 443
61,331
68, 752

67, 771

67, 772

63, 058
71,183
64, 4-29

62, 756

66, 359
63. 258
70; 860
68, 886
65, 916
66, 716
67, 060
65, 917

62, 492
70, 004

69, 349
62, 275

68, 994

72, 049

66, 360
67, 658

69, 681

62, 209
65. 091

63.; 395
2, 638

63. 729
64; 541

64, 229

68, 208
64,883

72, 405

70,861
65, 234

63, 059
72 645
72, 406
60, 907
71,498
71, 685
70, 723
60, 743
61,111
64, 985
66, 029
62, 858

61,436
68, 887

66, 853
62, 039

2,845

Killin, Robert B., Canton, Ohio. Corn dropper
KimbtiU, ChariesP., Portland, Maine. Jump seat for carriages
Kimball, E M., Toledo, Ohio. Watch key
Ki'uball, George P., San Francisco, Ual. Axletree for wagons..
Kimball, H. N., Watertown, N. Y. Bandage for cheese
Kimball, Phil p H., Prophetxtown, 111. . Water elevator

Same Molasses gate
Kimball, W. H. N., Ly un, Mass. M.7cbine for rounding up soles - --

Kimbel, John T., Vernon, Ind. Pump
Kim-berlin, John G. , Dryden, N. Y. Horse hay rake
Kimble, W., Salem, Ohio. Gate. fastening
Kimbrough, Jeremiah, et ai. (See Richaidson, John W., assignor.)
Kiramel, Henry, Waynesburg, Ohio. Hay rake and loader
Kimmell, John W., and John Marquis. {See Marquis & Kimmeil.)
Kiiicaid, James D., Bowling Green, Mo. Plow ^
Kiudleberger, T. J., Eaton, Ohio. Water wDeel

Same Lever jack
King, Abraham B., Camden, Ohio. Cultivator
King, A. D. , Granville Corners, Mass. Measuring rod
King, Charles, Morristown, N. J. Car replacer
King, David, Aberdeen, Oliio. Press
King, Edward, Taunton, Mass. Door latch ,

King, Edwin, Fredonia, N. Y. Clamping device
King, ITrancis L., Worce>*ter, Mass. Egg cutter

Same Machine for dressing stone
King, G., J. Gomber, and J. T. Shope, Frederick, Md. Sash fastener
King, Gamaliel, a-signor to self and Charles C. Pratt, Westfield, Mass. Method of

covering whips *.

King, G. E., New York, N. Y. Fluting machine
King, George W., Schoharie, N. Y. Horse rake

Same (See Hisert, Benjamin F., assignor.)

King, Henry N., and Austin Z. Mason, A drain, Mich. Clothes dryer
King. James, North Verron, Ind. Washing machine
King, John C., assignor to self and Geoi-ge M. Woodward, New York, N. Y. Mechan-

ism for operating the valves of force pumps
King, Joseph B. (See Lyons, Thomas, assignor.)

King, J. M. and D. B. (See Stevens, W. X., assignor.)

KiDg, M. A., New Y'ork, N. Y. Muif
King, Noah W., and Albert Caswell. (See Van Houten, James H., assignor.)

King, Norman, Etna, Pa. Throttle-valve gear
King, O. A., Bedford, Ohio. Cheese hoop
King, Samuel U., Windsor, Vt. Scythe fastening
King, Theodore E., Painesville, Ohio. Fence %.'.

Same Elastic button for carriages
Same Spring fur holding cloth in sewing machines
Same Fence (Reissue) .

.

King, Watson, Sprin glield. III. Horse rake ,
Same Railway-track clearer

King, William C. (See McLaughlin & Jones, assignors.)

King, Z. (St'c McMillen, William, assignor.)

King, Zenas, and P. M. Frees. (See Frees & King) (Reissue.)

Kingborongh, John, Cleveland, Ohio. Ship chimney jack
Kingdon, John. (See Elliot, William H., assignor.)
Kingman, O. P., Bridgeport, Conn. Watch key
Kingsbury, John\v., New Bedford, Masi>. Horseshoe machine
Kiuglaud, Allen & Clark. (See Neal, Daniel B., assignor.)
Kiiigslaud, C, assignor to self and I. K. Morange, McKeesport, Pa, Method of con-

structing car wheels
Kingsley, Brainei-d. Sharon , ]\Iich. Sheep shears. -

Kingsley, S. P., Springfield, Wis. Churn
Kinkel, Charles, ct al. (See Weidling, Carl, assignor.)
Kinkel, Charles, assignor to Alexander Wehle, New York, N. Y. Plow
Kinkele, John Adam, Sacramento City, Cal. Revolving oven
Kinnear, A. S., Volga, Ind. Scaffold
Kinney, John B., Yellow Springs, Ohio. Washing machine
Kinsley, Charles L., assignor to Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn. Bench vise

Same Clamp screw . . •
Kinsley, Edward G. , Stoughton, Mass. Corn popper
Kinsley, H. M., Chicago, 111. Lunch-heating apparatus
Kintner, Jacob L., Harrison county, Ind. ' Hay elevator

Same Harvester pitman ^

Kintz, George W., West Henrietta. N. Y. Potato digger
Kintz, H. J., Greece, N. Y. Potato digger
Kintz, Joseph, and P. J. Clark. (See Ciark & Kintz.)
Kinyon, Norman 8., Cheuanoro Forks, N. Y. Churn ^
Kuiyon, Norman S., and Benj. F. Smith, Chenango Forks, N. Y. Hay railer and

loader •

Kipp, jr., Abraham, Sing Sing, N. Y. Machine for gri^iing the runners of skateg.
Kips, John, and Wra. Allmendinger, Melrose, N. Y. Oder
Kirby, Charles Wright, New York, N. Y. Decorating croquet balls and mallets.

(Design)

June 11,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1807.

Oct. 15,1867.
Aug. 6. 1867.

July 3 1,1867.

July 30, 1 8*^7.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 13,

Mar. 19,

Nov. 19,

May 7,

Mar. 12,

July 2,

MiiT. 26.

Nov. 12,

Sept. 17,

June 18,

July 16,

July ,23,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
1P67.

18f^7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

June 18, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Oct. 22.1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

July 2,

Aug. 13,

Oct. 8,

Feb. 19,

May 28,

June 4,

June 4,

Apr. 9,

May 7,

1867.

1687.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug 27, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 1.9,

Dec. 24,

Dec. 17,

Jan. 1,

Nov. 26,

Dec. 10,

Nov. 12,

Jan. 1,

Apr. 23,

May 21,

June 25,

Mar. 12,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867;

1867.

1867.

1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 16,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Dec; 3,1867.
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Kirby , Jos^iah, Cincinnati, Oliio. Buns; cutter -

Kirby. W. A., and D. Wright. {See Wright & Kirby.)
Kirchiiof, Charles, Newark ,N. J. Pending wheel (Design)..

Same Candle holder
Kirk, Blanchard V., assignor to self and H. A. Musselman, Philadelphia, Pa. Skirt

elevator. (Antedated Sej)tember 11, 18G7)

Kirk, E. C, and E. Sneider, Baltimore, Md. Magazine for fire-arms
Kirk, George H., Philadelphia, Pa. Ice sled

Kirk, Oeorge R. (See Afourger, Charles M., assignor.)
Kirk, Snsan M., Camden, N. .J., and E. J. Howlett, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to E.

J. Plowlett. Tool for manufacture of paper bags
Kirk, Wm. A. L., assignor to Owens, Lane, Dyer & Co., Hamilton, Ohio. Governor.
KJrkham, George B , New York, N. Y. Key board of musical instrument

Same Organ
Same Window fastening
.Same Window fastener .• (Design)..

Kirkland, W. P., San Francisco, Cal. Marine motor
Kirkley, James, Chicago, 111. Niit-tapping machine
Kii'kman, D. J. , and E. H. Gray, Winchester, 111, Wagon brake

Same Adjustable tire for wheels
Same Plow

Kirkraan, John, Peoria, 111. Process of cleaning cotton seed
Kirkpairick, W. M., Littleton, 111. Sash supporter ,

Kirkup, Lancelot, assignor to self, A. Palmer, J. Parker, and W. M. Hudson, Hud-
son, N. Y. Anvil

Kirkwood, John F., and Samuel Mainster. (^ee Mainster & Kirkwood.)
Kissell, Jacob A. (See Stearns, Charles, assignor.)

Kissell, .Jacob A., and N. Blickensdufer, Chicago, 111. Lightning conductor
Same Corrugated lightning rod

Kistler, Willoughby F., Chicago, 111. Permutation lock
Kitchen, George H. , New Yoi-k, N. Y. Construction of signs

Kitchen, J. and W., and S. Samuels, England. Railway car brake
Klahr, Joseph, assignor to self, W. R. Weand, C. 11. Zing, and James J. Wagen-

horst, Bernville, Pa. Machine for bending wood
Klein, John C, Birmingham, Pa. Flesh fork,.

Klein, J. E., Oskaloo.=a, Iowa. Gate latch ..'.

Klein, Louis, Dansville, N. Y. Mode of treating ratan
Klein, M., and H. W. Wynne, Keokuk, Iowa. Fountain pen
Kleinschmidt, Charles E., Cleveland, Ohio. Car wheel
Klepper, P., Ceutralia, 111. Egg beater .". :

Klepzig. John, and John Agrell. (See Agrell and KIcpzig.)
Kline, C. O., and I. W. Yeakell. (See Lemley, Jacob, jr., assignor.)

Klueber, Loui.s. (Sec Nelson, Charles, assignor.)

Knapp, Alfred, North Fairfield, Ohio. Horse hay fork
Knapp, A. H., Newton Center, Mass. Curtain fixtures

Same Water elevator
Knapp, Benjamin, Bloomville, Ohio. Cast iron knee for sleighs

Knapp, Charles B., Waterloo, Wis. Boring»machiue
Knapp, George W., Corning, N. Y. Corn planter .

Knapp, Herrman E , Benson, Vt. Sled brake
Knapp, Hiiam, and Warren H. Pease, Goshen, Ind. Well tube
Knapp. John H., New York, N. Y. Pencil case
Knapp, Michael and John, Hudson City, N. J. Door lock
Knapp. Thomas K., assignor to John Goulding, Worcester, Mass. Knife sharpener..
Knauer, Christian F., Pittsburg, Pa. Curtain fixture ^

K e 1, Louis, and Max Adler. (See Adier & Knell.)
KnifFen, Le Grand, Worcester, Mass. Refrigerator car
Kniffen, L. G., Worcester, Mass. Harvesters

Same same
Same same
Same same ,

Knight, A. L., Baltimore, Md. Machine for cutting paper stock
Knight, Edmond H., UnadUla Mich. Cultivator
Kuijrht, Edward H., Washington, D. C. Safety chamber for oil tanks, &,c
Knight, George H., Cin.cinnati,.Ohio. Mechanical movement, or substitute for cog

wheels
Knignt, George H., assignor to Andrew O'Neill, Cincinnati. Ohio. Frying pan
Knight, George S., Sj'racuse, N. Y. Machine for turning axles -"

Knight, Henry W., Columbus, Ohio. Attaching picks to handles
Knight, Horatio D. (See Littlefield, S. D., assignor.)
Knight, J., assignor to T. C. Coleman, Louisville, Kv. Cotton bale tie

•Knight, John A., and Edward Stevens. (See Stevens & Knight.)
Knight, Robert T., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for di'ying straw board, sheets of

paper, &c
Knight, William Chase, Yanke^l^im's, Cal. Apparatus for saving precious metals- ..

Kniphals, Hinrick, Davenport. Iowa. Plow point -'

Knoderer,jr., H. Frederick, and L. F.. Columbus, Ohio. Compound for preventing
incrustation in steam boiler ...^,

Knoll, Jonas L-, Hummelstown, Pa. Dumping sled
Knotts, Margaret, Carondelet, Mo. Medical compound

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

Jan. 1,

May 21.

Nov. 5,

Dec. 17,

Jan. 15.

Nov. 12,

Mar. 5,

June 25,

June 25,

Nov. 26,

Apr. 9,

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18(57.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 14,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
July 16,1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
June 11, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 6,1887.
Nov. 5,1867.

July 30,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aitg..20,1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

May 7,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

Mar. 26. 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

May 28, 1867.
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Knowles, Arthur and James, and Joshua Barraclough, Great Britain. Apparatus
for extracting wool from mixed articles and fabrics

Knowles, Hezekiah, Brooklyn, N. Y. Shade holder for lamp and gas burners
Kuowles, L. J. , Warren, Mass. Harness motion for looms
Knowlcs, Selden W., New Haven, Conn. Cradle .,..

Knovvles, Thomas, Robert, and Samuel., Jertiey City, N. J. Machine for molding
pulley;

Knowles, Thomas C, et nl. (5ee Morris, Thomas, assignor.) •

Knovvles, Wilson W., and Albert R. Bnilcy. (Sec Bailey & Knowlcs.)
Knowlton, G. A., Natick, Mass. Oil can
Knowlton, G. W., and A. Senatz. (See Senatz & Knowlton.)
Knox, C. H. , Mount Pleasant, Iowa. Washing machine

Same Clothes wringer ,

Knox, John, Mount Gilead, Ohio. Thill coupling
Knox, John L. L., Pittsburgj Pa, Clinometer and level t

Knox, Thomas W., New York, N. Y. Transmitting plan of battle fields by telegraph.
Knuschke, F. W. L., assignor to the Gorliam Manutacturing Company, Providence,

R. I. Lifter for the lid of pitchers
Koch, John, Brookline, Mass. Stair
Koch, Philippe, New Haven, Conn. Wooden pavement
Kochensperger, Henry C, Thornville, Oh'o. Holder and seat for wagon brakes
Koechling, Bernhard, New York, N. Y. Folding chair
Kochn, Joseph, Canton, Ohio. Cultivator
Kohler, Ambrose, Boston Mass. Hot air furnace
Kohler, J. F., and S. B. Conover, New York, N. Y. Pie plate

Kohn. E., and J. L. Natcher, Sidney, Ohio. Ladder and chair
Kohn, Is 'ac, Edgerton, Ohio. Broom head 1

KokemuUer, J. W., Bluffton, S. C. Cotton gin
Kolb, G. F,, Philadelphia, Pa. Jewel case
Komar, C. J., Willoughby, Ohio. Step and extension ladder
Komp, A., New York, N. Y. Quartz crusher..

Same Machine for clasping hoops to lady's skirts

Same Apparatus for washing and separating coal
Same Steam heating apparatus for brewers and others

Konold, Christian, Snowden, Pa. Dies for swaging mattocks, hoes, &c ,

Koons, Even, assignor to Elias Emmert, Funkstown, Md. Tuyere
Koplin, William, New Castle, Pa. Spike machine

Same Machine for making carriage bolts

Koppe, Moritz, New York, N. Y. Injector^for insect powder
Kopper, F., New York, N. Y. Toilet table. (Antedated November 9, 18f)7)

Koppenfels, Frederick, and Gustav Brueck, New York, N. Y. Fan
Korn, Charles, Wurtsborough, N, Y. Machine for dressing leather ,

Same Apparatus for leaching bark
Koshiski, Wladyslaw T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Cement felt for covering steam boilers,

pipe, &c .^

Koyle, John, Rockford, 111. Nail clincher ;$, ,

Kraher, Philip, Cincinnati, Ohio. Adjustable bolster for mattresses
Kraiss, William, assignor to self, JacobtBeckman, and Myron Silverthoi'n, Fairview,

Pa. Beehive
Krake, John A., Alden, N. Y. Subsoil attachment to plows
Kramer, Lafayette, Point Pleasant, Pa. Beehive ,

Kramer, W., Milwaukee, Wis., and Joseph Wise, New York, N. Y. Cigar ma-
chinery

Krapf, X., and C. Vogt. (See Vogt & Krapf.)
Krausch, C. W. Theodore, Philadelphia, Pa. Method of increasing traction in loco-

motive
Same Method of increaf>ing traction in locomotive (Reissue)..

Krause, Amandes, West Liberty, Ohio. Horse rake
Krausei', D. H., and G. M. Bowman, Pottsviile, Pa. Washing machine
Krauser. John, Tylersburg, Pa. Cider mill (Extension) .

.

Kvauser, John L., assignor to J. E. Emerson, Tylert^burg, Pa. Saw
Krayer, F. C, ct al. (See Schrick & Hildenbrand, asfignors.)

Krebs, Charles, West Springfield, Mass. Adjustable railing for vehicles
Krebs, Joseph, and August Johns, Massillon, Ohio. Corn planter
Kreigbaura, Philip, and Luther Boyd. (See Boyd & Kreigbitum.)
Kreitz, Theodore W., Quincy, 111. Folding desk, (Antedated October 13, 1867). ..

Kretchmer, Edward, Pieasq,nt Grove, Iowa. Beehive
Krewson, A. D., and J. Campbell. (See Campbell & Krewson.)
Krider, J. M.. Mndison Court House, Va. Tailor's measuring instrument
Krieg, John K., New York, N. Y. Pegging jack. (Antedated October 27, 1867)..

.

Krieghoff , E. , Rochester, N. Y. Bedstead and bed bottom
Krier, Peter. (See Doebele„Henry, assignor.)

KroUpfeiffer, C. F., New York, N. Y. Sled
Kroner, S. A., Doylestown. Pa. Gate ^
Kroner, S. A., New Britain, Pa. Cultivator .^
Krotzinger, George, New York. Game
Kruger, Max II., New York, N. Y. Apparatus for filtering and refining oil

Krum, E, M., Nas -au, N. Y. Horse hay fork .'

Kuder, Christian, Rochester, N. Y. Clothes stick

Kuebler, William, and F. Seelhorst, Philadelphia, Pa. Telescope >

Kunlman, Adolph F., Dubuque, Iowa. Washing machine .*.

.

Feb. 19,1867.
July 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. iO, 18G7.

Jan. 22,1867.
July 2,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Feb. 26,18*7.
June 18, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
July 23,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27. 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 30.1867,
May 7, 1867,

June 18, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867,
Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 15, 186y.

Mar. 19. 1867,

Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867,

Apr. 2,1867,
June 18, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Sept. 3. 1807.

Aug. 0,1867.

Apr. 39,1867.
July 9,1867.
May 14, 1861

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Ji>n. 29,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 13, .867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 23, 1S67.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

July .9,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
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Kuhlmann, George. New York, N. Y. Table. (Antedated December 12, 1867)

KL:hnert,F. W., Rochester. N. Y. Rudder
Kulinle, Charles F., Washington, D. C. Shelf bracket
Kuntz, William H.. Mount Rock, Pa. Hoisting apparatus
Kupferle, ,John. (See Webster, Joseph H., assignor.)

Same same.
Kurth, Henry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Umbrella runner ^
Kurtz, Horatio I. {Sec Janney, Nathan L., assignor.)

Kurtz. John, Clinton township, Pa. Corn cultivator and potato plow
Kussmaul, William F. , Baltimore, Md. Safety gun lock
Kynett, H. P., Lisbon, Iowa. Gang plow f.
Labair, A. , Pewaukee, Wis. Portable fence
Labarre, Pierre, and Felix Bizard. (See Bizard & Labarre.)
Labiaux, John L., assignor to self. C. Courtois, P. W. Vail, W. C. Griswold, N. B.

Day, and J. Sheldon. Newark, N. J. Machine for pouncing hats
Lacey, D. P., Oxfordville, Wis. Shower bath
Lackey, Ira, Lebanon, Ohio. Fence
Lacy, E. F., assignor to self and S.D. Thompson, Danville, 111. Trace buckle
Ladd. George V. B., Boston, Mass. Skate
Ladd, George W., assignor to John A. Brown, Providence, R. I. Method of making

side band of watch cases
Ladd, Hermon W., and Dexter P. Webster. (See Webster & Ladd.)

Same same.
Ladd, S. G. , and G. W^. Crown, Lowell, Mass. Machine for giinding cards
Lfiemmel, Moritz, jind Otto Heinigke. (See Heinigke «fc Laemmel) '.

. . (Reissue) .

.

LafFeity, R. M., assignor to self, J. E. and J. P. Prutzman, Three Rivers, Mich. Com-
bined cover lifter, hammer, &c

Laflin, Matthew, Chicago, 111. Apparatus for amalgamating gold and silver

La France, P. A., assignor to self and H. R. Kendall, Elmira, N. Y. Compositor's
copy holder

Lagowitz, Samuel, and Isadore Lehman, (^ee Schubeus, Charles H., assignor.)

Same same.
Same. same.

Lahaye, J. J., and S. T. Reeves, Reading, Pa. Slide valve
Laighton, W. Irving, Portsmouth, N. H. Curtain tassel .;....

Lain, Isaac. (See Boorman, Benjamin, assignor.)

Laiug, John, assignor to self and George Nimmo, Hoboken, N. J. Faucet .
.'

Laird, Andrew J., deceased, by Mary Jane Laird, administratrix, Middletown, Pa.
Hoi-se hay fork '

Lake, A., Smith's Landing, N. J. Cleat chock .A
Lalie, A. W., ct al. (See Clifford, Carleton, assignor.)

Lake, Elijah, Davisburg, Mich. Grain drill

Lake, Elizabeth Adelaide. (See Hyatt, Thaddeus, assignor.)

Lake, Ezra B. , Bridgeport, N. J. Railway switch
Same Curtain^MLture
Same Nail p^^Keeder
Same Scale -mm-

Lake, Hazleton, Shelburne, Vt. Ox shoe . .j

Lake, Jesse S., Smith's Lauding, N.J. Self track-laying car
Lake, N., et al. (See Reese, Gould & Lake) (Reissue)..
I-amason, B. P., Milton, Pa. Axle box :

Lamason, B. P., and S. W. Murray, Milton, Pa. Brake block and shoe for railroad
cars

,

Lamb, Cook & Co. (See Kelly, Oliver A., assignor.)

Same same.
Lamb, George A., Jefferson ville, N. Y. Adjustable label-holder for mail bags
Lamb, Isaac W., Salem, Mich. Car seat and couch

Same Permutation lock
Lamb, James, Hubbardstown, Mass. Washing machine

Same (See Beaty, David B. , assignor.)
Lamb, Noyes D.. Norwich, Conn. Leak signal for vessels
Lamb, Patrick W., Albany, N. Y. Sprue for molders
Lamb, Samuel T. (See Spofford, Charles, assignor.)
Lamb, Wiliam H., San Francisco, Cal. Watch escapement
Lambert, George G. (^ee Piatt, Theron E., assignor.)
L»mm, Emile, New Orleans, La. Making crj'stal shred gold for dentists

Same Method of preparing gold for filling teeth
Lamm, Henry J., Richmond Ind. Neck yoke fastening
La Mothe, B. J., New York, N. Y. Constiuction of buildings. (Antedated Novem-

ber 13. 1R67)

Lamplugh, Isaac, Peoria, 111. Shearing and punching machine
Lampman, B. N., Rutland, Vt. • Concrete pavement
Lampson, George W., Waterloo, N. Y. Cistern filter

Lampson, Henry, England. Bale tie.

Lamsen, R. H., and W. W. W. •ood. (See Parker, James, assignor.)
Lamson, Ebenezer G., Shelburne Falls, Mass. Table fork

Same Drill spring for quarrying stone, &c
Same Operating drills

Lamson, E. G., president of the Windsor Manufacturing Company. (See Farns-
worth, Joseph S., assignor.)

Lanagan, Michael A., assignor to self and John Dailey, Brooklyn, N. Y. Oar lock.

.

Date.

Dec. 24, ieP.7.

May 28, l?'fi7.

July 23, l'_67.

Nov. 26, it 67.

Nov. 5,^837.

July 16, IS")?.

Oct. 1.5, I8J7.

Mar. 26, ]8i7.

Dec. 31, 1837.

Mar. 26,^81)7.

Apr. 23, 857.

Dec. 10, ] 837.

Sept. 10, 1867.

June 4, J 867.

June 11, 1867,

Mar. 26, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Mar. 5.1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 23,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

July 23,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 31. 1867.
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Lanagan, Michael A., assignor to self, John Dailey, Robert Russell, and Andrew
Mercein, Brooklyn, N..Y. Boat detaching apparatus -..

Lancaster, Israel, Baltimore, Md. Harvester rake
Same Grain binder ..".

Lancaster, John P. (See 8talcup, William P., assignor,) ^
Lancey, Dustin. {See Marden, Samuel, assignor.)

Land. Silas, Philadelphia, Pa. Self-acting eyelet batten
Landbeck, William H., Rochester, JT Y. Wrench
Laudfear, William R., assignor to Cornelius Callaghan, Boston, Mass. Breech-load-

ing fire-arms , (Reissun) .

.

Landfear, William R., assignor through mesne assignments to David Whittemore,
Hartford, Conn. Mnchine for pegging boots and shoes

Landis, Frank F. , Lancaster, Pa. Door lock
Landis, Israel L. , Lancaster, Pa. Portable fence

Same Fence
Saute Attachment to stirrups

Landis, Simon M., Philadelphia, Pa. Hot and cold air bath
Lane & Bodley. (Sec Myers, Edward, assignor.)

Lane, B. I., Framingham, Mass. Scrubbing utensil

Lane, George W. , Piantsville, Conn. Hinge '

Lane, P. P., assignor to Lane & Bodley, Cincinnati, Ohio. Self-lubricating journal
box.

Lane, S. B., Waterbury, Conn. Machine for making buton rings

Lane. Thomas W., assignor to the Spencer Repeating Rifle Company, Boston, Mass.
Magazine fire -arm

Lane, W. B., and W. Coulter, Organ Spring, Ind. Cultivator
Lane, William C, Green Point, N. Y. Device for suspending and detachiniar articles.

Lang, Charles, New York, N. Y. Machine for embossing and perforating paper, &c.
Lang, Charles B., Chicopee, Mat^s. Tassel fastening
Lang, George P., and Peter I>auster, Allegheny, Pa. Making/jug' tops
Lang, J. P. Theodore, Washington, D. C. Steam-engine governor
Langen, Eugen, Prussia. Grate for furnaces (Reissue) .

.

Langen, Eugen, and Nicol. Aug. Otto, Prussia. Air engine
Langley, Clark M., Lowi-ll, Mass. Mode of driving printing presses
Langmaid, Samuel, Lawrence, Mass. Apparatus for sifting coal. (Antedated June

28,1867)
Langstroth, L. L., Butler county

,_
Ohio, and S. Wagner, Washington, D. C. Appa-

ratus for extracting fconey from the comb
Langworthy, D. I., Jamestown, N. Y. Piano-forte mover
Lanier, John C. (See Becker, G. H., assignor!)

Lansdell, Henry S., New York, N. Y. Water ejector

Lansing, Garrett C, and John G. Ostrom, Rhinebeck, N. Y. Wagon spring
Lansing, Henry L., and George H. Chase, (See Ohlenslager, A , assignor.)

Lanstrom, Reinhold, Cincinnati, Ohio. Tip for gas burners. (Antedated December
24, 1867) ,^^.

Lape, George T., New York, N. Y. Carpenters' gauge ^H.
Same Summit, N. Y. Railroad station indicator ^H

Lape, George T., and Jepthah Leathe, New York, N. Y. Railroad switch
Lapiiam, O., El Paso, 111. Wagon-tongue support ,

Lapham, Rufus, New York, N. Y. Automatic fire extinguisher ;

Same Inkstand
Lapham, R., and G. Clark, jr. , Boston, Mass. Chem'cal fire engine
Lapham, "V., El Paso, 111. Bolt fastening
Lapp, Henry. (^Sec Gray, Thomas, assignor.)
Laraway, Ransom K. and Jerome, Battle Creek, Mich, Plow
Larchar, Lewis, Utica, N. Y. Corn planter
Large, A. T., Chicago, 111. Seed-dropping attachment for hoes
Large, George VV., Yellow Springs, Ohio. Gate latch
La Riviere, F. C, assignor lo Luciau D. Newell and Moses R. Greeley, Minneap-

olis, Minn. Machine for cutting the locks in hoops for barrels -

Larman, John Q. (S'cc Clark, Spencer M., assignor.)
Larmore, John W,, Harrison, Ohio. Whififietree

Larrowe, Albertus, Cohocton, N. Y. Gate
Larson, Guuder, Lake Mills, Wis. -Sleigh knee
Lasher, Daniel, assignor to Lorenzo B. Tupper, New York, N. Y. Grate

bar ( Reissue) .

.

Latcher, J. W., Albany, N. Y.. and John Young, Amsterdam, N. Y., assignors to

John Young. Wringing machine
Latcher, J. W., and W. J. Powell, Amsterdam, N.Y, Railroad car brake.. (Reissue)..

Latham, A. O., Wheeling, West Va. Book-keepers' ruler
Latham, Cornelius H., Randolph, N. Y. Tube well
Latham, John 11., e.t al.

^
(See Rockwell, Henry H., assignor.)

Lathrop, C. G., San Jose, Cal. Weed cutter
Lathrop, G. C„ Danville, Mich, Sawing machine ^
Lathrop, L, B , San Jos6, Cal., Gang plow Mk
Latimer, James F., assignor to Eliza Ellsworth, Detroit, Mich. Apparatus for accu-

mulating power
La Tourrette, A., Waterloo, N. Y. Ditching machine
La Tourrette, A., Waterloo, N. Y., and Seih H. Smith, Venice, N. Y. Brick machine.
Latimer, C, C. {See Snow, Henry C., assignor.)

Date.

Dec. 31,1867.
Aug. 20. 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Apr. 30. 1867.

June 18,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Jan. 1,

Feb. 26,

Nov. 19,

aiar. 26,

Nov. 19,

Jan. 1,

May 14,

Sept, 3,

Aug. 13,

Aug. 27,

J 867,

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 15.1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
June 11,1867.

Dec. 31,

Feb. 5,

Sept. 17,

Jan, 22,

Sept. 24,

June 11,

Dec. 3,

May 28,

Nov. 12,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 2#1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.
May 21, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2.3,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 20,1867.
Mar, 19,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.
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Lattin, Charles E., assignor to self and John R. Lattin, Birmingham, Conn. Flush
bolt. ,

Lattin, G., and A. F. Hubbell. Coldwater, Mich. Seat for vehicles

Lattin, J. 11., et al. {Sec Hubbell, George W., assignor.)

Same (5ee Houston, William E., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same. same.

Lattin, John R., assignor to self, E. Wooster & Co., and F. Hull <fc Co., Birming-
ham, Conn. Skirt boop

Latting, R. G.. New Orleans. La. Cotton-bale tie

Laubach, W. H., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for carbnretting gas
Laubach, W. H., assignor to self and W. S. Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa. Low water

indicator
Lauder, George, Pittsburg, Pa. Machine for straightening bars ,

LaiTer, John E., New York, N. Y. Acid compound, for use in baking and cooking..
Laumonier, Frederic J. P., France. Circular coke oven
Lauster, Peter, and George P. Lang. {See Lang & Lauster.)
Lautu, Bernard, assignor to self and James McCarty, Reading, Pa. Manufacture of

bars or rods of iron or ><teel. (Antedated Septenaber S, 1866)
Lavatcr, L. J., I'^jince. Means for attacliing''brackets to glass

Laverty, W. A., fwRignor to Joseph Nicholson, Philadelphia, Pa. Neck tie

Lavery, Richard, South Boston, Muss. Tool for cutting off boiler tubes
Lavey, S. S., Plymouth, Ind. Chuck for watchmakers' lathes

Lavis, Charles it., and James McMillan, Philadelphia, Pa. Hair curler

Law, JHervey, New York, N. Y. Machine for cutting paper (Reissue).

Same Chatham, N. J t^arae (Reissue)..

Law, Stephen D., and Edward P. Curtis. (See Curtis, Hiram, assignor.)

LaWj W.. New York, N. Y. Refrigerator
Lawes, William H., Somerville, N. J. Liuimei^or the cure of foot-rot in sheep
Lawrence, Charles W., Milton, Ind. Spring liii^e

Lawrence, (^ookC, Homer, Mich. Thill coupling
Lawrence, David M., Washington, D. C. Metal clasp for barrel hoops
Lawrence, E. H., and J. W. Merrill. (See Meri-ill & Lawrence.)
Lawrence, Henry. (See Cook, Theodore R., assignor.)

Lawrence, Ja^ies, W., assignor to Brewster &. Co., New York, N. Y. Securing fel-

loe joints

Lawrence, Jewett, Ripon, Wis. Tablet for multiplying photographic pictures
Lawrence, Joshua, Palmyra, N. Y. Fifth wheel for carriages
Lawrence, Mary A., New York, N. Y. Ornament for kats and dresses (Design) .

.

Lawrence, Ntithan, Taunton, Mass. Syringe valve
Lawrence, Nathan, assignor to Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass. Construction of ice

pitchers .-.

Same Butter dish
Laws, Samuel S., New JTork, N. Y. Electrical indicartor

Lawson, Benjamin S., BA)bklyn, E. D.. N. Y. Wrench. (Antedated October 19, 1867)
Law.son, James A., Troy,'N. Y. Coal hod

Same Hot-air furnace 1

Lawson, Peter, Lowell, JIass. Apparatus for refrigerating, cooling, and preserving.
Lawther, A. B., and Charles Coester. (5ceCoester &, Lawther.)
Lawton, Elbridge, New York, N. Y., and Thomas J. Jones, Summit, N. J., assignor.^

to C. J. Eames. Ferrules for boiler tubes
Lawton. George, assignor to George James, Trenton, N. J. Machine for stamping

clay door knobs
Lawton, William, Green Point, N. Y. Propeller
Lawyer. Pe-rer, Richmondville, N. Y. Carpenters' gauge
Lay,'John L., Buffalo, N. Y. Locomotive
Lay, JohuL., assignor to self and H. O. Perry, Buffalo, N. Y. Steam engines

Same , same
Same same
Same same
Same 1 same
Same , same

Lay, John L., and Horatio O. Perry. (See Perry & Lay.)
Layman, J. W. (See Munson, Francis, assignor.)
Layton , John E., New Wilmington, Pa. Fence
Lazear.C.G, assignor to self and B. L. Fletcher, Norwalk, Ohio. Fence. (Disclaimer).
Lazear, Hu-am Y., New York, N. Y. Gas burner for heating purposes
Lazier, John, Belleville, Canada. Spinning machine
Leach, Frederick, Tioga, N. Y. Machine for pressing peat '.

Leach, J. D., Penobscot, Me. Ship's block, and warping chock
Leach, S. J., Tuscaloosa, Ala. Plow
Leadbetter, Frederick, Plymouth, Mich. Bed bottom
Leaken, John, assignor to self and F. H. Bogar, Clinton, 111. Chum dasher
Leaman, Robert, Hillsborough, Ohio. Lounge for invalids
Leas. Grcorge, Shirleyshurg, Pa. LamjJ-chimney cleaner
Leas, Noah and Worley. (Ste Myers, John F., assignor.)
Leathe, Je])thah, and George F. Lape. (See Lape & Leathe.)
Leavenworth, J. N., assignor io self and Bela A. Mann, Hamden, Conn. Let-off

mechanism for narrow-ware looms
Leavitt, Charles, Cleveland, Ohio. Fruit dryer

Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

May 14, 1807.

Mar. 19, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
June 18, 18C7.

Mar. 12,

Dec. 31,

Feb. 19,

Mar. 12,

Sept. 17,

July 9,

July 9,

Nov. 19,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

. 1867.Apr.

May 28,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
July 23, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

July 23,1867.
July 23, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

July 23, 1667..

Oct. 22,1867.
July 29, 18t57.

Blay 7, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 1.3» 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 5.1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
May 14, 1867.
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No.

68, 214

70. 230
64, 113

62, 861
60, 751

64, 884

62, 042

66.154
66. 094
70, 725
66. 857
61,941
66,719
70, 867
72, 647
63, 400
68,215

68,518
64,545
65, 095
63, 909
2,449

65. 400
64,232
6.3, 80

1

67, 991
69, 684
64, 988
69, 952
70, 342

66, 977
72, U52
64, 885

65, 580
66, 155

68. 758
63. 265

62.759
62, 493
62, 345
71,522

62, 645
72, 868
62, 646

71,523
62, 760

6.5, 401
68,216
67,321
62, 647
71,520

62, 340
60, 752
C7, 4:J3

70, 8(i8

60, 753

62, 141

64,114

64, 430
6i, 942
64,679
61, 345

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Lebby, N. H., Charleston. S. C. Centrifuf^al piimp
Lecbuer, Richard, and "William Zeller. {Sec Zeller &. Lechner.)

Same same.
Lecky, R. H., Allegheny, Pa. Cotton-bale tie. (Antedated October 9. 1867)
Lecianche, Georges Lionel, France. Combining, generating, and secondary or accu-

mulating galvanic battery
Leclei-e, Fran9r)is, assignor to self and J. S. Letrerd, Watertown, N. Y. Lantern
Le Count, Charles W., N'>rwalk, Conn. Lathe dog
Ledyard, Thomas D. {Sec Emsley, J. J., assignor) (Reissue.)
Lee, A. , St. Paul, Minn. Heating stove
Lee, jr., Benjamin, assignor to sell and Alfred Woodham, Williamsburg, N. Y. Fish

hook
Lee. Caleb, assignor to self and Joshua Lee, Sandy, Ohio. Harvester
Lee, Chapman, and Joseph Paudler, Washington, D. C. Curtain fixture
Lee, C. H., 0^kaloosa, Iowa Churn
Lee, Daniel, Boston, Mass. Globe valve
Lee, Henry, Oberlin, Ohio. Animal trap
Lee, Henr-, A., Worcester, Ma^s. Cutter head for planing machines
Lee, James, New York, N. Y. Lamps
Lee, jr., James, Cbarlestown, Mass. Cloth washing, rinsing, and squeezing machine.
Lee, Joel, Galesburg, III. Petroleum stove..

Lee, John, assignor to I^^aac C. Tate, New London, Conn. Vise %.
Lee, jr., John F. {See Wheatou, William, assignor.)

Lee, Joshua. (5'ee Lee, Caleb, assignor.)

Lee, Luther B., and George W., Jerusalem, N. Y. Fly net
Lee, L. E., and C. Mudge, New Orleans, La. Turn-table for railroads

Lee, Nehemiah AY., North Providence, R. L Tobacco cutter ;

Lee, S. M., New London. Iowa. Car brake
Lee, Z W., as^ignor to John C. Lee, Gonzales, Texas. Cotton-bale tie ... (Reissue) .

.

Leeson, Thomas, Sharon, Wis. Post-hol^uger
Leetp, James T., New York, N. Y. Bui-Wng fluid

Lefeber, James, Wayne, Ind. Portable fence
Same Cambridge Cit}', Ind. INIcat masher

Lcfebvre, Louis, New Orleans, La. Sugar evaporator
Le Ferre, John, Cbarlestown, Mass. Window-sash elevator

Same same
Lefevre, H., and J. McGuire, Lancaster, Pa. Compound for stopping leaks in steam

boilers •

Lefnngwell, George W., Columbus, Pa. Beehive
Leffiagwell, J. Q. , Nevada, Iowa. Washing machine
Leffingwell, W. andC Clarksburg, Ohio. Hog holder
Legat, Desire Mathurin, and Jules Frau9ois Matbias, (See Mathias & Legal.)
Lege, Charles L., San Antonio, Texas. Medical preparation ,

Legg, John T., Lewis county. Mo. Gang plow
Legran, Leouhard, Allegheny City, Pa. Ariiticial leg
Lehman, B. B., Lebanon, Pa. Machine for making paper allumeites
Lehman, B. E., and Robert Ross. {See Ross & Lehman.)
Lehman, I^adore, and Samuel Lagowitz. {See Schubeus, Chas. H,, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Lehmann, Benedict, Piqua, Ohio. Ointment for curing spavin, splint, &c., iti horses.
Leonard, Carl, Boston. Mass. Window shutter fastening
Leib, William, and Green B. Horubeek, Winchestei", 111. Car coupling
Leibey, J. A., Davenport, Iowa. Horse power
Leibrandt & McDowell. {Sec Smith & Brown, assignors) (Design.)
Leich, Adam, Brookljn, N. Y. Door lock
Leigh, LeAvis, Bridgeport, Conn. Globe valve
Leighton, Alfred, England. Apparatus for printing on uneven surfaces
Leighton, Andrew, and M. L. \Miitney, {Sec Xoyes, George, assignor.)

Leighton, William, Wyandotte, Mich. Fagot for railroad rails

Leinau, (jeorge, Philadelp'hia, Pa. Preparing fertilizers

Leiseni ing, Henry G. (fe Greene & Forbush, assignoi's.)

Leithead, George H.. East Birmingham, Pu,. Medical co-Tipound
Leitner, Amos, Hojiewell township, Ohio.' Portable crane for loading wagons
Leland, Mary H., Milbury, Mass. Portable oven
Lemen, A. R. , Kalamazoo, Mich. Hoisting apparatus -

Lerali.y. jr., Jacob, assignor to self, I. W. Yeilkell, and C. O. IQine, Newtown, Va.
Means for measuring and laying out garments

Lcmm, Hiram, Leonidas, .Mich. Stump extractor
Lemmon, F. M., Shelbyville, 111. Wheelwrights' spoke-driving bench *.

Lemon, jr., Sam'l, assignor to self and Chas..Wpodruff, Hoboken, N. J. Lubricator
Lenhart, Adam I.. New Brunswick. N. J. Fish hook
Lennig, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Compound for saline medicated baths
Lennoi:, Patrick, and Thomas Roberts. {See Roberts &. Lennox.)
Lenoir, J. J. E. , France. Copying telegraph

Lenox, Edward S., and Edward Spaulding. New Ybrk, N. Y. Potato digger
I^eouard, Cornelius. (See Culver, James Henry, assignor.)

Leonard, Henry G., Taunton, Mass. Grate for stoves
Leonard, J. C., Union City, Mich. Fence
Leonard, Joseph C, and Dclos P., Union City, Mich. Hop frame
Leonard, M. C, Washington, D. C. Cartridge box ,

Date.

Aug. 27, 18G7.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 23,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
June 25, 1867.

June 25, 1867.
Nov. 12,1867.
July 16,1867.
Feb. 12,1857.
July 16, 1S67.
Nov. 12, 1807.

Dec. 24, 1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
May 7, 1867.

May 28, 1867.
Apr. 16,1867.
Jan. 8, 18G7.
•June 4, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
Apr. 16, !867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
Oct. 8,1867.
May 21,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 23,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Ftb. 2!), 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. ^,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26. 1867.

Jan. 1. 1867.

Aug. & 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
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Leonard, Sebastian, jr., Fairfield county, Conn. Portable fence ,

Leonard, Volney, Springfield, Pu. Beehive
Same .- same

Leonard, William. Boston, Mass. Horse collar ,

Same Harness saddle
Leonhard. Theodor, Paterson, N. J. Bleaching vegetable oil

Leopold, Charles P., et al. (See Shloss, Veerkamp & Leopold.)
Le Page, Matthew, assignor to self and William Amberman, Woodhaven, N. Y.

Spring bed bottonx
Le Page, M., and F. Raymond, Woodhaven, N. Y. Seat for lounges and chairs
Lepper, A. F., et al. {See Warren, Pfeiffer & Lepper.)
Lerew, Henry, and C. K. Burkholder. (See Bnrkholder & Lerew.)
Leslie, A. M., St. Louis, Mo. Apparatus for (he preparing and administration of

nitrous oxide gas. (Antedated April 23, 1867) ,

Leslie, S. Z., Hartland, Maine, and T. W. Porter, Boston, Mass. Carriage corner
body iron

Leslie, William O , Philadelphia, Pa. Brick machine
Lesner, Augustus S., assignor to self and A. L. Noyes, Boston, Mass. Mop wringer.

.

Lesster, William C, New York, N. Y. Fireplace heater
Lester, James S., and Lyman G. Jennings, Lafayette, Ind. Derrick
Letherbury, Cha|fcs D.,*Che>'ter, Pa. Shoe
Letmate, F. W., and Lewis Francis. (See Francis & Letmate) (Reissue.)
Letrerd, J. S. (6ce Leclere, Fraccois, assignor.)

Leunt, G. W. and A. H. North. (See Nichols, Josiah H., assignor.)

Levulley, Francis C, Waruerville, N. Y. Door fastener
Levallois, Hilaire Andre, and Achille Schmitte. (See Schmitte & Levallois.)
Leviue, Isaac, New York. N. Y. Cuff
Levis, Samuel G., Kellyville Pa. Making thick paper (Reissue)..
Levoy, W. E., Cmcinnati, Ohio. Plow
Lewando, Charles, Bobton, Mass. Illuminated sign
Lewandcwski, Charles, assignor to Emile Granier, France. Apparatus for prepar-

ing cotton
Lewer.--, Dixon, a=signor to Ferguson &. Lewers, Louisville, Ky. Stave machine
Lewis, Bnrdett A., assignor to self and Jeremy W, Bliss, New Britain, Conn. Trace

fastening. (Antedated May 16, 1867)
Lewis, Charles K. F., assignor to self and C. M. Alexander, Washington, D. C.

Washing shield

Lewis, Christopher, and M. S. Ridgway. (See Ridgwoy & Lewis.)
Lewi.s, David P , Huutsville, Ala. Cotton chopper and trimmer

Same Hose guard ;

Lewis, Edward A., St. Charles, JIo. Velocimeter
Lewis, Edward C, Auburn, N. Y. Elliptic spring
Lewis, Elliot, Lockport, N. Y. Sad jron
Lewis, EUoch M., et al. (See Beardsley, Boyle, Lewis & Clancy.)
Lewis. George B. and Clark, Adams Center, N. Y. Device for suspending horse

hay forks, &:c

Lewis, George T., Philadelphia, Pa. Mode of treating precipitated lead to destroy
its cry.-'talline character

Same (See wiliiams, Charles P., as.'^ignor.)

Lewis. George T., and Nathaniel Bartlett. (See Bartlett & Lew^.)
Lewis, George W., Providence, R. I. Horseshoe
Lewis, Henry C. , Miller township, Pa. Railroad switch
Lewis, Horatio S., Communipaw, N. J. Skinning cattle. »

Lewis, John W. , Fetterman, West Va. Plow.
Lewis, Joseph H. , Duxbury, Mass. Vise

Same Wheel and axle for carriages
Lewis, J. O., Worcester, Mass. Card grinding ej'linder
Lewis, Mosen, and Samuel Miller, Greenville, Conn. Pulley for belting
Lewis, M, C. , Glasgow, Mo, Head block
Lewis, Nathaniel and Friend, Adams, N. Y. Cheese box
Lewis, Rees, New York, N. Y. Safe lock
Lewis, R. L., Worcester, Mass. Boot tree
Lewis, R. W;. Beacon Falls. Conn. Self-feed for carding engines
Lewis, S., Tiffin, Ohio. Flour bolt
Lewis, Samuel C, Woodbridge, Mich. Water elevator
Lewis, Thomas, Maiden. Mass. Syringe
Lewis, Tristram S., Chelsea, Mass. Well tube
Lewis, William, John Price, and Francis Naylor, Danville, Pa. Fagot for railway

rails (Reissue) .

.

Lewis, William, and John Price. (See Price <fc Lewis) (Reissue.)
Lewis, W. A., assignor to self, H. H. Mason, and Joseph Messinger, Springtield, Vt.

Mop head
Lewis, William H., New York, N. Y. Roller for towels
Lewis, William P., assignor to telf and William H. Sims, Pittsburg, Pa. Method of

casting tuyeres ,

Lewman, William C, Kansas, Ohio. Hand com planter •

Lewy, B. M., Montgomery, Ala. Lathe -

Lew zinger, John. (See Binner, Adolph, assignor.) •
Leyburu, Edward I., Lexington, Va. (jupping instrument

Same Harvester rake
Same sajae

Dec. 3,1867.
June 4,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Aug. 1.3,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 7,18G7.

Oct. 22,1867.
Aug. 6, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Apr. .30, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Dec, 10, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27. 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct.
Dec.
Apr.
Jan.
May
Oct.
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Oct.

Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
July
Sept.
May

29, 1867.

3, 1867.

16, 1867.

8, 1867.

28, 1867.

22, 1867.

24, 1867.

26, 1867.

24. 1867.

26, 1867.

29, 1867.

5, 18f;7.

15,1867.

26, 1867.

9, 1867.

10, 1867.

7, 1807.

Julv "SB, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Oct. 8 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
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62, 862
63,^fi8

«j5, 4(j3

63,40L

70, 233

71, 517
65, 921

69, 228

71, 627

61, 842

69, 822
6U,912
67, 660

70, 726

71, 891

72, 054
71, 396
63, 269
65, 404

69, 000

69, 001

64, 432
67, 201

2,569

62, 761

64, 117

69, 106

63, 064

71, 187

70, 584
65, 920
71,519
2,438

2,439
63, 732
64, 547

71,314
64. 337
OL; 671

62. 347
72, 307
71, 1F8
68, 7(;l)

62, 429
65, 245
62, 546
66, 978
68, 092

60, 755

2,607
69, 452

72. 207
62, 348
64, 886
68,218
64. 887
67, 062

Leyden, Austin, Atlanta, G-a. Combination padlock
Libbertz, Johann A., Germany. Boat detacliing tackle
Libbey, H. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Carnage top prop rest

Lidrtell, Noy es, Lafayette, N. Y. Corn planter
Liddell, W. J. F. (See Thorpe, James Edward, assignor.)
Liddell, W. J. F., and Samuel Selden. {See. Selden & Liddell.)

Liddle, John, assignor to Jane E. Liddle, Bi-ooklyn, N. Y. Heat radiating stove or
furnace for tireplaces

Liddle, Kobert Z., Brooklyn, N. Y. flot-air furnace t

Lidford, Thomas H., North Adams, Mass. Steam' valve
Liebmann, Herrmann, Mascoutah. 111. Vegetable slicer

Liebrich, Conrad. {See Uitting, Leonhardt, assignor.)
Same same.

Liebrich, C., et al. {See HlUebrand, L., assignor.)

Liebrich, Daniel, Philadelphia, Pa. Door gong
Lieder, Alexander, et al. {See Weidling, Carl, asi<ignor.)

Liefnur, Charles T., Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Sewer
Liggett, jr., George, (^ee Hartman, Benjamin J., assignor.)

Light, Edward F., Worcester, Mass. jDUrnal box
Light, J. F., Worcester, Mass. Shaft coupling
Lighter. Samuel K., Thomas Harding, and Joseph Curtis, Hamilton, QJIio. Grain

drill tube
Lightfoot, Goodrich, assignor to self and Joseph B. Lighlfoot, Elgin, 111. Blind

fastening '.
,

Lighthall, Reuben, Brooklyn, N. Y. Washing machine ,

Lighthall, William A., New York, N. Y. Condensing engine
Lightner, John H., Shirleysburg, Pa. Lamp chimney cleaner
Lightner, .John S., Westford, Win. Liniment
Lighty, Henry, Attica. Ind. Evaporator
Ligou, E. T. , Demopolis, Ala. Submarine plow

Same Mode of uniting steel or iron with copper
Lilienthal, Christian H., and J. Polhemus. {See Polhemus & Lilienthal.)

Limerick, Landon, Louisville, Ky. Baby-tender
Lincoln, Daniel, Johnsbnrg, N. Y. HorsH collar

Lincoln, George H., assignor to the Lincoln Manufacturing Company, Providence,
R. I. Trade-mark (Design)

.

Lincoln, George S., and Company. {See Pratt, Francis A., assignor) (Reissue.)

Lincoln, Isaiah, and Aaron Pratt, Cohasset, Mass. Animal tether
Lincoln, J. H., et al. {See 'I'ucker, John E., assignor.)

Lincoln, J. H. and Si, et al {See Hammon, Lincoln & Hammon.)
Lincoln, William C, assignor to Milton. Bradley & Co., Providence, R. I. Toy
Lindeman, Elies W., assignor to self, M. S. and H. H. Harnish, Manor township.

Pa. Safety bridle

Lindeman, Jacob B., Manor township. Pa. Harness
Lindemeycr, Philip, Hoboken, N. J., and Lindemeyer, Louis, New York, N. Y.

Window shade
Linderman. John H. {See "Vail, Jacob, assignor.)

Lindley, N. H , Bridgeport, Conn. Propagating tank and bed
Lindley, Thomas 11., Taunton, Mass. Filing machine
Lindou, William, New Haren, Conn. Clock
Lindsay, S. A., assignor, through mesne assignments, to C. Aultman, Canton, Ohio.

Rake for harvesters (Reissue)

.

Same Harvester (Reissue)

.

Lindsey, William, Oberlin, Ohio. Cattle pump
Lindsley, tlijah, Neenah, Wis. Car coupling
Lindsloy, E., and S. B. Smith. {See Smith & Lindsley.)
Lindstrom, J. J., et al. {See Vanderbilt. George R., assignor.)

Ling, Conrad, and G. S. Chandler, Detroit, Mich. Orgau and melodeon coupling. .

Ling, Thomas, Kew York, N. Y. Pump
Lingard, George A., New York, N. Y. Stud fastening
Lingley, Bartlett, et al. {See Ttivlor, Charles, assignor.)

Link, W. B., Taberg, N. Y. Mop cloth. (Antedated February 14, 1867)

Linton, John R. D. V., New Bedford, Mass. Seat for vehicles -

Linton, Nathan M., Wilmington, Ohio. Animal trap
Lipc, Charles E., Fort Plain, N. Y. Corn dropper
Lipp, Les^is A., Coatsville, Pa. Ice-cream freezer

Lippiatt, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Rose engine lathe

Lippincott, John, Pittsburg, Pa. Method of tempering circular saws
Same Manufacture of axes •

Lippincott, Thomas C, Philadelphia, Pa. Cord tightener for curtains

Lipps, John S., assignor to self and Edwin Sanderson, Brooklyn, N. Y. Composition
of matter for fuel and other purpose's

Little, Andrew, New York, N. Y. Printers' type (Design).

Little, Cyrus and Joel I^., Van Wert county, Ohio, and Reuben M. Dalbey, Spring-
field, Ohio, assignors to selves, and Doty &. Rawlins. Dirt scraper

Little, E. C, and James W. Bell, St. Louis, Mo. Summer furnace
Little, Freeman, St. Louis, Mo. Slat for window blinds

Little, Henry, Middletown, N. Y. Device for elevating ice

Same same -

Little, John, Newberg, N. Y. Mode of desulphurizing iron ore

Little, John F., Lockport, N. Y. Barrel cresset

Mar. 12,1867.
Mar. 20, 1867.

June 4. l!-67.

Apr. 2,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug.].3, 1867.

Nov. 12,

Dec. 10.

Dec. 10,

Nov. 26,

Mar. 26,

June 4,

Sept, 17,

Sept. 17,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

May 7, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
May 7,18()7.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Feb. 26.1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1F67.

July 23, im.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
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List of patentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, lSj6t—Continued.

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Little, Robert B., and Henry C. Clark. {See Clark & Little.)

Little, Rufiis, and Lewis Gibbs, assignors to selves and John E. Bucher, Canton,
Ohio. Harvester rake

Little, Thomas C, Dixon, 111. Steam generator
Littletield, C. B., assignor to self and T. W. Torter, Boston, Mass. Gas cock
Littlefield, C. H., Turner, Me. Sulky plmv ,

Littletield, Charles H., Turner, Me. Metallic loop
Littietitld, Dennis G., Albany, N. Y. Base burning stove (Reissue)..
Littletield, Hiram and Charles, Teuksbury, Mass. Corn-cake machine
Littlefield, Horace, Lewis, Iowa. Scaffold
Littletield, Sanford, assignor to Charles S. Smith and Pelatiah J. Marsh, Grafton,

N. Y. Feed bar for sewing machines
Littlefield, S. D., assignor to self and Horatio D. Knight, Burlington, Wis. Axle
Littlejohn, L,, New York, N. Y. Cotton bale tie

Livermore, George W., Cambridgeport, Mass. Machinery for making barrels.

(Extension) .'

Livingston, E. F., Chicago. 111. Cooking stove
Livingston, Ira, Hornellsville, N. Y. Washing machine

Same Well tube and point .'

Livingston, John L., Mount Carroll, 111. Limekiln
Livingston, M. M., et al. (See Beckwith, L. H., assignor.;

Livingston, Robert ||., Mobile, Ala. Composition or paste for articles of food
Same same (Reissue) .

.

Livingston, William H., Johnstown„ N. Y. Handsaw
Lloyd, Charles C, assignor to American Meter Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Dry

gas meter -,

Lloyd, C. P., Portsmouth, Ohio. Beehive
Lloyd, G. A., and C. A. Stewart, San Francisco, Cal. Anchor:
Lloyd, G. A., and S. Tetlow, San Francisco, Cal. Sewing needle
Lloyd, Isaac, and Theos. Weaver. (See Patton, William P., assignor.)

Lloyd, Samuel, assignor to self and Robert C. Stevena, AVashington, D. C. Reversible
lounge

Lochman, C. L., Carlisle, Pa. Box for indelible ink, <fcc

Same Cork press
Locke, Charles L. (See Hall, John, assignor.)
Locke, Edward A., Boston, Mass. Tag or label
Locke, Harvey, Grand Rapids. Mich. Machine for removing seeds from raisins.

(Reissue)
Locke, Jesse A., ct al. (Sec Needham, Daniel, assignor.)

Locke, Jositih, and T. J. Lockliart. {See Lockhart &. Locke.)
Locke, R. B., New Orleans, La., and William B. Ulrich, Concordia Parish, La.

Gas burner
Lockhart, A. W. , Sacramento, Cal. Grain separator
Lockhart, T. J., and Josiah Locke, Pittsburg, Pa. Insulator for lightning rods
Lockrow, Calvin. (See IMorris, Jacob F., assignor.)

Loekwood, James K., Alpena, Mich. Saw '.

Lockwood, John, assignor to self and Edwin Gilbert, Wilton, Conn. Wire-pointing
machine

Lockwood, John S., et al. {See Terwilliger & Lockwood) (Reissue.)

Lockwood, Seth, Holly, Mich. Wa>hing machine
Lockwood, William E", PhUadelphia, Pa. Nail
Lockwood, W. E. and E. D., ct al. (Sec Cooper, John H., assignfir.)

Lockwood, W. N., Woodcock, Pa. Washing machine
Lodge, L. W. T. Peler.sburg, Ky.' Road scraper
Lodge, William B., Daubury, Conn, Fulling stock

Same Hat
Lodge, William B., and H. Platner, Danbury, Conn. Machine for sizing or planking

hat bodies
Lodge, W. B., and H. Platner, assignors to selves and F. Shaller, Danbnry, Conn.

Machine for sizing hat bodies
Lodge, William B., and Hiram Platner, Danbury, Conn. Felting machine
Loeffler, B., and C. Wise. {See Wise & Loelfler.)

Loeffler, William O., New York, N. Y. Automatic fan
Loeser, Charles P., Hartford, Conn. Bed bottom
Loewenberg, Henry, assignor to self and Emile Granier, New York, N. Y. Com-

pound for printers' ink
Same Marking compound -

Loewenberg, Henry, New York, N. Y., assignor, through mesne assignments, to the

Modena Hat Company. Fabric for hats, bonnets, &c (Reissue)

.

Loftus, Joseph D., Chelsea, Mass. Concentrating sulphuric acid
Logan, James R., Bellmore, Ind. Sawing machine
Logan, Thomas J. (See Buckley.*Johu, assignor.)

Lohnes, Conrad, and George A. Hill, (^ee liill & Lolfhes.)
Loiseau, Alphonse Julien, New York, N. Y. Stop-motion for looms

Same Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for cleaning and bleaching fibrous

material
Loiseau, Emile, New York, N. Y. Attachment for holding skirts together .

Lomas, John R , New Haven, Conn. Melodeon case (Design).

Lomas, John R., assignor to B. Shoninger Melodeon Company, New Haven, Conn.
Organ case (Design)

.

10 c p

Date.

Dec, 17,18fi7.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
July 30, 1867.

May 14,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

July 9,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 4,1867.
July 2,1867.
July 9,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

June 4,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 9,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1S67.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 14,1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.

July 9,1667.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

June 25, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
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List of patentees of inventions^ designs, and reissues, 1867—Oontinaed.

No.

69, 351

esifsTi

69, 454

65, 821

70,235

60,914
67, 126
72, 055
68, 519
61, 470
2,660

2,661
64, 888
70, 008
72, 871
63, 403
72, 056
70, 585
70, 446
63, 537
62, 211

2, 773

71, 315

67, 993

60, 760
66, 156

63, 735
70, 729
71,027
66, 364

61, 547
62, 650

68, 447
61, 943

71, 397

65, 758
66, 721
66, 979
69, 107

71, 771

61, 672
72, 512
2,498
65,822

60,756
65, 246
68, 889
72, 209

72, 649
61,548
2,632

65, 347

67, 323
67, 324

68, 631

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Lomax, George H., assignor to self and Richard D. Blinn, Soiierville, Mass. Poultry
drinking fountain

Lomb, Henry, New York, N. Y. Eye-glass and spectacles
Lombard, C. E., assignor to self, A. O. Siuclair^ and C. C. Merritt, Springfield, Mass.

Key.
Lombard, Johnson, Springfield, Mass. Machine for folding leather.
London, Williftai E., et al. {See Doane, Orton & London.)
London, W. E., assignor to J. A. Fay &. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Shaft coupling
London, William E., and John Richards, Cincinnati, Ohio. Shaft coupling..
London, W. E., and W. H. Doane. (See Doane & London.)
Long, A. Z., Scranton, Pa. Car brake
Long, Burgess B. (^ee Gaboon, James W., assignor.)

Long, Charles, Paris, 111. Corn planter
Long, George, Marlboro' township, Ohio. Wagon brake
Long, Geo. S., Bridgeport, Conn. Machine forforming and tempering elliptic springs.

Long, H. E. , Plymouth, Ind. Wood vise for a joiner's bench
Long, Israel, Terre Haute, Ind. Plow
Long, John, assignor through mesne assignments' toWm. N. Whiteley, Jerome Fassler,

and O. S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio. Harvester. (Divisioa A, reissue;..

Same same (Division B, reissue) .

.

Long, JohnM., Hamilton, Ohio. Harvester rake
Same Horse rake 9.

Long, Nathan, Eaton, Ind. Table leaf support . ...*

Long, Obed, Joliet, III. Machine for bending bars of metal
Long, Richard, Chill icothe, Ohio. Furnace for hot air blast
Long, Stephen W., Louisville, Ky. Brick machine
Long, Thomas, Vandalia, III. Elastic spring for carriages
Long, T. A., Meadville, Pa. Soda fountain
Long, W. P., Wkeatland, Ind. Making plows '.

Longabaugli, Levi. {See Maxell, Henry, assignor.)

Longacre, M. C, Cleveland, Ohio. Refrigerator (Reissue)..
Longhi, John N. {Sec Abbiati, Ernesto, assignor.)

Longstreet, Aaron, Chicago, III. Door knob
Loomis, Albert, et al. (See Page, Phillip A., assignor.)

Loomis, B. T., New York, N. Y. Expanding die

Loomis, Daniel A., et al. (S'ee Carlton, William, assignor.)

Loomis, James H. , Attica, N. Y. Device for ventilating and heating rooms
Loomis, Kellogg H., assignor to Cornelius Van Brunt, Cincinnati, Ohio. Valve of

steam engine
Loomis, Ruasel, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Fire-escape ladder
Loomis, Samuel L. , Byron, N. Y. Car coupling
Loomis. S. P., Philadelphia, Pa. Painters' window jack
Loomis, William R., Nelson Wells, Harmon Hitchcock, and Samuel G. Stryker, El-

mira, N. Y. Burning fluid t

Loos, Fredrich, Germantown, Pa. Button
Loosley, Ann, Philadelphia, Pa. Medicine .«.

.

Lord, Aaron G. (See Collins, Richard, assignor.)

Lord, Eli H., Homer, and Egbert Hinman, Syracuse, N. Y. Mop pail and wringer. ..

Lord, Ivory, and Sewall Woodman, Saco, Maine. Cultivator
Lord, J., and J. H. Winterbottom. (See Wiuterbottom & Lord.)
Loring, Caroline M., and Jilzekiel Avcrell, Charhstown, Mass. Nursery chair
Loring, Francis M. (5ce Campbell, S. P., assignor.)

Loring, Silas H., Lawrence, Mass. Hose coupling
Lothrop, Henry O. , Milford, Mass. Steam engine *.

. -

.

Lotz, W. H., andF. Baumann, assignors to W. H. Lotz, Chicago, 111. Brick machine

.

Louden, William, Fairfield, Iowa. Elevating and conveying device
Same Hoisting machine for stacking hay 1

Loughborough, Ira E., Pittsford, N. Y. Clothes line reel

Loughrau, Michael, Pittsburg, Pa. Machine for rolling clevis blanks
Louis, La Fayette, Providence, R. I. Melodeon (Reissue) .

.

Same same
Louis, T. J., and J. T. Wilson. (See Wilson & Louis.)
Loutrel, Cyrus H. (See Francis, Lewis, assignor.)

Loutrel, C. H., and Lewis Francis. (See Francis & Letmatc, assignors.) (Reissue.)

Love, Horace T., Vermillion Township, Kansas. Fastening for railroad rails

Love, James P., New York, N. Y. Fastening for corsets

Love, John C, assignor to W. H. Love, Philadelphia, Pa. Lamp burner
Love, John C, assignor through mesne assignments to W. H. Love, R. H. and W.

H. Childs, Philadelphia, Pa. Lamp burner
Love, Roger W., and Albert Ball, Windsor, Vt. Machine for channeling rocks .

Love, Samuel, Indianapolis, Ind. Railroad bumping post
Lovejoy , George, Deposit, N. Y. Fence panel I ( Design) .

.

Lovejoy, Henry W., and James H. Ferguson. (Sec Ferguson & Lovejoy.)
Lovejoy, W. II., and C. Robinson. {Ses Robinson & Lovejoy.)
Loveland, Charles B., Elizabethport, N.J. Shoe sole
Lovell, Henry C, et al. (See Taylor, Charles, assignor.)
Lovell, Richard C. M., Covington, Ky. Mining and tunnelling machine

Same Yalve for steam engine
Lovell, W. S. (Sec Brown, James R., assignor.)

Loversidge, George L., Great Britain. Tanning
1 Lovet, Nicholas. (Sec Forsyth, G. R., assignor.)

Date.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
Oct. 1,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
Dec. 10. 1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

June 25, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan- 1, 1867.

June 25, 1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867,

July 2,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 5,1867,

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
July 16. 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
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Lf!?(f of 'patentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1867—Continued.

Date.

Lovie, Henry axid Albert, Phtladelphiai Pa. Curtain fixture

Same .
." same

Low, H. H., assignor through mesne assignments to Charles S. Burt, Dunleith, 111.

Shingle machine (Reissue) .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Low, John, assignor to self and Wm. Nash, New Britain, Conn. Ox bow pin
Low, John J., Cleveland, Ohio. Coal stove •.

Same same
Low, J. M., Portlandville, N. Y. Horse rake and hay spreader combined
Low, Peter, Cleveland, Ohio. Cooking stove
Lowe, Ebenezer W. , Almond, N. Y. "Washing machine
Lowe, John, Lebanon, Ind. Clod fender
Lowe, John Knox, Cleveland, Ohio.- Bronzing machine '.

Same Inking apparatus for printing machines ,

Lowe, Shederick J., Quincy, 111. Lamp for kindling fires

Lowe, T. S. C, New York, N. Y. Mode of manufacturing ice

Same Apparatus for the manufacture of ice

Same Apparatus for condensing carbonic acid, and for drawing off and
applying the same for cooling and freezing

Lowe, William, Bridgeport, Conn. Steam generator
Lowell, Albion H., Manchester, N. H. Apparatus tbr forming molds for purposes

of casting metal
Same Soap-stone stove

Lowell, John B., Baltimore, Md. Steam engine globe valve
Lowell Manufacturing Company. {See Ney, Elemir J., assignor) (Design.)

Same same t (Design.)
Same same (Design.

)

Same same (Design.)
Same 1 same (Design.)

Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.

)

Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)

Same same (Design.

)

Same same .•• '. (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design .)

Same same (Design.

)

Lower, J. J., Tennessee, 111. Beehive •-

Lowrey, Robert O., Tabor, Iowa. Tile and brick
Same Saratoga Sg)rings, N. Y. Roofings cement
Same satne Foundation for roofs
Same Tabor, Iowa. Tile and brickfor roofing andotherpurposes. (Reissue).

Same Salem, N. Y. Process of rendering paper, cloth, and the like, 4^6
ajid water proof

Same Composition of matter for the manufacture of water-proof paper
and other articles

Lowrey, Rob't 0., assignor to self and E. N. Kellogg, Tabor, Iowa. Wind mill

Lowrej', William L., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Manufacture of illuminating gas
Lowth, Michael F., and Thoma,s J. Howe, Owatonna, Mich, Cultivator
Lowthorp, F. C, Trenton, N. J. Truss frame bridge
Loy, Danill L., Graceham, Md. Tuyere
Lucas, Calvin L., Plymouth, Mass. Permutation lock
Lucas, Heman S., Chester, Mass. Preparing fuel from coal dust and iVesh water peat.

Same Paper stock. '.

Lucas. J. E., et al. (See Heppenstall, William, assignor.)
Lucas, V/illiam, Rushville, 111. Machine for making cider
Lucas, William, assignor to Oliver Downing, New Haven, Conn, Pan
Luce, John B., Earlville, 111. Horse I'ake..

Lucie, D. I., and C. Verniaud. {Sec Verniaud & Lucie.)
Luckman, George O., and Joseph Benn. (See Benu & Luckman.)
Luders, Thomas L., Olney, 111. Molding box
Ludlow, O. W., Dayton, Ohio. Water wlftel
Ludlow, R. C, St. Louis, Mo. Sifter
Ludlow, Vvilliara J. , Chardon. Ohio, Torch and match safe
Lugo, Orazio, New York, N. Y. Deodoriziog petroleum
Liike, Theodor, St. Louis, Mo. Carpet cleaner
Lull, Harvey, Hoboken, N. J. Shutter hinge (Extension) .

.

Lull, Henry C., Montpelier, Vt. Machine for scouring marble
Lurais, Thomas J., and Hiram Smith, (^ee Smith & Lumis.)

Same same,
Lundborg, John A, W., Sam Francisco, Cal. Automatic fan
Lunger, John, Waldo, Ohio, Wagon seat supporter *.

Lunkenheimer, F,, Cincinnati, Ohio. Steam engine oil cup
Lunt, J. W., et al. {See Bowler, N. P., assignor.)
Lupton, George H., Cleveland, Ohio. Swing •

Same Sash fastener
Lupton, Thos, N., assignor to Adam R. Reese, Phillipsburg, N. J. Rake for reaping

machines (Reiiisue) .

.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 1.5,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 12. 18G7.
Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb, 12,1867,
Apr,« 2, 1867.

Nov, 26, 1867,

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

Apr, 2,1867,
June 4,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Julv 2,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.
May 7,1867.
May 7,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
July 23, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867,
Aug. 27, 1867,

Apr. 30, 1867,

Sept, 3,1867.

Dec. 31,1867,
Sept, 17, 1867.

Aug, 13, 1867.

Julv 9,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Jan. 8,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Apr. 22, 1867.

June 25, 1867,

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

June 11, 1867.
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List of patentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1867—Continued.

Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

72, 210
70. 447
68. 761
65, 407
67, 891

68, 762
71, 189

64, 681

64, 121

66, 722
68, 371
72, 211
71, 190
63, 272
63, 273
72, 407

72, 057

69, 922

62, 143

67,892

71, 028

61,441

69, 824
62,848
65,248
66, 603
68, 632
64, 777
72, 513
68, 763
70, 099

67,320
70, 448
63, 166
71, 191

61, 078
71, 514

62. 652

72, 058

2, 560

72, 059
09, 455
61, 673

69, 456

65, 408
65, 923
2,708

71, 772
64, 339
69, 825

03, 274

Liipton, "William P., and C. M. Talbot. Cadiz, 111. Registering yard stick

Lurmann, F. W., Prussia. Blast furnace
Lurton, N. M., Newbern, 111. Grain measure
Lusk, jr. , Jobu, Eckford, Mich, Tourniquet clamp •.

Luther, Jonathan, and Alexander Marsh, Worcester, Ma.«s. Window-blind fastening.

Luther, Justus P., Berlin, Wis. Machine for rolling whips ,

Luther, L. T.,Oak Grove, Pa. Water-proof friction match
Luttgen, M. O. (See Gartner, Arnold, assignor.)

Lutts, A. W., and G. W. States. (See States & Lutts.)

Luxton, Charles, Hudson, N. J. Peat machine
Lyda, John, ct al. (See Goodin, Blair & Lyda.)
Lyle, John, NCTvark, N. J. Combination tool

Lyman, C. C.,*Edinboro', Pa. Platform scale •

Same same
Same Animal trap

Lyman, C. S., New Haven, Conn. Apparatus for illustrating waves
Lyman, David, Middlefield, Conn. Clothes wringer

Same same
Same _. . . . same
Same...... (-Sec Palmer, S. W.. J. F., andN., assignors.)

Lyman. David, et al. {Sec Page, Abby H., assignor.)

Same {5ecMellish, Henry, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Lyman, Eugene F., Indianapolis, Ind. Clothes rack
Lyman, William W. (See Harris, Elbridge, assignor) (Reissue.)

Lyman, William W., assignor to the Meriden Britannia Company, West Meriden,
Conn. Manufacture of tea and coffee pots

Lynch, Charles S. (See Huntoon, Reuben K., assignor.)

Lynch, George F., Milwaukee, Wis. Railroad box and journal. (Antedated Feb.
4, 1867)

Lynch, J. Augustus. (See Huntoon, Reuben K., assignor.)

Lynch, John H., Baltimore, Md. Night cart •.

Lynch, William H., and Roswell Judson'. (^ee Judson & Lynch.)
Lynde, John D., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for charging soda water. (Antedated
Novembcr9, 18G7)

Lynn, Isaac V., and George T. Snowden, Pittsburg, Pa. Balanced-slide valve
Lyon, A., ct al. {See Shumard, Lyon & Robbins.)
Lyon, Benjamin, and Albert C. Newcomb. (See Newcomb & Lyon.)
Lyon, D. E. (See Bullis, E. G., assignor.)

Lyon, David T., West Meriden, Conn. Butter dish

Lyon, 11. B., and G. M. Hopkins, Albion, N. Y. Clamp for making brooms
Lyon, Warren, New York, N. Y. Machine for cutting stubs t
Lyon, W. A., Danbury, Conn. Felting machine
LyoB, William S., Tranquillity, Ohio. Medical compound %..
Lyons, James B., Litchfield, Conn. Apparatus for making peat charcoal

Same Apparatus for digging peat
Lyons, J. C, New York, N. Y. Fog alarm
Lyons, Thomas, assignor to self and Joseph B. King, Brooklyn, N. Y. Curtain

fixture
Mabbett, Joseph I., Titusville, Pa. Spring seat

Same Bed bottom ^ . .

.

Macdaniel, Osborne, New York, N. Y. Wire bale tie S . .

.

Same Process of scouring and cleaning wool and woollen fabrics....'

Macdouald, George, England. Machine for cleaning and ginning cotton
MacDougal, John, Portable gas apparatus and carburetter
Mace, Levi H. (Sec Gwyer, Frederick S., assignor.)
Mace, Theodore, New York, N. Y. Molasses gate

Same (See Miles, Purches, assignor.)

Same (Sec McGeo, John A., assignor.)
Macfarlanc, F. G., San Francisco, Cal. Center-board for vessels

Macgill, Oliver P., assignor to self and T. Poultney, Brooklaudviile, Md. Horse
shoe .'. (Reissue) .

.

Macgowan, R. W., New York, N. Y. Register^oints for printing presses

Mack, Christian, Leipsic, Ohio. Gate
Mack, C. M.. Brooklyn, Pa. Washing machine
Mack, Stephen F. (S'ceNewlan, L. J., assignor.)

Mackay, Donald D., Whitestone, N. Y. Sash lock and stop

MacKellar, Smith & Joi dan. {Sec Smith, Richard, assignor) (Design.)
Maikenzie, P. W., and Charles W. Isbell. (5celsbell & Mackenzie.)
Mackenzie, Robert, and James Cooper, New York, N. Y. Fire escape
Mackey, Alexander, New York, N. Y. Centrifugal machine for draining sugar

Same Centrifugal sug^- nmchine (Reissue)

.

Mackey, Alexander, New York, N. Y., and Eberhardt MuUer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mode of raising the grade of raw sugar

Mackey, Josiah J., Brooklyn, N. Y. Spring for doors
Mackie, Simon F., New Ywk, N. Y. Mill for crushing ore
Mackinuou, Gilbert, assignor to self and Ilosea Crane, Millbury, Mass. "Expansion

drill.

MacICinnon, John A., Reading, Pa. Table-leaf support

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 5,3867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
July 16, 18G7.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
May 28, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Dec. 24. 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867. -^

June 4,1867.
Jdne 18,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 15,18t7.
Mar. 26, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discoverj'. Date.

2,786
70, 009
72, 514
72, 515

66, 241
63, 406
67, 325
72, 652
63,541
63, 542
€9. 568
68, 633
67, 995
62, 212
68, 764

61, 674
69, 003
71, 0-29

66, 860
63, 065
66, 86J

62, 762
72, 873
65, 582
72, 874

64, 234

62, 549
72, 744

68, 520
70, 344

70, 871
71, 192
70, 449
71, -773

61, 220

66, 158
62, 863
68, 448

67, 440

62. 045
64, 340

64, 017
72, 160
68, 521

70, 100

68,372
72, 653
62, 550

69,229
60, 762
61, 747

68, 094

69, 004

67, 893
69,108
69, 353
67, 128

' 62, 046

70, 586

61, 624
62,213
62, 653
63, 066
72, 212
71, 398
72, 654
63, 275

. (Design)

.

Mackintosh, J. G. , New York, N. Y. Trade mark ,

Macklin, H. H., New Springfield, Ohio. Churn ,
Maclure, John, Newark, N. J. Harness pad
MacNair, John, New Orleans, La. Stereotype mold ^
Macqueen, Charles D. (See Jennings, Ralph S., assignor.)

Macumber, Cassius, Aurora, 111. Machine for draining sugar ,

Madden, John, Cleveland, Ohio. Bread cutter '. .^

Same same
Same Guard for circular saws

Madison, Tiudal A. , Terre Haute, Ind. Carriage for children
Same PI astering trowel ^

Magliocco, M. F., Philadelphia, Pa. Heating furnace
Magoun, Joseph, East Cambridge, Mass. Mold for making glass goblets, glasses, &c.

.

Maguire, Ephraim, KcAvanee, III. Coal chute
Maguire, James, assignor to Jolm B. Brusher, Trenton, N. J. Bedstead fastening . ..

Mahan, Charles, Grand Island, Cal. Hoe
Jlaher, Thomas, ct al. {See Bowler, N. P., assignor.)

Mahon, Isaac B., Dunkirk, Ohio. Cultivator ^.
Same same

Mahr, R., New York, N. Y. Churn :

Mahurin, Stephen, Liberty, 111. Drop press for pressing hay and other purposes . . .

.

Maine, S. C, Boston, Mass. "Wardrobe bedstead
Mains, A. , Olena, la. Laud roller and mai-ker
Mainster, Samuel, and Jolm F. Kirkwood, Thistle, Md. Measure for liquids

Maitre, Joseph, France. Mode of separating bark from wood
Males, Samuel, Cincinnati, Ohio. Safety guard for railway cars
Malick, Wesley, Tidioute, Pa. Bending device
Mallalieu, James B., Chicago, 111. Expanding mandrel
Mallery, Joseph K. (S'ce Keitli, T. C, assignor.)

Malley, Henry, Chicago. Ill, Hoisting machine
Mallin, John, Bedford, Ohio. Cooling mill-stones and curbs :

Mallory, Burton. {See Andrews, Wm. H., assignor.)

Mallory, E. F., "West Springfield, Pa. Burglar alarm
Mallory, George, Bridgeport, Conn. Fan and parasol combined

Same (See White, Wm. H., assignor.) (Reissue.)
Mallory, G. A., and J.J. Fish. Oxford, N. Y. Quilting frame and clothes dryer
Malnight, John, Grass Lake, Mich. S3'Stem of measuring and cutting outtiresses . ..

Maloy, James W., Boston, Mass. Machine for cutting stone
Same Pressure gauge

Maloy, James AV., assignor to the American Marble Cutting Company, Boston, Mass.
Stone cutting machine , . .

.

Maltby, E. C, and Edward Smith, Northford, Conn. Confection
Man, Albon, Brooklyn, N, Y. Lock seal

Same Bank check ;

Manheini, Charles, assignor to Helf and E. L. Peny, New York, N. Y. Mode of
securing rubber rol Is to their shafts

Manley, Almon D., Washington, Mich. Mud boat
Manley, G. B., assignor to self aad Timothy O. "Vanalen, Cogan's Station, Pa.

Lattice and ti'uss bridge
Manley, James, Hope, Maine. Stanchion for cattle

Manley, Orville, Garrettsvillo, Ohio. Roofing
Mauley, S. B., Corry, Pa. Obstetrical supporter
Manlove^Joseph L.," Connersville, Ind. Seed planter .

Mann, Bfia A. (See Leavenworrh, J. N., assignor.)
Maun, Charles H., Fairlce, "Vt. Cattle stanchion
Mann, S. B., Indianapolis, Ind. L.ind roller >

Mann, Thomas W., Holyoke, Mass. Paper and cloth wearing apparel
Mann, William, Philadelphia, Pa. Manufacturing copying paper (Extension).

.

Mannheim, William, New York, N. Y. Machine for tapering leather
Manning, Cephas, West Albany, N. Y. Tempering steel springs .t

Manning, E. B., Middletown, Conn. Ice pitclier

Manning, Ira, Philadelphia, Pa. Channelling and bevelling machine
Manning. Joseph E. (See Keene, George A., assignor.)
Manning, Samuel, San Jos6, Cal. Fingers for lifting lodged grain
Mansfield, H., Warsaw, Ind. Animal trap

Same Gate •.

Mansfield, Joshua M., Watertown, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Mansfield, Warren, South Braintree, Mass. Spring wagon
Manson, George W», assignor to Nicholas W. Mauson, Buxton, Maine. Churn
Mansur, R. M., Augusta, Maine. Ice tongs

Same (5ee Porrer, Parker C, assignor.)
Manuel, Armand, France. Device for uncorking bottles
Manuel, David, assignor to self and Willard Manuel, Boston, Mass. Bed bottom

Same Bed spring fastening
Same Bed bottom
Same Stove-pipe damper

Manuel, David, and Calvin F., Boston, Mass. Paper bag
Manton, Joseph P., Providence, R. I. Tool holder
Manville, Eli J., assignor to Turner, Seymour & Judds, New York, N. Y. Metal

case for spring bolts

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Dec. 34, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1807:

Feb. 19,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 29,

Sept. 17,

Nov. 19,

July 10,

Mar. 19,

July 16,

Mar. 12,

Dec. 31,

June 11,

Dec. 31,

Apr. 30,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

186;r.

1667.

1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Sept. 3,

Dec. 24,

Mar. 5,
Juue 20,

Sept. 24,

Jan. 1,

Feb. 5,

Aug. 27,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Atig. 20, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Mar. 19, 1807.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

69, 230

64, 122
62, 350
69, 457
64, 682
63, 644

09, 005

68, 634
63, 276
63, 912

68, 635
62, 654
2,768

66, 366

66, 032

64, 235

72, 655
60,9J8

61,346
71, 774

62, 551
64, 341
70, 345
64, 342
68, 220

2,570
63, 407

64, 343

63, 913

70, 587

61, 748

66, 509

70, 101

65, 098
70,588

67, 996

70, 730
60, 763

68, 891

61, 944
62,432
69. 109

61, 221
62. 864

63, 543

69, 686

63, 645
67, 894
Qo, 924
69, 231

70, 872

Manville, E. .J., and E. M. Judd, Wolcottville, Conn. Machine for capping screw
L^ads

Mapes, Andrew J., Independence, Mo. Washing machine
Mapcsi, jr., Hiram W., Ripon, Wis. Spring seat for vehicles
Mapes, S. H.. Almond, N. Y. Folding bedstead
Marable, T. E., and Grey TJtley, Petersburg, Va. Alarm gun
Marble, Eleazer, Hanover, Wis. * Washing machine
Marcellus, Albert, Pittsiord, N. Y. Potato digger
Marcellus,_F. E. , and M. G. Tousley. {See Tousley and Marcellus.)
March, J. xrl. , V7ashington, D. C. Baggage label
March; Seth, Norfolk, Va. Plow

Same Corn weeder .•
,

March, Sisler & Company. {See Sailor, Samuel, assignor.) (Design.)
March, Thomas, Dallas, Mich. Plow
March, Thomas C, England. Mode of ornamenting mirrors
Marcband, Cbarles E., assignor to Higgin^ Marchand & Company, Delaware City,

Del. Spoon J (Design) .

.

Marcy, John J., assignor to E. Miller & Company, West Meriden, Conn. Lamp
shade clasp

Marden, A., and A. H. Burgess, Philadelphia, Pa. Nail extractor
Marden, Jeremiah A., assignor, through mesne assignments, to A. B. Ely, Newbury-

port, Mass. Let-off and takt-up mechanism for looms
Marden, Samuel, Newton, Jlass. Nail drawer ,

Marden, Samuel, assignor to self and Dustin Lancey, Newton, Mass. Peat machine.
Marden, Samuel, assignor to self and Charles Porter, Newton, Mass. Implement for

straining bands about boxes > •.

Marechal, Charles llapbacl, and Cyprien Marie Essie du Motay. {See Du Motay and
. Marechal.)

Same same.
Marine Signal Company. {See Van Trump, Isaac, assignor.)

Maiinus, T. J., Independence, Iowa. Window shade supporter
Maris, Jared, Athens, Ohio. Wagon wheel
Maris, Thomas C, Athens, Ohio. Mothod of attaching hubs to axle boxes
Markee, S., assignor to self and John M. Easterley, Auburn, N. Y, Plane iron
Markham, A. S., Bushnell, 111. Combined cultivator and seeder
Markham, George B. . Plymouth, Mich. Kiaife sharpener

Same •. Bed spring 1 .

.

Markillie, Thomas R., and A. T. Boon. {See Boon and Orsborn, assignors.)

Markland, James. {See Beamer, DeWittC, assignor.)

Markland, J. F., Newark, N. J. Buckle (Design)..
Markland, Thomas T., jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for sharpening saws
Markley, Edward G., Sunbury, Pa., and George H. Bardwell, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacture of fuel from anthracite coal-dust
Marks, Joseph C, and Lewis G. Eckels, Washington, D. C. Arrangement for

cleansing water-pipes
Markusou, Knud, assignor to self and Leonard A. Bumham, Gloucester, Mass.

Handle for ships' pumps
Marlow, Francis, Cleveland, Ohio. Carriage horse controller

Marquam, H. P., Harrisburg, Pa. Compound for cleaning glass and polishing
metallic wares

Marquis. John, San Francisco, Cal. Siphon propeller
Marquis, John, and John W. Kimraell, Crestline, Ohio. Railroad bolster for cars
Marr, William^ New York, N. Y. Manufacture and application of bisulphit^of

Date.

lime
Marriott, J. G. {See Ruegg, John, assignor.)

Marsh, Alexander, and Jonathan Luther. {Sec Luther and Marsh.
Marsh, Augustus, assignor to self and William Hogg, Newark, N. J. Apparatus for

stretching skeins
Marsh, Charles W. and William W., Shabbona, 111. Harvester
Marsh, Edward A., and JarviS P. Kelly, Cbicopee, Mass. Machinery for punching

steel pen blanks .'

Marsh, Enos L., Greenwich, Ohio. Lifting jack
Marsh. James S., Lewisburg, Pa. Harvester
Marsh, Jesse K., Terre Haute, Ind. Process of preserving eggs
Marsh, John, Seneca, 111. Corn plow ,

Marsh, John, and Charles T. Richards. {See Tyler, Hiram, assignor.)

Marsh, Pelatiah J., and Charles S. Smith. (See Littlelield, Sani'ord, assignor.)

Marsh, Sylvester, Littleton, N. H. Cog rail for railroads

Marsh, Thomas, assignor to self, John Balchom, and S. Perry, Smithfield, R. I.

Beer faucet :,

Marsh, Thomas, assignor to self and D. L. Fales, Smithfield, R. I. Device for lubri-

cating spindles ,

Marshal, M. S., st al. {See Symonds, Dexter, assignor.)
Same same.

Marshall, Albert, Methuen. Mass. Carriage truck
Marshall, Alden B. Medfield, Mass. Carpenters' bench
Marshall, A. J., Warrenton, Va. Ventilating and warming railroad cars
Marshall, C. G., Florence, Mass. Mode of forming emery wheels
Marshall, C. K., Vicksburg, Miss. Window blind ,

Same Preparing wood to be used in the manufacture of paper, and for

other purposes

Sept. 24, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

April 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

July 2,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 5,1S67.
April 2, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

July 9,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Aug. 20, 1S67.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

April 2, 1S6Z.

Oct. 8, 1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Aug. 20, 1667.

June 18, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
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Marshall, Ezra T., and Daniel M., ct al. (See Tickler and Marshall.)
Marshall, tfodfrey, Indiana, Pa. Harness saddle
Marshall, G. H., et al. ('See Holbrook, Dodge, and Marshall.)
Marshall, G. W., and Z. G. Allen. (See Allen and Marshall.)
Marshall, James, New Orleans, La. Cooking stove
Marshall, James A., Meclranicsburg, Pa. Whip rack. (Antedated Dec. 24, 1867)..
Marshall, James A., and Robert Jennings. (See Jennings and Marshall.)
Marshall, James D., Renick, Mo. Combined plow and planter
Marshall, John, Fond du Lac, Wis. Brick machine
Marshall, John, Hartland, Mich. Eave trough bracket
Marshall, J. C, and E. J. Piper. IJSee Piper and Marshall.)
Marshall, Moses. Lowell, Mass. Knittmg machine (Extension).
Marshall, M. (Sec Howell, William W., assignor.

>

Marshall, Moses S. , Melrose, Mass. Gas stove
Marshall, Moses S., assignor to self and R. Wendell, Melrose, Mass. Stovepipe

damper
Marshall, Oliver W., and Nicholas Clute. (5c<iClute and Marshall.)
Marshall, Thomas P., Trenton. N. J. Stamp-wetting and pen -cleaning instrument.

(Antedated December 17, 1667)
Marshall, W- C, New York, N. Y. Blind fastening '..

Marshall, William C., New York, N. Y. Mode of operating window shutters
Marshall, William H., assignor to self and Hosea B. Spaulding, Sutton, N. H.

Carriage wheels
Marshbank and Martino. (Sec Martino. Beesley, and Currie) (Design.)
Marston, David W^, Lebanon, N. H. Uniting scythe and snath
3Iarston, L M., and H. R. Haling, Roxbury, Mass. Sawing machiae
Marston, Noah H. (See Sanders, Jiames, assignor.)

Martin, Albertis, assignor to self and J. R. Martia, Oquawka, III. Com cultivator..
Martin, A. C, and J. Woodrough, Hamilton, Ohio. Saw -

Mai'tin, Andrew J., Rockford, 111. Harvester rake
Martin, B., Prairie du Chien, Wis. Door for railway cars j

Martin, C. B., Fond du Lac, Wis. Shingle band
Martin, C. S., Rockfor«, 111. Dray
Martin, David J., Covington, Ohio.. Animal trap
Martin, Edward, Burlington, Vt. Molding (Design)

.

Martin, Emile and Pierre E., France. Refining and converting cast iron into steel .

Martin,. Frank, Aurora, Ind. Car seat for railway cars
Martin, Gaylord, assignor to self and George Buruham, Milwaukee, Wis. Brick

machine "

Martin, Henry, (^ee Hyndman, W. G., assignor.)

Martin, Henry, assignor to self, A. N. Towne, and 4. J. Ambler, Chicago, 111. Metal-
lic safety seal for railroad cars

Martin, Henry, assignor, through mesne assignments, to Egbert C. Bradford, James
II. Renick, and Obadiah A. Clough, New York, N. Y. Brick machine. (Reissue)..

Martin, Henry D., Ypsilanti, Mich. Machine for cutting fly nets
Martin, James K., Chicago, 111. Device for hoisting hogs in slaughter-houses
Martin, Joel R., Martinsburg, Ind. Beehive
Martin, John R., assignor to Samuel K. Hilton, Boothbay, Me. Fishing-line sinker..
Martin, John W.. Washington, D. C. Gate
Martin, Joi^eph Ll^\yd, Baltimore, Md. Mode of aging alcoholicliquors
Martin, Peter, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hot-air furnace
Martin, Thomas, and J. G. Evans, Muscatine, Iowa. Burning fluid

Martin, Timothy A., and John Doyle. (.See Doyle & Martin.)
Martin, %Villiani W., Allegheny, Pa. Spike machine
Martindale, James B. , Newcastle, Ind. Hook and eye
Martiue, Charles P., Boston, Mass. Sofa bedstead

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Martine, Charles F., assignor to Soletta Oil Company, Boston, Mass. Lamp wick. ..

Martino, Casper, Trenton, N. J. Sofa and bed bottom
Martino, John, Philadelphia, Pa. Dust arrester in raking of stoves, furnaces, &c . ..

Martino, J., J. Beesley, and J. Currie, assignors to Stuart, Peterson & Co., Philadel-

phia, Pa. Cook's stove ^ (Design) .

.

Same Heating stove
Martino, J., J. Beesley, and J. Currie, assignqjs to Marshbank & Martin, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Cook's stove (Design)..
Martino, John, Jacob Beeslej', and John Currie, assignors to C. W. Blandy & Brother,

Philadelphia, Pa. Cook's stove (Design) .

.

!Martorana, Carlo Federici,* Baltimore, Md. C'^ntrifugal pump
Marts, London. (See Best, Benjamin, assignor.)
Martyn, William, and Nathaniel M. Burr. (See Burr & Martyn.)
Martz, Nathan, assignor to Adam R. Reese, Phillipsburg,'N. J. Horse rake . (Reissue) .

.

Marvin, David J., Stockton, Cal. Harvesting machine (Reissue)..
Marvin, J. A., Red Wing, Minn. Stove-pipe drum

Same Heater
Marvm, Peter, Warsaw, Ind. Brick machine
Marx, John, Rochester, N. Y. Fire escape
Mason, Alvin C, assignor to self and H. H. Mason, Boston, Mass. Clamp for sus-

pending whips
Mason, Augustus H., Binghamton, N. Y. Baby jumper
Mason, Austin Z., and Henry N. King. (See King & Mason.)
Mason, Benjamin A., New York, N. Y. Screw-making machine

Nov. 5.1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept.lO, 1867.

Mar. 9,1867.

July !&, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Sept.lO, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Jan. 8,1867.

Aug 6, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30. 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 23. 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1887.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
aiar. 5, 1867.

Sept 3, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 26. 1867.

JIar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Sept.lO, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
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65, 100
61, 347
65, 409

62, 214
64, 683
66,863

63, 914
69, 007
65, 101
72.409

72, 410
68, 374
67, 780
61, 843

63, 068
62, 144

62, 279
63, 544
6.5, 925

68, 892

68, 522

2,824
68, 449
62, 765
62, 351
6G, 159

68, 766
71, 194

64, 991

64, 344
60,765

66,510

72, 516

65, 926

2,534

69, 569

6^, 981
72, 745
64, 434
62,766
63, 647

65, 495

64, 992

65, 759
72, 309
71,513
72, 746
62, 433
68, 095
Gl, 626
61, 627
62, 658
63, 648
67,781
68, 375
65,410
66, 368
64, 224
66, 369
66. 370
64, 237

Mason, Benjamin A., New York, N. Y. Machine for making screws
Mason, Carlile, Chicago, 111. Quartz crusher

Same Safety valve for steam generators \

Mason, H. H., et al. {See Lewis, W. A., assignor.)

Mason, H. H., and Joseph Messinger, Springfield, Vt. Mop head
Same same*
Same same

Mason, H. H., and A. C, et al. (See Wood, Oramel N., assignor.)

Mason, Isaac N. {See Storle, Ole O., assignor.)

Mason, Jabez F., Newark, N. J., and Job Johnson, Brooklyn, N. Y. Door spring ..

Mason, Joshua, Paterson, N. J. Liquid and gas meter
Mason, J. Frankliu, Bentous^port, Iowa. Bridle
Mason, J. M., assignor to self, Oscar T. Higgins, Charles E. Wilson, and Samuel

Adlam, jr.. New Albany, Ind. Mode of coupling shells to rollers

Mason, J. M., and A. A. Yeatman. (See Yeatman & Mason.)
Mason, J. S., & Co. (^ee Wild, Jacob, assignor.)

Mason, Lewellyu, Rochester, N. Y. Instrwment for expanding finger rings

Mason, Purdy, and James W. Brent, Oswego, N. Y.* Machine for stirring starch
Mason, S. E. , and E. Downe, Bangor, Me. Folding chair
Mason, William B., Boston, Mass. Hand stamp ,

Mason, William B., and H. W. Goodrich. {See Goodrich & Mason.)
Masser, H. B., Sunbury, Pa. Ice cream freezer '.

Massey, G. B., New York; N. Y. Leakage alarm for vessels ,

Same Boat detaching tackle ,

Same same
Same Car wheel

Massey, G. B., and William John Osbonrne. {See Osbourne & Massey.)
Massey, John, assignor to self and Peter M. Stagg, New York, N. Y. Invalid bed-

stead. (Antedated September 5, 1867) ,

Masters, Edward, Cleveland, Ohio. Yard for ships

Masters, O. H., and E. Safford. {See SaflCord & Masters.)
Masters, William , New York, N. Y. Smoking pipe (Design) .

.

Matcham, George D., Pittsfield, Ohio. Sheep chair and vat .*
,

Matchett, Charles G. , Greenville, Ohio. Window blind
Matheny, CheltoH, Greensburg, Ind. Hand spinning machine

Same Ditching machine .'

Same Convertible wagon seat, manger, and tail board
Mather, O. L., Welleville, N. Y. Attaching thills to vehicles. (Antedated October

18, 1867) ,

Mathers, Ebenezer, Eldersville, Pa. Sheep shears
Mathews, Isaac D., Worcester, Mass. Hanger and journal box for shafting ".

Mathews, William M. C, Summer Hill, Pa. Sleigh ^

Mathewson, J. K., and M. Foreman. {See Foreman and Mathewson.)
Mathewson, Nathan F. {Sec Bateman, William P., assignor.)

Mathewson, Nathan F., assignor to self and Nathaniel Grant, Barrington, R. I. Win-
dow blind fastening. "(Antedated June 27, 1867)

Mathewson, Nathan F,, assignor to self and William C. Green, Barrington, R. I. Win-
dow sash lock

Mathias, Jules Fran9ois, and Desire Mathurin Legat, France. Machine for coating
hats

Mathis, J., assignor to Henry Kayser, New York, N. Y. Roller temple for

looms (Reissue) .

.

Mathius, John, Pemberton, Ohio. Bee hive
Matson, John, Bridgeport, Conn. Carpet fastener # .

.

Matt, Lorenzo, Boston, Mass. Sound board for piano-fortes
Matteson, David Dick, Harmonsburg, Pa. Spring for vehicles
Matteson, Don Carlos, and Truman P. Williamson, Stockton, CaL Plow

Same Cultivator teeth
Matteson, Elisha, South Brooklyn, N. Y. Paddle wheel '.

Matteson, E. J., and O. M. Brooks. {See Brooks and Matteson.)
Matthew, David, Prairie du Chien, Wis. Instrument for preventing incrustations of

steam boilers
Same Ferrule for tubular boilers "

Same Protecting steam boilers from corrosion
Matthews, Elbridgc G., assignor to Frank F. Holhrook, South Natick, Mass. Plow..
Matthews, Hebron, South Yarmouth, Mass. Kettle
Matthews, Henry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Life preserving seat. ^
Matthews, Hugh W., Chicago, 111. Threshing machine and separator
Matthews, jr., John, New York, N. Y. Pipe coupling :

Same Bottling machine
Same Box fer holding and transporting bottles

Same Pressure gauge
Same Bottle stopper
Same Apparatus for the manufacture of soda water and for aerating liquids

.

Matthews, William, assignor toself and L.W.Eaton, Bridgeport, Conn. Ratchet drill.

Matthiessen, E. A., Cornwall, N. Y. Gate
Matthicsscn, Franz O., Jersey City, N. J. Manufacture of sugar

Same Sugar crystallizing tank or wagon :

Same Vacuum pan for boiling sugar and other substances
Mattison, Charles Z., Buffalo, N. Y. Tucking and plaiting attachment for sewing

machines

Mav 28, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
June 4,1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.
May 14,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.
Feb. 5,1867,

Mar. 19,1867.
Feb. 19. 1867.

Feb. 19; 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
May 21, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867,

Dec. 24, 1867.

Juriel8,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

June. 4, 1867,

May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. .3, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

July 2, 1867.'

Jan. 15,1867.
July 2,1867.
July 2,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
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Mattison, Leland J., et al., executors, &c.. (5ee Mil'.ington & George) .. (Extension.)
Mattoon, A B., et al. (See Waliis, Mattoon & Tutler.)

Mattson, Morris, New Yorlc, N. Y. Flexible syringe
Same Cupping apparatus
Same Vaginal irrigator

Same Syringe ,

Same Coupling for vacuum cups, breast pumps, &c
Same Apparatus for lifting, hand and yoke

Mauck, Jacob, Cheshire, Ohio. Portable hay press
Maughlin, W. W., Baltimore, Md. Machine for making door and window frames. .

.

Same Sash fastener •.

Maulsby, Silas B., Muncie, Ind. Sugar-juice evaporator
Mauntou, Jabez, assignor to self, Wright Duryea, William Eanis, J, H. Van Riper,

A. P. Cummings, and J. Wendell Colo, New York, N. Y. Fur-
nace for desulphurizing and reducing ores .^

Same Furcace for heating purposes ,

Same Furnace for roasting «nd reducing ores. (Antedated November 27,

1867)

Maury, Matthew F., Great Britain. Fastening of wire or rope together
Same New Orleans, La. Cotton-bale tie

Mauzy, J. W., Richmond, Ind., and J. Hughes, Cambridge, Ind., assignors to James
Hughes. Straw cutter

Mawbey, Charles F., Woodbridge, N. J. Gate
Max, J. Kennedy, Springfield, Mass. Machine for moulding the backs of books
Maxell, Henry, assignor to self and Levi Longabaugh, Canton, Ohio. Com planter.
Maxey, James, Kewauna, Ind. Churn
Maxfield, J. W., Potsdam, N. Y. Device for crimping boots and shoes
Maxim, Hiram S., New York, N. Y. Steam gas generator
Maxson, Horace, Hopkinton, R. I., and Job Johnson, ^Brooklyn, N. Y. Machinery

for making rope -

Maxwell, Arthur A., Pratt, Ohio. Grading- and ditching machine
Maxwell, J. Audley, Safannah, Ga. Railway superstructure
Maxwell, J. R., and E. Cope. (See Cope and Maxwell.)
May, Franklin J., assignor to self and J. G. Baruum, Morrisania, N. Y. Safety-key

holder for door lock
May, John M., Janesville, Wis. Gate

Same (Se Burdick, Matthew S., assignor.)

May, W., Binghamton, N. Y. Mode of pressing leather seams ,

May, William-H., Bridgeport, Conn. Method of preparing wood for musical instru-

ments -

May, William H., assignor to the OrnamentalWood Manufacturing Company, Bridge-
port, Conn. Imitation of open carving in wood

Mayberger, Jerome, New Yoi-k, N. Y. Baajo
Mayer, Edward, Philadelphia, Pa. Boots and shoes ^
Mayer, E. C, and Jacob Ruppenthal, St. Louis, Mo. Globe valve for steam engines.
Maj'es, George L., Buffalo, N. Y. Bi-onzing machine. (Antedated January 14, 1867)

.

Maj'nard, Edward, Tarrytown, N. Y. Priming metallic cartridges. (Antedated
December 5. 1866) ,

Maynard, R., and Jabez James Purkiss, Great Britain. Hair-cutting machine
Mayuard, RichardF., and Robert Sinclair, ji-. (See Sinclair & Maynard). (Extension.)
Mayo, Benson, Chatham, Mass. Window-blind fastening ,

Mayo, E. M., Cincinnati, Ohio. Machine for tapping bolls
Mayo, W..^n., Hillsborough, Nova Scotia. Car couphug ,

McAllaster, Ira C, Milo, Mich. Trace fastener ,

McAllister, Edward, Plainfield, 111. Windmill applied to raising water
McAllister, George, assignor to self and Charles B. White, San Francisco, Cal. Low-

water indicator .*

Mc.A.lpine, Albert, Pittston. Pa. Machine for dressing barrel hoops
McArthur, Duncan, New Haven, Conn. Die stock for cutting screws
McArthur, Enos H., Hillsdale, N. Y. Machine for cutting and folding paper ,

Mc.A.rthur, jr., John. (See Wiaterhalter, Wildrich, assignor.)
McAvoy, Hugh L., and Ezekiel Mills, Baltimore, Md. Milk can
McAvoy, Hugh L., and Silas S. Hutchinson. (See Hntchinson & McAvoy.)
McBeth, James E., assignor to self and J. W. Chamberlain, New Orleans, La. Bung

for beer barrels
McBride, Andrew S., St. Louis, Mo. Brick-kiln
McCabe, James, Lewiston, Maine. Composition for oiling wool
McCafferty, T. F., Forest, Ohio. Compound to be used in beehives
McCaine, David and William, assignors to selves and Daniel McCaine, Groton, Mass.

Manufacture of artificial stone
McCaine, D. (See Hodge. Thomas B., assignor.)
McCaine, William, assignor to self, David and Daniel McCaine, Groton, Mass. Lamp

burner
McCambridgo, Samuel, Philadelphia, Pa. Car brake
McCann, George W., Springfield, Ohio. Water wheel

Same Measuring funnel
Same Combined funnel and faucet measure

McCann, John, Lockport, N. Y. Milk rack and table combined
McCarter, Arthur, Lancaster, Pa. Car coupling
McCarthy, E. P. , San Francisco, Cal. Wagon spring
McCarthy, Fones, Orange Springs, Fla. Cotton gin..-. •-

Feb. .5,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Auff. 27, 1867.

Sept.24, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Mav 14, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Apr. 23, 1667.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

July 16,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867
Dec. 17, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Jan. 29, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

'Nov. 26, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
July 9,1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
July 2,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
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2,667

70, 731

61, 845
60, 919

65, 103

63, 278
61, 846
62, 048

66, 982

72,215

70, 590
61, 227

63, 069

64, 435
69. 458
69, 232
71, 894

61, 228

66, 372
72, 413

71, 316
62, 049
64, 019'

71, 195
71,032

70,238

62, 6fi0

68, 638
64, 548

70, 732

72,063
62, 352
72, 518
62, 050
65, 496

66, 605

64, 549

63, 546
72, 064
64, 782

2,690
67, 561
67, 783

72, 660
67,442

63, 547

62, 867
62. 965
66, 161

66,725

69,923

63,409

McCartney, Elizabeth A., etal. (^ee Gould, D. C, assignor.)
McCartney, Samuel, St. Louis, Moi, Trademark (Design).

Same ., same . . .
.' (Design)

.

McCarty, James. {See Lauth, Bernard, assignor.)

McCau, Henry, Hanover, Ohio. Railroad track
McCaughan, Charles A., Moscow, Tenn. Machine for thinning cotton plants ,

McCauley, Reuben A., Baltimore, Md. Pump ,

Same (^ee French, Joseph, assignor.)
McChesney , Reuben, Utica, N. Y. Breech-loading fire-arm
McClain, Benjamin A., and John Robert "Wallace. (-See Wallace & McClain.)
McClain, John A., Philadelphia, Pa. Swing
McClain, Samuel, Philadelphia. Pa. "Whistle and bird call

McClanathan, J. B., Horicon, "Wis. Machine for sharpening calks of horse-shoes
McCland, J. C., and J. Forshce. {See Forshee & McCland.)
McCl^ry, David, deceased, by Caroline McCleary, administratrix, assignor to George

H. AlcCleary, Hollidaysburg, Pa. Renovating harness and other articles made of
leather ^

McClellan, J. S., and S. Miller. (See Miller & McClellan.)
Same same.

McClellanfJ, James S., Crawfordsville, Ind. Apparatus for treating fractures and dis-

placement s

McClintock, Emory, New Brunswick, N. J. Steam engine
McClintock, James R., and John K. Scott, New Orleans, La. Dredging machine
McCloud, Edgar. (See Money, "William, assignor.)

McClure, A. S. , Duncannon, Pa. Railway joint

McCoUum, P., and M. Schmirk. (See Schmirk & McCollum.)
McC«nnaughey, Thomas B., Newark, Del. Governor

Same same
McConnell, Joseph, Iowa City, Iowa. Valve for steam engines
McConnell, R. Y., and G. Pringle, Rochester, N. Y. Street sweeper..
McCormick, Cyrus H. (See Atwood, James E., assignor.)
McCormick, Leander J., and Lambert Erpelding, assignors to L. J. McCormick, Chi-

cago, 111. Harvester
McCormipk, Mark T., Meadville, Pa. Drilling and pumping apparatus
McCormick, "William, Philadelphia, Pa. Boiler feed regulator
McCoun, H. T., et al. (See Russell, Jacob, assignor.)

McCoun, Samuel, assignor to self and L. Farringtou, Stamford, Conn. Corkscrew .

McCoy, A. D., New Orleans, La. Tent bedstead
McCoy , George, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of aerated waters ._

McCoy, George, Antiocb, Cal. Gate fasteuer .'

McCoy, John, assignor to self and "William T. Snell, Philadelphia, Pa. Con&tructibn
of sheet metal coal hods

McCoy, "William H., and A. Wheeler, Charlestown, Mass. Metallic garter
McCoy, W. H., ^nd F. B. Hill. (Sec Hill & McCoy.)
McCracken, W., Bainbridge, Ind. Cotton cultivator
McCray, Samuel, Woodstock, 111. Post-hole auger
McCreary, John, Middletown, Pa. Gate ,

McCreary, R. D., Oil City, Pa. Mode of obtaining motive power from petroleum and
other oils

McCuddy, William, et al. (See Cavileer, McCuddy & Woliston.)
McCuUoch, Samuel, Yellow Springs, Ohio. Convertible shot-gun and rifle

McCullough, L. H., Richmond, Ind. Cut-off of electro-magnetic engines
McCullough, Silas, and Alexander Robbins, Buifalo, Ohio. Post driver

McCurdy, James S., New York, N. Y. Sewing machine t

McCutcheon, William R., Washington, Iowa. Churn
McDermid, Charles C. and J., Cambria Mills, Mich. Brick machine
McDonald, A. (See Hirschy & McDonald, assignors.)
McDonald, A. Y., Dubuque, Iowa; Well tube
McDonald, Charles E. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Prop stick for piano-fortes
McDonald, D.J., Gold Hill, Nevada. Derrick
McDonald, G. B., assignor to Bragdon and Company, New Albany, Ind. Maki«g
Buckles '

McDonald, Hugh, Pittsburg. Pa. Fix for puddling furnaces (Reissue) .

.

McDonald, John, New York, N. Y. Bnick machine
Same Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Brick dryer

McDonald, John C, and Joseph H. Springer. (See Springer & McDonald.)
McDonald, J. W., Osgood, Ind. Printing press
McDonald, Samuel, Cincinnati, Ohio. Bed bottom •-

McDonald, Thomas E. (.See Stelle, David D., assignor.)

McDonald, William D., and William H. Guignon. (Sec Guignon & McDonald.)
McDonald, William H. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Piano-forte . . 1

McDonald, William M., and John F. Hirschy. (See Hirschy & McDonald.)
McDonell, Donald L., Detroit, Mich. Horseshoe
McDonnell, Eugene, Baltimore, Md. Cotton press
McDonough, Henry. New York, N. Y. Damper in steam boilers

McDougall, A., assignor to McDougall Brothers, England. Compound for destroying
insects

McDowell, Abraham S., Philadelphia, Pa., and Samuel B., Montgomery county.
Pa. Butter-working and printing machine

McDowell, Edward B., and Thomas W.Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for

separating high arid low wines

June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
Nov. 5,18fi7.

Jan. 15,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
July 2,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867,
May 7,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.
Doc. 24, 1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
June 4,1867.
July 9,1867.

May 7,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
June 25, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Apr. 2,18&7.
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McDowell, Richard, Tjambertville, N. J. Car-axle box cover
McDowell, William L., Philadelphia, Pa. Hinging lids of teakettles

Same.'. . ^

.

Plate of a stove (Design) .

.

Same Stove top (Design) .

.

McDuflSe, James, Heller's Corners, Ind. Wagon spring
McEldowney, H., Dixon. 111. Mode of ventilating millstones
McElroy , Moses, Springfield, 111, Hay and cotton press
McEnerny, M., Birmingham, Conn. Washing machine
McFarland, David, Worcester. Mass. Machine for setting card teeth.

McFarland, T. A., Meadville, Pa. Can opener
Same Steam-heating apparatus

McFeely, James, North Woburn, Mass. Window screen
McOargy, William G., Kutztown, Pa. Water wheel
McGarry, Thomas J. . Cleveland, Ohio. Vessel for storing and transporting oil

McGarvey. Michael, and Jasper Van Wormer. (^ee Van Wormer & McGarvey.)
McGee, John A., assignor to Theodore Mace, New York, N. Y. Auger
McGill, George W., Washington, D. C. Spike

Same Button t
Same Spike
Same Press for attaching paper fasteners

McGill, John W., Washington, D. C. Brush for mucilage, painting, glueing, and
other like purposes

Same Paper fastener
McGill, M., and Joseph E. Tynan, Paterson, N.J. Street-lamp lighter

McGill, William C, Cincinnati, Ohio. Corkscrew ;

Same Household utensil ,

McGowen, John H., and Theodore J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Pump
McGrady, James, and George P. Brooks. {See Brooks «fe McGrady.)
McGrah, Thomas, England. Cutlery
McGrann, Edward, Louisville, Ky. Teakettle
McGrath, R. M., assignor to self and J. H. Gallagher, Lafayette, Ind. Sawing

machine
McGregor, David L., (Jharlestown, Mass. Back-band fastener
McGregory, D. H., Detroit, Mich. Making butter
McGrew, Charles, Bloomington, 111. Bee hive
McGrew, James G., Caledonia, Minn. Seeding machine*
McGufiin, Shannon, Rising Sun, Ind. Churn dasher
McGuire, J., and H. Lefevre. (.See Lefevre & McGuire.)
McGuire, Joseph R., Warren, (Dhio. Carriage circle ,

McHenry, F. L. (5ee Tibbies, T. Henry, assignor.)
McHugh, Daniel, Mainville, Ohio. Frame for mosquito bars
Mcllhenny, Geor^ge A., Washington, D. C. Manufacture of illuminating gas
Mcllroy, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Invalid and fracture bedstead
Mclnroy, Donald, New York, N. Y. Machine for drying sized or dyed cord, skirt

wire, webbing, &c. (Antedated July 20, 1867) *.

Mclntire, J. N., New York, N. Y. Sash stopper. (Antedated December 5, 1867)...
Mclntire, John S., Chicago, 111. Oil can

Same Sleigh runner for buggies ,

Mclntire, O. K., et al. (See Franklin, Mclntire & Whiteley.)
Mclntire, William A. , Springfield, Mass. Machine for making cartridge shells

Mcintosh, Clark, Utica, N. Y. Seed sower
Mclntyre, John W., Memphis, Tenn. Cotton press
Mclrvin, J. R., and Sajiuel Mills. (See Mills & Mclrvin.)
McKay Heeling Machine Company. (See Edson, William F., assignor).. (Reissue.)

Same (See Saloshinsky, Herman, assignor) (Reissue.)
McKay, H. E., and J. S. McKaye. (See McKaye <fc McKay) (Design.)

Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)

McKay, Robert G., Cleveland, Ohio. Machine for making spikes ; ,

McKaye, J. S., and H. E. McKay, New York, N. Y. Statuette (Design).
Same same (Design)

.

Same .'..same (Design).
McKee, H. Sellers, Pittsburg, Pa. T)mamenting table glassware (Design)

.

McKee, James W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Clamp strap-for school books
McKeeu, Thomas Cato, assignor to the New York. Submarine Company, Irvington,

N. J. Diving apparatus .'

McKeever, John, New York, N. Y. Hoop skirt ,

McKelvey, J., and J. Davis. {See Davis (fc McKelvey.)
McKenna, Alexander, John, and Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa. Barreling cock
McKenney, A., Portland, Me., and S. Carpenter, Patten, Me. Boot-lacing device.

.

McKenzie, Alexander, assignor ro self and William C. Davis, Newport, Ky. Paddle
wheel

McKenzie, George, Gre.-.t Britain. Manufacture of illuminating gas
McKenzie, James F., deceased, by George Miller, executor, Colony of Victoria.

Steam generator
McKenzie, John, Portland, Me. Churn
McKibben, J., Lima, Ohio. Combiued bridle and halter
McKinley, Arshal H., Higginsport, Ohio. Socket for auger handles and

braces (Extension) .

.

McKinuey, C. B., Houston, Ohio. Floodgate •-

McKinney, E. R., Lacon, 111. Gate .*

Mar. 19,1867.
May 28, 186^7.

July 23, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

§ept. 3,1867.
June 25, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

May 21, 1867,

May 21, 1867,

Oct, 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Apr,.23, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867,
Apr. 9,1867.
May 28, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
July 9,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1667.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Apr. 30,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

June 18, 1867,

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
May 7,1867.
July 2,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.

Aug. 27, 1?67.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 24,1807.

June 11, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

May 28. 1867.

July 9,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

July 29, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.
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Gl. C81
68. 768
01, 676

64, 240
65, 253

60,920
64, 124

67, 443

66, 374
64,994

67,329

60, 767

70, 346

66, 608
63,071
63, 072
63, 073

63, 804

64, 021

65, 411
67, 204
68, 893
61, 442

69, 924
67, 785
70, 591
63, 917

71, 317

72, 661

67, 063
62, 663

63,167
QQ, 100

64,241

68, 523
65, 928
69, 461

69, 687

2,519

60, 921
71,197
65. 929

68, 376
62, 145

70, 876
64, 550
66, 865
72, 602

67, 562

69, 571

63,410
67, 205
69, 925
70,451
61, 677

71, 198

McKinney, J. A., Griggsville, 111. Evaporator
McKinncy, William S., Cincinnati, Ohio. Shaft coupling
McKnight, G., Hebron, N. Y. Churn !

McKuight, G. L. , Worcester, Mass. Dividers and calipers
Same Calipers

McKuight, John. {See Scheetz & Adams, assignors.)
Mcjjain, John, and Jared Kelsey. (See Kelsey & McLain.)
McLain, John, and Joseph Cheuoweth. {See Chenoweth <fe McLain.)
McLaughlin, Francis, Boston, Mass. Brush . .•

McLaughlin, James, DuDcannon, Pa. Car coupling .-..

Same Railway switch ,

McLaughlin, James, and Charles W. Jones, assignor to selves and William C. King,
Duncaunou, Pa. Railroad switch

McLaughlin, John, Brooklyn, N. Y. R€gister
McLaughlin, Samuel, Philadelphia, Pa. Brick
McLazen & Stevens. (See Root, John, assignor.)

McLea, William J., assignor to self and Charles F. Young, Buffalo, N. Y, Alarm
whistle • :

McLean, A. S. and James P., Brooklyn, N. Y. Breast pads. (Antedated December
12,1866)

McLean, George, assignor to self and Joel P. S^lwell and George Deland, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Burning fluid -

McLean, James H., St. Louis, Mo. Dredging machine
McLean, James P. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Piston packing

Same Piston-rod packing
Same Packing for manholes of steam generators

McLean, James P., and David W. Headrickson. {See Heudrickson & McLean.)
Same same.

McLellan, William H., assignor to the St. Charles Street Railroad Company, New
Orleans, La. Fare box

McMahel, John, Hamilton, Ohio. Toy
McManus, F. M., Ellenbuig Center, N. Y. Axles for wagons, &c
McManus, Philip C, Troy, N. Y. Steam engine slide valve
McMaster, J. ]M., Rochester, N. Y. Clothes wringer
McMichael, John, assignor to Joseph Wright. Philadelphia, Pa. Wood-turning lathe.

McMillan, James, and Charles H. Lavis. (Sec Lavis & McMillan )

McMillan, John G., Baltimore, Md. Apparatus for preserving fruits, meats, &:C
McMillan, W. H. , and Stephen Devoe, New York, N. Y. Center bit ,

McMillen, William, assignor to self and Z. King, Milan, Ohio. Lifticg jack
McMillio, John S., Pittsburg, Pa. Application of steam power to the capstans of

vessels
McMinn, George W., assignor to self and RolTeit T. Reiley, Cincinnati, Ohio. Car

spring . -

McMinn, J. H., deceased, by Theodore J. McMinn, administrator, Loganspcit, Ind-

Mill spindle
McMore, A. A., Brooklyn, N. Y. Desk and table

McMullen, John N., West Liberty, Ohio. Invalid chair ,

McMurray, James S., et al. {See Killman, A., assignor.)

McMurray, R., Washington, D. C. Trunk
McMurtry, John, Lexington, Ky. Spike
McMurtry, John, and J. A. Roebling. (See Roebling & McMurtry) (Reissue.)
McNall, J. H., and Charles Wilson. {See Wilson & McNall.)
McXary, William H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Knitting machine
McNaught, A., and A. T. Dunbar. {See DuKbar & McNaught.)

Same same.
McNeil, D. C, De Witt, Iowa. Chum
McNeiley, Levi T., Danville, Mo. Identifying box
McNeill, John, New York, N. Y. Tucking attachment for sewing machine
McNett, Eli L., Canton. Pa. Governor
McNiel, Solomon. {Sec Beard, A. M., assignor.)
McNulty, B. H., Philadelphia, Pa., and William Kern, Mansfield, Ohio, assignors of

one-third interest to Stephen Bonsall. Apparatus f^v tanning (Reissue)

.

McOmber, Abner, Schenectady, N. Y. Artificial arm
Same Artificial leg

McOmber, Isaac II., El Paso, 111. Weather strip ,

Same Gate w
'.

McPherson. Theodore, assignor to John McPherson, Burlington, N. J. Fastening
for carriage en rtains

McPherson, William, New York, N. Y. Machine for planing metals
McPherson, William H. , Danby, N. Y. Horse rake ^

Same .' same '.

-w

McRae, Hamilton S., IMuncie. Ind. School desk
McReynolds. W. A., Elkton, Ky. Tabic fan ,

Mcllobert, Charl(*B S., and Joel E. Giles. {Sec Giles & McRobert.)
IMcSherry, Daniel E., Dayton, Ohio. Rice and seed drill tooth
McTaggart, John, Rochester, N. Y. Grain cleaner
McTarnahan, Francis, Santa Clara county, Cal. Churn dasher
McWilliams, Gabriel, Fostoria. Ohio. Sheep shed and rack
McWorter, Solomon, Barry, 111. Evaporator for sorghum and other sirups •

Mead, Charles' V., Hamilton, N. J. Roller for wringers.;
Mead, Gideon C, Guilford, N. Y. Hay raker and loader

Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept 10, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
April 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867,

April23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
July 2,1867.
May 21, 1867.

July 30, ISe?.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 9,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Aprilie, 1867.

April 23, 1867.

Juu« 4,1867.
Julv 30. 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Aprilie, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Julv 23, 1867.

Mai-. 5,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

April 30, 1867.

Sept. 3.1867.
June 18, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 19, 18^7.

Jan. 1,1667,
Nov. 19,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

May 7,1867.
July Ifi. 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867-

April 2, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 15, ]867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
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Mead, Matthias, Lowell, Mass. Cooking stove
Same Portable radiating furnace

Mead, Williar i S. , New York, N. Y. Mechanical movement ,

Meader, George, Prairie Centre, III. Potato digger

Same Mop head
Mecutcheon, Samuel M., Philadelphia, Pa. Method of adjusting rollers

Medlicott, Arthur D., Windsor Locks, Conn. Safety hatch for warehouses
Mee, Barney, Troy, N. Y. Hose coupling
Mee, John, Lowell, Mass. Knitting loom (Extension)

.

Same Warp-net fabrics (Extension)

.

Mee, William. {Sec llutton, Robert, assignor.)

Meech, Harrison B., Fort Edward, N. Y. Proces of treating straw and other ma-
terials for manufacture of paper pulp

Meehan, John, Newark, N. J. Tanning
Meek, P. Gray, Bellefonte, Pa. Printers' galley
Meeker, Edwin, Bridgeport, Conn. Manufacture of carriage clips

Meggenhcj^en, Edward, deceased, by E. Meggenhofeu, administratrix, Germany.
Steam safety valve ^

Megill, S. C, Newark, N. J. Railway switch. (Antedated December 14, 1867)
Megown, John, New London, Mo. Churn
Megquier, C. F.. Eureka, 111. Cultivator
Mehary, William J. , Philadelphia, Pa. Spark arrester

Meili, Jacob, and John Fisher. (See Fislier & Meili.)

Meinerth, Carl, Newburyport, Mass. Mode of printing photography.
Meiuhard, Charles A., Fort Wayne, Ind. Machine for planing and slotting

Meissner, Julius H., Ncav York, N. Y. Grate
Mejia, Henry A. , Mexico. Manj'-barrelled gun
Melcher, George B. (5ee Warner, Joseph B., assigmor.)

Melcher, James, Minneapolis, Minn. Bag holder
Melcher, John W., tissignor to self and John J. Sprague, Oshkosh, Wis. De-

tachable whiflBietree

Melcher, Josiah F. , Bloomingtou, 111. Washing machRie
Meldrum, John B., Paterson, N. J. Floor cloth and carpeting

Sam? same
Mellen, George H., Alexandria, Va. Composition for making elastic hand stamps -

.

Same Composition for elastic hand stamps
Mellen, John O., assignor to L. G. Quinlin, jr., St. Louis, Mo, Drying apparatus. ..

Mellen, M., Richland Station, N. Y. Stump extractor ^..

MelJing, John, Rochester, N. Y. Process for preparing wood for the manufacture of

labels, tags, &c
Same '.

. Passenger register

Mellinger, Christian K., Millersville, Pa. Carriage pole
Mellinger, M. , Dayton, Ohio. Cane stripper

Mellish, Henry, assignor to David Lyman, Washington Whtney, andGilman Waite,
Walpole, N. H. Machine for making fruit baskets

Same Machine for cutting the bottoms of fruit baskets
Same Machine for cutting out the bodies of fruit baskets i:

Same Machine for cutting toy pails from wood
Mellyn, Martin J. , Roxbury, Mass. Adjusting thills to carriages

Same Cutting tool

Same Mode of securing felloes

Melotte, G. D., Watertown, N. Y. Clutch for hay forks
Melsom, Samuel, Erie, Pa, Paint oil -

Melvin, Charles T. , Providence, R. I. Razor strap
Melvin, Jerome B. {See Stimson, Lucius S., assignor.)
Melviu, Jerome B., assignor to self and Edward B. Howe, Lowell, Mass. Ventilatmg
•bung for casks, &;c

Memmert, Charles, Georgetown, D. C. Wardrobe trunk
Mendel, Louis, Albany, N. Y. Safety attachment for watch chains
Mendenhall, A., Cerro Gordo, Ind. Cj^lculating machine
Mendenhall, Daniel, Fairfield, Iowa. Tree protector
Jlendenhall, N. M., and J. Judd, Terrc Haute, Ind. Hand spinning machine
Mendenhall, Stephen C, Richmond, Ind. Hand loom
Mendenhall, William D., Farmington, 111. Plow-share
Mengel, Herrmann, Philadelphia, Pa, Instrument for guiding tailors in cutting out

coats and vests
Menssing, Ferdinand, Naw York, N, Y. Trade mark (Design).

.

Jlenuez, A. L, {Sec Richards, John R., assignor.)
Same same.

Mercien, Andrew, etal. (.Sen Lanagan, Michael, assignor.)
Mercereau, T.AV. V. P. {See Crofoot, Horace, assignor.)
Meredith, A., and P. P., MaSintuckce, Ind. Hand loom
Meredith, Edmund, assignor to self and J. S. Sellers, Philadelphia, Pa. Dry gas meter.
Meredith, Samuel W,, and David Mulligan, Greeruiburg, Ind. Exterior bed for farm

wagon s

Oct, 1,

Oct. 29,

Sept. 17,

Meriam, J. B., Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for extracting paraffine from oil, &c...
Meriam, Rufus N., Worcester, Mass. Planing machine
Merick, Eldrige J., Rochester, N. Y. Dental plate
Meriden Britannia Company. {See Wilcox, Horace C, assignor) (Design.)

Same same (Design.)
Same game (Design.

)

same (Design.)

Juno 11,

June 11,

June 18,

Nov. 19.

May 7,

April 22,

April 22,

18(i7.

1867.

1867.

18()7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

May 28, 1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867,

Mar. 12, 1867.

April 2,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

May 28,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.'

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 10, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

April 2,1867,
April 16, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Oct, 8, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

April 2,1867.
April 2,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
April 23, 1867.

April 16, 1867.

April 16, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
May 7,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Jan.
Oct.

22, 1867.

22, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
Dec. 17,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Feb. 12,1861.
Nov. 5, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

71, 895
72, 520
63, 738

68, 098
60, 769

72, 748

64,021

68, 377

63, 281
63, 548
68, 378
64, 685
63, 282

67 130
64. 181

64. 182
64. 183
64, 347
72, 314
64, 783
67, 666
72, 414

70, 878
60, 922
69, 690
70, 036

62, 555
2,595

70, 452
2,520

72, 066
62. 665
2,706

72, 067
62, 664

69, 572
71,511
7* 521

65, 255

64,022

65, 256
70,010
62, 282
67, 331

70, 037

69, 462
69, 235
67, 997

66, 375

70, 879
70,453

Meriden Aitannia Company. (See Wilcox, Dennis C, assignor) (Design.)
•Same {See Lyman, William W., assignor.)

Same.. ^... (.See Babbitt, S. C, assignor.) .

Meriden Manufactiu-ing Company. (Sec Snow, Oliver, assignor.)
Meriwether, Frederick, Tamola,'Miss. Uterine supporter
Merklee, George F. , New York, N. Y. Hot-air furnace
Merlett, John, Bound Brook, N. J. Spike. (Antedated April 1, 1867)
Mero, jr., Spencer, and Abel Hunt. (See Hunt & Mero.)
Merriam, E. D., and S. Aldrich, La Grange, Ohio. Bed-bottom spring
Merriam, M. H., assignor to self and B. L. Norton, Charlestown, Mass. Feed mech-

anism for sewing machines 1

Merriam, Scovil S., assignor to seif and Daniel W. Talcott, New York, N. Y. Whip
hanger

Merriam, Truman, and A. G. Allen, Waterloo, Wis. Steam generator. (Antedated
ApriI19, 1867)

Merrick, Cyrus H., Pittsburg, Pa. Steam engine..
Merrick, Edwin F., ct al. (See Twitchell, Charles S., assignor.)
Merrick, J. Vaughan, Philadelphia, Pa, Steam engine »...
Merrick, S., New Brighton, Pa. Car-body frame
Merrifield, Lewis, La Grange Centre, Ind. Washing machine
Merrill, Allen N. , Batavia, 111. Kettle _

Merrill, Daniel C, South Paris, Maine. Churn
Merrill, Edward. (See Driggs, James D., assignor.)

Merrill, Freeman C. (See Pettengill, Charles B., assignor.)
Merrill, G. L., Chicago,' 111. Machine for cleaning and assorting cranberries
Merrill, Helem, Brooklyn, N. Y. Method of sprinkling liquids in refining sugar.

Same Discharger for centrifugal machines
Same Feeder for centrifugal machine
Same Mode of using steam for heating and evaporating

Merrill, John S., Newtown, Md. Window-sash supporter -

Merrill, Joshua, Boston, Mass. Metal beam
Merrill, J. W., and E. H. Lawrence, 'Berlin, Wis. Pump .'

Merrill, Rufus S., assignor to self and William Carleton, Boston, Mass. Burner for

hydrocarbon fluids ,.

Merrill, S. T., Beloit, Wis. Bleaching stock for paper
Merriman, Andrews T., Rutland, Vt. Slachine for squaring files,

Merritt, A. N., Gardner, Mass. Butter cutter .'

Merritt, Charles, South Weymouth, Mass. Apparatus for dyeing hair
Merritt, C. C, et al. (See Lombard, C. E., assignor.)

Merritt, George, New York, N. Y. Pencil-point protector
Same same (Reissue) .

.

Merritt, Henry. (See Tnicy, Sylvester L., assignor.)

Merritt, Henry B., assignor to I. H. Merritt, St. Loius, Mo. Cotton-bale tie

Merritt, Ira, assignor through mesne assignments to himself, Abington, Mass.
Knife (Reissue) .

.

Merritt, Ii*a, et al. (See Tirrell, J. P., assignor.)

Merritt, Israel J., New York, N. Y. Dry dock •.

Merritt, James C, New York, N. Y. Retainer for neck ties

Merritt, James C, assignor to self and Oscar J. Merritt, New York, N. Y. Eyelet.
(Design)

Merritt, John, New York, N. Y. Knife and fork cleaner. (Antedated Dec. 4, 1807)

Merrymon, J. M., Indianapolis, Ind., and W. M. Dunn, Gmieysville, Ala. Cotton-
seed planter

Mersereau, William T., Newark, N. J. Curtain fixture

Mershon, George B., Philadelphia, Pa. Folding or lunch box
Mershon, Ralph S., Zanesville, Ohio. Graver
Mertens, F., Cumberland, Md. Mode of bracing and staying boats
Mervine, Samuel P.. jr. (See Schatt, John, assignor.)

Mervin, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Button hole for paper collars. (Antedated
Aprils. 1867)

Meserve, John L. (See Rundlett, John, assignor.) *
Mesler, John 11. , Symmes Corner, Ohio. Compound for cure of hog cholera

Messenger, Charles, Cleveland, Ohio. Tool for opening sheet-metal cans
Messex, Abel, Waynesboro', (ja. Medicine
Messick, Walter m'., Louisville, Ky. Circular swinging cradle and baby-walker
Messinger, Joseph, Springfield, Vt. Brush holder
Messinger, Joseph ct al. (See Lewis, W. A., assignor.)

Messinger, Joseph, and H. H. Mason. (See Mason & Messinger.)

Same same.
Same same.

Messier, M. D., New Lebanon, Ohio. Fence
Messier, William A., Eureka, 111. Door holder »

Messmer, Henri, assiguor to self and Isaac Hey, jr., Newark, N. J. Preparing veg-

etable fibres for textile and other fabrics

Metcalfe, G. W., Hummelstown, Pa. Apparatus to cure horses of cribbing

Metropolitan Rotary Engine Compauy. (See Ortlieb, Frederick, assignor.)

Metropolitan Washing Machine Company. (^eeFostei-, C. A., assignor.) (Reissue.)

Same (See Rowell, Warren, assignor.)

Mets, E., assignor to self and A. Cram, Rochester, N. Y. Slide for extension tables.

Metten, George R., assignor to Horace Baldwin, St. Louis, Mo. Fountain pen
Mctz, W., and Gi-orge Sugg. (See Sugg & Metz.)
Metzger, Charles 11., and Edward Schindler. (Sec Schindler & Metzger.)

Date.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
May 14,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

July 23, 1867.
Apr. 23,1867.
Apr. 23,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.
Apr. 30,1867.
Dec. 11^1867.
May 14,1867.
Aug. 13,.1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 186»
Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Mar.
May

5, 1867.

7, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867..

Dec. 10,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

M^ 281 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Feb. IQ, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
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68, 641

2,546
2,579
2,580
2,581
2,635
2,636
2,637
9,638
2,639
2,640
2,653
2,730
2, 731

2.770
2,783
2,787
2,788
2,789

64, 686
69, 691

61,016
64, 687
2,762

66, 101

60, 770

61, 628
72, 522
60,923

62. 146
62. 147

71, 777
64,784
66, 376
63,921
69,463

63,549
65,413
67,332

64, 892
63, 075
61, 082
61,751
62, 283
65, 585
2,716

67, 787
71, 778

68, 773

61,350
62, 666

61,083
72, 315
63, 169
62, 052
68, 774
67,564
61, 084

67,896
65,823
60, 771
72,664

71,896

61, 443
64, 126
71,630
64,127
65, 498

68,775

Meyer & Mueller. {See SchiflFer, Jihn, assignor.)

Myer, Charles F, W., Oconomowock, Wis. Leather hdfee

Meyer, Chas. T., ass'r to Ed. C. Sampson, Bergen, N. J. Floor oil cloth. . . (Design) .

.

Same same (Design)..

Same." same (Design)..

Same same (Design)..

Same Floor oil cloth or carpet pattern (Design) .

.

Same same (Design)..

Same same « (Design)..

Same same (Design)..

Same same (Design) .

.

Same .' same (Design)..

Same same (Design) .

.

Same Floor oil cloth and carpet pattern (Design) .

.

Same Floor oil cloth or carpet pattern (Design)..

Same Carpet or oil cloth pattern (Design) .

.

Same - Carpet pattern (Design; .

.

Same same s (Design) .

.

Same same ..., (Design) .

.

Same same (Design)..

Meyer, Frederick, Newark, N. J. Machine for grinding scale pivots

Same Scoop for scales .'

Meyer, Jacob P., Waukesha, Wis. Device for protecting horses' necks
Myer, James, jr., New York, N. Y. Knife sharpener

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Meyer, L. Otter P., Bethlehem, Pa. Manufacture of safety matches
Meyer, Philip P., New York, N. Y. Method of making sheet metal vessels of two

thicknesses
Meyer, Robert, Buffalo, N. Y. Buckle fastening
Meyer, William A., Indianapolis, Ind. Composition for tempering steel springs

Meyers, F. H., Wilmington, Del. Car coupling
Meyers, Peter, administrator, &c. (See Young, Emanuel.)
Michael, F. , Gratis, Ohio. Apparatus for granulating sugar

Same Evaporator
Michel, Charles E. , assignor to Frederick Von Phul, St. Louis, Mo. Mineral water. .

.

Michelbacher, Abraham, New York, N. Y. ' Peat gathering machine
Same Machine for disintegrating peat

Michell, John, West Farms, N. Y. Matting for floor covering
Michener, Thomas C. , St. Louis, Mo. Needle setter for sewing machines
Mickle, William H., and H. J. Harwood. {See Harwood & Mickle.)

Middlebrook, S. S., Sandy Hook, Conn. Hat blocking machine.-
Same Felting machine

Middlefield, William A., Harrisburg, Pa. Fence
Middleton, William A. (/See Patton, William P., assignor.)

Mifflin, Lloyd, Germantown, Pa. Solar chronometer
iMignon, J. B. J., and S. H. Rouart, France. Apparatus foi^compressing air

Milbank, Isaac M., Greenfield Hill, Conn. Breech-loading fire-arm ••

Same same
Same Metallic priming cartridges
Same Breech-loading firearm
Same Metallic cartridge (Reissue) .

.

Miles, Alfred S., Brooklyn, N. Y. Combination of brush and rubber
Miles, George W., Philadelphia, Pa. Mosquito net in window blinds
Miles, G. W., assignor to Hosier Miles, Michigan City, Ind. Machine for driving

spokes in wagon wheels
MUes, Isaac L., Charlestown, Mass. Mode of printing on glass..'.

Same Apparatus for printing on glass

Same... .^.. Philadelphia, Pa. Composition for producing elastic forms for
printing

Miles, J. and E P., Bloomingdale, Ind. Plow
Miles, Myron, Middlesex, N. Y. Horse rake , ^
Miles, Purches, New York, N. Y. Curtain fixture. (Antedated March 15, 1867)
Miles, Purches, assignor to Theodore Mace, New York, N. Y. Sausage stuffer
Miles, R. E., Louisville, Ky. Attachment for breast collar
Miles, Smith, Fabius, N. Y. Portable fence
filillar. Alexander, assignor to self and E. A. G. Roulstone, Roxbury, Mass. Drink-

ing cup
M'llar, Alexander, assignor to self and Alfred Udiorne, Roxbury, Mass. Oiler and filler.

Millar, Henry W., Utica, N. Y Apparatus for heating cheese vats
Millar, Wm. J. , McKeesport Borough, Pa. Apparatus for fcteering vessels by steam .

.

Same Car coupling
Miller, A. M., and John Burt. {See Burt &. Miller.)
Miller, Abraham S., assignor to self, J. P. James and Chas. Folsom, Zanesfield, Ohio.

Railroad signal

Miller, Benjamin F. , New York, N. Y. Caloric itdiator for stove pipes
Same Pavement
Same Ventilatmg cowl

Miller, Charles, St. Louis, Mo. Loom. (Antedated April 10, 1867)
Miller, Charles D., assignor to self and C. H. Warner, West Meriden, Conn. Attach-

ing thills to carriages

Miller, Charles G., Springfield, Ohio. Harvester ^

Sept. 10,

Jan. 8,

Feb. 12,

Feb. 12,

Feb. 12.

Apr. 30,

Apr. 30,

Apr. 30,

Apr. 30,

Apr. 30,

Apr. 30,

May 14,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 27,

Sept. 24,

Sept. 24,

Sept. 24,

Sept. 24,

May 14,

Oct. 8,

Jan, 8,

May 14,

Sept. 10,

June 25,

Jan. 1,

Jan. 29,

Dec. 24,

Jan. 1,

Feb. 19,

Feb. 19,

Dec. 3,

May 14,

July 2,

Apr. 16,

Oct. 1,

Apr. 2,

June 4,

July 30,

May 21,

Mar. 19,

Jan. 8,

Feb. 5,

Feb. 19,

June 11,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 13,

Dec. 3,

Sept. 10,

Jan. 22,

Mar. 5,

Oct. 15,

Jan. 8,

Dec. 17,

Mar. 26,

Feb. 12,

Sept. 10,

Ang. 6,

Jan. 8,

Aug. 20,

June 18,

Jan. 1,

Dec. 24,

Dec. 10,

Jan. 22,

Apr. 23,

Dec. 3,

Apr. 23,

June 4,

Sept. 10,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1667.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
1887.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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70, 734
61, 552
71, 201

62, 353
68, 223

71, 510
69,46t
63, 922
6t>, 465

71,402
61, 947
70, 593

69, 236
71, 897
62, 768
69, 112

63,283
2,592

68, 776
70, 594
66, 609
66, 983
72, 523
69, 927
70, 103

61,629
65, 499
71, 038
68, 379
71, 039
61, 630

63, 076
68, 569
69,010
67, 697

62,215
61, 553
63, 805
66, 727
61,085
61,086
62,491
63, 284
63, 923
64. 128

2,504

66, 984

67, 206

62, 869

Dayton, Ohio, flloth-gathering a,ttachmeut to sewing machine.
SrBnflFalo, N. Y. Snap hook.

assignor to self and Isaac S. Dengler, Frederick, Pa. Padlock-

.

assignor to self, T. W. Foye, and E. L. Cook, BulEFalo, N. Y.

Miller, Charles ft., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cowl or chimney £ap
Miller, Charles H. " '

"'
•

"'

Miller, Charles H.
Miller. Charles H.
Miller, Charles H.

Snap hook....
Miller, Chas. H., assignor to Chas. Harrison, Buffalo, N. Y. Valve for water closets

Miller, Daniel W., and Michael Brestle, jr. Middletown, Pa. Car coupling
Miller, D. K.,Bernville, Pa. Alarm lock for tills

Miller, Edward, Milwaukee, Wis. Shifting ?eat for vehicles ^

Miller, E., & Co. (^ee Marcy, John J., assignor.)

Same .(See Baldwin, George E., assignor.)

Miller, E. L. et al. {See Goodes, E. A., assignor.)

Same same.
Miller, E. L., and E. A. Goodes. {See Goodes & Miller.)

Miller, Felix, and Hj'polite Pernot, New York, N. Y. Bung extractor
Miller, Frederick .T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Caster frame
Miller, F. R., and E. Prescott, Pittsburg, Pa. Sash support and fastener
Miller, Geo., executor of Jas. F. McKenzie, deceased. {See McKenzie, James F.)
Miller, G. M., and H. Mund. Chicago, 111. Burglar-proof window and door grates..
Miller, Henry, Ronald Township, Mich. Spinning wheel
Miller, H. B. , and M. P. Wesfou, Grand Rapids, Mich. Broom head
Miller, Henry J., Nashua, N. H. Bootjack and blacking brush
Miller, Henry J. (5fie Thomas, John A., assignor.)

Miller, Hermann, Hoboken, N. J. Paint can ;

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Miller, Henry T., and James M. Hammitt. {See Hammitt & Miller.)

Miller, Israel, Bryan, Ohio. Device for setting animal traps
Miller, jr., J., Baltimore, Md. Mode of securing wheels on axles
Miller, Jacob, Cantcu, Ohio. Harvester rake ,

Same same _.

Same Harvester dropper
Ikliller, Jacob, CarroltOH, Ohio. Car couplmg

Same same
Miller, Jacob, and Frederick Denzler. {See Denzler & Miller.)

Miller, Jacob R., and William P. Patton. (5ccJ>atton & Miller.)

Miller, James, New York, N. Y. Boring tool

Miller, James, Ovid, Mich. Bag fastener

Miller, James and James, jr., England. Elastic gusset for wearing apparel
Miller, Jeremiah, Pittsburg, Pa. Curbing
Miller, Job, Warren, R. I. Knitti«g-machine needle
Miller, Job, Warren, R. I., and Jason A. Bidwell, East Boston, Mass. Knitting-

machine needle
Miller, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Bung for casks, barrels, &c
Miller, John D. , Russelville, Pa. Hitching strap

Miller, J. H., Milwaukee, Wis. Weather strip for doors ,

Miller, John S., assignor to sflf and L. L. Davis, Springfield 3Iass. Car spring.

(Antedated August 5, 1867)

Miller, John S., and N. C. Stiles. (Sec Stiles and Miller.)

Miller, John T., Iowa Falls, Iowa. Ditching plow
Millei", Joseph, Cuba, N. Y. Car coupling

Same Manufacture of sheet iron '

Miller, Joseph, Alliance, Ohio. Weatherstrip ,

MUler, Joseph A., New York, N. Y. Steam generator
Same same
Same same
Same Street crossing and sewer inlet

Same Steam generator
Same Chimney or ventilator .•

Miller, Joseph R., assignor to the American Submarine Tunnel Co., New York, N. Y,
Submarine tunnel (Reissue) .

.

Miller, Joseph* R., deceased, by William Miller, administrator, Pensacola, Fla.

Submarine tunnel -• (Extension) .

.

Miller, Lewis, Akron, Ohio. Harvester rake •

Same Dropper for harvesters
Miller, Lewis, and Richard B. Walker. (See Jenkins, John V., ass'r.). ..(Reissue.)

Same same • (Reissue.

)

Same {See Kennedy, Albert H., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (^ec Jenkins, John V., assignor.)

Miller, L. B., Jersey City, N. J. Machine for milling twist drills

Miller, L. H., Balti.more, Md. Burglar and fire-proof safe

Miller, Max, Brooklyn, N. Y. Toy wind wheel
Miller, Moses, East Gaines, N. Y. Laud roller

Miller, Philip, Sharpsburg, Pa. Window shutt^- '

Miller, P. L., Mechanicsburg, Pa. Gate.,.
Miller/^S., and J. S. McClellan, Champaign county, Ohio. Awning

Same same same
Miller, Samuel, and Moses Lewis. (See Lewis «fc Miller.)

Miller, Stewart, and Ira J. Chase, Barriugton, III. Fanning niUl

Miller, Warner. (Sec Thiry, F., assignor.)

Miller, W. D., Enou, Ohio. Automatic wagon brake

Nov. 12,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. i6, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.

Nov. 26, 186T.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 18C7.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
July 9,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Juno 4,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Sept.^7, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.
July 16,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
Apr. 16.1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.
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Miller, W. H., Brandenburg, Kjj Die for bending nozzles of coffee pots
Same Combined rak« and spade

Miller, "W. K., assignor to C. Aultman & Co., Canton, Ohio. Harvester
Miller, Warren P., San Francisco, Cal. Fireplace

Same New York, N. Y. Grindstone
Same Sao Francisco. Cal. Fan blower

Miller, Wesley, assignor to Francis E. Beal, Granville S. Webster, Edward J. Saw
yer, and Paul P. Todd, New York. N. Y. Corset

Miller, Williiim, Cincinnati. Ohio. Hoistmg machine
Miller, William, and Joseph and John Scott. (See Scott & Miller.)

Miller, William H.. Phili'.delphia, Pa. Packing for piston rods
Same Fibrous packing for steam engines
Same Manufactureof packing tor stuffing boxes ofsteara engines, pump8,&c. I May 21, 1867.

Miller, William H. and George W., West Meriden, Conn. Cartridge ejector for
breech-loading fire-arms

Same Breech-loading fire-arm -

Same same , (Reissue)

.

Miller, William Jesse, Linesville, Pa. Medicine
Miller, William M., Tulpehoccan. Pa. Meat cutter
Miller. Wyatt W.. Safe Harbor, Pa. Fagot for beams i Sept. 24, 18C7.

Same Construction of fagot for beams ! Oct. 22, 1867.
Milligan, John F., St. Louis, Mo. Cotton bale tie i July 30, 1667.
Milligan,. John F.. assignor to Joseph W. Branch and Joseph Crookes, St. Lonis. Mo.

I

Cotton bale tie ^ (Reissue)..! Apr. 9,1867.
Milligan, John F.. assignor to self and J. W. Branch, St. Louis, Mo. Cotton bale tie.

I
Sept. 24, 18fi7,

Milligan, Patrick Francis. Washington. D. C. Check on car conductors 1 Apr. 9,1867.
Milliken, D. L., Brattleboro". Vt., and O. M. Pillsbury, Claremont, N. H. Joint for

j

stovepipes
| May 7, 1867,

Millikeu. Francis, Boston, Mass. Apparatus for heating and cooking by tteam I Feb. 19, 1867.

^Tan. 29,1867.
Sept. 17 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

May 21, 18G7.

Nov. 12, 180)7.

July 30, 1867.
May 14,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Ang. 27,1867.
May 14, J 867.
Oct. 1,1867.
Jan. 2!,», 1867.

June 25 18t;7.

Milliken, Royal B.. Springfield, Vt. Pocket knifi.'. (Antedated January 5, 1867).
Milliken, William H , and George Johnson. {See Johnson <fe Miliiken.)

"

Milligar, Henry. (See Oearing, F., assignor.)

Millington, Norman, and Dennis J. George, deceased, by S. M. George, Abraham B.
'

Gardner, and Leland J. Mattisou, executors, Shaftsbury, Vt. Machine for figur-

ing carpenters' squares (Extension)..' Oct.
Millison, Francisque, France. Gas engine

;
Apr,

Millison, James B. (Sec Chappell, Isaac H., assignor.) i

Millochau, A., ass'r to R. N. Perlee, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of lampblack ... i Dec. 10, 1867.
Mills, Anson. Fort Bridger. Utah Ter. Cartridge belt '. Aug. 2(J, 1867.
Mills. A. J.. Scott, N. Y. Churn I Feb. 5.1867.
Mills, A. J., and E. M. Hewett, Scott, N. Y. Clothes dryer I Apr. 23,1867.
Mills. C. yV.. et ai. (See Chichester, Lewis S., assignor.)

Mills, EzekieL and Hugh Tv. McAvoy. (*^c£ McAvoy<&: Mills.)
|

Mills. E. W., assignor to the Empire Wind Wheel Manufacturing Company, Syra- I

cuse. N. y. Wind wheel
j Oct.

Mills, Francis, Mt. Vernon, Ind. Machine for bending tires Aug.
Mills. Francis E.. San Francisco, Cal. Door indicator ! May
Mills, Francis E., and I.<aac Rowell. (Sec liowell 6c Mills.)

Mills, Henry L., St. Paul, Minn. Artificial log i Oct.
Mills, Jame.- E.. Brookij-n, N. Y. Manufacture of chloride of zinc I Oct.
Mills,.John H., Boston, Mass. Steam engine , i Mar.
Mills, Jonatl;an, assignor to self, Lewis J. Brown, Charles S. Spofford. and Henry i

Van Lutheran Dt's Moines, Iowa. Brick machine I June 18, 1867.
Mills, Luke S. . Brooklyn, N. Y. Portable boiler lor pitch, &c

|
Mar. 26, 18C7.

Mills, Mortimer B.. East Mendon, N. Y. Churn ^.j Aug. 27, 1807.
Mills, Samuel, and J. R. Mclrvin, assignors to James J. Robinson, Clinton, HI.

;

Wheelwrights' machine j June 25, 1867.
Mills, Simeon. Madison, Wis. Carriage thill coupling

|
Jan. 15,1867.

...I Jan. 15,1867.

4,18^7.

2, 1667.

15,1867.
1^,1867.

21, 1867.

15, 1867.

8. 1867.

5; 1867.

peat Aug. 27, 1867

Dec. 24, 1867.

Same Machine for grinoin
Same Car coupling ,

Milhvard, Frank. (See James, Charles H.. assignor.)
MiUv.ard, J. C New York, N. Y. Ornamenting glass Oct. 29, 1867.

Milne. James!, Scotland. Car coupling i Oct. 8, 1867.
Milroy, John, ScoMaiid. Excavator -

|

Apr. 23, 1867.
Milroy, J. W., Galveston. Ind. Drain tile machine ...i Nov. 19,1867.
Milsom, George, et al. (Sec Heneage. Milsora, and Spendelow,)
Miltimore, J. H.. Chicago, III. Lantern (Reissue).
Mingis, AV. S., New York, N. Y. Round comb (Design)

.

Same ... 1 same (Design)

.

Same same (Design)

.

Minnich, Simon B., assignor to self and H. K. Burkholaer, Landisville, Pa. Stop
jointed manure drag , I Apr

M!nni.«, Adam, Canton township, Mich. Potato digger I
May 21,1867

Minriss, Thomas S., Meadville. Pa. Locomotive for plowing, &c I Jan. 15,1867
Same Car coupling May 14, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 30, 1867.

.j Apr.

.' Jan.
, Jan.
Jan.

9, 1867.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

15,1S67.

9, 1867.

Same SU d bt ake
Minor, Benjamin W., snd'Alien Colbu.-n, Boston, Mass. Tailor's crayon sharpener..
Minor, John O., Wapello, Iowa. Hedge shears
Minor, John W., and David P. JVat d. New Bedford, Mass. Machine for filling ruts

and leveling roads
Same Three-wheeled vehicle

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1667.

11 C P
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Minor, P. E., Schenectady, N. Y. Material foritlie inanufa|ture of glass
Minuse. Horatio, Milan, Ohio. Carriage plow
Mitchell, Allen & Co. {See Hilton, Richard H., assignor.)

Same (.See Hutchinson, William B., assignor.)

Mitchell, Charles E., New Britain, Conn. Snap hook
Mitchell, C. E., and M. Moriarty, assignors to Charles E. Mitchell and Philander

Evans, Bangor, Maine. Mustache guard
Mitchell, C. H., Brlstow Station, Ky. Medical compound
Mitchell, Charles W., and William Conner, (^'ee Conner & Mitchell.)
Mitchell, G. W., New York, N. Y. Baking pan
Mitchell, Henry, Dayton, Ohio. Handle for sadirons
Mitchell, Henry, and George Thompson. (.S'ee Johnson <fc Thompscil,as8'rs.) (Reissue-.)

Mitchell, H. H., Mineral Point, Wis. Hand loom
Mitchell, H. S., and C. Search, Hublersburg, Pa. Corn planter
Mitchell, James, La Porte, Ind. Car brake
Mitchell, Jehu. Newa:k, Ohio. Washing machine
Mitchell, John L., Buffalo, N. Y. Plotel register

Mitchell, Matthew, Cro%vn Point, Ind. Hay elevator

Mitchell, M. F., and W. B. Chapman. Waukau, Wis. Snap hook
Mitchell, Robert, Great Britain. Cylinder of steam hammers
Mitchell, S. A., Alstead Center, N. H. Apparatus for feeding liquids to evaporating

pans or boilers «.

Mitchell, S. J., St, Louis, Mo. Cotton bale tie

Mitchell, Thom&s and Thomas H., Albany, N. Y. Stq^m generator '.

.

Mitchell, Thomas A., Washington, D. C. Fastening for carriage curtains
Mitchell, Timothy S. (.See Porter, Benjamin F., assignor.)

Mitchell, Vance 6c Co. {See Vance, Samuel B. H.. assignor.)

Mitchell, W. A., and John P, Verree. (.See Verree & Mitchell.)

Mitchell, William A., et al. {See Pratt. Daniel R,.. assignor.)

Mittendorf, Henry, York, Pa. Apparatus for drawing and preserving malt liquor
Mix, E. M., Westfield. N. Y. Rim lock • (Design) .

.

Same Manlius, N. Y. Rim lock (Design)..
Modena Hat Com.pany. {See Loewenberg. Henry, assignor) (Reissue.)

Moebius, C. E. L., anrlE. G. F. Arndt. (See Arndt & Moebius.)
Moegiiug, Christopher, Milwaukee, Wis. Grinding mill

Same Ventilator lor flour mills ,

Moescbler, E. L., Rochester. N. Y. Machine for gauging the size of loaves of
bread

Moesta, Henry, and Oswald Hesselbacher. (See Hesselbacher & Moesta.)
Moffatt, Samuel. ( .See Russell. Jacob, assignor.)

Moffitt, John R., Chelsea, Mass, Apparatus for molding and vulcanizing articles of
rubber

Mohn, John. Detroit. Mich. Railway chair
Mole, Charles, England. Boots and shoes
MoUer, William, New York. N. Y. Cooling animal coal

Molineux. Edward L.. New York, N. Y. Putting up blueing and othei dyes ,

Molyneux, James, assignor to the Bordentown Machine Company, Bordentown. N.J.
Excavator

Molyneux, J., and P. Bloomsburg, jr. {See Bloomsburg & Molyneux.)
Same i same.

Momeny, George O.. Locust Point. Ohio. Bob sleigh

Money. William, assignor to self and Edgar McCloud, Paterson, N. J. Fastening for

umbrella runners .^

Monk, John H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for tempering skirt wire. (Antedated
November S, 1 &t;7)

Monnier, Alfred, Philadelphia. Pa. Process of purifying metallic oxides. (Reis.sue.)..

Monnin, Dietz, France. Clock oase
Monroe, Benjamin B., Jackson, Mich. Wagon brake
Monroe, Frederick, Charle.stown, Mass. Flour box
Monroe, Joshua, assignor to self and J. Gardner, New York, N. Y. Lacer lor knee

braces, &c
Monroe, L. M., and Sarhuel Porter. (.See Wood, Merritt L.. assignor.)

Monroe, Ossian C, Poultney, Vt. Machine for renovating and cleaning feathere

Mousch, H. J. and John T. , Louisville, Ky. Trade mark • (Design; .

.

Monson, Charles. (.See Hotchkiss. Bennet, assignor.)

Montgomerj', James. Croton, N. Y. Method of manufacturing tubular bodies

Montgomery, J. A., Columbus, Ohio. Machine for sharpening fence pickets.

Montgomery, Lucius, Newstead, N. Y. Lime kiln

Montgomery, Richard, New York, N. Y. Curved, corrugated steel plate

Same Sheet metal beam (Reissue)..

Same. Same (Extension) .

.

Montrose, Jaraes H., New York, N. Y. Hinged fishing rod
Montross, C. A., et al, {See Hawley, B. R., assignor.)

Mood, L., and C. M. Clinton. (.See Clinton & Mood.)
Same same.

Moody, George L., New York, N. Y. Annular petroleum burner for hot air, steam,
and hydrocarbon fluids

Moody, John, Engl.ind. Floating battery or light-house

Moody, Joseph G., New York, N. Y. Vessels and tanks fjir holding hydrocarbon
and other liquids

Moody, Joseph G., and Edward Richmond. {Sec Richmond & Moody.)
|

Dec. 31,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28, W67.

July 23, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 15.1867.
Feb. 5; 1867.

Dec. .31, 1867.
Aug. 6, 1867.

Dec. 10, leo.
Dec. 17,1867.
Apr. 16.1867,
Jan. 1,1^67.
Aug. 13. 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.
Aug. 27. 1867.

May 21. Ih67.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 9,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867. 1

Apr.
July
Dec.
Feb.
Dec.

2, 1867.

2. 1867.

10, 1867.

c, 1867.

24, 1867.

Jan. 1. 1867.

Aug 13, 1867.

Oct. 2S 18C7.

Nov. 12 1867.

J.m. 1 18C7.

Dec. 3 18(i7.

July 16 1(^67.

Jniy Ic, 1B67.

July 16, 1867.

Sept 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 1,') 1867.

July 2 18(i7.

Julv 8 1867.

Dec. 2'! lifG7.

Jan. 29.1867.
Mar. 12,1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.
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Moody, Parker, Gloucester, Mass. Hawse pipe
Moody, W. A,, Monteziima, Iowa. Tjuliivator

Moody, W. A., and T. J. Shipley. {See Shipley & Moody.)
Mooers, T. J., et al. {Sc. Holden, Mooers, Stratton <fc Reynolds.)
Jloon, Alexander, Maquoqueta, Iowa. Pump
Mooney, George, Providence, R. I. Gas burner
Mooney, Lawrence, Baltimore, Md. Kneeling case for cliurches

Moore, A. A., and W. P. Ford. {See Ford & Moore.)
Moore, A. N. , North Cohoeton, N. Y. Plow
Moore, Charles, and Arthur P. Emery, New York, N. Y. Rotary meter or motor .

Moore, Charles C, New York, N. Y. Blotter
Moore, Cyrus, assignor to self and Abel Blakeslec, East Saginaw, Mich. Lubri-

cating oil

Moore, E. J., East Boston, Mass. Tube expander
Lloore, Frederic H. (5ee Billings, Joseph E., assignor.)
Moore, Freeman, and John A.Baker, CarroUton, Ohio. Car coupling
Moore, George R. , Lyons, Iowa. Damper for flat-iron heaters

Same Heating stove ^

Same Coal stove
Same same
Same Illuminated door for beating stove
Same Car coupling
Same same
Same Construction of corrugated sheet-rnetal boilers

Moore, Gilpin, Moliue, III. Plow
Moore, Gilpin, assignor to Deere & Co., Moline, 111. Die for making plow braces ...

Moore, Gilpin, assignor to self and Deere & Co., Moline, 111. Plow
Moore, Gilpin, assignor to John and C. H. Deere, S.. H. Velie, and G. W. Vinton,

Moline, 111. Cultivator
Moore, H. A., et al. {See Rhoads, C. W., assignor.)

Moore, H. C, Springfield, Mass. Peat machine. (Antedated March 26, 1867)
Mooro, 1I..C., assignor to self and Charles Robinson, Springfield, Mass. Skate
Moore, Henry F., and James S. Blaisdell, assignors to Henry F. Moore, Medford,

Mass. Hanging wagon seats
Moore, Hugh K. (&e Carey, Augustus C, assignor.)

Same '.
. . . same.

Moore, James D., Grinnell, Iowa. Calender for watch cases
Aloore, J. H. , V^'^arren, Mass. Carriage
Moore, Jasper P., Boston, Mass. Carriagejack
Moore, John H., Binghamton, N. Y. Method of moving buildings.

Same Apparatus for moving buildings
Moore, Joseph, San Francisco, Cal. Friction pawl
Moore, Joseph H., Chicago, 111. Ventilating apparatus for railroad cars

Same Ventilator for railroad cars
Moore, J. W., Cambridgeport, Mass. Slotting machine
Moore, Josephus, Bushuell, 111. Plow
Moore J. K.. Millville, N. J. Fertilizer

Moore, S. W., Albion, N. Y. Bean puller
Moore, Thomas B., Bridesburg, Pa. Bed bottom
Moore, Thomas C, assignor to self and William A. Fallis, "Wilmington, Ohio.

Smoothing iron
Moore, William B., Winchester, Mo. Preservative backing for leather
Moorehead, John M. {See Shepard, William A., assignor.)
Moorhead, Clark, and Isaac Grier, Lewiston III. Washing machine
Moorhouse, AVilliam, and Adolph Rock. {See Rock & Moorhouse.)
Moos, John. {See Gans, Alois, assignor.)
Mora, Antonio L., New York, N. Y. Hinge
Moratiau, Bernard, Brooklyn, N. Y. Clothes broom or whisk

Same Brush holder
Same same (Reissue) .

.

Moran, Francis E., Milbui*n, 111. Cotton planter
Moran, R. W., Chicago, III. Corn Planter
Morange' I. K. {Sec Kiugsland, C, assignor.)
Bloravek, August, Hungary. Corn harvester
i\lore, Charles C. {Sec Harrington, E. F. and J., assignors) ^Reissue.)
More, E. A., St. Louis, Mo. Cover for oil cans, (.\ntedated Feb. 15, 1867)
Morehouse, Levi, Ban on. Wis. Bag tie

Morey, J. G., and W. S. Bright. {See Bright &, Morey.)
i\!orfit, Clarence, Baltimore, Md. Condenser for stills

Murford, W. H., et al. {Sec Goodes, E. A., assignor.) •

Same same.
Morgan, Curtis C, Auburn, N. Y. Knife cleaner ,

Morgan, David G., Jordan, N. Y. Window cuitain
Morgan, Dayton, Chillicothe, Ohio, Soldier's monument (Design) .

.

Morgau, Elisha, Springfield, Mass. Envelope • (Design)..
Same Mucilage stand

Morgan, jr., John, Wheeling, West Va. Bolt and rivet machine
Same same •

Morgan, John E., Deerfield, N. Y. Harrow
Morgan, John F., assignor to Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Boston, Mass. Lunch box
Morgan, Joseph, Springfield, Mass. Hay loader

Date.

May 21, 18G7.

Sept. 3, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

8, 1867.

5, 1867.

26. 1867.

16, 1867.

9, 1867.

13, 1867.

19, 1867.

i9, 1867.

3, 1867.

26, 1867.

23, 1867.

27, 1867.

Oct.
-Mar.

Mar,
A pi".

July
Aug.
Nov.
Nov.
Doc.
Nov.
July
Aug.

Sept. 3,1867.

May 7, 1867.

June 11,1867.

June 4, 1867,

Oct. 22,

Apr. 9,

Sept. 3,

May 7,

Nov. 5,

May 7,

Jan. 29,

Oct, ]

,

Dec. 17,

Oct. 29,

July 30,

June 25,

Mar. 12,

1867,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

L867.

1867.

1857.

1867.

1867,

Jan, 1, 1867,

Nov. 12, 1867.

April 30, 1867.

'Nov. 5,1867.
July 9. 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb, 26, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867,

Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 26,1807.
Mar. 5, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July
July
June
June
July
Apr.
May
July
Nov.
Apr.

30, 1867.

30, 1867.

18, 1867.

25, 1867.

16, 1867.

16, 1867.

21, 1867.

16, 1867.

5, 1«67.

16, 1867..
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No.

72, 526

66, 377

62, 149
68, 644
70, 244
70, 738
68, 526
a3, 807

65, 551

60, 776
60. 924

69, 928
2, 443

60, 925
64. 130

62, 054

67, 064

65, 415
70, 455

63, 651

67,065

70 245

Q'i 552
71, 506
72, 881

62, 434

69, 467

70, 456

C3 808
64, 024
65, 761

65, 762
67, 208
68, 570

64,690
02. 495
63, 928

72, 750
70, 599

69, 468
69, 358

63, 929
06, 613
63, 304

64, 440
07, 899

02. 496

71,041
07, 338
01,754

62, 872
68. 22(5

63, 078
63,413
72, 527
65,416

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Apr.
Jan.
Jiin.

Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 23,1867.

Jnne 4,1867.

Morgan, N., and W. J. Garland. (Sec Garland & Morgan.)
Morgan, W., and T. Jones. {Sec Jones and Morgan.) m
Morgensteru, William, assignor to self and Charles Herold, Hartford, CJonn. Breech-

loading tire-arms
Moriarty, M., and C. E. Mitchell. {See Mitchell & Sloriarty.)

Morillon, Theodiilc, and Ur^in Naquin, Lafourche Parish, La. Apparatus for treat-

ing cane juice with sulphurous acid gas '.

Morley, Isaac. Pittsburg. Pa. Brick machine
MorreU, James A.. Chicago, 111. Hinge. (Antedated Aug. 26, 1867)

Same Pump
Same Machine for setting up staves in barrels. (Antedated Oct. 16, 1867).

Morriell, Robert M., Plymouth, Ind. Clothes dryer
Morrill, Charles, New York, N. Y. Pendulum level and sight combined
Morris, Charles, assignor to self, George Richards, and Stanley C. Hylton, Stockton

Township, N. J. Marking attachment for plows
Morris, David, Bartlett, Ohio. Rotary harrow *.

,

Morris, jr., Eli, New Haven, Conn. Handle for saw
Morris, E. F., and R. J. Green, Cicero, N. Y. Combined hoe and potato dieger ,

Morris, George L., Taunton, Mass. Nicking screw heads (Reissue).
Morris, George M., Cohoes, N. Y. Lubricating device

Same Oiling device for journal boxes
Morris, Jacob F., assignor to helf and Calvin Lockrow, Lansingburg, N. Y. Device

for lubricating the axles of vehicles
Morris, James P., Bloomington. 111. Car coupling
Morris, Matthias K., and Andrew Royse. {Sec Royse & Morris.)

Morris, Thomas, McGregor, Iowa. Fence . --..--.

Morris, Thomas, assignor to self, John Morris, and Thomas C. Knowles, England.
Compensating forge crane

Morris, William, Elkhart City, 111. Animal traji

Morris, William, and Lorenzo B. Hayes. {Sck Hayes & Morris.)
Morris, William H., Cold Spring, N,*Y. Cartridge box
Morri^c, J., et al. (See Brown, Burnham & Morrisc.)

Morrison, C. W. (&c Thornburg, Harris W., assiguor.)

Morrison David H., Dayton. Ohio. Iron bridge
Morrison, Duncan, Portland, Me. Cane, umbrella, dagger, and camp-stool combined

Same Apparatus for convertinjr rotary into reciprocating motion
Morrison, Duncan, assignor to self and William Hammond, Portland, Me. Motor

for carnages
Morrison, G. L., et al. {Sec Kennel, Smith & Morrison.)
Morrison, H.. Steuben ville, Ohio. Foot rest and kneeling board
Morrison, John A., et al. (^ee Stace& Baker, assignors.)

Morrison, W. B., Muskegon, Mich. Dough kneader
Morrissey, John. {See Turner, Edward A., assignor.)

Morse, Andrew J., Boston, Mass. Hose coupling
Morse, E. (See Stebbins, Darius, assignor.)

Morse, E. L. , St. Louis, Mo. Compress for cotton, (fcc.

Morse, F. B., New Haven, Conn. Joint for carriage top braces
Same Joint for carriagf braces. (Antedated May 21, 1867) .•

Same Method of manufacturing shackles for carriage thills ,

Same Whitlletree coupler. (Antedated June 7, 1867) ,

Same Whitfletree iron

Morse, F. B., and G. Gregory. {See Gregory & Morse.)
Mor.-^e, George Frederick, Portland, Maine. Throttle valve
Morse, G. Livingston, Harrison, N. J. Croqueterie
Morse, H. L., assij-nor to S. A. Morse, New Bedford, Mass. Turning lathe

Morse, James et al. (See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)

Morse, John F., Oshkosh, Wis. Steam engine valve
Morse. John II., Peoria, 111. Permutation lock for doors, &c. Antedated Oct. 30,

1867

Date.

Dec. 24,1867.

July 2,1867.
Feb. 19,18*^7.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.

2, 1867.

1, 1S67.

1.1867.

15, 18(57.

1, 1867.

, 1867.

Morse, .1. Madison, Sandwich, Hi. Cultivator
Morse, Monroe and Charles H., Franklin, Mass. Machine for pressing hats
Mor.se, Stephen, Springtield, Mass, Iron car brake (Extension).
Morse, S. A., New Bedford, Mass. Clamp —
Morse, S. E. and G. L., Harrison, N. J. Submarine telegraph cable
Morse, William, Boston, Mass. Line holder
IMorse, William A., Philadelphia, Pa. Stair rod..
Jlors.e, William A., assignor through mesne assignments to self and John G. Powell,

Philadelphin, Pa. Pen holder and eraser
Morse, W. A., and J. G. Powell, Philadelphia, Pa. Combined eraser and pen handle.

Same. (See Powell & Morse.)
Morsell, J. Ferguson, Stamford, Conn. Spring buckle
Morss. J., Philadelphia, Pa. Square
Mortimer, Samuel, assignor to Charles W. Gilbert, Leicester, Mass. Mechanism for

operating the picker staves of looms
Morton, Frank, Kingston, Mass. Strainer

Morton, H. F., West Sumner, Maine. Sleigh brake
Morton, John, Winchester, lud. Railroad track lifter

Same Water tank for railroads

Sam3 Railroad track lifter. (Antedated Dec. 7, 1867)

Morton, M. A. and D. F., Angola, N. Y. Fruit gatherer

Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

July 23,.1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Apr. 2.3,1867.

June 11,1867.
June 11,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec. 31.1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867
Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug. 19, If67.

Apr. 16, 18(i7.

July 9, l!r(i7.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb. 26. 1867.

Nov. 19. 1867.

July 3J, 1867.

Feb. 5, 18G7.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Aug. 27. 18>r/.

Mar. 19, 18ii7.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 4, i867.
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Name, residence, and inveDtion or discovery.

62, 873
71,0-12

61,948
1

65.6)^6
'

66, 870
71,5 3

62, 967

Morton, William F., New Haven, Conn. Cai-riage -wht^el

Morton, William H., and Charles Scott. (See Scott & Morton.)
Morvan, Artlmr G., South Bergen, N.J. Makiiig photographic transferal

Moseley, Charles B., and Lucius L. Woolley, Medford, Matis. Copy holder
Moseley, H. N. (5ee Guptail, Daniel, assignor.)

Moseley, William F., Brooklyn, N. Y. Paper collar (Design).
Moser, Benjamin, and David Yellott, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stud fastening
Moser, George E., and J. P. Hoagland. {Ste Hoagland <fe Moser.)
Moser. Ignatz, Cincinnati, Ohio. Wardrobe or closet ,

Moser, Williajn C. , East Nantmeal township, Pa. Butter worker
Moses, Luther T., and H. C. Hart. (See. Hart <fc Blakesl. e, assignors.)
Mosher, Henry W., assignor to self and Eivvard C. Dudley, Aurora, 111. Cut-off for

watef spouts '

,

Mo>=ber, Isaac H., and .John J. Harris, (Sec Harris & Mosher.)
Mosher. W. W., et al. (See Bailey, Alonzo E., assignor.)
Mosman, D. F., Cambridge, Ma>;s. Steam-engine governor
Mosman, George, Chicopee, Mass. Carpet stretcher '.

Moss, George A ., New York, N. Y. Box for blueing and other powders
Moss, J. A. (See Purviance, A. J, assignor.)

Moss, Robert T., Cambridge, Ohio. Buckie attachment
Moss. Samuel. (Sec Col», Gilbert M., assignor) (Reissue.)
Motch, M. C, assignor to self and W. F. Smirall, Covington. Ky. Rotary brick

machine
Mott, Alfred H., Daniel Wyner, and Lawrence Brink, Lockport, N. Y. Roofing

composition
Mott, Gershom, Big Run, Ohio. Water elevator
Mott, .John, Danville, Cal. Implement or wrtnch ,

Mott, J. L., Mott Haven, N. Y. Wash stand (Design).
Same same

Mougeot, Pierre B., France. Manufacture of soap
Moulton, E. S., Plymouth, Mich. Bag holder
Moultou, Oilman, Cambridge, Mass. Bill holder
Moulton, James G., Boston, Mass. Bootjack .

.'
-.

Moultou, Stephen, Hartford, Conn. Sewing-machine shuttle
Same Band coupling

Mowry, De Witt C, Milford, Mass. Boot crimper
Same same ».. (Reissue)..

Mowry, George L., Scott, N. Y. Sawing machine
Moyer, Charles P., Womelsdorf, Pa. In-trument for administering balls to horses. .

.

Moyer, John M., Pittsburg, Pa. Brick machine
Mozart, Don J., Newark, N J. Watch
Mozier, William R., Higginsville, 111. Seed planter
Muckle, Edward A., Philadelphia, Pa. MS gic watch case
Mudge, C, and L. E. Lee. (Sac Lee «fe Mndge.)
Mudge, Leander, Springfield, Ohio. Bed bottom
Mudgett, William T. (Sec Bingham, Albert, assignor.)
Muehle, Bernard H. (Sre Devereaux, Robert, assignor.)
Mueller & Meyer. (5#e Schiffer, John, assignor.)
Mulchahey, John, astignor to self and Charles Mulchahey, Springfield, Mass. Belt

ich •
,

pui
Mullall}', W^illiam, Boston, Mass. Top-spinning sword
MullalJy , William, assignor to Howard Tilden, Boston, Mass. Lamp ,

MiiUee, William, Franklin, Pa. Process of preparing India-rubber
J.Iuller, Charles C. Wolfrura, New Orleans, La. Breech-loading ordnance
MuUer, Ebcrhardt, and Alexander Mackey. (See Mackey & Mulfer.)
MuUer, John M., Cobbleskill, N. Y. Tanning (Reissue).'
MuUer, Joseph, and Friederich Kaiser, Philadelphia, Pa. Flutina melodeon
MuUer, Nicholas, New York, N. Y. (ilock case (Design)

.

Same same (Design)

.

Mulligan, David, and Samuel W. Meredith. (See Meredith &. Mulligan.)
Mulligan. John, and John II. Hare, (.'^ee Hitchcock, Robert, assignor.)
MuUoy, Nathan P., Waltham, Mass. Knife cleaner. (Antedated Jan. 19, 1867)
IMulvey, John H.. Vi-alia, Ky. Window
Mu'niber, W. H., and E. E. Bean. (S>:e Bean & Mumber.)
Mummer, John, Middlctown, Ohio. Water wheel. (Antedated Sept. 23, 1867)
Mimd, H., and G. M. Miller. (See Miller <t Mund.)
Munger, Alfred S.. Chicopee Falls, Mass. Breech-loading fire-arm
Mimger, D. T., Waterbury, Conn. Machine for making ball chains
Munger, George N., New Haven. Conn. Dumping wagon ;

Munger, J. S., Olean, N. Y. Carpetstretcher and holder
Munger, Theodore, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Gate

Same Janesville, Iowa. Gate
Munger, Wallace T., assignor to Thomas Kennedy, Branford, Conn. Attaching

door knobs to their shanks =

Munger, Wallace T.. assignor to the Branford Lock Works, Branford, Conn. Ad-
justable escutcheon for night latches

Munger, Wajlace T., assignor to Thomas Kennedy, Branford, Conn. Attaching
knobs to the spindles of door locks

Munn, W. A., Milwaukee. Wis. Mode of attaching spouis to sheet-metal vessels
Mnmiikhuysea, Howard. (Sec Ne;il &. Startzmau, a^signor^.)
Muuroe, Alexander, and Isaac Osgood. (Sec Osgood & Monroe.)

Date.

Slay 28, 1867.

Juno 25, TP67.

Jan. 22,1867.

Dec. 17,18ri7.

June 18, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 1. 18G7.

Dec. 31 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 21, 18G7.

Oct. 22,1667.

Dec. 31, 1807.

Aug. 23,

June 11,

Oct. 8.

Apr. 16,

Apr. 16,

Mav 7,

July 9,

Aug. 27,

Oct. 29,

Jan. 15,

July 2,

June 25,

Dec. 31,

Oct. 22,

Nov. 5,

Sept. 17,

Dec. 24.

Dec. 17,

Nov. 26,

1807.

1807.

1807.

1HG7.

1807.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Aug. 13; 1867.

May 7,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Jan. 20, 1867.

May 7, 1807.

Oct. 1, 18G7.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12.1667.
June 11. 18(^7.

July 16. 1607.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1S07.

Feb. 5,1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or disscovery.

63,079

63,419
61. 087

61,854
66, 164

67,565

72, 070

71, 899

72, 071

61,557
66,871
2, 855

68, 527
64,131
62, 284
72, 529

69, 361'

66, 514

61, 445

66, 615
67, 066
68, 452
71, 043

62, 056

62, 874
70, 248
64, 998

2,549
72, 072
63, 170
62, 769
61, 755
71.403
64, 132
61,756
64,691
61, 233
71,501
67, 566
67, 132
64,348
61, 234

61,235
64, 557

63, 553 ^lunroe, Ansil W., Brooklyn, N. Y., and Isaac C, Rahway, N. J. Process of enam-
eling hard gutta percha, &c -.

Mu-aroe, John I.. Burlington, Mass. Hay rake
Munson, Edmund, Utica, N. Y. Eye for mill stones (Extension)

.

Munson, E. S., et al. (See Rice, William B., assignor.)

Munson, Francis. Chicago, 111. Filing and recording bonds, &c
Munson, Francis, assignor to self and J. W. Layman, Cincinnati, Ohio. Return

grace hoop .^

Munson, Ira, Wayne, Michigan. Scraper
Munson, John D.. Tyre. N. Y. Sheep rack
Munson, Norman C. (See Stevens, Levi, assignor.)

Munson, Perry, and J. M. Brooks. (See Brooks & JNfunson.)

Munson, Philo H., assignor to self and Blias Brecht, Franklin township, Pa. Wash-
ing machine '..

Munson, William C, deceased, by Hannah Munson, administratrix, Rockford, 111.

Automatic table for teaching
Murch, Harvey, Lebanon, N. H. Mop head (Extension)

.

Murden, Alfred, and Henry L. Cooper, assignors to selves and Francis Warner, New
Haven, Conn. W ater cooler and refrigerator '

Murdock, John G., Cincinnati, Ohio. Hydrant
Murphy, John, Brandon, Vt. Composition for polishing stoA'es

Murphy, John, Albany Oa. Cultivator *

Murphy. John , New York , N. Y. Pistol bai-rel (Design) .

.

Murphy, John, and Martin Divinpy. (See Black, Robert, assignor.)

Murphy, William H., Versailles, Ohio. Padlock, &c
Murray, Felix, Pittsburg, Pa. Apparatus for j-oUing clevises and plow shares
Murray, George, Cambridgeport, Mass. Stilts

Murray, George, assignor to self and John C. Chapman, Cambridgeport, Mass.
Valve for steam and other, enginery

Murray, J. Howard, assignor to self, T. S. Murray, and A. Jameson, Trenton, N,
J. Vise

Murray, John N , Chicago, 111. Printers' chase
Murray, Michael C, Went Acton, Mass. Railway chair
Murray, S. W., and B. P. Lamasou. (See Lamason & Murray.)
Murray, T. S. and J. H. (Sec Jameson, A., assignor.)

Murray, Thomas W. , New York, N. Y, Steering apparatus
Same Rudder '.

Same Car-brake and starting apparatus
Mui'ray, William, Chicago, 111. Hoisting machine
Murray, W. H. and G. B. Durkee. (See Durkee &. Murray.)
Murrey, William M., Tiffin, Ohio. Machine for dressing stone

Murrill, James H., Baltimore, IMd. Valve gear for oscillnting engines
Muss, John, Quincy, 111. Automatic valved apd filtering water leader
Musselman, Christian C, Somerset, Pa. Combined press for cheese and other pur

poses i

Musselman, H. A. (/See Kirk, BlanchardV., assignor.)

Musselman, Henry I)., Lancaster. Pa. Bottom of a frying pan (Design) .

.

Musson, R. B., Champaign, IlL Cleaner for lamp chimney
Myer, Charles F., Troy, N, Y. Ash sifter. *

Myers, D. C, South Bend, Ind. Harrow
Myer, M. A. , Decatur, 111. Boot an d shoe blacking machine
Myers, Edward, assignor to Lane & Bodley, Cincinnati, Ohio. Planing machine
Myers, George H., Philadelphia, Pa. Steam engine slide valve '.

Myers, Henry M. , Allegheny, Pa. Mode of constructing shovels
Same Manuf^ture of shovels

Myers, Jeremiah, Dorchester, Mass. Glassware press
Myers, John F., Noah and Worley Leas, Kokomo, Ind. Furnace for steam boilers ..

Myers, John M., Louisville, Ky. Breast collar and spreader for double harness
Myers, Joseph, Camden, Pa. Sleigh brake
Myers, J. W., Lyons, Iowa. Churn : 1

Myers, Myer and Maurice, and William Hill, England. Apparatus for the use of
smokers

Myors, Peter, Newton, 111. Carriage thill coupling
Myers, P. M., J. W. Walser, and John Spangler, Canton, Ohio. Beehive. (Ante-

dated November 7, 18H6)
Myers, S. L., and George Willison, Massillon, Ohio. Machine for polishing wagon

spokes
Myers, William P., et al. (Sec Volkmar, Charles, jr., assignor.)

Myler, William, assignor to George W. Johnson, Wheeling, West Va. Roofing
material

Mystic River Hardware Manufacturing Co. (See Watrous, Joseph, jr., assignor.)

Nace, Warren J , assignor to self and George L. Haler, Tippecanoe City, Ohio. De-
vice for cleaning stove pii)es

Nagel, San«uel R. (Sec Early. Sallie Ann, assignor.)

Nagele, John, Duncansville, Pa. Manufacture of artificial stone

Naquin, Ursin, and Theodule Jlorillon. (See I\[orillon & Naquin.)
Naramore, E. M., assignor to self and W. M. Naramore, North Underbill, Vt, Thill

coupling •-

Nard, Nils. Havfe De Grace, Md. Trunk lock
Nash, J. O. and J. E.. et al. (See TirroU, J. P., assignor,)

Nash, William, New Britain, Conn. Saw set

63, 740

65,258

71, 500

62, 770

69, 115

61,855
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Kaaie, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Xash. William, Corning, N. Y. Hay rack •-(

Same. (.Sec Low, John, assignor.)

Nash, William II., Reading, Mass. Frame for window screens
Xason, Edward, William, and Oliver K., Orneville, Maine. Draught attachment for

vehicles
Nason, J., and J. F. Wilson, Boston, Mass. Gate for railroad crossings
Nason, Joseph, & Co. (&e Saundern, David, assignor.)

Natcher, J. L., and E. Kohn. (Sec Kohn & Natcher.)
Nathan, A. F. , New Haven, Conu. Skirt elevator
Na*thau, Joseph, Washington, D. C. Bottle stopper

Same Egg holder
National Screw Company. {See Ayres, J. A., assignor.)

Same . same.
Naves, Benjamin H., Philadelphia, Pa. Pump piston
Naj'lor, Francis, et al. (^See Lewis, Price & Naylor) (Reissue.)
Naylor, Jos., Newark, N. J. Copying press. (Antedated Dec. 18, 1866). .(Design).
Neagle, Louis F., Philadelphia, Pa. Adjustable mirror
Neal, D. B., Mount Gilead, Ohio. Apparatus for defecating and evaporating sorghum

icejui

Neal, Daniel B., assignor to self and Kingsland, Allen & Clark, Mount Giltad, Ohio.
Apparatus for defecating sorghum juice and other liquids. (Antedated Febi'uary
17,1867) -

Neal, D. S., assignor to self and J. B. Blood, Lynn, Mass.. Farm gate
Neal, John, Sheboygan, Wis. Churn
Neal, J. W., Big Lick, Va Cockle and garlic separator.
Neal, J. W., and W. H. Starzman, ass'gnors through mesne assignments to J. W.

Neal and Howard Munfiikhuysen, Big Lick, Va. Weighing apparatus ,

Neale, Geo. F., and Louis Amede, South Bcstou. Mass. Glass annealing apparatus.
Neale, James, assignor to self and Mathew T. Higgins„ Trenton, N. J. Saw
Nealy, jr., James. {See Rollins, L. F., assignor.)
Nebinger, George R., Lewisbeny, Pa. Hinge. (Antedated July 5, IB*!?) ,

Needham, Daniel, assignoT to self, Jesse A. Locke, and C. M. Hovey, Groton, Mass.
Apparatus for charging soda fountains

Needham, Joseph and George Henry, assignors to James Graham Grey, England.
Breech-loading fire-arm

Needham, Richard, England. Steam boiler. (Patented in England Dec. 26, 1861) . .

.

Neely, J., and Simeon Allen, Buckingham county, Va. Manufacture of alcoholic
spirits

.

Neemes, William, Pittsburg, Pa. Molding pulley
Neer, Adam, Bellefontaiue, Ohio. Gravel wagon
Neer, Charles, Brooklyn, -N. Y. Dynamometer
Neflf, jr., John, Pultney , N. Y. Pnining shears ,

Neff, Peter, Cincinnati, Ohio. Table knife
Negbaur, Louis, (^ee Reay, George H., assignor.)
Neikirk, D. F., Republic, Oliio. Horse hay fork
Neilson, Allan, Allegheny, Pa. Washing machine
Neilson, George, Boston, Mass. Lamp burner

Same Lamp
Nellis, John H., Richmondville, N. Y. Attaching bits to braces
Nelson, Charles, assignor to self and Louis Klueber, New York, N. Y. Toy torpedo

and explosive compound
Nelson, Ciiarles J., Rockford, 111. Rocking chair
Nelson, D. B., Elmira, N. Y. Shovel
Nelson, Franklin, Wyandotte, Mich. Straightening railroad rails

Nelson, G. A,, Chicago, 111. Card rack
Nelson, Jacob K., Green Point, N. Y. Screw cutter
Nelson, John, and Jacob Behel. {Sec Behcl «fc Nelson.)
Nelson. Mortimer, New York, N. Y. Machine for making type molds

Same Machinery for forming molds for stereotype or electrotype plates
.Nelson, William, Boston, Ma^s. Construction of papier mache matrices for stereo-

type plates
Nelson, W. H., and Leman Wiard. (.See Wiard & Nelson.)
Nesbitt, John, assignor to self and Levi B. Tyng, Northtield, Vt. Steam engine slide

valve
Nester, John, Portland, Oregon, Scribe hook for weather-boarding
NettletoD, John L., New Haven, Conn, Tool
Neubert, F. W., Pittsburg, Pa, Truss
Neuburg, Joseph and Ignaz, assignors to Ignaz Neuburg, New York. N. Y. Cook-

ing apparatus and refrigerator (Reissue)

.

Neudecker, Gabriel, St. Louis, Mo. Removing tobacco plugs from molds
Same Process of preparing tobacco

Neumann, Cajsar, New Y'ork, N. Y. Hoop skirt
Neumann, Heimann, New York, N. Y. Buckle
Neumann, Joseph, and Charles Wilhelm. (Sec Wilhelm & Neumann) (Design.)

Same same (Design.)
Neumann. Marcus, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for distilling and rectifying spiritu-

ous liquors
,

Neumeyer, Gustav Adolph, Germany. Powder for fire-arms and for blasting
Neumeyer, Henry, Millerstown, Pa. Spiral hay fork I

Neveil, George J., Philadelphia, Pa. Retaining and releasing hook.
j

Nevens, Robert B,, assignor to self and Stillman Bushee, Lowell, Mass. Bed bottom.!

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1857.

Apr. IG, 1867.

Aug. 27, 18G7.

Jan. 15,1867.
May 26, 1867,

Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 31, 18G7,

Jan. 15,1807.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar, 5,1867.
Mar. 26> 1S67.

June 4, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Apr, 30, 1«67.

June 11, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 4,1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 3a, 1867.

May 28,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

July 16, 1867,

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 18, 186"/.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

filar. 5, I8t)7.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. y, 1867.

May 21, 1867,

June 4, 1867.

Feb. 12,1857.

Mar. 19,1867,
1867.

1867.

1867.

Dec. 31,

Sept. 3,

Sept. 10,

May 21,

Feb. 26,

Oct. 22,

Jan. 8,

Feb. 12,

Mar. 5,

July 2,

Apr. 2,

Dec. 3,

Sept. 10,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1367.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1667.
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Name, residence, and jnvention or discovery. Date.

Neveigokl, Foster, and David Brosey, Pittsburg. Pa. Shaft coupling
Nevins, Webster, Falmoutli, Maine. Axle
New, J. I., and C. H, Doty. (5ie Doty, A. E., assignor.)

Newberry, "William, Clarksville, Mo. Churn
Newbould, John A. {See Delkescamp, Adolph, assignor.)
Newbro, S. D. (See Richtcr, "William, assignor.)

Ncwbrough, J. B. , and E. Fagan, Nev^^ York, N. Y. Composition for imitation rubber
Same Mode of treating caoutchouc, gutta-percha, and similar gums

Newby, William H., Seymour, Ind. Tanning compound
Newcomb, Albert C, and Benjamin Lyon, assignors to selves and Samuel W. Porter,

Springfield, Mass. Cartridge box
Newcomb, G. S., &Co. (5'ce Porter, D'Arcj', assignor.)
Ni.'wcomb, Rachel, South Brooklyn, N. Y. Liniment
Newell, Amos, New York, N, Y. llevolving harrow and cultivator
Newell, Augustus W., Bradford, Pa. Steam generator
Newell, Lewis T., Springville, N. Y. Corn sheller

Ntwell, Lucian D., and Bloses R. Greeley. {See La Riviere, F. C, assignor.)

Newell, Thomas, Oikaloo^a, Iowa. Stovepipe thimble
New England Portable Gas Works Co. (See Gilbert, Barker & Ives, assignors.)

New England Vulcanite Hide Co, (See Towers, Win. H., assignor) (Reissue.)

Newhall, Erastus, Lynn, Mass. Boot and shoe heel. (Antedated Dec. 3, 18C7)
Newhall, John F., "Waltham, Mass. Needle case
Newham, Joseph, Kent, Ohio. Railway rail coupling
Nc whart, Jacob, Torre Haute, Ind. Plow clevis •.

New Haven Folding Chair Company. (See Dann, Isaac N., assignor.)

Newlan, L. J., assignor to self and Stephen F. Mack, Barton, N. Y. Bolt cutter
Ncwland, Mark, Dayton, Ohio. Washing machine '

Ncwlon, Edward, Monmouth, 111. Cultivator .

Newman, jr., A. B., Watkins, N. Y.. Box for propagating plants
Newman, Carlton, San Francisco, Cal, Pot for mel ting glass

Newman, John J., assignor to Erwin Wilson «fe Co., Middletown, Ohio. Clothes
dryer

Newton, Chauncey W., et al. {See Welsh, J. A., assignor.)

Newton, Daniel, Southington, Conn. Hitching post for animals
Newton, Earl C., Batavia, 111. Carriage shaft and pole coupling ,

Newton, Henry E., asl^ignor to self and Wm. A. Newton, Manchester, N. H. Broom
N wton, Isaac' H.. Oaktield, Mich. Saw mill

Newton, Jonah, assignor through mesne assignments to Henry Disston and James E.
Atwood, New York, N. Y. Method of securing cutters to rotary disks . . (Reissue) .

.

Newton, J. M., Norwich, Conn. Door spring
Newton, William A-. (See Dexter, John A., assignor.) .

New York Quartz Company, (See Van Derburgh,- Geo. E., assignor) (Reissue.)

New York Rubber Company. {See Alden, H. A., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

New York Submarine Company. {See McKeen, Thomas Cato, assignor.)

Ney, Elemir J., assignor to the Lowell Manufacturing Company, Lowell, Mass.
Carpet pattern ( Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same / Design) .

,

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same ( Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same .'
( Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same samo (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same ( De>.ign) .

.

Same same . ( Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Ncynaber, A. F. W., Philadelphia, Pa. Boiler feeder
Nichol, A. M., Granville, Ohio. Fence
Nichols, Ambrose J., North Providence, R. I. Warper and dresser plate

Nichols, Bradford W., Phoenix Village, R. I. Picker for looms
Nichols, C 11., find D. Upton. (See Upton &, Nichols.)

Nichols, Edgar G., Beaufort, S. C. Implement for transplanting flowers, &'C ,

Nichols, Enos S., assignor to J. H. Prentice, New Haven,"Conn. Curved spring for

hat brims
Nichols, G. H., ct al. (See Chichester, Lewis S., assignor.)
Nichols, G. W., Chicago, 111. Total insulator of telegraph line and apparatus
Nichols, George W., River Fall.s, Wis. Logging skid
NicholH, Horatio, and Alonzo E. Bailey. (See Bailey & Nichols.)
Nichols, U.K. (.Sec Wixted, James, assignor.)

Nichols, Isaac C, Union. N. Y. Beefsteak preparer
Nichols, Josiah H., assignor to self, A. H. North, and G. W. Leunt, Now Britain,

Conn. Manufacturing knives ani forks :

Nichols, Thomas W., Trout Creek, N. Y. Soap
Nichols, William D., Chicago, 111. Windmill

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 1,18G7.

Oct. 29,1867.

Oct. •1,1867.
Oct. 29,1807.
June 18, 1867.

Dec. .3,1807.

June 11,1867.
July 2,1867.
Dec. 24, ]8G7.

Mar. 5,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

July 2.'3,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26, J 867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

AiTg. 13,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

Feb. 26,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20,

Aug. 20.

June 4,

Sept. 24,

Oct. 1,

Oct. 1,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18(;7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

Nov. 5,18C7.

Feb. 5,1867.

Sept. 10, 18C7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

61), 117
fi.3, 689
65, 874

66,515
64, 246
61,447
69, 576

Plow

Call bell-

61, 351

63, 289
65, 109

67, 569
71,044
70, 458

68, 780
71,045
2,748

71, 205
2,585

. 2, 586
2,647
2,648
2,649

.69,929

71,900

69, 230
72, 751

70, 251
64,351
62, 673
64, 352
2, 621
65,110
70, 459

65,731
67, .570

2; 537

2,538
66,616
66, 732
2, 683

72, .531

66, 167

71, 046
62,771
63, C81
63, 082
65, 824
65. 825
67, 793

71,780

72, 886
65, 26J
65,261

72, 601
64. 353
65, 586

72.319
72, 6(i9

62, 435
64, 133
67,341

61,448
61,449
71,781

Nichols, William D., and Nelson W. Clark, Chiea!?o, 111

Nichols, W. II., East IIan>pton, Conn. Sleigh bell

Nicliols, W. H., assignor to J. II. Abell, East Hampton, Conn
Nichols, W. L., and J. P. Avery. (See Avery & Nichols.)
Nicholson, E., Rockport, Ohio. Gate latch

I
Nicholson, Jas. N., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus lor manufacturing lap-welded tubes.

I

Nicholson, John, Allegheny, Pa. Pump .^ ;

Same Feed water heater '.

Nicholson, Joseph. (See Laverty, W. A., assignor.)
Nicholson, Joseph, et al. (See Allen, Thomas, assignor.)

Nickels, John B., and Moses Chandler. (See Chandler & Nickels.)
Nickerson, Charles W., and Josiah Holmes. (See Holmes & Nickcrson.)
Nickerson, D. P., Cleveland, Ohio. Center board and box for vessels

Same Ship's davit and winch :

Same Car wheel
Same Windlass

Nicker.-;on, Enoch, Provincetown, Mass. Combined pump and reservoir
Nickerson, H. B. , Boston, Mass. Mac'-iine for cutting teeth of file blanks
Nickerson, Sparrow M. (Sec Holman, Calvin J., assignor) .(Reissue.)
Nickerson, Thatcher. (See Kenneny, T. W., assignor.)

Nickson, Richard, Akron, Ohio. Carriage joint

Nicolai, J., Boston, Mass. Folding chair ...;,

Nicolson, Samuel. Boston, Mass. Wooden pavement (Reissue)..
Nicour, Octave, France. Photographic apparatus
Nieberg, C. L. , ass'or to Sargent& Co. , New Haven, Conn. Coffin handle . . . (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same ( Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Niebergall, Julius, New York, N. Y. Mechanical movement
Niedringhaus, Frederick G. (See Everett, Sheldon B., assignor.)

Niedringhans, F. G. and William F., St. Louis, Mo. Construction of stamped sheet-

metal kettles

Nietscke, J. D., Sonierset, Ohio. Coffin ;

Niles, Peter H., Boston, Mass. Sewing guide
Niles, Peter H., assiguor to self and Augustus Russ, Boston, Mass. Hose coupling. ..

N iles, W. F, , Leominster, Mass. Rosette for bridles

Niman, J. A., and B. Fidler, Mansfield, Ohio. Machine for bending tires

Nimmo, Geoi-ge, Jersey City, N.J. Sash supporter
Same Manufacture of fire brick
Same Manufacture of black lead crucibles (Reissue)
Same Furnace for heating and welding
Same Eye for pickaxes ."

Same (See Laing, John, assignor.)

Nisscu, Ingwcr P., Davenport, Iowa. Washing machine. (Antedated Mar. 12, 1867)

.

Niver, W. A., Scott, N. Y. Sleigh brake
Nobel, A., as.signor to the United States- Blasting Oil Company, New York, N. Y.

^
Explosive compound (Div. A, reissue) .

.

Same Process of producing an explosive compound (Div. B, reissue)..

Noble, Butler G., New York, N. Y. Extract of sea clams
Same Article of food from oyster juice

Noble, D. J., New Boston, 111. Cultivator 1 .. (Reissue) .

.

Noble, George H. , Lowell, Blass. Step for spindles
Noble, James M., Delhi, lov/a. Washing machine

I

Noble, Jav, Rochester, N. Y. Lever for railroad cars
Noble, S. Henry, Chicago. 111. Sleigh
Nobles, Milton V., Elaiira, N. Y. Boat detaching tackle

Sams same
Same Life boat *.

Same Boat detaching tackle
Nobles, Milton V., Elmira, N. Y., and Judson Holcomb, assignors to selves and John

C. Nobles, Towanda, Pa. Broom head
Nobk's. M. v., assignor to self and John C. Nobles, Elmira, N. Y. Apparatus for

exterminating vermin
Nobles, W. H., St. Paul, Minn. Smoke-extinguisher for boilers
Nock. Jo.scph, Washington, D. C Trunk lock

Same same
Same Philadelphia, Pa. Hinge for inkstand covers (Extension) .

.

Noggerath. Rufina, France. Coating and metallizing fabrics
Nohl, E. W., Rpon, Wis. Manufacturing glass and pottery metal

:
Nohl, Eugene William, assignor to self and Edward Daniels, Ripon, Wis. Furnace

for rcdu'.;ing metallic ores

j

Nolan, .Nicholas, New York, N. Y. Propeller
!
Noland, John. Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for bending metal ...1

! Nonamuker, J. H., Middlctown, Pa. Reversible dumping sled
1 Same Farm gate

I

Norcross, Joseph W., East Boston, Mass. Clothes-line hook block

I

Nordyke, David, et al. (See Underwood & Johnson, assignor.-;.)

i

Normau, L. R., and W. F. Dieterichs, jr., St. Louis, Mo. Biick kiln
I Norman, L. R., and W. F. Dieterichs, St. Loui.s Mo. Brick kiln
i Norris, Alonzo, Spencer, N.«Y. Water elevator

Seplf24, 1867.

June 11,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 22, 18G7.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Nov. 19, 1R67.

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept.
Nov.
Aug.
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Jlay
May
Oct.

10, 1867.

19, 1867.

20, 1867.

19, 1867.

19,1867.
19,1867.

7, 1867.

7, 1867.

7, 1867.

15, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Mar. .5,1867.

Apr. .30, 1867.

Ma/ 21, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

July 16, mrr.
Aug. 6,1867.

Apr. 2,

Apr. 2,

July 9,

July 16,

July 16,

Dec. 24,

Junj 25,

Nov. 19,

Mar. 12,

Mar. 19,

Mar. 19,

June 18,

June 18,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18(;7.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

18{i7,

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

May 23, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 21,1867.
Apr. 30, 1667.

.Tune 11, 1867.
Dec. 17,1807.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Feb. 26, 18e;7.

Apr. 2.3,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
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68,781

7?, 220
71, 901

65,587
GJ,450
70, 883

65, 935

63,171

t) Norris, George W. (See Russell, R. M., assignor.)
Same (^ee Wood, Henry, assignor.)

Norris, Richard and Henry L. {See Rarchaert, Lucian, assignor.)

North, A. H., and G. W. Leuut. (Sen Nichols, Josiah H., assignor.)

North, Frederick H. (^ec^Porter, J. H., assignor.)

San.e (5ee Pillari Oliver E., assignor.)

North, Henry S., assignor to self and W. and B. Douglas, Middletown, Cona. Snap
hook -.

70, 108

67,571

72, 670

69, 016
72, 221

G^, 105

68, 309
62, 430
6(),2i7
6.-), 419
65, 936
64, 354
6i,238

68, 106

64,134
64, 355
68, 381

71, 902

66, 617
61,017

63, 172

65, 937
64, 789
71, 9; '3

61, 679

70, 684

66, 163

66, 875
6lj. 988
(;i>, 363

67, 209
66, 989
71,904

69, 577

68, 895

72, 320

North, John, New York, N. Y. Brick machine
North, O. B., assignor to O. B. North & Co. New Haven, Conn. Breast strap slide

Northampton Indelible Pencil Company. {See Hale, William B., assignor.)
Northrop, William, and Gideon S. Granger. {See Granger & Northrop.)
Nortlirup, James, and Charles W. Gage. (See Gage & Noiihrup.)
Northway, I. G., Kenosha. Wis. Brace for supporting threshing machines
Norton, C. P., Ros-eville, 111. Cultivator
Norton, Edwin and J. S. B., Boston, Mass. Dishwasher
Norton, E. D., Bradford, Pa. Lamp
Norton, E. L. (See Merriam, M. H., assignor.)

Norton, E. Q., assignor to self and Alpheus Patten, Bangor, Maine. Knife and
watch key combined. ( Antedated March 13, 1867)

Norton, E. Q. and A. H. {See Durgin, J. W., assignor.)

Norton, H. B., Rochester, N. Y. Potato digger ^
Norton. Marcus P., ct al. {See Johnson & Steuernagel, assignors.)

Nott, Aaron B., Fairhaven, Mass. Swing
Nott, Copley A., and Elisha H. Tobey. (See Tobey & Nott.)
Nott, J. V. Henry, New York, N. Y. Construction of checkers
Noyes, A. L. {See Lesner, Augustus S., assignor.)

Noyes, Daniel, Ahington, Mass. Machine hammer (Extension)..
Noyes, Elfameo M., Binghamton, N. Y. Curry-comb
Noj-es, George, assignor to Andrew Leighton and M. L. Whitney, Pownal, Me.

Hay press
Noyes, George W., Norwich, Conn. Car coupling
Noyes, Joseph P., and Ilial Hodges. (See Hodges & Noyes.)
Noyes, Nathan S. , Plymouth, Mich. Potato digger
Noyes, Walter B., Dorchester, N. H. Saw-mill
Noyes, jr., William, Newburyport, Mass. Machine for shaving horn ,

Noyes, William H. , Franklin, Pa. Pump
Nudd. Amos. Waupun, Wis. Melodeon, «fec ,

Nugent, William, North Providence, R. I. Picker motion for looms ,

Nulson, A., E. Haneisen, and A. Wagner, assignors to A. Nulson «fc Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. Brick machine ,

Numan, J. D., J. T. Wilkinson, and E. W. Cook, assignors to J. D. Numan, J. T.
Wilkinson, J. T. Wilkinson, jr., N. B. Chase, and J. L, Ashby, Lockport, N. Y.
Cement for roofing

Nuni), R. J., Savannah, Ga. Land conveyance
Same Steam generator

Nunn, Richard J., Savannah, Ga. Wood screw 1

Nutt, James. (Sec Wallwork, M., assignor.)

Same {Sec Sntlling, P. H., assignor.) •
Nutting, Abel, Quincy, Mass. Snow plow.'. , ,

Nutting, F. E. {See Richardson, William L., assignor.)
Nutz, F. J., and Philip Estcs, Leavenworth, Kansas. Governor
Nye, Alexander G., Wej^mouth, Mass. Method of separating hard rubber for porce-

lain teeth '.

Nye, Chauncey. {See Slack, Thomas A., assignor.) •

Nye, C, and A. F. Summers. {See Summers <fe Nye.)
Nye, Edward C. H., A scushnet, Mass. Cross-bow ,

Nye, Thomas, Westbrook, Me. Rocking chair and trunk
Oadhoudt, Josiah, St. Anthony's Falls, Minn. Corn harvester .*.

Oakford, Isaac R., Philadelphia, Pa. Steam generator
Oakley, F., assignor to self and John Wills, England. Egg and creiim beater
Oatley, William R.. Rochester, N. Y. Hook for travelers
Oats, Alfred A. {Sec Atwood. George B., assignor.)

Ober, Albert, assignor to self, James T. and Samuel F. Ober, Beverly, Mass. Toilet

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Nov. 12.1867,

June 18, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Aug. 6.1867.

Dec. 24,1867.

Oct. 24,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.-

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 2.1867.

i

June 4, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. £3.1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Sept. 3.1867.

glass

Ober, G. H., Newhurg. Ohio. Wheelwrights' machine for tenoning spokes
Same Wood planing machine.

Ober, Maria A. , Chuzy, N. Y. Churn dasher
Oberlandcr, George. {See Waldron, Josiah V., assignor.)

O'Blenis, Smith, assignor to self and C. H. Stark, Grcensburg, Pa. Car coupling ..

Obrecht, Henry, Mahanoy City, Pa. Meat chopper ,

O'Brien, P. B., and William E. Sparks, assignors to P. B. O'Brien, New Haven,
Conn. Caster for furniture ."

Ochs, George, et al. {Sec Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)

O'Connor, Jolin, assignor to self and E. M. Ketchum, Buifalo, N. Y. Lathe ch'uck..

Oflell, A., New "Tork, N. Y. Attaching thills to carriages
Odiornc, Alfred. (5ce Millar, Alexander, assignoi-.)

O'Donald, James. (See Robinson, R. W., assignor.)

Oechler, Joseph. {See Bennett, Andrew, assignor.)

Ochme, Ferd. Gust., Plj-raouth, Mass. Sail releasing apparatus..
Oesterle, H. A., and 'Jompany. (.See Ilasenbuhler, Stephen, assignor.)

Dec. 10,1867.

July 9,1867.

Jan.' 8,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
June 18, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

D-c. 10, 1867.

Jan. 2-9,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 16, 18(!7.

June 23, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dee. 17, 1867.
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Ogborn, Harrison, Richmond. Ind. Winnowing screen
Same Fanning mill, grain and seed separator

Same An imal t rap
Same Stove-pipe damper •-

Same Can-dlestick *.?

Ogborn, Harrison, assignor to self and John W. Free, Richmond, Ind. Straw cutter.

Og.sr, George, Lacon, 111. Harrow
Ogier, Thomas L., West Chester, Pa. Buckle
O'Hara, Charles M., England. Propeller for vessels. (Antedated Oct. 26, 1867)
O'Harra, David Jones, and Clark Brown Thompson, Empire City, Nevada, Furnace

for roasting ores
Ohlenslager, A., assignor to Henry L. Lansing and G-eorge H, Chase, Jersey City,

N. J. Locomotive a^h pan
O'Kane, James, New York, N. Y. Die for forming' hinges. (Antedated April 1, 1867)

.

O'Kane, J., assignor to Edward H. Hotchkiss, New Y'ork, N. Y. Draw plate.

(Antedated June 20, 18G7)
Oky. Joseph B., assignor to self and W. A. Schofield, Indianapolis, Ind. Combined

stove-cover lifter, hammer, &c
Oldbrook, Christian. {Sec Ball, Levi B., assignor.)
Olden, Lucius M., Pana, 111. Beehive
Oldershaw, J. B., Baltimore, Md. Portable hot-air conductor
Olds, A. Ivt., New York, N. Y. Vegetable slicer

Same Folding seat

Same Self-adjusting wrench
Same , Pliers

Same Spring hinge ^
Olds, A.M., assignor to J. W. Hauxhurst, New York, N. Y. Mucilage bottle. ( Ante-

dated June 12,1867) :

Olds, A. W., Green Oak, Mich. Field fence
Olds, E. F., South Lyons, Mich. Field roller.

Same Lyon, Mich. Laind roller : ,

Olds, E. F., and Daniel A. Smith. (5ce Smith & Olds.)
Olds, H., Syracuse, N. Y. Slide for extension tables
Olds, Luther, Battle Creek, Mich. Stove-pipe shelf

OUfF, B. J., Milwaukee. Wis. Spring bed bottom
Oleudorf, Garret J., assignor to self and John Wood. Middlefield, N. Y. Stump

extractor
01"ndorf, ^Garret J., and Albert O. Parshall, Middlefield, N. Y. Vine holder
Olhaber, Clement, assignor to Woodrow, Mears & Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Water boiler for cooking stoves
Olhaber, Clement, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Nicholas S. Vedder, Troy, N. Y.. assignors

to Woodrow, Mcars Sl Co. Cook's stove (Design) .

.

Oliver, Charles P., and Theodoi'e P. Howell. (Sec Howell & Oliver.)
Oliver, David, Oxford, 0\no. Fence post
Oliver, H. W., assignor to Mason H. Thorpe, New Haven, Conn. Spies grater.
Oil vcr« Paul A., Elizabeth, N. J. Bayonet attachment ,

OUom, Peter, Muncie, Ind. Well-boring auger •.

Olmstead, E. A. F., New York, N. Y, Sweeping machine for railroads
Olmsfcad, E. II., Savannah, G a. Railway car seat
Olmstead, John A.. New York, N. Y. Boat and trunk
Olmsted, B. F., and J. W. Doty. {See Doty & Olmsted.)
Olmsted, E. B., Washington, D. C. Packing apparatus for envelope machines

Same Cutting and gumming apparatus for envelope machines
Same Folding and printing bed for envelope machines
Same ]\Iachine for making pnper bags

Olmsted, Joseph, Kuoxville, lil. Magnetic brake for cars
Olmsted, L. H., Stamford, Conn. Drop hammer
Olmsted, Leveritt H., assignor to Wright & Smith, Newark, N. J. Tightening and

•loosening wheels on shafts
Olmsted, O. B., Beloit, Wis. Adjustable stove-pipe .shelf

Ohiey. James A., Providence, R. I. Machine for making paper tubes
Onderdonk, R. (5ce Fitzgerald, Daniel, assignor.)
O'Neill, Michael. (iSce Colby, Charles, assignor.)
O Neill, Andrew, Portsmouth. Ohio. Sheet copper plate for culinary vessels

Same (Sec Knight, George H., assignor.)
O'Neill, John H., New Haven, Conn." Car coupling
Onions, William, St. Louis, Mo. Cotton-bale tie

Oonk, John G., Ovvensville, Ohio. Show stand
Opie, W. S., ct al (Sec Quick. Opie <fc Farrand.)
Oppenheimer, Solomon. Peru, Ind. Constructing latch bolts

Same Buck-saw frame
Orbeton, W. W. S., Haverhill, Mass. Hinge and blind supporter
Ordner, J. L., Cleveland, Ohio. Pipe wrench
Ornamental Wood Manufaet-:.ring Company. (Sec .May, William H., assignor.)
Orne, James H. (See Hubbell, William Wheeler, as.signor.)
Orr, Adrian V. B., Steeleville, Pa. Car coupling
Orr, James H., assignor, through mesne assignments, to self and Lewis Graves, Long

Island City, N. Y. Chamber pail
Orr, William, jr., and George F. Wright, Clinton, Mass. Machme for making paper

boxes
,

Orr, Wilson J., Manorville, Pa. Cow-catcher for preventing accidents on railroads

June II, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Nov. 19, ] 867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 5,] 867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 14,1867,
Nov. 5,1867.'

Aug. 1867.

July 9,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

July 2 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

June 11,1867.
June 11.1867.
June 25, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 20, J 867.

May 7, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
July 9, lt'(i7.

July 30,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Aug. 6,1667.
July 30, 1867.

July 16,1867.
July 16, 1S67.

July 16,1867.
Nov. .5,1867.

Jan. R, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

June 11,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Mar. 14, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jnly 3f), 1S67.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1807.
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Orsborne, D. M., and A. F. Boon. [Sec Boon & OKbome.)
Orth, Samuel, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for cutting pasteboard, &c
Ortlieb, Frederick, Williamsburg, N. Y. Condenser
Ortiieb, Frederick, assignor to tl^ Metropolitan Rotary Engine Company, Williams-

burg, N. Y. Rotary engine
Orton, Gerritt V., et cl. {See Doane, Orton & London.)
Orvis. Charles B.. assignor to John B. Davidson, St. Louis, Mo. Treating bone-

black for filtering sugar
Osborn, Dwight J., Windsor Locks, Conn. Sash supporter
Osborn, George K., Brooklyn, N. Y. Lamp burner
Osborn, Victoria A., and Charles L. Alexander. (See Alexander & Osborn.)
Osborne, Louis. (See Hill & Burnham, assignors.)

Osborne, S. M., Hamilton, N. Y. Combined wagon brake and dumping device.
0>bourne, William John, and G. B. Massey, New York, N. Y. Uose coupling
Osgood, Charles. (-See Smith, Henry K., assignor.)

Same same.
Osgood, Clark, assignor to self and Frederick A. Prince, Cape Elizabeth, Me. Rail-

r> ad rail

Osgood, Elijah R., Columbus, Ohio. Shingle machine.
Osgood, Enoch, Boston, Mass. Cotton-gin ar.d picker. . .

.*

0>good, Isaac, Utica, N. Y., and Alexander Munroc, German Falls, N. Y. Apparatus
for dyeing, bleaching, washing, and drying yarns and thread

Ostroni, Henry W., Grand Rapids, Mich. Harrow cultivator

Ostrom, John G., and Garret C. Lansing. (See Lansing &. Ostrom.)
O'SuUivan, D., Leicester, Mass. Trademark.. (Design)..
0"Thayne, P., New York, N. Y. Ironing machine ^

Otis, Charles R. and Nnrton P., Yonkers, N. Y. Valye for steam engines
Otis Company. (/See Wilson, George, assignor) ...(Design.)
Ott, Benedict., La Crosse, Wis". Clothes tongs .'

Ott, John George. (Sec Bevitt, George, assignor.)

Ottenheimer, Solomon. New York, N. Y. Sectional take-up for corset looms
Otto. Nicol. Aug., and Eugen Langen. (See Langen & Otto.)
OuroussoflF, Prince Nicolas, Russia. Portable camp bed
Cutwater, Jacob D. C. , Ne%vark, N. J . Potato digger ...,

Same Cultivator and potato digger combined
Cutwater, Theron, Olcott, N. Y. Washing machine
Overbaugh, Abraham W., New York, N. Y. Portable blacking case. (Antedated
May 16, 1867)..

Overhiser, William L., Stockton, Cal. Hay elevator
Overpeck, I. E., and J. A.. Overpeck's Station, Ohio. Cane stripper ,

Ov. rton, R. C, and John Johnson. (Sec Johnson & Overton.)
Oviatt, George W., Potter Centre, N. Y. Wagon bo.x

Owen, B., and B. Pickering, Dayton, Ohio. Combined tongs, lid-lifter, hook, &c
Owen, D. J., Springfield, Pa. Machine for boring hubs
Owen, James C, et aZ. (5ec Hadley, Samuel G., assignor.)

Owen, W. S., and J. B. Raines. {Sec Raines &. Owen.)
Owen, W. W., and Daniel Kelley, Mu.skegon. Mifch. Nutmeg grater. .:...

Owens, Bernard, St. Louis, Mo. Composition for ink
Owens, Lane, Dyer «fc Company. (Sec Kirk, William A. L., assignor.)

Owens, Peter, Chicago, 111. Carriage top
Oxer, W. J., Williamsport, Ind. Cultivator....
Oyster, Christian, Chambersbnrg, Pa. Securing wheels of vehicles on their axles . .

.

Packard, Austra, Brooklyn, N. Y. Securing linings in stoves
Packard, Isaac T., Chicago, 111. Reed and pipe musical instrument
Packard, L. S, West Stockbridge, Mass, Railroad switch .;

Packer, Charles W., Philadelphia, Pa. Hat box
Same Ice cream freezer

Packer, jr., George W. {Sec Greenman, Thomas S., assignor.)
Packer, T. G., Mexico, N. Y. Broom head -

Paddack, J. N., Oswego, N. Y. Dish and vegetable washer
Paddock, Harvlin, St. Johnsbnry, Vt. Hardening iron
Paddock, O., Watertown, N. Y. Ice cream freezer -

Page, Abby, H., assignor through mesne assignments to William B. and Nathaniel
A. Rhoads and David Lyman, South Boston, Mass. Clothes wringer

Page, Charles, West Meriden, Conn. Toy driver and spinner
Pago, C. D., Roch'^ster, N. Y. Brick press
Page, Clark D. (^ee Fergus'^n, Wm. H., assignor.)

Page, James T., Rochester, N. Y. Gridiron.,
Page, jr. Nathan, Danvens, Mass. Pump
Page, Niithaniel F., as.^ignor to self and Elijah Whitney, Rutland, Vt. Railway chair

Page, Phillip A., assignor to self, William Brooks, and Albert Loomis, Palmer, Maine.
Die for swaging calks for horseshoes

Pag-, P. S., and Thomas S. Williams. (See Williams &, Page.) (Rei;:sue.)

Page, Samuel, Chelsea, Maes. Composition for painting and varnishing
Page, Samuel, McAllister ville. Pa. Evaporating pan

Same Fruit picker
Same Horse hay fork

Page, T. C'., Chicopee, Mass. Sewing machine (Design)..
Page, William W., Troy, N. Y. S.tairs

Page, William W., assignor to Arnold H. Holdridge and Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y.
Cover for tea-kettles, &c

Nov. 19, 1867,

Sept. 3,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

May 7,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
May 21,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Juiv 23,].«67.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

May 21,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
May 21, 18G7.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Aug. 13. 1867.

Sept. 3, L867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct. ^, 18(i7.

Nov. 12, 1867.

May 7,1867.

May 7„18(i7.

June 25, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Dec. 17, 1807.

Oct. 1,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
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Paget, Arthur. Great Britain, Knitting machine
Paine, Bird, McMinnviUe. Tenn. Medical coinponnd
Paine, B. F., Roscville, 111. llnnning gear for vehicles

Paine, Calvin H., assignor to self and William D. Hilton, Providence, R. I. Gate.

.

Same Gate
Same Fence

Paine, Clinton J., Young America, El. Canning fruit

Same Painesvillf, Ohio. Cotton bale tie

Paine, IlalbertE., Milwaukee, VVi*. Steam plow
Paine, Joseph C. Dubuque, Iowa. Revolving bread toaster

Paine, Thomas N., and Samuel Stephens, Grass Valley, Cal. Ore separator and con-
cenu-ator

Paine, William L., Boston, Mass. Card holder for tninkn .'

Painier, B. C, Mechanicsburg, Pa. Flask for casting tnyeres
Painter, Frank, East Hampton, Mass. Tension regulator for looms
Palmer, A., ct al. (Sec Kirkup, Lancelot, assignor.)

Palmer, Albert, et al. (.See Hill, S:imuel L., assignor) (Reissue.)
Palmer, Alonzo, Hudson, Mich. Hjjme fastener
Palmer, Charles 11., Newark, N. J. Pocket knife -

Palmer, Dolphas D., Waltham, Mass. Machine for pegging boots and shoes
Palmer, Farl, Solon. N. Y. Ingrain rakes
Palmer, George, Littlestown, Pa. Washing machine

Same Clothes wringer
Same Joints of railroad rails

Palmer, G. E. (See Gibbons, Samuel, assignor.)
Palmer, George H., New Bedford, Mass. Mortise knob latch
Palmer, George N., Greene, N. Y. Horse rake and hay spreader

Same Instrument for ebliterating strictures in ducts or natural passages
for animal fluids

Palmer, H. D., Cleveland, Ohio. RoKer for wringing macliin.'

Palmer, Harvey D., and James H. Beard, Leouidas, Mich. Sleigh
Palmer, H. H., Rockford, 111. Bed bottom
Palmer, H. S., Norvell, kich. Manure distributor
Palmer, Ira A., Monmouth, 111. Cultivator
Palmer, Isaac H.. Lodi, Wis. Method of unloading grain

Same Stump extractor t ..... t

Palmer, J., Cleveland, Ohio. Roof for railroad cars ".

Palmer, JohnS., Providence, II. I. Ma-, ufacture ofjewelry
Palmer, Joseph, Concord, N. H. Dies for making heads for elliptic springs
Palmer, J. C, New York, N. Y. Rudder

Same Plate warmer ,

Palmer, Josiah Foreman, Auburn, N, Y. Reel
Palftier, L. E. , Le Roy, Pa. Plow wheel
Palmer, L. F., Endfield, N. Y. Wagon axles and gearing
Palmer, Milton J., Syracuse. N. Y. Coupling for whiffletrees
Palmer, M. J., and Wm. E. Warner. (Sec Wanier & Palmer.)
Palmer, Hat., Newcastle, Maine. Window washer
Palmer, Nelson, assignor to self and T. G.,Palmer, Hudson, N. Y. Treshing machine

Same ? same
Same same

Palmer, Nelson, assignor to self, Sidney W. and I. Foreman Palmer, Auburn, N. Y.
Bench plane

Palmer, P. A., Troy, N. Y. Grate
Palmer, Stewart B., Syracuse, N. Y. Low-water alarm for steam generators
Palmer, S. W., J. F., and N., assignors to selves and David Lyman, Auburn, N. Y.
Mangle

Palmer, V. S., and J. B. Nickels. (Sec Chandler &. Nickels, assignors.)
Palmer, W. W., Hudson, Mich. Hame fastener
Palmiter. C. D., assignor to S. A. Webb, Oswego, N. Y. Friction clutch pulley
Palmiter, Noyes, Scolt, N. Y. Washing machine
Falser, 'J. B., and Gardner Howland, Fort Edward, N. Y. Manufacture of paper

pulp (Reissue)..
Same Apparatus for the manufacture of paper pulp (Div. 1, rei sue) .

.

Same Manufacture of papen pulp (Div. 2, reissue) .

.

Panglc, David, Belmont, Ohio. Sheep house... ^

Pan.on. William, Quincy, Mass. Stuffing hides and skins '.

Pape. William R., Great Britain. Breech-loading fire-arms. (Patented in England,
May 29, 1866)

Paradis, P., and R. Reilly. Rochester, N. Y. Centre plate for stove tops
Paraf, Alfred, France. Dyeing and printing textile fabrics and compounds there-

for
Same Process of cleaning textile fabrics and yarns soiled in dyeing
Sahie Copper coated iron rolls for printing and finishing
Same Manufacture of ammonia
Same New York, N. Y. Modt; of producing blr.ck in dyeing and punting..
Same France. Mode of treating sponge for producing textile fabrics

Pardee, Egbert E. (See Bassett, M. L., assignor.)
Pard»e, Isaac, Vineland, and R. C. Parvin, assignors to II. C. Parvin,- Forest Grove,
N.J. Stump extractor

Pardee, Phineas, New Haven, Conn. Car brake
Same Animal trap

Date.

May 21,

.Nov. 5,

Sept. 10,

Apr. ]f.,

June 11,

June 11,

Sept. 3,

Sept. 24,

Avi^g. 27,

Feb. 19,

1P67.

1867;

1>-'G7.

1H67.
lec?.

1807.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 12, 18t;7.

Nov. 12. ISfw.

Oct. 29.1867.

Nov, 19,1867,
Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug, 27, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 10,

Jan. 29,

Dec. 24,

Jan. 15,

May 14.

Sept. 10,

June 18,

Aug. 27,

July 2,

Dec. 17,

Sept, 3,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 27,

Oct. 8,

Oct. 15,

Oct. 22,

Dec. 31,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
l^i67,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

i8<;7.

1867.

1867.

July 2,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, lt67.

May 14,1667.
Nov. 5, 1867.

Feb. 19.1867.

Jan. 8, 1S67,

Apr, 16. 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

.Aug. 6, 18i>7.

July 2,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 29, 18- 7.

Nov, 5,1807.
June 4, 18G7.

Mar, 19, 1667,

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 23, 18(;7.

Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec, 17,1867.

May 28 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 29,1607.
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Paret, Charles A., Nashville, Tenn. Blacking brush
Parham, George J., Harrodsburg, Ind. Animal trap
Paris, Daniel E., Troy, N. Y. Cooking stove

Same same
Same same ,

Same Ash sifter

Same Stove grate
Same {See Hyde, James R., assignor) (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)
Same {See Spaulding. Samuel B., assignor.)

Paris, Daniel E., and Arnold H. Holdridge. (See Page, William W., assignor.)
Parish. James, assignor to self and Joseph Cresto, Chicago, 111. Drug hook
Park, H. A. S., and J. H. Van Pelt, Cumberland, Md. Washing compound,
Park, J. A., Lansing, Mich. Door and gate latch
Park ,

jr. , James, Pittsburg, Pa. Manufacture of steel and iron .*. .

.

Park, Jesse K., Marlborough, N. Y. Damping brush *.

Park, John, Joliet. 111. Construction of houses
Same Washing machine. (Antedated Oct. 3, d867)

Park, John, (fee Carter, John T., assignor;
Park, Staats N., Bloomsburg, N. J. Railway frog
Parker, Charles. (Sec Goodyear & Parker, assignors.)

Same (See Buckley, Chauncey, assignor.)

Same (See Kingsiey, Charles L., assignor.)

Same same.
Parker, Charles, and William Vogler, Canterbury, N. H. Carriage step
Parker, Chauncey C, Brooklyn, N. Y. Cnrtain fixture ;

Pai'ker, C. H. (See Bullard, Ira S., assignor.)

Parker, C. H., and G. N. Copelaud, assignors to Charles H. Parker, Cortland, N. Y.
Drain for waste water

Parker, Edwin and Thos. S., Schenectady, N. Y. Steam-engine slide valve ,

Parker, Ephraim, Mario w, N. H. Stove-pipe damper ,

Parker, F. B., ct al. (See Holt, Henry F., assignor.)

Parker, Gardner R., assignor to Dodge & Wellington, Worcester, Mass. Centring
and squaring chucks

Parker, Henry, Lecsburg, Miss. AVagon
Parker, J., et al. {Sec Kirkup, Lancelot, assignor.)

Parker, James, assignor to W. W. Wood and R. H. Lamsen, Great Britain. Appa-
ratus for raising fluids -.

Parker, John, Milroy, Ind. Plow
Parker, John S. (See Dean, Chester F., assignor.)

Parker, Julius, assignor to Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn. Hinge
Paiker, J. H., J. 1'. Hall, and Isaac Pierce, Trenton, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Parker, J. N., Darlington, Wis. Lifting jack
Parker, Marshall W., et al. (See Sykes, (Jhester W., assignor.)
Parker, Samuel J. , Williamsport, Pa. Automatic boiler feeder
Parker, Sidney, Chicago, 111. Railroad frog
Parker, Simon B., Kew York, N. Y. Safety attachment for pocketbooks :..

Parker, Thomas H., and Daniel Kellison, Parkersburg, 1)1. Corn planter
Parker, William F., Ando ver, Mass. Drilling machine.
Parkei*, W. F., Meriden, Conn. Automatic feeder for bolt blanks
Parker, W. F., and S. W. Goodyear. (Sec Goodyear & Parker.)
Parkhurst, Darius, St. Louis, Mo. Saw-mill head block
Parkhurst, S. R., assignor to Emily R. Parkhurst, Blooinfield, N. J. Machine for

cleaning wool
Parkhurst, Ziba, Milford, Mass. Machine for removing burrs from wool
Parkinson, Robert B., Philadelphia, Pa. Bottle and cap (Design)..
Parks, Franklin B., Cambridgeport, Mass. Folding lunch box
Parks, Hiram, Athens, N. Y. Pump

Same Straw cutter
Parks, Robert, Philadelphia, Pa. Tag -

.

Parks, Robert, and E. J. Spangler, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine for folding envelopes.
Parks, R. B. and J. R.. Nepouset, 111. Cultivator
Parks, Volney , Fort Wayne, Ind. Adding machine
Parlin, William H., Canton, 111. Corn cultivator . ...*

Parlour, Joseph Thomas, Brooklyn, N. Y. Keel block or rest -

Parmele, < >
. R.. Aurora, 111. Stake holder for cars

Parmele, William A
.

, New ILaven. Conn, Blower
Parmelee, Horace, and William 11. Bonncll. (See Sangster, Hugh, assignor.)

Parmelee, John H., assignor to self and William Ball, Chicopee, Masd. Collar
Parrish, jr., Dillwyn. (See Dotterer, D. H., assignor.)

Parrish, Nathan, Kalamazoo, Mich. Fan blower
Parrott, William P., and John J, Bordman, Boston, Mass. Ore crusher. .,

Same Apparatus for amalgamating and collecting gold and silver from ores
Parry, George T., Philadelphia, Pa. Preventing incrustation of steam boilers

Same Steam generator water gauge. . . j».

Same Boiler feeder
Same Anti-frictiou box (Extension) .

,

Parshall, Albert O., arid Garro' J. Olendort. (See Olendorf & Parshall.)
Parshall, Charles H., Detroit, Mich. Anti friction journal for car wheels, &c
Parson, George John, and Thomas Adams. (See Adams & Parson.)
Parsons. Alexander, Portland, Maine. Lamp burner ,

Date.

Nov. 12,1867.
Nov. C6,18(;7.

July 9, 18(;7.

July 30, 18C7.

Aug. 13, ]8ti7.

Nov. 12, ]8(.7,

Dec. 31, 1807.

Dee. 24,18(37.

Nov. 26, ]8(;7.

Feb. 12, 18{:7.

Dec. 31, 18f;7.

Jan. 1, 1807.

Mar. 5,1807.

Oct. 15,1807.

Dec. 10,1867.

Oct. 1, 1807.

Apr. 16,1807.

July 2,1867.
Apr. 9,1807.
Apr. 23, 1667.

June 4,1867.

Nov. 26, 1807.

Nov. 19,1807.

Feb. 26, 1807.

Feb. 19,1807.
M,ar. 19, 18(.'7.

Aug. 27, 1667.

Apr. 30,1807.
Jan. To. 1607.

Mar. 20. 1807.

Oct. 15, 1807.

Apr. 30,1807.
June 4, 1807.

Sept. 24, 1867.

1807.
1807.

1807.

1807.

1607.

1807.

1807.

1807.

1807.

1807,

1807.

]8(i7.

18<i7.

1807,

Aug-. 20,

Mar. 12,

May 28,

July 10,

June 11,

Nov. 12,

Nov. 5,

Dec. 17,

Jan. 8,

Mar. 5,

Sept. 10,

June II,

Dec. 17,

July 30,

July 23, 1807.

Dec. 17,1807.

Jan, 8, 1807.

June 11. 1807.

Mar, 12,1807.

Apr. 23,1807.

Apr. 23, 1807,

July 15, 1867,

Nov. 26, 1807.

Feb. 26, 1807.
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Name, residence, and inrention or discovery.

Parsons, C. C, Boston, Mass. Pipe and bolt cntter. (Antedated Sept. 18, 1867)

Parsons, C. C, and E. F. Prentiss. (Sec Prcntissi & Parsons.)

Siune ^ same.
Parsons. H. W., and L. L. Wooster, Whitney's Point, N. Y. Attachment for spading

foiUs and shovels
Parsons, John, et al. (S'ffi Higginbotham, Theophilus, assignor.)

Parsons, J. H., Quincy, Mich. Car coupling. (Antedated March 1, 1867)

Parsons, John H., Quincy, Mich. Sealing wax stamp
Same Label holder for railroad cars

Same Paper clip

Parsons, John W.. et al. (5^ee Johnson & Steuernagel, assignors,)

Parsons, L.*J., assignor to self and Henry Reynt>lds., New Haven, Conn. Attaching
bits in braces

^
Pardons, Milo J., deceased, by Mary E. Parsons, administratrix, Hillsdale, Mich.

AVashing machine ?

Parsons, William Jr, ct. al. (See Haigh & Kobertson. assignors.)

Partington, William, Philadelphia, Pa, Apparatus for cooling malt liquors

Partridge, Beuoni F., Syracuse, N. Y. Quilting frame
Partridge, jr., B. F., Columbus, Kj'. Locomotive pilot

Partridge. Jaines A., assignor to self and E. D. Wright, Lowell, Mass. Wrench
Partridge, John A., and C. A. Harper. (See Harper & Partridge.)

Parvin, R. C, and Isaac Pardee. (See Pardee & Parviu.)

Passmore, II. E., and G. A. Hcckert, York. Pa. Railroad switch
Paterson, G. W. (See Birch, John P., assignor.)

Same same.
Paterjon, James, assignor to Edward Harvey, Elizabeth, N. J. Floor cloth pattern.

(Design)..

Pater.<;on, James, assignor to W. W. Gearn & Company, Elizabeth City, N. J. Oil-

cloth pattern (Design) ,

.

Patric.'C. E., Macedon, N. Y. Lifting apparatus for grain drills

Patiic, CiiarlesE., and Lyman Bi-jkford, Macedon, N. Y. Gi'ain drill

Patrick, J. D., San Francisco, Cal. Ball alley

PatruUo, Edwards Juanes y, New York, N. Y. Machine for preparing the fiber of
plants.

Pattee, John. (See Shalters, Leonard, assignor.)

Patten, Alpheus. (•?«£ Norton, E. Q., assignor.) •

Patten, George, Chester, Pa. Machine for removing molded forms from presses. (An-
tedated Dec. 7, 1867)

Patten, G. M., Bath, Maine. Machine for making clinch rings (Reissue)-.

Patterson, Alfred S. (See Culver, Austin B., assignor.)

Patterson, Andrew, Birmingham, Pa. Die for making bells

Same Manufacture of bells (Reissue),

.

Same Mode of tuning bells, &c
Patterson, EliasC, Rochester, N. Y. Rein holder for carriages

Patterson, Hudleson, Augusta, Mich. Track raiser for railways
Patterson, James L., Wheeler Station, Ind. Broom hanger
Patterson, S. W., and S. Dewey, Mainesburg, Pa. Horse hay fork
Pattei son, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Pump
Patterson, William, assignor to George T. Comins, Lowell, Mass. Clothespin
Patterson, Wm. F., Vauceburg, Ky. Manufacture of paints and other compounds

from bituminous slates, &c
Patterson, William F., Cbarlestown, Mass. Expanding reamer
Pattin, Richard, Marietta, Ohio. Lamp chimney cleaner
Pattispn, G. C, assignor to self and Benjamin G. Harris, Baltimore, Md. Gaff for

sh ps'

Pattison, R. R., Chicago, 111. Knife cleaner
Pattisou, Thomas, Little York, Cal. Water wheel
Patton, J. M., and W. W. Hubbell. (See Hubbell & Patton.)
Patton, William P., and Jacob R. Miller, Harrisburg, Pa. Oil cup . .'

Patton, William P., assignor to self, Thos. Weaver, and Isaac Lloyd, Harrisburg,
Pa. Switch

Patton, William P., assignor to Wm. A. Middleton, Harrisburg, Pa. Ice creeper
Paudler, Joseph, and Chapman Lee. (Sec Lee & Faudler.)
Paul, H. F., and R. West. (See West & Paul.)
Paul, JohnR.. Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for sponging cloth
Pauius, E., Philadelphia, Pa. Watch key
Pauly, John W., and Daniel Peters. (See Peters &, Pauly.)

Same same.
Pauly, W., Collins Point, N. Y. Comb
P.ixson, W. W., Point Pleasant, Pa. Damper
Payu, F. Y. (.See Keyes, Gilsou, assignor.)
Piivue, Charles B., Bloominglon, III. Trace buckle
Payne, E. M., Waverly. N. Y. Folding bedstead and cot
Payne, sr., Henry, Mt. Vernon, O. Device for preventing collisions on locomotive*.
Payne, S., Louisville, Ky. Medical compound
Payne, Thomas, Grand Rapids, Mich. Churn : •

Payne, W. S., Petroleum Center, Pa. Auti^atic self-closing barrel-filling apparatus.
Payson, Alonzo P., San Francisco, Cal. Gymnastic swing
Payson, Henry C, Haydenville, Mass. Car coupling ,

Payson, Joseph R.. Chicago, 111. Window sasli supporter
Payson, Thomas K., New York, N. Y. Blacking box holder ,

Date.

Oct. 1, 1«67.

jH.no 25, 1867,

Mar. 12, IS*)?.

.Jaly 2, li?i;7.

Nov. ly, )8(i7.

Dec. 3, 16<W.

May 7,]8f>7,

Feb. 5,1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.
Api. 23.1t'67,

May 28, ]8t;7,

Apr. 10,1867.

Apr. 23,1867.

July 2,1867.

Dec. 17,1867,
Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct, 1, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 2iMSH7.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
June 2.^ 18(.>7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 9.1867.
June 4, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Mar. 5,1857.
July 2, 1867,

Jan, 8, 18(57.

Apr, 2,1867.
Jan, 15,1807.
Jaly 2,1867.

Oct, 8, 1867,

Oct, 22,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 6,

Jan. 29,

Jan. 22,

Nov. 26,

Dec. 24,

Sept. 10,

June 25,

Sept. 24,

Nov. 5,

Nov. 12.

1-867

1867.

1867.

1867.

18C7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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No.

71,636
6(>, GS2
t>7, 449

72,
07*6

72, 889
62, (62

62, C63
71.408
68,231
68,311
2.761

61, 355

€6, 383
66, 384
62, 680
69, 931
64, 249
•63.085

7J,409
70, 674
69, 474

64,027
65, 594
6.>, 595
67, 576
70,014
67,211
72, 672
61,859
61,451

63, 746
2,515
70,110
71.052
64, (i99

65, 425

69, 694
70, 111

70, 353
62, 285
70, 254
72, 890
64,028
2, 8:.'7

69, 4*5

72, 536

61,860
64. 901

66, 622
67, 79(5

63,086

65, 426
60. 932
60, 933
63, 2J2
70,1!2
7i,9)6
63, 0^7

71,210
72. 6:3
61,2:6
66, 6 3
65, 938

67, 577
61, 6d3

Name, residence, and invention or dscovery.

Pea, Ezekiel, Mochnnicsburg, Pa. Fastening for gates and barn doors
Peabody, C. C. P.. Calais. Main^. Steam vnginc valve gear
Peabody, G. W., East Hampton, and O. L. Cowles, Westfield, Mass. ]\Jachine for

dressing and renovating feathers
Peabody, H. O., assignor to the Providence Tool Co.. Providence, R. I. Breech-

loading fire-arm

Peabody, S. G. , Champaign, III. Cultivator
Peace, John, Camden, N. J. Pipe tongs and cutter

Same Machine for bending skelps
Peacock, George, Selma, Ala. Cast-iron car wheel
Peacock, George H., Fairport, N. Y. Carburetting apparatus
Peacock, Jonathan, Rockfordj 111. Barrel washing machine '. . .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Peake, John L., assignor to self and Louis Guillaudeu, New York, N. T. Wrench.
(Antedated Jan. 6, 1867) • •.

Pcarce, W. H., and M. Warne. (5ce Wame & Pearce.) *

I'eard, John, New York, N. Y. Settee for school rooms
Same School settee and desk

Pearsall, A, , A tlanta, Ga. Draught pipe for locomotives :

Pearsall, Andrew, Atlanta, Ga. Spark arrester

Pearsall, George T., Apalachin, N. Y. Carriage shackle
Pearson, Francis R., Germantowu, Pa. Spinning jack

Same Jack center for spinning machines
Pearson, Henry G., New York, N. Y. Pigeon bole for post office, &,c

Pease, Buel D., Madison. Pa. Rein bolder
Pease, Charles F. {See Folsom, George P., assignor.)

Pease, Dan, Flovd, N. Y. Smut mill .'

Pease, P. S., Buffalo, N. Y. Blast apparatus for carburetter
Same same
Same Apparatus for carburetting air

Same Carburetter for locomotive head lights...

Pease, Henry, Brockport, N. Y. Harvester
Pease. Isaac T., Thompsonville,^ Conn. Fire alarm
Pease, James N., Panama, N.Y." Adjustable handle for shovels or forks
Pease, Julius A., New York, N. Y. Hat body
Pease, Warren H., and Hiraig Knapp. (See Knapp & Pease.)
Peaslee, B. F., Lake Village, "N. H. Knitting machine needle
Peaslee, Horace W., Maiden Ridge, N. Y. Machine for washing paper stock. (Reis.sue;

Peasley, John S., Providence, R. I. Machine for renovating feathers

Peatt, Marquis, Dexter, Mich. Belt ti^ihtener

Peachmann, Martin, ass^iguor to self and J. F. C. Pickhardt, New Y^ork, N. Y. Bed-
stead fastening

Peck, Aaron. (S'ce Derrick, William E., assignor)
Peck Brothers & Co. (See Topham, William H., assignor.)

Peck, CassiusC, and Francis E. Engelhardt, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of

durogel
Peck, Duane, Rochelle. 111. Mop wringer
Peck, Ezra, Chicago, 111. Cultivator
Peck, George W., et al. (See Bennett, George W., assignor.)

Peck, H. D., assignor to William N. Ely, Newton, Mass. Thimble
Peck, Lewin A., Newton Corner, Mas«j. Thimble with guard cutter

Peck, Theodore P. . Savannah, Ga. Smoke stack
Peck, Walter, Rockford, 111. Windmill
Peck, Watson, York, 111. Cooling milk

Same Babcock's Grove, 111. Apparatus for cooling milk (Reissue)..

Peck, W. C. Wheeling, West Va. Churn
Peck, W. W., Cassapolis, Mich. Gate and barn door fastening
Peckover, Joseph, and Federal C. Adams. (Sec Adams & Peckover.)

Same " same.
Peddle, Charles R., Terre Haute, Ind. Pneumatic brake for railroad cars

Pedrick, Isaac, Bridgeton, N. J. Bedstead
Pedrick, John C, Washington, D.C Carburetting air

Same Process for treating petroleum
Peebels, Cary, Santa Clara, Cal. Adjustable handle for fruit boxes
Peerv, Alonzo. (See Hawkins, M. C, assignor.)

Peet^Rufus, Castile, N.Y. Subsoil plow
Peet, Samuel J., New York, N. Y. Steam engine valve
Peet. Warren L. , Staple Rapids, Mich. Horse power
Peffer, Walter S., Carlisle, Fa. Bootjack '.

Peirce, B. W., New Bedford, Mass. Chuck
Pell, Henry W., Rome, N. Y, Harvester
Pelletier, Antonio, Parkersburg, West Va. Composition for coaticg wood, cloth,

metals, and for forming various articles

Same Washington, D. C. Composition for coating wood, iron, paper, <fec.

Pebor, John, Brooklyn, 111. Churn
I'elton, James B.. assignor to D. H. Wood, Sandusky, N. Y. Carriage brace
Telton, Joseph H., Cleveland, Tenu. Mechanic^ movement
Peltou, Lorenzo D., and Joseph Barrow, assignors to selves and Alexis Green, Har-

rison, Ohio. Cultivator
Pelton, T. G., tiyons, Iowa. Steam engine lubricator

Pember, H. H., New York. N. Y. Machine for cutting canvas, &e

Date.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 29, 18G7.

Aug.

Dec. 10,

Dec. 31,

Feb. 12,

Feb. 12,

Nov. 26,

Aug. 27.

Arg. 27,

Sept. 3,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18(J7.

1867.

1867.

1S67.

Jan. 22, 1867.

July
July
Jlar.

Oct.
Apr.
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.

2,1867.
2. 1867.

5, 1807.

15,1867.

30, 1867.

19, 1867.

26, 18f.7.

5, 1867.

1, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 11,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

Oct. 22.1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.

Oct. 29, 16(i7.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 23,1867.
Dec. 3i; 18(i7.

Oct. 1. 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
May 21, 1807.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1667.

June 4,1867.

Jan. 1, 181.7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
July 9,1867.

June 18, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

f)2;8S0

fi-l, 90-3

f)0, 780

2,431

2,539
64, 250
C4, 251

69,695
62,220

67,212

2, 467
2, 640

71.530
72, 891

66, 624
61, 562

69,242
61,563

67; 578
68,107
61,247
71,323

65,114
68, 897
60,781
C4, 903

65. 265
68; 650
72, 892
62, 773
65, 506

64,029
68,898
70; 466
70, 255

72, 077
62, 359

63, 936
64, 030
68, 528
65, 693
71, 907
72, 078

2,739

65. 266

63, 937

64, 904

63, C83
70, 605

61.452

Fid.Pember, IT. IT., New York. N. Y.
Same Card holder

Pcmberton, Henry,* Ailegbvny, Pa. Manufacture of sulphate of alumina, alum, and
other aluminous compound

Same Refining hydrocarbon oils and utilizing waste products there-

from (Reissue) .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Same Manufacture of soap
Pcftiberton. Henry, Allegheny, Pa.^ and B. Heinemann, Katrona, Pa. Box, can,

or vessel for putting up alkali, caustic, &c -

Pemberton, Henry, ct al. (5eeCIark, William N., assignor.)
Pence, Samuel, Eaton, Ohio. Animal trap *.

Pendleton. Charity, Iowa City, Iowa. Washing machine -

.

Pendleton. Jo^n ,S.. and H. Hayward. {Sec Hayward & Pendleton.)
Penfield, Chester, New Britain, Conn. Doorbell '.

Penfield, Russell rf. and Homer. {Sec Billings, Orson, assignor.)
Penn, J^. P. . Bi^llcville. 111. Seeding machine '. (Reissue) .

.

Penn,^Yorden P., Jacob Geiss, and Jacob Brosius, Belleville, 111. Grain
drill (Reissue) .

.

Penney, J. W., and C. D. SneH. (See Snell & Penney.)
Pennie, Henry, New York, N. Y. Ice rack fer refrigerated
Pennock. Sanmcl. Kennett square, Pa. Railway car
Penrose, Norwood, rhiladelphia, Pa. Self-bailing surf and life boat
Peny, L. D.. Laura, Ohio. Self-skimming sorghum evaporator

(

Peoples' Brick Machine Company. (Sec Johnston, James J., assignor.)
Pepper,' Calvin, assignor to Sidney Smith, Norfolk, Va. Coal stove
Pepper, Daniel W., assignor to H. Everett, Philadelphia, Pa. Securing caps to metal

JIar. .'5,

May 21,

1867.

1S07.

Jan. 1, 1887

Jan. 1

,

Apr. 2,

Apr. 30,

1867.

1867.

1807.

Apr. 30,1867.

Oct. 8,

Feb. 19,

July .30,

Jan. 29,

June 4,

Nov. 26,

Dec. 31,

July 9,

Jan. 29,

1667.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Pepper, John, Lake Village, N. H. Portable door fastener. (Antedated July 30, 1807)

Ma-

66, 518

71,211

61, 564

64, 358

Pcrcival, George G., Philadelphia, Pa. Lighting gas by electricity

Percival, Thomas, assignor to self, John D. and RoUin Defrees, Augusta, Maine
chine for making tags and labels.

Perkins, B. F., North Adams, Mass. Vise
Same Holynke, Masa. Steam trap

,

Perkins, Charles H., Providence, R.I. Process of finishing stteet metal
Perkins, Charles H., and Richard W. Comstock, Providence, R. I. Machine for swa-

ging horseshoe blanks.
Same Horseshoe machine

Perkins, D. T., and C. F. Hovey, Spiingliekl, MasH. Hose coupling. . :

Same same .-.

.

Perkins, George B., Bridgeport, Conn. Ironing machine
Perkins, George B., assignor to Burlock Manufacturing Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

Shirt bosom
Perkins, Gustavus, Burlington, Vt. Machine for rolling dough, crushing sugar, (fcc

Same Cooking stove
Perkins. Howard. Mansfield, Mass. Rope-making machine
Perkins, Joseph, Saco, Maine. Steering apparatus .....^
Perkins. Michael R. (See Foster, William H.. assignor.)
Perkins, Stanhope England. Railway crossing. (Patented in England April 4. 1867)
Perkins, S. H., and Thomas S. Gilbert, New Haven, Conn. Machine for making

hoop skirts

Same same
Perkins, S. M., Morrison. 111. WhifHetree hook
Perkins, Seth W., Geneseo, 111. Wire snap-hook
Perkins, William G., Walden, Vt. Rolling screen for doors, windows, &c
Perl, M., New Orleans. La. Medical compound '.

Pcrlce, R. N., Jers.y City. N. J. Manufacture of lampblack ,

Same (5fc Millocbau, A., assignor.)
Perley, Charles, New York, N; Y. Operating ordnance . (Reissue) .

.

Pernot, Hypolite, and Felix Miller. (See Miller & Pernot.)
Perrin, Franklin, Cambridge, Mass. Preparation cf palm-leaf warp and woof for

weaving
Pen-ine, John, et al. (See Behel, Perrine & Buell.)
Perry, Alouzo. and Moses C. Hawkins, Edeuboro', Pa. Pump
Perry. A. J., & Co. (See Barden, John S., assignor.)

Saine same.
Perry, Bacchus, and Aaron Cornish, Lee, N. Y. Bolt holder
Perry, C, and T. Watson. (5ce Wa' son & Perry.)
Perry, Dan and Edwin, assignors to Orriu F. Perry, Pawtucket, R. I. Hooping casks.
Perry, Edwanl. llopkinton, Mass. Wrench
Perry; E. H., and C," F. Harlow. (See Harlow & Perry.)
Pcrr^-, E. L. (.>ee Manheim, Charles, assignor.)
Perry, Edward, New York, N. Y. Cot or covering for rolls for spinning. &c
Perry, Edward L.. New York. N. Y., and William A. Torrey, Mont Clare, N. J.

Man ui;\cture of rubber hose
Perry, Frankllu B., Northampton. Mass. Pocket cutlery.'
Perry. George, and John A. Dodge. (Sec Dodge & Perry.)
Perry. George \V., assignor to A. Perry &- Co.. Providence, R. I. Steam generator..
Perry. IL, et. al. (See Deon. Boldiiig A: Perry.)
Perry, Horace L., Aurora, N. Y. Gang plow

l^C P .

Sept. 24, 1667.

Jan. 29,1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 6,

Aug. 27,

Jan. 15,

Nov. 26,

j

May 28,

Sept. 17,

Jan. 1,

May 21,

M.ny 28,

Sept. 10,

Dec. 31,

Mar. 12,

June 11,

Apr. 23,

Sept. 17,

Nov. 5,

Oct. 29,

1867.

1867,

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1857.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 26,

Apr. 16,

Apr. 23,

Sept. 3,

.June 11,

Dec. 10,

Dec. 10.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 20, 186-;

May 28,

Apr. 10,

1867.

1867.

May 21, 1867

Mar. 19,

Nov. 5,

1867.

1867.

Jan. 22, 1867

July 9,

Nov. 19,

Jan. 29,

Apr. 39,

1867.

18G7.

ise"

1867.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

71, 053

66, 251
2,645

2, 646
65, 003
69, 365

64,359
72, 674
71,531
69, 017
61,950

70, 893

69, 243
2, 635

62, 439
2,663

62, 559

62, 064

62, 881

69, 696
m, 625
69, 476

69, 018

64, 360
70, 256
70, 354
66. 882
68, 785
64, 031
64, 562

67,213
63, 562

71, 783

61, 757
72, 227
66, 385
68, 000
67, 579

63, 747

67, 135

66, 386
67, 902
72, 537
62.560

62, 561
61,356

66,039
70,015
62, 562
69, 477

71, 054

Porrj', Horace L., Aurora, N. Y. Gang plow
Perry, H. O. (5ee Lay, John L., assignor.)

Same game.
Same same.
Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Perry, Horatio O., Buffalo, N, Y. Hoisting machine for vessels
Perry, Horatio O., assignor to John D. Shepard, Buffalo, N. Y. Valve motion for

steam engines (Division A. IJeissue)..

Same Valve for steam engines (Division B. Reissue) .

.

Perry, Horatio O., and John L. Lay, Buffalo. N. Y. Steam engine
Perry, Marshall, assignor to self and Goerge W. Gregory, New York, N. Y. Loose

joint butt hinge
Perry, Oliver, W. N. Welles, and Clark Perry, Ortonville, Mich. Sheep-shearing table.
Perry, Oliver and Clark, Ortonvile, Mich same
Perry, O. H., Cincinnati, Ohio. Molding machine
Perry, Philander, Charlestovrn, Mass. Coffee pot
Perry, Philander, Cliarlestowii, Mass., and Joshua Brooks, Newton, Mass. Combined

stamp holder and inkstand
Perry, R. B., et al. (6'cc Riter &.^wann, assignors.)

Perry, S., et al. {Sec Marsh, Thomas, assignor.)

Perry, Stephen and Joseph John, England. Inkstand
Perry, Stuart, Newport, N. Y. Chain wheels for horse-power chain
Perry, Stuart, assignor, through mesne assignments to self and Adeline Perry, New-

port. N. Y. Horse power (Reissue) .

.

Perry, William, North Bridgewater. Mass. Steam digester for treating bones
Same Steam digester for treating fisb bonesand other substances. .(.Reissue)

.

Perry, William V.. Burnetr, Wis. Stove-pipe damper - a
PerseLs, A., and Sylvester Smith. (See Smith & Persels.)

Persing, H. W. ('.See Abbott, N. W., assignor.)

Peterka, John, and Anton Rcraann. (See Anton & Peterka.
Peters, Daniel, and John W. Pauly, Keokuk, Iowa. Currier's slicker

Same Plow
Peters, Daniel, and Robert F. Williams, Kepkuk, Iowa. Line holder
Peters, G. M., Granvillo, Ohio. Harvester rake

Same .*. same
Peters, jr. , G. M. , Granville, Ohio. Harvester
Peters, Webb & Co. (Sec Strothmann, P.. assignor.)

Petersen, Nieolai, Columbus. Miss. Musical dial

Peterson, .Charles, San Francisco, Cal. Means for setting, reefing, and furling sails..

Peterson, Charles, and Charles Gunner, San Francisco, Cal. Boat-detaching tackle-

Peterson, D. H., Terre Haute, Ind. Wagon boxes
Peterson, Henry, Chicago, 111. Cigar gau.go and butt cutter :

Peterson, Jacob S. , Spriugdale, Ohio. Weather strip

Petitdidier, Francois, France. Mode of applying designs in relief and brilliancy to

woven fabrics ;

Petre, N., assignor to setf and Joseph H. S'l.ggett. Ne%v York, N. Y. Lock latch

Petry, Georg« S., assignor to self and George W. Snyder, Troy Grove, 111. Method
of propelling street cars •

Pettibone, Stoughton, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Method of saving and utilizing alkaiino
liquors used in treating straw, wood, &c

Pettibone, Stoughton, and Albert. M. Hasrings. (..Sec Hastings & Pettibone.)
Pettee, S. E., Bethlehem, Pa. Bed bottom
Pettengill, Charles B., assignor to Freeman C. Meri'ill, Hebron, Maine. Cultivator..
Pettengill. jr., John, Lisbon, N. H. Car coupling
Pettengill, J. W., Rockford, ID. Churn dasher
Pettengill. Oliver P., Topsfield, Mass. Sole tinisluHg tool

Potty, J. B., and Jerome Frederick.«, Conneaut, Ohio. Stufnng box for deep-well
pumps

Pctteys, Eli, Chestertown, N. Y. Gate
Pettibone, R. J., and B. Garvin. (See Garvin & Pettibone.)

Same same.
Pettibone, S., Corunna, Mich. Straw cutter
Pettingill, William, Painesville, Ohio. Fence
Pettit, Rufus D., Baldwinsvillc, N. Y. Rotary steam engine
Petty, Joseph W. , New Orleans. La. Cotton-bale tie

Peugeot, Edward F., etal. (5ec Brown, F. II., assignor.)

Same tame.
Same same.
Same same.

Pevey, George E.. Lowell, Mass. Direction label

Pfeifer, John, Philadelphia, Pa. Coal scuttle

Pfeiffer, W. F., et al. (See Warner, Pfeiffer & Lepper.)
Pfeil, John C, Areuzville, 111. Gang plow
Pfitzinger, Jacob, Buffalo, N. Y. Coal hod
Pfleghar, F. P., and William ShoUhorn, New Haven, Conn. Oiler
Phalen, Henry J., Plantersville, Texas. Apparatus for heating water and con-

densing steam
Phelan, Michael. (See CoUender, Hugh W., assignor) (Reissue.)
Phelon, Cyrus, West Granville, Mass. Brake for vehicles.

Date.

Nov. 19, 1867

July 2,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Jurie 11, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1807.

Nov. 20, 1867.
pept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

June 4,1867,
Feb. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
July 9,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 30. 1867.

Oct. 29.1867.
Oct. 29.1867.
July 16, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 7.1867.
July 30, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
July 2,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
July 23, 1807.

July 2,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 5.1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

June 25. 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1667.

Nov. 19. 1867.
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Ll^t ()fpatentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 18G7—Cixitinued.

No. Name, rcBideilco, and invention or discover}-, Date.

72, 151

68, 385
f)9, 124

70, 467
69, 019
61,.563

71, 784

67, 903
62, 221
62, 065
64,700
70. 113

72,228

6a, 810

70. 1 14

63,087
63,090
61,861
72, 675
61,248
67, 671

69,583
63,421

61,601

66,252
I

71, 055
I

Phelps, jf, E. S., Wyanet, 111, Chimney
Phelps, Harvey and Alvah, Albany, N. Y. Apparatus for slabbing soap
Pheips, John. Owego, N. Y. Faucet *

Phelps, William P., Winona, Minn. Fmme for suspending maps
Phelps, William J., Springtieid, Mass. Conductor's ticket punch '.

Phifer, Edward; Trenton, N.J. Cultivator .'

Philbrick, E. {See Buiidy, Nelson H., assignor.)

Philbrick, Stephen C., Rockville, Conn. Wool-carding machine
Philbrick, William D., et al. (See Haigh and Robertson, assignors.)

Philippi, A., Elizabethport. N. J. Railroad frog
Philippi,P., Beardstown. 111. Axle box :

Phillippi, Abrahnm H. , Reading, Pa. Oil can 1

Phillippi, John AY., Stahlstown, Pa. Wagon brake
PhLUips, Alfred S. , South Boston, Mass. Apparatus for spooling thread

Same ..Boston, Mass. Skirt-ironing table ,.

Phillips, Charles E., and John Hyslop. (Sec Hyslop & Phillips.)

Phillips, Devvoy, Shaftsbury, Vt., and William Reid, West Arlington, Yt. Method
of securiug heads in seamless casks

PhiUips, Job, Daniel W. Southwick, and David A. Arnold, Pawtucket, R. I. Start-
ing and stopping cars

PhlUips, jr., John, Chicago, 111. Wood-turning lathe *.

Phillips, John E.. Philadelphia, Pa. Press strainer
Pkillips, Jordan H., St. Louis, Mo, Propeller
Phillips, MiltoaE., assignortoself and George Wetzel, Lena, 111. Threshing machine.
Phillips, Russell, Gardiner, Miiine. Carpenters' gauge
Phillips, Russell, assignor to self and Nathan Weston, Gardmer, Me. Carpenters'

lanepk

67,797

64, 564

63,786

70, 606
61.862
66, 040
71,637
65, 597

70, 257
71,212
71, 638
71,908
71,909
61, 453
2,718

64, 445
70, 355
71,056
69, 697

71.410
05,267

64, 139
71, 785
60. 934
71,910

72, 893
72, 894
72, 895

72,325
70, 258
69, 932

Philips, Thomas H., aryJ John W. Smith. {See Smith & Phillips.)

Phillips, T. S., assignor to self and M. J. Bellows, Cassadaga, N. Y. Anipaal trap. ..

Phillips, Willoughby W. and V. J., Wellsville, N. Y. Mechanism for operating the
picker staffs of looms •.

Philps, Alfred. (Sec Spence, James F., assignor.)

Pijinney, Hiram, Kingston, N. Y. Rotary bellows
Phoenix Funiace Bar Compan3^ {Sec Vandercar, John, assignor) (Disclaimer.)
Pickering, B., and B. Owen, (^ee Owen & Pickering.)
Pickerhig, Charles H., Indianapolis, lud. Potato digger, (Autcc^ted June 27,1867) .

.

Pickering, Loring, and Chauncey St. John, New York, N. Y. Quartz mill
Pickerncll, Albert, et al. {See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)
Pickert, A. K. M.. and Willfam H. Hartman. (See Hartman & Pickcrt.)
Pickhardt, J. F. C, New York, N. Y. Wardrobe bedstead

Same {See Pcchmann, Martin, assignor.)

Picot, Leouce, assignoi^ to Wiihelmine Picot, Hoboken, N. J. Hollow articles of
rubber and other flexible materials

Pidault, Marshall, and G. Elieze dit Lagieze, assignors to selves and J. F. Gevelot,
France. Breeeh-loading tire-arms. (Patented in France September 26, 1866)

Pidjeon, Francis, Saugerties, N. Y. Rail-clamp joint
Pier. Orris, VVinhall, Vt. Horse rake
Pierce, Charles E., New York, N. Y. Burglnr alarm

Same Burglar alarm and lock apparatus
Pierce, C. W., Albany, N. Y. Construction of pots for burning or charring bones. .

.

Pierce, E. S., Hartford, Conn. Apparatus ior feeding screw blanks
Same Balance wheel
Same Mechanism for feeding screw blanks
Same 1 Machinery for shavmg and slotting screws •

Same Double screw
Pierce, H.. and J. B. Button, Cleveland, Ohio. Oil tank
Pierce, H., and J. B. Button, assignors to John B. Button, Cleveland, Ohio. Oil

tank .'-(Reissue) .

.

Pierce, Isaac, et al. {See Parker, Hall <fc Pierce.)

Pierce, John T., and Isaac, et al.
.
(Sec Hall, James T., assignor.)

Pierce, Marvin, Buffalo, Wis. Washing machine
Same., Winona, Minn. Bed botfoni spring

Pierce, Walter, Onion Valley, Cal. Rock-drilling machine
Pierpont, Joshua, assignortoself and Sidnej' S. Tuttle, La Harpe, 111. Cultivator

coupling
Picrson, Albert C, Railway, N. J. Calculating machine
Pierson, John R., Newark, N. J. Safe-door bolt
Pierson, William Hugh, New Orleans, La. Plastic compound, made from vegetable

fiber

Pigeon, Narcisse, Montreal, C. E, Manufacture of sugar starch
Pigott, I. S., Central Station, West Va. Log wagon ,

Pike, Charles F., Providence, R. I. Refrigerator
Same Apparatus for preserving meat, fish, poult|p, and other perishable

articles ^
Same Corpse preserver
Same Preserving, refrigerating, and transporting perishable articles

Same Construction of railroad car for preserving and transporting meat,
fish , and vegetables

Pike, Charles O. . North Leverett Mass. Belt fastener:
Pike, E. W.. Galesburg, 111. Cultivator
Pike, P. D., Stowe, Vt. Water wheel

Dec. 10,1807.
Sept. 3, 1867.

Sept«24, 1867.

Nov. .5,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Aug. 20,.18&7.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.-

Jan. 15.1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

July 2,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Feb. .-,»1867,

June £5, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Aug 3, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Oct. 29,1807;

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Oct. 29,1667.

Oct. 15,1867.
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Continued.

No. Name, residence, and inTention or discovery.

70, 741

66, 734

71, 639

70, SfiB

62, 681

70, 115
6-:}, 222
68,312

6.3, 598
72, 896
o8, 232
70, 742'

7 [,057

63, 427

62, 563
72, 079

62, 883
71. 259
2,779

67, 069
72, 897

62, 774
72, 756

61, 094

65, 599

65, 60.0

68, 455

72, 326

'

01, 454

61, 803
08, 899

70, 607

69, 584

60,519'

68; 108

70, 894

62, 775

70, 116

61,685
61, 357

63, 293

2. 539
2, 772
7L„058

71,213

65, 408

67, 214

63, 5n6
63,173

Pike, William Gr. , Philadelphia, Pa. Lightning conductor
Pilkington, W., Frankford, Pa., audD. Pilkiiigtou, Chester, -Pa. Stop motion for
• looms

Pillard, Oliver E., assignor to Frederic H. North, New Britain, Conn. Adjustable
tumbler for permutation locks -

,

Pillsbury, O. M., and O. L. Millikeu.- (See. Milliken &. Pillsbury.)

Pinder, C., and D. C. Robinson, Lowell. Mass. Car-axle box
Pine, James, Troy, N. Y. Harvester
Pinner, Moritz. (S'fc Bequet, Son, Gustave, assignor.)

Pinner, Moritz, and Gustave Beqiiet. {See Bequet, Jean Gustave, assignor.)

Piunej', Oliver L., Brunswick, Ohio. Lifting jack
Fiotrowski, Walerian, New York, N. Y. Painting and varnishing wood and metals..
Piper, E. J., and J. C. Marshall, Springfield, Mass. Steam engine slide valve. (An-

tedated August 15, 1867)
Piper, Edwin S., assignor to self and Atkinsife Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Hardening saws.
Pirz, Manuel, East New York, N. Y. Dining table

Pitcher, John, Mt. Vernon, Ind. Floating fence
Pitcher, Leman B., Salina, N. Y. Mixing and drying cylinder

Same Roller wheel for plows
Pitchforth, Henry, and William Benson, Muscatine, Iowa. Machine for destroying

potato bugs
Pitman, Richard W. , West Point, Iowa. Insect trap lantern
Pitner, Henry B., La Porte, Ind. Axle box
Pitt, William, ef aZ. (See Samuels & Brassington, assignors.)

Pittsburg and McKeesport Car Company. {See Hibler, Benjamin IL, assignor.)

Place, Thomas, .Alfred Centre, N Y. Machine for boring and tenoning
Piagge, Charles, Grand Duchy of Hessfl. Rail guide for guiding wagons
Plant, Frederic, assignor through mesne assignments to C. P. S. Wtirdwell, Lake

Village, N. H. Machine for making needles (Reissue)..
Platner, H., and W. B. Lodge. (See Lodge & Platner.)

Same same.
Same same.

Piatt, B. R. , and J. A. Gray, Holland, Mich. Washing machine
Piatt, C. H., North Fairfield, Ohio. Gate
Piatt, James H-, ji'- (See Porter, W. D., assignor.)

Piatt, James L. (See Kerr, Edwin R., assignor) . (Reissue.)

Piatt, John D., et al. (Sec Curtis, Amasa, assignor.)

Piatt, Theron E., New Haven, Conn. Book-holder ,

Piatt, Theron E., assignor to self and George D. Lambert, Newtown, Conn. Har-
vester .

Piatt, Thomas J.. Newark, N. J. Artificial Tripoli, for polishing

Player, John, Englanrk Hot-blast Stove. (Antedated April 21, 1866)

Same Apparatus for heating the blasts for furnaces and in smelting iron,

«fcc. (Patented in England March 25, 1865). •-

Plimpton, Albert M., Hornellsville, N. Y. Detachable buggy top
Plumb, Charles M., andEmmette Dinsmore. (Sec Andrews, Solomon, assignor.)

Plumb, Henry L., Hamer, Ohio. Portable evaporator
Plumb, Luke A., Biddeford, Maine. Combined lamp, coffee pot, and boiler

Same Nurse stove
Plumb. W. H., assignor to Henry de Zavala, New York, N. Y. Hat. ^ Antedated

September 4, 1867) 1

Plumb, Zenas, assignor to self and John C. Pollej', De Witt, Iowa. Wagon reacli

Plumleigh, Thomas and Charles, Dundee, 111. Converting circular into reciprocai^ng
motion.

Plummer, Frank J., assignor to R. Ball & Co., Worcester, Mass. Planing .n,achine. .

.

Same (jlutch shipper ^

Plummer, John E., Binghamton, N. Y. Edge plane
Plummer, Osgood. (Sec Schofield, James, ds.-5ignor.)

Plympton, N. A., Northborough, Mass. Measuring the strength of watch springs.

( Antedated February 25, 1867)
Poinicr, Charles P., assignor to self and Charles O. Horton, Boston, Mass. Frame

for pictures. &,c

Pol, John, New York, N. Y. Cab
Poland, J. C, jr., Auburn, Maine, and B. II. Cotton, Lewistou, Maine. Shuttle

binder for looms ,

Poland, William, and Thomas J. Rowley. (Sec Rowley «fc Poland.)
Polhameus, Abraham G., Nyack, N. Y. Water tight iron tank for the protection of

the limbers of steamboats ^ ; -

Polhamus, John, New York, N. Y. Handle of a fork or spoon (Design)

.

Same Fork or spoon handle (Desigr).

Polhcmus, J., .lersey City, N. J., and Christian H. Lilienthal, Youkers, N. Y., as-

signors to C. H. Lilienthal. Apparatus lor printing on tin toil

Pollard, J. E., assignor to the^illiott Felting Mills, Franklin, Mass. Embossing
cloth .

Pollard, William H., assignor to James IL Gould, Seneca Falls, N. Y. Axle box...
Pollard, William II., assignor to Douns & Co.'s Mauutacturing Company, Seneca

Falls, N. Y. Cut-off stop-cock
Policy, John C. (Sec Plumb, Zenas, assignor.)

Pulley, Starr, Brooklyn, N. Y. Steaming on hat bodies „

Policy, Starr, assignor to Ambrose Hill, Brooklyn, N. Y. Rounding jaclis for trim-

ming brims of hats 1

Date.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Mar. 5,1867,

Oct. 22,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

June 11,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867."

Nov. 12,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jufie 4,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Mar. 12,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.
June 11, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867,

Oct. 8, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Maf. 26, 1S67.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1807.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 4,1807.

July 30, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Pollock L. , Fishkill Landing, N. Y. Sash and blind fastener. . ^

Pollock, Leander, assignor to self and John P. Schenck, jr., Mattewan, N. Y; Rail-

way chair
Pollock, William B. Holyoke, Slass. Paper-ruling machine
Polsey, A. M. assignor to T. H. Puller, Boston, Mass. Machine for making nails

Pomeroy, George M. D., Attica, Ind. Gate latch
Pomeroy, Samuel C, ct al. (See Way and Pome«r>y.)
Pomeroy, Thomas, and James H. Harlan. (See Harlan & Pomeroy.)
Pomeroy, William, New York, N. Y. Truss

Same. Brooklyn, N. Y. Truss
Pomeroy, W. R., Millersburg, Ohio. Counter and desk seat
Pond, C. H., Oberlin, Ohio, Telegraph apparatus
Pond Elizur, New Haven, Conn. Stirrup
Pond, E. A., and M. S. Richardson, Rutland, Vt. Gas apparatus (Reissue)..

Same Machine for producing blast in gas carburetters and other apparatus

.

Same. {See Richardson & Pond.)
Same same.

Pond, Henry E., Franklin, Mass. Artificial fertilizer

Same Fertilizer

Pond, Henry E., assignor to self and Amos P. Woodward, Franklin, Mass. Recep-
tacle for harness

Pond, Moses, Boston, Mass. Stove ,

Pond, O. M., Independence, Iowa. Corn hnsker ,

Pontious, Nelson, Hallsville, Ohio. Drilling oil and other wells
Pool, George H., New York, N. Y. Spring bed. (Antedated December 19, 1866) . .

.

Pool, William, and E. Brown. (See Bi'own & Pool.)

Poole, Robert, Baltimore, Md. Mixture forrubbiugandmixingpaints, chemicals, <S:c.

Poorman, Samuel F.*- and George S. Yingliug. {See Yingling & Pooniian.)
Pope, Augustus R., deceased, by Lucy A. Pope, administratrix, Somerville, ];4^ass.

Electro-magnetic alarm (Disclaimer) .

.

Same :. i same (Extension) .

.

Pope, E. R. {Sec Craw & Randolph, assignors.)

Pope, F. H., and O. W. Baldwin. {Sec Baldwin & Pope.)
Pope, H. G.. and H. F. Herrick, New Berlin, N. Y. iiledical compound
Pope, I. S. Napoleon, Ohio. Hog feeder
Pope, J. P., and J. T. Whipple, Chicago, 111. Weighing scale

Popkess, R. {See Wildhack, John, assignor.)

Poppe, John, Greenpoiut. N. Y. Rotary pump
Porter & Booth. (See Fallows, James, assignor. )

Porter, Alonzo W., and J. Hamilton Brown, assignors to Alonzo W. Porter and
James S. Gray, New York, N. Y. Vapor burner

Porter, Benjamin F., Manchester, N. H. Cullender boiler .•.

Porter, Benjamin F., assignor to self and Timothy S. Mitchell, Manchester, N. H,
Combined door fastener and pocket knife

Porter, Charles. (See Mardeu, Samuel, assignor.)

Porter, Charles H., Albany, N. Y. Corking bottles

Porter, D'Arcy, assignor to G. S. Newcomb & Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Scissors

sharpener ,

Porter, Edward, Clinton, 111. Apparatus for the manufacture of sugar and syrup. ..

Same ...... Tallmadge, Ohio. Churn
Porter, E. N., Morrisville, Vt. Mop squeezer
Porter, E. P., and G. W. Hallett, Warerford, N. Y. Door lock

Same v same
Porter, Frederick B., Detroit, Mich. Telegraph signal box
Portei", George L. {See Chaffee, Edwin M., assignor.)
Porter, George W., Boston, Mass. Apparatus for carbureting gas and air

Porter, Henry B. , Chicago, 111. Hotel annunciator
Porter, H. K. and T. W., Boston, Mass. Vise
Porter, James, and Wheelock W., Wauconda, III. Reverse lever pitman
Porter, J, H., assignor to Frederic H. North, New York, N. Y. Adjustable tumbler

for permutation locks
Porter, James S.. and Russel, Waterford, N. Y. Alarm lock
Porters Grin I., Hudson. Ohio. Grain bin
Porter, Parker C, assignor to self and K. M. Mausur, Augusta, Maine. Carriage

Date.

jaci
Porter, Rogfr W., Nashua, N. H. Pruning knife, hook, and saw
Porter, Samuel, and L. M. Monroe. (See Wood, Merritt L., assignor.)
Porter, S. L., assignor to self and W. T. Eaton, Rochelle, 111. Method of raising

and leveling railroad rails

Porter, San^.uel W. {See Xewcomb & Lyon, assignors.)
Porter, T. W. (Sec Littlefield, C. B.. assignor.)

Porter, T. W., and S. Z. Leslie. (Sec Leslie & Porter.)
Porter, William, Belleville township, N. J. Lamp
Porter, William, sr., and William, jr.. New York, N. Y. Lantern
Porter, W. D., assignor to self and James H. Piatt, jr., Petersburg, Va. Toy hum-

ming wheel
Porter, William S. (See Worcester, Edward J., assignor.)
Post, (Charles H., Guilford. Conn. Ox yoke
Post, Eugene J. , Vienna, N. J. Ha£ and coat holder

Same Spring tor vehicles ^ -

.

Post, Frederick, Piano, 111. Water wheel

Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. .'5, 1867.

Apr. 23, 18G7.

Mar. 19, 1S67.
Sept.l7, 18f:7.

May 28, If67.

Oct. 8, 1 867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1 867.

June 18, 1867.

Aug.
Nov.

6, 1867

5, 1867

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 1."), 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

May 28, 18G7.

Junel7, 1SS7.
June 20, ] 867.

June 11, 1867.

May 21, 18:;7.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1S67.

May 21, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 1.5,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. ZQ 1867.

June 4,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. .3, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

No\;. 5; 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

July 16, 1867.
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70, 117

65, 502
67, 799
67,071
67, 580

69, 935

68, 001
63. 939
64; 396

68, 002
61, 096
66, 104

62, 498

70,260

61, 455'

60, 783
61, 565
68,233
68, 386
2,684

62, 360

62, 223
69, 936
64. 142

64. 702

Post, H. A. v., and Jepthp, Garrard, Cincinnati, Ohio. Apparatus for burning hyd^o-
carbous .'

Post, John W., Castile, N.Y. Skate
Same Skate

Postawka, Louis, assignor to self and A. J. Wondra. Boston, Ma?s. Railroad spike..
PostoD, E. W., Fort Wayne, Ind. Sand ejector. (Antedated Aug. 1, 1867)
Postweiler, A., and P. Devilllard. {80$ Devilliard & Postweiler.)
Potter, A. W., and J. A. Barling, Monroe, Wis. Rein holder
Potter, A. W., and Edwin Cox. (See Cox & Potter.)

Potter, C.,jr., Westerly, R. I. Printing press
Potter, Elisha O., North Providence, R. I. Apparatus for guiding cloth
Potter, Elisha O., assignor to C. A. Warland and J. M. Ryder, Pawtucket, R, I. Ma-

chine for cutting files

Potter, E. O., et al. {See Wheeler. Walter, jr., assignor.)

Potter, H. A. , Providence, R. I. Wheel for vehicles
Potter, Henry H., Carthage, N. Y. Flytrap
Potter, Henry T., Norwichtown, Conn. Ring traveler for spinning
Potter, Henry T., assignor to self, Edwin Allen, and Elisha H. Holmes, Norwich-

town, Conn. Drawing and twisting head for spinning machinery ,

Potter, Moses O., South Scituate, R. I. Creel for winding yarn
Potter, Orris, et ai. (See Gaily, Merritt, assignor.) •

Potter, Oscar T., Scott, N. Y. Carriage jack
Potter, Samuel, Wyandotte, Mich. Fagot for railroad rails

Potter, Samuel L.. Wyandotte, Mich. Fagot for raUroad rails :

Same Rolls for rolling railroad rails

Potter, William, and Ebenezer Crane, Lowell, Mass. Cotton elevator
Potter, William L., Newark, N. J. Composition for roofing and other pxirposes.

(Reissue) :

Pottmeyer, Joseph B., assignor to self and Nicholas Winter, Pittsburg, Pa. Steam
pumi>

.

68, 787
62,441
68, 573
60, 784
64, 565
61, 758
66, 171

69, 586

63, 422
72, 418
63, 092

69, 698

2,801

62, 499

64, 791

69, 244

64, 252
72, 676

65,601
70, 257
61,456

65, G40

67, 136

64, 032

63, 296

2,712

Potts, Jonas, Bridgeport, West Va. Cultivator
Potts, Robert, Chatham, N. Y. Machine for bending metals
Potwiu, W. S., assignor to Frank Sturges & Co., Chicago, 111. Bottom for culinary

steamers
Poultney, T. (See Macgill, Oliver P. , assignor) (Reissue.)
Poultney, Thomas, Baltimore, Md.. and Silas Crispin, New Yoi'k, N. Y., assignors to

Thomas Poultney. Breech-loading fire-arm
Poulton, C. T., Danboro', Pa. Wrench
Powe, Moses, Mt. Bethel, Pa. Tuyere ^
Powell, Ambrose, Coxsackie, N. Y. Washing machine
Powell. Edward, Conneautville, Pa. Spring crupper. (Antedated Dec. 29, 1866)...
Powell, Edwin R., GIfcmbridge, Vt. Attaching thills to vehicles
Powell. James, Cincinnati, Ohio. Globe valve
Powell, J. B., and S. H. Everett, Macedon, N, Y. Gate
Powell, John G. (See Morse, William A., assignor.) •

Powell, John Q., and Wm. A. Morse, Philadelphia, Pa. Broom holder
Same. (See Morse & Powell.)

Powell, Martin L., New Castle, Ind. Stove pipe
Powell, Samuel W., Brookville, Md. Bone and plaster mill

Powell, Thomas, Milroj-. Ind. Sleeve supporter
Powell, W. J., and J. W. Latcher. (Sec Latcher & Powell) (Reissue.)
Power, Patrick, Chicago, 111. Rocker for cradles
Powers, A. E., assignor to self, Deborah and Nathaniel B. Powers, Lausingburg,

N. Y. Floor cloth pattern (Design) .

.

Powers, Deborah, Albert E., and Nathaniel L. (See Webster, John T., assignor.)

(Design.)
Powers, D. J., assignor to the Buffalo Agricultural Machine Works, Madison, Wis.

Sugar-cane mill
Powers, D. J., and H. B. Stevens, assignor through mesne assignments to the Buffalo

Agricultural Machine Works, Madison, Wis. Horse power j^

Powers, D. J., Madison, Wis., and H. B. Stevens, BuflFalo, N. Y., assignors to the
Buffalo Agricultural Machine Works. Sugar-cane mill

Powers, Frank, eJ aZ. (See Reef, Jacob, jr.. assignor.)

Powers, George R.. Kingston. Mass. Stencil plate
Powers. George W. Boston, Mass. Operating feed wheels in sewing machines
Powers, Jay W. , Evanston, 111. Hinge. (Antedated May 28, 1867)
Powers, Thomas D., Rochester, Wis. Wagon shackle .'

Powers, Timothy J., assignor to Fitch & Van Vechten, Now York, N. Y. Cartridge-
fil ling machine

Powers, Timothy J., assignor to J. P. Fitch and J. R. Van Vechten. N. Y. Machine
for heading cartridge cases .''

Pramer, Nelson, assignor to Hicks, Wolfe & Co., Troy, N. Y. Grate. (Antedated
July 14, 1867)

Prather, Thomas W., Iowa City, Iowa. Method of removing buildings
Prather, W., et al. (See Clinton. Prather & Hu'chinson.)
Pratt, Aaron, and Isaiah Lincoln. (See l«,iucolu <fe Pratt.)
Pratt, Aaron W., Pultneyville, N. Y. Fence
Pratt, B. M., et al. (See Wright. Francis H., assignor.)
Pratt, Charles, New York, N.Y. Oil can (Design)..

Same. (See Abbott, Joseph L., a||ignor.)

Pratt, Charles C. (See King, Gamaliel, assignor.)
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Pratt, D. A., Treinont, N. Y. Motive power for locomotion and other purpoaefl. . ^

.

Same Sing Sing, N. Y. Key-liole guard for door locks
Pratt, Daniel R., Worcester, Mass. Piu
Pratt, Daniel R. , assignor to Marcus Rice, Worcester, Mass. Spike machine. ......

Pratt, Daniel R,, assignor to John P. Veree, William A. Mitchell, and I. Marcus
Rice, Worcester, Mass. Method of splicing railroad rails...*-...* **..

Pratt, 13. Qr., et al. (See Hufendeck, Henry, assignor.)

Pratt, E. L., Boston, Mass. Machine for cutting tobacco *4... .*....*
Same Boiler-tube scraper ** *

Same Apparatus for aerating liquids ** ,

Same Tobacco cutter t

Pratt, Ephraim L. , Boston, Mass. Machine for paring apples (Extension) .

.

Pratt, Francis A., assignor through mesne assignments to George S. Lincoln & Co..
Hartford, Conn. Device for stopping and changing motion (Reissue)-.

Pratt, James D., Cleveland, Ohio. Bed lounge
Pratt, Otis. (See Jackson, A. P., assignor.)

Pratt, Samuel, Hammouton, N.J. Screw nail ^ (ExtPirsion) ..

Pratt, Samuel P., Roxbury, Mass. Furniture for vessels
Pratt, Seymour, Fayetteville, N. Y. Roofing •.

Pratt, Thomas, Valparaiso, Ind. Wrench
Pray, Ira W., find Edward Fitzhenry, Portland, Oregon. Machine for scouring

leather
Pray, Lyman, Charlestown, Mass. Distilling apparatus
Preble, M. M., Kokomo, Ind. Fly trap \

Prentice, James, New York , N. Y. Eye glass

Prentice, John, and W. F. Wuterich, assignors to John Prentice, New York, N. Y.
Cigar machine ,

Prentice, J. II. {See Nichols, Enos S., assignor.)

Prentice, M. S., Rockford. 111. Washing machine
Prentice, Rufus. (See Camp, B. H., assignor.)

Prentiss, Arthur, Pi'entiss Vale, Pa. Spike and nail...

Same Hoe
Same Inhaler ....'

Same Carriage wheel
Same Otto, Pa. Carriage wheel -

Prentiss, E. F,, Philadelphia, Pa., and C. C. Parsons, Boston, Mass. Process for

treating Indian com. (Antedated March 15, 1867)
Same Preparation Irom Indian com. (Antedated March 15, 1866)

Prentiss, E. F., ct al. (Scl Ilaigh &. Robertson, assignors.)

Prentiss, Mason, Cambridge, N. Y. Plow ,

Prescott, E., and F. R. Miller. (See Miller & Prescott.)
Prescott, E. A. (Sec Dryden. George, assignor.)

Prescott, George P., ct al. ISee Tyler, Samuel W., assignor.)
Prescott, Noah, Dorchester, Mass. Closing bottles

Pi-escott, William H., and Whitcomb Judson, Gale.'<burg, 111. Odometer
Prescott, William H., and P. W. Webster, (See Webster & Prescott.)

Pressey, G. W., Hainmonton, N. J. Stump extractor
Prest, Daniel, Marlboro', N. J. Horse rake
Preston, Albert W. , Mazon, 111. Glove for husking corn
Preston, Almon E. , Battle Creek, Slich. Extension table '.

Preston, C. C, Bayland, Texas. Apparatus for fumigating plants ,

Preston, George Vv. , Corning, N. Y. Horse block and hitching post ,

Preston, Hiram, and Azro M. Bowles. (See Bowles & Preston.)
Preston, James W., assignor to A. B. Ely, Newton, Mass. Breech -loading fire-arms.

.

Preston, John, assignor to self and John B. Atherton, Fairfield, Conn. Support lor
sewing-machine operators

Preston, Julius A., New Haven, Conn. Coal barge
Preston, K. H. C. , Maulius. N. Y. Harvester
Preston, O., and P. S. Burditt. (Sec Burditt & Preston.)
Preston, Thomas F., Pawtucket, R. I. Power hammer ,

Prewitt, W. P., Elkton, Ky. Fire-escape ladder
Price, B. K., and C. West. (See West & Price.)
Price, George W,, Bloomington, 111. Gang plow and cultivator
Price, John, New York, N. Y. Forging apparatus

Same. (See Siefert, William, assignor.)
Price, John, and William Lewis, Danville, Pa. Fagot for railroad rails. . (Reissue) .

.

Price, John, ct nl. (Sec Lewis, Price & Naylor) (Reissue.)
Price, J. C, New Philadelphia, Ohio. Hoisting taclde
Price, John T., Arrow Rock, Mo. Pen and pencil holder
Price, Joshua C., New Philadelphia, Ohio. Bridle bit

Price, Virgil, New York, N. Y. Method ofJianging swords
Same Set of mas mic badges (Design) .

.

Pridbam, George A. , Newark, N, J. Bolt for doors
Priest, David H.. as.signor to s^' and George Farwell, Watertown, Mass. Sad-ii'on.

Priest, J. K., and R. T. Smith. (See Smith and Priest.)
Primm, Enoch, Petersburg, Hi. Cider press I

Prince, Frederick A. (See Osgood, Clark, assignor.)
Prince. George A., ct al. (See Thornton, Thomas F., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same. (Sec Bacon, Charles E., assignor.)
Prince, S. F., ct al. (See Wallick. W., assignor.)
Prindle, D. R., East Bethany, N. Y. Seed sower

Oct. 8, 166?,

Oct. 8, 1867,
Nov. 26, 1867.
Feb, 5, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Sept. 23, 1667.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 23. 1867.

May 21, 1867.
May 7. 3867.
Jan. 8,1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 28, 1867.

Aug, 6, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.
May 14, 1867.

May 14, 1887.

May 14, 1867,
May 14, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867,

Fjeb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

June 18, 1B67.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867,

May 7, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Jan. 29. 1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 18, 1867,

Jan, I,

Sept, 24,

Mar, 26,

Aug. 13,

Doc. 10,

Nov. 12,

July 23,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867^
1867.

Nov. 26. 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
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Prindle, Daniel R.. East Bethany, N. Y. Composition for destroying insectg

Same Hydraulic paint
Same Process of preserving wood and timber
Same Portable furnace for boilers

Prindle, E. T., and John Wellfare, Aurora, 111. Lantern
Prindle, Franklin B., Southington, Conn. Machine for heading bolts f.

Prindle, Horace H., and John W. , Sandusky, Ohio. Children's carriage
Prindle, Russel B., Norwich, N. Y. Hold-back iron for carriage thills

Same Wagon jack
Same same

Prindl^ William D., and Charles M. Yerk, TifSu, Ohio. Atmospheric churn
Pringle, G., and R. Y. McCouuell. {Sec McConnell and Pringle.)

Pringle, G. W., and R. O. Codding. {See Codding and Pringle.)
Printup, P. W. , et al. (Sec Worthara, Notley W., assignor.)

Pritchard, Edward D., Boston, Mass. Railroad rail

Proctor, J. E. {Sec Sampson, Blaney E., assignor.)

Prosser, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Machine for grinding and polishing
Prosser, Treat T., Chicago, III. Brush and mop-head
Brouhet, H., St. liiOuis, Mo. Button
Providence Tool Company. {Sec Peabody, IT. O., assignor.)

Provobt, Christopher T., New York, N. Y. Anti-dyspeptic bitters

Same Barrel or cask
Prudden, J. E., Birmingham , Conn. Adjustable pole for carriages

Same Carriage shackle
Pruden, S. C, Athens, Ohio. Composition for pencils
Prugger, Joseph M., New York, N. Y. Button
Prutzman, John, Hancock county. 111. Machine for pulverizing the earth prepara-

tory to planting L

Prutzman, J. E. and J. P. {See Lafferty, R. M., assignor.)

Pry or, Edward F. , Dayton, Ohio. Ice crusher
Puckett, Kosciusko, Morehouse parish, La. Cotton chopper
Puckett, N. , Terre Haute, Ind. Self-centering tool

Pulfer, Stephen, Oxford, N. Y. Car coupling
Puffer, W. E., and AV. X. Stevens. {See Stevens and Puffer.)

Pugsley. John G., New York, N. Y. Elastic rein puU
Pulse, Ilu-am, St. Paul, Ind. Graindrill

Same same
Purdy, C, Bedford, Ohio. Loose pulley box
Purdy, Chester, Bedford, Ohio. Self-lubricating journal-box and bearing
Purdy, Ebenezer, Ithaca, N. Y. Mode of sealing fruit jars <

Purdy, E. S., Croton, N. Y. Cider mill

Purdy, Joshua R., and D. C. Barger, Peekskill, N. Y. Boiler
Puriugton, Charles C, and James, Bath, Me. Washing machine
Pniinton, jr., James, Lynn, Mass. Finishing soles of boots and shoes ...(Reissue)..
Purkiss, Jabez, James and Robert Mayuard. (6'ee Maynaid and Purkiss.)

Purrington, jr., George, New York, N. Y., and James H. Purrington, Mattapoisett,

Mass. Carpet sweeper ".

Purse, Theodore, and Henry C. Draper, Ashley, Mo. Sack fastener
Purviance, A. J. Keosauqua, Iowa. Mode of operating horse hay forks
Purviance-, A. J., assignor to self and J. A. Moss, Mt. Zion, Iowa. Baling press
Pustkuch?n, George, Hoboken, N. J. Apparatus for impregnating wood with tar

and other materials
Putman, H. C, and B. F. J5hnsoa, Squaw Grove, 111. Washing compound
Putnam, Ansel Wallace, Suisim, Cal. Combined planter and cultivator
Putnam, G. W., Peterboro', N. Y-. Dredging box
Putnam, George W., Peterboro', N. Y. Dredging, spice, and pepperbox
Putnam Machine Company. {See Bartlott, Louis D., assignor.)

Same same.
Same (Brown and Burleigh, assignors.) (Reissue.)

Putnam, Silas S. , Dorchester, Mass. Clothes hook
Same St all for animals '-

Same Clothes hook
Putnam, Silas S., and Lucius II. Dwelley, assignors to S. S. Putnam & Company,

Dorchester, Mass. Macliiue for making horseshoe nails

Same same
Putpam. Silas S., and Henry M. Whitmarsh. {See Whitmarsh and Putnam.)

Same .' same (Reissue.
)

'

Putt, Joseph A., Marlboro', Ohio. Bridle
Pye, George, and F. S. 0. Souther, South Boston, Mass. Machine for cutting stalks^

iu the field

Pyke, David, Philadelphia, Pa. Balanced slide valve
Quackenbush, H. M., Herkimer, N. Y. Extenfflon ladder
Quackeubusb, J. M., East Saginaw, Mich. Washing machine •

Quail, William, New Yoi k, N. Y. Pocket-case tor printers' bodkin and tweezers
Quanz, Christian W.. New York, N. Y. Coufoctiouers' coAucopia (Design) .

.

Quayle, William, Warsaw, 111. Door holder
Queru. Edmoud, New York, N. Y. Box for putting up tooth powders
Quick, A., W. S. Opie, and A. J. Farraud, Raritan, N. J. Harvester
Quick, George, and John N. Wallis, Fleming, N. Y. Car brake
Quick, Thomtis H., New York, N. Y. Purifying bone-black
Quinby, I. F., Rochtster, N, Y. Gold washer

Date.

Mar. 26, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867,

Feb. 12, 1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

June 18, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
Jau. 3, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
May 14, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Juno 4,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

June 11. 1867.

Nov.
Feb.
Nov.
Nov.
Feb.
July
Mar.
Aug.
Oct.
Apr.

26, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 18C7.

26, 1867.

26, 1867.

30, 1867.

12, 1867.

6, 1867.

22, 1867.

9, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.
July 2,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
June 4,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct.. 8,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 18G7.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
May 14, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
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G8, 789 Quinby, W. F-.TVilminpton, Del. Flying apparatus
Quinlin.jr., L. G. (-Sec Melku, Jolin 6., assignor.)

Quinu, Edward K. {See Ashton, Walter, assignor.)

Quinn, Emmett, Washington, D. (J. Steam gauge
Same same (Reissue)

.

Same Water gauge for steam generators. (Antedated July 1, 1867)
Quinn,"Emmett, and K. 15. Donaldson. (See Donaldson and Quiun.)
Quinn. Patrick, South Newmarket, N. H. Ferule for stopping leaks in boiler tubes
Rabbeth, F. J., Ilion, N. Y., and J. E. Atwood, Willimaatic, Conn. Self-oiiing spin-

dle for spinning machines
Rflce, George, Norv.ich, N. Y. Lifting jack

Same Ventilating hay mows ,

Raddln. John, Lynn, Mass, Car wheel
Same Carriage wheel. (Antedated Dec. 10, 1867)

Raddin, John, assignor to self and G.eorge W. Chipmaa, Lynn, Ma s. Carriage wheel.
(Reissu-e) ,

Radiiin, John, and George W. Chipman. {See Coombs, Joseph M., assignor.)

Raddin, John, and Alvin Colburn. (5ceColburn and Kaddiu.)
Rader, Stejihen D., Wiiliamsport, Pa. Brick kiln .'

Rae, Julio H., Syracuse, N. Y. Slode of treating auriferous and argentiferous ores..

Same Mode of collecting gold and silver from sweepings, washings, (fee ..

Same Ice-; ream freezer .

Raffingtou, Matthew G., and Fisher A. Spoffox'd. (See Spofford and RafSngton.)
Same same.

Ragan, William H., assignor to self and }J. R. Jone.s,. Fillmore, Ind. Cheese press..
Rain, Samuel .S., Lowville, N. Y. Animal trap
Raines, John B., Fremont, Iowa. Corn planter
Raines, J. B., and W. S. Owen, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Tuyere
Rais, Adraiu, assignor to the Scovill aiuuufacturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.

Machine for making butt hinges
Same same
Same iiame

Ralph, James G., Aurora, HI. Hinge ..^ 1

Ralph, William, Utica, N. Y. Milk can
Ralston, Jaiue.s S., Indiana, Pa. Vise
Ralston, John, Slippery Rock, Pa. Sheep shears
Ralston, ftliltou. (6'ceShellenbeck, Peter, assignor.) «
Ralya, John J., Alk gheny, Pa. Machine for dressing staves for barrels
Ramsay, George, Clyde, Ohio. Balance wheel of watches
Ramsay, George M., New York, N. Y. Air-tight jar .•

Ramsey, J. C, assignor to self and S. M. England, Le Roy, Ohio. Feeding rack
for st.>ck

Ramsey, Robert, New Wilmington, Pa. Fence post.
Ramsten, Carl II., Sweden. Boat detaching tackle
Rancevan, John, Carthage, Ohio. Disconnecting horses from vehicles
Rand, Albert T., New York, N. Y. Compound for blasting powder
Rand, Alouzo C, Union Miils, Pa. Still •. -

Same Manufacture of illuminating gas
Same Apparatus for carburettiug air

Same Mode of protecting China, glass, and other articles

San;e Method of making illuminating gas
Rand, A. L., Peoria, 111. V/inc press -•

Rand, C. \\., St. Louis, Mo. Heating furnace
Randall, Benjamin, Adams, N. Y. Combined harrow and seeder
Randall, Bellvillu L., Roxbiuy, Mass. Railway carriage ,

Rii^all, D. B., and A. A. Vv'illiams, Glover, Vt. Clothes dryer
Randall, D. F., Chieopee, Mass. Metallic band for railroad car seats, &c.. (Design)..
Randall, Joseph S., Grand Rapids, Mich. Horse rake
Randals, Evermont, and Frederick Shickle. (Sec Shickie & Randals.)
Randol, Alexander, Allegheny, Pa. Can for liolding white lead and other materials.
Randolph, Abel S., and John W. Craw. (See Craw <fe Randolph.)
Randolph, M., and Company. {See Cook, Isaac, assignor.)
Randolph, M., assignor to self and J. S. I'odd, St. Louis, Mo. Barrel-stave jointer.

.

Raney, James, Newcastle, Pa. Water wheel
Rank, Am.os, Salem, Ohio. Harvester
Rank, Amos, assignor ro ..Etna Manufacturing Company, Salem, Ohio, Harvester..

Same same -

.

Rankin, Andrew, Philadi-lphia, Pa. Butt hinge
Same New Yoi k, N. Y. AVater closet •

Rankin, John H., Versailles, Mo, Sulky plow
Rankin, Samuel A., Fair Haven, Ohio. Machine for stripping sorghum
Ranuels.^Villiam H., Oakland Mills, Pa. Harness pad block
Ranuie, William J. (Sec Davidson, William, assignor.)
Rani«ora,Ftauklin, Bulfalo, N. Y, Churn dasher
Ransom, Franklin, assignor to T, F, Frank, Buffalo, N. Y. #krbureting apparatus
Ransom, Louis, Lansingburg, N. Y, Traveling trunk

Same. Pneumatic car
Rarchaert, Lucien, assignor to Richard and Henry L. Norris, France, Locomotive

engine
Raser, 'I'homas, Genese, HI. Bed bottom
Raser, Thomas M., and Thomas J., Philadelphia, Pa, Boat-detaching tackle

I

Rastetter, Louis, et al. {See Crighton, Wills, & Rastetter.)

6?, 885
2, 516

C8, iJ35

CS, G03

63, 561

62, 440
72, 081'

64, 796
72, 538
2.572

65, 943
61,866
62, 776
66, 389

65,431
68.(551

1

64,143
69,247 i

66,172

66, 626
68, 529
67, 904

65, 828
61,457
65, 432

71, 326
i

65, 116
i

71,215
!

68, HI
j

72, 086
66, J 05
70, 897
70,359
62, 362
62,363
62, 364
63, 653
66,041
70, 468
72,229
70,898 !

72, 679
69,023 1

65,271

64, 705

66, 737
72, 680
70, 614

61, 952
61, 9.53

61,458
65,-505

70,615
68, 458
65, 433

69, 248
67,216
67, 905
72, 082
65,008

69, .366

67, 137

Date.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Aug, 27, 1867.

JuM 11, 1867.

Apr, 2,1867,
Feb. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
May 14,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 18, 1867,

Feb, 5,1867,
Mar. 12, 1867.

July 2,1867.

June 4,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.
April 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

June 25, 1867.
July 9,1867.
Sept. 3,1867,
Aug. 20, 1867.

June 18, 1867,

Jan. 22,1867.
June 4,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867,

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

June 25, 1867,

Nov. 12,1867.

Oct, 29, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

April 9, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 12,1867.
Dec. 24,1867..

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jitly 2,1867.
May 28, 1867.

May 14, 1867,

July
Dee.
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
June
Nov,
Sept.
June

16, 1867.

24, 1867.

5, 1867.

12,1867.
12, 1867.

22, 1867,

4,1867,

5, 1867.

3, 1867.

4, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Mny 21,1867.

Oct. 1,1867.

July 23. 1867.
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No,

«5, 117

2,650
2,651

72, 903

2,657
07, 801
70, 899
61, 359
71,911

70, 743

62, 224

61, 459
2,605

63, 177

61,]00
2,826
71,912
70, 262

69, 702
70, 469
63, 093

61,020
72. 757

66, 390
71,913

64, 706
68, 790
70, 900
63, 236
69, 703

62, 886
61,686
61, 687
2,529

72, 539
63, 302
m, 520

66, 253
64, 033
61,460
2. 703

64, 446
66, 738
2,740
2,718

61, 251

67, 073

72, 540

63, 425

6-.. 867
62, 686

Rastetter, L., and A. Simcox, Fort Wayne, Ind. Shank laster. (Antedated May
16, 1867)

Rathbone, Louis, Albany, N. Y. Wood stove (Design) .

.

Same Coal stove : (Design) .

.

Rathbone, Ransom. New York, N. Y. Gun wad punch
Rathbuu, Thomas R., et al. {See Richards, Levi, assignor.)

Rau, Adolph H., Philadelphia, Pa. Shaft frame (Design)'.

.

»Rawdon, Stephen, and L. T. Ethridge, Darlington, Wis. Washing machine
Rawson, David W., Croydon, N. II. Apparatus for tethering animals
Rawson, De Witt S. , Peru, 111. Stereoscope
Rawson, D. W. S., Peru, 111. Multiplying reflector for photographic cameras. (An-

tedated November 25, 1867)

Rawson, George W., assignor to self and Michael Hettinger, Cambridgeport, Mass.
Steam engine cut-otf ,

Rawson, M. S., Winhall, Vt., and C. B. Rawson, South Londonderry, Vt Machine
for raking and loading liay

Rawson, Smith E. G. , Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Globe clock
Ray, Amos H., assignor to Elliott P. Gleason, New York, N.Y. Gas burner. (Reissue) .

.

Ray, George W., Springfield, Mass. Machine for embossing articles of wearing ap-

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

parel
Ray, George W., assiguor to Ray & Taylor, Springfield, Mass. Paper collar

Ray, James S., East Haddam, Conn. Coffin handle (Design).
Ray, William F, , Fort Wayne, Ind. Car spring
Raymond, Francois, Wood Haven, N. Y. Shutter catch ,

Raymond, F., and M. Le Page. (Sec Le Page««fc Raymond.)
Raymond, John G., Rondout, N. Y. Boiler gauge cock
Raymond, Louis, Wilmington, Del. Game table ,

Raymond, Seymour, assignor to self and J. Campbell, Middletown, Pa. Stovo'cover
for cooking stoves

Raynale, Charles M., Birmingham, Mich. Propeller for vessels
Rayner, A. J. , Bufl'alo, N. Y. Tobacco cutter
Raynolds, C. T., and Company. (See Colton, Henry E., assignor.)

S.ame (Sec Dilks, James H., assignor.)

Same same.
Read, C. D., Burlington, Vt. Bed bottom i

Read, Henry, Providence, R I. Lamp burner
Read, Joseph A., andtf. S. Butterfield. {See Butterfield & Read.)
Read, Lemuel, North Brookfield, N. Y. Planing machine '

,

Read, Thomas D., Aberdeen, Ind. Fence
Read, Thomas N, Danville, Ya. Tobacco press ,

Read, William P., Longmeadow, Mass. Paper binding
Ream, Robert L. , New York, N. Y. Wooden pavement ,

Rearay, Leonidas M., Kokomo, Ind. Com planter .'

Reay , G eorge H. , New York, N. Y. Machinery for stamping and other purposes . .

.

Same Envelope machine
Reay, George H., ast-ignor through mesne assignments to self and Louis Negbaur,

New York, N. Y. Envelope machine (Reissue) .

.

Reber, James L, , Philadelphia, Pa. Cane and thermometer combined
Recher, Henry, Liberty, Ohio. Water gate
Redding, W. F,, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Clothes dryer
Redfield, James H., and Michael W. Helton. {See Helton & Redfield.)
Redlinger, Mathias, Freeport, 111. Corn plough
Redman, Alexander N., Charlestown, Mass. File cutting machine
Redman, William G. , Louisville. Ky. Dental plugger
Redmond, Owen, Rochester, N.Y. Back piece of a stave machine (Design)..
Redway & Burton. (.Sec Caven, William, assignor.) (Design.)

Same {See Caven & Stemler, assignors.) (Design.)
Redway, Albert J. , Cincinnati, Ohio, Fireplace

Same Charcoal furnace
Same Fireplace (Reissue) .

.

Redway, A. J., assignor to Redway & Burton, Cincinnati, Ohio. Charcoal stove.

(Design) ^
Reece, Thomas, and A rthur Clarke, Philadelphia, Pa. Lemon squeezer

Same (^te Clarke & lieece.)

Same (5re Coates, Wiiliam B., assignor.)

Reed & Barton. («See Lawrence, Nathan, assignor.)
Same same.
Same (See Brabrook, George, assignor.)

Reed,^A.lbert, Mankato, Minn. Lath frame
Reed, Almet. (-See Slayton, P. L., assignor.)

Reed, Cullin W., Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Horse hay fork '

^....
Reed, Edwin, ct al. {Sec Chapman, Goodspeed & Reed.)
Reed, Ezra, Owego, N.Y, Wagon seat

Reed, F. A, (Sec Grimes, Joseph, assignor.)

Reed, F. A., and M. Eldridfe. (See Eldiidge & Reed.)
Reed, George N., and Percis L. Tuttle, admiaistrators, &c. (See Tuttle, Joseph H.,

assignor) .- (Extension.)
Reed, George P. , Boston, Mass. Regulator for timepieces
Reed, George T., PhiladelpLia, Pa. Broom and brush head
Reed, G. W.., et al. {Sec SkiUin & Reed.)
Eeed, J. A. (-See Green, John B., assignor.)

Date.

May 28,1867.
May 7,1867.
May 7,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Mar. 26, J 867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Mar. 19,1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Dec. 31. 1867.

July 2,1867.
Dee. 10, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1807.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 9,1867.

July 2,1867.
Apr. 23,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
July 9,1867.-

May 7,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
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Reed, John C, aslignor to self and Samuel E. Hutchinson, Cincinnati, Ohio. Bolt
and rivet machine

Reed, Martin. (See Thompson, John, assignor) (Reissue.)

Reed. Nicholas, and Abner S. Harding. (See Harding & Reed.)
Reed, Ralph, PittsBTirg, Pa. "Window-shutter fastening
Reed, Reynolds T., Binghamton, N. Y. Mop wringer
Reed, Thomaa L., assignor to the Atlantic Tubing Company, Providence, R. I.

Flexible tubing or hose '.

Same Composition for preserving animal substances. (Antedated Novem-
ber 21, 1867) ,

Reed, T. K., East Bridgewater, Mass. Sewing machine
Same Tension mechanism of sewing-machine shuttles
Same Gathering device for sewing machines

Reed, Timothy K., assignor through mesne assignments to S. J. Shaw and Thomas
Corey, East Bridgewatcr, Mass. Stay or brace for boots and shoes...: ,

Reed, T. K., assignor to David Whittemore, East Bridgewater, Mass. Sewing ma-
chine • J

Reed, T. K», and Arza B. Keith, (^ee Keith &, Reed.)
Reed, Walter, Wavno, N. Y. Fence
Reed, WiUoughbyH., New York, N. Y. Button ,

Reeds, John M.. Millwood township, Mo. Corn planter
Reedy, Jacob, Toledo, Iowa. Plow ,

Reef, jr., Jacob, assignor to William H. Williamson, Frank Powers, and Hiram W.
White, Olney, 111. Trestle and scaffold supporter

Rees, James, and Henry Carter. {Sec Carter & Rees) (Extension.)
Rees, Jojiah L., Peoria, 111. Cog geariDg spring
Rees, Philip, Bridgewater, Pa. Device for soldering sheet-metal cans..
Reese, Abram, Pitt.sburg, Pa. Horseshoe machine

Same Machine for rolling horseshoe bars
. Same Shaping dies of grooved rolls

Reese, Adam R., Philiipsburg, N. J. Harvester rake (Reissue)

.

Same .9. same (Reissue) .

.

Same ^ . Harvester
Same Machine for malyng wooden ware
Same (^ee Comfort, jr., Samuel, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same (See Lupton, Thomas N., assignor) , (Reissue.)
Same (See Martz, Nathan, assignor) (Reissue.)

Reese, A. R., W. Gould, and N. Lake, assignors through mesne assignments to Adam
R. Reese, Philiipsburg, N. J. Harvester rake (Reissue)..

Reese, Adam R., et al. (5ee Dunham, John G., assignor) (Reissue.)
R^se, Jacob, Pittsburg, Pa. Fastening for bale hoops

Same Cotton bale tie

Same Process for the manufacture of iron with steel surface
Same Process of refining iron, steel, and other material
Same Machine for making fish bars for railroad rails

Same Machine for straightening cylindrical bars of metal
Reese, John. (See Callahan, Henry, assignor.)

Reese, John T., Baltimore, Md. Stall forToasting ores containing sulphur, &c
Reese, Lewis C. (See Whitenack, Thomas S., assignor) (Reissue.)
Reesman, J. and J., and S. Hart. (See Hart & Reesman.)
Reeves, E. L. (See Starkey, William, assignor.)
Reeves, Narcisse, DuQuoin, 111. Car coupling
Reeves, S. F., and J. J. Lahaye. (See Lahaye & Reeves.)
Reeves, W. R., and David Hammond. (See Hammond & Reeves) (Reissue.)
Rege.ster, Joshua, Baltimore, Md. Faucet

Same Hydrant
Rehfuss, George, assignor to the American Button-hole, Cording, Braiding, and

Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa, Sewing machine
Same same
Same same

Reichardt, Charles, and Charles Gschwind. (See Gschwind & Reichardt.)
Reichmann, Chnrles H., New York, N. Y. Lamp chimney
Reid, Adam, Bufi'aln, N. Y. Potato baker
Reid, J. Wyatt, New York, N. Y. Steam generator

Same Sleeping car
Same Manufacture of sugar

Reid, William, and Dewey Phillips. {See Phillips & Read.)
Reiff, Jacob G., Farmersville, Pa. Carriage spring
Reighard, J. H., assignor to J. H. Ho'bbs, Brockunier & Company, Wheeling, West

Virginia. Glass mould
Reiley, Robert T. (5ee McMinn, George W., assignor.)
Reilly, John, assignor to self and Thomas Falvey, Racine, Wis. Axle box for

veiiicles

Reilly, Michael, Covington, Ky. Trace-supporting hook
Reilly, R., and P. Paradis. (See Paradis &. Reilly.)
Reim, William Oscar, Springfield, Ohio. Apparatus for ascertaining tonnage, &c. ..

Reinecke, Herman, New York, N. Y. Escapement for timepieces. (Antedated
June 10. Ie67)

Reinecker. J., assignor to Gustavus Ricker, New Orleans, La. Cotton-bale tie

Reinhart, John H., McKay, Ohio. Farm gate v.

Mar. 5.1867.

Sept. 3.1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.

3, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

6, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

May 14,1867.

July 30, 1867.

June 4.1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.
July S3, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Feb. 5,

Feb. 26,

Apr. 30,

June 18,

June 18,

June 18,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Apr. IG, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12. 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

June 18,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
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Reininglians. John E. {See Clark, Francis O., assignor.)

Same same.
Reinsch, Julius, New York, N. Y. Fan .ittachment to children's carriages
Reist, A. 11., and J. S. Henry. (See Henry & Reist.)

Reist, Peter S., Oregon, Pa, Self-adjusting elastic gate
Reistle, ( Charles, Brooklyn, N, Y. Caster stand
Rely ea, H. N, , assignor to self and Mills L. Rice, Warsaw, N. Y. Mill pick
Rcmbert, S. S , Memphis, Tenu, Breeching-loading fire-arm
Rcniick, Jacob, assignor to Amos L. Wood, and Josiah G. Abbott, Newburyport,

Mass. Let off for looms .».

Remington, C. H., Dubuque, Iowa. Bullet machine
Remington, E., and Sons, (^ee Rider, Joseph, assignor.)

Remington, Helen M., Springfield, Mass. Mincing knife
Same same (Reissue)..

Remington, Martin C, Auburn, N. Y. Barley fork ,.

Same Fastening seats to carriages
Remy, B. W., Brookville, Ind. Combined seeder and cultivator. . :

Reneky, G., and J. Keiss. Cedar Falls, Iowa. Washing machine ••-

Renick, James.H., et al. (5'ce Martin, Henry, assignor.)
Reniff, R., and William W. Buttolph, Bloomiogton, 111. Railroad car ventilator
Renner, Francis C, Ladiesbltrg, Md. Fertilizer ..„

Rennie, Adam H., Binghamton, N. Y. Bedstead fastening
Reno, Charles H., Barrington, N. Y. Device ftir heating tires

Rensch, Henry, Quincy, 111. Automatic water loader
Renslow, M. B., assignor to self and Flavins Searle, Springfield, Mass. Apparatus

for making nitrous oxide, &c »
Rentgen, W. C, assignor to P. H. Humes, Watson's Salt Creek, 111. Hand truck.

(Reissue)
Renwick. G. W., and J. Force. (See Force & Renwick.)
Repeating Light Company.' (See Tyler, Chandler & Standish, assignors.) (Reissue.)

Repp, Levi, Tiffin. Ohio. Cultivator ^
Repsher, Leonard, Camden, N. J. Railway chair and sleeper ^
Requa, E. B., Jer.sey City, N. J. Lamp chimney
Resor. William, and Company. (See Truesdale, Charles, assignor) (Reissue.)
Restell, Tboraas, assignor to Charles Pomeroy Button, England. Breech-loading

fire-arm. (Antedated March 13, 1867)
Restieaux, Thomas, Boston, Mass. Deodorizing petroleum
Rettew, Thomas, West Vincent township, Pa. Churn
Renter, August J. T., Boston, Mass. Lemon squeezer. (Antedated Mar. 18, ] 867)

.

Revere, Nathan L., Worcester, Mass. Stirrnp
Rexford. Elijah, Mentor, Ohio. Potato digger
Reynerson, James H., Pleasant Plain, Iowa. Cultivator
Reynolds, Andrew J. , Slurgi.-, Mich. Pump
Reynolds, Asa R., Auburn, N. Y. Shaft coupling for carriages

Same Machine for grinding metallic plates
Same Tempering steel after it has been welded to iron for cutting tools. ..

Same Welding steel to malleable iron and tempering the steel by one
operation ;

Reynolds, A. R., and N. B., Aubur*, N. Y. Tempf-ring .steel

Reynolds, C. C, New York, N. Y. Threshing machine
Reynolds, C. M., Champaign, 111. Car coupling
Reynolds, Charles M. J., and Joseph T. Sterett. {Sec Sterett & Reynolds.)
Reynolds, Edwin, Metomen, Wis. Gate
Reynolds, Edwin, assignor to self and James A. Woodbury, Boston, Mass.. Valve

for steam engines r

Reynolds, Edwin H., Rising Sun, Md. Lamp-heater for vehicles
Reynolds, F., and F. L. Hilbright. (Sec Hilbright & Reynolds.)
Reynolds, Freeman F.. Burke county, Ga. Plow
Reynolds, G., et al. (See Holden, Moocrs, Stratton & Reynolds.)
Reynolds, George H., Mystic River. Conn. Steam engine

Same (See Cosgro, Martin, assignor.)
Reynolds, George Waide, England. Skirt wire
Reynolds, Henry. (5e« Parsons, L.J,, assignor.)
Reynolds, H, C, Manchester, N. H. Machine for shaving axes
Reynolds, Jesse, Philadelphia, Pa, Grate for furnaces
Reynolds, J. Alston, Savannah, Ga. Machine for sowing rice
Reynolds, John C, Taunton, Mass. Knife sharpener
Reynolds, John P., Marabile, Mo. Horse holder .,,

Reynolds, J. W., assignor to self and S. H. Cutler, Hyde Park, Pa. Car truck
Reynolds, Napoleon B., Auburn, N. Y. Machine for shearing naetal

Same Formine projections on the caps of plane irons
Reynolds, O., and A. L.Hunt. (See Snyder, Henry D., assignor.)

Reynolds, Samuel G., Bristol, R. I. Machine for making nails, (Antedated April
8, 1867)

Reynolds, Uel, New York, N. Y. Shifting rail for carriage tops
Same Attaching yokes to" poles for carriages „

Reynolds, William, Columbia, S. C Manufacture of artificial teeth
Reynolds, V/. W., assignor to the Howe Scale Company, Brandon, Vt. Post office

balance ( Design) .

.

Same Counter scale (Design* .

.

Same Weigl^g scale A

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 8,

Dee. 31,

Jan. 15,

Oct. 29,

Oct. 29,

Oct. 1,

Feb. 12,

June 25,

May 14,

May 2B,

July 9,

Dec, 17,

Feb. 19,

Feb, 5,

Mar, 19.

Oct. i;

May 21,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1897.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 21, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

Mar. 19,

Nov. 19,

Dec. 3,

Mar. 26,

Apr. 9,

Nov^ .5,

Marr26,
June 25,

JkLiy 14,

^Apr. 2,

Sept. 24.

Feb. 5,

Mar. 5,

Mar. 19,

Mar. 19,

Nov, 5,

Sept. 3,

Apr. 9,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Aug. 6,

May 21,

Jan. 1

Oct. 15

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Aug. 6,

July 9,

Feb. 19,

Oct. 29,

Dec. 3,

Jan. 22,

Feb.. 19,

June 11,

Apr. 23,

May 28,

Sept. 24,

Dec. 24,

June 18,

June 18,

July 30,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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Reynolds, "W. W., assignor to the Howe Scale Company, Brandon, Vt. Platform
iJcale

Rezner, William B. , et al. (See Glass, Schneider & Rezner.)
Rhees, M. J., Mt. Holly, N. J. Pessary
Rheep, William Jones, Washington, D. C. Frame for artificial slate

Same Frame for slates

Rheiuer, William, and L. H. Wolff, Detroit, Mich. Apparatus for inserting corks. ..

Rhinehart, W. If., and H. Felker, assignors to selves and O. P. Russell, Miami City,

Ohio. Corn cultivator :

Rhoades, Lawrence, Newport, R. I. Buckle
Rhoades, S. H., and W. Carroll, Clyde, Ohio. Railway car seat

Rhoads, C. W.. assignor to self, S. C. and E. O. Frink, and H. A. Moore,
Indianapolis, Ind. Gate latch

Rhoads. jr., William, and Tiras Gerhard, Reading, Pa. Machine for cutting cheese..
Rhoads, Svilliam B., and Nathaniel A., et al. {See Page, Abby H., assignor.)

Rhodes, jr., Elias, Clyde, Ohio. Horse hay fork
Rhodes, jr., Elias, and J. W. Rhoades, Clyde, Ohio. Spring fish-hook
Rhodes, George S. {See Shinn, John, assignor.)

Rhodes, John C, South Abington, Mass. Machine for capping tacks (Reissue) .

.

Sam§ Drop press
Same Nail plate holder

Rhodes, John H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Valve gear for water meters and other pui poses.
Same Adjustable pipe joint

Same Pipe joints .'

Rhodes, S. H. (Sec Carroll, William, assignor.)

Rice, An5rew Jacob, and Andrew James, assignors to Andrew Jacob Rice, Salem,
Mass. Boot and shoe shanki

Rice, Augustus. (Sec Taft, Timothy F., assignor.)

Rice, Bei'jamin, Boston, Mass. Portable shelf

Rice, Dennis, Sheibnrue Falls, Mass. Machine for drying fruit .„

Rice, Edwin T., at al. (See Fuller, Jim B., assignor.)

Rice, J. Marcus. (Sec Pratt, Daniel R., assignor.)

Same same.
Rice, John S., Newark, N. J. Steam radiator for hatters' kettles

Rice, J. W., Springfield, Mass. Car brake .'

Rice, Lafayette M., Oregon, Wis. Harvester rake
Rice, Mills L. (Sec Relyea, H. N., assignor.)

Rice, Robert, Mineral, 111. Fly or balance wheel
Rice, S. G., Albany, N. Y. Thill cfeupling

Rice, T., and Luke R. Hitchcock, Caneadea, N. Y. Horse hoe. (Antedated October
12, 1867)

Rice, T. C., assignor to Thomas H. Dodge and T. W. Wellington, Worcester, Mass.
Apparatus lor heading wrench bars

Same Apparatus for rolling wrench bars
Rice. William B., assignor to self, John Rice, and E. S. Munson, Utica, N. Y.

Metallic bobbin
Rich, Aaion P., Ti-oy, N. Y. ]\Iachinery for fitting up stove plate pattern boiler

hole plates

Rich, E. B., assignor to self and Andre Gushing, South Boston, Mass. Machine for

sharpening saws
Rich, G. B. , Lafayette, Ind. Door for railroad grain cars
Rich, James A. (Sec Allyn, Francis T., assignor.)

Rich, John, a.'^signor to self, D. Ruggles, J. E. Bacon, and A. Daniels, Worcester,
Mass. Spinning machine

,

Rich, John T., Pliiladeiphia, Pa. Manufacture of gas. (Antedated March 25, 18G7) .

.

Richard, Albert Chrii^tian, Point Lookout, Tenn. Ha.y press
Richards, Albert D., Lowell, Mass, Apparatus for making medical plasters
Richards, Celius E., North Attleboro', Mass. Hat

Same Paper braid
Richards, Charles T., and John Marsh. (See Tyler, Hiram, assignor.)
Richards, Frank. (Sec Soper, Robert W., assignor.)

Richards, Frank H., Troy, N. Y. Brand for marking animals
Richards, George, et al. (Sec Morris, Charles, assignor.)
Richards, Gilbert, Cummington, Mass. Dish washing machine
Richards, Isaiah E., Columbia, Pa. Composition to be used in puddling iron
Richards, John, Columbus, Ohio. Machine for grinding saws
Richards, John, Washington, D. C. Implement for wagoners
Richards, John, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hanger for shafting

Same Fixed caliper gauge ,

Same Standard gauge ,

Richards, John, assignor to J. A. Fay & Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Wood turning
latho :

Same Turning lathe
Richards. John, and William H. Doane, assignors to J. A. Fay & Company, Cincin-

nati. O'nii*. Mortising machine
Richards, John, and William E. London. (See London & Richards.)
Richards, John, and William H. Doane. (See Doane & Richards.)
Richards, John II., assignor to self and A. L. Meauez, ;:\Iount Joy, Pa. Safe lock. ..

Same Sectional mold for putting up buildings of concrete and other
materials

Richards, L'^vi, assignor to self, Thomas R. Rathbun, and Charles I. iftchards, Provi-
dence, R. I. Machine for making eyelets

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Jan, 15,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Apr. 2,1667.
Oct. 22, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.
July 16, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
Apr. 2.3,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 5,1S67.

Oct. 29,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Mar. 19. 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.-

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

June 18, 18C7.

Jan. 1,1867,
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Richards, M., and J. VandeKrift, Princeton, 111. Plows
Richards, Philip, and Washington I. Cortrell. (-See Cortrell & Richards.)
Richards, Sanrnel, Philadelphia, Pa. Glass furnace

Same Snow plow
Same same (ReisHne) .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Same same
Richards, Stephen M. , Chicago, 111. Sash fastener. (Antedated October 4, lfi67)

Richards, T. B., and William M. Bush, (^ee Bush & Richards.)
Richards, Thomas C, New York, N. Y. Attaching ornamental heads to nails,

screws, &c
Richards, W. T., Bridgeport, Conn. Making the eyes of elhptic springs
Richardson, A. H. , Denver, Col. Furnaces for smelting ores of silver

Richardson, Charles, Richmond, Va. Game for pastime
Same (See Davis, Hernion V., assignor.)

Richardson, Charles, and J. Grseme, jr., New York, N. Y. Logotrope
Richardson, Christopher, Newark, N. J. Apparatus for tempering steel plates

Same Hand-saw frame
Richardson, D. C, Weldon, N. C. Cotton and corn plow
Richardson, E. P., Lawrence, Mass. Boot and shoe. (Antedated May 16, 1867)
Richardson, George, Lowell, Mass. Let-oif for looms J.

.

Same same
Richardson, George B., assignor to self, Thomas T. Sanborn, and William M. Cobb,

Boston, Mass. Salt bottle or caster

Richardson, George S., Stowe, Ohio. Fruit picker •. ,

Richardson, Hamilton, Janesville, Wis. Axle bearing for wagons... t.

Richardson, H. D., assignor to self and Robert Russell, Nortl^ampton, Mass. Lock..
Richardson, Israel I. , Delaware, Ohio. Fireplace
Richardson, John, New Haven, Conn. Apparatus for the manufacture of vinegar..
Richardson, John, and Fred'k H. Stevens, New York, N, Y. Machine for bundling

kindling wood
Richardson, J. C, assignor to self and Wm. Simpson, Benton, Me. Potato digger..
Richardiion, John C, and George W. Stout. {See Stout & Richardson.)
Richardson, John E., New York, N. Y. Process of chilling oils and fats

Richardson, J. M., and T. Hazard. {Sec Hazard & Richardson.)
Richardson, John R., Newcastle, Pa. Hame fastener
Richardson, John W., Sligo, Ohio. Harrow.. ,

Richardson, JohnW., Boston, Mass. Miter box
Richardson, John W., assignor to self, Daniel L. Davis, and Jeremiah Kimbrough,

Ogden, Ohio. Process of manufacturing alcoholic spirits

Richardson, .foseph H., Philadelphia, Pa. Lantern
Richardson, Milo A., assignor to self and Alva F. Jennings, Sherman, N. Y.

Washing machine
Richardson, M. S., and E. A. Pond, Rutland, Vt. Valve gear for direct-acting

engines
Same Generating gas from hydrocarbon liquids

Same {See Pond &. Richardson.)
Same same (Reissue.

)

Richardson, Nathan H., Fitchburg, Mass. Machine for dressing ratan ,

Richardson, Oliver, Boston, Mass. Cotton-seed planter
Richardson, Paris, ct at. {See Beswick, Richardson & Brown.)
Richardson, S., Jericho, and J. S. Adams, Burlington, Vt. Potato digger
Richardson, Seneca M., Worcester, Ma?s. Planing machine
Richardson, Thomas D., and Andrew H. Wcmple. (See Wemple & Richardson.)
Richardson, William, Kookstown, Md. Plow ,

Same (5ce Binder, Frederick, assignor.)
Richardson, W. A., et al. {See Sargent, Lucius M., assignor.)

Richai-dson, Wm. A., and Henry D.Ward. {See Gifford, A. W., ass'cr) (Reissue.)

Same same.
Richardson, William Haden, Great Britain. Manufacture of iron
Richardson, William L., assignor to self and F. E. Nutting, Reading, Mass. Level. .

.

Richel, C, Cleveland, Ohio. Garden line, &c
Richmond, Edward, Brooklyn, N. Y. Whip rack

Same Rack for brooms, billiard cues, «fec

Same {See Willets, E. P., assignor.)

Richmond, Edward, and Joseph G. Moody, New York, N. Y. Ticket safe and
alarm bell

Richmond, Holland M., Buffalo, N. Y. Vapor burner
Richmond, Isaac C, assignor to Jas. N. Hough, West Meriden, Conn. Harness hook.
Richmond, L. V., Brainard, N. Y. Stop motion for warping machines
Richter, F., Milwaukee, Wis. Pump
Richter, William, assignor to S. D. Newbro, Lansing, Mich. Jaws for steel trap
Rickard, J., and J. Cook, Philadelphia, Pa. Bed Bottom
Rickel, josiah S., Geneseo, 111, Corn planter ,

Ricker, Custavus, Covington, Ky. Cotton bale tie

Same (^ee Reinecker, J., assignor.

)

Ricker, John W. , Chelsea, Mass. Tube well
Same Well tube

Ricker, R. E. {See Collins, J. B., assignor.)

Riddeli, Thomas C. , Wilmington, Del. Baking frame
Riddle, J. J., and W. 91 Gray, Pittsburg, Pa. Petroleum vapor stove

Feb. 5,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

June 1I,18G7.
July 9,1867.
July 9,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
June 18, 1867.
June 18, 1867.
Oct. 22 1867.

Mav 28, 1867.

ApK 23,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
May 7,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

July 2,1867.
June 4,1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867

July 30, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Sept, 17, 1867.

Apr. 30,

Mav 21,

July 2,

July 16,

June 4

Dec, 3,'

Mar, 19.

Alar, 12,

Mar. 12,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1667.
'867.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
June 4,1867.
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66, 392

70, 612

•6, 629
66, 887
71,327

64, 617

63, 306
67, 677
66, 993

69, 940
70. 744
69, 7C5
66,630

67, 351

65, 766

67, 453
69, 128

7% 084

64,569
65,948

65,436

62, 071

65.277
70; 266
70. 267

71.328
72, 9U8

66, 521
66, 631
71,413
61, 260
72, 682
64,072

71,218

64,367

72, 329
64, 570

64, 571

2,658

71,219

64,148
71,790
68, 653
2, 432

71, 645
67, 585
6o, 949
60, 632

68,531

68,902

62, 889
67, 678

Rider, A. K., Nazareth, Pa. Valve gear for steam engines
Rider, B. P., and C. D. Wrightiugton. (See Wrightington & Rider.)

Same same.
Rider, Joseph, Newark, Ohio, assignor to self and E, Remington & Sons. Metallic

priming cartridge
Rider, J. F. C, and G. W. Wiggin, South New Market, N. H. Screw tap
Rider, Lewis F., and John W.Ferry, Hornellsville, N. Y. Well tubing
Ridgaway, Samuel C, Baltimore, Md. Harvester rake
Ridgley, E. R., and Daniel Duncan. (See Duncan & Ridgley.)

Same same.
Ridgway, M. S., Danville, and Christopher Lewis, Harrisburg, Pa. Heating and

puddling furnace
Ridgway, Orville M. , Laporte, Ind. Sash fastener
Rjdings, J., and J. O.Roberts, New Castle, Del. Car coupling
Riedcl, Gr. A., assignor to the Automatic Boiler Feeder Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic boiler feeder. (Antedated July 9, 1867)
Riederer, Max. (See Ebermeyer, Kaspar, assignor.)
Riek, E. C. B., Hermann, Mo. Submarine vessel
Ilifmer, George, Fayette, N. Y. Flarvester
Riess, Rudolph W., Philadelphia, Pa. Rotary steam engine ^

Rigg, James, Iowa Falls, Iowa. Mode of coating wrought or cast iron with a harder
metal

Riggs, D. C , St. Joseph, Mo. Gang plow
Riggs, Homer, Washington, D. C. Method of attaching metal soles to boots and

shoes
Riggs, John F., and William M. Albin, St. Joseph, Mo. Washing machine
Righter, Peter, Newark, N. J. Magnetic m^. tal separator
Rigler, Stephen, deceased, by J5el T. Buckley, administrator, Ottawa, III. Au-

tomatic register

Rigny, Alfred, New York, N. Y. Fire escape
Rile, Henry E., assignor to Asa L. Shipman, New York, N. Y. Machine for coating

paper with mucilage, &c
Rile, John L., assignor to Asa L. Shipman, New York, N. Y. Paper for the manu-

facture of letter and invoice files

Riley, James. {See Eshleman, John J., assignor.)

Riley, John D., Cincinnati, Ohio. Gauge for circular sawing machines. (Antedated
February 2, 1867) .•

Riley, J. P. W., Monti'ose, Pa. Securing the tines of forks in their handles
Ring, Walter, Gosport, Ind. Tram staft" for grinding mills

Ringcu, Gerhard, Smith City, Mo. Plow
Riugen, John. (See Saunderson, David, assignor.)
Rink, John Joseph, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sifting machine.
Riordan, Peter, Washington, D. C. Clothes line holder
Riplev, Cyius W., and F. A. Jameson. (Sec Jameson and Ripley.)
Ripley, Ezra, Troy, N. Y. Teakettle

Same Hinging teakettle covers
Ripley, Lewis, North Chelmsford, Mass. Mechanism for threading shuttles ,

Ripsora, J. B., Kendall, N.Y. Whififletree attachment to plows ,

Risher, John, Delaware, Ohio. Churn -.

Risher, William E. , Austin, Texas. Smith's forgo
Rising, Sauford, and James H. Durham. (Sec Durham & Rising.)
Ritchie, E. S., Brookline, Mass. Air pump
Ritchie, Henry, Newark, N.J. Padlock (Extension)..
Riter John L. , and R. C. Swann, assignors to selves, T. J. West, and R. B. Perry,

Brownsville, Ind. Churn
Ritson, Edwin, assignor to William H. Burtis,'Maltaville, N. Y. Seeding machine..
Rittenhouse, John P. (5cc Thompson, M. L., assignor.)

Rittenhouse, S. B., Plymouth, Ind. Hoisting jack
Rittei", Henry M., assignor to M. Greenwood & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Reversible

knob latch ,

Same Reversible knob lat«h
Same Piano stool (Design) .

.

Ritter, Hogan & Sowden. (See Birch & Sowden, assignors.)
Ritter, S. S., Philadelphia, Pa. Trunk ^.
Rix. A., and T. Varney. (See Varney & Rix.)
Rizy , Francis Xavier, Monroe, Mich. Musical rack or desk
Roach, Francis, assignor to i«elf and Joseph Zane, Boston, Mass. Basin faucet
Robbins, Edward Y., Cincinnati, Ohio. Fireplace .,

Robbins, Edward Y., assignor, through mesne assignments, to himself, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Drying apparatus (Reissue) .

.

Robbins, F. W., Solon. Ohio. Churn
Robbins, George W., Fond du Lac, Wis. Bed bottom
Robbins, Henry R., Baltimore, Md. Burglar alarm
Robbins, Horace T., Boston, Mass. Umbrella
Robbins, H. W., and David L. Bartlett. (^ce Smith &.Brown, assignors) (Design.)
Robbins, Ira, Hnghesville, Pa. Alarm money drawer
Robbins, Jasper N., et al. (See Shumard, Lyon & Robbins.)
Robbins, Joseph, Amherst, Ohio. Fence post pedestal
Robbins, Joseph A., and Wm. L. Thompson. See Hilton, A. J. H., assignor.)

Robbins, Louis S., New York, N.Y. Construction of dikes and levees
Same Strengthening and preserving rope, cordage, and other fabrics

July 2, 18G?.

Nov. 5, 18G7.

July 9, 1867.

jtly 16,1867.
Nov. 26, 18G7.

May 7,1807.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

July 23, 18G7.

Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 30, 18G7.

June 11, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10, -1867.

May 7,1867.

Juno 18, 1867.

Jun5 4,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

May 28, 18G7.

Oct. 29,1867.
Oct, 29,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 9,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 15,1807.
Dec. 24, 18G7.

Feb. 12,18G7.

Nov. 19, 1667.

Aug,*22, 18G7.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

May 7,1867.
May 7,1867.
May 21, 18G7.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, J 867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Dec. 3, J 867.

Aug. 6, 18G7.

June 18, 1667.

July 9,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.
^

Mar. 12,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
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69,^85
66,633
G6, 634

67, 454

67, 91.0

63, 307

65, 767
65, 607

69, 841

61. 763
64, 149

62, 890
65, 121

65, 694
65, 437

60, 789

67, 911

69, 706
64, 572

62, 367

68, 903

63, 751

66, 393

70, 618

66, 394

70, 206

65, 278
63, 428

67,679

61, 463

65,608
69, 027

2,741
61,404
63,941
6J, 790
72, 230

71, 646

62, 073

71, 791

67, 352
61, 021

61,671
64, 254
64, 448
70, 2t)9

61,022
67, 802

66,741
66, 8S8
67, 60:3

62, 155

61, 360
61,465

70, 901

(f6, 889
67,353
70, 121

Eobbins, Martin, Cincinnati, Ohio. Oilcan
Robbius, jr., Nathaniel, Rockport, Mass. Gudgeon for booms

Same Windlass
Robbing, Royal E. , e« al. (See Poverty, Valentine, assignor) (Reissue.

)

Robbins, S. E., assignor to Elmer Tovvusend, Boston, Mass. Platform scale

RoU^ins, Wells L. (See Holmes, A. J., assignor.)

Robers'on, Jonathan S., et al. (See. Warner. Stanton D., assignor.)

Roberts, A. J., assignor to self and li. F. Brown, Boston, Mass. Machine for the
manufacture of horseshoes ,

Roberts, A. W., assignor to P. Jewell & Sons, Hartford, Conn. Leather scouring
machine

Same Apparatus for drying hides, leather, &c
Roberts, B. S. , U. S. army. Breech-loading fire-arm
Roberts, Charles II., Troy, N. Y. Handle for stove doors
Roberts, Clark, Winchester, 111. Gate latch
Roberts, C. H. L., Morrison, 111. Churn
Roberts, Edward A. L. , Titusville, Pa. Torpedo for oil wells

Same Sac d pump
Roberts, Esek C., Salem, Mich. Fence
Roberts, Henry F., Fayette City, Pa. Steam engine
Roberts, J. B., and James R. Van Horn. (See Van Horn & Roberts.)
Roberts, James C, Adamstown, Md. Grinding mill

Roberts. J. O.. and J. Ridings. (See Ridings ife Roberts.)
Roberts, Lloyd, West Haverford, Pa. Truss....
Roberts, L. J., Corry, Pa. Hose coupling
Roberts, Mark L., Chatswortb, 111. Rotarj- knitting machine
Roberts, M. L., SmithvJlle, Canada. Plow
Roberts, Matthew L., Smithville, Canada. Spade for digging post holes. (Ante-

dated Sepi ember 8, 1867) :

Roberts, M. S., Lewi^ton, N. Y. Peat machine
Roberts, Norman C, and Ezra W. Badger, Fly Creek, N. Y. Device for support-

ing hop vines
Roberts, Robert, St. Paul, Ind. Spring bedstead
Roberts, Samuel D., Washington, La. Cotton press
Roberts. Thomas, and Patrick Lennox, Lynn, Mass. Machine for beaming hides or

skins ..

Robertson, Benjamin F,, Capan Gris, Mo. Corn planter
Robertson, Charles L., Providence, R. I. Compoi^ition for coating wood and other

materials
Robertson, C. L., assignor to the American Enamel Company, Providence, R. I.

Manufacture of enameled wood
Robertson, John, assignor to self and Abraham Bartholf, Brooklyn, N. Y. ' Extract-

ing oil from seed
Robertson, Robert Adam, and Thomas Haigh. (See Haigh & Robertson.)
Robertson, William, Plymouth, Ind. Method of hanging window sashes
Robie, Daniel C, assignor to self and Moses Goldthwaite, Springfield, Mass. Hitch-

ing post
Robins, Alexander and Silas MoCnilough. (See McCullo«gb & Robins.)
Robinson, Alfred, New York. N. Y. Preparation of roofing f^brios (Reissue) .

.

Robinson, Almcu, McLean, N. Y. Peat machine
Robertson, Alraon C., Louisiana, Mo. Coru husking shield

Robinson, A. J., Troy, N. Y. Mop wringer
Robinson, Benjamin, Boston, Mass. Machine for making nails. (Antedated Decem-

ber 5, 1867)
Robinson, C, and W. H. Lovejoy, Lynn, Mass. Lasting shoe
Robinson, Charles. (See Moore, H. C., assignor.)

Robinson, Charles E., Concord, N. H. Belt la? cutter
Robinson, Clark, Rocbc-ster, Minn. Scaffold
Robinson, D. C, and C. Pinder. (Sec Pindcr & Robinson.)
Robinson, D. D., Niles, Mich. Punch and shears
Robinson, Daniel T.. Boston, Mass. Horse railway car

Same Machine for cutting straw and hay

Oct.

July
July

1867.

1867.

1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Mar. 19,1867,
June 11, 1867.

June 11,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Fob. 5,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.
May 28, 1867.

June 11,1867.
June 4,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Feb. 26, 1S67.

Coffee pot

.

SaiUP Horse collar

Same Railway car
Robinson, Daniel T., assignor to Paul P. Todd, Boston, Mass
Robinson, Edward, Greenbush, Wis. Wagon
Robmson, E. II., ct al. (See Frink, C. L., assignor.)

Robinson, F. M., and T. G., Springer, Conneautvilie, Pa. Hay raker and loader July 16,1867,

Robinson, George, Detroit, Mich. Piston packing ' July 16, 1867

Same Feed regulator for sewing machines Aug, 13, 1667.

Robinson, George A., Mount Pulaski. HI. Washing machine Feb. 19, 18G7.

Robinson, James J. (^re Mills A: Mclrvin, assignors-.) I

Ilobin.son, John E., Boston, Mass. "Ice cream freezer ^ Jan. 22,^67.
Robinson, Juan A., jr., San Francisco. Cal. Amalgamator Jan. 22,re67.
Robinson, J. S., et al, (See Hudson, Al. B., assignor.) •

Robinson, O. H. P., as>iguor to self and John B. Robinson, Bellport, N. Y. Carpen-
ter's square . . . .

' J Nov. 12, 1867.

Robinson, O. L., Ovvasso, Mich. Cherry stoncr '.'\ July 16, 1867.

Robinson, Prince W., New Bedford, Mass, Dough kneador
j

July 30, 18l)7.

Robinson, Rcuel, San Fraueiscw, Cal, Life preserver • 1 Oct. 22,1867.
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Robinson, Robert, New York, X. Y. Lock-up safety valve *

Same Brooklyn, N. Y. Bottle stopper

Robinson, R. W., assignor to self and James O'Donald, Clinton, III. Chnm dasher.

Robinson, Stillmau W., and De Volson W«od, Ann Arbor, Mich. Rock drilling

machine -

Robinson, Sylvanus S., and Edward S. Harris. {See Harris & Robinson.)
Robinson, Thomas S., New York, N. Y. Handle attachment for blacking boxes..

.

Robinson, Warren,_ assignor to self, J. H. Fairchild, and H. Farniington, Highgate,
Vt, Dumping wagoi%

Robinson, William, Funkville, Pa. Lamp burner
Robinson, William A., Grand Rapids, Mich. Carpet stretcher

Robinson, W. B., Detroit, Mich. Steam engine slide valve
Robis.on, PIcrace A., Cleveland, Ohio. Weather strip

Robison, Jackson, assignor to Reuben Ploover, Curwiusville, Pa, Oar collar

Robison, Joseph, Johnson's Creek, N. Y. Tire shrinker
Robjohn, Thomas, assignor to the American Xeedle Loom Company, New York, N.

Y. Loom
Robjohn, yv'iHiam, New York, N. Y. Liquid metrr
Roble}', Joseph, assignor to William M. Brasher & Co,, Brooklyn, N. Y. Floor oil

cloth pattern ('Design)

.

Robold, (jr., et al. (See Dickinson, AVitman & Robold.)
,

Robords. Ezra M., Avoca, N. Y. Method of driving well tubes
Robj-u, Henry, St, Louis, Mo. Type to print for the blind

Roche, Henry P,, lltica, N, Y. Machine for stretching cloth

Rochow, J. F., New York, N, Y. Hoisting apparatus .-.

Rock, Adolph, Foxboro', Mass., and William Moorhousc, Mansfield, Mass. Shoe
lacing.

Rock, Jan»s, England, Carriage
Rockfttello\j', A. J., St. Louis, Mo. Machine for tempering saw plates, (Antedated

November 8, 18G7) ,

Rockwell, A, H., Harpersville, N, Y. Bridle bit ,

Rockwell, Hcnr}' H., at^signor to self, Henry L. Bacon, and John H, Latham, New
London, Conn. Safety Sitrap for bridles

Rockwell, R. N,, Gleuwood, lou-a. Wagon seat

Rockwell, Thomas H, (See Juge, Henri, assignor.)

Rockwell, William S,, Savannah Ga, Pillar (Design).
Rockwood, L. O., Ottawa, 111. Gang plow
Rodda, Thomas, St, Louis, Mo, Steam engine balanced valve
Rodenhausen, L., Philadelphia. Pa, Street sprinkling cart
Rodes, Henry, Clarence Center, N, Y,' Combined corn planter and j^laster dropper.,
Rodgers, Amos C*., Philadelphia, Pa, Sash fastener

,

Rodgers. Wm. H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for covering wire with fine wire
Same Measuring funnel : ,

Rodier, Louis C, assignor to self and J, B. Gardiner, Springfield, Mass, Steam
pump CReissue) .

.

Rodney, Leander, New York, N, Y. Printing press ,

Rodrick. Charles F., Lynn. Mass. Car coupling
Roe, Edward H., Jersey City, N. J. Hand saw
Roebling, J. A., and J. McUurtry, assignors to John McMurtry, Lexington, Ky,

Railroad chair (Reissue) .

.

Roebuck, John, New York, N, Y, Match safe

Roesler, Adolph, War.-;av/, 111, Match safe
Roezl, B,, Mexico. Machine for cleaning hemp, ramie, &c
Rogers, Andross, Freeport, III, Tire shrinker
Rogers, Charles, Barker, N. Y. Combined horse rake and hay spreader
Rogers, Charles B., Plainfield, N. J, Clothes dryer
Rogfrs, C. D,, and M, P, Wilkins, (See Wiikins & Rogers,)
Rogers, C, D., Utica, N. Y,, and M. P, Wilkins, Jersey City, N. J. Method of hold-

ing brush stocks '.

.-
.^

Rogers, D. B., Pittsburg, Pa, Railroad car. truck
Rogers, Frederick O., iS'iles, Mich, Roofing
"Rogers, George, Philadelphia, Pa, Casting pipes
Rogers, George Yf ., a.ssignor to self and John D. Shepard, Lancaster, N. Y. Manufac-

ture of soap
Rogers, Henry J., Baltimore, Md. Set of signal flags (Design)..
Rogers, Icliabod R., assignor to self, John Wooldredgc, and George E. Bartlett, Lynn,

Mass, Manufacture of shoes
Rogers, James S., Worcester, Mass, Sink trap
Roger:?, John, New York, N. Y. Group of statuary (Design) .

.

Same (See Huot, Fleury, assignor.)
Same same.

Rogers, John C, Alden, N. Y. Sulky plow
Rogers, Oliver P., assignor to self and D. S, Bartlett, Roxbury, Mass, Fruit

• picker *.

Rogers, Robert E., and James Black, Philadelphia, Pa, Steam generator'
Same Steam generator
Same same

Rogers, Rufus D., Cape Elizabeth, Maine, Winch
Rogers, Seymour, assignor to Lumau Rogers, Pittsburg, Fa, Cotton bale tie

Rogers, Silas, Stamfordville, N. Y. Thill coupling
Same same ;

13 cp

Feb, 5, 1867,

Apr. If', lsfi7.

Nov, 19, 1867,

Nov. 19, 18G7.

June 25, 1SG7.

Mar. 5,1867.
July 9, Jc67.
Oct. 22, lf^67.

Jan. 8, ]t:67.

Dec, 24, 1867.

Aug. i:j, 18C7.
Feb. 26, 1£67.

May 7,1667,
July 2, 1S67.

Oct, 22,1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Feb, 19, 1867.

Dec. 3s 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

July 2,1867.
Sept. 17,-1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec, .3,1867,

Nov. 5, 1867,

Aug', 6,1867.
May 21, 1867,
Jan, 29,1867,
Aug. 13, 18G7,
Oct, 1, 1867,
June 4, 1887,

Jan, 1.5, 1867,

Sept. 24, 1867.

aiar, ^, 1867.
Aug, 6,1867.
May 7,1867,
June 25, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867,

Oct, 29,1867,
Sept. 17, 1867,

Aug, 13; 1867.

Oct. 1.1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct, 29,1867.
Feb. 5, 18(7.

Apr. 2,1807.
Mar. 5, 18G7.

Jan. 22,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867,

Nov. 26,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

July 9,1867.

June 18,1867.

May 28, 1867.
May 28, 1867.
May 28, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1667.

Sept, 10, 1867,

Apr, 3J, 1867.

Apr, 30,1867,
Nov. 19, 1867,
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Ko.

(53, 430
71,414
71, 220
71,221
71, 649
71, 222
2, 721

C6, 742
2,777

62, 567
70, 271
68, 114
70, 620

68, 654

65, 282
G8, 532
Oi636
67; 912
Cll, 842
C5, 509

65. 510

64, 709

70, 3(i3

65,012
65, 013
€2, 289
€7, 913
67,587

62, 689
60,940

67, 807
67, 808
65, 397
64, 799
61,467
02, 502,
61,106
63, 944
60, 941
64, 449
64, 907
61, 262
62.157
65, 768

70, 902

2,612

Kame, residence, and invention or discovery.

70, 621

63, 752
67, 218
61,874
67,354
64. 369

67, 588
64, 575

70, 473
72, 420
64, 908
69, 590

61, 468
63, 099
61, 107

66,-115

72, 085
&o, 609

Rogers, Theodore B., Wothersfield, Conn. Cultivator
Rohleder, A. C, New York, N. Y. Uterine supporter
Kobr, Jos-eph, Batesvitle, Ind. Baby walker
flohrer, Fred., San Franci.sco, Cal. Lamp extinguisher
Rohrer, John L., Upper Leacock township. Pa. Harvester rake
RoHrman, John C.. Philadelphia, Pa. Construction of conductor pipes
Rohrman, Joseph Hall, Philadelphia, Pa. Dust pan (Reissue; .

.

Rolle, Henry,' Boston, Mass. Propeller :

Rollins. Dan'i G-., assignor to Jos. Hobart, Walthara, Mass. Volufe spring.. (Reissue).
Rollins, G. A., and G. W. Davis. {See Davis & RoUics.)
Rollins, L. F., assignor to self and James Nealey, ji'., Bangor, Maine. Mop wringer..
Romaine, B. J., Hackensack, N. J. Railroad chair. (Antedated May 1, 1867)
Romann, Anton, and John Peterka, Wilton, Iowa. Combined plow and cultivator..
Romans, Ephraim, La Porte, lad. Bag fastener
Romer, J. L., et al. {See Russeil, Jacob, assignor.)

Rominger, J. G., assignor to self and J. F. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa. Slide rest for
lathes

Rooke, Robert, Empire City, Oregon. Washing machine .*

Rooney, W. S., Albanj', N. Y. Llolasses cup :

Roop, Christian, Middletowu, Pa. Ash tub or leach ,

Roos, August, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for rectifying spirits

Root, Eleazer, Terre Haute, Ind. Terrasphere
Root, E. K., (deceased,) by Matilda C. Root, Elisha'and Harris Colt, executors, Hart-

ford, Conn. BreechJoading.fire-arm
Root, E. K., (deceased,) by Matilda C. Root, Elisha and Harris Colt, executors, as-

signors to Colt's Patent Firo-arms Company, flartford, Conn. Revolving fire-

arm
Root, James A., East Canaan, and I. N, Bartram, Sharon, Conn. Smelting furnace.
Root, John, assignor to self and McLazan & Stevens, New Plaven, Conn. M^hine

for heading bolts

Root, John B., New Y'ork, N. Y. Traction engine
Same Rotary valve -.

Root, Samuel, assignor to self and W. H. Clark, New Haven.'Conn. Peat machine.
Root, T. J., and R. L., assignors to Thomas J. Root, Andover, Ohio. Trip hammer.
JRoper, Charles E., Canton, Ohio. Machine for cutting bevel gears
Ro^es, David N. (See Jackson, James S., assignor.)

Ropes, Henry, Brooklyn. N. Y'. Pocket-book clasp
Roque, Adolphe, assignor to Jaques Guedin, France. Fiber from pine leaves for

hygienic and other purposes
Roraback, Isaac, South Bend. Ind. Breast strap slide

Same Buckle
Rosbrook. Hiram, Chicago, 111. Steam generator
Roscoe, Stephen R., Obion county, Tenn. Sofa bedstead
Rose, Adalinc, Bath. N. Y. Cai-pet sack
Rose, Albert A. , Binghamton, N. Y. Chum
Rose, Charles, Ailentown, Pa. Curtain fixture...,
Rose, CltMnens B., Sunderland, Mass. Bit stock.. 1 ,

Rose, C. A., Columbus, Ga. Hand hoe
Same Manufacture of paper pulp

Rose, Columbus A., Coluiabus, Ga. Trunk *

Rose, D. E., Cincinnati, Ohio. Amalgamator
Rose, George. Philadelphia, Pa. Soap
Rose, Isi'ael M., assignor to the Sewing Machine Improvement Company, New

York, N. Y. Embroidering attachment for sewing macMnes
Rose, John J., Elmwood, 111. Compound tool for cutting, punching, and upsetting

iron
Rose, J. R., and E. L. Calely, assignors to Cox, Whiteman &. Cox, Philadelphia, Pa.

Plates of a cook's stove (Design) .

.

Rose, T,. and J. Wisner. (Sec Wisncr &, Rose.)
Roseen, E., New York, N. Y. Conformator ..".

Rosenberger, Adam , Brandonville, AV. Va. Hand loom
Rosenberry, C, and T. Worth, Chicago, 111. Sitter, egg beater, and spice mixer
Rosenblatt, P. , Greenville, Tenn. Door and v,indov.--sash fastener
Rosenkranz, William, and Michael Esch, St. Paul, Minn. Water tank and refrigerator.

Rosenthal, H., New York, N. Y. Paintbrush
Same same

Ross, Alc:iander, assignor to self a.nd John Fell, Maine, N. Y. Machine for washing
hides

Ross, A. J., assignor to O. C. Ross. Rochester, N. Y. Hitching strap

Ross, A. Q., Cleves. Ohio. Device for ejecting hot water on war vessels

Ross, Duane A., Newport, N. Y. Skate fastening
Ross, James, assignor through mesne assignments to William Adams, Somerville,

Mass. Preparing paper, paste-board, and other materials to be used as packing
for steam-engines

Ross, John, Greenville, Mich. Pump
Same Fountain

Ross, J. S , Hu'am, Ohio. Combined fruit and ice house
Ross. John S., Hamilton county, Iowa. Steam sled

Ross, Luther, and William Allen. (Sec Allen «t Ross.)
Ross, P. Atkinson, Harvey's, Pa. Plow, shovel, cultivator, «fcc

Ross, Robert, and B. E. Lehman, Bethlehem, Pa. Lubricator
Ross, R., and W. W. Wakeman, jr. (See Wakeman & Ross.)

Date.

Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19,1807.
Dec. 3, 1867.

«

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6.1867.
July 16,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867,

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
July 9,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Juno 4,1867.

June 4,1867.
May 14,1867.

Oct. 29.1857.
May 21,1867.
May 21,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.
Aug. 20,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Jan.
Aug.
Aug.
July
May
June
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Feb.

1,1867.
13, 1867.

13, 1867.

2, 1867.

14, 1867.

22, 1867.

26, 1867.

8, 1867.

16, 1867.

1, 1867.

7, 1567.

21, 1867.

15, 1867.

19.1867.

June 11,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 5. 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

May 7, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

May 21,1867.

Oct! 8,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
June 11, 1867
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RoHS, William, Day's Store, Pa. Preserving butter, meat, &c :..

Rossmnn, William F., Hudson, N. Y. Milk strainer

Rost, William, and Ferdinand Haase. {See liaase & Rost.)

Same same.
Rote, jr., G. F., and Benjamin K. Dorwart. (See Dorwart & Rote.)

Same same.
Roth, Elias, and George Shane, Kcw Oxford, Pa. Gate
Rothe, Charles, and Fridrek Wickelhaus. {See Wickelhaus & Rothe.

)

Rothfelder, Henry, Now York, N. Y. Winding and setting watches
Same Watch
Same Winding and setting watches

Rothwcll, Andrew, Washington, D. C. Bedstead
Rouart, S. H., and J. B. J. Mignon, (See Mignon & Rouart.)
Roulstone, E. A. G., Roxbury, Mass. Trunk lock

Same Travelling bag
Same same *.

Same same
Same Carpet bag
Same same
Same Trunk I

.

Same.. (See Millar, Alexander, assignor.)

Round, William T., Middletovvn, Conn. Gun hammer gauge
Roundey, James H., assignor to self and Amos H. Rouudey, Oldtown, Me. Churn..
Rouse, i3urdet C, Morris, 111. Plow
Jlouse, Wanton. (5ee Graham, Edmund H., assignor) (Reissue.)
Routt, A. P., Liberty Mills, Va. Draining machine

Same Cultivator
Same Seeding machine and fertilizer

Routzahu, Joseph L., Frederick, Md. Shutter fastener
Ronx, Fraiicjois Louis, France. Plastic compound for protecting metallic and non-

iaetallic surfaces from the effects of air and water
Same Sheathing of ships' bottoms

Roux, J. G., Raymond, Miss. Cotton and hay press
Rowatt, Thomas, jr., England. Lamp burner *.

Rowe, Abram, assignor to self, Lorenzo F. Whitman, aud Reson A. Bowie, Macomb,
111. Portable water power

Rowe, Abram, assignor to self, Charles Chandler, and James Duncan, Macomb, 111.

Steam generator .,

Rowe, George, Worcester, Mass. Machine for making wooden pins
Rowe, Isaiah. {Sec Doud, Orlean, assignor.)

Rowe, John L., New York, N. Y» Truss. Antedated September 7, 1867
Rowe, Jonas H., Hudson, N. Y. Spinning wheel ,

Rowe, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Quartz mill

Rowe, William N., Washington, D. C Safety nipple for fire-arms
Rowell, Isaac, and Francis E. Mills, San Francisco, Cal. Mode of mounting photo-

graphs for exhibition
Rowell, Warren, assignor to the Metropolitan Washing Machine Company, New

York, N. Y. Clotlit-s wringer. *.

Rowell, Warren, New York, N. Y. Transmitting motion
Same same

Rowland, Charles, and Joseph G.
,
Quincy, 111. Condensed leather peg

Same Machine for making condensed leather pegs ».

Rowland, J. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Locking ap|)aratus for ferry boats
Rowland, John E., Hagerstown, Md. Cultivator ,.
Rowley, jr., Emery W., Antwerp, N. Y. Pea rake, a ,

Rowley, James H., Vanceburg, Conn. Churn
Rowley, John H., Fabius, N. Y. Fence
Rowley, Julius S., Chateaugay, N. Y. Clip for clothes lines and other purposes..

.

Rowley, M. V. B. , Worcester, N. Y. Churn
Rowley, S. B., Philadelphia. Pa. Body of a jar (Design)

.

Rowley, Thomas J., aud William Poland, Chillicothe, Ohio. Locomotive link for
tru. ks

Royce, J. A., Lee, Mass. Advertising apparatus -
Roycr, Tobias, Lanca.stcr, Pa. Burglar alarm
Royse, Andrew, and Matthias K. Morris, Leroy, Pa. Hay raker aud loader
Royic, C. W. , Peterborough, N. II. Towel rack

Same Chair bottom
Roz, T. J. v., France, piano-forte
Rudd, C. H., and George W. Shawk, Cleveland, Ohio. Electro-magnetic-pump
Ruddick, Hamilton, Boston, Mass.' Steam engine

Same Steam generator
Rude, J. R., Liberty, Ind. Grain drill

Ruegg, John, assignor to J. G. Man-iott, St. Louis, Mo. Bung and bush
Rugg, Gilbert J., Worcester, Mass. Plaining machine..
Uuggles, D., e^ fli. (^ee Rich, John, assignor.)
Ruggles, Henry J., Poultney, Vt. Stone channelling machine
Ruggles, .Stephen P., Boston, Mass. Steam generator
Rule, Wilham G., New York, N. Y. Legging
Rullmann, A., New York, N. Y. Medical compound
Ruuiford Chemical Works. {See Horslbrd, E. N., assignor.)

Ru:iu-ell, Marshall, and Robert H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for making.book covers.
Rumsey & Company. (See Eglestou, Leonard, assignor.)

Jan. 1, 1807.

Sept. 10, 18G7.

Apr. 23,1867.

June 11,1867.
July 16,1807.
July '-23,1807.

July 2, 1867.

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

22, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 1807.

12,1867.
26, 1867.

26,1807.
Nov. 19,1867.

July 2,1867.
June 2*5, 1807.

Aug, 27, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Apr. 30,1807.
Juno 11,1867.
Feb. 5. 1867.

.

Apr. 9, 1867;

Aug. 27, 1867.'

May 21, 1867."

Jan. 29,1867..".

Jan. 2^,186?;.

Aug, 6,1867.
Apx. 23,1867.^

Sept. 17, 1867,-

Nov. 5, 1867;

July 23,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867,

Jan.. 22vl867v

Sept.
May
May
Aug.
Aug.
May
May
July
Dec.
Mar.
July
Sept.
Nov.

3, 1867,

7, 1867.

7, 1867.

20, 1867.

2'), ]807.

14,1867.
7,1867.

16, 1867.

10, 1867,

19, 1867,

16,1807.
17, 1867.

26. 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
July 9, 1807.

Nov. 26,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 19,1807.
Nov. 19, 1807,

Apr.
Sept.
Jan.
Oct.
Feb,
Oct.
Jan.

30, 1867,

3, 1867.
1,1807,'

29,1867.
5, 1867.

22, 1867.

15. 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Sept. 24,1867..

Apr, 23,1867..
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

68, 655

72, 910
G3, 180
G2. 780
G3, 181

71, 068
68, 794

63, 308
69, 707
65, 950

62, 290

69, 708

63, 102
66, 043

65, 770
72, 683
71,538
63, 753
66, 044
2,702

68, 461
70, 272
72,911
69, 843
66, 638
60, 792
66, 639
67,914
63, 655

71, 539

69, 709

70, 365

61, 363

70, 747

72, 544

67, 455

70, 474

71,069
67.219
64. 151

61,875
69,844
2,833
71,540

•66, 6GG

60, 793
62, 893
65,611
61,635
Gl,87(i

69, 483
61,023
69,710
63, 309

60, 030

Rumsey, H. D., Homer, N. Y. Chum ..,

Rumsey, Jesse B., and Henry Gross. {See Gross & Rumsey.)
Rundell, William F., Genoa, N. Y. Harvester reel ,

Rundlett, Samuel C, Portland, Me. Sifter for ashes, &c
Rundlett, S. C, assignor to self and Joseph Grant, Portland, Me. Cattle tie

. Ru9dlett, S. C, andR. Dodge, assignors to selves and Jchn L. Meserve, Portland,
Me. Scrubbing brush

Rundquist, Charles, Mankato, Minn. Branding iron

Rung, William, New York, N. Y. Hoisting apparatus
Runnells, W. T. C. , Searsport, Me. Washing machine

,

Runte, WUliam, New York, N. Y. Tool handle
Rupertus, Jacob, Philadelphia, Pa. Cartridge for fire-arms
Rupp- J., assignor to self and Frederick Kieser, New York, N. Y. Double seaming

machine
Ruppart, Daniel, MiniMUa, Ohio. Corn plantej
Ruppenthal, Jacob, and E. C. Mayer. (Sec Mayer & Ruppenthal.)
Rushworth, John, New York, N.'Y. Loom for weaving ribbons, &c
Russ, Augustus. (See Niles, Peter H., assignor.)

Russ, -John A. , Springfield, Mass. Pocket implement
Russ, J. Scoft, assignor to W. N. Zimmer and W. W. Coggshall, Rensselaerville, N. Y.

Rein holder :

Russell and Erwin Manufacturing Co. {See Waterman, N.. assignor) (Reissue.)
Russell, Alva P., et al. (See Davison, Bates, Wilson & Russell.)
Russell, Charles E., Jacksonvillo, 111. Stove pipe drum

,

Russell, Charles W., and Neil Clifford, New York, N. Y. Lamp
Russell, Edwin, Naugatuck, Ky. Lamp-chimney fastening
Russell, E. P., Manlius, N. Y. ' Gridiron

Same Automatic apparatus for lighting and extinguishing gas
Same Method of casting the driving wheels of horse-power harvesters,

&c , (Reissue)..
Same Dumping reel for h arvesters

,

Same Mode of lighting street gas burners
Russell, E. Walton, Baltimore, Md. Tumbler washer
Russell, EliW., assignor to Samuel S. Russell, Ashley, Mo. Churn
Russell, Fisk, Cambridge, Mass. Safety pocket
Russell, G., New York, and Thomas B. Hull, Brooklyn, N. Y. Printers' ink roller..

Russell, Henry, New Richmond, Wis. Mop wringer •.

Russell, Isaac S. and Henry R., New Market, Md. Harvester
Russell, Jacob, ass'or to self, H. T. McCoun, J. L. Romer and T. T. Buckley, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Machine f®r making nails

Russell, Jacob, assignor to self and Samuel Moffat, Brooklyn, N. Y. Husking
machine

Russell, James, assignor to self and H.A.Collins, Springfield, Mass. Ca^d.setting
machin e

Russell, James F., Washington, D. C. Mode of facilitating the flow of illuminating
gas through pipes

Russell, Jesse, Bath, Maine. Abrasive powder
Russell, J. W., and D. S. Covert. (See St. John, R. H., assignor.)

Jlussell, McCollum, and Alfred G. Burdick, Mill Rock. Iowa. Hand corn planter
Russell, M. E., and Michael J. Cogan. (See Cogan & Russell.)

RusseU, Niram, Philadelphia, Pa. Earth conveyor '.

Russell, O. P. (See Rhinehart & Felker, assignors.)

Russell, Robert. (See Richardson, H. D., assignor.)

Russell, Robert, et al. (Sec Lanagan, Michael A., assignor.)

Russell, R. M., as?ignor to George "\\ . Norris, New York, N. Y. Disintegrating flax,

hemp, and other fibrous plants
Russell, R. W., Brooklyn, and Thomas Howland, Stockport, N. Y. Preparation of

paper pulp from reeds, &c
Russell, Samuel A., Huntington, Conn. Fruit seeder
Russell, Thomas B., Salem, ]\Iass. Gear cutting wheel
Russell, W., and B. Carpenter, Nortbfield, and Joseph Drake, Boston, Ohio. Com-

pound for cviring foot rot in sheep
Russell, William, & Son. (See Curtis, Francis, assigno?.)
Rust, Albert D., Vernon, Mich. Clothes line and clamp
Rutherford, Williams, Athens, Ga. Compound protractor .'

Ruthvcn, E.C., Philadelphia, Pa. Ornamental type (Design)..
Rutt, M. M., and A. B. Bacr, East Hempfiold, Pa. Corn and seed planter
Ruttcr, John, West Chester, Pa. Preserving, storing, and transporting fruits, vege-

tables, and other perishable articles

Ryan, John B. (See Dodge, Calvin, assignor) (Reissue.)
Ryan, John >5., Berlin, Wis. Means for rocking ci'ibs or cradles

Ryan, Joseph, St. Louis, Mo. Fluid ejector

Same Scuttle door for buildings, dry docks, and vessels

Ryan, Joseph II., Boston, Mass. Toilet glass

Ifyan, Justin, Waukogan, 111. JTanul'ucture of soup
Ryder, Alfred V., New York, N. Y. Trunk '

Ryder, Andrew V., Germano, Ohio. Horse rake
Same Seeding machine i'.

Ryder, jr., Benjamin, South Orriugton, Maine. Wagon
Ryder, J. M., and C. A. Warland. (See Potter, Elisha O., assignor.)

Ryder, N^ewell S., Greeniaud, Michigan. Apparatus for washing ores

Sept. 10,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
Mar. 12,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

June 18, 1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Nov. 26,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
June 25, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
July 9,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
July 9,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 18b7.

July 9,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
Jan. 29, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
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63,563
64, 039
68, 237
62, 074
68, 238
68,11*
62, 227

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Ryder, Stephen O., Ne.w York, N. Y. Tie for bales - '- - - -

Ryder, Thomas, Providence, R. I. Chimney holder for lamp burners
Ryerson, Martin, Huntsville, Ala. S vviugletreo

Ryersou, W. S., Philadelphia, Pa. Enam«el for covering hoop-skirt springs
Same Hoop skirt

Rymes, Christopher E., Somcrville, Mass. Press
Ryue, I^ichard fl., assignor to William S. Hicks, New York, N. Y.. Pen and pencil

holder
Same Pen and pencil case -

Ryner,. William, assignor to self aud John C. Hopewell, Philadelphia, Pa. Steam
drying apparatus

Rj'O-Catteau, Joseph Mane, France. Spindle for spinning machines
Saal, Louis. (Sec Sebastian, Jacob, assignor.)
Saarbach, Louis, Philadelphia, Pa. Tobacco pipe (Design)

.

Same same
Sabin, John P. {See Foster, Theodore S., assignor.)
Sabin, Luther M., St. Louis, Mo. Hydraulic engine
Sachse, J. F., Philadelphia, Pa. Cloth -plaiting machine
Sachse, T. C, Chicago, 111. Pessary
Sackett, E. S. Monroe, Wis. Machine for forming boilers

Sadler, Emery, and B. Homer Fairchild. (See Fairchild & Sadler.)
Sadlei-, Warren, Lockport, N. Y. Device for salting and seasoning meats
Saeger, Absalom, Meadville, Pa. Wool packer
SaflFord, E., aud O. H. Masters, Boston, Mass. Guide for sewing machines
Safford, Isaac T. (See Durkee & IMurray, assignoxs.)

Safford, Mark, Boston, Mass. Lamp extinguisher..
Safford, M. D., Boston, Mass. Ironing table •.

,

Saffray, Charles, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of artificial leather
Same Apparatus for burning crude petroleum

Sage, D. C, Middle4)wn, Conn. Construction of butt hinges
Sage, O., Wellington, Ohio. Cheese vat
Sager, Daniel, New York, N. Y. Machine for basking com
Sailor, Samuel, assignor to Francis Buckwalter & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Cook's

stove ." (Design)..
Stove door. . . (Design)

.

V
Sailor, Sara'l, ass'or to March, Sisler& Co., Philajdelphia, Pa
Saladee, Cyrus W., Newp,rk, Ohio. Door spring ,

Same Protector for the edges of collars ,

Same Door spring
Salgee, Oliver, New York, N. Y. Hose coupling
Salisbury, S. C., New York, N. Y. Process for reducing and refining metallic ores

and oxides
Same ...... Converting iron into steel

Same Apparatus for supplying gas to furnaces
Salisbury, AY. S., Adams Center, N. Y. Device for suspending hayforks
Sallee, A., and M. H. Card. (See Card & Sallec.)
Salmon, George B., St. Paul, Minn. Carriage clip .•

,

Salmon, Ira A., Boston, Mass. Dentist's tool rack
Same Dental instiument. (Antedated February 7, 1867).

Saloshinsky, Herman, assignor through mesne assignments to the McKay Heeling
Machine Company, Boston, Mass. Machine for attaching and finishing boot
heels (Reissue) .

.

Saltmarsh, William H., Waltham, Mass. Belt shipper for mules
Salyards, M. L., Troy Grove, 111. Fence gate ,

Sames, Peter, and Theophilus F. Bertrand. (-See B .rtrand & Sames.)
Same same.

Sampson, Blaney E., assignor to self and J. B. Proctor, Boston, Mass. Window sash
supporter

Sampson, Edward C. (^ee Meyer, Charles T,, assignor) (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
Same same (Design.)
San: e L -.same (Desi gn.

)

Same *
. .same (Design.)

Same sam
Same : ^.. same
Same same
Same same
Same same
Same sa^ne
Same
Same
Same
Same

, same .. .

Same same . . .

Same same . .

.

Same (See Hoskin, Robert,
Same same .. .

Same (See Christie, Hugh.

(Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)

same (Design.)

same .. (Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)
(Design.)

assignor) (Design.)'
(Design.)

assignor) (Design.)
Sampson, Elnathan, assignor to self and E. bbamberlin, Lansingburg, N..Y. Rail

road rail

Same Carwheel

Date.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2.3, 1S()7.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1807.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Feb 12.1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Dee. 24, 1867.

Oct. 22,1667.
May 7,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Jan. 29,1807.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Juno 18, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

A-ug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867
Mar. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
May 7,1867.
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Sampson, 'J. M., "Waynesville, 111. Corn planter
Samuels, John Lewis, San Francisco, Cal. Composition for preparing and harden-

iug wood and preserving the same
Samuels, S., Mott Havea, and W. J. Brassington, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to selves,

William Pitt, and "W. T. BurtDett, Brooklyn, N. Y. Locomotive engine ,

Samuels, S., ct al. (Sre Kitchen & Samuels.)
Sanborn, Charles H., Rqxbur.v, Mass. Coffer dam
Sanborn, George H. , Boston, Mass. Machine for cutting paper ....*..

Same Machine for separating iron from sand
Sanborn, Jacob R., and J. N. George. (See George & Sanborn.)
Sanborn, Eulus S., Ripou, Wis. Fire-proof safe

Same Fire-proof powder magazine
Sanborn Steam Fire-proof Safe Apsociation. (See Eaton & Ireland, assignors.)

Sanborn, Thomas T., et al. (See Richardson, George B., assignor.)

Sanborn, W. W., Lyons City, Iowa. Churn
Sanders, George W., SpriDgfield, Vt. Mop head
Sanders, James, assignor to self and Noah H. Marston, East Boston, Mass. Steam

gauge cock
Sanders, J. W., Eipon. Wis, Fence
Sanderson, Edwin, (^ee Lipps, John S., assignor.)
Sanderson, George O., Boston, Mass. Gas cooking stove
Sanderson, Henry, assignor to William Sanderson, England. Cutlery ,

Sanderson, Peter R., Caledonia, N. Y. Apparatus for tamingwild animals
Sanderson. Robert, Cleveland, Ohio. Steam governor ,

Same same
Sanderson, William, New York, N. Y. Cutlery
Sandgren, John J., Lyons, Iowa. -Lever shears

Same CJompound tool for shearing, punching, and upsetting
Sanford, Elias, Meriden, Conn. Drau^cht attachment for horses
Sanford, E. D. , Baltimore, Md. Clothes dryer
Sanford, E. R., and John T. Bon. (Sec Sweet, John E., assignor.) *

Sanford, H. W,, assignor to self and Horace Smith, Thomaston, Conn. Skate
Sanford, Jared W., Byron, 111. Cultivator
Sanford, John W. , Bath, N. Y. Combined gate and fence

Same Broom head ,

Sangster, Amos W. and James, Buffalo. N. Y. Beer cooler
Sangster, Hugh, assignor to Horace Parmelee and William H. Bonnell, Buffalo,

N. Y. Lantern .

Sangster, James, Buffalo, N. Y. Brick machine
Sangster, William, assignor to self, James Floyd, MichaelKero, William P. Dellman,

John Smith, and George Stuffer, Joliet, 111. Brick machine
Sanor; J. H. and G. W. (See Bates, R M., assignor.)

Sapp, L. W., Cleveland, Ohio. Mechanical power applied to sewing machi:fes
Sardam, J. H., Wellington, Ohio. Feather cleansing machine
Sargent & Company. (See Bradford, P., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same (^ee Nieberg, C. L., assignor) . . . ^ (Design.)
Same same (Design.)

Same same (Design.)

Same same • (Design.)
Same same (Design.)

Sargent, Frederick G., and Norman H. Bruce, Graniteville, Mass. Tag
Sargent, James, Rochester, N. Y. Securing lock spindles in the doors of safes, &c. .

.

Same Spindle of safe locks
Sargent, J, B., New Haven, Conn. Coat and hat hook

Same Snap hook
Sargent, Lucius M., assignor to W. A. Richardson, Henry D. Wa d, and George A.

Gates, Worcester, Mass. Lamp extinguisher (Antedated Oct. 19, 18G7)..

Sargent, Ransom, Norwich, Vt. Rotary cam for looms
Sargent, Sumner, assignor through mesne assignments to Alfred B. Ely, Newton,

Mass. Lantern (Reissue) .

.

Sargent, Walter S., and Frederick Flanders, Franklin, If. H. Animal tether

Saroni, H. S. (^ee Duncan, Charles W.. assignor.)
Sarony, Napoleon, New York, N. Y. Holder for retouching photographic nega-

tives

Sattison, Jacob, assignor to self and Ambrose Frayer, Ripley township, Ohio.
Grain and seed cleaner •

Sauorbier, Henrj', Newark, N. J. Shoe knife •

Same same
Sauerbier, Henry, and John Stadermann. (See Staderraann & Sauerbier.)

Saunders, Benjamin, assignor to self and Albert H. Saunders, Nashua, N. H. Fric-

tion apparatus for yarn bearings of warn dressers

Same Devices for imparting latent reciprocation to the raddle of warp
dressing machines

Saunders, D., Brooklyn, N. Y. Pipe vise
Saunders, David, assignor to Joseph Nason & Co. Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam trap...
Saunders, Henry and James M., Oxford, Ohio. Hitching device for whifflotrees
Saunders, John p., Narragansett, R. I. Cenfer board
Saunders, Turner, Memphis, Tenn. Cottoif scraper
Saunders, T. P., tt al. (Sec Clifford, Carlton, assignor.)

Date.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Feb. M, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Jan. 22,1887.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 21,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

June 4,1867.
May 28,1867.

Apr. 16, 18S7.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
May 14, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug.20, 1R67.

Apr. 16, 1867.

May 28,3867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Dee. 17, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Oct. 1,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Feb, 19, 1867.
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Saunders, T. P., et al. (See Dixon & Heatb, assignors.) ^
Saunderson, David, assignor to John Ringen, St. Louis, Mo. Mode of boxing oil cans
Savage, jr., George, Bangor, Maine. Planking screw
Savage, Julius B., Southington, Oonn. 'Wrencli

Same (Sec Barrett, E. D., assignor.)

Savage. J. J. , Troy, N. Y. Cooking stove
Same Grate for stoves ^

Same Cooking stove (Reissue)

.

Savage, Richard, San Jose, California. Steam alarm gauge
Savage, W. L., and D. W. Teller. (See Teller &. Savage.)
Savage, W. M. and R., Chicago, 111. Device for slaughtering hOg3
Sawin, Charles IT., and J. A. Titus, Worcester, Mass. Window fastener
Sawin; George W.. Nashua, N. H. Horse hoe
Sawtcll, Jo^n N., Chicopee, Mass. Sash support
Sawyer, A. IMf Athol, Mass. Machine for preparing peat for fuel

Sawyer, Charles H. , Mollis, Maine. Bench plane
Same Saco, Maine. Jack screw

Sawyer, Edward J,, et at. (See Beat, Sawyer &, Webster.)
Sawyer, F. W., Grafton, Mass. Loom shuttle

Sawyer, Henry, Boston, Mass, Starch gloss

Same Roxbury, Mass. Putting up powders, &c (Reissue).
Sawyer, J. A., Worcester, Mass. Thread holcler and cutter for sewing machines. ..

Sawyer, Sylvanus, Fitchburg, Jilass. Dividers and calipers

Sawyer, W. T., Mobile. Alabama. Wheel for vehicles ".

Saxton, George S. , St. Loui^, jNIo. Manufacture of corrugated bells.

Saycr, James F., JMacomb, N. Y. Stave jointer ,

Sayler, Henrj^ and Jeremiah Bair, St. Pans, Ohio. Fire bos for forges ,

Sayre, George H. (<SeeHeurcn, William P., assignor.)

Scanlan, John, Chicago, 111. Felt roofing
Same Constriiction of "roofing. (Antedated Oct. 16,1867)
Same Roofing fabric. (Antedated Oct. 16, 1867) ,

Same Felt. roofing. (Antedated Oct. 16, 1867)
Scanlin, Daniel, Rochester, N. Y. Sirup pitcher
Scattergood, Henry Valentine, Albany, N. Y. Cotton gin
Schacbtschober, John, et al. {See Schaefer, Charles A., assignor.)

Same same.
Schade, Reinhard, New York, N. Y. Door lock -• ?

Schaefer, Barnard, Chicago, 111. Boiler flue cleaner
Schaefer, Charles A., assignor to self, Fritz Frillman, William Wolff, and John

Schacbtschober, Chicago, 111. Hanging and locking sash
Same Sash supporter J

Schaefer, L., Cleveland, Ohio. Sofa bedstead ,

Schafer, Jos^h, assignor to self and George Heydt, New Y'ork, N. Y. Hinge.
(A!)t8dated Jan. 27, 1867)

Schaffer, John, St. Louis, Mo. Capstan for steamboats (Reissue) .

.

SchafFer, John, assignor to Sdmuel Baxter, St. Louis, Mo. Steam safety valve
Schall, M., New York, N. Y, Candle holder
Schartau, Ejlert O., Philadelphia, Pa. Heating attachment for oil lamps

Same Lamp chimney. (Antedated Nov. 21, 1867)
Schatt, John, assignor to self and Samuel P. Mervine, Philadelphia, Pa. Dry gas

meter
Schaw, William, and Harrison W. Austin. (See Austin & Schaw.)
Scheen, Joseph, New Haven, Conn. Baby carriage and velocipede
Scheetz, J. David, and Reuben Adams, assignors to selves and John McKnight,

Robesonia, Pa. Cultivator
Scheffer, Henry, S t. Louis, Mo. Process for preserving eggs
Schegg, Ulrich, Nauvoo, 111. Press
Scheller, Augustus, New York, N. Y. Process of whitening horn
Schellmann, Francis Joseph, as&ignor to self and Theodore Thurber, Syracuse, N.

Y. Sadiron handle .^

Schenck, Abrara, Ovid, Michigan. Grain separator. . . : ,.

.'

Schenck, C, Baden. Mash and beer cooler
Schenck, jr., John P., Matteawan, N. Y. Composition for lining oil barrels.'

Same {See Pollock, Leandor, assignor.)
Schenck, Peter P., Riceville, N. J. Apparatus for supplying life boats
Schenker, Joseph, Brovrnsville, Minn. Wind mill

'.

Schermerhorn, John, Spring Creek, Pa. Washing machine
Schermei horn, Levi C. and John M. , North Gage, N. Y. Milk vat
Scheuer, Simon and Isaac, New York, N. Y. Pocket book (Design) .

.

SchifiFer, John, assignor to self and Meyer & Mueller, New York, N. Y. Machine
for dressing hides and skins '.

,

Schild, IleiJry and Jacob, New York, N. Y. Vented faucet. ..'.

Schilling, Charles, Albany, N. Y. Harness motion for looms
Schindler, Edward, and Charles H. Metzger, Easton, Pa. Punch
Schlaepfer, J. J, (See Vollschwitz, Rudolph, aseignor.)
Schley, John, Savannah, Ga. Horse power
Schlichter, Henry, and Henry A. Zug, Philadelphia, Pa. Bottle (Design)..
Schlichting, Edward, New York N. Y. Cisrar pipe.
Schlingmau, Adolph, West Alexandria, Ohio. Bedstead fastening *

Schmid, John, and John Wagner. (.See Wagner & Schmid.)
Schmidt, A. T., Pittsburg, Pa. Manufacture of paper and treating paper pulp

June 18, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 16,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Feb, 25,1867.

Feb. 19.1867.
Julv 2,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

May 21, 1867,

Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 22,

Anr. 9,

Oct, 1,

Aug. 6,

Apr. 9,

Oct. 22.

Dec, 17,

Jan, 29,

Sept. 10,

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 23,1867.
Oct, 22,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
June 2.3, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 21,1867.
May 21,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Anr. 16,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

July 2,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

May 7,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

June 25, 18n~.

Dec. a 1 .

Aug. 2* u7.

Jan. 1 , x867.

June 18, 1867.

Aug. £0,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Aug. 6,1667.

July 9,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Sept. 10,1857.
Sept. 17, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Oct. 22,1887.
Dec. :il, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 15,1667.
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Schmidt, l^ederick, Cincinnati, Ohio. "Wood planing machine
Schmidt, F. Emil, Hoboken, N. J. Mam\facture of ornamental feathers
Schmidt, George, Dobbs's Ferry, N. Y. Piano-forte stool

Schmidt, John G. , Rochester, N. Y. Machine for cutting bungs ,

Schmidt, Rudolph, New York, N. Y. Sand pump
Schmirk, M., and P. McCoIlum, Fayette, Mo. Quilting frame
Schmitt, F. , Springfield, 111. Artificial leg
Schmitt, Peter and Peter J. , Waterloo, 111. Grain drill

Schmitt, William, New York, N. Y. Coat and hat hook
Schuiitte, Achille, and Hilaire Andre Levallois, France. Alloy to imitate silver

Schmoll, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Anti-rheumatic compound.. 1

Schmolz, William, San Francisco, Cal. Solar and* transit instrument <

Schnackenberg, A. D. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Portable soda fountain
Schneider, George P., et al. (See Glass, Schneider & Rezner.) ^
Schneider, Moritz, Cleveland, Ohio. Paint compound «
Schneider, Peter. (See Vetter, Caspar, assignor.)

Schoerken, Louis, Prussia. Match box ; i

Schoneld, James, assignor to self and Osgood Plummer, Worcester, Mass. Loom . ..

Schofield, J. S., Macon, Ga. Hay and cotton press
Schofield, Peter, Philadelphia, Pa. Steam gauge
Schofield, Silas, Plainvillc, Mass. Tatting shuttle

Schofield, Silas C, Chicago, 111. Shaft coupling.... .-.:..

Schofield, W. A. (See Oky, Joseph B., assignor.)

Scholficld, Joseph, Constantine, Mich. Trademark (Design)..
Scholficld, Socrates, Providence, R. I. Braiding machine carrier. (Antedated Oct.

16,1867) ,

SchoU, John, England. Gas burner
Scholze, T., Steuben county, and J. B. Biekel, Elkhart county, Ind. Water elevator.

Schooley, John C., New York, N. Y. Construction of dikes, levees, and embank-
ments .'

Schooley, W. D., Richmond, Ind. Straw cutter .'

Schoonmaker, James M., PiLtsburg, Pa. Trade mark ,.... (Design)..
Schrader, Rudolph, Indianapolis, Ind. Door spring
Schreck, W., Des Moines, Iowa. Straw cutter. (Antedated Aug. 23, 1867)
Schreiber Cornet Manufacturing Company, (^ee Spencer, Lewis W., assignor.)

Same same.
Sarc e same.

Schreiber, G. C, and N. Barnum. (See Bamum & Schreiber.) •

Schreiber, Louis, New York, N. Y. Cornet, &c
Schreiner, Henry, Philadelphia, Pa. Attaching horse shoes
Schreyer, Gottleib, Columbus, Ohio. Attaching carriage thills

Schrick, August, and Henrj' Hildenbrand, assignors to selves, F. C- Krayer, and C.
R. Schrick, St. Louis, Mo. Machine for filjing horse collars •

Schroder, John, Kickapoo, 111. Cultivator
Schroy, Jeremiah, Fortville, Ind. Animal trap
Schubeus, Carl H., Newark, N. J. Lock for travelling bags
Schubeus, Chai'les H., assignor to Samuel Lagowitz and Isadora Lehman, Newark,

N. J. 3Iachinc for cutting sheet metal
Same Metal press
Same Bending metal

Schultz, Charles H. S., Cincinnati, Ohio. Corn popper
Same -Fire fender or guard

Schultz, C. H. S., and Herman Belmer. (See Belmer & Schultz.)
Schultz, Hcnrv, Chicago, 111. Sofa and bed ^
Schultz, John'F. W., Moline, 111. Wagon brake i

Schultz, Judsou, Ellcnville, N. Y. Dry house -

Same Machine for unhairing hides
Schultz. Lewis O. , Mattoon, 111. Car coupling
Schuyler, P. H. , Lyme, Ohio. Car coupling
Schwaner, C, Keokuk, Iowa. Trace buckle
Schwartz, J. L., et al. (See Hasletf, jr., John, assignor.)

Schwartz, Jolin M. , Philadelphia, Pa. Vegetable cutter

Schwebel, Adam, New Haven, Conn. Nut machine
Schweikhart, Philip, assignor to Daniel Schweikhart, Bufl'alo, N. Y. Beer cooler . ..

Schweizer, Francis, New York, N. Y. Machine for cutting threads on bolts

Schwind, C. E., New York, N. Y. Carrjage hinge
Schwitter, Anton, New York, N. Y. Ornamenting articles of glass or other vitreous

materials (Reissue) .

.

Scofiold, B. B., Woodhull, 111. Wagon brake
Scofield, Levi, assignor to self and Justiu B. Wait, Farmington, Wis. Loom
ScoUay, George W., St. Louis, Mo. Embalming bodies. (Antedated Jan. 19, 1867).

Same Embalming dead bodies and carcasses (Reissue) .

.

Scorer, R., and D. S. Colby. (See Colby & Scorer) . (Design.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Scothora, L. M., Pinlcy, Ohio. Gate
Scott, Benjamin, New Brighton, Pa. Railroad rail joint

Scott, Chalmers, and Wm. H. Morton, Hamilton, Ohio. Revolving cylinder engine.

Scott, David A., and JonaVhan E. Burdge, Cincinnati, Ohio. Bed bottom
Scott, Edwin M., Auburn, N. Y. Method of starting and stopping street cars

Same Machine for grinding re aper knives

Date.

June 18, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 9,1867.
May 7,1867.
Aug. 6.1867.,
Jan. 29;i867.
July 16, 1867.

Feb. 5,1667.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

July 2,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. 5,1867,
Oct. 15,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5,1667.
Dec. 10,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Oct. 29.1867.
May 21, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

May 7,1867.
May 7,1867.
May 7,1867.
Oct. 29,lt!57.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 33, 1867.

May 14,1867.
May 7,1867.
June 2,5, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. -9,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Oct. 8. 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 5,18^)7.

Aug. 2* 1667.

Aug. 20, 1667.

Nov. 19,1667.
Apr. 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
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Scott, E. W., Wanregan, Conn. Whip socket .^...
Scott, Francis B., Lanfeaster, N. Y. Ladies' fan ."...

Same Window screen

Scott, George W., and Edward Farnum. (5ee Famum & Scott.)

Scott, I. M., and W. R. Eckart, San Francisco, Cal. Cut-off valve
Scott, James, Washington, D. C. Illuminating compound
Scott, James M., Kinsman, Ohio. Mechanical movement ,

Scott, John K., and James R. McClintock. (See McClintock & Scott.)

Scott, Joseph and John, and William Miller, Brooklyn, N. Y. Construction of coal
scuttles

Scott, Olin, Bennington, Vt. Gunpowder canister

Scott, Thomas, Madison Mills, Ohio, and John Clarridge, Pancoastburg, Ohio. Power
hammer

Scott, Walter. {See Woodward, John N., assignor.)

Scott, William, Plymouth, Mich. Carriage seat spring
Scovel, Peter S. (See Dye, Lewis R., assignor.)

Scovil, Edward George, St. Johns, N. B. Method of protecting the heated parts of
furnaces

Scovill Manufacturing Company. (Sec Rais, Adrian, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Scoville, Elijah U., Manjius, N. Y. Seed sower
Scoville, E. U., Manlius, and W. L. Scoville, West Bloomfield, N. Y. Hoisting ap-

paratus
Scoville Manufacturing Company. (See Webb, William, assignor.)

Scrannage, M. and W., and W. H. Bate, Boston, Mass. Swing nose basin faucet.

.

Scribner, George B., Indianapolis, Ind. Stove lid litter. (Antedated Aug. 1, 1867).
Scribner, Samuel H., Stowe, Vt. Combined churn and butter worker
Scudder, John P. , Lawrenceville, N. J. Potato planter
Seabury, Alfred M., assignor to Charles W. Du Bois, Johnstown, N. Y, Cross-cut

saw
Sealy, Edward, Newark, N. J. Band slide (Design)

.

Same Pendant for hat bands (Design)

.

Sealy, Thomas, Newark, N. J. Process of manufacturing hats ...'.

Search, C, anfl H. S. Mitchell. (See Mitchell & Search.)
Searle, Flavins. (See Renslow, M. B., assignor.)

Searle, Henry, Rochester, N. Y. Oil ejector ;

Searles, Charles E., assignor to self, Edwin Hoyt, and Lafayette Farrington, Stam-
ford, Conn. Tobacco pipe

Searls, Anson, San Francisco, Cal. Adjustable prop joint for carriages
Same Carriage top prop
Same Wooden wagon spring
Same Pole coupling for vehicles
Same Carriage ,

Sears, Elijah C, Crystal Lake, 111. Farm gate
Sears, H. K., and S. L. Holt, Hartford, Conn. Oil cup

, ,

Sears, L., and J. H. Crumb. (See Crumb & Sears.)
Sears, R. B. , Providence, R. I. . Machine for bending hooks ,

Seaver, Ebenezer, Boston, Mass. Clothes pin
Seavj', John B., assignor to self and S. E. Bryant, Kennebunkport, Maine. Tip cart

body fastening ,
Seavy, William F., Portland, Maine. Brace for bits

Sebastian, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Wagon seat
Sebastian, Jacob, assignor to self and Lewis Saal, New York, N. Y. Wagon spring.
Sebring, T. C, assignor to Ira A. Hebbard, Rochester, N. Y. Harvester pitman ....

Sechler, Daniel M., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cotton bale tie

Sechrist, Joseph, Connellsville, Pa. Corn huskcr
Secor, Eli, Lawrence, Mich. Box for transpoi-tiug small fitiit and berries
Secor, John A. (See Troth, Edward M., assignor.)
Secor, John V. H., assignor to self and James D. Secor, New York, N. Y. Wrench.

.

Sedgwick, Alouzo, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Device for supporting carriage thills

See, John, Baltimore, Md. Composition for roofing, pavements, walls, docks, and
other structures

Seegmuller, Balthasar, New York, N. Y. Combined knob, latch, and lock
Seehausen, H., Memphis, Tenn. Tuning attachment for guitars ,

Seekins, H. G., assignor to self, Leonard B. GriflBug, and Orange S. Frary, Elyria,
Ohio. Bed bottom spring

Seeley, Isaac B. , Philadelphia, Pa. Truss
Seelhorst, F., and William Kuebler. (See Kuebler & Seelhorst.)
Seely, Charles A., New York, N. Y. Method of impregnating wood with oleaginous

and saline matters
Seely, C. A., and C. J. Fames. (See Fames and Seely.)

Same same.
Seely, H. H., assignor to self and F. Swift, Hudson, Mich. Grain separator
Seely, J. R. (See Hay, George R., assignor.)
Seely, Oran W. , Buffalo. N. Y. Mode of pressing brick
Seely, 8. F., Sylvania, Ohio. Cultivator and plow
Seeman, John, and Silas P. Catrow, Middletown, Ohio. Clothes dryer
Seger, Eli L., and Samuel L. Smith, Yonkers, N. Y. Clamp for hinges
Sehnders, Henry F., assignor to self and Barbora Wackerman, Buffalo, N. Y.

Washing machine •

Nov. 5, 18G7.
Apr. 16, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

June 2.5, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Dec. 31. 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
June 11,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
Nov. 5, J 867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 29.1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

19, 1867.

3, 1867.

10, 1867.

10, 1867.

9, 1867.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Apr.
May 28, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 9,1867.

May 21, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

Sept.24.1S67.
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Seidel, ClM|i'Ieg, New York, N. Y. Chemical composition for blasting rocks
Seiferth, Morris, Morristown, N. J. Apparatus for punching sheet metal
Selby, Prentiss, San Francisco, Cal. ^ Hanging stirrups .,.

Selden, David J., Mt. Vernon, Ohio, * Plow point .• .'.

Seklen, Sam'l, and W. J. F. Liddell, assignors to John C. Seldon, Erie, Pa. Hinge
Selden, William C, and John T. Davis. {See Davis & Selden.)
Seldfs, R. M., New York, N. Y. Satchel (Design)..

Same Muff (Design) .

.

Selfridge, G. C, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. WasTiing machine
Selkirk, Alexander, assignor to John Gibson, jr., and E. J. Selkirk, Albany, N. Y.

Cover and in-lifting device for kettles
Sellek, Thaddeus, Greenwich, Conn. Railway chair
Sellers, Coleman, assignor to William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Turn-table

for bridges
Sellers, George E., Sellers's Landing, 111. Method of utilizing waste extracts of

fibi'ous plants
Same •. Machine for dressing paper pulp

Sellers, J. S. (^ee Mei'edith, Edmund, assignor.)
Sellers, Morris, Keokuk, Iowa. Lubricator for journals
Sellers, William and Coleman, assignors to William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Valve gear of steam hammers
Selsor, George, Philadelphia, Pa. Nail hammer

_

Selsor, James P., Shelbyville, Mo. Cotton planter '

Same Cherry Box, Mo. Corn planter
Senatz, A. J., and G. W. Knowlton, Sacramento, Cal. Amalgamator
Senderling, Martin L., Jersey City, N. J. Apparatus for mixing sugar
Senneflf, Jacob, Philadelphia, Pa. Heddle for looms
Sergeant, Henry C, Columbus, Ohio. Brick machine

Same
Same

Sergeant, Isaac A., deceased, by Ann Jane Sergeant, administratrix, ass'rto Sylvenus
Walker, Dayton, Oh'o. Clothes wringer. (Division 1. Reissue)..

Same same (Division 2. Reissue) .

.

Seright, Isaac, and Alfred Gifford. (See Gifford & Seright.)

Serjeant, W. F., St. Louis, Mo. Railway switch
Serrell, John J., Hudson county, N. J. Apparatus for collecting floating oil

Serrill, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Ice planer and cutter

Serviss, William, Sidney, Ohio. Apparatus for making sheet metal pans
Same Gate
Same Machine for making rings

Sessions, Albert J. (See Gray, Harry, assignor.)

Sessions, John H. (See Stever & Way. assignors.)

Severance, Lyman M., Dixon, 111. Platform scale

Seward, Elias, Hamilton, Ohio. Plow .'

Seward, James, and Henry Smith, England. Steam generator
Sewell, George, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Horseshoe
Sewing Machine Improvement Company.

.
(See Rose, Israel M., assignor.)

Sexton, E., Munson, Mass. Gang plow
Sexton, Samuel B., Baltimore, Md. Heating stove (Reissue).

.

Sexton, T. E., Wilmington, Del. Railroad rail coupling. (Antedated July 18,1867) .

.

Sexton, W. H. (See Fitzgerald, Walter H., assignor.)

Seymour, jr.. Alba M., Madison, Wis. Churn
Seymour, jr., A. P., Hecla Works, N. Y. Bootjack
Seymour, Charles, La Porte, lud. Gate fastening •-

Seymour, E. E., and S. J. Taylor, Rome, N. Y. Combined horse rake and hay
spreader

Seymour, Edward L., New York, N. Y. Manufacture of bricks, retorts, muffles,

crucibles, &c -- •

Same Manufacture of cast steel

Seymour, Frederick, Nashville, Tenn. Instrument for opening sheet metal cans
Seymour, Frederick J., Wolcottville, Conn. Twine holder
Seymour, Henry. (See Campbell, Daniel, assignor.)

Seymour, Henry A., Bristol, Conn. Roof
Seymour, John B., Pittsburg, Pa. Seed planter. (Antedated September 7, 1867)...

Seymour, John F., and Harvey J. Harwood. (.See Harwood & Seymour.)
Seymour, Joseph, Syracuse, N. Y. Fork or spoon handle (Design) .

.

Seymour, Josiah, assignor, through mesne assignments, to J. P. Corbin, Wbitney's
Point, N. Y. Working butter '. (Reissiue)..

Shaaber, Jacob, Reading, Pa. Sled
Shackleton, John C, Lawrence, Mass. Lathe tool

Shadbolt, Samuel F., Huntington, N. Y. Valve stopper for jars, bottles, &c. (Ante-
dated December 10, 1867)

Shade, George W. , Shippensburg, Pa. Horse hay forks

Shaelfer, David, and Aaron McCabe, Centreville, Iowa. Bee hive

Shaeffer, Lewis W., West Milton, Ohio. Churn
Shafer, Amos M., Camden, Ohio. Saw set ,

Shafer, Anthony, and Alexander Barclay, Philadelphia, Pa. Coffee strainer . (Design) .

.

Shafer, Joshua S., Plymouth, Mich. 1 .and roller

Shafer, N. Mendal, New York, N. Y. Blotter holder. (Antedated Sept. 12, 1867)...

Shaffer, Benjamin A., Cass county, Ind. JJ ode of making drain tiles

fehaflF©if, Thomas, and George Walters. (Sea Walters & Shaffer.)

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

July 30,1867.
May 21, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5.1867.

Jan.
May

J9,1867.

7. 1867.

May 14,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
July 2,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 29,

Mar. 19,

Feb. 26,

June 11,

Apr. 30,

Jan. 1.

Dec. 17,

June 11,

June 11,

Sept. 17,

1867.
18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

June 18, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.

Apr. 23,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Juno 18,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. -15,1867.

Sept. 3.1867.

July 9,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Dee. 31, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

May 14,1867.
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SbaflFer. Thomas, and George Walters. {See Walters & Shaffer.) •
Same same.
Same -. same.
Sitrae same.

Shale, George, Taunton, Mass. Steam engine
Shaler, Ira W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Clothes sprinkler

Shalcr, Nathaniel S., Cambridge, Mass. Preserving fruit, meat, and other sub-

stances (Reissue)

.

Shaler, Reuben, Madison, Conn. Cover for gridirons

Same Weighing scale ,

Shaller, Frederick, Hudson, N. Y. Turning lathe

Same (^ee Lodge & Platner, assignors.)

Shane, George, and Elias Roth. {See Roth & Shane.)
Shank, John T., assignor to self and Jonathan Strine, Martinsburg, Va, Carpenters'

hatchet
Shanks, William. F., Louisville, Ky. Brick machine
Shannon, Jacob B., Philadelphia, Pa. Speaking tube
Shannon, Z. B., Port Washington, Ohio. Rotary pump
Shapard, Thomas, Haywood county, Tenn. Cleaning cotton
Sbapleigb, T. W., and M. J. Colniau, Boston, Mass. Spring bed
Shapter, John S., New York, N. Y. Petroleum still

Sharp, Aloiizo, and Albert Cunningham. {See Cunningham & Sharp.)
Sharp, D. P., Ithaca, N. Y. Horse rake
Sharp, George, Philadelphia, Pa. Spoon handle (Extension of design)

.

Sharps, Christian, Philadelphia, Pa. Breech-loading fire-arm

Same Many-barrelled lire-arm (Division A. Reissue)

.

Same Breech-loading fire-arm (Division B. Reissue)

.

Shartle, John, Lima, Ind. Gate
Sharts, William, Hudson, N. Y. Machine for making horseshoe nailtj

Shattuck, Daniel, Bufi'alo, N. Y. Soap compound for cleaning and scouring wool,
fiilk, &c .

.
»

Shattuck, J.. Waterloo, N. Y. Seed planter
Shattuck, Shubel M., Cambridge, 111. Sugar evaporator
iShaw, Adrian, Westford, Mass. Machine for making horseshoe nails

Shaw, Ai B., Holderness, N. H. Folding umbrellas
Same same

,

Shaw, Archibald, Philadelphia, Pa. Manufacture of ferrules =

Shaw, A. D., et al. {See Hadley, Samuel G., assignor.)

Shaw, Benjamin F., South Danvers, Mass. Machine-knitted howery
Shaw, Edgar F., Boston, Mass. Temple for looms
Shaw, Edward, Portland, Maine. Lamp extinguisher
Shaw, Franklin, Braintroe, Mass. Heel plate for boots, &c (Design)..
Shaw, F. B., assignor to Silas S. Shaw, Boston, Mass. Carriage guard ,
Shaw, George E., Pittsburg, Pa. Fire test torch. (Antedated January 17, 1867)
Shaw, Henry F., West Roxbury, Mass. Planing machine .

*

Same Hoisting gear
Shaw, Jehyleman , Bridgeport, Conn. Life preserver

Same Composition for ink
Same Ventilating attachment for railrcad cars ,

Shaw, Joseph H., Saco, Maine. Pill machine ;

Shaw, Judson W., Concord, N. H. Mop head
Shaw, Judson W., and R. W. Whitney. {See Whitney & Shaw.)
Shaw, N. H., Holderness, N. H. Attaching thills to vehicles
Shaw, Palmei", Syracuse, N. Y. Harness pad block
Shaw, Palmer, and Edward S. Dawson, Syracuse, N. Y. Harness pad tree. ,

Same Pad plate for harness .'

Shaw, S. J., and Thomas Corey. (See Reed, Timothy K., assignor.)
Shaw, Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa. Steam whistle

Same ...'... .Steam generator gauge cock
Same Cog chain ,...

Shaw, Thomas, and William Butcher, jr. {See Butcher & Shaw.)
Same same.

Shaw, Thomas p., Westfield, Ohio. Churn
Shaw, William Anthony, New York, N. Y. Art of manufacturing and uniting alloys

of metals in forming water pipes and other articles. (Antedated Dec. 17, 1867)
Shaw, W. F., Boston, Mass. Lamp shade ,

Shawk. George W., and C. H. Rudd. (See Rudd & Shawk.)
Shay, Warren H. , Sylvania, Ohio. Fence post
Sliea, Samuel, Corry. Pa. Barrel or cask
Sheaflfer, John W., Lockport, 111. Swing
Shear, Jacob H., Albany, N. Y. Ash and sifting pan for cooking stove
Shearer, B. A., Crown Point Center, N. Y. Seeding machine
Shearer, George H., Bay City, Mich. Sawing machine for barrel hoops »-..
Shearer, George W., Crown Point Center, N. Y. Skate -

Shearer, John, and Richard Guthrie. {See Guthrie & Shearer.)
Shearer, Joseph, Reading, Pa. Horse hay fork
Shearman, John F., assignor to E. S. Dodge & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Re:,ister point

for printing apparatus >

Sheckler, Peter, Orangeville, 111. Magazine fire-arm.
Sheelian, Thomas, Dunkirk, N. Y. Composition for converting iron into steel

Sheetz, J. S., and Edmund Y'eiser. {See Yeiser & Sheetz.)

Dec. 10,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
June 1], 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.
Aug. 20. 1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Dee. 24,1867.
July 30,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

July 16, 1867.
June 10, 1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.
Feb. 12, 1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

June 11,1867.
May 28, 166T.
Mar. 5,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
May 21, 1867.
May 28,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
May 28, 1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

May 14.1867.
Dec. 3; 1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

May 14,1867.
May 21,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Sept. 24,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
•

Nov. 12, 1867.

:

Nov. 26, 18G7.

May 28, 1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Juno 4, 1867.
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Sheffield, GWorge V., Worcester, Mass. Steam generator
Sheffield, George V., and James F. (joburn, Hopkinton, Mass. Preparing leather for

T^^ear

Sheffield, George V., and Byron Whitcomb, Worcester, Mass. Railroad rail

Same Belt fastening
Sheffler, Israel T. {See Hawkey, John V., assigcor.)

Shelden, C. L., Lowville, N. Y. Apparatus for cooling milk
Same same

Sheldon, Julius, assignor to self and W. C. Griswold, New York, N. Y. Hat block-
ing machine ,

Sheldon, Julius, assigmor to Griswold imd Sheldon, New York, N. Y. Hat blocking
machine

Sheldon, J., et al. (See Labiaux, John L., assignor.)
Shellenbeck, Peter, assignor to self and Milton Ralston, Middletown, Ohio. Vise. ..

Shelley, John, Harlem, N. Y. Apparatus for making .mortar for making building
blocks, &c ,

Shelters, Leonard, assignor to self and John Pattee, Manchester, N. H. •Calipers
and dividers

Shepard, Amos, Plantsville, Conn. Stove-cover lifter

Shepard, Calvin, Binghamton, N. Y. Gate
Shepard, Charles J., Brooklyn, N. V. Base-burning stove

Same Pilasters and center-piece for heaters, &c (Design) .

.

Same Tubular heater
Shepard, James, and Joseph Sigourney, Bristol, Conn. Latch
Shepard, John D. {See Perry, Horatio O., assignor). (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Same (See Rogers, George W. . assignor.)

Shepard, Josiah, New Britain, Conn. Kite frame
Shepard, Otis, Alton, 111. Boot-jack, wrench, and nail pull.

Shepard, Thomas W., Hennepin, 111. Potato digger
Shepard, William A., New York, N. Y. Brick kiln
Shepard, William A., assignor to self and John M. Moorehead, New York,»N. Y.

Brick machine
Shepardson, H. S., Shelburne Falls, Mass. Carriage jack
Shepherd, William H. , College Corner, Ohio. Corn planter
Sheppard, Isaac A., Philadelphia, Pa. Plates of a stove (Design)..

Same ...... Stove plate (Design) .

.

Sheppard, J. Ii., Charleston, S. C. Cotton bale tie...

Sherburne; William, Charlestown, Mass. Journal box. (Antedated Nov. 27, 1867) .

.

Sherman, Benjamin F., San Francisco, Cal. Grain elevator and feeder
Sherman, C. B., Troy, N. Y. Chair and desk ^

Sherman, Jacob A., New York, N. Y. Truss _.

Sherman, Joseph, Burlington, N.J. Grate bar
Sherman, J. H., Galesburg, 111. Rolling cutter for plows
Sherman, Samuel S., and Jersmiah G., McHeury, 111. Harvester rake. .(Reissue)..
Sherman, Simeon, Weston, Mo. Hemp break
Sherman, Warren D., et al. {See Corlet, Sherman, Wolfe & Huston.)
Sherman, William C, and John Federhen. (See Federhen & Sherman.)
Sherman, W. P. {See Bartholomew, Oscar M., assignor.)

Shei'wood, Arthur Hi, Southport, Conn, Door bolt

Sherwood, Benjamin, and D. Fitzgerald, New York, N. Y. Safe. (Antedated
March 12, 1867) .

Same Toy pistol

Sherwood, Calvin W., Chicago, 111. Standard for school furniture (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same Foldin g seat
Sherwood, D., and E. P. Woods. {See Woods & Sherwood.)

Same _same.
Same .same.

Sherwood, Daniel D., Boston, Mass. Machine for bundling wood
Sherwood, George, Chicago, 111. Folding seat
Sherwood, Henry, England. Mode of separating vegetable matterfrom animal fibers.

(Patented in Belgium January 25, 1 866)
Sherwood, Henry M., Chicago, 111. School desk and seat

Shetter, Solomon, New Cumberland, West Va. Plow, potato planter, and seeder,

combined
Sheward, James, and George A. Stanbery, Dunkirk, N. Y. Car brake
Shewell, J. D., et al. {See Cowan, B. F., assignor.)

Shickel, Joseph, Harrisonburg, Va. Mill gearing
Shickle, Frederick, and E Vermont Raudals, St. Louis, Mo. Filter

Shield, George, Cincinnati, Ohio. Pump
Shields, F. Marion, Macon, Miss. Cotton plow or cultivator

Shingleton, G. W., Auburn, N. Y. Car coupling
Shinu, John, assignor to self and George S. Rhodes, Leverington, Pa. Press board-

for an oil press
Shinn, Thornton A. , Baden, Pa. Instrument for measuring dry goods

Same Cider mill
Shipley, Henry W., Portland, Oregon. Water wheel

Same same
Shipley, T. J.,andW. A. Moody, Montezuma, Iowa. Horse collar

Shipman, Asa L. {See Rile, Honry E., assignor.)
'

Dec. 24, 1867.

May 7.1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. :n, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867

Dec. 31, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
Mfir. 19, 1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
July 9, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

June 11, 1867,

Jan. 1,

Jan. 1,

Nov. 12,

June 11,

Sept. 24,

Oct. 15,

Dec. 10,

Oct. 22,

Sept. 10,.

Apr. 2,

May 28,

July 30,

Jan. 15,

Mar. 26,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Ie67.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Jan. 15.1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Nov. .5, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Juno 4, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Oct. 8, 1667.
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62,293

69, 851
70, 276
69,713
70, 032
65, 697
64, 717
69, 495
65, 4:39

65,514
61,475
71, 235

63, 111

66, 525
71, 542
•>1,233

64, 374
64, 375
67, 457

70,033
70, 034

72, 332
61. 2(

m, 535
62,229

,

66, 896
'

67, 368
69, 262
61, 476
69, 592
60, 946
65, 290

63, 658
71,234
70, 476
71, 799
61, 958
65, 615
68, 800
71, 127

64, 916
62,294 !

62,159
'

64, 155
i

63,112
66, 178 !

67, 597
I

62,374
65.837

I

61,637
I

67,598
66. 697

69, 714

72, 923

71, 543
63,758

Shipman, Asa L. {See Rile, John L., assignor.)

Shipman, U. A., and A. B. Hendryx, Ansonla, Conn. Machine for extending
tubing ,

Shipman, W. J., Portsmouth, Ohio. Toy pistol

Sbipton, Thomas, Newark, N. J. Heater
Shireman, J. H., York, Pa. Horse rako
Shirlej', Bradford, Moravia, N. Y. Hay raker and loader
Shirley. J. W., and William H. Pasig, Terre Haute, Ind. Steam engine governor..

Shive, David, Philadelphia, Pa. Sweat leather for hats. (Antedated May 9, 1867) .

.

Shive, Samuel, Forks, Pa. Water wheel
Shiveley, J. W., New York, N. Y. Railway chair
Shiver, Tilman, Newburg, Ind. Lifting jack
Shivering, Benjamin and Thomas L. Calkins. Philadelphia, Pa. Railroad switch...
Shoss, Simon, Florence Veerkamp, and Charles F. Leopold, Philadelphia, Pa.

Key hole guard for door locks
Shobe, James, Principio, Md. Harvester
Shock, Abraham H., Piqua, Ohio. Manure drag
Shoemaker, Jacob, Oakland, Pa. Valve for steam engine.s

Shoemaker, John, Putney ville, Pa. Apparatus for manufacturing gas and oil from
coal

Shoemaker, Jonathan F., Van Wert county, Ohio. Photographic printing frame
Sholes, C. Latham, Jfilvtaukee, Wis. Machine for printing numbers
Shell, Joseph, Burlington, N. J. Furnace
Shollhorn, William, and F. P. Pfleghar. (See Pfleghar & ShoUhorn.)
Shoninger, B., Melodeon Company. (See Lomas, John R., assignor) . . ..(Design.)
Shopbell, Elias, Ashland, Ohio. Slotting machine

Same Liftingjack
Shope,Li.T., et al. (^ee King, Gombcr & Shope.) \ '

Shorey, Moses W., and Moses W. Kidder. {See Kidder & Shorey.)
Shorey, S. W., Galesburg, 111. Inside window blind
Short, Charles C. , Osgood, Ind. Automatic fly brush and fan
Short, Isaac, and James Williams. (See Williams & Short.)

""

Short, James. {See Jones & Fessler, assignors.)

Short, James L., Gosport, Iowa. Trace fastener
Short, Wm. K., J. W. Allen, and John Craig, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. Washing machine.
Shortau, C. assignor to T. W. Bracher, New Yoi'k, N. W. Wire-twisting machine..
Shotwell, Walter S., Paterson, N. J. Drawhead for railroad car

Same Car brake .*.

.

Shove, George, Yarmouthport, Mass. Cranberry gatherer
Shreffler, Samuel, Joliet, 111. Brick machine...-
Shriaer, R. W., Woodland, Mich. Churn
Sliriver, Vv''aUer, New York, N. Y, Reservoir damping brush
Shull, Daniel C, and Walter G. Brownson. (See Brownson & ShulL)
Shnmard, Warren, A. Lyon and Jasper N. Robbins, Goshen, Ohio. Saw mill
Shunk, sr., A., Bucyrus, Ohio. Plow
Shuuk, Christian, Armstrong co.. Pa. Manufacture of refined fagots of iron and steel.

Shurtleff, A. M., Boston, Mass. Saliva pump
Shurtleff, William H., Providence, R.I. Pavement

Same Button lacing hook. (Antedated May 9, 1867)
Same Horseshoe

Shute, A. P., and J. F. Jackson, Charlestown, Mass. Extension table slide

Sibbetf, Eliza, and John C. Compton. {Sec Witsil, George L., assignor.)
Sibert, Lorenzo, Mt. Solon, Va. Manufacture of iron and steel j..

Siccardi, John B., New York, N. Y. Hair crimper .*

Sichel, Charles. (See Cajar, Emil, assignor.)
Sickels, Gerard, Boston, Mass. Adjustable rack and shelf

Same Shoe fastening »

Siddle, Isaac B. , Caswell county, N. C Corn sheller
Sidle, Henry, Minneapolis, Minn. Churn '.

Same Washing machine
Siebert, E. W., and F. W. Beck. (See Beck & Siebert.)
Siefert, William, New York, N. Y. Pinch bar for removing heavy weights...''

Same Sad iron .'

Siefert, Vv'm., assignor to self and John Price, New York, N. Y. Safety guard for
railroad cars

Sieg, Rudolph. (See Heyl, Carl Otto, assignor.)
Siegf;rt, John Thomas, Washington, D. C. Heel measure ;

Siegle, Gustav A., Earlville, 111. Ticket holder
Siemens, W., and J. G. Halske. Prussia. Spirit meter
Sigler, Joseph, administrator of Jesse P. Crampton. (S'eeCrampton, Jesse P.)
Si,gouniey, Joseph, and James Shepard. (See Shepard & Sigourney.)
Siil, Joseph, assignor to Drake, Sill and Hutson,Montoursvilie, Pa. Pruning shears .

Silliman, Joseph. (See Huntington, William S., assignor.)
Silliman, Thomas, Three Rivers, Mich. Animal trap
Sills, J. S., Cedarville, 111? Washing machine
Silver, Frank, and August Eckercnkotter. (See Eckerenkotter &, Silver.)
Silver Lake Manufacturing Co. (See Bottiche'r, Morri.s assignor) (Reissue.)
Silver Sldrt and Wire Manufacturing Co. (SceSpeiry, T. C, assignor) ..(Reissue.)
Silvers, A., and T. L. Kenworthy. (See Kenworthy & Silvers.)
Silvers, John, LambertJiville, N. J. Flax puller (DLsclaimer)
Silvertjiorn, Myron, et al. {See Kraitis, W^illiam, assignor.)

Date.

Feb. 19.

Oct. 15.

Oct. 29,

Oct. 8,

Oct. 22,

June 11,

May 14,

Oct. 1,

Juno 4,

June 4,

Jan. 22,

1867.

1807.

18G7.

1867.

18G7.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

18G7.

18G7.

1867.

Nov. 19. 1667.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 9, 1SG7.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr- 30, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May £8, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. .3,1867.

Feb. 12, 186^.

June 11,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Mar. 19, 18/)7.

June 25,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867. •

Aug. 6,1867.
July 16,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Mar. 23, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

.. (Design).

Silvester, Nelson, Weymouth, Ohio. Horse and cattle poke
Same same

Silvius, Jacob, and William T. Hain, Sunbury, Pa. Lantern lamp
Simcox, A., and L. Rastetter.- (See Rastetter & Simcox.)
Simison, Samuel A., Earlville, 111. Ticket holder ,

Simmerman, Jacob S., Millville, N.J. Stove handle..-
Simmons, Charles E., and Homer Cook, Waukegan, 111. Bed bottom

^ame {^ee Cook & Simmons.)
Simmons, Daniel, New York, N. Y. Railway switch
Simmons, Frederick G., Lansingburg, N. Y. Wheel for wagons and carriages
Simmons, Isaac, and John H. Ii-wiu. (See Bassett, John A., assignor.)

Simmons, J. D., Quincey, 111. Window fastener
Simmons, S. D., Brooklyn, N. Y. Bread cutter
Simmons, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Compound vacuum rectifier for alcoholic and

other liquids

Same Chicago, 111. Vacuum filter. (Antedated February 15, 1867)
Same New Yoi-k, N. Y. Steam pump

Simonds, Warren A., Boston, Mass. Appai-atus for carburetting gas
Simonds, W. E., Hartford, Conn. Telegraph insulator
Simonet, Louis, France. Apparatus for forming hats
Simons, L, A., et al. (See Winchell, James F., assignor.)

Simons, Michael, Middleton, Conn. Strainer for coffee and tea pots ,

.
Same Ice pitcher

Simpson, A. J. , Washington, D. C. Clothes line holder
Simpson, Andrew J., Philadelphia, Pa,, and John J. Janezeck, Washington, D. C.

Concussion fuse for explosive shells

Simpson, Elnathan, and Sidney Emmones. (See Emmones 8^ Simpson.) '

Simpson, G. , and R. M. Taylor, Waterbury, Vt. Billiard register

Simpson, G., and W. H. Edmunds, Waterbury, Vt. Lamp extinguisher
Simpson, George B., Washington, D. C. Insulating .submarine cables
Simpson, James E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Scaffolding for dry docks
Simpson, John K., New York, N. Y. Electrical torch
Simpson, J. W., Newark, N. J, Window sash supporter
Simpson, Nathan, Pomeroy, Ohio. Beo hives
Simpson, Robert, assignor to self and David Wilkinson, Port Jefferson. Ohio. Ani-

mal trap
Simpson, William. (See Richardson, J. C, assignor.)

Sims, Alfred, New York, N. Y. Starting engines and other machinery on their centers
Sims, Elbridge. (See Gifford, C. H., assignor.)

Same same.
Sims, Ferdinand, Galveston, Texas. Book-sewing machine
Sims, Luther M.. Lincoln, 111. Mail bag _

Sims, William, Pittsburg, Pa. Door and bit for boiling and piddling furnaces
Sims, William H. (Sec Lewis, William P., assignoi*.)

Sims, Winfield S., Newark, N.J. Tobacco pouch
Same same (Reissue) .

.

Sina, Andrus, and Conrad Witt. (Sec Witt & Sina.)

Sinclair, A. O., et al. (See Lombard, C. E.^ assignor.)

Sinclair, J. A., assignor to self, J. T. Judkins, and W. Hollister, Woodsfield. Ohio.

Flour sifter

Sinclair, James A., assignor to self and Weston T. Sinclair, Woodsfield, Ohio.
Broom head

Sinclair, James D., Brooklyn, N. Y. Apparatus for delivering goods
Sinclair, jr., Robert, and Richard F. Maynard, Baltimore, Md. Feed rollers of

straw cittters (Extension) .

.

Sine, S. W.. Easton, Pa. Inhaling tube
SitJger, Isaac Merritt, Yonkers, N. Y. Sewing machine
Singer, I. M., France. Guard for carriages
Singleton, James W.

,
Quincy, 111. Gate

Sink, Thomas P., Fairton, N. J. Roller for boarding oyster dredges
Sinsz, Philip, Baltimore, Md. Mounting glazier's diamonds
Sipe, Henry, Sipesville, Pa. Sleigh brake
Sisson, George P., Florence, Mass. Clothes dryer

Same Flask for casting
Sisson, Philander, Brant, N. Y. Potato digger
Sisson, W. A., Sheffield, 111. Wheel cultivator i

Sizen, George W., Springvale, Wis. Gate
Same Brooklyn, N. Y. Toy

Skelly, D. B,, Lockport, N. Y. Burglar alarm ,

Skerrett, William II., Cincinnati, Ohio. Ice cream freezer

Skidmore, Darius, Seneca Falls, N. Y. Mode of fastening door knobs to their

spindles (Reissue) .

.

Skillin, A. S., and G. W. Reed, assignors to selves, Henry L. Hanson, and J. L. Butler,

Portland, Mc. Nutmeg grater

Skinner, Daniel M., Sandwich Center, N. H. Plate lifter t
Skinner, James B., Rockford, III. Plow

Same same
Same same

Skinner, L. F. , Springvale, Wis. Bob sleigh

Skinner, Russell J., assignor to Mancel Talcott, Chicago, 111. Chandelier
Skinner, Thomas, Pittsburg, P.-i. Method of forming designs upon metuls, ivory, <fcc.

June 4,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
June 11, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec 3,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

.June 4,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.
Apr. 2,1867,

Mar. 5,1867.
June 18, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July 9,1867.

May 14, 1867.

July 9,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Oct. 8,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

1867.Oct.

July 9,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 23, 1857.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 28,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15,1667.
Feb. 5,lb67.

Jan. 1,1867.
June 4, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Juno 11, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 2,1867.
Oct. 1, 1667.

May 14,1867.
Dec 24, 1867.
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Skinner, William E., Milford, Mich. Butler worker
Slack, Thomas A. , Peoria, 111. Stamp affixer and canceller

Same Stake holder for railroad cars

Slack, Thomas A., assignor to self and Chauncey Nye, Peoi^a, Dl. Hand truck
Slade, William C., et al. (See Wright, Francis H., assignor.)

Slater, George W., New Haven, Conn. Bow iron for carriages
Same .Box iron for vehicles

Slater, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Steam safety valve
,

Slatter, Henry, Covington, Ky. Composition fuel

Slauder, Jacob, assignor to self and Levi C. Smith, Osbom, Ohio. Wheat drill

Same Broadcast seeder
Slaughter, Alanson, Middletown, N. Y. Cheese vat ,

Slawsou, John B., New Orleans, La. Car and omnibus fare box
Same Lamp

Slayton, P. L., assignor to self and Almet Reed, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for
tempering wire

Slcnsby, William P., Chicago, 111. Tool for cutting off boiler tubes
Same Boiler cleaner ,

Slicker, Rufus, et al. {See Dunham, John G., assignor) (Reissue.)

Sloan, John, and Edward Brady. (See Brady & Sloan.)
Sloan, Thomas J., New York, N. Y. Machine for pointing and threading screw

blanks :

Sloan, Thomas J., assignor to Ezra Gildersleeve, New York, N. Y. Window blind
fastening

Sloan, William, Highland, Iowa. Sleigh brake
Sloan, William H., St. Louis, Mo. Butter tryer ,

Sloan, William-J., Bloom, III. Threshing machine -

Sloane, William M., Buffalo, N. Y. Portable gas generating furnace
Sloat, Silas, Morgan, Ohio. Horseshoe ,

Slocumb, S. W., Albau}', 111. Wagon
Same Wagon hub

Sloper, Byron, et al. (See Wadgymar, Arthur, assignor.)

Sloss, L. L., South Union, Ky. Double-shovel plow ,

Slusser, Benjamin, assignor to self and Elias M. Gluck, Sidney, Ohio. Excavator ..

Slusscr, George, Hillsboro', Ohio. Beehive
Sly, Seneca, et al. (5ee Harris, Benjamin B., assignor.)

Small, Eleazer, Dennisport, Mass. Bed bottom
Small, George, assignor to Harvey Williams, Clayton, Mich. Feed cutter
Small, John, St. Louis, Mo. Machine for tempering files, saw blades, and other

articles

Small, Josiah B., Boston, Mass. Carriage jack ,

Smawley, Hemy B., Greensburg, Ind. Draining and ditching plow
Smiley, Frank, Marshall, Mich. Corn planter ,

Smirall, W. F. (.See Moitch, M. C, assignor.)

Smith & Worthington. {See Haynes & Worthington, assignors.)

Smith, Abraham L. , Marengo, Mich. Coupling reach for bob sleighs

Smith, Alba F., Norwich, Conn. Locomotive steam engine ..(Reissue)..
Smith, Albert C., Fort Madison, Iowa. Self-acting gate
Smith, Albert G. , Cleveland, Ohio. Trenching and hoisting apparatus
Smith, Alfred E., BronxviUe, N. Y. Axle for wagons ,

Smith, Algernon D., and Lyman W. Blakeslee. {See Blakeslee & Smith.)
Smith, Amor, Cincinnati, Oliio. Fertilizer

Same Machine for cutting cracklings
Same...*.. Mode of preparing animal matters for use .is a fertilizer.. (Reissue).,

Same Cutting machine for reducing cracklings, &c ,

Same Machine for cutting and drying animal matter
Smith, Amos M.. Chicago, 111. Sash lock ,

Smith, Amroy B., assignor to self and Frank M. Smith, Yaucton, Dakota Territory.
Endless chain propeller

Smith, A. B. , Clinton, Pa. Sorghum sugar evaporator _ ,

Smith, A. B., and Eli Flauegin. (See Fianegia & Smith.)
Smith, A. D. , Grafton , Ohio. Farm gate
Smith, A. H., William W. Clark, and George F. Starbuck, New York, N. Y.

Horse brush ' (Design)

.

Smith, Andrew J., New York, N. Y. Grain binder
Smith, Andrew P., assignor to self and George Bennett, Greenaburg, Pa. Wagon

brake
Smith, Anthony M., Brooklyn, N. Y. Spring lock
Smith, Antonia F., Ellsworth, Mc. Ventilator
Smith, A. L. (See Day, Benjamin, assignor.)
Smith, A. P., Sterling, 111. Mitten
Smith, A. W., Pierrepont, N. Y. Apparatus for cleaning stove pipes
Smith, Ballard C, Ashland , Ind. Sideboard for threshing machines
Smith, Benjamito F., and Norman S. Kinyon. (See Kmyon & Smith.)
Smith, Bernard, assignor to the American Burial Case Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Burial case (Design)

.

Same same (Design)

.

Smith, Cephas, Stockbridge, Mich. Hanging tops to buggies, i -

Smith, Charles A., Philadelphia, Pa. Whip rack
Smith, C. D., Chicago, 111, Paint for wood, metal ,and woven fabrics

Smith, C. F., and J. Speth, Aurora, 111. Chimney ,

May 14, 1867.

July 9,18()7.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3, 18G7.

Apr. 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 24.1867.
Jan. 15,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

June 11, 1867.

M«y 7,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Apr. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept. 3, 18G7.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867,

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
!

Nov. 12, 1867. ;

Apr. 16, 1867. •

Dec. 10,1867,

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Nov. 26. 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867,
Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867,

Jan. 8. 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. ao, 1867,

Sept. 10, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
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67. 919

64, 158
69, 264
72, 693
65, 959

72, 099
62, 895
63, 759

65, 774
£,725

2,775
67, 600
61,477
70, 756

63, 566
70, 637
61,273

61, 478

65, 838
60, 799

69, 7] 6

62, OSO
64, 588
2,574

2,587

2,689

2,809
2,810

63. 953

63. 954
64, 804
72,235

72, 925

68, 575

66, 995
63, 567
69, J 34

70, 478
71,802
2,814

64, 042
64. 917

61,026
66, 050
72, 236
68, 53G
70, 277

64, 159

01,885
2,468

Smith, Charles G., assignor to self and Alexander Turner, North Bridgewater, Mass.
Rsflector for windows

Smith, Charles S., and Pclati^ J. Marsh. (See Littlefield, Sanford, assignor.)

Smith, Charles T., Utica, N. Y. Metallic bobbin
Smith, D. A., Pomeroy, Ohio. Straw cutter '.

Smith, Daniel A., Salem, Mich., andE^. F. Olds, Lynn, Mich. Fence
Smith, Daniel C, Adrian, Mich. Fruit ladder t

Smitlfc Daniel D., etnl. (^ee Dodge, William J., assignor.)

Smith, Daniel Y., Joliet, 111. Auger handle
Smith, David, Hartfield. N. Y. AVashboard
Smith, David M., Springfield, Vt. Clothespin

Same Spring clamp for clothes lines (Extension)..
Smith, D. N., et al. (See Wood, Oram el N., assignor.)

Smith, David R., et al. (See Johnson & Steuernagel, assignor.)
Smith, Dexter, Springfield, Mass. Metallic priming cartridge
Smith, Joseph Sherburne, assignor to Charles E. Stanley, Cleveland, Ohio. Spring
• hinge (Reissue) .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Smith, E., Farmington, 111. Cherry stoner
Smith, Earl A., Waterbury, Conn. Buckle
Smith, jr., Edmund, assignor to Albert Goodspeed, Worcester, Mass. Spring rocking

chair
Smith, Edward, and E. C. Maltby. (See Maltljy <fe Smith.)
Smith, Edwin, and George Johnston. (See Johnston & Smith.)
Smith, Eli, Claremont, N. H. Meat and vegetable chopper
Smith, K. C., assignor to self and A. G. Sommerfeldt, Old Ripley, 111. Paddle wheel
Smith, Ellis F., Orangeville, 111. Corn planter .'

Smith, Erasmus, and O. A. Bassett. (See Bassett & Smith.)
Smith, Ezra H., et al (See Kennel, Smith & Morrison.)
Smith, E. I., et al. (SeeFrink, C. L., assignor.)

Smith, B. J., Washington, D. C. Griddle, or cooking utensil. (Antedated January
10, 1867)

Smith, E. K. , Philadelphia, Pa. Composition for matches ,

Smith, Francis, assignor to Edward Ward Wilder, Boston, Mass. Caster for fur-

niture
Smith Fridolin, Tiffin, Ohio. Wagon hound and pole brace
Smith, F. F., and A. Thurston, Four Corners, Ohio. Seeding machine
Smith, F. R., Bennington, Vt. Blind-slat fastening
Smith, Garrettson, and Henry Brown, assignors to Leibrandt & McDowell, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Cooks' stove (Design)..
Smith, Garrettson, and Henry Brown, assignors to Buckwalter & Co., Philadelphia,

Pa. Plate for a cook's stove •. (Design) .

.

Smith, G., and H. Brown, assignors to Abbott & Noble, Philadelphia, Pa. Plate
of stove. (Antedated May 28, 1867) (Design) .

.

Smith, Garrettson, and Henry Brown, Philadelphia, Pa. Cooks' stove ..(Design)..
Smith, Garrettson, and Henry Brown, assignors to David L. Bartlett and H. W.

Bobbins, Philadelphia, Pa. Cooks' stove ( Design) .

.

Smith, Gaston D., Washington, D. C. Coal scuttle

Smith, Gaston D., and John Allen. (See Allen & Smith.)

Smith, George, Providence, R. I. Draught plate

Same Lamp burner
Sanre Cumberland. R.I. Let-off motion for looms. (Antedated Decem-

ber 11, 1867
Same Providence, R. I. Lamp burner ",

Smith, George, and John N. Wrigley. (See Wrigley & Smith.)
Same same.

Smith, George, and Henry F. Bemendefer. (See Bemendefer & Smith.)
Smith, George C, and Boswell S. Judson, Matteawan, New York. Spring
Smith, George E., and Hermon V. Davis. (Sec Davis & Smith.)
Smith, George F. , Philadelphia, Pa. Venetian blind
Smith, George H., New Orleans, La. Medical compound
Smith, George L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Circular grate for furnaces
Smith, George O., and J. H., Chicago, 111. Roofing compound
Smith, George P., and John Desso, Lake City, Minn, Wagon brake
Smith, George R., assignor through mesne assignments to Marietta Smith, Ithaca,

N. Y. Railway switch (Reissue)..

Smith, George W., Strashurg, Ohio. Weatherstrip
Smith, George W., Mount Olivet, Ky. Garden cultivator

Smith, George W. (See Young, George W., assignor.)

Smith, Hamilton L., Garabicr, Ohio. Paper file (Extension) .

.

Smith, Harlow C, Champaign C'.<.y, 111. Flour sifter

Same Chicago, 111. Grain measure. (Antedated Jan. 22, 1867)

Smith, Harmon L., Watkins, N. Y. Corn harvester...

Smith, Harmon M., Kalamazoo, Mich. Hay knife

Smith, Harrison, Phillipsburg, N. J. Composition for stuffing wood
Smith, Henry, and James Seward. ( See Seward &; Smith.)
Smith, jr., Henry, Summit, N. Y. Coffin ,

Smith, jr., H., et al. (See Westerveldt, A. V. D., assignor.)

'Smith, H. B., Eureka, 111. Plow attachment
Smith, Henry D., assignor to C. W. Sweet and John F. Greene, New York, N. Y.

Mode of preparing chewing tobacco (Reissue) .

.

Date.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
June 18, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Oct. 14,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.
A'ug. 6,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 15.1867.

Jan. 2,1867.
Juno 18, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
Feb. 12,1867,
May 7,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr, 16,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867,

Dec. 31, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

July 23. 1867,

Apr. 2, 1867,

Sept.24, lfe67,

Nov, 19, 1867.

Dec, 3,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Jlay 20, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec, 17, 1867.

Sept. -3, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.^

Apr. 23, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867,

Jan. 29, 1867.
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Smith, H. Julius, Boston, Mass. Amalgamating the precious metals
Smith, Henry Juliu?i, assignor to Joseph C. Wightman, Bostou, Miiss Method of
hardening and bleaching articles made of soapstone, talc, &c ,

Smith, Henry K., Boston, Mass. Sleigh bell

Smith, Henry K., assignor to self and Charles Osgood, Norwich, Conn. Lathe rest

.

Same Shaft coupling
Smith, H. K., et al. (See Wallick, W., assignor.)

Smith, Henry P., Denton, Mich. Potato digger
Smith.Henry T., Broolclyn, N. Y. Step-ladder ,

Smith, Hervey, and B. O. Church. (See Church & Smith.)
Same same.

Smith, Hiram, and "jhomas J. Lumis, Norwich, Conn, Machine for tenoning blind
slats and boring the stiles

Same "Window blind
Smith, Hiram Moore, Richmond, Va. Hoisting machine
Smith, Horace, (^ee Sanford, H. W. , assignor.)

Smith, Horace, and Daniel B. Wesson, Springfield, Mass. Priming metallic cart-

ridges (Reissue)

.

Smith. H. W., Rainsburg, Pa., and B. C. Smith, ToUeston, Ind. Sleigh brake
Smith, I. {See CoUett, Joseph, assignor.)

Smith, Isaac, and William Fothergill jBartho. {See Wakefield, John, assignor.)

Smith, Isaac A., Connellsville, Pa. Sewing-horse
Smith, Isaac H., Albany, N. Y. Wrench
Smith, Jacob R., Pittsburg, Pa. Machine for cutting tobacco
Smith, James, Richmond, Ind. School desk
Smith, James, (^ee Brown, Samuel C, assignor.)

Smith, James, and Samuel C. Brown, Richmond, Ind. Damper
Smith, James, and William A. Wilson. {See Wilson & Smith.)
Smith, J., and J. F. Irviu, Laporte, Ind. Car coupling
Smith, James D., Richmond, Ind. Straw-cutter ,.

Smith, James L., Tuscola, 111. Car brake
Smith, James M., Seymour, Conn. Chuck - ,

Smith, James M., Centre Sandwich, N. H. Plate lifter

Smith, James O., New York, N. Y. Lantern
,

Smith, James T., and John Walter, Baltimore, Md. Steam generator
Smitii, Jared W., New Haven, Conn. Machine for cutting tobacco
Smith, Jeremiah, New Market, Ohio. Curculio trap
Smith, Joel J., Barnesville, Ohio. Sheep-feeding rack
Smith, John, et al. {See Sangster, William, assignor.)

Smith, John, and S. Constant {See Constant & Smith.)
Suxith, J. B., Milwaukee, Wis. Coffeepot :

Same same
Same Machine for sharpening saws. (Antedated December 6, 1867)

Smfth, J. C, et al. (See Brown, J. Warren, assignor.)
Smith, J. D., Nangatuck, Conn. Window fastening
Smith, J. Henry, Pittsburg, Pa. Petroleum filter

Smith, John Henry, Allegheny, Pa. Raising oils and burning fluids by pneumatic
pressure

Same Ship for transporting petroleum -

Smith, J. R., Salem, Mass. Gra'e bar
Smith, John R., assignor to self and A. S. Hodges, Salem, Mass. Sash fastener
Smith, John R., assignor to self and William H. Denniston, Connellsville, Pa. Ma-
chine for crushing and washing sand
Smith, John L., Peun Township, Pa. Car coupling
Smith, John T. S., New York, N. Y. Machine for cutting and punching paper
Smith, John W-, and Thomas H. Phillips, Washington, D. C. Manufacture of illu-

minatiug gas
Smith, Johnson, Kansas, III. Churn dasher
Smith, Jonathan, Tiffin, Ohio. Pencil holder -.

Smith, Joseph, Belgium. Cap for spinning machine
Smith. Joseph, Philadelphia, Pa. Escape pipe for s^team engines
Smith, Joseph Nottingham, Jersey City, N. J. Hydrant

Same Brick machine
Smith, J. N., and W. F. Brown, (^ee Brown & Smith.)
Smith, J. Y., Pittsburg, Pa. Drilling apparatus

Same Steam-engine pistons
Smi h, L., Strongsville, Ohio. Washing machine
Smith, Levi C. (See Slander, Jacob, assignor.)

Same same.
Smith, Levi F., Philadelphia, Pa. Low-water indicator ..^
Smith, L. Franklin, Philadelphia, Pa. .

. , same
Smith, L. F., Philadelphia, Pa. Steam blower
Smith, Levi S., Gorsuch's Mills, Md. Peg cutter
Smith, Levi S., assignor to self and Joseph V. Winemiller, Gorsuch's Mills, Md.
Broom head

Smith, Lewis A., Cincinnati, Ohio. Chair seat
Smith, Lucien B., Kent, Ohio. Wire fence
Smith, Michael, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for casting refractory metals
Smith, Mortimer L., assignor to self and J. W. Houghtelin, Detroit, Mich. Seat and
back

14 CP

Date.

July 9,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Truly 23, 1867.

June 25. 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
June 2.1, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.
July 9,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
Nov. 5.1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
May 28, 1SG7.

I

July 30, 1867.
I Jan. 22, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Apr. 23, 18r,7.

. June 25, 1867.

Doc. 3,1867.
Nov. 12.1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 23. 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867,
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65, 261

66, 996

65,128
6d, 662

2,575

2,791

64,^45
71, <if>5

6(5, 052
72. 1G3

65, 903
71. 804

69, 266
65. 701
6,>, 082
63, 956

64, 161

63. 801

70, 639
71,656
72, 237

66, 997
63, 568
63, 569
63, 570
71, 546
68, 249

2,656
67, 365
69, 854

72, 927
62, 295
66, 4i)4

65, 702
66, 646
67, 078
2,773
67,366

2,615
70, 759

63, 661

72, 928
61, 479

70, 371

71, 657

63, 250

71, 074

67, 143
61,109

69, 719

67,367
69, 941

68, 251

63, 126

Smith, N.E., East Cleveland, Ohio. Splicing belting...'.
,

Smith, Oliver C, and John A. Bassett. (See Bassett &. Smith.)
Smith, Owen B., Palmer, Mass. Loom piclcer

Smith, Percy B. (See Storle, Ole O., assignor.)

Smith, P. T., Salem, Ohio. Planing machine for wood
Smith, Perry W., Abing ion, 111. Cultivator
Smith, Phineas {See Brady, O. G., assignor.) (Reissue.)
Smitti, Hees B., Mount Pleasant, Ohio. Composition for roofing and other pur-
poses (Reissue)

.

Smith, Richard. (See EUswortlj, Oliver, assignor.)

Smith, Richard, assignor to McKellar, Smith & Jordan, Philadelphia, Pa. Printing
type ^..(Design)..

Smith, Robert E., Provincetown, Mass. Gun harpoon
Smith, Rodney L., Wolcottville, Conn. Twine holder
Smith, R. T., Nashua, N. H. Universal joint ,

Smith, R. T., and J. K. Pi-iest, Nashua, N. H. Devicefor shearing and clipping wool.
Smith, R. W., Tippecanoe, Ohio. Bridge
Smith, Samuel A., assignor to self and Edwin E. Woodman, Monroe, Wis. Bed
bottom r.

Smith, Samuel L., and Eli L. Seger. (See Seger & Smith.)
Smith, Seth II., Venice Center, N. Y. Car coupling
Smith, Sherman, Presque Isle, Maine. Window-sash fastener
Smith, Sidney, Greenfield, Mass. Sink
Smith, Sidney, Worcester, Mass. Fii e-chamber for furnaces

Same (5es Pepper. Calvin, assignor.)

Smith, S., and A. Bardell. {See Bardell & Smith.)
Smith, S. B., and E. Lindsley, Cleveland, Ohio. Pantaloon guard
Smith, Stephen, i^ee Chase, S. A., assignor.)

Smith, Stephen W. (.SeeCumming, jr., David, assignor.)

Smith, Sylvester, Roci^ford, 111., and A. Persels, Beioit, Wis. Gate
Smith, Thomas. Califoruia, Mo. Wagon brake
Smith, Thomas, New York, N. Y. Washing machine
Smith, Thomas, Brooklyn, N. Y. Trunk ,

Smith, Thornton. (See Burlew, Cornelius, assignor.)

Smith, T. B., Ansonia, Conn. Machine for cutting veneers
Smith, T. Btiggs, assignor to self and Elmer Townsend, Boston, Mass. Bootandshoe..

Same same
Same Machine for twisting wire

Smith, T. S., New Haven, Conn. Ball caster
Smith, W., San Francisco, Cal. Valve for water-closets

Smith, AYells & Company. {See Martino, Beesley & Currie, assignors).. (Design.)

Smith, William, New York, N. Y. Weaving corded fabrics (Extension) .

.

Same same (Reissue) .

.

Smith, William, Nunda, N. Y. Machine for pulling hop poles
Smith, Wi*.liam, Pittsburg, Pa, Machine for molding pipe
Smith, William. (5ee Beckwith, Enos P.) (Reissue.)

Smith, W. Bell, Charleston, S. C. Boiler tube cutter
S'.mith, W. B., Lafayette, 111. Apparatus for saturating timber
Smith, Vv'illiam B., Abei'deen, Ind. Baling press

Smith, W. C, Warrensburg, Mo. Sugar- evaporator
Smith, William C, Yantic, Conn. Churn .^

Smith, William E., Oquawka, 111. Cultivator
Smith, W. E. , Hartieton, Pa. Fence (Design) .

.

Smith, W. Harrold, Memphis, Tenn. Method of preserving wooden piles

Smith, W. H., and H. R. Hildreth. (See Hiidreth & Smith.)
Smith, William L. (See Wilson, Carman, assignor.)

Smith, William M., WestMeriden, Conn. Casket handle (Design)..
Smith, William M., assignor to self and The Meriden Britannia eorapauy, West

Meriden, Conn. Casket handle. . ., .- .

.

Smith, William Sooy, Oak Park, 111. Excavating and dredging i

.

Smith, William W., Chicago, 111. Snow sweeper for streets

Smith, William W., Montrose, Pa. Transplanting tray
Smith, W. VV., Strongsville, Ohio. Ratchet for driving wheela
Smithson, Benjamin K., assignor to self and Samuel West, New York, N. Y. Appa-

ratus for generating oxygen gas
Smoot, V/illiam S., assignor to the Windsor Manufacturing Company, Washington,

D. C. Cartridge retractor for breech-loading fire-arms

Smyth, D. M., assignor to O. P. Dormau, Orange, N. J. Machine for cutting paper
collars.

Snart, Edward, ct al. {See Killgore, Clapsaddle, and Snart.)

Snead, Charles S., Louisville, Ky. Extension gate
Snedeker, Nelson S., Philadelphia, Pa. Lubricating journal
Sneider, E., and E. A. Kirk. (See Kirk and Sneider.)

Snell, C. D., and J. W. Penney, Mechanic Falls, Maine. Mechanical movement ...

Suell, William T. {See McCoy, John, assignor.)

Suelling, P. H., assignor to self and James Nutt, Wartrnce, Tenn. Car coupling. .

.

Snider, Jacob, jr., deceased, by Angelina Snider, administratrix, assignor to John
Vaughn Snider, Philadelphia, Pa. Breech-loading fire-arm I

Snifiin, William, Sing Sing, N. Y. Swivel ship fender
Snively , John, Williamsburg, Pa. Chimney top
Snodgrass, M, R. , Jamestown, Ohio. Seed planter and cultivator

I

July 2,1867.

July 23, 1867.

May 28, 1367.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1S67.
Apr. 23,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

June 2.5, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Sept..21,18S7.
June 11,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Apr. ] 6, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2.1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 26, . 867.

Aug, 27, 1867.

3Iar. 28, 1867.

June 18,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.
June 11, 1867.

July 9,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1667.

July 30, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Dec 3,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan, 8, 1887.

Oct. 8, 1867.

July 30, 1867,

Oct. 15,1867,
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
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66, 405

2,737

69, 499
62, 783
62, 693

62, 897

69,135
68, 663
61,574

;

70,280

69,036
70, 372

72,104
'

67,681 '

6], 771
,

62,376
70,760

I

63, 437
70, 039
72, 929
61,638
61,886
62, 449

68, 908
69, 955
70, 909
70, 910
61, aio

71, 805
61,576
69, 942

62, 699

71, 337
65, 839
69. 136
66, 746
66, 747
68, 580

68, 538

65,129
64, 162

68. 391

63, 406
61, 480
65, 703
63, 318
70, 641
63,662

64,805

67, 920
70, 281

72,238
63,t63

Snodgrass, William, assignor to self ahdJamesStatler, Macomb, 111. Wagon-hub boring
machiue

Snow, E. H., and E. C. Hurlburt. (See Hurlbnrt and Snow.)
Suow, George H., and G orge H. Coe. (.Ste Coe and Snow.)
Snow, Georgo K., assignor through mesne assignments to R. Hoe & Co., New York,

N. Y. Machine for affixing post ofGco stamps to letters (Reissue)..

Snow, H. D., Bennington, Vt. Steam governor
Suow, Henian S., West Meriden, Conn. Boot heel

Suow, Henry C, ass'or to self and C. C. Lattimer, Princeton, -111. Cutter for wallpaper.
Snow, James P., and Sidney Allen. (See AUeu and Snow.)
Snow, John. (Sec Haddleton, Joseph, assignor.)

Snow, Oliver, assignor to Meriden Manufacturing Co., West Meriden, Conn. Punch-
ing machines

Snowden, George T., and Isaac V. Lynn. (See Lynn and Snowden.)
Snowden, Henry, Baltimore, Md. Head-rest for chairs
Snowdon, J. N., and H. Wilkins, Bsownsville, Pa. Steam generator
Snyder, Albert, Jackson, Mich. Potato digger
Snyder, Charles L., Hardin, III. Threshing machine
Snyder, George W. (See Petry, George S., assignor.)

Snyder, George W., assignor to self and James Aikin, Kalamazoo, Mich. Horsorako.
Snyder, Henry D., assignor to self, O. Reyuold.s, and A. L. Hunt, Carboudale, Pa.

Safety pocket
Snyder, John, Williamsfield, Ohio. Corn plow
Snyder, J. H., Rockford, 111. H.ime clasp
SoggB, Heni^, Columbus, Pa. Car coupling

Same Combined corn planter and hoe •.

Same Sash stop
Soletta Oil Company. (See Martine, Charles F., assignor.)
Solomons, Samuel, England. Transparent slide for the magic lantern
Somers, D. M , Brooklyn, N. Y. Button
Somers. D. M., Brooklyn, N, Y., and W. S. Atwood, Newark, N. J. Button
Somes, Daniel E., Washington, I"). C. Cooling and packing meat

Same Moistening, cooling, and warming air

Same Process and apparatus for curing and packing meat, and for ot#er
purposes .

Same Manufacture of ice and in cooling air and other substances
Same Apparatus for cooliug, freezing, and heating
Same Cooling air and other substances
Same Elastic packing for the joints of doors, lids, and the like

Sommer, Philip, Newark, N.J. Wrench. (Antedated January 17, 1867)
Sommerfeldt, A. G. (Sec Smith, E. C, assignor.)
Soper, E., New York, N. Y. Carriage ,

Soper, Philo O.. San Francisco, Cal. Hay knife
Soper, Robert W., assignor to self and Frank Richards, Janesville, Wis. Mop wringer.
Soper, R. W., and O. M. Brooks. (See Brooks and Soper.)
Soigen, John G., Kenton, Ohio. Stove-pipe drum. (Antedated January 10, 1867)..
Soule. Frederick A. (See Bucklin, Edwin, jr., assignor.)
Soule, Isaac, Albany, N. Y. Steam engine piston valve
Soule, Samuel W., Milwaukee, Wis. Numbering machine
Soules, Simon," Cresco, Iowa. Potato digger
Soursin, Antoine, St. Louis, Mo. Shifting top for carriage ^

Same Machine for adjusting carriage-top bows
Southard, A. M., assignor to self and W. J. Hobson, Savannah, Mo. Stone-drill

matbin
Soutlier, F. S. C, and George Pye. (See Pye & Souther.)
Southgate, B. F., Bridgewater, Vt. Diamond key
Southwick, Daniel W., et al. (Sec Phillips, Sonthwick & Arnold.)
Southworth, D. H.. New York, N. Y. Rice-hulling machine
Soutrenon, J. M., New York, N. Y. Covering for walls of parlors and saloons
Sowden, Adam, and Thomas Birch. (See Birch & Sowden.)
Sower, Alfred, New York, N. Y. Kettle
Sowle, Seabury, New Albany, N. Y. Skid

Same Staging
Spafford, Dwight S., and George Elsey, Morrison, III. Measuring faucet
Spafford, Nathan H., Biltimore, Md. Machine for combing and assorting bristles .

Spalding, William W., Greenlind, Mich. J-igging machine for dressing ores
Spang, Jacob D., Dayton, Ohio. Gas-heating apparatus for sad-irons

Same Gasoline cook stove
Spangle, John P., Hopewell Center, N. Y. Car coupling
Spangler, E.J. (See Parks, Robert, assignor.)
Spangler. E. J., et al. (See Cooper, John H., assignor.)
Spangler, John, et al. (See Myers, Walser & Spangler.)
Sparks, C., Downer.s Grove, 111. Compound for vv^elding steel „„-~.
Sparks, William E., and P. B. O'Brien. (See O'Brien & Sparks.)
Sparrow, Benjamin F., Boston, Masi. Metallic tip
Spalding, Charles F , St. Johusbury. Vt. Machine for spinning metals
Spaulding, Edward, and Edward S. Lenox. (Sec Lenox & Spaulding.)
Spaulding, George H., Rockford. 111. Harvester
Spaulding, George W., Boston, Mass. Switch
Spaulding, Hosea B. (See Marshall, William H., assignor.)
Spaulding, Irah D. (5oe Coffin, jr., D.N. B., assignor) (Reissue.)

Date.

July 2,1867.

Aug. 30, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Mar. 12, J 867.
Mar. 5,1867.

Mar. 12, 18i

f367.Sept. 24, 186
Sept. 10, 18ti7.

Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 29, 1867.

Sept.lO, 18r;7.

Oct. 29 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
l-'eb. 26, 1867.

Nov, 12, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Oct. 22, ^667.

Dec. 31, 1807.

Jan. 29,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, ] 867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 12, 11^67.

Nov. 12, ]867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Nov. 26.1867.
June 18, 1S67.

Sept. 24. 18(i7.

July 16. 18()7.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Sept. 3, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

May 28,

Apr. 23.

Sept. 3,

July 2,

Jan. 22,

June 11.

Aug. 27,

Nov. 5,

Apr. 9,

1867.

im7.
1867.

]8fi7.

]867.
)8!.7.

1807.

1867.

1867.

May 14, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867,

Oct. 29, 1867,

Dec. 17, 1867
Apr. 9, 1867.
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Spaulding, Irah D. (-See Coffin, jr., D. N.B., assignor).! (Reissue.)
Same same.

Spaulding, Myron H., Morrisville, Vt. Cbnm ,

Spaulding, Samuel B., Brandon, Vt. Manufacture of brick ,

Spaulding, Samuel B., assignor through mesne assignments to Danid E. Paris, Troy,
N. Y. Cooking stove .* (Rpissue)..

Spear, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Stove (Design)..
Spear, Lewis H., Braintree, Vt. Preserving animal and vegetable substances.

(Antedated Aug. 15,1867)
Spear, Nathaniel T., et al. (See Stackpole, Green'eaf, assignor.)

Spear, Vivian K., Lynn, Mass. Boot-heel polisher
Spedden, Robert R,, and Daniel F. Stafford, Astoria, Oregon. Means for propelling

vessels

Speeler, Henry, Trenton, N. J. Heating potterj' ovens and other like furnaces
Speer, .Tames K., Pittsburg, Pa. Clasp for metallic hoops (Reissue)..

Same Cotton'bale tie

Speidel, Reinhard, assignor to the Clinton Wire Cloth Company, New York, N. Y.
Material for floors for malt kilns --

,

Spelman, Irwin H., tJaeonsburg, Ohio. Sheep shearer
Same Eazetta, Ohio, (jhurn ,

Spence, (xideon O., Titusville, Pa. Apparatus for burning petroleum, &c., in con-
junciion with steam, or heated air, or both

Spence, James F., Brooklyn, N. Y. Hydro-carbon vapor machine
Spence, James F., assignor to self and Alfred Phillips, Williamsburg, N. Y. ' Gas

apparatus
Spencer, A. B., Rochester, N. Y. Filter for pharmaceutists and others ,

Spencer, Charles F., Rochester, N. Y. Securing buttons to garments ,

Same Fruit jar
Same Sealin g fruit cans- ,

Spencer, Charles F., assignor to self and Charles W. Barker, Rochester, N. Y. Lan-
tern ,

Same Lantern ...:

Spencer, E., Ottawa, C. W. Paddle wheel
S pencer, %., Lambertville, N. J. Pencil sharpener
Spencer, Elihu, Elizabeth, N. J. Combined water meter and force pump
Spencer, Elihu, Ottawa, (Canada. Indicator for railway stations

Spencer, James C, assignor to self and Archibald B. Vandemark, Phelps, N. Y.
Odometer

Spencer, James L., Wellville, Va. Sulky plow and tobacco hiller attachment
Spencer, Lewis W., assignor to Schreiber Cornet Manufacturing Company, New

York, N. Y. Machine for forming the branch tubes of valve
cases for cornets

Same Machine for forming the bells of cornets -

. Same Machine for cutting the wind passages in the rotary valves of
cornets

Spencer Repeating Rifle Company. (Six Lane, Thomas W., assignor.)

Spencer, Stephen J., Yorkshire, N. Y. Vehicle
Spencer, Thomas, and Rufus Watson. (See Watson & Spencer.)
Spencer, Thomas H., Providence, R. I. Tooth bru.shes. (Antedated April 23, 1867).

Spendelow, Henry, ei aL (5ee Heneage, Milsom & Spendelow.)
Spcnli, Mathias, Detroit, Mich. Wood-turning lathe

Sperling, James H., Peru, Ind. Medical compound
Sperry, Ebenezer, Miami Village, Kansas. Toy gun

Same Sorghum evaporator -

Sperry. Egbert W., Wolcottville, Conn. Knife or fork handle, &c (Design) .

.

Same Knife, fork, or spoon handle (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Sperry, T. S. (See Vandercar, John, assignor.)

Sperry, T. S., assignor to the Silver Skirt and Wire Manufacturing Company, New
York, N. Y. Manufacture of skirt wire (Reissue)..

Sperry, Zealous, Potter'.s Corners, Pa. Churn
Spcth, J., and C. F. Smith. (See Smith & Speth.)
Spicer, George T., Providence, R. I. Garden urn ^.. ..^.(Design)..

Spicer, P. A., and M. Grossman. (See Grossman & Spicer.)
Spiehlman, George, Strasburg, Pa. Plow
Spillman, William, Columbus, Mich. Apparatus for making lead pipe

Same Mariou Station, Miss. Bullet machine
Spilman, John, Tonawanda, N. Y. Floating wheel for vessels

Spineux, Ferdinand, Belgium, Drawing and twisting head for spinning
Spinning, Daniel B. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Fruit and poultry box
Splttier, J. M., Clinton, Kansas. Wagon jack
Splitdorf, Henry, Brighton, Mass. Armor for hoofs of horses
Spofford, Charles, assignor to self, Walter E. llawes, Charles H. and Francis E.

Horsey, Boston , Mass. Car brake
Spofford, Charles, assign6r to self and Samuel T. Lamb, Boston, Blass. Adjustable

die for cutting paper collars and other articles

Spofford, Charles, and Charh'ii 11. Hwsey, Boston, Mass. Cotton gin
Spofford, Charles S., et al. (See Mills, Jonathan, assignor.)

Spofford, Fisher A., and Matthew G. Raffiugtou, Columbus, Ohio. Portable pistol

gallery 1

Same-. Toy pistol

July 16, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Nov. 2G, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28. 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.
May 21, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1SG7.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

June 18, 1867,

July 9, 1867.

i

Sept. 10, 1867.

!
Apr. 30, 1867.

I

Apr. 30, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867,

Oct. 8, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20; 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Oct. 1. 1867.
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Spofford, N. . Haverhill, Mass. Brace for bits (Reissue)

.

Sponouse, Robert, Jersey Sliore, Pa. Manufacture of water-proof leather

Spooner, D. , Lowell, Ohio. Means for extinguishing fire in steamships
Spooner, G-. D., Rutland, and L. N. Johnson, Brandon, Vt. Carpenters' pls^ne

Spooner, John R., Lowell, Ohio. Button
Spooner, Nathaniel B., Plymouth, Mass. Hinge and fastener :

Spoonhuur, Jacob, Green township, and Samuel R. Boyd, Chambersburg, Pa.
Bri

Sporer, John M., Philadelphia, Pa. Shoemaker's lamp .:

Sporre, John. {Sec Gantner, Benedict, assignor )

Spra<;ue, A. J., assignor to self and Paul Jones, Toledo, Ohio. Brick machine
Sprague, George, Spring Hill, Kansas. Corn cultivator

Same Machine for marking corn ground
Sprague, John J. {See Melcher, John W., assignor.)

Sprague, Richard T., Boston, Mass. Mode of liquoring sugar in centrifugal ma-
chines ;..r.

Spring, Charles, Dorchester, and Andrew Spring, Weston, Mass. Carriage for
children

Springer, J. H., and W. M. Bartram, Philadelphia, Pa. Low-water alai'm for steam
generators

Spring, Joseph H., and John C. McDonald, assignors to selves, Richard G.Howell,
and George Stiles, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for carburetting air

Springer, L^C, Chicago. 111. Magnetic lock ,

Springer, T. Gr., and F. M. Robinson, (See Robinson & Springer.)
Sprou.se, William T. , Chandlersville, III. Plow j

Sprout, A. B., Hughesviilo, Pa. Horse hay fork '.

Same Picture Rocks, Pa. Derrick
Same Hnghesville, Pa. Horse hay fork CReissue)..
Same Picture Rocks, Pa. Horse hay fork .(Reissue)..

Spurgin, Samuel S., Jacksonville, 111. Riding saddle
Squier, George L., Buffalo, N. Y. Evaporator for saccharine juices

Same Harvester pitman
Squier, Solomon and Horace, Monson, Mass. Machine for pressing bonnets •^••
Squire, Charles R. (See Browne, A. W., assignor.) "
Squire, Charles R., and William F. Goodwin. (See Goodwin & Squire.)

Same » same.
Same same.

Squire, l,uman, Norwalk, Ohio. Thill coui)ling

Squires, Sidney, Boston, Mass. Wringing machine
Squires, William H. , New York, N. Y. Steam-gonerator blower
Staake, F., and Charles Gudehus. {See Gudehus & Staake.)
Staats, Peter V. (Sec Duuham, John G., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same ( lieissue.

)

Staats, Peter V., et al same (Reissute.)

Staats, William H. , Crescent, N. Y. Itfeilway switch
Same Railroad switch ,

Stace, William R., and H. M. Baker, assignors to selves, John A. Morrison, Seward
F. Gould, and Joseph Eastwood, Rochu.ster, N. Y. Procesii to be used in the man-
ufacture of glass, soluble silicates, hydro-chloric acid and bleaciiing powders

Stackpole, Greenleaf. New York, N. Y. Bit brace. (Antedati^d March 18, 1807). . ..

Stackpole, Greenleaf, assignor to self, Nathaniel T. Spear, (3yrus and Diirius Cobb,
New York, N. Y. Meaiisforpropelliugcaual boats. (Antedated March 13, 1867)..

Stadermann, John, and Henry Sauerfcier, New York, N. Y. Breast protector
Staehlen, William. {Ses Jedamsky, Gustav, assignor.)
Stafford, Arthur, Brooklyn, N. Y. Key tag (Design) .

.

Stafford, C. W., Saybraok, Conn. Paveaient
Same Garbage and ash box ^ ,

Same Ash or garbage box
Same Pavement
Same same '.

Stafford, Daniel F., and Robert R. Spe'lden. {See Spedden & Stafford.)
Stafford, D. S., deceased, by Eliza Strt-fford, administratrix, assignor to herself, Suli-

van Burgess, and Joseph Stafford, Decatur. 111. Cultivator
Stafford, Edwin, Philadelphia, Pa. Operating condimsing rollers in carding machines
Stafford, H. P., assignor to self and M. C. Wykel, Decatur, 111. Gang plow
Stafford, Joseph. {See Boon, Alonzo T., assignor.)
Stafford, J., and A. T. Boon. (See Boon a;id Stafford.)
Stafford, Joseph F., North Granville, N. Y. D;aaper
Stafford, M. B., New York, N. Y. Window-sash fastening (Reissue)..
Stagg, David I., Now York, N. Y. Attachment for school desks
Stagg, Peter M. (See Massey, John, assignor.)
Stahl, Frank. (See Dorwart, Benjamin K., assignor.)
Stalcup, Wdliam P.. assignor to self and John P. Lancaster, Brookville, Ind. Mill-

burr dresser
Staley, Albert, Trenton, Iowa. Steam-engine slide-valvo
Stamp, William, Susquehanna Depot, Pa. Steam gauge
Stauard, H. T.. Wayue, Mich. Machine for applying and measuring forces

Stanbery, George A., and James Sheward. (S;e Sheward <fe Stanbery.)
Stanbery, Ira, St. Louis, Mo. Safty reins

Staudficld, John, and Charles Frederick Cooke. {Sue Cooke & Standfield.)

Staudish. L. F., et al. (Sze Tyler, Chandler & Standish.)

Date.

Apr. 23, 1867.
May 7, 1867.
Sept. 24', 1807.

Aug. 6, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

Dec.
Dec.

3, 1867.

3, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

June 4, :^7.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27,
Apr. 23,
Sept. 17,

Dec. 17,

Dec. 17,

Mar. 26,

Apr. 16,

Sept. 3,

Nov. 12,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18(:7.

1867.

1867.

May 7, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Dec. 3; 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Mar. 26, lfc'(;7,

Apr. 9,1807.
Apr. 9,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.

Oct.. 29,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
July 23,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.
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61,274
67, 079
69. 137

63, 325
61,577
2, 815
61,691
65, 960

6^184
62, 898
68, 465
62, 899
70, 642
68, 392
67,8J5
64, 720
68, 802

62, 700

62, 084

2,816
68, 320
63, 762

65, 841
72, 333
71, 078

66, 647
71,419
69, 856

72, 334

66, 533
67, 459
62, 9o0
66, 393

69, 138
71, 079

61,110
64, 591
61, 275

67, 145

2, 483

2, 783
Cy.i, 532
66, 184

65, 775

66, 903
69, 039
66, 409
68, 009

66, 054

64, 919
61. 276
67, 223
67, 224
72, 760
70, 147

63, 666
62, 231

Standish, Syranus, Pacheco, Cal, Amalgamator
Standish, William L., Pittsburg, Pa. Machine for cutting bungs
Stanger, M. E., Wheeling, 111. Shovel plow ,

Stanley, Augustus, and Samuel N. Chapin, (See Chapin & Stanley.)
Stanley, Charles E. (Ste Smith, Joseph Sherburne, assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Stanley, E. Y., and Alvin Colbum. (See Colbum & Stanley.)
Stanley, Henry, St. Johnsbury, Vt. Reservoir for cooling grain and flour ,

Stanley, I. N., Brooklyn. N. Y. Apparatus for desulphurizing ores. ,

Same Hydraulic main for gas works (Reissue;..
Stanley, Robert, Chariton, Towa. Churn
Stannard, Abram C, Rock county, Wis. Washing machine
Stannard, George, and P. Byrns. (See Byrns & Stannard.)
Stannard, Monroe, Hartford, Conn. Sewing machine
Stansbury, Alexander T., and Thomas M., Lewistown, III. Cultivator
Stansbury, T.*G., Medora, 111. Belt tightener
Stanton, C. B., Scott, N. Y. Churn
Stanton, Henry, Syracuse, N. Y. Finishing brad
Stanton, James P., Pe'dricktown, N. J. Potato plow
Stanton, Robert B., Oxford, Ohio. Reversible feed for sewing machines
Stanton, William H., Dunmore, Pa. Safety-valve device
Staples, Caroline A., Boston, Mass. Dressing case and bath tub
Staples, Edmond L., and Charles W. Cotton. (See Cotton.& Staples.)

Staples, Ezra, and William W. Gould, Skowhegan, Maine. ,Car coupling
Staples, Henry, and Company. (See Hammond, Joshua F., assignor.)

Staples, M. W., Catskill, N. Y. Wash boUer
Same same (Reissue) .

.

Stapleton, David, Iowa City, Iowa. Sheep rack
Starbuck, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Cam hitching hook
Starbuck, George F., et al. (See Smith, Clark «fc Starbuck.) (Design.)
Starbuck, Nathan, Wilmington, Ohio. Ditching machine
Stark, John, Thomasville, Ga. Seed planter
Starkey, \Villiam, assignor to self and E. L. Reeves, Bridgeport, N. J. Attaching

thills » carriages. (Antedated Novembers, 1867)
Starkweather, Albert G., Burlington, Vt. Mop wringer -

Stearnes, Samuel S., Macomb, 111. Plow
Starr, George W., Clarksburg, West Va. Automatic railroad switcA
Starr, Joseph. (See Dayton, Joseph A., assignor.)

Starr, jr., Nicholas, Homer, N. Y. Harrow
Starr, Robert H., and Andrew Cowan. (See Cowan & Starr.)

Starratt, William A., Boston, Mass. Stevlyard
Starritt, John D.. Chicago, 111. Clothesline reel

Startzman, William H., Big Lick, Va. Method of attaching hoes to their handles. .

.

Same Cultivator plow i

Startzman, W. H., and J. W. Neal. (See Neal & Startzman.) .

States, G. W. , and A. W. Lutts, Norwalk, Ohio. Farm gate
Statler, C. V., WoodhuU, 111. Combined shrinking and punching machine
Statler, James. (Sec Snodgrass, William, assignor.)

Stautfer, David, Spuing Hills, Ohio. Stump extractor
Siayman, A. F., Baltimore, Md. Preparing smoking tobacco
fctayman, A. F., assignor to self, J. W. Hodges, and P. de Murguiondo, Baltimore, Md.

Mode of utilizing tobacco dust
St. Charles Street Railroad Company. (See McLella», William H., assignor.)

St. Clair, Colin Cree, Washington, D. C. Mode of preserving dead bodies
Stealey, Tiiomas I., assignor to Robert T. Campbell, Wasliington, D. C. Har-

vester (Division A, reissue)

.

Same Reaper and mower (Division B, reissue).

Stearnes, A. T., Dorchester.'Mass. Macliine for making wooden eaves troughs
JSiearns, Caleb S., assignor to self and W. B. C. Worcester, Marlboro', Mass. Ma-

chine lor trimming heels of boots and shoes
Stearns, Charles, assignor through mesne assignments to Jacob A. Kissell and Nathan

Blickensderfer, Lowell, Mass. Lightning rod
Stearns, Charles E., Boston, Mass. Stair rod
Stearns, Joseph B., Boston, Mass. Fire alarm telegraph .^

Stearns, Otis W., Lebanon, N. H. Wood-bending machine
Stebbins, C, Pike, N. Y. Sewing machine
Stebbins, Darius, assignor to self and E. Morse, Wallingford, Conn. Lightning-rod

insulator

Stedman, E. E., Randolph, Ohio. Corn sheller

Stedman, O. F., Ravcnia, Ohio. Watch case
Same Watch
Same Watch case. (Antedated February 22, 1867)

Steeger, Henry, New York, N. Y. Constructionof hot-water boilers

Sleel, Charles F. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Manufacture of postage stamps
Steele, George C. (See Winchell, James F., assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Steele, J. Dutton, Pottstown, Pa. Bridge
Steele, JohuS.. Rockingham, Vt. Sand box for carriage axles
Steele, W., and F. Heudersou, Sistersville, West Va. Shank laster

Jan. 15,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Apr. 23,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. 12,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mar.- 5,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Aag.27, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 9. J 867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.
May 7,1867.

.Tan. 15,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

June 23, 1867.

Juno 11, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 30,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
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Steer, P. J., Washington, D. C. Check for trunks .

Steers, Abraham, assignor to self, Henry L. Elder, and S. H. Kennedy, New
York, N. Y. Apparatus for making extracts

Steers, A., assignor to the American Tanning Company, New York, N. Y. Appa-
ratus for tanning

Steers, Abraham, assignor to sel^ Henry L. Elder, and S. H. Kennedy, New
York, N. Y. Leaching tan bark

Steffe, William, and E. C. Bender. {Sec Bender & Steffee.)

Steger, Joseph, New York, N. Y. C ir-starting apparatus
Steger, Joseph, assignor to self and W. HauflF, New York, N. Y. Whip socket
Steiuel, Edward, Amsterdam, N. Y. Bed-bottom spring
Steinmetz, M. V. B., Annviile, Pa. Churn
Stelle, David D., assignor to self and Thomas E. McDonald, New Brunswick, N. J.

Coml)ined planter, harrow, and cultivator
Steller, C E., Chicago, III. Cultivator
Stemler, Charles, and William Caven. (See Caven & Stemler) (Design.

)

Stengel, Jost, Croton, Mich. Washing machine
Stengel, Jost, et al. (See Andrews, Cummer, Ganweiler <fe Stengel.)

SteDger, William, and Alois Beyrnheimer, Jefferson, Ohio. Bed bottom
Stenton, K. S., Brooklyn, N. Y". Wrench
Stephen, John, Womelsdorf, Pa. Shaft coupling

Same Pastry cutter

Same Ladies' thimble
Same Pot-hole lid for cooking stoves

Stephens, Benjamin F., Brooklyn, N. Y. Eye cup
Stephens, Edward F., Towanda, Pa. Card or label holder
Stephens, H., Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Double shovel plow
Stephens, Nathan, Brooklyn, N. Y. Tap for cement-lined pipes
Stephens, R. E.. Owen Sound, Canada. Breech-loading iire-arm
Stephens, Samuel, and Thomas N. Paine. (See Paine & Stephens.)
Stephens, Whliam B., Stephens's Mills', N. Y. Mill-pick ,

Stephenson, James, Canaud-aigua, N. Y. Door and gate spring
Stephenson, John, New York, N. Y. Street car

Same Roof for railroad cars ?

Stephenson, John S., Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for carburetting gas and air

Stephenson, W. R., Transfer Station, Pa. Saw ,

Sterett, Joseph F., and Charles M. J. Reynolds, Ottumwa, Iowa. Combined com-

.

planter and cultivator
Sterling, Elisha, Cleveland, Ohio. Fish-hook
Sterling, J. A. (See Brickill, W. A., assignor.)
Sterling, Robert D., New York, N. Y. Joint bit and check
Sterling, W. G. and C, New York, N. Y. Lantern
Steru, E. O., et al. (Sec Archereau, H. A., assigncjr.)

Sterubergh, James H. , Reading, Pa. Metal planer
Sterns, Vernum. (See Tyler, Hiram, assignor.)

Sterry, Francis A., Canton, Mass. Means for adjusting spindles in spinning rings ..

Same Spindle step

Same Spindle bolster
Sterry, Frank W., Morrisaaia, N. Y. Compound for sweetening, coloring, and fla-

voring tobacco
Stetefeldt, Charles, Austin, Nev. Furnace for roasting and treating ores
Steuernagel, August, and Edmund Johnson. (See Johnson & Steuemagel.)
Stevens and McLazen. (See Root, John, assignor.)

Stevens, Benjamin D., assignor to self and Charles Gill, Decorah, Iowa. Machinery
for forming sheet-metal pans

Stevens, Charles L. , Galesburg, 111. Water-elevator for railroad tanks
S tevens, Edward, and John A. Knight, St. Louis, Mo. Mail-bags
Stevens, E. M., Boston, Mass. Machine for cutting soles of boots and shoes
Stevens, E. M., assignor to William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn. Hand pegging ma-

chine (Reissue) .

,

Same Boston, Mass. Pegging machine
Stevens, E. M., assignor to Alfred B. Ely, Boston, Mass. Heel-stiffener
Stevens, E. M., assignor through mesne assignments to A. B. Ely, Chelsea, Mass.

Rtibber heel-stiffener
Stevens, E. M., assignor to Alfred B. Ely, trustee, Boston, Mass. Shuttle-guard

for looms
Stevens, Francis A., Chicago, 111. Steam generator. (Antedated May 22, 1867)
Stevens, Frederick. (See Carmichael, Robert, assignor.)
Stevens, Frederick H., and John Richardson. (See Richardson & Stephens.)
Stevens, H. B., and D. J. Powers, (Set Powers & Stevens.)

Same same. I

Stevens, Hiram I., and George W Wheeler. (See Wheeler & Stevens.)
Stevens, J. andE., and Company. (5eeFrisbie, Russel, assignor) (Design,)

Same same (Design.)
Same same.

Stevens, John, New York, N. Y., and John Johnson, Saco, Maine. Preparing mica
for tablets and other purposes

Stevens, Joshua, Chicopee Falls, Mass. Sash-fastener. (Antedated January 19, 1867) .

,

Same Machine for pulling out hat tips. (Antedated January 21, 1867)
Stevens, J. H., Boston, Mass. Fire-alarm telegraph
Stevens, J. L. and G. W., San Francisco, Cal. Case for transporting eggs

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

July 9.1867.
Feb. 36, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

July 16, gfc7.

Dec. 10. I867.

Mar. 5,1867.

July 2,

Jan, 1,

Mav 28,

Aug. 6,

Aug. 6.

Aug. 6,

Dec. 10,

M:>y 23,

Mav 7,

July 23,

June 11,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Jan. 1. 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Jan. 22, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 30,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 3,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 30. 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 29, 18fi7.

Feb. 5, IP67.

Oct. 1,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.
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Steveng, Levi, Fitchburg, Mass. Machine for carburetting air to produce inflam-
mable gas

Same Apparatus for treating air andbydro-carbon vapor forilluminating gas
Same Combination appai-atus for carburetting air

Stevens, Levi, assignor to Norman C. Munson, Fitchburg, Mass. Apparatus for
carburetting air

Stevens, M. W., and E. H. Drake, Stougbtou, Mass. Odometer
Stevens, Robert C. {See Lloyd, Samuel, assignor.)
Stevens, R. R., Mokelumne Hill, Cal. Means for propelling vessels ..

Stevens, Simon, New York, N. Y. Mode of storing petroleum and other liquids so
as to prevent loss from iire

Same Production and manufacture of carbonic acid, and in the application
of the same for various useful pui'poses

Stevens, Solomon. New Carlisle, Ind. Beehive , ,

Stevens, William, Bloomington, 111. Furnace
Stevens, W. X. , Waterford, N. Y. Compound tool

Stevens, W. X., assignor to J. M. and D. B. King, Worcester, Mass. Lathe for
chasing and backing down taps

Stevens, W. X., Worcester, and W. E. Puffer, Lexington, Mass. Damper for stove
pipes

Stevenson, George, Zionsville, Ind. Grain cleaner
"Stevenson, jr., John B., Philadelphia, Pa. Manufacture of oil-cloth :

Stevenson, Richard B., York township, Ohio. Composition paste or cement for
roohng.

Stevenson, Thomas B., Dayton, Ohio. Instrument for measuring lumber
Stevenson, Wr«. 11. and Howard S., and John A. Dodge. (See Dodge & Stevenson.)
Stevenson, Williaim M. , Sharon, Pa. Steam cut-off valves
Stever, J., and J. A. Way, assignors to John H. Sessions, Bristol, Conn. Wood

lathe for turning knobs
Stever, Jeremiah, and John A. Way, Bristol, Conn. Machine for making ferrules . ..

Steves, S. G. , Jamestown, N. Y. Car truck
Steward, A., Piano, 111. Ruffler for sewing machines
Steward, Ira. (See Falls, William F., assignor.)

Steward, JohnF., Piano, 111. Knot indicator for knitting machines
Stewart, Archibald, Troy, Wis. Draught equalizer for horse power
Stewart, A. R., Douglas Harbor, Canning, N. B. Wood lathe for turning irregular

forms •

Stewart, A. W. , Middletown, Ohio. Composition for polishing knives
Stewart, B. F. , Freeport, Ohio. Horse hay fork
Stewart, C. A., and G. A. Lloyd. (See Lloyd & Stewart.)
Stewart, David, Piiiladelphia, Pa. Cracker-making machine
Stewart, David, Ki ttanning, Pa. Manufacture of iron
Stewart, Edward, Fort Madison, Iowa, Harvester rake
Stewart, Henry C.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Glue pot
Stewart, James, Bangor, Maine. Hawse pipe stopper .'

Same Rt^volving table ,

Stewart, James, Money Creelc, Minn. Mode of attaching axes to their handles
Stewart, James, and David Windsou, Sandwich, III. Concrete brick machine
Stewart, John. (See Vanstone, Samuel, assignor.)

Stewart, J. S., Homer, N. Y. Building block
Stewart, Mathew, Philadelphia, Pa. Floor plates of malt kilns (Extension) .

.

Stewart, Robert, Elmira, N. Y. Engine governor
Stewart, R. L,, deceased, by Josephine Stewart, administratrix, Owosso, Mich.

Saw mill
Stewart, R. N., Philadelphia, Pa. Paper box. (Antedated December 30, 18G6)
Stewart, Samuel B., Brush Valley, Pa. Grates for stoves and other heaters
Stewart, T. B. , Weatherslield, Conn. Car axle box
Stewart Uzzrel, Berlin, Wis. Mill pick -'

Stewart, U. T., Fayette county, Tenn. Cultivator
Stewart, W. B, , Brooklyn, N. Y. Bedstead
St. George, jr., George, New York, 'N. Y. Construction of barrels
Stibbs, H. L. , Savannah, Ga. Temporary rudder

Same Apparatus for removing water from the holds of vessels
Stich, Adolph C, Kalamazoo, Mich, Bed-spring guide
Sticht, Charles, France. Imitation of pearl en solid substances
Stickel, W. H., Kuightstowu, Ind. Prop block for carriage tops
Stickney, Curtis 11. , Hartford. Conn. Combined match box and candlestick
Stickney, Hamilton, Reno, Pa. Cooking stove
Stickney, Washington, Lockport, N. Y. Bed bottom
Stickney, W., assignor to »Sarah E. Stickney, Lockport, N. Y. Bed bottom
Stidolpli, D. W., ct al. (See Vanderbilt, George R., assignor.)

Stietz, Otto, New York, N. Y. Making glass letters, numbers, &c
Stiker, F. P., Buffalo, N. Y. Faucet
Stiles, Edwin, Cleveland, Ohio. Farm fence
Stiles, George, ct al. (See Springer & McDonald, assignors.)

Stiles, Norman C, West Meriden, Conn. Puncliing apparatus (Reissue)..
Stik's, N, C, Meriden, Conn,, and John S. Miller, Springtield, Mass., assignors to

Norman C. Stiles. Drop press
Stiles, N. C, et al. (See Hoadley, Robert, assignor.)

Stiles, Peter B.B., Galesburg, 111. Rotary harrow
Stiles, William C, Nevada City, Cal. Gold separator

Apr, 9, I8R7,

June 11, 1867.

Sept, 10, iat^7.

May 28, 1867.

Oct, J, 1667.

Oct. 22,1867.

Jan. 1, 18(57.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, i8f)7.

Oct. 1, ]PC7.

July 30, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867,

Dec. 31, 1867,

Jan, 1, 1867,

Sept, 17, 1867,

Nov. 26, 18i>7.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 30, 181)7.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Dec. 17, J 867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 12. 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867..
May 21, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

June 4.1867,

Mar. 19,

Jan. 8,

Dec, 3,

Nov. 19,

Dec. 3,

June 18.

Aug. 27,

Aug. 27,

May 21,

May 28,

Oct. 22,

Feb. 26,

July 30,

June 4,

Nov. 26,

Aug. 6,

Sept. 17,

1867.
18*^7.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18()7.

1867.

May 14,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 30.1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Stillman, William F., Ilion, N. Y. Macliine for rolling hoes
Stillwell, Joel P., and George Deland. {See McLean, George, assignor.)

Stihvell, Edwin R., Dayton, Oliio. Feed-water heater
Stilwell, James T., assignor to self and E. P. Towusend, Dowagiac, Mich. Faucet
Stihvell, R., assignor to self and A. D. Farreil, New York, N. Y. Spring mat-

tress (Reissue) .

.

Stimson, Enos, Montpclier, Vt. Door and gate spring
Stimson, Lucius S., assignor to self and Jerome B. Melvin, Lowell, Mass. Instru-

ment for dying the hair

Stine, William, Elmore, Ohio. Stove-pipe joint

Stith, Henry T., assignor to self and Myron Dickson, Stanton. Kans. Anti-fraction

journal box
St. John, Chauncey, and Loring Pickering. {See Pickering & St. John.)

St. John, Cornelius, Charlestown, Mass. Lamp
Same Parasnl

St. John, James, Stamford, Conn. Folding gl asses for plants, hot beds, &c
St. John, R. H., assignor to J.W.Russell and D. S. Covert, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Marking attachment for sewing machines
St, Louis, Antoine, Keeseville, N. Y. Machine for making spikes and nails

St. Louis, Antoine, assignor to self and P. S. Whitcouib, KeescviUe, N. Y. Horse-
shoe nail machine

St. Louis Lead and Oil Company. {See Waters, James L., assignor) (Design.)

Stoakes, John T., England. Car coupling
Stofk, John, El Paso, 111. Bureau and bedstead
Sf ockbridge, Charles H. , Whateley, Mass. Brace for bits

Stocker, Amos, Watertown, N. Y. Ventilating device for boots and shoes
Stockham. John S., Red Dog, Cal. Rock drill

Stocking, Edgar B., Biughamton, N. Y. Billiard-cue tip and fastener
Stocking, R. V., et al. {See Columbia, Stocking & Woodruff.)
Stockton, G. W., Oquaka, 111. Cultivator
Stockton, Joseph B., Edmonton, Ky. Tobacco pipe
Stockton, S. VV., Philadelphia. Pa. Artittcial teeth
Stoddai d, Charles, Hancock, N. Y. Sleigh runner
Stoddard. J. B., Baltimore. Md. Ice boa-t •.

Stoddard, James G., and Benjamin F. Gallup, Grdton, Conn. Cylinder press for
extracting oil from fish

Stoddard, Merritt L., Corning, N Y. Burning fluid

Stoddard, W. M. , San Francisco, Cal. Marking gauge for sewing machines
Stofer, John, Cleveland, Ohio. Toilet glass

Stokely, John, Hiriun, Ohio. Chimney collar

Stoker, H. M., Watson, 111. Fence
Stokes, Benjamin S., Manchester, N. H. Furnace for heating articles of steel in the

process for tempering
Same Crucible for metallic baths (Reissue) .

.

Stokes, F. U., Cincinnati, Ohio. Window screen for railroad cars. (Antedated
January 6, 1867)

Stokes, Septimus C. Manchester, N. H. Faucet
Stoll, Henry C. Mokena, 111. Revolving harrow
Stone, Anson K., Oronoko, Mian. Carriage

Same same
Stone, Frederic, New York, N. Y. Oiler. (Antedated July 17, 1867)
Stone, Giles M , St. Louis, Mo. Grinding mill

Stone, Gustavus, Beloit , Wis. Harvester cutter (Reissue) .

.

Stone, Henry, Williamsburg. N. Y. Grater
Stone, Henry C, assignor to self and John C. Gibbs, Brookfield, Mass. Pegging

machine
Stone, John H., Philadelphia, Pa. Manufacture of pepper boxes

Same Coal stove
Stone, John H., and James W. Aiken. {See Aiken & Stone.)
Stone, Joseph, Chicago, 111. Forging machine
Stone, Joseph M.. assignor to Davis & Furber, North Andover, Mass. Hanger
Stone, Thomas, Plainfield. Ind. Brick machine. (Antedated November 23, 1867) ..

Stone, William, Hollid;iysburg. Pa. Axle box for cars
Stonebraker, H., Baltimore, Md. Painkiller

Same Liniment
Stoner, A. M., and A. M. Freeman. {See Freeman & Stoner.)
Stoner, H. K., Lancaster, Pa. Horse rake
Stoner, JohnB., Lacon, 111. Floodgate. (Antedated October 1, 1867)

Same Portable flood fence. (Antedated September 27, 1867)..!
Stoody, Jacob, Ripley, Ohio. Lifting jack
Storer, George, New Britain, Conn. Basket machine
Storer, George, New Britain, and George W., Portland, Conn. Attachment for

cluster boards of vessels
Storer, Jacob J., Boston, Mass. Desulphurizing coal and ores (Reissue)..
Storle, Ole O., ass'or to self and Percy B. Smith, North Cape, Wis. Horse hay forks.
Siorle, Ole O., ass'or to self and Isaac N. Mason, Norway,Wis. Grain binder
Srorm, Alfred, Brooklyn, N. Y. Animal trap
Storm, Alfred, Rutland, Vt. Bed-clothes clamp
Storm, William Mont., New York, N. Y. Breech-leading fire-arms. (Division A,

reissue)

Same Breech-loading fire-arms (Division B, reissue)..

July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Sept.l0,18y.

Nov. 19, J^67.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Nov. 12, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 2,1867.

June 18,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 29,1807.
Apr. 30, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 11, 1867,

Jan. 22,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

Apr. 9, 18(i7.

Apr. 9,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Aug. 13, 18(57,

Aug. 27, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Nov. 5,18(57.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Jan. 8. 1867.
May 2a; 1867.

Apr. 23, ]8fJ7.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan.
Jan.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Storuj,William Mont., New York, N. Y. Proof meter and register for alcoholic spirits

and other liquids *

Same Liquid meter *.

Storms, William S., Middletown, Ohio. Furnace for steam boilers

Stovrs, Charles E., W. E. Keyos, and David "W. Jones, Grantville, Mich. Cultivator.
Stott, Chas., San Francisco, Cal. Apparatus for distilling and rectifying petroleum,

'

(Antedated August 1 9, 1867)
Stoit, James, Philadelphia, Pa. Table cutlery
Stouder, David, Dayton, Ohio. Drying house and oven
Stouffer, H. C, J. Heaton, and A. A. Bushong, Columbiana, Ohio. Horse hay fork.
Stolfer, P. J., assignor to self and Henry White, Uuiontown, Pa. Composition for

preserving eggs
Stout, George W., and John C. Richardson, assignors to selves, James Davis, jr., and

Samuel R, Hawley, Newark, N.J. Hat-ironing machine
S''out, Hiram W. (See Jones, Charles W., assignor.)

Stout, Joseph J., Greensburg, Ind. Evaporator
Stout, Thomas B., Keyport, N.J. Tack hammer

Same Washing machine
Stover, H. D., and John W. Hutchinson, New York, N. Y. Cotton press
Stover, Theophilus, Cambridgeport, Mass. Mosquito screen for windows

Same Window-blind fastening
Stow, EuosE., Plantsville, Conn. Handles for tea and coffee pots
Stow, Henry M., San Francisco, Cal. Rock chamber drill,

Same Street pavement
Same same

Stow, Orson W., Plantsville, Conn. Machine for flanging and wiring metallic plates.
Stow, O. W., Plantsville, Conn. Machine for folding tinned plates

Stowell, B. T., Quincy, III. Excavator
Stowell, John, Clarkstown, Mass. Safety cock
Stowell, W. A., Moretown, Vt. Car coupliug
Strahan, W. H , et al. (See Bechtel, Strahan & Hardy.)
Strait, Ransou E., Battle Creek, Mich. Pumps ,..

Strange, Joseph W., Bangor, Maine. Insertable saw teeth
Stratner, Frederic, Wilmington, Del. Valve gear for steam engine
Stratton, David F., Christiansburg. Ohio. Gauge for setting wagon axles
StrattoD, D. H., et al. (See Holden, Mooers, Stratton & Reynolds.)
Stratton, Isaac, Keene, N. H. Fastening for pantaloons
Stratton, R. A., Philadelphia, Pa. Mangle
Stratton, Wm, and Mat., Philadelphia, Pa. Portable gas apparatus. (Extension)
Straub, Isaac, Kenton Co., Ky. Grinding mill

Straus, Louis, Louisville, Ky. Car replacer
Straw, John, and E. S. Wilkius. (,Scc Wilkins & Straw.)
Strayer, J., and T. Hazelhurst, South Bend, Ind. Bolt cutter
Strayer, Lewis, et al. (See HaU, Thomas G., assignor.)

Streeter, A. W.; Shelburne Falls, Mass. Bit stock
Streeter, L. R., assignor to Alfred B. Ely, trustee, Chelsea, Mass. Artificial plate

for teeth
Streit, Anton and Henry, assignors to J. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Wood

pinning machine
Stremme, C. C, Austin, Texas. Vitreography
Strevell, William, Jersey City, N.J. Clamp
Strickland, James B., Scranton, Pa. Adjustablo eccentric
Strickland, Seneca E., Amboy, III. Sash fastener
Strigel, Joseph, Louisville, Ky. Disinfecting and antiseptic compound
Strine, Jonathan. (See Bell, George, assignor.)

Same (See Shank, John T.. assignor.)

Strobeck, Jacob, Parish ville, N. Y. Blode of churning butter
Strode, Jamt s 12., Litchfield, 111. Grain dryer
Strode, James E., assignor to self and Thomas H. Strode, Carrolton, 111. Wagon

brace and fender
Stroever, Louis, Philadelphia, Pa. Medicine... 1

Strong, Albert, and Joseph A. Dadmuu, South Boston, Mass. Fruit-stem cutter
Strong, A. D., Ashtabula, Ohio. Cider press
Strong, D. W., Dutch Flat, Cal. Laying telegraph wires on railroads

Stjong, Walter L., assignor to self, G. VV. Strong and J. F. Taylor, San Francisco,
Cal. Amalgamator

Strope, D. B., Fort Wayne, Ind. Pneumatic spring
Strothmann, F., assignor tj Peters, Webb & Co., LouisvUle, Ky. Sounding board

for pianos
Stroud, Harry, jr., Clinton, III. Tire heater
Stroud, William D., Oshkosh, Wis. Broom head

Same Corn ^heller

Stroup, W. H., Pittsburg, Pa. Runner for chairs

Same Corset
Same Sleigh runner

Strouvelle, M. A., St.Louis, Mo. Belting for driving machinery
Striker, John B., Philadelphia, Pa. Metal roofing
Stryker, Samuel G., et al. (See Loomis, Wells, Hitchcock and Stryker.)
Stuard, T. P. and J. (See Dimelow, John, assignor.)

Stuart, Edward, Shufordsville, Miss. Cotton press

Stuart, Henri L. (See Williams, C M., assignor.)

May 7,i867.
May 7,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Apr. 23. 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Jan. 8.

June 11,

Oct. 1,

Oct. e,

July 9,

July 23,

Dec. 10,

Feb. 19,

Dec. 10
Dec. 10,

Nov. 12,

Dec. 24,

Dec. 17,

Aug. 6,

May 21,

1867.

1867.

18!57.

1P67.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 13, 18(')7.

Jan. 29,1867.
Dec. 17.1867.

Not. 5,1867.
May 28,1867.
Jan. 17, 1867.

May 28,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

June 25, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

De«. 17,1867.

Dec. 3, ] 867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Jan. 1, 1667.

May 21,1867.
Aug. 6, 1867.

July 23,1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 20. 1867.

Aug. 20,1867.
July 2, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

May 28,1867.

Jan.
Dec.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct,

22, 1867.

17. 1867.

5, 1867.

9, 1867.

26, 1867.

24, 1867.

1, 1867.

17, 1867.

8, 1867.

July 23,1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Stuart, Henry L. (Set Boynton. John F., assignoj.)

Same (Sec Williains, C. M., assignor) (Reissue.)

Stuart, jr., Ithamar W., Charlottesville, Ind Car coupling

]

Stuart, James B., Burker Hill, 111. Mode of seeuritig boxes in metallic buba
Same Metallic hub for the wheels of vehicles

Same Spr ng for vehicles

Same Fifth wheel for wagons
Stuart, Peterson & Co. (See Martino, Beesley &; Currier, assignors.)

Stuart, P. C. (See Carpenter, George W., assignor.)

Stubbsj, Eli, \Yeyt Elktou, Ohio. Machine tor tiling saws
Stubbs, Enoch E., West Elkton, Ohio. Cultivator
Stubbs, Enoch E., and Thomas C. Davis, West Elkton, Ohio. Evaporating pan
Stubbs, Robert S., Dover, N. H. Fastening for bottle stoppers
Stubber, John, ass'or to John Carton, Utica, N. Y. Locomotive bead light. (Reissue)..
Stuckenrath, Albert, New York, N. Y. Cut-off for steam engines
Studley, Charles A., and George F.Card. (See Card & Studley.)
Stud v, Leonard, Plum Hollow, Iowa. Corn planter .^

Stuffier, George, rtal. (See Sangster, William, assignor.)

Sturdevant, Edwin B., Gerinantown, Ohio. Revolving stand for pictures
Sturdy, James H., Attleboro', Mass. Steam generator
Sturgeon, John M., New York. N. Y. Siziug for bank note paper
Sturges, Frank, <fc Co. (Sec Potwin, W. S., assignor.)

Sturges, R. C, Barnstable, Mass. Feed bucket
Sturgess, Charles M., Washiugton, Iowa. Harness tree

Sturtevant, B. F., West Roxbury, Mass. Blower wheel
Sturtevaut, Edward L., Boston, Mass. Magazine fire-arm
Sugg, George, and W. Metz, Chicago, III. Beostead fastening
Suggett, Joseph H. (See Petre, N., asignor.)
Siidter, James W., Sharon, Wis. Portable fence
Sullivan, Edward, Pittsburg, Pa. Piston packing
Sullivan, George, West Liberty, Ohio. . Ditching machine
Sullivan, James, South Boston, Mass. Steam eigiue governor •

Sullivan, T. J., Rochester, N. Y. Permutation lock for doors, &c
Summers, A. F., and C. Nye, Peoria, 111. Egg deiector
Summers, J. W., Sandy Hill, N. Y. Sream generator
Sumner, David H.. South Boston, Mass. Measuring can
Sumner, Eli J. (See Johnson, Richard P., assignor.)

Sumner, J., et al. (See Cowan, B. F., assignor.)

Sumner, James D., Lexington, Alass. Water meter
Sunderland, L. A., Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Dairy can
Sursa, J. W., San Leando, Cal. Gang plow
Susmann, Herman. (See De La Grauga, E., assignor.)

Same same.
Sutherland, J. B., Detroit, Mich. Refrigerator car
Sutherland, William H. , Seven Mile, Ohio. Extension umbrella
Sutliff, W. W., Town Line, Pa. Gate

Same Gate spring
Sutter, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Folding table. (Antedated Dec. 11, 1867)

Sutton, Oscar B., Kensico, N. Y. Carringe jack. (Antedated Aug. 20, 1867)

Sutton, Saumel K., Paterson, N.J. Sled brake
Sutton, Sedgwick A., assignor to self and Lysander Flagg, Pawtucket, R. I. Appa-

ratus for cutting files

Suvern, Ernst, Prussia. Disinfecting compound
Suverkrup, Bernhard, Louisville, Ky. Straw cutter
Svanson, Svan, Sweede Point, Iowa. Harrow
Swain, J. M., Howard, Ind. Harvester
Swain, Charles F., and Andrew R. Eggleston. (See Eggleston & Swain.)
Swain, David M., La Crosse, Wis. Boiler water gauge
Swan, James, Sej'mour, Conn. Manufacture of augers :

Swan, James, Paterson, N. J. Machine for stripping willow
Swan, John, Baltimore, Md. Sleeping car

Same Car coupling
Swan, Joseph Wilson, England. Mode of printing photographs
Swann. John Russell, England. Safety valve
Swann, R. C., and John L. Riter. (See Riter <5c Swann.)

j
Swarthout, Henry, Altay, N. Y. Churn power

j

Swartz, Abram S.. assignor to self and W. A. Case, Buffalo, N.Y. Apparatus for

preparing mash for brewers and distillers

1 Swartz, Daniel M., Lfwisburg, Pa. Dumping platform for harvesters
I Swartz, George W., Newburg, Pa. Hay raker and loader
Swartz, John D., Milton, Pa. Washing machine
Swathel. Wilber, assignor to W. J., H. 11., and C. H. Clark, Southington, Conn.

Machine for heading bolts
Swazey, Arthur, Chicago. 111. Amalgamator
Sweeney, L., and P. Gaughran. (iSee Gaughran &. Sweeney.)
Sweeney, George, et al. (See Dunham, John G., assignor) (Reissue.

)

Sweet, C. W., and John F. Greene. (See Smith, Henry D., assignor) (Reissue.)

iSweet, Edward De Loss, Chicago, 111. 'J'ariff indicator for telegraphs
Sweet, Eli, Whitney's Point, N.Y. Hay loader
Sweet, George C, assignor to self and Frank Douglas, Norwich, Conn. Screw plate

-

Sweet, Henry L., deceased, by William H. Sweet, administrator, Foxboro', Mass.

Guide for sewing on binding (Extension) .

.

Date.

Mar. 39,1857.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867,

Mar. 26,1867.
Apr. 30,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Aug. 13,1867.
July 16, 1#7.
Dec. 31,18671.

July 16,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

June 4, 1867.

Jan. 15, 1867.

Dec. 3. 1867.

Dec.
Feb.
Oct.
July
Apr.

31, 1867.

5, 1867.

29,1867.
16,1867.
23. 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Aug. 20,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Feb. 19,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
May 21,1867.

Nov.
July
Jan.

16, 1867.

2, 1867.

8, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

July 30,1867.
Sept. 17,1867.
Dec. 24,1867.
Mar. 12,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
June 18,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Jan. 23, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Mar. 12,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Aug. 20,1867.
July 2, 1807.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.
Nov. 5, 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
July 16,1867.

Dec 18,1867.
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No.

62, 086

68, 803
67, fi83

6:?, 960
68, 258
61, 892
61,893
65, 517
71, 815

72rii3

71, 424
68, 466
62, 701

72, 696

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

?,804

69, 863

70, 042
66, 186

60, 960
63, 333
2,532

62, 702

67,375
72, 563
2.6C8

71, 339
68, 669
66, 055

67,C84
68,396
64, 593
70, 043
65. 136

65. 137
71, 084
60, 961
63, 578
65, 447
68, 397

72, 762
t.7,818

I

72, 1 14 i

64,808
'

65, 138

66, 752

67,226
63,115
63, 116
70, 647

65, 707

60,413

Svi-eet, John E.. assignor to John T. Bon andE. R. Sauford, Syracuse, N. Y. Machin-
er)- for making oval picture frames

Sweet, Miles, and William P. Kellogg. {Sec Kellogg <fe Sweet.)
Sweet, Mordecai, Eichlaud. Ind. Cultivator
Sweet, William A. , Syracuse, N. Y. Fagot for rails of railroads

Sweet, William T., Fayette, N. Y. Device for washing carriage wheels
Sweeiland, Anthony B., ass'or to self and Jas. Daley, Fitchburg, Mass. Refrigerator.
Sweetland, J. B., Pontiac, Mich. Churn

Same Sawing machine
Same same
Same Com harvester
Same Harvester rake

Sweigert, Greorge D., assignor to self, John and Felix W. Sweigert, Martec Town-
ship, Pa. Portable fence

Swett, Charles, Vicksburg, Miss. Artificial leg
Swetf, N. A., Westerbrook, Me. Heeling plate
Swift, Carlos, Mt. Carroll, 111. Method of attaching cords to window sashes
Swift, F. {Sec Seely, H. H., assignor.)

Swift, F., assignoi to self and Horace Wilson, Hudson, Mich. Grain separator
Swift, F., and Stephen M. Wirts. {See Wirts & Swift.)

Swift, Jacob A., and Frank Teelin. (See Teelin & Swift.)
Swift, John M., Shelbyville, 111. Gate
Swift, Orrin W., New Haven, Conn. Device for capping screws

Same. -• (See Thompson, Charles E., assignor.)

Swindell, "William, Allegheny, Pa. Melting furnace for the manufacture of steel

Swinnerton, James F., Marion, Ohio. Horse rake
Swisher. P., Versailles, Ohio. Burglar alarm gun
Sword, Porter Ti. , Adrian, Mich. Brick machine
Sword, Porter L., and George S. Tiifany, assignors to Porter L. Sword. Adrian,

Mich. Brick machine (Reissue)..
Sykes, Byron. (See Ferris, Gilbert J., assignor.)

Sykes, Chester W., assignor to James Morse, H. H. Wright, Albert Pickernel), ]\Jar-

shall W. Parker, Richard S. Jenness, Daniel Dorr, James A. Kelley, George Ochs,
Clarence L. Wilkins, and Erastus W^ilkins, Suffield, Coftn. Combined knife and
scissors

Sykes, Samuel, Chippewa Falls, Wis. Dogs for saw logs

Sykes, William, Newton Lower Falls, Mass. Mode of removing burrs from wool. .

.

Sylla, Philo, Elgin. III., and Augustus Adams, Sandwich, 111., assignors, through
mesne assignments, to themselves. Harvester (Reissue) .

.

Sylla, Philo, Elgin, 111., and Augustus Adams, Sandwich, III. Grass and grain
harvester (Extension) .

.

Same same (Extension) .

.

Same same (Extension) .

.

Same same (Extension) .

.

Same same ( Extension) .

.

Same Harvester (Extension) .

.

Same Grain and grass harvester (Disclaimer) .

.

Sylvester, Charles F., and John Brooks, North Bridgewater, Mass. Reaming tool..

Sylvester, Fordyce, New York, N. Y. Refiniug petroleum
Sylvester, Isaiah W., New York, N. Y. Advertising machine. (Antedated June

15, 1867)
Sylvester, Lewis, Philadelphia, Pa. Brick, mold piston

Same Brick machine
Symmes, G., and T. W. Hayes, Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam generator
Symonds, Dexter, Liwell, Mass. Vapor burner
Symonds, Dexter, assignor to self, Beijamin Woodward, and M. S. Marshall, Lowell,

Mass. Oil stiils

Same Mode of purifying and deodorizing oils

Synnott, John, San Francisco, Cal. Writing apparatus for the blind
Syrcher, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Wheel toy
Taber, J. E , Fall River, Mass. Sink trap

,

Taber, Seman, St. Joseph, Mo» Lifting jack
Taft, Benjamin F., assignor to the Ames Plow Company, Groton Junction, Muss.

Wheel hub ,

Taft, Charles, Northbridge, Mass. Shingle carriage
Taft, George C, Worcester, Mass. Wrench

Same Variable crank for boring machines
Taft, Horatio N., Sag Harbor, N. Y. Door fastener
Taft, Timothy F., ajisiguor to Augustus Rice, Shrewsbury, Mass. Machine for cut-

ting sheet or bar metal
Taintor, Charles C, Springfield, 111. Apparatus for warming water by petroleum

lamps.
Tainter, Daniel, Chicago, 111. Feeding apparatus for carding machines
Tait, A. H., and J. W. Avis, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for di.stilling petroleum. &c.

Same Process and apparatus for the fermentation of saccharine liquids

Same Refrig<-rator for brewers. (Antedated Oct. 25, 1867)
Talbot, C. A., and William P. Lupton. {See Luptou & Talbot.)
Talbot, John G., Sloansville, N. Y. Farm gate
Talcott, Daniel W. ( See Merriam, Scovil S., assignor.)
Talcott, Maucel. {See Skinner, Russell J., assignor.)

Talcott, S. C, Ashtabula, Ohio. Button hole for carriages

Date.

Feb. 12.1867.

Stpt.
Aug.
Apr.
Aug.
Feb.
Feb.
June
Dec.
Dec.

10, 1867.

13. 1867.

16, 1867.

27,1867.

5, 1867.

5, 1867.

4, 1867.

3, 1867.

3, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867,
Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Mar. 5, I8(j7.

Dec. 24,1867.

S<^pt. 10,1867.
Oct. 15, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
June 25,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.

Mar. 5. 1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.

May 14,1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

19, 1867.

19,1S67.

21, 1867.

26, 1867.

10, 1867.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Sept.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
iVIay 7, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

May 28,1867.
May 28,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.
Apr. 2,1867.
Juno 4, 1867.

Sept. .3,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Dec. ID, 1867.

May 14,1867.

May 28,1867.

July 16,1867.
July 30, 1867,

Mar. 19,1867.
Mar. 19,1867,

Nov. 5, 1867,

June 11, 1867,

July 2, 1867,
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Talpey, Joseph A., assignor to self and Mellen Bray, Somerville, Mass. 'Wrench...
Tambling, W. H., Mazomanie, Wis. Churn
Tandler, Joseph, Grand Rapids, Mich. Trip hammer ,

Tandy, A., Columbia, Mo. Gate
Tangye, Edward, Belgium. Apparatus for welding chain links ,

Tanner, Charles M., Mentor Ohio. Extension scaffold ,

Tanner, William, New York, N. Y. Theatrical scenery ,

Tansey, Verlin G., Quincy, 111. Fire kindier

Tapley, J. F., Springfield, Mass. Bronzing machine
Tapley, J. F., ct al. {See Bryan, Clark W., assignor.)

Taplin, Horace. {See Haskell, Job H., assignor.)

Tarbell, Edmund. {See Hartford, D. Frank, assignor.)

Tarnutzer, John P. , Foiid-du-Lac, Wis. Cultivator
Tarr, James G., and Augustus H. Wanson, Gloucester, Mass. Paint for ships'

bottoms (Reissue)

.

Tarr, John Blake, Chicago, 111. Railroad rail

Same Metallic pavement
Same Machinery for making cast-steel car wheels
Same Ca^t-steel car wheel .*

Same Mold for casting car wheels
Same Engine for the use of steam and air combined

Tarrant, Esau, Muskcigon, Mich. Sewing machine
Tash, W., Berlin, 111. Wagon brake
Tate, Isaac C, New Loudon, Conn. Vise for holding wood ; •

Same Vise
Same (See Lee, John, asiugnor.)

Tate, J. E., Columbia, Tenn. Cultivator
Tate, William H., Orleans, Ind. Medical compound
Tattershall, Joseph, tudianapolis, Ind, Compound for making artificial stone, and

for coating stone, brick. Sec ,

Tattershall, Richard. {See Cooper, Samuel B., assignor.)
Tattfr.shalL Richard, and John A.Burchard, Be'oit, Wis. Gate
1 aunton, n. H., and Edward Davies. {See Davies & Taunton.)
Taylor, Abijah, Indianapolis, In(j. Method in propelling vehicles. ,

Taylor, A. E. (iSce Wiard, John, assignor.)
Taylor, Albert L., Springtield, Vt. Pastry roller

Taylor, Ambrose, Osawatemie, Kansa«. Last
Taylor, Benjamin C, Dayton, Ohio. Horse rake ,

Tayloi", Benjamin F., assignor to self and George Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa. Mode of
photographing engravers' blocks

Taylor, Charles, assignor to self, James Harris, Bartlett Lingley, and Henry C.
Lovell, St. John's, New Brunswick. Machine for sharpening saws

Taylor, C. N., Cookstown, N. J. Grinding mill
Taylor, Daniel B., Avon Mich. Ladder
Taylor, E. B., South Sudbury, Mass. Clothes sprinkler ^.

Taylor, Esau D., and William H. Ballon, Hornellsville, N. Y. Tube-driving or boring
wells ...:

Aug. 27,18G7.
Mar. 12,1867.
Aug. 27, 1267.

Oct. 1, 1867.

May 14,1867.
June 25,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
June 4, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

Apr. 30,1867.

Taylor, E.H., Batavia, N. Y. Sadiron
Taylor, George W., Springfield, Vt. Blacking-box holder
Taylor, Henry, and J. M. Coale, Baltimore, Md. Steam -generator safety valve
Taylor, H. H., and J. H. Wilson, Rochester, N. Y. Machine for rolling steuch-trap

pipe
Taylor, Henry K., England. Indicator for water closets. (Patented in England

April 20, 1865) ,

Ta' lor, J. E. {See Butterfield, C. H., assignor.)
Taylor, .1. F., et al. {See Strong, Walter L., assignor.)
Taylor, J. H., New York, N. Y. Process for preventing decay in wood
Taylor, James R., New York, N. Y. Boat-detaching tackle ,

Same same
Same same
Same same
Same *. same
Same same
Same same

Taylor, James S., Danbury, Conn. Machine for shrinking hat bodies. .(Extension).

.

Same Machine for sizing hats, &c
Taj'lor, John G,, Ea-t Bethlehem, Pa. Churn
Taylor, Joseph P., Hudson Cfty, and Jackson R. Baker, Jersey City, N.J. Baling

press
Taylor, J. W., O.shkosh, Wis. Shaft coupling
Taylor, Le Roy M., and W. D. Fowler, Washington, D. C. Journal box
Taylor, Luman D., Granville Centre, Pa. Hay loader
Taylor, O. C, Rome, Pa. Wagon brake
Taylor. R, C, Brockport, N. Y. Railroad time indicator
Taylor, R. M., and G. Simpson. (See Simpson & Taylor.)
Taylor, Samuel, Boston, Mass. Dust brush
Taylor, S. J., Rome, iJ. Y. Combined corn planter and cultivator
Taylor, Ji. J., and E. E. Seymour. (See Seymour & Taylor.)
Taylor, S. N., Horicon, Wis. Universal joint
Taylor, Theodore H., deceased, by Harriet E. Taylor, executrix, Saratoga Springs,

N. Y. Medicine

Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
July
July
Nov.
Nov.
Aug.
Apr.
June
Aug.

6, 1867.

29,1867.
29, (867.

23,1867.
3iJ, 1867.

5, 1867.

26, 1867.

20, 1867.

9, 1867.

4, 1867.

13, 1867.

Apr. 23,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.

May 7,1867.

June 25, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Aug. 6,1867-

Feb. 19,1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 19.1867.

May 28,1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
July 9, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Dec. 17,1867.

July 2,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
May
Sept.

12,1867.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

1, 1867.

1,1867.
15. 1867.

15,1867.
15,1867.
24,1867.
28, 1867.

10, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867,
Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
July 16,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
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Taylor, Thomas, Washington, D. C. Alloy for sabots of projectiles

Same Elastic mold
Taylor, Thomas, New Orleans, La. Crank motion ,

Tavlor, T. Grow, Lawrenceville, N. Y. Rule and letter scale. (Antedated April
17, 1867)

Taylor, Virgil C, Des Moines, Iowa. Mnsic staff ,

Taylor, William W., Newark, N. J. Carpet stretcher
Teachout, James, Waterford, N. Y. Rotary take-up for knitting machine

Same Knitting machine •.

Same same
Teahl, John H., Eberly's Mills, Pa. Bnsh for spindles of grinding mills
Teal, Norman, Kendallville, Iiid. Invalid bed attachment •. ..

Teale, J. P., and W. J. Brassington, Brooklyn, N. Y. Steering apparatus
Tears, L. H., assignor to self and Theodore Hatfield, Troy, Pa. Horse hay fork
Teed, Jesse, Tompkins, N. Y. Animal trap
Teel, A. C, Gerard, 111. Farm gate (Reissue).
Teelin, Frank, and Jacob A. Swift, Blo^svale, N. Y. Sleigh brake
Tefl't, George, Salem, N. Y. Locomotive and other wheels
Teller, D. C, Terre Haute, Ind. Stt-ak broiler

Teller, D. W., and W. L. Savage, assignors to selves and W. H. Hoag, North Green-
wich, Conn. Telegraph insulator

Temple, Joseph, Terre Haute, Ind. Cutter-head for dressing moldings
Same Stitching clamp

Templeton, Charles M., Concord, N. H. Stuffing box for packing
Templeton, D. D., New York, N. Y. Garbage box
Templeton, G. L. , Pierceton, Ind. Gate
Templeton, William, Rockville, Pa. Milk pan
Tenney, John L., and John W. Bailey, Skowhegan, Maine. Compound for coating

oil-cloths, &c
Terrell, Clark M., Oskaloosa, Iowa. Hay shocker •.

Terrell. Clark M., and Nathan W. Hussey, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Churn
Terry, Eli. (^Sce Doolittle, A. B., assignor.) ^

Same (Sec Bevans, Ira N. , assignor.

)

Terry, F. F., Port Gibson, N. Y. Shank and socket for hand hay fork
Terry. John B., Hartford, Conn. Manufacturing illuminating gas

Same Gasoline locomotive head light

Terry, Simeon, Boscawen, N. H. Cora sheller

Terry, William A., Prairie du Chien, Wis. Washing machine
Terry, William A., Bristol, Conn. Alarm clock :

Terry, William J., Walla Walla, W. T. Fastenings for. neck ties

Terwilliger, William, and William H., and John S. Lockwood, New York, N. Y.
Construction of burglar-proof safes, and in the preparation of materials for the
same (Reissue) .

.

Tesseyman, John. Dayton, Ohio. Planing machine
Tetlow, Henry, Philadelphia, Pa. Trademaik (Design)..
Tetlow, S., and G. A. Lloyd, (^ee Lloyd & Tetlow.)
Tevis, E. Lawrence, Philadelphia, Pa. Hinge for shutters

Tewksbury, W. D., and JM. S. Curtii. {See Curtis & Tewksbury.)
Thatcher, John M., Bergen, N. J. Air-heating furnace
Thayer, Aujstin E., assignor to M. B. Bryant, Plymouth, Conn. Third seat for car-

Date.

Thayer, Eli, New York, N. Y. Decocilng apparatus for tea and coffee

Same Steam generator
Same Belt coupling
Same Boot and shoe

Thayer, Ellis, Worcester, Mass. Paint and varnish brush
Thayer, Ellis, assignor to self and George W. Thayer, Worcester, Mass. Dust brush.
Thayer, M. A., and W. H. Boomer, (5'ee Davis, G. B., assignor.)

Thayer, Stephen E., Manchester, Vt. Remedy for spavin in horses
Theall, Horace, et al. (Sec Bowden, James, assignor.)

Theberath, Charles M., Newark, N. J. Mounting harness
Theber;itb, Charles M., and Jacob H. (Sec Ulricb, William, assignor.)

Thieling, John H, (^ee Wolff, Robert, assignor.)

Thierry, Lewis, and George B. Hill, Detroit, Mich. Machine for making hot-pressed

Thirault, Alexis, New York, N. Y. Distilling petroleum
Thirault, Alexis, assignor to s-^-lf and B. S. Hilton, Williamsburg, N. Y. Apparatus

for treating petroleum. (Antedated April 5, 1867)

Thiry, F., assignor to Warner Miller, Belgium. Apparatus for controlling the motion
of travelling webs in paper machines, &c

Tholl, Charles, Boston, Mass. Ca-riago sbaft connection
Thoma, Alois, assignor to self, Samuel Bromberg, and Artemus W. Wilder, New

York, N. Y. Kiln for roasting iron ore

Same Furnace for smelting iron ore

Same Furnace for reducing iron ore

Same Furnace for melting and purifying steel '

Thoma, A., sr., Piqua, Ohio. Tool for jewelling watches ..j..

Thoma, Augustin, Augustin F., and Albin, Piqua, Ohio. Instrument for setting

jewels - -

Thomas, Alfred, Worcester, Mass. Lathe way smoother
Thomas, C. F. S., et al. (See Thornton, Thomas F., assignor) '.(Reissue.)

Jan. 8, 1867.
Jan. 29, 1867.
July 23, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.
July 9, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

May 14, 1867.
Aug 6, 1867.
Aug 13, 18C7.
Oct. 22, 1867.
Apr. 16. 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.
May 7, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 3,1867.
Doc. 3, 1867.
Dec. 3, 18G7.

May 14, 1867.

Nov. 12, 18(;7.

July 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1857.

Apr. 30, ;867.
Dec. 3, 1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 18(i7.

Apr. 2, 1B67.

Oct. 29, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept.24. 1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Mav 7, 1667.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

July 2, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Oct, 22, 18<i7.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1857.
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Thomas, C. F. S., et al. (See Bacon, Charles E., assignor.)

Thomas, Charles H., Philadelphia, Pa. Method of bottling mineral water
Thomas, D. M., Dou-agiac, Mich. Bed bottom
Thomas, Edrick, Kickapoo, 111. Lubricating carriage axles

Thomas, Blihu H., jr., assignor to J. Estey & Co., Brattleboro, Vt. Organ bellows.

.

Thomas, Ephraira, Middleboro', Mass. Horseshoe-nail machine
Thomas, George C., Brooklyn, N. Y. Baggage check
Thomas, James B. (5cc Cram, John, assignor.)

Thomas, John A., assignor to self and Henry J. Miller, BuflFalo, N. Y. Machine for

polishing metal tubes
Thomas, John H., Philadelphia, Pa. Window frame
Thomas, John Hopkins, Rochester, N. Y. Beehive
Thomas, John R., Mifflintown, Pa. Corn plow ,

Thomas, Johnston, Huntingdon, Pa. Churn dasher ..^
Thomas, Jonathan, Mount Union, Ohio. Pence
Thomas, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Braiding attachments for sewing machines
Thomas, Levi H., Waterbury, Vt. Curtain fixture. (Antedated March 27, 1867) . ..

Thomas, Martha, Lower Merion, Pa. Retaining link for shutters

Thomas, Nicholas, Chicago, 111. Machine for cutting tubes
Thomas, Robe»"t, Parkersburg, West Va. Window sash -

Thomas, S. T., and J. H. Dolley, Guilford, N. H. Loom
Thomas, William H., Chicago, 111. Machine for grinding clay

Thomas, W. R., Catasauqua, Pa. Flasks for casting car wheels
Thompson, Andrew, Ottumwa, Iowa. Trace attachment •.

Thompson, Charles E., assignor to self and Orrin W. Swift, New Haven, Conn.
Method of capping and nicking the caps of screw heads

Thompson, E. C., and William Walker, New Haven, Conn. Machine for nicking
screw caps

Thompson, Clark Brown, and David Jones O'Harra. {See O'Harra «fe Thompson.)
Thompson, Edward, Hokah, Minn. Dumping car

Same Apparatus for constructing railroads

Thompson^ George, East Tarentum, Pa. Manufacture of caustic alkali. (Division
A. Reissue)

Same Procv^ss of putting up caustic alkali (Division B. Reissue)..

Same Manufacture of. caustic alkali (Division C. Reissue)..
Thompson, George, and A. W. Johnson. (See Johnson & Thompson.)

Same same (Reissue.)

Thompson, Headly, Hector, N. Y. Brand for marking animals
Thompson, Henry, Rockland, Maine. Windlass for vessels

Thompson, Henry, Wyocena, Wis. Washing machine
Thompson, Hiram, Worcester, Mass. Machine for shaping and heading bars of metal
Thompson, Hiram C., Bristol, Conn. Wire bell for clocks ,

Thompson, J., and B. B. Herrick, Edgewood, 111. Machine for digging post holes. ..

Thompson, James, Vevay, Ind. Washing machine ^. .,

Same Wash board ,

Thompson, James M. (See Holt, Gardiner L., assignor.)

Thompson, Jared, Milwaukee, Wis. Abdominal supporter ,

Thompson, Jared, sr. (^ee Horkert, S. L., as-signor.)

Thompson, John, Hartville, Ohio. Churning apparatus
Thompson, John, assignor to Martin Reed, Rochester, N. Y. Machine for cutting

hoops (Reissue)

.

Thompson, John A., Auburn, N. Y. Composition of matter for disintegrating and
preparing fertilizers

,

Thompson, John H., deceased, by Charlotte M. Thompson, administratrix, James
M., and Hosea Q. Thompson, Holderness, N. H. Machine for trimming soles of
boots and shoes (Extension) .

.

Thompson, John W.. Greenfield, Mass. Gate
Thompson, Lysander F. (See Chandler, George W., assignor.)
Thompson, M. L., assignor to eelf and John P. Rittenhouse, Flemington, N. J. Bar-

rel head
Thompson, Nathan, England. Boring tool

Same Pipe coupling. (Patented in England March 15, 1867)
Same Mode of closing the mouths of bottles, jars, &c. (Patented in Eng-

land March 28, 18(57)

Same Brooklyn, N. Y. Hose coupling
Same Pipe coupling

Thompson, Nathaniel, Farmington, Jlich. Device for transmitting motion
Thompson, S. D., et al. (See Lacy, E. F., assignor.)
Thompson, Taylor P., Charlestown, Mass. Bed bottom
Thompson, Thomas G., and Barclay Ballard, Richmond, Ind. Loom
Thompson, T. G., Richmond, and A. F. Fox, Greensboro', Ind., assignors to

Thompson, Ballard «S: Co. Hand loom
Thompson, Val. (See Hoke, Seih, assignor.)
Thompson, Warren A., West Winsted, Conn. Ox yoke
Thompson, William, ai^sigaor to the Cleveland Gas Machine Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Gas generator and carburetter
Thompson, William, and J. E. Hall, Cleveland, Ohio. Carburetting apparatus
Thompson, William L., and Joseph A. Robbins. (^ee Hilton, A. J. H., assignor.)
Thompson, William S., Rochester, N. Y. Lantern
Thoms, James, South Bosron, Mass. Tailpiece for violins
ThoJTi, Amaltha E.. Fletcher, Ohio. Churri

June 18, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Nov. 5, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

ISIar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
May 7. 1867.

July 2,1 867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Mny 2-1, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 5, 18^7.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

NOV..26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16. 1867.

Apr. 16, 1887.

Apr. 30, 1867.
June 4,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 19, 1857.
Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 15,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867

Oct. 22,1867.
Jan. 8,1867.
Sept.24, 1867.

Sept.24, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867,

Sept.l7, 1867

Aug. 13, 1867.

Apr. 30. 1867
Dec. 3,186T

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
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61, :^69

63,442

Thorn, Wm. J., assignor to self and F. A. Betts, Westbrook, Me. Picker cushion
for looms ,

Thornburg, Harris W., assignor to C. W. Morrison, Morristiown, Ind. Cattle pump..
Thorae, John, W. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Clamp for traveling trunks
Thornton, J. B. , Madison, Wis. Device for hitching horses
Thornton, John S.. Port Gibson, N. Y. Windmill
Thornton, M. L. and R. W., Lumpkin, Ga. Corn and cotton seed planter
Thornton, Thomas F., assignor, through mesne assignments, to Geo. A. Prince, Chas.

K. Bacon, and C. F. S. Thomas, Buffalo, N. Y. Swell for melodeona .. (Reissue) .

.

Thornton, Walter T., assignor to self and Alexander D. Wright, Bellville, Mich.
Adjustable seat fastener

Thornton, William McK., Clinton, Wis. Buckle
Thorp, James P. , Southington, Conn. Device for tethering animals
Thorp, Joseph W., Sanbornton Bridge, N. H. Ironing machine
Thorpe, James Edward, assignor to sdf and W. J. F. Liddell, Erie, Pa. Steam pump.
Thorpe, Mason H. (See Oliver, H. W., assignor.)
Thrasher, D. C, and B. F. Aiken, Freetown. Mass. Breech-loading fire-arm
Thurber, A. D., New York, N. Y. Label border (Design)..
Thurber, Theodore, Auourn, N. Y. Piston packing.

Same Steam piston packing
Same {See Schellmaim, Francis Joseph, assignor.)

Thurmon, James P., and Lemuel, Warrentou, Mo. Medical compound ,

Thurston, A., and F. h\ Smith. {See Smith & Thurston.)
Thyng, J. Warren, Salem, Mass. Coffee maker
TJbbals, James S., Milford, Conn. Lunch box - .-

Tibbies, T. Henry, assignor to self and F. L. McHenry, Kansas City, Mo. Hand
loom

Tice, Isaac P. , New York, N. Y. Spirit meter and separator
Same same
Same Meter attachment for stills

Same Spirit meter. (Antedated April 5, 1867)
Same Toy ball player ,,.

Same Spirit meter and registering apparatus
Same Still

Same Spirit meter
Sane same i

Same same
Same same
Same same

Tichenor, Henry T. , Fort Branch, Ind. Axle
Tickler, Wm. E., Ezra T. and Daniel M. Marshall, Pierceton, Ind. Smut machine.
Tiernan, John M. , Pittsburg, Pa. Tongue support for street railroad cars
Tietjens, Hans H., Lyons, Iowa. Cultivator
Tietz, Johann, Baltimore, Md. Plow '.

Tiffany, C. L., New York, N. Y. Ornament of American Jockey Club. . -(Design).
Tiffany, David B., Xenia, Ohio. Tool for jewelling watches
Tiffany, George S., and Porter L. Sword. {See Sword & Tiffany) (Reissue.)
Tiffany, Joel, Albany, N. Y. Process of treating paper stock to make pulp

Same .-.-... Process of preparing paper pulp from straw and other materials. .

.

Same Base-burning stove
Tilden, Howard, Boston, Mass. Coffee pot

Same {See Hall, Daniel B., assignoi*.)

Same (See Mullaliy, William, assignor.)
Tilden, II. P., Philadelphia, Pa. Skate runner (Design).
Tilghman, Benjamin C, Philadelphia, Pa. IMode of treating vegetable substances

for making paper pulp. (Antedated October ] 6, 1867)
Tilghman, Richard A., Philadelphia, Pa. Process for purifying fatty bodies. (Ex-

tension)
TiUinghast, James, Buffalo, N. Y. Railway switch
Tilman, Noah H. {See Brighton, William, assignor.)
Tiltou, E. W., Oshkosh, Wis. Saw
Tiiton, Frederick W., Bristol Station, Tenn. Combined seeder and cultivator .......

Tilton, J. C. {See Andrews, Joseph K., as:ignor.)
Tiiton, Leonard, Brooklyn, N. Y. Wood-splitting maehine ,.,

Same Device' for transmitting motion
Timby, Theodore R., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Hoe 1

.

Same same (Division A. Reissue)

.

Same Handle for implements (Division B. Reissue).

Same Ventilating door
Tindall, Samuel, and James Barwick. (See Barwick & Tindall.)

Tingley, A. D., Adrian, Mich. Brake for horse-power
Tiugley, Washington, New York, N. Y. Drill for wells
'1 uker, John B., assignor to self and J. L. Beazan, Buffalo, N. Y. Sash lock
Tinkham. L. N., Sylvania, Pa. Horse hay forks
Tinney, Cornelius, and James F. Campbell. {See Campbell & Tinney.)
Tirrell, .). P. , North Bridgewater, Mass. Manufacture of shoe lacings

Tirrell, J. P., assignor to self, J. O. aud J. E. Nash, and Ira Merritt, North Bridge-
water, Mass. Machine lor forming the barbs of crotcheting and knitting needles

Titcomb, D. A. {See Bellamy, John H.. assignor.) (Design.)

Same same (Design.)

same (Design.)

Feb. 12,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Oct. 1.5,1867.

S.^pt. 17, 1867.

Oct. 1,1867,
July 16, 1867,

July 2,1867.

Dec. 3,1867,
Sept. 3,1867.
Jitly 2,1867,
Mar. 12, ] 867.

Apr. 23, 1867,

July 16, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

July 9,1867.

May 28, 1867,

Dec, 17,1867,

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19,

Mar. 26,

Mar. 26.

Mar. 26,

Apr. 16,

July 23,

Aug. 6,

Due. 17,

Dec. 24,

Dec. 24,

Uec. 24,

D. c. 24,

Dec. 24,

Aug. 27,

Feb. 12,

Dec. 17,

Sept. 3,

Aug. 23,

Jan. 8,

June 18,

1867.

1867.
1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

July 30, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867,
Jan, 8, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867,

Nov. 5,1867,

Nov. 23, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867,

Apr, 2,1867.

May 14, 1867,

May 28, 1867.

May 28,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867,

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

June 4, 1867,

Sept, 10, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. .5,1867.

Dec. 24,1867.

Jan. .22, 1867.

Apr. 2,;867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Titcomb, D. A. (5'ee Bellamy, John H., assignor.) (Design.)

Same.,-..-! same (Design.)

Titcomb, R. S., Gloversvillo, N. Y. Folding bedstead and crib

Tittle, Daniel J., assignor to Abbie M. Tittle, Albany, N. Y. Car coupling ,

Titus, J. A., and Charles H. Sawin. {See Sawin & Titus.)

Titns, Samuel H., Pennington. N. J. Clothes dryer
Titus, William D.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Plow
Tobey, Elisha, and Copley A. Nott, Watertown, N. Y. Signal for railroads

Tobey, William M., New London, Conn. Ironing machine
Tobias, J. C, Helena, Ark. Cotton seed planter
Tobias, Zacharias, Covington, Ohio. Horse-power
Tobin, John, Newark, N. J. Flour sifter. (Antedated October 9, 1867)

Todd, jr., Asahel, Pultneyville, N. Y. Fence
Todd, Henry, assignor to the Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgeport, Conn, Ma-

chine for polishing sheet metal
Same Machine for grinding sheet metal (Reissue)..

Todd, Hiram, Columbus, Ohio. Regulating watches
Todd, John, Bellefonte, Pa. Water wheel
Todd, John, assignor to self and William P. Duncan, Bellefonte, Pa, Circular saw

mill

Todd, J. S. (^e Randolph, M., assignor.)

Todd, Paul P. {Sec Robinson, Daniel T., assignor.)

Same .(^ee Miller, Wesley, assignor.)

Toley, Charles E., Brooklyn, N. Y, Propeller.
Tolhurst, George W. , New York, N. Y. Boot and shoe
Toll, Charles. (See Custer, George, assignor.)

Tollinger, George, Wrightsdale, Pa. Sorghum stripper

Tomb, Asa M., Lyons, N. Y. Bed bottom
Tomiin, William H. T., MuUica Hill, N. J. Horse hayfork
Tompkins, Charles R., Rochester, N. Y, Step for upright shafts

Same Mortising machine ^
Same Adju sting cutter head to planing machine
Same {See Graham, James S,, at-'signor.)

Tompkins, Marie E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Liquid for bleaching and removing stains.,.-.

Tompkins, Robert F., New York N. Y. AVood-mitering machine
Toms, C. S., Utica, N. Y. Composition for cleaning metal, wood, and other articles.

Tooly, D. B., Albion, N. Y, Cement
Toothaker, S., and O. Higley. {Se^ Higlev & Toothaker.)
Topham, William H., assignor to self and Peck Brothers and Company, New Haven,

Conn. Motor regulator and register attachment for organ
Toplitf, C. L. (See Totten, Sineus E., assignor.)

Same same.
Topliflf, Isaac N., Adrian, Mich. Clip circle. (Antedated September 28, 1867)
Torbert, David R., Columbus, Ga, Cotton press
Torrey, E. P. and E. S., New York, N. Y. Weather strip

Torrey, E S., New York, N. Y. Means for attaching elastic tips to legs of furniture.
Same Elastic tips for legs of fvirniture

Same Cream freezer
Same Weather strip

Torrey, R. S., Bangor, Maine. Tool extractor
Torrey, Wil'i&m A., Mont Clair, N.J. Manufacture of elastic ro?Is

Torrey, William A., and Edward L. Perry. {See Perry & Torrey.)
Torrey, A. C, and M. Converse. {See Converse & Torrey,)
Toshach, William, New York, N. Y. Car spring I

Totman, Edsell, Columbus, Pa. Horsepower (Reissue)..
Totten, Robert C. , Pittsburg, Pa. Mold for casting grooved rolls

Totten, Sineus E., assignor to self and C. L. Toplitf. Brooklyn, N. Y. Can-opener. ..

Same Awl
Toucey, J. M., and W. Buchanan. {See Buchanan & Toucey.)
Tourjee, Eben, Providence, R. I. Key-board attachment for musical instruments ...

Touslee, M. G., and F. E. Slarcellus, Fulton, 111. Nose jewel for swine
Tousley, Miron G., assignorto Andrew and John P. Chaiser, Fulton, 111, Snout ring

for swine
Tower, Ambrose, New York, N. Y, Cap for upholsterer's springs
Tower, Ibrook, Milford, ilich. Fruit picker
Tower, Lewis C, Rochester, N. Y. Thermometer.
Tower, William, and Allen Calkins. (See Calkins & Tower.)
Towers, William H., Boston, Mass. Brick machine

Same Mode of kindling fire

Towers, William H., assignor to the New England Vulcanite Hide Company, Bos-
ton, Mass. Process of preparing hides and o»her animal tissues for the manufac-
ture of various articles (Reissue) .

.

Towne, A. N., Chicago. 111. Handle for signal lanterns
Towne, A. N., et al. {See Martin, Henry, assignor.)
Tow2.e, H. A., Chicago, 111. Hand-hole plate for steam generators
Townsend, Elmer. {See Smith, T. Briggs, assignor.;

Same same
Same same

Tovmsend, Elmer. (See Robbins, S. C, assignor.)
Townsend, E. P., {See Stilwell, James T., assignor,)
Townsend, George A., Hornellsville, N. Y. Automatic damper

15 c p

Date.

Dec. 10,1867
July 2, l&u

May
Dec.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Oct.

Oct,

Nov.

28,1867.

24, 1867.

25, 1867.

26, 1867.

27, 1867.

15, \&>7.

29, 1867.

26, 1867.

Mar. .-D, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Dec. 3, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

June 18, 1867,

June 2.5, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Oct. 22.1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov, 26,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

May 28, 1867,

Sept. 10, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Oct,
July
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

•

May
Aug.
Feb.

15, 1867.

30,1867.
30,1867,

1, 1867.

1.5, 18G7.

5,1867.
14, 1867.

6, 1867.

19, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867,

Aug, 6,1867,
Apr. 2,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

June 11,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Feb. 12,1867,
Mar, 5, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867,

Mar. 5, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.
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No.

64, 384
66. 188

63, 339

65, 306

69, 273
2,830

64,264

71, 921
71, 922
71, 923

71, 822
63 340
71,428
66, 652
62, 981
62,5J0

65, 986
68, 470
70, 133

71, 247

63, 341

67, 377
66, 419
66, 653
61,896

65,618
67, 612
2,593

72, 937
72, 938

66, 420
62, .301

67, 613
67, 614
72, 509
60, 806
69, 511

70, 134

66, 421
68,807
76, 378
62, 235
67, 465

65, 844

2, 492

66, 422
72,939

6/2, 577
6:>, <i67

03,582

6«), 267
69,512
65, 453
72, 123

2, 643

2,743
72, 242

Name, regidence, and invention or discovery.

Townsend, George W., Galesbnrg, Mich. Stump extractor
Townsecd, IT. S. , Greenvale, 111. Seed and grain sieve

,

Townsend, Isaac, (^ee Dexter, Albert M., assignor.)
TowBseud, J. M., et al. (See Fairchild, J. M., assignor.)

Same same.
Townseud, .J. ]\L, and J. K. Bund}'. (A? Fairchild, J. M., assignor.)
Townsend, Samuel P., New Providence, N. J. Manufacture of i-ailrcad ties, bridges,

buildings, wliarves, fences, and other articles of galvanized iron
Townsend, Samuel P., Union coun'y, N. J. Finishing ironwork of plows, stoves,

pipes, levees, dams, &c
Townseud, S. P., and J. Allen. (.See Allen <fc Townsend.)
Townsend, Wiliam H., Camden, Ohio. Method of attaching horses to carriages
Townsend, Wisner H , New York, N. Y. 1 cloth (Design)

.

Townsley, L. SI., Sedalia, Mo. Fastening for window blinds
Townnon, Joseph N. (^ee Drew, James W. , assignor.)

Towse, Daniel, Pittsburg, Pa. Aerial carriage and way ,

Same same
Same same

Toys, T. W., et al. (See Miller, Charles H., assignor.)
Tracy, Ezekiel. Kansas City. Mo. Burglar alarm door lock.
Tracy, James, Brewer's Village, Me. Saw mill

Tracy, J. W. , St. Louis, Mo. Gas cigar lighter ,

Tracy, Sylvester S., as'^ignor to self and Henry Merritt, Cleveland, Ohio. Tool ...

Tracy, Thomas, New Britain, Conn. Butt machine ,

Tracy, William, Chicago, 111. Railway switch. (Antedated January 6, 1867)
Tradegar Company. (See Eynon, David, assignor.)
Trager, Abraham, New York, N. Y. Hoop skirt ,

Trageser, John, and Iguatz Illofsky, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for distilling

Trainer, Joseph, Rural Dale, Ohio. Animal trap
Traugh, SamiieiA., assignor to self and Jeptha Garrard, Cincinnati, Ohio. Car

wheel
Traut, Justus A., assignor to self and Jeremy W. Bliss, New Britain, Conn. End-

less belt for polis^limg

Traver, Morris, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Spittoon for railroad cars
Traxler, Cornelius, La Grange, Ind. Gate
Trayser, George, Indianapolis, Ind. Piano
Trayser, Philip P., assignor to self and Richard W. Tyson, Baltimore, Md. Bolt-

heading machine
Treadweli, John H., Swampscot, Mass. Tart cutter ,

Treadwell, Mary L., New York, N. Y. Frame for mosquito nets
Treadweli, N., New York, N. Y. Apparatus for supplying gas on steamboats and

other vessels (Reissue) .

.

Treadwell, W. B. , Albany, N. Y. Cooking stove
Same same

Treall, H., et al. (See Adams, Hawley, assignor.)

Treat, John E. , Oxford, Mich. Extension fruit ladder
Tredway, James Clifford, Buffalo, N. Y. Horse collar

Trees, James, Greensburg, Pa. Hose nozzle
Same Water pipe

Tremper, Harman A., Hammonton, N. J. Copy holder
Trent, Joseph, Millertown, N. Y. Liquid measure ,

Same Car coupling -.

Tresch, John, and Anton Keil. (See Keil & Tresch.)
Trested, R. H. (See Kendall, John L., assignor.)

Trevitt, C. S., assignor to self and H. E. Wentworth, Washington, D. C. Animal
trap.

Trexler, Cornelitxs, La Grange, Ind. Gate
Trexler, O. S., Naperville, 111. Ventilating device for ceilings and walls
Trinks, Gregor, New York, N. Y. Folding chair
Tripp, L. A., assignor to self and C. H. Horton, Middlctown, N. Y. Curtain fixture.

Tripp, L. A., assignor to self and S. M. Boyd, Middletown, N. Y. Window shade
hxture.

Tripp, T., et al. (See Herbster, E., assignor.)

Trissler, W. H., Cleveland, Ohio. Preserving fruit

Trittin, Emil, assignor through mesne assignments to Alexander J. Walker, New
York, N. Y. Lamp burner (Reissue) .

.

Troth, Edward M., New York, N. Y. Rock-drilling machine
Troth, Edward M., assignor to self and John A. Secor, New York, N. Y. Marine

steam engine governor
Trotter, Charles W., Rochester, N. Y. Hot-air fiirnaco

Trotter, Chas. W., assignor to Gommenginger &. Trotter, Rochester, N. Y. Furnace.
Trout, Jacob G., Philadelphia; Pa. Burglar alarm. (Antedated March 20, 1867)
Trowbridge, D. S. (^ce Bishop, George W., assignor.)

Trowbridge, Rufus, Waterloo, Iowa. Shovel plow
Troxel, John, Reedsburg, Ohio. Mop head
Troxel, J. F., Bloomsburg, Ohio. Steam engine

Same .• same
Troxel, John S., assignor to William N. Whiteley, Springfield, Ohio. Harves-

ter (Division A. Reissue) .

.

Same Harvester reel (Division B. Reissue) .

.

Troxell, John P., Hancock, Md. Stove for heating sad-irons

Date.

Apr. 30, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 28,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867,
Nov. 5,11*67.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 10. 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Mar. 26,1667.
Nov. 26,1867.
July 9,1867.
Mar. 19,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

July 30. 1867.

July 2; 1867.

July 9,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
June 11, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

May 7,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Feb. 19,1867,
Aug. 6,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
July 2,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Aug. 6,.1867.

June 18, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.*

July 2,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

July 2,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

June 4,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
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Trubv, William, Brush Valley, Pa. Maniire fork, &c.

Truesdale, Charles, assignor to self and William Resor & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cu
pola and other mei.in.o: fnrn;ues (Reissue).

Truesdell, William H., Ligin. 111. Sash fastener

Truman, James W.. Macon, Ga. Tobacco pipe
Same Cotton bale tie

Trusty, William 11., Philadelphia. Pa. Wagon jack
Trj-on, Charles H.. Greenwood, 111. Apparatus for stacking hay
Tuck. .Joseph H., Brooklyn N. Y. Packing for stuffing boxes, &c. ..(Disclaimer)..
Tucker, A. W., Waxahachie, Texas. Harvester

Same F.eld threshing machine
Tucker. Charles B., and L. S. Babbitt, assignors to L. S. Babbitt, Chicago, 111. Bed

bottom .'.

Tucker, Charles L., Chicago, III. Package for holding and shipping lard
Tucker. Cyrus, Bloomingion, 111. Alarm lock for tills

Tucker, F. O. and W. W., assignors through mesne assignments to themselves, West
Meriden, Conn. Toy top (Reissue)..

Tucker, F. O. and W. W.. et al. {See Hoaaiey, Robert, assignor.)
Tucker, James W., New York, N. Y. Hoisting machine
Tucker, John E., Boston, Mass. Faucet
Tucker, John E., assignor to self, T. Tucker, J. H. Lincoln, and A. P. Hammon,

Montfort, Wis. Foot rest for horses .

Tucker, R. Sands, Brooklyn, N. Y. Composition for coating and insulating tele-

graphic wires -

Tucker, Samuel B., St. Louis, Mo. Instrument for supporting fractures
Tucker, Samuel B., and M. James Barwick. {See Hodgins, Samuel, assignoi'.)

Tucker, Se wall, Worcester, Mass. Piston packing ring
Tucker, Stephen D., New York, N. Y. Priuti.jg machme

Same Machine for cutting paper, pasteboard, &c
Tucker, Welcome C. , Richmond Switch, R. I. Wagon hub
Tucker, William, Paris, lil. Wood planing machine.
Tucker, William, and Emery Andrews. {See Andrews & Tucker.)

Same same.
Tucker, William B., Hillsboro', Ohio. Churn

Same Watch regulator
Same Attachment to the regulator of watches

Tuder, Joseph F., Philadelphia, Pa. Rest for sharpcuing saws
Tufts, Seth G., Maineville, Ohio. Harness hames
Tufts, Timothy, assignor to Charles C. Beers and Person Davis, Somerville, Mass.

Brick molding machine
Tumy, H. L., Cincinnati, Ohio. Book binders' beveling machine :

Tunison, John C, and John Gross. {See Gross & Tunisou.)
TunuicliflF, John, and Patrick Cahill, assignors to A. P. Critchlow, Northampton,

Mass. Machine for ornamenting buttons
Tunstill, William, Paterson, N.J. Braiding machine
Tupper, Horace, Bay City, Mich. Window sash
Tupper, Lorenzo B. i .See Lasher, Daniel, assignor) (Reissue.)
Turck, Maynard I., Schodack, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Turner, Alexander. (5^e Smith, Charles G., assignor.)
Turner, Benjamin F., Bridgeton, N. J. Ladder

Same Fruit ladder
Turner, Charles M., and Charles B. Corey. (See Corey & Turner.)
Turner, D. H., New York, N. Y. Cooling and purifying animal charcoal
Turner, Edward A., assignor ta self and John Morrissey, New York, N. Y. Car

coupling
Turner, Hiram, Ripon, Wis. Gate

I

Turner, John, Marshalltown, Iowa. Stove-pipe shelf
j

rurner, John, Grand Haven, Mich. Stump extractor
f

Turner, Lafayette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Bag holder
Turner, L. W., assignor to self and G. S. Wilcox, Yalesville, Conn. Weather strip.'
Turner, Nathan, West Lynn, Mass. Wardrobe

jTurner, Reuben D., New York, N. Y. , Apparatus for ageing and refining wines and
liquors

Turner, Seymour & Judds. {See Manville, Eli J., assignor.)
Same. (See Fowler, Merwin, assignor.)

Turner, Sidneys., VVe^^tboro', Mass. Piston rod packing
Turner, Thomas J. , Richland county, III Horse rake '

Turner. U., Versailles, Ky. Counting machine
Turner, William J. Utica, N. Y. Boot and gaiter strap '

Turner, William T., Philadelphia, Pa. Umbrella
Turuey, G. L., assignor to S. A. iiarshaw, England. Papering pins :

Tutler, Chauncey E., et al. (See Wallis, Mattoon «fc Tutler.;
Tuttle, Ebenezer, Canaan, Me. Water wheel I

Tuttle, Edward A., Brooklyn, N. Y. Hot-air register (Extension)..;
Tuttle, Joseph H., (deceased,) by George N. Reed and Percis L, Tuttle, administra-

|

tors, Geneva, N. Y. Saw (Extension)..!
Tuttle, Lewis G., North Haven, Conn. Cultivator '

Tuttle, S. D., and J. H. Gans, Eaton, Ohio. Cultivator 1

Tuttle, Sidney S. (See Pierpont, Joshua, assignor.)
Tuttle, jr., W., and S. H. AVheeler. {See Wheeler & Tuttle.)
Tuttle, W. S., and B. O, Woods. {See Woods & Tiittle.)

'

|

Date.

Oct. 22,1867.

Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Sept.

Oct.
Jan.
Feb.
Nov.
Dec.

6, 1867.

29, 1867.

15. 1867.

24,1867.
29, J8G7.

29, 1867.

18,1867.

12, 1867.

31, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867,

July 2,1867.
May 7, 1867,

July. 9,1867.

May 28,1867.
Nov. 12, 1667.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 19.1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

July 9,1887.
Oct. 29,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867
Dec. 10, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 14,1867,
Dec. 17, 1867,

Nov. 26, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867,

May 7, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867,

May 28, 1867.

July 2,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867,

Aug. 13, 1867.

July 2,1867,
May 21, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867,

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 16,1867,

June 4,1867,
Feb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.
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72, 125
72, 126

67, :^80

69, 276

68,398
2, 820
72, 764
71,248
63, 1 18

08, 810
70, 279

61,284

71, 667
68, 132
62. 090

914

62, 511

63; 188

68, 672
62, 453

62, 813
67. 231
72, 570

68, 263
65, 708
69, 595
2, 4:«

70, 293

70, 294
67, 931

67, 821

61, 123

62. 091

62, 512

62, 908
62, 787

60, 968
63, 965
63, 966
61, 124
65,311
02, 706
67. 381

61, 285

70, 136

64, 924
69, 726
2, 622

69, 277

Tweddle, Herbert W, C, Pittsburg, Pa. Apparatus for distilling «il3

Same Distilling hydro-carbon oils

Tweedy, Armstrong, CoUinsville, Ohio. Hedge trimming machine
Twitchell, Charles S., assignor to James G. English and Edwin F. Merrick, Nfcw

Haven, Conn. Folding chair
Tyer, Henry G-., Andover, Mass. Overshoe

Same same (Reissue)

.

Tyler, A. P., Cleveland, Ohio. Lamp
Tyler. C. N., Buffalo, N. Y. Lamp
Tyler, H., Gaines, N. Y. Pump valve
Tyler, Hiram, assignor to self and Vernum Sterns, Gaines, N. Y. Pump
Tyler, Hiram, assignor to self, Charles T. Richards, and John Marsh, Gaines, New-

York. Pump ^

Tyler, Philos B., William M. Chandler, Springfield, Mass., andL. F. Standish, Chic-
opee, Mass., assignors to RepeatingLight Company. Apparatus for lighting lamps,
gas-burners, &c

Tyler, Reuben, and Peter Campbell, ja*., Diana, N. Y. Composition for roofing
Tyler, Samuel W., Troy, N. Y. Machine for pulling flax

Tyler, Samuel W., assignor to self, Thomas McCleeman, George P. Prescott, Wm.
Deyermand, Edward H. Jones, and Henry Holmes, Troy, N. Y. Machine for
pulling flax

Tynan, Joseph E., and M. McGill. (See. McGill & Tynan.)
Tynan, J. E. and William P., Paterson, N. J. Locomotive truck
Tvng, Levi B. {See Nesbitt, John, assignor.)

Tyrrel, H. A., and F. A. Blake. {See Blake & Tyrrel.)
Tyson, J. D., and H. Bean. {See Bean & Tyson.)
Tyson, J. W., Lower Providence, Pa. Cultivator '

Tyson, Richard W. {See Trayser, Philip P., assignor.)

Udell, Calvin G., Chicago, 111. Extension ladder
Ufirord, Samuel N. and Hezekiah G. (-See Burton, Henry E., assignor.)

Uhry, H. , New York, N. Y. Valve gear for steam engine
Uittiug, Leonhardt, assignor to Conrad Liebrich, Philadelphia, Pa. Hasp for trunk

lock
Same Trunk lock ,

Ulmer, C, Mobile, Ala. Cotton bale tie •

Ulrich, William, assignor to self, Charles M. and Jacob H. Theberath, Newark, N. J.
Reflector

Ulrich, William B., and R. B. Locke, (^ee Locke & Ulrich.)
Umfrid, Charles T., Wurtemberg. Grinding mill
Underhill, John K., Brooklyn, N. Y. Button fastening
Underwood, Flavins J., Rock Island, 111. Pump. (Antedated September 27, 1867) . .

.

Underwood, Henry, ass'or to P. Jewell& Sons, New York, N. Y. Lap joint. . (Reissue)

.

Underwood, John, assignor to Ephraim Ball, Muscatine, Iowa. Machine for cutting
teeth of wheels

Same Babbeting and drilling jig

Underwood, John C, and Peter Johnson, assignors to selves, Charles A. Vaile, and
David Nordy ke, Richmond, Ind. Device for soldering cans

Underwood, R. P. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Lubricator for spindles
Union Steam Valve Company. {See Whittier, Charles, assignor.)
Union Sugar Refinery. {See Jasper, Gustavus A., assignor) (Reissue.)
United States Blasting Oil Company. {See Nobel A., assignor) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.

)

Unthank, Daniel, Spiceland, Ind. Portable fence
Upham, James P. {See Holden, G. William, assignor.)

Upham, J. P., et al. {See Fuller, Jim B , assignor.)

Upham, Lewis W., and Samuel C. Bradley. {See Bean, Albert B., assignor,)
Upham, Samuel C, Philadelphia, Pa. Nutritive medicine

Same Nutritive and curative preparation
Upson, Andrew S., and Samuel Frisbie. {See Frisbie & Upson.)
Upton, Albert W., Lowell, Mass. Knob latch for doors
Upton D., Rochester, and C. H. Nichols, Buffalo, N. Y. Ash pan and fire grate for

locomotive
Upton, George, South Danvers, Mass. Manufacture of glue
Upton, Thomas L., Farmington, West Va. Medical vegetable liniment

Same Medical vegetable salve
Uren, Richard, Houghton, Mich. Apparatus for washing ore
Urie, Thomas, Springfield, Iowa. Wagon-brake lock
Usher, Charles, Iowa Falls, Iowa. Manufacture of iron and steel

Utley, David, 2d., Moscow, N. Y. Sad-iron heater
Utley, Grey, and T. E. Marable. {See Marable & Utley.)
Utter, Isaac. {See Clarke, Orlando, assignor.)

Utter, Samuel S. , New York, N. Y. Cooking stove . :

Vacuum Oil Company. {See Everest, Hiram B., assignor.)

Vail, Charles M., Elmira, N. Y. Cooler for water, milk, beer, &c
Vail, Ellen A. {See Kendall, John L., assignor.)

Vail, Jacob, assignor to self and John II. Linderman, Beloit, Wis. Gate
Vail, John, Yankee Jims, Cal. Washing machine
Vail, P. W., Newark, N.J. Hats (Design)..

Same Machine for pressing hats
Vail, r. W., et al. {See Labiaux, John L., assignor.)

Vaile, Charles A,, et al. {Sec Underwood & Johnson, assignors.)

Dec. 10, 1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
July 30, 1867,

Sept. 24, 1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 24, 1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Jan. 15,1867,
Dec. .3.1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Fob. 12, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
May 14, 1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Au^. 27, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867,

Mar. 12, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Oct. 22,1867,

May 21, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Apr, 16, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.
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Vaill, E. TV., Worcester, Mass. Folding chair

Same same
Vale. Joseph G., Cumberland county. Pa. Grain drill

Valentine, James F.. Unioa-county, Ohio. Mode for dressing side strap for harness.
Valentine, Samuel W., Bristol, Conn. Scissors (Design)

.

Same Paper bag (Dchign).
Valkmar, jr., Charles, assignor to self, Wm. P. Myers, and Thomas Hediem, New

York, isr. y. Mode of preparing cloth for receiving lithographic and other
impressions .'

Valliquette, L., et at. (See Allen, Peter, assignor.)

Van, John. Cincinnati, Ohio. Cooking range
Van Alen, Timothy O. (See. Manley, G. B , assignor.)

Van Alytinfe, Burk, Chanuahan township, 111. Mop wringer
Van Auk«n, Sidney, and James H. Graham, Binghamton, N. Y. Milk strainer
V^an Au.^dall, Henry, Keokuk, Iowa. Apparatus for kindling fire

Van Benthuyseu, Joseph D., New Orleans, La. Bale tie

Van Bruut, Cornelius. {See Loomis, Kellogg H., assignor.)

Van Bruut, D. C. and G. W., and H. Barber. (See Barber & Van Brunt.)
Van Buren, J. S., South Troy, N. Y. Heating stove
Vance, N. S., and E. Watkins, Decatur, 111. Instrument for cutting post holes
Vance, Samuel B. H., assignor to Mitchell, Vance & Co., New York, N. Y. Means

of suspending gaseliers and drop lights

Vandecar, Israel D. , Chicago, 111. Excavator ,

Same Dredging machine
Vandegrift, Andrew J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Parallel movement
Vandegrift, James. Princeton, 111. Plow
Vandegi'ift, J., and M. Richards. (Sec Richards & Vandegrift.)
Vandemark, Archibald B. (See Spencer, James C, assignor.)

Van De Mark, Charles Phelps, N. Y. Cooking stove
Same same

Vandenvinne, F. J., Belgium. Excavator or digging machine
Vunderbelt, jr., Peter, Hughesville, Pa. Horse hay fork
Vanderbilt, Geerge R., assignor to self, J. J. Lindstrom, and D. "VV. Stidolph, Mount

Vernon, N. Y. Window sash stop ,

Van Derburgn, Geo. E.. New York, N. Y. Composition for artificial stone. (Ante-
dated February 14, 1867)

Same Artificial stone for building. (Antedated February 14, 1867)
Van Derburgh, George E., assignor to the New York Quartz Company, New York,

N. Y. Forming emery wheels and grinding and polishing surfaces (Pi.eissue) .

.

Vandercar, John, assignor to T. S. Sperry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Feed bag. (Antedated
June 20, 1867)

Vandercar, John, assignor to the Phoenix Furnace Bar Company, New York, N. Y.
G rate bar for furnace (Disclaimer) .

.

Vanderhoven, Marcus, Utica, N. Y. Dust pan
Vanderveer, Tristram Dodge. (See Conroy, Loughlin, assignor.)
VanderWeyde, P. H., Philadelphia, Pa. Refining petroleum and lubricating oil

Same Lubricating oil

Same Preventing incrustation in steam boilers
Same Making and using nitrous oxide gas. (Antedated January 30, 1867)..
Same Gas generator. (Antedated January 30, 1867)
Same Tubular still for continuous distillation. (Antedated Jan. 30, 1867) .

.

Same Slanufacture of white lead. (Antedated January 30, 1867)
Same Manufacture of liquids for making ice and for other purposes

Van Deusen, Benjamin, Troy, N. Y. Spittoon for railroad car
Van Deusen, Joseph B., New York, N. Y. Rotary steam engine
Vandevort, Robert. Pittsburg, Pa. B ot heel
Van Dewerker, Jacol) B., Cobleskill, N. Y. Hop frame
Van de Wiele, Louis F., Brooklyn, N. Y. Clamp strap for school books
Van Doren, Francis, Adrian, Mich. Dray

Same Skid and friction roller ^

Same Sheep shears
Vandoren, sr., Theodore, Washington, D. C. Taking the form and measure of gen-

tlemen to cut coats and vests
Van Dusen, George W., Williamsburg, N. Y. Musical instrument
Van Dyeck, Charles. Nastivllle. Tenn. Spring bed
Van Dyke, William, and W. W. Ea.stwick, Keokuk, Iowa, Roofing composition
Van Eiuou, Samuel, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hoisting machine
Van Eps. C. H., Farraiagton, Iowa. Gate
Van Etten. E. E., Mount Morris, N. Y. Clamp for filing saws
Vanfleet, Barnet. and Fredrek Bauschtleker. (See Bauschtleker & Vanfleet.)
Vang. Andreas, Chicago, 111. Water indicator for boilers
Van Gaasbeek, B., Mount Vernon, N. Y. Ironing table
Van Gaasbeek, John, Mount Vt-rnon, N. Y. Method of raising bents in buildings...
Van Gieson, William H. , Passaic, N.J. Cork screw
Van Hagen, Isaac, Chicago, 111. Foot rest
Van Hofe, William, New York, N.Y. Bottle stopper .'=.-

Van Horn, B. {See Bradley, Henry W., assignor.)
Van Horn. Chailes A., Chenang.i. N. Y. Churn
Van Horn, James B.. and J. B. Roberts, Newtown, Pa. Roofing composition
Van Horn, M. L, (Ses Gilfilian, William, assignor.)

Sept. 17, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Jan. l.-), 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

May 7, 1867.

Oct. 23,1867.

Nov. .5,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1857.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

July 2,1667.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867,

Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb, 19,1867,

Mar. 5,1867,

June 25, 18G7.

Nov. 25, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Sept.
Mav
Sept.
Mar.
Nov.
July
Sept.
Oct,

8,1867.
12, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

12, 1867.

17, 1867.

17, 1867.

7, 1867.

17, 1867,

19, 1867.

26, 1867.

2, 1867.

10, 18C7.

1, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1 867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

July 16, 1867,

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Feb, 19, 1867.

Nov. 5, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

July 30, 1867.
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63, 674

69, 596

m, 427
66, 538

72,131
61, 776

70, 296

67, 466

65, 312

62, 098

69, 727

69, 868
65, 454

70, 380

65, 846

61, 643

2,617

62, 380
65,619
69, 375
62, 707

62, 099
2,781

61, 898

65, 313
67, 234
72, 572
70, 763
62, 983
63, 675
61, 286
71, 430
71, 431

72, 132

72, 703

71, 925
64, 171

2, 734

2, 735
2, 736
2,737
2,738
2, 739
2.740

65, 314

64, 601
67, 822
67, 384
64, 6o2

68,471
68, 014

65, 9C8

69, 515
70, 921

Van Houten, Charles H., and Joseph M. Crane, Newark, N. J. Machine for pounc-
ing hats

Van Hoiiten, James H., assignor to Noah W. King and Albert Casvi^ell, New York,
N. Y. Burial case

Van Kannel, T., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cider mill
Same Door spring

Van Lutheran, Henry, et al. (See Mills, Jonathan, assignor.)

Van Orman, Oliver, Ripon, Wis. Horse hay fork
Van Patten, Frederick, Auburn, N. Y. "Fifth wheel," or whififletree attachment to

carriages
Van Pelt, John, Perry, 111. Hull for vessels
Van Pelt, J. H., and H. A. S. Park. {See Park & Van Pelt.)

Van Riper, John E., Deai'born, Mich. Harrow
Van Riper, J. H., et al. (See Maunton, Jabez, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.

Van Sandt, John H., and James J. Hurt, Princeton, Ind. Rotary steam. engine
Van Sickle, J. N., and A. Washburn. (See Washburn & Van Sickle.)
Van Sickler, R. M., New York, N. Y. Elevator

Same Combined friction wheel and brake crank
Same Adjustable roller frame for elevator platforms

Vanstone, Samuel, assignor to self and John Stewart, Providence, R. I. Making car
wheels

Same Connecting link for ch ains . . . -•

Van Tine, A. C. (See Jackson, R. H., assignor.)

Van Tine, Henry C., Pittsburg, Pa. Apparatus for burning petroleum and other
hydrocarbons

Van Trum, Isaac^ assignor to Marine Signal Company, Wilmington, Del. Fog sig-

nal. (Antedated J anuary 19, 1867)
Van Vechten, J. R., and J. P, Fitch. (S?e Powers, Timothy J., assignor.)

Van Velthoven, Richard, and Joseph H. Hazzard, ass'ors through mesne assignments
to William W. Harding, Philadelphia, Pa. Photographic album (Reissue) .

.

Van Vleck, John P., Rock county, Wis. Hand corn planter
Van Voorhis, H. B., Pittsburg, Pa. Gate..
Van Voorhis, Isaac, Hillsboro', Pa. Hay derrick
Van Vranken, Mary, Washington, D. C. Attachment for heating kettles and boilers

by
Van Winkle, A., Newark, N^ J. Soda-water stand
Van Wormer, Jasper, and Mich'l McGarvey, Albany, N. Y. Stove boiler. (Design)

.

Van Wyck, William, Bel.'eville, N. J. Method of refining and bleaching sugar,
sirup, &c

Same Composition for filtering petroleum, sirups, and other liquids

Van Zandt, James D. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Cork puU . .,

Varela, A. C, Washington, D. C. Beehive
Varney, Isaac, Kennebuuk, Maine. Carriage jack
Varney, Thomas, San Francisco, Cal. Machiue for concentrating ores

Same Quartz mill

Varney, T., and A. Rix, San Francisco, Cal. Quartz crusher
Vaughan, Aaron C. , Philadelphia, Pa. Burner for locomotive head lights

Same Head light for locomotives
Vaughan, Lewis, Rapids, Oh.o. Washing machine
Vaughn, A. H, (See Force, Albert M., assignor.)

Vaughn , John, College Grove, Tenn. Combined planter and cultivator

Vaux, Ethan P. , Washington, D. C. Pipes for the transmission of fluids

Veazie, F., and W. S. Colwell. (See Colwell & Veazie.)
Veazie, Joseph A., Boston, Mass. Billiard-cue tip

Veber, W. F., Perrysburg, Ohio. Fence gate •

Vedder, Nicholas S., Troy, N. Y. Plate of a stove (Design)..

Same same (Design) .

.

Same Plate and door of a stove (Design)..

Same Plate of a stove (Design) .

.

Same Door of a stove (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Vedder, Nicholas S., and Clement Olhaber. (See Olhaber & Vedder.)
Veerkamp, Florence, et al. (See Shlo.ss, Veerkarap & Leopold.)
Velie, S. H., et al. {See Moore, Gilpin, assignor.)

Venner, George. W., Chailestown, Mass. Photographic camera. (Antedated May
15, 1867)

Verbeck, Philip, Neenah, Wis. Window fastening
Vere, Menry Holton, assignor to John E. Fishley, New York, N. Y. Spring mattress.

Vergniais, Jean Louis, France. Dredging machine
Vermilya, William, Dayton, Ohio. Composition for invigorating fruit and forest

Vt-rney, L. T., France. Printing press ,

Virniaud, C., and D. I. Lucie, Quiucy, 111. Pump
Verreo, John P., and W. A. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa. Rollers for rolling old rails..

Vo.rree, John P., et al. (See Pratt, Daniel R., assignor.)

Very, A. O., Andover, N. Y. Loom
Vetti-r, Casper, assignor to self and Peter Schneider, Cincinnati, Ohio. Self-closing

hinge ,
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.

Vctter, Michael, assignor to self and Simon Kahn, Muscatine, Iowa. "Window shade.

Vicira, Manuel J., xMendota, 111. Shampooing mixture
Yiets, Imlay B., New Britain, Conn. Axe handle

Villard, Frederick, Mt. Eaton, Ohio. Crucible tongs

Same Revolving chimney top
Villee, A. S., Lancaster, Pa. Guide or clamp for harness motion
Vincent, Hunneville, assignor to self and Hugh B. Brown, New York, N. Y. Hoop

skirt

Vine, John S. (See Harris, John, assignor.)

Vining, P. T., New York, N. Y. Preserving flowers and other vegetable forms
Vinsonheller, J. P. , Urbana. Ohio. Paint
Vinton, fr. W., et al. (See Moore, Gilpin, assignor.)

Violet, Francis N., Fond du Lac, Wis. Window-sash siipporter

Vliet, Garref, assignor to William Vliet, Milwaukee, Wis. Gate for water wheels. ..

Voegtli, Franz, Jlontgomery City, Mo. Spinning machine
Vogel, Charles, New York, N. Y. Machine- for cutting files

Vogelmann, Timctheus, Hamilton, Ohio. Step ladder
Vogler, William, and Charles Parker. (See Parker & Vogler.)

V<)gt, C.. and X. Krapf, Allentown, Pa. Churn 1

Vogt, J. Henry, and J. Jacob Gass. (See Cauter, William, assignor.)

Vogt, Peter A., Buffalo, N Y. llefrigerator

Voigt, Hermann, Buffalo, N. Y. Curtain fixture

Volker.-*, II. W.. et al. (See Cn hn, Moritz, assignor.)

Volkman, F., Hoboken, N. J. Plow
Volkmann, Bruno, assignor to Freder'k Volkmann, Hoboken, N. J. Plow. (Reissue).

VoUmer, Charles F., Harrisburg, Pa. Extension bed lounge
Vollschwitz, Rudolph, New York, N. Y. Boot ana shoe
Voilschwitz, Rudolph, assignor to self and J. J. Schlsepfer, New York, N. Y. Door

lock

.

Vom Hofe, Julius, Brooklyn, N. Y. Fishing reel

Yonder Liike, C. F. (See Anton, M., assignor.)

Yon Frobeu, Louis, New York, N. Y. Nutmeg grater

Von Laekum, Peter, St. Charle-, Minn. Device for sacking grain
Same Elba, Minn. Snow plow

Von Phul, Frederick. (Sec Michel, Charles E., assignor.)

Von Pohrnhoflf, Alois Pohr, Brooklyn, N. Y. Process in the manufacture of bi-car-

bonate of soda
Same Apparatus for the manufacture of bi-carbonate of soda

Voorhees, T. D., Easton, Pa. Screw driver
Voorhis, Peter, New """ork, N. Y. Method of obstructing ice in rivers and harbors. .

.

Same. same (Reissue)..
Vosc, Albert, Pittsfield, Vt. Hay loader
Vose, Albert, assignor t. self and Ambrose S. Vose, Pittsfield, Vt. Hay raker and

loader
Vose, Richard, New York, N. Y. Window-sash supporter

Same Car spring
Same same
Same same
Same same

Votaw, Aaron, New Garden, Ohio. Wagon brake
Same Churn

Yrooman. Henry S., Hoboken, N. J. Channeling machine
Wackerman, Barbora. (See Sehnders. Henry F., assignor.)
Waddell, R^ibert, England. Balancing slide valve of steam engines. ..(Extension)..
Waddle, Uriah B., Cleveland, Ohio. Feather renovator
Wade, George E.. Jefferson City, Mo. Washing machine
Wade, S. li., Montgomery Center, Vt. Butter worker
Wadgymar, Arthur, assignor to self, Byron Sioper, and W. C. Gould, St. Louis, Mo.

Process of preserving eggs
Wadhams, Edward, Yoikvilie, N Y. Roller journal-box
Wadhams, H. F., South Danville, N. Y. Device for gathering apples
Wadsworth, Arthur, Newark, N.J. Stem-winding watch
Wad.-worth, Calvin, Madison. Ohio. Self-relieving grape gatherer *

Wage, W. P., assignor to self and M. Cldrk, Barre Center, N. Y. Apparatus for
turning on gas :

Wagener, Adam, et al. (5'ee Carlton, William, as.signor.)

Wagenhorst, James J., et al. (See Klahr, Joseph, assignor.)
\v'aggouer, John A. , Kilgore, Ohio. Chimney cowl ,

Wagner, .Albert, et al. (5eeNulsen, Haneisen &. Wagner.) \

V\"aguer, C. P., New York, N. Y. Cotton and hay press
Wagner, C. Philip, New York N. Y. Press
Wagner, George, Washington, D. C. Boot and shoe
Wagner, JoIju, and John Schmid, Philadelphia, Pa. Fire escape
Wagner, Joseph, New Castle, Pa. Well tube
Wagner, Michael, assignor to self and Herman Witte, Cincinnati, Ohio. Fountain

pen.
Waguer, S., and L. L. Langstroth. (See Langstroth <fe Wagner.)
Wagor, R. H., and W. H. Davis. (See Davis <fe Wagor.)
Wailey, Charles W., New Orleans, La. Cotton bale tie

Same..' Life-pre.serving raft

Same Device for pulling metal hoops from the finishing rolls of rolling
machines

,

.(Reissue).

July 16,1867.
Aug. fi, lb67.

Mi^r. 19, 1867.

Jan. 19, 18G7.

Mar. 5,1867.
Nov. 12, 18t}7.

Jan. 1, 1867.

•June 11, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
May 28,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Sept. 24. 1867.

July 23, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 30. 1867.

D. c. 24, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Apr. 6,1867.
Apr. 16,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 10,

Mar. J 9,

Aug. 27,

Aug. 27,

Dec. 10,

Dec. 31,

Mar. 12,

June 11,

Jan. 1,

1867.

J 867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Apr. 1,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

May 28,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

June 18,1867.

Mav 14, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
June 25, 1867.

Nov, 12, 1867.

Nov. 12,1857.

Feb. 19,1867.
.Mar. 12, 1667.

July 23, 1867.
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Wailey, Charles W., New Orleans, La. Die for forming cotton ties

Same Cotton bale tie

Wainwright, Benjamin, East Boston, Mass. Rib-knitting loom
Wait, Justin B. {See Scofield, Levi, assignor.)

Wait, Samuel B., Mariner's Harbor, N. Y. Propeller
Waite, Enoch, South Natick, Mass. Felting machine ,

Waite, Enoch, assignor to self and the Elliott Felting Mills, Franklin, Mass.
chine for forming vats for felting, vradding, &c

Waite, Enoch, assignor to self and S. M. Weld, sr., Franklin, Mass. Carpet wad-

Ma-

ding
Waite, George, administrator of John Watts, deceased. (iSee Watts, John.)
Waite, Gilmau, et al. (See Mellish, Henry, assignor.)

Same game.
Same same.
Same same.

Waite, John L. , Burlington, lovpa. Telegraph insulator
Wai'e, Stephen, New Bedford, Mass. Driven pump
Wakeineld, Christopher H., Montpelier, Vt. Machine for shrinking tire

Wakefield, John, assignor to Isaac Smith and William Fothergill Bartho, England.
Bolt and rivet machine. (Patented in England Sept. 14, 1865)

Wakelee, T., and T. Burr. (See Burr & Wakelee.)
Wafeeman, Edgar, Brooklyn, Cal. Boat and davit tackle
Wakeman, jr., William W., New York, N. Y. Lamp for burning off paint
Wakeman, jr., W. W., New York, and R. Ross, Brooklyn, N. Y. Paint burner
Walber, James, Washington, D, C. Machine for felting hat bodies
Waldo, George H. , Prattsburg, N. Y. Horse hay fork
Waldron, AdeUa, assignor to self and J. H. Atkinson, San Jose, Cal. Washing ma-

chine

69,516
66, 916

Waldron, JosiahV.. assignor to selfand George Oberlander, New York, N. Y
Waldron, William R., Webstfr, Mich. Device for unloading and stacking hay
Waldron, William S. (See Hall, George, assignor.)

Walker, Alexander J., New York, N. Y. Spirit lamp (Extension).,
Same. (See Archer and Deavs, assignors.)

Same. (See Trittin. Emil, assignor.) (Reissue.)

Same, (^ee Callender, Mills, L., assignor.) (Reissue.)

Walker, Alfred, New Haven, Conn. Spring bed bottom
Vfalker, A. K. P., Richmond, Maine. Fastening for breastpins
Walker, Benjamin, Greenpoint, N. Y. Forge hammer. (Antedated Nov. 23,1867)..

Walker, C. T., Benford's Store, Pa. Washing machine
Walker, E. C, Newark, N. J. Hoop skirt

Walker, Edward L., Jenner's Cross-roads, Pa. Washing machine
Walker, Edwin R., assignor to Elliott P. (3rleason, New York, N. Y. Argand burner
Walker, Elisha, and A. M. Reed, La Porre, lud. Cultivator
Walker, George W. , Boston, Mass. Cooking stove

Same same
Walker, James, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cork extractor ,

Same Brewers' mash tun
Same Boot-jack

Walker, J. B., Elizabeth, Pa. Flexible rammer for turret guns
Walker, James C, Waco Village, Texas. Mode of extracting essences

Same Coffee pot
Same Ship viameter

' Same Grain meter
Same Hot air, steam, and water gauge

Walker, J. H. , Worcester, Mass. Machine for cutting soles

Same Machme for rolling leather
Walker, James T. , Palmyra, N. Y. Whistling toy
Walker, John G., et al. (See Walpole, William R., assignor.)
Walker, Joshua, Kansas City, Mo. Elevator

Same Clothes dryer
Walker, Richard, Milford, Mass. Let-off motion for looms

Same same
Walker, Richard, Batavia, N. Y. Lifting jack
Walker, Richard, assignor to self and Joseph B. Bancroft, Milford, Mass. Machine

for cutting and mitering printers' rules
Walker, Richard B., and Lewis Miller, (^ee Jenkins, John V., assignor.) (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)
Same. (See Kennedy, Albert H., assignor.) (Reissue.)
Same. (5^; Jenkins, John V., assignor.) •

Walker, Robert L. , Globe Village, Mass. Water grate for furnaces
Walker, Robert P., New York, N. Y. Machine for hulling and scouring coffee.

(Extension) ,

Walker, Samuel, Boston, Mass. Narrow ware loom
Walker, Stephen W., Anson, Maine. Horse rake
Walker, Sylvenns, New York, N. Y. Pliers

Same. (See Sergeant, Isaac A., assignor.) (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)

Walker, Thomas George, New York, N. Y. Drying and preparing peat
Widkcr, William, and C. E. Thompson. (See Thompson & Walker.)
Walker, W. B., Salem, Iowa. Loom
Walker, W. H, H.. Bangor, Maine. Meat chopper

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

June 4,1867.

July 9,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
June 11,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.
Feb. 26, 1867.

May 23, 1867.

May. 20, 1867.

Dec.
Sept.
Dec.
Mar.
Feb.
Apr.
Dec.
Oct.

Feb.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Jan.
Dec.
Feb.

31,1867.
17, 1867.

3, ie()7.

5, 1867.

26, 1867.

30, 1867.

17, l!-'67.

29, 1867.

12, 1867.

17, 1867.

22, 1867.

12, 1867.

19,1867.

10, 1867.

13, 1867.

20, 1867.

27,1867.

3, 1867.

8, 1867.

22,1867.
10, 1867.

26. 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
July 30, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Dec. 13,1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

June 11,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Oct. 1,1867.

July 16, 1867.
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Walker, W. J., assignor to Caroline M. Walker, Baltimore, Md. Manufacture of light

bread
Walker, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Signal lamp
Wallace, D. F., and D. F. Cockerill, Ripley, Ohio. Churn dasher
Wallace, G-eorge, Cincinnati, Ohio. Apparatus for fermenting malt and other liquors
Wallace, James. Sheridan, Pa. Plow

Same. (See Zeller & Lechner, assignors.)

Wallace, James B., assignor to self, R. Walling, and J. Crook, Franklin, Ohio. In-
valid chair

Wallace, John, Louisville, Ky. Grate combination
Wallace, John Robert, and Benjamin A. McClain, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Cotton

cultivator
Wallace, Marquis D., White Creek, N. Y. Churn ,

Wallace, N. B. , Fond du Lac, Wis. Watch
Wallace, S. H., Parnassus, Pa. Miners' pick
Wallace, Samuel Jacob, iECeokuk, Iowa. Hay stacker
Wallace, William, Ansonia, Conn. Chain
Wallach, Antony, assignor to self and Adolph Wallach, New York, N. Y. Hook

for watch chains
Same Safety hook for watch chains

Wallick, W., assignor to self, S. F. Pi-ince, and H. K. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa. Machine
for feeding nail plates

Walling, R., et al. {See Wallace, James B., assignor.)

Wallis, John N., and Theodore, Fleming, N. Y. Wagon-axle box
Wallis, .John N., and George Quick. (See Quick and Wallis.)
Wallis, Theodore, A. B. Mattoou, and Chauncey E. Tutler, Auburn, N. Y. Attaching

thill to wagons
Wallis, William R., Alliance, Ohio. Method of attaching eave troughs to houses
Wallize, Samuel H., Washingtonvilie, Pa. Brake for sleds

Same Combined fertilizer and corn planter ,

Walls, B. F., et al. (See Cashing, Walls & Wood.)
Wallwork, M., assignor to self and James Nutt, Shelbyville, Tenn. Method of pre-

venting accidents on railroads
Walman, F., and J. A. Bartlett. (See Bartlett & Walman.)
Walmsley, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Potato digger
Walpole, William R., assignor to self, William G-. Wood, and John G. Walker, Chi-

cago, 111. Plow
Walrath, James, and R. C. Chittenango, N. Y. Artificiai fuel
Walser, Charles Joseph. (See Iske, Anthony, assignor.)

Walser, J. W.. et al. (See Myers, Walser & Spangler.)
Walsh, E., and T. H. et al. (See Clay, Robert, J., assignor.)

AValsh, James, Valley Town, 111. Granary
Walsh, Jaines, Stark county, 111. Harrow
Walsh, James P., Helena, Montana Territory. Method of attaching picks to their

handles
Walsh, Thomas and John, and Eavid Evans, Brownsville, Pa. Brick machine
Walsh, Zachariah, Newark, N. J. Traveling bag ,

Same same
Walter, F. , St. Louis, Mo. Confectionery
Walter Heyward Chair Company. {See Fitts, Robert, jr., assignor.)
Walter, James C, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for hardening and tempering wire..
Walter, Joan, and James T. Smith. (See Smith & Walter.)
Walter, Thomas C, San Francisco, Cal. Cooking range
Walters, George, and Thomas Shaffer, Phoenixville, Pa. Pile for wrought-iron

beams or girders

Same Pile for wrought-iron beams or girdex's

Same Fagot for a beam
Same Construction of fagot for a beam
Same Mode of preparing fagots for manufacturing wrought-iron beams or

girders
Walters, J. W., Tiffin. Ohio. Flour bolt
Walton, B. F., Philadelphia, Pa. Mattress
Walton, Moses, Marlboro', Ohio. Churn, &.c
Walton, Moses P., Marlboro', Ohio. Washing machine
Walton, Samuel, Ballardvale, Mass. Machine for cutting tiles

Walton, William H., Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for making paper collars
Walton, William H., and Bernard Douglas. (See Douglas & Walton.)
Walton, William N., assignor through mesne assignments to Elma E. Walton,

Newark, N. J. Attaching labels to bottles. (Division A.
Reissue)

Same Bottle for druggists and chemists (Division B. Reissue)..
Walworth, James J., and Gustavus E. Buschick. (See Zwicki, Caspar, assiunor.)

Wandel, Charles, Milton, Iowa. Hand loom. (Antedated September 4, 1867)

Wands, J. C, Nashville, Tenn. Rooting
Wanier, George, assignor to self and Franz Wanier, New York, N. Y. Plumberij'

and painters' lamp
Want Edwin, New Haven, Conn. Eye-glass -•

Wanzer, Hiram L., Clyde, Ohio. Pitman connection for harvesters
Wanzer, Hiram L., New York, N. Y. Pitman connection for harvesters .. (Reissue)

.

Wanzer, J. M. (5ee llollingsworth, James, assignor.)

Apr. 9, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Aug. 6, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Apr, 9,1867.
May 7,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29, 1867.

Apr, 23, 1867,

Feb, 5,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

July 23, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867,
Feb. 5, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.
July 30,1667.

Dec. 17,1867.
May 14,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27,1867.
Oct, 8, 1867,

Oct. 15,1867.

17, 1867.

7, 1867.

1, 1867.

8,1867.

26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

July 2, 1867.

Dec.
May
Oct.
Oct.
N..V.

May 28,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Sopl. 17, 1867.

F b. i3, I8G7.

Dec. 3, U'67.

.Jan. 15, iB67.

July 2, 1867.

Nov. 12. 1867.
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Wappich, Maximilian, Sacramento, Cal. Joint of metallic casks, &c, (Antedated
Ja n e 29, 1 867 )

Ward, A. W., Fishkill, N. Y. Machine for washing and drying dishes
Ward, Daniel, and John Freeland. (S'ee Freelaud & Ward.)
Ward, David P., and John W. Minor. {See Minor & Ward.)

Same same.
Ward, D. T., Cardington, Ohio. Washing machine
Ward, Henry D. {See Gifford, A. W., assignor.)

Same (See Sargent, Lucius M., a-^signor.)

Ward, Henry D., and Wm. A. Richardson. {See Gifford, A. W., assignor) .. (Reissue.

)

Same same.
Ward, Jerome C, Bercren, N. Y. Stove-pipe drum
Ward, Joseph, New York, N. Y. Hollow auger
Ward, J. W., nnd O. Hawley. (5ee Hawley & Ward.)
V/ard, L. F. , Elyiia, Ohio. Mail-bag catclier f <r railroad cars
Ward, Richard, deceased, by Lauren Ward, administrator, Naugatuck, Conn.

Machiae for iiruing irregular forms (Extension)..
Ward. Samu' 1, Amsterdam, N. Y. Take-up mechanism for circular knitting machines.
Ward, Seth, G'bson county, Ohio. Back-band hook
Ward, Silas, Richmoad, 111. Animal trap
Ward, Stephen B., Auburn, N. Y. Seeding machine
Ward, S. W. H., New York, N. Y. Envelope for spittoons
Ward, William E., Port Chester, N. Y. Machine for making nuts (Reissue) .

.

Same Method of heading screw blanks, rivets, &c (Extension)..
Ward, W. G., Savona, N. Y. Cloches pin
W'ard, Wesley G. , Steuben county, N. Y. Device for hitching horses
Ward, W. H., Auburn, N. Y. Railway car apron or duster, aud bridge
Ward, William L., and William H. Bancroft. {See Bancroft & Vfard.)
WardwHll, C. P. S. , Lake Village, N. H. Knitting machine needles

Same Machine for making needles
Same Machinery for making needles
Same {See Plant. Fredtrric, assignor) (Reissue.)

Wardvvell, Charles W. {See Decker, John assignor.)
Same same.

Wardw 11, George J., Rutland, Vt. Machine for quarrying stone
Same same

Wardwell, Jeremy B., Georgetown, D. C. Weatherstrip
Same Bedstead fasteni g

Ware, Adam P., Camden county, N. J. Metallic carriage wheel. (Antedated
January 28, 1867)

Ware, Elijah, Bayonue, N. J. Machinery for propelling steam carriages
Ware, Justin C, and Albert Fickett. (See Fickett & Ware.)
Wai*e, William P., Cincinnati, Ohio. Ear, cheek, and chin muffs (Reissue)..
Warehani, Charles E., Sedalia, Mo. Mop- wringer
V/arlield, George W., Hudson, Mass. Machiue for shaping boot heels
Waring, John T., Yonkers, N. Y. Machiae for ironing hats
Warlaud, C. A., and J. M. Ryder (See Putter, Elisha O., assignor.)

Warne, M., and W. H. Pearce, Philadelphia, Pa. Hitching device for horses
Warner, Alexander, Brooklyn, N. Y. Window-blind fastening ,

Warner, Almon, Hamden, Coun. Hub for carriage wheels
Warner, Augustus J., assignor to self and James E. Conor, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Window-blind fastening
Warner, Benjamin J. , Brooklyn, N. Y. Watch case
Warner, Chauucey E., Syracuse, N. Y. Churu
Warner. C. H. (See Miller, Charles D., assignor.)
Warner, Daniel, Port Clinton, Ohio. Drill
v\ arner, Daniel, W. F. Pfeiffer, and A. F. Lepper, Port Clinton, Ohio. Drilling machine
Warner, Ezra J,, Newark, N. J. Eyelettmg machiue for attaching buttons to

garments '.

Warner, FrlEmcis. (See Murden^& Cooper, assignors.)
Warner, George, West Liberty, Iowa. Grain binder
Warner, George L., assignor to self and Cornelia Hawks, Rochester, N. Y. Railway

switch and signal
Warner, Horace, Lake City, Mo. Washing machiue
W arner, H. \V. , Watertown, Conn. Holder for brooms
Warner, Ira P., Marengo, 111. Carpet stretcher
Warner, James L., New York, N. Y. Toy engine
Warner, Stanton D., a.>-sig;ior to self, Jonathan S. Roberson, John Black, and E. B.

Brewster, Richmond, III. Threshing machine -

Warner, William E., Newark, and M: J. Palmer, Syracuse, N. Y., assignors to selves
and Arthur Holmes. Car coupling

Warner, W. Y., Wilmington, Del. Car coupling -

Same same
W.irr, Aaron, Lockport, N, Y. Instrument for drawing ellipses

Warren, A ndrevv, Waltham, Mass. Regulating device for watches
Warren, Benja nin O., Elkhart, Ind. Excavator aud potato digger
Warren, Edaiond A., Brooklyn, N. Y. Paper-ruling machiue
Warren. Joseph B., assignor to George B. Melcher, South Dauvers, Mass. Fountain

t»rush

Warren, J. T., Stafford, N. Y. Sad-ir.)n
Warren, Seth, Uollis, Me. Wagon brake

July 9, 1867.

July 23,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Oct. 22.1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

June
Feb.
Feb.
Sept.
Nov.
Mar.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Sept.
Nov.

27, 1867.

19,1867.

26, 1867.

24, 1867.

26, 1867.

5, 1867.

1, 1867.

6, 1867.

19, 1867.

17, 1867.

26, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1857.

Sept. 24, 1867.
Sept. 21, 1867.
June 1 1, 1867.

June 18,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 30,1867.
Oct. 22, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Jan. 8,1867.
June 31,1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

July 30,1867.

June 4, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

July 2, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

Aug. 6, .1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Mar. 19, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

July 16,1867.
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"Warren, Sylvanus, and William M. Blume, assignors to selves and A. V. Briesen,
New York, N. Y. Elevated railway .^ 1

Warren. Thomas A., Gettysburg, Pa. Churn .'
,

Warren, Thomas P., assignor to Warren & Woodhouse, Norfolk, Va. Combined
cotton plow and scraper

Warriner, George, England. Furnace and fireplace grate ,

Warwick, W., and P. Zern. (.SeeZern & Warwick.)
Washam, Isham, and George W. Chambers. (See Chambers and Washam.)
Washbourne, F., New York, N. Y. Bolt for saw frames, &c
Wnshburn, A., and J. N. Van Sickle, Medina, Ohio. Machine for dressing feathers.
Washburn, A. W., Yazoo City, Miss. Vaginal syringe
Washburn, B. D. , Roxbury, Mass. Hinge
Washburn, E., et al. (See Hawley, B. R., assignor.)

Washburn, George I., Worcester, Mass. Steam-engine ,

Same same
Same same ,

Same same
Washburn, Leonard, and Francis E. Howe. (See Howe & Washburn.)
Washburn, Oscar P., Bridgewater, Vt. Machine for making paper collars

Washburn, William L., Brooklyn, N. Y. "Ventilator for windows, &c
Washer, George, (^ee Fillmore, Charles, assignor.)
Wassermana, Oscar, Prussia. Process of reliuing lead
Wasson, J., Elyria, Ohio. Machine for cutting and forming wire
Waterbury Brass Company. iSee French, Andrew J., assignor.)
Waterbury, C. G., New York, N. Y. Wooden pavement
Waterman, C., New Y^'ork, N. Y. Burglar alarm
Waterman, Henry, Hudson, N. Y. Weather strip

Same Safety valve (Reissue) .

.

Waterman, Joseph S., Roxbury, Mass. Corpse-preserving case
Waterman, N., Toledo, Ohio. Folding chair
Waterman, N.. assignor to the Russell <fc Erwin Manufacturing Company, New

Britain, Conn. Pan, egg, and cake baker (Reissue) .

.

Waterman, William G. , Middletown, Conn. Cork -sxtractor

Water-proof Sole Company, (^ee Coburn, John W., assignor) (Reissue.)
Waters Chailes, and Harvey Brown, assignors to Henry H. Giles, Poughkeepsie, N.

Y. Stove grate
Waters, Gardner, Cincinnati, Ohio. Apparatus for purifying mash, for the manu-

facture of vinegar
Same Lubricator

Waters, Hervey, Northbridge, Mass. Mechanism for operating dies
Waters, Hervey, Boston, Mass. Blank for hoes

Same Fagot for scythes
Waters, James S., assignor to the St. Louis Lead and Oil Company, St. Louis, Mo,

Trade mark (Design) .

.

Waters, William H., Springfield, Mass. Drop hammer
Watkins, E., and N. S. Vance. (See Vance & Watkins.)
Watkins, George, Brooklyn, N. Y. Device for mixing liquids
Watkins, G. A., Proctorsville, Vt. Seat frame for chair s

Watrous, jr., Jos.-ph, assignor to the Mystic River Hardware Manufacturing Com-
pany, Mystic River, Conn. Coffee mill

Watson, Alexander T., New York, N. Y. Artificial leg
Watson, Benjamin R., New Bedford, Mass. Horseshoe
Watson, David C, Jlanchester, N. H. Check-rein holder
Wut.-ion, Franklin, Harrison. 111. Plow
Watson, Henry C. (See Carlos, Hector, assignor.)
Watson, James T., Richmond, Ind. Gate hinge
Watson, John, Buffalo, N. Y. Brick machine
Watson, John, assignor through mesne assignments to himself, Buffalo, N. Y. Brick

machine (Reissue)..
Watson, John S., and Job S. Gray. (See Hunt, George W., assignor.)
Watson, Joseph, assignor to self and Solomon Drullard, jr., Buffalo, N. Y. Con-

structing furnace doors
Watson, M. L., et al. (See Wortham, Notley W., assignor.)
Watson, Rutus, and Thomas Spencer, Central College, Ohio, Manufacture of

sorghum sugar
Watson, T., and C. Perry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Extension ladder
Watson, William C., Paterson, N. J. Clamp for school books
Watt, Charles, England, and Hugh Burges.s, Rover's Ford, Pa. Pulp Irom wood,

&c. , for the manufacture of paper (Extension i .

.

Same Process for treating wood and other vegetable substances in the

manufacture of paper pulp ( Lxtension) .

.

Watt, George, Richmond, Va. Plow handle
Same PIow
Same Whiffletree -

Watt, James, Charlestown, Mass. Valve arrangement for steam hammers. (Extension).
Wattles, H. J., Rockiord, 111. Gang plow
Wattles, Jotieph W., Canton, Mass. Ring .'pinning frame
Watts, Alfred J., Brooklyn, N. Y. Process for preparing gold (Extension) .

.

Watt.s, John, deceased, by George Waite, administrator, New Orleans, La. Filter. .

.

Wauchope, "VVilliamJ., Brooktield, 111. Ditc'iing and grading machine
Way, Charles A., Charlestown, N. H. Velocipede

Same ...same

Date.

Nov. 26,1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

June 18,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.

Dec. 31,1867.
Jnne 11, 1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Mar. 5, 1867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Dec, 24,1867.
Jan, 29, 1867.

Aug. 27,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 9, 1867.
Apr, 23,1867.
Apr. 23,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Dec. 17,1667.

Nov. 26,1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 26,1867.
July 23,1867.

July 16,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 3 4,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Apr. 2.3,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Jan, 1, 1867,

Mar, 12,1867.

Mar, 26, 1867.

1867.

June 18. 1867.

Oct. 15, ! 867.

Sept 24, 1867.

Aug. 17, 1867.

Aug, 17. 1867.

May 7, 1867,

Nov, 26, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 21,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Apr. 22, 867.

Mar. 5, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
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Way, J. A., and J. Stever. {See Stever & Way.)
Same same.

Way, William, and Samuel B,, and Samuel C Pomeroy, South Butler, N. Y. Dish
washer

Waymoth, Thomas V. , New York, N. Y. Envelope machine
Waymoth, Thomas V., assignor to Henry C. Berlin and George H. Jones, New York,

N. Y. Machine for gumming and printing envelopes (Reissue)

.

Same Envelope machine ., (Reissue)

.

Wayne, Will H., Philadelphia, Pa. Sash fastener ,

Weand, W. R., 6i al. {See Klahr, Joseph, assignor.)

Weatherhead. O. E. , Winchendon, M^s. Divider
Weaver, Clemens, Easton, Pa. Faucet
Weaver, Horatio B. , Hartford, Conn. Lock and key ,

Weaver, J. H., Columbus, Ohio. Lock and alarm attachment for money drawers. .

.

Weaver, Jacob H., assignor to self and George Webb, Mauricetown, N. J. Steering
apparatus. (Antedated December 24, 1867)

Weaver, Lewis, Canton, Ohio. Corn dropper
Same Hand corn planter

Weaver, Oliver N., assignor to self and G. W. Winter, Dover, Ky. Whiffletree
Same Unhitching horses from vehicles ,

Weaver, Theos, Harrisburg, Pa. Whip socket
Weaver, Theos, and Isaac Lloyd. {See Patton, William P., assignor.)
Weaver, William, Phoenixville, Pa. Vegetable cutter

Same Bed bottt m -.

Same Machine for coiling wire
Same Composition for destroying insects ,

Same Rock drill

Same Insect trap

Weaver, William, Nashua, N. H. Device for scouring marble
Same Combination bench

Weaver, Willis, Salem, Ohio. Carpet stretcher

Webb, Albion, assignor through mesne assignments to R. B. Dunn and John C. Flint,

Bangor, Me. Horse hoe cultivator (Reissue) .

.

Webb, George, WilliaiL sport. Pa. Railroad chair

Same, (^ee Weaver, Jacob H., assignor,)

Webb, James A., Madison, N. J., and Christopher Cory, Lima, Ind., assignors to

Christopher Cory. Evaporating pan
Webb, James B., Muscatine, Iowa. Farm gate
Webb, Milo, Chenango Forks, N. Y. Hay raker and loader ,

Webb, Rodolphus L., New Britain. Conn. Reversible latch

Webb, R. M.. and I. Hermann, New York, N. Y. Sealing padlock
Webb, Samuel, Joliet, 111 Water wheel ,

Webb, S. A. (See Palmiter, C. D., assignor.)

Webb, Wm., assignor to the Scoville Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.
Hinge for lamp burners

Webber, Moses D., Woodbury, Vt. Washing machine
Weber, Adam, New York, N. Y. Kiln for reburning and purifying bone black
Weber, Francis J. , Carey, Ohio. Machine for making wagon wheels
Weber, John R., Bourbon, Ind. Loom

Same Corn planter '

Weber, Theodore A., New York, N. Y. Safety attachment for pocket books
Same Boitle stopper

Webley, Thomas W., England. Breech-loading fire-arm
Webster, Alexander, Seneca Falls, N. Y. Steam cylinder for finishing cloth
Webster, A. W., Ansonia, Conn. Fastenings for corsets. (Antedated Nov. 9, 1867).

Webster, Dexter P., and Hermon W. Ladd, Philadelphia, Pa. Spring bed bottom..
Web.5tei-, Dexter P., Upper Gilmanton, N. H., and Hermon W. Ladd, Philadelphia,

Pa. Spring bed bottom
Webster, Dudley, Washington, D. C. Egg beater.-

Webs er, Eben, Holland, Mich. Stove-pipe drum
Webster, Granville S , et al. {See Beal, Sawyer & Webster.)

Same. {See Miller, Wesley, assignor.)

Webster, J. B., and Robert Baxter, Stockton, Cal. Plow wheel
Webster, John T., assignor to Deborah, Albert E., and Nathaniel L. Powers, New

York, N. Y. Floor oil cloth (Design) .

.

Webster, Joseph H., assignor to self and John Kupferle, St. Louis, Mo. Steam
globe valve 1

Same Metallic packing for piston rods
Webster, Joshua, Maiden, Mass. Manu factnre of peat fuel '

Same Apparatus for preparing peat for tuel

Webster P. W., and William H. Prescott, Concord, N. H. Bed bottom
|

WLb.-ter^ T. L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Holder for slotting tools :

V/ebster, T. Tv., and T. J. Jones. {Sec Jones & Webster.) I

Vv^bster, William, Rochester, N. Y. Flower garden (Design) .
.

'

Week, Philip, Brooklyn, N. Y. Seaming tool

Same Water elevator

We dington, William, Winterset, Iowa. Churn....' -.

WwJdington, William, Alexandria, Ind. Safety stirrup

Weed, Alirrd, Boston, Mass. File
Same. File handle :

Weed, A. M., and Elisha Walker, (^ee Walker & Weed.)

Apr. 9, 1867.

Nov. 19,1867.

May 21,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan, 1, 1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec.
Oct.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

31,1867.
15. 1867.

22,1867.
5, 1867.

5, 1867,

July 30,1867.

Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
July
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Apr.

15, 1867.

5, 1867.

2, 1867.

2,1867.
16,1867.

26, 1867.

5. 1867.

5, 1867.

30, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.
June 4, l^67.

Sept. 3,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

June 18,

Sept. 10,

June 4,

Sept. 24,

Mar. 12,

Dec. 10,

Apr. 2,

July 2,

June 1],

Nov. 5,

Nov. 19,

Apr. 23,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

!867.

18G7.

1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Nov, 5,1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

July 16,1867.

July 16,1867.
July IG, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Aug. 2ii, !SG7.

July 3;>, lr67.

Apr. 30, 181.7.

Jan. 15, !^C7.

Apr. 16, 18.7.

Dec. 17, .'6 .7.

July -J:\ M^u7.

Oct. 22, 18:17.

Sept. 3. It'.J.

Sept, 3,1867.
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"Weed, Charles, Boston, Mass. Bed bottom
Weed, Otis H., Charlestown, Mass. Spring bed bottom
Weed, Walters., Auburn, N. Y. Reversible butt hinge
Weeden, William B., Providence, R.I. Woven fabric (Design)..
Weeks, Asa, Minneapolis, Minn. Breech-loading ordnance
Wegraann, Leopold, and C. F. Diessel, Allegheny, Pa. Horse collar

Wehdeking, H., Edgerton, Ohio. Mangle
Wehle, Alexander. {See Kiukel, Charles, assignor.)

Wehr, Michael. {See Buei'cky, John, assignor.)

Weible, H., and E. G. Ford.. {See Ford <fe Weible.)
Weichart, John, San Francisco, Cal. Straw cutter

Weidenman, J., Hartford, Conn. Rubber shoe ^

Weidling, Carl, assignor to self, Alexander Lieder, and Charles Kinkel, New York,
N. Y. Fire escape

Weimer, P. L., Lebanon, Pa. Door stop ,

Weimer, P. L., assignor to self, J. A. and L. E, Weimer, Lebanon, Pa. Means for

ringing bells ,

Weis, Wendeliu, St. Paul, Minn. Apparatus for making vinegar
Same Apparatus for the manufacture of vinegar

Weisiger, J. R., Danville, Ky. Pump
Weissberger, Moritzuos, St. Paul, Minn. Printers' ink .\

Weissenborn, Anna, New York, N. Y. Tuck marker or creaser for sewing machines.
Weissenborn, Edward, Hudson City, N. J. Machine for polishing wood
Weissenborn, Edward, assignor to American Lead Pencil Company, Hudson City,

N. J. Machine for making lead pencils
Weissenborn, Grustavus, New York, N. Y. Machine for making peat fuel. (Ante-

dated Dec. 11, 1867)
Weitling, William, New York, N. Y. Sewing machine
Weitman, Augustus, West Union, Iowa. Broadcast seeding machine
Weitman, Christian, Hazleton, Iowa. Horse shoe
Weitz, J. v., Cleveland, Ohio. Steam-engine governor

Same.. Low-water detector for steam generators.-.-
Welbourne, William, Great Bi-itain. Tea canister

Welch, Dan., assignor to H. A. Hildreth and W.J.Johnson, Lowell, Mass. Plate
lifter

Welch, H. H., Athens, Ohio. Fire-place heater (Reissue) .

.

Welch, John F., Hingham, Mass. Wheel and axle connection
Welch, John Q., Oswego, Oregon. Rotary steam engine
Welch, Thomas, Churchville, N. Y. Hanger box for crank shafts

Same Harvester cutter bar
Same Pitman

Welch, William, Bridgeport, Conn. Locking device for gates in presses
Welch, William, assignor to self and Mathew, Diamond, Bridgeport, Conn. Indi-

cator for punching machines
Weld, sr., S. M. {See Waite, Enoch, assignor.)
Welham, Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa. Water wheel
Weller, F. M., EvanBton, 111. Carriage shackle. (Antedated May 16, 1867)
Wells, William C, Parkersburg, West Va. Still for petroleum
Wells, W. N., et al. {See Perry, Welles & Perry.)
Wellfare, John, and E. T. Prindle. {See Prindle & Wellfare.)
Wellington, Darius, assignor to Cornelius Wellington, Boston, Mass. Peat machine.
Wellington, T. W., and Thomas H. Dodge. {See Rice, T. C, assignor.)

Same same.
Wellman, George, deceased, by William B. Bates, administrator, Mansfield, Mass.

Stripping top fiat in carding machines (Reissue).
Same Stripping top flat for carding m achines (Reissue) .

,

Same Stripping top flat in carding machines (Extension).,
Same Stripping top flat for carding machines (Extension) .

.

Wellman, Hiram B. , Indianapolis, Ind. Composition for treating burning fluid

Wellman, Marshal D., Pittsburg, Pa. Fireplace
Same Allegheny, Pa. Grate

Wellman, N. J., New York, N. Y. Shield for protecting water backs in ranges and
stoves

Wellman, Samuel K., Nashua, N.-H. Fire brick
Same Manufacture of fire brick

Wells, F. B. {See Elmer, George, assignor.)
Wells, George, Bethel, Conn. Door holder
Wells, Geo. A., Oskaloosa, Iowa. Combined lantern, foot warmer, and water heater.
Wells, George H., assignor to self and Judson A. Cleveland, Logansport, Ind. Ma-

chine for cutting screws
Wells, Isaac H., Pagetown, Ohio. Mode of protecting likenesses in monuments
Wells, Isaac M., assignor to self and Wm. AVood, Jeffersonville, Ohio. Burglar

alarm
Wells, James W., St. Joseph, Mo. Shingle band
Wells, John D. , Franklin county, Ohio. Corn planter
Wells, John H. {See Wetherell, Lorin, assignor.)

Same same.
Wells, Morris, Williamsburg, N. Y. Machine for shaping metals
Wells, Nelson, et al. {See Loomis, Wells, Hitchcock 6c Striker.)

Wells, Norman J., Huntington, Mass. Process for purifying and cleaning sizing for
paper, <fcc ,

May 21, 18G7.

Aug. 27 1867.

Sept. 24; 18(i7.

Oct. 1,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Nov. 19,1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

July 23; 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
June 4,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
June 18, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.
June 18, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.
Sept. 3, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Oct. 27,1867.
May 28, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Nov. 21,1667.
Nov. 21, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
May 7, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 14,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Apr. 30, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Apr. 30,1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
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Wells,' S. K., and J. P. Flanders, (^ee Flanders & Wells.)
Wells, Thomas J., St. Anthony, Minn. Peat car

Same Peat machine
Wells, W. H., and Joseph Hawse, Newport Center, Vt. Clothes pin
AVells. W. T., Decatur, 111. Latchforgate '.

Same Gate latch
Welsh, J. A., assignor to self, B. D. Anderson, R. S. Finley, Solomon K. Harner,
Wm. II. Wilson, and Chauncey W. Newton, Xenia, Ohio. Brick machine

WeltOD, S. B., Waterbury, Conn. Wagon wheel
Wemple, Andrew, Chicago. 111. Mowing machine
Wemple, Andrew H., and Thomas D. Richardson, New York, N. Y. Combined

sash and shutter fastener '

Wemple, John De Witt, Albany, N. Y. Refrigerator
Wendell, Isaac P., Philadelphia, Pa. Mode of lubricating journals

Same Car-brake shoe
Wendell, R. {See Marshall, Moses S., assignor.)
Wendhiser, Peter, Rockville, Conn. Box for preserving corpses
Wentworth, H. E. {See Trevitt, C. S., assignor.)

Wenthworth, William P., Detroit, Mich. Clamp for clapboarding
Same Door lock

Werden, W. B. {See Filkins, R. A., assignor.)
Same same.

Werden, William B. and Cyrus A. (^ee Graham, A. B., assignor.)
Werne, A., New York, N. Y. Rectifier for stills

Werner, Cassius M. , Rockford, 111. Horseshoe
Werui, Peleg, Chicago, 111. Harvester

Same Harvester rake 1*

Werni, P., and R. B. De Bare, assignors to Reuben B. De Bare, Chicago, 111. Saw-
ing machine

Werntz, John, Bourbon, Ind. Spring seat for carriages
Wertsbaugher, Jacob, La Grange, Ind. Locking knob-latch for doors
Wesson, D. B. {See Farrar, Benjamin F., assignor.)

Wesson, D. B., assignor to The Wesson Fire-arms Company, Springfield, Mass.
Breech-loading fire-arm

Wesson, D.B., and J. H. Blaze, assignors to The Wesson Fire-arms Company, Spring-
field, Mass. Method of manutacturiug ribs and bolsters for double-barrelled guns.

Wesson, Daniel B., and Horace Smith. (See Smith & Wesson.) (Reissue.)

Wesson, Edward M., et al. {See Farrar, Benjamin F., assignor.)

West, C, and B. K. Price, Pittsburg, Pa. Blower for forge
West, David N., assignor to self and J. Mong Hughes, Smithsburg, Md. Milk bucket

and strainer

West, George E., and William R. Cunningham, Lafayette, Ind, Carpet fastener

West, Joseph D., New York. N. Y. Sand trap for water pipes
West, Joseph E., Georgetown, Ky. Corn planter
West, LeviH., Cambridge, Mass. Car truck and spring
West, P. L., Bath, 111. Cultivator. (Antedated March 19, 1867)

West, R., and U. F. Paul, Concord, N. H. Cultivator and harrow tooth
West, Samuel. {See Smithson, Benjamin R., assignor.)

West, S. A., and Lewis Goodwin. {See Goodwin & West.)
West brook, Abram, and Justin Campbell, Leona, Pa. Composition for tanning
Westbrook, A. D., assignor to self, R. W. Daniels, and John Humphrey, Buffalo,

N. Y. Protecting pad for interlering horses
Westcott, Amos, Syracuse, N. Y. Cheese vat

Same Fan wheel blower. (Antedated March 15, 1867)
Westcott, Edwin, Hudson City, N. J. Sawing machine
Westcott, John, Patchogue, N. Y. Animal trap
Westerfield, Finley F., assignor to self and C. Westerfield, Fort Dodge, Iowa. Coi*u

planter ,

Westervelt, A. V. D., assignor to self, J. W. Westervelt, and H, Smith, jr.. New
Brunswick, N. J. Calipers

Westfall, D. C, Miffiin, Pa. Horse-collar fastening
Westfall, Peter V., Kalamazoo, Mich. Brick machine
Westgate, Joseph Davis, San Francisco, Cal. Sad-iron heating apparatus
Westinghouse, jr., George, Schenectady, N. Y. Railroad switch
Westlake, WiUiam, Brooklyn, N. Y. Method of manufacturing faucets

Same game
Westlake, William, assignor to Cross, Dane & Westlake, Brooklyn, N. Y. Lantern
Westlake, Wm,, and Jame.s F. Dane. {See Gersten, Conrad, assignor.)

Same same.
Westland, Charles S., Providence, R, I. Stop motion for steam engines
Westley, Thomas, and Thomas Richard Beaumont, England, Spinning flyer

Westmacott, P. G. B., England. Device for cleaning grain. (Patented in England
. November 19, 1866)

Weston, D. M., Boston, Mass. Centrifugal machine for draining sugar and other
substances 1

Weston, Edward W., Providence Pa. Corrugated iroa-i'evolving coal screen
Weston, H., Towanda, Pa. Burner for lamps

Same Lamp
Weston, Horace, Boston, Mass. Skylight
WcHton, M. P., and II. B. Miller. {See Miller & Weston.)
Weston, Nathan. {See Phillips, Russell, assignor.)

Jan. 22, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Apr. 9. 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

June 25, 1867,

Jan. 1, 1867.

Feb. 19,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867,

Dec. 3, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Sept
Oct.

Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Oct.

3, 1867.

22, 1867.

26, 1867.

26, 1867.

26, 1867.

2, 1867.

8, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.

Oct. 15, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

July 9,1867.

July 9,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Nov. m, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

June 11, 1867.
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Weston, jr., Nathan, West Newton, Mass. Mosquito and fly net ,

WeBton, Nathan Foster, Boston, Mass. Uniting the ends of load pipes

Same Coupling faucets to pipes

Same Construction of vessels

Weston, Nathaniel, San Francisco, Cal- Apparatus for enameling photographic
pictures

.

Weston, Thomas Aldridge, England. Pulley ,..

Same: (6'ee Egliu, John, assignor.)

Weston, T. F., Salem, Mass. Machine for shaving hides
Westover, George C, Paducah, Ky. Churn and egg beater combined
Wetherell, Loriu, assignor to self and John H. Wells, Boston, Mass. Die ^..

Same Forging hammer
Wetmore, J. W., Erie, Pa. Washing machine. (Antedated September 7, 1867)
Wettsteiu, Henry, Philadelphia, Pa. Coverlet
Wetzel, Dennis, Springtield, Mo. Machine for bending tires

Wetzel, George. {See Phillips, Milton E., assignor.)

Whait, .James, Springfield. Mo. Foot scraper
Whait, William and James, Independence, Iowa. Seeder and cultivator

Same Sulky harrow and cultivator
Whaley, Stephen S. , Tidionte, Pa. Fruit ladder
Wharton, jr., William, Philadelphia, Pa. Railway switch
Wharton, jr., W., et al. (See Wootten, J. E., assignor.)

Wheat, James E., assignor to self and Otis Cole, Rochester, N. Y. Snow shovel. ..

Wheat. Jesse S., South Wheeling, W. Va. Car seat

Wheatley, R. J., St. John's, 111. Plow
Wheal on, Liicius, Auburn, N. Y. Trunk hinge
Wheaton, Wiiliam, assignor to John F. Lee, jr., Brooklyn, N. Y. Spool holder for

sewing machine
Wheeler and Wilson Manufacturing Co. (See House, Jas. A. and Henry A., ass'ors.)

Same same.
Whoeler, A., and William H. McCoy, (See McCoy & Wheeler.)
Wheeler, jr., C., Poplar Ridge, N. Y. Cutting device for harvester (Reissue)

.

Same Auburn, N. Y. Harvester (Reissue).
Same same (Reissue)

.

Same same ,

Wheeler, jr,, Cyrenus. (See Brounlich, A. C, assignor) (Reissue.)
Same same (Reissue.)
Same (See Barrett, Jonathan F., assignor) (Reissue.)
Same (See Anthony,, James, assignor.)

Wheeler, E. A. (.See Frey & Heckert. assignors.)

Wheeler, E. F., Sag Harbor, N. Y. Washing machine ,

Wheeler, George W., New Fairfield, and Hiram I. Stevens, Bethel, Conn.* Marble-
cutting machine

Wheeler, H. F., Boston, Mass. Magazine fire-arm
Same Penholder

,

Wheeler, Jacob, Huntii gton, lud. Horseshoe
Wheeler, J. M., Oxford, Conn. Steam jet for cleaning boiler tubes
Wheeler, Lorenzo D., Fitchburg, Mass. Oscillating steam rubber. (Antedated

January 21, 1867)
Wheeler, L. H., Beloit, Wis. Wind wheel
Wheeler, Norman W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Ventilating skylight

Same Water anchor :

Same Flexible coupling
Same Surface condenser
Same Condenser ,

Same Lighted ventilator for ships
Same Valve gear for steam engine ,

Wheeler, Russell, Uiica, N. Y. Cook's stove (Design)..
Wheeler, Seth, Albany, N. Y. Permutation lock ,

Same same ,

Wheeler, Seth, and Edgar Jerome, Albany, N. Y. Manufacture of paper boxes
Same Manufacture of boxes from paper pulp
Same Drying boxes. Sec, of pulp ,

Same Finishing boxes, &c., of pulp ,

Same Making blanks for paper boxes
Wheeler, Shepherd H. , Dowagiac, Mich. Gate
Wheeler, S. H., and W. Tuttle, jr., Dowagiac, Mich. Grain drill

Wheeler, jr., Walter, assignor to self, Pardon Jenks, and E. O. Potter, North Prov-
idence, R. I. Machine for folding cloth

Wheeler, W. S., and S. E. Bickford, assignors to S. E. Bickford and F. Flanders,
Franklin, N. H. Miter box

Wheelock, Jerome, Worcester. Mass. Steam-engine piston
Wheelock, Luke, New Haven, Conn. Breech-looding fire-arm
Wheelock, Samuel, Conway, Mass. Portable vehicle
Whelan, Richard P., Leavenworth, Kansas. Bridle bit
Whelden. Charles M., Pittsfield, Mass. Soda and mineral-water stand

Same Base-burning stove '.

Whelpley, J. Albert, Greenwich, N. B. Machine for giinding and polishing articles

of metal -

Whetstine, E. G. (See Deen, Bolding & Perry, assignors.)
Whiddit, W. W. , Richmond, Ind. Machine for cleaning flax

Aug. 20, 1867.

July 9. 18r;7.

July 9, 1«67.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Feb 19. 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Sept. i7, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

July 2.3, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

May 28,1867.
Feb. 19, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

May 7,1867.
May 14, 1867.
May 28, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

June 11,1867.
June 25, 1867.
June 25, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Mav 7, 1 867.

Sep't. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Feb. 12,1867.
Julv 16,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Juue 18, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1667.

May 7,1867.

Mar. 12,

Apr. 23,

Oct. 22,

Oct. 22,
Dec. 31,

Juue 25,

Nov. 26.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

1867.

1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

May 28, 1867.
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Whipple, A., and E. S. Young. {See Young «fe Whipple.)
Whipple, Carlyle, Detroit, Mich. Saw mill

Whipple, James T., Chicago, 111. Hand track •

Whipple, John A. , Cambridge, Mass. Combined match box and taper holder ,

Whipple, John L., and Adolphus Bonzans, Detroit, Mich. Steam engine lubricator.
Whipple, J. T., and J. P. Pope. {See Pope & Whipple.)
Whipple, Milton, assignor to B. B. Hotchkiss, New York, N. Y. Driving rein

holder (Reissue)

.

Whisemand, N. H., Independence, Iowa. Sorghum evaporator
Whisler, David, Union township, Ohio. Ditching machine
Whisler, Moses, New Market, Ohio. Churn
Whitacre; A. H. and T. S., Morrow, Ohio. Ditching machine
Whitaker, Harry, Buffalo, N. Y. Application of high-pressure engine to screw

propellers (Extension) .

,

Whitaker, Samuel, Macon, 111. Burglar alarm
Whitaker, Samuel H., Covington, Ky. Apparatus for casting car wheels. (Ante-

dated October 16, 1867) ,

Whitaker, Thomas, and Joseph Constantine, England. Hot air furnace ,

Whitall, Henry, Woodbury, N. J. Machine for grinding the cutters of harvesters.

.

Whitbeck, T. L., Kenosha, Wis. Combined seed sower and cultivator ,

Whitby, Timothy, Great Britain. Armor for ships-of-war. (Patented in England
August 29, 1866)

Whitcomb, Byron, and George V. Sheffield. {See Sheffield & Whitcomb.)
Same same.

Whitcomb, P. S. {See St. Louis, Antoine, assignor.)

White, A, J., Ballston Spa, N. Y. Mode of lighting factories and other buildings
White, A. M;, New York, N. Y. Brush ..,

White, Albert M., New York, N. Y. Nozzle for hose pipes
White, Cassius A., Fairfield, Vt. Washing and wringing machine
White, Charles B., Candor, N. Y. Washing machine

Same {See McAllister, George, assignor.)
White, Charles W., Cincinnati. Ohio. Bed bottom
White, Francis "VV., Norwich, Conn. Machine for making blind slats

White, George A., Boston, Mass. Paint and varnish brush
White, George H., Huntington, N. Y. Road scraper
White, George M., New Haven, Conn. Shirt stud
White, George William, Greensburg, Ind. Lime kiln
White, Henry, (^ee Stouffer, P. J., assignoi*.)

White, Hiram W., Albany, 111. Washing machine
White, Hiram W., et al. {See Reef, jr., Jacob, assignor.)

White, James, Cleveland, Ohio. Fruit box
White, John S., Boston, Mass. Window brush

Same Paint brush
White, Jonathan, deceased, by Laura S. White, administratrix, Antrim N. H. Uniting

shovel blades to handle straps (Extension) .

.

White, Joseph, Providence, R.I, Caster
White, Joseph P., Savannah, Ga. Switch

Same Marker, hemmer, &c., for sewing machine
White, LeRoy S., Waterbury, Conn. Handle of a fork or spoon (Design) .

.

Same Spoon blank
White, Martin V. B , BalLston, N. Y. Ice spur

Same Sash fastening
White, Napoleon Bonaparte, assignor to self and Frederick B. Hoffman, Cecil

county, Md. Machine for scaling fish

White, Otis C, Hopkinton, Mass. Dentist's chair
White, Rollin, Lowell, Mass. Revolving fire-arm
White, R., Decatur, 111. Cord stretcher
White, Samuel S. {See Dibble, William H., assignor.)

Same {See Hodge & Noyes, assignor.)
White, T. R., assignor to self and W. G. Bedford, Philadelphia, Pa, Rock drill.

(Antedated March 29, 1867)
White, T. R., and W. G. Bedford, assignors to W. G, and Wimer Bedford, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Well boring apparatus. (Antedated March 29, 1867)
White, T. R., and W. G. Bedford, Philadelphia, Pa. Driving belt. (Antedated

June 15,1867) ,

White, Thomas W., Milledgeville, Ga. Seed and guano planter
White, Timothy B., New Brighton, Pa. Iron bridge
White, William H., assignor to self and George W. White, Kent island, Md. Dish

White, William H., assignor to George Mallory, Bridgeport, Conn. Fan and
parasol (Reissue) .

.

White, Willard P., Orland, Maine. Lubricator for carriage wheel bearing
White, Windsor N., Winchendon, Mass. Wages indicator
Whitehead, R. R. and J. H. {See Haines, M. J., assignor.)

Whiteiiead, William H., Chicago, 111. Grate for cooking stoves
Whitehill, James, Newburg, N. Y. Dust room in cleaning cotton
Whitehill, James C, St. Louis, Mo. Filter and cooler :....

Whiteiiill, jr., Robert, New York, N. Y. Motor for operating sewing machines
Wbiteiey, Fassler and Kelly. {See Harner, David S., assignor.)
Whiteley, William, et al. {See Franklin, Mclntire & Whiteley.)
Whiteley, William N., Springfield, Ohio. Harvester

July 2,1867.
Oct. 29.1867.
May 28,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 2,1^67.
May 7,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Jan. 29,1867,
Dec. 10,1867.

Oct.
Aug.

4, 1867.

6, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Sept 3,1867.

Sept. 17, 1567.

May 21,1867.
Apr. 9,1867.
Feb. 26,1867.
July 9,1867.

June 18.1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Jan. 15, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan, 22,1867.

June 25, 1867,

Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Dec; 24,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1887.

'

Jan. 15,1867.
Dec. 24, 1887.

Jan. 1,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Apr. 9,t867.

June 25, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

July 2,1867.

June 11, 1867.

Oct. 22,1807.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Oct. 22,1867.

Aug, 13, 1867.
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Whiteley, William N., Springfield, Ohio. Pitman head and wrist pin

Same Pitman head and crank wrist connection
Same Harvester
Same {See Troxel, John S., assignor) .- (Reissue.)

Same .^ame ". (Reissue.)

Whiteley, William N., Jerome Fassler, and Oliver S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio.
Cider mill (Division A. Reissue)..

Same same (Division B. Reissue) .

.

Whiteley, William N. and Andrew, Springfield, Ohio. Harvester
Whiteley, William N., et al. (See Long, John, assignoi'.)

Same same.
Whiteley, jr., William N,, Springfield, Ohio. Harvester

Same same
Same Harvester rake
Same same

Whiteley, jr., William N., Jerome Fassler, and O. S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio, Man-
ufacture of harvester guard fingers

Same Harvester cutter
Whitenack, Thomas S., assignor to Lewis C. Reese, Phillipsburg, N. J. Rake for

harvester (Reissue) .

.

Whitfield, John William, New York, N. Y. Needle wrapper.
Whiting, Benjamin. (See Davis, H. V., assignor.)

Whiting, Horatio, New York, N. Y. Divider
Whiting, James M. , Providence, R. L Carriage hub

Same Device for holding horses
Same Railroad switch

Whitiug, Nathaniel T., Lawrence, Mass. Sleigh
Whiting, R. V., assignor to D. B. Gurney, Abington, Mass. Circular sawing machine .

.

Whiting, W. C, and H. F. Edwards. (See Edwards & Whiting.)
Whiting, W. W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Mode of fastening metal plates upon door hinges -

Whitlock, Abel, Danbury, Conn. Lamp burner
Whitlock, John, Birmingham, Conn. Self-oiling journal box
Whitman, J. A., Auburn, Me. Oil can
Whitman, Lorenzo F., et al. (See Rowe, Abel, assignor.)

Whitmarsh, Henry M., Abington, and Silas S. Putnam, Dorchester, Mass.
Clothes hook

Same same • (Reissue) .

.

Whitmore, Charles. (See Kendall, J. E., assignor.)

Whitmore, George B., Housatonic, Mass. Foldingchair
Same Hub for wheels

Whitmore, Joseph M., and John N. Arvin. (See Arvin & Whitmore.)
Whitmore, Nathaniel, et al. (See Hodges, Charles M,, assignor.)
Whitmore, Titus, Dubuque, Iowa. Head block for saw-mills.
Whitmore, William D., Boston, Mass. Piston for steam engines
Whitner, Benjamin F., Madison, Fla. Planter and manure distributor
Whitney, Andi'ew H., Portland, Me. Lock-clasp for umbrellas
Whitney, Anthony L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Steamer for culinary purposes
Whitney, Arthur, et al. (See Boynton, D., assignor.)

Whitney, Baxtor, D., Winchendon, Mass. Planing machine
Same Machine for grinding saws

Whitney, Edward P., and Edwin Hoyt. (See Hoyt & Whitney.)
Whitney, Eli, New Haven, Conn. Breech-loading fire-arm
Whitney, Elijah. (See Page, Nathaniel F., assignor.)

Whitney, Hiram, Watertown, Mass. Paper neck-tie
Whitney, Isaac, Dayton, Ohio. Washing machine
Whitney, James, Bristol, Vt. Washing and wringing machine
Whitney, James A., Maryland, N.Y. Magazine fire-arm. (Antedated July 18, 1867)..

Same Jersey city, N.J. Spike. (Antedated Sept. 26, 1867)
Whitney, Joel, Winchester, Mass. Wood-planing machine (Reissue)..
Whitney, John F., and Oliver B., Milton, N. Y. Fruit-box
Whitney, LeviH., Vallejo, Cal. Mode of training hops, &c (Reissue)..

Same Vine trellis

Whitney, M. L., and Andrew Leighton. (See Noyes, George, assignor.)
Whitney, N. L., Effingham, 111. Coffee roaster
Whitney, Oscar J., Clifton Springs, N. Y. Qar coupling

Same (See Gates, William N., assignor.)
Whitney, R. W., and Joseph P. Davis, South Berwick, Me. Nutmeg grater
Whitney, R. W., South Berwick, Me., and JudsonW. Shaw, Concord, N. H. Hat

hook for pews
Whitney, Samuel A., Glassboro', N. J. Bottle (Design)..
Whitney, Silas M., Galesburg, 111. Cultivator
Whitney, Washington, et al. (5'eeMellish, Henry, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Whitney, Washington, and I. J. Dunn. (See Hunt, George W., assignor.)
Whittaker, Francis, St. Louis, Mo. Trade-mark (Design) .

.

Whittemore, A. S., Willimantic, Conn. Chimney
"Vhittemore, Charles Barton, Boston, Mass. Mode of recovering lost anchors
Whittemore, Charles B. (See Johnson, S. P., assignor.)
Whittemore, David. Machine for pegging boots and shoes

16 c p

Oct. 22,1867.
Nov. 5,1807.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
June 4,1867.
Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Aug. 20, 1867.

June 4,1867.
June 4,1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

July 30,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

July 9,1867.
Sept. 3, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Sept. 3.1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Aug. 6,1867.
May 14,1867.
Jan. 15,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 12,1867.
Sept. 3, 1867.

Nov. 5,1£57.
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No. Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

63, 592
72, 252
69, 733
68, 326
72, 707

70, 305

66, 543

71, 670

67, 390
65, 320
63, 593
71, 350

72, 576
69, 522
6:i, 345
67, 473

70, 058
63, 774

69, 734

69, 880
61,785
64, 178

70, 487
72, 350

63, 448
62, 583
67, 621

66, 923

61, 694
70, 928
70, 930

63, 777
62, 514

63, 346
69, 056

61, 295

72, 708
60, 976

70, 059

64, 927
63, 683
63, 193
Q^, 586
2,741

68. 327
2, 654
2,540

2,541
2,564
2,565

63. 126
63. 127

67, 391

67, 148
64, 608
67, 092

66, 434

Whittemore, David. {See Landfear, Wm. R., assignor.)

Same C&eE.eed, T. K., assignor.)

Whittemore, Jonatlian R.., Chicopee Falls, Mass. Sash fastening
Whittemore, Joshua, South Reading, Mass. Soap rest

Whittemore, Thomas, Cambridgeport, Mass. Railway ^
Whittier, Alcibiades J., Roxbury, Mass. Mosquito bar and window screen
Whittier, Charles, assignor to Union Steam Valve Co., Roxbury, Mass. Steam en-

gine slide valve
Whittle, George, New York, N. Y. Coal screen
Whittlesey, C. B. (See Heaton, Edward, assignor.)

Whitwell, Thomas, England. Oven or furnace for heating the blast of blast fur-
naces. (Patented in England Nov. 10, 1865)

Whitworth, John, assignor to self and W. H. Hawkins, Cleveland, Ohio. Cutter
head for moldings

Whitworth, William, Cleveland, Ohio. Table leaf support
Whyte, Edward, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for cooling liquids on draft
Wiard, John, assignor to A. E. Taylor, New Britain, Conn. Sash fastener
Wiard, John, assignor to self and Thomas A. Conklin, New Britain, Conn. Key

guard for door locks
Wiard Luman, and W. H. Nelson, Spring Township, Pa. Chui'n
Wichelhaus, Fridrek, and Charles Rothe, Newark, N. J. Skate
Wicke. A. F. , and O. Evans, Alliance, Ohio. Horse hay fork
Wicker, Abram C, and Lorson W. Williams, Fairhaven, Vt. Variety frame lathe..
Wickersbam, H. N. {See Huston, William, assignor.)

Wickersham, J. B., assignor to E. D. B. Wickersbam, Philadelphia, Pa. Lubricator.

.

Wickersham, WUliam, Boston, Mass. Egg beater
Same Sewing machine (Extension) .

.

Same Machine for making nails for horse-shoes ,

Same Electro-magnetic engine ^

Wickham, Thomas B., Granville, Ohio. Farm gate
Wicks, John, Greenland, Mich. Ore washer
Wickwire, Chester F., Cortland, N. Y. Window sash fastener
Widdicomb, George, Grand Rapids, Mich. Spring bed bottom
Widney, James, and W. H. Dunham. {See Dunham & Widney.)
Wiedersheim, John A., Philadelphia, Pa. Barber's brush
Wiegand, S. Lloyd, Philadelphia, Pa. Obtaining oil from paraffine, &c

Same Steam generator *

Wieland, B., Orangeville, 111. Corn-planter
Wieland, John, and H. A. and C. H. Eugels. (See Engels & Wieland.)

Same same.
Wiesman, Joseph B., Cincinnati, Ohio. Express call sign
Wigger, David, New York, N. Y. Axle and axle box

Same Belt fastening
Wiggin, G. B. and J. F. C. Rider. {See Rider & Wiggin.)
Wiggin, Isaac B. , Washington, D. C. Burning fluid

Wiggin, J. E., Stoneham, Mass. Boardmg machine i

V/iggin, J. E., and Daniel G. Crosby, Stoneham, Mass. Heel shaving guard
Wiggin, Lewis R., Farmington, N. H. Thread-waxing device for sewing machines ..

Wiggins, Ambrose D., and James I. Gruver. {See Gruver & Wiggins.)
Wight, D., New London, Conn. Coal scuttle

Wight, Edwin M. {See Cornell, Frederick F., jr., assignor.)

Wight, Edwin M., and Frederick F. Cornell, jr. {See Cornell <fc Wight.)
Wight, Josiah W., Chicago, 111. Sled brake
Wightman, Elias A., and William Williams, Livingstonville, N. Y. Cultivating hops.
Wightman, Joseph C. {See Smith, Henry Julius, assignor.)

Wikidal, L. P., and William and George Gibbs. {See Gibbs &, Wikidal.)
Wilber, J. D., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Harvester
Wilber, Wm. B., et al. {See Bassett, Bearse& Wilber.) (Reissue.)

Wilcox, Albert, Maquoketa, Iowa. Shovel plow
Wilcox, A. W., Boston, Mass. Melodeon
Wilcox, B.B., New Haven, Conn. Fruit jar
Wilcox, C. E. , Milwaukee, Wis. Billiard table cushion
Wilcox, Dennis C, assignor to Meiiden Britannia Co., WestMeriden, Conn. Handle

of a fork or spoon (Design) .

.

Wilcox, G. S. {See Turner, L. W., assignor.
Wilcox, Henry S., West Meriden, Conn. Car platform
Wilcox, Horace C. , West Meriden, Conn. Spoon or fork handle (Design) .

.

Wilcox, Horace C, assignor to the Meriden Britannia Co., West Meriden, Conn.
Handle of a caster

Same Caster frame
Same same
Same same

Wilcox, John, Thompsonville, Conn. Valve
Same Faucet

Wilcox, John, assignor to self and John Hooker, Springfield, Mass. Mode of put-

ting up and preserving butter a.

Wilcox, John M., Albany, N. Y. Potato digger
Wilcox, John W., New York, N. Y. Slide for fastening envelopes, pocket books, &c.

Same Document envelopes
Wilcox, Josiah. {Sec Burns, L., assignor.)

Wilcox, L. P. Mode of attaching tools to their handles

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 17,1867,
Oct. 8, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867,

Oct. 29,1867.

July 9,1867.

Dee. 3, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Apr. 2, 1867,

Nov. 26, 1867.

Dec. 24,1867.
Oct. 1, 18G7.

Mar. 26,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Oct.
Apr.
Mar.
Oct.
Oct.
Feb.
Apr.
Nov.
Dec.

22, 1867.

9, 1867.

30, 1867.

8, 1867.

15, 1867.

5, 1867.

23, 1867.

5, 1867.

17, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Aug. 6,1867,
July 16, 1867.

Jan. 29,1867.
Nov. 12. 1867.

Nov. 12; 1867.

Apr. 9.1867,
Feb. 26,1867.
Mar. 26,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

May 21, 1867.

Apr. 9, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Aug. 6,1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1,1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
Mar. 19. 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

July 2,1867.
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Wilcox, Luther T.. and Wm. G. Caldwell. Three Rivers, Mich. Cotton-seed planter.

.

Wilcox, ir., S. and ft. H. Babcock. {Sec Babcock & Wilcox.)
Wilcox, S. S. (See Church, S. O., assignor.)

Wilcox, Wra. R., assignor to self and Wm. W. Wilcox, St. Joseph, Mich. Fruit box .

.

Wilcox, Wni.W., Middletown, Conn. Strawberry trellis

Same Fastening eyelets .:

Wilcox, Wm. W., and Joseph Hall, jr. {See Brown, Wm., assignor.)

Wild, Chas., and Alf. B. Ely, trustee. (5'eeHayward, Dan'lE., assignor.).. (Reissue.)

Same same (Reissue.)

Wild, Jacob, assignor to J. S. Mason <fc Co., Philadelphia, Pa, Machine for making
met al boxes

Wilder, Amos, Calais, Me. Blacking-box holder
Wilder, A. A. , Detroit, Mich. Railroad car stai-ter

Same Planing machine. (Antedated March 5, 1867)

Wilder, Artemus W., et al. {See Thoma, Alois, assignor.)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Wilder, C. H., and J. M.,New York, N. Y. Nipple shield :

Wilder, Edward Ward. (S'ee Smith, Francis, assignor.')

Wilder, J. W., assignor to self and E. Butterick, New York, N. Y. Bed bottom
Wilder, Mark, East Princeton, Mass. Threshing machine
V/ilder, Milo D., Laporte, Ind. Cattle pump
Wilder, Moses ft, , West Meriden, Conn. Punching press i..

Wildhack, John, assignor to self andR. Popkess, Pekin, 111. Oil cup for steam engines

-

Wiles, Moses, and Jasper C. Wock, Fort Plain, N. Y. Milk-can bottom
Wiles, Thomas, Indianapolis, Ind. Jack
Wiley, John, 2d, South Reading, Mass. Car starter and brake

Same Car brake and starter

Wiley, Wm. H., Fredonia, N. Y. Filter

Same Horse power
Wilhelm, August, Philadelphia, Pa. Reflector (Design)..
Wilheim, Charles, and Joseph Neumann, Philadelphia, Pa. Shade for a ceiling

light (Design) .

.

Same Lantern reflector (Design) .

.

Wilke, F. E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Photographic camera stand
Wilkie, James W., Auburn, N. Y, Axletree

Same same
Wilkin, Alfred, McConnellsville, Ohio. Self-setting game trap
Wilkins, Clarance L. and Erastas, et al. {See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)
Wilkins, E. M., et al. (See Ho%vell, R. L., at^signor.)

Wilkins, E. S., and John Straw, Stowe, Vt. Mop squeezer. Antedated March 14, 1867)

.

Wilkins, H., and J. N. Snowden. {See Snowden & Wilkins.)
Wilkins, Henry C. {See Davenport, David, assignor.)
Wilkins, M. P., and C. D. Rogers, Jersey City, N. J. Manufacture of brushes

Same {See Rogers & Wilkin,s.)

Wilkinson, Albert S., Pawtucket, R. I. Horseshoe nail

Same Horseshoe
Same .^ same
Same same
Same same
Same same
Same same

Wilkinson, Albert S., Pawtucket, R. I. Horseshoe
Same same

Wilkinson, David. {See Simpson, Robert, assignor.)
Wilkinson, J. T., et al. {See Numao, Wilkinson & Cook.)
Wilkinson, Levi, New Haven, Conn. Shrinking tires

Wilkinson, Levi, assignor to Oliver F. Case, New Hav,en, Conn. Carriage shackle..
Wilkison, John ft, , Quincy, Ohio. Vehicle
Will, Reuben B., assignor to Wesley H. Colton, New Market, Va. Washing machine.
Willans, Jacob ft., England. Puddling iron
Willard, Charles, Newtown, Pa. • Cultivator
Willard, C. A.. Belleview, Ohio. Carriage shaft coupling
Willard, Franklin W., New York, N. Y. Spoon. (Antedated Jan, 12, 1867)
Willard, George, New York, N, Y. Steam plow
WiUard, Hosea, Vergenues, Vt. Clothes dryer

Same Hay raker and loader
Willard, H., ftrand Rapids, Mich. Horse hay fork
Willbur, J. M., Cleveland, Ohio. Printing apparatus

Same Stereotype casting
Same Hand lamp

Willcox, F., and ft. L. Jenkins. {See Cox, George, assignor.)
Willcox, H. B., Troy Mills, Pa. Fruit box
Willcox, John L:, Preble, N. Y. Clothes line holder
Willets, E. P., assignor to Edw'd Richmond, North Hampstead, N. Y. Rack for whips.
Willett, James R., and Livingston Brien, Nashville, Tenn. Rotary steam engine.
Willett, John B, , West Meriden, Conn. Plate lifter

Willey, Nathan, South Windsor, Conn. Evaporating pan
Williams, Augustus, Sebec, Me. Planting hoe
WiUiams, A, A,, and D. B. RaadalL {See Randall & WilUams,)

July 16, ISG7,

July 16, 1867.

Aug. 27, 18(77.

Nov, 5,1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.
Jan. 8, 1867.

Feb. 19, 1867.

May 7,1867.

June 18, 1857.

Nov.
Jan.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Aug.
Dec.
Mar.
Nov.
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.

5, 18G7.

1,1867.
16, 1867.

28, 1867.

12, 1867.

6, 1867.

24, 1867.

12,1867.
19,1867.

10, 1867.

12, 1867.

31, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.
Apr. 16, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26,1867.
Nov, 12, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

12, 1867.

12, 18G7.

12, 1867.

12, 1806.

12, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,

Sept. 17,

May 14,

July 23,

Mar, 12,

Feb. 5,

July 9,

Jan. 29,

Mar, 26,

June 18,

Oct. 15,

Dec. 3,

Nov. 19,

Nov. 19,

Nov.* 19,

Nov. 26,

Nov. 5,

May 7,

Jan. 29,

June 4,

Sept, 10,

June 25,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

186T.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867,

186'7,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.
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64, 267
69, 882

61, 033

2,785
71, 256

69, 600
68, 272
64, 268
63, 125
71, 933
71,106
64, 392
69, 378

66, 197

72, 709

61, 907

68, 328

70, 489
70, 306
62, 584
61,592
69, 735
62,912
70, 060
65, 321

62, 717

64. 928

65, 714
63, 594
72, 141

66, 661
2,678

67, 831

70, 666
71, 671

68, 676
71, 672
63, 350
71, 830
61, 976

66, 198

64,611
61, 374

72, 253
71, 107

69, 290
62, 986
67, 934

72, 142
71, 934
2, 594

63, 595
70, 383
68, 677

Williams, Charles, Manchester, N. H. Cooking stove
Williams, Charles, assignor, through mesne assignments, to himself, Vineland, N. J.

Oil cup
Williams, jr., Charles. (5ee Hiimans, William, assignor.)

Williams, C. M., assignor to Henri L. Stuart, New York, N. Y. Method of carbu-
retting gas

Same Cai-burettiug gas (Reissue)..
Williams, Charles P., assignor to self and George T. Lewis, Philadelphia, Pa. Man-

ufacture of phosphates of soda and other products
Williams, Charles W., Wyandotte, Mich. Corn harvester
Wniiams, Daniel, Saginaw City, Mich. Com husker
Williams, Darius, Rock Co. , Wis. Washing machine
Williams, David N., Chicago, lU. Apparatus for drawing iron from the fire

AVilliams, David S., Coldwater, Mich. Bed bottom
Williams, Edward, New York, N. Y. Safety attachment for pockets
Williams, Elijah, Marianna, Fla. Propelling boats
Williams, E. H., Grand Meadow, Iowa, and D. R. W. Williams, Werner, Wis. Exca-

vating machine
Williams, F. A., Cloverville, N. Y. Support for elevated railways
Williams, F. L., and R. Fieken. (.See Ficken & Williams.)
Williams, George D. , Chicopee, Mass. Bread cutter
Williams, George L. {See Elrod, W. M., assignor.)

Williams, Giles B., assignor to Elisha M. Allen, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for

stirring and cooling lard . .

.

Williams, Harvey. (See Small, George, assignor.)

Williams, Henry A., assignor to self and Benjamin H. Chadbourne, St. Louis, Mo.
Refining sugar and sirup

'Williams, H. W., Stowe, Vt. Bed bottom
Williams, Isaac C, Philadelphia, Pa. Lay-away vat for tanning
Williams, James, and Isaac Short, Amelia, Ohio. Swage
Williams, James M. , Connersville , Ind. Blower
Williams, John A., Elizabeth, 111. Thimble skein for axles
Williams, John H. , Somerville, N.J. Car brake *.

Williams, jr., J. Newton, St. Paul, Minn. Grain separator
Williams, John R., Taunton, Mass. Composition to be used as putty for stone work.
Williams, John S., Warsaw, Ohio. Ointment for treating diseases in horses and

other animals
Williams, Lorson W., and Abram C. Wicker. {See Wicker & Williams.)
Williams, Marvin T. , Milwaukee, Wis. Egg beater
Williams, Robert F., and Daniel Peters. {See Peters & Williams.)
Williams, Samuel. {See Carpenter, George W., assignor.)

Same {See Jenkins, Joshua, as-^^ignor.)

Williams, Samuel M., Pine Village, Ind. Evaporator
Williams, Samuel P., Sheridan, N. Y. Fence

Same Farm fence
Williams, Thomas, Boston, Mass. Dredging box
Williams, Thomas S., and P. S. Page, Boston, Mass. Lamp (Reissue) .

.

Williams, William, and Elias A. Wightman. {See Wightman & Williams.)
Williams, W^illiam B., Warrenton, N. C. Plow a^
Williams, William H., Little Falls, N. Y. Elevated railroad 7.

Williamson, A. L., Huntsville, Ala., and E. Y. Beggs, Nashville, Tenn., assignors to

Algernon L. Wilkinson. Portable hose bridge
Williamson, A. T., La Crosse, Wis. Washing machine
Williamson, B. F., Franklin, Co., Ohio. Scroll saw mill

Williamson, C. S., Covert, N. Y. Method of securing cutter to sickle bars
Williamson, Hugh, New York, N. Y. Concentric celestial' and terrestrial globes
Williamson, Samuel, Cincinnati, Ohio. Molding sash weights
Williamson. Samuel D., and Stephen Alley. (See Alley & Williamson.)
Williamson, T. P., and Don C. Matteson. (See Matteson & WiUiamsou.)

Same same.
Williamson, William H., et al. (See Reef, Jacob, jr., assignor.)

Willis, Cornelius L. , Washington, D. C. Door stop and latch
Willis, Henry, et al. (5eeFarrar, Benjamin F., assignoi-.)

Willis, James A., Cherry Valley, N. Y. Medical compound
Willis, Newiel J., assignor to self and Ammi Brown, Waltham, Mass. Bed bottom..
Willison, George, and S. L. Myers. (See Myers & Willison.)
Willougbby, J. D., Shippensburg, Pa. Lamp chimney
Wills, Charles, New York, N. Y. Means for securing and releasing horses
Wills, John. (Sec Oaklov, F., assignor.)

Wills, William et al. (See Crighton, Wills & Rastetter.)

Willson, F. R. , Columbus, Ohio. Harrow teeth
Willson, Henry F., assignor to W. G. Wilson, Fort Wayne, Ind. Sewing machine.

,

Willson, H. F., assignor to self and George Esmond, Fort AVayno, Ind. Breast strap

shield

.

Willson, Hugh B., New York, N. Y. Ventilating tunnel. (Antedated Nov. 28, 1867)

Willson, Osborn, Aurora, 111. Instrument for administration of auiesthetics ,

Wilmot, Samuel R. , Bridgeport, Conn. Oil can (Design) -

.

Same Steam blower
Same Uniting sheet metal

Wihuot, Samuel II., assignor to Colby Skirt Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Clasp
for hoop skirts

Apr. 30, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.

Nov.
Oct.
Aug.
Apr.
Mar.
Dec.
Nov.
Apr.

19, 1867.

8,1867.
27,1667.
30,1867.
19, 1867.

10, 1867.

19,1867.

30. 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.

Aug. 27,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 29,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Jan. 29,1867.
Oct. 8,1867.
Mar. 12, 1867.

Oct. 22,1887.
May 28, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.

May 21, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

July 9,1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Dec. 3,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

May 7,1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

Dec. 17.1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1887.

Mar. 19, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

10, 1867.

26, 1867.

2, 1867.

29, 1867.

Dec.
Ft-b.

Apr.
Oct.

Sept. 10, 1867.
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Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

Earth pulverizer
Wilmout, Edwin, Laona, N. Y. Paper-making machine
Wilson, Carman, assignor to William L. Smith, Stamford, Conn

and seeder combined
Wilson, Charles, and J. H. McNall, Clinton, Pa. Car wheel
Wilson, C. A., Cincinnati, Ohio. Steam-pressure gauge
Wilson, Charles E., ct al. (See Mason, J. M., assignor.)

Wilson, Charles V. , Newark, N. J. Pot or lead bath for tempering steel, &c
Wilson, D. C., Beaufort, S. C. School desk and seat .-

Wilson, Erwin & Co. (See Newman, John J., assignor.)

Wilson, Furraan R., New York, N. Y. Valve gear
Wilson, George, assignor to Otis Company, Ware, Mass. Trademark (Design)..
Wilson, George W., Freeport, 111. Churn
Wilson, George W., Chelsea, Mass. Air-heating furnace
Wilson, Horace. (See Swift, F., assignor.)

Wilson, J., and J. T. Greenwood. (See Greenwood & Wilson.)
Wilson, J., and R. Hughes, Boston, Mass. Wood-turning lathe
Wilson, Jacob, Somerford, Ohio. Cultivator
Wilson, James T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Medical compound
Wilson, John, Anderson Court-house, S. C. Burglar alarm gun
Wilson, John A., Spencer, Mass. Mop head
Wilson, John B., New York, N. Y. Veneer cutter
Wilson, J. B., assignor to Eleanor and Allen T. Wilson, May's Landing, N. J. Axle

for vehicles.
Wilson, J. F., and J. Nason. (^ee Nason & Wilson.)
Wilson, J. H., and H. H. Taylor. (See Taylor &. Wilson.)
Wilson, J. T., East Liberty, and T. J. Louis, Port Perry, Pa. Car coupling
Wilson, Levi, Springfield, Ohio. Cider mill
Wilson, Lewis, assignor to self and Andrew Dunlap, Ovid, N. Y. Bed bottom
Wilson, Marmaduke. Marquette, Wis. Corn cultivator
Wilson, Samuel C, Oluey, 111. Churn
Wilson, Samuel M., et al. (See Davidson, Bates, Wilson & Russell.)
Wilson, Theodore C., and John Blackwood. (See Blackwood & Wilson.)
Wilson, Thomas W., and Edward B. McDowell. (See McDowell & Wilson.)
Wilson, William A., and James Smith, England. Grate for furnaces
Wilson, William Duane. (See Eagle &, Goodwin, assignors.)
Wilson, W. G.J Cleveland, Ohio. Sewing machine (Design)..

Same (^e Kelley, T. A., nssignor.)
Same (See Willson, Henry F., assignor.)

Wilson, William H., et al. (See Welsh, J. A., assignor.)
Wilson, William V. V., Savannah, Ga. PUl machine. (Antedated June 21 , 1867) . .

.

Wilt, F. S., Allentown, Pa. Boot tree
Wilton, Nathaniel, Groton, N. H. Jaw for lathe dogs and bench vices
Wiltse, jr., Thomas, Panama, N. Y. Horse power
Winans, James, Plymouth, Mich. Land roller

W^inans, William H. , Newark, N. J. Shoe lifter

Wiuant, Daniel D. (See Jenkinson, James, assignor.)
Winants, J. E., and J. F. Griffen, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for distilling

turpentine
Winants, J. E., assignor to self and John F. Griffin, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apparatus for

melting and straining crude turpentine .

Winchell, James P., assignor to self and George C. Steele, Springfield, Ohio, Corn
busker

Same Fruit step ladder
Same Fruit drying house

Winchell, James F., assignor to self, George C. Steele, and L. A. Simons, Spring-
field, Ohio. Alarm for money drawers

Winchester, Edward S., Boston, Mass. Tip for the feet of chair legs
Winchester, G. C, and M. V. B. Howe, assignors to C. and G. C. Winchester, As-

burnham, Mass. Chair
Winchester, Gilman K., Providence, R. I. Take-up for braiding machine
Winchester, O. F., New Haven, Conn. Metallic cartridge
Windle, Thomas H., Westchester, Pa. Metal socket ferrule
W^indsor, David, and James Stewart. (See Stewart <fc Windsor.)
Windsor Manufacturing Company, (^ee Ball, Albert, assignor.)

Same (See Smott, William, assignor.)
Wincgar, Charles O., Drytown, Cal. Steam generator
Wineman, Parker, Chicago, III. Steam engine slide valve

Same Minooka, 111. Mode of preventing corrosion at the joints of steam-
boiler flues

Winnemiller, Joseph V. (See Smith, Levi S., assignor)
Winer, Daniel, et al. (See Mott, Winer & Brink.)
Wing. Albert E., Battle Creek, Mich. Machine for shrinking tires
Wing, Israel, Earlville, Iowa. Sulkyplow
Wing. L. C, Concord, Mass., and A. R. Bradean, Waterboro', Me. Window fastener
Winger, Martin, Ephrata, Pa. Cider mill and press
Wiugfield, G., and J. Houghton. (See Houghton & Wingfield.)
Winlock, Joseph, and David Greene Ha.skins. (See Haskins & Winlock.)
Winner, Aaron S., Clark county. III. Qu41ting frame
Winsler, Michael, William Campbell, and Lyman Hardman, Tuscarawas county,

Ohio. Horse hay fork
Winslow, E. (See Gomersall, John, assignoi-.)

Date.

Nov. 19, 18G7.

Sept. 3,1867.
Feb. 5,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

June IB, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Apr. 2, 1867.

June 11, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
July 9,1867.
May 7,1867.
Mar. 19, J 867.

Sept. 24,' 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Oct. 15,1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Dec. 10, 1667.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

May 7, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Mar. 19, 1867.

July 2,1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
June 2.% 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.

June 11, 1867.

May 21,1667.
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69, 058
65, 146

67, 832
66, 926

65, 032

68, 476
70, 144

71, 937
71, 936

72, 436
67, 622

69, 379

64, 614

61, 677

65, 033
72, 437

69, 884

72, 145

65, 980
66, 927
71, 109
61,978

71, 831

62, 104

62, 913
72, 578

64, 179

64, 393

65, 148

70, 667

69, 524
68, 475
68, 021

70, 061
72, 767
72, 768

68, 925
69, 885
65, 034
67, 692
65,985

64, 615

64, 728
63, 974
66, 928

66, 436
67, 094
64,616
72, 146

Winslow, E. B., Chatham, 111. Trace and pad buckle
Winslow, J. D., Wilmington, Del. Sash tightener
Winslow, John M., Rochester, N. Y. Eye cup
Wiasor, Daniel L., Cambridge, Mass. Snow plow ^
Winsor, J. H., et al. (See Foote, Henry R., assignor.)
Winter, Gr. W. (See Weaver, Oliver N., assignor.)

Same same.
Winter, Nicholas. (5'ee Pottmeyer, Joseph B., assignor.)
Winter, Peter, Horicon, Wis. Manufacture of brown metallic paint
Winter, William W., et al. (See Darby, Joseph, assignor.)
Winterbottom, J. H. , and J. Lord, Philadelphia, Pa. Spinning jack
Winterhalter, Wildrich, assignor to self and John McArthur, jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

Flooring and paving tile and building blocks
Winters, James, and Charles C. Gapen, Lacon, 111. Harvester ,

Winton, Albert, Chambersburg, Pa. Curb for water wheels
Wippo, Albert, Chicogo, 111. Boring tool

Wirts, Stephen M., and F. Swift, Hudson, Mich. Combined lantern and foot
warmer

Wirz, A. H., Philadelphia, Pa. Pill machine
Wisdom, William, Brooklyn, N. Y. Cleansing hair and feathers from insects, &c.

(Extension)
Wise, C, and B. Loeffier, New York, N. Y. Beer and mash cooler
Wise, Joseph, assignor to Thomas Kennedy, Branford, Conn. Die for molding

knobs
Wise, Joseph, and W. Kramer. (See Kramer & Wise.)
Wiseman, Gains B., Sycamore, 111. Valve for stove pipe damper.
Wiseman, G. B., Sycamore, 111. Stove pipe damper.
Wisner, J. , Aurora, and T. Rose, CortlandvUle, N. Y. Broom head
Wisner, T. W., Howell, Mich. Stovo ,

Wiswall, Alvah, New York, N. Y. Spring hinge
Same , Door spring and hinge

Wiswell, Greg W., Pilot Knob, Mo. Boiler cleaner
Witbeck, Harry P., Rochester, N. Y. Manufacture of vinegar
Witbeck, John P. (See Fryer, William J., assignor.)

Witherell, Benjamin, Charlestown, Mass. Corn cake mold
Witherell, L. R., Galesburg, 111. Elastic marking roller

Witherell, Orion O., assignor to self and J. B. Brackett, Plaistow, N. H. Pen holder.
Withers, J. E., Toronto, Canada West. Machine for making plug tobacco
Withiugton, James C, Brookline, Mass. Illusory decapitation
Witman, D. S., et al. (See Dickinson, Witman & Robold.)
Witman, F. R. (^ee Wright, Abraham, assignor.)

Witsil, George L., assignor to Eliza Sibbet and John C. Crompton, Philadelphia, Pa.
Churn ,

70,

Witsil, George L., assignor to self, William Darmon, and George W. GrifBu, Phila-
delphia, Fa. Clothes wringer

Witsil, George L., assignor to Thomas E. Hauberger, Philadelphia, Pa. Washing
machine

Witt, Adolph, Cincinnati, Ohio. Watchman's register

Witt, Conrad, and Andrus Sina, Davenport, Iowa. Hemp break
Witt, Daniel, Hubbardston, Mass. Rocking chair
Witte, Hermann. (See Wagner, Michael, assignor.)

Wixted, James, assignor to self and H. K. Nichols, Port Carbon, Pa. Railway frog.

Wocher, Herman, and Benedikt Geiger, Philadelphia, Pa. Curtain fixture

Same same
Wock, Jasper C, and Moses Wiles. (See Wiles & Wock.)
Woeber, Amandus, Davenport, Iowa. Carriage curtain fastener

Woeber, G. and A., Davenport, Iowa. Carriage and buggy top bow irons

Woerd, Charles V., Waltham, Mass. Watch
Same Stem winding and setting watches

Woerd, Charles V., assignor to the American Watcli Company, Waltham, Mass.
Winding watches

Wolf, David, Lebanon, Pa. Harvester
Wolf, D., et al. (5'ee Hillebrand, L., assignor.)
Wolf, Herman, Avon, Pa. Adjusting screw for the legs of fanning mills

AVolf, Horace S., Rolling Prairie, Ind. Gate
Wolf, Leopold, assignor to self, K. S. Hathaway, and James Hamilton, West Meri-

den. Conn. Composition finger key for piano-fortes
Wolf, Lorenz, St. Jacob, 111. Punch
Wolfe, E. R., Plymouth, Pa. Gate ---.

Wolfe, Gurdon G., Troy. N. Y. Wood-burning stove
Wolfe, John, Washington, D. C. Paper file

Wolfe, Nicholas A., et al. (See Corlett, Sherman, Wolfe & Huston.)
Wolff, L. H., and William Rheiner. (^e Rheiner & Wolff.)

Wolff, Robert, assignor to self and John H. Thieling, New York, N. Y. Brick
machine

Wolff, William, el al. (See Schaefer, Charles A., assignor.)

Same , same.
Wolfinger, F. R., Chicago, III. Extension table- •

Woliston, P. N., et al. (See Cavileer, McCudily &. Woliston.)
Wondra, A. J. (Sec Postawka, Louis, assignor.)

Wonson, Augustus H., and James G. Tarr. (See Tarr & Wonson) (Reissue.)

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Aug. 13,1867.
July 16, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Dec. 17,1867.

Aug.
Oct.

6, 1867.

1, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Feb. 12, 1867,

May 21, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Dec. 10,1867.
June 18, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

Apr. 30, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
Aug, 20, 1867.

Oct. 22, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
May 21, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

May 7,1867.

May 14, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July 23, 1867.

May 7,1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
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Wood. Albert A., Maulius, N. Y. AYater wheel
Wood, Alonzo, East Henrietfa, N. Y. Fastening for shirt collars

Wood, A. B., asiiignor to self, W. W. and W. H. Wood, Hamburg, Ark. Mechan-
ical power

Wood, Alonzo H., Boston, Mass. Gas regulator
Wood, Amos L., and Josiah G. Abbott. {See. Remick, Jacob, assignor.)

Wood, Auriu, Worcester, Mass. Lathe box and journal
Same Lathe for turning shafting

Wood, De Yolson, and Stillman W. Robinson. {See Robinson & Wood.)
Wood, D. H. {See Pelton, James B., assignor.)

Wood, Davids., Delaware, Wis. Pump piston (Reissue)..
Wood, D. S., et al. {See Goodnow, W. D.. assignor) (Reissue.)
Wood, Edwin A., Utica, N. Y. Eleciric steam gauge
Wood, Eli. and Morgan Barnett. {See Barnett &: Wood.)
Wood, E. K., and R. W. Henry, De Witt. Iowa. Compound oil for mixing paints ..

Wood, Frederick, Bridgeport, Conn. Securing whip sockets to carriages
Wood, George W., Richmond. lud. Inking apparatus

Same Inking apparatus for printing presses
Wood, George W., and Thomas L. Bayli^ s. {See Baylies & Wood.)
Wood, Granville, Detroit, M;ch. Melodeon .'

Wood, Henry, assignor to George AV. Norris. Montreal, Canada East. Apparatus
for treating vegetable, mineral, and animal matter with steam

Wood, James B., Lansingburg, N. Y. Sash brush
Wood, 2d, James F., Cohocton, N. Y. Wagon brake. (Antedated March 1, 1867) ..

Same Self-act ing wagon brake
Same Car brake

Wood, Javvis R , Fitchburg, Mass. Button hole for cuffs, &;c (Design) 1

.

"\yood, John, Brooklyn, N. Y. Steam engine governor
Wood, John, Lowell, Mass. Ladies' work table

Same {See Qlendorf, Garret J., assignor.)

Wood, Joseph S., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for carburetling air and regulating
its flow

Same Gas regul ator .
. ,

Wood, Julius, Smyrna, N. Y. Hay unloader
Wood, Merritt L., assignor to self, Samuel Porter, and L. M. Monroe, Ithaca, N. Y.

Telegraph isuator
Wood, M. L., and Henry B. Horton. {See Horton & Wood.)
Wood, Oramel N., assignor to D. M. Smith, H. H. and A. C. Mason, Windsor, Vt.

Vent plug..,

Wood, S. W., C'irnwall, N. Y. Grain conveying machine
Wood, Thomas H., Monroeville, Ohio. Attaching carriage thills

Same Carriage shaft coupling
Wood, Walter A., Hoosick Falls, N. Y. Hai'vester

Same Finger bar for harvesters
Wood, William. {See Wells, Isaac M., assignor.)

Wood, William Anson, Hoosick Falls, N. Y. Harve.^ter guard finger
Wood, William A., et al. {See Gushing. Wallace & AVood.)
AVood, AV. Dewees, McKeesport, Pa. Process of treating cleaned or scaled iron

Same Annealing sheet iron
Wood, AVilliam G., et al. {See Walpole, AA'illiam R., assignor.)
AA' ood, AV. AA". AV., and R. H. Lamsen. {See Parker, James, assignor.)
AA'oodaril, L. E., Owasso, Mich. Wagon brake
AA^oodbridge, AV. E., Little Falls, N. Y. Construction of ordnance
Woodbury, A. B., Ashuelot, N. H. Spinning jack

Same Jack spinning machine
AA'oodbury, Daniel, Minneapolis, Minn. Jlachine for baking brick
AA''oodbury, George, East Cambridge, Mass. Planing machine ,

AA'oodbury, James A., Boston, Mass. A'alve for steam engines
Same same ,

Same (5ee Reynolds, Edwin, assignor.)
AA'oodbury, Joseph P., Boston, Mass. Locomotive truck and engine
AVoodbury, O. E., Madison, AVls. Sash stop ,

AVoodcock, L. M. , Auburn, N. Y. Railway chair
AA'oodcock, Richard, Joliet, 111. Tile and pipe machine
A\''oodham, Alfred. {See'Lee. Benjamin, jr., assignor.)
AA'oodman, Edwin E. (.See Smith, Samuel A., assignor.)
AVoodman, M., Farmiugfon, Me., and L. Atwood, Norwich, Conn. Horse rake
AVoodman, Sewall, and Ivory Lord. {See Lord& AA^oodman.)
AA'oodmansee, L. D., Mad River Township, Ohio. Bridle bit

Woodrough, J., and A. C. Martin. {See Martin & AVoodrough.)
AVoodrow. Mears& Co. (.See Olhaber & Vedder, assignors) (Design.)

Same (5ec Olhaber, Clement, assignor.)
AVoodruff, Charles. (.See Lemon, Samuel, jr., assignor.)
AA''oodruff, C. AV., et al. {See Cohmabia, Stocking & AVoodruff.)
AA'oodruff, E. B. , MoiTistown, N. J. Horse hay fork
Woodruff, Edmund AV., assignor to self and B.'H. Camp, Washington, D. C. Over-

sole for boots and shoes
Woodruff, Henry S., Janesville, Wis. Buckle
AVoodruff, Jonah, Pittsburg, Pa. Sleeping car
AA'oodruff, Joseph, Rahway, N. J. .Steam generator
Woodruff^, J. AV., Watson, Ilk AVashing machine

Jan. 15, 18f)7.

Jan. 15,1867.

June 18, 1867.

Jan, 29,1867.

Dec. 10,1867.
Dec. 10. 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 8, 1867.

Jan. 29, 1867.

Sept 24, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

June 18,1867.

July 23,1867.

Aug. in, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Mar. 12,1867.
Sept. 17, 1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
July 16, 1867.

Apr. 16,1867.
Sept. 24, 1807.

July 9,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Nov! 26,1867.

July 16, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 3, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

July 9, 1867.

Oct. 15,1867.
Jan. 1,1867.
.Sept. 3,1867.
Sept. 24, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.
Mar. 26, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

May 11, 1867.

Dec. 10,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Mar, 12,1867.

Jan. 29,1807.

Jan.' 1,1867.

Jan. 29,1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Feb. 12, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

May 21, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1667.
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No.

61, 594
68. 404
64, 822
f>8, 927
C7, 475
72, 255

70, 769

70, 770
72, 770

63,598

63, 684
72, 150

68, 023
70, 670

65, 461

69, 601
64, 739
69, 525
69, 060
64,731
68, 823

70, 307
71, 565
61, 787
67, 695
61, 498

70,146
70, 491
60, 981
2,625

63, 449

67,936

63, 599
67, 624
63, 600

Name, residence, and invention or discovery.

66, 437

65, 982

65, 462

69, 150

68, 275
72, 954
61, 131

61, 908
72, 438
64, 823
63, 685
65, 628

65, 322
72, 256

m, 061

60, 982
60, 983

67, 393

WoodrufF, Lum, Ann Arbor, Mich. Gate latch
Woodruff, M. W.,Bellisle, N. Y. Wind wheel
Woodruff, S. Say re, Bi-ookljm, N. Y. Baby carriage
Woods, Arthur, Enfrland. Hammock
Wood^, B. O. , and W. S. Tuttle, Boston. Mass. Printing press
Woods, E. L., assignor to self, Joshua H., Benjamin F., and James L. Woods, Alli-

ance, Ohio. Buckle
Woods, E. P., andD. Sherwood, assignors to Woods, Sherwood & Company, Lowell,

Mass. Egg stand and boiler
Same Machine for making wire dish stands, &c
Same Wire dish stand

Woods, Sherwood & Company. {See Dudley, George D., assignor.)
Woods, Walter D., assignor to self and Ebenezer F. Woods, Bennington, N. H.

Table cutlery
Woods, William Henry, San Francisco, Cal. Bit brace
Woods, W. H. , Philadelphia, Pa. Curtain fixture

Woods, W. L., and George W. Francis. (See Francis & Woods.)
Woodside, B. F., Atlanta, Ga. Bedstead
Wood side, E. G., San Francisco, Cal. Wheel -hub box
Woodward, Amos P. {See Pond, Henry E., assignor.)
Woodward, Benjamin, (See Brooks, S. P., assignor.)

Woodward, Benjamin, et al. (See Symonds, Dexter, assignor.)

Same same
Woodward, Edward F., Brooklyn, N. Y. Coffee pot
Woodward, George M. (See King, John C, assignor.)

Woodward, H., England. Knife cleaner o...o
Woodward, Isaac F. , Philadelphia, Pa. Water indicator for boilers
Woodward, James C, Franklin, Conn. Saw set

Woodward, J. N., Aurora, III. Bending machine
Woodward, John N., assignor to self and Thomas Arenser, Aurora, 111. Paint brush.
Woodward, John N., assignor to self and Walter Scott, Aurora, 111. Stand for sup-

portiug wagon and other wheels when being painted
Woodward, Moses S., Marshalton. Pa. Device for measuring horses' feet
Woodworth, D. B., Cincinnati, Ohio. Manufacture of teapots
Woodworth, James R., Nunda, N. Y. Rooting

Same Tuyere
Woodworth, Leonard, Morrison, 111. Clothes dryer
Wooldredge, John, et al. (See Rogers, Ichabod R., assignor.)

Woolley, Lucius L., and Charles B, Moseley. (See Moseley & Woolley.)
Woolsey, Asa T., Sandusky, Ohio. Ironing table
Woolsey, A. T., and A. F. Hubbell, Sandusky, Ohio. Sled
Woolson, Charles J., Cleveland, Ohio. Grate

Same Stove door (Design) .

.

Same Stove plate '. (Extension of design)..

Woolworth, Leonard, Albion, Wis. Cement ,

Wooster, E., & Co., et al. (See Lattin, .John R., assignor.)

Wooster, J. H., assignor to self and Robert Dunbar, Strykesville, N. Y. Steam-
engine governor

Wooster, L. L., and H. W. Parsons. (iSee Parsons & Wooster.)
Wootten, John E., Cressona, Pa. Sash supporter

Same Rivet
Wootten, John E. , and Henry Hazel. Cressona, Pa. Locomotive attachment
Wootten, J. E., assignor to self, E. C. Byers, and W. Wharton, jr., Reading, Pa.

Railway chair
Worcester, Edward J., assignor to self and William S. Porter, Worcester, Mass.

Brush
Worcester, Horatio D., et al. (See Brown, Worcester & Griswold.)
Worch, Cnarles F., New York, N. Y. Apparatus for destroyiug moths
Worden, A., and H. W. Curtis, (^ee Curtis & Worden.)
Worden, Carey, Binghamton, N. Y. Nutmeg grater '.

Worden, John, Normal, ill. Washing machine
Worden, W. W., assignor to self and Daniel Howell, Waukesha, Wis. Bolt cutter.

Works, A. J., Fairhaven, Conn. Mode of burning hydro-carbon liquids as fuel

Worley, William S., Tuscola, 111. Ditching and grading machine
Same Land roller

Worsham, Joseph B. , Hibernia, Mo. Tobacco belting knife .

Worth, Andrew R., Nantucket, Mass. Seed planter
Worth, Lewis W., Sonoma, Cal. Paper reel for telegraph registers

Worth, T., and C. Rosenberry. (See Rosenberry & Worth.)
Wortham, John B., Huntsville, Ala. Lamp burner
Wortham, Notley W., assignor to self, T. C. Hendry, M. L. Watson, and P. W.

Priutup, Union Point, Ga. Mill-stone dress
Worthington, A. F., and J. R. Haynes. (S e Haynes & Worthington.)
Wotring, Jehu F., Willey, W. Va. Car coupling 1

Wray, Samuel A., Greenfield, Ind. Cultivator plow
Wrealsh, Anthony, aud William Burns, Springfield, Ohio. Water wheel
Wright & Smith. (-See Olmsted, Leveritt II., assignor.)

Wright, A. 1)., and W. L. Ainsworth. (Sec Ainsworth & Wright.)
Wright, Abraham M., assignor to self and F. R. Witmer, Safe Harbor, Pa. Bag

fastener
Wright, Alexander D. (See Thornton, Walter T., assignor.)

Date.

Jan. 29,1867.
Sept. 3,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Aug. 6,1807.

Dec. 17,1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Apr. 9, 1867.

Dec. 10, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Nov. 5,1867.

June 4,1867.

Oct. 8,1867.
May 14, 1867.

Oct. 1, 18(57.

Sept. 17, 1867.

May 14.1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Oct. 22,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.
Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Nov. 21, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Aug. 6,1867.

Apr. 2,1867.

July 2,1867.

June 18, 1867.

June 4,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

June 11, 1867.

May 28, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

June 25, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jau. 1, 1867.

July 30, 1867.
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List of iiatentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1867—Continued.

Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

"Wright, A. T., NeWVienna, Ohio. Beehive (Reissue)..

Same same
Wright, Charles, New York, N. Y. Storehouse
Wright, Chatham B. , Belmont, Ohio. Portable derrick

Wright, D., and W. A. Kirby, Auburn, N. Y. Coal scuttle

Wright, D. W., Nevr York, N. Y. Combination of paper weight and pen wiper
Wright, David W., assignor to Thotnas L. Wright, New York, N. Y. Rule for

calculating time and measures
Wright, Edward, Worcester, ilass. Calipers and dividers

Same Picker for looms. (Antedated September 16, 1867)

Same Operating picker staff for looms
Wright, Edward, assignor to L. J. Knowles & Brother, Worcester, Mass. Let-off

mechanism for looms
Wright, E. D. {See Partridge, James A,, assignor.)

Wright, F. D., Jordan, N. Y. Fly and mosquito bar for windows
Wright, Francis H., assignor to self, William C. Slade, and B. M. Pratt, Richmond,

Ind. Tanning
Wright, Francis H., ct al. {Sec Hickman, G. G., assignor.)

Wright, G. C, Le Roy, Ohio. Apple corer and slicer

Wright, George F., and William Orr, jr. (See Orr & Wright.)
Wright, Homer. Pittsburg, Pa. Jug top
Wright, H. H. W., etal. {See Sykes, Chester W., assignor.)

Wrfght, James, assignor to self and William Blessing, Ncw York, N. Y. Device for

cleaning the traps of water closets

Wright, John, and J. J. John«on, Coldwater, Mich. Corn harvester
Wright, John P., Canton, Minn. Scaffold
Wright, John Q. {See Brown, John E., assignor.)

Wright, Joseph. {See McMichael, John, assignor.)

Wright, L. C, Lockpnrt, N. Y. Washing machine
Wright, Michael H., Chicago, 111. . Grain drj'er. (Antedated January 25, 1867)

Wright, Moses B., Meriden, Conn. Lamp burner
Same Lantern -

Wright, Nathan, Jersey City, N. J. Tool for cutting boiler tubes
Wright, N. A., IPrairie da Chien, AYis. Book-holder for pews
Wright, Robert, Philadelphia, Pa. Brick for pavements, &c
Wright, Robert B., Vermillion, 111. Planting machiue
Wright, S., and A. M. Burke. {See Burke & Wright.)
Wright, Sylvester C, Fitchburg, Mass. Friction clutch
Wright, Sylvester J., Ellsworth, N. Y. Automatic gate

Same Stretcher for hosiery
Wright, S. W., assignor to Keif and S. J. Wright, Ellsworth, N. Y. Bolt-cutting

shears
Wright, Thomas, assignor, through mesne assignments, to William H. Cory, New

York, N. Y. Broom (Reissue) .

.

Wright, Walter, Dauvers Center, Mass. Cut-off valve gear- for steam engines
Wright, William, New York, N. Y. Operating cut-off valve of isteam engines.

(Extension)
Wright, William W. , and John Boody, Ellsworth, N. Y. Bolt cutter
Wright, Young F., Green Hill, Ga. Cotton press i.

Wrightington, C. D., Fairhaven, Mass., and B. P. Rider, Chelsea, Mass. Horseshoe-
nail machine

Wrightington, C. D., Fairhaven, Mass., and B. P. Rider, Boston, Mass. Peat and
brick machine

Wrigley, John N., and George Smith, assignors to John N. Wriglej'-, Newark, N. J.
Cut-off valve gear

Same Steam safety valve
Wurtz, Henry, New York, N. Y. Composition of glue, or gelatine, and other

materials, called durogel
Same Manufacture of cements, mastics, and japans from grahamite
Same......Compo.>-ition from grahamite for varnishing, coating, and protecting

the surface of metal, wood, and fibrous materi.als

Wurzbach, A. C, Memphis, Tenn., and William Wurzbach, New York, N. Y. Spring
clasp. (Antedated June 22, 18G7)

Wuterich, AV. F., and John Prentice. {See Prentice & Wuterich.)
Wyatt, Robert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Scrubbing brush
Wyatt, Robert, assignor to the American Fire Escape and Fireman's Ladder Com-

pany, Ne%v York, N. Y. Fii-e escape ^Keissu^) .

.

Wyatt, William, New Bedford, Mass. Mode for furling and reefing sails

Wyckoff, Peter. ' {See Adair, Isaac V., assignor.)
Wykel, M. C. {See Stafford, H. P. assignor.)
Wylie, W. T., New Castle, Pa. Shaving brush
Wylly, AVilliam H. , Savannah, Ga. Lite boat
Wyman, B. F., Lancaster, Mass., and B. H. Hartshorn, Ashland, Mass. Knitting

machine register. (Antedated September 4, 1867)
Wyman, Horace, Worcester, Mass. Loom
Wynkoop, F. G., Corning, N. Y. Sad-iron heater
Wyukoop, Legrand, Owasso, Mich. Water wheel
Wynne, H. W., and M. Klein. {See Klein & AVynne.)
Yager, John H., Trenton, Ohio. Carriage step
Yale, jr., Linus, Shelburue Falls, Mass. Burgiar-proof safe
Yaman, William, Connersville, Ind, Saw mill

Apr. 2,1867.
June 4,1867.
Feb. 26, 18(i7.

Dec. 3, IS67.

Mar. 12, J 867.

July 9,1867.

July 23. 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 29,1867.

Dec. 31, 1867.

July 2,1867.

May 28, 1867..

Oct. 22,1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

June 11,1867,
May 28, 1867.

Apr. 9,1867.

Jan.
Feb.
June
Nov.
Jan.
Apr.
Dec.
Feb.

29,1867.
5, 1867.

18, 1867.

12, 1867.

22, 1867.

9, 1867.

17, 1867.

26, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Apr. .30, 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Mar. 12, 1867.

Dec. 16,1867,
June 4,1867,
July 30, 1867,

Sept. 10, 1867,

Dec. 10, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Aug. 13, 1867,

Aug. 13, 1867,

July 2,1867,

Feb. 5, 1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

May 14, 1867,
Jan. 22,1867,

Sept. 10, 1867.

Oct. 29.-1837.

Feb. 5; 1867.

Sept. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.
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List ofpatentees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1867—Continued.

Name, residence, and invention or discovery. Date.

Yancey, Edwin L. , Utica, N. Y. Carriage-curtain button holes ^

Same game
Yancy, Edwin, Utica, N. Y. Horse Lay fork
Yates, H. C, and P. Killin. {See Killin & Yates.)
Yates, John H. , Batavia, N. Y. Sad-iron heater
Yates, Thomai, Dubuque, Iowa. Heating stove
Yeager, Josiah, Berrysburg, Pa. Machine for rounding leather

Same Machine for cutting and punching fly-net straps
Yeakel, Benjamin, AUentown, Pa. Threshing machine
Yeakell, I. W., and C. O. Kline. {See Lemley, Jacob, jr., assignor.)
Yeatman, A. A., and J. M. Mason, Washington, D. C. Coal hod
Yeiser, Edmund, and J. S. Sheetz, Sheridan, Pa. Horse hay fork. (Antedated

January 5, 1867)
Yellott, David, and Benjamin Moser. {See Moser & Yellott.)

Yengst, Peter, Union Deposit, Pa. Manure fork
Yeoman, Edward, Waukegan, 111. Bed bottom
Yerk, Charles M., and William D. Prindle. {See Prindle & Yerk.)
Yerkes, J., Fox Chase, Pa. Making hammers
Yerty, Henry, Covington, Ohio. Milk house
Yingling, George S., and Samuel F. Poorman, Tiffin, Ohio. Apparatus for mashing

and cooling iu breweries -

Yingling, George S., and Henry Gross. {See Gross & Yingling.)
Yocum, jr., James, Philadelphia, Pa. Molding flask. (Antedated Jan. 7, 1867)

Same Hanger for shafting
York, Eli, Windsor, 111. Portable fence
York, Henry Kinnaird, Great Britain. Manufacture of iron and steel

York, E. L. and W. R., Honeoye Falls, N. Y. Water elevator
Youmans, Walter, Lansingbnrg, N. Y. Car truck
Younce, Joseph, and James C. Jay. {See Jay & You nee.)

Young, Albert A., assignor to self and George T. Dalton, Boston, Mass. Brush
Young, AHred, Philadelphia, Pa. Lacing device
Young, B. C, Boston, Mass. Boot and shoe
Young, Calvin, Auburn, N. Y. Machine for cutting dovetail
Young, Charles F. (5ee McLea, William J., assignor.)

Young, C. M. and E. IM. Benster, Detroit, Mich. Gas stove
Young, Ebenezer, Camden Center, Mich. Gate
Young, Elijah, Fayetteville, Mo. Harvester
Young, Emanuel, Amanda, Ohio. Hollow anger
Young, Emanuel, deceased, hy Peter Meyers, administrator. Stoutsville, Ohio.

Wood reamer ^

Young, E. S., Worcester, and A. Whipple, Whitingsville, Mass., assignors to Edward
S. Young. Drill

Young, George W., assignor to George W. Smith, San Francisco, Cal. Carpet
cleaner

Young, Haines & Dyer. {See Brighara, Owen B., assignor.)

Young, Henry, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lamp
Young, Hiram, Carey, Ohio. File

Young, Howard. (5efi Conarroe. Robert, assignor.)

Young, Isaac, assignor to self and Isham H. Hays, Byhalia, Miss. Combined culti-

vator and plow '

Young, Isaac N., Swann. Ind. Farm gate
Same Clover thresher, huiler, and cleaner
Same Gate

Young, John, Brooklyn, N. Y. Piston-rod packing
Young, John, Amsterdam, N. Y. Clothes wringer
Young. John, and J. W. Latcher. {See Latcher & Young.)
Young, McClintock, Frederick, Md. Knife sharpener
Young, jr., McClintock, assignor, through mesne assignments, to Andi'ew J. Holman,

Philadeljjhia, Pa. Harvester (Reissue) .

.

Young, R. W., Richmoud, Va. Liquid meter *.

Same (See Dean, Otis, as.signor.)

Same same.
Young, Samuel H., St. Louis, Mo. Mode of disinfecting coffins

Young, Solomon W., assignor to self, J. W. Hoard, and R. A. Denison, Providence,
R. I. Machine for making eyelets
Same Machine for making eyelet stock

Young, Solomon W., assignor to self and J. W. Hoard, Providence, R. I. Wood
screw

Young, S, W., and J. W. Hoard, Providence, R. I. Tool for threading sci'ews

Young, Solomon W., ct al. {Sea Brayt.m, George B., assignor.)

Young, William, Easton, Pa. Steam generator
Same Steam and water joints

Young, William, England. Grate, fireplace, and furnace. (Patented in England
April 11, 1866) ,

Young, William B., Chicago, 111. Cultivator ,

Young, W, H., Athens, Ohio. Preparing petroleum for lubricating
Young, W. 11. and L., Boston, Mass. Caster for trunks '....

Young, William M., Trempelau county, Wis. Abdominal supporter
Youngblood, William, New York, N. Y. Wagon step

Yount, Henry, Dayton, Oliio. Harness motion for looms
Yount, Israel, Gettysbu- g, Pa. Medictd compound

July IC, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

Sept. 3,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

June 4, 1867.

Jan. 8, 1867.

Nov. 19, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Jan. 15,1867.

Nov. 26,1867.
Aug. 13, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

May 14, 1867.

Jan. 15,1867.
Sept. 10, 1867.

iVIar. 5, 1867.

Dec. 24, 1867.

Apr. 2,1867.
Nov. 5,1867.

July 16,1867.
Dec. 31,1867.
Oct. 1,1867.
July 16,1867.

Feb. 5,1867.
July 9,1867.
Oct. 1, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Apr. 16, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867.

Sept. 21, 1867.

Nov. 26, 1867.

Sept. 17, 1867.

Feb. 12,1867.
July 16, 1867.

July 16,1867.
Dec. 31, 1867.

Feb. 5, 1867.

Apr. 23, 1867.

July 23, 1867.

Jan. 1.5,1867.

Aug. 20, 1867.

May 7,1867.

May 21, 1867.

May 21,1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 16, 1867.

July 2,1867.

July 16, 1867.

Nov.
Sept
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.
Sept
Aug.
July

19, 1867.

10, 1867.

12, 1867.

31, 1867.

24, 1867.

17, 1867.

13, 1867.

23. 1867.
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Liist of i)atcntees of inventions, designs, and reissues, 1S67—Continued.

No. Name, residence, aud invention or discovery. Date.

62, 463
67, 833
69, 381
62, 719
71, 111

65, 853
70, 771

61, 375
63,838

69, 295

66. 274
66, 767
66, 768
69, 887
7(1, 932
65, 325
2,602
2,603
2,604
2,605

65, 983
60, 986
62, 175

67, 244
72, 354
72, 353
68, HO
69, 602
61, 698

62, 720
66, 439
2, 774

72, 257
62, 516

60,815
61,376

62, 721
62, 7:^
67, 152

63, 353

68, 542

Zabriskie, Albert M., Bergen Point, N. J. Joint groover for brick work
Zji.charias, J. F. , Leesburg, Va. Machine for attaching labeld

Zahm, Henry L. and Edward J. , Lancaster, Pa. Watch regulator 1

Zahm, Joseph, Fredonia, N. Y. Shifting rail for carriage st-ats.

Zaue, James S., Pleasant Plains, 111. Snow plow
Zaue, Joseph. {See Roach, Francis, assignor.)

Zeidler, Charles L., Cincinnati, Ohio. Machine for making match splints

Same Mortising machine
Zeller, Jolm P., Bourbon, Ind. Combined seed drill and cultivator

Zeller, William, Lebanon county, and Eichard Lechner, Berks county, Pa., assignors
to James Wallace. Plow

Zeller, William, Lebanon county, and R. Lechner, Berks county Pa. Bag fastener
(Antedated September 18, 1 867)

Zellers, Theodore A., East Birmingham, Pa. Manufacture of glass
Zellner, Henry, Columbia, Tenn. Breaking and cleaning hemp

Same Combined seed sower and roller

Same Cotton press and feeder
Zender, Justus E., New York, N. Y. Dice box
Zem, P., and W. Warwick, Pittsburg. Pa. Machine for cutting off cigars
Zeuner, Chas., ass'or to Crane, Breed & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Burial case... (Design)..

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Same same (Design) .

.

Ziegenfues, George S., Doylestown, Pa. Wagon brake
Ziegler, Martin, France. Imponderable fluid, and mode of generating the same
Zimerman, Eli, Pamela Four Corners, X. Y. Liftingjack
Zimmer, W. N., and W. W. Coggshall. (See Russ. J. Scott, as.signor.)

Zimmerman, John, Royalton Center, N. Y. Lamp for destroying insects
Same Culin ary boiler

Same Cotfee pot
Zimmerman, John, Powhatan, Md. Horse rake
Zimmerman, John T. , and Henry Baker, Lancaster, Pa. Plumb level
Zimmerman, C. P., Philadelphia, Pa. Strap for accordeons I

Zink, C. H., et al. (See Klabr, Joseph, asbignor.)
j

Zinn, John Hartzell, assignor to self and Peter D. Johns, Edaville, Pa. Hinge
,

Zinn, J. J., Albion, Pa. Machine for furrowing miUsiones
j

Ziock, William, St. Louis, Mo. Trade mark (Design) . .
j

Zitkov, Louis B. F. , Portland, Me. Stall for cattle and horses !

Zoeger, H., New York. N. Y. Medical compound
Zoiner, P. W., aud C. Harris. (5ee Harris & Zoiner) (Design.)

Same same (Design.

)

Same same.
Same same.
Same same.

Zorger, Emanuel, Greensburg, Ind. Car coupling
Zschille, Anton, assignor to L. T. Downes, Saxony. Machine for raising the nap on

cloth

Feb. 26, 1867.

Aug. 13. 1867.

Oct. 1, 1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Nov. 19, 1867.

June 18, 1867.

Nov. 12, 1867.

Jan. 22, 1867.

Apr. 16, 18G7.

Sept. 24,

July 2,

July 16,

July 16,

Oct. 1.5,

Nov. 12,

May 28,

Mar. 19,

Mar. 19,

Mar. 19,

Mar. 39,

June 18,

Jan. 1,

Feb. 19,

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

18G7.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1867.

Zug, Henry A., and Henry Schlichter. (See Schlichter & Zug) (Design.)
Zundorfl", John, New York, N. Y. Steam valve

Same Safety valve
Zurbrick, Heniy, Elizabethtown. Ohio. Cultivator and seed sower
Zwicki, Caspar, assignor to James J. Walwortli and Gustavus Buschick, Chicago, IlL

Loom
Zwiebel, Anton, Burlington, Wis. Universal joint.

July 30,1867.
Dec. 17, 1867.

Dec. 17, 867.

Aug. 27, 1867.

Oct. 8, 18G7.

Jan. 29, 18G7.

Mar. 5,1857.
July 2,1867.
Aug. 27, 1867.

Dec. 17, 1867.

Feb. 26, 1867.

Jan. 1, 1867.

Jan. 22,1867.

Mar. 5,1867.
Mar. 5,1867.
July 23, 1867.

Mar. 26, 1867.

Sept. 3, 1667.





ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVENTIONS.

Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

A.

Abdominal supporter
Abdominal supporter
Abdominal supporter
Accordeons, Strap for •-..

Acid, carbonic, Condensing and drawing off, and applying the
same for cooling and freezing.

Acid, carbonic, Prodiicing and manufacture of, and in the ap-
plication of the same for various useful purposes.

Acid, Compound, lor use in baking and cooking
Acid, sulphuric, and other liquids, Concentrating
Acid, sulphuric, Concentrating
Acid, sulphuric, Concentrating
Acupuncturatiou, Instrument for

Adding machine t

Addressing machine
Advertising apparatus
Advertising, Device for

Advertising machine
Aerial carriage and way
Aerial carriage and way
Aerial carriage and way
Aerial machine
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and gas, Carburetting
Air and hydrocarbon vapors, Explosive mixture of
Air and other substances. Cooling
Air and steam jets, Combination of, to promote combustion
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting

Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburettiu g
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carbm-etting
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting
Air, Carburetting, and regulating its flow
Air, carburetting. Combination apparatus for
Air, Compressing
Air, Condensing
Air conductor, Portable hot
Air, Drying and purifying, for preserving animal and vegeta-

ble substances.
Air-heatirg apparatus for steam boiler furnaces, &c
Air, Moistening, cooling and warming
Air to life boats, Supplying
Alarm and lighter

Alarm and lock attachment for money drawers
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar „

Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar .•

Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar

,

Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar

,

Alarm, Burglar
Alarm. Burglar

W. M. Young
W. Henderson and J. Greenawalt.
J. Thompson
C. P. Zimmerman
T. S. C. Lowe

S. Stevens.

J. E. Lauer
J. Hughes
D. Ashworth and R. B. Eaton
J. D. Loftus
A. R. Brown
V. Parks
R.Dick
J. A. Royce
A. Davis
I. W. Sylvester
D. Towse
D. Towse
D. Towse
J. A. Elston
J. F. Boynton
J. Kidd
J. S. Stephenson
D.Hall
Gr. W. Porter
J. F. Barker and C N. Gilbert

J. F. Boynton
J.Kidd
D. E. Somes ,

G.M.Copeland
W.H.Clarke
W. F. Cozzens and J. H. Jones
C. N. Gilbert, J. F. Barker, and E. N.

Ives.
B. Douglas and W. H. Walton
E. S. Hutchinson and H. L. McAvoy
A. C. Rand
J. H. Irwin
L. Stevens
L. Stevens
J. C.Pedrick
J. H. Springer and J. C. McDonald .

.

F.S. Pease
J.S.Wood
L. Stevens
J. B. J. Mignon and S. H. Rouart

—

O. Abruzzo
J. B. Oldershaw
E, D. Brainard

A. C. Fletcher
D. E. Somes
P. F. Schenck
T. N. Howell
J. H, Weaver
I.M.Wells
H. B, Robbins
C. E. Pierce :

O. M. Brooks and R. W. Soper
S. Whitaker
E. F. Mallory
T. Royer
G. S. Acker
D. D. Skelly
E. C.C. Kellogg
R. Bunker
H.Behn
B. F. and J. F. Cunningham
C. Waterman.
C. J. Crum and W. Irwin
L. W. Blakeslee and A. D. Smith.

.

G. A. Colton
R. G. Fowler
J. G. Trout

72, 710
6d, 022
71,246
61, 698
63, 405

63, 321

62,277
65, 277
62, 919
60, 759
60, 917
62, 677
64, 502
66, 637
69, 637
66, 055
71,921
71,922
71, 923
67, 739
61, 309
62, 855
63, 326
63,511
64, 36 L

66, 777
70, 512
62, 856
70, 909
62, 397
63, 215
70, 809
61, 004

61, 656
61, 739
62, 364
66, 153

63, 667
65,296
66, 622
66, 749
67, 576
60, 545
68, 666
63, 075
70. 934
72; 074

64, 090
61, 886
65, 953
72, 854
68, 8i6
65, 710
65, 949
66,040
66, 457
67,619
68, 520
71, 537
69, 888
71, 073
71,180
62, 604
62, 998
72, 459
63, 124

72, 723
72, 786
60, 695
60, 711
63,582
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Alphabetical list of inventions—Gontinued.

Inventiou or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Alarm, Burglar ,

Alarm, Burglar
Alarm, Burglar and fire

Alarm, Burglar, and lock apparatus
Alarm, Burglar, for safes

Alarm, Clock -

Alarm, Fire

Alarm, Fire
Alarm, fire. Annunciating
Alarm, Fog
Alarm, Leakage, for vessels

Alarm, Low-water, for steam generators .

.

Alarm, Low-water, for steam generators
Alarm, Low-water, for steam generators
Alarm, Money drawer
Alarm, Money drawer
Alarm, Railroad-switch
Album
Albumen
Alcohol and other liquids, Compound vacuum rectifier for

Alcohol and other pure distillates. Manufacture of

Alcohol and other spirits, Rectifying
Alcoholic spirits. Manufacturing
Ale, beer, &c., "Hopping"
Ale, Brewing
Ale, cider, &c.. Compound for refining

Alloy for dentist's use
Alloy for journal boxes and other purposes
Alloy for making plates and sheets

Alloy for mold boards and other parts of plows
Alloy for sabots of projectiles

Alloy for the manufacture of metal sheets, &c
Alloy, Metallic compound for

Alloy of metals used in forming water pipes and other articles,

Manufacture and uniting ....

Alloy to imitate silver

AUumettes, Paper
Alum, sulphate of alumina, and other aluminous compounds,
Manufacture of.

Alumina, sulphate of, Treatment of

Aluminium, Casting
Amalgamator
Amalgam ator

Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator
Amalgamator and concentrator
Amalgamator, Cylindrical
Amalgamator for ores of gold and silver

Ammonia, Manufacture of

Ammunition in chests and boxes, Packing
Anaesthetics, Administration of

Anchor
Anchor
Anchor
Anchor, Floating
Anchoring stationary machinery
Anchor, Revolving
Anchors, Casting
Anchor stock
Anchor, Water
Animal and vegetable substances
Animal and vegetable subst .nces, Preserving
Animal intestines, Composition for pi'eserving

Animal matter, Cutting and grinding
Animal poke ...

Animals, Apparatus for taming wild
Animals, Device for catching

C. A. Eaton
T. Royer
J. Holmes and C. W. Nickerson
C. E. Pierce
B. G. Fitzhugh
J. Decker
W. W. Andrews, J. Cummer, J. F.

Gauwieler, and J. Stengel.
L T. Pease
A. and E. Fontaine
J. C. Lyons
Gr. B. Massey
R. T. Crane
S. B. Palmer
J. H, Springer and W. M. Bartram
J. F. Winchell
I. Robbims
T.S.Hall
A. Hathaway
J. M. Fuchs
T. Simmons
J. F. Collins

J. G. Bequet
J. W. Richardson
W. S. Haight
C. Clifford

W. M. Davis
M. M. Johnston
G. W. Disman
J. D. Griineberg
O.F. Burton...-.
T. Taylor
L. Braudeis
J. Hackert ,

W. A. Shaw.
A. Schmitte and H. A. Levallois.

.

B. B. Lehman
H. Pemberton

A.A.Croll
J. B. Bean
D. E. Rose
A. J.^enatz and G. "W. Knowlton.
W.L. Strong
R. W. Howard
J. B. Forrisier

G.B. Field
H.A.Gaston
F. G. Hesse
W.W. Hubbell
A. Swazey
S. Standish
J. A. Robinson, jr

P. W. Crosby
A. Hunter
T.G. Chubb
A. Horn
F. G. Hesse
G. Johnston and E. G. Smith
T.M.Fell
W.M. Fuller
A. Paraf
F. L. Hagadorn
O.Wilson
G. A. Lloyd and C. A. Stewart
C. T. Juhus
W. J. Armstrong and C. Browne..
G. L. Baker
C. B. Whittemore
J. Luke Hauly
J; Evans, jr

N. W. Wheeler
S. Boone
J. and A. Gamgee
L. H. Spear
T.L.Recd
A.Smith
G. W. Carpenter
P. R. Sanderson
W. L. Hopper
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Animals, Marking instrument for

Animal substances, Embalming and preserving.
Animals, Tethering
Animals, Tethering
Animals, Tethering
Animal tetlier ".

Annunciator
Annuuciator, Hotel
Anti-rheumatic compound
Anvil
Apple corer and sllcer

Apple corer and slicer

Apple parer, corer, and cutter
Apple paring, coring, and slicing machine
Apples, Device for gathering
Apple seeds, Gathering
Arbor, Grape and other
Armor for hoofs of horses
Armor for ships of war
Armor plates, Protecting
Armor, sub-marine, Attaching weights to

Arms, Artificial

Articles, Suspending and detaching
Ashes, pearl, Manufacture of
Ash tub or leach
Auger
Auger
Auger
Auger
Auger
Auger, Earth
Auger handle
Auger, Hollow
Auger, HoUoAv
Auger, Hollow
Auger, Hollow
Auger, Post
Auger, Post-hole

Auger, Post-hole
Auger, Post-hole,
Argers, Machine for cutting down.
Augors, Machine for twisting
Auger, Well-boring
Awl
Awl handle
Awl, Lasting
Awning
Awning
Awning
Axe
Axe
Axes, Machine for shaving
Ax^s to their har^es, Attaching. ..

Axle
Axle
Axle
Axle and axle box
Axle and box, Wagon
Axle and journal box, Antifriction.
Axle and wheel connection
Axle blanks, Making
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box
Axle box and hanger
Axle box and journal, Lining for. ..

Axle box, Car
Axle box, Car
Axle box, Car
Axle box. Car
Axle box cover. Car

J, S. Bodle
L. Brunetti
D. Kidder
J. P. Thorp
W. Johnson
L Lincoln and A. Pratt
H. Gross and G. S. Yingling
H. B. Porter :

J.Schmoll
L. Kirkup
G. Custer
G. C. Wright
W. A.Coe ,

A, McR. Blain
H.F. Wadhams
R. Brusie
J. O. Altick
IT. Splitdorf

T.Whitby
M, Bernab
D. Hale
A. McOmber ,

W. C. Lane
J. W. Brown
C. Roop ,

A. C. Kasson
T.C. Keith
T. Hofstetter. jr .

.
,

J. Swan
J. A. McGee
A. J. Dine
D.Y.Smith ,

J.Ward
E. Young
M.Isbell
G. E. Booth
PI. W. Caswell
J. Killgore, G. D. Clapsaddle, andE

Smart. *

T. Leesou
S. McCray
E. O. and E. Carrington
W. L. Aldrich and W. Evans
P. Ollom
S. E. Totten
N. S. Clement
C. K. Bradford
S. M iller and J. S. McClellan
S. Miller and J. S. McClellan
G. H. Bancroft
D. W. Colbnrn
J. Lippincott
H. C. Reynolds
J. Stewart
S. D. Littlefield

H. T. Tichenor
W. Nevins
D. Wigger
J.N. &T. Wallis -

J. H. Carkeet
H. S.Cook
J. W.Ells
P. Philippi

G. Brill

N. Campbell
W. H. Pollard
H. Brady
D. H. Dotterer
L. A. Dochez
S. Barker
B. P. Lamason
H. B. Pitner...
W. A. Boyden .

A. A. Freeman
D. H. Dotterer.
P. S. Devlan :

T. B. Stewart ;

J. Harris
C. Pinder and D, C. Robinson
W. Stone
R. McDonald

62, 506
69, 312
61, 435
66, 417
67, 057
62, 761

70, 552
71,214
62, 692
60, 745
66, 951
70, 062
62,18*
65, 534
63, 584
66, 211
62, 98^
69, 720
68, 474
61, 143

67, 874
60, 921
71, 186
62, 312
66, 636
61, 208
62, 754
62, 849
QQ, 012
72, 065
64, 503
72, 099
60, 972
60, 985
64, 423
64, 478
63,016
65, 577

65, 400
68, 638
66, 297
67, 395
62,216
65, 843
62, 938
69, 395
70, 880
71,509
64, 399
66, 563
66, 978
67, 584
70, 284
69, 350
68, 130-

69, 362
70, 928
65, 623
72, 796
61,402
m, 423
62, 221
62, 931
63, 783
65, 428
67, 946
65, 797
72, 821
69,160
69, 225
72, 079
71,125
63, 379
67, 638
66, 472
71, 241
71, 873
70, 356
71,422
63,U70
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Axle boxes, Guide for ,

AxJe box for vehicles ,

Axle box for vehicles

Axle box, Journal and
Axle box, Railway
Axle, Car -.

Axle, Car
Axle, Car
Axle, car, Kaikoad
Axle, Carriage
Axle, carriage. Lubricating
Axle for vehicles

Axle for vehicles
Axle for wagons, &c ,

Axle of vehicles, Lubricating
Axle, rail, &c., Effecting the cementation of
Axle, Thimble skein for ,

Axletree ,.,

Axletree -

Axle, Turning
Axle, "Wagon
Axle, wagon, Foi-ming

B.
B abbetting and drilling jig ,

Baby jumper ,

Baby jumper and cradle
Baby tender
Baby walker ,

Baby walker and circular swinging cradle
Back band fastener
Bag and valise. Traveling
Bag, Carpet
Bag, Carpet
Bag fastener
Bag fastener
Bag fastener
Bag fastener
Bag fastener or tie

Bag, Feed
Bag for preserving ice

Bag holder
Bag holder
Bag holder
Bag .holder

Bag holder
Bag holder
Bag holder
Bag holder
Bag holder
Bag holder and filler

Bags, paper, Manufacturing
Bags, paper. Tool for the manufacture of
Bag tie

Bag tie

Bag, Traveling
Bag, Traveling
Bag, Traveling
Bag, Traveling
Bag, Traveling
Bail for kettles

Baking frame
Balance
Balance, Spring
Balances, spring, Cast metal case for

Bale band tightener

Bale hoop fastening
Ball alley

Ball, Base
Ball caster
Ball, foot, Covering
Ball and socket joint
Balsam, Medical
Bamboo, cane, and other fibrous plants, Treating
Bandage, Obstetrical
Bandage, Suspensory
Bands about boxes, straining, Implement for

Banjo
Banjo
Bank notes, &c., counterfeited. Detecting
Bank notes, <fcc.. Manufacturing
Bai'p-e, Coal

R. Hitchcock . .

.

J.Reilly
C. F. Glilette...
P. S. Devlan ...

C. B. Boynton .

.

W. A.Brickill..
J, Anthony
S. S. Burt
A.E. Elmer
T. Falvey
E. Thomas
A. W. Gillet....

J. B.Wilson
F. M. McM-anus.
J. F. Morris
T. M. Dodds...-
J. A. WiUiams.

.

J.W. Wilkie.--
J. W. Wilkis...
G. S. Knight....
A. E. Smith
J. E. Cromwell

.

J. Underwood
A. H. Mason
R. Ashe
L. Limerick
J.Rohr
W. A. Messick
D. L. McGregor
N.Groel
E. A. G. Roulstone
E. A. G. Roulstone
J.Miller
"W. Zeller and R. Lochner
E. Romans
A, M. Wright
D. B. Baker
J. Vandercar
W. B. Coates
T. Harding
C. D. Brainerd
A. V. Heyden
L. H. Gano
0. Hanks
J. Meloher
Lafayette Turner
B. S. Boydston
E. S. Moulton
A. M. Darling
G. L. Jaeger
S. M. Kirk and E. J. Hewlett.
J. Grimes
L. Morehouse 4ft..

E. A. G. Roulstone
E. A. G. Roulstone
E. A. G. Roulstone
Z.Walsh
Z.Walsh
W. Hailes
T. C. RiddeU
1. Bisbee
W.G. Barker
J. Chatillon
P. C. IngersoU
R. Dillon
J. D. Patrick
H. A. Aldeu
T.E.Smith
H. A. Alden
W. P.Haskins
L. T.Grifiin
C. Heatou
J. O. Hamilton
E. Heaton
S. Marden
J. Mayberger
H. C. Dobson
L. Heath
G. T. Jones
J. A. Preston
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Bark and other materials, extracts from. Making
Bark for tanning, Concentrating extracts from
Bark for tanning, Sec, Concentratiug the extracts of

Bark for lanuing, (Sic, Concentrating the extracts of, App'sfor
Bark for tanning, &c., Obtaining the extracts of, Mach. for . .

.

Bark for tanning, &c., Obtaining the extracts of

Bark from the pith of sorghum, &c.. Separating the

Bark from wood, Separating
Bark, Leaching
Bark, tan, Leach*ng
Bark, tan. Preparing, for use
Barometric vacuum exhauster
Barrel and keg for paint, &c
Barrel cover
Barrel cresset

Barrel filling apparatus, Automatic self-closing

Barrel head
Barrel heading. Sawing >.

Barrel head machine
Barrel heater or cresset

Barrelling cock
Barrel, Metal
Barrel or cask
Barrel or cask
Barrel or tub, Press or cover for

Barrels, Bushing for

Barrels, Construction of
Barrels, Drying -

Barrels, firkins, &c., Device to attach to

Barrels, Lining, with sheet metal
Barrels, Lining composition for oil

Barrels, Lining for oil

Barrels, Setting up staves in

Bai rel stave jointer
Barrels, staves in, Setting
Barrel washing machine
Barrels, Wrenching bungs out of
Bars from rivers an t harbors, Removing
Bars of metal. Bending
Bars of metal, Shaping and heading
Bars, Straightening
Basin
Basin, Overflow
Basin plug
Basin, Wash
Basket for feeding tarred com coba to furnaces
Basket. Fruit
B-iSket machine
Baskets, Braiding open work
Baskets, Fini.-^hing

Basket.*", Form -block for shaping
Baskets, fruit. Cutting bottom of
Baskets, fruit. Cutting out body of
Baskets, Machine for makmg
Baskets, Wt aving
Baskets, Weaving
Bathing apparatus
Bath, Photographic
Baths. Kot and cold air

Bath, Shower
Bath , Vapor
Bats for felting, Cros.»ing
Bats for felting, wadding, &c., Forming
Battery, Combining, generating, and secondary or accumula-

ting galvanic.
Battery, Electro-magnetic
Battery, Floating or light-house
Battery, Galvanic
Battery, Galvanic, for remedial uses
Bayonet attachment
Bean puller
Bed, Air
Bed and divan .-

Bed and sofa
Bed attachment, Invalid
Bed bottom
Bed bottom
Bed bottom
Bed bottom
Bed bottom :

.'

Bed bottom

J. W. Jones
B. Irving
B. Irving
B. Irving
B.Irving
B. Irving
R. N. Eagle and W. F. Goodwin.
J. Maitre
C.Korn
A . Steers
A. Appleby
J. Gordon and J. Archbald
A. L. Freeman
C. Bird
J.F.Little
W. S.Payne
M. L. Thompson
C. J. Holman
J. B. Dougherty
W.B.Geddis
A. J. and T. McKenna
J. A.Frey
S. Shea
C. T. Provost
H. L. Chase
D. F. Fetter
G. St. George, jr

S. Gibbons
A. T. Dunbar and A. McNaught.
T.R.Cook
J. P. Schenck, jr

W.R. Bree
J. A. Morrell
M. Randolph
C. B. Hutchinson
J. Peacock
A. Herde
S. S.Durfee
O. Long
H. Thompson
G. Lauder
H. H.Craigie
H.Boyd
W. S.Carr
W. Bradley
E. Bimm
H.Mcllish
G. S torer

F. H. Brown
F. H. Brown
H. Carpenter
H. Mellish
H. Mellish
F. H. Brown
F. H. Brown
F. H. Brown
J. lugraham ,

A. Cobb ,

S. M. Landis
D.P. Lacey
M. B. Carleman
A. C. Arnold
E. Waite
G. L. Leclanch§

P. Bruso
J. Moody.
C. Boulay
ri. Fritz
P. A. Oliver...
S. W. Moore...
J. R. Hamilton
H. Bnehler....
H. Schultz
N. Teal
C. P. Loeser

—

H. H. Palmer...
N.J.Willis....
A. S. Babbit...
J. W. Davis ...

S. E. Pettee . . .

.

70, 439
61, 32.5

m, 321
64, 324
64, 322
64. 323
69, 551
72, 873
71, 765
68,010
68, .335

68, 97!)

65, 368
70, 789
67, 062
68, 649
70, 050
72, 639
68, 856
62, 540
61,015
65, 741
61, 690
68, 234
65, 346
62, 189

68, 322
68, 181
67, 137
70,414
60, 944
67, 947
70, 738
66, 737
63, 052
68,311
69, 563
60, 864
63, 403
63, 766
65. 242
62, 734
62,812
65, 343
68, 036
6.5. 157

63, 279
62, 085
70, 160
70,318
72, 797
63, 280
63, 414

70, 072
68, 695
69. 309
69, 765
60, 834
64, 677
64,112
69, 765
70, 065
65, 156

64, 113

63, 848
62, 870
70, 791
63. 032
67; 210
66, 034
66, 7C6
65, 640
67, 809
67,610
60, 913
61, 242
61,374
61, 595
61, 724
61, 757

17 c p
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61, 775
61 901Bed bottom W Weaver

Bed bottom D. Manuel 62 213
Bed bottom C. E. Best 62, 248
Bed bottom J. B Campbell 62, 315

62, 395H. A. Coats
Bed bottom- T, B. Moore 62 871
Bed bottom J. Ric'kard and J. Cook 62, 973

63, 066
63, 153Bed bottom G. L. Gerard

Bed bottom C. F. Gillette 63, 500
D. Fitzgerald 63, 790

63, 993
63, 998
64, 523

Bed bottom H. M. Clark

C. H. Hardy
Bed bottom C. H. Hall 64, 973
Bed bottom C. Weed 65, 028

65, OGl
65, 550

Bed bottom. v C. Cioley
Bed bottom J. S. Farrington
Bed bottom G. H. Dovf 65, 731
Bed bottom . T. P. Thompson 65, 964
Bed bottom C. W.White 65, 975

A. M. Tomb 66, 057
Bed bottom W. B. Ingersoll 66, 350

C. D. Read 66, 390,
Bed bottom W. Stenger and A. Beyrnheimer . .

.

F. S. Frost
66, 410

Bed bottom 66, 481
Bed bottom D. Babcock 66, 549
Bed bottom H. A. Cook 66, 567
Bed bottom P. W. Webster and W. H. Prescott.

B. Small
67, 238

Bed bottom 67, 362
Bed bottom H. Doebele 67, 420
Bed bottom S. McDonald 67, 442
Bed bottom T. Raser 69, 366
Bed bottom.

.

H. L. Isham 69,441
Bed bottom L. M. Bolles 69,617
Bed bottom H. M. Conklin 69, 632
Bed bottom W. F. Daugherty 69, 779
Bed bottom J. P. Flanders and S. K. Wells

J. I. Mabbett
70, 330

Bed bottom 70, 448
Bed bottom H. W. Williams 70, 583
Bed bottom F. Leadbetter 70, 583
Bed bottom. J. W. Wilder 70, 663

70, 687
Bed bottom D. A. Scott and J. E. Burdge

L. Wilson
71,225
71, 352

Bed bottom L. Mudge . ... ...... 71, 504
Bed bottom. H. A. and A. Follett 67, 521
Bed bottom .' . S. C. Jennings

G. W. Robbing
67, 554

Bed bottom 67, 585
Bed bottom W. Stickuey 67, 6t)4

Bed bottom B. Griffin 67, 647
Bed bottom E. Yeoman . .. .. 67, 698
Bed bottom C. B. Tucker and L. S. Babbitt

Z Howe
67, 930

Bed bottom 68, 078
Bed bottom. J. S Grant 68, 499
Bed bottom ... B. R. Boynton 68, 551
Bed bottom. R. H. Cutter 68, 612

R. B. Nevens 68, 645
Bed bottom. W. Stickney 68, 912
Bed bottom J. Dreusike 69, 193

Bed bottom . ... C. E. Simmons and H. Cook
D. G. Chapin

71, 654

Bed bottom. . . 71, 700

Bed bottom S A Smith 71, 804

Bed bot om D. S Williams 71, 933
Bed bottom.- -- - H. Cook and C. E. Simmons

E. S. Cross

72,605
61, 001

Bed bottom find Hofa. C. Martino 69, 006

Bed bottom, SorincT . ..... ... D. P. Webster and H. W. Ladd
M. Le Page

64, 175

Bed bottom SprincT 67, 776

0. H. Weed 68, 268

D. P. Webster and H. W. Ljidd ....

E. E. Everitt

68,818
69, 198
70, 355

Bed bottom SprinGT II. L. Huntington .......... ..... 71,014

B. J. Oleff 71,634

Bed bottom SprinK E. Steinel 71, 808

A. B. Baty 71, 840

Bed bottom Sprinor F, A. Huntington 72, 202

Bed bottom, G. Widdicomb 72, 350

Bed bottom, Spring A. Walker 72, 943
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Bed, camp, Portable
Bed clothes holder
Bed lounge, Extension
Bed pan
Bed tflats

Bed, Spring
Bed. Spring
Bed; Spring
Bed spring fastening
Bed spring guide
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead
Bedstead and bed bottom
Bedstead and bureau
Bedstead and chair
Bedstead and crib, Folding
Bedstead, Elevated
Bedstead, Extension
Bedstead fastener _

Bedstead fastening
Bedstead fastening ,

Bedstead fastening
Bedstead fastening

,

Bedstead fastening
Bedstead fastening
Bedstead fastening
Bedstead fastening ,

Bedstead, Folding '. . .

.

Beristead, Folding and cot ,

Bedstead, Invalid ,

Bedstead, Invalid
Bedstead, Invalid
Bedstead, Invalid
Bedstead, Invalid and fracture . .

.

Bedstead, Sofa
Bedstead, Sofa
Bedstead, Sofa
Bedstead, Sofa
Bedstead, Spring
Bedsteads, Table attachment for
Bedsteads, Tester frame for
Bedstead, Tent

,

Bedstead, Wardrobe
,

Bedstead, Wardrobe
Bedstead, Wardrobe
Bee feeder
Bee feeding apparatus
Beefsteak preparer

,

Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive

,

Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive

Beehive

.

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive .

Beehive

.

P. N. Ouroussoff
M. D. Brooks
C. P. Vollmer
E. M. Chaffee
P. C. Ingersoll

G. H. Pool
T. W. Shapleigh andM. J. Coleman
C. Van Dyeck
D. Manuel
A. C. Stich
Gr. G. Cochran
I. Pedrick
J. Hoert
A. Rothwell
J. Horner ^

W. K. Bacall
B. F. Woodside
W. B. Stewart
E. Krieghoff
J. Stock
J. H. Greenleaf
R. S. Titcomb
D. Burnett
J. Holzman
J. Maguire
P. H. Freyiinghousen
A. H. Rennie
G. Sugg and W. Metz
A. Schlingman
M. Peachmann
J. B. Warawell
L. L. Jackson
W. S. Bartle
S. H. Mapes
E. M. Payne ,

J. Massey
C. S. Baker
S. P. Johnson
D. C.Colby
T. Mcliroy
S. C. Roscoe
C. F. Martine
L. Schaefer
C. H. Berry
R. Roberts
D. Bull
J. C. Davis

,

A. D. McCoy
S. C. Maine
J. F. C. Pickhardt
W. R. Bagnall
J. M. Beebe
E. Buel
I. C. Nichols
J. JIatthius

,

J. H. Hendrick
A. Gray
L. M. Olden
J. J. Lower
W. Courtney
O. Colvin
C.P. Lloyd
C. McGrew
H. C. Keith
H. Clipp
Z. L. Jacobs
W. Kraiss
P. M. Myers, J. W. Walser, and J.

Spangler.
W. A. Flanders
L. Kramer
K. P. Kidder
S . Stevens
B. S. and E. H. Haviland
N. Simpson
E. A. Floyd
J. Heacock
V. Leonard
A. T. Wright
W. J. Andrews
J. Hazen
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Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive '.

Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehive
Beehives, Compound to be used in
Beer, ale, &c., "Hopping"
Beer and other liquids, Cooling
Beer cooler
Beer cooler
Bell, Alarm, and ticket safe
Bell, Call
Bell, Cast-iron
Bell, Door
Bell, Door
Bell, Door
Bellows
Bellows
Bellows, Blacksmiths', Wind worm for
Bellows, Organ
Bellows, Rotary
Bell-pull and trip. Construction of
Bell, Car x

Bell, Corrugated
Bell or gong, Striking
Bells, Casting
Bell, Sleigh
Bell, Sleisrh

Bell, Sleigh
Bell, Sleigh
Bells, Rmging
Bells, Ringing
Bells, sleigh, Fastening
Bells, Tuning
Belt, Cartridge
Belt clasp '.

Belt clasp
Belt cutter
Belt, Driving
Belt, Driving
Belt fastener
Belt fastener
Belt fastening
Belt for driving machinery
Belt for polishing, Endless
Belting
Belting
Bf.l tiug. Machine
Belting, Machine
Belting, Splicing
Belting, Rubber
Belting, Rubber-coated rubber
Belt lacing
Belt-lacing device
Belt-lap cutter
Belt-shifting device
Belt shipper for mules
Belts, leather, Composition for stuflfing

Belts on shafting. Preventing the lapping of .

Belt tightener
BL-lt tightener
Belt tightener ,

Bench, Carpenter's
Bench, Combination
Bench dog
Bench, Shoemaker's

Name of Patentee.

S. Hutchinson
J. H. Thomas
E. Cox
G. W. Leffingwell
E. Kretchmer
A. H. Hart
G-. Slusser
D. L. Adair
V. Leonard
E. Harrison
J. Coats
A. C. Badgley
R. Jones
J. Hiestand
J. M. Beebe
J. Gatschet
A. C. Varela
J. R. Martin
G. E. Conwell
D. Shaeffer and A. McCabe
T. F. McCafferty
W. S. Haight
P. H. GriflSn

D. Cammerer
H. Heimerle
E. Richmond and J. G. Moody ..^

W. H. Nichols
E. G. Cone
M. Delevan and J. Dyson
C. Penfield
A. T. Brooks
G. Bushnell
C. L. Engish
C. F. Conrad....-
E. H. Thomas, jr

H. Phinney
S. S. Covell
A. Borrowman
G. S. Saxton
T. G. Estes
A. Jusberg
W. H. Nichols
H.K. Smith
C. R. Clark
W. E. Barton
P. L. Weimer
J. Harrison
J. H Abell f..

A. Patterson <^

A. Mills

P. Hdrlow
J. Chenoweth and J. McLain
M. C. Goodale
M. J. Haines
J. R. White and W. G. Bedford. .

.

D. Wigger
C. O.Pike
G. V. Sheffield and B. Whitcomb.
M. A. Strouvelle
J. A. Traut
J. B. Crane
C. J.Fay
V. Fountain, jr

W. H. Gates
N. E. Smith
G. P. Dodge
P. Jewell
H. C. Babcock
D. P. Davis
C. E. Robinson
A. M. Freeland
W. H. Saltmarsh
J. Haseltine -~

W. Hayes
T. G. Stansbury
J. M. Hawley
M. Peatt
A. B. Marshall
W. Weaver
A. K. and H. P. Hood
B. Gantner
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Bench, Wheelwright's spoke-driving
Bending device
Bending machine
Bending machine
Bending machine
Bending machine
Beudiug skelp
Bei th, Lite-preserving
Berth!?, Step-attachment for

Bevel
Bevel and try-square
Bevel gears. Cutting
Beveling and channeling machine .

Beverage
Bill holder
Billiard cue
Billiard cues, Chalk holder for

Biiliard-ciie tip

Billiard-cue tip and fastener
Billiards, Registering games of
Binder for music, <fcc., Temporary,
Binding and lashing, Device for

Bit and check joint ,

Bit, Boring ,

Bit, boring, Wood
Bit brace
Bit brace
Bit ty-ace

Bit, Bridle j

Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, Bridle
Bit, bridle, Pulley
Bit, Center
Bit, Coal-boring
Bit, Driving
Bit, Driving
Bits to braces, Attaching
Bits to braces, Attaching
Bit stock
Bi I stock
Bitters
Bitters, Anti-dyspeptic
Blackboard for schools
Blacking, Boot
Blacking case
Blacking case. Portable
Blacking for leather, Preservative
Blacksmiths' striker
Blanket fastener
Bleaching
Bleaching and drying yarns, cloths, and other textile fabrics ..

Bleaching and hardening articles made of soapstone, talc, &c .

Bleaching and scouring hemp, flax, and other iibres

Bleaching cane juice
Bleaching powler, glass, soluble silicates, and hydro-chloric

acid, Process to he used in the manufacture of.

Bleaching povt'der, Manufacture of
Blind
Blind and door fastening.
Blind and sash fastener .

.

Blind and saSh fastener .

.

Blind catch
Blind fastener
Blind fastener
Blind fastening

Blind fastening
Blind fastening
Blind fastening
Blind fastening
Blind fastening. Window
Blind fastening. Window
Blind fastening, Window
Blind. Metallic
Blind or shutter fastener.,

F. M. Lemmon
W. Malick
E. D. and W. K. Gird
L. H. Beckvvith
J.N. Woodward
G. Huntington
J. Peace
J.J.Clyde
E. Hoyt and E. P. Whitney
L. D. Howard
S. N. Batchelder
C E. Roper
I. Manning
W. Davis
G. Moulton
C. H. Gould
J. Jenkinson
J. A. Veazie
E. B. Stockmg
G. W. Earl and J. H. Hawley
J. C. Clarke
J. M. Hirlinger
R.D. Sterling
M. Jincks
C. Boernicke
S. F. Penn
G. Stackpole
W.H.Woods
J. C. Price "...

J. M. Crawford
J. P. Gates
A. H. Rockwell
J. Spoonhour and S. R. Boyd
R. P. Whelan
L. D. Woodemansee
W. B. Hay den
0. Crook
W. Brower
W. H. McMillan and S. Devoe
S. Gissinger
D.Hale ,

E. S. Dawson
J. H. NeUis
L. J. Parsons
A. W. Streeter
C. B. Rose
J. D. Holtzermann
C. T. Provost
W. Arronquier
A. Boudrou
C. E. Brown
A. W. Overbaugh
W. B. Moore
G. Bell
L. C. Chase
J. B. Fuller
1. C. Colton and A. M. Hastings . .

.

H. J. Smith
L. Jarosson
W. A. Jordan
W. R. Stace and H. M. Baker

T. Gray
R. Hutton
D. BuU
M. Adier and L. Knell
L. Pollock
J. Currier
A. Bingham
W. Huaiiston
E. B. Beecher, J. G. Davis, H. S.

Frost, and A. G. Davis.

G. Lightfoot
E. A. Chavantre ».

W. C. Marshall
S. W. Huntingdon
C. P. Bell

J. R. Baker
B. Mayo
J. M. joraain

C. H. Eddy
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Blind slat

Blind slat clasp and pivot, Metallic
Blind slat fastening
Blind slats, Tenoning
Blind slats, Tenoning, and boring the stiles of.

Blind slats, Wirin
Blind slats, Wiring
Blind staple

Blind supporter and hinge
Blind, Venetian
Blind, Window
Blind, Window
Blind, Window
Blind, Window
Blinds, window, Cutting the rolls of
Blinds, window, Fastener for

Blinds, window. Fastening for

Blinds, window. Fastening for

Blinds, window. Fastening for

Blinds, window, Fastening for

Blinds, window. Fastening for

Blinds, window. Fastening for

Blinds, window. Inside
Blinds, window, Slat for

Block, Elevating
Blotter
Blotter, Automatic
Blotter holder
Blotting pad
Blower
Blower
Blower
Blower
Blower, Fan wheel
Blower for forges
Blower, Steam
Blower, Steam
Blower, Steam
Blue for use in laundries and in bleaching. Lump
Bluing and other dies. Putting up
Bluing for use in laundries and bleaching, Soluble
Boat and coffer dam
Boat and davit tackle
Boat and trunk
Boat-detaching apparatus
Boat-detaching apparatus
Boat-detaching apparatus
Boat-detaching apparatus
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat -detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat- detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat-detaching tackle
Boat, Dredghig, for excavating rivers
Boat, ferry, Locking apparatus for. ..

Boat, ferry, Locking apparatus for
Boat-hoisting apparatus
Boat, Ice
Boat, Life
Boat, Life
Boat, Life-preserving automatic
Boat, life, Sporting and
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Boat-lowering apparatus
Boat-lowering apparatus
Boat-lowering apparatus
Boat-lowering or detactiing apparatus - .-

Boat, Mud
Boat, Puutoon
Boats, Bracing and staying
Boats, canal, Propelling
Boats, Detaching
Boats, Life, Supplying air to

Boats, Propelling
Boat, Self-bailing surf and life

Boats, ships', Raising and lowering
Bobbin
Bobbin, Boring
Bobbin, Metallic
Bobbin, Metallic
Bobbin, Weft
Bodies, dead, Preserving
Bodies, dead. Preserving and embalming
Bodies. Embalming
Bodies, tubular, Manufacture of
Boier
Boiler
Boiler
Boiler and fui-nace, Portable roofing to ...

Boiler, Bath
Boiler cleaner
Boiler cltaner
Boiler, Combined coflfee-pot and lamp
Boiler, Corrugated sheet metal
Boiler, Culinary
Boiler, Cullender
Boiler feeder
Boiler feeder
Boiler feeder
Boiler feeder
Boiler feeder
Boiler feeder, Automatic
Boiler feeder. Automatic ,

Boiler feeder, Automatic
Boiler feeder. Automatic ,

Boiler feed regulator
Boiler feed-water regulator
Boiler-flue cleaner
Boiler flues, steam, Preventing corrosion at the joints of . ...

Boilers for cooking stove, Water
Boiler for culinary purposes
Boiler for heating buildings
Boiler for heating water
Boiler form
Boiler for pitch, &c., Portable
Boiler gauge cock '

Boiler gauge cock
Boiler gauge- cock handle
Boiler. Hot-water
Boiler journal box
Boilers and other vessels. Sheet metal
Boilers, Cover for cooking-stove
Boilers for evaporating pans, Feeding liquid to ,

Boilers, Forming *

Boilers, Forming
Boilers, ice houses, &c., to impede the passage of heat, Non-
conducting composition for covering.

Boilers, paper-pulp, Filling and packing rotary
Boilers, Smoke extinguisher for

Boiler, Steam
Boilers, steam, Compound for stopping leaks in

|

H. Lefevre and J. McGuire
Boilers, steam, pipes, «fec.. Cement felt for covering I W. S. Kosinski
Boilers, steam. Preventing incrustation in

!
P. H. Vauderwcyde

R. Creuzbaur
R. Creuzbaur
A. F. Crosman
M. Joyce
A. D. Manlcy
J. Hegeraan
F. Merteus
G. Stackpole
I. S. Hill and A.Burnham -

.

P. F. Scheuck
E. Williams
N. Penrose
W. A. Devon
C. H.Fiske
V.D. Beach
W. E. Rice
C. T. Smith
W. E. Bass
C.C. St. Clair
E. De La Granja
G. W. Scollay
J. Montgomery
J. R. Purdy and D. C. Barger
J. Baumeister
H. Adler
P. Feulason
E. H. Chapman and T. M. Hammett
G. W.Wiswell.
W.P.Slensby
L. A. Plumb
G. R. Moore ^

J. Zimmerman
B. F. Porter
J. W. Doughty and B. F. Olmsted. ..

G. T. Parry
A. F. W. Neynaber
J. Darling ,

H. O. Demarest
G. -^.Riedel

,

H.Beadle
H. O. Demarest ,

S. J. Parker
W. McCormick
C.H.Gould
B. Schaefer
P. Wineman
C. Olhaber
W. H. Henderson
C. F. H tchings

C. A. Harper
J. S. Jennings
L.S.Mills
J. G. Raymond ,

J. French
E. H. Ashcroft
H. Steeger
E. Wadhams
J. Carroll
T. F. Hall and G. Eckel
S. A. Mitchell
V7. W. Hornberger
E. S. Sackett
J. A. Jones

A. Fickett...
W. H iHobles
R. Needham -

Boilers, steam. Preventing incrustation in

Boileis,.steam, Preventing incrustation in

Boilers, steam. Preventing incrustation in

Boilers, steam, Preventing incrustation in

Boilers, steam. Preventing incrustation in

Boilers, steam. Preventing incrustation in
Boilers, steam. Preventing incrustation in
Boilers, steam, Preventing incru.statiou in
Boilers, steam, Preventing incrustation in

Boilers, steam. Protecting, from corrosion
Boilers, steam, Setting

G. T. Parry.
J.J.Allen
D.Matthew
H. F. and L. F. Knoderer.
C. J. Fames
S.G.Cabell.
J. L. Husband
S.G.Cabell
S.G.Cabell
D. Matthew
C. T. Boardman
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Boilers, Bteam, Treating water to prevent incrustation in

Boilers, steam, Washer for socket bolts in

Boiler-tube cleaner
Boiler-tube cleaner
Boiler-tube cutter
Boiler-tube scraper -

Boiler tubes, cutting otF, Tool for

Boiler tubes, cutting off, Tool for

Boiler tubes, cutting off, Tool for

Boiler tubes, cutting, Tool for

Boiler tubes, Expanding and fastening
Boiler tubes, Fastening
Boiler tubes, Steam jet for cleaning
Boiler tubes, Tool for cutting off

Boiler, Wash
Boilers, Water gauge for

Boilers, Water indicator for

Boilers, Water indicator for

Boilers, Water indicator for

Boilers, Water indicator for

Boilers, Water regulator for

Bolsters to knives, Attaching
Bolt
Bolt and bolt head
Bolt and rivet machine
Bolt and rivet machine
Bolt and rivet maciiine
Bolt and rivet machine
Bolt and riv et trimmer
Bolt attachment to lock
Bolt blanks. Automatic feeder for

Bolt, Carriage
Bolt, Carriage
Bolt cutter

Bolt, Door
Bolt, Door
Bolt, Door
Bolt fastening
Bolt feeder, Silent

Bolt, Flour
Bolt for doors, Spring
Bolt for saw frames
Bolt, Flush
Bolt, Heading
Bolt, Heading
Bolt, Heading
Bolt, Heading
Bolt heading machine
Bolt heading machine
Bolt heading machine
Bolt holder
Bolt. Joint
Bolt, King
Bolt, Latch
Bolt machine
Bolt machine
Bolt-making machine
Bolt-making machine
Bolt, Patch
Bolt, Safe-door
Bolts, cutting. Tool for *.

Bolt shifter and roving machine
Bolt, Shutter
Bolt, Shutter
Bolt, Shutter bowing
Bolt, Shu ;tle bowing
Bolts, spring. Metal case for

Bolt, Tapping
Bolts, threads on, Cutting
Bolts, turning, Tool for
Bolt trimmer
Bolt trimmer
Bonds, (fee, Filing and recording
Bone black
Bone black, Cleaning and purifying
Bone black for filtering sugar, Treating
Bones, Steam digester for treating
Bonnets, Pressing
Books, back for. Spring
Bookbinders' beveling inachine
Books, Binding

M.A.Glynn
J. G. CoUins
J>B. Christoffel

W.P.Heffron
W. B. Smith
E. L. Pratt
N. Wright
R. Lavery
P. Hoffman
R. H. Burke
R. Dudgeon
J. Bowden
J. M. Wheeler
W. P. Slensby
M. W. Staples
N. H. Bundy
A . Vang
I. F. Woodward
W. R. England
A. and G. Guthrie and T. L. Humes .

R. J. Jordan
H. Barber
O. D. Hunter
J. Crompton
J. C. Reed
J. Morgan, jr

J. Morgan, jr

J.Wakefield
M. D. Budd
W. H. Andrews
W. F. Parker
W. Koplin
S. Frisb eand A. S.Upson
W. W. Worden
A. H. Sherwood
G. A. Pridham
C. C. Jones
V. Lapham
J. Cornwell
J. W. Wallers
G. F Atkinson -

F. Washburn
C. E. La: tin

O. C. Burdict
J. Root
W^ Swathe!
F. B. Prindle
P. P. Trayser
S. W. Goodyear and W. F. Parker.
R. Gracey
B. Perry and A. Cornish
S. E. Jewett
E. A. Keasey
S. Oppenheimer
A. R. Bailey and W. W. Knowles..
W. W.Hubbard
A. Alexander
A. Alexander
J. Kaylor
J. R. Pierson
J. E. Heath
J. Edwards
P. Burke
B. K. Dorwart
W^ H. Fitzgerald
J. M, and M. L. Cummings
E. J. Mauville
E. M. Mayo
F. Schweizer
L. Burns
H. Howe
J. Blackinton
F. Munson
T.H, Quick
R. Ficken and F. L. Williams
C. B. Orvis
W. Perry
S. S. and H. Squier
L. Francis
H. L. Tumy
W. Daniels
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Book, Conductors' tioket

Book, Copy
Book cover protector
Book cover

' Book for bookkeeping
Book holder
Book holder for pews
Book, Hymn and tune
Books. Molding the back of

Book, Pocket, Envelope, &c., Slide for fastening ...

Book, Pocket, Safety' attachment for

Book, Pocket, Safety attachment for

Book, Turning the leaves of
Boom, C4udgeon for ,

Boot and gaiter strap
Boot and shoe ,

Boot and shoe ,

Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe
Boot and shoe •.

Boot and shoe
Boors and shoes, Attaching metal soles to

Boots and shoes. Attaching over soles to

Boot and shoe blacking machine
Boots and shoes, Burnishing the edges of
Boots and shoes. Crimping
^oots and shoes. Cutting soles of
Boot and shoe heel
Boot and shoe heel
Boot ai>d shoe heel
Boot and shoe heel. Trimming
Boot and shoe, Heel-shave for
Boot and shoe. Insole for

Boot and .shoe, Oversole for

Boots and shoes, Pegging
Boots and shoes. Pegging
Boots and shoes. Pegging
Boots and shoes, Shaver for
Boot and shoe shank
Boots and shoes. Shaving the soles of
Boot and shoe shield
Boot and shoe sole

Boot and shoe sole

Boots and shoes, Soles and heels of, Wear plates for.
Boots and shot s, Stay or brace for
Boot and shoe tips
Boots and shoes, Ventilating device for
Boot blacking and pohshing machine
Boot, Brittle, for horses
Boot crimp
Boot crimper
Boot-ciimping machine
Boot-crimping machine
Boot-crimping machine
Boot heel
Boot heel

Boot lieel

Boot heel
Boot heel
Boot-heel cutter
Boot-heel polisher
Boot-heel rubber
Boot heel. Shaping
Boot jack. Wrench, and nail pull
Boot-lacing device
Boot, Rubber, for horses
Boot-shank laster
Boot tree

Boot tree
Boot tree

Bouquet holder

R. De Roode
B. G. Howes
C. L. Alexander and V. A. Osborn.
M. and R. H. Rumrell
J. H. Gleim
T.E. Piatt

N. A. Wright
E. Curtice
J K.Max
J. W. Wilcox
T. Weber
W. H. Ferguson
C. C. Clapp
N. Robbins, jr

W. J. Turner
M. Evans
D. M. Ayer
E. Thayer
G. AVagner
R. Vollschwitz
C. W. Bailey
J. C. Adams
G. W. Tolhurst
T. B. Smith
T. B. Smith
E. Mayer
E. P. Richardson
W. Duchemin and A. Jeffers

B. C. Young
C. Mole
W. and J. Keats
A. B. Ely
H. Riggs
B. H. Camp
M. A. Myer
E. B. Gushing
J. W. Maxtield
E. M. Stevens
C. Dyer, jr., and E. Drake .-.

C. Dyer, jr., and E. Drake
E. Newhall
C. S. Stearns
F. S. Dawes
M. A. Johnson
E. W. Woodruff
W. R. Landfear
D. Whittemore
D. D. Palmer
A. E. Johnson
A. J. and A. J. Rice
J. B. Johnson
J. P. Bradley
S. W. Huntington
F. Ashley
J. Gray
T. K. Reed
A. B. Ely
A. Stocker
S. W. Huntington
J. J. Davy
F. Kali and S. Andrews
De W. C. Mowry
H. Fans.
S. W. Jamison
H. Conklin
G. W. Davis
H. S. Snow
L. and A. A. Hoffman
J.Hubbell
R. Vandevort
B. F Goddard
V. K. Spear
J. F. Barrett
G. W. Warficld
O. Shepard

I A. McKenney and S. Carpenter ...

J. H. Jennings
C. W. Bliss and O. M. Adams
R. L. Lewis
P. De Vries
F. S. Wilt
A. D. Frye, jr

71, .590

71, 882
69, 062
64, 038
72, 629
62, 774
63, 776
61,927
62, 767
64, 608
63. 590
70, 982
69, 770
66, 6.33

65, 027
69, 707
60, 987
61,119
61, 287
61,487
61, 502
62, 587
62, 907
63, 568
63, 569
64, 780
65, 120
68, 330
69, .528

• 71, 898
72, 048
72, 727
65, 766
72, 164
61, 755
68, 611
66, 864
70, 481
64, 422
70, 078
72, 073
66, 184
72, 724
61, 742
68, 822
70, 581
70, 662
72, 753
67, 313
68, 652
71, 495
70, 157
67, 432
m, 548
60, 719

65, 829
69, 082
70, 915
70, 571
61, 655
70, 440
66, 035
62, 621
64, 538
66, 566
62,017
62, 783
65, 487
68, 364
69, 051
70, 992
72, 105
69, 163
70, 139
66, 643
66, 099
65, 231
69, 066
62, 649
70, 975
72, 351
65, 204
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Boring and tenoning
Boring car for boring and screw cutting
Boring machine
Boring machine
Boring machine
Boring machine, Wagon-hub
Boring tool

Boring tool

Boring tool

Boring tool
,

Bottle
Bottle cap or top
Bottles, Closing
Bottles, Closing
Bottles, Closing
Bottles, Closing mouths of
Bottles, Corking
Bottle, Mucilage
Bottle, Mucilage
Bottle, Mucilage
Bottle, mucilage and varnish, Top for
Bottle, mucilage, Brush and top of
Bottle, Nursing
Bottle or caster. Salt
Bottle, Steam pipe, &c., Covering for
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper
Bottle stopper and coupling
Bottle stopper, Fastening for
Bottle, Stopper for
Bottles, stopper to, Attaching
Bottle, Tooth-powder
Bottlfes, Uncorking
Bottle washer
Bottling machine
Bottling mineral water
Bottom for culinary steamer ,

Box and can for paint
Box and can. Metal, for paint and other material
Box and journal. Railroad
Box, berry. Cutting
Box. blacking. Handle attachment for -

Box. blacking, Holder for ,

Box, Butter
Box, Can, or vessel for putting up caustic alkalies, &c
Box, Cartridge

,

Box, Cartridge *

Box, Change
Box, Cheese
Box, Dice
Box, Dredging
Box, Dredging
Box, Dredging, spice and pepper
Box, Fare
Box, fare. Car and omnibus

,

Box, fare. Car and omnibus
,

Box, Flour
,

Box for blueing and other powders
Box for gauging shingle

,

Box for holding and transporting bottles
Box for indelible ink
Box for preserving corpse
Box for propagating plants
Box for putting up tooth powder

,

Box for transporting plants
Box for transporting fruits and berries
Box for transporting strawberries
Box, Fruit
Box, Fruit
Box, Fruit

,

Box, Fruit ,

T. Place
E. C. Chapell
J. Isenberg
C. B. Knapp
G. C. Taft
W. Snodgrass
N. Thompson
J.Miller

J. C. Chapman
A. Wippo
H. S. Carley
W. Burnet
C. Herman
T. S. Bowman
N. Prescott
N. Thompson
C. H. Porter
D.Bly
A. M. Olds
W. W.Beach
W. Burnett
W. Burnett
M. S. Burr
G. B. Richardson
J. B. Crane
H.Holl
R. Robinson
H.S. Carley
J. Nathan
T. A. Weber
R. F. Bocemsdes -..

J. H. Gould
J. Matthews, jr

H.S. Carley
H. S. Carley
W. VanHofe
H. B. Fox and J. T. Hall
W. D. Brown
R. S. Stubbs ^
L. Bishop
J. J. Eshleman
J. B. Da Camara, jr

A. Manuel
H. B. Davison
J. Mathews, jr

C. H. Thomas
W. S. Potwiu
F. W. Devoe
F. W. Devoe
G. F. Lynch
C. Colby.-...
T. S. Robinson
T. K. Payson
W. B. Guernsey
H. Pemberton and R Heinemann.
C.Howlett
W. H. Morris
J. B. Eustis
N. and F. Lewis
J. E. Zender
G. W. Putnam
T. Williams
G. W. Putnam
W. H. McLellan
J. B. Slawson
J. Blackadder
F. Monroe
G. A. Moss
J. W. Alesworth
J. Matthews, jr

C. L. Lochman
P. Wendhiser
A. B. Newman, jr

E. Queru
J. Jenkins
E. Secor
H. C. Freeman
H. H. audM. L. Gridley
W.Huev
W. R. Wilcox....,
J. White
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Box, Fruit
Box, Fruit
Box, Fruit
Box, Fruit and poultry
Box, fruit, Handle for, Adjustable-
B?lx, Garbage
Box, Garbage and ash
Box, Garbage and ash
Box, Hat
Box, head and bottom of, Cutting
Box, Identifying
Box, Letter 1

Box, Letter and door plate
Box, Loose pulley
Box, Lunch
Box, Lunch
Box, Lunch, Folding
Box, Lunch, Folding
Box, M arket
Box, Metal
Box, Miter
Box, Miter
Box, Miter
Box, Paper
Box, Paper ,

Box, Paper
Box. Paper
Box, Paper
Box Paper, Blank for
Box, Paper pulp
Box, Pasteboard
Box, Pasteboard
Box, Pepper
Box, Pill and other
Box, Sheet metal
Box, Spice
Box, ticket, Conductor's
Box, Wagon
Box, Work .-

Box, (fcc, of pulp, Drying
Box, &c. , of pulp, Finishing
Brace, Bit
Brace, Bit
Brace, Bit
Brace, Boring bit

Brace, Boring bit

Brace for the springs of vehicles, Compensating . . ..

Bracelets, chains, &c., Forming the parts, links, &c., of.

Bracelet, Voltaic
Bracket and cornice, Eave-trough
Bracket, Eave-trough
Bracket, Elliptic spring
Bracket, Lamp
Bracket, Roof and clap-boarding

Bracket, Scaffold
Bracket, Shelf
Brackets to glass, Attaching
Brad, Finishing
Braid, Lapping
Braiding and weaving machine, Threading and regulating ten-

sion of thread in
Braiding machine
Braiding machine
Braiding machine caniers
Braiding machine, Take-up for
Brake-block and shoe for railroad cars
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake , Car -.

Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car ,

Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car

^
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car

Name of Patentee.

J. F. andO. B. Whitney
I. F. Brown
H. B. Wilcox
D. B. Spinning
C. Peebels
D. D. Templeton
C.W.Stafford
C. W. Stafford

C. W. Packer
E. Hersey
L. T. McNeUey
C. P. Gorely
E. A. Hopkins
C. Purdy
J. S. TLbbals
J. F. Morgan
F. B. Parks
G. B. Mershon ,

F. Gearing
J. Wild
W. S. Wheeler and S. E. Brickford
E.G. Cheek
J. W. Richardson
R. N. Stewart
S. AVheeler and E. Jerome
C. B. Hatfield
C. B. Hatfield
W. Orr,jr., and G. F. Wright
S. Wheeler and E. Jerome
S. Wheeler and E. Jerome
J. T. Foster
L. Carrier
J. H. Stone
G. H. Hawkins
M. H. Crane
W. E. Andrews
H. Hise
D. H. Peterson
J. S. Flitcher ,

S. Wheeler and E. Jerome
S. Wheeler and E. Jerome
C. H. Amidon . . ,

W. F. Seavey ,

C. H. Stockbridge .1

H. S. Bartholomew
J. B. Fellows
S. Jackson ,

P. M. C. Beziel.-..
T.Hall
J. N.Ball
J. Marshall
M. Barker
R. Devereux
H. W. Eolden, T. J. Mooers, D. H.

Stratton, and G. Reynolds
H. Beckwith
C. F. Kiihule
L. J. Lavater
H. S tanton
W.R.Arnold

J. Fewkes
J. E. Wiggin
W. TunstiU
S.Scholfield
G.K.Winchester
B. P. Lamason and S. W. Murray
C. Bemis
P. Pardee
S. McCambridge
A.Higley
A. Higley
A.Hgley
J.H.WilUams
S.M.Lee
J.W.Rice
J. Sbeward and G. A. Stanbery..
S.F.Dimock
J. Davis ,

J.L.Smith
T. B. Comins, jr

T. B. Cojiiins, jr

No.

68, 401

63, 943
71,4:3.5

66, 183

63, 086
64,810
63, 664

63, 665
66, 880
62, 846
6.5, 928
72,190
72, 493
71, 535
69, 272
70, 598
&Q>, 881
71,511
69, 204
71, 351
62, 910
66,217
72, 906
61, 028
61, 968
67, 050
67, 051
67, 669
66, 920
61, 969
62, 952
67, 022
62, 451
71,751
70,811
67, 625
60, 891
m, 882
70, 825
66,918
66, 919
64, 931
67, 139
62, 232
65, 046
69, 086

, 63, 053
62. 178
64, 098
67, 155
68, 765
69, 386
70, 701

6Q, 341
63, 693

67, 124

72, 867
70, 642
65, 859

57, 519
62,514
65, 309
70, 273
63, 194
69,226
60, 850
60, 930
61, 844
62. 198
62. 199
62, 847
62, 912
63, 909
64, 036
64, 040
64, 409
67, 962
68, 579
68, 700
68, 701
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Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car, Magnetic
Brake, Car
Brake, Car
Brake, Car, and starter

Brake, Car, and starter

Brake, Car, and starter

Brake, Car, and steering apparatus..
Brake, Car, for stopping and starting
Brake, Car, Propelling
Brake, C ar, Railroad
Brake, Car, Shoes for

Brake, Car, Steam ,

Brake, Cart
Brake, Friction wheel and crank
Brake, Hemp
Brake, Hemp
Brake, Horse and wagon
Brake, Horse power
Brake, Pneumatic, for railroad cars..,

Brake, Sled
Brake, Sled
Brake, Sled
Brake, Sled
Brake, Sled
Brake, Sled
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Sleigh
Brake, Vehicle
Brake. Wagou
Brake. Wagon
Brake, Wagop
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, W^agon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Biake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon
Brake, Wagon, Automatic
Brake, Wagon, Automatic
Brake, Wagon, Holder and seat for.

Brake, Wagon, Lever lock for

Brake, Wagon, Self-acting
Brand for marking animals
Brand for marking animals
Branding iron

Bran duster
Brandy, Manufacture of
Bread cutter

Name of Patentee.

W. S. Shotwell
J. F. Wood
J. L. Barnes
A. Z.Long

,

C. Spoflford

G. Quick and J. N. Wallis
T.A.Kelly
W. H. Dunham and J. Widney
E.H. Duru
S. Davis
J. Oldasted
J. Mitchell

J. Katzenberg
R. Heneage

,

J. Wiley
J.Wiley
T.W.Murray
G-. E. Burt and E. A. Hildreth
R. Heneage
J. and W. Kitchen and S. Samuels.

.

LP. Wendell
T. andH. Hopper
S. Y. Ives
R.M. Van Sickler
S. Sherman
C. Witt and A. Sina
G. Haberland
A. D. Tingley
C.R. Peddle
H. E. Knapp
T. S. Minniss -.

S. K. Sutton
S.H. Wallize
J.W.Wight
J. L. Heffron
F. Cochlmeier
H.Sipe
W.Sloan
J. Myers
W. A. Niver
J. Ast
H. F. Morton
H. W. andB. C. Smith
F. Teelin and J. A. Swift
C. Gardiner
C. Phelon
O. C. Taylor
D. J. Kirkman and E. H. Gray
A. Votaw
J. F. AVood
R. C. Codding and G. W. Pringle .

.

B. B. Scofield

W. Tash
S. E. Hyndman
T. J. Farr
J. W. Phillippi

J. W. F. Schultz
C. G. Bennet and S. A. Drake
G. S. Zeigenfuss
B. B. Monroe
S. Warren
G. Long
A. P. Smith
C. A. Fargo
L. E. Woodard
W.Hull
E. N. Curtice
T. Smith
G. P. Smith and J. Desso
B. R. Codwise
W. D. Miller
S. Alley and S. D. Williamson
H. C. Kochensperger
W. K. Johnston
J. F. Wood
H. Thompson
F. H. Richards
C. Rundquist
L Cook
D. J. Browne and S.T . Bacon
W.S.Gray
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Bread cutter
Bread cutter

Bread, light, Manufacture of
Bread, loaves of, Gauging the size of

Bread machine, Loaf
Bread-toaster, Revolving
Breast-developer, Pneumatic
Breast-pad
Breast -pad
Breast-pins, Fastening for

Breast protector
Breast-strap shield

Breast strap slide

Brea>it-strap slide

Breweries, Mashing and cooling in

Brewers' mash tubs
Brewing and maltiug, Vessels for

Brick
Brick
Brick and tile

Brick and peat machine ,

Brick and peat machine
Brick and peat machine
Brick and tile machine
Brick and tile machines, Die for

Brick burner
Brick dryer
Brick dryer
Brick, Drying
Brick. Drying
Brick, Fire
Brick, Fire ,

Brick, Fire
Brick for curved masonry work ,

Brick, Haking
Brick machine
Brick machine
Brick machine

Brick machine.
Brick machine

.

Brick machine.
Brick machine.
Brick machine.
Brick machine.
Brick machine.
Brick machine.
Buck machine.
Brick machine.
Brick machine.
Brickmachine.
Brick machine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
B'ick machine.
Brick machine

-

Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brick machine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brick machine
Brick machine

.

Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Brickmachine.
Bfick machine

.

Brickmachine.

J. Madden
G. D. Williams
W. J. Walker
E. L. Moeschler
J. D'Arcy
J. 0. Paine
J. M.Clark
A, S. and J. P. McLean
R. Collins
A. K. P. Walker
J. Stadermann and H. Sauerbier. .

.

H. F. Willson
I. Roraback
0. B. North
G. S. Yingling and S. P. Poorman .

J. Walker
C. Berckhemer
S. McLaughlin
E. W. Crittenden
R. O. Lowrey
G.B.Fisher
C. D. W^rightington and B. P, Rider
E. Hall
J. Hotchkiss and.E. Buss
J. Hotchkiss and E. Buss
W. H. Towers
J. McDonald
J. J. Johnston
J. R. Bowers
L Gregg
S. R. Wellman
G. Nimmo
S. R. Wellman
E. Hennessey
D. Woodbury
J. T. Carman
W. A. Shepard
A. Nul.-,on, E. Haneisen, and Albert

Wagner.
R. Wolff •

1. MorJey
J. J. Johnston
G. C.Bovey ,

P. Marvin
J. Sangster
J. N. Smith
J. Watson
P. H. Kells
P. L. Sword
J. W. Burns
T. Dixcee
T. and J. Walsh and D. Evans
J. Marshal
J. B. Curtis
J. Hotchkiss and E. Buss
H. C. Sergeant
H. C. Sergeant
J.Mills
P.H. Kells
A. J. Sprague
L. B. Crittenden
C. C. and J. McDermid
A. Gans
G.Martin
F. F. Cornell, jr
W. H. Lotz and F. Baumann
J.A.Welsh
W. O. Leslie

P. Hayden
W. H. Hovey
J. McDonald
J. W. Crary
W. G. Hyndman
L. Sylvester
G.W.Ives
J. M. Moyer
H. C. Sergeant
P. E. Bland
S. Shreffler

A. La Tourrette and S. H. Smith
S.W.Long

67, 305
Ti, 7(19

63, 676
62, 354
70, 971
62, 218
71, 459
60, 767
72, 8^>2

69, 052
63, 323
67. 934
67, «07
71,901
64,824
62, 101

64,622
64, 994
70. 969
61,746
70, 983
71, 9.39

72, 847
68, 986
64, 223
62, 089
67, 783
69,217
66, 206
66, 486
61,966
64, 352
64, 389
72, 734
70, 669
61,048
61,108
61, 238

61, 298
62, 149

62, 207
62, 249
62. 764
62,781
62, 782
62, 790
63, 057
63, 333
64, 0f;9

64, 504
64, 726
64, 778
6.5,351

65, 383
65, 612
65,613
65, 931
66, 355
66, 408
66, 468
66, 605
66, 700
66, 723
66, 800
6f:, 979
67,C07
67, 439
67,541
67, 548
67, 561
67, 728
67, 879
68, 396
68, 882
68, 894
6 i, 907
69, 308
69, 592
69, 683
70,585
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Brick mnchine
Brick macbine
Brick machine
Brick machine
Brickmachine
Brick niacliine

Brick machine
Brick machine. Concrete
Brick machine, Concrete
Brick machine. Rotary
Bricks, Manufacture of
Brick-mold piston
Bi ick-molding machine
Brick, Pavement
Brick, Pressing
Brick, Pressing
Bricks, retorts, mufflers, crucibles, &c., Manufacture of - .

Brickwork, Joint groover for

Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge

Bridge for billiard table
Bridge for railroad cars, Safety
Bridge girder
Bridge, Iron
Bridge, Iron
Bridge, Lattice and truss

Bridge, Metallic column for

Bridge, Portable hose
Bridge, Safety and gates for raUroad car
Bridge, Sut^pension
Bridge, Suspension
Bridge, Truss
Bridge, Truss frame
Bridle ,
Bridle
Bridle
Bridle
Bridle and halter

Bi idle, Metallic check piece for

B ridle, S afety
Bridle, Safety .

Bridle, Safety
Bridle, Safety
Bridle, Safety 1

Bridle, Safety, A ttachment for

Bridle, Safety strap for
Bristles, Combining and assorting
Bristles in brush slock, Holding
Broadcast sower
Broiler ;

Bromine and iodine. Distillation of
Bromine and iodine, Manufacture of
Broom
Broom and brush head
Brooms, &c., Metal tip for suspending
Brooms, brushes, &c., Handles to, Attachment for

Broom clamp
Brooms, Clamp for making
Broom hanger
Broom head
Broom hei'd.

Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head -

Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head '

Broom head
Broom head

H. Dneberg
T. Stone
S. Gissinger
P.V.WeslfaU
J. North
W.F. Shanks
W. Sangster
J. Stewart and D. Windson
M. S. Harsha
M.C.Motch
S. B. Spaulding
L. Sylvester
T. Tufts
R. Wright
H. Crofoot
O.W.Seely
E. L. Seymour
A. M. Zebuskie
R.Grotz
J. D. Steele
A. Fink
W. James
G. W. Corey
R. W. Smith
P. Hendricks
J. Glass, G. P. Schneider, and W. B,

Rezner.
T. Dolan
L. Traxler
J. Davenport
T.B. White
D. H. Morrison
G. B. Manley
A. B. Ives
A. L. Wilkinson and E. Y. Begga.

.

A. H. Allen
A. S. Hallidie

C. Bender
G. P. Herthel, jr

F. {). Lowthorp
J. Harris
J. F. Mason
W. R. Beans
J. A. Putt
J. McKibben
J. C. Baxter
D. M. Douehoo
S. B. Hartman
D. M. Donehoo
E. W. Lindeman
F. A. Hannaford
R.Fiik
H.H.Rockwell
N. H. Spafford
C. D. Rogers and M. P. Wilkins...
F. G. and E. A. Floyd
H. H. Johnson
D. Alter
D. Alter
H. E. Newton
G. T. Reed
M. C. Hawkins
A. Eddowes
J.Day
H. B. Lyon and G. M. Hopkins ...

J. L. Patter.son

T. B. Carroll
J. M. Hotiiling

W. D. Stroud
J.S.Hngg
J. F. Carpenter
H. B. Miller and M. P. Weston
O. L. Castle
B.Hunt
H. Barker
W.G.Hughes
L.Allen
E. Ktlley
J. A. Sinclair

D. P. Farnham
T. G. Packer
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Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom head
Broom holder
Broom holder : . .

.

Broom or whisk, Clothes.
Bronzing machine
Bronzing machine
Bronzing machine
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush and broom head
Brush and mop head
Brush and rubber, Combination of
Brush and top of mucilage bottles

Brush, Barber's
Brush, Blacking
Brush, Blacking ,

Brush , Blacking ,

Brush, Blacking and boot-jack ,

Brush block
Brushes, brooms, &c.. Handles to, Attachment for

Brush clamp
Brush, Damping ,

Brush, Damping
Brush, Dust
Brush, Dust
Brush, Dusting
Brush, Dusting
Brush for mucilage, painting, glueing, and other purposes
Brush, Fountain ,

Brush, Foumain -.

Brush, Hair
Brush, Han die for ,

Brush holder
BruH h holder
Brush, horse, Leather backed
Brush mop ,

Brush, Mucilage ,

Brush, Mucilage and marking ,

Brush, Mucilage, Self-supplying
Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint ,

Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint
Brush. Paint
Brush, Paint
Brush, Paint and varnish ,

Brush, Paint and varnish
Brush, paint, Binder for ,

Brush, Sash
Brush, Scrubbing
Brush, Scrubbing
Brush, Scrubbing

,

Brush, Shaving
Brush, Shoe
Brush, Shoe, and case combined
Brush, Stencil
Brush, Tooth
Brush, Whitewash

,

Brush, whitewash, Attaching handle to ,

Brush, whitewash, Holder for
Brush, Window

,

Bucket, and strainer. Milk
Bucket, Dinner

,

Bucket ear
Bucket, Feed

,

Bucket propeller, Shifting

Name of Patentee. No.

M. V. Nobles and J. Hoicomb
J. W. Sanford
I. Kohn .

.

E. A. Alexander and H. C. Kellogg.
J. Wisner
L.S.Smith
J. G. Powell and W. A. Morse
H.W.Warner
B. Morahan
Gr. L. Mayes
J. K. Lowe
J. F. I'apley
M. P. Wilkius and C. D. Rogers
J.B. Alden
A. M. White
E. J. Worcester
A. A. Young
W. H. Forker
F. McLaughlin
J. Buercky
G.T.Reed
T. T. Prosser
A. S. Miles
W. Burnett
J. A. Wiedershiem
R. Adams
G.R. Burden
C. A. Paret
H.J.Miller
W. B. Bnrtnett
A. Eddowes
A. Hu ston
J.K.Park
W. Shriver
S. Taylor
E. Thayer
R. H. Aldrich
A. S. Hadley
J. W. McGill
J. Davis
J. B. Warren
J. N. George and J. R. Sanborn
C. Alvord
B. Morahan
J. Messinger
O. Jones
A. C. Bacon
W.W. Beach
W. R. Anderson
C. Hamilton
W. Cover
H. Rosenthal
J.S.White
J. N. Woodward
J . D. Bonney
B. A. Drayton
H. Rosenthal
H. B. Gillman and H. S. Beamish. .

.

J. M. Estabrook
W. H. Forker
G.A.White
E. Thayer
J. F. Canning
J.B.Wood
R.Wyatt
S. C. Rundlett and R. Dodge
A.J. Doolittle

W. T. Wylie
C. L. W. Baker and L. S. Hills

C. Hamilton
J. S. Costello

T. H. Spencer
A. Foss
W. B. Burtnett
A.Iske
J. S. White
D.N. West
J. Haines -

H. Callahan
R. C. Sturgess
J. Busser

67, 793
67, 916
68, 209
69, 300
69, 884
71,238
69, 586
66, 431
66, 6U
61, 550
62, 044

71, 085
62, 460
62, 987
65, C29
65, 982
66, 762
67, 745
69, 008
70, 161

62, Gm
72, 677
67, 787
68, 163

63, 448
69, 603
70,515
70, 8«9
69, 112

64, 195
61,658
69, 674
60,931
65, 290
67, 461

68, 259
62, 724
62, 742
66, 606
69, 901

71, 094
70, 194
62, 801
66,612
70, 037
68, 513
65, 528
66, 446
62, 108

67, 648
61,0,53

64, 369
64, 607
64, 731
66, 291

67, 588
68, 066
70, 182

70, 542
61,292
64, 596

72, 364
68, 022
61,910
63, 181
66, 812
64, 732
64, 736
60, 886
67, 726
64, 4.55

66, 822
64, 506
69, 097
64, 266
68, 400
62, 842
64, 484
72, 935
66, 214
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Bucket, Sap-holding
Bucket, Sheet-metal
Buckets, Tubs, &c.. Foot for

Buckle
Buckle . .,

Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Bu ckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Bxickle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle -

Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle
Buckle attachment
Buckle fasteDlng , .

Buckle, Harness
Buckle, Harness
Buckle, Harness
Buckle, Making
Buckle, Spring
Buckle, Trace
Buckle, Trace
Buckle, Trace
Buckle, Trace
Buckle, Trace
Buckle, Trace '

Buckle, Trace
Buckle, Trace and pad *

Buggy and Carriage-top bow irons
Buggy, Fastening top i o
Buggy, Hanging top to

Buggy seats, Rail for

Buggy top, Detachable
Buggy-top joints and fastenings
Buggy top, Shifting rail for
Building
Building
BuiMing
Buildings, bents in, Raising
Building block
Building-block machinery
Building blocks and tiles, Flooring and paving
Building blocks. Children's
Buildings, factories and other. Lighting
Building material. Composition for
Buildings, Moving
Buildings, Moving
Buildings, Removing
Buildings, walls of. Construction and ventilation of the
Building, Wooden
Bui let machine
Bullet machine
Bungs and bushes
Bung, Barrel
Bung, Barrel, Beer
Bung cutter
Bung, Cutting
Bung, Cutting
Bung extractor
Bungs for casks and barrels
Bungs for casks, &c., Ventilating
Bungs for casks, barrels, &c
Bung, Metal
Bunk for logging sleigh
Buoy safe

Bureau and bedstead

J. Bevins

.

J. Fallows.
J.W.Kendall.
J. B. Hawley
E. A. Smith.
H. S. Woodruff
H. Neumann.
S. E. Booth.
L. De Forest
M. Fowler.
E. Hambujer
J. Barrow
T. L. Ogier
G. B. McDonald.
G. C. Huntress.
H. C. Griggs
G. L. Gerard.
I. Roraback
W. B. Johnson.
W. McK. Thornton.
E. Cole.
E. Cole
A. H. Hopkins
J. N. Gaston
L.-Rhoades
E. C. Blakeslee
J. K. Andrews
E.L. Woods
R. T. Moss
R. Meyer
G.S.Caldwell
W. H. Cocks
A.'e. Bailey and H, Nichols
M. Fowler
J.F.Morsell
C.B.Payne
R.J. Baker
E. F. Lacey
C. Schwaner
O. Finch
W.B.Hayden
C. Fillmore
E. B. Winston
G. and A. Woeber. ..-.

H.F.Holt
C.Smith
J. Carlisle

A.M. Plimpton
H.M.Curtis
C. Disser
J. Johnson and E. D. Davis.
B. J. La Mothe
W. Damerel
J. Van Gaasbeck
J. S. Stewart ,

A. L. Finch ,

W. Winterhalter ,

C. M. CrandaU ,

A.J.White
S. Bissell

J. H. Moore ^ ,

J. H Moore
T. W. Prather
B. F. Farrar
J. Busser
C. H. Remington
W. Spillman
J.Ruegg
M.S. Drake ,

J. E. McBeth
J.Kirby
J.G.Schmidt ,

W. L. Standish
F. Miller and H. Pernot
M.C.Cronk
J. B. Melvin
J.Miller
W. Boynton
J. P. Davis
F. C. Buiesson
J.Stock
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Burial case
Burial case
Burial case, Metallic
Burial casket, Fastening
Burner and generator for heating purposes, Vapor
Burner, Argand .-

Burner, Argand
Burners, Drawing wick through
Burner, for heater, Vapor
Burner for heating gas ;

Burner for hot air, steam, and hydrocarbon fluids. Annular
petroleum.

Burner for hydrocarbon fluids

Burner for locomotive head light ,

Burner for petroleum stoves

Burner for petroleum stoves

Burner for vapor stoves

Burner, Gas
Burner, Cras

Burner, Gas
Burner, Gas '-

Burners, Gas, and reflectors

Burner, Gas, for heating purposes
Burner, Gas, for heating purposes
Burner, gas, lamp, &c.. Lighting

Burner, gas, Lighting street

Burner, gas, Petroleum
Burner, gas, Porcelain
Burner, gas. Tip for

Burner, Efydrocarbon
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lauip
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner. Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burnei', Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, Lamp
Burner, lamp. Attaching
Burner, lamp, Chimney holder for

Burner, lamp. Vapor
Burner, Naphtha
Burner, Paint
Burner, Vapor
Burner, Vai^or
Burner, Vapor
Burner. Vapor, for heating
Burnishing plated ware
Bubhes and bungs ,

Business card and pin cushion
Butter
Butter
Butter, Churning
Butter, Churning and working
Butter cutter
Butter dish
Butter, meat, &c., Preserving
Butter, Packing and preserving
Butter, Putting up and pi'eserving ...
Butter, Stamp
Butter tryer
Butter worker
Butter worker
Butter worker
B'Jlter worker
Butter worker and churn. Combined .

Butter-vrorkiug and printing machine
Butt machine
Button

J. H. Van Houten.
R.F. Hill

M.H.Crane
E. S. Early
H. R. Foote
E. P. Gleason
E. R. Walker
P. A. Blaetterlein .

C. S. Duncan
E. P. Gleason
G. L. Moody

R.S.Merrill
A. C. Vaughan
W. E. Jervey
W. E. Jervey :

R. L. Howell
R. B. Locke and W. B. Ulrich
J.S. Ford
G. Mooney :

J.Scholl
H. Berg and A. Blessing
H. Y. Lazear
D. L. Holden '

P. B. Tyler, W. M. Chandler, and L,

F. Stan dish.

E. P. Russell
G.A.Hyver
T. G. Arnold and B. Irving
R. Lanstrom
A.J. Griffin

T.Rovvatt,Jr
N. L. Archer and C. Deavs
A. Parsons
J. B. Alexander
G. Smith
J. A. Frey
J. B. Wortham
A. Wbitlock
M. B. Wright
G. Neilson
P. Baker
W. Robinson
J. C. Love
G.K. Osborn
H.Read
G. E. Baldwin
J. C. Love
W. McCaine
G. Smith
H. Weston
T. Ryder
W.W.Jacobs
L. A. Gouch
W. W. Wakeman, jr., and R. Ross..
A. W. Porter and J. H. Brown
H. M. Richmond
D. Symonds
S. Child, jr., and R, A. Copeland
S. A. Chapman. ,

J. Ruegg
De Witt C. Beamer
D. H. McGregory
J. Sigler

J. Strobeck
W. D. Baughn
A. N. Merritt
N. Lawrence
W. Ross
W. B. Guernsey
J.Wilcox
N. L. .Janney
W.H.Sloan
E. Farnum
W. E. Skinner
S. H. Wade
W.C.Moser
S. H. Scribner
A. S. and S. B. McDowell
T. Tracy
H. Carlos

6!), 396
72,295
64,496
71, 468
63, 130

72, 18T
72, 244
72, 785
67,277
72,188
61,632

72, 414

71, 430
62, 338
62.339
61,4:32

63, 802
69, 556
72,415
72,545
60,674
04, 544
66, 025
61, 284

70,272
71,883
62, 725
72,741
63, 881
61,634
62, 244
62,438
64, 056
64, 804
64, 965
6.5, 322
65, 459
65.851
65, 933

66, 203
66, 635
68, 889
70, 252
71,1)13

71,949
72, 209
72, 659
72, 925
64, 925
64, 039
70, 573
72,191
61,288
65,005
65,011
70,043
68, 045
62,251
70, 024

68, Z'Q
68.639
70, 417
71. C82

66, 445
69, 690
71,869
60, 842
62,411
67, 391
70, 095
69, 498
61,822
64,803
65. 315
71.318
67,594
69, 923
62,981
60. 997

18 c p
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Button
Button
Button

,

Button
Button
Button
Button

,

Button ,

Button
Button
Button
Button

,

Button
,

Button and stud hole fastening
Button, Carriage
Button, Carriage-curtain
Button, Elastic, for carriages
Button fastener ^ ,

Button fastening ;

Buttons, Fastening for
Button for fastening carriage curtains
Button-liole cutter
Button -hole cutter
Button-hole cutter
Bu ton hole, Carriage-curtain
Buttonhole, Carriage -curtain
Button-hole fastening
Button-hole, Ornamenting
Buttonti, Riveting, to fabrics
Button ring
Button, Sleeve and stud
Buttons to (garments, Attaching

C.

Cable and pulley, Combined

Cable, chain, Manufacture of
Cable for railroad guides. Propelling
Cable links, Bending
Cable, Submarine
Cable, submarine. Insulating ...

Cable, Telegraphic
Cabs, Iniprovement in

Calculating machine
Calcttlating machine
Calendar
Calendar attachment to inkstands . .

.

Calendar for watch cases
Caliper
Caliper
Caliper
Caliper
Calipers and dividers
Calipers and dividers
Calipers and dividers
Calipers and dividers
Calipers and dividers
Cahpers and index gauge
Calipers and T-square
Calk for horse fhoes, Adjustable
Camera, Photographic
Camera, Photographic
Camera, Photographic
Camera, Solar
Can
Can
Can
Can
Can,
Can,
Can,
Can
Can,
Can,
Can,
Can,
Can,
Can,
Can,

and box for paints
and box, Metal, for paints and other materials.,
and pail for holding paint
Automatic measuring
box, or vessel for putting up caustfc, alkali, &c.
Dairy
for holding white lead and other materials
Fruit
fruit. Exhausting air from, by steam
fruit, Sealing
fruit. Tool for opening
Measuring
Metal, for putting up alkalies

, Meta.1, Securing cap to

E. Lioos ,

VV.H.Reed
J. Jenks
J. M. Prugger ,

A. W. Brow^ne
G.W.McGill
J. R. Spooner
V.Charlet
R.H. Guilford
D. M. Somers
H. Prouhet
G. Cooke
D. M. Somers
V.Charlet
W. P. Bateman
E. Howell
T.E.King
R.B.Griffin,jr
G. J.Capewell
H. Humphrev
S. Bidwell..".

C.?^. Cutter
W. Fitzgerald
H. Hempel
E, L. Yancey
E. L. Yancey
J. K.UnderhiU
J. Tunriicliff and P. Cahill

W.J. Gordon
S. B. Lane
B. Clayton
C. F. Spencer

R. Heneage, G. Milsom, and H. Spen-
delow.

W. D. Grimshaw
C.T.Harvey
R . M. Green
S. E. and G. L. Morse
G. B. Simpson
A. J, B. De Morat
J. Pol
A. C. Pierson
A. Mendenhall
C. W. Bryan
S. R. Dummer
J. D. Moore
H. A. Boardman
A. V. D. Westervelt
J. H. Culver
G.L. McKnight
E. Wright
S. Sawyer
G.L. McKnight
L. Shelters
M. G. Imbach
D.F.Elmef
J. Bennor
W.J.Berne
F.B.Gage
T. Barbour
G. W.Venner
L. 6. Bigelow
A. D. Armstrong.
F. W. Devoe
F. W. Devoe
P. W. Devoe
T. D. Arkle and H. C. Greer
H. Pemberton and B. Heinemann .

.

L. A. Sunderland
A. Randol
J. Ilaincs
D. Beardsley
C. F. Spencer
H.Holt
D. H. Sumner
H. Everett
D. W. Pepper
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Cans, Metal, Sheet, Opening
Cans, Metal, Sheet, Seaming
Cans, Metal, Sheet, Soldering
Can.s, Metal, Soldering
Cans, Metal, Sheet, Tool for opening
Can, M ilk „
Can, Milk
Can, Milk
Can, Milk
Can, Milk
Can, Milk
Can, Milk
Can, Milk and oyster
Can, Milk, Bottom for

Can. Oil

Can, Oil

Can, Oil

Can, Oil

Can, Oil

Ctm, Oil

Can, Oil

Can, Oil, Boxing
Can, Oil, Cover for

Can, Oil, Ventilating and extension nozzle for
Can opener
Can opener
Can opener
Can opener ,

Can, Opening
Can, Paint
Can, Paint
Can, Paint
Can, Paint
Can, Paint
Can, Preserve
Can, Self-acting vBnt for

Can, Soldering
Can, Tin
Can, Tin
Can, Tool for opening
Canal and navigation thereof
Candle, Dipped
Caudle holder
Candle holder
Candles, Manufacture of
Candlestick
Candlestick and watch box combined
Candlestick, Portable
Cane and lamp, Combined
Cane and thermometer. Combined i

Cane and sorghum stripper
Cane and sorghum stripper
Cane and umbrella. Combined
Cane, bamboo, and other fibrous plants, Treating
Cane, Bono handle for
Cane juice and other liquids, Evaporating and concentrating
Cane juice, Bleaching
Cane juice, with sulphurous acid gas, Treating
Cane stripper ^
Cane stripper
Cane stripper
Cane stripper

,

Cane, umbrella, pistol, dagger, and camp stool combined . . =

.

Cannon
Canvas. <fec. , Cutting
Caoutchouc, gutta-percha, and similar gums
Caps, Percus ion. Lining
Caps, Percussion, Lining
Caps, Percussion, Trimming
Capstan
Capstan

,

Capstan, or winch
Capsules for bottles, Metallic ,..
Cars and other vehicles. Heating
Car apron, or duster, and bridge, Railway
Car axle-box cover
Car body frames
Car-brake shoe
Car, Brick "*."!!!.'.'."!".*."*.'."

Car, Cattle
Car, Cattle

F. Seymour
R. J. Hollingsworth
P.Rees
E.T.Covell
C. Messinger
J. H.Farley
J. L. Finch
Vf.Ralph
S. O. Avery
H. L. McAvoy and E. Mills

N. C. Burnap
A. P. Curry
J. Buckley
M. Wiles and J. C. Wock
A.H. Phillippi

J. A'. Whitman
J. S. Mclntire
G.Hatch
M. Robbins
G. A. Knowlton
J. B. Gayle
D. Sauuderson
E. A. More
W. Bonner
S. O. Church
S. E. Totten
T. A. McFarland
W.L.Hubbeil
W. H. Forker...:
PLMilier
W. A. Hopkins
C. Burnham
H. Everett
G.W. Bennett
J.L. Gray
E. M. Crandal
J. C. Underwood and P. Johnson.
W. S. Buck
C. Barry
G. A. Uickson
H.H. Day ^

P. R. Gottstein
M. Schall
C.Kirchof
H. Grambo
H. Ogborn
C. K. Stickney
C.P.Gorely
T. Crossley
J.L.Reber ...

C.P.Hale
J. A. Campbell
H. Beebe
C. Heaton
J. Harvey
A. Fryer
W. A. Jordan
T. Morillou and U. Naquin
L E. and J. A. Overpeck
J. H. Barley
J. C. Brown
M. Mcllinger
D. Morrison
T.N. Horusby
H. H. Pember
J. B. Newbrough and E. Fagan .

.

D.N.Goff
A.S. Bake
D.N.Goff
D. N. B. Coffin, jr

J. Edson
J.L.Heald
W. Bettri

C. C. Converse
W. H.W^ard
R. McDowell
S. Merrick
E. L. Countiss
J.K.Caldwell
J.H.Aldrich ,

M. T.Kehoo

65, 957
63, 892
72, 9C,4

63, 220
70, 010
62, 949
63, 0:29

65, 828
70, 150
70, 450
70,516
65, 548
68, 696
67, 474
62, 065
63,591
64, 436
68, 503
69, 485
71,887
72, 384
65, 836
62, 357
69, 067
61,161
61,484
64, 891
69, 996
70, 188
63, 283
61,337
67, 718
67, 268
68, 153
63, 505
69, 078
67,931
60, 994
71,680
72, 464
62, 736
72,019
69, 254
72, 506
60,713
71,762
65, 445
71, 161
71, 460
72, 539
62,413
64, 836
70, 506
66, 338
66, 586
65, 205
63, 527
66, 377
62, 876
69, 161
69,310
60, 768
63, 552
68, 509
61,683
70, 250
67, 189
67,253
67, 190

66, 299
70, 820
65, 486
71, 124

62, 254
71, 553
6.3, 070
63, 548
62, 940
67, 632
63, 686
60,906
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Car, Dumping
Car, Dumping
Car, Freight, -Railroad
Car, Grain, Door for

Car, Peat ..,

Car platform
Car platform, Safety i

Car, Pneumatic
Car, Propelling
Car, Propelling
Cars, Propelling apparatus for

Car and car-window protector
Car, Railroad
Car, Railroad
Car.s, Railroad, Bolster for

Cars, Railroad, Bolster for

Cars, Railroad, Brake block and sKoe for

Cars, Railroad, Buffer and draw bar for
Gars, Railroad, Bumper carrier for

Car, Railroad, Draw head for

Car, Railroad, for preserving and transporting meats, fish,

and vegetables.

Car, Railroad freight

Cars, Railroad, Heating and ventilating apparatus for

Cars, Railroad, Mail-bag catcher for

Cars, Railroad, Metallic safety seat for

Cars, Railroad, Safety guard for

Oars, Railroad, Stake holdfu- for

Cars, Railroad, Steam pipe for connecting heating pipes in...
Cars, Railroad, Unloading
Cars, Railnoad, Ventilating apparatus for

Cars, Railroad, Ventilating apparatus for

Cars, Railroad, Ventilating attachment for

Car, Railroad, Ventilator for

Car, Railway
Car, Railway
Car, Railway
Car, Railway
Cars, Railway, Guard for

Cars, Railway, Head rest for

Car, Pi-aiiwaj^ Horse
Cars, Railway, Safety guard for

Car, Railway sleeping
Car, Refrigerator
Car, Refrigerator
Car replacer
Car replacer
Car replacer
Car replacer
Car replacer
Car, Self-track-laying
Car, Sleepmg
Car, Sleeping
Car, Sleeping
Cars, Stake holder for

Cars, Starting and stopping

E. Thompson
J. W. Bancroft
R. Eaton
S. E. Bright
T.J.Wells
H. S.Wilcox
C. R. Abbott
L. Ranson
C. T. Harvey
C. T. Harvey
C. T. Harvey
H.G.Carr
J. S. Fairfax
L. B. Crittenden
J. Christy
J. Marquis and J. W. Kimmell
B. P. Lamation and S. W. Murray.
E. L. Caum
W^ C.Allison
W. S. ShotweU
C.F.Pike

Cars, Starting and stopping
Cars, Starting and stopping „ »..

Car, Street
Cars, Street, Propelling
Cars, Street. Starting
Oars, Street, Starting
Cars, Street, Starting and stopping
CTar.s, Street, Starting apparatus for

Cars, Street, Tongue support for

Car starter and brake
Car starter. Railroad
Car starter. Electrical

Car-starting apparatus
Car-starting apparatus
Cars through tuniiels. Transporting
Cars, Transferring, from one track to another
Car truck and spring
^ars, Ventilating and warming
Cars, Ventilating device for

Carburetter and gas apparatus. Portable
Carburetters, Air and gas. Capillary material for filling...

Carburetter, Blast apparatus for
Carburetter, Blast apparatus for

Carburetter for locomotive head lights

J. H. Al drich
0. F. Allen and L. W. Campbell
L. F. Ward
H. Martin
W. Siefert

T. A. Slack
C. R. A bbot
F. Haase and W. Kost
J. H. Moore
R. C. Graves
J. Shaw
J. H. Moore
J. Foreman
A . Gregg
S. Pennock
D. T. Robinson
F. M. Daunoy
R. Hamilton
D. T. Robinson
S. Males
G.W.Hunt
Le Grand Kuiffen =

.

J. B. Sutherland
N. H. Edgerton
C.King
A. G. Black
L. Straus ^

B.WfFelton
J. S. Lake
J.W.Reid
J. Swan
J. Woodruff
O. R. Parmele
J. Phillips, D. W. Southwick, and D.
A. Arnold.

A. G. Grossman
E. T. Colburn
J. Stephenson
G.S. Retry
J. Adams
A. S. Armstrong
E.M.Scott
T. B. Jordan
J. M. Tiernan
J.Wiley
A. A. Wilder
J.and W.n. Clark
J. W. Houghtelin
J. Steger
J. H. Crane
J. Denhard
L.H.West
A.J.Marshall
W. G. Creamer
J. MacDougall
J. A. Bassett
F. S. Pease
F. S. Pease
F. S. Peaso
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Carburetter, Gas, and other apparatus, Producing blast in. .

.

Carburetting apparatus
Carburetting apparatus -

Carburetting apparatus
Carburetting apparatus
Cardboard drier

Cardboard, Playing
Card for hooks and eyes
Cards, Grinding
Card-grinding cylinder
Card, Hand
Card holder - . .

.

Card holder
Card-setting machine
Carding engines, Guide for

Carding machines, Condensing roller in

Carding machines, Condensing tube for

Carding machines, Feeder for

Carding machines, Feeding apparatus for

Carding machines. Feeding mechanism for

Carding machines, Grinding top cards, and the workers, strip-

pers, and lickers in cylinders of.

Card or label holder
Carmine
Carpet bag
Carpet bag
Carpet bag
Carpet beater and cleaner
Carpet cleaner
Carpet cleaner
Carpet fastener
Carpet fastener
Carpet fastener
Carpet fastener
Carpet lining

Carpet lining

Carpet lining, Manufacture of .----

Carpet sack
Carpet stretcher
Carpet stretcher
Carpet stretcher — >

Carpet stretcher
Carpet stretcher
Carpet stretcher
Carpet stretcher
Carpet stretcher
Carpet jilretcher and holder
Carpet stretcher and tack driver
Carpet stretcher and tack driver
Carpet sweeper ,

Carpet wadding
Carpet wadding
Carpeting and floor cloth
Carpeting and floor cloih '.

Carriage
Carriage ,

Carriage
Carriage '.

Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage, Adjustable prop joint for

Carriage and buggy top bow irons
Carriage and cradle, Children's
Carriage and wagon rolls. Soft metal bearings for
Carriage, Attaching horse to

Carriage, Attaching thills to

Carriage, A ttaching yokes to poles of
Carriage attachment
Carriage axle adjuster
Carriage axle and bub
Carriage axles, Sand box for :

Caniage, Baby
Carriage, Baby, and velocipede
Carriage bodies
Carriage bodies. Folding seat for
Carriage bolt ....'.

Carriage boots
Carriage, Bow irons for

E. A. Pond and M. S. Richardson. .

.

F. Ransom
E. J. Eraser
G. H. Peacock
W. Thompson and J. E. Hall
E. F. Bailey
R. S. Jennings
M. Fowler
S. G. Ladd and G. W. Crown
J. O. Lewis
G.F.EUs
H. H. Pember
S.L.Hill
J. Russell
F. W. and E. Albertine
E.Stafford
W. Germain
G. S. Harwood
D Tainter
W. Clissold

C. Hardy

E. F. Stephens
G.A.Siegle
C. F. Bhikeslee
E. A. G. Roulstone
E. A. G. Roulstone
W. H. Hankinson
T. Luke
G.W.Young
C. Gullmann
L.S. Hicks
J. Matson
G. E. West and W. R. Cunningham

.

W. Fuzzard
M. A. Johnson
J. R. Harrington
A. Rose
H. liungerford
G. O.Dunlap
W. J. Johnson
W. Weaver
G. Mosman
W. W. Taylor ,

I. P. Warner
W. A. Robinson
J. S. Mun ger
W. Brown
W. Brown
G. and J. H. Purrington
T. H. Dunham
E. Waite
J. B. Meldrum
J. B. Meldrum
J. Curtis

J. H. Moore
T. A. and A. F. Fisher
C. Conderman
J.Hatfield
J. Roc k
J. Gale, M. B. Ames, andF. Blaisdale,

E. Soper
A. Searls
A. Searls
G. and A. Woeber
C. W. Higgins
G. W. Disman
W. H. Townsend
S. S. Bliss '

U. Reyn.4d3
G. J. Capewell
J.Childs
La Fayette Blair
J.S.Steele
S.S.Woodruff....
J. Scheen
S. P. Graham
R. F. Briggs i . .

.

O. C. Burdict
P. T.Gates
G.W. Slater.

65, 939
67,21G
67, 071
68, 231
71,665
68, M6
68, 302
70, lyo
63, 1G5
72, 509
G4, 004
64, 903
71,878
C9, 709
66, 112
G8, 464
69, 205
71,001
67, 226
64,077
63,8b4.

65, 131
66, 897
63, 002
63, 178
63, 179
6l^ 029
65, 6H3
61), 152
63,718
6(\ 5fi8

60. 981
7P, 055
64, 052
(:.b, 814
67, 048
61,467
61, 663
61, 928
62, 13S

64, .367

64, 788
66, 649
67, 699
70, 023
65, 6S6
61,803
67, 159
60, 785
64, 084
66, 539
67, 330
71, 034
63, 223
63, 739
64, 299
65, 876
65,910
68, 904
69, 559
71.805
72: 091
70,- 628
69, ?85
70, 5GG
65, 356
69. 273
69, 394
69, 251
68, 951
62, 607
68, 596
62, 231
64, 822
63, 433
68. 980
m. 397
68. .554

ei.lr'S

63, 660
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Carriage brace
Carriage braces, Joint for

Carriage, Button-hole for
Carriage, Childrens'
Carriage, Childrens'
Carriage, Childrens'
Carriage, Childrens' .

Carriage, Childrens'.
Carriage, Childrens'

Carriage circle

Cariiage clip

Carriage clip

Carriage clip

Carriage clip ^

Carriage clip

Carriage step cover and wheel fender combined
Carriage corner body iron

Carriage curtain button-hole
Carriage curtaiu button-hole
Carriage curtain fastener
Carriage curtain fastening
Carriage curtains. Frame for the glasses of
Carriage door
Carriage evener
Carriage guard
Carriage-horse controller
Carriage, Hose
Carriage joint

Carriage knob .•

Carriage knob
Carriage pole
Carriage prop
Carriage, Railway
Carriage, Safety attachment to ..*

Carriage seat
Carriage seat back
Can iage seats. Shifting rail for

Carriage seats, Shifting rail for

Carriages, Fifth wheel for

Carriages, Fifth wheel or whiffie-tree attachment for.

Carriages, Fifth wheel of
Carriages, Guard for

Carriage shackle
Carriage shackle
Carriage bhackle
Cari iage shackle
Carriage shackle
Cari'iage shaft and pole coupling
Carriage shaft attachment
Cariiage shaft connection
Carriages into sleighs, Converting wheel
Carriages, land, Running gear of
Carriages, Motor for

Carriages, pole for, Adjustable
Carriage spring and coupling
Carriages, seat to. Fastening
Carriages, seat and top for. Combined
Carriages, Seat tor

Carriages, Shifting rail for

Carriages, Shifting rail for

Carriages, Shifting top for

Carriages, Spring seat for

Carriage, Steam propelling
Carriage step

Carriage step
Carriage step
Carriage steps, India-rubber tread for

Carriages, Third seat for

Carriages, Three-wheeled
Carriages, Turning plate for

Carriages, Wheel and axle for

Carriage thill coupling
Carriage thill coupling
Carriage thill coupling
Carriage thills, Adjusting
Carriage thills. Attaching
Carriage thills, Attaching
Carriage thills. Attaching
Carriage thills, Attaching
Carriage thills. Attaching
Carriage thills, Attaching

J. B. Pelton
F. B. Morse
S. C. Talcott
A. D. Fowler
C. and A. Spring
T. A. Madison
A.Dick
J. Reinsch
H. H. Prindle and J. W. Prindle. . . .

.

J. R. McGuire
E. Hoxie
G. B. Salmon
L. J. M. Baker
W. Bound
E. Meeker
J. W. Gosling
S. Z. Leslie and T. W. Porter
E. L. Yancy
E. L. Yancy
A. Hunt and S. Mero, jr

A. Woeber
W. F. Beaton
P, Devilhard and A. PostweUer
C. L. Ames
F. B. Shaw
F. Marlow
N. S. Bean
R. Nickson
J. Barclay
R. D, Case and J. Barclay
C. K. Meilinger
W. Finn
B. L. Randall
C. Ducrux
E. Chamberlain
J. Burt
J. Zahn
F. Baumgartner
J. Lawrence
F. Van Patten
J. Deeble
I. M. Singer
G. T. Pearsall

J. Brennan
F. M. Weller
L. Wilkinson
J. E. Prudden
E. C. Newton
J. Gorham
C. Thoil.....
O. B. Hale
J. Blocher
D. Morrison
J. E. Prudden
T. DeWitt
M. C. Remington
F. Jackson
C. P. Kimball
H. F. Holt
A. E. Bailey
A. SourMU
J. Wemtz
E. Ware
C. Parker and W. Vogler
J. H. Yager
F. Baker
G. A. Keene
A. E. Thayer
J. Gehr
T, A. Edmison
J. H. Lewis
S.Mills
P. Myers
J. J. Brown
M. J. Mellyn
D. Dalzell \

W. H. Hartman and A. K. M. Pickert
A. Odell
W. Starkey
F. H. Wood
X. S. Allen
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Oarntige
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage-
Carriage-
Carriage-
Carri .ge-

Curriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage-
Carriage-
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage
Cart

thill shackles, Blank for .

thills, Hold back irou for.

tiiills. Shackles for

thills. Supporting
tongue holder
top
top
top bows, Adjusting
top braces, Joint tor

top bra. es. Joint for

top button-hole
top prop
top prop block
top prop
top prop uut
top prop nut
tO|)s, Prop for

tops, Shifting rail for

tops, Shifting rail for

trimmings
truck
wheel
wheel
wheel, Propelling
window frames

Cart body fastening, Tip
Cart, Dumping
Cart, Night
Cart, Street sprinkling
Carte de visite exhibitor
Cartridge box ,

Cartridge box
Cartridge box
Cartridge cases, Heading
Cartridge ejector for breech-loading fire-arms
Cartridge ejector for breech-loading fire-arms
Cartridge > JLCtor for breech-loading fire-arms
Cartridge-tilling machine
Cartridge for tire-arms
Cartridge pouch
Cartridge retractor and back sight for fire-arms
Cartridge refractor for breech-loading fire-arras

Cartridge retractor for breech-loading fire-arms
Cartridges for ordnance, &c., Graduating accelerating
Cartridge shell

Cartridges, Metallic

Cartridges, Metallic
Cartridges, Mt-tallic, Priming
Cartridges, Metallic, Priming
Cartridges, Metallic, Priming
Cartridges, Metallic, Priming
Cartridges, Metallic, Priming
Cartridges, Metallic, Priming
Case for pen and ink
Case for spring balances. Cast metal
Case, writing and copying, Portable
Casket handle
Cask for fermenting wine
Cask or barrel
Casks, beer. Vent peg and valve for
Casks, Hooping
Casks, metallic. Joint of
Casks , seamless, heads in, Securing
Caster
Caster
Caster, Cruet
Caster frame
Caster, Furniture
Caster, Furniture
Caster, Furniture
Caster, Furn iture

Caster or bottle, Salt...
Caster stand
Catamenial guard and supporter
Catarrh, cure of, Medical compound for the
Catch and latch
Cattle, Skinning
Cattle tie for stalls

Ceilings and roofs, Fire-proof
Ceilings and walls, Ventilating device for

Name of Patentee.

J. B. Clark ,

11. B. Prindle
F. B. Morse
A. Sedgwick i

T. Heaton
P. Owens
S. Eramones and E. S. Simpson..
A. Soursin ,

G. Gregory and F. B. Morse
F. B. Morse
S. A. Budd
A . Searls

W. H. Stickel

R. S. Grummon
J. Ives
H. W.Libbey
C. R. Abbott
U. Reynolds
P. G. Clancy
C.Bried
A. Marshall
A. K. Stone
A. K. Stone
D. S. Fisher
F. Baker
J. W. Cahoon
J. E. Seavy
N. W. Godfrey
J. H. Lynch
L. Rodenhausen
P. G. Hubert
A. C. Newcomb and B. Lyon
W. Freeborn
M. C. Leonard
T. A. Powers
C. H. Ballard
W. H. andG. W. Miller
H. Hammond
T. J. Powers
J. Rupertus
H. Hammond
G. W. Bowlby
A. Ball

W. S. Smoot
J. M. Crockett
^N. O. Mclntire
O. F. Winchester
A.J. Bergen
E. Maynard
L M. Milbank ,

A J. Bergen
D. Smith
J, F. Cranston
J. Rider
A. G. Buzby
J. Chatillon

A. G. Buzby ..

W. M. Smith
J. Gleuert
S. Shea
S. Bourne
D. and E. Perry
M. VVappich
D. Phillips and W. Reid
J. T. Barnes
J.White

I

W. E. Hawkins I

F. J. Miller
j

L. F. Cerf
|

P. B. O'Brien and W. E. Sparks. . - .
|

B. Hambujer
F. Smith
G. R. Richardson
C. Reistle :

J. A. Blevin,jr
F. P. Gardner
J. B. Fanner
H. S. Lewis
C.M.Baker
J. Gilbert

O. S. Trexler

No.

66, 130
61,951
65, 762
61,76i)

69, 8U5
69, 119

71, 151

66, 747
63, 792
64, 024
70. 797
71, 228
67,371
64, 010
66, 496
65, 403
65, 150
65,119
68, 843
64, 942
69, 686
63,668
63, 669
65, 199

64, 829
72, 795
64,913
68,977
67, 892
67, 805
62, 959
71, 633
72, OIL
61,345
65. 940
63, 605
68, 099
72, 849
61,456
69, 707
62,415
64,941
60, 664
68, 250
68, 609
63, 915
60, 814
62, 466
61, 225
62, 283
62, 467

65, 774
68, 960
70,612
61, 154
71,980
67, 163

70, 759
66, 701
61, 690
63, 202

63, Li83

66, 540
63,810
66,116
72, 575
70,209
61, 947
71.363
71,904
(i2, 954
60, 799
71,643
72, 7r)8

68, 6F8

61, 730
67,518
63,910
61, 138

64, 6r)9

68,ai7
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Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement compound
Cement, Felt, for covering steam boilers, pipes, &c
Cement for fixing door knobs
Cement for lining oil barrels

Cement for walks, pavements, &c

Cement from slags

Cement, Marble
Cement, Mastics and japans from grahamite, Manufacture of.

Cement or paste for roofing
Cement, Roofing

Cement, Roofing
Cement, Roofing
Cement, Stove-pipe thimble
Cement. Water-proof
Center board
Center board
Centrifugal machine, or hydro extractor
Centrifugal machines, Discharger for Sii.

Centrifugal machines, Feeder for

Chain and windlass stopper
Chain
Ch&in, Ball
Chain cable, Manufacture of
Chain clasp for handling hogs in slaughtering
Chain, Cog
Chain linky, Cutting coiled bars for

Chain links, Preparing rods for
Chain links, Welding
Chains, bracelets, &c., Forming the parts, links, &c., of.

Chains, cable and other, Links of
Chains, Connecting link for

Chains, Loops for bearing
Chains, Making
Chains, Runner for

Chains, watch, Safety attachment for ^

Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair,
Chair
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,

Chair.
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,

Chfiir

Chair,
Chair,
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,
Chair,

and bedstead
and couch
and desk
and ladder
and sleeper, Railway
and vat. Sheep
Barbers'
bottom
Dentists'
Folding
Folding
Folding
Folding '.

Folding
Folding
Folding
Folding
Folting
t'olding

Folding
Folding
Folding
for schools, (fcc .-

In valid
Invalid
legs. Tip for the feet of . .•

lounge *.

lounge and step ladder
Metallic
Nursery
Office

Railroad
Railroad
Railroad
Railroad
Railroad
Railroad, Rolling apparatus for.

L. Woolworth
D. B. Tooly
R. O. Lowrey
J. Fairchild

W. S. Kosinski
P. Kennedy
S. H. Jones
J. S. Baldwin, W. H. Jones, and E.
N. Gibbs. .

J. J. Bodmer :r.

G. G. Gariboldi
H. Wurtz
R. B, Stephenson
J. D. Numan, J. T. Wilkinson, and

E. W. Cook.
J. Darby
R. H. Fitts

H.Goss
G.W. Caton
J. G. Saunders
F. Doming
E. C. Cleveland
H.Merrill
H. Merrill

W. D. Baker
W.Walllace
D. T.Munger
W. D. Grimshaw
P. W. Dalton
T. Shaw
G. Homfray
G. Homfray
E. Tangye
P.M. C. Beziel
A. Homfray
L. Vanstone ,

J. Bird
J. Copley, jr

W. H. Stroup
L. Mendel
G. C. Winchester and M. V. B. Howe
G. H. Hoagland
F. J. Coates
H.Cole
J. H. Greenleaf
J.. E. Jouett
C. B. Sherman
E. Kohn and J. L. Natcher
L. Repsher
G. D. Matcham
N. W. Bonney
C. W. Royse
0. C. White
B. Koechling
D. Howartb
N. Waterman
J. Hyde
G. E. Whitmore

Hyde
J.Hardy
E. Mason and E. Downo
W. VajU
W. Vaill

S. Twitcbill
Nicolai

1. N. Dann
S. C. Brown
J. B. Wallace
J. N. McMuUen
E. S. Winchester
P. J. Hardy
J. Gerdom, jr

A. W. Hopkins
C M. Loring and E. Averill
R. Fitts, jr

G. Webb '..

T. Sellek

J. E. Woolteu
G. Trinks •

B. J. Romaino
D. Eynon

63. 449
68, 671
63, 803
68, 720
61,648
65, 680
67,880
61, 984

70, .510

67, 868
67, 696
60, 957
68, 106

63, 367
71, 731
7I,38Q
62, 393
69, 492
70, 977
67, 953
64. 182
64. 183
66, 1?P2

61,777
71, 042
67,751
68. 714
70, 752
62, 488
62, 335
64, 722
62, 178
70, 845
70, 380
67, 48G
68, 709
63, 329
68, 640
60, 978
69, 435
67, 956
70, 698
65, 072
67, 556
68, 659
69. 448
71,063
68. 449
62, 523
71,061
62, 794
62, 428
63, 897
64. 173

64, 535
65, 520
67, 119
67, 7.59

67,780
69, 050
69,145
69,276
71, 045
70, 323
70,319
61, 126
62, 663
70, 490
67, 758
68, 973
69, 808
71, 397
67, 034
61,491
64, 453
66, 437
67, 378
70, 271
69,085
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Invention or Discovery.

Chair, Railway
Cliair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Railway
Ch«ir, Railway
Chair, Railway
Chair, Rocking
Chair, Rocking
Chair, Rocking
Chair, Rocking
Chair, Rocking
Chair, Rocking, and trunk
Chair, rocking, Spring
Chair seat ^

Chair Beat
Chair seat
Chair seat, Reversible
Chair seat, Wooden
Chairs. Elastic rocker for

Chairs, Head-rest for

Chair, Sheep
Chairs, railroad, Sleeper for

Chairs, railroad, Slotting the lips of
Chairs, Seat frame for
Chalk line marker
Chandelier
Chandelier attachment. Gas
Channeling and beveling machine ,

Channeling machine
Charcoal, animal, Cooling and purifying
Charger for shot pouches
Check and driving rein

Check, Baggage
Check, Bank
Checkers
Check hook rein holder
Check on car conductors
Check rein attachment ,

Check rein holder
Check, Trunk
Cheese, Bandage for ,

Cheese box ,

Cheese curd cutter
Cheese curd from whey, Separating
Cheese cutting
Cheese vat
Cheese vat ,

Cheese vat
Cheese vat
Cheese vat
Cheese vat
Cbeete vats. Agitating milk in
Cheese vats. Heating ,

Chemicals, paints, &c.. Rubbing and mixing .

Chenille
Clierry seeder .^

Cherry stoner
Cherry stoner
Cherry stoner
Cherry stoner
Chest expander
Chimney
Chimney
Chimney
Chimney
Chimney
Chimney, Cast iron
Chimney cap
Chimney cap
Chimney cap or cowl
Chimney collar
Chimney cowl
Chimney cowl
Chimney holder for lamp burners
Chimney, Lamp

Name of Patentee.

M. C. Murray
J. W. Shiveley
S. S. Burt .

J. Mohn
T. C. Hargruve
W. H. Baldwin and J. H. Blake . .

.

S. M. Woodcock
W. Foster
P. Allen
N. F. Page
J. H. Downing
L, Pollock
H. Berg
D. Witt
R. Hoffman
C. J. Nelson
E. Hartwell
T. Nye
E. Smith, jr

L. A. Smith
A. Bingham
G. Heeson
M. Hamburger
L. Heywood
J. Barron
H. Snowden
A. D. Atwood
R. M. Holland
D. Eynon
G. A. Watkins
J. W.Carter
R. J. Skinner
A. Bliss

I. Manning
H. S. Vrooman
D. H. Turner
C. Johnston
E. R. Ferry
G. C. Thomas ."^...

A. Man
J.V.H.Nott
D. C. Watson ,

P. F. Milligan
M. A. Gates
Mc D. Darrow
P. J. Steer
H.N. Kimball
T. Hanvey
W. A. Bemis
S. Greene
W. Rhoades, jr., and T. Gerhard
A. Westcott
A. Slaughter
O. Sage ,

G. Austin
L. C. Haines
J. H. Crumb and L. Sears
J. C. House
H. W. Millar
R. Poole
W. Canter
L. P. Evans
F. G. andE. A. Floyd
G. Geer
O. L. Robinson
E. Smith
S. M. Barnett
C. F. Smith and J. Speth
J. Heed
A. S. Whittemore
E. B. Requa
E. S. Phelps, jr

D. June
M. Anderson
J. Hammond
C. G. Miller

J. Stokely
J. A. Waggoner
B. J. Goodsell
T. Ryder
C. H. Reichmann
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Chimney, Lamp
Chimney, Lamp
Ohimne> , Lamp
Chimney, Lamp
Chimney, Lamp
Chimney, Lamp, Cleaner for

Chimney, Lamp, Cleaner for

Chimney, Lamp. Cleaner for

Chimney, Lamp, G'ass
Chimney or ventilator

Chimneys, Fire frame for

Chimneys, Joiut for

Chimneys, steamboat and other, Apparatus for regulating
draft in.

Chimney top
Chimney top, Revolving
China, glass, and other articles, Protecting
Cholera, hog, Compound for the cure of
Chronometers, Solar
Chuck ,

Chnck
Chuck
Chuck
Chuck for iron planing
Chuck for watchmakers' lathes
Chucks, Centering and squaring
Churches, Kneeling case for

Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn ,

Churn
Chum
Churn
Churn
Churn ,

Churn
Churn
Churn ,

Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn ,

Chum^
Churn
Chum
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn
Churn

Name of Patentee.

J. Bellerjean
E. R. Addison
E. O. Schartau ...

S. W. Fowler
J. D. Willoughby.
R. B, Musson
O. B. Brown
Gi Leas
M. H. Collins
J. A. Miller

J. Correia
M. H. Kelsey
J. B. Campbell . .

.

J. Snively
P. Villard

A. C. Rand
J. H. Mesler :

L. Mifflin

G. W. Harris and W. H. Haight.
J. M. Smith
W. T. Cole..
B. W. Peirce
M. C. Gardner.
S. S. Lavey
G. R. Parker
L. Mooney
R. W. Shriner.
Z. Spen-y
J. M. Chritton ,

T. D. Shaw ,

J Bcrst
S. M. Golden
N. S. Kinyon
W. C. Chamberlain
M. Whisler
R. Stanley
D.W. Clough
M. V. B. Steiumetz
A. J.Mills
J. B. S weetland
W.L.Card
G. W. Manson
H, Decker
B. R. Eaton
B. Handforth
D. O. Blair
T. J, Burhyte
A. A. Rose
J. E.Finley
W. H. Tarabling
W. B. Tucker
S.S. Ayers
C. B. Stanton
J. J. Daveliu
J. Megown
J. C. Clymer
D.C.Merrill
G. Deckman
O. V. Flora and J. S. Bogle
G.W.Hawks
A. E. Thorn
G.VV. Wilson
G. VV. Hurst
J. F. Dawson
R. Keese
J. C. Gaston
T. A. Warren
A. H. Brainerd
C. H. L. Roberts
G. W. Emerson
J. W. Myers
J. L. Riter and R. C. Swann
G.L.Witsil
M. D. Wallace
S.Ballard, sr

W. Alexander
D.Gates
A.W.Gray
W. W. Sanborn
S.P.Kingsley
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J. Neal 65, 417
Cbum - . • . • J C. Jav and J. Younce . .. 65 488

65 496
A. Votaw 65, 620

Churn ... .................... ......... C. E. Warner 65 623
C George 65, 899
A. Huyck j65 915

66,015
Churn J. H. Roundey 66 042

F. Blecka 66, 122
66 178Churn . ............... . ......... H. Sidle..,

N. B. Clabaugh 66,21!)

Churn . .. ... ... . ..... 0. Hawley and j'. W. Ward
J. F. Brown

66, 235
66, 295

Churn . . ... J. Davison . ............ . .. 66 306
66, 469

• 6() 478Churn .. J P Edmonds . ...
W. C. Smith 66, 646

66 681Churn J Cram
Churn 66 687

M. H. Spaulding 66, 901
Churn L. M. Cook 66 949

C. Vogt and X. Itrapf 67, 085
Churn W. Weddiugton 67 090

R. S. Arnall 67, 095
67 105Churn.. ..

*
J. E. ('ryer

Churn C. J. Chalfaut 67, 266
Churn C. A. Van Horn 67 615
CJmm r;. L. Eggert 67, 964
Churn ... . T. Bogan 68, 034

68, 060
68, 097
68, 100

G. W. Fowler
Churn. .. . . J. McKenzie - ......

M. B. Mills

Churn .. .. . S. C Wilson 68, 273
68, 523
68, 560
68, 655
68, 798
68, 805
69, 029
69, 065
69, 088
69, 213
69, 324
69, 391
69, 475
69 538

D. C. McNeil
Churn . . J. E. Finley

Churn L. W. Shaeffer
Churn J. G. Taylor
Churn ... M V B Rowley

Churn . J W Gault
Churn H.W. Rowland
Churn W. Davis
Churn E. Bennett

W. C. Peck
T. W. Buck

Churn M. Walton 69 598
Churn C. Boyer .. 69 620

X. H. Brown 69 623
M M. Brown 69, 624

69 653E. L. Gilman
Churn s.. . . . M. C. Gordon 69, 795

69, 843
69, 855
69 934

E. W. Russell
J. H Spelman
E. Porter

Churn D. Hyde 69 998
H. H. Macklin 70 009
W^. Newberry 70 249

Churn 70 406
Churn J. I. Gruver and A. D. Wiggins 70, 431

70, 470
70, 725
70, 959
71 029

C H Lee
C. Colby

Churn R Mahr
M. W Kil'^ore . . . , 71,182
A M Elzy 71, 289

71, 469Churn
Churn .T -T PiUprft. 71 472

71.489
F W Robbins 71 645

71,652
Churn T TJi^hiiifr ... 71 958

72, 087
J Maxey 72 310

Churn
Churn

C. M. Terrell and N. W. Hussey ...

J C Gaston
72, 338
72 475
72, 535

L. Wiard and W. H. Nelson
H. B. Barber

72, 576
Churn 72, 588
Churn J. Pelsor 72,673
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Churn
Chum and butter-worker, Combined.
Churn and egg beater, Combined
Churn and pump power
Churn, Atmospheric
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dash'^r

Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher ,

Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churn dasher
Churning apparatus
Churning machine
Churn power
Churn power
Churn power
Churn power -

Churn, Rotary
Cider
Cider, ale, &c., Compound for refining

Cider press ,

Cigar gaugp and butt cutter
Cigar lighter, Gas
Cigar machine
Cigar machinery
Cigar-making machine
Cigars, Cutting if

Cigars, Cutting off the ends of

Cigars, Cattlag the tip from, preparatory to smoking.
Cigars, Holding
Cigars, Lighting
Cigars, Perforating
Cigars, Perforating
Cigars, Pressing and cutting the fillings of
Clamp
Clamp
Clamp
Clamp and clothes line

Clamp, Bed-clothes
Clamp, Clothes-line
Clamp, Floor
Clamp, Floor
Clamp, Floor
Clamp for clapboarding
Clamp for closing ruptures in fire hose
Clamp for filing saws
Clamp for furnace molds
Clamp for holding smoking pipes for finishing

Clamp for leathering billiard cues
Clamp for making brooms
Clamp for paint brushes
Clamp for planking ships' sides or floors

Clamp for raising timber frames
Clamp for ropes and wires
Clamp for ropes or wires
Clamp for school b ioks
Clamp for suspending whips
Clamp for traveling trunks
Clamping device
Clamp screw
Clamp, Stitching
Clamp strap for school books
Clamp strap for school books
Clamp, Tourniquet
Clamp, Tubing
Clarnp, wrench, pick, hose, and tongs. Combined
Clams, sea, Extract of

J. Risher
S. H. Scribner
G. C. Westover
F. Danzenbaker
W. D. Prindle and C. M. Yerk. .

.

R. W. Robinson
G. R. Forsyth
A. B. Hutching
A. A. Avery
M. B.Hudson
S. McGuffin
J. Thomas
J. C. Gaston
A. B. Hurd
F. McTarnahan
D. F. Walla< e and D. F. Cockerill.

J. W. PettengiU
J. J. Cumming \

H. Grass
F. Ransom
G. H. Dow ,

M. A. Ober
J. Smith
A. E. Banks .-

J. Leaken
J. Thompson ,

G. C aadell
H. Swarthout
J. V. Hartman
J. Christley
J.Budd
J. Harwood
W. Lucas
W. M. Davis
E. Primm
H. Peterson
J. W. Tracy
J. Prentice and W. F. Wuterich..
W. Kramer and J. Wise
J. Hafer and J. A. Henderson
P. Zem and W. Warwick
F. W. Hoflfman
C. Froehlich
C. Appel
W. B. Doudes
J. Houghton and G. Wingfield
O. Guinand
W. W. Huse
W Strevell

S. A. Morse
G. H. Coe and G. H. Snow
A. D. Rust
A. Storm
C.C. Fellows
H. D. Barnes
W. Conner and C. W. Mitchell . . .

.

J. F. Hammond
W. P. Wentworth
P. H.Collins
E. E. VanEtten
E. Card
W. Kerr, jr

E. Brunswick
H. B. Lyon and G. M. Hopkins . .

.

G. R. Gardiner
J.J. Hill

E. G. Ford and H. Weible
J. H. Elward
J, H. Elward
W. C. Watson
A. C. Mason
J. W. Thome
E. King
C. L. Kinsley
J. Temple
J. W.McKee
L. F. Vande Wiele
J. Lusk, jr

H. Kewley
H. Bitter

B.G.Noble
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Clasp, CorsPt
Clayp, Corset
Clasp, Corset
Clasp for hoop skirts

Clasp for hoop skirt

Clasp for hoop skirts

Clasp for skeleton skirts

Clasp for skeleton skirts

Clasp, Harae
Clasp, Metal, for barrel hoops
Clasp Metallic for blind slats

Clasp, Pocket-book
Clasp, Pocket-book
Clasp, Spring
Clawbar for railroads

Clay, Grinding
Clay, Heating
Clay, Treating
Cleat chuck
Cleat for sail-boats, Automatic
Clevis blanks, Rolling
Climbing stage
Clinometer and level

Clip circle

Clip for clothes lines and other purposes .

Clock
Clock
Clock, Alarm
Clock, Burglar alarm ,

Clock, Calendar ,

Clock, Calendar
Clock, Calendar
Clock, Calendar
Clock case
Clock, Cuckoo
Clock, Electric

Clock, Electric circuit-breaking
Clock fronts, Hinging
Clock, Globe
Clock, Hydraulic
Clocks, electric and dialindicators, Escapement for

Clocks, marine, Regu'ator for

Clocks, pendulum of, Suspending
CI 'Cks, .Striking attachment to -

Clocks, Wire bell for

Clock, Telegraphic
Clod fender
Clog for preventing cows from frisking the tail while being
milked

Closet and ironing board
Closet or wariiiobe
Cloth, Embossing
Cloth, Feathered
Cloth, Folding
Cloth-foldii'g machine
Cloth-folding machine
_;lctb for receiving lithographic and other impressions, Pre-
paring

Cloth, Grinding
Cloth, nap upon, Raising
Cloth, nap upon, Raising
Cloth, paper and the like fire and water-proof, Rendering
Cloth plaiting machine
Cloth, Sm.onthing
Cloth, sponging
Cloth, Stretching
Cloth, Stretching
Cloth, Tenter bar for stretching
Cloth-washing, rinsing, and squeezing machine
Cloth, wood, metal, and for forming various articles. Compo-

sition for coating
Cloth, Wv>ollen, Finishing
Clothes and picture banger
Clothes broom or whisk .'

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier .".

Clothes drier

. Clothes drier

Name of patentee.

L.Hill
C. O. Crosby
M. E. Bnlkley
A. Delkescamp
A. Delkescamp
S. R. Wiimot
T. D. Day
T. D. Day
J. H. Snyder
D. M. Lawrence
G. R. Clark
H. Ropes
D. E. Fisk
A. C. and W. Wurzbach .

M. Cornelius ,

W. H. Thomas
I. Gregg
I. Gregg
A. Lake
L. Hill

M. Loufrhran
L. J. Baker
J. L. L. Knox*
I. N. Topliif
J. S. Rowley
L. F. and W.W.Carter
W. Liudon
W. A. Terry
A. L. Gennerat
H. B. Horton and M. L. Wood
C. M. Clinton and L. Mood
C. M. Clinton and L, Mood
A. Boardman
D. Monnin
C.K. Giles

S. A, Kennedy, S. W. Holt, and J.

Gerlach
E. Holmes
A. Allen
S. E. G. Rawson
O. Abbruzzo
B. F. Edmands and J. Hamblet, jr.

A. L Goodrich
G. Heninger
A . Johnson
H. C. Thompson
J. Chandler
J. Lowe

N. Dutton
J. N. Brewster.

.

I. Moser
J. E. Pollard ....

A. A. Coudit ...

W. Whcpler, Jr.
J. D. Elliott . . .

.

H. Dunphy

C. Volkmar
E. O. Potter
A. Zscbille

A. Houget
R. O. Lowrey
J. F. Sachse
C.L. Frink
J. R. Paul
H. P.Roche
A. C. Corpe
J. Force and G. W. Renwick.
J. Lee, jr

A. Pelletier

E. Birkcnshaw
F. M. Everingham
B. Morahan
C. B. Rogers
A. J. Mills and E. M. Hewett.
E. D. Sanford
F. Crandall
W. F. Redding
H. Gransden
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Invention or Discovery. Name of patentee. No.

Clothes drier L. S. Calkins
Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier ,

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier *
,

Clothes drier

Clothes dri<^ r

Clothes drier

Clothes drier ,

Clothes drier

Clothes drier

Clothes drier ,

Clothes drier and quilting fr^e
Clothes drier and stand ,

Clothes drier and stand combined
Clothes drier and washstand
Clothes-drier attachment for stove pipes
Clothes, Drier for scoured

' Clothes, &c., Drying
Clothes, Iron ing
Clothes line

Clothes line and clamp
Clothes-line fastening
Clothes-line holder
Clothes-line holder
Clothes-line holder
Clothes-line hook block
Clothes-line reel and house
Clothes pin
Clothes pin ^

Clothes pin
Clothes pin
Clothes pin
Clothes pin
Clothes pin
Clothes post
Clothes sprinkler
Clothes sprinkler
Clothes stick

Clothes washer
Clothes wriDger
Clothes wringer
Clover thresher, huller, and cleaner
Club, Exercising
Clutch
Clutch for hay elevators
Clutch for suspending hay forks.
Clutch, Hand ,

Clutch, Shippers'
Coal, animal, Cooling ,

Coal, chute
Coal elevator and distributor

Coal hod ,

Coal hod
Coal hod ,

Coal hod, Sheet-metal
Coal-mining machine drill carriage
Coal scuttle

Coal scuttle

Coal scuttle

Coal scuttle

Coal scuttle

Coal scuttle

Coal scuttle

Coal sifting

Coal , Washing and separating
Coat
Coats and vests, Tailor's guides for cuttir g out
Coating sheets of paper and other materials with solutions.

Cock
Cock, Barreling.

I. A, Coons
J. H. Doughty
G. P. Sisson
R. M. Moriell
J. Greenhalgh, jr

D. B, Randall and A. A. Williams .

I. B. Arnold
H. N. King and A. Z. Mason
R. D. Chandler
J. Walker
C. B. Bennett
J. Seeman and S. P. Catrow
L. Woodworth
J.T.Elliott
B, Britten
S. H. Titus
R. Hamblin
H. Willard
J. J. Newman
H. Brown
G. A. Mallorv and J. J. Fish
W. H. Earnest
G. Favinger
F. H. Carrier
A. P. Anthony
J. Braun
L. W. Boynton
C. R.Hoyt
J. W. Bliss

A. D. Rust
S. A. Barr
A. J. Simpson
J. L.Wilcox
P. Riordan
J. W. Norcross
M. H. Card and A. Sallee
W. G. Ward
W. M. Doty
C. C. Johnson
A. W. Brinkerhoff
H. T. Boutell
J. P. R. James
E. Seaver
C. P. Jadwin
I. W. Shaler
E. B Taylor
C. Kud^r
F. i-i-nst

D. Lyman '.

D. Lyman
I. N. Young
J. L. Dibble •

A. Heth andG. Hall
N. D. Hinman
W. Dixon and L. Heath :

J. P. R. James
F. J. Plummer
W. MoUer
E. I\f aguire »

H. C.Clark and R. B. Little

A. A. Yeatman and J. M. Mason. .

.

J. A , Lawson
J. Pfitsinger

J. McCoy
S. Gissinger
B. F. Covxan
D. Wright
J, Pfeifer

A. Bardell and S. Smith
D. Wright and W. A. Kirby
G.D. Smith
J. and J. Scott and W. Miller

S. Langmaid
A. Komp
P. Cohen
H. Meugel t
J. C. Cro.^man
C. M. Alhurger
A. J. and T. McKenna

Cock, Boiler gauge I J. French

67,102
67, 270
68, 054
88, 317
68, 526
68, 735
69, 023
69, 302
•69, 349
70, 165
72, 341
72, 782
61,473
61, 498
61,817
62, 600
65, 305
65,905
65, 979
67, 567
67, 950
70, 871
68, 355
65, 735
71,976
65, 152
69, 171
63, 461
71, 758
64, 063
61, 875
67, 156
m, 403
70, 665
72, 908
67, 341
61, 924
62, 240
63,231
63, 393
67, 100
68, 161
68, 510
m, 523
67, 310
63, 107
65, 299
63, 397
67, 858
63, 272
63, 273
66, 765
64, 081
65, 220
70,715
69, 326
68, 082
68, 108
6i; 851
67, 995
69, 407
61,301
68, 213
70, 015
71,032
72,390
61, 054
61, 295
61,356
62, 807
62, 915
63, 953
71,226
66, 718
6.-), 818
69, 180

61,349
62, 2.56

64, 851
61, 015
67, 866
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Invention or Discovery.

Cock, Boiler gauge
Cock-eye
Cock, Gas
Cock, Gauge
Cock, gauge. Steam
Cockle and garlic separator
Cock, Safety
Cock, Steam
Cock, Steam gauge
Cock, Steam gauge
Cock, Stop
Cock, Stop
Cocoa-nut cutter and grater
Coffee and tea, Apparatus for

Coffee and tea pot
Coffee can and crusher
Coffee generator
Coffee maker
Coffee, Preparing, for transportation
Coffee, Pr. serving
Coffee roaster
Coffer dam and boat
Coffin
Coffin
Coffin
Coffin
Coffin , Disinfecting
Collar
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Horse
Collar, Paper
Collar, Paper
Collar, Paper
Collars, Breast attachment for
Collars, paper. Button-hole for
Collars, horse. Fastening for
Collars, horse, Filling
Collars, Molding
Collars, paper, Cutting
Collars, paper. Fastening for
Collars, paper, Making
Collars, Protector for the edge of
Collars, shirt. Clasp for securing
Collars, shirt, Fastening
Collars, shirt. Fastening for
Comb
Comb
Comb
Comb, Curry
Comb, Curry
Combustion, Combination of air and steam jets to promote..
Compasses, Pencil holder for
Compass, Mariner's
Compass needles. Magnetizing
Compass, Ship's
Compass used in calking seams
Composition, Edible
Composition for coating roofing, &c
Composition for coating wood, cloth, metal, and for forming

various metals.
Composition for coating wood and other materials
Composition for covering boilers, ice-houses, &c., to impede

the pansage of heat, Non-conducting.
Composition for filtering petroleum, sirup, and other liquids.
Composition for preparing and hardening wood, and pre-

serving the game.
Composition, Metallic surface-coating

Composition of matter for filling safes and other purposes
Composition of matter for fuel and other purposes
Composition, or paste, for article of food

Name of Patentee.

J. G. Raymond
J. Haggerty
C. B. Littlefield

A. Fuller
E. H. Ashcroft-
J. W.Neal.../ ,

J, Stowell
A. Hallowell
J. Sanders
T. B. Dexter
G. D. Hadley.
Z. E. Coffin :

J. Gardner ,

E. Thayer
W. W. Lyman
D. C. Colby ,

C, Fobes
J. W. Thyng
r. H. Berry
A. Eikerenkotter and F. Silver . .

.

N. L. Whitney
W. H, Applegate
J. D. Niei Mcke
H. Smith, jr

T. B. Estcp
T. B. Esttp and VV. C. Hefferman
S. H.Young
J. H. Parmelee
I. T. Crum
J. C. Tredway ,

E. P. Edstrora
D. T. Robinson
D. Lincoln
A. J. Cronk
"VV. Leonard
S. G. Cheever and J. Forgie
J. G. Haymaker
T. J. Shipley and W. A. Moody..,
E. P. Edstrom
L. Wegmann and C. F. Diessel

G. W. Ray
A. Kauffmann
O. F. Washburn
R. E. Miles

J. Mervin
D. C. Westfall
A. Schrick and H. Hildenbrand
S. S. Gray
D. M. Smyth
C. R. Everson
W. H.Walton
C.W. Saladee ,

J. Barbier
A. Wood
F. Hess
F. A. L. Cassidey
J. H. Briggs
W. Pauly
W. P. Kellogg •;mdM. Sweet
E. M. Noyes
G. M. Copeland
W. G. Hillegass

S. Custer
S. Custer
James, Earl of Caithness
G. Dowling
D, Fobes
O. A. Day and G. W. Bishop
A, Pellttier

C. L. Robertson
J. A. Jones

W. V. Wyck

.

J. L. Samuels

G. BrowT}, E. E, Bumham and J.

Morisc.
,

S. T. Fowler
J. S. Lipps
R. M. Livingston
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Composition to be used as putty for stone work
Compound, Anti-rheumatic
Compound, Disinfecting

Compound, Disin ecting and antiseptic

Compound, Explosive, and toy torpedo
Compound for cleatising tlie human body from offensive odors.

Compound for coatiog and insulating telegraphic wires
Compound for coating iron, wood, and other materials

Compound for coating oil-cloth

Compound for cure of hog cholera

Compound for making artificial stone, and for coating stone,

bricks, (fcc.

Compound for purifying spirits and other liquids

Compound for saline medicated baths
Compound for telegraphic insulators and for other purposes. .

.

Compound for the cure of glanders, &c., in horses

Compound, Fulminating
Compound, Illuminating
Compound, Lubricating
Compound made from vegetable fibers, Plastic

Compound, Jlarking
Compound, Medical
Compound. Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Med.cal
Compound , Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound. Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compottnd, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical 1

Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical ,

Compound, Medical
Compound, Medical
Compound , Medical, for cure of catarrh
Compound, Medical, for the cure of ringbone, spavin, &c.,in

horses.
Compound, Medical, for treating ringbone, spavin, &c., in

horses.

Compound, Mucilaginous
Compound, Plastic, for protecting metallic and non-metallic
surfaces from the effects of air and water.

Compound protractor ,

Compounds, Sulphate of alumina, alum, and other aluminous,
Manufacture of.

Computing machine "

—

Concentrator and amalgamator
Concrete and tile paving
Condenser
Condenser
Condenser
Conden-er
Condenser for carding engines
Condenser tor stills

Condei Jet
Condenser, Surface
Con fectioner}'

Confection, Improved ._..

Conformiitf)r .1

.

Connectiyg rods for machinery
Cooking and baking. Acid compound for use in.

Cooking utensil, Griddle or

J. R. William..
J. Schmoll
E. Suvern
J. Strigel

C. Nelson
H. D. Bird
R. S. Tucker
H. E. F. De Brion
J. L. Tenney and J. W. Bailey.
J. H. Messier
J. Tattershall

P. J. Badoux .,

C. Lennig
J. F. Boyntou
J. Althouse
J. Goldmark
J. Scott...:
F. T. Allyn
W. H. Piei-.sOn

H. Loewenberg
J. Gregory
A. R. Brown
J. Bates
H. Zoeger
W. B. Foster
G. H. Smith
0. V. Garnett
J.G.Jeffrey
J. A.Willis
C. H. Mitchell
M. Knotts
J. P. and L. Thurmon
G. H. Leithead
H. G. Pope and H. F. Herrick.
J. H. Sperling
A.M. Cox
N. Joly
C. Judson
1. Young
O. W. Blanchard
W. H. Tate
W. S. Lyon
A. Rullman
D. C.Gould
M. A. Hilt
B. Paine
J. Harrigan
S. Payne
W. Davidson
M.Perl
J. T. Wilson
J. Grteuwald
F. P. Gardiner
W. A. Cleveland

A. M. French.

V. G. Bloede.
F. L. Roux .

W. Rutherford
H. Pemberton

.

A. W. Davies
G. Johnston and E. G. Smith.
C. Burlew
W. Jeggle and S. A. Brooks .

N. W. Wheeler
F. Ortlieb
E. H. Ashcroft
G. R. Gardiner
C. Mor.it
J. P. F. Datichy
N. W. Wheeler
F.Walter
E. C. Maltby and E. Smith...
E. Roseen
T. Hall
J: E. Lauer
E.J. Smith
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Cooking vessel for frying, steaming, &c
Cooler and filter

Cooler and filter

Cooler, Beer
Cooler, Bt-er

Cooler, Beer and mash ,

Cooler, filter, and refrigerator

Cooler for coffee, &c
Cooler for liquors on draft

Cooler for water, milk, beer, &c - >w

Cooler, Mash
Cooler, Mash and beer
Cooler, Milk
Cooler or ice-box
Cooler, Water, and refrigerator

Cooling, freezing, and heating
Cooling, refrigerating and preserving. Apparatus for

Copper-coated iron rolls for printing and finishing

Copperplates, She«t, for culinary vessels

Copper, Uniting steel or iron with
Copy-holder
Copy-holder, Compositor's
Cordage, Making
Cordage, ropes, and other fabrics, Strengthening and pre-

serving.
Cord-stretcher
Cord-tightener for curtains
Core for pipe-casting
Cork-extractor
Cork-extractor
Corkscrew
Corkscrew
Corks, Cutting
Corks, Inserting
Cork-pull
Cork receptacle, for bottles

Cork, rubber, &c., Compound ©f
Corn, broom, Removing seed from
Corn-cake machine
Corn-cake machine
Corn covcrer
Corn crib

Corn cutting, or trimming hedges
Com dropper
Corn dropper
Com dropper
Corn fodder, Cutting and grinding
Corn, Gathering and husking
Corn, green. Preserving
Corn busker
Com busker
Corn busker
Corn busker
Corn busker j

Corn busker
Corn busker
Com busker and stalk cutter
Corn bunking ^ ,

Corn bui^king

Com -busking shield
,

Com, Indian, Edible preparation from
Corn, Indian , Preparation from
Corn, Indian, Treating
Corn, Marker for planting
Com, Marker for planting
Corn, Picking and husking
Com planter and plaster dropper
Corn popper
Com popper
Com popper
Com popper
Corn popper
Com sheller

Com sheller

Com sheller

Com sheller
Corn sheller '.'.....'.'.'..'..'.'.

Com sheller '.'.'..'.'.'.'.

Com 6heH,er ' "
]

Corn sheller '...'....'.

Corn sheller "

Name of Patentee.

R. Broome
J. C. Whitehill
H. W. Fisher
A. W. and J. Sangster
P. Schweikhart
C. Wise and B. Loeffler

W. B. Burwell
J. Burns
J. Gatley
CM. Vail "

F. P. Bush
C. Schenck
N. C. Burnap
J. W. Campbell
A. Murden and H. L. Cooper.
D. E. Somes
P. Lawson
A. Paraf
A. O'Neill
E. T. Ligon
H. A. Tremper
P. A. La France
J. Hall
L. S. Robbins

R. White
T. C. Lippincott
W. E. Bird
J. Walker ^ -

W. G. Waterman
W. H. Van Gieson
S. McCoun
L. W.Felt
W. Rheiner and L. H. Wolff
J. D. Van Zandt
A. Honrath
L. Bauhoefer
J. D. Brown
C. C. Harriman
H. andC. Littlefield

A. J. Combs
N. T. Fitch
J.W.Hull
R. B. Killin

C. E. Lipe
L. Weaver - -

A. Goodhart
J.D.Hill
S. J. Carroll

J. Hindman
0. M. Pond
J. W. Glass
E. M. Bates
D. Williams
H. N. Hill

J. Sechrist

E. Briggs, sr

D. A. Dickinson
D. Sager
A. C. Robinson
J. W. Haskins
E. F. Prentiss and C. C. Parsons. .

.

E. F. Prentiss and C. C. Parsons..

.

J. Burnham
D. A. Freeman
S. R, Kenyon
H. Rodes
G.D. Dudley
C.H. S. Schultz
E. G. Kinsley
J. W. Howe and J. K. Barton
D. A. Denison
C. Beach
L. T. Newell v-.-

M.C.Kilgore
1. B. Siddle
W. D. Stroud
E. E. Stedman
F. A. BoUes i

G. Bevitt
H. A.Graeff

64, 278
62,582
69, 200
63, 947
64, 452
64, 614
66, 674
61, 393
67,869
70,136
70,518
68, 242
67,717
62, 392
71,899
69, 955
62, 860
64, 135
68, 331
69, 001
72, 569
70, 865
65, 565
67, 678

70, 057
68, 092
68, 033
61, 488
72, 247
61, 485
71,316
66, 141
61, 2.55

67, 234
67,303
68, 408
68, 346
62, 628
67,202
68,329
70,080
72, 299
65, 578
68, 760
69, 876
67, 975
68, 507
61,316
61,428
62, 151
63, 501
65, 8^7
68, 272
67,301
69,258
66, 455
64, 206
66,255
63, 941
61,935
63, 175
63,174
7,0, 953
68,297
68,083
69,486
67,736
70,368
70,723
71, 881
72,473
60.825
62, 671
62,857
63,112
63, 671
64,919
65, 868
66, 205
66,485

19 c p
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Corn sheller ,

Corn sheller

Corn sheller.

Corn sheller

Corn sheller

Corn sheller

Corn sheller and fanning mill combined
Corn sheller and separator feeder combined
Cornstalks in the field, Cutting
Corn weeder
Cornet. &c
Cornets, Catting the wind passages in the rotary valves of.

Cornets, Foi-miug the bells of
Cornets, Forming the branch tubes of valve cases for

Corpse preserver
Corpse preserver
Corpse preserver
Corpse-preserving case
Corset
Corset
Corset
Corset w

Corset
Corset
Corset and skirt supporter combined
Corset fastening
Corset fastening
Corset, fastening
Corset, fastening
Corset, Paper

Cot, or covering for rolls for spinning, &c
Cotton, Baling
Cotton, Beating and picking ,

".

.

Cotton chopper
Cotton chopper and thinner
Cotton, Cleaning
Cotton, Cleaning and ginning
Cotton, Compress for

Cotton, &c., Cleaning
Cotton, Cultivating ,

Cotton, Dust room in cleaning
Cotton gin
Cotton gin r

Cotton gin ,

Cotton gin ,

Cotton gin ,

Cotton gin and picker ,

Cotton ginning, burring wool, &c., Machine for

Cotton ginning machine
Cotton gins, Feeding attachment for
Cotton, Opening and cleaning
Cotton picker
Cotton plants. Thinning ,

Cotton plow and scraper, combined
Cotton, Preparing
Cotton, Preparing ,

Cotton press ,

Cotton press and feeder
Cotton scraper
Cotton scraper
Cotton seed. Cleaning
•Cotton seed for planting, Preparing
Cotton, Sliver can for

Couch and chair
Couch and seat. Car
Couch, Nursing
Cough mixiure
Counter and desk
Counting machine
Coupling
Coupling
Coupling
Coupling
Coupling
Coupling
Coupling, Band
Coupling, Belt
Coupling, Belt .'

Coupling, Car
Coupling, Car

J. Brinkerhotf
C. H. Brady
G-. G. Goeway
T. W. Bishop
S. Terry
J.Gould
J. P. Hoagland and G. E. Moser
J. Bernheisel, sr

H, Bilharz
S.March
L. Sckreiber
L. W. Spencer
L. W. Spencer
L. W. Spencer
G. D. Blocher
C. W. Compton
C. F. Pike
J. S. Waterman
C. A. Griswold
E. Drucker
M. H. Beckworth
M. L. Changeur
W. Miller

W. H. Stroup
W. Bachelder
J. F. Dubber
J. Bowers
J. P. Love
A. W. Webster
J. H. Beal, E. J. Sawyer, and G. S.

Webster.
E. L. Perry
C. Colahan
D. Harding
K. Puckett
D. P. Lewis
T. Shapard
G. Macdonald
E, L, Morse
R. J. Clay
W.Altick
J. Whitehill
J. A. Chaufourier.
H. V. Scattergood
A. Fessenden
P. McCarthy
J. W. Kokemuller
E. Osgood
R.J. Clay
R. R. Gwathmey
S. Z. Hall
S. Fay
J. E. Carver
C. A. McCaughan
T. P. Warren
W. and F. W. Creighton
C. Lewandowski
F. A. L. Cassidey
H. Zellner
T. T. Fleming
T. Saunders
J. Kirkman
P. C. IngersoU
W. Haraer
J. E. Jouett
L W.Lamb
J. H, Cogshall
P. M. Huffman
W. R. Pomeroy
U. Turner
C. C. Cady
M. Gaily
J. H. Parsons
G. E. Cumming
F. Moore and J. A. Baker
W. G. Bedford
S. Moulton
E. Thayer
R. J. Jordan
J. Kelley
E. Zorger <
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Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car .

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car .

Car.
Car.
Car .

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car .

Car.
Car

.

Car.
Car-
Car

.

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car
Car
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car,
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car .

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car

.

Car

.

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car
Car

.

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car .

Car.
Car .

Car.
Car.
Car .

Car .

Car .

Car.
Car .

Car .

Car .

Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.
Car.

Name of Patentee.

J. M. MeLangblin
F. H. Meyers
A. M. Freeman and A. M. Stoner.
J. T. Wilson and T. J. Louis
W. B. Coates
J. Miller

G. B French
H.Soggs
R. W. Green
E. v. Jeinsen
W. Leib and G. B. Hornbeck
W. Cook
R, A. Cowell
E. Staples and W. W. Gould
R. S. Arnall
I. W. Stuart, jr

W. Y. Warner..
H.Holden
J. B. German
A. McCarter
J. H.Harris
J. P. Spangle
A. T. Boon and D. M. Osborn
C. M. Reynolds
N. Reeves
E. Liudsl«y
C. F. Roderick
T. S. Minniss
W. H. Mayo
J. H. O'Neill
J. Smith and J. F. Irwin
W. A. Stowell
A. Hartman
J. D. Anderson
R. H. Huston
E. A. Turner
J. B. Behrens
M. F. Gibbs
G. W. Shingleton
S. Puffer-.'

J. F. Wortring .*

J. Depeu and J. D. Hall
J. Pettingill. jr ,

D. J. Tittle

J. Depeu
A. H. Clark
A. V. B. Orr
O. J. Whitney
J. Ridings and J. O. Roberts
J. P. Morris
S. O'Blenis ,

W. E. Warner and M. J. Palmer .

R. S. Amall
J. H. Jones
G. W. Noyes
P. H. Schuyler
G. H. Hentield
W. R. Jamison
P. H. Snelling
H. C. Payson
S. H. Smith
D. W. Miller and M. Brestle, jr

J. Trent
J Milne
J.Miller
T. F. Conner
J. Miller

J. Swan
J. L.Smith
J. Ebee
G. M. Beardsley
L. O. Schultz
L. Boyd and P. Kreigbaum
S, L. Loomis
P. Baker
S. Gissinger
G. R. Moore
G. R. Moore
W. Y. Warner
M. K. Adams
M. Disney

No.

60, 920
60, i)2:j

61,003
61,296
61, 399
61, 553
61,616
61,771
62, 028
62, 203
62, ;J45

62, 475
62, 013
62, 700
62, 803
62, 978
62, 984
63, 049
63, 239
63, 277
63, 514
63, 662
63, 696
63, 750
m, 940
64, 547
64. 574
64, 689
64, 890
64, 898
64, 918
64, 921
65, 079
65, 151
65, 228
65, 310
65, 331
65, 373
65, 513.
65, 602
66, 061
m, 309
66, 385
66, 418
66, 571
66, 077
m, 733
66, 922
67, 677
07, 064
67, 209
67, 466
67, 703
67, 767
68, 105
68, 120
68, 439
67,311
67, 367
69,123
69, 266
69, 464
69, 511
69, 574
69, 927
69, 972
70, 103
70, 131
7(>, 279
70,32C
70, 505
70, 625
70, 689
70, 729
70, 776
70, 82.9

71,202
71,203
71,559
71, 673
71, 717
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling
Coupling
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,

• Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupling,
Coupons,
Cover for

Covering

Car
Car
Car

,

Car
Car.
Car.
Car,
Car
Carriage
Carriage
Carriage shaft
Carriage shaft

Carriage shaft

Carriage thill

Carriage thill

Cultivator
Escape valve hose
Flexible
for vacuum cups, breast pumps, &c.
for whifaetrees
Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose ,

Hose w

Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose
Hose and other
journal and box
Octave, for reed instruments
Organ and melodeon
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pitman
Pitman
Pitman
Rail
rail, Railroad
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft, for carriage
Shafting
Thill
Thill
Thill
Thill
Thill

Thill
Thill

Thill
Thill
Thill
Thill

Thill
Thill

Thill and pole
thill. Carriage
Universal
Numbering
cooking Btove boilers

for bottles, steam pipes, &c

W. F. Barlow
A. Hillman
C. P. Bachelder
R. Goole
W. J. Millar
&. Mills

E. R. Bigelow
J. T. Stoakes
J. H. Burrell.jr
H. Conderraan
C- A. Willard
T. H. Wood
J. P. Barrick
S. Mills

P. Myers
J. Pierpont .-.

.

A, F. Allen.
N. W. Wheeler
M. Mattson
M. J. Palmer
W. J. Osbourne andG. B. Massey.
B. Mee
S. H. Loring
J. R. Buchanan
P. H. Niles
D, T. Perkins and C. F, Hovey . .

.

O, Salgee
J. Kerns
L. J. Roberts
M. S. Curtis
A. J. Morse
N. Thompson
D. T. Perkins and C. F. Hovey
M. S. Curtis and W. D. Tewksbury
D. H. Dotterer
B. O. Church and H. Smith
L. Ling and G. S. Chandler
W. Craig
J. Matthews, jr

B. Fitts

N. Thompson
N. Thompson
W. J. Keeney

,

W. J. Keeney
G. AV. Clark
J. Newham ,

T. E. Lexton
J. F. Light
H.K. Smith
H. C. Fritz

W. H. Doane and J. Richards
J. Stephen
W. E. London and J. Richards
H. A. Hurd
W. S. McKinney
F. Nevergold and D. Brosey
J. W. Taylor
W. E. London
G. P. and J. L. Hodson
J. Keesey
A. R. Rcvnolds
S. C. Schofield
J.F. Bridget
S. G. Rice
S. Rogers
L. Squire
J. Auten
F. Ballard
J. Knox
C. C. Lawrence
L. C. Clark
L. Derby t

E. M. Naramore
S. Rogers
J.P.Collins
E. Bennett
J. J. Brown
C. Haskins
S.M.Clark
T. P. Hall and G. Eckel
J. B. Crane
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Invention or Discovery.

Coverlet
Cover lifter, hammer, &c., Combined
Cover and lifting device for kettles

Cow catcher for preventing accidents on railroads

Cowl
Cowl or chimney cap
Cowl, Ventilating
Cow milker
Cow milking machine
Cows from frisking the tail while being milked, Clog for pre-

venting.
Crabs, soft, Securing and feeding
Cracker crusher
Cracker mac hine
Cracker making machine
Cracklings, (fcc, Cutting machine for reducing. ...v

Cracklings, Cutting
Cradle
Cradle
Cradle
Cradle and baby jumper
Cradle and carriage, Children's
Cradle, Circular swinging and baby walker
Cradle or crib, Rocking
Cranberries, Cleaning and assorting
Cranberry gatherer ;

Cr^ne
Crane for loading wagons, Portable
Crane, Hydraulic
Crane, Rotary
Crank connection
Crank for boring machines. Variable
Crank, friction wheel and brake
Crank motion

Name of Patentee. No.

H. Wettstein
R. M. Lafferty
A.Selkirk
W.J.Orr
W. F. G. Beeuwkes.
C.G.Miller
B.F.Miller
G.H.Gardner
I. Cook
N. Button

C. Drexler
A. Clarke and T, Reece
J.E.H -^dlfe
D.Ste\va.„
A.Smith
A.Smith
D.Cox
S. W. Knowles
D. A.Dunham
R.Ashe
C. W. Higgins ,

W. M. Messick
J.S.Ryan ,

G.L.Merrill
G. Shove
A. S. Batten
A. Leitner
D.S.Hines
J. S.Coffman
E. R. Cole
G.C.Taft
R. M. Van Sickler
T.Taylor.

Crank motion W. Bicknell
Crank pins on locomotive driving wheels, Turning
Crank shafts, Hanger box for

Crank wrist and pitman head connection
Crayon sharpener, Tailor's
Cream freezer
Creel for winding yarn
Cresset or barrel heater
Crib and bedstead. Folding
Crib and walking stool

Crib or cradle, Rocking ,

Crimping machine
Crimping tool, Hand
Croqueterie
Crossbow
Crucibles, muffles, retorts, bricks, &c
Crupper spring ,

Cuff ,

Culinary vessels, Sheet copper plates for
Cultivator

,

Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator ,

Cultivator
Cultivator ,

Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator
Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

Cultivator .

C.J.Clifford
T.Welch
W. N. Whiteley
B. W. Minor and A. Colburn
E. S. Torrey
M. O. Potter
W.B.Geddis
R. S. Titcomb
S.S.Burr
J. S. Ryan
J. Joslyn
B. A. Alpress
G. L. Morse
E. C.H. Nye
E. L Seymour
E.Powell
I. Levine
A.O'Neill
A. P. Hammon, J. H. and S. Lincoln
and T.W. Hammon.

J. C. Hoffeditz
T. F. Bertrand and P. Sames
H. Barsalow ,

R. B. and J. R. Parks
S. M. Whitney
C. P. Norton
M. Breneman
J. Kessler
A. H. Allison
W.K. Garrison
L B. Mahon
W.F.Clark
T. Jobe
C.Willard
L Lord and S. Woodman
E. Children
W.J. Oxer
J. Armstrong, jr

J. W. Connely
J. Potts
L. G. Tuttle
C. S. Gwinnup
J.Haskel
W. B Lane and W. Coulter
D.R.Allen
W. J. Andrews

61, 588
65, 397
61, 636
72, 752
61, 387
70,734
71, 630
68, 358
71, 582
64, 207

72, 177
61, 163
m, 082
71, 420
71, 543
61, 884
61, 720
66, 361
70,179
67, 153
70, 566
67, 331
60, 793
67, 130

61,476
71, 682
68, 216
67, 113

72, 801
67,957
72, 114

69, 727
67, GOl

68, 482
68,415
61, 370
70, 661
66,513
61,895
70, 260
62, 540
72,122
60, 684
60, 793
62, 208
72, 712
62, 495
63, 172
71,229
60, 784
62, 648
68, 331
60, 722

60,892
60, 916

61, C40
61,091
61,294
61,450
61,512
61,622
61, 649
61, 661

61, 674
61,805
61,836
61,906
61,943
62, 004
62, 060
62, 109
62, 185
62, 223
62, 302
62, 326
62,329
62, 344
62, 385
62. 386
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Cultivator ^-. O. J. Arnold 62,387
62,405
62, 511
62, 808
62,868
62,898
62, 971
63,050
63, 384
63,426
63,430
63, 447
63,698
63, 717
63 830

J. Gilpatric
Cultivator . J W Tyson

Cultivator . . C F MesTQuier
Cultivator A. T. and T, M. Stausbury

Cultivator H Howe
Gr. D. Hart

Cultivator T B Rogers .

Cultivator P.L. West
Cultivator . H C. Bristol
C"1tivfltnr , ^ A. Gordon .. ..... ...

W. M. Ball
J. Bergen .Cultivator . . .... . . 64, 061

64 086Cultivator 0. Etnier
Cultivator M, F. Lowth and T. J. Hovi^e

J. E. Tate
64, 119

Cultivator 64 165
Cultivator „ J. P. Tamutzer 64,' 262
Cultivator A P Routt 64 370
Cultivator . . A. B. King '.

.

64 429
Cultivator J. H. Allison 64, 469
Cultivator E H Knight . .. . 64 542
Cultivator , E. Phifev • 64, 563
Cultivator J. E. Roveland , 64, 576
Cultivator . J. D. Scheetz and R, Adams 64 580

64 657
Cultivator A. T. Heflin 64, 668
Cultivator ... . G. W. Stockton 64 721

Cultivator 64, 868
Cultivator 64, 878

H. Boys 65, 158
65 719Cultivator J C Bird

Cultivator B. C. , T. W., and J. M. Cochran
J. Koehn

m, 875
Cultivator , 65, 918
Cultivator L. D. Pelton and J. Barrow 65, 938

65 961
S. H. Herrick 66, 340

Cultivator M. Haskins and D B. Hart 66 491
Cultivator 66, 495
Cultivator J Murphy .

.

66,871
66, 934Cultivator ... .... W.M.Ball

W. E. Smith 67, 078
Cultivator J Wilson ... 67, 093
Cultivator W. A. and C. E. Dryden 67, 173
Cultivator A, M. Griswold 67, 295
Cultivator . S. L. Heisey 67,430

J. Frank 67, 522
Cultivator H. H. Tietjens 68. 469

M. Sweet 68, 803
67, 817
68, 056

Cultivator E. E Stubbs
Cultivator . ... R. N. Eby
Cultivator 68, 104
Cultivator . C.C.Creek 62, 290
Cultivator ... . . . W. A. Moody 68, 525
Cultivator J. S and W Benson . 68 549
Cultivator . G. Moore 68. 643
Cultivator W. H. Parlin 68, 648
Cultivator .

.

P.W.Smith 68, 662
Cultivator W. B. Young 68, 679
Cultivator . I. A. Palmer 68, 784
Cultivator . E. Davies, jr

D. S. Stafford
68, 848
68, 910

Cultivator I. B. Mahon... 69, 003
Cultivator E F Dhart 69, 081
Cultivator . ... . . J. H. Barley G9, 162

Cultivator J. W. Conuely 69, 186

Cultivator . ... J. Schroder 69, 255
N. A. Cates 69, 314

Cultivator C. M. Jenne .... 69, 442
J.M.Morse 69. 4fi8

Cultivator S. D. Tnttle and J H Gans. -. . 69, 725
Cultivator.. A.H.Allison 69, 743
Cultivator 69, 750
Cultivator . . . . .... D.Guptail. 69, 801

E. Peek 70,111
Cultivator . . . . E. W. Pike 70, 258
Cul tivator C. A. Ewick 70,328
Cultivator E. Walker and A. M. Weed 70, 381

Cultivator H. J. Graham 70,430
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator .'

Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator
Cultivator, Adjustable
Cultivator and corn planter, Combined
Cultivator and corn planter. Combined
Cultivator and corn planter. Combined
Cultivator and corn planter, Combined
Cultivator and gang plow
Cultivator and harrow tooth
Cultivator and harrow, Revolving
Cultivator and harrow, Sulky
Cultivator and planter, Combined
Cultivator and planter, Combined
Cultivator and planter, Combined
Cultivator and planter, Combined
Cultivator and planter, Combined
Cultivator aud planter. Combined
Cultivator and planter, Combined
Cultivator and plow
Cultivator aud plow, Combined
Cultivator and plow, Combined
Cultivator and potato digger
Cultivator and seed drill, Combined
Cultivator and seeder
Cultivator and seeder. Combined
Cultivator and seeder, Combined
Cultivator and seeder, Combined
Cultivator and seeding machine, Combined
Cultivator and seed planter *.

Cultivator and seed sower
Cultivator and seed sower. Combined
Cultivator and bhovel-plow
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn
Cultivator, Corn, and potato plow
Cultivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Cotton
Csltivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Cotton ,

Cultivator, Cotton
Cultivator, Garden
Cultivator, Garden or hand
Cultivator, Garden, plow

,

Cultivator, Hand
Cultivator, Hand
Cultivator, Harrow
Cultivator, plow, harrow, and.rolle^, Combined
Cultivator, Rice
Cultivator, Rotatry tooth
Cultivator, Seed
Cultivator, Seeding
Cultivator, Seeding
Cultivator, sower, and planter, Combined
Cultivator teeth

S. A. Kroner
M. Barnett and E. Wood
A.C.Beit
J. R. Johnson
J.W. Sanford
I. Barber
W. Duffuer
J. Gross and J. C. Tunison
C. E. Steller

C. B. Pettengill

H. Howe
C. E. Storrs, W. E. Keyos, and G. W.
Jones.

J. E. Brooks*-.

J. T. Frankeberger
J. T. Baltimore
R. Garter
S.G.Peabody
J.W. Ernst
M. J. Hunt
A. N. Gow
D. W. Jacoby
S.J. Taylor
G. W, Price
R. West and H. F. Paul
A. Newell
W. and J. Whait
I. H. Chappell
S. B. Conover
I.H. Chappell
W.L. Gebby
J. Adams
I.H. Chappell
J. Vaughn
S.F. Seely
I. Yonng
A. Romann and J. Peterka
J. D. C. Cutwater
J.P.Zeller
W. and J. Whait \

F. W. Tilton
B. W. Remy
A. S. Markham
C.Churchill
M. R. Snodgrass
H. Zurbrick
T. L. Whitbeck
P. A. Ross
W. N. Rhinehart and H. Felker . . .

.

G. Sprague
C. Gibbon
A. Martin
P. F. Brittain

A. Canfield
M. Wilson
C. Flory
J. Kurtz
N. Gotten
J. C. Bethea
W. McCracken
R. B. Henderson
R. N. Adams
J. R. Wallace and B. A. McLain
G. W. Chambers and I. Washam .

.

J. Adams
E. H. and E. B. Goelet
G.W.Smith
M. D. Cone and A. N. Douglass
C. A. Harris
R. Blum
W. C. Goodwin
H. W. Ostrom
J Johnston
G. W. Cooper
J. Densmore
F. B. Johnson
H. Hutchinson
J. B. Ewell
D. Duncan aud E. R. Ridgley
D. C. Matteaon and T. P. WilUam-

eon.

70, 578
70, 779

, 70, 785
7i, 6-23

71,794
71,834
72, U04
72, 072
72,102
72 227
721297
72,560

72, 598
72, G22
72, 780
72, 835
72, 889
71, 152
61,071
62, 263
68, 201
6ft, 910
61, 566
69, 731
66, 245
67, 009
63, 019
63, 476
63,858
64, 519
68, 026
71, 134

72, 703
67, 595
61, 980
68, 114

71, 525
61, 375
67, 008
64, 723
66, 627
70, 345
72, 799
72, 556
67,152
61, 904
72, 085
61, 760
64, 376
67, 289
67, 441

67, 949
68, 165
68, 678
69, 981

66, 717
60, 879
61, 705
62, 660
63, 246
63,491
63, 767
66, 128
67, 700
72, 479
64, 917
62, 317
69, 803
63, 840
72, 018
69, 239
66, 240
65, 877
71,589
67, 986
64, 981
67, 860
65, 889
63.647
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Cult ivator teeth
Cultivator teeth

Cultivator teeth, Attaching
Cultivator, Wheel
Cup, Drinking
Cup, Egg
Cup, Lubricating
Cup, Ivibricating, Steam-engine
Cup, Molasses
Cup, Oil

Cup, Oil
Cup, oil. Steam-engine ^—
Cup, oil, Steam-engine
Cup, oil, Steam-engine
Cup, oil. Steam-engine
Cupola and other furnaces
Cup, Shaving
Cup, Surgical
Cup, Surgical
Cup, Weighing and measuring
Cupping
Cupping apparatus
Cupping instrument -.

Curative and nutritive preparation
Curb and mill stones, Cooling
Curbing
Curing and packing meat, and for other purposes, Process
and apparatus for.

Currier's slicker

Curtain and window blinds, Raising and lowering
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture - ,

Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture

C urtain fixture

Curtain fixture

Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture ,

Curtain fixture ".
. .

,

Curtain fixture

Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture : :

Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture

Curtain fixture - .

.

Curtain fixture
Curtain fixtui-e

Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture
Curtain fixture

Curtain fixture

Cuctain fixture, Carriage
Curtains, carriage. Fastening for

Curtains, carriage, Fastening for

Curtain support
Curtain, Window
Cushion, Billiard

Cushion, Billiard

Cushion, Billiard-table

Cushions, springs to, Applying
Cutlery
Cutlery
Cutlery
Cutlery
Cutlery, Forging
Cutlery, Grinding
Cutlery, Pocket
Cutlery, Pocket
Cutlery, Table
Cutlery, Table
Cutlery, Table
Cutlery, Table
Cutter and pipe tongs

B.F.Hisert
N. Chappell
J. C. HofiFeditz

W. A. Sisson
A. Millar
C. Hfllen
J.B.Collin
T. Fleetwood
W. S. Roouey •

H. K. Sears and S. L. Holt. . .

.

J. H. Goraer
M. Hawkins
F. Lunkenheimer
F. H. Furniss
T. Chatterton
A. Cowen and R. H. Starr
G. P. Brooks and J. McGrady

.

G.Hadfield
G.Hadfield
E. A. Goodes
M. Mattson
W.D.Hooper
E. I. Leybum
S. A. Upham
J.Mallin
J.Miller
D. E, Somes

D. Peters and J. W. Pauly
G.Allix
A. H. Knapp
C. Rose
C. F. Knauer
H. and A. Lovie
L.A.Tripp
E. M. Judd
J. Cunningham
P. Miles
L. H. Thomas
E. Doen
C. C. Parker
M. Converse
C.H. Fowler
M.R.Fenton
J. J.Hessler
C. Lee and J. Paudler
E.B. Lake
H. Voigt
C. F. Herrick
O. Hanks
E. T. Briggs ,.

J. David
W. T. Mersereau
H. and A. Lovie
T. Lyons
A. P. Barlow
W.H.Woods
H. Wocher and B. Geiger
H. Wocher and B. Geiger
A. C. Babcock and J. Duffy. .

.

T, McPherson
T.A.Mitchell
C. F. Herrick ,

D. G. Morgan
A. Bassford
li. W. CoUender
C.E.Wilcox
E.F.Johns
T.McGrah
H. Sanderson
W. Sanderson
J. Baldwin
H. B. Harvey
J.P.Curtiss
P.S. Hoe
F. B. Perry
J. Stott

W. D.Woods
W.Hubbard
M. Chapman
J. Peace

68, 440
71,581
60, 893
68, 124
61,084
69, 665
72. 168
61,062
68, .532

65, 126
71, 869
63. 045
66, 1.^7

67, 867
67, 496
66, 465
66, 788
70, 087
70, 088
70, 546
67, 663
68, 985
68, 630
62,512
72, 744
68. 379
62, 449

62, 064
71,114
60, 908
61,106
61,212
61, 745
62, 235
62,635
62, 824
63. 169
63, 440
6.3, 621
63, 934
65, 058
65, 067
66, 010
66, 084
66, 094
66, 970
67, 086
67, 876
68, 18!)

68, 552
69, 189
69, 572
69,823
70, 099
71,679
72, 150
72, 767
72, 768
64, 186
62, 145
72, 666
63, 386
67, 337
61, 308
71, 282
68, 586
62, 340
62, 661
6.5, 123
65, 952
69, J 57
71, 482
71, 586
70, 718
71.211
63; 439
63, 598
63, 795
70,525
62, 062
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Cutter, Belt lap
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bolt
Cutter, Bread
Cutter, Bread
Cutter, Bread
Cutter, Button-hole
Cutter, Button-hole
Cutter, Cabbage
Cutter, Corn-cake
Cutter, Corn-cand}^
Cutter, Corn-stalk
Cutter, Corn-stalk
Cutter, Dovetail
Cutter, Feed
Cutter, Feed
Cutter. Feed and straw
Cutter for planing moldings.
Cutter for trimming wall paper
Cutter, Fruit-stem
Cutter, Gear
Cutter, grater, and sharpener
Cutter, Hay and straw
Cutter head for wood-molding machines
Cutter heads, Tenoning ..,

Cutter, Meat
Cutter, Meat
Cutter, Meat
Cutter, Meat
Cutter, Paper
Cutter, Pastry
Cutter, Peg
Cutter, Pipe and bolt

Cutter, Rod
Cutter, Slate
Cutter, Stalk
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Straw
Cutter, Tart
Cutter, Tobacco
Cutter, Tobacco
Cutter, tobacco, Hand
Cutter to sickle bars, Secvu'ing
Cutter, Tube
Cutter, Twine
Cutter, Vegetable
Cutter, Vegetable
Cutter, Vegetable
Cutter, Vegetable
Cutter, Veneer
Cutter, Weed
Cutting stalks in the field

Cylinder, Mixing and drying
Cylinder of steam hammers
Cylinders, Boring
Cylinder, Steam drying
Cylinder, Steam, for finishing cloth

Name of Patentee.

C. E. Robinson
H. M. Handy
W. Brittou
J. Johnson
W. W. Wright and J. Boody
A.S.Bailey
J. Strayer and F. Hazlehurst
L. J. NewUiu
J, Madden
S. D. Simmons
A . M. Dexter
C. N. Cutter
II. Hempel
H. Aeuer J^S

L.Felker
D. Davenport
S. Bryan
A, Hunt
J. C. Hursell
H. Helm
G. Small
A. P. Chapin
E. J. Areus
H. E. Snow
A . Strong and J. A. Dadmun
H.N. Keablea
E. Culver
J. H. Dickinson..
D. Gumming, jr

J. S. Graham
J. L. Haven
D.S.Early
W.M.Miller
J. C. Haefele
C. Cropper
J. Stephen
L. S. Smith
C. C. Parsons
J.E.Gillespie
T. R. Drummond
W. M. Dexter
W. Gale
H. Ogborn
W. A. Bickle and R. Ghesnut
G. M, Beardsley
W. W. Burson
W. D. Schooley
W. H. Evans
S. Pettibone
J. D. Burdick
W. Schreck
M. Blair
D. A. Smith
J. D. Smith
N. Holmes
A. Buch.
H. Parks
J. W. Mauzy and J. Hughes
J. Weichart
B. Suwerkrup
S. Elliott

J. T. Harvey
J. H. Treadwell
C. J. Addy
N. W. Lee
E. K. Haynes
C. S.WUliamson
H.Getty
J. M.Clark
W. Weaver
J. M. Schwartz
V. Hagmann
E. B. Ives
J. B. Wilson
C. G. Lathrop
G. Pye and F. S. C. Souther
L. B. Pitcher
R. Mitchell

L. B. Flanders
H. W. Butterworth
A. Webster
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D.

Dam, Coffer
Damper
Damper
Damper .,

Damper
Damper
Damper and ventilator combined
Damper, Automatic
Damper for flat-ii-on heaters
Damper in steam boilers

Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, f3tove-pipe

Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damper, Stove-pipe
Damping apparatus
Dancer, Automatic tigbt-rope
Davit and boat tackle
Decapitation, Illusory ;

Decomposing animal and vegetable substances for curing meat,
taiming, &c.

Deflector for hot-air registers

Dental apparatus
Dental iu strument
Dental plate
Dental plate
Dental plate. Atmospheric
Dental plugger
Dental substitute

Dentists, Vulcanizing flask for

Dentrifice
Deodorizer for piivy seats

Derrick
Derrick
Derrick
Derrick
Derrick, Field
Derrick, Hay ,

Derrick, Portable
Desiccating and drying
Desk and chair
Desk and counter
Desk and seat *

Desk and seat, School
Desk and seat. School
Desk and seat, School
Desk and seat, School .*

Desk and settee. School
Desk and table ,

Desk, Folding
Desk or rack. Musical
Desk, School
Desk, School
Desk, School :

Desks, pianos, &c.. Self-adjusting lid-support for

Desks, school, Attachment for

Detector, Low-water
Deteotor, Low-water
Dial indicators and electiic clocks, Escapement for

Dial, Musical
Dial, Steam-gauge
Diamonds, Glaziers', Mounting
Die

Name of Patentee.

Die, Electrotype, for making imitaton straw goods
Die, Expanding
Die for bending nozzles of coffee pots
Die for brick and tile machine
Die for cutting paper collars and other articles, Adjustable.
Die for cutting screws

C. H. Sanborn
J. L. Frankem
J. F. Stafford
W. W. Paxson
M. W.Kidder
J. Smith andS. C.Brown
A. Anderson
G. A. Towsend
G. R. Moore
H. McDonough
D. DeGarmo
T. K. Anderson
E. Kabisius
E. Parker
W. X. Stevens and W. E. Puffer. .

.

W. T, Gray
W. V. Perry
M. S. Marshall
E. Cox and A. W. Potter
W. Hailes* and P. Finkle
G. B. Halsted
E. T. Duke
H. Ogborn
D. Manuel
G. B. "Wiseman
P.Hill
W. Humans
E, Wakeman.^
J. E. Whitington
D. Bruce

S. H. Caughey
W. H. Dibble
I. A. Salmon
G. F. J. Colburn
E. J. Merick
N, T. Folsom
W. G.Redman
G. W. Cool r...

L. W. Dowlin
J. G. Cook
N. Clifford and A. N. Bell
J. S. Lester and L. G. Jennings
A, B. Sprout
F. M. Everingham
D. J. McDonald
I. J. Hattabough
I. Van Voorhis
C. B. Wright
H. G. Bulkley
C. B. Sherman
W. R. Pomeroy
A. H. Brown
H. M. Sherwood
D.C. Wilson
J. P. Scott
C.T.Chase
J,Peard
A. A. McMore
T. W. Kreitz
F. X. Rizy
H. S. McRae
J. Smith
J. E. Blair
C. T. Faber
D. J.Stagg
J. E. Gillespie

C. F. Cosfeidt.jr
B. F. Edmands and J. Harablet, jr.

N. Peterson
E. H. Ashcroft
P. Sinsz
L. Wetherell
J. L. Kendall
B. T. Loomis
W. H. Miller

J, HotchkisB and E. Buss
C. Spofford
E. D. Barrett
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Die for cutting thread on tubes
Die for tigures in press-dyed fabrics

Die for forming cotton ties

Die for forming hiuges
Die for forming spike heads
Die for forming the eyes of picks
Die for forming thill couplings
Die for making bells

Die for making cans _

Die for making heads for elliptic springs ,

Die for making knobs
Die for making plow braces
Die for raising letters on type wheels
Die for swaging and forming bunter shapes
Die for swaging and punching the jaws of wrenches.
Die for swaging calks for horse.«hoes

Die for swaging calks for horseshoes
Die for swaging hammers
Die for swaging mattocks, hoes, &c
Die for threading screws
Die, Operating
Die plate

Die, Skelping
Dies of grooved rolls, Shaping
Digester, Steam, for treating bones
Digging machine or excavator
Dikes atra levees, Construction of
Dikes, levees, and embankments, Construction of...
Dish and knife. Blacking
Dish, Butter
Dish cover
Dishes, Washing and drying
Dish holder
Dish, Soap .,

Dish stands, wire, Making
Dish stand. Wire
Dish washer
Dish washer
Disinfecting rooms, ships, and other structures
Distilling

Distilling

Distilling

Distilling and rectifying. Apparatus for
Distilling apparatus
Ditching and grading machine
Ditcliing and grading machine
Ditching and grading machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Ditching machine
Divan and bed
Dividers
Dividers
Dividers
Dividers and calipers
Dividers and calipers
Dividers .ind calipers
Dividers and calipers
Dividers and calipers

Diving apparatus
Dock, Dry
Docks, piers, and wharfs. Construction of yDog for saw logs

Door and blind fastening
Door and window fastener
Door and window frame
Door and window sash fastener
Door, bam, or gate fastening
Door catch
Door fastener
Door fastener
Door fastener and pocket knife, Combined
Door fastener, Portablo

Name of Patentee.

W. T. Cole
J. Holt
C. W. Wailey ,

J. O'Kane
R. Blackwood
H. M. Hamilton
L. Bums
A. Patterson ,

J. L. Gray
J. Palmer
J.Wise
G. ISIoore

N. L. Chamberlain ,

A. E. Barnard
J. S. Farnsworth
J. Allen ,

P. A. Page
H. Hammond
C. Konold ,

G. B. Brayton
H. Waters
J. D. Driggs
M. Blakey
A. Reese
W. Perry
F. .T. Vandenvinne
L. S. Robbins
J. C. Schooley
E. L. Bolster
D. T.Lyon ::

W. H.White
A. W. Ward
F.M. Hubbard
C. Adams
E. P. Woods and D. Sherwood ,

E. P. Woods and D. Sherwood ,

W. and S. B.Way and S.C. Pomeroy
E. and J. S. B. Norton ,

E. Dumpelmann ,

L. Pray
J. Trageser and I. Illofsky
A. Foubert
G. Bequet ,

T. Grundmann ,

W. S.Worley
W. J. Wauchope
A. A^ Maxwell _ ,

N. Starbuck
C. Matheny
A. Giflford and I. Sebright
A. La Tourette ,

R. Conairoe
C. Bymer and J. Imlay
A. H. and T. S. Whitacre ,

H. C. Ingraham
D. Whisler
G. Sullivan
L V.Adair
H. Buhler
H. Whiting
E. S. Fisher
O. E. Weatherhead
E.Wright
S. Sawyer
G. L. McKnight
L. Shelters
M. G. Imbach
T. C.McKeen
L J. Merritt
R. A. GUpin
S. Sykes
D.Bull
W. L Corthell and P. Richards
W.W. Maughlm
P. Rosenblatt
L. B. Hayes and W. Morris
A. Blood, jr

H.N. Taft
F. C. Levaliey
B. P. Porter

J. Pepper

No.

67, 958
63, 159
67,236
63, 742
61, 920
'68, 187
65, 641
62, 678
63, 503
68, 454
61, 977
67, 131

66, 562
71,567
66, 009
63, 823
64, 561
70, 997
68, 446
71, 360
60, 973
69, 644
70, 337
71, 062
62, 439
66, 425
62, 889
72, 913
65, 637

69, 824
65, 626
67, 088
66, 842
66, 769

70, 770
72, 770
63,677
70, 883
71, 467
61,098
68, 470
71, 156
68,409
71, 744

61, 908
62, 171
72,411
65, 841
66, 159
68, 975
69, C82
70, 960
71, 275
72, 140

72, 399

72, 953
61, 114

70, 772
65, 640
64, 391

71, 370
72,433
69, 292
63, 656

64, 240
67, 360
71, 178

65, 760
72, 066
65, 484
67, 375
68, 947
70, 699
64, 779
61, 874
70, 562
70, 945
64, 808
72, 053
70, 609
67, 578
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Door fastening
Door fastening
Door fastening
Door fastening and knife

Door for grain railroad cara
Door for railway cars

Door for stoves and furnaces
Doors and windows, Locking
Doors, car, railway, Fastening for

Doors, gates, &c., Closing
Doors, hasp and hook for, Adjustable
Door holder
Door holder
Door holder
Door holder
Door holder
Door holder
Door holder
Door indicator
Door knob
Door knobs to their shanks, Attaching
Door knobs to their spindles. Attaching
Door latch
Door plate and letter box
Door plate and letter box. Combined
Door, Scuttle, for buildings, dry docks, and vessels.
Door stop
Door stop
Door stop
Door stop and latch
Door strip

Doors, Weather strip for
Doors, Weather strip for

Door, Trap
Door, Ventilating
Doubletrees
Dough dresser, Rotary
Dough kneader I

Dough kneader
Dough kneader ...»

DoiTgh kneader
Dough kneading machine
Dough mixer and roller

Dough, Rolling and spreading
Dough, rolling, crushing sugar, &c., Machine for...

Dovetail machines
Dovetails, Cutting
Draft equalizer for horse power
Drafting instrument
Draft plate
Draft plate
Drainer, Dish and pan
Draining machine
Drains and sewers, Construction of
Drain for waste water
Drain tile machine
Drawer, Furniture
Drawer, Money
Dray
Dray
Dray, Manure
Dredging and excavating
Dredging machine
Dredging machine
Dredging machine
Dredging machine
Dress elevator
Dresser plate and warper
Dresses, Measuring and cutting out.
Dressing case and barth tub
Drift, Improved
Drill
Drill
Drill

Drill
Drill, Dental
Drill, Expansion

,

Drill for wells
Drill, Grain
Drill, Grain w. ...

.

Drill, Grain ;..

M. Bennett
J. Decker
N. Hornaday
A.W.Hall
G.B.Rich
B. Martin
F.S.Bissell
A. H. Boyd
H.D.Bird
L. S. Deming
W. Bisbee and F. G. Hearn
W. Quayle
J. J. Harris and I. H. Mosher
E. Huddart
W.A.Mesler
J.Hale
C.J. Fisher
G.Wells
F.E.Mills
A. Longstreet
W. T. Munger
C. B. Bristol

J. B. Evans
E. A. Hopkins
J. T. Green
J. Ryan
G.W.Hunt
P. L. Wcimer
T. Hazard and J. M. Richardson
C.L.WilliH
G. W. Carpenter
J.W.Miller
J. Chadwick
S. R. Bartlett
T. R. Timby ,

J. B. Hough
G.H.Cross
H. P. Jones
C. C. Johnson
P. W. Robinson
W. B. Morrison
S. Emmore
J. Bailie and J. Gervers
G. F. Fessenden
G.Perkins
J.S.L.Babbs
C. Young
A. Stewart
T. Evans
G. Smith
J. O'Kane

.

F. Bucknam.
A.P. Routt.
D. H. Fernald
C. H. Parker and G. N. Copeland.
J. W. Milroy.
C. Brada

.

C. E. Hayes
F. Van Doren
C. S. Martin
C. H. and J. H. Harnly
W. S. Smith
J. R. McClinlock and J. K. Scott
I. D. Vandecar.
J. H. McLean.
J. L. Vergniais

.

G.W.Keller.
A. J. Nichols.

J. Malnight.
C. A. Staples

J. Eglin
H.Hufendeck
G.F.Case
D. Warner
C. S. Young and A. Whipple
H. F. Bryant ,

G. Mackinuon
W. Tingley
J. R. Rude
P. and P. Schmidt ".

S. H. Wheeler and W. Tuttle, jr .
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Drill, Grain
Drill, Grain . .

Drill, Grain
Drill, Grain
Drill, Grain
Drill, Grain
Drill, Grain
Drill jars

Drill, Potato
Drill, Ratchet
Drill, Ratchet
Drill, Rock
Drill, Rock
Drill, Rock
Drill, Rock
Drill, Rock chamber ,

Drill, Seed
Drill, Seed
Drill, Seed ,

Drill, Seed
Drill, Seed, and cultivator, Combined .

.

Drills, grain. Lifting apparatus lor

Drills, grain, Seed box for

Drills, Operating
Drill springs for quarrying stone, &c...
Drills, rock. Carriage for

Drill stock, Bo%v
Drill stocks, Stringing bow
Drill, Tapering
Drill tooth. Rice or seed
Drill tooth. Seed
Drill tube. Grain

Drill, tvpist, Milling
Drill, T rpright

Drill, Wheat
Drill, Wheat
Drill, Wheat
Drilling and babbetting jig

Drilling and boring machine, "Weil
Drilling and pumping apparatus. .

.

Drilling apparatus
Drilling apparatus
Drilling apparatus
Drilling instrument
Drilling machine
Drilling machine
Drilling machine
Drilling machine
Drilling machine

Drilling machine. Rock
Drilling machine. Stone
Drum and oven
Drum, Stove
Drum, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe
Drtim, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe.
Drum, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe
Drum, Stove pipe
Dryer for scoured clothes
Dry goods, Measuring
Drying and de>iccating
Drying apparatus
Drying apparatus
Drying apparatus, Steam »

Drying sized or dyed cords, skirt wires, webbing, &c
Dulcimer
Dumb waiter
Dumping and loading machine
Durogel, Composition of glue or gelatine and other materials

called.

Durogel, Manufacture of
Dust receptacle
Dyeing and printing, Producing black in
Dyeing and printing textile fabrics, and in compouuda thereof.

H. Pulse
L. Bickford
P. D. Beckwith.
E. Lake
H. Pulse
C. E. Patric and L. Bickford
J.G.Vale
J. C. Eastman
J. Croco
W. Matthews
J. Gray
T. R. White
D.S.Early
W. Weaver
J. S. Stockham
H.M.Stow
J.F.Keller
J. Chambers
J. P. Pulghum
H.V.Davis
J.P.Zeller
C. E. Patric
C.H.Godfrey
E. G. Lamson
E. G. Lamson
T. Doane
D. F. Hartford
D. F. Hartford
J. A. Bidwell
D. E. McSherry
S.Keeler
S. K. Lighter, T. Harding, and J.

Curtis.

L.B. Mill-r

P. Blaisdell

G. W. Doolittle

J. Slander
D. S.Fisher
J. Underwood
C. W. Atkeson
M. T. McCormick
J.Y.Smith
J. Fanning
A. J. FuUam
N. Barnum and G. C. Schreiber
W. F. Parker
W. H. Elliott

W. D. Grimshaw
G.W. Bishop
D. Warner, W. F. Pfeiffer, and A. F,

Lepper.
E. M. Troth
A. M. Southard
C. A. Harper and L A. Crane
J. L. Collins and H. C. Bergie
G. H. Hammond
J. G . Sorgen
S. A.Halladay
A. Ernst
C. E. Russell
J. F. Beckwith
J. A. Marvin
J.C.Ward
E. Webster
J. Conver
J. Braun
T. A. Shinn
H.G.Bnlkley
J. O. Mellen
R.N.Allen
W. Ryner
D. Mclnroy
E. Durand
T. B. Bryson
w\Gotr
H.Wertz

C. C. Peck and F. E. Engelhardt.
C. Butterfield
A.Paraf
A. Paraf
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Dyes, blueing and other, Putting up
Dykes and levees to rivers
Dynamometer

E.

Earth conveyer
Earth preparatory to planting, Pulverizing ...

Earth pulverizer and seeder combined
Earth to be excavated or removed, Loosening
Easel, Painters'

Eave trough
Eave trough bracket and cornice
Have trough fastening
Eave troughs, Forming
Eave troughs, Soldering
Eccentric, Adjustable
Edible composition
Egg and cream beater
Egg beater
Egg beater
Egg beater
Egg beater
Egg beater
Egg beater
Egg beater and churn, Combined
Egg beater, sifter, and spice mixer
Egg cup and tongs
Egg cutter

Egg detector
Egg holder
Eggs and other substances, Preserving
Eggs, Hatching
Eggs, Keeping
Eggs, Preserving
Eggs, Preserving
Eggs, Preserving
Eggs, Preserving
Eggs, Preserving
Eggs, Preserving
Egg stand and boiler

Eggs, transporting. Case for
Ejector, Steam
Ejector, Water
Ejector, Water
Electricity, Apparatus for exploding by
Electrotyping, Siirface conductor for
Elevaticg and conveying device
Elevating block
Elevating block
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator, Com
Elevator, Cotton
Elevator, Hay
Elevator, Hay
Elevator, Hay
Elevator, Hay
Elevator, Hay
Elevator, Hydraulic
Elevator platforms, Adjustable roller frame for.

Elevators, grain. Yoke for
Elevatoi', Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Yv'ater
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water
Elevator, Water

E. L. Molineux.
S. P.Briggs....
C. Neer

N. Russfll
J. Prutzman
C.Wilson
W. H. Bittler

P. Dechause
J. P. Dauth
J.N.Ball
P.Ahn
A. Calkins and W. Power
C.andG. Fisher
J. B. Strickland
D. Fobes
F. Oakley
W. Wickersham
M. T. Williams
P.Klepper
G. E. Bridger
G.E. Carv«r
D. Webster
G. C. Westover
C. Rosenberry and T. Worth
C.Hellen
F. L. King
A

.

F. Summers and C. Nye
J. Nathan
C. Boize
P. Degive
B. D. Atwell and G. H. Crawford.
J.K. Marsh
P. J. Stotfer
H. Scheflfer

P. Gaughran and L. Sweeney
L. H. Boole
A. Wadgymar
E. P. Woods and D. Sherwood . .

.

J. L. and G. W. Stevens
N.L.Chappell
H. S. Lansdell
T. J. Jones
J. B. Dowse
S. Hallock
W. Louden
W. H. Hawley
W. H. Hawley
R. M.VanSickler
E. Hicks
E. L. and W. R. Yorks
H. Flad and G. P. Herthel, jr

J. Walker
E. H. Ashcroft
J. S. Baldwin
C. W. Baldwin
A. Erkenbrecher
W. Potter and E. Crane
M. Mitchell
E. C. Green
J. L. Kintner
G. F. Hipp and J. B. Fast
E. H. Carpenter
T. Chambers
R. M. Van Sickler
E. J. Jewell
T. Scholze and J. B. Biekel
W. E. Babcock
F.T.Gilbert
R. Brown
G.Mott
T. Holmes
A. M. Bowles and H. Preston
S. C. Lewis
P. H.Kimball
J. W. Crannell
A. H. Knapp
P. K.Curll
A. Norris
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Elevator, "Water, for railroad tanks
Elevator, water. Railway
Elevator, water, Steam
Elevator, water. Steam
Elevator, wat<>r, Tidal
Elevator. Window sash
Elevator, Window sa-sb ,

Ellipses, drawing, Instrument for

Embalming and preserving animal substances
Embalming and preserving dead bodies ,

Embalming bodies
Embossing consecutive numbers
Enamel for covering hoop-skirt springs
Enamel for leather
Enameling hard rubber, gutta-percha
Enameling photographic pictures
Enamel to be applied to metals and earthenware, artificial

stone, &c.
Engine, Air
Engine, Air
Engine, Air and Gas
Engine, air and steam, Combined
Engine, Carding
Engine, Condensing
Engine, Cut-off electro-magnetic
Engine, Direct acting ,

Engine, Electro-magnetic
Engine, Electro-magnetic
Engine, fire, Chemical
Engine for the use of steam and air combined
Engine, Gas
Engine, Hydraulic

,

Engine, Hydi'aulic
Engine, Locomotive
Engine, Locomotive
Engine, Locomotive
Engine, Locomotive, and truck
Engine, Oscillating

,

Engine, Osciliat ing
,

Engine, Oscillating piston
Engine, Reciprocating

,

Engine, Revolving cylinder
Engine, Rosette
Engine, Rotary
Engine, Rotary
Engine, Rotary
Engine, Rotary
Engine, Rotary
Engine^Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam .•

Engine, Rotary steam
Engine, Rotary steam
Engines and other machinery off their center. Starting
Engines, carding. Self feed
Engines, carding. Guide for
Engines, carding. Stop motion for feeding mechanism of
Engines, cut-off for. Governor
Engines, gas, Electric apparatus for lighting
Engines, motive power, Forming an explosive mixture of air
and bj^dro-carbon vapor for use in.

Engines, rock-drilling. Stand for
Engines, oscillanng, Tube gear for
Engines, pumps, pistons, &c., Materials for
Engines, steam, Cut-off for
Engines, steam, Cut-ofi" for

Engines, steam, Cut off valve gear of .*..'.

Engines, steam, Escape pipe for

C. L. Stevens
M. S. Collar
W. L. Home
M. Burton
P. Week
J. Le Perre
J. Le Ferre
A. Wair
L. Brumetti
E. De la Grauja
G. W. Scollay
L. Henser
W. S. Ryerson
S. A. Hickel
A. W. and I. C. Munroe
N. Weston
W. J. Cheyney and E. P. Dieterichs.

E. Langen and N. Aug. Otto
J. R. Cameron
D. Dick
J. B. Atwater
O. P. Pitch
W. A. Lighthall
L. H. McCullough
G. P. Blake
C. J. B. Gaume
W. Wickersham
R. Lapham and G. Clarke, jr

J. B. Tarr
P. Millison

M. Everett
L. M. Sabin
J. M. Coale
L. Rarchaert
S. Samuels and W. J. Brassington .

J. B. Woodbury
W.E.Bird
M. V. Cummings
W. M. Elrod
W. D. Grimshaw
C. Scott and W. H. Morton
C. H. Pield
M. Hanford

.
,

W. Atwood
jr. L. Andrew
E. Chapman
P. Ortlieb
J. P. Birch
S. H. Brown
J. B. Van Deuson
J. E. Gillespie

J. H. Van Sandt and J. J. Hurt
W. H.Holland
J. R. Willett and L. Brien
T. Banta
M. Gabriel -

C . Kaiser .*

J. Darling
S. G. Hall
L. Carpenter
J. Q. Welch
11. W. Riess
A. S. Harlan
R. D. Pettit

P. Fischer
A. Sims
R. W. Lewis
F. W. and E. Albertine
W. L. Ainsworth and A. D. Wright.
J. Felber
O. Hammel
J.Kidd

P. B. Doering .

.

J. H. Murrill....

D. Bickiord
A. Stuckenrath.
G. W. Rawson.
W. Wright
J. Smith *..
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Invention or Discovery.

Engines, steam, Fibrous packing for

Engines, steam. Stop motion for

Engines, steam, Valve gear for

lilngine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine. Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Stt am
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam

,

Engine, Steam , ,

Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam ,

Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam ,

Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam ,

Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam '.

Engine, Steam
Engine, Steam
Engine, Toy
Engine, Traction
Engravers' Block, Photographing
Engraving machine
Envelope
Envelope
Envelope
Envelope
Envelope
Envelope, Document
Envelope, Express money .#
Envelope folding
Envelope, Letter
Envelope machine
Envelope machine
Envelope machine
Envelope machine
Envelope machine
Envelope machines. Cutting and gumming apparatus for
Envelope machines. Folding and printing bed for
Envelope, Picture
Envelopes, Making
Envelopes, pocket books, &c., Slide for fastening
Eraser and letter opener
Era^^er and pen combined
Eraser and pen handle combined
Eraser and pen holder
Escapement for time pieces
Essences, Extracting
Evaporating and heating
Evaporation and vaporization
Evaporator
Evaporator
Evaporator

Name of Patentee.

W. H. Miller

C. S. Westland
F. Gratner
E. Bourson
S. F. Davenport .

H. Ruddick
J. M. Enos
J. S. Barden
Gr. P. Ganster
J.H.Mills
G. I. Washburn
G. I. Washburn
G. I. Washburn
G. I. Washburn ,

H. Bailpy
S. R. and G. W. Ballard
J. V. Merrick
L. Huntoon

,

H. O. Perry and J. L. Lay
C. CadweU
H. F. Roberts
J. F. Troxel
R. Brayton, S. Curtis, and D. June
H. O. Lothrop ,

J. L. Lay
J. L. Lay ,

J. L. Lay ,

J. L. Lay ,

J. L. Lay
J. L. Lay
C. H. Merrick
J. Fairclough
S. W. Hudson
S. W. Hudson ,

E. N. Dickerson
W. H. Bancroft and W. L. Ward.

,

R. Allison

G. H. Revnolds
C. W. Cahoon
E. McClintock
C. E. Emery
E. Ansaidi
J. M. Hirlinger
E. Garfield
G.Shale
J. F. Troxel ,

W. Ball
J. L. Warner
J. B. Root
B. F. Taylor
J. C. Guerrant and B. J. Field ...

E. Fitzki
H. Everdell
W. E. Haskins ,

J. C. Gaston
R. S. Jennings
J. W.Wilcox
E. Hulbert
R. Parks and E. J. Spangler
C. Conkling ,

T. V. Waymoth
G. H.Reav ,

J. M. D. Keating
J. H. Cooper
E. B. Olms^ted ,

E. B. Olmsted ,

E. B. Olmsted ,

C. A. Kihlgren
E. L. Barrett
J. W.Wilcox ,

G. C. Barney
W. F. Beaton
W. A. IVIorse and J. P. Powell
W. A. Morse
W.C. Kellum
J. C. Walker
F. Farqnehar and R. E. Dean
M. S. Bringier

J. A. McKinney
J. J. Stout
H. C. Gilbert
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Evaporator
Evaporator
Evaporator
Evaporator for saccharine juices
Evaporator for sorghum and other sirups
Evaporator, Portable
Evaporator, Sorglium
Evaporator, Sorghum
Evaporator, sorghum, Self-skimming
Evaporator, Sorghum sugar
Evaporator, Sugar
Evaporator, Sugar juice

Evener for whiffletrees

Excavating and dredging
Excavatiug and grading machine
Excavating machine
Excavator
Excavator
Excavator
Excavator
Excavator
Excavator
Excavator and potato digger
Excavator or digging machine
Exercising apparatus
Exercising club
Extracts, Making
Eye cup
Eye cup
Eye glass
Eye glass
Eye glass
Eye glass
Eye glass
Eye glass. Double
Eye glasses and spectacles
Eyelet
Eyelet
Eyelet
Eyelet
Eyelet
Eyelet button. Self-acting
Eyelets, Fastening
Eyelets, Making
Eyelet stock
Eyeletting machine
Eyeletting machine ,

Eyeletting machine
,

Eyeletting machine for attaching buttons to garments ,

F.

Fabrics, Coating and metallizing
Fabrics, Coating with fluid or semi-fluid substances
Fabrics, Finishing felted, and other goods
Fabrics, textile. Straightening the weft or figures of
Fabrics, Woven
Fabrics, woven, Applj'ing designs in relief and brilliancy to.

.

Factories and other buildings, Lighting
Fagot for bea ais

Fagot for beams
Fagot for beams
Fagot for railroad rails

Fagot for railroad rails

Fagot for railroad rails

Fagot for railroad rails

Fagot for railroad rails

Fagot, Scythe
Fagots for railroad rails, Piling, heating, and fluxing
Fagots for the manufacture of wrought-iron beams or girders.

Preparing.
Fagots or piles. Securing the bars of
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan and fly brush, Automati
Fan and parasol. Combined.
Fan, Automatic

F. Michael I . .

.

H. Lighty
S. M. Williams
Gr. L. Squier
S. McWorter
H. L. Plumb
N. H. Whiseraand
A. L. Folger
L. D. Peny
A. B. Smith
W. C. Smith
S. B. Maulsby
M.Gally ...-

W. S. Smith
T. C. Hammond
E. and D. E. W. Williams
J. Molyneux
0. S. Chapman
1. D. Vandicar
J. Milroy
B. T. Stowell
B. Slusser
B. O. Warren
F. J. Vandenvinne
B. F. Brady
J. L. Dibble
A. Steers

J. M. Winslow
B. F. Stephens
J. J. Crispin
E. K. Josselyn
J. Prentice
E.Hunt
G. N. Cummings ,

J. Federhen and W. C. Sherman .

,

H. Lomb
S. W. Adams
S. W. Young
Gr. B. Brayton
D. K. Hoxsie
G. B. Brayton
S. Land
W. W. Wilcox
L. Richards
S, W. Young
N. Ames and J. E. Gowan
L. Hall
H. Juge
E. J. Warner

R. Noggerath
G. Adamson
T. Crossley
J. Greenwood
J. Renshaw
F. Petitdidier

A.J.White
W. W. Miller

W. W.Miller
G. Walters and T. Shaffer.

S. L. Potter
W. Leighton
H. Davis
S. L. Potter
W. A. Sweet
H. Waters
A. J. Hindermeyer
G. Walters and T. Shaffer .

G. Walters and T. Shaffer . .

.

F. Koppenfels and G. Brueck
J. L. Jackson
L. Hill

W. Lucas
O. Briick
T. W. Hawkins
C. C. Short
G. Mallory
W O. Loeffler

No,

62,147
<i5, 404
G5,714
63, 957
70, 451
72, 326
64, 706
Qo, 738
61, 563
68, 125
65, 702
63, 545
63, 238
63, 661
71, 747
69, 378
60, 774
63, 857
64, 168
64, 023
72, 336
72, 098
61,963
66, 425
63, 846
64, 081
62, 901
67, 832
72, 108
71,584
61, 073
61,099
61, 289
67, 167
69, 55*
71,770
63, 131

65, 035
67, 491
72. 044
72; 790
64, 016
70, 488
60, 939
65, 036
64, 734
64, 761
63, 904
69, 284

72, 601
60, 660
61, 520
61,934
72, 005
64, 562
68, 923
70, Oil

69, 2.37

69, 072
60, 783
71,523
61,168
61, 565
67,683
67, 005
70, 212
72, 246

69, 597
63, 396
63, 389
64, 013
68, 890
70, 952
72, 732
61, 269
70, 344

66, 507

20 c P
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Invention or Discovery.

Fan, Automatic
Fan blower
Fan blower
Fan, House
Fan, Ladies'
Fan, Self-acting fly

Fan, Table
Fan-wheel blower
Fats and oils, Chilling
Faucet
•Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet
Faucet and funnel. Combined.
Faucet attachment
Faucet, Basin
Faucet, Basin
Faucet, basin. Swing-nose

Faucet, Beer
Faucet, Filter

Faucet for stove reservoirs
Faucet, Pleasuring
Faucet, Measuring
Faucet, Rotary measuring
Faucets, Manufacturing
Faucets, Manufacturing
Faucets, Weighing attachment to

Faucet, Vented ,

Feather-cleansing machine
Feather renovator
Feathers, Dressing
Feathers, Dressing and renovating
Feathers, Ornamenting
Feathers, Renovating and cleaning
Feeder, Stock and poultry
Feed for steam pans. Automatic ,

Felloe joints. Securing
Felloes, Securing ,

Felloes, Securing the ends of
Felting machine ,

Felting machine
Felting machine
Felting machine
Felting, wadding, &c., Forming bats for
Fence
Fence ,.

Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence ,

Fence
Fence

Name of Patentee.

J. A. "W. Lundborg
N. Parrish
W. P. Miller
J. and A. Bloom
F.B. Scott
W. D. Harrell and H. M. Hall ....

W. A. McReynolds
A. Westcott
J. E. Richardson
J. Wilcox . . .^

J. Regester
T. J. Jones and T. L. Webster
A. Brinckmann
J. Laing
M. Burnett
W. H. Humphrey
J. T. Stilwell
F. P. Stiker
J. Phelps
C. Weaver
S. C. Stokes
J. E. Tucker
G. W. McCann
G. Johnson and W. H. Milliken
F. Roach
J. Chambers
M. and W. Scrannage and W. H.

Bate.
T . Marsh
R. B. Coar
J. B. Crowley
E. Fitzgerald
D. S. Spafford and G. Elsey
J. G. Baker and W. Harbster
W. Westlake
W. Westlake
L. C. Fisher and A. D. Holliday .

.

H. and J. Schild
J. H. Sardam
U. B. Waddle
A. Washburn and J. N. Van Sickle
G. W. Peabody
F. E. Schmidt
O. C. Monroe
G. Bowerman
H. Holcomb ,

J. W. Lawrence
M. J. Mellyn ,

H. and H. Inman
S. S. Middlebrook ,

E. Waite ,

W. A. Lyon
W. B. Lodge and H. Plainer
E. Waite
J. C. Leonard
T. B. King
G. R. Clark
C.S.S.Griffing
J. H. Rowley
A.W.Pratt
S. P. Williams
W.Reed
H.M. Stoker
F.Ellis

J. Thomas
E. C. Gordon
J.W.Sanders
T. Morris
C. H. Paine :.......

E. C. Roberts
LL. Landis
G.L.Gavett
L Boone
W.D.Hunt
F.W.Huxford
W. A. Middlefield
W. Pettingill

L. H. Bowlus J..

B. Force
T.D.Read
D. Kaufman
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Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence «

.

Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence
Fence and gate ,

Fence and gate, Combined
Fence, Farm
Fence, Farm ,

Fence, Farm ,

Fence, Farm
Fence, Field
Fence, Field
Fence, Field
Fence, Field ,

Fence, Field
,

Fence, field, Portable
Fence, field, Portable
Fence, field, Portable
Fence, Floating

,

Fence, flood. Portable ,

Fence pickets, Sharpening ,

Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable ,

Fence, Portable ,

Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable

,

Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence. Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable

,

Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence, Portable
Fence post
Fence post
Fence post
Fence post pedestal
Fence, Rail
Fences and walls, Picket for
Fence, Stream

,

Fence, Wire
Ferrule
Ferrule
Ferrule for boiler tubes
I'errule for stopping leaks in boiler tubes
Ferrule for tubular boilers
Ferrule, Metal-socket
Ferrules to handles, Attaching
Fertilizer
Fertilizer

Fertilizer

Fertilizer

Name of Patentee.

A. M. Nichol
B. K. Dorwart
G. W. Adams
N. Johnson
N. Johnson
M. D. Messier
H. Bartholomew
J. E. Layton
I. M. Green, sr

B. K. Dorwart and G. F. Kote
B. K. Dorwart and G. F. Rote
A. Todd, jr

S.Good
C. A. Haviland
I. Lackey
J. B. Johnson
A. Ellis and O. Albertson
D. A. Smith
J. W. Sanford
C. S. S. Griffing
D. S.Humphrey
E. Stiles

S. P. Williams
H. A. Kephart
A. W. Olds
F. Dickinson ;^

J. Heacock
]\[. Ingersoll

T.H.Bellard
J. J.Friend
C. S. S. Griffing

E.C.Goddard
J.Pitcher
J. B. Stoner
J. A. Montgomery
P. S. Dusenbury
J. S.Edgar
L L. Laudis
D. Unthauk
E.York
B. and V. Calkins
J. W. Suidter
J. Lefeber
J. Augspurger
J. Augspurger
J. Augspurger
J. Augspurger
J. Augspurger
J. T. Campbell
J. C. Duncan
M.F.Gibbs
P. Chandler
S. Miles
P. Chandler
J. C.Hughes
N.J.Glover
G.W.Campbell
J.M.Clark
Z. Castaline

S. Leonard, jr

G. D. Sweigert
A. Labair
J. E. and A. H. Kendreigh . .

.

B. S. Haviland
D. Oliver
G. W. Hatch
A. Frayer
A.Dabb
J. Fryling
L. B. Smith
J. Stever and J. A. Way
A. Shaw
E. Lavvton and T. Jones
P. Quinn
D. Matthew
T. H. Wiudle
A. L. Carrier

J. K. Moore .'

H.E. Pond
J. W. Bitner
L.S.Fales

116
191

299
444
445
462
961
097
549
146
147
340
7.36

750
888
402
469
693
915
095
809
858
141
504
290
641
670
027
153
873
705
976
232
861
355
057
524
335
123
718
362
764
801
825
826
827
828
829
853
648
372
129
564
166
214
654
162
278
697
767
113
863
680
889
446
417
473
482
526
182
132
C93
399
603
750
614
694
335
608
689
725
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Fertilizer

Fertilizer

Fertilizer

Fertilizer
Fertilizer and com planter, Combined
Fertilizer and corn planter, Combined
Fertilizer and seeder, Combined
Fertilizer and seeding machine
Fertilizer and seed sower, Combined
Fertilizer, Artificial

Fertilizer distributer and cotton-seed planter
Fertilizers, Composition of matter for disinfecting and prepar-

ing.

Fertilizers, Distributing
Fertilizers, Preparing
Fertilizing compound
Fiber and rubber for belts and other puposes, Compound

structure of.

Fiber from pine leaves for hygienic and other purposes
Fiber of plants
Fibers, Process of obtaining useful
Fibers, Sepai-ating vegetable matter from animal
Fibers, vegetable, Plastic compound made from
Fibers, vegetable, Preparing and treating ,

Fibers, vegetable. Preparing for textile and other fabi'ics

Fibers, vegetable. Treating and separating
Fibrous material
Fibrous material, Cleaning and blending
Fibrous material, Disintegrating and pulping
Fibrous substances, Cutting and working
Fibrous substances, vegetable, Reducing
Fibrous substances, AVashing
Fid, Improved
File
File
File blanks, Cutting teeth of...
File cutter
File-cutting machine
File-cutting machine
File-cutting machine
File-cutting machine
File handle
File, Letter and invoice
Files, Cutting
Files, Cutting
Files, Cutting
Files, Cutting
Files, Cutting
Filing and recording bonds, &c
Filing machine
Filler and oiler

I-'ilter

Filter
Filler

Filter

Filter „

Filter
Filter

Filter

Filter and cooler
Filter and cooler
Filter, Cistern
Filter for pharmaceutists and others
Filter for retiuing sugar
Filter, Oil

Filter, Petroleum
Filter, Pressure
Filler, Vacuum
Finishing brad
Finishing felted and other goods and fabrics

Finishing tools, implements, machinery, and other articles.

Fire annihilator ...

Fire-arm
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading

A. .Smith

F. C. Renner
W. S. De Zeng
W. C. Grimes
B. F. Grimes
S. H. Wallize
H. Bourn
A. P. Routt
H.M.Keith
H.E.Pond
J. Johnson
J. A. Thompson

S.Hoke
G. A. Leinau
L.S.Fales
>V. G. Adams

A. Roque
E. .Tuanes y PatruUo
D. Bickford .

H. Sherwood
W. H. Pierson
C. Heaton
H. Messman
J. R. Haskell
T. Higginbotham
A. J. Loiseau
J. C. Beach and J. Abbey
A.W.Hale
J. R. Haskell
W. Adamson
H. H. Pember
A. Weed
H. Young
H. B. Nickerson
G. F. Card and C. A. Studley ...

I. Goodspeed
A. F. Johnson and M. P. Griffin.

A. N. Redman
E. Bucklin, jr
A. Weed
J. L.Rile
A.B. Ely
C. Vogel
E. O. Potter
S. A. Sutton
S. Wotton
F. Munson
T. H. Lindley
A.Millar
J. Doering
H.Flad
F. Sbickle and E. Randals
G. Waite
A. Fox
W. H.Wiley
F. Henshaw
G. W. W. Goodwyn
J. C. Whitehill
H. W. Fisher
G. W. Lamson
A. B. Spencer
R.W. Bender
W. Cady
J. H. Smith
C. N. Brock
T. Simmons
H. Stanton
T. Crossly
J. Allen
C. T. Jerome
J.E.Blake
S. Ct-ispin

M. J. and H. M. Chamberlin
I. M. Milbank
S. Crispin
I. M. Milbank
J. W. Preston
C. Sharps
A. J. Bergen
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, lireech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Bire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading .'

Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loaf^ing
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Magazine
Fire-arm. Magazine
Fire-arm, Magazine
Fire-arm, Magazine
Fire-arm, Magazine
Fire-arm, Magazine
Fire -arm , repeating, Spring power
Fire-arm, Revolving
Fire-arm, Revoh'ing
Fire-arm, revolving. Magazine
F re-arm, revolving, Magazine
F.ie-arms, Back sight and cartridge for

Fire-arms, Back sight for
Fire-arms, Back sight for

Fire-arms, breech-loading, Hammer for

Fire-arms, Finishing, so as to prevent oxidation and cor-

rosion.

Fire-arms, Safety nipple for

Fire escape
Fii-e escape
Fire escape
Fire escape
Fire escape
Fire escape
Fire escape
Fire escape and alarm
Fire extinguisher

,

Fire extinguisher. Automatic
Fire, Extinguishing
Fire, Extinguishing, on steamships
Fire fender or guard -.

Fire kiudler
Fire kindling
Fireplace
Fii'eplace

Fireplace
Fireplace
Fireplace
Fireplace
Fireplace
Fireplace
Fireplace ,

Fireplace heater or furnace
Fireplaces and coal grates, Adjustable hood for
Fireplaces, Frame work for
Fireplaces, Warming apparatus for
Fire plug
Fire per. Tinners'
Fires, kindling
Fires, kindling, Composition for
Fire-test torch

A. S. Munger
J. W. Cochran
T. Restell

.J. Elson
S. Crispin and T. Poultney
W. H. and G. W. Miller

J. and G. H. NeedLam
R. McChesney
M. C. Root and E. and H. Colt
J. M. Milbank
B. S. Roberts
R. E. Stephens
T. W. Webley
W. W. Hubbell
A. J. H. Hilton
D. C. Thrasher and B. F. Aiken. ..

J. Elson
E. F. Gunn
M. Pidault and G. Elieze
A. Snider
L. Wheelock
S. S. Rembert
W. R. Page
J. Elson
E. Whitney
H. O. Peabody
D. B. W'esson
W. Morgenstern
L. Conroy
T. W. Lane
P. Sheckler
H. F.Wheeler
E. C. Kirk and E. Sneider
E. L. Sturtevaut
J. A. Whitney
J . Gordon
R. W. Drew
M. C. Root and E. and H. Colt
R. White
E. J. Frost
G. W. Bowlby
H. Hammond
W. Conner
W. H. Elliot

J. Allen and S. P. Towusend

W. N. Rowe
A . Rigny
R. Mackcnsie and J. Cooper
J. Wagner and J. Scbmid
J. Heuermann
C. Weidliug
T. S.Diblin
J.Marx
J. Fischer
J. F. Bnj'ntou
R. Lapham ^

R. O. Doremus
D. S pooner
C. H. S. Schultz
V. G. Tansey
H. Van Ausdall
W^ P. Miller
I. I. Richardson
C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner
A. J. Redway
M. D. Willman
J. U. Fiester
E. Y. Robbins
I.Kepler
A. E. Chamberlain and J. B. Crow-

ley.

O. Collins

W. T. Foster
J. L. Henderson
C.Kalbfnss
J. W^. Baker
J. B. Gary
W^. H. Towers..
D. B. Andrews
G. E. Shaw
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Firkina, barrels, &c., Device to attach to ,

Fishes, Hatching the spawn of
Fish flake

Fish for food, Preparing ,

Fish, meats, poultry, and other perishable articles, Preserving
Fishing-net gear
Fishing rod, Hinged
Fish, Sealing
Flame regulator and extinguisher
Flanges, upsetting. Tool for

Flask, Dentists' vulcanizing
Flask, Dentists' vulcanizing

,

Flask for casting
Flask for casting car w-heels
Flask for casting tityeres

Flask for forming cores
Flask, Molders'
Flask, Molders'
Flask, Molding ,

Flax, Cleaning
Flax, hemp, &c., Cleaning
Flax, hemp, and other fibrous plants, Disintegrating
Flax, Pulling
Flax, Pulling
Flax, Pullin g
Flax, Treating
Float or raft

Floor clo h
Floor cloth and carpeting
Floor cloth and carpeting
Floor for malt kilns

Floors, pavements, walks, &c., Composition for

Flour bolt
Flour bolt
Flour bolt
Flour bolt
Flour bolt
Flour bolt

Flour bolt
Flour bolt

Flour bolt

Flour, Packing
Flower.pot and tub
Flowers, & c. , Transplanting
Flowers and other vegetable, forms, Preserving
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning ;

Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid, Burning
Fluid ejectors :

Fluid for cure of consumption and other diseases
Fluid for disinfecting and embalming
Fluid, Illuminating
Fluid, Impowderable, and mode of generating the same
Fluids, animal. Instrument for obliterating strictures in ducts

or natural passages for.

Fluids, burning. Composition for treating

Fluids, Measuring
Fluids, Raising
Fluting machine
Fly brush and fan. Automatic
Flying apparatus
Fly -net straps, Cutting and punching
Fly -net straps. Bounding
Foil, Tin-coated
Folding machine, Tinners'
Food, Comi)osition or paste for articles of

Food for stock
Food from oyster juico
Foot power
Foot rest

Foot rest „
Foot rest and kneeling board
Foot warmer

A. T. Dunbar and A. McNaught -

.

S. Green
J. Foster
a. H. Heron
C. F.Pike
C. C. Crosman
J. H. jMontrose
N. B. White
W.H. H. Hinds
J. Connolly
L. W. Dowlin
H. F.Clark
G. P. Sisson
W. R. Thomas
B. C. Painter
fe. R. Austin
M. M. Donnelly
M. M. Donnelly
J. Yocum, jr

W. W. Vy'iddit

A. Gartner
R. M. Russell
J. Harrington . .

.

S.W.Tyler
S. W Tyler
A. F. and J. H. Andrews
A. Carson
T. Griffin

J. B. Meldrum
J. B. Meldrum
R. Speidel
B. Doud
W. F. Cochrane
W, Derwent, jr

H. Gross and J. B. Rumsey
B. Boorman
E. Bateman
S. H. Blossom and J. E. Huston...
R. H. Alexander
S. Lewis
M. Cosgro
H. A. Barnard
J. Booher
E. G. Nichols
P. T. Vining
W. W. Jacobs
J. J. Kamm
I. B. Wiggin
J. T. Leete
W. R. Loomis, N. Wells, H. Hitch-

cock, and S. G. Stryker.
M. L. Stoddard
J. G. Hester
G. McLean
H. H. Etter
T. Martin and J. G. Evans
J. Ryan
N. W. Abbot
H. C. Cofl'man
L. D. Ferguson
M. Zeigler

G. N. Palmer

H. B. Willman
J. C. Horton and S. K. Hawkins
J. Parker
G. E. King
C. C. Short
W. F. Quinby
J. Yeager
C. K. Burkholder and H. Lerew.

.

D. S.Hines
R. H. Birt

R. M. Livingston
D. Embree
B. G. Noble
E. Hutson
I. Van Hagan
C. Adams
H. Morrison
N. H. Bruce
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Foot warmer and lantern
Foot •warmer, water heater, and lantern, Combined.
Forces, Apph-ing and measuriug
Forge crane, Compensating
Foi'ge, Portable
Forges, Fire box for

Forge, Smiths'
Foi'ging apparatus
Forging apparatus
Forging apparatus
Forging machine
Forging mHchine
Fork, Agiicultunil
Fork and knife

Fork and knife cleaner
Fork and knife cleaner
Fork and shovel, Spading
Fork, Barley
Fork, Flesh
Fork, Grain •

Fork, Grain
Fork, Hay and manure
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, liay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse >

.

Fork, liay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, h;vy. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Forlc, hay, Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Horse

Fork, hay, Horse.

,

Fork, hay. Horse.
Folk, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, haj'. Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, bay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, Lay, Horse.
Foi'k, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, ha\-. Horse.
Fork, hay, Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, ba}'. Horse
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.

Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse.
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay. Horse

S. M. Wirt and F. Swift
G. A.Wells
H. T. Stanard
T. Morris
J. M. Cayce
H, Sayler and J. Bair
W. E. Kisher
A. J. Grainger
J. Price
L. De Forest
J. Stone
L. L. Crane
T. Beale
J. n. Nichols
B. F. Hughson
J. Merritt
H. W. Parsons and L. L. Wooster .

.

M. C. Pcmiugton
J. C. Klein
A. Clow
E. G. Bnllis

J. K. Babcock
M. Cotfin
E. Yeiser and J. S. Sheelz
E. B. Woodrnff
J.H. Parker, J.T. Hall, and S. Pierce
O. J. Hardgrove
G. W. Heath
A. F, Wicke and O. Evans
J. S. Brown and W. F. Browne
G.W. Heath
J. T. Hall
E. Khodes, jr ,

L. M. Doudua
S. and D. A. Harris
A. B. Sprout
O. O. Storle

W. H. T. Tomlin
D. S. Blue
M, I. Turck
H. H. Hatheway
M. Winsler, W. Campbell, and L.
Hardman.

E. M. Krum
F. Snyder
S. W. Patterson and S, Dewey
D. F. Neikirk
C. C. Blodgett
CD. Blinn
J, S. Henry and A. H. Reist
E. Yancy
T.H. Arnold
M, D. Birge
L. Haverstick
0. Evans
J. ]\I. Mansfield
C.H. Gilford
B. F. Stewart
J. H. Kendrick
L. H. Tears
W.Carroll
J. S. Culver
A.J. Cook
A. Coates
1. J. Hattabough
J. Shearer
P. Vanderbelt, jr

W. Carlton
L. L. Bond
H. C. Stoufifer, J. Heaton, and A. A.
Bushong.

H. Willard
G. H. Waldo
A. Knapp
O. Vanorman
G.W. Shade
F. Culver
W. B. Gabel
J. S. Gochnaur
M. J, Laird
S.Page

67, 622
61,.'587

67, 144
70, 455
67, 84.5

m, 657
62, 072
62, 407
65, 941
09, 080
01,888
64, 408
62, 594
70, 3.52

66, 079
72, 067
66, 169
64, 798
02, 27G
68, 352
71,971
64, 272
70, .527

61, 302
61,697
62, 970
63, 042
63, 244
63, 345
63, 608
Gi, 634
63,719
63, 812
64, C83
64, 100
64,163
64,164
64, 167
64. 403
64, 462
64, 863
65, 031

65, 237
66, 530
66, 621
m, 730
67, 711
68, 160
68, 195
68, 405
68, 683
68, 690
68, 873
69, 084
69, 353
69, 651
69, 857
70, 002
70, 044
70, 695
70, 7C0
70, 962
71,137
71,107
71,334
71, 343
71. 453
71,575
71,661

71,829
71,928
72, 050
72, 131

72, 232
72, 270
72, 282
72,286
72, 304
72, 321
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Fork, haj', Horse
Fork, Lay, Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay, Horse
Fork, hay, Spiral
Fork -holder and carving knife

Fork, Manure
Fork, Manure
Forks and rakes to their handles, Securing the tines of.

Forks, Hay and other
Forks, hay, Clutch for

Forks, hay. Clutch for suspending
Forks, hay, Elevating
Forks, hay, hand. Shank and socket for

Forlcs, hay, horse, Clutch for operating
Forks, hay, horse, Operating
Forks, hay, horse, Suspending
Forks, hay, horse. Suspending claw for

Forks, hay, Suspending
Fork, Table
Fountain .'.

Fountain, Portable
Fountain, Poultry drinking
Fractures and displacements. Treating
Fractures, Supporting
Frame, &c., for hot-air registers

Frame, Bucksaw
Frame, Cast-iron, for toj- looking-glassres

Frame for mosquito bar nettiug, Elastic

Frame for supporting stoves or vessels

Frame for the glasses of carriage curtains
Frame for Avindow screens
Frame, Mosquito bar
Frame, Picture
Frame, picture. Oval
Frame, Quilting
Frame, Quilting
Frame, slate. Artificial

Frame, slate. Artificial

Frame, Travelling bag
Freezer, Cream
Freezer, Ice-cream ,

Name of Patentee.

Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezer, Ice-cream
Freezing, cooling, and heating
Friction apparatus for tun beams of warp dressers.
Friction chttch
Friction pawl
Frog, Railroad
Frog, liailway
Frog, llaihvay
Fritit and o'her perishable articles, Preserving
Fruit, Canning
Fruit, Cooking and preserving
Fruit dryer
Fruit dryer
Fruit dryer
Fruit dryer
Fruit dryer and milk racli. Combined
Fruit, Drying
Fruit gatherer
Fruit gatherer
Fruit gatherer
Fruit gatherer
Fruit gatherer
Fruit gatherer
Fruit gatherer
Fruit, meat, &c
Fruit parer ,

Fruit picker
Fruit picker ,

C. W. Reed
L. M. Tinkham
J. G ilmore
K. V. Jones
H. Neumeyer
A. T. Foster
W. Truby
P. Yengst
J. P. W. Riley
G.B.Ely
G. D. Melotte
W. Dixon and L. Heath
J. H. Chapman
F. F. Terrv
D. B. Baker
A. J. Purvianoe '..

G. B. and C. Lewis
C. S. Kershaw
W. S. Salisbury
E. G. Lamson
J. Ross
J. Hegarty
G. "W. Lomax
J. S. McClelland
S. B. Tucker
C. R. Harvey
S. Oppenheimer
R. Frisbie
R. M. Holland and A. J. Hibbs
A . M. Duburn and J. Keith
W. F. Beaton
W. H, Nash
D.McHugh
C. P. Poinier
J. E. Sweet
M. Schm.irk and P. McCollum
W. R.Idle
AV. J. Rhees
W. J. Rhees
G. Havell
E. S. Torrey
A. Cavileer, W. McCuddy, and P. N.
Woliston.

J. E. Robinson
L. A. Lipp
H. B. Masser
C. Gooch
J. H.Rae
J. W. Dougherty and F. W. Gerecke
C. W. Packer
W. H. Skerrett
J. Gray
F. H. Due
O. Paddock
D. E. Somes
B. Saunders
S. C. Wright
J . Moore
A. Philippi

J. P. Hart
S. N. Park
W. D. Brooks
C. J. Paine
W. Januey
J. K. Boswell
C. Leavitt
1). Durfee
M. W. Florer
C. B. Hart and G. W. Victor
D. Rice
J. Frantz
J. B. Haines
J. C. Counts
M. A. and D. F. Morton
M. Darling
L. Fleckenstine

\

T.Flagler
j

J.G. McMillan !

D. H. Goodell
|

G. S. Richardson ;

W. Brown I
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Fruit picker
Fruit piclcer

Fruit picker
Fruit picker
Fruit picker
Fruit picker
Fruit picker
Fruit, Preserving
Fruit safe

Fruit seeder
Fruits, vegetables, and other perishable articles. Preserving,

storing, and transporting.
Fuel and other purposes, Composition of matter for

Fuel, Artiticial

Fuel, Artiticial

Fuel, Artificial

Fuel, Artiticial

Fuel, Combustion of
Fuel. Composition
Fuel from anthracite coal dust, Manufacture of
Fuel from coal dust and fresh-water peat. Preparing
Fuel, hydro-carbon liquids as, Burning
Fuel, Pressing, into blocks or bricks
Fulling stock
Fumigator for destroying vermin
Funnel
Funnel
Funnel, measure, and faucet, Combined ^

Funnel, Measuring
Funnel, Measuring
Funnel, Measuring
Furnace
Furnace
Furnace
Furnace
Furnace
Furnace
Furnace, Air heating
Furtace, Air heating
Furaace, air, Hot
Furnace, air. Hot
Furnace, air. Hot
Furnace, air. Hot

Furnace, air. Hot
Furnace, air. Hot
Furnace, air, Hot
Furnace, air, Hot
Furnace, air. Hot
Furnace, air, Hot
Furnace, air. Hot
Furnace, air, Hot
Furnace and boiler, Portable roofing
Furaace and fire place grates
Furnace and stove
Furnace, Blast
Furnace, Blast
Furnace, Blast, for making iron
Furnace, boiler, Portable
Furnace boilers, Caloric regulator for
Furnace, boiler. Steam
Furnace, boiler, Steam
Furnace, Charcoal
Furnace, Cupola, blast, and melting
Furnace, cupola, Reverberatory
Furnace doors, Constructing
Furnace, fire place and grate
Furnace for burning pyrites for the manufacture of sulphuric

acid and other purposes.
Furnace for burning sawdust, &c ,

Furnace for converting iron into steel
,

Furnace for desulphurizing and reducing ores
Furnace for desulphurizing ores
Furnace for heating and welding
Furnace for heating purposes
Furnace for holding articles of steel in the process of temper-

ing.

Furnace for hot-air blast
Furnace for making iron
Furnace for melting and purifying steel
Furnace for oxidizing ores

Name of Patentee.

J. Bailey
0. P. Rogers .-...

S. Page
E. W. Gurnee...
A. T. Barnes
1. Tower
P. and S. Conver
W. U. Trissler . .

.

PI. T. Field
S. A, Russell
J. Rutter

J. S . Lipps
G. Gray
J. and R. C. Walrath
J. E. Atwood
A. M. Daniels
J. Biihrer
H. Slatter
E. G. Markley and G. H. Bardneil.
H. S. Lucas
A. J. Works
J. B. CoUen
W. B. Lodge
J. R. Hamilton
F. Catlin
J. Gondouin
G. W. McCann
G. W. McCann
J. H.Elward
W. H. Rodgers
W. Ennis
J. Dougherty
C. W. Trotter
J. ShoU
W. Stevens
D. Harger
G. W. Wilson
J. M. Thatcher
V. W. Blanchard
P. Martin
C. W. Trotter
H. A. and C. H. Engels and J. Wie-

land.
E. tL Camp
F. C. Hesse
G. B. Davis
J. Albee
J. A. Lawson
B. Arthurs
R.Z.Liddle
G. F. Merklec'
P. Fenlasou
G. Warriner
J. B. Driscole
D. W. Hendricksou
F. W. Liirmann
D. W. Hendricksou & J. P. McLean
D. R. Prindle
J. G. and E. W. H. Cooper
T.H.Clark
W. S. Storms
A. J. Redway
H. Fayette
J. D. Gi-eene and J. A. Kay
J. Watson
W.Young
J. Hughes

W. Duryea and W. Ennis .

A. G. Cazalat
J. Maunton
W. Briickner
G. Nimmo
J. Maunton
B.S.Stokes

R. Long
D. W. Hendricksou and J. P. McLean
A. Thoma
T.J. Chubb

No.

64, 472
Q>o, 1J79

en, 517
07, 29fi

m, 030
fi9, 144
72, 804
65, 844
63, 723
71,069
66, 666

60, 755
61,006
61, 778
71,119
72, 460
67, 492
61,271
64, 343
64, 233
61,131
61,318
66, 095
68, 188
66. 127
71, 378
66, 371
62, 866
64, 825
69, 129

60, 867
64, 645
65, 967
67, 457
69, 505
70, 557
65, 784
71,244
61,043
61,203
62, 577
63, 490

64, 485
66, 083
67, 732
68, 589
70, 445
70, 679
71,517
72, 520
64, 853
61,964
71,465
64, 012
70, 447
68, 565
63,811
62, 821
62, 007
63. 670
66, 738
70, 329
67, 646
71, 433
71, 260
65, 914

64, 294
62,113
70, 873
65, 538
65, 110
70, 1 74

65, 516

72, 056
68, 565
70, 048
67, 497
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Furnace for smelting precious metals
Furnace for reducing iron ores
Furnace for reducing metallic ores
.Furnace for roasting and reducing ores
Furnace for roasting and treating ores
Furnace for roasting ores
Furnace for roasting ores
Furnace for roasting ores
Furnace for roasting ores
Furnace for roastiug ores and for other purposes
Furnace for smelting
Furnace for smeltiug iron ores
Furnace for smelting ores of silver

Furnace for soldering
Furnace for steam boilers
Furnace for steam boilers
Furnace for steam boilers-

Furnace for steam boilers
Furnace for steam boilers

Furnace for the manufacture of steel, Melting
Furnace, Glass ,

Furnace, Glass
Furnace, Heating
Furnace, Heating
Furnace, Heating and puddling
Furnace, Hot-air
Furnace, Hot-air
Furnace, Melting and smelting
Furnace, Ore-roasting
Furnace, Ore-roasting
Furnace or oven for heating the blast of blast furnaces
Furnace, Portable gas generating
Furnace, Portable radiating
Furnace, Puddling and heating
Furnace, Range and air-heating
Furnaces, air, hot, Radiating attachment for
Furnaces, boiling and puddling, Door and bit for
Furnaces, Checking the draft in •.

Furnaces, Cupolas and other
Furnaces, Fire chamber for
Furnices, Fire place heaters in
Furnaces for evaporat ng pans, Ash bars and suppoi'ts for con-

structing.

Furnaces, heating and puddling. Boshes of
Furnaces, Heating drum attachment for

Furnace shield

Furnaces, Hot-blast apparatus for

Furnaces, iron and other. Blast for
Furnaces, INIerallurgic and other
Furnaces, pottery ovens and other like. Heating
Furnaces, Protecting the heated parts of
Furnaces, Puddling and other
Furnaces, puddling or boiling, Lining or tix for
Furnaces, stoves, &c. Dust arrester in raking of
Furnace, Summer
Furnace used in smelting iron
Furniture for vessels ,

Furniture, legs of. Attaching elastic tips to 1

Furniture, legs of. Elastic tips for
Furaiture, Marine
Furniture polish and restorer
Fuse, Concussion, for explosive shells

Fuse for explosive shells. Combined time and percussion
Fuse for explosive shells, Concussion

G.

Gatf for ships' spars
Game
Game for pastime
Garbage box
Garden line, &c
Garden tile for bordering
Garlic and cockle separator
Garment fastener
Garments, Measuring and laying out
Garment supporter
Garter, Metallic
Gas and air, Carburetting
Gas and air, Carburetting
Gas and air, Carburetting
Gas and air. Carburetting

H. Gengembre Hubert
A. Thoma
E.W.Nohl
J. Maunton
C. Stetefeldt

D. J. O'Harra & C. B. Thompson
J. Agrell and J. Klepzig
H. Goulding
W. Bruckner
E. Brady and J. Sloan
J. A. Root and I. N. Bartram
A. Thoma
A. H. Richardson
L. Cutting
J.Best
H.R.Foot
J. Green
J. F. Myers, N. & W. Leas
C. Fownes
W.Swindell
S. Richards
J. Green
M. F. Magliocco
C.R.Rand
M. S. Ridgway
A.Kohler
T. Whitaker and J. Constantine .

J. Green
G.B. Field
G.B. Field
T. Whitwell
W. M. Sloane ^

M.Mead
S.Cuddick
W. H. Armstrong
J. H. Keyser
W.Sims
J.C.Bagnall
A. Cowan and R. H. Starr

S. Smith
O. Collins

G. S. Deane

W.Batty
W. Duryea and W. Ennis
E.S. Collins

J. Froggett
F. A. T. De Beauregard
H. Boetius
H. Speeler
E.G.Scovil
W. Jeffries

S. Danks
J. Martino
E. V,. Little and J. W. Bell

J. Player
S.F.Pratt
E. S. Torrey
E. S. Torrey
J. Foster
G. Bricker
A. J. Simpson and J. J. Janezeck
B. B. Hot chkiss

W. S.Beebe

G. C. Pattison
G. Krotzinger
C. Richardson
M.Gilbert
C. Richel
F. B. Fancher
.LW. Neal
M.H.N. Kendig
J. Lemley, jr

H. M. Clemence
W. H. McCoy and A. Wheeler.
J. F. Boynton
J. F. Boyntou
J.Kidd
J. S. Stephenson
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Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas,
Gas
Gas
Gas,
Gas.
Gas,
Gas,
Gas,
Gas,
Gas,
Gas.
Gas,
Gas
Gas,
Gas,
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas,
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas

and air, Carburettiug ••

and air, Carburettiug
and air, Carburettiug
and air, carburettiug, Liquid for

and oil from coal, Manufacture of
apparatus
apparatus
apparatus
apparatus
apparatus and carburetter, Portable
carbonic acid, Generating
cai-buretter

carburetters and other apparatus. Producing blast in.

Carburettiug
Carburetting
Carburettiug
Carburetting
Carburetting
Carburetting
Carburetting, and for heating purposes
Carburetting and regulatini; the flow of
carburetting, Hj'drocarbon fluid for

chamber and valve for forges
coal, Carburettiug
coal. Purification of ,„

condenser, scrubber, and washer
cooking apparatus
engines. Electric apparatus for lighting
for fuel, Producing
from petroleum, Producing
generator
generator and carburetter ,

Generating, from hydrocarbon liquids
heaters and petroleum stoves
•beating apparatus ,

heating apparatus for sad irons

, Heating kettles and boilers by ,

hydrogen. Producing

Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, lUurainatiug
Gas, Illuminatiug
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating
Gas, Illuminating, Carburetting
Gas, illuminating, Facilitating the flow of through pipes
Gas, illuminating, Vapor for

Gas, inflammable, Carburettiug air to produce
Gas, Lighting
Gas, Lighting
Gas, Lighting
Gas, Lighting and extinguishing
Gas, Lighting and extinguishing by electricity
Gas, Lighting by electricity

Gas, Lighting by electricity

Gas, Lighting by electricity

Gas, Lighting by electricity
Gas-light multiplier
Gas, Manufacture of
Gas, Manufacture of
Gas, Manufacture of
Gas, Manufacture of
Gas, nitrous oxide. Making and using
Gas, nitrous oxide. Preparation and administration of
Gasoliers and drop lights. Suspending ,

Gasoline for heating aud illuminatuig. Vaporizing and burning
Gas or air with hydrocarbon vapor. Charging
Gas, oxygen. Generating
Gas, oxygen. Producing

Gas regulator
Gas regulator
Gas i-egulator

Gas regulator, Dry
Gas retorts and other like purposes, Charging and drawing
Gas retorts. Cover for

D.TIall
G. W. Porter
J. F. Barker and C. N. Gilbert

L. E. Holden
J. Shoemaker
J. F. Spcuco
C. Deavs
R. T. Coverdale
D. M. Grahnm
J. McDougall
S. T. Bacon
J. A. Bas.^ctt

E. A. Pond aud M. S. Puchardson. . .

.

C. M. V^niliams

W. W. Bierce
W. A. Simonds
W. H. Lau-ach
J. A. Bassett

W. W. Bierce

J. A. Bassett

J. A. Bassett
J. A. Bassett

J. V. Karr
W. A. Earsemann and K. Vv^ Gray.
A.A. Croll

T. B. Burtis
D. G. Ha*<kins

D. Hammel
J. H. Buigin
H.Hirzel
P. H. Vauder Wcyde
W. Thomp:«on
M. S. Ricliardson and E. A. Pond.

.

A. T. Boon
D. G. Haskins
J. D. Spang
M. Van Vranken
C. M. Eessie du Motay and C. R.

Marechal.
A. C. Rand
W. Elmer
G. A. Mcllhenny
A. C. Rand
J. A. Bassett

J. A. Bassett
W. L. Lowrey
G. McKenzie
J. W. Smith and T. H. Phillips

J. B. Terry I . .

.

W. H. Burridge
J. F. Russell

L. Stevens
L. Stevens
W. W. Batchelder
A. Barbarin
T. W. Houchin
M. G. Farmer
E. P. Russell

G. G. Percival
S. Gardiner, jr

E. E. Bean aud W. H. Mumler . . .

J. M. Higgins
J. F. Boynton
J. Crutcheit
J. H. Connelly
J. C. Clapp
J. T. Rich
P. H. Vander Weyde
A. M. Leslie

S.B. H.Vance
H. Gilbert
W. H. Burridge
B. R: Smith.son

C. M. Eessie du Motay and C. R.
Marechal.

J. S. Wood
H. G. Hubert
A. H. Wood
J. B. Hoffman
S. J. Best and J. J. Holden
B.H.Bartol

63. :->\ I

64, o61
66,7:7
61,66:2

71,1.':!3

61, 8S7

66, 004
66, y.'>0

68, 4:55

7J,514
61,596
66, 066
65, 5)39

61,033
61,918
64, 1.56

64, 776
66, 068
66, 937
66, 069
66, 067
65, 866
65, 490
72, 825
65, 880
64, 194

70, 207

65, 808
68, 840
64. 671
62, 095
64, 382
69, 483
63, 004

71, 002
68,318
62, 707

70, 704

62, 363
65, 733
65, 927
66, C4I
66, 070
66. 071
67,] 27
66, 511
69, 594
72, 118

61, 6C6
70, 36.5

65, '/05

63, 667
64, 738
64, 1S8
71,880
72,616
66, 044
61,247
62, 125

65, 466
71, 005
69. 621
62, 823
64, 485
6(), 676
67,217
62, 094
64,431
70, 653
62, (i24

60, 857
71,657
70, 705

67, 694

72, 643
61.5i>.3

71,757
61, )44

66, 444
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B, E. Chollar 70, 166
66, 862
68 119

Oiriis ftove M S Marshall
Gas to furnaces Supplying ........ .... .. ......... S. C. Salisbury

W. P. Wage 71 927
Gas works Reffulatinff the exhauster in ....

.

J A Harris 63 155
Gate 60, 678

60, 798
60, 828
61 115

Gate
Gate E L Bergstresser
Gate W. W. Sutliff

Gate .... S A Kroner 61^215
61 526Gate

Gate G. McKnight 61 676
Gate .. J Hibbard 6! 832
Gate 62, 412

62, 396
62, 735
63, 008
63, 067
63, 370
63, 444
63, 455
63, 687
03,710
63, 932
63 974

Gate
Gate G G. Curtiss
Gate T. J. Burhyte
Gate . . J. W Martin
Gate
Gate C. H. Van Epps
Gate... . S E Anthony
Gate W. D. and W. I. Armstrong

E. R. DobbsGate
Gate . . C. H. Paine.
Gate / H S Wolf
Gate A. B, Hurd 64,108
Gate.. . . . . E. Roth and G. Shane 64 150
Gate D, Bordner 64' 190
Gate . J Budd 64 193
Gate E. R. McKenney 64, 239

64, 289Gate.. A. 0. Divine
Gate . .

.

J. and W. B Goff ... 64 303
Gate W. Holdridge 64 317
Gate ^i, 548
Gate . . . P. L. Miller 64, 551

64 802Gate G. W. Lizer
Gate R. D. Green 64 860
Gate J. Vail 64, 924

64, 945Gate
Gate. ... A . Tjarrowe .. .. ...... ... 64 987
Gate G. S. Granger and W. Norland 65, 210
Gate 65, 326
Gate . .. J. B. Alexander 65, 327
Gate 65, 354

65, 359Gate B. H. Fairchild and E. Sadler
C. H. PaineGate . . 65, 591

65,619Gate H, B. Van Voorhis
Gate. . . . S. H. Wheeler 65, 974
Gate " R. 'I'attershall and J. A. Burchard..

D. D. Baker ....
66, 108

Gate 66 113
Gate. J. B. Powell and S. H. Everett

E. A. Matthies«en
C Trexler

66, 171

Gate m, 368
Gate

.

66, 421
Gate , H. Turner

W. R. Dugdale
m, 423

Gate 66, 572
Gate... . E. Young 66, 663
Gate U. N. Beardsley 66, 778
Gate. B. Greenside m, 832
Gate E Kemper && 852
Gate T. Manger . . .* 06, 870
Gate E. R. Wolf

E. Petteys
67, 094

Gate 67, 135

Gate .

.

C. Kark 68, 084
Gate . I. H. McOmber 68, 376
Gate 68, 658
Gate H. F. Balschmiter ^ Oe, 684

D. Fuller 68, 726
Gate

.

S. Smith and A. Persels 68, 801

Gate J. M. Swift 08, 804

Gate 69 024
Gate H. Mansfield 69, 108

Gate R. J. Gilbert 69, 336

Gate H. J. Johnson . ................ 09, 443

Gate C. Mack 69, 455

W. Serviss 69, 494

Gate A. Tandy 69, 509

Gate 69 535

Gate S. M. Denniston 69, 640

Gate. D Flint 69, 788

Gate 69, 914

Gate 1 L. M. Scothorn 70, 626
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee. No.

Gate
Gute
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate and barn-door fastener

G ate and barn-door fastener

Gate and barn-door fastening
Gate and fence
Gate and fence, Com])ined
Gate and safety bridge for railroad cars.

Gate, Antomatic
Gate, Cattle guard
Gate, Extension
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate , Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate. Farm
Gate, Farm
Gate fastening
Gate fastening
Gate fastening
Gate fastening
Gate fastening
Gate fastening
Gate, Fence
Gate, Fence
Gate, Fence
Gate, Flood
Gate, Flood
Gate, Flood or waste
Gate. Folding
Gate, Molasses
Gate, Railroad
Gate. Kailroad
Gate, Railroad
Gate, Railroad-crossing
Gates, doors, &c., Closing
Gate, Self-acting

Gate. Self-adjusting elastic

Gate, Sluice, for dams or locks
Gate, Water
Gaie, water. Non-freezing
Gate, Water-wheel
Gate, Water-wheel
Gauge, Boiler safety
Gauge, Boiler water

,

Gauge, Carpenters'
Gauge, Carpenters'
Gauge, Carpenters'

,

Gauge, caliper, Fixed
Gauge, Clapboard
Gauge, Clapboard
Gauge cock, Steam

G. L. Templeton
0. Doud
W. Cooley
T. Hunger
W. J. Alexander .'

J. W. Thompson
J. M. May
R.Gidley
H.Hunt
J. Shartle

C. F. Mawbey
C. H. Piatt
E. Pea
W. W. Peck
L. B. Hayes and W. Morris
J. W. Sanford
C. S. S. Griffing
A.H.Alleu
S.J.Wright
A. Freeman
C. S. Snead
E. &, A. Buckman
J. Dickason
T. B. Wickham
J. Kelsey and J. McLain
A. D. Smith
D. S.Neal
J. Campbell and A. D. Krewson...
E. C. Sears
S. B. Cooper
W. M. Crawford
J. H. Reinhart
J. H. Nonamaker
J.B. Webb
J. G. Talbot
J. W. Epperson
A. W. Cox
J. W. Brewster
H. H. Kelty
1. N. Young
G. W. Fox
S. Goeway
T. Collier

G. W. Scates and A. W. Lutts
N.J. Glover
O. Graham
J. D. Bourne
S. E. James
C. Seymour •. .

.

W. Kimble
G. McCoy
J. Bull
M. L. Saly ards
W. F. Veber
N. Burch
C. B. McKinney
J. B. Stoner
W. L. Clark
C. N. Ackerson and W. D. Harrah.
T. Mace
N. Houck
E. K. Gardner.
A. C. Goodman and H. Fessler.

J. Nason and J. F. Wilson .

L. S. Deminc
A. C. Smith
P. S. Reist
F. R. Bruuot
H. Recher
A. M. Bailcv
C. D. Blakeslee
G. Vliet.

R. H. Jackson.
D. M. Swain

.

R. Phillips

G. T. Lape.
P. Lawyer
J. Richards.
G. Hall.
A. Carson .

J. Sivnderd.

70, 762
70,81-9

70, 9H3
71, 503
71,67.5

72, 120
72, 213
72, 477
72, 495
72, 54f)

72, 657
72, 897
71,636
72, .536

70, 562
67,915
64, 095
67, 701
64, 394
70, 429
07, 143
61,605
61, 725
61, 785
62, 426
62, 975
63, 288
63, 363
63, 757
63,861
63, 862
64, 034
64, 133
65, 519
65, 707
66, 008
66, 300
66, 454
m, 501
66, 764
66, 823
66, 829
67, 723
69, 138
69, 337
70, 548
61,800
62, 136
64, 153
68, 752
71,195
71,694
63, 103
64, 171

68, 553
68, 767
69, 860
66, 795
66, 668
62, 6.52

66, 344
70, 828
71,737
68, 306
60, 703
63, 318
69, 704
69, 070
63, 302
65, 862
68, 692
65.140
66, 593
67, 608
61.248
61, 840
63, 062
69, 953
65, 378
66, 216
65, 511
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Gauge cock, Steam generator
Gauge, Depth
Gauge for circular sawing machines
Gauge for gas-titters, Pressure
Gauge for holding clap boards
Gauge for setting wagon axles

Gauge for steam generators
Gauge, Gun hammer
Gauge, Hot air, steam and water
G auge. Joiners'

Gauge, Pressure
Gauge, Pressure
Gauge, Saw^-mill

Gauge, Screw
Gauge, Standard
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, Steam
Gauge, steam. Electric .-

Gauge, Steam generator water
Gauge, Steam pressure
Gauge, Steam, Registering
Gauge, Thermo-alarm
Gauge, Water, for steam generators -•

Gauge, water, Steam generator
Gauging the size of loaves of bread
Gearing machine
Gelatine or glue, and other materials called durogel. Compo-

sition of.

Generator ^

Generator
Generator
Generator and heater for heating purposes, Vapor
Generator, Gas
Generator, gas, Steam
Generator, Ozone
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam '.

Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam „

Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generatoi", Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam -.

Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam

Name of Patentee.

T. Shaw .•

I. A. Hurd
J. D, Riley
R. B. Donaldson
W. H. Cummings and I. Babcock.
D. F. Stratton
E. H. Ashcroft
W. T. Round
J. C. Walker
M. C. Ames
J. Mathews, jr

J. W. Maloy
J. Behel an'd J. Nelson
J. S. Copeland
J. Richards
W. Stamp
P. Schotield
E. Quinn
R. B. Donaldson and E. Quinn...
G. M. Davis
J. P. Holt
A. S. Greene
M. Botticher
E.A.Wood
A. P. Brown
C. A. Wilson '..

D.P.Davis
R. Savage
E. Quinn
G. T. Parry
E. L. Moeschler
A. Hichcock
H. Wurtz

S. P. Ruggles
J. N. Snowdon and H. Wilkins
J. M. Harvey
H. R. Foote
M. Faloon
H. S. Maxim
W. Elmer and H. G. Hubert . .

.

W. D. Andrews
H.Feyh
W. Brauagan
E. Thayer
R. Faries
J.A.Miller
J.A.Miller
M. R. Clapp
J. R. Fish and H. C. Hartman.

.

]M. C. Kilgore
J. H. Sturdy
L.Delery
E. B. Juckett
G.W.Perry
J. W. Reid
J. Seward and H. Smith
J. W. Summers
J. S. Barden
J. S. Barden
J. A. Miller
J. Hafer
L. W. Campbell
W. Buchanan and J. M. Toucej
R. W. and D. Davis
L. Fagin
C. E. Case
T. Holt
J. A. Miller
T. Merriam and A. G. Allen
C. H. Gould
C. W. Isbell and P. W. :McKeDzie. ..

R. J. Nunn
Vj. Bourne
H. T. Fenton
G. Symmes and T. W. Hayes
T. C. Little

S. I\[. Col burn
T. and T. H. Mitchell

J. Woodruff
G. H. Babcock and S. Wilcox, jr. ..
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Inveutioa or Discovery.

Generator, Steam
Geuerator, Steam
Generator, Steam -

Generator, Steam
Generator, St^-am
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generators, steam. Blower for,

Generators, steam, Changing water in

Generators, steam, Covering
Generators, steam, Feedwater heater for

Generators, steam, for heating purposes
Generators, steam. Gauge-cocks for

Generators, steam, Plaud hold plate for
Generators, steam, Indicator for

Generators, steam, Injector for

Generators, steam, Low-water alarm for

Generators, steam, Low-water alarm for
Generators, steam, Low-water detector for
Generator water gauge, Steam
Gib, Self-lubricatiDg
Gin, Cotton
Gin, Cotton
Gin, Cotton
Gins, cotton. Picker for

Gins, cotton. Rubber roller for

Glass :

Glass and polishing metallic wares, Compound for cleaning..
Glass annealing apparatus
Glass, china, and other articles, Protecting
Glass cleaner
Glass for plants, hot beds, d:c. Folding
Glass, Holding
Glass letter.-!, numbers, &c., Makiug
Glass, Material for the manufacture of.

Glass, metals, and pottery, Manufacture of
Glass ore. Purifying and prcpariug
Glass, Ornamenting
Glass shades and globes, Ornamenting . .

.

Glass, soluble silicates, hydro chloric acid, and bleaching pow-
ders. Process to be used in the manufacture of.

Glass, Toilet

Glass, Toilet -.

Glass, Toilet
Glass ware
Glass ware molder
Glass ware. Silvered
Globes and shades, Ornamenting
Globe, Concentric, celestial, and terrestrial
Globe, Terrestrial

Globe, Time
Globe, Time
Glove for husking corn
Gloves, Cutting out
Glue

Name of Patentee.

Glue
Glue, Aerated
Glue, Drying
Glue, Manufacture of
Glue, or gelatine, and other material called durogel, Composi-

tion of.

R. E. Rogers and J. Black
R. E. Rogers and J. Black
F. A. Stevens
W. Lowe
H.Feyh
T. S. Clogston
H. Rosbrook
"W. Young -

J. Howard and E. 'I'enney

H. Bevis
J. Darling
C. T. Boardman
A. Rowe
S. L. Wilgand
J. M. Dillon
C. O. "VVinegar

J. F. Boynton
P. Atherton
Ct. Q. Hunt
n. Ruddick
R. E. Rogers and ,L Black
J. T. Smith and J. V/alter
C. E. Case
L R. Oakford
G. Miller

A, W. Newell
G. V. Sheffield

G. H. Clarke
W. H. Squires
T.F.Field
E. H. Ashcroft
J. W. Doughty and H. B. Bcckman.
R. T. Crane
T. Shaw
H. A. Towne
D. M. Greene
A. Barclav
S. B. Palmer ,

J. H. Springer and W. M. Bartram .

J. V. Weitz
A. P. Brown
W. A. Devon
J. B. Brackett and W. Dearborn .

.

J. W. Kokemuller
C. Spofford and C. H. Hersey
J. B. Brackett and W. Dearborn .

.

W. Dearborn
F. A. Zellers

II. P. Marquam
G. F. Neale and L. Amede
A. C. Rand
J. B. Dunlop
J. St. John
B. II. Badger
O. Stietz

P. E Minor
E.W.Nohl
E. Carter
J. C. Millward
R. Guthi-ie a.nd J. Shearer
W. R. Stace and H. M. Baker

J. H. Ryan
A. Ober
J. Stofer

J. Myers
R. E. Haines
E. Dithridge
R. Guthrie and J. Shearer
H. Williamson
G. P. Clarke
L. P. Guvet
L. P. Guvet
A. W. Preston
J. H. Harlan and T. Pomtroy
W. Adarason
W. Adamson
W. Adamson
G. Gucnther
G. Upton
H. Wurtz
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Gold and silver, Amalgamating
Gold and silver, Extracting and desulphurizing ores of

Gold and silver from ores, Amalgamating and collecting

Gold and silver from svreepings, &c., Collecting
Gold, Crystal shred for dentists'

Gold from river bottoms, Collecting
Gold, Preparing for filling teeth

Gold separator
Gold separator
Gold, Separating
Gold washer
Gong, Door
Gongj or bells, Striking
Goods, Delivering
Governor
Governor^
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor, Engine
Governor, engine. Marine
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine, Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine, Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine, Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, engine. Steam
Governor, Steam
Governor, Steam
Governor, Steam
Grading and ditching machine
Grading and ditching machine
Grading and ditching machine
Grading and excavating machine
Grahamite, cements, mastics, and japans from, Manufacture of.

Grahamite for varnishing, coating, and protecting the surface
• of metals, wood, and fibrous materials.

Grain and hay stacking
Grain and seed cleaner
Grain and seed separator and fanning mill

Grain and saw separator
Grain bin
Grain binder
Grain binder
Grain binder
Grain binder
Grain binder
Grain cleaner
Grain cleaner
Grain cleaner
Grain cleaner
Grain conveying machine
Grain cradle
Grain, Curing and /preserving

Grain dryer
Grain dryer
Grain dryer
Grain dr3'er

Grain dryer
Grain dryer
Grain dryer
Grain dryer. Vacuum
Grain elevator and dumping apparatus
Grain elevator and feeder
Grain, Fingers for lifting lodged
Graining machine
Grain measure
Grain measure
Grain, Sacking
Grain separator
Grain separator

M. Laflin
W. W. Hubbell
W. P, Parrott and J. J. Bordman
J.H. Ray
E. Lamm
J. Johnson
B. Lamm
G. Auginbaugh
W. C. Stiles

W. T. Duvall
I. F. Quinby
D. Liebrich
T. G. Estes
J. D. Sinclair

W. Bahme
W. A. L. Kirk
O. A. Kelley
T. B. McConnaughey
C. Hindle

,

F. J. Nutz and P. Estes
T. B. McConnaughey
E. L. McNett
R, Stewart
J. Sullivan
J. V. Weitz
J.B. Wood
G. W. Davis and G. A. Rollins...
J. P. T. Lang
J. W. Shirley and W. H. Fasig. .

.

T. S.Davis
J. H. Wooster
J.Eddy
R. K. Huntoon
R. K. Huntoon
O. A.Kelly ,

D. F. Mosman
E. M. Troth
R. Sanderson
R. Sanderson
H. D. Snow
W. S. AVorley
W. J. "Wauchope ,

A. A. Maxwell
T. C. Hammond
H. Wurtz
H. Wurtz

W. F. Browne
J. Sattison
H. Ogborn
L. H. Davis
0. L Porter
A. J. Smith
S. T. Holly
G. Warner ,

1. Lancaster ,

O. O. Storle

J. McTaggart
G. Stevenson
J. A.Hall
P. G. B. Westmacott
S. W. Wood ,

C. P. Kelsey
F. Dorsett
A. H. C. Barber
M. H.Wright
J. E. Strode
J. Burt
H. Boden
J. W. Adams
J. R. Evertson
G. Clark
M. Eldridge and F. A. Reed
B. F. Sherman ,

S. Manning
B.M. Hall
H, C. Smith
N. M. Lurton
P. Von Lackum
H.H. Seely
A. J. Alexander
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Grain separator •

Grain separator
Grain separator
Grain separator «.

Grain separator
Grain separator and straw carrier, Combined
Grain shovel and handle
Grain, Teeth for lifting lodged
Grain thresher and cleaner, Combined
Grain, Unloading ,

Granary
Grape gatherer, Self-relieving

Grape vines from single buds in the open field, Propagating
Grappling irons

Grass, hair, &c., Cutting
Grate
Grate
Grate
Grate
Grate
Grate
Grate
Grate
Grate bar
Grate bar
Grate bar
Grate bar
Grate combination
Grate, Fire, for steam boilers

Grate, Fireplace and furnace
Grate, Fireplace and furnace
Grate for cooking stoves
Grate for stoves and other heatei'S

Grate, Furnace
Grate, Furnace
Grate, Furnace
Grate, Furnace
Grate, furnace, Circular
Grate, farnace, Water
Grate, Stove
Grate, Stove
Grate, Stove
Grate, Stove
Grate, Stove
Grate, Stove
Grate, Tubular
Grate, window and door, Burglar proof ,

Grater
Grater and cutter, Cocoanut
Grater and slicer. Vegetable
Grater, cutter and sbarpeuer.
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater, Nut nifg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grater. Nutmeg
Grater, Nutmeg
Grate % Si)ice

Grate, and stoves, Fire back for
Grates, Ash sifting device for
Grates, «fcc.. Draft and ventilation device for, Open
Graver
Grease and oils from animal and vegetable substances, Ex-

tracting.

Griddle
Griddle or cooking utensil
Gridiron
Gridiron
Gridirons, Cover for
Grinding and polishing articles of metal
Grinding and polishing cylindrical concave surfaces
Grinding and poli.slsiug implements
Grinding and polishing machine
Grinding cards
Grinding machine for circular saws
Grinding metal plates
Grinding tools. Rest for

21 c p

Name of Patentee. No.

A. W. Lackhart
A . Curtis

J. N.Williams
A. Schenck
F. Swift
A. T. Dunbar and A. McNaught ...

F. Clark
W. M. Jackson
A. Cornell
I. H. Palmer
J.Walsh
C. Wadsworth
AV. Griffeth

W. H. Hawley
C. F. Harlow and E. H. Perry
C. J. Woolson
J. S. Clark
J. C. Cochrane
W. Keiser ..:

N. Pramer
J. H. Meissner
P. A Palmer
M. D. Wellman
A. C. Fletcher
H. L. Budd
J. Sherman
J. K. Smith
J. Wallace
R. Eaton
G. Warriner
W. Young
W. H. Whitehead
S. B. Stewart
J. Alexander
H. Adam s

J. Reynolds
W. A. Wilson and J. Smith
G. L. Smith
R. L.Walker
L. F. Hake
M. P. Farnham
H. G. Leonard
J. J. Savage
C. Waters and H. Brown
D. E. Paris
B. Garvin and R. J. Pettibone

G. M. Miller and H. Mund
H. Stone
J. Gardner
T.G.Hofer
E. Culver
L. V. Badger
W. Bradley
J. A. Hooper
R. H. Chiiin

C. A. Durgin
R. W. Whitney and J. P. Davis....
L. Von Frobeu
A. S. Skilliu and G. W. Reed
C. Worden
W. W. Owen and D. Kelly
H. W. Oliver
J. Habermehl
J. Beesley
J. M. Crocket
R. S. Mershon
J. Besso

E. A. JeflFry

E. J. Smith
J. T. Page
E. P. Russell
R. Shaler
J. A. Whelpley
W. C. Hicks
N. A. Buhle
T. Prosser
S. G. Ladd and G. W. Crown
T. Birch and A. Sowden
A. R. Reynolds
J. H. Brown

545
060
796
696
816
139
750
948
826
971
399
760
992
077
981
005
316
392
136
102
462
253
615
191
289
638
934
706
964
260
879
659
842
354
628
139
134
251
265
150
430
743
345
754
022
236
256
529
877
177
037
511
542
675
689
010
616
463
1.^0

223
619
297
386
711
521
119

68, 202
61,478
62, 437
63, 753
65, 614
72, 951
72, 636
62, 110

65, 942
63, 165
70, 788
62, 5C6
63. 207
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Grindstone
Grindstones, Dressing ,.

Grindstones, Hanging
Grindstones, Holding edged tools on
Grommet
Ground, Marking corn
Grout conductor ,

Grubbing machine
Guano sower and corn planter
Guitars, Bracing the sounding boards of
Guitars, Tuning attachment for

Gun and rifle. Convertible shot
Gun, Alarm
Gun, Alarm
Gun, alarm, Burglar
Gun, alarm, Burglar
Gun barrels. Altering the caliber of musket and other .

Guns, Rib and bolster for double-barrelled
Gun lock, Safety
Gun lock, Safety
Gun, Many-barrelled

Gun, Needle
Gunpowder, Canister
Gunpowder, Drying
Gun i-ests, Hinged
Gun, Toy
Gun, Toy
Gun, Toy
Gun worms -

Gussets for wearing apparel, Elastic
Gutta-percha, caoutchouc, and other similar gums
Gutta-percha, india-rubber, &c., Deodorizing
Gymnastic apparatus

H.

Name of Patentee. No.

TV. P. Miller

G. C. Howard
D. B. Plerrinton
I*. V. Dunn
W. Brown
G. Sprague
W. S. Follensbee
D. I. Hall
J. B. Gemmill
J. E. Bini
H. Seehausen
S. McCullock
A. Johnson and S. E. Allen ...

T. E. Marable and G. Utley ...
P. Swisher
J. Wilson
C. E.Bailey
D. B. Wesson and J. H. Blaze .

W. F. KussmauU
C. Bowlen
H. A. Mejia
A. A. Chassepot
O. Scott
E. E. Hendrick
J. Hawkins ^

S. R. Dummer
A.Hall
E. Sperry
H. C. Bascom
J. and J. jr. Miller
J. B, Newbrough and E. Fagan
E. De la Granja
G.W.Bacon

Hair crimper
Hair curler
Hair curler
Hair-cutting machine.
Hair, Dyeing
Hair, Dyeing
Hair, grass, &c., Cutting.
Hair, Picking , F. Frey .

Hair restorative W- H. Harris ,

J. B. Siccardi
S.A.Early
C. H. Lavis and J. McMillan .

.

R. Maynard and J. J. Purkiss .

C. Merritt
L. S. Stimson
C. F. Harlow and E. H. Perry.

Hame
Hame fastener
Hame fastener
Hame fastener ...;

Hame fastener
Hame, Harness
Hame strap
Hame tug
Hame tug, Metallic
Hammer
Hammer
Hammer
Hammer, cover lifter, &c., Combined
Hammer, Drop
Hammei", Drop
Hammer, Forge
Hammer head
Hammer, Meat
Hammer, Nail

Hammer, Power
Hammer, Power
Hammer, Power
Hammer, Power
Hammer, Power
Hammer, screw-driver, and wrench, Combined
Hammers, Die for forming the claws of
Hammers, Forging ,

Hammer, Tack
Hammer, Tack
Hammer, Tack
Hammer, Trip
Hammer, Trip ,

Hammock
Ham-slicing holder ,

Hand and yoke lifting, Apparatus for

Handle attachment for blacking boxes

G. B. Durkee
W.W. Palmer
J. R. Richardson
A. J. Foster
A. Palmer
S.G. Tufts
M. T. Briggs
J. C. Covert
J. M. Curran and J. C. Baxter .

J.Yerks ,

R. Devereux
H. Cheney
R.M. Latferty
L. H. Olmsted
W.H. Waters .'

B. Walker ,

R. Black
A. H. Brown
G.Selsor
T. F. Preston
A. Cunningham and A. Sharp ..

M. Hunkley
T.B.Harrison
T. Scott and J. Clarridge
W.D.Gold
H. Hammond
L. Wetherell
T.B. Stout
T. Evans
T. A. Conklin ,

T. J. and R. L. Root
J. Tandler
A.Woods
J. Baumgartner and L. Angster.
M. Mattsou
T. S. Robinson
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Handle, Awl
Handle, Boiler gauge-cock
Handle for fruit boxes, Adjustable ^
Handle for shovel, fork, &c. , Adjustable
Handle for tea and coffeepots
Handle, Lifting
Handle, Sad-iron
Handle, iSaw
Handles to table cutlery
Handle, Tool
Handle, Tool -

Hanger
Hanger and box'for shafting. Self-lubricating

Hanger and journal boxes for shafting
Hanger, Clothes and pictui'e

Hardening iron

Harness
Harness
Harness
Harness and other articles made of leather. Renovating.
Harness, Breast collar and spreader for double
Harness clamp
Harness, Dressing side straps for

Harness hames
Harness, Horse-yoke
Harness motion, Guide or clamp for
Hai-ness mounting
Harness pad
Harness pad
Harness pad
Harness pad block
Harness pad block
Harness, Pad plates for

Harness pad tree

Harness receptacle
Harness saddle
Harness saddle
Harness saddle
Harness shaft loop
Harness snap
Harness snap
Harness snap
Harness snap

Harness ti-ees —
Harness trimmings with vulcanized rubber, Covering
Harness, weavers'. Dressing
Harpoon
Harpoon, Gun
Harrow ,

Harrow
Harrow
Harrow
Harrow
Harrow
Harrow
Harrow

,

Han'ow
,

Harrow
,

Harrow
,

Harrow
Harrow .-

,

Harrow
Harrow

,

Harrow
Harrow and cultivator. Revolving
Harrow and cultivator, Sulky

,

Harrow and cultivator, Combined ,

Harrow and seeder, Combined
Harrow, plow, cultivator, and roller, Combined ,

Harrow, Reciprocating
,

Harrow, K evolvin g ,

Harrow, Rotary
,

Harrow, Rotary
,

Harrow, Rotary
,

Harrow, Rotary
,

Harrow, rotary. Double
Harrows Riding attachment for
Harrow teeth ^ .

.

Harrow, Wheeled
,

Harvester

Name of Patentee.

N.R.Clement
E. H. Ashcroft
C. Peebles
J. N. Pease
E. E. Stow
P. Bradford
H.Mitchell ^...
E. Morris, jr

J.W.Gardner
W. Runte
L. IT. Farnsworth
J. M. Stone
W. W.Crane
J. D. Mathews
F. M. Everingham
H. Paddock
C. Daniels
J. B. Liudeman
N. T. Healey
C. McCleary
J. M. Myers
T.B.Hodge
J. F. Valentine
J. Holt and S. G. Cheever
B. F. Baker
A. S.Villee
C. M. Theberath
A. Gilliam
J. Hosford
J. Maclure
P.Shaw
W. H. Rannels
P. Shaw and E. S. Dawson
P. Shaw andE. S. Dawson
H.E.Pond
A. Gilliam
V. Borst
W. Leonard
B. J. Aurand
E.A.Cooper
G^B.Durkee
G. B. Durkee
W. F. Davison, O. A. Bates, S. M.

Wilson, and A. P. Russell.

C. M. Sturgess
A. Albright
A. E. Bigelow
Z.Kelley
R.E.Smith
J. W. Richardson
D.C.Myers
O.Ogg
S. Svanson '.

D.S.Fisher
J. E. Morgan
H. L. Eshelman
J.Walsh
J. E. Van Riper
L. Coleman
J. N. Fordyce
L. Beckelshymer
J.Click
J. Aiken
N. Starr, jr

J. T. Frankeberger.
A. Newell
W. and J. Whait
D. D. Stelle.

B. Randall

.

J. Johnston
J. Densmore
H. C. StoU
D. Morris

.

C. Bates
A. H. Acken
P. B. B. Stiles

W. Hall.
J. M. Freeman
F.R.Willson
A. C. Baker and N. O. Hoyt.
V. W. Blanchard

No.

62, 938
60, 817
63, 086
61, 8r>9

71, 920
62, 729
61, 7.52

60, 924
62, 626
C>\i, 308
64, OOS
69, 041
65, 349
64, 344
68, 316
61, 949

62, 257
63,064
70,434
66, 982
67, 566
61, 939
65, 845
64, 222
63, 357
70, 922
71,819
64, 215
66, 086
72,514
71, 653
65, 433
63, 108
70, 633
67, 672
64, 214
65, 995
72, 743
66, 771

63, 478
'i9, 548
69, 549
72, 462

61, 891
62, 106

68, 832
71, 763
64, 045
61, 253
62, 769
62, 875
62, 904
65, 196
66, 869
67, 178

67, 387
67, 466
67, 634
67, 835
67, 940
68, 169

72, 260
72, 334
72, 623
66, 245
67, 009
66, 904
70, 898
m, 240
66, 684
62, 379
60, 776
63, 199
64, 055
67, 372
69, 340
68, 179
69, 290
70,314
60, 676
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Harvester ................... .. . ...... W. F. Cochrane 60, 692
60,693
61 2^8

W. F. Cochrane
TTnvvptst.pr . ... L. J. McCormick and L. Erpelding .

.

J. S. Marsh 61,944
61 952A.Rank

Harvester . . ............................ . A, Rank 61 953
J.Collins 62,252

62, 452
62 681

TTai'vpqtpr J M Swain

W. N. Whitely, jr 64' 192
Harvester .... ..... D Wolf 64, 615

64, 744
64, 789
64, 797
63, 818
64 984

C. W. Cardot
J. Oadhondt

Harvester . ....... .......... . . .. A. R. Reese

.

W. N, Whitelv, jr

Harvester . ... L. A. Jones and G. J. Barrington
B.G.H. Hathaway...Harvester . .. . .... ............. ........... . 65, 218

65, 219
65, 732

B. G. H. and G. M. Hathaway

66, 135
m, 154
67, 041
67, 211
67, 490

C.Lee
A. B. GrahamHarvester ... . .

W. F. Brabrook
Harvester .... ...... .. ... W.N. Whitely 67, 828

67, 852
67, 882
67 883

J. A. Dodge
L. G. Kniffen

Harvester . .. >. ... ........ L. G. KniflFen

L,. G. Kniffen 67, 884
67, 885
67 914

Harvester L. G. Kniffen .

.

Harvester ........... ... ..... ..... I. S. and H. R. Russell
68, 615
68, 642
68, 775

Harvester .. .... W. K. Miller .

C.G.Miller
Harvester G. M Peters jr 69, 018

69, 343
69, 529
69, &iQ
69 679

Harvester .. .. . . .... . .. ...... A. Hilts, jr

E. Yonng
Harvester ... J. Anthony .

.

J. M. and M. L. Kellar
C. Wheeler, jr 69, 732

69 838Harvester . .- .. K. H. C. Preston
J. Fox 69, 908
M. A. Keller 70, 001

Harvester ... . .... J.D.Wilber 70, 059
70, 614
70, 730
70, 744

A. Rank
Harvester . . . C. W. and W. W. Marsh
Harvester . .. .. . . ..... G. Riemer

J. Burke 70, 798
70, 918
71, 097

Harvester .

.

A. W.Tucker
P. Werni
D. S. Harner 71, 164

Harvester .. .. ... .... J. Howard and E. T. Bousfield
W.N. Whitely

71, 175
71, 255
71 832Harvester W. A. Wood .

Harvester . .. .. . . .... H. W. Pell 71, 906
J. Winters and C. C. Gapen 71, 937

Harvester F. C. Coppage 71 989
G. H. Spalding 72, 238
W. N. Whitelv 72, 349

Harvester . ....... .. ........... A. Quick, W. S. Opie, and A. J. Far-
rand.

R.F.Cooke

72, 678

Harvester .. . . ....... 72, 722
T. E. Piatt 72, 756

61, 852
Harvester Corn .. . ... . ... ... .. . J. Shobe 63, 111

J. Wright and J. J, Johnson
W. N. Gates

65, 324

Harvester Corn ...... ..... 67, 287
C. W. Williams 69, 600

Harvester Corn . . W. Hill and J A Harpham . 70, 335
J. H. Culp 70, 876
J. B. Sweetland 71,815

Harvester Corn ..... .... . . ... H.L.Smith 72, 236
C. U. Crandall 72, 811

Harvester Corn . ....... .. L. B. Hamilton 72, 848
E. H. Clinton, W. Prather, and H. O.
Hutchinson.

C. Cadwell

67, 955

61, 394

W. N. Whitely, J. Fassler, and 0. S.
Kelly.

T. Welch

67, 829

63, 985
Harvester dropper J.Miller 72, 523
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Harvester guard-finger

.

Harvester guf^rd-finger

Harvester guard-fiuger
Harvester guard-fiugers, Drilling...

Harvester guard-fingers, Milling ...

Harvester guard-fingers, Slotting...

Harvester pitnaan
Harvester pitman
Harvester pitman
Harvester pitman '.

Harvester pitmans, Connection for .

Harvester rake
Harvester rake
Harvester rake
Harvester reel

Harvesters, Dropper for

Harvesters, Dumping platform for .

Harvesters, Dumping reel for

Harvesters, Finger-bar for.,

Harvesters, Grinding the cittters of.

Hai-vesters, Guard-fiuger for

Harvesters, Running gear for.

Hat
Hat
Hat
Hat
Hat
Hat and coat holder
Hat block
Hat blocking machine
Hat blocking machine
Hat blocking machine
Hat blocking machine
Hat blocking macbiue
Hat bodies. Blocking and stretching
Hat bodies, Felting ,

Hat bodies, Forming
Hat bodies. Sizing
Hat bodies, Sizing or planking
Hat bodies. Steaming
Hat body
Hat brims. Curved spring for

Hatch lining drawings
Hatchet, Carpenters'
Hat felting machine
Hat felting machine
Hat ironing machine
Hats, Blocking and shaping
Hats, Coating
Hats, Forming
Hats, Ironing
Hats, Manufacture of
Hats, Paper
Hats, Pouncing
Hats, Pouncing
Hats, Pouncing
Hats, Pouncing
Hats, Pressing
Hats, Pressing
Hats, Raising and drying the naps of
Hats, Rounding jack for trimming the brims of.
Hats, Sizing and felting ".

Hats, Sweat leather for

Hats, <fcc.. Sizing
Hat tips, Pulling out
Hawse pipe
Hawse pipe stopper
Hay and grain. Stacking
Hay and straw. Cutting
Haycocks, Forming
Hay elevator
Hay elevators, Clutch for
Hay, (fee., Baling short cut
Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay loader

Name of Patentee.

W. N. Wbitely, jr., J. Fassler, and
O. S. Kelly.

W. Allen and L. Ross
W.A.Wood
J. Fassler
J. Fassler
J. Fassler
J. L. Kintner
T. C. Sebring
W. J. Keeney
G. L. Squier
H. L. Wanzer
G. M. Peters
W. F. Goodwin and A. W. Browne .

.

W. F. Goodwin and A. W. Browne.

.

W. F.Rundell
L.Miller
D. M. Swartz
E. P. Jlussell

W.A.Wood
H. Whitall
A. Brown, H. D. Worcester, and A,
M. Griswold.

M. G. Hubbard
C. E. Richards
W. H . Plumb
W. B. Lodge
D. K. Albright and L. H. DeLange .

.

T. Sealy
E. J.Post
J. B. Brown
J. De la Mar ,...

J. Sheldon
J. Sheldon
S. S. Middlebrook
J.Sheldon
W. Humphreys, jr

J.Walber
F. Degen
W. B. Lodge and H. Platner
W. B. Lodge and H. Platner
S. Policy
J. A. Pease
E.S.Nichols
E. K. Havnes
J. T. Shank
J. F, Badoye
J. W. Blackham '.

G. W. Stoat and J. C. Richardson. .

.

R. Eickmeyer
J. F. Mathias and D. M. Legat
L. Simonet
J. T. Waring
H. Kellogg
H. Kellogg
M.S.Drake
J. Labiaux
C. H. Van Houten and J. M. Crane.

.

P. W. Vail
J. De la Mar
M. and C. H. Morse
M. Esselen
S. Policy
E. R. Gardiner
D. Shive
J.S.Taylor
J. Stevens
P. Burnham
J. Stewart
W. F. BroATu
D. T. Robinson
J.G.Flagg
W. L. Overhiser
N. D. Hinman
C. Brown 4

E. Sweet
W. M. Hall and J. Johnson
J. Morgan
W. H. Elliott

L. D. Taylor
J. Bullis

L. De liacee ,

No.

65, 977

70,311
71, 257
65. 191
65. 192

65, 193

64, 985
66, 047
68, 207
68, 561
6G, 430
G9, 476
64, 522
64, 523
72, 910
70, 735

67, 929
68, 461
72, 149

64, 817
70, 071

65, 386
64, 145

68, 899
69, 921

70, 493
72, 546
61, 633
69. 172
62, 321
63, 109

63, 434
63, 549
69, 371
64, 107
64, 049
71, 996
66, 097
66, 096
63. 556
6i;451
61,856
72, 036
71,460
70, 066
71, 959
71, 662
72, 726
65, 926
63, 435
69, 950
62, 037
65, 393
61,814
63,261
63, 674
69, 277
62, 018
69, 358
67, 740
63. 173
64, 966
64, 717
65, 300
61, 773
69, 625
62, 902
65, 471
61,871
61,183
66, 990
70,7)7
68, 282
63, 332
63, 382
63, 806
64, 003
64, 459
64, 482
64, 848
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Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay loader ,

Hay loader
Hay loader
Hay mows, Ventilating
Hay raker and loader ,

Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader ,

Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader ,

Hay raker and loader ,

Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader
Hay raker and loader '.

Hay raker and loader ,

Hay, Raking and cocking
Hay, Raking and loading
Hay, Raking and loading
Hay shocker
Hay spreader ,

Hay spreader
,

Hay spreader '.

Hay spreader
Hay spreader and horse rake ,

Hay spreader and horse rake. Combined
Hay spreader and horse rake, Combined ,

Hay spreader and horse rake, Combined
Hay stacker
Hay stacker
Hay stacker
Hay stacking
Hay, stacking, Hoisting machine for ,

Hay unloader ,

Hay, Unloading and stacking
Head block
Head block
Head, Covering for the ,

Head rest

Head rest

Head rest for chairs

Head rest for railway cars i

Heat, Accumulating and reclaiming
Heater
Heater
Heater and range. Combined
Heater, car, Railroad
Heater, car, Street
Heater, Feed water
Heater, Feed water
Heater, Feed water ."

Heater, Feed water, for locomotives
Heater, Fireplace
Heater, foot warmer and lantern, Combined
Heater for stoves. Water
Heat, Materials for transmitting
Heater, Sad-iron
Heater, Sad-iron
Heater, Sad-iron
Heater, Sad-iron
Heater, Sad-iron
Heater, Sad-iron ..^

Heater, Steam
Heater, Steam
Heater, Steam
Heater, Tubular
Heater, water, Feed

Heating and cooking by steam
Heating and evaporating
Heating and ventilating apparatus for railroad cars ..

Heating and ventilating apparatus. Steam
Heating apparatus, Air, for isteam boiler furnaces, &c
Heating apparatus. Fire forge
Heating apparatus for brewers and others, Steam
Heating apparatus, Hot water

W. H. Elliott

C. W. Gage
M. A. Dilley
C.H. Gilford •....

A. Vose
G. Race
G. W. Swartz
F. M. Robinson and T. G. Springer.
N. S. Kinyon and B. F. Smith
L. D. Copeland
J. W.Henry
A. Camobell
A. Godfrey
H. Willard '.

B. Shirley
G.C.Mead
A. Vose
E. N. Curtice
W. F. Brown and J. N. Smith
H. Kewley
A. Royse and M, K. Morris
F. Granger
M. S. and C. B. Rawson
W. A. Duncan
C. M. Terrel
J.Garfield
G. E. Burt
G. E. Burt
C.R. Frink
G. N. Palmer
E. E. Seymour and S. J. Taylor...
C. Rogers
J. M. Low
J. T. Breneman
S. J. Wallace
J. Forshee and J. C. McCland
C. H. Tryon
W. Louden
J. Wood
W. R. Waldron
M. C. Lewis
P. Estei
E. Copleston
R. Hale
A. Dunlap
H. Snowden
R. Hamilton
T. G. Chubb
T. Shipton
J. A. Marvin
N. A. Boynton
W. G. Kendrick
J. Gibson, jr

P. M. Kafer and J. M. De Lacy
J. J. Goesel
J. Nicholson
B. Garvin and R. J. Pettibone
W. C. Lessler
G. A.Wells
G. L. Ingersoll

W. C. Baker
F. G. Wynkoop
D. Utley, 2d
J. H. Yates
J. J. Johnston
G. Hurdinan
S.C. Frink
R. T. Crane "..

R.T.Crane
E. B., J. S., and W. S.Clark
C. J. Shepard
W. Creighton, W.Wills, andL. Ras-

teller.

F. MilHken -

F. Farquhar and R. E. Doan
C. F. Allen and L. W. Campbell...
F. Fisher
A. C. Fletcher
J. R. Humphreys
A. Komp
H. Howard
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Heating apparatus, Lunch
Heatiug apparatus, Sad-iron ~

Heating apparatus, Steam
Heating apparatus, Steam
Heating apparatus, Steam and water
Heating car^ and other vehicles
Heatiug, cooling, and freezing
Heating kettles and boilers by gas
Heating stove
Hedge fastener
Hedges, Trimming and cutting corn
Hedge trimmer
Hedge trimmer and mower, Combined
Hedge trimming machine
Heeling plate

Heel-shaving guard
Heel stiffener

Heel stiffener. Rubber
Hemorrhoidian
Hemp and flax, Cleaning
Hemp break
Hemp break
Hemp, Breaking and cleaning
Hemp, flax, and otber fibers. Bleaching and scouring
Hemp, flax, and other fibrous plants, Disintegrating
Hemp, ramie, &c.. Cleaning
Hen's nest
Hides and skius, Dressing
Hides and skins for tanning. Treating
Hides aud skins, Stufiing
Hides from cattle, Stripping
Hides, leather, &c., Drying
Hides or skins
Hides, Shaving
Hides, Stretching
Hides, Stretcliing

H ide-stretehing machine
Hides, Unhairiug
Hides, Unhairing
Hides, Washing
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge
Hinge, Adjustable
Hinge and blind supporter
Hinge and fastener

,

Hinge and spring, Door
Hinge, Bag
Hinge, Butt
Hinge, Butt

,

Hinge, Butt
Hinge, Butt
Hinge, Butt
Hinge, Butt
Hinge, Butt
Hinge, Butt
Hinge, butt, Loose joint

Hinge, butt, Reversible
,

Hinge, butt. Reversible
Hinge, Caniage
Hinge, Concealed
Hinge for cover for tea kettles and hollow ware
Hinge for lamp burner
Hinge for window shutter .•

Hinge, Gate
Hinge, Ciate

Hinge, Gate
Hinges, butt. Finishing
Hinges, Clamp for
Hinges, door, Fastening metal plates upon
Hinge, Self-closing
Hinge, Shutter
Hinge, Spring

Name of Patentee.

H. M. Kinsley
J. D. Westgate
T. A. McFarland
S. T. Harker
A. Gary
C. C. Converse
D. E. Somes
M. Van Vranken
C. H. Buck
C. D. Brown
J. W.Hull
F. Binder
J. H. Hepperly
A . Tweedy
N. A. Swett
J. E. Wiggin and D. G, Crosby.
E. M. Stevens
E. M. Stevens
R. A. Cameron
A

.

Gartner
C. A. Biermann
E. Christianson
H. Zellner
L. Jaro.'^son

R. M. Russell
B. Roezl
C. W. Blackman
J. Schiffer

I. Colton and A. M. Hastings . .

W. Panton
C.Briihl
A. W. Roberts
T. Roberts and P. Lenox
T. F. Weston
T. R. Howell and C. P. Oliver..
W.Dunn
J. F. Cobum
E. Brock
J. Schultz
A. Ross
J. Schafer
E. S. Bitner and J. B. Hopkins.
J. Parker
J. H. Zinn
J. W. Powers..-
G. R. Nebinger
S. Selden and W. J. F. Liddell . .

,

G.W.Lane
J. A. Morrell
B.D.Washburn
A. L. Mora
J.G.Ralph ,

W. W. S. Orbeton ,

N. B. Spooner ,

A.Wisnall
G.Havell
A. Rankin
'!s\. C. Ames
A. Rais
A. Riiis ,

C. Goodrich
B.F. Barker
A. Rais
D.C. Sage
M. Perry ^
William Hancock
W.S.Weed
C.E.Schwind
G. R. Cady and W. H. Cooper...
J. A. Easterly
W.Webb
P. P. Child
J. T. Watson
C. Hermance
D.H. Gould
J. J. Crooke
E. L. Seger and S. L. Smith
W. W. Whiting
C. Vetter
E. L. Tevis
C. W. Lawrence

60, 743
62, 172

64, 993
65, 667
65, 345
60. 254
69, 955
62, 707
69, 537
66, 209
72, 299
68, 280
62, 487

67, 380
68, 466
63, 346
63, 573
63, 953
63. 042
63, 499
61. 797
67, 268
66, 767
72. 500
67, 455
68, 905
69, 392
66, 640
62. 611
61,560
66, 558
65, 767
70, 268
63, 191
67, 431
69, 327
Q'd, 630
66,124
66, 176
64, 575
61, 766
61,798
62, 219
62, 720
65, 601
66, 729
66, 893
67,889
68, 644
70, 299
70, 597
67, 904
67, 999
70, 282
66, 927
m, 150
61, 458
65, 717
66, 172
66, 626
67, 747
68,150
68,529
70, 748
69, 365
61,421
69, 287
68, 121

71, 452
63, 874
65, 972
72, 6U3
60, 808
62,196
68, 434
62, 479
68, 5:i3

70, 304
70, 921
63, 962
62, 140
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Invention or Discovery.

Hinge, Spring.
Hinge, Spring.
Hinge, Spring.
Hinge, Trunk.
Hoe
Hoe
Hoe
Hoe and corn planter, Combined
Hoe and hand planter, Combined
Hoe and plow, Combined
Hoe and potato digger, Combined
Hoe and rake, Combined
Hoe, Garden
Hoe, Hand
Hoe, Horse
Hoe, Horse
Hoe, Planting
Hoe, Rolling
Hoes, Blank for
Hoes, Corn-dropping attachment to
Hoes, Seed-droppiug attachment for
Hoes to their handles. Attaching
Hoe, Weeding
Hog feeder
Hog holder
Hog pen
Hogs from rooting. Preventing
Hogs, Handling in slaughtering
Hogs in slaughtering houses. Hoisting
Hogs, Ringing -

Hogs, Slaughtering
Hoisting and trenching apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting apparatus
Hoisting device
Hoisting gear
Hoisting machine
Hoisting machine
Hoisting machine
Hoisting machine
Hoisting machine
Hoistin g machine
Hoisting machine
Hoisting machine for cotton
Hoisting machine for vessels
Holdback
Holder, Blacking-box
Holder, Blacking-box
Holder, Blacking-box
Holder, Card or label
Holdei", Copy
Holder for retouching photographic negatives. .

.

Holder for slotting tools

Holder for whitewash brushes
Holder, Hat and coat ,

Holder, Match-safe and taper '.

Honey from the comb. Extracting
Hood for coal grates and fii-eplaces. Adjustable
Hoof pad. Elastic
Hook and eye
Hook and eye
Hook and hasp for doors. Adjustable ,

Hook and link, Connecting
Hook and terret
Hook, Cam hitching
Hook, Cant
Hook, Cant
Hook, Cant
Hook, Cant
Hook, Cant
Hook, Check

Name of Patentee.

F. Herrman ,

A. Wiswall
A. M. Olds
L. Wheaton
T. R. Timby
A, Prentiss

C. Mahan
S. Soggs
H. Fessler and I. E. Betz : -

.

D. W. Colburn
E. F. Morris and R. J. Green
I. Cook
J. H. Brewer
C. A. Rose
G. W. Cooper
T. Rice and L. R. Hitchcock
A. Williams
W. F. Stillman
H. Waters
C. W. Cotton and E. L. Staples . .

.

A. T. Large
W. H. Startzman
E. M. Conklmg
1. S. Pope
W. and C. Leffingwell
B. GJfford

J. Butts
H. P. Haskin
J. K. Martin
G. W. Clark
W. M. and R. Savage
A. G. Smith
A. R. Lemen
G. L. and W. M. Howland
J. A. Dayton
W.Rung
G. B. Keeler
E. U. and W. L. Scoville

W. D. Andrews -

R. Finnegan
H. J.Ruggles
H. Chatdeld
P. Higdon
W. H. Kuntz
S. C. Goodsell
H. P. Shaw
H. Malley
S. Van Emon
H. M. Smith
W. Miller

J. W. Tucker
J. Edson
AV. Murray
J. lugraham
H. O. Perry i

J. C. Covert
G. W. Taylor
A. Wilder
W. A. Field
E. F. Stephens
C. B. Moseley and L. L. Woolley

.

N. Sarony
T. L. Webster
A. Iske
E.J. Post
J. A. Whipple
L. L. Langstroth and S. Wagner
W. T. Foster
F. B. Carleton 1

A. Bennett
J. B. Martindale
W. Bisbee and F. G. Hearn
R. Creuzbaur
W. R. Ferguson
C. Starbuck
T. Hopkins
W. S. Colburn
J. A. Howe
E. Jewett
J. W. Gerrish
N. Dicterich ,.-.
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Hook, Check »

Hook, Chuck
Hook, Clothes
Hook, Clothes
Hook, Clothes
Hook, Clothes-line

Hook, Coat and hat
Hook, Coat and hat
Hook, Drag
Hook. Drapery
Hook, Dre:*s

Hook, Dnng
Hook, Fi-nce and trellis

Hook, Fish
Hook, Fish
Hook, Fish
Hook, Fish
Hook, 6sh. Spring
Hook, fish. Spring
Hook for hold-back straps
Hook for horse hay-forks. Suspension
Hook for travelers
Hook for watch chains, Safety
Hook for weather boarding, Scribe
Hook, Harness
Hook, Hat, for pews
Hook or d'^g. Bench
Hook, Retaining and releasing
Hooks, Back and band
Hooks, Bending
Hooks, Button lacing
Hook, Snap
Hook, Snap

,

Hook, Snap
Hook, Snap
Hook, Snap
Hook, Snap
Hook, Sii ap
Hook, Snap

,

Hook, .Snap
,

Hook, Snap
,

Hook, Snap
Hook, Snap
Hook, gnap, "SYire

Hook, Trace supporting
Hook, Watch-chain
Hook, Wbiffletree
Hoop, Barrel
Hoop, Cheese
Hoop for skirts

,

Hoop, grace. Return /
Hoop, Jumping
Hoop machine
Hoops, bale, Fastening for

,

Hoops, barrel, Cutting locks in
Hoops, barrel, Dressing
Hoops, barrel, Metal clasp for
Hoop, Skirt
Hoops, metal. Pulling from the finishing roll of rolling machines.
Hoops, Propelling
Hoops to ladies' skirts, Clasping
Hoop, Toy.
Hffyp, Trundling.
Hop frame.
Hop frame
Hopple
Hopple for horses
Hopple, Training
Hop poles. Pulling
Hops, Cultivating
Hops, polling
Hop trellis

,

Hop-vine support
Hop vines. Supporting
Horn, Shaving
Horn, Whitening
Horse and cattle poke
Horse blinder

,

Horse block and hitching post
Horse controller, Carriage
Horse, ExtenMon
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Horse hoe
Horse holder
Horse holding
Horse power
Horse power
Horse power
H orse power
Horse power ,

Horse power
Hoi'se power
Horse power
Horse power
Horse power
Horse power, Elevating by
Horse power, Eqiializing draft of
Horse power, Portable
Horses, Administering balls to

Horses, Auti-kicking attachment for
Horses, Attaching and detaching
Horses, Compound for the cure of glanders in
Horses, Detaching runaway
Horses, Draft attachment for.*

Horses' feet, Measuring
Horses, Foot rest for
Horses from biting and crib-biting
Horses from cribbmg, Apparatus to cure
Horses from cribbing, Prevejitiug
Horses from cribbing, Preventing
Horses from running away with a carriage, Preventing.
Horses from vehicles, Disconnecting
Horses from vehicles, Unhitching
Horses from vehicles, Unhitching
Horses, Hitching
Horses, Hitching
Horses, Hitching
Horses, Hitching device for
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshod
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe
Horseshoe bars, Rolling
Horseshoe blanks, Swaging
Horseshoe calks, Tool for sharpening

Horseshoe machine *.

Horseshoe machine
Horseshoe machine
Horseshoes, Attaching
Horseshoes, Attaching calks to

Horseshoes, Attaching calks to

Horseshoes, Blanks for calks of
Horseshoes, Manufacture of
Horseshoes, Sharpening
Horseshoes, Sharpening calks of
Horseshoe, Toe calk for
Horses, hoofs of, Paring
Horses, Interfering attachment for
Horses' necks. Protecting
Horses, Protecting pads for interfering

G. W. Sawin
J. P. Revnolds .•-

J. M. Whiting
W.L. Peet
T. Harrison
J. Schley
J. C.Cox
J. Bish
S. Coin
T. Wittse, jr

Z. Tobias
W.H.Wiley
J. A. Leibey
W.H. Hawley
W. P. Dunlap..-
H. Aldridge
C. P. Moyer
O.H.P. Fancher
J.K. Hairis
J. Althouse
E.P.Connor
E. Sanford
M. S. Woodward
J. E.Tucker
B. D. Howe
G. W. Metcalfe
R. Jennings and J. A. Marshall
Or. G. Hickman
E. E. Burnham and G. Brown
J. Rancevan
0. N. Weaver
J. K. Harris
W. G. Ward
J. B. Thornton
S. Galbraith
M. Wame and W. H. Pearce
A. S. Wilkinson
A. S. Wilkinson
A. S. Wilkinson
A. S. Wilkinson
A. S. Wilkinson '.

J. Austin
T. B. Bishop
G. Sewell
B. R. Watson
M. Chandler and J. B. Nickels
C. M. Werner
D. L. McDonell
D. T. Robinson
C. Weitman
A. S. Wilkinson
A. S. Wilkinson. ;V

W. H. Shurtlefif

A.S.Wilkinson
S.'Sloat

1. W^. Hodges
G.W.Lewis
J. Wheeler
J. Behe), J. Ferrine and J. M. Buell.
I. Carman
P. Hanly
T.B. Bishop
A. Reese
C. H. Perkins and R. W. Comstock.
N. Hays, W. Duncan, and E. H.
Bowen.

J. W. Kingsbury
C. H. Perkins and R. W. Comstock.
A. Reese
H. Schreiner
W. J. Berne
J. Forbes
R. B. Caswell
A. .T. Roberts
J. B. McClanathan
W.M.Butler
G. Cutter
S. D. Freet
F. B. Doughty
J. P. Meyer
A. D. Westbrook
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Horses, Remedy for spavin iu

Horses, Securing and releasing

Horses, Siioeing

Horses, Stopping runaway
Horses to shoe them, Raising and securing the legs of

Horse with a carriage, Connecting a
Horse yoke
Hose coupling
Hose, Engine
Hose guard
Hose, Leather
Hose, Lining
Hose, Manufacture of

Hose, Manufacture of

Hose nozzle
Hose nozzle. Expansible
Hose or tubing. Flexible
Hose, Rubber
Hose shield

Hose tongs, clamp, wrench, and pick. Combined
Hosiery goods. Uniting edges of

Hosiery, Machine -knitted
House and clothes-line reel

House and oven. Drying
House, Ash '.

House, Dry
House, drying. Fruit
House for preserving fruit and other articles

Household utensil

House, ice and fruit, Combined
House, Milk
House, Portable
House, Preserving
Houses, Attaching eave troughs to

Houses, Construction of
House, Sheep
Houses, Roofing and siding for
House, Store
Hub and axle for vehicles
Hub bands
Hub, Carriage
Hub, Carriage-wheel
Hub, Metallic, for the wheels of vehicles
Hubs, Boring
Hub?!, metallic, Securing boxes in

Hubs of wagon wheels and the tenons of spokes to fit in the
hub, Mortising.

Hubs to axles. Attaching
Hub, Wagon
Hub, Wheel
Hub, Wheel
Hub, wheel. Carriage
Human body from offensive odors, Compound for cleansing .

.

Husker, Corn ,

Husking machine
Husking machine j

Hydrant
Hydrant
Hydrant
Hydrant

Hydrant
Hl^drant
Hydrant
Hydraulic-pressure regulator
Hydro-carbon liquids in the presence of steam, Vaporizing
and decomposing.

Hydro-carbon liquids. Using as fuel
Hydro-carbon oils fts fuel, Burning
Hydro-carbons, Burning ^

Hydro-carbons, liquid. Vaporizing and burning
Hydro-carbons, liquid. Vaporizing and burning
Hydro-carbon vapor, Charging gas or air with
Hydro-carbon vapor machine
Hymns, &c., Exhibiting ^

S. E. Thayer
C.Wills
P. Charlier
S. M. Cooper
J. P. Champion
A. Colburn and E. G. Stanley. .

.

T. J.Barues
J. W. Douglas
E. W. French...:
D.P.Lewis
C.F.W. Meyer
H, Hartley
G-. H. Bonnaffon
W. T. Clement and E. V. Foster.
J. Trees
C.Crook
T.L.Reed
E. L. Per)y and W. A. Torrey .

.

J. A. Haase
H. Bitter

E. E. Kilbourn
B.F.Shaw ...'.

M. H. Card and A. Sallee
D. Stonder
M. Hall.jr
J.Schultz
J.F.Winchell
N. Hellings
W. C. McGill
J. S. Ross
H.Yerty
D. Fitzgerald
J.C.Gove
W. R.Wallis
J.Park
D. Pangle
C.J.Fay
C.Wright
D. M.Buckhout
E.B.Butler
J. M. Whiting
A. Warner
J. B. Stuart
D.J.Owen
J.B. Stuart
D. B. Goeway

T.C. Maris
S. W. Slocomb
G. E. Whitmore
B. F. Taft
L. Dorman
H.D. Bird
J.F.Winchell
E. Famham and G.Scott
J.Russell
J.N.Smith
J.H.Buckley
D. R. Gould
W. P. Dickinson, D. S. Witman, and

G. W.Robold.
J.W.Baker
J. Regester
J. G. Murdoch
L Judson
F.Cook and J. A. Bassett ,

F.Cook
F.Cook
H. A. V. Post and J. Garrard.
F.Cook
F.Cook
W. H. Burridge
J. F. Spence
H. V. Edmonds

Ice and in cooling air and other substances, Manufacture of. . . D. D. Somes
Ice box or cooler I J. W.Campbell.
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Invention or Discovery.

Ice-cream freezer.

Ice-cream freezer
Ice-cream freezer
Ice-cream freezer

Ice creeper
Ice crusher
Ice crusher
Ice, Cutting, into blocks for storing

Ice-cutting machine
Ice, Elevating
Ice, Elevating ,

Ice in rivers and harbors, Obstructing
Ice, Manufacture of

Ice, Manufacture of ,

Ice pick ,

Ice planer and cutter

Ice sled

Ice-water receptacle
Illuminating compound ,

Illusory decapitation
Incombustible, Rendering articles

Index gauge and calipers

India-rubber, gutta-percha, &c., Deodorizing
India-rubber, Preparing
India-rubber, Treatin g
India-rubber with leather, Uniting
Indicator, Electrical

Indicator for punching machines
Indicator for railway stations

Indicator for rope and other machines
Indicator for telegraphs. Tariff
Indicator, Low-water
Indicator, L ow-water
Indicator, Low-water
Indicator, Low-water
Indicator, Low-water
Indicator, Low-water
Indicator, Low-water
Indicator, low-water, and safety valve, Combined
Indicator, Railroad-station
Indicator, Railroad-time
Indicator, Steam -generator
Indicator, Steering
Indicator, Wages
Indicator, Water-closet
Indicator, Water, for boilers

Indicator, Water, for boilers

Inhaler
Inhaler
Inhaling tubes "

Injector for insect powder
Injector fnr steam generators
Injector, Veterinary narcotic
Ink, Composition for

Ink, Composition for

Ink for paper ruling
Inking apparatus
Inking apparatus for printing in colors
Inking apparatus for printing presses
Inking rollers and pads. Composition for

Ink, Printers'

Ink, printers', Compound for

Ink roller, Printers'

Inkstand
Inkstand
Inkstand
Inkstand
Inkstand and mucilage holder, Combined
Inkstand and stamp holder, Combination of

Ink well
Ink-well cover
Insects, Destroying
Insects, destroying, Composition for

Insects, destroying, Compound for

Insects, destroying. Compound for

Insects, Killing
Insects on hop vines and other plants, Fumigation for de-

stroying.

Insects on trees. Destroying
Insect-trap lantern

Name of Patentee.

A. Cavileer, W. McCu4dy, and P.
N. Woliston.

J. E, Robinson
L. A. Lipp
H. B. Masser
W. P. Patton
F. F. Fowler
E. F. Pryor
G. B. Gruman
W. F. Gordon
H. Little

H. Little

P. Voorhis
T. S. C. Lowe
T. S. C. Lowe
J. H. Bridgins
J. Serrill

G. H. Kirk
W. H.Hart
J. Scott
J. E. Withington
A. G. Fell
D. F. Elmer
E. De La Granja
W. Mullee '.

S. Bourne
A. C. Andrews
S. S. Laws
W.Welch
E. Spencer
C. Couse
E. De Loss Sweet ,

W. H. Laubach
L. Fulton
G. McAllister
J. O. Alter
L. F. Smith
R. A. Filkins
L. F. Smith
C. Burley
G. T. Lape
C.C. Gale
D. M. Greene
N. C. Franzen
W.N. White
H. K. Taylor
A. and W. Guthrie and T. L. Humes,
A.G. Fell

I. Holmes
A. Prentiss

S. W. Sine
M. Koppe
A. Barclay
M. Crohn
B. Owens
J: Shaw
L. Francis
G.W.Wood
T. L. Baylies and G. W. Wood
G. \V. Wood
J. M. Wilbur
M. Weissberger
H Loewenberg
G. Russell and T. B. Hull
S. Darling
S. and J. J. Perry
E. O. Bennett
R. Lapham
W.W. Beach
P. Perry and J. Brooks
T. Bell

J. A.Blake
D. R. Priudle
Wi Weaver
A. McDougall
S. Galbraith
H. Hill and L. E. P. Bush
J. Deane

J. Hatch
R. W. Pitman.
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Instrnment for watchmaker's use, Combined
Insulator
Insulator for ligrbtning rods •

Insulator for telegraphs
Insulator for telegraph wire
Insulator for telegraph wires
Insulator holders
Insulator, Lightning rod
Insulator. Telegraph
Insulator, Telegraph
Insulator, Telegraph
Insulator, Telegraph
Insulator, Telegraph
Iodine and bromine, Distillation
Iodine and bromine. Manufacture of
Iodine from sea water, Extracting
Iron
Iron and steel, Jilanufacture of
Iron and steel. Manufacture of
Iron and steel, aianufacture of
Iron and steel, Manufacture of
Iron and steel. Manufacture of refined ingots of
Iron, cast, Converting into steel and malleable iron
Iron, cast, Retining and converting into steel
Iron, cleaned or scaled. Treating
Iron, Compound for improving the quality of
Iron, Compound tool for cutting and upsetting and punching..
Iron from brass trimmings and filings, Separating
Iron from sand. Separating
Iron from the fire. Drawing
Iron, galvanized, Manufacture of railroad ties, bridges, build-

ings, &c.. of.

Ironing board and closet
Ironing machine
Ironing machine
Ironing machine
Ironing machine
Ironing machine
Ironing machine
Iron into bar-iron and steel. Converting cast
Iron into steel. Converting
Iron into steel. Converting
Iron into steel. Converting
Iron into steel, Converting
Iron into steel, Converting
Iron into steel, Converting
Iron, Manufacture of
Iron, Manufacture of
Iron, Manufacture of
Iron, Manufacture of
Iron. Manufacture of
Iron or steel, Slanufacture of bars or rods of
Iron, Puddling
Iron, puddling, Composition to be used in
Iron, rolling, Balance '

' heave-up '' for
Iron, Sheet
Iron, sheet. Annealing
Iron, Smoothing
Iron, Smoothing
Iron, Squeezing puddled balls of
Iron, Squeezing puddled balls of
Iron, steel, and other metals. Refining
L-on, Steel surface on sheet and bar, Forming a
Iron, Treating slags and cinders for the manufacture of
Iron with st<--cl surfaces, Manufacture of
Iron, wood, and other materials, Compound for coating
Iron, wood, and paper. Composition for coating
Iron work of plows, pipes, levees, dams, <fcc.. Finishing
Iron, wrought, Coating with cast-steel
Iron, wrought or cast. Coating with a harder metal
Ivory, Artificial
Ivory, metals, &.c. , Forming designs upon

Jack, Boot

.

Jack, Boot .

Jack, Boot

.

Jack, Boot

.

Jack. Boot

.

Jack, Boot.

J.

C. E. Collins

G. Floyd
T. J. Lockhart and J. Locke
J. F. Boynton
D. Brooks
A. B. pay
R. Calrow
D. Stebbins
S. C. Hendrickson
J. L Waite .

D. W. Teller and W. L. Savage...
W. E. Simonds
M. L. Wood
D. Alter
D. Alter
R. Cupper
D. W. Hendrickson
C. Usher
L. Sibert
H. K.York
J. Park, jr

C. Shunk
F. P. Fletcher and V. W. Blanchard
E. Martin and P. E. Martin
W.D.Wood
T. .Jones and W. Morgan
J. J. Rose
J. Jonson
G. H. Sanborn
D. N. Williams
S. P. Townsend

J. N. Brewster
G. B.Perkins
J. W. Thorp
W.M.Tobey
P. O'Thayne
a. Gilbert and A. N. Allen ,

P. J. Flanedy
J. Heaton
T. J. Barron
T. Sheehan
J. F. Boynton
J. F. Boynton
S. C. Salisbury
R. A. Jackson
J. J. Johnston
A.G.C.^ok ,

J. Jameson
W. H. Richardson ,

D. Stewart
B.Lauth
J. G. Williams
I. E. Richards
J. Copley, jr

J.Miller
W. D.Wood
T. C.Moore
J. Fraer
S. Gissinger
S. Gissinger
J. Reese
J.W.Ells
R. Keck
J. Reese
H. E. F. deBrion
A. Pelletier

S. P. Townsend
J. W. Ells
J. Rigg
J. Hackert
T. Skinner ,

J. Walker
W. S. Peflfer

H. D. Boss
C.Clay
J. G. Moulton
A. P. Seymour, jr

Jack, Boot and blacking brush
1 H. J. Miller
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Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack, Carriage
Jack for pulling hop poles
Jack, Hoisting
Jack, Improved
Jack, Lever
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting

Jack, Liftin g
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting
Jack, Lifting

Jack , Lifting
Jack, Lifting

Jack, Painter's window
Jack, Pegging
Jack, Railroad
Jaelc screw
Jack, Spinnfcg
Jack, Spinning
Jack, Spinning
Jack, "Wagon
Jack, Wagon
Jack, Wagon
Jack, Wagon
Jack, Wagon
Jack, Wagon
Jar, 'Air-tight

Jar, Fruit
Jar, Fruit
Jar, Fruit
Jar, Fruit
Jar, Fruit
Jars, fruit. Sealing
Jar, Slop
Jars, preserving, Cap for

Jaw for lathe dogs and bench vises .

Jewel case
Jewelry ,

Jewelry, watches, &c., Cleaning...
Jewels, Setting
Joint for iron pipes
Joint groove for brick work
Joint, Steam and water
Joint, Universal
Joint, Universal
Joint, Universal
Journal and axle box . .^

Journal and axle box, Lining for ..

,

Journal and box. Coupling
Journal and box. Railroad
Journal box
Journal box
Journal box
Journal box
Journal box ,

H. S. Shepardson
O. T. Potter
T. L. aoble
0. B, Sutton
J. P. Moore
P. C. Porter.

J. F. Emmert
1. Varney
J. B. SmaU.
O. S. Foster
S. B. Rittenhouse.
A. N. Breneman
T. J. Kindleberger.
G. F. Graves
C. T. Close.
A. M. Culver
E. Zimerman
S. Gulick
W. G. Hermance
G. Race
D. Diver.
J. H, Bean
C. Butterworth
C. Crow,
S. Taber
T, Shiver
A. Healv.
S. J. Clark
R. Walker
J. N. Parker ,

A. Jackson
A. C. Brinser
E. L. Marsh
W. Green
E. Shopbell
O. L. Pinney
C. Holmes
W. McMillen ,

J. Stoody
S. P. Loomis
J. K. Krieg
A. D. Fox
C. H. Sawyer ,

J. H. Winterbottom and J, Lord
A. B. Woodbury
H. B. Briggs
R. B. Prindle ,

J. M. Spittler ,

T. S. Harris ,

J. Hunt, jr

W. H. Trusty
R. B. Prindle
G. M. Ramsey
W. L. Haller
G. W. Buffington
B. B. Wilcox
E. D. Holman
C. F. Spencer
E. Purdy
J. C. Jewett
J. Borden
N. Wilson
G.F.Kolb
J. S Pabner
J. Annin
A. and A. F. and A. Thoma
E. G. Blakeslee
A. M. Zebuskie
W. Young
S.N. Taylor ,

R. T. Smith
A. Zwiebel
P. S. Devlan
P. S. Devlan
D. H. Dotterer
G. F. Lynch
J. ConnoU}'
Le Roy M. Taylor and W. D. Fowler
E. F. Light
T. F. Burgees
W. Sherburne
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Invention or Discovery.

Jonmal box and axle, Anti-friction

Journal box and bearing
Journal box and bearing. Self-lubricating

Journal box and hanger for shafting
Journal box, Anti-friction :

Journal box, Car
Journal boxes, joints, &c., Composition for packing
Journal boxes. Oiling: device for

Journal box. Self-1 ubricating
Journal box, Self-lubricating
Journal box, Self-oiling

Journal for car wheels, &c.. Anti-friction

Journal, Lubricating
Journal, Lubricating
Journals, lubricating. Composition for

Jug top
Jug tops, Making

K.

Kaleidoscope
Keel block or rest

Keg and barrel for paint and other materials.
Keg, paint, Metallic
Kettle
Kettle
Kettle
Kettle, Cooking
Ketlle.-J and pots. Tipping attachment for
Kettles, Cover and lifting device for
Kettles, Hinging lids of
Kettles, pails, &c. , Lid for

Kettle, Stamped sheet-metal
Kettles, tea, Cover for
Kettle, Tea
Kettle, Tea, and other vessels
Key and lock
Key-board of musical instruments
Key diamond
Key for bolts

Key for locks
Key bolder for door lock. Safety
Key-hole guard for door locks
Keys, door. Attachment for.

Key seats, Cutting
Keys, Improvement in
Key, Watch
Key, Watch
Key, Watch
Key, Watch
Key, watch. Adjustable
Key, watch, Pendant
Kiln, Brick
Kiln, Brick
Kiln, Brick
Kiln, Brick
Kiln, Brick
Kiln, Brick
Kiln. Brick....:
Kiln for burning clay pipes
Kiln for chaiing wood
Kiln for drying and curing hops
Kiln for drying and preparing peat
Kiln for reburning and purifying bone black.
Kiln for roasting ores
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Lime
Kiln, Malt
Kiln, Malt
Kiln of sugar refineries, Cover of
Kiln or hous^e. Malt
Kilns, malt. Flooring for
Kilns, malt. Floor of
Kite
Kite frame

.

Name of Patentee.

J. H. Carkeet
J.B.Caryl
C. Purdy
I. D. Mathews
H. T. Smith
G. H. Clemens
J. T. Davis and W. C. Selden.
G. M. Morris
S. F. Bond
P. P. Lane
J. Whitlock
C. H. Partihall

I. P. Wendell
N. S. Snedeker
B. Battle
H.Wright
G. P. Lang and P. Lauster

J. Earnshaw
J. T. Parlour
A. L. Freeman
J. C. Adams
A. N. MerrUl
A. Sower
H. Matthews
B. W. Dunning
C. Coester, jr., and W. L. Dewey .

A. Selkirk
W. L. McDowell
S. B. Cox
F. G. and W. F. Niedringhaus
W. W. Page
E. Ripley ,

S. B. Everitt
H. B. Weaver
G. B. Kirkham
B. F. Southgate
N. Adams
A. G. Batchelder
F. J.May
D. A. Pratt
D. E.Campbell V
D. Flynn
C. E.Lombard
O. P. Kingman
E. M. Kimball
V. Draper
E. Paulus
J. S. Birch
J. A. Hamann
G. C. Bovey
L. R. Norman and W. P. Dieterichs.
L. R. Norman and W. F. Dieterichs.
W. A. Shepard
S. D. Rader
C. B. Corey and C. M. Turner
A. S. McBride
J. Dimelow ,

W. H. Guignon andW. D. McDonald.
W. M. Haynie
S. Chapman
A. Weber
A. Thoma
G. W. White
G. Atkins
C. Hinklev
S. C. Hotchkiss
L. Montgomeiy
L. Gibbs
J. L. Livingston
J. Gecmen
W. Blakey
W. R. Bradford
W. Appeltou
W. W. Hughes and J. C. Adams . .

.

R. Speidel
E. I. Hughes
J. Shepard
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Invention or Discovery.

Kneeling-board and foot-rest

Knife
Knife and door fastening
Knife and fork
Knife and fork cleaner.

Knife and fork cleaner
Knife and scissors, Combined
Knife and scissors sharpener ^

.

Knife and scissors sharpener
Knife and scissors sharpener
Knife and watch-key, Combined
Knife, Carving, and fork holder
Knife cleaner ,

Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner .,

Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner
Knife cleaner and sharpener
Knife, Hay
Knife, Hay.
Knife, hook, and savsr, Pruning
Knife, Mincing
Knife, Pocket
Knife, Pocket
Knife, Pocket
Knife, pocket, and door fastener, Combined
Knife sharpener
Knife sharpener
Knife sharpener
Knife sharpener
Knife sharpener
Knife sharpener
Knife sharpener
Knife, Shoe
Knife, Shoe .-..

Knife, Table
Knife, Tobacco belting

Knives, polishing, Composition for ,

Knitting machine
Knitting machine ,

Knitting machine ,

Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine
Knitting machine -

Knitting machine
Knitting machine register

Knitting machine, Rotary
Knitting machines, circular, Take-up mechanism for

Knitting machines, Knot-indicator for

Knitting machines, rotary, Take-up for

Knitting machines, Take-up mechanism for ,

Knob, Elastic carriage curtain
Knob, latch and lock. Combined
Knob-latch, Locking
Knob, Mineral
Knobs, door. Attaching
Knobs, door. Attaching to spindles
Knobs, door. Attaching to their shank
Knobs, door. Attaching to their spindles
Knobs, door, Stamping clay
Knobs to door-latches. Attaching
Knobs to spindles, Adjusting
Knobs to the spindles of door latches. Attaching
Knuckle joint

Name of Patentee. No.

H. Morrison
N. W. Caughy .

A. W. Hall
J. H. Nichols...
B. F. Hughson .

J. Merritt
C. W. Sykes ...

M. T. C'bapman
A. Herthal
J. N, Jacobs
E. Q. Norton ...

A, T. Foster . . .

.

R. R. Pattison..
N. P. Mnlloy...
W. J. Burge
C.F.Dean
C. C Morgan
I. Jewett
J. P. Hammond
H. Woodward...
J. A. Ewins .

L.
L.
P.
H.
R.

Label and tag...
Label, Baggage .

Label, Direction

Goulding
J. Johnson
O. Soper
M.Smith
W, Porter

S. C. Ketchum
,

G. and J. Kay
R. B. MilUken
C. H. Palmer
B. F. Porter
G. B. Markham
J. Meyer, jr..
M. Young
T. K. Knapp
T. Haynes
J. C. Reynolds
A. B. Bean
H. Sauerbier ,

H. Sauerbier
P. Neff
J, B. Worsham
A. W. Stewart
W. H. McNary
A. Paget
A. C. Carey
W.Cotton
J. Pepper
S. V. Essick
D. Bicliford
T. Crane
T. Crane
J. Teachout
J. Teachout
AV. H. H. Holden
W. Aiken
B. F, Wyman and B. H. Hartshorn.
M. L. Roberts
S. Ward
J. F. Steward
J. Teachout
T. Crane
W. H. Hawkins
M. B. Foote
C. H. Eiffler

J. J ones
D. B. Cobb
C. B. Bristol

W. T. Munger
C.B.Bristol
G. Lawton
W. II. Andrews
A. Dawes
W. P. Munger
G. B. Garlinghouse

T. PorcivaL.
J. M. March.
G. E. Pevey.
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Invention or Discovery,

Label holder and mail bag, Adjustable
Label holder for railroad cars

Labeling bottle corks
Label or tag
Label or tag
Labels, Attaching
Labels, Damping an(* gumming
Lacer for knee brace, &c
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
Ladd(^r and chair
Ladder, Extension
Ladder, Extension
Ladder, Extension
Ladder, Extent^ion
Ladder, Extension
Ladder, Extension
Ladder, Fire
Ladder, Fire ,

Ladder, Fire escape
Ladder, Fire escape
Ladder, Fire escape
Ladder, Fruit ,

Ladder, Fruit
Ladder, Fruit
Ladder, Fruit extension
Ladder, Step
Ladder, Step
Ladder, Step
Ladder, Step
Ladder, Step
Ladder, Step and extension
Ladder, Step and extension
Ladder, step, Fruit
Ladle for pouring metal
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp .,.. ---^ ..........

Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lump i - * -

Lamp -

Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp •

Lamp
Lamp - -

Lamp -

Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp and cane, Combined
Lamp black
Lump black
Lamp chimney cleaner

Lamp chimney cleaner

Lamp chimney cleaner

Lamp chimney fastening --••"••%•

Lamp, coffee-pot, and boiler, Combmed ....

k Lamp extinguisher

Lamp extinguisher

22 c P

G. A. Lamb
J. H. Parsons
F. W. Copcutt
N. H. Bruce
E. A. Locke
J. F. Zacharios
J. Benn and G. O. Luckman
J. Monroe
F. W. Hovey
D. B. Taylor
H. O. Baker
M. Burt
P. M. Ackerman
B. F. Turner
C.Croley
M. D. Boyd
J. E. Kohn and J. L. Natchell
C. R. Bryant
G. L. Johnson
C. G.Udell
T. Watson and C. Perry
H. M. Quackenbush
H . Barns
G. K. Foster
J. Blomgren
I. Henderson
W. P. Prewitt
R. Loomis
D. C. Smith
S. S. Whaley
B. F. Turner
J. E. Treat
H. T. Smith
D.B.Hedden
M. E. Abbott
W. W. Berntheisel
T. Vogelmann
H.W.Covert
C. J. Komar
J. P. Winchell
H. W. Benton
F. Burrovps

J Davis, jr k

H. M. Beidler..
M. B. Dyott...
J. S. Hull
J. H.Irwin....
E. D. Norton..
J. K. Andrews

H.'West'on!!!!
H. L. Hanson..
P.Hoffman....
A. Judsou
W. Mullally...

J. B. Slawson .

M. Jincka
A. P. Tyler...
J. Lee
C. St. John....
C.N. Tyler ...

G. A. Beidler.
T. Clough
T. Clough
H. Young ...

H. E. Burtoil ^.

J. B. Alexanjt' : ' i;;"
G. Neilsoi ,and E. Eggio^^"" " .

L.F. DrjJ^uandK.Chffor<i
'

No.

::\

T-cro;£u
^•J^Peorlee

I p. Howell

E,.
Russell •

L. A. Plumb
^. Rohrer

I c. E. A-bbott

70, 228
71,051
72, 606
60, H56
67, 661

67, 833
69, 895
66, 728
60, 731
62, 234
62, 305
62, 314

65, 525
66, 655
67, 636
68, 836
69, 448
62, 932
63, 163

63, 188
69, 875
70, 016
72, 444
64, 212
71, 962
62, 418
62, 564
63, 735
65, 959
67, 933
69, 049
66, 420
m, 179

67, 193

70, 933
67, 710
67,235
69, 321
68, 090
61, 129

66, 285
61, 159
63,999
64, 474
64, .'508

64, 768
65. 230
65, 935
66, 278
67, 070
68, 136
69, 091
69, 4:i6

69, 815
70, 247
70, 635
70, 856
72, 764
70, 867
71, 242

71, 354

71, 449

71, 566
72,219
72, 376

72, 683

71, 460

72.068
72,078
61, 092
71,396
69, 439

71,538
61,454
71,221
71,112
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Lamp extinguisher
Lamp extinguitiher

Lamp extiugnisher
Lamp extinguisher
Lamp extinguisher
Lamp extinguisher
Lamp for burning off paint
Lamp for burning petroleum
Lamp for destroying insects

Lamp for liindling fires

Lamp heater for dental purposes -

.

Lamp heater for vehicles
Lamp, Lantern
Lamplighter, Street
Lamp, Plumbers' and painters' - ...

Lamps, Attaching chimney to

Lamps, Attaching lamp burner to.

Lamps, coa-h, Fastening for
Lamps, gas-burners, &c., Lighting

Lamps, gas, street, Lighting
Lamp shade
Lamp shade ,

Lamp shade clasp ., , .

,

Lamp shade supporter ,

Lamp, Sboemaker's ,

Lamp, Signal
Lamps, Lock fastener for

Lamps, oil. Heating attachment for
Lamps, Preventing the explosion of
Lamps, Preventing the explosion of
Lamps, Snuffing
Lamps, Suspending
Lamps, vapor, Generator for
Lampwicks, Feed roller for
Land conveyance
Land conveyance
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern .

Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern •

Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern and foot warmer
Lantern, foot warmer, and vater heater combmed
Lantern, Insect trap

Lantern, Signal
:' V

:
• V

Lanterns, magic, Transparent .side for

f^-^'^rns, signal, Handle for
^ard, i-tretiie^t
Lard rendering 2c"*^^"°^-«8mng and binding, STv

-""^ '^P^^"^"Lashi
^ast . .7.. " "'"""'e, -l^evice-'iJgnbtious vapors from..
Last

.
_ • - - i. -

Last lock
leasts. Fas
Latch.
I^a^ch and

JLiatcb, Door -

i-atch. Door "t
Latch, Door "

3ck ' :-v
i'astening for .'.'.'.'.".'.' -'

"'. '..'.'.'.".'.''.'

and catch "!.'.'." -""'.\

Name of Patentee.

F. B. Hill and W. H. McCoy
G. Simpson and W. H. Ednaunds
B. Shaw
M.Safford
L. M. Sargent
W. P. Bennett
W. W. Wakeraan, jr . . . .*.

J. and J. Minks
J. Zimmerman
S.J. Lowe
J. C. House
E. H. Reynolds
J. Silvius and W. T. Hain
M. McGill and J. E. Tynan
G. Wanier
J. B. Alexander
J. B. Alexander
M. De Voursney
P. B. Tyler, W. M. Chandler, and L.

F. Standish.
J.W.Beard
D. W. Bashore
E. K. Haynes
J. J. Marcy
G. C. James
J. M. Sporer
J. Wall
J. Harding
E. O. Schartau
C. P. Grosvener
E. Howard..
J. Ives
D. T.Hubbell
J. S. Hull
C. H. Bagley
L. F. Hake
R. J. Nunn
W. Westake
F. Leclerc
W. Burns
C. F. Spencer
E. Boorse
W. S. Thompson
A. It. Cl IVrfictd . . , ....

p. J. Clark and J. Kintz
W. and W. Porter, jr

W. G. and C. Sterling
J. H. Irwin
H. Sangster
C. F. Spencer
J. E.*Cro88
M. B. Wright
L. F. Betts

J. H. Richardson
H. Beebe
J. O. Smith
E. T. Prindle and J. Wellfare.".'
S. k: Wirts and F. Swift
G.A. Wells
B W. Pitman
li. V. Badger

\

S. Solomons
A. N. Tovvne .....'.'.

J. P. Avery and W. L. Nichols!
A. Broadnax
C. L. Tucker
S. Davis .'.';

J. M. Hirlinger
A. W. Cheever
A. Taylor
D. Goodyear .'.'*'

W. S. Huntington
J. Shepard and J. Sigourney
J. B. Farmer
A. D. Judd
E.King
P. Bradford .'.'..".".""

F. Clymer
W.Broomhall
J.A.Park
N. Belvallette
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Invention or Discovery.

Latch for doors, Locking knob
Latcli for warehouses, Safety
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate -*-

Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch. Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, Gate
Latch, knob and lock, Combined
Latch, knob and lock. Combined
Latch, knob and lock, Combined
Latch Kuob, tor doors . . •-

Latch, kuob. Mortise
Latch, kuob, Reversible
Latch, kuob, Reversible
Latch, Lock
Latch lock for doors
Latch, Night
Lateh, night. Adjustable escutcheon for .

Latch, Reversible
Latch, Window
Latch, Window
Lathe
Lathe
Latbe arbors, Grinding
Lathe box and journal
Lathe chuck
Lathe dog
Lathe dogs and bench vises. Jaw for

Lathe engine, Rose
Lathe for chasing and backing down taps
Lathe for turning eccentrics
Lathe for turuing sha'ting
Lathe for turuing wood
Lathe rest

Lathes, Adjustnblo rest for .

.

Lathes, Slide rest for -

Lathes, Tool holder for turning

Lathes, Toe I rest for ...-...-- -

Lathes, watchmakers, Chuck for

Lathe tool -

Lathr: cool holder --

Lathe, Turning -

Lathe, Turniug -

Lathe, Turning
Lathe, Turning •

Lathe, Turning ---

Lathe, Turning >-•

Lathe, Turning ••

Lathe, Variety frame

Lathe way smoother

Lathe. Wood - - - - - '

Lathe, Wood, for turmng knobs

Lathe', Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning
Lathe. Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-turning

Lathe, Wood-, urning

Lathe, Wood-turning
Lathe, Wood-turning

Lath for plastering

Lath frame
Lathing apparatus.

Lead, Carbonate of

Lead, Carbonate of •-- -

Lead foil coated with tin. Manufacture of

Name of Patentee.

:::::::::::::::::::::-::-''--^i^e^^^
\-^mtteo""

J. Wertsbaugher
A. D . Medlicott
L. Woodruflf
G. W. Large
C. Roberts
J. E. Klein
W.T.Wells
W.H. Kellogg
J. T. Bryan
C. W. Rhoads
W. T. Wells
G. M. D. Pomeroy
E. Nicholson
A. K. Davis
M.J. Brier
B. Seegmiiller
E. G. F. Arndt and C. E. L. Moebius
M. B.Foote
A. W. Upton
G.H. Palmer
H. M. Ritter
H. M. Ritter
N. Petre
H.Bosch
E. VV. Brettell

W. T. Munger
R. L. Webb
E. F. Hoffman
A. Bingham
W. B. Bement
B. M. Lewy
C. Goes er, and A. B. Lawther
A.Wood
J. O'Connor
C. W. Le Count
N.Wilson
T. Lippiatt
W. X. Stevens
J. B. Gayle
A. Wood
H.R- Hn^x-U-ina...
ri. K. Smith
J. E. Burdge
J. G. Rominger
S. Gissinger
T. J. Currier and A. M. Black
S. S.Lavey
J. C- Shackleton
J. Edson
F. A. Armbruster
A.R.Stewart _,"

H.L. Morse '.\,\\

W. Johnson /

'

J.Richards ^...

F.Shaller
F.w.ccy .;.*;;

A. L. Wicker and L. W. Williams.
A. Thomas
H.T.Clay ;;."."

J. Stever and J. A. Way
J.Phillips, jr .;

J. Cha.se
,

M. Spenli....^
."""

H. C. Berry.l
J. McMichaelL
L. H. Dud'ey

.

F. Baldwii...
A. Guodyiar- -

J. Richada---
.S. L. BMrt - - -

.

J. yxr\\pa anr' ;

r>.I>:k^. -"

No.

72, 347
71, 199
61, 594
Gl, 744
61, 763
61,8:39-

62, 102

62, 637
63, 466
63, 562
63,769
64, 140

66, 515
70, 537
70, 794
67, 140

67, 938
70, 081
62, 908
67, 795
64, 570
64, 571
67, 213
69, 619
66, 940
62, 968
72, 946
60, 727
63, 988
64, 938
69, 685
68, 698
72, 147

69, 577
60, 751
69, 883
65, 245
62, 977
67,288
72, 148

65, 568
60, 9m
67, 630
68, 654
68,870
61, 166
69, 998
eQ, 641
72. 468
61, 135
63, 574
63,928
6;5, 089
67, 676
67, 810
69, 544
67, 473
70,483
69,543
61,111
63,087
63,213
63, 571

0-20

Vi ^^oeIl
^\t -tictiea----

>'..,v..;^\ .--

^ -- , ., ::;{-rc^'t^^'^^-'V.
Lead holder or lead pencil

-I ^-Wa^etma"*--"
Lead, Molding plates ot

;
^o^*"

Lead, Refining

-!2l

68,V35
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Lead, sheet, Cutting
Lead, Stirring and cooling

Lead, to destroy its crystalline character, Treating precipitated

Lead, White
Lead, white. Manufacture of

Lead, white, Manufacture of

Lead, white. Manufacture of ^

Lead, white. Manufacture of
Lead, white, Manufacture of

Lead, white, Mixing and feeding
Leather, Artificial

Leather, Artificial, for floor coverings
Leather belts. Composition for stuffing

Leather, coating, Composition for

Leather, Cutting out
Leather, Dressing
Leather, . Dressing
Leather, Enameled and Japanned
Leather, Finishing
Leather, Folding ^

Leather for wear, Preparing
Leather, Frame for stretching wet ,

Leather, hides, &c.. Drying ,

Leather, Manufacturing and preserving ,

Leather or skins. Softening or dressing
Leather peg, Condensed
Leather peg. Condensed
Leather, Prepared
Leather pinching machine
Leather quilting frame '.

Leather, Reducing, to uniform thickness .*.

Leather, Rolling ,

Leather, Rounding
Leather-scouring machine
Leather-scouring machine
Leather seams, Pressing ,

Leather, sole, Preparing for boots and shoes
Leather-splitting machine
Leather, Stamping and shaping
Leather, Stretching

,

Leather, Stuffing and o.urrying
Leather, tapering -

Leather, Washing -

Leather, Water-proof
Leg, Artificial. ,

Leg, Artificial

Leg, Artificial

Leg. Artificial -

Leg, Artificial - -

Leg, Artificial

Leg, Artificial

Leg, Artificial . •

Legging
Lemon squeezer
Lemon squeezer
Lemon squeezer
Lemon squeezer
Lens, Lantern
Lens for photographic purposes

Letter box and door platQ combined
Letter file

Letter opener and eraser

Letter slide and name plate comtined

Levee and dike to rivers

Levees and dikes, Construction ol

Levees, dikes, and embankments, Construction of.

Levees, Making
Level
Level and plumb, Combined
Level and phtmb . - ,

Level and square. Combined
Level, Graduating
Level, Plumb
Level, Plumb..
Level, spirit, Adjusting *'"'y

Level, spirit, Adjustable •\"^0-

wheels.
Level and clinometer.

.

Lever for railroad cars

S.E. Chubbuck
G. B. Williams
G. T. Lewis
LM.Gattman
P. H. Vander Weyde
T. M. and A. G. Fell
T. M. and A. G. Fell
T. M. and A. G. Fell
T. M. and A. G. Fell
J. Haslett, jr

C. Saffray
S.M. Allen
J. Hazeltine
E. Brown
A.B. Keith
E. Fitzhenry
C Korn
J. W. Dawson
E. Fitzhenry and L Ball
J. Lombard . . .•

G. V. Sheffield and J. F. Cobum .

J. W. Dawson
A. W. Roberts
R. Andrews
F. J. Burcham
C.and J.G.Rowland
C. and J. G. Rowland
S. Dyar
J.H.Haskell
A. G. Brewer
W. C. Joslin

J.H.Walker
J. Yeager
A. W. Roberts
L W. Pray and E. Fitzhenry
W.May
D. M. Ayer
A. Daws
B.B.Harris
J. F. Connelly and W. B. Hughes
F.Carl
W. Mannheim ,

A. and G.F.Howard
K. (Spouuuye
A. T. Watson '.'.'.'.'.'.

E. Carleton and E. Goss .....
J.Emery
F. Schmitt
L. Legran
H. L. MUla

;

A. McOmber
C. Swett
W.G.Rule *
T. Reece and A. Clark
A. J. T. Center

O. Hess«lbacher and H. Moester'
A. Ba'Oarin

E. B'lrett

J. i. Dallmeyer
J T. Green
/'. Ashley
G. C. Barney .'."."".'"."'".'.".'"

J. M. Coombs .'.'.'.'..'.'.'.,'.

S. D. Driggs "]"
L. S. Robbins "^.."!!"'
J- C Schooley '..'.'.'..'..

E. Comeaux '.'.'..'.'.'.'.'..'.

W. L. Richardson
P. ClifiFord

S. A. Bostwick ''"].'."".'.".\

G. L. Chamberlin '.'.'."

N. HoUingswoith '.'.'.'.'.'."

C. Ensmiugerand A. W. EimeV!"'
J. T. Zimmerman and H. Baker.
S. Chapin and A. Stanley . .^
L. L. Davis
P. ClifiFord

B. F. Cook
'

J. L. L. Knox .

J. Noble

QQ, 342
66, 695
69, 602
68, 603
68, 961
71,279
70, 804

72, 740
74, 046
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Lever pitman, Reverse ,

Lid for kettles, pails, &c
Life preserver
Life preserver
Life preserver
Life pret^erver
Life-preserving berth
Life-preserving flWat and mattress
Life-preserving seat
Lifting apparams
Ligiit, calcium-magnesium, Producing
Lighter and alarm.
Light-house or floating battery
Light, Locomotive head, Gasoline
Lightning arrester
LFghtning conductor
Lightni ij g conductor
Lightning rod
Lightning rod
Lightning rod. Corrugated
Lighming-rod insulator
Lime bisulphite of, Application of
Line holder
Line holder
Line holder
Line or rope holder ,

Lines, Rounding
Liniment
Linime»t
Liniment
Liniment
Liniment
Liniment
Liniment
Liniment »

Liniment
Liniment, Anti-rheumatic
Liniment for cure of foot rot in sheep *

Liniment, Vegetable
Lining drawing. Hatch
Link and hook, Connecting
Link, Connecting
Link, Connecting ^_, , . -

Links for cables ana uii.cr .w.o, «„^x.iuc wf Inaking

Links, Machine for cutting bars for cham
Links, Machine for preparing rods for chain

Liquid for bleaching and removing stams

Liquid for carbure.tting gas tar

Liquid for carburetting gases -
-.

Liquid for distillation and for other purposes, Fermentmg ...

Liquid for making ice and for other purposes

Liquids, grating - „ • V " "
' V

"
* V •";••

Liquids, aerating.andmanufaetureof Kodav7ater,Appara\usfor,

Liquids as fuel, hydrocarbon, Burnmg - - •

-

Liquids, cane juice and other, Evaporating and concentrat

Liquids, Cooling
Liquids, Distilling and evaporating

Liquids, Draining and weighing
Liquids, Evaporating -

Liquids, hydrocarbon, as fuel. Using
Liquids, hydrocarbon. Burning
Liquids, hydrocarbon. Vaporizing -

Liquids, hydrocarbon, Vaporizing and burning

Liquids, hydrocarbon, Vaporizing and burning

Liquids, hydrocarbon. Vaporizing and decomposing in the

presence of steam.
Liquids, malt and other, Fermenting
Liquids, Pleasuring
Liquids, Mixing
Liquids on di aft, Cooling
Liquids, Rectifying distilled -- •;--•

Liquids, saccharine. Filtering, evaporating, and granulating.

Liquids, sulphuric acid and oiher, Concentrating

Liquor, alcoholic. Ageing
Liquor and other spirits. Weighing
Liquor and wine, Ageing and refining

Liquors, malt and spirit. Preventing fraud

rived from.
Liquors, malt. Boiling, cooling, and fermenting

Liquors, malt. Cooling
Liquors, malt, Drawing and preserving

J. and W. W. Porter
S. B. Cox
J. M. Billhofer

J. Shaw
R. Robinson
D. H. Heyen
J.J. Clyde
L. Bauhoefer
H. Matthews
W. L. Jones
C. A. Dresser
T.N. Howell
J. Moody
J. B. Terry
A. Barbai-in

J. A. Kissell and N. BUckensdufer
W.G.Pike
C. Jillson

C. Stearns ,

J. A. Klissell and N. BUckensdufer
D. Stebbins
W. Marr
W. Morse
D. Peters and R. P. Williams
S.J.Clark ,

A. J. Chase
L. B. Gates ,

J. W. Burnham ,

H. Stonebraker
J.Gifford
J. S. Lightner
L. B. Cram
J. C. Dustan
E. M. Carpenter
R. Newcomb
P. Baumann
J. Galette
W. H. Lawes
T.L. Upton
E.K. Haynes -

R. Creuzbaur - • -

R. Ox ^v. ^V>««r.

i.t. Creuzbaur
A. Homfray
G. Homfray
G. Homfray
M. E. Touipkius ... .

L. E. Holden .'.';

J. A. Bassett
R. D'Heureuse
P. H. Vanderweyde
E. L. Pratt.., ..".'..

J. Matthews, jr

A.J. Works.! V.'.WV.
A. Fryer
M. Gould '.

P. T. Badoux \\\\
E. S. Harris and S. S. Robinson .

.

'

L. C. England
F. Cook
C. Fisher \\\\\
J. A. Bassett
F.Cook
F.Cook '.'.'.'.'.""

F. Cook and J, A. Bassett ....'....'.

G. Wallace

.

the revenue de-

^. Fickett and J. C. Ware
> Watkins
^'Whyte
j-Vei-iuchna and L. Jarchow
^ • \ Hopkins

hes
J • %artin
S- *Mawkin8

E- J^son and A. SteuernageL

and R. A. Robertson .

68, 900
67, 847
64, 939
65, 287
70, 121
71,755
G2, 609
63. .831

62,433
63, 526
71,860
72. 854
62, 87C
72, 697
68, 407
64, 774
70, 741

61, 741

65, 775
66, 854
66. 054
70, 588
68, 304
69,696
71,709
69, 767
68, 972

'

62, 111

62, 298
62, 403
63, 269
63, 995
64, 649
65, 170
65,688
67, 706
66, 482
62, 644
63,965
72, 036
63,936
66, 303
70, 172
70, 845
62,488
62, 335
71, 426
61, 662
64, 831
67, 512
72, 431
QB, 788
68, 375
61, 131

65, 205
.69, 797
61, 651
m, 149
65, 065
68, 705
67, 108
m, 686
68, 703
68, 703
68, 708

62, 581
65, 897
69, 054
65, 320
66, 323
61, 200
65. 227
64, 990
61, 425
69, 275
61,913

64, Oil
69,930
69. 013
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee. • No.

Liquors, spirituous, Distilling and rectifying

Liquor used in treating straw, wood, &c.. Saving and utilizing

the alkaline.

Loading and dumping machine
Lock
Lock
Lock
Lock, Alarm ,

Lock, Alarm, for tills ,

Lock, Alarm, for tills

Lock and alarm attachment for money drawers
Lock and key
Lock and knob latch, Combined
Lock apparatus and burglar alarm ,

Lock, Burglar alarm ..

Lock, Canal
Lock, Canal
Lock, Canal
Lock, Canal
Lock, Car seat

Lock, Car seat

Lock, Car seat
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door ..,

Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock , Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock, Door
Lock; Door
Lock, door. Burglar alarm
Lock, door, Compound
Lock, door, Prison ^..
Lock, door. Safety guard
Lock, Drawer
Lock for car doors, &c -

Lock for traveling bags
Lock, knob and latch. Combined -

Lock, latch and knob, Combined
Lock, Magnetic
Lock, Pad '•
Lock, Pad
Lock, Pad "

Lock, Pad
Lock, Pad
Lock, Pad '

Lock, Pad
\

Lock, Pad
Lock, Pad -

Lock, Pad
Lock, pad, Combination •

Lock, pad, Register •

Lock, pad, Sealing

Lock, pad. Sealing

Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation •

Lock, Permutation

M. Neuman

.

S. Pettibone

.

Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation -

Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation
Lock, Permutation, for doors

Lock, Piano
Lock, Piano
Lock, Piano
Lock, Row

W. Gofif „ ,

L. P. Decker ,

W, Dickson
H. D. Richardson
J. S. and R. Porter ^
D. K. Miller

C. Tucker ^

J. H. Weaver
H. B. Weaver
E. F. G. Arndt and C. E. L. Moebiub
C. E. Pierce
G. Jacobs »

J. Burt
G. Heath
M. Bishop
H.H.Day
S. Bowles
M. P. Ford
E. Hambujer
R. VoUschwitz
F. Just
F. F. Landis
A . Leich «

D. C. Jordan
E. W. Brettell

S.L.Chase
E. P. Porter and G. W. Halbtt
W. J. and J. W. Harris
W. P. Wentworth
E. Allen and J. Brady
H. R. Gillingham
M. atd J. Knapp
E: p. Porter and G. W. HaUett
R. Schade
J. H. Morse
H. Jackson
E. Tracy
G.Hubert
C. E. Felton
R. K. Lee ^
G.B.fr(^Sfe:::::;::::::;:
C. H. Schubens
B. S'degmuler ',[

M. B. Foote .

.

L. C. Springer
Leyden

B. J., S. B. and A. H. Ebert. . .

.

C.H.Miller
L D. Bush -"."i".!.".".'*"

H. Jackson '.'..'.'.'.'.\

W. Bobannan
W. H. Murphy .'."!-'.'."."!."!!'.'

C.J.Clements
H. Eiffler .".'

J. B. Green .""!.'.'.'."!"

A. S. Harding and N. Reed! .'..'.
'.

[

'

J. L. Chambers
Z.Kelly ;;;;;
R. M. Webb and L Hermann !

!

J. Corbett . .

.

C. Flesch .'.'"."".'.".".".'
.'."i;

E. A. Barrows
G, B. Atwood
G. B. Atwood
S. Wheeler -"."..".'.".*.'.'.'."];

A. W. Johnson and G. Thompson!.*.'
W. F. Kistler

C- L. Lucas
E. W. Brettell
S. Wheeler
C. Flesch
L W.Lamb
T.J. Sullivan ".

E. L. Gaylord .'

E. L. Gaylord
A. Holmstaedter '...'.'.'.'.'.

I G. A. Browne

62, 670
7J,783

70, 195
61, 055
63, 230
64, 568
62, 683
63, 922
64, .598

68, 816
60, 974
67, 938
71, 637
66, 090
65, 054
66, 151

68, 833
69, 639
62, 311
66, 479
68, 436
60, 970
62, 036
62, 545
62, 645
62, 753
63, 204
63, 214
63, 295
64,975
66, 059
68, 334
68,682
70, 576
71, 4U
71, 534
70,599
72, 499
71,822
67, 116
67, 641

63, 063
60, 874
64, 635
72, 914
67, 140
70, 081
CO, 953
62, 862
69, 645
62, 353
63, 467
65, 388
67, 401
68, 527
72, 166
72, 378
72, 845
63, 722
70, 409
62, 636
67, 089
61,810
62, 191
62,388
63, 133
63,824
64, 605
64, 880
66, 502
68, 219
68,281
68, 922
71, 373
72, 408
67, 927
68, 496
68, 497
72, 038
64.280
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee. No.

Lock, Safe
Lock, Safe
Lock, Sabh
Lock, Sash
Lock, Sash
Lock, Sash
Locks, door, Keeper for

Locks, door. Key guard for

Locks, door, Key guard for . . .

,

Locks, door. Keyhole guide for.

Locks, door, .Safety keyholder for ,

Lock, Spindle, in the doors of safes

Lock, Spring
Locks, safe, Spindle of
Lock, Stop and sash
Locks, Traveling bag
Locks, trunk. Hasp for

Lock, Trunk
Lock, Trunk
Lock, Trunk
Lock, Trunk
Lock, Trunk
Lock, Trunk ,

Lock, Trunk ,

Lock, Trunk
Lock, trunk. Permutation
Lock, Wagon
Lock, Wagon wheel
Lock, Window sash
Locomotive ,

Locomotive ash pan
Locomotive attachment
Locomotive, for plowing ,

Locomotive head light ,

Locomotive head light. Gasoline
Locomotive pilot

Locomotive, Road
Locomotives, Ash pan and fire grate for
Locomotives, Draft pipe for
Locomotives, Draw bar for
Locomotives, Head light for
Locomotives. Increasing traction in
Locomotives, Prpventine collision of
Locomotives, Railroad smoke conductor for.

Locomotives, Snow scraper for

Locomotives. Water crane for supplying . .

.

Locomotive tenders with water. Supplying.

Locomotive trucks, Link for

Logotrope
Loom
Loom •

Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom
Loom for circular weaving
Loom for weaving palm leaf, &c
Loom for weaving piled fabrics

Loom for weaving ribbons, &c
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand

J. R. Richards
R. Lewis
E. K. Breckenridge
J. B. Tinker
J. K. Clark
A. M. Smith
G. W. DaCunha
J. Winrd
W. Johnson, 2d
S. Shlo^s,F.Veerkamp, and C. F.
Leopold.

F. J. May
J. Sargent
A. M. Smith
J. Sargent
D. D. Mackay
H. Fautz
L. Witting
E. A. G. Roulstone -

W. J. Hare
C. Gschwind and C. Reichardt
L. Witting
J. Nock
J.Nock
S. Gaylord

N. Nard
H. Basch
A. Dawner
T. G. Clifford

N. F. Mathewson
J. L. Lay
A. Ohlenslager
J. E. Wootten and H. Hazel
T. S. Minniss
E. L. Hall
J. B. Terry
B. F. Partridge, jr

E. C. James
C. H. Nichols and D. Upton
A. Pearsall
D. C. Cannell
A. n. Vaughan
o. W. T. Krausch
H. Payne,
J. Greacen, ir
C. C. Elliott W
L. Y. Ketcham
W. J. Brassington & W. B. Burtnett
T. J. Rowley and W. Poland
C. Richardson and J. Graeme, ir
J. Schofield
J. R. Weber
C. Zuicke
C. Miller ..'.'."

J. Graham
T. Robjohn ".";;

J. Earushaw
G. Crompton
F. W. Huppelsberg....

.*.'*.'.'.''."

T. G. Thompson and B. Ballard
J. D. Cottrell and G. Draper
A. C. Very
W. B. Walker
D.K.Fritz
L. Scofield
H. Wyman
M. M. Hankins
H. M. Cooper
W. Hainsworth

\ X Haigh
• »T. Thomas and J. H. Dolley .

.

9;;Y. Chandler
'^^•X. Hartley..
J- A^hworth...
-A^-^enberger.

C. ^>\del

^•^.ygdaie
mpson and A. F. Pox.

63, 305
70, 232
01,708
62, 57.'>

62,817
72, 692
64, 847
71, 350
64, 426
71,235

62, 865
62, 445
61, 025
62, 446
69, 456
70, 981
62, 453
61, 361
63, 041
63, 242
64, 813
65, 260
65, 261
66, 483
69, 115
68, 685
68, 493
64, 631
72, 516
70, 341
66, 618
63, 600
61,231
67, 192
72, 697
65, 264
72, 397
62, 787
62, 680
64, 071
71,431
61,546
61,354
66, 703
62, 535
62, 038
65, 869
72,231
69, 482
61, 701

62, 791
63, 353
64, 127
64, 525
64, 573
66, 574
66, 682
66, 844
68, 583
69, 320
69, 515
69, 516
69, fi:.'2

69,711
70, 309
70, 837
70, 964
71, 299
71,480
72, 119

72, 362
71, 852
63, 631
69, 708
63, 752
65, 997
68.918
68, 909
69, 047
69, 673
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Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom, Hand
Loom harness, Motion for

Loom harness, Motion for .

Loom harness, Motion for .

Loom harness, Motion for

Loom harness, Motion for

Loom harness. Wire heddle for warp eyes of .

Loom heddle
Loom heddle
Loom, Narrow ware
Loom picker
Loom, Power

Loom, Power
Loom, Rib knitting
Looms, Cam for

Looms, Cam for

Looms, corset. Sectional take-iip for

Looms, Eye of wire heddles for

Looms, harness in, Hanging and guiding
Looms, Index chflin for

Looms, Let-off and take-up mechanism for ~.

Looms, Let-off for

Looms, Let-off for
Looms, Let-off for

Looms, Let-off mechanism for

Looms, Let-off mechanism for ,

Looms, Let-off mechanism for narrow ware
Looms, Let-off motion for

Looms, Let-off motion for

Looms, Let-off motion for

Looms, Operating picker staff for

Looms, Operating picker staff of
Looma, Picker cushion for
Looms, Picker for

Looms, Picker for

Looms, Picker for

Looms, Picker motion for

Looms, Picker staff for

Looms, picker staff in, Operating
Looms, Presenting palm leaf to ,

'

Looms, Roller temple for -

Looms, Rotary cam for

Looms, Shuttle binder for

Looms, Shuttle guard for

Looms, Stop motion for

Looms, Stop motion for • •

Looms, Temple for ' - •

Looms, Temple for

Looms, Temple for —
Looms, Tension regulator for

Looms, treadle and harness, shaft of, Operating ...

Looms, Treadle cam for -
j

Looms, Warp -feeding mechanism for |-

Looms, Weftstop motion for .......j-

Loop, Metallic
f

•

Lounge and chair seats ^

Lounge, Bed -••

Lounge, Bed /
-

•

Lounge, Chair : >
•

Lounge, C Jair, and step ladder

Lounge for invalids

Lounge, Nursery
Lounge, Reversible
Lozenge machine
Lozenge, Tooth powder
Lubricating composition ,

Lubricating device -..j.

Lubricating device /
Lubricator T"

- -

Lubricator
Lubricator
Lubricator
Lubricator "-

Lubricator
Lubricator
Lubricator, Automatic

G. W. Firestone
S. C. Mendenhall
A. and P.P. Meredith
T. H. Tibbies
H. H. Mitchell
J. F. Gebhart
J. F. Gebhart
H. Yount
L. J. Knowles
C. Schilling
D. C. Brown
C. Kennedy
J. Senueff z

S.Walker
0. B. Smith
J. M. Deen, B. W. Bolding, and H.

Perry.
J. Earnshaw
B.' Wainright
G. S. Faulkner
F. E. Howe and L. Washburn
S. Ottenheimer
J, Ashworth
L. S. Fisher
B. H. Jenks
J. A. Marden
G. Richardson
J. Remick
G. Richardson
M. Brookfield
E. Wright
J. N. Leavenworth
R. Walker
R.Walker
G. Smith
E. Wright
W. W. andV. J. Phillips

W.J. Thorn
E. Wright
B. W. Nichols
W. E. Card and P. Andrews
W. Nugent
R. Collins
t' TV/Trvi-timer
1. Angell -..Il'.'.l.II.'.'.

N. Chapman ."'.".'

R. Sargent .".'.'J.'.""."'"'"

J. C. Poland, jr., and B, R. Cotton"
E. M. Stevens

'

'.

A. J. Loiseau
W. & D. Piikington

'.'"."

W. W. Dutcher and G. Draper .

W, W. Dutcher
E.F.Shaw '..'.".'.

F. Painter
O. W. Gordon
B. PI. Jenks
A. B.Ely ;;;
G. Crompton
C. H. Littlefield

'."'.'.

M. LePage and F. Raymond
R.H. Cutter
J. D. Pratt
P.J.Hardy '.'.'.'.'.'.'..

J. Gerdom, jr
R. Leamau \\
S. Buttenheim
S. Lloyd .'.''."."!!

J. S. Howell and C. W. Carter".'.'
C. E. Blake
C. A. Graudy [\
G. M. Morris
T. S. Brown '."'.'.'.'.'.

J. L. Courcier .'

. ] ]

R. Ross and B. E. Lehman ......
J. Fanyon
S. Lemon, jr
G. Waters
E. Faull .'..".".*!."."."!

J. B. VVickersham
,

I. Dreyfus ',

70, 186
70, 877
71,035
71,087
72, 879
66, 827
66, 828
67, 699
68, 303
68, 795
64, 944
68, 444
72, 917
61, 583
66, 996
63, 143

63, 622
62, 579
66,818
69, 438
65, 112
61, 501
63, 877
62, 204
64, 235
65, 6C6
70, 265
64, 147

68, 699
72, 769
61,218
62,168
70, 297
72, 235
70, 308
63, 421
62, 087
69, 380
69, 472
70, 164
64,354
69, 319
61, 754
71, 945
61, 050
70, 623
61, 357
64, asi,

61, 439
66, 734
63, 873
63, 372
71,541
70, 253
64, 216
63, 055
72, 379
69, 974
67, 322
64,115
61,610
66, 883
67, 758
68, 973
60, 911
68, 164
62. 349
65, 575
69, 393
71,296
60, 925
62, 601
62, 013
65, 609
65, 734
67, 438
67, 469
67, 743
70, 058
64,956
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Invention or Discovery.

Lubricator, Engine
Lubricator, engine, Steam
Lubricator, engine, Steam
Lubricator, engine, Steam

-^Lubricator, engine. Steam
fXubricator, 'engine. Steam
Lubricator, engine, Steam
Lubricator, engine. Steam
Lubricator for carriage-wheel bearings
Lubricator for maciiinery
Lubricator for shafting

Lubricator for spind es

Lubricator for spinning machines
Lubricator, Jourjoal

Lubricator, Self
Lubricator, Slide-valve
Lubricator, Steam-cylinder
Lumber, Drying
Lumber, Drying and seasoning
Lumber, Drying and seasoning, by superheated steam
Lumber measuring

M.

Machinery, Applying power to

Machinery, Hand t-priug for

Machinery, stationary, Anchoring
Magazine, powder. Fire-proof
Magic lanterns, Transparent slide for

Magnesium, Manufacture of
Magnet, Electro
Magnet, Relay
Magnet, Self-adjusting relay
Mail bag
Mail bag
Mail bag and label holder, Adjustable
Mail-bag catcher for railroad cars
Mail-bag fastener ,

Mallet, dental. Automatic
Malt and other liquids, Fei'menting
Malt-drying apparatus
Malt house or kiln

Mandrel, Expanding
Manger --..-

Mangle
Mangle
Mangle
Mangle
M atogle . . . 4

Manure
Manure distributor

Manure distributor and planter

Manure drag
Manure drag, Stop-jointed

Manure, Uquid, Distributing

Manuscript, &c., copies of, Taking
Map, Ribbon
Maps, Frame for suspending
Marble-cutting machine
Marble, Dressing
Marble, Ornamenting
Marble or stone, Grinding the surface of-

Marble, Scouring
Marble, Spouring
Marble shooter

Name of Patentee.

and C. Jarecki
Ashcroft
Calligon
Collett

Kessler
W.Doten
G. Pelton

J. L. Whipple
W. P. White
B.Hilbert
J.G.Edgell
R. P. Underwood
J. B. Bancroft
M. Sellers

J. Bachelder
S. H. Badger
E. H. Ashcroft
R. P. Johnson
E. C. Bender and Wm. Steffe ...

C. F. Allen and L. W. Campbell.
T. B. Stevenson

Marine motor
Marker, stalk cutter and roller, Combined - -3. W. Dilly

Marking compound ^ Loewenberg

L. Curdts
P. Howe
S. Boone
R. S. Sanborn
S. Solomons
J. O. Christian, J. and H. Carlton..

.

S. G. Cabell
W. G. Brownson
J. M. Fairchild

E. Stevens and J. A. Knight
L. M.Sims
G. A. Lamb
L.F.Ward
S. Denison
H. Hodge and J. P. Noyes
G.Wallace
H. A. & C. H. Engles and J- Wieland.
W. Apploton .. , _..
o. a. Mallalieu
F. Denzler and J. Miller
S. W. J. F. andN. Pabner
R. A. Stratton
H. Gransden
J. Johnson
H. Wehdeking
P.G. Kenny
H. S. Palmer
B. F. Whitner
A. H. Shock
S. B. Minnich
J. W. Clark..:
M. B. Hardin
M. Coloney and S. B. Fairchild
W. F. Phelps
G. W. Wheeler ."

R. P. Bailey
S. Gardner
J. A. Bachman
H. C.Lull
W. Weaver
W.F.Falls
W. P. Kirkland

Marshes. Filling.

Mash for brewers and distillers, Preparing.

Mash tuns, Brewers'
Match
Match
Match box
Match box and candlestick combmed
Match case
Matches, Manufacture of

Matches, Putting up
Matches, Safety
Match, Friction

Match li ghter

GrXHowell.
A-^. Swartz
T- Valker :

drews
1^-J-lill
L ScVrken
C.R.Wy
E. AndLg j.^^ w.' Tucker'.
E. J. Hi\

L. O. P. Vv'eV
W. Baus\X

W. Adam\

67, 730
64,318
67, 943
67, 220
63, 437
68, 955
66, 001
67, 160

71, 863
70, 480
70, 907
70, 228
61,584
71 997
67,114
62, 581

62, 374
71,117
64, 234
m, 965
61,018
65, 134

67, 293
69, 813
70, 766
66, 357
64, 697
64, 926
66, 525
63, 650
62, C06
61,733
66, 463

70, 467
72, 250
65, 990
69, 985
63, 982
62, 142
70, 656
70, 822
61,211
68,419
63, 734
70, 849
63, 331
62, 101

69, 891
72, 637
63, 104

65, 443
62, 260
63, 197
67, 052
66, 101

62, 922
66, 77Q
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Match safe

Match safe

Match safe

Match safe

Match safe .,

Match safe and taper holder
Match safe and torch
Match splints

Match splints

Match splints, Framing
Match, Water-proof Iriction

Matting for carpet lining

Mattiu g for floor covering ^

Mattress
Mattress and life-preserving float

Mattress and raft, Life-pi-eserving

Mattresses, Adjustable bolster for

Mattresses, Stuffing
Mattress, Life-preserving
Mattress, Spring
Measure and pump, Combined
Measure, time, Calculating
Measure and funnel, Combined
Measure for cutting coats and vests
Measure for liquids

Measure, funnel and faucet, Combined
Measure, Heel
Measure, Liquid
Measure, Liquid
Measure, Liquid
Measure, Liquid
Measure, Tapering
Measuring and applying forces
Measuring instrument, Tailor's

Measuring rod
Meat and other materials. Salting and preserving
Meat and vegetable chopper
Meat, butter, &c., Preserving
Meat chopper
Meat chopper
Meat cb opper
Meat, Chopping
Meat, Cooling and packing
Meat cutting machine ," "-A T

' "

'

Meat, fish, poultry, and other perishable articles, Preservmg.

Meat, fruit, &c., Preserving
Meat m angle '• '

Meat mangle "

Meat masher
Meat, &c., Preserving -; •--

Meat, Process and apparatus for curmg and packmg, and for

other purposes.

Meat, Salting and seasoniiag •

Meat slicer -

Meat spit ••",'"
c

.'
* "

'

Meat, tanning, &c., Decomposing animal substaac^s tor curing.

Mechanical movement
Mechanical movement
Mechanical movement
Mechanical movement ^

Mechanical movement /

Medical compound i-

Medical compound -f-

Medical compound r
Medical compound .^

•

Medical compound f--
Medical compound /--

Medical compound - - -/

Medical compound <--4---

Medical compound «• *-•/•

Medical compound • ^

Medical compound • ''

Medical compound
Medical compound •

Medical compound '

Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical compound '

J. Roebuck
C. A. Babcock
C. Biinger,
P. KiUin and H. C. Yates
A. Roesler
J. A. Whipple
W. J. Ludlow^
C. L. Zeidler
E. Andrews and W. Tucker
J. Bentz
L. T. Luther
H. C. Heermance
J. Michell
B. F. Walton
L. Bauhoefer
J. Golding
P. Kraher
H. R. Hildreth and W. H. Smith .

J. Golding
H. H. Vere
J. M. Brooks and P. Munson
D.W.Wright
H. L. Dickenson
T. Vandoren, sr

P. Brinkerhoff
G.W.McCann ,

J. T. Siegert '

J. Trent
S. Mainster and J. F. Kirkwood .

.

P. Brinkerhoff
J. L. Abbott
A. Hatch
H, T.Stanard
J. M. Krider
A . D. King
E. Darnell
E. Smith
W.Ross
W. H. H. Walker
H. Obrecht
A. F. Doebert
H. Chamberlain
D. E. Somes

C. F. Pike
J. G. McMillan .

G. A. Cover . . .

.

A. T. Adams.-..
J. Lefeber
E. De la Granja
D. E. Somes ....

F. S. Gwyer :...
W. Sadler "[
A. M. Force
P. Fisher ,[[[
D. Bruce
P. Bloomsburg, jr., and J. Molyueux.
W. S. Mead
C. M. Currey
A.W.Brown
J. M. Scott ,]"[
J. Gregoiy
A. R. Browne
J. Bates .'..'.'.'."."."

H. Zoeger
W.B.Foster
G. H. Smith
O. V. Garnett
J. G. Jeffrey
J. A. Willis
C. H. Mitchell
M. Knotts
J. P. and L. Thurman ".

.

G. H. Leithead
H. G. Pope and H. F. Herrick...
J. H. Sperling
A. M.Cox
L Young
N. Joly .".".'.""

W. S.Lyon
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Medical compound -

Medical cdmpound
Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical comjiound
Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical compound ,

Medical compound
Medical compound
Medical compound .-

Medical compound
Medical compound for cure of catarrh
Medical compound for the cure of ringbone, spavin, &c., in

horses.

Medical compound for treating ringbone, spavin, &c.,in horses
Medical plaster

Medical preparation
Medical vacuum apparatus
Medicated plaster
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine, Ague
Medicine ca.se

Medicine for cure of fever
Medicine, Im proved
Medicine, Nutritive
Medicines and remedial agents, Applying, and in apparatus

therefor.

Melodeon
Melodeon ^ .

.

Melodeon
Melodeon
Melodeon
Melodeon
Melodeon
Melodeon, &c
Melodeon, Flutina -

Melodeons, &c., Attachnicu* £<r.

Melodeons and other wind instruments

Melodeons, Operating swellin

Menstrual receiver

Metal, bars of. Bending
Metal, bars of, Shaping and heading

Metal beams
Metal, cylindrical bars of, Straightening

Metal, Grinding and polishing articles of

Metal, ivory, &c., Forming designs upon
Metallic plates, Flanging and -wiring

Metallic stuffing box packing ;-

Metallic substances, Volatile, Concentrating and condensin

Metallic surface coating composition

Metal pan former, Sheet
Metal planers
Metal plates with tin and other metals, Coating

Metals, Amalgamating precious

Metals, Amalgamating precious

Metals, Bending
Metals, Bending -• •

Metals, Bending
Metals, Bending
Metals, Casting refractory

Metals, Composition for

Metal, Separating tinned and galvanized articles of

Metal separator. Metallic

Metals, glass and pottery. Manufacturing
Metals, Crrinding and poUshing
Metals, Planing
Metals, precious, Obtaining, from beds of rivers

Metals, precious. Saving
Metals, Revolving sluice for Baving
Metals, scrap, BuudUug
Sletals, Separating
Metals. Shaping
Metals, Shearing

C. Judson
O. W. Blanchard
W.H.Tate
A. Rullmann
D. C. Gould
M. A. Hilt
B. Paine
J. Harrigan ,

S. Payne ,

W. Davidson
M. Perl
J. T. Wilson
J. Greenwald
F. P. Gardiner-...
W. A. Cleveland .

A. M. French
A. D. Richards
C.L.Lege
G. Hadfield
W. S. Bright and J. G. Morey
A. Messex
A. Looseley
J. Fischer
L. Stroever
J . Deane
H. E.Taylor
T. M. Daniel
J. R. Havnes and A. F. Worthington
C. F. Hoeing
W. J. Miller
S. C. Upham
J. Allen

C. Austm
A. W. AVilcox
J. Berger
La Fayette Lewis
A.Nudd
G.Wood
K. Ebermeyer
«, A Jeweii
J. Miiller and F. Kaiser
R. W. Carpenter
R. W. Carpenter
C. E. Bacon
S. L. Hockert
O. Long
H. Thompson
J.Merrill \"\
J.Reese
J. A. Whelpley '.

T.Skinner
O.W.Stow
J.F.Chuse
J. C. Coult

'

G. Brown, E. E. Bumham, and J.
Morrisc.

W. H. Davis and R. H. Wager
J. H. Stembergh
H. W. Butterworth
H.J.Smith
J. B. Beers
S.Hall
C.H. Schubeus
R. Potts
J. Noland
X.Smith
£\K. Smith

,

H*;. Fowler
P- 3ghter
E.\Nohl

nd J. H. Diedrichs

, ^Vherson
J. Johf

W.C.-«jght

M.K
W.M^

Tl>-^Aw.A.Hedger.
L. J. At^d
W. Elme
SI. Wells
N. B, Key

G57
159
582-

252
796
995
602
833
407
712
907
143
193
730
970

65, 203
63,814
65. 580
60. 883
61, 045
62, 282
62, 650
66. 315
67, 926
68, 051
71,549
69,414
68, 073
67, 763
61, 631
62, 091

62, 916

61, 305
63, 683
64, 741
65, 822
65. 936
67, 150
71, 593
65. 088
71,204
6.5, 472
65, 171

71, 947
70, 843
63, 403
63, 766
64, 783
65, 832
72, 951
72, 553
70, 917
62, 527
63, 365
65, 639

68, 962
70, 479
68, 351
66, 529
67, 842
62, 327
64, 585
69, 936
72, 669
70,038
65, 838
68, 357
69,128
64,353
68, 854
70, 876
60, 898
72, 205
61, 426
61,136
63,026
64,176
62,154
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Metals, Shearing
Metals, sheet. Cutting
Metals, sheet, Finishing
Metnls, shoet, Folding
Metals, sheet or bar. Cutting
Metals, sheet, Polishiug
Metals, sheet, Punchicg
Metals, sheet, Straightening
Metals, sheet. Uniting
Metals, Shoting _.

Metals, Spinning
Metals, Tool for drilling

Metals, Trimming
Metal, strips of. Connecting
Metals, wood, and other articles, Cleaning
Metamorphoscope
Meter and register for alcoholic spirits and other liquids

Meter and separator, Spirit i

Meter and separator, Spirit

Meter attachment for stills -

Meter, Gas
Meter, Gas and liquid

Meter, gas. Dry
Meter, gas, Dry
Meter, gas. Dry
Meter, Grain
Meter, Liquid
Meter, Liquid
Meter, Liquid
Meter, Liquid
Meter, Liquid and fluid, and in the method of operating valves
Meter, Liquid and spirit

Meters, liquid, Check valve for

Meter, Spirit

Meter, Spirit

Meter, Spirit

Meter, Spirit

Meter, Spirit

Meter, Spirit

Meter, Spirit -

Meter, Spirit , ^

Meter, Spirit ^ _

Meter, Spirit, and registering apparatus
Meter, Water
Meter, Water - -

Meter, Water - -

Meter, Water •

Meter, Water •

Meter, Water -

Meter, water, and force pump, Combmed
Metronomes ;

Mica for tablets and other purposes. Preparing,

Milk, Cooling - -i

Milk, Cooling
31ilk, Cooling
Milk for cattle. Substitute for :

Milking cows - - •

Milk pail and strainer p
j

Milk rack and fruit dryer. Combined -1

Milk rack and table, Combined
Milk vats
Mill and press. Cider

Mill, Bone and plaster

Mill burr dresser

Mill burrH, Preventing the heating of V-

Mill, Cider /
Mill, Cider
Mill, Cider
Mill, Cider --
Mill, Cider - -

Mill, Cider
Mill, Cider
Mill, Coffee

/
Mill, Coffee '

Mill, Fanning V
Mill, Fanning
Mill, Fanning

'-^\^\n"-i
Mill, fanning, and corn sheller, f^""^®^" •

Mill, Fanning, and grain and se separator .

Mill for crushing ores
'

Jtf ill gearing

J. E. Heath
C.H. Shubeus
C. H. Perkins
L. A. Gleason ^

T. F. Taft
H.Todd
M. Seiferth

J. D. Carter
S. R. Wilmot . -•

W. Butcher, jr., and T, Shaw
C. F. Spauldine
E. Davies and R. H. Taunton
J. H. Furguson and H. W. Lovejoy
H. A. Bartlett

C. S. Toms
E. A. Goodes
W.Mont. Storm
L P. Tice
LP. Tice
I P. Tice
D. Forrest
J. Mason
J. Schatt
C.C.Lloyd
E.Meredith
J.C.Walker
W.Mont. Storm
W. Robiohn
R.W.Young
R. H. Atwell
J. C. Horton and S. K. Hawkins . .

.

E. Hutchinson
E. Hutchinson
J.G.Allen
L P. Tice
W. Siemens and J. G. Halske
LP. Tice
L P. Tice
L P. Tice
LP. Tice
L P. Tice
M. Augenstein

Tice
L. P. jenK3iiirr."r.*..'."'.'.'.'jj,"..'

H. J. Hyams
T.Green .".".*;

E. Blakeslee and J. S. Hunter. ".'.

J. D. Sumner
C. W.Baldwin '..

E. Spencer
H.C.Carden

'

J. Stevens and J. Johnson...
W.Peck
C.L.Sheldon

"'"

C L. Sheldon
R.K. Blodgett
L.T.Blake
J. L. Drake
C. B. and G. W. Hart
J. McCann
L. C. and J. M. Schemerhom
M. Winger
S. W.Powell
W.P. Stalcup ..,

M. Bradley
E.W.Branch '",\

L. Wilson
E. S. Purdy
E.W.Branch
T.VanKannel
R. C. Archibald
T. A. Shinn
J. Watrous., jr
J. R. Adams
A. B. Culver

"."
S. Miller and L J, Chase
J. J. Bradner
J. P. Hoagland and G. E. Moser.

.

H. Ogbom
S. F. Mackie
J. Shickel

65, 745
64, .583

60, 781
72, 478
65. 138
62, 703
70, 905
67, 495
70, 383
65, 339
70, 281

71, 465
63, 491
68, 547
65. 139
70, 831
64, 456
63, 334
63, 335
63, 336
71, 375
69, 007
66, 256
71,518
72, 217
68, 472
64,457
66, 395
68, 025
68, 830
68, 746
68, 081 .

68, 080
63. 452
63, 964
69, 714
72, 698
72, 699
72, 700
72, 701
72, 702
72, 774
67, 611
62, 423
62, 634
64,3:0
65, 994

67, 923
72, 958
68, 127
65, 542

64, 028
68, 316
72, 920
71, 961
61, 509
66, 814
65, 907
61, t75
63, 755
71,935
72, 418
70, 373
71, 690
60, 992
62. 585
62. 884
m, 207
66, 427
68, 145
68. 246
67, 618
72, 259
66, 803
67, 206
67, 060
C8, 744
70, 885
64. 339
68, 799
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Inveution or Discovery.

Mill gearing...
Mill, Gig
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Griuding.
Mill, Griuding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill, Giinding.
Mill, Grinding.
Mill .Grinding.
Milling tool

Mill, Mortar...
Mill, Paint
Mill, Paint
Mill, Portable .

Mill, Quartz...
Mill, Quartz...
Mill, Quartz..,
Mill, Qnartz...
Mill, Quartz...
Mill, Quartz...
Mill, Quartz...
Mill, Quartz...
Mill, Kolliug ..

-3Iill, Roi:ing ..

Mill, Rolling-.
Mill Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill. Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill, Saw
MiU, Saw.....
Mill, Saw
Mill, Saw

Mill, Saw
Mill. Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill. Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill, Saw
Mill, saw, Circular
Mill, saw, Scroll

Mills, fanning, Adjusting screw for the legs of

Mills, grain, Feeder for

Mills, Grinding, Bush for spindles of

Mills, grinding, Tramstafflor
Mills, paper, Self-adjusting guide roll for

Mill, Spindle
Mills, saw, Cross-head for

Mills, saw, Dog for

Mills, saw, Dog for

Mills, saw, Head block for

Mills, saw, Head block for

Mills, saw, Head block for : J. W. and W. Ebert
Mills, saw, Head block for G. Burket and S. M. Gaskill

Name of Patentee. No.

J. C. Cunningham
E. Gessner
M. W. Helton and J. H. Redfield.

.

J. C. Roberts
J. H. Bear
D. R. Clem
C. Moegling -

M. Cosgro
J. Fickinger
I. Straub
C. T. Umfrid
C. N. Taylor
J. Bums
J. Donaldson
G. M. Stcue
T. Grey
J. F. Drummond
A. W. Gifford
A. A. Anderson
C. Clifton

S. J. Goodwin
S. Dodson
G. D. Jones
T. Vamey
J. B. Fields

J. Hitchens
S C. Bruce
W. W. Hubbell and J. M. Patten- -

T, Rowe
L. Pickering and C. St. John
W. W. HoweU
R. M. Bassett ,

P. Bright
I. H. Newton
W. Herrick
S. Bristow
J. L. Beers
W. Yaman - .

.

O. A. Bassett and E. Smith
J. Stewart
J. Traoy
W. Shumard, A. Lyon, and J. N.

Robbiui*.
A. Bee
C. Whipple
A. Gifford and R. L.. Felts
J. C. Delavigre
L. A nd^rson
A. P. Barlow
W. Inman ^
J. Todd
B. F. Williamson
H. W^olf
M. Decamp
J. H. Teahl
W. Ring
R. L. Howe
J. H. McMinn
F. Hermann
A. M. Beard
C. G. Jones
A. M. Beard
A. Buell

Mills, saw, Head block for

.

Mills, saw, Head block for .

Mills, saw, Head block for .

Mills, saw. Head block for .

Mills, saw, Head block for .

Mills, saw, Head block for .

Mills, saw, Head block for

.

Mills, saw, Head block for

Mills, saw, Head block for ,

Mill, Smut
Mill stone
Millstone bush
Millstone dress

Millstone dress

Millstone dress ;. . .

.

Millstone feed

W. Carlton.
G; H. Clemens

,

T. hubbell ,

r. Vhiimore
,

D. PVkhurst
C A. ^rookbank
J-P- %ynes
T.C. B41

c.K. Elk ;...;
D. Pease jy

W. Bahma
C. Custer . .\

'.'.'".'".'.

D. Bowman
N. W. Wort'^;^'

A. N. Garlar
M. De Camp

70. 970
64, 859
60, 7-J4

60, 7e9
61,599
61,714
62, 96G
63, 479
63,712
65, 133
68, 263
68, 539
69, 174

69, 903
70,916
71,606
72, 002
68, C64
72, 440
60, 691
63, 502
72, 822
60, 739
63, 675
63, 713
64, 221
64, 834
65, 675
67, 074
71,055
63, 637
64, 737
67, 404
63, 080
60, 725
60, 855
61, 042
61,912
62, 995
63, 114
63, 34(J'

63, 658

63. 780
66, 271
67, 038
67, 275
69, 744
72, 155
72, 498
72, 763
71, 672
64. 728
71, 857
64, 809
70, 266
62, 958
72,661
66, 960
62, 309
63, 799
60, 847
61, 046
61, 178
63, C09
6.3, 015
63, 614
66,152
69, 055
'69, 122

70, 9.50

71, 614
71, 678
72, 380
64, 027
72, .587

72, 812
63, 360
72, 256
71, 733
63,786
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Millstones and curbs, Cooling
Millstones, Balancing
Millstones, Balancing
Millstones, Exhaust for

Millstones, Furrowing
Millstones, Ventilating
Millstones, Ventilating
Millstones, Ventilating
Mill, Sugar cane
Mill, Sugar cane
Mill, Sugar cane
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind ;

Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind
Mill, Wind applied to raising water a...

Mincing machine
Mineral and ore, Disintegrating and desulphurizing
Mineral knob
Mineral, vegetable, and animal matters with steam, Treating
Mineral water
Mineral waters, Bottling
Mining and tunnelling machine
Mirror, Adjustable
Mirrors, Frame for

Mirrors, Hanging
Mirrors, Hanging
Mirrors in dressing cases, Adjustment of
Mirrors, Ornamenting
Mirrors, toys, Cast-iron frame for

Mirror, Toilet
Mitten
Mixing and drying cylinder
Molasses gate, Automatic
Mold, A djustable ship builders'

Mold, Brick
Mold, Brick

Name of Patentee. No.

Mold, Butter
Mold. Corn-cake
Molded forms from the press, Removing
Mold, Elastic

Mold facing machine
Mold for artificial teeth •

Mold for casting aluminum plates for artificial teeth

Mold for casting car wheels
Mold for casting grooved rolls

Mold for casting ingots

Mold for casting metals
Mold for casting steel ingots

Mold for making cores lor casting globe valves

Mold for making glass goblets, glasses, &c
Mold for pipe casting

Mold for purposes of casting metal. Forming
Mold for putting up buildings of concrete and

Sectional.

Mold for stereotype or electric plates

Mold, Glass
Mold, Glass bottle /-

Molding y
-

Molding boxes - •/- -

Molding machine ,

- -

Molding machine ..../...

Molding machines. Cutter guide for ---

Molding machines, wood. Cutter head fo"

Molding plastic material

Moldings, Cutter bead for

Moldings, Cutter head for dressing .

Moldings, cutting, Tool for a'"\
Molds for rubber goods, Filling cyPa"cal

Molds, Powder for facing •

Mold, stereotype, Producing
Mold, Type... •.;

Monuments, Protecting likeness *"

Mop and brush
Mop cloth

uid otheimaterials,

J. Mallin
J. Foley
E. and Z. Dawson and B. Hilton .

.

D. Baird
J. J. Zinn
H. McEld'wney
W. K. Fuller
J.Gray
O. Clarke
D. J. Powers
D. J. Powers and H. B. Stevens...
W. D. Nichols
R. O. Lowrey
F. G. Fowler
F. Hewitt
H. P. Gallup
C. C. Gish
J. Schenker
J. S. Thornton
W. Peck
E. McAllister
H. M. Remington
W. F. Goodwin and C. R. Squires.
J. Jones
H. Wood
C. E. Michel
C. H. Thomas
R. C. M.Lovell :

L. F. Neagle
O. L. Gardner
W. C. Cumming
F. Brown
A. A. Gray and W. C. Hyde
T. C. March
R. Frisbie
R. H. Brown
A. P. Smith
L. B. Pitcher
P. H. Kimball
J. J. Cassidey
J. Evans
^- M. Franklin, O. K. Mclntire, and
W. Wnitele^.

H. W. Hopkins
B. Witherell
G. Paiten
T. Taylor

,

R. Howdon
Af . Asay
J. B. Bean

.""

J. B. Tarr
R. C. Totten
H. Dickinson
J. Farrar and W. Groves
J. E. Fry
J. M. Cooper
J. Magoun
H. M. Bird
A. H. Lowell
J. R. Richards

M. Nelson
J. H. Reighard
J. J. Christie..
N. Jenkins
T. L. Luders .

.

G. S. Hudson..,
0. H. Perry...
D. Jordan
D. Cumming, jr
W. B. Gleason .

J. Whitmore ...

J. Temple
E. C. Austin ...

J. W. Cobb ....

W. Batty
J. Mac Nair
M. Nelson
1. H. Wells ....
A. C. Bacon
W. B. Link

72, 744
68, 8()5

68, 963
71,677
66, 4.39

69, 459
72, 474
70, 198
61,516
62, 499
69, 244
60, 927
61, 077
61,530
62, 269
63, 498
64, 66 L

68, f 07
69, 374
72, 890
67, 664
61,9.54

68, 561
68,885
67, 693
71,777
65, 8-i2

67, 323
71, 320
68, 730
60, 699
66,450'

70,713
62. 654
61,729
62. 526
60, 949
70, 742
67, 319
68, 487
68, 862
69, 909

60, 894
71, 831
72, 533
61, 640
70, 847
70, 148
69,614
70, 482
6.3, 443
67, 171

67, 181
70, 710
70, 965
68, 633
63, 781
65, 922
65, 945

65, 501
71,216
72, 368
67, 553
66, 508
65, 226
71,531
64, 227
63, 707
72, 017
71, 670
71,817
61, 306
65, 794
60, 824
72,515
65,000
72, 345
65,528
62,347
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Mop head
]SIop head
Mop hea<l

Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head
Mop head and brush
Mop pail and wringer
Mop squeezer -.

Mop squeezer
Mop wringer
Mortar for making building blocks, &c., Mixing.
Mortising machine
Mortising machine
Mortising machine
Mortising machine
Mortising machine
Mortising machine
Mosquito and fly bar for window
Mosquito bar
Mo.squito bar and window^ screen
Mosquito bar for windows, &c
Mosquito bar frame
Mosquito bar netting, Elastic frame for

Alosquito frame for windows
Mosquito guard
Motquito net frame
Moss, Cleaning
Moth prooT case
Moths, Destroying
Motion, Converting
Motion, Converting
^lotion, Converting
Motion, Converting
Motion, Converting -

Motion, Converting circular into reciprocating .

.

Motion, Converting reciprocating into rotary ...

Motion, Converting rectilinear into rotary

Motion, Converting rotary into reciprocating ...

Motion power
Motion, rotaty, Transmitting
Motion, Transmitting
Motion, Transmitting
Motion, Transmitting
Motion, Transmitting
Motor, Marine
Motor, Rotary
Movement, Mechanical
Movement, Mechanical
Movement Mechanical
Movement, Mechanical
Movement, Mechanical
Movement. .Mechanical
Movement, Mechanical
Mow and sht ep rack, Combined
Mower and hedge trimmer. Combined
Mower and reaper, Hand
Mowing machine
Mowing machines. Attaching the draft pole to

Mowing machines. Attaching the draft pole to

Mucilage holder
Mucilage holder and inkstand, Combined
Mucil^e pot
Mucilage stand ^ - -

Mucilaginous compound
Muff
Muff
Muff...
Muffs, Block former for

Mule, Self acting
Musical instrument
Musical instrument
Musical instrument, Reed
Musical instrument, Reed and pipe

Name of Patentee. No.

H. H. Mason and J. Messinger
J. W. Shaw
W. A. Lewis
J. A. Wilson
H. H. Mason and J. Messinger
G. Meader
O. S. Garretson
H. H. Mason and J. Messinger
O. S. Garretson
C. B. Clark
H. M. Guild
G. W. Sanders
J. Troxel
T. T. Prosser
E. H. Lord and E. Hinman
E. N. Porter
E. S. Wilkins and J. Straw
O. C. Barnes
J. Shelley
J. G.Clifton
S. C. Brown
D. L. Gibbs
J. Richards and W. H. Doane
C. R. Tompkins
C. L. Zeidler
F. D. Wright
J. S. Hunter
A. J. Whittier
V. Barker
D. McHugh
R. M. Holland and A. J. Hibbs ...

A. E. Horton ...

H. Harris
W. A. Griffith

H. Hull -

J. W. Aiken and J. H, Stone
C. F. Worch
A. Eckert
J. Hawthorn
W. H. Hurlbut
B. E^ oel
H. Bnrk
P. and C. Plumleigh
J. Copps and A. R. Harper
J. A. Ehle
D. Morrison
J. K. Glenn
L. B. Flanders
W. Rowell
W. Rowell
L. Tilton
N. Thompson
W. P. Kirkland
C. Moore and A. P. Emery
W. Galladay
p. Bloomsburg,jr., and J.Molyneux.
J. H. Pelton
W. S. Mead
C. D. Snell and J. W. Penney.
J. Niebergall
E. Allen
J. Harraan
J. H. Hepperly
J. P.Cook
A, Wimple
CW. Cardot

\V. Cardot
^. V. Beach

Beach
C. Desp
E.Moftan
V.G.B\de
C. HoUwHe and J. Brzeainskv.
L. Bauhoe«>

M. A. King;";;;"";;;";;;;
C. HoUwede^fj j, Brzezinsky-
H. Crossman

_ ^

E. Tourjee ..."

G. W. Van Duk^

J. c. Briggs
;

;

L T. Packard .

.'

62,214
62, 373
63, 731
64,612
64, 683
65, 584
65, 662
66, 863
67, 643
67, 722
67, 873
69, 368
69, 512
72, 677
68, 447
63, 294
63, 973
65, 330
71,231
62, 394
65, 996
68, 298
68, 791
70, 051
70, 771
66, 272
65, 085
65, 326
61, 986
67, 784
65, 673
69, 343
68, 739
67, 532
66, 026
70, 676
65, 462
61, 179
61,829
63, 254
64, 511
65, 166
69, 584
GO, 837
64, 853
71, 506
69, 987
69, 787
64, 450
64, 451
65. 304
71, 620
61,211
70, 242
64, 858
65, 051
66, 623
69, (;09

69.719
69, 929
70, 063
()9, 191

62, 487
69, 409
61,644
64, 745
64, 746
66, 449
m, 448
69, 415
66, 868
61,991
61,430
67, 841
72, 049
62, 632
69, 188
71,427
72, 129

63, 006
61. 241
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Musical instruments, Crook for

Musical instruments, Key board of .

Musical table
Music, leaves of, Turning
Music staff

Music, Teaching
Mustache guard
Muzzle, Dog

N.

Nail
Nail.....
Nail
Nail
Nail and spike
Nail clincher
Nail drawer
Nail driving
Nail extractor
Naii extractor
Nail, Horseshoe
Nail, Horseshoe
Nail, Horseshoe
Nail, Horseshoe
N ail. Horseshoe
Nail, Horseshoe
Nail, Horseshoe
Nail machine
Nail machine, Horseshoe
Nail machine, Horseshoe
Nail-plate feeder
Nail-plate feeding device
Nail-plate holder.
Nail plates, Feeding
Nail plates. Feeding
Nail-pull, wrench, and bootjack
Nails, Claw for drawing
Nail, Screw
Nails, horseshoe, Machine for making --

Nails, horseshoe. Machine for making
Nails, horseshoe. Machine for making
Nails in horseshoeing, Clinching
Nails, Making
Nails, Making
Nails, Making
Nails, screws, &c., Attaching ornamental heads to.

Name plate and letter slide combined
Napkin holder
Necktie
Necktie
Necktie, Paper
Neckties, Fastening for

Neckties, Retainer for

Neck-yoke '.

Neck-yoke fastening

Neck yoke, Self-adjusting

Neck-yoke trundle -

Needle .• •

Needle
Needle
Needle case

Needle case '

Needle for sewing machines
Needle, Knitting-machine - -

Needle, Knitting-machine
Needle, Knitting-machine •-.

Needle, Knitting-machin. - - - - - - •

Needle, Knitting-machine * - •

Needle machine
Needle, Sewing • •

Need'fe, Sewing-machine •,-•-':

Needles knitting and crocheting, Ba-* ot

Needles, knitting machine. Making ^e tongues of..

Needles, knitting. Notching
Needle, Spiral fissure

Needle threader
Needle wrapper •

Needle wrapper
Needio wrapper
Net, Fifehing •

I. Fiske
G. B. Kirkham
J. Branique
A.B. Clark
V.C. Taylor
J.C. Clime
C. E. Mitchell and M. Moriarty.
H. Belmer and C. H. S. Schultz

S.G.Reynolds
H. A. Harvey ,

W. E. Lockwood
B. Robinson
A. Prentiss
J.Koyle
S. Marden
D. L. Falardo
A. Marden and A. H. Burgess.

.

H.Jeffrey
A. S. Wilkinson ,

L.H.Dwelley
T. Fowler ,

W.Sharts
W. Wickersham
H.D.Cowles
A.Shaw
J.M.Allen
C. D. Wrightington ,

A. St. Louis
E. B. Lake
D. Drawbaugh
J.C.Rhodes
W. VVallick
F.Hain
O. Shepard
J. S. Allen and O. Gillmor ,

H. A. Harvey
S. S. Putnam and L. H. Dudley
S. S. Putnam and L. H. Dudley
E. Thomas ...

D.W.Bush
A. M, Poleey
J. Russell
T. Fowler
T.C.Richards
J. M. Coombs
W. L. Dewey
W. A. Laverty
G. A. Keene
H.Whitney
W. J.Terry
J. C. Merritt
A. Benedict
H.J. Lamm
J. Jacobs
A.H. Cole
R.T.Barton
C. P. S.Wardwell
C. P. S. W^ardwell
J.F. Newhall
P. D. Cummins
H. A. M. Harris
KW.Fifeld
J.Miller and J. A. Bidwell
C. P. S. Wardwell
B.F. Peaslee
J.Miller
W.Aiken
G. A. Lloyd and S. Tetlow
T.Fowler
J. P. Tirrell

W. Aiken
W. Aiken
S. Hodgins
A. Huston
D. Evans
J.W.Whitfield
J.Hill ;
B.Arnold
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Net, Fly
Net frame, Mosquito
Net, Mosquito
Net, Mosquito aud fly

Net, Mosquito aud fly

Net, Mosquito aud fly

Net, Mosquito, iu window blinds
Nets, flj', Cuttiug
Nipper
Nipple shield

Nitrous oxide, &c.. Making
Nose jewel for swine
Nozzle, Extension and ventilating for oil-cans.

Nozzle for fire engines, &c
Nozzle for hose pipes
Nozzle, Hose
Numbering machine
Numbers, Embossing consecutive
Nut
Nut and washer
Nut fastener
Nut fastener
Nut fastening ,

Nut, Hot-pressed
Nut lock and washer
Nut machine
Nut machine
Nut machine
Nut machine
Nuts, Locking washer for
Nuts, Making
Nuts, Making
Nuts, Making
Nuts, Making
Nuts, Tapping ;

Nut -tapping machine
Nutritive aud curative preparation
Nutritive medicine

Oar
Oar
Oar
Oar collar

Oar lock
Odometer
Odometer
Odometer
Oil and burnincr fluid by pneumatic pressure, Raising
Oil and fat, Chilling
Oil aud gas from coal, Manufacture of
Oil and grease from animal and vegetable substances, Ex-

tracting.

Oil and other liquids. Distilling, evaporating, and refining
Oil, Anti-friction

Oil, Bleaching vegetable
Oil, Burning
Oil cloth

Oil cloth, coating. Compound for
Oil cloth, floor. Preparing
Oil, Compound, for mixing paints
Oil cup
Oil cup
Oil cup for machinery
Oil cup tor steam engines
Oil cup for steam engines
Oil, Deodorizing
Oil, Distilling _
Oil ejector J*.

Oiler
Oiler
Oiler
Oiler
Oiler and filler .-

Oiler, Improved
Oil, Filtering and refining
Oil, floating. Collecting
Oil for lubricating, Compound for the treatment of
Oil for paint. Drying
Oil from animal and vegetable sybstances, Extracting.

23 c p

Name of Patentee. No.

L B. and G.W.Lee
W. A. Grifi'eth

M. L. Treadwell
J. W. Craw and A. S. Randolph . .

.

N. Weston, jr

E. O. Carriugton
G.W.Miies
H. D. Martin
T.G.Hall
C. H. and J. M. Wilder
M. B. Renslow
M. G. Tousley and F. E. Marcellus.
W. Bonner
J. J. Hofer
A. M. White
M. C. Curtis and G. W. Harris
S. W. Soule
L. Heuser
W. Harris and C. Browning
D.B.Hart
W. Harris and C. Browning
C. Buckley, jr

W.Harris
L. Thierry and G. B. Hill
E. A . Ellsworth
J. Haslam
D.Howell
O. C. Burdiet
A. Schwebel
J.H. Gridley
A. B. Bean
A. Emerson
J. R. Bridges
G. Dunham
H. C. Hart and J. R. Blakeslee
J. Kirkley
S. C. Upham
S. C. Upham

B. J. Kellam
A. S. Jacobs
S. W. Francis
J. Robison
M. A. Lanagan
W. H. Prescott and W. Judson..
J. C. Spencer
M. W. Stevens and E. H. Drake.
J.H. Smith
J. E. Richardson
J. Shoemaker
J. Besso

J. Ellis and E. C. Kattell

J. F. Boj-nton
T. Leonhard
H. C. Dewitt
J. B. Stevenson, ir

J. L. Tennev and J. W. Bailey
S. W. Herrick and C. G. Gilbert, jr.

E. K. Wood and R. W. Henry
W. P. Patton and J. R. iliUer

C. Williams
W. Doitglas and H. M. Ingler
J. Wildhack
F. Lunkenheimer
D. Symonds
H.W. C. Tweddle
H. Searle
J. Kips and W. Allmendinger
G. Holt
J. H. Godwin
F. Stone
A.Millar
C. P. Pfleghar and W. ShoUhom...
TsL H. Kruger
J. J. Lenell
C. J. Eames and C. A. Seely
F.Huot
C.O.Heyl

68, 518
67, 532
67, 612
67, 729
e6, 018
72,452
71, 778
60, 764
64, 664
65, 978
67, 907
64, 461
69, 067
71,756
63, 680
72, 372
65, 839
60, 726
61, 537
67, 539
61. 620
69, 173
72, 486
66, 414
71, 722
65, 380
66, 238-

68, 556
69, 256
62, 483
62, 923
64, 510
67, 403
67, 42 L

72, 487
70, 862
62,512
62, 091

62, 755
66, 847
69, 983
67, 804
72, 865
62, 152
69, 038
69, 504
72, 101
65. 275
71. 233
66; 119

68, 860
60, 829
71,768
63, 229
72, 932
65, 301
67, 195
61, 696
69, 582
69, 882
64, 646-

62, 103
00, 157
65, 137
72, 125
di, 571

64, 014
67,974
67,225
67, 896
62, 562
60, 747
61, 880
66, 572
68, 367

68, 506
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Oil from herbs, and for other purposes, Apparatus for ex-
tracting.

Oil from paraffine, &c., Obtaining
Oil from seed, Extracting
Oil, Hydro-carbon
Oil, hydro-carbon, Burning
Oil, hydro-carbon, Burning as fuel

Oil, hydro-carbon, Distilling

Oil, Illuminating
Oil in casks, &c.. Putting up
Oil, linseed or other, Preparing
Oil, Lubricating
Oil, Lubricating..
Oil, Lubricating
Oil, lubricating and petroleum, Refining
Oil paint
Ointment for curing spavin, splint, &c., in horses
Ointment for horses
Ointment for treating disease in horses and other animals
Ordnance
Ordnance
Ordnance, Breech-loading
Ordnance, Breech-loading
Ordnance, Loading
Ore, Amalgamating
Ore and minerals. Disintegrating and desulphurizing
Ore and oxides, Reducing and refining metallic
Ore, Auriferous and argentiferous. Treating
Ore, Concentrating
Ore concentrator
Ore concentrator 1 ,

Ore concentrator and amalgamator
Ore containing sulphur, &c.. Stall for roasting
Ore crusher _

Ore crusher '

Ore, Crushing and amalgamating
Ore, Desulphurizing ,

Ore, Desulphurizing and extracting gold and silver

Oi'e, gold and silver from, Amalgamating and connecting .

Ore, Grindmg and amalgamating
Ore, iron. Desulphurizing
Ore, Jigging machine for dressing
Ore, lead, argentiferous, Extracting silver from
Ore, manganese, Reducing
Ore, quicksilver, Reducing
Ore, rock, &c.. Crushing
Ore, rock, (fee,, Pulverizing
Ore separator and concentrator
Ore stamping
Oi"e washer
Ore washing
Ore washing
Ore. zinc, Smelting
Organ
Organ
Organ pipe
Organs, Motor regulator and register attachment for

Oscillating steam rubber
Oven and drum
Oven and house. Drying
Oven, coke. Circular
Oven for bakers, Keel
Oven for cooling window glass

Oven for drying fruit, Portable
Oven or furnace for heating the blast of blast-furnaces
Oven, Portable
Oven, Revolving
Ovens, pottery, and other like furnaces, Heating
Oxide, &c., nitrous, Making
Oxygen, Preparing and applying the same to useful purposes
Ox yoke
Ox yoke
Oyster dredgers. Roller for boarding
Oyster opener

P.

Packing, Fire-proof, for smoke and hot-air flues

Packing for joints of doors, lids, and the like. Elastic ,

Packing for joints, valves, <fec

Packing for manholes of steam generhtors

Name of Patentee. No.

L. Daubert

.

S. L. Wrigand
J. Robertson
A. M. Burke and S. Wright
M. T. Gosnell
F. Cook
H. W. C. Tweddle
A. W. Bu rrows
P.G.Finn ,

D. E. Breinig
P. H. Vander Weyde ,

E.L.Brady
C. Moore
P. H . Vanderweyde
S. Melsom
B. Lehman
G. P. Barnum
J.S.Williams
W. E. Woodbridge
G. P. Harding
C. C. W. Miiller

A. Weeks
J. B. Eads
A. Bassett
W. F. Goodwin and C. R. Squires. .

.

S.C.Salisbury
J. W. Roe
T. Varney
M. Hungerford
L. Goodwin and S. A. West
S. Fountain
J. T. Reese
W. P. Parrott and J. J. Bordman
B. Hotehkiss and S. C. Goodsell
J.Hart
I. N. Stanley
W.W. Hubbell
W. P. Parrott and J. J. Boardman. .

.

P.Hinkle
J. Little

W.W.Spalding
C.F.Fiach
C. Adams
J. C. Coult
W. F. Goodwin and C. R. Squires. .

.

W. F. Goodwin and C. R. Squires. .

.

T. N. Paine and S. Stephens
W.Ball
J. Wicks
R.Wren
N. S. Ryder
A. Borguet
G. B. Kirkham
B. O. Church and H. Smith
E. B. Andrews
W. H. Topham
L.D.Wheeler
C. A. Harper and I. A. Crane
D. Stouder
F. J. F. Laumonier
E. S. Greffet
D. Bievez
G. Diffenderfer
T. Whitwell
M. H.Lehmd
J. A. Kiukele
H. Specler
JI. B. Renslow
H. A. Archereau
W. A. Thompson
C.H.Post
T. P. Sink
J. E. Alger

J. B. Harris..
S. E. Somes .

.

N. Jenkins...
J. P. McLean
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Packing for piston rods
Packing for piston rods
Packing for steam engines. Fibrous
Packing for stuffing boxes of steam engines, pumps, &.c. .

.

Packing journal boxes, joints, &c,, Composition for
Packing, Metallic stuffing box
Packing, Stuffing box
Pad, Bosom
Pad, Protecting, for interfering horses
Pad-tree
Pail and can for holding paint
Pail, Chamber
Pail. Dinner
Pail, Dinner
Pails, kettles, &c.. Lid for

Pails, Painting or graining
Pails, virater, and other household vessels, Manufacture of .

Pain killer

Paint '.

Paint.
Paint.
P.iiut

.

Paint.
Paint and other compounds from bituminous slates, &c,
Manufacture of.

Paint, Brown metallic
Paint, chemicals, &,c. , Rubbing and mixing
Paint compound
Paint compound
Paint for metal, wood, and woven fabrics
Paint from zinc ores, Manufacture of white
Paint, Hydraulic
Painting and varnishing. Composition for

Painting and varnishing wood and metals
Painting or graining pails

Paint. Metallic
Paint, Mineral
Paint, oil for, Drying
Palm leaf warp and wool for weaving, Preparation of
Pan, Baking
Pan, Dust
Pan, Dust
Pan, Evaporating
Pan, Evaporating
Pan, Evaporating .•

Pan, Evaporating »

Pan, Evaporating
Pan for circular saws, <&:c. , Hardening
Pan, Frying
Pan, Frying or spider
Pan, Milk
Pans, evaporatinf or boilers, Feeding liquid to
Pan, Sheet metal
Pan, Sheet metal
Pans, sheet metal. Former for..-.

Pans, sheet metal. Forming
Pans, steam. Automatic feed for
Pan, Steam confection
Pan, Vacuum, for boiling sugar and other substances
Pantalets, Paper
Pantaloons, Fastening for
Pantaloon guards. .

Pantographic engraver ,
Paper and other fabrics, Composition for saturating
Paper articles, Making
Paper bag
Paper bag
Paper bag
Paper bags. &c.. Constructing
Paper, bank note. Sizing for .

Pijjier binding
Paper," Bleaching stock for v

Paper, Blueing for laundry purposes
Paper brim
Paper clip

Paper, cloth, and the like, fire and water proof. Rendering . .

.

Paper cutter
Paper cutting
Paper, Cutting and folding
Paper, Cutting and punching
Paper, Drying, in paper-making machines

W.H. Miller

S. S. Turner
W.n. Miller ..

W.H.Miller
J. T, Davis- and W. C. Selden
J. F. Chuse
C. M. Templeton ,

E.W. Glover
A. D. Westbrook.
A. J. Cronk ,

F. W. Devoe
J.H.Orr
.S.B.Cox
D. Howarth ,

S.B.Cox
J. Carter ,

J. W. .larboe
H. Stonebraker
W. C.Hurd
II. W.Bradley ,

J. P. Vinsouheller
II. Curtis
W.J.Dodge
W. F. Patterson

P. Winter
R.Poole
M. Schneider
D.R.Averill
C. D. Smith
N. Bartlett and G. T. Lewis
D. R. Prindle
S. Page
W. Piotrowski
J. Carter
H. E. Colton
J. R. Smith
F. Hixot
F. Perrin
G. W. Mitchell
A. Brigham
M. Yanderhoven
J.A.Webb andC. Cory
S.P.Dyer
S.Page
E. E. Stubbs and T. C. Davis
N.WUley
J. Crooks
G. H. Knight
A.B. Fales
W. Templeton
S.A.Mitchell ,

J. Goodin, E. F. Blair, and J. Lyda
W. ServiHS

W. H. Davis and R. H. Wager
B. D. Stevens
H. Holcomb
G.H.Cross
F. O. Matthiessen
E. P. Furlong
I. Stratton .

S. B. Smith and E. Lindsley
J. Hope
A. T. Boon and J. Stafford
H. Grambo
E. B. Olmsted
G. and D. Dare
D. and C. F. Manuel
L. C. Crowell
J. M. Sturgeon
W. P. Read
S.T. Merrill

T. Dreidel
C. E. Richards
J. H. Parsons
R. O. Lowrey
C. Cropper
G. H. Sanborn
E. II. McArthur
J. T. S. Smith ,

O.Ellsworth

63, 285
72, 340
G't, 688
64, 995
70, 421
62, 527
71,664
69, 988
63, 82 L

67, .507

66, 077
67, 067
68, 608
71, 305
67, 847
71,978
67, 984
62, 297
62, 490
62, 598
67, 385
71, 585
72, 614

62, 679

65, 032
65, 268
66. 257
66. 773
68, 661
67, 839
63, 299
64, 443
62, 222
71,978
69, 185
69. 852
m, 367
65, 266
69, 830
67,019
67, 232
63, 678

65, 656
66, 037
66, 750
68, 821
66, 305
66, 503
67, 517
67, 228
63,925
67, 109
67, 358
68, 962
m, 411

m, 494
64, 497
66, 370
61,187
70, 645
64, 161

71,010
69, 618
71,742
70, 601
71, 143

71,398
65, 176
71, 663
68,236
70, 878
70, 703
65, 833
71, 635
71, 892
62, 530
71,793
68. 450
67.813
61. 930
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Paper, Embossing and perforating
Paper fabric, Water-proof
Paper fastener
Paper fastening
Paper fastening
Paper file

Paper file

Paper #le
Paper file

Paper file

Paper file

Paper file

Paper file

Paper flour sack
Paper, Glazing
Paper hanging, Stamp guilt

Paper machines, &c., Controlling the motion of traveling
webs in.

Paper-making machine
Paper making. Suction box for

Paper, Manufacture of, and treatment of paper pulp
Paper pantalets
Paper, pasteboard and other materials to be used as packing

for steam engines, Preparing.
Paper, pasteboard. Cutting
Paper, Printing
Paper pulp, Bleaching
Paper pulp. Dressing
Paper pulp from reeds, Preparation of

Paper pulp from straw and other materials, Preparing
Paper pulp. Manufacture of
Paper pulp, Treating straw and other materials for the man-

ufacture of.

Paper pulp, Treating vegetable substances for the manufac-
ture of.

Paper pulp, wood and other materials to form, Disintegrating
and bleaching.

Paper, Punching
Paper, Purifying and cleaning sizing tor

Paper, Rolling and winding, in the manufacture of paper cop
tubes.

Paper. Ruling by electro-magnetism
Paper-ruling machine
Paper-ruling machine „„,

Paper-ruling machine
Paper-ruling machine
Paper-ruling machines. Drying attachment for

Paper, Safety
Paper, Sand, emery, and other like

Paper, Securing pulverized and other materials to

Paper, sheets of, and other matei'ials, Coating with solutions

Paper, sheets of, straw boards, «&c., Drying
Paper, Staining
Paper stock
Paper stock. Cutting
Paper stock to make paper pulp, Treating
Paper, Treating straw, wood, and other materials for the

manufacture of.

Paper trimmer
Paper vessels

Paper, water-proof, and other articles, Manufacture of

Paper wearing apparel
Paper wearing apparel
Paper weight and pen wiper, Combination of

Paper with mucilage, &e., Coating
Paper, Writing
Papler-mach6 matrices for stereotype plates, Construction of

Paraffine, &c. , from oil, Extracting
Parallel movements
Paraijol '

Parasol and fan combined
Parlor ten-pin alley

Parlor ten-pin alley

Paste
Pasteboard, (fee. Cutting
Paste, starch, size, &c., Making
Pattern chart
Pattern lifter

Patterns for casting pot-hole coverings ..

Patterns for casting steam-pipe supports.

Pavement

C. Lang
L. M. Crane
J. W.McGill...-
J. M. Keep
M. H. N. Kendig
J. Fleischl

G. Crandell
L. B. Covert
R. Boeklen
F. Buhle
W. Fallon
J. Wolfe
J. Adair
J. M. Hurd
F. Beck
W. Bailey
F. Thiry

E. Wilmout...
F. Curtis
A. T. Schmidt.
E. P. Furlong.
J.Ross

S. D. Tucker
J. E. Hover
W. C. Joy and J. Campbell ...

G.E. Sellers

R. W. Russel and T. Howland
J. Tiffany
C. A. Rose
H. B. Meech

B. C. Tilghman.

J. B. Biron

S. M. Clark.
N. J. Wells.
S. Burgess .

E. D. Averell
G. A. Ball
W. B. Pollock
W. O. Hickok
E. A. Warren
R. J. Groshans -

L. M. Crane
W. Adamson
W. Adamson
J. C. Crosman
R. T. Knight
C. Bartholomew
H. S. Lucas
A. L. Knight ".

J. Tiffany
A. M. Hastings and S. Pettibone.

J. Hatch
A. and I. Jennlng
R. O. Lowrey ...

T. W. Mann
G. W..Day
D. W. Wright...
H. E. Rile

J. E. Hover
W. Nelson
J. B. Merlam
A. J. Vandegrift.
C. St. John
G. Mallory
C. F. Fowler
P.. W. Keyes . . .

.

J. E. Hover
S. Orth...
C. H. Bianchard.
C. Freetsha
E. Card
W. J. Fryer
R. T. Crane
W.H. Shurtleff-.
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Pavement
Pavemeni
Pavement
Pavement
Pavement
Pavement, Concrete
Pavement, Metallic
Pavement, Metallic
Pavements, Composition for
Pavements, concrete, Composition for
Pavements, Roofs and roof, Illuminating
Pavement, Street
Pavement, Street
Pavement, Street
Pavement, Street
Pavements, walks, docks, roofing, and other structures, Com-

position i'or.

Pavements, walks, floors, &c., Composition for
Pavement, Wood
Pavement, Wooden
Pavement, Wooden
Pavement, Wooden
Pavement, Wooden
Pavement, Wooden
Paving, Concrete and tile

Pea shellcr

Pearl on solid substances, Imitation of
Peat and brick machine
Peat and brick machine
Peat and brick machine
Peat charcoal
Peat, clay, &c., Pressing
Peat, Compressmg
Peat, Digging
Peat, Disintegrating
Peat, Drying and preparing
Peat for fuel. Preparing
Peat for fuel. Preparing
Peat for fuel, Preparing
Peat for fuel. Preparing
Pe at fu el

Peat fuel , Manufacture of
Peat-gathering machine
Peat, Grinding
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat machine
Peat, Preparing
Peat, Pressing
Peat, Separating roots from
Peat, Treating
Pedestal, Fence-post
Pedestal, Fence-post
Pegging machine
Pegging machine
Pegging machine
Pegging machine, Hand
Pegging machine, Hand
Pen
Pen and eraser. Combined..
Pen and pencil case
Pen and pencil holder
Pen and pencil holder
Pen blanks, steel. Punching
Pencil and pen case
Pencil and pen holder
Pencil and pen holder
Pencil case

Name of Patentee.

B. Hotchkiss.
W. Stafford
F. Miller ,

W. Stafford
W. Stafford
N. Lampman
B. Tarr
Dean
. P. Ford and A. A. Moore
Fisk
Hyatt
W. Grader and M. H. Baldwin
Hamar
M. Stow
M. Stow

B. Doud
J. L. Brown
H. Fayette
H. Fayette -

P. Koch
C. G. Waterbury
R. L. Ream
C. Burlew
W. H. Bridgens
C. Sticht J

G. B. Fisher
C. D. Wrightington and B. P. Rider
E.Hall
J. B. Lyons
E. M. Hamilton
J. Jones
J. B. Lyons
A. Michelbacher
T. G. Walker
L. W. Boynton
J. H. Ames
J. Webster
A. M. Sawyer
G. Weissenborn
J. Webster
A. Michelbacher
S.Mills
N. PI. Bai'bour
B. Flotchkiss

S. Marden
S. B. Greacen
A. Robinson
D. Wellington
S. Root
E. Atkinson
L. P. Jenks
J. T. Foster
T. J. Wells
M. S. Roberts
H. C. Moore -

C. Luxton
A. Bridger
G. D. Goodrich ,

C. W. Baldwin
F. Leach
S. Brackett
H. Ball
G. W. Hatch
J. Robbing
B. Q. Budding
E. M. Stevens
H. C. Stone
J. H. Brown
J. H. Brown
R. M. and D. Cameron
W. F. Beaton.
R. H. Ryne
R. H. Ryne
J T. Price ....... ........

E. A. Marsh and J. P.Keliyl .... '. '.

'.

R. H. Ryne
R. H. Rvne
J. T. Price

J. H. Knapp
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Pencil holder
Pencil holder
Pencil, Indelible
Pencil, Lead
Pencil, Lead, or lead holder
Pencil point protector
Pencils, Composjition for

Pencil sharpener
Pencil sharpen er

Pencils, l^'ad, Rubber head for

Pen-cleaning and stamp-wetting instrument
Pen, Fountain
Pen, Fountain
Pen, Fountain
Pen, Fountain .*...

Pen, Fountain ,

Pen handle and eraser combined
Penholder -

Penholder
Penholder
Penholder
Penholder and eraser
Penholder, Reservoir ,

Pen wiper and paper weight. Combination of
Pendulum level and sight combined
Penman's assistant

Perishable articles, Preserving, refrigerating, and transporting
Pessary
Pessary
Pessary
Pessary
Pessarj'
Pessary
Petroleum and fluids made therefrom, Burning
Petroleum and lubricating oil, Refining
Petroleum and other hydro-carbons, Burning
Petroleum and other inflammable liquids. Storing
Petroleum and other liquids. Storing to prevent loss from fire.

Petroleum as fuel. Burning
Petroleum, Burning crude
Petroleum, Burning, in conjunction with steam or heated air,

or both.
Petroleum, Deodorizing
Petroleiim, Deodorizing
Petroleum, Distilling

Petroleum, Dis-^iJliug

Petroleum, Distilling

Petroleum, Distilling and rectifying

Petroleum, Distilling and refining
Petroleum, Distilling and refining

Petroleum, Filtering
Petroleum for lubricating, Preparing
Petroleum, Refining
Petroleum, refining, Recovering" waste acid from
Petroleum, sirups and other liquids. Composition for filtering

Petroleum, Treating
Petroleum, Treating
Petroleum, Treating, to remove the more volatile portion . .

.

Petroleum, &c., Refining
Phosphate of soda and other products, Manufacture of

Photographic apparatus
Photographic apparatus
Photographic copying board
Photographic negatives, retouching, Holder for

Photographic portraiture
Photographic proces"
Photographic transfers

Photographing engraver's block
Photographs in the camera. Making positive and negative
Photographs, Mounting
Photographs, Printing
Photographs, Printing
Piano

N. B. Cooper
J. Smith
W. B. Hale
E. Weissenborn ,

P. Gabriel
G. Merritt
S. C. Pruden ,

H. 13urgess
E. Spencer
J. B. Blair
T. P. Marshall ,

G. R. Metten ,

J. S. Charles
M. Klein and H. W. Wynne . .

.

G. R. Metten ,

M. Wao-ner ,

W. A. lUorse and J, G. Howell
O. O. Witherell
P. Gabriel
D. D. Foley
H. F. Wheeler ,

W. A . Morse
J. Darling
D.W.Wright
C. Mon-ill

H. A. Hutson
C. F.Pike
D. Ewing
E. F. Hofmann
W. G.Grant
T. C. Sachse
M. J. Rhees
E. T. Brigham
F. Cook
P. H. Vanderweyde
II. C. Van Tine
F. Bizard and P. Labarre
S. Stevens
F. Cook
C. Safifrav ,

G. O. Spence ,

Avis

Piano and table covers, Dyeing and embossing.
Piano-forte
Piano-forte
Piuno-lorte
Piano-forte
Piano-forte action
Piano-forte action
Piuno-forte mover

O. Lugo
T. Restieaux
A. Thiraiilt ,

A. H. Tait and J. W
H. B.Everest
C. Stott

J. Ellis and E. C. Kattell
C.G.Howell
R. B. Douglass
W. H. Young
F. Sylvester
O. W. Farrar ,

W. Van Wyck
A. Thirault
J. C. Pedrick
F. Huot
F. Huot
C. P. Williams
D. H. Houston
0. Nicour
W. D. Blackman
N. Sarouy
J. H. Dallmeyer
M. M. Griswold
A. G. Morvan ^

B. F. Taylor
F. B. Gage
1. Rowel r and F. E. Mills

J. W. Swan
C. Meinerth
G. Ti-ayser
A. Jack
J. J. andD. Decker. ...

W. H. McDonald
T. J.V. Roz
P. E. ChoUet
H. Herrick
A. B. Irving
D. I. Laugworthy
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee. No.

Piano-fortes, Composition finger keys for

Piano-fortes, Prop stick for

Piano-fortes. Sound board for

Pianos, desks, &c.. Self-adjusting lid support for.

Pianos, Sound board for

Pickaxes, Eye for

Picket for fences and walls
Picket. Wooden
Pick, 31111

Pick, Mill

Pick, Mill

Pick, Miner's
Pick, Miner's .•-

.

Pick. IJailroad ^

Picks to handles, Attaching
Picks to their handles. Attaching
Picks, (fcc. Forming the eye of

Picture frame
Picture holder
Pie rimraer
Piers, docks, and wharves, Construction of

Pile for wrought-iron beams or girders

Pile for wrought-iron beams or girders

Piles or fagots, Securing the bars of

Piles, \vooden, Pxvserving
Pill machine
Pill machine
Pill machine
Pin
Pincers, Wire-cutting
Pinch bars for removing heavy weights
Pin, Clothes
Pin, Clothes
Pin, Clothes
Pin, Clothes
Pin , Clothes
Pin, Clothes
Pincushion and business card
Pin for the attachment of bows and rosettes

Pin machines, Head roll for

Pin, Oxbow
Pin, Oxbow
Pm, Oxbow
Pins, Papering
Pin, Wooden
Pipe and bolt cutter

Pipe and tile machine
Pipe castings, Core for

Pipe, Cigar
Pipe, Clay
Pipe, Clay ,

Pipe, Conductor
Pipe cutter

Pipe cutter
Pipe cutter

Pipe for houses, Ventilating ,

Pipe for steam engines, Escape
Pipe for the transmission of fluids

Pipe for wells
Pipe, Hawse
Pipe, Hawse
Pipe joint

Pipe joint, Adjustable
Pipe joint. Gas
IMpe, Lead
Pipes, Casting
Pipes, cement lined. Tapping
Pipes, clay. Machine for making
Pipes, Coupling faucets to ,

Pipes, gas, Proving
Pipes, lead, Coating
Pipes, lead. Uniting the ends of ,

Pipes, metal, Casting
Pipes, Molding
Pipes, Rolling stench trap
Pipes, stove. Controlling draft in

Pipes, stove. Jointing
Pipes, stove, Uniting
Pipe, Stove
Pipes, water. Cleaning
Pi|»es, wfiter, gas, and other, Making

L. Wolf
C. E. McDonald
L.Matt
C. T. Faber
F. Strothmann
G. Nimmo
A. Dabb
T. J. Jolly
H. N. Relyea
W. B. Stephens
U. Stewart
H. M. Hamilton
S.H.Wallace
J. E. Brastow and E. K. Ingoldsby.
H.W. Knight
J. P. Walsh
H. M. Hamilton
L. S. Chase
A . Barber
N. N. Brown
R. A. Gilpin
G. Walters and T. Shalf^r
G. Walters and T. Shaffer
G. Wal ter and T. Shaffer
W. H. Smith
J. H. Shaw
W. V. V. Wilson
A. H. Wirz
D. R. Pratt
P. Broadbrooks -

W. Siefert

D.M.Smith
W. Patterson
W. H. Wells and J. Hawse
R. G. Britton
N. B. Cooper
W. M. Doty
De Witt C. Beamer
L.H. Foy
E. T. Bradley
J. Low
O. D. Hitntcr
B. B. Hotchkiss
G. L. Turney
G. Rowe
C. C. Parsons
R. Woodcock
W. E. Bird
E. Schlichting

G. D. and H. A. Goodrich
H. A. Goodrich
J. C. Rohrman
J. Ballmorel
J. Y. Jepson
T. S. Foster ,

D. Estes
J. Smith
E. P. Vaux
A. Harrington
P. Moody
P. Burnham
J. H. Rhodes
J. H. Rhodef
C. Bruso, jr

W. Spillman
G. Rogers
G. H. Bailev
G. D. Goodrich
N. F. Weston
A. C. Beardslee
F. Bennett
N. F. Weston
B. S. Benson
W. Smith
H. H. Taylor and J. H. Wilson
LS. Bullard
J. N. Adams
A. B. Hurd
M. L. Powell
J. C. Marks and L. G. Eckels
G.H.Bail^^y

66, 903
(;3, 546
72, 745
69, 329
61,483
70, 459
63, 48.2

6.1, 900
61,252
68, 394
71,811
67, 875
70, 2h8

62, 928
71,184
72, 245
69, C90
64,488
66,115
71,274
6.5, 4«4

68, 263
68, 2()7

69. 597
67, 366
65, 288
66. 199
69, 379
62. 361
65, 638
62, 374
63, 759
64, 698
69. 288
()9, 398
71, 457
72, 823
68, 339
63, 625
72, 718
63, 736
63. 796
63, 894

68, 809
64, 037
C9, 473
62, 914
m, 033
72,912
66, 319
66, 320
71, 222
62, 177

63, 524
65, 066
61,820
67, 364
69, 869
61,536
64, 997
69, 625
68, 388
68, 112
67, 161

62, 450
62. 888
65, 863
61,7.32

66, 659
69, 894
0,851

66, 658
71,687
69. 854
m, 265
63, 850
61,791
63, 797
63, 422
63, 913
64, 187
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Pipes
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,
Pipe,

Pistol

.

, water. Sand trap for .

Tobacco
Tobacco
Tobacco ,

Tobacco
Tobacco ,

Tobacco
Tobacco
Tobacco
Water ,

water. Drain
Well
Wooden

Pistol, cane, umbrella, dagger, and campstool combined.
Pistol gallery. Portable
Pistol, Toy
Pistol, Toy
Pistol, Toy
Piston, Brick-mold ,

Piston, Engine
Piston, Engine
Piston, engine, Steam
Piston, engine. Steam
Piston, engine. Steam
Piston, engine, Steam
Piston for double acting pumps
Piston beater, Feed
Piston of deep well pumps, Basket attachment for

Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing u

Piston packing
Piston packing
Piston packing for steam engines
Piston packing, Pump. -.

Piston packing ring
Piston, Pump
Piston, Pump
Piston rod for steam and other powers. Connecting
Piston rod packing
Piston rod packing
Piston rod packing
Piston rods, Metallic packing for

Pistons, steam. Packing for

Pitcher, Ice
Pitcher, Ice
Pitcher, Ice
Pitcher, Ice

Pitcher, Ice
Pitcher, Ice
Pitcher, Ice
Pitcher, Sirup
Pitcher, Sirup ,

Pitchers, lid of. Lifter for the ,

Pitman
Pitman
Pitman head and crank wrist connection
Pitman head and wrist pin
Pitman, lever, lleverse ,

Pivot gearing
Plane, Bench
Plane, Bench
Plane, Bench
Plane, Bench
Plane, Carpenters'
Plane, Carpenters'
Plane, Carpenters'
Plane, Edge
Plane, Edge, for boots and shoes
Plane, Edge, for boots and shoes
Plane for cutting blind slats

Plane iron

Plane iron ,

J. D. West
E. Hoyt
J. W. Truman
J. and G. Hockapfel
S. Andrews
L. Saarbach
J. S. Hawley
C. F. Searles
J. B. Stockton
J. Trees
C. Collier

J.Budd
A, Brisbane
B. Sherwood and D. Fitzgerald
D. Morrison
F. A. Spoffard and M. G. Kaffington.
F. A. Spotford and M. G. Raffiugton.
W. J. Shipman
J.Hall
L. Sylvester
W.Keemle
N.Hunt
W. D. Whitmore
L. B. Flanders
J.Y.Smith
J. Wheelock
C.B.Gill
E. R. Stillwell

E. D. Brown
G. Dryden
J. Askwith
J. P. McLean
T. Thurber
E. Sullivan
C.H.Clark
G. Robinson
W. S, Hudson
E.B.Allen
M. W. Baily
L. W. Campbell
L. W. Campbell
J. Barwick and S. Tindall
M. J. Althouse
S. Tucker
F. A. Cramblitt ;

W. E. Derrick
E. P. Curtiss
W.H. Miller

J. Young ,

J. P. McLean
J. H. Webster
T. Thurber
E. B. Manning.
G.A.Eno
G. H. Bechtel
M. Simons
W.Bellamy ,

N. Lawrence
G.W.Hull ,

J. Hyslop and C. E. Phillips ,

D. Scanlin
F. W. L. Kunschke
J. Butter
T. Welch
W. N. Whiteley
W. N. Whiteley
J. and W. W. Porter
J. J. Duchesne
C. H. Sawyer
B. A. Blandin
N. Palmer
L. Bailey
G. D. Spooner and L. N. Johnson—
R.Phillips
L.Bailey
J. E. Plummer
W. Bayliouse
A.B. Clark
J. Bess and A. Hagny
W. H. Eckert
S. Markee
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Plane irous, Forming projections of the caps of

Plane, Joiners'

Planetarium .
Planing and slotting

Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine

Planing machine
Planing macliine
Planing machine
Planing mach ine

Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine
Planing machine for wood ,

Planing maclnues, Cutter bead for ,

Planing macliines, Cutter head for

Planing machines, Cutter head for

Planing machines, Cutter liead to

Planing machiaes, Tool holder for
Planing macliine, Wood
Planing maclnuc. Wood
Planing machine, Wood
Planing machine, Wood ,

Planing machine. Wood
Plans of battle-fields by telegraph, Transmitting
Planter
Planter and cultivator
Planter and cultivator. Combined
Planter and cultivator, Combined ,

Planter and cultivator, Combined
Planter and cultivator. Combined ,

Planter and cultivator. Combined
Planter and cultivator. Combined ,

Planter and cultivator. Combined ,

Planter and manure distributor
Planter and plow, Combined ,

Planter, Corn ,

Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn ,

Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Com
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
PLinter, Cm-u
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Com
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn

Name of Patentee.

N. B. Reynolds

.

A. Gray
J. Df
C. A. Meinhard
8. M. Richardson
B. D. Whitney
G. J. Rugg
II. P.Shaw
J. Tesseyman
A. A. Wilder
L. Read
W. H. Doane, G. V. Orton, and W.
E. London,

F. J. Piummer
G. Woodbury
W. D. Hatch
11. N. Meriam
E. Myer
B. Fitts

B. Fitts

P.T.Smith
H. A. Lee
M. F.Connett
W. H. Christie

C. R. Tompkins
C. Hall
W. Tucker
W. H. Doane and W. E. London
F. Schmidt
A. and. H. Streit

G. B. Durkee and W. H. Murray. ..

T. W. Knox
R. and J. L. Cassady
A. W. Putman '.

L H. Chappell
S. B. Conover
L H. Chappell
W. L. Gebby
J. Adams
1. H. Chappell
J. Vaughn
B. F. Whitner
J. D. Marshall
C. Long
E.F.Smith
A. Barber
F. F. Westertield
J. N. Arvln and J. M. Whitmore. .

.

J. M. Reeds
W. J. Hobson
H.Maxell
D. Ruppart
J. E. West
L. M. Reamy
J. S. Rickel
C. W. Henkel
A. M. Corbitt
N.Liddell
W. Hun ter

J. Burns
J. Clarridge
J. B. Raines
J. D.Wells
D. S. Fisher
B. F. Robertson
G. W. Kuapp
J. P. Selsor
H. W. Camp and A. W. Pox
S. G. Deutler
B. Wielaud
W. W. Hubbard
H. S. Mitchell and C Search
W. A. Donnell
S. Harpster
L. Larchar
D. W. Jacoby
J. K. Andrews and J. D. Green ...

E. L. Bergstresser
T. Allen
J. Kreb-i and A. Johns
G. Abbott
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Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn J

Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn
Planter, Com
Planter, Corn
Planter, Corn and cotton-seed
Planter, corn, and cultivator. Combined
Planter, corn, and cultivator. Combined
Planter, corn, and cultivator. Combined
Planter, corn, and cultivator. Combined
Planter, corn, and fertilizer, Combined
Planter, corn, arid fertilizer. Combined
Planter, Corn, and guano-sower ."

Planter, corn, and hoe. Combined
Planter, Corn and seed ,

Planter, Corn, and seeder combined
Planter, corn. Hand
Planter, corn, Hand
Planter, corn. Hand
Planter, corn, Hand
Planter, Cotton
Planter, Cotton ,

Planter, Cotton
Planter, Cotton, seed, and fertilizer distributor . .

.

Planter, band and hoe, Combined
Planter, harrow, and cultivator, Combined ,

Planter, Potato
Planter, Potato
Planter, Seed
Planter, . Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed :

Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed •.

Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Plantf-r, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed
Planter, Seed, and cultivator
Planter, Seed and guano
Planter, seed, Corn and cotton
Planter, seed. Cotton
Planter, seed, Cotton
Planter, seed, Cotton
Planter, seed. Cotton
Planter, seed, Cotton
Planter, need, Cotton
Planter, seed. Hand
Planter, seed. Hand
Planter, sower, and cultivator, Combined
Plautiug hedges
Planting machine
Plantiug, Making holes for
Piants, cotton. Thinning
Plants, fibrous. Utilizing waste extracts of
Plants from hedges, Bending down
Plants, Fumigating
Plants, marine, Extracting saline matter from
Plastering machine

Name of Patentee.

T. H. Parker and D. Kellison
L. Stndv
W. H. Shepperd
J. M. Sampson
J. W. Hitchcock and J. K. Deys . ..

J. Gordon and E. Christiansou
J. John
O. Billings

F. Smiley
J.R.Weber ,

H. J. Johnson
K. W. Moran
M. L. and R. W. Thornton
M. J. Hunt
A. N.Gow ,

S.J.Taylor
D. W. Jacoby
B. F. Grimes ,

S. H. Wallize
J. B. Gemmill ,

H. Soggs '.

M. M. Butt and A. B. Baer ...

J. F. Sterrettand C. M. J. Reynolds.
W. C. Lewman
L. Weaver
J. P. VanVleck
McC. Russell and A. G. Burdic
F. E. Moran
J. P.Selsor
J. L. A. Edwards
J. Johnson . .

.

H. Fessler and I. E. Betz
D. D.Stelle
J. P. Scudder
J. E. Bendix and M. Dietsch
J. F. Keller
J. W. Buttrick
D. S. Holman
J.F.Keller
J. Shattuck
A. Bennett ,

J. D. Green
J. Edge
A. R.Worth
E. E. Chesney
G. A. Hill and C. Lohnes
D.H.Hull
C. T. Holman
G. E. Herrjck
L. A. Butts
W. D.Johnson
N. Clute and O. W. Mar.shall

J. B. Seymour
J. L. Manlove
H. C. Fairchild
S. C. Hunter
IVl. S. Burdick
W. R. Mozier
J. Stark
J. K. Frantz
iM. R. Snodgrass
T. W. White
C. C. Garrett
J. M. Meri-ymon and W. M. Dunn.
J. A. Cox
L. t". Wilcox and W. G. Caldwell
W. C. Banks
J. C. Tobias.
O. Richardson
J. H. Jones
H. V. Davis
D. Duncan and E. R. Ridgley
C. D. Brown
R. B. Wright.
E. R. Ensign
C. A. McCaughan
G. E. Sellers

C. D. Brown
C. C. Preston
C. F. Brackett and G. L. Goodale
J. Keene
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Invention or Discovery.

Plaster, Menical
Plaster, IMedicated
Plaster yower and land roller combined
Plastic compound for protecting iron and metallic surfaces from

the effect of air and water.
Plastic material to imitate wood and other substances
Plate, Dinner -*

Plate, Draft
Plate holder, Stereotype
Plate lifter

Plate lifter

Plate lifter

Plate lifter

Plate lifter

Plate lifter

Plate lifter

Plate, Pie
Plated ware
Plated ware, Burnishing
Plate warmer j

Platform, Boat-builders'
Pliers
Pliers

Plow
Plow
Plow -

Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Piow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
plow
plow
iMow
Plow
Plow
plow
Plow . . .-.

plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow

Name of Patentee.

A. D. Richards
V/. S. Blight and J. G. Morcy.
G. F. Brock, and E. Brondige.

.

F. L. lioux

No.

W. B. Gleason
J. K. Andrews
G. Smith
A. T. De Puy
D.Welch
J. B. Willett
D. M. Skinntr
C. F. Bosworth
J. A. Burns
J. M. Smith
D. B. Beaty
J. F. Kohler and S. B. Conover
J. C. Blackman
S. A. Cliapmau
J. f!. Palmer
J. Granger
S. Walker
A.M. Olds....
P. M. Gilbert
F. F. Reynolds
J. W. Lewis
J. and E. P. Miles
W. S. Huntington
I. Long ,

T. F. Bertrand and P. Sames
M. Richards and J. Vandegrift
W.Cooley
W. P. Long
R. J. Wheatley
C. F. Fleischmann
M. L. Roberts
J. Parker
R. K. and J. Laraway -

D. C. Mattesou and T. P. Williamson
L.Gibbs
D. Peters and J. W. Pauly
C. Kinkel
J. Fowler
S.March
J. Deere
J. Fi^h
J. Hage
W. R. Walpole
R. Cautelon
W. Zeller and R. Lechner
G.Gibbs
J. B. Skinner
D. Almy
J. C. Duncan
J. Reedy
A. Carson
H. G. andE. L. Hall
R. W. Biggs
D. S. Fisher
E. Ball, jr

F. Volkman
L.Gibbs
D. J. Kirkman and E. 11. Gray
J. Wallace .

J. B. Skinner
J. B. Skinner
H. F. Beraendefer and G, Smith...
J. H. Ilawley
H. H. Ebaiigh
C. A. Elton
B. F. Avery
T. E. C. Brinley
J. D. Bowen
W. C. Evarts
J. Tietz
E. Seward
J. C. Henry
W. E. Hardin
J. D. Kineaid
W. E. Levoy
G. W. Grant

p>^, 814
fi 1,045
70, 070
63, C54

71,204
71,115
6:5, 9ri4

C2, 8-26

62,716
65, 460
65, 616
67, 4! 2
68, 557
71,336
71, 954
67, OCA
70,1.56

62,251
68, 22.f)

64, 3(;9

61,032
65, .580

6;), 875
60, 938
61,075
61,083
01, 203
61,470
61,508
61,702
61,809
62,211
62, 243
62, 325'

62. 367
62, 497
62, 641
62, 760
62, 835
62, 881
C3, 059
63, 151
63, 276
63, 369
63, 377
63, 381
63, 586
63,610
63, 838
64,213
64, 259
64,619
64, 647
64, 707
64,747
64, 974
05, 050
05, 198
65, 529

65, 709
66,016
66 031
66,109
66, 259
6(5, 26;)

66, 284
6(5, 335
61), 477
66, 691
66, 774
66, 787
66, 939
66 958
67, 002
67, 456
67, .542

67, 756
67, 772
67, 890
67, 976
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Invention or Discovery.

Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow ...

Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow :

Plow
Plow
Plow
Plow and cultivator
Plow and cultivator, Combined ,

plow and cultivator, Combined
plow and iioe, Com.biued
Plow and planter, Combined
Plow and scraper, cotton. Combined
Plow attachment ,

Plow beam
Plow beam
Plow carriage

Plow carriage ,

Plow cleaner
Plow clevis

Plow clevis

Plow clevis

Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn
Plow, Com
Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn
Plow, Corn, and seed sower
Plow, Cotton
Plow, Cotton and corn
Plow, Cultivator
Plow, Cultivator
Plow, Cultivator
Plow, Cultivator and sulky
Plow cultivator. Garden
Plow, Ditching
Plow, Ditching
Plow, Double cultivator
Plow, Double shovel
Plow, Drain
Plow, Draining and ditching
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, O ang
Plow, Gang

Name of Patentee.

A.C.Beit
S. I. and G. M. Gillham
G. Moore
J. S. Beals
W. T. Sprouse
B. C. Rouse
E. L. Bergstresser
T. March
W. Pi,ichardson

J. D. Evans
W. D. Nichols and N. W. Clark. .

.

M. Prentiss

J. G. Dodge
J. Vandegrift
F. Watson
G. Spiehlinan
J. E. Jinkins
J. Moore
G. Ringen
J. R. Davis
A. Shunk, sr

C. Forster
S. S. Stearnes
G. Moore
E. G. Matthews
G. Watt
S. T. Denise
G. Gibbs
W. and G. Gibbs and L. P. W^ikidal

.

T. E.C.Brinley
H. Briggs
S. J. Leach
A . Gilmore
W.D.Titus
A. N. Mooi-e
S. F. Seely
I. Young
A. Romann and J. Peterka
D. W. Coiburn
J. D. Marshall
T. P. Warren
H. B. Smith
W. Eddy
W. Gilman
J. M. Hammitt and H. T. Miller..
H. Minuse
C. P. Devereaux
H. Ingraham
IL W. Austin and W. Schaw
J. Newhart
J. Hindmarsh
J. M Clark
M. Redliuger
A. Canfield
A. Caiifieid

J. R. Thomas
M. C. Buffington
J. Marsh
J. Snyder
P. Hackett
W. B. Williams
D. C. Richardson
S. A. Wray
G. W. Hattield

W. H. Startzman
J. H. Barriuger.
C. A. Harris
J. T. Miller...
W. R. Clark
P, Coourod
L. L. Sloss
R. W. Downraan .-

H. B. Smawley
J. II. Douthit
J. C. Bethea
H. Kynett
E. Sexton
H. J. Wattles
H. L. Perry
J. W. Sursa
T. E. Gardiner, jr •
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plo^\<5 Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang
Plow, Gang and cultivator

Plow, gang. Steam
Plow, Grape
Plow, Hand
Plow liaudle 1

Plow handle ,

Plow handle, Self-acting

Plow, harrow, cultivator, and roller, Combined
Plow, Hill-side

Plow, Mole
Plow or cultivator, Cotton
Plow point
Plow point ^
Plow, Potato
Plow, Potato and corn cultivator

Plow, potato planter, and seeder, combined
Plow, Revolving
Plow, Rotary
Plow, Rotary
Plows, Clearing weeds from
Plows, corn. Fender for

Plow share
Plow share and rolling clevis

Plow, Shovel
Plow, Shovel
Plow, Shovel
Plow, Shovel
Plow, Shovel
Plow, Shovel
Plow, Khovel, Double
Plow, Side-hill

Plow. Side-hill

Plows, INIavking attachment for

Plows, mold board and other parts of. Alloy for

Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow, for railroads
Plow, snow. Railroad
Plows, pipes, levees, dams, &c., Finishing iron work for

Plows, Riding attachment for
Plows, Roller wheel for
Plows, Rolling cutter for

Plows shovel, Guard for

Plows, Subsoil attachment to

Plow, Steam
Plow, Steam
Plow, Submarine . . —
Plow, Subsoil
Plow, Subsoil
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky
Plow, Sulky and tobacco-hiller attachment
Plows. WhitHetree attachment to

L. O. Rockwood.
J. and J. Ingham
L. B. Lathrop
C. L. Eastham.
J. C. Pfcil

.

J. T. L<-gg
R. R. Graves
D. C. Riggs.
R. Baxter
A. T. Covell
H. P. Stafford

G. C. Avery.
H. L. Perry
G. T. Brewer.
J. Harris .

W. Foster.
G. W. Price
W. H. H. Heydrick.
R. Hardenbrook
F.'Keefer.
G. Watt
T, E. C. Brinley
J. L. Keasor
J. Johnston
F. Feldhaus
J. Creamer
F. M. Shields
D. J. Selden
H. Kniphals
J. P. Stanton
J.Kurtz
S. Shelter ;

M. A. and I. M. Cravath
E. T. Bussell...
H. Berkbtresser
J. Jameson
R. Cook
W. D. Mendenhall
F. Murray
S. W. Jackson
H. Stephens
A. Wilcox
D. Gilbert
R. Trowbridge
W. R. Harmon
J.M.Eby
F. G. Bakes
P. H. Flansburgh
C. Morris
O. F. Burton
S. Richards
D. L. Winsor
R. S. Harris
M. E. Sanger
J. S. Zane..*..
P. Von Lackum
S. Richards
A. Nutting
H. H. demons
S. Hadley
S. P. Townsend
L. Dominy
L. B. Pitcher
J. H. Slierman
W. J. M. Batchelder
J. A. Krake
G. Willard
H. E. Paine
E. T. Ligon
R.Peet
M. R. Jones
G. Burket and S. M. Gaskill

C. H. Littleiield

0. P. Dils.
D. W. Colburn
J. C. Rogers
1. Wing
J. H. Rankin
I. Donaldson
J. L. Spencer
J. B. Ripsom
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Invention or Discovery.

Plow to wheeled carriage, Coupling
Plow, Wheel
Piumb and level

Piumb and level. Combined
Pocket books, Safety attachment for :.

Pocket case, for printers' bodkin and tweezers
Pocket imnlement
Pocket, Safety
Pocket , Safety
Pocket, Safety
Pocket, Safety
Pocket, Safety
Pockets, Safety attachment for

Poke, Horse and cattle

Poke, Horse and cattle ,

Polishing and grinding cylindrical concave surfaces

Polishing and grinding implements
Polishing and grinding machine
Polishing, Artificial tripoli for

Porcelain, Artificial

Porcelain, Manufacture of
Porcelain, Manufacture of
Post, Door
Post driver
Post driver

Post -driving machine
Post, Fence
Post, Fence
Post, Fence
Post, Fence
Post, Fence
Post, Fence ,

Post, Hitching
Post, Hitching, and horseblock
Post, Hitching, for animals
Post holes. Boring ,

Post holes, Cutting ,

Post holes. Digging ,

Post holes, Digging ,

Post office boxes, Pigeon-holes for

Post, Kailroad bumping
Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee -

Pot, Coffee ,

Pot, Coffee
Pot, Coffee
Pot for charring or burning bones
Pot for lead bath for tempering steel, &c
Pot for melting glass

Pot, Glass makers'
Pot, Glue
Pots and kettles. Tipping attachment for

Pots, paint, Hanging to sides of buildings

Pot, Tea
Pot , Tea •-

Pot, Tea and coffee ,

Pot, Tea and coffee ,

Pot, Tea and coffee ,

Pottery, metals, and glass. Manufacture of
Pottery, Molding
Potato baker
Potato bugs, Destroying
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger . . .

.

Potato digger
Potato digger ,

Potato digger ,

Potato digger ,

Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger ,

Potato digger ,

Potato digger ,

Name of Patentee.

M. S. Curtiss
E. A. Chace
S. A . Bostwick
P. Chfford
S. B. Parker
W. Quail
J. A. Russ
G. Hamel
F. Eussell
R. W. Fisk
H. D. .Snyder
J. Colton
E. Williams
N. Silvester

N. Silvester

W. C. Hicks
N. A. Buhle
T. Prosser

,

T. J. Piatt
W. J. Cheyney andE. F. Dieterichs.
W. J. Cheyney •.

W. J. Cheyney and E. F. Dieterichs.
B. E. Fowler".
C. T. Fitch
S. McCullough and A. Robins
C. T. Fitch
R. Ketchum
G. Ipe
A . W. Gore .^

D. M. Graham
R. Ramsey
W. H. Shaw
D. C. Robie
G. W. Preston
D. Newton
W. R. lies

N. S. Vance and E. Watkins
J. W. Harper
J. Thompson and B. B. Herrick
H. G. Pearson
S. Love
D. T. Robinson
H. Tilden
G. Jones
J. Blackie
E. F. Woodward
J. C. Walker
P. Perry
J. B. Smith
J. B. Smith
J. Zimmerman
C. W. Pierce
C.V.Wilson
C. Newman
W. H. Capewell
H. C. Stewart
C. Coester, jr., and W. L. Dewey. .

.

J. H. Flagg
A. Carmichel
D. B. Woodworth
A. Bayley
W. W.Lyman
A. Arnold
E. W. Nohl
A. Keil and J. Tresch
A.Reid
H. Pitchforth and W. Benson
W. H. Elliott

S. Richardson and J. S. Adams
A. Snyder
J. W. Innis
PL J. Kintz
S. B. Conover
P. Sisson
INI. Hall
E. S. Lenox and E. Spaulding
D. B. Hart
E. O. Doud and W. F. Beardsley . .

.

T. and G. B. Burditt
E. Rexford
A. Minuis
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luvention or Discovery.

Potato digger
Potato dif:ger

Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger
Potato digger ,.

Potato digger and excavator
Potato digger and weeder
Potato digging
Potato digging
Potato digging
Potato-digging machine
Potato plow
Poultry and stock feeder
Powder, Abrasive
Powder, Blasting
Powder, blasting, Compound for
Powder, Itleaching, Manufacture of
Powder for facing moU.s
Powder for fire-armts and for blasting
Powdfr, Fulminating, forneedle-guns
Powder mixer
Powder, Toilet
Powder, Washing '.

Power, Accumulating
Power, Accumulating
Power, Animal
Power for locomotion and other purposes, Motive
Power, Horse
Power, horse. Draft-equalizer for
Power into speed. Mechanical movement for converting .

Power machine. Manual
Power, Mechanical
Power, Motive
Power, Motive
Power, Motive
power, motive, Obtaining and applying
Power, motive, Obtaining from petroleum and other oils.

Power, water. Portable
Press
Press
Press
Press
Press
Press
Pres:s and feeder, Cotton-
Press and mill, Cider
Press, Haling
Press, Baling
Press, Baling
Pre^s, Baling
Press, Baling
Press, Baling
Press, Baling
Press, Baling
Press, Baling
Press, Baling
Press, baling. Beater in..
Press, Beater
Press, Brick
Press, Brick
Press, Brick
Press. Brick
Press, Brick
Press, Cheese
Press, Cheese
Proes, Cider

Name of Patentee.

J. C. Ptichardson

G. Meader
G. W. Kintz
L. A. Aspinwall
J. C. Giles and C. S. McRoberts
C. H. Pickering
J.M.Green
J. Walmsley
C. G. Grabo
J. D. C. Cutwater
H. P. Smith
J. M. Wilcox
N. S.Noyes
A. Marcellus
S. Soules
H. B. Norton....
AV. H. Hutchins
E. V. W. Griffith

T. W. Shepard
P. Autonidus
B. O. Warren
G. W. Hall
J. W. Bartlett

A. F. Chandler
H. Kewley
0. W. Baldwin and F. H. Pope
J. P. Stanton
G. Bowerraan
J.Russell
W. and E. Fehleisen
A. T. Rand
T. Gray
W. Batty
G. A. Neumever
H. EuchnerandF. Ebertz
J. Burns
1. A . Bergrath
H. Benter
J. F. Latimer
G. H. Becker
J. Dearborn
D. A. Pratt
D. J. Powers and H. B. Stevens
A. Stewart
W. F. Goodwin
T. L. Kenworthy and A. Silvers
A. B. Wood
J. K. Glenn
A. Johnson and W. H. Elliott

W. B. Jones
W.Huston
R. D. McCreary
A. Rowe ,

D. King
H. B. Barber
G. D. Jones
C. E. Rymes
C. P. Wagner
U. Schegg p
H. Zellner
51. Winger
P. F. Cornell, ir

M. D. Cheek ."

A . J. Purviance
W. B. Smith
J. H. Godwin .1

S. J. Austin
T. D. Guthrie
G. H. Hoke and J. A. Brown
J. P. Taylor and J. R. Baker
J. Gorham
F. F. Cornell, jr

G. Ertel
R. Brunson
E. R. Gard
C. Becker
W. L. Drake
C. D. Page
W. H. Kagan
E. J. Crane
A. D. Strong

No.

434
583
029
064
145
252
704
004
040
063
076
148
309
005
136
1(3
177
i>S9

552
773
963
339
246
612
358
004
392
401
363
659
359
036
824
378
714
2C8
408
049
821
156
951
699
791
£97
842
315
981
987
770
88 L

339
732
3C2
258
464
752
117
812
071
887
935
718
812
388
404
182
935
657
807
649
740
717
728
990
069
635
494
896
431
810
262
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Invention or Discovery.

Press, Cider
Press, Copying
Press, Cork
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton
Press, Cotton and Lay
Press, Cotton and hay
Press, Cotton and hay
Press, Cotton and hay
Press, Cotton and hay
Press, Cotton and hay
Press, Cylinder, for extracting oil from fish

Press, Drop
Press, Drop
Press, Drop, for pressing hay and other purposes
Presses, Lodging device for gates in

Presses, oil. Press board for

Presses, printing, Inking apparatus for

Presses, printing, Register point foi

Presses, printing. Register point for

Press for attaching paper fasteners

Press for boot, Heel
Press for cheese and for other purposes. Combined
Press for compressing bales already formed
Press, Glassware
Press, Glassware
Press, Hay
Press, Hay
Press, Hay
Press, Hay and cotton
Press, Hay and cotton
Press, Hay and cotton
Press, Hay and cotton
Press, Hay or cotton
Press, hay, Portable .

Press, Hop
Press, Hydraulic
Press, Hydraulic
Press, Hydrostatic
Press, lard. Rotary
Press, Lithographic
Press, JMetal

Press, Pad crimp
Press, Printing
Press, Printing
Press, Printing
Press, Printing
Press, Pi-inting

Press, Printing
Press, Printin

Press, Priatiug
Press, Printing
Press, Printing
Press, Printing
Press, Printing
Press, printing. Cylinder
Pres-!, printing, Driving
Press, printing. Railroad-ticket

Press, Punching
Press, Tobacco
Press, Wine
Press, Wool
Press, Wool
Primers, percussion cap, Portable
Printers' chase
Printers' galley
Printers' galley
Printing and dyeing, Producing black in

Printing and dyeing textile fabrics, and in compounds thereof
Printing and tinishing. Copper-coated iron rolls for

Printing apparatus
Printing apparatus for the blind

'

Printing frame
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee. No.

Printing frame, Photographic
Printing machine
Printing machine
Printing numbers
Printing on glass

Printing on ghu^s

Printing on tin foil

Printing on uneven surfaces

Printing, Producing elastic forms for

Projectiles, sabots of, Alloy for

Propagating tank and bed
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller cranks, Oiling
Propeller. Endless chain ,

Propeller for vessels

Propeller for vessels ,

Propellers of steam vessels, Regulating the revolution of

.

Propeller, Siphon
Pulley
Pulley and cable, Combined ,

Pulley block ,

Pulley blocks. Differential

,

Pulley for belting

Pulley, Friction clutch
Pulley, Molding
Pulley, Molding
Pulley or wheel, Grooved..
Pulley. Sash
Pulley. Sash
Pulley, Tight and loose
Pulley, Window
Pump
Pump
Pump -

Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump

J. Heddon.
J. K. Lowe.
S. D. Tucker.
C. L. Sholes.
I. L. Miles.
I. L. Miles
J. Polhemus and C. H. Lilienthal .

.

A. Leighton
I. L. Mile.H

T. Taylor
N. H. Lindley
B. Handforth
J. PI. Phillips

R. D. Chatterton
S. B. Wait
J. Covert
F. G. Fowler
H. Fromm
H. Rolle

W. A. Cobb
C. E. Toley
W. Lawton
AV. Fields
N. Nolan
J. Davis
A. B. Smith
C. W^ Raynale
C. M. O'Hara
H. Dale
J. Marquis
T. A. W^eston
R. Heneage, G. Milsom, and H.
Spendelow.

J. A. Burnap
R. Anthony Plardcastle

M. Lewis and S. Miller
C. D. Palmiter
W. Neemes
T. R. and S. Knowles
J. H. Barnes
S. Drum
PL Cash
J. P. Gates
O. S. Garretson
S.L.Avery
R. A. McCauley
W. Butterfield

W^ S. Kelly
H. Comstock
J. Nicholson
J. Ross
J. R. Weisiger
J. Bean
A. Fuller and F. J. Bray
E. Flauegin and A. B. Smith
A. Perry and M. C. Hawkins
T.Ling
C.Baker
W. H. Noyes
T. Patterson
F. Richter
A. IMoon
H. Parks
C. B -mis

H. Getty
J. W. Merrill and E. H. Lawrence..
C. Veraiaud and D. I. Lucie
H. Tyler
H. A.M. Harris
G. M.Cole
A. J. Reynolds
N. Page, jr

F. J. Underwood
G. Bruce
W. A. Fry
A. Jusberg
F. Bauschtleker and B. Vanfleet
J. A. Morrell
R. E. Strait

H. Tyler

70, 5C4
6.3, 540
GG, 654
64, 375
61,350
62, 666
71, 058
62, 646
69, 926
61, 117
70, 5R4
60, 887
61, 861
62,114
62, 238
62, 255
65, 202
65, 370
66, 742
66, 797
67, 376
69, 451
71, 153

72, 319
69,638
70, 036
61,020
70, 460
62, 399
70, 101
67, 470
61, 554

71, 973
64, 527
63, 266
70, 880
62, 668
70, 864
60, 668
64, 957
67, 412
72, 014
68, 868
60, 818
60, 919
60, 995
61,209
61,319
61,447
61.468
61, 492
62, 247
63, 152
63. 235
63, 937
64, 337
64, 735
65, 419
65, 424
65, 435
65, C84
65, 690
65, 718
67, 637
67, 666
68, 014
68, 810
69, C92
69, 183
69, 250
69, 578
69, 59.5

69,758
69, 792
70, 000
70, 0C6
70, 244
70, 2S5
70, 379

24 c p
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Air.
Air.
Ail-.

Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump,
Pump,
Pump,
Pump, Air
Pump, Air, for marine alarm?
Pump, air, Steam-engine
Pump and churn power
Pump and measure. Combined
Pump and reservoir. Combined . . ,

Pump, Bottle
Pump, Breast
Pump, Breast
Pump, Cattle
Pump, Cattle
Pump Cattle
Pump, Cattle
Pump, Centrifugal
Pump, Centrifugal
Pump, Driver
Pump, Electro-magnetic
Pump, force, and \vater meter, Combined
Pump for fire engines
Pumping and drilling apparatus .

Pump joints, Packing
Pumps on railroad stations, Opeiating
Pump piston
Pump pistons, engines, &c.. Material for

Ptxmp pistons. Packing
Pump, Rotary
Pump, Rotary
Pump, Rotary
Pump, Rotary
Pump, Rotary
Pumps, air, Chamber of
Pump, Saliva
Pump, Sand
Pumps, deep-well, piston of, Basket attachment for

Pumps, force, Operating valve of

Pumps, steam. Valve gear for

Pumps, ships'. Handle for

Pump, Steam
Pump, Steam
Pump, Steam
Pump, Steam ,

Pump, Steam
Pump, Steam
Pump, Steam
Pump, steam. Rotary
Pump, Vacuum
Pump, Vacuum, pan, &c
Pumps, well, deep. Stuffing box for ,

Punch
Punch
PuDch .-

Punch and shears
Punch, Bolt
Panch for car tickets

Punch for forming clasps
Punch, Gun-wad
Punch, ticket. Conductors' '.

.

Punch, ticket, Conductors'
Punching and shearing machine
Punching machine
Punching machine. Hydraulic
Putty for stone work, Composition to be used as

Quartz crusher
Quartz crusher
Quartz crusher
Quartz crusher
Quilting frame
Quilting frame
Quilting frame

J. T. Kimbel
G. Shield.

J. H. and T. J. McGowan.
J. M. Hirlinger
J. Bean
G. R. Forsyth.
D. Carpenter
H. Getty
E.S.Ritchie
T.Doane
S.G.Cabell
A. Hartupee
F. Danzenbaker
J. JI. Brooks and P. Munsou. .

.

E. Kickereon
G. Asmus
W.T.Fry
J.Cole
W. Lindsey
M.D. Wilder
H. W. Thornburg
E.C. Kellogg
C. F. Martorana
M.H.Lebby
S.Waite
C. H. Rudd and G. W. Shawk.

.

E. Spencer
J. N. Dennisou and R. J. Gould
M. T. McCormick
B. Fitts

H.H.Call
B. H. Naves
D. Bickford
M. J. Althouse
Z. B. Shannon
J. A. Baziu
J.P.Birch
J. Poppe
J. Doyle and T. A. Martin
R.H. Hilton
A. M. Shtirtleff

E. A. L. Roberts
E. D. Brown
J.C.King
G. Doyle
K. Markuson
J. B. Pottmeyer
J. E. Thorpe
W. M. Henderson
R.Schmidt
T. Simmons
A. S, Cameron
J. B. Gardiner and E. H. Hide .

H. O. Ames
E. Dunscpmb
E. Dunscomb ,

J. B. Pettey and J. Fredericks .

R. Hughes J-

L.Wolf
E. Schindler and C. H. Metzger
D. D. Robinson
J. JNIulchahey
R. J.Kellett
C.D.Flesche
R. Rathbone
J.Beck
W.J.Phelps
I. Lamplugh
O. Snow
J. B. Barnes
J. R. Williams

T. Varney and A. Rix

.

C. Mason
R.B..iley
A. Komp
W.R.Idle
B F. Partridge
A. S. Winner
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Iiiveutiou or .Dif;covcry. Name of rateutec.

•ui'.tiiigTraiQui'.tiiigTl-anle and clothes diycr.

R.

G. A. JIallory and J. J. Fi-h

Rack and shed, Sheep
Rack and shed, Sheep
Rack and trough, Sheep, combined
Rack, Brush
Rack, Card
Rack. Card
Rack, Clothes
Rack, clothes and tabic, Cupboard
Rack, Clothes or towel
Rack lor brooms, billiard cues, &c
Rack for cattle. Feeding
Rack for stock, Feeding
Rack, Feed
Rack, Feed
Rack, Hat and coat
Rack, Hay
Rack, Hay
Rack or desk, Musical
Rack or shelf. Adjustable
Rack, P<n
Rack, Sheep
Rack, Sheep
Back. Sheep
Rack, Sheep
Rack, Sheep, and mow combined
Rack, Sheep-feeding
Rack, tool, Dentists'
Rack. Towel
Rack, Whip
Rack, Whip
Rack. Whip
Rack, Whip
Radiator for stove pipes. Caloric
Radiator, Steam, for hatters' kettles
Raft and mattress. Life-preserving
Raft, Life-prcserviug
Raft or float

Rail clamp joint
Rail for buggy seat
Rail, Railroad
Rail, Railroad
Rail, Railroad
Rail. Railroad
Rail, Railroad
Rai 1. Railroad
Rail. Railroad
Rail, Railroad
Rail, Railroad
Rail, Railway
Rail, Railway
Railroad. Aerial
Railroad. Atmospheric
Railroad crossing
Railroad crossing
Railroad, Elevated
Railioad frog
Railroad frog
Railroad guides. Propelling cable for
Rtilroads. Constructing
Railroads, Preventing accidents on
Railroad st.ition indicator

,

Railroads, Turning curves on
Railroad time indicator
Railroad track lifier

Rails, axles. &c , Effecting the cementation of
Rails. Cog for railroad .'

Rails, R. K. . Fagot for

Rails, R. R., Fagot for
Rails, R. R., Fastening for
Rails, R. R., Fastening for
Rails, R. R., Fish bar for

Rails. R. R. , Joint splice for
Rails, R. R., Joint for
Rails, R. R., Joint for
Rails. R. R.. Raising and leveling
RaiLs, R.R., Repairing
Rails, R. R., Repairing

G.Beatty
G. McWilliams
G.Febles
J. Ames and N. H. Ilorton

G. A. Nelson ,

E. D. A verell

E. F. Lyman
W.M.Baker
F.A.Balch
E. Richmond
G. W.Balding
J. C. Ramsey
J. W. Blanchard
E. Gratteu
T. W. Brown
W. Nash
C. G. Boyer
F.X.Rizy
G. Sickels
G. Jedamski
H.G.Ives
J. D. Ulunson
J.S. Reals
D. Stapleton
J. H arman
J.J.Smith
I. A. Salmon
C.W. Royse
E. Richmond
E. P.Willets
C. A. Smith
J. A. MarshaU
B.F.Miller
J.S. Rice
J. Golding
C. W. Wailey
A. Carson
F. Pidjeon
J. Carlisle

R. Cambers
J.B. Tarr
E. Sampson
I. B. Hymer
R. M. Esteile
LB.Hj'mer
G. V. Sheffield and B. Whitcomb.
C.Osgood
E. D. Pritchard
J. L. Booth
J. L. Booth
J. A. A. Fontaine
A.H.Caryl
E. Hiserodt
G. W. Harris and G. Elliot

.W. H. Williams
S. Parker
N. P. Bowler
C. T. Harrey
E. Thompson
M. Wallwork
G. T. Lape
G. Collyer
R.C. Taylor
J. Morton
T.W.Dodds
S. Marsh
S. L. Potter
S. L. Potter I

.

H.T.Love
J. Cochrane
J. Reese
J. Anthony
B.Scott
G. Palmer
S. L. Porter
O. Chanute
J.B. Deck

70, 871

69, lf)4

m, 925
m, 976
G7, 247
70, 107

70, 5U0
1-Z, 057
62, 176

66, 442
69, 628
m, 608
68, ill!

62, 522
61, 759
69,311
64, 349
Gfi, 292
G4, 148
62, 159
67, 120
64, 983
66, 164
68,151
68,320
68, 191
66, 180
62, 368
6:3, 101
64, 365
64,610
71,918
72, 875
61,443
70. 021
67, 039
62, 909
65, 792
70, 606
68, 486
61,158
61, 579
62, 691
63, 640
64, 297
64, 536
71,417
72, 222
72, 902
70, 399
70,400
61,824
64, 487
63, 048
69, 912
70,666
61, 243
63, 203
G6, 330
71,553
61,693
68, 997
65, 544
61.961
63, 078
66, 310
61,221
60, 783
61,565
(iO, 756
64, 843
65, 831
67, 626
63, 122
69.241
65, 269
61, 397
64, 751
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Rails, R. R., Splicicg
Rails, R. R., Straigliteninj

Rail-^, Rolling
Rails, Steel-headed
Rail-. -ay
Railway
Railway crossing
Railway, Elevated
Railwaj', ElevaU^d
Railway, Ele-vattd
Railway frog
Railway frog
Railway joint

Railway, Pneumatic
Railway, Pneumatic
Railway .safety guard
Railways, Cattle guard for

Railways, Elevated support for

Railways, street, Crossing for

Railway superstnictm'e.
Railway track clearer
Rain conductor, Automatic
Rake
Rake and lioe. Combined
Rake and seeder. Combined
Rake and seeder, Combined horse hay
Rake and spade
Rake, Grain
Rake, I] and
Rake, H arvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
R ake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rctke, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester ,

Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester

Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rak«,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Ruke,

Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester

,

Harvester
Harvester

,

Harvester
Harvester
Haivester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Hay
Hay
Hay, and loader

D.R.Pratt
F. Nelson.
H. Baiues
L.M.Hart
Z. Eastman
T. Whittemore
S. Perkins
C T. Harvey
C. T. Harvey
S. Warren and W. M. Blume
J.P.Hart
J. Wixted
A. S. McClure
A. E. Beach
A. E. Beach
C. L. Heywood
C. Brenneman
F. A. Williams
C.W.Jones
J.A.Maxwell
W. King
J. B. Hudson
B. F. Gladding
I.Cook
R. J. Colvin
J. H. Bear
W.H.Miller
E. Palmer
C.Bissell
F. Brua
E. L. Bergstresser
R. V. Jones and H. Fessler

W. F. Goodwin.
L. M. Rice
J. F. Hirschy and W. M. McDonald
A. J. Martin
W. F. Goodwin
W. F. Goodwin
W. P. Goodwin and A. W. Brown.

.

W. F. Goodwin and A. W. Brown.

.

W. N. Whitely, jr

J. M. Long
W.N. Whitely, jr

F. E. Cook
L.Miller
J.Miller
J. C. Hall
G. M. Peters
G. M. Peters
J.Miller
E. J. Leybiirn
J. A. Dodge
J. A. Dodge
J. A. Dodge, W. H. and H. S. Ste-

venson,
J. Lancaster
M. Crossman and P. A. Spicer

W. P. Dillman
P. Werni
S. C. Ridgaway
J. L. Rohrer ,

J. A. Dodge and G. Perry
J. B. Sweetlaud
E. J. Levburu
J. Barnes
J. S. Crump
J. H. and A. J. Glass
E. Stewart
I. P. Cadmau
H. A. M. Harris
H. A. M. Harris
R. Little and M. Gibbs
R. D. Brown
W. B.Johns
C. Anltmau
W. F. Goodwin
W. F. Goodwin
W. F. Goodwin
A. J. Greene
J. I. Munroe
H. Kimmel
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Kake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake.
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rak^",

Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake.
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake.
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake.
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
Rake,
liake,

Rake,
Rake.
Rake,
Rake,
Rakes

Hay, and loading
hay. Horse
hay. Horse
hay, Horse
Horrie
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse *

Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse, and hay spreader
horse, and hay spreader. Combined
horse, an i hay spreader, Combined
horse, and hay spreadei-, Combined
Pea
and forks to handles, Securing the tines of

M.Webb
M. Butler
T. N. H enderson
J. G. Kimberlin
A. V. Ryder
M. Woodman and L. Atwood
A. Krause
0. Pier
E. Huson
S. E. Ament
W. L. Bostwick
W. King
S. A. and L. M. Kays
W. H. M cPherson
1. L. Bullock

S. Randall
HoUingsworth
W. Walker
Johnson
Eberly and Gr. Ilauck
P. Hunter
V. Farris

Xo.

Ram for vessels
Ramie, hemp, &c., Cleaning
Rammer for turret guns. Flexible
Ra:ige and air-hiating furnace ...'

Range and heater, Combined
Range, Cooking
Range. Cooking
Range, Cooking
Range, Cooking
Range. Cooking
Range, Cooking
Range, cooking. Gas
Ratchet bed-key
Ratchet brace
Ratchet for driving wheels
Ratan, Dressing
Ratan, Splitting
Ratan, Treating

J.

J.

S.

S.

s.

J.

H.
VV. H. McPherson
D.P. Sharp
J.B. Hoag
C. Howard
L. W. Frederick
B. C. Taylor
D. Prest
T. J. Turner
L. B. Ball
J. B. Luce
J. B. Heebner
J. Zimmerman
E. W, Bullard
A. W. Coates
J. S. Grant
I. W. Boatman
G. E. Burt
L. B. Ball

G. W. Snyder
S. Freet
F.Holden
J. H. Shireman
A. L.Haskell
G. AV. King
J. M. Long
S. Eberly and S. Hauck
H. K. St'oner

S. Carpenter .'

II. L. Beach
J. V. Hawkey
E. A. Field
M. Miles
J. E. Kendall
G. N. Palmer
E. E. Seymour and S. J. Taylor . .

.

C. Rogers ."

J. M. Low
E. W. Rowley, j r

J.P. W.Riley
W. W. Bean
W. H«ggerty
B.Roezl
J. B. Walker
W. H. Armstrong
N. A. Boynton
W. A. Goodher
T. C. Walter
M.C.Hull
J. Van
R. E. Deane
M.C.Hull
D. G. Haskins
W. M. Gray
W. Brown
W. W. Smith
N. H. Richardson
L. Heywood
L. Klein

63. 587
G3,01l
(i4, 104
fc!4,;33l

til,r,53

(51,646

6l,(i70

61, fc62

62, 034
6-2, 1U7

62, 524
63, 7:29

64, 3^9
64, 550
6.\ 1()4

65, 271
65, 573
65, 778
C6, 3.52

66,314
66, 679
66, 696
66, 865
66, 894
(i7, 054
67, .305

67, 523
67, 609
67. 673
67, 688
67, 705
67, 778
68, 075
68, 140
m, 283
68, 288
68, 500
G8. 693
68, 950
69,610
69, 036
to, 332
69, 667
69, 713
69,913
70, 604
70, 008
70, 327
70, 643
71, 579
71,841
71, 875
72, 006
72,315
72, 404
65,113
67. 221

69, 487
70, 870
66, 891
65, 277
03, 833
72, 391

68, 905
68,813
64, U59
71,446
6 ', 877
62,109
62, 270
64, 725
66, 955
68, 3(>6

70, 432
71,871
69, 399
70, 371
09, 589
72,291
67, 320
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Razor
Riizor Htrap
llazor strap .

Reamer
Reamer

Reamer
Reamer, Expanding
Reamer, Wood
Reaper and mower, Hand
Reaper knives, Grinding
Rectifying and distilling, Apparatus for.

Reed instruments, Octave coupling for .

Reed plates, Socketed
Reel
Reel
Reel and swift

Reel and sv/ift

Reel, Chaik-line
Reel, Clothes-iine
Reel, Clothes-line
Reel, Clothes-line

Reel, Fishiug
Reel, Paper, for telegraphic registers

Reel Spinning and twisting ,

Reflector ,

Retlector for photographic cameras, Multiplying
Reticctor, Window
Refrigerating, cooling, and preserving, Apparatus for
Refrigerator ,

Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refri gerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator and sideboard
Refrigerator and water cooler
Refrigerator and water cooler
Refrigerator and water tank
Refrigerator, cooler, and filter

Refrigerator for brewers ,

Refrigerator, Ice-cream ;

Refrigerator, Milk
Refrigerators, Ice rack for
Refrigerator, Well
Register
Register and proof meter for alcoholic spirits and other liquids

Register, Automatic
Rpgiriter, Billiard

Register for odometers
Register, Game
Register, Grain
Register, Hotel
Register, Hotel
Registering apparatus and spirit meter
Registering votes, Electro-magnetic apparatus for

Register. Passenger
Rt
Register, I'i'.ssenger

Register i)o;-.ys iot printing apparatus
Register pcjints for prinliug press
Registers, hot-air, Deflector for

Registers, hot-air. Frame, &c., for

Register, Watchman's
Regulator, Feed-water
Regulator for motive power
Regulator for timepieces
Regtilutor, Hydraulic pressure
Reiu, Bridle
Rein, Bridle

R( in, Check
Rein, Driving and check
Rein, Driving
Rein holder
Rein holder

G. Carr
F. Eichner
C. T. Melvin
W. Burlingame
W. H. Bechtel, W. H. Strahun, and

1

T. P. Hardy.
C. A Uardice
W. F. Patterson
P. Meyers
J. P. Cook
E. M. Scott

G. Bequet
B. O. Church and H. Smith
C. Austin
F. A. Balch
J. F. -Palmer
G. W. Horton
E. Hutsou
J. Bathgate
I. E. Loughborough
J. D. Starritt

G. B. Griffin

J. Von Hofe
L. W. Worth
G. Hoover and A. N. Hadlcv
W. Ulrich
D. W. S. Rawson
C. G. Smith
P. Lawson
G. A. Banta
C. F.Pike.....
J. R. Fergusson
R. A. Harris
W. Law
M. W. Kidder und M. W. Shorey
J. Bragdon
J. De SVitt Wemple
A. B. Sweetlaud
P. A. Vogt
F. Borchard
J. C. Jewett
J. B, M.Fifield
H. ». Dayton
A. Murden and H. L. Cooper
W. Ro-senkranz and M. Esch
W . B. Burwell
A. H. Tait and J. W. Avis
E. S. Colton
A. F. Jennings
H. Pennie
D.Hyre
J. McLaughlin
W. Mont. Storm
J.T.Buckley
G. Simpson and R. M. Taylor
H.F.Hart
J. Euright
L. O. Hayworth
C L. Hawes
J.L. Mitchell
I.P.Tice
J.Blackie
J. xMelling ."

W. Ilelffricht

W. He) tfrich t

J. F. Shearman
R. W. MacGowan
S. H. Caughey
C. R. Harvey
A. Witt
G. E. Chenoweth
J. E. Gillespie

G.P.Reed
LJudson
A. E. Graham
W. D. Andrews
T. Heatou .> - •

E. R. Ferry
P. Jones
J. S. Russ
B. S, Fletcher
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Inveutiou or Discovery.

Rein hoi der
Kein holder
Rein holder
Reiu holder
Reiu holder, Check hook
Rein hol.ler tor carriages
Reiu, Pressing
Rein pull, Elastic
Reiu, Safety
Reins, check. Holder lor

Rein snap
Reins, Slide for safety

,

Reservoir and pump, Com.jui d
Reservoir for cooling grain a":d flour

Reservoir for exteneiou top stove, \Vater
Respirator
Rest for yiinding tools

Retort, Biiok, muffle, crucible, &c
Retoi-t for revivifying boue charccul
Retort for roa;-ting ores. Revolving
Retorts. Gas and other
Retorts, gas, and for other like purposes, Charging and drawing
Revenue derived from spirits and malt liquors, Preventing
fraud on the.

Rice, Hulling
Rice, Hulling
Rice-hulling machine
Rice, Sowing
Riddle Jor sand wa:>her
Rifle, Convertible shot gun and
Rig lor sloops and schooners
Ring
Ring, finger. Expanding
Ring for spinning
Ring lor swiue
Ring, Hitching
Ring, Hog
Ring, Hollow
Rivet
Rivet and bolt machine
Rivet and bolt machine
Rivet and bolt machine
Rivet and bolt machine
Rivet and bolt trimmer
Rivet, Belt
Riveting machine
Rivet machine
Road scraper
Road scraper
Roads, Leveling, and filling ruts
Robe for infants. Creeping
Rock di iUing machiue
Rock drilling machiue
Rock drilling machiue
Rocker for cradles
Rocker for chairs or cradles
Rocket, Sky
Rocket, Sky
Rock excavator
Rocks, blasting, Chemical composition for
Rocks, Boring
Rocks, Di.-^integratiug

Rocks, (fcc. Channeling
Recks, ores, &c., Crushing
Rocks, ores, &c., Pulverizing
Ro 1, Elastic -.

Roll for rolling railroad rail.s

Roll for yara-dres.sing machines
Roller, Adjusting
Roller and marker, Laud
Roller and seeder. Combined.
Roller and seed sower, Combined
Roller, Field
Roller, Field
Roller, Field
Roller for boarding oyster dredger
Roller for dressing
Roller for floor cloth
Roller for lamp wick, Feed
Roller for pulverizing soil and clods

,

Roller for rolling railroad rails

Name of Patentee.

T. A. Huffer
B. D. Pease
A. W. Potter and J. A. Barling
G. AY. Fosdick
D. C. Watson
E. C. Patterson
G. H. Kendall
J. G. Pugsley
I. S tanbery
ilcD. Darrow
P. L.Butler
F. W. Brooks
E. Nickersou
H. Stanlev
C. H. Buck
R. Brayton and S. Curtis

J. H. Brown
E. L. Seymour
G. A. Jasper
AY. F. Goodwin .•

J. J. Holden ar.d S. J. Best
S. J. Best and J. J. Holden
E. Johnson and A. Steurnagel

AY. G. Adam s

E. T. Gauneron
D. H. Southworth
J. A. Reynolds
D. L. Furnier
S.McCulloch*
J. Atwood, jr

AA''. Serviss
L. Mason
H.G.Hall
M. G. Tousley
J. P. Howell
J. Hutson, jr ,

K. Frazer
J. E. AA'ootten ;. .

.

J. C. Reed
J. Morgan, jr

J. Morgan, jr

J. A\"akefieid

M.D. Budd
C. Frank
J. Adt
J. E. Crisp
AY. AY. Johnson
O. Hopkins
J. AY. Mir.or and D. P. AYard ....

M. M. Cashman
G. D' wning
AA^. Pierce
S. AA'. Robinson and De A'olsou AYood
P. Rower
C. S. Dunback
J. AA^ Hadfield
J. AY. Hadfield
AY.A. Elliot

C. Seidel
F. B. Docring
J. Johnson
R. AA'. Love and A. Ball
AA'. F. Goodwin and C. R. Squire..
AA'. F. Goodwin and C. R. Squire.

.

AA'. A. Torrey
S. L. Potter
B R. Cotton
S. M. Mecutcheon
.A . Mains
H. S. ConneUy
H.Zellner
H. R. Crowe
E. F. Olds
O. B. Colcord .

.

T. P. Sink
B. R. Cotton
R. Ho.«kin

C. H. Bagley
J. Custer
J. P. Verree and W. A. Mitchell. .

.

C8, <J83

69, 474
69, 935
70, .3C2

64. 174

62; 879
71, 310
71,412
69, 269
68, 172
69,072
6.5,721

71,044
63, 325
71, 848
69, 39(5

63, 207
71,229
65, .389

72, 843
71,617
61,144
61, 913

65, 037
65, 480
63, 320
62, 226
64,091
72, C63
63, 336
72, 688
72,410
68, 185
68, 131

69, 212
67, 765
60, 712
67, 624
62, 565
63, 927
64, 896
72, 135
65,338
63, 497
68, 680
64, 202
62, 273
62, 421
68, 224
70, 801
70, 973
71, 056
71, 329
69, m^
72, 178
72, 029
72, 030
65, 801
61, 957
72, 465
65, 677
72, 649
69, 656
69, 655
62, 164
'^, 2:>3

64, 078
65, 930
66, 861
63, 704

66, 763
62, 822
64, 559
64, 748
65, 442
71,991
65, 223
65, 861

63, 224
65,963
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Roller for wringers
Roller for wringing machines
Roller frame for elevator platforms, Adjustable.
Roller, iok, Printers' :

Roller in spinning machines
Roller, Land _

.

Roller, Land
Roller, Land
Roller, Land
Roller, Land
Roller, Land
Roller, Land
Roller, Land
Rollei", Land
Roller, Land, and plaster sower combined
Roller, Pastry
Roller, Rubber, for cotton gins
Rollers, friction, Support or bearing for
Roller, Skid and friction

Roller, stalk cutter, and marker, Combined . . .

.

Roller, Towel
Roller, TruDk
Roller, washing, Elastic
Roller, Window -shade
Rolling apparatus for rolling chairs for railroad .

Rolling clevises and plowshares
Rolls for spinning, &c., Cot or covering for
Roof
Roof
Roof and ceiling, Fireproof
Roof and clapboarding bracket.

Roof and roof pavement, Illuminating
Roof, car, Railroad
Roof, car. Railroad
Roof, car, Railroad
Roofing
Roofing
Roofi n g ,

Roofing
Roofing
Roofing
Roofing
Roofing
Roofing
Roofing i

Roofing and siding for houses
Roofing, Cement
Roofing, coaling, <fec.. Composition for
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Composition
Roofing composition and other materials, Mixing
Roofing compound
Roofing compound
Roofing compound
Roofing compound
Roofing, &c. , Construction of

Roofing, covering wood, <fcc.. Composition for
Roofing fabric

Rooting, Felt
roofing, Pelt
Roofing material
Roofing material
Roofing, Metal
Roofing, Paste or cement for
Rooting, pavements, walls, docks, and other structures. Com-

position for.

Roofing to buildings, Attaching
Roofs. Foundation for

Roof tile

Rooms, Lighting

C. V. Mead
H. D. Palmer
R. M. Van Sickler

G. Russell and T. B. Hull
F.C. Fuller
J. Winans
J. S. Shafer
M.Miller
H. L. Currier
G. R. Burt
W. W. Ballard
E. F.Olds
W. S. Worley
S. B. Mann
G. F. Brock and E. Brondige
A . L. Taylor
W. Dearborn
S . W. Eaton
F. Van Doren
J. W. Dilly

W. H. Lewis
H. Gray
L. R. Witherell
S. Hartshorn
D. Eynon
F. Murray
E. Perry
H. A . Seymour
M. DeK. Cutts
J. Gilbert

H. W. Holden, T. J. Mooers, D. H.
Stratton, and G. Reynolds.

T. Hyatt
C. Dummeldinger
J. Palmer
J. Stephenson
E. Becker
J. R. Woodvvorth
J. C. Wands
D. W. Denton
F. O. Rogers
S.Pratt
E. Becker
G. Cook
R. P. Henry
O. Manley
C. J.Fay
R. O. Lowrey
O. A. Day and G. W. Bishop
M. Converse and A. C. Torsey
J. B. Van Horn and .J. B. Roberts. .

.

W. Van Dyke and W. W. Eastwick.
C. B. Allen
A. P. Jackson
C. B. Allen
C.Hill
J. P. Cowing
D. Green
G. L. and C. H. Eagan
A. T. Boon
R. Tyler, and P. Campbell, jr

A. Eagle
O. M. Bartholomew
A. H. Mott, D. Wyncr, and L. Brink
G. O. and J. H. Smith
S. Fields

J. Scanlan
J. Caflisch

J. Scanlan
J. Scanlan -

J. Scanlan
J. F. Bojmtou
W. Myler
J. B. Stryker
R. B. Stevenson
J. See

L.D. Ford
R. O. Lowrey
W. Cranage
D. G. Haskins and J. Winlock.
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Rooms, ships, and other structures, Disinfecting

Rooms, Ventilating and heating
Root extractor
Roots, seeds, <fec.. Wash or steep for

Rope-making machine
Rope or liuebolder
Ropes, cordage, and other fabrics, Strengthening and preserving

Ropes, fouling ship's propellers. Means to prevent
Ropes, Laying and twisting
Ropes, Making
Rosette
Rosette
Rosette for bridles

Rosette, Harness
Rouge pad
Row lock
Row lock for boats
Rubber and brush, Combination of
Rubber and liber for belts and other purposes. Compound

structure of.

Rubber and other flexible materials, Hollow articles of

Rubber, articles of. Molding and vulcanizing
Rubber balls. Inflating

Rubber, Composition for imitating
Rubber, cork, &c.. Compound of
Rubber fabric

Rubber goods, filling, Cylindrical molds for

Rubber inner sole, Punching
Rubber or gutta percha, Coating wood with
Rubber, Rolling, into sheets and applying the same to fabrics

Rubber rolls to their shafts, Sectiring
Rubber sheets to be cut into threads, Laj'ing
Rubber, steam, Oscillating
Rubber, vulcanized, Covering harness trimmings with
Rudder
Rudder
Rudder
Rudder
Rudder bearing ,

Rudders, Hanging
Rudder, Temporary
Rule, Caliper
Rule, printers', Cutting and miteruig
Ruler, Adjustable parallel
Ruler, Bookkeepers'
Ruler, Counting-house ,

Rule, Sawyers'
Rule, Scale :

Rules, scales, and tables, Slide for
Rule, Tinners'
Ruling paper by electro-magnetism
Runner, Adjustable, to be attached to chairs
Runner for wheeled vehicles
Ruts, Filling and leveling, and roads ,

S.

Saccharine juices. Evaporator for

Saccharine liquids, Fermentation of
Saccharine liquids, Filtering, evaporating, and granulating ,

Saccharine matter from sugar canes. Extracting ,. .

.

Saccharine matter, Treating
Sack fastener
Saddle
Saddle, Cart
Saddle, Harness.
Saddle, Riding ..

Saddle-tree
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron
Sadiron
Sad-iron
Sad-iron handle .

Sad-iron handle .

E. Dumpelmann
J. H. Loomis
B. Goodrich
P. G. Kenny
H. Perkins
A.J. Chase
L. S. Robblns
R. H. Hudson
S. and J. A. Bazin
J. Johnson and H. Maxson
J. V. Waldron
F. L. Hilbright andF. Reynolds
W. F. Niles
G. S.Caldwell
H. M.Fish
W. Fuzzard
C. C. Burrows
A. S. Miles
W. G. Adams

L. Picot
J. R. Moffitt

H. A. Alden
J. B. Newbroitgh and E. Fagan .

.

L. Bauhoefer
J. Haskins
J. W.Cobb
E. A. Hill

K. W. Holmes and A, Albright

.

D. C.Hull
C. Manheim
D, H. Buzzee
L. D.Wheeler
A. Albright
F. W. Kuhnert
T, W. Murray
J. C. Palmer
D. W. Howard
J. N. Bitting

W. N.Clark
H. L. Stibbs
A. W. Goddard
R.Walker
E. Bostock
A. O. Latham
D. W. Clegg
T. Carter
W. Hay
F. J. Coffin
T. Bigelow
E. D. Averell
A. Adamson
F. T.L. Boyle
J. W. Minor

4f.7

7G0
715
356
46G
7G7
(178

892
(i85

408
454
(i72

251
132
182
285
899
787
397

564
550
942
470
408
298
794
492
419
365
440
2()2

589
106
093
066
574
215
147
413
920
9t;o

668
487
060
605
979
744
2tJ9

120
663
589
576
224

S quier
H. Tait and J. W. Avis
R. Hopkins
S. Bringier
Bcaues
Purse and H. C. Draper
Curry
Bea
Marshall
S. Spurgin
A. Dixon
B. Hood
J. Warren
Lewis

. Siefert
H. Taylor
H. Priest

C. Hare
Gray
Y. Hubbell
S. Butterfield and J. A. Read
J. Schellmann
Mitchell :

63, 957
63,116
61,200
70, 691
61,917
70,611
63, 864
69, 749
70, 589
63, 322
70, 425
61, 198
63, 588
64,116
65, 837
66, 535
67, 072
67, 979
68, 183
69, 344
71, 974
06, 175
61, 752
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Sad-ifon heater
iSad-iroD heating apparatus
Sad-iron holder
Sad-iron, Reversible
Sad-irons, Gas-heating apparatus for.

Sad stone J

Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe,

Safe,

Safe.

Safe,

Safe,
Safe,

Safe,

Safe,
Safe,
Safe,

Safe.

Safe,

Safe,

Burglar and fire proof
Burglar-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Fire-proof
Iron
Meat

Safe, Iveversible i-ailv/ay ticket

Safes, Composition of matter for filling, and for other purposes
Safes, Construction of

Safes, door and casings of. Connecting
Safes, Filling for

Safes, &c., door of, Securing lock spindle in the
Sail-releasing apparatus
Sails, Furling and reeling

Sails, Reefing
Sails, Setting, reefing, and furling

Salt
Salt, Manufacture of

Salve, Vegetable
Salver, Metal
Salvers, Construction of

Sand and other materials, Washing
Sand, auriferous, from the beds of rivers. Gathering and

treating.

Sand, Crushing and washing
Sand ejectors

Sand wa.*hers, Riddle for

Sand, Washing
Sand, Washing
Sap spout
Sash and blind fastener
Sash and blind fastener

Sash and lock stock
Sash and shutter fastener, Combined _

Sash-cord fastener
Sash elevator. Elastic

Sash elevator, Window
Sashes, Hanging and locking
Sashes, window and door, Fastener for -

Sashes, window. Attaching cord to

Sashes, window, Fiistener for

Sashes, win iow, Hanging
Sashes, window, Hanging and ventilating

Sashes, window, Supporter for

Sashes, window. Supporter for

Sashes, window. Supporter for

Sashes, window, Sui)porter for

Sashes, window. Supporter for

Sash fastener

Sash fastener '

r

Sash fastener

Sash fastener

Sash fastener

Sash fastener
Sash fastener
Sash fiistcner

Sash fastener. .

Sash fakitcner

Sash fastener
Sash fastener
Sash fastener
Sash fastener
Sash fastener

Sash fastener

Sabh fastener

Name of Patentee.

J. J. Johnston
J, U. Westgate
L. Hover
S. M. Johnson
J. D. Spang
n. W. Hopkins
B. Sherwood and D. Fitzgerald
J.L. Hall
J. L. Hall
L. H. Miller
L. Yale, jr

R. S. Sanburn
W. H. Butler
E. H. Ashcroft
H. H. Bryant
II. H. Bryant
E. H. Ashcroft
T. Cook
E. A. Eaton and W. C. Ireland
E. D. Draper and E. W. Glover...
W. Gardner
W. Brighton
J. G. Chase
S. T. Fowler /

E. M. Hendrickson
J.L. Hall
H. H. Bryant
J. Sargent
F. Gust. Oehme
W. Wyatt ,

J. Davidson ,

C. Peterson
H. Beschke
C. F. JohnsOu ,

T. L. Upton
G. Brabrook
S. C. Babbitt ,

D. L. Furnier
J. Johnson

J.R. Smith
E . W . Poston
D. L. Furnit r

J. French
D. L. Furnier
L. Core
M. Adler and L. Knell
L. Pollock
D. D. Mackay
A. H. Wemple and T. D. Richardson,
J. Correja
S. A. Chase
J. L. Ferre
C. A. Schaefer
P. Rosenblatt
C. Swift
A. Isk

W. Robertson
C. Allen.
A. T. Boon.
B. Britten
R. Vose.
B. E. Sampson
E. M. Griswold
I. W. Judd
B. Beach
J. Stevens
W. H. Truesdell
G. F. Hedrich
O. M. Ridgv.'ay
J. R. Smith
A . C. Rodgers
W. W. Maughlin
T.. H, Burridge
J. W. Child?
G. King, J. Gomber, and J. T. Shope
S. E. Strickland
S. JM. Richards
G. J elly and J. W. Gowell
G. H. Lupton
E, Herbst«r
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Iuvei;tiou or Diacoverj'. Name of Patentee.

•Sash fastener

Sash fastener, Windon'
Sash fastener, Window
Sash fastener, Window . .

.

Sash fastening
Sash ff^tening
Sash fastening
Sash fastening. Window...
Sash frame
Saish lock
Sash lock support
Sash rope pluto

Sash spring holder
Sash stop

Sash stop ;

Sash stop

Sash stop

Sash Btop

Sash stop
Sash stopper
Sash stop, Window
Sash stop, Window
Sash stop. Window
Sash support
Sash support and fastener .

Sash support and fastener .

Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter '.

Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter
Sash supporter and cutter .

Sash supporter, Windo%v .

.

Sash supporter. Window .

.

Sash supporter. Window .

.

Sash supporter, Window .

.

Sash tightener
Sash v.^ight

Sash weights. Molding
Sash, Window
Sash, Window
Sash, Window
Sausages, Composition for.

Sausage stuffor

Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
•Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw blades, Manufacture of
Saw buck
Saw, Cross-cut
Saw, Filing
Saw-filing machine
Saw frame, Buck
Saw frame. Buck
Saw frame. Hand
Saw gummer
Saw-gumming machine
Saw. Hand
Saw, Hand
Saw, Hand
Saw, Hand
Sawiijg blind slats and boring the stiles.

Sawing machine

Cr. Brosius
E. Johnson
S. Smith
C. F. Wickwire...
J. R. Whittemore.
J. W^iard
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Sawing machine
Sa%ving machine
Sawing machine ,

Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing machine
Sawing macliiue
Sawing machine, Circular
Sawing machine, Circular
Sawing machine, Scroll

Saw mill

Saw plates, Tempering
Saw, Pruning knife, hook and
Saws, circular, Guard for

Saws, circular, Guard for

Saws, circular, Tem; ering

Saws, ci'oss-cut, Attaching handle to ..

Saw set ,.

Saw set

Saw set

Saw set

Saw set

Saw set

Saw set

Saw set

Saw set and gummer
Saws, Grinding
Saws, Grinding ,

Saws , Grinding
Saws, Handle for ,

Saws, Hardening
Saws in saw-mills, Guide for

Saws, Sharpening
Saws, Sharpening ,

Saws, Sharpening
Saws, Sharpening
Saws, sharpening. Rest for

Saws, sharpening, Swage for

Saws, Tempering
Saws, &c., circular. Hardening pan for

Saws, &c.. Mechanical movement for. .

.

Saw teeth
Saw teeth, Grinding
Saw teeth, Punching
Saw teeth, Setting
Saw teeth. Sharpening
Sawteeth, Swagv.- ior upsetting

Scaffold
*Scatfold
Scaffold
Scaffold
Scaffold
Scaffold
Scaffold
Scaffold
Scaffold
Scaffold and trestle supporter
Scaffold bracket
Scaffold, Builders'
Scaffold, Building
Scaffold for roofs

Scaffold, Painters'

Scaffolding for dry docks
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale beam
Scale beam
Scale, Hydrostatic
Scale, Musical
Scale pivots. Grinding
Scale, Platform
Scale, Platform
Scale, I'latform

Scale, Platform

J. B. Sweetland
G. Johnson
E.Wescott
J. R. Logan
H. Hassenpflug
R.M. McGrath
J. B. Sweetland
H. Hassenpflug
H.E.Frohlich
H.C Freeman
G. L. Mowry
P. Werni and R. B. De Bare .

D.G.Canfield
R. V. Whiting
H, L. Beach
W. B. Noyes
A. J. Rockafellow
R. W. Porter
J.W.Clark
J. Madden
J. Lippincott
J. E. Emerson
T. Connolly
W. A . Alexander
W. Niash
B.N. Butcher
J. E. Emerson
J.M. Geer
J. C. Woodward
A. M. Shafer
J. Gardner
J. Richards
B. D.Whitney
E. C. Atkins .\

E.Morris, ir

E. S. Piper
H. P. Dillingham
C. Taylor
T. T, Markland, jr ,

E.B. Rich
J. B. Smith

,

J.F. Tuder
J. E. Emerson
E.C.Atkins ,

J. Crookes
E.Healy
J. W. Strange ,

I. S. and C. N. Brown
J. E. Emerson
H. Disston
H. Disston
J. Crookes
D. D. Adams
L. B. Carpenter
C. Crow
^. Littlefield

J. P. Wright
B. Best
P. Caveleir
C. Robinson
A. S. Kinnear
J.Reef,jr
C.Eddy
J. E. Bliss

N. B. Crawford
N.B.Crawford
J. Blomgren and C. Andersen.
J. E. Sim pson
E.B. Lake
S.W.Co*
I. Benham
J.C. Dell
A. B. Davis
E. P. Grain
I. R. Amsden
W.E. Catlin
F. Meyer
C. C. Lvman
S. E. Robbius
L. M. Severance
W. P. Goolman

f)l, 893
62, 205
C3, 679
()6, 602
65, 217
6.5, 251
65, 517
65, 669
67, 524
69, 202
70, 106

71, 669
66, 947
68, 137

71,265
62, 436
71,330
68, 109

65, 347
72, 652
62, 546
71,594
60, 69?
61,377
61,855
64, 835
65, 358
66, 484
69, 525
70, 751
63,715
61,955
63, 773
67, 480
60, 924
65, 598
71,859
62, 572
63, 407
72, C83
72, G99
62, 705
61,818
62, .591

66, 305
68, 074
67, 682
70, 951
71,453
70, 423
70, 424
m, 304
60, 659
61, 395
63, 142

63, 536
63, 775
m, 286
71,454
71, 791
72, 406
67, 347
60, 866
71, 960
71, 139

71, 140

69, 168
6), 947
72, 864

69, 774
7.), 942
7!,5S8
67. 274
68, 490
70, 312
m, 287
64, 686
6(5, 722
67, 454

67, .596

67, 871
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Scale, Platform
Scale, Platform
Scale, Platform
Scale, Platform
Scale, Itule and letter

Scales, rules and tables, Slide for

Scale, Weighing
Scale,'Weighing
Scale, Weighing , .

.

Scale, Weighing
Scale, Weighing
Scale, Weighing
Scarf supporter
Scenerj-, Theatrical
Scissors and button -hole cutter. Combined
Scissor;* and knife, Combined
Scissors and knife sharpener
Scissors and knife sharpener
Scissors and knife sharpener
Scissors and shears
Scissors sharpener
Scissors sharpener
Scissors sharpener and cloth ripper, Combined.
Scoop
Scoop for scales

Scoop, Hand
Scoop, Potato
Scouring and scrubbing machine
Scraper
Scraper
Scraper
Scraper, Boiler-tube
Scraper, Corn and cotton
Scraper, Flue
Scraper, Foot
Scraper, Foot, and umbrella stand
Scraper, Plow and cotton
Scraper, Road
Scraper, Road
Scraper, Road
Scraper, Road
Screen, Coal
Screen, coal, Corrugated iron revolving
Screen for doors, windows, Ac, Rolling
Screen, Grain
Screen-guard attachment
Screen plate for paper machinery
Screens, window. Frame for
Screen, Window
Screen, Window
Screen. Window
Screen, Window
Screen, Window
Screen, Window, and mosquito bar
Screen, Window, for railroad cars
Screen, window. Mosquito
Scrc-en, Winnowing
Screw
Screw
Screw
Screw blanks, Feeding
Screw blanks. Feeding
Screw caps, Nicking
Screw clamp for planking vessels
Screw, Cork
Screw cutter
Screw cutting
Screw cutting machine
Screw, Double
Screw driver
Screw driver
Screw driver
Screw driver, hammer, and wrench. Combined
Screw heads. Capping
Screw heads. Capping and nicking the cap of.

.

Screw heads. Nicking
Screw machine
Screw making
Screw making macbine
Screw plate \'_\

Screw plate
Screws, Capping

W. W. Reynolds
C. C. Lyman
G. W. Jackson
D. Ilazzard
T. G. Taylor
F.J. Coffin

R. Shaler
L. H. Franklin .

W. W. Reynolds
C.E. Gage
J. P. Pope and J. T. Whipple
L.Eddy
A. D. George
W. Tanner
J. A. Althouse
C. W. Sykes
M. T. Chapman
A.Heithal
J. N. Jacobs ,

W. B. Barnard
D'Arcy Porter
A. W. Gifford
A. W. Gifford
T. C. Bromley
F. Mever
D.N.Green
E. Brown and W. Pool
S. Kaufman
L Munson
C. and J. L. Little and R. M. Dalbey
W. J. Horner
E. L. Pratt
C.Billups
F. A. Blake and H. A. Tyrrell
J. Whait
C. Gudehus and F. Staake
J.V. Greif
G.H.White
P. S. Foster
N. Evinger
L.W. T.X^odge
G. Whittle
E W. Weston
W^ G. Perkins
R. Hawkins
G. Brain
F. Curtis
W. H. Nash
F. B. Scott
R. G. and L. B. Dennett
J. McFeely
J. G. Bicknell
A. W.Griffith
A . J. Wbittier
F. U. Stokes
T. Stover
H. Ogborn
J. Cochrane
B. A. Mason
H. A. Harvey
E. S.Pierce :...
E. S. Pierce
C. E. Thompson and W. Walker...
J. D. Hathaway
W. C. McGill
J. K. Nelson
G.H.Wells
C. Jillson

E. S. Pierce . .

J. A. Ayres
T. D. Voorhees
O. Dean
W. D. Gold
E. J. Manville and E. M. Judd
C. E. Thompson
E.B. Fish
H. J. Harwood
E. Croft
B. A.. Mason
G. C. Sweet .'

W. Ashton
O. W. Swift

(57, 908
68.371
71, 179

73, 037
69, 9-18

67, 269
66, 524

66, 825
67, 349
68, 728
69, 933
72, 615
6.5, 663
68, 467
69, 605
62, 702
62, 472
66, 837
71,491
69, 969
61,249
62, 023
70, 544
71,847
69, 691

66, 322
62, 730
67, 058
61,854
69, 452
70, 719
66, 387
67, 252
63, 695
65, 624
66. 489
65, 21.2

63, 771

64, 655
65, 659
72,511
70, 305
71,099
65, 692
66, 333
71,691

. 62, 942
^"i, 103
63. 818
66, 005
69,460
70, ] 55
72, 025
m, 326 *

61, 367
66, 534
65, 765
63, 364
65, 100
'o^, .535

70, 257
71,638
69, 271
66, 332
61, 080
63, 741

63, 446
67, 655
71,909
67, 014
70, 923
72, 463
64, 662
69, 230
67, 463
64, C89
65, 567
m, 568
61, 749
6c), 908
67, 396
69, 863
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Screws, Capping ,

Screws, Capping
Screws, Capping pad ,

Screws, cofliu, Cap for

Screws, coffin, Ornamenting
Screws, Die stoclc for cutting
Screws, nails, &c., Attaching ornamental head to
Screws, Niclving

Screws, Nicking
Screws, Planlcing
Scre\%'s, Screw plate for cutting ,

Screws, Shaving and slotting .

.

Screws, Threading .'.

Screws, Threading
,

Screws, Turning the head of
Screw swedging machine

,

Screw taps
,

Screw taps. Cutting ,

Screw, Wood
Screw, Wood
Screw, Wood

,

Screw, Wood
Screw, Wood

,

Scrubber and mop wringer
Scrubbing and scouring machine
Scrubbing machine
Scrubbing utensil

Scythe
Scj-the and snath, Uniting ,

Scythe fastening
Sea clams. Extract of
Seal, Lock
Seaming machine, Double
feeaming machine. Tinsmith's
Seat and arm, Folding ,

Seat and back, Improved ,

Seat and couch, Car
Seat and desk
Seat and desk, School
Seat and desk. School
Seat and desk. School ^. .

.

Seat and desk, School
Seat, Car
Seat, Car
Seat, Car
Seat, Car
Seat, car, Railway
Seat, car, Railway
Seat, car. Railway
Seat, Carriage
Seat -fastener. Adjustable
Seat, Folding
Seat, Folding

» Seat, Folding
Seat for carriage bodies. Folding
Seat for chamber vessels
Seat for drivers upon cars. Portable. ..

Seat for vehicles
Seat, Life-preserving -

Seat, lounge, and chair
Seat, Metallic, for railroact cars
Seat or shelf

Seats, car. Arm for

Seats, carriage. Shifting rail for

Seat, Spring
Seat, Spring, for vehicles
Seats, privy. Deodorizer for

Seats, wagon. Hanging
Seats, wagon, Securing
Seat, Vehicle
Seat, Wagon
Seat, Wagon
Seed box for grain drills

Seed, cotton, Planting
Seed dropper
Seeder and corn planter combined
Seeder and cultivator

Seeder and cultivator combined
Setder and cultivator combined
Seeder and cultivator combined
Seeder and earth pulverizer combined

J. Gardner
J. Gardner
C. T. Grilley
G. H.Howard
P, Bradford
D. McArthur
T. C. Richards
N. B. Hadley
J. A. Ayres
G. Savage, jr

H.Gill ,

E. S. Pierce
S. W. Young and J. W. Hoard. . .

.

H. J. Harwood and W. H. Mickle .

.

T. Kennedy
E. Cope and J. R. Maxwell
J. F. C. Rider and G. B. Wiggin . .

.

W. and J. Holroyd
G. C. Davies
H. J. Harwood
S. W. Yoimg
R. J. Nunn
H. A. Harvey
J. J. Harlan
S. Kaufman
A. Irion
B. I. Lane
C.M.Hodges ..•

D. W. Maiston
S. U.King
B. G. Noble
A. Man
J. Rupp
A. Buckham and J. Erans
F. J. Dibble
M. L. Smith
I. W. Lamb
A. H. Brown
H. M. Sherwood
D. C. Wilson
J. P. Scott
C. T. Chase
F. Martin
J. S. Wheat
A. S. Dotter
J.R. Chiles
E. H. Olmstead
J. A. Brown '.

S. H. Rhoades and W. Carroll

C. D. Flyut
W, T. Thornton
C. AV. Shei-wood
A.M. Olds
G. Sherwood
R. F. Briggs
I. Freed
J. F. Campbell and C. Tinney
J. R. D. V. Linton
H. Matthews
51. Le Page and F. Raymond
H. Martin
F. C. BrowneU
A. L. Babcock
J. Zahm
J. L Mabbett
H. W. Mapes, jr

N. Clifford and A. N. Bell

H. F. Moore and J. S. Blaisdell. . .

.

E. Hoxie
G. Lattin and A. F. Hubbell
J. Beck
E.Reed
C. H. Godfrey
J. Armstrong
C. A. Harper and J. A. Partridge .

J. F. Sterett and C. M. J. Revnolds.
W. and J. Whait
F. W. Tilton
B. W. Rcmy
A. S. Markham
C. Wilson
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Seeder and fertilizer combined
Seeder and harrov*' combined
Seeder and rake combined •-

Seeder and roller combined
Seeder, Broadcast
Seed from broom corn, Removing
Seeder, Hand
Seeder, plow, and potato planter combined

.

Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine

Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seeding machine and cultivator combined
Seeding machine and fertilizer

Seeding machine, Broadcast
Seeding m;u'hine, Hand
Seed, Separating fibrous substances from.
Seed sower
Seed sower
Seed sower
Seed sower
Seed sower and corn plow
Seed sower and cultivator
Seed sower and cultivator combined
Seed sower and fertilizer combined
Seed sower and roller combined
Separator and threshing machine
Settee and desk. School
Settee for school room
Sewer
Sewer inlet and street crossing
Sewer-pipe machine
Sewer-pipe machine
Sewers and drains, Construction of
Sowing guide
Sewing horse
Sewing machine ,

Sewing machine
,

Sewing machine
Sewing machine ^

Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine :

Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewii^g machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine ;.

Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing macliine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Serving machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine

Nane of Patentee.

H. Bou rn
B. Randall
R.J. Colvin
H. S. Connelly
J. Slander
J. D. Brown
T. Bradley
S. Shetter
A. V.Ryder
D. C. Baughman
H. Earsalow
B. F. Horton .•

H. P. Gregg
J. G-. McGrew
F. F. Smith and A. Timrston
A. R. Eggleston and C. F. Swain..
P. C. IngersoU
H. V. Davis and C. E. Smith
E. Ritson
H. Barber, D. C. and G. W. Van
Brunt.

B. A. Shearer
R. Baxter . .

.

'.

E. H. and E. B. Goelet
S.B. Ward
C. Churchill
A. P. Routt
A. Weitman
M. D. Cone and A. M. Douglass.-.
A. B. Ely
C. Mcintosh
D.R. Prindle
S. Grenell
E. U. Scoville
P. Hackett
H. Zurbrick
T. L. Whitbeck
H. M. Keith
H. Zellner
H. W. Matthews
J. Peard
J. Peard
C. T. Liemur ;

J. A. Miller

W. K. Black
J. Blank
D. H. Fernald
P. H. Niles
I. A. Smith
L. B. Bruen
G. Rehfuss
G. Rehfuss
G. Rehfuss
J. C. Driggs
I. M. Singer
J. S. McCurdy ,

T. K. Reed
H. F. Wjllson
F. Armstrong
S. C. Brown
G. S. Darling and E. Howe, jr

W. B. Bartram
M. Stannard -

.

C. Z. Mattison
R. Barclay
W. W. Abbott
H. J. Hancock
A. C. Holibs
H. W. Hadley
T. K. Reed
G. Elmer
C. Stebbins
E. Tarrant
AV.S.Hill
G. C. Lathrop
C. F. Boswoith
L. B. Bruen
J. McNeill
J. M. B'atchelor

C. Hodgkins
G. W. Baker

No.

G6, 123
70, 898
G2,bl8
6.3, 704
67, 141

68,346
6<J, 170

72, 922
69,710
6J, 846
61, 041
61, 201
61, 5.34

61, 847
62, 080
62, 259
60, 088
67, 168

69, 484
69, 533

69, 848
70, 781

71, 295
71,557
72, 799
65,610
71,(J96

63, 854
63, 373
61, 551

62, 286
64.217
64, 912
m, 563
67. 152
6li9i'4

67, 122

66, 768

68, 095
66, 384
66, 383
61,842
63, 284

67, 099

72, 787
65, 363
72, 751

62, 570
60, 682
61, 103

61, 101

61,102
61,176
61.270
62. 050
62, 287
62, mf^

63, 132
63, 463
63. 483
(iO, 669
64, 184
64, 237
64, 830
66, 440
67, 535
67, 544
67, 752
67, 906
67, 965
68, 009
68, 013
i)'^, 196
68, 517
m, 835
68. 8.39

69, 461
69, 613
69, 6ti6

70, 152
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Sewing machine -

Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine attachment for making tucks
Sewing macbine, Book
Sewing machine, Button-hole
Sewing machine, Button-hole
Sewing machine, Button-hole
Sewing machine case
Sewing machine for soling boots and shoes
Sewing machine for workii.g button holes

Sewing machine, Hand
Sewing machine shuttle

Sewing machine shuttle

Sewing machine shuttle

Sewing machine shuttles, Tension mechanism of

Sewing machines and other purposes. Treadle for. .

.

Sewing machines, Automatically operating
Sewing machines, Braiding attachment for

Sewing machines. Cloth gathering attachment for...

Sewing machines, Cloth guide for

Sewing machines, Cloth plate for

Sewing machines, Embroidering attachment for

Sewing machines, Feed bar for

Sewing machines. Feeding device for

Sewing machines, Feeding device for

Sewing machines, Feeding mechanism for

Sewing machines. Feed mechanism for

Sewing machines, Feed regulator for

Sewing machines. Gathering device for

Sewing machines. Guide for

Sewing machines, Guide for
Sewing machines, Heating top plates of wax thread.
Sewing machines, Hemmer for

Sewing machines. Hemming guide for

Sewing machines. Lap t earn guide for
Sewing machines. Marker for
Sewing machines. Marker, hemmer, (fcc, for

Sewing machines, Marking attachment for
Sewing machines, Marking gauge for

Sewing machines. Mechanical power applied to

Sewing machines. Motor for operating
Sewing machines. Motor for operating

Sewing machines. Needle setter for ,

Sewing machines, Operating feed wheel in ,

Sewing machines. Operating feed wheel in

Sewing machines. Operator support for

Sewing machines, Reversible feed for

Sewing machines, Ruffler for
Sewing machines, Ruffling attachment for

Sewing machines. Shuttle carrier for
Sewing machines, small lathe, «S:c., Movable treadle for

Sewing machines, Spool bolder for
Sewing machines. Spring for holding cloth in
Sewing machines, Thread controller'for

Sewing machines. Thread holder and cutter for

Sewing machines. Thread waxer for
Sewing machines, Thread-waxing device for

Sewing machines, Treadle for
Sewing machines. Treadle mechanism for
Sewing machines, Tuck creaser
Sewing machines, Tuckhig gauge for
Sewing machines. Tuck marker and creaser for
Sewing machines, Tuck marker for
Sewing machines. Tuck marker on
Sewing machines. Work-supporting plate for
Sewing oval seams. Mechanism for

Shackle for carriage thills

Shade fixture

Shade fixture, Window
Shade holder for lamps and gas burners
Shade, Lamp
Shade, Lamp
Shades, lamp and gas. Holder for
Shades, lamp Panel for
Shades, window^ Supporter for
Shade, Window
Shade, Window
Shadt*, Window

C. Cadwell
W. Fiske
W. WeiMing
J. Fanning
H. W. Fuller
F. Sims
E. A. Goodes and E. L. Miller
E; Cajar
W. B. Bartram
J. Johnson
F. H. Brown
E. Howard and W. H. Jackson
B. W. Collier

S. Moulton
E. Booth and J. A. Davis
J. A. Davis
T. K. Reed
N. B. Devol
G. Cuppers
J. Thomas
C. H.Miller

,

G. F, Clemons
E. H. Craige

,

L M. Rose
S.Littlefield

J. Hanlon
J. A. and H. A. House
G. A. Fairfield

M. H. ]\Ierriam

G. Robinson
,

T. K. Reed
G. D. Garvie
E. SafFord and O. H. Masters
W . F . Hayden
J. R. Hag'gerty
C. J. Holcomb
O. W. Horr
S. F. Browne
J. P. White
R. H. St. John
W. M. Stoddard
L. W. Sap
R. Whitehill, jr

W. Z. W. Chapman, H. C. Good
speed, and E. Reed.

T. C. Michener
A. Doll
G. W. Powers
J. Preston
R. B. Stanton
A. Steward
M. T. Fitch
W. Bennett
W. J. Deuiorest
W. Wheaton
T. E. King
G.A.Fairfield
J. A. Sawyer
G. F. Kendell
L. R. Wiggin
T. J. Halligaa
W. S. Hall
E. Bostock
J. A. and H. A. House
A. Weissonborn
H. C. Goodrich
H. C. Goodrich
E. H. Craige
A. Judsou
F. B. Morse
S. Hartshorn
W. Campbell
H. Knowles
J. Emery
W. F. Shaw
C. W. Emerson
G. W. Brenker
T. J. Marinus
G. Hasccoster
A. Biuner
F. Gesswein
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Shade, Window
Shaft coupling
Shafting, Hanger for

Shafting, Hanger for

Shafting, Self-lubricating hanger for ...

Shafts, crank, Hanger box for

Shaft tug
Shampooing mixture
Shank laster

Shank laster

Sharpener, Cutter and grater

Shearing and punching machine
Shears
Shears and punch
Shearrf and scissors

Shears, Bolt-cutting
Shears for brushes
Shears, Hedge
Shears, Lever
Shears, Pruning
Shears, Pruning
Shears, Pruning
Shears, Pruning
Shears, Pruning
Shears, Pruning ."

Shears, Pruning '.

Shears, Pruning
Shears, Prituing and wrench combined -

Shears, Sheep
Shears, Sheep
Shears, Sheep
Shears, Sheep
Shears, Sheep
Shears, Sheep
Shears, Sheep
Sheep chair and vat
Sheep, Curing foot rot in

Sheep holder and wool tyer, Combined
Sheep pen
Sheep rack and shelter

Sheep rack and trough, Combined
Sheep shearer
Sheep, Shearing
Sheep, Shearing .

Sheep-shearing instrument
Sheep shed and rack
Sheep shed and lack ."

Sheep shed, Portable
Sheep skins, Cleaning and softening
Shelf or rack. Adjustable
Shelf or seat
Shelf, Portable
Shelf, Stove-pipe
Shells to rollers, Coupling
Shield, Breast-strap
Shield for protecting water backs in ranges and stoves
Shingle band
Shingle band
Shingle carriage
Shingle machine
Shingle machine
Shingle machine
Shingle machine
Shingle machine
Shingle machine
Ship chimney jack
Ship-fender, Swivel '.

Ship for transporting petroleum
Ship's block and warping chock
Ships' bottoms, Coating
Ships' bottoms, coating, Composition for
Ships' bottoms, Sheathing
Ship's davit
Ship's davit and winch
Ships, iron and other structures, Coating for
Ship's propeller. Means to prevent ropes fouling
Ships, sunken, Ilecovering
Ships, steam. Bearing for shafts of
Ship's viarneter
Ships, Yard for ,

T. B. James
M. C. Boyer
J. Richards
J. Yocom, jr

W. W. Crane
T. Welch
K. Frazer
M. J. Yieira-

L. Ractetter and A. Simcox
W. Steele and F. Henderson
E. Culver
I. Lamplugh
H. P. Ball and A. G. Graves
D. D. Robinson
W. B. Barnard
S. W. Wright
C. Brombacher ^

J. O. Minor
J. J. Sandgren
G. H. Clinton and D. H. Harris ...

D. Campbell
A. J. Doolittle

J. NefF.jr
P. Keck
S.W.Jones
S. P. Carpenter
J. Sill

J.S.Kalb
E. Mathers
J. Ralston
G. W. Carpenter
G. Hilgar
F. Van Doren
B. Kingsley
J. T Henry.
G. D. Matchara
W. Russell, B. Carpenter, and J.

Drake.
A. M. Culver
B. Gilford
D. Gray
G. Febles
I. H. Spelman
J. V. Jenkins
C. P. Clark and L. De Lent
P. Anderson
G. Beatty
G. McWiiliams
W. M. Baker and J. Hisner
J. M. Brown
G. Sickels
F. C. Brownell
B. Rice
J. Turner
J. M. Mason
H. F. Willson
N. J. Wellman
J. W. Wells
C. B. Martin .'

C. Taft
H. D. Bai-nes

S. E. Anthony
E. Conger
E. R. O.-^good

E. B. Cook
B. Day .•

J. Kingborough
W. Sniffiu

J. H. Smith
J. D. Leach
G. A. F. Fowke
W.J. Hay
F. L. Roux
L. F. Frazee
D. P. Nickerson
F. Cruickshank
R. H. Hudson
E. Bazin
G. K. Gluvas
J. C. Walker

' E. Masters

68, 751
72, 264
65, 274
68, 826
65, 348
61.370
65, 068
67, 467
65, 117
70, 040
65, 177
63, 398
61, 597
67, 352
69, 960
62, 462
63, 205
67, 207
63, 945
61, 806
62, 180
62, 737
64, 692
64,882
66, 850
71, 975
72, 923
67, 98T
CA, 991
65, 432
67, 164
68, 743
69,513
70, 861
72, 735
68, 449
64. 151

61, 190
64,009.
69,976,
65, 130
66, 966
69, 541
61,700
69,164'

69, 925
68, 937
66,294
62, 159
6.3, 464:

65, 273
67, 048
72, 409
67 934
64,815,
62, 241
72,876.
72, 762-

61, 503

62, 990.

63, 660.

65, 001

67, 724
71,714;
64,22a.
68, 25L
72, 101

07, 775

,

70, 826
61, 064
68, lift

67. 282
63, 289
64,638'
67, 98^
60, 671

61, 005
68, 265
68„522

25 c p
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Shirt bosom.
Shirt stud...
Shoe
Shoe
Shoe
Shoe
Shoe clasp
Shoe fastening
Shoe fastening
Shoe holder ...

Shoe holder
Shoe lacer

Shoe lacing ,

Shoe lacing, Manufacture of
Shoe lifter

Shoe, Over
Shoe, Ox
Shoe, Rubber ,

Shoes, LastlL g
Shoe spike ,

Shoe-stretcbiug device
Shoe-string fastener
Shoes, &c.. Manufacture of

.

Shoes, Button for ,

Shovel ,

Shovel
Shovel and fork, Spading
Shovel and sifter

Shovel and sifter, Combined
Shovel, Cinder
Shovels and forks, handle for, Adjustable
Shovels, Constructuig
Shovel , Snow
Shrinking and punching machine
Shutter and sash fastener. Combined
Shutter fastener
Shutter fastener
Shutter fastening
Stutter fastening
Shutter or blind fastener
Shutters, Retaining link for
Shutters, -vs-indoWjv Operating
Shutter, Window
Shuttle
:Shuttle
Shuttle catches
•Shuttle for narrow-ware loom
Shuttle. Loom
Shuttles, Casting
^Shuttles, Mechanism for threading
Shuttles, tatting. Winding
Shuttle, Tatting
Shuttle, Tatting
Sideboard or refi'igerator

Sieve, Seed and grain
•Sifter

Sifter and shovel
-Sifter and shovel. Combined
.Sifter, Ash
Sitter, Ash
•Sifter, Ash
Sifter, Ash
;Sifter, Ash
Sifter, Coal
Sifter, egg-beater and spice mixer
Sifter, Flour ,

Sifter, Flour
Sifter, Flour ,

Sifter for sand, &c
cSiftcr, Salt
Sifting machine •

Sight and pendulum level, Combined
Sight, Back, for fire-arms
Sight, rifle. Convertible
Sign, Express call

Sign, Illuminated
Signal and switch, Railway
Signal apparatus, Steamboat
Signal boxes, Electro-automatic
Signal, Fog ^..

Signal, Fog

G. B. Perkins
P. Kenny
G. Houghton
W. A. Deitz ,

C. D. Letherbury ,

I. R. Rogers
I. Banister
G. Sickles

J. U. Fiester
L. C. Keeler
A. N. Breneman
W. H. Christie

A. Rock and W. Moorbouse
J. P. Tirrell

W. H. Winans
H. G. Tyler
H.Lake
J. Weidenman
C. Robinson and W. H. Lovejoy
R. Hutchinson :; .

.

W. Jones
W^ G. A. Bonwill
M. L. Brett
J. F. Goldthwait
D. B. Nelson
H. M. Myers'.
H. W. Parsons and L. L. Wooster..
D. Bovnton
S. P. Brooks
J. E. Hignutt
J. N. Pease
H. M. Myers
J. E. W^heat
C. V. Statler

A. H. Wemple and T. D. Richardson.
J. L. Routzahn
W. H. Wayne
W. B. Howard
B. K. Dorwart
C. H. Eddy
M. Thomas
W. C. Marshall
P. Miller

G. L. Crandal
G. Crompton
F . Raymond
J. Y. Hamilton
F. W. Sawyer
C. E. Billings

L. Pvipley

H. P. Jones
A. B. Greenwalt
S. Schofield

J. B. M. Fifield

H. S. Townsend
R. C. Ludlow
D. Bovnton
S. P. Brooks
C. F. Myer
D. W. Barker
J. W. Custer
D. E. Paris
G. W. Bishop
J. S. Fifield

C. Rosenberry and T. Worth
H. C. Smith
J. A. Sinclair

J. Tobin
S. C. Rundlett
W. A. Feun
J. J. Rink
C.Morrill
W. Conner
E. B. Beach
J. B. Wisman
C. Lewando
G. L. Warner
P. Kenny
C. F. Chester
I. Van Trump
F. Brown
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Signal, Leak, for vessels

Signal , Railroad
Signal , Railroad
Signs, Construction of
Silica, soluble. Preparing and applying 16 useful purposes -

Silk thread, <S:c., Skeiniug
Silk thread. <fcc.. Stretching and winding
Silver and gold, Amalgamating
Silver and gold from sweepings, &c., Collecting
Silver from argentiferous lead ores, Extracting
Silver-plating, Compound for

Sink
Sink
Sinker, Fishing-line

Sink trap
Sink trap
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate
Skate fastener
Skate fastening
Skate fastening
Skate, Parlor >

Skates, Grinding the runner of
Skate sharpener
Skelp, Bending
Skelp or sheet-metal tubes, Forming
Skid
Skid, Logging
Skins or hides. Beaming
Skins and hides. Dressing
Skins and hidts. Stuffing
Skins or leather. Softening or dressing.
Skins, sheep, ^\'ashing
Skins, Stretching
Skins, Stretching and drying
Skin, Treating affections of the
Skirt elevator
Skirt elevator
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt , Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
SkirL Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt. Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt. Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirt, Hoop
Skirts, Binding for

Skirts, Binding for
Skirts, clasp to. Applying
Skirts, Holding together
Skirts, hoop. Clasp for
Skirts, hoop, Making
Skirts, hoop. Tape for
Skirts, hoop, Tape for

N. D. Lamb
E. Tobey and C A. Nott ...

A. S. Miller

G. H. Kitchen
A. L. Fleury
C. Fisher
M. Cellerier

M.Lafiin
J. H. Rae
C. F. Flach
E. Hunter
L. C. and M. C. Bignall
H. H. Craigio

J. R. I^Iartiu

J. B. Taber
J. S. Rogers
W. W. Hendricks
R. E. EUerbeck
C. Bushman
H. W. Sauford
C. Gooch
J. Hartman, jr

J. W. Post
G. V. B. Ladd
E. H. Barney and J. Berry.

.

H. C. Moore
J. Forbes
J. W. Post
R. Carmichael
F. Wichelhaus and C. Rothe
J. Forbes
Or. W. Shearer
G. Brownlee
F. Haase and W. Rost
E. H. Barney and J. Berry.

.

D. A. Ross
G. Gunderson
G. Flint

A. Kipp, jr

AV. F, Hellen
J. Peace
R.Fidler
S. Sowle ...

G. W. Nichols
T. Roberts and P. Lenox - .

.

J. Schiffer

W. Panton
F. J. Burcham
E. H. Ashcroft
A. Marsh
V.Colvin
A. Ba^rnes

A. F. Nathan ,

B. V. Kirk
H. Vincent
C. Neumann
C. B. De Forrest
T. B. De Forrest
E. C.Walker
T. B. De Forrest
T. B. De FoiTesl
L. Fellheimer
A. Fellheimer
C. Daniels
S. H. Perkins and T. S. Gilbert

W. E. Houston
E. Adams, jr

A. Trager
F, A. Brew.ster

W. S. Ryerson
J. McKeever
F. Hull
T. B. DeForest
T. B. DeForest
J. Jenkinson
E. Loisean
W. E. Houston
S. H. Perkins and T. S. G
W. E. Houston ,

W. E. Houston

0.56

896
817
P3l
03.3

703
639
776
492
084
675
220
625
578
909
193
409
993
946
340
314
5C2
396
531
685
316
799
558
525
649
906
448
483
935
903
110
301
853
529
003
231
162
926
268
640
560
125
5S5
996
565
044
236
222
969
083
169
170
381
144
145
233
234
3(^6

936
670
854
986
158
233
u:?3

487
171

172
492
440
871
3..19

872
873
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Skirt supporter
Skirt supporter and corset combined ,

Sky-light
Sky-light, Ventilating
S late, Artificial

Slate, Cutting
Slate frame
Slate frame
Slate frames, Rounding the corner of
Slate-pencil sharpener
Slate-pencil sharpener and holder
Slates, Dressing the frames of
Slate washer
Slat for window blinds
Sled
Sled
Sled:
Sled
Sled
Sled, Child's

Sled, Dumping -..

Sled, dumpirig, Reversible
Sleds, Propelling, by hand
Sled, Steam
Sled, Velocipede
Sleeper and chair, Railway. . .;

Sleeve supporter '.

Sleigh
Bleigh
Sleigh
Sleigh
Sleigh
Sldgh
Sleigh, Bob
Sleigh, Bob
Sleigh, Child's
Sleigh knee
Sleigh knee
Sleigh knee
Sleigh knee, Metal
Sleigh runner
Sleigh runner ".

Sleigh runner for buggies
Sleighs, Bent knee and beam for

Sleighs, Coupling reaches for bob
Sleighs, knee for, Cast-iron
Slippers
Slitting machine
Sliver can for cotion, &c
Sloops an d schooners. Rig for -

Slotting and planing
Slotting machine
Slotting machine
Sluice, Revolvicg, for saving metals
Smokers, Apparatus for the use of
Smoke stack
Smut machine ,

Smut machine
Smut machine
Smut machine
Snap for glass-ware makers
Snap hook ^

Snath and scythe, Unitiug
Snow scraper for locomotives
Snow sweeper for streets

Soap
Soap ..!
Soap X

Soap
Soap
Soap
Soap ^
Soap :

Soap :

Soap, Composition for

Soap compound for cleaning and scouring wool, silk, &c
Soap, Cru tching. . . .

Soap, Cutting j

Soap for clcansii'g and poliahiug wood, motals, and other ma
terials.

J. L. Kendall
W. Bachelder
H. Weston
N. W. Wheeler
H. W. Holly and S. L. Geer
J. W. Durgin
J. M. and J. Connel, jr

W. Kester
E. Coffin
F. G. Bottner
W. H. Alcorn
H. W. Harper
0. T. Bedell

,

F. Little
,

J. Sbaaber
,

J. Fisher and J. Meili
A. T. Woolsey and A. F. Hubbell
G. F. KroUpfeiffer ,

J. Johnson ,

F. P. Bounie
J. D. Knoll
J. H. Nonamaker .,...

J. A. Bartlett and F. Walman
J. S. Ross
J. Bannihr „

L„ Repsher ,

T.Powell ;

W. M. C.Mathews
A.E. Doty
S. H. Noble
W. H. Huyck
N. T. Whiting
H. D, Palmer and J. H. Beard
G. O. Momeny
L. F. Skinner
A. H. Glose
I.Dan
1. Dan
G. Larson
W. D. Baughn
C. Stoddard
W. H. Stroup
J. S. Mclntire
D. O. Card
A. L. Smith
B. Knapp
C. R. Broadbent ;

J. J. Kents
W. Hamer
J. Atwood, jr

C. A. Meinhard
E. Shopbell
J. W. Moore
T. D. and W. A. Hedger
M. and M. Myers and W. Hill
T. P. Peck ,

W. E. Tickler and E. T. and D. M
Marshall.

Z. G. Allen and G. W. Mai'shall ...

P. T. Elting
W.W.Conner ,

O. B. Brigham ,

E. Covert
D. W. Marston
C. C. Elliott

W. W. Smith ,

C. W. Hermance
J. Brucker ,

G. Rose
C. H. Hardy
H. Pemberton
S. J. Beeler
J. Chilcott
T. W. Nichols..,, ,

N. W. Hunter
C. J. Fames and C. A. Seely
D. Shattuck
J. Gallipo -^

C.H.Hardy
J. ^T.. Greenwood and J.^'SyUson .^.,

63, 355
67, 423
6^,634
71,447
68, 710
6-2, 552
62, 535
72, 928
60, 890
61, 995
62, 157
64, 099
64, 250
64, 473
66,218
66, 987
70, 092
65, 186
63, 314
64, 517

, 70, 205
v65, 485
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Soap frame
Soap holder
Soap, Making
Soap, Manufacture of

Soap, Manufacture of

Soap, Manufacture of

Soap, Manufacture of

Soap, Petroleum
Soap rest

Soap, Slabbing ,

Soapstone, talc, ifcc, Hardening and bleaching articles made of

Socketed reed plates 1

Socket for revolving chairs

Soda and mineral-water stand
Soda, Bi-carbonate of

Soda, bi-carbonate of. Manufacture of

Soda fountain
Soda fountain
Soda fountain
Soda fountains, Ch argiug
Soda fountains, Lining
Soda, phosphate of, and other products. Manufacture of ,

Soda water, and for jErating liquids. Apparatus for the manu-
facture of.

Soda water, Charging ,

Soda-water stand ,

Sofa and bed
Sofa and bed bottom
Sofa bedstead
Sofa bedstead
Sofa bedstead
Solar and transit instrument
Soldering machine
Sole-cutting machine
Sole-finishing tool

Sole, Leather
Soles, Cutting
Sole, Shoe
Soles, Rounding up
Soles, water-proof, Forming edge of
Soles, water-prooJ", Forming edge of

Soluble silica, Preparing and applying to useful purposes
Sorghum and cane stripper
Sorghum and cane stripper
Sorghum evaporaror '

Sorghum evaporator
Sorghum evaporator
Sorghum evaporator
Sorghum evaporator
Sorghum juice and other liquids. Defecating
Sorghum juice and other liquids, Evaporating
Sorghum juice. Defecating and evaporating
Sorghum sirups, Granulating
Sorghum stripper ,

Sorghum stripper
Sorghum stripper
Sorghum stripper ;

Sorghum, Stripping
Sower, planter and cultivator, Combined
Sower, Plastic
Sower, Plastic
Spade for digging post holes
Spark arrester
Spark arrester
Spark arrester
Spectacle frames, Forming :

Spectacles
Spectacles and eye glasses
Spice case
Spider or frying pan
Spike
Spike
Spike
Spike
Spike
Spike
Spike
Spike machine . .

.

Spike machine .,

Spike machinery
Spike, Railroad .

.

Name of Patentee.

M. H.Howell
R. Bush
G. H. Doney and M. Clay
G. W. Rogers
J. Ryan
A. A. Constantine
P. B. Mougeot
S. K.Kane
J. Whittemore ^.

H. and A, Phelps
H.J. Smith
C. Austin
L. Heywood
CM. Whelden
A. P. VonPohrnhoff
A. P. VonPohrnhoff '.

.

T. A. Long
E. D. Finch
A. D. Schnackenberg
D. Needham
W.Gee
C. P. Williams
J. Mathews, jr

J. D. Lynde
A. Van Winkle
H. Schultz
C. Martino
C. F. Martine
L. Schaefer
C. H. Berry
W. Schmolz
J. L. Gray
T. A. Curtis

O. P. Pettengill

C. O. Crosby
J. H. Walker
C. B. Loveland
W. H. N.Kimball
J. H. Greenleaf
J. H. Greenleaf
A. L. Fleury
C. P.Hale
J. A. Campbell
W. Hanson
B. R. Hav/ley
W. H. Henderson
E. Sperry
N. Clouse
D. B.Neal
H. Fowler
D.B. Neal
S. Griffith

A. Bean
A. D. Huff and L.D. Huff
D, Hain, H. A. Gross, and M. Hain
G. Tollinger
S. A. Rankin
D. Duncan and E. R. Ridgley
F. P. Cullom
G. Jessup
M. L, Roberts
W. J. Mehary
P. Kelly
A. Pearsall
C. Buckley
G. D. Edmonson
H. Lomb
J. T. Carter and J. Park
A. B. Fales
G. W. McGill
J. Merlett
G. W. McGill
J. McMurtry
A. St. Louis
R. G. McKay
J. A. Whitney
AV. Koplin
W.W.Martin
D. R. Pratt
L, Postawka
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Spike, Railroad
Spikes and nails

Spindle bearing
Spindle bolster
Spindle bolster
Spindle for grinding miils, Bush for

S pindle for spinning ,

Spindle for spinning machines
Spindle for spinning machines, Self-acting
Spindle in ring spinning, Adjusting
Spindles, Lubricating ,

Spindles, Lubricating ,

Spindle step i

Spindles, Step for ,

Spinning and other machinery, Oiling spindles, top rolls

&c., of.

Spinning bobbin
Spinning, Drawing and twisting heads for
Spinning flyers •.

Spinning fi-ame

Spinning frame, Ring
Spinning frames, Self-lubricating bolster and step for

Spinning frames, Spindle bolster of
Spinning jack
Spinning machine '

Spinning machine
Spinnin g machine
Spinning machine
Spinning machine
S pinning machine
Spinning machine, Hand
Spinning machine, Hand
Spinning machine, Hand
Spinning machine, Hand
Spinning machine, Hand
Spinning machinery, Drawing and twisting heads for

Spinning machines, Cap for

Spinning machines. Feed regulator for

Spinning machines. Jack center for

Spinning machines. Spindle and bolster for

Spinning mule
Spinning, Ring traveler for

Spinning, twisting, and reeling
Spirits, Alcoholic ,

Spirits and malt liquors, Preventing fraud in the revenue de
rived from.

Spirits and other liquids, Compound for purifying
Spirits and other liquors, Weighing
Spirits, Distilling

Spirits, Distilling and rectifying

Spirits, Filtering and purifying
Spirits, Rectifying
Spittoon envelope
Spittoon envelope
Spittoon for railroad cars
Spittoon for railroad cars
Spittoon, Invalid
Splints
Spokes, Wheelwrights' machine for tenoning
Sponge for producing textile fabrics. Treating
Spool support
Spoon
Spoon blank
Spout to sheet-motal vessels, Attaching
Spriu g
Spring and hinge, Door
Spring and truck, Car
Spring, Bed -

Spring, Bed
S pring, Bed ,

Spring, Bed and lounge
Spring, Bed-bottom
Spring, Bed-bottom
Spring bolts, Metal case for

Spring, Buggy
Spring, Car ,

S prin g, Car
Spring, Car ,

S pring. Car ,

S pring, Car
Spring, Car

M. Foster
A. Prentiss
B. H. Jenks
J. E. Brown
F.A. Sterry
J. H.Teahl
A. H. Gilman
J. Marie Ryo Catteau
F. J. Rabbeth and J. E. Atwood
F. A. Sterry
T. Marsh
A.H. Gilman
F. A. Sterry
G.H. Noble
S.H.Barber

J. Davis and S. W. Foster
F. Spineux
T. Westley and T. R. Beaumont
J.E.Crowell
J. W. Wattles
B. H. Jenks
J.D.Cottrell
F.R. Pearson
J. Rich
J. and S. Hart and J. Reesman.

.

J. Lazier
A. B. Woodbury
G. Hoover and A. N, Hadley
F.Voegtli
C. Matheuy
N. M. Mendenhall and J. Judd .

.

J. Blackwood and T. C. Wilson .

T. Barnes
J.M. Hart
H. T. Potter
J. Smith
C. Herrschaft
F. R. Pearson
G; Draper
G. Crowther
H.T.Potter V..
G. Hoover and A. N. Hadley
J. Neely and S. Allen
E. Johnson and A. Steurnagel .

.

P. J. Badoux
S.K. Hawkins
A. Foubert
A. Foubert
W. F. Beams
A. Roos
A. J. Doolittle i..

S.W. H.Ward
M. Traver
B. Van Deuscn
J. M. Cayce
J. L. Biirch
G. H. Ober
A. Paraf
J. Fewkes
F. W. Willard
LeRoy S. White
W. A. Munn
G. C. Smith and B. S. Judson ..

A. Wisnall
L. H.West
G. B. Markham
D. F. Hiasz
E. S. Hayward
F. Traps
H. G. Seekins
E. D. Merriam and S. Aldrich ..

E.J. Mauville
W. Humphreys
W.Toshach
G. W. Buss
J. W. Evans
H. A. Alden
F. Cajar
E. J. Homer
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Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car
Spring, Car ,

Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, Carriage
Spring, carnage, Elastic

Spring, carriage, Elliptic

Spring, carriage, Elliptic

Spring, Carriage-seat
Spring, Cog-gearing
Spring, Curved, for hat brims
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door
Spring, Door and gate
Spring, Door and gate
Spring, Drill, for quarrying stone, &c
Spring, Elliptic ..

Spring, Elliptic

Spring for beds and other purposes
Spring for bed b^oms
Spring for bed bottoms and other purposes
Spring for fastening blind slats

Spring for machinery, Hand
Spring for Tvagons, Wooden
Spring for webbing. Self-fastening
Spring, Gate
Spring, Gate and door
Spring, Gyainastic
Spring, Pneumatic
Spring, Pneumatic
Springs, carriage. Clip for
Springs, Coiling
Springs, Coiling
Springs, elliptic, Eye of
Springs, elliptic, Forming and tempering
Spring, Shank, for boots and shoes
Springs, hoop skirt, Enamel for covering
Springs, metal, Polishing
Springs of vehicles. Compensating brace for the
Springs, Preparing plate for
Springs, steel, Composition for tempering
Springs, steel. Tempering
Springs, steel, Tempering
Springs, Tempering
Springs, upholster. Cap for
Spring to cushions. Applying
Springs, watch. Measuring strength of
Spring, Vehicle
Spring, Vehicle
Spring, Vehicle

Spring, Vehicle
Spring, Volute
Spring, Wagon
Spring, Wagon
Spi'ing, Wagon
Spring, Wagon
Spring, Wagon
Sprinkler for clotheB and flowers.

J. F.Belleville
J. S.Miller
R. Vose
R. Vose
T. F. Allyn
G. W. McMinn ,

W. F.Ray
R. Vose
R. Vose
C. H. Butterfield

J. M. andE. Ingold
B. T. Henry
T. De Witt
W. H. English
J. G.Reiflf

J. B. Ashley
P. E. Bomboy
T. Long
E.M. Chaffee
H. R. Hawkins
W.Scott
J. L. Rees
E. S. Nichols
J. F. Mason and J. Johnson
C. W. Saladee
T. Van Kaunel
H.Hughes
J. M. Newton
W.Gilfillan
H. S. Frost
C. W. Saladee
L. Hillebrand
J. J. Mackey
R. Schi'ader
C. Burnhara
J. Stephenson
E. Stimson
E. G. Lamson
R.Gray
E. C. Lewis
J. Hyde
J. Johnson
L. M. Bates
G. H. Dimond
P. Howe
A. Searls
J. Flinn
W.W. Sutliff

J. C. Gould
A. P. Payson
D. B. Strope
W. A. Dripps
J.H. Deal
S. McG. Hunter
J. W. Evans
W. T. Richards
G. S. Long
E. Heaton
W. S. Ryerson
A. B. Doolittle
S. Jackson
J. B. Cleveland
W. A. Meyer
C. Manning
L N. Bevans
W. Barnes
A. Tower
E. F. Johns
N. A. Plympton
J. B. Stuart
D. D. Matteson
D. L. Columbia, D. V. Stocking, and

C. W. Woodruff.
E. J. Post
J. Freeland and D. Ward
G. C. Lansing and J. G. Ostrom...
E. P. McCarthy
B. Hershey
C. P. Hawley
J.McDuffie
D. Bickford
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Sprue for molders
Spur
Spur, Ice
Square
Square and level, Combined
Square, Bevel and try • ,

Square, bevel. Graduated
Square, Carpenters'
Square, Carpenters'
Sqviare, Combination
Square, Trial

Square, Try
Square, Try
Square, Try, and bevel
Squeezer, Lemon
Stables, Cleaning.
Stage, Climbing
Staging
Stair railing. Laying out
Stair rod
Stair rod
Stair rod
Stairs

Stairs

Stairs
Stalks in the field. Cutting
Stall for animals
Stall for cattle

Stall for roasting ores containing sulphur, &c
Stamp affixer and canceler
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, Hand
Stamp, hand. Elastic

Stamp-holder and inkstand, Combination of

Stamping and for other purposes, Machinery for

Stamp, Postage
Stamps, postage and revenue. Attaching
Stamp , Sealing-wax
Stamps, hand, Composition for elastic

Stamp-wetting and pen-cleaning instrument
Stanchion , Cattle
Stanchion, Cattle
Stand and clothes dryer
Stand for displaying clothing
Stand for pictures, Revolving
Stand for supporting wagon and other wheels when being

painted.
Stand, Photographic camera
Stand, Photographic camera
Stand, Show

'

Stand, Smoking
Stand, Smoothing-iron
Stand, Soda and mineral water
Stand, Soda-water
Stand, Toilet

Staple, Wii'e
Starch
Starch agitator

Starch, drying
Starch elevator
Starch, Gloss ,

Starch-making apparatus
Starch, paste, size, &c., Making
Starch, Sirup

,

Starch, Stirring

Stave for barrels, Dressing
Si ave jointer ^

Stave machine
Stave machine - ,

Stave machine
,

Stave machine '.

,

Stave machine
,

Staves, Jointing _

Steak broiler

Steam blower
Steam, Condensing, and heating water

P. W.Lamb
B.A.Davis
M. V. B. White
J. Moras
G. L. Chamberlin
J. Graham
S. E. Bickford and F. Flanders
O. T. Hayes
A. H. P. Robinson
D. A. B. Bailey
J. Burt and A, M. Miller
N. Hamblin
J. E. Cowdery
S. N. Batchelder
T. Reece and A. Clark
S. Kepner
L. J. Baker
S. Sowle
A. Clow
W. B. Gould ,

W. A. Morse ,

C. E. Stearns
W. W.Page
N. Adkins
J. Koch
G. Pye and F. S. C. Souther ..

S. S. Putnam
L. B. F. Zitkor
J. T. Ruse
T. A. Slack
D. H. Chamberlain
W. B. Bason
N. L. Chamberlain
T. S. Hudson ,

D. H. Chamberlain
D. H. Chamberlain ,

J. M. Willbur
G. H. Mellen
P. Perry and J. Brooks ,

G. H. Reay
C. F. Steel „...,
C. H.Bacon %....
J. H. Parsons ,

G. H. Mellen
T. P. Marshall
C. H.Mann ,

J. Manly
W. H. Earnest
W. E. Brock
E. B. Sturdevant
J. N. Woodward

J. Haworth
F. E. Wilke
J. G.Oonk
J. Holmes
C. W.Allen
C. M. Whelden
A. Van Winkle ,

W. S. How
H. A. Harvey
J. J. Gilbert
A. Erkenbrecher
A. Erkenbrecher
A. Erkenbrecher
H. Sawyer
A. Erkenbrecher
C. H. Blanchard
H. C. Becker
P. Mason and J. W. Brent
J. J. Ralya
J. F. Sayer
W. S. Colwelland F. Veazie...
F. O.Clark
F.O.Clark
W. E. Hopkins
D. Lowers
G. R. Hay
D. C. Teller
J. A. Bassett and O. C. Smith .

.

H. J. Phalen
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Steamers, culinar}', Bottom for

Steamers for cooking
Steamers for culinary piirposes

Steam for lieating and evaporating, Using
Steam, Generating, and heating water
Steam, Heating and cooking by
Steam superheater
Steel and iron, Manufacture of

Steel and iron, Manfifacture of

Steel and iron, Manufacture of

Steel and iron, Manufacture of

Steel and iron, Manufacture of refined ingots of

Steel blades, <fce., Treating
Steel blades, Hardening and Btraightening
Steel, Cast
Steel, Cast
Steel direct from ore. Making
Steel, Hardening ,

Steel, iron, and other metals, Refining
Steel, Making ,

Steel, Manufacture of
Steel, Manufacture of
Steel or iron. Manufacture of bars or rods of
Steel or iron with copper, Uniting
Steel plates. Curved corrugated
S teel plates. Tempering
Steel, Tempering
Steel, Tempering
Steel, Tempering, after it has been welded to iron for cutting

tools.

Steel, tempering, Compound for

Steel, welding, Compound for

Steel, Welding, to malleable iron and tempering the steel by
one operation.

Steelyards
Steel, &c., tempering, Pot for lead bath for
Steering apparatus
Ste.eriug apparatus
Steering apparatus
Steering apparatus
Steering apparatiia
Steering apparatire
Steering apparatus \

Steering apparatus ,

Steering apparatus and car brake
Stencil plate

Steps, Folding
Steps for upright shafts
Stereoscope
Stereoscope
Stereoscope
Stereot^copic apparatus
Stereotype casting
Stereotype plate holder
Stereotype plates. Construction of papier mdchS matrices for
Stick for trundling hoops
Still

Still

Still

Still

Still, Alcohol and spirit

Still for oil. &c.. Construction of.
Still for refining and distilling oil.

Still, Oil
Still , Petroleum
Still, Petroleum
Still , Petroleum
Stills, oil and other, Indicating apparatus for
Stills, Rectifier for
Still to test the proof of spirits, Attachment for.
Still, Tubular, for continuous distillation
StUts
Stirrup
Stirrup
Stirrup, Safety
Stirrup, Safety
Stirrups, Attachment to
Stirrups, Hanging
Stitching horse
Stockings, Machine-knitted
Stocks, Fulling

"W. S. Potwin
M. C. Cronk
A. L. Whitney
H. Merrill
H. Howard
P. Millikeu
L. R.Cornell
C. Usher ...M
L. Sibert
H. K.York
J. Park,jr
C. Shunk
H. Disston
H. Disston
F. EUershausen
E. L. Seymour
T. J. Chtibb
C. T. J. Hayden
J. Reese
T. H. Jenkins
A. B. Berard
J. R. Bradley
B. Lauth
E. T. Ligon
R. Montgomery
C. Richardson
A. R. and N. B. Reynolds.
F. G. Harris
A. R. Reynolds

W. G. Esser
C. Sparks ...
A. R. Reynolds

W. A. Stan-att

C. V. Wilson
E. S. Coffin
H.F. Hicks ^...
T. W. Murray
E. F. Howard
J. P. Teale and W. J. Brassington.
W. H, Foster
J. Perkins
J. H. Weaver
T. W. Murray
G. R. Powers
B. J. Harrison and J. Condie
C. R. Tompkins
De Witt S. RawBon
A. Heilbrun
0. Goerke
G. Beigel
J.M.Willbur
A. T. Dupuy
AV. Nelson
A. Doisy
A. C. Rand
G.Hadley
G. W. Bookwalter
1. P. Tice
H. G. Dayton
J. Huntington
S. Gibbons
D. Symonds
W.C.Wells
J. S. Shapter
E. G.Kelley,
W.Hart
A. Werne
W. James
P. H. Vander Weyde
G. Murray
N. L. Revere
E. Pond
S.F.Clark
W. Weddington
I. L. Landis
P. Selby
O.A.Dean
A. C. Carey
W.B.Lodge
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Stone, Artificij^l

Stone, Artificial

Stone, artificial, Composition for

Stone, artificial, Compound for making and for coating stone,

brick, &c.
Stone, artificial, Manufacture of
Stone-channelling machine
Stone, Cutting «.
Stone-cutting machine
iStone dresser

Stone, Dressing
Stone, Dressing
Stone or marble, Grinding the surface of
Stone, Quarrying
Stone, Quarrying
Stone, Sad
Stone ware. Manufacture of
Stool, Milking
Stool, Piano
Stool, Piano-forte

Stop cock, Cut-off
Stopper for bottles, jugs, &c
Stopper, Hawse-pipe
Stove
Stove
Stove,
Stove,
Stove
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stovo,
Stove.
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,

Automatic ventilating .

Auxiliary air-chamber

.

back plate
Base-burning
Base-burning
Base-burning
Base-burning
Base-burning
Base-burning
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal-oil
cook, Gasoline
Cooking ,

Cooking
Cooking
Cooking
Cooking
Cooking

Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking ,,

Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, cooking, Gas
Stove cover litter

Stovo cover lifter

Stove covor, lifter, hammer, &.c., Combined.

G. E. Van Derburgh
D. and W. McCaine
G. E. Van Derburgh
J. Tattershall

J. Nagele
V. W. Blanchard
J.W. Maloy
J. W. Maloy
B.S.Hunt
W. M. Murray
F. L. King
J. A. Bachman
G. J. Wardwell
G.J.Wardwell
H. W.Hopkins
E.T. Chapman
D. Conner
J. Brigg.s

G.Schmidt
W.H. Pollard
J. B. Alexander
J. Stewart
M. Pond
T. W.Wisner
R.Eaton
E. Hawks
G.F. Filley ,

C. J. Shepard ,

W. C. Durant
C.H.Frost ,

G.G.Hunt
CM. Whelden
J. I'iifany

B.W.Dunklee
N. A. Boynton
A. Brown
J. J. Low ,

J. J. Low
G. R. Moore ,,

G. R. Moore
J. L. Hanson *.

,

J. H. Stone
W.C. Durant ,

J. H. Keyser

F. Gilman
C. Pepper
W. M. Bush and T. B. Richards ...

F.C.Adams and J. Peckover
A. Dart
J. H. Keyser
F. H. Brown
J. D. Spang
S.S. Utter ,

F. C. Adams and J. Peckover
J. Marshall ,

J. J. Savage f ,

G.W.Walker
O. G. Kennel, E. H. Smith, and G. L

Morrison.
W. A. Greene
E. F. Livingston
D.E.Paris
D. E. Paris
C. Van De Mark
P. Low
D. E. Paris
L. W. Harwood ,

G. Perkins
W. C. Davis
M. Mead
C. H. Buck
H. Stickney
G. W. Walker
C. Van DeMark
W. B. Treadwell
W. B. Treadwell
G. O. Sanderson
A. Shepard
G. W. Hunt
J.B.Oky
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Invention or Discovery,

Stove door and fender, Convertible .

Stove doors, Handle for

Stove for carpenters' use
Stove for cooking, Lamp
Stove for fireplaces, Heat radiating.

Stove for heating sad-irons

Stove, Gas
Stove, Gas
Stove, Gas
Stove, Gas
Stove, Heating
S tove. Heating
Stove, Heating.
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stove, Hot-air ,

Stove, Hot-air
Stove lid lifter

Stove, Nurse
Stove, Petroleum
Stove, Petroleum and gas-heater
Stove, Petroleum vapor
Stove pipe joint
Stove pipe joint

Stove pipes, Cleaning
Stove pipes. Cleaning
Stove pipes, Heat radiating attachment for
Stove pipe shelf
Stove pipe shelf
Stove pipe shelf
Stove pipes, Joint for

Stove pipe thimble
Stove pipe thimble
Stove pipe thimble
Stove pipe to promote combustion
Stove plate pattern boiler hole seat
Stoves and furnaces
Stoves and furnaces, Door for
Stoves and grates. Fire back for
Stoves, cook. Attachment for

Stoves, cooking and heating, Water back and grate of .

Stoves, cooking, Ash and lifting pan for
Stoves, cooking, Cover for
Stoves, cooking. Hinging covers to tops of
Stoves, cooking, Pot-hole lid for
Stoves, cooking, Top for
Stoves, cooking. Top plate for
Stoves, cooking, Water reservoir for
Stoves for generating gas. Attachment to
Stoves, furnaces, <fcc., Dust arrester in raking of
Stoves, heating. Hluminating door for
Stoves, Kindling arrangement for
Stoves, Lining in
Stove, Soapstone
Stoves or vessels, Frame for supporting
Stoves, polishing, Composition for
Stoves, Tool rest for

Stoves. Ventilating attachment to
Stove, Tinners', for heating soldering irons
Stove, tool and lantern, Combined
Stove tops, Center plate for

,

Stove, Wood-burning
Strainer
Strainer

,

Strainer and bucket. Milk
,

Strainer, Coffee and tea pot
,

Strainer, Cream
Strainer, Milk
Strainer, Milk '..'.'.'.'.'..'.'.

Name of Patentee.

C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner
C. H. Roberts
H.Dietz
C.Williams ,

J. Liddle
J. P. Troxell
C. M. Young and E. M. Benster . .

.

J. Q. Birkey
C. E. Alden
A. L. Bogart
Z. Hussey
W. A. Barlow
W. A, Barlow ,

G. W. Beard
T. Henney
W. W. Carpenter
D. J. Happersett
W. Bamford
G. R. Moore
J. Martino, J. Beesley, and J. Carrie
J.H. Green
J. S. Van Buren
A. Lee
A. Brown
T. Yates •

J. Grossius
M.C.Hull
T. Henney
J. Player ,

G.B. Scribner
L. A. Plumb ,

J. Lee
A.T.Boon ,

J. J. Riddle and W. S. Gray
H. M. Clifford

W. Stine
A.W.Smith
W. J.Nace
J. Grabner
L.Olds
J. Turner
O. B. Olmstead
D. L. Millikin and O. M. Pillsbury. ..

T. Newell
A. Hutchinson
J.P.Gallagher
E. Hambujer
A.P.Rich
J. B. Driscole
F. S. Bissell

J. Habermehl
J. Garrison
G. Dewey
J. H. Shear
S.Raymond
C.J.Bali
J. Stephen
J. Grimes
J. B. Crowley
C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner
B. L. Fetherolf
J. Martino
G. R. Moore
H.L.Byrd
A.Packard
A.H.Lowell
A. M. Duburn and J. Keith
J. Murphy
J. H. Key ser
T. S. Bowman
C. A. Buttles and J. Cowles
D. P. and M. P. Famham
P. Paradis and A. Reilly
G.G.Wolf
F.Morton
R. J. P. Goodwin
D.N. West
M. Simons
G. J. Bennett
S. Van Auken and J. H, Graham
W.F.Rossman

No.

65, 906
69, 841
60. 226
64, 267
70, 233
72, 242
61, 7^8
70, 395
70, 494
71,269
60, 734

60, 844
60, 845
61, 795
62, 031
64,282
62, 416
62, 726
63,287
63, 646
64, 526
64, 599
64,884
64, 943
65, 524
68, 299
71,176
71, 171
65, 599
67, 593
61,863
63, 400
63, 004
65, 507
62, 183
69, 506
70, 636
71,500
69, 798
66, 516
67, 048
67,900
64, 552
60, 777
68, 628
71,602
68, 437
66, 992
71, 465
67, 942
71, 297
69, 203
70, 077
62, 695
63, 093
68, 029
67, 603
67, 977
69, 951
70, 206
64, 854
62, 7G3
67, 791
62, 935
68,383
66, 365
62, 534
61, 557
68. 086
67, 945
65, 341
60, 869
65, 421
64,616
62, 872
63, 879
68, 400
62, 697
66, 552
66, 753
68, 793
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Strainer, Press
Strap attachment
Strap fastening
Strap for school books, Clamp
Strap, Hitching
Strap, Hitching
Strap, Hitching
Strap-holding device .

Straps, fly net, Cutting and punching
Straps, fly net. Rounding
Straw and hay, Cutting
Strawberry ripener
Strawberry trellis

Straw board, sheets of paper, &c., Drying...
Straw carrier

Straw carrier and grain separator, Combined
Straw cutter

Straw cutter ,

Straw cutter

Straw cutter

Straw cutter

Straw cutter

Straw cutter
Straw cutter ;

Straw cutter
Straw cutter ,

Straw cutter
Straw for food, Preparing short cut
Street crossiug and sewer inlet

Sti-eet sweeper
Stretcher for hosiery ,

Stretcher for painters' canvas
Strictures, Instruments for obliterating, &c . .

.

String tag
Stubs, Cutting ,

Stud and button-hole fastening
Stud and sleeve button
Stud fastening
Stud fastening
.Stud. Shirt

Stump extractor
Stump extractor.

Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump exti-actor

Stump extractor -

Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Stump extractor
Sugar
Sugar and other substances, draining. Centrifugal machine for

Sugar and sirup. Manufacture of
Sugar and sirup, Refining
Sugar-boiling apparatus, Vacuum pan
Sugar, boiling, Vacuum pan for, and for other purposes
Sugar-cane stripper

Sugar, Centrifugal machine for draining
Sugar, crushing, rolling dough, &c.. Machine for :...

Sugar crystallizing tank or wagon
Sugar, Draining
Sugar, Draining
Sugar, Draining
Sugar, Draining
Sugar, Drying loaves of
Sugar evaporator
Sugar evaporator
Sugar, Granulating
Sugar in centrifugal machines, Liquoring
Sugar, Making
Sugar, Manufacture of
Sugar, Mixing.
Sugar, Raising the grade of raw

J.E.Phillips
A. Bedford
R. Gibbons
J.W. McKee
J.D.MUler
A. J. Ross
T.P.Chambers
G.W.R. Combs
J. Yeager
C. K. Burkholder and H. Lerew.
D. T. Robinson
C. Jillson

W.W.Wilcox
R. T. Knight
W.Hiler
A. T. Dunbar and A. McNaught.
W.Gale
W. Gale
W. Gale
J.D.Smith
A. Buch
S. Elliott

H. Parks
J.T.Harvey
J. W. Mauzy and J. Hughes
J. Weichart
B. Suverkrup
C. Brown
J.A.Miller
R. Y. McConnell and G. Pringlo.
S.J.Wright
M.K. Kellogg
G.N. Palmer
S.B.Fay
W. Lyon
V. Charlet
B. Clayton
G. A. Lingard
B. Moser and D. Yellott
G.M.White
D. Stauffer

J. M. Gleichman
H. Lemm
M.Mellen
J. D. Huffman
G. W. Townsend
D.Carroll
I. Pardee and R. C. Parvin
H.M.Gibson
G. Chamberlin
L.R.Dye
L H. Palmer
I. D. Hazen and J. Hitchcock—
G. W. Pressey
G.J.Olendorf
J.Turner
A. Crowner
J.Elliott ,

J, W.Reid
D.M.Weston
E. Porter ,

H.A.wmiam3
C. Harrimau ,

F. O. Matthiessen ,

S.T.Hudson ,

A. Mackey ,

G. Perkins
F. O. Matthiessen
H. A. Coppess ,

C. Macumber ,

J.B.Hill
J.B.Hill
W. BL Davis
S. M. Shattuck
L. Lefebvre '

F. Michael
R. T. Sprague
D. Bruce
F. O. Matthiessen
M. L. Senderling
A. Mackey and E. MUller
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Sugar, Eefined
Sugar, refining. Sprinkling 'iquit^"* iii

Sugar, Sbifting and separating
Sugar, Sorghum
Sugar, starch, Manufacture of

Sugar, pirup. ifcc, Refining and bleaching
Sugar, washing, Centiilngal apparatus for

Sugar, washing, Centril'ngal machine for

Sulphate of alumina, alum, and other aluminous compounds,
Manufacture of.

Sulphate of alumina. Treatment of

Sunshade, Pocket
Supporter
Supporter and truss

Su ppoT-ter, Obstetrical

Suspender
Suspending and detaching articles

Suspensory bandage
Swage.
Swage for upsetting raw teeth
Swedging machine, Screw
Sweeping machine
Sweeping machine for railroads

Swift
Swift
Swift and reel

Swift and reel

Swine, Nose jewel for

Swing
Swing
Swing
Swing
Swingletree
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch and signal,- Railway
Switch board, Telegraphic
Switch board, Telegraphic battery.
Switch chair
Switch, Electric
Switches, railroad. Operating
Switch, Portable
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad •

Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Snitch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, Railroad
Switch, railroad. Automatic.
Switch, railroad. Safety . ..

Switch, Railway v..
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Switch, Railway
Swivel, Fishing line

Swords, Hanging
Sword, Top-spinning
Syringe ',

Syringe
Syringe
Syringe, Flexible
Syringe, Garden

E. Eastwick
II.Merrill
G.A.Jasper
R. "\Vat:.on and T. Spencer.
N. Pigeon
W. Van Wyck
G.E.Evans
G.E.Evans
H. Pemberton

A.A.Croll
J. W. Bro\vne
P. S. Greenamyer
S.Dike
S.B. Manly
C. 11. Cleveland ,

W.C.Lane
E. Heaton ,

J. Williams and I. Short . .

.

J. Crookes
E. Cope and J. R. Maxwell ,

A. S. Jimmerman
E. A. F. Olmstead
A. Haskell
E. M. Cofl3n.;

G. W. Horton ,

E. Hutson
M. G. '/ousley and F. E. Marcellus.
J. A. McClain
G. H. Lupton ,

A. B. Nott
J. W. Sheaflfer

M. Ryerson
J. F. Jones
G. W. Spaulding
J. P. White
W. P. Patton
G. L. Warner ,

W. G. Brownson
W. G. Brownson -.

S. F. Emerson
S. Gardiner, jr ,

G. M. Cole
B. C.Galvin
G. T. Lape and J. Leathe
B. Shivering and T. L. Calkins
G. Westinghouse, jr

L. S. Packard ,

H. E. Passmore and G. A. Heckert.

.

J. B. Alexander
A. Hartmaa
L. M. Batty
J. McLaughlin and C. W. Jones
S. Allen and J. P. Snow
T. Fogg
H. C. Lewis
W. H. Staats

J. M. Whiting ,

S. C. Megill
G. W. Starr
B. F. Farrar
E.B.Lake
W. Tracy
J. Tillinghast

J. A. Heyl
J. McLaughlin
J. S. Brothers
W. F. Serjeant
D. Simmons
W. Wharton, jr

W. H. Staats
C. W. Jones
B. C.Galvin
M. Hiltz
V. Price
AV. Mullally
T. Lewis
M. Mattson
J. J. Essex
M. ^lattBon

A. F. Hammond

65, 6o8
64,] 81

63, 390
65, 848
64,139
61,898
69, 328
68, 35()

60, 780

05, 175
65, 871
64,311
70. 324
63, 521
69, 029
71,186
64, 766
62, 584
66, 304
64, 495
61, 205
64, 695
68, 438
72, 800
63,519
70, 853
64, 461
63, 278
63, 911
67, 571
69, 132
68, 237
62, 544
63, 633
67, 827
70,.109

65, 518
66, 943
66, 944

63, 624
71, 158
63, 218
72. 184
61, 437
61, 475
61,967
62, 217
64,133
64. 185
•64, 764

66, 283
67, 443
69, 741
70, 187
71, 769
71, 807
72,251
72, 519
69, 856
06, 136
62, 041
62,510
63, 337
63, 794
64, 124
64, 833
68, 315
69,496
69, 599
69, 945
71,308
72, 185
71,879
67, 800
71,319
68, 629
69, 110
70, 540
61, 750
62, 955
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Syringe, Vaginal
Syringe valve
Syrup and sugar, Manufacture of
Syrup and sugar, Refining
Syrup, sugar, &c., Refining and bleaching.

T.

Table
Table
Table
Table
Table and desk
Table and millc rack combined
Table and piano covers, Dyeing and embossing.
Table, Base-ball
Table, cupboard, and clothes rack
Table, Dining
Table, Extension
Table, Extension
Table, Extension
Table, Extension
Table, Folding
Table, Folding
Table, Folding
Table for concentrating ores, Shaking
Table for teaching, Automatic
Table, Game
Table, Ironing
Table, Ironing
Table, Ironing
Table, Ironing
Table, Ladies'-

Table-leaf support
Table-leaf support
Table-leaf support
Table-leaf support
Table, Panel
Table, Revolving
Tables, Extension slide for.

.

Tables, extension, Slide for.

Tables, extension. Slide for.

Tables, extension, Slide for.

Table, Sheep
Table, Sheep-shearing

Table, Sheep-shearing

Table, Sheep-shearing
Table, Sheep-shearing
Table, Sheep -shearing and tagging
Table, Skirt-ironing
Tables, rules, and scales. Slide for
Tablet for multiplying photographic pictures
Table, Toilet
Table, Wool-packing
Table, Wool-packing
Tack driver and carpet stretcher
Tack driver and carpet stretcher
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Boat-detaching
Tackle, Hoisting
Tag

A. W. Washburn.
N. Lawrence
E. Porter
H. A. Williams...
W.VanWyck....

Tag
Tag and label
Tag holder
Tag or label
Tag or label
Tag or label
Tallow and lard. Rendering
Tallying instrument
Tank and bed. Propagating
Tank and vessel for holding hydro-carbons and other liquids.

Tank for storage of petroleum

J. E. Dust
H. C. Hardy...
J, Sutter
G. Kuhlmann..
A. A. McMore

.

J. McCann
A. Jack
W. Buckley
W. M. Baker.
M. Pirz
N. Carl
G-. F. Folsom
A. E. Preston
F. R. Wolfinger
J. H. Bush
D. Doty
J. P. Brown
P. S, Buckmiuster
H. Munson
L. Ra5'mond
M. D . Safford
B. Van Gaasbeek
A. T. Woolsey
A. A. Chittenden
J. Wood
D. Bull
J. A. MacKinnon
W. Whitworth
N. Long
J. G. Greene
J. Stewart
C. Kean
H. Olds
A. P. Shute and J. F. Jackson
E. Meta
G. Fenton
O. Perry, W. N. Welles, and C.
Perry.

C. J. Corlett, W. D. Sherman, N.
A. Wolfe, and C. Huston.

W. Ellyson
O. and C.Perry
H. Barr
A. S. Phillips

F. J. Coffin

J. Lawrence
F, Kopper
W. S. Harris
A. Franklin
W. Brown
W. Brown
J. R. Taylor :

J. R. Taylor
J. R. Taylor
J. R. Taylor
J. R. Taylor
J. R. Taylor
J. R. Taylor
S. Brown
M. V.Nobles
M. V. Nobles
J.C. Price
R. Parks
F. G. Sargent and N. H. Bruce
T . Percival
A. Grushus
N. H. Bruce
E. A. Locke -j - -

C. H. Chapman
A. Broadnax
G. Farmer
N. H. Liudley
J. G. Moody
P. Andrew
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Tank, iron, Water-tight, for protection of timbers of steam-
boats.

Tank, Oil
Tanks, oil, Safety chamber for

Tank, Water, and refrigerator

Tank, Water, for railroads

Tannery
Tanning
Tanning
Tanning
Tanning
Tannin g
Tanning
Tanning
Tanning

A. G. PolhameuB

.

Tanning
Tanning
Tanning
Tanning composition
Tanning composition
Tanning compound
Tanning, Treating hides and skins for

Tapering mea^^ure
Tap for cement-lined pipes
Taiget for air gun
Tassel clamp for window curtains
Tassel, Curtain
Tassel fastening
Tatting shuttle. Winding
Tea and coffee, Apparatus for
Tea and coffee pots
Tea canister
Tea kettle

Tea-kettle covers, Hanging
Tea-kettle covers, Hanging
Tea-kettle lids, Hanging
Teeth, Artificial

Teeth, Artificial

Teeth, Artificial

Teeth, artificial, Attachment for
Teeth, artificial, Base for
Teeth, artificial, Plata for
Teeth, artificial, .Securing to cast plates
Teeth, artificial, Staple for
Teeth, card, Setting
Teeth for lifting lodged grain
Teeth, porcelain, Separating hard rubber from
Telegraph apparatus
Telegraph apparatus
Telegraph apparatus ,

Telegraph, Fire-alarm ,

Telegraph, Fire-alarm
Telegraph , Fire -alarm
Telegraphic circuity. Opening and closing
Telegraphic instrument
Telegraphic insulators and for other purposes, Compound for
Telegraphic registers, Paper reel for
Telegraphic repeating instruments
Telegraphing apparatus
Telegraphing, Apparatus for instruction in
Telegraph insulator
Telegraph in sulator

,

Telegraph keys, Operating
,

Telegraph lines and apparatus, Total insulation of
Telegraph, Marine : ,

Telegraph, Mechanical
,

Telegraph signal keys
Telegraphs, Lightning arrester for ,

Telegraph stations, Connecting
,

Telegraph, Transmitting plans of battle-fields by
Telegraph wires on railroads, Laying '

Telescope
Tellurian
Tempering files, saw blades, and other articles
Tenoning and boring
Tenoning cutter heads
Ten-pin alley, Parlor
Ten-pin alley, Parlor
Tent bedstead '..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..

Terrasphere '."."..'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'..

H. Piprce and J. B. Button
E. H. Knight
W. Rosenkranz and M. Esch
J. Morton
L. C. England
J. Davis and J. McKelvey
C> J. Dumery
0. B. Evans
A. Steers
F.H.Wright
J. Meehan v

G. L. Loversidge ,

C. J. Cushiug, B.F.Walls, and W.
A. Wood.

A.W.Irish
C.Frank
C. N. Farnam .
W. Johnson
A. Westbrook and J. Campbell —
W. H. Newby
1. Colton and A. M. Hastings
A. Hatch
N. Stephens t.

C. A. Demling
J. Gottlieb
W. L Laighton
C.B.Lang
H.P.Jones...
E. Thayer
A. Bayley
W.Welbourne ,

E. McGrunn
C. Fownes ,

E.Ripley
C. C. and S. J. Hare
S.W.Stockton
W.E.Dunn
W. Reynolds
J. O.K. Crooks
G. F. J. Colbarn
L. R. Streeter
J. B. Bean
J. L. Asay
D. McFarland
W. M. Jackson
A. G.Nye
J. M. Brown
C. H. Pond
E.Gray I

J. B. Stearns
J. H.Stevens
J. M. Fairchild
J. M. Fairchild
S.G.Cabell
J. F. Boynton
L.W.Worth
W. G. Brownson and D. C. Shull
J. J. E. Lenoir
E.A.Hill
S. C. Hendrickson
D. Brooks
W. M. Frary
G.W.Nichols
A. Foucaut
J. Dearbon
F.B.Porter
W.H.Hall
S.Chester
T.W.Knox
D.W. Strong
W. Kuebler and F. Seelhorst
S.P.Campbell
J. Small
T. Place
J. S. Graham
C. H. Fowler
E. W. Keyes
A. D. McCoy
E. Root
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Terrct and hook
Tether, Animal
Tether, Animal
Tethering animals
Tethering etake
Textile fabrics and yarns soiled in dyeing, Cleaning*.
Thermometer
Thermometer and cane combined
Thermometer, Self-registering

Thill attachment
Thill, Carriage
Thills, Attaching
Thills, Coupling for

Thill, Self-adjusting
Thills to carriages. Attaching
Thiils to carriages, Attaching
Thills to sleighs. Attaching
Thills to vehicles, Attaching
Thills to vehicles, Aittching
Thills to vehicles, Attaching
Thills to vehicles. Attaching
Thills to vehicles, Attaching
Thills to vehicles, Attaching
Thills to w^agons, Attaching

Thimble
Thimble, Ladies'
Thimble i?kein for axles
Thread and yarn, Dyeing, bleaching, and washing.

.

Thread cutter
Thread, Finishing
Thread on sheet metal caps, Forming
Thread pointer
Thread, silk, Cleaning
Thread, silk, &c.. Skeining
Thread, silk, Stretching and VFinding —
Thread, Spooling
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Thi-eshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine
Threshing machine and separator
Threshing machine. Field
Threshing machines. Band cutter for

Threshing machines, Brace lor supporting
Threshing machines, Shaker attachment for

Threshing machines, Side board for
Ticket cutter
Ticket fastener
Ticket holder
Ticket safe and alarm bell

Ticket safe, Reversible railway
Tie, Bag
Tie, Bag
Tic, Bale
Tie, Bale
Tie, Cattle
Tie, Cattle
Tie, Cattle, for stalls

Tie, Cotton
Tie, Cotton
Tie, Cotton
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cctton-bale
Tie, Cotton bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton -bale

Tie, Cotton-bale

JTie, Cotton-bale

"W. R. Ferguson
,

I. Lincoln and A. Pratt
W. S. Sargent and F. Flanders ...

D. W. Rawson
B. G. Fitzhugh
A.Paraf
L.C. Tower
J. L. Rcber
M. Ames
H. R. Hoagland -

G. Schreyer
C. Boynton
J. W. Innis
A. H. Howe
CD. Miller
A. R. Bartram
H. F. Edwards and W. C. Whiting
E.R. Powell
N. H. Shaw ,

T. Hersee, jr

G. F. Dietz
J. D. Brunner
E. M. Butler
T. Wallis, A. B. Mattoon, and C
E. Tutler.

H. D.Peck
J. Stephen
W.D.Baughn
I. Osgood and A. Monroe
W. L. Gallaudet ,

S. Barbour
W. F. Gillinder ,

E. Eaton ,

J. Jeanottat
C. Fisher
M. Cellerier

A. S. Phillips

N. Palmer
M. Wilder
N. Palmer
N. Palmer
G. Eichenseer
J. Cummings and H. Harrington
W.J.Sloan
C. C. Reynolds
B.Yeakel
C.L. Snyder
S. D. Warner
M, E. Phillips

H.W.Matthews
A.W.Tucker
W. P. French
J. G. Northway ,.

.

D.Frost
B.C.Smith
L. O. Crocker and G. F. Fields
S. B. Fay
S. A. Simison
E. Richmond and J. G. Moody
J. G. Chase
D. B. Hall
J. J. Gordon
H. Lampson _

J. D. Van Benthuysen
S. C. Rundlett
E. P. Banks
C.M.Baker
W. F. Buckelcw
E. B. Bishop
J.H. Fraley
R. G. Lattiug
H. Fassman
H. Fassman
J. Knight
J. Reinecker
H. Fassman
J. Reese
J. W. Petty
B. Coleman
G. Ricker
D.M.Scchler
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Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton -bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie. Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie , Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale -

Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie , Cotton-bale
Tie, Neck
Tie, Neck
Tie or bag fastener

Ties, bale. Fastening
Ties, cotton. Fastening the etlds of
Ties for bales
Tie, Wire bale
Tight-rope dancer, Automatic
Tile and brick
Tile and brick machine
Tile and building blocks, Flooring and paving
Tile and pipe machine
Tile, Draining
Tile, Squaring
Timber and w^ood, Preserving
Timber, Saturating
Time and measure. Calculating
Time-pieces, Escapement for

Tin, &c.. Ornamenting
Tin-coated foil

Tinware from rusting, Preventing
Tinned and galvanized articles of metal, Separating
Tinned plates. Folding
Tip, Metallic
Tire-bending and shrinking machine
Tire for wheels, Adjustable
Tire from engine driving-wheels, Drawing
Tire heater
Tires, Bending
Tires, Bending
Tires, Bending
Tires, Heating
Tires, Heating
Tire shrinker
Tire shrinker
Tires on wheels, Securing
Tires on wheels, Setting
Tires, Shrinking
Tires, Shrinking
Tires, Shrinking
Tires, Shrinking
Tires, Shrinking
Tires, Shrinking
Tires to wheels, Adjusting
Tires, Upsetting
Tires, wheels, (fee, by casting. Forming
Tobacco, Breaking the stems and leaves of
Tobacco, Compound for sweetening, coloring, and flavoring.
Tobacco, curing
Tobacco cutter
Tobacco cutter
Tobacco, Cutting
Tobacco, Cutting
Tcbacco, Cutting
Tohacco-cutt ing machine
Tobacco dust. Utilizing
Tob;icco, Granulating
Tobacco-hilier attachment and sulky plow
Tobacco, Plug
Tobacco plugs from molds, Removing

26 c p

S. Rogers
W. Onions
M. F. Maury
C. Uhner
J. F. Milligan

G. N. Beard
L. Littlejohn

A. Barbarin
A. Barbarin
M. D. Cheek
S.J. Mitchell
N.T. Edson
J. F. Milligan

C. J. Paine
J. W. Truman
J. L. Sheppard
C. W. Wailey
R. H. Lecky
H. B. Merritt

J. W. Bamum
J. R. Speer
F. D. Ford
W. H. Hart, jr

D.B. Baker
J. Adams
A. Barbarin
S. O. Ryder
O. Mcdaniel
W. Humans
R. O. Lowrey
J. Hotchkiss and E, Buss
W. Wiuterhalter
R. Woodcock
B.A.Shaffer
A. T. Merriman
D.R. Prindle
W. B. Smith
D. W. Wright
H. Reinecke
L. Fitzmaier
D. S. Hines
P. M. Hinman , . .

.

H. E. Fowler
O. W. Stow
B. F. Sparrow
J. Gettemy
D. J. Kirkman and E. H. Gray.
W. H. Bryant
H. Stroud, jr

J. A. Niman and B. Fidler
F.MUls
D. Wetzel
McD. Darrow
C. H. Reno
J. Robison
A. Rogers
A. C. Barnes
A. Fagerstrom
A. E. Wing
C. H. Wakefield
C. Jackson
D. Ellenwood, jr

L. W^ilkinson
J. B. and M. R. Jackson
W. J. Garland and N. Morgan .

G. M. Beardsley
W. Butcher and T. Shaw, jr. ..

N. H. Borgfeldt
F. W. Sterry
B. A. Davis
A. J. Rayner
E. L. Pratt
J. W. CroEBley
E. L. Pratt
J. W. Smith
W. W. Huse
A. F. Stayman
N. H. Borgfeldt

J. L. Spencer
J.E. Withers
G. Neudecker

255
C96
102
231
334
707
777
148
149
167
225
859
113
120
274
849
870
230
452
503
338
331
034
632
856
065
563
166
850
746
986
144

914
714
922
300
295
151
944
184
531
437
357
561
920
476
030
796
337
351
788
100
952
367
501
806
593
183
384
580
523
078
664
854
187
691
642
597
955
420
757
898
498
006
853
98C
275
811
748
578
358
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Tobacco pouch
Tobacco pouch
Tobacco, Preparing
Tobacco, Preparing
Tobacco, Smoking
Tobacco, smoking, Packing
Tobacco-smoking tube
Tobacco, Treating
Toilet glass

Tongs

.

Tongs and wrench
Tongs, Butter
Tongs, Clothes
Tongs, Crucible
Tongs, Egg
Tongs, hose, clamp, wrench, and pick, Combined.
Tongs, Ice
Tongs, Lamp-chimney
Tongs, lid-lifter, hook, &c.. Combined
Tongs, Pipe
Tongs, Pipe
Tongs, Pipe, and cutter
Tongue for breast joints, &c
Tongue of machine knitting-needles, Making the..

Tonnage, &c.. Ascertaining
Tool
Tool, Boring
Tool, Centering
Tool, Combination
Tool, Combined
Tool, Combined
Tool, Compound
Tool, Cutting
Tool, Cutting
Tool extractor
Tool for cutting, punching, and upsetting
Tool for cutting, punching, and upsetting iron, Compound...
Tool for drilling metals
Tool for punching and shearing. Compound
Tool for shearing, punching, and upsetting. Compound
Tool for sizing lamp chimneys
Tool for the manufacture of paper bags
Tool holder
Tool holder
Tool holder for slide rest

Tool, Improved
Tool, Reaming
Tool rest

Tool, Self-centering
Tool, Shoemakers' and saddlers'

Tools, implements, machinery, and other articles. Finishing .

Tools on grindstones. Holding edged
Tool supporter or rack
Tools, Seaming
Tools to their handles. Attaching
Tool, Watchmakers'
Tooth, Cultivator and harrow
Tooth plugger. Automatic
Tooth-powder lozenge
Top driver or spinner
Topsails, Reefing ,

Top, Spinning
Torch and match safe

Torch, Electrical

Torch, Fire-test ,

Torch for lighting gas
Torpedoes, Exploding, in oil wells
Torpedo for oil wells
Torpedo, Toy, and explosive compound
Towel
Toy
Toy
Toy
Toy
Toy
Toy, Automatic.
Toy ball player

.

Toy, Child's. ...

Toy, Child's. ...

Toy cross bow..
Toy cue

W. S. Sims
J. Gr. Ernst
A. F. Stayman
G. Neudecker
J.Ball
F. W. Beck and E. W. Siebert.

J. M. Alexander
G. Arndt
R. H. Brown
S. Collinson

J. N. Arvin
J. S.Clark
B.Ott
F. Villard

W. F. Hellen
H. Bittey

R. M. Mansur
J. Euteneur
B. Owen and B, Pickering

J. Johnson
E. Cash
J. Peace
S. Davidson
\Y. Aiken
W. O. Reim
S. S. Tracy
N. Thompson
R. Haworth
J. Lyle
G. J. Ferriss

B. W. Collier

W. X. Stevens
M. J. Mellyn
G, L. Jaeger
R. S. Torrey
A. A. Kent
J. J. Rose
E. Davies and R. H. Taunton ..

J. C. Jordan
J. J. Sandgren
L. J. Atwood
S. M. Kirk and E, J. Hewlett . -

E. W. H. Cooper
J. P. Manton
I. F. Brown
J. L. Nettleton

C. F. Sylvester and J. Brooks..
W. Gleason
N. Pucket
G. V. FarrandE. Hall
J. Allen
P. V. Dunn
Z. M. Crane
P. Week
L. P. Wilcox
J. M. Cayce
R. West and H. F. Pawl
B. Bannister and G. F. Green ..

C. E. Blake
C. Page
F. Hook
R. Hoadley
W. J. Ludlow
J. K. Simpson
G. E. Shaw
W. E. Heath
R. Boeklen
E. A. L. Roberta
C. Nelson
J. and J. Cash,jr
J. McMahel
W. C. Lincoln
G. W. Sizen
K. Horde
D. Adams
W. F. Goodwin
L P. Tice
L. Broad
G. W. Boynton
J. M. Keep
E. W. Keyea
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Toy fortune teller

Toy gun or pistol

Toy humming wheel
Toy , Magic arrow
Toy pails from wood, Cutting
Toy rope dancer
Toy, Roundabout .„.

Toys, Steam motor for

Toy, Wheel
Toy, Wrestling
Trace attachment
Trace attachment for whiffletrees

Trace clamp
T race coupler
Trace fastener

Trace fastener
Trace fngtener
Trace fastener
Trace fastener
Trace fastening
Trace fasteuiug
Trace fastening
Trace, Harness
Track cleaner .^
Track clearer
Track for conveying loads by gravity only, Adjustable.
Track lifter. Railroad
Track, Railroad
Track, Railway
Track raiser for railways
Transplanter
Transplanter for garden use
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Aninml
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal •

Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, Animal
Trap, C urculio ,

Trap, Fly ,

Trap, Fly
Trap, Fly
Trap, game. Self-setting
Trap, Insect
Trapu, animal. Settiog...
Traps, steel, Jaw for
Trap, Steam
Trap, Steam

C. T. Ford
F. Fuller
W. D. Porter
H. C. Griffin

H. Hellish
D. Cheekeni
F. H. Keeney
P. Ely
J. Syrcher
J. T. Walker
A. Thompson
J. W. Currier
D.H. Clock
P. A. Hause
G. W. Fink
C. Hayden
J. L. Short
I. C. McAllaster ,

B. J. Hartman
B. A. Lewis
D. W. De Forest
L. C. Clark
T. S. Judson
M. J. Cogan and M. E. Russell
E. Abbiati
A. W. Ci'amer
J. Morton
H. McCau
B. B. Hotchkiss
H. Patterson
C. R. Disbrow
H. Carmichael
A. Storm
H. Lee
H. L. Anderson
W. Morris
J. Teed
J. W. HoUingsworth
A. Frost
J. P. Ensweiler
L. V. Badger
G. Irwin
D. J.Martin
H. Belmer
H. Mansfield
I. N. Connell
G.E.Clark
S. S. Rain
J, Haddleton
S.Ward
T. S. Phillips

S. Pence
J. Curtis
J. Westcott
B. lUingsworth
J. Trainer
C. S.Trevitt
S. Hoke
R. Simpson
J. Schroy
N. M. Linton
H. Ogborn
G. J.Parham
J. W. Churchill
T. Silliman
G. W. Brown
C. C. Lyman -

W". Huntington
W. H. Davis
A. Ellis and O. Albertson
S. M. Armstead
J. Smith
H. H.Potter
M. M.Preble
A. Bristol

A. Wilkin
W. Weaver
L Miller
W. Richter :

J. Hague i

H. W.Bartol

71,374
71, 732
70, 610
65, 376
63. 415
65, 644
66, 714
G3, 148
60, 961
62, 455
68, 323
71,285
72, 266
67, 761

67, 967
68,505
68, 535
72, 311
72, 394
65,096
69, 54C
69, 771
71, 835
71, 704
72, 439
68, 959
72, 527
70, 731
63, 161

66, 170

69, 642
71,133
61, 889
61, 941
63, 683
63, 651
63,961
64, 869
65, 661
66,007
66,550
66,592
66,980
67, 709
67, 893
67, 959
68,046
68, 651
69,089
69.279
69, 683
69, 695
69,777
69, 878
70, 093
70,133
70, 134
70, 336
70, 370
70, 624
71, 188
71,206
71, 321
71, 364
71,543
71, 693
72, 211
72,396
72, 461
72, 470
72,713
60, 951
61, 096
61,358
72, 446
70,929
71, 346
68, 776
71,644
62, 841
05,047
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Trap, Steam ^

Trap, Steam
Trap, Steam
Trap, Vermin
Tray, Dough
Tray for gas piirlfierB

Tray, Transplanting
Treadle
Treadle for propelling machinery ,

Trtadle for small lathes, sewing machines, &c., Movable
Tree box, Portable '.

Tree digger
Tree nail

Tree protector
Trees, fruit and forest, Invigorating
Trees, Protecting, ftcn the borer
Trellis, \" ine

Trenching and hoisting apparatus
Tresses >;

Trestle and scaffold supporter
Trestle, Self-adjusting
Trimmings, Dress
Tripod for surveying instruments
Tripoli for polishing, Artificial

Troughs, eave, Soldering
Troughs, eave. Soldering
Troughs, eave. Wooden
Trough, Sheep
Trough, Sheep-feeding
Trowel, Plastering
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck, Car .-.

Truck, Car
Truck, Car
Truck, Car
Truck, Car
Truck, Car
Truck, Car
Truck, Car
Truck, car, Pneumatic
Truck, car, Railroad
Truck for transporting stone
Truck, Hand
Truck, Hand
Truck, Hand, for moving barrels, &c
Truck, Locomotive
Truck, Locomotive
Truck, Locomotive engine and
Truck, Railway
Trucks, Hoisting device for

Trunk
Trunk
Trunk..
Trunk
Trunk
Trunk
Trunk
Trunk
Trunk and rocking chair
Trunk, Folding
Trunks, Card-holder for

Trunk, Traveling
Trunk, Wardrobe
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss and su pporter
Truss for heraia.

Trufispad

R. Colburn
B. F. Perkins
D. Saunders
P. Pardee
J. G. Denius
B. E. Chollar
W. W. Smith
J. G. Folsom and W. C. Anderson .

.

W. C. Abbott
W. J. Demerest
H. A.Graef
J. H. Black
J. Baird
D. Mendenhall
W. Vermilya
G. W. Dudderar
L. H. Whitney
A. G. Smith. . .

E. Capen
J . Reef, jr

H. Davis
W. J. Cheney and E. F. Dieterichs
J. W. Barlow
T. J. Piatt
H. C. Hatten and J. P. Angleberger
C. and G. Fisher
A. T. Stearnes
F. Ketcham
C. Aulls
T. A. Madison
A. E. Hovey
W. P. F. Beggs
J. A, andH. A. House
J. W. Reynolds
L. Bissell

J. P. Hart
S. G. Steves
J. y. A. De Huff
C. F. Allen
W. Youmaus
S.A. Chase
A. E. Beach
D. B. Rogers
T. V. Cook
J. T.Whipple
T. A. Slack
T. W. Kennedy
W. S. Hudson
J, E. and W. P. Tynan
J. P. Woodbury
H. B. Fernald
N. Albertson
L. Cautel
R. McMurray
C. A.Rose
E. P. Carter
A.V.Ryder
S. S.Ritter
E. A. G. Roulstone
T. Smith
T. Nye
O. K. Bernbaum
W.L. Paine
L. Ransom
C. Memmert ,.

J.A.W.Justi
J. Harrison
W. Pomeroy
J. A. Sherman
H. R.Ball
L. Roberts
R. H. Champlin
F. W.Neubert ,

W. Pomeroy
J. L. Rowe
LB. Seeley
C.A.Baker
J. R. Blake and J. L. Jarrell

S. Dike
A. F. H. Braun
W. J. Johnson
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Truss pad
Truss springs, Device for

Tub, Bath
Tub , B ath
Tub, Bath, and dressing case
Tube, Atomizing
Tube driving or well boring
Tube expander •.

Tube, Filtering, for wells
Tube for steam generators
Tube-hole cutter

Tube, Lap-welded
Tube, Paper
Tube, Pneumatic
Tubes, boiler, cutting, Tool for

Tubes, boiler, Expanding and fastening
Tubes, boiler. Fastening
Tubes, Cutting
Tubes, metal, Polishing
Tubes of sheet metal, Forming
Tube, Speaking
Tubes, Polishing the inner surface of

Tubes. Sheet-metal or skelps, Forming
Tubes, well, Driving
Tube, Well
Tube, Well
Tube, Well
Tubing, Extending
Tubing or hose. Flexible
Tubing, Well
Tub or leach. Ash
Tubs or barrels, Press or cover for
Tubs, buckets, &c., Foot for

Tubular bodies, Manufacture of
Tug holder
Tumbler for permutation locks, Adjustable.
Tumbler for permutation locks, Adjustable .

Tumbler washer .,

Tumbler with guarded cutters
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tunnel and measure, Combined
Tunnels, Measuring
Tunnels. Ventilating
Turf trimmer
Turntable
Turntable for bridges
Turntable for railroads
Turntable, Suspension
Turpentine, Distilling

Turpentine, Melting and straining crude
Turpentine, spirits of, Distilling
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Ttiyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere
Tuyere for blast furnaces
Tuyere for furnaces
Tuyeres, Casting
Tuyeres, Pressing
Twine cutter

,

Twine holder
TwiHe holder
Twine holder and cutter

,

Twisting, spinning and reeling
Type-blocks, Forming letters on
Type case

,

Type-case, Printer's
Type in rows, Arranging
Type on printing wheels, Casting ..*....

Type-getting machine "

Type to print for the blind .'.•:...,

Typographic machine w 1,
.',

T. St, Clair Ferris
G. A. Colton and A. D. Angell
J. CarroU
J. C, Clapp
C. A. Staples
C. H. Eccleston
E. D. Taylor and W. H. Ballon...
E. J. Moore
C. C.Cole
C. JH. James
W. H. Henshnll
J. Nicholson
J. A. Olney
A. E Beach..
R. H. Burke
R. Dudgeon
J. Bowden
N. Thoaaas
J. A. Thomas
W. Hall
J. B. Shannon
L. Egleston
R. Fidler
E. M. Robords
H, Knapp and W. H. Pease
T.S.Lewis
A. Y. McDonald
H. A. Shipman and A. B. Hendryx
T. L. Reed
A. J. Edgett
C . Roop
H. L. Chase
J. W. Kendall
J. Montgomery
T. J. Bottomley
O. E. Pillard

J. H. Porter
E. Walton Russell
L. A. Peck
R. Foley
J. Dixon
H, L. Dickenson
W. B. Cleves
H. B. Willson
A. V. Hill
F. Hanson
C. Sellers

L. E. Lee and C. Mudge
J.C. Bonnell
J. E, Winants and J. F. Griffen ...

J. E. Winants
D. Cashwell
E. Koons
M. Powe
D. L. Loy
H. Dean
W.W. Ball,

J. R. Woodworth
F. Fisher
J. W. Crannell
C. C. Fomcrook
J. B. Himbery
J. B, Raines and W. S. Owen
B.H. Hibler
J. Bayliss
W, P. Lewis
L, M.Hart
J.M. Clark
F. J. Seymour
R. L. Smith
T. Garrick
G. Hoover and A. N. Hadley
D. A. Draper
C. Aldrich
C. L. Alexander
J. M. Harper
D. H. Chamberlain
A. Corey and J. M. Harper
H. Robyn
T. Hall^ .-

68,428
70, 169
6.5, 172

69, 968
68,802
68, 614
62, 5(8
69, 014
61,400
64, 424
67, 194
64, 946
6.5, 590
64.400
61,392
61,815
60, 853
70,652
61, 694
63, 793
67, 918
71,471
66,231
62, 891
64,332
64,546
64, 549
62, 2<t3

64, 362
61, 726
66,636
65, 346
71,311
71, SI'S

67, 489
71,639
71, 640
72,911
62. 285
67,035
67, 849
64, 752
61, 398
72, 142
66, 589
64, 665
64, 713
64.545
67, 257
65, 147
72,254
70,956
60, 746
62,441
62, 547
66. 470
67, .399

67, 695
69, 906
69, 973
71,866
72, 039
69, 247
67. 651
a**, 939
65,581
64, 313
62,528
63, 950
71,655
72, 186
60, 728
64.410
79,936
64, 269
71, 610
63,611
64,200
62, 156

65,807
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U.

Umbrella
Umbrella
Umbrella
Umbrella
Umbrella
Umbrella
Umbrella and cane combined
Umbrella, cane, dagger, and camp-stool combined.
Umbrella, Extension
UmbreDa, Folding
Umbrella, Folding
Umbrella ribs, Tempering *

Umbrella runner
Umbrella runners, Fastening for
Umbrellas, Lock clasp for

Umbrella stand and foot scraper
Umbrella supporter :

.

Urn, Table
Uterine supporter
Uterine supporter
Uterine supporter
Uterine supports, Director for

V.

Vacuum apparatus, Medical ...

Vacuum apparatus, Medical . .

.

Vacuum exhauster, Barometric
Vaginal irrigator

Valise and bag, Traveling
Valise, &c
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve.
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve.
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve

and gas chamber for forges .

.

and vent pep for beer casks.,
apparatus, Water closet
Balance, for steam engines..
Conical
Cut-off
Cut-off

,
Engine slide

Engine slide ,

,
engine. Steam
engine. Steam
engine, Steam

,
engine, Steam
engine, Steam
engine. Steam ,

engine. Steam
engine. Steam
engine. Steam
engine. Steam
engine. Steam
engine. Steam

,
engine, Steam
engine, Steam
engine. Steam
engine, Steam
engine, Steam
Steam engine balance
Steam engine slide

Float
for boiler feeders
for gas generators
for liquid meters, Check
for steam and other enginery
for stove-pipo dampers
for water-closets, Supply
gear
gear
gear, Cut-off
gear. Cut-off, of steam engines
gear for direct-acting steam engineri

gear for steam engines
gear for steam engines
gear for steam engines
gear for steam engines
gear for steam engines
gear for steam engines >.
gear for steam hammers

S. F. Grates ,

H. B. Robbins
CO. BueU
J. Brown ,

J. Jacob
W. T. Turner
H, Beebe ,

D. Morrison
W. H. Sutherland
A, B. Shaw
A. B. Shaw
T. W.BaU
H. Kurth
"W. Money
A. H. Whitnev
C. Gudehus and F. Staake
H. S. Heermance
E. Kaufmann
D. Dodge
A. C. Rohleder
F. Meriwether
W. G.Grant

G. Hadfield
J. G. Hadfield
J. Gordon and J. Archbald
M. Mattson
N. Groel
T. James
J. Wilcox
J. F. Karr
S. Bourne .

J. Gilfillan

J. C. Crockett
C. T.Hall
I. M. Scott and W. R. Eckart....
L. Griswold and G. Caul
W. Birch
J. Nesbitt
S. J.Peet
L. D. Bartlett

J. A.Woodbury
J. A. Woodbury
F. W. Davidson
C.E. Case
K. H. Loomis
E. Reynolds
G. L. Grant
G. W. andE. Hopkins
C. R. andN. P. Otis

J. McConnell
J. Colbath
A. Hutton
J. F. Morse
R. C. M. Lowell
J. Shoemaker
T. Rodda
P. Wineman
J. H. Guild
R. Gormall....
J. H. Beacher
E. Hutchinson
G. Murray
G. B. Wiseman
H. H. Craigie
E. M. Bates
F. R.Wilson
J. N. Wrigley and G. Smith
W. Wright
M. S. Richardson and E. A. Pond
L. D. Bartlett
A. K. Rider
H. Uhry
J. R. Fish
N. Wheeler
C. C. P. Peabody
W. andC.SeUers
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Valve gear for water meters and other purposes..
Valve gear pump, Steam ,

Valve gear, Throttle
Valve gear, Variable cut-off

Valve, Globe
Glebe
Globe
Globe
Globe
globe, Engine
Globe, for steam engines
Globe, for steam engines
Globe, for steam engines
globe. Steam
globe. Steam engine
globe. Steam engine ,

Hydrant
piston. Steam engine ,

Pump
Pump
Pump ,

Pump
Pump ,

Rotary
Rotary, for steam engines
Rotary steam ,

Rotary steam
Rotary steam
Safety
Safety
Safeiy ,

Safety ,

Safety, and low water indicator combined
Safety, for oil stills

Safety, for steam generators
safety, Lock up ,

safety, Lock up
safety, Lock up
safety. Pressure
safety, Steam

Valve
Valve
Valve.
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve,
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve

Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve,
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve,
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve
Valve

safety, Steam
safety. Steam
safety, Steam
safety. Steam
safety. Steam
safety, Steam generator

.

Valves, folding. Operating
Slide.

Slide

slide. Balance
slide, Balance
slide, Engine
slide. Engine
slide, Engine
slide, engine. Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine. Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, engine, Steam
slide, Steam
Method of operating, in liquid and fluid meters.

Valves, safety, Device for
Valve, Steam
Valve , Steam
Valve, Steam cut-off
Valve, Stop-cock
Valve stopper for jars, bottles, &c
Valve, Throttle

,

Valve, Water-closet
Valve, "VVater-closct

Yaporatiou and evaporation
,

Vapors from lard rendering, &c.. Condensing noxious
Vapors, hydro-carbon, and air for use of motive power

engines. Forming an explosive mixture of.

Varnishing and painting, Composition for
Vomiah paint

J. H. Rhodes
G. Doyle
N. King
J. L. Dickinson
D. Lee
C.L.Frink
J. Powell
T, and J. Barber
L. Leigh
J. Briggs
B. H. Ashcroft
J. J. French
E. C. Mayer and J. Ruppenthal
J. H. Webster
A. Crossley
J. B. Lowell
A. Fuller
I. Soule
A. S. Cameron
Wm. D. Hooker
H. Tyler
J. E. Cronk
H. G.Cady
J. B. Root
P. Bloomsburg, jr., and J. Molyneux
R. F. Brown
L. Begon
R. A. Filkins

J. H. Fitzsimmons
J. R. Swann
J. Zundorff
J. N. Wrigley and.G. Smith
C. Barley
S. Andrews
C. Mason
R. Robinson
D. G. Coppin and G. H. Clemens
D. G. Coppin and G. H. Clemens.
H. A. GoU
J. Schaffer
T. H. Burridge ,.,

E. Meggenhofen
J. G. Harrison
V. D. Green
J. Slater
H. Taylor and J. M. Coale
E. Bourdon
J. J. Lahaye and S. T. Reeves...
T. Adams and G. J. Parson
L V. Lynn and G. T. Snowden .

D. Pyke
W. B. Robinson
H. W. Goodrich and W. B. Mason..
G. H. Hoagland
E. and T. S. Parker
G.H.Myers
A.Hobbs
P. C. McManus
E. J. Piper and J. C. Marshail
W. Curr}"^

S. W. Hudson
A. Staley
E. H. Bellows
C. Whittier
B. W. Hudson
J. C. Horton and S. K. Hawkins
W. H. Stanton
J. Zundorff
T. H. Lidford
W. M. Stevenson
Z. E. Coffin
S.F. Shadbolt
G. F. Morse
W.Smith
C. H. Miller
M. S. Bringier
S. Davis
J. Kidd

S. Page
W. B. Finch.

64, 144
61,175
66. 360
68, 492
66, 857
61,414
61, 758
61,794
72, 868
67, 018
60, 816
66, 318
66, 724
66, 757
72, 458
72, 650
66, 580
71, 337
61,155
61, 199
63,118
69, 635
69, 763
65,013
65, 470
65, 336
71, 267
71, 730
61, 330
62, 163
62, 722
69, 527
72, 361
69, 745
65, 409
61, 872
62, 476
62, 477
72, 189
63, 816
64, 070
65, 254
67, 538
72, 192
72, 554
72, 240
70. 511
60, 748
66, 932
61,441
63, 560
61, 105
64, 305
67, 302
63, 745
64, 132
64, 532
67, 204
68.312
68,713
68, 879
70, 283
70, 783
72, 707
71, 618
68, 746
64, 720
62, 721
65, 921
71,547
64, 199
72, 548
64, 690
68, 249
71,510
70, 690
65, 884
62, 856

64, 443
72, 617
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Vase for holding flowers
Vat for tanning, Lay-away
Vault light

Vegetable and animal substances, Preserving
Vegetable and animal substances, Preserving
Vegetable fibrous substances, Reducing
Vegetable lifter

Vegetable, mineral and animal matters with steam, Treating.
Vegetables, fruits, and other perishable articles, Preserving,

storing, and transporting.
Vegetables, Grating
Vegetable slicer

Vegetable slicer

Vegetable slicer and grater
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle, Four wheeled
Vehicle, Portable
Vehicles, Attaching draft to

Vehicles, Bow iron for

Vehicles, Draft attachment for

Vehicles, Hub and axle for

Vehicles, Pole coupling for

Vehicles, Propelling
Vehicles, Railing for

Vehicles, Running gear for

Vehicles, Running gear for

Vehicles, Shifting step for

Vehicles, Spring seat for

Vehicles, thills to. Attaching
Vehicle, Three-wheeled . . ;

Vehicle, Wheel
Velocimetres
Velocipede
Velocipede
Velocipede
Vielocipede and baby carriage
Veneer cutter
Veneers, Cutting
Veneers, Manufacturing
Ventilating and heating apparatus, Steam
Ventilating apparatus
Ventilating device for ceilings and walls
Ventilating pipes for houses i

Ventilator
Ventilator and damper, Combined
Ventilator, Car
Ventilator, car, Railroad
Ventilator, car. Railroad
Ventilator, car, Railroad
Ventilator, car, Railroad
Ventilator, car. Railroad
Venilatort, car. Railroad
Ventilator for buildings -

Ventilator for flour mills

Ventilator for mining shafts, buildings, &c
Ventilator for ships. Lighted
Ventilator, Hat
Ventilator, House
Ventilator, Window
Ventilator, Window
Vent plug
Vent plug
Vent plug
Vermin, Exterminating
Vessel and tank for holding hydrocarbon and other liquids . ..

Vessels, capstan of, Application of steam power to the •.

,

Vessels, Center board and box for

Vessels, Center board for

Vessels, Center board for

Vessels, Center board of

Vessels, Construction of - -

.

Vessels for malting and brewing
Vessels for storing and transporting oil

Vessels, Hanging cent ;r board to

Vessels, holds of. Expelling water from
Vessels, Hull for

Vessels, Joint for tinned iron

Vessels, Leakage alarm for

Vessels, Lighter for

L. H. Bigelow
LC. Williams
F. Fitzgerald
L. H. Spear
J. and A. Gamgee.
J. R. Haskell
C. C. Fellows
H. Wood
J. Rutter.

H. Arthur
A.M. Olds
H. Liebmann
T. G. Hofer
J. G. Wilkinson
J. S. Campbell
S. J. Spencer
D. W. Hutchinson
S. Wheelock
G. S. Curtis
G. W. Slater
E. W. and O. K. Nason
D. M. Bnckhout
A. Searls
A. Taylor
C. Krebs
B. F. Paine
S. J. Edwards
E.Miller
W. Hughes
O. L. Mather
J. W. Minor and D. P. Ward...
J. W. Drew
E. A. Lewis
F. G. Hoeppner
C. A. Way
C. A. Way
J. Scheen
E. Jewett
T.B. Smith
E. Jewett
F. Fisher
L. Hoszek.
O. S. Trexler
D. Estes
A. F. Smith
A. Anderson
R. Hitchcock
R. Reniflf and W. W. Buttolph .

J. L. Howard
C. H. Haskins
J. H. Moore ,

M. G. Imbach
W. B. Dunning ,

T. Boyd 1

C. Moegling ,

T.Boyd
N. W. Wheeler ,

C.H.Cofiin
R. Boyd
W. L.Washburn
S. Darling
F. R. Hicks
.L Bain
O.N. Wood
M. V. Nobles
J. G. Moody
J. S. McMillin
D. P. Nickerson
R. Chambers ,

F. J. Macfarlane
G. and G. W. Storer
N. F. Weston
C. Berckhemer
T. J. McGany
W. W. Bates
T, W. Fox
J. Van Pelt
H. Everett
G. B. Maasey
O. H. Ingram and D. Kenneday

.
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Vessel, Molassps
Vessels, Loading and unloading
Vessels made of sheet metal, Deflecting the bottom of

Vessels of two thicknesses, Method of making sheet metal

.

Vessels, Propelling
Vessels, Propelling
Vessels, Propelling
Vessels, Raising sunken
Vessels, Removing water from the holds of

Vessels, sailing. Center board for

Vessels, Screw clamp for planking
Vessels, Steering
Vessels, Steering by steam
Vessels, Traveler for jib's boom of
Vessel, Submarine ,

Vessels, war. Ejecting hot water on
Vest
Vests and coats, cutting out, Guiding tailors in .

.

Vine holder
Vines, strawberry, Trimming
Vinegar
Vinegar
Vinegar
Vinegar
Vinegar, Manufacture of
Vinegar, Manufacture of
Vinegar, Manufacture of
Vinegar, Manufacture of
Vinegar, Manufacture of
Vinegar, Purifying wash for the manufacture of.

Violins, &c
Violins and other bow instruments
Violins, Tailpiece for

Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise
Vise -

Vise
Vise, Bench
Vise, Bench
Vise, Bench
Vise for holding wood
Vise, Pipe
Vises, Screw box for

Vise, Wood, for joiner's bench
Vitreography
Volatile metallic substances, Concentrating and condensing.
Voltaic pile

Votes, Recording

Votes, registering, Electro-magnetic apparatus for

W.

Wadding waste machine
Wagon
Wagon
Wagon
Wagon
Wagon
Wagon
Wagon .

Wagon
Wagon and carriage rolls, Soft metal bearing for
Wagon axle and box
Wagon axle and gearing
Wagon axles. Bearing for
Wagon axletree ,,,,
Wagon axletree
Wagon bed
Wagon bed '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..

Wagon body ".1.*.!!
Wagon body J".'!!
Wagon box '..'.',

W. BriggR
G. A. F.DesCorats
L. T. Hulbert ,

P. P. Meyer
S. J. Gold
R. R. Stevens
R. B. Spedden and D. F. StaflFord...

R. W. Hallett
H. L. Stibbs
W. P. Davis
J. D. Hathaway
R. Creuzbaur
W. J. Millar

S. H. Downs
E. C. B.Riek
A. Q. Ross
S. W.Huntington
H. Mengel
G. J. Olendorf and A. O. Parshall .

W. C. Goodwin ;

W. Weis
T. Grundman
J. Higbie
W. Weis
H. P. Witbock
J. Firmenich
A. Foubert
G. Kamps
J. Richardson
G. Waters
G. H. Hulbkamp
G. Gemiinder
J. Thoms
J. S. Ralston
P. Crowl
J. S. Hoar
J. H. Lewis
B. F. Perkins
O. V. Flora
A. Jameson
A. Jameson
L C. Tate
J. Lee
J. H. Murray
H. K. andT.W. Porter
J. S. Hoar
C. R. Gibson
C. L. Kinsley
L C. Tate
D. Saunders
A. Jameson
H. E. Long
C. C. Stremme
J. C. Coult
A. C. Garratt
J. E. Beardsley, A. F. Boyle, E. M.
Lewis, and M. A. Clancy.

J. Blackie

G. Cox
J. Dowd
B. Ryder, jr

H. S. Heermance
S. W. Slocumb
E. Robinson
L. D. Harvey
V. M. Chafee
H. Parker ,

G. W. Disman ,

J. N. and T. Wallis
L. F. Palmer
H. Richardson
C. L. Campbell
G. P. KimbaU
E. F. Conner
R. Bratton
J. H. Aldrich ,

G. W. Hoskin
G. W. Oviatt ,
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Wagon boxes, Dumping
Wagon brace and fender
Wagon brake and dumping device
Wagon brake lock
Wagon clip

Wagon, Dumping
Wagon, Dumping
Wagon, Dumping
Wagon, Dumping
Wagoners, Implement for
Wagon felloes. Sawing
Wagon, Gravel
Wagon hound and pole brace
Wagon hub
Wagon hub boring machine
Wagon lock
Wagon , Log
Wagon reach
Wagon reach
Wagon seat

Wagon seat
Wagon seat and spring
Wagon seat, manger and tail board, Convertible
Wagon seat supporter
Wagons, farm, Extension bed for »

Wagons, Fifth wheel for.

Wagon shackle
Wagon shackles. Making solid blanks for ,

Wagons, Lumber rack for

Wagon spoke machine
'Wagon spokes, Polishing
Wagon spring ,

Wagon spring
Wagons, Rail guide for guiding..
Wagons, spring, Step for

Wagons, Tail board for ,

Wagon step ,

Wagon tip

Wagon tongue support -

Wagon tongue support
Wagon wheel lock .-

Waist block, Revolving
Wall building and stump extracting
Walls, Covering for plastered
Walls of parlors and saloons, Covering for

Wardrobe
Wardrobe bedstead
Wardrobe bedstead
Wardrobe bedstead
Wardrobe or closet ,

Warp dressers, Friction apparatus for tun beams of

Warp dressing machines, Imparting a lateral reciprocation to

the raddle of.

Warper and dresser plate
Wash basins, Stationary
Washboard
Washboard
Washboard
Washboard
Washboard
Washer
Washer and nut
Washer and nut lock ,

Washer, Dish and vegetable
Washer for axle boxes
Washer for bolts

Washer for nuts, Locking
Washer for socket bolts in steam boilers

Washers, Cutting
AYashing and wringing machine
Washing and wringing machine
Washing and wringing machine
Washing and wringing machine
Washing compound
Washin g compound
WashiDgfluid
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing luachine ,

.' /.

Name of Patentee.

G.R.Clark
J. E. Strode
S. M. Osborne
T. Urie
G. Feightner
G. N. Munger
G. R. Cramer
W. Robinson
N.Clute
J. Rich ards
N. W. Graves
A. Neer
F. Smith
W. C. Tucker
W. Snodgrass
J. A. Counts
L S. Pigott
E. F. Flood
Z. Plumb
R. N. Rockwell
J. Sebastian
R.L.Allen
C. Matheny
J. Lunger
S. W. Meridith and D. Mulligan..
J. B. Stuart
T. D. Powers
J.B.Clark
C. C. Comstock
C. C. Dupue
S. L. Mvers and G. WiUison
W. Mansfield
J. Sebastian
C. Plagge
J. H. Deal
J. O. Farrell

W. Youngblood
S. Chamberlain
O. Lapham
0. Higley and S. Toothaker
T. G.Clitford
W. T. Adams
T. S. Greenman
A. R,. Davis
J. M. Soutrenon
N. Turner
S. C. Maine
J. F. C. Pickhardt
W. R. Bagnall
1. Moser
B. Saunders
B. Saunders

A. J. Nichols
A. Ives
W. A, Jordan
D. Smith
L. De Golia
P. Audauin
J. Thompson
J.Hale
D. B. Hart
E. A. Ellsworth
J. N. Paddack
W. K. Foster
G. G, Hickman
J. H. Gridley
J. G. Collins
A. P. Gruger
C. A. White
C. F. andF. Blood
I. Hogeland
J. Whitney ^ . -

H. C. Putnam and B. F. Johnson.
H. A. S. Park and J. H. Van Pelt

D. Hess
J. B. Kinney
J. S. Hittell

G. H. Dow
C. H. Knox
G. Palmer
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Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing

Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
"Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Waehing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing

machine
machine
machine
machine
machine
machine
machine
machine
machine ,

machine ,

machine
machine .

machine

.

machine ,

machine ,

machine
machine .

machine
machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine .

machine ,

machine ,

machine ,

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine
machine .

machine .

machine
machine .

machine .

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine .

machine .

machine .

machine
machine
machine .

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine .

machine

.

machine .

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine .

machine .

machine .

machine

,

machine

.

machine .

machine .

machine ,

machine .

machine .

machine
machine ,

machine .

machine
machine .

machine
machine
machine .

machine ,

machine ,

machine .

machine
machine ,

machine

C. Daniel
I. Whitney
T. Outwater
E. D. Crosby
S. C. Wright
C. M. Mack
M. E. Parsons
J. S. Gochnauer
N. T. Edsou
G. A. Eobinson
C.L.Carter
C. Pendleton
W. K. Short, J. W. Allen, and J.

Craig.
J.King
H. C. Covert
J. Stengel
J. Thompson
I. Avery
M. Newland
C. T.Walker
G. Keyes
A. Blood, jr
H. S. Forney
W. N. Lockvcood
R. E. Downie and H. C. Johnson...
A.W.Hall
W. A. Terry
E. Marble
J. S. Sills

A. J. Mapes
C. Morehead and I. Grier
A. Waldron
D. Williams
G. W. Benton
J.W.Bradley
E. L. Walker.
F. Elder
M. Pierce
G. R. Hughes
W. H. Hanson
R. Rooke ,.

M. S. Fellows
E. F. Wheeler
G. Arnold and J. Greve
A. Brooks
A. C. Stannard
M. McEnerny
J. M. Noble
L. Smith
H. W. White
S. Davis
0. W. Alger
1. Livingston
D. S. Beckley
W. Bicknell
S. Brackett
C.B.White
C. Draeger
L P. Kissen
M. A. Richardson
J. G. Bailey
W. L. Camp :

J. G. Dodge
D. Duncan and E. R. Ridgley
W. Goodman
W. W. Adams
B. R. Piatt and J. A. Gray
J. Lamb '....^

R. B. Will
C. L. Andrews
Leroy CovUle and W. Keeler
W. Green
J. F. Riggs and W. M. Albin
J. B. CoiEn
P. H. Munson
N. Palmiter
M. S. Prentice
H. Sidle

J. B. Francis '.

J. Cooper ...":•. v; i . . .

.
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Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine ,

Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine .^

Washing machine .'

Washing machine
Washing machine
Vv^'ashing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine, Dish
Washing machines, Stop motion for.
Washing shield

Washstand and clothes dryer
Washtub attachment
Watch
Watch
Watch
Watch
Watch
Watch
Watch
Watch

R. Daily
S. Rawdon and L. T. Ethridge
Q-. W. Havermale
D. H. Krauser and G. N. Bowman
E. Beckwith
T. G. U. Fisk
A, F. Kuhlman
J. Wordeu
C. M. Carleton
L. Merrifield
A. Powell
T. Brown
J. Highbarger
A. T, Williamson
J. F, Melcher
M. D.Webber
A. Denison
J. W. Wetmore
D. Hanna
J. W. Woodruff
A. Adair
H. Thompson
J. M. Quackenbush
H. F. Sehnders
R. Hubbard
J. Schermerhorn
T. B. Stout
S. Lockwood
S. R. Holmes
J. Vail
D. C. Bernhardt and S. F. Houston
J. Park
A. H. Clement
D. Amdt
G. H. Kidney
C. C. and J. Purrington
T. Courser
H. W. Driver
E. W. Lowe
J. Bevis
G. C. Selfridgc ,

G. D. Witsil
A. R. Campbell
A. Neilson
W. W. Cox
H. Warner
J. Blackwood
M. P. Walton
M.Beck
W. C. T.Runnels
T. Smith
G. M. Denison
E. Hunt
J. H.Haskell
R. Lighthall
D. T.Ward
S. W. Curtis

J. Q. Leffingwell
J. D. SwartK
L. Vaughan
G.E.Wade
H. C. Dorman
T. Q. Frost
J.Mitchell
G. Reneky and J. Keiss
J. B. Byers
W. E. Bird
E. W.Dixon
G. Richards
L. V. Richmond
C. E. F. Lewis
F. H. Carrier
0. Baldwin
C. V.Woerd •

H. Ganney
H. Rothfelder
O. F. Steadman
F. B. Bouscatie
E. Jewell
N. B. Wallace
J. A. Hammann
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Watch
Watch case
Watch case
Watch case
Watch case, Magic
Watch cases, Center for

Watch cases, Side band of

Watches, Attachment to the regulator of

Watches, Balance wheel for

Watches, Balance wheel for

Watch escapement
Watches, jewelry, &c., Closing
Watches, Pendant for

Watches, Regulating device for

Watches, Regulator for

Watches, Regulator for

Watches, Tool for jeweWng
Watches, Tool for jeweling
Watches, Winding
Watches, Winding
Watches, Wiuding and setting

Watches, Winding and setting

Watch key and knife, Combined
Watch regulator
Watch regulator
Watch regulator
Watch, Stem-setting
Watch, Stem-winding
Watch, Stem-winding
Watch, Stem-winding
Watch. Stem-winding
Watch, Stem-winding and setting
Watch, Stop
Water, aerated, Manufacture of
Water closet

Water closet

Water closet

Water closet or anosmia. Portable
Water closets , trap of, Cleaning
Water closets. Supply valve for
W^ater closets, Water supply for
Water conductor, Cut-oflf for
Water cooler and refrigerator
Water drawer
Water drawer
Water, Elevating
Water, Heating and generating steam
Water, Heating and condensing steam
Water leader. Automatic
Water leader, Automatic valve and filtering
Water power. Floating
Water power, Portable

,

Water prism
Water spouts, Cut-off for
Water, Treatiug, to prevent incrustations in steam boilers
Water, Warming, by petroleum lamps
Waves, Illustrating
Wearing apparel, Embossing
Weather strip

,

Weather strip

Weather strip

Weather strip
,

Weather strip

Weather strip

Weather strip

Weather strip
,

Weather strip __.
Weather strip

"

Weather strip

Weather strip

Weaving and braiding machineg, Threading and regulating
tension of thread in.

Weed cutter. Railroad ,

Weeding machine
Weighing apparatus
Weighing apparatus
Weighing apparatus. Hydraulic
Weight for scales
Weights, Raising
Weight, Window sash
WoU^oring and drilling machine

Name of Patentee.

D. J. Mozart
B. J. Warner
O, F. Stedman
O. F. Stedman
E. A. Mnckle
B. Hilbert
G. W. Ladd
W. B. Tucker
E. Howard
G. Ramsey
W. H. Lamb
J. Annin
J. S. Birch
A. Warren
J.L.Hyde
A. Jewett
A, Thoma
D.B. Tiffany
C.V. Woerd
C.E. Jacot
H. Rothfelder
H. Rothtelder
E. Q. Norton
H.Todd
W.B. Tucker
H. L. and E. J. Zahm
J. Jurgensen
F.S. Giles
E.B. Horn
A. Wadsworth
E.B.Horn
C.V. Woerd
T. Baker
G.McCoy
H.H.Craigie
A. Rankin
J. B. Hanniman
J. G. Holmes
J.Wright
H. H. Craigie
H, H. Craigie
E. B. Armstrong
H. G. Dayton
J. Daykin
J. Daykin
J.R.Cole
H. Howard
H. J.Phalen
H. Rensch
J. Muss
C. Daniels
A. Rowe
B. Kane
H. W. Mosher
M.A.Glynn
C.C.Tainter
C. S. Lyman
G.W.Ray
H. Waterman
L. W. Turner
J. P. Force and W. W. Egnew
J. S. Peterson
G.W. Smith
E. P. and E. S. Torrey
E. S. Torrey ,

C.E.Butler
J.B.Wardwell
L H. McOmber
J.Miller
H. A. Robison
J. Fewkes

J. S. Boicourt
G. H. Hess
B. Churchill
J. W. Neal and W. H. Startzman. .

.

L. Brauer
H. W. Comstock
W. andW. T. Eades
H. A. Harvey
C. W. Atkeson
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Well-boring apparatus
Well boring or tube driving
Well point
Wells, deep, Testing
Wells, Driven
Wells, oil and other. Drilling ,

Wells, Packing for deep
Wells, tube for, Filtering

Well tube
Well, Tube
Well, Tube
Well tube
Well tube
Well tube
Well tube
Well, Tube
Well tube
WeU, Tube
Well tube
Well tube
Well tube and point
Well tubes from wells. Drawing
Well tubing
Well tubing. Sinking
Whalebone, Splitting
Wharves, piers, docks, Construction of
Wheat damper
Wheat from garlic, Separating.
Wheat, Hulling and scouring
Wheel
Wheel and axle connection
Wheel and axle connection
Wheel and axle for carriages
Wheel, Balance
Whe^l-barrow
Wheel, Blower
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Oar
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car ,.

Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, Car
Wheel, car, Cast-u'on
Wheel, car. Cast-steel
Wheel, car, Cast-st«el
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage..
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, Carriage
Wheel, carriage, Metallic
Wheel, Emery
Wheel, Emery, for grinding and polishing saws.
Wheel , Fly or balance
Wheel for chain horse power
Wheel for vehicles
Wheel for vehicles
Wheel for vehicles
Wheel for vessels. Floating
Wheel for wagons and carriages
Wheel, Friction
Wheel, Friction, brake and crank
Wheel, Gear cutting
Wheel gearing. Differential
Wheel hub box
Wheel or pulley, Grooved
Wheel, Paddle ;:

T. R. White and W. G. Bedford.
E. D. Taylor and W. H. BaUou .

H.G.Cady
T. Burr and T. Wakelee
O.C.Fox
N. Pontious
A. D. Griffin

C. C. Cole
W. J. Hershey
C. H. Latham
J. W.Ricker
A.E.Heberd
S.F.Craig
J. W. Ricker
J. Wagner
D. C. Holdridge
T.J. Dean
J. D. Kellogg, jr

M. L. Bassett
W. B. Hutchinson
I. Livingston
T. M. Gile and W. Cochran....
L. F. Rider and J. W. Ferry.,.
R. N. Bennett
N. Goddard
R. A. Gilpin
J. Eslaman
S. Gantz
N. M. Burr and W. Martyn
J. M. Bailey
H. S. Cook
J. F. Welch
J. H. Lewis
E. S. Pierce
D. B. Ellis

B. F. Sturtevant
C. Wilson and J. H. McNall . .

.

E. Sampson
J. V. Dinsmore
D. P. Nickerson
S. Vanstone
G. B. Massey
D. Forrest
J. Harris
C. E. Kleinschmidt
S. A. Traugh
C. Kingsland
J. Raddin
G. Peacock
J. B. Tarr
J. B. Tarr
N. S. Bean
C. C. Ayer
J. M. Coombs
A . Prentiss
A. Prentiss

W. F. Morton
A. Beale
J. G. Buzzell
W. K. Foster
R. Brooks, jr

C. C. Aj'er
W. H. Marshall
J. Raddin
A. W. Ware
C. G. Marshall
G. L. Benton t...
R. Rice
S. Perry
G. F. Elliott ,

E. Hoxie
W. T. Sawyer
J. Spilman
F. G. Simmons
T. Hotchkisa
R. M. Van Sickler
T. B. Russell
C. F. Cooke and J. Standfield..,

E. G. Woodside
J. H. Barnes
E, Banks
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Wheel, Pad.lle

Wheel. Paddle
Wheel. Paddle
Wheel, Paddle
Wheel. Paddle
Wheel, Paddle
Wheel, Paddle
Wlieel, Paddle
Wheel, Paddle
Wheel, Plow
Wheel, Plow
Wheel, Plow
Wheels, car, Casting
Wheels, carriage, Compressing
Wheels, carriage, Washing
Wheels, cog, ;m» chauical movement or substitute for

Wheels, Locomotive and other
Wheels, locomotive di-iving. Turning crank pin on.

.

Wheels, Lubricating
Wheels of vehicles on their axles. Securing
Wheels ou shafts. Tightening and loosening
Wheels, paddle, Feathering
Wheel, S pinning
Wheel, Spinning
Wheel spoke machine
Wheels, teeth of, Cutting
Wheels, tires, <S:c.. by casting. Forming
Wheels to axles, Securing
Wheels to vehicles, Attaching
Wheels, turbine. Molding
Wheels, wagon. Driving spokes in

Wheels, water. Curb for

Wheels, water, Curb for

Wheels, water, Guide for

Wheel toys
Wheel, Turbine
Wheel, Vehicle
Wheel, Wagon
Wheel, Wagon
Wheel, Wagon

Wheel, Wagon.
Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel. Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel. Water .

Whevl, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

V.^heel. Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water .

Wheel, Water..
Wheel, Water.
Wheel. Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel. Water.
Wheel, Water
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Whr-el, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.
Wheel, Water.

Name of Patentee.

N. T. Edson
E. Spencer
A. McKenzie
E. Matteson
W. Goodwin
W. Goodwin
E. C. Smith
W. Hunter
E. T. Bostrom
G. Dodge
L. E. Palmer
J. B. Webster and R. Baxter
S. H. Whitaker
H. Killam
W. T. Sweet
G. H. Knight
G. Tefft

C.J. Clifford

J. C.Fish
C. Oyster
L. H.Olmsted
G. A. Keene
J. H. Rows
H. Miller
A. Humphries and J. Keethler
J. Underwood
W. Butcher, jr., and T. Shaw
J. Miller, jr

L. Crouch
J. Cairnes
G. W^ Miles
J. H. Hartsuff
A. Winton
N. F. Burnham
J. Svrcher
B. Holly
H. A. Potter
S. B. Welton
F. J. Weber
A. Beswick, P. Richardson, and J.

W. Brown.
J. Maris
G. W. McCann
H. P. Bradbury
A. Wrealsh and W. Bums
W. H. Elmer
J. Hemenway
A. A. Wood
A. P. Johnson
G. Arrison
R. Chapman
M. Carpenter
S. J. Bridge and A. M. Craig
T. J. Kindleberger
T. G.Hall
E.G.Budd
G. W. Holden
E. Tuttle
T. Pattison
E. Briggs, sr

J. Todd
F. Post
S. Fletcher
R. Dunbar
R. Dunbar
W. G. McGargy
O. W. Ludlow
W. F. Browne and A. J. Hoyt
T. Welham
J. D. Bryson
L. W. aridR. A. Blood
L. Wynkoop
J. Mamma
W. Cooper
S. Shive
P. D. Pike
G. W. Herring
S.Webb
H. W. Shipley
A. H. Crozier
H, W. Shipley
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Wheel, Water
Wheel, Water
Wheel, Water
Wheel, Wind
Wheel, Wind
Wheel, Wind
Wheel, wind, Toy
Wheelwright's machine ....<...
Wheelwright's maciiine
Wheelwright's machine _

Wheelwright's spoke-driving bench ^

Whiffletree
Whiffletree
Whiffletree
Whiffletree
Whiffletree
Whiffletree coupler
Whiffletree, Detachable
Whiffletree iron
Wbiffletrees, Evener for ,

Whiffletrees, Evener for

Wbiffletrees, Hitching device for ,

Whiffletree, trace clutch, or cock-eye
Whip hauger
Whip holder, Self-adjusting
Whip-rolling machine ,

Whips, Coating and water-proofing
Whips, Covering ,

Whips, Holding
Whip socket
Whip socket
Whip socket
Whip socket, India-rubber
Whip socket to carriages, Securing
Whips, Rolling
Whip stock
Whistle, Alarm
Whistle, alarm, Atmospheric
Whistle or bird-call

Whistle, Signal
Whistle, Steam
Wick, Lamp
Willow, Peeling
Willow, Stripping
Winch
Winch or capstan
Winch for center-boards
Windlass ...-

Windlass
Windlass
Windlass and chain stopper
Windlass, Boat
Windlass crank power
Windlasses, Lever for

Windlass for vessels
Windlass, Well
Window
Window and door fastener
Window and door frame
Window blinds and curtains, Raising and lowering.
Window blind fastener
Wyjdow blind fastener

Window cornice
Window fastener

Window fastener
Window fastener
Window fastening
Window fastening
Window fastening
Window fastening
Window fastening
Windows, Fly and mosquito bar for.

Window frame
Window frame
Window frame
V/indow.iack, Painter's
Window, Railway carriage
Windows and doors, Locking
Window sash '

T^indow sash elevator. .^ . .

.

R. Chapman
Gr. M. Conner
J. Raney
M. W. Woodruff
L. H. Wheeler
E. W. Mills

M. Miller

O. O. Chapman
0. W. Corr
S. Mills and J. R. Mclrvin
F. M. Lemmon
O. N. Weaver
M. C. Chamberlin
E. N. Dodge
J. W. Larraore
G. Watt
F. B. Morse
J. W, Melcber
F. B. Morse
M. Gaily
M. Gaily
H. and J. M. Saunders
W. W. Gordon
S. S. Merriam
H. M. Curtis and A. Worden
H. Axtell
M. Anton
G.King
J. Gibson, jr

J. Steger
T Weaver
E. W. Scott
L. Elliott, jr

F. Wood
J. P. Luther
L. Hull
W. J. McLea
S. G. Cabell
S. McClain
P. S. Burditt and O. Pi-eston

T. Shaw
C. F. Martine
G. Healy
J. Swan
R. D. Rogers
J. L. Heald
H. V. Corbett ,

R. H, Emerson
N. Robbins, jr

D. P. Nickerson
W. D. Baker
E. Huson
J. H. Fleming
F. A. Jameson and C. W. Ripley..
H. Thompson
F. H. Jones
J. B. Mulvey
W. I. Corthell and P. Richards
W. W. Maughlin
G. Allix
C. B. Francis
E. A. Holbrook, J. E. Dodge, and
G. H. Marshall.

A.J. Holmes
L. C. Wing and A, R. Bradeen
J. D. Simmons
C. H. Sawin and J. A. Titus
J.D.Smith
P Verbeck
B. F. Carleton
J, Luther and A. Marsh
G. B. Kirkham
F. D. Wright
G. K. Dearborn
C. Croley
J. H. Thomas
S. P. Loomis
E. T. Colburn
A. H. Boyd :

G. Dewey
J. Le Ferre ;
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Window sash elevator
Window Hashes, Attaching ends to

Window sash fastener
Window pash fastening
Window sash frame
Window sash material
Window sash stop
Window sash stop
Window shade
Window shade
Window shade fixture

Window shades to windows, Applying
Window shutter fastening
Window shutter fastening
Window shutter holder
Windows, Mosquito frame for

AViudow washer
Wines and liquors, Ageing and refining
AVines, high and low, Separating

,

Wire, Annealing
Wire, Coiling
Wire, Covering, with fine wire
Wire, Cutting and forming
W ire dish stand
Wire dish stands, Making „

Wire figure

Wire for needle blanks. Reducing
AVire, Hardening and tempering
Wire or wire rope together, Fastening
AVire, Pointing and reducing
AVirc-pointing machine
AA'ire rein snap
AVire rope bands, Preventing the untwisting of the ends of. .

.

Wire, Skirt
Wire, Skirt
W'ire, skirt. Making in lengths for hoops
Wire, skirt. Tempering

,

Wire, steel, Tempering
AA^'ires, telegraph and circuit, Insulating covering for
AVires, telegraphic, Compound for coating and insulating
Wires, Tool for cutting
AVire, Ten ering
AA^'iriJ, Twisting

,

Wire-twisting machine
Wire work
AA''ood and metals. Painting and varnishing
AA'ood and other materials, Composition for coating

,

Wood and other materials to form paper pulp. Disintegrating
and bleaching.

AA''ood and timber. Preserving
,

AVood, Bending
,

AVood, B.niding
AA''ood, Bending
AVood bending machine
AA'ood bending machine
AV^ood bending machine
AA^5od bending machine
AVood, Bundling
AVood, Carving
AA^ood, cloth, metal, and for forming various articles, Compo-

sition for coating.
AA''ood, Coating
Wood, Coating, with rubber and gutta-percha
AVood, Composition for filling the pores of
AA'ood, Composition for hardening and preserving
AVood, Composition for imitating i

Wood, Compoi-ition for stufling
AVood, Enameled
AVooden structures, Composition for coating
AVoodenware
Wood, Finishing
AVood for musical instruments. Preparing
AVood for the manufacture of labels, tags, &c.. Preparing
AVood from decay, Preserving
AVood gear. Cutting
AA''ood, Imitation of open carving in
AA''ood, Impregnating, with oleaginous and saline matters
AA'ood, Impregnating, witli tor and other materials
AVood, iron, and paper, Comp jsition for coating
AA'ood, kindling. Bundling
AVood, metals, or other articles, Cleaning

27 cp

Name of Patentee.

J. Le Ferre
C. Swift
H. G. Arnold
R. Hittton
E. Clark
Q. L. Kelty
J. K. Andrews
J. G. Jewell
M. Vetter
P. and L. Lindemeyer
L. A. Tripp
H. J. Cox and AV. Hill

C. Leonard
R. Reed
AV. F. Hofman
A. E. Hortou
N. Palmer
R. D. Turner
E. B. McDowell and T. AV. Wilson
II. C. Gee
W. AA'^eaver

AV. H. Rodgers
J. AVasson
E. P. Woods and D. Sherwood
E. P Woods and D. Sherwood
AA''. R. Boerner
T. Fowler
J. C. Walter
M. F. Maury
O. L. Hopson andH. P. Brooks
.7. Lockwood
W. B. Hayden
A. Barbarin
G. W. Hubbell
G. W. Reynolds
J. Eraser
J. H. Monk
J. Hallas
S. C. Bishop
R. S. Tucker
AV. H. Flinn
P. L. Slay ton
T. B. Sm'ith

C. Shortau
AV. R. Boerner
AV. Piotrowski
C. L. Robertson
J. B. Biron

D. R. Prindle

J. Klahr
L. Heywood
L. Heywood
J. A. bann
O. AV. Stearns
S. C. andE. O. Frink
D. Catchpole and J. Havens.
D. D. Sherwood
A. Basse
A. Pelletier

S. Devlan
AV. Holmes and A. Albright.
F.Bernard
L. Houghton
Carter
Smith
L. Robertson
Heckel
R. Reese
Chambers

. H. May
Melling
Holmes
F. Freeman

. H. May . ...

A. Seely
Pustkuchen '.

Pelletier

Richardson and F. H. Stevens .

S. Toms

69, 9.'2

62, 70L
m, 746
60, 735
64, 074

70, 2^6
68, 933
70, 222
66,915
71,187
67, 465
67, 272
62, 493
68, 387
66, 710
69, 343
66, 249
69, 275
63, 409
65, 481
63, 445
61,261
71,091
72, 770
70, 770
71,573
m, 430
65, 780
64,018
62, 336
63, 270
62, 194
71, 839
63, 253
70, 018
61,660
70, 881
65,215
71, 6?8
62, 236
65, 557
6.5, 699
63, .570

66, 896
70, 946
62, 222
63, 428
67, 941

' 63, 300
71, 886
72 293
12, 293
63, 997
66, 409
68, 621
69,313
71, 798.

71,.568

63, 087

63,618
64,419
69, 165

65, 674

68, 952
70, 277
67, G79
71,752
70, 263
72, 366
72, 877
66, 512
62, 334
70, 192
61, 549

69, 260
64, 703
71,210
66, 254
65, 139
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Wood-mitering machine ,

Wood-planing machine
Wood, Polishing
Wood, Preparing and preserving
Wood, preparing andhardening,and preserving the same. Com-

position for.

Wood, Preserving

Wood, preserving. Compound for
Wood, Preventing decay in
Wood, Seasoning and preserving
Wood-splitting machine
Wood-splitting machine
Wood to be used in the manufacture of paper and for other
purposes. Preparing.

Wood to metal, Securing
Wood, toy pails from, Cutting
Wool and palm-leaf warp for weaving. Preparation of. .. ...

Wool and woolen fabrics, Scouring and cleaning
Wool, burring, ginning cotton, &c.. Machine for
Wool, burrs from , Removing
Wool-carding machine
Wool, Cleaning
Wool, Cleaning
Wool dryer
Wool, Drying
Wool from mixed articles and fabrics, Extracting
Wool, oiling. Composition for
Wool, oiling, Composition for
Wool packer
Wool presser
W'ool, Removing burrs and other substances from
W ool, Removing bitrrs from
W'ool, Shearing and clipping
Wool tiei- and sheep holder, Combined
Wool, <fcc. , Burring
W ool , (fcc. , Drier for ,

W ork bench. Carpenters'
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench.
Wrench
Wrench
W rench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench
Wrench and pruning shears, Combined
Wren ch and tongs
W^rench bai-s. Heating
Wrench bars. Rolling
Wrench, boot-jack, and nail-pull

Wrench, Pipe
Wrench, Pipe
Wrench, Pipe
Wrench, Pipe
Wrench, Pipe
Wrench, Pipe
Wrench I'ipe and stud
Wrench, Self-adjusting
Wringer and mop-pail ^ •

Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes

Name of Patentee.

R. E. Tomkins .

G. H. Ober
E. Weissenborn
T. Hanvey
J. L. Samuels .

.

C. E. Clarke, G. Hadley. and J. C.
Clifford.

S. T. Harding
J. H. Taylor
S. Constant and J. Smith
J. Davock
L. Tilton
C.K. Marshall

R. Howdon
H.Mellish
F. Perrin
0. Macdauiel
R'. J. Clay
Z. Parkhurst
S. C. PLilbrick
S. R. Parkhurst
H. Hayward and J. S. Pent'leton.

C. Beu
L. W. Boynton
A. &. J. Knowles and J. Barraclough
J. Gomershall
J.McCabe
A. Saeger
G. M. Brigga
W. A. Govern
W. Sykes
R. T. Smith and J. K. Priest
A.M. Culvet-

R.J. Clay
L. W. Boynton
J. Bragdon
R. S. Stenton
T. Pratt
J. C. Jackson
J. L. Peake
P. Sommer ,

T. Earle
J. B
S.B.Hill
S. S. Barnaby ,

J.E. Cronk
J. A. Partridge
W. H. Landbeck ,

L. Jordan
W. P. Dunlap
G. B. Keeler
D. A. Kellogg
1. H. Smith
J. V. H. Secor
G. C. Taft
J. A. Talpey
T. D. Christopher
J. N. Freestone ,

C. T. Poulton
J. Mott
D. Harrigan
B. S. Lawson
E. Perry
J. S.Kalb
J. N. Arvin
T. C. Rice
T. C.Rice
O. Shepard
J. W. Close
R. Bain
M. H. Freeman
J. L. Ordner
J. R. Brown
W. C. Abbe
J. B. Barnes
A. M. Olds
E. H. Lord and E. Hinmau
G. Palmer
A. H. Page
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"Wringer, Clothes
"Wringer, Clothes
"Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wrioger, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer, Clothes
Wringer. Clothes
Wringer for clothes and mops
Wringer for clothes and mops
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, :Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop
Wringer, Mop ,,

Wringer, Mop and scrubber
Wringers, clothes. Attachment for
Wringing machine
Wringing machine
Wringing machine
Wringing machine
Wringing and washing machine
Wringing and -vvasliing machine
Wringing and washing machine
Wringing and washing machine
Wrist piu and pitman head
Writing apparatus for the blind

Y.

Yard measure
Yard stick. Registering
Yarn and textile fabrics soiled in dyeing. Cleaning
Yarn and thread, Dy^eing, bleaching, and washing
Yarn, cloth, and other textile fabrics, Bleaching and dyeing .

Yarn, Clouded
Yarn, Clouded
Yarn dres.-^ing machines. Roll for

Yarn from S|.ools, Winding and delivering
Yarn, thread, <fcc., Let-off and tension of
Yoke and hand lifting, Apparatus for
Yoke, Neck
Yoke, neck, Draft

J. Young
C. II. Amidon
G. L. Witsil
C. H.Knox
J. Harrison and G-. W. Harris . .

.

J. Harrison and G. W. Harris . .

.

W. Rowell
F. A. Gl'-ason

J. M. McMaster
T. B. Emerson
E. H. Covell
D. Lyman
D. Lyman
C. E. Gage
L. Hannnm
A. J. Robinson
B. Van Alstine

L. F. Rollins

C. W. Gage and J. Northrup—
W. W. Finch
H. Russell
A. G. Starkweather
A. 8. Lesner
C. E. Warebam
D. Peck
R. W. Soper
R. T. Reed
J. Adams
0. M. Brooks and E. J. Matteson
Z. Howe
J.J.Harlan
C. L. Carter ;

J. W. Latcher and J. Young
S. Squires
S. A. Bailey
R. B. Hugunin
C. A. White
E. F. andF. Blood
1. Hog'-land ,

J. Whitney ,

W. N. Whiteley ,

J. Synnott

J. Douglass
W. P. Lupton and C. M. Talbot-
A. Paraf
L Osgood and A. Munroe
I. Colton and A. M. Hastings . .

.

J.Chase
J.Chase
B. R. Cotton
R. Kershaw

!

A. B. Ely
M. Muttson
W. B. Chapman
A. B. Coleman

Zinc, Chloride of J. E. Mills
Zinc from gold and silver, Separating

j

E. Balbach, jr.

Zinc, oxide of. Collecting G. C. Hall

64, 180

64, 932
65,148
66, 362
66, 835
66, f^'J.G

68, 576
68, 732
68, 893
70, 181
70, 808
72, 407
63, 273
60, 761
62, 843
60, 790
62, 237
62, 567
65. 558
65, 737
66, 639
66, 647
66, 720
67, 388
69, 694
69, 942
70, 017
70,310
70, 692
72, 043
66, 834
68, 013
61,012
61,027
62, 805
62, 851
62, 459
66, 450
Q^^, 839
68, 270
70, 143

71, 084

71, 719
72,210
63, 420
63, 744
62, 612
69, 178

69, 967
64, 078

09, 101

64, 209
71,775
G9, 074

68, 699

69. 573
64, 934
72, 032

DESIGNS.

Axe-handle

B.
Badge, Masonic "V". Price
Bag, Paper i S. W. Valentine
Balance, Post Office • W. W. Reynolds
Baud, Metallic, for car-seats i D. F. Randall
Band sli ie i E. Sealy
Blind binding

i S. Hasenbuhler
Book, Pocket S. and L Scheuer

2,600
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luvention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Books, Edges of
Boots and shoes, Heel plate for

.

Bottle
Bottle
Bottle
Bottle and. cap
Bottle, Ink
Box, Cigar
Box, Tobacco
Bracket
Brush, Horse

Buckle
Burial case
Burial case
Burial case
Burial case
Burial case
Burial case
Burial case
Burial case or coffin

Burial casket
Buttonhole for cuffs, &c

.

C.
Can
Can, Oil

Can, Oil ,

Card, Vis'iting

Carpet or floor oil-cloth pattern
Carpet or floor oil-cloth pattern
Carpet or floor oil-cloth pa tern
Carpet or floor oil-cloth pattern
Carpet or floor oil-cloth pattern
Carpet or floor oil-cloth pattern ,

Carpet or oil-cloth pattern ,

Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern ,

Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern

,

Carpet pattern
Carpet pattern and floor oil-cloth

Carpet pattern and floor oil-cloth

Carpet pattern or floor oil-cloth .

Carpet pattern or floor oil-cloth .

Carpet pattern or floor oil-cloth .

Casket handle
Casket handle
Caster covering
Caster frame
Caster framte
Caster frame ,

Casters, Handle for

Center-piece
Center-piece
Chair. Folding
Chimney, Lamp
Clock case
Clock case
Clock case
Clock case
Clock case
Clock case

J. H. Crovrell
F. Shaw
C. Gantier
S. A. Whitney
H. Schlichtcr and H. A. Zug
]{. B. Parkinson
B. P. Holmes
F. Becker
C. J. Ilaiick

J. H. Bellamy
A. H. Smith, W. W. Clark, and G.
F. Starbuck.

J. F. Markland
M. H. Crane
C. Zeuner
C. Zeuner
C. Zeuner
C. Zeuner
B. Smith
B. Smith
E. S. Earley
R. R. Bacon
J.R.Wood
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Inventiou or Discovery.

Clock case ^

Clock case
Coffee aud tea pot
Coffee strainer

Coffin
Coffin handle
Coffin handle
Coffin handle
Coffin handle
Coffin handle
Coffin handle
Coffin or bnrial case
Co>liar, Paper
Comb, Round
Comb, Hound
Comb, Round
Confectioners' cornucopia
Cooler, Water
Croquet balls and malleli, Decorating

.

D.

Drill, Blacksmith's

.

E.

Emblem
Engine, fire, Steam.
Envelope
Eyelets

P.

Fabric, Knitted
Fabric, Woven
FL-nce
Fence and post
Fence panel
FlagH, signal, Set of
Floor cloth

Floor cloth pattern
Flower garden
Fork or spoon handle
Fork or s])oon handle
Fork or spoon handle
Fork or spoon handle
Fork or spoon handle
Fork, Knife-edged
Furniture, school, Standard for
Furniture, school, Standard lor.

Glassware, table, Ornamenting

H.

Hammer, Tack, drawer and wrench combined
Handle, Fork or spoon
Handle, Fork or spoon

,

Handle, Knife, fork or spoon
Handle, Knife, fork or spoon
Handle, Knife or fork
Handle, Spoon, knife or fork
Handle. Spoon or fork
Hat
Hats and dresses, Oniament for
Hat bands. Pendant for
Heaters, &c., Pilaster and center piece of.

Inkstand.

Jar.

Key tag.

Name of Patentee.

J. H.Bellamy
J. H. Bellamy
G. Jones
A. Shafer and A. Barclay.
H. Hoffman
C. f?. Nieberg ,

C. L.Nitiberg ,

C. Ij- Nieberg
C. L. Nieberg ,

C. L. Nieberg
J.S.Ray
E. S. Earley..
W. F. Mosely
W. S. Mingis.
W. S. Mitigis.

W. S. Mingis.
C. W. Qnanz.
J. L. Hadden.
C. W. Kirby .

J. L. Haven.

M. B. Dyott.
B. Fitts

E. Morgan .

.

J. C. Merritt.

F. Bleckle
W. B. Weeden . .

,

W. I -.Smith
C. Coots
G. Lovejoy..
H. J. Rogers
J. Paterson
A. E. Powers
W. Webster
J. Seymour
J. Polhamus
H. H. Hayden...
Le Roy S. White
D. C. Wilcox
A. W. Cox
C. W. Sherwood.
C. W. Sherwood .

H. S. McKee

A. Iske
H. C. Wilcox....
J. Polhamus
E. W. Sperrj ..

E. W. Sperry ..

E. AV. Sperry...,
P. B. Gilbert...
A. Hebbard
P. W. Vail
M. A. Lawrence
E. Sealy
C. J. Shepard.

H. Harris.

S. B. Rowley.

A. Stafford...

No.

2, 777
o 778
o :m
2,582
o 1V.\
o 585
2, Wfi
f) 647
o fi48
o fi49
o B2G
o (98

2, 849
2, r)37

2, .538

2, n55

2, 571

2. 597

2, 845

2.747

2,805
2, f)73

2,6c8
2,706

690
799
773
724
632
599
692
801
559
1-20

772
548
551
741
567
556
557

2,825

676
654
539
64-2

643
641
646
6(i4

6C2
572
829
802

2,610

2,856
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Invention or Discovery.

Knife, fork, or i^poon handle
Knife, forlt, or spoon iiandle ,

Knife or fork handle
Knob, Door

L.

Label.
Label
L:ibel,

Lamp,
Lamp,
Lamp,
Lock,,
Lock,

border.
Bottle.
Carriag
Coach
Coach
Riue...
Riue ...

Match safe

Medal
Medal
Medallion
Melodeon case
IVlirror frame
Model of the ancient city of Jerusalem.
Mcmogram
Monument, Military
Monument, Soldier's

Molding
Molding
Molding for picture frames
Molding for show cases
Muff

N.

Name plate

O.

Oil cloth

Oil cloth, Floor
Oil cloth. Floor
Oil cloth, Floor
Oil cloth, Floor
Oil cloth, Floor
Oil cloth, Floor
Oil cloth. Floor, and carpet pattern..
Oil cloth, Floor, and carpt-t pattern .

Oil cloth, Floor, or carpet pattern...
Oil cloth, Floor, or carpet i)attern...

Oil cloth. Floor, or carpet pnttern...
Oil cloth. Floor, or carpet pattern...
Oil cloth. Floor, or carpet pattern
Oil cloth, Floor, or carpet pattern...
Oil cloth. Floor, or carpet pattern...
Oil cloth. Floor, or carpet i)altern...

Oil cloth. Floor, or carpet pattern...
Oil cloth or carpet pattern
Oil cloth pattern
Oil cloth pattern, Floor
Organ case
Ornatneut for hats and dresses

Ornament of American Jockey Club

Pans, frying. Bottom of.

Picture frame
Picture frame
Pilaster and center piece of heaters, &'.c.

Pillar .•

Pipe, Smoking
Pipe, Tobacco
Pistol barrel
Pitcher
Plow clevis

Post and fence
Pot, Coffee and tea
Pot, Tea or coffee

Press, Copying

Name of Patentee,

E. W. Sperry.
E. W. Sperry.
E. W. Sperry.
J. Euteneur .

.

J. Fahnectock
A. D. Thurber
C. Gautier ,

M. De Voursney
R. P. Cowles
T. Bondren
E.M. Mix
E. M. Mix

R. Frishie
D. K. H;tchcock.
D. K. Hitchcock.
O. Frazee
J. R. Lomas
R. Frisbie
J. G. Evans
J. H. Cnmmings.
J. S. Armstrong .

D. Morgan
S. Kellett
E. Martin
J. H. Brown
C. Fersch
R. M. Seldis

5. Bent.

W. H. Townsend.
C. T. Meyer
H. Christie

C. T. Meyer
C. T. Meyer
C. T. Meyer
J. T. Webster....
C. F.Meyer
C. F. Meyer
R. Hoskin
R. Hoskin
C. T. Meyer
C. T. Meyer
C.T.Meyer
C.T.Meyer
C. T. Meyer
C. T. Mever
C. T. Meyer
C.T.Meyer
J. Patersou
J. Robley
J R. Lomas
M. A. Laurence ..

C.L. Tiffany

H. D. Mupselman
J. H. BttUamy
J. H. Bellamy
C.J. Shepard
W. S. Rockwell
W. Ma,sters

L. Snarback
J. Murphy
A. and W. Dunworth.
G. P. Darrow
C. Coots
G. Jones
G. Jones
J. Naylor

2,642
2.643
2,641
2,838

2,71.5

2,811
2,699
2, 6.56

2, .534

2,566
2,701
2,702

553
544
545
536
8>3
709
814
583
505
677
554
803
8.5-3

853
841

2,817

830
546
575
579
580
581
705
730
731
633
634
635
636
637
633
639
640
653
770
850
806
807
572
547

549
54-3

588
80-3

733
824
573
855
601
674
724
598
681
550
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Invention or Discovery. Narac of Patentee.

Reflector
lleflector

Reflector
Reflector, Lantern
Ring, Napkin

Sadiron handle.
Satchel
Scale. Counter .

.

Scissors

Seats, car, End frame for

Seats, cur. Metallic band for

Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine, Frame of a
Shade for ceiling lights

Shaft frame
Shovel, Coal
Skate runner
Soldier's memorial
S poon
Spoon handle
Spoon haudle
Spoon haudle
Spoon handle
Spoon, knife, or fork handle
Spoon or fork handle
Spoon or fork haudle
S poon or fork haudle
Spoon or fork handle
Spoon or fork handle
Spoon or fork handle
Sptwn or fork haudle
Spoon or fork handle
Star. Ornamental
Statuar}-, Group of
Statuette
Statuette
Statuette
Statuette
Statuette
Stave machines, Back piece of.

Stool. Piano
Stove
Stove.
Stove,
Stove.
Stove,
Stove,
S'ove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove,
Stove
Stove,

Cannon

.

Charcoal
Coal
Cooks' ...

Cooks' ..

Cooks' ...

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' . .

.

Cooks' ..

Cooks' ..

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' ..

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' ..

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' .

.

Cooks' .

.

cooks
cooks
cooks
door. .

Plate for a.

Plate for a.
Plate of a .

E. Dithridge.
E. Hiraes
A. Wilhelm ,

C. Wilhelm and J. Neumann
F. J. Clamer ,

door
door
door
door
door
Door and plate of a
haudle
Parlor

A. Barrows
R. M. Seldis

W. W.Reynolds
S. W. Valentine
G. Buntin
D. F. Randall
W. G. Wilson
T. C. Page
W^ B. Bartram
C. Wilhelm and J. Neumann
A.H.Rau
S. W. Gibbs
H.P.Tilden
J. T. Harrison
C. E. Marchand
G.A.Eno
J. Bingham, jr

A. Hebbard
L. and N. S. Boardman
P.B.Gilbert
H.C.Wilcox
A'. Hebbard
J. Seymour
J. Poihamus
H. H. Hayden
Le Roy S. White
D. C.Wilcox
J. Poihamus
J. Dundas
J. Rogers
T. H. Dorian
J. S. McKaye and H. E. McKay
J. S. IMcKaye and H. E. McKay
J. S McKaye and H. E. McKav
H. Billings ."

O. Redmond
H.M.Rhter
H Eaton
J. Spear
W. Caven
A. J. Redway
L. R athbone
J. Martino, J. Beesley, and J. Currie
J. Abendroth
G. Smith and H. Brown
A. E. Chamberlain <fc J. B. Crowley
J. Martino, J. Beesley, and J. Currie
S. Sailor

G. W.Ball
G.W.Bali
G. W.Ball
J. Martino, J. Beesley, aud J. Currie
C. Olhaber and N. S. Vedder
G. Smith and H. Brown
G. Smith and H. Brown
T. J. and W. Armstrong
J. B. Crowley
C. Harris aud P. W. Zoiner
R. Wheeler
G. Smith and H. Brown
D. S. Colby aud R. Scorer
J. R. Rose and E. L. Calely
T. A. Dorgan
C. J. Woolsou
S. Sailor

N.S. Vedder
N. S. Vedder
N. S. Vedder J

N. S. Vedder
J. S. Simmerman
J. Van Wormer and M. McGarvey

.

No.

2, 7-27

2, 821
2,857
2,624
2.671

2,851
2, 8:^5

2,679
2,558
2.609
2,693
2,836
2,798
2, 584
2,623
2. 657
2, 560
2.843
2, 782
2,768
2, .596

2,779
2,780
2,794
2,646
2, 654
2,664
2, 7-20

2 772
'548

551
741
539
728
704

2,644
2, 717
2,748
2,769
2, 793
2,703
2,658
2, 535
2. 803
2,714
2, 718
2,651
2,611
2, 655
2,574
2, 662
2, 667
2,680
2, 6i)4

2, 695
2, 696
2, 729

2, 7:J2

2, 809
2,8J0
2,813
2,837
2,844
2, 847
2, 587
2.589
2, 612
2,800
2. 625
2,749
2, 738
2, 739
2, 740
2,73G
2, 021
2.781
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Invention or Discovery.

Stove,
Stove,
Stove,
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove
Stove,
Stove
Stove,

Parlor
Parlor cook
parlor, Plate of a...
plate
plate

plate
plate »

plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
Plate and door of a.

top
Wood

Tack drawer, hammer, and wrench, combined
Trade mark ,

Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark .

Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark .

Trade m ark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Trade mark
Type, Ornamental
Type, Printers'

Type, Priutera'

Type, Printers'

Type, Printers'

Type, Printers'

Type, Printers'

Type, Printing

Urn, Garden

W.

Washstand
Washstand
Watch plate
Wheel, Pending
Window fastener
Wrench, tack-drawer, and hammer, combined.

Name of Patentee.

C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner .

W. Caven and C. Stemler .

,

D. S. Colby and R. Scorer ..

D. Hathaway
I. A . Sheppard
H. S. and A. S. Hubbell ....

I. A. Sheppard
L. W. Harwood
D. S. Colby and R. Scorer .

D. S. Colby and R. Scorer .

.

D. Hathaway
Gr. Smith and H. Brown
W. L. McDowell ,

N.S.Vedder
N.S.Vedder
N.S.Vedder
D. Hathaway
N.S.Vedder ,

W.L. McDowell
L. Rathbone

C."
c'

Buckley and'L.'DoVe'li"
'.

A. Heidelberger
N. Fairbrother and G. S. Fales

.

G. H. Lincoln
L. L. Arnold
E. W. Bailey
J. M. Batchelder
J. P. Baxter
M.V. B.Ferris
G.F.Filly
S. McCartney
S. McCartney
H. Tetlow
I.Cook
J. S. Waters
C. O. Benton
J. B. Crnrap
J. L. Bates
J. L. Bernecker
J. L. Bernecker
G. Brett
H.J. and J. T. Monsch
W. Ziock
P. Behr
F. Whittaker
J. G. Mackintosh
T. Bakewell
S. Gwynn
F. Menssing
G.Wilson
C. Griffith .•

J.T. Bailey
J. N. Schoonmaker
D. O'Sullivan
J. Gorham
E. C. Ruthveu
D. Bruce
J. Herriet
J. Herriet
A. Little

D. Bruce
J. Herriet
R. Smith

G. T. Spicer.

J. L. Mott
J. L.Mott
A. Gerard
J. Kirohhof ....

G. W Kirkham.
A.Isko
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REISSUES.

Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

A.

Acid, Phosphoric, and phosphates for use in preparation of

food and for other purposes.
Album, Photographic
Animal matters for use as a fertilizer, Preparing
Auger
Auger
Auger

B.

Bjirk. tan, and other materials, Obtaining the extractive mat-
ter of, bv displacement.

Battery, Galvanic
Beam, Sheet metal
Bed bottom
Bed bottom
Ikdsl ead. Sofa
Beehive
Bell

The Rumford Chemical Worka

W.W.Harding
A. Smith

,

R.Cook
A. C. Kasson and N. C Gridley
W. W. Grier and R. H. Boyd ...

Boiler, Wash
Boiler, Water
Bolt-tapping and drilling machine
Bone black. Cleaning and purifying
Bones, fish, and other substances. Steam digester for treating
Bonnets, hats, <S:c., Fabric for ^

Boot crimper
Boot detaching tackle ,

Boot heeis. Attaching and finishing

Boot and shoe
Boots and shoes, sole of, Finishing
Boot tree

Bottle for druggists and chemists
Box, Fruit
Brace for bits

Brake, Car

Brake, car, Railroad
Brick machine

Brick machine
Brick machine
Brick machine
Brick and tile for roofing
Br-idge
Bridge
Bridge
Broom
Brooms, Clamp for making.
Brush holder
Buckle
Burner, Gas
Burner, Lamp
Butter vk^orker

C.

Cake baker and egg pan.

Can, Paint
Cans, Sealing preserve
Capstan, Puwer

Capstan, Powder.

Capstan for steamboats
Carding machines, Stripping top flats for..
Carding machines, Stripping top flats in...
Ca s, railway, street. Braking and starting.
Cartridge, Metallic
Cartridges, metallic, Priming
Caster
Caustic alkali. Manufacture of
Caustic alkali, iManutacture of
Caustic alkali, Putting up
Ceiling and roof. Fire-proof
Chair, Railroad
Charcoal, animal. Cleaning
Chimney holder for gas burners
Clasp for metallic hoops
Coal and ores, Desulphurizing

W. H. Burridge and J. Brainerd..

.

E.A.Hill
R. Montgomery
G. L. Gerard
L. S. Babbit
C. F. Martine
A. T.Wright
A. Patterson
M. W. Staples
C. A . Harper
C. W. Coo
C. N. Brock
W. Perry
Modena Hat Company
Do Witt C. Mowrey
T. Huntington
The McKay Heeling Machine Co .

.

G. Hawkes
J. Puriuton, jr

C. T. Eames
AV. N. Walton
N. Hallock
N. Spofford
J. A. Goeway, E. S. Wood, and J.

Jones.
J. W. Lalcher and W. J. Powell .

.

E. J. Bradford, J. H. Reuick, and
O. A. Clough.

P. H. Kells
P. L. Sword
J. Watson
R. O. Lowrey
D. Hammond
D. Hammond and W. R. Reeves
P. M. Frees and Z. King
W. H. Cooy
J. Day
B. Morahan
E.Cole
E. P. Gleason
A. J. Walker
J. P. Corbin

The Russell and Erwin Manufactur-
ing Companv.

H. Miler '.

H. S. Fisher
D. N. B. Coffin, jr., and I. D. Spauld-

ing.

D. N. B. Coffin, jr., and I. D. Spauld-

J. Schatfer
W.B. Rates
W. B Bates
A.Higley
I. M. Milbank
H. Smith and D. B. Wesson.
J. T. Barnes
G. Thompson
G. Thompson
G. Tiiompson
J. Gilbert

J. McMnrtry
Th" Union .Sugar Refinery..
E. P. Gleason
J. R. Speer
J. J. Storer
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee.

Coal-dumping apparatus
Cock, Steam
Comb
Couipound, Explosive
Compound, Explosive
Cooking apparatus and i-efrigerator

Corset-skirt supporter ,

Corset-skirt sut^porter

Couch and seat, Car
Cream from whey, Extracting
Crimping machine
Crucible, Black lead
Crucible for metallic baths
Cultivator
Cushion, Billiard-table

Cushion, Billiard-tjiblo

Cusbiou, Billiard-table..

Cutter to rotary disks, Securing
Cutting board -

D.

Ditching machine
Doors, Hanging
Drill, Grain
Drilling and bolt-topping machine
Drying apparatus

E.

Egg pan and cake baker »

Elevator
Embalming dead bodies and carcasses
Emery wheels. Forming and grinding and polishing surfaces of.

Engines, steam and other. Packing for stuffing

Engines, steam, Valve motion for

Engine, Steam
Engine, steam. Locomotive
Envelope machine
Envelope machine
Envelopes, Gumming and print ing

Fabrics, corded, Weaving
Fagot for railroad rails

Fagot for railway rails

Fan and parasol
Fence
Fertilizer, animal matter for use as a, Preparing
Fetter and hopple
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech -loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loadiug
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Breech-loading
Fire-arm, Magazine

Fire-arm, Many-barrelled.
Fire-arm, Revolving
Fire escape

Fireplace
Fireplace
Fireplace heater
Fish bones and other substances. Steam digester for treating..

Food, Composition or paste for articles of
Fork, Agricultural
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork, hay. Horse
Fork and spoon
Fruit and other substances, Preserving
Furnace, Cupola
Furnace, Puddling
Furnaces, Cupola and other melting
Furnaces, puddling. Fix for

Furnaces, Reverberatory and other metallurgic

G.

Gis apparatus
Gas, Carburetting
Gas, Generating, and obtaining other useful products from
animal and vegetable materials.

E. R. Kerr and J. L. Piatt
A. HallowcU and H. R. Barker
J.H. Briggs
The United States Blasting Oil Co .

.

The United States Blasting Oil Co ..

J. Neuburg
J. H. andL. H. Foy
J.H. andL. H. Foy
H. Allen....
K. Egger
J. P. Jamison
G. Nimmo
B. S. Stokes
D. J.Noble
H. W. Colleudfr
H. W. Collender
H. W. Collender and M. Phelan ....

H. Disston and J, E. Atwood
R. C. Hussey

H. C. Ingraham
G. W. Holly
W. P. Penn, J. Geias, and J. Brosius

.

C. W. Coe
E. Y. Robbins

The Russell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company.

N. D. Hinman
G. W. Scollay
The New York Quartz Company. ..

R. Burr and the Silver Lake Manu-
facturing Company.

J. D. Shepard
O. Kelsey and J. F. Bailey
A. F. Smith
G. H. Reay and L. Negbaur
H. C. Berlin and G. H. Jones
H. C. Berlin and G. H. Jones

W. Smith
J. Price and W. Lewis
W. Lewis, J. Pi-ice, and F. Naylor .

G. Mallory
T. E. King
A. Smith
R. N. Eagle
W. Mont Storm
W. Mont Storm
C. Sharps
C. Callaghan
W. H. andG. W. Miller

V. Fogety, R. E. Robbins, and F.
W. Andrews.

C. Sharps
W. H. Elliott

American Fire Escape and Fire-
men's Ladder Company.

J. B. Ryan
A. J. Redway
H. H. Welch
W. Perry
R. M. Livingston
A. and C. Clow
A. R. Sprout
A. R. Sprout
F. Grosjean
N. S. Shaler
J. and T. lusuU
P. Keenan and E. O'Connor
C. Truesdale and W. Resor & Co .

.

H. McDonald
J. R. Grout

E. A. Pond and S. M. Richardson
H. L. Stuart
T. D. Ledyard
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Invention or Discovery. Name of Patentee,

Gas on steamboats and other vessels, Supplying
Gas works, Hydraulic mains of

Gate
Gate, Farm
Gauge, Steam
Generator, Steam
Generator, Steam
Glass, articles of, or other vitreous material, Oraamenting.

.

Governor, engine, Steam
Grain Separator
Grate bar
Grate, Furnace
Grinding and polishing surfaces and forming emery wheels .

H.

Hammers and stamps, Operating.
Handle for implements
Handle, Tea and coffee pot
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester

Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.
Harvester.

Harvester
Harvester, Corn
Harvester cutter
Harvester cui ter bar connection
Harvester cutter bar connection
Harvester cutter bar connection
Harvester rake
Harvester rake
Harvester rake
Harvester rake
H arvester rake
Jl arvesters. Cutting device for
Harvesters, Pitman connection for
Harvesters, Raising and lowering the cutter of
Harvesting machine
Hats, bonnets, <fcc., Fabric for
Heel stiflFecer

He-1 stiffeiier
,

Hides and leather, Stretching and preparing
Hides and other animal tissues for the manufacture of various

articles, Preparing.
Hinge, Spring
Hinge, Spring
Hoe
Hoe cultivator, Horse
Hoe, Horse
Holier. Spring, for wiping cloths.
Hook, Clothes
Hoops. Catting
Hopple and fetter
Hops, Straining
Horse power
Horse power
Horse shoe

I.

Ice in rivers and harbors, Obstructing
India-rubber roller

N. Treadwell
N. Stanley
E. Kemper
A. C. Teel
E. Quinn
C. V. Jauriet
C. F. Jauriet
A. Schwitter
A. Brown
P. Geiscr
L. B. Tupper
E. Langen
The New York Quartz Company.

C. K. James and N. "W. Condict, jr .

T. R. Timby
G.B. llalsted

C. Aultman
A. J. Holman
A. J. Holman
W. N. Whitely, J. Fassler, and 0.

S. Kelly.
A. J. Holman .•

R. T. Campbell
R. Holfheius
A. R. Reese
C. Wheelei', jr

C. Wheeler, jr

P. Sylla and A. Adams
C. Wheeler, jr

J. W. Bope
C. Wheeler, jr

W.N. Whiteley
T. Brett
R. Bryson
W. N. Whitely, J. Fassler, and O.

S. Kelly.
H. L. Hopkins
G. Green
G. Stone
G. AV. D. Culp and W. J. Keeney .

.

G. W. D. Culp and W. J. Keeuey ..

G. W. D. Culp and W. J. Keeney .

.

C. Aultman
A. R. Reese
A. R. Reese
A. R. Eeese
A. R. Reese
C. Wheeler, jr

H. L. Wanzer
C. Wheeler, jr

D. J, Marvin
Modena Hat Company
J. A. Greene
J. A. Greene i

I. W. Dawson
New England Vulcanite Company.

C. E. Stanley
C. E. Stanley
T. R. Timby
R. B. Dunn and J. C. Flint

R. B. Dunn and J. C. Flint
H. Johnson
H. U. Whitmarsh and S. S. Putmau
M. Reed
R. N. Eagle
L. H. Whitney
E. Totman
S. and A. Perry
O. P. Magill and T. Poultney

Inkingrollers. pads.and other printing purposes.Compcsition for
Inkstand, Barometer
Insulator for telegraph wires

P. Voorhis
J. B. Forsyth
L. Francis and C. H. Loutrel.
T. S. Hudson
D. Brooks
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Invention or discoverv.

Jars, fruit, Sealing

K.
Knife
Kiiiie, Mincing
Knife 8harpener
Knobs, door, Fastening, to their spindles

Labels to bottles, Attaching.
Lamp ,

.

Lamp
Lamp
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lantern
Lap joint

Leather and hides, Stretching and preparing
Leather, Creating, slicking, and skiving
Leather, Scouring ,

Leather, Stretching
Lightning rod
Liquids, saccharine, Applying sulphurous acid gas in the

deflection of.

Lock, Permutation
Locomotive head lights ,

Locomotives, Increasing traction in

Loom
Looms, Picker staif motion for.

I^oonis, Picker staff motion for.

Looms, Picker staff motion of..

Looms, Koller temple for

M.

Mattress, Spring
Meat chopper
Meat, fruit, and other substances, Preserving
Melodeon ;

Melodeons. Swell for

Metals, sheet. Grinding .

Meter. Spirit

Milk, Cooling ,

MUl, Cider

Mill, Cider

-

Mill, Grinding
Mill, Sugar cane
Mosaic veneer
Motion, Stopping and changing.
Mower and reaper
Mowing and reaping machine.

.

Mowing machine
Mowing machine
blowing machine
Muffs, Ear, cheek, and chin.

Nail and tack .

Kecktie holder

.

Kt-edle

Kuts, Making .

N.

Oiler
Oil, hydrocarbon,

thereirom.
Oil, hydrocarbon

ih«refiom.
Opaque pigments
Opaque pigments
Ordnance, Operating

Refining and utilizing waste products

Refining and utilizing waste products

Name of Patentee.

W. H. Lyman

L Merritt
H. M.. Remington.
J. Meyer, jr

D. Skidmore

E. E.Walton
A. J. Walker
W. W. Blackmar
T. S. Williams and P. S.Page.
E. N. Jfnkius
J. H. Miltimore
A.B. Ely
W. Westlake and J. F. Dane .

W. Westlake and J. F. Dane ,

H. Underwood
I. W. Dawson
C. C. Bellows
P. Jewell & Sons
I. W. Dawson
N. Brittan

N. P. Poindexter

G. Thompson and H. Mitchell

J. Carton
C. W. r. Krausch
G. Crompton
The Amoskeag Manufacturing Co
The Amoskeag Manitfacturing Co
E. H. Graham and W. Rouse
H. Keyser

R. Stillwell and A. D. Farrell

Met. Wash. Mch. Co ,

N. S. Shaler
La Fayette Louis

G. A. Prince, C. E. Bacon, and C.

F. S. Thomas.
The Bridgeport Brass Co
J. G. Allen
W. Peck
W. N. Whiteley, J. Fassler, and O.

S. Kelley.

W. N. Whiteley, J. Fassler, and O.
S. Kelley.

E. P. Baugh ,

S. L. Deuney
O. Heinigke and M. Laemmel
G. L. Lincoln and Co ,

R. T. Campbell ,

P. V. Staats, A. R. Reese, C. S.

Melick, A. J. Farraud, G.Sweeney,
J. W. Dean and R. Slicker.

C. C. More
P. V. Staats ,

P. V. Staats ,

W. P. Ware

O. L. Bassett, T. R. Bearse, and W.
Wilber.

J. A. Eshleman
C. P. S. VVardnell

W. E. Ward

J. Brough ton.
II. Pembertou

H. Pemberton

D. L. Bartlett and G. H. Hunt
D. L. Bartlett aud G. H. Hunt
C. Perley
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Invention or discovery.

Ores and coal, Desulphurizing
Over shoe
Oxides, metallic, Purifying

P.

Packing for stuffing steam and other engines

Pails, Graining
Paint for ships' bottoms
Pan, l^iii^t

Paper, Cutting
Paper, Cutting
Paper cu , ling machine .'

Paper, Making thick
Paper pu

!
p

Paper pulp
Paper pulp
Paper stock, Washing
Parasol and fan

Pavement, "Wooden
Pegsjing machine
Pegging machine, Hand
Pen and pencil case
Pen and pencil case
Pencil and pen case
Pencil and pen case
Pencil point protector
Petroleum and other liquids, Distilling

Phospiioric acid and phosphates for use in pi'eparationof food
and for other purposes.

Pigments, Opaque
Pigments, Opaque ^
Pipe cutter
Pipe, Tobacco
Pi>t(in pump
Planing mf.chiue, "Wood
Planter, Corn and cotton seed
Planting, Machine for

Plow

Name of patentee.

Plow
Plow, Snow
Plow, Snow
Pocket-i)ook
Powders, &c., Putting up
Press, Printing
Pulley attachment for raising weights
Pumps, railroad, Operating
Pum p, .Steam
Pump, well. Deep
Punching apparatus
Ivailway, Elevated ,

Ilai>iiis, Removing seeds from
Rake fi :r reaping machine
Rake, Har stei

Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Plarvestcr
Rake, Harvester
Rake, Hor.se
Rake, Horse
Rake, Horse
Reaper and mower
Reaping and mowing machine

J. J. Storer
H. G. Tyer.
A. Monuier.

Reel. Harvester
Refrigcrat or

,

Refrigerator and cooking apparatus
Itein-holder, Driving
Rice, Huiiing
Rin g. Clench
Roller, India-rubber
Roller.^ puds, and other printing purposes, Composition for

inking.
Roof and ceiling, Fire-proof
Roofing, Conlpo^ition for
Roofing, Composition for, and for other purposes
Roofing, Composition for, and for other purposes
Roofiug fabrics, Preparing.

,

R. Burr and the Silver Lake Manu-
facturing Co.

J. R. and A. J. Cross
J. G. Tarr and A. H, Wonson
J. H. Rohrman
H. Law
H. Law
W. Smith
S.G. Levis
J. B. Falser and G. Howland
J. B. Falser and G. Howland
J. B. Falser and G. Howland
H. W. Peaslee
G.Mallory
S. Nicolson
A. B. Ely
W. N. Ely
W. S. Hicks
L. A. Heely
W. S. Hicks
L. A. Heely
G. Merritt

C. H. Hall
The Rumford Chemical Works

D. L. Bartlett and G. H. Hunt
D. L. Bartlett and G. H. Hunt
J. Balmore
G. W. Francis and W. L. Woods. -

.

D. S. Wood
J. Whitney
C. C. Garfett
J.G. Clark
B. Volkmann
T. E. C. Brinsley
S . Richards
S. Richards
J. F. Dubber
H.Sawyer
G. P. Gordon
G. W. Gregory
S. IMoss

L. C. Rodier and J. B. Gardiner...
R. Corneiius
N. C. Stiles

P. Andrew
H. Locke
A. R. Reese
C. F. Davis
C. Aul man
L. C. Reese
S. S. and J. G. Sherman
A. R. Reese
A. R. Reese
A. R. Reese
R. Bryson
A. R. Reese
S. E. Ament
J. D. Jones
R. F. Campbell
P. V. Starts, A. R. Reese. C. C.

Welick, A. J. Farrand, G. Sv/ee-

ney, J. W. Dean, and R. Sliker.

W. N. Whiteley
JI. C. Longacre
I. NeuVnirg
P.. B. Ilotchkiss

R. Anderson
G. M. Patten
J. B Forsyth
L. Francis and C. H. Loutrel

J. Gilbert....
J. P. Cowing.
R. B. Smith .

.

W. L. Potter .

A. Robinuon..
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Invention or Diticovery. Name of Patentee.

Safes, 1)urglar-proof, Construction of, and in the materials for

the same.
.Saw
Sawiu g machine
Saws, Swage for sharpening
Scissors sharpener
Screw heads, Nicking
Seat and couch, Car -

Seed, clover. Bolting and cleaning
Seeding machine
Seeding machine
Seine net
S ewing m achine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Shade fixture

Shears
Sheep, Shearing
Sheep, Shearing
Sheep, Sbeariug
Sheepskins, Cleaning and softening
Shin gle machine
Shingle machine
Shoe heels. Cutting and finishing.

.

Shoe pad for horses' feet

Skate
Skirt

Soda-water apparatus
Sofa bedstead
Soles, Water-proof
Spelling block
Spinning frames, Lubricating the bearing of
Spoon and fork
Spring holder for wiping cloths

Spring, Volute
Stamps and hammers, Operating
Stamp, Hand
Stamps, post office, to letters, Affixing
Stove, Base-burning
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Cooking
Stove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Srove, Heating
Stove, Heating
Stoves, Heating and other
Stump extractor
Sugar evaporator
Sugar machine. Centrifugal
Sulphurous acid gas in the deflection of saccharine liquids.

Applying.
Switch, Railway

Tack and nail.

Tacks, Capping
Tan bark and other materials, Obtaining the extractive matter

of, by displacement.
Tank, Oil
Tanning

Tanning
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tie, Cotton-bale
Tile and brick for roofing
Tobacco, chewing, Prepai'ing. ..

W. and "W. H. Terwelliger and
J. S. Lockwood.

E. M. Boynton :

S. M. Nickerson
J. E. Emerson
H. D. Ward and W. A. Richardson.
G. L. Morris
H. Allen
J. C. Birdsell

W. P. Penn
H. L. and C. P. Brown
W. E. Hooper and Sons
A.B. Ely
A.B. Ely
A.B. Ely
A.B.Ely
J. E. A. Gibbs
C. Hodgkins
C. Hodgkins
S. Hartshorn
Barnard, Son & Co
R. B. Walker and L. Miller
R. B. Walker and L. Miller
R. B. Walker and L. Miller

J. M. Brown
C. S. Burt
C. S.Burt
The McKay Heeling Machine Co
S. Adlam, jr

P. Smith
J. E. Lucas, J. P. Arej", and C. G.
Howard.

E. Bigelow
C. F. Martine
The Waterproof Sole Co
S. L. Hill

A. H. Gilman
F. Grosjean
H. Johnson
J. Hobart
C. R. James and N. W. Condict, jr..

D. IL Chamberlain
R. Hoe «& Co
D. G. Litilefield

D. E. Paris
D. E. Paris
J. J. Savage
J. C. Henderson
D. E. Puris
W. A. Barlow
W. A. Barlow
C. Joiies

S. B. Sexton
J. C. Henderson
LHicks..-..
F. Farquhar and R. E. Doan
A . Mackey -

N. P. Poindexter

M. Smith

O. L. Bassett, T. R. Bearse, and W.
B.Wilber.

J. C. Rhodes
W. H. Burridge

J. B. Butten and H. Pierce
B. H. McNulty, W. Kern, and S.

Bonsall.

J. JM. MuUer
Z. W. Lee
C. W. Wailey
G. N. Beard
J. W. Branch and J. Crookes
R. O. Lowrey
C. W. Sweet and J. F. Greene
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Tobacco pouch.
Top, Toy
Trap, Animal ..

Truck, Hand ..

Tunnel, Marine

Tuyei'e

.

Valve, engine. Steam
Valve gear for steam engines
Valve, Safety
Veneer, Mosaic
Vessels' holds, Discharging bilge-water from
Vise

W,

Wagon
Warp-dressing frame
Washing machine. Barrel
Weaving corded fabrics
Wheel, Carriage
Wheels, emery, Forming and grinding, and polishing stirfaces

Wheels of horse-powers, harvesters, &c., Casting the driving
Whey, cream from, Extracting
Window sasli fastener
Window sash fastening
Wire, Hoop-skirt
Wire, skirt, Manufacture of

Wringer, Clothes.
Wringer, Clothes.
Wringer, Mop
Wringing clothes.

Wringing machine roller.

Name of Patentee,

W. Sims
F. O. and W. W. Tucker
C. Willson
P. H. Hinnes
The American Submarine Tunnel
Company.

J. Bayliss

J. D. Shepard
Putman Machine Company
II. Waterman
O. Heinigke and M. Laemmel.
A. Hermann
J. S. Hoar

E. Huson
A. M. Damon
J. Peacock
W. Smith
J. Raddin and G. W, Chipman
The New York Quartz Company...
E. P. Russell
K. Egger
H. G. Arnold
M. B. Staflford

J. N, M clntire ,

The Silver Skirt and Wire Manufac-
turing Company.

A. J . Sergeant
A . J. Sergeant
W, and W, S. Gillett

The Bailey Washing and Wringing
Machine Company.

The Bailey V\'^ashing and Wringing
Machine Company. #

No.

2, .5(51

2, f)73

2, :m
2, 8U4

2, 5U4

2,811

2,646
2,754
2,675
2, 653
2,713
2,606

2,500
2, 526
2, 761
2, 656

2, 572
2, .501

2, 702
2, 505
2, 821
2,5<)8

2,715
2,485

2, 652
2, 82!)

2, 658
2,609

2,547

EXTENSIONS.

A.

Alarm, Electro-magnetic.

B.

Beam, metal, Sheet
Books, Covering the back of
Boots and shoes, Pegging
Boots and shoes, Pegging
Boots and shoes, Pegging
Boots and shoes. Pegging
Boots and shor s. Pegging
Boots and shoes. Pegging
Bottles, Ornamenting
Box, Anti friction

Button backs, and connecting the eyes thereto, Forming

Drilling stono

Fabric, Warp-knit.

Gas apparatus, Portable.
Gold, Preparing
Grain separator

Hat bodies, Shrinking

L. A. Pope

.

R. Montgomery
S. M. Elder
J. J. Greenough, (1)

J. .]. Greenough, (2)

J. J. Greenough, (3)

J. J. Greenough, (4)

J. J. Greenough, (5)

.

J. J. Greenough, (6)

L. Q. C. Wishart . .

.

G.Y.Perry
J.C.Cook

J. J. Couch

J.M

W. andM. Stratton.
A..r. Watts
J. R. Moftitt

J. S. Tavlor

9,812
9,886

10, 427
10, 427
10, 427
10, 427
10,427
10, 4-J8

1,161
9,9)2
9,146

9,415

9,719

9, 568
9, 691

9, 432

9,700
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Invention or Discovery.

Irregular forms, Turning

K.

Knitting machine.
Knitting machine.

Knitting machine.

Lamp, Spirit

Loom, (No. 1)

Loom, Power, (Xo. 2) ,

Loom, Power, (No. 3)

Looms, Teruple for

Loomi, treadle of, Operating

M.

Metals, Grinding and sharpening.
Mill, Cider
Millstones, Eye for

Mop head
Mortising, machine

N.

Nut machine

.

P.

Paper, Copying
Paper file

Paper, Pulp from wood, &c. for the manufacture of, (No. 1)..

Paper pulp, |?reating wood and other vegetable substances
in the manufacture of, (No. 2.)

Pills, Making
Planter, Seed, (reissue No. 1.03(5)

Planter, Seed, (reisi-ue No. 1,037)

Planter, Seed, (reissue No. 1,038)

Planter, Seed, (reissue No. 1, (j39)

Plow, Cultivator

S.

Saw
Saws, reciprocating. Driving
Screw blanks, Pointing and threading.
Screw blanks, rivets, &c., Heading ...

Scythe fastening
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Sewing machine
Ships, Side light for

Socket for auger handles and braces. .

.

Spoon handle
Stove, Cooking

Tunnel, Submarine
Turning irregular forms

U.

Umbrella covers, Hemming and cording

.

V.

Valve of steam engines, Balance slide

Vessels, Supporting the topping lift and peak-halyard blocks
of sail.

Name of Patentee.

L. Ward

D. Tainter
M. Marshall, W.
Tyng.

J.Mee

Aldrich, and L. B.

A.J.Walker...
C. Duckworth .

.

C. Duckworth .

.

C. Duckworth .

.

S. Dutcher
R. W. Andrews .

S. Darling.
J. Krauser.
E. Munsen.
H. >Lnch..
J. GuUd...

J, Rees and R. Crichton

W.Mann
H. L Smith
C. Watt & H. Burgess...
C. Watt and H. Burgess.

E. A. Pond ...

G. W. Brown.
G. W. Brown.
G. W. Brown.
G. W. Brown.
W.S.Hyde...

G. N. Reed and P. L. Tuttle
I. Brown
T.J.Sloan
W.E. Ward
P. Frost
J.E. A.Gibbs
W. Wickersham
W. H. Johnson
E. Bidden
A. H. SIcKinley
G. Sharp
G.F.Filley

W. Miller.

L. Ward-

.

S. C. Blodgett.

R. Waddell
W. and S. B. Colomau.

Weaving corded fabrics W. Smith
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DESCRIPTIONS AND CLAIMS OF PATENTS

ISSUED IN THE YEAR 1867.

ILLUSTRATED WITH ENGRAVINGS.

60,65S.—I. H. Abell, East Hampton, Conn.—
Fastening Sleigh Bells.—January 1, 18G7.—The in-

verted ends of the hooks are rebcnt so as to form
catches, Tvhich spring out and retain the sleigh bell

in position.

Claim.—The spring hooks & of the catch B, adapted
to cnte^ the slot a of the bell, and hold the bell by the
expansion of the shanks of the hooks, in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

60,659.—D. D. Adams, Brookline, Mass.—»S'ca/-

fold.—-January 1, 1867.—The frames which support
the floor have adjustable connecting rods and pawl
and brace ai-ms, "by which they ai-e attached to the
corner blocks aud brick work.
Claim.—First, an improved scaffold, formed by

combining the front rails C, the central rails A, the
back raUs'D, the side bars B, the pawls H, the corner
blocks E, and connecting rods I with each other, the
various parts being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein described and for the pm'pose set
forth.

Second, the combination of the braces K and brace
hangers L, constructed as described with each other
and'with the side bars B and front rails C, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

60,660.—George Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Coating Fabrics tuiih Fuid or Semi-
fluid Substances.—January 1, 1867.—The lower roller

is covered with rubber, aud its lower surface is sub-
merged in the adhesive solution in the trough. The
paper or other fabric is passed between the two rollers

and its lower sm'face coated with the solution.
Claim.—The employment, substantially in the man-

ner described, of the gum-elastic roUer D and the
rigi<l roUer E for transferring fluid or semi-fluid sub-
stances to fabrics in the manner described.

60,661.—:N". B. Allex, l^ewport, E. l.—Boat
Detaching Apparatus.—January 1, 1867.—The boat
is sustained by the down-cmwed ends of tlie longi-
tudinal rods, and freed by theii* inversion, wluch may
be accomplished by a universal joint at their connec-
tion, or by gearing to another bar.
Claim.—The hooks C which are secured to the bars

A, or their equivalents D E, and which are operated
by the lever B, substantially as and for the pui'pose
herein shown and described.

60,662.—W. D. Andrews, ISTew York, :N". Y.—
Steam Generator.—JamxaYj 1, 1867.—The fire box ex-
tends the whole length of the boiler, and in a combus-
tion chamber beyond are apertures forthe introduction
of air. The caloric current is returned through tubes
in the water space to the ascending flue or chimney.
Claim.—A boiler having a fireplace extending over

its entire horizontal area, with the exception of a nar-
row water-space surrounding it dud a scries of tubes,
whether one or more, passing horizontally through the
water-space above the fireplace, when the saill fire-
space and the said tube or tubes are connected by and
coramuuicate tlirough a combustion chamber formed
outside the boiler, having openings, adjustable or
otherwise, for tlie admission of atmospheric air
thereto, aud an opening or openings passing thi-ough

the water-space surrounding the fireplace and com-
municating with the latter, when the Avhole is con-
structed and arranged so as to operate substantially
in the manner described and for the purpose specified.

60,663.—Ellicott D. Averell, IsTew York, ;Nr.

Y.

—

Ruling Paper by Electro-Magnetism.—Januarj
1, 1867.—Improvement on his patent of June 12, 1866.
The electro-magnet at one end of the pen board of
the ruling machine is combined with an armature aud
break-cu'cuit finger to raise aud lower the gang of pens.
Clnim.—ThG application of an electro-magnet ibr

the pm-pose of ruling .paper in combination with the
circuit-breaker finger F, in the manner and substan-
tially as describedln the foregoing.

60,664.—Albert Ball, "Windsor, Vt., assignor
to himself and 'Windsor Manufacturing Cojipanv,
same place.

—

Cartridge Retractor for Breech-loading
Fire-arms.—January 1, 1867.—The opening of tho
carrier block operates upon a notched plate pivoted
on the same screw to withdi'aw the shell of the cart-
ridge. A spring retains this plate in its open or
closed position, and also withdi-aws thefhell.
Claim.—First, the carrier block B, in combination

with the shoulder r of the rotating ejector, or equiva-
lents, for the purpose of creating the gradual move-
ment of the cartridge shell when the carrier block is

being swung open, as described.
Second, the operating spring S, in combination with

the notch n and shoulder w of the rotating ejector, or
equivalents, for the pm'pose of creating the Jerk move-
ment and restricting the same, as described.

Third, the combination of the spring and hinge
and ejector, to hold the carrier block open or shut.
Fourth, the combination of the spring, and hinge,

and ejector, and carrier block aud ways, to cast the
cartridge shell out when the ejector is operated by
opening the carrier block, as and for the purposes sub-
stantially described.

60,665.—George A. Banta, N"ew York, IST. Y.—
Refrigerator.—Jamiavj 1, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, an ice box for a refrigerator lined
with slate, in combination with ah' passages sun'ound-
iug said ice box, thi-ough which air circulates to and
from the reCi-ig-erator and is cooled by contact with
the exterior of such slate ice box, substantially as
specified.

Second, in a refrigerator, the perforated trough m,
receiving the water that comes from the ice box and
delivering it through a series of small holes, so as to

flow over the outside of a ban-cl or other vessel for

cooling its liquid contents, as set forth.

Thu'd, a receptacle for Avater iu a refrigerator,

formed of slates iu the manner specified, so that the
water shall be cooled by the air circulating in contact
with its exterior surface, as set forth.

Foiu'lh, the ascending air passage 7 and descending
passage 8, in combination with the ascending air pas-

sageslo and descending passage 12, Avhereby the air

is caused to travel around the ice box in passing to
and from the chamber of the refrigerator, as set forth.

Fifth, the valve 13, in combination with the aii- pas-

sages 11 and 14, whereby said valve can be employed
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for closing the passage 11 for Tentilating the refriger-

ator, or opening it for effecting a circulation of"the
air, as set forth.

60,666.—Archibald H. C. Barber, Clinton,
HI.

—

Grain Dryer.—Jannary 1, 1867.—Air is forced
through the annular cliambers of drums -within a fur-

nace, and then through a cylinder containing a rotary
gauze screen, through which the grain passes.
Claim.—The hollow rings G and connecting inpes

H, constructed as described, in comlDinatiou with each
otiier and with the furnace of a drying kiln, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

60,667.-1^. H. Barbour, l?"ew York, K". T.—
Peat Machine.—January 1, 1867 ; antedated Decem-
ber 21, 1866.—The revolTing cylinder is mounted on a
hollow stationary shaft, and has a series of molds,
which extend from the periphery to the hollow shaft.

The peat passes thi'ough an opening in the shaft to
the molds, which arc'fitted with plungers operated
by cams. A segment retains the peat in the mold
while it is being compressed, and after the mold has
passed the segment the compressed block is dis-

chai-ged and falls on the ch'Qte, which conducts it out
of the machine at the end of the lioUow cylinder oppo-
site that at which it was received.

• Claim.—Fii"st, the revolving annular cylinder A,
provided with a series of holes a and plungers B,
which revolve with said cylinder in conAination with
the hollow shaft E, stamp seat Gr, and cams H J K,
constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, feeding the material to be compressed

through one end of the hollow sliaft and discharging
it thi'ougli the other, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

Third, making the cam H adjustable, substantially
as and for the pm'pose described.

60,668 John H. Barnes, Brooklyn, ]Sr. T.—
Grooved Wheel or Pulley.—Januaiy 1, 1867; ante-
dated December 2, 1866.—Portions of the rims of the
grooved pulley are cut away at intervals on alternate
sides, for saftty in carrying the rope and for economy
in material.
Claim.-^A grooved wheel or puUey having the op-

posite sides of the groove entirely cut away or re-

moved, substantially as described, so as to permit the
wheel or pulley to lie cast or stnick up, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

60,669.—W. B. Bartraii, Danbury, Conn.—
Sewing Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The shaft by
being turned baclcward reverses the feed, making no
other change in the sewing. The tension device is a

flass cylinder surrounding the spool, and capable of
eing turned on its axis to tighten the coil of thread

about it. The loop plays in"a path at right angles
to the line of feed. The motion of the looping hook
is at right angles to that of the feed, and may be
actuated by a cam on the driving shaft or an obliquely
slotted longitudinally reciprocating sleeve on the hook
shaft. The upper frame is laterally adjustable on the
stand to tighten the belt. The spool is placed in, and
the thread issues from the side of a cylinder having
rotaiy adjustment to regulate the tension bv the
length of thread coiled upon it. The needle arm is

actuated l»y a pin projecting Irom a ring having play
in an eccentric groove of the driving disk. A wrist
pin plays in the spreading notch of a lever connected
to the feed bar by a set screw, by which the rate of
feed is regulated.
Claim.—Fivat, the looping hook E, when arranged

in a sewing machine having a reversible feed so as to

move in a plane at right angles to the line of feed,

and so timed to the movement of the needle that the
two will operate in proper relation to each other with-
out regai'd to the dii'cction in which the feed is

moving.
Second, the combination of the driving A\'heel D

and pulley C of a sewing machine when they arc ar-

ranp-ed so that the distance between them may be
varied by sliding the machine sideways upon its table

and scciiriug it by the devices shown!
Third, the adjustable tension cylinder O, constructed

and operating substantially as set forth.

Foiii-ih, the combination of tlie eccentric groove in

tjhe pulley L, tho ring M, fitted loosely in the said

groove, and the pin IN", through, which the needle arm
is actuated.

Fifth, in combination with a rectUineai' feeding
dog of a sewing machine, the tapering notched lever
J, and eccentric pin I, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

60,670.—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—Capil-
lary Material for Filling Gas andAir Carburettor.'?.—
Januai-y 1, 1867.—The material known commercially
as "Ex'celsior," and consisting of wooden fiber torn
into shreds, to form a stuffing for mattresses, &c.; is

used as a capillary material in the chambers where the
ail* or gas is carbmetted.
Claim.—An absorbent and capillary material for

gas and air carbm-ettors, composed of the substance
described and prepared substantially in the manner
set forth.

60,671.—Ernest Bazes^, Paris, France.—i?ecoy-
cring Sunken Ships.—January 1, 1867.—A gigantic
net is spread out upon the water by_ means of a mar-
ginal flexible air tube, to which it is attached by
pieces of rope, which are cut to sink the net. The
head of the net passes through a sheet iron buoy,
which settles down on to the submerged ship when
water is admitted thereinto. The expulsion of the
water constitutes the buoy the flotative agent, the net
being the grappler. A raft consisting of connected
tube5; is attached by hinged arms to a quay, and simk
beneath the ship, which is floated above and fmlher
raised by filling the tubes with air.

Claim.—Fii-st, the gigantic cast net A, or analogous
apparatus, by means of which the wi-eck or sunken
vessel may be seized or grappled, in combination with
the circular tube B, covered with cloth in caoutchouc
or any other kind of supple or waterproof material,
sustaining the net and allowing of its extension on tho
sm'face of the water, substantially in the manner and
for the pui-pose herein set forth.

Second, the floating tube E, in combination with the
air tube B, cast net A, to sustain and spread it out
on the surfhce of the water, substantially as and in the
manner hereinbefore described.

Thii'd, the lifting buoy K, traversed by a chimney,
so as to guide its immersion in a vertical manner, sub-
stantially as hereinabove described.
Fourth, the floating buoy E, in combination with

the lifting buoy K, the former serving to sir.k and
lower this latter on to the sunken vessel, substantially

as hereinbefore set forth and described.
Fifth, the cages Y, serving to build up the tempo-

rary chimney Q', in order to facilitate the moorings
above watei\ in combination with the lifting buoy K,
so as to connect ^tho cast net with the lifting buoy K,
substantially as hereinbefore set forth and described.

Sixth, the raft, serving to emerge the va'cck, sub-

stantially as hereinbefore describetl and represented
in Figm'es 9 and 10, in combination with the embank-
ment A', substantially as described.

60,672.—Frederick Bech, IS'cw York, IT. Y.

—

Glazing Poper.—January 1, 18 j7.—The sm-fiice of the

paper is covered with stearic acid and is subjected to

the action of friction rolls.

Claim.—The Avithin-described process of treating

paper with stearic acid, substantially in tho maimer
and for the pm-poses set forth.

60,673.—Matthew Bennett, Kilbourne City,

Wis.—Door Fastening.—JamiELYjl, 1867.—The spring

latch is driven into the door. The bolt unites the knobs
and works under and raises the latch. The notch iu

the stop takes hold of the plate on the outside. 'When
the latch is opposite the mortise in tho spring catch

the latter flies forAvard and engages tlie latch.

(7tai?)i.—The combination of the devices constructed

and aiTanged as described.

60,674.—HermannBerg andANDRKW Blessing,

Smithfield, Maan.-Gas Bwrncrfand ncjlretor.—Jan-
uaiy 1, 1867.—The globular reflector is surrounded by
the'burners.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a gas

burner, liaving a crlobulai" or dome-shaped reflector

arranged between the lights of thesame, substantially

i
as herein set forth.
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60,075 L. C. and M. C. Bigxall, Medina, 'N.Y.

—(St/iA-.—January 1, 1867.—The sink top is of cast

iron, rectangular outside and rounded witliin. It has

a down-curved edge to receive the top of its support-

ing- wooden frame, and an extension at one end to hold

a wooden shelf for the support of a pump.
Claihi.—The sink basin A, wlicu constructed with

flanijes a curved or recessed on the under vside to

receive the ends b of the boards -which form its sup-

port, and with right-angled exterior corners c to cor-

respond Avith the square or rectaugidar top of the

wooden support, and the rounded interior corners d,

combiucd and arranged substantially as .and for the

purjioses set forth.

Also, in combination with the sink basin A, the

extension fi-amc I, formed of a continuation of the

sides of the basin and flange a, and provided with the

shelf C, to form, in connection with said basin and
its support B, a seat or bearing for the pump, when
arranged substantially as set forth.

60,676.—Virgil W. Blaxcfiard, Bridport, Vt.—
iTfl;-i'c.v(cr.—January 1, 1867.—The two diiving cog
wheels on the axle shaft are of difierent diameters, and
engage loose pinions on another shaft, to^ which either

one may be connected by a clutch. Another clutch

u^)on tlie shaft connects it to one of two bevel wheels
ot varying diameters. By this arrangement the speed
of the' cutter bar is regulated. The front ends of the

guai-ds are vertically adjusted by set nuts upon a bolt

traversing a guide piece which embraces a cmwed bar
connected to the guard bai-. A pin in the rear- end
of the cui'ved bar has play in a Tcrtical slot of an arm
projecting forward from the frame. A short arm is

hinged to^the cm'ved bar and runs over a spring piece

of india-rubber. Its other end is held down by a pro-

jection on the guide piece, and a set screw rests on
the rubber spring to adjust the counterpoise to the
finger bar. The grain is automatically gathered and
clasped between the two vertical bent arms, and dis-

charged upon the gromid. The supporting wheel of

the cutter is on one end of a pivoted bar. The other
end rests on a rubber spring.

Claim.—¥ivst, the arrangement of the collar D with
the wheels E or P attached, or both the sliding parts

a a', or their equivalents, of the clutches G G', and the
spring II or its equivalent, all placed on the axle C to

operate in connection with the pinions I or J or both,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the clutches G G' L L' and O 0', when com-
bined and arranged with sliiling collars or sleeves, and
with variable or ditfereutial gearing, substantially as

and for.the pm-pose specified.

Third, the curved bar E , in combination with the
adjustable guide F*. arranged as shown for the pur-

pose of elevating or depressing the front ends of the
fingers or guards, as described.
Eomth, the ann K* connected to the rear side of the

cur\ed bai' E% as shown, in combination with the
adjustable guide E* connected with the bar E*, as
shown, for the purpose specified.

Eifth, the bar il* connected to the upper side of the
bar E-" by a hinge or joint c*, and provided ^-ith india-

rubber spring d", as shown, in combination with the
lip b'' on the adjustable guide E*, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Sixth, the gi'ain-discharging device, composed of
tAvo shafts P-^'Q*, arms Y*, arranged with the chains
X* and pulleys Z*, and operated automatically from
the axle C, or other suitable driving shaft, by the lever
R^, pin b**, substantially in the manner as herein set
forth.

60,677.—Thojias Boyd, Cambridgepcrt, Mass.—
Ventilator for Alining Shafts, Buildings, <Cc.—Jan-
uary 1, 1867.—The lenses conduct the sun's rays to a
chamber connected with and drawing aii- from the
space to be ventilated. The rarified air is made to
take a rotary motion as it ascends to agitate the air
and assist ventilation. Aitifieial heat comm.unicatcd
to a central globe may be made to operate in place of
solar heat.

67ai>/(.—The method of ventilating buildings, &c.,
by the use of a metallic chamber conducting the heat
of the smis rays to the air within the same, with or
without glazal orifices, operating- substantially as
described.

Also, the combination of the above-described metal-
lic chamber, having glazed orifices, with an interior

metallic surface, whether globulai* or of other form, so
arranged as to receive the heating rays of the sun iiud
radiate the heat to the ah- within the chamber, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Also, the employment of orifices in the metallic
chamber fitted with plain p:lass lenses or otlier trans-
lucent material, to ahow the direct transmission of the
sun's rays to the air within the said metallic chamber,
operating substantially as described.
Also, in combination with the abo^-e, the vibrating

cap G, operating substantially as described, for the
pm-pose set forth.

Also, the use of the tubes a b, so arranged as to pro-
duce a rotary motion of the air within the ch.amber A,
substantially as described.
AJso, the use of one or more twisted or smooth tubes

e.f, in combination with the chamber A, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, introducing artificitd heat from a fm-nace or
other heating apparatus into the hollow ball D and
chamber A, so as to heat the same and increase tiio

upward cm-rent in the absence of the sim's rays, sub-
stantially as described.

60,678.—Jacob E. Bresee, Middleton, ]S^. Y.—
Gfi^c—January 1, 1867.—The slats of the trellis gate
are pivoted at the intersections, so that the whole can
be condensed laterally toward the hinge post. TTho
gate is sustained on arms whose forward ends form
two of the slats, but whose rear ends are enlai-gcd,

and iilay in diagonal passages in the gate post. The
lower one is pivoted, and the upper has an anti-fric-

tion roller at the end.
Claim,.—Attaching the gate B to the gate post A,

provided with a diagonal guide, as described, by means
of the crossed bai-s C D, arranged aud operating sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

60,679

—

George Bricker, Sr., Newville, Pa.,
assignor to himself and S. I. Irvin, same place.

—

Fur-
niture Polish and Restorer.—January 1, 1867.—The
polish is composed of alcohol, sandarac or other gum,
aud prepared gall.

Claim.—A farniture polish or polish restorer com-
pounded of an alcoholic solution of gum and gaU, sub-
stantially as described.

60,680.—Eranklix H. Browx, Chicago, El.,
assignor to himself and James E. Griffix, samo
place.

—

Coal Oil Stove.—January 1, 1867.—The burner
consists of an anmdar trough with a horizontal dia-
phragm, beneath which is placed wicking and above
it incombustible porous material. Above the burner
is a funnel-shaped deflector which admits of inversion,
in which case it acts as a concentrator of heat to the
central hole. The supply of bu.rning fluid is regulated
by a screw valve.
Claim.—Eii'st, the reversible heat deflector E, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified and shown.

*

Second, in combination with a stove constructed sub-
stantially as herein described, the bai-ner L, provided
with a passage beneath the perforated paritions a to
eflect an equal diffusion of the oil through the bm-uer,
when arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with a burner L," constructed
as described, the reservoir J, the tube M, provided
with a slot m, aud the plug IS: , operating substantially
as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the deflector E and plato
D, when arranged within the stove, substantially as
-described.

Eifth, in combination with a stove constructed sub-
stantially as described, the plate A and passage B,
when arranged sid:)stantially as aud for the purposea
set forth.

60,681 .—J. HAJiiLTOxBROWX,TVatertown, Mass.
—Hand Feggitig Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The
spiral spring is placed inside the plunger so as to allow
of the whole surface of the latter acting as a guide. A
single blow upon the plunger head moves the instru-
ment the distance between the pegs, di-ives the pegging
awl , severs the peg and drives it into the hole previously
made. The peg strip is carried forward by a spring
follower, and is presented sideways of the grain.
Claim.—ThG plunger E, made hollow for the recep-

tion of the spring d, substantially as iuid for the pur-
pose set forth.
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Also, the plunger Y, witli its exterior surface so

formed as to give to the lever J the required move-
ments for causing the knife E to cut a single peg on
the commencement of the dovmvrard stroke of the
plunger, for the purpose specified.

Also, the plunger F, with its groove k and exterior

surface so formed as to cause the lever K to operate
the feeding point, substantially as set forth.

Also, the table L, so formed'that in connection -with

the leverK a imiform sliding and rocking motion, viz

:

down and forward, up and back, wiU be given to the
feeding point, for the purpose described.
Also, the gauge plate 0, operated by its spring t, and

having the lower end q of its shank so fonned as to fit

snugly a slot of corrcsi)onding form in the plate M, by
•which it is prevented from turning therein when in

use after adjustment, substantially as described.
Also, the pin 12 or its equivalent, for performing the

double office of kcyiag the awl and j)cg diiver to the,

plunger, as set forth.

Also, the removable head G- for confining the spring
d within the plunger F, substantially as described.

60,682.—LewisBuddBruex, IS'ewTork, IS'.T.—
Seiving Machine.—January 1, 18G7.—This is an adap-
tation of the "Sibley" or " Bruen"' attachment to the
elliptic hook machines which employ a looper describ-

ing tin elliptic path about the lower disk bobbin ; such
attachment enables these machines to make the lock
stitch, the Grover and Baker stitch, or tlu'ee or more
threaded stitch.

Claim.—FiY&t, the devices described, attached to

the cloth iilate of eUiptie-hook macliines, constructed
and operatiug substantially as explained, for forming
double loop and three or more thread stitches thereby
at pleasm-e.
Second, the combination of cloth plate D, elliptic

hook F, with or without bobbin G, needle arm C,
tkread canier P, and the other usual and essential

operative parts of elliptic-hook machines, constructed
and operatiug together substantially as and for the
pm-poses described.

Thii'd, remover S, to withdraw the threads from the
line of travel of the hook, substantially as described.

60,683.—WiLLLurBuRLDvGAME, Exctcr, ]Sr. H.—
Making Jieamers.—January 1, 18G7.—The cutters and
shanks of steel are placed in the mold and the melted
ii'on run thi'ough until a partial weld takes place
between the iron and steel.

Claim.—The reamer consisting of the cast-iron

body A, steel cutters B, and steel shank C, when con-
structed as herein shown and described, as and for the
pm-pose specified.

60,684.—Saxford S. Burr, Dedham, Mass.—
Cnb and Walking ^tooZ.—January 1, 1867.—The stool

top is divided centrally, and each section has a descend-
ing frame which is so pivoted that it may be tm-ned
out and form an extension. The rockers have hinged
connections to the stool frame, and are folded up whea
liot in use.

Claim.—The combination of a crib or cradle with
a walking stool in one piece of furniture, constracted
and operated substantially as above described and for

the purposes above set forth.

Also, the frame A B and C, resting upon casters 6,

and connected by pivot at o with the top H and its

connections, and by the bar D with the rocker F, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

Also, the rocker F attached to a walldng stool, con-
strmcted and operating substantially as herein shown
and for the purposes above set forth.

Also, the top n with its connections J and K, piv-

oted at 0, constructed and operating substantially as

herein shov»-n and for the pmposes above set forth.

60,6g5»—'WiLLLWi Cadt, Mai-ietta, Ohio.—OiZ
Filler.—January 1, 16G7.—The oil is placed in the
upper tank and allowed to flow into the lower division

of the filter, wMch division contains water. In tlie

filter is a horizontal perforated plate, having a sheet

of flannel on its lower side, through which the oil

ascends. xV pipe opening into the water space may
convey steam thereinto.

Claim.—First, the process substantially as herein
described of filtering and depriving pelrolciira of its

eaithy impurities by passing the same under a head or
pressure, through a suitably heated medium or fluid

of superior density, in an upward course or dii-ection.

through a filtering diaphragm or medium, essentially
as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the oil tank A and fil-

tering vessel I), having a lower chamber C covered
by a filtering cloth or diaphi-agm, also provided with
a"^suitable hcliting device or contrivance and aiTanged
below the level of the tank with which it is connected,
substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

60,686.—James CAiR>rES, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Molding Turhine ^Yheels.—January l', 18ti7.—The
cores for the inter-bucket spaces are placed around
the pattern, and sand rammed between them and the
flask. The pattern is then raised. The cores are so
deep as to have a bearing against each other at their
periphery beyond the biicket flukes.

Claim.—Forming the molds for the buckets of tur-
bine wheels by means of the cores C, without the use
of a pattern, the said cores having a close fit outside
of the bucket spaces h, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

60,687—F. B. Carleton. Cambridge, Yt—Elas-
tic Hoof Pad.—JanuaiT 1, 1867.—A band surrounds
the hoof at its crest, with flexible projections to pre-
vent injury from "interfering."
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an elas-

tic hoof pad constructed substantially as described
and represented.

60,688.—Tho^ias B. Carroll, Xoblesville, Ind.—
Broom ITeacZ.—January 1, 1867.—The butts of the
corn brush are inserted under the wire rings from the
upper side. They ai-e then bent down and sewed to
the thin end of the central plate.

C^«i/H.— First, the combination of the core «', core
B, T^ires C D, and corn F, secured thereto as described,
and flanged cap G, substantiidly as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the combination of the projecting wires or
railings C and D with the metallic core B, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

60,689.-A. Cavileer, Wm. McCupdy, and P.
B". TTolistox, Springfield, Ohio.—Ice Cream Freezer.
—Jaimary 1, 1867.—The anntdar cream cliamber
revolves by a horizontid hand crank, and has inclined
stitTing arms attached to its periphery. Inclined
plates "within the cylinder carry the colder liquid
upward.

Claim.—First, tlie hollow tube D open at the bot-
tom and surrounding the pivot rod E, constructed as
described, operatiug with the revolving cylinder B in
combination -with plate G, pins d, and 'strips I, to
T^'hich the upwardly-inclined lifting plates //are se-

cured, ail substantially as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the cover C and crank a, connected together
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

60,690.—G. L. Chamberlain, Marietta, Ohio.—
Combined Square and Level.—January 1, 1867.—The
leveling block has a graduated semicii'cular sc:de and
concentrically pivoted fi'aine with pointers upon it to
act as a clinometer. The pivoted frame is set to any
inclination l\v a set screw.

Claim.—The block A, having a cTaduated semicir-
cular plate C at ojie or both sides, and a level B inserted
in one edge, in combination with the adjustable fi-imie

D applied to block A, substantially as and for the pm--
pose herein set forth.

Also, the adjustable or sliding bar E in combination
with the shaft or arbor b, to which the frame D is

attached, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Also, the pins g on the projection / of one of the
strips d of the frame D, in combination with the
spring h in block A, substantiaJly as and for the pui--

pose set forth.

60,6f)l.—Charles Clifiox, Jersey City, N. J.—
Paint Jiii7.—January 1, 18()7.—The grinderand scrap-

ers are kept in contact with the side of the revolving
cylinder by adjustable weights, and are connected to

tie axial 'fixed bar. The cylinder receives motion
from a cog wlieel upon its periphery, and runs on anti-

friction rollers. The paint is fed from a l;opper by a
screw worm rotating in a pipe in the axial shaft at the
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smaller end of the cylinder, and is drawn from a pipe

at the other end.
Claim.—First, the cylinder A, in combination with

the grinder or pulverizer O, when an-anged together

and operating substantially as and for the pui'pose

described.
Second, the gi-inder or pulverizer 0, when made

hollovr, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Thii-d, the spiral screw shaft or conveyer W, or its

equivalent, when arranged within the stationaiy cen-

ter shaft C, on which th& cylinderA revolves or turns,

substantially as described,'for the pm-pose specified.

Fom1:h, removing the material ground in the cylin-

der A from the same through a pipe or tube I^, ar-

ranged or formed within the center and stationary
shaft C so as to form a communication between the
inside and outside of the cylinder.

60,692.—T7ILLIAM F. CocHRA^-E, Springfield,

Ohio.

—

Harvester.—January 1, 18G7.—The main axle
extends through the fi-ame and acts as a rock shaft

for the raising of the frame, which is accomplished by
a lever. The frame is retained to any adjustment by
a stiiTup piece, which engages one of a series of steps
on the tongue.

Clai77i.—Tho side pieces of thefr-ame with the seg-

mental slots formed in them made in one piece, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the segmeutaUy slotted frame an-anged be-

tween the wheels and in combination with the main
axle of the machine, substantially as described.

Also, the employment of the 'main axle as a rock
shaft, in combination Avith the segmentaEy slotted
frame, sliding up and down on said axle, substantially
as described.
Also, the slotted lever K, or its equivalent, con-

nected to and operating the main axle and fr-ame of
the machine, substantially as described.
Also, the combination of the slotted lever and ad-

justing stirrup Avith the segmentally slotted frame,
substahtiiilly as described.

Also, the "adjusting stirrup in combination with a
toothed rack, and a segmentally slotted fr-ame for lock-
ing the said frame when the cutting appai-atus is ad-
justed to the desu-ed height, substantially as described.

Also, the divided boxes or bearin"-s' for the crank
shaft in combination with the diA-ided tubular trans-
verse pieces or gii-ders and the tlu'ough bolts, or theii*

equivalent, substantially as described.

60,693.—TTiLLiAM F. Cochrane, Springfield,
Ohio.

—

Harvester.—January 1, 1SG7.—The fi-ame has
slots in which the axle has play in raising or lowering
the frame. This vertical adjustment of the frame is

accomplished by segmental racks which engage spur-
wheels upon the axle. The fore end of the tongue
Las adjustable link connection to the frame by which
its horizontal position may be maintained under alter-
ation in altitude.

Claim.—The combination of the main frame of the
machine with the tongue and main axle in such man-
ner that said frame may be raised and lowered bodHy,
maintaining its parallelism with or relation to the
ground at whatever height therefrom it may be ad-
justed or set. substantially as described.

Also, the combination of a pivoted swinging yoke
with a segmentally slotted frame, arranged to slide up
and downi on the main axle, substantially as described.

Also, the combination of geared segments with a
segmentally slotted fi-ame which is adjusted up and
down on the axle, substantially as described.

Also, the main axle provided with pinions and made
to operate as a rock shaft, by which, through gcai-cd
segments or their equivalents, to raise and lower the
slotted frame, substantially as desenbed.
Also, the pivoted swinging yoke in combination

with the tongue and slotted frame, substantially as
described.

Also, a swinging voke attached to the tongue and
frame, made adjustable for varying tJie movements of
the frame in raising and lowcilng the cutters, sub-
stantially as described.

60,694.—Elisha T. Colbl-rx, Boston, Mass.—
lia\hjcay Carriage TTijjdow.—January 1, 18G7.—The
moving sash of a railway carriage contains a separate
centrally hinged sash, whose fi-ee side engages behind
the extended bead piece of the outer sash.
Claim.—ThQ arrangement and application of the

auxiliary sashes C C, with the window sash B, or its

equivalent, substantially in manner and by means as
specified.

Also, the combination, as well as the arrangement
of the window frame, the main sash B, and the auxil-

iary sashes C C, applied together, and to the main
sash, substantially as specified.

60,695.—George A. Colton, Adi-ian, Mich.—
Burglar Alarm.—January 1, 1867.—The pallet is held
fast, so that it cannot operate the bell by means of the
short arm of a straight steel lever. The iqiper end
of. the lever is cm-ved, and fastens around the door
knob, the turning of v.'hieh lets off the pallet that
carries the bell hammer, or the keeper arm may enter
between the door and jamb, and release the alarm on
the opening of the door.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spring M, with
its stop L, in combination with the escapement or
pallet G-, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the hook O, or its equivalent, in combination

with the above, substantially as described and for the
pm-posG specified.

60,696.—James Co^rxoLLT, Boston, Mass.—Jowr-
nal Box.—Januai-y 1, 1867.—The absorbing cord
draws the 1-abricant from the reservoir beneath the
box, and discharges it on the points of friction. The
joui-nal box has cast upon it a collar guard, which
acts as a protection from dust, and as a di-ip cup for
superfluous oil.

C7aun.—The combination of the box or bearing a,

the reservoii- d. and the enlarged extensions or cups/,
when of size sirfficient to receive and protect the shaft
collai's i, and when cast in one piece, substantially as
described.

60,697.-Thomas Coxxolly, K^ew York, ]Sr. T.—
Savj Set.—Januai-y 1, 1867.—The frame has adjust-

able guide i)lates, and the saw passes between two
levers, each carrying a set pimch to operate simulta-
neously on the te'eth. Set screws in the levers regu-
late the amount of " set " given. The jaws have lon-

gitudinal adjustment to suit fine or coarse teeth.

Claim.—First, in combination with the jaws A A,
the two levers F F, -u-ith the two steel punches G G-,

which are attached to the levers, and which operate
simultaneously upon two teeth of the saw, in the man-
ner as set forth.

Second, the small thumb screw Q, in combination
with set screw P, and jaws A A, all constructed and
an-anged as set forth.

Third, the two thumb screws I I, in combination
with the jaws A A and levers F F, constructed and
operating in the manner as set forth.

Fo'cU'th. the anangement as described of all the
parts, so that the device may be adjusted to set the
teeth of either fine or coarse saws accurately, and
otherwise operate as set forth.

60,698.-Silas Crispin, Xew York, IT. Y—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.— January 1, 1867.— The
cartridge chamber is bisected transversely, and the
cartridge is circumferentially ridged at the place of
bisection.
- Claim.—As new in that class of breech-loading fii-e-

arms. which have the charge chamber bisected as
described and shown, the recessed rear portion 26', in
combination with the ribbed and recessed forward
portion al' of the charge chamber, the Avholc con-
structed and operating together to receive and retain

while being fired the kind'of cartridge herein referred

to.'

60,699.—W. C. CoraiNG, PcekskiU, 17. Y—
Hanging J/i'rrors.—January 1, 1867.—The mirror is

pivoted on the bifm-catcd frame, and has a thumb-
screw by which it is fixed to any angle. The siipport

ccnsists'of telescopic tubes, which slide withia'eaeh
other for vertical adjustment.
Claim.—The slotted and notched sleeves or tubes

F. whether one or more, for the rod D, to which the
mirror is attached, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified

60,700.—C. X. Cutter, "Worcester, Mass.—JB««-
ton-hole Cutter.—Jamury 1. 1867.—The movement
of the pivoted arms is regulated by a set screw beyond
the pivot, and the cutter is pivoted at the end of the
upper blade, so that its range of operation on th^
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anvil upon the loTver arm may be circumscribed to tbe
desired length of the button hole.

Claim.—The cutter blade D, adjustable graduated
cutter blade D^, pivot c, set screw G-, and slot d, in

combination with the handles A A and screw N, so

that a buttonhole may be cut any length wttjiout
measm-iug, substantially as herein set Ibrth.

G0,701.—J. Davis and J. McKelvey, Pawtucket,
E. I.

—

Tanni7ig.—JannarJ 1, 1867.—The hides are
handled in a solution of gambler, 320 pounds

;
glauber

salt, 20 pounds ; sal soda, 10 pounds ; oil of vitriol, 10
pounds, with a sufficient quantity of water. Additional
quantities ai'c added as requii'ed, and at the last addi-

tion 10 pounds chalk substituted for the sulphmic acid.

The operation requires from two to sis weeks.
Claim.—The described improvement in the process

of tanning.

60,702.—John Davock, IsTew York, IST. Y.—
• Wood-splittingMacMne.—JanuaTyl, 1867.—The frame
that carries the rotaiy splitter shaft is actuated by a
pitman from a crank on the main shaft. The splitter

shaft has a slight rotary movement given to it at

each elevation, and this movement forces down rods
on each side of the splitter to release the wood. The
endless feed belt has intermittent motion by the recip-

rocation of the splitter frame.
Claim.—First, the rotary spindle G-, with the at.

tached knife Z or knives, in combination with the
crosshead F, arranged substantially as herein shown
and described.

Second, in combinationwiththe rotary spindle G, the
vertically sliding rod t, operated by the cams s s\ &c.,
substantially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

Third, the combination of the crosshead F, with
the lever H, rack e, connecting rod /, and toothed
wheels O O^ the whole being arranged and operating
substantially as and for the iDurpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the
feed rollers M M^, endless belt y, gear wheels iv tc)\

rack ]Sr, and pin v, the whole being arranged and ope-

rating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

60,703.—Levi S. Deming, IJ^Tewington, Conn.—
Door and Gate Closer.—January 1, 1867.—A sectional

plate on the weighted lever has a grooved arc for the
reception of a cord running around a pulley on the
hinge pintle. The gravitation of this lever closes the
door.
Claim.— The employment of the lever segment

weight h f g, in combination with the pulley e, cord n,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

60,704.- George I^.aper, ^ilford, Mass.—
Spindle and Bolster for Spinning Machines.—Jan-
uary 1, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of Amasa

, Houghton, of July 13, 1858. The helical oU-elevating
gi'oove is cut in "the spindle and ends above in an
annular groove in the latter and a coincident groove
in the bolster.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the helical groove in

the upright spindle, when the groove is used in com-
bination with the covered cup or closed oil chamber
appUcd to the spindle and bolster, and formed in the
sleeve D, as set forth.

Also, the combination, as well as the arrangement
of both of the annular grooves d e, with the hehcal

froove c, formed in the spindle, and to operate in the
olstcr, and extend uj) from tljp oU cup a thereof, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Also, tbo arrangement of both the grooves c and d
in the spindle, wlien they are used in connection with
an oil cup applied to the spindle, or arranged in the
bolster as specified.

60,705.—Claude Ducrtux, New York, N. Y.—
Safetjj Attachment to Carriages.—January 1, 1867.

—

The backward movement of the perpendicular hand
lever releases the harness attachments to the thills,

and operates the braking cups on the rear axle to

bring them in contact with the wheel hubs.
Claim.—First, the combination of a detaching ap-

Earatus with the brakes of a vehicle, substantially as

crein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the pins c, with the

oscillating cross bar D, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

Third, the manner of securing' the pins c to the
swinging cross bar D, by means of plates d, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

Fourth, the combination of the brake draw rod O,
and the strap rods F G or I, with the oscillating
cross bar D, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

Fifth, the combination of the lever H, with the
cross bar D, pins c and sliding bars E F G-, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein shown and de-
scribed.

Sixth, the combination of the sliding bar I, with the
tongue S and the oscdlating lever D, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.
Seventh, the bars F and G, and upright anus g ghh,

or the bar I and aims I I combined, and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein shoAvn and
described.
Eighth, the manner of operating the sliding bars E,

by means of slotted upright arms e and pins /, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

IsTinth, the combination of the spring fastening i,

with the swinging bar D, substantially as .and for the
pm-pose herein sho-^rn and described.
Tenth, the construction of the disengaging appa-

ratus, substantially as herein shown and described,
so that by the movement of the lever the braces and
all the hai-ness straps are simultaneously released, as
set forth.

Eleventh, the construction of the brakes M, sub-
stantially as described, so as to act upon the hubs of
the wheels, as set forth.

60,706.—E.Eatost, Lee, England.—J'ire Grate for
Steam Boilers.—January 1, 1867.—The gi-ate bars are
broad, and overlap each other in ascending series to the
center. Pendant arms from the bars have connection
to a beU-cranklever to open or close the spacesbetween
them to regulate the admission of air. A wire gauze
before the ash pit prevents the outflying of sparks,
&c. Pipes with regulating dampers siapply air above
the grate bars.

Claim.—First, the improved fire grate for wood or
peat, formed of broad grate bars, placed one above
another in steps or terraces, with their edges or sides
over and under lapping each other, directing the
passage of air into the fire laterally l^etween them,
and to prevent the di-opping of hot coals into the ash
pan, constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described.
Second, the combination of the broad grate barsAAA with the levers b b and d, connected by

the rods c c to open and close the air passages a a a
between the grate bars, as described, substantially
arranged as herein described.
Third, the wii-e gauze or perforated plate guard h,

in combination with the dampers i i, and the ash pan
C, constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purposes herein described. /

Fourth, the air pipe k, in combination with the
grates AAA, arranged substantially in the manner
and for the pm-poses herein described.

60,707.—M. Evans, Kussiaville, Ini.—Boot and
Shoe.—January 1, 1867.—The tongue is extended side-

wise and its edges stitched to the quarter flaps, to ren-

der the gaiter water tight to the top. The ornamental
fastening has straps for attachment to buttons on each
side.

Claim.—In gaiter boots, provided with flaps, B B,
formed with an extension of the quarter and a fold

connecting them, so as to make the boot watertight
to its top, "the double row of buttons, D E, and orna-
mental guard C, the latter serving to conceal tlie ends
of the flaps, and having straps,"C C C C, to -iakc

over the buttons D E, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

60,708.-C. J. Fay, Hammonton, 'S.J.—Roofing
and Siding for Houses.—Jamiary 1, 1867.—The paper
has folding and naUiug marks formed upon it. In
attachment the naU is driven through the single fold

in the paper, which is then refolded over so as to

cover the nail head.
Claim.—The use of and the manner of applying

Saper for roofing and clapboarding, substantially as
escribed.
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60,709.—Thomas M. Fell, Xew York, iST. Y.—
Cijluidrical Avialmmator.—Jannnry 1, 1867.—The
oro is am;ilc:amatod in a cyliuder which roccivos oscil-

latiug raotioa bv the connection of its cranks with

otlior cranks coiinoctcd to a rotating shaft. A lon:n-

tudinal partition reaches nearly to the bottom, beneatli

which the ore and qnicksilver pass as the cylinder is

oscillat(;d. Steam is introdnccd through a longitudi-

nal pipe traversintr the cylinder. The amalgamated

product is allowed escape through three valves in each

end of the cylinder.

Ctoii/i.—First, the introduction of the alternating

sluice or flood motion for obtaining entire suspension

and trituration of the mass, accomplished by what
wc designate a dash or sluice board, acting in connec-

tion with a vibrating or oscillating cylinder, substan-

tially as above set forth, for the pm-pose of amalga-

mation of gold and silver ores.

Second, the introduction, for the purpose of amal-

gamation, of an oscillating or vibrating cylinder, to

-n-hich I attach my dash or sluice board, all substan-

tially in the manner herein described.

60,710.—Josef Fleisciil, New York, IST. Y.—
Paper File.—jAiminy 1, 1867.—One side bar is cylin-

drical and has a sliding embracing clamp plate. The
other side piece has a flattened side and removable

caps which carry spring clamps.
Claim.—A paper file, provided with a segmental

clamp b, and with spring clamps d e, which act in

combination with the bars a c, substantially in the

manner set forth.

60,711.—HORERT G. Fowler, Olney, Uh—Bur-
glar Alarm.—Januarv 1, 1867.—A wire spring is

wound around a mandrel, and one end has a nipple

for a percussion cap. The spring is held back by a
notch in the side of the casing. The device is fast-

ened to the door by a screw upon an extension of the

mandi'cl. The opening door releases the spring arm
from the detaining notch and the cap is discharged.

Ctoim.—Tlie arrangement of the wire C d, man-
drel B, notched casing A a, substantially as described
and represented.

60,712.—Kasson Frazek, Syracuse, IT. Y.—
Hollow Ring.—-Januai-y 1, 18'j7.—The hollow ring is

constructed ft-om sheet ^netal, and consists of two
paits s\raged up in dies. One portion has a flange on
the outer edge which laps around the other part, and
is spun down so as to hold the two parts together.

Claim.—A hollow metal ring composed of two
parts, held together by a self-sustaining lap joint, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

60,713.—William H. G.vtes, Louisville, Kv.—
Machine Bcltian.—.January 1, 1867.—The cord is

covered by winding around it a sheet of raw rab-

lx;r, after 'which it is wrapped in cloth and sub-

jected to the vulcanizing process.
Claim.—First, a round belt composed of a non-

elastic central cord, coated with vulcanized rubber or
other elastic material, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of two or more twisted
cords coated with, or surrounded by, a coatin.g of
vulcanized rubber or other elastic material, to "form
an improved driving belt for machinery.

Third, the process of coating a cotton or other cord
as the base of a round Ijelt, with vulcanized rubber
or other clastic material, substantially as described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

60,71-4.—.ToiiN GiP.sox, Jr., Albany, ]!«". Y.—
Street Car iTca^cr.—January 1, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fu-st, the stove C, an-angcd within the
space between the scat and the bottom of the car A,
and provided witli the ash box b beneath it, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Second, the perforated protecting plate D on the
front side of the seat, at the point where the stove is
placed, substantially as and for the purpose sp(!eified.

Third, the combination of the ash pan b, draught
doors m m, ajid niuch screw ^j, when arranged as
herein shown ami described and for the inirpose
specified.

60,73 5 Earxakd Goodrich, Brentv.-ood, 'N.

n.—Jioot Extractor.—Juimnry 1, 18G7.—The share is

forked and attached beneatli the beam Ijy straps

which embrace projecting lugs on its front and rear.

Claim.—The bush or root estractoi', made substan-

tially as described, viz., of the duplex-pro iiged share,

the beam and handles ai-ranged and for use as speci-

fied.

60,716.—John C. Gove, Cleveland, Ohio.—Prc-
serving Rouse.—January 1, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim..—First, the ice chambers or boxes C C
arranged aliove the preserving room E and below the
receptacle B, said boxes being separated from each
other and the sides of the house-by air chambers D D,
and being provided ^vith doors at their ends and out-

side of the house, as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

Second, the arrangement of the fruit-house A, with
a room E, for preserving fruit, &c., with ice boxes
G C, chamber or receptacle B, and air spaces D D,
the preserving room and ice chambers being provided
with doors which are separate and distinct,' and open-
ing into each from the outside of the house, as and
for the pm'pose specified.

60,717.—Frederick J. Grace, FortliCe, TST. J.—
Printing Press.—January 1, 18G7.—The form is car-

ried on a cylinder and the paper passes from a roller

over an impression roller beneath the cylinder.

Springs beneath the journal boxes of the impression
roller keep the paper to the typo cylinder, except
when the shear lever is depressed. By this lever the
paper is cut and the impression roller lowered so as
to stop the feed of the paper.

Claim.—First, the impression roller _p mounted upon
springs, in combination with the levers u u for mov-
ing the roller %) back to prevent the paper being
moved, as set forth.

Second, the adjustable shear r s, vx combination
with the actuating lever u, and pins and cams x and
v\ as and for the purposes specified.

60,718.—Harrisson Grajvibo, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Ilanvfaeturing Candles.—January 1,

1867.—The material is forced from the receiving
chambers into a cylinder, w^here it is acted on by a
plunger and driven dovrn into the space before a tubu-
lar plunger which contains the candle pressor and the
wick tube. The tallow is pressed into the mold and
then ejected from it, and the wick tube drawn back.
The wick is held by a clamp and is severed by draw-
shears. The candle, on ejection, enters a second
mold, which may be sm-roiinded by ice or cold water,
and from this mold is ejected on to ai-ms and con-
veyed to an endless carrier^

Claim.—First, the receiving and reducing mills
B C C\ supply chambers L^ IJi M Q, pistons L L\
plungers N S, and molds R, all combined and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the pistons S^ operating in coml)ination
with the plunger S and molds 11, substantiafly in the
manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

Tliird, the combination with the plunger S and pis-

tons S', of the wick tubes a, arranged and operating
sub.stantially as described.
Fourth, the clamps d d, arranged and operating

substantially as and for the puijiose set forth.

Fifth, the receiving and discharging tubes Y',
when arranged and employed in the manner and for

the purpose set foith.

Sixth, the combination with the tubes Y', of the
stationary pistons Y-', arranged and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Seventh, the box Y, affording a bearing and inclos-

ing case for the tubes Y', and i-cciprocated therewith
by the meanS and for the purpose described.
'Eighth, the arms or raDs h- /i^, and levers h h, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for tlie

purpose specified.

Xinth, the endless band g, arranged and operating
in the manner and for the pui-pose set forth.

Tenth, the combination with the reducing mills or
chambers B B of the steam chests or jackets B^ B',
substantially as described.
Eleventh, the knife W, when operated in the man-

ner specified, and employed in connection with the

i
clamp.s d d, for the pm-pose set forth.
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Twelfth, the combination of the dog U with the
reels T T, for limiting- the let-oifmotion, as described.

Thirteenth, the within described candle-making
apparatus, consisting of the receiving mills or cham-
bers B B, supplying chambers L^ M Q, plungers and
I^istons N" S S*' L L, wick- tubes a, reels T T, and
clamps d d, aU ai-ranged and operating substantially

as set forth.

60,71 9.—tTchn Gray, East Aurora, IT. Y.—Wear
Plate for the Soles and Keels of Boots and Shoes.—
January 1, 18fi7.—The segment"! plates have an inward
perforated flange, with guide marks on the outer
thicket part indicating the position of the holes.

Claim.—The web or flange d, provided with a con-
. tinuous series of perforations, in combination with
the corresponding guide marks of the rim c, con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

60,720.—George Hajeel, Abington, Fa.—Safety
Pocfcef.—January 1, 1867; antedated December 30,

1866.—A box, with a snap opened by a thumb-pin, is

attached to the bottom of the pocket.
Claim.—A bos of any suitable shape and size with

spring lid, fastened by seam or otherwise to the bottom
of any pocket, for the purpose hereinabove described.

6D,721.—James M. Hammitt and Hendry T. Mil-
ler, Toledo, Iowa.

—

Plow Carriage.—January 1, 1867.

—The plow clevis has chain connection to the asle,

and is raised or lowered by a pivoted lever having
a segmental rack and spring pawl for adjustment by
the rider.
*^ Claim.—A plow carriage having bar D, spring G,
lexer E, swing E, swinging lever H, ratchet K, j)awl

L, and handle and spring M, adjusted, combined,
aad arranged substantially as herein specified.

60,722.—A. P. Hammon, J. H. Lincoln, S. Lin-

coln, and T. W. Hammo^', Montfort, Wis.—Cidtiva-

tor.—Janxiaj'J 1. 18G7.—The tongue is pivoted in the

frame, and its back oM has lateral oscillating motion

from chains passing over pulleys to treadles. Tlie

l^ivoted plow standards are connected from side to

side by a ehaia passing around pulleys on the front of

(
the frame. „ , ^ , ^ , ^^ ^

I Claim.—T'irst, the pivoting of the di-augnt pole D to

( the frame A, and the connecting of the rear end ot

\ the former to treadles 1 I, substanrtally as and for

{ the purpose set Ibrth. ^ -, t x-

\ Second, the ceunecting of the plow standards ot

5 the two beams J J, in the manner shown, or m any

1 etiuivaleut wav, so that when the plows of one beam

\ are moved or shoved backward, those of the opposite

beam will be moved forward, and vice versa, tor the

pm-pose specified.

60,723.—L. M. Hart, Philadelphia, V^.—MaJcing

. Steel-headed /ilaiis-.—January 1, 1867.—The steel head-

plats has longitudinal corrugations coming m con

tact with complementary corrugations on the oase

part, to Avhich it becomes united by the heating and

: rolling process.
Claim.—A. fagot for making a steel-capped raal-

:road rail, composed of the corrugated steel bar A,

: and iron bar B, arranged and piled with the other

•parts, in the manner shown and described.

60,724.—Michael W. Helton and James H,
Red FIELD, Bloomington, IniS..—Grinding Mill.—Tan-

uary 1. 1867.—The grinding machinery operates a

screw to release the alarm mechanism at the comple-

tion, of a certain amount of movement of the said

machinery.
67a7:»t.—The horizontal aad vertical shafts G and

D, Avith the worm and worm-wheel E and d, tlie

springs I and J, and tlic beli.K, when arranged and
combined substantially as herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

60,725.—TVebster Hrbrick, Northampton,
~.lIass.—*S'a?y Jri«.—January 1, 1857.—The roller axis

, is tapered in such form that the weight of the car-

. ria'i-c will center it truly in its hcadstock.

Claim.—A saw mill carriage roller with tapering

.. journals, sul^stantially as herein shown and described.

60,726.—Louis Heuseb. Boston. Mass.—ITrt-

' chine for Embossing Consecutive J^umbers.-Jamiiwy

1, 1867.—The undermoving strips have intaglio dies
and the upper strips have cameo dies working in
unison owing to perpendicular pieces on the under
strips which form guides for tlie upper ones. Each
pair of upper and under die strips may be placed in
such relative position to the others as to emboss any
desired number. The number is indicated by the
lever plate, which, by entering the notches, insures
the proper position of the numbers in line. The recip-
rocating motion is continually communicated to the
upper end of the pitman, which has sliding motion on
the lower end, and the insertion of a spring pin com-
municates motion to the lower end and operates the
dies.

Claim.—The combination of a series of slides, each
made up of two pieces / and i, when provided with
male and female dies, and are all arranged to be
operated at the same time by the plunger m, for the
purpose set forth.

Also, guiding and controlling the position and
movement of the pieces i, with reference to the pieces
/, by means ofthe guides ft, and springs^', as described.
Also, the combination ofthe inclined bed and wedges

e, with the compound slides i f, and plunger m, for
the purpose of graduating the amount of impression
to be given by descent of the plunger.
And in combination with the compound slides if,

the means described by which the plunger is made to
descend only at the will of the operator, while the
driving shaft is kept constantly in motion.

60,727.—Ernst E. Hofmann, Poughkeepsie, IST.

Y.

—

Windoio Latch.—January 1, 1867.—Closing the
spring stop locks an ordinary revolving latch.

Claim.—The stop c, in combination with the catch
D, spring h, and latch A, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

60,72S.—George Hoover and A. N". Hadley,
Richmond, Ind.

—

Machine for Spinning, Twisting,
and Reeling.—January 1, 1867.—The spindles are ar-
ranged in line upon the counterbalanced sash and
driven at uniform' speed by a single belt. The spin-
dle is used simply as a stem for the bobbin uj)on which
the thread is directly spun and wound.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

mechanical devices herein set forth and described for
producing a spinning, twisting, and reeling machine,
substantially as set forth and for the purposes de-
scribed.

60,729.—H. W. Hopims, Milford, I^-. -R.—Sad
/Stone.—tlanuary 1, 1867.—The sad stone of steatite is

pivoted in the handle, and projections on its pivots
enter cavities in their bearings when either side is in
position for use. One side has rounded and the other
angular edges.
C'laim.—A reversible sad stone, consisting of the

body A, having plates C at both ends, provided with
shoulders b. the rear one having a projoetion thereon
adapted to fit in a corresponding recess in the lower
end of the handle B, which is pivoted to the projec-
tions, and operating in the manner described for the
pm-pose specified.

60,730.—BEXNETHOTCHKiss,7SrewHaTcn,Conn.,
assignor to himself and Charles Monsox.—Peat Ma-
chine.—January 1, 1867.—The peat passes from the
hopper between two rollers : the superfluous moisture
is carried off by an apron. The peat is raokled in a
revolving wheel and espeUed from the molds Iw recip-

rocating plungers. The blocks are cai-ricd olT by an
endless apron.
Claim.—First, the use, in a machine for preparing

peat or other plastic material, of the grinding sur-

faces A A', having unequal rates of surface motion,
co-operating in the manner described, to elFect disin-

tegrating the material, expressing the surplus water,

and taking up the product upon the grinding surface

liaving the faster rate of movement, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the combhiation in such machine of the

following instrumentalities : the cylinders A A', or
equivalent gTinding surfaces, having unequal rates of

surlaco motion, an\l the scraper E, substantially as

described for the purposes specified.

Third, the combination in such machine of the fol-

lowing instrumentalities : the said grinding surfaces

A A', having unequal rates of surface motion, the
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scraper E, and the receiving and conducting trough

F. substantially as described for the purposes speci-

fied.

Fourth, the combination in such machine of the

foUowinsr instrumentalities : the said gi-inding surfaces

A A». having unequal rates of surface motion, and the

apron D, or other equivalent device, tor receiving and
conducting away the surplus Avater expressed by the

cylindors,'substantially as set forth.

Fifth, combining in such machine grinding surfaces

operating as described, -with an apparatus for mold-

ing the peat or other plastic material, the combination
being substantia 11v as specified.

Sixth, coustructiug the cylinder II with molding
boxes and pistons, substantially as described, and
operating the same in combination with the cam
pressor G, substantially as set forth.

60,731.—F. "W. HovEY, Boston, Mass.—iacZ-
(icr.—January 1, 18G7.—The front edges of the steps

arc pivoted to the sides, and the steps are connected

by slide pieces to a supplemental bar. An inclination

ot' the ladder gives the bar a forward longitudinal

movement, in respect to the sides, and keeps the steps

lonscitudinal.

Claim.—First, the combination of the barD and
pivoted steps C, wheels B, and sides A of the ladder

with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the combination of the notched arm E with

the steps C and l)ar D of the ladder, substantially as

herein shown and described.
Third, the combination of the bar D and the re-

movable pivoted steps C with the rounds and sides of

the ladder, substantially as herein, shown and de-

scribed.
Fom-th, the combination of the slotted bar F and

pin / with the bai- D and steps C of the ladder, sub-

stantially as herein, shown and described.

60,732.—Henry Howard, Spi-ing-field, Mass.,
assignor to liimself and PacHARD F. Hawkixs.—
HoCWater Heating Apparatus.—January 1, 1867.

—

The boiler consists of series of tubes placed in regular
vertical and horizontal planes, with tubular connec-
tions so disposed as to form vertical divisions at right

angles to the main tubes. By a damper the caloric

current may be forced through the diving passage
between tlie tubular connection. The doers to the

ftu-naco and to the flue chaml)er are connected by
chains to the opposite ends of a centrally-pivoted

lever, to wluch is suspended a globe which au extreme
pressure of steam fills witli water and moves the lever

to close the furnace door and open the flue door. Tlie

radiators are formed with lar";er and smaller pipes to

cause the unequal cooling ana consequent circulation

of water.
Claim.—^First, the arrangement of a number of

boilers, one above anotlier, in such a manner as to

form flues by their sides, and having tubular bars con-
necting them, snljstautially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with a boiler, by means of
a flexiljle pipe, of a hollow vessel, arranged and op-
crating for the pm'pose of regulating the fire, sub-
stantially as described.

TLu'd,'thc radiators fonned as described, having
one part II larger than, the other pai-t S, substantially
as hereui set forth.

60,733.—Edwin- Hoyt, Stamford, Conn.—To-
hacco Pipe.—January 1, 18G7.—Beneath the bowl 1)ot-

tom is a cup, whose top has radial perforations for the
collection of nicotine, wliich discharges into a remov-
able lower cup.

Claim.—First, the nicotine and saliva cup C, in
combination with tlie bowl of a tobacco pipe, con-
structed and aiTanged substantially as herein speci-

' Second, the socket D, provided with a neck d. in
combination with the cup C, bowl A, and stem B.
substantially as and for tlie purposes herein specified.

Third, the combination of the cup C. bowl A, cap
or bulb c, socket D, and stem B, substantially as
herein shown and described.

60,731.—Z. HfSSEY, Wilrain.crton. TW.—Heatinrj
iSfore—January 1, 1867.—The heater pipe has a small

air inlet below and a large vertical exit above. The
smoke has a side discharge.
Claim.—A heating stove, constructed with a later-

ally-flattened and cui'ved internal flac or pipe G, open-
ing upwards through th5 top 11 and downwards
through the side of the stove, and having a draught
opening D below, and a regulating damper E above
the fire, said several parts being constructed and ar-

ranged for use, substantially as and for the piu'pose
set tbrth.

60,735.—Robert Huttox, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Window Sash Fastening.—January 1, 1807.—The sash
acting on the teeth of the sliding wedge draws it

down. The friction roller iu the rear of the wedge
forces the teeth into the sash and supjiorts it.

Claim.—A window sash fastening, composed of a
socket C, provided with a friction "roller E, or its

equivalent, and a wedge or li;ey D, applied to a win-
dow frame, and in such a relative position Avith the
sash B as to operate in the manner substalrtially as
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

60,736.-Robert Huttox, Williamsburg, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and William Mee, same'place.

—

Blind.—January 1, 18G7.—The upper slats are axially
pivoted to the sides of the frame, and ai-e connected
by the vertical operating rods Avhich are pivoted to
their ends. A spiral spring in one of the pivot sockets
acts by friction to retain the slats in any position.
Claim.—A blind, having its rod for operating the

slats of the same hung to "one end of such slats, sub-
stantially as and for the pmpose described.

60,737.—Freegift Jacksox, Sparta, Ohio.—
Combined Seat and Top for Carriages.—January 1,

18()7.—Explained l)y the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, attaching a carnage top to a supple-
mentary seat B, which may be placed above a perma-
nent seat A or remoA'cd, so as to form a covered or
uncovered seat, substantially as described.
Second, connecting the frame supporting the car-

riage top with the permanent scat A by"means of
slides and grooves, so as to permit the frame and top
to be removed or attached by; a single movement, sub-
stantially iu the mamier set forth.

60,73S.-J"0HX C. Jewett, Buffalo, I^. Y.—Slop
./fl.r.—January 1, 18G7.—An annular water groove
around tlie top of the jar receives the downcurved
edge of the cover, and the downturned edge around
the central opening dips into a Avater cup and forms
an air trap.

Claim.—A slop jar proA'ided v,'ith the annular water
recess formed between the sides //and rim C, sub-
merged flange e e and central odor trap and the con-
cave cover B, constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the pm-poses set forth.

60,730

—

Gilbert D. Joxes, 2s"ew York, :N". Y.—
Quartz Mill.—Januaiy 1, 18u7.—Scrapers are attached
to the common Chilian machine, and are adjnsced to
keep the ore in its place while being ground, and to
discharge the pulverized ore IVom the mill.

Claim.—The adjustable or rising and falling scrap-
ers M and the fixed scrapers G, arranged and applied
to operate substantially in the manner as and for the
pm'pose set foi'th.

60,740.—Louis Paul Juvet, Glen's Falls, iST.

Y.—Time GZo?>c.—January 1, 18G7,—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, making the axis of the daily Avheel

e of a chronometer, 'applied to revolve a hollow globe,

and located in its intcrioi',) coincident with the axis of
said globe, in the manner substantially as shown and
described, and for the purjiosc set forth.

Second, winding the said chronometer from the out-

side of the globe, without tlie use of a key. by raean;^

of the thumb-piece T and sleeve &, and its conuec
tions, in the mimner substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the coml)ination of the solid axis a a' witji

the sleeves h and d d\ the former b by which to Avind
up the Avorks from the outside, and the latter d d' by
wliich to transmit the proper motion to tlie globe,

said parts beiug constructeu, arranged, and ojierating
in the manner sulistantially as shown and described,
and tor the pm-pose set forth.
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60,741.—^oiiN Kellt, T^oodbeny, Md.— <7ar

Coupling.—January ], 18G7.—A prong" projects for-

•^ard' above tlic hook slaank to prevent accidental un-
coupling.
Claim.—The vtrought-iron hook A, provided with

ji prong C, arranged to act upon the coupling, as de-
scribed.

60,742.—"WiLLLVM Kerr, Jr., Boston, Mass.—
Clamp for Holding SmoJcing Pipes for Finishit^.—
January 1, 18G7.—The frame has an adjustable plate
in which the top of the unfinished pipe is placed and
keyed by a wedge.

Claim.—The combination with the thumb nuts and
enlarged recesses formed in the face plate of springs,
aiTanged and operating substantially as shown and
set forth.

60,743—H. M. Ejxslet, Chicago, JR.—lAmcJi
Sealing Apparatus.—January 1, 1867.—The shallow
annular receptacle for the burning alcohol is perma-
nently attached beneath a shcet-mctal preserving or
other" can, whose contents are heated by the flame.
Claim.—The combination of a chamber B, for con-

taining alcohol, or its equivalent, with a preserving
can A, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Also, the combination of a burning cup or dish C
with a chamber B, for containing alcohol, or its equiv-
alent, and a preserving can A, substantially as and for
the pm-pose herein specified.

60,744.—George B. Kirkham, ISTew York, l^T.

Y.

—

Key-hoardfor Musical Instruments.—January 1,

1867.—The key-board has a side movement by means
of a pivoted lever, to which it is connected by a rod
and an adjustable slide-block. By this movement the
keys may be changed higher or lower one-half or a full

tone—more or less.

Claim.—First, the levers Ic k'. in combination with
the manual keys zz, &c., and their common support I,

acting on the levers i i, substantially as and for the
j)m'pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the arm d, the lever e,

with its adjusting screw g, and slots//, as described,
and for the jmrpose set forth.

60,745.—LA^XELOT Kirkup, Brooklyn, :N". Y.,
assignor to Mmself, Albert Palmer, Joel Parker,
aud^TT. M. HUDSo'x.—A 7ivi7.—January 1, 1867.-The
steel top is secured to the iron base by a dovetail joint
and keys.

Claim.— The amol, constructed substantially as
shown, for the purposes specified.

60,746.—Even Kooxs, Punkstown, ]Md., assignor
to Ellas Emmert, Washington county, Md.

—

Tuyere.
—January 1, 1867.—The hinged valve block beneath
the licarth plate is operated % a jointed rod, to open
or close tlie outer blast openings.
Claim.—Fii'st, in combination with the blast open-

ings in the bed of a forge or fm-uace, the above-
described swinging valve or plug, constructed and
operated substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the cap E, rod D. and
hinged valve or plug C, constructed substantially as
specified.

60,747.—Max H. KrIjger, In^cw York, K Y—
Apparatus for Filtering and Refining Oi7.—January
1, 1867.—Glass filters are suspended iii abox the sides

of which have panes of glass to enable inspection. A
steam-pipe passes through the box, by which the tem-
perature is regulated.

Claim.—The movable filters B, suspended fi'om rods
a, within the steam-box A, for the purpose described,
sul)stautially as specified.

C0,74S.—J. J. Laiiaye and S. P. Reeves, Read-
ing, Va.—Slide Valve.—Jannary 1, ] 867.—This is a
balance slide valve, and is explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The arrangement of the valve B, with its

recess containing an clastic packing material, and the
plate D, with its rib e, substiuitially as and for the

purpose described.

60,749.—iSTovEft D. Lajiu, Norwich, Conn.—Lmk
Signal for Fcw^Zs.—January 1, 1807.—The upwai'd

movement of the spherical float releases the escape-
ment to sound the alarm.

Claim.—In combination with a lever i, hinged or
pivoted to the frame or case and to the stem of the
float, the an-anging of the bent ami /;, escapement g,
and bell hammer m, all iipon one and the same shaft,

by which means I very much cheapen and simplily
the construction, and render its action more certain
by dispensing with pai-ts that are Liable to become dis-

arranged, all substantially as described and repre-
sented.

60,730.—George P. Lang and Peter Lauster,
Allegheny, Pa.

—

Making Jug Tops.—Januaiy 1,

1867.—The collar, lid, and hinge plate ai'e each formed
irom one piece of metal, the former bent around the
neck of the jug and the other fitted to it and connected
by a pintle.

Claim.—Eirst, making jug tops of thin sheet metal,
consisting of a body section a. lid b, button e, hinge
piece c, and ring d, cut, shaped, and joined Substan-
tially in the manner hereinbefore described.

Second, the construction, from thin she^t metal, of
the main or body section a of a jug top, when the
spout n forms a part of such section, substantially a^
and for the pui'pose above described.

60,751.—Charles "W. LeCount, L^orwalk, Conn.—Lathe Dog.—January 1, 1867.—To secm'C lightness
with a given amount of material the dog is cast hol-

low except in that portion through which the screw
passes. The outer rib strengthens the angle.

Claim.—The hollow dog or caiTier, constructed in
the manner substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

60,753.—F. M. Le>imon, Shelbyville, IE.— Wheel-
wright's Spoke-Driving Bench.—January 1, 1867.

—

The hub is clamped on the bench and the spokes sup-
ported in tm-n by a vertically adjustable post : an
upper clamp prevents the bouncing of each spoke while
being di-iven.

Claim.—The bench B, clamping rod D, adjustable
rest C c, and holding rod and iever G E, all arranged
and operating as and for the purpose herein set forth.

60,733.—Charles Lenxig, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Compound for Saline Medicated Daths.—Jannajcx 1,

1867.—Composed of silica, 0.0495; chloride of iron,

0.14f;.5 ; barium, 0.3336 ; strontium, 0.0039 ; chloride df
calcium, .57.9757; cUoride of magnesium, 23.6823;
chloride of sodium, 4.0380 ; chloride of potassium,
1.2785 ; iodide of magnesium, 0.1412 ; bromide of mag-
nesium, 1.1316; magnesia, 11.2629; alumina, 0.00083—
phosphate alumina. The compound is molded into
blocks, kept in air-tight packages, and is used with
double the quantity of common salts in a bath.

Claim.—The composition of matter called "sti'U-

matic salts," put up in the form and packages as above
named, substantially as above set forth.

60,754.—CharlesLewandowski, Pai-is, France,
assignor to himself and Emile Granier, same place.

—

Apparatusfor Preparing Cotton.—January 1, 1867.

—

The cotton passes between feed rollers to a comb cylin-

der, from which it is taken by the brush aims of a
wheel of superior velocity. It then passes over an
eudless screen apron acted'on by beaters. From thence
it passes between feed rollers to the ventilating beat-

ing cylinder, wliich has a screen case beneath. The
fiber "then traverses a metal duct to the classifying

chamber, from wbcnce the shorter and lighter fibers

are delivered above and the longer ones below, after

passing between a scries of compressing rollers.

Claim.—In combination with the double combing
and beating cylinders, and the single air duct, for '

separating ana classifying the fibers, the double deliv- -

eriug mechanism for separately dischai'ging the thus
separated and classified fibers in laps or slivers, the '

whole operating in the manner substajatially as and
for the purpose described.

60,755.—John S. Lipps, Brooklyn, IST. Y., as-

signor to himself aud Edwin S.vnderson, New-
York, N. Y.—Co'miyosition for Fdcl and other Pur-
poses.—January 1, 1867.—Coal dust is mixed with char-

coal or coke aud dextrine, dissolved in water.

Claim.—The composition of matter, substantially '

as herein described, and composed ofcoal, coke or char-
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coal dust aamixed -witli dextrine and powdered pitch

and baked, essentially as herein set forth.

60,756.—Horace T. Love, Vermillion township,
Kansas.

—

Fastening for Railroad Hails.—January 1,

15)67.—The screw head is so inclined on its under side

as to have a fair bearing on the base flange of theraU.
A segment is cut fromono side to allow the flange of

the rail to pass when necessary.
CTai?rt .—Such an inclination of the und(^r surface of

a screw head, truncated in its relation to the gauge of

the thread of the screw, as to necessitate a bearing
of that surface upon the flange of the rail, so as to

make the rail tight when screwed down, and the rail

released by a reverse operation of the screw, the
truncation'being tangential to tbe shank of the screw,
in the manner and for the pui-poso herein described.

60,757.—Orazto Lugo, ITew York, 1^". T.—
Deodorizing Petroleum.—-Jammrj 1, 1867.—For two
gaUous oil take a mixture of niter, two pounds ; com-
mon salt, a half ounce, and bichromate of i^otash, one
drachm ; add sulphuric acid, one pound. Tlie oil is

treated with this compound while the materials are
acting on each other. It is then treated with hypo-
chlorite of soda.

Claim.—The use of chromic acid and hypochlorite
of soda, or theii- equivalent, for the purpose of deodor-
izing offensive smelling kinds of petroleum.

60,75S.—George B. and Clark Lewis, Adams
Centre, N. Y.

—

Device for SicsiJending Horse Hay
Forks, <&c.—January 1, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, a clutch for suspending horse hay
forks, (fcc, consisting of the movable and adjustable
bars A A pivoted together, and having penetrative
points G G, substantially as described and for the pm--
posc set forth.

Second, in combination T\'ith the above, the crotched
bolt B, handle- nut C, and bolt H, applied and operat-
ing, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Thii'd, the sliding or movable ring F, in combination
with the adjustable clutch A A, as'andfor thepm'pose
specified.

60.759c—Joseph D. Loftus, Chelsea, Mass.—
Cance litrating Sulphuric Acid.—January 1, 1867.

—

The acid is concentrated to 62'^ or 63° by Beaumc's
scale in open iron pans, and then to 67^ by heat in an
iron still.

Claim.—^In the process of concentration or distilla-

tion of sulphuric acid, the employment of iron vessels
or tanks, substantially as set fortli.

60,760.—-LvifES H. LooMis, Attica, l^.Y.—Ven-
tilafing and Heating liooms.—January 1, 1867.—The
induction and eduction pipes pass to and ft-om the
heating drum, which is traversed by vertical flues and
has a tiiaphragm with circular scries of perforations
around the said flues.

Claim.—Tlie pipes G H, in combination with the
stove-pipe heater B, constructed as described, for con-
veying cold ail- from and returning warm air to another
apartment, arranged and operating substantially as
set forth.

Also, constiTicting the heater B, with the diaplu-agm
/, provided with annular perforations i i around the
flues d, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

Also, the damper n o, in combination with the drum-
heater B, ah* incfuction pipe G, and stove A, arranged
and operating, substantially us and for the purposes
set forth.

60,761.—C. E. Gage. Fond du Lac, Wis.—
Wringer for Clothes and J/o;;.?.—Januarv 1, 1867.—
The upper roller has moveraoat in a slot 'to or from
the lower one by moans of a foot bar on its fr.ime, and
is rotated bv a hand crank on its shaft.
Claim.—The frame composed of the slotted side

bars A A, foot piece D, with roller D^, iu combination
with the frame C carrying roller E, when arranged
togetlier, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

60,762—Cephas MANNTXG.West Albany, N.T.—
T.nnpcring Steel Springs.—Jammrv 1, 1867.—A com-
position of liusced oil and common salt is used for

tempering, to prevent cracking of the steel and to pro-
duce a tougher spring.
Claim.—The use of the combination of linseed oil,

raw or boiled, with as much common salt .as the oil

Avill take up, in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

60,763.—Edward A. Marsh and Jarvis P.
Kelly, Chicopce, Mass.

—

Machinery for Punching
Sicel Pen Blanks.—January 1, 1867.—The plate is

clamped to a sliding carriage and iutermittingly fed
beneath the punch ])yan eccentric, connecting by pit-

mans and bell crank'to a collar carrying spring pawls,
which act on a ratchet wheel of the cai'riage-driving
shaft.

Claim.—In combination with the die, reciprocating
punch, sU'ippcr, and carriage, the jaws t, when ar-

ranged to clamp or grasp the plate at the centre line
thereof, and draw itprogressively and iutermittingly
to the action of the punch, substantially as set foith.

Also, in combination, the subjects of the lirst chiim,
the guides w and x, and guide roUs y and 2^ arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of mechanism for tripping
or disengaging the series of ratchet pawls, substan-
tially as described.

60,764.—Hexry D. Marten, YpsUanti, Mich.—
Machinefor Cutting Fly Nets.—January 1, 1867.—The
leather is passed over the table, and is slit by two sets
of knives which are alternately ijrojected up through
the table by cam rollers beneath.

Claim.—The combination of the bar Icnives and
springs D D and the cam roller C C, substantially in
the manner and for the pm'pose set forth in this spe-
cification.

60,765.—WilliamM. C. Mathews, Summer Hill,

Pa.

—

Sleigh.—January 1, 1867.—The Iwx is carried on
bolsters similar to those of a wagon. The rear bolster
is pivoted to the raves and tlie fore bolster is con-
nected by a king bolt to a transverse bar, reinforced
byupper and uncler metal plates, and also pivoted to the
raves.

Claim.—Fii-st, pivoting the bolsters of a bob sleigh
to the bobs, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the bars F, iron bar N

and bar or plank L, with each other and with the
beams E and bolsters G of the forward bob of tho
sleigh, substantially as herein shown and described.

Thii'd, the combination of the bars F and iron bar
jSr witli each other and with the beams E and bolster
H of the rear bob of the sleigh, substantially as herein
shown and described.

60,766.—George W. McC.\nn, Springfield, Ohio.—Water Wheel.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The water has an
upper entrance and an exit beneath. The port gate-
plates are coimected to the upper inclined deflecting
plates so that their position may coiTCspond Avith the
amount of water admitted. The buckets are in two
or more anniUai- series, of which either one or both may
be used.
Claim.—First, the wheel D with two or more series

of buckets, substantially as described, in combination
with the independent gates H H', for the purpose set

forth.

Second, in combination with tbe gates H H', the
springs N JST, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

60,767.— Anjte S. McLe.vn and James P.
McLeAx, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Breast PacZ.—January 1,

1867 ; antedated December 12, 1866.—A quilted pad-
ding next the person is secured to an outer covering
of straw matting, upon wliich there may be a spiral

spring to give prominence to the dress.

Claim.—A pad having a matA and cushion j1^ com-
bined therein, whether witli or without a spring or
spiings, all substantially as described.

60,76S.—M. Mellinger. Dayton, Ohio.—Cane
Stripper.—January 1, 1867.—The outer stripper knives
spring outward and allow tbe canes to fall into tho
circular stripping opening. The latter is adjustable
in size vertically by a slot in its lower limiting ]ilatc.

Claim.—The'shouldors i in stationary bl:ido I) and
spring !}lades E, operating in combination with tho
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slotted spring blades Gr, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

60,769.—M. H. MereiAjM, Charlestown, Mass.,

as iignor to himself and E. L. 1^otxto:s.—Feed Mechan-
ism/or Seiving 2IacMn.es.—January 1, 1867.— The
ratchet segments on each side of the needle unite in

one frame"which receives vertical and osciUating mo-
tion from two rocker shafts.

Claim.— First, the eccentric and its motor, the

crank, link, and their motor, when combined and ar-

ranged with a feeding device, so as to operate it, sub-

stantially as described.
Second, a feeding device for sewing machines, in

which a reciprocating shuttle moves at right angles,

or nearly so, to the path of the vibrating feeding move-
ments of the feeding device, whei\ constructed sub-

stantially as set forth, and arranged to operate as

specified.

60,770.—Philip P. Meyek, Xew York, IT. Y.—
Making Sheet-metal Vessels of Two Thicknesses.—
January' 1, 18G7.—The iuner-plating metal is spun on
a chuck and the outer case of metal spun on over the
plating metal, with or without strengthening rings be-

tween.
Claim.—Pirst, the process described for forming a

vessel of two or more metals by spinning them, one
upon the other, for the pui'pose set forth.

Second, the combination with a vessel constructed
of two or more metals, spun together as set forth, of

strengthening bars or rings, substantially as herein
set forth.

60,771. — William J. Millak, McKeesport,
Pa.

—

Apparatus for Steering Vessels hy Sieayn.—
January 1, 18G7.—The steering wheel has gear con-

nection with the crank shaft of the "nigger" (or

freight) windlass engine, and is rotated in different

directions by the reversal of the action of this engine.
Claim.—Pirst, the combination of the levers p and

r and the cut-off lever h of the nigger engine witb the
steering wlieel d and the gear wheels 7i, n\ o, and o',

connecting it with the engine, constructed and ar-

ranged sulDstantiaUy as and for the purposes herein-

before described.
Second, the check lever t, operated by means of

stops or buttons on the tiller rope, in combination
with the cut-off lever of the steam engine, constructed
and operating substantially as hereinbefore described,

for the purpo'se of stopping the steering engine when
the tiller is tm-ned to its utmost limit in either direc-

tion.

60,773.—Max Miller, Brooklyn, ]Sr. Y.— Toy
Wind Wheel.—JanuaiT 1, 1867.—The helical plate is

rotated by the breath' issuing from the holes in the
chamber beneath.
Claim.—An improved toy wiad wheel,formed by the

combination of the moutli piece A, air tube B, aii-

chamber C, pivoting post D, and revolving wheel E,
or equivalent, with each other, substantially as herein
described, as a new article of manufacture.

60,773.—Matthew Mitchell, Crown Point,
JniX.—Ray Elevator.—Somiarj 1, 1867.—The derrick
is supported on a sled. The rotary post is pivoted in

one of the benches and supported by a frame. The
elevating rope passes over iJuUeys on the post and the
compound lifting lever.

Claim.—First, the shaft D, lever E, provided witli

the friction roller «, in combination with the lever F
and rope E, for the purposes and substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the side pieces or frame A and posts B, in

combination with the levers E and F and shaft D,
substantially as herein described.

60,774.—Jajies Molyneux, Bordentown, IST. J.,

assignor to the Bordentown Machine Company,
same place.

—

Excavator.—January 1, 1867.—The buck-
ets are carried on an endless chain and pass around a
frame which has an oscillating adjustment. The main
frame may be rotated or moved either longitudiuidly
or laterally.

Claim.—First, a frame H, carrying an endless chain
of backets and hung to a frame capable of being tm-ncd
on platform or truck, all substantially as described,
for the pui'pose specified.

Second, the bucket frame H, hung to a bolt or shaft
arranged to slide in slots in the frame and controlled
by screw rods iST and K"', or theii- equivalents, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth!

Third, The combination of the tubular shaft G, chain
pulley I. di-i\'ing pulley or wheel e, bolt F, and slotted
plates E and E'.

Fom-th, the combination of the tubular shaft G, its
nuts I, and the screw rods iN" and X'.

Fifth, the framework carrying the bucket frame H
and endless chain of buckets, in combination Avith the
truck P, on wliich the said framework turns, and the
platform E, on which the truck and the entire machine
are arranged to traverse—all substantially as de-
scribed.

60,775.—Thomas C. Moore, "Wilmington, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Wm. A. Fallis, same place.

—

Smoothing Iron.—January 1, 1867.—A round lug Avith
side projections at its top is cast on the body of the
iron. The said lug enters a hole in the base piece of
the handle, and is tightened by giving the same a tm-a
of 90°. Bteel-likc projections on the' body of the ii-ou

sustain it in its vertical position when the handle is
detached.

Claim.—The pin a, with its projections c c, on the
body A of the fiatiron, in combination with the hole
and its side notches d d, in the handle B, substantially
as and for the pm-pose herein specified.
Also, tiic lieel projections g g, in combination with

the device for coupling the handle B to the body A,
for the pmpose set forth.

60,776—David Morris, Bartlett, Ohio.—Botary
Harroiv.—Januaiy 1, 1857.—^Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The rotary harrow, having a bent post,
upon which a spade wheel is so jourhaled that the
spades, by contact with the soil, shall arrest the spokes
and rotate the harrow without the intervention of
gearing, substantially as described.

60,777.—Thomas ISTewell, Oskaloosa, Iowa.—
Stove-pipe Thimble.—January 1, 1867.—The shoulders
on the stone rest upon cleats fastened to the joists,

and the dovetailed groove beneath permits a neat fin*

ish to the plastering of the ceiling below.
Claim.—The quadi-ilateral-shaped stone A, with

two shoulders a a for resting it upon cleats between
the joists, and annular dovetailed grooved ring B,
constructed, as described, of one piece of stone, as
and for the purposes set forth.

60,778—Nelson Palmer, Hudson, IsT. T., as-

signor to himself and T. G-. Palmer, Schultzville, IST.

Y.

—

ThreshingMachine.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim..—Fii'st, arming a threshing cylinder with
teeth,- which have their opposite faces rough and
smooth, as and for the pm'pose specified.

Second, makin^^ the teeth in the cylinder and con-
cave, cone-shaped, or pyramidal, so that by adjusting
the concave neai'er the cylinder the siu-faces of the
teeth shall approach neai'er to each other.

Third, such a construction and arrangement of
threshing machines, having two concaves, as des-
cribed, that, by the rotation of the threshing cylinder
in one direction, the smooth faces of the teeth are
caused to act in concert with the smooth faces of the
teeth in one concave, and by reversing the rotation of
the cylinder the rough faces of the teeth ai-e caused to

act in concert with the rough faces of the teeth in the
other concave.

60,779.—James L. Patterson, "Wliceler Station,
Ind.

—

Broom Hanger.—January 1, 1867.—The conical
ring has a screw socket, by which it is attached to the
end of a broom handle.
Claim.—Tha ring A, in combination with a bail or

hook B, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

60,780.- IlEXRY PEinsERTON, Allegheny City,

Pa.

—

2Ianvfacture of Sulphate of Alumina, Alum,
and other Aluminous Compounds.—January 1, 1867.-—

The acid to be used is obtained by treating the acid

residuum from the I'cfining of petroleum, iu the man-
ner described in the patent of the same inventor, dated

August 2, 1859.
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Claim.—The employment, iu the manufacture of

sulphate of alumina, alum, and other aluminous com-
pounds, of the acid solution obtained from the tarry

acid residuum of the treatment for the purpose of re-

fining petroleum, coal oils, and other hydi-o-cai-bm-cts.

60,781.—Charles H. Perkixs, Providence, R.
1.—Finishing Sheet Metal.-^Jauuarj 1, 1867.— The
plates, after cleaning: and briirhtening, are subjected

to the action of heat in a tight flask, the plates being
arranged so that their sm'faces shall not come in con-

tact with each other. They are afterward rolled or
hammered.
Claim.— Fii'st, the process herein described of an-

nealing and imparting a blue color to sheet-metal plates,

consisting in subjecting such plates, which have been
previously suitably cleansed and brightened, to the ac-

tion of heat applied while the plates are enclosed in a
close tlask, the plates being so arranged within the
flask that theii* sm-faces shall be smTounded by a free

air space, substantially as set forth.

Second, the process herein described of finishing

shect-ii'on plates by fii-st coloring the same in the man-
ner above set fortli, and, secondly, in subjecting the
phites, after being colored, to the action of pressm-c
rollers, or equivalent means tor producing a dense and
lustrous siu'face, substantially as described.

60,78-2.—George H. Pool, I^ew York, IT. Y.—
Spring Ucd.—J'anuury 1, 1867 ; antedated December
19, 18o6.—The main slats rest upon the ends of elastic

wooden slats, set at an angle in the sides of the end
bed rails, and are held by pins passing through slots

in the spring slats.

Claim.—The rails c c' resting on the springs d d'

and//', and attached thereto by means of the pins h
h' passing through the slots g g', said springs being
made of greater or less elasticity by varying their

length or the angle at which they are inserted in a
and a', or by both of these means, as described and
arranged.

60,783.—SamuelL. Potter,Wvandotte, Mich.—
Fagot for Railroad i?rti7s.—January 1, 1867.—The
steel is enclosed by the iron, except on one side, and
the pile so rolled a^s to leave the steel exposed over the
Avearing surface of the finished rail.

Claim.—A pile or fagot for rolling railroad bars,

constituted of iron and steel bars, aiTanged substan-
tially as herein represented and described.

60,784.-Edward Powell, Conneautville, Pa.—
Spring Crupper.—January 1, 1867; antedated De-
cember 29, 1866.—The spring frame is attached to the
loop of the crupper, and operated to raise the tail of
the horse.
Claim.—The metal frameA A, in combination with

the spiral spring B B and tail supporter C C, substan-
tially as described.

60,785—George Purrington, jr., IN'ew York,
N. Y., and James H. Puurixgton, Mattapoisett,
Mass.

—

Carpet Sweeper.—January 1, 1867.—The brush
shaft is rotated by a coniigated pulley driven by con-
tact with the rubber periphery of one of the sustain-
ing wheels. The dust is caught and retained by the
receivers.

Claim.—The adjustable axles or bearings K, con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed, in combination with the di-ive wheels J and
and frame A of the sweeper, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

60,786.—EliasRhoades. jr., and J.W. Ehoades,
Clyde. Ohio.-Spring Fi.<ih-hook:—JaimaTj 1, 1867.—
Tlie hook shanks are attached to one plate and pass
through a second. The shanks are bent in such shape
that when the plates are draxvn together the hook ends
will spring out. A spiral plate causes the revolution.
Claim.—The hook and rods A B, having swell D

and contraction C, in combination -nith the ways F
F, stationary head E, cross head G, spiral plate tL, as
and for the purpose substantially as specified.

60,787—Sexeca M. Eichardsox, TVorcester,
Mitss.— P?a?iu!,7 J/rtc/n'ne.—January 1, 1867.— The
Bograental pressure plate has guide grooves concentric
with the cutter shaft, and is kept forward by a spring.

Claim.—In a tonguing and grooving or'other like

machine, the combination with the cutter head of an
.adjustable mouth piece or presser bar attached to tho
bed piece of tho machine, so that, Avhile separate and
distinct from tlie cutter head, it may be capable of

'

moving concentrically therewith, the whole being
constructed and arranged for operation substantially

as shown and described.

60,788.— TTiLLiAM L. ElcnARDSOX, Eeading,
Mass., assignor to himself and F. E. Xuttixg, Flo-
rence, Mass.

—

Level.—Januaiy 1, 1867.— The disk
plate of the spirit level has a scale upon it, and may
be set to any inclination and retained by a pin on its

spring, which enters perforations upon it. The pivot
stud of the tube plate has grooves upon it by which,
in combination with a set screw, the tube can be set

at a required angle to its previous position. The
upper frame is carried on a ball-and-socket joint, and
from the center of the ball depends a plummet line.

Claim.—Fii-st, a ball joint having the plummet line

attached to the center of the ball, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Second, the stud H, having the gi-ooves c d e, ar-

ranged with the set screw b, substantially as and for

the pm-pose described.
Third, the tube S mounted upon the frame L, and

having the reversible level M, arranged as described,
and being detachable from the rest of the instrument,
so that ifcan be used as a mason's level and pltunb,

substantially as described.

60,789.—James C. Egberts, Adamstown, Md.—
Grinding Mill.—January 1, 1867.—The controlling
mechanism is regulated by a governor Avhich effects

the adjustment of the millstones, as well as the feed
of the grain to the mill, to the speed of the motor.
Claim.—In combination with a governor operated

from the mill gear, a regulating mechanism operated
tkrough the intervention of a screw shaft, a traveling
poise,"and scale beam, that wiU change and adapt
both the feed and the set of the stones to the vaiylng
speed of the runner caused by changes in the motive
power, and thus produce a uniform grade of flour or
meal, substantially as described.

60,790.—A. J. EoBixsox, Troy, N. Y.—Mop
Wringer.—January 1, 1867.—The mop cloth is thrust
down into the conical cavity between the spirals, and
its handle tm-ned to eject the water.
Claim.—An improved mop -wringer formed by the

combination of the btu' B and wringer C, constructed
with a circular rim c^, two or more descending spiral

arms c^, lower central part c^, and tenon c^, substan-
tially as herein described and for the pm-pose set forth.

60,791.—"William IST. EowE, Washington, D.
C.

—

Safety Xlpplefor Fire-arms.—January 1, 1867.

—

The nipple has a turn cap whose hole may be made to
coincide with that in tlie nipple or otherwise ; in the
latter case to prevent ignition when the hammer falls.

Claim.—In combination with the nipple of a fire-

arm, a cylinder shield or cap that can turn thereon,
and having an opening through it, that in one of its

positions closes, and in its other position discloses the
opening thi'ough or the powder in the nipple, and so

that a cap may be exploded upon it in its closed posi-

tion without firing the.charge in the arm and fire it in
its other disclosed position, substantially as described.

60,792.—G. EussELL, 'Kew Yofk, N. Y., and
Thojias B. Hull, Brooklyn, IsT. Y.—Printer's Ink'
Holler.—January 1, 1867.—The roller is formed on a
tube whose end plugs are prolonged to form jomnials.

Claim.—First, the construction of a stock on which
to cast (U- form printers' rollers for receiving or dis-

tributiii c ink iu such a manner that the journals on
which i turns may be removed and replaced at pleas-

ure.

Secoi. 1, the use of a cylinder or tube as a stock for

a printers' roller.

60,793.—Jouy S. Ey.vx, Berlin, Wis.—Meansfor
Eocking Cribs or Cradles.—January 1, 1867.—The
cradle is actuated by connecting a rocker to a cranlc

on a revolving wheel shaft. Power is communicated
from a coiled spring.

Claim.—The combination of the platform A, spring
B, wheels C D, and crank wheel E, arranged in con-
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nection witli the shaft Gr, arm H, and adjustable rod
1, in the manner and for the pm'poses specified.

60,794.-jroiix Lewis Sajiuels, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Composition for Preparing, Hardening, and
Preserving Wood.—-January 1, 1867.—Sulphate of u-on,

1 lb., and lime, i lb., are mixed with 1 gallon of water
for injection into the pores of the wood.
Claim.—The use of the aboTC-mentioned composi-

tion of sulphate of iron, common lime, and water, in
about the above-mentioned proportions, for the pur-
pose of injecting wood and timber to render them im-
pervious to the influence of wet and dry rot and the
attacks of worms and insects.

60,795.—Bernard Schaefer, Chicago, El.—
Boiler Flue Cleaner.—January 1, 1867.—Two semi-
circular flanges are carried on the expanding spring
arms. Inclined guides project from the periphery of
the flange at the point of junction -nith the arms.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

springs A A with the disks B B, plate C, and guides
D D, as herein described and for the pm'pose set forth.

60,796.—Eli Secor, Lawrence, Mich.—Pox for
Transporting Small Fruit and Perries.—January 1,

1867.—A number of trays are connected together ver-

tically and are supportecl on spiral springs. The trays
,have a hinged portion at bottom to alloAV downward
discharge.
Claim.—First, a fruit box for the transportation

and safe keeping of fruits or berries, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the tray C, either separately or in combina-

tion, constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pm-poses specified.

60,797.—Martin L. Senderling, Jersey City,

K". J.

—

Apparatus for Mixing^ Sugar.—January 1,

1867.—The various qualities of sugar pass between
rollers beneath the hopper and fall on the revolving
mixer.

Claim.—First, the process, substantially as herein
described, of mixing sugars through centriii-ugal force

by means of a -wheel receiving upon it sugars of dif-

ferent grades or (lualities.

Second, the mixing wheel, acting by centrifugal

force, constructed with vanes inclining on their faces

upwardly in a backward direction in relation to the
nm of the wheel, essentially as specified.

Tliird, the combination with the centrifugal mixing
wheel of a crushing mill arranged to deliver the
crushed sugar directly upon said wheel, substantially

as herein set forth.

Fom'th, the combination oi a divided hopper, crush-

ing mill, and centrifugal mixing wheel, essentially as

60,798.—James TV. Singleton, Quiney, HI.—
Orate.—January 1, 1867.—Levers in the Avheel tracks
are connected" to segmental blocks whose arcs carry
ropes so coiled and connected to the gate as to open
and close the same by the passage of a carriage.

Claim.—The apparatus constructed and arranged
substantiallv as herein described for the purpose of

opening and closing gates and fastening and releasing

them when either open or closed, as herein set forth.

60,799.-Francis Smith, Boston, Mass., assignor
to Edward Ward "Wilder, same place.

—

Caster for
Furniture.—January 1, 1867.—The roller arm carries

a transverse roller which has bearings in the concav-
ity of the bottom of the table leg.

Claim.—Tho formation of the lower end of the leg

E with tlic curved concavity d, and the formation of

th6 roller C and its arrangement with respect to such
concavity and the sliank 13 of the roller frame A, sub-

etantially as set forth.

60,800.—Hiram Smith and Thos. J. Lums,
ISTorwich, Conn.

—

Machine for Tenoning Blind Slats

and Boring the ^Sii'^^*?.—January 1, 1867.-The tenons
are cut simultaneously by revolving hollow cutters

and the slat presented whijc it is held upon the cutters

to .two cii-cular saws that form the shoulders. A
s]n'ing gauge-pin determines the distance for boring
the hole's in' the stiles.

Claim.—Fh-Ht, the use of the vibrating centering
cutters d' d' in combination vs^ith cii'cular saws c c, the

said cutters and saws being brought into action by
means such as described, or the equivalent thereof,
and operating substantially as described, for the pur-
pose of forming tenons on slats.

Second, constructing the tenon cutters d' d' in such
manner as to compress and taper the extreme outer
ends of the tenons on the slats, substantially as de-
scribed.

Third, the combination of tubular longitudinal cut-
ting and centering tenon cutters d' d' with slat rests

g g, which are constructed and arranged substantially
as described.
Fourth, the combination of the shafts C C, adjusta-

ble standards D D and E E, with the slat supports H
H, which are also adjustable, the said parts being
brought into action by means such as described, or
the exiuivalent thereof, substantially as described for
the pm-pose set forth.

Fifth, the spring pin n applied to adjustable arms
m m', in combination with the stUe support K and
boring tool a"^, substantially as described.

Sixth, holding the slats bj^ means of the tubular cut-
ters, cutting the shoulders of the tenons with the saws,
and then finishing the tenons by means of the samo
tubular cutters, which hold the slats while the saws
are operating, all substantiaUy in the manner herein
described.

60,801.—R. S. Stenton, Brooklyn, K T.—
Wrench.^feimia.rj 1, 1867.—^Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—Making the inclining jaws A and B at
such an angle with the straight shank C^ as to embrace
four sides, and to grasp in parallel contact three sides
of a hexagon nut, in combination with a sufficient

elongation of the lower jaw, so as to grasp two sides
of a square nut as set forth.

60,802.^Francis A. Sterry, Canton, Mass.

—

Adjusting Spindles in Ping Spinning.—January 1,

1867.—The bolster and step are adjustable laterally to
restore the spindle to positioii after becoming worn.
Claim.—Adjusting the spindle E by the bolster F

and the step G-, nuts f g, and openings O, substan-
stantiaUy in the manner and for the pm'poses herein
set forth.

60,803.-Charles L. Stevens, Galesbrtrg, EL—
Water Elevator for Pailroad Tanks.—January 1,

1867.—The frame has inclined rails by which it is de-
pressed by the passage of cars, giving by :he pivoted
levers the up stroke to the pump pitmans. Weights
on the levers cause the down stroke.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the three levers
C C C, constructed with friction rollers / on their
ends, for operating the pumps by the depressing and
elevating movement of the platform beams h resting
directly thereon, and weights E connecting therewith
substantially in the manner and for the pui'pose as set
forth.

Second, treather-tight planked rail platform, resting
directly on the friction rollers/of the ends of the lev-

ers C, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
as set forth.

Third, the platform beams h having shaft rods con-
structed with friction rollers c on their ends, and ope-
rating in vertical openings g in the bed sills D, and
under the rails, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose as set fbrth.

Fom'th, the friction rollers 7i as arranged on the
corners of the ends of the platfonn, to serve as lateral

guides in the depressing and elevating movement of
the platform, substantially in the manner and ^pr the
purpose as set forth.

Fifth, the weights E, as arranged in their connec-
tion with the levers, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as set forth.

Sixth, the side plates a on the sides of the rails A of
the platform, substantially in the manner and for the
pm-posc as set forth.

60,804.-Albert Stuckenrath, New York,
IST. Y.—Cut-off for Steam Engines.—January 1, 1867.

-Improvement on his patent of May 1, 1866, (ISTo.

54,439.) The cut-off is regulated by levers from*tho
governor which, by a rack and pinion, turn a shaft

within the steam chest. A pointer attached to tho
shaft in combination with a scale indicates the pres-

sm-o of steam and point of cut-oif.
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Claim.—The lever L, adjustable ring E, constructed
Bubstantially as and for the purpose set forth, and
Bliown in the accompanying drawings.
Also, the combination of the pronged lever L, ad-

justable ring R, levers u, and index of the graduated
dial D, substantially as set forth.

60,805.—William Toshach, Ifew York, I^. Y.—
Car Spring.—January 1, 1867.—The spring has plates

of gradually increasing lengtbs upward and down-
ward from the middle diaphragm, and are inclosed in

a case whose top and bottom plates are njovable and
have bearings on the ends of the longer and outer
spring plates. Rubber springs are interposed between
tho movabl'? plates of the case and the spring plates.

Claim.—A series of thin, elastic, i-ectaugular me-
tallic plates, either straight or cmwed, of graduated
lengths, in combination with compensating rubber
springs, and a suitable casing when so aiTanged as to

be deflected if made straight, or straightened if used
in a curved form, by means of flanged pressure plates,

the whole constructed and operating substantially in

the mauner and for the purpose herein set forth.

60,806.—Joseph Trent, Millerton, N. Y.—
Liquid Measure.—-January 1, 18G7.—The funnel is so
hinged to the nozzle of the measure that it can be
applied to its goneral use or as a cover. A cylindi-ical

portion at its larger end enters the measiu-e and
directs the di-ip thereinto when the funnel is inverted.
Claim.—The combination of the can A, and the

funnel B, and the double-jointed hinge H, substan-
tially as arranged and described.

60,80y.—Henry S. Yroolin, Hoboken, N. J.—
Channeling Machine.—January 1, 1867.—An improve-
ment on the "McKay channeler." The aim caiTy-
ing the channeling cutters and the upper feed-roller
is removable without removal of its pivot pin. The
operating parts are adiustable to cut the channels to
the required depth and distance from the edge.
Claim.—Fii'st, so appMng the arm L to the machine

that it may be removed from the frame or standards
without withdrawing the pin «, upon which it swings.
Second, the provision for longitudinal movement of

the arm to adjust the cutters with reference to the
edge guide wheel, substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with tho arm L the block IST,

or the auxiliary block O. carrying the cutters, and
made capable of vertical adjustrneut to simultaneously
regulate the depth of cut of the knife, and grooved
substantially as described.
rourth, the slotted construction of the knife-stock

Q, in combination Avith a. groover stock and otlier

parts of a channeling machine, to pcnnit its removal
without withdrawing the screw h, substantially as
set forth.

Fifth, in Combination with the stock Q the gauge
plate P, for determining the position of the knile
when replaced substantially as described.

60,808.—James T. "Watsox, Eichmond, Ind.—
Gate Hinge.—January 1, 1867.—One of the wings
has a sUding adjustment in its attaching bracket so
as to be regulated in tlistance from the pintle, for the
purpose of adjusting vertically the outer end of the
gate.
Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the

butt A, bar or Aviug B, bracket C, and thumb-piece
and screw-bolt D, when constructed and operating as
and for the purposes set forth.

60,809.—Is.v.\c P. Wendell, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mode of Lubricating Journals.—Januavj 1, 1867.

—

The oil box has tubes communicating with the lower
face of the journal, and contains spiral wii'es to con-
duct the oil to the journal on the exhaustion of air at
the upper ends of the tubes.
Claim.—An oil box A, having a tube D, in com-

bination with plate B, having orifices b b, and jom-nal
E, substantially as described.

60,810.—William Westlaice, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to Cross, Dane & Westlake.—Zan^ern.—
January 1. 1867.—A zone of colored glass is placed
over tho glass globe for use as a signal. The cap is
held on by catches which are released bv thumb
pins. The usual top plate is perforated at the mar-

29 c p

gin, and an additional top is attached outside the
perforation.
Claim.—First, converting the "conductor's" lan-

tern into a "signal" lantern, by the means and sub-
stantially as herein recited.

Second, accommodating the globe, or glass of the
lantern, by means of the screw plate connected to the
part c, substantially as herein described.

Thii'd, the cap /*. above the plate g, for preventing
the escape of the oil as herein named.

60,811—Martin Y. B. White, Ballston, IT. Y.
—Ice Spur.—Jarmary 1, 1867.—A plate having two
end loops projecting forward is attached to the front
of the heel, and a bar with a spur attached is slipped
under these loops and retained by a spring and a pro-
jecting lip.

Claim-.—The combination of the detachable and
adjustable ice spur A witli the metallic piece B, or its

equivalent, operating in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as lierein fidly described and set
forth.

60,812.—Baxter D. Whitney, Winchcndon,
Mass.

—

Planing Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The
pressure feed-roller on tho planed part runs at differ-

ent speed from the other feed-rollers to keep its face
clear by slight friction upon the board.
Claim.—Ka\-mg the size of the back pressure feed-

roll, or roUs, or the size of the gear wheels that drive
them,, such as will give the surface of the roll or rolls

a triHe greater or less motion than the front feed-rolls

and lumber to be planed liave, thus causing the back
roU or rolls to slide a trifle on the planed surface,
thereby preventing any substance from adhering and
accumulatiug on the rbHs.

60,813.—I»1arkWilder, EastPrinceton, Mass.—
Threshing Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The concave
is radially adjustable. The dnst is drawn in from the
mouth of the machine by a rotai-y fan, and is dis-

charged through a^ spoat at the tail end by anotlier
fan. The object is to prevent the diffusion of dust
among the operators.
Claim.—First, the combination of fan D with the

separating parts of the machine, substantially as and
for the purposes stated.
Second, the combination of fan C with the thresh-

ing parts of the machine, substantially as and for tho
purposes stated.

Third, the combination and arrangement of fans C
and D with cylinder B, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the' combination and arrangement of fans
C andD and threshing cylinder B with frames O and
K, as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the front of box E of
the guards o and adjustable frame p, substantially as
and for tlie purposes set forth.

Sixth, supiforting bed piece H by means of liiuged
supports I and J, for the pm-poscs stated.

Seventh, the combination of the adjustable damper
E. with the fan D, substantiaDy as aiid for the pur-
poses set forth.

60,814.-0. F. Winchester, ISTew Haven,
Conn.

—

Metallic Cartridge.—January 1, 1867.—Tho
cartridge shell has a cap over the rear front, and a
cushion interposed bctAvcen the two rear disks to pre-

vent accident and relieve the breech-pin when firing.

Claim.—A cartridge case consisting of the case A
and cap B, with the intervening disk or cushion b,

an-anged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

60,815.—Emantel Zorger, Grcensburg, Ind.-
Car Coupling.—.January 1, 1867.—The coupling is

self-attaching, the entering liuk raising the lever
catch, an angular part of whicli drops into a comple-
mentary slot in the catch plate of the draw-liead.

The draw-head is lield in place for attachment by
friction plates backed by springs. A groove in tho
catch receives the link when coupled.

Cto"'/».—First, the hinged gravitating catch D,
wlicn constructed with the concavity H and cham-
fered faces g g'. and with the slot/, and used in com-
bination with a draw-head, with converging throat
and V-shaped pocket I, and also in combination with
the hinged bar k, said parts being constructed sub-
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stantially in the manner and employed for the purpose
set forth.

Second, in combination with the dra-u--bar a' and
draw-head A, constructed and arranged to act auto-
matically, substantially as set forth, the fi-iction plates
l!?' IST' and tension springs O P for holding the draw-
head in any required position when coupling the cai's,

substantially as set forth.

e0,816c—E. H. ASHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.—(?Zo&e

Yalve for Steam Engines.—-January 1, 1867.—The
valve stem is hoUowed axially, and the hollow has
raised radial continuations above the valve for the
passage of grinding material. The stem admits of
free rotation for grinding by disconnecting the upper
nut from the body.
Claim.—First, the hoUow valve stemD, eonstructed

in the manner substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the said stem with the
globe valve B and screw nut T.

60,81^—E. H. AsHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.—Soi7er
Gauge Cock Handle.—January 1, 1867.—The wooden
hancUe disk is secured to the stem between two metal
plates by traversiug rivets.

Claim.—A handle for gauge or water cocks for
steam boilers, constructed in the manner substan-
tially as shown and described and for the piu-pose set
forth.

60,818.—Stephen L. Avert, l^orwich, IST. T.—
Pwrnj?.—January 1, 1867.—The wrist pin of a crank
upon the driving-pinion shaft has play in the slide

slot of the inclined cross-head of the pitman. A spi-

ral spring counterbaiances the pitman rod and buck-
ets.

Claim:—^Improved pump, constructed of the slid-

ing plate g, compensating spring x, metallic
plunger or piston d, and suitable valve'and valve seats

j, an-anged in combination witli the tubing of a well
A, and operating substantially in the manner herein-
before described.

60,819.—David M. Ayer, Lewiston, Maine.—
Preparing Sole Leather for Boots and Shoes.—Jan-
uary 1, 1867.—The leather when damj) is run between
a fluted and plain roller, and afterward diied between
heated plates of similar conformation.
Claim.—First, the method herein described of pre-

liaring sole leather for the construction of boots and
shoes, with air ccUs between the outer and inner soles.

Second, as an article of manufacture and sale, sole

leather corrugated or fluted, and hardened, substan-
tiaSy as described.

60,820.—Frederick Gr. Bakes, Vevay, Ind.—
Hillside Ploiv.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The plow has
right and left wings as upward additions to the mold
boards; these are adapted to be used* alternately;
they have devices for seeming them in their i^laces to

the beam or mold board.
Claim.—First, tlie provision in a hillside plough

of right and left wings, or mold boards G G', adapted
to be alternately secured in the active and inactive
positions substantially as set forth.

Second, in the described combination with the
reversible share F, and wings G G',the latcliK, lips

P, lugs L L', M M', eye IST, and hook O, or their me-
chanical equivalents, for the purpose explained.

Third, tlie arrangement of duplicated wings G G',

pivoted near their front ends to the sheath, and secured
alternately to their upper or inactive positions by the
hook Q, and the eye K, or their equivalents.

60,821.-GEORGEBALDWIXandALLENB.CHASE,
Italy Hill, jN'. Y., assignors to Allex B. Chase.-
Wool P>'e,sv*?.—January 1, 1867.—The table has tha-ee

sections : those at the side hinged to the central one.

The fleece is placed on the table and the side leaves
rais.ed to fold in the sides. The hinged ends of the
central section arc then raised, folding in the ends of
tlie fleece. The underlying cords m-c then tied over
the fleece. A treadle releases the catches which hold

up the folded leaves.

Claim.—The latches D and D, rolling catch E, pro-

vided with the weighted arm G, and treadle F, when
constructed and arranged substantially as specified

and used for the purpose set forth.

60,822.-E. D. Barrett, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Julius B. Savage.—Die for
Cutting Scre^vs.—Jamxary 1, 1867.—The cutters are
lodged in a recess in the cutter heads, and are adjust-
able tangentially to the article being turned by set-
screws on one side and a wedge-shaped piece operated
by set-screws on the other; the difterent positions to
which the cutters may be adjusted remain always in
planes parallel one with another.
Claim.—The combination of the lever E, the wedge

I, cutter e, and set-screws g and c, so as to operate
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

60,823.—Thomas J. Barron, Brooklyn, K. Y.—
Converting Iron into Steel.—January 1, 1867.—The
iron, after fashioning to any form, is confined in a,

retort with hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen in stated
proportions, and subjected to heat.

Claim.—First, the use and application, for con-
verting iron into steel, of the compound gas composed
of carburetted hydrogen with nitrogen and cyanogen,
or with nitrogen and carbonic oxide, and either with
or without ammoniacal and chlorine gases, appUed
substantially as described.
Second, the use, in combination with the process of

converting iron into steel by the appheation of such
gases, of clilorine gas, preliminary to such process, for
the purpose and in cases as set forth.

Thu-d, protecting the metal after it has been steeled
or converted into steel, and when the same is to be
hardened while being transferred to the hardening
bath, from contact with the atmosphere, for the pur-
poses set ibrth.

60,824.—"WiLMAM Batty, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Potvder for Facing Molds.—Januaiy 1, 1867; ante-
dated December 23, 1866.—The facing powder is made
from the ecrusted residuum of petroleum stills or coal-
gas retorts. The cinder is pulverized and bottled to
prepare it for use.

Claim.—The molder's facing powder, composed
and prepared in the manner described.

60,825.—Charles Beach, Penn Tan, I^. Y.—
Corn Sheller.—January 1, 1867.—The hopper has
inclined ribs within. The concave shelling face con-
sists of narrow pendent plates confined by a i-ing

made vertically adjustable to limit the space between
the grinding surfaces. The corn and cobs are swept
over the sieve bottom, and the cobs pass over an
inclined riddle. The corn is delivered on one side
and the cobs on the other. A blower disperses the
chaff.

Claim.—First, the adjustable ring D, in combina-
tion with the shelling bed composed of the spring
sections b b, operatuig substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination of the inclined wings a a,

with the hopper B, shelling bed C, and cylinder or cone
E, arranged and operating as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the curved arms G G,
with the perforated floor H, and cob outlet /, when
arranged in connection with the shelling mechanism
C E, substantially as described.
Fom-th, in combination Avith the subject matter of

the preceding claim, the arrangement of the perforated
chute L, with hinged valve IST, and the reverse dis-

charge board M, the whole aiTanged and operating
as described.

Fifth, the special construction and arrangement
of the machine, consisting, essentially, of the bed C,
cylinder or cone E, arms G G. perforated floor II,

discharge boai-d I, exhaust fan P, and the inclined
chutes t, M, operating substantially as set forth.

60,826.—tlOHN H. Bear, York, Va.—Horse Hay
Hake and Seeder Combined.—January 1, 1867.—Seed
hoppers are attached to the rake axle for distribution
of seed or fertilizers. The rake lever will either raise
the rake for the dischai-ge of liay, or depress it to act
as a harrow.
Claim.—First, seeming one or more seed hoppers,

which are provided with seed-dropj^nng dcA-ice* or
guano distiibutors to the axletree ot a hay rake, the
teeth and driver's seat of which ai-e applied to said
axle, substantially as described.
Second, the coinbination of the hopper box G. axle-

tree A, (li'iver seat D, and a lever for enabling the
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driver to hold the rake teeth do^-n for harroTving in

the seed, substantially as described.

60,827.—Asa Bee, White Oak, TVest Ya-Saw.

60,832.— A. ALPnoNSE CHASSFrqx, Paris.
France.

—

Xcedlc Gun.—.Januaiy 1, 1867.—The needle
is attached to the end of the hammer rod, which is

enveloped in an oscillatincr sleeve having a prqjectioQ
on it that enters a snitable cavity in the barrel', when

-Jaiinaryl, 1867 -The planing bits^^a^^^ attached to
, ^j^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^1^^ ^^^,^-^^^. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

the sides of the saw to plane both ^5lue.s oi the ken, . *" - . v. ,,.,...
The lower sides of these bits are giooved to an edge
and set at an angle with the plane of the cutting line

of the saw.
Claim.—The plane bit or iron a, when constructed

with a groove or gutter a', and secured to the blade

of a saw, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

60,828.—Edwin- L. Bergstresser, Sunbury, Pa.
—Gaff?.—January 1, 1867.—The gate is centrally

pivoted on a longitudinal arm supported by rollers at

the rear gate post. The gate is opened by being
tm-ned 90= and then moved backward -^lith'its sup-
porting arm to the rear post.

Claim.—Fii-st, pivoting the gate centrally to an
overhanging sliding bearer, arranged substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the sliding bearer to which the gate is piv-

oted, ai'ranged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the an'angement of the friction rollers, in the
described relation to the post, and to the sliding bearer
passing through said post, for the purpose specified.

Fomth, the employment of a weight or counterpoise
upon the outer end' of the sliding bearer, which has
the gate pivoted to its inner end, substantially as and
for the piu'pose specified.

60,829.—John F. Boyntox. Syi-acuse, X. T.—
Anti-friction Oil.—January 1, 13G7.—Vegetable oils

and gums are placed in a closed vessel with hydro-
j ^'^^^jp"(,^^j'l3g^l

have such projections and slots that the gun must
cocked, and the sleeves so tm-ned as to retain tho
parts in that position before the needle mechanism
can be drawn back for the insertion of the cartridge.
After the replacement of these parts the turning of
the sleeve to the position for firing transfers the onus
of retention of the hammer to the tumbler, which is

operated by the trigger. An aunulai' packing of vrJ-

canized rubber is Confined between the entl of the
sleeve and a flange on the needle case, so that the
pressure of the discharging cartridge shall pack the
baiTcl. The fore end of the neetUe case has an annu-
lar chamber around it for the reception of the residuum
of the cartridge.
Claim.— Fii-st, in a breech-loading fire-arm. tho

rigid connection between the needle-caiTying rod and
th^ cock or hammer by which the said rod is operated
and withdrawn from the breech bolt, substantially as
shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with the tubular breech
bolt of the needle rod and its rigidly attached cock or
hammer and actuating spring, under such an an-ange-
ment that by the retraction of the said rod from tho
breech bolt the spring shall De compressed, and tho
gim cocked, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

Third, in combination with the nccdle-caii-ying rod,
and the cock to whic h it is rigidly secm-ed, supi)ort-

ing and holding the spring "which surrounds the
needle rod, between the trout end of the said rod and
the rear end of the breech bolt, substantiaEv as shown

carbons to be oxidized under heat in the presence of
sulphur. The ingredients used are noted in the claims.
Claim

.

—First^a material forlubricating machinery,
formed by combining sulphiu- with hydro-carbon oUs,
tars, or their equivalents, substantially as described.
Seeoud. the combination of linseed oU with the pro-

ducts of gas tar and sulphm'.
Third, the combination of any of the petroleum

series of hydro-carbons with the gas tar series, as
herein described, for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the petroleum and gas
tar series of the hydro-cai-bons with sulphm-, for the
purpose set forth.

60,830.—John- F. Boyxtox. Syi*acuse, X. T.

Fourth, the combination of the needle rod and cock
or hammer for operating the same, with a sliding and
rotary breech bolt, provided with slots, grooves, c.r

equivalent devices for limiting and determining the
forward movement of the saiu hammer and rod, as
herein set foith.

Fifth, the combination of the needle-carrying rod
and its tenon I, with the plug or holt screwed in tho
rear end of the breech bolt, and perforated and re-

cessed for the reception of the said rod and tenon,
substantially as and for jnu-poses described.

Sixth, in a breeeh-loading fii-e-ai-m, as herein do-

scribed, the combination with the tubular bolt or breech
sliding in the breech receiver as specified, of the
movable sheath or tube for receiving the needle,

Roofing Material.—Januai-y 1, 1867.—Composed of
| capable of a sliding and rotary motion upon the axis

gas tar, 40 gallons
;
pitch. 20 gallons ; distillate from ' of the said breech, substantially as shown and set

gas tar, 10 gallons ; clay. 20 pomids ; carbonate of
\ forth.

lime, 20 pounds : sulphate of iron, 3 pounds ; sulphur. Seventh, interposing between the head of the breech
2 pounds ; and chloride of calcium, 1 pound. These bolt and the flange foi-med on the movable needle
ai-e mixed with peat, muck, or proper fibrous or ligne- sheath, a cylindrical disk or tube of vulcanized india-
ous material
Claim.—First, the combination of peat with gas tar

or gas tar products, as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of muck with gas tar or

gas t^r products, as and for the pm-pose described.
Third, the combination of gi'ouud ligneous and

fibrous materials, peat and mucl^, with gas tai* or gas
tai- products, for tlie purpose described.
Fourth, peat, muck, and disintegijtited ligneous and

ground fibrous materials combined -nith asphaltums,
pas tar and its products, substantially as set forth and
•for the purposes herein described.

Fifth, thecombiiiationof the silicate of soda, silicate
of magnesia, and the chloride of calcium, for the pur-
poses above specified.

60,831.—C. H. Buttekfield, Sturbridee, Mass-
assignor to J. E. Taylor, Sutton. Mass.—Carriage
Spring.— Jannnry 1, 1667.— The spring plates are
bolted to the perches, and pass through loops thereon
with a longitudinally extended top. The springs are
jointed to the bodyloops, and those latter have slots
for the passage of screws for their attachment to the
frame.
Claim.—First, the clasp D. constructed as shown,

in combination with a single leaf spring C. as de-
scribed.

Second, securing the spring C to the bearing H B:
by means of the close joint E, in combination with
the clasp 1). as and for the purpose set forth.

rubber, whose diameter is such as to tdlow it to slide

freely in and out of the charge chamber ; but at the
same time to cause it to hermetically close the said
chamber when com]Dressed between tlie needle sheath
and the breech bolt by the action of the gases gene-
rated by the ignition of the charge, as herein sliown
and set forth.

"

60,833.-Al\tx B. Clark, Pachmond, Ind.—
Apparatics for Turning the Leaves of Music.—Jan-
uiily 1. 1867.—The clips are attached to the leaves,

and' carried along the cm-ved bar in such a manner as

to detach them from the magnet at the proper time.

The magnet arm is actuated by a treadle.

Claim.—First, the swinging'magnct D. in combina-
tion with the clipB attached to'the leaf, when operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, in an apparatus for turning the leaves of

sheet music, suspending a magnet upon an oscillating

arm, and so connecting the'arm with a pedal, by
intermediate mechanism that the leaves may be turned
successively by the action of the foot of the player,

substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the swinging magnet
D. the clips B. attached to the rod C. when the latter

is so aiTahgcd in relation to the centre of oscillation

that the magnet shall be detached as the leaf is turned,

substantiaUv in the manner set forth.
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60,834.—Amasa Cobbs, Pittsburg, 'Pa.—Photo-
graphic Jiath.—Jamiary 1, 1867 ; antedated December
19, 1866.—The plate is laid on the dipper rod, wliich is

then introduced tlirougli the opening in the box, and
laid on the pivoted oscillating bottom.

Claim:—The combination of the oscillating bottom
F -with the bos A in a nitrate bath, substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

60,835.—John F. Collixs, 'Sew York, I^, Y.—
Manufacture of Alcohol and other Pure Distillates.—
January 1, 1867.—Phosphate of lime or equivalent is

added to the wash or mash in heating, to neutralize

or prevent the formation of acids. The distillation

is carried on below 177° Eahi'enheit, to prevent forma-
tion of acid. A cmrent of gas is di'iven into the still

to aid the escape of volatile parts.

Claim.—First, the products derived from hydi'o-

carbon, coal, or mineral oils, petroleum or turpentine,
distilled substantially as described.
Second, spirituous* liquors, alcoholic substances and

essential oils, distilled fi'om wash, mash, or other sub-

stances, in the manner substantially as described and
set forth.

60,836.—E. P. CoKXOR, Jeflfersonville, Ohio.—
Detaching Runaivay Horses.—January 1, 1867.—The
hinged plate upon the back of the doubletree is

thro-mi oflf its detent by a cam upon the tongue,
worked by a lever on the fore axle. Kaising the plate

frees the doubletree.
Claim.—The arrangement of cap E <? G, notch c,

detent F, and cam H, or their equivalents, constructed
and operating as set forth.

60,837.—John Cups, Chicago, El., and Amos E.
Harper, GrandviEe, Mich.—Converting Reciprocat-
ing into Rota7'y Motion.—Jaja.naTy 1, 1867.—The seg-

mental racks engage spm'-wheels so coupled by
ratchet spring collars to the driving shaft as to pro-

duce continuous rotary motion.
Claim:—The employment of two rack wheels, or

segmental circular racks, in combination with two
pinions on the di-iving shaft;, arranged so as to be
coupled alteraately thereto, in such a manner as to

produce continuous rotary motion in one direction,

substantially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

60,838.—Jonathan Davidson, Edinburgh, Scot-

land.— Apparatus for Reefing Sails.— January 1,

1867.—The sail is sustained on the upper cross-shaft, to

whose ends are hung the swinging arms, carrying at

theii' lower ends the revolving yard on which the sail is

wound. The upper yard is fixed to the two chains pa
ing over pulleys on the upper shaft and sprocket wheels
on the lower yard. The prcssui-e of the wind, ifextreme,
causes the lower yard to swing forward, and spur
wheels ui)on its ends engage a rack to wind the sail

upon the yard. This action of the wind is partially

couuterl)alanced by a spring or weight connected by
a cord to the revolving yard.

Claim.—Fii'st, effecting the automatic reefing of
sails by means of spring, le^'cr, or equivalent mechan-
ism, aiTanged and applied to the sails, substantially
as described, so that the extent of sm'face of the sails

exposed to the action of the wind shall always be
inversely proportionate to the pressm-e of the wind
upon the said sails, substantially as herein shown and
set forth.

Second, the herein described apparatus for efi'ecting

the self-reefing of sails, the same consisting of a shaft
or roller connected with a spring lever or equivalent
mechanism, and engaging with one or more racks or
guiding arms, projecting out from the mast, the said
apparatus being so combined with the sail that the
movement of the roller along its rack or guidiug arm
shall cause the sail to increase or diminish in size in

inverse proportion to the force or pressure of the
wind, substiintially as herein specified.

60,839.— Elijah F. Dunaway, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Machine for Wiring Blind Slats.—,Tanuary 1,

1867; antedated Dccemljer 19, 1866.—The upward
movement of tke hand lever operates the feed lover

by a cord. The feed lever acts on the ratcheted slide,

to which the rod is connected to feed it forward the
length of o)ic ratchet tooth at each movement.
ClaUn.—ThG arrangement of the cord T, with the

lever C and J, and pulley S, as herein described and
for the purposes set forth,

60,840.—B. TVells Dunklee, Boston, Mass.—
Coal Stove.—January 1, 1867.—The air tubes have
downward extensions nearly reaching the floor of the
cold-ail" chamber. The caloric current may have direct
exit or be made to pass out through a diving flue.

Claim.—The arrangement of the combustion cham-
ber B, with its smoke exits E F and H, with respect
to the air tubes D D, &c., of the fm'naee, substantially
in manner and for the purpose as above described.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the

flues E F and J, and their relative position with
respect to the fuel supply door of the furnace, essen-
tially as set forth and explained.

60,841.—J. E. Dust, Hyattsville, Ohio.—Table.—
January 1, 1867.—Two of the legs are so jointed to the
others as to permit their approach when the leaf is

lowered. The moving legs are connected to the top
by a dovetail slide. A waiter board ofsmaller diameter
than the top is centrally pivoted upon it.

Claim.—The folding table A B, stationary legs
C C, sliding legs D 1)', rotary waiter Gr, forming a
convertible self-waiting and folding table and side-

board.

60,842.—John Alexander, Greenpoint, N". Y.—
Grate for Furiiaces.—January 1, 1867.—The fiu-nace

is intended for burning slack. The grate bars have
rounded grooves and small holes flaring downward.
The two end sections of the grate interlock over a
central lateral support.
Claim.—First, in grate bars, the grooves e and

tapering holes e', arranged in the manner and so as to
perform the functions herein specified.

Second, in combination with the above the locking
partsW E5 on the ends of the perforated and grooved
sections E^ and adapted to serve in combination
therewith, as herein specified.

Third, in combination with the perforations e' and
grooves e, the continuation of the webs E' over the
bearers, so as to provide free access for the draft to
the holes and grooves located in that pait of the grate.

60,843 Juan S. L. Babbs, :N"ew Albany, Ind.—
Dovetail Machine.—January 1, 1867.—An Improve-
ment on the Hartwell patent. The two platforms
receive respectively the match sides to be dove-
tailed. The adjustable clamps may be used with either
platform, having screw attachment in each case to the
other platform. The gauge teats are adjustable in
prominence.

Claim.—First, the construction and an^angement
of the two platforms A A, when applied in combina-
tion to the Hartwell patent dovetail machine, or its

equivalent, substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.
Second, the use of the holdfasts or clamps in com-

bination with the adjustable blocks C C. as applied to
the comliined platforms A A, when ai-ranged and
operating as and for the purposes herein described.

Thh'd, the use of the four spring check gauges D D
D D, in combination with the platforms A A, sub-

stantially as arranged and for the pm-poses as herein
described.
Fourth, the construction and arrangement of the

two graduating gauge teats E E, in combination
with the combined platforms A A, operating sub-

stantially as aiTanged and foi' the pm-poses as herein
described.

60,844.—William A. Barlow, Elkhom, Wis.—
Heating Stove.—January 1, 1867.—The chimney de-

scends into the smoke chamber, which is tim-rounded

by an annular air chamber and has a tilting bottom or
damper. The annular air chamber has perforations

at its lower edge for the introduction of air to the com-
bustion chamber, and is surrounded by a flue space.

The air has exit holes in the stove crown.
Claim.—The interior chamber C, provided with a

tilting or otherwise opening bottom U and a down-
Avardly in-ojeeting pipe or flue D, substantially as and
for the purpose licrein specified.

Also, tlie combination of the chamber C, constructed
and arranged as above specified, and chamber B, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose heroin set forth.

i
Also, the combination of the aii-cii'culatin^ cham-
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ber Gr with the chambers B and C, constructed and
arranged as above specified, substautially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

Also, the air-supplying openings or passages d d at

the base of the chamber C, constnicted and" aiTanged
as above specified, substantially as and for the pui'-

pose herein set forth.

60,845.—William A. Barlow, Elkhorn, Wis.—
Heating Stove.—JaimiM'j 1, 1867.-Aii- is introduced
to the combustion chamber by a pipe whose exit is at

the center of the deflecting plate above the grate.

The caloric cuiTcnt passes around the edge of the
deflector and up through a central flue, which is sm*-

rounded by an air chamber having holes at top.

Claim.—A deflecting plate B, in combination with
one or more air-supplying pipes C, aiTauged and oper-
ating substantially as antl tor the purpose herein speci-

fied.

Also, in combination with the foregoing, the inte-

rior downwardly extending pipe or flue D, and an air-

circiflating chamber E surrounding said pipe or flue,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

60,846.—D. C. Baughman-, Fort Seneca, Ohio.—
Seeding Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The machine has
a di'iU hopper for grain and a broadcast hopper for

Sass seed or fertilizers. The seeding wheels in the
ill hopper are operated by a belt from the agitator

shaft of the other hopper. The seed apparatus may
be thrown out of gear by a lever and a ratchet clutch
upon the axle.

Claim.—First, the combination of the two hoppers
G and J with the shafts g h, spur wheels a a', pulleys
g^ g'^, or their equivalents, and clutch b b^ upon the
axle C and lever c, which is acted upon by the bar E,
to which the drill teeth ai-e attached, all operating sub-
stantially as described.

Seconcl, adapting the shaft h of the hopper J to serve
as an agitator for this hopper, and also as a means for

transmitting motion from the axle C to the shaft g of
the hopper G-, substantially as described.

Third, the construction of the seed guards I with
openiugs m in their sides, in combination with the
rotary seed dischai-gers, substantially as described.

Foui-th, making the openings through the sides of
the seed guai-ds I larger at their upper ends than at
their lower ends, substantially as described.

Fifth, constructing the rotary seed dischargers k
with discharging wings on each side, substantially as
described,

60,847.—A. M. Beard, HiUsborough Bridge, I?".

H., assignor to himself and Solomon McNeil, same
place.

—

Head Blockfo r Saio Mills.—January 1 , 1867.—
The log rest has lateral movement by a double pawl
actuated by a lever. The pawl is held to the advancing
or retracting action by a slide bar which engages a
notch upon it. The pawl engages a spur wheel which
revolves a shaft carrying spur wheels gearing in mor-
tise racks. Two adjustable end rests are provided for
tapering or crooked logs. A rack upon the log-rest
engages a wheel on a shaft carrying index disks which
indicate the lateral movement.
Claim.—Fii'st, the rotating index 4, supported on

and carried by the log-rest B, and operated by a fixed
rack 1 and piiiion 2, substantially as and for the pm--
pose herein specified.
Second, in connection with the graduated indicating

disk or index 4, pinion 2, rack 1, and log-rest or head
block B, an adjustable secondary index or graduated
disk 3, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the pm-pose explained.
Third, a hand leverD having a double pawl d, which

is controlled by an eccentric G and sub-lever I pivoted
thei-eto, and having a second eccentric or cam j and
rod J for lifting the head block or rest pawl g, in con-
nection with a spm- wheel E, pinions c c, racks a^, and
rest B. as and for the purpose shown and explained.
Fourth, the balanced elbow-shaped pawls z, in con-

nection with the stands O and sliding dogs T, as and
for the purpose described.

Fifth, the rollers q pivoted to the tops of the stands
D. as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the stands D, in combination with the mova-
ble rest B. when the said stands are adjustable on the
paid rest B, substantially as and for the purpose set

60,848.—Edmund Becker, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
ii!oq^?i(7.—January 1, 1867.—Narrow strips are secured
centrally over each rafter by cords or wires, and side
pieces are fastened to these' strips. The side pieces
have grooves in their lower sides to contain the up-
turned side edges of the roof sheets. The strips and
their side pieces are covered by metal, and the metal
cover and the upturned edges'of the sheets are tra-
versed by horizontal pins, which attachment allows
the expansion or contraction of the sheets.
Claim.—First, the bars B, constructed substantially

in the manner and secured at their base to the rafters
of the roof, as and for the purpose described.
Second, the pins k driven into the bars B, in com-

bination with the notched plates A, substantially as
described and for the pm-pose specified.

Tliii-d, the construction of the metallic sheets A, pro-
vided at their upright sides with notches h, andsecm"ed
to the roof by the bars B so as to have full liberty to
expand and contract in all directions, as and for the
purpose set forth.

60,849—Otis T. Bedell, New York, N. Y.—
Slate Washer.—January 1, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A slate washer composed of a compressi-
ble water vessel A and absorljcnt wiper B, combined
substantially as herein set forth.

60,850.—Charles Bemis, Mishawaka, Ind.—Oar
Brake.—January 1, 1867.—The lever and the chain
connected thereto actuate the oscillating block by
which the brakes are operated.
Claim.—The arrangement of the lever n, the chain

k, the pulleys m m, and the shaft c, connected with the
shoes a a by the arms e e and the rods g g, to operate
as a raih'oad car brake as herein described.

60,851.— Frederick Bennett, Watford, Eng-
land, assignor to Johns. George, Nassau, New Prov-
idence.

—

Manufacture and Coating of Lead Pipe.—
Januaiy 1, 1867.—The pipe is made over a fixed man-
drel, which is made hollow for the passage of the tin
when the pipe is to be lined.

Claim.—First, the within described process of man-
ufactm'ing lead pipe by the use of a stationary mandrel
in contradistinction to the mandrel generally used,
which moves with the piston of the hydraulic ram, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the within described process of coating the

interior of lead pipes with tin or other suitable mate-
rial during the process of manufacturing the same, by
means of a hollow stationary mandrel, substantially as
set forth.

60,853.—George F. Blake, Boston, Mass.—
Direct Acting Engine.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The tappet
rod extends through stuffing boxes into the steam and
pump cylinders, and the pistons impinge on its ends
to work a slide valve, which directs the steam to an
upper valve cylinder to operate the valve plunger
therein.

Claim.—Fii'st, the tappet rod F, arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the rod F, lever G, and
valve rod H, substantially in the mannervdescribed.

Third, tlie auxiliary exhaust, an-anged and operating
substantially as specified.

Fom-th, so controlling the supply ports of the main
cylinder by the conjoint action of valvesM and N that
those valves shall together constitute a cut-off' to arrest

the supply of steam to either end of the main cylinder
while that end is exhausting, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm-pose set forth.

60,853.—-TA:\rES Bowden. New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, William H. Colbanks and Horace
Theall, same place.

—

Fastening Boiler Tubes.—Jan-
uai-y 1, 1867.—The tube holes are bushed with inward
flaring fciTulcs, and the tube end is suiTOunded witli a
fe«iTule whose outward surface is brought in contact
with the inner surface of the bushing by a nut screw-
ing on its outer end.
Claim.—The wedge-shape ferrule C D, in combina-

tion with the nut E, tube B, and tube-sheet A, sub-

stantially as set forth.

60,854.—Henry P. Bradbury, Springfield, Ohio.
—Water TFfteeJ.—January 1, 1867.—The water is re
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ceivecl at the side and discharged at bottom. The
tipper stream passes horizontally between vertical
buckets and then acts while descending? upon inclined
buckets. The lower flow descends over the inclined
buckets at the periphery of the wheel. The balanced

. gates for admittance of water are opened by segmental
racks on their shafts, which engage with similar racks
on an upper wheel.
Claim.—First, the combination of the three sets of

buckets, C E F, substantially as and for the piu^pose
set forth.

Second, the horizontal buckets C, in combination
with the vertical buckets F, and' the annular chamber
Gr, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Thii'd, in combination with a Avheel receiving its

water horizontally, the post M and balanced gates R,
operated by the segment S and geared ring T, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

60,855.—Samuel Bpjstow, Bedford, lndi.—Saw
Mill.—January 1, 1867.—The actuating chain passes
around pulleys on the di'iving shaft and rope di'um.
The pulley end of the dj'um has vertical movement by
means of a lever to tighten the chain sufficiently to
rotate the drum and adjust the log.

Claim.—The grooved pulley E on the drum shaft D,
one end of said shaft having bearings in a movable
standard, grooved pulley C on the driving shaft A,
chain h, and lever F, when constructed ancl arranged
as herein set forth.

60,856.—2sr. H. Bruce, Forge Village, Westford,
Mass.

—

Tag or Label.—January 1, 1867.—The cord
passes under a metal plate secured underneath by the
folded end of the tag.

Claim.—A tag having a cord or strin g, or its equiva-
lent, secured to it by passing such cord through a me-
tallic tube or casing, or its eciuivalent, attached to the
tag, substantially as and for the pm-pose described,

60,857.—W. H. BuKRiDGE, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Charging Gas or Air with Hydro-
carbon Vapor.—January 1, 1867.—The gas enters the
chamber tlirough a tube and is discharged near the
bottom of the vessel into a tortuous passage forming
a volute of cloth or Avood, and then passes over the
stepped plates of absorbent material so as to be fuUy
charged with vapor.
Claim.—Fii'st, the stepped or shelved partitions

provided with basins or cups and flocculent material,
in combination with the case A, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, arranging the steps or pans so as to enlarge
the area or surface of the same from top to bottom, and
so that the evaporating capacity will be increased in
proportion to the increasing density of the fluid by the
elimination of the lighter portions.

Third, the plate C, volute curtains C, in combina-
tion with the partitions B', arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

60,858.—Be.nmamin Churchill, "Wareham, Mass.
Weighing Apparatus.—January 1, 1867.—Two beams
are employed, each furnished Avith a sliding scale and
Av'ciglit capable of being passed across the axis of the
beam. ISTearly all the mechanism is enclosed in a box.

Claim.—Connecting the auxiliary rod or beam F to

the main beam by means of the arms F' F', each side

of the axis of motion of the beam, so that the poise
on the auxiliary beam may be traversed across the axis

of the beam, outside of or beyond the axis of the beam,
substantially as described.

60,859.—BOBERT J. Clay, Williamsburg, N". T.,

assignor to J. H. Clark, E. "Walsh, J. Donaldson,
and T. H. Walsh.—Machine for Cleaning Cotton,

(£c.—January 1, 1867.—The matted cotton passes be-

tween feed rollers to a cylinder armed with pyr.imidal-

ended pickers, and is tlien carried over endless and
circular screens and repicked. A blast of air carries

off the dust during the o])eration.

OZaim.—First, the machine for cleaning and rclint-

ing damaged cotton, constructed and arx'anged sub-

stantially as herein desci'ibed.

Seconil, the toothed revolving cylinders E E' and
the rul)ber-sheathed rollers e e'ff and ,7 .(/', in coml)i-

U'ltion with the tan-blower Gr, "tlie travcilling screens
B B', and the revolving wire cylinders D D', con-

nected and operated substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

Thii'd, the cylinder teeth c c, chamfered on four
sides to form a pyrimidal-pointed picker, in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein described.

60,860.-William F. Cochrane, Springfield,
OWo.—Flour jBo^L—January 1, 1867.—The meal is

fed to the bolt by the action of a plunger operated by
connections Irom the bolt shaft.

Claim.—First, the combination with the reel, reel
spout, and pump, of the ventilating valve E', as and
for the pm-pose described.
Second, the ari-augement of the feed spout, pump

barrel, packed piston, and reel spout, with relation to
each other and to the reel, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Third, the combination with the feed spout and
pumi? baiTel of a flour pump, of the piston-packing
blocks, spring blocks, spring boxes, and v.'oollcii

packing, as and for the pm-pose described.

60,861.—Stephen F. Davenport, Hallowell,
Me.

—

Steam Engine.—January 1, 1867.—The outer
piston is a cylinder whose two heads are packed in
the main cylinder. The steam is received through a
hollow fixed piston within the larger piston. An
axial pipe conducts the steam thereto. The steam
first acts on tl).o inner side of the outer piston head,
and exhausts to act expansively on the outer end of
the outer piston. It then passes through the annular
space between the side of the outer piston and the
main cylinder to the exhaust ports.

Claim.—Improved steam engine, made substan-
tially as described, viz : of the cylinder A, the inter-

nal piston cylinder B, the piston C, and their steam
passages, ports, and valves, arranged in manner as
represented, and so as to operate as described in or-

der to cause the piston head B to be moved by the un-
expanded and expanded steam, substantially as ex-
plained.

60,863.—Cl-iARLES A. Dejiling, iJTew York, N".

T.

—

Target for Air Guns.—January 1, 18G7.—The,
different objects are carried on rods "^hinged to a bar,'

and lean toward the marksman. The blow of the
bullet swings them over theii- balance and out of sight.

A rear hinged bar is operated by a cord to restore aU
to the upright position.
Claim.—Dividing a target into a series of parts C,

each of which is acted upon separately by the ball or
projectile, but all of which are readjusted at the same
time by a combination of the rail e, springs or weights
/, and rope g ^xitll the bai- B, rails d, and post A, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

60,863.—Charles R. Dummer, N'ew York, ]^.

Y.—Toy (?M?i.—January 1, 1867.—The ball is held in
the barrel by the trigger, and upon its release is

ejected by tlie elastic cord which Ues in the groove of
the barrel.

Claim.—A toy gun, constructed substantially as
described, to project a ball secured to the end of an
elastic cord, which is stretched between the ends of
the barrel portion.

60,864.—Sidney S. Durfee, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and Charles A. Guegorv, same
place.

—

Removing Bars from Rivers and Harbors.—
January 1, 1867.—Chains bearing conical blocks and
concavo-convex anchors are laid on l)ars beneath the
water to cause the i-emoval of the sand and sod by
the counter-currents produced.
Claim.—The method of removing bars of sand, or

mud, or gravel, in the beds of rivers, or at the njoiiths

of ports and harbors, or similar places, by placing
obstructions or agitators upon saict bars for tlie pur-
pose of lircaldng up the current and thereby causing
it to cut into and wash away the bar, all substantially
as above shoAvn.

60,865.—Richard Eaton, Montreal, Canada.—
Railroad Freight Car.—January 1, 1867.— The axle
housings are of AAi-ought iron. The car body has sido
rests ow anti-friction roUcrs upon the frames of the
six-wiu^eled trucks.
Claim.—First, the truck for freight cars with six

wheels and wrought-ii-on housings 11, constructed and
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arranged substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Second, the cogged friction rollers / /, placed be-

t\reeu bearing plates on the cai- bed and truck frame
respectively, and operating substantially as described.

60,866.—Charles Eddy, Grass Lake, Mich.—
Scaffold I?;-rtctef.—January 1, 1867.—The divaricating
ai'Uis of the upper end o+' the bnfeket have upwardly-
projecting spurs upon theu- extremities, and there is

a similar downwtu-d spur upon the heel. Trom the
heel ascends the perpendiculai- bai- to hold the scaf-

fold.

Claim.—The. bar A, provided with the arms B B,
the said arms being provided Avith spurs a a and e e,

either or both, for the pm'poses and substantially as

shoAvn and described.

60,867.—William Exxis, Hudson, IT. J.—Fur-
nace.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The sides of the grate con-
sist of broad longitudinal bars, overlapping each
other in ascending series toward the sides. An arched
fm-nace top forms the bottom to a fuel chamber, and
hiis openings neai- the side for the admission of fuel

to the furnace.
Claim.—The combination of the basket grate with

its sides made of overlapping slats, as described, air

chambers G, and supply apertures a a, constructed
and aiTanged substantially as and for the pm"pose or
pm-poses herein specified.

60,868.—Joseph S. Fairf^^jx, Wheeling, West
Ya.

—

Railroad Car.—Januaiy 1, 1807.—This relates

to street railroad cars. The trucks have a king-bolt
attachment to the framework of the body, and are
tm-ned at cm'ves in the track by connections to the
sijlinter bar.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the vibrating pedes-

tals B B, connected with and supported by the cross
braces h b and the centre block c, combined with the
rods ee, the splinter bar/, and the spring g g, when
appUed to a street railroad car, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pm-poses herein
described.

60,869.—D. P. and M. P. Farxhasi, Janesville,
Wis.

—

Combined Foot Stove and Lantern.—Januaiy
1, 1867.—The heat chamber has a double top to equal-
ize the temperature of the upper plate. This chamber
has a telescopic ai-rangement for elongation when
used as a lantern; the ui^per parts of the sides are
perforated to allow passage of light.

Claim.—First, plate s, heat distributors tttt, and
lid A, when constructed and combiaed substantially
sui tmd for the pm-poses described.
Second, the foot stove A B, lamp and lantern E F,

when constructed and ..combined substantially as and
foi" the pm-poses described.

60,870.-HentiyFeyh, Columbus, Ohio, assignor
to himself and George T. ^^iery.—Steam Genera-
tor.—January 1, 1867 ; antedated September 13, 1866.

—

The water is'conducted fi-om the main water chamber
through the fire box by horizontal pipes, and repasses
through lower pairs o'f pipes of smaller diameter to
an imior water chamber having an upward discharge.
Claim.—First, pipes or tubes leading from the mtdn

water chamber thi-ough the fii-e box, communicating
with pipes or tubes which also lead through the fire

box, but which enter a water chamber E that extends
above the water level, for producing a forced cii-cula-

tion of water in steam boders, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, pipes or tubes of different diameters, the
smaller of which lead through the fire box and into a
chamber that extends above the water level, for con-
ducting the water from the main water chamber of a
boiler, substantially as described.

60,871.-Xehemiah T. Folsom, Laconia, IST. H.—
Atmoiiphcric Dental Plate.—Januai-y 1, 1867.—

A

slight continuous ridge is formed on the inside of the
plate to form a chamber between the plate and the
gum, from which the air is paitiaUy exhausted to re-
tain the plate in position by atmospheric pressure.
Claim.—Y'lT^t^ a packing ridge applied to the sur-

face of the atmospheric plates of artificial teeth, sub-
Btantiallv as and for the pm-pose herein specified.
Second, this invention, whether as a single ridge or

more, whether entirely encircling the plate or pai--

tiaUy only, whether close to the edgu or further from
it, and in different dii-ections, and with any materials,
as set forth.

60,872.—Charles B. Francis, is^'ewai-k, 1^. J.—
Windoiv Blind Fastener.—January 1, 1867.—One of
the slats has a strap plate Avliich engages the pin of
the slotted arm. A Ixiction screw traverses the slot

and holds the slats to any adjustment.
Claim.—The metallic strap D and slotted bar or

lever E, for the pm-pose of holding the slats of win-
dow blinds at any desired angle, substantially as and
for the pm-poses herein described.

60,873.—Jacob J. Friend, Altona, J[\.—Portable
Field Fence.—January 1, 1867.—The foundation boai-d
is secured by stakes driven through it into the ground,
and the panel posts and braces are attached to it by
traverse pins. The rails ovci-lap theii- posts sutfi-

eiently to have a bearing on the posts of the panels
on each side. The adjacent posts are attached to-

gether by a keyed pin. Wires extend from post to
post to keep cattle from contact with the fence.

Claim.—The rails B, so arranged as to have their
ends project from the i)ancls A of one section on to
the back edges of the panels of another section, and
intervene between the rails of the panels thereof, and
the bolt E and key F, in coml)ination with the panels,
brace, and foot-board, substantially in the manner and
for the pm-pose as herein set forth.

60,874.—E. L. Gaylord, Ten-yA-ille, Conn.—
Draioer Loci:.—January 1, 1867.—The Avards consist
of a set of pivoted plates, which have a set screw by
Avhieh their relative prominence may be vai'ied.

Claim..—The adiustable wards 1), in combination
with the bolt B and one or more tumblers C, arranged
substantially in the maimer as and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

60,875.—P. M. Gilbert, Kewanee, HI.—Plow.—
January 1, 1867 ; antedated July 1, 1866.—The adjust-
able standai'd of the subsoil plow is attached to the
beam and braced to the mold board of the upper plow.
Claim.—The arrangement and combinaLion of the

subsoil plow F, the bar D, loop H, and clasp E with
the beam of any ordinary mold boai-d or gang plow,
as and for the purpose specified.

60,876.—A. W. GiLLETT, Sparta, "SSfia.—Axlefor
F(s7u'e?es.—January 1, 1867.—The busliiugs of brass
are slipped on the spiudle and confined by punching
down the brass into coimtersinks in the spindle. The
inner bushing carries a butting collar.

Claim.—Tho employment of the bands B B' in
combination with the axle A, the said bands being
constructed of soft metal and confined to the axle in
the manner and for the pm.-pose herein set forth.

60,877.—W. A. GOODHER, Burlington, N. J.—
Cooking Eange.—Januai-y 1, 1867.—The range has
air casings sm-rounding certain parts intended to
keep its outer jacket cool, and to supply warm ah- to

the room in cold weather. The heated aii- may be
tm-ned directly up the chimney Avhen desired.
Claim.—The ovens c c' and'fire place D, in combi-

nation with the casings A and B, and pipes G G and
J', or their equivalents, the whole being constructed
and arranged substantially aa and for the purpose
described.

60,878.-Isaac Goodspeed, ITorwich, Conn.

—

File Cutting Machine.—Jau\i.ayj 1, 1867.—The piv-

oted hammer-block is raised by the catch lever. Tho
cutter-head is raised by the sliding cam rod, and is

drawn forward by a pin on the same to feed the blank
by means of the cutter after each stroke.

' Claim.—First, the STrt'inging hammer 11 operated
through the medium of the arm E and crank pulley D,
in combination with the cutter-stock I, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the ai-m F provided with the pins O 0' and
the upper curved edge i, in combination with the cut-

ter-stock I provided with the springs X Is'', the pin o,

and slot /, to receive the shaft L on Avhich the cutter-

stock works, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Thii-d, the taper screw P, in combination with the
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slotted cutter-stock I, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Foiu'tli, the spring T attached to the sliding bed Q,
in combination vntix the spring clamp or pressure
plate E- attached to the base A by the screws q q,
substantially as and for the purpose' set ibi-th.

60,879.—ISTiCHOLAS Gotton, Union Depot,
Tenn.

—

Cotton Cultivator.—January 1, 1867.—The
mold board is adjustable by vertical and horizontal
slots in its supporting post.

Claim.—First, the frame A, provided Tvith the
slots a a', being at right angles in combination with
the scraper B, so that the scraper B mav be adjusted
and secm'ed at different angles to the irame A, sub-
stantially as shown and described and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the peculiar construction of the frame A
with the lower portion running' iipon the ground, so
as to form a gauge for the scraper, substantially as
shown and described.

60,880.—Francis G-ranger. Homer, m.—Ma-
chine for Eaking and Cocking Hay.—January 1,

1867.—The hay is gathered by a rake, earned up by
an endless elevator, and received in a conical receiver
which is inverted when flUed, leaving the hay cock
upon the ground.
Claim.—The elevator I carrying by its own gravity

the hay up the rake teeth g, in combination with the
rake g h, the adjustable frame m, and the hinged
receiver d, substantially as described.

60,881.-G-EORGE F. Graves, Mount Upton,
!N". T.

—

Lifting Jack.—January 1, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The thumb-piece d, of the toothed locking
bar C, in combination with the lever B arranged with
the standard A, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

60,882.—A. B. Greekwalt, Baltimore, Md.—
Tatting Shuttle.—January 1, 1867.—A pin can be pro-
jected when required to pass a thread through a loop.

The pin is projected by a thumb-piece and withdrawn
by a spring.

Claim.—The tatting shuttle as an article of manu-
facture provided with a pin thumb knob and retract-
ing spring, substantially as described.

60,883.—George Hadfield, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Medical Vacuum Apparatus.—January 1, 1867.—

A

rigid fi'amework is so aiTanged as to receive any
part of the person, and covered where necessary with
an air-tight envelope. The sm-face operated on is

relieved fi'om part of the pressm-e of the atmosphere
for hygienic purj)oses.

Claim.—First, the medical vacuum chamber or
receiver composed of several separable parts, A B
and C, so as to be accessible from the ground level, in
the described combination with an impervious and
flexible envelope L If adapted to tightly invest the
receiver and the head of the patient, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the receiver proper, consisting of the cir-

cumferentiaUy grooved base A, through which the
exhaust tube passes, a side portion B fixed to said
base, and a movable side portion C hinged to the fixed
side as described.
Third, in the described combination, the circnmfer-

entially grooA'cd base A and elastic band M, for

secm-ing the lower edge of the cloak or envelope, as
set forth.

Fourth, the flexible air-tight envelope consisting of
the cloak L, cap or hood N, and elastic band M, for

the purpose explained.

60,884.-0. B. Hale, Chicopee, M.fx?,^.—Convert-
ing Wheel Carriages into Sleighs.—-January 1,1867.

—

The rim of the wheel enters gaius in the* pillars on
the runner, and is attached by cams. The nose of the
runner is attached to the carriage frame by a verti-

cally adjustable arm.
Otaim.—The runner A, when the same is attached

to the wheel by means of the clamps H K, and to the
frame of the camagc bv means of the an-angement
of the nut B, rod E, and clamp F G, combined and
operating substantially as heroin set forth.

60,885.—William B. Hale, Northampton,
Mass., assignor to Northampton Indelible Pencil
Company.

—

Indelible PeuciL-January 1, 1867.—The
case is made of impermeable material, and the pencil
head forms the stopper.

Claim.—The combination by which the head of the
pencil becomes the stopper or cap of the case, and
thus serves as its own protector, doing away with
the necessity which 'has heretofore existed, of inclos-
ing the pencil in a glass vial with a cork stopper and
protecting the vial by a wood, metal, or paper holder.

60,886.—Charles Hamilton, New York, N.
Y.—Shoe Brush and Case combined.—January 1,

1867.—The handle of the blacking brush slides "into

the body of the polishing part. Into a space between
the bristles of these brushes the blacking box is

placed. A lid covers the brush parts and comes in
contact with the beveled wooden sides.

Claim.—The combination of a boot and shoe black-
ing brush, polishing brush, blacking box and case,
constructed and arranged in the manner herein sub-
stantially set forth and described.

60,887.—BENJAMEsr Handforth, Chicago, HI.—
Propeller.—January 1, 1867.—The propeller is at-

tached to the sleeve of a shaft with which it recipro-
cates. A foldiig propeller for backing is attached to
the same sleeve, and the interior shaft carries the
valve bo<;tom of the main propeller and a zonal ring
for folding the expansible propeller. This sliding
movement of the inner shaft is caused by two recip-
rocal jointed stops which engage a pin on the shaft
which projects through a slot in the sleeve.

Claim.—First, in combination Avith a reciprocating
shaftA the buckets B and E, arranged and operating
substantially as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, in combination with the shaft A and buck-
ets B E the arrangement of the slide C, valve D, and
ring F, substantially as and for the purposes described.

Third, in combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the alternating stops L M, operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes shown and described.

60,888.—John Hanlon, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Feeding Device for Saving Machines.—Januaiy 1,

1867.—The feed slide has vertical movement in a'slot

of the T-frame, wliich has horizontal movement in a
CTOove of the bolt head. Both movements are caused
by a lever pivoted to the T-fi-ame, and operated by
cam surfaces on a single head.
Claim.—Fh'st, the slotted T-frame or cross D D',

so constructed and arranged as to contain within its

vertical slot the leed-bar E, siibstantially as described.
Second, the use of the bolt head C, grooved sub-

stantially as shown, to receive the " cross" or slotted
T-fi-ame*D D', substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the slotted T-fi-ame or

cross D D' with the feed-bar E when the body of the
latter is contained within the former, substantially as
described.
Fourth, hinging the lever K to the "cross " or slot-

ted T-fi-ame D D'' substantially in the manner above
described.

Fifth, combining the lever K, lunged to the slotted

T-frame or "cross" as above shown, with the feed
bar E, substantially as described.

Sixth, combining the "cross" D D', the feed bar E,
and the lever K, which communicates motion to both
the slotted T-frame or " cross" and the feed bar, sub-
stantially as described.

60,889—B. S. Haviland, Fort Dodge, Iowa

—

Fence Poi?^.—January 1, 1867.—The part of the post
beneath the ground "is bent into the form of angle-
iron. A brace piece slides on the post and is at-

tached by a keeper.
Claim.—First, an improved cast or wrought iron

fence post A, constructed as herein described, having
a portion «' of the lower part which enters the ground
bent over at right angles to the plane of the post,

substantially as described and for the pm-poso set
forth.

Second, the combination of the slide bar C, con-
structed as described, with the post A, substantially
as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the key D with the post
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A, substantiallT as described cuid for the piu-posc sot

forth.

60,890.—Charles "W. Hermaxce, Albany, N.
Y.—iLatmfacture of Soap.—Jauuaiy 1, 1867.—The
ingredients and their proportions are as follows:

Tallo\\', 100 pounds ; rosui, 25 pounds
;
palm oD, 15

pounds ; cocoa-nut oU, 10 pounds ; boras, 15 pounds
;

and caustic-soda lye, of 20^ B, 75 pounds.
Claim.—Fii'st, combining and saponifying the tal-

lov«-, rosin, and oils, herein specified, by the process
and in the proportions stated.

Second, the combination of borate of soda with the
saponified tallow, rosin, and oils, in the i)roportious

stated and in the manner sot forth.

60,891.—Hexry Hise, Ottawa, JW.—Conductors'
Ticket J?oa;.—January 1, 1867.—The tickets have
duplicate ends partially separated. The conductor
has free access to one-half of the tickets, but only
partial access to the duplicato for the purpose of
marking. After marking both ends alike the free

end is separated from the other and handed to the
passenger to be dropped into a bos. The remaining
half is thi-ust aside into another sealed division of the
bos.
Claim.—First, the bos A, provided with the apart-

ment F, spring m, lid C, and chamber D, aiTanged
and combined and operating in the manner shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the secondary bos E, when used in connec-
tion Avith the box A, and constructed of the two parts
as described, bos proper and lid, the latter (pro\ided
with a slot I and lip /') as shown and described and
for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the tickets B having the slots i j and j', for
the piu-pose set forth.

Foiu'th, the combination of the ticketsB with box A,
constructed and arranged as described.

Fifth, As a complete method of detection or as a
safetv g-nard, the combination of bos A, tickets B,
and deposit bos E, constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating substantially in the manner described and for
the purpose set forth.

60,892.—J. C. Hoffeditz, Mercersburg, Pa.—
Cultivator.—January 1, 1867.—The standards are lat-

erally adjustable on theii- supporting bar, or remova-
ble from it. The plows arc removable. The stand-
ards are pivoted and have a forwai-d projection con-
necting with a spring allowing of backward oscilla-

tion. The handles are adjustable in height.
Claim.—The arrangement shown and described,

consisting of the adjustable and pivoted spring stand-
ai'd C, removable shai-es I J, and adjustable handles E.

60,893.—J. C. Hoffeditz, Mercersburg, Pa.—
Attaching Cultivator Teeth.—JumxavY 1, 1867.-The
standai'd has an iron back pivot and a forward holding
pin of wood. When a dangerous amount of strain is

applied to the tooth the wooden pin relieves it by
breaking, and a new pin is substituted.

Claim.—The an-angement of the cultivator stand-
ard C, hanger B, and wooden pin c, as described and
represented.

60,894.—H. W. HoPKDs-s, Milford, >7. 'K.—Butter
Mold.—January 1, 1867.—The sections of steatite are
polished and then attached together by a cement com-
posed of glue, 4 oz.; Russia isinglass, 2 oz.; and boiled
linseed oil, 2 oz.

Claim.—Constructing butter molds of steatite or
soapstoue, substantially as herein described.

60,895.—Hexry Hufexdeck, St. Louis, Mo.,
at;signor to S. R. Fox, E. G. Pratt, and E. W. Fox,
same place.—DriZi.—Januarv 1, 1867 : antedated De-
cember 12, 1866.—The actuating shaft has upon it a
largei- and smaller bevel cog wheel, and its journal
frame is shiftable so as to engage the larger wheel
with a smaller pinion on the di-ill shaft, or its smaller
wheel with the larger pinion upon the shaft. The
table is adjustable vertically in side grooves.

Claim.—First, the combination of two or more sets
of corresponding bevel geai- Avheels, arranged sub-
stantially as shown by C and D C and D', with the
changeable shaft support, when used as set forth.
Second, the combination of the feed screw b and its

actuating hand wheel &i, or their equivalents, with the

drill shaft B, all supported in the bearings a a^ and a^
of A, in combination with the several sets of coitcs-

ponding bevel gear wheels C and I), C and D', <fcc., the
changeable shaft support G, and the work table H, as
set ibrth.

60,896.-Henry A. Hutsox, ISTewbnrgh, IST. Y.—
Penman's Assistant.—January 1, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the rings 12 3 and 4, constructed
and arranged in such peculiar manner as substantially
described, for compelling the fingers to assume theii'

respective i)ositions, and to strengthen them in sup-
porting the hand and forearm while writing-.

Second, the stem B for preventing a cramped posi-
tion of the hand, by afibrding a prop or suppqit to the
fingers, with screw H for adjiistiug to ditferfefnt-sized
hands, and for dividing the assistant to secure it in a
small case for the pocket.

Third, the stem C for projecting to fonn a rest at J
for the pen-holder, and forming a base for the stem B
in the hollow of the hand.

60,897.—Albert Johxson and Sydxey E. Al-
LEX, Ilaleigh, IST. C.

—

Alarm Gun.—January 1, 1867.

—

The spring, carries a hammer which is snstiiined by a
rod ; the latter is tripped by the rotation of the gun
upon its upright pivot, when the alarm cord is pul"led.

Claim.—The base A, gun barrel D, spring hammer
and trigger arm J, and arms P and Q attached to the
ban-el, when all are constructed and combined together
substantially as and for the piu-pose described.

60,898.—J"OHX Johnson, Saco, Me.—Obtaining
the Precious Metals from the Beds of Pivers.—Janu-
ary 1, 1867.—The vessel has a circular apertm-e at its

center through which a diving bell is lowered.
Claim.—The system herein set forth for obtaining

gold from the beds of rivers, substantially as specified.
Also, the process by the means employed for the

pm-pose intejided, substantially as specifie"(l.

60,899.—John Johnson, Saco, Me.—Gathering
and Treating Auriferous Sandsfrom the Beds of Riv-
ers.—January 1, 1867.—The dredging- machine upon
which letters patent were granted to J. Johnson,
August 7, 1866, lias combiued'with it an amalgamator
and concentrator to separate the gold trom the sand.
Claim.—The process of raising and treating am-if-

erous> sands found at the bottom of rivers and lakes,
substantially as described.
Also, the combination of the pumping apparatus

with separators, concentrators, agitators, and amal-
gamators, when they ai-e operatcd'on board a floating
barge, substantially'as described.

60,900.—Thomas J. Jolly, Versailles, Ind.—
Machine for Making Wooden Pickets.—January 1,

1867.—The machiue saws the pickets and tm-ns them
upon edge, in which position they ai-e forced to the
planer that finishes theii- sides.

Claim.—Fii'st, the ai-rangement ofthe sliding gauge
or pattern E, studs G, com'pound lever I, and fingers
J and K, for uptm-ning of the sawn paUug, as set
forth.

Second, in the described combination, the saw, up-
turning- apparatus, and guides, the double-headed rak-
ing planer IST X', adapted to operate as set forth.

Thii-d, the arrangement of the segment roller E,
checks S S', and planers N N', substantially as and
for the pm-poses specified.

60,901.-1. W. JUDD, New Haven, Conn.—Sash
Fastener.—Jannarj 1, 1867.—The fastener shaft has
two projections, one to engage the sash and the other
the operating- lever on the jamb. The coU spring
tends to throw out the catch.

Claim.—The shaft G, bolt F, spring I, and tail

piece L, constructed and combined as herein de-

scribed, in combination with the lever S, as set forth.

60,902.—Oliver S. Judd, Xew Britain, Conn.—
Snap Hook.—January 1, 1867.—The double wire hook
has a double coU spring and hook latch wotmd upon
the pintle between the ilanges of the strap loop.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a snap
hook, consti-ucted substantially as and for the pm-poso
described.
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60,903.—Charles T. Julius, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Anchor.— January 1, 1867.— In place of the usual
stock-bar are two arms pivoted to the shanli and hav-
iug a limited rearward motion iu the plane of theii'

length, when fouled by the chain.
Claim.—The aims e and e' hinged to and otherwise

combined -Rith an anchor, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

60,904.—Joim A. "W. Iusti, Savannah, Ga.—
Truss.—Jauuaiy 1, 1867.—^Explained by the claim and
iEustration.
Claim.—Constructing a hernia truss with an elas-

tic metal plate A formed by bending in three distinct
arches, the two outside arches being t^^-isted and
curved, proportioned and arranged with reference to
the pads a a, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein specified.

60,905.-George Kay and Joseph Xat, Esopus,
!N". Y.

—

Pocket Knife.—January 1, 1867; antedated
December 20, 1866.—The spring is held between a
transverse rivet in front and a back flange attached
to one of the side plates.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bent spring B
between the rivet a and flange h, in combination with
the side plates A A, constructed and operating in the
manner and for the pm-pose herein specified.

60,906.—Moses T. Kehoo, Amsterdam, IS". T.—
Cattle Car.—January 1, 1867.—Chains or cords are
passed longitudinally through the cars beneath the
cattle as a paitial support ; they are tightened by a
windlass at one end.

'

Claim.—The attachment to and combination with
a railroad car of chains or ropes, with a windlass for
operating them in the manner described, and for the
purposes set forth in this specification. »

60,907.—John B. Kix^-ey, Yellow Springs, Ohio.—Washing Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The roller

frame may be inclined against the side of the tub as a
washboard, or placed at the bottom to operate in com-
bination with the oscillating rubber.
Claim.—The arrangement of tlfe comijound lever

D E, vibratiag rubber ll, and shiftable bottom or wash-
board J, the whole being constructed and adapted to
operate as set forth.

60,908.-A. H. EJfAPP, l^ewton Center, Mass.—
Curtain Fixtui-e.—Januarj 1, 1867.—The bbnd is bal-

anced by a coiled spring, so that it may be easily
raised or lowered by its stretch rod.

Claim.—The combination of the projecting knob
or milled head D with the coiled spring B, cog-wheel
and pinion E and E, and roller couiJling d, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Also, tlie square, angular, or eciuivalcnt form of re-

cess _G through the center of the roller, formed in con-
nection with the wedge gi'oove therein, for the pur-
pose set forth.

60,909.—Patrick W. La3IB, Albany, I^. Y.—
Spnie for Molders.—Jammxj 1, 1867.—Explaiaed by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The toothed sprue pattern C, constructed
substantially as described, and applied so that the
spaces molded by it communicate with the hancii^e fonns
e at theii* center, over the handle shanks or rods c,

essentially as and for the pm-pose or pm-poses herein
set forth.

60,91©.—Thomas TV. L.vn'e, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to The Spencer Bepeating Eifle Cojipany.—Magazine Fire-arm.—January 1, 1867.—The car-

tridges arc placed ia the hodj of tlie stock and for-

warded by a spiral spring to the osciUatiug breech
piece by which they are forced into the barrel. An
oscillating spring catch plate in tlds breech piece ejects

the shells over a drop bar, ^vhieh covers the cartridge
receptacle on the retraction of the breech piece.

Claim.—An oscillating retractor, working in the
body of the rolling breech, and which is depressed
during the backward rotation of the breech by a pos-
itive movement, and elevated by a spring when the
breech i8 rolled forward into its locked position, as
described.
Also, tlao oombiuation and arrangement of the shaft

t, aiTOQ h, groove w, and pia x, in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

60,911.—Robert Leaman, Hfllsborough, Ohio.—
Lounge for Invalids.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The side
rails are jointed and a cord from'the head is connected
to a windlass to raise the rails along then- whole or
along half their length, vibrating them on theii' foot
pivot or that at their mid-length respectively.

Claim,.—Eirst, the jointed rails g g, in combination
with cleats P P and buttons i i, the whole arranged
and operating as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the employment of pulleysm and V, cord a,

and frame B, when used in combiaation with jointed
rails g g, the whole constructed and operating in the
manner and for the pm-pose herein specified.

60,912.—J. E. Light, Worcester, Mass.—Shaft
Coupling.—A longitudinal key occupies seats iu the
sliaft ends ; an enveloping split sleeve embraces the
rail ends and key ; clamping nuts screw on each end
of the sleeve.

Claim.—The combination with the ends of two
shafts or rods of a friction coupling piece C, tighten-
ing nuts D, and spline or splines E, substantially as
set forth.

60,913.—Charles P. Loeser, Hartford, Conn.—
Bed ^oMom.—Januai-y 1, 1867.—The bed frame has
a transverse hook joint by which a portion of it may
be ben-t up or removed. A hinged post Avorks in com-
bination with a rack to support this portion at any
elevation.

Claim.—The hook and eye plates d d', framework
a, springs 6, supporting cord c, with the supporter g
and steps i, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

60,914.—Chart^sLokg, Paris, 111.

—

Co-n Plant-
er.—Januarj 1, 1867.—The seed slide is operated by
cam staples on a cog-wheel, when the latter is engaged
to a cog-wheel on the axle.

Claim.—Eirst, the arrangement of cog-wheel J,

balanced on yoke I and engaging with pinion K upon
the ground wheels axle, at the option of the husband-
man, by means of the lever L, rod M, and catch ]^,

substantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

Second, the combination in a power corn planter of
the fi-ame A, wheels B B', engaging and releasing
mechanism E E, the whole beiag combined with the
elements of the preceding clause in the manner set

forth.

60,915.—J. Allen, ISTew York, IST. Y., and S. P.
TowNSEND, New Providence, 17. J.

—

Finishing Fire-
Arms so as to Prevent Oxidation and Corrosion.—
January 1, 1867.—Omitting the usual finishiu^ by
polishing, bm-nishing, &c., the metal portions ot the
arm are galvanized to prevent oxidation.

Claim.—Eirst, the finishing of fire-ai-ms of all de-

scriptions by the mode and means hereinbefore do-

scribed, and for the purpose of preserving them from
damage by oxidation or corrosion as set forth.

Second, the restoration of damaged arms to good
condition by the method and means above set forth,

60,916.—Theophilus E. Bertrand and Peter
Sasies, Rockford, 111.

—

Cultivator.—Januai-y 1, 1867.

—

The tongue runs back and fui-uishcs a seat support.
It is connected to the axle by diagonal bars. The
plow beams are pivoted to the'tongue, and the plows
ai-e vertically adjustable.
Claim.—Eii-st, the combination, substantially as

described, of the tongue with the axle, arranged as
set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with the tongue of the
single cross-piece E, so arranged as that it shaU servo
as a brace for the segment "and a fulcrum for the
levers that control thc'auxiliary frame.

Third, the coml)ination of two spring bolts with
two supporting levers and two ratchets and with the
axle, arranged and operating substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Eom-th, the combination of the rigid frame with
the auxiliary frame, Avlien tlie former is hinged to the
latter, substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
described.

Eifth, the combination of the auxiliary frame -wdth
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the tontrue, Avhen the former is hinged to the latter,

substautially as and ibr the pm-pose set foi-th.

Sixth, the" combination of an adjustable support for

the driver's feet with the auxiliary frame, substautially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the swivelled eye-l)olt or double block con-

structed, an-anged, and operating substantially as and
for the pm-pose'set forth.

Eighth, the combination ofthe eye-bolt and standard
Tvithlhe beam of the auxiliary fi'ame, substantially as

and for the pm-pose set forth.

60,917—Anson R. Brown, Litchfield, Mich.,
assignor to himself and Garpneu Herrick, Albion,
Mich.

—

Instrument for Acupuncturation.—JMma.Yj
1, 1867.—The punctm'ers are associated in a cluster to

cany the counter-irritant liquid fi'om their enclosing
chamber through the perforated block. They are
actuated by the pressure of the hand upon theii' back-
vvardly extending piston.

Claim.—The channeled puncturing point formed
by two or more converging points substantially as
described.
Also, the perforated block G, for retaining the

medicine in the reservoir except at the needle holes,

substantially as specified.

60,918.—Samuel Marden, liTewton, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Dusxra LA^"CEY, same place.—
Feat Machine.—January 1, 1867.—The revolving
mold-carrier has a scries of followers sliding in radial

grooves. The followers are operated by spiral springs
and a cam. The peat is fediato the machine upon the
apron, above whichis arranged a tearing roller. From
thence it passes into the hopper and upon the sieve,

to ^\hich au intermittent motion is given by a cam.
Trom this sieve it passes into the hopper and thence
into the mold.
Claim.—First, the tearing apparatus composed of

metalic plates, notched in the manner of saw-plates,

set and arranged at different angles in the drum-beater
33, in combination -u-ith the flexible apron A.
Second, the vibrating sieve operated upon by the

cam d, as applied to or in combination with peat
machines, substantially as described.

Thii-d, the cam d, arranged and operating upon the
sieve arm e, so as to sift the reduced peat substantially

as described.
Fourth, the cam I, so constructed and arranged

Tvith respect to the sliding molds in. tn, &c., and the
guard n, that the pressure on the guard by the sliding

molds ceases for a space equal to the width of the
sliding molds as they emerge from the guard.

Fifth, the circular mold carrier E revolving about
the fixed cam I, as combined and arranged with the
compressiug guard n, it being also provided Avith a
radial grooves i i, &c., converging towards its center
and supporting sliding molds m m, &c., operated
upon by the cam I and the spiral springs p p, &c.,
which keep the sliding molds in proximity to the cam,
aU combined and aiTanged for the purpose of com-
pressiug peat, and as applied to peat machines sub-
stantially as described.

60,919.—Eeuben a. McCauley, Baltimore, Md.—Pump.—January 1, 1867.—Explaiued by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the pump A, with its side chambers
E and F, piston chamber B, openings o and r, receiv-
ing and (iischarging ports efj and 1% arranged, con-
structed and operating in the manner substantially
as shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with said pump, the pipe J,

and the counecting guide-sleeves n, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner substantially
as shown and described, and for the pm-poses set
forth.

60,920.—Ja:vies McLaughlin, Duncannon, Pa.—Car Coupling.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The piu is sup-
ported by a slide which is forced forward by a weighted
lever. The link comes in contact with a depending
pin of the sUde and pushes it back, which allows the
coupling pin to fall into its place within the link.

Claim.—The slide D, provided with the pendent
pin c, and connected with the suspended weight F,
in connection with the coupling pin B and link or
shackle C, aU arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

60,921.—Abner McOmbeu, Schenectady, N. Y.
Artificial Arm.—January 1, 1867.—The hand is

detachable at the wrist. The clasps issuing from the
artificial stump have sliding motion to clamp any
article placed between their claws. These clasps
enter slots in the wrist plate of the hand. The thumb
is adjustable in two positions by means of a spring
and catch, the latter being freed by a trigger.

Claim.—First, the permanently attached clasps,

g g' on the stump section of the arm in combination
with the slotted islate a e e of the opposite section,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the application to a spring thumb of an
artificial hand, of a latch, or its equivalent, for holding-

said thumb open when desired, and means for releas-

ing the thumlj fi'om the latch, substantially as de-
scribed.

60,922.—Andrews T. Merriman, Rutland, Vt.—Machine for Squaring Tiles.—January 1, 1867.

—

The tile is clamped on a vertically adjustable, hori-
zontally oscillating frame, and its edge is ground by
a horizontally rotating grinding disk.

Claim.—First, the vertical pin e, in combination
with the plate c, to which the tiles are clamped, sub-
stantially as herein described, so that the plate can
rise and fall and sweep over the grinding disk iu a
cii'cular or oscillating motion.
Second, the adjustable collar g, in combinationwith

rising and falling swinging plate e, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pm*pose set
forth.

Third, the clamp i, composed of a hinged lever with
thumb screw and elastic pad, as and for the pui'pose
described.
Fourth, the adjustable gauge m, in combination

vtdth the clamp % and plate c, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as aud for the purpose set forth.

60,923.—F. H. Meyers, Wilmington, Del.—Oar
Coupling.—JamiViVJ 1, 1867.—The coupling pin is

sustained by a pivoted plate retained by a spring
catch. The entrance of the coupling links throws
back the catch and allows the coupling pin to drop
into engagement.
Claim.—The* combination of the lever H, spring

catch Gr, the sliding rod C, and coiled sjoring D, with
each other and witi the bolt I and bumper A, sub-
stantially as herein shown, and described.

60,924.—Eli Morris, Jr., 'Eaw Haven, Conn.—
Handle for /S'au^s.—January 1, 1867.—The handle is

made hollow ; one portion is formed from a continua-
tion of the shank or frame, and the other portion of
counterpart form is riveted thereto.
Claim.—Constructiug the handle of a saw frame of

metal integral for the most part with the fi-ame, and
joined by riveting or otherwise to another separate
piece, to complete the whole as set forth.

60,925.—George M. Morris, Cohoes, N. T.—
Ijahricating Device.—January 1, 1867.—A pivoted
disk in a cup below the lower journal box is revolved
by contact "with the under side of the shaft, and car-

ries up oil to lubricate the latter.

Claim.—The within-described lubricating device,

consisting of the slotted hanger A, slotted journal
box C, disk M, spring h, oU cup B, and groove or
channel c c, all combined and operating as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

60,926.—George 'W. Nichols, River Falls,

Wis.—Logging Skid.—Jannavj 1, 1867.—The sides

of the skid frame have pivoted catches which allow
the forward movement of the log but prevent a retro-

grade movement. Claw plates at the head of the
skid prevent slipping.
Claim.—The application to a skid of the props D

D, in combination with the ledge B, or its equivalent,

the plate F, with its spur and bolttr, constructed sub-

stantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

60,927.—"William D. Xichols, Chicago, 111.—

Wind J/i7L—January 1, 1867.—The sail shafts are

tm-ncd in radial arms on the driving shaft to adjust

their inclination to the power of the wind. This
adjustment is caused by a horizontally rotating gov-
ernor, or by balls upo'n sliding rods on the wheel
shafts. The motion of these rods is caused by the
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centrifugal force of the balls, wHch. are impeUed by
the rotation of the sails.

Claim.—The combination of the sail cranks pp
and sliding head H, constructed, ai-ranged, and oper-
ating, as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

Also, the adjustment of the force of the counter
spring or springs O, by means of the fixed pin or pins

q, and the tm-ning of the spring itself, or the equiva-
lent thereof, substantially as and for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

Also, the aiTangement of the governor weights
S S, attached to radial sliding rods on the sails them-
selves, and connected by means of the quadrant arms
R 11 and connecting rods v v, or theii" equivalents,
with the regidating sliding head H, substantially as
herein described.

60,928.—ISTelsOn Palmee, Hudson, IT. T., as-

signor to himself and T. G. Palmer, Schultzville, N".

Y.—Threshing Machine.—Januarj 1, 1867.—The
concave is movable in its frame, and it and the cylin-
der have ridges with one smooth and one roughened
side, so that one direction of rotation shaU bring the
rough sides of both in combination, and the opposite
direction, the smooth sides.

Claim.—A concave, so connected with a threshing
machine that it may be adjustably placed on one side
or the other of the thi-eshing cylinder, for varying the
character of the work, substantially as set forth.

60,939.—ISTelsox Palmer, Hudson, IST. T., as-

signor to himself and T. G. Palmer, Schultzville,

N. Y.

—

Threshing Machine.—January 1, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.— First, a threshing cylinder when con-
structed with longitudinal ribs which are smooth upon
one side and rough upon the other, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in a threshing machine, the use of two
ribbed concaves or rubbers, on one of which the ribs
are smooth on their faces and on the other rongh, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, so constructing the concaves of threshing
machines that the straw may in the action of the
machine be brought into contact with either smooth
or roughened ribs or faces of the ribs as desired, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fom-th, a threshing cylinder when so connected with
the moti-\e power and Velated to the concave or con-
caves and other parts of the machine that it may be
operated revolving in either direction, substantially
as set forth.

Fifth, in combination with a thi'eshing cylinder hav-
ing ribs smooth upon one side and rough upon the
other, a ribbed concave or ribbed concaves, so con-
structed and arranged as to present smooth faces to
the smooth faces of the threshing cylinder when re-

Tolviug- in one direction, and roughened faces to the
rough faces on the ribs of the threshing cylinder when
revolving in the reverse direction, substantially as and
for the piu'pose set forth.

60,930.—Phdjeas Pardee, ITew Haven, Conn.—
Car Brake.—January 1, 1867.—Inclined slide chutes
are suspended from the car frame over the rails, and
contain the shoes, which are held in their slides by
chains which wind around a shaft. This shaft is kept
from revolving by a lever catch, on the raising ofwhich
the shoes slide under the wheels to stop the car.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shoe E, in com-
bination with a lioldcr and the shaft F or its equivit-

lent, when arranged in such relative positions to the
wheels as to operate in the manner substantially as

herein set forth.

60,931.—Jesse ~K. Park, Marlborough, IST. Y.—
Damping Brush.—January 1, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The construction of a brush with the cen-
tral part A of india'-rubber or equivalent elastic mate-
rial, and a covering of cloth, felt, or other absorbent
material, substantially as herein set forth, for thepm--
pose specified.

60,932.—Samuel J. Peet, New York, N. Y.—
Steam Engine Valve.—January 1 , 1867.—The valve
plates arc Jiold in contact by steam pressure, and sepa-
rated for the admission of steam by the conical end
of the stem rod.

Claim.—The pair of valve plates 6 &, in combina-
tion with the conical wedge h on the screw C, or its

equivalent, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the pm'pose herein described.

60,933.—Warren L. Peet, Maple Eapids. Mich.—Horse Poiver.—January 1, 1867.—The base frame
of the sprocket wheel has side ai-ms in which are slide
grooves for the adjustable frame of the sprocket pinion.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding frame B,

wheel Q, endless chain P, and driving wheel F, con-
stmcted and arranged to operate in the manner as and
for the pm'pose herein specified.

60,934.—Charles F. Pike, Providence, R I.—
^e/nccerator.—January 1_, 1867.—The ice chamber
connects at the bottom with a series of vertical and
horizontal pipes. Smaller pipes pass through the ice
chamber, cover and convey air through convolutions
in the ice chamber and between the series of pipes, and
discharge above a pan from whence the air flows into
the room. From an aperture near the top of this
room the air passes out through a U-shaped pipe. The
water is discharged through a trap below.
Claim.—Fii-st, the horizontal tubes or pipes I, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pm'poses hereia-
before specified.

Second, the horizontal tubes or pipes I, in combina-
tion with the ice box H, with or without the upright
pipes or tubes J, and pan H and its appendages and
appurtenances, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose hereinbefore stated.

Thii-cl^ the air pipe K, and also the air pipe L, or
their equivalents, in combination with the ice box or
receptacle H, the upright tubes or pipes J J, or the
horizontal tubes or pipes I, and also in combination
either of them and with the pan It and its appurte-
nance, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore stated.

60,935 J. C. Price, New Philadelphia, Ohio.—
Hoisting Tackle.—January 1, 1867.—A cam clamp
holds the block to any point of its sustaining rope
while the load is raised. A conical block on the
hoisting rope engages the block to force its movement
on the upper rope Avhen the load is sufficiently ele-

vated.
Claim.—The clamp G, in combination with the

plates A A, wheels B B', ropes C D, collar E, and ring
F, all arranged to operate in the manner substantially
as and for the pm'pose described.

60,936.—Nathan Puckett, Terre Haute, Ind.

—

Self- Centering Tool.—January 1, 1867.—An ordinary
scroll chuck has combined with it a driU and feeding
sleeve by which the center hole may be di-iUed in the
shaft.

Claim.—The sleeve screw C and the centre driQ
D, in combination with the scroll chuck A, con-
structed, arranged, and operating in connection there-

with, substantially as and for the pui-pose herein speci-

fied.

60,937.—Charles H. Eeichmaxn, New York,
N. Y.

—

Lamp Chimney.—Janwdrj 1, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A glass chimney for lamps constructed of
two sections, the adjoiniug i?arts of which are pro-
vided Avith flanges a h held together by a naiTOW metal
baud slipped over the upper part, and resting on its

flange, and sprung over the flange of the lower part.

60,938.—FreeJiAN F. Reynolds, Burke coimty,
Ga.—PZo iy,—Januaryl, 1867.—The landsideis adjust-

able on the standard. A brace bar from the standai'd

foot to the beam heel is adjustable at either end.
Claim.—The adjustment of guide bar- J to helve G-

by bolts P P, the advantage and object of which will

be seen in above description, and as incidental to and
necessary to the proper running of this stock : also,

the adjustment of brace H to lielve G by shoulder S
and bolt K, and to beam A B by perpendicular bolt

N, by virtue of which the plows are more easily ad-
justed to the stock, and less liability of choking, and
strength added thereto, the several parts being in com-
binatiou, as specified.

60,939.—Levi Richards, Providence, R. I., as-

signor to himself, Thomas R. Ratubun, and Cila.rles
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I. ElCUARDS, same place.

—

Machine for Making Eye-
lets.—Samvirx 1, 1867.—Of the tTvo compound pnnchcs
one cuts the clisk and stamps it to cap form : the other
opens the bottom and spreads out the flaring head.
Cam grooves on the di-iviug- shaft actuate a pivoted
lever to slide the die plate so as to transfer the blank
from one punch to the other.
Claim.—First, the combination of the sliding rod

M. punch N. tube O, flanged socket P, and spring Q,
with the finishing die L. substantially as described, as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, the conveyor -or earner H, provided "with

the chamber i*. and arranged to operate in connection
with the female dies and tubes, substantiaUy as and
for the purpose specified.

60,940.—Adolphe Roque, Brirc, Fi-anee, as-

signor to Jaques Guedin, Xew York, IST. Y.—Fiber
from Pine Leavesfor Hygienic and other Purposes.—
January 1, 18(57.—Pine leaves or straw treated with a
caustic'alkaline solution and then washed in hot and
cold water, are worked into a felt or cloth for hygienic
pm-poses.

C'la im.—The within-described process of producing
a hygienic wool from pine leaves by treating them sub-
stantially as specified.

60,941.—C. A. EOSE, Columbus, Ga.—HandSee.
—January 1, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—Fii'st, making the eye A and blade B sepa-
rate, and securing them" to each other by bolts and
nuts, substantially as herein shown tmd described.
Second, making* the blade B of the hoe reversible and

with two cutting edges, substantiaUy as herein shown
and described.

60,942.—William Eoss, Day's Store, Va.—Pre-
serving Butter, Meat, d-c.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—Com-
posed of common salt. 12: saltpetre, 3; loaf sugar, 4;
soda, 1, and water 137 parts.
Claim.—A chemical preparation for preserving but-

ter and meats, composed of the ingredients and in
about the proportions substantiaUy as herein specified.

60,943.—HA^nLTON Euddick, Boston, Mass.—
Steam Engine.—January 1, 1867.—Two single acting-
pistons within one cyUuder are connected rigidly by
rods. The cylinder is enlarged in the center to'receive
the crank of' the main shaft, which has a connecting-
rod to one piston.
Claim.—The arrangement of piston heads B B',

rods b b, connecting rod D, and crank E, relatively
to each other amfthe cylinder A, substantiaUy as
described.

60,944.—JOHX P. ScHENCK, Jr., Matteawan, IST.

T.

—

Comx>osition for Lining Oil Barrels.—January
1, 1867.—One pound of glue is dissolved in one pound
of acetic acid ; three pounds of water added, and then
one pound of lime, and one pound cai-bonate of iron.
Claim.—An improved composition for lining and

coating the interior of oil barrels, and other sm-faces,
fonned of glued acetic acid, water, lime, and carbo-
nate of iron, combined with each other in the propor-
tions and in the manner herein specified and described.

60,945.—H. S. Shepardsox, Shelburne Falls,
Mass.—C«ma(7e Jack.—January 1, 1867.—The lift

and the post have a diagonal line of junction, and
the former sUps vertically on the latter, when the
lever is depressed.
Claim.—Tha standard B and lift C, in combination

with lever F and toggle G G', constructed substan-
tiaUy as described.

60,946.—E. W. Shren-er, Woodland, Mich.—
C/i»r;i.—Jfinuaiw 1. 1S67.—A -mist pin on the driving
wheel traverses a horizontal groove in the frame to
which the upper end of the dasher rod is pivoted, and
causes vertical motion. A spiral spline on tlie dash
rod traverses a groove in the frame to give rotaiy
motion.

Cla.im.—T\iQ screw g and its combination with the
nut i, side D and diiviug wheel C, constructed as
shown, for the pm-pose of imparting the aforesaid
motion to the dasher G.

60,947.—James E. Simpson, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Scaffolding for Dry Docks.—January 1,' 1867,—Tho
arms are pivoted to the uprights in such manner that
they may be folded against the same. The uprights
can be slid along the stationary horizontal rail on
which they are supported in a "vertical i)osition, or
folded against the raU.
Claim.—The combination of the stationary guide

and support rail «. the sliding shoe b and the hinged
or folding upright/, ai-rauged to operate substantiaUy
as described.
Also, in combination with the folding upright, the

folding arms i, hinged to and folding up against tho
upright, and maintained in horizontal position when
in use, substantiaUy as set forth.

Also, in combina'tion Avith the folding upright and
its hinged ai-ms the folding top piece o, applied and
operated substantially as described.

60,948.-Amor Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Per-
tilizer.—Januaiy 1, 1867.—The offal from wliich lard
and glue have "been extracted is pressed into blocks
for preservation and subseciuent preparation as a
fertilizer.

Claim.—The hereinbefore described process for
preserving tho fleshy j)arts of boiled animal matter
fr'om decomposition by subjecting it to pressm-e, sub-
stantiaUy as set forth.

60,949.—A. P. SinxH, Sterling, JH.—Mitten.—
January 1, 1867.—Explained by the claim and iUus-
tratiou."'

' Claim.—A mitten cut in sections, the thumb formed
in part of the material taken from the thumb space,
without being wholly detached in the cutting, all the
parts united ^ith the lining by a simple operation,
substantiaUy as described.

60,950.— Henry K. Smith, Norwich, Conn, as-
signor to himself and Charles Osgood, same place.

—

Lathe Pest.—January 1, 1867.—The screw spindle has
conical portions to piit in operation one of two friction
clutches, which cause respectively a right or left

motion of the slide-rest upon the sheai-s. The rest
has an ui^per section liinged to the l)ase in front, and
adjusted vcrticaUy by a screw in the rear.
Claim.— Fii-st, the combination of the friction

clutch X, or its equivalent, with the worm gears A-,
connected together by jtinion Avheels B'', slotted shaft
C^, and intermediate'gear \\-heelsW E X and E, with
the latter engaging Avith the toothed or geared rack
bar. K of the lathe bed, when all combined and
arranged together, so as to operate substantiaUy in
the manner and tor the purpose descrilDcd.

Second, in combination with the above, the friction
clutch U, or its equivalent, connected through its

loose gear wheel T with the pinion wheel P^ of a
screw shaft M^, screwing* into and through the lug
X3 of the sliding lathe rest frame A^, substaiitiiiUy
as described for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the divided nuts I^, L'',

and thumb screw H^, with the two sections C^ and
D^ of the tool rest frame A^, substantiaUy as and for
the pm-pose described.

60,951.-^EREMLUi Sjhth, Xew Market, Ohio.—
CurcuUo Trap.—January 1, 1867.—The annular trough
is formed in two segments with rubber packing be-
tween the parts to aUow of expansion by the growth
of the tree.
* Claim.—The impervious elastic joint Dab, con-
necting the two pai'ts of the trough A B, so as to
permit its expansion as set forth.

60,952.— Zealous Sperry.—Potter's Corners,
Pa.

—

Churn.—January 1, 1867.—The dash rod has
A'ertical movement by a slotted lever, and rotary
movement by a spiral groove, traversed by a pin on
the lid. The dasher has radial arms Avith upAvartl

wings thereon, and is attached to its rod by a thumb-
scrcAv.

Claim.—Yirst, the lever E, slide D and guide C,
combined in relation with each other, and with the
spiral gTooved dash rod B, substantiaUy as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

Second, tlie an-angement of the pivoted stud or
spin- 1 and the i)in g', Avith reference to each oth(U' and
with the spiral groove h of the dash rod B, Avhereby
the said stud or spm- may be removed from the gToove
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A, when desired, substantially as herein set forth for

the pui'pose specified.

Thii'd, the construction of the lower portion of the

spirally grooved dash rod B, with a hinged or pivoted
section c, ai-ranged in relation with the^slot or socket
e thereof, substantially as hereia set forth for the
purpose specified.

60,953.— L. C. Sprecger, Chicago, HI.—Jfag--
netxG Lock.—January 1, 1867.—The bolt is locked
automatically by siJi'ing patches in the safe frame,
and unlocked by the completion of a galvanic cii'cuit,

which withdi-aws a plug between the ends of the
double bolt, and allows its retracting spring to act.

The cii-cuit is broke\ before closiag the door, by
turning one or more of a series of notched wheels a
certain extent. The wheels have each a separate
galvanic connection, and can be moved to position
for completing the circuit by galvanic shocks, each
impulse moving them one notch.
Claim.—Fu-st, unlocking a safe or withdrawing the

bolts thereof, by closing and opening an electro-mag-
netic cu'cuit passing through a series of movable or
adjustable points, substantially as and for the pm*-
poses set forth.

Second, operating upon and adjusting the said
movable points in said electro-magnetic circuit by
means of a corresponding series of auxiliary circuits,

substantially as described.

60,954.—James Stephenson, Canandaigua, IsT.

Y.—Door and Gate Spring.—Jannsirj 1, 1867.—The
spring is attached to the door face, and its pintle has
a lever which bears in the grooved face of the pulley

on the door check to close the door.
Claim.—The spring C and pintle I), applied to the

door or gate as described, in combination with the
lever Y and roller G, or other circular bearing fixed

to the stationai-y frame, when said pai"ts ai-e arranged
and operate in the manner and for the pm-poses herein
specified.

60,955.—Frank W. Steeet, Morrisania, I^T. Y.—Coinpound for Sweetening, Coloring, and Flavor-
ing Tobacco.— January 1. 1867.— Powdered licorice

root, two parts; powdered extract of licorice, one
part; and powdered white sugar, two parts; are spread
over the tobacco by means of a sieve.

Claim.—A compound for sweeting, flavoring, and
coloring tobacco, which is made of the aforesaid

ingredients in about the proportions herein set forth.

60,956.—Simon Stevens, ISTew York, N". Y.—
Storing Petroleum and other Liquids, so as to Prevent
Loss from. J'irc—Januaiy 1, 1867.—Vessels contain-

ing ijetroleum are immersed in a tank containing
water.
Claim.—The mode herein described for the storing

of petroleum or other similar inflammable liquids, so

as to prevent accident by fii'e.

60,957.-PacnARD B. Stevens, York Township,
Ohio.

—

Paste or Cement for Roofing.—January 1,

1857.—Brickdust is combined with asphaltum or coal

tar.

Claim.—The compounding of bmmt brick or well

burnt clay with asphaltum or coal tai-, thereby form-
ing a composition paste or cement.

60,958.—Henry C. Stewart, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Glue Pot.—January 1, 1867.—The glue pot has across

its top a box in which are the sliding arms. These
arms may be drawn out so far as to suspend the pot

over any convenient sized boiler.

Claim.—The parts B c d d' and g, or their- equiva-

lents, constructed as above described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

60,959.—William Strevell, Jersey City, IST.

J.—Clamp.—Jimnavj 1, 1867.—The upper jaw is

forced toward the lower by a bar having inclined por-

tions which engage similar a1)utments above. It is

intended for thin bodies having considerable latitude.

Claim.—The improved clamp herein described, the

same consisting of two jaws A B, straps or clasps D,
and wedge strip E, when all combined together, sub-

stantially in the maimer and for the pm-pose described.

60,960.—P. Swisher, VersaHles, Ohio.—Btcrglar
Alarm Gun.—January 1, 1867.—Three gun barrels
are discharged simultaneously by means of a wire
attached to a door or window.' The barrels are capa-
ble of independent adjustment for the purpose of being
aimed in d!ifl"crent directions.
Claim.—First, iii the construction of a burglar

alai-m gun, the combination of the fixed ban-el 1 and
the revolving barrels 2 and 3 with the breech pin C, for
firing simultaneously in different dii-ections, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

Second, the breech pin C, having the central longi-
tudinal hole c, the transverse hole n, and the annular
grooves e, commmiicating with the vent of the upper
barrel 1 and the bores of the revolving- barrels 2 and 3,

aU arranged and operated substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.

Third, the outside powder pan h for lighting a can-
dle or lamp when the gun is fired, in the manner
herein specified.

60,961.—John Syrcher, Bufi'alo, K". Y.—WJieel
Toy.—January 1, 1867.—The string is attached to the
elastic spindle of the bandelore.
Claim.—Attaching the string F to the India-rubber

or other elastic block E, in the manner and for the
pm-pose described.

60,962.—George W. Taylor, Springfield, Yt.—
Blacking Box Holder.—January 1, 1867.—The handle
is attached to the frame by a spii-al spring and slide

grooves, and angular lugs upon the handle and fi-ame
engage the box l)y the contractile power of the spring.
Claim.—A blacking box holder composed of t^o

partsA andB and a spu-al spring C, fitted together and
an-anged substantially in the manner as herein shown
and described.

60,963.—James R. Taylor, ISTew York, 1^.

Y.—Boat Detaching Tackle.—Ji^mmrj 1, 1867.—The
rope is held by a serrated cam, or by a serrated lever
operated by a cam.
Claim.—Connecting and detaching a boat from the

end of a rope by the combined use of the bars and
cam or eccentric lever and the end of the rope passed
or reeved through or between them, substantially as
described.

60,964.—James E. Taylor, Xew York, :N". Y.—
Boat Detaching Tackle.—January 1, 1867.—The boat
is attached to the davit blocks by the hooks of pivoted
levers connected together so as to insure simultaneous
release. The pivot supports of the hook levers have
projections preventing release before the hooks are
tm-ned up.
Claim.—The combination of the hook and lever, or

weight pivoted to the holding head, and the block
hook and its roller with the lugs on the Ijolding head
for the purpose of closing the space between the point
of the hook C and the holding head, and for opening
said space by swinging back said hook C, substan-
tially as described.

60,965.—James P. Tayi.or, ISTew York. X. Y.—
Boat Detaching racA-^e.—^January 1, 1867.—The catch
arm is iiivotetl to a stem rod attached to the boat, and
the catch takes under a side projection of an upward
extension of the stem rod. The" davit blocks are re-

leased at both ends simultaneously by the rod con-
necting the catch levers.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the two hinged pieces
A B with their projecting portions ccie/, constructed,
ai-ranged, and operating'together as and for the pur-
pose set forth and described.

60,966.—James R. Taylor, Is^ew York, K Y.—
Boat Detaching Tacklc.^yamvdrj 1, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Yirst, in combination with a hook used in
a boat-detaching apparatus, a reinforce, or secondary
hook c, which catches under a solid portion of the
head and thus relieves the pivot of the hook, or makes
a safety connoetiou should the pivot of the hook give
way, siihstantially as described.
Second, in combination with the hook and its rein-

force, an eccentricaUv formed tripping lever, that is

aided in being tripped or removed by tlie pressure of
the hook upon its cm-ved edge, substantially as de-

scribed.
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60,967.—E. S. TOKREY, Kew York, X. Y.—At-
taching Elastic Tips to Legs of Furniture.—January
J. 18ii7.—Tho upper part of the rubber tip has a ciT;

cumferential groove to engage the incurved edge of

the holding nut by which it is attached to the table

leg.

Claim.—The combination of the socket B and con-

ical leg a with the tip /, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

60,968.—George IJPTOX, SouthDanvers. Mass.—
Ifanufachtre of Glue.—January 1, It'GT.-The steam
is introduced from above into the body of the stock
through a pipe. The liquid is drawn oli' from beneath
a perforated diaphragm.
Claim.—In the manufacture of glue, the process of

subjecting the gelatinous matters to the action of
steam, substantially as set forth.

60,969 HrxNEviLLE Tixcext, ISTew York, N.
T., assignor to himself and Hugh B. Brown.—Hoop
Skirt.—Jv.nuary 1, 1867.—Each wire passes two or
more times aroimd and returns for junction to the
point of departm-e, so that the ascending shall cross
the descencting part ; tape connections ai-e made as

usual.

Claim.—The an-anging of the wires or hoops in

such a manner that each hoop crosses or intersects
itself once or more in its passage around the skirt,

substantially as and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

60,970.—Rudolph VouLscmvixz, ^STew York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and J. J. Schlaepfer, same
-place.—-Door Lock.—January 1, 1867.—The key has
cam projections upon it, Avliich place a series of spring
tumblers in a position to allow the retraction of the
bolt.

Claim.—The mortises g in the tumblers D, to op-
erate in combination with the flat notched bit of the
key, nuts E, and bolts C, substantially as and for the
pui-pose described.

60^,971.—James TValsh, VaUey Town, 111.-
Granary.—January 1, 1867.—The frame is mortised
together and the sicles and divisions supported by en-
gaging in slide ^-ooves of the sides and of interme-
diate, doubly-grooved posts. The sections of the
granary may be made of such size as to form measures.
Claim.—The granary and measurer, constructed

of removable parts, substantially as described and
represented.

60,972.^rosEPH Ward, N'ew York, IT. Y.—
Hollow Auger.—January 1, 1867.—The cutters are
adjustable, and are combined with a central boring
bit.

Claim.—First, the arrangement within the case A
of the cutter stocks B, constmcted with discharge
thi-oats C, and adapted for adiustment by means of
the cam E and guides a, as and for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

Second, the within-described tool, adapted for cut-
ting tenons and boring holes simultaneously, con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purpose spectfieu.

60,973.—HeryetWaters, iSTorthbridge, Mass.—
Mechanism for Operating Dies.—January 1, 1867.

—

The punch slide is connected to its motive arm by a
hook, insuring its invariable return after a stroke, a'nd
the hook stuTup of the arm may bo engaged with the
rimer recess of the hook to cause a downward stroke.
The mechanism is such that a second blow wiU not be
given without the lever is allowed to rise and is again
depressed.
Claim.—The combination with an eccentric ham-

mer, crank press, or other similarly operating machine
or machines, of a means or system of mechanism by
which the action of the machine or machines may be
controlled substantially as set forth, when such svs'tem
of mechanism is so connected with the machine or
machines as not to enter into the active operating
structm-e thereof,

60,974—Horatio B."Wea\'er, Hartford, Conn.—
Lock a ml £:?)/.—.January 1, 1867.—The inner knob acts
directly upon the bolt to retract it. but the outer knob
acts tipon it by the sliding of another bolt, which is

only freed by the introduction of a key into the shank
of this knob.

Cfrtijji.—First, the combination of the two spindles
D and D', the bolt B, plate C, and the tumblers F, or
theu- equivalents, the whole being constructed, ar-

ranged for joint operation, and applied to a lock case,
suljstantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the above and the fence
k', the whole being constructed, ai-ranged, and ope-
rating as described.

Third, the beU-crank tumbler-levers F, hung to the
spindle D' and arranged in respect to the recess k of
the plate C, substantftiliy as described.
Founh, the tumblers 'F, arranged in respect to the

slot I, in the stem of the handle E', as described.
Fifth, tho slot in the tubular stem of the handle E',

in combination with notches p in the edges of the key.

60,975.—A. Wekxe, :^rew York, IT. Y.—Rectifier
for Stills.—January 1, 1867.—A cylindrical vessel of
wood has a metal coil about half -^vay up, and another
coil at the top for cold water. Tho spirituous vapor
from the still enters the vessel by pipe near the bottom,
and the watery portions are condensed by contact with
the coils. The rectified vapors pass by a pipe to the
condensing -norm.
Ciaim.—First, the spiral channels formed in the

covering-plate C and in the box B by the spiral flanges
d and g, respectively, substantially as and for the i)ur-

pose herein shown and described.
Second, the annular plate b. made substantially as

and for the purpose herein shown and described.
Third, the combination of the plate &, box B. and

cooling-cover C with the rectifier A, substantially as
and for the pm'pose herein sho'nm and described.

60,976 Elias A. Wightmax and William C.
WiLLiAJis, LivingstonviUe, IST. Y.

—

Cultivating Hops.
—January 1, 1867.—TJie poles have staples to receive
wire -. ods'for sustaining the vines. The rods are with-
di'awn when the crop is gathered.
Claim.—The sliding rod B, arranged with the poles

A, as shown, adapted to be drawn therefrom when
desired, substantially as represented and described.

60,977.—James F. Wixchell, Springfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself and G-eorge C. Steele.—Corn
Husker.—January 1, 1667.—A metal plate, turned up
into a claw at one end and a hook at the other, is at-

tached to a leather strap which has holes for engage-
ment to the hook.
Claim.—The corn husker, consisting of the metal

plate A and the strap B, made adjustable in size, when
consti-ucted and ai'ranged as herein shown and de-

scribed.

60,978.-G. C. Winchester and M. V. B. Howe,
Ashburnham, Mass., assignors to C. and G. C. Wdj-
CHESTER. same place.— Chair.—January 1, 1867.

—

The seat is supported on socket joints and has a spring
connecting it to the stand. The fore end of the spring
engages a ratchet, which has a retaining cam.
Claim.—Combining the scat a with the stationary

stool or base b by means of ball-and-socket joints, ar
ranged not only to act as liinges but otherwise, sub-
sta-utiaUy as described.
Also, combining with such arrangement or con-

struction the spring i, fixed to the bar and bearing
against the rear part of the seat, substantially as
shown and described.
Also, the combining of the ratchet bar, pawl plate,

.shaft, and cam, when arranged to lock the seat in
horizontal or inclined position, substantiallv as set

forth.

Also, forming each side rail / and its leg p from a
single strip of wood bent into shape, substantially as
shown and described.

60,979.—W. E. WooDBRiDGE. Little Falls, :N'.

Y.

—

Construction of Ordnance.—January 1, 1867.

—

The re-eniorcing wire is wound in spii-al coils aroimd
the ban-el, the contiguous coats being coiled in oppo-
site du'cctions. The interstices are filled in with
molten metal.
Claim.—First, the employment, in the structure of

cannon, of helices of wire of reversed obliquity, ap-
plied one over another, and brought into uuion by the
intervention of a more fusible metal, employed as a
solder.
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Second, in general tei'ms, the construction of can-"

non substantially as herein described, modifying the
selection and use of materials as herein set forth.

Third, the application of the mode of construction
herein described to tubes other than cannon, when the
mechanical requirements are similar.

60,980.—L. D. WOODMANSEE, Mad Elver town-
aliip, Ohio.

—

Bridle _Z>i«.—January 1, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Tha combination of the rigid bars A and
B, jointed directly to the mouthpiece of a bridle bit,

and operating in the manner substantially as and for

the pm'pose described.

60,981.—Charles J. Woolson, Cleyeland, Ohio.
—Gyrate.—January 1, 1867.—The bars are pivoted in

a tipping frame and connected together by a strip, by
which the spaces between them can be closed. The
ashes may be dumped by tipping the frame.
Claim.—The tipping frame A, provided with jom'-

iia>3 and bearings E, in combination with the shackle
or grate bar D, arms E, and link O, and duplicate
bearings S.

60,982.—Samuel A. Wray, Greenfield, Ind.—
Cultivator Ploto.—January 1, 1867.—Tlio beams are
attached together by a flexible plate, and have a slot-

ted adjustment plate near the rear end.
Claim.—The combination of the beams B and B',

elastic plate D, and hinge joint E, with a device for

retaining the beams iu position, substantially in the
manner set forth.

60,983.—Anthony Wrealsh and T^m. Burns,
Springfield, Ohio.—Water Wheel.—January 1, 1867.—
An improvement on the Jouval turbine wheel. The
water is received at top and discharged at bottom.
The wheel shaft is supported on converging, upwardly
extending arms from the upper casing. Each of the
buckets is formed in two radial planes "^rith concentric
connection between them. The water gates aret)pened
and closed by the oscillation of a perforated annular
plate having a segmental rack engaged by a spui"

wheel.
Claim..—Eirst, the buckets D, when constructed

with two or more faces d d', upon diiferent radial

planes, substantially as set forth.

Second, constructing the inner set of concentric
buckets, or faces of the same bucket d and d\ shorter
than the outer set, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Thii'd, the combination of the gnide wheel E, in-

tennediate plate F, and gate ring H, when constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

Eourth, the raised crown of the intermediate plate

F, as arranged in relation to and serving as a bearing
for the guide ring H, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the plate F, when constructed and arranged
between the guide wheel E and gate H, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the elevated bush G , supported upon braces
resting upon the crown of the intermediate plate F,
and within the guide ring H, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

60,984.— Henry Wurtz, Xew York, N". Y.—
Composition of Glue or Gelatine and other Materials,
called Durogel.—January 1, 1867.—Five parts of bi-

chromate of potash are added to 250 parts of glue in

boiling solution. This compound is poured out upon
slabs and allowed to cool, alter which it is exposed to

the action of light, which renders it insoluble. Colors
may be combined with the solution of glue.

Claim.—The combination of bichromate of potash
with ordinary glue or gelatine, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as described in the foregoing
specification.

60,985.—Emanuel Young, Amanda, Ohio.—
Holloiv Auger.—January 1, 1867.—The auger cuts a
tapering tenon and a shoulder upon the spoke simul-
taneously.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the herein-
before-described tool, formed with the knives C and E
attached to the hollow tapering body B, formed with
the shank A, for attaxj'jJ'ag the toolto'a brace, substan-
tially as described

60,986.—Martin Zigler, Mulhouse, France.—
Imponderable Fluid and Mode of Generating the
Same.—January 1, 1867.—The fluid may be collected
and transmitted in currents like electricity. It is

generated by bringing an azotic body into contact
with a carbonized body. A battery to generate this
fluid may be formed by filling a bladder with caustic
ammonia and placing it in a vessel fiUed with mo-
lasses, a conducting thread of silk being attached to
the bladder, and another to the vessel containing mo-

Claim.—First, producing a new imponderable fluid

in the manner and by the means herein set forth and
described.
Second, the combination of two substances, the one

containing azote and* the other containing carbon, in
the manner substantially as herein described, so as to
generate an imponderable fluid, and to excite or pro-
duce a current of the same, as and for the purposes
set forth.

60,987.-David M. Ayer, Lewiston, Me.—
Boot and /S/io?.— January 8, 1867.—Air cells are
formed between the outer and inner soles of boots by
corrugating the inner sole, and so aiTanged as to form
an air passage between said sole and the upper of the
boot, for the introduction or escape of air.

Claim.—First, forming air cells or spaces between
the outer and inner soles of boots and shoes by means
of corrugated or fluted sole leather, substantially as
described.
Second, in combination with air ceUs or spaces be-

tween the outer and inner soles of boots and shoes,
formed by corrugated or fluted sole leather, as de-
scribed, ail' ducts or passages communicating with the
outer ail', substantially as described.

60,988.—Eli Banks, Millport, IsL Y.—Paddle
W/«ceL—January 8, 1867.—The paddles are convex
before and flat or concave behind, and are attached
to surfaces of the arms at an inclination to the radius
of the wheel.
Claim.—The combination of the spoke A and pad-

dle B, when made as described and used for the pur-
pose set forth.

60,989.—Bernard Battle, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signor to Daniel Coyle, Soho, Pa.

—

Composition
fpr Lubricating Jotirnals.—Jannary 8, 1867.—For
use on journals necessarily hot, as rolls of rolling
mills: one bai-rel animal grease or residuum; two
pounds each of plumbago, sulphur, and steatite ; one
pound each of carbonate of magnesia, glue, and rosin-;

and four gallons of slaked lime, to be mixed while
hot. To this one-half gallon of molasses may be
added when cold.

Claim-—The preparation of a lubricating, com-
pound composed of the above-named iugredients, viz.,

animal gTcaseor "residuum," plumbago, sulphur, stea-

tite, carbonate of magnesia, glue, rosin, and hydrate
of lime, wii;:h or ^v'ithout molasses, substantially as
above set forth, and in the proportions and for the
purposes above designated.

60,990.—Daniel Best, Lancaster, Va,.—Furnace
for Steam Boilers.—January 8, 1867.—A vertical,

longitudinal partition in the boiler seiiarates the tubes
into two series, and the caloric current, after passing
beneath the boiler, traverses the tubes on one side of
this partition to a combustion chamber over the fur-

nace, and tlien passes through those of the other side
to the exit flue.

Claim.—The prolongation of the outer cylinder B
of the boiler beyond the flues when closed with a par-
tial head N O and doors D D, so as to form a cham-
ber C directly over the front part of the furnace or
fire box F, constructed in the manner and for the
jnirpose specified.

Also, the vertical partitions P in boilers in combi-
nation with a partition or chamber I M, for convey-
ing the heat first under, then through, a seric* of
flues E' on one side of the water level, and returning
it on the same plane on the other side of said part'tion

P through the flues E" to the rear of the boiler, sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

60,991.—William Br anag an, Burlington,
Iowa.

—

Steam Generator.—January 8, 1867.—The
side flues are cai-ricd by a revolvabic jacket so that
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they can be presented to any of the horizontal tnbes

traversing the crater space ixom the fire box to the

chamber within the jacket.

C'laiw.—Applying a jacket D to a boiler which is

constructed substantially as described, so that this

jacket can revolve ai-ouncl the boiler, substantially as

speciQed.

60,992.—E. W. Braxch, East Henrietta, X. T.—
Cider J/i7/.—January 8, 1867.—The hand wheels for

comtDin)icating pressure may be turned by single

handles parallel with their shaft* by series of radial

huudlcs from theii- periphery, or by levers oscillating

on the shalts and engaging ratchet projections on the
inner face of the rinT. Inverted troughs with notches
in their lower edges are placed on the bottom boai-d

of the press to assist di-aiuage.

Claim.—The windlass wheel K, having three sepa-

rate functions of operation, couposed, first, of the side

pin h and rod M. for rapidly turning up the screw
wheel n : second, the hand pieces / for imparting the
initial pressure : third, the ratchets g and lever L for

producing the final pressure, arranged and operating
conjointly with the screw wheels H H and follower

D, substantially as set forth ; fomth, the employment
of a series of inverted troughs or tiles P P, closed on
their upper sides, but provided with apertm-es k k on a
level with the face of the bed, to receive and conduct
away the expressed juice, substantially as set forth.

60,993.—Fraxklix Beua, Gordonvdle, Pa.—
Harveater Rake.—January 8, 1867.—The rakes are
carried on arms upon a bevel gear' wheel, and ai'e ver-

tically oscillated by a horizontal cam to bring them
down upon the platform at the proper time.
Claim.—The peculiar construction of the horizon-

tal wheel O. with its stops or lugs P. centraUy-elevated
radiatiug arms M with slots vi, in combiuation with
the elbowed heel K L of the rake shaft T, the whole
being anauged and operated in the manner and for

the pm-pose herein set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the double headB, center
pin or shaft I, bracket D, pinion F, and slotted cog
wheel O. when constructed and operated in the man-
ner and for the pm'pose set forth.

60,994.—Walter S. Buck. Philadelphia. Pa.—
Machine for making Tin Cans.—January 8. 1867.

—

The body' of the can is placed on the expanding cvl-

inder and held by an adjustable blade which is de-

?ressed bv a treadle. The seam is then soldered,

'he cylinder is expanded by set screws at the ends
which" screw into one side and have circumferential
grooves in the heads which are engaged by pins.

Claim.—First, the cast-ii-on base plate A, with its

recesses B and G. in combination with the steady pin
L. for the purpose substantially as described.

SecX)ud, the expanding met'allic cylinder S, when

the side plates H. provided with the lings n, whea
an-anged nnd operating as set forth.

60,996.—Xelsox Carl. Cincinnati, Ohio.—£'x-
ten-^ion Table.—-January 8, 1867.—Both parts of the
table draw equally away from the sUde or middle por-
tion. The main frame of each of the principal parts
performs the functions of a slide, and the middle por-
tion serves to hold the extra leaves.

Claim.—The combiuation of the central-boxed
slide E and legs G with the ends A B of the table,

foi-ming the outer slides, the whole constructed and
arranged to operate as and for the purposes described.

60,997.-Hector Carlos, Xew York, X. T.,
assignor to self and Hexry C. TTatsox, same place.

—

Button.—Jammvj 8, 1867.—The shank is jointed and
its end is pointed for insertion and capable of being
oscillated 90^ to act as a retainer.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the novel

button herein described, composed of the body A,
shank B, confining pivot C, and pointed hinged'part
D D', combined and aiTangcd substamiaUy" in the
manner, and so as to be applied to the gaimcnt and
secm'cd thereon, substantially in the manner and for

the pm-pose herein set forth.

'

60,998.-:m:. J. and H. M. Cn.A^rcERLix, Spring-
field, Mass.

—

Breech Loading Fire Ar?/(.^anuary
8, 1867.

—
"When the recoil block is down tlie trigger

is held by it in the sear of the hammer. AVlien the
block is up the trigger, as it is pulled fi'om the sear,
locks the block in'closed i>osition.

Claim.—First, using the trigger as a brace to sup-
port the recoil block, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

Second, so combining and arranging recoil block,
hammer, and trigger, that when the recoil block is

raised up against"the rear end of the barrel and the
trigger pidled for the purpose of firing, the recoil
block is supported by the trigger acting as a brace
and kept in place by the hammer, ancl when the
recoil block is down and the trigger in the notch of
the hammer, it (the trigger) is kept" from being gulled
out from under the hammer by the recoil block, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Third, the projection M, when constructed and
arranged in the manner and for the pmpose set forth.

60,999.—W. S. CoLAVELL and F. Yeazie, Pitts-

biu'g, Pa.

—

Stave JIachine.—Jaimaxj 8,1867.—Staves
are sawn to a thin cii'cidar form by two saws in form
of segments of cii'cles. actuated reciprocally by cranks
which are connected to their sectoral frames. The
block is clamped to a sliding bed by points actuated
by a woi-m geai-.

"^

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the saws A and
B, arms 1 and 2. shaft 3, connecting rods 5 and 6, and

constructed and adjusted substantially as described. ; crank 4. when said airangement is used for sawin^^
Thiitl, the combination of the slottecl blade H with , out the concave and convex sides of a stave at one

the slotted and vibrating arm C and set screws O,
arranged and operating as described.
Foiuth, the sliding guides y in combination with

the cylinder S, substantially as described.
Fifth, the combination of the pressm'C arm C, base-

plate A, 'and expanding cylinder S, wheii an'anged
and operating for the iDui-pose substantially as
described.

60.995.—TV. BuTTERFiELB, Madison, TVis.—
Botarrj Fiirnp.—.January 8. 1867.—The revolving pis-

ton is placed eccentrically in the cylinder and has
buckets whose edges are 'kept in contact with the
inner surface of the cylinder by concentric cam lings
upon the cylinder heads. The water is received
below and discharged above. A cii-cumferential pas-
sage within the cylinder extends beyond the place of
exit for the escape of water.
Claim.—Fust, a rotaiy pump having a circular

cylinder and the chamber E in the casing', so an'anged
that the valves in passing under the chamber shall
force the water out in the opposite direction, as
described.
Second, constructing the end plates H with the

concentric rings n. forming a beai'ing for the springs
a, subsiaiitially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the cylinder C, provided
with the buckets or valves D, and'set eccentrically in
the case A, in combination with the chamber E, and

30 c p

! operation as herein described.
Second, the arrangement of the gtudes D and D',

clamps efg and h. provided with arms J andK, rack
m, lever I, endless screw i, and wheels 1'2 and 13, when
said parts are an'anged and operating as herein
described and for the purix)se set forth.

Third, the anangement of the racks w, wheels 30,

shaft P, lever «, provided with the pawl t, when said
paits ai-e used in connection with the clamps e/gr
and h, as herein described and for the pui-pose set

forth.

'

61,000.—Alice A Coxdit, Muncie, Iiyd.—Feath-
ered Cloth.—JaimnTj 8, 1867.—The plimies ore
trimmed square at both ends and made of equal
Jength, so as to make the quill foa'm one side. It is

tlien sewed to the fabric, the stiches passing over the
quiU, each quill being concealed by the feathers of
the next.

Claim.—An article of manufacture formed by
trimming, folding back, and sewing upon cloth or
other material the feathers of geese, bb'ds, or fowls,

as herein shown and described.

61,001.—EDW.uiD S. Cross, Lime Bock, Conn.—
Bed Bottom and Seat.—January 8, 1867.—The coils

at each end of the spring engage behind a helical pro-

jection on the casting by which it is connected to the
bedstead or slat.
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Claim.—First, the spiral spring E attached to the
end of the slat B or of the bedstead A, by means of
an Pltaehmeut inserted into the end of the spring,

and having one or more spurs standing in the helical

spaces ill the spring so as to allow of being turned,
substantially as antl for the, purpose herein specified.

Second, in combination with the above the within
described aiTangement of the castings C and D and
axis c and d adapted to turn in the vertical plane,
substantially as and for the pui'pose herein specified.

JS1,0©2

—

James H. Flagg, Perkinsville, Vt.—
E^angi'ig Paint Pots to the Sides of Buildings.—
J»anuary 8, 1867 ; antedated December 22, 1866.—The
pot is huag to a horizontal bar whose inner end has
studs to engage the lower side of a weather board.
The bar has pivoted to it a divaricated lever whose
lower poiutefl ends engage the wall.

Claim.—The lever A and forked brace B in com-
bination with each other in such manner as to pro-
vide a device, substantially such as and for the pm*-
pose herein shown and described.

61,003.—A. M. Feeeman and A. M. Stonek,
Springfield, Ohio.

—

Car Coupling.—January 8, 1867.

—

The pin head is connected by a chain to a rock-bar
bent into the form of a crank. When the car is

uncoupled the pin rests on a pivoted plate having a
perpendiculai' perforation through which the pin
passes when the plate is raised by the entering link.

Claim.—The combination of the shaft C, bolt o,

and latch iri, when said/j)arts are arranged to operate
in connection with each other, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

61,004.—Charles K. Gilbert, John F. Bar-
ker, and E. ZST. Ives, Springfield, Mass., assignors to
Hew England Portable Gas Works Company,
same place.

—

Apparatus for Carburetting Air.—Jan-
uary 8, 1867.—An improvement on carburetters made
on what is known as the gravity principle. Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, in a gas apparatus, constructed on
the principle before mentioned, arranging the gener-
ator in a fire-proof and gas-tight chamber, substan-
tially as set forth.

iJecond, arranging a tank for holding the fluid in a
separate and detached building, and connecting the
same -nith the generator by means of a force pump
and pipes, substantially as set forth.

3?bird, arranging the pipes connectiog the generator
with the tank and pump in such a manner that the
syphons can be finecfand the generator emptied from
the tank house.
Fom'th, the arrangement of the gas-pipes in such

manner that the condensed vapor, togctiier with the
gas in the generator and pipes, can be Avithcli'awn

from without the building, substantially as described,
Fifth, heating the generator by means of the ra-

diating bos or pipe passing through the chamber out
side of the generator, substantially as described.
Sixth, the use of gauges for the pui'pose of indicat

ing the presence of fluid in the generator or pipes,

instead of petit cocks.
Seventh, the use of metallic flanges for the pm-pose

of securing the pipes to the generator and tank, con
structed substantially as described.
Eighth, the improved form of generator, in which

the reservou- chamber h is added to the evaporating
pans 0, boiii enclosed in one case, substantially as

described.
Ninth, the attachment of the metallic box B, ar

ranged substantially as and for the purpose shown.
Tenth, the improved can for filling, with the union

and hose attachment, aiTanged substantially as shown
Eleventh, the aiTangemcnt of the pipes q and v

with the cock p and the cock s communicating with
the syphon tubes and the gauge P in such a manner
that the syphons may be operated and fluid withdrawn
from th'i pims by the' naphtha let down from the reser

voir h, iu the manner substantially as described and
shown.
Twelfth, the syphon cups E E E, arranged sub

BtantiaUy iu the manner and for the purpose specified.

Thirteenth, the general an-angement of the gas-

tight chamber, with the enclosed closet, having the
glass front and metJillic door, into which closet the
various pipes enter, together with the damper rod
an'anged iu such a maimer that the generator can be

inspected and operated without necessitating an en-.

trance to its chamber, substantially as described.
Fom-teenth, the general arrangement of the air-

tight chamber, with pipes for venting the generator
and chamber, having the damper u and man-hole w,
substantifilly as described.

61,005.—George K. Glutas, Sari Francisco,
Cal.

—

Bearing for Shafts of Steam,ships.—January 8,
1867.—The pillow-block of the shaft is supported by
rubber- springs resting on a block, which is adjustable
vertically in the slide frame by screws beneath. This
device is intended for the middle bearing of paddle
shafts.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frame A enclos-
ing the adjustable blocks B, guided by the slides C
and the blocks D, and combined with the rubber
springs E and adjustable screws F, substantially as
set forth for the purp(j|K specified.

61,006.—George Gray, Temperanceville, Pa.—
Artificial Fuel.—Januaiy 8, 1867.—To 1 ton of coal
dust add 8 or 10 pounds of melted pitch and 1 pound
of resiu. Moid into blocks.
Claim.—The artificial fuel composed of the ingre-

dients, prepared in the manner and proportions sub-
stantially as set forth.

61,007.-Henry Hammond, Hartford, Conn.

—

Bacrlc Sight for Fire-arms.—January 8, 1867.—The
perforated sight disk has lips which take over the
edges of the jointed standards, or over the edges of a
central vertical slot. A scale upon the standard indi-

cates the elevaticn of the disk.

Claim.—First, the combined action of the oscillat-

ing disk i with the clasp/, relative to the standard d,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the oscillating disk i, with its fastening

screw k and sight n, with the standard d, substan-
tially as described.

Third, the emplovment of the screw h, with the os-

cillating disk i and standard d, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

61,008.—Ira Holmes, Moscow, IST. Y.—7n-
/taJer.—January 8, 1867.—A chamber in the cap has
valves which allow the vapor to pass from the vessel
to the mouth, and from the mouth through the inhaling
tube to the outer atmosphere.
Claim:—The cap C, "with its chamber E, valves

c t, and tubes D F, Avhen arranged in the manner ancl^

for the purpose set forth.

61,009.—E. S. Hunt, Philadelphia, 'Pa,.—Stone
Dresser.—January 8, 1867.—The fi-ame is carried on
wheels with rubber tires, and may be moved by a
hand crank, which is connected to either the moving
or di-essing devices. The cutters ai-e clamped at the
lower end of a rod, which has adjustable springs to
limit its action, and is raised by radial revolving arms
which engage a lever that comes in contact with its

tappet.
C'toim.—First, the hammer H E. and its cutter c c,

constructed and combined with lever M O, lifter L F,
and springs S P and S' P', regulating nut M A, so as
to obtain the intended and herein described eff"ect.

Second, the lever L, pinions P andP', with gearing
and ungeai-ing movement plate N S, with notches and
lug N S—N S, when combined and constructed in the
manner and for the purpose above described and set

fox-th.

Third, wheels E, A and R' A', provided with a run
made of India-rubber, gutta-percha, leather, or any
equivalent substance, when combined and constructed
in the manner and for the purpose above described
and set forth.

61,010.—Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburg, Pa.—
Self-Lubricating Bolster and Step for Spinning
Frames.—JanuarJ 8, 1867.—The removable bearjugs
arc of soft metal to decrease the wear of the spindle,

around which they form sleeves within the hard-metal
bolster.

C'iairn.-First, the hard-metal bolster a, with oil

chamber e and sepai-ated removable bearings c c', sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

Second, the spiadle step g h m, consti-ucted in the
manner and lor the purpose described.

Third, the combination of the bolster ace' e, step
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g h m, and spindle B, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

61,011.—'John L. Kendall, l^ew York, N". T.,
assii^nor to Ellen A. Vail, SouthoJd, N. Y.

—

Slcirt

Supporter.—-January 8, 1867; antedated December
23, 1866.—TJie tapes on the inside of the slcii't have
eyelets to be engaged by hooks near theii- lower ends,
and thus loop up the sldj-t to the extent desired.
Claim.—A sidrt supporter, composed of a tape or

strip of fabric furnished with a hook and eyelets, and
adapted for attachment to the skirt as and for the
pui'pose described.

61,012.—J. TV. Latcher, Albany, N. Y., and
JoiiN Young, Amsterdam, N. Y., assignors to John
Young, Amsterdam, N. Y.

—

Wnnji7ig Machine.—
January 8. 1867.—The roller shafts have transverse
pins which engage gains in the hubs of bevel wheels,
whose conical sockets are traversed by shafts. The
outer ends of the hubs of these wheels have bearings
in the frame, which allow them an oscillating move-
ment when the distance between the I'ollers is A'aried.

Claim.—Yint, the employment or use of conically-
borcd wheels F F, applied to shafts of clothes wiing-
ers, for the purpose shov/n and described.
Second, in combination with the gears F F, the

vai'iable bearing-plate E, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

Tliii-d, in combination with the wheels F F and
bearing-plate E, the elastic cushion k, for the pm-poses
set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the conicolly-bored
gear -wheels F F and cushion fc, the relay spring I, for

the purpose described.

61,013.—"William J. Ludlow, Chardon, Ohio.—
Torch and Match Safe.—Januaij 8, 1867.—The tube
screws into the handle, which fonns a receptacle for

oil, and contains also a match recess. A ling is pro-
vided by which to hang up the torch.
Claim.—The described invention as a new article

of manufacture.

61,014.—A. C. Martin and J. TVoodrough,
Hamilton, Ohio.—Savj.—January 8, 1867.—The teeth
are secured in the plnte by their doveta-led bases.
They are moved laterally into their recesses and then
tightened by forcing outwardly by a key-piece in-

serted beneath : the key is fastened by a pin.

Claim.—Inserting the saw tooth 'in its seat by
moving it towai-d the periphery or edge of the saw
and securing it in place by the means substantially as
specified.

61,01.5.—Alexander, John, and Thomas Mc-
Kenna.—Pittsbm'g, Pa.

—

Barreling Cocfc.—J anuaiy
8, 1867.—The passage in the cock for the escape of
air has a whistle, which sounds while the barrel is

flUing ; the rise of liquid covering the inner end of
the passage indicates Avhen the l)arrel is fiXed.

Cto-ii«-—Combining Avith a barreling cock a whistle
or other contrivance that will indicate by sound the
flow of liquid while filliug, and so constrticted as that
when the liquid reaches the nozzle the sound will
cease, whereby the person in charge may know that
the ban-el is fulL

61,016.—Jacob P. Meter, "Waukesha, "Wis.—
Protecting Hori<cs' iV^eci.?. —January 8, 1867. —A
lengthened rest for the collar top, having bearing be-
fore and behind a spot galled by an ordinary collar.

Claim.—The pad composed of the slats A, flexibly
nnited, and having a middle space which spans the
sore and ends which rest upon the neck or withers,
with or without the cushions, substantially as described
and represented.

61,0ir.—Alexantjer G. Xye, "Weymouth, Mass.
—Separating Hard Rubber from Porcelain Teeth.—
January 8, 1867.—The plate is immersed for five min-
utes in oil raised to 30()o Fahrenheit.
Claim.—The employment of a bath of heated or

boiUng fat or oil, in connection with one or more teeth
and a mass of vulcanite, in manner and for the pm--
pose as specified.

61,018.-3. W. J. F. and N. Palmer, Auburn,
N. Y., assignoi-s to themselves and David Lyjlaa",

Middlefield, Conn.— Mangle.—Januarys, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the application to th(! rollers of man-
gles of hard rubber or vulcanite, substantially in the
manner and for the pm-poses described.
Second, combining and connecting the lever frames

in which the stationary and movable rollai\s are hung
by a system of links and levers, arranged substautiaUy
as described so that the same may be actuated by hand,
weights or otherwise, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.

Thii'd, in combination with the movable roller, when
hung in the short arms of angular levers for the pur-
pose of adjustment with reference to the stationaiy
roUer, the internal and external gear wheels and inter-

mediate pinion under the arrangement shown and
described, so that the said gear wheels, while at varia-
ble distances from each other, shall bear fixed and in-

variable relations to the said' pinion, substantially as
aj)d for the pm"poses set forth.

Fourth, the method of gearing the rolls of mangles,
or other like machines, when arranged so as to inove
with equal or difi'crent velocities, but at variable dis-

tances from each other, by mounting upon the said
rolls respectively internal and external gear wheels,
which mesh with an intermediate pinion, stationarv
with relation to baid roUs, substantially as shown and
set forth.

Fifth, in a mangling machine, marking and orna^
menting the material passing between the mangle
rolls, by means of letters or other devices or designs
cut or formed in intaglio in one or both of said rolls,

substantially as herein shown and described.

61,019.—"William P. Parrott and John J.
Bordman, Boston, Mass.

—

Ore Crusher.—January 8,

1867.—The faces of the cylinders are constructed in
segments. The cylinders have a reciprocating motion
endwise, each in respect to its teUow of the same pair.

A reciprocating motion may be given to the hoppers.
Claim.—The mode hereinbefore described of mak-

ing either or each of such crtishing rollers of a series

of peripheral segments or sections e', a bodv d' d' d' d\
and clamp rings/'/', formed and applied together,
substantially as specified.

Also, the' mechanism as described, for imparting
reciprocating endwise movements to the rollers of
either or each pair of crushing rollers, as described.
AJso, the combination of a movable hopper, a pair

of crushing rollers, and mechanism for moving the
hopper laterally in reference to such rollers, in manner
as set forth, M'tiile they may be in revolution, as speci-

fied.

Also, the constmction of each hopper, viz: with
two or more receiving and dischai-ging apailments
arranged in it, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

61,020.—Charles M. Eaynale, Birmingham,
Mich.

—

Propeller for Vessels.—.January 8, 1867.—The
water is driven to the rear for the propulsion of the
vessel by the action of the valve plungers, operated by
a motor'on board the vessel.

Claim.—A vessel, constructed with pipes B B open-
ing directly astern, and bent at right angles upward,
in cotrfbination Avith reciprocating plungers C open
above, and working vertically in each, said plungers
being constructed with outwardly-opening valves C,
and arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

61,021.—Daniel T. Bobinson, Boston, Mass.—
Horse Railway Car.—January 8, 1867.—The tapering
end of the tongue enters a socket in the Avhifiietree

frame, and may be withdrawn therefrom when re-

quired.
Claim.—^o applying the pole of a horse car to its

connection or draAv bar as to be enabled to disconnect
it therefrom instantaneously by itself, or A\-ithout the
AA-hiffletree, essentially in manLuer and to operate as

hereinbefore described.

61,022.—Daniel T. Eobinson, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Paul P. Todd, same fiVdcc-Coffee Pot.—
January 8, 1867—The ground coff"ee is contained in a
foraminous cup, whose sides are enclosed Avithin a
shell ending above in a funnel. The top of the latter

fits tightly in the pot toi), and receives the l)ottom of
a condensing vessel Avhich may contain imlk. The
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Tapor from the decoction passes through the funnel
sides, condenses, and falls into the cup containing the
ground coffee.

Claim.—In combination with the pan B and fora-

minous cup C, the shield or tube D, essentially inman-
ner and for the purpose as described.

61,023.—Ai>DEEW Y. Eyder, Germano, Ohio.—
Horse Rake.—January 8, 1887.—The rake teeth are
raised simultaneously by a treadle lever and depressed
by separate spii-al springs.

Claim.— The above-described construction and
arrangement of the levers A and F, in combination
with the links D, for operating the rake by treadle
action, substantially as set forth.

61,024.—T. ScHOLZE, Steuben county, Ind., and
J. BiCKEL, Elkhart county, 1ti±— Water Elevator.—
January 8, 1867.—The crank is adapted to release the
check pawl and to serve as a brake for controlling the
descent of the buckets.
Claim.—The crank C, as constructed with an arm

and hook d, in combination with tlie pawl catch g and
perforated plate A, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein set Sorth.

'61,025.—Anthony M. Smith, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Spring Look.—January 8, 1867.—The tube containing
the pin by which the key operates is extensible by a
set screw to suit doors of any thickness.
Claim.—The combination of the extension tube A

and nut s, the elongated catch d and arm e, operating
in recess o by means of the set screw u, substantially
as described.

61,026.—Harlow C. Smith, Champaign City,
JR.—Flour Sifter.—Sanwarj 8, 1867.—The sieve is

pivoted at its lower and smaller end, and discharges
the refuse through the side of the box at that place.

It is agitated by a cam wheel and spring, and has a
wire passing thi'ough the exit of the hopper to pre-

vent clogging.
Claim.—The combination of wire E E, pivot N",

aperture H, rod L, rod I, and hooks O, as described
and for the purpose specified.

61,027.—Sidney Squires, Boston, M.a?,^.—Wring-
ing Machine.—January 8, 1867.—The clamping device
is so pivoted to the wringer frame that it may be re-

versed, and each roller has a place of attachment for

the ha/id crank.
OJaim.—Pivoting the portions H to the frame A, so

that their position can be reversed, for the purpose
described.
Also, in combination with the above, projecting one

end of both shafts C D of a wringing machine beyond
its fi-ame, so that when the portions H are reversed,
and the position of the rolls thereby changed, the
crank may be applied to the lower shaft, as and for

the ijurpose set forth.

61,028.-11. oSr. Stewart, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Pajper ^oa;.—January 8, 1867 ; antedated December
30, 1866.—The edges of the pasteboard are embraced
by sheet metal, and these strips soldered together.

The strips furnish places of attachment for metal loops
by which to fasten or hang the bos.

C'Zaim,—Securing the edges of the pasteboard of

which the said paper boxes are made pennauently to-

gether by means of the double clamps A of thin sheet
metal, constructed and applied substantially as and
for the purposes as described.

Also, the combination with the said double clamps
A, the small metallic loops a\ substantially as and for

the purpose described.

61,029.— George Storer, ITew Britain, and
George W. Storer, Portland, Conn..—Attachment
for CoUer Boards of Vessels.—January 8, 1867.—The
center board is pivoted by a. pin, which traverses a
bushing in the board and enters metal sockets screwed
into the trunk on each side.

Claim.—The screw socket c receiving the center
pin d of the center board, and fonning a water-tight
connection with the trunk a, substantially as specified.

61 ,030.—Eli Thayer, New York, IST. Y.—Decoct-
ing Apparatus for Tea and Co/ce.—January 8, 1867.

—The lower portion contains the material for the in-

fusion, and being partially separated from the water
above, is capable of attaining a boiHing heat before the
main body of water, which condenses the steam and
volatUe oil arising from the infusion below.
Claim.—A decocting apparatus wherein the main

body of water is separated from that portion which
saturates the material from which the decoction is
made, by some non-conducting material which par-
tially intercepts the heat and circulation, whereby
ebullition may be produced in the latter portion of the
water, and its vapor condensed by the former and
cooler portion, substantially as is herein set forth.

61,031.—Eli Thayer, New York, IST. Y.—Steam
Generator.—January 6, 1867.—The upper water cham-
ber has downwardly extending ducts which communi-
cate together thi-ough pipes which extend into the
furnace space. The smaller pipes open at one end
into the inner duct, and at the other discharge at the
blind end of the larger and enveloping pipes. The
larger pipes discharge into the outer duct, which is

nearer to the fiu-nace.

Claim.—Fii'st, the discharge chamber e, in com-
bination with a tubulai' steam generator, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the several doors n n
xo vj for feeding the fuel among the pipes constituting
the upper grate, and for clearing them of cinders or
other obstructions, substantitdly as set forth.

Thii-d, the feeding chamber m m, substantially as
set forth.

Fourth, the upper grate, substantially as set forth.

61,032.—Sylvanus "Walker, New York, N. Y.—
Pliers.—Januaiy 8, 1867.—The jaws are plain at the
ends, have opposing grooves for holding a bolt longi-
tudinally, and serrated transverse hollows for use as a
wrench.
Claim.—Pliers constructed and arranged substan-

tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

61,033—C. M. Williams, New York, N. Y.—
assignor to Henri L. Stuart, same place.

—

Car-
hureting Gas.—January 8, 1867.—The hydrocarbon
is distributed by a rose into the upper ptu-t of the
gas-holder, from a raised tank ; the emission is regu-
lated by a cock.
Claim.—Carbureting illuminating gas by mixing

or combining with it the -^-apors of volatile hydrocar-
bons before it is introduced into the service luains for
distribution, substantially as described.
Also, the devices herein shown and described for

carbureting gas in the holder before its distribution
to the service mains.

61,034.—"W. Dewees "WooD,McKeesport, Pa.

—

Treating Cleaned, or Scaled Iron—Januarys, 1868.

—

After removing from the alkaline bath, and washing
as usual in hot water, the plate is allowed to diy, and
heated in an oven to a decree below redness. It is

then taken out and dipped in a bath of oil and tur-
pentine.

Claim-.—The process hereinbefore described of
subjecting the iron immediately aftfer it has been
washed in water to remove the remains of acid or
alkali, to a hot-air bath in a suitable oven or chamber,
heated to a low temperatm-e, sufficient to evaporate
all fluids from the pores of the metal, and then, whUe
the iron is yet hot, immersing it in or coating it with
a mixture of oil and turpentine, or other similar fluid

or mixture, which vi'iU leave a very slight film or
coating on its smface, for the purpose hereinbefore
described.

61 ,035.—Max Adler and Louis Knell, Buffalo,
N. Y.

—

Sash and Blind Fastener.—Jamxavj 8, 1867.

—

The bent end of a pin operateol by a knob inside the
window frame enters between two projections on the
shutter hinge plate to keep it cither open or shut.

Claim.—In a sash and blind fastener combined,
the points or beaks d d, beveled concave c, bent lever

/, knob g, and the part a of the hinge, in combination
Avith the ratchet wheel h and dog k, substantially as
set forth.

61,036.—Chilion B. Allen, Chicago, 111.-Com-
position for Hoofing.—January 8, 1867.—Pulverized
slate and gypsum are mixed in equal proportions, and
oil paint or tar added.
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Claim.—The use of pulverized plaster, (land or
boiled,) in combination with slate flour and other
ingredients for roofing, covering the sides of buildings,
boat decks, &c., substantially as herein described
and set forth.

61,037.—L. V. Badger, Chicago, m.—Xiitmeg
Grater.—January 8, 1867.—The nutmeg is dropped
into the oscillating cylinder, and pressed against the
curved grater by the plunger, which forms a handle
for oscillation.

Claim.—The sector-shaped case B, having hollow
cylinder H hung in and between its sides, plates D. in
combination with the plunger I of said cylinder, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

61,038.—Joseph W. Bancroft, Philadelphia,
Pa.—Dumping Car.—January 8. 1867.—l^is car
is for transporting coal up steep grades, and automati-
cally discharging it above. On reaching the level at
the 'summit the trigger catch of the front door is

tripped by a protuberance on the track, coincidently
with the forward inclination of the car, incident to
the variation in the size of the wheels, and the car
being on the level.

Claim.—A mining car, supported by large wheels
B behind, and small wheels B' in front, in combina-
tion with a swinging door C, latch 6, and yoke D, aU
constructed and operating as and for the purposes set
forth.

61,039.—John H. Barrlvger, Hillsboro', El.—
Cultivator and Sulky Ploiv.—Januaij 8, 1867.-The
plow and cultivator drag bai-s are of metal, and are
connected by a liak to the frame, so that either can
be removed, and the other substituted. The tongue
is pivoted to the frame, and may be tmmed sidewise
by a lever.

'Claim.—First, the arrangements hereiu described of
a combined cultivator and sulky plow connected, and
operating separately when the parts are shifted, sub-
stantially as herein described.
Second, the arrangement of a shifting plow E, con-

nected with the beam a by the adjustable plates u u,
and suspended in the front by the joint b and the bar
c, and in the rear by the hook e to the arm /, and the
vibrating bar* g, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein described.
Third, the arrangement of the shifting cultivators

n n attached out of line with each other to the bent
iron beams p, and suspended in front by the jointed
connections r, and behind by the hooks t to the arms
/i/^ on the vil3ratiug bar a, substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.
Iburth, the arrangement of a guide rod or lever k,

connected with the'draught pole D, substantially as
and for the purpose hereiu specified.

61,040.—Hexry Barsalow, Saint Anne, HI.—
Cultivator.—January 8, 1867.—The plow beams are
connected at their fi-ont ends to the frame by a tmi-
versal joint, and ai-e suspended from the frames of
pulleys having movement on a lateral bar. The beams
have stin-ups for the feet by which they may be moved
laterally.

Claim.—First, the^fceams G attached to the fi-ontof
the frameA by an adjustable universal joint connec-
tion, and suspended by chains near theii- rear ends to
travelling rollers i on the raised cross bar h of frame
A. substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the mounted frame A,
plow or shear beams G G, and detachable seat E,
sttmips and foot piece E', all arranged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

61,041—Hexry Barsalow, Saint Anne, HI.—
Seeding Machine.—January 8, 1867.—The hounds run
backward and upward over the axle, and a lever con-
nected to the axle frame operates through these
backward projections of the hotmds to i;aise or de-
press the seed nmners. The seed slides are operated
by gears from the ground wheels, but may be discon-
nected and operated by hand.

Claim.—Eii'st, the curved extension of the hounds
E E beyond the rear of the bar C of the front part
of the machine, in combination with the lever J, pro-
vided with the cross bar L for the rear parts of the
hoimds to rest upon, and the segment rack K and

catch L', or their equivalents, all aiTanged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the operating of the seed slide M automati-
cally from the wheel I', by means of the gear I, ad-
justable gears i k, rod Q and the bent lever P', all

ai-rauged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Tliii'd, the combination of the hinged or jointed
I'ear part or frame G- of the machine, with the ex-
tended hounds E E, lever J, with cross bar L attached,
substantiaEy as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,042.-J". L. Beers, McAlisterville, 'Pa.—Saw
Mill.—Jaimarj 8, 1867.—The feed motion of the
can-iage is controlled by a hand lever worldng in a
long slot having notches" to hold it in position. This
lever is connected to the pitman that works the feed-
ing knee, in which there is a long slot, so that by ope-
rating the lever the pitman head is moved to or from
the center upon which the knee oscillates, thus regu-
lating the fced.

Claim.—Controlling the feed motion by means of
the lever L, rod K, pitman F, pin b, notched plate M,
T-shaped slotted arm G-, and pawls H H, arranged
and operatiu-j substantially as described for the piu"-

pose specified.

61,043.—YiRGiL W. Blanchard, Bridport,
Vt.

—

Hot Air Furnace.—January 8, 1867.—The air
passes into a pipe which traverses tiae fire chambei',
and is forced around the ends of diaphragms ^vithin
lateral blind pipes projecting therefrom. It then en-
ters a combustion chamber "in a reverse direction to
the caloric current from the consumption of the fuel.

'

Water or oil is supplied immediately below this place
of entrance to increase the heat. The caloric current
passes through an upper chamber into which project
blind pipes with smaller pipes conducting cooler £ur
almost to their extremities.
^ Claim.—First, the air lieater IST, fitted within the
fire chamber A and an-angod or provided with one or
more tubes k k communicating with the tubular axis

j, and having partitions I for the purpose of conveying
or transmitting a current of fresh heated air to th^fj'

combustion chamber E, and directly in contact with
the products of combustion from the fire chamber so
that the inflammable gases contained in said products
may be consumed within the combustion chamber,
substantially as set forth.

Second, the tubes n o placed at the inner end of the
air heater and arranged as shcn-n, or in an equivalent
way, for tlie purpose of ensuring a proper mingling of
the" fresh heated air witli the products of combustion
from the fire chamber, within the combustion chamber
as described.

TJiird, the perforations r at the end of the space q^
between the tubes n o, in combination with the perfo-

rated disk or valve s, the apertures t of wliicJi are in-

clined or beveled at their ends to deflect the products
of combustion from the fire chamber, through the cur-
rent of fresh heated air issuing from tube u, as set
forth.

Fourth, the ttibes c' d' applied to the inner end of
the air heater in combination with the tubes-?i o xi, the
perforated rotary disk or valve 6', and the perforations
r in the end of the space q, all an-anged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combustion chamber E in combination
with the air heater N, fire chamber A, and the tulie

M*, the latter forming a comniuuicationiTGtw^^Tlie
combustion chamber and a reservoir of oil, water, or
other substance which may bo decomposed and con-
sumed within the combustion chamber, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the arranging of the disk or damper s with
the tube u and rod v attached, the latter extending
through the tube j of the air heater N, whereby the
disk or damper may be turned at will, and the passage
of the products of combustion into the combustion
chamber regulated as desired.

Seventh, the slide a' in the outer end of the tubej

.

of the air heater in combination with the disk or valve
s and draught passage q at the inner end of the tube j
of the air heater, for the purpose of regulating the pro-

portion of fresh heated aii-, and the products of com-
])ustion passing into the combustion chamber, as set

forth. ^
Eighth, the sliding damper F at the rear of the fire

chamber, in combination with the aii' heater N and
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combustion chamber E, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

JSTintb, the ratchet O and pawl P. or their equiva-
lents, for the pui-pose of regulating the position of the
ail- heater Trithin the fire chamber, as set forth.

'Tenth, the an-angement of the pipes K in the com-
partment G in the case D above the fire chamber, in

combination -with the tubes L fitted ^vithin the pipes
K, and the compfa-tmeuts H I, cold aii- spaces d d,

and tubes M, provided vdth necessaiy valves, aE ar-

ranged to operate in connection with the fii-e chamber
of the furnace, substantially as and for the pm'pose
specified.

61,044.— Joseph T. Brene>ia>", Springfield,

Ohio.

—

Hay Stacker.—January 8, 1867.—The ti-ame is

erected over the stack and wagon stand. A knot up-
on the hoisting rope raises the pulley block and frees

it from the catch, when it passes along the slide beam
to a point above the stack. An enlargement of the
rope prevents the descent of the fork except at the
recess in the slide beam over the load.

Claim..—The construction and aiTangement of the
rollers D, sheaves E, block C, catch E, arm H, links
I, and rope L, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

61,045.—TV. S. Bright and J. G. Morey, INTcw
Orleans, La.

—

Medicated Plaster.—January 8, 1867.

—

A sheet of muslin is coated with a composition of gum
ammoniac, 2 oz.; isinglass, 4 oz.; and dilute acetic acid
1 qt., and attached to a piece of perforated buckskin.
Claim.—A medicated plaster made and coated with

a medicated compound formed of the ingredients
mixed together in and about the proportions named,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,046.—Albert Buell, West Leyden, ]Nr. T.—
Head Block for Sato Mills.—January\ 1867.—The
side cleats to which the log is clamped have adjusta-
ble inclination to saw the boards beveled.
Claim.—^Placing the log in a position to be sawed

in bevels by means of movable cleats b, screws/, and
adjusting screw e, held by the holding screw a, ax-

Tanged and operating substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

61,047—C. C. Cady, West Union, Iowa.— Ca?-

Coupling.—January 8, 1867.—A hook is rigidly at-

tached to the drawhead for the link to engage on. A
divaricated spring bar partially sui-ronnding the hook
is operated by a lever to thi-ow off the link. The run-
ning of a car off the track lowers the engaging hook
so as to cast off the Unk and uncouple the car.

Claim.—The fixed hooks B, in combination with
the link raisers D connected to levers E, the springs
E, and the links C, aU aiTanged and applied to di-a^w-

heads A A, to operate in the manner substantially
as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,048.—J. T. Carman, Springfield, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, John "W. Eultox, and Lee W.
EULTOX, same place.

—

Brick Machine.^-JannaTj 8,

1867.—The clay is di-awn tlu-ough the interstices of an
oscillating screen by claws on a revolving shaft, and
is elevated by an endless caiTier for deposit in the
hoppar. Erom this it is discharged by a slide bottom
which reciprocates on the fixed bottom and forces the
clay into the mold, where it is pressed by a vertically

reciprocating follower, first into and then from the
mold on to a receiving plate.

Claim.—Eirst, the sliding box A', provided with
the plate C, in combination with the fixed molds D'
and the plungers R, all arranged to operate iu the
manner substantially as and for'the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the sliding bottom K, operated substantially

as shown iu combination with the fixed molds D',

plungers K, and the plate C on the sliding box A',

substantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Third, the adjusting of the bottom K to regidate the
supply of clay to the molds througli the medium of the
rod m, piuious I k, screw rod L, and nut j, substan-
tially as set forth.

Eourth, the pulverizing or reducing of the clay by
means of the oscillating screen C and the teeth c on
the rotary shaft E, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

61,049.—KOBERT CHA3IBERS, Detroit, Mich.—
Center Board for Vessels.—January 8, 1867.—Two
reciprocating boards, set at an angle to each other,
are pivoted so as to descend into the water vertically
when the vessel is careened by the sads. A ratchet
upon the edge of the Iwards rings a bell on the move-
ment of the boards as the vessel goes on the other
tack.

Claim.—Eirst, the keel box A, having fixed keel a'
and piece a forming passages for the center boai-ds B
b pivoted thereto, having ratchet edges/, in combina-
tion -nith the striking device g of the bell D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Se'cond, the center boards B b operating in combina-
tion with the alarm bell D, for the pm*pose described,
substantially as specified.

61,050.—2!JATHA^^ Chap>ian', Hopedale, Mass.

—

Roller Temple for Looms.—January 8, 1867.—The
edge of the cloth is held between two rollers pressed
together by a spring lever. An adjustable plate pre-
vents the feed from striking the temple. The object
is to adapt the temple to weaving go»ds of different
descriptions and thicknesses.
Claim.—The use of two ribbed or grooved rollers,

or one ribbed or gTOoved roller and one plain roller,

arranged in separate frames and pressed toward each
other or the cloth by a spring, and allowed to turn
freely as the cloth is drawn through between them.

61,051.-^. S. Clark, Auburn, Mass.—J?Mtter
To?i5r5.—January 8, 1867.—The blades are attached to
shanks which unite in a spring coil.

Claim.—The combination of the blades or plates
A A with the wire coded and bent, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

61,052.—Eben S. Coffin^, Boston, Mass.

—

Steer-

ing Apparatns.—January 8, 1867.—The barrel shaft
has a screw journal bearing giving a longitudinal mo-
tion to the baiTcl as the wheel is turned, to keep the
rope perpendicular to the shaft.

Claim.—Yixst, the eombination and arrangement
of the screw shaft E, ban-el G, ropes E, quaitef blocks
H, tiUer C, and rudder post B, in the manner as and
for the pm-pose specified.

Second, giving a longitudinal movement to the bar-
rel G and shaft E, so that the said baiTel may move
forwai-d or aft at eacli tm-n of the wheel D a distance
equal to the diameter of the wheel rope E, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

61,053.—"Wn^LiAM Cover, Jenner's Crossroads,
Pa.

—

Paint Brush.—January 8, 1867.—A fountain
paint brush with a receptacle at the end of the handle
and a supply tube through the latter, which has a cock
for regulation.
Claim.— Eirst, a brush provided with a tubular

handle B, and having the reservoir C attached thereto,
substantially as shown and described.
Second, the combination of the brash A, tubular

handle B, reservoii' C, and the compressing device E
b, arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

61,054.— B. E. COWAX. IS^ew York, IsT. Y., as-

signor to himself, J. D. Shewell, and JoHX Su^tXER,
same place.

—

Coal Scuttle.—Jauuary 8, 1867.—A vi-

brating register screen in the bottom of the coal scut-

tle.

Claim.—Making the bottoms of coal scuttles of
plates having slots or openings and solid parts inter-

mediate, and so an-anged that the slots are opened
and closed by the oscillation of one of the plates, sub-

stantially as above described.

61,055.— LE^^as P. Decker, Wdliamsburar. X.
Y.—Loci-.—January 8, 1867.-The body of the lock is

cast solid, except a passage for the bolt'and key. The
bolt is retracted by the rotation of a screw-threaded
sleeve to which it engages. The shoulders of the
tongue are recessed, and have rubber packing to pre-

vent inflow of water.
Claim.—Eirst, the combination of the pivoted bolt

D, male screw E, and female screw E with each other
and with the body A of the lock, substantially as

herein shown and clescribed.

Second, the combination of the rubber packing C
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with the beveled or hollowed shoulders b^ of the link

B, substautially as shown and described.

61,056.—Eernard Doxjd, Cortland, ]N'. Y., as-

signor to himself and A. Holmes, same place.

—

Ce-

ment Compositionfor Pavement, Floors, Walks, dUc.—
Januaiy 8, 1867.—A composition of gravel, broken
stones, and coal tar is spread upon the gi-ouud or a

roof and covered with a composition of chai'coal and
salt. "When limestone is not used quicklime is added.
Tor a top dressing: sand, 65; coal ashes, 20; ii-on

scales or filings, 5; plaster of Paris, i ; water lime, 2;

Lydi'aulic cement, 1 part—mised with hot coal tar.

'Claim.—The composition cement for the construc-
tion of cellar and stable floors, vaults, walks, di-ives

and pavements, and roofing for buUdiugs, etc., com
posed and applied in the manner substantially as set

foith in the foregoing specification.

61,057.—Philip S. Dusexburt, Boscobel, TTis.

Portable Fence.—January 8, 1667.—Stakes rise from
the foundation block and are tied by a yoke. The
rails cross each other obliquely between the stakes,

and are mortised together at theii- points of contact.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

foot block D, yoke B, "st.ake C, and notched and inter-

locking rails A , as and for the pm-poses specified.

61,058.—'William H. Elliot, IsTew York, X.
Y.—Potato Dij'jer.—January 8, 1867.—A series of
bent tines are mounted on a handle which has a pivoted
fulcral support.
Claim.—Fii-st, the support h, in combination with

shaft a and tines/, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, handle I, with one or more atmliary han-

dles in combination with a support h, or their equiv-
alents, for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, joint i, in combination with two or more
handles, substantially as herein shown.
Fourth, a joint i, ui combination with an elongated

foot k, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

61,059.—W. H.EL^nsR, FairWater,Wis.— TFafer
Wheel.—January 8, 1667.—The water falls vertically
on central chutes, and is deflected outward and for-

wm-d against the buckets, fi-om which it has a side
discharge.
Claim.—A horizontal water wheel provided with

buckets G, composed of radial and segmental portions
be, as shown, in combination with a central case E
and chutes F, all an-anged to operate substantially in
the manner as set forth.

61,060.—Robert Faries, Maroa, m.— Steam
Generator.—.January 8, 1S67.—A scries of nearly ver-
tical pipes are formed in sections of two, connected
by perforated cross pipes and elbow pipes, for supply-
ing water and taking olf the stefim. A horizontal
diaphi-agm directs the ctdoric cm-rent fi-om the bm-n-
ing fuel across the vertical pipes.
Claim.—The combination of the parallel pipes C C,

Serlbrated cross pipes I), elbow pipes G, secured as
escribed, and plate H, substantially as and for the

pm-pose specified.

61,061.—B. G. FiTZHUGH, Baltimore, Md.—Pur-
glar Alarm fur Safes, cC-c-Januai-y 8, 1867.—The
hammer is set ijy closing the door, and released by the
opening of the same.
Claim.—In combination with a fire-arm lock on

the inside of such safe, or other apartment or recep-
tacle, a lever or arm connected with the door thereof
and controlled by stutable guides, so that tlie act of
closing the door fi-om the outside shall connect the
lever or ai-m with the dog or sear lever of the lock,
and the opening of said door trip the hammer and let
it fly upon the cap or fire a charge of powder, sub-
stantially as described.

61,062.—Thomas Fleetwood, Carleton, jST. B.—
Steam Engine Lubricating C?<j9.—January 8, 1867.

—

TTnrendered tallow is placed in the cup, is gradually
rendered by the heat of the steam, and is supplied to
the piston through a pipe ftu-nished with a cock.

Ctaim.—A self-rendering tallow cup for lubricating
steam engines, constructed and operated substantially
in the manner herein described.

61,063.—John Gregory, Marion, Ohio.—JiTcdo-
cal Compound.—January 8, 1867.—Composed of pe-
troleum, one ounce : extract of dandelion, two drops;
solution of borax, two drops; and four lirops of l)r.

Sauford's liver invigorator, for the cm-e of consump-
tion, (fcc.

Claim.—Fir^t, the application of petroleum oil pro-
duced directly from the pipes of the well, with its

natm-al gai=es,' as and for the purposes .specified.

Second, the use of the above-described chemicals,
in the manner substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

61,064.—William John Hay, Southsea, Eng-
land.— Composition for Coating Ships' Bottoms.—
Januai-y 8, 1867.—Black or the protoxide of copper is

boiled in linseed oil imtil it is reduced to a sub-oxide.
A paint or vai-nish is formed, which may be tliinned

by tm-pentine, naphtha, or other suuilar material.
Claim.—First, protecting iron and wooden ships,

caissons, dams, and other Avooden or iron structures
from decay and from fouling, by coating or covering
the same with the materials and in the manner herein-
before described.
Second, preparing the materials for the ptirposes

aforesaid, in the manner liereinbefore described.

61,065.—William Helffricht, Pliiladelphia.
Pa.— Passenger Register.—January 8, 1867.— The
tickets are printed on a continuous strip, which is

roUed upon a spindle and fed between rollers to the
opening at which the tickets ai-e torn off.-

Clair.i.—First, a box capable of being opened at
pleasure, and containing a roU of paper on which is

printed a continuous scries of tickets, the paper pass-
ing thi-ongh a slit or opening against the edge of which
it can be torn oft', all substantially as and for the pm--
pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the pidley B, contain-
ing the roll of paper and the rollers D and E, in com-
bination with the casing cc box A A', having a slit or
opening in fi'ont for the passage of the paper, the
whole being constructed and arranged substantially
as described.

61,066.^rASON Hemen^tay, Deerfield, Mich.—
Water Wheel.—Jauuai-y 8, 1867.—The inner sides of
the pivoted buckets have connecting rods to a ring
having a segment of gearing. A central sliding rod
of the wheel shaft operates, by a bell crank and rack
gear, to turn the said ring and expand or contract the
water spaces between the buckets. The wheel may
have central or horizontal discharge.
Claim.—The pivoted buckets C C, connected with

the ring E, on the wheel shaft F, by rods D, in com-
bination with the bent lever G, rod H, and screw J,
all arranged to operate in the manner substantially as
and lor the purpose herein set Ibrth.

61,067.—John S. Hittell, San Francisco, Cal.—
Washing 2Iachine.—January 8, 1867.—The vertical
shaft is supported by the cross-bar and reciprocated
by the handles, and the paddles act upon the clothes
in the suds box.
Claim.—The combination of the wheel (made of

the axle C, the paddles E E E E, and handle D) with
the cross-board A, and a x)ivot or socket at the base
of the axle to keep it in place.

61,068.—Wm. W. Hornberger, Chicago, Til.—
Apparatus for Forming Boilers.—Januai-y 8, 1867.

—

The bowed springs are connected by pivoted arms to

bars, and have longitudinal adjustment by tiu-ning the
evcrscly-screw-tln-eaded connecting bolt, and lateral

adjustment by nuts upon the ends of tliis bolt. Tiiis

frame is put Avithin a stove boiler when foi-ming the
lower seam.

CZat/n.—First, the springs A, an-anged to operate
in connection with the arms C. pivoted to the bai- ii,

in combination with the bars D, operated by the bolt

E, and nuts c, substantially as described.

Second, the frames F F', united by the screw bolt

E, when aii-anged to operate as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

61,069.—BiCHARD HrcHES, Vii-girda City, ^Te-

vada.

—

Punch.—.January 8, 1867.—The pmiclung face
consists of needles so clamped in the holder that any
iajm-ed ono can be removed without misplacing the
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others. It is intended for perforating sheet metal to
form screens.
Claim.—The holder A, having spring arms or jaTvs

C C, socket E, to receive needles &, and separating
plates c, substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,070.—LrvERAS Hull, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Whip /S'toc/:.—January 8, 1867.—Each of the rattan
strips has its face of attachment to the central stock
continued on one side past the strip preceding it, and
has a rectangular face lapped over in like manner by
the succeeding strip.

Claim.—The improved whip stock made substan-
tially as described, viz : with each of its rattan strips h,

having its joint with the next strip arranged in the
plane of that face of the heart piece to which the
fo.Tiaer strip may be applied, the strips and heart
piece being glued together, and subsequently turned
iffito shape, as set forth.

61,071.—Marshal J. Hunt, Rising Sun, Md.—
Combined Corn Planter and Cultivator.—January 8,

1867.—The devices are explained by the claims and
illustration. A detachable seed and fertilizer dis-
tributing device is attached to the frame.
Claim.—First, hinging the rear of the cultivator

frame to the axle and to a lever in close proximity to
the di-iver's seat, and supporting its front by a tongue
and the necks of the team, so that it may be self-

raising to pass over any obstruction, and be raised
by t:ie driver when desirable to do so, and held up by
a catch, substantially as herein desci'ibed.

Se^30ud, in combination with the standards or down
hangers 6, a cast or other iron socket or stock L, with
wings lor holding the cultivators a]id allowing them
to b3 adjusted, removed or replaced, substantially as
described.
Thh'd, a removable and replaceable bed or fi'ame M

for carrying a seeding mechanism, substantially such
as described, so that the machine may be used for
laying off the ground, planting corn, and cultivating
it in rovrs, as herein described and represented.

61,072.— "William James, Eichmond, Va.—
Attachment for Stills to Test the Proof of Spirits.—
January 8, 1867.—A glass tube containing a hydro-
meter rises from the junction between the worm pipe
and the low and high wine pipes. The high wine
pipe has an upward bend to di'ive the liquor to a
certain Jieight in the hydrometer tube, which has
connection at top to the worm pipe to prevent the
production of vacuum in it. It has also a discharge
pipe to free it from liquor when required.
Claim.—The combination of the indicator tube

with the bend or depression in the pipe through
which the spirits is conveyed, whereby to be enabled
continuously to test the strength or proof of the
spirits passing through said pipe, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.
Also, the arrangement of the valves or vent pipes,

in combination with the stiU or worm pipe, and the
indicator tube for preventing the formation of a
vacuum, and equalizing the pressure, substantially as
described.
Also, the employment of the vent or discharge pipe

at or near the base of the indicator tube, substantially
as described.

61,073.—E. K. JossELYN, Cambridge, Mass.—
Eye-glass.—January 8, 1867.—The horns fit the nasal
protuberance being adapted to its peculiar conforma-
tion.

Claim.—The extensions c c, either as part of the
frames a' a', or fastened to the same by any suitable
fastening, substantially as described and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

61,,074.—Joim L. Kendall, jSTcw York, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself andE. H. Tuested, same place.

—

Electrotjjpc Dies for Making Imitation Straio Goods,
<gc.—January 8, 18C7.—The straw goods or fabric to be
imitated is stiffened with a backing and laid upon a
metallic form, which gives it the rc(iuii'cd shape.
After dipping in an acidulated solution and drying,
it receives a coating of black lead, and a copper nega-
tive is obtained of the straw by the usual process of
electrotyping. The shell is formed iuto a die, and a

.
counter" die produced therefrom, between which, pre-

pared fabric is pressed into an imitation of the origi-
nal straw goods.

Claim.—The within-described process of preparing
a die and counter die for pressing textile and other
fabrics in imitation of straw, as set forth. •

61,075.—John "W. Lewis, Eetterman, "West Va.—Ploiv.—January 8, 1867.—A reversible share and a
A\'rought cutter, sole and point are attached to a cast-
iron sheth, mold-board, and landside.
Claim.—The combination with the casting ABC

forming the sheth, mold-board, and landside of the
separate reversible share, and the wrought portion
E Gr F, forming the cutter point and sole, the whole
substantially as described and represented.

60,076.—William C. Lewman, Kansas, Ohio.—
Hand Corn Planter.—January 8, 1867.—The two outer
blades are pivoted at bottom, and are connected to the
middle blade by three flexible partitions, so as to form
four seed passages, and allow of a lateral movement in
the outer blades. This movement of the•^]^lades works
hoppers on the seed slide, and opens and closes the
dibl)le points.

Clai7n.—A hand corn planter, which is composed
of the blades A B and C of the flexible partition or
walls F G and H, and the four seed slides b b and c c,

which slide in the seed boxes D and E, aU made and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose herein,

shown and described.

61,077.— E.OBERT O. LowREY, Tabor, Iowa,
assignor to himself and E. N. Kellogg.— Wind
Mill.—January 8, 1867.—The d'fescribed devices ai-e

for holding the sails in a suitable position with refer-

ence to the force of the wind, while at the same time
they are allowed to feather properly as they move
against the wind.

Claim-.—First, the application of the stops h to
hinged arms e e', which are connected together in
pairs, and acted upon by a loaded shding ring Gr
upon the shaft B, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the stops h, arms e e',

and wings D, in such a manner that the stops when
tripped AviU again assume vertical positions, substan-
tially as described;

Third, providing adjustable stops h on each side of
the radial arms to which the wings D are pivoted for

supporting the latter in the two positions which they
assume in each revolution, substantially as described.
Fom-th, providing for allowing the stop arms e e'

of the upper and lower series to separate vertically

when forced outward, employing the cmwed rodsff,'
for effecting this object, substantially as described.

61,078.-George Macdonald, Aston, England.—Machine for Cleaning and Ginning Cotton.—Jun-
uary 8, 1867.—The surface of the buffs are of radial
fibexs, such as those of hemp or jute, impregnated
"svith resinous substance or composition. It is clamped
upon the arbor by annular pieces of metal.
Claim.—Making the acting surfaces of cylindrical

buffs to be substituted for the rollers ordinarily em-
ployed in machinery or apparatus for cleaning or
ginning cotton and other fibrous substances of com-
pressed fiber, substantially as hereinbefore described
and illustrated in the accomjianyiug di'awiiig'.

61,079.-1. M. Maeston and H. R. Huling, Eox-
bury, Mass.— Saiving Machine.—January 8, 1867.

—

The arbor ofone of the system of cog-wheels between
the motor and the saw shaft is upon a bent arm, which
has a concentric slot for adjustment to suit a change
of the said cog-wheel for one of different diameter.
Claim.—The slotted curved support K attached

to the lower feed roller M and screw E, for the pm'-
pose of allowing different-sized gear wlaeels to be
placed upon the spindle A of the support K, so as to

regulate the speed of the maeliine, when all arc con-
structed and ai-rauged as herein shown and described.

61,080.—William C. McGill, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cor^--6'crcw.— January 8, 1867.—The handle of the
cork-screw is fm-nished with a knife and fulcrum
piece for wire cutting and opening cans.
Claim.—Fii'st, as a new article of manufacture, the

parts A B C D E and G, constituting an instrument
for di*awing corks, cutting wu-e, and opening cans.
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Second, the aiTangcment of parts A B and G, con-

stituting a combined cork-screw and can opener.

Third, the can opening instrument, consisting of

the handle A, blade B, shearing bar C, and loot D,
aiTanged and operating as set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of pai-ts A B and C D E,
constituting a combined can opener and wire cutter.

Filth, the described arrangement and combination
of the right and left hand screw on one stem F G-,

with the'rost or foot I and handle A, as and for the
; purposes set forth.

61,081.— J. A. McKiNNEY, GriggSTille, HI
Evaporator.—January 8, 1867.—To the pan is attached
a frame supporting a sliding carriage carrying a
skimmer. The gates which close the apertures
through the partitions dividing the pan into compart-
ments are opened and closed by means of levers, pi-o-

vided with pins, which slide in slots in said gates.

Claim.—First, the skimmer T and carriage W, con-
structed and arranged as herein described in combi-
nation with each other, with the pan M and with the
supporting frame X, substantially as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, operating the slide gates J with levers K,
constructed and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

61,082.—Isaac M. Milbaxk, Greenfield Hill,

Conn.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.—Januai'y 8, 1867.

—The oscillatingbreech block is traversed by a locking
pin, which has vertical reciprocation by an inclined
groove, Avhen turned in its socket.
Claim.—The sph-ally grooved locking t)olt D, ope-

rating in combination with the fixed screw h and
pivoted breech block c on the rear of the breech re-

ceiver, substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

61,083.—J. and E. P. Miles, Bloomingdale,
Ind.

—

Ploio.—January 8, 1867.—A plate is projected
by a lever in a forwardly curved uu'ection beneath
the beam and immediately befoi'c the ]io&t to dislodge
the weeds therefi-om. It is retracted by a spring.
Claim.—The arrangement of the cui'ved sliding

plate e connected with the elbow lever arm m by
the rod n, and operated by the arm m', in combina-
tion viith the spring p or its equivalent, for cleaning
a plow of grass and weeds, substantially as herein
described.

61,084.—Alexander Millar, Hoxbury, Mass.,
assignor to himself and E. A. G. Roulstone, same
place.

—

Drinking Cup.—Januaiy 8, 1867.—The cup is

la concentric sections arranged telescopically for ver-

tical extension. "When extended the lower part of
each conical fi-ustum catches against the upper por-
tion of the section within and forms a joint there-
with.
Claim.—The construction or formation of the cup

with a base composed of a "stepped" flan^-e on the
bottom piece, substantially as described.

61,085.—Joseph A. Miller, New York, IST. T.—
Steam Generator.—January 8, 18()7.—Sections of
arched pipes span the furnace and are connected
together at bottom by horizontal pipes and stay bolts.

Curved diaphragms Avithin the vertical pipes divide
them into passages for cu'culation of the water.

_
Claim.—The sectional boiler, constructed substan-

tially as shown and described, and made up of the
pipes A' with theii* diaphi'agms S', constituting steam
generating spaces d' and return water passages e',

arranged in relation to the steam space and fire grate
of the boiler in combination with cross pipes situated
below the latter, the whole being bolted or united
together essentially as specified.

61,0S6.-J"osEPii A. Miller, ISTewTork, IsT. T.—
Steam Generator.—January 8, 1867.—The vertical
pipes connecting the lower and upper water space
have smaller removable pipes inserted into them from
the upper side, whose office is to collect sediment.
These smaller pipes have a funnel-shaped top and an
inverted conical bottom, and have radial projections
to hold them concentrically within the outer pipes
and allow an annular water'passage between them.
Claim.—The sediment collector, constructed sub-

stantially as herein represented and described, for use

in connection with vertical water tubes of a steam
boiler, essentially as herein set forth.

61,087.—Francis Munsox, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and J. "W". Layman.—Return
Grace Hoop.—Januai-y 8, 1807.

—

The hoop is con-
nected by elastic cords to the rods by which it is

alternately projected and received.
Claim-.—The combination of the grace hoop A

with the elastic thongs B C, for the purpose herein
described and set forth.

61,088.—C^sar ISTeumann, l^ew York, IT. Y.—
Hoop Skirt.—January 8, 1867.—The bustle hoops are
formed in one or two clusters, none of the hoops of
which are connected in front except the upper and
lower hoop of each cluster, which extend beyond the
others, and overlapping at opposite ends are secured
by clasps.

Claim.—First, a hoop skirt with its upper wires
closed by means of a spring clasp, substantially as
described and repi-esented.

Second, a hoop sku-t with its upper opening wires
arranged in sections and provided with spring
catches, for the pm-pose described.

61,089.—Joseph Olmsted, KnoxvUle, III.—Mag-
netic Brake for Cars.—January 8, 1867.—The com-
pletion of the circuit operates an armature on each
car which acts upon a shaft to clutch it to an other-

wise free cog wheel, upon it which is rotated by the
truck wheels. By this means the brake mechanism
is actuated. Disconnecting the cii'cuit fi'ces the
brakes.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the magnet D,

armature E, lever F, with the shaft G, clutches H J,

and gear Avhecl I, operating substantially as and for

the purposes described.
Second, the combination and aiTangement of the

shaft G, clutches H J, gear wheel I, and spur wheel
K, with the axle substantially as shown £ind described.

61,090.—Solomon Oppenheimer, Peru, Ind.—
Constructing Latch Bolts.—January 8, 1867.—This
bolt is made of two separate parts, and the latch end
may be raised fi'om the other and reversed upon it so
as to present the oblique face of the bolt in either
dii-ection.

Claim.—The peculiar manner and means by which
the two several parts are connected and held together,
namely, the additional prongs A A and the raised
flanges c c on the same, forming clamps for holding
the shank fii-m and steady.
Also, affixing side flanges a' a' and beads or projec-

tions 6 & to the shank, for the pm-posc as stated, also

the grooves in the clamps for the said beads or projec-

tions to fit into.

61,091.—K. B. Parks and J. E. Parks, iSTepon-

set. 111.

—

Cultivator.—January 8, 1867.—The plows
are adjustable by the di-iver by means of levers. The
plow irons are pivoted to the standards and aii'e ad-
justable in their vertical inclination by set screws.
Claim.—First, the angular bars H pivoted to bar I,

and connected with the treadles J by links e, in combi-
nation with the beams D, and operating substantially

as described, for the purpose specified.

Second, the pivoted bars L, in combination with the
plows K, and standards E E', and set screw g, sub-

stantially as described for the pm-pose specified.

61,092.—Bichard Pattin, Maiietta, Ohio.—
Lamp Chimney Cleaner.—January 8, 1867.—The
elastic strips are attached at their respective ends to

a rod and a sleeve piece, by which they are expanded
to fit the inside of a globe or bulbous glass.

C7aim-.—First, forming the rings or eyes by which
the two wires are connected out of the body of the
wii'es instead of additional pieces, in the manner set

forth.

Second, the wires H andK, an-anged to move freely

one upon the other, in combination with the elastic

metallic strips G, substantially as described.

61,093.—W. TV. Paxson, Point Pleasant, Pa.—
Damper.—January 8, 1867.—The lower end of the
aperture in the pipe is turned inward to deflect the
caloric current fi-om the opening, which is regulated
in size by the sliding plate.
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Claim.—The new article of manufacture herein
described, being a section of stove pipe -with swaged
deflector o, cleats b, and sUde B, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

61,094.—Thojias J. Platt, IsTewark, N. J.—
Artificial Trijjoli for PolishinQ.—^annaTj 8, 1867.

—

A composition of loam 2, plaster of Paris 1, and yel-

low ochre 1 part.
Claim.—A polishing material composed of the suId-

stances herein named and described, substantially as
and for the pm-poses set forth.

61,095.—Orin I. Porter, Hudson, Ohio.—Grain
JBiji.—January 8, 1867.—The grain bin has roUers on
which it may be drawn forward, and pivots on which
it is tilted forward from its case to afford access to its

contents.
Claim.—The rib C, groove D, rollers E, and bin B,

in combiuation with the counter or its equivalent, for
the purpose and in the manner as set forth.

61,096.—HE^^RY H. Potter, Carthage, N". Y.—
Fly Trap.—JanuavJ 8, 1867.—The faces of the bait
pans are brought together by spiral springs on the
removal of the detent pia. On 8eparating''the pans
for resetting the flies drop into the receiver beneath.
Claim.—Eirst, the vessel C, in combination with

the two pans A A, for receiving the remakis of the
entrapped flies when the pans are opened, substan-
tially as hereiu shown and described.
-, Second, the bent wires a a, their upper arms sup-
portiag the pans A A, and theu- lower ends interlock-
ing and holding- the pans open untd released by the
detent/, as and for the purpose specified.

61,097.—Thomas Pratt, Talparaiso, Ind.—
Wrench.—January 8, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—A wrench in which the jaw A is formed
by a solid extension of the handle, and the movable
jaw B is connected therewith by the stem C passing
through a mortice at the base of the jaw A, beiug re-

tained in place by the pressure of the spriug D upon
the side thereof, substantially as set forth.

61,098.—LTMAJf Pray, Charlestown, Mass.—
Distilling Apparatus.—Januaiy 8, 1867.—The still is

sm'rounded by annular fire chambers, each of which
communicates with the smoke stack by a pipe with a
damper. The chambers have intercommunication by
openings in the horizontal division plates, which are
alternately on opposite sides of the stiU.' The object
is to lower the heating medium around the stiU as the
sm-face of the liquid falls.

Claim.—The ari'angement of one or more shelves
dein the fire chamber B of a still, to operate in com-
bination with the StiU A, flues f g h, and dampers
f g' Jl', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,099.—James Prentice, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Uye Glass.—January 8, 1867.—Esplaiued by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The nose pieces a a on the eye glasses
A A, extending from a point below the center of the
glass to a point above said center, with gradually in-

crea-siug width, in order to conform to the anatomy of
the nose, as herein shown and described and for the
purpose specified.

61,100.—G-eorge W. Eat, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to Pay "and Taylor, same place.

—

Paper
Collar.—.January 8, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—Paper, whether plain or enameled, em-

bossed, either before or after its conversion into arti-

cles of wearing apparel by means of a woven fabric
applied under pressure, substantially as hereiu
described and for the pm-poses set forth,

61,101.—OeorgePehfuss, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to the American Button Hole, Cording, Braid-
ing, and Embroidering Machine Company, New York.—Sewing Machine.—Jayxvaxrj 8, 1867.—this machine
is for sewiilg heavy goods, like sails, carpets, <^c.,

wnich are held by pins on the carriage. The feeding
devices are ©f the usual liind, and the cloth as fed puUs
the carriage ; the rails are inclined gently to facilitate

the feeding.
Claim.—Hka combination of a stationary sowing

machine and two or more inclined rails, which are
traversed by a track or carrier adapted for the recej)-

tion and retention of a fabric to be sewed, when the
required traversing motion is imparted to the said
truck by the operation of the feed device of the ma-
chine, substantially as described.

61,102.—George Pehfuss, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to the American Button Hole, Cording, Braid-
ing, and Embroidering Machine Company, Xew York.—Sewing Machine.—January 8, 1867.—A"single thread
is used, and the edges of fabrics may be sown over at
option by changing the looper and adjusting the parts.
The curved needle has a backwai-d curve ne'ar its point
the better to iusm-e the seizm-e of its loop, allowing
the machine to be made on a. smaller scale.

Claim,.—Eirst, a hook y, in combination with a
reciprocating eye-pointed needle bent near its lower
end, and with the within-described operating deyices
or their equivalents, the whole being constructed and
ai-ranged for joint operation, substantially as set forth.
Second, the lever I, constructed for the retention,

removal, and replacement of the loop-carrying bars J
or J', substantially as described.

Thii'd, the said "lever I and its loop-carrying bar J
or J', in combination with the within-described devices
or their equivalent, whereby the said bar can be readily
adjusted to act in conjunction with the needle for form-
ing the edge binding or for making the ordinary loop
stitch.

61,103.—George Eehfuss, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to the American Button Hole, Cording, Braid-
ing, andEmbroidering Machine Company, ISTew York.—Sewing Machine.—tJanuary 8, 1867.—For use on car-
pets. Adjustable jaws hold and guide the edges ; the
sharp teeth of the feed-dog penetrate and carry along
the two layers of carpet, and an inclined plate lying
between the layers assists in guiding them toward the
jaws and the needle.
Claim.—Fii'St, the adjustable jaws Tc k', with their

ribs or flanges s t, constructed and adapted for attach-
ment to a sewing machine, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.
Second, the pins i i applied to a feeding device and

combined with a slotted presser foot into the slot in
which the pins project when above the work plate,
substantially as and for the piu-pose described.
Third, the adjustable plate K, with its inclined pro-

jection r, constructed and adapted for attachment to
a sewing machine, substantially as and for the pm'pose
set forth.

^t,104.—John Eich, Worcester, Mass., assignor
to himself, D. Euggles, J. E. Bacon, same place, and
A. Daniels, Eranklin.

—

Spinning Machine.—Jan-
uary 8, 1867.—An improvement on his patent of Eeb-
ruaiy 28, 18G5, IS^o. "46,588. The spring fingers aji'O

automatically closed to nip the thread by means of
their entering mortises in the rising and falling bar

;

when i-elieved they open of themselves. The roving
delivering plate is'self-adapting to the varying diam-
eter of the roving on the spool. When the requu-ed
length of roving has been given out, the plate is auto-
matically thrown back out of contact with the roving
that the clamps may continue to rise and draw the
rovings. The plate is again automatically brought
into contact with the spool.
Claim.—Q-pcning and closing the fingers on th«

twisting tubes by the motion of the bar or the equiv^
lent thereof, substantially as and for the pm-pose spe-

cified.

Also, delivering the roving by the rolling of the
periphery of the roll of ro^dng on the spool against
the surface ofthe delivery plate" operated substantially

as and for the pm-pose described.

61,105.—TV. B. EOBINSON, Detroit, Mich.—Steam
Engine Slide Faive.—January 8. 1867.—An improve-
ment on his patent of September 15, 1863. The steam
is admitted beneath the packing rings to the steam-
chest cap.
Claim.—Yii'st, making packing rings or packing

strips of differential surfaces and with the recess o,

substantially as described.
Second, the holes p through the flange g, iu combina-

tion with the packing rings or strips, substantially as
set forth.
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61,106.—Charles Eose, Allento^vn, 'Pa.—Cur-

tain Fixture.—Januaij 8, 1867.—The blind is retained

in its elevated position by a spring pawl and ratchet,

and is released by drawing a cord connected to a pawl.
The unwinding of the blind winds up a weighted cord
upon the roller, and by drawing this cord the blind is

rewound.
Claim.—The arrangement of the toothed nut H,

the lever I, and sirring L, with the disk F, shaft D,
and roller A, the several parts being constructed and
used as and for the pui-pose herein specified.

61,107,—J. S. Ross, Hiram, OMo.—Fruit and
Ice Souse Coinbined.—January 8, 18G7.—The ice is

formed in the house in upwardly flaring molds, which
ai'c held together by hook end-rods, so that when one
cake is formed the mold may be taken apart and put
together upon the last formed cake for the formation
of another. The floor in the first case and the ice jn
the others form the mold bottom. Ai-ound this ice

chamber is erected a i)reserving house.
Claim.—First, the special anangement of the fruit

and ice rooms, when constructed and combined with
a suitable building, as and for the purpose described.
Second, the mold or frame F, with adjustable taper-

ing sides or ends, in combination with the pan or vat
H', substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,108.—William A. Shepard, I:Tew York, IST.

Y., assignor to himself and John M. Moorehead,
same place.

—

Brick Machine.—January 8, 1867.—The
clay passes from the hopper through the action of a
spiral screw, into the molds of an intermittingly re-

volving wheel. The bricks are pressed from beneath
by plungers actuated by toggle levers, and ejected
li-om the molds by the same means.

Claim.—First, the combination of the hopper F,
rollers Gr and H, and scrcAV E, with each other and
with the revolving horizontal wheel V, substantially
as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the pitman R, arm S, hub

T, and pawl I', with each other and with the ratchet
wheel H of the wheel V, for the purpose of revolving
the said wheel intermittingly, substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, operating the plungers for the double purpose
of pressing the brick and delivering them from the
molds by toggle bars, when constructed as herein
shown and described.
Fourth, the combination of one or more sets of tog-

gle bars Z and sliding blocks X with each other and
Trith the plungers W and wheel Y, substantially as
herein sho\vn and described.

Fifth, the combination of the pitman A' and arm B'
with the toggle bars Z and E' and with the hub T, sub-
stantia% as herein shown and described.

Sixth, the combination of the plate L' and arm E'
with the pitman E,, arm S, and wheel Y, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the pui'pose set
forth.

Seventh, the sliding bar D', in combination with the
toggle baa- acting upon the follower.

61,109.—ISTelson S. Snedeker, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lubricating Journals.—JannarjB, 1867.—The pad
to cover the open journal is formed of a combined
plush and wii'e work, and has a metallic backing.

Claim.—A lubricator composed of wooUen plush
interwoven with a wire warp and united to a metallic
back -R-ith rivets or their equivalents.

61,110.—DxVVTD Stauffer, Spring Hills, Ohio.—
Stump Extractor.—Januaiy 8, 1867.— The raising
chain is pivoted to the lever between its two fulcrums,
which are used alternately by the insertion of pins in
two upwardly inclined series of holes in an arm of the
frame.

Claim.—The inverted frame B B and C C, set upon
runners A A, combined with the levers D D working
in C C, and operated by moving the fulcrum bolts b b
in the holes a a', and alternately lifting and depressing
the levers, for the gradual extraction of stunips, con-
structed and arranged to work substantially as herein
desciibed.

61,111.^T. SxEA-ERand J. A.Way, Bristol, Conn.,
assignors to John H. Sessions, same place.— TFood
Lathe for Turninj Knobs.—Januaiy 8, 1867.—The
cylinder canies a series of arbors upon which the

blank knobs are revolved ; it has a periodical move-
ment, and carries the knobs in contact with the tools
that shape, finish, and detach them from the arbors.

Claim.— First, the cylinder C, in combination with
the notch wheel Q, ratchet bar R, lock bar R^, bolt S,
and actuating pin cam T, for the purpose of giving
a periodical movement to said cylinder C, substantially
as described.
Second, the tool stocks ps-ise? ^^ combination

with the cams J, an-anged upon the plate K, lever TJ^,

with its connecting arms actuated by the cam T', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, the clearer clutch M, in combination with the

lever O and cam P, vibrating spindle jS", substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, organizing in one machine the above-enu-

merated successive operations for turning, finishin.-:^,

and clearing the knobs from the machine, as described,
when arranged substantially as set forth.

61,113.—Joseph J. Stout, Greensburg, Ind.—
Evaporator.—Januaiy 8, 1867.—Thejuice passes down
from each compartment to that below, alternately at
the opposite ends of the pan. The ports of communi-
cation have slide valves worked by a screw rod, by
which their size is adjusted. A series of grate bars
on each side of the fire is inclined upward and inward,
to prevent contact of the fuel beneath the compart-
ments having the thicker sirup.

C'town.—First, constructing the pan of an evapo-
rator with inclined longitudinal partitions forming
compartments arranged one higher than the other,
and with alternately disposed openings, so that th8
juice shall flow from the central and highest part
tlu'ou^h the length of all the partitions, suDstantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the rod F and bars E E, in combination
with the set screws I and valves D, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, constructing the bottoms of evaporators with
corrugations or other irregularities of surface, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set fortli.

Fourth, the ai-rangement of the grate bars B and
grated guards B', substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

61,113.—A. "W. Streeter, Shelburne Falls, Mass.—Bit Stock.—January 8, 1867.—A rotating sleeve
around the socket has cams by which the spring grip-
ing jaws are actuated to clasp the shank of the bit.

Claim.—The combination of two griping jaws, an
undivided socket to control the end of the shank of a
tool, and a locking ring turning concentrically aroun<i
the socket to close and unclose the griping jaws upon
the tool, aH beino- and acting in combination, substan-
tially as specified.

61,114.—George Sullivan, West Liberty, Ohio.—Ditching Machine.—January 8, 1867.—The spades
are supported and guided by adjustable side frames
and forced into the ground by levers. They are raised
and swung around by a crane to deposit the contents.
Claim.—A ditching machine constructed, an-anged,

and operating as herein shown and described.
Also, the windlass and crane in combination with

the inclined guide frames, substantially as described.

61,115.—W. W. Sutliff, Town Line, Pa.—
Gate.—-January 8, 1867.—A weighted lever on the
hinge post has various eyes for the engagement of a
hook upon the gate to regulate the amount of force
exerted to close it.

Claim.—The lever C, the weight D, and the rod d,

constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described, in combination with a gate or
door, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

61,116.—Edward De Loss Sweet, Chicago, HI.—Tariff Indicatorfor Telegraphs.—January 8, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—In combination with a map M, the arrange-
ment of a tape or its equivalent, divided into spaces
or divisions numbered as shown, said spaces being so
proportioned as to indicate upon said map the variable
tariff's adapted for varying distances, substantially as
herein described and shown.

61,117.—Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C—
Alloy for Sabots of Projectiles.—January 8, 1867.

—
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From 30 to 78 pounds of tin to 120 pounds lead, the
proportions of tin varying according to the strength
of the charge ; the tin is increased for heavy charges,

and a small proportion of copper may be added for

maximum sizes.

, Claim.—An alloy for a composition for metallic
sabots for projectUes, Trithin the limits or proportions
described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,118.—Eli Thayer, ISTew York, IST. Y.—Belt
Coupling.—January 8, 1867.—The ends of the belt are
passed through the clasp and bound by a wedge,
which is driven between those portions of them em-
braced by the clasp.

Claim.—The key as shown in Fig. 2, in combinar
tion with the clasp and belt, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

, 61,119.—Eli Thayer, ITew York, N". Y.—JBoot
and Shoe.—Januaxj 8, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

; Claim.—The making the tap soles of boots and
shoes in several transyerse sections of leather, sub-
stantially as set forth.

61,120.—Alexis Thirault, l^Tew York, IST. Y.—
Distilling Petroleum.—January 8, 1867.—Three boil-

ers are connected with separate condensing worms,
and also with each other. The benzine is driven off

from the first boiler and the clear oil from the second.
The colored oil is passed into the third boiler. A tar
cock in the bottom of the second boiler has a travers-
ing rod to break the residuum shell and keep the bot-
tom clear.

;^ Claim.—First, the apparatus constructed as above
described, the object of which is to secure a continu-
ous distillation by one single operation, being a com-
bruation of boilers ABC and the tar cockF with the
hot-air chamber TJ, and all the pipes and other parts
composing the said apparatus.
. Second, the stUl, composed of boilers A B C, as to
theii" form and combination, for the use and purpose
above described.

Third, the tar cock F, as to its construction, the
object being to clear the still of aU residuum without
retarding the distiHatioh.

>' 61,131.—ISTathAN Thoimpson, St. John's Wood,
England.

—

Boring Tool.—January 8, 1867.—A series

of concentric thin cylinders of steel are divided by
metal cylinders and attached to a shaft by a diametric
pin. The thin steel divides the wood into thin cylin-

ders without loss of stock by making dust or chips.
- Claim.—First, the construction of a tool of a thin
c;^linder and axis, for cutting a hollow cylinder out
of wood, substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the employment of thin steel cylinders a
and short tubes or cylinders c for cutting a series of
hollow cylinders out of wood, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

61,122.—Howard Tilden, Boston, Mass.—Co/-

fee Po?.—J^anuary 8, 1867.—The inner chamber serves
to receive steam when boiling, which elevates the
liquid through the ground coffee, and when the pot is

removed fi'om the fu-e the condensation in this cham-
ber draws the decoction below the grounds.
r Claim.—The use of the strainer E, in form as
shown, ^rhen provided with the rim F, and the air

chamber D, in combination ^v^ith the cylinder C, the
tube g, and the body of the pot A and B, the whole
constructed substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

;" 61,123.—Daniel Fnthank, Spiceland, Ind.—
Portable Pence.—January 8, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, a portable fence having its posts
formed of two upright bars or posts A A, connected
by pins B B', in combination with the braces C E,
either or both, and the notched bars D D' fitted on the
pins B B', substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

Second, the bars D' in connection with the blocks
or supports F between the bars D' and the bars D be-

low them, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.
I Third, the supplemental vertical strips a* attached
to the bars D ot the end panel at the angle of the

fence, in combination with the notched bars D* of
the panel which forms the other side of the angle,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,124.—EiCHARD Uren, Houghton, Mich.—Ap-
paratus for Washing Ores.—January 8, 1867.—The
box has at the top an endless band travelling on
rollers. The pulp is let on at one side and the light
particles are carried'across the belt into the trough,
while the heavy particles are carried forward by the
belt and emptied into the boxes.
Claim.—Washing ores or minerals by causing the

same to flow across a revolving belt, substantially as
and for the pm'poses described.

61,125.—P. H. Vander Weyde, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Refining Petroleurri and Lubricating Oils.—
January 8, 1867.—The oil is passed in a smaU stream
through a coil within a steam boiler heated to 320°
Fahrenheit, and its volatUe parts removed and con-
densed. The oil residue is passed through a series of
vertical filters. The filtering material is di-ained in a
centrifugal machine and revived in a retort.

Claim.—First, the heating of the heavy petroleum
in a steam coil in the manner described, thus pre-
paring it for the filter, and in the same time saving
and condensing the vapors aiising, namely, gasoline,
naphtha, and benzine.
Second, the combination of this continuous heating

apparatus with a percolator or filter, substantially as
described.
Third, the rapid draining, cleaning, and partial

drying of the exhausted filtering or percolated mate-
rial, by placing it in the elongated boxes described,
and submitting it to the action of a centrifugal ma-
chine.
Fom'th, the manner of reviving, by distillation in a

retort, the filtering material, producing in the same
time a quantity of kerosene for illuminating purposes.

61,126.—James B. Wallace, Franklin, Ohio,
assignor to himself, E. Walling, and Joseph Crook,
same place.

—

Invalid Chair.—January 8, 1867.—The
chau- bottom may be rotated on the stand, and the
upper frame is so hinged and pivoted as to form a
chair or couch.

Claim-.—First, the lag support E, hinged to the
arm rests F, and pivoted to the bottom C below its

junctm'e with the arm rests by the plate H, in the
manner described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the bottom C, in combination Avith the
standard B, cyma reversed springs aaa a, and legs A,
substantially as herein set forth and for the purpose
specified.

61,127.—Benjamin J. Warner, Brooklyn, K.
Y.

—

Watch Case.—Januarys, 1867.—An arrangement
for the insertion of photographs into a watch case.
Claim.—The hinged ring e, applied between the

the lid c and body a, and fitted tor the reception of
pictures, and provided with catches, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Also, the ring o, snapping outside of the flange
of the opening, receiving the glass or crystal and se-

eming the same in, place, as shown.

61,128.—Amos Wilder, Calais, Maine.—Blaclc-
ing Box Holder.—January 8, 1867.—A single wii'e is

bent into form for holding the box and to answer the
piu'pose of a handle. The jaws are opened by sliding

the ferrule or by springing in the sides of the handle.
Claim.—As a new article of rfianufacture the

holder, consisting of the bent wire A B, formed of
one piece, as herein described, and having a ferule D,
as herein set forth and for the purpose specified.

61,129.—James F. Winchell, Springfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Geoiige C. Steele, same
place.—Fmi« Step irtcWe/-.—January 8, 1867.—The
sui)plementary section may constitute a brace support
or an extension of the other portion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the ladders A

and B, when constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as shown and described.
Second, the circular brace C, when ai-ranged as

shown for locking the part B in position.

Third, pivoting the ladder B, by means of the
hinge D, made to embrace the bai'S A, as shown and
described.
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61 ,1 30 -Tames F. TVixchei/l, Springfield, Ohio,

assignor to himself and Gkoiige C. Steele.—Fruit-
drying iro?(.9e.—January 8, 18t:i7.—Thcairis heated in

an air-chamber around u furnace at the bottom of the
drying chamber, and ascends through the open-bot-

tomed drawers. The flue has a valve by which the
caloric current may be passed around a horizontal
flue in the drying chamber.

Oiaivji.—First, a dry-house constructed substan-
tially as described, ancf having the pipe H, with its

valve m, and the return flue E, combined and ar-

ranged for joint operation, as herein described.
Second, the removable bottoms p, constructed of

wire gauze or its equivalent, aiTanged to be used in

connection Avith the drawers D, substantially as
herein set forth.

Third, providing the drawers D vrtth the guide
pieces t, as shown and described.

61,131.—A. J. Works, Fair Haven, Conn.—
Burning Hydrocarbon Liquids as Fuel.—January 8,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combustion of naphtha, crude pe-

troleum, or any other liquid hydrocarbon, on an open
surface or receiver, connected or surrounded with air

channels in connection with ignited hydrogen gas,

the flames of both uniting while in a state of combus-
tion, substantially as and" for the purpose set forth.

Second, the ai'rangement of a series of receivers,
two or more, in combiaation with each other, and
with a suitable supply pipe, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose described.

Thii-d, the secondary receiver B, in combination
with the main receiver A, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
Fomth, the central air channel c, and annular air

channel d, in Tsombination with the receiver A, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Fifth, the decomposer F, provided with jet open-
ings /, near its bottom, in combination with the
jacket E, receivers A B, and air channels c d, aU con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

Sixth, the hood G, in combination with the jacket
E, decompTJscr F, receivers A B, and air channels
c d, all constructed and operating substantiallv as set
forth.

61,132.—JosiAH Yeager, Berrysbnrg. Pa Ma-
chine for Rounding Leather.—January 8, 1867.—The
guide eyes and hollow cutters are various in size, and
the druin may be tmned to bring the required cutter
into the upper position.
Claim.—The employment of the tubular cutter, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the pm--
pose,described.

Also, the ai-rangement of the guide or perforation in
relation to the tubular cutter, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

Also, the employment of a series of cutters and
guiuos, mounted upon the dram C, or its eqjfcalent,
substantially as and for the purpose describe^
Also, making the cutter adjustable upon the dnmi

or cylinder by means of the wedge and set screw, or
equivalent devices, substantially as described.

Also, the drum or cylinder, mounted in the uprights
or standards in such'manner as to be free to turn in
bearings therein, in combination with a means for set-

ting or holding the said dram, togetlier with the cut-
ters, in any desired or convenient working position,
substantially as described.

61,133—John Allen, New York, N. Y., and
Gaston D. Smith, "Washington, D. C— Finishing
Tools, Implements, Machinery, and other articles.—
January 1.5, 1867.—The articles are coated with fusi-
ble metal by the galvanizing process, instead of finish-
ing by the ordinary methods of polishing or painting.

Claim.—First, the finishing devices of machinerv,
engines, sewing machines, tools, instruments of all

descriptions, by the mode and means hereinbefore de-
scribed, and for the purpose of preserving them from
damage by oxidation or corrosion, as set forth.

Second,' the restoration of damaged tools and ma-
chinery to good condition by the method and means
set forth.

61,134.—Leonard Andrews, Biddeford, Me.—
Drill.—J(immry 15, 1867.—The socket is forced to
the bottom of an ordinary blasting hole, and the cut-
ters driven out by blows upon tire wedge-ended rod.
The cutters are drawn back by springs, which serve,
also, to guide the wedge rod. When chambered to
the proper size, a bifurcate drill is introduced ;md the
chamber deepened sufiScieutly. For insertion or with-
drawal the bifurcations of the drill ai-e sprung in by
an embracing socket.
Claim.—First, the combination of the tube a, rod

b, ring and springs eff, horizontal cutters g g, as and
for the piu'poses set forth.

Second, the combination of the double drill, Fig. ,5'

constructed as described, with the tube r, as and for
the purposes specified.

61,1 35.—Frantz a. Auhjruster, New York, IsT

Y.— Turning Lathe.—January 15, 1867; antedated
January 3, 1867.—The pipe bowl is placed on a longi-
tudinally-sliding mandrel and turned by a cutter upon
a shaft, actuated by a chain engaging a sprocket wheel
on the said shaft. The ends of this chain are con-
nected to two cranks which are adjustable in length,
to regulate the oscillation of the cutter head.
Claim.— Fh-st, the oscillating spindle E, in com-

bination with the chuck I, canying one or more tools,

and with the longitudinally-slitling back center Fj
constructed and operating substantially as and for the
pm'pose described.
Second, controling the oscillation of the spindle E

by means of the chain c and adjustable cranks e, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, giving the oscillating motion to tho cutter

head by means of two shafts i i' carrying the cranks
e and chain c, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

61,136.—Lewis J. Atwood, Waterbury, Conn.—
Apparatus for Bundling Scrap Metal.—January 15,

1867.—The scrap cylinder is driven up by a hydraulic
ram against a plunger attached to the head of the ma-
chine. The cylinders may be upon a revolvable disk
or arms, so as'to be brought uucler the plunger alter-

nately.
Claim.—The bundling or consolidation of scraps

of sheet metal, by the means and substantially as set

forth.

61,13r.—W. E. Babcock, East Pembroke, N.
Y.

—

Water Elevator.—January 15, 1867.—A forward
movement of the crank puts the friction clutches in
operation and elevates the bucket. A slight back-
ward turn frees the clutches sufliciently to'aUow the
bucket to descend.
Claim.—The drum A, shaft B, the head C, the rat-

chet cone e', and the spiral spring o, when arranged
and combined substantially as described for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

61,138.—Cyrus M. B^^ker, Bingham, Mc— Cat-
tle Tie for Stalls.—January 15, 1867.—The chain and
rod smTound the animal's neck, and the rings have
vertical play on the upright standard. ^
Claim.—^The tie-chain herein described, the same W

consisting of the bar B, chains D and E, and rings G
G, when all connected together, so as to be used for

the fastening or hitching of cattle and other animals,
substantially as described. i^

61,139.— Thomas Barbour, Boston, Mass.—
Photographic Camera.-Jamvary 15, 1867.—The box
is pivoted and hinged so as to allow of vertical oscil- ^
laiion or rotation, and has a longitudinal sliding ad-

justment. An adjustable plate has openings through
which impressions are taken on a plate behind.
Claim.—First, the an-angemcnt Of the plate//,

racks g g, pinions h h, rod i i, wheel /; k, and adjusta-

ble ann p p, as described, and for the pm'pose speci-

fied.

Second, arranging a case upon a pivot so as to turn
thereon, in combination with suitable stops, as herein
described and for the purpose specified.

Third, the use of the lever c e for elevating and do-

pressing the case, as described.
Fourth, the use of the movable plate or frame//,

operating as described and for the piirpose specifled,
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61,140.—E. L. Baruett, Springfield, 0\no.—Ap
paratua for Making Envelopes.—January 15. 1867.

—

The euvclopes are so folded over a combination of
plates as to admit of a thick rectangulai- stutFer, -whose
form they assume.

Claim.—First, the plates e, /, and g, in combination
with the slides a a', substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the stop c, gauge d. in combination -n-ith the
slide a', and plate/, substantially as and for the pm--
pose speciiiod.

Third, pivoting or hinging the plate g e f to the
slides a a', substantially as and for the j)m'pose de-

scribed.
Fourth, the stufFer M, Fig. 7, constructed and ope-

rating as and for the purpose substantially as set forth
iu the herein described process of making envelopes.

61,141.—Louis D. Bartlett, Fitchburg, Mass.,
assignor to the Putnam Machine Company, same
place.— Valve of Steam Engines.—January 15, 18G7.

—

An improvement on the patent of Bro^vn and Biu'-

leigh, January 15, 1856. The puppet valves govern
iug the supply and exhaust of steam to the cylinder
arc actuated by cams on a revolving shaft. The valve
stems are guided above in sockets "in the top plates of
the valve chests, and by removing these plates the
Ivalves may be reached or removed.

Claim.— The arrangement of the casings, steam
passages, and valves, within the steam chcsl, iu rela-

tion to each other, and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

61,142.—Alonzo Benedict, Jonesville, IST. T.—
Keck Yoke.—January 15, 1867.—The clevis has clips
around the yoke, and has a lining—strips of leather

—

which rests against the under side of the tongue.
Claim.—The curved or U-shaped metallic bars D

D, attached to the neck yoke by means of clips C C,
and grooved at tlieir inner parts to receive ajid clamp
the chafing leather E, substantially as herein shown
and described.

61,143.—Mayeul Bernabe, Toulon, France—
Protecting Armor Plates.—January 15, 1867.—After
shaping aud piercing the plates they are cleaned in an
acid bath and then electro-plated with copper in the
ordinary manner.

Claim.—The herein described method or process of
covering the steel, iron, or cast-ii'on plates 'nith an
insulating and protective coating of copper for neu-
tralizing the electric cun-ents and rendering the plates
inoxidizable.

61,144.—Sealy James Best and Jajies John
Holben, London, England.

—

Apparatus for Charg-
ing and Drawing Gas Betorts, and other like pur-
poses.—January 15, 1867.—The charging scoops are
carried on a frame which is supported on rail wheels.
These scoops are in position for insertion into the
retorts, where they are inverted to deposit the coal.

The ends of the scoops are hinged to the bottom, and
ai-e raised for withdrawal. The scoop frame is moved
upon rails, and for charging the sf^oops is run beneath
a series of reversible troughs, ea^n having beneath a
spout for conveying the coal to one of the scoops.
The retorts ai-c dischai-ged by rakes in a fi-ame some-
what similar to the charging device.
Claim.— The apparatus and machineiy, substan-

tially as herein described.

61,145.—Carl Beu, Dessau, Anhalt-Dessau.

—

"Wfiol i)r(/cr.—January 15, 1867 ; antedated January 2,

1867.—A di-ying chamber is placed vertically between
a heater and" a blower. Within the chamber'is a verti-

cal series of boxes having perforated bottoms. These
boxes are supported and delivered one at a time by
cams in comicction with the lower one. The matters
to be dried are placed in the upper box, and gradually
descend while drying, as stated.

Claim.—First,"thc arrangement of a series of dry-
ing boxes, placed one above the other, in a suitable

case A, in combination with a suitable mechanism,
wherebv an automatic downwtixd motion is imparted
to said boxes, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, the recesses t in the drying boxes fg h. &c.,

in combination with the cams q, cousti'ueted and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pm-poso set forth.

Third, the stop motion a' h' c', in combination with
the drying boxes /r? /?, &c.. constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,146.—Dana Bickford, Boston, Mass.

—

Sprinkler for Clothes and Flowers.—Jnrmary 15,

1867.—An elastic bulbous reservoir in connection'with
a pipe and a rose acting on the principle of a syriug'c.
Claim.—The combination of the elastic bulb A, the

valve B, the perforated nozzle c, all constructed as
and for the purpose specified.

61,147.—Joseph N. Bitting, sr., Camden, ?7.

J.

—

Rudder Bearing.—January 15, 1867.—A projec-
tion on the stem of a rudder engages a recessed in-
clined edge on a plate which forms its bearing.
Claim.— The projection e on the rudder post, in

combination witli the plate D and its inclined recess
on the edge, when tlie latter and the said projection
are formed in relation to each other, as descriljed.

61,148.—Felix Bizard and Pierre Labarre,
Marseilles, France.

—

Apparatus for Storing Petro-
leum and other Inflammable Liquids.—January 15,
1867.—The oil is stored iu a submerged tank, being
introduced aud discharged by pipes. The induction
aud overflow of the wafer is also conducted by pipes.
The sm'face level of the oU is shown by a transparent
gauge and a try-cock.
67aM».—First, an oil tank of ordinary or suitable

construction, provided at the top thereof with a pipe
through which said tank is supplied with or discharged
of oil, iu combination with a pipe, also passing tln-ough
the top, into and down to near the bottom of said tank,
said pipe being branched and provided with cocks and
level indicator for regulating the fiow of water to and
from the tank, in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the combination, in an oil tank or reservoir,
of an elevated man-hole and pipes connected there-
with, for supplying or di'awing off the oil to or from
the tank at a point higher than the top or dome of
said tank, as herein shoVn and described.

Thii-d, in combination with the arrangement claimed
in the last preceding clause, the level indicator, when
constructed to operate in the manner substantially as
described.
Fomth, the channel or depression formed in the bot-

tom of the reservoir, for receiving and collecting the
sediment and facilitating the entrance to the dome,
suLi.antially as specified.

61,149.—George C. Bovey, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Brick Kiln.—January 15, 1867.—Partially balanced
covers overspread all or a portion of the top during
the latter part of the operation of burning.
Claim.—A brick kiln entirely open at top and pro-

vided -^'ith folding covers, substantially as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

61,150.—C. D. Brown, Sterling, IW.—Planting
Hedges.—January 15, 1867.—The plants are clamped
andsupportedat their properrelative distance between
adjustable bai-s which engage perforated plates in the
ptssts.

"

Claim.—First, the employment of clamping beams
AA and posts B B in the operation of planting hedges,
substantially as described.
Second, providing for adjusting the beams or clampa

A A vertically as well as horizontally, 'substantially

as described.

61,151.—George Burket and Samuel M. Gas-
KELL, Bluffton, Ohio.—Sidky Plow.—January 15, 1867.

—The forward end of the plow beam is hung to the
tongue and the rear end to a roller on the fi-ame. The
handle may be raised and by throwing forward a
slotted hinged plate, retained in that position.

Claim.—First, the attaching of the rear part of the
plow beam by a chain or rope b to a pulley d, on a
shaft n, on the hounds a a of the draft pole, said shaft

n having a lever I attached, and all arranged sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the slotted plate K attached to the plat-

f(n-m D, iu such a manner that it may be turned for-

ward to embrace the plow handle and serve as a
bearing or fidcrum for it, and be turned backward
free from the plow handle when it is necessary to

liberate the latter, substantially as set forth.
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61,152.—Francis Burrows, Peoria, JM.—Lainp.
—January 15, 1867.—The metallic couuectiou between
the burner and reserTorr is reduced to a minimum; a
water chamber beneath the bm*ner and the heaters in

the wick-tube diminish the conduction of heat.

Claim.—First, the chamber C, formed in the man-
ner herein desci-ibed, and adapted for the reception of
water to prevent the heating- of the reservoii-, as and
for the purpose explained.
Second, the combination and arrangement of-the

-^reservoir A, two-part wick tube D 1>\ and casing C
C^ C^ with their several adjuncts, applied and operat-
ing in the maimer and for the pm'pose explained.

61,153.—JOHIJW.BUTTRICK.—Farmington,Wis.
—Seed Planter.—January 15, 18G7.—The seeding
mechanism is di'ivcn by a ratchet cam upon the inside
of one of the supporting wlieels, and it is thrown out
of gear by a lever. This di-iving Avheel is preveuted
from rotating when desired by the transverse move-
ment of a slide bar so as to engage one of a series of
pins upon it.

Claim.—First, the cam Z, when constnicted and
used substantially in the manner and for the pm'pose
set forth.

Second, the combination and aiTangement of the
cam Z^i'ced bar Q, spring P, and part M, substantially
as and for the j)urpose set forth.

Thii'd, the combination and arrangement of the cam
Z, feed bar Q, and shut off lever K, substantially
and for the purpose set forth.

Fom-th, the combination ofthe wheel A' constnicted
with the cam Z, and pins c, and the brake G', and
operating lever I, when constructed and used sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the
shovels U and operating bars or levers 11 and M, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

61,154.—A. a. BuzBY, Philadelphia, Pa.—Case
for Pen and Ink.—January 15, 1807.—The case lias

two pockets adapted for the pen and iiik bottle respect-
ively.

Claim.—First, the pen B, with its flange and collar
a, and button c, and the case A, with its cover A',
and opening for the reception of the pen, the whole
being constructed as described.
Second, the cover A', with its cap d, and recess for

the reception of the bottle D, in combination with the
case A, and its pen B, as sot forth.

61,155.—AdAJi S. Caaierox, Xew York, K". Y.—
Pump Valve.—^Tanuaiy 15, 18G7.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a valve composed of a metallic case
A, in which India-rubber or otlier suitable material
B is coufiued so as to form faces a b to operate in
combination with the seat C, substantially as and for
the pm-pose described.

Second, a valve formed by putting the rubber into
the case or recess in a plastic state and vulcanizing
it thereiu, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

61,156.—R. M. and D. CA>fEEON, Edinbm-gh,
Scotland.—Pe/i.—January 15, 1867.—The tips are
slightly uptm-ned to enable the passage over the asper-
ities of coarse paper.
Claim.—The construction of pens possessing the

improved qualities in the manner substantially as
hereinbefore described and shown in tho accomp'auy-
ing drawings.

61,157.—Lazare Cantel, ISTew York, N". Y.—
Trunk:—January 15, 1867.—An improvement on his
patent of Decem'ber 20, 1853. A rubber pipe is parti-
ally inserted in the contiguous edges of the top and
body or tlie truidi to render it water-tight when closed.
Claim.—The grooved wooden frames c d, secm-ed

to the edge of the trunk, or similar article, by the
bands c aiid/, and hinge h, and suitable nails, in com-
bination with the elastic strip oi: pipe i, as and for the
pm-poses specified.

61,158.-HoBERT Cha^ibers, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Railroad i?rtiZ.—January 15, 1867.—Exj»lained by the
claims and illustration.
Claim.—First, the compound railroad rail A a c A'

a' C B b, secured or locked together by the same spike

or spikes which fasten the rail to the sleeper or cross-
tie, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the aforesaid compound
rail, the single-lipped chaii- E e.

61,159.—iSTATHAN CaAPMAN, Milford, Mass.—
Cotton and Hay Press.—January 15, 1867.—The fol-

lower has radial projections from its corners which
traverse vertical grooves in the Irame, and it is act-
uated by reciprocating ratchet rods, which are operated
by a lever rock bar. The ratchets act on the pro-
jections of tlie plunger by pawl wedges which gravi-
tate into inclined recesses to engage the ratchets.
Claim.—Traversing and holding the ratchet rods

which work the follower by the stationary locking
boxes P P, provided Avith ratchet wedges or pawls,
and connected by vibrating links and crank rock shafts
to traversing locking boxes ISJ X, provided with ratchet
wedges or pawls to work the press by levers inserted
in the holes in the rock shafts and vibrated.
Second, the four arms on the follower, extending

through the press box and fastened to the ratchet rods
working at the corners of the press.

Tlurtl, the use of four rods, or one at each corner of
the follower, to move it even and keep it fi-om tipping.

61,160.—James M. Chrittox, Joliet, JR.—Churn.
—January 15, 1867.—The box lias side pockets for the
reception of heated water. The stops of the dashers
are removable. Pipes pass through the lid for the
conduction of aii- through the cream.
Claim.—The water pockets e, in combination with

the movable box d, the movable pinion and shaft h
and the au- tubes/ and g, when constructed and ope-
rating substantially as described.

61,161.—S. O. Church, West Meriden, Conm-,
assignor to himself and S. S. Wilcox, same place.

—

Can Opener.—Januai-y 15, 1867.—The pivoted catch
is brought in contact with the under side of the lid by
means of the thumb piece at its upper end.
Claim.—The lever A, provided with a fulcrum a,

in combination with a hook C and the handle B, con-
structed and arranged so as to operate in the manner
described. »

61,162.—Mirtillow E. Clapp, Xew York, ]SF.

Y., assignor to liimsclf and E. P. JoxES, same place.—
Steam Generator.—January 15, 1SG7.—The vertical
tubes within the fire space contain three plates of such
a size as to give mutual support. Downwardly-in-

clined openings in the plates allow the passage of
water.
Claim.—First, the water and steam generating tubes

G, exposed to the action of the fire or heated gases, as
specilied, and provided with diaphragms g, having
openings s in them inclining downwardly, substan.
tially as and for the piu'posc or pm-poses herein set

forth.

Second, the consti-nction ofthe diaphragms g. within
the tube G-, whereby they support or retain each other
in place, as described.

61,103.—Arthur Clark and Tiiobias Eeece,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Cracker Crusher.—January 15,

1867.—An annular piece with inward radial cutters

is hinged to a disk with similar cutters placed inter-

mediately. The two parts are brought together ui^on
a cracker by pressure on the handles.
Claim.—The ai-rangement of section B, with its-

perforated or bottomless cup C and ribs a, or their

equivalents, and section A, with its flange D and
ribs b, or theii- equavtilents, both of said sections

having suitable handles, and Mnged together in either

of the modes herein described, and operating sub-

stantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.
'

61,164.—Orson CoLViN,Belvidere, Jld.—Beehive.

—January 15, 1867.—Explained by the claims and il-

lustration.
Claim.—First, the inner case B, provided with in-

clined sides a a and a perforated top piece c, in com-
bination ^ith an outer box A to receive B; with an
air space allowed between, and the ventilating open-

ings j m in the box A, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, the spare box C. with perforated bottom,
registering with the perforated partition plate e and
RT-th perforated top piece C, in combination with the
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case B, -witli perforated sides registering with the per
' forated spare boxes D, whe^'eby air will be admitted
into all parts of the hire, in the manner described for

the purpose specified.

61,165.—David Coi^nor, Fulton, m.— Milking
Stool.—January 15, 1867.—The seat is adjustable upon
a bench, which also has a basket rack for the recep
tion of the bucket.

- Claiiii.—The circular frame P, bench H, and seat
A when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,166 T. J. Currier and A. M. Black, Wor-
'Cester, Mass.

—

Tool Rest for Lathes.—January 15,

1867.—The segmental rest is oscillated in the poppet
block to incline the tool by a screw, which engages
its intaglio screw rack.
Claim.—The combination with the poppet block A

of the tool rest D, shaft H, and screw Gr, substantially
a^ set forth.

61,167.—J. P. F. Datichy, "West Hoboken, IS. J.,

assignor to himself and John H. Bonn, same place.

—

Jet Condenser.—January 15, 1867.—An improrement
on his patent of August 30, 1864. The steam is ex-
hausted into the central compartment, and condensed
in the upper one, to which the air pump is connected.
The water of condensation is conducted from the,

upper to the lower compartment, from which it is

pumped into the boiler.

Claim.—A condenser composed of three compart-
ments A B F, valres a a M, rose C, and connecting
pipes E G I, aU constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

-"61,168.—Herbert DA\as, Troy, IT. Y.—Fagot
for Railroad Rails.—January 15, 1867.—The pile is

composed of steel and of two qualities of iron bars, so
disposed as to make a steel face, and with the superior
Quality of iron in the positions for e:^rting its durable
and tenacious qualities.
= Claim.—First, the rolling or making of rails for

railroads of a pile composed of a series of iron bars
A, provided with a steel cap B, formed or rolled with
a pendent flange at each side, and with longitudinal
grooves and projections eh at its under surface, and
the upper iron bars of the pile rolled or formed with
corresponding grooves and projections a dto admit of
the steel cap and upper iron bars being locked together,
substantially as shown and described.
-Second, forming the ii-on portion of the pUeof bars
A A' of superior and inferior iron, arranged or dis-

posed substantially in the maimer and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

61,169.—Thomas B. De Forrest, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

Hoop-skirt.—Januaiy 15, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

' CTaim.—Protecting the attachment of the lower
hoop to the tapes by extending the tapes below the
bottom hoop, and covering this extension with metal,
substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
specified.

,61,170.—Thomas B. De Forrest, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

Hoop-skirt.—Jajmarj 15, 1867.—By placing
the cord on the outside it is retained on the edge of
the wire, and being attached to the lower hoop takes
the wear from the covering of the latter.
- Claim.—Attaching a cord to skirt wire outside the
covering which encloses the wii'c, substantially as
lierein set forth.

<-6i,171.—Thomas B. De Forrest, Birmingham,
Conn.— Binding for Skirts.—January 15, 1867.

—

Dress binding whose salient points ai-e capped with
metal.

Claim.—A binding having one edge protected, sub-

stantially as described, as a now article of manu-
facture.

61,172.—Thomas B. De Forrest, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

Binding for Skirts.—January 15, 1867.—

A

binding of rubber to the edge of a skirt to receive the
wear.
-Claim:—A binding presenting an india-nibber or

similar flexible edge, substantially as herein described,

as a new aiticle of manufacture.

61,173.-GeorgePomerotDodge, London, Eng-
land, assignor to Nathaniel Shattowell Dodge,
"Washington, D. C.

—

Manufacture of Rubber Belt-
ing.—January 15, 1867.—A strip of woven material
is placed upon a sheet of rubber of such a size as to
cover the strip. The sheets ai'e then passed into a
mold, which folds the rubber around the strip of
woven material, after which they are passed between
rollers.

Claim.—The mode of manufacturing bands or belts
composed of fabrics and gum or sticky substances,
substantially as herein described.

61,174.—Levi "W. Dowlin, Sherbrooke, Canada
East.

—

Vulcanizing Flaskfor Dentists.—January 15,

1867.—The flask is formed in three pai'ts. The teeth
are set in the central part, and the others contain the
dies for pressing the rubber into shape. The parts
are attached together by bolts.

Claim.—The employment of the middle part B of
the flask, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Also, the separate union of the parts B and C, before
the rubber is packed in by means of screw bolts h h, or
their equivalent, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the coun-
ter die part A, with the parts B and C, substantially
as hereia specified.

61,175.— George Doyle, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Steam Pump Valve Gear.—-January 15, 1867.—The
piston-rod of the direct acting steam pump has a
spring projecting from an adjustable collar, which
engages tension lugs and adjustable tapi)ets to oper-
ate the slide valve.
Claim.—First, the ari'angement of the spring h,

the dogs jj, and the lugs i i, on the valve stem, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified. -

Second, the an-angcment of the dogs j j, for putting
tension on the spring by restraining it during the
stroke or part of the stroke of the piston, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

61,176.-J"EHIEL C. Driggs, New York, N. Y.
assignor to Matthew T. Higgins.—Sewing Ma^
cAi?ie.—January 15, 1867.—The needle operates from
below, and the looping device is located above, the
table.

Claim.—First, the combination in needle-feeding
machines of the horizontally-slotted arm G, operated
by a crank or eccentric pin D, and carrying the
needle vertically-slotted arm H, with its adjustable
branch and spring J, and rotating cam F, for giving
to the needle its two-fold motion, substantially as
specified.

Second, the combination with a needle working
from below up through the table, of a looper L, above
the table, acted upon by a spring q, and guide p, and
pivoted to a rod or arm o, radiating from a rocking
shaft M, essentially as herein set forth, and for the
production of a single thi-ead or chain stitch.

61,177.—George "W. Dudderar, IJnionville,

Md.

—

Device for Protecting Trees from the Borer.—
January 15, 1867.—About half the perforated metal
portion is inserted in the earth, wliich is packed
closely about it. Above the metal portion and at-

tached to it is a water-proof covering to be closely

tied to the trunk of the tree.

Claim.—The application of an adjustable appliance
to the trunk of friut trees to protect tliem, as herein
described, using for that purpose the aforesaid cylin-

der and oil-cloth top or addition, or any other substan-

tiaUy the same, and which will produce the intended
effect.

61,178.—J. W. AND W. Ebert, ZanesviUc. Ohio.
—Head Blocks for Sa^v Mills.—January 15, 1867.—
The knee of the head block is made to advance by
means of a rack and ratchet bar operated by means
of two bars, one of'which causes the rachet to move
the rack forward, the other bar holds the rack in

place.

Claim.—First, providing for adjusting knees upon
head blocks by means of rectilinear reciprocating

pawls, which are allowed to vibrate verticalhr, in

combination with a lever II, which will admit ofsaid
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pawls being engaged with or disengaged from their

knees at pleasure, substantially as described.

Second, the locking plates J J, applied so as to

take into the racks of adjustable knees of head blocks,

Bubstantially as and for the purpoi^e described.

Thii-d, the construction of the bar H, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination of the locking plates J J

or their eciuivaleuts, with rack D, upon the knees C
C, and with the bar H, which raises and depresses

the pawls b b, substantially as and for the pm-pose
desci-ibed.

Fifth, the combination of the pawls b b, ai-ms b'

6', and angular lever c c, with the reciprocating bar
E, and a lever, whose movements are regulated by
adjustable stops / /, substantially as and for the pm'
poses described. ^

61,179.—Augustus Eckert, Trenton, Ohio--
Converting ALotion.—January 15, 1867.—An escape
motion. Explained by the claim and illustration.

Clahn.—The lever C, with its nose, c, pivoted at

one end to the link i, and to the other end to the pen-

dulum D, connected by the rod h to the elbow lever

e/, having its fulcrum on the stationary hanger, ope-

rating in combination with the escape wheel B, with
pins 6, in the manner described for the purpose spe-

cijfied.

61,180.—Albert E. Elmer, Greenfield, Mass.—
Baihoay Car Axle.—January 25, 1867.—The radial

abutting surfaces of the compound axle are concave
and convex to give a firmer bearing and allow of
tightening after wear* by fmther insertion of the stem
into the sleeve.

Claim.—Improved railway-carriage axle, made as
described, viz : with the concave and convex should
ers d e, arranged and combined with the tubular and
cyUudrical parts a b, and with respect to the wheels,
Bubstantially as described.

61,181.—John R. Fish and K. C. Habtman,
Fort Wayne, Ind.—Steam Generator.—January 15,

1867.—The water is forced through a heater which is

within the fire-box.

Claiin.—First, the heater B, when placed inside
the fire-box of a tubular or flue boiler, in such man-
ner as to be exposed to the direct action of the fire

before the heat passes through the flues of the boiler,

in combination with the pipe C, and the check valve
C, and pipe D, arranged substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with tlie heater B, the
blow-olf pipe E, arranged substantially as and for
the pui-pose set forth.

61,182.—Edward Fitz Henry and Isaac Ball,
Portland, Oregon.—Maehinefor Finishing Leather.—
January 15, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, the set screws D', and rod D, with
the springs E, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the plate B, pivoted to the plates A, so as
to communicate motion to the rubber centrally, and
without pressing upon the springs attached to the
slickers.

Third, in combination with the plate B, the rods
G, and pins GS for the purpose of raising the slickers
and brushes when not in action, substantiallv as set
forth.

Fourth, the jaws F and I, hinged substantially as
set forth, in corabinatiou with the hair spring I, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Fifth, "in combination Avith the jaws F, the springs
K'. and brushes K, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the cleaner S, in combination with the slick-
ers F', operating substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Seventh, the lever L. and notched plates O, or their
equivalent, in combination with the rods G, attached
to the jaw F, substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

Eighth, the arrangement of the points M\ so as to
permit the raising of one or all of the rubbers, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

61,183—John G. Flagg, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Device for Forming Hassocks or Stools.—January 15,

1867; antedated January 10, 1867.—The cai-pet is

31 cp

]5laGed in a mold of the preferred form, and after the
filling is inserted, the top piece is pressed over it and
confined there Ibr sewing.
Claim.—An apparatus for making hassocks, con-

sisting of the screw D, disk E, moid F, and a suit-

able frame, all arranged and operating substantially
as herein specified.

61,184.-Lorenzo I). Ford, Canaan, 1^. T.—
Attaching Roofing to Buildings.—JaimaTj 15, 1867.

—

The edges are connected together by a single return
fold, wtuch is traversed by the Jiolding nail.

Claim.—The connecting of the edges of the sheets
or strips of plastic roofing by means of a lock joint,

formed by beudiug the edges or selvages of the fab-
ric, substantially as shown and described.

61,185

—

Benj. E, Fowler, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to Benj. F. Ellis, same Tplace.—DoorBolt—
January 15, lb!67.—The spindle has a tooth gear which
engages a rack on the bolt to move the same. By a
longitudinal movement of the spindle a pin enters a
notch therein to lock the bolt.

Claim.—The rack bolt b, in combination with the
pinion e, spindle d, pin and groove h g, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

61,186.—James H. Frey and TVilliam Heck-
ert, Sharon, Pa., assignors to themselves and E. A.
WiiKEhBR.—Printing Press.—January 15, 1867.—The
platen is supported on four pins which traverse a slot
so em'ved that it shall move as stated in the claim.
The inking sm'face has an inner circular and an outer
amiular plate, which revolve in opposite directions.
Claim.—First, so constructing and operating the

platen B that it shall move bodily in a right line up to
and from the form bed C, and also assume an inclined
position when at the termination of its outward stroke,
the said platen performing these movements without
revolving, substantially as described.

Second, supporting and guiding the platen B by
means of fom- bearings a a a^ a^, which move in slots
a\ substantially as described.
Third, communicating motion in opposite du-ections

to the plates of the inking table, and also a separate
and independent motion to either of the plates e e^, at
will, all by means substantially as described.
Fourth, communicating motion to the rock shaft of

the inking roller arms c c by means of segments b b,

Avhich are on a crank E^ that is connected to the shaft
D^, substantially as herein described.

Fifth, providing for givin"- a rapid'and slow motion
to the platen and its appendages by the employment
of two cranks, in conjunction with the treadle and its

rod, either one of wliich cranks will communicate mo-
tion to the shaft of the crank wheels D^ D^, substan-
tially as described.

61,181^.—Edward P. Furlong, Portland, Me.,
assignor to himself and Henry Inman.—Paper Pan-
talet.—-lanuary 15, 1867.—A removable paper edging
for pantalets.
Claim.—A paper pantalet constructed and applied

to di-awers, substantially as described. .

61,188.—P. Tenny Gates, Plattsburg, :N". Y.—
Carriage Boot.—January 15, 1867.—The apron is com-
bined with a dash cover and has an upward ridge to
cast off the water. It has perforations for the whip
handle and reins.
Claim.—First, the boot A, constnieted substan-

tially as described, and used as and for the pm'poses
herein set forth.

Second, the dash cover, provided with its flaps D
and straps d, when constructed as set forth and used
as specified.

Thii'd, the combination of the dash cover C and
boot A, when formed as herein fully described, and
used with the dash of a vehicle either stationary or
adjustable, in the manner and for the objects described.

61,189.—Burton Gifford, Pedee, Iowa.—S'oj;
PcH.—January 15, 1867.—The feeding trough is at-

tached to the side of the pen, and has graduated holes
of communication to prevent the lai-ger hogs from
crowding the smaller-from their portion.
Claim.—First, attaching the trough to the outside

of the pen, with graduated openings leading into it
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fi'om the inside of said pen, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination of the Mnged cover G-,

chains or cords H, and sliding board J, with the
; trough E, and with the perforated side of the pen,
substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, Ibrming a portion of the bottom or floor B of
the pen of slats or with slots, substantially as herein

, shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Foiu-th, the combination of a remoA-able box D with
the slotted portion of the floor B, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

Ibrth.

61,190.—Burton G-ifford, Pedee, Iowa,—Sheep
Pen.—January 15, 1867.—A hay rack and grain trough
in the side of the pen communicate with a box pro
jecting from the pen for convenience in feeding.

Claim.—First, forming a feed box D upon, or at

tach'iQg it to, the outside of the sheep pen A, sub-
stantially as herein showii and described.
Second, the combination of the sliding board H and

G and levers L, with, the feed box D, substantially as
herein shown and described.

Thh-d, the combination of the adjustable board J
with the sliding boards H and G, and with the feed
box D, substantially as herein shown and described.

Eom'th, connecting the feeding trougli B with the
feed box D by the spout or channel F, substantially
as herein shown and described.

61,191.—H. C. Hattex and J. P. Angleberger,
"New Cai'lisle, Ohio.

—

Machine for Soldering Have
Troughs.—January 15, 1867.—The trough is clamped
to a series of coilvex blocks on an extended frame.
Buttons and curved bars confine the trough while it is

soldered between tho blocks.
Claim.—A reversible frame for soldering eave

troughs, constructed and arranged for use substan-
tially as set forth.

61,192.—J. B. Hawlet, ISqw Haven, Conn.—
Buckle.—January 15, 1867.—Formed of one piece of
wire ; the two ends are coiled near the center of the
rear, and then extending to the front form two tongues.
A link passing through these loops serves to coimect
the buckle with any other object and to hold the
looped parts together.

Claim.—A buckle constructed substantially in the
manner herein described, combined with a hook or

eye, substantially as herein fully set forth.

61,193 ^Wji. W. He>^T)ricks, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to the Cooper Fire-arh Ma:n'ufactory,
same place.

—

Skate.—January 15, 1867.—Four levers

are pivoted to the foot plate in pairs, and a lug pro-

jects upward from each lever to gripe the sole or heel
of the boot when the moving ends of the levers ai-e

drawn inward.
ClaAm.—The combination and arrangement of the

plate A, the lever jaws D D' E and E', with their lugs
d e, and the straps F and F', or equivalent devices for

operating the said levers beneath the plate A, the
whole being constructed and operating as and for the
purpose described.

61,194.—H. R. HiLDRETH and W. H. Smith,
Dutch Flat, Cal., assignors to H. K, Hildreth, Geo.
B. HoBBS, and John Dibblee, same place.

—

Material
for Stuffing Mattresses, and for other purposes.—Jan-
uary 15, 1867.—The fiber is first separated by m«ans
of a picker, then boded in a solution of potash,

washed, di'ied, and cmicd as hah- is cm'led by twisting
into ropes.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture, and
as a substitute for the ordinary curled hair, the fiber

of the soap plant, when properly treated and manipu-
lated therefor.

Second, treating thd fiber of the soap plant substan-
tially as herein described and for the pm'pose specified.

61,195.—JoirN HiNDMARSir, Henry, lU.—Corn
PZoi/j.—Januaiy 15, 1867.—The plows are adjustable
vertically, and may be raised and lowered and moved
laterally by a single lever.

Claim.—First, the lever JN", in combination wrth
the standard O*, for sustaining the plow in an elevated
position when reauircd.

Second, the rods O O, plow beams G G-, cross bar
P, and screw Q, combined and operating as described.

Third, the combination of the plow beams G- G-,

standards L L, lever IST, and brace rods j, all .u'ranged
and applied to a mounted frame A, to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose specified.

61 ,196.—Henry W. Holly and Sidney L. Geer,
ISTorwich, Conn.

—

Manufacture of Artificial Slate.—
January 15, 1867.—Wood, paper, &c., is coated with
a material composed of liquid quartz mixed with equal
parts of lampblack or other coloriug matter and emery
or other gritty material.
Claim.—First, the use of liquid sUex as a menstruum

or binding material in liquid slating.

Second, liquid slating composed of the ingredients
specified, in or aJoout the proportions set forth.

61,197.—John Holmes, Xew York, l^T. T.—
Smoking Stand.—January 15, 1867.—An ornamental
stand containing separate receptacles for tobacco in
its A^arious forms, also its concomitants of pipes and
matches.

Claim.—A smoking stand constructed as herein
shown and described.

61,198.—Phineas B. Hood, Milford, I^. H.—
Sad Iron.—January 15, 1867.—A metal face and han-
dle attached together through a block of soapstone.
Claim.—A sad iron composed of a metallic face

and with a body of soapstone, when constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and described.

61,199.—Wm. D. Hooker, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignor to himself and Volney Cushing.—Pitmp
Valve.—January 15, 1867.—The valve has radial arms
whose upwardly turned ends have rectangular faces
playing in corners of its chamber to keep it to simple
vertical reciprocation.
Claim.—The valve A constructed with guides b b

b b upon its sides, arranged substantially as described
and for the purpose herein set forth.

61,200.—James R. Hopkins, Dayton, Ohio, as-
signor to himself and Jacob O. Joyce, same place.

—

Filtering, Evaporating, and G-ranidating Saccharine
Liquids.—SamisxJ 15, 1867.—Thejyiceis passed down
through a filter with clay and straw in layers, up
through another filled with straw, and down through
a third filled with marble chips, fi'om which it passes
to the evaporating pan. The whole of this pan is

covered except a strip along its flaring side, which is

left open for the collection and removal of scum.
Wlien the sii-up reaches 40° Baume one pint of cold
water is added to each eight gallons of sirup, and after
stirring from one to three minutes it is drawn off into
the granulator.
Claim.—First, the evaporator lid or cover A, as

described and for the purposes set fortli.

Second, the mode herein described for filtering and
purifying the juice, in combination with the granidat-
ing process, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Thu'd, the mode herein set forth for producing gran-
ulation, in combination with the evaporator Lid A and
the filtering process, substantially as described.

61,201.—BenJ. F. Horton, Ithaca, IS. Y.—Seed-
ing Machine.—January 15, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination and use of the sta-

tionary bar C with the two movable bars or slides B
B, when made as described, and the use therewith of
one or more series of studs in the opening between
the bars, or immediately connected with the said open-
ing.

Second, the bars B B, when held in constant paral-

lelism with each other by means of the rods H H H,
thus seeming a uniform and adjustable opening be-
tween the bars and the even sowing of the seed : and
the set clamp I and its set screw J,"for the purpose ot

adjusting the opening for the sowing of various seeds
or articles.

Third, the an-angemeut of the studs G, one series

on the fixed bar C, and at least one on the vibrating
bars B B.
Fourth, the combination of the wheeled carriage,

the cam E, seed box, vibrating bars, stationary bars,
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gear Icyer, when made as described, the same con the bow from thro-wing the hand-setting mechanism
stitutiag one Avhole or machine. in gear, essentially as specified.

Fifth, the making of the zigzag cam adjustable by
|

Third, the combination of the spindle D, pendent
set screws, so that it can be applied to the vrheels of
the horse rakes, and the use of the machine in com-
bination "wirh the wheels and caiTiages of horse rakes,

as shown and described.

61,30-2—"VTiLLiAM W. Hughes and Jambs C.
Adajis, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Flooringfor 2falt Kilns.—
January 1.5, 1SG7.—The upturned flauffcs of the per-
foratedplates are stiffened by and bolteil to eontiauous
strips,which are counected together by transverse bai-s.

Claim.—First, constructing malt kihi floors of per-
forated flanged plates, extending over two or more
joists stiffened by the side bars or slips Gr H and the
transverse bars o*r strips J K. the flanges of said plates
being also seciu'ed together by pins, bolts or rivets
passing through the contiguous flanges.
Second, secm-ing the flanged plates, constructed as

above described, to the iron joists below by means of
clips m m and wii'cs or their eLj[uivalents.

61,203.—WiLLiAjtf S. HuNTTMGTON, ByTon, Mich.,
assignor to himself and C. P. DevereAUX. iN'orth In ew-
bm-g, Mich.

—

Ploiv.—Januaiy 15,1867.—The elbowed
lever is oscillated by a di-aw-bar to clear weeds fi'om

the breast of the plow.
Claim.—The iron elbow scraper a suspended to the

beam A of a plow, in combination with the di-awing
rod b, arranged and operating substantially as and for

the pm-pose herein described.

61,204.—J. Little Hyde. Xew York, :N". Y.—
Jiegulatorfor Watches.—January 15, 1867.—The scale
marks are incliued from a radiiil direction to accom-
plish the object stated in the claim.
Claim.—So constructing the index and scale of the

regulator that the edge of the index shall form such
an angle with the lines of the scale that one of the said
lines shah always be but partially covered by the index,
substantiallv as herein described for the pui'pose speci-
fied.

61,205.—Allex S. JnoEERSOX, Greenpoint, K".

Y.—Siveeping Machine.—-January 15, 1867.—A trans-
verse brush and a pan- of inclined brashes are rotated
by the supporting wheels of the truck. The bristles
are clamped between metallic plates which are adjust-
able on the radial arms of their frames.
Claim.—First, tlie combination of the transverse

rotary brush D with the two obbque rotary brushes
C, arranged and operating substantially as herein set
forth for the purpose specified,

Second, the construction of the sections F with the
brushing splints i, clamped between the two metallic
sti'-ps or plates h, substantially as herein set foith for
the purpose specified.

61,206.—H. P. JoxES. Davenport, Jow^.—Bough
Kneader.—Jami&Yj 15, 1867.—The kneading board has
rotary motion from a hand crank and simultaneous
longitudinal movement by the engagement of cog
geai-s on side racks, by which it may be made to travel
in either direction.
Claim.— Fii'st, the employment of a traversing

rotating blade, of a liexagonal form, in conjunction
with a box A having fiaiing sides and ends, substan-
tially as described and for fiie pm-poses set fbrth.
Second, the construction of the blade C with toothed

gudgeons g g on its ends, in combination with the slid-

ing keepers c c and shouldered rack plates B B, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses described.

61,207.—Jules Jurgensex, Locle. Switzerland.— Stem Setting TTafc/*.-January 15, 18G7.— The
bending over of the pendent ring into the space occu-
pied by the guard cap when closed engages the con-
trate gear wheel of the spindle with "tbe svstem of
gear wheels connecting with the minute hand.
Claim.—First, in combmation with mechanism for

setting the hands of the vratch, the pendent bow C,
constructed and arranged so that by its movement
said mechanism is thi"o-mi in or out o'f gear, substan-
tially as specified.

Second, the combination of the cap or guard E with
the pendent bow C and hand-setting "mechani-sm,
whereby the said cap v^Mle closed is niade to prevent

bow C, with its eccentric pin m, slidiag rod h, spring
clutch lever k, clutch b, coutrate wheel c, and pinion

d in gear with the cannon pinion of the watch, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

61,208.-A.C. Kassox, Milwaukee, "Wis., assignor
to himself and X. C. Gridlev.—Auger.—January 15,

1867.—Explained by the claims and Illustration.

Claim.—First, an auger having a twist whose front
or working faces are concave, and whose rear sm-faces
are convex, substantially as represented in Fig. 2 of
the drawings.
Second, an auger constructed substantially as herein

shovrn and described, which permits the formation of
cutting lips at any point in its- length by simply sharp-
ening the edges.

61,209.—T7ILLIAM S. Kelly, Schenectady, N. Y.—Pump.—January 15, 1867.—The piston rod has a
valve below a loose piston bucket, the lower end of
which forms its seat. The piston has a limited motion
upon the rod. The packing is expanded by the slid-

ing upon each other of the two beveled annulta- plates
beneath it ; the outer one of these is expansible.
Claim.—First, the construction of the piston B C,

with outlets a a, and with a A^alve seat formed in its

lower end for receiving a valve D. which is applied
on the lower end of the piston rod, substantially as
described.
Second, the combination of the flanged tapering

collars F G' and packing c, or their equivalents, with
piston B C a, and valve D on the piston rod E, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose described. '

Third,"^ the constimction of the packing expanders
F G', substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
described.
Fom-th, the employment of a tapering flanged collar

and a split flanged collar under, over and back of the
packing, in such manner thatthe column of fluid above
the piston valve wiU expand the packing as the piston
is raised, substantiaUy as described.

Fifth, the pump constructed substantially as nerein
shown and described, so that the packing c is expanded
laterally by the column of water being Lifted, and the
valve D opened and closed by a direct force or pull
upon the piston, substantially in the manner described.

61,21 0.—Martix C. KiLGORE, "Washington, Iowa.—Steam Generator.—Januaiy 15, 1867.—The boiler is

made in two portions with an outwardly jirojectiug
connecting flange. Steam pockets occupy a portion
of the spaces left between the square sides of the flue

spaceand the outer shell of the boiler. A superheater
is placed vertically over the fm-nace, and within the
chimney. The superheater has pipes of connection
fi'om its upper parts to the pockets, and from its lower
part to the upper pai-t of the steam space within the
boiler. Stop cocks cany the water of condensation
fi'om the steam pockets outside the Ijoiler.

Claim.—First, the pockets H, constnicted substan-
tially as and for tlie pm-pose specified.

Second, the dome K, in combination with the tubes
L and M, constructed and operating substantially as
set forth.

Third, a steam boiler having sections A and B,
flanges C and D, flue box E and dome, and tubes and
pockets as described, constructed, combined and
an-anged substantially as herein specified.

61,211 .—W. P. KiRKLAXD, San Francisco, Cal.—
Marine Motor.—Jaimary 15, 1867.—The passage of
the vessel forces water "tln-ough a longitudinal pipe
and water wheel at the bottom of the hold. The
wheel woiks the pmnps or supplies a hose for extin-

guishing fires, <S:c.

Claim, the pipe A having stop-cocks B B, water
wheel D and ^'ater pipe G, in combination with any
suitable device connected with the said water wheel
for transmitting its jjower, when aiTanged together
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

61,212.—Christiax F. Kxalt;r. Pittsburg, Pa.—
Curtain Fixture.—January 15, 1867.—The lett-hand
socket is the fidl size of the roller, and the right-hand
socket is open above, andhas a toothed seg-mental rack,
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which by reciprocal rcrolution of the roller cuts a
groove in the same to let it down to its bearkif; at that
end. This groove prevents side movement. The tape
is wound on the roller, counter to the blLud, and passes
beneath a spring brake, which may be di-awn out by
the taper end.

Claim.—The combination of the guard D and stud
ra, and toothed rim d on the bearing of a window
shade fixture, substantially as specified and for the
pm-pose set forth.

61,213.—Edward H. K?aGHT, Washington, D.
C.

—

Safety Chamber for Oil Tanlcs, dtc.—January 15,

1867.—The safety chamber is introduced to afford a
space into which the oil may expand, and from which
it returns when contracting. It is an improvement
on his former. patent in respect of being detachable
and capable of introduction into the tank or barrel at

the ordinary opening for filling.

Claim.—The safety chamber operating substan-
tially as described, and so arranged as to be attached
to and removed from the tank or barrel as required.

61,214.—"William Koplln, l^"ew Castle, Pa.—
Spike Machine.—Januarv 15, 1867.—The relative ad-

justment of the moving die knife, and the descending
{)ointer, ai-e such that the motion of the pointer fol-

ows the cutting movement of the knife, lengthening
the point into a recess of the knife-shaft, the point
being withdrawn before the knife is retracted.
' Claim.—The arrangement of the moving die g, and
knife ft, with the descending pointer K, actuated by
the cam so as to cause the pointer to follow the cut-

ting movement of the knife and precede the with-
drawal of the latter for the pm-pose described.

61,215.—S.A.KROMER,Doylestown,Pa.— Ga/e.—
January 15, 1867.—The gate i-uns upon two rollers,

and its extended braced arm runs between two roll-

ers which preserve the horizontal position of the
gate.
Claim.—Pirst, the combination of the arm J and

the brace K, with the rear end of the gate, substan-

tially as herein shovsm and described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the horizontal track
bars H and I with the gate and with the friction

pulleys or rollers D E P G, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, in the arrangement of the pulleys, or rollers

D E P G, in connection with the posts B C, and
track rails H I substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

61,216.—L. L. Langstroth, Oxford, Ohio, and
S. "Wagner, "Washington, D. C—Apparatus for
Extracting Honey from the Co?)!?).—January 15,

1867.—After the " cap" has been cut ofi' the comb it

is placed in a wire gauze basket which is rapidly
rotated. The honey is thrown out by centrifugal

force. The drained combs are retm-ned to the hives

to be again filled with honey.
t= Claim.—Pirst, the frame T, with the adjustable

arms &, and the support or post D for supporting and
operating the' revolving frame B, substantially as set

forth.

Second, the frame B, suspended by a shaft C from
the frame T, and an-anged to hold the comb while
being rotated, substantially as herein described.

Third, providing the comb holder or frame B with
adjustable post I, or their equivalents, for adjusting
it to receive and hold frames or combs of various
sizes.

Pomi;h, in combination with the stationary posts m,
and the adjustable post I, the wire gauze B', or its

equivalent, an-angea to support the comb and at the

same time permit the escape of the honey, substan-

tially as described.

61,217.—E. G. Latting, ISTew Orleans, 'La..—Cot-

ton Bale Tic—Januaiy 1.5, 1867.—The central arched
rib is bent down into an arched form for strength,

and serrated to increase its bite on the hoop. A
notch in the open eye prevents the accidental side

movement and escape of the hoop.
• Claim.—First, the toothed ridgo G g, as and for

the purpose described.
•- Second, the shoulder h in the bar of the loop C, as

and for the purpose described.

Third, the arched central bar G, substantially as
described and represented.

61,218.—J. IST. Leavenworth, Hamden. Conn.,
assignor to himself and Bela A. Manx, same place.

—

Let-off Mechanisin for Narroiv-ware Looms.-—Jan-
uaiy 15, 1867.—The weighted fr-iction brake bears di-

rectly on the disk of the bobbin. The consumption of
the warp threads causes the weights thereon to rise,

and so to lift the levers, release the brake, and cause
a delivery when wanted.
Claim.—The let-off mechanism constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as described, the same consisting
of the weight I, suspended by the warp, the weighted
lever E, and its shoe/, bearing on the warp spool.

61,219.—E. TV. Lewis, Beacon Palls, Conn.—
Self-feed for Carding Engines.—January 15, 1867.

—

This machine differs from that described in McQuirk
and Cole's patent, 'Eo. 59,919, in that the waste rov-
ing is taten directly from the main cylinder and re-

turned to the second breaker.
Pirst, the doffer ring d, arranged in combination

with the main cylinder A, so as to take therefrom the
outside or waste roving.
Second, the combination of the creeper E, with the

doffer rings d, and the main cylinder of second breaker,
substantially in the manner described, so as to receive
the waste roving directly from the main cylinder and
transfer it to the second breaker, substantially as set
forth.

61,220.—James "W. Malot, Boston, Mas.'?.,

assignor to The American Marble-Cutting Com-
pany, same place.

—

Stone Ctctiing Machine.—Jaimary
15, 1867.—Improvement on Ms patent of April 11, 1866.

As the cutter revolves its shaft has a vertical recipro-
cation imparted by the contact of its ratchet wheel
and the stud on the stand, and thus the cutter is caused
to strike continuously upon the stone.

Claim.—Pirst, the combination with the revolving
cutting tool D of the toothed wheel H, and projection

p, or their equivalents, for imparting a reciprocating
motion to the said cutting tool, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the vibrating shaft P
with the movable bearing I and spring S, as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

61,221.—Sylvester Marsh, Littleton, Iv". II.—
Cog Rail for Railroads.—January 15, 1867.—Parallel
bars of angle fron, at suitable intervals, afford bear-
ings for the rollers, which form cogs in the rack, or
cog rail, with which the geai- of the car truck engages
in ascending heavy grades.
Claim.—Pii'st, a ratchet or cog rail composed of cyl-

indi'ical cogs, fr-eelto revolve upon their axles or triui-

nions, substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, a ratchet or cog rail constructed as de-

scribed, forming the uprights whicli support the cogs
or rollers of angle iron, substantially as herein shown
and for the purposes set forth.

61,222.—Henry Martin, Chicago, HI., assignor
to himself, A. N. Towne, andA. J. Ambler.—Metallic
Safety Seal for Railroad Cars.—Januaiy 15, 1867.

—

The metallic strip is to be attached to the fastenings
of a car door in such a manner that the door cannot
be ope«ied without breaking the device.
Claim.—A metallic seal consisting of a tapering

strip of metal, which is constructed for receiving an
eyelet and having its ends secm-ed together thereby,
substantially as described.

61,223.—Peter Martin, Cincinnati, Ohio

—

JETot

Air Furnace.—^January 1.5, 1867.—The construction
of the stove and course of .the caloric cm-rent may be
understood by reference to the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Pirst, the arrangement of the fire chamber
A, the ash pit P, the series of descending flues J J J
leading from the top of the fire chamber to the ash

Sit and the ascending flue O, leading db-ectly into the
ischarge flue 0', all as herein described and for the

pm-poses set forth.

Second, the combination of the elbows K L, collars

M and flanges X, with the fireplace A, ash pit P,
and fluos J and O, as and for the purposes explained.

Third, the combination of the supporting crank H,
lever I, and divided grate G G', all constructed and
aiTauged to operate as described.
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Fourth, surmounting tlie fire chamber of a hot-air

furiiace with aii arched aud corrugated sheet-metal

crown plate B h, as herein set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the ele^jents of the first

claim, the door Q and its accessories, when located

as described aud operating for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the sliding shutter Y Z Z', constructed and
employed as aud for the purposes set forth.

61,224.—Franz 0. Matthiessen, Jersey City,

]Sr. J.—Marwfacture of Sufjar.—Jammrj 15, 1867.—
The reticulated cylinder of the centrifugal machine
discharges into a'chamber which is con^nectcd by a
swivel nozzle with either of two troughs, Avhieh re-

ceive the liquids discharged from the rotary cylinder-

Claim.—First, the process, substantially as herein

described, of separating the prq^ducts as 'discharged

from the centrifugal machine liy first running off the
green syrup, and afterward the cleansing liquid or
Fuiuoring into distinct vessels or reservou-s for sepai--

ate treatment or use, substantially as specified.

Second, the combination with the discharge spout
D of the centrifugal machine of a swiveling spout E,
or spouts coutrolied by a valve or valves, substantially

as and for the pm'iiose or inu'poses herein set forth.

61,225.—Edward Matnard, Tarrytown, ]S".

T.

—

Priming Metallic Cartridges.—January 1.5, 1867

;

antedated December 5, 1866.—A thin and shallow me-
tidlic cap covers the base of the metallic cartridge,
aud confines the fulminate at a single point therein,

so that cartridges may be safely transported unprimed,
and have the primed caps applied when desb-ed.

CHaim.—A primed metallic cap for the base of a
cartridge when the fidminate is secured at a single
point on the inner side of said cap and the priming
point or receptacle does not project externally there
fi-om beyond its base. aU substantially in the manner
aud for the purpose herein set tbrth.

61,226.—Albert McAlrixe, Pittston, Fa.-
Machine for Dressing Barrel Hoops.—January 15,

1867.—The hoops are dressed to a thickness by means
of a revolving cutter wheel, in connection" with a
guide block and pressure and feed roller.

Claim.—^Dressing barrel hoops their entire length
to a thickness by tlie cutter wheel B, when arranged
to operate with the guide or head block H. pressure
roller U, and feed roller L, all constructed substan-
tially as described.

61,227.—James E. McClixtock and John K.
Scott, Xew Orleans, La.

—

Dredging Machine.—
January 15, 1867.—The apparatus has a stirrer for

loosening the mud, &,c.. and a pump for introducing
a stream of water to disperse it, for the purpose of
deepening a river channel or removing a bar.

Claim.—First, the adjustable frame work or guide
C for adjusting aud holding in proper position the
lower ends of the jiipcs or hose B, aud for supporting
the stii'rer D, when the same is used as described for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the adjustable guide C,
with the pipes or hose B and tbrcing pumps A, as
descri'oed for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combiuatiou of the forcing pumps A,
pipes or hose B, adjustable guide C, with the stu-rer

1), or its mechanicid eqiuvalent, substantially as de-
scribed for the pm-pose set forth.

61,228.—LE.v^^)ER J. McCormick and Lambert
Ekpeldixg. Chicago, El., assignors to Leaxder J.
McCormick.—Horyc-^^er.—January 15, 1S67.—In this
liiuge-joint harvester the tongue is rigidly secured to
the main frame, which is mounted upon two di-iving
wheels. One end of the finger beam is hinged to the
rear end of the supi)lementary frame, whieli^is hinged
to the foi-ward part of the main frame. The cutting
apparatus has a vertical aud axial movement inde-
pendent of the main frame. The motions are ob-
tained by a lifting and locking lever and a rocking
lever.

Claim.—First, the combination, as set forth, of the
main frame, supplementary frame, and hinged and
Sivoted finger beam, all constructed and arranged as
escribed.
Second, the combination of the supplementai-y

frame, the hinged finger beam, and the coupling arm

with the rocking lever, when (u-ranged for joint oper-
ation, as described.

Third, the combination of the shoe O, locking piece
r, and crescent cam s, with the lever S, all arranged
as described for the purposes both of locking the fin-

ger beam and lifting it horizontally.
Fourth, the combination with the main and supple-

mentary frames of the hinged finger beam, the lock-
ing lever, the coupling bar Q, and the rocking lever,
all arranged and operating as described.

Fifth, the combination of the cross piece ^N" and
coupling bar- Q, with the shoe 0, constructed and
arranged as described.

61,229—EOYAL B. MiLLTKLV, Springfield, Vt.—
Pocket Knife.—January 15, 1867 ; antedated January
5, 1867.—One part of the handle swings upon the
blade ^)ivot and exposes the photograph.
Claim.—A knife handle in two parts, connected

one to the other and to the blade, and otherwise con-
structed substantially as described.

61,230.—Slmeox Mills, Madison, Wis.—Thill
Coupling.—Januai-y 15, 1867.—The socket to which
the thUl is attache'd is solid with the exception of
the slot which admits the pivot. The socket may be
attached to the draw bar or to the cUp. The "slide

which closes the slot through which the pivot enters
is fastened in position by the end flanges of the thiU
ii'ons.

Claim.—First, the socket D formed solid with the
exception of the slot for the pivot, substantially as
described, whether fastened to the di'aw bai" or clip,

or an axle band.
Second, the combination of the solid socket D,

slide F, and flanges b h, on the thill iron.

61,231.—Thomas S. Mixxiss, Meadville, Pa.—
Locomotive for Ploiuing, <£c.—January 15, 1867.

—

The traction engine has an endless track hinged out-
wardly, R'ith vertical flanges for supporting the
wheels or trucks. The clutches are sepai-ately operat-
able by levers pivoted on the axles, and act to en-
gage or release the driving wheels. The platform
has a cam lever for raising and a caster wheel for
guiding.
Claim.—^Fii'st, an endless chain or track composed

of plates B, hinged as described, with vertical flanges
E and truck C, in combination Avith the frame track
A and wheel D, as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the clutch M, operated by lever N, in de-

scribed combination vidth wheel D and endless chain
or track, for the ptu-pose specified.

Thii-d, the platform O with gitide wheel H, ai-m J,
and cam-headed lever I, as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

61,232.—Stephen llklouLTOX, Hartford, Conn.—
Seioing Machiiyi Shuttle.—January 15, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a shuttle for sewing machines in
which the removable bobbin C and adjustable tension
sprijig D are arranged in the manner shown ujion a
plate A, Avhich is pivoted to case B in such a manner
as to cover and protect tlie parts named, and the
thi'cad, when in use, and also that the parts named
may be readily exposed for renewal of the threads or
adjustment of the tension spring by means of the
screw n, substantially as shown.
Second, the manner of arranging the tension spring

D, so as to form a bearing for the spring x, which
holds the bobbin in place, said spring being inserted
in a hole drilled dii'cctiy through one end of the bob-
bin sui:)port A.

61,233.—Jereshah Myers, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Glasstoarc Press.—Januarj- 15, 18G7.—The plunger of
tliis press, for forming hollow glassware, is operated
by eccentric segment" gears wliich gi^e a rapid mo-
tion to the plunger at the earlier portion of tlie strolce,

and a slower but more powerful efi'ect at and near the
conclusion of the stroke.

Claim.—The arrangement and comlnnation of the
eccentric segment gears n and r, with the jilaten or
plunger c, connecting rods I, and lever s, tlie whole
being connected to operate together substantially as
set forth.
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61,234.—Myer Myers, Maurice Myers, and
WiLLiAJi Hill, Bu-mingham, England.

—

Apparatus
for the use of Smokers.—Januaj-y 15, lSfi7.—The
cutter is intended for remoA'ing the tip end of the
eigai', and the stiletto to act as a probe in making a
draft opening, or in connection with an elastic cord as

a cigar holder.
Claim.—The sliding, cutting edges, defined as

d and g, and the connectini>- of the same with a sti-

letto and means for espandmg and holding the parts
in position, substantially in the manner and for the
pm-pose set forth.

61,235.—Peter Myers, ISTewton, JR.—TMll
Coupling.—January 15, 1867.—The thill is hooked to

the clips when the forward ends are depressed below
theu- working position, and plates on the ends of the
thill ii-on ai-e thi-ust forward by springs to prevent
rattling.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
coupling iron J, spring E, follower F, tliill iron G-,

safety button or spring C, and grooves P P, all for the
pm-poses as above set forth.

61,236.—A. E. K"athan-, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
Skirt Elevator.—JanueLYj 15, 18G7.—A three-barred
slide is placed at a fixed point upon the skirt, and a
tape attached to a lower point upon the skirt is passed
thi-ough the slide and held at the required adjustment.
Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the slide A upon the

loop B, in the manner described, in combination with
the tape C, substantially as herein set forth.

61,237.—Charles IS^eer, Brooklyn, IS^. T.—
Dynamometer.—January 15, 1867.—The apparatus is

designed to ascertain the strain or power exerted in

a revolving mechanism where the extent of move-
ment or distance traveled becomes an element in the
calculation. The peripheral power scale is combined
with a steelyard or other measure of actual force,

and the power exerted can be determined by inspec-
tion and calculation based upon the number of revo-
lutions.
• Claim.—Eirst, the peripheral power scale e, in
combination with the chain i and a steelyard or other
measure of actual force, tlic parts being constructed
and combiaed substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, constructing the steelyard carrier/ in two
parts so as to apply the dynamometer to a shaft with-

out removing it from its bearings, substantially as set

forth.

Third, the ring 2 and columns 1, in combination
with the peripheral power scale e, for connecting the
same to the coupling c, as set forth.

' Eourth, the power indicator n and fork 6, combined
with steelyard head h, for the pui'poses as set forth.

Eifth, the dial q, applied to indicate the proportion
of speed in combination with the indicator n, so as to

determine the actual power consumed, substantially

as set forth.

Sixth, the friction tester, consisting of the cylinder

r, the boxes s t, in combination with the dynamome-
ter, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

61,23S.—Anthony ITulsex, E. Haueisex, and
Albert Waoxer, Cinciunati, Ohio, assignors to

A. NULSEX & Co., same place.

—

Brick Machine.—
January 15, 1867.—Tlie clay from the hopper is passed
out at the throat by the traveling bottom, and thence
between rollers and counterpart traveling bands
which form a spout to deliver it into the molds on the

endless traveling apron lieiieatli. The latter is oper-

ated by claws on an osoilLuinL;- side frame.
Claim.—Eirst, in the di^scrilied combination, the

hopper B, traveling bottom E, rollers C D and E,
throat Hj and shaver or knife G, for the pm'pose set

forth.

Second, the compressing rollers N N', when com-
bined with the trunk composed of the two endless
aprons Q Q', rollers R R', and back boards S S'.

Third, the combination of trunk Q Q' 11 11' S S', and
conducting and separating tliroat T U u.

Eourth, tlic described combination of separating
throat T U u, reciprocating knife 9, and removable
molds 3.

Eifth, the endless can-ierT Y' Z 2 1, when combined
with the reciprocating hooks or claws 5, substantially

as described.

61,239.—Enoch Osgood, Boston, Mass.—Cotfow
Gin and Picker.—Jamiavj 15, 1867.—The cylinder is

composed of alternate disks of cloth and rubber
secm-ed firmly upon a shaft. The cotton is drawn in
by the revolution of the cylinder between it and a
stationaiy blade. The seeSs are separated by the
action of' two vibrating toothed clearers.

Claim.—Eirst, the elastic roller B, made of rubber
and cloth, the latter rimning edgewise from the cen
ter or core to or toward the "outer circumference
with the flanged metallic rin^-s between the several
compound rings as described, the same constructed
and operating- in the mamter as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the elastic roller B, made of rubber and
cloth wound around its shaft or core spirally, with
strips in the manner described and for the pm'pose
set forth.

Thu-d, the combination of elastic roUer B with the
concave bar C.
Eourth, the combination of elastic rollers B B with,

the double concave or angular bar L, and clearer M,
as described.

Eifth, the combination of elastic roller B, corru-

gated clearers D D, and concave bar C, as described.

Sixth, the combination of elasticroller B, revolving
clearer E, and concave C, as described.

Seventh, the combination of picking cylinder P',

cylinders ?* v and w, belts L L'; rack K, elastic roller

B, and revolving clearer E, constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Eighth, in combination with the clearers D D the
pitman c, constructed and operating in the manner
shown and described, and for the piu'pose set forth.

Mnth, the combination of the elastic roller B with,

the revolving dofFor Z, constructed, arranged, and
operating in the manner substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

61,2/40.—B. Owen and B. Pickering, Dayton,
Ohio.

—

Combined Tongs, Lid Lifter, Hook, dtc.—
January 15, 1867.—One portion has a divaricated end,

and the jaw on the other portion acts against one
prong of the former.
Claim.—The above described lid lifter as a new

article of manufactm-e, the same being constructed
and used substantially in the manner and for the pui--

poses set forth.

61,241.—Isaac T. Packard, Chicago, HI.—
Bced and. Pipe Musical Inst7-ument.—Ja.m\aTy 15,

1867.—The lever and tracker, in the action work of

reed and pipe musical instruments, are connected by
an elastic band secm-ed around the respective pieces

by notches or pins.

Claim.—The use of an elastic band, or its equiva-

lent, for the pm-pose herein described and set forth.

61,242.—H. H. Palmer, Eockford, III—Bed
Bottom.—January 15, 1867.—The series of slats are

connected by flexible strips which ai"e attached to
springs coiled around the side rails.

Claim.-A spring bed bottom composed of a series

of parallel wooden slats D, connected near their ends
by strips b, of leather or other suitable flexible mate-
rial, with Avii-e springs C attached to the head and
foot pieces a a of the frame A, and connected to the

strips b centrally between the slats D, substantially

as set forth.

61,243.—Sidney Parker, Chicago, JR.— Bail-

road .Fro<7.—January 15, 1867.—The steel rails are

imbedded in and riveted to a block which rests on
the bed plate.

Claim.—A railroad frog consisting of the bed
plate B, plate A, and the steel rails x y and z, com-
bined and constructed as herein shown and described.

61,244.—Eduardo Juanes y Patrullo, i^few

York, N. Y.—Machine for Preparing the Fiber of
Plants.-JixnxKaj 15, 1867.—Improvement on his

patents of ISIarch 5, 1861 ; April 2:3, 1861 ; and April

28, 1863. The machine is intended for operating

upon tropical plants. The devices are for adjusting

the pressure of the apron against the fil)rous material

when operated upon by the beaters of the di'um.

Claim.—T\\G combination of the apron C with the

sliding frame D, operated by the lever E, and ar-
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rang-etl substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

61,245—Pv. K. PATTisdx, Chicago, Jl\.—Enifc
Cleaner.—Janxxarj 15, 1867.—The kuiie handles ai-e

clamped and protected in a box, the blades are ex-
posed in a row to the action of the reciprocating- rub-
ber above.
Claim.—Fii'st, the bed or cushion J, or its equiva-

lent, upon which the linives, &c., are laid to be acted
upon by the scom-er, in combination Avith the clean-
iut? material box or reservoir' L, when the two are
combiued substantially as and for the piu'i^ose speci-
fied.

Second, the holder M. for the handles of the knives
or forks, &.c., made in a box form and provided with
a cover, plate, or board Q, so hung thereto as to
accommodate itself to handles of vaiying thicknesses,
substantially as described.

61,246.—.Tames B. Pfxtox, Sandusky, N. Y.,
assignor to D. H. Wood, same place.

—

Carriage
Brace.—^January 15, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
braces G- with the ordinary elliptic springs C and the
body A, in the manner shown and described, that is

to say, the braces forming simple bars attaching to
the body and connecting with the upper half ot'the
eUiptie springs, so that while both tlie body and
spring are tmited and braced against rocking and
swaying, the springs are unincumbered and allowed
their natui-al, ft-ee. and unimpeded elastic action, and
the bars hidden li'om sight, as herein set foith.

61,247.—George G. Perciv-al, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Lighting Gas by Electricity.—January 15, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The attachment to a gas burner of any

kind, or the fixtures thereof, of a secondary pile,

which may be charged, as it ^n-ere, with Aoltiiic elec-
tricity, by being properly connected with any suitable
som'ce of electricity, and which wiU retain the charge
uutn given oif fi'om time to time, as may be requii-ed
for the purpose of lighting the gas, the whole substan-
tially as herein described.

61,248.— EussELL Phillips, Gardiner, Me.—
Carpenters' Gauge.—January 15, 1867.—Two gauge
heads are secured upon the gauge rod, and" slide

thereon : they arc so arranged that one head wiU slide
past the other.
Claim.—The combination of the stock having the

grooves and rails and the two slides on its opposite
sides, the slides having the recesses, the lips, the pro-
jections and thumb screws, as and for the pui'poses
herein set forth.

61.249.—D'Arcy Porter, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to G. S. Xewcomb & Co.

—

Scissors Sharp-
ener.—January 15, 1867.—The cutter is adjustably
attached to aji oblique face on the ai-m of the stock';
the gauge is regulated by points, and a set screw on
its slotted shank.
Claim.—The adjustable knife C, arm B and stand

A, in combination 'nith the gauge D, points a. and
scvaw E, aiTauged in the manner"and for the pui-pose
set forth.

61,250.—IraW. Pray andEDAVARD Fitzhexry,
Portland, Oregon.

—

Machinefor Scouring Leather.—
Janum-y 15, 1867.—Dually arranged sets of articulated
rubbers or scrapers are alternately brought into action
by the reciprocating motion of a crank.

Claim.—First, a mechanism by which dually
arranged sets of rubbers or scrapers L, in a machine
for finishing leather, may alternately be brought into
action by the reciprocating motion of a crank, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.
Second, in combination with the crank X' and

pitman X, tlie fi-ame A, pivoteil substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, in combination with the hinged arms H, with
or without the arms I, with the springs K. the parts
being constructed and arranged for use substantially
as set forth.

Fourth, the springs K, pivoted cross-pieces X' and
levers O, in combination with the hinged ai-ms H and
I, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the table G, we claim
the roller E, adjustably suspended by the rods E' and
cross bai- P, substantially as and for the x>iu-pose set

forth.

61,251.—Thomas Peece and Artuur Clarke,
Philadelphia. Ta.—Lemo7i Squeezer.—Januiuj 15,

1867.—The bulb has flanges which shut upon the rim
of the cup, and confine the lemon, whose juice exudes
thi'ough the slots in the cup.
Claim.—Tho corabmation of the two handles C and

D, hinged together as shown with the tv\-o cups A and
B, one provided with a slotted recess, and the other
with a flange d, the several parts beuig constructed
and used as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

61,252.—H. X. Pelyea, "Warsaw, X. Y., assignor
to himself and Mills L. lliCE.-Mill PicA-.—January
15, 1867.—The head is made of malleable iron, and of
a truncated diamond form ; each end has a wedging
socket to receive the shank of a steel blade, which
can be detached by a flat-sided wedging key, inserted
in a hole through the head, coinciding with the joint

between the socket and blade.

Claim.—The diamond-shaped tximeated head A,
foi'med of malleable mettd, and i)rovided with sockets
a a and transverse holes b b, in combination with the
hai'deued blades B B and key c, constructed and
an-anged substantially and for the pm-poses set forth.

61,253.—WiLLLUi Jones Phees, Washington,
D. C.

—

Frame for Artificial Slates.—January 15, 1867.

—The hollow in the fi-ame fonns a receptacle for pen-
cils. Sec, and the sliding lid is marked to form a scale.

The slate fi-ame is also graduated.
Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of a hollow in a

slate fi-ame, to be used as a receptacle for pencUs,
sharpeners, and other utensils, v\ith a suitable cover-
ing- constituting a ruler and gauge, substantially as
described.
Second, marking upon said i-uler, so ai-ranged,

measm-es of length, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Third, marking upon the frame of a slate measures

of length, substantially as described.

61,254.—WiLLLVM J. Phees, Wasliington, D. C.
—Frame for Slates.—Januai-y 15, 1867.—The frame
of the slate is made of boxes, which form receptacles
for pencils, &c. ; upon the hinged lids are inscribed
measm-es, copies, <fcc.

Claim.—Fii-st, making the frame to a slate of a box
or boxes, as and for the pm-pose substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, using the box frame of a slate as a recep-

tacle for pencils, rulers, sponge, or any other utensils

or other articles, substantially as described.

Tliii-d, dividing the l)ox ti-ame of a slate into com-
partments, as and for the piu-poses described.
Fomtli, making letters, di-awings, and measm-es of

length on the box frame of a slate, either outside or
inside.

61,255.—William Eheiner and L. H. Wolff,
Detroit, Mich.

—

Apjmratus for Inserting Corks.—
Jaimary 15, 1867.—The base piece has at one end a
standard, which serves as a bearing for the end of the
lever, and at the other end a tube extentUng through
ttie base piece. A plunger is attached to the lever

by a cm-ved rod, and serves to push the cork into the
mouth oi" the bottle.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination and arrangement
of the base B, cone A, standard a, holder C, lever D,
and plunger h h', in the manner and for the purpose
described.
Second, hinging the top F to the part E, and fitting

the plunger to said hinged part F, all in the manner'
shown and described.

61,256.—GilrertPichards, Cummihgton, Mass.
—Dish Washing Machine—January 15, 1867.'—The
dishes rest against the inclined screen, and the water
is dashed against them by the revolving paddle.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

wii-e screen G, extending longitudinally of the cylin-

di-ical A'cssel A, from one end to the other thereof, the
horizontal winged shaft E, and gear wheels C and D
with each other, and with the cyUndrical vessel A,
as herein described and for the piii-pose specified.
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61,257.—GrEORGE S. ElCHARDSON, Stow, Ohio.—
Fruit Picker.—JannsLTj 15, ] 867.—The wire basket is

mounted upon a pole with guai'ds of unequal length,
which are caused to embrace the stem of the fruit,

separate it from the branch, and guide it into the
pocket.
Claim.—The guards B of unequal lengths, and

single cm'ved fingers B, connected with the hoops or
bands A, in combination with the socket rings F,
bag D, and staff or handle, arranged in relation to
each other as and for the pm-pose specified.

61,258.—John W. Bichardson, Sligo, Ohio.—
Barroty.—January 15, 1867.—Tlie blades present a
salient curTcd edge to dividt the clods, are capable
ofhorizontal rotation in their sockets, and of eleyation
in a gang by the rotation of their common shaft, for
the pm-pose of clearing them of collected trash, or of
raising them into a position for transportation clear
of the ground.
Claim.—First, the proyision in a harrow of the

cimeter-shaped blades J, adapted to revolve on their
shanks or axes, boxed within the frame, when em-
ployed with the chaml)ered metallic boxes II, con-
structed as represented in figm-e 2, for the pm-pose
explained.
Second, the arrangement in a mounted or wheel-

supported harrow, of one or more shafts K K', jour-
naled transversely of the frame, and armed with
teeth or blades L", in combination with the notched
rod Q, projection Q, lever IST, and treadle E, as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the elements of the
clause immediately preceding, the handle S, on the
rear pai-t of the rod O, for the several objects stated.

61,259.— S. BiCHARDSON, Jericho, and J. S.
Adams, Burlington, Yt.

—

Potato Bigger.—Januarj
15, 1867.—The share passes under the lull of potatoes,
and thi-ows the dirt and potatoes into a rodded cylinder
through which the dirt is sifted. The cylinder is

revolved by one of the two wheels which carry the
apparatus.
Claim.—The combination of the digger B, cylinder

gauge wheels D D' and supporting wheels E E',
arranged and operating substantially as described.

61,260—J. B. EiPSON, Kendall, I^. Y.—Wliiffle-
tree Attachment to Plows.—January 15, 1867.—The
wheels on the ends of the whiffletree enable it to
pass the trunks of fruit trees without injuring the
bark.
Claim.—The application of the wheel A projecting

beyond the end of the whifQetree, as shown in
figure 1.

Also, the brace B and pivot a, for the purpose of
seeming the wheel to the whiffletree, substantially as
herein described.
Also, in combination with the wheel A, the long

staple C, for the purpose herein set forth.

Also, the special arrangement and combination of
the whole thing as herein set forth.

61,261.—William H. Bodgers, Brooklyn, 1^.

T.

—

Machine for Covering Wire tvith Fine Wire.—
January 15, 1867.—The head for the wire is independ-
ent from, but in line with, the axis of the revolving
head, which carries spools of fine wire to be wound
around the wii'c which is fed along the axis of revo-
lution. The tension is obtained by passing the wii-e

around gi'ooved rollers.

Claiiih.—The hollow fixed head I, separated from the
hollow axis b, in combination with the revolving lioad,

carrying the spools or bobbins of fine wire, and re-

volved around the axis b, as and for the pm'poses set

forth.

Also, the grooved rollers g, in combination with the
revolving head and spools around which rollers g the
fine covering wire is Avound, to give the requii-ed ten-

sion from the fiiction, as set forth.

61,262.—D. E. BosE, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Amal-
gamator.—Jaiiuaiy 15, 1867.—The vessel is suspended
in a furnace through whicli extends an inclined tube,

which discharges its contents near the bottom. The
tube has a in-opelling screw having a shoulder and
elastic collai- at its bearing, and a gi'inding plate at its

lower end, which works against a grinding surface
attached to the lower end of the tube. Above the

mouth of the vessel is a wheel which removes the
waste ore as it rises to the surface of the molten lead.

Claim.—First, the combination of the spring bear-
ing H and inclined sectional shaft B, provided with
spiral flange, revolving in the case X, which enters the
kettle E near the bottom, substantially as described.

Second, combination of the inclined casing X, p-o-

vided at its lower end with stationary grinding flange
D, and the shaft B, provided with a grinding disk C,
introduced through the side ofthe kettle and operating-

near its bottom, substantially as described.
Third, in combination with the kettle, arranged as

described, the revolving paddle G, as described and
represented.

61,263.— A. P. Routt, Liberty Mills, Va.—

•

Draining Machine.—January 15, 1867.—^Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The adjustable flaring wings G G, applied
to the double mold board D in the manner described,

and operating to clear away the dirt from the edges
of the ditch, as and for the purpose set forth.

61,264.—Gilbert J. Bugg, "Worcester, Mass.—
Planing Machine.—Jamiarj 15, 1867.—From the feed
roUer of the planing machine weighted levers are sus-

pended by stirrups, which permit the rollerto be regu-
lated by a crank, or raised or lowered by the inequali-

ties of the board, while preserving the uniform power
of the weight upon the roller.

Claim.—The combination of the lever F with roll

D, cross-piece G, and rods b and c, when constructed
and operating substantially as shown and set forth.

61,265.—William G. Bule, IsTew York, IsT. T.—
Legging.—January 15, 1867. —The elastic metallic

frame has a covering of any suitable material, and,

being flexible, is opened and clasped around the leg
which it embraces.
Claim.—The combination ofthe elasticmetalframe,

substantially as described, with the covering of the
same, whether made of leather or other material, for

the pm'pose of making spatterdashes as set forth.

61,266.—BOBERT Sanderson, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Steam Governor—January 15, 1867.—By means of the
arrangement of an auxiliary lever and yoke and con-
nected devices, the steam is cut off when, by an acci-

dent to or breakage of the governor, a full head of
steam is inopportunely admitted.
Claim.—The auxiliary lever O, yoke N", and pivot

joint &', extending thi-ough the lever M, in combina-
tion with the lever J, pawls K X', lifting toes H, bail

P, and yoke L, as and for the pm'pose set forth.

61,267.—A. T. Schmidt, Pittsburg, Va.—Manu-
facture of Paper ayid Treatment of Paper Pulj}.—
January 15, 1867.—The pulp, paper, or cloth is treated

with a composition of glycerine, 1 ; oil of vitriol, 1

;

and water 9 parts, to strengthen it and to enable it to
resist the action of water, acids, and alkalies.

Claim.— The jiroeess hereinbefore described of
treating paper, paper pulp, and textile fabrics of vege-
table fiber witli a mixture of glycerine, oil of vitriol,

and water, and subsequently with an alkaline bath, or
the equivalent of such process, substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore described.

61,268.—Thomas D. Shaw, 'Wcstfield, Ohio.—
Churn.—January 15, 1867.—The dashers are provided
with" tubes inclining from each other, and are re-

volved, one within the other, in opposite directions,

bv separate pinions actuated by a common spui-Avheel.
* Claim.—The dashers I and J, provided with tubes

L M, in combination with the sleeve N, shaft K, and
operating conjointly by the gearings P and G, as

and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,269.—Charles C. Short, Osgood, Ind.—Atc-
tomatic Fly Brush and Fan.—January 15, 1867.—The
extension arms are hooked on to the hub on the end
of the vertical axis, which is revolved by gearing and
a spring.
Claim.—The combination and an-angement of tho

shaft H, automatically actuated by clockwork, and
the cross-head II', screw-head I, and the extension

arms K K^, attached adjustably to the cross-head by
hooks K", substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.
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61,270.—Isaac M. Singer, Tonkers, N. Y.
Sewing Machine.—January 15, 1867.—Improvement
on Singer's patent of December 11, 1866. A central

deUrerr oscillating sliuttle is used. A round needle
bar and round prcsser bai- are so connected that each
prevents the other from tm-ning. The shuttle, while
entering the loop, is relieved of the rubbing action of

its guide. The shuttle point is in a plane with one of
its sides. The thread extends from the shuttle throat
in a line diverging from the track of the needle point
An ear projecting from the butt of the shuttle gives it

a broader wearing sm-face. The bobbin is held in the
shuttle by a removable spring-ring, fitting in an an-
nular groove ; a branch of the same ring gives ten-
sion. Paper, cloth, &c., are interposed between the
bobbin and the shuttle. The height to which the feed
sm'face may be raised is made variable. The extent
of feed in opposite directions is made determinable.
Claim.—First, the combiuatiou of a round needle

bar and a round presser foot stem, by means of sliding
brackets, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of a reciprocating spring
shuttle holder with a shuttle guide in sucli manner that
the former, while moving with the shuttle, is caused,
during a part of its movement, to press strongly against
the shuttle, by the action of the shuttle guide, substan-
stantiaUy as set forth.

Third, the combination of a shuttle constructed to
oscillate in a sewing machine, with a projecting thread
guide for the delivery of thread, substantially as set
forth.

Fourth, the construction in a sewing machine of the
lateral support for the oscillating shuttle, with a cen-
tral opening, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the shuttle constructed with an ear, project-
ing at its butt, beyond the bobbin socket, substantiaHy
as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the shuttle with a spring-
ring so arranged as to hold the bol)bin in its socket in
the shuttle, substantiaUv as set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the shuttle with a
spring-ring provided with a branch to make pressure
upon the bobbin, substantially as set forth.

Eighth, the combination of the shuttle with a lining
in the bottom of its bobbin socket, substantially as
set forth.

Xinth, the combination of the shuttle with a hoop
lining in its bobbin socket, sul)stantially as set fortli.

Tenth, the combination of several sections of a sec-
tional thread tension, vv^ith one movable stock, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Eleventh, the combination of the arm of the thread
take-up with its stock by means of an adjustable con-
nection, substantially as set forth.

Twelfth, the combination of the regulating lever of
a reversible feed mechanism, with a stock earned by
said lever, substantially as set forth.

Thii'teenth, the combination of the turning regula-
ting plate and feeding instrument of a sewing machine,
by means of a bent reciprocating bar, substantially as
set forth.

61,271.—Henry Slatter. Covington, 'Kj.—Com-
position Fuel.—-January 15, 1867.—Composed of min-
eral tar diluted with (luicldime and water aiid mixed
with fine coal dust, chai-coal dust, sawdust, chaff, and
10 per cent, of coarse sand. Mold into blocks.
Claim.—The composition fuel composed and com-

pounded as set forth.

61,272.—Andrew J. Sotth, Xew York, N. Y.—
Gram ^mcZer.—January 15, 1867.—A foot lever is

provided at the opening of the gathering frame, the
same having notched arms extending in'front, upon
which the gavel is raked and by which it is carried up
Avithin reach of the gathering arm. The twisting de-
vice is attached to a block which slides in a slot in
the bottom of the frame, and it is provided with gear-
wheels wMch are rotated by a rack at the side of the
slots, as the block is carried backwai'd by the gather-
ing arm.

C7rti'?n..— First, the lever F, provided with the
notched forks E, when aiTanged and used as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the sliding gear block K, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

61,273.—Ellis F. Smith, Orangeville, TH.—Corn
Planter.—January 15, 1867.—One wheel has marking
studs on its rim, and on its inner face has a bevel
wheel which gears into a pinion connected to the seed
slide. A certain proportion is maintained in the con-
struction of the parts, so that the seed di"ops while ^
marker is on the ground.
Claim.—The traction wheel A', provided with the

markers c c c, in combination with the gear ^rheels G
and D, so constructed that a hill will be planted when
the marker is on the ground, for the purposes and
substantially as described.

61,274.— Syranus Standisii, Pacheco, Cal.—
Amalgamator—January 15, 1867.—The muUer arms
are formed with curved flanges, and have shoes at-
tached by means of pins which are secured in slots in
the muller arms by means of heads. The edge of each
shoe is formed with a curved peripheral flange.
Claim.—Firstythe spiral-shaped flanges or Ups M

of the rotating muller arms L, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

Second, the shoes M^ hung to the muller arms L, so
as to be susceptible of a lateral play upon such aims,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the shoes M^, having spii-al-shaped flanges
or lips O upon their outer ends, as and for the purpose
set forth.

61,275.—A. F. Stayman, Baltimore, Md., as-
signor to self, J. W. Hodges, and P. De Murgui-
ONDQ.

—

Utilizing Tobacco Dust.—January 15, 1867.

—

The tobacco dust is moistened, aggregated, and gran-
ulated or pressed into sheets or cakes." The cakes are
broken into grains of proper size for smoking, or the
aggregated particles may be pressed into cakes of
proper size to fit into a pipe.
Claim.—First, the utilizing of tobacco dust, sub-

stantially as herein described.
Second, the process herein described of preparing

tobacco dust for use.

Third, a material for smoking composed of tobacco
dust, prepared in any of the methods herein described,
or in any equivalent manner.
Fom-th, a gi-anulated smoking tobacco composed of

tobacco dust, treated substantially as herein set forth.
Filth, as a new article of manufacture, the smoking

tobacco, composed principally of tobacco dust, and
prepared substantially as herein described, whether
the same be used in a granular or solid form.

61,276.-0. F. Stedjian, Eavenna, Ohio.—FateA
Case.—January 15, 1867.—Inserted into the case of a
Avatch is a broad circvilar spring which prevents the
entrance of dust into the works.
Claim.—The spring L, as arranged in combination

with the watch case, in the manner and for the pur-
pose as herein set forth.

61,277.—Eli Stubbs, West Elkton, Ohio.—Ma-
chine for Filing Saws.—January 15, 1867.—A frame
is clamped to the saw plate, and has hinged arms that
can be adjusted to the bevel to act as guides in filing

the teeth of the saw, whose back rests against the set
screws in the clamp.
Claim.—The adj'tstable clamp A, in combination

witli the hinged acijastable guides B B, constructed
and ai'ranged as described, as a new article of manu-
factm-e, applied and used in the manner specified.

61,278.—James H. Sturdy, Attleboro' ,Mass.—
Stoam Generator.—January 15, 1867.—The generator
has helical ascending and descending flues arranged
to extend around its surface, and communicating at
their upper ends, so that the products of combustion
which ascend through one flue shall descend through
the adjoining one. A cap placed on the upper end
of the flue has central passages for the purpose of
changing the direction of the gases.

Claim.—A boiler constructed with helical ascend-
ing and descending grooves or flues, arranged to
extend around it, and made to communicate at or
near their upper extremities, substantially as set forth.

Also, the cap B. as made with the central passage
g, and one or more chambei's e /, the same being
arranged in it, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose as specified.

Also, the combination of the cap B, or its equiva^.

lent, with the boUcr formed with two or any other
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greater number of helical flues airanged in it, sub-

stantially as described.

61,279.—Jaiies U. Tatlor, :^ew York, 17". T.—
Boat Detaching Tackle.—January 15, 1867.—The eyes
of the davit fall blocks are engaged by pivoted hooks
at the stem and stern respectrvely of 'the boat. The
hooks are detained by links, which are simultaneously
vithdi-awn by lever connection -with a rotating shaft

amidships.
Claim.—Combining with the central windlass or

shaft C, and the hooks or bolts i i' at the ends of the
boat, the rods, levers, and links hh' d d' ff and g g'

for connectiug and detaching boats, substantially as
hereiu described and represented.

63 ,280.—Ja-^ies R. Taylor, Xew York. :N^. Y.—
Boat DetacMng Tackle.—January 15. 1867.—The ring-
bolt which depends from the fall blQck is secured to

the seat by a latch, which passes thi-oitgh its slotted

shank. Anti-friction rollers in a boxing beneath the
seat, and in the shank of the bolt, assist the operation
of withdrawing the latch.
iv Claitn.—In a boat connecting and detaching appa-
ratus the combination of the slotted ring bolt key and
friction roUers arranged to operate together, substan-
tially as herein described and for the pm-pose set

forth.

61,281.—James E. Taylor, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Boat DetacMng Tackle.—Januaiy 15, 1867.—The hook
of the davit fall block engages 'the riug-bolt on the
seat of the boat, and has an extended lever by which
it is forcibly rotated to disengage itself from 'the said

ring. A p'rong on the hook"limits its motion in the
other direction.
Claim.—In connection with the hook in the davit

block, and the ring in the boat, the lever A, T\ith its

foot piece c, the whole constructed, an-anged, and
operating in connection therewith, substantially as

described.

61,282 E. S. TORREY, Xew York. X, Y.—Elastic
Tip for Legs of Furniture.—Tannarj 15, 1867.—The
elastic shoe is embraced by the flanges on the divided
socket, whose shank enters the vertical axial hole in
the leg of the piece of fm-nittu-e.

Cla'im.—The combination of soft elastic tips and
divided sockets, substantially as hereiu set forth, for

connecting said elastic tips with furnitm-e as above
described.

61.28-3.— JA3IES W. Trumax, Macon, Ga.—
Tobacco Pipe.—January 15, 1867.—The flange of the
metallic tube holds the conical rubber packing, which
forms an extension of the stem, aild enters the socket
of the bowl.
Claim.—The combination of the flanged tube & and

rubber packing A, with the pipe stem B. substantially

as and for the purpose hereiu shown and described.

61 ,284.—Philos B. Tyler and William M-
Chandler, Springfield, Mass., and L. T. Staxdish,
Cliicopee, Mass., assignors to Repeatkg Light
Company. Springfield, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Light-

ing Lamps, Gas Burners, c£c.—January 15, 1867.

—

For the pm-pose of bghting without removal of the

chimney or globe, a continuous or repeating match is

fed by a wheel to the igniter device, which consists

of a vibrating arm or roughened surface against which
the match impinges.

Claim.—The tube and its appendages for holding
and controlling a contimtous or repeating match, sub-

stantially as herein described, in combination with
the wick tube or equivalent gas bm-ner and an igniter,

substantially as described and for the pm-pose specified.

61,285.-S-UIUEL S. FxTER, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Cooking Stove.— JamvArj 15, 1867.—Air passes in

tlu'ough holes in the rear plates, and by pipes to the

lower part of the oven ; traversing the latter it enters

a claambcr behind the fire box, and thence passes

into the fire, being heated iu its passage, and forming
the mrdium of removing the fumes from the oven.

Claim.—The air channels g g, arranged within the

smoke channel 1 1, and employed iu connection with
the main chamber c and additional chamber d, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

61,286—T. YARNEYand A. Eix, San Fi-ancisco,
Cal.

—

Quartz Crusher.—January 15, 1867.—The recip-
rocating jaw of the quartz crusher is operated by a
toggle connected to the crank of a revolving shaft, the
outward pressure being received upon the binder.

Claim.—Combined use of the wi'ought iron binder
K, the toggle bar M and jaws B and^E, constructed
and aiTanged substantially in the manner and for the
pm-poses set forth.

61,287.—George TTagxer. AVashington, D. C—
Boot and Shoe.—January 1.5, 1867.—The front two-
thirds of one side and the entire opposite side ai-e

formed of one piece of leather, and the other thii-d of
a side of another piece, leaving an opening on one
side, covered by a flap, so that there will be no seams
at places where they can rub the foot.

Claim.—The combination of the piece a b c, and
the piece C, leaving the opening on the side covered
by flap D, in the nianner described for the purpose
specified.

61,288.-^. "W. Wakemax, Jr.. Xew York. X.
Y., and E. Eoss, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Paint Burner.-
January 15, 1867.—The flame is projected obliquely
upward upon the paint through the opening, one side
of which is bounded by the edge of the hinged cover.

Claim.— First, the' within described apparatus
adapted for projecting flame obbquely in a central
stream upon painted siu-faces, and allowing of being
moved alwitt and tilted, substantially as and for the
pin-pose herein set forth.

Second, the cover K k, in combination with the
disk, formed and provided as above represented, and
adapted to receive sufiieient quantities of air at the
sides, and to expose only a smaU area of the upper
.«m'face of the vessel through which the jet of flame
may issue, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
spe'cified.

01,289.—Edwin- W^vn'T, Js'ew Haven, Conn.

—

Eye Glass.—January 15, 1867.— Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—Eii-st, attaching the handle D and the arm
E, each to their respective bows, and the spring E to
the two bows in position relatively to the said liandle
and arm, so that when closed the two points at which
the spring is attached and the two glasses correspond
in position, the one with the other, in the manner
herein described.
Second, attacMug the spring to the bows by means

of the squai-e shoulder described, and the nut t, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Thii-d, the handle D and catch pin d. when formed
in one and the same piece, as and for the pm-pose
specified.

61,290.—TViLLi-VM TTeaver, Phoenixville, Pa.—
Vegetable Cutter.—January 15, 1867.—The pinion
engages the outer circnlai-' rack of the hopper, and
the roots or fruit contained therein are thrust by the
spiral flanges against the edges of the knives, Avhich
are attached to the bed platcT

Claim.—The cyHudri^al revolving hopper B, its

spiral vanes m, tile plate A and rounded knives n n,

in combination with the annular rack d and pinion e,

the -«'hole being aiTanged and operating as set forth.

61,291.—WiLLi.AJM C. Wells. Parkersburg, West
Ya.—Still for Petroleum.-^anxmry 15, 18()7.—The
fire sheets are secm-ed to the bottom of the still by
means of a frame, which may be permanent Avhfle the
plates are detached, and new ones substituted and
secured by internal riveting. The caloric current in
the fm-nace has a reverting action, and passes in eon-
tact with the whole bottom of the stiQ.

Claim

.

—First, the frameworkB for the bottom ofthe
still and to receive the fii-e sheets or plate, substau-
tiallv as described and for the pm-pose specified.

Sc'cond, in combination with the bottom framework
B of the still, the retm-n flues G of the furnace, cor-

responding with the fire sheets C, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

61,292.—George A. White, Boston, Mass.—
Paint and Varnish Brush.—JaimaTj 1-5, 1867.—The
binder holds the bristles in place, while the new
brush is being 'broken iu," and fonns a continuation
of the ferrule. A coUai- of pasteboai-d is WTapped
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with a binding cord, and the latter secured by the
fender -R-ires.

Claim.—Combining witu the ferrule a the fender
wLres c and binder cord d, substantially as described

;

also in combination with such binder and the paper
cylinder e, or its equivalent, substantially as set forth.

61.293.^Tames M. TThitixg, Providence, R. I.-
Carriage Hub.—Januaiy 15, 1867.—Tapering collars

of rubber are intei-posed'between the tubular portions
of the bronzed ceutnil portion and the sleeves which
form the axle bos and caps.
Claim.—First, a carriage hub, made with its cen

tral part for receiving the spokes and elastic cylinders
of bronze, combined with the conical sleeves of ii-on,

forming in two pieces the axle box and nut for com-
prisiiag the elastic cylinders, and the external cpver-
ing for these, and forming the two ends of the hub.
Second, the conical-shaped elastic cylinders or

packing.
Thii-d, the ventilated air space between the axle

box and the packing.
Fourth, the lips and slots for preventing the turning

of the sleeve in screwing and unscrcAviug, with the
holes giving access to the external air. all made and
operating substantially as described or their mechani
cal ecLuivalents.

Cil,294.—Silas AL Writcet, Galesburg, lU.-
Cultivator.—January 1.5, 1867.—The standards are
secm-ed by eyebolts and sockets to the beams, and are
braced by eyebolts to angle pieces, fastened to ad-
vance points'^on the beam. The plow is steered by a
caster wheel at the rear.

Claim.—First, the securing of the standard D to
the beam A through the medium of the sockets B and
screv.' bolts C, provided wit-h eyes a, all constructed
and aiTanged substantially in the manner as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the braces E, applied to the beam and
standards, substaatially in the manner as and for the
pm-pose specified.

Third, the caster or gauge wheel H, applied sub-
stantially in the manner as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

6J..295.—B. TViGHT, Xew London, Comx.—Coal
Scuttle.—-January 15. 18G7.—The discharge spout is

at the side near the base, and Las a cover which is

temporarily held up by a catch while coal is being
discharged.
Claim.—A eoal hod or scuttle, provided with a dis-

charge opening or spout at or near its lower or
bottom plate, for the removal of the coal therefrom,
subatantiaiy as described.

61,290.—J. T. WiLSOX, East Liberty, and T. J.
Louis, Port Perry. Pa.

—

Car Coupling.—Janwarj 15,

1867.—The piai is temporarily supported on the hook
of a pivoted and counter-weighted latch, and by the
contact with the latter of the entering link, the pin is

freed, and becomes automatically engaged Avith the
link.

Claim,.—In combination with the di-aw bolt d. and
the flanged or beveled face plate l>. the conpliiag lever
e, when hung from the upper bar of tlie coupling
frame, so as to leave a free space for the reception of
an extra link o and allow the connecting link c to
slide back into the coupling frame when necessary,
the parts being constructed and aiTanged substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose above described.

63 ,297.—James F. Wixchell, Springfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself, George C. Steel, and L. A.
SiMOXS.

—

Alarm for Money Drawers.—.January 15,
1867.—A cleat on the lower rear portion of the drawer
engages a latch, and rings the beD, when the drawer
is opened or closed. A treadle withdraws the latch
to avoid the noise. A spring wii'e locks the drawer,
and is unlocked by the motion of the knob.
Claim.—First, 'the combination of the di-awer B,

lever D and sliding block F, and spring n, with the
beU G, all ai'ranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, in combination with the above-named parts,

the treadle E, for the purpose of enabling the drawer
to be closed without sounding the alarm, as set forth.

Third, the locking device, consisting of the knob
C and spiing b, arranged to operate as set forth.

61,29S.—Robert Wolit, IS^ew York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and John H. Thieling.—Bnck
J/ac7(trt<?.—January 15, 1867.—The tempered clay from
the pug miU is admitted into pockets of given capa-
city, wliich are then closed. Plungers in siiid pockets
press the clay therein, and on withdrawal of the
covers discharge the bricks, which are transferred to
endless aprons'and removed.

Claim..—First, in connection with the mud box A
and grinding shaft B b. the molding ijocket D, sliding
cover A-, throat slide H, plunger E, levers G I, and
cams P R S, all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as ami for the purpose herein described.
Second, a duplication of the above, in connection

with a single mud box a and grindmg device B b b,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose here-
inbefore described.

61,299.—Albert A. T7ood, Manilas, X. Y.—
Water TFAeeZ.—January 15, 1867.—The lips project
down between the guide boards of the scroll, and arc
parallel with the surfaces of the guide board. The
sides of the chute ai-e pai"allel, and deliver the water
in an unbroten stream.
Claim.—The adjustable chute-board or lip b, ex-

tending down between the guide cmwes, and parallel
therewith to conduct the water in an unbroken stream,
and alAvays in the same dii-ection upon the wheel, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,300.—Aloxzo TTood, East Henrietta, N". Y.—Fastening^ for Shirt Collar.—January 15, 1866.

—

Pivoted sprino- jaws clamp the ends of the collar, and
present a stud to the rear for the neck band of the
collar, and one to the front for the attachment of the
neck-tie.

Claim.—First, the combination of the spring clamp-
ing device a b, with the stud I, operating as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the spring clamping
device a b, and the holding stud t, the stud or catch n,
as and for the pm-posc specified.

61,301.—A. A. Yeatman and J. M. Masox,
Waphiugton,D. C— CortZ JEfod.—January 15,1867.—
A lifi.ing device in the front part of the scuttle allows
the dust to fall tkrough into a receptacle at the lower
part of the hod.
Claim.—First, plaicing a sieve B of suitable con-

struction with the mouth of a coal bucket, so that the
lump of coal may be passed over said sieve, and the
dust thereof fall through it, as herein specified.
Second, the combination of the bucket A, with

chamber C, forming shoulder X at its top and sieve B,
when constructed and used substantially as. herein
specified.

61,302.—EdjiuxdYeiser and J. S. Sheetz, Sheri-
dan, Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—January 15, 1867: ante-
dated January 5, 1867.—To the upper end of the sliding
bar are pivoted two arms, one extending beyond the
case and iorming- a hand lever, and the other having a
projection over Avliich is forced a sjiring catch, when
the sliding bar is thrust down to force out the prongs,
thus locking the prong-s in elevating position. One
of the prongs is made longer than the other, and has a
shouldej-, within which the other shuts to prevent
the hay from clogging.
Claim.—First, the metallic body A, provided with a

sliding bar B, lever E, catch F, and boot D. arranged
and operating substantially as herein specified.

Second, the spears a and'a', connected as described,
spear *«' being slightly longer than spear a, spear a
shutting witliin a 'shonlder'on the end of spear a' to
form a pei-fect joint, the whole arranged and operating
as and for the purposes set forth.

61,303—James Yocuii, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Molding Flask.—January 15, 1867; antedated Jan-
uary 5, 1867.—By the combination described the
core may be formed at the same time as the mold, and
etained in its proper position within the latter,

avoiding the making of separate cores and of special
supports therefor.
Claim.—T\xe detachable bars G. with their arms or

enlargements g. in combination with a molding flask,

the whole being constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose described.
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61,304.—Henry Aeuer, Muscatine, Iowa.—
Cabbage Cutter.—January 22, 1867.—The knives are
attached to a horizontally rotating disk, and their

curved edges lap so as to make tvro knives cut on any
radial line. The hinged legs of the table may fold be-

neath the bed.
Claim.—Fii'st, the manner substantially as herein

described and shown of arranging a series of scroll

knives on a rotary bed, and beneath a stationary hop-
per, so that two or moi-e knives are made to cut at the
same time, under the same hoppers, as shown.
Second, the aiTangement with a cabbage cutter

bed, such as described, of the frame A B, with bos E,
hinged le^s G G, guai-d board F, and bracket exten-
sion, substantially as described, and for the pm'poses
set forth.

61,305.—Charles Austin, Concord, IT. H.—
Melodeon.—January 22, 1867.—A supplementary lever
beneath is operated' by the depression of the ordinary
upper lever and opens the valve keys of additional
reeds to add then- volume of sound to that of the main
reeds.

Claim..—The arrangement as well as the combina-
tion, substantiaDy as above specified, of a lever E and
one or more additional reeds i i, and the operative
apparatus thereof, as explained, with the exhaust
chamber D and a main reed key A or B thereof, the
same being so that on pressing down the said key for

the pm-pose of opening the rnain reed valve thereof,

the lever E shall be moved so as to put in operation
each additional reed operative apparatus, whereby its

reed or reeds may be sounded simultaneously with the
main reed.

61,306.—EdwinC. Austin, Monroe Village, Wis.
—Toolfor Cutting Moldings.—Januarj 22, 1867.—Side
flanges on the cuttiag tool rest upon the wood and
act as pressers to prevent the tearing of the wood
while being cut.

Claim.—First, the knives C constructed with the
projections or bearings c pressing upon the sm*face of
the wood in advance of the cutting edge, substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the tool herein described for cutting rope
or screw molding, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

61,307.—^. Bailie and J. Gervers, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Dough Mixer and Boiler.—January 22, 1867.

—

The dough is mixed in the chamber by the revolution
of the spiral shaft and by it discharged th.ough a
spout to the roUs, which slab and then (leliver it to the
discharge apron.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of the rolls D D'
with the worm or screw dough mixer A, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the carrying band or
belt I and slabbing rolls D D' with a worm or screw
dough mixer, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as specified.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the spm'
and worm gear as shown for regulating the speed and
giving a positive motion to the screw A, stabbing roUs
I) D',"and carrying band I", for the pm'posc and in the
manner substantially as described.

61,308.—A. Bassford, ISTewYork, "N. Y.—Bil-

liard Cushion.—Jauuaiy 22, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and iUustratiou.

Claim.—First, in a billiard cushion the use of me-
tallic ribbon or other hai'd and elastic strip interposed
between two pieces of vxdcanized india-rubber of dif-

ferent degrees of elasticity, or within a ruliber cush-
ion, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, in billiard cushions constnictcd substan-
tially as set forth, the arrangement herein described
and represented, wherel)y one block of india-rubber
is backed and supported "by the other.

Third, the two blocks or strips of vulcanized rub-
ber, of unequal degrees of elasticity as described, in

combination with the spring steel ribbon and rubber
packing, aiTanged substantially as and for the pm*-
poses herein set forth.

61,309.—John F. Boyntox, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Carburetting Oas and Air.—January
22, 1867.—A tight box is placed at some point in the
gas pipe between the gas holder and bm-ncr and con-

tains a series of tubes extending from the bottom to
near the top, filled with fibrous material which con-
veys the hydi'O-carbon liquid by capillary attraction
to the upper part of the box. OVer the upper ends of
the tubes is a flat disk which causes the gas or air to
flow over the ends of the wieking in a thin stratum,
and to become charged with hydro-carljon vapor.
Claim.—First, in a carburetting bos or vessel a

tube or tubes, whether flat, cylintlrical, or of other
form, filled with fibrous or capillary material, and so
arranged with openings at the bottom that the car-
bonizing fluid will be constantly drawn by capillaiy
action from the lower and heavier strata, and sub-
jected to evaporization in the upper portion of the
vessel, substantially as described.
Second, in a carburetting box or vessel constructed

and operating as herein described, so- an-anging the
capillary tubes that the gas in its passage through the
vessel will move slowly in a thin stratum over the ends
of the wicks containing the carbonizing fluid, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, dividing the carbm^etting vessel into two or
more compartments, by soldering one of the plates
forming each of the double partitions or wick tubes
to the bottom and sides of the vessel, so that two or
more different carbonizing fluids may be used in the
same vessel, without mixing previous to evaporation.

61,310.—John F. Bridget, "Washington, D. C—
Thill Coupling.—January 22, 1867.—The set screw
beneath the socket plate and elastic pad raises the
thUl iron against its pivotal pin and prevents rattling.

Claim.—The combination of the set screw G and
socket plate H and spring K, operating to raise the
end of the thill in its bearings, substantially as and
for the pm'pose described.

61,311.—Erasmus D. Bro^t^. Buffalo, :N". T.—
Basket Attachmentfor Pistons ofDeep Well Pumps.—
January 22, 1867.—The basket attached above the
piston is placed there to catch any rivet or other mat-
ter which may faU into the well and impede the mo-
tion or dog the piston fast in the baiTCl.

Claim.—The slottjed flaring basket A, for the pur-
poses and substantially as described.

61,312.—Samuel Broa'\^-. Xew York, IST. Y., as-

signor to the BaoAVNand Level Life Saving Tackle
Company, same place.

—

Boat Detaching Tackle.—Jan-
uary 22, 1867.—The ring of the davit fall block is en-
gaged by a hook seciu-cd by a chain to a casting-off
device. An eye on the hook is chained to the ring-
bolt on the seat of the boat, and when the hook is cast
off the chain acts as a detent, rotates the hook and
disengages it from the fall block.
Claim.—A boat-connecting apparatus, composed

of the ring^a, hook c, and chain b g, and which is dis-

connected from the block by slacking the chain g in
the boat to be launched, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

61,313.—D. JayBroavne. Cambridge, Mass., and
Steuben T. Bacon, Boston. Mass.

—

Manufacture of
Brandy.—January 22, 18G7; antedated January 14,

1867.—The spii-it is obtained by the distiHation' of a
mixtm'c of sorghum brandy iind fermented grape
skins.

Claim.—First, the blending of brandy or spirits

distilled from sorghum sirup, with brandy distilled

from fennented grape juice, water, and sorghum sirup,

or glucose, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, in the production of brandy from the com-
bination of the above-named materials, the mode or

fermenting in close casks or vats, fm-nished with tubes
or coils Within, for regulating the temperature of the
liquids while fermenting, substantially as herein speci-

fied.

Third, in the production of brandy from the above-
named ingredients, as necessary to secm-e success,
the process of distiUiug in vacuo', substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.

61,314.—Duncan Bruce, Kossvillc, X. Y.—
Making Sugar.—JanuaTj 22, 1867 ; antedated January
17, 1867.—The crude juice is placed in a tank and
thence run into a vacuum pan exhausted of air, com-
municating with a vacuum apparatus. After partial

evaporation the juice is forced up into a vessel where
it is filtered, and thence flows thi-ough two other ves-
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gels where it is farther filtered, and into a second pan
where the evapoi'ation is continued. A condenser
communicates with the A'acniim vessels.

Claim.—First, the combination of the vacuum
chamber and condensing chamber, with one or more
evaporating chambers, having steam or hot water
heaters applied to them, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of one or more filtering

air-tight vessels with one or more air-tight evapora-
tors and a condensing chamber D, which communi-
cates with a vacuum chamber E, substantially as de-

scribed.

61,315.—Duncan Bruce, Eossville, jST. Y.—Ap-
paratusfor Decomposing Animal and Vegetable Sub-
stances, for Curing Meat, Tanning, die.—January 22,

1867 ; antedated January 17, 18()7.—The vacuum cham-
ber has an air-exhausting and air-forcing device.
The material to be treated is placed in a vessel in
which it is heated and treated by exhausting the air

or forcing in moist air. In extracting fats, juices,

&c., they arc drawn ofl" through a series of filtering

vessels. To cm-e meat the air is first exhausted, brine
admitted from a tank and afterward drawn off, the
meat dried and cured by means of aii- and smoke from
suitable vessels. Taiining may be effected by a simi-
lai- treatment of hides.
Claim.—First, an apparatus consisting of a series

of air-tight vessels communicating with a condensing
vessel, and also with a vactium reservoir-, having a
forcing and exhausting engine applied to it, the whole
to be used substantially as described in the treatment
of vegetable and animal mattea-s.
Second, curing meat by the means and in the man-

ner substantially as herein described.
Third, the process, substantially as described, of

obtaining grease from fatty substances, by subjecting
these substances to the action of moist heat in a va-
cuum.

61,316.—S. John Carroll, Baltimore, Md.—
Preserving Green Corn.—January 22, ] 867.—The un-
husked ears of green corn are covered with brine in
casks or cans.
Claim.—Preserving green com in the manner

substantially as herein set forth and described.
Also, the new article of manufactiu-e and com-

merce, gi-een corn preserved substantially as herein
set forth and descriljed.

61,317 Canceled.

61,318.—John B. Collen, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Pressing Fuel into Plocls or Bricks.—
January 22, 1867.—Two hoppers are situated at oppo-
site sides of the frame and communicate with two
series of molds. The plungers are operated by a yoke
and cams, and enter alternately the molds on each
side, first pressing the peat into the molds, and then,
by a. further pressm-e, discharging the blocks when
the gates are raised.

Claim.—A machine constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as herein described and repre-
sented, for- the pm-pose of pressing artificial or natm-al
fuel in a fine or granular state into blocks or bricks
for transportation and for burning, as set forth.

61,319.—H. CoMSTOCK, Seneca Falls, N". T.—
Pump.—Januarj 22, 1867.—Applied within the usual
leather-cup packing is a cup of rubber, which, by its
elasticity, presses the leather closely to the sides of
the barrel.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rul)ber cup
or flange/ -nith the leather packing c, operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.
Second, the groove g in the bottom of the cylinder

in combination with the valve voke C. operating sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,320.—John G. Cook, Lewiston, Me.—Denti--
frice.—Janxxnrj 22, 1867.—Composed of chlorate
potassa, 7 lbs : prepared chalk, 28 lbs

; powdered
myrrh, 14 oz ; Peruvian bark, 28 oz ; sugar, 14 lbs ; oil
of wintergreen, 8 oz, incorporated, pulverized, and
screened.
Claim.—As a dentifrice, a chlorate compound,

made up of ingi-edients substantially as described.

61,321.—L. M. Crane, Ballston, N. Y.—Safety
Paj9er.—January 22, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—The Inserting or incorporating of one or

more threads or strips of gutta percha, or a mate-
rial possessing like properties, into the pulp or fi])er

of paper during the manufacture of the sajoe, and in
such a manner that said threads or strips will be soft-

ened and firmly united to the- fiber under the heat of
the drying cylinders, substantially as set forth.

Also, as an improved article of manufacture, a
safety record paper, made substantially as herein
shown and described.

61,322.—W. and F. W. Crighton, Manchester,
England.

—

Machine for Preparing Cotton, d-c.—Jan-
uary 22, 1867.—Patented in England April 3, 1861.—
The spiral beaters are attached to disks upon the up-
right shaft, which revolves in a case of a conical frus-

ta! form. The cotton is introduced into the lower
part or bottom of the machine, and is carried out at

or near the top ; the dirt is either left in the dust box
or thrown out between the bars of the grid.

Claim.—Fii'st, the arrangement hereinbefore de-
scribed, consisting of placing the beaiers or openers
on a vei-tical axis, and forming the place or opening
for the delivery of the cotton at the top of said case,

or at a point higher than that at which the cotton is

fed into the machine, said machine being also con-
structed and its parts so arranged that a considerable
portion of the dirt wiU be delivered either at the bot-
tom of the beater case or cone, or through openings
at a lower point than that at which 'the prepared cot-

ton is delivered, substantially as hereinbefore set
forth.

Second, the combination with a beater case and
beaters, or other similar apparatus for cleaning cot-

ton, of the carrier or series of dirt boxes d, substan-
tially as hereinabove set forth.

61,323.—Felix A. de Beauregard, Paris,
France.

—

Bla.st for Iron and other Furnaces.—Jan-
uary 22, 1867.—A furnace blast is produced by inject-
ing a current of steam into the pipes leading from the
upper part of the furnace. The steam, in passing out
of the said pipes, exhausts the air from the furnace,
and its place is suppbed by fresh air whi-ch enters
apertm-es at the lowi^r part. The steam is generated
in a boiler surrounding the furnace.

Claim,.—Surrounding the fui-nace by a tank, the
water within which is converted into steam by the
heat of said fai*nace and then discharged through
suitable pipes or conduits, arranged substantially as
herein described, so that the discharge of the said
steam shall induce a blast within and through the fm--

nace, as set forth.

61,324.—Jules Delery, St. Bernard parish,
La.

—

Steam Generator.—January 22, 1867.—A valro
is placed in the stand or water-supply pipe upon which
the boiler rests, and a rod is passed tlierelrom up
through the generator and connected with a lever, a
screw-threaded rod and a band wheel, so that by tm-n-
ing the latter the valve can be raised to any re'quiri'd

height from its seat to give the attendant the means
of controlling the flow of water into any one of the
scries of gcuprators "nhen a series are used.
Claim.—The isolating check valve h, connecting

rods E and L, and lever J, in combination with tlie

generator and water-communication pipe, substan-
tially in the manner shown and described.

61,325.—A. J. B. De Morat, PhCadelphia, Pa.—
Telegraphic Cable.—January 22, 1867.—The cable is

constructed with one or more uubrolcen continuous
tubes or cylinders, made by helicallj-wound metallic
strips insidated internally and externally; the object
being to permit stretching without impairing their
conductive power.
Claim.—The construction of telegTaphic cable by

means of insulated tubes or continuous cylinder or
cj^linders, formed of helically-wound strips in such
manner as to preserve imintemaptcd linear conduc-
tion in case of stretching, as herein set forth, or any
other substantially the same, and which will produce
these intended effects.

61,326.—G-EORGE "W. Doolittle, Lincohi, Dl.—
Wlieat Drill.—January 22, 1867.—The series of
V-shaped wheels are attached to a hinged frame to
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follow in line with the seed sown to force the seed be-
low the siu'face of the soil, leaving the drills open to
ho filled with earth or snow for the protection of the
plants.
Claim.—Pirst, the-jointed frame A C, to which the

compressing Avheels 1) E are- attached, in combina-
tion with the funnels L L, depositing tubes K, angu-
lar bars I I, cutter blades H 11, substantially as ar-

ranged for tlic purposes herein set forth.

Second, the arrangineut of the standard P, lever m,
caster n, for controlling the depth of the drills K or
lifting them out of the earth, in combination with the
di'ills or delivery tubes and the mechanism for regu-
lating the cjuantity of seed, substantially as herein
described for the purposes specified.

61,327.—George H. Dow, Freeport, HI.—Wash-
ing Machine.—January 22, 1867.—The rubber is shod
with rollers and reciprocates upon a concave bed of
rollers. The rubber is attaclied by toggle arms to the
bos, and has an end board which acts against a con-
cave at the end of the box.
Claim.—The arms E E', roller nipper board C, and

pressure board E, in combination M'ith tlie concave
washboard H, lower roller board C, and sj)rings D,
arranged as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,328.—Mahlon S. Dkake, IN-ewark, N. J.—
Barrel Bung.—January 22, 1867.—The ])ung is made
of metal in two portions, and after insertion in the
bunghole is expanded by means of a right-and-left
screw, which draws the*^ portions together. Elastic
rubber is placed between the two portions.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a bung

for barrels, casks, or cases, constructed substantially
as specified.

61,329.—Joseph 0. Faheell, Chicago, El.—
Tail-hoard for Wagons.—JannsiTj 22, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration,

67aM7i.—Providing the tail-boards with a double
latch, constructed substantially as described, that is

to say, consisting of a rod and two rack bars rigidly
connected and vibrating in journals in or on the tail-

board under the impulse of tiie hand, or of the spring,

so that they shall traverse the openings in the braces
las the tail-board is moved, and when abandoned to
the influence o»-" the spring shall afford support to the
tail-l)oard by the engagement of the notches, substan-
tially as described.

61,330.—Joirsr H. Fitzsimmons, Susquehanna
Depot, V-^i.—Safety Valve.-^-amiiixj 22, 1867.—The
two puppet valves are i^laced upon one stem and ope-
rate in separate chests ; the conducting pipes convey
the steam from the lower valve chamber to the upper
one. The steam presses upward ui^on the lower valve,
which is of larger area thanHhe upper one, upon which
the steam cscTts a downwai'd pressure. Tlie differ-

ence is compensated for by weights j)laced uj)oh the
valve stem.

Claim.—The combined valves E and E, with valve
seats A and C. the steam pipes G- G, together with
the releasing screw X, as herein described and for

the pm-pose set forth.

61.331.—F. G. and E. A, Floyd, Macomb, 111.—
Cherry /Stoncr.—January 22, 1867.—The cherries fall

from the hopper and are thence pushed in a gang by a
plunger provided with a seriesVjf faces separated 'by
plates and acting upon the cherries individually.

Each stone is detained by a cruciform plate, whose
single post.traverses a slot in the annular face of the
plunger, which expels the fleshy portion.

Claim.—First, the knife or stone retainer o, when
constructed in the manner shown, and supported on
the single arm to permit it to operate in connection
with tiie reciprocating bar c, substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, the reciprocating bar c, having the plates

n a.ttached and provided with the holes e, when used
in combination with the knives o, substantially as

shown and described.
Thii-d, the hopper B, reciprocating bar c, knives o,

and bed piece e; all arranged and operating as de-

scribed.

61,332—E. G. Ford and H. "WErBLE, Delphos,
Ohio, assignors to E. G. and J. G. YovM.—Clamp for

raising Timber Frames.—January 22, 1867.—The ad-
justable, jointed metallic clamp is to be. attached to
the post and the timber on which it rests, and thus
hold the loot of the post while being raised.
Claim.—The hinged bars C D, constructed and

arranged to operate' substantially as and for the pui"-

pose set forth.

61,333.—David Frost, Dupage, HI.—Shaker
Attachment for Threshing Machines.—Januaiy 22,
1867.—By fhG adjustment described the length of
the arms of the shaker is regulated. The shaker
arms are arranged in pairs and vibrate between the
upper and lower portions of the endless belt to pro-
duce a vertical vibration, which shakes the gTain out
of the straw.

Claim.—The application of the slotted lapping
plates, confined together by a thumb screw, to the
pitman and vibi'ating knockers or shakers of a straw-
carrier belt, all in the manner and for the pm-pose
described.

61,334-.— "W. J. Gordon, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for liiveting Buttons to Fabrics.—January
22, 1867.—The plunger is pointed, rotates as it de-
scends and spreads the end of the rivet. A sleeve on
the plunger fits the hollow in the face of the button,
and the flanged head of the rivet is bent over toward
the fabric, which is thereby clamped against the con-
vexity of the button.
Claim.—First, the lever H, in combination with

the spindle D, having a pointed projection i, when
the lever is provided with a beveled eccentric projec-
tion vj, or its ec[uivalent, and when the spindle is so
constructed and arranged, in respect to the lever,

that on operating the latter the spindle wiU tui-n

around as it descends, for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the above with the
sleeve E, haying a projection adapted to the cavity
in the button, aiid with the springs h and n, the whole
being arranged for joint action, as aud for the pur-
pose described.

Thiixl, the concavity so formed in the base A, in
respect to the head of the rivet, and to the devices
for spreading the latter, that on forcin.^ the rivet into
the said concavity, the edges of the said head will be
turned up, as and' for the pm-pose described.

61,335.—Ellen M. Griswold, Hagerstown,
Md.—Support for Windotv Sash.—Jamiinj 22, 1867.

—A slot made of hinged sections occupies'the space
between the beading and supports the sash. To
support the window pai-tly open one or more of
the sections is bent over and the sash is thereby pro-

vided with a shorter support.
Claim.—The application to window frames of a

sash support composed of the adjustable pieces C C
C", connected l)y hinges, substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

61,330.—Increase S. Hill, Boston, Mass., and
Andrew Burnham, Chelsea, Mass., assignors to
Louis Osborne, Boston, Mass.—Ap2mratus for De-
taching^ Boats.—January 22, 1867.—Curved rods pass
round inside of the gunwale of the boat and engage
the Unks on the ends of the fall ropes, locldng tliem
to staples at the stem and stern. The rods are con-
nected to a shifter amidships to cast the fall ropes
loose simultaneously.

Claim.—Eii-st, the arrangement of curved disen-
gaging rods in guides along by the gunwale of a l)oat,

substantially as herein described, when the same are
connected with a pivoted lever thi'ough the operation
of which the disengaging rods are simidtaueously
retracted, liberating the links by which the boat is

suspended.
Second, a graduating coupling in the disengaging

rods l)y means of which the lengths thereof may be
so adjusted as to secure simultaneous disengagement
of the suspending links, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

61,337.—"Wm. a. Hopkins, N"ew York, N. Y.—
Can for Paint, tfic—January 22, 1&37.—The can has
ears soldered to it which serve as sockets for the han-
dle and as hooks under which the edges of the clamps
engage and secure the top to the can.

Claim.—The combination of the can, cover, ears

and clamps when the same are combined, constructed,
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and operated substantially as shown for the purpose
specified.

61,338.—Joseph E. Ho\'ER, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Writing Paper.—Jarm-dry 22, 1867.—The sui'facc of

•writing paper is coated with pulverized chalk, mag-
nesia, or other substances to neutralize the acid in

ink; the chalk may be mixed with a solution of alum
before applying it to the paper.

CJafnz..—Xvfiting paper, the sm-face of which is

coated with chalk or other material which will neu-

tralize the acids iu writing inks or fluids.

61,339.—TV.NX. Huston, TV^ihnington. Del., as-

signor to himself aud 11. N. Wickekshaji. same
place.

—

Apparatus for Obtaining and Applying Mo-
tive Potocr.—January 22, 1SC7 ; antedated Januaiy 19,

1867.—The eccentric disks are each ccnuected to a
shaft, and each has a recess in which fits a portion of

a block or piston, so arranged that steam or other
flnid admitted into the said recesses shall so act upon
the piston as to impart a continuous rotary motion to

the disks and theu- shafts.

Claim.—First, the combination of the disk F and
its chamber S, and the disk F' and its chamber X'
with the piston G, the whole being arranged for joint

action, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set

forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the heads
B and B'. with their recesses and openings an-anged
substantially as described.
Third, the combination of said disks, piston, and

heads, with a casing A.

61,340.—Joel C. Jacksox. Eochester, IST. Y.—
TTrencft.—January 22, 1867 ; antedated Janiiaiy 17,

18C7.—The stop lever and pawl are formed of one
piece of metal, and the wrench ban-el has ratchet
teeth cut in the bottom of a peripheral recess.

Claim.—The peripheral recesses or groove o, in the
wi'ench barrel c, forfned with ratchet teeth in its bot-

tom surface, in combination with the stop lever pawl
d. within the stock b, as and for the pm*poses set

forth.

61,341.—A. F. JoHXSOX. Boston, Mass., and M.
P. Griffin-, Mc-dford. Islass.—File- CuttingMaddne.—
Januaiy 22. 1867.—The chisel and the adjuster are
arranged face to face in a stock which may be rotated
in a horizontal plane, and the stock is enclosed in a
head swiveled to the end of the helve so as to be
rotated in a vertical plane.
Claim.—First, the combination of aswivelinghead

with a rotary stock, sui)Stautially as described.
Second, the comi)ination of a chisel and adjuster

with a rqtary stock, in the manner substantially as
described.
Third, placing the chisel and adjuster together in

the same stock," when constructed and arranged as
described.
Fourth, the lever Q, in combination with the tool

stock.

Fifth, the adjustable screw jaws T TJ, in combina-
tion with the ratchet/, the screw S, and bed B.

Sixth, inserting rubber blocks at the ends and
between the bon's of the elliptic springs I P, m a
file-cutting machine, constructed substantially as
described.

61,342.—David JuxE. Fremont, Ohio.—Cast-iron
Chimney.—.January 22, 1867.—The sections of the
cast-iron chimney are coupled together, have enlarge-
ments above the thi'oats of the'gi-ates, and holes at
intervals for the reception of stove pipes or ventilators
at the successive stories.

Claim.-ThG section B in two parts C C, with cavi-
ties E E, in combination with section B' iu two parts,
constructed and arranged together as and for the pm'-
pose herein described.

61,343—C. H. Knox, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—
'Washing Machine.—Januaiy 22, 1867.—By the mode
of clamping the gearing together the warping of the
lid, when hot and cold water are used alternately, is

prevented from affecting the engagement of the gears
by which the rubber is rotated.
Claim.—The bolt B in combination with the clamp

T, friction roller L, plates K lar.d F, as set forth.

61,344.—Jesse S. Lake, Smith's Landing. 2s^. J.—
Self Trade-laying Car.—January 22, 1867.—The team
is hitched to the runners, which traverse on wheels
having their bearings in transverse sleepers which are
attached to an endless band, by which they are con-
secutively taken up at the rear and laid down in
advance of the runners. In turning the unequal
draft on the two sides lays the sleepers a little obliquely
with the course of the" car, and thereby deflects its

dii'ection of motion.
Claim.—First, the combination with a truck, car or

vehicle of the within-described revolving track con-
sisting of an endless series of tmcka or floats I P Q L,
connected together by flexible chains, cords or straps
K, and operating in* the manner and for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the combination with the nmners or wavs
H n. cylinder G. and crutch M, of the flanges B B B'
B', the latter B' being hinged or pivoted to admit of
lateral adjustment iu order to vary the course of the
car or vehicle, substantially as described.

61,345.—M. C. Leoxaed, Washington, D. C—
Cartridge Box.—January 22, 1867.—The wool lining
foiTus a cushion for the metallic fulminate cartridges,
and prevents theii- explosion when subjected to shak-
ing or to blows upon the box.
Claim.—A cartridge box lined with sheepskin or

other equivalent material, and for the pm-pose set
forth.

61,346.—T. J. Marixcs, Independence, Iowa.—
Windoio Shade Stipporter.—January 22, 1867.—The
tape is fastened at each end to the'window casing,
in firout aud rear of the shade, which rests iu the bight
of the tape. A fold of the tape is passed thi-ough a
lever clamp, and bv pulling the tape thi'ough the latter
the shade is raised.

Claim.—In a window shade, the combination of the
clamps composed of the lever H, the hollow frame F,
and spring I, with the cord for raising the shade, all

constructed in the manner and for the pm-pose herein
set forth.

61,347.—Carlisle M.\sox. Chicago. Jll-Quartz
Crusher.—January 22, 1867.—Two conical, fluted or
corrugated crushing rollers run together to crash the
stone ; the frame is supported by"means of tension
rods and spring beams.

Claim.—First, the conical crushing disks m, having
their faces coiTugated, substantially as shown, and
aiTanged to operate in connection with each other as
set forth.

Second, The tension frame, consisting of the rods x
and the keys or wedges a, arranged to operate iu con-
nection with the crushing disks m, as shown and
described.
Third, in combination with the tension ft-ame as

above described, the spring beams w, and the set
screws e, arranged and operating as and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

61,34S.—James E. McBeth, Xew Orleans, La.,
assignor to himself and J. W. Chamjerlaix.—Bung
for Beer Barrels.—Januaiy 22, 1867.—The rubber
ring is clamped between the'flangcs of the socket and
caps, and embraces the stem of the faucet.
Claim.—First, the rubber ring D, substantially in

the manner and for the ptu'poscs described.
Second, the combination of the parts B and C, sub-

stantially in the manner aud for the ptu-posos described.
Third, the combination of the parts B C and D,

substantially in the manner and for the pui-poses de-

scribed.

61,349.—Herrmaxx Mexgel, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Instrument for Guiding Tailors in Cutting out
Coats and Ve.'its.—.January 22, 1867.—The device is

shoAvn in the illustration. Its application cannot bo
briefly described. Tlie parts slij) upon each other to
assuiae the requii'ed form and proportions.
Claim.—A plate A and adjustable strip E, in com-

bination Avith an adjustable plate B, adjustable strip

C. and strip D, or its cqidvalent, the whole l)eing

constructed, graduated, aud arranged substantially
as and for thopm'pose described.

61,350.—Isaac L. Miles, Charlestown. Mass.—
Printing on Gla^s.—January 22, 1867,—The ways are
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covered witli material wMch prevents the slipping of
the glass, and they correspond in position and form
with the rounded surface of the type from -which the
impression is taken.

Claim.—Transferring an impression from a form
of elastic type, having a rounded or cm-ved surface,
to a flat plate or sheet of glass, by rolling the latter
over and in contact with ways an-anged adjacent to
and having a curvature corresponding with that of
the face of the form of type, as described.

61,351.—D. P. ITicKEESON, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Center Board and Box for FesseZs.—January 22,
1867.—The parallel plates of the center board are
strengthened by intervening brace plates and edge
stays, and it is pivoted in a box planted in the keel
and braced by exterior angle irons and stay plates.
CZaim.—First, the arrangement of a metallic center

board constructed with the two sides G- G', the braces
I, and stay bolts H, in combination with the metallic
box B, for the purpose and in the manner set forth.

Second, the portable metallic center board box con-
structed with braces C, and angle irons D, as and for
the purpose set forth.

61,352.— George Palmer, Littlestown, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—January 22, 1867.—The clothes
are placed in company with loose balls in a revolving
cylinder whose periphery is formed of rollers, and
wh,ich is rotated in the suds box by gearing and hand
cranks.
Claim.—The washing cylinder D D, as constructed

with the revolving bars or rollers F F, into which
cylinder the clothes are placed and secured to be
washed with the balls III, copstructed as shown and
described, the washing apparatus being arranged and
combined with the gear wheels d and e, and the crank
handle E, operating substantially in the manner herein
described for the purposes specified.

61,353.—George Palmer, Littlestown, Pa.—
Clothes TFrmgfe)-.—January 22, 1867.—The ribs of
metal on the wooden core prevent the torsion of the
elastic covering. The pressm-e on the upper roller is

derived from a pad beneath a lever, whose detent is a
rack on the frame of the wringer.

Claim.—First, placing ribs of metal longitudinally

in hard wood rollers for clothes wringer, when cov-
ered with elastic substances, substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, in combination with clothes wringer rollers

as described, the pressure lever Q, ball V, or other
equivalent spring and rock bar T, operating as and
for the purposes herein specified.

61,354.—Henry Payne, Sr., Mount Vernon,
Ohio.

—

Device for Preventing Collision of Locomo-
tives.—January 22, 1867.—One or more tubes are
})laced under the cylindrical portion of the boiler of a
ocomotive and are connected therewith by a steam
pipe, so as to propel forward the piston rods, to whose
outer ends are attached a cross bar which acts as a
buffer against the opposing engine.
Claim.—ThQ aiBxing to locomotive boilers one or

more tubes in such nianner as herein described, as

that by letting steam into them from the boiler, a
shaft will be driven or forced forward from each tube
to meet any opposing olDject, and thus prevent colli-

sion of the locomotive with the object opposing, or

much diminish its force.

61,355.—JoiiN L. Peake, N"cw York, I^. Y., as-

signor to himself and Louis Guillandeu, same
place.

—

Wrench.—January 22, 1867; antedated Jan-
uary 6, 1867.—The face of one jaw has a graduated
recess whose projecting points bite against the pipe

in concert with the tooth on a movable jaw, which is

actuated by the engagement of the rack on its back
with tlie segment rack on the end of the lever.

Claim.—The recessed face a a, on the jaw A, in

combination with the tooth h on the jaw B, adapted
to traverse backward and forward by means of the

rack IST, segment M, and lever C, all arranged for joint

operation, so as to act on cylindrical bodies or pipes

of different diameters all in lines at uniform dis-

tances from their centers, substantially as herein set

forth.

61,356.—John Pfeifer, Philadelphia, Pa.—CoaZ
Scuttle.—SaxmoxJ 22, 1867.—A concavo-convex bead
is run around the lower edge of the hod, lapping
closely against a similar surface on the stamped-up
base.
Claim.—Producing a close joint between the body

A and the bottom B of the said coal hod, by means of
the concavo-convex bead a' b', substantially as and
for the purpose described.

61,357.—J. C. Poland, Jr., Auburn, Me,, and
B. R. Cotton, Lewiston, Me.—Shuttle Binder for
Zooms.—January 22, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—A shuttle binder made as a lever, pivoted
at or near its center when arranged with adjusting
screws d d', by which the angle of the binder can be
changed, and the binder can be fixed in position, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, in the arrangement claimed above, mounting

the pivot of the binder on a screw, by which the dis-

tance of the whole binder is adjusted with reference
to the opposite side of tie shuttle box.

61,358.—M. M. Preble, Kokomo, Ind.—Fly
Trap.—January 22, 1867.—The flies enter a tube at
the dark end of the box, and approaching the light
end, pass to the box above. They are killed by a sfide

piece containing a cup of burning sulphur which is

introduced beneath the upper box.
Claim.—The combination of the boxes A and E,

and slides G and F, the said parts being constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner and for the
piu-pose set forth.

61,359.—De Witt S. Eawson, Peru, m.-Stere-
oscope.—January 22, 1867.—The box in which the
stereoscopic views are packed is so arranged that
one side opens out into a bracketed shelf for holding
a number of views in position for being viewed suc-
cessively ; the hinged cover with the lenses attached
beneath is vibrated into a position vertical to the
plane of the pictures and the lenses focaUy adjusted.
Claim.—The picture box H, the swinging fi'ont D,

and shelves or brackets E E, substantially as hercia
described.

61,360.—John E. Eobinson, Boston, Mass.

—

Ice Cream Freezer.—Januarj^ 22, 1867.—Several cans
are revolved simultaneously from one shaft and gear-
ing placed underneath. Connected with each can is

a stationary scraper around which the can revolves.
Each can is separately removable fi'om the screw
shaft inserted at the bottom.
Claim.—In combination with a freezing vessel a,

the arrangement of a series of cream cylinders h, to
be simnltaneously rotated within the same, when each
cylinder is so moimted as to be capable of disconnec-
tion from the driving mechanism and removed from
the freezing vessel without disturbing the other cream
cylinders, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with such an arrangement and
method of operation of the cylinders, the stationary
scrapers held in place during the rotation of the cylin-
ders, substantially as described.
Also, mounting each cylinder on a screw shaft, and

so as to be removable therefrom, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

61,361.—E. A. G. EoULSTONE, Eoxbury, Mass.—
Trunk Lock.—January 22, 1867.—The hasp swings on
its pin in the plane of the locking mechanism, and is

pressed into locking position, displacing the tumbler
in the case, whose spur then engages and retains it.

When the catch is withdrawn l)y the key the spring
opens the hasp. A shoulder on the hasp catches be-
neath a flange on the case to relieve the working
mechanism when strain is applied to open the lid.

Claim.—The combination of the spring bolt I, and
tumblers e, or locking mechanism when constructed
and arranged to lock ajid unlock, substantially as set

forth.

Also, combining with the projection o of the bolt,

the flange r with its pin p, for receiving the strain of
the bolt, substantially as described.

61,362.—Abram Eowe, Macomb, El., assignor
to himself, Lorenzo F. Whitman, and Eeason A.
Bowie.—Portable TFafer Power.—January 22, 1867.—
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Arranged in a suitable case at the bottom of a boat

is a spii'tJ current wheel provided with guide channel
and gates, and adapted for driving machinery when
the boat is at anclior.

Claim.—First, a portable hydraulic motor for opera-

ting machinery, consisting of the propeller or screw
wheel B, enclosed in a case E, and located in the cen-

tral Ijottom portion of a boat A, as herein shown and
described.
Second, in combination with the wheel E, arranged

as shown, the sluice C in the front end of the boat hav-

ing its sides converging as represented.

61,363.—Jesse Kussell, Bath, Me.—Abrasive
Poivder.—January 22, 1867.—Composed of the graded
products of pulverized manganesian garnets and na-

tive iron, with the addition of quartz, black mica and
actinolito. The pecular efficiency arises from the per-

sistent angularity of the particles of the garnets, how-
ever much reduced.
Claim.—Abrasive powders, made by reducing and

grading tfie material above described.

61,364.—George E. Sellers, Sellers' Landing,
m.

—

Utilizing Waste Extracts of Fibrous Plants.—
Januaiy 22, 1867.—The waste solutions obtained in the
manufacture of paper by treating wood, straw, &c.,

with boiling water, are evaporated until said solutions

attain a simpy consistency. The extract thus ob-

tained is used to prevent incrustation in steam
boilers.

Claim.—First, the vegetable extract of fibrous

plants, when obtained in the process of prepai-ing

fiber for paper stock, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.
Second, the utilization of the vegetable extract of

cane (arundinaria macrosperma) and other fibrous

plants, when obtained from them in the process of
preparing their fiber for paper stock without other
chemical agencies than water or heat, as a new article

of commerce.

61,365.—CHjIRLES J. Sdepaed, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—JBase Burning Stove.—January 22, 1867.—

A

chamber filled with non-combustible material inter-

venes between the fire chamber and the coal reservoir

to moderate the heat of the latter. The air passes
through this chamber to the fii^e in company with the
results of the water admitted into the chamber irom
the reservoir above. The position of the door in-

creases its value as a radiating surface.
Claim.—Fir&t, the use or employment of the cham-

ber B, constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

Second, in a stove with the upper or reservoir cham-
ber constructed substantially as shown, a door placed
in position relatively to the grate as shown for the
purposes herein fully indicated.

Third, the use or employment of water, substantially
as shown, for the purposes set forth.

61,366.—Joseph :N"oTTrNGHAM Smth, Jersey
City, N. J.—B:ydrarM—JcLnuarj2Q, 1867.—As the dis-

chai-ge tube is depressed, the water between the cups
rises toward the outlet, and a further depression sinks
the valve and allows the fiow from the main through
the filter toward the outlet. Eaising the tube allows
the pressure of the water to close the valve against the
peat, which is an inverted cup sustained by an axial
bolt from beneath.
Claim.—The tubular flanged valve T, operating

substantially as herein specified.
Also, the inverted cup-shaped valve seat D, in com-

bination with the valve F, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

Also, the filter Li/, arranged in the hydrant as herein
set forth.

Also, the combination of the filter tube L, with the
vidve F, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein set
forth.

Also, the flexible packing Q, in combination with the
cups P and T, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

61,367—F. U. Stokes, Cincinnati, Oliio.— TFiii-

doio Screen for Kailroad Cars.—January 22, 1867 ; an
tedated January 6, 1867. Either the glass or the gauze
portion of the s'ash is exposed to the window opening
to suit the comfort of the passengers.

32 c p

Claim.—A sash frame for a railway car window,
constiTicted in such a manner that the upper half may
be set with glass, and the lower with wire gauze or
analogous material, the whole being combined to-

gether in the manner and for the purpose herein set
forth.

61,368.—Joseph 'WiLSOxSv^rAN, ^ISrcwcastle-upon-

Tyne, England.—Pn/ifiHt; Photographs.—Januaiy
22, 1867.—This refers to carbon printing, in whicn
carbon is fixed by the action of light transmitted by
a photographic negative, and received on a sm-tace ox

gelatine colored with carbon, and made sensitive.

The protected portions of the colored and gelatinous
sm-face are afterward washed a^'ay by water, leaving
the parts made insoluble by the light to form a print.

This invention provides a tissue of colored gelatinous
matter which allows access of light, and subsequently
of wtiter, to remove iion-afiected portions of the col-

ored matter from the back, as Avell as the front sur-

face. Fm'ther manipulations are cited in the claims.
Claim.—Fii'st, the preparation and use of colored

gelatinous tissues, substantially in the manner and
tor the purpose set forth.

Second, the mounting of undeveloped prints, ob-
tained by the use of colored gelatinous tissues, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, the rctransfer of developed prints, produced
as above described, from a temporary to a permanent
basis.

61,369.—J. P. TiRRELL, North Bridgewater,
Mass.—Manufacture of Shoe Lacings.—January 22,

1867.—The strip is rounded by being drawn between
reciprocating friction surfaces, which intermit and
open the traction devices, returning to repeat the
action upon another strip.

Claim.—Combining with friction sm*faces having
a relative reciprocation a co-operating mechanism
which shall di'aw or feed the strip between these sur-

faces, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with such an arrangement or
organization, mechanism for releasing the strip from
the nippers, mechanism for separating the abrading
surfaces, and mechanism for retui'ning the parts to

normal position, substantially as set forth.

61,370 Thomas Welch, ChurchviUe, N. T.—
Hanger Box for Cranlc Shafts.—Januaiy 22, 1867.

—

The shaft revolves within boxes which have a capa-
city for rocking when the line of the shaft varies.

The bearing edge at the back of one of the boxes is

capable of adjustment by wedge and set-screw toward
the shaft, to compensate for wear. The cap forms
one side of the casing enclosing the boxes.
Claim.—Fiis,t, providing the hanger journal of the

crank shaft, or other journals of harvesters, with
self adjusting or self-lining beailngs, or boxes, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-poses shown and described.

Second, the application of the wedge E with or
without a set-screw, when used in combination with
the box in which the jom'ual revolves, for the purpose
of compensating for the slack that might otherwise
occur by the wcaiing away of the parts.

Third, the set-screw S, in combination with the

self-adjusting or self-lining boxes of hai-vesters, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, in conibination with the self-Uning or ad-

justing boxes and journals, the oil reservoir, substan-

tially -as shown and for the pm-poses described.

Fifth, in combination with a set-screw and self-lin-

ing or self-adjusting boxes in harvesters, the cap I, or

its equivalent, for the purposes described.

61,371.—Norman J. Wells, Huntington, Mass.
—Pui'ifrjing and Cleansing Sizing for Paper, die.—
January 22, 1867.—The animal scraps are bleached by
means of nitric, sulphm-ic, or hydrochloric acid, and
chloride of lime, after which they are boiled with
water to extract the gelatine, alum being added dm--

ing the process. The rising impurities are skimmed
off and the mixture allowed to simmer for a few
hours, and subsequently strained through alum.

Claim.—'tho use of alum, or other equivalent men-
tioned, in the process of preparing sizing, when used
and applied in the manner substantially as hereia

described and for the purpose set forth.
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61,372.—Amos Westcott, Syracuse, N". Y.—
Gheenc Faf.—January 22, 1867.—The leg is pivoted
to a llauged lug on the end of the bos, and is made
adjustable so as to give any inclination to the bottom
of the box, or to level it. . .

Claim.—The method above described of constmet-
iu^, attaching, and rendering adjustable the leg D,
substantially as and lor the purposes set forth.

GljS'J'S.-William D. Whitmore, Boston, Mass.
—Piston for Steam Engines.—January 22, 1867.—

A

case is attached to the flange plate of the piston head,
and is held in position by screws, biit is so arranged
that it may be removed from the cylinder without
removing the piston and its rod. The sectional pack-
itug rings, with the springs which keep them in con-
tact sv'ym the cylinder, arc located within said case,

and are easily assembled after removal for repairs.

Claim.—The improved ring section and wedge pis-

ton as made, not only with its ring sections and theu'

Avedges wholly within and supported by a case C sep-

arate from and to be attached to the cap B by screws,
l)ut as having the cap B applied to the piston rod A,
the whole being substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.

61,374.—jSTewiel J. Willis, Waltham, Mass.,
assignor to himself and AMm Brown, Boston,
Mass.—Bed Bottom.—Jannarj 22, 18G7.—The slat is

stiffened by a wire which lies closely against its under
surface, and has coil spiings at each end which are
attached to the slat.

Claim.—The improved construction of the slat

lifter B, and arrangement of it and its springs rela-

tively to the slat A, the whole being as described,
the part c of such lifter under such arrangement
being made throughout its length to bear against the
underside of the slat and the springs to extend
whplly below the part c and the slat,- as explained.

61,375.—John P. Zeller, Bourbon, ln±—Seed
DHll and Cultivator co'inbined.—January 22, 1867.

—

The machine is adapted to be used as a planter,

seeder, or cultivator. The respective wheels have
projections to operate the seed slides. The occasional
cogs on the near wheel are for the intermittent mo-
tion of the planter slides, and the more numerous cogs
on the off wheel are for the rapid reciprocation of the
seeder slides. The gang of cultivator teeth is

iittached when requii-ed.

Claim.—First, the frame A, constructed as de-

scribed, with the hinges d, loop g g, studs h h, loops

/ /, stud^ 5 5, and tongue D, in the manner and for

the purposes herein fully set forth.

Second, the wheels B and B', with corragations
upon their inner faces and connected to the frame by
the short axle cog bars P and metal slides, in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

Thii-d, the arrangement of the shaft C with cog
segments O O, which mesh into the cog bars P P, and
used for elevating or depressing the frame A, in the
manner as set forth.

Fourth, the drag L, with shoe M, and roller, con-
sti'ucted as set forth, and used with the frame A, as
specified.

Fifth, the arrangement of the detachable drilling

device G, constructed as specified, and used in com-
bination with the frame as specified.

Sixth, the corn cultivator attachment H, when
used with the^frame A, as set forth.

61,376.—Anton Zschille Grossenhain, Sax-
ony, assignor to L. T. Downes.—Machine for liais-

ing the Nap upon Cloth.—January 22, 1867.—This
cross-gig machine is designated to be used independ-
ently or in connection with an ordinaiy or suitable
finishing gig. The figure shows it in connection with
a double cylinder gig, and in connection with the
claims sufiicicutly indicates the novel featm'cs.

Claim.—First, A gig or machine for raising the
nap upon cloth, composed of the following elements:
1. A mechanism for moving the cloth through the
machine so as to present plane surfaces to the action
of the teazles. 2. One, two, or more pairs of plane-
surfaced, independent teazle iilatcs, with mechanism
for moving the same while maintairdug their pai'al-

lelism Avitli the cloth, in ai'cs of a circle or otherwise,
so that each plate shall continuously move toward the
cloth, sweep transversely and in contact with the

cloth from the center toward the sides thereof, and
then recede and return toward the center.
Second, the means herein described for engaging or

disengaging the cloth with or from the teazle plates,

and regulating their pressure of contact, substan-
tially as shown and set forth.

Third, the method of teazling cloth by machinery,
substantially as herein shown and described, that is

to say by imparting to the teazling sm-faocs the fol-

lowing motions, viz., to and from the cloth and also
at right angles to the run thereof, so that the nap
shall be raised crosswise from the center, or there-
abouts, to the sides, as described.

61,377 W. A. Alexander, Mobile, Ala.—
Sazo ^et—January 22, 1867.—The blade of the saw is

inserted between the cheeks of the block, and the
teeth are set by means of a cam upon a pivoted lever.
Claim.—The combination of the lever B, pivoted

in the block A', with the recess b and the set-screw c
in the block A, forming an adjustable sa-^? set, con-
structed and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed.

61,378.—Dexter B. Ajtdrews, Fort Wayne,
Ind.

—

Composition for Kindling Fires.—January 22,
1867.—Composed of rosin, 2 lbs ; tallow, 4 oz

;
pine or

other sa-wdust, 4 qts ; mix and press into blocks.
Claim.—A composition for kindling fires, com-

pounded from the materials, and substantially as set
Ibrth.

61,379.—Robert Andrews, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Composition for the Manufacture and Preserving of
Leather.—Januaiw 22, 1867.—Composed of linseed oil,

1 gall.; neat's-foot oil, 1 gall.; oil of tar, i lb ; tallow,
10 lbs ; beeswax, 1 lb.

Claim.—Making the composition out of the mate-
rials named, in the manner named, and applying it to
leather in the process of manufacture, or after it is

manufactui'ed, and to all articles made of leather,
disclaiming everything but the composition.

61,380.—William Bacheller, West Uewbury,
Mass.

—

Corset and Skirt Supporter combined.—Jan-
uary 22, 1867.—The skiit supporter is made of metal
couiormed to the shape, and is securetl to the corset
so as to form an adjunct thereto.
Claim.—In combination with an ordinary corset

the skirt supporter, for which letters patent were
granted me May 29, 1866, adapted to be worn and
secm'cd together in the manner as and for the pur-
pose specified.

61,381.-William Bahme, New Media, Pa.~
Governor.—JamvaxJ 22, 1867.—On the mill shaft is a
pivoted g'overnor ball and arm, which, on a certain
incremeut of speed, comes in contact with and actu-
ates a detaching apparatus to drop the. water-gate
lever and arrest the motion of the machinery. It is

particularly intended for stopping the miU when the
grist has all run out of the hopper.
Claim.—The arrangement upon the mill shaft of a

pivoted governor ball and ann to actuate a detaching
apparatus for the water-gate levers, substantially as
described.

61,382.-George A. Ball, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Paper Ruling Machine.—January 22, 1867.

—

The surface of tt^ cylinder is divided into sections
between which are rods with laterally adjustable nip-

Ecrs. These are automatically operated. Adjusta-
le blocks are inserted between the sections and

between the nippers to preserve the contour of the
cylinder. Other devices are described in the claims.
Claim.—Y'lvst, the division of the cylinder into

any number of sections, with nippers working be-

tween each section, and the introducing of the mova;-
ble blocks i i i between each nipper to preserve the
cii'Cidar foi-m of the cylinder in combination with the
nippers, substantially as described.

Second, covering the cylinder with india-rubber
cloth z, and placing upon' the edge of each section

where the nippers strike a strip of gutta percha z',

as described and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the gauge j, rods I I, and lock nuts m m,
affixed to the feed board, in combination with the
food boai'd II.
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61,383.—Abner Bassett, Virginia City, jSTct.

—Apparatus for Amalgamating Ores.—Januaiy 22,

18(i7.—The ore pulp is placed in a cylinder which
is traversed thi'ough by an axial steam pipe and sur-

rounded by a steam jacket.
C'Zrrtm.—First, the ban-el e, or its equivalent, hav-

ing a hollow shaft o passing through it, by which heat
is introduced by exhaust steam or otherwise, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the hot-air shell or bath g, for the purpose
of applying heat by exhaust steam or otherwise to the
outside' of the vessel containing the pulp, whereby
obdurate ores are made to amalgamate more freely,

substantially a^j described and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Third, the application of steam or heat to the ore
or pulp, both tkrough and around it, without coming
in direct contact Avith it, the said ore or pulp being
confined in some suitable vessel, said vessel being
enclosed in a shell or bath, for the purpo.se hereiu set
forth.

61,384.—WiLLLOi Bayhouse, Portland, Ore-
gon.

—

Edge Plane for Boots and Shoes.—.January 22,

16G7.—The peculiar shaped handle of the tool permits
it to be used by bwth hands. This handle is notched
underneath for a slotted plate or gauge, in which is

placed the knife or cutter.

Claim.—Fii-st, an edge plane having a cutter D
with straight and concave edges, and the adjustable
slotted guard F. placed over the said cutter, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the gauge B, with slots b and b', and the
screw I. for elevating the cutter, in combination with
the screw G, and thumb-nut H, substantially as de-
scribed and for the pui-poses set forth.

61,385.—Amos Beax, Canaanville, Ohio.—^S'or-

ghian Stripper.—Januaiy 22, 18(i7.—The spring knives
are rooted to the cast-iron box and i^resent cmwed
ends to embrace the stalk which is passed between
them. The levers affect the proximity of the knives
to adapt them to varying sizes of stalks.
Claim.—First, an improved cane stripper, formed

by the combination of the adjustable spring knives B,
and cast-ii'on box or frame A, said parts being con-
structed and an-anged substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the combination of the levers C, with the

spring knives B, and box or frame A, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

61,386.—Jacob Beesley, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ash Sifting Device for Grates.—January 22, 1867.

—

The sifting device described is placed beneath the
grate of a- stove or heater so that the ashes discharged
thereft-om may be sifted without removal or handling.
Claim.—Fivat, a gi-ate d, for receiving the ashes

and cinders, in combination with the sliding frame C
and its projections c e, the whole being constructed
and operating beneath the fire grate of a stove heater
or furnace, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, the ribs c c, with their recesses x x, in com-
bination Avith a grate d, and with the sliding frame C
and its lugs e e, the whole being arranged substan-
tially as described.

Tliird, the combination of the detachable box B,
grate d, and sliding fi-ame C, the whole being con-
structed and operating substantially as specified.

61,3Sr.—W. F. G. Beeuwkes, HoUand, Mich.—
Cowl.—January 22, 1867.—The chimney passes
thi'ongh enveloping casings which isolate it from the
roof and prevent conduction of heat to a dangerous
extent.

Claim.—The arrangement of the guard pipes or
cai5ings C F, plate H, and short cylinder J, for pro-
tecting the roof from the heat of the chimney, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

61 ,388.—J"eax GustAVE Bequet. Paris, France,
assignor to Moritz Pixxer and Gustave Bequet,
Kew York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus and Processes for I!ec-
tifying Alcohol andother Spirits.—.January 22^ 1867.

—

The spirits are rectified while in a state of vapor ; the
devices arc described in the claims and illustration.
Claim.—Fhit, introducing chemicals into a recti-

fying or distilling column for the puri)ose of analyzing
or purifying, in whole or in part, the contents of such
column.
Second, introducing such chemicals at option either

in their natural state or mixed with water or other
suitable liquids.

Thii'd, introducing water into a rectifying or distil-

ling colunm in such a manner as to cause the mixing
of such water with aU or part of the contents of such
column, for the purposes herein set forth.

Fom'th, introducing such chemicals, pm*e or mixed,
or such water, into such column, substantially by the
means or in the manner herein described.

Fifth, constructing a rectifyiug or distilling ai)pa-
ratus, in such a manner that one boiler or still can
supply and keep at work two columns, or at option
more, at a time.

Sisth, constructing a rectifying or distilling appa-
ratus, in which two columns, or at option more, arc
connected with each other in such a manner that
thereby the contents of one column can, in whole or
in part, be passed into another column -wdthout inter-

rupting the process of rectification, distUlation, tmaly-
zation, or condensation.

Seventh, constructing an analyzer of a scries oftubes
or cylinders, substantially like the upper compartment
of the analyzing condens'er G'' herein described.
Eighth, constnicting a condenser of a series of tubes

or cylinders, substantially like the lower compartment
of the analyzing condenser G"* hereiu described.
Ninth, constructing the analyzing condenser G* of

a series of tubes or cylinders, and dividing the same
into compartments, substantially as described and for
the pm'poses named.
Tenth, providing a rectifying or distilling apptira-

tus with a vessel V^ ^ for the reception or distribution
of chemicals, substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

Eleventh, providing a rectifying or distilling appa-
ratus 'nith one or more tubs or vessels T^^ for the
mixing of chemicals with liquids, substantially as
described and for the pm-poses set forth.

Twelfth, supplying each or aU of such tubs T^s
with a float or self-acting stop-cock 50, for the purpose
of regulating the quantity of liquid required in each
tub.

Thirteenth, the three-way stop-cocks 75 76 77 78, or
any desirable number of the kind, constructed sul)-

stantially as herein set forth and used as described.
Fourteenth, connecting such three-way stop-cocks

with steam chambers or pipes, substantially in the
manner or for the, purposes herein set forth and
described.

Fifteenth, the pipes 15a and 156, in connection with
pipes 16a 166 16c and 16d, and stop-cocks 90 10 and 9,

the whole substantially an'anged in such a way as to
enable the condensed impm-ities of any given column
to be returned or directed into any given stDl, sub-
stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

Sixteenth, regidating by means of valves 27a and
276 the quantity of vapors required in qny given col-

umn for rectifying or distilling purposes, all substan-
tially as described.

61,389.—Jehial Borst, East Cobbleskill, N". Y.
—CAtirn.—January 22, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the two dashers, the
outer revolving faster than the inner, and both being
operated by means of shaft S, toothed plate n, idle

wheel 0, and gear-wheel m', with its shaft m, the sev-

eral parts being constructed and used for the purposes
specified.

61,390.—John F. Boyxton, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Compound for Telegraph Insulators and for other
Purposes.—January 22, 1867.—The compound of hy-
drocarbons, sulphm', sulphurets, sUicious and calca^

reous substances, forms a non-conducting material
for making telegraph insulators, or application to
bricks, tiles, wood, <S:c., to iirevent absorption of
water.
Claim.—First, as a composition for an electric in-

sulator, a combkiation of hydrocarbons with silicic

acid and silicate of alumina.
Second, the combination of sulphur with the siUcato

of alumina and silicie acid, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of sulphur, hydrocarbons,
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silicic acid, and silicate of alqmina, as and for the
pui'pose L.erein set., forth.

fourth, any combination of silicates -with, sulphur
or hydrocarbons, so aiTangcd or combined that R'hen
formed into an electric insulator it Trill be black or
dark-colored, for the pui'pose herein specified.

Filth, saturating? earthen-ware, brick, tUes, drain
pipes, porous stone, wood, cast ii'on, and other hard,
]X)rous substances, Tvith the compounds herein de-
sci'ibed, after subjecting said substances to a sufficient

degree of heat to expel the aii" and moistm-e therelxom,
substantially as and for the pm-poses described.

61,391.—Geokge W. Bright, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Steam MoiOer.—JaimaYj 22, 18G7.—Steam is emit-
ted fi-om the edges of the spiral wings of the blower,
causing them to revolve, and generating a blast of
air. Steam is admitted through the trunnion and
passes thi'ough the hub to the hollow wings, the shaft
being secured by a collar and nut and the hub closed
bya plug.
%flaim.—Tho arrangement of the shaft A, the hub

B, the wings C, the screw b, and the nut c, with the
jets e, substantially as herein described for the pur-
pjoses set forth.

61,392.-11. H. BuRicE, Greenpoint, IS^. Y.—Tool
for Chitting off Boiler Tubes.—January 22, 1667.—

A

tube which forms the stock of the tool carries a head
with inclined grooves, to which tho inner ends of the
cutters are secured ; the movement of the head in one
flii-ection by means of a screw forces them out, and
in the other draws them in. Supplementai-y tubes are
used to fasten the stock in the tubs to be cut when the
latter is of lai'ger size than the stock.

Claim.—First, the cutter head G-, with feed screw
F and tubular nut E, in combination with the cutters

^ and pipe A, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.
Second, tho supiDlementary sleeves I, in combina-

tion with the pipe A and head G, caii-ying the cutters
H, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,393.—J. BuF.xs, iS^cw York, K. 'Y.—Coolerfor
Coffee, cCl-.—January 22, 1867.—The coffee from the
roaster is laid on a screen and cooled by a downward
column of air induced by a draft fan.

Claim.—Fii'st, as an article of manufacture, the
portable coolor hereiji described, the same consisting
of the open mounted pan A, with perforated false

bottom E and connecting tube J), as and for the pui'-

pose specified. •

Second, the arrangement of the stationary suction
blower E on the floor, with the pipe b below it, in

combination with the removable mounted cooler A B
C, supported by its tube D, as and for tho pm'pose
specified.

61,394.—Caleb Cadwell, TVaukegan, 111.—

Harvester Cwtto'.—January 22, 1867.—The teeth pro-

ject in rear of the link plates, so that the projections
upon the driving blocks over which the cutter passes
shall engage directly with the blades both before and
in rear of the link plates. The cutter passes between
suitable guides and. underneath a spring roller at the
inner end, and is driven by suitable gearing.

Claim.—First, tho rotary cutter, consisting of the
teeth I and links H, in coinbination with the blocks

G G' g, when constructed and ai'ranged in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the ai-rangement of the cutter H I, blocks

G G', guides M M', roller L, spring L', geai'ing D E,
shaft B, and bevel pinions C C, as herein described and
represented.

61,395.—L. B. CARrsNTER, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Scaffold.—70,-axiaYy 22, 1867.—The four upright posts

arc'secm-ed to a base, within which slides a horizontal
platform or frame. This platform is elevated or low-
ered by means of windlasses and ropes.

Clahn.—The combination and an-augement of the
posts A, the horizontal sliding timbers E, arms F,

crank shafts II, cranlcs I, ropes J, and pulleys K with
each other, substantially as herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

61,396.—Dexter II. CnA>rBERLAix, West Ros-
bury, Mass.

—

Hand Stamp.—Januaiy 22, 1867.—In
this canceiing stamp tho throe wheels have respect-

ively facets corresponding to the ntunber of days and
months and a given series of years ; are mounted on
separate axes, and a double thickness of ribbon is

passed beneath their type faces.

Claim.—First, the type wheels a & c, of different
diameters, mounted upon separate and independent
axes, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the inking ribbon with
two reels and a stud, in such a manner as to form a
double fold of the ribbon imderneath the type wheels
or die block, substantially as and for the pm-poso
specified.

61,397.—Octave Chamute, Chicago, m.—J?c-

*

pairing Eailroad Bails.—January 22, 1867.—A billet

or pile for a raih'oad rail is formed of an old rail,

ncai-ly of full length, and a single cap and foot piece
previously rolled to the required shape. This is in-

tended to save the expense of cutting into short pieces
and working it up from a short pUe, as is usual.
Claim.—A pile for forming a railway bar, com-

posed of an old or worn raU and a new bar of iron or
steel for the head and foot, or either, substantially as
herein shown and described.

61,398.—W. B, Cleyes, Binghamton, X. Y.—
Measuriyig Funnel.—January 22, 1867.—The funnel
is fixed in place beneath the cock of a cask, and a
cock is located beneath it. A glass tube communi-
cating with the bottom of the funnel ascends to the
top, exterior to the funnel, and has the scale inscribed
upon it.

Claim.—The peculiar construction of tho measure
A, in combination with the gauge tube B communi-
cating with the inside of the measure above the faucet

C, with the siogle scale to indicate tho quantity in
the vessel, and the stand D, with the adjustable clamp
to hold the measure in its upright position, substan-
tially as described and for the pm-poses set forth.

61,399.—"William B. Coates, PhUadelphia.Pa.—
Car Coupling.—January 22, 1867.—The hollow coup-
ling pin has a rod moving in its. longitudinal perfo-

ration and connected above to the cap and ring of the
pin, and below to a slotted catch, in such a manner
that when the bolt is dropped in place the slotted

caich shall fall across the pin and prevent it from
being jolted out ; the said catch being drawn perpen-
dicularly by the act of removing tho pin.

Claim.—Yhc coupling pin, constructed in the man-
ner aaid for the piu'pose described in this specification.

61,400.—Charles C. Cole, ]S"orthfield, Vt.—
Filtering Tube for yVells.—Jixmxoxj 22, 1867.—Cup-
shaped strainers are placed in the tube, whose interior

has countersunk strainers protected by hinged or sta-

tionary plates,'

Claim.—First, protecting the countersunk strainers

A by hinged plates D, or stationary plates B, substan-
tially as represented and described.
Second, the combination of tho cone or cup-shaped

strainers G with the tubing, substantially as herein
sho-wm and described.

61,401.—Edward S. Colliks, United States

^ii\j.—Furnace Shield.—3imvuivj 22, 1867.—The
frame on which the shield is pivoted is capable of ad-

justment in a vertical plane, and is secured in the re-

quired position to the cheeks of the fender.

Claim.—Fh'?.t, the shield B, so hung or an-anged
upon a frame C IT and G that it can be adjusted to the

required angle with regai-d to the furnace door, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with the door shield B of

the fender A, when aiTanged together and so as to

operate substantially as and for tho pm-poses de-

scribed.

61,402.—Henry S. Cook, Boston, Mass.— TF^eeZ

and Axle Connection.—January 22, 1867.—The whele
is attacht^l to the axle bv a coupling. A plate revolv-

ing on the axle hub and retained by a collar has
catches which engage in holes in the hub plate, and
the latter.being partially rotated is then locked by a
pawl. The plates revolve together around the collar

which holds the Avhecl upon the axle.

Claim.—The improved cai-riagc wheel and axle

connection, consisting of the plates a and e, -with their
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studs ccG and openings ///, operating in combina-
tion with the coUfu- A, as described.

Also, in combination -witii tlie above-described
arrangement of parts, the pawlt, or its equivalent,
substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose as set

Ibrth.

61,403.—Edwin COPLESTON, Wrentham, Mass.—
Head Covering.—January 22, 1867.—The foundation
of the hat or cap is made of cloth, buckram, muslin,
<fcc., stamped into shape, the several pieces being
stuck together by glue or cement. It is treated with
a composition of starch and oil, and after pressing to
the desired form is varnished and flocked.
Claim.—A head covering, produced as herein de-

scribed, as a new article of manufacture.

61,404.—PtEN^ Cupper, New York, N. Y.—Ex-
tracting Iodinefi-om Sea Water.—January 22, 18G7.

—

Sea water is decomposed by means of a composition
of 1 lb. sulphate of copper, 2 lbs. sulphate of iron, 5
oz. tai'taric acid, and 2 ounces of tartrate of ammonia.
The water is decanted from the precipitate, w^hich is

strained and boiled in a solution of caustic potash.
The solution is then separated from the insoluble
portion, and upon cooling deposits crystals of iodide
of potassium which ai-e removed from the mother
liquor.

Claim.—The . process substantially as herein de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

61,40.5.—Charles Daniel, Lamonte, Mo.—
Washing Machine.—January 22, 1867.—The slatted
cylinder is pivoted in and vertically adjustable in the
sides -of the tub, and operates in connection with a
slatted adjustable trame also pivoted in the tub and
adapted to hold the clothes up to the rotating cylin-
der. A clamp on the fi-ame holds the clothes when a
portion requires an extra rubbing.
Claim.—Fiv&t, the combination of the adjustable

slatted cylinder C and the adjustable slatted concave
frame G- with each other and with the box or tub A,
when said cylinder and fi-ame are constrnc*ted and
operated substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the clamping device formed by the com-

bination of the movable jointed ft-ame J with the
concave frame G-, substantially as herein shown ajid
described and for the pm*pose set forth.

61,406—William A. Devon, Port Pachmond,
N. Y.—Boat Detaching TacIde.—JsLixaavj 22, 1867.—
The rings of the davit fall-blocks are "engaged by
locking clasps at the stem and stern respectively of
the boat. These are simultaneously opened by sepa-
rate chains connected to a ring amidships, the tension
of which opei-ates cam-faced levers and sets free dis-
tending springs in each clasp.
Claim.—The combination of the jaws A and B of

the pivoted locking clasp C, with its cam-shaped lever
h and cheek or face piece i, for operation on the jaws,
substantially as specified.

61,407—Justus Doering, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Filter.—Jiimiary 22, 1867.—The respective chambers
for filtered and unliltered water are provided with
pipes extending nearly to their concave or conical
bottoms ; these'pipes ai-e used as outlets when the ap-
paratus is to be cleansed, which may be done by open-
ing these outlets without otherwise distm-bing the
filter.

Claim.—First, the perforated vessel B audits pipes
candd, in combination with the casing A and its
pipes/ and g, the whole being constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as specified.
Second, an inclined discharge pipe, an-auged in

respect to the concave bottom of a filter, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.
Third, the pipe d, with its openings i, in combina-

tion with a filter, substantially as and for the purpose
BCt forth.

61,408.—J. H. DouTHiT. Albany, Oregon,—(?au(7
PZoyj.—January 22, 1867.—The plow beams are con-
nected and arc pivo'ted to a horizontal bar on the
wheeled caiTiage. They axe raised and lowered, or
kept on the ground by chains and windlasses operated
by a hand lever and crank under the control of the
rider.

Claim.—Fiist, the attaching of the plow beams F

F to slides H H, fitted between suitable guides c c,

at the inner sides of the bars A A, in connection with
the foot lever I attached to one of the slides H, and
the pin K, passing through any of a series of holes in
the other slide H, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the windliss L, having the cords or chaius
M M' attached, and the latter comiectcd to the plow
beams F F, to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the pm'pose specified.

Third, the windlass Pi, having a cord or chain A*
attached, which is connected to the plow beams F F,
one of the bearings of the windlass being fitted in a
slide S, and having a pulley U on one end, around
which and a pulley W, on wheel D, a belt /i passes in
combination with the lever T, attached to slide S, all

being arranged to operate in the manner substantially
as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,409.—KOBERT E. ELLERBECK,TVashing-ton, D.
C.—Skat^.—Jawiaij 22, 1867.—The sole is grasped
between the diagonal clips which are laterally adjust-
able on the tread plate, and the grasp is tightened by
bringing the sole in line with the blade. A projec-
tion rises fi'om the front of the heel support, and inter-

locks with a plate in the fmnt of the boot heel.

Claim.—First, the laterally adjustable clips a, at-

tached to the skate on a liue 'diagonal to the longitu-
dinal i)lane of the blade A, for the pm-pose of grasp-
ing aud securely holding the boot or shoe when ap-
plied thereto, substantially as shown and described.
, Second, the projection o having a groove foi-mcd
therein and arranged to operate in connection with
the plate ?i, and sccui-ed by the catch e, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with the clips a, arranged as
described, the gi-ooved projection o aud plate n, spring

/, and catch c, arranged to operate as aud for the
pm-pose set forth.

61,410.—Alfred B. Ely, ISTewton, Mass.—JLTa-

chinefor Cutting Files.—Januai-y 22, 1867.—The tool
stock is lined with rubber, through which passes the
shank of the chisel. The tool is separate from the
hammer and the chisel slips up and do^vn in the stock.
A j)in through the shank above the rul)ber keeps the
chisel in place. The ai-m of the tool stock has a ball

at its end, which is socketed in hollows on the inner
sides of two legs of metal on the rear of the tool stock.
Claim.—Fii-st, lining the socket and grasping the

tool in the stock or head with rubber when the parts
m-e arranged and constructed and operate, substan-
tially as and for the* pm-poses described.
Second, connecting the tool holder or head with the

ai-m or shaft, substantially as described.
Third, the spiing arm D, in combiuation with the

rubber-lined head, substantially as described.
Fom-th, tlie aiTangement of the bars G, with the

head and ai-m, substantially as and for the puii)oses
described.

Fifth, regulating the angle of the cutting edge of
the tool to the arm or shaft by means of bars and
clamps, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of the rubber-lined socket
with the vertically swivebng head, substantially as
described.
Seventh, the combination of the rubber-lined socket

with the vertically swiveling and horizontally turning
head, substantially as described.

61,411.—Samuel Fay, Lowell, Mass.—ITac/aT?^
for Opening and Cleaning Cotton.— January 22,

1867.—The beaters are ai-ranged one within the other
and revolve with different velocities aud in ojjposite

directions, being attached to a face plate revolving in
a vertical plane. The lower portion of the enclosing
cylinder is perforated to allow the dust to escape, and
the cotton admitted near the axis escapes at a spout
araanged tangentially near- the lower portion of the
casing.
Claim.—The combination of the beaters G H and

I J, aiTangcd the one within the other, and revolved
with the same or different velocities, and in the same
or opposite directions, substantially as hereiu shown
and described.

61,412—Thojias F. Field, Saugcrties, If. Y.—
Changing Water in, Steam Generators.—Iiuuiary 22,

1867.—A short pipe or nozzle is secm'cd by a flange
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to the generator, and has a valve upon its inner end
which opens inward, and upon its outer end has a
screw thread for the attachment of a water supply
hose ; the pressure of the water being in excess of
that of the steam in the generator.
Claim.—The valve D applied ^to and in combina

tion with the change water-feed nozzle of steam boil-

ers, and operating in connection with a feed pipe or
hose under pressure, substpntially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

61,413.-— Levi "W. Pitield, Melrose, Mass.—
Knitting Machine Needle.—JSiXma-aj 22, 1867.—The
forked latch is pivoted in the shank of the needle, and
has shoulders which rest upon the cheeks of its slot to

limit its viln-ation. The prolongation of the pivot
hole in the latch gives it a limited capacity for longi-

tudinal adjustment.
Claim.—T\xQ closer or latch, as made fm'cated, and

with one or more shoulders d, arranged with respect
to the forks, as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the pivoted closer or latch, as made with the
slot/, to enable it not only to turn upon but slide on its

pin e, as set forth.

61,414.—C. L. Frink, Eockville, Comi.—Globe
Valve.—January 22, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The attachment of the disk H to the stem
B, by means of the -pin which is fast in the stem a«id

working in a groove in the disk, as herein shown and
described.

61,415.—Stephen M. G-olden, Marceline, El.—
Churn.—.Tcfnuary 22,1867.—The dasher rod is attached
to a lever which is -vibrated vertically by a wrist on
the face of the driving wheel. The wi'ist traverses a
slot in the lever.

Claim.—Fh'st, the arm D, as operating on the wiist
G-, shaft B, and adjustable bolt F, as herein- described
and for the pm-poses set forth.

Second, the construction of the frame C, with its

toothed wheels K and L, fly-wheel H, and adjustable

liistou D, in combination with the shaft B, and chm^n
A, when an-anged and operated as herein described
and for the pm-poses set forth.

61,416.—WiLLLVM F. Goodwin, Washington, D.
C.

—

Automatic Toy.—January 22, 1867.—The legs are
flexed and extended by the motion of the compound
systems of levers operated by a spring and trains of
gearing; the ai'ticiilatious and consecution of the
motions imitate the natm'al and cause the automaton
to progress.
ClaXm.—Fii'st, constructing the legs of toys or

hobby horses with bai-s or pieces joining them together,

makmg hinged or vibrating joints at the several points
where the legs are requu-ed to bend, so that when at-

tacked or pivoted on the studs S or their equivalents on
the shoulders and hips, and acted upon by the rotating
of tlie cranks B', the legs are made to move, bending
all the joints, raising and tm-ning the foot, stepping,
walking, and trotting witli both the fore and hind legs

and fee<:, in imitation of the movements of the horse
or animal which the toy is made to represent, in the
manner and for the purpose substantiallv as described.

Second, the cranks B', or their equivalents, operated
in any manner or by any means whereby they can be
made to rotate, the 'rota'ting of which imparts to the
legs their A'ibrating and reciprocating motions, ar-

ranged to operate in the manner and for the pm-pose
substantially as described.

63 ,417.—W. G.Gkakt, Wakeman, 0\Ao.—Direc-
tor for Uterine Supports.—January 22, 1867.—Thein-
sti'ument is used for inserting u pcssaiy which is con-

trac' ed in the tube till it reaches the requii'ed spot

;

the tube then opeus longitudinally and the pessaiy is

^ectedby the piungei*.

Claim'.—Thii director A, made in two parts or sec-

tions B, and connected togetlier substantially as and
for the purpose spoeitied.

Also, the pusher E in combination with the director

A, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

61 ,418.-Stki'IIEN B. Greacex, Norwich, Conn.
—Peat Machine.—Jannarj 22, 1867.—Within the cyl-

indrical casing is a cylinder eccentrically journaled
and cai-rying a series of sliding plates operated by a

cam. A hopper above the casing feeds the peat to
the pockets on the periphery of the revolving cylin-
der; these gradually decrease in size radially, 'and
thus condense their contents. The blocks are dis-

charged at an opening in the lower part of the casing.
Claim.—First, the combination with the eccentric

outer cylinder B, and irregularcam E, of the revolving
inner cylinder D, with its separately operating radial
slides h, forming sides to the molds, the whole being
coustiaicted and arranged for operation together, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

Second, the combination with the revolving cylin-
der D, slides h, and cam E of the knife or scraper /,
arranged for operation in relation thereto-, as shown
and described,

61,419—Albert Hall, :N'ew York, N. Y.—Toy
Gun.—January 22, 1867.—The baiTCl forms a sleeve
around the lower portion of the stock and the interior
«levices ai-e exposed by opening the stock at its longi-
tudinal suture when the bai-rel is removed. The cyl-

indrical spring uniting the i^lunger and discharge cup
is elongated by retraction rearwlu'd till the button en-
gap-es the sear of the trigger.
Claim.—First, the constraction of the stock of a

spring toy gun in two longitudinal halves or sections
a b, secured together by the barrel c, substantially as
herein sot forth.

Second, the cylindrical India-i-ubber spring n, ar-

ranged in relation with the piston/, barrel c, and trig-

ger k, substantially as herein set forth for the pm-pose
specified.

61,420.—Charles Hall, iS^'ew York, jS^. Y.—
Tool Holder for Flaning Machines. — January 22,
1867.—The tool rest has t^vo projecting cheeks, be-

tween which the stock is suspended by pins, thi-ee on
each side, projecting from it and passing through
curved slots in the cheeks. The two series of pins are
dii'ectly opiwsite one to the other, and of either series

two are arranged some distance apart, but in a hori-

zontal plane, near the upper end of the tool stock, and
the other near the lower end of the stock, but on a
vertical line intermediate between the fn'O upper pins.

Claim.—The combination of the tool stock of a
planer, with its support or rest, by means substantiiilly

as above set forth, so that the tool stock can move a
limited distance in two dh-ections, iii the line of cut-

ting, wherebytwo opposite cutting edges may be alter-

nately brought into operation and held there.

61,421.—"Willlvm Haxcock, Saco, Me.—i?ei-«r-

sible Butt Hinge.—January 22. 1867 : antedated Janu-
ary 14, 1867.—The plates have tubular portions on each
edge, and the pintle being removable they may be asso-

ciated so as to form aright or left hand 'hinge.

Claim:—First, the hinge, in combination with the
washer, for the purpose specified.

Second, a double round edge hinge, as specified, in
combination with a movable pin or pintle, whereby I
am enabled to obtain a "right or left hand" hinge
movement fi-om one and the same hinge.

61,422.—John Harrington, Menomonee,'W'is.—
Machine for Pulling Flax.—Jsawavj 22, 1867.—The
cams on the faces of the reel heads operate pivoted
plntes, which as the reel rotates are vibrated and
cliimped against the radial plates on the reel arms and
seize the flax as the machine passes over it. At a sub-

sequent point in the revolution of the reel the pivoted

jaw plates open and di-op the flax on the platform in

the rear of the reel.

Claim.—Fh-st, the rotating reel provided with fixed

radial plates c, and movable plates J, arran§-ed so a«

to operate as clamps, and as the machine is drawn
along pull the standing flax and deposit it on the plat-

form, substantially as set forth.

Second, the cam-shaped grooves Jj, at the inner

sides of the plates M, and the pivoted arms K, to which
the iilates J are attached, in connection with the roll-

ers e, at t«c inner cuds of the arms working in tho

grooves L, for the pm'poso of operating the plates J,

sutistantially as set forth.

Third, the shafts j. at the outer ends of the plates c,

in connection with the vielding bars k\ at the outer

ends of thet plates J, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the main frame and plat-
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form, with the reel arranged with ckimps to operate

as set forth.

61,4*23.—George HAVELL,XeAvai-k, X.J.

—

Travel-

vig-bag Frame.—Jammiy '22. 1867.—A double strip

of metal is beut into a frame for a traveling baa-, mak-
ing the overlapping li])s of two thicknesses, and at the

same time leaving a groove between their edges in

which to confine the material of which the bag is

made.
Claim.—As an ai-ticle of manufacture the within-

described frame for traveling bags, when constiiictcd

and used as and for the pm'po.se specified.

61,4*24.—Jajies L. Haven, Cincinnati, Oliio.

—

Meat Cutter.—Januarj 22, 1867. — The cylindrical

case has slots tlu-ough Avhich the knives aie intro-

duced, the latter being secui-ed by the projecting ribs

on exterior plates ; the ribs in-ess the bases of the
knives against the sides of their- slots, and a single

tightening scrcAv at the end of the plate clamps the
gang of kni-^es.

Claim.—Fii-st, the mode of securing an entire series

of meat cutting or mincing kiiives G, by means of a
single set screw L, ribbed plate F, and slotted case
A li, substantially as set forth.

Second, the provisions of ribs /, on the side of a
meat cutter, whether cast on the case or separately,

ia combination •with a conespondingly ribbed loose

pai-t, wlieu aiTanged .so that one lateral movement
Aviil fii-mly hold all the knives, substantially as set forth.

Third, the mode of securing a series of ineat cutting
or mincing knives G, by means of the lateral move-
ment of a ribbed plate 1', against corresponding ribs

on the slotted case A B, substantially as set forth.

61,425. — Samuel K. HAvrKixs, Lansingburg,
X. Y.—Appa ratusforA v.tomatica Ihj Weighing Spirits

and other Liquors.—January 22, 1867.—The machine
receives the liquor as it rims' from the still, weighs it,

passes it off to the cisterns or tanks, and registers the
weight of the liquor manufactm-ed, all by automatic
motions. The devices are cited in the claims.
Claim.—First, tlie automatic weighing machine,

constructed and operating substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein descril)ed.

Second, in combination with the levers D and C,
and the clutch hooks p p, the drop weight E, so
arranged that tlie clutch hooks will alternately lift and
di'op the A^eight, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.
Third, the combination of the balance levers D and

C, with the mechanism for operating the valves a and
h b, substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the balance lever D. the

giipiug bai'S G G, the clutch hooks p p, the weight
E. and the T-shaped slot V, constructed and operating
substantially as described.

Fifth, tlie dial plate M. in combination with the
index m. the ratchet wheel X', the pawl n, and the
arm O, operated by a rock shaft, substantially as and
for the pmpose described.

Sixth, in combination with the balance lever D and
its attachments, the sliding weight D', substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Seventh, in combination with the lowerlever C, and

the drop weight E, the elastic platform E', substan-
tially as and ibr the pm-pose described.
Eighth, in combination Avith the lower lever C, the

(^unecting bai-s H' and h, the lever h' and the valve
a, the inclines J and J', constructed and operating
substantially as and for the pm-pose desciibed.

61,426 T. D. and W. A. Hedgek, Meadow
Lake, Cal.

—

liexolving Sluice for Saving Metals.—
Januarj- 22, 1867.—Tlie endless apron is made of fab-

ric sufficiently coarse to retain tlie heavier particles
which it receives from the feed spout, beneatli which
issues the stream of water. A scraper at the end
removes the refuse, and the entangled metallic paiticles
pass into and are collected in the tank.

Claim.—First, a sluice Avith revolving belt D, so
constructed that the sides will foi-m flexible joints h h
in passing around the drums, closing up and forming
close joint.s while passing up and doAvn the incline,
fonniug a sufficient channel between them for the pm--
pose described, substantially as set forth.

Second, the mouthpiece or opening G beneath tlie

playbrm, so that the sand or pulp which is fed to the

machine may enter a sufiicient distance l)clow to give
action and 'force to the Avater introduced through
the opening G to sweep doAvn the incline and caiTj
Avith it the sand and debris, substantially as described
for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, separating the ore, by passing the A'aluablc

portions up the incline, and the debris doAvn to the foot,

as Avaste matter, as described.

61,427.—Cvnus Hill, Dover, 'M.Q.—Compos-itimi
for lioofing.—Jaiuiary 22, 1867.—Composed of coal
tar, three gallons; linseed oil, one quai't: and clay,

plaster, and pulA"crizcd slate in sufficient quantity to
give the mixture proper consistency to spread easily.

Claim.—The composition for covering roofs and
for similar pm-poscs, consisting of the ingredients
herein namctl, and tmited in the proportions substtm-
tiaUy as set loi-th.

61,428—J. HiN-DMAX, Olathe, Kansas,— Com
Huskei:—January 22, 1867.—Improvement on patent
of Shaw, XoA'cmber 10, 1857, in respect of the position
of the hook, Avhich is curA'cd backAvard so as to l>c

utilized by the retraction of the ai-m and hand instead
of the ractio-ulnfir rotation of the forearm.
Claim.—A corn husker having the tang B turned

back and pointing toAvard the wrist, as herein shoAvu
and described.

61,429.—JOHX S. Hoar, "West Acton, Mass.—
Bench Vise.—January 22, 1667.—Combined with the
ordinary movable jaAV of a bench vise is a sup]jlemen-
tary, adjustable, obtuse-angled, triangular jaw secured
by 'a backAvardly in-qjectiug flange to tlie jaAV, the
obtuse angle being against the faceof the jaA\'.

Claim.—First, the adjustable jaw B mad« as de-

scribed, also its combination and arrangement with
the vise jaAV.

Second, the an-angement and combination of the
slotted hook C, and its set screw b, with the vise javv-

A, and with the adjustable jaw B, made as described.

61,430.—Chakles Hollavede and Julius Brze-
ZINSKY, Xcw Tork,X. Y.—JT??/.—January 22, 1867.—
The skin is stretched and formed on a block, the edges
being drawn over the ends to the requii-ed extent so
as to exi)ose the fur to the edge of the lining of the
pocket.
Claim.—A fur mttfF, having its ends turned and set

upon a former, by means substantially as shown and
described.

61,431. — D. S. HoLMAN, Conneautville, Pa.—
Seed Planter.—January 22, 1867.—The devices de-

scribed constitute means for opening the tun-ows in

the ground, regulating the discharge of seed, and cover-
ing the seed after being dropped."

Claim.—First, the two seed slidesH H', placed one
above the other at the upper part of the tubes G, and
having springs d bearing against them, in combina-
tion with the wheels I and projections e, having pins

/ g in their peripheries, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the regulating slides J, in combination with
the seed slides H H', an-anged substantial!j as and for

the purpose specified.

Third, the coml)ination of the metallic tulws L and
covering shares O, all arranged and applied so as to

be capable of operating andbeing adjusted substan-
tially as shoAA-n and described.

61 ,432.—R. L. HoAVELL, Baltimore, Md.. assignor
to himself, E. M. WlLKixs, and W. S. Bkoavmno,
same place.

—

Burner for Vapor Stoves.—January 22,

1867.—The flow of oil to the retort is controlled by a
valve with a screw stem, and as it issues ft-om the
vertical vent tube is deflected by a cone Avhicli prcvent^s

the hissing of the vapor as it escapes. A chamber in

the supply pipe forms a trap for arresting foreign mat-
ters on the oil.

Claim.—Yirst, the residuum chamber X X, and
the pipe B, arranged substantially as described, in

combination witli a vapor stove.

Second, the conical headed pin H, A\-ithin the aper-
ture J of the retort, operated by the screw plug E,
sub.stantially as and for the piu-pose specified.

Third, tlie retort F having stands L and partition
K cast solid therewith, the latter having Aent J ex-
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tending tll^o^lgh it, and valve ssat I on its side, as and
lor the purpose specified.

61,433.—Anthoxt Iske, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Win-
dow Sash and Fab-tener.—Jamiaxy 22, 1867.—The de-

vice jn-ovides a ready means for' removing the sash
from its traversing grooves for the pitrpose of clean-
ing or reglazing. "The side strips are made remova-
ble and ai-e locked in place by the turn button.

Claim.—The tongue aaid gi'oovc connection of the
strip B with the sides A of the sash, in combination
with the turning button, for either locking both paits
A B together, so as to move up and dowii jointly, or
tor locking both to the casing, the whole ai-ranged
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

61,434.—Patrick E:exny, Xew York, N. T.—
Steamboat Signal Apparatus.—January 22, 1867.

—

The movement of a lever by the j^ilot actuates an indi-

cator traversing the face' of a marked dial coiuci-
dently Avith the sounding of a bell. The levers pro-
jecting thiough a plate having .slots extending in dif-

ferent directions, are caused by means of wires to
move a lever connected to the'shaft of the index by
cord attached at different points on its periphery;
thus a gi-eater or less extent of movement on the lev-
ers will move the index through a proportionate arc.
Claim.—First, the combination of tlie signal liMi-

dles with each other in tlie manner described, so tliat

each signal liandle will liave a different line of move-
ment, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, attaching the connecting cords to the index
shaft at intervals proportioned and corresponding to
the intervals Ijetween the signal marks upon the dial,

substantially as described.
Third, the combination of one or more levers G-, or

theii" eqtuvalents, with the index shatt, substantially
as described.

61,435.—Daniel Kiddeu, Fi-anklin, X. 'K.—Ap-
paratus for Tethering Animals.—Januaiy 22. 1867.

—

By the introduction of the spring under the pole the
eiid of it is ]{;ept up to prevent the animal from get-
ting entangled in the bridle rein or tether I'ope.

Claim.—Tlie springE applied to the pole D, in com-
bination witli the stake A, substantially as jmd for
the pui-pose dcscrijjed. <

61,436.—ISTorarAN' S. Kinyox, Chenango Porks,
i:^. Y.—C'/iur/i.—January 22, 1867.—The spiral hori-

zontal blade and the concentric bowed blades are re-

volved in different directions by their pinions, which
engage witli a common master wheel.
Claim.—The combination, construction, and ar-

rangement of the dasher blades or floats with the an-
gular blades s s on the lower end of tlio shaft B, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

61,437.—George T. Lape and JepthaiiLeathe.
Xew York, iST. Y.

—

Bailroad Switch.—January 22,
1867.—The switch piece has a lug which rests against
the rail, retains it against side in-essm-e, and lias a
central gTOOve which receives the flange of the wheel
and leads it up tiU it crosses the rail, when it descends
into its proper position.

Claim.—The street car rcplacer, consisting of the
side pieces B B, groove A, lug o, when coustructed
and operating as herein set forth for the pm'pose spe-
cified.

61,438.-David P. Lewis, Huntsvifle, Ala.—
Cotton Chopper and Thinner.—Jannavj 22, 1867.

—

A cutter with edges on botli sides is arranged in a
friime capable of vertical adjustment to regulate the
depth of cut. The motion of the cutti-r is" imparted
fi'om a wheel driven by bevel geai's from the axle of
the supporting wheels.

Claim.—A machine for cutting ^nd thinning cotton
and for other purposes, constructed, aixang-cd, and
combined substantially as herein shown and described.

61 ,439.—Ali'IIOXSE Julien Loiseau, Xew York,
N. Y.

—

Stop jLitlonfar Xooias.—January 22, 1867.

—

To each war)) tliread is hung a weight which descends
as the thread breaks, and is tiicn pushed by a con-
stantly oscillating plate against a cross bar, which i

brings into action the proper levers and catches to
j

check the lay, arrest the movement of the driving
shaft, and also ship the belt.

Claim.—The oscillating plate F and cross bar E in
combination with weights or rods a, dog e, catch bar
N, and stop K, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

61,440.—EMII.E Loiseau, ISTew York, X. Y.—
Attachment for Holding Skirts together.—J anuary 22,

1867.—The lower hoop is attached to the skirt by a
loop, which encloses the hoop and buttons to the
skirt.

Claim.—A strap A whereby a lady's hoop skirt is

attached to a petticoat, said'strap being made sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

61,441—Isaac Y. Lyxx and George T. Sxow-
DEX, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Balance Slide Vcdve.—January
22, 1867.—The conical pactiag ring is interposed be-

tween the conical seat on the inside of the cylinder on
the back of the valve, and the cylinder which depends
from the inside of the chest cover. The object is to
obtain a balancing pressure on the respective sides of
the valve.

Claim.—The packing ring D, or its equivalent,
when used in combination with the cyUnuers/ and C,
l)lato B, and valve A, constructed, arranged, and op-
erating substantially as herein described and for the
pm'pose set forth.

61,443.—John McZ^Lichael, PhiladelpMa, Pa..

assignor to Joseph Wright, same place.— TFood
Turning Lathe.—January 22, 1667.—The lathe ha,s

two revolving disks with cutting edges on their peri-

pheries, and an oscillating frame carrying revolving
spindles upon which the handle is fixed. The means
for oscillating the handle in contact with either side

ai-e described in the claims.
Claim.—First, the rocking frame H ai-ronged with

the cutters G and G' and the standing frame A, sul>
stantialiy as hereinbefore described, and for the pm'-
poses specified.

Second, combining the cam Y with the rocking
shaft T and rocking frame H, for giving a reciprocat-
ing motion to the latter, substantially as and for t*he

piu'pose above described.
Third, the combination of the cam lever with the

center j' and lever P, the latter being operated by '

tlie lever Q, or its equivalent, substantially as and for

the piu'pose set forth.

Foiu'th, arranging the sliding handle Y and spring
X witli the upriglit W, for tlie double piu'pose of giv-

ing a rockmg motion to the frame H by means of the
cam V, and "actuating the cam lever 'O through the
intermediate levers P Q, substantially as described
and for the purposes specified.

61,443.—Benjamin F. Miller, :N"ew York, X.
Y.

—

Caloric Radiator for Stove Pipes.—Januai'y 22,
1867.—The diaphrag-m is sustained by angular radial
plates parallel to the axis of the radiator. A radial
extension of the case at this point preserves the seo-
tional area of flue space.
Claim.—First, the septa or plates/, in combination

with the diapliragm e and radiating case e d, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, arranging the diaphragm e and case c in
tlie manner shown in Figs. 1 and i3, so that the space
through which the heated gases or products of com-
bustion pass shall be nearly of equal area to the pii^
a, for the purposes and as set forth.

61,444.—Charles B. Mo.seley and Lucius L.
WOOLLEY, Medford, Mass.—C'oj9?/ Holder.-—Jsamarj
22, 1867.—The clamp liolds the "copy" for a compos-
itor or copyist, and is revolved as the matter is com-
posed to expose a fresh ponion to vie-«-. The pawl
holds the cylinder to its adjustment and the edge of
the lid may constitute a line indicator.
Cloim.—The cylinder D, or its equivalent, having

a spring jaw F, when hung in a suitable frame, siil>

stantialiy as and for the purpose described.
Also, in combination witli the above, the s^^^nging

lid II, arrauged substantially as described rmd for the
purpose specitied.

Also, the notched head of the cylinder D, or its

equivalent, in combination with the'piiv\l or catch 2^,

for the purpose described.
Also, the ix'on frame on which the working portion
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of tlie macliine rests, and whicli holds the same in po-

eition, substautiallv as specified.

61,445.—Michael C. Murray, "West Acton,
Ma.ss.- Raihvay 0/iair.—January 22, 1867.—The base
plate has an upward flange which fits into the hollow
on one side of the rail and receires a jaw which fits

into the hollow on the other side. Rabbets secure the
relative lon£i-itudinal position of the parts. The notches
in the adjacent edges of the rails receive a locking

Eiece, and the nuts of the transverse bolt are secui-ed

y a longitudinal locking bar.
' Claim.—T\iQ improved chair as constructed with

the base plate A, separate from and to extend under
and support the jaw C, and as having the rabbet a
and as provided with the projections c c' and the
shoulders b b, arranged with respect to the base plate

A and the jaws B C, and so as to extend into and un-
der the rails as specified.

Also, the rails as made with the notches d d ar-

ranged in them at thcii" joints or ends, as specified,

andto be used with the chau* made as explained.
Also, the nut holderD as made with the nut recesses

i i and the fltmgo k, or their equivalents.

61.446.—Hentit E. Xew^tox, Manchester. :N". H.,
assignor to himself and W^r. A. ISTewtox, same place.—Broom.—January 22, 1867.—The spring conuection
of the handle to the broom gives a flexibility addi-
tiontxl to that of the bristles.

Claim.—One or more springs B which connect the
handle C with the broom head A, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

61,447.—JortN-XicHOLSOX, Alleghany City, Pa.—
PM??ij9.—January 22, 18G7.—The upper' end' of the
valve chamber or working ban-el has a lock furnished
with catches and springs, the catches taking hold un-
der the shoulder of a "coupling and being held there
by means of said springs until released by a collar on
the pump rod ; the valve chamber and 'its lock ai-e

combined with a vielding seat place in the tubing.
Claim.—Providing the upper end of the valve

chamber or working barrel /t of a pump with a lock/
/, furnished with catches q and springs e, said lock
being used in connection "srith a coupling A, case C,
seat J, imts K 8 and 9, spu-al spring r, and collai'i' on
the pump rod D, the whole being constructed, arranged
and operating substantially as herein described and
for the pm'pose set forth.

61,448.—L. R. :N"or5LVX and W. F. Dieterichs,
jr., St. Louis, Mo.—J5ncZ: Kiln.—Januaiy 22, 1867.—
A space for the escape of steam is pro^-ided between
the two arches which form the roof of the chamber
where the articles ai-e burnt. The smoke flues on the
top and ends of the air chambers are connected by
short- transverse flues which terminate in chimneys on
the sides of the structure whose inarched walls resist
internal pressm'e.

Claim.—Fii'st, the construction and aiTangement
of the smoke flues D d D' as described and set forth.
Second, the cold au* or supply chambers C, and the

distribution of the air to the furnaces tkrough a series
of orifices c, as described and set forth.

Third, the construction of the vertical walls of the
Idln with concave sides so as to resist the interior press-
ure from the expansive force of the heat and steam.

61,449.—L. R. XoRM.AJN' and W. F. Dieterichs,
St. Louis, Mo.—J5/nofciri7»i.—.January 22, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and iUusti'ation.
Claim.—First, constnictiagthe sides of our improv-

ed brick kiln of double walls to enclose a hot-au- cham-
ber when the outer wall is inwardly curved or arched,
the inner wall being straight, all substantially in the
manner herein described and for the purposes set forth.
Second, the arrangement of a hot-air chamber D

over the cold nu* supply chamber B, between the fire
spaces of our improved kUu, constructed and operat-
ing substantially in the manner and for the puri>oae
hereiii specified. >

Third, the combinatioij and aiTangement of the outer
chimneys F, the valves F'. and the air chambers A*
and D enclosing the kiln, all substautiallv in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein set forth.

"

Fourth, the arrangement of the fire boxes with

grate bars extending entirely across our hnproTed
kiln, substantially as herein set forth.

61,450.-0. P. ]S"0RT0X, Rosevillc, lH.—Cultiva-
tor.—January 22, 1867.—The draft pole is supported
by an ai-ch upon the axles, and the beams connected
to a braced vertical rod depending from the draft

Sole, the coupling being adjustable vertically. The
oulile shovel plows are managed by the usual han-

dles.

Claim.—First, the pole B. arch C, and supporting
wheels D D, constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the pole B b, fig. 1, sliding box/, loop F,
and set screw k, in connection with the plow beam A,
all arranged and operated as and for the pm'pose do-
scribed.

61,451.—Julius A. Pease, ISTew York, ISJ". Y.—
Hat Body.—January 22, 1867.—The hat body is made
of rawhide split, damped, and stretched on a block
Avith a ring next to the brim, and is thus dried ; or it

may be tanned on the block. It is then colored,
flocked, or covered with plush or other material.
Claim.—A hat or hat body made from raw Iiide or

untanned hide, substantially as before described.

61,452.—Edward L. Perry, jSTcw York, ]Sr. Y.—
Color Covering for liolls for Sjiinniiiff. cCc.—-January
22, 1867.—The three or more layers which form a cot
or covering for the roll are united by cement.
Claim.—A cot or covering for roils of spinning or

other macliines, when inadeor composed of three or
more separate layers or thicknesses joined together,
of which the outer layers a and b consist of leather,
and the iutermediate "layer c of fibrous or elastic ma-
terial, substantially as described.

61,453.—H. Pierce and J. B. Buttox, Cleve-
land, Ohio.—Oil Tank.—JamiaTj 22, 1867.—The tank
is formed on sills whose intervening keys are ar-

ranged so as to fonn a circular base. The' two floors
are at right angles to each other, and each at an
angle of 4.5^ with the sills. A cu'cular groove, in the
sUls receives a brace against which tha planks of tho
first floor abut. The second floor is above the lower
edge of the tank.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the sills B, keys
C, abutment braces F, in combination with the foun-
dation floor G, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
bottom G'. placed within the tank, the inlayer (i'.in

combination with the tank H, angle irons b and floor

G, for the purpose and in the manner set forth.

61,454 Luke A. Plumb, Biddeford, Me.—
Combined Lamp, Coffee Pot, and Boiler.—January
22, 1867.—The device has the functions cited, the
coffee-pot and boiler having a central flue which forms
a chimney for the lamp upon which they are imposed
when adajjted for associated use.

Claim.—Yh-at, the tube D, attached to a cone C. of
the bui-ner of the lamp when used in connection with
a vessel provided with a central di-aft tube to fit over
said tube D, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

Second, the employment or use in a vessel provided
with a central di-al't tube for a lamp of a vessel E,
provided with two or more removable chambers J,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination witii a lamp of two or more
vessels E II, provided with central draft tubes ar-

ranged so that the draft tube of one vessel will extend
above its top to admit of the lower end of the tube of
the other vessel being fitted upon it, substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,455 Oscar T. Potter, Scott, N. Y.—Car-
riage Jack.—JamxaYj 22, 1867.—The jointed arm is

pivoted to the post and extended by the depression of

its attached lever.

Claim.—The arrangement of tho arm b with its

fork d and crooked lever m, in combination with the
.staudai'd a, when used as and for the purposes set

forth.

61,456.—Tdiothy J. Power.s, I^'ew York, X.
Y., assignor to Fitch and Van Vechten, same
place. — C'artridgre Filling Jlcwftinc.-— January 22,
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1867.—Automatic derices feed the cartridge shells to
the machine; feed the guupo^vder into the shells, the
bullets to the machine and to the loaded shells, where
they are rammed upon the charge. Other automatic
devices crimp and close the mouths of the shells around
the bullets. Automatic contrivances carry the shells

fi'om the shell-feeding to the powder-feeding device,
thence to the bullet-feeding and inserting devices,

thence to the crimper, and finally to the discharge.
Claim.—First, the spring or contractible crimping

die or device for closing the mouths of the shells on
to or in the bullet, constructed to operate substan-
tially as described.
Second, said contractible crimping die, or its equiv-

alent, in combination with an intermittent shell car-

rier ibr operation together, essentially as hereiu set

forth.

Third, the combination of an automatic bullet-

feeder with an. automatic shell-carrier, substantially
as specified.

I'ouith, the combination of an automatic shell-

feeder, shell-carrier, and buUet-feeder, for action to-

gether, as hereiu set forth.

Fifth, the combiuation with an automatic bullet-

feeder, of a bullet take-up or sUde, to deposit the bul-

let over the shell.

Sixth, in combination with an automatic buUet-
fecder a divided or opening and closing conducting
die, to guide the bullet to its place in or over the shell,

and to hold it while the charge is being rammed, sub-
stantially as specified.

Seventh, providing the bottom of the powder hop-
per, or space iutervening between it and the charge
measm'cr or distributor, with an independent bush
and rubber packing, or their equivalent, for opera-
tion together and in combination with the distributor,

essentially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Eighth,' griping the shell, while being crimped, by
an independent slide, or its equivalent, ai-ranged to
close upon the mouths of the shell chambers In the
caiTier, and afterward, to open and retire therefi'om,

essentially as specified.

Ninth, the combination in one machine of an aiito-

matie shcll-cai-rier. bullet-feeder, powder-charger or
measm-er and-distributor, and crimping device or die.

for operation together, substantially as herein set

forth.

Tenth, while not claiming irrespective of the mode
herein described, raising the shell at certain points
within its chamber in the carrier, I do claim, in com-
bination with an iutermittingly rotating caiTier pro-

vided with chambers substantially as described, the
lifting rod i, aiTanged to raise, dui'ing a pause in the
motion of the carrier, the shell fmther up within its

chamber, and then to retreat, essentially as and for

the puri^ose herein set forth.

Eleventh, elevating the upper end of the shell,

prior to crimping, above the top sm-face of the cai--

rier, and retaining it there wliile crimping by means
of ajii iutermittingly reciprocating rod e, arranged to
operate in connection with the can-ier and suitable

crimping device, substantially as specified.

61,457.—Ja:mes S. Ealstox, Indiana, Pa.—
Tue.—January 2::?, 1367.—The two cam disks have a
connecting rod which passes through the jaws of a
vise. By turning the rod the disks close the jaws
and ai'C retained in that position by a pawl catching
upon a I'atchet upon the iieriphery of one of the disks.

Claim.—In combination with 'the A A' of a vise
the cam disks C C', placed on a coupling rod B, for

opening and closing the jaws, to be held to then-

work by the ratchet wheel c and spring dog e, cou-
structecl and operating substantially as hereiu de-

scribed.

61,458.—AxDUEW Ra>'Kix, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Butt Hinge.—January 22, 1867.—A roUer is applied
betAveen the two plates so as to receive a portion of
the lateral strain, which is ordinarily wholly received
by the pintle. The roller occupies a slot iu one bai--

rel, and the axis of the roUer is an axial screw pin.

Claim.—Tha roller m, adapted to the two plates

of a lift-off hinge, substantially iu the manner and
for the purpose hereiu set forth.

61,459.—Smith E. G. PvAWSon, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.—Globe OZocA;.—January 22, 1867.—The globe
time piece exhibits the difference iu time between

places of differing longitude. The mechanism is

contained within the sphere, exposing on the outside
of the* globe only the dial plate, pointers, and the
pedestal support.'

Claim.—First, providing for the -winding up of a
globe clock through an aperture in the shaft or axle
of rotation of the globe within which the clock is

contained.
Second, having the winding up shaft of a globe

clock coincident with the axis of rotation of the
globe within Avhich the clock mechanism is contained.

Thii-d, sustaining a globe clock upon an adjustable
support C, or its equivalent, substantially as described.

Foiu'th, supporting a globe clock by means of a
vertical spindle upon a pedestal in such manner that
the globe can be rotated about a vertical axis, sub-
stantially as described.

Fifth, 'the combination of a fixed index k and movar
ble index n with a globe which is rotated automat-
ically, substantially as described.

Sixth, sustaining a globe which is rotated by means
of clock-work upon a tubular shaft in such a 'manner
that the clock spring can be wound up vrithout
detaching the sections of the globe, substantially as
described.

61,460.—"William G. Eedjiax, Louisville, Ky.—
Dental Plugger.—January 22, 1867.—The pressur'eof
the plugger upon the gold' in the cavity of the tooth
gives movement to a hammer which strikes upon the
extremity of the plugger. The intermission of the
pressure" permits the extension of the spring and
raises the hammer.
Claim.—First, the casing as represented in form

by A and A', containing the bar D D', the let-off bajr

/, the spiral spring h, the spring and stop z and z',

the disks V and V, the partial disk or joint piece w,
and the swivel joint E, constructed substantially as
described for the pui^pose si^ecifled.

Second, the arm or lever C, connected with the
spring helve by slot and bolt, substantially as de-
scribed.
Third, the spring helve 6, and its connection with

the case at 11, and also the spring d acting against
the helve.

61,461.—J. TV. PvETXOLDS, Hyde Pai-k, P;x.,

assignor to himself and S. H. Cutter.—Car Truck.—
January 22, 1867.—The king bolt is placed on a
socket applied to the cross bai- of the truck to which
the spring is attached. The spiings rest on longitu-
dinal bars connected to the pedestals which bear
upon the axles. The latter are lubricated thi'ough
openings in the outer sides of the boxes.
Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement

of the pivot or king bolt D of the truck on a'socket
C, applied to the cross bai* B, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and ai-rangement of the
springs I, bars G, and the boxes F, substantially as
and for the pm-pose specified.

Third, the openings -d in the outer sides of the
boxes F, iu combination with the slides e, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

61,462.—M. S. EiCHARDSON and Erasmus A.
POXD, Eutland, Yt.

—

Valve Gear for Direct Acting
Engines.—January 22, 1867.—The series of piston
valves are operated by a system of levers aiTangcd
within the cylinder and ste'am chest, and actuated by
the contact of the piston at each end of its stroke.

Claim.—Fii'st, the piston valves connected with
and dii'ectly actuated by a system of levers operated
by the steam piston a's herein described, so as to
cifect the induction and eduction of steam to and
from the steam cylinder.
Second, the combination of the piston valves wifli

an oscUlatmg lever actuated by auxiliarv levers a>
ranged within the steam chest and cylinder, subsuu*-
tially as shown and set forth.

Tliird, the combination with a system of levers
located within the steam chest au'd cylinder, and
actuated l)y the steam piston as described, of the
cylindrical plungers or piston valves sliding iu re-

cesses formed in the steam chest on each side of the
central steam admission and exhaust chambers, sub-
stantially as herein shown and specified.
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03,463—JOHX EOBEETSOX, Brooklyn, IST. T.,
nssignor to himself and Abraham Bartholf.—Ex-
tracting Oil from /Seeds.—January 22, 1867.—The
seeds fu-e pnlverized in a steam-jacketed cylinder, and
the oil extracted by means of a centrifugal machine.
Claim.—First, the process substantially as herein

described of treating seeds or other substances for

the extraction of oil by subjecting the same to the
action of beaters in a heated cylinder or case, essen-
tially as herein set forth.

Second, the within-described process of extracting
the oil from seeds or other substances reduced to a
pulp by exposing the same to the action of a centri-

fugal machine, substantially as specified.

Thii'd, the combination with a centrifugal machine
of revolviuo- beaters, working in a cyiinder or case
as described, and to which steam is or may be admit-
ted for separate but joint action on the material from
which the oU is to be extracted, essentially as speci-
fied.

Fourth, the aiTangemcnt in a loose or detachable
manner within the revoh-ing cylinder or holder of a
centrifugal machine, and so as to rotate with said
holder of the reticulated cylinder or screen inwhich the
material is placed for action, as described.

61,464.—Almox Hobtxsox, McLean, IST. T.

—

Peat Machine.—January 22, 1867.—A series of molds
are attached to an entUess chain which passes oyer
rollers and under the hopper which supplies them
with peat. A band of AToven material passes entirely
round the chain and is pressed into the molds, form-
ing a lining to each. As the molds pass over the
roUer they open and the peat is thrown out by means
of the lining. The peat is pressed in the molds by a
pluuger.

Claim.—First, the earner molds a a,, arranged
relatively to each other, and to the grinding and
depositing mechanism D^ D^, or their equivalents,
sul)stautially as and for the purpose herein set forth.
Second, the presser G, in combination with the

caiTier molds a a, and arranged to operate relatively,
substantially as herein specified.

Thii-d, the slack cloth g arranged on the presser G,
so as to be pulled off by a motion commencing at the
edge or edges, as represented and described, for the
purpose herein specified.

Fourth, the slack cloth il, arranged as herein shown
relatively to the section of molds a a, so as to unfold,
peel off. and expel, in the manner and with the effect
substantially as herein specified.

Fifth, the roller I, arranged to pass fnto and out of
the several molds, and replace the slack cloth M, or
its equivalent, in the manner herein shown.

61,465.—Juan A. Eobinsox, jr., San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Amalgamator.—January 22, 1SG7.—The design
is to prevent the deposit of base metals from the solu-

tions of theu- sulphates.in the amalgamation of silver
ores.

Claim.—An amalgamator constructed of copper
and wood, or an alloy of copper, with frictional sm--
faces, substantially as and for the pui-pose described.

61,466.—George W. Eogers, Lancaster, IST. T.,
assignor to himself and John D. Shepard.—Manu-
facture of ^'offp.—January 22, 1867.—The boiling
soap is forced into the cooling frames by means of a
force pump until a pressure of 200 pounds to the
square inch is attained. This pressure is maintained
until the soap is cooled.

Claim.—The within-described manufacture of soap
by subjecting the material to a high j)ressure at a
moderate temperatm-e, substantially as and for tho
purpose herein specified.

61,467—Adaline Eose, Bath, ]S^. Y.—Carpet
/Sffc/.-.—-Januai-y 22, 1867.—Straps are added on each
side of the handle and extend to the bottom of the
sack. The straps are held in their places bv loops,
and are shortened by buckles to draw up the'bottom
of the sack and reduce its size.

Claim.—The carpet sack A. with the straps B and
buckles, and with the keepers C, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

61,46S—Joffif Eoss, Greenville, 'Mich.—Pump.—Januai-y 22, 1B67.—The lower section is bored for
piston chambers and commumcating pipes, and its

upper end carrying the eduction valves is slipped into
the upper portion of the stock. The plunger rods are
worketl by racks and pinions, and the vent tube above
the eduction valve worked by a rod which reaches the
surface.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the bore B,
bores F F, chamber C, chamijcrs L M, and piston
rods P E, secured to racks S T, in combination with
the stock A and valve cylinders H I, and operating
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination therewith, the vent tQl)e X
of the chamber C and notched rod A', arranged to
operate substantially as and for the purpose specified.

61,469.—Isaac Eowell and Francis E. Mills,
San Francisco, Cal.

—

Mounting Photographs for Ex-
hibition.—Jamxarj 22, 1867.—The paper is carefully
cut away from the outlines of the portrait figure and
a substitute backgTound placed behind it in another
plane, diverging upwardly from the plane of tho
figure and intersecting the latter at the lower edge.
By this means salient effect is obtained.
'Claim.—First, an-anging or mounting photograph

likenesses on a plane divergent from the plane of the
background and foreground, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

Second, the pictm'c frame or case A, with the slop-

ing back for holding the background and likeness on
separate and divergent planes, substantially as and
for the pm'pose described.

Third, the combination of parallel wheels revolving
independently aroimd the same axis, for the purpose
of changing the gi-ouping and scenery of the picture,
and bringing different figures in juxtaposition suc-

cessively, substantially as set forth.

61,470.—Israel Long, Terre Haute, Ind.—
PZow.—Januaiy 22, 1867.—The plow beams occupy
positions outside of the wheels and are attached to
the axles. The position of the plows is controlled by
levers within reach of the driver.

Claim.—Fii'st, the adjustable beams F F, occupy-
ing positions at opposite sides of the machine and
outside of the wheels, and each adapted for the at-

tachment of one or more plows, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination with the plows G G',
beams F F, of the collars E E, fitted to tm-n upon the
ends of the axle, and adjusted by means of levers or
otherwise, as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of tho plow beams F F, col-

lars E E, levers H, and notched bars 1 1, all airangcd
and operating in tho manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Fom'th, the adjustable double-tree K, in combina-
tion with the independent hounds D D', \^-hereby tho
draft may be transfeiTcd to either side of tlie' ma-
chine, substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

61,471.—George H. Sanborn, Boston, Mass.—
Machine for Separating Iron from Sa^id.—Jamiavy
22, 1867.—The sand passes along a concave trough,
being advanced therein and nltimatelj" dischargedljy
the oblique plates of magnetized iron which project
from the periphery of the cylinder. The iron in the
sand is collected by the magnets, brushed from them,
and received in a drawer.
Claim.—The use of the cylinder B, when provided

vrith the magnets gag, one or more rows arranged
substantially as and for the pm'poses described, in
combination with the brush C, the hopper D, the spout
E, the trough F, and the drawer J, substantially as
and for the pui-poses set forth.

61,472.—George TV. Scoll^vy, St. Louis, Mo.—
Embalming JSodies.—January 22, 1867; antedated
January 19, 1867.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—Fii'st, embalming dead bodies or presei-v-

ing them from putrefaction, by introducing an anti-

septic gas or ^ases into the arterial or vasculai* sys-

tem, substantially as described.

Second, embalming dead bodies orpresci-vingthcm
from putrefaction b}' the introduction of an antiseptic
gas or gases into the bowels, stomach, or lungs, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third," embalming dead bodies or preserving them
from putrefaction bv combining the internal and ex-

ternal application of the gases thereto, substantially

in tho manner describod.
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61,473.—John Seeman and Silas P. Catrow,
Middleto-wn, Ohio.

—

Clothes Dryer.—Jannany 22,
1867.—A hinged slatted stand supports a frame whose
two sections are separately pivoted, but may be inter-

locked with each other by scarf joints to hold them in
horizontal position for a "clothes rack.
Claim.—In combination with the hinged frame B,

the fi"ame E hung thereto and locking together, sub-
stantially as described for the pm'pose specified.

61,474.—John S. Shapter, ISTew York, ][!^. T.—
Petroleum Still.—Ja.n\iary 22, 18G7.—The still is sur-

rounded by brick-work, and contains a coil which
communicates Avith a superheater. Steam is supplied
to the superheater from a generator, and the products
of combustion, after passing thi'ough the flues in the
generator and superheater, pass into the space be-
tween the still and the biick-work surrounding it.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the boiler, sul)er-

heater and still, by which the heat from the boiler is

made to pass tlu'ough the superheater, and then
through under and around the still.

Second, the arrangement of the furnaces L L, col-

lar C, and dampers N N N N, in combination with
the coil F, for superheated steam within the still.

Third, enclosing a petroleum still in brick-work
with two side channels, one above and the other be-
low the collar C, and a third beneath the still, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.
Fourth, placing the eyeglass Q in a tube con-

nected with the stih, so that the operation within the
still can be seen, although enclosed in brick walls
with channels for smoke and hot air between the ma-
sonry and the still.

Filth, the air pipe S, when applied to a petroleum
still for regulating the vacuum.

61,475.—Benjajiin SnmsRicK and Thomas L.
Calkins, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Railroad Switch.—Jan-
uary 22, 1867.—The switch lever is contained -wdthin

an enclosm-e and so arranged as to obstruct the door
and prevent egress until the lever is moved and switch
returned to the main track. Combiaed with the
movable rails is a sliding bar, having inclined shoul-
ders, working in fixed and corresponding slots in such
a manner that the switch is moved by the longitudinal
movement of the bar.

Claim.—Fh'st, the switch lever I, contaiaed within
a building or enclosm-e, and ai-ranged in respect to
the door of the same, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination and ai'rangement of the
frog rails D and D', and switch rails E and E', the
bar H, with its inclinations x and y, guiding plates Gl-

and J, and rods F and K, the whole beiug arranged
foi'joint action, substantially aa and for the purpose
herein set forth.

61,476.—George Shoa^, Tai-mouthport, Mass.—
Cranberry Gatherer.—January 22, 1867.—The side
plates and guard wires dh-ect the plants to the rake,
Avhose collected fruit is received in the pocket behind
the rake head.
Claim.—The combination as well as the airange-

ment of the guard wires or guards c c with the incUned
comb or series of Avires bb b.

Also, the combination as wcU as the arrangement
of the guards c, the inclined comb, and the trough B.
Also, the combination as avcU as the aiTangement

of the side plates a a, the comb bhb, the giiards c c,

and the trough B, the whole beiug substantially as
hereinbefore explained-

61,477.—Earl A. Smith, Waterburv, Conn.-
Buclde.—Janvi'dTj 22, 1867.—The buckle has two
frames, the larger of sheet metal, one side convexed
to receive the minor frame of Avire, closing around at

one side and forming a joint. One end of the belt is

fastened to the central bar. and the other end is

passed upAvai'd and through the rear space of the
buckle, over the central bar and doAvnward and out-

ward with the first end. The duplicate belt is bitten
and licld secure by its own tension.

Claim.—The combination of the bow part. Fig 4,

with tlic lever part. Fig. 3, when they are constructed,
connected, and fitted lor use substantially as herein
described find set forth.

61,478.-E. J. Smith, Washington, D. C.~Grid-
die or CooJcing Utemil.—rJixnuary 22, 1867 ; antedated

January 10, 1867.—The two dish-shaped cast-iron
plates have projecting ears, and when placed together
form a hollow dish to contain nests for cakes, &c.
The giiddle is supported by its proiecting eai's, which
form jom-uals whereby it is turned over upon a rim
placed upon the pot-hole of a stove or range.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the cook-

ing utensil herein described, composed of plates B B%
removable nests a a, and support A, substantially aa
and for the purpose set forth.

61,479.—William "W. Smth, Montrose, Pa.—
Transplanting Tray.—January 22, 1867.—The tray
has removable pai'titions, and 'is designed to hold a
variety of plants taken up for house protection dui'ing
winter. The shifting boards allow the plants to be
inserted or remoAed Avithoat seriously affecting their
roots.

Claim.—A plant tray, constructed substantially as
described, for the propagation and growth of plants
and flowers, as herein set forth.

61,480.—ISTathax H. Spafford, Baltimore, Md.—Machine for Combing and Assorting Bristles.—
January 22, 1867.—The bristles ai-e first partialljr

straightened upon an endless apron, and then fall di-

rectly upon another apron Avhich passes the bristles

to the comb. An automstic guard holds the bristles

while the comb passes through them. Automatic
jaAvs seize the bristles and draw them out, when by
movable fingers they arc can-ied to the receptacle,
Avhose sides have a jarring motion to assist in gather-
ing, straightening, and adjusting them.
Claim.—Fii-st, the endless apron and feed roller E e,

with the picker F' on the shaft F, having a contiau-
ous motion as described, in combination with the in-

termitting endless apron and feed roUer E' e', ope-
rated substantially as herein set forth, for the pm-pose
described.
Second, the comb J, with its appurtenances, con-

sisting of the comb stock and teeth stem J', gauge
plate K, arms K', and spring I, all combined substtm-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the manner of operating the comb J by
means of the shaft g and crank wrist I, in combiua-
tion Avith the sliding stem J' and its socket, and with
the adjustable joint K and cams m m, substantially
as set forth ; and this I claim whether the intermit-
tent motion of the comb be derived from the action
of the segment H in the pinion h, or from any equiva-
lent device.
Fourth, the comb J and its appurtenances, in com-

bination with the gauge plate M, operated by means
of the rock shaft L, stud n, and toe n', or their equiv-
alents, substantially as and for the purpose hereinbe-
fore set forth.

Fifth, the jaws O, fmmished with one or two yield-

ing lips, and the levers O" O", in combination with
the cams 11 and springs s, and either with or without
the toggle-joint levers q q, all combined with and op-
erating by means of tho wiadlass P' and chains, or
any equivalent device, substantially as and for tho
purpose set forth.

Sixth, the dogs u u on the shaft t", in combination
with and operated by the tumbler t, slotted bar t\ and
lever v, or its equivalent, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.
Seventh, the endless platform AV w, arranged sub-

stantially as described, and having an intermittent
motion in combination with the endless apronW over
the deposit box W, for the pm-pose set forth.

Eighth, the sweeping fingers x' x', operating as set
forth, and by means substantially as described, in
combination with the moving platform w w.

iN'iath, the cam Y, rods y y, and stutls y' y ', when
combined substantially as herein described, for the
pm'pose of giving a tremidous lateral movement to
the sides of the box TV", for the object set forth.

Tenth, the combination of the jaws o with the comb
J and the endless apron aad feed roller E' e', each
with their several sippurtenances, arranged and o|>-

erating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,481.—John Stephexson, New York, N. Y.—
Street Car.—January 22, 18()'7.—An improved mode
of hanging horse ctu'S; the pedestals have pendiint
jaAvs connected by vertical yokes or bolts to the
springs in such manner that motion is permitted in

all du'ections. Housings are applied to the aslo
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boxes; clog arms connect the axle boxes with the

truck.
Claim.—First, the pedestals B, formed or provided

vrith pendant jaws a a, in combination with springs

D, located at each side of the axle box, and applied

or aiTUUgod in such a manner as to admit of a uni-

versal motion or pendulous vibration of the cai' body,
substantially as shown and described.
Second, the inverted T, connecting the lov,'er ends

of the jaws « a of the pedestals, and arranged or ap-

plied in relation with the axlo boxes, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the truck M, constructed with its horizontal

side bai'S not under the springs or pendants, but at the

sides thereof, and fi-ee theretl-om, and connected with
the axlo boxes C or the housings G by means of the
arms ^ST, substantially as described.

Foui-th, the yoke, or housing G, with one or both
of the arms as clescribed and applied to the axle boxes
C, either with or without the elastic substance &*,

substantially as and for the purjiose specified.

Fifth, the' clog nxms IST and O, both or either of them
connected with""the axle boxes, or with the yokes or
housings G-, substantially as and for the pm-pose spe-

cified.

61,482.—-IOH\ Stephensox, ISTew York, I>r. Y.—
Foof for Railroad Cars.—J&mi^j 22, 1867.—The
canopy covering the platform is detachable, and a
smaller canopy or

*

" ti'ontlet " covers the windows
above the door.

(Jlaim.—First, the canopy D for the covering of
the platfoi-ms of cars constructed separately from the
I'oof and body of the car, and attached thereto sub-

stantiallv as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the smaller canopy or "trontlet" F, applied
to the ends of the car roof A, over the end ventilators

C, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,483.—F. Strothmaxx, Louisville, Kv., assign-

or to Peters, "Wedb & Co.

—

>Soundinri Board for
Pianos.—January 22, 18G7.—The vibratory actionrof
certain pails of the sounding board is cut 6ft' and con-
centrated upon those portions where vibration is ne-

cessai-y to confer sonorousness. The isolation of the

Kortion is attained by cmwed bars placed above and
oneath the sounding board and secured to the frame.
C'Zftim.—The improvements in sounding board for

pianofortes and other musical instriunents herein spe-

cified, the same consisting in separating or dividing
the board, substautiallv as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

61,484.-Ses-ius E. Tottex, Brooklyn, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and C. L. Topleff.—Can Opener.
—.January 22, 1867.—The spur on the end aflbrds a
fulcrum to assist the cutting edge in penetrating the
tin.

Claim.—A tool A, provided with a sharp-edged
end c, from which projects a pointed tooth d, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

61,485.—William H. Vax Gieson, Passaic, IST.

J.—Cork Screio.—January 22, 1867.—The screw is

rota.ted by pressing the upper sleeve upon the steep
thread of the middle section. A catch fastens the
thread and prevents the rotation when the cork is

withdrawn in the usual manner.
Claim.—First, constructing the upper part B of the

stem, in the form of a twist, spiral, or screw, turned
in a dh-ection the reverse of that of the lower part A,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the stem A B, con-
structed substantially as described, of the tube E,
plate H, or irs equivalent, spring catch I, and handle
P, the whole working together in the manner and to
accomplish the result set forth.

61,486.—Chaules'Vogel. Now York, IST. Y.—
Morchine for Cutting Files.—Janntvry 22, 1867.—The
devices consist of mechanism for feeding the file

blank to the cutter; a file bed so constiiicted that
files of varying sizes can be secured therein ; a cutter
so hung that the force with which it strikes the file

blank can be readily adjusted to the depth of cut re-
quired ; and of a pressiire foot beaiing upon the file

blank just in front of the cutter to hold the blank
upon its bed ; this pressm*e foot is capable of adjust-
ment according to the amount of prcssui'e required.

Claim.—First, the sliding carriage D, for the file

blank, aiTanged to move forward and backward upon
the bed piece A, or its equivalent, when operated
through a di-iving shaft Z, to which it is connected
by a shaft screw-nut IST, screw-threaded shaft O, gears
P2 and Q, shaft R, having ratchet wheel S, with which
engages a pawl T, that is operated through a pitman
rod V, hung to an adjustable boxW of the crank arm
Y at one end of the shaft Z, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Second, the combination with the file bed or block,'

of the notched plate K, for receiving the tang of the
file, and side clutches or jaws L or M, each aiTangcd
and appbed to the said block, so as to be operated
substantially as and for the pm-pose described.
Third, the springs O^ constructed and an-anged as

described in combination with the lifting beam D*,
and eccentric or cam pulleys T^, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.
Fourth, the combination with one or more of the

springs O^ of the lifting arm W-, arranged Avith re-
gard to the same as and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the arm /*, attached to file carriage D, in
combination with the lever g'*, connection rod h*,

catch i-* and m"^, and notched arm c* of the beam shaft
0^ when all arranged and connected together so as
to be operated by the ai-m.f^, substantially as described
and for the pm-pose specified.

61,487.—Rudolph YoLLScmviTz, Is^'ew York, 1^.

Y.—Boot a7id SJioe.—January 22, 1867.—The flexible
strip is attached below the bottom of the gusset, and
is of a width equal to the length of the openings in
the zigzag loops attached to the edges of the upper.
By pmling on the cord the flexible strip is di-awn
through the loops and fastens the boot.
Claim.—The combination of a flexible wedge B,

with zigzag loops a, attached to the opposite edges
of the slit or opening in a shoe or gaiter boot, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

61,488.—Jajvies "Walker, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Cork Bxtractor.—January 22, 1867.—The collar is

adjusted by means of diiferent sized thimbles to the
neck of the bottle, which stands in a frame, furnished
with telescopic sliding ports. A corkscrew is then
turned into the cork by rotating, a tube fitting in the
above mentioned collar. A lever cam then raises the
tube, corkscrew, and cork.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of an adjustable
guide E, cylindrical stock E, collar I, crank H, and
cam-headed lever J J' K, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the provision, in combination with the
above, of the thimbles L, of equal external but dis-

similar interior diameters, as and for the purpose
explained.

61,489.—J. H. Walker, Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Cutting Soles.—January 22, 1867.—The
sole leather is spread upon the table under the platen.
The cutting block having been adjusted, the die is

placed upon the leather under the platen. The treadle
is then depressed, throwing the clutch into operation,
when motion is imparted to the shaft and the platen
forced down on the die, which cuts a sole fi-om the
leather.

Claim.—First, the combin-ation and an-angement
of the broad table D for supporting the side of leather,

with the adjustable bed or cutting block L, and the
reciprocating iilatcn K, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination and an-angement with-the
table D, bed L, platen K, and shaft J, of the peculi-

arly constructed fiame composed of the parts marked
E H H' and G, substantially as described,

61,49®.—Lewis Wea\'ER, Canton, Ohio.—Hani
Corn Planter.—January 22, 1867.—A tubular hopper
on the hoe handle has an opening and a sliding gate,

which is moved by pressure upon the piston, deposit-

ing a graduated amount of seed upon the ground.
Claim.—The bar L, in connection witli the val^e

standard C and opening iST, substamially in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

61,491.—George Webb, Williamsport, Pa.—
Railroad Chair.—January 22, 1867.—The flanged
gibs rest upon the base of the rail, and are seem-ed in
the slots of the chair by split keys.
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Claim.—^First, the joint plate A, resting on the ties

C, in combination with the flanged clamp D, and rail

B, constructed and secured in the manner as and for

the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the joint plate A,
flanged clamp D, gibs d, split keys e, as and for the
pui-pose specified.

61,492.— J. R. Weisiger, Danville, Ky.—
Pumi).—January 22, 1867.—The pump stock has
three cliambers and three connecting pipes ; each of the
latter lias a ball valve and seat, and the lower partition
of the tube is similarly furnislied. The action is double,
two of the valves being induction and two eduction.
Claim.—The pump cylinder or tube A, pro\-ided

with a piston B, partition plate D, and valve G, in
combination with the tubes H J L, having valves I
K il respectively, when all an-anged Avith regaixl to
each other so as to operate sul)stantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

61,493.—Thojlvs J. Wells, St. Anthony, Minn.—Feat Car.—January 22, 1867.— The rectangular
fi-ame is mounted on wheels, and has a series of shelves
pivoted at one side and resting at the other side upon
intervening posts. Shoulders formed upon the up-
rights serve to support the legs when the shelves are
raised to an inclined position.
Claim.—A car for transporting and drying peat,

constnicted with a series of frames, arranged sub-
stantially in the manner as herein shown and de-
scribed.

61,494.—GEORGE C. Westover, Paducah, Ky.—
Churn and Egg Beater Combined.—January 22, 1867.
—The vertical shaft has radial wings and spiral beat-
ers with serrated edges, and the interior of the cylin-
der has horizontal and vertical beaters to an-est the
vortical motion of the liquid.^

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
chm-n with its devices G H I J L M, as herein de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

61,495.—George Williasi White, Greensburg,
Ind.

—

Lime Kiln.—Januaiy 22, 1867.—The kiln has
tiu-ee or more doors in front ; the rear has about half
the area of the front ; the partition near the rear has
ax)ertures for the passage of smoke.

Claim..—The horizontal taper lime kiln A, when
constructed as described, and provided with the doors
h, and dividing perforated partition C, in the manner
and for the pm-poses set forth.

61,496.—IsaacWhitxey, Dayton, Ohio.— TFasft-

ing ITac/iMic—January 22, 1867.—The corrugated
roller has its bearings in-side bars which ai-e supported
by elastic bands from the top of the tub. • The cylin-

drical brush revolves the corrugated roll, is driven by
the treadle and a band, and gathers soap fi-om the
detachable baud above.
C laim.—First, the hinged soaping box I, with its

bars n n, and removable trough L, adapted to con-
tain either ])ar or soft soap, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of tlie bnish roller F, "Hith

the corrugated wooden roller E, substantially as de-

scribed.

Thii'd, in combination with the brush roUer F, and
coiTugated wooden roller E, the treadle k, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fomlli, the arms C, operating independently ofeach
other by means of the clastic bands D D, in combina-
tion with the corrugated roller E, in the manner and
for the purposes des^cribed.

Fifth, tlie combination of the corrugated wooden
roller E, brush roller F, treadle k, gear-wheels H c,

arms C, sxmngs D, and soaping cover I, and troughs
K and L, substantiallv as ajid for the pm*poses"set
forth.

61,497.-L. C. "WiXG, Concord, Mass., and A. R.
BRAUEEN,'Waterboro, Me.— Windovj Fastener.—rTan-

uary 22, 1867.-The short arm is attached to the blind

;

the pivoted perforated pin te is attached to the window
sill; two toggle ai-ms unite the two, and a spring bolt

locks the fastener at the required adjustment.
Claim.—An improved window blind fastener, foiTn-

ed by the combination of the arm A, bars B and C,
perforated plate D, and spring bolt E, with each other,

substantially as hereiu shown and described and for
the pm-pose set forth.

61,498.—Leonard TToodworth, Morrison, 111.

—Clothes Dryen—January 22, 1867.—The A -shaped
standards are hinged at the apexes, and are connected
by pivoted bars so that not only may the legs of the
standai'ds be approached, but the middle pair may be
raised, and the whole apparatus huddled together into
a cluster, occupying small space.
Claim.—The'^braces D D, in combination with the

standards A A B B B B, and bars e e e e, substan-
tially as and for the pai-pose set forth.

61,499.—2^athan Wright, Jersey City, ]Sr. J.—
Tool for Cutting of Boiler Tabes.—Jannsiry 22, 1867.—
The pointed cutter is, by means of an eccentric, thrust
radially out from the turning shaft tlirough a mortise
in a sleeve which suiTounds the shaft, and through
the wall of the tube ; a stub upon the shaft then comes
in contact Avith a shoulder on the end of the sleeve, by
Avhich, the shaft continuing to turn, the cutter is

forced around, and thus made to sever the tube.
Claim,.—A tool for diA"iding or cutting off boiler and

other tubes, constructed substantially as described, or
in any other equivalent manner, so that a thrustiiig
cut is given to the tool, and whereby the continuance
of the same action that thrusts the cutter through the
tube also serves to complete the operation of severing
the same by a draw cut, essentially as specified.

61,500.—William H. Wtlly, Savannah, Ga.—
Life Boat.—Jumiarj 22, 1867.—The keel is raised into
a stem at each end ; the rudder being attached option-
ally at either end of the boat. The sides consist of
elastic, air-proof bags whose edges are attached to
the keel, and which are inflated to increase the buoy-
ancy. The boat is capable of collapsing for storage,
the \'OAA'-lock and seat supports being hinged to the
keel.

Claim.—The boat consisting of the gutta-percha or
elastic sides A B, keel C, copper covering h, flexible

tube c, force pumps D. bars I, seats J, supporting bai-s

ff, rudder D', when all are constructed and arranged
as herein set forth and for the purpose specified.

61,501.—John Ashworth, IsTorth Andover,
Mass.

—

Eye of Wire Heddles for Loovis.—January
29, 1867.—Tho eye is formed of two interlocking loops
so as to present a continued surface to the thi-eads on
the points of strains, and prevent its running into the
angle.
Claim.—A wii-e heddle eye for loom haimesses, made

by interlocking loops of two wii'es, substantially as
set forth.

61,502.—Charles W. B.uley, Boston, Mass.—
Boot and Shoe.—January 29, 1867.—The catches upon
a metal plate attached to the shoe lx)ttom enter holes
in a plate on the upper surface of the heel, and ai-e

secm-ed by a spring plate.

Claim:—The heel latch C, made as described and
represented.
Also, the arrangement of the latch, its spring, the

cap and catch plates, their catch holes and catches,
Avith each other, and a heel and sole, as specified.

61,503.—Henry D. Barnes, ISTcav Haven, Conn.—Shingle Machine.—^Tanuaiy 29, 1667.—The knife
has a draw cut. The stuffrests against a block whose
oscillation is limited by set screws. The shingle
passes betAveen the knife and a spring so that the
knife on its upward stroke carries the shingle with it

to be discharged by the next shingle.
Claim.—The combination of the cutter D, and the

adjustable guide H, and the spring I, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially in the manner
described.

61,504.—Warren S. Bartle, I^'ewark, L^. T.—
Bedstead Fastening.—Jannary 29, 1867.—A hook on
the end of a screw bolt traverses an end cleat on the
rail and engages a transverse pin A\ithin a recess in
the post.

Claim.—The combination of the appended wrench
d and the nut c Avith the hook o, all as described and
set forth in the foregoing specification.
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61,505.—BuuROUGHS Beach, West Meriden,
Conn. — Sash Fastener.— Jamiarj 29, 1867.— The
ratchet face of a cam -R-ithiu the jamb engages the

edge of the sash to sustain it. The cam is depressed

by a spiral spring, or raised by a lever. The latter

has an arm which engages a notch ou the cam to

lock it.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of the lever E, and
the cam D, constructed respectively with arms I and
F, and so as to operate substantially in the manner
flaecribed.

Second, the combination of the lever E and cam D,
when constructed with the lip/, and the notches c, so

a« to operate to lock the cam, substantially in the
miinner described.

61,506.—Darius Beardsley, Ithaca, ]^. T.—
Exhausting Airfrom Fruit Cans by Steam.—January
29, 1867.—The cylindrical vessel is surrounded by an
annular chamber closed at the top aiid open at' the
1x)ttom. "Within the mouth of this vessel is secured
a bidging chamber extending partly into the vessel

above, within Avhich water is placed and heated by
means of a lamp. "When the vessel and chamber are
filled with steam the apparatus is inverted upon the
cover of a fi-uit jar. Cold water is then poured into

the annular chamber, which condenses the steam and
(ireates a partial vacuum.
Claim.—First, the herein described method of ex-

hausting air from fi-uit cans or jars by the condensing
of steam.
Second, the double convex chamber extending into

the steam chamber E, for the purposes specified.

61,507.— Jacob Beck, AYilliamsville, 111.—
Warjoii Seat—Jannaxj 29, 1867.—The seat hooks
whic'h catch upon the side of the box are attached to
the seat by rubber springs.

Claim-.—The wagon seat A, provided with sus-

pension rubber springs a, in combination with a
wagon box provided with two or more rods c, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

61,508.—Theophilus F. Bertrand and Peter
S.AJNIES, Rockford, HI.—PZoio.—January 29, 1867.—
I'he colter has a limited oscillation and is vertically
adjustable in its frame, which is attached to the side
of the beam.

Claim.—First, a vibrating colter, when limited in
its vibrations, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, adjusting the colter vertically, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose described.

61,509.—Lewis T.Blake, :N"ew Haven, Conn.—
Milking Cou's.—January 29, 1867.—Kevolving rolls

on triangular revolving frames operate in combination
with recessed spring plates to expel the milk from the
teiits by a grasping," stripping, and releasing action.

Claim.—The combination of one or more sets of
rolls c or d. rotated in the manner described with
their respective pressm-e plates G- or H, substantially
a>j and for the purpose specified.

61,510.—Alo.vzo T. Boon, Galesburg, Jll.-Wiji-
doio Sash Supporter.— January 29, 1867.—An up-
wardly, laterally diminishing recess in the sash edge
oontaius a free' fi-iction roller to sustain the sash at
any altitude. A pivoted lever has a bent end to enter
the recess and hold down the roller, and a straight
ann to fasten the sash by engaging a notch in the
jamb.

Claim..—The curved lever C, as constructed and
arranged to operate on the pivot d, iu combination
with the right angled box a, for the control of the rol-

ler therein and its combination with the notches / to
serve as a fastener, substantially in the manner as
herein described.

61,511.—"WiLLiAJi Bradley, Lynn, Mass.—A?tf-
m-eg Grater.—.January 29, 1867.—The nutmeg box
consists of two cylinders, the coiTCsponding openings
through which are closed by a partial revolution of
tho inner one. The grating 'plate may be slipped out
for renewal.
Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the

box A, and irs rotary tube B, with the spout and rasping-
plate as specified, s'uch box and tube being made witli
openings through their sides and with a stopping lip b,

and the plate D being applied to the space C, substan-
tially as described.

61,513. — IIautix Bre^T3MAN, East Donegal
Township, Pa., assignor to himselfand Samuel Eby,
Elizabethtown, Pa.

—

Cultivator.—January 29, 1867.

—

Convertible into a plow, hai-row, cultivator, or scraper.
Claim.—The special arrangement antl construction

of the frame A A' B C D, in combination with the
reversible handles F, and holes 10 12 13 14 and 15,
adapted for the reception and application of the axle
and Avheels L M, scrapers O P, all constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purpose specified.

61 ,513.—Ira S. Brown and Charles IST. BROvra,
Providence, R. I., assignors to themselves and J.
Mason Gross, same place.—.S'ait'.—January 29, 1867.
—The shank of the tooth extends into a recess iu the
saw plate, so that a slide carrying a pin enters into a
slot in each tooth, which, in connection vsdth projec-
tions on the tooth that overlook one another, holds
the -R'hole series of teeth in place.
Claim.—First, a saw tooth B, so constinicted as to

interlock with the tooth on either side thereof, and
mutually sustain and be sustained by such adjacent
teeth, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the locking- device F /
G, or equivalent mechanism, by which several or all

of the teeth may be fastened by one operation, sub-
stantially as above described.

61,514.—Euenezer Buel, Silver Creek, IST. Y.—
Bee-Feeding Apparatus.—January 29, 1867.— Tho
valve regulates the entrance of bees. Explained by
the claims and illustration.

*

Claim.—First, the di-awers D D, for containing
material for the bees to feed upon, in combinatioji
with the bos A.
Second, the float "W, of perforated paper, lu'epared

by saturation with beeswax and buoyed Avith cork or
other light substance.

Thint^ the introduction of a curi'ent of pm-e water
into the apparatus or within access of the bees with-
out their i)assing out of the hiv? into the open air,

either under a float or through a spout with ribbed or
corrugated bottom.
Fourth, the valve Y, either ai-ranged as described,

or in a fixed position.
Fifth, the appai-atus for conveying water in a con-

tinued current within access of the bees in the feeding
apparatus.

Sixth, the coating of a bee-feeding apparatiis with
beeswax, thus rendering it the better atlapted to the
habits and tastes of the bee.
Seventh, in combination with the box A, the drawers

D, the float "W, of perforated paper, the valve V, the
provision for introducing a current of pure water to
pass through the apptu-atus, the apparatus for convey-
ing the water, and the coating of beeswax ou all the
inner sm'faccs of the apparatus, when constructtul
and used for the pm'poses set forth.

61,515.—"William C. Chajiberlain, Ddbuque.
Iowa.— Churn.— Januaiy 29, 1867.— The winged
dashei's have slotted stays and are pivoted to verti-
cally revolving arms. The socketed angle ii'ons af-

ford attachment for the feet, and the inside grooved
strips attacned to the cover ai-rest and return tho
impinging stream of milk.
Claim.—First, the construction of the dasher of a

churn of cross arms F F', having secured to them the
pieces g g, and hinged to them the blades h h, the lat-

ter being attached by their ti-ee ends to the arms by
means of slotted stays j j, and pins i i, substantially
in the manner herein described and for the pm-poso
specified.

Second, the socketed angle a a', constnicted and
applied to tlie churn box, sui)stautially as described.

Third, the curved and grooved strips J J, applied
to the cover G, so as to operate as set forth.

61,516.—Orlando Clarke, Bockfoi-d, 111., as-

signor to himself and Isaac Utter, sasue place.

—

Su-
gar Cane Mill.—Januaiy 29, 1867 ; antedated January
18, 1867.—Ti:c can is fed by a narrowing spout be-

tween the rolls ; the juice is received in a pau, the
rolls arc kept clean by a scraper and the bagasse de-
livered onto a discharge board.
Claim.—The arrangement in a cane mill, substaaf
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tiallyas described of the frame, the rollers, the feeding
tube, the pan, and the scraper, for the purpose set forth.

61,517.—Charles Colahan, Alton, HI., assignor
to himself and John FEiiTiG.—JBaling Cotton.—Jan-
uavy 29, 1867.—The upright box has doors upon the
side for remoring the bale. Tho inside at the lower
end has a follower, retained at any desired point by
notches. The cotton is pressed by a weight to the
desired density, when the weight is removed and the
cords tied.

Claim.—Plrst, tho weight C, and follower E, in
combination with the spring g, blocks e, and notches h,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the aiTangement of the casing or fi-ame A,
doors B, pulley B', rope D, and weight C, in combinar
tion with the notches b, follower E, provided with
blocks e, and spring g, operating conjointly, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,518.—Jesse D. Cottrell, Milford, Mass.—
Spindle Bolster for Spinning Frames.—January 29,
1867.—The helical bushing is removable for cleaning,
repairs, &c., and when placed in the bolster, fits a
spu-al groove therein ; the cap holds it in place and
allows of its removal. The notch opens a communica-
tion to an oil cup beneath.
Claim.—The combination of the separate helical

bushing with tho bolster, such bushing to be used
therein, substantially in the manner and for the pm'-
posG described.

Also, the bolster as made with a chamber a and a
screw cap C, of its equivalent, as specified, to receive
and hold a helical bushing, to be aiTauged within the
bolster and used as and for the purposes explained.
Also, the bolster as made with the helical bnshing'-

receiving chamber, and with a passage or notch in
the lower part thereof, to lead out of the said chamber
and into the oil cup when the bolster is ai-ranged upon
such a cup, as specified.

61,519.—George Cox, Eeading, Pa., assignor to
E. Wilcox and G-. L. Jenkins.— TFacMingr Waste
Machine.—January 29, 1867.—This machine is in-

tended to utilize the waste usually lost in making wad-
ding from ordinary cotton waste. It is placed in the
carding room about a foot above the floor, so that the
same endless apron that takes the Aveb from the cai-d-

ing machines shall run under the inclined passage and
take also the waste from tho machine. A drawer re-

ceives the dirt and sand.
Claim.—Eirst, the combination of the picker cylin-

der B, enclosed passage "W, feed rollers E G-, endless
apron C, and di-awer X, or theh- equivalents, respec-
tively in the manner and for the pm-pose substantially
as shown and described.
Second, the parts last mentioned, in combination

with the gearing for giving motion to the feed, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

61,52©.—Thomas Crossley, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Finishing Felted and other Goods and Fabrics.—
January 29, 1867.— The fabric is passed between
heated roUs, the one plain and the other coiTUgated.

Claim.—A woven or felted cloth of wool, fur, silk,

cotton, or other material, either dyed, coloi'cd, or
printed, and subsequently corrugated'as described, as
a new article of manufacturo.

61,521—Henry Davis, Abingdon, 111.— Self-
Adjusting Trestle.—January 29, 1867.—The extension
beam of the trestle is supported on slotted standards
wliich are vertically adjustable in the legs and then
secured by clamp screws. The extension braces are
adjustable to suit tho vaiying conditions.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of a

trestle, in the manner and for tho pm'pose herein
described.

61,522.—Daniel M. Donehoo, Beaver, Pa.—
Safety Bridle.—JiunvMj 29, 1867.—The ring of tlie

bit is suspended on each side from a ring on the cheek
strap by a running strap, Avhich connected primarily
to the bit ring passes up and through the cheek rkig

;

the running sti-ap is then carried down througii the
bit ring and connected to a safety rein ; the latter is

also connected to tho gag rein, so that pulling upon
the safety rein shortens up the gag rein, and at tlic I

same time draws up the bit toward the ring on the
cheek strap.

Claim.—The strap G connecting the bit ring E
and safety rein 1 through the cheek strap ring D, in
combinationwith the gag or ridingrein K, aU ai-ranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose specified.

61,523.—JAMESDoWD, Boston, Mass.—Wagon
January 29, 1867.—The platform is arched upwardly
in fi'ont where it rests upon the front axle, giving the
front carriage room to tm-n short ; the seat and foot
boai'd are supported upon the elevated portion attached
to the platform.
Claim.—Eirst, the improved jigger, as made with

the neck or arm B, combined and ai-ranged Avith its

platform A, the sweep frames, theh" supporting springs
and front axle, the whole being substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the application of the driver's seat, or the
same and the foot rest, to the ai-m or neck B, extending
from the platform A and over the front wheel sweep
frames and axle, as set forth.

61,524. — John S. Edgar, Janesville, "Wis.—
Portable Fence.—JanvLiivj 29, 1867.—The post is di-
vided longitudinally, and each portion has a metallic
flanged foot, the latter being hinged together. The
sections of post are spread and the feet forced in ; the
approach ot the portions of the post spreads the feet
into their holding position.
Claim.—Eirst, the feet B B, when constructed and

used substantially as and for th^ purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the feet B B, sections
A A', and bars C, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

61,525.—Horace E\terett, Philadelphia, Pa

—

Joint for Tinned Iron Vessels.—Januaiy 29, 1867.

—

The edge of the upturned flange of the bottom is spun
into and soldered in a circumferential depression in
the cylindrical portion of the vessel.

Claim.—The within-described joint for tinned plate
vessels, that is to say, the fltinge b and channel x on
the plate B, and the flange a on the plate A, project-
ing partly across and into the said channel, and there
soldered aU as set forth,

61,526.—ERA3fKLiN Ewer, Honeoye Ealls, N.
Y.

—

Gate.—January 29, 1867.—The gate swings on a
vertical axis upon the end of a sliding panel which is

retracted to bring the gate broadside agtunst the end
of the fence. A bar pivoted to the post and one end
of the gate vibrates the latter as the panel is slipped
longitudinally. The catch is made in two sections
with a niid-ljjik and engages posts on each side of the
caiTiage ^ray.

Claim.—Eirst, the combination of a swinging gate
A Avith a sliding section or panel B, substantially as
described and for thepxirpo.se specified.

Second, the combination -with a swinging gate A
and sliding section or panel B of thcj connecting arm
D, operating substantially as and for tho pm-pose set
forth.

Third, the combination of the double-acting catch
n n with the swinging gate A. and sliding section or
panel B, operating in the manner and for the pm-pose
substantially as described.

61,527.-Henry Eassman. New Orleans, La,—
Cotton Bale Tie.—Januai-j 29, 1867.—The shank of
the button is inserted through openings in the re-

spective ends of the hoop, and the said ends ai-o

dlawn against the shank by tho expansion of the cot-

ton, while the inner bent flange prevents Tetraction.
Claim.—A hoop lock constructed in the shape of a

hook, and of a flat form with legs a b, of different

lengths, and a short cm-ve or neck c, and with or with-
out a shoidder d, substantitdly as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

61,528.—Jacoij Eelber, St. Louis, Mo.—Gover-
nor Cut-off for Steam Fngincs.—January 29, 1867.

—

The variable cam on the stem, Avhich is raised or
depressed by the vertical motions of tho governor
balls, makes two revolutions to each stroke of the
engine. Tho tAvo distinct fields of the cam have dif-

ferent radii, and act upon the short arm of a lover con-

nected at its other cud to the stem of u balanced cylin-
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der valve which governs the admission of steam to the

cvlindcr.
' Claim.—Fh-at, the cam C, when constructed sub-

stantially as herein set forth, so as to produce a vari-

able cut-off.

Second, the construction and ai-rangement of the

balanced cut-off valve E^ as described.

Third, the adjusting nut E, in combinatiomvith the

valve rod E^, for the purpose of regulating the opening
of the ports c', as herein set forth.

Fomth. the combination and ai'rangement of the
cam CK the lever D, and the valve E^, substantially as

herein set forth.

61,5\!9.—J". R. FekgUssox, Brooklyn, ll^T. Y.—
Refrigerator.—January 29, 18U7.~A vert'ical channel
divides the refrigerator into two separate chambers,
each pai-titioned into three receptacles. Aii* circu-

lates between the interior and exterior walls. Two
front doors and one on top afford access.
Claim.—The refrigerator box, with its openings S'

and t, doors C C and J, constructed as set forth, recep-

tacles M M S S and 11 11, interior walls P P, channel
I), and ice box E, all arranged and used in the manner
substantially as herein specified.

61 ,530.—F. G. FowLEii, Springfield, TH.—Wind-
mill.—January 29, 1867.— The wheel has vertical

pivoted wings, which are feathered by connection to

a Stat ionary eccentric so as to present oblique surfaces

to the wind ; the vane is attached to the shaft of the
eccentric, which is caused to occupy a position corre-

sponding with the dii-ectiou from which the wind
blows.
Claim.—First, the eccentric c, in combination with

the sails S, hung on pivots placed on their vertical

centrid line, and revolving in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.
Second, the vane V, in combination with the eccen-

tric c, and sails S, arranged in the manner and for the
pm-pose substantially as'shown.

61,531.—Charles Freetsiia, Paterson. IST. J.—
Pattern Chart.—January 29, 18U7.—Each block is

pivoted in its place in the frame, and its faces are
painted witli distinct colors. These are exposed to

view in such manner as to constitute a pattern or
design.
Claim.—First, a pattern chart composed of a series

of moA'able blocks, the different sides of which are col-

ored in difterent colors, substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein described.
Second, the combination of the covering rods c with

the polygonal pattern blocks, substantially as and for

the pm-pose herein set forth.

61,533.—JoHX Go.AiERSALL, Mansfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself and E. Wln"SLOW, West Roxbury,
Mass.

—

Composition for Oiling Wool.—Januai-y 29.

18(J7.—Composed of 84 galls, salt water ; 7^- lbs. aqua-
ammonia ; 4 galls, lard oil ; 8 qz. li-ish moss ; 2 ilbs.

boras, and 2^ lbs. sal-soda ; inccn-porate and strain.

Claim. — The within-described composition for
dressing wool or shoddy, consisting of the ingredients
mixed in the proportions substantially as set forth.

61,533.—E. A. GOODES and E. L. Miller, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., assignees by mesne assignments to The
American Euttox-hole, Coruixg, "Braiding, and
Embroidering Machine Comp.vxy.—Button-holding
Sewing Machine.—Januai-y 29, 1SG7.—The eye-pointed
perforating needle vibrates'in a plane slightly inclined

;

the looper is on a horizontal axis and passes up from
beneath the cloth plate, through and over the edge of
the button hole ; the path traversed by the needle thus
crosses that ti-aversed by the looper.

'

Claim.—The ai-rangeinent and combination herein
described of the inclined vibrating needle axm E, its

eye-pointed needle n, and the vibrating loopholder or
carrier &, for the purpose specified.

,
61,531.—Henry P. Gregg, Roscoe, Ohio.-^ecd-

ing Machine.—January 29, 1867.—The measuring cup
is filled as it goes down, and the grain that had passed
the opening at the top is dropped from the valve on
to the ground. In the upward movement grain is
admitted into the valve box from the measming cup
after it is raised out of the hopper, and the upper valve
closes before the measm-ing cup returns into the grain.

33 c p

Claim.—The valve box B, valve C, valve seat and
measuring cup D.

61,535.— John T. HAinLXOX, Clinton, Mass.,
assignor to George Crompton, AVorcester, Mass.—
Shuttlefor Karroio Ware Looms.—January 29, 1867.

—

In the shuttle is a spring to create tension upon the
bobbin ; the pirn is so hinged as to be swung out from
the shuttle without removal therefrom for reception or
change of the bobbin. A spring is applied to the
hinged pirn to keep it in normal position.

Claim.—In connection with a device for creating
tension upon the bobbin, the arrangement of the pirn
to swing, and the application of the spring to keep
the pirn in normal position -with respect to the shuttle,

substantially as described.

61,536.-Augustus Harrington, "Warsaw, N.
Y.—ripe for Wells.—JsmuaTj 29, 1867.—The tube has
a spear at its lower end ; its series of perforations are
lined with \\ire cloth and separated by ribs.

Claim.—The tube A, having a series of four or more
perforations a, said perforations being lined with wire
screens x, in combination with the ril)s b and spear B,
when arranged in the manner substantially as and for

the i)urx50ses specified.

61,537.—TTiLLiASi Harris and Clinton Brown-
ing, Rush Run, Ohio.—JV'ui.—January 29, 1867.—

A

spring stop attached to the nut engages the plate on
which the nut is screwed and prevents the unscrew-
ing of the latter except by a tool Avliich raises the
stop.

Claim.—The nut A, in combination with the stop
D, provided Avith a spring point /, constructed ana
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

"

pose set forth.

61,538.-C. R. Harvey, IS^ew York, 2^. T.—
Frame, d-c., for Hot Air Registers.—January 29, 1867.

—The register frame has a metallic flanged exterior
by which it is supported in a shallow rabbet of the
floor, and an interior made of cement or similar in-

combustible, comparatively non-conducting material.
Claim.—As a new ai-tiele of manufacture, a com-

pound register frame, consisting- of an exterior me-
tallic supporting frame, provided with an exterior
flange, as described, and an interior frame composed
of an incombustible, bad conducting material, sub-
stantially such as is described, applied to and sup-
ported by the exterior fi-ame, substantially as set

forth.

61,539.—Oren T. Hayes, Hastings, Minn.—
Carpenters Square.—January 29, 1867.—Xear the
angle of the square are slots for the pivotal attach-
ment of plates, which may be set at any angle with
the inner and outer edges of the square,' for the pur-
pose of laying off' angles of work or miters.

Claim.—A square provided Avith a graduated scale

of angles, and one or more cm-ved slots at the inter-

section of its liml-)s for the attachment of an adjust-
able plate B, applied and operating substantially as
and for the jim-pose specified.

61,540.—Edward A. Hill, Chicago, VI.—Appa-
ratus for Instruction in Telegraphing.—Jaimary 29,

1867.—The apparatus is an-anged to vary the strength
of the cm-rent by passing it through a greater or less

number of battery cups', or bv throwing on grotmd
wires or escapes at any part of the circuit. The bat-

teries are suTanged in "the center of tlie apparatus for

the inspection of the instructor, Avhile practically at

the ends of the line, as in actual practice.

Claim.—First, the combination of the two batte-

ries C C with a series of Avtres xy z, and their termi-
nal points ah c, and the movable arms D D, connect-
ed witli a Avii-e (j, or its equivalent, arranged and op-
erating substantially as herein specified and shown.
Second, the omploymont of a series of escape wires

r s tu and then- terminal arms M N O P, in combina-
tion with a plate or plates L connected with a ground
wire Q, an-anged and operating substantially as herein
shown and descriljed.

Third, the arrangement of the two terminal batte-

ries C C with the circuit through the same, so as to be
placed at the center of the line upon each side of the
instructors desk, substantially as and for the i^m-poses

shown and set forth.
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61,541.—B. HuBCE, l^evf Tork, ]Sr. Y.—Rotary
Lard Pres:i.—January 29, 1867.—The oil is separated
fi'om the lard by centrifugal force. The grated cylin-

der is ou a vertical shaft and has a solid bottom and a
lining of fabric.

Claim.—I<"ii'st, the lining E made of cloth or other
suitable fabric of suificiently fine texture for the pm*-
pose, in combination -nith the cylinder A, constructed
and operating in the manner set forth.

Second, the anniQar grate D, lining E, and rings i i,

in combination with the bottom F and shaft B, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

61,542.—Edward B. Jucket. Eoxbury, Mass.—
Steam Generator.—Januaiy 29, lSo7.—The cylindrical
shell contains a fire bos, below which is an annulai-
water chamber connected with the water sjiace above
the tire box by a series of vertical concentric tubes,
which traverse the tire box and thi'ough which the
water cii-culates. From the crown sheet of the fire

box a scries of smoke tubes pass up to a chamber
above, which receives the products of combustion and
passes them to the chimney.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
series of tubes E, the fireplace A, the annular cham-
ber G, the Avater vessel or di'um F, the pipes I), the
drum B, and the discharge pipe C, the whole being
applied together substantially in the manner and so as
to operate as hereinbefore set forth.

61,543.—John F. Keller, Greencastle, Pa.—
Seed Drill.—January 29, 1867.—The squai-e openings
are made in the adjacent edges of Uvo strips which
are singly or collectively attached to the operating-
lever. The regulating plates and the edges of tlie

slides are made shai'p to prevent clogging. By with-
drawing one slide li'om operation the opening is di-

minished but is left square.
Claim.—First, enlarging and diminishing both the

length and width of the feed holes of seed planters, in
order to prevent clogging and secm'c uniformity of
discharge, whether slow or fast, substantially as "set
forth.

Second, the aiTangement and combination of two
pieces M and M' of the feed slide, substantially in the
manner and for tlie pm-pose described.

Third, the sharp-edged plates E, (fig. 5,) in combi-
nation with the sharp edges of the slides M M', sub-
stantiallv as set forth.

Fourth, the use of the half bolt (fig. 7) for locking
the strip M to the lever O, substantially as set 'forth.

61,544.—John F. Kjeller, Greencastle, Pa.

—

Seed Planter.—January 29, 1867.—Tlie axle arms are
secured by bed plates to the frame and strengthen the
spindles against the strain incident to diiving the
gear wheels by means of tlie hub. The gears which
rotate the agitator of the guano attachment are en-

closed in a boxing.
Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the gear wheel

L with the pinion M and geai- wheel X, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the peculiar axle O, with the bed plate 0',

for fastening the axle to the frame, substantially as
described.

Third, protecting the gear wheels of wheat drills

or seed planters against sticks, weeds, and other ob-

structions by means of a box or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as described.

61,545.—John F. Keller, Greencastle, Pa.—
Seed Flantcr.—January 29, 1867.—An improvement
on his iiatent of Sept. 26, 1865. The share is pivoted
to a driift bar and its upper entl pivoted by a link and
rock bar to a cylindiical rubber spring, which is placed
between disks and condensed by the backward vibra-

tion of the share, which it retiu-ns to place when the
obstacle is passed.
Claim.—First, in the arrangement of a flexible

boot or shovel plow with a lever and spring, placing
the fulcrum of the lever between the boot and the
spring, suljstantialiy in the manner and for the piu"-

poses set forth.

Second, the vibrating seat I for supporting the
spring, in combination with the lever, substantially

as set forth.

Third, the use of the washer "W, or its equivalent,

in combination with the cap S and spring L, substan-
tially as described.
Fomth, the above-described an-angement of the

thumb screw T and guide pin P, for compressing the
spring, and thus increasing the tension of the same,
substantially as specified.

61,546.—C. W. Theodore Krausch, Philadel-
phia, Fa.—Increasing Traction in Locomotives.—
January 29, 1867.—A train, of cars is attached to the
long arm of a coupling bar, the short arm of whicli is

secured to a fixed point upon the locomotive. The
strain produced upon the coupling bar wUl produce
the pressure of the lever upon a roller serving as a
fulcrum and thus increase the traction*
Claim.—Fjj-st, the means, substantially as herein

described, of increasing adhesion of driving Avheels
of locomotive engines upon their rails, consisting
in transferring a portion of the weight of a car or
engine tender to the locomotive frauie bv the act of
starting the locomotive, substantially as clescribed.

Second, the employment of steain or other power,
in conjunction with a coupling le^er S, or its equiva-
lent, for the purpose of enabling the engineer to in-

crease or diminish the weight upon the engine frame
at pleasure, substantially as described.

61,547.—Frederick Loos, Germantown, Pa.—
Button.—January 29, 1867.—The shank of the button
is threaded internally and is traversed by a screw
inserted fi-om the back, and with its hea'd bearing
against a disk, whose edges rest against the cloth.

Claim.—The combination of the screw c, concave-
convex disk b, and serrated shank B a, the said ser-

rated shank and disk being of unequal diameter, all

substantially as described for the purpose set fOrth.

61,548.—Samuel Love, Indianapolis,Ind.—J?«!7-
road Biirninng Fo>>t.—January 29, 1867.—The tlu'ee

members, siP^s, posts, and braces, are bolted together
and a part of the strain transferred from the posts and
thi'own upon the sill beneatli the locomotive.
Claim.—The ai'rangement of the ground sills, 4 4,

in relation to the bumping post, its timbers and braces
1 2 3, in such a manner so that the ground sills shall

extend under the railroad track, receiving thereupon
the weight of the car, in the manner andlbr the pur-
pose herein set forth.

61,549.—"WiLLT-or H. Mat. Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to The Ornajiental Wood Manufactur-
ing Company, same place.

—

Imitation of Open Carv-
ing in TFootZ.—January 29, 1867.—Thewood is stamped
on the face and then" the back cut away to a point
beyond the bottom of the depression, leaving the
device open.
Claim.—Asa new manufacture, imitations of open

carvings in wood made by first subjecting the wood
to a pressm'e of dies, and subsequently cutting the
wood away at the back, as set forth.

61,550.—George L. Mayes, Buffalo, ]Sr. Y.—
Bronzing 2Iachinc.—January 29, 18()7; antedated
January 14, 1867.—The horizontally revolving arms,
on the lower end of the vertical shaft, carry fur
brushes for bronzing the sheets of paper which are
fed consecutively beneath them ou the endless feed
ajDron. A grooved roller distributes tlie bronze from
a hopper. The sheets are steadied by adjustable
wheels wliich traverse their margins. Panes of glass

in the sides of the machine pennit inspection. The
feed apron is tightened by a set screw and the pressure
of the brushes regulated by the vertical adjustment
of the rotary shaft.

Claim.—First, the vertical rotaay shaft A and
brushes C and D, as described when used in combina-
tion with the feeding mechanism of a machine for

bronzing printed sheets of paper or other equivalent
material.
Second, in combination therewith of one or moi'O

lights of glass, or other transparent substance, for the
purj^sos specified.

Third, the grooved roller 0, as and for the purposes
described.
Fourth, in combination with the endless apron Y,

of the thumb screws C^, the boxes C-', plate C^ set

screws F" and C^ as and for the purposes described.

Fifth, the adjustable feed-wheels A^, iu combination
A\ith the bands or belts as described.
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61,551 Clark McIxtosh, Utica, X. Y.—Seed
Soicer.—.JaTUiaiy 29. 18(17.—The openings are arranged
in line, in the bottom of the tray, with gaps in the
series occapied bv the oblique ])locks of the agitator,

which is reciprocated upon the perforated plate.

Claim.—The seed !*ower constructed and operati
substantiailv as described.

. operating

61,552.—Charles H. Miller. Dayton. Ohio.—
Cloth Gathering Attachment for Sewing Machines.—
January 29. 18ti7.—The piece of cloth to be gathered

Easses
"fi-eely between the rigid base and the spring

p : the piece of cloth which is not to be gathered, but
is to be stitched to the gathered piece, passes between
the rigid lip and the slightly yielding adjustable lip.

By pressing together these latter lips by means of a
thumb sereV. a drag is given to the upper cloth suffi-

cient to pull back and gather the lower clotli.

Ciarm.—First, the combination of the two tension
guides b c, constructed and aiTanged and operating
conjointly, as shown and set forth"for gathering one
piece of cloth upon another, as they are sewed by a
sewing maclune. substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the two tension guides

6 c, with the slotted base plate A. box B, and set

screw D, the whole being constructed, aiTanged and
used in the manner and for the purpose speeitied.

61,553.—.JosEPn Miller. Cuba. 'S.Y.-Car Coup-
ling.—JaunnYj 29, 1867.—The oscillating bumper has
catches and flange on the head to interlock with sim-
ilar heads on tlie opposite cai- ; the draw bar has an
endwise motion; is released by rotary motion im-

Eaited by means of levers ; is 'adjustable vertically

y wedges, to coincide with its fellow on the other
car. and has vertical openings to admit the ordinary
coupling pin for the engagement of the coupling ^mk
if required.
Claim.—First, draw heads A, with interlocking

hooks m m, and flanges n. substantially as deseribe<f.

Second, the oscillating or tm-ning hooked draw
heads A, which are atlapted for having connected
to them the common coupling links, substantially as
described.
Thiid, interlcldng or hooked turning and sliding

draw bars, con.-tructed and operating'substantially
on the principle herein set forth.

Fourth, an adjustable stiiTup C, in combination
with the sliding wedge F, ancl adjusting rod e, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

Fifth, the lever or rod connected to the lever arm h',

which latter is secured to a collar h, through which
the draw bars htive an endwise movement, substan-
tially as described.

Sikth, the combination of a spring j with the de-
vices which are employed for oscillating or turning
the draw head and its liar, said spring being so applied
as to act upon the draw heads to keep the hooks
thereof together, substantially as explained.

Seventh, the combination of the tm-ning and sliding
draw bars with spring h b, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

61,554.—Egbert Hexeage. Geo. Mil.'jom. and
Hexry Sl^exdelow. Buffalo. X. Y.—Combined Pul-
ley and Cable.—Jannaij 29, 1867.—The traction of
the wire rope in the groove of the pulley is secured
by an elastic ring in the latter, which assists the ad-
hesion of the wii'e.

Claim.—The combination of the wire cableH -nith
the grooved pulley I), and intervening packing t, con-
structed and operatijig substantially as described.

.61,555.—.Joseph H. Moore, Chicago, H\.—Yen-
tlating Apparatus for Hailroad Cat r.?..^raunary 29.
lbT;7.—^The cun-cnt of air generated by the motion of
the train passes through openings, whose doors act
as gatherers and impicges upon inclined fans, which
are enclosed in a r.'ticulated cylinder : the latter re-
volves in water by the impulse derived from said fans,
and removes the dust from the air before it ente3#the
cars.

CJann.-First, the fans C, when located inside of
the ease A. and rotating the perforated cylinder B by
the same current of idr that pas.ses into the car m
combination with such cylinder, constructed of net-
ting or open work, substantially as specified.
Second, the combination of the cylinder B, rotated

by the fans c. located inside of the case, with a water
bath sttbstantially as descHbed.

Third, the doors E. constrticted and attached so as
to operate as doors and wind gatherers, substantially
as specified.

Foiuth, the combination and an-angement of the
perforated or gauze cylinder B. with the fans C, doors
E or F. and both with the case A. substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

61,556.—Xathax P. MuLLOY,"Waltham, ]\rass.—
Knife C7ca?icr.—January 29, 1867; antedated January
19, 1867.—An improvement on patent Xo. 20,391, May
25, 1858. Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—An improved knife polisher as made with
the fork cleaner, or. in other words, the piece of leather
i. and its supporter h, arranged and combined with the
knife iiolishing bed and its plimger, applied and to
operate together substantially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the trough ^ with the knife
polishing bed and plunger, applied together in manner
and so as to operate as explained.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the

leather-receiving slots 1 1 with the trough k, the bed
A, combined with the plunircr as set forth.

Also, the arrangement ancl combination of the apron
q with the plunger bed and trough, an-anged and com-
bined substantially as set forth.

Also, the an'angement and combination of the guide
n with the bed A and the plunger H, when an-anged
and combined as and for the purpose set forth.

61,557.—John Murphy, Brandon, Yt.—Com-
position for Polishing Stoves.—Januai-y 29, 1867.

—

j

Composed of black lead, silver, lead or carbonate of
! iron, with molasses or other saccharine matter, mu-
riate of tin or zinc, and water.
Claim.—The combination of the ingredients above

named, as wel in the proportions specified as also in
any and all other proportions, and in gi-eater or less

quantities.
Also, the right of substituting and using any other

compound made substantially of the same materials
hereinbefore specified, though known by any other
name.

61,558.-Therox OunvATER. Olcott, X. T.—
Washing Machine.—January 29, 1867.—The clothes
are attached to a gate, which reciprocates vertically

between the con-ugated stirfaces of two spring press-

ssm-e bands attached to removable fi-ames in the suds
box.
Claim.—The artangement of the convex spring

wash Ixjards B. attached to removable frames C, and
of the swinging bars D, or equivalent, for retaining
and holding open the boards ; Avhere the said parts
are combined with the clothes frame G and gate H,
constructed as described and for the purpose set forth.

61,559.-3. D. PAL^rER, Cleveland, Ohio.—i?oZ-
ler for Wringing 2lachines.—January 29, 1867.—To
prevent the torsion of the covering on the metallic
core, the latter is slotted or made in sections, and a
piece of cloth is lapped upon it so as to bind fiitnly

and form a basis for the clastic covering.
Claim.—First, the mbber or other nonabsorbent

cloth-supported coverings B & c, whether they are
made or vulcanized directly upon the shaft as de-

scribed, or separately, and afterward applied to the
shaft, substantially as described.
Second, securing a cover B upon a slotted or sec-

tional shaft A, by means of a divisional cloth or can-
vas connection c,' the termini of which underlap upon
the shaft as shown, substantially as described.

61,560.— "William Paxtox, Quincv, Mass.—
Stiffing Hides and Skins.—Januaiy 29, 1867.—The
metallic drum revolves within a wooden casing, int©

which steam is admitted, and has a thermometer ex-

tending through one of its journals and terminating
in the interior : a thermometer is also attached to the
casing. The hides and stuffing are placed in the
drum.
Claim.—The hide-stuffing machine, as composed

of the cylinder A and the steam ca.se or box B, made
and an-anged substantially in manner and so as to

operate as und for the purpose stated.
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61,561 .—Phixeas P-U'.pee, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Vermin Trap.—Januaiy^9, 1867.—This insect trap
is placed around the trmik of a tree or other\rise, and
its entrance has a series of bristles which peimit in-

gress and iDreveut eg-ress.

Claim.—A case provided Tvith an opening or open-
ings B, beneath a plate C, and having the entrance
protected by elastic wii-es. or theii- equivalents, placed
around the'said opening parallel to the entrance, and
bearing upon the bottom or side of the case, as and
for the purpose specified.

61,562.—L. D. Pexy, Laura, OMo.—Self-SMm-
ming Sorghum. Evaporator.—Januaiy 29, 1867.—The
juice passes along a serpentine course in the pan, and
at three distinct intervals the scum is removed by
overflow openings Avhich successively remove the
green, brown, and wliite scum. The clear sinip then
passes the gated opening into the finishing division,

whence it is drawn through a pipe.

Claim.—The pan A, as^ constructed with the divis-

ions 12 3 4, gate B, skimming opcmugs D, and trough
E, when an-anged. combinedraud operating as herein
described and for the pm'poses set forth.

61,563.—Daniel W. Pepper, Philadelphia. Pa.,
assignor to H. Everett, same place.

—

Securing Caps
to Metal Cans.—January 29, lSu7.—The rim of the
cover is reamed down' upon the uptiu-ned flange
around the opening in the top of the can.
Claim.—The can A, with its openingA and flange

e, and the cap B, with its flange i, when the two are
fitted and secm'cd together as described.

61,564.—George W. Perry, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to A. Perry & Co., Boston, Mass.

—

Steam
Crcnerator.—January 29, 1867.— The generator is

fonned of a series of vessels with horizontal corruga-
tions whose convexities protrude into the counterpart
concavities of the adjoining chambers, so as to form
a serpentine flue between them,
Claim.—The improved boiler or generator as com-

posed of a series of vessels consti'ucted, an-anged and
connected in manner as hereinbefore explained, and
as represented in the accomjianying di'awings.

Also, each section or vessel A made with'the con-
vexities of the con-ugations of its opposite sides to

project in opposite directions with respect to each
other, and with the ends and top and bottom of such
vessel closed, in manner as above set forth, and as

exldbited in the said drawing.

61,565.—SajiuelL. Potter, TTyandotte, Mich.—Fagot for Sailroad Bails.—Januaiy 29, 1867.—The
steel bar for the cap of the 'rail of'T- shape is so
arranged in the pile tliat when finished a considerable
portion of the steel wiU be enveloped in the iron and
a more perfect weld secured.
Claim.—A j)ile or fagot for railroad bai'S, con-

stituted of iron and steel bars, an-anged substantially

as herein represented and described.

61,566.—George W. Price, Bloomington, El.—
Gang Plow and Cultivator.—JanuaTj 29, 1867.—The
four plows attached to the frame may be arranged to

throw the soil toward or from the row of corn to act
as a cultivator, or all in one dii'ection to act as a seed-

ing i)low.

Claim.—First, the combination of the vibrating
beams G G and the braces 1 1, connecting them with
the di'aft polcE. the outside plows K K. connected by
the sheaths b b and the rods d d with the beams G
G, and the inside plows L L connected by the swivel
couplings g g to the standards s s, and the rods e e

to the braces I I. arranged and opci-ating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

Second, forming the shovels or shares K K L L,
in such a manner that if a line were drawn in its

oblique section, as shown in figure 3 of the drawings,
the same would stand at an angle of about 22° fi'om

the standards b b e e, to which the shovels or shares
are attached, and said plows haA'ing such a bevel that
the point of the cutting edge when thi-owing in-

wardly shall be upon the inside of a line coirtiuued in

the direction of the Icngtli of the standards b b e e,

and said point when throwing outwardly shall be
upon the outside of said line for the purpose of pre-

venting any lateral pressure, substantially as herein
set forth.

61,567

—

William D. PEI^^)LE and Charles M.
Terk, TiflBn, Ohio.

—

AtmospheHc Churn.—January
29, 1867.—Ail" is driven through the hollow shaft by
the bellows above, and is distributed through the
perforated diaphi-agm. The cream may be tempered
by water in the vessel around the shaft.

Claim.—First, in combination with a movable bel-

lows C, which is applied on the cover B of the chm-n
box, the pipes b &', perforated diaphragm F. and
water chamber G, arranged substantially as described.
Second, the construction of the air pipe b' with a

perforated foot c, a perforated and flanged diapliragm
F, and a water receptacle G upon it, to be used sub-
stantially as and for the pui-poses described.

61,568.—THOiiAsEoDDA, St. Louis, T^o.—Bal-
anced Steam Engine Yalvc.—January 29, 1867.—The
tubular throttle valve has two faces and moves verti-

cally in a cylindrical chamber. The valve is nearly
b.alanced, the major pressure being downward and due
to the greater area on the upper end of the valve.
Claim.—The construction of the valve with its

cross piece B' with reference to the openings and con-
straetion of the pipe A, arranged as herein set forth.

61,569.—M. D. Safford, Boston. Mass.—J?-07i-

ing JctoZe.—January 29, 1867.—One end of the iron-
ing table is clamped to the edge of a common table.

Folding legs to support the other end are earned on
a fi'ame sliding beneath the leaf, and are kept ex-
tended by a brace when in use.

Claim".—Fii'st. the combination and aiTangement
of the caiTiage M, the legs B B, the brace C, and the
grooved cleats H H, or their mechanical equivalents,
made substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of the bracket D and
thumb-screw E with the table A, sliding legs B B,
and the brace C. when the whole is constructed sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set foith.

61,570.—M. ScHMiRK and P. McCollltji, Fay-
ette, Mo.—Quilting Frame.—Jannnry 29, 1867.—The
side bars are hinged for folding, and are suppoiiedon
iiinged legs. Bods connect the sides. A roller for

wimling the quilt has end ratchet wheels and pawls.
Claim.—The frame A, the legs B and C, the con-

necting piece D, in combination with the rollers a',

the ratchet wheels a"^, and their pawls a^, the holes a*
a^ o'". the hooks o" a', the eyelets a^ and b^, the pin c^

and its corresjionding holes, the hook d, and the slit

c"^, as and for the purpose specified.

63,571.—Henry Searle, Eoehester. X. Y.—Oil
Ejector.—Januaiy 29, 1867.—A pipe Avith an exit

spout at top and' an inwardly opening valve at bot-

tom traverses the greater length and issues from the
upper end of a larger pipe fmmished with a similar

valve at bottom. The annular space between tht^se

pipes is connected with one end of the cylinder of an
air pump, so that the alternate prcssm'c and attenua-
tion of air shall draw liquid through the outer valve
and force it tlLwugh the inner one and through the
spout. The other end of the air pump cylinder is

connected to a similar device.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of two or more

ejectors for raising oil or other fluids from wells and
other deep places, with each other, and with pipes
and cocks, or valves, substantially in the manner and
for the pm-posc described.
Second, the aiTangement of two or more cocks, or

equivalent valves E"F G and H, in combination with
the pipes A and B, for the purpose of changing the
action of a column of compressed ah* or other fluid

alternately from one ejector to another, substantially

in the ma'nner and for the pm'pose described.

Third, the combination of the pipes A B C D and
cocks or valves E F G H with independent ejectors

rt and b, for the purpose of making the chamber of
each ejector act alternately as a compressed air

chimiber, and as an exhausted receiver.

61,572.—George E. Shaw, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Fire Test I'orc/j.—Januaiw 29, 1867 ; antedated Janu-
aiy 17, 1867.—A lamp is pivoted to a clamp which is

secured to the reservoir containing the oil to be tested.

A set-screw on the wick tube regulates the position

of the lamp when in use. The lamp is brought into

horizontal position when the oil is to be tested.
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Claim.—First, the torch or lamp G, pivoted, sus-

pended, or hinged to the clamp D, or to a piece of a

tire tester for carbon oU, so that it can be made to oc-

cupy either the vertical position or the horizontal posi-

tion represented in figure 2 of my di-awmgs, or any
other positions between the same, in the manner sub-

stantiallv as set forth.

Second, the combination of the clamp D, screw C,

pivoted piece E, and screw H, with the lamp G, tube

T, and screw K, to make an adjustable fire-test torch,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the screw E, in combination with the tube

T, piece E, and clamp B, for regulating accurately

the position of the fii'e band in relation to the oil

undergoing the test.

61,573.—Henry F. Shaw, West Eoxbury,
Mass.

—

rianiiij Machine.—January 29, 1867.—

A

revolvable disk carries the journal l^earings of the
double-headed cutter shaft. The two cutters, when
brought to the working position, will revohe to the

right or left, respectively, to favor the grain of the
wood.
Claim.—The combination of a cutter shaft, having

cutters at each end, with a device for turning it end
for end, and thus by crossing the band giving the
shaft a reverse motion, substantially as described and
ibr the purpose set foi'th.

61,574.—Albert Sxyder, Jackson, Mch.—
Potato Digger.—January 29, 1867.—The potatoes are
dug by forks attached to an endless carrier. The
forks have two series of teeth of different elevation,

which act as a trough to carry the potatoes above a
riddle, into which they are dropped, and whence they
fall into a trough belo'w.

Claim.—First, the double-pronged fork C, when
constructed substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the fork C, rods 5 6,

projecting screen K, gearing oodz,, when constructed
and used substantially as set forth.

61,575.-Philip Somjier, jS"ewark, 1^. J.—
TF*-e?i,c/i.—January 29, 1867; antedated January 17,

1867.—The two jaws slide upon each other, and" lugs
upon them are pivoted to the handle so that its oscil-

latory movement will cause lateral movement of the
jaws to grip or release the nut. The pivot of con-
nection slides within a slot in one of the lugs.

Claim.—The combination of the jaws C D, staff

B, and roller e, constructed, arranged, and operating
in the manner substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

61,576.—PmLO 0. Soper, San Francisco, Cal.—
Say Knife.—January 29, 1867.—The back bar is bent
forward ueai- the bottom and carried l)elo^^- the blade
to cause the feed of the cutter.

Claim.—Fii'st, the point A, in combination -with
the blade B, to act as a self-feeder.

Second, the construction of the blade B.
Tbii-d, the bearing of the shank C, for the uses and

purposes as set forth.

61,577 I. :N'. Stanley, Brooklyn, K". Y.—
Apparatu.^ for Destdphurizing Orcs.--Januaiy 29,
1867.—The desulphurizing chamber is surrounded
with flues through which the caloric currents from
the furnace are compelled to pass on their way to the
chimney. "Within the chamber is a stiiTer provided
with conveyors and operated by gear wheels. The
pulverized ore is placed in the center of the oven and
carried by the conveyor to the discharge hole near
the outside.
Claim.—First, an oven B, revolving arms F F.

and upriglit shaft K, operated by means of gears
G G and horizontal shaft H, or 'their equivaients,
substantially as described.
Second, the conveying the ores or other material.

while being operated upon, from the central part of
oven B to the circumference, and there dischai'ging
them, or from the circumference to the center, as may
be desired, by means of conveyors A A connected to
arms F F, as shown on figiii-e 5, substantiallv as
described.
Third, the use of fire-clay, plumbago, or graphite

enameled iron, or othca- metals, or any other refractory
materia] for the construction of conveyors A A, and

for the protection of the upright shaft K and arms
F F, that are exposed to the action of heat and
gases, substantially as described.
Fourth, the construction of flues C C, underneath

the oven B, so as to give a uniform heat ; also flues
D D, leading from underneath the floor and over the
ai"ch of oven B, in its passage to the drying floor or
chimney, substantially as described.

Fifth^ a stationary" floor of the oven B, substan-
tially as described.

Sixth, the supplying the necessary oxygen for the
proper treatment of ores or other material for which
the oven may be adapted through the supply pipe V,
box M, shaft K, and arm F F, and openings W W,
through said arms F F and conveyors A A, thereby
preventing the arms F F from becoming too much
heated when in action, substantially as described.

Seventh, the outlet "W", for con(lucting gases or
other volatile substances, and pipe O, with its con-
nections to condenser N, and the steam or aii- jet Q,
for the pm-pose of exhausting the gases, &c., from
oven B_; also chambers when used in connection
with this furnace, R'hich may be required for the
treatment of su.ch ores as cinnabtu", zinc, lead, &c.,
or the manufactm-e of sulphuric or otiier acids, and
for conducting the same through -R'ater, thence to the
furnaces T T through pipes "P P, -^'here both the
gases and steam or ah- are to be used to assist com-
bustion when not otherwise disposed of, thereby
economizing fuel, substantially as and for the pui--

poses described.
Eighth, the hollow shaft K and anns A A, for the

purposes named in the foregoing specifications, or
their equivalents, substantially and for the pm'poses
described.

61,578.— Joshua Stevens, Chicopee Falls,

M.a.ss.-^Sash Fastener.—January 29, 1867 ; antedated
January 19, 1867.—A weighted or spring cam sustains
the sash in position, and acts on a catch to fasten the
latter when the window is closed.
Claim.—The cam b, finger or pawl c, and plate a,

whether operated by a lever or a crank, all combined
and arranged substantially as described.

61,579.—John B. Taer, Chicago, m.—Railroad
Bail.—January 29, 1867.—^A tenon is cast on one end
of the rail, to be secui'ed into a socket upon an ad-
oining rail.

Claim:—Constructing solid railroad rail sections,
with tenons formed on one or both ends wMch ai'e

adapted to fit into the ends of rail sections having
sockets formed in them, the said tenons constituting
part of the metal of their rails, substantially as de-
scribed.

61,580.—John B. Tarr, Chicago, Jl\.—3fetallic
Pavement.—January 29, 1867.—Eectangular slabs of
metal have side xu'ojections and depressions at the
ends and at mid-length, respectively, by which they
are attached. The slabs are reeulbreed at the depres-
sions.

Claim.—The metallic slabs A, constructed with
interlocking projections and depressions, substan-
jtiaUy as described.

61,581.—S; X. Taylor, Horicon, 'Wis.—Uni-
versal Joint.—January 29, 1867.—The radial projec-
tions of the socket act upon the projections of the
ball to communicate rotary motion and allow inclined
movement to its shaft.

Claim.—Fii-st, the shell B, provided with internal
radially projecting flanges e, having their outer ends
rounded off as sh^wn.
Second, the shell B, in combination with the head

A, when said j)arts are constimcted as shown and de-

scribed.

61,582.—Friedrich Yillarp, Mount Eaton,
Ohio.

—

Crucible Tongn.—January 29. 1887.—Explained
by the claim and illustration. The jaws are adapted
for grasping cnicibles of different diameters.
Claim.— Th.6 arrangement of the bars A and

hinged circular segments B and C, combined together
to form one or more crucible tongs, substantially
as described and set forth.

61,583.-SA>mEL Walker, Boston, Mass.—
Narrow Ware Loom.—January 2;), 18G7 —The guide
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has a foi'Trard moTement before the batten has com-
pleted its reai-n'ard movement, and before the shuttle

commences its lateral movement, so as to bring the
guides sooner into contact "vvith the shuttle than if

they were stationary, thus pushing the shuttles across
the warp spaces by a continuous and positive move-
ment.
Claim.—First, operating the shuttles of narrow

looms by means of a path cam wheel H, in combina-
tion with the system of levers, connecting rod, and
the cords or stra'ps n n', substantially as described.

Second, reciprocating the guide bar and guides by
means of devices, such" as descril^ed, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, the combination of the roll r' with the levers

I and m, the sliding weight w, and tension cord t.

arranged and operating as and for the purpose set

forth.

61,584.—L. F. Ward, Elyria, Ohio.—Mail-iag
Catcherf07' Eailroad Cars.—-January 29, 1867.—Two
rods are united at or near the point of attachment to
the car and form an acute angle : the outer rod pro-
jects beyond the car and clasps the mail bag that is

hung upon a crane, guides it into the angle and delivers
it into the car.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement of
mail-bag catchers when attached to a railroad car in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the arms B and C with
the stem A, helical spring S, and handle D, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the mail-bag supporter
consisting of the crane stem E, braces X and x', spring
F, and irons e' and/', in the manner and for the pui'-

pose herein set forth.

61,58-5.—William L. Washburn, Brooklyn, IST.

Y.

—

Yeiitilator for Windows, d-c.—January 29, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patent of July 2, 1861. The fl.ap

valves operate in connection with flanged shelves, and
are closedby sudden gusts while remaining open under
other conditions.
Claim.—The combination with a stationary or

adjustable fi-ame A, of two or more sets or paii-s of
swinging or flap valves and flanged shelves, substan-
tially as and for the purjpose hereinabove specified.

61,586. — Joshua Webster, Maiden, Mass.—
Manufacture of Peat i^?<eZ.—January 29, 1867.—The
inclined trough contains a sliding frame carrying a
series of scrapers and pressing i-bllers. The peat is

thrown into the hopper and passes into the trough, in
which it is i^ushed forward by the scrapers and pressed
by the rollers, the water escaping between the slats.

Claim.—The aiTangement in connection with a
hopper or other crude peat receptacle, of a series of
scrapers operating in connection with a stationary
incline or bed, substantially as set forth.

Also, and in combination with such scrapers and
incline, the series of presser roUs, operating substan-
tially as set forth.

61,587.—GrEORGE A. Wells, Oskaloosa, Iowa.—
Cmnhined Lantern. FootWarmer and Water Heater.—
January 29, 1867.—The apparatus has panes in its sides,

and may be used as a lantern, or as a foot stove, by
turning' over the upper hinged portion and exposing
the surface of the mat for the feet ; or as a heater
by placing the pan in the necessary position.
Claim.—The arrangement of the device forming a

foot warmer, lantern, and water heater, constructed
and operating as described.

61,588.—Hexry Wettsteix, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Coverlet.—January 29, 18(57.—In this coverlet any of
the different wclf-kuown styles of weaving, sucli as
plain, twiU, marseilles, honeycomb, damask, &c.,
may be introduced ; but they are not ai'ranged in a
succession of stripes, each stripe being made tip of
one kind of weaving ; but all or any number of the
styles introduced may appear iu the same longitudinal
or transverse line.

Claim.—A coverlet woven substantially as herein
specified, as a new article of manufacture.

61,589. — Lorenzo D. Wiieeleu, Fitchburg,
'Ha.'^?,.— Oscillating Scam Bxibber.—.January 29, 1867;
antedated January 21, 1867.—The leather is clamped

upon the rest by the descending clamp, and the rubber
reciprocated upon it to flatten the seam.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the clamp F and table D with bed piece A, siide
frame J, and slide K, substantiaUy as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the combination with clamp F, constructed
as shown and described, of table D and spring I, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Thu'd, the combination with frame J of slide K
and springs Q, as and for the purposes stated.

61,590. — Hexry M. Whitmarsh, Abington,
Mass., and Silas S. Putnam, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Clothes JffooA;.—January 29, 1867.—The hook is pivoted
to a holder secm-ed in the recpiired position, and may
1)6 ui^wardly rotated out of danger with passing objects
when so desired ; a spring retains it in closed position.
Claim.—The pivoted hook C, with its slot e, so

arranged that it may be closed up, and thus occupy
less space, substantially as described.

61,591.—Franklin W. Willard, N"ew York, 17.

Y.

—

Spoon.—January 29, 1867 ; antedated January 12,

1867.—Attached to the back of the spoon and handle
is a small tube extending from a point near the extrem-
ity of the bowl to and a little beyond the end of the
handle, the object being to form a spoon combined
with a sucker tube.
Claim.—A tubiflar handle to the spoon for the use

and purposes substantially as set forth in specification.

61,592.—JAJtES M.Williams, Connersville, Ind.—Bloiver.—January 29, 1867.—For the purpose of
preventing the reaction of the pistons upon the air
fi'om interfering with its ingress, it is admitted at
two slots, one on each side of the median line, and in
a direction in partial coincidence with the required
direction of its motion.
Claim.—The construction of the thi'ee-vaned fans

B B, used in combination with the semi-cylindrical
case A, having openings at the ends for the admission
of air; and the deflecting board d, aiTanged so as to
leave a slot for the admission of air between it and
case A, operating in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

61,593.—Alonzo H. Wood, Boston, Mass.—(ras
Regulator.—January .29, 1867.—Attached to the upper
end of the valve rod are a series of inclined vials

partly filled with mercury and resting upon rollers

beneath. These self-adjusting weights increase or
diminish their force upon the disk as they are raised
or lowered by the greater or less pressiu'c of the gas
upon the under side of the disk.

Claim,.—An automatic gas regulator attachment
having the functions, and possessing the chai"acteris-

tics, substantially as set forth.

61,594.-LuM Woodruff, Ann Arbor, Mich.—
Gate i«tc/)..—Januaiy 29, 1867.—The pin on the stile

of the gate runs upon a block projecting from, the
face of the post, and is there retained by a slotted
spring block which yields to it and then encaces.
Claim.—Tha pin A, the rest B, the slotted latch C,

and the vertical looped rod F, when arranged sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes above
specified.

61,595.-A. S. Babbit, Keesville, IS". Y.—Bed
Bottom.—riauuary 29, 1867.—The socket has flanges
which are engaged by the spiral spring, and affords a
flanged bearing" for the bed slat.

Claim.—The casting A, with its ears a a and
shoulders x x, when constructed substantially as de-

scribed and used for the pm-poses set forth.

61,596.—Steuben T. Bacon, Boston, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Generating Carbonic Acid Gas.—
January 29, 1867 ; antedated Januaiy 17, 18()7.—Tiie
saccharine or farinaceous matter is "fermented in an
uppet vat, and ft-om that iiasses into the tun. where it

is terapt-red by a coil pipe, the outer vertical poitiou
of wliich has a steam jacket. The gas passes fi-om the

tun to the purifier, where it is washed iu water, and
from which it escapes to the reservoir.
Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the

apparatus for facilitating the generation of carbonic
acid gas from saccharine or farinaceous matter.
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61,597.—H. P. Ball and A. L. Guaves, Albany,
N. Y.—Shears,—January 29, 18l)7.—The blades of the

shears consist of pivoted plates adjuotable upon the
jaws.
Claim.—Adjusting the IniiTes or blades C C upon

the jaws B B of the shears, substa)itially in the man-
ner and for the pui-pose herein specified.

61,598.—"William E. Bass, Lawrence, Mass.—
Weft. Bobbin.—January 29, 1867.—This is an improve-
ment on Pearl's patent. No. 53,6.5.5. The object is to

better secure the winding- of the woolen yarn and to

prevent the liability of the cop being pulled off when
steamed prior to weaving.
Claim.—Tlie improved weft bobbin as made with

the series of swells a a' a", arranged on its body as set

forth.

Also, the ajTangement of the taper of the portion
b, with the series of swells a a' a", of the body of the
bobbin, as set forth.

61,599.—John H. Bear, York, Va.^Grinding
Mill.—January 29, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the runner stone G, constructed with
a surface for grinding, which is a segment of a sphere
in any direction in ^vhich it may be intersected, in com-
bination with the concave E, which also is of a shape
to coQform to said runner stone; the said runner
stone and concave being arranged and operated sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.
Second, the an-angement of the platform D, con-

cave stone E, clamp screws c' &, and adjusting screws
c c, in combination with the vertically revolving run-
ner stone G, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

Third, the deflector n, applied substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.
Fourth, arranging the hopper so that its lower end

rests upon the stone E and connecting its upper end
to the frame A, by hooks or fastenings which will

allow it to descend or rise with the stone E, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the conil)iuation of the metal guards n' and
clamp screws & c' v\'ith the runner stone and concave,
substantially in the manner and for the x^iu-pose de-
scribed.

61,600.—John S. Bikch, New York, N. Y.—
Pendant for Watches.—January 29, 1867.—The guard
ring is continuous and s wiveled to the watch on the
pusher pin. An additional swivel fm-nishes extra
security.
Claim.—First, the combination of the hollow stem

D, swivel C, ring B, and spring top or pusher E, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the continuous revolving ring B, fig. 2, in
combination with the swivel C, as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the secondary swivel bow G, in combination
with the guard bow and handle of a watch, to aflbrd
an additional attachment for the guard, as explained.

61,601.—Walter Bound, Hackensack, N. J.—
Carriaje Clip.—^lanuary 29, 1867 ; antedated Jaunary
19, 1867.—One end of the pin by which the shafts are
coupled to the axle is held rigid"ly in the fixed jaw of
the clip and the other end is engaged by a recess in
the hinged jaw. The latter jaw is "held to place by a
pei-pendicular lip upon a spring.
Claijn.—Fimt, the hinged end piece E, in combi-

nation with the bolt D andframeB C, substantially as
herein set fortli for the purpose specified.
Second, the spring F, provided witli the lip c, and

applied in relation with the lunged end piece E, bolt
B, and frame B C, substantially as herein set forth for
the purpose specified.

61,602.—Nathaniel A. Boynton, New York,
^^- Y.—Coal Stove.—:jannavy 29. 1867.—Vertical, cen-
trally expanded air tubes traverse the fire chamber
and discharge into the <lnmi above. The drum is
traversed by vertical flues.

Claim..—^First, the annular he^iting drum A, ])to-
vided with air pipes B and a central air space D,
substantially as described.
Second, tue arrangement of the air flues B, inter-

mediate of the several fire flues J, in combination with

a heating drum having the form of a complete or of
an incomplete annulus, substantially as described.

Third, the ai'rangement of the air and fin; flues with
reference to each other in the manner above shown,
so that at adjacent points their cu-elcs shall coincide
for the jmrpose of preventing tlie lodgment of soot
and ashes at these places, substantially as described.

61,603.— A. N. Breneman, Lancaster, Pa.—
Jack.—Jannary 29, 1867.—The rear end of the last is

pivoted to an upright, and may be entered in a verti-

cal position and then tiu-ned down witli the boot until

the toe reaches its rest upon the other standard. The
standards are adjustable for various sized l)oots.

Claim.—The manner of hinging tlic last A upon the
end of the standard B, in combination Avith the rest
C D, operated in the manner and for the pm-poso
specified.

61,604.—TVebb Broojihall, Cireloville. Ohio.—
Door and Gate Latch.—January 29, 18G7.—The latch
bar has a T-shaped handle staiidijig transversely to
the gate and projecting from its sides. An L-sha'ped
projection from the other end of the latch forms the
catch.
Claim.—A rod with its middle portion journaled

and the end bent to form a catch witli or Avithout a
secondary device to act upou the handle, substantially
as described.

61,605.—E. & A. BucKMAN, East Greenbush,
N. Y.—Farm (?a«e.—January 29, 1867.—The gate
slides either way and turns on its center, resting upon
the swiveled suspending collar.

Claim,.—Fii'st, the arrangement of the posts B, and
swiveled suspending collar b, in relation Avith each
other and with the gate A, whcre1)y the gate may be
opened in either dii-ection, substantially as herein set

forth.

Second, the guide rail e, secured at the top of the
gate, beveled upv.-ard and inward on its under side
from both edges and operating in relation with the
tapering friction rollers &, suspended in SAvivels A',
substantially as herein set forth for the purpose spe-

cified.

Third, the inclined planes/, arranged with reference
to the vertical braces d and supporting posts B of a
double acting gate, substantially as herein set forth
for the purpose specified.

61,606.—W. H. Burridge, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Carburctting Illuminating Gas.—January 29, 1867.

—

Balsam, tm'pentiuc, or camphor gum are dissolved in
a distillate of any of the light mineral oUs, and the
mixture is used to emich iUumlnatiug gas passed
therethrough.

Claim..—The combination of an auxiliary gas from
the organic volatile hydro-carbons with the common
illuminating gas, as and for tlie pm'pose specified.

61 ,607.—^William Craig, Newark, N. J.

—

Pipe
Cotqiling.—January 29, 1867.—The curved grooves
for the projections are constructed with a cavity, so
that the tAvo joints, wdien locked, Avill not be readily
loosed, the projections being c6ustantly forced into
the cavities l)y the operation of an elastic ring between
the two ends of the pipes.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding or entering

butt C, Avith its studs g, elastic ring D, and the adjacent
butt-holding sleeve A, formed vvith grooves b, made
to terminate in cavities or continuations c, tliat A'crge

outAvardly toward the end or face of the sleeve from
which said grooves started at their open extremities
or mouths, aU for operation together substantially as
and for the pm-pose or purposes herein set forth.

61,608.—Thomas Crane, Fort Atkinson, Wis.—
Talce-up Mechanism for Knitting Machines.—Janu-
ary 29, 1867.—This take-up device is designed to be
applied to machines such as that patented to J. TV.
Lamb, September 1.5, 1863, and by its means the yarn
cat-riercau be moved the whole length of the frame at

each stroke Avithout reference to the number of needle.s
employed.
Claim.—First, in knitting machines an apparatus

that lifts the yarn betAveen a stationary eye, or its

equivalent, and the yam carrier, or between two sta-

tionaiy eyes, substantially as described, so that the
slack 18 taken up as the yarn canier approaches the
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center of the macMne, and is gireu out as it moves
from the center.
Second, the means substantially as herein described

of lifting- the yarn, that is to say,'a rod pivoted at one
end to tlie yam carrier or to the machine, while its

tipper part is free to slide through a stationary guide
placed near the middle of the machine or the middle
of the stroke of the earner, substantially as described.

61,609.—Edmuxd D. Crosby, Scott, IS^. Y.—
IVashing Machine.—3aaaaxj 29, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination ofthe beatersm m, -when
pivoted upon the central bar and connected to the
pitman cranks by the jointed arms c c, all as described
and for the purpose set forth.

61,610.—EichaudH. Cutter, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Bed Lounge.—January 29, 1867.—The construction
admits the change from a lounge or settee to a bed, and
affords a receptacle for storing the bed clothing.
Claim.—The combination vs-ith the folding seat A,

the mattress M, and the folding head C, when con-
stTUcted and operating in the manner and for the pm*-
pose herein specified.

61,611.—G. K. Dearborn, South Boston,Mass.—
Windoiv Frame.—January 29, 1867.—The arrange-
ment facilitates the removal of the -niudow sash from
the frame. The outer jointed beading is retained by a
catch and bent for removal : the lower part of the
parting bead, between the sashes, is stepped into the
sill, and is removable laterally.

Claim.—Fii-st, the movable parts J) D' of the stop
bead, when combined and ai-rangcd substantially as
set forth.

Second, the arrangement and construction of the
pai'ting bead E E', made substantially as and for the
pm'pose set forth.

61,612.-^J. J. & David Decker, K"ew York, N".

Y.

—

Piano-Forte.—Januarv 29, 1867.—Improvement
on patent of D. Decker, Jiine 2, 1863. Tlie flange of
the plates laps against the wrest plank and end block.

The strings are connected to the tuning pins near to
the wrest plank, and the bearing of the strings upon
the plate is avoided.

Claim,.—First, the iron plate constructed with a
vertical flange C at its rear end, arranged in relation
with the wrest plank, as and for the pm-pose herein
specified.

Second, interposing between the bridge G and
portion B of the ]^late, an inclined support or shelf
H, to obtain the attachment of the strings to all or
the more forward portion of the tuning pins close

to or at uraform distances from thefr wooden bearing,
essentially as specified.

61,613 Daniel DeGarmo, Eochester, X. Y.—
Stove Pipe Damper.—January 29, 1867.—Two perfo-

rated plates are pivoted on a common bearing on which
they are adjustable to present their edges or surfaces
to the caloric current. One of them has an adjust-

ment in its own plane to cause its apertures to register
with those of its fellow plate, or otherwise.
Claim.—The arrangement in stove pipe dampers

of the plates A and B, journals j k\ rib or rim m, and
recesses c, pivot bolt/, and openings a b, ia the man-
ner and for the pm'i^oses set forth.

61,614.—George Drvdex, Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to himself and E. A. Pkescott, same place.

—

Piston Packing.—January 29, 1867.—The segments
occupy annillar grooves in the periphery of the piston
head and are expanded by spring plates, and the force

of steam admitted through the perforations into the
interior recess. Tongues act as dowels in connecting
the adjacent segment^.

Claim.—Fii'st, a packing ring consisting of the
segments h, with the spring e, and tongues a, cou-
stiTicted and arranged to operate as shown and de-

scribed.
Second, in combination with the rings, constructed

as set forth, the annular recess k, and the slide h,

ai'rauged to operate as described.

61,615.—xVddison C. Fletcher, New York, ^N".

Y.— Grate JSar.—January 29, 1867.—The successive
steps are united by inclined plates, faced on the tire-

Bide with refractory substances.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the connecting
webs a of the steps in a step-formed grate bar, in in-

clined or sloping positions, substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.
Second, the facing slabs 6 b, of refractory material,

in combination with the connecting webs ot" the steps
of a step-formed grate bar, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

61,616.—Gilbert B. French, Dunbarton, IS.B^.—
Car Coupling.—January 29, 1867.—The spring jaws
hold the pin, so that the coupling link passes beneath.
The entering link actuates the abutment and wedging
stajidard, wliich opens the jaws and allows the pin to
drop.
Claim.—As my invention or improvement, the

arrangement of the spring jaws, the spring abutment
and the wedged standard, together, and with the
hunter bar, and its pin passage, as set forth.

61,617 Warren Gale, Chicopee Falls, Mass.—
Straw Cutter.—Jammrj 29, 1867.—The edges of the
sj)iral knives cut against corresponding surfaces of
comparatively soft metal which ai-e clamped in the
arms of the cylinder above.
Claim.—A revolving pressiu'e cylinder whose press-

ure surfaces are faced with or ma'de of strips of cop-
per, or some alloy thereof possessing equivalent prop-
erties, in combination with and geared to a revolving
cutter cylinder or shaft, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth,

Also, a spiral or oblique flanged pressure cylinder,

faced with copper, in combination with a revolving
knife cylinder, substantially as described.

61,618.—H. C. Goodrich, Chicago, TW.-Tuck
Marker for Sewing Machines.—Januaiy 29, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The tuck marker, consisting of the plate

A, formed as shown, with an open space arotmd the
cloth presser to permit the cloth to lie flat on the
machine, the under side presenting a plain surface,

so that it may be attached to any ordinary sewing
machine, and provided with the point I and the spring
ann B, having the notch F arranged to eng-ag-e with
the point I. said arm being arranged to be operated
by the needle bar of the machine, as herein shown
and described.

61,619.—Frederick S. Gwyer, Xew York, X.Y.,
assignor to himself and Levi H. Mace, same place.-
Meat Safe.—January 29, 1867.—The portions are set

up together and locked by dove-tailed tenons and
slotted plates, so as to be rcadUy separable and closely

packed for economy in stowage.
Claim.—The separable meat safe, with detached

parts fitted with fastenings, substantially as liercin

specified, and adapted to be packed and transported
in a small compass and with protection to the delicate

portions of its structure, as herein set forth.

61,620.—WiLLLur Harris and Clinton Brown-
ing, ilush Eim, Ohio.

—

Xut Fastener.—January 29,

1867.—The flexible metallic yoke is threaded a't the
portion which embraces the screw and forms a jam-
nut to keep the nut proper from becoming unscrewed.
Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a spring

metal friction yoke, constructed substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

61,631.—J. M. Hotaling, Waterport, IS^. Y.—
Broom Head.—January 29, 1867.—The handle is

wedged in the socket of the clasp which grips the
butts of the broom stutf. An enveloping cap slips

over the handle, encloses the upper part of the broom,
and is retained by a transverse link and wedge.
Claim.—The combination and an-angemeut of the

clamp B. envelope, C, link E, and keys r, with the
handle D and broom A, as herein set forth, the whole
operating in the manner and for the purpose specified.

61,622.—tTacob Kessler, York county, Pa.—
Cuiiiuff for.—.January 29, 1867.—The draw bars of the
teeth are pivoted to a transverse rod and rest upon
another rod which niay be thrown over a hook to raise

the teeth from the ground. The teeth are pivoted to

their bars and retained in their working position by
wooden pins.
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Claim.—The arran2:eraeut of tlie teeth G G, as con-

structed -vrith the bars E E, rods D and a, and the

a-ame of the machine, as and for the purpose specified.

61,623.—Wn,LiAM C. Lesster, Xew York, IS".

Y.—Fireplace Heater.—Jann&rj 29, 18(i7.—Tlie fire

pot is made of cast-h-on riugs in a vertical column,
and the loose, flat, annular cap confines the gases at

the joints, while permitting: expansion of the rings.

The perforated annular section admits air.

Claim.—The combination with the fire pot B, made
opofriug-s mounted upon and fitting one within the

Dther, as described, of the loose flange or cap D, con-

structed to enter a groove in the top ring, and resting

on or lapping over the paitition plate d of the^ieater,

essentially as and for the purpose or pm-poses herein

set forth.

61,624.—AR>rAND Manuel, Eeims, France.-
Device for Uncorking Bottles.—^diXiMaxj 29, 1867.

—

The tie wire is wrenched apart by the A^bration of a
lever attached thereto.
Claim.—First, the method of removing or break-

ing the wire or other clasp or tie which holds the
cork in the bottle, by means of a detaching lever or
equivalent device attached to and secui*ed upon the
said clasp or tie, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with one or more clasps or
ties applied to the cork, as described, of a detaching
lever or similar doAice, under the an-augemcnt and
for operation substantially as shown and specified.

61,625.—John E,. Martin, Boothbay, Me,
assignor to Samuel K. Hilton, Portland, Me.—
FLihing Line Sinker.—January 29, 18G7.—A plate of
copper is attached to the hollow lead body of the
sinker, and has a hinged cover, which shuts the
weight-can-ying cavity. The nut on the thi-eaded
ends of the link opens'or closes the gap at which the
swivel or the line is inserted. The "hawse" is de-
tachable for convenience in stowage.

Claim.—Fii'st. the connection of a plate of copper
or other hard metallic substance with a body of lead
or other soft metallic subsbmce, and the arrangement
of a chamber therein enclosing weights of lead or
other heavy substance, either or aU of which may be
removed or replaced at pleasure.
Second, the fixing firmly in the upper part of the

body of a staple of copper or other metallic substance
with disconnected parts (afl'ording sufficient space
for the admission of a swivel or line,) and a nut or
burr working upon both parts of the staple at the
same time, or one part alone, so that the sinker may
be detached from the Line and replaced at pleasure.

61,626.—John Matthews, Jr., ISTew York, X.
Y.

—

Pipe Coupling.—January 29, 1867.—The socket
piece which is to be screwed upon the nipple of soda
apparatas is connected with the sleeve, which sur-
rounds the leaden pipe by a swivel joint, Ibrmed by an
inwardly turned flange o'n the end of the socket piece,
setting behind an outwardly tm-ned flange on the end of
the sleeve. The lead pipe is turned out at the end so as
to entirely cover the sleeve shoulder, and upon this
leaden flange the annular packing piece is placed.
Claim.—Eii'st, the method of forming a swivel or

screw connection of a metallic pipe or pipes, by pass-
ing the end of the pipe through the swivel, and flang-
Lng it on the face of the collar b, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.
Second, the nut C, pipe A. and swivel B, having a

flange or collar h and handle S, permanently secured
to the swivel, all arranj^ed and combined essentially
as shown and described.

61,627.—John ML\.tthews, Jr., Xew York. X.
Y.—Bottling Machine.—Jaunaiy 29, 1867.—The per-
forated metallic cups hold the 'bottle, and inverted
cones adjust the mouth of the bottle to the filling
tube.

Ciaim.-First, the combination in bottlingmachines
of perforated detachable cups or wells of different
deptlis or sizes, essentially as and for the pm-pose or
purposes herein set forth.
Second, the bottle screen or guard made to form a

guide to the mouth or neck of the bottle, by construct-
ing it of a conical form or shape, with its giuding sur-
faces free from hoiizontal inteiTuptions or breaks,
substantially as specified.

61,62S.—Eohert Meyer, Buffalo, ^S". Y.—Buckle
Fastening.—-Tanuary 29, 18(17 ; antedated January 19,

18()7.—Ot the two metallic cases, one acts as a cover-
ing for the end of the strap which passes into the
Inickle, and is provided with pins, which pass through
the leather to wliich it is fastened, and through the
perforated plates, to one of which the buckle is at-

tached by a joint ; the other case is used as a plate to
hold the SAvivel parts together.
Claim.—First, in combination with the case D,

the pins H H I J, or the ecjuivalent thereof, and the
plates E. and X, as herein substantially described.

Second, the case C, the pins F G, and plate ]lil. for

fastening the end of the strap in place, as described.

61,629.—James Miller, Xew York, N. Y.—
Boring TooZ.—January 29, 1867.—The two cutters are
clamped in heads radially adjustable on opposite sides
of the spring center, the coincideuce of their distances
being detei-mined by gTaduated plates.

Claim.—First, the combination with adjustable
slides D on a cutter head B of cutters S S' on op-
posite sides of their center of rotation, and with
their two cutting edges or faces o lying in a plane, or
thc-reabotits, intersecting said center and their outer
sides s of a sweep not exceeding, or thereabotits. the
sweep of the smallest circle they are designed to
travel in, consti-ucted and arranged substantially as
specified.

Second, the combination of the adjustable cutters
S S', arranged substantially as described, with the
self-adjusting center or center pin C and cutter head
B, essentially as herein set forth.

61,630.—Job Miller, Warren, R.T., and Jason
A. BidWELL, East Boston, Mass..

—

Knitting Machine
Needle.—Januaiy 29, 1867.—The stitch caster has a
spring shank, and is fastened to the rear end of the
shank of the hooked needle. A cam arranged between
the respective shanks raises the caster to di'op the
stitch, forming a mousing to the hook.
Claim.—A spring-stitch caster, hung or fastened to

the shank or bar of a hooked needle in rear of the
cam that lifts it.

Also, a cam arranged between the shank of the
needle and the shank of the stitch caster to raise the
stitch caster at the proper time to cast the stitch, and
then let it di'op, so that the yarn may be fed to the
hook of the needle.
Also, a stitch caster made to spring in one direc-

tion after being worked by a sliding cam 3. in the
opposite direction.

61,631.—WiLLiAJi Jesse Miller, Linesville, Pa.—Medicine.—January 29, 1867.—Medicine forrheuma-
tism, composed of equal parts of colunibo root, bur-
dock root, mustard seed, sulphiu-, white pine pitch,
elecampane root, steeped in brandy.
Claim.—The above described composition ofmatter

for the pm'poses set forth.

61,632.—George L, Moody, Xew York, X. Y.—
Anmdar Petroleum Burner for Hot-air, Steam and
Hydrocarbon Fluids.—January 29, 1867.—The petro-
leum occupies the outer one of the concentric pipes,
and is discharged in immediate contact vrith iin

annular jet of liol air, which in turn envelops a jet

of superheated steam.
Claim.—First, the burning of petroleum or a hydro-

carbon fluid by injecting it into a fire box or furnace
in an annular form, so that aU the components are
consumed, leaving no residuum and making no smoke,
sub.stantially in the manner above set forth.

Second, the adjustable orifice through which the
oil is discharged, made substantially in the manner
and for the purpose above described.

Third, the mechanical combination and arrange-
ment ofthe different concentric pipes for the discliarge

of lieated air, superheated steam and oU, or a hydro-
carbon fluid, with the adjustable orifice, as a whole,
and its application substantially in the manner and for

the purposes herein mentioned.

61,633 Eugene J. Post, Vienna, X. J.—Hat
and Coat Holder.—^Juimavj 29, 1867.—The twisted
wire is bifurcated to form a hat holder, and has a
hook from which a coat may be suspended when the
device is attached to the wall.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
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hat holder and preserver -tvith the coat hook and
brackets, Trhether stationaiy or adjustable, substan-
tially as and for the purposes hereiu set forth.

61,634.—Thomas Eowatt, Jr., London, Eng-
land.

—

La)itp Burner.—JanuavY 29, 1867.—Applied
to the burner are tAvo hollow domes, one \riihiu the
other, producing distinct currents of air, Trhich are
admitted at scpiirate points of induction.
Claim.—The two domes / and I, constructed with

theii' openings o, increasing *in width towai'd the
base, and the opening in the outer dome broader than
the opening in the inner dome, in combination with
their respective air passages vi. and i)assages h and
g. the passages to the one dome being independent
of the passages to the other dome, all constructed so
as to operate substantially as set forth.

61,635.—Joseph H. Etax, Boston, Mass.—ToiZe^
GZass.—January 29, 1867.—The handle of the hand
glass is jointed, and can be set at any required angle
to form a foot for the glass while shaViug.
Claim.—A hand toilet glass, the handle of which

is so attached that it may be secured in position to
serve as a rest for the glass when placed upon a
table, substantially as described.

61,636.—Alexander Selkirk, Albany, :N'. Y.,
assignor to John Gibson, Jr., and E. J. Selkirk,
same place.

—

Cover and Lifting Beciccfor Keizles.—
Januaiy 29, 1867.—The lid has lips upon its edge,
which engage lugs on the pot rim to keep it in position,

while the pot is canted to pour the Uqaid contents
through notches in the rim of the lid. A perforated
lug near the pot bottom recei^-es a hook to assist in
this operation.
Claim.—Eirst, the pierced lug e, leg e' and T-lug

E", and the hook A, or their equivalents, in combina-
tion with the bail c, for the purpose set forth, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the cover B, constructed with a notched

edge in whole or in part, or made in open work, in
combiuaton "Ritli the lips o v' i. or their equivalents,
for the pm-pose set forth and described.

61,637.—TTiLLiAii SiEFERT, Xcw Tork, 2^. T.,
assignor to himself and John Price, same place.—

j

Safety Guard for Railroad Oar-s-.—January -JO. 1867.—
I

Guard blocks aa-e attached to the axles, and' are carried
|

on each side of the wheels of street cars to throw
]

aside from the rails any object which would otherwise
j

be run over.
Claim.—The arrangement of the stationary guards

F F, in combination AVith the axles C. eairyin"g- bars
D, truss plate g. and truss rod d'-, bubstantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

61,638—DA^aEL E. Sojies. "VTashington. D. C—
Cooling and Pacl-lnn Meat.—-January 29, 1867.—Meat
is cooled by app.yiyig to it liquids of gradually dimin-
ished temixnuture, so as to cool it throug'a without too
much chilling the outside, while the inside still retains
the animal, heat.

Ciaim.—First, ceoling air and liquids, substan-
tially as herein described.

Second, cooling meat, substantially as hereia de-

scribed.
Third, facilitating the salting of meat, substan-

tially as herein described.

61,639.

—

John Stokely, Hiram, Ohio.—Chim-
neg Collar.—January 29, 1867.—The coUar is con-
stiuctedof separate pieces overlapping from above,
and provided with prqiecthig strips of metal bent at

right angles and having one edge inserted between
the bricks and the other covering the upper edge of
the collar.

C'ta <?».—First, the chimney collar, constructed of
the sections A C and 1), substantially as set forth.

Second, the lap B, for the ptu-pose of coveriug the
loose edge of the chimucv collar, substantially as set

forth.

61,640.—Frederick Stratner, Wilmington,
Del.—Valm Gear for Steam Engines.—January 29,

1867 —The link is connected to the rock-shait at the
midlength and the outer edge of said link.

Claim.—The described arrangement of the slotted

Bcgment G, rock-shaft J, adjustable block I, pitman

E. and valve rod- A', whereby the motion of the valve
may be accelerated, retai-ded, or suspended, as set
forth.

61,641.—Thomas Taylor, "Washington,©. C—
Elantio Mold.—Jtinuary 29, 1867.—^Vulcanized rubber
is used in place of glue and sugar or similar composi-
tions for deep or undercut patterns.

Claim.—The use and application of vulcanized rub-
ber, for the purpose herein set forth.

61,642.—Charles H. Tryon, Greenwood, El.-
Apparatus for StacMng Hay.—January 29, 1867.—
The deiTiek post is in sections ; the lower one rests on
the gropnd and the upper one, which caiTies the hoist-

ing sheave, ends in a pin that passes through the guy-
rope plate. This allows revolution in the post. The
guy ropes pass through straining braces which rest
upon the ground.
Claim.—An improved apparatus for stacking hay

and for other purposes, constructed of a central up-
right formed of one or more separate adjustable sec-

tions A A', as shown in the accompajiying drawings,
in combination -nith a crowning pivot plate and pin
d, revolving swivel head G, and suitable supporting
ropes or chains a, all arranged and operating substan-
tially in the tnanner and for the purpose hereia de-
scribed.

61,643.—Isaac Tax Trump, "Wilmington, Del.,
assignor to Marine Signal Company.—i^o^r Signal.
—January 29, 1867; antedated January 19, 1867.

—

The semicircular tubular vessel is mounted upon a
rock-shaft and has at each extremity an ordinary
whistle and a valve opening inward. When the
vessel is partially filled with water and rocked to.and
fro, the air is forced through the whistle and sounds
an alaiTU.

Claim.—An air pipe or tube hung upon centers or a
rock-shaft, in combinalion with a Avhistle or whistles,

substantially as specified, so that water or other liquid
contained in said tube or pipe shall cause air to pa.ss

through the whistle or whistles when the appai'atus
is moved, as set forth.

61 ,644.—Antdrew Wemple. Chicago, J\\.—Moiv-
iiig Machine.—January 29, 1867.—The finger bar is

attached to the machine by a single swivel joint on
one side, so that the pitman can be placed in rearof
the joint and attached to the head of the sickle bar in
the center of the circle circumscribed by the finger
]jar in rocking. A lever in connection with a hinge
is employed to raise and lower the finger bar, the lever
and parts connected therewith being so an-anged that
the machine will be elevated and kept so Avithout a
catch or other appliance.
Claim.—First, the hollow rock-shaft or bar D, pro-

vided with arms H, for the purposes set forth, by
means ofwhich the p-osition ofthe finger-bar and sickle
relatively to the macnine will not be changed when
the fingers of the finger bar are rocked upor down,
substantially as specified.

Second, the attachment of the finger bar to the
machine or bed B, by a single swivel joint on one
side, so that the jiitman can be placed iu the rcai* of
the joint or connection and attached to the head of
the sickle bar in the center of the circle or arc de-
scribed by the finger bar in rocking, substantially as
specified and shown.

Third, the location of the joint m, connecting the
pitman with the head of the sickle or cutter bar on a
level with and between the pivots 1 1 of the shoe, so
as to bring it into the center of the rocking move-
ment and so near a line drawn from one pivot I to the
other that it will cross such lino in the cutting move-
ments, so that whether the finger bar is rocked or its

end elevated or depressed the'sickle and pitman will

work freely, substanti^dly as shown and sjiecifled.

Foiu'th, "the lever N, when so arranged and connect-
ed by the hinge j that it will hold the machine in an
elevated position witliout a catch or other appliance,
in combination with the rod i and draft pole, substan-
tiafiy as and for the purposes specified.

61,645.—Moses Witisler, :N'ew Market, Ohio.—
Chum.—January 29, 18(57.—The pinions of the two
inclined dasher shitfts are rotated by a single wheel.
Claim.—The siuglo-faced wheel JE, in combination
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with the x^inions 7n and n, the top B, and rings i, the
vrholeconstrueted, an-anged, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

61,646.—M. TVooDMAX, Farmington, Mc., and
L. Atwooi), Xorvrich, Conn.

—

Horse liake.—January
29, 1867.—The elevating shaft has teeth on its ends
wliich rest on a stirrup controlled by the driver when
the rake teeth are down. By the sliding of tlie stir-

rup the shaft falls, the teeth catching in the ground,
and the shaft revolves, carrying up the rake teeth; a
sliding weight is connected vrith the shaft to aid in
its niovemouts.
Claim.—The combination of the elevating shafts

B, the cross shafts B', the balls D, and tlic stirrup F,
all constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the pui-pose described.

61,647.—L. C.TVright, Lockport, I^T. Y.— Wash-
ing ilachine.—Jaimary2i>, 18(37.—The rubber is made
up of rounds or slats lumg so as to be moved baek-
\vard and forward over a roller also composed of
rounds rotating freely in their lesxicctive journals.
Claim.—The combination and arrauge'ment of the

stationary revolving roller B -with the reciprocating
rubi)er C, operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

61,648.—Wladyslaw T. Kosixski, Brooklyn,
]N". Y.

—

Cement Felt fur Covering Steam Boilers,
Pipes, dl-c—^January 29, 18()7.—A porous, plastic,
elastic, non-conducting composition of charcoal, 16
parts, by weight ; alum 2, pitch 4, molasses 8, and
h.'iiv '")

Claim.—The new article of manufacture consisting
of a plastic cement compounded of the materials or
iugi'edients and in the manner substantially as de-
scribed, and suitable for covering steam pipes, boilers.
Lot and cold \vater pipes, refrigerators, ifcc.

61,649.—A. n. Allisox, Charlottesville, Ind.—
Cultivator.—.January 29, 18u7.—The plow beams arc
pivoted to the transverse draw bar and have lateral
and vertical movement by the operator. Wheel
guards protect Um plants fi'om clods.
Claim.—First, the plow beams D T>, suspended to

the curved guide rods//, and connected with the stir-

rups or levers g g, for obtaining lateral movement in
combination tlierewith and with the vertically sliding
crossheads F F, the levers H H, and the springs m
in, constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.
Second, the arrangement of the rotary perforated

clod guards n n , combined with the ploVs b b and
beams D D, constructed and operating as herein set
forth.

61,650.—H. O. Ames, Xew Orleans, Lr.—Rotary
Steam Pump.—.January 29, 1SG7.—A rotary steam en-
gine is combined with a rotaiy pump, which is placed
within a pipe or cliamber directly below tlie engine
and is driven by a gear wheel which is fast to the'rim
of the revolving disk of the engine.
Claim.—The steam wheelAand screw or propeller

blade M, combined together and arranged and operat-
ing substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
described.

01,651.—P. T. Badoux, :N"ew York, X. Y., as-
signor to Thos. Gaxxox, Xew York, X. Y—Distil-
ling and Evaporating Liquids.—January 29, 18()7.

—

The vertical reeiprocatiou of tlie diving cup passes
air into the li(iuid in the boiler and the air and vapor
escape througli n worm for condensation. The aii-

escapes through the top of the cup.
Claim.—The an-angement of the air valve y, pipe

X, vessel G, pipe n', 1)oiler A, condenser C, reservoir
1), and diving bells F F', constructed and operating
substantially as and for the piu'pose set forth.

61,653.—Hexuy D. Bird, Petersbm-g, Va.—
Fastening for liaihoay Car Z)oo/-.s-.—January 29,
1867.—The free end of the gravitating pivoted bar
engages a clamp on the door Avhen it is closed. The
latch bar is raised by a key rod which is lowered
through the car top.

Claim.—The improved mode of securing railroad-
car doors and making them self-fastening by means of

a hinged bar, substantially iu the manner herein de-
scribed.

61,053.—David E. Bueinig, Xew York, X. Y.—
Preparing Linseed or other Oils for Painting.—Jan-
uary 29, 1867.—An insoluble soap formed by the union
of the oxides of such metals ;is lead and ziuc Avith the
fatty acids of linseed or other drying oil, is combined
with an additional quantity of the oil aforesaid.

Claim.—The within-described i)roccss of treating
linseed or other oils or fats with mettdline gum and
spirits of turpentine, naphtha, or other suitable liquid,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

61,654.—Charles Coester, Jr., and W. L.
Dewey, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Tipinng Attachmentfor
Pots and Kettles.—January 29. 18()7.—The clasp is

fitted to the lower part of tlie vessel, and in addition
to its hook ends, has a bearing and handles by which
it is mauii^ulated.
Claim.—A tipping attachment for pots and ket-

tles, constructed substantially as herein shown and
described.

61,655.—JOHX G. Davy, Xewark, X. J.—Bristle
Boot for Horses.—January 29, 1867.—The strap has
radiating bristles and is buckled around the foot or
pastern to prevent interfering.

Claim.—A bristle boot for horses, composed of a
strap A, with radiating bristles C, as a new article of
manufactm'e.

61,656.—Bernard Douglas, Xew York, X. Y.,
and William H. Walton, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Carburetting Air.—January 29, 1867.—The
air is driven by the rotary fan in the chamber below,
through the central vertical pipe to the upper cham-
ber, from Avhence it passes in a circuitous, reverting,
downward com'se, in contact Avith the hych'ocarbon
liquid in the successive trays, and thereby becomes
impregnated with vapor.
Claim.—Fii-st, the removable pans H and I, in

combination with the cylinder A, constructed and
operating substantially a"s described.
Second, the use of warm ah* for the purpose de-

scribed, without the direct application of tire or steam
to the apparatus, substantially as specified.

Thu'd, the alternate arrangement of the generating
pans H and I, in the manner described, for the pm--
pose specified.

Fourth, the apparatus so constructed that when the
connecting parts of the pipes which open into the
atmosphere are secured thereto, there will be.no
exposure to fii*e, and evaporation be prevented, as
specified.

61,657.—Canceled.

61,658.—Anna Eddowes, Frankford, Ta.—At-
tachmentf»r Handles to Brushes, Brooms, d-c.—^Jan-
uary 29, 1867.-The diminished portion of the handles
penetrates the stock of the brush and the enlarged
portion is secured by a bayonet joint to a socket on
the back of the stock. »

Claim.—The handle B, with its lower portion con-
tracted and passing entirely through the head A. its

enlarged portion fitting in the socket tube C, having
right angular slots G, receiving and retaining the pin
F, secured to the handle, iu the manner described, for
the ptirpose specified.

61,659.—Wilhelm Fehleisen and Erkst Feii-
LEISEN, Cnii City, Austria.

—

BlU'iting Poivder.—Jan-
uary 29, 1867.—FeiTO-cyanide of potassium and saw-
dust are combined with the usual ingredients of gun-
powder. The compotmd is less liable to explode fi'om
friction or ramming.
Claim.—A blasting compound made as set forth.

61,660.—John Frazer,. Williamsburg, X. Y.—
Marking Skirt Wire in Lengths for Hoops.—Jannfxry
29, 1867 ; antedated January 21, 1867.—The endless
band carries dies for marking the wire as it is fed
from a spool. The band is stretched over drums
and under an ink roller, and thcu passes between
rollers, simultaneously with the wire to be marked.

Claim.—The method herein described of marking
off skirt wire by means of a die-caiTying baud which,
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together with the skirt wire to be marked off, is ex-
posed to the action of a suitable printiug roller, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

61,661.—W. K. Garrison, Abingdon, HI—
Cultivator.—January 29, 1867.— The share-can-ying
fi-anie is pivoted ou the carriage so as to be horizon-
tally Tibratablc by means of a lever, to accommodate
the forward shares to the sinuosities of the row of
plants.

Claim.—The frame D, in combination with the
lever F, aiTanged and applied to the machine substan-
tially in the manner as and for the pm-pose herein
set forth.

61,662—L. E. HOLDEN, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Liquids for Carburetting Gas and Air.—January
29. 18(37.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—First, the combination of benzine or any
other of the light hydrocarbons with colza, rape-seed,
olive, or other equivalent vegetable oils, for the pur-
pose of carbm-ettiug air or gas when used for heating
or illuminating purposes, substantially as specified.

Second, the combination of benzine or any of the
light hydrocarbons with lai-d oil or its eiiuivalent
animal oil, for the purpose of carbiu'etting aii* or gas
"R-hen used for heating or illuminating purposes, sub-
stantially as specified.

Third," the combination of one of the light hydro-
carbons with one or more animal or vegetable' oils,

for cai'buretting air or gas, substantially as specified.

Fom'th, the application of the fluid made by com-
bining one of the hydrocarbons of light gravity with
one or more animar or vegetable oils'to carbm-etting
ail' or gas when used for heating and illuminating
purposes.

61,663.—Hexry Huxgeeford. Xew York, X.
Y.— Carpet StrctcJicr.—rJanuary 29, 1867.—The sup-
porting frame is forked and the spiu'S on its feet engage
the carpet and floor at points on each side of the'line

of direction, for the rime being, in Avhich the carpet
is being stretched. The straining lever is hinged to

a block at the point of junction of the legs and may
be locked at a given tension.

Claim.—First, a carpet stretcher so constructed
and an-anged that its fixed point or points of resist-

ance against which the restraining lever acts can be
placed each side of or away from and beyond the line

of dh-ection of strain or tension of such straining lever,

for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangment of the
lever C, legsA and B. and central or supporting block
E, operating severally and together sul3Stantially as
and for the pm'poses set forth.

Thii'd, in combination with the supporting legs A
B, or their ec[uivalent, the arrangement of the strain-

ing lever C, with its fastening F, and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

•

61,664.—Andrew Irion, Femme Osage, Mo.—
Scrubbing JIacJnne.—January 29.18ii7.—The brush is

horizontally reciprocated by means of a crank sliaft

and pinions working in a geai-, placed upon the inside
of the ijropelliug wlieels which support the water tank
above.
Claim.—The tank A, mounted on wheels E, in com-

bination with the shaft g and brush I, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

61, 66f5.— Jules Jeannotat, Paterson. X. J.—
Apparatus for Cleaning Silk Threads:—January 29,

1667.—The object is to free silk thi-eads from knots
and clear it of all foreign .substances. The steel plates

between which the thread passes are adjustable at

will in parallel guides to and from each other.

Claim.—First, the plates B B, secui-ed to and ad-

justable in the stand A, in the manner and for the
purposes described.

Second,the combination of the plates B B, stand A,
and set screws a, substantially as herein shown and
described.

Third, the combination with the silk cleaner herein
described of the guide or feuder C, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

61,666.—Egbert Jen^nixgs and jAirRs A. Mar-
shall, Bt)rdcntown, ]^. J.—Preventing Horses/rom

Cribbing.—January 29, 1867.—The device is to be
secured to the throat latch of the bridle or halter and
consists of two ciu'ved, steel springs. The outer one
has points which protrude through the inner one and
pierce the neck when jn-essed by the animal in the act
of cribbing.
Claim.—Fu"st, the spring A, provided with the

points a, a a, to prevent horses cribbing, substantially

as herein described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the inside shielding spring B, in combina-
tion with the spring A, substantially as shown and
described and for the pm'poses set forth.

61,667.—A. P. Johnson, Edwards, X. T.—
Water Wheel.—Jaimary 29. 1867.—The tube leading
upward from the case has a valve which is automati-
cally opened when the gate is closed to admit of the
discharge of water from the case and di-aft box.
Claim.—The tube K, provided with the valve J,

operated automatically from the gate rod I, substan-
tially as shown and described.

61,668.—William A. Jordan, N"ew Orleans,
La.

—

Wash Board.—January 29, 1867.—Springs are
attached behind the ordinary wash board, their ends
resting upon the inside of the tub; the object is to
enable it to yield to pressure.
Claim.—The springs B, secured at their centers to

the rear of the wa.sh board and having theii" ends
secured to the connecting rods C, substantially as and
for the pm-pose specified.

61,669.—A. Kaufjiann, ISTew York, X. Y.—
Paper Collar.—January 29, 1867.—^Explained by the
claim.
Claim.—As a new article of manufactm-e a paper

collai', cuff, or similar article of wearing apparel,

embossed and perforated, that portion which imitates
the cambric lace x^ortion of a textile article being
tinted throughout its tace, except where it is embossed,
substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

61,670.-Amandes Krause, West Libertv, Ohio.
—Horse J?«/.-(?.—January 29, 1867.—The teeth are
pivoted to their bars and are adjustable ou their

pivots, the bars vibrating fi'cely upon a I'od on the
mtdn frame, to this rod is also hinged a lever fi-ame,

the fi'ont bar of which rests upon the forward ends of
the teeth bars. The lever fi'ame is raised or depres-
sed to tilt the rake by means of a baud lever attached
to the rock shaft, to Avhich hooked ai'ms are also fixed

;

the hooks extend upward over the fi'ont bar of the
lever frame.
C laim.—First, the bent lever G. with its hooked

end, and the lever H in comlnnation with the rake
bars D, operating substantially as described, for the
pm-pose specified.

Second, the independent bars D and teeth E, in

combination with the rock shaft F, the lever H, and
frame A, for the pm-poitcs and substantially as de-

scriljed.

61,671.—George A. Lingard, Xew York, X.
Y.—Stud Fastening.—JSinuiii-J 29, 1867.—The stud

face has a perpenilicular screw pin -niiich traA*erses a
frame and engages a disk which slides on the fi-amo

by the revolution of the screw pin. The disk is

brought in contact with the imier side of the garment
at the button hole.

Claim.—The combination with a button, stud, &c.,

having a center screw spindle a, of a plate or disk B,
and fi-ame D, when combined and ai-rauged together,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,672.—Ira E. LouonBOROUGH, Pittsford. X.
Y.—Clothes Line Peel.-JaimaTT 29, 1867.—The
casing has a longitudinal aperture for the passage of

the cord which Vinds upon the shaft within. The
latter is retained by a pawl.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the crank
reel for clothes lines in combination with the ratchet

r, pawl a, brackets B, and casing C, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

61,673.—C. M. Mack, Brooklyn, Va.—Washing
Machine.—Janimvy 29, 1867.—The follower recipro-

cates in the inner bos, which has a slatted bottom and
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is supported by springs in the suds box. The clothes

are placed between the follower and the slatted sm--

face.

Claim.—The rack frame c, placed on the springs

d d, in the bos A, in combination with the follower

g, operated by the lever frame i ?, arranged and ope-

rating substaJitially as and for the pm-poses herein
described.

61,674 Isaac B. Mahok. Dunkirk, Ohio.—OifZ-

tivato ?•.—January 29, 1867.—The frame is of iron. By
the devices described the inner plows are adjusted
laterally to conform to the sinuosities of the rows of

Slants and all the shares are adjusted vertically for

epth of tilth and for complete removal from the soil

for transportation and turning.
Claim.—First, the sliding frame G- fitted on the rod

r at the rear of the axle A, in combination with the

plow beams 1 1, connected at their front ends by uni-

versal joints d d. to arms e. secured to the lower ends
of the bar J. and provided with curved standai'ds H,
which work in guides c, attached to frame G-, substan-

tially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the plow beams N X, connected by pivot
bolts to the lower ends of the bar J, and provided with
curved standards r, which work in guides s, formed
at one end of the bolts a, which secure the anns B to

the axle A.
Third, the shaft O, provided with the segments P,

to which the plow beams 1 1 X 1;^^ are connected by
chains Q. and also provided with a segment P, to

which a hand lever K is connected by a chain S, all

an-anged for the purpose of raising aiid lowering the
plows, substantiallv as set forth.

Fourth, the whifietree barsW. having their lower
ends pivoted to the lower ends of the bar J and their

upper ends connected with the doubletree U, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the sectiring of the plows M to the beams I
I by means of the sockets t at the rear sides of the
plows, the lose sockets a^ and the screw bolts v which
pass through the oblong slots iv in the beams 1 1, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,675.—JOHX McCoux, Lockport, l!T. Y.—Milk
Hack and Table Combined.—January 29, 1867.—A se-

ries of milk shelves and a table are stipported on a sin-

gle post which revolves in a frame.
Claim.—A combined revolving milk rack and table,

substantially as herein shown and described.

61,676.-0-. McKLnight, Hebron, X. Y.—Gate.—
January 29, 1867.—By the described ai-rangement of
levers, connecting rolls, &c., the gate is opened and
closed without dismounting.
Claim.—First, the combination of the gate C, when

constructed as herein described, with the ground frame
or planking A, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
levers F. coimectiug rods H. upright frame E, and in-

clines I with each other, with the gate C, and with
the ground frame or planking A, substantially as here-
in described and for the pm'pose"set forth.

61,677.—Chakles V. Mead, Hamilton, I^. J.—
Hollerfor Wri,if)er.s.—Januaiy 29, 1867.—The elastic
covering clings to the cloth, which is wound tipon and
through the central core, so as to prevent its slipping
thereon.

Claim.:—The roller, consisting of the two sections a
b. with material c. between and cnmpletely surround-
ing them, and incased by the elastic covering, when
constructed as herein shown and described.

61,678.-W. H. Miller, Brandenburg, Ky.—
Dies for Bending Xozzle-s of Coffee Pofe.—January
29, 1867.—A pail- of dies bend the no;!zIes of the cofi"ee

pots and a spring catch holds the metal from slipping
under the action of the dies.

Claim.—The combination of the die A, and fol-

lower G, seem-ed to a holder or lever C, hinged to the
die A. and spring catch E, or its equivalent, when
arranged together and operating s-abstantiallv in the
manner described.

61,679—F. Oakley, London, England, assignor
to himself and John Wills. Newark. N. J.—Egg and
Cream BcaUr.—^amx'Jivj 29, 1867,—The rotai-y beater

revolves with the case, which has a spout to discharge
the contents when sufficiently beaten.
Claim..—First, the combination of the case A, having

the spout d, and yie disk e, witli tlie triangular beaters
B, ofunequal length, as and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the ca.se A. having the tube h, b(^ariu^ the
shaft g, to which the beater disk e is secm-ed and sup-
porting the shaft independent of any other bearing, iu
the manner as and for the pm-pose specified.

61,680.—Albt H. Page, South Boston, Mass,
assignor by mesne assignments to "Wji. B. Eiioads,
Eiver Falls, Wis., Nathaniel A. Ehoads, Water-
bury, Vt., and David Lyman, Middlefield, Conn.—
Clothes Wringer.—January 29, 18()7.—The Avringer is

erected upon and swiveled to a paii- of clamps whose
feet adjust themselves to and clasp the edge of the
wash tub.
Claim.—First, the combination with the standards

of a wringing machine of a clamping device under an
arrangement such as described, so that said machine
may be adjusted to tubs of various diameters.
Second, in combination with the standards of wring-

ing machines and clamping devices, as described, the
use of screws, or theii- equivalents, for the purpose of
firmly securing the wringer after its adjustment to the
tub, substantially as set forth.

Third, the application of a clamping device to a
wringer, with a swivel joint to adapt itself to tubs of
various foi-ms.

61,681—E. M. Pay-ne, Waverlr, N. Y.—Folding
and Cot Bedstead.—JVixmavj 29. 1867.—The cot bed
has both folding legs and casters so that it may be
raised upon the legs whdc in use, and when the legs
are folded up the bed may be run upon its castors
under a larger bed.
Ctoiw.—The'combination and arrangement of the

castors J, and the folding legs I, whereby the device
is adapted for use as a bed bottom, trundle bed or cot,
substantially as herein shown and described.

61,682.-C. C.P. Peabody, Calais, ^q.—Steam
Engine Valve Gear.—January 29, 1867.—The position
of the valve rod on the link is governed by the lever
which is connected to the latter by a rod. The link
is connected at one end by a rod to the eccentric rod
and at the other to a rock bar, moved by the eccen-
tric. When the valve rod is shifted to one end of the
link, the coupling at that end works parallel with the
valve rod and the other connecting rod swings at right
angles to the former.
Claim.—The construction of the linkD and its com-

bination with a steam engine valve movement.
Also, the rock bar E, the connecting rods a a' and

d, and the lever H. arranged substantially as described,
in combination -^\-ith the link D and the eccentric B,
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

61,683—H. H. Pember, New York, N. Y.—
2[achi7iefor Gutting Canvas, c£c.—January 29, 1867.

—

The machine is for cutting canvas, card' board, and
other sheet materials into strips ; the stuff is fed between
rollers, guided by a strip, and slit by a knife which is

adjusted to such distance from the' latter as maybe
desired.
Claim.—The combination of the feed rollers D,

table or platform O, having guide bar Q and cutter
or knife blade L, susceptible of adjustment, Avhen all

arrangefl and coml)ined together substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

61,684.—Hiram Phinney, Kingston, N. Y.—
Rotary Belloios.—.January 29, 1867.—The rotary cyl-

inder has segmental peripheral grooves parallel "to its

axis, and in these arc segmental valves rotated by
means of cranks on thcii- axis, so as to act as pistons
in contact with the cylinder during the greater por-
tion of their movement, and rotated to pass the abut-
ment at a point between the induction and eduction
openings.

Claim.— An improved rotary bellows or pump
formed by the comi)ination and arrangement of the
semi-cylindrical valves C, chambered cylinder B,
cranks' H, connecting rods I, and shafts J anJ L,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described.
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61,685.—John Pol. :N'eTr York, 1^. Y.—Cab.—
January 29, 1867.—Explained by tlie claim and Ulus-

. tration.
Claim.—The arl'angement in covered cabs of a

driver's seat behind the body of the^ab, resting on a
spring c, formed as here shown, and supported on a
rear e'xtension of the frame of a vehicle, and also a
supplementary seat nest the dash boai'd, and also an
opening in the back of the cover to permit communi-
cation between the driver and passengers, when the

several parts ai-e arranged in the manner here
shown.

61,686.—G-EOiiGE H. Ueay, Xew York, Iv^. Y.—
Machinery for Stamping and other Purposes.—Jan-
uary 29, 1867.—The punch and die are brought together
by a sudden impulse imparted to the fly wheel, which
actuates the spring plunger of the punch. The motion
is obtained by the actioii of a cam on a forked rod,

which straddles a wrist pin on the fly wheel.
Claim.—The method herein described of producing

the blow required for stamping or embossiu"-, con-
sisting of a fly wheel, or other equivalent device,

which, after having received an impulse, produces
the desired action of the punch, substantially as set

forth.

61,687.—George H. Beat, Ifew York, IST. Y.—
Envelope Machine.—January 29, 1867.—The sliding
arms move in guide groove'sfand have studs which
hold the pile of blanks in position, whde being pushed
under or removed from the pickers or gummers,
without stopping the machine. The ridge beneath
the pile of blairks causes them to bend when the
pickers descend upon them.

Claim.—Fii'st, the aiTangement of a slide or sliding
arms, in suitable guide grooves, in the bed of an enve-
lope machine, in combination with the pickers or
gummers, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, providing the bsd with a ridge or depres-
sion to operate in combination with the jjickers or
gummers, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

61,688.—JAJEESF. Sayer. Macomb, ]SJ". Y.—Stave
Jointer.—January 29, 1867.—The staves are clamped
in theii* bent position on a frame, to which are pivoted
a double-acting knife and a swing plane.
Claim.—The ai-rangement of the swinging i)lane C,

double-acting knife B and bed A, operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-poses specified.

• 61,689.—.!. SiiATTUCK, Waterloo, X. Y.—Seecl
Planter.—January 29, 1867.—The planting device is

adjustable vertically to regulate the depth of planting.
One of the supporting wheels has a side cam, which
operates the seed roller within the hopper, a vertical
shaft which carries a roller to press tlie seed into the
gi'ound, and also a projection by which valves at the
lower end of the seed standai'd"^ are opened. A seg-
mental rack upon the hub of a supporting wheel intex-

mittingly tm-ns a tootlied roller within'the hopper to
loosen up the seed and forward it.

Claim,.—First, the rising and falling or adjustable
frame I), placed within the fi-ame A, and having the
liollow standard V attached, all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the reciprocating slide rod S, operated by
the cams T, on the wheel C and the spring U, and
provided with the rack g, in combination with the
toothed segment E and the seed-dropping cylinder

Q, all arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the intermittingly rotating toothed cylinder
M, operated from the wheel C through the medium of
•the gearing, as shown, in combination with the hollow
standard V attached to the adjustable frame D, sub-
stantially as and for the piu-pos'e set f(»rth.

Fom-th, the sliding rod Y, provided witli the roller

Z, spring m and arm I, and placed within the hollow
standard V, and operated li'om tlie sliding rod S, as
shown, in combination with the valves XX, placed
within the standtu-d, substantially as and for the pm--
pose specified.

61,690.—Samvel Sitea, Cori-y, Va..—Barrel or
Cast.—January 29, 1867.—The periphery of the head

is tongued, and has rectangular shoulders bearing
against the staves.
Claim.—First, seeming the head and bottom D and

E in the ban-el, by means of the flange x and gi-oove,
as herein described and for the pm-poses set forth.
Second, securing the staves of the barrel or tank

together by means of the dowell a, feathered on both
ends, in the manner as specified.

61,691—Egbert Staxlet, Chariton, Iowa.—
C7t?ij/i.—Januai-y 29, 1867.—The dasher has radial
arms, carrying vertical wings, with a triangular ver-
tical section. The chm-n side has radial inwai'dly
projecting wings. The power is commmiicated by a
horizontalhand-wheel, and a belt to aijinion pidleyoa
the dasher shaft.

Claim.—An improved chiu-n formed by the combi-
nation of the vertical taperiag flanges or ribs C, the
triangular blades H, horizontal ai-ms G and vertical
shaft D of the dasher, and the horizont:tl band-wheels
K ^ and band AT with each other, and with the body
A of the chm-n, substantially as herein shown and
described.

61,692.—"William H. Truesdell, Elgin, 111.-
Sash Fastener.—January 29, 1867.—A pivoted dog
oi^erates upon the edge of the window sash, so as
to hold the same at any given height. The dog is

raised by a lever in the stile.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted box C, dog
D and lever E, when constructed and arranged as set
forth.

61,693.—M. "Wallwork, Shelbyville, Tenn.,
assignor to himself and James I!^utt.—Preventing
Accidents on Railroads.—January 29, 1867.—An ad-
justable double inclined plane is placed in the middle
of the track, and made movable from a distance to
operate a whistle on the passing train and thi-ottlethe

steam.
Claim.—The adjustable inclined plane C, in com-

bination with the plunger or rod H on the locomo-
tive, and coimected or arranged with the thi'Ottle and
wlxistle valves thereof to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,694.— Joseph B. "Wiesmakx, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Express Call Signs.—Jamnvrj 29, 1867.—The
fi-ame has a number of panels, each having a hinged
shutter and catch. The inside of each shutter has'an
inscription "Express," "Dray," &c., and is exposed
as requu-ed.

Claim.—The frame A, hinged sign boards B C C
and spring catch h, constructed and arranged as above
described and for the purpose set forth.

61,695.—James E. TTillett and LmxGSTON
Briex, XashvUle, Tenn.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.—
January 29, 1867.—The piston wheel is arranged
eccentrically within the cylinder, and has two buckets,
which are expanded radially by springs, and with-
drawn to pass the abulme'ut "by contact with the
cylinder. Packing segments on the piston wheel
ajid the edges of the buckets confine the steam.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
bucket C and the recess E, with the packing pieces h
and.;, spring g and piston B, as herein described and
set forth.

61,696.—E. K. Wood and E. W. Henry, De
"Witt, Iowa.

—

Compound Oil for Mixing Paints.—
January 29, 1867.—Composed of carbon oil. lO galls.

;

resin, 15 lbs. ; beeswax, 4 lbs. ; litharge, 4 lbs. ; caout-
chouc, 1 lb. : and turpentine, 1 gall.

Claim..— Tha oil made of the ingredients mixed
together in or about the proportions and in the man-
ner substantially as described for the purpose specified.

61,697 E. B. Woodruff, Morristown. N. J.—
Horse Hay J'orJt.—January 29, 1867,—A catch,

pivoted to the shank, falls over a cross-bar attached
to tlie upper end of the tines, which are also pivoted
to tlie shank. The catch is held in position l)y a cam
lever, also pivoted to the shank. The cam holds the
catch down, whcii resting upon it, but upon being
raised the pressure of the cross-bai* will raise the

catch and release the tines.

Claim.—The cam lever D, pivoted to bar A, in

combination with the catch C, and the pivoted forks
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B. provided -with the cross-bar d, constructed and ope-

rating substantially as described for the purpose
speciiied.

61,698.—C.F. ZiMMERMAXN, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Strap for Accordeont!.r-JauuaTj 29, 1B67.—The strap

is hinged to a post, and forms two loops, one passing
around the -nrist, and one to admit the thumb.
Claim.—A stnip for accordeons and other similar

instruments forming a double loop like the ligm-e 8,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

Also, tlie combinatiou of the hinged joint a Adth the

strap, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,699.—James Adams, iN'ewark, Del—Starting
Street Care.—February 5, 1867.—A -vreighted lever is

connected by a chain to the di'aft device, and this

lever acts by a pawl on a ratchet wheel upon the axle

to turn it in starting the cai-. The lever gravitates

to take a fresh hold on the ratchet when the power is

withdrawn.
Claim.—The -weight F, in combination -with the

chain H, the roller K, tlie rod I, the ratchets E E,
and ratchet Avheels C C, and the spring L, tlio whole
arranged, constructed, and operating substantially as

herein set forth.

61,700.—Philaxder Anderson, Kalamazoo,
Mich.— Sheep-Shearing Instrument.— February 5,

1867.—The engine to operate the cutters is enclosed
within the handle, and preferably worked by com-
pressed air in place of steam, to prevent heating.
Claim.—First, the construction of a portable sheep-

shearing instnmient whereby to be enabled to use air

tmder pressure so as to operate the engine and perform
the functions substantially as hereiu'set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
engine with the case and cutting dcAice, substantially
as described.

Thii'd, the combination of the cross-hes^d of the
piston rod of the engine directly with the shear lever

1), so that this lever'shall receive a vibrating motion
fi-om the piston rod, sabstantially upon the principle
and in the manner as herein set forth.

Fourth, the shear lever D, pivoted to the plate A,
by means of an adjusting screw c, located outside of
the case or handleAB of the instrument, snbstantiallv
as described.

•^

Fifth, the construction of a handle or case for a pair
of sheep shears of two concavo-convex parts A B,
substantially an described.

61,701.—Albro Barber, Port Byron, JR.—Corn
Planter.—February 5, 1867.—The seeding mechanism
is adjustable longitudinaUv and vertically, and may be
thrown out of gear when desired. The covering roll-

ers ai-e cai-ricd on adjustable pivoted frames con-
nected to the front of the main frame by a spiral storing.

Claim.—First, the frame D, liaving both a vertical
and horizontal adjustment for tie purpose of control-
iug the operation of the seed-dropping machanism and
adjusting the vertical position of the furrow openers,
Bubstantially as described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

movable frame D, stationary frame C, lever or handle
K, arms a' a', shaft Q, levers h', slotted arras i, rods S,

springs S', and shaft U, as herein described and for
the purpose specified.
Third, the crank sliaft U, arms X X, and connecting

rods X' X', in combinatiou with the slides YY a a,
spring valves I I J J, and discharge tubes G G, all

arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the pivoted frames X X' and rollers M, in
2ombination with the springs P and rods j, all con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

61,702.—S. M. Barnett, ITew Orleans. La.—
Chest Expander.—Ftihi-uarj 5, 1867.—Handles ai-e

attached to the ends of a rubber band, which, in use,
is passed around the back. The elastic band yields to
the forward outward extension of the ai-ms, and assists
the vigor of the return movement.
Claim.—T\m band B, provided with handles A A,

whether the latter are made hollow or not, substan-
tially as described for the purpose set forth.

61,703.—X. S. Bean, Manchester, X. K.—Car-
riage Wheel.—February 5, 1867.—The outside ends of
the Iiub mortises are beveled to al)out 45^ from the
radius for the reception of the spoke shoulder. The
inner end of each spoke is cut away on one side to
allow the joassage of the rectangular corner of an
adjoining spoke.
Claim.—The peculiarity of construction of the

mortises of the metallic hub, and of the tenons of the
wooden spokes, substantially as and for the purpose
set ibrth.

61,704.—Ed-win L. Bergstresser, Hublersburg,
Pa.

—

Harvester Hake.—Februaiy 5, 1867.—The rake
teeth project upward between the slabs forming the
floor of the platform, and are depressed at the dis-

charge of the gavel passing through holes in the
platfonn. The rake is retm'ued iieneath the platform,
and its teeth, in turning up into working position,
raise the free (;ads of the two outer slabs to start the
cut grain toward the place of dischai-ge. The rake
is actuated by two belts.

Claim.—First, the hinged slats of the platform,
arranged so as to rise and let the teeth pass up, and
also assist in carrying the sheaf off as herein described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

rake teeth so as to pass under or in the platform at
one end thereof, and raise the free ends of the hinged
slats, as they rise at tlie other end to caiTy ofl" the
sheaf.

Third, the combination of a platform pro-vided Tjvith

two or more hinged slats and an automatic recipro-
cating rake, substantially as herein described and for
the pui'poses set forth.

61,705.—James C. Bethea, Blakely, Ga.—Cotton
Cultivator.—February 5, 1867.—The shares are at-

tached by rings and wedges to the standards and
braces, and the latter similarly fastened to the beams.
The braces are thus rendered adjustable at either end.
Claim.—First, the mode, substantially as described,

of fastening together the standard brace and shai-e by
a shackle and -w'edge.

Second, the mode of adjusting the j>ivoted standard
by slipping forward the shackle and the upper end of
the brace upon the beam.

Third, the relative lateral adjustment of the beam
by means of the bolts with their collars, washers, and
set nuts, substantially as represented.

61,706.—Alfred Borgnet, Swansea, "Wales.—
Apparatus for Smelting Zinc Ores.—Fel)ruaiy 5,

1867.—Two or more fire gTates are used in the'fur-
nace. The retorts have, on their hottest sides, pipes
for the passage of air, vapor or liquid, for the regula-
tion of heat by the amomit of cooling matter passed
through them.
Claim.—The several improvements and combina-

tions herein described.

61,707.—P. Bradford, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent & Co., same place.

—

Ornament-
ing Coffin Screivs.—Februaiy 5, 1 867.—The ornamental
washer plate has a jiivoted cap, which shuts down over
the screw head and is held by a ciu'vcd lip on its rim.

Claim.—The cap F, provi'ded with a tongue X, so
as to be secm-ed to the plate A, substantially in the
manner and tor the piu-pose herein set forth.

61,708.—E. K. Breckenridge, TTest Meriden,
Conn.

—

Sash Lock.—February 5, 1867.—The lower bar
of the upper sash has a horizontal lever pivoted to it,

and a lug upon this lever projects through a slot in a
spring above it, whose free end has a handle by which
it and the lever are swung around. A recess retains
the spring when in its locking position.

Claim.—The combination of the plate C, the lever
E. and the spring G with the keeper 1), when the said
spring G is applied to and operates upon the said lever
E, substantially as set forth.

61,709.—T7m. Brown, "Worcester, Mass.—Fmi<
Picker.—February 5, 1867.—The serrated edge of the
upper jaw is placed beyond the fruit and the movable
lower jaw di-awu up past its edge, by the rope, to

sever the stalk.

Claim.—First, the combination of the hinged mouth
piece C with the back B and bag E, substantially as
set forth.
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Second, the combination with the mouth piece C of
the ropes or cords d d and G, as and for the purposes
set forth.

61,^10.—Andrew Buckham and Joseph Ea'-ans,

Newark, IS". J., assignor to Andrew Buckham.—
Tin Smith's Seaming Machine.—February 5, 1867.

—

A horizontal mandrel is adjustable upon its axis, so

that different faces may be brought up to correspond
with the forms of the joints to be made. A gauge
regulates the position of the point to be stamped. The
punch is worked by a treadle.

Claim.— Yh-st, the die A, figures 1 and 2, in com-
bination with the guide plate B, figures 1 and 2, when
constructed in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the revolving mandrel C and sliding gauge
D, figures 1 and 2, in combination with the die A and
guide plate B, when constructed in the manner and
for the purposes set forth in the above specification.

61,73.1.—Emil CA.IAR, New Tork, N. T., as-

signor to self and Charles Sichel, same place.

—

Button Hole Sewing Machine.—February 5, 3867
;

antedated January 28, 1867.—The forward feed is

eftected by the thread when pulled by the action of
the looper, and when the needle is up and the adjust-

able foot or stitch regiilator has risen from the thread,
so as not to offer any impediment. One of the lower
bobbins carries a thread and the other a gimp or cord;
and the loop of the needle thread is drawn first over one
bobbin and then over the other. The case over each
bobbin is so formed that its enclosed spool may be
wound with thread without the need of removal from
the case. An arm aids in giving a positive strain to
the needle thread at the proper time, in order to draw
the sm'plus thread. The structure and movements of
the cloth holder and slide are such as to feed the cloth
straight, and also to turn it for the eyelets, and to
allow of sewing button holes of different lengths.
Claim.—First, the stitch regulator F to act in con-

junction witli the needle thread, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of two longitudinally

sliding bobbins S 8', in combination with the looper
L, constructed and operating substantially as and ibr

the purpose described.
Third, the cam groove q, and the double crank h I,

in combination with the looper L, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

l^'ourth, the barrel r, surrounding the bobbin S or

S', in combination Avith the central tension screw s,

which is provided with concave centers, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
Fifth, the sliding yoke J, with disks v v', in combi-

nation with the bobbins S S' and sjwol holders 1 1' I",

constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Sixth, the oscillating arm K, in combination with
the two bobbins S S', spool holders I, needle n, and
looper L, constructed and operating substantially as

and for the purpose described.
Seventh, the longitudinally sliding and revolving

cloth holder 'N, in combination with the slide m'^ and
with the cloth plate A, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,712.-Edwin M. Chaffee, Providence, R. I.

—Elliptic Spring for Carriages.—February 5, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The introduction of india-rubber, or simi-

lar elastic substance, between the leaves or lifts of

elastic springs, substantially as and for the pm'poses
spccifiecl.

61,713.—James Christy, Philadelphia, Pn.—
Bolster for Railroad Cars.—February ."5, 1867.—This
hastwolongitudhuil beams, two end tnuisversc beams,
intermediate transverse beam aiuldiai^oiial lu'uces, all

connected tqgetlier so as to preAciit sai;'p,-ing at the

outer ends of the bolster, and so that those ends may
be elevated when I'cquired.

Claim.—First, the bolster composed of the within
described longitudinal and transverse beams, diagonal
braces and stay rods, the whok^ being airangetl and
connected together, substantially as and for the pur-

pose ]i(>rein set forth.

Second, the combination of the strap &, adapted to

the longitudinal and central beams, the adjustable
bolts d and d', and plate e, and stay rods n and n'.

Thii-d, the combination of the longitudinal and
transverse beams, the adjustable or self-accommo-
dating l^races & Gr,' and H H', rounded at the lower
ends, and bolts i and k.

61,714—D. E. Clem, Fi-ont Royal, Ydi.—Grind-
ing Mill.—February 5, 1867.—The central piece fits

upon the spindle and is connected at each end by a
li ak to an arm about midway of the length of the latter.

The object is to obtain an even action upon the stone
if the parts wear irregularly.
Claim.—The driver composed of the central piece

A and the arms B, united and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,715.—John W. Close, Buffalo, N. Y.—Pipe
TFrenc/i.—February 5, 1867.—The divergent jaws are
fixed, one is serrated and the other has a sliding ser-

rated block, which is adjustable to adapt it to varying
diameters of pipes.

Claim.— The sliding jaw block e in combina-
tion with the diverging jaws b c and lever A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination therewith, the use of the
spring g, or its equivalent, operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

61,716.—De "Win' Clough, Auburn, N. Y.—
Churn.—February 5, 1767.—The cover of the chm-n
has a central chamber traversed by the dasher rod
and having holes to permit free ingress and egress of
ail".

C laim.—The vertical air chamber F with the hori-

zontal openings 1 2 5 6, as above set forth.

61,717.—Frederick F. Cornell, Jr., ISTewTork,
N. Y.

—

Beater in Baling Press.—February 5, 1867.

—

The beateris lifted bymeans of its toggle links and pres-

sure arm|, the latter draAving inward to avoid contact
in raising, and the arms become sockets for the ends
of the toggles when the beater becomes the follower
of the press. Other devices are cited in the claims.
Claim.—First, forming the groves or slots ff f f,

in the ends of the beater^B, and providing tlie inner
faces of the narrow ends of the press chamber Avith

the track ,e' e' e' e', and continuing the same upon the
iiner faces of the superstructm-e, for the purposes here-
in described.
Second, forming the slots c c in the ends of the pres-

sure arms C C, through which the ropes I and J may
play freely.

Third, carrying the ropes I and J, one at either end,

down Avithin the framing of the press between the
posts Gr G- G G, sheeting m on, and shanks b b.

Fom-th, the levers L L, segmental shanks b b, shank
pins 0, guards d d d d, and concave lugs of pressm-e
arrns C C, all combined and arranged for the purposes
hereinbefore specified.

Fifth, the rope 1, sheeves K K H H H and F, ar-

ranged to operate and control the levers L L, as de-

scribed.

61,718.—FrederickF. Cornell, Jr., New York,
N. Y., assignor to liimself and Edavin M. Wight.—
Baling Press.—February 5, 1867.—The beater is sub-

sequently used as a follower in combination with tog-

gle levers whose movable ends Avork upward in the
act of compressing. The devices and relation of the
parts are set forth in the claims.

Claim.—First, the use of the beaterB as a follower

when operated as such by the levers N N, located at

the ends of the press.

Second, the use, in a baling press, of stirrups or
crossheads, located outside of the lining of the press

chamber, but within the framing of the press as a
means of communicating motion to the foUoAVcr wiien
the same lias arms or beams projecting through slots

in the lining of the press cliarab(U' for the purpose of

forming a connection Avith mechanism used for com-
pressing, located and operating at the sides or ends of

the press framing*.
Tliii'd, the use" in a baling press, of toggle levers,

located outside of the framing of the press Avhen the

feet of the radii of the \o\cr^ are below the plane of

the top of the finished bale and the points of connec-

tion between the upper ends of the levers and the rods,

chains, or their equivalents, connecting the same
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with the arms or beam of the platen are above the

said plane.

Fourth, the use of the guides g g to control the mo-
ion of the levers N X, when operated a^s herein sub-

stantially described.
Fifth. 'the use of the f,'uidps t t, erossheads Q Q,

ropes S S, and counterpoises R K, when used and
combined lor the pur^wses herein described.

Sixth, makJHg- a close press chamber in a baling

press, operated by means of a follower, having armvS

or beams projecting tlirough the lining thereof, to

form a coiuiection with the"corapressiug mechanism
by means of removable sections of said lining, which,
when in position, render the press box tight on all

sides, but when removed, allow the said arms or

beams to move freely in the openings formed thereby.

Seventh, the removable sides II. in combination
with the tongues and grooves f f_f f. arms C C, and
erossheads Q (J, subst-antiaUy as and for the purposes
deseribeil.

Eighth, the levers X X, radii 0, sheaves U
TJ U U, chains or ropes S S S S. erossheads Q Q, arms
C C, and follower B, combined, substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore described.

Xinth, the use in a baling press of two horizontal
drums, so located undor the press fi*araing that a vor-

tical plane passing through the points in the ends of

the toggle levers located at the ends or sides of the
s;ud fnuning to whicli tlie chains or ropes used for

operating them are attached will be tangent to theii-

periraPte"i's for the purpose of winding the said ropes
or chains ar^d yet retaining them always in the same
vertical plane/
Tenth, the use in a baling press of the drums D D',

gearwheels E E, driving pulley F, and ropes or chains
I'C X and Y. substantially as and for the purposes here-

inbefore described.
Eleventh, the use of a hollow beaterB with the anns

or beams C .C. bolts or pilots c c, and head beam L.

constructed and arranged that the said anns when ' plained by the claim

crura points of their radii resting upon the head block
or the head beams of the press extending the lower
portions of said levers downward from the cent-er
pins a suflicient distance to allow the moving power
to be applied thereto at points n n, whoso ilistanco
from the center pins g g (when the radii arc brought
into a perpendicular position) shall be equal to the
elevation of said center pins above the lower faces of
thQ guide sheaves a a, locateil in the gTound sills of
the press.

Sixth, the sheaves a abb o o, chains c c, lovers E
E. draw rods Ci Gr G G, horizontal connecting bars
H U, shant i)ins h h. and slide I, all arranged suid
combined as and for the pm'poses hereinbefore speci-
fied.

61,7-20.—David Cox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cradle.
—February 5, 1867.—The rockers of the cradle oscil-

late upon the padded convex edges of the standards
and are tied thereto by flexible straps. The treadle
has a vertical rod whose resilient tip is projected
against and rocks the cradle. The tm-u bar arrests
the motion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cushions E

e with the rockers B c and the straps F/, as and for
the purposes explained.
Second, the combination of the treadle G- and cush-

ioned rodH h with the cradleA B and convex rockin,'^

sm'faces E, substantiallv as and for the pm-poscs speci-
fied.

Third, the combination of the turn bar I, cradle A
B. and trestle C D E, as and for the piu-pos&s speci-
fied.

Fourth, the combination of the inclined planes Iv
K' with the tiu-n bar I, cradle A B, and supporting
trestle C D E, for the piu-pose described.

6t,9'21.—Chas. M. Cuaxdall, Montrose, Pa.

—

Children's Building Blocks.—February 5, 1867.—Ex-

allowed to tm-u freely on the bolts c c, v^ of their
' own weiglit assume a position entirely wimin the ex-

terior lines of said beater, but when drawn upon by
the cord Z will assume a horizontal position Avith tlieir

inner e.ids held firmly by the head beam and their

outer ends projecting a sufficient distance beyond the
exterior lines of the beater to engage with' the me-
chanism used to operate it as a follower.

61,'*1S.—Fr.EPERiCK F. Cornell, Jr., and Ed-
wrN M. Wight, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Fre^s for Com-
X>rcsdng Bales already Formed.-—Fchni^Yj 5, 13G7.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—f'ii-st, the use in a press designed for the
compressing of bales already formed or of goods re-

!

Claim.—A new and useful improvement in child-
reii's building blocks, which consists in so indenting
th(! blocks (which may be of any size, shape, or ma-
terial) by tongueing and grooving or other similar
process that the indented parts of eacii block will
closely fit into the indented parts of any of the other
blocks forming when placed into each other a sub-
stantial fastening or joint flexible in tv.-.>rdirections,

easily put together and removed at the will of the
operator.

ei, 7-23. — Silas Crtspix, Xew York, X. Y.—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.— February 5, 1867.— The
upward vibration of the breech-block lever drives the

)ocls re- cartridge into its seat, and it is locked in this firing

quiring no press box to retain them in position I)q-
' position by the spring catch. After firing, the catch

'

rovidcd is released", and the vibration of the block engages itstwceu the iilaten and the head block and not p:

Avith sidea or ends for the purpose of forming such
chamber or press box, of toggle levers, the fixed fui-

cram points of whose radii are located above and
upon the head block or head beams of the press.

.

Second, the use in a togglc-lcver press not provided
with permanent sides or "ends for the purpose of form-
ing a press chamber of a platen suspended liy means of
rods or bars passing down through the heacl block or
between the head beams thereof from the ends or
shanks of toggle levers located on and above said
head block or the beams thereof.
Third, the use in a toggle-lever press not provided

vt-ith permanent sides or ends of posts located two at
either end, and so arranged that while serving os sup-
ports for the head block and its superincximbent
Aveights they shall also act as guides to ret;iJ4i ihe mo-
tion of tlie platen in right lines by engaging Avith
suitable notches or slides in the same, substahtially as
hereinbefore described.
Fourth, the use in a toggle-lever press haA-ing the

fixed fulcrum points of the radii of the levers thereof
located on and above the head block or the beams
thereof of a vertical guide attaclied to the center of
said hea<l block and furnished Avith a slide provided
Avith hoiizontal bsirs attached tliereto and extending
to and connected hy joints Avith the shanks of the tog-
gle-levers on either side, and so arranged as to pre-
vent the same from altering their relatiA'c position and
to retain their motion in perpendicular and parallel
liups when operating the platen.

Fifth, in a press having a platen suspended from
toggle-levers locat<.'d above and having the fixed fui-

34 c p

spur Avith the flange of the cartridge and extracts it.

Claim.—The employment of a solid plane-faced
vibratory (or rotating) 'breech block, having its axis
at its anterior inferior portion, in combination with
the lever G and spring catch, when there is no con-
nection l)ctween .such parts and any portion of the
lock work, and the Avhole is arranged to operate as
specified.

Also, the combined arrangement, as set forth, of
t '^c extractor with the breech block and swinging lever
or long arm, for the purposes set forth.

Glj'yiSS.— Geo. Croavther, Philadelphia. Pa.

—

spinning Mule.—February .5, 1867.—TJus relates to
the means for giving the automatic iuvrai-d motion to

tiie carriage by belts and pulleys c-ombined Avith the
rim shaft and 'for winding the yarn ; and also to the
construetion and arrangement 'of the back catch for

stopping the shifter and holding it secmvly during the
time it should remain on the loose pulley on the uriv-

big shaft.

"Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the loose pul-

leys 1 and 2, constructed and applied as described,

Vv-'ith the driving shaft C, for giving the inward mo-
tion to the can-iage and Avindiiig the yarn on the spin-

dles, the said pulleys acting through the pulleys 3 and
3', the b»nd F, and'eord e, for giving an inward motion
to the carnage and the pulleys -15 7 8 and 9 and bauds
G I R and S, or their eciuiA-aleuts, for operating the
spindlsB as above set forth.

Second, the combination of pulley 1 with puUcy 3

by means of tho cross belt F, for operating the shal't
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E, substantially as described and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the combination of pulley 2 with pulley 5 on
shaft J by means of the intei-mediatc double piilley 4
and belts G and I, for operating said shaft, substan-
tially in the manner described and for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, constracting the back catch L with the
shoulder b, and combining with said catch the verti-

cal rod M, lever ]^, and rod Q, or its equivalent, the
said parts being aiTanged for joint operation substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

61,724.—James Wakrex Davis, Washington,
D. C—Bed Bottom.—FehmarJ 5, 1867.—One end of
each spring is fixed to pivoted bars and the other has
free play in the mortise so as to straighten when it

yields to pressure.
Claim.—Fii'st, the curved wooden springs Gr G', in-

terlocking with each other, secm-ed at their upper ends
and having their lower ends free, which ends pass
through slots in guide bars c c', substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the guide bars c c', provided with mortises
H H', and pins e e', working in slots d d', substantially
as described.

Third, the jjlates b b' in combinationwith thepivoted
head and foot bai-s F F', for the pui-pose ana in the
manner described.
Fom'th, the combination of the wooden sjirings G

G', bars F F', plates b h', guide bars c c', provided
with mortises H H', and pins e e'. slots d d', and mat-
tress C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,725.—John Dickason, Vevay, Ind.—Farm
(?«te.—February 5, 1867.—The gate has adjustable diag-
onal braces to counteract sagging. A rack is applied
to the upper part of the gate near the hinge post, and
in connection with the adjustable brace a lever is em-
ployed for the double pm-pose of straining the gate,
and securing the brace to any notch of the rack to
which it may be adjusted.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the rack J j j with the
bisice G G', pin I, lever L, and detaining bar M, all

arranged to operate in the manner and for the pur-
poses set tbrth.

61,726.—Andrew J. Edgett, Hornellsville, N.
T., assignor to himself, John W. Ferry andAlonzo
Gra"\t;8, same place.

—

Well Tubiyig.—February 5,

1867.—Each pai-t has openings so arranged that while
the tube is being driven the openings, not being coin-
cident, are closed. By rotating the tube the openings
are brought into correspondence and the water con-
ducted.
Claim.—A driving point for tube wells composed

of two parts, A and B, having openings a^ and 6^,

screw shank b'^, and each having a clutch formation
b^, all ai'ranged and operating in the manner substan-
tiallv as herein described.

61,727.—Henry Fassmann, ITew Orleans, La.—
Cotton Bale Ttc-February 5, 1967.—The chamfered
corners permit the passage of the hoop without " buck-
ling," and it is then caught upon the ai-ms of the open
loop. The ridges rests upon and bite the hoop which
is pressed againstthem by the expansion of the cotton.
Claim.—The bale tie buckle constructed with an

opening in one loop with chamfered corners a b and
with a ridge or riclges c c on one or both sides, sub-
sf autially as and for the purpose described.

61,728.-L. B. Flanders, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Piston for St^am Engines.—February 5, 1867.—An
alternate series of springs and blocks of metal is

placed between the annular disk of the piston head
and the packing rings for the purpose of holding the
rings in contact with the cylinder. Keys are applied
in connection with two or ruorc of the blocks of mcttd
by which the whole series can be forced out against
the iuterior of the packing rings ; a key is driven in
between the sections of the metal blocks for the same
purpose.

Claim.—Fii-st, the \i*ithin-described pacldng, com-
posed of blocks and springs constructed and arranged
alternately on a piston between the annular rib d and
split rings e, substantially as described.
Second, the keys i i, arranged between the blocks

and annular rib d, for the pm-posc specified.

Third, the key m applied for expanding the pack-
ing, in the manner described.

61,729.—EussEL Frisbie, Cromwell, Conn., as-
signor to J. & E. Stevens & Co., same place.- C'ai«
li'on Fraine for Toy Looking-Glasses.—February 5,
1867.—Explained by.the claim.
Claim.—The fastening of the glass into the cast-

iron fi-ame of a toy looking-glass by means of small
pieces of tin, sheet-iron, or other suitable metal east
into the edge of the frame, as herein described.

61,730.—Francis P. Gardner, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Medical Compound for Ctcre of Catarrh.—
Febraary 5, 1867.—Composed of Scotch snuff, 2 lbs.;

eastile soap, 2 lbs., and tannin, 1 oz. To be used as
a snufF.

Claim.—The herein described compound, prepared
substantially as set forth.

61,731.—Franklin T. Gilbert, Elgin, HI.—
Water Elevator.—February 5, 1867.—The described <

automatic devices are for changing the gears in a
double-bucket water elevator, the central ratchet
being brought into engagement with one or the othear
of the spools, as required.
Claim.—First, the hoUow double lever B, when

operated or held in place b^ balls, substantially as
specified.

Second, the jointed lever P P', constructed substan-
tially as set forth in combination with the weighted
lever B.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
double weighted lever B, jointed lever P P' and
ratchet S, with the loosely revolving cylinders T,
miter wheels L L' N well cords, straps e, friction
roller i, buckets A and dischaa-ging bad x, when coa-
structed and ai-ranged substantially as specified.

61,732.—George D. Goodrich, Joliet, His—
Claij Pipe Machine.—February 5, 1867.—The drain
pipes ai-e •lade by automatic scries of operations.
The clay is forced continuously through tlie mold,
issuing as a pipe into a receiving trough, and is cut
into sections. The sliding shaft and cutter are ope- i^

rated by a wheel. A sliding bar beneath the receiv-i
ing platform regulates the length of the sections,
which together with their receiving troughs ai-e^
elevated and dumped, and the troughs returned.
Claim.—First, the wheels or rollers T, cross rollers

M, and platform N" N', in combination with the trough
O, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the wheel I, when provided with the arras e
and cams k, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Third, the sliding bar K, provided with the arms or

Fourth, the spring g, provided with the hook h, in
combination with the catch i and cams k of the wheel
I, constructed and operating with the shaft J and
sliding bar- K, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the bent arms e and cutting wires/, arranged
and operating substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the head P of the side elevator when provided
with the cams o and n upon each side.

Seventh, the head P, constructed substantially as
described in combination with the bent ai-ms I.

Eighth, the bent arms w, when provided with the
points or projections k'.

Ninth, the arms w, in combination with fhe springs
z, projections k' and head P of the elevator, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the i)urposes
specified.

Tenth, the combination and an-angomont of the
side elevator, constructed substantially as set forth

Avith the guide post D, and automatically operating-

arms and rest w.
Eleventh, the conical or wedgcd-shaped block t,

when attached to an elevating cord, rope or chain,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Twelfth, the spring u, provided with the ledge or
catch 2/, in combination Avith the lever ^o, having its

heatl or upper end cnlai-ged, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

Tliirtcentli, the combination and arrangement of
the cylinder K, lever u\ spring u, rope q and block

t, Avith the elevator P and automatic rest w, con-

structed and arranged substantitiUy as and for the

purposes specified.
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Fourteenth, the standard or post E, provided with
thcT-shaped guides Z, substautially as specilied.

Fifteenth, the double wedge or conical block /'

when attached to the cord o', for the puiposes specified.

Sixteenth, the double acting- friction clutch d',

airanged and operating suljstantially as specified.

Seventeenth, the combination and aiTangement of

the rollers p' and clutch d, with the cord a' and double
acting block/.
Eighteenth, the dumping platform X, when provided

witir a hinge c on one side, and guides m' on the
other, substantially as specified.

Nineteenth, the 'platform X, in combination with
the bent bar Y and sliding head h', constructed and
hinged substantially as specified.

Twentieth, the bent bail b', when so bent as to pass
the back of the platform X, and hinge or attach to it

neaj- the front at e, substantially as and for the pm--

poses specified.

Twenty-first, the combination and arrangement of
the plattbrm X, hinged bent bar Y, sliding head h',

with the bail b', cord a' and standard E, substantially

as and for the pm-poses specified.

Twenty-second, the combination and ari'angement
to two dumping platforms, constructed substantially
as specified, with a single guide standard, so that one
will elevate the other, and bring its opposite one into
position while dumping a trough.

Tweuty-thii'd, the receiving platform F, provided
with rollers v, located on the same plane as the rollers

u of the recei\-ing frame, substantially as specified.

Twenty-fourth, the screws a a for adjusting the height
of the receiving- frame to the different sizes of pipe
being made.
Twenty-fifth, the use or employment of rollers or

carriers lor supporting and carrying a trough used to
receive and can-y off clay pipes, which ai-e forced
from the die contfuuously,"and cut while in motion.
Twenty-sixth, the aiTahgement ofthe cutting wires,

in combination with a receiving trough, so that both
ends of the section of pipe wilTbe cut, and the wires
while cutting take the same motion as thc^iipe and
trough, and produce a sq[uare cut across a continuous
pipe while in motion.

61,733.—Mark B. Hardix, ]N"ew York, X. Y.—
Talcing Copies of Manuscripts, die.—February .5, 1867.

—The transfer paper is treated with an infusion of
Dutgalls, the reaction taking place between them and
the sulphate of ii'on in the ink of the manuscript, caus-
ing the impression. Oxalic acid is used to assist when
the writing is old.

Claim.—First, the process hcreinbclbro described
of copying manuscripts, maps, &c., -which have been
written with common ink, substautiaUv as above set
forth.

Second, in the copying of manuscripts as herein
contemplated, which have been written with common
ink, and which have been long written, the use of u
weak solution of oxalic or otiier cquivideut acid, sub-
stautially in the manner and for the purpose hereinbe-
fore described.

61,734.—Egbert A. Harris, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and B. S. Harris, same place.

—

Refrigerator.—February 5, 1867.—By the described
aiTjiugement the air is chilled in the ice chamber
before entering the food chamber.
Claim.—The combination of the ice chamber D, its

opening v and perforated end g, the compartments
G and F, channel j at the bottom of the ice chamber
and the opening n, the whole being ai-ranged as and
for the purpose described.

61,735.—ANDREW Hartupee, Pittsburgh Pa.—
Stearrc Engine Air rump.—February .5, 1867; ante-
dated January 20, 1867.—To obtain two strokes of the
air pump to each stroke of the steam cylinder piston,
the slide of the latter is attached to one end of the
walking beam, which actuates the pistons in the two
cylinders below.
Claim.—The horizontal or inclined steam engines,

the combination of the link S and lever L, with the
head K, piston rod I and slides G- G, arranged as
described and for the purpose specified.

61,736—Henry P. Haskin, Roscoe, la.—Appa-
ratiisfor Handling Hogs in Slavghtering.—Februai-y
5, 1867.—A scalding tub, bench, and suspending frame

are placed within the radial range of a s^\ing pole, by
which the hogs arc lifted and transferred.
Claim.—The bars D and d, in combination with

the lever C, revolving socket B and post A, when
constructed substantially as described, when arranged
and operating as and for the pm-pose specified.

61,737.—B. B.HoTCiiKiss, Xew York, X. Y.-
Snap Hook.—February 5, 1867.—The tongiic is formed
of sheet metal, ])ent at the root in the form of a hook,
and the joint is formed by the aid of the spring, which
presses and confines the hook in a coiTcsponding
recess in the body, so that the spring performs the
double function specified.

Claim.—First, in a snap hook having a rigid inter-

nal toughe, operated by a separate spring, the inter-

locking of the root of the tongue and the confining
of the locked parts by the same spring wluch operates
the tongue, substantially in the manner ajid for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, in combination with a rigid tongue mounted
and operating in a hook, as described, the slot or re-

cess a, having parallel sides adapted to guide the
tongue near its point and resist side strains, substan-
tially ais herein set forth.

S1,73S.—George C. Howard, Philadelphia, Pa.— Dressing Grindstones.—Febmaiy 5, 1867.— The
cutter wheel is placed in a case which only allows a
segment to protude, and excludes grit. The traverse
sliding surfaces and the long journal bearings are
also encased. The rests of the journal are adjustable
toward and from the stone, while the traverse is

eff"ected by rack and pinion.
Claim.—The combination of long bearings for cut-

ting wheel &, the rests F, the lip o and eai-s s, as set
forth and for the purposes described.

61,739.— Elias S. Hutchinson and Huoii I,.

McAvoY, Baltimore, Md.

—

Apparatits for Carburet-
ting Air.—February 5. 1867 ; antedated January 19,

1867,—The drum used for forcing air in the carbnret-
ting machine has hoods or buckets, wliich take up
the hydrocarbon fluid as the di*um revolves, and keep
the smi'ace of the wheel continually covered there-

with.
Claim.—First, a revolving drum partially sub-

merged in hydrocarbon fluid, and provided on its in-

terior or exterior periphery of both, -with buckets, re-

ceptacles, reticulations or depressions which raise por-
tions of the fluid for the pui"pose of moistening the
sm-tace, which is exposed to the air in the carbm-etor.
Second, the combination of the inner and outer

di-uras revolving together, and between whose moist-
ened surfaces the aii- is conducted, substantially as
described.

Thii-d, in combination Avith a revolving drum pro-
vided with devices for raising the fluid, the hood C,
which compels the air to traverse the outer periphery
of the drum, as described and represented.
Fourth, in combination with the air-forcing machine,

the two concentric series of fluid-raising devices, and
the hood an-auged substajitiaUy as described and rep-

resented.

*61,740 Silas Y. Ives, Meriden, Conn.—Cart
JBra/c-e.—Fcbruaiy 5, 1867.-The backward vibration
of the yoke on the end of the tongue brings the shoes
against the rims of the wheels by means of rod and
lever connection.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
described of the shoes G, th» levers H and L, with
the equalizer M and the rod X, suostantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the bar P
and rod R, constructed and ai-ranged to operate sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the shoe G and lever H,
when linked together so as to operate substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

61,741.— Clark Jilson, Worcester, Mass.—
Lightning TJod.—February 5, 1867.—A strip of copper
occupies and projects from a groove in the iron rod.

The thimble connections have slots to correspond.

A disk of copper is placed intermediate between the

ends of the sections, and is, with them, enclosed by
the thimble.

Claim.—Fii'st. the combination of the iron conduct-
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ing rod -svith the copper strips secm-ed in n groove
foiTiied in said rod, substantially as shown 'and de-

scribed.
Second, The combination witb the ends of the sec-

tions or pieces forming- a joint of co^jper or other metal
wasliei-s, substantially as set forth.

Third, making the connecting pieces C with slots

6, as shoAvn and described.

61,742.— Moses A. Johnson, Lowell, Mass.—
Insole for Boots mid Shoes.—1 ebruary 5, 1867.—To
correct" the tendency of insoles to crimp np or crease
under the pressure of the foot in the act of Avalking, a
wire, or other etiuivaleut stiffener, is secured to the
edge.
Claim.—An insole composed of layers of ftlted or

woven material, or of thin leather or tlieir equivalents,
and margined by a wire or its equivalents secured to
the edge of the insoles, substantially as described.

61,'5'43.—J. J. Johnston, AUegheny City, Pa.—
Mmivfacture of Iron.—February 5, 1867 ; antedated
January 18, 1867.—The charge of 480 lbs. of iron, dur-
ing the ]3roccss of puddling, receives a composition of
iron ore, 3 lbs.; wood charcoal, 1 lb.; manganese, 1 lb.;

red lead, 1 lb.; blue vitriol, 8 oz.; common salt ,4 bz.;

borax, 3 oz.; and lye, 2 oz. The above ingi-edieuts arc
mixed, and the mass is divided and made up into two
long narrow packages, which are placed in th^ fur-

nace at diiierent stages of the puddling process, and
mixed v/ith the iron.

Claim.— Treating iron dming the puddling or
boiling process with a chemical compound composed
of the iugredients herein named, in about the quanti-
ties speciiied, and prepared and used in the manner
and form described and for the pm'pose set forth.

61,744.— GrEORGE W. Lakge, Yellow Springs,
Ohio.— (7a?e iate/i.—February .5, 1867.—The latch, in
the act of closing, becomes available as a lever to
sliglitly elevate the free end of the gate and correct
the tendency to sag.

Claiin.—The reversely gravitating lever latch con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pmpose set forth.

61,745.— Henry and Albert Lovie, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Curtain Fixture.—February 5, 1867.—The
tension of the cord is adjusted by means of the set

nut -vN'hich engages the screw to which the pulley
block is attached.

Claim-.—The sliding screw rod C having a pulley
cage D foiTued in it, in which the pulley d is contained,
substantially as specified and described.

61,746.—EoBERT O. LowREi', Tabor, Iowa.—
Tile and l^j-ici.—-February 5, 1867.—^Explained by the
claims.

Claiin.—First, a plastic cement, which is composed
of marl and coal tar, mixed togotlier in suitable pro-
portions, substantially as described.

Second, a roof which is composed of ungiazed and
unbarned slabs or tiles which are secured firmly down
upon the roofing boards, and then covered with a
cement consisting of marl and coal tai-, substantially
as described.
Third, a roof covering which consists of a bottom

layer of dry cliiy, a second layer of clay, marl, and
coal tar, and a top or surface layer of marl and coal

tar, applied to I'oofing boards, substantially as de-

scril:)ed.

61,747 E. B. Manning, Middletown, Conn.—
Ice ntcJier.—February 5, 1867.—Arranged between
th(! two liottoms of an ice pitcher is a strengthenijig
su])nort Arhich will admit of a free circulation of air

brtwecn the said bottoms, and pi'cserve tlio inuer
bottom from injury A\']ien lieaA'v pieces of ice arc
dropped upon it.

Claim:—In combiuation with bottoms D and B the
])l;ite «, constructed aiul iirranged so as to support tlie

bottom 1), substantially in the manner aid tor the
liurposc set forth.

61,748.—Francis Mart.ow, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Carriage JTor.se Controller.— Fvhvunry 5, 1867.—

A

line wliose- bifurcated end is ;ittaclu-d to the rings of

the. bit is wound at its otlicr cud around a spool on the
side of the carriage and retained by puwi and ratchet.

The effect is to transfer a J)art of the ptiU from the
hands of the driver to the vehicle.

Claim.—The line F, spool B, and shaft A, in com-
binationwith the pawl and ratchet G- D, attached to
a carriage, as and lor the purpose set forth.

61,749.—Benjamin A. Mason, New York, K".

Y.—Screw-Making Machine.—Fahrwixyj .5, 1867.—In
this apparatus are: a series of vertical rotating screw
drivers aiTangedin a circle ; a rotating series of chucks
from Avhich the blanks are suspended ; a series of cut-
ters arranged in a circle on an annular platform, which
surrounds the circle of chucks, wliieh hits a recipro-
cating up and down motion as well as an intermit-
tingly rotary motion. The cutters are secured each
to the end of a sliding stock, and to the oppposite end
of every stock is attached an anti-friction roller whicli
bears successively against every one of a series of
pattern formers. ' The feeding (ievice moves around
at intervals and depof-nts successively in every chuck
a blank, and the annular platlbrm moving around in-

termittin^-ly brings every cutter iu succession in eon-
tact AVitircvery blank.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the slide 12, in-

clined ways 8, and retainers 13 and 14 to supply the
blanks, one at a time, t© the machine, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of mechanism for actu-
ating the screw drivers I, consisting in the revolving
cam ring m, rods o, levers o', and shackles, in combi-
nation with the sleeve gears Jc, for rotating said screw
drivers, as set forth.

Third, the chucks 11, for holding the blanks, in com-
biuation with the screw drivers for revolving such
blanks, and the cutters for forming the thread'as set
forth.

Fourth, a series of screw drivers and screw blank
holders, arranged in a circular position, in combiua-
tion with a series of cutters moved around outside the
screw blanks, and acting to cut the thread on such
blanks by progressive cuts, the cutters being caused
to move lengthwise of the screw blanks, and then pass
to the next screws, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the tool guides u, supported by the blocks ?t',

and adjusted by the screws 32, in combination with
the sliding cutter stocks V, and cutters t, substantially
as set forth.

Sixth, in a screw-cutting machine, a series of cutters
t, formed as specified and attached to the stocks V, in
combination ^\\i\\ the series of rollers 31, of gradually
increasing size, as and for the purposes specified.

Seventh, the pawl r, carriage s, and plate 24, in com-
bination with the tool carrier n', and bed g, for the
purposes and substantially as set forth.

Eighth, the bed q, tools and carrier n', and cams ^J jo,

in combination with mechanism, substantially as set

forth, for rotating the screAV blanks, whereby the screw
threads are formed by the descent of the carrier rJ,

with a speed proportioned to the rotation of the screw
blanks.
Ninth, the bolt 21, and actuating lever 22, in com-

bination with the pawl •/•, lever -v. and tool carriin- n',

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Tenth, the raiser 34 and lifting jaws v', fitted and
actuating substautiallv as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

Eleventh, the tool carrier ?i', to which a progressive
rotary moAcmcnt is imparted, in combiuation with
the bed q, to Avhicli a rising and IViUing movement is

given, substantially as set forth, so that the tools may
have imparted to them a movement parallel v.'ith the
axis of rotation as avcU as a progressive rotary move-
ment, as specified.

Twelfth, the head block c', formed with a cavity w,
for water or other liquid, and from which jets pass
to the screw blanks, as specified.

61,750.—Morris Mattson, Now Yoi-k, N. Y.—
Flexible Syringe.—February 5, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.

Claim.—The np]ilicntion and use in syringes having
an elastic buli't or ;\\x ehaniber and a flexible discharge
pipe, of a rigid intkwiljle inlet or suction tube or pipe,

to serve as a rest or snpport for tlie hand, when such
inlet tube is constructeil in sections as described, so

us to allow of being extended or contracted in length,

substuulially as and for the purposes set forth.
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61,751.—Isaac AT. Milhaxk, Greenfiokl Hill.

Coim.—Breech-Load! iig Fire-arm.—Fobriuiry 5, 181)7.

—Tli(5 hammer shank cIosck over the whig- of the liori-

zontally-swiuiriug breech block before the hnmmer
head strikes the detonating' cap or punch, and thus

hokl^ the breech block laterally. If the breech be
unclosed the hammer is arrested in falling".

Claim.—Y^ivtit, tlie wing h in combination with the

swinging breech block c and hammer k, for the pur-

poses and substantially as set forth.

Second, the locking' projections n and o, in combi-
nation with the hammer k and v^'ing /; of the swinging
breech block, as and for the purposes set forth.

61,752.—Henry Mitchell, Dayton, Ohio.—
Handle for Sad Irons.—February 5, 1867.—The han-
dle is removable and is connected by a rcai", center,

and a forward spring catch to the branches which rise

from the upper siu'face of the iron.

Claim.—The construction of the handle C, socket

E, spring catch G, and thumb piece H, or their cfiniva-

leuts, when arranged, combiuetl, and operated as herein

described, for the pm'pose of having a moval^lo and
cool handle at all times.

61,753.—Joseph G. Moody, New York, N. Y.
— Ve,ssel and Tank for Holding Hydrocarbon and
other Liquids.—February 5, 18t)7.—The tank has a
dome upon its top from which extends a tube whicli
terminates under water. Ey this means direct com-
muuicatiou between the interior of the tank and the
open air is avoided.
Claim.—First, the method of discharging the gases

generated within the tank, or other receptacle, con-
tiiiniug the hydrocarbon liquid, into an uninflammable
liquid medium, substantially as shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with a floating tank, or
other receptacle, tor hydrocai-bon liquids, of a gas dis-

chai'ge tube attached to the dome or upper pai't of
said tank, and having its mouth or ox)eu end immersed
iu and surrounded by water, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

61,754.—Samuel MoiixniER, Leicester, Mass.,
assignor to Charles W. Gilbert.—Mechanism for
Operating the Picker Staff's of Looms.—February 5,

lj?G7.—The curvatm'C in the arms is designed to aftbrd

an easy and. effective motion to each picker staff. The
series of holes in the staffs permits an. adjustment of
their straps.

Claim.—The combina-tion with the arms or tappets
H, mounted at angles with respect to each other upon
a shaft G of the peculiarly constructed curved levers

or anus F, arranged to operate the picker staffs, sub-
stantially as shoAvu and set forth.

61,755.—M. A. Myer, Decatur, IU.-.Boot and
Shoe Blacking Machine.—Febru;ii-y 5, 18G7.—The
blacking and polishing bruslies are driven by machin-
ery and so arranged that while iu motion the blacking
brush may be extended do\Yn to. the blacldng box for
its supply.

Claim.—Iu combination, a polishing brush having
a reciprocating motion, a blacking brush also having
a reciprocating motion, and capable also, while in
motion, of being thrust diown for a supply of blacking,
and rising again whUe it continues to Aibrate or re-

ciprocate, substantially as herein described and repre-
sented.

61,756.— Hexry M. Myers, Allegheny City,
Ta,—Constructing Shovels.—February 5j 1867.—The
tang is forged out of the blank and then split ; by
suitable tools a socket is made for receiving the eucl
of the .shovel handle.
Claim.—Forming the straps on and socket (for the

handle) in the stock or "blank " from which the shove
l.'ladc is formed, said straps and socket being foi-med
in the manner licrein described for the purpose of
avoiding the old practice of forging and welding.

61,757—S. E. Pettee, Bethlehem, 'Pa—Bed
Bottom.—YcbriVM-y 5, 1867.—The springs have side
attachments to the edges of the slats.
Claim.—The helical spring A, having at the top

projections or lugs i arranged to embrace, but not to
project above, the slat B, and forming eyes for receiv-
ing pins m to be driven into the edges of the slat, all
as set forth for the purpose speciJwkC

61,758.—James Powell, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Globe Valve.—February 5, 1867.—Improvement ou
his patent of May 2, 186.5. The valve has flexible

connection to the stem and fi'ee revolution upon it

when in use. For grinding, a sliding plate on the
stem engages the valve and enforces their co-rotation.
Claim.—First, iu the described combination with

a valve stem adapted to maintain an axial position,
independently of its screw, and provided with a self-

adjusting valve, the locking piece K, or its equivalent,
adapted to operate as set forth.

Second, in the described combination the following
elements, to wit : a valve stem having guides for pre-
serving its axijJ position when released from the
screw cap, a self-adjusting valve, and the tongucd and
adjustable piece K, adapted to enter the cavity J in.

the valve, and to be secured either in or out of lock,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Thu'd, the loose guide collar F' and K', which per-
manently occupies a cavity in the valve, and is se-

ciu-ed in' or out of lock by a set screw b, iu the man-
ner described.

61,759.—Asa R. Reyxolds, Aubm-n, IsT. T.—
Shaft Coupling for Carriages.—FehYMavj 5, 1867.

—

The thill-iron ends in a hook which engages the elip-

pin. A bent pie.ce of metal is bolted to this iron and
presses against the lower side of the pin to prevent
detachment.

C'irti?^.—A.shaft coupling, composed of a loop bar
or bolt Avrought in one and the same piece, with the
loop and strap and an under and upper piece fitting

over or against it, and a tightening bolt controlling
said under and upper iiiecc to adjust their frictioiaal

contact with the loop or ibaw bar or bolt, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

61,760.—TV. A. Rhixehart and H. Felker,
Miami City, Ohio, assignors to themselves and O. P.
Russell.— Corn Cultivator.—Febniary 5, 1867.

—

The left side of the fi'ont plow and the right side of
the second plow are turned forward in projecting
flanges. The former, which runs nearer to the com,
turns the earth from the plants, and the latter fends
off the clods but tlirows the mellow earth to the plants.
Claim.—The plows C C, when constructed sub-

stantially as described, and their aiTangement with
reference to the plowD and frame, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

61,761.—S. G. Rice, Albany, N.Y—Thill Coup-
ling.—February 5, 1867.—The cap piece of the socket
is attached to the base by a bayonet fastening and
cannot be turned for removal when the thills _ axe
raised for use.

Claim.—Fu-st, a baU and socket tliiU coupling,
wliich is so constracted that the thill iron wiU serve,

when iu an elevated position, as a means for prevent-
ing a casual disconnection of this iron, substantially
as explained.
Second, the combination of the parts A B with the

sections C C, slot c, and a bayonet fasteniug b, sub-
stantially as described.

61,762.— M. Richards and J. VaxdegrifT;
Princeton, El.

—

Ploiv.—Februarys, 1867.—The down-
curved rear end of the beam is stepped in a connecting
transverse bar betAveen the mold board and landside.

Tiie beam is clamped at the proper inclination, by a
strap and plugs, to a bar extending backward from
the mold board.

Claim.— First, the combination of the beam C,
support B, landside A, and mold board A', as set forth.

Second, the arm D, in combination with the beam C,

plugs h, clamp F, and mold board A, as described and
set forth.

61,763.—Clark Rorerts, Winchester, El.—
Gate Latch.—February .1, 1867.—The triangular latch
piece is attached to a pivoted hanging bar, from
which it projects outwardly in a horizontal direction.

The closing of the gate swings the latch out of the
way, and it is brought back by gravitation to secure
the' gate. The latch is thrown "back by a pivoted T-bar
or a lever projecting above the latch post.

Claim.—First, the pendulum A and guard c, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.
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Second, tte pendulum A and guard c, in combina-
tion Avitli tlie attacliment D, substantially as described.

Third, the pendulum A and guard c, in combination
with the lever P, substantially us and for the purpose
set forth.

Fom-th, the pendulum A, in combination with the
guard c, lever P, attachment D, pin s, and thumb
piece n, arranged substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

61,764.—Joseph L. Eot;tzah>-, Prederick, Md.—
Shutter Fasteyier.—February 5, 18C7.—A semicircular
pivoted bar on the fixed leaf has notches to engage
tlie plate of the other hinge at different points of
openness.
Claim.—The construction of the hinge with its

sqiiare notches at the top, and its semicircular bar
with corresponding notches, when combined and oper-
ated as herein described and for the purposes set forth.

61,765.— J. H. Rude, Liberty, Ind.— Grain
Drill.—February 5, 18G7.—The draw'bars of the boots
are connected by their forked ends to pivoted plates,

and these plates' are connected to a lever by which
the boots may be laterally adjusted. The boots may
all be raised by a single lever. The seed box is over
the axle and has connecting pipes to the boots.

Claim.—First, the combination of the movable
plates L L, the levers F. the rods X X, the toothed
bar J, the levers F and H, and the spring I, the whole
constructed, arranged, and operating in the manner
herein specified.

Second, the lever O, the straps P P P P P, the
I'ollers Q Q. in combination with the drills G- G G-G Gr,

when constructed in the manner and for the pui"pose
lierein specified.

Third , the seed box A, when constructed so as to
extend over the wheels J) D, in combination with the
tubes ]Sr N, the levers F H and O, and the drill rods
K K, for the purpose of feeding over wheels, when
constructed in the manner and for the purpose as
herein specified.

61,766.—Joseph Schafer, New York, 1:^. T.,
assignor to himself and George Heydt, same place.

—

Hinge.—February 5, 1867 ; antedated January 27,
1867".—The hinge" does not allow the joint to open,
and is adapted for table leaves. One leaf is tongued
into the other, and each portion has square cuds.
They ai'e united by pins, which travel in segmental
slots.

Claim.—A hinge composed of two partsA B, which
are united by pins a b and slots c d, and otherwise
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the pm-pose described.

61,767.—Jajies ScHOFreLD, Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Osgood PLUiiMER, same
place.

—

Loom.—February 5, 1867.—The devices are
for so operatiuc: all the "harness frames as to make a
perfect shed. The jack elevators and depressors, as
also the eveners arc hinged at one end. The illustra-

tion shows the construction.
Claim..—First, the combination and arrangement

of the hinged arms H H', hinged eveners G G', con-
necting rods i, arm / and eoimecting rods e g,
substantially as set forth.
Second, the combination of pins 1 and 2, with the

slotted ends of arms H H' to retain the ends of said
arms in proper position, and at the same time allow
them to have a slight longitudinal motion to prevent
binding of the parts, when the loom is in operation,

61,768.— James Scott, "Washington, D. C—
Illuminating Compound.—February 5, 1867.—Com-
posed of naj)htha, 40 galls. ; sugar, 2 lbs. ; licxuor ammo-
nia, li lb. ; lard, 5 lbs.

;
potash, 1| lb.

;
glycerine,

8 ozs.

Claim.—An illuminating compound, composed of
the ingredients heretofore mentioned in about the
proportions stated, and compounded substantially as
set forth.

61,769.—At.onzo SEDO's^acK, Poughkeepsie, N.
Y.

—

Sup2)orting Carriage Thills.—February .5, 1867.

—

A turn-button' pivoted to the bolster forius a catch
in front of the thill bar to retain the thills in a vertical
position.

Claim.—A device for the purpose specified, con-

sisting of a frame A and catch D, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as described.

61,770.—Thomas Simmons, Now York, N. Y.—
Compound Vamum Rectifierfor Alcoholic and other
Liquids.—Februaiy 5, 1867.—The bottom ofthe reser-
voir is covered by a perforated plate above an open-
ing, which connects by a pipe with a cyUnder below,
and a second, lower, similar cylinder. ' The pipe has
two cocks, wliich govern the "flow of the liquor. A
branch pipe leads to another cylinder, and has two
stop cocks.

Claim.—The use of the cylinder D, when used in
combination "^\itli one or more cylinders for receiving
the rectified liquor, for the purpose of creating a
partial vacuum in the receiving cylinder without the
introduction of steam, substantially as specified.

61,771.— Henry Soggs, Columbus, Pa.—Car
Coupling.—February 5, 1867.—The flat spring in the
roof of the mouth holds the link straight for self-

coupling, and the self-adjusting catch on the outside
of the coupling head di'ops the pin when the cars
collide.

Claim.—The flat spring in the upper side of the
mouth of the coupling head, and the self-adjusting
catch on the outside of the head, when arranged,
constructed, and operated as herein described and.
for the puri^oses set forth.

61,773.—M. Y. B. Stei>thetz, Annville, Pa.—
Churn.—February 5, 18G7.—To the arms of the verti-

cal shaft are attached oblique blades, whose relative
convergance in pairs collects the cream and dashes
it through the orifices in one, and the space between
the two.

Claim.—First, a case B, having four sides, in com-
bination with a dasher, composed of the spindle G,
having arms and blades, and coustructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.
Second, the d.isher, composed of the spindle G. with,

its arms h k. perforated blades ?u 7n' and solid blades
n n', when the said blades arc inclined in respect to
each other, as and for the purpose specified.

• Third, the cases A B and shaft G, with its arras
and blades, in combination with the standards C C,
cross piece D, keys c c', or their equivalents, and
driving shaft E, t"he whole being constructed sub-
stantially as described.

61,773.—Joshua Stevens, Cbicopee Falls, Mass.—Machine for Pulling out Hat Tips.—February 5,

1867: antedated January 21, 1867.— The four 'up-
rights are moved to and "from the center in grooves
by suitable gearing, and carry upon their upper ex-
tremities the four quarters of 'a disk, the separation
of which expands the hat body into a flattened crown,
as desired.
Claim.—The stretchers e e, standards E E and

slides D, in combination with each other, and with a
supporting table A, or its equivalent, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

61,774.—William D. Stroud, Oshkosh, Wis.—
Broom Head.—February 5, 1867.—The broom stufl" is

thrust into the cap, and retained by transverse bolts

and side bars, which clamp it in a fattened shape.
Claim.—The combination of the metallic broom

head, with the bars r and i, connected by means of tho
screw bolts, and the projections k k forming female
screws, substantially as described audfor the purpose
herein set forth.

61,775.—D. M. Thomas, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Bed Bottom.—Fchnmry 5, 1867.—The inclined springs
are rooted in transverse slats, and present the flexible,

upper, bowed surfaces to the mattress.
Claim.—A spring seat or bed bottom, which is

composed of inclined springs that are supported and
held in place by meaus of transvGTse bars B, substan-
tially as herein described.

61,776.—Frederick Van Patten, Auburn, X.
Y.—-' Fifth Wheel" or Whifflctree Attachment for
Carriages.—February 5, 1867.—Tho connecting joint

will enable the bolster to traverse freely, but wUl re-

sist sepai-ation. The under plate has a fl'anged sleeve,

and tho upper piece is sectional, with half collars to

enclose the neck of the sleeve.
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Claim.—A fifth -wheel or whiffletree conneetion for

cai'riages, composed of the plates C D D', with the,

hub aud collars, coustructed aud operating^ substau-

tialiy as and for the purpose described.

61,777.—William "Wallace, Ansonia, Conn.

—

CAai«.—February .5, 1867.—The chain is formed of
hollow spheres linked tog-ether by means of small bars
having enlarged heads.
Cldim.—A chain formed by uniting hollow balls

and double-headed bars, substantiaUy in the manner
hereinbefore described.

61,778.—James andE. C. Walrath, Chittenan-
go, I^. Y.

—

Artificial Fuel.—February 5,1867.—A com-
position of peat, coal dust and blood,' with or without
salt.

Claim.—The compound prepared, substantially as

hereifi described for fuel.

Also, cakes, lumps or bricks, pressed and dried,

made from the witlun-described compound.

61,779.—Augustus J. Warner, Brooklyn, IST.

T., assignor to himself and J.\JiiES E. Conor.—
Window Blind Fastening.—February 5, 1867.—The
slot in the lever has a fixed bearing in the bracket,
which allows it a longitudinal motion, but prevents
vibration until it has been longitudinally moved from
the position at which it has been set.

Claim.—A shutter or blind holder or fastener,

having the slot h and face i, constructed and operated
iiubstantially as herein described.

61,780.—Alexander T. Watson, Xew York,
X. Y.—Artificial Xe(/.—February 5, 1867.—The bar
of the leg is adjustable in length, and is planted upon
a segment of a cylinder, which has a backward and
foi-waa-d oscillation in its socket; the toe and heel
leaf springs modify and limit its vibrations. The
toe spring extends' tlie toe section, flexed by the act
of walking. The slotted hoops and set screws of the
thigh adjust its capacity. An axial coil on the knee
ai'ticulation extends the leg for forward movement,
when raised from the ground.
Claim.—The connection of the foot with the leg

by means of the joint, substantially as described, in
combination with the springs extended both Avays
for action at the heel and at the toes, substantially
and for the purposes described.
Also, the toe piece hinged to the front part of the

foot, substantially as described, in combination with
the spring, which controls the movements substan-
tially as (Tescribed.

Also, the leg made in two parts, and adjustable in
length, substantially as described, or any eciuivalent
thereof for adjusting the length of the leg.

Also, the adjustable longitudinal straps and the
adjustable hoops, in combination substantially as de-
scribed, as a means of fastening the artificial leg to
the thigh or to the stump of the leg, as described.
Also, the knee joint, substantially as described, in

combination with the leg aud foot, or theii" equiva-
lents.

61,781—Oliver IST. Weaver, Dover, Ky., as-

signor to himselfand G. W. Winter, Augusta, 'Ky.

—

Whiffletree—February 5, 1867.—The tugs are attached
to the ends of the spring, Avhich is secured by its

midleugth to the rear of the thill bar.
Claim.— Tiie spring whiffletree A, adapted for

fastening in rear of the shafts cross-bar, its cuds
being pix)vided with the yokes D D', and terminating
in hooks or other devices for the attachment of the
tugs as set forth.

61,782.—Oliver X. Weaver, Dover, Ky., as-
signor to himself and G. W. Winter. Augusta, 'Ky.—
Unhitching Horsesfrom Vehicles.—February 5, l'867.

—The breeching remains attached to the thills ; the
snap hooks by which it was suspended from the hip
straps are hooked to loops on the tugs.
Claim.—First, in the described combination a pro-

vision of the snaps A on the hip straj), and of the
eyes, rings, or loops B b upon the breeching and tugs,
for ready hitching and unhitching, as set forth.
Second, the provision of the snaps A, at the lower

ends of the hip straps, for the purpose set forth.
Third, in combination with the elements of the first

clause of claim, the hook C projecting from the inside

of the shaft to temporarily support the breeching when
the horse is unhitched.

61,783.—Finley F. Westerfield, Fort Dodge,
Iowa, assignor to himself and C. Westerfield, same
place.

—

Corn Planter.—February .5, 16t)7.—The hop-
per is attached to tlie beam of a' double sliovel plow,
and the seeding mechanism is operated by hand.
Claim.—The combination of a corn planter con-

structed as herein above set forth, and operated bj
means of the bent lever E, with a double shovel plovi",

or sod ijlow, substantially as described.

61,784.—James E. Wheat, Kochester, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and Otis Cole.—>S'iio/y Shovel.—
February 5, 1867.—The liold for the left hand is secured
to the stock of the blade by the stale, which affords a
hold for the right hand. The parts are detachable for
convenience in stowage.
Claim:—The combination of the auxiliaiy handle

h with the blade B and handle b, substantially as herein
shown and described.

61,785.—Thomas B. Wickham, Granville, Ohio.—Farm Gate.—Februarys, 1867.—Tlie gate runs upon
a roller on the post, another roller on the gate resting
upon a track frame. Lips on the iDOst prevent the
removal of the gate.
Claim.—First, supporting the gate upon bar E aud

roller G, together with the movable roller H.
Second, cutting away or dividing slat K, and leaving

space at the top and bottom rails for i)assing through,
the grooves m m'.

Thii-d, making a mortise in stile O, through which
passes bar E, also joining grooves mm', for support-
ing the gate in position, all as substantially described,
and for the purposes set forth.

61,786.—Charles Wilson and J. H. MgXall,
Clinton, Pa.

—

Car Wheel.—February 5, 1867.—The
wheel h as a circulai* recess to receive a collar on the
axle, over which is bolted a covering aunular disk.

This device is to allow the revolution of one of the
wheels upon the axle in curves of the track.
Claim.—Th.0 construction of the wheel, with its

circular recess C, collar D operating in the recess,
and circular plate H, arranged and combined as herein
described, and for the purposes set forth.

61,787.—James R. Woodworth, Xunda, IST.Y.—
Boofing.—February 5, 1867.—Laths are attached to
the boai'ds which cover the rafters, and a coating of
hydraulic cement spread upon them. This is after-

ward covered with coal tar and sand.
Claim.—The combination of the ingredients, sub-

stantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

61,788—C. M. Young and E. M. Benster, De-
troit, Mich.— Grts- (Sfore— February 5, 1867.— The
generating chamber is of a metal les's liable to oxida-
tion than cast ii"on, and is protected by a movable
plate beneath, which is suspended over the surface of
the burning hydrocarbon. The heat is concentrated
by an annulus which encloses the combustion cham-
ber. A fii'c cup beneath the burner catches the waste
oil.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the fixed ring A' with the fii-e cup B, for the pur-
poses described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of a mov-

able combustion disk C with the wrought iron or

copper generating chamber D, substantially as and
for the pm'poses set forth.

Thinf, the movable combustion disk C, as desci'ibed.

Fouith, the fii'C cup B, as described.

61,789.—John Young, Brooklyn. IST. Y.—Piston
Pod Packing.—Fehrnavy 5, 1867.—The strands of
hemp are wound on wire and form sections, auuuli or
a coU around the piston rod in the stulfing box.
Claim.—A metallic packing formed by enclosing

an ordinary hemp or other packing, or its equivalent,

in a netting of brass wire, by either winding, weav-
ing, or braiding the enclosing wire aroand it, substaji-

tiaily as and to the effect described.

61,790.—Federal C. Adams and Joseph Pecs-
over, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Cooking Stove.—Februarys,
1867.-The oven top is concavo-convcs, aud strength-
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ened by a coiled ridge on its convex upper side. The
fire-back has perforations for the admission of air from
the space between it and the oven, and inclined over-
hanging ridges to allovr the passage of air. It is

fiilowed side space for expansion. The side fire plates
have curved corners to project over the fire-back and
hold it in place, and arc bent to alloTv air between
thera and the stove shell, with perforations leading
from this air space to the fire, and perforations in the
shell for air supply. A blo\\-er plate has catches which
take over lugs to suspend it in front of the grate. Pro-
jections on "the door hinges strike against the stove
to limit the movement of the doors in both dh'ections.

Cloiin.—Fii'st, the concavo-convex oven top A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the concavo-convex oven top A in combi-

nation with the spiral strengthening rib, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as described.

Thu'd, the short fire back B, with its airholes z, and
sir tubes to, substantially as described.

E'om'th, the. sides C C, with their flanges and air

holes V s, in combination with the air passages on the
sides of the stove, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combined duster and bloAver D, in combi-
nation with the grate and the projections n o, or their

equivalents, at the top and bottom of the fi'ont open-
ing, substantially as described.

Sixth, the quadrant shaped doors E E, arranged,
attached, and operating substantially as described.
Seventh, holding the fire back in place by the over-

lapping sides of the end lining plates, so as to dispense
with the use of catches, and permit the fire back to
expand and contract freely, substantially as described.

61,791 J. I^. Adams, Bloomfield, Iowa.—Ma-
cJdne for Jointing Stove Pijjcs.—February 5, 1867.

—

The machine is intended to swage threads upon the
ends of stove pipes for the purpose of joining them by
screwing them together. The outer end of the stove
pipe rests in the angle of a frame Avhich is adjustable
to give the required obliquity for the formation of a
screw upon it by the swaging rollers.

Claim.—The combination with the projecting arm
C of the adjustable holder D E, substantially as and
foi* the pm-pose described.

6J,793.—Gkorge Arrisox, Trenton, IN". J.—
Wat:^7- IF/^eeL— February 5, 1867.—An additional
backet is placed between the usual buckets, and by
vertical adjustment regulates the water space between
the latter.

Claim.—The gates D, made adjustable by set screws
a and slots h, in combination with the buckets C of a
water wheel constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purpose described.

61,793.—Charles C. Ayer, Chelsea, Mass., as-

signor to himself and He>'RY A. Breed, Lynn, Mass.—
Carriage Wheel.—February 5, 1867.—The spokes are
metallic bolts, and are screwed into the hub. The
outer end of each spoke enters a chamber in the rim,
and has a head and set-nuts with washers by which
it has beaiing on annular rubber springs held within
the cham]>er.

Claivi.—The combination as well as the arrauge-
me:.t of the two sprriigs g h, their separate chambers
fi, the head a, and the bearer c, with the w'heel felloe

A, and the spoke C applied to the hub B. And in

combination therewith the spring I and its chamber
k, arranged with respect to the spoke as set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the fol-

lower e, or the same, and the check-nut d, with the
si.'rics of annular springs, and the spoke made and
applied to the felloe, substantially as set forth.

61,794.—Thomas and John Barber. Brooklyn,
X. Y.

—

Globe Valve.—FchrivM-j 5, 18()7.—The stem is

confined to a vertical movement by a spline key, and
is actuated by the cugagcment of a'screw upon it Avith

t!ie frustal socket couueetcd with the hand wheel.
Tl'.is socket is suppoited by a spiral spring in a suita-

bh; csise. A central hole in the socket conveys oil to

tne screw. The steam joint between the socket and
case dispenses with packing.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cap F, the
socket G, and the valve stem I), constructed and ar-

ranged substantially us described.
SL'cond, the guide piece E. with the chamber h, and

with the feather seat at^', suostautitilly as set forth.

Third, the spiral spring o, in combination with thf
guide piece E and the socket G, substantially as de
scribed.
Fourth, the lubricating hole p, with the tapering

socket G-, substantially as herein shown and described

61,795.—G. W. Beard, Baltimore, M.d.—Heat-
ing Stove.—February .5, 1867.—An annular heating
chamber has a partial horizontal diaphragm and i?

traversed by a central, vertical flue. A rake beneath
the grate rests on a handle and two rear slide bars,
and has teeth projecting upward between the gratf
bars.
Claim.—First, in combination with a stove, an air-

heating chamber, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.
Second, in combination with the foregoing a grate,

with the rake S R, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

61,796.—JaimesC.Bethea, Blakely, Ga.—Gang
Plotv.—February 5,. 1867.—The standard is attached
to the beam by rings which embrace forward and
backward projections upon it. The rings are secured
by wedges. This standard is reversible, and has
flanges on its two edges for the attachment of right
or left hand plows respectively.
Claim.—Fii'st, the standard A, with flanges at the

front and rear edges, adapted for the attachment of a
right or a left sha"re, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with "the standard A, the

reversible landside, constructed and appbetl substan-
tially as described and represented.

61,797.—Caul August Biermann, Waterloo,
HI.

—

Hemp Preat.—February 5, 1867.—Two series,

having three brake bars each, are supported on a
fixed post, and a slide block carries two series, each
containing two bars, to act in conjunction with the
fixed bars both in their up and down stroke.
Claim.—First, the combination arrangement of the

stationary post A and the slicUug head C, substan-
tially as described and set fortli.

Second, the stationary brakes a and the operating
brakes c when constructed and operated as described
and set forth.

Third, the combination of the sliding head C and
its brake c with the stationary brakes a, as and for

the purpose set forth.

61,798.—Eli S. Bitner and J. B. Honaxs, Lock
Haven, Pa.

—

Hinge.—February 5, 1867.—A depres-
sion on the upper edge of the socket receives a pro-
jection on the pintle side of the hinge to close the
shutter by gravitation. The pintle has a projection
at its lower end which prevents unhinging except
when brought in conjunction with a groove of the
socket.
Claim.—The combination of the edge block B and

spiral incline planes G G with the projections D and
groove H, all constructed as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

61,799.—H. A. BoARDJL^x. lS7ew Haven, Conn.—
Calipers.—February 5, 1867.—The arms have a spiral

spreading spring o-rer their pivot which is covered by
a separate cylinder. A set nut confines the jaws at

any required point of expansion.
Claim.—The barrel or collar C wheh made in one

entire or continuous piece and independent of the cal-

iper arms and secured thereto, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

61,800.—James D. Bourne, De Witt, Iowa.—
Gate Fastening.—February 5, 1867.

—

A. swinging bar
on the post engages the extension of the rails of the
gate. A spring operates by friction to retain the bar
as placed.

Claim.—First, the combination -with a gate having
elongated rails c c of the front post and the swinging
arm D, substiintiaUy as shown and described.

Second, the comljination of the spring E with the

swinging arm D and post C, substantially as shown
and described.

61,801.—Bex.tamx Britten, Galena, HI— Win-
dow Sash Supporter.—Fohrnary .5, 1867.—The lug of

the pivoted spring lever enters notches in the sash to
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lock the same. The sash is freed bj a thumb piece on
another lever which acts on the iormer.

(Jlaiin.—Tlie arraug:craeut of the compomid levers

a b combined with the fiat thumb piece c and the

spring c, when applied to a sash supporter in the man-
ner herein described.

61,802.—Ansox E. Buown, Litchfield, Mich.—
Medical Compound.—February 5, 16ti7.—An irritant

to be injected beneath the skin, consisting of alcohol,

croton oil, oil of cinnamon, mandrake, blood root,

scoke. euphorbium, St. John's wort, rhus toxicodeu-

di'on or radicans, Spanish flies, and olive oil.

Claim.—The medical compound substantially as

de^scribed.

61,S03.—T7iLUAir Brown, Springfield. Mass.—
Carpet Stretcher and Tad: Driver.—February 5, 1867.

—The tube has at one end a handle and at the other
a claAv to engage the carpet, and contains a plunger,
which is propelled by a spring and retracted by a cord.
A side tube conducts a tack to the e:id of the main
tube from which the point issues. On releasing the
plunger it strikes the tack head and drives it bctsveen
the hinged jaws of the tube and into position in the
carpet.
Claim.—First, the combining and an-anging to-

gether the tubes B and D to form a compound carpet
stretcher and tack conductor, as described.
Second, the combination of the tube B formed as a

carpet stretcher Avith the tube D as a tack conductor,
and the plunger E and the jaws G, constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Third, the construction of the plunger with differ-

ent dimensions in its different parts, in combination
with the corresponding parts of the interior of tube
B, as described, by which tlic action of the plunger is

controlled and the tack held back in the tack conductor
and then conducted point downjyard into the jaws
when required.
Fourth, the manner of constructing and operating

the jaws G. in sections for receiving the tack, in com-
bination with a plunger for driving the tack, operating
together in the manner and for the purposes described.

Fiftli. the combination of the plunger, sx)ring, and
the cord with the tubes B and 1) and the jaws, ar-

ranged and operating as described.
Sixth, the forming of a bevel bottom to the tack

conductor D, by which the tack is by its gravity turned
with its point toward tlie opening'from the tiibe D to
that in tube B, for the purpose and in the manner de-
scribed.

Seventh, making the ends of the tubes D and B re-

movable and adjustable by box or sliding covers, for
the purpose and in the manner described.

61,804. -J". B. Clark, Auburn, Mass.—Edge
Plane for Boots and <S7ioe.y.—February 5, 1867.—The
mouth-piece is adjustable and holds the curved paring
knife by means of its jaws and set-screw. The pro-
jecting side guide is also adjustable.
Claim.—First, the combination with the sides E

E' of the plane F and the screw bolt J and thumb nut
I, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with the sides E and E' of
the adjustable mouth-piece G and side guide k with
tlie adjustable screws d and j and nuts / and h, sub-
stantially as set forth.

61,805.—TV. F. Clark, Hagamans Mills, ]S^. T.—
Cultivator.—Fehrnavj 5, 1867.—The longitudinal bars
to which the shares arc attached, are inserted in
grooves on the under side of the main transverse
beam of the carriage, to which the wheels, tongue,
and seat support are' also attached, the latter through
the medium of perforated segments.
Claim.—First, the plank A, grooved at its under

side to receive the bars B E', which have the teeth
standards C C attached, as shown, in combination
with the l(!vers F F, having the wheels 1 1 attached
to the plank A, pivoted between tlieir front ends and
the driver's seat H, siecured to a cross-bar G attached
to the rear ends of the levers, all arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.
Second, the perforated segments J K, attached

respectively to the levers F Faud plank A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

61,806.-George H. Cldctox and D. H. Harris,
New Haven, Conn.

—

Pruning Shears.—February 5,

lfiu7.—One jaw has a rotary circular knife, and the
other a hoolc.

Claim.—The construction of pruning shears, with
a circular revolving knife b attached to the jaw or
handle, as described, as the cutting edge of said shears,
and the curved grasping jaw or haniUe, operating as
described and for the i^urposes specified.

61,807.—A. H. Cole, Sylvania, Ohio, assignor
to M. T. Cole, same place.

—

Neck Y»ke Trundle.—
February .5, 1867.—To avoid the wearing of the breast
strap by the ring of the neck yoke, it is passed around
rollers in the frame, which permit it to pass back £ind
forth without severe friction.

Claim.—An improved neck-yoke trujidle, formed
by combining the two rollers C with notched frame
A B, the whole being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

61,808.-Charles C. Comstock, Graad lliipids,

Mich.

—

Lumber Rack for Wagonfs.—F(>bruary .5, 1867.
—The described devices afford an inclined bed of
rollers for the lumber, and are for loading and bind-
ing the load upon the rack, and running it off' at the
rear Avhen unloading.
Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of the lever stakes

C and rollers H with each other, and with the frame
A of the rack, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

Second, the combination of the connecting bars F,
ropes G, chains I, crank 2^, shaft H and siiring X,
with the lever stakes C, and with the frame A of the
rack, substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, the combination of the shaft H and chains
I, with the frame A of the rack, for the purpose of
binding the load, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

61,809.-TVilliam Coolev, Bunker HiU, Wis.—
Ploiv.—February 5, 1867.—The handles are connected
to the landside by a bent bar.
Claim.—The seeming of the handles D D' in the

position shoAvu and described, by means of the bar C,
bent as shown, and attached to the land side, the tv.o
handles and to the beam, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

61,810.—-Joseph Corbett,, Salt Lake, Utah.—
Permutation Lock.—February 5, 1867.—By the con-
struction of the knob, arbor, aiid the shell enclosing the
same, access by drilling is avoided. The tumblers
are enclosed in a case secured to the outer plate of the
lock, and are thus protected when the lock is entered.
The projections on the slide serve as checks for the
bolt, until withdrawn by the action of one end of the
bit against the roller.

Claim.—First, constructing the shell C and the
arbor D of plates or pieces of steel and other metal,
arranged alternately in position, Avelded together or
otherwise secured, and the steel hardened by tem-
pering, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, enclosing or partially enclosuig the timijv
lers bv means of a case or chamber K, snbstantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Thii'd, the tumbler case or chamber K, when used
in combination with an arbor D, arranged so as to
be connected with the tumblers by pulling or draw-
ing it outward from the lock case, as and for the liur-

pose specified.

Fourth, the slide L, provided with the projections
i i', and arranged with the bolt B and tumblers I, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

61,811.—Hugh L. Craigie, New York, X. Y.—
Water Closet.—Februaiw 5, 1867.—The horned cam
and segment are moved 'by the cock that operates to
turn down the jet pipe previous to the admission of
water into the latter. The cock is turned to regulate the
force of the jet of water, and upon the reverse move-
ment the water is shut off, and tiien the jet pipe turned
up to to its normal position by the action of the horned
disK and cam.
Claim.—First, the adjustable standard and drip

cup in combination Avith the cock / and jet pipe k,

substantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

Second, the thimble 2, in combination "n ith the coek
/, jet i)ipo k, and plug on the pipe 3 for allovring said
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pipe k to be turned, but keeping the joint water tight,

as set forth.

Third, the homed cam i and segment I, in combi-
nation with the cock/ and pipe k, for the purposes and
as set forth.

61,812.—John Hexrt Dallmeyer, London,
England

—

Lens for Fhotographie Purposeft.—Eeb-
ruary 5, 1867.—Both outer surfaces of the combina-
tion'lens belong to the crown or plate glass, protect-

ing the flint glass surfaces ti-om atmospheric influ-

ences. By preference the intermediate lens is a con-
cavo-convex, enclosed between two meniscus lenses.

Claim.—The construction of compound lenses suit-

able for photographic use, with a negative lens of
flint glass convex on one face, placed intermediate of

crown or plate glass lenses, substantially as described.
Also, the construction of compound lenses suitable

for photographic use, with a negative lens of flint

glass placed intermediate of two crown or ijlate glass

lenses, when the anterior crown or plate glass lens
has its anterior face concave, substantially as de-

scribed.

61,813.

—

David Dalzell, SouthEgremont, Mass.—Attaching Carriage Thills.—Eebruaryo, 1867.—The
semi-cylindrical eye at the end of the thill iron is

lifted on a journal between two collars on the axle;
tlie tube fitting on the coUars encompassing the eye
and laps over the inner end of the box.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the semi-cylin-

• di-ical eye &% on the thill iron H, and between the
coUars E E', journal G, tube I, axle F, and box B,
when constructed as herein set forth, as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the key J, passing through the thill ironH,
and fitting in the 6*, in the tube I, substantially as
and for .the purpose set forth.

61,814 Mahlon S. Drake, K'ewark, N". J.—
Machinefor Poxincing Hats.—February 5, 1867.—Pro
vision is made for the motion of the hat, placed upon
the block of peculiar shape, and for collecting for use
the fur that is rubbed from the hat during the opera-
tion.

Claim.—Combining the various parts in one whole,
in the manner and for the purpose specified, as a new
article of manufacture or a new implement for use.

61,815.—Richard Dudgeon, Ifew York, X. T.—
Apparatus for Expanding and Fastening Boiler
Tv2)es.—February 5, 1867.—The hoUow stook is ope-

rated by a lever and pawl, terminating at one end in

a series* of cutting teeth. "Within this stock is a roller

stock, one 'end of which projects beyond the toothed
extremity of the first-named stock, and carries in the
projecting portion a series of rolls fitted in mortises
and prevented from becoming removed therefrom.
A tapering screw-threaded expanding rod passes
axiaUy through the inner stock and between the sev-

end rolls, the latter surrounding the rod and resting
against its surface, and not as in other similar devices,

resting in journal bearings.
Claim.—The combination in an expanding tool of

tbe following herein described implements, viz: the
roller, roller stock and free expanding instrument,
tlicse tlu'ec operating in combination substantially as

set forth.

Also, the combination in an expanding tool of the
following implements, viz: the roller, roller stock,

expaadiug instrument, and cutter for trimming the
tube, all operating in combination substantially as

set forth.

Also, the combination in an expanding tool of the
following implements, viz: the roller, roller stock,

cutter, and rachet handle for turning it, all operating
in combination substantially as set forth.

. Also, the combination in an expanding tool of the
following implements, viz: the roller, roUcr stock,

cutter, and screw feed therefor, all operating in com-
bination substantially as set forth.

61,816 A- T. Dunbar and A. McNaught,
A11)a, Pa.

—

Comhined Grain Separator and Straiu

Carrier.—Fehriuiry 5, 18()7.—The grain and straw
pass down the inclined slotted board and the teeth

of the rising" and falling beaters beneath are inter

mittingly j)i:ajj^t»;J throug-h the alqts to agitata the

straw and assist the separation of the grain there-
from.

Claim.—The separator boards G, perforated with
holes, one side of each hole being beveled ofi" as here-
in described, the reciprocating beaters E, attached
to the frame F, upon the crank shaft B, so that at
each revolution of the said crank shaft B, aU the
beaters may pass at the same time through the sepa-
rator-boards, when all are constructed and arranged
as herein set forth.

61,817.—John T. Elliott, Grand Eapids, Mich.—Clothes Dryer.—February 5, 1867.—The extensible,
radiating arms are attached to a hub, whoso axle is

vibratable in the plane of its length.
Claim.—The combination of the arms C, pivoted

and adjustable upon the projecting arms F of the
head block D, mounted on a tilting arm and operating
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

61,81S.-Jr. E. Emekson, Trenton, N. J.—Sivarte
for Sharpening Sau's.—February 5, 1867.—Improve
ment on his patent June 5, 1866.— The peculiai
bifurcated form of the cutting edge is given by the
angular recess and central ridge of the die, which
is contained in the stock of the swage.

Claim.—A swage for sharpening saw teeth pro-,

vided Avith the adjustable die B, having one or more*
recesses e, formed with a central ridge /", substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

61,819.—John M. Enos, St. Joseph,Mich.—-Steow
Engine.—February 5, 1867.—At one end of the work-
ing cylinder is placed a steam generator into which
is admitted only enough water to generate steam
to give the piston one stroke. The generating cham-
ber is connected by ports leading through a super-
heating chamber to the cylinder. A removable cyl-

inder is placed within the generator into which the
water is injected, so that it may be cou verted into
steam before it comes in contact "with the walls of the
generator.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the generating

cylinder or chamber with the steam cylinder of a
steam engine when connected by one or two j)orts

and operating substantially as and for the pm'i^oses

set forth.

Second, the arrangement within the generator of
one or more removable cylinders E F, substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

Third, the arrangement of the generator with
respect to the furnace in such a manner that after

the water is converted into steam in one part thereof
said steam passes through an intensely heated cham-
ber and becomes superheated in its passage into the
steam cylinder, substantially as si^ecified.

Fomth, the arrangement of the cold air passage A',
with respect to the generator and steam cylinder, sub-

stantiaDy as and for the pm-pos~es described.

61,820.—Dana Estes, iN^ewton, Mass.—Yentila-
ting Pipe for Houses, dc.—February 5, 1867.—Ex-
plained by'the claim.

Claim.—A ventilator made of two separate flues,

one located within and surrounded by the other, when
each flue is provided with independent openings into

the enclosed space which is to be ventikited, and is

otherwise constructed and ai'ranged substantially as
described.

61,821.-Thomas Falvey, Eacine, Wis.—Car-
riage Axle.—February 5, 1867.—The bearing is formed
by a coUar cast upon the skein, and the latter has an
iri-egular thi'cad upon it to prevent the slipping of the
collar.

Claim.—Casting or forming an irregular thread
upon the skein A, for the purpose of firmly securing
and stationing the collars D D', which are cast over
said irregular'thread, substantially as herein specified.

61,822.—Edward Farnum, Blackstone, Mass.—
Butter TForA-cr.-February 5, 1867.—The butter is

driven by the plunger through the foraminous parti-

tion, issuing in long slivers, and is deposited in the

drawer in a vermicular state in a favorable condition
for the incorporation of salt. The buttermilk flows

into a pan.
Claim.—T\\Q improved butter Avorkiug machine

above described consisting of the case A, with its
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foraminous partition a and drawer &, for the plunger
C, and lever D, or its eciuivalent, as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

61,S23.—Edward Farxum and George W.
Scott. Blackstone, 'isia.ss.—Husking 2Iac}nne.—¥(ih-
ruary 5, 18(i7.—The stalks are placed on the floor and
drawn through tho rollers ; the ear being kept back
by the retaining bars, is thereby broken off, a portion
of the liusk going with the stalk. The ear passes
down a chutc'and thence along the trough formed by
tho proximity of two endless aprons which strip off

the remaining husk.
Claim.—The improved stripping and husking

raachiuc as composed of fluted rollers e e\ the hold-

back bars r r, the endless aprons q q, the bridge b*,

and the horizontal bars a' «\ combined, and operating
in connection with the hopper or chute d, substanti-
ally in manner as specified.

Also, the peculiar construction and arrangement or
combined action of the two stripping rollers e' c', and
bars r r, essentially in manner and for the purpose as
before described.
Also, in combination with tliis arrangement of tho

rollers e e^, and with the cliato d, the inclined bars or
"hold" backs r r, substantially as before explained.
Also, the emplo}T:ueut of the two endless aprons q q,

as a means of husl^ing or completing the husking of
the ears of corn, in manner and for the purpose as set

forth.

Also, in combination with tho endless aprons q q,

the transverse bars «' a^, as and for the purpose betore
set forth and explained.

61,824.—J. A. A. Fontaine. :NreAvTork, IST. T.—
Aerial Bailroad.—Fohruarj 5, 1867.—The weight of
the car is counterbalanced by an attached balloon.
Tlie cigar shaped car is driven by steam, the deeply
indented side wheels traveling upon wii-es which rest
upon brackets whose flanges project into the circum-
ferential depressions in the wlieels.

Claim.—First, the combination of the balloon car
A, with the structure C, driving shaft F, sailM, when
arrauii-ed and applied in connection with an elevated
trackli, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown^and described.
Second, the posts L, provided with arm I and V, for

the purpose of continuing the track K, substantially
as herein shown and described.

61,825.—Catharine A. Griswold, "Willimantic,
Conn.

—

Corset.—February 5. 1867.—The flexible me-
tallic strips are connected by belts and by an inter-

lacing cord dov/n the back.
Claim.—The body supporter, consisting of the

strips A, extending around the shoulders and provided
with the straps C and D, and the cord a, all arranged
for joint action substantially as herein shown and
described.

61,826.—Alfred Guthrie, Wardell Guthrie,
and TnojiAS L. HuiiES, Chicago, 111.— Water Indi-
cator/or Boilers.—Tchrnary 5, 1867.—The float and
weight arc suspended in the boiler from the respec-
tive ends of a chain wMch passes over a shaft whose
exterior finger indicates the height ofwater upon a dial.

Claim.—The combination of the floating weight
with its equivaleiit counter balance weight operating
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth
and described.

61,82r.—T7iLLi.Vii L. Halt.er, Carlisle, Pa.—
Fruit,Tar.—February .5, 1867.—The rim of the bottle
fits in a groove in the lid, and a shoulder on the inside
of the flange of the lid presses upon the collar round
the neck of the jar.

Claim.—A glass jar having a conical neck, having
a rubber ring movable on its exterior and depressed
by the shoulder o', of the lid C, whose groove a'^, in
combination with the lip a, forms a nearly tight joint
to keep the fruit from contact with the rubber, the
whole aiTanged substantially as described and rcpro
sentcd.

61,828—G. W. Hatfield, Helton, Ind.—Culti
vator Ploiv.—February 5, 1867.—This is an iron struc
ture consisting of two beams lield together by pecu-
liarly formed braces, clips, and keys. The handles
are attached in a similar maimer.

Claim.—First, the loop B, clips C, and keys or
wedges D, all arranged to secure the front ends of tho
beams A together, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Second, the beams A A, handles E E, brace K, _

held together by the clips F F, and key G, when all

'

ai-e combined and arranged as herein set forth.

61,829.—tTarad Hawthorn, Coshocton, Ohio.—
Converting Motion.—February 5, 1867.—The frame
has two racks and these are brought to bear alter-

nately upon a pinion, being on opposite sides and
brought alternately into action by the oscillation of
the rack ; the action of each upou the pinion is to
otate it in tho same direction.

Claim.—The reciprocating rack frame A A', B B',

guided in an oscillating yoke E, and engaging alter-

nately with opposite sides of a pinion "H, so as to
impart continuous rotation thereto substantially as
described.
Further, the tappet C C, to reverse the position of

tho rack-frame as described.

61,830.—T. Hazard and J. M. Eichardson,
Wilmington, Ohio.—Door /Sto^?.—February 5, 1867.—
A pad of India-rubber is placed in a metallic case
inserted in the jamb to receive the impact of the
door. Flanges upon both rubber and case enable it to
be fixed in position in a hole of proper size, bored in
the jambs of the door.
Claim.—The combination of the case A C and

shouldered elongated cushion B, when constructed
and adapted for use in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.

®1,S31.—Herman C. Heermance, Claverack,
N. T.

—

Matting for Carpet Lining, dl-c.—February 5,

1867.—Grasses or other elongated vegetable growths
are served together so as to form the body of the fabric,

while the thread acts as a warp to hold the said weft
together.
Claim.— First, a matting composed of straw,

grasses, rushes, or other similar vegetable growths,
sewed together in the manner substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with a matting constructed
as herein described of sheets of paper or other thin
fabric, secured upon one or both sides thereof by
means of the sewing that constitutes the warp thereof,

substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose speci-
fied.

61,832.— Jerome Hibbard, Prospect Lake,
Mich.

—

Gate.—February 5, 1367.—The diagoaully-sot
posts ai'o connected by a bar which carries the pivot
of the swing bar from' which the gate is suspended.
The gate slides on the swing bar and is then horizon-
tally rotated 90° by the l^ar.

Claim.—First, pivoting the gate L, by means of tho
swing bar I, to the cross" bar C, connecting the two
rear posts A and B, substantiaDy as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the swing bar I and downwardly-projecting
arms J and K, constructed, an'anged, and operated
in the manner described, in combination with the rear
and front gate posts A B D E, and with the front

uprights l^ l^ of the gate L, substantiafly as described
and for the pm'pose set forth.

61,833.—Philip Hill, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor
to himself and W. B. Curry, same i^lace.—Damp-
ing Apparatus.—February .">, 1867; antedated Jan-
uary 28, 1867—The band of cloth passes over the
roller, and its lower portion is sulimcrged in the Avater

of the cu^. By rotating the roller a newly wetted
portion ot cloth is exposed to wet the object presented
thereto.
Claim.—First, the cup A, 'band a, and roUcr B, or

its equivalent, the whole being constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the reservoir D. in combination with tho

cup A, and the roller and band, or their equivalents,

for the purpose set forth.

61,834.—TTtlliamB.Hoavard, Baltimore, Md.—
Shutter Fastening.—February 5, 1867.—The shutter
has a bracket with double cheeks, bcfueeu which is

engaged a hinged gravitating catch attached to a
I bracket on the jamb. Tho catch is raised by an
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inclined face of one cheek, and is locked by falling

into place between the two cheeks.
Claim.—The ai'rangemcnt of the tumbler bracket

C D and the check bracket F G E, constructed and
operating substantially as described and i-epresented.

6J,S35—Jajies Ixgram, ITew York, 1^. T.—
Hoistuig Machine for Cellars.—February 5, 1867.

—

A pair of screws are combined witli a sustaining
frame and actuating gearing moved by a crank han-
dle. Their ofdce is to raise a platform'from the level
of the cellar floor to that of the floor above.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shaft ?i, gears and
handle for rotating the screws e c, in combination
with the guide bars b b and platform I, as set forth, to
form a hoistuig machine for cellars or buildings, as
specified.

61,836.—Thomas Jobe, Clarksville, Ohio.—0«Z-
tivafor.—February 5, 1867.—When the plows are at
work their beams rest upon an adjustable bar in the
rear of the axle, and thcu- depth is thereby regulated.
The beams arc pivoted to the front bai" of the frame,
and vertically adjusted by levers pivoted to the bridge
piece.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plow beams G-

and levers H, applied "to the fi-ame of the device, in
combination with the adjustable bar- a, at the rear of
the axle B, all ai-ranged to operate substantially in the
manjier as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,S3r—Jajies M. Keep, :N'ew York, K". Y.—
Toij Cross Bote.—February 5, 1867.—The bow is se-

cured to the stock as usual, and the shaft of tue arrow
slips within a short tube wMch forms a holder.

Claim.—The construction of a bow and stock or
handle, with the arrow guide, substantially as and for

the purposes herein described.

61,838.-EiCHAKD EJETCHAM, South Dausvillc,
IN. Y.

—

Fence Post.—February 5. 16G7.—The post is

made in two sections, uniting"'in a vertical line, pass-
ing through the mortises which receive the boards,
and is secured by flanged feet and spikes to the grouud.
An extra, notched side piece permits the attachment
of a renev>-ed panel or a set of bar rails.

Claim.—First, the combination of the iron spikes
or stakes B with the flanges a^ of the posts A, sub-
stantially as herein shown'and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the iron brace G-, notched bar F, in combi-
nation with the post A, when aU constructed and
arranged as herein set forth, as and for the pm'pose
specified.

61,839.—J. E. Kleix, Oskaloosa, Iowa.—Gate
Latch.—^February 5, 18G7.—Two semicircular, gravi-

tating slotted plates ai'C pivoted on the adjacent faces
of the gate post. The gate strikes one, which per-

mits the other to fall as a detent or button to hold the
gate closed. The one in the face next the gate acts

as a detent for the other to allow the gate to pass it.

Claim.—The plates a and a', constructed as de-

scribed and used, substantially as and for the pui'poses
hereiji set forth.

61,840.—George T. Lape, ^sTew York, IST. Y.—
Carpenter's Gauge.—February 5, 1867.—The gauge
has t\ro sliding bars, one of Avhich has a rack upon
its upper side moved by a pinion, whose shaft is jour-

naled in the head block : by turning a button head on
the pinion shaft the bar is slipped longitudiuaUy,
and is retained at its adjustment ])y the clampiiig
screw in the head.

Claivti.—An improved joiner's gauge formed of

two sliding longitudinal sections A A', combined with
the rack a' and pinion «, the set screws a g', the head
block D, and the double marking points «d', arranged
and operating as and for the puriJoses herein described,

61,841.—Chas. E. F. Lewis, Washington, D. C.
assignor to himself and C. M. Alexander, same
place.— Washing *7«'eW.—Februai-y 5, 1867.—A cor
rugated palra-sliield or armor protects the person
and forms an efteotivc surface for rubbing, or upon
which to rub the clothes.

Claim.—The corrugated or ribbed shield or guard,
when so constructed and arrangctl as to protect the
iusidc of the hand and forearm and to perform the

functions of a wash board, in tlic manner and for the
pm-pose set forth.

61,842.—Charles T.Lierxur, Frankfort on the
Main, Germany.

—

Sewer.—Februtiry 5, 1867.—Wheu
the stop cocks 'are closed the air is exhausted i'rom
the reservoir, and by opening the stop cocks consecu-
tively the contents are drawn into the reservoir with-
out the emission of bad odor.
Claim.—The method herein described of cleaning

privies, sinks, &c., consisting of an air-tight reservoir
A, sank in the street and connecting with several
privies and sinl;s by pipes B, provided with stop
cocks a, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

61,843.—Wjt. B. Mason, Boston, Mass.—A'amZ
Stamp.—February 5, 1867.—After an impression, the
type rises and detaches the pawl, releasing the inidug
device, which swings up against the face of the type.
In descending, the type betl displaces the inker, which
is maintainectin a perpendicidar position until again
detached.
Claim.—First, the disk X, with a notch, in combi-

nation with the pawl P, to hold the inking pad clear
of the type and plate when they are raised.

Second, so arranging and operating the plateD that
it shall release the pawl P and let the inldng pad
swing against the type plate and ink it, substautiaUy
as described.

61,844.—Samuel McCasibridge, Philadelphia,
Pa,

—

Car Brake.—February 5, 18G7,—A chain runs
the entire length of the traiJi and takes turns around
sheaves in heads of levers which operate the brakes

;

the force may be applied to the chain at the engine,
and the application of the brakes begins with the
rear car, thus preventing cars from running together.

Claim.—The combination of the chain E,'"connected
at each end as described, with the sheaves e in the
ends of the levers D, and the fixed sheaves d arranged
as described, the chain taking a half turn around each
sheave throughout the whole train of cars, substan-
tially as described and for the pm-pose specified.

61,845.—Charles A. McCaughan, Moscow,
Teun,

—

Machine for Thinning Cotton Playits.—Feb-
ruary 5, 1867.—Sliares suspended from the carriage
frame pass on each side of the row of plants. A cut-
ter swings transversely and chops gaps in the rows
of plants, leaving them in hills. The cutter is at-

tached by compound levers to the frame, and is oper-
ated by gearing and endless chain connection to the
driving wheels.

Claim.—The double scraper F, attached to sus-

pended frame E, combined with the double trans-

verse cutter (/, operated by the swinging fi-ame ft, for

the purpose of thinning cotton plants in a row at one
operation, constructed and operating substantially as
herein described.

61,846 Samuel McClaix, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Whistle and Bird Call.—Fo^ovxiAxy 5, 1867,-The con-
cave edge of the semi-anniflus is placed in the mouth,
the teeth resting on the perforated plate. By breath-
ing upon the membrane it is vibrated, and the tension
being regulated by the pressm-c of the teeth, difiercnt

notes are produce'd.
Claim.— The construction and an-augemont of

pieces A A B and C, substantially iu the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

61,847 JAitES G. McGrew, Caledonia,Minn.—
Seeding Machine.—February 5, 1867.—The triangular
frame has a series of shovels, and at its rear carries

a seeder whose feed shaft is rotated by a wheel whoso
peripheral spokes penetrate the soU. "The wheel thus
forms a motor for the seeder as the niacliine advances.

Claim.—First, the application of the traction wheel
C, provided with spokes O, to the triangular frameA
and to the axle C of the cylinder D, substantially as

and for the purpose herein shov/n and described.

Second, the application of the shovel plows a a to

the triangular frame A, when in com])ination with
the wheel C, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

61,848.-Harrison B. Meech, Fort Edward, N.
Y.—Treating Strata a7ul other Materials for the

Manufactui-e of Paper Pitlp.—FQbxnaxy 5, 1867.—
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The straw is cut into short lengths and soaked in hot

Avater in a rotary boiler, after -n-hich the irater is

pumped off and the air exhausted from the boiler.

A sokition of soda ash. lime, salt, sulphuric acid, and
Avater is then allowed to flow into the boiler, and a
pressure of from 40 to 100 lbs. to the square inch is

produced by means of a pump : after this the contents
are boiled until the straw is disiutegrated.

Claim.—Yirst. the composition and manner of con-
stituting the boiling liquor iu the manner aud for the
purpose" hereinbefore substtmtially set forth and
described.
Second, the manner of applying a boiling liquor to

the stock by first producing the vacuum, in the man-
ner and for the purpose as is hereinbefore described.

Third, the comi)ination of the improved liquor,

with the manner of applying the same bj' tlio produc-
tion first of a vacuum, "substantially in' the manner
and for the purpose above described.

61,S49.—George H. Mellex, Alexandria, Ya.

—

Coinpo.iition for Maldiij Elastic Hand Stamps.—
I'ebruary 5, 18G7.—Composed of glue, 8 parts

;
gly-

cerine, 8"; su^ar, 4 ; plumbago, -2.
; steatite, 2 ; isinglass,

1 : mixed and molded.
Claim.—The combining of the above ingredients

to form, when boiled, a new and useful composition
of matter for the purposes above described, and the
coating of the same when set and cold with a varnish
of shellac to render the face of the composition imper-
A-ious to dampness and the immediate effects of the
weather, and so that the compositiou produces a clear
and shfu-p edge and surface from the mold or matrix
without any blow holes or other imperfections, sub-
stantially as described.

61,850 A. J. Mills, Scott, :N". Y.—Churn.—
Februai-y 5, 1807.—The box has two rotar}- dashers
which move in opposite directions, their exterior
pinions being engaged by tiie outer and inner gears
ou the rim of the master wheel.
Claim.—The arrangement of the square or oblong

box A. with its ridge X, formed by the interior bottom
C C, shafts G H, with their interlapping arms i and
exterior gear wheels D E and E, ,Avhcu constructed,
arranged, and operating as set forth.

61 ,851.—William Moller, 2^ew York, iST. Y.—
Co(jU.i(j Animal Coal.—Eebruary 5, 1867.—The hot,

reburnt coal is poured into hopp"ers, passed through
au anaular opening and then through pipes into a car.

Tlic plates against which it passes are kept cool by a
current ofcold air through a surrounding channel. The
tops of the plates may be arranged so as to fonn a
railroad car track, over which trucks containing the
hot coal may travel.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
diagonal plates B and' D, forming chambers for the
purpose of facilitating the cooling of animal coal,

substantially as- set foith and described.

61,852.—AuoTTST MoRAVEK, Ilosnyo,Hungary.—
Corn Harvester.—February .5. 18tJ7.—The stalks, a'fter

having been cut by combined stationary aiul rotary
cutters, ore camcd by an endless toothed apron upon
a wagon body having a nioA able lx)ttom. "When a
sufficient quantity of" stalks has accumulated upon
the movable bottom it is .moved backward by the
driver by means of a lever aud connecting rod" and
the stalks are discharged from the machine.

Claim.—The movable portion I of the bottom of
the Avagon body, in combination Avith the endless
elevating apron G, stationary cutter E, aud rotary
cutters//, all arranged to operate substantially as
shown and described.

61,853.- W. A. MuxN-. Milwaukee, "Wis.-
Attachinrf Spouts to Sheet iletal Vessels.—February
5, 18()7.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

'

C7ai;;i.—Attaching the spout to the body of a
sheet metal vessel with a double seam, substantially
as herein shown and described.

61,854.—Ira Muxson, Wayne. Wich.—Scraper.
—February 5, 18(i7.— The fi-ame has a pole and
shovel, the latter being adjustable to any angle or
depth desired l)v means of a lever-catch attached to
the pole.

Claim.—The frame E, tongue A, lever-catch D,

arms &', and shovel C, all constructed, aiTanged, and
operating as herein set forth, tor the purpose specified.

61,855.—"Willl\m iSr.vsii, New Britain, Conn.

—

Saiv Set.—February 5, 1867.—The saw is held between-
the points of the jaws and the teeth set by V-shaped
projections. One of the jaws carries au adjustable
gmde plate. A set screw regulates the set given.
Claim.—The circular-jointed parts A and B, Avith

theii- guides, dies, set screws, and spring, Avhen con-
structed, arranged, and used for forming a saAV set,

in the manner as specified.

61,850.—Exos S. ISTiciiOLS, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to J. H. Puextice, Brooklyn, In . Y.

—

Curved
Spring for Hat

.
I^rims.—February 5, 1867.—The

under roller has a steady revolving motion, and the
upper roller, beside the rotary, has a rocking motion,
giving the varying pressure to the spring.
Claim.—Producing a curvature or tendencj' to ctu*-

vature in springs adapted for sustaining the brims of
hats by passing them thi'ough rolls adapted to draAV
the edges alteruat<?ly on one side and the other, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose herein specified.

61,857.—Charles Page, "West Meriden, Conn.—
Top Driver or Spinner.—February 5, 1867*—The top
string acts ou a reversible spindle,"either end of Arliich

fits into a central socket of the top. The unwinding
of the string in spinning Avith one end of the spindle,
winds it for the use of the other end.
Claim.—The combination of the cord or tape with

the pressers or rollers and the diiving spindle arranged
in the handle of the di'iver, for operation, substan-
tially as specified.

61,858,—MvRY E. Parsoxs, Hdlsdale, Mich.,
administratrix of the estate of MiLO J. Paesoxs,
deceased.— Washing Machine.—February .5, 1867.

—

The revolving fluted roller operates in conjunction
Avith a concentric series of rollers to A\-ork the clothes
in the suds.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
crowned or curved springs H, the bai'S or springs E,
and standards J, with eacli other and with the box or
tab A and cylinder C, substantially as herein shown
and described.

61,859.—Ja^ies X, Pease, Panama, N. Y.—
Adjustable Handle for Shovels and Forks.—Februaiy
.5, I867.—The handle is for attachment to a shovel or
fork stale, at a point where it Avould otherwise be
grasped by the lower hand.
Claim.—The supplemental handle attachment,

constructed substantially as shown and described, for
the purpose of being applied to the stale or handles
of shovels, manure forks, and other similai- imple-
ments, as set forth.

61,860.-Chas. E. Peddle, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Pnemnatic Brake for Railroad Cars.—FelniiaiT 5,

1667.—Steam from the steam chest may be turned at
will into the air pipe which connects" to pneumatic
cylinders on the car trucks. The piston of each of
these cylinders operates through a cross-head and
bell-crank levers to Avork the brakes.

Claim.—The combination of the steam cylinders,
steam pipes, and steam chests of a locomotive with
air pipes E H extending the Avliole length of a train
of cars, the valves F in the steam chests aud the air
cylinders li proAuded Avith pistons L connected with
the brake mechanism of the cars, to oi)erate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose sot
forth.

Also, the lever iST connected to the rod M of piston
L and to the bent or right-angular levers P P, to which
the rods c c of the levers Q arc connected, for the pur-
pose of transmitting the power to the brakes, substan-
tially as shown and described.

61 ,861.--Jordan H. Phillips, St. Louis, Mo.—
Propeller.—February 5, 1867 ; antedated January 30,

1866.—The paddles 'are hung on jointed frames "and
actuated by eccentrics so tliat they shall be extended
during their Avorking stroke and withdrawn during
their Ixick stroke.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho
paddles G, levers F, eccentrics E, rods or bars H,
lovers I, aud rods K, with each other and with tho
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di iviug shaft B, substantially as described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

61 ,862.—Orris Pier, Wimhall, Yt.—Horse Hake.
—Febrnai-y 5. 18(;7.—The rake ft-ame and its operating:
mechanism are centrally pivoted to the main frame so

that the rake can adapt itself to inequalities of the
ground by SAvinging on an axis at right angles to the
line of draft.

Claim.—The bar H pivoted at its center to the
fi-ame D, haviug the connecting bar L of the lever J
pivoted on its upper side and the connecting rods I
of the rake head G pivoted at its rear, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

61,863.— Luke A. Plumb, Biddeford, Me.

—

Nurse Stove.—Pebruary 5, 1867.—The conical frame
surrounding the lamp supports a sheet ii'on vessel of
an inverted conical form which has a conical central
tube for the reception of the lamp chimney. Side
openings in the central tube and surrounding vessel
aUoTv the escape of the caloric ciu-rent. The matter
to be heated is placed in a metal cup upon the heat
chamber.
Claim.— Pii-st, the combination of the lamp

chimney C, heating vessel D, tube E, and skeleton
frame c", arranged and operating iu the manner and
for the pm-pose herein specified.

Second, in combiaation with the above, the reflector

E*, constructed and applied iu the manner herein rep-
resented and described.

61,864.—Dan'l R. Pratt, Worcester, Mass., as-

signor to J. Marcus Pice, same place.

—

Spike Ma-
cJiine.—February 5, 1867.—The jointed handle dies for

holding the spikes ai-e carried in the sockets of a re-

volving disk which works in combination with a sim-
Uai" disk caii-yiug heading dies. The disks revolve in
opposite directions and so as to cause the heading
pressm-e in the du'cctiou of the length of the spike.

Claim.—Fii-st, the divided holding die B hinged
together and made with handles and of tapering shape
fi-om top to bottom, with a shoulder on the outer sur-

face.

Second, in combination with the holding die B, a
revolviug pocket made fast to one of the revolving
wheels with a corresponding tapering surface on the
inside and a shoulder to receive the i^ressure of the
heading die while the head is being formed on the bar
of metal.
Thu'd, in machines for heading bai-s of metal in

which rolls are used substantially as herein described,
placing the blank at such an angle in the die that
when the end of the blank or bai-' cxjmes in contact
with the heading die the pressui'c will be in a line

coincident with the axis of the blank or nciirly so, as
set forth,

61,865.—James W. Prestox, ISTewton, Mass.,
assignor to A. B. Ely.—Breech-Loading Fire-arm.—
February 5, 18C7.—The reai- end of a musket barrel is

ciit away at top for the reception of a hinged plug-
block, which, when open, falls upon the barrel, and
when shut is held by a spring catch which is released
by pressure on a projection of its operating lever.

A i^assage leads through the block from the usual
nipple to the cartridge. A claw at the front of the
block tears the rear end of the cartridge.

Claim.—First, iusertiug the solid plug in the bar-
rel of the giiu instead of the breech, when constructed,
arranged, and operating in the manner substantially
as described.
Second, the combination and aiTangeihent ofthe plug

consti'ucted aud inserted substantially as described
with the locking bolt, constructed, 'an-anged, and
operating substantially as set forth.

61,866.—J" L-i.ioH. PtAE. Syracuse, X. Y.—Treat-
ing Auriferous and Argentiferous Ores.—February 5,

1867.—Tlic ores in a p owdered state arc put into a
tank aud mixed with cyanide of potash or other salt,

which will produce a solution of the precious metals
by the aid of a current of electricity. A wire cage of
platinum revolves in the vessel and' is connected with
the positive pole of a galvanic battery. The other
pole is connected with a plate of copper on which the
gold or silver is deposited after being dissolved.
Claim.—First, the within describoil process of treat-

ing auriferous or argeutiferous rock by exposing the

same to the combined action of a current of electricity
and of suitable solvents or chemicals, substantially
such as herein specified, or any others which wiU pro-
duce the same effect.

Second, separating gold or silver from the rocks
containing the same by the action or aid of electricity,
substantially as described.
Third, using tlie agitator B as an electrode, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,867—Geo. P. Reed, Boston, Mass.—Eegu-
lator for Timepieces.—February 5, 1867.—The iudi.
eating end of the regulator lever has a spring on one
side and a set screw on the other, by which it is moved-
Claim.—The combination of an adjusting screw

and spring with tlie index lever of a common watch
regTdator, substantially in manner and so as to operate
such lever as specified.

61,868—Jacob Reese, Pittsburg, 'Pa.—Fasten-
ing for Bale Hoops.—Fchmary 5, 1867.—The flat-

tened ring is attached to one end of the hoop and the
other end passed thi-ough and rebent upon it.

Claim.—Fu-st, the hoop c constructed aud attached
substantially as described to one end of a metaLUc
hoop and of a sufficient size to admit the opposite end
of such hoop, so that when such opposite end is passed
through and folded back in either of the forms do-
scribed, it will be held in place either by the outward
pressure of the bale or by sleeves n n\ one or more.
Second, compressing the folded end of a hoop at or

neai" the point of folding by the joint action of the
loop c and bale, or of the'loop c and sleeve /(, for the
purpose of preveutiutr the slipping of the hoop at the
point of fastening, sul)stantially as described.

Third, the sleeves n n' of the metallic hoop in com-
bination with the loop c, for the pm-pose of fastening
bale hoops, substantially in the manner described.

61,869.—J. TTvatt Reid. Js^ew York, Is". Y.—
Steam Generator.—Februaiy 5, 1867.—A removable
cap is i^laced directlj- over the vertical tubes to change
the direction of the caloric curi-ents and afford acce'ss

to the upper ends of the tubes for repairs.
Claim.—The arrangement of the flues C C, re-

movable cap E, shell B, jacket A, and fm-nace D,
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

61,870.-Francis C. Rentier, Ladiesburg, Md.
—Fertilizer:—YchvaaYj 5, 1807.—To 1,600 lbs. of rich
eai-th is added 100 lbs. saltpeter, 200 lbs. sulphate of
ammonia, and 100 lbs. bone flour. The mixtiu"c is

heaped up to sweat.
Claim.—The combination of the several ingredients

as previously described, or in any manner substantially
the same and for the purposes set forth, the effect of
which is to furnish a"cheap fertilizer and at the same
time one which may be economically used and yet
supply the soU with the largest amount of ammonia.

61,871.—Dax'l T. Robinsox, Boston, Mass.—
Machine for Cutting Straw and Hay.—February 5,

1667.—One end of the knife is carried by the depe'nd-
ing arm of the rectangular lever and the other on a
swinging bar, which gives a downward di-aw cut.

Claim.—The special adaptation tothe purposes of a
y cutter of the mechanism before described, cou-

sistingof the lever a, swinging arm d, knives cand/,
and spring g, applied to and supported by the bracket
b, substantially as described.

61,872 Robert Robixson, Xew York. N. Y.—
Lockup Safety- Valve.—Februarys. 1867.—The lever
and weights are enclosed in a lockup chamber which
the steam does not enter, so that they are secure from
any not possessed of the key aud can be inspected at
any time. A rod passing throngh the chamber top
enables the engineer to blow off,"but affords no facil-

ity for holding' down the valve.
'Claim.—First, the plates K and L, separately, re-

movable when so arranged as to afford access to either
chamber F or G without openiug the other.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

valve chamber F, weis'ht chamber G, partition E,
blow-oft' C, valve D, and lever H, substantially as aud
for the purposes set forth.

61,873— D. B. Rogers. Pittsburg, Vt^.— Rail-

road Car l'n<c^.—February 5, 1867.—Thejournal boxes
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arc bolted to side bars, Tivhich enclose a spring whose
two ends are pivoted to a central shackle and have
boiiring by shoulders on a series of transverse spring

plates.

Claim.—An improved car truck to which is attached

the spring g, or its solid counterpart, when the same
is pivoted or otherwise applied at R, and its central

connections coutroled and supported by means of

metallic springs enclosed in a casing with the lid H
and catch I," or their equivalent, to hold them in posi

tion, as and for the purpose herein described.

Also, in combination with the devices mentioned
above, the side bars K when bolted to either side of

the journal bos vertically, in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

61,874.—P. RosEXBi^\TT, Greenville, Tcun,
Door and Windo^v Sank Fastener.—February 5, 1867.

—The corrugated tapering plate has prongs on one
side to catch in the frame.
Claim.—The fastener A, consisting of a plate or

bar B, tapering in thickness at one end and at the
other provided with a series of tcetli or prongs a, sub-

Btautially as described for the purposes specified.

Also, the corrugations c of the fastener plate B,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

61,875.— Albert D. Eust, Vernon. Mich.—
Clothes Line a7id Clamp.—February 5. 1867.—The
wire clasps slip upon the galvanized metallic clothes
line and secm'O the clothes to the latter.

Claim.—A clothes line formed of links of wire,
galvanized, in combination with a wii-e clothes fast-

ener, arranged and operating in the manner herein
described.

61,876.—Justin Ryan, TVaukegan, Tn.—2Iami-
faxture of Soap.—February 5, 18G7.—Composed of
beef tallow, Gi lbs. ; dark rosin, 3} lbs. ; soft water, 12
lbs. ; lime, li lb.. ; sal soda, 6^ lbs. ; boras, li oz. ; stdt-

peter, i oz., : and beeswas, H oz.

Claim.—A soap made of the ingredients herein
specified and mixed together, substantially in the
manner and about in the proportion set forth.

61,877.-N^APOLEON Sarony, ]S^ew York, l!7. T.—Holder for Retouching Photograx>Me Negatives.—
February 5, 1867.—The negatives are secm-ed in a
frame made in two parts hinged by their edges. One
jportioa has a reflecting. miiTor and the other is ad-
justable to occupy different angles, and has a nest of
removable Ijames' adapted to different sizes of nega-
tives.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable main
frame sections A B, mirror b, and independent frames
or holders C C, substantially as and/or the purposes
specified.

Also, the combination with the same of the hinged
Bupport h, essentially as shown and described.

, 61,878.—John Scanlan, Chicago, 'H^.—Felt Roof-
ing.—February 5, 1867.—The fabric is composed of a
layer of dry felt, a layer of canvas, and two layers of
felt saturated with coal tar, and aiTanged to lap upon
each other on the roof.
Claim.—As a new article of mannfaeture, the roof-

ing composed of the materials and arranged as herein
specified.

61,879.-Peter and Peter J. Schmitt, Water-
loo, T[\.—Grain Z>n7L—February 5. 1867.—Improve-
ment on their patent Apiil 24,' 1866. The longitu-
dinal shaft in the seed box has blocks by which the
holes are alternately closed and opened, the seed be-
ing stiiTcd by pins upon the blocks. The motion of
the bar is regulated by the distance from its axial cen-
ter of the pitman whereby it is actuated. The seed
hole^ are opened or closed by the motions of the shoes,
through the medium of a lever beneath the seed bos.
The upper slide is connected by a lever to the horizon-
tal wheel and the latter to an index; the graduated
ailjnstment is retained by a thumbscrew on the wheel.
C'iavm.—First, the metal or wooden blocks or valves

n, which are secured to the feed bar D and the pins
0, which are attached to the blocks 7!, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.
Second, the slotted crank p of the feed bar D, oper-

ating substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and (Jpscribed.

Third, the slotted lever K, which is pivoted to tho
seed bos A, and whereby the flow of tho seed may bo
automatically regulated, substantially as herciu de-
scribed and "shown.
Fourth, the thumb screw I, in combination with the

slot m \\\ the wheel/, for the pm'pose of securing the
bar B in any desired position, substantially as herein
shown and described.

Fifth, the hand i' and indes i", in combination -\dth
the rod i, wheel /, and handle ft, all made and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

61,880.—John J. Sekrell, Hudson county, IT.

J.

—

Apparatus for Collecting Floating Oil.—Febru-
ary 5, 1867.—T)ic divergent booms rigged out from
the prow of the vessel are partially submerged, and
lead ths oU to the skimmer, Avhenee'it is pumped into
a tank, being delivered therein with such force as to
create ebullition.

Claim.—First, the combination of a floating vessel
containing a tank for the rece[)tion of oil, witli an arm
or arms placed diagonally to the motion of or through
the water, substanti:illy as and for the pui-poses set
forth.

Second, combining with an oil-collecting apparatus
a movable boom or ann, fitted substantially as speci-
fied, so as to be drawn or extended, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, in combination with an apparatus for collect-

ing surface oil, substantially as herein described, a
pump for producing a violent agitation of the oil and
water, for the purpose of removing the oil from foreign
substances, as set forth.

Fourth, in combination with an oil-collecting appa-
ratus, substantially as set forth, a vat and pipe, in
which the pipe opens below the surface of the oil, so
that the impurities will be separated, as set forth.

61,881.—James Seward Clitheroe and Henry
Sjiitii, Enfield, England.— Steam Generator.—Felv
ruary 5, 1867.—A se'ilimcnt collector is placed witliin
the boiler on a line con-esponding to the water level,

and has a series of compartments divided from each
other by partitions of gradually increasing height,
and communicating with a discharge pipe for con-
ducting off' the sediment.
Claim.—A sediment or scum collector for steam

boilers, provided with a series of compartments divi-

ded from each other by partitions of gradually increas-
ing height, and comm'uuicatiug with a discharge pipe
or pipes, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

61,882.—Z. B. Shannon, Port "Washington, Ohio.—Rotary Pump.—February 5, 1867.—The water is

raised by a turbine pump actuated by a water wheel.
The check paddles prevent the vertical motion of the
water in the penstock.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

elevator A, penstock D, and cheek paddles H, con-
structed and operating substantially as described, and
for the pm-poses set forth.

61,883.-1. M. Singer, Paris, Franco.— (?««>•(?

for Carriages.—Fcbruaiy 5, 1867.—The hood on the
carnage Avheel is attached to the running gears in-

stead of to the body, and always maintains its proper
relation to the whe"el.

Claim.—First, a caiTiage guard or hood covering,
or extending over the sides and top of the tire or rim
of the wheel, substantially as shown and described.
Second, the combination Avith a wheel and axle, or

the etiuivalents thereof, whose positions relativel}' to
the body of the wagon or other vehicle are variable,

of a carriage guard so arranged as to constantly mabi-
tain the same proximity or relative position to the
wheel, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination with a carnage guard or
hood covering the top and sides of the wheels of the
arms or supports by which the said guard is held, sub-

stantially as shown and set forth. •

Fourth, the method of uniting the guard with the
arms or supports, by which it is held, by means of an
clastic and detachable connection, substantially as

shown and for the purposes set forth.

61,884.- Amor S.mith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Ma-
chine for Cutting Cracklings.—February 5, 1867.

—

CrackUngs, Sec, are comminuted to a condition fit for

manui'os Dy means of the grinding disk, whose teeth
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are frustums of cones, whose axes arc Tcrtical to the
plane of the disk and their bases presented outward.

Claim.—A cutter for reducing compressed animal
matter, constructed substantially as described.

01,8S5.—H. B. Smith, Eureka, in.—Plow Attach-
ment— FebTimry .5, ]8f)7.— The plow beam is sus-

pended by a curved rod from the tongue, and is drawn
by the usual clevis attachment. The rear support of
tlic plow is from the bent axle of the carriage, by whose
adjustment the deptli of furrow is regulated.
Claim.—Th-fA, the tongue 0, attached to a curved

bar M on the plow beam A, by means of a clip N, in

such a manner that a universal joint connection will

be obtained, substantia^ as and for the purpose set

forth.

Seconi, the attaching of the plow beam A to the
frame D, througli the medium of the clip H. attached
to the frame, and having the plow beam fitted in it,

substantially as described.
Third, tlio adjustable wheel E, fitted on the crank

arms a, and adjusted by the lever F, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Eourtlh tlie bar K, or an equivalent chain attached
to the clip H, and extending along underneath the
plow beam, and connected at its front end to the clevis

at the front end ot the plow beam, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

61,886.—Daniel E. Soirns, Washington, D.C.—
Moistening, Cooling, and Wanning Air.—February
5, 1867.—Systems of warming and cooling devices are
combined with* means for adding moisture to the air

used in ventilating buildings. The air is conducted
through a tunnel excavated to a deptli of uniform
temperature. The same pipes and tubes are wsed
either for heating or cooling, as required, and instru-

ments are used for indicatiug the hygrometric con-
dition of the air.

Claim.—First, securing and regulating a h.lgh or
low tempei-ature of air, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, moistening and purifying the air, substan-

tially as set torth.

Third, the combination of the devices herein de-

scribed for moistening, with the devices for cooling
and warming air.

Fourth, the series of skylights constructed with air

spaces between them, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Fifth, the false roof above the skylights, substan-
tially as described, in combination with the series of
skylights, as and for the purpose set forth.

61,887.—James F. Spence, 'Winiamsburgh, IS".

Y., assignor to himself and Alfred Phlips, New
York, N. Y.

—

Gas Ai:>paratus.—February 5, 18(i7.

—

A series of S-shaped jiipes are arranged in the interior

of the hollow drum which revolves in the interior of
a vessel partially filled with hydrocarbon oil. The
steam and hydrocarbon vapor are introduced into the
central space, forced through the S-shaped pipes into

the annular casing, and escax)es thence through a pipe
to the burners.
Claim.—The S-shaped pipes G-, in combination with

the revolving hollow drum 0, vessel A, steam-pipe I),

and liquid snpply pipe E. all constructed and opera-
ting substantially as and for the purpose described.

61,888.—JosEPiT Stone, Chicago, IW.—Forging
Machine.—February 5, 18(i7.—The sliding anvil has
both a vertical and horizontal face, and the two sv.-ages

are operated by cams whicli press the bar alternately

against the two faces, the anvil being moved backAvard
and forward to permit of these two alternate actions.

Two springs are so arranged as to support tlie bar to

be forged ;i slight distance a])()ve the horizontal face

of the'^ r.nvil when the horizontal swage is to act, but
readily yield to action of the vertical swage, and
allow the htiv to l)e foiced down by it upon the hori-

ronttil face, the bar having been previously drawn
forward from its contiu t with its vortical laee by two
hooks arranged for that piiiiinsc uiid ((|)ei;,l<'il liy cams.

Claim.— First, in combination with the alternating
hammers C D, the sliding anvil E, when ari-auged
and operating substantially as and for thepui'pose set

forth.

Second, in combination with the vertical hammer
C imd the luivil E, constructed substautiuliy as do-

scribed, the arrangement of the hooks S S, or their
equivalents, substantially as set forth, operating as and
for the purposes specifie'd and shown.

Third, in combination Avith theanvU E, constructed
as described, and the horizontal hammer 1), the em-
ployment of the springs s s, or their equivalent, ar-
ranged and operating as and for the purposes set forth.

61,889.-Alfred Storm, Brooklyn. J7, Y.—An-
imal Trap.—February 5, 3867.-The revolving lever
is actuated by a spring which has sufficient force to
deal a killing blow and knock the rat away from the
trap. The motion of the bait hook actuates a pivoted
lever which withdraws the stop bolt and releases tho
striking lever.

Claim.—The spiral cam J, levers I K, stop bolt H,
spring- L, catch rod M, and bait hook O, operating in
combination with the revolving lever F, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

61,890.—James B. Stuart, Bunker Hill, HI.—
Securing Boxes in Metallic Hubs.—February 5, 1867.

—

The threads of the longitudinal screws are lialf in
each, the box and the hub. The transverse screws
traverse the hub and impinge by their ends upon the
periphery of the box.

Claim.—The securing of boxes D in metallic hubs
by means of the screws c and d, substantially as and.
for the purpose herein set forth.

61,891.-Charles M. Sturgts, 'Washington,
Iowa, assignor to himself and John C. "Woolley,
Chicago, li\.—Harness Tree.—February 5, 1867.—The
two-part nut for I'cceiving the screw sliank of the fer-

ret is so fitted into the pad tree as to require no open-
ing in the under side of the pad tree for its insertion.

Claim.—The combination of 1,he two-part 32nt E E,
pad tree A, and yoke C, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

61,893.- J. B. SwEETL.A.ND, Pontiac, Mich.

—

C7iMr?i.—February 5, 1867.—The air passes around
the edges of the glass pane in the cover and has access
to the'cream, which is beaten by the vertically rota-
ting oblique dashers.
Claim.—Thii cover D, provided with the ventila-

ting door Gr, dropped below the opening cut through
said coyer, whereby a free circulation of air is had to
and from the churn box, around the sides of the door,
used in combination with tlie churn box, dasher shaft,

screw H, shaft a, pinion I, and spring L, the whole
being arranged in the manner substantially as speci-
fied.

G3 ,893.—J. B. SwEETLAND, Pontiac. MXah^.-Saio-
ing 31achihc.—February 5, 1867.—The sin-ocket driv-
ing wheel acts upon a worm sleeve on the saw shaft
to give motion to the saw when engaged by means of
the clutch.
Claim.—The wheel H and worm sleeve F, when

used in combination with the clutch d and coupling
E, for revolving the shaft D and saw I, all constructed
and operating substantially as described.

61,894.—John A. Thomas, Buffalo, X. Y., as-

signor to himself and IIenry J. Miller, Dunkirk,
LT. Y.

—

Machine for Polishing Metal Tubes.—Febru-
ary 5, lS(i7.—The series of nonrevDlving mandrels are
arranged on a sliding- carriage and act in connection
with the gear wheels that revo-lve the tubes to bo
reamed out, and into which they are thrust by the
motion of the carriage.
Claim.—The combination of the series of station-

ary cutter mandrels m m, on the sliding carriage O,
with the pinions H H, and their sockets 7 j, adjust-
able bearing frame K, and driving wheels D E, ar-

i-anged and operating substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

61 ,895.—E. S. TORREV, Is'^ew York, IST.Y.—Cr«aw
Freezer.—February 5, 1867.—From the casting, per-

manejitly secured to the pail, rise t^vo lugs which
form parts of a joint by which a plate is hinged to tho
casting. The latter cari-ies the crank and fly-wheel;

the plate carrying the bevel wheel and shaft of the
rotary stirrer.

C laim.—The fixed plate, or casting b, sustaining
the fly-wheel, with the plate d. jointed thereto so as

to permit the shaft Ii, and its gearing, to be removed
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from aud coupled -nitli the fly-^\heel shaft, substan-

tially as aud for the purix)ses set forth.

61,890.—Philip P. Trayser, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor lo hirasclf and Eiciiaud W. Ti'SON, same
place.

—

Bolt Heading ALachine.—February 5, 1867.

—

Tlie square head of the heading tool adjusts itself

•\vithLii the square matrix of the die to insure a more
perfect formation of the bolt head, as the die comes
against the bolt blank, whicli is clamped between the

two jaws iu which the matrix is formed.
Claim.—The heading tool P, working within the

dieD D', and so secured within t4ie tool carrier as to

be capable of adjusting itself within the die, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

61,S97.-^oir\- E. Tucker, Montfort, TVis., as-

signor to himself, Thomas Tucker, J. H. LixcoLX.
and A. P. Hajimon.—Foot Rest for Horses.—Febru-
ary 5, 1867.—A revolVable foot rest is supported on
legs which have horizontal plates projecting from
their lower ends for the feet of the operator to rest on
to steady the stand.
Claim.—The device herein described for black-

smiths' use in shoeing horses, said device consisting
of the foot rest A, supported on the block B, so as to

revolve, the leg C having feet h, all constructed and
arranged substantially as shown and described.

61,898.—WnxiAM Van Wyck, Belleville, TS. J.—Hejiaing and Bleaching Sugar, Sirup, (£c.—Febru-
ary 5, 1867.—Sirup at boiling heat is filtered through
fine bone black at the same temperature.
Claim.—First, in tliis new method of mine the

keeping at a high heat (say about 2l-2° Fahrenheit) the
filter, the filtering materi:il in the filter, also the sugar,
sii'up. and molasses, dming the entire operation of

filtration.

Secotid, the application of the steam jacket, or its

equivalent, in the refining of sugars, sirup, and mo-
lasses, for the pm'posc of keeping to a high heat (say
about 21"J° Fahrenheit) the filtering vessel, the filter-

ing material, and the sirup, sugar, and molasses, to

be filtered.

61,899.—'J. C. Waxds. ^STashville, TeTm.—Eoof-
ing.—February 5, 1867.—The breadths of fabric, felt

prepared paper, or covered wire cloth ai'e laid parallel

upon the roof from ridge to cave, theii- edges lapping
ouch other upon raised, angular strips and there se
c'.u'od by metallic angular plates.

Claim.—The mode of fastening the edges of the
fabric, by lapping between the angular strips B aud
the l)cut metallic plate D, substantially as described
aud represented.

61 ,900.—Almon War>-er, Hamden, Comi.—Ritb
for Carriage Wheels.—February 5, 1867.—A metallic
ring is shrunk on the wooden hub and has agreeing
mortises therein aud extended bearing upon its sur-

face.

Clav.n.—The combination of the ring B, formed
with its mortises a, aud flanges C C, with a wooden
hub A, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

61,901.—'WiLUAM Weaver, PhoenixTille, Pa.—
Bed Bottom.—Februaiy 5, 1867.—The wires cross
from end to end and from side to side of the fi'ame,

beiug connected by loops at some of theii" intersec-
tions. Springs at their ends give elasticity.

Claim.—The combination of the spiral springs E,
curved wires F, provided with buttons/, and loops (7,

washers i, links L. supporting wii-es H I, and looped
uires K, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scriljed.

61,902.—A. V. D. TVestervelt, Xew Bruns-
wick. N. J., assignor to himself, J. W. "Wkstervelt,
and II. Smith, Jr.— C'a^per.5.—Februaiw .5, 1867.—

A

wonn wheel is axially attached to one leg of the cali-

Sers and is moved delicately by a worm whose shank
as bearings on the other leg.
Claim.—Yh-At, the pivot c, fitted on one end to the

log a', forming the bearing for the two legs of the cali-
pers, provided at the otlier end with the spur wlioel
b, operatbig with the worm e, mounted on leg a, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the leg a, provided with standards d, bear-

ing the worm e, and the leg a', to which the pivot c

35 c P

is seemed, in combination with the pivot c, to which
the wheel h is secured, constructed and operating in
the manner aud for the purpose specified.

61,903.—S. H. Wheeler and W. Tuttle, Jr.,

Dowaghic, Mich.

—

Grain Drill.—Fel)ruaiy .'5, 18()7.

—

Tlie axle is divided at mid-length. The seetl spouts
are incluied alternately backward and forward. The
slioes are alternate in two series of different advance-
ment, and have draw bars pivoted to transverse bars.
The seed is covered by drag chains.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of a divided axle

with the seed l)ox discharg-e spouts E E, and shoes
1 1, the several parts being constructed in the manner
and used for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the frames F F, pro-
vided with the shoes I I, in r.TTch a manner th«t the
said shoes shall run substantially in the relative posi-

tion to each other herein described for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the chains m m with the
shoes 1 1, as and for the purpose herein specified.

61,904.-—T. L. "Whitbeck, Kenosha, Wis.—
Combined Seed Sower and Cultivator.—February 5,

1867.—The machine is convertible into a seed drill, a,

cultivator, or may be used as both. The tongue,
hounds are connected to brace bars by which the side
draft is regulated. The i*ear end of the tongue has ai

limited oscillation by which an agitator in the seed-
box is moved. The height of the plow frame is regu-
lated by wheels running at the ends of bars adjustable
by bolt connections to plates Avith segmental slots.

Claim.—First, the bars N N, in combination Avith

the biiiurcated bars or bracer, H H, so they can be
adjusted to form a center di'aft and to vary the bear-

ing or pressure upon the caster wheels.
Second, the circular brace P and pin I, in combi-

nation with the seed-box and fi'ame A, substantially

as shown and described.
Third, a combined cultivator and seeder so com-

bined and arranged so that the seed-box M, together
with the traction wheels B B, may be elevated upon
the xjole and carried Avithout impeding the operation
of the cuitivator, for the imrposes and substantially as
herein described.
Fourth, a seeder where the slide in the seed-box is

worked and operated by the pole W, through the
medium of the lever 0, or its equivalent, for the pur-
poses aud substantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the pole W, lever 0, slide E, and cylinder M,
in combination with the spur wheel F, pinion G, shaft
d, and traction wheels B B, all for the purposes and
substantially as described.

61,905 :S'. L. Whitney, Effingham, El.—Co/
fee Roaster.—Febraary 5, 1867.—The hexagonal bar-

rel revolves in a trough on an axis which passes
thi'ough one of the endseecentrically.
Claim.—First, the cup G-. in combination with the

cylinder C, substantially as described and for the
purposes specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
polygonal cylinder C, shaft D, supporting tray A B,
plate F, ana cup G-, in the manner and for the pur-

pose specified.

61,906.—Charles Willaed, Xewtown, Pa.—
Cidtivator.—February 5, 1867.—The frame is con-

nected to the wheel by cranks and may be raised more
or less by levers. Tlie two central shares are mova-
ble laterally bv a backwardly projecting pivoted lever..

Claim.—'First, the combination of tlic adjustable

arched couplings ?s and O, Avith tlic frames A and B,
and rigid plows and rigid tongue, all constructed, ar-

ranged, aud operating substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the plate K, carrying

cultivator teeth or plows Avith the frames and Avith

the rod IT, when arranged to operate substantially in

the manner and for tlie purpose set forth.

61,907.—Giles B. Williams, Kcw Tork,]Sr. T.,

assignor to Elisha M. Allen, same place.—^pi;«-
ratus for Stirring and Cooling iard.—Febiniary 5,

15(57.—The revolving shaft has a spiral flange pai'tially

submerged in the lard and keeping it moving in the

vat.
• Olaim.—ThQ continuous flange C, secured to the
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shaft B, by arms a*, leaving ajt opening &*, between
the flange and shaft, in combination with a receptacle
A, whose bottom is curved concentrically with said
shaft, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

61,908.—William S. "Worley, Tuscola, HI.—
jyitching and Grading Machine.—February 5, 1867.

—

This is used to thi-ow previously loosened earth out of
a ditch when drawn with its vertex forward, but to
" round up " loose earth when drawn in an opposite
direction.
Claim.—First, the bars A A, constructed as herein

described, whereby they may be adapted to a ditc])ing
and grading frame, substantially as specified.

Second, the plate E, used in combination with the
bars A A, fig. 2, for the purpose of making an exca-
vating and grading frame, as and for the purpose
specified.

61,909.—Michael H. "Wright, Chicago, lU.—
Grain Dryer.—Februaiy 5, 1867 ; antedated January
2.5, 1867.—The axes of the cylinders are inclined in
alternate directions so as to discharge into the next
in series below and give a continuity to the feed ; the
flue pipes pass through them consecutively, the hol-

low trunnions affordmg entrance and exit to the
calorie current.

Claim.—Passing the fire flue of a furnace through
a series of revolving cylinders in a grain-drying appa-
ratus, arranged and operating substantially as herein
specified and shown.

61,910.— Egbert Wyatt, Brooklyn, K. T.—
Scrubbing JJntsft.—February 5, 1867.—The handle is

adjustable to any inclination upon the brush by a
pivot screw. The reservoir for water has a mitral
valve through -n-hich it is supplied, and v»-hieh closes
against the retm'n of the liciuid. The brush head may
have a central sponge.
Claim.—First, the attachment of the brushA to the

handle or staft" C by means of the plate d, screw c, and
spring g, substantially as herein set forth, whereby
the brush may be adjusted at any desired angle to the
said staff or handle.
Second, the collapsible bag or purse m, arranged in

relation with the opening k of the reservoir B, sub-
stantially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the reservoir B, brush A,
springs h and straps c', substantially as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

61,911.—F.G.Wyxkoop, Corning, IST. Y.—Sad-
iron Heater.—February 5, 1867.—The hollow iron is

heated by a flame, and is open at each end, so as to
fonn a chimney above the burner, when it is erected
on its heel. The pins in this position slant obliquely
upward and toward the sole, so as to direct the heat
to,that sm-face.
Claim.—The body A, cast in one inece, inclined

pins I, directing the heat against the part J, thereby
relieving proportionally the part K of the flat iron
and the lid If, when arranged and constructed as
herein shown and described.

61,912.—"Wn-LIAM Tamax, Conncrsville, Ind.—
Saiv Mill.—February 5, 1867.—The log carriage and
the frame of the circular saws, whichVork at right
angles to each other, are adjustable to saw boards or
scantling from the log singly until the log is cut away.
Claim.—First, the carriages H and I,In connection

with shaft L, pawl K, ratchet J, and curved shaft M,
substantially as and for the purposes described.
Second, tlie lever O and upright standard Q, and

pendant P, in combination with the spring N, sub-
stantially as described.
Third, a self-setting carriage, operated by means of

the cui'Acd shaft M, substantially as herein shown and
described.

61,9J;?.—Edmoxd Johnson and August Steur-
NAOEL, Washington, D. C, assignors to themselves,
John W. Parsons, Daviu K. Smith, D. W. Bliss,
and Marcus P. Norton.— Preventing Frauds on
the lievcnue derivedfro^n Spirits and Malt Liquors.—
February 5, 1867.—The saccharometcr has a special
scale in' combination with a system of tables to be
used by the inspector to test the gravity of the wort
and mash, so as, in coimGction with the known capa-

city of the vessel, to ascertain the amount of spii'its

produced therefrom.
Claim.— First, the saccharometer A, containing

scale B, when applied to and used in combination
with the scale or table of sheet two of the diawiugg
to prevent frauds in the distillation or manufacture
of whiskey or other similar liquors, in the manner
substantially as herein described and set forth.

Second, the employment of said scale or tabic, sheet
two of said drawing' constructed and operated in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as heroin
described and set forth.

Third, the process or means herein described and set
forth for detecting and preventing frauds in the distil-

lation of Avhiskey or other or similar liquors by distil-

lers, substantially as herein described and set foith.

61,914.— Albert L. Babcock, New Haven,
Comi.—Armfor Car Seats.—Fe\,maxjl% 1867.—The
pivot is formed in one piece with the arm, and has a
radial projection to lock it in place.

Claim.—The seat-arm herein described, as an im-
proved article of manufactm'o.

61,915,—Samuel H. Barber, East Greenwich,
R. I.

—

Oiling Spindles, Top Eolh; d-c., of Spinning
and other Machinery.—February 12, 18G7.—In order
to oil simultaneously a series of spindles or top rolls,

tubes having a series of orifices are so arranged as
to rock and discharge the oil when wanted. Av^icks

may be applied to each outlet to cause a slight con-
tinual flow by capillary attraction.

Claim.—The comhiuatiou of the tubes, constructed
and operating substantially as described, with the
various machines used for manufacturing cotton,

wool, and other material, for the purpose and sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

61,916.—John S. Barden, Providence, E. I.—
Steam Engine.—February 12, 1867.—The piston has
two connected ends, and between them, and operated
by them, is the slide- ralve lever. The piston rod
passes through a mouth-piece, which extends from
the stutting box to and communicates with the pumj
cylinder, and water space.
Claim.—The improved steam engine, construetei

not only with the two connected heads C I) to its piston,
and with the exhaust passage d, extending from the
steam chest laterally into the space between the said
two heads, and out the side of the cylinder, but as pro-
vided with the lever G to extend' between the two
heads, and into the slide valve H, such lever being
for operating with such slide valve, in manner sub-
stantially as explained.

Also, the combination of the mouth-piece L, with the
force pump and the steam engine, arranged and so as .

to operate substantially as specified.

61,917.—Edward Beanes, London, England.—
Treating Saccharine Matter.—February 12, 1867.—The
sugar to be bleached may be dry, moist, or in solu- f

tion. Ozone to be used may be prepai-ed by passing i

pure oxygen through an ozone tube, or instead of ,-

pure oxygen, common air dried and purified, may be
ozonized and used for bleaching the sugar.
Claim.—Subjecting saccharine matters to the action

of ozone, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.-

61,918.—W. W. BiERCE, Cleveland, Ohio.— ^Ip-

paratus for Carburetting Gas.—February 12, 1867.— /

The gas enters through the central vertical pipe, ,_

and passes through slots into the space between the ;,

float and the perforated plate, which supports the
absorbent material, which is saturated with the car-

bonaceous liquid through which the gas passes.
C'tai?H.—First, the float D, perforated tin F. and

covering F', as arranged, in combination -with the

sleeve G, tube B, and slot C, for the purpose and in the

manner as substantially descri))ed.
;:

Second, the shield K, pipe B and sleeve G, in com- -

bination with the case A. for the purpose and in the

manner as herein set forth.

61,919

—

George W. Bigelow, Xow Haven,
Conn.—JJ^o^ccr.—February 12, 18()7.—The shaft wliicb

comniunicate« motion to the reciprocating piston is

hollow, and is so divided by a partition, and provided
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irith openings as to serve for a valve, aclraittiug the

air at one eml. and discharginp: it at the other.

Claihi.—The combination of the revolving valve E,

with the vibrating piston D, substantially ai> and for

the" purpose herein set forth.

01,9*20.—Eeubl Blackwood. Philadelphia, Pa.
—Dies for Forming ,Spike IIecuh\— February 12.

18f^7._The spike is clamped in the shank of the cameo
die. -whose salient corners ai-e beveled. The inner
t'lrncrs of the intaglio tlie are beveled to give tlie

p-oper form to tbe head, and to assist in forming the

c ;iws on its lower side.

Claim.—A die consisting of the pai-ts A and E-D
E-D. instructed substantially as described, and ope-

rated by any suitable machinery, snbstautially as and
for the'purpose set forth and described.

61,921.—-Joseph Borden. Bridgeton, ]^. J., as-

signor to F. and J. Bodine, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Cap
for Preserving Jars.—Februaiy 12, 18ti7.—The cover
lias a gum gasket beneath, and' is kept down by claw
picces,"which take over its rim and under spiral seg-

ments ou the neck of the jai-.

Claim.—A cap consisting of a disk B and arms b b,

the whole being constructed and adapted for attach-

ment to a jar, suibstantially as described.

61,922.— Albert Bro^vn, Troy, N. Y.—Coal
Stove.—Febrnary 12. 18G7.—An open-bottom basket
for coal is centrally supported above the biu-niug
fuel. Its upper end communicates with the feed open-
ing of the stove top.

Claim.—In combination witli a fire-box and com-
bustion chamber of stoves, a fuel magazine or reser-

Toir A, as provided Avith lateral vents or apei-tures

a a a. substantially in the miuiner as herein described
and for the pm-poses set forth.

61,923.—Eeubex F. Brown, Lewisburg. Pa.—
Saxh /Spring Holder.—Februtuy 12, 18o7.—This sash
stop has a solid frame and a pivoted latch, pressed
forward by a coiled spring, and manipulated by a
thumb knob.
Claim,.—[As a new article of manufacture] the

arrangement and combination of the casing A, its

solid l)ase H and notches a a', latch B, spring I), cover-
ing plate C, all constructed and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose speciiied.

61,924 M. H. Card and A. Salle, Fulton, El.—
Clothes Line, Heel and House.—February 12, 18G7.

—

The line is woiuid upon the reel by the force of the
coiled spring. The drum is joiu-naled in a protecting
bos, and retained at a given point by an end bolt.

Claim.—In a clothes-line reel, the'combination and
arrangement of the flanged drum G, the spring C,
house J, and stop L, all operating as and foi- the pur-
pose specified.

61,925.—Wir. L. Card, Gardiner, JR.—Chum.—
Februaiy 12, 18G7.—The centrifugal force induced by
the rotaiy motion throws the cream outward to the
periphery of the churn, where it strikes against sta-

tionary arms, which throw it back again to the center.
Claim.—The combination of the revolving churn

and stationary dashers, the hollow shaft a, and remov-
able spindle F. arranged and operating as and for the
purposes specified.

61,926.—J. S. COPEL^VKD, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Scrcio Gauge.—YahYxmry 12, 18G7.—The gauge has
several points,which are actnate<l by gi-aduated screws,
so that whUe moving at dilFerent rates they maintain
an equal distance between each other : these jioints
corresponding with the thread to be measured.
Claim.—A screw gauge constructed substantially

as described.

61,927—Ebexezer Curtice, Yonkers, N. T.—
Hymn and Tunc ^oofc.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—The
page is divided horizontally. The upper contains the
music and the lower the text. The text of any page
ou that side of tlie book, or section of the book, may
be iissoeiated with any music adapted to it. A strap
and sliding buckle lap upon the opposite pages and
keep them displayed.
Claim.—Fii-st, in singing books having their leaves

cut as herein described, the use ofwhole leaves, inter-

vening the cut leaves, for the purpose mentioned
herein.

Second, the application of a holder, in the manner
and for the pm-pose herein specified.

61,928*—George O. Dunlap, Chicopee, Mass.—
Carpet Stretcher.—February 12, 1867.—The bed plate
of the stretcher has a projection which shields from
false blows the spring used for holding the tack.
Combined with the stretcher are two claws for with-
drawing tacks.
Claim.—First, the spring D, arranged upon the

plate A, in combination with the projections b 6', sub-
stantially as herein shown.

Secouil, the claws E E. in combination with the
carpet stretcher, substantially as shown.

61,929.— Timothy Earle. (Valley Falls.) Smith-
field, K. I.—IT^mic/i.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—The mova-
ble jaw has teeth on tlie inner face of its shank, and
is engaged by the teeth of a spring plate, attached to
the handle, and thi'owu into attachment by a temper
screw.
Claim.—The invention in wrenches, described,

consisting of a movable jaw C, provided with a ser-

rated or equivalent, roughened surface a a', in com-
bination with a spring "clamp F, or its equivalent,
substantially as set forth.

61,930.- Oliver Ellsworth, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Richard Sjiith, same
place.

—

Machiiicrij for Drying Paper in Paper-
Making Machines.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—In passing
from one diying cylinder to another, the paper is

conveyed over a roller supported on spring bearings,
and connected by links to a regulating valve in the
steam pipe. An excess of steam in the cylinders
causes the paper to dry too fast and be contracted

;

this contraction depresses the roller and through its

connection partially closes the valve and lessens the
flow of steam; when this tension diminishes, the
roller again rises and supplies more steam. AVlien
the paper breaks, a roller ceases to hold back a rod
against the force of a spring, and this rod then de-
taches the parts of the link and so disconnects it from
the valve, leaving it in the same position as when the
paper broke ; thus preventing the cutting off of the
steam by the rising of the roller.

Claim.—Graduating the supply of steam to the
cylinders which dry the paper by"the expansion and
contraction or tens'ion of the paper made and dried.
Also, in combination -nith the diying cylinders, tho

movable roller over which the paper passes, and the
link and lever which connect it to the valve in the
steam pipe which supplies the di-ying cylinders.
Also, making the link which connects the movable

roller with the regulating valve detachable and con-
necting it to a roller held in place by the paper, by the
mechanism described, or its equivalent, so that when
the paper breaks and releases the roller the connect-
ing meclianism will detach the link so that it will
cease to operate the valve in the steam pipe.
Also, making the link X X' adjustable in its length,

by means of a slotted slide and screw, or other exiuiva-
lent device.

61,931.—Anthony L. Fleury, Philadelphia, Pa.—Preparing Soluble Silica, and in Applying the
same to Useful Purposes.—Februaiy 12 1867; ante-
dated Decemlier 28, 1866.—Silica is converted into
sul])hidc of silicium by means of sulphur or compounds
of sulphur, and decomposed in hot water or steam,,
whereby a liydi-ate of silica is formed, wliich is solu-

ble in hot water, and which may be used in tlie majpu-
facturc of artificial stone, fire and water-proof paint,
cement, &c.

Claim.—The process herein described for prcpai'ing
hydrated silica.

Also, as a new manufacture, hydrated silica, pre-
pared substantially as descril)ed and set forth.

Also, the improvement herein described in the
manufacture of artificial stone, marble, paints, ce-

ments, and the like, substantially as described,

61,932.—Warren Gale, Chicopee Falls. Mass.—Straw Cutter.—February 12, 1867.^Spiral knives
upon the lower cylinder act in connection with the
upper adjustable pressure cylinder of softer material,

and to which it is geared.
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Claim.—^First, tlic pressure cylinder A, constructed
substantiaHy as described, and geared to tlie cutting-

cylinder B 'i]i sucli a manner that the edge of the
tnile or knives shall, at the point of contact with the
pressui'c cylinder, move at equal speed therewith,
when the said pressure cyliniler is constructed of

disks of wood, rawhide, leather, or other similar ma-
terial, not including metals of any kind, and is of full

cylindrical foi-m, siilDstautially as set Ibrtli.
' Second, in combination with the above claim, sliding

box A, screws E E, spring D, operating as described
and for the purposes set forthi

61,933.—Warren Gale. Chicopee Ealls, Mass.—Stravj Cutter.—February li. 18(37; antedated Au-
gust 12, 1S66.—The upper and lower rollers have
similai' diameter and speed. The upper roller is

covered with soft metal and is made adjustable by
springs beneath, and set screws above its boxes.
Claim.—First, the pressure cylinder B, constructed

as described, and having its entii'e periphery covered
with a surface of soft metal, in combination with a
knife-cylinder, provided with oblique of spiral knives,
when the said cylinders are constructed and operated
so that the edge of a knife, at the point of contact
with the soft metal, shall move at the same speed as
the pressure cylinder, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Second, the sliding boxes c, springs S, and screws
E. in combination with the devices claimed in the
first claim.

Third, the spiral knives K. when secured in spiral

grooves h, in the cylinder G, Avhen the said cylinder
is sheared to the pressure cylinder B, all constructed
and arranged substantially as above described.

61,934.—James Greenwood, Clinton, Mass.

—

Machine for Straightening the Weft or Figures of
Textile Fabrica.—February 12, 1867.—The cloth is

passed over tension rollers' and beneath the straight-
ening roller, which is adjustable in pressure by "the
oscillatory movement of its journal arm, and adjus-

table diametrically by conical' pieces which are moved
longitudinally within its ends.

Ciaiin.—The macliine, substantially as and for

the purposes described, that is, as composed not
only of a straightening roller, made esiDausible and
coutractiblc, as set forth, but of rollers, or their
eqttivalents, for presenting the cloth to the action of
such roller and moving sitch cloth with respect to it,

substantially as explained.
Also, the" combination of the adjustable lever, or

its equivalent, with the straightening roller, supported
as described, and combined with rollers, or their
equivalents, for presenting a piece of cloth to the
action of such roller, in the manner and for the pur-
pose as set forth.

61,935.—Philander Harlow, Hudson, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Asa F. Hall.—Belt Clasj).—
February 12, 1867.—Two flexible metallic plates are
secured by rivets, the txpper having teeth, the lower
provided with con-esponding serrated cuts.

Claim.—The belt fastening composed of the two
plates A and C, constructed and operating together
in the maujier and for the purpose substantially as
described,

61,936.—JosephW. Haskins, Charlestown,Mass.—Edible Preparationfrom Fndian Corn.—February
12, 1867.—Indian corn is parched until it sights, when
it is ground in a mortar and mixed with gum acacia
and sugar, made into cakes and. pressed.
Claim.—The improved edible composition, as made

of maize and gum acacia, or the same and one or
more sweetening or flavoring matters or substances,
substantially as set forth.

61,937.-Horatio F. Hicks, Grand View, Ind.—
Steering Apparatus.—February 12, 1867; antedated
January 28, 1867.—The opposite ^nds of the bar by
which the rudder is immediately operated connect
respectively to tlie piston rods of two steam cylinders,

so tlKit steering is accomplished by the movements of
the pistons. An index shows the position of the
rudder.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the pistons S S,

rods L, index M, and pointer rf, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the levers H H with
levers a a and rods K, by means of which the boat
may bo steered fi-om forward or aft, substantially as
set forth.

61,93S

—

Alonzo Hitchcock:, ISar^ York, iST.

Y.—21acMne Gertri/ir/.—February 12, 1867 ; antedated
January 30, 1867.—A pinion with an angularly convex
nm is placed between two driving friction puUeys
with concave rims. The axles of all the pulleys are
in a right line, so that the side pressure of the pulleys
on the pinion shall counterbalance each other.
Claim.—Distributing the power around the shaft

to be driven, so that the tendency to displace the
shaft on one side is counteracted by that on the other,
by the means and in the manner substantially as
described.

61,939.

—

Thomas B. Hodge, Francistown. X.
H., assignor to himself and D. McCaese, Groton,
Mass.—HftrHe.y.? Clamp.—FebxM&vj 12, 1867.— For
making rotmd reins and traces. The clamp has base
pieces, transferable core strips, and metallic clamping
jaws, to hold the pieces of leather in position while
sewing.
Claim.—The above described arrangement and

combination of the clamp D, the looped" straps C C,
the bed piece A, the rod E, and the ratchet F, and
catch H.
Also, the combination therevrith of one or more of

the auxiliary bed pieces I, made substantially as de-
scribed.

61,940.—A. D. Huff and L. D. Huff, Clinton,
Iowa.

—

Sorghum Stripper.—February 12, 1867.—The
forked stock has a double-edged knife and crescent-
shaped spilng stripper. The stem is topped by a
forward thrust, stripped by a downward movement,
and severed by an upward "draw of the stripper.

Claim.—The knife C, provided with two cutting
edges d e, the first for topping with an endwise thrust,
and the other for cutting when drawn back, when
combined with the forked guides hh of the stock A,
and solid curved striiiper F, arranged and operating
substantially in the manner and for the ptu'poses de-
scribed.

61,941.—Henry Lee, Oberlin, Ohio.—Animal
Trap.—February 12, 1867.—The arm arising vertically
from the armed 'falling disk has at top a staple which
rests on the top of a vibratable lever, to -n-hich the
bait is tied.

Claim.—The fall F, armed with teeth or points F',

standard G, and yoke H, in combination with the
post B, baited lever D, and staple I, as and for the
purpose set forth.

61,942.—J. C. Leonard, Union City. Mich.—
Fence.—February 12, 1867.—The transversely inclined
pickets are supxwrted by a bar or enclosed wire at
their intersection and confined near theii" feet by a sm--
rounding wire.
Claim.—The combination of inclined stakes or

pickets with a horizontal supporting wire or rodwhen
said stakes are slotted or kerfed to receive the wire,
and are prevented from spreading apart at their base,
all substantially as herein described and illustrated.

61,943.—Ivory Lord and Sewall Woodman,
Saco, Me.

—

Cultivator.—February 12, 1867.—The
shank or standard of the share is' forked vertically,

and the arms are traversed by rods A\"hicli project
laterally from the frame and on which the outer
standards have side adjustment by set nuts.

Claim.—First, the shank s, as shown in all the fig-

ures of the dra"\\"ings, elongated and perforated as de-

scribed, and the brace b, connected therewith.
Second, the attachment of the teeth bv the rods or

arms at a distance from the wood, as shown in Figs.
1 and 4, and secm'ed in place by nuts and keys, as do-

scribed.

Third, the mode of widening or narrowing the ma-
chine by sliding the teeth on the arms r r h h in Fig.

4, and the combination of all, forming the cultivator

as represented and described.

61,944.—Jajies S. Marsh,' Lewi.sburgh, Pa.—
Harvester.—FGhmaxj 12, 1867.—A metal platform is

used in lieu of a draft frame ; is supported upon the
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axle of two ground Tvhcols and aflFords bearings for

the goariiii? wliich drives the cutters. Caster viieels

support the .crnin platform in coimoxiou ^vith bars bj'

whl(;h it is Rdjusied. The bars are operated by levers.

Claim.—First, castuig the platform C in one piece

with a tool box on its upper sm-faec to give the re-

quired strength to this platform, and Avith recesses in

its outer eonier for gears C- € ', substantially as de-

scribed and shown in Fig. L> of the drawings.
Second, the double-hinged joint platform supported

tipou iuuer and outer caster wheels H H' in combina-
tion with the adjustable transverse bar D' and di-ag

b;ii' E, substantially iu the manner and for the purpose
described.

Third, in combination with the hinged platform
caster wheels H H', suspending devices D* and E,
the lever FS and link d'^, substantially as and for the
purposes described.
Fourth, the combination of the lever F^ with the

hinged cutting apparatus^ and draft frame transverse
bar D', link dK drag bar E, and transverse bai-D^ aU
arranged and operated substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the for-

ward adjusting device F^ with the rear adjusting de-
vice F^, each iiavpg a separate axis whereby the or-

dinary adjustment is retained and tihe adjustment of
the pitch of the points of the guax'd fingers made to suit

the couditiou of the grass to be cut, substantially as
described.

61,945.

—

James Marshall, iSTcw Orleans, La.—
Cooking Stove.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—The sides are
held without Iwlts by their junction with the hollow
comer column. The wrought-ii'on oven has curved
corners. The grate bars are holloAv and contain
water. A, wrought-iron oven is set in the chimney
across the course of the caloric ciu-rent.

Claim.—The comlunation of the columns b and
ledges a with the oven A, hollow grate bars, the oven
B, openings c, when covered by a cast cross-bar
1), wheji these several parts are constructed and rela-

tively an-anged witli respect to each other, as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

61,946.-Tr. B. Meuiam, Cleveland, Ohio.—zlp-
paratiis for ExlracAinr) Faraffine, <&c.,frotn Oil.—
February 12, 18G7.—The frame'is placed within a pan
attached to a base and has a «lidiug cross-head to
which a follower is secured by means of a link. Be-
low the pan is a shaft connected with the cros«s-head
by chains, and to one end of said shaft is secured a
lever operated by a cord passii:g over pulleys and at-

tached to a windlass. The oi 1 is prepared for the press
by cooling iu a refrigerator which consists of a box
containing a series of cylindrical vessels resting on
the false bottom and stUTouuded with a freezing mix-
ture.

Claim.—^First, the stanchions G-, pulleys d 'N and
O, as arranged in combination with the framesA and
pan B, for the purpose and in the manner as set forth.
Second, the cross-head D, friction rollers c', in com-

bination with the stanchions O as an-anged and ope-
rated by the links K aud levers L, for the purpose and
in the manner specified.

Thii-d, the cylinder P, as constructed with ribs or
corrugations b on the iuuer strrface, as and for the
purpose specified.
Fourth, the follower E with the dependent arras c.

in combination with the cyliuder I', for the purpose
and in the maimer as substantially described.

Fiith, the arrangements of the cases S, bucket TJ,
pipe T, in combination with the tank Q, provided with
the perforated bottom R, as aud for the purpose set
fortli.

^

Sixth, the cases S, buckets U, in combination with
the tank Q and freezing mixture, for the i)m'pose aud
in the manner as described.

61,947.—FnEDERicK J. Miller, Brooklyn, IST.
y.—Caster JVa??ie.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—Cells'iu the
base piece of the caster frame contain sugar or con-
diments, aud a spring on the handle clasps the bill of
fare.

Claim.—First, the casterframe whose base is pro-
Tided with receptacles or compartuieuts for salt, su-
gar, &c., when constructed in the manner described
aud sliown.

Second, the combiaation of the base a and th

spring or holder/ when applied to a caster frame, in
substautiall}' the manner described and shown.

61,948.- George ?^. Muxger, K"ew Haven,
Couu.

—

Dumping Wagon.—Febrtiary 12, 1867.—The
forward part of the wagon bed is attached to the
front bolster, and for the purpose of tilting the bed
slides on the hind bolster as the fore carriage is worked
to the rear. The bed fi'ame is hinged midway and the
bed tilts as the hinge comes back of tlie hind bolster.

Claim..—The framework D and E which supports

,

the body, the one part being fixed to the body and the
other to the forwai'd axle, and the two parts hinged
together and combined with a device for securing the
two axles in their proper relative positions, the whole
constructed and arranged so as to operate substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

61,949.—HAR^^LIX Paddock, St. Johnsbury, Yt.—Hardening Iron.—February 12, 1867.—The articles

of iron are heated in a tight case with a composition
of common salt, carbon, and carbonate of iron.
Claim.—The within described process of harden-

ing iron with the employment of carbonate of iron
aud carbon in a finely divided state, applied in the
mauner substantially as herein set forth.

Also, the combination of common salt, carbonate
of iron, and carbon in a finely divided state, as a ma-
terial for hardening iron when used substantially as
herein set forth.

61,950.—Philander Perry, Charlestown, Mass:,
and Joshua Brooks, Xewton, Dilass.—Stamp Holder
mid Inkstand Combined.—February 12, 1867.—The
cells for stamps of various denominations, the corru-
gated pen wiper, and other cognate devices ai'e asso-
ciated with the ink bottles upon the stand.

Claim.—First, the stamp holder O having openings
in the cover with chambers containing each a plunger
O, &c., used with or without springs, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, iu combination with a stamp holder the

well G G. with a rotating cylinder H thereon, con-
structed substantially as and used for the purpose de-
scribed.
Third, the combination of the mucilage pot 1 1 and

the sand box L L with one ickataud, substantially as
described.
Fourth, the grooved steps C C C for holding pens

and peucils in combination with an inkstand, con-
structed and used substantially as described.

Fifth, the corrugated pen "wiper, substantially as
described.

Sixth, the two standards Q Q with the ears R, &c.,
fitted to receive a calendar, when used in combina-
tion with an inkstand aud constructed substantially
as described.
Seventh, the combination of the stamp holder, finger

wet4.er, mucilage pot, sand box, pen rack, aud calendar
stand, witli an inkstand, all constructed substantially
as shown and used as described.

61,951.—RUSSEL B. Prindle, Xor^xich, I>7. Y.—
Hold Back Iron for Carriage Thills.—February 12,

1867.—The loop is higher at one end than at tlie other,
and permits the holdback strap to pass tlu'ough it and
over it with less strain and torsion.

Claim.—The holdback iron or stop A, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

61,952.—Amos Rank, Salem, Ohio, assiguor to
iErxA AUNurACTURiXG COMPAXV. Same place.—
ila;-i;cs?t'r.— February 12, 1867. -The longitudinal
drag bar or brace has a right angled projection at its

lower end and is employed in conjunction with a lateral

brace, both of which arc hinged to the main draft

friune at one end, aud so counectcd at tlieir outer ends
as to.scrve, in conjunction with ashocAvldcli is hinged
to their ends, as a compound brace for the finger beam
and also as a brace for each other.

Claim.—Yh'nt, securing th.e finger beam rigidly to

a rocking shoe J, whicli is sustained at ifs front end by
means of a transverse brace II which has a hinged
connection with the draft frame and is coupled to the
drag bar or brace G by means of devices i aud j, or
their equivalents, and at its rear end to an angular
projection G' of a longitudinal brace (r. all coustriicted
and operating substaiitially as described.
Second, iu'combiuation with a shoe hinged as at k,
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the two braces 6- and H coupled together by means
of devices i j, or their equivalents, vrhich will admit
of the rising and falling of the front end of the shoe
J, substantially as tlescribed.

Third, the construction of the drag bar G with the
projection G' on its rear end, said projection G' and
tlie bar being wrought metal and in one piece, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination vrith the two-wheeled

di'aft frame and the gearing thereof of the com-
pound brace G G' H coupled' tog(^ther by the loose
connection i j and the double hingWl shoe J, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

Filth, the arrangement of the transverse brace H,
angular di-ag bar or brace G G', coupled loosely to-

gether and a depressed hangerof a two-wheeled draft
frame, said wheels b&ing independent drivers, all sub-
stantially as and for the pin-pose described.

61,953.—Amos Eank, Salem, Ohio, assignor to
^TXA Manufacturing Company, same place.—
Harvester.—February 12, 1867.—To the ST\avel con-
necting pin at the forward end of the drag bar is ap-
plied an elongated collar of determinate length, by
means of which, when the finger bar is raised or
lowered for reaping or mowing, the proper set of the
finger beam with reference to the wrist pin of the
pitman crank is establislied by changing the collar
from one side of the hanger to the other, and the pit-

man rod and sickle are prevented from binding.
Claim.—Providing for keeping the sickle and pit-

man rod of a combined reaper and mower in a straight
line vertically by means of a gauge collar h applied to
the swivel pin «, substantially as described.

61,9 54.— Helen M. Eemington, Springfield,
Mass.—irmdnr; ^m/e. — February 12, 18G7.— Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The sectional stems or shanks h with the
knives c in combination v,'ith the cylindrical clamp or
ring a and the socket g, substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth,

61,955.— John Eichakds, Columbns, Ohio.—
Machine for Grindinrj Saws.—February 12, 18()7.

—

The machine is designed for beveling the blades of
web saws. The described devices are for supporting
and gauging tlie blades in a position for grinding and
for adjusting them up to the grindstone.
Claim.— First, the arrangement substantially as

herein described, wliereby saw blades arc supported,
fed up to the position desired, adjusted at different
angles with respect to the face of the can'iagc U and
beveled on both sides, all substantially as set forth.

Second, tlie combination of the two screws a' d
with the sliding carriage D of a saw-beveling ma-
chine, substantially in the manner described.
Third, the combination of the shoidderod holder A;

h, hinged adjustable support G, and curved gauge .9',

substalitially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Fourth, the hard metal-shouldered holder when con-

structed to operate as described.

61,956.—J. J. Savage, Troy, N". Y.—Gooki7ig
Stove.—February 12, 18ti7.—The fuel is jnishcd by a
lever from the hopper, forward and upAvard into the
combustion chamoer, and the lever being removed,
th<; lid is shut down. A guard plate protects the
fVont nlate, and the upper part of the latter is per-

forated for the admission of air above the incandes-
cent fuel.

Claim.—T'u'St, the location ofthe fuel doorway or feed
mouth li, below and forward ofthe combustion chamber

of stove furnaces, and in such immediate position
to the fire-box A, as to operate in manner substan-
tially as herein described for the ])ui-]U)ses set forth.

Second, when oj)crated in combination witli and
through said located fuel doorway i>, in manner as
ajid for the purpose descrii)ed, the lever feeder F, con-
structed substantially as set forth.

Tiiiid. in combination with the front plate D of
stove furnaces, the arrangement of a fire or guard
plate E in i)osition above the fuel doorway JJ of the
fire-box, and about opposite the combustion chamber
(J, substantially in manner and for the puri)ose as set

forth.

Fourth, in combination with the fuel doorway B,
when located substantially as described, the arrange-

ment of the front plate D of stove furnaces in an in-
clined or slanting position, such as to overhang the
fire-box and combustion chamber of the furnace, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
set forth.

61,957.—Charles Seidel, 'Kew York, X. T.

—

Chemical Compositionfor Blasting lioclcs.—February
12, 1867.—Compounded of a powder and a liquid,
separately non-explosive, but united to form a blast-
ing compound. Sulphuret of antimony one part, and
chlorate of potassa two pails, are pulverized and
mixed. The fluid composition consists of phosphorus
one pai't, dissolved in bisulphuret of carbon fom- parts.
Of the powder seven parts are placed in the drill-hole,

and one part of the liquid pom-ed upon it. It is ex-
ploded by agitation or by a fuze.

Claim.—ThG above-described composition ofmatter,
substantially as and for the purposes described and
set forth.

61,958.—William H. Shurtleff, Providence,
R. I.

—

Pavement.—February 12, 1867.—Applied to
the wooden block is a metal cap or frame, whose top is

composed of wedge-shaped bars, arranged to form an
opening or lattice-work, as the cap is driven down
upon the wooden block.
Claim.—First, a paving block, composed of wood

and iron or other suitable metal combined and ap-
plied to each other, substantially as shown and set

forth.

Second, the combination with a wooden block of
suitable form of a skeleton or open-work metal cap
or frame applied to the said block, in such mamier
that the fibers of the wood shall be compressed be-

tween the sides of, and forced up into the openings
in tlie top of the said cap or frame, substantially as
shown and described.

Tliird, the skeJeton or open-work metal cap for

paving block herein described, the same consisting
•f a frame of iron or other bke material, the sides of
which extend a suitable distance below the bars
forming the top of the frame, the said bai's being
wedge-shaped or tapering toward their lower ends,
and arranged so as to form a grating or lattice-work,

substantially as and for the pm'jjoses shown and set

forth.

61,959.—Alanson Slaughter, Middlctown, X.-
Y.—Cheese Fftf.-February 12, 1867.—The vat is hold
up by the sides of the water trough, and fonns a steam-
tight joint therewith: the water trough has a down-
ward recess, traversed by steam pipes, over which is

a corrugated heat disseminating plate.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
hot-water trough A, with its recess C, the steam and
drip pipesD E , the corrugated disseminator F and milk
vat G, 'v\'itk or without the agitator K, substantitilly

as and for the pur^KJse herein specified.

61,960.—Fisher A. Spofford and ML\tthewG.
Eaffington, Columbus, Ohio.—Portable Pistol Gal-
lery.—Fahrnary 12, 1867.—The rcvolvable, shallow,
lengthened .box has at the distant end a canopy to
stop the balls propeUed from the toy giui at marks
set up at that end. Numbered divisions at the lo\\ er
and nearer end receive the balls as they roll back.
Clairn.—First, a miniature portable" pistol gallery,

constructed substantially as shown and described.
Secontl, the gun and turret, Figs 3 and 8, arranged

and operating'in the manner and for the purposes
herein described.

61,961 E. C. Taylor, Erockport, :N'. Y.—Pail-
road Time .Indicator.—February 12, 1867.—Intended
to indicate the time of departure' of trains from a rail-

roail station, and is oju'rated in connection with an
ordinary clock. P.y shifting the adjustable cams on
the wheels, the changes are made to correspond viith

ctiMuges in the lime of dojiarture of trains, and by the

empioynient of adjustable centers to said wheels the

inclieatoi' linger can be varied to adsyit it to the various

stations on tin' route, without changing the bams.
Claim.— V\rnt, ilie emplovment of a series of adjus-

table cams C C, with a graduated cam wheel B, and
an escai)cment lever D, or equivalent, operating mb-
stantiallv as described and for the purpose set forth.

Soconcl, making the wheel B in two pai'ts c d, when
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combined with the cams, in the manner and for the
piupoBC specilied.

CI,962 ADAir P. Wake, Camden Co., K". J".—
Metallic Carnage Wheel—Fchruiu-j 12, 18(37; ante-

dated January 28, 1867.—The Iclloes which form the

rim are connected by plates, which lap upon their

joints and are secured by bolts and nuts.

Claim.—Constructing a wheel for can'iages, sub-

stantially as described, when the felloes B are made
of malleable iron, and constructed and fitted together
with the plates b, nuts a and spokes C, in the manner
described!

61,963 Bexjamtn O. "Warren, Elkhart, Ind.—
Excavator and Potato Digger.—February 12, 1867.

—

The central, narrower carrier runs over the broader
carrier to take the earth from a lower point. The
excavating share is elevated by a lever, and guided
by another lever. The bottom of the earth-receiving
box is formed of pivoted boards with chain couplings,
whose connections pass over a roller, which is nwved
by a lever to close or open the box Ijottom. It is con-
vertible as a potato digger or excavator.
Claim.—Fii'St, the central carrier C, as aiTanged

relatively to the inclined plane of the shovel h, in

combination with the larger carrier C, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose as herein set forth.

Second, the longitudinal frame B, ai-ranged in com-
bination with the beams A, axles a and carrier C,
substantially in the manner and for the iim'pose as
herein set forth.

Third, the guide lever G-, in combination with the
frame B and shovel h, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein set forth.
Fourth, the semicircular platf; /, lever e\ hooked

spring e, and windlass F, as arranged, in combination
with the beams A and frame B, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose as herein set forth.

Filth, the box I, provided with a movable bottom,
in comfeination with the double carrier C and C, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
set forth.

Sixth, the boards i of the bottom of the bos I, hav-
ing eccentrically constructed pivots j on their ends,
and so arranged as to drop by their own gravity, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
set forth.

Seventh, the lever g, windlass H and looped chain
I, in combination with the chain couplings k of the
boards i of the box 1, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein set forth.

61,964.—George Warri^er, Little Bford, Eng-
land.

—

Furnace and Fireplace Grate.—February 12,
1807.—Air, steam, or gas is admitted to the fire

through the hollow grate bars, the ranks of which
rest uj on hollow bearing bars. An apron below the
ash pit dips beneath a water surface, and prevents
the access of air at that point. All the avenues of
fluid, whether inflammable or suppoi'ting combus-
tion, are controlled by stop cocks.
Claim.—The, inverted cone or pyramid, or the air-

excluding screen or apron, sealed' at the bottom by
water or other liquid, as herein set forth.

Also, in combination with the above, a hollow
furnace or fire bars or tubes, in conjunction with,
solid grate bars, connected with a hollow-bearing bar
or bars, whei-eby steam, air, or gas is introduced to
support combustion, the introduction thereof being
regulated by any convenient or suitable means, sub-
stantially as herein specitied.
Also, introducing petroleum or other such like in-

flammable substance or gases through tubes over, or
by the side of, or underneath the fire, as hereinbefore
stated.

Also, the application or adaptation, in the manner
hereinbefore described, of pipes or tubes in furnaces
or fireplaces, in immediate juxtaposition with ovens
or other cooking apparatus or heating chambers,
which pipes or tubes admit heated air into the oven
or other chamber to be heated.

61,965.—Darius Wellixgtox, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Cornelius Wellington', same place.

—

Feat Jfac/tine.—February 12, 1867.—The peat is dis-
integrated and pressed down by cm'ved wings in a
verticid cylinder, opening into a chamber Avhich
contains the molds. The latter are placed in a box,

and are pushed forward under the cylinder by a re-
ciprocating follower.
Claim.—The combination of the cylinder d, and

its reducing and pressing mechanism, the mold cell c
and ijit i, and the follower I, when the whole are con-
structed and arranged to operate together, substan-
tially as shown and'described.
Also, so combining the driving shaft n by which

the follower is cUrectly operated and the mill shaft c,

that the pressm'c upon the peat may be increased or
diminished relatively to each reciprocation of the
follower, substantially as set forth.

Also, forming the bed of the mold cell of the stone,
as and for the pm-pose set forth.
Also, combining Avith the cylinder b the cutting

edge u, operating as set forth.

61,966.—Samuel K. Wellman, Ifashua, IT. H.—
Fire Brick.—February 12, 1867.—Fifty per cent, of
fire clay is combined with twenty-five per cent, of
fine powdered diamond rock, (pure quartz.) and
twenty-five per cent, of coai-sely powdered diamond
rock.
Claim.—An improved fire-brick, when made from

the materials, and combined m the proportions and in
the manner substantially as above described.

61,967.—George Westinghouse, Jr., Schenec-
tady, ]Sr. Y.

—

Railroad Switch.—February ]2, 18(j7.

—

The frog is branched to each side of the r^, and has
double grooves on its upper face to receive the flange
of the wheel from either side. It is grooved below
to receive the rail, and has projections to rest on and
to be secured to the ties.

Claim.—Fh'st, a portable railroad switch having
double branch tracks D B, which converge as shown,
and are intersected by grooves H H, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the double-grooved frog C, having branch
tracks D, in combination Avith the switch bar E, sub-
stantially as set forth.
Third, the retention of * the rests F of the branch

tracks D, backward, so as to form a bearing surface
for the switch bar behind its joint, substantially as
shown.
Fom-th, the combination of the double grooves, the

right and left branch tracks, and the track I at the
forward end of the frog C, substantially as shown.

61,968.—Seth TVheeler and Edgar Jerome,
Albany, ^N". Y.—Manufacture of Paper JJozes.—Feb-
ruary 12, 1867.—Explained by tlie claims.
Claim.—First, in the manufacture of hollow paper

articles directly from paper pulp l)y mechanical pres-
sure, means substantially as described, whereby the
water is allowed to escape freely and form is given
to the pidp at one operation, as set ibrth.
Second, the combination of vertical and horizontal

followers in a machine adapted for making paper
boxes and other hollow articles from pulp, substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose described.
Third, the combiuation of a -perforated die and a

follower or followers in a machine adapted for making
paper boxes from pulp, substantially as described.
Fourth, inamacliine adapted for making ])aper boxes

and other hollow artielbs. t lie use of a liglit, rigidframe
upon or within which the aiiicleof pulp is formed,
said frame being removable Horn the dies, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,969.—Seth Wheeler and Edgar Jerome,
Albany, N. T.

—

Manufacture of Boxes froia ]'aper
P?(Zp.—February J 2, J867.— Different pait.^ of tliC box
are made directly in form, fi'om paper pulp in molds.
The parts thus formed are then united l)y cement.
CZrtim.— First, a neu- anioie of majiufaetiuc, to

wit: the paper box witii its body and the rim of its

top i)resscd into form ilirectiy from paper pulp, and
the end pieces of the body and lop cemented in place,

substantially as described.
Secoiul. a box lop, as a new article of manufacture,

made as described.
Third, the Ixnly and bottom of a box, as a new

article of mauufaclure, made as described.

61,970—Alukut S. TVm.kin.son, Pawtuckct, E.
l.—lIort<cshoe Aaii.—February 12, Jc67.—Tiio head
of the nail is lengthened into a'long- tapering form of
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considerably larger diameter than the shank, and
may project from the shoe as a calk.

. Claim.—Tlie horseshoe nail B C, for seeiixing shoes
to the feet of animals, having a slow tapering head B
passing quite through the shoe or through the lo^rer
plate of a double snoe, substantially in tlie manner
and for the purpose set forth.

61,971.—Albert S. TVilkinsox, Pawtucket, E.
I.

—

Horseshoe.—February 12, 1867,—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, the placing of a toe clip B on one
Bide of the toe of the shoe, so as to be maiulv opposite
one of the heels of the shoe, -when the said opposite
heel and toe clip are used to secure the shoe to the
foot, while one heel of the foot is left free for lateral ex-
pansion, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, a clamiDing band K K', running from one
heel of the shoe over in front of the hoof, and fasten-
ing to the toe of the shoe opposite to the starting
point of the heel, in combination A.'ith the heel rest j,

substantially in the manner and tor the purpose set
forth.

Third, the ratchet-headed clamping screw h i, in
combination with the catch or detent m, Fig. 2, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the heel clip h', band K,
and the bar clip J, arranged substantially as herein
represented, to firmly clamp one side of the heel of
the hoof. -

61,972.—Albert S. Wilkkson, Pawtucket, E.
I.

—

Horseshoe.— February 12, 1867.— The shoe is

clasped upon the foot and'buttoned behind. The clip

is continuous from front to rear, and has two branch-
ing arms which hug the heel.

Claim.—A continuous clip B B' & gj, in combina-
tion with the bar A, elevated at the toe B', and heel

&, and having- the arms g j extending upward and
taking hold of the heel of the foot, the heel clips being
astened by the button fastening A i, substantially in
^he manner and for the purpose set forth.

61,973.—Albert S. Wilkinson, Pawtucket, E.
I.

—

Horseshoe.—February 12, 1867.—The rubber shoe
extends over the entire sole and has a rear flap to be
fastened up behind the heel. The air cushions project
upward against the solo. An imbedded stitfening

plate gives shape and facUity for attachment.
Claim.—First, a rubber sole B, extending over the

whole sole of the foot, in combination with a stiffen-

iag metallic shoe a, substantiiilly in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the above the metallic
shield A-, substantiahy in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Tliird, the air cushion P, in combination with the
flap E, substantially in the maimer and for the pm--
pose set forth.

61,974.—Albert S. "Wilkixsox, Pa^.vtucket, E.
I.

—

Horseshoe.—February 12, 1SG7.—The upper face
is level and the lower curved. The rounding edges
are protected from lapid ^ear by steel plates.

'Jinim.—A round-bottom shoe A, i'igs. 1 and 2,

armed and protected at the heel and toe with steel

plates e. e e, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

61,975.—Albert S. "Wilkixsox, Pawtucket, E.
I.

—

Horseshoe.—Fobruaiy 12, 1867.—Flanges from the
irmcr and outer edges form calks.

Claim.—A calk formed by parts elf d, placed alter-

nately on the outer and inner edge of the bar A, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

61,976.—Samuel "Willtamsox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Molding Sash Weights.—February 12, 1867.—Iron
cut-olT blocks aie placed in the moid to make divis-
ions I)etweon the weights. These blocks are cylin-

drical, Avith recessed ends, and have axitd lioles to
receive the ends of the beui cores which extend from
the side of the mold to said holes. The cores form the
holes for the hanging cord.
C laim.—First, the iron cut-off or stop D, when

applied and used in casting weights.
Second, the application and use of the horn-shaped

conical iron chill or sand cores E E', in casting
weights.

Third, the exclusive use of the stops D T>, and the
cores or esiles E E', whether used separately or in
combination in casting weights, substantially as set

forth and described.

61,977.—Joseph Wise, Branford, Conn., assign-
or to Thomas ELex'xedy, same place.— i>ie for
Making Knobs.—February 12, 1867.—The plastic
material is pressed into form between counterpart
dies. A socket in one of the dies occupies the spiiee

corresponding to the opening in the knob and has
projections to form the notches in the knob. A spin-
dle with projections on its end is rotated by a lever
and forms a groove v/ithin the knob which may have
a spiral form'. The axial i^limger detaches the knob
from the socket.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the socket C and spindle D, provided respectively
with projections a and d, and arranged to operat^}
substantially in the manner described.
Second, in combination with the al»«ve, the arrange-

ment of the spindle I, as and for the purpose speoiaed.

61,978.—Harry P. Witbeck, Eochester, ]^. T.
—Manufacture of Vinegar.—Februaiy 12, 1867 ; ante-
dated August 12, 1866.—21) parts corn meal, 3 parts
ground rye, 1 part ground malt, and 1 part ground
oats are mashed together. After fermentation the
liquid is filtered therefrom. The saline and alkiiliue

properties are neutralized by dilute mm-iatic acid.

The liquid is then treated with oxygen while agitated
in a Tessel exhausted of aix.

Claun.—The process of producing a liquid for vin-

egar or acetic acid from tiie product of the mixture
of grains, as herein described, by pressing tlie same
through a filter, for the purpose of purification, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

Also, the rapid jjrocess of acidulating the liquid by
subjecting it to a charge of pure oxygen, as herein
specified.

61,979.—Hexry S. 'Woodruff, Janesville, Wis.
—Buckle.—February 12, 1867.—Eigid tongues are
placed upon the cross-bars on the outer and inner
sides. The straji is bent outward to pass over them
and straighteneu to engage with them. When two
are provWed the strain is thereby distributed.

Claim.—Fii'st, the application to the cioss-bar &,

and on the outer surface of a buckle, of a tixctl or rigid
tongue g, when arranged, and used substantially as
and^for the inirpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
cross-bar b and tongue g with the cross-bar d an J.

tongue i, substantially as and for the imrpose set
foith.

Third, the fixed and rigid tongue n, when rrranged
and used substantially as and for the purj[jose set

forth.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
tongue g and cross-bar b tongue i and cross-bar d,

and tongue n, Avith the side-bars a and end-bars c

and e, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

61,980.

—

Isaac Touxg, Byhalia, Miss, assignor
to himself and Isham II. Hayes, same place.

—

Com-
bined Cultivator a7id Plow.—Februarv 12, 1867.—The
bent colter in front of the share scrapes iind cuts a
track in advance.
Claim.—The attachment C, to shovel or other

plows, Avhen shaped and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

61,981 .—John IST. Arvin and Joseph M. Whit-
moke, Valparaiso, In(\.—Corn Planter.—Fohintnj
12, 1867.—The implement is drawn by horses and hus
a grooved pulley which receives a chain traversing
tlie field from side to side and by which the seed,

di'opping device is driven.
Claim.—Tho diiving pulley E and the fiiction

pulleys F F, in combination with the chain c c, the
rollers d d, in the hoppers g g, and the cam k on the
shaft b, the pawl in, on the vibratory rod n, and the
flaps ii p, in the shutes/i h, all arranged and operating
as and for the pm-poses herein desciibcd.

61,982.—JOHX Austin, Eockford, lU.—Horse-
shoe.—Fchvuarj 12, 1867.—Tho shoe is attached by
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bolts wliose nuts are within an under recess of the

slioc. In each calk is imbedded a vertical plate of

steel to render it self-sharpening.

Claim.—First, securing the shoe to the animal's

foot bj means of the bolts C, constructed and applied

as shoVn and described.
Second, the movable pieces e, secured in the slot n,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, making the calk self-bharpeuiug, bj' insert-

ing within the body of the calk a piece of steel, sub-

stdutially as described.

01,9S3.—George L. Baker, Astoria, IST. T.—
Floatin 17 Anchor.—Februaiy 12, 18(57.—The planks
are attached to the spar above, and the weight be-

neath, by eye-headed traverse bolts.

Claiin.—The combination of the spar A, detach-
able planks B, weight C, and bolts 1), when con-

structed and arrange'd as herein set forth and for the
pui'pose specified.

61,9S4.—T. S. BALmvix, Elmira, ]Sr. Y., W. H.
JoXES, Kochester, X. Y., and E. X. GiBiiS, Elmira,
X. Y.

—

Cement for Walks, Floors, FavcmeJits, <£c.—
Eebruary 12, 18G7.—lietaius its hai-dncss and elasticity

when esposed to heat or cold.

Claim.—A cemer.t formed by the combination of
coal tar, coal pitch, sand, coke or coal ashes, furnace
cinders or iron scale and rosendale cement, substan-
tially 111 the proportions herein specified.

61,9S5.—HosEA Ball, Xew York, X. Y.—
Treatinr/ Feat.—February 12, 18(J7.—The peat is bro-

ken ai^u driven by scievrs through tubular conductors
aiid discliarge spouts, from Avhich it passes in the
form of hollow cylinders.
Claim.—The vertical conductor B and horizontal

conductor A, ai-raagcd at right angles to each other,

provided witii corresponding screws B E, independent
of each other, and operating substantially as and for

the pui-pose specified.

61,9S6.—Y. Barker, Otisfield, Me.—2Iosqi(ito
Bar for Windows, <£c.—February 12, 18tJ7.—The side
nieces of the frame have side grooves to receive the
Tdges of the netting, and a key-slat to fit into the
gi'ooyes and confine it. The side pieces ai'e inserted
into metallic corner pieces

Claim.—First, the corners of a frame made from
sheet metal, as herein shown and described, and for
the pm-poses set forth.

Second, the bars C, provided with grooves in which
is fitted a tongue, in combination with the socket
corners, substantially for the pm-poses herein shown
and described.

61,9Sr.— J. B. Barnes, Eort Wayne, Ind.—
Ugdraidic Flinching Machiim.—F'cbruary 12, 18()7.

—

A screw rod passing through a stuffiug box works in
the press cylinder of larger diameter, whose plunger
is attached' to the punch rod.

Claim.—An improved hydraulic punch, formed by
the combination of the large hollow screw B, the
small iiiterior screw C, and the plunger G, "\\ ith each
other and with the yoke A, substaiitially as herein
shown and described,

61 ,9SS.—Jacob Beifel and John Xelson, Eoek-
ford, 111.

—

Gauge fur Haw Mills.—February 12, 18H7.

—

The fence is adjustable on vertical aucl horizontal
pivots, to enable sawing of the stuif to any bevel.
Claim.—Fii'bt, the adjusting of fence* C to any

desired angle by means of two rotary motions, one
around an axis in itself and the other ai-ound an
axis in B, or its equivalent.
Second, in combination with the fence B of a saw

gauge, the block E. slide F, and set screw J, when
said bllde is grtjoved to fit the inclined faces of the
grudu.ilcd way bar L, and the latter is set into and
is flush with the face of the saw table, the said parts
being constructed and an-anged substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

61,9S9.—Andrew Bennett, Brooklyn, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and Joseph Oecii'ler. same
place.—ilooA: and i;yc.—February 12, 181)7.—The re-
nent ends of the hook, which form rings of attach-
ment to the garment are caiTicd forwai-d and form

springs to pass beneath the eye, and prevent acci-
denta"! uidiooking.

Claim.—As lui improved article of manufacture, a
hook A. provided with side springs a a, substantially
as and for the pui'pose herein shown and described.

61 ,990.—TuoMAS B. BiSHOV, Baltimore, Md.—
Horseshoe.—February 12, 1867.—The rubber sheet
has a thinner margin part for position between tho
shoe and foot, and a tliicker portion to fill the space
between the sides of the shoe. Its tliicker portion is

perforated for ventilation.
6'iai)«.—First, the combination of the artificial

calk b and flange a, formed above the base of said
calk, when the calk bears upon the gromid and tho
flange is adapted for being applied between the hoof
of the horse and the shoe, substantially in the manner
shown and described. . *
Second, the combination of air passages c with tho

elastic sole or frog, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Third, serrating or grooving the bottom surface of
the frog b, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Fourth, the combined cushion and elastic frog or
calk, constructed as described, the same being a new
article of manufactui'e.

61,991.—YiCTOR G. Bloede, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Mucilaginous Compound.—i'cbruary 12, le(i7.—Made
by treating oixlinary American starch with a mixtm-e
of nitric and mmlatic acids.

Claim.—Eii'st, the gum produced by treating starch
with a compound ofnitric and liydrochloric acids mixed
together, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, the within described process of producing

gum from starch, by treating the same with nitric
acid, in about the pi'oportion herein set forth, and
drying it on metal sheets at a heiit of about 2t;uo
1>\' as specified.

Thu-d, the combination of oil of almonds with an
aqueous solution of gum, prepared by treating starch
with acids, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

61,992.—Stephen Bourne, Headstone Drive,
HaiTow, England, assignor to himself and Theodore
Bourne, Xew York, ]Sr..Y.

—

Treating India Rubber.
—February 12, 18ti7.—The rubber article is enclosed
in a vessel to Avhich steam or other heat may be ap-
plied, and surrounded by charcoal, bone-black, or
other carbonaceous matter. Cloth goods may bo
I)laced in alternate layers Avitli the charcoal in powder.

Claim.—Ueodorizijig India-rubber, or any com-
pound of which it forms a part, by means of chai-coal,

substantially as described.

61,393.—William Boynton, Auburn, X^. Y.—
Metal Bung.—February 12, 18(J7.— The bushing
which is screwed into the buughole has grooves for
the passage of the catch nut, to which the stopper
disk is connected by a bolt. A gasket is phiced bt>
neatli the edge of the disk. The turning of tlie con-
necting screw bolt first rotates the nut to bring its

enthi against projections on the bushing, and then
draws down the disk to place, -^i*.-

Claim.—First, the screw c, in combination with
disk B, the nut d, and Avasher e, the wliolc constructed
and operating as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the case A, constructed in the manner and
for the pm'pose substantially .as ho»ein dcsciibed. »

Third, a combination of a case A and disk B, both
constructed and operating substautiiUly as herein set
forth.

61,994.—George W. Bkeuker, Plilladelphia,

Pa., assignor to Bkenker and Kes.slkr, of the same
place.

—

Panel for Lamp Shades.—February 12, 18G7.

—Explained by the claim. r^^

Claim.—The manufacture of panels for lamp shades
by applying to the varnished surface of a sheet of
mica or sheet of paper, or other material on Avhick
two or more layers of oil color have been deposited,
as herein sijeciiied.

61,995.—John Bruckeu, Chicago, III.—Soap.—
February 12, 18G7.—Composed of cocoa-nut oil, 100
lbs. ; sweet oil, 25 lbs. ; tallow, 13 lbs. ; rosin, 10 Ibsuj'
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soda-ash lye, 50 ll)s.
; potash lye, 10 lbs. Boil and

discharge into frames.
Claim.—The soap consisting of the above enu-

merated ingredients, and prepared suljstantially in
the manner herein described and specified.

61,990.—William Bullock, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Printlnrj Press.—Eebrnaiy 12, 18G7.—Endless belts

carry nippers to transfer the sheets from the printing
or an intermediate cylinder to the fly board. The
fly is raised to allow passage to the sheet, and de-

scending at the point of its release, arrests it in place.

The nippers are raised by fixed cams, and depressed
by spii-al springs on their axial shafts.

Claim.—The endless belts caiTyiug the nippers in
combination with the vibrating fly fraine for thi-owing
down the sheet and arresting its motion, substan-
tially as described.

01,997—Oscar F. Burton, Jersey City, Is^. J.—
Allvij for Mold Boards and other parts of Ploivs.—
Pebruaiy 12, 1867.—The alloy has but slight tendency
to rust, and the soil does not" readily adhere thereto.

Glaiin.—The naanufacture of the mold boards,
shares and other parts of jjIows and cultivators work-
ing in and esijosetl to the soil, of an alloy composed
of copper, tin, and zinc, with or without antimony and
lead, or either, substantially as specified. .

61, 99cS.—Charles BusHM.AJN-, West Chester, Pa.—
Skate.—February 12, 186T.—Both ends of tlie runner
are prolonged inward and downward beyond tlie heel
and toe plates in a volute fonn. A raised socket on
the heel of tlie skate has an elliptical hole in its top
for the passage of the similarly shaped head of a screw
in the boot heel, which is secured by a turn of 90°.

Claim.—TJie curls c/, formed out of the same piece
as the ruuner, and arranged with regtird to the heel
and toe plate, and the runner as herein described and
represented.
Also, a raised circidtu- socket m on the heel plate ot

the skate, and furnislied with an elliptically sliaped

hole n in its tt)p, so that a screw hea-d sliglitly filed

away on its opposite sides ajid set in the heel of a boot
or shoe mny enter and tm-u iiL said socket to form a
fastening between the heetof the boot or shoe and the
skate, as herein described and represented.

61,999.—CiiESMON BuTTERFiELD, West Water-
ville, Me.

—

I>ut>t Receptacle.—February 12, 1867.—The
sliding cover is so connected to the pivoted bottom
that the opening of eitlier closes the other.

Claim.—A ilirt or dust recexjtacle haviugits cover or
top D and bottom ])hite F connected together through
rods G and J, and s-^vinging lever or beam 11, so as to

operate substantially in the manner and for the pm--
pose described.

62,000.—Ephraim Cape?j, Batavia, JX\.—Truss.—
February 12, 18tJ7.—The pad is attached to a boss on
the pivoted arm, which is secured by a sleeve joint on
the shaft, between two collars, one of which has a
sloping surface against which the sleeve is pressed by
the nut so as to graduate its pressure upon the; rupture.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the shaft c, provided with an inclined stntionai-y

shouldered B, the nut 1), movable collar C and its pad
'arm, operating substantially as described, for the pur-

pose of adjusting and securing tlio retiuisitc pressure,

as liereiii set foith aiul specified.

Second, constructing the pad arm in two parts EF,
pivoted togetlier as desciibed for tlie purpose of attbrd-

ing a lateral adjustment to tlie pad, as herein set forth.

Third, forming a bossyujion the arm F, whereunto
the pad is attaclied, substantially as and for the pur-

poses sp«oified and shown.

62,001 CrEOitfiE J. Capewell, Wcst Clicsliire,

Conn.—lUaton i'V(.vtou»,7.—February 12, 18ti7.—Oue
flange of the eyelet is embraced between the cone and
the annular rear plate of the button, and the other
flange is seamed down upon the fabric to make the
fastening. By tiie intervention of a second eyelet the
Bhank is strengthened and elongated.

Claim.—First, a b'utton provided with the cone/,
cither as shown in figure 1 or figure V of the draw-
ings, substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

tiecond, the combination of a single eyelet with the

cone e, either with or without the washer d, substan-
tially as shown and descril)ed.

Third, the two eyelets//', in combination with tJie

cloth c and the cone e, either with or without the
washer d, when arranged and combined as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

62,002.—ALEX.A.XDER Carmtchel, Westerly, H.
I.

—

Tea Pot.—February 12, 1807.—A perforated plate
is reciprocated against the reticulateel plate at the
entrance of the discharge spout, its object ,being to

prevent clogging.
Claim.—First, the plate B, arm 6, and slot o', ar-

ranged relatively to the body A and the exit holes a,

substantially as specified.

Second, the case A'-*, combined and arranged as rep-

resented, and extending upwiu'd from the slot a* to a
level above the top of the tea pot, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

Third, in combination with the clearing plate B,

arm b, and casing A"-', or their respective equivalents,

the spring D, adapted to operate substantiaUy in the

manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the lever E, arranp:ed to operate in combi-
'

nation with the clearer B, and the several connections,

substantially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

62,003.-0-. F. Case, New York, IST. Y.—DHll.—
February 12, 1SG7.—The diamonds are secui'cd i:i di-

vergent rows upon the conical drill face, and a loose

coll'ai" on the rod relieies it of friction.

Claim.—A. diamond drill, having its diamonds ar-

ranged in two or more rows, substantially as described.

Also, in combination wjth the above, the diamonds
when so set as to cut the entire surface of the rock,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

Also, the loose collar or ring u pon the drill rod, sub-

stantially as and for the pui'potie ucsciibed,

62,004.—E. Children, Lancaster, Wis.— CuZfi-

^ft(or.—February 12, 1867.—The beams are hinged to

a bar Avhich rests upon a roller on the tongue, and is

laterally moved by a le^er. The rear of the beams is

suspended by links and rock-bar, and raised by the

vibration of the latter. The share is attached to the

standard by staples and keys in the rear.

C7aM/i.—First, the fi-ietion roller j, inserted in the

pivoted draft pole C, in combination with the bar H
attached to the pivoted arms h A, all aiTanged to oper-

ate in the manner as and for the pm-pose herein set

fort.h.

Second, the links I and T-shoped levers J applied

to the plow beams and frame A, to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

Third, the securing of the plows K to the standards

L by means of the staples M, bars r and the keys t,

all arranged substantially as and for the pui-pose here-

in set forth.

62,005 JOHX S. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa.—
(rraf<?.—February 12, 1867.— The oscillating portion

has alternately long and short bars, which act in con-

junction VA'ith others projecting inward from the ring,

the ends of each being deeper as more exposed to

wear.
Claim.—A stove or range gmto, con.?isting of the

fixed ])art A. having the two series of parallel, alter-

nate short and long'bars a^ a^, and the rotai-y part B,

having the two series of parallel, alternately long and
short bars £»^ b'^, the said parts being constructeu and
arranged to operate together, substantially as and for

the purposes described, and in combination with the

subject-matter of the preceding claim.

Also, makiug the free ends of all the bars «' o' b^ b^

deeper than the frame or shaft from Avhich they pro-

ject, and giving to the ends of the movable bars ?>' b'^

the curved edge form shown, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

62,006.—J. Wauuen Clark, Iowa City, Iowa.—
Apparatus for Distributing Liquid Jfaiwtrc—Febru-
ary 12, ]8()7.—The stirrer in the mud box is rotated

by a strap Irom one of tlie wheels', and the morttu*

issues from the nozzle of the hose in the rear of the

plow share.
Claim.—T\\Q combination of a box wa^-on for con-

taining water and eai'th, forming a puddling com-
pound, with a plow for cutting a trench connected
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Tvith a mixer of the compound -vntWii the wajron box,

ami a hose or its equivalent for conducting it into the

trench behind the plow, for the purpose of sottingyoung
trees or plants in lows, constructed and aiTaugod sub-

stantially as herein described.

62,007.—TH0MA8 H. Clark, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Steam Boiler Furnace.—February 12, 18(37.—Each
cylindrical boiler lies in a cradle of form concentric
therewith, tlie space around it forming a flue, and a
ridge between the respective flues corrects the ten-

dency to dicigonal draft. Transverse channels ad-

mit air, which is introduced tluough pipes to aid in

the I'ousumption of the carbon.
t7aiw.— The combination of a boiler furnace, where

one or more boilers are ai'ranged in the same longitu-

ci:i;;l pkine of the flues E, made concentric in" the
transverse section with the bottom of the boilers, and
vrhieh extend beneath the boilers in the dii-ection of
their length, and are separated from each other by
ridges S with the transverse channels I and air chan-
nels F and H', and the continuation of the partition
between the boilers over the chambers C, leaving a

space under the boilers, substantially and for the pur-
poses as herein shown and described.

G2,008.—BarntsS Claytox. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sleeve Fr^tton and Stud.—February 12, 18ti7 ; ante-
dated February 2, 1867.—The shank is inserted and
the sprifig plunger then slips ibrwai'd and prevents
the retraction.
Claim.—In combination 'with the shank and head

of a shirt bosom stud, or sleeve button, the self-adjust-

ing fastening, consisting of the hollow cylinder 1, sUde
or bolt 2. and spiral spring 4, the same being eon-
btructed, arranged, combined, and operating together,
as and for the piu-poso described.

6vi,009.—Charles T. Close, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Lifting Jack.—Febniarj 12, 18ti7.—The axle rests on
a step on one leg of the lever, -which is tilted forward
and raised by means of a toggle, the operating limb
of which has a foot upon which the middle bai- raises.

Claim.—A wagon jack, composed of the legs A and
B. and lever, when combined together, substaoitially
iis described.

6'2,010.—JAJtES H. Cogshall, Lexington, Mich.
—Xursing Couch.—February 12, 18G7.—The child lies

upon the couch, which is adjustable in iiicKnation by
a segment bar and set screw, and in height by its

threaded stem.
Claim.—The nursing couch, consisting of the sup-

port A, screw B, set screw E, semi-circular arms 1),

table C, and straps F, when constructed and ai-ranged
as herein set forth.

62,011.—C. CoxKLKG, Ashland, Ohio.—Letter
Envelope.—Febniary 12, 1867.—The supplementary
back and the belt are attached by wire loops to the
envelope, and the latter may be reused by renewing
the described adjuncts thereto.
Claim.—First, the belt D and loops B C, in combi-

nation with the envelope, substantially as described.
Second, the duplicate back F and loops E, and en-

Tclopo, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Thii'd, the duplicate back F, in combination with

the envelope, as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the self-sealing belt D, in combination with
the euTclopc, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,012.—Max\\'ell CoRNELirs, Cheviot. Ohio.—
Claw Bar for iiVaZrondj.'.—February 12, 1867.—The
bar is so constructed as to form a more or less power-
ful fulcrum itself, to apply tiie rail as a fulcrum, or to
operate with a detached fulcrum block, to draw rail-
road spikes.
f7«ij«.—Fir.st, the hinged double headed claw bar

A B B' D, rf, E E', constructed and adapted to ope-
rate as set forth.

Second, in combination with the above the single
clawed auxiliary head F, adapted to be hinged to the
bar proper, and to operate in the manner set forth.

Thii-d. the claws proper B B', E E'. adapted for
ready removal and replacement, as set forth.

62,013.—-JuLiEX L. CouRciER. Paris, France.—
Lubricator.—Febi-uary 12, 1867.—The central tube is

open, and when the oil sinks below its lower end air

is admitted through it and the annular passage to tho
reservoir above, and allows an equivalent amount of
oil to descend. Tho vertical adjustment of the tube
regulates the flow by determining tho height of the
column of oil resting upon the journal.

Claim.—The tube e, in combination with tho closed
reservoir a and tube g, substantially as herein set forth
for the purpose specifled.

62,014 Is-A^vc T. Crl^i, Chicago, JH.— Device
for Forming Horse Collar.^.—February 12. 1867.

—

The former has the shape of the collar, and has flanged
projections outward from its lower part for the i)ur-

pose of holding the rim in position when being bent.

To the top ofthe former is attached a standard for

holding the rim on the form when and after being bent.
Claim.—The combination of the form A with the

flanges D and standai'd C, substantially as set forth.

62,015.—Timothy A. Curtis. Brookfield, Mass.
—Sole Cutting Machine.—FahruaYY 12, 1867.—The
knife holder is swung horizontally 180=' between each
stroke so as to cut toes and heels in alternation. Tho

J

leather is placed on a block which is elevated against
the knife, and the same motion actuates levers, (fcc,

which rotate the knife holder, disengaging the stop
pin temporarily for that purpose.
Claim.—Fh'st, supporting the knife holderB on an

I

internal support in connection with the solid bearings

j

of the holder on the frame at x' x, when the knife is

I

swung half round between each cut by means of the

I

levers, rack, and catch ring, or their equivalents, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, raising the block and table in connection
with the swinging knife, in the manner and for tho
pm-poses substantially as above described.

62,016.—George Custer, Monroe, Mich., as-

signor to himself and Charles Toll, same plaee.

—

Toe Calk fo-r Horseshoes.— YehTUHTj 12, 1867.—To
assist the welding joint the toe calk has one projection
at its center, on the inside, the front part having a
recess.

Claim.—A toe calk provided irith a recess and also a
projection upon its inner and upper smface, all as set

forth, and substantially as described.
•

62,0ir.— George W. Davis. Milford Centre,
Ohio.—Boot B'ceZ.—February 12. 1867.—The hollow
metalbc heel is secm-ed to the boot by nails which
turn over and clench upon the foundation sole.

Claim.—A cast metallic heel, constructed as de-
scribed, in combination with the devices for uniting
the same to boots and shoes, as herein set forth.

62,018.—Joseph De la Mak, Brooklyn, IS'.'T.,

assignor to himself and Abraham Emanuel.—Ma-
chine for Pressing Hats.—February 12, 1867.—Hy-
draulic pressure is introduced into an expansible sac
within the hat and the latter thereby forced against
the cylindrical shell which rests on" the brim of tho
hat and also against the follower, which is vertically

adjustable to determine the height of the crown.
Claim.—First, the combination of steam cylinder

d, piston I, and steam ringc, for the purpose of'aftbrd-

ing heated surfaces to press against-
Second, the application of hydraulic pressure into

an exivinsible india-rubber hatover which the hat to
be pressed is placed.

62,019.— Friedricii Eichner, Chicago, HI.—
Eazor Strap.—February 12, 1867.—Composed of oxide
of iron, crocus martus, stone dust, and emery flour,

rubbed on to the strap with a lather of soap in such
combiuatioua as required for the respective sides of
the strap.

Claiyn.-The use of the four substances herein enu-
merated in three different proportions as herein set

forth, for the purpose of making three different kinds
of razor straps, in the manner substantiaHy as herein
described and specifled, for concave razors as the bar
bers use.

62,020.—James E. Emersox, Trenton. X. J.—
Saiv.—Febniary 12. 1867.—The portions projectinginto
the recess of the saw plate or from the rear of tho
tooth constitute an equivalent for the dovetailed form
previously used.
Claini'—ThG method of securing teeth inserted in
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or attached to a saw plate by forming the dovetail of
one or more rivets, permaueutlv secured either in the
saw plate or the tooth, in the manner substantially as
shown, and described.

02,021.—George A. Exo, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ice Fitcher.—February 12, 18G7.—The contraction of
the chamber at its lower end renders the bottom less

liable to injury in placing ice therein.
C'laim.—Tne inner casing of an ice pitcher orwater

cooler contracted at the lower end as described, for

the purpose specified.

62,022.—B. GAR\ax and Pv. J. Pettiboxe. Osh-
kosh, ^yis.—Tubular Grate—Fdn-\mij 12, 1867.—The
tubes are combined into a continuous 'passage for the
water, the alternate ends being connected by caps
which admit of expansion.

C'laim.—The combination of the tubes A with the
caps B when constructed and applied substantially as
and for the purpose set fortli.

62,023.—A. W. GiFFORD. Worcester, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Henry D. Ward, same place.—Scissors Sharpener.—February 12, 1867 —The scis-

sors blade is passed between guide plates, with its edge
in contact with a cutter set 'at the proper inclination.

Claiiii.—The serrated or file bar B with the sides
D C provided with the spring F,' substantially as de-
scribed for the pm-poso specified.

62,024.—Henry Gilbert, Philadelphia, Pa—
'Va2:)orizing and Burning Gasoline for Heating and
lUuminating.—Februar}^ 12, 1867.—Improvement on
the patent of Wm. Beschke, Aug. 14, 1866. By
mcjins of the stopcock the amount of va[X)r which
comes from the burner can be regulated. Other de-
vices axe cited in the claims.
Claim.—First, the screw stop, with or without A'alve

at the bottom, intended to fill the reservoir or vessel
with the combustible fluid from below.
Second, the stop cock, or its ctiuivalent in the bmmer,

serving to regulate the exit of gasoline vapors, and
consequently the size of the flame.

Tliii-d, the filling of the lamp or burner, or both,
v\-ith sawdust, charcoal, powdered or otherwise, bone
dust, cotton, flax, hemp, \\o^\, ratan, jute, or other
similar porous substance.
Fourth, the modification of said lamp by omitting

*ic metallic burner entirely and burning it by means
of a wick, covered or not covered by a cap of wire
gauze, or by burning without any wick by means of the
metallic burner.

Fifth, the use of a bundle of fine metallic wire in the
openings and stop cocks of cans, bottles, tanks, barrels,

or cTther reservoirs for fluid combustible substances,
giving a better ingress and egress to the liquid mate-
rial than is the case with wire gauze, and acting as an
improved safety arrangement in preventing any flame
to communicate to the interior and cause explosion.

62,025 H. C. Gilbert, Cambridge, Yt.—Evap-
orator.—February 12. 1867.—The pan is attached to

a frame which may be moved from over the fire by
means of the pinions and racks.
Claim.—The com!)inationof the shaft D, cog wheel

G, racks H, and sliding frame 1 Avith each other, and
with the top a' of the furnace A when said parts are
constructed and an'auged substantially as herein de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

62,026.—J. S. Gochnauer, Goshen, Ind.—Tra,s7i-
ing Machine.—February 12, 1867.—The lower pan has
springs beneath and a circular svstera of conical rub-
bers; similar rubbers are pivoted in the hinged seg-

ments above -nhich revolve the lower scries in the
pan.
Claim.—The yielding bed formed of a series of

radiating conical rollers in combination with the rub-
ber F, composed of a series of conical radiating rollers

and made in two parts, which are hinged together by
a rod c passing tlirongh the vertical shaft D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

62,027.—W. B. GouLO, Xcw York, N. Y.—Stair
Jiod.—February 12, 1867.—The rod islieldateacii end
in Used sockets, one or both of which have spring or
adjustable bottoms, so tliat tlie rod may be entered
into one socket and partially returned into the other.

Claim.—The combination of a stair rod A and
socket or hoUow tips B when they ai-e constructed or
arranged together so. as to hold the rod at either one oi
both of its ends witli an elastic or yielding pressm'e,
substantially as and for the purpose' described.

62,02S B.OsSOM W. GkEex, Bradford, Pa.—
Car CoKpling.—Yehvaavj 12, 1867; antedated Febru-
ary 10, 1867.—The pin is attached to a rectiing-ulai

guide-frame which moves in vertical grooves in the
side of the cbraw-head. It is supported by a flanged
pivoted spring arm which is vibrated to the reaj* by
the entering link, allowing the pin to drop into coup-
ling connection.
Claim.—The an-angement of the flanged di'aw-head

B, the link I, th« shouldered pin E D, guide frame C,
and the shouldered spring arm H G, operating sub-
stafitiaUy as described.

62,029.—W. H. Hankinson, iSTew York, X. Y.—
Carpet Beater and Cleaner.—February 12, 1867.—The
carpet is carried by feed rollers sustained on support-
ing cords and is acted on by flexible revolving beaters
and brushes.
Claim.—First, the two pairs of feeding rollers B

and C and the cylindrical brush F made self-adjusting

as described, and arranged in relation with each other
and with the supporting cords E and flexible beaters
a*, substantially as herein set forth for thepm-pose
specified.

Second, the stiff brushes c arranged upon a rotating
fi-ame in combination with the feeding rollers B 'C

and cylindrical brushes F, substantially as herein set

forth for the pm'pose specified.

62,030.—Theopilus Harrison, Bellville, HI., as-

signor to himself and Wji. C. Buchanan, same place.

—Horse Foiver.—February 12, 1867,—The po^-er of
the master wheel is communicated to iwu j^-lhious

on nearly opposite portions of the rim. The pinions
are on different shafts having an obfiquc relation to
each otlier and united by bevel gears. The eUiptical .

pin is intended to compensate for u-regularity in the
action of the gears.
Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the pinion D and the

pinion D', sliaft F, and pinion H, diagonally with tlie

pinion H' and the shaft E in combination with the
master wheel A, constructed iu the manner and for

the purpose herein specified.

Also, tlie ellipti 'al or oval pin or axle B of the
master wheel A in connection with the two pinions
D D' and scpai-ate shafts E F, substantially as and for

the piu'pose set forth.

62,031.—THO:\rAS Hennet, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Heating Stove.—February 12, 1867.—Interior pipes
traverse the diving flue pipes surrounding the main
body of the stove. These interior pipes are supplied
with outer air and discharged into the room. A
damper regulates the admission of air. v
Claim.—First, the combination of the branch pipes

I, inlet pipe H, pipes G G', damper J, central fire cyl-

inder A, hollow base B, cap section C, and the pipes
D D', all arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of pipes H I with the pipe

G' and D' applied to a stove composed of sections A
BC and pillars or pipes D, substantially as ilescribed.

Thii'd, providing for securing the several movable
sections of the stove together Ijy means of rods, nuts,

and flanges applied to the aii- pipes G, substantially

as described.
Fourth, the aiTangement of the air pipe G' opening

at the top and bottom of the stove and passing through
the exit pipe D' and damper E, substantially as do-

scrilKxl.

62,032.—JoiiN Henry, Jersey City, 'S.J.—Print-
ing P>-e6\<>-.—February 12, 1867.—Two fountains dis-

tribute the ink from two points so that it may be
spread in regular and small quantities, lycvolving
ink disks are connected to the o.scillating table.

Claim.— First, tlie arrangement in combination
with tlie reciprocating distributing table C, of disk

distributors 1) D, for action in concert with distrib-

uting rollers, substantially as specified.

Se'cond, tlie combination Avitli the inking rollers,

distributing rollers, table C, and disksD D, of sepiu-ate
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fountains E F, essentially as and for tlio purpose or

purposes horeiu set forth.

6*-5,033.—JosiATi Holmes and Charles TV. iSTicK-

EKSON', Pittsburg;, Pa.

—

Burglar and Fire Alarin.—
February 1-2. 1807.—The alarm is sprung by the burn-

ini? or 'breaking of an inilainniable guaa'd cord
stretched thi'oiitrliout the building.

Clai.n.—The'plate IcA'cr n, with the slot .9, in com-
bination with the cateli rod m, and scape wheel h,

when arranged and operated in conuection Avith a
Clock alarm, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein described.
Second, the guard cords v t\ with their ends v' v',

the spiral springs r /•, and thelevei' plate n, combined,
arranged, and operating substantially as and tor the
purposes set foi'th.

^

6-2,031.—Edgar Husox, Ithaca, X. Y.—Horse
Sake.— February IL', 1867.—The rake is raised to dis-

charge tlie hay by a lever assisted by a spii-al spring.
Horizontal bars ran back between the rake teeth to
clear them from the hay when raised.

Claim.—First, the spring B. anterior to the rake
head for the purpose of relieving the labor of oper-

rating the rake and also for the purpose ot a quick
upward motiou of the teeth, so that the hay or other
article raked shall not be bound, by the forward mo-
tiou of the horse, between the teeth and the strippers
or cleaners of the rake.

Second, the combination of the spring B, rod E,
and head lever F, as described.
Third, the j-ake head O P, teeth I, and staples J,

all constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

6-2.03.5.—HoBERT Y. Jones audHEXUY Fessler,
Canton, Ohio, assignors to themselves and Ja-MES
Shout.—Harvester "Rake.—February lr2, 18t37.—The
rake is operated by treadles under a segmentally
slotted shield situated immediately over aud hinged
to the platform. The rake teeth are elevated and
depressed in passing to and fro over the slotted plat-

form, by means of tumblers aud lugs.

O^aivn.^First, the ch-cular laetallic case A, pro-
vided with the wheels L, M, gr, and/, springs q, ?», I,

aud r, iu combination with the pins 1 and 2, treadles
n and o, rack bar 11, and wheel P, all arranged and
used sn'ostantialiy as herein specified.

Second, the (luadrantal-shaped platform D, with
its slotted shield, hinged as described, and the rake
bar p, (connected to a stud at the geometrical center
of the platform,) rake shaft y, tumbler u, and lugs j and
f , for carrying the grain to the rear of the machine,
the whole being constructed, an-anged, and operating
as specttio''

Third, tne cii'cular metallic case, constructed as
described, with rack bar 11 and wheel P, in combina-
tion with the platform and rake, the whole being eou-
structed and opieraled iu the manner herein specified.

6'J,036.—Francis Jcst, Buffalo, IS". Y.—Boor
ior/;.—February 1"2, 18G7.—The lower edge of the
bolt enters a slot in the key. The side tumblers catch-
in separate notches. The latch has to be paitially or
Avholiy drawn back and the key inserted in inverted
position to move pivoted spring catches out of the
course of the key when moving the bolt. The latch
is reversible.

Claim.—Fii'st, in combination with the tumblers
B B, and a key bit, the bolt A, when constructed and
operated as shown.
Second, the catches F F, in combination with the

key bit, for the pm-pose specified.

62,037.—Henry Kellogg, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Manvfactnre of 7:/'«^i.-.—February 12, 18ti7.—Animal
aud vegetable fiber reduced to a pulpy condition are
intermixed in .30 to 80 times the quantity of water
used for the manufacture of paper pu];i. This mix-
tm-e is poured into a cylinder abo^e the perforated
hat-fonner. The plunger is then slowly raised, causing
the liquid to pass through the '•fonner'' to the partial
vacuum beneath, and so depositing the particles upon
the " foiTuer." The wool fibers prevent the pulp from
obstructing the passage of water through the perfo-
rations, thus avoiding the unettual distribution of the
material on the '" fonner,"
Claim.—A liut formed and constructed by com-

bining animal fiber with vegetable pulped fiber, sub-
stantially as herein set forth and described.

6'2,03S.—Lewis Y. Ketcham, Poi-t Jervis, ]S". Y.— Water Crane for Supijlijing Locoinotlven.—Feb-
ruary 12, 18()7.—The supply pipe has a vertical pipe
stepped in it, Avhich passes through and is revolvai)le
in a packing box, to bring its discharge spout over
the tender of the locomotive. A Icvcu* on the spout
has conuection to a valve in the supply pipe.
Claim.—First, the water shaft c, within the pedestal

a, constructed, arranged, aud operating substantitilly

as described.
S«coud, the arrangement of means or devices for

operating tlio water valve and the outlet valve, as
herein shown and described.

62,039.—John KiPs.and William ALLJiEXDrcc-
eu, Melrose, ]S". Y.—0(7er.—February 12, 1867.—The
elastic bulb supplies pneumatic pressure to the oil in
the reservoir, and the oiler is thus adapted for uso
above the level of the operator and in an upright po-
sition. Air is admitted through the aperture of a
valve, which is closed by the movement of compress-
ing the bulb.
Claim.—First, an oiler consisting of a reservoir C

and air pipe B, a discharging pipe E with a remova-
ble nozzle F, all constructed aud operatiug substan-
tially as herein described, for the pui'xjose of oiling
below the level of the operator.
Second, in combination with the elements recited

in the Ibregoing claim, an elastic bulb, operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose as herein described.

Third, in combination with the elements recited
in both of the foregoing claims, a suitable device for
opening and closing the air hole in the aii- pipe B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein described.
Fourth, the curved removable nozzle aud the ad-

justable discharging pipe, in combination with the
other parts of an oiler, all being constructed substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

62,040.—J. Knight, Louisville, Ky., assignor
to T. C. COLE>r^\:N', same place.

—

Cotton Bale^Tie.
—February 12, 1867.— The otherwise rectangular
metallic plate has one oblique side, and the parallel
sides are bent over to fofm a loop. One end of the
hoop is rebent over this loop and the other passed
through the loop and doubled over the oblique edge,
which favors its presentation, to be tucked underneath
and held by the expansion of the cotton against it.

67ai/».—Forming a bale tie loop A, with turned
edges a a. and one diagonal and one square end, ar-

ranged and applied for"seeming the ends of a hoop iu
the manner herein described.

62,041.—Ezra B. Lake, Bridgeport, E". J.—
Raihmy Sioitch.—'Fe'bvnarj 12, 1867.—A rod project-
ing from the car turns down a lever by the side of
the track, aud operates the switch in advance ; the
rod being reversed on the rear car, the switch may
be replaced by a person on the train.

Claim.—First, the railsA and A' of the main track,
and the rails B and B' of the turnout and switch rails C
and C, in combination with the operating lever J, and
the devices herein described, or their equivalents, for

communicating motion from the said operatiug lever
to the switch mils.
Second, the operating levers G- H and D. and their

connections, iu combination with the switch rails.

Thii'd, the combination of the above-mentioned
operatiug levers with the movable bars x, situated
beneath the cars.

Fourth, the combination of the slotted bar D, ec-

centric P, its arm t, and rods I and n.

62,042.—Benjajiin Lee, jr., Williamsburg, X.
Y., assignor to himself aud Alfred Woodiiam, New
York, N. Y.—Fish i/ooA:.—February 12, 1867.—The
hook shank is twisted to constitute it a spiral springy.

Claim.—A spring B, or its equivalent, in combi-
nation with a fish liook, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

62,043 C. P. Lloyd, Portsmouth, Ohio.—J?ee-
ftii?e.—February 12. 1867.-Several interior boxes,
with glass sides and movable comb frames suspended
therein, are provided with entrance openings at the
bottom ; the same being regulated by slides.
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Claim.—The combination of the boxes C, with
sides as deseribed and openings /, slides g, and sus-

pended attachable frames I), constructed and opera-
ting: substantially as and for the purpose specified.

6'^,044.—John Kxox Lowe, ClcTeJand, Ohio.—
Bronzing JfacZ/uic—February 12, 1867.—An im-
provement on his patent of Au£!;ust 28, 1866. The
treshly-printed paper is carried between endless tapes
under a fm'-covcred roller, thi'ough a fur-lined box,
and around a roller beneath a -vriper apron. It ope-
rates by first coating the freshly-inked parts with
bronze dust, and then removiuff the same from be-

tween the letters.

Claim.—First, the fur or otherwise lined case, de-

scribed, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the pm-poses set forth.

Second, wiping cylinder U and cloth E, in combi-
nation, for the pm'poses, and operating in a bronzing
machine, substantially as described.

Tliird, the combination of the fur roller with the
lined box, its cylinder, the wiping cylinder, and its

cloth, construct"ed and operating together, substan-
tially as and for the purposes explained.

Fourth, feed tapes G G-, or their equiralents, in
combination with tapes F F, to receive, carry and
deliver the sheet substantially as described.

62,045.—Almon D, Maxley, "Washington,
Mich.—Jfud ^oat.—February 12, 1867.—The mud
boat has several vats resting on two boats, which
are placed parallel and connected by timbers. The
floors of the vats have sectional drops for discharge,
and lever catches which control their dischai'ging
functions.
Claim.—First, the combination of one or more mud

vats C with two boats or buoys A, placed parallel with
each other and connected with timbers B, substantially
aa herein described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the sectional drop bot-

toms ci c^ and the lever catch E with the mud vats C,
when the said drop bottoms are constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

62,046.—George W. Maxsox, Buxton, Me.,
assignor to K"icholas W. Maxsox, same place.—
Churn.—February 12, 1867.—The dasher rods are con-
nected to a walking beam reciprocated by a pitman
and gears. A support for the beam rises from tlic

cover, and by detaching the dasher rods the top
hamper can be lifted otf together.

Claim.—As a means of imparting motion to two
dashers in a churn, the arrangement of the geared
wheel B, geared wheel D, crank shaft E, connecting
rod h, and working beam F, swinging on the support
G, the working beam F being so connected with the
two dashers that it can bo sej^jarated from the dashers
when the cover of the churn is to be removed, in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

62,047.—Fraxk Martix, Aurora, J-aA.—Seat for
Railway Cars.—February 12, 1867.—I'he car seat has
a hinged back, is reversible on its frame, and has
hooks and flexible side straps for supporting the arms
of the sitter.

Claim.—First in combination with a revolving
seat E F F' and ninged back G, the flexible straps
H H' and retaining hooks I I', or their mechanical
equivalents.
Second, in combination with the frame A B and

revolving seat E F F', the hooked bar K k k' and
lugs L L', employed to secure the seat against rota-

tion, substantially as described.

62,048.—J. B. McClaxatiiax, Horicon, Wis.—
Machine for Sharpening Calks of Horseshoes.—
February 12, 1867.—The foot of the horse is lifted,

and the calk of the shoe beiug inserted between tlie

cutter and the rest, is shai-pened by rotating the
cutter.
Claim.—First, the frame A having the bur D

mounted therein, in combination with the rigid piv-

oted plate C and set screw E, arranged as described.
Second, providing the upper front face of the plate

C with the corrugations, to act as rests or supports
for the point of the calk as described.

62,049—A. D. McCoy, :N"ew Orleans, La.—Tm«
Bedstead.—February 12, 18(i7.—The canopy is made
in sections, so as to be readily detached aiid packed
for transportation, and is supported on the bed frame.

Claim..—The bedstead A having aujustal.le head
rest B, operated by the frame C, supporting the up-
rights b, ^nth connecting stretcher rods c d, benring
the inclined rod d'^, which intersect and form crotches
/, on vrhich rests the beam g, constructed and operat-
ing as described, for the pm-pose specified.

62,050—James S. McCurdi, New York, N. T.—Seiving Machine.—February 12, 1867.—The claims
and illustratiou explain the loop-taking devices. The
feed is vailed by turning the thumb" screw, so as to
bring the cam edge of the adjustable feed cam nearer
to or further from the arm of the feed dog ; a spring
serves constantly to press back the cam against the
thumb screw.
Claim.—First, the hoop F, constructed with an

opening d, a point b on one side of the said opening,
and a hook e on its inner circumference, and driven
by a tonge or projection a on the rotating mandrel
of the sewing machine, all substantially as herein
specified.

Second, in combination with a rotating hoop, con-
structed and operating substantially as hcreinbctbro
specified, a bobbin so held within but out of contact
with the said hoop as to be confined in the direction of
its axis, but to be capable of free rotation, substantially
as herein specified.

Third, the holding device by which the bobbin is

held within and in proper relation to, but out of con-
tact with the TOtating hoop, consisting ofthe two rings
K and L, one of which has an otfset k for the partial
support of the bobbin, snbstantifdly as herein specified.

Fourth, the arrangement of the adjustable feed cam
P, stop collar It, spring t and nut T, the whole ap-
j)lied to the rotating mandrel C, or its equivalent,
substantially as herein set forth.

62,051.—Charles McGrew, Bloomington, III.—
Beehive.—February 12, 1867.—Holes in tlie side be-
neath the bottom board allow tlie moth to deposit
her eggs in a place absolutely separated from the bee
chamber. A water trough aroimd the sides prevents
the passage of the moth.
Claim.—The bottom c above the openings b', leav-

ing the space d, in combination with the ease A,
liaving water trough C on its sides, which with the -

front space below the alighting board is . painted
white, for the purpose described, and operating in
the manner as and for the purpose specified.

62,052.—PuRCHES Miles, K^ew York, X. Y.,
assignor to Theodore Mace, same place.

—

Satisage
Stuffer.—Yehruarj 12, 1867.—The pivoted follower
oscillates 180° in the hopper, folding against the side
while filUug, and then as the handle is \-ibrated,

forcing the meat out of the nozzle into the gut.
Claim.—The follower d and axle c, in combina-

tion with the vertical hopper a, having a curved
bottom and the nozzle/, introduced tlu'ough the ver-
tical side a', as specified.

Also, forming tlie hopper a with the curved bottom
and sides, cast in one piece to receive the follower d,

axle c and front a', as and for the purposes siiecified.

62,053.—Warrex P. Miller, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Fireplace.—February 12, 1867.—The air is ad-
mitted to a sinuous chamber behind the fireplace,

and again emitted by openings into the room. Ab-
sorption of heat by the back "plate of the chamber is

reduced by giving it a reflecting surface.
Claim.—i'irst, a lining or p;-irtitiou g, made of

a suitable reflecting metal, and located within an air-

lieating chamber behind the fireplace or chamber,
and separating the latter from the dead air chamber,
substantially as and for the purpose siiecified.

Second, in combination Avith the partition g, th'e

air-heating chamber c c c, and dead air or non-con-
ducting chamber d. all constructed and arranged in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

62,054,—-TACon F. Morris, Lansingburg, IN". Y.,

assignor to himself and Calvix Lockrow, same place.
—Lubricating the Axles of Fc/a'c^cs.—February 12,

1867.—A cup inserted in the hub has a capped supply

tube and a discharge tube which penetrates the
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boxing of the spindle. The lubricant passes through
a filtering sponge, supported ou a peribrated dia-

phragm.
Claim.—The combination of the oil cup or reser-

\ oil I", oiic or moie iuruished with short tubes G and
nnd J, strainer H, sponge I and cap K, or equiva-
lent, with the hub 1) and axle box E of the wheel,
substantially as herein shown, and described, and for

tlic puiposc act forth.

63,055.—"WnxiAM Mullee, Franklin, Pa.—Prc-
pa,yi,.j I,„dia-:iil)'oci\—February It?, ItiJ?.—The rub-
ber is cleaned and ground in the ordinary manner,
and rolled into sheets. These are placed in frames
made of iron wire, and the mass immersed in melted
sulphur at 2-20° or 2303 F., where they remain for an
hour or more. They are theu clear of any adhering
crystals of sulphur. A mass of these sheets is then
passed through the kneatUug mill, and next rolled
into very thin sheets, which are wound upon the steam
heated ih-um, on which it is pressed by a roller. It is

theu removed from the di-um, and pressed while heated
into flat plates.

Claim.—First, the above described process or
method of treating or preparing india-rubber for use
or manufacture.
Second, as a new article of manufacture the sub-

stance produced by subjecting india-rubber, either
pure or when mixed with other substances, to the pro
cess herein described.
Third, the racks E, or their equivalent for holding

the sheets of rubber while in the bath, as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the feed roller B and the
roller C. armed with teeth for removing the crystals
ft-om the slieets as described.

Fifth, the hollow drum E and roller D, when com-
bined and used for the purpose set forth.

Cl-.L, ;.Lu bath with the firephice A and the heat
flue or passage a, arranged as herein shown and de-
scribed.

62,056.—William M. Muruey, Tiffin, Ohio.*—
Machine for Dressing Stone.—February 12, 1867.

—

The machine is so attached to the "runner" that the
former can be adjusted, and set at any desired angle.
For the purpose ofregulating the depth of the furrows,
the fulcrum of the vibrating pick handle is made
vertically adjustable, while the pick is in motion or
at rest. The main frame is adjustable upon its bed,
toward or from the center of the stone at right angles
to said motion. The speed of the pick or the cessa-
tion of its motion is effected without changing or
stopping the motion of the main driving shaft.

Claim.—First, supporting the adjustable frame A,
which carries the vibrating pick and the mechanism
for operating it upon a bed frame A^ and adjustable
frame B, in such manner that frame A can be ad-
justed substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the adjusting screw a,

hook A'', stay a ' and peribrated cross bar A^, with the
bed frame A', substantially in the manner described.
Third, the construction' of the device m m^ n, for

the pm-pose and in the manner substantially as de-
scribed.

Fourth, pivoting the pick arm E to a vertically ad-
justable block d*, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Fifth, the means substantially as described for ad-
justing the fulcrum block d^ for raising and depressing
the rear end of the hammer arm.

Sixth, the application of the shaft of the wheel G
to a vibrating frame H, substantially as described.
Seventh, the combination of vibrating frame H,

pinion wheel h and spm* wheels d and;, arranged and
operating substantially as described.
Eighth, supporting shaft c can-ving the parts de-

scribed at one end by frame A, and at the other end
upon the cud of a lever C, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

62,057.—John- H. Xellis. Eichmondville, :N-. T.
—Attaching Bits to i?race*'.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—
The bit of the shank is grooved, and the latter con-
tains a spring having a catch upon it to engage with
a recess in the socket of the brace.
Claim^—X bit havin"' a g^oo^e, with the spring C,

constructed as deecribed, and operating in the manner
substantially as specified.

62,058.— TViLLiAM Nelson, Boston, Mass.—
Construction of Papier Mache Matrices for Stereo-

tupe I'lates.—February 12, 1867.—The composition
of the matrice consists of two parts by measurement
of wheat Hour, made into a paste, one part of moist-
ened Paris white, and a small quantity of plumbago,
well incorporated. This is spread on thick paper, is

covered with a thinner sheet, and the latter Avith a.

liuen paper. The combined layers are pressed be-
tween wet cloths, backed with zinc plates, and wheu.
fully softened the sheet is used as a matrix.

Claim.—A papier mache matrix for casting
stereotype plat«s, composed of liour paste, Paris
white and plumbago, and molded in the manner sub-
stantially as herein set fortli.

62,059.—Heimann Neumaxn, New York, N. T.
—Buckle.—February 12, 1867.—The tongue is loose or
looped to the frame, and the free end of the strap is

folded round it. and thereby clamped against the side
of the frame when tension is applied.

Claim:—The combination of the tongue B, free at
one or both ends, with side bars F of the buckle frame,
the Avhole constructed and operating substantially as
described.

62,060.—W. J. OXEK, Williamsport, JniX.—Cul-
tivator.—February 12, 1867.—The frame is made of
four pieces— a draft piece carrying the forward
share, two bent side bars, to which the rear shai'cs are
attached, and a transverse brace bar.

Claim.—An improved ii-on cultivator frame formed
by the combination of the bars A C and F with each
other, when said l)ars are constructed and arranged
substantially as herein shown and described.

62,061.—J. A. Park, Lansing, Mich.—Door and
Gate iafc/?.—February 12, ie()7.—The latch is of tri-

angular form, is hung in bearings, and has an over-
balance weiglit and \i spring. The oblique edge of
this plate comes in contact with the keeper in closing,
and is pushed to a perpendicular or locking positiou.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plate A with the
latch C, and shaft with weight D, with or without tlie

spring, when constructed in the manner substantially
as herein set forth.

62,062

—

John Peace, Camden, N. J.—PipeTongs
and Cutter.—February 12, 1867.—One jaw has a hook,
and the other a socket, which is set in or out to suit
varying sizes of pipe. By placing a bridle over the
socket, a corner of the socket is presented to the pipe,
which is cut by the rotation of the tongs around it.

Claim.—A pair of pipe tongs having an adjustable
screw E, socket D, with a series of griping edges at
each end, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

62,063.^roiiN Peace, Camden, N. J.—Machine
for Bending Skelp.—February 12, 1867.—A die of
required form is made in two parts, so arranged on a
slide as to open lor the admission of the end of the
sheet and be closed by a lever. The end is then bent
up, when it is seized by the proper apparatus and
drawn through the die.

Claim.—The horizontal slide rest A, or its equiva-
lent, the adjustable bracket C, the bent lever E, the
adjustable stop D, and the dies F F, all constructed,
combined and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.

62,064.—Daxiel Peters and John W. Pauly,
Keokuk, Iowa.

—

Currier's '' Slicker.'—Februaiy 12,
1867.—The handle is made in two parts, each having
on its inner surface a longitudinal semicircular groove
lined with metal. In each gTOove fits a bar of cor-
responding shape, and between these bars the blade ia

clasped ; the bars acting as a pivot, by means of
which the blade may be adjusted.

Claim.-rlPivst, forming the handle A in two parts
a' a^, substantially as herein described, and for tho
purpose set forth.

Second, forming the blade B with a slot b*, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the combination of the half round friction
wires b' b'^ and the metallic-lined grooves a^ and a-'with
the blade B and handle A, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.
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Fourth, the combination of the ft'iction and
strengthening' bolt C v.ith tlie slotted blade B, and
Tvith the handle A, substantially as descril^ed, and
for the purpose set forth.

62,065.—ArkAHAM H. Phillii'pi, Reading:. Pa.— Oil Can.—lebruarv 12, 18(J7.—An interior spring-

closes the Talvc against tlie inner end of the exit
nozzle.

Claim.—The box L, flat spring X, rod E, arm A,
and rod U, -when the "whole ai-e an-angcd as and Ibr
the j)iu'pose set forth and described.

62,066—Hiram Pulse, St. Paul, Ina.—arain
Z)ri7L—February 12. 1867.—The draft bar is laterally
adjusted to oljviate side draft by a notched rod antl
bell crank. The seed passes through a rotary screen
on its way to the discharging seed slide, Ijcing'cleaned
in transit". The screen is rotated by band connection
to gearing operated ])y the ground yrhecl.

(7 laim.—First, the proyisiou in a gTain drill of the
separator I between the place of supply and deliyery,
substantially as and for the puri^ose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of notched rod "W, bell

crank X. draft rod Y, and slotted cleyis Z. or their
mechanical eqxuyalents, for the optional rectification
of the side draft by a person at the rear of the ma-
chine, substantially as set forth.

62,067—JOHX M. Eeeds, MiUwood township,
Mo.—Com Planter.—FehrnnTj 12. 1867.—Two plant-
ers are maited by bars, at the proper distance, to
plant two rows siinpJtaneously. Tlie actuating leyers
are dra^yn together in the act of dropping the corn,
and the springs on each assist in the re'tui'n moye-
ment.
Claim

.

—The steel springmarkedA on the drawing,
and roller and double gearing, also above described,
in combination with th.c hand corn planter, as speci-
fied.

62,068.—JoHX Eeillt, Pacine, "Wis., assignor
to himself and Thomas Falyey.—Axle Box for
VeMcles.—Febraary 12, 1867.—The axle box is cast
around rings which bear upon the thimble skein, and
has longitudinal ducts for a lubricant, fine radial
ducts leading from them to the surface of the skein.
The box is secm-ed by flanges on the thimble skein at
tlie axle end, and by a nut at the outer end.
Claim.—Casting the box around the rings, as and

for the purpose described.
Also, the arrangement, as described, of the rings

within the boxes, so that the box shall overlap the rings
to prevent the displacement of the rings from end
thrust of the axle on the boxes.

Also, the combination substantially as described,
with an axle box of hollow longitudinal ribs, which
serve both to fasten the box in the hub and to convey
oil to the axle, whether said ribs or chamber be cast
with the box, or made separately of cast or wrought
metal, and afterward attached to the box.
Also, the ai'rangement of the oil reservoirs, the

axle, and the lining rings, as and for the pm-poso set

forth.

62,069.—J. PErs-ECKER, IsTew Orleans, La., as-

signor to GrUSTAVUS PiCKEU, Covington, Ky.

—

Cotton
Bale Tic.—February 12, 1867.—The end of the hoop
is bent around one end bar of the locking ifiece, and
the other end is passed through the diagonal opening
»ear the otlier end, while the plate is at an angle rela-

tively to the bale. As the cotton expands against its

tie tlie last mentioned end becomes doubly bent against
the sharp edges, which prevent its retraction.

Claim.—The plate B, provided '«ith the semicircu-
lar opening a and the opeiang c, with inclined sides

d, presenting two sharp edges or angles to the strap,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

62,070.—John "W. Rtchaudsox, Ogden, Oliio,

assignor to himself, Daniel L. Davis, and Jeremiah
XiMiuiOLGH, same place.

—

Manufacturing Alcoholic
Spirits.—February 12, 1867.—Sorghum juice is fer-

mented witli yeast prepared ft"om rye meal and barley
malt, and the fenneuted li(iuor is^distUled in the or-

dinaj-y manner.
Claim.—Tho process of manufacturing alcohol

from tho juice or skimming of sorgho, or other (so

called) "northern" cane, substantially as desciibed.

62,071.—John D. Piley, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Gouge for Circular Saiving Machines.—Februai-yl2,
1867 ; antedated Febniary 2, 1867.—The fence or stufi"-

supporter is hinged to the frame of tlie carnage, so
that it can l)e adjusted to any angle with respect to
the saw, to cut a kerf of the required bevel.

Claim.—First, the beveling fence B, hinged to the
anns A A, and adjustable to cut a bevel at any de-

sli-ed angle, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, and in combination with the above, the
guide bar G and piece H, having curved slots, set

screws I L and hinged arms F F, connected v. ith the
cross bar E, sutetaiitially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, The hinged beveling fence B, provided at
its back edge with the hinged slotted cross bai- G, in.

combination with the hing'ed uprights D D, to adjust
said fence to any desired angle, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

62,072.—William E. Eisher, Austin, Texas.—
Smith's Forge.—February 12, 1867.—A cylinder is

introduced for the reception of the refuse from the
fire, and contains a di-awer beneath for emptying the
same. Air is introduced into a chamber surrbun'diug
the cylinder, and passes thence ai'ound the top of tho
same'to the fire.

C laim.—First, the construction of the tuyere with
a central chamber k, into which the ashes", cinders,
and other matters collect : said chamber having a
passage between its upper end and the fire bed of the
tuyere, so that the air of the bellows or blast nozzle
shall circulate in a chamber outside of the chamber
Ic, and pass up to the grate through the space which
is between the fii-e bed plate and the upper edge of
the chamber Ic, aU substantially as and for the pui-posc

set forth.

Second, the construction of the tuyere, substantially

ijQ the manner and for the purpose described.

62,073.—Charles E. RoBixsox, Concord, X. H.—Belt Lap Cutter.—February 12, 1867.—The knife is

attached to a grooved sliding block, and vrorks in
grooves in the top leaf or upper part of the machine.
The upper and lower leaves are hinged to each other,

and the latter has a rubber seat enabling the knife to
cut leather of unequal thickness.
Claim.—First, attaching the knife to a grooved

sliding block E, working in grooves in the top leaf or
tipper" part B of the machine, and provided with a
handle G-. substantially in the manner and for tho
purpose herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of a rubber or other elastic

seat with the lower leaf or part A of the machine,
substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, hinging the lower and upper parts or leaves
A and B to each other at one end, substantially as
herein shown and described.

62,074.— W. S. PYERS0^^ Philadelphia, Pa.—
Enamel for Covering Hoop Skirt Springs.—February
12, 1867.—The enamel is composed of white lead,

pumice stone, Xo. 1 carriage varnish, and tiu'pentine.

Claim.—Enameling the covering of hoops or
springs of a lioop skhl, or of so many of them as may
be necessary, with a composition prepared of tlio

ingredients, and in the manner and propoitious herein,

described and set forth.

62,075.—James Serrill, Philadelphia. Pa.—Ice
Planer or Cutter.—Fehrxna-y 12, 1867.—A fixed plane
for the comminution of ice 'for immediate use. The
ice is moved by the hand and dischoi-ged from tho
mouth below into a glass.

Claim.—An ice cutter or planer, consisting of the
adjustable cutting knife A, supporting block B, guides

C C, incorrodible"surface plates D D, aiid the tunnel
or spout E, arranged and combined together a# de-

scrilied, as an improved ai'ticle of manufactm-e, for

the purpose specified.

62,076.—George Sewell, Poughkcepsie, X. T.
—i/or.sc.^7ioe.—February 12, 1867.—The upper plate

is nailed to the hoof and has dovetail sockets on its

lower surface, which are entered by projecting dove-

tail tenons on the upper surface of the supplementary
shoe. Transverse keys lock the plates together.

Claim.—Yiist, tho construction of a horseshoe
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with a supplementary detachable portion B, substan-

tially as herein set toi'th, for the piu'pose specified.

Second, the attachment of the Kupplemeutary por-

tion I? to the part A of the shoe, by means of the

tapering dovetails g, tapering dovetail socket c, spm-s

A, and keys i, aiTanged in relation with each other,

substantially as herein set forth.

62,077.—Christian Sharps, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Breech-loading Fire Arm.—Februaiy 12, 1867.—An
improvement on his patents September 12, 1848, and
October 29, 1861. The breech piece is prevented from
accidental elevation by a hooked projection on the
operating lever. The longitudinally sliding spring-

bar at the breech has a catch which takes over the
cartridge flange, and by which the shell is withdrawn,
either by hand or automatically, by a pivoted lever
which engages the said bar. This pivoted lever is

acted on by a pawl spring on the operating lever-guard.
Claim.—First, tlie combination of the liooked pro-

jection «); or its equivalent, or tlie lever D, with the
lip y, or its equivalent, on the sliding breech, for the
purpose specified.

Second, the spring-bar H, aiTanged to slide in the
frame Jr, and having a notched projection j, in com-
bination with the lever D, and its arm F, the whole
being an-anged substantially as described, so that tlic

cartridge may be extracted either by the manipulation
of the lever 1) or sliding rod H.

Third, the combination of the spring plate G, on
th^ lever D, the notch c, on the arm F, and portion h
of the frame, by wliich the said spring plate is re-

leased from the' notch on moving forward the said
lever D.

62,078.-^. D. Simmons. Quincy, JU.—Window
Fastener.—February 12, 1867.—One side of the angle
phite is attached to "the sash, and the other is perfo-
rated for the passage of the cam pai-t of a lever, and
for a pin projecting at right angles from a spring, to
enter tlie frame and fasten the sash. The spring is

operated by the cam lever, and the same cam also
supports the sash.
C laim.—The eccentric lever B, provided with the

notch X, find the lug or Aving Z, for the purpose of
stopping the spring and preventing strain upon the
same, in combination with the plate A, formed as
described, and the spring D, provided with bar b, the
whole arranged and used as and for the puroose spe-
cified,

62,079.—Jacob Slauder, Osborn, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Levi C. Smith, same place.— TF/icat
-DriZi.—February 12, 18G7.—The agitator rod of the
seed hopper has screw-threaded sections with plain
intervals. One side of each thread is at aright angle
to the axis, the inclination being all on the other side.
Claim.—The shaft d with tlie worms or screws e

over the openings i in the bottom of the hopper C, in
combination Avith the gear Avlicels b c and one of tlie

driving wheels E, constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing snlistantially as and for the imrposes herein de-
scribed.

62,080.— Frederick F. Smith and Adxah
TiujRstox, Four Corners, Ohio.—Seeding :]rachine.—
February 12, 18(i7.—Draft upon the lever rotates the
Siiaft and simultaneously raises the shares and un-
elutches the connection Avitli tlie rotary seed cylinder.
The side plates of the latter arc retained in p'lace by
a rabbet on the frame at their lower side and above by
the removable upper portion of the hopper.
Ciafm.—First, so combining the IcAcr E with tlie

seeding stocks (> and clutches c/that the movements
of the said levers will elcA-Rto the seeding stocks simul-
taneously with the operation of the clutches to stop
the motion of the seed-dropping mechanism, substan-
tially aJlierein set forth.

Second, the retention of the plate c" in its place
with reference to the cylinder J and hopper I, by means
of tae ^Toovc c" and removable upper part «* of the
aiorcsaid hopper, substantially as herein set forth for
the purpose specified.

.
62.081 .-Hexky K. Smith, Xorwich, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Charles Osgood, same place.
—aiiaft Cmtpling.—FohruiiTj 12, 1867.—By turning
the screw-bolts the Avedge blocks jam the shaft against

36 c p

the opposite side of the sleeve and couple the shaft

thereto.
Claim.—The shaft coupling herein described, the

same consisting of the sleeve C having beveled or in-

clined ways or grooves D, pieces or blocks F, and
scrcAv bolts n, when combined and arranged together,
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

62,082.—Sidney Smith, Greenfield, Mass.—Sinl:
—February 12, 1867.—The sink has near the bottom a
grating and its grooved sides furnish support tomav-
able metallic baskets.
Claim.—First, the arrangement in a metallic kitchen

sink of a grating C, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement in a metallic kitchen sink
of the movable baskets, substantially in the manner
described.

62,083.—WiLLLXM Stamp, Susquehanna Depot,
Va.—Steam Gattge.—Fchrn'dvj 12, 1867.—The steam
presses upon the under side of the flexible steel dia-

phrag-m and elevates the pendent lever. The latter

presses upon the arm of the segment rack Avhich en-

gages with tlie pinion on the shaft of the index finger.

A set screw on the arm impinges on the lever and by
rotation adjusts the device.
Claim.—First, a concave flat-bottomed or saucer-

shaped steel plate diaphragm fitted in a steam graugo
and constructed substantially as herein described.

Second, the eccentric adjusting pin i, or its equiva-
lent, in combination Avith the pendent lever h and tho
segment rf, constructed and operated substantially as

herein described.

62,084.-M. W. Staples, Catskill, :N'. Y.—Wash
i?oi7cr.—February 12, 1867.—The wash boiler has tAVO

perforated diaphragms dividing it into three chambers,
tho upper and loAver ones of Avhich are connected by
side tubes.
Claim.—The chambers B andC, the perforated par-

tition E and the circulation tubes D with apertures a,

arranged substantially as shown and described, in com-
bination with a boiler for the purposes herein set

forth.

62,085.—George Storer, l^cw Britain, Conn*.—
Basket Machine.—Fehvnary 12, 1867.—The "former"
holds the basket either in a liorizontal or perpendicular
position wbde being made. A socket clamp is forced
upon the basket stuff to conform it to the shape of the
" former " and the pressing upon the axial center of
the " former" alloA\-s it and the basket to be revolved
while thus clamped by the socket.
Claim.—First, the gudgeon c extending fi-om tho

stock m and turning upon the pin i in combination
with the mold block d, as specified, so that said g-ud-

geon c Avill be sustained by its stock in a horizontal or
A-ertical position, for the purposes set forth.

Second, the mold block fitted so as to be rcA'olved

in combination Avitli the clamping cap e and movable
center/, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

62,086.—John E. Sweet, Syracuse, N. T., as-

signor to JoHx T. Box and E.'lt. Saxi-ord, same
place.—Jfrtc/iinen//or Making Oval Picture Framcc.
—February 12, 1867.—The Avooden frame having been
brought to its true form but in a rough condition, a
pla-itic composition is laid threon suitable for receiv-

ing the finishing pigment or gilding. The frame is

moved during the operation, the "former," which de-

termines the contour of the molding, remaining at

rest. The mot ion of the frame is derived from a crank
wrist and proportioned l>y u sleeve thereon.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the shafts C D E and their pinions Avith their crajik

and its boxes, substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the eccentric sleeve S for vaiTing.the throw
of the crank, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the scraper R, arm 0,
upright L, Avith or Avithout the pedal P, as described

and for the purposes set forth.

62,087.-William J. Thorn, Wcstbrook, Me.,
assignor to himself and F. A. Betts, same place.

—

Picker Cushion for ioo^ns.—February 12, 1867.—Sev-

eral layers of leather are cut of the desired size and
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shape. They are- then soaked in water to soften the
leather, then covered with a thin layer of cement and
nest placed in a former, layer upon'layer, and pressed
forcibly together.

Claim.—^A tanned leather picker cushion for weav-
ing- looms, manufacttu'ed and prepared in the manner
herein set forth.

62.0SS TVm. E. Tickler, Ezra T. Marshall,
andDAN'LM. ML^vkshall, Pierceton, Ind.

—

SmutMa-
cliinc.—February 12, 1867.—The hollow shaft of tke
cylinder contains another shaft having conical pro-

jections which act on the lower ends of the rods sup-

porting the brushes to thi'ust them against tlie cylinder
sides ; springs act in opposition to these projections.

The brush bars are so inclined as to forward the grain.
A pan di-aws in the air over the grain at its discharge
opening for the removal of dust. A platain the spout
spreads the grain to the action of the air.

Claim.—Eirst, the smut machine consisting of the
cylinder B, hollow shaft C, brushes E, shaft D, cones
d, standards e, riddle G, fan T, and pipe P, operating
substantially as described for the pm'pose specified.

Second, the spreading device consisting of the
pivoted valve n, elastic fingers o. arranged in the
spout m, substantially as and for the pui'pose speci-

fied.

62,089.—"WnxiAM H. Towers, Boston, Mass.—
Brick Burner.—February 12. 1S67.—A turntable re-

volves in a circular kiln. Tlie unbui'nt bricks are
placed upon this turntable, and are by revolution car-

ried over the furnace and delivered when completely
burnt.

Claim.—The revolution of unburned bricks within
a circular tmTet or kiln in such a manner that dming
the nrst part of the revolution they shall dry and be-

come gradually heated, then be thoroughly baked du-
ring their passage over a furnace, and then gradually
cool until, at the completion of the revolution, they
shall be delivered perfectly burned and serviceable
bricks, using for the purpose the appai-atus hereinbe-
fore described, or any other suTjstantiaUy the same
and which will jDroduce the desired eftect.

62,090.—Samuel W. Tyler, Troy, IST. Y., as-

siOTior to liimself, Thomas M. Cleeman, George P.
PUESCOTT, Wn.LIAMDEYER5LVXD. EDWARDH. JONES,
and Henry Holmes.—Jiroc/ii«e for Fulling Flax.—
February 12, 1867.—The endless belts run between
pairs of pulleys, the series of which is inclined from
the horizontal so as to raise the flax from the ground as
the machine progresses.

Claim.—Fii-st, for pulling flax and such other crops
as requii'c such similar hai'vesting, the use of a series

of two or more belts or bands made flexil)le so as to
ply around pulleys or cylinders and properly arrariged
to"^work in conjunction by pairs so as to eradicate or
pull the crop from the earth, and this, iiTespectively
of any pulling or eradicating movement that may be
given to the belts, or of any particular foi-m or kind
of material employed in the construction of the same,
substantially as set forth.

Second, constructing the bolts with irregular or
corrugated surfaces upon theu- outer or grasping sides,

for the pm"poses set forth and substantially as de-

scibed.
Third, constructing puUcrs with webbing or other

comparatively non-elastic foundation, cushioned with
iudia-rubber or other soft mateiial, substantially as
described.
Fourth, aiTanglng the belts upon the machine in the

position of an inclined plane in such a manner that

their grasping sides shall traverse upward and back-
ward at the same time, for the inu'i^oses set forth and
substantially as described.

Fifth, so imparting motion to the pullers that each
section of each paii- thereof shall move in a direction

around its axis or axes opposite to that of its fellow,

so that the conjunctive sides of the two shall move
together in one direction, in combination with imping-
ing elastic surfaces, substantially as described.

Sixth, so arranging the belts as to leave an open
space between their grasping sides at the point X',

substantially as set forth and described.
Seventh, giving to the belts Z and Z' when used in

paii-s a motion so corresponding to that of the driving
A\heel that their grasping sides shall traverse back-
ward at the same rate of speed as that at which the

machine is advanced, for the purposes set forth and
substantially as described.
Eighth, the intermediate pulleys ti, or their eriuiva-

lent, for the purposes as set forth.

Ninth, the revolving fingers i, or their equivalent,
in combination with the traveling elastic pullers, for
the purposes set forth.

Tenth, the brace boards Y, or their equivalent, for
the purposes set forth and substantially as described.
Eleventh, so constructing that portion of the frame

upon which the pullers are situated as to form an
open space through which the crop may pass imim-
peded to the platform, substantially as described.

Twelfth, attaching the intei-mecliate pulleys •jt in
such a manner that they may be so adjusted as to pro-
duce any desii-ed degree of pressure upon the crop be-
tween the belts, substantially as described.

Thirteenth, an automatic 'raking or delivering do-
vice when arranged in a manner to support the crop
in an upright position while it is being conveyed along
from the pullers or cutters to the point at which it is

delivered fi'om the rake, substantially as described.
Fourteenth, in combination with the pullers a vibra-

ting sepai-ator for separating the swath from the stand-
ing portion of the crop, substantially as described.

Fifteentli, the separating swords or blade* X, for
the piu-poses set forth and substantially as described.

Sixteenth, so attaching the pullers to the machine,
in connection with springs, as to secure to them an
automatic or self-adjusting pressm'e upon the crop,
substantially as described.
Seventeenth, the adjustability of the tonguQ E in

combination with the traveliag clastic pullers, sub-
stantially as described.
Eighteenth, so constructing and attaching the de-

flecting guardsN as to allow the crop to approach the
pullers at a point upon the opposite side of the line of
their axis, for the pm-poses set forth and substantially
as described.

62,091.—Samuel C. XJpham,, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Nutritive Medicine.—February 12, 1867.—Extract of
beef 2 lbs. ^nd refined sugar 14 lbs. are dissolved in
one gallon of hot water, and when cool tightly bottled
for use.

Claim.—A nutritive medicine composed of the
within-described ingredients, prepared in the manner
and in the proportions substantially as set forth.

62,092.—P. H. V.AJS-DER Weyde, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Lubricating Oil.—Februaiy 12. 1867.—Crude .

petroleum is filtered and the volatile part evaporated
at a temperature of 300° F. or less, till the residue is re-

i

duced to a gTavity of 28°. The oil is then boiled with
animal matter co'utaining fibrine, albumen, gelatine, ;

marrow, &c. A small quantity of rosin may be dis-

solved in it.

Claim.—The manufacture of illuminating or burn- i

ing oil and a superior lubricating oil froni commoa
petroleum, combining the filtering, evaporating at a
low tcmperatm-o, and thickening processes above de-
scribed.

62,093.—P. H. Vaxder Weyde, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Freventing Incrustation in Steam Boilers.—
February 12, 1867.—^Explained by the claim and iUus- •

tration.

Claim.—The attachment within the upper part of
the steam room of a boiler of a number of short rods
resembling small inverted straight or curved light-

ning rods, or their equivalents, intended to caiTy'the
positive-electricity of the steam to the bottom of the '

boiler, where it, dischai-giug in the water, repels the
i

electro-positive deposits, preventing them from set- I;

tling, and thus protects the boiler from incrustation, ji

62,094.—P. H. Yaxder Wetde, Philadelpliia, h

Pa.

—

Making and Using Xitrous Oxide Ga^.—Fch- l\

ruary 12, 1867; antedated January 30, 18liL—The l\

nitrous oxide generated liy the action of nitnc acid I

j

oil moist zinc or iron is liquefied by pressure and em-
ployed for medical uses, for the production of artificial

cold, and as a substitute for oxygen in produciug the
Drummond light, «&c.

Claim:—First, the new economical method of mak-
ing nitrous oxide gas, as above described.
Second, the appai-atus for compressing and liquefy-

ing it, as above described.
Third, the use of the liquefied gas after its re-espan-
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sion as an anicsthetic for surgical operations, (and
anti-spasmoilic.) incases oftyphoid fever, cholera, &c.,

and other medical operations.
Fourth, the use as a substitute for oxygen for the

Drunimoiid or calcium light, or hydi-o-oxygen blow-
pipe for magic lanterns, light-houses, melting of pla-

tinum. &c.
Fifth, its use as a bleaching, oxidizing, deodoriz-

ing, and disinfecting agent.
Sixth, its use of the liquefied gas as a store of mo-

tive power, for driving raili-oad'cai'S and other con-

trivances.

62,095.—P. H. Yaxder "Wetde, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Gas Generator.—February 12, 18ti7; antedated
January 30. 1867.—The upper part of the acid cliam-

ber above communicates with the generator l)eueath

by tubes, a stopcock shutting off the acid when de-

sired. One of the tubes is connected with a pipe
wiiich terminates in a washing bottle. The latter has
cocks througli which the water and gas may be Avith-

drawn.
Claim.—First, a gas generator when the acid is

entirely separated from the substance from which the
gas is evolved, brought in contact only in proportion
to the pressure and quantity required and adapted to
the instantaneous generation, without the application
of heat, ofthe following gases: hydrogen, oxygen, car-

bonic acid, hydro-sulphuric acicl, sulphide of ammo-
nia, nitric and nitrous oxide, and hypo-nitric acid.

Second, tlie loug-nceked bell jar A, contracted and
expanded below as described above, preventmg the
absorption of the gas by the liquid.

62,096.—P. H. Yaxder Weyde, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Tubular Still for Co7itinuous Distillatio7i.—Feb-
ruary 12, 1867 ; antedated Januaiy 30, 1867.—A series
of zigzag tubes arc placed in the flue tlirough wliich
the liquid runs in a smaU stream, and in which it is ex-
posed to an increasing heat as it approaches the fire.

At different distances tubes arc provided for the escap-
ing vapors, which arc separately condensed.
Claim.—First, a still consisting of a series of tubes

situated in the flue, through wliich tubes the liquid to
be distilled is uninterruptedly passed in a small stream
and in its downwai-d coiu'se submitted to a continu-
ally increased heat.
Second, a number of vapor tubes attached at differ-

ent heights to this tubular still giving exit to vajiors of
different density and volatility, each exit tube con-
densing its own vapor separately in a common worm
Liebig's condenser, or any other kind, and thus pro-
ducing liquids of different density by one sinale un-
inteiTupted operation : also preventing fusil and other
oils from contaminating any other part of the appa-
ratus, or of its products, with their flavors,

ends. The main platfonn rests upon wheels, and by
the movenynt of a IcA'cr other wheels are brought
down to sustain the i^latform and enable a movement
at a right angle to the former wheels.

, Claim.—'First, a portable elevator, consisting of a
car or truck mounted on two sets of wheels, substan-
tially as described, with grooved tracks or guide posts
mounted thereon, and a carriage or platfonn supported
by and moving in connection with said iK)sts, substan-
tially as herefn shown and described.
Second, having the tracks or guide posts made ad-

justable, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein
shown and described.

62,099.—A. VanTVixkle, Newark, l^.J.-^Soda-
Water <S?«7irf.—February 12, 1867.—The sirup cocks
are upon one side of the stand. The cans of the upper
tier are narrower than the lower, to allow access to
the latter ft-om the rear, inside the casing.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of two or more

tiers of sirup cans one above the other in a soda-water
stand, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, making'the cans of the upper tier uai-rower

than those of the next succeediao; one below, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,100.—George W. Walker, Boston, Mass.—
Cookimj Stove.—February 12, 1867."—A flue from the
lower heat chamber passes up between the fire plate
and the oven, then over the oven and discharges into
the diA'ing flue, from wliich it i^asses under the oven
and retm-us above the stove bottom to the chimney.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the flue i, Avith respect

to tlic oven and the main flue, substantially as de-

scribed.

62,101.—James "Walker, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Breviers' JLash 3^«m.—February 12, 1867.—The main
pipe for admission of water for raising the tempera-
ture of the mash, or for alloAving the "outflow of the
wort, has a removable head, from Avhose chamber
radial pipes conduct the liquid to vai'ious points to
raise the temperature at all parts alike. In drawing
off the Avort each of these pipes furnishes a place'of
exit, for the avoidance of any great current Avhich a
single outlet causes. A pipe ascending from the ceu-
trafchamber affords exit through the side of the tun
when desired.
Claim.—First, the proA'ision in a mash tun of the

radiating inlets to the drain pipe or pipes, substantially
as and for the purposes set foitli.

Second, the elevated di-ain pipe proper Avithin the
mash tun, substantiaflv as set forth.

62,102.—TT. T. Wells, Decatur, Tl].—Latch for
Gafe^.—February 12, 1867.—The latch has a guide

Third, the manner of connecting the tubes by means plate whose upper cross bar limits its movements, so
of traps for the separation of the different vapors, and that by changing the position of the plate the play of
by screw caps giving access to theii" interior for clean^
iug. repair, or "otlier jimposes.

62,097.—P. H. Vaxher Weyde, Philadelphia,
Tn.— ^fanvfacture of White Lead.— February 12,
1867 ; antedated Jnnuary 30. 1867.—The vapors evol-
ved in the destructive distillation of Avood are con-
densed to obtain acetic acid for the mannfactm-e of
acetate of le;id. Aii- is passed through the heated
cliarcoal in the retort, after distillation, in order to
obtain carbonic acid to decompose the acetate of lead.
Claim.—F'lv^t, to effect Avith the same apparatus

and one single operation the separation of the pro-
duets of the distillation of wood, chiefly of the acetic
acid, the immediate transfonnation of 'the remaining
charcoal into carbonic acid, and the use of those tA\o
products to the manufacturing of white lead, in the
manner described.
Second, the si)u-al inverted gutter h h, intended either

.to seciu-e a more perfect abserption of the carbonic
aeid^or any other gas by the liquid, or to charge air
or cffls more perfectly with the vapor of the liquid
through wliich it passes.

Third, the ti-eatment of the precipitate with a hot
alkaline solution of quicklime, or its cquiA-alcut, and
the washing out of the filters with lime Avater.

62,098.—E. M. Tax Sickler, Xew York. X. Y.—
-EZci-flfor.-Febrnaryl2, 1867.—The guide posts ofthe
elevating platform rest on gudgeons, and ai-e adjust-
able in inclination by a lever connected to their lower

the latch is regulated.
Claim.—The combination with a latch of a slotted

plate, or its equivalent, when the two are so con-
stiTicted and arranged together as to operate substan-
tially in the manner described and for the purpose
specified.

62,103.—JoHX Wildhack, Pekin, El., assignor
to himself and R. Popkess, same place.

—

Oil Cujyfor
Steam Engines.—February 12, 1867.—The cock stem,
whose mouth forms an oil-receiving cup, is screwed
into the cylinder. Tlie plug handle has, at one end,
an oil chamber communicating by a central duct
through the plug to the oil passage in the stem at ono
side, so that when the oil chamber is turned down it

may be filled from the oil cup. and when it is tm*ned
up it furnishes oil to the cylinder.

Claim.—Fh-st, an oil cup for the cylinders of steam
engines, in Avhich a chamber C iu*the handle B is

made the reservoir for receiving the oil, substantially

as set forth.

Second, the stem A and stopcock B, when so con-
structed and aiTanged that the stopcock shall be the
receiver for the oil, and the passage of steam through
the stem be prevented, substantially in the manner
set forth.

Tliird, so combining the s-tem A and stopcock B
that the pipe C may be brought alternately into con-
nection with the openings through the stem on each
.side of the stopcock, substantially as and for tlie pur-
pose set forth.
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6ti,104.—L. E. WiTHEKELL, Galcsburg. HI.—Mas-
tic Marking Holler.—February 12, 18tJ7.-*-A haudle,
perpendicular to the axis of the'ioarking roller, cairies
ai'ms Tviiicli give it journal bcariuj^-s. The anais of
another handle are pivoted to the first-mentioned at
right aniiles, and this latter handle is used to raise or
depress the roller.

Claim.—The supplementary bail and handle G h,

in combination with the bail' and handle D F of an
elastic printing cylinder, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

62,105.-J". Terkes, Fox Chase, Va.—Making
Hammers.—February 12, 1867.—The hammer is of
malleable ii"on, and cast with a groove where the sepa-
ration between the claws is to bo made. The claws
arc split apart by a saw, so as to make the edges well
defined and sharp.
Claim.—Constructing claw hammers of cast iron,

in the manner described.

62,106.—Anbrew Albright, Drydcn, N. Y.—
Covering Sarness Trimmings with Yulcanized Rub-
ber.—February 12, 1867.—The buckles and other tr>jQ-

mings of harness are coated with raw rubber, which
is then vulcanized.
Claim.—Providing metallic trimmings for carriages

and harness Avith a coating ofvulcanized caoutchouc
or liard rubber, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

62,107.—Sylvester E. Amext, Oswego, HI.—
Horse Rake.—February 19, 1867.—The revolving rake
Las double runners, the only contact of which with tlie

ground is behind the rake head, so as to throw the
jwints of the teeth near the ground. The rear end of
the runner is free, the runner being attached at its

front end to the rake head. By means of a weight,
duplicate p.awls and a spring, all of which are con-
nected witli the handle of the'rake, the latter is made
to revolve to discharge the hay. Draw bars are at-

tached to each end of the rake head by means of bolts,

tenon plates, and disk pieces, the latter being so con-
structed as to prevent the rake head from splitting or
wearing.
Claim.—First, the formation of a gi-oove or chan-

Qcl H cut within and around the cylindiical part of
the bearing D', when employed substantially as and
!br the piirpose herein set forth.

Second, situating the radial or perpendicular facesW X Y Z within the joint rim or parts E D G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third." putting the stops I and J beneath the tan-

gents of tiie strap G, or in other words, concealing the
same witliin the handle E, substantially as and for the

purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the employment of duplicate pawls I and
J, when adapted to operate relatively to one or more
pairs of reversed faces W Y, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, the eraploymentofa springK, inserted through
a hole in the handle E, and adapted to servo in com-
bination with the duplicate pawls I and J, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Sixth, the employment of a cam shaft N^, having a

cam N' and a hook n upon each end thereof, adapted
to operate in combination witli the locking devices of
a single-handled revolving rake A a « E, substantially
as an^il for the purpose herein set forth.

Seventh, tlie employment of a ball or weight M,
adapted to slide or to "be dragged upon the ea'rth be-

hind the rake head A. and to serve in combination
with the locking devices of a '•revolving rake A a a,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Eightli, the application of tlie disk pieces C C to the
ends of the shaft A, when constructed and employed
substantially as and for the purpose lierein set foi-th.

Ninth, the use of tlie bearing bolts F F, when con-
stnicted and employed substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Tenth, in revolving rakes A a a the use of one or
more chocks or braces T' T', when employed to brace
the runner in rear of the rake head, sub"stanti:Uly as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Eleventh, the wooden runners T T, provided witli

braces in rear of the rake liead. in combination with
a revolving rake A a a, in such manner that the only
point of contact of said runners with the ground shall

be in rear of the rake head, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

Twelfth, in combination with a single-handled re-

volving rake A a a E, when its locking devices do not
depend upon the teeth for resistances, except uni-
formly upon the whole, through the medium of the
shaft A. The employment of two pairs of reversed
faces W Y and X Z, "when arranged relative to each
other, and to paAvls I and J, or theii' equivalents, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Thirteenth, the use of a check chain or connection
M', when employed substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

62,108.—"William E. Anderson, ISTew York, X,
Y.

—

Mucilage and Mark-ing Brush.—February 19,

1867.—The bristles are held in place on the tube, around
which they are arranged by means of a cap. A filter

at the end of the tube of communication strains the
mucilage, which passes through the hollow brush.
Claim.—The combination of the shield tube d

with the cemented surface of the brush tube i, for ex-
tending moisture and forming a durable shield fast-

ening, substantially in the manner set forth.

Also, in combination with the reservoir, the filter-

ing plate a a, substantially as set forth.

62,109.—JAsrES Armstrong, Jr., Elmira, El.—
Cultivator.—February 19, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent December 26, 1865. The curved lever is

pivoted to the tongue or shovel frame, so as to support
it by resting its eccentric surface upon the axle. A
latch holds the lever at the required adjustment,
which is obtainable, whether the machine be at rest
or in motion.
Claim.—First, providing a shovel-carrying frame

D, which is pivoted to levers C, so as to operate sub-
stantially as described, with an auxiliaiT adjusting
lever G," or its equivalent, whereby the driver can
regulate the depth of the shovels at pleasure, whether
the machine be in motion or at rest, substantially as
set forth.

Second, piA'oting a lever G, which has an eccentric
bearing g upon ouc end, to the draft tongue of frame
D, and providing such lever with a locking device for

holding it in any desu'cd position, substantially as de-
scribed.

Tliird, supporting an adjustable shovel-carrying
frame D upon the axle A, by means of the levers C'luid
an adjusting device Gf/Z/iT substantially as described.
Fourth, the use in a cultivator of an eccentric lever

g g, for the purpose described.

62,110.—XiciiOLAS A. BuiiLE.Xew York, X. Y.—Grinding or Polishing Implement.— Febru.'iry 19,

1867.-An equal quantity of blood and liiiseed ofl are
mixed Avith sufticicnt Paris white to bring the com-
liound to the consistency of sirup. Emery, sand, or
rotten stone are added according to the fineness of
the grit required, and tlie Avholelu a plastic state is

molded and baked to hardness.
Claim.—First, the composition above described

for making, grinding, or polishing stones, wheels, or
other impieirients, substantially as above sot foitli.

Second, in grinding or po'lisliing implements of

artificial stone, making their different surfaces, or
lx)rtions of their surfaces, of different degrees of fine-

ness, substantially as described.

62,111.—tIohn TV. EuRNHAM, "Winterport, Me.—
Liniment.—February 19, 1867.—Composed ofone part
each of the oils of spruce, hemlock, cedar, origanum,
rosemary, juniper, sassafras, and rectified amber, ami
the sam"e proportion of aqua ammonia, sweet oil,

tincture arnica, fire balsam, spirits turpentine, lauda-
num, gum camphor. Turkey gum myrrh, dissolved in

eighteen parts of alcoliol.

Claim.—The liniment, consisting of the ingre<lients

mentioned, combined substantially as described.^-

62,112.—L. F. Carter and W. W. Carter,
Bristol. Coiin.—CZocA-.—February 19, 1867.—A rod is

secured to tlie case, and wlien re(iuired is tlirust or
vibrated into contact with the balance wheel to stop
the motion of the clock.

Clai7n.—The employment of the attachment d. in

combination witli a clock movement, substantially as

and lor the purpose described.
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62,11 3.—Antoes-e Galy Cazolat, Paris, France
nssignortohimselfanclJuLEsDESi'ECHEii, same place.
—Furnace for Converting Iron into Steel.—February
19, 1867.—The bed of the reverberating furnace is

divided into two piuts by a fire brick partition, near the
fire bridge of the furnace ; the partition has a commu-
nicating aperture. The small compartment is charged
vithpigsof spathic ii"0u, and the large compartment
•n itli ordinai-y cast iron. Eoth metals bemg melted, the
spathicii-on 'is run into the ordinary iron in proper
quantities through the aperture in tlie'partition. The
•waste heat is used to generate steam in a boiler snr-

rounding the chimney of the furnace, and the boiler

is connected with a series of passages opening into

the fui'nace on each side just above the bed.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of parts, as above

specified, applied on either side of the furnace for in

troducin^ steam into or through the molten metal.
Seconcl, the upper reservoir of cast iron, as above de

scribed, for the pm-posc of restoring to the purified

iron the requisite amount of carbon for converting
the same into ordinary steel.

Third, the conversfon of ordinary steel into homo
geneous steel by maintaining the 'liquid metal in a
quiet state of fusion, and at a high temperatm'c, by
injecting steam in the cliimney.
Fourth, the means indicated* of submitting steel cast

in molds to high gaseous pressm-e, whereby the blisters

are expelled, and the metal close grained and con-
densed.

62,114.—Cancelled.

62,115.—John P. Cowing, Seneca Falls, ]S^. T.—
Composition for Hoofing.— Februaiy 19, 1S67.—A
composition of fire clay and coal tar is used for spread-
ing upon felt paper or boards for roofing.
Claim.—The simple compoimd of ground fire clay,

rock, and coal t;ir, us specified.

62,116.—Jacob Creamer, Jeffersonville, Ohio.
—Mole Flow.—February 19, 1867.—A portable cap-
stan for mole plows. The frame is supported on bent
axles, which by rotation swing it clear of the ground
for transportation, or allow it to rest on the ground
A\ hen in operation ; in the latter position the rear-
wardly inclined anchor bars penetrate the soil. The
sweep' rests in the crotch of the "horse" wten not in
use.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rectangular
fi'ame A. bei.t axles B B', and hinged retaining'bars
i audi-, the said parts being respectively constructed
and an-anged for use substantially in the manner and
for the pujpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the swinging frame A,
capstan h'", capstan head b", parallel bars c, chains
e, lever d and '"horse"/, substantially as set forth.

62,11 r.—A M. Culver, Bedford, 0\Ao.—Lifting
Jack.—Febniary 19, 1867.—In the lever are juvoted
two paii'S of feet; and the pivotal poiuts of the latter
become the alternate fulcrums as the lever is recip-
rocated. The load is raised by successive movements,
the free feet advancing toward each other in the in-

tervals of their duty as fulcrums.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the legsB B', pivoted

to and in combination with the lever A, in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

62.118.-R. O. DOREMUS, New York, N. T.—
Extingui><hing i^ir<?.9.—February 19, 1867 ; antedated
February 6, 1867.—The liquid or solid gases are con-
tained in a strong vessel, which is placed in the hold
of ji vessel or commmiicates by tubes with different
parts of the ship or building, so as to be liberated tor
the extinguishment of fire.

C'Zrtua.—The within described method of extin-
gTiishing fires by means of sulpuhrous acid, ammonia
or carbonic acid in a liquid or solid state, substan-
tially as set forth.

62,110.—A. E. Doty, Ilion, N. Y., assignor to
J. I. Xew and C. H. Doty.—^Veigr/i.—February 19,

1867.—Knees tire dispensed with, and the nauners,
wliich have a bowed siiape, are curved upward fore
and aft, and then inward to be attached to the benches.
Bi-aces from Ijcneath the benches are planted in tiie

middle of the bows.

Claim.—Fii-st, a metallic runner, curved and at-

tached to the beam, as seen in Fig. 1.

Second, the compound ox-bow brace, as seen in
Figs. 1 and 2.

62,120.— Smith Dyar, Charlestown, Mass.—
Prepared Leather.—February 19, 1867.—The surtace
of lac skin is filled with a composition, w^hich will
receive a frictional polish. Before undergoing the
latter process the surface is printed in design, and is

.

then polished by a bui-nishing tool.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, skins
prepared, i^rinted, and polished, substantially as set
forth.

62,121.— Beldex E. Eaton, Clifton. Win.—
C7( to-?i.—Februaiy 19, 1S67.—The crank attached to
the dasher shaft receives a reciprocating motion from
the rotation of the handle crank, and tw'o upward and
two downward motions ai'c produced by each revolu-
tion of the latter. ^
Claim.—The combination of the two levers g and i,

so constructed and arranged on the shaft h that two
motions or strokes are produced upon the dash k and
I at one revolution of the handle e, all of which will
more fully appear and as shown in the di-awing afore-
said.

62,122\—^Nathaniel T. Edson, Xew Orleans,
La.— Washing Machine.—February 19, 1867.—The
rollers on the periphery of the segment reciprocate
against the other rollers, which form a concave sus-

E
ended by elastic cords, and limited in its expansion
y non-elastic cords. A spring connects the axis of

the rubber with the side of the box, and assists the.

return motion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the apron with

the rubber and with the segments I and guides e c, in
the manner and for the purposes substantially as speci-
fied.

Second, the combination of the elastic and non-
elastic bauds h h and c c, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Third, the springs k, in combination with the rub-
ber B and apron A, for the purposes specified.

Fourth, the manner of hinging and fastening the
revolving round h, in combination with the rubber
and the apron.

Fifth, the strips or bands of elastic or non-elastic
materials d d, in combination with the apron and with
the segments I and guides e e, for the purposes speci-

fied.

62,123.—JoiTN Eglin, Manchester, England, as-

signor to Thomas Aluridge Weston.—Drift.—
February 19. 1867.—The spiral, inclined grooves twist
in opposite directions and cut the surface of the tool
into diamond shapes.
Claim.—Forming the cutting edges of drifts of a

series of double-edged diamond cutters by the inter-

section of two series of spirally inclined 'grooves in
opposite directions, substantially as and for the pm--
poses set forth.

62,124.—G. R. Forsyth, Pemberton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Nicholas Lovet, same place.

—Churn Z)a.s7!er.—February 19, 1867.—The square
dashers present their edges to the cream when re-

volved, and drive it upward and downward, the squai-o

edges of the shaft assisting the operation.
Claim.—A revolving churn dasher, constructed,

arranged and operating substantially as described.

62,125.—Samuel Gardiner, Jr., New York, N.
Y.—Apparatus for Lighting Gas by Electricity.—

Februaiy 19, 1867.—The reciprocatiug bar has spring
keys so spaced in reference to the distance between
the burners that by moving the bar they are C(nisccu-

tively brought in'to connection, each with its own
burn'er, and not simultaneously. By this means tiio

electric current from a small battery is made to liglit

a lai-ge number of burners, consecutively but rapidly.

C'i'aivn.—First, the arrangement upon a bar of a
series of keys so spaced in reference to the burners as
to be consecutively brought into electric connection
therewith by a single impulse, substantially as de-

scribed.

Second a sliding bar with an insulating support,
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and fiirnisiied with keys adapted to a series of gas
buiners, for tlie pui-pose described.

62,126.—Cyrus F. Gillette, Sparta, Wis.—
Axle Box for Fe/iicZcs.-February 19, 1867.—The
beariag sections are cast in position in the box, and
sustained by flanges on the box and studs which enter
recesses in the box.

Claim.—First, a cylindric or conical carriage axle-
box cast in one piece, with flanges a and a' at each
of its ends, and with separated Babbett or other soft

metal bearing surfaces. b b cast between said flanges,
aD substantially in the manner described.
Second, holding the cast soft metal in its proper

position by the combined agency of the flanges a and
a' and the sprue lugs wMch fill the sprue holes e e,

substantially in the manner described.

62,127.—Abraham Gregg, Forest City, Cal.—
Railway Car.—February 19, 1867.—A central wheel
receiA^es the pr^sure of the brake, causing the stop-
page of the car. ^This wheel is divided, each half
being attached to the inner end of the axle, and forms
an axle coupling as well as brake, which clasps both
sides of the wheel.
Claim.—First, the method of attachment of the

extreme ends of the trucks to the car by king bolts g\
so that the brakes can be worked in the center of each
sliaft ; also, tlie combination and arrangement of tlie

box coupling D to the center of tlic axle, so as to in-

sure the two-fold purpose of a brake wheel and
coupling.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

double-acting brake E E, witli springs F and levers
I H and K, so that it will clasp both sides of the
wheel at the same time witli equal pressure.
Third, the two bearings a a, to each section of the

axle, to prevent binding in the coupling box, likewise
placing the springs// between the trucks, and plat-
form, and carriage, so that each shaft will have bear-
ings near its center.
Fourth, the ci-oss tongue h attached to street cars,

when operating in parallel slots i i, so that when the
car passes a curve tlie outer cud of the cross will move
back in the slot, bringing the draft on the outer end
of said cross or tongue, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

62,12S.—Julius Hackert, Xew York, N. Y.—
Artificial Ivory.— Februaiy 39, 1867.— Chloride of
zinc, prejiared by dissolving 1 ])art zinc in :j parts of
muriatic acid, is mixed with H times its weight of
lime. 4i parts of the above are mixed with 4 parts
of oxide of zinc or lead, to which powdered glass
may be added if extra hardness is required.

C'toim.—First, the combination of chloride of zinc
and lime with oxide of zinc or other metallic oxide,
.substantially as above set forth, for producing artiticial

ivory.
Second, the combination of chloride of zinc and

lime with oxide of zinc, or other metallic oxide, and
pulverized glass, or its equivaleiU, substantially as
and for the purpose above set forth.

62,129.—BEN.TAMIX Haxdfortit, Chicago, 111.—
C/iur«..—Februaiy 19, 18(i7 ; antedated Felu'nary 3,

1867.—The sliding sleeve upon the upper end of the
tubular handle, and by which it is operated, upon
being raised exposes the side openings for the admission
of air into the handle Avhicli passes into tlie recess
beneath the dasher. On the return movement the
sleeve covers the side openings, and the air is forced
through the valves in the dasher.
C'tom.—First, the combiiuitiou of the liollow han-

dle C, provided with an opening or openings c, and
the sliding sleeve H, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
hollow handle C, provided with openings c, the sleeve
H and valve dasher d d, operating substantially as
described and for the purposes specified.

62,130.-nE\RV Hannex, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Samuei- W. Greene and S. A. IIaxnkn,
same place.

—

Manufactura of Carbonate of Lead.
—February 19, 1867.—A mass of ordinary Avhite lead
is placed in a tank, mixed with water, and heated to
about V.\Q° F. A stream of carbonic acid gas is then
passed through it by pipes.

Claim.—The manufacture of a pure carbonate oi

lead by subjecting a mass of white load, (containing
the oxide or the acetate of lead.) mixed with water
and heated, by the action of carbonic acid gas.

62,131.—James "W. Harper, Xenia, Ohio.—Jn-
strumentfor Digging Post Holes.—February 19, 1867.

—The lower end of the shank is forked, and each
horn has a plate riveted to it whose sides ore bent
round nearly rectangularly to meet those of the feUow
plate. In use the spade is inserted into the ground
or the ecQ-th brought from the hole between the two
wings.
Claim.—The spring blades C C, of rectangular form

and construction and entirely separated, on opposite
sides, so that they may be'sprung apart or away from
eaee other, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

62,132.—John K. Harris, Madison, InA.—Ap-
paratus for Unhitching Horses from Yehicles.—
Februaiy 19, 1867.—The operative parts of the har-

ness center in frames Avhich have pins held by devices
upon the shafts. In the said devices an osciUatable
block is released by the retraction of a spring catch,

which fi-ees the said"pin and releases the horse.

Claim.—First, the provision upon each shaft of a
carnage of a vibrating hook J, adapted to receive
and hold a tongue E upon the harness and to be re-

leased by the driver, through the instrumentality of
a strap U, and its described or equivalent accessories,

substantially as set forth.

Second, tlie relcasable hitching lock, consisting es-

sentially of the vibrating hook J, sliding bolt N, and
springs O and P, the same being placed under control

of the driver by the strap U and its accessories, as
set forth. i

62,133.—William H. Hart, Medfield, Mass.— I

Ice- Water Receptacle.—February 19, 1867.—A revolv-

ing annular disk around the stem of the urn for holding
drinking vessels.

C^cmJv-.-The above-described ice-water receptacle,

consistijig of the urn A and the revolving disk or
plate c, for holding drinking utensils, substantially in '

the manner and for the purpose as above described.

62,134.—Hiraji Herrick, Boston,Mass.—Pioiio-
forte Action.—Fcbvimvj 19, 1867.—A pivoted lever
upon the key has a vertical wire connected by a string

f

to the pivot block of the hammer. The lever end
rests against au adjustable padded button, by which
its movement is regulated.
Claim. — The combination of the arna D and

its connecting cord b, or the equivalent or equivalents
thereof, ^xixh. the piano-forte action, consisting prin-

cipally of the key A, hammer B, and jack or fly C, as
described.
Also, the combination as Avell as the an*angement

of the lever E and the adjustable stop e, or the equiva-
lent thereof, with the annD and its connection cord h,

combined with the piano action as described.

62,135.—G. H. Howard, South Braintree, Mass.
—Cap for Cojfin jS'crcifS.—February 19, 1867.—The
cap has a notch upon its edge which receives the jl

catcli Oil the l)asc piece. I

C laim.—A.\\ improved arrangement of the latching I,

devices c d of the collin screw, cap cover and base,

with respect to such cover and base, substantially as
described, viz: so that the cover by its inherent "ilia-

metric elaiiticity may bo caused to operate as a spring
to connect or engage the latching devices together
and keep one of them in connection or engagement
witii the other, or prevent their accidental disengage-
meut, as specified.

62, 1 36.—S. E. James. Smithfield Station, Ohio.—
Gall' Fastening.—YQ\)x\vM-y 19, 3867.—The interdental

ca\ ities of a free spur whe-el upon the post receive a
fixed latcli pin upoii the gate, Avhicb by the turningof
the wheel is carried ui> under a plate that prevents its

elevation ("rom the cavity. A pawl acts on the cogs
to prevent back rotation'of the wheel.

C'taiJit.—First, the combination of the pin or latch

c, the toothed support C, and retaining device &, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the block ri, arranged over the toothed
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n-heel C, substantially as aud for the pm-poses de-

scribed.

e^jlSy.—John Joiixsox, Saco, M.Q.—Pipe Tongs.

—February 19, 1867.—The ecceutric is adjustable in

one cheek of the tongs so as to render the same ap-

plicable to various sized pipe by varyiag the position

of the eccentric around the pivot attached to the

other cheek.
Claim.—The combination and ai'rangement of the

eccentric «, set into one of the arms of gas pipe tong's,

pia\-l c, spring cZ, and the bolt b, operating as and for

the purpose set forth.

. 62,138.—W. J. Johnson, NeTvton, Mass., as-

signor to himself and H. A. Hildhetii, Lowell, Mass.
—Carpet Stretcher.—February 19, 18fi7.—The head
of the tack is placed against the end of a bar -within

a cylinder attached perpendicidarly to the stretcher
plate. This bai" is driven down hj a hammer and
withdrawn"by a spring.
Claim.—First, a carpet stretcher with a piston, or

its equivalent, magnetically charged, for the pui'pose
substantially as described.
Second, a carpet-stretching device, in combination

with a magnetic tack-driving arrangement, for the
purpose substantially as described.

62,139.—Akthur Kxowles, James Knowles,
and Joshua Bauraclough, Bristal, England.-J._p-

parattis for Extracting Woolfrom. Mixed 'Articles and
i^fXfertcs,—February 19, 18G7.—The material, after it

has been steeped in acid in the usual manner, is iilaced
in a slowly revolving wii-e cylinder over a fire. A se-

ries of back-turned spikes within the cylinder prevent
the material from entangling. In order to prevent the
heat from injuring the wool, water or steam is in-

jected into the cylinder.
Claim.—The means or appai-atus shown and de-

scribed, for the imrpose of extracting wool from cot-
tonand other vegetable substances contained in mixed
fabrics.

62,140

—

Chaules "W. Lawrence, Milton, Ind.
—Spring Hinge.—Fchrnarj 19, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination, with the leaves of
ahinge of otherwise ordinary or suitable construction,
of one or more compression springs placed at right
angles and transversely to such leaves, and connected
by a flexible and elastic steel or brass band, imder the
arrangement and for operation as herein shown and
described.
Second, the combination of the tubidar sheath or

sheaths and t^e spiral spring with the elastic and
flexible rod or band, substantially as shown and set
forth.

62,141.—J. J. E. Lexoir, Paris, France.—TeZe
graphing Apparatus.—February 39, 1867.—The appa
ratus consists of a despatching 'instrument and a re
ceiver at therespeetivc ends of the line. The message
is written with a non-conducting ink on a sheet of foil,

which is then lapped around the roller, and a sheet
of white paper is wrapped on the receiving roller
and covered by a sheet of transfer paper. The elec
trie circuit being established, so long as the point of
the lever of the despatcher is in contact with tlie

metallic surface of the paper, the armature of the
receiver is attracted by its magnet, and the stvlus of
the receiver elevated. TVhen the stylus of the de
spateher crosses the non-conducting ink the circuit
is broken, the stylus of the receiver drops upon the
transfer paper and imprints a mark upon the paper
beneath.

Claim.—First, the revolving rollers H and H', in
combination with the revolving screws t" F', travers
ing frames 1 1', their magnets K K', levers J J', and
aiTOatures e c', the whole being constructed, arranged,
and operating as described.
Second, the shafts G G' and the rollers H H', screws

F F', frames 1 1', magnets K K', and levers J J', in
combination with the trains of wheels E E, or the
equivalent to the same, the whole beir.g arranged and
operating substantiallv as and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, a sheet of transfer paper and a sheet of i)lain
paper, combined Avith the roller H, and arranged to

be operated on substantmlly as aud for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the combination of a receiving roller or
holder H', having an inked surface, a lever or pencil
J' and a sheet of transparent paper, or its equivtdent,
for the purpose described.

Fifth, the magnets O 0', connected electrically with
each other and the arras 1 1, in combination with two
instruments, A B, when the latter are constructed
and operate together as described.

Sixth, tlie shaft L with its disk N, and the shaft
L' with its arms q q, in combination with the driving
meclianism of two instruments, A and B, and with
the ai'm j and the electro-magnet P, the whole being
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

62,142

—

Henry C. Lull, Montpelier, Yt.—Ma-
chine for Scoxiring Marble.—February 19, 1867.—The
metallic block has a handle by M'hichit is moved back-
^\nv(\. and forward over the rnarble floor to be scoured.
Sand is carried in the recessed top?* which has holes
communicating with the lower lace. A box on the
handle contains water, which is supplied to the work-
in^face through a nose and a perforated funnel.
Claim.—In'the said marble scourer, the com-

bination of the handle, the troughed block, aud the
water A'cssel, constructed, arranged, and applied to-

gether substantially in manner aiid so as to operate
as specified.

Also, the combination, as well as the arrange-
ment, of the perforated tunnel with the troughed
block, the handle, and the water vessel, constructed,
arranged, and applied together substantially in man-
ner and so as to operate as specified.

62,143.—George F. Lynch, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Railroad Box and Journal.—February 19, 3867; an-
tedated February 4, 18(i7.—The conical axle end re-

volves upon surrounding anti-friction rollers, which
are kept in place by revolvable rings occupying an-
nular {grooves in the box.
Claim.—Combining, with a box or bearing for an

axle or journal, a series of rollers or rings, not posi-

tively fastened to each other or to the box or bearing,
but so controlled as to be kept in proper working po-
sition, and free to move with or independent of each
other, and -o'ith or independent of the journal or shaft,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,144 G. B. Massey, ]S"cw York, N. Y.—Leak-
age Alarm for Vessels.—February 19, 1867 ; Improve-
ment on his patent August 11, 1857.—The water
rising in the hold elevates the float, permitting the
spring di'um to revolve and wind up tlie chain. Tliis

rings the alarm bell, and moves the index which
signifies the depth. As the water falls the float re-

winds the spring.
Claim.—First, the drum D, having the plate G

attached thereto by the pins c, or an equivalent de-
vice, in combination with the jointed arm E of the
hammer, when arranged to operate as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the drum D, having the
plate G and pinion u attached, with the wheel H,
index ft, and dial I, the drum being operated by the
rising and falling of the float F, as shown and de-

scribed.

62,145.—Theodore McPherson, Bui-lington, 27.

J., assignor to Jonx McPheksox, same place.—F«.s^
ening for Carriage Ci'.rtains.—February 19, J6G7.

—

The projection upon tlie sleeve of the screw shank
passes through a gain in tlie curtain plate, so that a
turn of 90*= or less fastens it.

Claim.—The combination of the screw, revolving
barrel, aud flange, as represented in Fig. :5, when the
same are arranged and operate substantially as de
scribed for the purpose specified.

62,146.—F. Michael, Gratis, 0\no.—Apparatus
for Granulating Sugar.—Yehvwdvy 19, 1867.—A series

of troughs surround the inner walls of a granulating
room, through which the heated sii'up is allowed to

flow slowly. The tcinperaturc of the room is raised
to a proper degree, aud the sirup flows fi'om trough
to trougli in the descending series.

Claim.—The conduits /'c ft L K d, and ti'ongh m,
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iu combination with the sugar house A, the whole
constructed, arranged and operating in the manner
and tor the purpose herein described.

62,147.— F. Michael, Gratis, Ohio.— JSvajio-

rotor.—February 19, 1867.—The pan is divided into

compartments by partitions, the two outer oiies of
which liave sliding gates, and tlie central ones pass-

age-way beneath. At one end of the pan is an adjust-

able gauze shelf, which receives the sirup from the
tank througli a pipe, and is set so as to catch and
drain off tlic scum. A zigzag conduit can'ies the
sii'up from the evaporating pan to its receiver. A
filtering box has a vertical diaphragm running nearly
to the bottom. The raw juice being passed iu on one
side, filters in its gradual ascent to the top of the
other side, from whence it is discharged into the pan.

Claim..—First, the filter F, with regulating screw
s, in combination with pan B, the whole constructed
and operating in the manner and for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

Second, a combination of pan B, filter box K,
cooler H, and couiiuit, the whole constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein dc-

.scribed.

62,11S.— Fraxcis Milliken, Boston, Mass.—
Apparatu.^ for Heating and Cooking by Steam.—
February It), 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.
Claim.—The boiler and oven, so constructed and

connected that the liot air and products of com-
bustion from tlie fire under the boiler, after being used
to Ijcat the oven, sliall be retm-ned through the llties

of the boiler, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Also, the piipe g for conducting the heat from the
steam to the inside of the article to be cooked, sub-
stantially as described.

Also, the hollow sleeve or spit Ji, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

62,149.—Isaac Morely, Pittsburg, Va.—Brick
Machine.— February 19, 1867.—A screen traverses
the hopper to prevent the passage of stones. The
molds are automatically loosened after the brick has
been severed from the lump by the Avirc.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the geai" for
operating the various parts of the machine, as herein
sliown and desci'ibed.

Second, the tilting bars <?, for supporting and loos-

ening tlie mold, when arranged and operated sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
shafts X and t with the liopper B. sci-eou S, and screw
W, substantially as herein described.

62,150.—Stewart B. Palmer, Syracuse, N. T.—Lovj Water A larm for Steam Generators.—Febru-
ary 19, 1867.—The tubes lead into the generator, and
terminate at the low water line. In their normal con-
dition they are filled witli water, but on its subsidence
the entering steam produces a crackling noise, which
serves as an alarm, or Avill actuate a steam A\bistle.

C7rtu«.—First, iu comlnnaiit);i witli a steam geue-
i-ator, the pipes A, C, and E, connected and arranged
to operate substantially as set fortli.

Second, in combination witli the bent pipe C and
elbows B and D, the rods M, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Tliird, the combination of the arm I, attached to
the elbow D or pipe E, click K, and valve stem N of
the steam whistle JL, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

62,J 51.-0. M. POXD, Independence, Iowa.—
Corn Husker.—Febi'uary 19, 1867.—A claw is turned
up on the edge of the metallic plate, and the latter

is secured to tlie hand by an clastic band.
Claim.—Tha metallic plate A, constructed and ar-

ra'.iged as herein described, in combination with the
elastic band C, as a new article of manufacture.

62,152.—"William H. Pkescoit and TViiitcomu
Juu.soN, Galcsburg, 111.— Odometer.—Yahrwiwy 19,

1867.—Studs on the hub actuate the shaft, whose
crank operates upon a ratchet wheel on the shaft of
the worm Avhecl. The latter engages with a cog wheel

on the axis of the indicator, which points to the fig-

ures on the dial.

Claim.—First, the actuating shaft C, disk c, pivot
d, crank c, and spring pawl E, when combined with the
screw shaft D, and spur wheel / on the end thereof,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose as
herein described.
Second, the two shafts C and D as arranged, and

when used in combination with the two cog Avheels,

constructed substantially in the manner described.

62,153.—TViLLOUGHBY H. Eeei), New York, N.
Y.—Buiton.—l^dbmarj 19, 1867.—The shank is siir-

rounded by a zonal ring whose edge bears against a de-
pression in the rear of the button.
Claim.—The concavo-convex disk E formed in re-*

spect to the projection h on the button and having its

edge adapted to an annular recess or indentation in
the same, all as set forth for the pvu'pose specified.

62,154.—iN'APOLEOX B. Reynolds, Auburn, ]S".

Y.

—

Machine for Shearing Metal.—February 19, 1867.

—The movable shear is operated by a handle, while
the stationary shear is arranged on an adjustable bed
plate in which is fixed a gauge pin against which the
edge of the strip of metal is placed. Upon the other
side of the blades there is an adjustable gauge, com-
posed of two jaws or of a slot, into Avhich an angular
corner of the strip of metal is placed.
Claim.—^In combination with a shearing machine

for shearing stiffmetals the guides and gauges h e, con-
strticted, ari-anged, and operating for cutting off angu-
lar sections to adjusted shape, form, and size, substan-
tially as herein described and represented.

62,155.—Geo. A. PvObixsox, Mt. Pulaski, VI.—
Washing Machine.—February 19. 1867.—The concave
roller bed is supported upon hangers and springs that
pass through the ends of the frame and are all situa-

ted on the outside of the machine, and houco not
subjected to the cort'oding action of the water.
Claim.—The arrangement of the geared roller D

and the concave bed C, yielding frame B, connections
G H, and outside springs K. attached to the bottom
of the box, substantially as described and represented.

62,156.—Henry Roryn, St. Louis, Mo.—Type to

Printfor the ^h'?irf.—February 19, 1867.—The system
"Braille" required 70 different type to make the va-
rious combinations of raised dots which represent the
letters, immerals, musical characters, &e. This im-
provement requires but five, with which all the 70 com-
binations are effected. They are ", •, :, ;, |.

C'?(Yi?r(.—First, tJie five sevonil type as shown in the
drawing attaclnnl to the specilication.

SceoiVil. the comliinatiori of tlie five several type as
shown in the drawing attached to the specification,

iu the manner set forth in the said specification.

62,15r.—Geo. PtOSE, Philadelphia, VsL.—Soap.—
February 19, J 867.—Composed of 1,000 lbs. carbonate
of soda,^500 lbs. common soap, 50 lbs. bicarbonate of
soda, and :J lbs. of borax. Incorporate together by
means of heat.
Claim.—A Avashing composition consisting of the

within-described matX^rials combined iu the manner
and in the proportions herein set forth.

62,158.-T7. M. and E. Savage, Chicago, Bl.—
Device for Slaughtering Hogs.—February 19, 1867.

—

The swiveled clutch is supported upon a gi'ooved roller

wliich travels on a helical track to gradually elevate

the load.

Claim.—First, the combination of the clutch A B
and chains C, or their equi\alent, with a swiveled
hook E, sul^stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the anti-

friction loller G, aiTanged as and for the purposes de-

scribed and set fortli.

TJiird, the combination of the said clutch and its

appendages with a curved inclined supporting track
L, arranged as and for the purposes shown and speci-

fied.

62,159.—GEitARD SicKELS, Boston, Mass.—Arf-

justahlc Hack or Shelf— l^chvuiu-y 19. 1867.-The
m;iin frame is hung to a" wall, and tlie pivoted frame
may be either extended on its supporting arms or
placed vertically against the Avall.
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Claim.—The swingins frame C C in combination
with tho standards A A and supporting bars E E.

wlicii constructed and operating as and lor tho pur-

pose set forth.

6-2,160.—Hexry M. Stow, San Francisco. Cal.—
liock ChamberBrill.—'FchvnarjVJ, 1807.—Tho chisels

tu-e pivoted at their upper ends "in tlie lower end of the
handle. The handle has a slot for the guide pin which
connects the upper ends of tho side guides. At the
lower ends these guides have a wedge piece to spread
the chisels in theii- downward movement. The handle
can be so turned on the side guides as to expose tho
chisels for removal.
Claim.—The chisels B connected with handle C, in

the manner described and for tho pm-pose specified.

62,161.—James E. SxuAiiT, Bunker Hill, 111.—
Metallic Huh for Wheels of Vehicles.—February 19,

1807.—One of the circumferontially projecting flanges
is cast upon the hub and has radial side projections
whose outer ends are so enlarged as to form concave
sided recesses for the reception of the spokes. These
recesses enlarge from the disk to allow of the com-
pression of the siwkes on insertion. The spokes are
held in place by a loose disk held to the former disk
by screw bolts.

'Claim.—A metallic hub for the wheels of vehicles,
cast with a collar E having lateral flanges or projec-
tions a, of the form shown and described, so that the
spaces between tlie flanges which receive the spokes
will be of wedge or taper form longitudinally, or in a
direction parallel witli the hub and of double taper
form in a radial dii'cctiou, in combination with a loose
collar C fitted on the hub and secured to the fixed col-

lar ]5 by bolts, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

62,162—J. W. Summers, Sandy Hill, N. T.—
Steam Generator.—February 19, 1867.—Tho generator
is of a conical form with the apes turned down. The
part near the fire is of increased thickness. The water
supply pipe has an air chamber and loaded escape
valves, so that when the pressure of steam is below
the point desired the water will be forced into the
boiler, but wlien raised above that point will bo thrown
back on the valves and escape thereby. The water
enters the generator under a spring valve, by which it

is spread out for quick conversion to steam.
Claim.—First, the generator H, when constructed

as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, tlie air chamber D, for the purpose of gov-

erning and controlling the pressure ofsteam in the gen-
erator, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the valve I for the purpose of dispersing the
water, in the manner and for the purpose specified.
Fourth, the combination of the valves L K audO,

the air charaljer D, and generator H, the whole con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

62,1 63.—John Ru-ssell Swaxk, Edinburgh, Scot-
land.—^Sa/e^y-T' aryc—February 19, 1807.-The end of
the lever is pivoted in a spring stem, and a rest is

placed under tlie lever between the valve and weight,
so that an increase of the Aveight \dl\ raise the pivoted
end and cause an escape of steam. These devices are
contained in a drum, so as to be out of reach of the en-
gineer.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

spring h and stud k with the lever d, fulci-um g, and
its stem g', substantially as described.

62,J64.—Wm. a. Tokrky. Mont Clair, N. J.—
Manufacture of Elastic Rolls.—Fehrnnry 19, IsfiJ.—
The lollors are fonncd of two dilTcrent vulcanizable
gums, such as India rubber and gutta percha. The
gutta percha is secured to the shaft in the ordinary
manner and tlie rubber placed around it. The gums
are then vulcanized in the ordinary manner.
Claim.— Secur'mg lollers constructed of india-

rubber and other vulcanized elastic gums to shafts or
spindles by the use and application of the compounds
and cement, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

^62,165.—Geo. E. Van Derdukgh, Xew York,
^- Y.—Com2)oiiition for Artificial 5<ohc.—February
19, 18(37 ; antedated February 14, 1867.-Sand or other

silicions matter is combined with fluid, semi-fluid, or
gelatinous silicate of lime, and the mass molded into
proper form, after which it is allowed to harden.

Claim,.—An artificial stone or composition for va-
rious useful and ornamental purposes, formed of silox,

in combination with silicate of lime, with or without
other ingredients, Avhen produced before the composi-^
tion has been molded or allowed to dry and harden,
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

Also, the production of silicate; of lime in combina-
tion with silox, by excluding atmospheric air from a
formed or raoldecl mass, block or device composed of
caustic lime and sand, Avith or without other ingredi-
ents, and subjecting the same to moisture Avith or
Avithout heat, substantially in the manner and for tho
purpose herein set forth.

Also, the application of steam to a composition con-
taining silcx or silieious materials and lime, in any
form or in any proportions, for the purpose of produ-
cing an artificial stone, substantially as herein set
forth.

62,166.—Geo. E. Van Derburgh, New York,
N. Y.

—

Artificial Stone for Building.—Februai^- 19,
1867; antedated February 14, 1867.—Caustic lime is

mixed A\ith moist sand in an air-tight vessel in tlio

proportion of one part of lime to eight parts of sand.
The mixture is protected from the atmosphere until
the lime is partially converted into silicate of lime.
The mixture is then formed into blocks and exposed
to the atmosphere, by means of A|hich the remaining
lime is converted into carbonate.
Claim.—A finished block or stone of any desired

form for building or ornamental purposes, produced
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

62,167.—Isaac Van Hagex, Chicago, IW.—Foot
iJesf.—February 19, 1867.—The post rests on the bot-
tom of the tub and is hooked to its margin. It forms
a support for the foot while Avashing.
Claim.—A foot rest, constructed substantially as

and for the purpose described and set forth.

62,168.-EiCHARD Walker, Milford, Mass.—
Let-off Motion for iooms.—February 19, 18G7.—Tho
Avarp on the yam beam is let off when at a proper
tension by means of a positive motion imparted by
the backAvard motion of the lay. A slidinjj bar is pro-
vided Avith tAVO pawls, one fixed to it and the other
vibrating on it at its opposite end, and so arranged
that one paAvl will hold a ratchet wheel Avhich is placed
betAveen the tAvo Avhile the other is passing oAcr a
tooth of the ratchet, the pawls acting alternately.
On the shaft that carries the ratchet is^a pinion that
engages with a gear wheel on the yarn beam.
Claim.—First, a let-ott' motion in looms, effected by

means of a horizontal sliding bar K provitlcd Avitli

paAvls, as described, in connection with a ratchet
wheel P, the said sliding bar being ojieratcd by tho
hammer u on the lay, Avhich in its backward move-
ment strikes the horizontal intermediate bar M.
Second, the combination of the pivoted pressure bar

C, located as described, Avilh a .series of adjustable
levers and rods in such a manner that tlie tension of
the Avarp upon the pressure bar Avii! cause a bar M to
be brought in a position to be operated by the back-
ward movement of the lay, and thus operate the es-

caiiemcnt slide 3i, substan'tially as described.
Third, regulating the degree of tension Avhicli will

determine the position of the bar M by means of tlio

scries of adjustable bars, levers, and rods operated by
the pressure bai- C located below the Avarp, substan-
tially as described.

62,169.—Trios. C. "Walter, San Francisco. Cal.

—Cooking 7ta?i/7e.—February 19. 1867.—The ovens in

vertical series and the oven at the side are heated by
the caloric cuncut in or around them, the dampers
regulating the course as may be necessaiy for the pur-
pose. Dampers in the ash pit regulate the access of
air.

Claim.—Y'wsi, the furnace A and the ovens D and
E. with the flues K F / and /i, Avilli tlieir regulating
dampers, constructed as ilcscribed for the purpose set

forth.

Second, tho compartment C in combination with tho
furnace A, arranged as described.

Third, the register N with the damper m and tho
damiMjr E combined with the furnace A, as described.
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Fourth, the arrangement of the fm-nace A with the
damper B and the register l!^, the ovens D and E with
their flues and compartment C, all operating together,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,1^0.—Bexjajun K. TVatsox, l^ew Bedford,
Mass.

—

Horseshoe.—Februaiy 19, 1867.—The dovetail
tenon is entered at the wider part of the mortise and
jammed by a screw into the narrower part.

Claim.—Secm'ing calks in metallic shoes by fitting

them witli tapering dovetaU tenons to tapering dove-
tail mortises cut through the shoes and tightening
tliem by screws, or their equivalents, as set forth and
described.

62,171.—William J. Wauchope, Brookfield,
III.

—

Ditching and Grading Machine.—February 19,

1867.—For grading roads by removing earth from the
gutters and depositing it on the track. The plow
raises the eaith, which is received upon transversely
traveling belts, by which it is carried and deposited.
The lower end of the belt is vertically adjustable by
a winch, and the motion is derived from the ground
wheels. The plow also has a vertical adjustability.
Claim.—First, supporting one end of the trans-

versely-arranged endless conveyer G upon a roller,

arranged in the main frame of "the machine, and the
other end upon a roller liaving a vertically-adjustable
supporting frame independent of the main frame, ar-

ranged and operatinaas and for the purposes specified.

Second, the arra%ement of the longitudinally-
adjustable beveled bars J within the endless apron G,
and with the roller I, operating as and for the purposes
6et forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
plow S, the transverse conveyer G-, stationary roller

H, adjustable roller I, bars J, and rollers K, operating
as and tor the purposes described.

62, 172.—Joseph Davis Wkstgate, San Fran-
cisco, CaL

—

Sad-iron Heating Apparatus.—February
19, 1867.—The face of the smoothing iron rests upon
a plate above the fire chamber of the stove ; a cap on
the iron retains the heat.
Claim.—An ironing apparatus consisting of the

sad-iron B and stove A, constructed as herein de-
scribed, lined with non-conducting material, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,173.—Thomas 'Westley and Thomas Rich-
ard Beaumont, Preston, 'Engla.nH.—Spinning Flyer.
—Februaiy 19, 1867.—The flyer lias solid legs, and at
about tlie top of the straight part of each is a collar

supporting a bearing capable of revolving around
the leg. The bearing carries the upper part of a
split tube, and its motion around the leg of a flyer is

limited by a notch in the bearing working against a
l)rojection on the collar.

Claim..—Attaching split tubes to the legs and
presser-arms of solid leg flyers, substantially in the
manner and for the pm-poses hereinbefore set forth.

62, 1 74.—LouiN "Wetheuell, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John H. Wells.—Dies.—
February 19, 1867.—The upper and lower dies have
cTooves formed of the sliape of the article to be pro-
duced, and arc so constructed th.at the article being
hammered can be turned around and the surplus
metal forced into a bulge made for the purpose in the
dies ; this surplus gradually disappears in the opera-
tion instead of appearing as a "flash" which has to

be afterward trimmed off.

Claim.—The use in the trip hammer of dies con-
structed as described for the purpose of forging arti-

cles of the description specified.

62,175.—Eli Zimeuman, Pamelia Four Corners,
N. Y.—Lifting Jact.—February 19, 1867.—The lever

is linked to the stand and its inner end acts upon the
notches of the sliding ratchet bar, the position of the
latter, during the intervals of the impulses, being re-

tained by a pawl.
Claim.—First, in a jack for raising fences and for

other purposes, the swinging lifting liook arranged so

as to be adjusted to different heights on and relatively

to the sliding bar by which it is actuated, substantially
as set forth,

Second, the combination with the sliding ratchet bar,

the actuating lever, and the spring latch and pawl

of a slotted lifting hook suspended from said bar and
adjustable thereon, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

62,176.—W. M. Baker, Fortville, Indi.—Table,
Cupboard, and Clothes Eack.—February 19, 1867.

—

The table is aiTanged as cupboard, beneath has a
rack for clothes, one for tin ware, a rolling boai'd. and
di-awers and trays for various pm-poses.
Claim.—First, a combined table, cupboard, and

clothes rack or frame, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, in combination with the above the rack or

frame K", for tins, rolling boai-d P, and tray O, when
arranged together and Avithin the body of the table,
substantially as described.

62,177.—John Balmore, New York, IST. Y.—
Pipe Cutter.—February 19, 1867.—The movable jaw-
is hinged to a nut which traverses the threaded shank
and operates in opposition, either to the socket end of
the shank or to a cutter inserted tlicrein.

Claim.—The cutterD and groove d, in combination
with the shank C, uutB, and hook A, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as described and
for the pm-poses set forth.

62,178.— P. M. C. Blziel, Paris, France.—
Forming the Parts, Liiiks, Ac, of Chains, Bracelets,
(&c.—February 19, 1867.—A design is eng-raved in two
hollow eorrespcHiding dies whose edges are shaped to
cut out the margin and openings. A sheet of mallea-
ble metal, soluble in acid, is placed between two
sheets of gold and the pack swaged between the dies.

The baser metal is removed by acid.

Claim.—The method, substantially as herein set
forth, of forming links, leaves, or other similar arti-

cles of gold or silver foriornamental or useful pui-poses.

62,179.—D.O. Blair, Abington, JW.—Chxirn.—
February 19, 1867.—The dashers receive a rotary re-

ciprocation from a cord wound around an enlarge-
ment on the dasher shaft and alternately pulled iu
either direction by an oscillating lever to which it is

attached on opposite sides of the center of vibration.
Claim.—Y'w&t, the combination of the lever E,

cord c, pulleys d, socket drum C, and dasher shaft B,
with each other and with the frame D, constructed
as shown, and operating substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

Second, iu combination with the above the vertical

dashers F, beveled toward their outer ends, for the
pm-pose described, substantially as specified.

62,180.—Daniel Campbell, Elizabeth, X. J.,

assignor to Henry Seymour, New York, N. Y.

—

Pnlning Shears.—Ychi'XiaTy 19, 1867.- The ciu-ved
shank of the knife moves in guides which give it a
draw cut while the blade advances upon the stationary
knife. The motion is given by a draw rod operated
by toggle lever aud pivoted handles.
Claim.—Fh-at, the combination of the curved shank

c of the movable blade C Avitli the grooved plate/ and
stationary blade A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

Second, the application to pruning shears of the
double set of toggle levers D and arras d, made aud
operating substantially as herein shown and described.

62,181.—Moses Chandler, Corinth, Me., and
John B. Nickels, Kenduskeag, Me., assignors to V.
S. Palmer and J. B. Kickkls.—ilorsc Hoe.—Foh-
niary 19, J 867,—The frame Las two slotted, transverse
bars" to Avliieh the winged shares are adjustably at-

tached so as to regidate" their obliquity to the line of

draft. Tiicii- veitical oblicjuity is regulated by a
tootlied clutch conuection to the standards. Adjusta-
ble toothed terminal blades on the inward ends of tiio

sliai-cs ojieiato in the immediate vicinity of the plants

in the row.
OiaijH.—First, adjustably attaching the wings or

blades tl, when formed as described, to the uprights

G, substantially as and for the ])nrpose set forth.

Second, the comI)ination of teeth or cogs with the

blades H and ui)riglits G, substantially as herein

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the pivoted rake heads

K with the blades or wings II. substantially as herein

shown and described, aud for the purpose set forth.
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Fourth, sccm-incf the uprights G to the caps C and
to thP slotted cross bar B by means of angular bolts

E and steadv pins I, substantially us herein shown
and describeil.

Fifth, the combination of the stay braces J -with

the uprights G and adjustable caps' C, substantially

as herein shown and described.

Sixth, the combination of the adjustable slotted

caps C and slotted cross-bars B, having bands D
around tlieir slotted ends, with each other and with
the draft beam A, substantially as herein shown and
described.

62,182.-0. O. Chapman, Seneca, Wis.— Wheel-
wrights'' Machine.—Febniary 19, 1867.—For boring the
hubs and felloes and teuoning the spokes. The' ad-

justable head block carries and revolves the auger.

The stuff is held in place and fed to the operating tool

by a spnng clamp and sliding carnage.
' CZa ij?J.-^The head block G, bearing the wheel H,

pinion I, movable table C, lever T, treadle Q, rod P
and lever i^, when coustnicted, aiTauged, and operat-

ing substantitiUy as herein set forth.

62,183.—H. M. Clifford, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stove Pipe Joint.—February 19, 18(i7.—The adjacent
ends of the sections of pipe have outward-turned
flanges, Miiich are embraced by a grooved band fast-

ened by set screws.
Claim.—The band b, constructed and applied sub-

stantially as described for the purposes herein set
forth.

Also, the lip or flange a on tho end of the pipe, in
combination with the band b, as and for tho purposes
specified.

62,184.—"Wesley A. Coe, Greensboro', :N". C—
Apple Parcr, Cover and Cutter.—February 19, 1SG7.

—

The apple is impaled 6a the fork, and the' paring re-

moved by the knife dming the rotation of the fruit.

A lever then simultaneously atj^anccs the ring on the
fork and the cutting and coring tool: the cii'cular

edge of the latter cuts out.the core, whicli is received
in the cylinder, and the radial flanges divide the peeled
apple, the ring forcing the core from the fork.
Claim.—First, the tubular bar C, having its opening

continuous throughout for cutting out the core and dis-

charging it beyond the working parts of the device,
in combination Avith the shaft M, cross-bar X and
bar D, in the manner represented and described.

Second, the sliding bar D, provided with the bar L,
in which is the ring i, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.
Third, the shaft M and cross-bar X. in combination

with the bars C and D, for the pm-poses as shown and
described.

62,185.-1. TT. CoxNELY. Charleston, TR.—Cul-
tivator.—Februarv 19, 18fi7.—The two forward plow
beams ai-e pivoted to arms, which descend obliquely
rearwai-d from the forward transverse bar of the
frame. The standards of the rear outside plows are
pivoted to the ft-ame and suspended by chains. The
frame is supported on wheels, and the' plows are all

vertically adjusted by a single lever and branching
connecting chains.
Claim.—Tirst, the machine, in combination with a

cultivator of the several parts as arranged and. de-
scribed.

Second, the aims O O. made either of wood or iron,
and manner and place of attachment to bar or double
tree on forward eud of hounds of frame, as described
and shown.

Third, the flexible connecting beams F F, with
anns O O, either by bolts, pins or clevis, as shown and
described.

Fourth, the bar B, anns O O. beams F F and stocks
T T, as coustriicted and shown and described.

62,180,—E. H. Craige, Brooklyn. X. Y.—lTorJt-
siipporfiuri Plate of Sciring Machines^.—February 19,
18(i7.—Explained bv the claims and illustration.

C'('rriH?.—First, a"cloth plate of the TTheeler & "Wil-
son sewingmachine,constructed in three ormore parts,
the parts to be removed being tongued and gi-ooved,
snbs(antially as and for the purpose set forthr
Second, tlie throat piece/, constructed as descriiied.

so as to be inserted in the cloth plate in the direction

in which the fabric is fed, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Third, holding the throat piece / in place by the

movable part b of the cloth plate, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

62,3 87.—Henry G. Dayton, MaysviUe, Ky.—
Refrigerator and Water Cooler.—February 19, 18G7.

—

As the water is drawn from the cooler an equal quan-
tity is admitted into the latter from the outer reser-

voir by the double cock, which operates in each pipe.
Claim.—First, the combination with a water cooler

A and reservoir or supply chamber F of the double
cock D' G', or its equivalent, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, the perforated pan E, arranged and cm-
ployed in combination with tho pipes G and 1), in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

62,188.—H. Fassmann, ITew Orleans. J^n.— Cot-
ton Bale jTic-February 19, 1867.—Explained by tho
claim.
Claim.—The plate a having a slot or opening b pro-

vided with serrated or toothed sides to receive the
end C of the hoop, and prevent the slipping or with-
drawing of C from b, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

62,189.—David F. Fetter "New York, 27. T.—
Bushing for Barrels.-'FchTnnmlO, i867.—The bush-
ing forms a lining for the bung lole, and prevents the
wear of the staves. It is secured by barbed creases
on the outer periphery of the bush, which catch upon
the wood. The peripheral plate may be fastened by
screws.
Claim.—The bush constructed with the angular

ridges presenting an inclined or wedged-shape" sur-

face to the wood, while the bush is being driven into
place, and a flat surface opposed to the wood Avhen a
power is exerted to withdraw the bush, substantially
as described and represented.

62,190.—Friedrich Fischer, Garabaldi, Iowa.—
Rotary Steam JSngine.—February 19, 1867.—The an-
nular cylinder has a piston, whose advancing conical
end se'parates the halves of the abutment, which
close behind it. the inclined planes in the rear of tho
piston preventing slapping shut. Steam is excluded
during the passage of the abutment. The hinged end
of the valve stem can be vibrated out of contact with
the cam and the valve dropped, shutting off steara,

or turned back, tailing on steam and starting- tho
engine.
Claim.—First, the abutment H H, which opens

from the middle, in combination with the toe i on the
advancing end of the piston B, constructed and op-
erating Rubstantiallv as and for the purpose described.
Second, the inclined planes k on the piston head, in

combination with the abutment H H. opening from
the middle, substantiallv as and for the piu'pose set

forth.

Third, the hinged or jointed valve stem X, cam M,
and starting bar O. in" combination with the piston
valve I. abutment H H, piston B, and cylinder A,
constructed and operating substantially as and for

purpose described.

62,191.—Charles Flesch. Eochester, X. T.—
Permutation Loci:—Februaiy 19, 1867.—The stem of
the bolt, which is thrown in or out to lock, or not to

lock or unlock the door, is engaged by a pair of
pivoted jaws, whose retraction is governed by the
coincidence of the projection on the dog plate with
the depression in the head. The dog plate falls to
allow the dog to enter the notches of the permutation
wheels, when the fly is centered in the slot. At other
positions of the fly it acts as detent by engaging in
indentations of the dog plate.

Claim.—First, the combination of two jaws G G,
connected by the toggle levers r r, or equivalent, op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose henein
set forth.

Second, the combination of the dog plate F Avith

the jaAvs G G. operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the combination of oscillating Avg, with tho
dog plate F. or etiuivalent. operatina' in sneh a man-
ner as to allow said plate to fall when centered, but

' to hold it elevated at all other times, as specified.
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Foiirth, the combination of the rollers or cams b h

of the head a. with the oscillating plate E, operating
substantial!}' as and for the puiyose set forth.

Fifth, so coiinectiug- the head a with the dog plate

P, or e(inivalent, that in turning from tlie bolt said

plate Avill only toucli the cam points j j, but in turn-

ing toward the bolt tlic dog Avill be allowed to fall to

unlock the device, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, clamping tlie center of the combination
wheels in place, by means of a rim y, tightened or
loosened by a screw a' or equivalent as set forth.

Seventh, connecting the screw a', with the rim y,

by means of the shoulders 6' c' or equivalent, and the

slot d', in such a manner that the rim is attached to

and raises with the screw, substantially as specified.

62,192.—John M. Gleichman, Evansville, Ind.
—Siitm2) Extractor.—February Jy, 1867.—The frame
is mounted on Avhecls, and supports a lever, Avhich is

vibrated by tackle and windlass on the forward part
of the carriage. The suspended stump may then be
transjjorted. For heavy lifting a second lever is em-
jjloyed, -with a fulcrum on the ground, and its lifting-

chain passing around tlie upper lever.

Ciaivi.—ThQ lever G-, tackle H and -windlass I,

an'anged, combined, and applied to a mounted frame
A to operate in tlie manner substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Also, the supplemental lever ]!:}, in combination
witli the lever G, talkie H and windlass I, substan-

tially as and for the piirposc specified.

Also, the Avindlass J, in combination with the
lever G, tackle H and aa indlass I, substantially as and
for the purpose set Ibrth.

62,193.—Samuel Gulick, Klines Grove. Pa,
Lifting Jact.—February 1!), 18G7.—The notched bars
slide ill vertical gi'ooves in the frame, and are ope
rated by the i)au'Is, which are pivoted in the front and
rear ends of the slots in the lever, and held to their

work by springs.
Claim.—The bars B C sliding in opposite direc-

tions, pawlsD F and F G, lever H, and springs I. con-

structed Jtnd arranged and operating as herein set

forth.

62,194.—William B. Haydex, Columbus, Ohio.
— }}'ire liain /Sjiap.—February 19, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

C'/ai'?>i.—The application of a guard or shield B to

a rein snap, which is made of Avire, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.

62,195.—Charles E. IIayes, Lancaster, Pa.—
Money Drawer.— Vahvwary ID, 1867.—A tongue is

attaclied to the side of the drawer, and moves in a
groove on the drawer slide. The groove is bifurcated,

and the drawer has to be pushed in till the tongue
clears the point at the bifurcation, when it is de-

pressed to cause the tongue to follow the other groove,
which allows it to come open.

Claim.—The tongue and groove pieces, with spring
attachment, to be made of Avood or other material,

and for the purpose set forth in the specification.

62,196.—Chaules Hekmaxce, ScJiuylervillc. N.
y.

—

Gate Hinge.—Ychrmnj 19, 1867.—The gate is

carried on two rollers, one of which traverses the
base piece, and the other is attached to a leaf of the
gate hiiigc, and is traveled by the top bar of the gate.

Claim.—First, the construction of a gate hinge of
a leaf a. and plates b b, the latter having a wheel c be-

tween them and an eye on one side for receiving the
pintle on the leaf a, substantially as described.

Second, in gates which are allowed to move in a
direction with tlieir lengths, and also to swing about on
axes, providing for elevating or de])ressiugsuch gates
at pleasure, so as to adapt them foi- both siimmer and
winter use, substantially as herein described.

62.1 97.-Chaules L. JTeyvvood, Boston, Mass.—
Jtailray Safety Guard.—Fchvniny 19, 1867.—A light

hoi-izontai arm is attached to an upright by yielding
springs, for the purpose of warning persons on the
top of cars, by touching them on the approach of the
train to bridges. <S:c.

Claim.—A railway guard, arranged and operating
as described and for"the purpose specified.

62,198.—AAKOX rtiGLEY, South Bend, Ind.—Car
2?raAT.—Februarj^ 19, 1867.—When the speed of the
cars is checked friction clutches upon the axles are
put in action, which contract a spiral spring upon a
bar between the two axles. The draft upon the draw
head in starting frees a pawl and allows the spring to
assist in moving the cars.

Claim.—In a car brake and starter for railroad
cars the combination of clutch coupling D, pulley F,
ratchet g, and pulley E, substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

62,199.—Aaeox Higley, South Bend, Ind.—Car
Brake.—February 19, 1867.—A device similar to the
preceding, in which the power exerted in stopping
the cars is stored in a spring, which is automatically
freed to assist in starting.

Claim.—In a car brake and starter for railroad cars
clutch lever G, spring H, dog I, swivel J, and chains
c e and o, in combination with clutch coupling I),

ratchet g, pulleys F and E, substantially as and for tho
pui'pose set forth,

62,200.—W. J. HOBSOX, Savannah, Mo.—Com
Planter.—February 19, 1867.—The serrated wheel has
anti-friction rollers, which impinge against one arm
of an oscillating yoke, having connections to the seed
slides. A marker arm revolves with this wheel. The
said wheel and the seed hopper are on a frame, which
is connected to the main frame by springs at its foro

end, to insure steady movement of the slides in rough
ground. This frame may beraised by a pivoted treadle.

Claim.—First, the wheel I, provided Avith a sharp
serrated edge, and fitted between bars II H, attached
to a shaft G, to which the seed boxes F are sectu-ed,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the operating of the. seed-distributing bars
K from the wheel I, through the medium of the rollers

b b attached thereto, the xi-shaped lever N, attached
to the rod M, the spring O, and right angular levers
L L, all an-anged to operate substantially in the man-
ner as shown and desdiibed.

Third, the marker J attached to the axis of the
wheel I, when used in combination with the seed
di-oppiug mechanism, constructed and arranged as
set forth.

Fourth, the treader R, applied to the rear parts of
the bars H H, and arranged in relation with the
drivers seat, substantially' as and for the purpose
specified.

62,201.—Lewis Hover, Chicago, JR.—Sad-iron
Bolder.—February 19, 1867.—The Uto sections of tho
holder are h(!kl together by springs, and have plates

to protect tlie fingers from radiated heat.
Claim.—The combination of the springs D, serai-

cylindrical holders A, and deflectors B, when the
parts are constructed substantially as and for the piir-

set forth.

62,202.—James S. Hugo, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Broom Head.—Fcbi'uary 19, 1867.—The head has end
slits and double lanceolate openings along the sides to
allow tlie passage of the edge of the elongated Avash-

ers, by which and the indraAvn sides of the head the
corn brush is clamped in place.

Claim.—The combination of the broom head A,
Avith slltted ends, the partition olate E, and socket D,
secured thereto, and the armed washers /, substan-
tially as desci'ibcd.

62,203.—Erxst V. Jeixsen, New York, N. T.—
Car Cou2)ling.—Fchrxitirj 19, 1867.—The coupling
link is di-opped over upward projections of the draw
bar, which are formetl so as to allow uncoupling in
case of accidents. The inner end of the draAv bai" has
annular spriugs with nuts for adjustment.
Claim.—First, the hinged coupling pins C C, pro-

vided with shoulders b b\ in combination Avith lips a
a', and Avith the shackle bar B, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the adjustable springs c <;*, in combination

A\"ith the coupling pin C, shoulder b, and lip a, con-
sti'uctcd and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

62,201.—Bautox n. Jexks, Bridesburg, Pa.—
I Index Chain /or iooms.—February 19, 1867.—These
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chains arc desicrned for operating drop shuttle boxes

;

and the mode of" connecting the links by pins and hooks
may be applied to the card patterns ot jacquard looms.

Tlio openings through the links arc designed for re-

ceiving the teeth of a revolving drum. The projec-

tions on the links are to outer depressions in the peri-

phery of a wheel. The lateral projections are intended
to actuate spring levers.

Claim.—First, constructing the links of index chains
for looms, with hooks and eyes or pins in such manner
tliat the links can be readily separated from each other
without removing said pins, substmitially as described.
Second, the construction of hooked links of index

chains for looms with teeth upon them for entering
spaces between the teeth of a wheel or rack for mov-
ing the links, substantially as described.
Third, the construction of hooked links of index

chaiiis for looms, with fast or movable studs a, whether
such studs 1)0 applied to the outer or upper surfaces,

or to the sides of the links, substantially as described.

6ti,"205.—Geokge Johxsox, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to himself, Fn.vxcis Brossy and ADOLriius
C\ui)i;ox, same place.

—

Sawing Machine.—February
]"J, 1807.—The wood to be sawed is clamped in the
buck by means of a lever having a cam upon its lower
end. which is brought in contact with the wood to

Ifold it firmly in place, and is adjustable by moans of
the sliding frame and ratchet bai'.

Claim.—The ratchet bar a and sliding or adjustable
frame Y, with the dog X and lover I attached thereto,

and arran,ged to operate as shown and described for

holding the wood.

62,206.—Daniel A. Johxstox, Memphis, Tenn.
—Printing Apparatus for the Blind.—February 19,

IStw.—The disk has a circular series of vertical plun-
gers witli raised letters on their lower ends to imprint
the paper, which is pTOperly fed beneath. Correspond-
ing with the series of vertical plungers are horizon-
tally moving plungers whose raised letters are ex-

posed ou the periphery to the touch of the operator.
The letter being selected is pressed inward, and the
rotation of the disk brings it to the stopping place, at
wliieh an impulse is given to the vertical correspond-
ing plunger. Eacli selected letter is brought to the
same spot, being arrested by engagement with a de-

pression in the stationary ring.

Claim.—The wheel W, provided with the circular
scries of plungers a, provided with impressional char-
acters on their faces, and the plungers b, provided
witli characters for the touch of the operator.

Also, the stationary ring g. provided with the de-

pression h, in combination with the plungers b b, as
and for the purpose set forth.

62,207.—tTAMES J. JoHXSTON, Allegheny Citv,
Ta.—Brick Jfac/ii?ie.—February I'J, 1867.—The inter-

mittingly moving horizontal disk containing the molds
passes iJeneath 'the clay hopper to receive the clay,

wiiioh is afterward ejected, by a plunger, and dc-

posit(Kl upon the off-bearing table. The actions of
tilling and ejecting are simultaneously executed upon
bricks at different parts of the disk, while the latter is

temporarily stationary.
C'Znun.—First, a brick machine provided with a

revolving disk C. filling and discharging the molds or
brick upon a bearing-off table D, the whole operating
substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the bearing-off table D. in combinatiou with
mold disk C, plunger or press /. lever J, cam w. con-
structed, arranged, combined and operating substan-
tially in the manner herein described and for the pm'-
pose' set forth.

Third, the locking pin V, provided with arm q and
spring 1, wjien used in combinatiou with the cam 9
ami openings (i in the mold disk C, as herein described
jind for the purpose set forth.

. 62,208.—Joiix JosLYX, Canton, JT. Y.—Crimp-
ing Machine.—Fehvimry 19, 18G7.—The leather to be
crimped is drawn between two counterpart plates,
having a scries of circular depressions or cavities in
their opposite and pai-allel faces ; the leather is drawn
down by means of a suitably shaped former, which
moves between the said circular depressions working
the leather, stretching or condensing it into the re-

q^uirod shape.
Claim.—Crimping boots by passingor drawing the

leather down and between two stationary or fixed
plates having their surfaces opposite to each other,
or with which the leather comes in contact, corrugated
or formed with a series of circular or other suitable
shai>ed cavities or depressions, substantially as liereiii

described.
Also, so arranging the corrugated plates E E, or

their equivalents, that they can be adjusted to any de-
gree of pressure upon the'leather being crimped, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

62,209.—Theodore E. King, Paincsville, Ohio.—
JPcuce.—February 19, 1867.—The frame foundation for
the post has cast-iron horizontal and vertical pieces,
and brace screw bolts Avith an upper disk, to which
the post is attached.

Claim.—First, a base for fence posts composed of
the sole figures 6 and 9, short standard A, cap figures
1 and" 7, made separate and detachable, and formed
into a rigid body by means of the adjustable braces
figui-es 1 and 9, used and operating in a pair or pairs,
substantiidly as herein shown.
Second, attaching the post K to the said base by

means of the said braces passing tlirough the flange
K' thereof, and secured thereto by the nuts J J, suT>-

stantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

62,210.—W. A. Laverty, PhUadolphia, Pa., as-
signor to JosEni Nicholson, same place.

—

Necktie.
—February 19, 1867.—The holding plate has side
wings and downward projectionis ; the latter are per-
forated for attachment of an elastic cord, which passes
over the button and springs the holder plate into the
angle made by folding over the lappel of the collar.

Claim.—The plateprovided with an elastic cord E,
secured to the arms D, which form tho crotch C,' re-

taining the plate against the neck, and allowing the
button to protrude tlirough tho crotch while resting
on tho elastic, substantially us described.

62,211.—W. P. LOXG, Wlieatland. IwH.—Making
PZoIt's.—February 19, 1867.—The land side and mold
board are made o'f a single plate of metal, by rolling,

cutting and swaging it into shape.
Claim.—Forming the land side and mold board from

one plate of metal, \\\ the manner substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

62,212.—James Maguire, Trenton, N. J., as-

signor to John B. Brusher, same phice.

—

Bedstead
Fastening.^-Y(i\ivnii.VY 19, 18()7.—The side bars have
end plates with a round perforation to admit the pas-
sage of the head of the post pin. The pin shank slides

inan inclined slot by tho descent of tho side bar, Avhich
tightens the joints.

Claim,.—The plate D, provided with the inclined
slot d^, so as to pass over the head of tho pin E, wlicro-

by the rails A are draAvu against the posts C, and the
said plate and screw proportionately relieved from
strain, as herein set forth.

62,213.—David Maxuel, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and Willard Maxuel, same place.

—

Bed
i?o<<om.—February 19, 1867.—Tho part of tho sprin*?

wire which enters the groove of the slat and on whica
it rests is covered by a rubber tube.
Claim.—The rolier-covered loop of tho springs

moving in the notches of the slats for tho purpose
doscrited, as specified and shown.

62,214.—H. H. Masox and Joseph Messixgeu,
Springfield, Vt.

—

Mop Head.—February 19, 1867.

—

The upper clutch bar is adjusted by tho screw ou the
handle end. Tho handle is prevented from back rota-

tion by its spring catch, which engages tho ratchet
socket of the frame.
Claim-—The fixed screw B on tho handle A, in

combination with the ratchet D on the ferrule C, the
pawl E, the jaw G, provided Avith a tube or socket
having an internal screw thread to AA^ork on the scroAV

B and the jaw F, connected to the ratchet D and fit-

ting in the ends of the jaAV G, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

62,21.1.—Johx T. Miller, Iowa Falls, loAva.—
Ditching Plow.—February 19, 18()7.—Tlie short, for-

wardly-inclined cutter divides the sod centrally as to

the ditch. This is followed by a backwardly-inclined
cutter, passing from the beam* to tho solo plate. Two
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inclined blades cut the side of the ditch, and the cai'th

is raised upon the things on each side of a central
mold-board, and thrown laterally on the smiacc by
winga at the rear of the plow.
Claim.—First, a ditching plow, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.

Second, the sole B, with its plate &, supporting the
sward colter c, cutters c^ c^, secui-ed to the cross-

frame C, the inclines e and mold-board D, combined
and an-anged substantially as described for the pur-

pose specified.

62,216.—PeteeOllom, Muncic, Indi.—Well-Bor-
ing Auger.—February 19, 1867.—Tliis auger, in other
respects like an ordinary carpenters' auger, has, in

lieu of a screw point, a triangular projection. A ver-

tically-adjustable sweep is attached for rotation.

Claim-.—The improved auger or weU borer, con-
structed and operated substantially as described.

62,217.—L. S. PACKARD.West Stockbridge, Mass.—Railroad Switch.—Februaiy 19, 1867.—The parallel

switch rails are pivoted, at a common point, at theii'

mid-length. By them a car is directed from the maiu
to either- one of the switch tracks, each switch rail

serving as a leader from the main to one of the others.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a set of parallel

tracks A, moving on pivots B, and kept in a parallel

position by means of the bars C, when constructed
and operating substantially as lierein set forth.
• Second, the combination and airangement of the
rails A, parallel bars C, slotted lever D, pusher N,
springs L, rod F, lever E, lever G, pinH, and spring
J, as herein shown and described, and for the piu-pose

specified.

62,218.—Joseph C. Paine, Dubuque, Iowa.—Jie-

volving Bread Toaster.—February 19, 1867.—A slice

of bread is placed in each liolder and set before the
fire. All are tui'ued at once by moving the thumb
piece.

Claim.—The plate A, with slots or guides c c e c,

thumb piece F, slide bar B, witli flutes or rests D
D D, and holders E E E, or their equivalents, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein sj)ecified.

62,2119.- Juuu.s Parker, Meriden, Conn., as-

signor to CiiAin.ES Parker, same place.

—

Hinge.—
February 19, 1867.—One leaf has a pivot on its pro-

jecting flange, and the other a corresponding socket.

The two form the hinging axis. The socket rises on
tlie pivot to permit the catch hooks to pass each other,

and then gravitates into position again, the blind
being locked.
claim.— The combination of the socket E upon

the plate A, witli the pivot C upon the plate B, wJieu
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
hei-ei)i set forth.

62,220.—CiTARiTY Pexdleton, Iowa City, Iowa.—Washing Machine.—February 19, 1867.—One com-
partment forms a wasli tub, and the other a boiler.

The contents of tlic latter are heated by a furnace be-

neath and admitted to the tub l)y a grated opening.
Claim:—The water-tight compartments E and F,

formed by the partition D provided with the hole G
and sliding gate H, "Rhen constructed and ai'ranged

as herein setlbrth, for the purpose specified.

63,221.— P. PiiiLUi'i, Beardstown, IW.— Axle
Box.—February 19, 1867.—By the described arrange
mcnt the wheel is seciu-ed upon and readily removed
from the axle, the lubricant rett^ined, and' the dust
excluded.
Claim.—The box B, fitted in the hub A, and pro-

vided with a nut C on its outer end, in connection
witli the thimble D, provided Avith the screw, which
is screwed into the inner end of the box, and the an-
nular plate or flange F, secured in the outer side of
tlie flange a of the thimble, with the collar b of the
arm between the shoulder a' and the annular plate or
flange, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set

forth.

62,222.—W.VLERIAN PiOTROWSKi, Ncw York, N.
Y.—rainiing and Varnishing Wood and Metals.—
February 1'.), 1867.—Instead of the successive coats
of paint, the sm-facc is coated with a composition of ' aficl for the pm-pose specified,

linseed oil with asphaltum, which serves as a basis for
the finishing i)ainting.

Claim.—Tne new mode of preparing the surface of
wood and of metals ready for the reception of finish-
ing colors and varnishes, substantially as herein de-
scribed, for the pm-pose of simplifying, shortening, and
cheapening the whole process of painting wood and
metals for cai-riages, &c., and to obviate, in a gTcat
measure, the cracking of the coat of paint when ex-
posed to the influences of weather.

62,223.—Jonas Potts, Bridgeport, "West Ya.—
Cidtivator.— February 19, 1867.— To each beam is
attached a share standard. By the use of all, or the
removal of parts, the beams in the case of side plows,
and the standai-d in the case of the middle plows, the
implement is convertible into a treble, double, or single
shovel plow.
Claim.—First, a cultivator, provided with movable

uprights D D^ t)^, and their arms d d^ d^. to enable it

to be changed to a double or single shovel plow, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses described.
Second, the yoke C, provided with a plate C^ having

hooks / fastened to it, to hold and suppoi-t the arms
d^ d^, substantially as described.

Thu-d, the plow beam A, provided with the pro-
jection a, and tapering at its end, substantially as an^
for the purpose set forth.

Fom-th, the combination of the plow beam A, pro-
jection a, yoke C, plates C^ hooks /. uprights D D^
D2, with theii- arms d, d^ d"^, substantially as and for
the purposes described.

62,224.—M. S. PvAWSox, Winhall, Yt., and C. B.
Eawson, South Londonderry, Yt.

—

Machine,for Bak-
ing andLoading S^ay.—February 19, 1867.—The series
of rakes is attached to endless chains, and used in con-
nection with a guide box, a rake, and a grating or
shield, whereby the Jiay may be raked up from the
windi-ows and cleA-ated^upon the wagon to which the
device is attached.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the pinions h, racks G, pa^l I, and box D^in the
manner as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the notched pulley J, fitted in the draft
pole C, in combination with the rope M and pawl L,
all ai-ranged and ai)plied substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the rake heads Q, attached to the endless
chains P P, and provided with the bars k, having ping
I passing transversely through their ends, in combina-
tion Avith tlie guide tube B and box D, in which the
teeth j of the rake heads Q work in the ijassage of
the rakes upward, as shown and described.
Fourth, the spring m m' at the upper and lower ends

of tlie guide tube 11, in combination Avith the flap S,

having the spring n bearing upon it, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination and an-angement of box D,
shield iS", teeth h, in the manner as and for the pur-
pose specified.

62,225.—B. Eexiff and "William "W. Buttoli'!!,
Bloomingtou, 111.

—

Tlailroad Car Ventilator.—Febru-
ary 19, 18(i7.—A screen at the mouth of the hood ex-

cludes cinders. The air ascends an incline, passes
through a perforated plate, and over the surface of
the AA-'ater contained in the tank, whose partitions
prevent its Arashiug over.
Claim.—'X1\\Q use of the vertical screens J cover-

ing the mouths of the receiving caps H, in combina-
tion with the inner perforated plate K and water tank
R, having the paa-titions s, constructed substantially

as and foi' the purpose set forth and described.

62,226.—J. Alston Beyxolds, Savannah, Ga.—
Machine for Sotoing Bice.—February 19, 1867.—The
seed is can-icd Irom the hopper to the discharge tube
by an endless conveyor sercAv. The opener forms a
shoe around the foot of the discharge tube, and is

verticjdly adjustable by a lever.

Claim.—Yh-at, the screws o, fitted in grooves b iu

the bottom a of the seed box E, and operated from one
of the Avheels B by gearing arranged substantially in

the manner as anil for the pm-pose herein set forth.

Second, the sliding or adjustable furrow openers I,

apiilied to the tubes H, and arranged substantially as
dr •" ^
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6tJ,22r.—ElCHARi) n. Ryne, New York, IST. Y.,

assignor to "William S. Hicks, same place.

—

Pen anv,

Pencil Holder.—February 19, 18()7.—The pcuholdeti

is attached to a sliding collar, and is projected at the

same end as the pencil. Tho latter is projected by the

rotation of the extension handle.
(Jlaim.—The combined pen and pencil holder, hav

iiig pen and pencil both located at one end, and havint
the extension handle E arranged to operate as shown
and described.

62,228.—TUKXER Saukders, Memphis, Tenn.—
Cotton Scraper.—February 19, 1867.^—The landsido
bar is extended backward farther than usual, and a
scraper is attached to its rear end.
Claim.—Tho coml)inatiou of the scraper and plow,

the parts being constructed and arranged to operate
m tho manner substantially as and for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

62,229.—"WnxiAM K. Short, J. W. Allex, and
John Craig, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.

—

Washing Ma-
chine.—February 19, 1867.—A frame caiTving octago-
nal roUers is reciprocated upon the clothes -whichlie
upon a coiTugatod bottom.
Claim.—Tlic horizontal rubber B, consisting of the

frame b^, octagonal rollers 6^, projections b^, and
cross bar C, when consti'ucted and arranged as herein
set forth.

62,230.-^. H. Springer and W. M. Bartram,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Henry Stellwagen,
trustee.

—

Loiv-water Alarm for Steam Generators.—
February 19, 1867.—An improvement on their patent
June 19' 1806, No. .55,732. A bucket is suspended
in the try cylinder by u rod, which connects to a yalve
in such a maimer as to open it and to sound the steam
whistle when the water sinks too low. An oscillata-

blc weighted arm is connected to a- valve stem to
close communication between the lower end of the try
cylinder and boiler, when the latter is longitudinally
inclined by the position of the vessel, but to allow
free communication when horizontal.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the balance

valve / with reicrence to the monitor and whistle,
sul)stantially as and for tho purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
pendulum attachment with the stem of the water
valve, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the an-augement of the»test cock d of the
cylinder, the cup D, and the valve stem M, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

62,231.—John S. Steele, Rockingham, Yt.—
Sand Box for Carriage Axles.—Februaiy 19, 1867.

—

The hub socket is extended over the butting-ring so
far as to allow a chamber between the latter and a
sand ring.

Claim.—The sand collar C and chamber E, in com-
bination with the extended pipe box F, for the pur-
pose set forth.

62,232.—Charles H. Stockbridge, Whatciv,
Mass.—iVftPC for 2>if.s.—Fel)ruary 19, 1867.—As the
sleeve is screwed upon the socket, the dogs in the
former are brought against tho shoulder of the tool to
fasten it in position.
Claim.—The combination of the nut B, secured on

the exterior of the socket of a brace or bit stock, with
the dogs C dC d and cams b b, all constructed, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

62,233—James E. Strode, Litchfield.Hl.—Grain
2>n/er.—February 19, 1867.—Aii- ducts for ventilation
traverse the bin. Their sides consist of inclined
overlapping slats, between which the air passes.
Claim.—The grain ventilator and dryer consisting

of the inclined slats a, with spaces b between them,
when constructed and aiTanged as herein set forth,
and for the purpose specified.

62,234.—Daniel B. Taylor, Avon, Mich.—
iadfZc?-.—February 19, 1867.—The ladder has a mova-
ble can-iage with a st(}p and seat, and is moved up and
dov.-n by means of a ci-ank, ratcliet wheel and belt,
and retained at its elevation by a pawl.
Claim.—The application to' latlders of a movable

frame B, having a step D and seat I, attached to-

gether with friction rollers I, band M, crank K. ratchet
wheel F, and pawl G, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as above described,

62,235.—L. A. Tripp, Middletown, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and C. H. Hoiiton, same place.

—

Curtain Fixture.—February 19, 1867.—The uncoiling
of the spring winds the shade on the roller and con-
versely, and tho desired position of the shade is

maintained by the engagement of the shouldered
catch with one of the radial aims on the axis of the
roUer.

Claim.—An improved window shade fixture, foiTned
by tlio combination of the spring catch F /', one or
more radial arms G, the coiled spring E, and the
journal c' of thoroUerC, with each other, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the pui-pose
set forth.

62,236.—R. Sant)S Tucker, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Compound for Coating and Insulating Telegraphic
Wires.—February 19, 1867.—The yarn of hemp is

saturated with a compound of pounded glass, oDs
and resins, and then closely wound around the con-
ducting wire. Tho Avii'e thus insulated is protected
by wire or taiTcd hempen yarn.

Claim.—Application of glass, finely ground or
pulverized, and mixed or incorporated with linseed
oil, tar, or other oleaginous and resinous substances,
to insulate metallic wires or conductors in telegraph
cables.

62,237.—BuRK Van Alstine, Channahan town-
ship. 111.—iIfoj9 TFn?i(7er.—February 19, 1867.—The
fixed'squeezing jaw is secured to the side of a common
pail, and tho movable jaw is hinged thereto and ope-
rated by a lever.

Claim:—The hinged jaws a a, furnished with the
prongs c c and lever b, when fastened to the sido of a
paU, all as and for the purpose herein set forth.

62,238.—Samuel B. "Wait, Mariner's Harbor,
N. Y.

—

Propeller.—Febniary 19, 1867.—A pair- of

submerged blades at the stem are attached to an os-

cillating, vertical shaft and brought broadside to the
water and feathered, alternately^ so as to make an
effective and a retm'u sti'oke. The horizontal sliaft

of the blades receives an oscillation in a vertical
plane, while the sleeve to which its hub is secured is

oscillated in a horizontal plane, so that it receives a
double osciHatiou, once around its own axis and also
around the axis of the vertical shaft.

Claim.—The an-angement herein shown and de-

scribed for propelling vessels, consisting of the pad-
dles h, shafts E and B, rod d, pin /, and sleeve g,
substantially as set forth.

62,239.—Samuel "Ward, Amsterdam, N. Y.—
TaJce-tip Mechanismfor Circular Knitting Machines.
—February 19, 1867.—In this rotating mechanism for
circular knitting frames, when the tension of the
knitted goods acting on the roller supported in the
lever anns, exceeds that of springs, the latch is pulled
downward so as to bear upon the projection on thvO

rod and swing it so as to prevent its pawl from acting
on as many teeth of the ratchet ; thus decreasing the
amount of* take up.
Claim.—Fii'st, the rollers F, geared together atone

end and hung in a revolving frame A, ratchet-wheel
H, pawl I, lever arm J X, rocker-shaft M, with crank
arms L and N, and stationary cam disk Q, when all

arranged together so as to operate substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, in combination with the above, the tension

roller S, so an-anged in tlie frame A and -svith regard
to the lover-caiTving pawl I, as to operate substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

62,240.—"W. G. "Ward, Sevona, N. Y.—Clothes
Pin.—February 19, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—ThQ arms A pivoted to each other at their

centers, having notches a at both ends on their inner
faces, foiining openings C, when the arms arc closed,

adapting either end ofthe pin to be used, substantially
as described.

62,241.—James "W. "Wells, St. Joseph, Mo.—
Shingle Band.—Febniaiy 19, 1867.—The slat which
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is to form a band is notched upon its inner side at the
bcuding^ points, so lial it can be bent around the
pack ; one eml then being passed through a hole in
tlie otlicr, the band will clamp the pack of shingles.
Claim.—An improved binder, made of a single

piece 0*' i\ood, notched and formed at the points
where the corners of the bxuidle will come, substan-
tially as shown, and operating as described.

62,242.—Cassius M. "Werner, Eockford, HI.—
Horseshoe.—February in, 1807.—The shoes are se-

cured to the feet by edge clips, which extend upward
against the walls of the hoof and are there fastened
by clinching nails, which arc tightened by nuts below
tile shoe on the screw shanks ot'the nails'.

Claiin.—First, the clip F, formed with a shoulder
at its base, and a hole at its top, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, securing the shoe to the hoof by two nails

clinched over or through side clips, substantially as
and for the puriwse set forth.

Tliird, grooving the top of the clip, or punching
the clip, to cliucli the nails and protect the hoof, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the clip, whether groov-
ed or punched, with the plate by a nail clinched over
or through the clip, and tightened by a screw nut
under the plate, substantially as and tor the purpose
set forth.

62,243—R. J. Wheatley, St. Johns, Hi—Plow.
—February 19, 1867.—A sharp scraper, bow-shaped,
is secured by a bar to the beam and follows in the
wake of the plow to break up the subsoil.

Claim.—A subsoil attachment for plows, construct-
ed, arranged and applied to admit of being adjusted
at a greater or less degree of inclination, and also

adjustod higher or lower to penetrate the earth at a
greater or less depth, as may be required, substan-
tituly as herein shown and described.

62,244.— XoRMAX L. Archer and Charij:s
Deavs, 2s'ew York, X. T., assignors by mesne as-

signments to Alex^\ader J. AValkeu, same place.

—

Lamp Burner.—February 19, 1867.—Designed to be
used without a chimney. The skirt below the de-

flector is in the form of 'a series of rings comiected
by alternating supports, to increase the distance
traveled by the heat in passing through the deflector

to the oil reservoir.
Claim.—A lamp burner, the cone or deflector of

which is supported by a skiit or jacket in which are
two or more ranges or slots alternating, substantially

as and for the puri^oses specified.

62,245.—Damel Bull, Amboy, Bl., assignor to

J. B. 1300KER andW. S. Best.—Table Leaf Supporter.
—February 19, 1807.—A curved spring-bar is placed
beneath the leaf, and when the latter is extended en-

gages a notch in the table frame. For lowering, it is

vibrated out of the notch by pressure on the plate to

condense the spring which maintains the engage-
ment.

Claim.—The bar c b, in combination with the strip

d, as constructed, and the plate a, when said plate is

constructed so as to protect the end of bar c, over
which it rests, and is provided with an opening through
which the pad rj is operated, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

62,246.—John W. Bartlett. Harmar, Ohio.—
Machine for Digging Potatoes.—February 19, 1867;
antedated February 9, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent May 30, 1865. The roots arc dug by the

shovel, delivered onto the endless slatted apron,
through which the diit falls. The apron is driven by
pulleys, and has slats to prevent the tubers running
down. The roots fall onto the gi-ated shaker, Avhere

they are cleaned of soil, sorted and delivered into sepa-

rate receptacles.
Claim.—First, in combination with the shovel A

the track clearer D, when formed and attached sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the revolving cylinder V, when used in com-
bination with the eniUess apron M and shovel A, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, tlie adjustable shield V, when used in com-
bination with the cylinder V, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the adjusting levers H and caster wheels
G' and arms G, when used in combination \\ith the
shovel A, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the
crank "NY and system of levers W X X' and X^,
for giving a vibratory motion to the grates Q and S,

substantially as set forth.

Sixth, in combination with the vil)rating grate Q
the receptacle K and lever E', the latter being ope-
rated substantially in the manner set forth.

Seventh, in combination with the vibrating grate
S the box T, door T^ and rod T^^, said parts being
arranged substantially as set forth.

62,247.—John Bean. Hudson, Mich.—Pump.—
February 19, 1867.—The hollow box of the plunger
has a dividing diaphi-agm, and the chamber on each
side of the latter forms a water way with a valved
opening. Extending ujiward and downward from
the chambers of the box are tubular stems, which
work in the valved plates in the pump cylinder.
Claim.—First, the box C, constructed'as described,

and provided with the pipes E and D, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the box C with its pipes, when used in
combination with the valve plates F and d substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

62,248.—Charles E. Best, Jordan, iJ". Y.—Bcd
Bottom.—February 19, 1867.—The slats rest upon
spiral springs and are secured by transverse and
diagonal straps ; the ends of the former are attached
to the under surface of the yiekling pins, so as to
maintain their tension when the plungers of the
springs yield to pressure.
Claim.—Attaching the ends of the straps D D to

the lower ends of the pins H of a bed bottom, when,
arranged in combination with the diagonal straps
C C and slats B B, in the manner and for the puiposes
set forth.

62,249.—George C. Bovet, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Brick Machine.—February 19, 1867.—The clay is

crowded downward by corrugated rollers and re-

ceived in the molds on the peripherics of two revolv-
ing cylinders. The latter have alternate molds and
sm-faces of intervening •"land," which they each pre-
sent in opposition to those on the opposite cylinder,

the mold to the solid portion, and conversely, and
parting at a middle dividing ridge on each cylinder;
after which the brick is brought in opposition to one
of the faces on an octagonal roller beneath. An ec-

centric on the shaft drives puncturers into the brick,
and the latter arc excluded by the followers, whicii
are di-iven radially by a cam.
Claim.—Fu-st,'tlic' provision in a brick machine of

the two feeding rollers J J', having longitudinal cor-
rugations ; j', geared together to turn in the same
du'cction as the respective mold wheels, and so as not
to mesh into each other, and operating substantially
as shown.
Second, the puncturating points h h' h", operating

within a hollow pliuiger, and operated by a grooved
stationary cam. in combination with the pressing de-
vices, as shown and described.

Thii-d, the solid parts of the mold wheels, pressing
the bricks as shown in the drawings; also the mold
wheel, when arranged with stationary grooved cam,
hollow plungers, grooved friction rollers, with punc-
tm-er operating or sliding through it. with shaft of
mold wheel passing through the cam, all arranged
and operating in tlie manner described.
Fourth, the dividing tongue L, when placed be-

tween the mold wheels B and C, and Avhen used for
the purpose described.

Fifth, in combination with the mold wheel B the
hexagonal or other square-faced pressure roller, when
made and used in the manner described and for the
purposes set forth, or any other polygonal spring
roller, for the pm-pose of squaring the faces of the brick
without scraping or cutting the clay or the face of
the brick.

Sixth, the combination of the mold wheels B C. feed
rollers J J', dividing tongue L, pressure rollers M M',
and aprons X N', when made and used substantially
as shown and described.
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6*^,250.—Elijah Cash, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Pipe
Tongs.—Fehrnary 19, 1867.—The pipe lies in the angle

of the fixed jaw. and is nipped b}' tlie tooth of the

movable jaw, which is pivoteil to a'link fixed by rack
and cam to the serrated shank at the reciuircd adjust-

ment.
Claim.—The pivoted biting jaw D and toothed ad-

justable slide B, in combination with each other and
with the seiTated shank of the fixed jaw A and the
locking cam C, substantially as herein set forth for

the purpose specified.

62,251. — S.\JMUEL A. Chapman, "Waterbury,
Conn.

—

Machine for Burnishing Mated Ware.—
Februaiy 19, 18(i7.—The two polishing rollers revolve
in reverse directions on opposite sides of the ware ; a
reciprocating feed motion is given to the tool-holder

by its pitman connection to a horizontally-revolving
•wheel.

Claim.—The rollers A and B. revolving to operate
in reverse directions on opposite sides of the work,
us described, in combination with a longitudinal re-

ciprocating feed motion to the work, at a less velocity
than the periphery of the rolls, substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein set forth.

62,252.—JAMES CoLLixs, Guelph, Canada.—Har-
ventcr.—February 19, 18G7.—The endless discharging
apron, behind the finger beam, moves parallel there-
with, and discharges the gavel at one side of the plat-

form; a swinging'cut off is operated by the same ship-

ping lever by whicli the apron is stopped and started.

so as to be interposed to support the grain while the
apron is in motion, and withdi'awn while the apron
is at rest to permit the gi-ain to fall on the platform.
Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of tlie intermit-

tently moving endless apron moving parallcd to the
finger beam, to effect a side delivery"with the vibrat-
ing cut off.

Second, the combination substantially as described
of the cut off and iutermittingly moving endless
apron -with the driving mechanism and shipping
lever, for the purpose of enabling the di-iver simulta-
jieously to stop the apron and withdi-aw the cut off,

or to start the ax)ron and interpose the cut off as set
forth.

Third, the combination of the suspended endless
apron, with the tension pulleys, driving bands, driving
pulleys and shifting gear, as' described.

62,253.—Hiram Coxdermax, Haskinville, I^. Y.—Coupling for Carriages.—February 19, 18tJ7.—The
king bolt attaches the bolster to the axle or sand
board beloAV, and the outer ends of the bolster rest
upon branching plates attached to the lower piece.
Claim.—The bar C, provided with the sections F

F and annular box E, when used in combination with
the bed piece A, as and for the pui'pose specified.

62,254.—Charles C. Cox\-erse, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Apparatus for Heating Cars and other Vehicles.—
February 19, 18(;7.—The furnace and boiler are be-
neath the bed of the car, and impart heat through
the grated floor. The steam condenses in a chamber
beneath the seat and returns to the well of the boiler.
Claim.—First, heating cars and vehicles by heat

derived from hot water, substantially as described.
Second, the boiler A, constructed* substantially as

described, with a well A', extending downward from
its bottom into an inclosing fiu-nace.

Third, tlie combination of boiler A, furnace G,
steam condensing chamber B and pipe E, an-auged
substantially as shown for heating cars and vehicles
by means of hot water.
Fourth, the use of a boiler or -water receptacle in

heating cars and vehicles, whose ends are flattened
substantially as shown.

62,255.—JACon Covert, [Xcw York, iS^ Y.—
PropcHf/-.—February 19, 18fa'7.—The vertical blades
are bolted to a parallel bar and connected to cranks,
by whose revolution they are alternately immersed to
make the effective stroke and raised clear of the
water on the return stroke.
Claim.—A series of vertical floats or blades b b.

secured to parallel sjdes E, and so arranged as to
form a series of water compartments, in combination
with the crank C C, substantially as described and
specified.

37 OP

62,256.—J. C. Crosmax, Boston, Islass.—Coating
Sheets of Paper and other Materials iviih Solutions.—
February 19, 1807.—The sheet of paper to be coated
is first wetted by immersion in a liquid, and then
placed on a hard slab or table, and pressed so as to
remove any excess of moisture. The coating solution
is then applied.

Claim-.—The described process for coating sheets
of material with fluid substances or compounds.

62,257.—Comjiodoue Daniels, Fremont, Ohio.—Uarness.—Februaiy 19. 1867.—The straps pass over
the back of the horse and are fastened to the thills

and lielly band : the neck yoke is arranged for attach-
ing another horse ; a pulley with a strap is attached
to the fore-legs of the horse.
Claim.—The kicking straps q r, U and Y, the strap

P, the rod T, the neck yoke a and the bars Y, tiie

whole arranged, constructed, and operated substan-
tially as herein described.

62,258.—J. W. Doughty and B. F. Olmsted,
Newburg, X. Y.

—

Boiler Feeder.—February 19, 1867.
—When steam is admitted through the short leg of
the siphoil into the chamber above, the weight ceas(!S

to balance the float, and the latter sinking'opens the \

water supply, wliicli ceases as the water rises in the
boUer above' the opening of the said leg of the siphon.
The water level in the boiler at which steam shall bo
so admitted is regulated by adjusting the said leg.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination and arrangement
of the float F with the leg of the h^iphon S', links l^ l\
lever l'^ P, weight W, links l^ l-^, lever Z^ and valve v,

with the chamber E and S'-^, substautiaiiy upon the
principle and in the manner as herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the short sipl<ou leg T,
whereby to lower or raise it, substanthilly in the
manner as herein set forth.

62,259.—Andrew R. EciGLESTOx and Crarles
F. Swain, Eipon, Wis.

—

Seeding Machine.—Fehrnary
19, 1867.—A revolving scatterer below the grain box
distributes the seed broadcast. The scatterer receives
the seed fi-om an intervening series of boxes in which
it is agitated, and two sides of which are formed by
the axle. The size of the triangular openings in the
floor of the hopper is regulated by a gauge. The drag
bars are formed of sheet metal strips and are united
nearly centrally in pairs, the right plate of one share
and the left of its neighbor being fastened by one bolt

to the axle, while the standards of the coverers are
secured to their outer ends.
Claim.—First, a scatterer placed below the axle,

and arranged and operated substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the ai-rangement of a series of seed boxes
between the grain box and scatterer, substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the axle so constructed as to form the frame
supporting the seed box and cultivators and the boxes
between the seed box and scatterer.

Fomth, the combination of a gauge plate, triangu-
lar openings in the bottom of the seed box, and feed-

ing pinions with the seed trough, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth. ,

Fifth, the drag bars, when formed substantially as
described and combined with the axle and cultivators,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,260.— Henry Ellig, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Match Case. — February 19, 1867.—The triangular
block above the match tray is lapped with a strip of

sand paper, and its edge being placed beneath the
jaws is forced upward by springs and a set screw.
Claim.—The combination of the triangular block

C with the block A and jaws d, when constructed and
arranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.'

62,261.—Lewis Elliott, Jr.. Kcw Haven, Conn.
—India-rubber Whip Socket.—February 19, 1867.

—

The ring of metal is enclosed in the material of which
the socket iS made and maintains the shape.

Claim.—The india-rubber whip socket, formed with
the metallic ling or band around its mouth or open
end enclosed within the india-rabber, in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.
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62,262.— P. H. Freylixghousen-, Jonestown,
'Pa.—JBedsteadFastening.—FehTuarj 19, 1867.—Plates
project from the faces of the posts for the attachment
of the side rails. These plates enter mortises at an
angle of 903 with each other and are dovetailed to-

gether at their intersection. Tenons on the ends of
the rails are mortised into the posts, and enlargements
on the ends of the projecting plates are secm'ed by
keys behind cross-pieces on the rails.

(Jlaim.—First, the plates a a', dovetailed and re-

cessed at the ends and adapted to each other and to
the posts, snbstantially as specified.

Second, the combination of the post A, plates a a',

secm-ed permanently to the post and the rail B, with
its recess h, cross-piece d, and projections i i, as de-
scribed.

62,263.— Alexajtder IT. Gow, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio.

—

Combined Corn Planter and Cultivator.—
February 19, 1867.—The cultivator or the planter de-
vices are attachable to the carriage, and their special
devices ai'c explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim..—First, the ft-ame A. axle ft, windlass D, with
cultivator frames B and B', aU constructed, arranged,
and used as herein fully described.
Second, the hook g, when constructed as described,

and used for connecting the shovel bars to the beams
by means of the block b', as herein set forth.

Thii-d. the guai-dM, as constructed and used for the
purposes set forth.

Foiuth, the arrangement of the lever n with rod s

and "tod q for shitting the cultivators, -n'hen used in
the manner and for the pm-poses specified.

Fifth, the arrangement of the bars C with their ad-
justable braces J, as constructed, in combination with
the fi-ames B B', when used as and for the purposes set
forth.

Sixth, the ai-rangement of the rails G- with the board
E, rollers F F, and seed boxes H H, in the manner
and for the pm-poses set forth.

Seventh, the shafts P, arms m m, and rods e e, for
operating the seeders when arranged as specified.

Eighth, the seed boxes H H with spouts u u, all

constructed and operating as herein set forth.

Xinth. the arrangement of the fm-row openers E,
rollers F, and arms t with the seed boxes H H with
their spouts u ii, rubber blocks y, and screws w, when
constructed as herein described and used as specified.

62,264.—Levitts F. Hake, Salem, Ohio.—Land
Conveyance.—February 19, 18137.—Explained by the
claims and illustration. The rear or main driving
wheels have radial arms whose ends may be projected
from the rim by toggle joints upon the hubs.

Claim.—First, in combination with the frame of a
land conveyance which is mounted upon springs and
adapted for sustaining the motive power and driving
gear, the use of gimbal-jointed shafts for transmitting
motion to the axles of the ti'ansporting wheels, sub-
stantially as described.

Second, the use of the gimbal-jointed and extensible
shaft G- for commmiicating motion to the forwai-d axle
of the guiding wheels, substantially as described.

Third, supporting the forward part of the frame A
upon the guiding axle l)y means of springs, when said
axle is sustaiuecl in part by a sliding segment, and
operated by means substantially as described.
Fom'th, the arrangement of the jointed driving

shafts G /i h beneath the spring frame -A, substan-
tially as described.

Fifth, the application of extensible rods I I to the
transporting Avheels of a land conveyance, said rods
being so applied that they can be niade to protrude
beyond the circumference of the wiiecls or drawn
within the same atpleasm-c, substantially as described.

Sixth, constructing the inner ends of the hubs of
the trausportiug wheels with recesses which are adap-
ted for receiAing the clutch plates s t, substiuitially as

described.

62,265.—Lewis F. Hake, Salem, Ohio.—Grate
for Stove.'i.—February 19, 1867.— Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, providing for contracting the exit

passage for the products of combustion from an open
fire box by means of a pyramidal or conical cap, sub-

stantially 'in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the application of a door, or its equivalent,
to the cap G, substantially as described.

Third, perforating the cap G, when applied to an
open fire box, substantially as described.

62,266.—GusTAvus P. Harding. Chiswick, Eng-
land.

—

Manufacture of Ordnance.—February 19, 1867.

—A cylinder receives a reinforce breech piece and
trunnion piece and then a lining tube which is ex-
panded bv a traversing mandi'el. A series of tubes
are placed consecutively within the bore and similarly
expanded.
Claim.—The combined arrangement of the parts a

b c, ci c2 c^ the interior parts c c^ c^ c^ being formed as
explained and expanded by a mandrel/, sabstantially
as herein described,

62,267.—AxsoN Hatch, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Apparatus for Tapering Measures.—February 19,
1867.—For measuring tapers. The fixed arm is pivoted
to the moving arm at one end and has connection to
it by an adjustment screw at the other. This screw
is moved by a disk upon its end, whicli has a scale and
spaced gains with an indicating finger catch to show
the parts of revolutions of the screw. A scale with
finger plate upon the arms shows the whole revolu-
tions of said screw. The straight-edge jaws are
laterally adjustable on the arms to enable 'the measur-
ing of inclination in a smaller or larger body.
Claim.—First, the coml^inatiou of the two arms

and jaws with the index wheel and screw, when they
are constructed, aiTanged, and fitted for measuring
tapers, substantially as" herein described.
Second, the combination of the two jaws with the

index wheel and screw, when they are conf.tructed, ar-

ranged, and fitted for measuring the diameter or sides
of prisms or articles whose opposite sides are pai'allel,

substantially as herein described and set forth.

62,268.-William G. Hermaxce, Albany, ]Sr. Y.—Lifting Jack.—February 19, 1867.—The hand lever
has an end roller which engages a recess in the sliding
part, and when at its full elevation a part of the roUer
enters a recess in the standard and prevents the de-
scent of the slide.

Claim.—The lever K, constructed as described, in
combination with the standard B and sliding piece
E and their slots g and /i, opening together in the
manner and for the purposes set forth in this specifi-

cation.

62,269.— Frederic HE-rnxx, ITewark, IT. J.—
Windmill.—February 19, 1867.—The sails are pivoted
to radial arms upon' the hub and have a projection
upon the face connected to a longitudinally sliding
block, which is so connected to a weighted lever as to
keep the sails at a working inclination to the wind.
The weighted lever is connected to a hand lever upon
the main post, by which it may be raised and throw
the sails' edge to the wind to stop the mill.

Claim.—First, the sliding block G, coUar H, rod
or rods s, and spider F, arranged and operating iu re-

lation with each other and with the loaded lever I
and sails E, snbstantially as herein set forth for the
ptn-pose specified.

Second, the annular sliding block M and rod X, ar-

ranged with reference to each other and with the
loaded lever I and shaft or rod J, substantially as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

62,270 Maurice C. Hull, Kew York, X. Y.—
Cooking Range.—February 19, 1667.—An improve-
ment on his patent November 14, 186.5. The range has
au elevated oven and passages for the circtdation of
air around the fire pot and a"sh chamber for wai'ming
purposes.
Claim.—First, the descending flue or flues i i iu

combination with the air-heating spaces c'^ and c^ and
flues »2, passiug to an elevated oven, substantially as
specified.

Second, the arrangement of the flues i i I and m
for the products of combustion in combination with
the air-heating spaces c'^ and c^ and air flues o o^, as

and for the purposes specified.

Third, the lu-rangement of the air flues r s and
smoke flue s^ 4 and .'5, in combination with the elevated
oven q. substantially as specified.

Fourth, the escape diimper t and pipe t^ for the

fumes from cooking in combination with the elevated

oven q, as set forth.

Fifth, the water vessel g, fitted as specified, in com-
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bination with the air spaces n n and o' and elevated

oven range, as set forth.

Sixth, a recess or groove between the water back
and fire pot witli openings to supply air to the fire, as

and for the pui-poses specified.

62,271.—Jajies TT. Ixxis. Newbnrg, iST. Y.—Po-
tato Digger.—Fcbruaiy 19, 1867.—The side earth is

removed from the row's by the two side shares ; the
vines pass np inclined bars and the potatoes and earth
are separated by the rear projections.
Claim.—First, the two series of raking blades E

arranged opposite each other in rear of the shovel
plow, substantially as herein set forth for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the shovel plow, constructed with its rear
portion rounded or convex and furnished with break-
ing cutters b, substantially as herein set forth for the
piu'pose specified.

Third, the supplementary side shares F and curved
rearwardly extending rods G, arranged with refer-

ence to each other and to the shovel plow, substan-
tially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the supporting braces C, constisicted with
curved portions a' and arranged in relation Avith the
nuiners B. shovel plowA.audtheraking blades E, sub-

stantially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

62,272. — S. TT. Jackson, Baldville, Ohio.—
Shovel Plow.—February 19, 1867.—The standards are
laterally adjustable by 'set nuts in screw bars that
connect them to the beam. The braces are pivoted
in the beam and standards and the handles A^ertically

adjustable at their forward ends.
Claim.—The counter braces G, adjustable screw

rods or arms D. provided with nuts J, in combination
with the standards B C and adjustable handles E, ar-

ranged in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

62,273.—"William W. Johnson, Harrison, Me.,
assignor to X. Fal^nce, Hollis. and W. Bolsteu,
HaiTison, Me.

—

Road &r«^je/-.—February 19, 1807.

—

The forked link instead of being attached to one
place on the scraper board is ma(le to slide up and
down by means of the slotted pieces. A bolt passes
through a slot in the end of the forked link and
through a slot in the sides.

Claim.—Providing the scraper board for excavat-
ing and moving earth, whether such board is worked
upon straight or crooked axles, -nith the lever G, the
forked link B. the pin D, the .slotted pieces E E, and
spring F. arranged and combined substantially as de-
scribed and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,274—John M. D. Keating, Xew York, X.
T., assignor to E. KE.vnxG, same place.

—

Envelope
Ilachine.—February 19, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent June 30, 1863. The paper blanks are placed
on the reciprocating feeder plate and carried forward
luider the plunger by small hooks or projections. The
plunger descends, doubles the blanks by their contact
with the creasing rollers, and leaves the blank on a
flat hinged bed, where the flap folders are actuated to
fold consecutively. Tlie auxiliary presscr operates
upon the gummed portion, starting directly after the
gum flap folder, wliich is cut away to alloCv its pass-
age and rises a little in advance of it. The counting
apparatus is a ratchet and pawl arraugement.
Claim.—First, the elastic creasing rollers I' I' in

combination with the plunger S for folding the paper
blank at right angles, substantially as described and
for the purposes specified.
Second, the slotted feeding plate in combination

with the plunger, su1)Stantially as described and for
the purpose specified.
Third, the elastic flap or presser S' in combiuation

with the folding mechanism, substantially as described
and for the piu-poses specilied.
Fourth, the counting mechanism in combiuation

with the folding apparatus, constructed and operating
substantially as described and specified.

62,275.— James King, Xorth Vernon, Ind.—
Washing Machine.—February 19, 1867.—The clotlies
are placed inside the open bottomed box. which trav-
erses upon rollers and is moved from end to end of
the trough over the grooved transverse slats. A
grooved follower rests upon the clothes.
Claim.—The combiuation and an;\ngement of the

traversing box H with movable washboard Q and
stationary washboards G G, constructed to operate
in the box on vat as described.

62,276.— John C. Klein. Bii-mingham, Pa.—
Flesh J'orA-.-February 19, 1867.—The "tang of the
cast-fork is riveted to the wrought iron handle.

Claim.—First, the flesh fork prong piece A cast of
any suitable metal in combination with and fastened
to the handle B made of wrought iron.

Second, the flesh fork, made of two pieces united
together, the prou"- piece A and handle B, when said
piece A is cast and the handle B is made of wrought
iron.

Third, the pins F F cast all of one piece w^th the
prong piece A of a flesh fork, substantially as and for

the pm'pose specified.

62,277 John E. Lauer, Xew York. X. Y.—
Acid Compound for rise in Baking and Cooking.—
February 19, 1867.—7 lbs. of boueblack is dissolved in
10 lbs. muriatic acid diluted with 20 lbs. water. The
precipitate is mixed with 5 lbs. sulphm-ic acid, and
the product di-ied. It is used in place of cream of
tartar.

Claim..—The acid powder or. salt obtained by the
treatment of boueblack with hydrochloric and sui-

lahm-ic acids, substantially as herein specified.

62,278.-F. C. LoWTHOKP, Trenton, X. J.—Truss
Frame Bridge.—February 19, 1867.—The castingcon-
structed for the reception of the diagonals forms an
intermediate piece between the upper and lower ver-

tical cohunns. It has two plates strengthened by
ribs, and enclosing webs separated from each other
by an opening, through which pass the diagonal and
center-diagoual pieces. Tlie upper and loAver termi-
nals of the'casting are plates, which are bolted to the
flanges of the respective columns.

Claim.—The casting B, constructed and arranged
for the recej)tion of the diagonals, and seciu'cd to" or
forming part of the upper and lower portions A and
A' of the vertical of a truss frame bridge, aqueduct,
&c., all substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

62,279 G. B. Massey, Xcav York, X'. Y.—Boat
Detaching Tackle.—February li), 1867.—A longicudi-.
ual rod is supported by posts rising from the keel of
tlie boat, and has right and left threads on its respect-
ive ends. These threads are engaged by the hook of
the davit fall-block, and simultaneously cast off the
hooks when the rod is rotated Ijy the arm amidships.
Claim.—The rod A, provided with the right and

left hand grooves to receive, hold, and disengage the
suspeuding loops or rings a by positive movements,
wlieu arranged for use iu'connection AAith a boat, sub-
stantially a.s set forth.

62,280.- Henry Maxell, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to liimself and Levi Longahaugh.— Corn
Planter.—February 19, 1867.— For attachment to a
lioc liandle. The seed slide is framed on a metallic
case containing feorn, and connecting with a sack
above. The slide is drawn up by a finger ring, and
returned by a spiral spring.
Claim.—The arj-augement of the box A, sack c,

hooks B B, seed slide D, as constructed, and provided
witli its gauge, spring, and rod H, when the several
parts are combined and used as and for the purpose
specified.

62,281 .—Enrique A. Mejia, Mexico.— Ifanj/-

Barrelcd Grtn.— February 19, 1867.— Explained by
the claim and illustration.'

Claim.—The construction of a rotating axle pro-
vided with and having thereon a series of ttouble cams
L L L L, of the shape .shown, and so arranged or dis-

posed aiound the circumference of said axle as that

their ends are situated in dilfereut planes or right lines

relative to each oilier, as in Figs. 1 and 6, each of said
cams being situated and working within a vertical-

slotted and side-mortised plunger block or hammer
head m m n o, together with the interval ratcliot

wheel ?y2 ty2_ tijp continuous ratchet t, the detents a'^ rt,

the mainspring n r ,s and the ratcket spring b- r, tho
whole combined with and operated by a luind trigger
or winch handle x y z, whereby ancl through all of
Which the chai'gcs or loads of a'series of gam barrels
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or detachable magazines may be exploded and dis-

charged in rapid succession by the baek^vard and
ibrwm-d movement of said winch handle xy z, sub-
stantially as set I'orth and described.

62,2S2.—Akel Messex, "Waynesboro'.Ga.—Me(^-
icme.—Februaiy 19, 18ti7.—For the cm-e of small-pox

:

composed of a tlecoction of galium trilidum, 1 ; hoUy
root, 1 ; decoction chany-brier root, 1 ; and decoction
of sassafras root, 8 parts.
Claim.—The composition, mixture, or medicine

above described, for the cm-e of small-pox, which is

made by following substantially the dh-ectioas and
descriptions above set forth.

62,2S3 Isaac M. MILBA^-K, Greenfield Hill,

Conn.

—

Priming Metallic Cartridges.—February 19,

1867. —An annular anvil piece is soldered inside the
cai'tridge base, and an axial cup and tube contain the
fulminate. The hammer strikes the cap, the tube
carries the fii-e forward into the charge ; case, cap,

and tube may be recharged.
Claim.—The bar c, soldered or brazed into the cart-

ridge^ case a, and covered by the base e, in combination
with tlje fulminate tube i, and head o, setting within a

countersink in the base c, as and for the purposes set

forth.

62,284.—George Murray, Cambridgeport,Mass.
—Stilts.— FebvuixrJ 19. 1867.—The ratchet projections
on the stilt permit the adjustment of the step to the
height requii-ed. The step ))lock is pivoted in a sleeve
which slips on the stilt, and a spring throws it into
engagement with the ratchet teeth.

Claim.—The movable step, as described, in com-
bination with the standard, for the object specified.

62,285.—Lewin A. Peck, i!Tewton Corner, Mass.—Thimble with Guarded Gutter.—February 19, 1867.

—The sewing thimble has a grooved knife case on
one side. Within is a lever knife Avhose handle pro-

jects beyond oiie end of the case and rests against a
spring. It is thrown out as required by pressure on
the iiandle.

6'ia/v»-.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the lever knife and its operative spring with
the thimble or finger clasp, as set forth.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the knife and its case or guai'd, with the thimble or
clasp, as explained.

. 62,286.—D. R. Prindle, East Bethany, IS^. Y.—
Seed Sower.—February 19, 1867.—The seed bar has
grooves on its faces which lead the seed to the dis-

charge openings. It is reciprocated by a rod actu-

ated by cams ou the face of one of the driving wheels.
The extent of reciprocation is adjusted by changing
the point of attachment of the spring rod on the
rocking arm of the agitator.

Claim.—First, The seed bar "., constituted as de-

scribeil, and used in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the hopper D with rod G, and spring with
index H and rest b, all constructed, arranged, and
operatiug in the manner substantially as herein set

forth.

62,287.—T. K. Eeed, East Bridgewater, Mass.—Sewing Machine.—February 19, 18()7. An improve-
ment on Reed's patent, ISTo. 60,241. The wheel on the
lever, in its normal position, is thrown outward by a
spring, so as not to enter tlie aperture in tlie race, and
so come in contact with the tension nut ou the shuttle.

When the tension needs altering, the operator, taking-

hold of the thumb piece, i"»ress('s tlie wlieel into con-
tact with the nut in the shuttle, and by turning the
wheel rotates the nr»t.

Claim.—In coralviation with a sewing-machine
shuttle race, an aperture or provision for insertion of
an instrument or device through one of the walis or
plates thei-eo'f, so that when the shuttle is brought to
rest at a fixed position connection can be made be-

tween such instrument or device and the tension
mechanism of tlie shuttle, and the sti'ess upon the
shuttle tliread may be regulated l^y such connection,
substantially as described.

Also, combining AA'ith such provision a device fixed

to or forming pa'rt of the machine, and so located
that it may be thrown into and out of connection

with the tension mechanism of the shuttle, -when the
shuttle is at rest, and be made to operate such tension
mechanism, substantially as set forth.

62,288—T. K. Reed, East Bridgewater, Mass.—Tension Mechanism of Serving-machine Shuttles.^
February 19, 1867.—The thread passes lengthwise
between the pad andthe inside of the shuttle. The pad
can swing inward ; its pressure is varied by turning
the nut, which increases or diminishes the pressm-e of
the spring upon the pad to which it is attached.
Claim.—Combining with the screw shaft the spur

or toothed wheel or nut, or its equivalent, through ro-

tation of which the movement of the shaft is effec1^ed,

to regulate the stress of the tension spring, substan-
tially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the hinged pad or plate c

and the adjusting spring h, when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

62,289.-Samuel Root, isfew Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and W. H. Clauk, same place.

—

Peat Machine.—Fehvnarj 19, 1867.— The peat from
the hopper passes to the mashing cylinders, and is

thence cai-ried by an apron to cylinders which express
the water. The' scraper remoVes the peat from the
carrier, and it drops upon the heated table, -where it

is di'ied readj- for compressing.
Claim.—The combination of the two grinding cyl-

inders A and B with the apron F, scraper S, and table
L, constructed andan-anged to operate together, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

62,290.— Daniel Ruppart, Nimisilla, Ohio.—
Corn Planter.— Februaiy 19, 1867.— The opener
throws a furrow both ways ; the rakes remove weeds,
&c., from the new furrows ; the seed pockets in the
axle take seed from the hopper and drop it into the
furrow, and the scoop-shaped scrapers cover the seed
with earth.

Claim..—First, the above-described construction
and aiTangement of axle L. provided with feed hole
M, in combination with the lock lever N and arm O,
snbtantially as set forth.

Second, the rakes H, in combination with the cov-
erers, substantially as described.

62,291.—Julius B. Savage, Southington, Conn.—Wrench.—February 19, 1867.—The collar in which
the screw is stepped, and the barrel by which the
screw is operated, both enter a recess in the handle.
The collar is slipped ou the handle, and the ferride

lias a lunate projection which passes inside the coUar
and draws it into the recess in the handle.
Claim.—The collar F, and ferrule I provided with

a tongue /, with the bar A, Avhen constnicted and
combined to secure the coUar to the bar, substantially
as herein set forth.

62,292.—ShubelM. Shattuck, Cambridge,!!!.—
Siigar Umporator.-YehrnaTj 19, 1867.—Plates of
cast-iron are interposed between tlie furnace and the
evaporating pans. The front radiating plate is made
in sections" connected together by dovetailed trans-

verse grooves in which a" bar slides. Dampers near
the center furnish means to set tlie calorie cuiTont
either above or below the rear radiating plate.

Claim.—First, the radiator B. constructed sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose sot forth.

Second, the dampers D and d, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third,, the plate C, in combination with the dampers
D and d and radiator B, substantially as described.

62,293.—H. A. Siiipman and A. B. Hexdryx,
Ani=onia, Conn.—J/rtc/iine for Extending Tubing.—
February 19, 1867.—The pipe is intcrraittingly fed

tlirougirtlie dies, Avhich act upon its exterior in alter-

nation with the action of an axial punch forced down
through the pipe. The action is to compress and
then dilate, and the effect is to extend the pipe in

length and diminish its thickness.

C7rti/».—Extending metallic tubing and reducing
the thiekness thereof" by first applying external pres-

sure to the tube, which shall reduce its diameter, and
then internal pressure, which while restoring, or par-

tially so. the i)rcvious internal diameter of the tube,

shall attenuate and elongate the metal, in the manner
and bv means substantially as lierein set forth.
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62,294.—JoHX B. Siccardi. New York, N. Y.—
Hair Crimper.—Fchrmn-y 19, 1807.—A series of roniul

bars, of semicircular forni, are pivoted at tlicir ends

to another series of similar form, Init of diflfereut di-

ameter. They arc so couuected that the bai-s of one
series enter the spaces between those of the other.

Claim.—The arran.iremciit of two series of round
bars or rods A and B, of different diameters, in such

a manner that one scries of liars shall fit between ajid

into the recess formed by the other series, said bars

bein.a- hinged or fastened together at their ends, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose as set

forth an^ described.

62,295.—"W". B. Smith, Lafayette, m.—Appara-
tus for Saturatinj rr)»&cr.—February 19. 1867.—Tlie
water-tight sack is.confined on the end of the timber
by an encircling clastic band, and sustained by a ring

and supporting dog bars, whose ends are driven into

the timber. The s'aturating liquid is poured into the

sack and percolates through the pores of the wood.
Claim.—The sack A, constructed and applied sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,296.—S. W. Stockton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Artificial Teeth.—FchrmYj 19, 1807.-The rectangu-
larly-projecting plates of \he tooth, by which it is

attached to the vulcanite, have cylindi'ical perfora-

tions in the directions of their lengths, Avhich perfo-

rations connect with each other at theii" inner ends
and are connected along their whole lengths by a slot

of smaller diameter.
Claim.—The two holes b and c, in combination with

the slot rf, the same being constructed in the body A
of a porcelain or aitificial tooth or block of teeth,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth ajid de-

scribed.

62,297.— H. Stonebuaker, Baltimore, Md.

—

Pain Killer.—February 19, 1867.-^Compound of al-

cohol, H gall. ; balsam of Peni, li lb. : Venit;e turpen-
tine. i)i oz. ; olive oil, H oz. : sulpliuric ether, 4 1-5 lbs.

;

camphor, SI oz.: laudanum, 5^ oz.; tinct. cayenne, 8ioz.;
tiuct. myrrh, 81 oz.

Clairh.—Tlie above-described pain killer, when
composed and used substantially as and for the pm--
poses set forth.

62,298.— H. Stonebraker, Baltimore, Md.

—

Liniment.—Februai-y 19i, 1867.—Composed of alcohol,

li gall.; turpentine, f gall.; oil origanum, i lb.; cayenne
pepper, 1 oz. ; Bai-badoes tar, 4 oz. ; ammonia, 2i lbs.

;

linseed oil, 10 oz. ; oil succiui, 5 oz. ; oO juniper, 5 oz.

;

oil seneca, IJ oz. ; and castile soap, li lb.

Claim. — The within-described liniment, when
mixed and used substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

62,299.—Benjamin- F. Taylor, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and George Taylor, Cam-
den, X." J.

—

PJwtographing Ungraver.i'' Blocks.—
February 19, 1867.—A right impression on a negative
plate is produced by a reflector attached to the (;amera

;

the plates are subsequently brought into contact with.

the sensitized surface of' a block of wood, stone, or
metal, to give a reverse impression for engraving pm*-
poses.

Claim.—The use of a reflector, with a photographic
camera, for obtaining a reverse photogi'aphic impres-
sion on blocks of wood, stone, or metal, for the use of
engi'avers, the said blocks or plates being coated with
the solution above specified, or its equivalent, to re-

ceive the impression from the negative plates, sub-
stantially in the manner hereinbefore described.

62,300.—George C. Thomas, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Baggage C7tecA-.—February 19, 1867.—The check has
a detachable piece to indicate destination, by direc-
tion or color, the said piece being tempora'rily at-

tached to the check, preferably by the check strap.
Clavm.—First, the combination with a railroad or

express check, having the number of the check indi-
cated thereon of a detachable piece, forming an addi-
tion to or supplementary part of said check, and at-

tached dii-ectly to the check or to the check strap,
which shall indicate the destination of the baggage.

Second, the combination with a railroad or express
check, having the number of the check indicated
thereon, of a detachable piece forming an addition to

or a supplementary part thereof, and attached directly
to the check or the check strap, and so made as to be
capable of indicating, by its color or shajie, tlio direc-
tion in wliicli the baggage is to be sent, or the road or
branch road over which it is to go.

Third, the ccmibination witli a railroad or express
check of a detachable piece foi-ming an addition to or
a supplementary part thereof, and indicating the di-

rection or the tlestination of the baggage, wlien the
said detaclialjle piece is secured in position either in
part or wholly by the check strap, substantially as
herein set forth.

62,301 .-^James Clifford Tbedway. Buffalo,
X. Y.—Horse CoZiar.—February 19, 1867.—The collar
staple has lugs, which divide it into sections, to whicli
the tug is attached at the height required. For liglit

work tlie tug may be attached to a headed projecting
Irolt. The sides of the collar are united l)el()w by a
curved bar, to which one of them is hinged so as to
allow the collar to be spread before putting it on over
the head of the horse.
Claim.—Fii-st, the staples M, provided with lu.^s

n n, draft iron O, haA'ing eyes p p and notches q q, in
combination with the tug Q and collar A A, as con-
structed and arranged, substantially as set forth.

Second, the manner of attaching a light tug L to
the collar or hames by means of the projecting""staud-
ard J, provided with 'the head K, which is secured in
the end of the tug. substantially as described.

Third, the cm-ved bar B, i-igidly attached to the
collar frame on one side and jointed to the other, in
combination with the padded frame of the collar,

when the latter is so constructed as to preserve ample
space for the windpipe, substantially as and for the
pm-poses described.

62,302.—Leavis G. Tuttle, North Haven, Conn.—Cultivator.—February 19, 1867.—The plow beams
ai'e expansible laterally to vary the Avidth of tiltli

;

the shafts are adjustable vertically to vary tlie depth
of furroAV ; the handles are adjustable A'crtically to
suit the operator.
Claim.—The combination of the slwifts G and H,

when made vertically adjustable, with the beams C and
D, when made horizoatiilly adjustable, and the whole is

constructed and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

62,303.—A. A. Wilder. Detroit, lAMi.—Rail-
road Car Starter.—Februaiy 19, 1867.—A cam-shaped
pawl acts upon a wheel fixed to the midlcngtli of the
car axle ; the paAvl is supported by arms Avliich have
the axle for their pivot, and is operated by the draw-
bar in such a manner that the force of the draft is

applied directly to rotate the ijheels. '

Claim.—First, in a device for starting car.^ the ,

eccentric dog h, wheel G, arras/ and g. spring j, Jinks '

c and d. in combination Avith axle B, when constructed,
aiTanged, and operating in the manner substantially
as shoAvn and descrii)ed, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in a device for starting cars the combina^
tion of the eccentric dog h and stop H, wlien operat-
ing in the manner substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

62,304.—Augustus S. Armstrong, St. Bernard
Parish, La.— Starting Street Cars.— February 26,

1867.— Pressm-e on the treadle when the ear is stopped
drops the catch and releases the draft bar. which is

thrust rearward by the coiled spring. The pawl
catches on the ratchet attached to the axle, and the
draft on the bar in starting acts directly upon the
Awheel until the catch again engages the bar and re-

stores the normal condition.
Claim.—The combination of helical spring D, foot

bar C, lever B and catch b, with draft bar A. provided
with helical spring c and slot a, clutch E, movable
standards G. and pinion F, when these several parts are

constructed and arranged for conjoint operation, sub-

stantially as described for the pm-pose set forth.

62,305.—Henry O. Baker, ISTcw York, X. Y.—
Ladder.—February 26, 18()7.—The ladder and its sup-

port are pivoted together at a point between their

ends, so that a platfoi-m may rest upon and between
the upper ends. The elevated structure is braced
laterally by struts.

Claim.—Tha combination of the supporting frame,
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tiio ladder, the platform, and the braces, the whole to
be aiTanged as and for the pui-pose set forth.

62,306.—Isaac Canister, ][Srewai-k, :N'. J.—SJwe
Claap.—February 2i\ 18(57.—The tong'ue is hinged to

the stock and is passed lii'st through "the laqing holes

on the edges of the leather : the tongue is then bent
over and engaged -vrith the lip on the stock, fastening
like the tongue of a diaper pin.

Claim.—A. clasp, -vvheu formed substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set tbrth.

62,30?'.—JoHX S. Bardhx. Providence. R. I., as-

signor to A. J. Perry Sc Co.. Eoston, Mass.

—

Steam
Generator.— February 26, 1867.— The generator is

composed of sections so formed that when the sec-

tions are united diving flues are formed next the fire-

box and ascending flues communicating therewith
outside the generating siu'face.

Claim.—^The improved construction, substantially
as described, of each of the sections or generators A
A, so as to cause them to form with the internal and
casings G D the triangular sectional diving flues F
and ascending flues E, arranged in manner and so as
to open into each other as explained.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the casings D D andG G- with the generators, made
as desci'ibect, the same being so as to form triangular
sectional diving and ascending flues E F. as specified.

Also, the arrangement, as described, of the smoke
recess / in the external side or surface of each gene-
rator, the same being as and for the purpose specified.

62,308.—JoHX S. Bardex, Providence, E. I., as-

signor to A. J. Perry & Co., Boston, Mass.

—

Steam
Generator.—Februaiy 26, 1867.—Two sets of vertical

flues surround the fire-bos. the connection between
such fines being in the lower portion of the boiler.

An air escape pipe passes up thi"Ough the steam dome
of the boiler. The water occupies the space between
tJie series of flues.

Claim.—The ari'angement as weU as the combina-
tion of the series of iiues o, the series of flues b, the
connections e, the water-holding spaces c, the furnace
A, and the water and steam chamber C.
Also, the arrangement as well as the combination

of the escaj)e pipe D and damper G, the series of flues

a, the series of flues b, the connectious e, the water-
holding spaces c, the furnace A, and the water and
steam chamber C.
Also, the arrangement as well as the combination

of the conduits d, the series of water spaces c, the
series of flues a. the series of flues b. the fmmace A,
and the vrater and steam chamber C, the whole being
substantially as specified.

62,309.—Asa M. Beard, Hillsboro', IS^. U.—Saw-
mill Dog.—February 26, 1867.—The dog has a swivel
joint to permit the point to be turned in any dii'cction.

Claim.—The improved saw-mill dog, consisting of
the shank c, provided with the spur «, attached to the
hook b by a swivel joint, substantially as herein shown
and described.

62,310.—George D. Blocker, Indianapolis,
Ind.— Corpse Preserver.—February 26, 1867.— The
inner case has double walls and a cu-culation thi'ough
perforations in its floor. The outer chamber is tight,

and furnished with a refrigerant. The water of con-
densation fi'om vapors arising from the body is with-
di'awn from the coflin.

Claim.—ThQ double ventilated case B, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth, in combination witli the external case or ice

box A.

62,311.—Stephen B. Bowles, Brooklyn, IST. Y.,
assignor to W. G. Creamer. — Car Seat Lock.—
February 26, 1867.—A pivoted lever is in the side piece

which supports the brace ; the end of the lever has a
stop which is forced by a spring into a correspondiug
liole in the arm, locking the same. The bolt is with-

di-awu by a key which draws inward one end of the

lever, and throVs outward that which bears the stop.

Claim.—The combination of a railroad car seat lock
and stop, all constructed substantially as described and
for the purposes mentioned.

62,312.—J. TTarrex Browx, TVashington. D.
C, assignor to ISTortox P. Chipmax, A. A. Hosmer,
C. D. Gilmore. and J. C. ^ymn.—Manufacture of
Pearl Ashes.—February 26, 1867.—Carbonaceous mat-
ters are mixed with the potashes or common house
ashes of commerce, and are bm-nt out to carl)onate
the potash : or the carbonic acid from the fire used to
evaporate the solution of potash may be passed into
or over the solution to carbonate it.

Claim.—Fii'st, the manufacture of peail ashes fi'om
potash or house ashes by means of charcoal, coke, coal
peat, saw dust, and other substances rich in carbon,
excepting black muck, in the manner herein set forth,
substantially as described.
Second, passing carl)onic acid over or into the solu-

tion of potassa or the lye of house ashes from the fire,

by which the same is being evaporated, substantially
as herein specified.

62,313.—Clark W. Bryax, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself, S. Bowles, B. F. Bowles, and
J. F". TAPLEY.—CaZe«,do/-.—February 26, 1867; ante-
dated December 11, 1866.—A number of calendars are
held by clasp, and are removed as soon as they become
useless, exposing the next in order.

Claim.—Fii-st, as a new article of manufacture, a
calendar constructed of several sheets, united together
in the manner described, and having the piece B ar-

ranged for the purpose of readily tearing off the sheets,
substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the attach-
ment of the counting-house calendar upon the back
of the last leaf, substantially as described.

62,314.—Melzer Burt, ]Srorton, Mass.—incZ-
der.—February 2c), 1867.—The platform is supported
by brackets which hook over two adjacent rounds of
the ladder.

Claim.—The ladder addition as composed of the
board B, and furcated and hooked brackets C C, con-
structed, arranged, and applied together, substantially
as set forth.

Also, the combination of above described ladder ad-
dition, made as described, with a ladder.

62,315.—J. B. Campbell. Cincinnati, Ohio.—JBed
Bottom.—February 26, 1867.—The slats have end pins
similarly headed oh both sides ; the pins are engaged
by rubber loops that take over the headed pins on the
rails.

Claim.—The two-sided slat, and the wooden pins
running through it, equally on both -sides, and the
elastic rubber ring ready to be attached to the bed-
stead, as above described.

62,316—JAiiES C. CocHEAXE, Kochester, K Y.—Grate.—February 26, 1867.—The grate is somewhat
sunk toward the center and the two central bars are
turned down to form a coffer and to give support to
the pivot pin.

Claim.—First, the coffer, constructed in the center
of the grate, .'•ud extending below it, substautiaily as
and for the pm-poses described.
Second, the combination of the coffer with the grate,

substantiaUy as described.
Third, the combination of the coffer, grate, and de-

pressed yoke, substantiaUy as described.

62,317.—M. D. CoxE and A. :N'. Douglass. Port
Gibson, '^. Y.

—

Garden or Hand Cultivator.—Feb-
ruaiy 26, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—First, suspending the cultivator frame
from a wheeled truck or barrow, by which it is drawn,
substantially in the manner and for'tlie pm-poses lierein

shown and described.
Second, the jointed or hinged di'aft rods, or their

equivalents, and the cultivator frame, either with or
without the guide bars B, in combination with wheeled
truck, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, providing the pivoted ai-mof the wheel stock
S with a slot a, as shown and for the pm-poses set

forth.

Fom-th, the arrangement of the revolving colter

wheels and their vertically adjustable hangers upou
the pivoted or adjustable stock S.

62,318.—James B. Craxe. Dalton, Mass.—Cowr-
ingfor Bottles, Steam Pipes, d-c.—February 26, 1667.—

1
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Yepetable fibers axe beaten and satiu'ated with water
until a pulp is Ibrmed, wliich is spread over the arti-

cle and iJlowed to harden in place.

Claim.—The use of paper pulp for the purpose of
obtainini^ an air-tiijht, non-conducting, and protective
covering", substautiallj in the manner set forth.

62,319.—Peter Cnowh, Brownsville, Pa., as-

sicrnor to himself and 11. n. Fixley, same place.

—

rise.—February 26, 1867.—The outer jaw is carried

on a sliding ratchet bar which is engaged by a pawl
upon a pivoted lever to hold the jaws closed.

Claim.—The combination of the stationary jaw C,
adjustable jaw D. and stock D', pawl F, and "lever E,
and springs F' and E', all of saitf parts being respect-

ively constructed and arranged for use substantially

in the manner and lor the purpose set forth.

62,329. — Henry Decker, Lebanon, Ohio.

—

Chum.—Fohraavy 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The dash consisting of the vanes J made
in a tapering and slightly twisted or spii-al form and
attached to a central hub in combination with the
gathering boardK located immediately over the dasher
and cream box Iwhen the several parts are constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner and for the
pm-pose set forth.

62,321—Joseph De laM^^r, BrooMyn, jST. Y.,
assignor to Griswold and Sheldox.—Hat Blocking
Machine.—February 26, 1867.—The jointed frame is

supported on a vertical ai-bor in a frustal form with an
inverted conical depression at the apex. The frame
assumes the flanged cylindi'ical form of a hat by the
depression of a compound treadle.

Claim.—The combination of the expansible bars c,

ring I, and clamp h, constructed substantially as and
for the pui-posG specified.

62, 322.—Luciu.s H.Dwelley, Dorchester, Mass.—Machine for 2[aking Horseshoe Nails.—February
26, 1867.—The nail is gradually drawn out by rollers

upon a revolving disk in combination with a' former
plate. Between the action of the separate roUersthe
rod is subjected to the side blows of two converging
"^hammers.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rolls upon
the disk E with the former F and hammers G, when
so combined and arranged that the blows of the ham-
mers ai-e given between the action of the separate
rolls upon the article being wrought, substantially as
described.
Second, cutting off a portion of the blank previous

to the nail being finished, by means of the cutters de-

scribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.

Thu'd, the coml)ination of the cams M, hammers G,
and cutters k' I', when such cams are so formed as to
hold the hammers apart and out of action when the
cutters sever the nail from the rod.

Fourth, vibrating the conductor O by means of the
arm a' with its spring h' operated by the projections
c' d' on the wheel L, substantially as"described.

62,323.—Geo. F. Fessexdex, West Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Apparatus for Rolling and Spreading Bough.
—February 26, 1867.—The dredge box scatters floiu.-

upon the roller as the latter pass'es over the dough.
Claim.—The combination and ai-rangement of the

dredge box and roller or rolling pin.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the di-edge box. the brackets, the handles and the
roUer or roUing pin, as described.

62,324.—Edward Fitzhexry, Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for Dressing Leather.—Fehruarj 26, 1867.—
An improvement on his patent January 15, 1867,
Xo. 61,182. In this case the tablet for receiving the
skin is supported on anti-friction rollers which are

, within recesses of its sustaining frame.
Claim.—The employment of the anti-friction balls

or theu' equivalents, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as hereinbefore described.

62,325.—Charles L. Fleischmaxx, Xew York,
X". Y.-Piott;.—February 26, 1867; antedated Febru-
ary 14, 1867.—The angular cutters and the mold board
make a trench and are stocked on a frame furnished
with ruimers.

Claim.—The use of runners herein described, in
combination with angular or cm-ved cutters and a
mold board, substantially as above described.

62,326.—Charles S. G"WTX^up, Milroy, Ind.~
Cultivator.— February 26, 1867. —The handles are
pivoted at theii- forward ends to the frame and are
regulated as to height by adjustment on theii' support-
ing post. The standarcls are adjustable laterally to
vary the width of tilth by means of slotted bars, seg-
ment bars, and adjustable draw rods.
Claim.—Fii'st, the stanchion d, constructed and

operating as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the standai-ds E in combination Avith plate

G. rods I, plates m and n, and curved plate T, the
R'hole constructed, arranged, and operating in the
manner and for the ptu-pose herein specified.

62,327.-Samuel Hall, Xew York, N. Y.—Ma-
chinefor Bending Metals.—February 26, 1867.—Upon
a strong bed is arranged an overhanging box frame,
in the projecting portion of which is suspended a
roller which is adjustable veiticaUy by means of
screws ; on the bed below this roller is a paii- of rollers

which are adjustable to or from the suspended upper
rolls. Between these two lower rollers are two slides

having vertical rollers between which the bar is guided
when it is to be rolled or bent edgewise.
Claim.—Fii-st, the box fi-ame BB, constructed sub-

stantially as shown for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the bending roller held
and adjusted substantially as described, the rollers X,
when the same shall be" combined, constructed and
operated substantiaUy as shown for the pm-poses set
forth.

Thii'd, in combination with the same, the use of the
sliding boxes constructed as shown for the pm-poscs
specified.

62,328.- W-Ai. H. Harris, Corry, Vn.—Hair
Eestorative.—FehvuaTj 26, 1867.—Composed of water,
1 c[t. : tincture of capsictun, i oz.

;
grape wine juice, 4

oz. ; sulphtu', 1 drm. ; sulphate cadmium, 30 gr. ; bay
rum, 1 gill ; tincture of cantharids, i oz. ; bm'nt sugar
i oz. ; alchohol, 1 giU

;
glycerine, i oz. ; oil of egg, 16

drops.
Claim.—The compound within described when

the same is compounded in the proportions described
for the purposes set forth.

62,329.—Jairus Haskel, Lisbon ISle.— Culti-
vator.—February 26, 1867.—The frame traverses on
thi-ee wheels, whose holders are vertically adjustable
so as to regulate the depth of the fm-row cut by tlie

plows, which are adjustable laterally as to relative
distance.
Claim.—First, the combination of the three wheels

h j k, having theii- gauges i. pivots m, and clamps ??,,

with the elonglated teethM X P, when the same arc ar-

ranged in positions relative to each other on a culti-

vator frame of the described form, in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the splice beams H I
with the two rear wheels j and k, attached and adjust-
able as set forth, Avhen the two beams H I are con-
nected A\-ith the beams B C, in the manner and for

the pm-poses set forth.

62,330.—Geo. Hexixger, Lena, HI.

—

Suspend-
ing Pendulums of Clocks.—February 26, 1867.—Sus-
pended concentrically with the verge of the escape-
ment of a pendulum clock is a balance lever having
the pendulum attached to one end and a counterbal-
ancing weight to the other, to allow the clock to be set

out of plumi) without disttu:biug the regular move-
ment of the pendtdum.
Claim.—First, rendering pendtdum clocks capa-

ble of keeping accttrate time when out of plumb by
the method clescribed, suspending a balance lever
concentrically with the escapement wheel, to operate
the pendtdtun as set forth.

Second, balancing the pendtdtmi by a weight, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of tlie lever D with the
weight and pendulum, substantially as and for the ptir-

pose set forth.

62,331.—Davh) Hess, Pittsburg, Va.— Washing
Fluid.—February 26, 1867.—Composed of soft water,
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3 galls.; soda asli, 2i lbs.; lime, i lb. ; amuiouia, 1 oz., al-

cohol, 1 gill ; and borax, 1 oz.

Claim.—The combination of ingredients in the
proportions as herein described and for the purjposes
set forth.

62,332.—A. V. Heydex, Mil\raukee, Wis.—Bag
Holder.—February 26, 1867.—As the bag is filled its

weight operates upon the platform and raises the ex-

panding and sliding ring hooks that hold the mouth
of the bag in position for filling.

Claim.—A bag-bolder when made with platform
D connected to standard C, in combination -nith arm
E, expanding jaws F, and ring H, substantially as

and for the pm"pose described.

62,333.—Hexry Holl, Philadelphia, Tsl.—Bot-
tle Stopper.—February 26, 1867.—It can be manufac-
tured of metal or other suitable material ; the strainer

is remoyable when the sections are detached, and the
globe valve gravitates open or shut, according to the
position of the bottle.

Claim.—The sieve straining the liquid as it passes
thi'ough, supplied with or without a handle, so that it

is easHy taken out and the whole stopper cleaned with-
out trouble, the ak-tight spherical hinge stop, -R'hich

opens and closes with its own weight accortling to

the manner in which the vessel is held, the mode of
connecting the upper and lower parts by means of a
screw and a combination of these several inventions
in a compact, secure, neat, and convenient stopper.

62,334.—Arthur Hooies, Cortland, N". T.—
Preserving Wood from Decay.—February 26, 1867.

—

To the wood is applied a composition which fiUs the
pores and hardening upon its surface forms a coating
which excludes air and moisture. The composition
may consist of 1 part each of boiled tar, slacked
lime, water lime, and mineral paint, and 10 parts of
ground stone or fine sand.
Claim.—The mode of preparing and preserving

wood and timber from decay by the appUcatiou of a
composition, and the composition itself, or any other,

substantially the same as hereinbefore substantially set

forth.

62,335.—George Homfray, Halesowen, Eng-
land.

—

Machine for Preparing Pods for Chain Links.
—February 26, 1867.—The rod passes thi'ough the

head and its end is dogged to the mandrel ; the latter

is then revolved while the carriage j)asse& down the

bed, and the rod is thus coiled upon the mandi-el. The
rod being aU wound on, the stripping collar is moved
along the mandi-el, shoving off tlie coil, which is cut

into sections, with a proper scarf or lap for welding.
Claim.—The rotating mandrel H, in combination

with the carriages M and J, or any construction sub-

stantially the same, arranged and operated substan-

tially as described, for the pm-pose of laying and
strii)ping the coU of rod or l^ai".

62,336.-0. L. HoPSON, TTaterbury, Conn., and
H. P. Brooks, Walcottville, Conn.

—

Machinery for
Pointing and Peducing ^Yire.—Februaiy 26, 1867

;

antedated Feb. 15, 1867.—Improvement on theii' patent
August 9, 1864 ; reissued December 12, 1865. The dies

are an'anced in the end of the shaft which rotates

them, and are regulated by the points of conical

screws which pass thi-ough them and into cavities

in the bottom of the dovetail cross groove. The tap-

pets are arranged in a stationary frame.
Claim.—First, the dies h b and'die holders c c, intro-

duced in an midercut groove at the end of the shaft o,

in combination ^\'ith two or more pairs of tappets, or

equivalent mechanism, for closing said dies two or

more times each revolution, substantially as set forth.

Second, the tapering pointed screws d d and set

nuts e e, in combination with the dies and the tapering
screw sockets in the shaft at the back of the dies, the
parts being arranged substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

62,337.—"Willis Humiston, Meriden, Conn., as-

signor to himself and L. H. Hall, same place.

—

Blind Fastening.—February 26, 1867.—For opening,
closing, and fastening a blind in position from the

inside of the window. The blind is opened by raising

the rod from the hook and pressing on the lever, and
closed by raising the rod and di'awing upon the lever,

Claim.—The combination of the rod D, hinged to
the blindwith the hook a, upon the blind and the
guide F and inclined stop d on the sill, constructed
and arranged so as to operate substantially in the
manner described.

62,338.-William E. Jervey, Xew Orleans, La.—Burnerfor Petroleum Stoves.—February 26, 1867.

—

The petroleum flows from an upper tank into the fluid
chamber, from which the gas escapes through the
central perforation of a cap which is of a metal more
expansible by heat than that of the chamber. This
chamber is connected by metal rods to a retort above,
which has a central perforation below to receive the
gas and a series of holes near the periphery for its

discharge during inflammation. The central perfora-
tion has radial extensions to receive the heat-conduct-
ing support arms, wMch are intermediate between the
upper plate and the fluid chamber.

Claim.—The comlnnation of the upper retort or
furnace E, the supporting arms and conductors D,
and the fluid chamber A, when the pai'ts are con-
structed and arranged and co-operate in the manner
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

62,.339.—"William E. Jervey, B'ew Orleans, La.—Burner for Petroleum Stoves.—February 26, 1867.
— Similar to the foregoing except that the lower re-

tort or fluid chamber is cast in one piece, and a wire
gauze surrounding the current of gas protects it from
wind.

Claim.-^'FiTst, the lower retort or fluid chamber A,
when constructed substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of heater caps B, .wire
protecting gauze F, and lower retort A, constructed
and arranged in the manner i substantially as sho^\^l
and described and for the purpose set forth.

62,340.—Evan F. Johns, PhUadelphia, Pa.—
Ajjparatus for Applying Springs to Cushions.—
February 26, 1867.—The mattress frame is placed in
the operating frame and the springs depressed by the
levers while being tied in place.

Claim.—A frame A, with lever B and hooks e, or
their equivaleiits, constructed and adapted for the
reception of the frame X of a cushion, and for the
compression of springs on the same, substantially as
described.

62,341.—Moses "W. Kidder, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to himself and H. K. Barker, same place.

—

Damper.—February 26, 1867.—The steam chamber
has within it a vertical series of concavo-convex disks
alternately connected together at their outer and
inner edges. The ends of the series are connected
respectively to the cylinder bottom and to a rod which
has free play thi-ough both ends of the cylinder. The
pressure of' steam operates on the disk to move the
rod which is connected to the fire damper.
Claim.—The employment of one or more metallic

disks or plates, corrugated or plain, in the maimer
and for the pm-pose specified.

62,342.—SusAX M. Kirk. Camden, IS". J., and
E. J. HowLETT, Philadelphai, Pa., assignors toE. J.
Howlett, Philadelphia, Pa.—Too? for the Manufac-
ture of Paper Bags.—February 26, 1867.—The bag
tubes are placed beneath the metallic blade with theu-
tops against the adjustable slide. Tbeh- bottoms are
then folded back upon the blade and then raised and
the edges brought together longitudinally, and the
part projecting fi-om under the blade flatte"ued down.
The free corners of this part are then pasted and folded
down and the upper side laid over on the other. The
bag is then withdi'awn.
Claim.—Fh'st, the construction of the board or

blade B and adjustable strip D, the whole being ivc-

ranged substantially in the manner described.
Second, the combination of the board A, the per-

manent strip a, and adjustable blade B.
Third, the combinataon of the boai'd A, the guide

plate E, and adjustable strip D.

62,343.—"William A. L. Kirk, Hamilton, Ohio,
assignor to Owens, Lane, Dyer & Co., same place.
—Governor.—February 26, 1867.—The raising or fall-

ing of the governor stem brings the lugs on the driver

in contact with the lugs on one of two inclined bevel
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wheels, which are connected to the screw gear shaft,

whose rotation serAes to partially open or close the

governor valve. While worldng evenly at a given
speed the lugs on the driver revolve witliout coutacP
with tho.se on the bevel wheels, but by acceleration or

retardation of speed the engagement is Ixrought about
to open or close the valve, as the ca.se may be.

Claim.—The arrangement ot two wheels A A, or
their equivalents, on any angle varying from a right

angle from the pinion B, in which they work, the

same being provided each with a lug K'K, working
in connection with similar lugs 1 1 1 1, on the inter-

mediate driver E. sul^stantially in the manner and for

the pm-pose specilied.

62,344.—TV. B. Lake and W. Coultou, Organ
Spring, Ind.

—

Cultivator.—February 2(), 16(57.—The
plows are laterally adjustable on their frame, which
has a vertical moVement by a lever upon the wheel
fi'arac. to which it is hinged in front.

Claim.—First, combining with a two Avheel car-

riage a shovel carrying frame which is adapted for

carrying five shovels a ah b and d, and wliieh is com-
posed of verticaDy-vibrating beamsHH 1 1, connected
togerlier by transverse braces J, so as to be laterally

adjustable, substantially as described.
Second, arranging a vertically and laterally adjusta-

ble shovel frame, which is constructed as described,
upon a two wheel carnage, in such manner that the
shovels will be located beneath, and in a vertical line,

or nearly so, with the axle A, substantially as de-

Bcribed.

62,345.—"William Leib and Green B. Horx-
BKEK, Winchester, 111.

—

Car Coupling.—February 26,
18()7.—The link in coupling is projected by a slid"e on
one draw-head, and is engaged by'a spring pin in the
otffer head. Tlie slide and'pin ai-e operated fi-om the
top of the cars by levers.

Claim.—The levers A and II and the link or slide

B, when arranged and operated as herein described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,346.—Hiram LEini, Leonidas, 'Mich.—Stumj)
Extractor.—Fel)ruary 26, 1867.—The chains extend
from the stump to a windlass worked by pull and push
pawls on a rocking lever. The additional chain fiu'-

nishes means to remove the stump after extraction.
Claim.—The ratchet wheels C. separated Ijy a flange

F of a common windlass shaft P, ,pawls G-, hung to a
common rocking cross bar operated thi'ough lever J
and chains M, in combination with each other, sub-
stantially as and for the piu-pose described.

Also, the combination with the above of the chain
X, passing over beam P of the framework A, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

62,347. — W. B. Link. Taberg, :N'. Y.— Mop
Cloth.—Fehrnary 26, 1867; antedated February 14,
1867.—Tlie strings forming the mop are woven to-
gether at their mid-length.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a mop
constructed as herein shown and described.

62,348. —Freemax Little, St. Louis, Mo.—
Slat for Windoio Blinds.—FehrnaYY 26, 1867.—The
upper slat is pivoted in the fi-ame, and the other slats
have edge flanges which combine to shut out all light
when requii'cd!'

Claim.—The application of flanged slats with the
above described upper slat to Yenitian window
blinds, which will produce the intended effects, sub-
stantially as described.

_
62,349.—Samuel Lloyd. Washington, D. C, as-

signor to himself aud RobertC. Stevexs.—Remrhiblc
Lounge.—February 26, 1867.—The arm is changeable
from one end to the other, and the back aud seat have
the necessary movements to form either a right or left
hand lounge.
Claim.—First, the metal plates F F with the angu-

lar slots h h. wrist pins i i, in combination with the
su^jpoitiug plates g g, as described aud set forth.
Second, the mode of securing the seat frame B to

the frame A by means of the metal ribs c e. and hooks
//. so that tiie seat frame B can l)e moved longitudi-
nally, aud when iu proper position be taken out and
reversed, so that the back of the sliding frame B can

be brought to the front, as and for the pm-poses herein
set forth.

Third, constructing lounges so that the movable arm
may be placed at either end of the frame, iu combiua-
tiou with the sliding seat and back shifting to con-
form to the head, so that the appearance is the samo
whether right or left. \

62,350.—Hiram W. Mapes, Jr., Pdpon, Wis.—
Spring Seat for Vehicles.—Fel)ruary 26, 1867.—Tlie
inclined boards i-est on the sides of the wagon box,
and their upper ends between their side joints are
supported by rubber bands connected to the scat at

its mid-lengtii. The eyes of the side joints are slotted
to allow the necessary'play.

Claim.—First, supporting a seat upon two inclined
boards B B', which are joiiited together at their in-

ner ends, and connected to the seat by means of springs
c c, substantially as described.
Second, connecting the imicr ends of the inclined

supports B B' by means of interlocliiug tongues, aud
sliding joints g g'. in combination with spring connec-
tions c c aud x:)ivot couueetions c e, substantially as
described.

62,351.—CiiELTOX Mathexi', Greensburg, Ind.—Hand-Spinning Machine.— February 26, 1867.

—

The object of the obliquity and stated adjustability is

to give a more convenient relative position of the
spindle carriage track aud the driving wheel, so that
the operator may bring the path of the spindle i)oiut

iu a line with his left hand. The machine is convert-
able into a wool or flax spinning machine.
Claim.—First, the spindle carriage track, arranged

obliquely to the plane of the drive wheel, as and 'for

the pm-pose set forth.

Second, in coml^nation with the elements of the
clause immediately preceding, making said track ad-
justable about a vertical axis, and securable at any
desired obliquity, as set forth.

Thii-d, the combination and arrangement of the frame
A B, wheel E e e', crank E, treadle Y. pitman Z, and
spindle X, to adapt the macliiue for sx^iuuing flax, as
explained.

62,352.— : ^McCullough, Eichmond. Ind.— Cut-off of ±. .tvtro-Magnetic Engines. — February
26, 1867.—Four pairs of spool magnets are supported
in a frame, and a vertical ».sciilating- shaft has arma-
tures upon it, which are alternately In-ought in con-
nection with the magnets by the completion and break-
ing of the galvanic circidt automatically, accomplished
by the lower end of the oscillating shaft. The upper
end of the latter is connected to the wrist pin of the
rotating wheel.
Claim.— The compound rods T T. cross-head E,

and posts 12 3 4, constructed aud operated substan-
tially as herein set forth aud described.

62,353.—Charles H. Miller, Frederick, Pa.,
assignorto himselfaud Isaac S. Dexgler, Perkiomen,
Pa.

—

Padlock.—February 26, 1867.—The locking plate
has two ciu-vcd arms tiu-iiing toward each other, and
the perforated end of the locking arm passes between
their ends. In unlocking, the key is twice rotated.
The turning of a pivoted spriug plate on the back of
the lock frees the locking arm from a catch within.
An additional keyhole, with a spring to engage the
key, acts as a blind. The true keyhole is exposed by
tm-ning a guard plate.

Claim.—First, the case A and arm B, with its

opening x, in combination with the lever D, plate C,
its arms i i', projections n oi^ ii^. and recess S, the
whole being constructed aud operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the above and the i^lato

E, and its arm r, for the pm-pose specified.

Third, the plates I and H, with their openings zz'
and cover plate J, in combination with the case A
and its keyholes q q\ substantially as aud for the pur-
pose set forth.

62,354.—E. L. Moesciiler, Eochester, X. T.—
Machine for Gauging tJie Size of Loaves of Bread.—
February 3f . 1867.—The dough is carried "forward on
au endless belt through a throat, which is adjustable
in «ize by side blocks. A guillotine knife descends at
intervals to sever loaves from the mass.
Claim.—The employment of one or more gauging
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or graduating slides X, either Avitli or without a grad-
uated throat piece or plate, in combination with a re-

volving belt and reciprocating knife, for the purpose
Bet forth.

62,355.—J. A. Montgomery, Columbus, Ohio.—
MacJiinefor Sharpening Fence Pickets.—February 26,

1867.—An oscillating plate, carried on the frame on
which the pickets are placed, has a cutter attached
to either the upper or under part of its face, accord-
ing as a convex or concave cut is to be made. Con-
centric scores on the face of the cutter block indicate
the place of attachment of the cutter to cut a certain
curve.
Claim.— Fii-st, a machine for producing cm-ved

points on the ends of fence pickets, constructed and
operating substantially as described.
Second, a machine which will both point and score

the ends of fence pickets, constructed and operating
sub^tantiiUly as described.

62,356.—FRA^fCisE. Morax, Millburn, Hh— Cot-

ton Planter.—February 2b", 1867.—The seed is sepa-
rated and conveyed lo'the di-opping spouts by series

of radial teeth in transverse rows ou a fced"^ wheel.
The seed spouts are enlarged below the hoj)pers to
prevent clogging. The markers and coverers are car-

ried l\v a liiuged frame, with which they are swung
clear of the ground.
Claim.—1 list, the arrangement and combination of

the diagonal shovels I), marking shovels C, rods L L
1, slotted btii-s J J X, and pipes E E', substantially as
set forth.

Second, the hoppers P with enlargements X, in
combination with the sejjarators Q and pipes E E',

substantially as set forth.

62,357.—E. A. More. St. Louis, Mo.—Cover for
Oil Cans.—Febniary Sii, lbb7 ; antedated February
15, 1867.—The oil can is encased in a wooden box
having one corner of the top cut away for the mouth
of tlie can. A pivoted plate swings* roimd to close
this opening.

Claim.—The lever C, when con?d;rueted and em-
ployed substantially as herein desej;jlbed.

62,358.—G-ABRIEL aSTEUDECKER, St. Louis, Mo.—Eemoving Tobacco Plugs from Molds.—Februai-y
26, 1867.—The tobacco molds ai'e fitted into a box
whose cover is studded with plungers which fit the
ceUs and remove the tobacco therefi'om when the
cover is depressed.
Claim.—Fu"st, the cover A', when armed ^ith the

plunger «', which are so fitted and arranged that they
may be employed for the purpose of simultaneously
forcing the plugs of tobacco from the molds 13.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
box A, the mold B, and the cover A^, substantially as
described and set forth.

62,359.—S. H. Perkins and Thojias S. Gilbert,
New Haven, Conn.

—

Machine for Making Iloop
Skirts.—February 20, Ibtw.—The covered wii'e. pre-

paratory to being formed into hoops, is automatically
fed, measured, printed at the points for securing the
tapes, and cut off at the ref[uired length. Tne regu-
lation for length is made by adjusting the gauge and
clamp relativelj' to the cutter.

Claim.—First, tlie combination of a feeding cylin-

der A, a printer or indicator F, ANith a gauge and
clamp to secure the ends of the wii'e to the cylinder,

substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the feeding cylinder A,
provided with a clamp for securing the ends of the
Avii-e to the cylinder, in combination with the cutters

I and P, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the coml)ination of the feeding cylinder A,-

provided with a clamp for securing tiie ends of the
wire to the cylinder, the printer or indicator F, and
the cutters P and 1, substantially as herein set forth.

62,360.—Jo.sEPii B. PoTTJiKYER. Pittsburg, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Nicholas Winter, same
l>h.un;.— Steam Pump. — February 26, 1867.— The
knocker arm on the piston rod actuates the rod of a
valve wliich admits steam to the maiu valve, govern-
iug the admission of steam to the cylinder. Steam is

admitted to tlie ends, alternately, of the plug valve,

and the circumfci-ential grooves in the latter fu-e

brought into communication with the induction ports
of the cylinder. The central depression in the valve
connects alternate ends of the cyliuder with the ex-
haust.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the plug valve

F, with its steam passages c c' and its exhaust chan-
nel d, substantially as described and for the purpose
as set forth.

Second, the aiTangement of the valve V and aux-
iliary valve F, as described and for the pm-pose set
forth.

Third, the arrangement of the throttle m with ref-

erence to the steam chest E and A"alve F, in the man-
ner and for the pm-pose as set forth.

62,361.—Daniel P. Prati', Worcester, Mass.—
Pin.—February 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—A common pin for clothing or wearing
apparel, turned from a straight line by corrugations
or flexm'es, as herein shown and described.

62,362.—Alonzo C. Pand, Union Mills, Pa.—
Still.—February 26, 1867.—The object is to cool the
still rapidly alter the chai'ge has been "run ofi"," in
order tuat It may be entered and cleaned.
Claim.—Surrounding and enveloping a stiU with an

adjustable double covering or jacket filled with a non-
conducting substance, -substantially as described and
for the pmposes herein set forth.

62,363,—Alonzo C. Eand, Union Mills, Pa.—
Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—Februaiy 26,

1867.—Air is driven by a pmnp into a a'essel which is

divided into four coinpai-tments, containing liquid

hydrocarbon and commimicates Avith an upper
chamber by means of pipes, the said chtimber dis-

charging by pipes into a gas holder. The chamber
above the earbiu-etter has a bm-ner by which the gas
is tested during the process of manuhicture.

Claim.—Fii'st, so arranging the gas generator or
carburetting apparatus with a series^of compartments
or generators with stop-cocks that the aii' may be
cbiven through the liquid contained in one or more
compartment's, for the pm-pose and in the manner
herein described.
Second, the combination of the test light G and its

connection with the series of comiiartments or gen-
erators «! a^ a^ a-^, substantially as and for the pm--
pose herein described.

Third, the employment of the cock or cocks I, ar-

ranged on the lower part of the generators to con-

nect or disconnect the same, substantially as and for

the pm'pose described herein.

62,364.—Alonzo C. PcANd, Union Mills, Pa.—
Ajyparatus for Carburetting Air.—Februaiy 26, 1867.

—Explained by the claim and illustration.

OZoim.-Placing the tank B, surrounded by water
within the gasometer A A in the earth below the
frost point, so that the vapors shall be generated at
a low temperatm-e, thereby preventing their conden-
sation in the pipes leading to the bm-ners, as herein
set forth.

62,365.—Jacob Peese, Pittsburg, Vi\.—Cotton
Bale Tie.—February 26, 1867.—One end of the hoop
has a slot, and the other has a jointed section, with a
button ; the latter is capable of entering said slot

Avhen the said section is bent at right angles to the
hoop, and is crosswise to the slot when the hoop is in
continuous line.

Claim.—The combination of the T-head c and slots

a a in a hoop or tie for cotton bales, with a movable
arm h or strap b', to which the button is attached
or constructed and arranged, as that Avheu the tie

is fastened the head of thtrbutton shall tic across the
slot, substantially as and for the purposes described.

62,366.—"William Oscar Peim, Springfield, Ol^iio.

—Apparatus for Ascertaining Tonnage, (f:c.—Feb-
ruary 26, 1867.—The duplex scales are placed on op-

posite sides and ends of the vessel for the measure-
ment of the displacement and the determination of
the result by the average of all. It is an improve-
ment on Araory Amsden"s patent, in AA'hich a siuglo

scale Avas placed at the dead point. The stems rise

through the deck, and terminate at bottom iu floats.
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which rise La the chambers when water is admitted
thereto.
Claim.—First, the use of a duplex system of hydro-

static scales for the admeasm-ement of the displace-

ment of vessels when said scales are respectively

placed in relation to the vessel and one another, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the cylinder C, pipe B
and plung:er valve, actuated by tlic rod B', when
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Third, in combination with the cylinder C, float B
and graduated stem E, the revolving head E' and
balanced indicator H, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

6tJ,36r.—M. L. Roberts, Smithfield, Canada.—
PZo if.—February -26, 18ii7.—The mold board lias a

gang of anti-friction rollers to turn over the furrow
slice. Instead of a prolonged landside or sole is an
inclined wheel, with a double miter face, whose angle
runs in the corner of the furrow just made.
Claim.—The friction wheel G, having its axis in-

clined at an angle of 90^ or thereabouts, one bearing
being attached to the beam, and the other to the heel

of the mold board, so that the two faces of said wlieel

bear against the side and bottom of the furrow, with
nearly etiual force, in combination with the other
parts of a plow, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and tor the pm-poses set forth.

Also, constructing a plow without the land plate

or side, when the same is provided with a friction

roller or rollers, whicli track in the Imrow angle,

which is cut by the share, substantially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the inclined wheel G,
with the anti-friction mold board, composed of the
series of rollers e e, or their equivalent, arranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

62,368.—Ira A. Salmox, Boston. Mass.—Den-
tists' Tool 7^rtc^•.—February 26, 18u7.—The tray has a
series of projections between or upon which the tools

belonging to the dental mallet ai-e placed so as to be
readily detached from the stock of the mallet, and be
retained in a convenient position for being again
attached.
Claim.—A tool rack or instrument rack, made of

steel pins, beveled on one side, in the manner and for

the purpose hereinbefore described.
Also, as an improvement on the United States

patent Xo. 54.88:2, or any such rack, the construc-
tion of the teeth beveled wedge, or chisel-shaped,

substantially as and for the pm-poses and objects as

hereinbefore specified.

62,369.—Benjamin Saunders, ISTashua, IT. H.,
assignor to himself and Albert H. Saunders, same
place.

—

Friction Apparatus for Yarn Beam of Warp
Dressers.—February 26, 1867.—The claims and illus-

tration indicate the details of this invention; the
object is to let-oif uniformly as the amount of yarn on
the beam diminishes.
Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the friction wheel a, or its etiuivaleut, the
brake b, the slide rod c, the spring g, and the lever Jt, the
whole being applied together, and to the yarn beam
A, substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Also, the combination of screw e and nut / with
the slider c, the brake b, the friction wheel o, and
the lever h, the whole being applied together and to
the yarn beam, substantially and for the pm-poses as
described.

62,370.—Benjamin Saunders, Nashua, ISJ". H.,
assignor to himself and A. H. Saunders, same place,—Device for Imjmrting a Lateral Keciproeation to

the Raddle of Warp Dressing Machines.—February
26, 1867.—A slow reciprocating lateral motion is

given to the raddle, so as to prevent the wear of the
cloth covering of the sizing rollers by the warps, and
prevent the sizing from accumulating and drying on
the portions of the sm-face of the roller which are
between the yarns.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the grooved cam H. the arm c, the tvi'O shafts
G G and the cranks F' F', the whole being applied to
the raddle and the dresser frame and its shaft, sub-

stantially in the manner and so as to operate as
specified.

62,371.-Kichard Savage, San Josg, California.—Thermo-Alarm Gauge.—February 26, 1867.— The
air in the two hollow bulbs is expanded by heat, and
presses upon the mercury in the pipes, which unite
with a single outside pipe, whose coIluuu of mercury
is raised thereby. A float on the mercury moves a
band upon a dial plate, and causes an alarm to be
sounded when the pressure becomes extreme.
Claim.—The above described thermo-alarm gauge,

in combination with a steam generator.

62,373.—Henry A. Se-s^iour, Bristol, Conn.

—

jBoo/.—February 26, 1867.—The joint between the ad-
jacent roof boards is spanned by a plate, bent into an
angular shape, the edges being inserted into the
boards.
Claim.—The employment of the j^^-shaped metal

piece d, when inserted into grooves formed in the
upper side, and near the edge of the board a, when
said grooves ai-e formed about an angle of 45^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

62,373—JUDSON W. Shaw, Concord, IN". H.—
Mop iTcftd.—February 26, 1867.—The stirrup clamps
the mop against the head, and is itself secm-ed by the
engagement of the shank hooks with a rack in the
handle. A collar holds the hooks in the rack.
Claim,—The rack bar rf, in combination with tho

mop constructed with the bearer yoke and collar, as
and for the pm-pose described and set forth.

62,374.—William Siefert, :N'ew York, X. Y.—
Pii\ch Bar for Removing Heavy Weights.—February
26, 1867.—The point has a roller to prevent the fric-

tion of the end of the bar upon the object lifted.

Claim.—The application of a roller to the end of
the short arm of a pinch bar,

62,375.—Jajies S>nTii, Eichmond. Jxi.{\..—School
Desi-.-February 26, 1867.—Two wooden bars are
placed parallel, and at a short distance apart, aud
run centrally along the series of desks, where they
arc secured so as to be detachable. The space be-
tween them becomes a receptacle, and has lids. The
shelf below each desk has a closing door to exclude
dust.

Claim.—First, the combination of the connecting
bai-s D D' with a series of desks and seats A A' and
the x-eceptacles a «', so constructed that the bars and
desks may be easily separated at pleasm-c.
Second, the combination of the book bos K and

doors P, when the latter ai-e arranged substantially
in the manner described.

62,376.—Henry Soggs, Columbus, Va.—Com-
bined Cora Planter and Hoe.—February 26, 1867.

—

At the upper end of the hollow handle is a seed hop-
per ; a spring ifiunger actuates the feeding device at
the hopper, and uncloses the valve at the lower end
of the handle simultaneously.
Claim.—The arrangement of the seeding devices

E J K and M in the hollow handle of the hoe, with
the hopper and seeder at the end of the handle, when
arranged and combined as herein described and for
the i)m-poses set forth.

62,377.—John Stevens, New York, ]S^. Y., and
John Johnson, Saco, Mc—Preparing Mica for Tab-
lets and other Purposes.—February 26, 1867.—The
surface of the lamina of mica is roughened by grind-
ing with emery, the edges are boimd or varnished,
and the sheets framed or bound.
Claim.—The use of mica for the purposes herein

specified, viz : for tablets, books, and for record.

62,378.—J. L. andG. W. Ste\tens, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Ca.se for Transporting Eggs.— February 26,
1867.—The box has tin divisions, in which the eggs
are separately packed for safety in transportation.

Claim.—a' case for packing and transporting eggs,
constructed with compartments substantially as and
for the pm-pcse herein described.

62,379.—Henry C. Stoll, 5kIokena, J\\.~Re-
voicing Harrow.—February 26, 1867.—One side of
the triangular frame is used as a di-aft bar, and sup-
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ports an inner friction roller, traveling on a track
above the harrow frame. The angle of the other two
sides supports a weighted box resting Tipon a friction

roller, traveling upon an outer track, and by depress-
ing the teeth beueath it causes the harrow to re-

S'olve when it is di-awn forward.
Claim.—The frame A, in combination with the

tracks C B, friction rollers E and D, and the triangu-
lar frame G G G', when constructed substantially as
and for the purpose set forth and described.

62,380.—John P. Van Yleck, Rock county,
Wis.—Hand Corn Ptonter,—February 26, 1867.—The
jaws are hinged just above the openers. The act of
closing the handles drives the curved seed-slide into
the hopper and makes the hole in the ground by spread-
ing the openers. The return move drops the seed.

Claim.—First, curved seed cup bar H, in combina-
tion with the hopper E, when both are constructed
and operated substantially as and for the pm'poses
described.
Second, a general arrangement of the parts ABE

F C D H and G, when the whole are constructed,
combined, and operated substantially as and for the
pm-poses described.

62,381—E. C. Walker, K"ewark, K". J.—Hoop
Skirt.—February 26, 1867.—Two pieces of flat spring
steel are centrally attached to the lowest hoop in front
and diverge as they ascend to the hoop next to the
bustle hoop ; from these points coiled wire springs
descend and are attached to the bottom hoop. The
object is to prevent the skirt tilting when a person sits

down.
Claim.—Bracing the front of a skirt by affixing

thereto the springs a and b, when combined with and
arranged upon the skirt in the manner and for the
pm'pose specified.

Also, the use of the spirals c and d, in combination
with the braces a and b, for the pm'poses set forth.

62,382.-C. P. S. Wakdvstell, Lake Tillage, E".

B-.—Knitting Machine Needle.—Fehrnarj 26, 1867.—
The claim and illustration explain the invention. Its
object is to equalize the strain at the bend and give

freater durability by diminishing the liability of the
arb to break at that point.

.,

Claim.—A needle for knitting machines, flattened
on the outside of its barb, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

62,383.—Henry Waterman, Hudson, If. T.—
Weather Strip.—February 26, 1867.—A wire forcibly
driven into the kerf along with the strip of rubber
holds it in position.

Claim.—The arrangement and mode of fastening
a strip of india-rubber or cloth in a groove in the
edge of a door or window sash, by means of a wii-e

forced down into the groove by the side of or within the
folds of the rubber strip, so as to hold it firmly in its

place, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.

62,384.—Albert E. Wing, Battle Creek, Mich.—Machine for Shrinking Tires.—February 26, 1867.

—

Depressing the treadle drives the two biting levers
against the two upper jaws and thus clamps the tire

in two pieces. One pair of jaws remains staticfciary

and the other is diiven toward it by an eccentric,
shortening and upsetting the tire.

Claim.—First, the jaws HH, biting levers G' G',
levers G G, foot levers E, constructed and operating
as described, and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the stationary block D, sliding block D',

hand lever F, constructed and operating as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

Thu-d, the frame C and blocks D and D', in combi-
nation with the jaws H H, levers G' G', foot lever E,
and hand lever I\ the wliole coustructcd and operating
us set .forth, and for the purposes described.

62,385.-Daniel E. Allen, Cumberland, Me.—
Cidiioator.—Y(i\:v\ii\XY 26, 1867.—Explai id by the
chiims and illustrat'^u. •]

Clavtn.—First, t -Hjative arrangemc jand posi-

tion of the teeth c 1 d, vi/., upon thei i^espective
cross bars a and h iverging at their lower ends, in
the manner and fo e purposes described,

, Second, the coi.. lation and arrangement of the

slots and holes in the cross bars, the shoulder, flange,
and lip on the teeth, with the bolt and nut, for the
purpose of secm-ing the teeth.

Third, in combination with the shoulder, lip, and
flange on the teeth, the additional slots and holes in
the third cross bar, for the purpose of rendering the
teeth e and/ adjustable, as described.
Fourth, the combination of the slots p and t, bolts

r and u, and nuts, with the slides seciu-ed to the mold
boards s s, for the purpose of rendering the mold
boards adjustable, as described.

Fifth, in combination with the diverging upper
ends of the teeth c and d, the scooped parts m m of
the beam A, in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the
scorer w, constructed as described, with the hooks v
and pin x.

Seventh, in combination with the subject of the
first and fifth claims, the rounded top 1 of the teeth
projecting above the frame of the cultivator, as and
for the purposes specified.

Eighth, the concave shape to the upper part of the
forward edge of the tooth 3, when the said tooth is

attached as'described, for the purposes specified.

62,386.— William J. Andrews, Columbia,
Tena.—Cultivator.—'Fehrnai-j 26, 1867.—The broad-
edged shares are attached to the frame at the desired
obliguity to the Line of draft, and are succeeded by
harrow teeth attached to the same frame.
Claim.—The combined plows and harrows G H

applied to the standards F F, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

62,387.—Omar J. Arnold, Mount Ida, Wis.—
Cultivator.—February 26, 1867.—The plow frame is

hinged to the tongue hounds and is vertically adjusted
by a pivoted lever, which is connected to the plow
frame by a bent lever passing through a slot in the
tougue.

Claim.—^First, the axle C, inclined downward from
its center outward in both directions, in connection
with the extended draft pole A and brace rods b b,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the beams D' D', extending in front of the
joints d and connected l)y a cross bar F, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, the lever G, provided with the pin or rod /,
in combination with the beams D' D' and cross bar
F, all arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

62,388.— Edwin A. Barrows, Willimantic,
Conn.

—

Permutation Lock.—February 26, 1867.—The
lock has a combination mechanism operated by finger
pieces in a prescribed order. The sliding bar has a
number of holes to receive an equal number of stops
and corresponding finger pieces. By manipulating
the finger pieces in the proper order the bar is freed,

but a variation in the order causes detent dogs to fly

up. A key restores the former position of the bar.

Claim.—First, the sliding bar B, pi'ovided with a
series of holes d d^ d^ d^ and pins e e^ e^ e^, more or
less, in combination with the spring arms //V^/^
finger pieces h h^ h^ h^, latch C and bolt D, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the safety dogs i i^ P i^, in combination
with the sliding bar B, pins e, arms /, and finger

pieces h, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Third, the rod s and lever t, in combination with
the sliding bar B and with a suitable key, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

62,389.—Jacob Bates, Salineville, Ohio.—Medi-
cal Compound.—Yehruavj 26, 1867.—For bronchial
and pulmonary . affections, influenza, &.c. Composed
of elecampane, 8 lbs. ; cqmfrey, 3 lbs. ; spikenard, 3
lbs. ; horehouud, 1 lb. ; ladys' slipper, i lb. ; sugar, 4
lbs. ; honey, 1 lb. ; and essence of winter green, 1 oz.

Claim.—The medical compound composed of tlio

ingredients herein described, for the purpose specified.

62,390.—Leanoer Burns, Port Chester, N. Y.—
Tool for Turning i>'oZ«s.—February 26, 1867.—The^
dies act upon opposite sides of the bolt and ai'c pacli
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composed of three pieces secured together by screw
bolts. The thickness of the central piece regulates

the distance ))ctween the inner edges of the outer
plates according to the diameter of the bolt under
treatment ; one edge lieiiig sharnened to shave the

bolt and the other adapted to hold it.

Glai7n.—The cutter or dies B, formed in three parts

or sections C D and E, secured together and con-
structed substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

62,391. — John H. Bush, Bone Creek, W.
Ya.—Folding Tabte.—February 26, 1867.—The legs

are hinged to an oblique brace, which crosses the
diagonal girder. The usual side pieces of the frame
are"disponscd with. The notched leg shuts within a
rabbet of the end piece and the legs arc secured by a
catch when open.
Claim.—Fii«st. the frame constructed with diagonal

girder E and oblique piece E, to which the legs ai-e

hinged, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the spring catch K and

movable leg H, arranged and operating substantially

as described.
Third, constructing the leg H with a notch at its

upper end. in combination with the notched end piece
D of the fi"ame, substantiallj' as described.

62,392.—JOHX W. Campbell, j^ew York, IST. Y.—Ice Box or Cooler.—February 26, 1867.—The ice

chamber is within a larger chamber and has a pipe
for the passage of di'inking water laid in a horizontal
worm at its bottom to support the ice. A di-aiu pipe
from the ice cliamber has an S-bend in a vertical
plane which forms an air trap.

Claim.—The arrangement of an icebox and cooler
for fluids, consisting of an external case A, internal
case B, pipe C, for conducting fluids through the same.
and a discharge pipe E, said parts being respectively
constructed, combined, and aiTanged in the manner
and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,393.—G. W. Caton, Canandaigua, N. Y.—
Water-proof Cement.—February 26, 1867.—Composed
of white fish glue, 1 lb. 10 oz.; white lead, 12 oz. ; rain
water, di pts. ; alcohol, 1 pt.

;
gum camphor, i oz.

;

linseed oil, ^ oz. ; and gum shellac, i oz.

Claim,.—A water-proof glue or cement composed
of the articles above named and in about the propor-
tion described.

62,394.—John G. Cliftox, Middletown, Ohio.—
Mortising Machine.—February 26, 1867.—The lower
guides of the chisels arc pivoted so as to admit side
oscillation and arc adjustable in distance from each
other. The upper guides have similai* adjustment,
but simultaneous movement by a cog wheel which
engages their- slide racks. The chisels may be used
in conjunction or singly.

Claim.—First, the hinged guides c c of the chisel
bars h h, rack frames d d, and adjusting frames c e, in
combination with their actuating mechanism, ar-

ranged and operating substantially in the manner and
for tlie pm-pose herein described.
Second, the aiTangement of the forked lever m upon

the stud I, on treadle k, operated in the manner de-
scribed, for connecting with either or both the treadle
blocks j. for actuating the chisels, substantiaUy as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,39.5—H. A. Coates, Wellsville, IT. Y.—Bed
Bottom.—Feljruary 26, 1867.—The slats have a guide
pin at each end, and a supporting spiral spring sepa-
rate therefrom.

Claim.—The combination of the slats D, having
notched ends fitting on guide rods C, retained by the
cross l)ars E, with elastic blocks F between them, and
resting on springs B, independent ft-om the rods, in
the manner described for the purpose specified.

62,396.—RoDOLPHUS Coxway, Volga, Ind.—
<?af^.—February 26, 1867.—The gate Is double, and
balanced on a central po.st on which it turns. The
latches are moved simultaneouslv by transverse wires
from the top of the rear end of each latch to the bot-
tom of the other. One end is hinged to form a gate,
which has a rubber band to close it.

Claim.—First, an improved gate B. formed in two
parts &i and b'\ hinged to each other, and which is

hinged at its center to a central post A, substantially
as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of tho

wires G- H, with the latches E F, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the combination of the spring J with tho
parts &' and b'^ of the gate B, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

62,397.-George M. Copelaxd. Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Combination of Air and Steam Jets to Promote
Combustion.—February 26, 1867.—I'hc air pipe dis-

charges upwardly within the chimney, and has a cen-
tral steam pipe which discharges witliin the air pipe.
Claim.—First, the combination of an air and steam

jet or jets Avitli cacli other, and their introduction into
a chiuiney, smoke flue, or other passage way, substan-
tially as herein described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of an air pipe U, single or
branched, and the steam pipe or pipes F with each
other, and with the smoke flue chimney or other pas-
sage way in which they are placed, suljstantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

62,398 Charles Couse. Bcllcvillo, N, J.—Indi-
cator for Rope and other Macliincs.—February 26,
1867.—The half nut of the indicator is set upon a
screw sliaft, which receives rotation from a shaft
whose revolutions are to Ije determiued. The finger
traverses a scale bar and indicates the numbei-. The
set screw admits a precise adjustment of the pointer
oj^posite any given figure of the scale.

Claim.—First, the'combination of the screw shaft
E with the half nut C, weight D, and pointer b and
scale E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination of the half nut C with the

hand b, set screw c, and scale E, substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein shown and described.

62,399.—Hexry Dale, Boston, Mass.—-Device
for Regulating the Revolution of Propellers of Steam
Vessels.—February 26, 1867.—A'cylinder with an open
end is placed in the ship's bottom', near the propeller,

so that the pressure of water on a piston in said cylin-

der shall raise a brake operating on the propeller s'haft

when the stern is thrown out of water ; the descent of
the piston puts the brake in operation to check speed.

Claim.—The automatic regulation of the motion of
the propeller shaft of a steam vessel by moans of de-
vices operated by the resistance or varying pressure
of the water.

62,400.—EOBERT Dillox, ISq-^ York, X. Y.—
Bale Hoop Fastening.—Februaiw 26, 1867.—A quad-
rangular plate with an opening of the same form is

bent in the direction of its length. One end of the
hoop is passed around the two sides which lap to-

gether, and the other end is passed aroimd a pin
which is held by the two loops of the plate.

Claim.—The construction of tlie plate B, with cross
pieces d and wings e c, in coml)ination with the pia
&, substantially as and for the purpose described.

62,401.—William Eades and William Thomas
Eades, Birmingham, 'Eng\aw(\..—Apparatusfor Rais-
ing Weights.—February 26, 1867.—The hoisting chain
pulley has end recesses, and the inner gears of tho
rims'engage differential gear wheels within the re-

cesses which have a revolving movement by rotating
eccentrics, but are prevented from rotating by pro-

jections which engage vertically and horizontally
sliding frames. The number of teeth upon the inner
gear wheels is one or more smaller than that of tho
inner gears of the chain puUey, so that a revolution
of the gear wheels will rotate the pulley one or more
cogs. Motion is communicated to the eccentric from
an outer wheel by an endless rope or chain.
Claim.—The within-described improved apparatus

for raising weights, such apparatus consisting of a
pulley block, constructed as herein described, or any
mere modification of the same construction, whereby
a single chain having two loose ends is carried to

work over a pulley driven by self-sustaining gearing,
in manner herein more fully set forth and specified.

62,402.—Charles F. Elliott, Great Falls, N.
H., assignor to himself and O. O. Bexxett.— FTiceZ
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for Vehicles.—February 26, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—Securing the felloes C to each other by
means of the curved plates D, inserted and pivoted in

channels formed in the face or rim of said feUoes, as

herein set forth for the purpose specified.

62,403.—Job Gifford, Smithport, Ta.—Lini-
ment.— February 26, 1867.— Composed of spu'it of
camphor, 1 part ; saltpeter, 2 ; alum, 2 ; salts, 3 ; vine-

gar, 32 ; boil, filter, bottle and cork.
Claim.—The liniment composed of the ingredients

mixed together in or about the proportions described
for the purpose specified.

62,404.—T. M. GiLE and W. Cochran, Mans-
field, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Braiving Well Tubes from^
IFeZZ.s-.—February 26, l!:<67.—The stand is supported
upon jack screws, and lifts upon a device for th'awing
tubes from wells. The lifter consists of a rod with a
spear head and a hinged dog which engages the tube
when raised.

.Claim.—The stand B supported upon jack screws
C, and having dogs I, rod E, in combination with the
dog G, on the end F of the rod, so as to operate sub-
stantially-in the manner and for the pm-pose described.

62,405.—John GiLrATRic, Biddeford, Me.—Cul-
tivator.—February 26, 1867.— The triangular frame
has transvere bars having pointed projections at theii'

ends, to which the shares are attached.
Claim.— The iron cross-bars B, provided with

tongues a «, and the cast-iron teeth C, when con-
structed and arranged as herein set forth and for the
purpose specified.

62,406—John W. Gosling.—Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Combined Step Cover and Wheel Fender for Car-
riages.—February 26, 1867.—In the open pos'ition the
plate fends from the wheel the dress of a person step-

ping into or alighting from a carriage, and in its

closed position forms a cap over the step.

Claim.^A combined step cover and wheel fender
for carriages, consisting of the flexible plate E, whose
upper end is attached to the carriage door, and whose
lower end is connected dh to the step or other fixed

object, the whole being arranged to operate substan-
tially as herein described and for the purpose set forth.

62,4^.— Alfred J. Grainger, "Wilmington,
111.

—

Forging Apparatus.—February 26, 1867.—The
rod connects the j)ower end of the hammer helve with
the crank of the driving shaft, which has a weight to
counterbalance that of the hammer. The hinge in the
helve permits the hammer to adjust the length of its

stroke to the thickness of the metal under treatment.
Claim.—First, the connecting rod g, crank shaft

F /, ^nd counterbalance I, in combination with the
hammer A B, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the hammer A, spring-jointed helve B' B,
connecting rod g and crank shaft F/, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

62,408.—Noble TV. Graves, "Winnebago, HI.—
Machine for Satoing Wagon Felloes.—February 26,

1867.—In this machine for sawing wagon felloes a
cylindrical saw is employed, and the described con-
trivances are for holamg and feeding the block to

be sawed, and delivering the fellow after it is sawed.
Claim.—First, so an-anging the adjustable saw

table E and slotted dogs e* and e^, in relation to the
concentric saws a and b, that the piece to be cut shall

project beyond the table and be supported by the dogs
alone after being separated, and fall when the dogs
are retracted, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the adjustable table E,
vertical guides h, supporting rods 1 1, and plate tliereto

attached, sliding upon the depending guide h and lever

Q, substantially as set forth.

62,409.—David Green, Brookfield township,
Ohio.

—

Composition for Hoofing.—Februaa'y 26, 1867.

—The bituminous coal is ground fine and ftiixed with
coal tar to the consistency of mortar. It is applied
to roofing boards, felt or paper.

Claim.—lieducing bituminous coal to flour, and
mixing it with coal tar, and using it for roofing and

other purposes for which the composition may be
useful.

62,410.—William B. Guernsey, Norwich, N.
Y.—Butter ^ox.—February 26, 1867.—The twof end
portions are boxes having outer closed ends. The
middle portion is a double cover into which the others
slip half way, their contents (if fuU) coming against
the diaphragm in the middle portion. The edges of
each portion meet and those of the boxes are united
by an inner longitudinal strip, and those of the outer
one by an outer strip. The boxes have a double shell

over one half their length and an outer strip to se-

cure it.

Claim.—The combination of three cylindrical parts
or sections ABC made ofthin strips of wood or paste-

board united flush at the edges and fitted together to
form a butter box having two compartments, substan-
tially as herein described.

62,411.—William B. Guernsey, Norwich, N.
Y.

—

Packing and Preserving Butter.—February 26,

1867.—The fatty and oily matters of the butter are
excluded fi'om the fibers and pores of the wood. The
packing cases are made by saturating the wood with
parafBne instead of merely coating it.

Claim.—First, a wooden box or containing vessel

satm-ated w^ith parafline, substantially as described.

Second, the use of parafline to protect the glued or
cemented joints of wooden boxes or packages from
the efl'ects of moisture from the atmosphere or from
contained substances.

62,412.—David Hague, Balville Township, Ohio.
—Gate.—February 26, 1867.—The gate is unlatched
and slipped so as to clear the post and then raised by
depressing the lever of the cam. It may then be
pushed half open and rotated, or it may be'rotated at

right angles without raising.

Claim.—F'w&t, a sliding, rotating, and raising gate
constructed and operated in the manner substantially

as shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of lever cam.?, sliding bar
i, guide pieces or slats h /i, and the gate or its bars a
a, constructed, arranged and operating in the manner
substantially as shown and described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

62,413.—C. P. Hale, Calhoun, TS.j.-Cane and
Sorglium Stripper.—Februaay 26, 1867.—Each jaw
has a concave-edged knife, the movable one being
closed against the other by a spring to decrease the
opening through which the stalk is pushed and drawn.
A knife on the stock is used for topping.

Claim.—First, an improved cane stripper formed
by the combination of the hollow or concave knives
B and D and tbe jaws A and C with each other when
said jaws and knives are constructed and arranged
substantially as herein shovi'n and described.
Second, the combination of the spring G with the

movable jaw C, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the knife H with the sta-

tionary jaw A, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

62,414.—Thomas S. Hall, Stamford, Conn.—
Eailroad Sivitch AZarw.—February 26, 1867.—A con-
tinuous alarm is sounded at the station as long as the
switch is not in continuity with tue main rail ; this

indicates its temporary connection with a side track
and suggests its readjustment.
Claim.—First, the combination of a railroad switch

with an electric signal or alarm apparatus, substan-
tially as described, so that the switch in its movement
to cither side of the line rail shall close the electric

circuit and sound the alarm, and when in its proper
line shall break and leave tlie circuit broken, using
therefor the mechanical devices set forth, or any suita-

ble mechanical equivalent.
Second, in combination with the switch the slotted

lever F, the swivel head C, the plate g, and the metal-

lic connections h h', for operating an electric signal ^
apparatus.

62,415.—Henry Hamjiond. Hartford, Conn.—
Cartridge Pottch.-Fehruary 26, 1867.—Several branch
tubes connect with a common discharge tube ; the

lower cartridge in the latter is sustained by pawls
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The month piece is pulled clown
|

j-oke E, with the axle D fitted within it, all cou-beneath its flange.

and released, which double motion drops oiic cartridge
and catches the next in seric-s. When one pocket is

empty the case is piu-tially rotated to bring its inlet

aperture in correspondence with another magazine
tube.
Oiaim.—First, the arrangement of the valve tube

with one or more openings//', which can be turned
to admit the cartridges from one cartridge tube at a
time, having also a ratchet or catch fastening capa-
ble of being turned through the proper angle and of
being held in the proper position by a spring, substan-
tially as herein described.
Second, the valve p for preventing the cartridges

from passing the proper tnbe and clogging the d.is-

charge pipe.

Third, the peculiar manner of securing the pawls

g g' and h h' in the tube c byplacingthemin properly
formed sockets and then slibpiug over the whole the
shell d, substantially as ]i<>reiu described.

Fourth, the peculiar mode of attaching the cartridge

tubes to the branches of the discharge pi])e by means
of a screw thi-ead and ferrule, substantially as herein
described.

62,416.— I). Jones HArrERSETT,^ Coatcsville,

Pa.

—

Heating Stove.—February 26, 1867.—The caloric

current passes in a spiral course around tlie central

chamber which communicates with the exterior at-

mosphere by pipes.

Claim. — The combination with the central air

chamber C and winding flue D of one or more pipes
E for conducting the air into the air chamber at a
point above the lire chamber, substantially as and lor

the purpose set forth.

62,417.—George Hasecoster, Eichmond, Ind.— Wi7idoiv Shade.—February 26, 1867.—The slats arc
formed of pastis-board or card-board and are united
by a warp of colored threads.

"^ Claim.—A window shade composed of slats or
strips of papex and woven in the manner described

62,418.—Isaac Henderson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mre E.^cape Ladder.—February 26. 1867.—The frame
is suspended from the window and has a rope ladder
whose steps are secm'cd steadily in place by cords
which tie them to the strands of "the rope.

CZaiwi.—The' cords D passing through the side
holes of the steps B and between the strands of the
rope A above and below the steps, securing the steps
to the ropes and preventing them from turning be
neath the feet, substantially as described.

62,419

—

^Robert Heneage, Buffalo, IST. Y,-
Propelling Car J5>-a/i--e.—February 26, 1867.—A fric

tion wheel is fixed on the axle \\'itli an arm on each
side, these arms being bent at tlie rear ends and
pivoted to a rod which is pressed forward by a spring
coiled upon it. The arms are capable of alternate or
united application to the wheels and are pressed into
connection by levers operated by treadles which have
rollers at theii* points of contact with their arms.
The power of the momentum is stored in this sx^ring
and used to overcome the inertia of the car in start-

ing, or both arms can be applied at once to stop the
cur suddenly.
Claim.—-First, the combination of tlie friction wheel

D, curved brake bars E. E', pivoted to the spring rod
F, sliding rollers c c', with theii- actuating rods and
foot levers h r, arranged and operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the double-acting brake consisting of the
two pivoted brake bars E E' capable of alternate
and conjoint application to a friction wheel D, sub-
stantially in tlie manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, tlie rollers c c' provided with movable boxes
j when used in operating the brake bars E E', for
the purpose and in the manner specified.

62,420.—A. E. HovEY, West Waterford, Vt.—
Truc/j.—February 26, 1867.—The devices are pai-ticu-
larly adapted to what is known as the " California
crane-neck trucks," and are explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the annular plate B provided with
a pendant flange g and connected to the front ends of
the crane-necks A in combination with the annular
plate F provided with tlie bars b b and the pin Gr, the

structed and arranged substantially as and for the
puapose herein set forth.

Second, the india-rubber springs I when combined
and arranged with the parts above specified, substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose set fortn.

62,421.—Obadiah Hopkins, Hackensack, ^N". J.—Jioad Scrajjcr.— Feljruary 26, 1867.—The angle of
presentation of the shod foot of tlie scraper is regu-
lated by the draft chains. The driver stands on the
platform, holds on by one handle and dumps by the
other when desii-ed.

Claim.—A road scraper made in manner and for
the purpose substantially as described.

62,422.— William R. Idle, Urbana, Ohio.

—

Quiliiag Frame.—February 2(), 1867.—The rollers on
which the quilt is wound are journaled in the side
pieces and have metallic collars \vhos(> flanges are per-
forated to engage a hook to prevent rottitiou. The
sides of the quilt are extended by sliding hooks on
inner side bars which carry an adjustable guide bar to
direct the course of the needle. The frame is sup-
ported on rollers.

Claiin.—The cross slides C, the ratchet and pawl
Ic i, the gauge D, the thumb screw m, the rods A, and
the head pieces B, constructed, aiTuuged, and opera-
ting substantially as described for the purposes speci-
fied.

62,423.—Lemuel P. Jenks, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Edwin A. Eaton, same place.— Water
Jieter.—February 26, 1867.—Cannot be briefly de-
scribed other than suljstantially in the Avords of the
claims. The motions of tlic piston are governed by
valves and recorded by an indicator.

Claiin.—First, the arrangement of a meter or a
motor of two valves, each one being both for induc-
tion and eduction, the said valves being connected
together and acting alternately, in separate chambers
or valve tubes, when the same are used in reciprocal
action with a piston, and actuated by percussion, all

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, actuating the valves of a meter or of a mo-

tor by the alternate percussion of two Iminmers upon
inclined planes connected with the valves, the ham-
mer being operated by the motion of a piston, all

substantially as and for the purpose descrilied.
Third, the aiTangemeut in combination with the

hammers of the pawls or latches with their respect-
ive springs to retain the hammers at tlieir highest
elevation when the same are actuated by the piston
discharging said pawls, all substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Fourth, with a meter or motor, the device of the

horns or projecting inclined planes attached to the
piston for the pm-pose of raising the hammers when
the same operate substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Fifth, the arrangement in a meter or in a motor of
a piston containing cylinder and a valve containing
cylinder when the valves arc operated by percussion,
all substantially as and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the general arrangement and construction of
the machine represented, all substantially as and for
the purpose described.

- 62,424.

—

Alva F. JentsiINGS, Sherman, jST. Y.

—

Eefrigerator for Milk.—Fohruary 26, 1867.—Tlie sheet
metal pan is supported in a wooded trough and has a
logitudinal supporting slat Avhicli is gained transversly
for the passage of the air or water which the trough
contains. An end leg is pivoted to the trough wlii'ch

furnishes means for lowering that end to discharge
the contents of that and the pan through the bottom,
the trough being balanced on legs at mid-length.

Claim.—First, the comliination with the sheetmetal
pan E and its enclosing wooden case A of the bar 1

1

attached to the bottom of the said pan and removable
therewith, constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the pan E and refrig-

erating case A, the cover O, provided with a trans-
parent center m of double thickness, in the manner
and for the purposes described.

Third, the combination of the adjustable log D with
the milk-pan receptacle A and stationary legs D C,
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arranged and operating as and for the piu'pose speci-

fied.

Poiu'tli, in combination -with the pan E and its re-

ceptacle A, the remorable slide k and plug orifices

j j of the cover H for forming a passage for the cir-

culation of air under and around the pan after the
milk is sufficiently cooled with ice or water, substan-
tially as set forth.

62,425.—HoWxVRD C. Keith, Ancona, Til.—Bee-
Jiive.—February 26, 1867.—The hive is adjusted in

height by eccentric cams on which it rests, and is

fixed by a scrcvr pin on the hive which enters the
slot of a plate on the stand.
Claim.—The body A provided with eccentrics D

and screws d in combination with the bottom C and
slotted plates F for the purpose described, substan-
tially as specified.

62,424?.—Jaked Kelset and JoHX McLaix, St.

Mary's, Ohio.—Farm 6rafe.—February 26, 1867.—The
tlrop* bar has holes by which the gate may be held
shut or open to a slight extent for the passage of an
animal. A vertical series of slide bars in the frame
fm-nish means to limit the ojiening to suit the size

of stock to pass through. The drop bar has a rope
attached for convenience of equestrians.

Claim..—The drop guide bar K, stock divide and
hog lock O P Q: horseman's arrangement K", gate
guide I), the washers E and F, anct the mode and
manner in which the different parts are combined, as

herein described for the use set forth.

62,427.—George H. Kirk, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Jce ,S;cd.—February 26, 1867.—A "dog" is recipro-

cated by means of its connection to a wrist on a pul-

ley which is rotated by tlie rider to propel the sled.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
toothed arm L, crank wheels J, and pulleys G- 1, and
band K, or equivalent, with each other and with the
frame of the sled, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

62,428.—Beris-hard Koechlin-g, ISTew York, IST.

Y.—Foldin(j C7mir.—February 26, 1867.—The seat is

piA'Oted in the metallic side pieces and the gudgeon of

the pivot pin has catches which are so shaped as to

stop the seat in its vertical or horizontal position

against an abutment on each side of the pivot. Suf-

ficient play is allowed to fit the device for seats in a
curved line.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the stop pins c

c which fit into the mortise d, as seen, and by which
the seat C is supported both in rear- and in front of the

pin h on -R'hich the seat is hung, substantially as here-

in shown and described.

Second, the straps / fitted in oblong slots in the side

ineces A in combination with the backs D, substan-

tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.

62,429.—Lewis A. LIpp, Coatsville, Pa.— Jce

Cream Freezer.—FchxwArj 26, 1867.—The dasher has
vertical reciprocation by the play of a crank pin in a
horizontal slot of its cross-head. The vertical and
pivoted scrapers have rotai-y and reciprocating mo-
tions respectively to clear the can sides. The pad-

dles throw the cream outward. The can may be ro-

tated or the dasher reciprocated singly if desired.

Claim.—First, an improved dasher or stiiTcr formed
by the combination of the vertical scraper S, pivoted
scraper T, and pivoted paddles T, with the dasher
handle, substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, an ice-cream freezer in which a vertical

motion is imparted to the dasher and a rotary motion
to the receiver to be operated either simultaneously

or separately, substautially as described.

Thii-d, the combination and arrangement of the

gear Avheels D E K and shafts F J with each other

and with the receiver B, crank L, and frame G, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described for the pur-

pose of enabling the receiver B to be revolved and the

dasher operated at the same time or separately as set

forth.

62,430.— C. H. LiTTLEFiELD, Turner, Me,
Sulky PZoiw.—February 26, 1867.—The plow beam is

so connected to the upper beam as to allow transverse

vibration by a handle at its rear and is adjustable

vertically. The fore end of this beam may be raised
by a hand lever.

Claim.—The slotted iron guide g, made fast to the
cross-bar D, and the vibrating iron guide g', con-
nected with the axle B, in combination with the rod
li and plow beam G, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the ptu-poses herein described.

62,431 .—John A. W. Luj^dborg, San Francisco,
C&\.—Automatic i^an.—Februaiy 26, 1867.—The de-
vice is suspended from the ceiling and the fan rotated
by the clock work attached.

" Claira.—The frame B, bearing the shaft K, to
which is attached the fan C, having metallic frame c^,

when constructed and arranged to operate with the
clock work, as herein set forth.

62,432.—Jesse K. Marsh, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Preserving Eggs.—February 26, 18()7.—The eggs are
placed in a tight cask and any effective preservative
solution poured in. The cask is then rolled to coat
the eggs, and occasionally reversed afterward to
prevent the heavier parts of the eggs from setthng.

Claim.—Applying a composition or solution for the
preservation of eggs, substantially as herein de-
scribed, and*agitating the same, as'and for the pur-
poses set forth.

62,433.—Henry Matthews, Brooklyn, jS". Y.—
Life-Freserving Seat.—Febmary26, 1867.—The water-
tight case is fixed to the floor as a seat, and may be
removed to act as a life preserver. Loops on' the
waist of the support afford means for the attachment
of straps for securing it to the person.

Claim.—The ring e, in combination with the hollow
chamber b. having seat a and loops g, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

62,434.— H. Morrison, Steubenville, Ohio.—
Foot Best and Kneeling Board.—February 26, 1867.

—

The foot board is pivoted to the ends of the pew and
is cushioned below. It is reversed to serve as a kneel-
ing board. In the latter service a rubber spring is

brought into operation.
Claim.—The combination of the rubber springs F

and bearings e* e^, with foot rest and kneeling board
D, and with the end boards C of the pew, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose' set forth.

62,435.—J. H. ITonajiaker. Middletown, Pa.—
Beversible Dumping Sled.—Febniary 26, 1867.—The
sled projects above and below the floor and the run-
ners are rounded at each end. It is drawn by a
chain looped on to a hook, which is disengaged to bring
the dumping chain into action.
Claim.—First, the tfraft hook D, constructed sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpo.se 'set forth.

Second, making the sled reversible by forming run-
ners B upon both sides of its bottom or floor A, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

Third,' rounding off botli ends of the runner, so that
the sled may be drawn with either end forward, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the

chains E and C with the ends of the sled and with
the draft hook D, substantially as herein shown and
described.

62,436.—"Walter B. IS'oyes. Dorchester, :N'. H.
—Saw Jfj'ZL-Februaiy 26, 1867.—Traveling ahead of
the cfreular saw is a revolving cutter hung lapon an ad-
justable frame, and operating to ross and clean the log
in advance of the saw. The rosser is jom-naled in a
frame and is adjusted vertically by a wheel whose
points rest upon the bark.
Claim.—The cutter ^heel/, cutters g, guide wheel

k, in'ovided with points, when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purpose specified.

62,437.—'TA>tES T. Page. Eochester, If. Y.—
Gridiron.— February 26, 1867.—Explained by the
claira and illustration.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an open
bottom slieet metal utensil hiiving its lower edge
turned up to form tiie annular groove or channel d,

provided with the y:\Ye grating a and cover h, com-
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bined and arranged substantiaJly as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

62,438.—Alex^vxdeu Pahsoxs, Portland, Me.—
Lamp Burner.—February 26, ]8tS7.—A spring loop is

hinged to the burner and rests upon the flanged loot

of the chimney. By it the glass is held when tilted

back to expose the Vick. A clutch holds the ends of

the loop togetlier. A similar loop may liinge the

burner to tlie collar on the reseiToii*.

Claim.—First, the helix C, in combination -^vith

the ring E, loop F, and shoulders D, as and for the
purposes specitied.

Second, the ring L, when employed as and for the

purposes set foitn.

62,439.—'WiLUAJi Perry, Xorth Bridgewater,
Mass.—(Sf^flm Digexter for Treating Bones.—Febru-
ary 26, 18ii7.—For the treatment of animal bones with
steam to softon and prepare them for grinding into a
fine powder for use as a fertilizer. The bones aie ex-

posed to the direct action of steam for eight or ten
hours. The contents of the retort are constantly

,

drained and the water of condensation is blovv'n otFl

with tiie fatty and gelatinous matter in the bones
which are dissolved by the steam ; the bones them-
BClves remaining in the retort till rendered friable.

Claim.—First, the combination of the suspended
retort or digester A and the hinged steam-tight caps
d d' on the charging and dischaiging openings, sub-

stantially arranged and employed as and for the pm*-

poses herein described.
Second, the stopper m, and the diaphram n, in com-

bination with the discharging cap d' and the ejection

pipe^, an-angcd and operating substantially as and
lor the purposes specified.

Third, the steam-tight couplings c and c' on the
pipes h and p, respectively in combination with the
suspended retort A, for disconnection therewith, as
and for the pmposes herein described.

62,440.—Edward Porter, Clinton, m.—Appa-
ratus for the Manufacture of Sugar and Sirup.—
February 26, ]8(i7.—The saccharine juice is purified

by passing it through a series of boxes, with filters

attached connected by tubes, to pass the juice to the
evaporator without ag-itation. The granulating boxes
are placed in tiers and connected by perpendicular
tubes.

C7aiw.—First, the adjustable tubes F F, filter E.
and vats C C, substautiailv as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the granidating boxes e e e and tubes c,

when aiTanged substantially as shown, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

62,441.— Moses Powe, Mount Bethel, Pa.—
Tuyere.—February 26, 1867.—The tuyere has a dome-
shaped top, a crueifonn blast operiing through the
grate piece, an air chamber with a spherical bottom
and conical top and a tapered channel for the admis-
sion of ail".

Claim.—The box A, having a spherically-formed
top, hemispherical chamber a', tapei'iug channel a^,

and grate B, formed ^ith a cross-shaped slot 6* and
cone-shaped cavity b-, constructed and operating as
herein shown and'described.

^
62,442.—George Eace, Xorwieh, X. Y.—Lift-

ing Jack.—February 26, 1867.—The frame is run be-
neath the axle ; the 'movable block adjusted upon the
tapering block and the latter vibrated upward by an
eccentric.
Claim.—First, the eccentric operated by a hand

lever in combination with the inclined tapering lever
and adjustable leveling block, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.
Second, the arrangement of the movable block D

as secured to the taper levei*C, for regulating the
height of the jack to operate in the manner herein
descriljed.

62-443

—

Charles B. Rogers, Plainfield. N, J.—
Clothe:^ Dry^r.—February 26, 18()7,—Attached to the
centr.d st-em are collars with sockets at their corners
for the arms which connect at their outer ends with
the iiosts. The latter are drawn outward from the
central stem to bring the arms into efi"ective position,
or tlirust in to bring^the dryer into smaller compass.

3S C P

Claim.—A clothes horse having its armsD attached
to or connected with the standard A by means o! the
notched metal plate C, provided at each corner with
an inclined projection a, horizontal pins b, and grooves
d, substantially as herein set forth, for the pm-pose
specified.

62,444.—CUARLES H. Saxborx, Roxbury, Mass.—Cofer Dam.—February 26, 1867.-The coffer dam
is sunk by removing the soil and sand from beneath
it by a current of water carried through and ejected
below it.

Claim.—A coffer dam or cylinder or box so con-
structed that a stream of water may be directed
through it, or so arranged that an artificial current of
water may be directed imder it, as and for the pm*-
poses described.

62,445— JA>rEs Sargent, Rochester, X. Y.—
Securing Lock Spindles in the Doors of Safes, dx.—
February 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.

Claim.—The spindle B, provided with the enlarge-
ment or swell c and bearings //, when imbedded di-

rectly in the safe without intermediate parts, so as to
form a fixtm'C of the door, substantially as herein set
forth.

62,446.— JAJfES Sargent, Rochester, X, T.—
Spindle of Safe Locks.—February 2!), 1867,—TThen
struck by the sledge, the shoulders cut into the metal
and oppose a more efiToctive resistance than a conical
spindie without shoulders.
Claim.—The combination of the series of steps or

olfsets g g with the conical spindle B, when applied
in safes substantially as and for the pm-posc herein
set forth.

62,44r.—Jajies P. Selsor, Shelbyville. Mo.—
Cotton Planter.—February 2t:, 18G7.— The grooved
rims of the wheels gather 'and press the earth upon
the seed. The caniage is tilted by changing longi-
tudinally the position of the seat, which "thus raises
or depresses the forward frame, which contains the
seed hoppers, droppers, markers, and coverers, and
suspends or starts the motion work. The frame is

hinged at its rear to the caiTiage, and supported bj
the team forwai-d.
Claim.—First, the combination with the frames A

and H, which are hinged together as described, of the
grooved transporting wheels B B, turning shaft C,
spur wheels 1) D' E' j, removable shaft h-, screw-
distributing shaft h h', seed hoppers L, markers -J,

and coverers c e, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

Se'eond, in combination with the hinged frames A
and U, the arrangement of the spur wheels upon said
frames in such manner that the two wheels j and E'
will be disengaged by the upward movement of the
front end of frame A, substantially as described.

Third, the application of independently-adjustable
coverers e e to a frame H, which is hinged to a frame
A, in combination -vvith the grooved pressing wheels
B and the adjustable clearers or scrapers b b. iill ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the socketed distribut-

ing screw shafts h h^ with the intermediate removable
driving shaft h'^ and spur wheel j, applied to th(> hinged
frame H, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose specified.

62,448.- TTrxFiELD S. Sots, Newark, X. J.—
Tobacco Pouch.—February 26, 1867,—The plug bcin^
removed, the nozzle is inserted in the pipe bov,-l, anu
the tobacco thrust into the latter by the plugger,
whose end is secm'cd in the bottom' of the ilexiblo

bag.
Claim.—A tobacco pouch provided with a rod E,

or its e(|uivalent, substantially as and for the pm-poso
described.

62,449.—Daniel E. Sosres, TVashington, D.C-
Processes and Apparatus for Ci'.ring and Packing
Meat, and for other purposes.—February 26, 18G7.

—

Curing, packing, and other operations -.Mi^. carried on
in houses artiticially cooled, dried, and purified, and
providedwith non-conducting walls and devices for

controlling the ch'culation of air.

C'Jai/n.—First, the process for preserving animal
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and yegctable substEinces, substantially as herein de-
scribed.
Second, construction of buildings, fixtures, and ap-

paratus, substantial]}- as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, compressing air, g-as, and liquids, substan-
tially as described and for the pm-poses specified.

Ponrth, the combination of the buildings, appara-
tus, and devices, substantially as set forth.

Filth, the buildings and apparatus, in combiuation
with process, substantially as described and for the
pm-poses set forth.

Sixth, as forming part of an establishment for cur-
ing and packing meat, the following tlu'ee classes of
devices and processes in combination, viz: means
and devices for cooling, for di-ying, and for purilying,
substantially as described.

Seventh, means for excluding warm air, dust, in-

sects, &c.) in combination with means for cooling the
ail- admitted, substantially as described.
Eighth, means for excluding wai-m air, dust, and

insects, «fcc., in combination with means for j)urifying
the ail- admitted.
Xinth, means for excludingwarm air, dust, insects,

(fcc. , in combination with the means for drying the
air admitted, substantially as described.
Tenth, salting and packing meat in buildings con-

structed for the exclusion of warm aii*, substantially
as, described.
Eleventh, the use of deutoxide of nitrogen, sulphur-

ous acid, alkaline sulphites, or other cquiyalent de-
oxidizing substances in salting and cm-ing meat, sub-
stantially as described.

Twelfth, cm'ing meat by means of gases under
pressm-c, substantially as described.

Thiiteenth, cming meat by means of materials in
fine powder by pressm-e, sub'stantially as described.

Eooi'teenth, utilizing the oflfal and other waste pro-
ducts from slaughter and packing houses by means
of cooling, drying, and preservative agents, substau-
tially as described.

Eifteenth, the use of pressure and agitation in
salting meat, substantially as described.

Sixteenth, apparatus for carrying the cattle to the
slaughter house, substantially as described.
Seventeenth, the construction of a sugar house,

with means herein specified for excluding heat, dust,

and insects.

Eighteenth, cooling cane juice by the employment
of the means substantially as hereiii described.
Kiueteenth, lowering the temperatm'e of air in

sugar houses, substantially as set forth.

Twentieth, purifying the air admitted to sugar
houses, substantially as described.

Twenty-first, constructing sugar bouses with walls,

roofs, floors, windows, screens, and ventilators, sub-

stantially as described.
Twenty-second, preventing fermentation, by means

substantially as herein described.

62,450. —"WiLLiAJi SpiLL^iAX, Columbus, Hiss.—Ajjpuratus for Making Lead Pipe.—Eebruai-y 2li,

1SG7.—In connection with a common appia-atus for

making lead pipe is a funnel and stop-cock, for the

purpobc of admitting within the cylinders anything
tiiat will generate gas or steam, to assist iu the ex-

pulsion of lead from the cylinder.
Ciai III.—The funnel D and stop-cock E, arranged

as described, in combination with the cylinder A,
tube C, and Avatcr tank G, substautiidly as and for

the i)urposes set forth.
'

e-2,451.— John H, Stoxe, Philadelphia Pa.—
Manufacture of Pep])cr Boxes.—February ^(i, lg(i7.

—

Tlie catch pieces projecting from the l)ottom ot the

cylindrical portion are passed within the siits in the

nioldiug of the base.

(Jlaim.—A sheet metal pepper or dredging box, hav-

ing its bottom B detachably secured to its body A by
means of the projections a^ a- left on tlio bouy, and
the aup.ular catches b'^ b^ formed ou the bottom, the

same being arranged to operate together, substan-

tially as and for tho purpose described.

CiJ,452.—J. M. SwAiM, HoAvard. ln<\.—Harvester.

—February i2G, li^tiT.—The grain may be dropped in

gavels from the platform of the machine by the move-
ment of a lever by tho driver ; or the attachment may
be m.oved into a horizontal positiou, and the grain

raked from it by a person occupying a'seat in rear of
the driver.

Claim.—The grain platform Q. provided with jour-
nals c e', adapted to bo fitted in bearings in bars / or
plates /', in combination v.ith the seats G and 11, aU
constructed and operated substantially as described.

62»453.—Leonhardt Uittixg, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Conrad Liebrich, same place.

—

Haspfor
Trunk Locks.—February 26, 1867.—The upper portion
is secured to the front of the trunk lid. The lower
portion has a staple for entering the lock and receiv-
ing the bolt, and passes through a slot iu the upper,
in which it is journaled without a pintle.

Claim.—A trunk hasp, composed of the two por-

tions A and B hinged together, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

62,454.— JosiAH Y. Walbrox, "New York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and George Oberlander,
same place.

—

liosctte.—February 26, 1867.—A central
screw enters the cup, which secures the covering of
the rosette and affords a point of attachment for the
streamers.
Claim.—The combination with the rosette frame

of the inner cup-shaped plate H and screw J, or its

equivalent, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

62,455.—J'AMES T. Walker, Palmyra. llT. Y.—
Wrestling Toy.—Februaiy 26, 1867. Tne figures are
connected by their anns, at whose mid-length the
suspending rod is pivoted.
Claim.—Each paii" of arms constructed of one

piece, -u-hich is pivoted at both ends to the bodies of
the figures, operating in the manner described and for

the purpose specified.

62,456.— Her^-ey Waters, Boston, Mass.—
Blankfor 5^oe^\—February 26, 1867.—This blank is a
bar of iron with a shank, integral therewith, project-

ing from each end. The bar has such proportion that,

when rolled out, two hoe blades, each with its proper
shank, shall be formed thereof. The two blades are
connected by those portions which when separated
will constitute the cutting edges.
Claim.—A blank, made substantially as described,

and as shown in fig. 1.

62,457.—J. V. Weitz, Clcyeland. Ohio.—Steam- i'

Engine Governor.— February 26. 1867.—The hollow
cylindrical steam valve is moved by a rock shaft, and
the steam port at its lower side is" brought into con-
nection with the two steam induction ports alternately, t

The stiiTup of the governor adjusts the auii-frictiou

rollers in the slot of the lever, so as to give a greater
or less degree of vibration to the valve. In case of
the falling of the balls by the slipping of the belt, the
steam is shut off by devices not describable in brief.

Claim.—First, the tubular shaft H", stem or rod a',

in combination with the screw sleeve F', links J',

cross-head I', arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose as described.

Second, the steam-balance valve F', ports J H, and
K, as aiTanged in combination with the chamber A
and auxiliaiy chamber A", for the purpose aud in the
manner set torth.

Third, the levers M M'. rollers d ef. and stirrup E,
as arranged in coinbiuation with the shaftG aud valvo
F, for tlib purpose and iu the maimer as herein de-

scribed.
Fourth, the shaft II'. screw sleeve F', levers M and

M'. aud rollers d ef, as arranged for the purpose and
iu the manner specified.

Fifth, the screw sleeve F'. wheel G-', and rod a', as
arranged in combination with the stirrup E, levers M
M.', for the purpose and in the manner as set forth.

62,458.—tToseph^E. West. Georgetown, Ky.— '

Corn Flanter.—FehTUiiTy 26, 1867.—The draft frame
has a single wheel, and is connected by hounds to the
tongue. It is arranged to plant three rows at once,
haviug a marker, seeder, and coverer to each. The
bar which actuates the seed slide iu each box is vi-

brated by a hand lev.'r in the rear.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding valve bar
H, operating levers K, and liaudle M, with each other
aud with the seed boxes F, substantially as herein
shown and described.
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Second, the combination of the blocks I and springs

J with the seed boxes F, and with the sliding-Aalve

bar H, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, an improved corn planter, formed by the
combination and arrangement of the roller or wheel
D, draft bars B, frame' C, seed boxes F, springs J,

blocks I, sliding-valve bar II, levers K, handle M,
beams G. uprights O, shovel plows X, and bull tongues
or coverers P with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Fourth, forming the bull tongues B with long, bent

iron shanks and adjustably securing them to the beams
G by the keys K, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

62,459.— Cassius A. "^hite, Fairfield, Vt.—
Washing and Wringing Machine.—February 26, 1867.

—The heater is made in two parts, one sliding upon
the other, receiving a vertical and lateral motion by
means of cranks. Combined with this device are
feeding aprons and wringers.
Claim.—First, the washer, formed by the combi-

nation of the frames E and F with each other and
with the shafts G and I, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the roUer R fitted in stationary bearings,

and the roller S mounted on adjustable bearings on
the cross-bar T, operated by the eccentric u' on the
cam shaft IT, in the manner described, for the purpose
specified.

Third, the combination of the washer E F and con-
veyor L M X O, Avith each other and with the wringer
K S, substantially as herein shown and described.

62,460.—M. P. WiLKiKS and C. D. Eogers, Jer-
sey City, X.J.

—

Manufacture of Brushes.—February
26' 186^.—Each bunch of bristles is secured to the
holder by means of a star-shaped plate whose prongs
are driven into the socket.
Claim.—In the manufacture of brushes the pronged

cap D, made of metal or other suitable material, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

62,461.—Egbert B. Wright, Yermillion, HI.—
Planting Machine.—Fehmavj 26, 1867.— The front
plows open the fuiTOw into which the seeds falls from
the spoiits. The seed slides are actuated by pins on
a wheel which is rotated by a band from a "drum on
the revolving axle. The seed is covered by the rear
plows, which work one on each side of each furrow.
Claim.—First, the two shafts D D', connected by

the rod E, and provided with standards F G, having
plows h b' respectively attached whereby the plows
of both standards maybe simultaneously raised by the
operator or driver, substantially as set "forth.

Second, the rotating of the shaft Q from the axle
by means of a belt R, arranged in connection w^th a
friction roller S, substantially as and for the purijosc
specified.

Third, the seed slides M M, in combination with the
springs X X, and the wheels P P, provided with the
pins//, all ari-anged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,462.—S. W. TVright, EUswortb, X. Y., as-
signor to himself and S. J. Wright, same place.

—

Bolt-cutting Shears.—February 26. 1867.—The levers
have blades between the respective pivoted points at
which they are connected to the cross-bar.
Claim.—The cuttiJig levers A A and the cross-piece

B, constructed, arranged and combined substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

62,463.—Alrert M. Zabriskie, Bergen Point,
X. J.

—

Joint Groover for Brickwork.—:¥ithv\isa-y 26.
1867.—The plate has a handle on its back, a rounded
front end and a dovetailed projecting rib beneath,
whose purpose is to make receding grooves in brick-
work to enable stucco to form a bond therein.
Claim.—The said new tool or implement made sub-

stantially as described, viz., of the tapering and dove-
tailed blade C, the plate A, and the handle B, arranged
substantially as specified, and to be used in manner
and for the purpose as hereinbefore explained.

62,464.—Daahd Alter, Freeport, Ta.—Appara-
tu8 for the Manufacture of Bromine and Iodine.—

February 26, 18(57.-The retort for the distillation of
iodine and bromine is made of solid stone, with a
leaden flue passing through it from side to side, and
heated bv a furnace sujiported on wheels for conye-
nience of removal.

Claim.—The stone box and lid with the leaden
flue, as above described, to be employed as a retort
for the manufacture of bromine and iodine.

62,465.—Alexander J. Bergen, Brooklyn, X.
Y.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arms.—February 26, 1867.

—

The barrel is thrown forward and back to allow it to
tilt or secure it against the breech by an eccentric
actuated by a lever. The bearing block intervenes
between the eccentric on the forward side and a hook
block at the rear which projects from the under side

of the barrel and engages a recess in the breech block.

Claim.—The block I, in combination with the eccen-
tric k, and hooked block g, substantitdly as and for the
purposes specified.

62,466.—Alexander J. Bergen, Brooklyn, X.
Y.— Metallic Oar^ridje.— February 26, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and ilhistratioh.

Claim.—First, the.cartridge case a, formed of sheet
metal, with a dome-shaped end h and a central teat c

for the fulminate, in combination with the flange c,

surrounding the case, as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the movable flanged teat i, in combination
with the said flan^'ed, dome-shaped sheet metal cait-

ridge case, as and for the purposes set forth.

62,467.—Alexander J. Bergen, Brooklyn, X.
Y.

—

Priming Metallic Cartridges.—February 26, 1867.

—A depression in the dome-shaped rear plate receives
the open end of the fulminate nipple.
Claim.—A movable fulminate nipple, projecting

from the rear end of, and in combination with, a cart-

ridge case, formed with a cavity in the rear end for
the reception of said nipple, substantially as set forth.

62,468.—LeanderW. Bo\-nton, Hartford, Conn.—Apparatus for Drying Wool.—February 26, 1867.

—

The wool is placed in a rotary cylinder having closed
ends and a wire cloth periphery and a hollow axis,

through wliich steam is admitted. The steam passes
from the cylinder to the annular chamber Avithin the
case, and is ejected by the fan.

Claim.—The combination of the internal cylindrical
vessel D, and its induction part a h with the' cylindri-

cal case A A, &;c., fan c, eduction port d, when the
whole is constructed and arranged and made to ope-
rate and produce the resiflt, substantially as herein
described and set forth.

62,469.—Leander TV. Boyxton, Hartford, Conn.—Apparatus for Preparing Peat for Fuel.—Febru-
ary 26, 1867.—The cast-iron frame has at one end a
hopper containing tearing rollers, and below the hop-
per two pressing rollers, between which the peat is

compelled to pass to the traveling band, which de-
livers it to a hopper placed directly agaiiist the mold-
ing cylinder. The blocks of iieat are expelled from
the molds and fall upon an endless band which travels
in a di-ying chamber heated by steam pipes.

Claim.—First, the combination of the grinding
cylinder c and b with the spurred rollers, or roller

and spmTcd apron and liopper B. and Avhen they are
constructed, arranged, and fitted for use, substantially
as herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the perforated pipe j
for the high steam with the apron d d, and the ex-

haust fan C, when they are constructed, arranged,
and fitted for carrying and drying the peat, substan-
tially as herein described and "set forth.

Third, the molding and pressing cylinder D, as de-
scribed in my patent issued December 27, 18(i4, in com-
bination with the apron F anil zig-zag pipe p, when
they are constructed, arranged, and fitted for mold-
ing and drying peat, substantially as herein described
and set forth.

62,470 T. I. BURHYTE. Fond du Lac, "Wis.—
Churn.—February 2(), lii67.—The churn is placed in
a box which contains water to temper the cream.
The box oscillates on bearings, and has a pendulum
weight.

C'irtnn.—First, the chnm A, provided with the
water chamber B at its bottom, and the removable
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grate b. and having the tubes « c and n, arranged as
shown and described.

Second, in combination with the platform L, pivoted
to the supports E, the pendulum rods C and the ad-
justable bos D, or its equivalent, arranged to operate
as set forth.

62,471.—J. T. Cakpenter, Harrisburg, Pa.—
J3roo:in Head. — February 2(i, 1867.— The serrated
clamping jaws have eyes on their inner sides to re-

ceive the taper end of the handle, by which they are
drawn and held together.
Claim,—The jaws B B, constructed as described,

with their loops a a', when used in combination -with

the case or head A and tapering handle D, the whole
.constructed and used as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

€3,472.—Matthew T. Chapman, Galesburg, El.
—Knife and tScissors ^Sharpener.—February 26,"l867.

— The central cutter plate has variously' inclined
edges, vrliich in combination with the cutter jaws
forms the proper angles for sharpening different arti-

cles.

Claim.—The sharpener plate??, having a V-shaped
end terminating with parallel edges, and thence an-
gularly and inwardly Avith parallel edges again, and
operating iu combination with the angular open metal-
lic box a, constructed in the block A, substantially in

the manner and for the pm'pose as herein described.

62,473.—Rockwell Chapjiax, Buchanan, Mich.
— Water Tr/ieeL—February 26, 1867.—The wheel re-

volves ill a vertical plane' on a horizontal shaft. It
receives water at the periphery, which after imping-
ing^ against the radial ouckets,'has side escape. The
hinged water gates are opened by chains connected
to a roller. The central core 'has Avedge-foi-med
blocks Avhose thin projections are toward the upper
side of the buckets when receiving water.
Claim.—First, a water wheel having the radial

buckets c extending in a straight line across the face
of the wheel, with the solid triangular projection d,

in rear of said buckets, and the curved passages b,

formed by the overlapping plates, the whole con-
structed and arranged as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the hinged gates n,

chains I, and roller H, arranged and operating as set

forth.

62,474.—Geo. E. Chexoweth, Baltimore, Md.—
Feed-ivater llegulator.—February 26, 1867.—A close

vessel, preferably transparent, is counterpoised by a
weight and suspended at the altitude of water surface
in the boiler. It communicates by pipes with the
steam and water within. The weight of the vessel is

varied by the change of water level in the boiler, and
it is so connected to a cock in the supply pipe as to

regulate the amount of water supply.
Claim.—The high and low water indicator for steam

boilers furnished with a hollow ball at one end, whicli
communicates with both the steam and water spaces
in the boiler, and the counter or overpoise at the other
end, and attached to tlic stop-cock on the supply pipe,

so that the rising or falling of the water in the boiler,

and the consequent increased or diminished quantity
of water in the globe or ball shall close or open the
supply cock, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

62,475.—William Cook, Belvidcre, 111.— Oar
Coxqilinrj.—Februaiy 26, 1867.—The entrance of the
link into the draw head raises a sector-shaped pivoted
spring catch by which it is lield. The catch may be

; raised by a lever connected to it.

Claim.—First, the combination of the center en-

. larged link, with the segment catch and bumper,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the segment catch, with
a coiled spring placed in a recess in the catch, and
acting between the bumper and catch, with, a h(n"i-

. zontal pressure to hold the catch in the link, sub-

stantially as set forth.

62,476 Daniel G. Coiu'in and Gilbert II.

Clemens. Cincinnati, Ohio.— Lock up Safety Valve.—
February 26, 1867.— The operating parts of the

. valve, arc inclosed in , two cases, fi-om the lower

one of which the steam issues from the non-coin-
ciding holes of two annular inclosing plates. The
weight is an annular block, and loosely surrounds
the valve stem. The two weight levers are attached
to the weight at one end, and are pivoted to the main
case at the other. They act on the valve through
pins on which they rest, and are adjustable in the
longitudinal slots of a cross-head of the valve stem.
The valve may be raised by a cam on a hand-crank
shaft, which traverses the encircling plates of the
steam chamber.
Claim.—First, the body of case A and cap B to

inclose the mechanism of the steam safety valve, in
combination with the steam chambers A' and A",
with openings a', bottom flange and guard below,
with openings a, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of levers C, graduating
arms D, steel points d, standards E, weight F, screw
lugs G and saddle I, when constructed to operate
M'ith each other in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the steam chambers A'
and A", and openings a' and a", as shown in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the ring projecting from the bottom'-fexce

of flange, provided with openings a, as shown in Fig.
5, as set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the horizontal eccentric
spindle, with reference to the fixed collar 7i on valve
stem, as set forth.

62,477.—Daniel G. Coppin and Gilbert H.
Clemens, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Lock-up Safety Valve.—
February 26, 1867.—The weight levers are pivoted to
an arched bar, which forms a guide to the upper end of
the valve stem. The levers have graduated connec-
tion to the weight by links, having clamps to embrace
and traverse slide lugs on said weight. The levers
are connected to the cross head of the valve stem by
pins near their pivoted ends. A ring bolt at its upper
end enables the raising of the valve stem, but is not
available for loading the same.
Claim.—First, the an-angement of the body A and

cap B of the inclosing case for the mechanism of the
safety valve, with the tube A", valve D. ports A' A',
series of V-rings, hook lug J, lug I, guard M, and
escape ports A" A", in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the notched levers C C,
valve and stem D D, graduating arms D' D', with slots

d d, steel points 1 1, guide E, wei" ht E with T-lugs //,
saddles H H, clamps G G, slotted pin and eye bolt N,
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Thii-d, the arrangement of the V-shaped rings with
reference to openings a and chaihber A".
Fourth, the arrangement of the weight F with re-

ference to the verticjil tubular chamber A" and levers

C, as herein set forth.

Fifth, the construction of the arch guide E, where-
by to guide the valve stem, in the manner and for the
pm-poses set forth.

62,478.—George E. Cramer, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Damping Wagon.—February 26, 18f)7.—The rear end
of the box when raised rests uiion rollers attaclied to

the rear bolster. The body is tilted by a roller on a
crank, the shaft of which is operated by a lever.

Claim.—The combination of the crank shaft D,
roller E, lever d, and body F, or their equivalents,

when the same are arranged and operating substan-
tially as above described.

62,479.—John J. Crooke, Xew York, :N". T.—
Machine for Finishing Butt Hinges.—February 26,

1867.—The hinges are fed between two files, so secured
to a sliding, bed piece that they may be adjusted to

suit diflorent widths or lengths of hinges. The file

teeth arc so inclinedj* that if extended downward
tliey would meet in a center to the rear of the lino

dropped from the mid-length of the files.

Claim.— Firat, the files C C, constructed substan-

tiaUy as described.
Second, the combination with the files C C of the

sliding bed piece or carriage D and stop L, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,480.—C. O. Crosiiy, Xew Haven, Conn.—
1 Leather 5oZo.—February 26, 1867.—The insole ha.<5 its
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edge beveled, and a ridsre raised upon it near the

rim to enable the altaciiment to it of the "upper"
aiid welt by means of a straijrbt needle.

Claim.—The herein described sole as a ne^v article

of manufacture.

G-3,4S1.—Charles C. Grossman, Portland, Mc.—
Fi-<hinrf Xct Gear.—Fehrwiry 26, 18f.>7.—The net at-

tached" to the vessel's side has a flanged edge, Avhich

ii raised when the net is "drawn" to prevent the
esc ipe of fish. The net is drawn up on pivoted booms
by lines running through blocks on the masts.
'Claim.—The flange D. in combination with and
when attached to the net or bag C, suspended and
operated in the manner herein described, as and for

tue purposes set forth.

6*i,4S2 George P. Gaxster, Now York, N. Y.—iiteam Engine.—February2G, 1807 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 22. li?i)7.—The steam cylinder has ttvo piston
head's, one on each side of a crank shaft passing trans-
versely through the cylinder. The valve is moved by
an arm. The guides hold the boxes in place in the
pistons.

Claim.—First, the combination of D D', crank
shaft E, ai-m G" and valve I.

Second, the combination ofD D', guides G G', bos
F F'. crank shaft E. arm G", and valve I, arranged
and operating substantially as doscribed and for the
purpose set forth.

6-2,4S3.—Jajies H. Gridley, Washington, D. C.
—Locking Washerfor -V«/.>r.—February 26. 1867.—The
washer is made of two parts, connected by a hinge
joint. After the nut is screwed down upon one part
of the washer, the hingiug portion is turned down
against one or more sides of the nut, securely fixing
it ill its position.
Claim.—A hinged or pivoted plate, which folds or

falls against one or more edges of a nut to prevent its

rotation.

62,48 A.—Robert Hamilton, Franklin, Ind.—
Head R'st for Bailu'ay Ca«.—February 26, 1867.—
Tiie sack is suspended from a hook above ; its lower
edge is bnckled around the waist, and forms a sup-
port for the arms, while the head rests against a
cushion inside the sack.
Claim.—The suspended sack A, when constructed

and used as a support for the arms and head, substan-
tially as set forth.

62,4S5.—Stephen E. Booth, Xew Haven, Conn.,
admiuistrator of the estate of Sheldon S. Harts-
HOUN, deceased, West Haven, Conn.

—

Bv.cldc.—Feb-
ruary 26. 1867.—One end of the strap is sewed to one
bar of the buckle ; the loose end is passed under the
other bar. through the slot of the sliding tongue, and
is then again passed below the same bar, beingjammed
against the latter by the sliding tongue.

Claim.—A buckle made with a wire frame, and a
sheet metal sliding bar, when the two parts are con-
structed, locked together, and the whole fitted for
use substantially as herein described and set forth.

62,486.—Jonathan Hatch, South Windham,
Co\m.—Paper T/unmcr.—February 26, 1867.—The
steel blades of the rotary cutters are of a dish form.
Their outer edges being in a plane at right angles to
the axis of revolution of each, in which position they
sharpen each other. They are secured in their re-
spective stocks by beveled washers and screws parallel
to tlieir axles.

Claim.—First, the self-sharpening dish-shaped cut-
tors A A', with their sides and front edges a a con-
structed as described, and arranged for operation re-
latively to each, substantiallv as and for the purpose
or purposes herein set forth.*

Second, the combination with the dish-shaped cut-
ters A A', constructed as described, and their re-
cessed stocks C B' of the wedge-shaped or beveled
edged rings D D' for holding the cutters to their
stocks, ail arranged essentially as specified.

62,4Sr.— John H. Hehperly, Elmii-a, HI.—
Combined Hedge Trimmer and Jfoit'cr.—February
26, 1867.—The adjustable carriage frame is adapted
for sustaining an elevated cutting apparatus for trim-
ming hedges, or the same appui-atus in a lower posi-

tion for mowing; the same gearing operating the
sickle in either case.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination with a carriage
having a hinged frame C C'^ and rear adjusting device
H I, of a cutting apparatus and mijans for sustaining
the same in an elevated position for trimming hedges,
and also in a position for mowing, substantially as
described.
Second, the elevated frame C, in combination with

the depressed hangers E E', adjustable frame C C^,
and means by which the cutting apparatus can be
operated, whether in an elevated or depressed posi-

tion, substantially as described.
Third, the arrangement of the lever I, support J,

standardsH K, the latter having a wheel j attached to
it, in combination with the combined hedge trimmer
and mower shown, all substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

62,488.—George Homfray, Halesowen, Eng.—
Machinefor Cutting Coiled Bars for Chain Links.—
February 26, 1867.—Tlie coiled bar (see patent Xo.
62.330, of even date herewith,) is cut into sections by
a pail' of shears, of which the lower one is so con-
structed as to allow the several links to drop from the
machine. The coil is fed obliquely in a trough, so as
to receive a scarfed cut suitable for welding. Tue
feeding pawls are actuated by a system of slides, links,

rocker'arms and shafts.

CiaiTO.—Guiding, directing, and feeding up the
bent coil in a line oblique to the cutting edges of the
cutters, so that the links or sections may be cut off

with scarfed edges, when said griixling, feeding, and
cutting off are accomplished by an arrangement of
devices, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with the trough and mandrel,

a pawl or pawls for feeding the bent rod to the cutters,

and hokVng it in proper position against the action of
the cutters, substantially as described.
Also, the grooving or sloping of the under cutter

and its stock or part to which it is attached, so that
the cut off blank link or section will drop, or be free

to be removed from the place where it is cut o£f, sub-
stantially as represented and described.

62,489.—Thomas Hopkins, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Cant Hook.—February 26, 1867.—This grappler is

especially adapted for raising and assisting in empty-
ing barrels. The chain has a central ring and of its

branches one has one end hook and the other a ring
and a running hook. A supplementary chain has
hooks at its ends and is used as an elonga'ting section.

Claim.—First, the combination of tiie rings A C,
chain B, rodD, hook F, and sliding hook G, when ar-

ranged and adapted for use in either of the positions
represented in figures 1 and 2, as and for the pur-
poses described.
Second, in combination with the elements of tho

preceding clause, the use of the auxiliary chain I, and
its appmtenances, for the purpose stated.

62,490.—William C. Hurd, Kew York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Paints.—February 26, 1867.—Pul-
verized quartz is treated with a mixture of acid, salt,

and potash to remove its impurities. The quai:tz so
prepared is mixed witii ordinary paint.
Claim.—The process of manufacturing paint by

mingling with oil, lead, zinc, and other materials or-

dinarily employed in the manufacture, pulverized
quartz, which has first been subjected to the action of
an acid, salind or alkaline solution, or all or any of
them, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,491.— Joseph Isenberg, McConnellstown,
Pa.

—

Boring Machine.—Yobrnarj 26, 1867.—TTie bars
containing guide holes for the auger are adjustable on
the frame, wliich is clamped upon the timber.
Claim.—The arrangement of the jaws C C, two or

more, the clamps E E F, lever H. catch I, and adjust-

able bar G. constructed and operating substantially
as d^escribed and represented.

62,492.-G. E. Klng. New York, X. Y.—Fluting
Machine.—February 26. 1867.—The machine is for tho
manufacture of the fluting patented to him September
26, 1666, and consists of two rollers meshing- togetiior

I
in certain portions of their periphery, and liaving

i guides to present the material in proper manner, ant?
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pressin,^ arms Arhicli fit depressions in the rollers.

The upper roller is depressed by a spring.
Claim.—The guide E, constructed Tvith one or

more cnrTcd or arched portions a', in combination
Avith suitable fluting rollers, substantially as herein
set forth, for the purpose specified.

63,493.—Carl Lehnert, Boston, Mass.— TTin-
dow Shutter Fasteiiing.—FehTuaTj 26, 1867.— The
hing i pintle has a croAvn rack upon it which meshes
with a spur rack of a wheel upon a spindle which
traverses the frame and has a knob within. Radial
projections at the ends of the said racks engage each
other when the shutter is at its extreme "points of
movement. A cam on the spindle wheel holds the
shutter when in the said positions.

Claim.—The hinge C I), constructed as described,
and used with the wheels E and F, with their arms
and cam operated by the knob G- and shaft w, the
whol6 constructed, arranged, and operating in the
manner and for the purposes herein fully set forth.

62,494.—Joseph A. Miller. New York, :N". Y.—
Steam Generator.—FehTuarj 26, 1867.- The sides of
each furnace consist of series of vertical pipes con-
nected to each other at top and bottom by longitudinal
pipes, which are connected to the steam and water
spaces of the boiler. Vertical diaphrams in the pipes
insure circulation of the water.
Claim—The boilers A A, one or more of them,

their fire chambers D and the boxes or pipes I, with
their diaphrams forming steam generating spaces d
and return water passages e, and pipes or boxes J K,
when arranged in relation to each other and to the
fire grate, also to the steam and water spaces of the
boiler or boilers, and in communication with the latter,

substantially as specified.

62,495.—G. Liat:ngston Morse, Harrison, ]^. J.— Croquetcrie.—February 26, 1867.—Numbered clips

are attached to the crown of each arch. The handle
of the mallet is furnished with a tally scale and a
flexible sliding ring by which the score of the player
is recorded.
Claim.—First, the pins or clips B, or their equiva-

lents, marked as specified, in combination with tlie

wickets or arches of croquet, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with such pins or clips,

marked as specified, of a registering tally for record-
ing the game, substantially as described,'

62,496.—W. A. Morse and J. G. Povi^ell, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—

Eraser and Pen Handle Combined.—
February 26, 1867.—The concavo-couA'Cx or spoon-
shaped plate is contracted at its point of attachment
to the handle ; the edges are sharpened by flat grind-

ing upon the concave side.

Claim.—First, the eraser and burnisher B, with its

parallel face edges c c, for sharpening its concave
surface s and convex surface m, extending its whole
length, in combination substantially as described and
shown, and for tlic purpose set forth.

Second, constructing the eraser B of such form that
it can be inserted at either the top or the tip of the
pen handle A, substantially as specified, and for the
purpose set forth.

62,497.—John Parker, Milroy, Ind.—P?o?t'.—
February 26, 1S67.—The iron clamp' is bolted to the

handles and has a socket to receive the hind end ot

the beam.
Claim.—The clamp D, with its attachments, con-

structed as described, and used with a plow operating
as and for the purposes herein specified.

62,408.-HenryT. Potter, Xorwichtown,Conn.,
assignor to himself, Edwix Allex and Elisilv H.
JUolmes.—Drawing and Tvjisting Ileada for Sjjin-

it.ing Machinery.—February 26, 1867.—In addition to

tdu3 revolving drawing rollers within the revolving
jtw,'.sted tube, the tube" gearing, with the worm on the

sliaifit, (which may be driven or not in citlier direction

;as,de?iired,) affords a means for increasing or dimin-

ishing the draft relatively to the twist to adapt the

same(f<« difFi-rent conditions, or kinds of fiber.

Oiawi^.—The combination with the twisting tube

D and '^rawing rollers c c of tlie socketed screw head
iC and revolving screw E, in gear therewith, for opera-

iou toijeU^w, the whole being constructed and ar-

A

ranged sulDstantially as and for the purpose or pur-
poses herein set forth.

62,499.-13. J. Powers, Madison, Wis., assignor
to Buffalo Agricultural Machine Works, Buf-
falo, N. Y,—Sugar-Cane lfi'«.—February 26, 1867.—
The strap bolts pass over the grooved bearings of the
upper roller and through the timbers of the bed, where
they are secured by nuts ; elastic washer.s confer
elasticity. The turn plate keeps the canes in their
course, preventing their passing down between the
lower rollers, and is adjusted by nuts on the outside.
The widened aperture in the jom-nals of the upper
roller gives them a certain degree of play when une-
qual amounts of cane pass over the two'rollers with
which it is allied.

Claim.—First, the combination of trap bolts M M
and india-rubber blocks or springs, when applied to
the journals of the pressure rollers, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the laterally widened journal apertures d d
of the bearings L L, in combination with strap bolts

M M and india-rubber springs, for the purpose of al-

lowing a side plav to the top roller G, substantially
as herein specifiett.

Third, the adjustments of the turn plate Q by the
means substantially as specified-

62,500.—Chester Purdy, Bedford, Ohio.—Self-
lubricating Journal Box and Bearing.—February 26,

1867.—The circumferential projeetijus on the 'axle

are embraced by the soft metal boxes of corresponding
shape which are enclosed by the sections of pipe which
are bolted together within' the outer casing. Oil is

led by a wick from a reservoir to the axle.

Oirtijn.-First, a plain or corrugated journal box
fitted with soft metal lining and provided with a cham-
ber around its sides and ends, as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the employment of wicks or other equiva-
lent for conveying oil from the chamber beneath the
axle to the journal box, as and for the pui'pose set

forth.

Third, the combination of the cap and lower part
of the box, provided with gTooves and chambers as
set forth, with the pipe D, suspended and connected
by lugs a a, or equivalents, as and for the purpose
specified.

62,501.—Joseph Robison, Johnson's Creek, N.
Y,

—

Tire Slirinker.—February 26, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent September 23, 1862. To the out-

side of the segmental base plate is a disk connected
to two sliding "clasps whose eccentrics bite the tire.

By revolving"the disk the clasps are approached and
the section of tire upset.
Claim.—The clasps C and C and the eccentrics E

and E', when made as specified, and used in combi-
nation with the other parts, as herein set forth.

62,502.—Albert A. Rose, Binghamton, N. Y.—
Churn.—February 26, 1867.—The churn is suspended
from pivots and oscillated by treadles and connecting
rod. The vertical dasher rod is held by a button in
its opening in the frame.
Claim.—The manner of operating the pendulum or

vibrating churn Aviththe feet, by means of the treadles

G G. and the mode of inserting, securing, and re-

moving the dasher from the chm'U. substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

62,503.—Charles Saffray, New York, N. Y.—Manufacture of Artificial Leather.—February 26,

1867.—Any vegetable or animal fiber is cleaned, re-

duced to fi'ue particles, carded and formed into sheets,

which are pressed, dried, and placed between wiro
gauze. The sheet thus formecl is saturated with a
solution of gum galbanura or gum ammonia and gutta
pcrcha, to.w'hich, for a common article, Canada balsam
and other resins maybe added, as also pigments or
mineral powders. The sheet is then pressed and
dried and finished by calendering with hot rolls.

Clai)n.—In the mauutacture of artificial leather,

with vegetable or animal fibers, prepared substantially

as aforesaid, and united by means of the agglutinat-

ing solution herein descriljed, the use of wii-e cloth

protectors to keep immovable the fabric during some
of the processes to which it is submitted, and also tho
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mode of saving the solvents used in the preparation

of the solution.

62,504.—Ira A; Salmon, Boston, 'hlaas.—Dental
Instrument.—February 2B, 1607; autedatfd February
7, 18o7.—The plugger has a pushing tool at oue eud
and a hook-shapecrpuUiug tool at the other, each ope-

ated upon by a hammer subject to the action of a spi-

ral spring and other mechanism enclosed within the
ca^e.
Claim.—First, a combination composed of the hook,

or its equivalent, the spindle, the hammer, and me-
chanism substautially as described, or its equivalent.

for operating such hammer as and for the pm'pose
aforesaid.

Second, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the direct pressure and back action pluggers with
the hammers, its ci:se and mechanism for operating
such hammer, sub.stantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

62,505.—Thomas Simmons. Chicago. III.—Vacu-
nvn Filter.—x-'ebruary 2(J, l$f<7 ; antedated February
15, 1867.—Attached to the exit pipe of the §lter is a
closed reservoii" into which steam may be admitted
from a generator connected with it beloV. Upon the
entrance of liquid from the filter the steam is con-
densed and the vacuum thus formed hastens the ope
ration of the filter by atmospheric pressm-e.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the filtering vessel A, receiver B. and removable
generator E when connected by tubes C D, provided
with stop cocks ab c. and operatinjf sirostantially as

herein specified and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the press P, vessel A,
receiver B, generator E, tubes C D, provided with
stop cocks as shoAvn, arranged and operating as and
for the purposes shown and set forth.

62,506.—Joseph Steger, ]S"ew York, X. Y.. as-

signor to himself and W. IIauff, same place.—Whip
^*ocA-ef.—FebiTiary 26. 1867.—An annular groove near
the head of the whip stock is engaged by a spring
catch to prevent the withdrawal of the Tvhip till re-

leased I)y a cord.
Claim.—The arrangement of a spring catch in the

interior of a whip socket in combination with a suit-

able recess in the whip handle, substautially as and
for the purpose described.

62,507.—Charles Sticht, Paris, France.—Jmi-
tatio/i of Pearl on Solid Siibstayices.—YehTuary 26,

1867.—Solutions of salts, by preference acetates or sul-

phates, are combined with gelatinous or resinous sub-

stances and applied to the object. The compound
may be applied on a colored ground, or its color
changed by the application of gases capable of acting
uponthe metallic salts.

Claim.—First, the process herein described for

producing surfaces in imitation of mother of pearl on
paper and other material.
Second, -paper or analogous material coated in imi-

tatiou of mother of pearl, substantially as herein
specified.

62,508.- Esau D. Taylor and "William H.
Ballol', Hornellsville. X. Y.—Tube Driving or Boring
Wells.—February 26, 1867.—The lower well tube has
apertures for the admission of water and a set of
jointed plugs for the purpose of closing the apertures
when desired.

Claim.—The combination of the head or cap C,
chain B, wire rope or cord with a series of joiuted
plugs a a, and bai-rel A, substantially in the manner
as herein described for the purposes set forth.

62,509.-0. C. Taylor, Rome. 'Penn.—Wagon
UraA-e.—February 26, 1867.—The blocks are secured
to springs which are attached to pivoted levers actu-
ated by the back thrust of a bar which is operated by
the neck yoke in descending a hill.

Claim'—The arrangement of the blocks and springs
upon the outer ends of the separate levers F F when
used in combination with the bar E, rods d d, and
rod e, substantially in the manner and for the pui'-

pose specified.

62,510,—William Tracy, Chicago, HI.—Rail-
way Switch.—FohTxmTy 26, 1667 ; antedated January

6, 1867.—The switch bar is connected by an interme-
diate link to the angle of the bent portion of the lover,

so as when thrust laterally by the passing train, to
give the shifting lever a determination downwfird.

Claim.—First, the construction of the intermediate
link C in combination, the arrangement of the pivot
e. on the support d, and the pivot c, on the lever D,
whereby a thrust or a pull upon the switch when tho
lever is'adjusted to the positions shown in figs. 1 and
2 of the drawings, tends to cause the lever l) to retain
its position, substautially as described.
Second, the combination of the locking pin g with

the lever D and links C, all constructed aud arranged
substantially as described.

62,511.^1. "W. Tysox, Lower Providence, Pa.—
Cultivator.—February 26, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent August 14, 1866. The plows are suspended
by chains from rollers on a shaft and braced latcraUy
by chains attaching them to the frame.
Claim.—In combinatiou with the adjustable culti-

vator frame, the use of the chains n and o when ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

62,512.—Samuel C. Fpham, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Nutritive and Curative Preparation.—Febi'uary 26,

18 j7.—Improvement on his patent January 26, 1867.

To one gallon of hot water, add four ounces hypo-
phosphite of soda, three ounces hypophosphite of
lime, fourteen pounds of sugar, two pounds Tourtelot's
extract of beef, aud two dn'ichms of "phenol sodique."
Intended especiidly for diseases of the throat aud
Imigs.
Claim.—First, a nutritive and curative preparation,

consisting of extract of meat, sugar, water, and '• phe-
nol sodique," combined in the manner and propor-
tions substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the above and the hypo-

phosphites of soda or lime, or either of them.

62,513.— Seth Ward, Princeton, InA.Back—
Band JBToofc.—February 26, 1867.—The back band
near its ends has hooksfrom which the traces or side
straps are suspended.

Claim.—The within described hook, foi-raed and
used with the harness, substantially in the manner
herein set forth, whereby the harness acts as a keeper
as described.

62,514.— J. E. TViGGix, Stoneham, Mass.—
Boarding Machine.—February 26, 1867.—The leather
is drawn in between two endless aprons, the upper
one of which is in a reciprocating frame, whose
pressm'e and the length of whose stroke is adjustable

;

the revolving motions of the aprons are intermittent,
and the action is to draw in " board," and discharge
the leather automatically.

Claim.—First, the endless apron S. actuated by
the ratchet R and geai'S R' R', or their mechanical equi-
valents, made substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the enless apron T", in combination with
the device of the pawl lever Y, the ratchet V, and
the gears U "W, or their mechanical equivalents, for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the device of the movable pivot box H upon
the lever G, for the pm-pose of regulating to amoimt
of vibrating motion given to the apron T".
Fomth, the combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the two endless aprons S aud T", with actuat-

ing devices, substautially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Filth, so arranging the frame 2 3 4 .5, that a vibrat-

ing motion as well as a revolving motion may be
given to the endless apron T".
Sixth, the general combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the several parts of my machine, made sub-

stantially as described and for the pmpose set forth.

62,515.—Charles Wright, Kew York, X. Y.—
Store Home.—February 26, 1867.—The claimn and
iUustratiou indicate the arrangement. Each floor of
the iron building connects by a tube witli the office

to give notice of the fire by aii alarm blast of air, aud
cau be flooded with water "from a tank, and the water
carried olf.

Claim.—First, the flooding means, arranged as
herein represented relatively to the several compart-
ments ; that is to say, the tank F, the conducting pipes
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I' I. &c.. the ralTP » and distribstmg pipes J* J*. &c,, dog mar more on its pirot in obedience to the trans-

substaiitially as jijvftiied. verse nioAements of the uiiiie and iis actuating jog
S<?cocd. the -within described proxisions for dis- 1 bar.

charjring the Trater from the compartments; that is* Ciaun.— First, reciprocating the plate E on a
to say. the gratings K». gutters L. letidors 2s and

j
straight line at right angles to the line of moremer.t

5ind valve n.substJintiallT as herein specified. i of the forward feed by means of the switch crauA,
Third, the concrete bed L. s\rrangeil under the switch B and jog bar'P, constructetl. arrangetl. and

gratiugs K* and gutters L, and having its upper sur- operating tis and for the purpose set forth,

ftiee inclined, all substantially as and for the purpose Second, in combtuatiou \\ ith the sewing mechanism
herein set forth.

'

jof a "TVileoi and Gibbs" sewing machine, the
Ponrth, the means for indicating the existence of { switch cam A. switch B, arm C, jog" bar I>. or their

fire in each compartment at the office M. the sjmie ! equivalents, and the plate E for the purjxvse set forth.

consisting of tnt^s O' O*, &c., arranged as specified Third, the combination of the switch ciun A. switch
with or without the uptake liue m. B, switch bar C and jog bar D, substantially us and

Fifth, the vidves S* or their equivalents, in combi- for the poipose set forth,

nation with the flues H H>, ic. for admitting and Fourui, the combination of switeh R jog bar P.
controlling the circulation of cold air through each ; shoulder I jind set stop screw H, or its equivTilent for

compartment of a lir^? proof-warehouse, substantially ', the purpose set forth.

as and for the purpose herein si>ecified.
j

Fifth, the combination of the switch B and joe: bar
i D. with the set screw H and stud I., or their e«.iuiva-

6-2,-316.—H. ZOEGER, Xew Tork. X. Y.—Medicai
\
leiits. for the purpose set forth.

Cr^npoitnd.—^Febmtvry A\ l!?«.»7,—Medicine for piles,
j

Sixth, the feemng dog O. pivoted to the feetl bar,

composed ofalcohol, i^ pvrts : rhubarb, ^ : gentian, i : as desoriKHi, in combination with the rcciprix-ating

blesst^ thistle, 2 : centaury. '2 ; aloes, i ; ginger, ^ : ; plate E. Substantiallv as and for the pnrmwe set fonlT.

angelica, 1; elecampiine, 1: licorice, -2; sugar, 7j ; i Seventh, the giiiite piate U. in combination with
dijrested in the alcohol, and diluted with water to i the straining slide ^V and the serrated plates V V,
miike 5 quarts.

Claim.—The within described compotmd made of
the iagredients herein specified aud mixed together,

substantially as and about in the proportion nerein
set forth.

e*2,5ir.—TTiLUAMAdamsox. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparattt^fcr Washing Fibroits Substances.—^March
5. 1807.—Thetrough is divided intotwocompartments^
which communicate \x-ith each other at oppositeends of
the trough. A paddle wheel placed in one of the com-
partments keeps the water moving aixnmd the trough. ! JFVj'tf J^a -i-.—M:iroh 5, ISoT.—The slintters which form
In the other compartment is an agitator, and a re- i the r\x>f open for the admission of feeil. aud the ij-

vohing lx>lt armetl w-ith spikes, which seize the fibers, ! wardly inclined Ixkirds beneath the eaves direct the
and drop them into another trough, where they re- feed into tlie manger,
ceive a finid washing. "

| Claim.—The arrangement of the board n for con-
Claim.—^First, the tise for wTishing fibrous material , veying the feed and the roof boards o luidp. opening

of two troughs and one supply of water, which first I in" the manner describetl. in connection -with the
passes into and through the trough where the last

\ racks e and /, and trough g, for the purposes de-

washing is eoudncted, and thence into the trough i scriK^i.
where the first Avashing takes place, all substantially

j

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,531.—SixvESTER BissELL. Hartford. Conn.—
ComposititmforBxtilding Material.—March 5. l!*o7 .

—

Composed of hvdraalic' cement or quick-lime, iron
shavings or filincs. and gravel or sjind. in pro^Ktrtious

of nboiu one-third each, iiiixed with water tmd moWed.
Claim.—A composition for building material as

and in the proponious as described.

6*2.5'i3.-^Tonx ^. Blaxcharp, Rutland, TTis.—

as set forth for the pnriH>se specified.

Second, the adjustable pipe ./, tirranged for the
withdrawal of the dirty water "firom the trough be-

neath the perforated shield F, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the trough B, with its rollers P.
Fourth, the eoinbination of the said rollers P, with

the endless band T of shits.

Fifth, the endless band T, in combination. Trith the
rollers y y.

63,518.—"W^iLUAM Ai>AMSOX, Philadelphia. Pa-—
S^nd. £merif and other like JPaper.—March 5. 18oi.

—

The back of s:md piii>er is saturated wit a solution to

render it tough, flexible, ;md water-proof

63.5Q3.—X. TT. BoxxET. Lewiston. Me., assignor
to himself and O. X^A^^s, stune place.

—

Br.rber's

Chair.—^March 5. 18<i)T.—The extension leg-support is

attached to one arm of a bell crank, whose"other rests

beneath the scat, when the leg piece is turneti down,
but catches in a notched spring, and retains the leg
piece when in its horizontal ^xtsition.

Claim.—The mune b c having the arm h. projections

e, !vnd pivots uix>u which the same is made to swiug,
as described, in combiuatiou with the spring </. con-
structed as set fonh. all arranged and applied in the
manner and for the purpose specified-

63.534.—TTiLLiAM L, BosrwicK. Ithaea. X. Y.

—

Horse Hale.—March 5. ISirr.—The teeth are lifted to
Claim.—Sand or emery paper, saturated with a dump the Kxid bv me:ins of staples securcil to tht

solution of gum elastic or'gutta percha and naphtha.
!
pressure bar, which is attached by a bell cniuk and

or other equivalent solvent, as and for the purpose
[ connecting rod to the hand lever on the carriage,

described. CJaim.—First, the combination of the three-forked
lever I. connecting nxl H, ivnd hand lever G. sub-

63,519.—Ei>wAUD Atkixsox. Brookline. Mass.— stantiallv as and for th« purposes set forth.

Peat Mtscfiinc.—^MiirchS, ISt-T.—^The cyliuderrevolves
|

Second, the pressure bai- F, provided with the
in the box, and has a series of proix'liing blades and

j
han^riug staples P. three-forked lever I, connecting

cuning blades. A screw thrives the peat to the de- rotl H, and hand lever G, all arranged and operating
livery aperture, which is made of elastic material,

Clai)7t.—First, the combination of plowshares a.

cutting blades c and conical screw, constructed and
arranged to operate subst;uitially as and for the pur-

pose set forth

sul^stuntially as and for the purpt^se set forth.

63.535.—T. Hamiltox Browx, TTatertown,
Mass.— Hand-pegjing Machine.— March 5, ljk>..

—

The portable pegging machine is operated by hand.

Second, the yielding or expaniUng outlet or delivery i aud feil around the sluv, the operator holding the ma-
tube, amvnged to operate substantially as and for the chuie in a vertical iH>sition. and turuiug a crank
puriXKse set forth.

"
. which sets idl its working piuts in motion.

Claim.—Operatint; all the moving parts of the ma-
63.530.—W. B. B.VRTR.VM, Xorwalk, Conn.— ' chine, as well as the machine itself, when periotlieally

Buttcii Hole Setrinff Machine.—^arvh 5, 1807.—The
|
fed along or over the shLH\ from a single cam shaft,

invention adapts the Willcox and Gibbs class of
\ by which Siiid movements are timeil and regulated,

machines to the stitching of button holes. The cloth ' substantially iu the manner and for the purpose set

rh-ite has an adjustable lateral movement, which may forth.

by the pressure downwjird of a spring and its weilge. ; Also, so combining and arranging an awl and
bo doubled to stitch acn>ss the end ofthe burton hole, peg vlriver as that both shall oi^erate iu a verticid line

The feed-dog is pivotetl nix>n its reciprocating bar. ! without latei-al motion, aud through separate holes in

so that when the latter moves forward and back, the a nose piece at the base of the machine, and at sepa-
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rato times, by means of cams and springs so arranged
that the greatest resistance or force of the separate

springs shall not be exertwl at the same time, sub-

Btantially as and for th(! purpose herein set foith.

Also, feeding the machine over the shoe, and cut-

ting off the peg from the strip or bolt of peg wood
by one and the same vibrating instrumeiit, so tliat

these two operations may be j)erfectly timed and reg-

ulated, as and for the purpose set fortli.

Also, the feeding meelianism for moving the ma-
chine over, on, or around the shoe or boot, composed
of foot, througli which a nose piece furnished witli

separate holes for the awl and peg driver passes, in

combination with a pivoted lever and point, woriiing
through the awl hole to draw the machine along, sub-

stantially as described.
Also, moving back or setting the feeding device

preparatory to its feeding the machine along, and
whilst the awl is in the sole, and allowing tiie fetid to

take place after the awl is withdrawn from the sole

and is still rising, so that the force exerted in Avith-

drawiug or raising the awl shall aid in bringing the
feeding foot close to the sole, and thus, by impact,
make tiie feed more certain and accm-atc, substan-
tially as described.

Also, the arrangement by which the feeding of tlie

machine along the sole takes place after the awl hole

is made, and before the peg driver descends, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the arrangement by which the driving of

the peg takes ])lace whilst the awl is ascending, and
the machine close down upon the sole, so that the peg
shall be driven entirely down, and not i)roject above
the surface of the sole, substautially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Also, combining with a portable hand-pegging ma-
chine, tliat moves around the boot or shoe that is

being pegged by it, a cup or box for carrying around
with the machine a ijolt or coil of peg wood that is

fed into the machine by drawing upon the end of the
strip or ribbon, and without the use of any pushing
device, substautially as described.

02,526.—ROHKUT II. Buow.v, Detroit, Mich.—
Toilet Glofix.—Moa-ch 5, 18G7 ; antedated February 20,

18G7.—The glasses are hinged in a folding frame so as
to be used single or as a douljle-reflectiiig glass, show-
ing the front face, the back of the head, and both sides
of the face and person.
Claim.— The combination and aiTangement of

glass 3, the folding frame 2, and the folding glass 1,

operating as and for the purpose specified.

62,52r.—Joseph F. Chuse, Litchfield, El.—Jfe-
tallic i^tujfing Box Packing.—March .5, 18^7.—In a
lower series of rings the packing to the piston rod is

effected by steam admitted behind them from the cyl-

inder. Two outer rings have their outer contiguous
corners beveled off to leave au annular space to con-
tain hemp i)acking.
Claim.—First, the packing h and its enclosing cas-

ing &2, when constructed substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
packing rings b and 6^ and the springe', substantially
as set fortii.

Third, the packing rings 6 6^ jj, combination with
enclosed perforated casing B, substantially as set
forth.

Fourth, the packing rings D D', when constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

62,528.

—

-Jame.s Madison Clark, Chester, Conn.—Twine Cutler.—March 5, 18(J7.—The head for at-

tachment to a twine receptacle has a fixed knife and
a spring tongue, between which the twine is passed
for severing.
Claim.— The knife K, in combination with the

tongue I and spring S, for the purpose herein set
forth.

62,529—H. C. Covert, Fayette, N. Y.— Wash-
ing J/ac/ii'yie.-March 5, 18G7 ; antedated February 2:5,

18(j7.—A lower roller frame and an upper frame, with
an opposing firooved l)oard, reciprocate upon the cloth
between. The furth(;r ends of the frames are pivoted
to the contrary ends of the anns of a rock bar.

Claim.—In combination with the rubbers B C hav-
ing opposite reciprocating motions, and having plain

rubbing surfaces, the arrangement of the jointed arms
a h aiul levers k, made to be inserted or removed from
the box at pleasure by means of the Ijeariugs ii, and
buttons 0, the whole arranged and operating as herein
set forth.

62,530.— Cyri;.s Croiteii, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Paper Cutter.— March .'j, 1HG7—The eccentric by
which the draw movement is given to the knife works
in a rectangular yoke, having a simple reciprocating
motion. The rods connecting the knife frame to its

actuating racks are adjustable iu length by swivel
nuts.

Claim.—First, the knife, operated laterally to and
fro at the same time it is descending, by means of a
cam or eccentric working in a slot in one end of the
knife bur, substantially and for the purpose herein'
set forth.

iSecond, the rack and pinion for the purpose of draw-
ing down and raising the knife, substantially as herein
set forth.

Third, the adjustable joint a iu the rod O, for tho
purpose of regulating the ])o.sitiou of the knife C, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

62,531.—Joiix Decker, Sparta, N. J., assignor
to himself and CllAULKs Vv''. Waudwei.l, Brooklyn,
N^. Y.

—

Clock Alarm.— March .'5, 18G7; antedated
March 1, I8(i7.—The spring is attached to the arbor
of the minute hand, and the end looj) of the cord is

passed over a pin upon the cylinder attached and
wound round once for each hour between the times
of setting and waking. The latter is accomplished
by the ft-eed M'cight striking a pan placed beueatlu
Claim.—The spring with the cylinder attached, in

connection witii the cord and weight, all arranged so
as to be capable of being applied to a clock, to oper-
ate substautially in the manner aud for the purpose
specified.

62,532.—'John Decker, Sparta, X. J., assignor
to himself and Charles AV. Wai{dweli-, Brooklyn,
X. Y.

—

Door Faxtening.—Marcli .5, 18G7; antedated
February 20, 18()7.— The shank is inserted with its

points in the line of the crack lietween the door and
frame, aud is turned till its further point engages the
frame, and its nearer one the door.
Claim.—The door fastener herein described, the

same consisting of the rod A, spurs a a', semi-circular
continuation B, continuations C and D, constructed
and operating substantially as described for tho pur-
pose speclfiecl.

62,533.—Thomas B. De Forest, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

Buckle.— March 5, 1867.—The frame lias a
sliding i)late, through whose perforation the band
passes, and draws against its outer rib to biud the
band by the other side of said plate.

Claim.—The combination of the clasp B, con-
structed with the slot d and bar/, with the frame A,
when the clasp B is above and the bar / below, or
vice vema, so that the strap or band, drawing against
the bar /, draws the clasp B upou and so as to hold
the strap, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

62,534.—A. M. Dururn and J. Keith, Chicago,
111.

—

Framefor Supporting Stoves on Vessels.—March
5, 1807.—The stove is pivoted to a frame to allow lat-

eral oscillation. Catcii arms turn up from the foun-
dation to present a too extreme movement.
Claim.—The combination of the standards B, sus-

penders C, platform £, and arms 11, substantially as
and for tlie purpose set forth.

62,535.— C. C. Elliott, Esconawba, Mich.—
Snow Scraper for Locomotives, <kc.— Marcli 5, 1867.

—This scraper is intended for attachment to a loco-
motive "cow catcher," and is so connected to tho
same by springs as to admit of a lateral or vertical
movement.
Claim.—The springs C, arm D. and notched bar E,

and spring F, iu combination with the scrap.-^r-carry-

iug shaft B, when applied and operating substantially
as described for the pui-pose specified.

62,536.—-TOHX J. Eshlemax, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and James Kilev, same place.—Attaching Stoppers to Bottles.—^iliirch 5, 1867; an-
tedated February IG, 18G7 —The coil spring ring which
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is slipped on the bottle neck has a chain attachment to
the metallic cork cap.
Claim.—An expanding or elastic ring D, and a

chain «, in combination with the stopper B, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

62,537.—E. FiCKEN and F. L. Williams, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—

2Iachine for Cleaning and Purifying
Bonchlack.— March 5,' 1867.— The dust is blown
through a sieve into the gradually-conti'acting tube,
and into a box from whose bottom rises a pipe with
an inverted conical cover above its top. The dust
passes into the pipe and comes in contact with a
steam jet, to moisten it in its passage to a box below,
from whose top the air from the blast issues.

Claim.— Fu-st, the box B, vrith its diaphragm
screen K, openings g and d. in combination with the
blower E and trunk I, when constructed and arranged
substantially as described.
Second, llie dust-collecting boxes M and IST, con-

structed and arranged substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the blower E, diaphragm

box B, trunk I, and collecting boxes M and N, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

62,538.—Henry Flad, St. Louis, Mo.—Filter.—
March .5, 18oT.—The feed water receptacle is annular
and removable from the top of the filter. A ball valve
in the center supply tube is hung on a chain by which
it is operated. The siphon is connected to a tloat by
which its mouth is kept a proper distance beneath the
water surface to regulate the feed.

Claim.—Improved filtering apparatus, constructed
of a removable feed tube c, and inclined or couoidal
supporting plate h, a removable feed reservoii* B, and
outer inclosing vessel A, combined and operating sub-

stantially in the manner herein set forth.

Also, the combination of a check valve c\ chain
and supporting bar c'^, v,ith. the upright feed tube c,

of a self-feeding filtering apparatus, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein described.

Also, a siphon d and float z, in combination with
feed tube c, of an improved filtering apparatus, con-

structed and operating substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

C2,539.—F. F. Fowler, Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
— Ice Crusher.—March 5, 1867.-Tlie lever pestle

forces the ice through the perforated bottom.
Claim.—An ice crusher composed of a box, with

holes or openings in its bottom, formed by transverse
ribs, a follower, guided to Avork therein, and a lever

to operate said follower, the whole being combined to

operate substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose herein described and represented.

62,540.—William B. Geddis, Eochester, X. T.—
Cresset or Barrel ifcoter.—March 5, 1867.—The air

heater in the stove top lias radial exit ifipes calcu-

lated to give out equal heat to that radiated from the
sides below.
Ci«t»i.—First, the cresset stove A, having an air

chamber B, fines c c. and supply pipe or pipes b b, for

giving the sides of the stove a uniform heating power,
in connection with a single smoke pipe I F* F^ F',/,

or c. E F. /, or both, substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

Second, in connection with the stove A, the barrel

cover li, and adjustable pipe F*, constructed in one
piece, and making suitable connection with the sec-

tion I and pipe F'', substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein specified.

Third, the stove ABbcc, pipes E F Fi F^ E^,/,

cover 11, and counter balances K K, all constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner and for the

pm-pose set forth.

Fourtli. the construction and arrangement of the

pipe F F' ¥'^ and F^ in such a manner as to perform
the double oftice of a smoke pipe and crane, as herein

set forth.

62,541 .—ADOT.rH H. Glose, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Child's Sleigh.—March 5, 1867.-The spring arms
have inclined blades, by whose depression and engage-
ment of the track the sleigh may be turned.

Claim.—A board or platform A, having two par-

allel runners, in combination with the arms D D', and
their blades c e, wlieu the latter arc inclined us de-

scribed for the pm-pose specified.

62,542.—JOHX A. Hooper, South Berwick, Me.—Nutmeg Grater.—March 5, 1867.—The nutmeg in
the tube of the stock is pressed by the spring against
the grater, which is reciprocated in the transverse
opening.
Claim.— The combination of the reciprocating^

cylindrical grater B C, provided with flanges a a,

the holder A A', the follower F, and spring m, when
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

62,543.—John M. and Eugene Ingold, Alle-
gheny, Pa.

—

Spring for Carnages.—March 5, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration.

C'iaiHi.—First, making elliptic or ellipsoidal springs
of one or more leaf or leaves, each leaf extending tdl

around the springs, until the extremities nearly or
quite touch each other, so as to form an unbroken
curve around the extremities of the major axis of the
ellipse, and thus dispense with the welding of the leaf

or leaves, substantially as hereinbefore described.
Second, the arrangement of the leaves of an eUipti-

cal or ellipsoidal spring, consisting of two or more
leaves, and constructed as hereinbefore described,
without welding, so that the joint at the extremities
of each leaf of the spring shall be lipped or curved by
the next contiguous leaf of the spring, the joints of
the leaves bein'g alternately jjlaced at or near one or
other of the extremities of the inner axis of the ellipse,

substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore de-
scribed.

62,544.—JuDSON F. Jones, Washington, D.C—
Switch.—March 5, 1867.—The lock holds the ^vntch
upon the main track, except when forcibly held upon
the tm-n out, and when released a spring returns it to

the main track, the locking bar engaging a tooth of
the rack bar. The locking bar is disengaged by a
key.

'Claim.—The combination of the switch lever F,
cog wheel E, cogged bar D, with incUne d, gravita-
ting locking bai-"K, removable key J, and trigger L,
operating substantially as described and represented.

62,545.—Frank F. Landis, Lancaster, Pa.—
Door Lock.—March 5, 1867.—This forms a latch and
lock, applicable for a right or left hand door. For
use as a latch the twin bolts are thrown out of engage-
ment with the main bolt. To fasten it against being
opened, by key or otherwise, a temporary detent
hook is used. Details of construction are cited in the
claims.

Claim.—First, the two-legged twin bolts, one upon
the other, held by a pivot F, each having a raised
flange C and D, and projecting feet x and y, and c and
d, in combination with the double acting spring e. all

ai-ranged in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the guard chamberJ j, surrounding the key-
hole, with its perforations, for the headed pins z z, in
combination with the flanges C and D, on the lower
leg, of the twin bolts, arranged and operating in the
manner and for the pm'pose specified.

Third, the twin bolt fastener or lever U, in combi-
nation with the prolonged flange D, on the lower twin
bolt, when applied iu the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the construction of the key X, with its

projecting pins ?i n, in combination with the headed
pins z z, and guard chamber J j, all arranged and
operating in the manner specified.

62,546.—John LiprEXCOTT, Pittsburg, 'Pa.-Tem.-
pering Circular Sa%cs.—March. 5, 1867.'—Explained
by the claims.

' Claim.—First, a platform for sustaining circular

saws above the floor of the tempering furnace, con-
structed to support by contact the central portion of
the saw, only tluis leaving the marginal portion of the
saw free from contact with the platform, or with the
floor of the furnace, substantially as described.

Second, the iron carriage, constructed substantially

as hei-einboforc described, for introducing the saAv

plate into the furnace, supporting and adjusting the
same during the process of drawing the temper, and
for withdrawing it from the furnace when the temper-
ing process is completed.

62,54r.— Daniel S. Loy, Graceham, Md.—
Tuyere.—Maxch 5, 1867.—The air from the bellows
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entering the blast chamber acts upon a vring and
causes the valve to close the lower aperture of the

chamber. When the blast ceases, the valve rises and
the cinders are discharged. The shield plate v/aj-ds

off the falling cinders from the operative mechanism.
Claim.—First, the valve E, in combination with

the weighted lever F and wing H, substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, the vibrating wing H, arranged and sup-

ported in the manner described, in combination witli

the valve E and blast pipe B, as and for the puriwse
explained.
Third, in a tuyere constructed as herein described,

the cap plate or'shield K, formed and applied in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

62,548.—H. B. Lyon and G. M. Hopkixs, Albion.
N. Y.

—

Clciinpfor flaking iJroo??;*-.—March .3, 1867.

—

The jaw is opened, the corn brush laid in, the jaw
closed and the brush, after being pressed by the fol-

lower actuated by the set screw, is then wii'cd, re-

moved and the handle driven in. It is now replaced
in the jaws with a side clamp, and is flatt;'ned by a
screw acting at right angles to the former. It is

then sewed to preserve its flatness.

Claim.—The screw B, the follower D, and the re-

cess J, in combination with the jointed frame O, hav-
ing the slot F, the screw K, and the clamp G, as and
for the pui'pose specified.

62,549.—Hexuy Malley, Chicago, Jll.—Hoist-
ing Jlachirte.—March 5, 1867.—Two reciprocating
platforms are suspended on ropes coiled on spirally

grooved drums, which have wheels gearing into a
pinion between them. This latter is on a shaft carry-
»ing a central fast pulley with loose pulleys beside i't.

A straight and crossed belt may either of them be
brought in connection with the fast pulley to raise or
lower either platform.
Claim.—First, the general arrangement and com-

bination of the reverse pulley 15, standards i, shaft o,

with the wJieels P Q, tie n, and .shaft r, when used
to operate the ratchet S and rack t, and slide X, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the sectional guides J', in combination with
the cross-tie 11 and elbows m, substantially as de-

scribed and set forth.

62,550.—Thomas "W. M.'CJN, Holoyoke, Mass.—
Paper-wearing Apparel.—March 5, 1867.—The paper
is folded into plaits and re-enforced by a plain i)iece

behind.
Claim.—Articles of paper-wearing apparel, when

folded or plaited, and baciked or strengthened through-
out its entire surface, substantially as herein described
and set forth.

62,551—Thomas C. ML\ris. Athens, Ohio.-Af-
taching Hubs to Axle Boxes.—March 5, 1867.—The
box has a radially ribbed flange with a flattened cir-

cumferential ring. The oil hole traverses one of the
ribs centrally. The hub cap screws on the box.
Claim.—First, the cap A, with its ribs h b, sub-

stantially as above described and set forth.
Second, the cap E, in combination with the box C

and screw thread, as substantially described.
Third, securing the hub to the' box C by means of

caps A and E, when one of said caps is rigidly at-

tached to the box and the other adjustable, substan-
tially as described.

Foui'th, constructing the cap A, with one or more
of its ribs hollow, for the purpose of introducing oil

to the spindle, substantially as described.

62.552.—David W. Marstox, Lebanon, N. H.—
Uniting Snjthe and Snath.—March 5, 1867.—Tlie heel
of the scythe is received in the recess of a plate, and
the t^\'o are traversed by a bolt, which fastens tliem
to the heel plate and heel of the snath. On this bolt
tliev vibrate as a pivot when the point of the scythe
is drawn in or out to " hang '' it according to the re-

«iuiremcnt of the mower. A set bolt holds it at the
ucsired adjustment.
Claim.—A straight scythe shank when the said

shank is connected to the heel of a snath by means of
the transverselv recessed and slotted plate A, the
shanked ferule fi B', the pivot bolt C, and the holding
bolt D, substantially iu the manner herein repre-
sented and described.

Also, the combination of the transversely recessed
and slotted plate A ami the shanked ferule B B' with
each otlicr, and witli the heol of a snath, by means of
the pivot l)olt (J and the holding bolt D, substantially
as herein represented and described.

62,55:5.-Wji. 'W. Mautix, AUeglicny City, Pa.—
Spil:c 21achinc.—Maix-li ">, 1867.—The rolls carry dies
by which the heated rod is pressed into spikes' as it

passes between them. One side of the dies of tho
larger roll is movable, and held to i)lace while the
spike is being formed, but sprung out subseiiucntly
for the release of the same.
Claim.—First, the slide clamps i and i', when used

in combination with the dies 13 ou the roll B, as herein
desciibed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the friction roller e, when used in combi-
nation with the side clamps i and i', as herein de-
scribed, and for tlic purx)ose set forth.

Third, tlie flanges J and X, on the roll C, when used
in combination with the roll B and side clamps i and
i', as herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

62,554.— Jame.s B. Martixdale, Xew Castle,
Ind.

—

Hook and £?/<?.—March 5, 1867.—Tlic middle
loop of the hook is turned in suflicieutly to form a
spriiig catch for the eye.
Claim.—The hook A, Avhen constructed and ar-

ranged to operate iu combination with the eye B, sub-
stantially as set forth.

62,555.—George Merritt, New York, X. Y.—
Pencil Point Protector.—March 5, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the metal piece A A' A', and the
spring B, adapted to operate together upon the end
of an ordinary wood pencil, substantially as and for
the purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination of a rubber eraser D, with
the metallic portion A A' A^, so as to give the proper
erasive property to the exterior, and also to con-
tribute by its contractile force to the clasping of the
metallic portion ujjon the wood of the contained pen-
cil, substantially as herein specified.

Third, the scalloped and flaring mouth a b on the
wings A^ A^, of the metallic pencil point protector,
substantially as herein specified.

62,556.^onx H. Mills, Boston, ^Lass.—Steam
Engine.—March 5, 1867.—The steam from the smaller
cylinder exhausts through a pipe which trivrcrses the
fire box to the larger cylinder. The generator is

made in sections which arc bolted together. The
pipes which surround the furnace connect with the
bent pipes which pass through the interior of tho
generator. The two inner trunnions upon which the
cylinders oscillate are arranged so that the steam ex-
hausted through one shall be admitted to the other
through its trunnion.
Claim.—Fii'st, the combination with a series of

sectional boilers of the steam cylinders under the ar-

rangement herein described, so that either cylinder
alone, or both together, may be used with the full

power of steam generated by the said boilers, or so
that the smaller cylinder shall exhaust into the larger,

substantially as set forth.

Second, the pipe for connecting the two cylinders,

arranged so as to pass through the combustion chamber
or fire pot of the boilers, substantially as sliown and
specified.

Third, the an'angement of the boiler B, consisting
of the bent pipe H and connecting pipes c operating
together as shown and described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the inner trunnions of

the steam cylinders in such a manner that the steam
may pass directly from one cylinder to the other
thiough the said trunnions, as and for the purposes
set forth.

62,557.^-Geo. R. Moobe, Lyons, Iowa.—Pamper
for Plat Iron Heaters.—March 5, 1867.—xln improve-
ment ou his patent August 8. 1864.—The segmental
damper partially surrounding the upper end of the fire

chamber has openings which arc brought raoic or less

in connection with the similar openings iu the side of
said chamber.

Claim.—The application of the damper I), or its

mechanical equivalent, to the fire chambers of heaters
I having an annular chamber for a flue from the firo
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eliamber to the smoke pipe, and substantially in the
mauuer and for the purposes herein set forth.

62,558.—Daniel B. Keal, Mount Gilead, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Kingsland, Allen, and
Clakk.—Apparatus for Defecating Sorghum and
other Liquids.—March 5, 1867 ; antedated February
17, 1867.—The liquid runs throu":h a vertical series o"f

inclined troughs whose deep ends are placed in opijo-
site directions alternately, and their shallow ends
sligh:;ly elevated. To the shallow end of each trough
is attached a conductor of fibrous material to lead
the sirup into the trough next below.

Claim.—First, a series of trays or shallow troughs
B an-anged with one end of each tray or trough
deeper than the other, and otherwise constructed so
that the fluid fed into the deeper end of the topmost
trough will find an exit at the shallow end, and so
through the whole series.

Second, the construction and combination of the
trays B and the windlasses C c and C c^, substantially
as described.

Third, the reservoir D when constructed as herein
described, and combined with the trays B.

62,559.—William Y. Pekry, Burnett, Wis.—
Stove Pipe Damper.—March 5, 1867.— The usual
damper has a central hole closable by a pivoted plate
whose operating handle projects at the opposite side

to that of the damper aforesaid. Flanged deflect-

ing plates are supported on legs at each side of the
central hole.

Claim.—The damper herein described, consisting
of plate A, intermediate between the flange plates B
B provided with the revolving valve E, the whole ar-

ranged and operating in connection with handle F
and rod C, substantially as set ibrth.

62,560.—Joseph W. Petty, ISTew Orleans, La.—
Cotton Bale Tie.—March 5, 1867.—The band near each
end is slit on ojiposite sides and the ends are brought
into lateral engagement and then slipped a little longi
tudiually, preventing retraction unless previously
loosened.

Claim.—The combination of the two ends of an
iron band when used for banding cotton, when pro-
vided witli the openings a b, substantially as described
for the purpose set forth.

62,561.— George E. Pevey, Lowell, Mass.—
Direction Label.—March 5, 1867.—The fibrous mate-
rial is placed inside the lap which encloses the cord
at its bend.
Claim.—Inserting a fibrous material substantially

as described and for the purposes fully set forth.

62,562.—F. P. Pfleghar and William Sholl-
HOUN, New Haven, Conn.

—

Oiler.—March 5, 1867.

—

An improvement on their patent February 28, 1865.

The sides and tube are made of cast iron which may
be rendered malleable ; the bottom is made of flexible

plate metal soldered in a rabbet of the sides.

Claim.—The method substantially as described of
constructing oilers.

62,563.— Richard W. Pitaian, West Point,
Iowa.

—

Insect Trap Lantern.—March 5, 1867.—The
lantern has metallic sides, through slots in -n'hich the
insects pass, singeing their wings and dropping into

a recepticle of water surrounding the lamj).

Claim.—An insect trap composed of a framework
of slats encircling a light and constructed substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Also, the combination of a water receptacle with
the slotted framework encircling a light substantially

in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

62,564.—W. P. Prewitt, Elkton, Ky.—FireEs-
cape Ladder.—March 5, 18()7.—A frame with a stop

at its mid-length is connected by cliains at its inner
end to the floor, and to its outer end is hung a jointed

ladder. In use, the ladder and one-half the frame is

put outside the window, and it is supported by the

wimlow sill in connection with the chains and stop.

Claim.—First, a fire-escape ladder composed of II-

shaped sections, jointed or connected together by links,

substantially as and for the pm-iwses shown and set

forth.
,

Second, the combination with the top section of the
ladder of the combined cross brace and round or
handle projecting from the face of said section, as
shown and described.

62,565.—John C. Reed, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-
signor to Sam'l E. Hutchinson, same jiIolcc.—BoU
and Rivet Jl/ac/a«c.— March 5, 1867.—One of the
clamp blocks is fixed and the other is operated by the
driving shaft by cams and a toggle joint. The slide
block on which the cam directly acts is extensible by
a wedge key in its rear, which device regulates the
stroke of the clamp. The heading punchIs actuated
by a cam on the driving shaft and its stroke regulated
by means of a wedge-formed key adjusted by a screw
bolt. The slides of the moving clamp-block are ad-
justable by screws beneath.

(7Zaim.—First, the block R in combination with
the sliding head Q, cam C, and screw-shanked wedge
S, arranged substantiaUv as described.
Second, the described arrangement of stationary

and movable clamp jaws G- and H', cross-head I, tog-
gle K K.' k, screw-shanked wedge M, and tightening
nut N, for the purpose set forth.

Third, in the described combination the screw-
threaded heading gauges, the screw-shanked wedges
X and 11 , and set screws v and 12, for adjustment of
the length of stroke of the heading punch, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of sliding head W, knuc-
kle %v, sliding step 4, and vibrating shoe 7, substan-
tially as described.

62,566.—Asa R. Reynolds, Auburn, N. T.—
Machine for Grinding Metal Plates.—March 5, 1867. •

The ways of the bed piece are concave to correct the
tendency of the stone to grind the surface convex.
The bed piece is adjustable vertically to suit it to the
wearing away of the stone.
Claim.—^3?'irst, moving a bed that carries an article

to be faced to a grinding stone upon concave ways
for the purpose of preventing the ]'ounding oiFof the
edge first brought into contact with the stone, as set
forth.

Second, adjusting a bed, at both of its ends, to the
wear of a grinding stone by means of the journals
and bearings a b at one end and set screw c at the
other end, substantially as described.

62,567.-L. F. Rollins, Bangor, Me., assignor
to himself and James Nealey, Jr., same place.

—

Mop Wringer.—March 5, 1867,—The end of the mop
cloth is attached to the crank rod on the handle and
a rotation of the said rod wrings the mop.
Claim.—The wringer, as constructed, with cranked

rod d, the adjustable clamp e, and connection b, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

62,568.—Peter Schofield, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Gauge.—March 5, 1867.—The disk with its

elastic diaphragm and a cross-piece for holding them
in position are detachable from the outer casing of
the gauge, so that they may be used in any other of
the same construction m case of injury to the one in
which they are first placed.

Claim.— The detachable disk J)', its elastic dia-
phragm F, and cross-piece E, in combination with the
outer casing A, the whole being constructed and ar-
ranged as described.

62,569.—F. B. Shaw, Boston, Mass., assignor to
Silas S, Shaw, Bath, Me.

—

Carriage Guard.—Miirch.
5, 1867.—The piece on the ciM-riage against which the
wheel grinds iu turning short is made of india-rub-
ber.

Claim.—A carriage guard made of india-rubber,
or its equivalent substance, as and for the purpose
specified.

62,570.— Isaac A. Smith, Connellsvillc Pa.—
Sewing Horse.—March 5, 1857.—The clamping jaws
of the horse are extended below the seat and are pro-
vided with a treadle lever which is adjustable to suit

varying thicknesses of articles to be sewn.
Claim.—The adjustable lever D j>rovided with the

screw m and used in connection Avith the extension
B' and C of clamping jaws, said lever and jaws being
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constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as

herein described aud for tbe purpose set forth.

62,571.—JosT Stengel, Croton, Mich.— TTflsTi-

ijirj Machine.—^arch 5, 1867.—Two pendent rubber
boards are suspended from arms on a rock shaft so

as to be vertically reciprocated in the suds box. A
string of rollers "is suspended from the ends of the
rubber boards.
Claim.—First, the pendent wash boards B' provi-

ded with alternate rubbers D and spaces and hluged
or pivoted to the shafts E, in combination with the
adjustable rubbers G and case A, arranged and ope-
rating conjointly as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the shafts B E and arms F, in combination
with the side pieces C, rubbers D G-, aud case A, ar-

ranged and operating as and for the pui-pose set forth.

62,572.— Charles Taylor, St. Johns, N. B.,

assignor to himself, James Harris, Bartlet Len'g-

LEY, aud Henry C. Lovell.—Machine for Sharpen-
ing Saxes.—ilarch 5, 1867.—The revolving grinder is

combined with a clamp plate and hinged to a holder
which can bo adjusted to any angle of tooth.
Claim.—Y'lYit. a vibrating carriage with a movable

fulcrum in combinatiou with a clampling plate hinged
horizontally to hold the saw and permit it to be turned
on edge with facility for examination and pointing of
the teeth without removing it from the clamping
plate.

Second, the arrangement of the forked lever X, trav-

ersing caj-riage Z, and lever b, for moving the saw and
adjusting it to the grinding stone, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, making the fork of the leverX adjustable to

adapt it to the size of the operator or attendant.

62,573.—James Thompson, Vevay, luii.—Wash-
ing ITacftuie.-March 5, 18G7.—The surface of the
roller is anned with alternate wooden and metallic
ridges, and it is rotated by the treadle, while the
pressure of the board below is adjustable to give an
optional rubbing stress upon the clothes.

Claim.—The combination of the yielding rollers

B O, fly arms D. treadle F. and controllable"pressure
board H, all constructed and arranged to operate as
and for the purposes set forth.

62,574.—Theodore R. Timby, Saratoga Springs,
X. Y.—Hoe.—March 5, 1867.—The blade has an an-
gular cutting edge, and the handle has a lug which
assists the grasp.
Claim.—First, as an article of manufacture, a hoe

with an angular cutting edge, as herein described
and represented.
Second, the hook-shaped abutment C, in combina-

tion with handle B and hoe A, as set forth.

62,575.—John B. Tinker, BuflFalo, X. T., as-

signor to himself and J. L. Beazan, same place.

—

Sash Lock.—March 5, 1867.—The device has two cam
stops, with rounded faces on the outer ends for press-
ing against the sash, and on their inner ends with
teeth which mesh into coiTesponding teeth in inclined
faces. The two steps are held together by a coiled
spring, and opened by a slide and knob.
Claim.—First, a sash lock having two stops A A',

with cogs or teeth b on one end, which mesh with
corresponding cogs or teeth c^ made in the case C, and
standing upon an incline, constructed, arranged, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as herein described.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
spring D with the stops A A', in the maimer and for
the purpose substantially as set forth.

Third, the combinatiou of the projecting pin h, made
on the stops A A', with a groove ft*, made in the case,
for the purpose substantially as described.

62,576.—H. A. Townt;, Chicago^Jil.—Sand-hole
Plate for Steam Generator.*.-March 5, 1867.—The
hollow nut screws into the shank of the T-headed
bolt, aud its lower portion is made convex to fit into
a concave recess in the cap which covers the aperture
through the socket, which is screwed into the boiler.
Claim.—The aiTangement and combination of the

T-bolt E. hollow nut G. and hand-hole cap C, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

62,577.—Charles W. Trotter, Eochester, X.
Y.

—

Hot Air Furnace.—March 5, 1867.—The partition
divides and regulates the draft in connection with the
segmental perforikted plate, which opens or closes the
apertures, and the damper which opens or closes tlie

communication between th opposite sides of tho
partition.
Claim.—The peculiar construction of the radiator

e, with center partition x, the .sliding plate p, aud
also the damper iv.

62,578. — Friedrich ViLLARD, Mount Eaton,
Ohio.—Revolving Chimney Top.—March 5, 1867.—
The spindle of the cowl is stepped in a socket, its

collar revolving in flanges upon tlie upper side of the
cap plate, which is anchored to the brick work of tho
chimney.
Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination

of the plate A, constructed substantially as described,
with the rods B and anchors C, wheu used on the
masonry of a flue or chimney for the purpose of giving
stability to the same, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the spindle G and collar
H with the step F and socket E, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for tho
pm-pose set forth.

62,579.—Benjamn WxViNWRiGHT, East Boston,
Mass.

—

liib Knitting Loom.—March 5, 1867.—An
automatic, intermittent, lateral motion of the rib-

needle frame causes the waved or serpentine rib or
" shogged work"' to be made. "When the rocker Iramo
with the needle frame are moved downward the piece
attached to the latter presses the lever and operates
the pawl, ratchet, pattern cam wheel, and connected
parts, to shift laterally the rocker frame.

Claim.—The combination, substantially as de-
sci-ibed. for effecting the endwise movements of the
neetUe frame B, such combination consisting mainly
of the ratchet D, its series of cams g g g. or cammed
wheel F, the lever K and its pawl '//i, tho lever E, the
connection rod G, the spring X, the weight P, and the
arm L, and its T-piece M, the whole being applied to
the frame B, its carrier C, and the loom frame A, sub-
stantially in the manner and so as to operate as and
for the purpose specified.

62,580.-Christopher H. "Wakefield. Mont-
pelier, Vt.

—

2Lachina for Shrinking Tires.—March 5,
1867.—The tire is clamped at two points by jaw blocks,
which are then di-awn together by the rotation of a
disk to wrists, on which they are severally attached.
Claim.—The combinatiou as well as the arrange-

ment of the movable carriers B B, connected as de-
scribed, and theii- operative mechanism or rods o o,

with the self-adjusting jaws d e, cammed lever C, and
the slider D. the whole being to operate together
substantially in the manner and for the purpose as
hereinbefore specified.

62,581.—George "Wallace, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Fermenting Malt and other Liquids.
—March 5, 1867.—Three tanks communicate with
each other by pipes. Two of them are formed with
double walls, between which a cmTent of water circu-
lates. "When the pressure of gas in these tanks is too
great, the cocks may be turned to allow it to escape
thi'ongh the water in the other tank.

Claim.—Fii-st, the water chamber D, by which the
temperature of the liquor in vats or tanks A and B
can be regulated during fermentation.
Second, the application of the two-way cock H, by

which the fermentation of each vat or tank may be
regtdated, or if a surplus amount of gases is generated,
allows it to escape thi-ough pipes G.

Third, the open tubs ^r vat C, containing water,
which allows the non-condensing gases to escape, yet
prevents the atmosphere from getting in the vats or
tanks A and B.

62,582.—J"AMEs C. "Whitehill, St. Louis. Mo.—
Filter and Cooler.—March 5, 1867.—The M-ater from
the reservoir above passes into a tube whose mouth
is vertically adjustable, and is introduced below the
filter bed, through which it passes upward into the
ice chamber.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the removable
reservoir A, having a non-couductiug bottom a. tho
clear water and ice chamber K, the adjustable tube
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B, tbe joint or coupling C, and tube D, the ^rhole

coiistvucted and operating substantially as sho-wn and
described.
Second, the arrangement of tbe cbamber K, sur-

rounded by nou-coadncting material, the removable
filter bed H I, the chamber E, the txibe D, the coup-
ling C, the adjustable tuboB, and removable reservoir
A a, the Avhoie constructed and operating substan-
tially as shown and described.

62,583.—S. Lloyd Wiegaxd, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Obtaining Oil from Parajjine, dc.—March 5, 1867.

—

The gas generated by decomposing steam by passing
it through incandescent carbon, is then passed through
heated parafiine, &.c., and the vapors carried over by
the gas ai-e condensed.

Claim.—The process of treating bituminous sub
stances by means of the gases as hereinbefore de-

scribed, or in any equivalentmanner, and subseq^uently
extracting the oil and paralfine by pressure or dis-

placement, in the manner hereinbefore set forth and
described, in-espeetive of the particular form of the
appai'atus in Avhich the operation may be conducted.

62,584.—James Williams and Isaac Short,
Amelia, Ohio.

—

Sivage.—March 5, 1867.—Particularly
adapted for making the "fifth wheels" of carriages.
The upper and inner faces of the jaws are recessed.
The jaws are receded from the anvil block by the
coiled springs and forced toward it simultaneously
by the cam lever. The anvil face is tapered. The
spades between the jaws and anvil are occupied by
the clips projecting from the piece forged.

Claim.—First, a swage consisting of the bed plate

A, fixed anvil B, movable jaws C D, and grooves E c

Ff, all arranged and operating in the manner herein
set forth.

Second, in combination with the anvil B and mo-
vable jaws C D, we also claim the bars G H, cam 1,

and springs K A; K' k', or their mechanical eqmva-
lents, as and for the purpose set forth.

62,5S5.—Levi Wilson, Springfield, Ohio.—Cider
Mill.—March 5, 1867.—Two sets of griixding apparatus
are connected with the driving mechanism and may
be driven simidtaneously or separately. A sliding

floor beneath the hoppers determines the discharge
of ground fruit into the presses ; the press heads have
slatted prismatic faces, and are advanced and re-

tracted alternately by the revolution of the screw to
whose opposite ends'" they are attached. The press
has falling doors. The connecting shaft and mill are
aiTanged to slide on the press, to reciprocate the press
foUo-n er in either direction.

Claim.—First, the combination with a mill for

grinding fruit and a press placed below the same, the
interme<liate sliding boai'd K, arranged to operate
independently of the motion of the press and sub-

stantially as set forth.

Second, the mill for grinding fruit and a press for

the same, wlien the two are budt with separate frames,
and the mill placed over the press in such manner
that the mill frame and mechanism may be moved on
the press frame, connecting or discbuueeting the
mechanism of the mill and that of the press, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Third,' the arrangement of the adjustable shaft A,
bevel pinion O, wheels X', sleeves N, screw M, and
press lieads L, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the heads L and*beds L' of the press, when
respectively constructed with correspondingly inclined
faces and with open slats in each, through which the
juice may freely flow with the action of the press,
substantially as'set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the screw M. intermediate
sliding frame M, springs P, and press heads L, ar-

ranged to operate substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

62,586.-Thomas IT. Wood, MonroeviUe, Ohio.—Attaching Carriage Thills.—March 5, 1867.—The
wrists of the thill iron are caught by the hooks of the
thill and fastened therein by a key piece, which is

secured by springs.
Claim.—The key C. springs D, in combination with

the arms F, Avrists E, and "link A, constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

62,587.—Joseph C. Adams, 'Nevr London, N.
H.

—

Boot and A'/ioc—March 5, 1867.—The heel is of
metal and hollow ; its under plate constitutes the
treading surface and is secured by a screw to a post
in the main portion of the heel, and removed there-
from to allow the sheU of the heel to be secured to the
sole by means of screws.
Claim.—The parts A B, supporting post D, and

shank H, made or cast in one piece, in combination
with the independent bottom piato C, as and for the
purpose specified.

62,588.—William T. Adams, Baltimore. Md.—
Revolving Waist Block.—March 5, 1867.—The bulwark
sheave is joumaled in a disk, which is permitted to
revolve to keep the axis of the sheave at right angles
to the direction of the rope.
Claim.—The waist block sheave E, journaled within

the rotating disk B, and projecting from its opposite
faces, for the pm'pose and substantially in the manner
described.

62,589.— Alexander Adamsox, Washington,
D. C.

—

Adjustable Runner, to be attached to chairs,
£&2.—March 5, 1867.—The chair is fitted for being ruu
upon the ice by setting its feet in the sockets of tho
runners.
Claim.—The constniction of the adjustable metal-

lic runners, in combination with the sockets and
brace rod, to be attached to a chair or small caiTiage,
for the purpose herein set forth.

62,590.—John Askwith, Chicago, JH.—Piston
Packing.—March 5, 1867.—A ring or flange projects
longitudinally from the disk which composes the cen-
tral portion of the piston, and has set screws which
bear upon the interior of the packing rings. A ratchet
piece is placed directly over tho joint of the ring to
prevent the passage of steam through the same, and
to keep the ring extended by means of the spring,
which falls into notches upon'the ratchet piece.
Claim.—The ratchet piece E, the spring/ and the

set screws h, in combination with the ring C, as and
for the purpose set forth.

62,591.-Elias C. Atkins, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Machine for Tempering Saws.—March 5, 1867.—Ar-
ranged upon a drop slide are a scries of plates, con-
stituting a tempering plate, made in sections to over-
come the liability to warp.
Claim.—Tha 'sections H H H H H H, in combi-

nation with the sliding bar G and bed I, constructed
and operated substantially as set forth.

62,592.—Ira A\tery, Tunkhannock, Va.— Wash-
ing Machine.—March 5, 1867.—The suds box is pen-
tagonal in its vertical cross-section, and corrugated
internally. The suspended oscillating beater has
movable rubber blocks, between which the clothes
are secured.
Claim.— First, the hollow-chambered beater B,

with its adjustable rubbers ?«- so applied that portions
of the fabric may be contained \\ituin the beater
while the remaining portions thereof are being sub-
jected to the rubbing and beating action thereof, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, tlie I'od i, arranged in a semicircular groove
formed in the under side of the bottom bar /i^oic" the
beater, in combination with the liollow-chamberod
beater, substantially as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

62,593.—Andrew C. Barnes, Albia, Iowa.—
Securing Tires on Wheels.—March 5, 1867.—Thcth-es
are secured upon the rim by projections on the felloes,

which tit into sockets in the inner periphery of the tii-e.

Claim.—The combination of the lug C and felloe

B, as described, operating correspondingly Avith the
groove a in the tire A, in the manner substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

62,591.—Thomas Beale, Xew Milford, Jll—Ag-
ricultural Fork.—March 5, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A fork for agricultural purposes, provided
with a supplemental handle C, appUcd or attached to
the main handle B by meaua of a .swivel connection,
substantially jis shown and described.
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63,595. — A. Bennett. Kockford, 111 — Seed

Planter.—March 5, 18U7.—The seat supports rest on
the jonrnals of tho coveriiis rollers. One di-iving

wheel has a series of adjustable iuclines. which wori
the seed slides, the latter being couuected by levers

aud a rock shaft, so that their motlou is .simultaueous.

The frame is tilted by a lever pivoted to the tougue
aud secured to a segment rack.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the seat D. the

supporting rods b b and the covering rollers c c. com-
bined and operating as aud for the purposes described.

Second, the seed boxes E E. combined v.ith the ad-

justable feeding slides i i, the plows e e. and the levers

L n p for operating the feeding slides, substantially as

herein described.
Third, the shifting concentric rim wwith the cams

g q, in combination with the rim lo' and the shifting

uevices connected with them, arranged substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Fourth, the lever bar H, in combination with the

draft pole (Jr. for raising and lowering the hind end of

the frame A, arranged substantially as aud for the

purposes herein described.

62,596 .Tames S. Bodle, Mecklenberg, N. T.—
Jnstniment for Marking Anvnaln.—March 5, 1867.

—

The legs of the frame are attached in the dovetail

notches in the backs of the letters, and the screwing
of the handle into the threaded logs of the frame

|

spreads the legs aud makes theii- hold on the letters ,

secure.
Claim.—First, a stamp or brand formed with anj

adjustable frame, and movable letters, combined and
j

an-anged to operate substantiallv in the mauner set

forth.

Second, the combination of the fi-ame A A* with
lugs A2 aud A^ threaded stem B^, aud notched mov-
able letters C, substantially as set foith.

62,597.—Spencer C. Bond, Farmersville, X. T.—Wool Press.—March 5. 18o7.—The hinged sides are

thrown up and held by cord connection to the treadle.
1

The ends are then mutually advanced, by strap con- i

nection to the drum beneath, which is rotated by a I

crank and sustained by a pawl.
j

Claim.—First, a v.ool press composed of two hinged
i

•wings C and t«o sliding heads G G', in combination
with the lever D and windlass H, all constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the slotted slide E with its head G, in com-
bination with the single slide F "with its head G'.

constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose described.

62,59S.—Henuy TT. Bradley, Xew BerUn, X.
Y.. assignor to liimself and B. Tax Hokn. Benucts-
ville, Xr Y.

—

Paint.—Marcli 5, 1867.—Composed of
su^ar of lead, 1 part .- water, 32 ; boiled oil, 32 ; mineral
paint, 60. Eicc mucUage may be substitTited for a
XHirtion of the oil.

Claim.—Fh'St. as an improved article of manufac-
ture, a paint compound which is composed of the
ingredients, or theii- respective equivalents, and inj
the proportions herein set forth.

|

Second, the substitution for a certain quantity of
j

oil in paints of boiled rice, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

62,599.- Charles B. Bristol, Xew Haven,
Conn.

—

Attaching Door Knobs to their Spindles.—
March o, 1867.—One end of the spindle has an in-

clined plane, iu which the end of the binding screw
rests. This pcnuits the adjustment to locks of doors
of varying thicknesses, as the knob is held by the
binding screw at the point of adjustment.
Claim.—The use of the inclined plane g, in com-

bination with the screw h and the neck of the knob
A, when they are constructed, connected, and made

|

to secure the knob A in the desired position on the
i

spindle, substantially as herein described and set
forth.

62,600.— BENJA>nx Britten. Galena, HI.—
Clothes i>ncr.— March 5, 1867.— The standanl is

made iu two telesco])ic sections. One rank of lu-ms
is contained in the inner tube, and tbo other in the
annular space between the tubes. The arms are
hinged for horizontal radial display.

Claim.—The combination of the tubes A l. with
the Hanged rings F T and arms G S, as herein set
forth for the purpose specitied.

62,601.—Thomas S. Buowx, Poughkcepsie, X.
Y., assignor to himself and John P. AiuiiANCE, same
place

—

Lubricating Device.—March 5, lSi)7.—A tube
extends thiough the bearing from the shaft to a plug
in the oil cup. The oscillations of the shaft cause
portions of the oil to flow through the transverse
grooves in the plug into the tube, aud thence to tho
shaft.

Claim.—The chamber D in the part b of the bear-
ing C, through which extends the tube F, communi-
cating with the passage c, in combination with the
plug E aud journal A. arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein described and for the purpose
specitied.

Fm-ther, the plug or stopper E of the oil chamber
D, grooved at its under side, iu combination Avith tho
tube F and iiassagc c in the bearing, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

62,602.—P. S. BuCKMiNSTER, Gold Hill, Xevada.—Shaking Table for Concentrating Ores.—March 5,

1867.—The bed is supported on cross-bearers, which
slide iu the slots of the upright posts, and receives an
oscillating longitudinal motion. The grooves are
made diagonally across the bed. and at the ends are
openings in the sides, which are provided with ad-
justable slides. The lighter portion;^ are can-ied away
and washed off, while" the heavier portions are de-
tained, settling, according to their specific gravity,
in the grooves.

Clai^m.—The riffles b b, running diagonally across
the bed of a shaking table, in combination with open-
ings e e at one end aud the adjustable slides d d, for
concentrating gold and other ores, aiTanged and ope-
rating substantially as herein described.

62,603.— G. W. BuFFiNGTON, Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.

—

Fruit Jar.—March 5, 1867.—The edge of tne
cover is tm-ned over the edge of the rubber band.
When the jar is filled with hot fruit, the cover is

placed upon it, and the band turned down so as to
embrace the neck of the jar. After the fruit has
cooled, the band is turned up over the cover, which is

held iu position by the pressure of the atmosphere.
Claim.—The combination and arrangemeut of the

plate A, elastic band E, mouth of jar 'D, curved in-

ward so as to form a seat for the cover A, substan-
tially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

62,604. —Russell Bunker, Hudson, Wis.—
Burglar Alarm.—March 5, 1867.—The spindle of the
knob has a cross bar couuected at each end to the
bell crank trigger which acts as a detent to the es-

capement of the alarm. Turning the handle in either
direction releases the escapement and springs tho
alarm.
Claim.—Combining an alarm mechanism, substan-

tially as described, witli a door latch iu such manner
that by moving such latch the cord c Avill release the
trigger d from the "scape wheel and cause the alarm
to strike, substantially as herein set forth.

62,605.—Micn.VEL Carpenter, Moscow, Iowa.
— Water Wheel.—March 5, 1867: antedated February
2.5. 1867.—The wheel is formed in two parts ; the upper
portion has buckets set vertically and radially ; the
lower part comprising the hub of the wheel, has spi-

ral channels terminating in orifices iu the rim of the
lower or main part of the wheel. The two parts aro
attached together and adapted to receive both the
percussion and reaction of the water which is received
above.
Claim.—In combination with the guides D and

gates E. tho wheel with the vertical and radially dis-

posed buckets I aud hub G and orifices K. the parts
being severally constructed aud tlie whole arranged
for use substantially in the manner set forth.

62,606.—F. A. L. Cassidey. Xewmansvillc, Fla.—Comb.—March 5, 1667.—The comb back has side
wings pivoted to it with inwardly projecting teeth and
coiled springs by v>hich the said tocth are kept en-
gaged v\ith the h'air.

Claim.—Fir.st. the side or wing combs pivoted to
the ends of the body of the main comb, substantially
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as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of springs C with the
main comb A and side combs B, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

6'2,60r.—Jonathan Childs, West Troy, N. Y.—Carriage Axle Adjuster.—March 5, 1867.—The bar
is clamped to the asle and the spindle set by the ring
bolt.

Claim.—A carriage-axle adjusting instrument
formed of the bar G in combination with the block
Y, the adjusting screw S, v/ith its nut levers J andK
and the clamps M and N, substantially in the manner
set forth in this specification.

<5'2,608.—Geokge R. Clark, New Tork, :N". T.—
Metallic Blind Slat Clasp and Pivot.—March 5, 1867.

—A metallic clasp and journal for attachment to the
ends of window-blind slats.

Claim.—The metallic clasp a and pivot h combined
for blind slats, as a new article of .manufacture.

62,609.—John J. Clyde, "Williamsburgh, JT. T.—Life-Preserving Berth.—March 5, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

" Claim.—The combination of the removable berth
D having keel d^ and provided with ring bolts G, line

H, seat I, and paddle J, secured to the berth and
adapted to be used for the purposes describedwhen the
berth is launched and forms a raft, substantially as
si)ecified.

62,610.—Barry Coleman, Louisville, Kj.—Cot-

ton Bale Tie.—March 3, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The rectangular tie plate A having the
square and diagonal-sided slot a when applied to bale
hoops for securing the ends, arranged substantially
as herein described.

62,611.—Isaac C. Colton, Buffalo, N". Y., and
Albert M. Hastings, Eochester, ^S". Y.

—

Treating
Hides and Skins for Tanning.—March 5, 1867.—The
hides are agitated in a close vessel while surrounded
by water or cleansing liquid under pressure to clean
aiid soften them. They are afterward subjected to a
similar treatment with tanning liquid.

Claim.— First, the treating and preparation of
hides and skins for tanning by the combined action
of hydraulic or hydrodynamic and pneumatic pres-
sure, or by either mode of pressure separately, in com-
bination with rotary motion of internal agitation or
movement of the contents or materials to be operated
upon while under pressm-e, by the means and substan-
tially as described.
Second, the tanning of hides, skins, and leather by

the combined or separate use of hydraulic or hydro-
dynamic and pneumatic pressure in a closed cylinder
in combination with rotary motion or internal agita-

tion or movement of the tanning liquors and hides or
skins -while under pressure, by the means and sub-
stantially as above described.

62,612.—Isaac C. Colton, Buffalo, N. Y., and
Alueut M. Hastings, Eochester, N. Y

—

Bleaching
and Dyeing Yarn, Cloth, and other Textile Fabrics.—
Mai-ch 5, 1867.—The articles are placed in a tight cyl-

inder and subjected to high pressure while surrounded
by the dye liquid. The cyliader is rotated dm-ing the
in-ocess.

Claim.—The bleaching and dyeing of cloths, yarns,
and other textile fabrics by the combined or separate
use of hydraidic or hydrodynamic and pneumatic
pressure in a closed vessel or cylinder in combination
with rotary motion or internal agitation or movement
of the li'iuors, cloths, and fabrics while under pres-

sure,by tlie means and substantially as above described.

62,613.—E. A. COWELL, Cleveland, Ohio.—Car
Coupling.—March 5, 1867.—An automatic car coup-
ling, in the enlai'ged head of which is a hook pressed
down by a spring above and raised by a cam below,
operated by a crank and rod to release the coupling.
Claim.-—In the draw head A formed with an en-

larged cnamber in the upper part, the hook c in con-

nection with the ordiuai-y link and the cam /i operated

by a crank and rods, all constructed and arranged to
operate as shown and described.

62,614.—"Washington E. Davis, Boston, Mass.—Center Board for Sailing Vessels.—March 5, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A center board composed of two or more
sections A' B' C D' so arranged as to sUde within or
upon each other in a manner and for a purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

62,615.—O. P. DiLS, Ealmouth, 'Kj.—Sulky Plow.
—March 5, 1867.—The separate parts are adjustable
in respect to each other and so connected as to ac-
commodate themselves to the surface of the ground.
Claim.—The arrangement of the draft pole E and

bars E C with the land and furrow wheelsDK respect-
ively attached, the brace rods O P and plow beam A,
for the purpose of forming a new and improved sulky
plo\S', as set forth.

62,616.—Daniel Diver, Boone, Iowa.—Lifting
J'acA;.—March 5, 1867.—The claw of the adjustable
vertical ratchet bar engages under the rail to raise
the track by depression of the lever.

Claim.—First, an improved lifting jack formed by
the combination of the ratchet hook E, clevis or loop
E, and pivoted block C with each other and with the
lever B and fulcrum post A, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination of the spring G- with the

pivoted block C and fulcrum post A, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

62,617.— Benjashn K. Dorwart, Lancaster,
Fa.— Shutter Bolt—March. 5, 1867.— The pivoted
spring jaws are on a plate attached to one shutter
and engage a similar plate upon the other.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a shutter
bolt when composed of two twin plates A A', each
provided with a raised conic flange B notched at the
base for the reception of the horizontal bolts D D', in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

62,618.—Lucius H. Dw^lley, Dorchester, Mass.—Wood Turning Lathe.—March 5, 1867.—The blank
is bored, turned, and cut off in the lathe automatically
and at one operation by the devices described in the
claims.
Claim.—First, the combination of the shaft E with

the cam M traversing thereon and revolving there-

with, lever 19 and sliding spindle K with its tool or
tools, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the shaft E with the

cam J traversing thereon and revolving therewith,
and the vibrating cutter holder v with its cutter u,

for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the shaft E with the cam
J traversing thereon and revolving therewith with
the scA'cring cutter s, as described.

Fourth, the automatic feed mechanism consisting
of the cam E, rocker arm D, spring i, or its equiva-
lent, toothed bar C, pawl k, and gauge r, in combina-
tion with the traversing caiTiage B when such car-

riage carries aU the tools requii-ed to turn, bore, and
sever the spool from the stick, substantially as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the combination of the auger 17, slotted cyl-

inder 21, with its cutter 22 on its end, and set screw
24, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the mechanism consisting of the grooved
wheel s with its notch j' and connections, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose of arrestiag the
motion of the cutting and boring tools at a stated
position and also to arrest the feed at the same time,

substantially as described.

62,61 9.—G-. L. and C. H. Eagan, San Francisco,
Cal.— Composition for Roofing.—March 5, 1867.

—

Composed of melted pitch, three ; and refuse of gas
lime, two parts ; mixed with dry pulverized clay to a
consistency for molding.
Clc-im.—The composition for the mani;facture of

drain pipes, moldings, rooting, <S:.c., the ingredients
of whicli arc prepared and combined in the propor-
tions and manner sabstantially as herein described.
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63,620.—Fraxz Exgel, Camden, X. J.—Blower.
—March f), 1867.—The revolution of the screw forces

air tlirough the nozzle.

Claim.—The screw C, provided with a jacket c at

its end, and opei-ating in a case A, from which ex-

tends a blast pipe B, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

62,621.—Henry Faus, Havesville, Ohio.—^oof
Crimping Machine.— March 5, 1867.— The jaws
have a free hinge below, and a wedge-shaped key,

and gain cut in each jaw to allow mobility, and to

furnish means of adjustment. The leather is clamped
on the lever.

Claim.—The iron rods composing the hinge-like

arrangement, providing for the mobility of the jaws,

and the wedge-shaped key and gain cut in each jaw,

for the purpose set forth.

62,622.—William B. Foster, Eidgeville, Ohio.—
Medical Compouncl-March 5, 1867.—For bowel
complaints, &c., composed of alcohol, 3 qts. ; cayenne,

2 oz. ; and 1 oz. each of sassafras, hemlock, oil of

cedar, camphor gum, and laudanum.
Claim.—The medical compound, made of the sev-

eral iugi-edients, mixed together in or about the pro-

portions substantially as described.

62,623.—John Frantz of Joseph, Selbysport,

Md.—Fruit Gatherer.—Mca-eh 5, 1867.—The pins pro-

jecting radially from the roller ai'e to perforate the

fruit suflBciently to carry it up to the detaching arms,
which convey it to the basket.

Claim.—The di-um or cylinder A, provided with
grooves a and teeth or pins b, in combination with
the finger bars H and receptacle J, all arranged and
operating in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

62,624.—S. D. Freet, McCutchenville, Ohio.—
Instrument for Faring the Hoofs of Horses.—March
5, 1867.—The cutter clamped in one jaw enters the
groove of a projection on the other. A set screw on
the latter jaw prevents the jaws closing sufficiently

to injure the cutting edge.
Claim.—An instrument for paring horses' hoofs,

constructed, arranged, adjusted, and made to operate
as herein set forth and explained.

62,625.—Merritt Galley, Marion, K". Y.—Car
Coupling.—March 5, 1867.—The coupling is self-en-

gaging, and the tumblers are so arranged that a back-
ward and forward movement of the lever is required
for uncoupling.
Claim.—First, the tumbler T T' T", with cams,

slots, and lever projections, combined and constructed
as herein described.
Second, the catch hook R, with lever projection E,*,

in combination with the angular projection Z of tumb-
ler forming the "' compound drop latch" Z 11, substan-
tially as herein set foith.

Third, the catch tooth C, in combination with its

counterpart mortise C, substantially as described.
Fourth, in combination with the tumbler T T' T",

the fulcrum F, for the purpose herein set forth.

62,626 Joseph W. Gardner, Shelburne Falls,

Mass.

—

Attaching Handles to Table Cutlery.—March
5, 1867.—The shank is prolonged into a loop, which
is made to enclose the stock of the handle by being
pressed into a groove in the edge of the latter.

Claim.—Securing handles to forks, knives, or other
instruments by condensing the metal portion of such
articles in a groove formed in the handle, substan-
tially in the manner herein described and represented.

62,627.-George H. Hammont), Oneonta, 1^. T.
—Stove Pipe JDrnm.— March 5, 1867.—The caloric
current is deflected horizontally between the two
lower disks, then rises in a sinuous course between
the outer cylinders, being deflected by the interven-
ing perforated plates, and thence passes horizontally
to the chimney, which it ascends. Air passes in be-
low, is heated in the annular space, and escapes
above.
Claim.—The construction, combination and ar-

rangement of the disks AEHKLMIFB with
each other, with the interior, intermediate and ex-
terior cylinders G J D, and with the short pipes C,

39 c p

ubstantially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

62,628.-0. C. Harriman, Warner, N. H., as-

signor to himself and John Davis, 3d, same place.

—

Corn Cake Machine.—March 5, 1867.—The thickness
of the sheet of dough is determined by the set screws
over the journals of the roller ; the dough lies on a
board, Avhich is moved by the gear-wheel on the

roller shal^t. The cutter has a rectangular scries of

vertical knives, which divide the sheet into squares
;

followers discharge the adhering cakes from the in-

tervals between the cutters.

Claim.—The adjustable roller C, provided with gear
wheels G, slotted supports D, set screw E, sliding

board B, cutter I, beam J, sliding between the up-
rights H H, beam K, and hand screw L, when all are
constructed and arranged as herein set forth for the
pm'pose specified.

62,629.—GeorgeHeALET, EastWoburn, Mass.—
Machine for Peeling Willoio.—March 5, 1867.—The
willow rods are di-iven between two jaws, thence
passed around a wheel between it and the belt that
di-ives it, and are finished by putting them again
through flexible jaws, and over a wheel between it

and the band, a repetition of the former process on a
duplicate machine, driven by the same motion, and
acting in conjunction.
Claim.—The combination of a single wheel, a set

of stripping jaws, and an endless belt, its supporting
rollers, and'a deflector, the whole being substantially

as described and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the combination of the two elastic or flexible

lips with the single Avheel, a set of stripping jaws, and
an endless belt, its supporting rollers and deflector, as
described.

62,630.—Sylvester B. Hill, Chicopee, Mass.,
assignor to himself and F. E. Drake, same place.

—

Wrench.—March 5, 1867.—The movable jaw and its

shank are sleeved upon the shank of the stationary
jaw, which passes through, and is secured at the end
of the handle. The nut on the handle engages the
thi-ead of the movable jaw shank, and is the means of
moving it.

Claim.—A wrench having the jaws B and C,
handle A, and nut D, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein described.

62,631.—Jean and George Hochapfel, Stras-

burg, France.

—

Tobacco Pipe.—March 5, 1867.—The
tubes are accessible ; the smoke tube from the bowl
is received in a passage, in whose lower end the
nicotine and saliva are collected.

Claim.—The arrangement of the three passages A
a c, in relation to the bowl D, none of said passages
or openings going through, and all accessible from the
outside, and forming passage, trap, and nicotine
chamber, as set forth and described.

62,632.—Charles Hollwede and Julius Brze-
ziNSKY, New York, N. Y.—Block Former for Muffs.
—Marsh 5, 1867.—The hollow cylinder is divided lon-

gitudinally into sections, and is expanded laterally

by a taper pin to stretch the skin, which has been
placed thereupon.
Claim.—A mnflf block, composed of several pieces,

,

arranged and operated substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as hereinbefore set forth.

62,633.—A. B. Hutchins, Patchogue, N. T.—
Churn Dasher.—March 5, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The dash C, consisting of the rim a, con-
nected by the oblique arms c to hub 6, and vertical
plate D, with rounded corners, rim e and opening /,

.

and fitted loosely on the rod B, operating as described
substantially as specified.

62,634.—Hyam Jacob Htams, New York, IT.

Y.— Water Meter.—March 5, 1867.—Within the case
is an eccentric revolving wheel whose wings are

'

hinged to its radial arms and connected by flexible

membranes, so as to expand and collapse alternately
as they revolve. The water is regulatediu its supply
by a float valve, and occupies the spaces of known
capacity around the wheel, -whoso revolutions are
recorded.
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rack on the back of the slide. A slidiug clamp holds
gmg tl;

slidiuR-

Claim.—First, the combination -vrith a fixed crank
S of the revolving diaphrasjm measuring chambers J,

constructed and arranged for operation in connection
vrith a foot valve G, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement, sub-

stantially as shown and described, of the revolving
cylinder with its flexible diaphragms, foot valve, and
cistern, provided with a valve controDing the head
or pressure to the measuring chamber, as herein set

forth.

62,635.—Edward M. Judd, Wolcottville, Conn.—Curtain Fixture.—March 5, 1867.—The stock car-

ries a sheave and has a tooth engaging the teeth of a
rack on the back of the s

the tooth in engagement.
Claim.—The stock c of the pulley/, having a tooth

i, taking the teeth on the inside of the slide a, in

combination with the sliding clamp g, for holding said
tooth to its place, as set forth.

62,r»36.—Zeno Kelly, ISTew Bedford, Mass.—
Sealing Padlock.—March 5, 1867.—The seal is placed
in a loop of the shackle bar which comes in front of
the key hole, so that an entering key passes through
the seal and the slot of the shackle.
Claim.—'Fivst, applying a seal or seals to the end

of the shackle suitably constructed therefor, so that
to unlock it said seal or seals must be canceled or
destroyed by the key, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, constructing the shackle in such manner,

in combination with any suitable arrangement of
locking devices upon the inside of the lock, that the
key for unlocking the lock when inserted therein
will pass through the said shackle to break the seal,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

62,637.—William H. Kellogg, Du Quoin, 111.—
Gate Latch.—March 5, 1867.—The flat sirring at the
hinging side of the gate is twisted in opening and
the torsion closes it. The incline of the latch strikes

in closing against one of the rollers, by which it is

retracted and the latch is then caught between the
rollers. A double-headed lever projects on each side
of the gate for the withdrawal of the latch.

Claim.—First, the gate latch c, in connection with
the double bent lover h h, the friction rollers k Ic and
g g, and the springs/ and 6, combined, arranged, and
operated substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.
Second, the latch c, in combination with the flat

spring h, for swinging and closing a gate, substan-
tially as herein described.

62,638.—D. J". KiRKMAN and E. H. Gray, Win-
chester, 111.—Wagon Brake.—lAax-ch 5, 1867.—The
blocks at each end of the brake bar are driven against
the wheel or withdrawn from it by the lever connected
there^\'ith by rods.
Claim.—The bar C, in combination with the ser-

rated plate F, stirrup e, the rods K K, the cleat M,
furnished with strap i, and the bar S, the whole con-
structed and arranged and operating as aod for the
purpose herein set forth.

62,639.—Matthew LaflIxV, Chicago, EL—Ap-
paratusfor Amalgamating Gold and Silver.—March
5, 1867.—An improvement on the patent of Scoville
and Gates, Sei)tember 20, 1864. The means cited in

the claims are for mixing the pulverized quartz witli

the melted lead, and for excluding the air from the
latter to prevent oxidation.
Claim:—First, a kettle with partitions dividing it

into compartments in the upper part but leaving it

open at the bottom, substantially as described.
Second, the method of excluding the air from the

leo.d l)y means of tlie covers, one or all of them, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the improved scroll wheel, with one, two or
more spiral plates, substantially as described.

Fourtl), the screw and its casing, substantially as
described.

Filth, the combination of a scroll wheel and screw,
substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of a scroll wheel, screw and
casing, substantially as described.

Seventh, the combination of a kettle, partitions, and
scroll wlieel, substantially as described.
Eighth, the combination of a kettle, partitions,

scroll wheel, and screw, substantially as described.
Ninth, the combination of a kettle, partitions, scroll

wheel, screw, and casing, substantially as described.
Tenth, the combination of a kettle, partitions, and

cover or covers, substantially as described.

62,640.—Ebenezer G. Lajisox, Shelburne Falls,

Mass.

—

Table Fork.—March 5, 1867.—The wire is

looped around the handle and secured by a collar. At
the point where the ends separate into tines they are
clamped by a ferrule, stamped or soldei'ed upon them,
and other intermediate tines, if such are used.
Claim.—A table fork made of wire, substantially

as herein described.

62,641.—Ransom K. Earaway and Jerome
Laraway, Battle Creek, Mleh.—Plow.—March 5,

1867.—Eitlier the frame with cultivator shares or the
beam of the gang plow is attached to the wheeled
frame by a pivotal connection. Either, when occu-
pying this position, is vertically adjustable by means
of the hand lever and chain.
Claim.—First, the manner herein described of at-

taching the frame B', with gang plows attached, to
the frame B attached to driving wlieels, and of at-

taching to the same plow H, as described and set
forth.

Second, the manner herein described of raising and
lowering the frame B', with plows attached, or single
plow, by means of lever C, pawl and ratchet I) and
E, and flap n and chain G, in the manner set forth and
described.

62,642.—A. T. Large, C'hiG{igo,TYi.—Seed Drop-
ping Attachment for Hoes.—March 5, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent November 27, 1866. The
seed box is attached above the hoe handle, near its

lower end, and the hand trigger operates a spring
slide which drops the seed in regulated quantity.
Claim.—The seed box B, with the box C attached,

and provided respectively with the openings h d, in

combinafton with the slide D placed within the box
C, provided with the oijening c, and oiicrated by the
spring I and lever G, all arranged and applied to the
handle of a hoe, substantially as shown and described.

62,643.—W. Law. New York, N. Y.-Refrigera-
eor.—March 5, 1867 ; antedated December 31, 1866.—
The moisture which rises from the provision chamber
into the ice chamber is condensed, collected, and con-
ducted to the exit pipe.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement within
the walls A of the corrugated inclined plates C and
bottom H, in such a manner as to prevent the air that
rises fi'om the provision chamber I from having its

moisture condensed by contact Avitli the bottom of the
plates C, and dropping back into the said provision
chamber, as herein set forth.

62,644.—William H. Lawes, Somerville, N. J. i

—Liniment for Cure of Foot Hot in Shee-p.—May 5,

1867.—Composed of nitric acid, 2 oz. ; acetate of cop-
per, 1 oz. ; sulphate of coi)i)er, 1 oz. ; nitrate of potash,
1 oz.

Claim—A liniment made of the chemical ingredi-
ents -lerein specified, and in about the proportions
specified.

62,645.—Adam Leich, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Boor
ioc/c—March 5, 1867,—The three checks ai-e protected
by a division plate from being tampered with by in-

struments, and require to be operated simultaneously
and held clear of the bolt when the latter is to be
moved by the kev-
Claim.—Fii'st, the catches or checks (' F G, applied

to opposite sides of the bolt B, in coml)ination with
the partition plate E, arranged in relation with the

bolt and the bar D, of the catch or check C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the wai'ds g, placed in line with or applied

to the outer key hole/, in combination with the par-

tition plate E and the catches or cliecks CFG, all ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described.

62,646.—Alfred Leighton, London, England.—
Apparatus for Printing on Uneven Surfaces.—March
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5, 1867.—Especially intended for ornamenting or let-

tering curved or iiTCgular surfaces. The printinc:

surface is a flexible, "elastic slieet, Avith the device

raised upon it, and the latter being inked is pressed

by fluid pressui-e against the article to be printed.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of a flexible

elastic printing surface a, with a chamber or vessel

containing fluid which, on being subjected to pressure,

is caused to act on the xwinting sui'face, substantiidly

as described.

62,647.—A. E. Lemex, Kalamazoo, Mich.—Hoist-
ing Apparatus.—March 5, 18G7.—Power applied to

the crank is communicated by the train of gearing to

the hoisting drum, and by dislocation of the connec-
tion the chain is rapidly run off the latter.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
gear wheels as shown and described, in coml)ination
with the frame, when constructed substantially as

described and for the pm-poscs set forth.

63,648.—Isaac Levine, New York, IST. Y.—Cuff.
—Maich 5, 1867.—Instead of being; a closed cylinder,

the wristlet has onsopen side, and is clamped against
the wrist by an interior coiled spring ; a cord limits

its motion in unclosing.
Claim.—A cufF A, provided with spring B, and

elastic retaining cords a, substantially as described.

62,649.-11. L. Lewis, Worcester, Mass.—^oot
T/ce.-March 5, 1867.—The pin is attached to an ai-m

of a stretching rod, and traverses upon two inclined
planes attached to the front and back of the tree ; the
adjustable heel piece is operated by a right and left

screw.
Claim.—First, a boot tree distended by means of a

pin 6, attached to an ai-m G of the stretching rod D,
which traverses upon two inclined planes, or slotted
inclines, attached respectively to the front and back
of the boot tree, substantially as and for the pm'poses
herein shown and described.
Second, a mounted swireling boot tree, which is

provided with an adjustable heel piece I, substantially
as and for the pm-pose herein shown and described.

Thii-d, the manner of operating the adjustable heel
piece, by means of a differential screw i and plates h
h, substantially as herein shown and described.

62,650.—Ax-N LoosLET, Philadelphia, Va.—Med-
icine.—March 5, 1867.—For the cure of whooping
cough. Composed of West India molasses, 180 parts

;

pulverized rosin, 60 ; and tincture of wild cherry bark,
10.

Claim.—The combination of the said ingredients,
in the said proportions, thereby producing the said
medicine, and which I propose to manufacture and sell

as "Loosley's Infallible Cure for Whooping Cough."

62,651.-0. HiGLEY and S. Toothaker, Fre-
donia, Ohio.

—

Wagon Tongue Supxiorter.—March 5,

1867.—The wagon hounds are connected beneath the
tongue hounds by a spring which forms a rest for the
tongue-supporting spring. The eye on the rear end
of the latter is passed over the end of the king bolt,
and its forward end is slipped into staples beneath
the tongue.
Claim.—The springs a and c, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the tongue or thills C,
hounds E E and axle B, for the purposes set forth and
specified.

62,652.—Theodore Mace, New York, N. Y.—
Molasses Gate.—March 5, 1867.—The valve plate has
an outer cup which receives one end of a sphal spring
whose other end abuts against the lever to keep said
plate to its face.

Claim.—The screw r, passing through the lever e,

in combination with the spring d that surrounds the
screw e, and is within a cup on the outside of the gate
c, the parts being constructed and applied in the man-
ner and for the pm-poses specified.

.62,653.—DA^^D Manuel, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Willard M.ynuel, same place.
—Bed Spri7ig Fastening.—March 5, 1867.—The up-
per rectangularlytbeut arm of the spring is held by a
metallic plate having end claws for attachment to the
slat.

Ctoim.—The cross-bar holder c, consisting of the

hooks d d, eje or bridge e, hooks g g and h, constructed
as described for the'purpose of seeming the base of
the spind wire bed spring B to the slat A, as herein
set forth.

62,654.—Thomas C. March, London, England.—
Ornamenting Mirrors.—March 5, 1867.—The objects
named in the claim arc attached by transparent ce-

ment.
Claim.—The ornamentation of mirrors, &-c., by

affixing to the surfaces of the same by cement, glass
knobs, beads, or moldings prepared by grinding the
face to be attached, substantially as set forth.

62,655.—Moses S. Marshall, Melrose, Mass.,
assignor to himself and R. Wexdell, Salem, Mass.

—

Stove Fipe Damper.—March 5, 18G7.—The damper
plate has a central opening spanned by a bar which
forms a bearing for a bolt on which a valve plate
plays. The bolt also forms means of connection to
the two cup-shaped side plates. The inversion of the
damper operates the valve.
Claim.—First, the combination in a damper of the

concave cups B B', central annular plate A, and cir-

cular plate C, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the damper spindle and
key when said parts are respectively constructed and
the whole arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

62,656.—W. C. Marshall, New York, N. Y.—
Blind Fastening.—March 5, 1867.—The shutters are
drawn to by a weighted cord, and are kept open by
a button on a shaft which extends to and is operated
from the inside.

Claim.—The latch e and releasing lever g, in com-
bination with the self-closing shutter A, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

62,657.-Charles F. Martlse, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Soletta Oil Company.—Lamp Wick.—
Mai'ch 5, 1867.—The wick has a core of wood twice
or some firm substance that will consume with the
wick; the addition gives stiffness to the wick, and
enables the teeth of the elevating wheel to operate
upon it more effectively.

Claim.—The combination of a straight stifBsh, hand
non-conducting core or thread with the loosely woven
wicking used for lamps, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

62,658.—John Matthews, Jir., New York, N.
Y.

—

Box for Holding and Transporting Bottles.—
March 5, 1867.—The box is partitioned into pockets
for the bottles, the lower edges of the partitions are
enlarged, forming shelves upon which the shoulders
of the inverted bottles rest.

Claim.—The lower extensions or strips E or E',

arranged below the upper compartments a, and con-
structed so as to form shelves or projections c or c',

on opposite sides, and to constitute lower compart-
ments d, in combination with the cross strips form-
ing the upper compartments of the box or case, sub-

stantially as specified.

62,659.—W. May, Binghamton, N. Y.—Press-
ing Leather Seams.—March. 5, 1867.— The seam is

placed on the fixed support, clamped down by side

bars, and pressed by a spring foot, actuated by a
treadle, which is re-raised by a spiral spring attached
at one end to a short arm of the treadle.

Claim.—First, the application of a treadle to a
machine for pressing leather seams, substantially as
herein shown and described.

Second, the arm c' on the treadle E, in connection
with the spring c and roller C, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Third, the spring I, and the manner of regulating
its pressure by means of the screw g, substantially as
herein shown and described.
Fourth, the rest h and clamp /i', in connection with

the pin I and spring i, made and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.
Fifth, the removable " clamp and holder" H, in

combination with the fixed supports G, substantially

as and for the pm-pose herein shown and described.

Sixth, the sliding bar F, to which the spring I is
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secured, when made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.
Seventh, the rest h, which is so constructed that

its lower edge will be parallel with its upper surface,

substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

62,660.—W. McCracken, Bainbridge, Ind.—
Cotton Cultivator.—March. 5, 1867.—The shai'e has
dovetail projections, which are held between cleats

on the moldboard. The ground wheel is attached to,

and vibratable on, the beam for vertical adjustment.
The hoe vibrates laterally by the action of a cam
wheel.

Claim.—First, the scraper I, in combination with
the plow, the former being placed at the rear of the
latter and arranged relatively therewith, substantially

as and for the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the connecting of the share ¥ to the mold-
board E by means of the dovetail arms c, cleats d,

and keys e, substantially as described.
Third, the manner of attaching the wheel C to the

beam, so that it may be adjusted higher or lower to

regulate the depth of the penetration of the plow, as
set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the hoe O, pivoted rod
P, pendant arm i, secured to the colter bar, and cam
L, operating in the manner and for the purpose speci-

62,661.—ThomasMcGrah, Sheffield, England.—
Cutlery.—March 5, 1867.—The circumferentiaUy cor-

rugated tang is fastened with sulphur in the longitu-

dinally-grooved bore of the handle.
C laim.—The securing of handles to the tangs of

cutlery by means of sulphur, substantially as set forth.

62,662.—J. McKiBBEN, Lima, Ohio.

—

Combined
Bridle and Halter.— March 5, 1867.—The cheek
pieces of the bridle and halter to which the bit and
lower ring of the halter are attached are connected
by snaps to the centering rings of the brow, crown,
and throat straps.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cheek pieces G-, of the halter, cheek piece F, of the
bridle, attached to the rings D by means of the snap
hooks H, nose strap I, chin strap J, brow band A,
crown piece B, and throat strap C, as herein set forth
tor the purpose specified.

62,663.— John M. McMullen, West Liberty,
Ohio.—Invalid Chair.—March 5, 1867.— The back
and foot rests are hinged and operated by a windlass
placed transversely beneath the seat, to which is

fastened the middle portion of a belt, whose ends are
attached to said back and foot rest.

Claim,.— The combination of the shaft F, belt Gr,

toothed wheel a with its crank b and pawl e, with
seat A, back B, feet rest C, and frame E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

62,664.—J. M. Merrymon, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and TV. M. Dunn, Gurleysville, Ala.— Cotton-seed
Planter.—March 5, 1867.—A series of cups are ar-

ranged upon an endless and inclined belt wliich passes
in at the t)ottom of the hopper and out over the front
of the same, carrying the seed from below upward.
The hopper is mounted on pivots, upon which it os-

cillates, the agitation keeping the seed toward the
bottom of the hopper. A share opens the furrow

;

the seed drops behind a hood and is covered by a
drag bar. The frame is mounted on wheels and
guided by handles.
Claim.—First, suspending the hopper E upon a

pivot, or its equivalent, so that it may be vibrated for

the pm'pose of agitating the inclosed seed.

Second, placiug the seed hopper of the seeding ma-
chine so that the feeding device, passing in at the
bottom and out at the top, shall pass vertically be-
neath tlie contained seed.

Third, agitating the seed hopper of the seeding
machine by the passage of the feeding device through
the same, for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the cup M, constructed and attached as
described, so that in passing over the upper roller J
the seed will be thrown out, as set forth.

62,665.—James C. Merritt, New York, N. Y.
—Betmner for Neckties.-Maioh 5, 1867.—The neck-

tie passes through the loops of the metallic plate, and
the latter is held down, by an elastic connection, to
the button.
Claim.—A retainer for neckties, provided with

opening a a for the reception of the necktie, and hav-
ing an elastic connection secured to the retainer by
means of lip F, and provided with the button attach-
ment e g, substantially as described.

62,666.-1. L. Miles, Charlestown, Mass.—Ap-
paratus for Printing on Glass.—March 5, 1867.—Tue
glass is supported on the guide roller, and passes over
the type beneath the pressure roller. When a bottle
is to be printed, it is supported between roUers and
the type cylinder.

Claim,.—Fu'st, a roller or segment D, to which are
secured curved ways a a' and a form of elastic type X,
In combination with inking rollers e e, and a pressm-e
roller F, or their equivalents, the whole being ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the roller or segment D with its ways and

type, in combination with two or more rollers h h,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Third, the adjustable stops or guides b b', in com-

bination with the roller or segment D, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the corrugated bands F', in combination
with the roller F, for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the roller J, with its adjustable guides c c,

arranged in respect to the roller D, substantially as
described.

62,667.—Levi Morehouse, Barton, Wis.—Bag
Tie.—March 5, 1867.—Two curved arms are pivoted
together, one slotted, with a spring rack upon it, and
the other arm fitting in the slot, and retained by the
rack.
Claim.—A. clamp with curved arms, one of them

slotted or cratchetl, and supplied with ratchet bar
and spring, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth and described.

62,668.— William Neemes, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Molding Pulley.—March 5, 1867.—The box in which
the arms and hub are molded is divided at midheight
and has segmental slides, which are withdrawn to
form the mold for the inner rib of the rim. The
mold for the flange of the same is fonned in an outer
case and has uppe^ and under beveled faces, to coin-
cide with those ot the former mold over which it is

placed.
Claim.—^First, the box A, slides C, and pattern B,

in combination Avith each other, when constructed
and arranged substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the east-iron case D, for forming the outer
side or face of the puUey, constructed as described,
and used in conjunction with the sand molds made in
box A, substantially as herein described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

62,669.—Franklin Nelson, Wyandotte, Mich.—Straightening Railroad Hails.—Maich 5, 1867.

—

The sliding press drop is operated by a toggle joint
whose central pin is connected to a crank by which it

is actuated. The roller frames which support the
rails are vibratable.
Claim.—The sliding press drop C, connected by a

toggle joint with the crank d, in combination with
the vibrating roller frames K K, constructed and
operating substantially as herein described.

62,670.-Marcus 2^eumann, New York, N. Y.—Apparatusfor Distilling and Rectifying Spirituous
Liquors.—March 5, 1867.—One or more stills, each
having a steam heating apparatus, are so connected
with each other and with a concentrator and con-

denser, as that the vapors fonned in one still can bo
made to pass through the other to heat the contents
thereof. The concentrator has conical condensing
chambers which receive a jet of water from a pipe.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the stills A A'
with heaters B aad pipes d d' cc', provided with suita-

ble stop cocks, substantially as aifd for the purpose
described.
Second, the condensing chambers I and troughs p,

in combination with the pipe q, and condenser E, and
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still A, constructed and operating substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the extra injection pipe t, in combination
\rith the pipe q, chamber I, and deflecting plate o, in

said chamber, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

62,671—Leavis T. IfEWELL, SpringTille, N. Y.—
Com S heller.—March 5, 1867.—The corn passes be-

tween a spring board and two or more corrugated,
concave-faced roUei's of downwardly decreasing con-
cavity. The face of the spring board has inclined
corrugations, and its pressure toward the rollers is

caused by an adjustable weighted lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of two or more
concave wheels similar to G- and Gr', when one or
more of said wheels are made with the toothed con-
cave surfaces deeper than the others, substantially as
described.
Second, the weighted lever H, provided with the

movable piece I, pin K, and apertures J and L, or
the equivalent thereof, substantially as and for the
purposes described, and in combination therewith the
spring board P, when constructed as described.
Third, the shape and general arrangement of the

wheels G- and G', by which I combiue in one the shell-

ing and geariug teeth.

62,672.—Mark Newxand, Dayton, Ohio.—
Washing Machuie.—March. 5, 1867.—The segmental
rubber is suspended on a cord connected with a ver-
tical treadle slide, and is osciEated by a crank. The
tub bottom is transversely grooved, and the face of
the rubber has rectangular rollers.

Claim.—The double spring connecting rod D, rub-
ber G, provided with roller K, grooved posts E, cord
L, pulley M, and treadle O, when constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

62,673.—George ITimmo, Jersey City, N". J.—
Sash Supporter.—MaTCh 5, 1867.—The rubber is se-

cured to the frame by a plate of metal, the pressure
of whose rounded inner sides gives a lateral extension
to the rubber, and enables adjustment by the attaching
screw.
Claim.—The sash or blind supporter formed of the

convex retaining cap d and screws e, combined with
the india-rubber block c, in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

62,674.—Harrison Ogborx, Eichmond, Ind.,
assignor to himself and John W. Free, same place.

—

Straw Cutter.—MsLTch 5, 1867.—The knife is adjusta-
ble by set nuts on its holding bolts. The mouth of
the box has an adjustable plate outside the knife, to
preserve it from outward side pressure. The springs
of the straw-pressure board are adjustable in ten-
sion by notched eccentrics which engage projec-
tion on the springs. A cam block on the fly wheel
engages the arm of an oscillating spring plate to
move the feed rollers by push and pull pawls.
Claim.—F'liiit, the adjustable kniie H attached to

the fly wheel, in combination with the adjustable
guide plate G attached to the frame, substantiaUy as
and for the pm-pose set forth.
Second, the combination of the adjustable knife H

and adjustable guide plate G with the inclined plate
A', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Third, the eccentric notched cam X, in combination

with the springs M, having projection M', substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Foiu-th, the cam G', in combination vrith the fly
wheel G and bell crank K, when : respectively con-
structed and arranged substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the mode of secm-ing the feed hands in their
relation to the ratchets, by projections and grooves,
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Sixth, the devices for actuating and adjusting the
feed hands by means of the adjustable cam G', bell
crank K, adjustable feed hands P and P*, and adjusta-
ble plate Q, substantially as described.

62,673.—"William John Osborne and G. B.
Massey, New York, X. Y.—Hose Coupling.—March
5, 1867.—The collar admits of detachment from the
lip by a side movement, when screwed back on its

pipe. The hose is run over the coupling pipe and

made fast on the inclined circmnferontially-groovcd
part by a screw-threaded ring.
Claim.—First, the tube A, provided with the project-

ing lip F having a groove n formed therein, in combi-
nation with the tube B, having the collar E provided
with the flange e thereon, when said parts are ar-
ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, scenting the hose to the tubes by means of
the inclined surfaces and the rings b, constructed and
arranged to operate as set forth.

62,676.—John Park, Joliet, la.—Construction
of Houses.—March 5, 1867.—Box tubes inside the
corners of the building conduct air from the cellar to
the space between the upper ceiling and the roof.

The laths are beveled on the inside to hold the plaster.

Claim.—First, the ventilators F, in connection
with the box or tube, for the purposes and substantially
as described.
Second, the beveled lath, when applied in the man-

ner and for the purposes herein shown and described.

62,677.—VoLNEY Parks, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Adding Machine.—March 5, 1867.—The numbered
disks are moved one space at a time by pawls on
spring rods beneath. One disk is marked in the mul-
tiples of 3 and the other in units. In adding, the
former is moved one space for every time the number 3
is contained in the niunber to be added, and the re-

mainder is recorded on the unit spaced disk.

Claim.— First, the two intermittingly-rotating
disks C and D, furnished on their peripheries with
diiferent series of numbers, in combination with each
other and with the stationary indices a, substantially
as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, the slides F G, pawls H, and ratchet wheels
E, arranged in relation with each other and with the
disks C B, furnished with the differing series of num-
bers, substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

62,678.—Andrew Patterson, Birmingham, Pa.—Die for Making Bells.—March 5, 1867.—The cir-

cular plate is made to assume the form stated by
subjection to a series of concavo-convex dies.

Claim.—The manner herein described of forming
bells out of circular sheets of steel by means of the
action of a series of dies of different shapes, con-
structed and operating on the material, substantially
as described, so as to condense or thicken the outer
portion of said sheets, thus fonning the bells with a
graduaUy increased thickness from their apex or center
to the base or mouth, as described and set forth.

62,679.—William F. Patterson, Vanceburg,
Ky.

—

Manufacture of Paints and other Compounds
from Bituminous Slates, &e.—March 5, 1867.—Bitu-
minous slate, after subjection to destructive distilla-

tion, is pulverized and mixed with oU, or other cohe-
sives, to form paint or cement.

Claim.—The use of powdered or ground retorted
slate witfi any of the oils, hydrocarbons, or gums, for
the purpose o'f forming a paint, paste, or plastic com-
pound, and this I claim whether otiicr material or
colors be mixed with the retorted slate powder or
paint, or whether calcined after it is retorted or not,

substantially as described.

62,680.—A. Pearsall, Atlanta, Ga.—Draft Pipe
for Locomotives.—March 5, 1867.—The draft pipe in
the smoke box into Avhich the steam is exhausted has
side openings,with outer flanges projecting downward
between them, and inner flanges projecting upward
fi-om their lower sides.

Claim.—In combination with the exhaust pipe F
and the draft pipe B, having downwardly projecting
lips 1) on its outer face, and opening C, the upwardly
projecting flanges E on the inner face of the pipe, for

the pm-pose described, substimtially as specified.

62,681.—-Tames Pine, Troy, X. Y.—Harvester.—
March 5, 1867.—The main axle is surrounded with
a sleeve, which has journal boxes affording bearings
for the axle, and having a rear extension, from which
is suspended the gearing and vibrating frame, to

which the cutting apparatus is attached. The coup-
ling piece to which the cutting apparatus is hinged
is pivoted to the vibrating arm, and is so connected
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vritli IcTcrs on the arm and sleeve, that when the
Tibratiug frame is raised or lowered, the cutting ap-

paratus is rocked so as to maintain the same angle of
presentation to the grain or grass. The coupling-

arm and cb-aft power are both attached to a sector
plate above the pivotal attachment of said plate.

Claim.—The use of an open sleeve, upon which is

suspended the gearing to drive the knife and the
attachment to hold the cutting apparatus, when said

sleeve is furnished t\ ith journal boxes, substantially

as and for the piirposes set forth.

Also, the use of the swinging arm P, when hinged
at its rear end to the projecting portionL of the sleeve,

and when said arm supports the gearing and cutting
apparatus, substantially as described.
Also, the use of the downward projecting arms or

guides Q Q', and the rearward projecting arm piece L,
in combination with the open sleeve, substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

Also, the combination of the hinge V, the coupling
piece Y, and the lever X, substantially as and for the
pui-poses set forth.

Also, the use of a graduated sector-shaped draft

bar, when both the cord or chain and double tree or
team are united to it above its pivoted point, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

62,682.—A. M. Polsey, Boston, Mass., assignor
to T. H. Fuller.— Machine for Making Nails.—
March 5, 1867.—The nail is received from the shaping
and drawing roller dies between U\o movable plates,

which are forced in by side rollers to straighten the
nail. Its point is removed by a cutter at the same
time. A sining beneath the head ejects the nail

from the dies.

Claim.—In combination with the drawing and shap-

ing die rolls and with the rolls b c, between which the
nail is passed, the movable blocks or pieces e f, ar-

ranged to operate against and straighten the opposite
edges of the nail, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the rolls b c and the edge-
straightening blocks ef, the throats, operating in con-
nection with the rolls to straighten the broad faces of

the nail, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the rolls 6 c and the
straightening mechanism, the die projection m oper-

ating in connection with the edges of the groove d to

shear or clip off the rough edges of the nail near the
point, and also so formed as to chamfer the end of the
nail, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the rolls b c and straight-

ening mechanism, the cutter n for pointing or finish-

ing the point of the nail, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the rollers b c and the
straightening mechanism, the spring i for thi'owing
the head of the nail from the groove, substantially as
described.
Also, the arrangement of the straightening, cham-

fering, and cutting mechanism described, so as to au-

tomatically co-operate with the shaping and di"awing
die rolls h, substantially as set forth.

62,683.—James S. andEussEL Porter,•Water-
ford, N. Y.—Alarm iocA-.—March 5, 18G7.—When
the bolt is moved by the key a latch is elevated which
releases the hammer, and the latter exiilodes the cap
upon the nipple. The cam at the lower side of the
case is turned to engage the bit of the key and pre-

vent its rotation.

Claim.—Fivst, the pistol C, hammer G-, latch H,
and trigger L. when all arranged and combined with-

in the inferior of a lock casing, provided with a cover
O and plug E, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose described.
Second, the cam P, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

62,684.—Silas S. Putnam and Lucius Jl. Dwel-
LEY, Dorchester, Mass., assignor to S. S. Putnam &
Co.

—

Machine for Making Homeshoe Nails.—March
5, 1867.—The nails are made directly from the rod

by H continuous operation, the l^lan'k from which
the nail is to be made being fii'st cut from the rod and
then passed successively through a series of revolving

dies operating in paii'S, by which it is gradually di-awn

down and finished.

Claim.—First, the combination of the several pairs

of revolving dies, connected by gearing and otherwise
aiTanged to ouerate successively and alternately on

opposite sides of a nail blank, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, in combination "vvith the foregoing, a device

for cutting oflF the blank, substantially as described.
Third, in nail-making machines, having a series of

pairs of revolving dies operating substantially as de-
scribed, constructing the several pairs of dies in the
form herein described, for di-awing down the blank in
a rounded form dm'ing the first part of the operation,
and afterward to the form proper for the nail, as
specified.

62,685.—Silas S. Putnam and Lucius H. Dwel-
ley, Dorchester, Mass., assignor to S. S. Putnam
& Co.

—

Machine for Making Sorseshoe Nails.—
March 5, 1867.—The rod is fed from the furnace by
corrugated rollers and acted on alternately by verti-

cally and horizontally moving pairs of recess-headed
hammers. The lowerhammer has positive movement
to its place and acts the part of an anvil. The three
other hammers are retracted by cams and driven for-

w^ard by springs. These cams are so formed as to
cause lighter strokes as the work progresses.
Claim.—Pii'st, the combination of the cams with

the spring hammers, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the rolls R and the feed mechanism, con-
structed substantially as described, in combination
with the hammers F G- H I, operating substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the mechanism, substantially as described,
for cutting off the nail, without moving the rod from
its normal position.
Fourth, the mechanism, substantially as described,

for cutting off the nail, in combination with the ham-
mers K L M N and a device for holding them apart
and out of the way of the cutters while the nail is

being cut off.

Fifth, the combination with the hammers K L M
'N, mechanism for cutting off the nail, feed rolls R
and fm-nace O, operating substantially as described
for the pm-posG set forth.

Sixth, the hammer or former IST brought up posi-

tively to the nail rod in combination with the spring
hammers K L M, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Seventh, the cam wheels F G- H I, in combination
with the hammers K LM oST and a device for cutting
off the nail, substantially as described.

62,686.—George T. Eeed, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Broom and Brush Head.—March 5, 1867.—The corn
is placed between the bars of the lower side of the
head and those on a separate frame. The bars of each
frame are then forced into the interstices of the other
and retainedby the upturned edges of the lower frame,
which engage the upper frame or head.
Claim.—A broom head composed of frame ABC

D, strips, wooden or metalUc, a a' and C, and top piece
T, all combined together in the manner and for the
purpose above described and set forth.

62,6Sr.—Warren Eobinson, Highgate, Yt., as-

signor to himself, J. H. Fairchild, and H. Farring-
ton, same place.

—

Dumping Wagon.—March 5, 1867.

—A series of boxes to receive the load are pivoted to

allow their upturning for discharge. The boxes have
but one end each, Avhich serves as a division between
that and the one adjoining.
Claim.—The constructron of boxes A, as herein de-

scribed, and used with the frame B B, in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

62,688.—George Eogers, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Casting Pipes.—March 5, 1867.—Two rings of metal
are an-anged in the mold so as to form the circumfe-
rential end recesses for the connecting collars and
give a smooth surface to the same. Applicable to the

patent of J. M. Bolles, June 19, 1855.

Claim.—Tho use of the rings or chills A A, in the

manner and for the purposes described.

62,689.—Henry EorES, Brooklyn, :N'. Y.—Pocket
Book Clasp.—March 5, 1867.—The catch engages be-

liind a spring plate, which has a side movement by a
thumb plate at bottom.
Claim.—lu a clasp for purses, pocket-books, <S:c.,

the construction and arrangement of the slotC which
takes the catch and catch A, substantially as described.
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to allow of automatic expansion and contraction of the

purse, in combination with the bar J) and spring a, or

theii- equivalent, for locking or fastening the catch

and holding the two parts of the clasp together, the

screral parts operating substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

62,690 O. Sage. Wellington, Ohio.— C/ieese

Fat.—March 5, 18t;7.—The cheese vat sets within a
tank to which water from a heater is admitted. The
flow of water is regulated by a valve operated by a
wire from the outside.

Claim.—Tho arrangement of the valve U and rod
3 in combination with the box B, in the manner and
for the purpose herein specified.

62,691.—Elxatiiax Sampsox, Lansingburgh, IsT.

Y., assignor to himself and E. Cha3Ibeklal\, same
place.

—

liailroad Rail.—March 5, 18li7.—The chair
rail is bolted to the sleepers and has an upward flange
to sustain the track rail laterally and a foot flange to
receive the lower bearing edge of the rail. The rails

are laid to break joiut.

Claim.—First, the chair rail A, constructed with its

sides P C, top «, groove g, and rib r, together with
the usual base and flanges, substantially as set forth
and described.
Second, the bearing rail B, constructed with its

track face <?, beveled inner edge i, sides h h', bearing
edge k, substantially as set forth and described.

62,692.—Jacob ScmroLL, New York, 1^. Y.—
Ant i-Rheumatic Compound.—March 5, 1867.—Com-
posed of extract of rain worms, 4 ; extracts of ants, 4

;

camphor dissolved in alcohol, 3 ; extract of crocus
sativus, 1 part.

Claim.—An anti-rhetunatic compound made, as de-

scribed.

62,693.—Franzis Schweizer, l^ew York, :N'. Y.—Machine/or Cutting Threads on Bolts.—March 5,

1867.—Two dies and die stocks are secured to two
horizontal shafts, which are connected by gearing so
as to revolve in opposite directions. The bolts are
held in two vises, and are fed to the dies. As the
latter revolve in opposite directions a thread will cut
on one bolt while the other bolt is being released from
its die, and conversely. The driving crank is rotated
in alternate directions.
Claim.—First, the sliding stocks X and O, in com-

bination with the lever P, arranged relatively with
the cutters a and b, operating as described^ for the
purpose specified.

Second, the adjustable lever P, which is provided
with arms d and e, substantially as and for the pui'-

I)ose herein shown and described.
Third, the elastic sliding rest g. made and operating

substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

62,694.—H. H. Seely, Hudson, Mich., assignor
to himself and F. Swift. Lenawee county, Mich.

—

Grain Separator.—^aveh 5, 1867.—The angle of in-
clination of the bottom of the shoe is adjustable. A
wrist on the fan shaft is connected to the bell-crank
Igrer, whose rod gives a lateral motion to the shoe,
while the other rods give a longitudinal and partial
rotary motion.
Claim.—First, the adjustable shoe bottom C, rod b,

and perforated plate a upon the shoe, arranged and
used as and for the purpose herein specified.
Second, the arrangement of the rod G, lever H, and

rods J and L. with the shoe, for the pm'pose of giving
said shoe three motions, or one, as may be desired,
substantially as set forth.

62,695.^Jacob H. Shear, Albany. N.'Y.—Ash
and Sifting Pan for Cooting-Stoves.—'SLavc'h. 5, 1867.—A sloping plate beneath the grate of the fire cham-
ber directs ashes and cinders into a removable tray
beneath the hearth. The grated bottom of the trav
is oscillated, and the ashes fall into a box beneath.
Ctaiw.—First, the sloping plate under the fire

chamber, in combination with a closely-fitted lift-

ing receiver, having an independentlv-vibrating or
oscillating grated bottom for sifting the ashes, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the ptirposes above
descri])ed.

Second, the detachable lifting receiver, with a vi-

brating or oscillating grated bottom fitting closely to
the hearth and to the sloping jjlate under the fire

chamber, for the ptu-poses within described, in com-
bination with the lifting ash pan tmderiieath, to re-

ceive the ashes during the sifting of the same.
Third, the detachable receiver with the vibrating

or oscillating grated bottom, in combination with
the lifting ash pan underneath and the vacant space
or chamber F between the receiver and the front of
the oven, to give the grate room to vibrate outside of
the receiver, substantially as shown and described.
Fourth, the detachable lifting receiver, having a

vibrating or oscillating grated bottom, constructed
in the manner substantially as and for the pm*pose
above described.

62,696.— Frederick Shickle and Evermoxd
Eaxdals, St. Louis, Mo.—Fi7fcr.—March 5, 1867.—
The water poured in above passes by a tube to a sedi-
ment chamber below, and thence upward through the
filtering material to the chamber Avhence it is drawn.

Claim.—The water filter, consisting of the annular
receiving chamber E, filtering chamber l3, supply
chamber C, surrounded at its upper part bj the parti-
tion wall d d. tube //, air tube g, and mud chamber
B, when constructed and arranged as herein set foith,
for the pm-pose specified.

62,697.— Michael Snioxs, Middletown, Conn.—Strainer for Coffee and Tea Pots.—March 5, 1867.
—The strainer is movable in guides, and removable
to prevent its becoming rusty in place.

Claim.— The arrangement and combination of
movable strainer C with its handle D and guides B,
when made of britannia ware and attached to and
operating on the inside at the base of the spout of a
tea or colfee pot, as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

62,698.— Hex-rt C. Sxovt, Princeton, lU., as-

signor to himself and C. C. Lattdier, same place.

—

Cutter for Trimming Wall Paper.—March 5, 1867.

—

The paper is laid with its margin projecting over the
edge of the table. A wheel running on the paper
communicates its motion to a paii- of cutting wheels,
between which the paper is passed.

Claim.—An implement or cutter for the trimming
of wall or other paper or sheet material, constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially as herein de-
scribed.

62,699.-J'0HX G. Sorgex, Kenton, Ohio.—Stove-
pipe Brum.—March 5, 1807; antedated January 10,

1867.—The upper and lower deflectors have movable
center pieces and marginal flue spaces. The middle
deflector has a central apertm-e.
Claim.—The deflecting cones F and L and the

frustum of a cone J, arranged in relation to each
other and the cybnder A, as set forth.

Also, making the points of the deflecting cones
movable, so that they can be swung from the opening
in the cone to let the blaze and smoke pass up in the
center of the cylinder.

62,700.—Ezra Staples and "Willia^iW. Gould,
Skowhegan, Me.— Car Coupling.— March 5, 1867.

—The link is held in coupling position by a bent rod
operated by a horizontal shaft. The niik entering
the opposite drawhead displaces the counterweighted
catch, and releases the frame to which the coupling
pin is attached.

Claim.— The drop slide D, carrying the pin C,
forked piece F, book G, counterbalance G', drawhead
A having its bottom plate, slotted lug n, bent lever J,
horizontal rod k, and handles m m, when all are con-
structed and arranged as herein set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

62,701— Carlos Swift, Mt. Carroll, HI.—At-
taching Cords to Windoiv Sashes.—March .5, 1867.

—

The slotted bed plate is embedded in the edge of tho
sash. The knot of the sash cord is caught behind tho
catch plate, which is inserted behind the bed plate.

Claim.—The bed plate a. in combination with the
catch plate b. for attaching the cord d to the sash A,
arranged and operating as and for the pm-poses herein
described.
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62,702.—Chester W. Sykes, Siiflaeld, Coim., as-

signor to James Morse, H. H. W. Wright. Albert
PlCKERNELL, MARSHALL W. PaRKER, PtlCHARD S.
Jexxess, Daxiel Dorr, James A. Kelly, George
OcHS, and Clarence L. TTilkixs, South Boston.
Mass., and Erastus Wilkins, Warner. !N^. H.

—

Knife and Scissors combined.— March 5, 1867.—

A

knife blade is attached to one blade of the scissors,

and the edge of the former is covered with a hinged
shield when not in use.

Claim.—The knife blade B, shield A, in combina-
tion with the scissors, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein described.

62,'5'03.— Hekry Todd, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to The Bridgeport Brass Compaq'Y.-J/ac/iine
for Polishing Sheet Jletals.—March 5, 18G7.—The
sheets of metal ai-e passed thi'ough a trough, haying
pressure applied to corrugated scouring surfaces, be-
tween which the metal passes to a removable sleeve
on a revolving shaft.

C laim.—The combination of the trough and pressor
B and C with the rotating shaft E, arranged to draw
the sheet through the scouring surfaces of the trough
and presser. substantially as specified.

Also, in combination with the same, the removable
sleeve G and reversely-rotating shafts E and F, es-

sentially as and for the"^purposes herein set forth.

62,704.—"William H. Towers, Boston, Mass.—
Kindling Fires—March 5, 1867.—A bm-ner is attached
to the side of a stove or gi-ate connected with the gas
pipes, so as to bring a jet of gas to play on the coals,

or other fuel in the stove, to kindle it.

Claim.—The use of gas for kindlin"- fixes, substan-
tially as hereicf set forth and described.

62,705—Jos. F. Tuder, Philadelphia, Va.—Eest
for Sharpening Savjs.—M.iu:ch. 5, 1867.— The rest
supports saws while they are sharpened, and the table
is adjustable in any direction, and controUod by a pro-
jecting arm fitting in notches in a rack or plate, and
secured in position by a set screw.
Claim.—First, conibining the rest plateA with the

standard B by means of the joint a at or near the
plate, substantially as above described and for the
pm-pose specified.

Second, the combination of the rack/ on the stand-
ard B with the rest plate A, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

62,706.—Charles Usher, Iowa Falls, Iowa.—
Manufacture of Iron and Steel—March 5, 1867.

—

Wrought iron or steel to be coated -niith malleable
cast iron is placed between two shells of malleable
ii'on, with intervening layers of borax. The sheets
arc then placed in a furnace heated to such a degi-ee
as to melt the malleable iron.
Claim.—Tho within-described process for plating

iron and steel, substantially as herein described.

62,707.—ML^RY V.vN Yranken, Washington, D
C.

—

Attach'ment for Heating Kettles and Boilers by
Gas.—March 5, 1867.—The kettle stands on a perfor-
ated cone, which foi-ms a cap over the bm-ner, the
apex of the cone extending within the bottom of the
kettle.

Claim.—^A perforated stand attached to the bottom
of a kettle or boiler, and adapted to be used upon an
ordinary gas bm'ner, substantially as and for the pm--
pose specttied.

62,708.-C. F. Walker, Benford's Store, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—March 5, 1867.—The beaters are
alternately vertically reciprocated by the lever. The
standard "on each (lasher is the fulcrum while the
other is being moved.
Claim.—The combination of the dashers B B,

valves 6, lever C, AAcight D, and tub A, as and for the
purposes specified.

62,709.—S. W. H. Ward, :N-ew York, N. Y.—
Envelopefor Spittoons.—March 5, 1867.—The spittoon
is concealed in a box, whose hinged lid may form a
footstool, &c. A hole in tlie bottom of the box as-

sists in raising the spittoon for removal from the box.
Claim.—The spittoon envelope, with the perfora-

tion E iu the bottom for the pm-pose of raising the

spittoon out of the cavity which contains it, when it

is desired to remove it, substantially as set forth.

62,710.- George I. Washburx, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Steam Engine.—March 5, 1867.— Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the cylinders A
C with their double-acting pistons B D, and valve with
three disks reciprocating iu the chamber between the
cylinders and controlling the ports, substantially as
described.
Second, the steam valve, when arranged to be oper-

ated by pressure from below and an eccentric above,
substantially as described.

62.711.— George I. Washburx, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Steam Engine.—March 5, 1867.—The rods of
the pistons of the respective cylinders are united to
the cranks, which have a relative angle of 180° on
the same shaft. Steam admitted above the smaller
piston is used directly, and, the valve being raised, is

cut off; and the annulai- space between the two disks
forms a means of conveying the steam below the said
piston, where it is equalized as to its effect on that
piston, and above thelai-ger piston, where it is utilized

expansively.
Claim.—An. arrangement of cylinders and steam

ports, by which the steam, after being used on one
piston, is permitted to flow to the other side of the
same piston, and to the other cylinder, to be used ex-
pansively, substantially as described.

Also, the arrangement of the double-disk hollow
valve H, operating substantially as described.

62.712.— George I. Washburn, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Steam Engine.—March 5, 1867.—The cylin-

ders may be parallel, in line, or otherwise. Live
steam, after being used on the smaller pistons alteru-

ately, is used expansively upon alternate sides of the
double-acting piston.
Claim.—The arrangement of the two cylinders

with single-acting pistons, and the larger cylinder
with a double-acting piston, upon whose sides the
steam from the other cylinders is used expansively,
substantially as described.

62.713.— George I. Washburx, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Steam Engine.—March 5, 1867.— On each
rod is a double-acting piston and a double disk valve,
respectively working in steam and valve cylinders
placed in Line. Two such arrangements are placed
parallel, and connect by ports, so that each valve gov-
erns the admission, &c., of steam to the steam cylin-

der alongside of it. A valve on the exhaust port
prevents the reflux of steam into the cylinder after
the exhaust has taken place.

Claim.—First, the arrangement upon one piston
rod of the double-acting operating piston in its own
cylinder, and a valve or valves attached to said piston
rod and operating within a valve chamber in line with
said cylinder, substantially as described.
Second, the combinatio'n with each other of two

such arrangements as expressed in the above claim,

the valves attached to a given pistou rod in each
case governing the induction and eduction ports of
the opposite steam cylinder, in which reciprocates
the other piston rod, substantially as described.

Third, a valve, operating in connection with an ex-

haust port or pipe, to permit the egress of steam and
prevent reflux thereof, for the pm-pose described.

62,71 4.—George Waite, ISTew Orleans, La., ad-

ministrator of the estate of John Watts, deceased.

—

Filter.—March 5, 1867.— The water in the annular
outer chamber enters perforations at the upper por-

tion of the filter, descends through the filtering ma-
terial, and through the chamber below to the chamber
above, whence it is discharged by a faucet.

Claim.—A water filter and cooler, having the
chamber B, the cylinder H, perforated at a, filtering

material C, cylinder H'. perforated at a', chamber D,
and clear-water chamber E, all aiTanged as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

62,715.— Wexdelin Weis, St. Paul, Minn.—
Apparatus for Making Vinegar.—March 5, 1867.

—

The wash passes fi'om the top down through the

whole series of troughs, and a current of air passes
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in the opposite direction over the surface of the
liquid.

Claim.—An apparatus for making vinegar, which
consists of the boxes C C, troughs D D or blocks F
or G, all made and operating substantially as and for

the purpose herein shown and described.

62,716.—Dan. "Welch, Lowell. Mass., assignor
to H. A. HiLDiiETH, Lowell, and W. J. JoHXsox,
Kewton, Mass.—PZafe Lifter.—March 5, 18G7.—The
jaws consist of wire loop.s, which catch beneath the

edge of the plate, the adjustability of one jaw allow-

ing it to accommodate itself to varying sizes of plates.

Claim.—The combination of the fixed and swiug-
iiig juw B audC, arranged substantially as described
and for the purpose fully set forth.

62,717.—John S. Williams, Warsaw, Ohio.—
Ointment for Treating Diseases in Horses and other

Animals.—March 5, 1867.—For veterinary purposes.
Composed of cantharides, pulv., 3 oz. ; oil of spike,

2 oz. ; tincture iodine, 3 oz.
;
gum camphor, 1 oz.

;

corrosive sublimate, 5 drachms ; spii'its of tui'pentine,

3 oz.
;
gum euphorbium, 3 oz. ; fish or lard oil, 1 quart.

Claim.—The improved Spanish ointment, for treat-

ing the diseases of hoi'ses, prepared substantially as
herein set forth and described.

62,718.— Eli York, \Yindsor, HI.- Portable
Fence.—March 5, 1867.—The posts are planted in the
sills and braced by inclined struts, which are con-
nected by cross-bars. The boards lie in the mortises
of the posts, and ha've connecting slats at the overlap
of adjacent panels.

Claim.—The combination of the post A, mud siUs

B, braces C, planks D, connecting bars E, and cross-

bars G. substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

62,719.—Joseph Zahm, Fredonia, X. Y.—Shift-

ing Rail for Carriage Seats.— March 5, 1867.—The
rear rail has a joint at its mid-length, each section
being independently pivoted to a lever. When the
latter is thrown down the sections are thi-own in line,

and the hooks on the rail are thrust into the retaining
sockets on the seat.

Claim.—The joint and lever above described, and
the use and application of the same, for the uses and
purposes above described.

62,720.—.John Haktzell Zixn, IdavUle^a., as-

signor to himself and Peteii D. Johns.—Singe.—
March 5, 18CJ7.—The hinge may be used as a right or
left. The leaves are counterparts. The portion of
the leaf attached to the support is thicker than the
remainder, and a shoulder is formed on each leaf at

the point where they shut into each other. The cen-
tral portion projects equally on each side.

Claim.—Fii'st, attaching the socket or knuckle c

to the leaf centrally, so as to project equally on each
side of the leaf at the point of attachment, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.
Second, the leaves A and B, constructed with the

parts a and b of different thickness, and arranged
to shut together, as shown and described.

Third, a loose-joint butt liinge, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as herein set forth.

62,721.— John Zundorff, ITew York, N. Y.—
Steam Valve.— March 5, 1867.—The expansion ring
on the piston throttle valve is packed against the
walls of the cylindrical valve chamber. Tlie valve is

moved by a rack and segment pinion.
Claim.—The expansive movable ring &, with longi-

tudinal slot n and ports m m', when constructed sub-
stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

62,722.—John Zl-ndorff, Xew York, N. Y.—
Safety Faii'c—March 5, 1867.—The pressure of the
steam raises the valve against the force of the spring
until openings in the. tubular valve stem come oppo
site to the ports in the spherical enlargement of the
escape pipe. If pressed above this point, the valve
itself passes the ports and steam escapes freely.

Claim.—First, the spherical-formed pipe p, in com
bination with the ports G G' Cr" G'", when constructed
and operated substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the valve E and ports

G G' G" G'", for the purpose specified.

Third, the spring h, in combination with the piston
d, shippers g and/, when operated as above described.

62,723.-11. D. Chatterton, Bath, England.—
Pro2>eWer.—March 5, 1867.—The two water pipes tra-
verse the vessel its whole length below the water line.
The vertically moving diaphragms form stops in these
pipes on each side of the pump, bv which the water is
actuated. Valves in one pair of the diaphragms allow
the pa,ssage of water in one direction and tliose of tho
other in a contrary one. The valve rods are so coup-
led together that the descent of either pair raises the
other.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the valved di.-i-

phragms G G' in the tube A, constructed as described,
and operated simultaneously by means of a connect-
ing device of rack and wheel, or equivalent, for the
purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the valves G G' H H',
the racks and pinions, and the reversing apparatus I
J K, or equivalent device, as setfbrth.

Third, tho combination with the longitudinal tube
A of the direct action engine and pump acting be-
tween valved diaphragms connected for simultaneous
adjustment and reversal, substantially as described,

62,724.—Robert H. Aldrich, Northampton,
Mass.—Z)i(6«in<7 JBrit^/i.-March 12, 1867.—The wires
are planted in a circular series of holes in the stock
and are furnished with strips of sheeuskin with the
wool on.
Claim.—The duster herein described, constructed

of plumes formed by attaching strips of sheepskin to
wires a a, &c., which are fastened in the handle A
B, in the manner set forth.

62,725.—Thomas J. Arnold and Benjamin Ir-
ving, Xew York, N. Y.—Porcelain Gas Burner.—
March 12, 1867.—The porcelain burner is cither per-
forated or slit. It is intended to avoid the difficulty
in metal bm'uers of gumming up from coiTosion.
Claim.—The making of a glazed porcelain gas

burner by perforating or slitting it after being glazed,
for the purposes and in the manner substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

62,726.—Wm. Bamford, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Heating ^S^o ye.—March 12, 1867; antedated Septem-
ber 12, 1866.—The air chambers are suspended in the
stove above the fire space.

Claim.—First, the air-heating chamber, composed
of an upper and lower cylinder connected by one or
more air flues, and located entirely above the'fire box
so as to bring all parts of the chamber and flues in
contact with the heated products of combustion, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of tho
upper cylinder C and lower cylinder B, connected by
the flues c, and located above the fire box, with tho
pipe or flue F and the discharjje pipe I or E and stove
case A, substantially as specified.

62,727.—Levi Bissell, New York, N. Y.—Car
True/:.-March 12, 1867.—The two-wheeled and four-
wheeled frames are connected together by brace rods
which cause the axles to assume a radial 'direction on
a curve.
Claim.—A two-wheeled truck in combination with

a truck of fom- or more wheels, both trucks moving
on king bolts and connected together by jointed
braces, substantially as set forth.

62,728.-^ESSE Booher, Dayton, Ohio.—Flower
Pot and ru&.—March 12, 1867^-Wooden vertical
staves are confined in the grooves of the bottom and
tho annular head plate. These metallic plates are
held together by bolts.

Claim.—The cast-iron plates A and B and their ar-
rangement with reference to the staves e and rods//,
in the manner substantially as and for theiJurpose'do-
scribed.

62,729.— PuuMOUT Bradford, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent & Company, same place.
—Lifting Handle.—March 12, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The socket A formed with a vertical slot

d, provided midway with a seat to receive the tron-
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iiiou a, constructed aud arranged to operate as herein

tlescribed, as an article of manufactui'e.

62,730.—Eugene Brown and "Wm. Pool, Bir-

mingham, Mich.

—

Potato Scoop.—March 12, 1867.

—

The iron rods or wires are placed at equal distances

on an iron frame, Tcliich is attached to a wooden handle
and acts as a screen in shoveling potatoes or other
roots.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a potato
shovel A A' B, constructed substantially as described.

62,731.—Enoch Caeleton and Eli Goss, Port-
land, Me.—Artificial Leg.—March 12, 1867. —The
knee is stiffened when the weight is imposed upon the
foot, and as the leg is flexed the detent catch of the
knee ai-ticulation is withdrawn. A posterior spring
rod remains in contact with a plate on the heel and is

di'iven up as the leg is extended, and the heel rests on
the ground.

Claim.—A knee joint made stiff when the weight
is borne upon the leg by means of a movable rod or
bolt attached to the leg, externally or internally bear-

ing upon the heel and extending upward into a catch
or slot upon the leg above the knee joint, which rod
is worked by means of a spiral or other spring in such
a manner that when the weight is removed from the
leg the rod is forced downward by the spring out of the
slot or catch, thus liberating the joint and leaving the
lower leg fi-ee and swinging ; and when the weight is

placed upon the leg by bearing upon the heel, the rod
is pushed upward into the slot or catch, and the knee
joint thus held stiff while the weight is borne upon
the leg.

Also, the rendering of the knee joint stiff or limber
at pleasm-e by means of a spring rod and catch ap-

plied as above described.

62,732.—Geo. R. Claek, Livonia, IST. Y.—Fence.
—March 12, 1867.—The notched rail ends of the ad-

jacent panels overlap within the mortises of the post
in whicli they are keyed. The fence is stayed later-

ally by A-shaped braces.
Claim.—The relative arrangement of the joint

braces or jacks J and the sections or lengths B and
A, when the parr-s arc constructed aud connected sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pui-poses herein
set forth.

62,733.—Isaac Cook, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

to himself and M. Randolph & Co., same place.—
Bran Duster.— March 12, 1867.— The meal is fed

into the machine at the bottom, separated from foreign
substances, and then carried upward and in contact
with the sieve by means of the devices cited in the
claims.
Claim.—First, feeding the material through a pipe

L and upon the receiving I head underneath the
Ibeaters, substantially as set forth.

Second, passing the materisil njiwardly from the
head I by an upward air draft drawn from the lower
air feed K, substantially as set forth.

Third, the receiving 'head I, constructed and ope-

rating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, adjusting the beaters qv to anv desk-able
angle, by means substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of the beaters n and the dis-

tributing head IST, operating substantially as set forth.

Sixth, retm-ning the bran from the receiving sur-

face/' through the feed pipe L, substantially as and
for the pm'poses described.

Seventh, the combination of the feed pipe L, head
I, distributing head I\', and adjustable beaters M, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses described.

62,734.—Hugh H. Craigie, New York, IST. Y.—
JBasin.—March 12, 1867.—The interior confonnation
of the basin is i)reserved and a circle of holes jiear its

upper margin leads into a circumferential chamber to

whose walls the discharge pipe is connected.
Claim.—A stationary wash basin witli a horizontal

flattened water-way around the upper portion of said

basin and outside of the general curvature of the in-

terior of the basin, said water-way opening into the
"basin through the sides thereof so as to take away the
surplus or overflow water from the basin, as speci-

fied.

Also, forming the descending horn or overflow pipe

upon the outside of said horizontal water-way and
opening into the same, as specified.

62,735.—Geo. G. Curtis, Rochester, N". Y.—
Gate.—March 12, 1867.—Supporting rollers act on a
slide bar upon the gate and another side bar projects
from one side of the gate to raise and direct the same
as it slides back. A flanged roller above has vertical
play in a slotted plate and serves to hold the gate by
a rail upon it.

Claim.—First, in combination with a sliding gate
A, the employment of the double inclined rails B B',
the one running the length of the gate and the other
extending beyond and serving to hold the gate in
place while at the same time it insm-es its self-action,

the whole arranged and operating as and for the pui"-

poses herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the brace d with the ex-
tended inclined rail B' and gate A, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the clip
or stirrup D holding the roller a, operating as herein
set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the sliding guide i with
gate A and inclines B B', as set forth.

Fifth, the double-acting latch C, employed in com-
bination with the gate A, as sp^Med.

62,736.—Horace H. Day, New York, N. Y.—
Canals and Navigation thereof.—March 12, 1867.

—

It is intended to enable the removal of vessels from
one water level to another without lowering the water
on the higher levels under conditions of short supply
of water. The vessel floating in a caisson is sup-
ported in a level position upon a wedge-shaped frame
whose lower longitudinal bars run upon the rollers
which have their bearings upon the inclined planes
up which the vessel in the caisson is drawn by the
cable.

Claim.—First, in the construction of canals the
double inclined planes in combination -n-ith floating dry
docks or movable camels, and tlaeii- combination with
canals for the raising and transportation of vessels
from, one water level to another, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the ratchet shafts, or their equivalent, for

holding or moving the wire or other cable, when used
in combination with inclined planes and movable
locks, substantially as described.

Third, the water tanks, caissons or locks, constructed
with a wedge-shaped bottom, to hold water upon a
level for passing ships up and do-^^n inclined planes,
substantially as described.
Fourth, the water tanks, caissons or locks contain-

ing water for passing vessels up and down inclined
planes, in combination with stationary rollers or
wheels placed in and revolving upon the bed of the
inclined plane, substantially as described.

Fifth, the wedge-shaped camels, or a detached seg-
ment or portion thereof, or both, upon inclined planes
for passing the same from one an^-le or inclination to
another, and the combination ot the wedge-shaped
camels with one or more inclined planes when used
to transport vessels, substantially as described.

62,737.— A. J. DooLiTTLE, Hamden, Conn.—
Pruning Shears.—March 12, 1867.—The spring ope-
rates to open the blades aud the loop and hook to
maintain the closed position when required.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the double-leg

coil spring in the manner described, in combination
with the two handles B and D, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the loop I upon the one
handle and the hook L upon the other, so as to ope-
rate substantially as set forth.

62, «''3S.—Edward Dunscomb, Boston, Mass.—
Vacuum Pump.—Mia-ch 12, 1867; antedated Fel)-

ruary 28, 1867.—The vessel contains water and is fitted

with a beU to which weighted cords are attached. A
pipe is connected with the still, pan, retort or other
object, passes up into the vessel and terminates above
the surface of the water.

Claim.—The peculiar construction of the vacuum
pump j j, that is, as composed of the vessels n and o

and pipes h i'K, with their stop-cocks, as to operate
both as a vacuum pump and vapor receiver andstorer,
substantially as aud in manner described.
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&ii739'—Edward Duxscomb, Boston, Mass.

—

VamumPump, Pan. d-c—March 12, 1867 ; antctlated

February 28, 18G7.—The still has within it a steam
heater and opens into a dome within a vessel which
is filled with eoUl water. From the dome extend pipes

connected with vacuum pumps, Avhicli consist of vessels

containius water and fitted with inverted bells raised

by weig-hts. The vapors from the still are condensed
upon the dome and caught by an annular trough, from
whence they are conducted to the receiver.

Claim.—First, the air induction pipe c' with its

Btop-cock d' applied to the air-tight tank g' for the
purpose described, substantially as set forth.

Second, the pipe /with tlie stop-cock /', as applied

to tank g and trough e, as before described.
Thii'd, the employment of the generator C in com-

bination with the condenser D and pipes h and k and
vacuum pump j j. substantially as set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the condensing appa-
ratus before described, the aii'-tight tank g, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the condensing dome d
and trough c with pipes hi k and vacuum pumps j j,

essentially as set forth and explained.

62,740.—.John E. Finley, Memphis, Tenn.—
Churn.—March 12, 1867.—The blades of the respect-

iye dashers are so inclined as to cause them to re-

volve in opposite directions as the plunger is recip.

located.
Claim.—The combination of the propeller wheels

B C with the air cells or indented ai-ms D D, for the
purpose herein set forth.

62,741.—L. H. Gang, Milwaukee, Wis.—Bag
Solder.—ilarch 12, 1867.—The ai-m and platlbrm are
respectively hinged to the standard and fold up for

stowage or' transportation. The projecting arm holds
the bag by means of a spring and is itself supported
by a hinged brace which engages a notch in the
standard.
Claim.—First, a platform A, upright standard B,

and adjustable arm C in combination, to fold up, sub-
stantially as and lor the purpose described.
Second, arm C with jaAVS 1). metal jaws E, support

F, and spring G- in combination, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

62,742.—Aaron S. Hadley, Boston, Mass.—
Dusting Brush.—March 12, 1867.—A ^iniiture duster
whose flexible perforated arms are nu'uished with
woolen yarn or other suitable substitute in the place
of feathers.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the spreader with the handle, the flexile

aims and nnsses of fibrous material applied to and
arranged with such arms or to them and the handle,
substantially as specified.

Also, the combination of the finishing masses of
fibrous material extending tlii'ough the handle with
the fiexilc arms, or the same and the spreader and

.

the masses of yarns or fibrous material arranged with-
in such arms, as explained.

62,743.—'JosiAH Harrison, Frederick, Md.—
Trim.—March 12, 1867.—Metallic slides enfold the
flexible belt and alTord points of attachment for the
pads. The slides are secui-ed by screwbolts passing
through holes in the belt.

Claim.—The arrangement on the flexible belt A of
the pad or pads B, adjusted by means of slides D, bolt

E, and nut E', substantially as described and repi'e-

sented.

62,744.— Joiix P. Hart, Chicago, lU.— Oar
TrKc/v.-M;ireh 12, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The use of different sized car wheels of
trucks ujion the same axles, as and for the pur])Ose set

forth, to obviate the necessity ot transferring passen-
gers or freight on account of the ditference in the
gauges of railroads.

62,745—JoiixP. Hart, Chicago, 111—Railway
Frog.—Mai-cb 12, 1867.—The grooves in the frog be-
low the flange track allow the larger wheels of trucks
to pass through the frog.

Claim.—The grooves G, for allowing compound

wheels to pass through the frog, substantially as set
forth.

62,746.—William Haye.?i, Fall Kiver, Mass.—
Preventing the Lappin.g of Belts on Shafting.—
March 12, 1867.—The loose sleeve placed round the
shaft on which the belt is liable to be thrown will
hold the belt without revolving-, and prevent it be-
coming lapped and Around upon the shaft, which con-
tinues to revolve inside.

Claim.—The device herein described for preventing
belts from lapping around shafts, constructed, applied,
and operating as herein set forth.

62,747.—Franck Herrmann, Newport, Ky.—
Spring Hinge.—March 12, 1867.—An automatic hinge,
that according to udjnstment causes the door to cither
open or shut in reversal to the motion that has been
given it by the person passing. AYhcn the door is

oscillatcd^on its hinges it presses upon one or the
other cheek and winds the appropriate spring, which
tends to restore it to its original position.
Claim.—Fii'st, the stationary pintle D', having tho

notched collar E e, and stop J, in combination with
the helical springs H H', cheeks I 1', and slotted eye
G, constructed and arranged substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, the square eye or socket C, in combination
with the toe d on the p'intle D, and collar E e, for the
pm-pose herein set forth.

62,748—A. K. and H. P. Hood, Lowell, Mass.—
Bench Bog.—March 12, 1867.—A spring beneath
raises the bench hook, which is depressed or held in
the required vertical adjustment by a cam spindle
resting on the pressm'e block of the hook shaft.

Claim.—The cam spindle c and block h, when
operating substantially as described and for the pur-
pose fully set forth.

62,749.—Morgan HuxoERroRD, San Fi-ancisco,
Cal.

—

Ore Concentrator.—March 12, 1867.—The cir-

cular disk inclines downward toward its peri-
phery, which has a grooved depression discharging
through holes above its bottom into the trough sur-
rounding the pan. The sulphurcts being agitated
with their accompanying sand, <fec., in the"" revolving
pan, are separated by their greater relative specific
gravity, and collect 'in the outer trough, Avhiie the
lighter matters are washed away.
Claim.—First, a pan cut in two and dropped about

one inch, so fhat the lowest depression shall be tAvo
inches, more or less, below the ridge or angle of such
concentrator, substantially as described and lor the
purpose set forth.

Second, the slots or outlets F F, above the line of
the groove around the inner rim, as described.

Third, the outer rim G, with stops H H, also the
discharge holes J J, under the pan, around the said
outer rim, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

62,750.—John Huntington, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Construction of Stills for Oil.—March 12, li;67.

—

The reverting flues under the still may be made to
communicate directly with the stack or Avith the an-
nular flue Avhich encircles the base of the still.

Claim..—The flues E J and damper M, or tnetr
equivalents, arranged in relation to an a:inular flue

K, surrounding the base of the still, and operating
conjointly in such a manner as to be combined AA-ith a
single or double furnace, to diffuse a uniform heat
Avithout injmy to the oil or burning of the still, and
also to induce a current of cold air to reduce tho
heated oil and still, as specified.

62,751.—Joshua Jenkins, Salem, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Samuel "Williams, same place.—J>oa;
for Transplanting Plants.—March 12, 1867.—Ths
boxes are for use in place of transplanting pots in a
greenhouse ; their movable sides permit tlie plants to ])c

removed without injury to tlicir roots. The boxes are
arranged in a tray Avitli movable front.

Claim:—A transplanting^ box, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

62,752.—Lemuel P. Jexks, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Edward A. Galbraixii, same place.

—

Peat
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Machine.—March 12, 1867.—The rotating cvlinder

contains molds with movable bottoms ; the molds are
filled as they pass under the hopper, are compressed
by a plunger, and the cakes ejected by a radial p:o-

jectiou of the bottom when the molds ai-e in proper
position.
Claim.—Tlrst, the combination of pockets or boxes,

plungers and movable bottoms passing to the top of

the pockets for the compression of peat and other
substances, substantially as described.

Second, the arrangement of curved inclined planes,

discharging shafts and ears, to bring the compressed
cuke of peat to the surface, substantially as described.

Third, the arrangement of wiping belts and mops
pressing by the sides of and in combination with
the perforated boxes, and the squeezing or drying
rollers to dry the mops, substantially as described.
Fomth, the general combination and arrangement

of the whole machine, constrncted as and for the
purpose substantially as described.

62,753.—David C. Jokdon, Sr., Brooklvn, K
Y.—Door ioc^-.—March 12, 1867.—The axial spindle

in the key relieves the perforated disk of its catch
pin, and the pin on the bit of the key engages the
disk to rotate it and consequently to shoot the bolt.

Claim.—The combination of 'the bolts, revolving
disk, and catch lever, substantially as described, ope-
rating as herein specified, for the purpose set forth.

62,754.-T. C. Keith, Valley Falls, R. I., assignor
to Joseph K. Mallery, same place.

—

Auge^:—March
12, 1867.—The clearing disk is applied to the shaft of
the auger for the purpose of clearing the chips from
the top of the stick which is being bored.
Claim.—The use, application, or employment of a

clearing^sk C, substantially as described, in combi-
nation with an auger or center bit, as described, for
the purposes specified.

62,755.—B. J. Kellaji, Tremont, N. T.—Oar.—
March 12, 1867 ; antedated February 15, 1867.—The
oar is loaded or banded between the row-lock and the
handle.

Claim.—The construction of a balancing oar in the
manner shown and described.

62,756.—A. D.KiXG, Granville Corners, Mass.—
Measuring Rod.—March 12, 1867.—Quadi-Uateral fer-

ules at the ends embrace the outer sections and the
central slide i)iece. Clips on the sides of the outside
sections form guides to the extension piece.
Claim.—An extension measuring rod. consisting

of the frame formed of the parallel pieces A and C,
connected substantially as shown, and the extension
piece B, sliding in the same, the whole combined and
arranged as herein set fortli.

62,757.—George W. La^ipson, Waterloo, InT. Y.
—Cistern jPiifej-.—March 12, 1867.—The entering
water is distributed by the cone, and then percolates
through the various qualities of filtering material
which are contained in the successive perforated pans
arranged in vertical series in the case.
Claim.—The pans B, C, D and E and cone F, in

combination with the vessel A, the whole constructed
substantially as and for the purpose described.

62,758.-Berxard Lauth, Reading,.Pa.,assignor
to himself and Jajies McCakty, same place.

—

Manufacture of Bars or Bods of Iron or Steel.—
March 12, 1867 ; antedated September 2, 1866.—The
rust is removed from the bar by acid, which is after-

ward neutralized with an alkali ; the bar is covered
with petroleum, with a small addition of wood ashes.
The bars thus treated are then heated in a mufiie fur-

nace to a low red heat, after which they are removed
and subjected to the action of finishing rolls.

Claim.—Bars of malleable irou or steel, treated sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pui-pose described.

62,759.—Bexepict Lehmaxx, Piqua, Ohio.—
Ointment for Curing Spavin, Splint, d:c., in Horses.
—March 12, 1867.—Composed of deutoxide of mer-
cury, 2 drachms ; lard, 2 oz. ; lampblack, i dnichm.
Claim.— The combination of the above-named

ingredients, so as to produce an ointment for the piu*-

pixc of curing the blemishes above mentioned.

62,760.—George A. Leinau, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Preparing Fertilizers.—March 12, 1867.—Quicklime is
spread upon and incorporated with grass or clover
sod after it has been worked with a plow ; the whole
is then formed into banks and 13i per cent, of blood
and the same of urine are then added, after which one
per cent, of pigeon or horse dung is added. Themasa
is then covered with plaster and charcoal.
Claim.—The fertilizer made by the process set

forth, in w^hich vegetable matter is banked up with
quicklime, and mixed with certain other named in-
gredients at proper intervals of time, in the manner
substantially as described.

62,761.—Isaiah Lincoln and Aaron Pratt,
Cohasset, Mass.

—

Animal Tether.—March 12, 1867.

—

The tether is attached to a sleeve whose revolution
prevents its becoming wound thereon. The trumpet
form of the sleeve keeps the tetherfromworkingbelow
it and becoming wound upon the stake.
Claim.—The device fbr tethering animals, sub-

stantially as described.

62,762.—Samuel Maixster and John F. Kirk-
wood, Thistle, Md.

—

Measure for Liquids.—March
12, 1867.—The measuring vessel is mounted on a ti-ame,
which permits its vertical adjustment to reach the
mouth of the faucet or gate in the barrel from which
the liquid is drawn.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the gates C D

in relation to each other and to the measming vessel
A, all constructed substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
measuring vessel A, its sxipporting fi-ame B, valves or
gates C D L, and the standai'ds K", substantially as
and for the pui-pose set forth.

62,763.—John Martino, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Dust Arrester for Stoves, Furnaces, cC-c.—March 12,
1867.—A horizontal slot in the door beneath the level
of the bottom of the grate, and equal to the width of
the latter, for the insertion of the poker. Pendant
valves close the opening but do not interfere with the
passage of the poker, as they swing freely on their
pivots.
Claim.—^First, the combination of the horizontal

slot a and door H, or its equivalent, with the fii-e door
or other vertical plate of a stove, range, or heater,
substantially in the manner described and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
pendant valves b and b' with the slot a, substantially
upon the principle and in the manner above described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,764.—Peter Marvin, Warsaw, Ind.—Brick
Machine.—March 12, 1867.—The rim containing the
molds is revolved around the central vertical shaft,

whose cams operate the followers to press and eject the
brick. The mixers bring the clay into condition and
the picker removes the stones.

Claim.—First, the combination of the mixers F,
picker E, and molds m, substantially as set forth.

Second, the cams X Y Z &, in combination with
dies n, molds m, guides P, and rim L, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth and described.

62,765.— Charles G. M.4.tchett, GreenvUle,
Ohio.— Windoio iJiiHci.—March 12, 1867.—The flexible

blind is wound on a roller upon whose joui-nals are
Avound the side tapes which are connected to the
window frame above. One cord supports in its loop
and adjusts the height of the lower roll of the blind

;

the other cord winds Avith the upper roU and adjusts

its height by winding it or aUowiug it to unwind its

contents.
Claim.—A flexible curtain B, provided with bands

or cords E E' F I, arranged substantially as set forth,

to admit of rolling the cuitaLn from the upper or
lower end at will.

62,766.—Box Carlos Matteson and Truman
P. WiLLiAMSox, Stockton, Cal.—PZou'.-March 12,

1867.—The mold board has tv\o sharp edges, and by
removing two retaining bolts either can be brought
into working position, the diagonal corners each car-

rying a plow-point. The standard has a branching
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attachment to the beam and a lug by which it is lat-

erally braced.
Claim.—First, the curved standard A, -with the

lug B, and the offsets D and E, substantially as and
lor the purpose described.
Second, the curved mold board F, Tvith its tvro

complete edges H and H', attached to the standard
as shown, aiid operated substantially as and tor the

purpose herein described.

62,767.—J. Kennedy Max, Springfield, Mass.—
Machine for Molding the Backs of Books.—March 12,

18()7.—The back of the book cover is rounded by
being pressed between the heated cylinder of a given
6i;!e and a corresponding groove in the bed plato be-

neath. The cylinder is depressed by a treadle and
raised by springs.
Claim.— First, the adjustable cylinder D, con-

structed substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the use of steam or the heated rods x for

the purpose of heating the same, substantially as
described.

Thii-d, the adjustable bed E, operating substantially
as described.
Fourth, the combination of the cylinder D, bed E,

slides B B, and treadle I, having the rods F F and
springs K K, with the table A, operating substantially
as and for the pui-pose set forth.

62,768.- H. B. Miller and M. P. "Weston,
Grand Kapids, Mich.

—

Broom Head.—March 12, 1867.

—The butts of the broom corn ai-e pushed into the
flaring mouth of the case and confined by the teeth
of the side bars which project into the cavity, the
bars being secured by screw bolts.

Claim.—The coml5ination with the flaring case C
of the bars D D with the teeth d, projecting through
the sides of the case into the broom corn, and con-
nected by set screws E E, substantially as described.

62,769.—D. C. Myers, South Bend, Ind.—ffar-
Toio.—March 12, 1867.—The quadrilateral harrows
may be so hinged at their angles as to be adjustable
in width by means of their lateral diagonal brace, and
the rear han'ows are hinged to the one in advance and
connected by a transverse coupling bar.
Claim.—The arrangement of the series of angular

jointed haiTows ABC with their respective braces
and connections, when constructed and combined as
and for the purpose set forth.

62,770.—John Nagele, Duncansville, Va.—Man-
ufacture of Artificial Stone.—March 12, 1867.—Com-
Eosed of washed gravel, 1 ; sharp, washed sand, 1

;

ydraulic or Eoman cement, 1 part.
Claim.—The composition of the ingredients when

need in the quantities as herein described, and placed
under water under a heavy pressm'c, for the purpose
of producing a cheap and durable artificial stone.

62,771.—S. Henry Noble, Chicago, Ja.—Sleigh.
—March 12, 1867.—The knee has an internal support,
whose feet rest upon the runner ; its upper end has
an elastic pad between it and the bench to diminish
the jar upon the latter.

Claim.—First, the rubber spring I, or its equiva-
lent, placed in the joint between the knee and tne
cross beam of a sleigh, substantially as and for the
pui-pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the support H with
the runner A, knee B, rubber I, and beam C, sub-
stantially as described.

62,772.—J. H. Parsons, Quincy, Mich.—Car
Coupling.—liLiiTch 12, 1867 ; antedated March 1, 1867.
-Improvement on his patent February 13, 1866.
The entering link strikes the spring extension of the
hook pin, and disengages the latter, which allows
the frame of the coupling pm to di'op, and the latter
to engacse the link.

Claim.—The use of a spiral spring y and the slide-
hook pin S, or its equivalent, substantially as de-
Bcribed.

62,773.—George B. Perkins, Bridgeport, Conn.—Ironing Machine.—March 12, 1857.—The iron is

heated by steam, revolved by a hand wheel and band,
and caused to move to and fro, and to the right and

left, over the shirt bosom, which is stretched on the
table below.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the hollow re-
volving or rotating heated iron M, in relation to the
mechanism described to permit the movement of
the said iron over the surface to be ironed or polished,
substautially as herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the foregoing tlio

table B, constructed and arranged so as to draw the
front smoothly thereon, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

62,774.—Theron E. Platt. New Haven, Conn.
Book Holder.—March 12, 1867.—The plate is attached
to any oliject, the socket is adjustable to an angle
thereon, the post in the socket and the rack on the
head of the post.

C'Z«im.—The combination of the rack J, the rod F,
with their socket H, and with the socket B made
adjustable upon a plate A, the whole constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

62,775.—N. A. Plympton, NorthboroTigh, Mass.
— Measuring the Strength of Watch Springs.—
March 12, 1867 ; antedated February 25, 1867.—The
end of the spring is introduced into the chamber, and
the body of the spring being bent over the pin, the
end bears agamst the spring lever and vibrates it to
a point, which is shown upon the index, and is tho
measure of its power.

Claim.—The index lever b, in combination with
the chamber A, slot a, and pin /, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose do-
scribed.

62,776.—J. H. Eae, Syracuse, N. Y.—Collecting
Gold and Silver from Washings, Sweepingf, dc.—
March 12, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—First, the within-described process of treat-

ing sweepings, filings, or washings containing gold or
silver, by exposing the same to the combined action of
a current of electricity and of suitable solvents or
chemicals, substantially such as herein specified, or
any others which ^vill produce the same effect.

Second, separating gold and silver from washings,
filings, or sweepings containing said metals, by tho
action or aid of electricity, substantially as described-

Third, using the bath A as an electrode and as an
agitator, substantially as and for the purpose liet forth.

62,777.—GusTAVus Kicker, Covington, Ky.—
Cotton Bale Tie.—March 12, 1867.—One end of the
hoop is looped over one bar of the link plate, and the
other passed through the other opening and retained
by the bite of the two angular edges.
Claim.—The plate with slot B having angular pro-

jections C, one above and the other below the plate on
opposite sides of the same slot, substantially as repre-
sented and described.

62,778.—E. A. G. Eoulstone, Roxbury, Mass.—
Traveling ^a^.—March 12, 1867.—The edge of the
leather being clipped within the fold of a bent metal-
lic strip is with the latter pushed within the rebeut
edge of the frame and the paraEel plates secured by
rivets. Instead of cutting a piece out of the corner
to enable the bending of the frame into form, the re-

bent edge is turned down and lapped to form a rein-

force for the rounded corner.
6'Zaim.—Connecting the bag leather or body to the

frame by first securing the edge of the flexible mate-
rial in the fold of a strip d and then applying said strip

to the frame between the groove b and plate/, imiting
the whole together, substantially as set forth.

Also, reinforcing the corner of the frame by turning
down the tail pieces i so as to form a backing for the
plate/ at the corner, substantially as described.

Also, forming the angle k rounding or concentric to
the corner, when constructed and arranged as set forth,

62,779.—E. A. G. Eoulstone, Eoxbnry, Mass.—
Traveling JJacjr.—March 12, 1867.-The edge of the
leather is nipped within the longitudinally double me-
tallic strip, which is folded fioinly upon it and then
riveted to the turned-over edge of the frame. The
bent-over side of the frame is folded and flattened

down at the angle instead of being cut out.

Claim,.—The attachment of the flexible body of a
bag to the frame thereof by insertiag the edge between
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two lips 6 d, one or both of which are formed on a

strip or plate c. riretcd to the frame by rivets passing

throug-h the edge of the flexible body, the frame and
the snip or plate substantially as set lorth.

Also." by forming the corner c by producing folds /
and flatly compressiag the same, substantially as

skovrn anil described.

62,780.— S. C. EUNDLETT, Portland, Me., assignor

to himself and Joseph Grant, same place.

—

Cattle

Tie.—Miirch 12, 1867.—The rope is permanently at-

tached to the rim suiTounding the disks, "vrhich are

fastened in the latter by a screw bolt. The prongs of

the bow set within grooves in the periphery of the

disk.
Claim.—First, the center screw g to unite the two

disks when placed within the rim.

Second, in combination with the two disks a and &,

when the disk b has the washer c, the shoulder m on
the inside of the rim.

Thii-d, attaching the rope at the rim, as set forth,

in combination with the center screw g, shoulder m,
and washer c on the disk b, for the purpose of allowing
the two united disks to revolve within the rim.

62,781.— James Saxgster, Buffalo, IT. Y.—
Urick Ifoc/a'uc—March 12, 1867.—By the arrange-

ment of the arms the objectionable employment of

cams is obviated. The rollers are formed ivith con-

centric grooves for the more complete subdivision of

the clay. The mold is constructed with an eulai-ge-

ment near the bottom for ventilation after the lower
piston has descended. By a counterbalance the mo-
tion of the machinery is equalized.

Claim.—Fii'^t, the combination and arrangement
of the arms H I and J and the piston G-, when con-

structed substantially as described.
Second, the grooved rollers, wh^n used in combina-

tion Avith plain or straight rollers, as and for the pur-

poses described.
Thii-d, the construction of the lower part of the

mold by means of which the piston K, as it descends,
leaves the necessary ventilation as described.

Fourth, the seguientTi, when constructed substan-

tially as and for the pm'poses described and set forth.

Fifth, the ai-ms A A and crank wheels T and T^,

•when used to give the reciprocating motions to the
pressing piston of a brick machine, substantially as

described.

62,782.—J. IsToTTEvGHAJi SiOTH, Jcrscy City, N.
J.—Brick Machine.—:Slarch. 12, 1867.—The annular
revolving cam operates the plunger by its inclined

upper edge, and the mold bos by a cam gi'oove in its

face. These parts ai-e raised up at proper intervals

to the fix:ed presser head.
Claim.—The revolving annular wedge D, applied

to a brick press, and con'structed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein speeihed.

Also, the mold earner H, in combkiation Avith

the annular wedge D, substantially as herein set forth.

Also, the plunger I, in combiaation with the annu-
lar wedge D, suljstantiaUy as herein described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
mold ctu-rier H, plunger I, and annular wedge D, sub-

stantially as horeiii specified.

Also, the combination of the suspended bed C, in

combination with the mold carrier H, plunger I, and
annular wedge D, substantially as herein set forth.

Also, the mold, with chilled cast-h'on plates r r, ap-

plied substantially as hereiu described.

62,783.—Heman S. Sxoav, "West Meriden, Conn,
—Boot Heel.—March 12, 1867.—The movable heel is

secm-ed to a metallic plate attached to the sole by a
central screw bearing on some clastic substance. Tlie

upper surface of the heel has notches into which fits

a projection from the lower side of the metallic plate.

"When the heel is turned the elastic substance on which
the screw bears yields sufliciently to allow turning
from one notch to another.

Claim.—Tiic combination of the heel C, "with its

notches a, more or less, and the heel plate B, with its

Erojection rf, when constructed and arranged so as to
e adjustable to different points, and secured at such

points by a spring, arranged substantiallyin the man-
ner herein set forth.

62,784.-CiiAS. F. Spenxer, Eochester, IS". Y.—
Securing Buttons to Garments.—March 12, 1867.

—

The button is retained in position by the head on the
stem of the button, inside which is placed a disk which
has four radial sbts, which allow it to expand over the
head when being placed in position, and then by con-
tracting prevent its return.
Claim.—The disk /, constructed substantially as

described, in combination with the stem or shank c
of a button provided with a head i, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

62,'7S5—W. H. Tamblixg, Mazo Manie,^is.—
Churn.—Mai-ch 12. 1S67.—The upper section through
which the cream first passes has gauze-eovered wings
and a gauze-covered apertm-e in the bottom connect-
ing with the lower section, in which paddles are at-

tached to the ends of the arms at different inclina-
tions to diive the cream in contrary directions. A
band connects the two shafts.

Claim.—The arrangement of the boxes A and C,
the one provided with the arms E E and paddles
a a, and the other provided withgauze-wii-e wiagsand
bottom, the two being constructed and used as and
for the pm-pose specified.

62,786.-Wm. B. Tucker, Hmsborough. Ohio.—
Churn.—March 12, 1867.—Angular three-sided dasher
blades are secured in reversed positions upon sdter-

nate dasher arms. The angular edges of one set of
blades strike into the cream"and draw it toward the
center of the chm'u : the succeeding set of blades pre-
sent flat sm'faces to the cream ana force it outward.
Claim.—Combining the angular dasher blades, in

alternating positions, upon the dasher arms of said
chum, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

62,787—Jy. ITptox, Eochester, X. Y., and C. H.
XlCHOLS, Buffalo, IST. Y.—Ash Pan and Fire Grate
for Locomotives.—March 12, 1867.—The grate sur-
face is contracted by side and end plates in the same
plane, and plates descending from the imier edges of
the side plates to the bottom of each pit are iucliued
together at their front ends. The air passes under
the side plates and around their rear ends to the space
beneath the grate bai-s.

Claim.—Fii'st, the application of the draft or flue
plates D, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.
Second, ta combination with the said draft platesD

the contracting plates P and grates B, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

62,788.—SamuelVan Emon, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hoisting J/"ac7u"ne.—March 12, 1867.—The upright
guide timbers haA'e anti-friction rollers, which engage
a spiral flange upon the rotatiug drum beneath the
platform. The upper floor of the platform rests on
anti-fifiction rollers of a circular frame of the drum.
The di-iving belt passes around two pulleys jom-naled
in the platform, the upper one of Avhich actuates the
drum.
Claim.—First, an elevator platform, provided with

a spii-al drum or worm D, in combination with two
or more vertical flights of rollers I, ai-ranged and
operated as set forth.

Second, the provision of the anti-friction roller

frame E F G H, for the purpose specified.

Thu'd, the graAitating pulley frame P and brake Q,
operated in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

62,789.—Aarox Votaav, :N'ew Garden, Ohio.—
Wagon 2>r«A-e.—March 12, 1857.—The cams on the
ends of the brake bar behind the front wheels are
brought against the wheels by the inclination for-

ward on a down grade of the adjustable frame to
which the thills are attached ; the latter press back
on levers AAidch connect by links on a fulcrum with
the biir to which the cams sire afiixpd, and thus bring
them, against the wheels.
Claim.—First, the bar B, cam E, as arranged, in

combination with the links F H I, levers G. and ad-

justable frame K, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the bar B, cam E, as an'anged in relation

to the wheels A, and operated by the frame K, levers

G, and links F H and I, for the purpose and in the
manner described
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62,y90.-^onN "Watson, Buffalo, N. Y.—Brick
Machine.—March 12, 18G7.—Perforations through the

end of the piston allow the escape of clay from the

middle of the brick during pressure, and render it

more porous and less apt to crack. Pins attached to

the inner ends of the guides clear the holes on the re-

turn of the pistons.

Claim.—The stationary pins F and G, or the equiv-

alent thereof, when place.d within the faces of the

pressing pistons, and so arranged as to be dependent
upon the motion of said pistons for their effect.

62,791.—JoiixR. "Weber, Bourbon, TmL—XooTO.
—Maa*ch 12, 1867.—A two-winged cam actuates the

hooked arm to rotate another cam bar 90° at each
movement, and this latter cam operates as a lever, to

which the cord which raises the shuttle plate is con-

nected. The object is to lift positively cither shuttle

Into position to be driven by the picker. After eleva-

tioi\ the plate descends by gravity.

Claim.—Tho combination of the lever 1^), cams 17

and 18, with the hook 19, pinion 34, bar 24, spring 23,

lever 2(\ cams 20 and 21, when constructed to operate
the shuttle plate 37, sulistautially as set forth.

62,792.—"Wm. p. "Wentworth, Detroit, Mich.—
Clamp for Clapboarding.-March 12, 1867.—The de-

vice is clamped to the corner board or sash facing of
the house, and the adjustable claw arm supports one
end of the board.
Claim.—As a new' article of manufacture, a clap-

boai'ding implement, arranged and operating as set

forth.

62,793.—LORIN 'Wetherell, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John H. Wells.— Forging
Hammers.—March 12, 1867.—By a series of intaglio

and cameo dies a hammer is forged exclusively by
machinery, gradually assuming tho required form by
the action of the successive pairs of dies, which more
and more nearly approximate to the required shape.
Claim.—First, the first pair of dies, represented in

figures 1 and 2, constructed and operating as de-

scribed.
Second, the fourth pair of dies, represented in fig-

ures 11, 12 and 13, constructed and operating as de-

scribed.
Third, the fifth pair of dies, represented in figm'es

15 and 16, constructed and operating as described.
Fom-th, the process of forging hammers by the use

of a series of dies, constructed and operating substan-
tially in the manner specified.

62,794 Otis C. White, Hopkinton, Mass.—
Dentist's Chair.—March 12, 1867.—The position of
the head-rest is regulated by a swinging bail on the
back of the chair. The vertical rod supporting the
head-rest is clamped to the bail by a saddle and set

screw.
Claim,.—The combination as well as the arrange-

ment ofthe bail D, the clamp C, and the pivoted rod'B.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the bail D, the clamp C, the slide rod E, and the
pivoted rod B.

Also, the combination of the ball and socket clamp
71, and the ai-m o, with either or both the rods B E,
the clamp C, and the bail D, the whole being applied
to the head-rest and back of a chair, or their equiva-
lents, substantially in manner and. so as to operate as
hereinbefore set forth.

Also, the clamp C, constructed with the two open-
ings/or, the rear saddle /,;, and the set screw h, ar-

ranged in it substantially as specified.

62,795.—Jacob G. "Willaxs, Bayswater, 'Eng-
l&nd.—Puddling Iron.—March 12, 1867.—Granulated
east iron and oxide of iron are heated together until
the iron is nearly decarbonized ; the melted metal is

run from the furnace upon a revolving disk, wliieh is

kept cool by jets of water. The metal tlms granidated
is mixed with the cinder and heated in a revolving
furnace, through which an oxidizing flame is made to
pass. In 30 minutes the metal is removed to the lied

of an ordinary puddling furnace, kept at the highest
possible heat by means of a reducing or decarbonizing
fiame, and is then balled, hammerecl and rolled in the
ordinary manner. The revolving furnace is lined with
blocks of fire-resisting minerals, cut out of the solid
mineral in proper shape to fit securely in the furnace.

Claim.—The heating a mixture of cast iron and
iron oxide, each being in a granulated or divided
state at a heat below the fusing point of the cinder,
and then removing tlie mixture into anotlier furnace,
(or it may be another part of tlic same furnace,)
where it is subject(;d to a heat which molts the cinder
and allows of tho metal being collected together into
puddle balls.

Also, the lining of that part of revolving or
reedprocatiug puddling furnaces which is exposed to
friction of the iron, in the charge whilst working with
blocks or forms cut or shaped from the minerals above
described.

62,796.—James F."Wood, 2d, Cohocton, I^. T.—
Wagon Brake.—March 12, 1867; antedated Mai'ch 1,

1867.—Improvement on his patent May 10, 1864. The
sliding tongue operates the brake by a bell crank,
which has upon it a cam plate adjustable by a slot to
regulate the position of the brake blocks. The mo-
tion is communicated through a link beneath the
bolster, traversed by tho king bolt.

Claim.—First, the adjustable cam E, on tho lever
D, the plate h on the brake lever, as and for the pur-
poses herein described.
Second, the sliding plate B, hasp k, in combination

with the sliding pole A, fork braces a a, and the brake
blocks i i, substantially in tho manner herein described
and for the purposes set forth.

62,797.— Walter Wright, Danvers Center,
Mass.

—

Cut-off Valve Gear of Steam Engines.—March
12, 1867.—A sliding plate on the valve has transverse
slots coinciding with those of tlie valve, and trape-
zoidal stops upon it which come in contact with arms
vibrated in a vertical plane by the governor. The
inner inclined faces of these stops have rectangular
indentations, which receive the impact of the arms
and limit the movement of the plate to cut off the
steam.

Claim.—The construction of each ofthe trapezoidal
projections 1 1, with offsets or steps, as set forth, ^to

operate in combination with the arms I m and the two
shafts n o, arranged and connected in manner and to
operate as described.

Also, the combination and aiTangement of the shafts
n 0, the arms I m and r, when arranged in manner
and to operate with the trapezoidal projections 1 1,
fixed to the auxiliaiy valves G H, applied to the main
slide valve F, as described.

62,798.—W. H. Young, Athens, Ohio.—Prepar-
ing Petroleum for Lubricftting.—March 12, 1867.

—

The oil is subjected to the action of hot water, which
is contained in a tank and treated by a steam coil.

Claim.—The cleansing of oil by means of an un-
derlying body of heated water, substantially as do-
scribed.

62,799.—Charles J. Addy, Eoxburv, Mass.-
Tobacco Cutter.—March 12, 1867.—The tobacco is

forwarded by a draw pawl adjustably connected to
tho sliaft of the cutter and acting through a ratchet
wlieel, spur wheel, and rack on the forwarder. The
tobacco passes beneath an adjustable spring plate in
the vicinity of the knife.

Claim.—The combination of the adjusting arms E
E, and setting pin t, and holes s s, or tlie equivalent
thereof, with "the presser D, combined with a knife a
and feeder C, arranged to operate substantially as
specified.

Also, the above-described arrangement of the rack
k, the pinion i, ratchet h, and draw pawl g, with the
pressor D, the feeder C, the knife a, or knife lever B
and its shaft d.

Also, in comljination with the knife lever B, shaft
d, arm/, draw pawl g, ratchet h, the jiiniou i, rack k,

and the feeder C, the mechanism for varying the feed,

as descrilied ; sucli mechanism consisting of^ the bent
prongs r; f/ of the draw pawl, with the pinp, and the
holes y ?/, arranged in the prongs, and the said arm/,
as specified.

62,S00.—Charlotte W. Allen, Newport, Ky.—Smoothing Iron Stand.—March 12, 1867; antedated
Februaiy 23, 1867. The stand has a rim round it to
keep the'iron from slipping off, and has a clamp and
thumb scre'.N- for fastening it to the table.

Claim.—The smoothing iron stand, consisting of
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the guard or rim A B and tlio scre'w clamps C D, com-
bined and arranged substantially as and for the jjur-

pose specified.

62,801.— Clark Alvord, Westford, Wis.—
Handle for Brushes.—Msirch. 12, 18G7.—An elastic

hand strap to the brush stock suits it to different sized

hands.
Claim.—The application to and combination of an

elastic strap with a brush, as above described and
shown, and for the purpose above set forth.

62,802.—Solomon Andrews, Perth Amboy, N.
J., assignor to Emmett Dixsmore, Erie, Pa., and
Charles E. Plumb, New York, IST. Y.—Tobacco Pipe.
—March 12, 1867.—The stem is axial to the bowl and
themouth is onthe side. This arrangement is to allow
the escape of nicotine.
Claim.—The elongated pipe A, with its opening H

at its upper side at the end 13, when its stem is con-
structed and applied in the manner herein represented
and described.

62,803.—Richard S. Arnall, "Wright City, Mo.
—Car Coiipling.—March 12, 1867.—The pin depends
from a weiglited lever worked by a treaclle from the
car top. A spring and catch on the treadle rod sus-

tain the pin when uncoupled.
Claim.—The arrangement of the rod D, with its

ai-m and pin C, and elongated box E, when used in
combination with lever E, rod H, shoulder x, spring
I, and box H, the several parts being constructed and
used as and for the purpose specified.

62,804.-S. S. Ayers, Plainfield, F. J.—Churn.
—March 12, 1867.—By a system of pulleys, cranks,
&c., a vertical motion is given to the dashers, which
are of a triangular form beneath and flat above, so as
to drive down witli ease but lift the cream in rising
to aid the introduction of air. A fly wheel equalizes
the difference in resistance between the upward and
downward strokes.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
dasher O, churn lid or cover P, dasher handle L, guide
rod K, pitman J, crank I, fly wheel H, pulleys and
band E D F, or equivalent, and crank C, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

62,805.—Selden A. Bailey, TVoonsocket, R. I.,

assignor to Bailey Washing and Wringing Ma-
chine Comi*any, same place.— Wringing Machine.—
March 12, 1867.—The upper and driven roller is made
of smaller diameter than the driver to cause similar
rotation, though checked by the clothes. The diame-
ter of the driving wheel is greater than that of the
pinion, but has an equal number of cogs. The pin-

ions have outer flanges to impinge against the lower
shaft when iuclined and prevent too deep geaiing of
the cogs.

Claim.—First, themanner of assisting the increased
rapidity of the driven roll D', and easing the move-
ment of the machine, as set forth, by making the
diameter of the driving pinion E greater than that
of the driven pinion F, botli pinions having the same
number of teeth, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the flanges a on the

pinions E or F, or on both of them, with the shafts

of the opposite rolls, as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd. the combination, substantially as described,
of the flanges a and hubs b with the pinions E and F,
for tlie purpose set forth.

Fourth, the springs G- (>' and set screw d, or their
equivalents, ^vitli the journal blocks II, operating
substautiully as set forth, in combination with the
pinions E luid F, arranged and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

62,806.—LoRTNG J. Baker. East Machias. Me.—
Climbing Sta^jc.-March 12, 1867 ; antedated March
1, 1867.—For climbing telegrapli poles. The frame
has upjior and under cylinders studded with spikes.

The upper cylinder is rotated by crank and gearing.
A cam sustains the frame in position.

Claim.—The general construction and combination
of the parts of a climbing machine, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

62,807.—A. Bardell and S. Smith, New York,
N. Y.—Coal Scuttle.—M.a.Tch 12, 1867.—The peculiar
conformation of the flanged sides of the bottom se-

cures the point of contact from moisture, increases
the strength where it is most required, and the rigid-
ncss of the bottom is increased by its arched and
corrugated form.
Claim.—^First, the combination of a body and base

rim, with a bottom so constructed as to have a flange,
which can be sprung into the recess formed upon the
body, and thereby bring together tha*ee thicknesses of
sheet metal, just abovethe bottom of the coal scuttle,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, a struck up and corrugated sheet-iron bot-

tom B, in combination with the body and base rim,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

62,808.—A. S. Barnwell, Savannah, Ga.—Ow?-
tivator.—^March 12, 1867.—A transverse bar is at-

tached under the beam, extending on each side and
caiTying two adjustable standards and shares. A
central standard and double share follow in the rear,
working the balk between the furrows just made.
Claim.—The two adjustable shares G G-, in combi-

nation with the fixed double share D, applied to the
beam A, and arranged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

62,809.—Samuel R. Bartlett, Detroit, Mich.—
Trap Door.—March 12, 1867.—A swinging brace is

hinged to the top or back of the door. A rod to the
inner side of the brace has a heavy stop, which plays
loosely through the door and forces the brace back to
the right position for supporting the door when it is

raised.

C laim.—The combination and arrangement of the
arm C, the rod a, and the stop &, when attached to a
trap door, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

62,810.—Alonzo T. Boon, Galesburg, HI., as-

signor to himself and Joseph Stafford, same place.—Composition for Roofing.—March 12, 1867.—Com-
posed of coal tar, 1 barrel ; and from 2 to 6 gallons of
molasses, with sUicate of alumina, clay, ashes, or
lime, in suificient quantity to make it the consistency
of plasterers' mortar. The molasses tends to give
elasticity and prevents cracking.
Claim.—The composition for roofing, compounded

from the ingredients specified, substantially as herein
set forth.

62,811.—Nicholas H. Borgpeldt, New York,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Granulating Tobacco.—March 12,
1867.—The circular, closed box contains a sieve re-

vohdng by a crank above the box lid. This sieve has
triangular holes and has teeth projecting upward be-
tween pins on the lower side of the cross bar of the
yielding head.

Claim.—First, an apparatus for granulating to-

bacco composed of a closed box A, movable toothed
sieve D, and yielding headE, with projections d, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the arrangement of a sieve D, with teeth h,

constructed and operating aubstautially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Thii-d, making the sieve D, shaft C, and head E
removable from the box A, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

62,812.—Harkness Boyd, New York, N. Y.—
Overflow Basin.—March 12, 1867.—The overflow
lioles are near the bottom, but communicate with an
upwardly bent pipe to allow the basin to hold water
up to a given level.

Claim.—A stationary basin or vessel having an
ordinary waste or dischai'ge plug, in combination with
an overflow pipe opening into said vessel near the
bottom thereof and ascending as a siphon to the de-

sired water level of such basin, as and for the purposes
specified.

62,81 3

—

Ira S. and Charles N. Brown, Provi-
dence, R. I., assignors to themselves and J. Mason
Gkoss.—>SV«(;.—March 12, 1867.—The curved form of
the shanks tends to imbed them tighter in their sock-

ets when meeting the resistance of the wood in saw-
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ing ; each tooth fastens the one nest beneath it ; the

upper is secured by lock at top.

(Jlaim.—Tlie combination of the curved shank b,

with projections b' h", and means for loclung or fast-

ening the last tooth in the series, the whole operating

together substantially in the maimer and for tiie pur-

po'so above set forth.

62,814.—Melvix C. Chamberlaix, Plainview,
Mian.— Whijjleti-ee.—March 12, 1867.—The traces are

cast oflF the pivoted bai-s on the whiffletree by throAV-

ing up the lever, and thereby unfastening the coup-

ling connection of the two pivoted bars. By taking
up a notch of the coupling the length of the traces

is adjusted.
Claim.— The aiTangement of the bars C C and D

and E, constructed as described, and used in eoimec-
tion Avith the lever F and box a, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

62,815.— Moses D. Cheek, Clarendon, Ark.—
Baling Pre^-.s-.—March 12, 1867.—The press ia oper-

ated by screw power beneath the follower. The
driving shaft has two bevel pinions, which may re-

spectively be optionally engaged with a larger or a
smaller wheel on the shaft which actuates the nut
wheels on the screw shafts. By means of a lever and
stirrup, a slow, effective motion and rapid return are
thus obtained.
Claim.—The nut wheel F, constructed with the

hub G and the bored recess J, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Also, the nut wheels F, pinion L, provided with the
two bevel gears M and N. and dividing pinions P and
Q, combined, arranged, and operated substantially as

set forth.

Also, the lever S and stirrup T, in combination
with the bevel gears P and Q, substantially as set

forth.

62,816.—JoH^' E. CumsTOFFEL, Is'e.w York, :N'.

Y.— Boiler-tube Cleaner.—March. 12, 18C7.— The
spii'al blades are attached at one end to a stationary
head, and at the other to a movable head, which is

driven toward the former with a spring, so as to ex-
pand the spii-als against the bore of the tube.
Claim.—First, an improved tube cleaner, formed

by the combination of the series of spiral scrapers C,
the stationaiy head C, and the movable head D, with
each other and with the rod A, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination of one or more elastic or

flexible scrapers G with the rod A, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the pui-pose set

forth.

Third, the combination of the coiled spring E, or
equivalent, and adjusting nut F, with the rod A and
movable head D, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

62,817.—J. K. Clark, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—
Wlndoiv-sash Lock.—March 12, 1867.—The Journals
of the rollers are connected to the ends of toggle
arms, and are guided in oblique slots in the plates^oii

the sides of the sash. The extension of th» toggle
bends them against the window casing, and the con-
trary movement withdi-aws them and^frees the sash.
Claim.—The connected levers g g', in combination

with the friction rollers d d', moving on inclines c c'

in the shell A, an-anged and operating as and for the
purposes herein described.

62,818.—PwOBERT J. COLVIN, Lancaster, Pa.—
Combined Rake and Seeder.—March 12, 1867.—The
rake bar. seed roller, the hoppers, <fcc., each have their
appropriate sockets when the apparatus is adjusted
for the specific purpose of raking, seeding, or plant-
ing. The divided axle is extensible for width in rak-
ing, and a gear wheel on the axle is the means of
driving the seed roller. .

C7ai?n.—First, the manner of attaching the rake
Siece .T and corn-planter devices P and Q to the grain
rill frame, us herein described.
Second, the adjustable bar M, to which the hoes arc

att>iehed, v,-ith the shifting sections Q, by which means
the machine, when used for planting corn or raking
hay. is clear or free of all unnecessary machinery.

Third, the construction of the cylinder with its de-
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vices IT V T, so as to sow grain in different quanti-
ties, and plant one or more rows, as desired.
Fourth, the adjustable feed board or apron H, as

combined witli the hopper, by which the hopper F
can be shifted without obstruction.

Fifth, the using of di-ag bars, in connection with
their rear attachments N N, as cleaners for the rake.

Sixth, the construction of the shifting axles X X,
with their devices Y Z, as arranged for the purpose
of widening the drill frame B the proper width for

the rake.
Seventh, the shifting rods P P, for the purpose of

removing the extra drag bars that should be dispensed
with when tlie machine is operating as a rake' or coi-n

planter.

Eighth, the combination of the grain drill, corn
planter, and hay rake, so aiTanged as to be easily and
quickly adjusted, as herein described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

62,819.—Ansox G. Cook, Burlington, Vt.—
Manufacture of Iron.—March 12, 1867.—The iron
case and its cover are lined Avith fire clay or brick.
The top has perforations for the escape of gases, and
the sides have recesses, which ai-e filled with a com-
position of black oxide of manganese, coal tar, and
clay. The vessel is then charged with charcoal ; the
iron, with 10 per cent, of hematite, is poured in, and,
by the heat and decomposition, becomes carbonized
and pm'ified of extraneous matter.
Claim.—Fii'st, the rectifier or apparatus, consisting

of a chamber or vessel lined with fire brick provided
with recesses a, or their equivalents, substantially as
described.
Second, the perforated cover A', provided with the

points or flanges for securing the lining of fire clay,

substantially as described.
Third, the process, herein described, of treating

fused metal in a closed vessel or chamber containing
charcoal, or its equivalent, fiubstantially as described.
Fourth, the employment or use of the compound of

oxide of manganese and coal tar, for the pm-pose of
refining iron, substantially as described.

62,820.—Alfred A. Constaxtine. IsTew Provi-
dence, If. J.— Manufacture of Soap.— March 12,
1867.—A medicinal soap for cleansing and curative
uses.

Claim.— The use of pine tar in its combination
with soap or soaps, and in the manufacture of soap
or soaps, substantially as described.
Also, as a new article of manufacture, soap made

with pine tax as one of its ingredients.

62,821.—John George Cooper and Edwin W.
H. Cooper, Hartford, Conn.

—

Caloric licgulator for
Boiler Furnaces.—March 12, 1867.—The metallic air
chamber within the furnace communicates with }\

cylinder having an adjustable piston to limit the air

space, and also "with another cylinder whose piston
rod has a rack, connected through segmental gears
and a spring rack rod, to the damper within the door.
Claim.—First, the heater B', working cylinder G,

piston H and rod I, in combination with the sliding
spring rod P, pusher rod U, and damper V, con-
structed and operating substantially as described, so
that the position of the damper is regulated automati-
cally by the expansion of th« air or other eiastic fluid

in the heater.
Second, the regulating chamber G^, in combination

with the heater B', working cylinder G, spring rod P,
and damper V, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of an adjustable piston H^
in the regulating chamber G^, to operate in comlnna-
tiou with the heater B' and cylinder G, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, tlie valves E/and trips d e, in combination

with the chamber G^, cylinder G, and rod P, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth. •

Fifth, the spring catch h and recess a in the rod P,

arranged to operate in connection with the rod U and
latch TV, substantially as and for the purpose^ described.

Sixth, the perforated plate c' and regulariug slide i,

in combination with each other and with the fui'naco

door A2 and rear shield e', constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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iSeventh, the sliding piu I and cam V, in gombina-
tion with the damper V" and furnace door A^, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Eighth, the chambers b^d^f^ in the furnace door

A2, in combination with the damper V, slide i, shield
e', and perforated plate g^, constructed and operating
Bubstantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,S32.—H. R. Crowe, Carondelet, Mo.—Field
Roller.— March 12, 1867.— The rear sections are
hinged to a rod in the rear of the front roller frame,
so as to' enable them to conform to a rolling surface,
or to plow lands. The seat is suspended by chains
from flexi])le bars erected on the frame.
Claim.—Fixat, hinging the frames E and F of the

two end sections A andB to each other, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, suspending the seat K by means of links
M, 01' their eciuivalent, from the springs L attached
to the fi-ames E and F of the roller, substantially as
herein shown and described.

62,823.—Jasies Crutchett, Strond, England.—
Manufacture of Gas.— March 12, 1867.—Explained
by the claims.

C'^a-M;^.—First, the manufacture of gas, for lighting
and heating purposes, from pulverized or fine coal, or
other carbonaceous materials, injected into retorts or
ovens in small quantities, either by separate successive
iijections or m small, continuous cm-rents, as herein
described,
Second, the injection into retorts or suitable ovens

or chambers of pulverized, powdered, or small coal,

saw dust, oils, or carbonaceous materials, by means
of steam supplied to such retorts in separate charges
or in continuous currents, as herein described.

Thii'd, the injection of suitable carbonaceous ma-
terials, as aforesaid, for tho manufacture of gas into
retorts, ovens, or heated chambers, by separate suc-
cessive injections or currents, by means of compressed
atmospheric aii", compressed gas, springs, or other
mechanical means, as hereinbefore described, whether
the interiors of such retorts be under a slight pressure
or vacuum.

*62,824.—John Cunningham, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Curtain Fixture.—March 12, 1867.— The slide to
vsiiiclt the cord is attached has a rack, which is en-
gaged by a -^v^orm wheel on a thumb-wheel shaft for
its vertical adjustment.
Claim.—Tho slide B, fitted in a slot or opening a

in the case, provided with a knob or pulley C at its

outer side, and with a rack c at its inner side, into
which a screw C* on a rod D gears, said rod project-
ing through the end of the case, and having a thumb
wheel E on its end at the exterior of the case, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,825.—Edward P. Curtiss, Madison, "Wis.—
Connecting Piston Rodsfor Steam and other Powers.
—March 12, 1867.—The connecting rod has parallelo-

grams at a certain distance from the pin passing
through it, and the piston rod has a slot at the outer
end and a pin which traverses around the parallelo-

grams, working upon its angular sides and forming
a lever power to foi'ce the crank past the center.
Claim.—The parallelograms A A, the flanges L L

that support them, the piu B that works on the angu-
lar sides of the parallelograms A A, the pin E, and
slotD vrbich moves the piii B to the opposite side of the
])iston rod M, which reverses the motion, and the slot

C, which allows the piston rod M more stroke for the
pin B to pass around the parallelograms A A, coming
in contact with their angular sides, forces the con-
necting rod past the centers, to work substantially as

herein set forth.

02,826.—Alexander T. De Pur, New York,
N. Y.—Stereotype Plate Holder.—M^rch. 12, 1867.—
Tho frame is formed of separate pieces clamped in

the chase, and has catch plates and screw-adjusted
otitohcs to clamp the plate.

Claim.—First, a block or holder for stereotype
plates, constructed of sections, in the manner sub-,

stantially as heroin shown and described- .
^.-- ,

'^^

•Second, the combination of independent or detaiched

clamps with a sectional stereotype plate holder, su'

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,82y.— Thomas Dolan, Albany, N. T.—
Bridge for Billiard Tables.—Maxch. 12' 1867.—Tho
bridge has concave anti-friction rollers to sustain the
cue without checking its movement.
Claim.—A billiard table bridge having its resting

or bearing surfaces for tho cue formed of rollers, sub-
stantially as described, for tho purpose specified.

62,828—G. H. Doney and Moses Clay, Lock-
port. 111.

—

Making Soap.—March 12, 1667.—To 2 oz.

lime, dissolved in boiling rain water, add aqua am-
monia, 1 oz. ; borax, 1 oz. ; sal soda, i lb. ; forming the
first compound. Mix rain water, i gall. ; hard soap,
1 bar ; saltpeter, 1 oz. ; borax, 1 oz. ; rosin, i lb.

;

alum, 2 oz. ; sal soda, i lb. ; common salt, 2 oz. ; al-

cohol, 1 oz. ; after boiling for 10 minutes add i pint of
the first compound.
Claim.—The use of the ingredients specified in the

particulai- proportions and manner set forth, to make
soap.

62,829.- Lucius H. Dwelley, Dorchcster,Mass.—Machine for Cutting the Rolls of Windoiv Blinds.
—March 12, 1867.—The hopper is vibrated to delivev
the rolls parallel to each other into the magazine,
which delivers them to the indentations of rotating
disks which carry them to tho saws to bo cut to length.
The saws are adjustable on theii' shaft.

Claim.—The arrangement of the vibrating hop-
per F, which receives the sticks in mass, with
magazine G-, which arranges them in a single column,
so that they may be delivered one at a time to a car-
rier or holder that conveys them to the tool or tools _

that are to afterward operate upon them, substan-
tially as described.
Also, arranging within tho magazine Gr, a guide

10, at one of its ends only, which guide arranges the
sticks in a line at that end of tho magazine, and al-

lows all the inequalities in theii" lengths to project at
the opposite end, substantially as described.

Also, the spring r, with its roll (7, in combination
with its carrying disks H I, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Also, tho crank P, with its eccentric m, in combina-

tion with a slotted arm K, and so arranged with a
screw that, when turned in a direction to throw the
worm wheel L into gear with the wheel O, it will clamp
the arm K firmly in place, substantially as described.

Also, making the saw E adjustable on its arbor D,
by means of the split collar or sleeve R, screw nut v,

with its recess 14, and recessed collars t u, substan-
tially as set forth.

62,830.-0. F. Fitch, Morristown, Ind.—Cardf
ing Engine.—Mnxch. 12, 1867.—The points which
conduct electricity from the roping are above the
same, and in vertical position to prevent the accuuu>
lation of waste upon them.
Claim.—First, tho conductor, armed with slender

pendent points presented to tho roping in rear of tho
condensing rollers, as herein shown and described, as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, tho shaft H, uprights I I, and pendent
points a, in combination AA'ith tho condensing rollers

D D D, spool F, and frame A, when constructed and
arranged as herein set forth and for the pm-poso speci-

fied.

62,831.—Daniel Fitzgerald, Is'ewTork, N. T.,
assignor to himself and R. Onderdonk, same place.

—

Portable Rouse.—March 12, 1867.—The grooved cap
covers the apex of the house and has grooves to hold
the ends of boards, which are sprung so as to form
tho arched roof and the sides of the house.
Claim.—The cap F, provided with grooves as rep-

resented, when used in combination with the boards
A A, the upper ends of which arc held by said cup,

and which are bent to form the roof and sides of the
house, said boards being prevented fi'om warping,
substantially as heroin specified.

62,832.—Merwin Fowler, Wolcottville, Conn.
—Bucklc.—MaTch 12, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration. =.; •• : , ,, .. ? - v*. o

^^Claim.—A buckle formed of -VFirabow a, attacJiiag
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bow b, and clamping bow c, formed with eyes e, pass-

ing around the wii'e of the bow a, at the return bends
X, as and for the purposes specified.

62,833.—David L. Furmer, Rostravcr, Pa.—
Machine /or Washing Sand and other Mato-ials.—
March 12, 1867.—A series of trays lu-o arranged one
above ajiother, in an inclined position, in tlic frame.

A shaft passing through the centers of the several

trays carries stiiTcrs to agitate the sand and water
within the trays. Each stirrer moves the sand toward
the highest pai't of the tray, where it is dischai-ged

into the tray beneath or the final outlet.

Claim.—She combination of the inclined trays A
A and stirrers L L, constructed and acting conjointly,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the combination of the inclined trays A A
and spouts Y Y, or their equivalents, to supply each
tfay sepai'ately Avith piu'o water, substantially as and
fof the pm'pose set forth.

Also, the trays A A, when located one above an-

other, and pierced centrally by the shaft k upon which
the stuTcrs are located, so as to wash and re-wash the
sand without rehandling the same and without occu-
pying more space than th* area of one tray requii-es,

substantially as set forth and described.
Also, the agitating screw S, in combination with

stiiTing mechanism of a sand washer, to comminute
the sand and eaithy matters before being submitted
to the action of said stii-ring mechanism, substantially
as set forth.

Also, the trays, stirring mechanism, water spouts,
screen, di-iving' gear, and framework, herein set forth
and described, to form a machine for wasliing and
cleansing sand of other earthy matters usually mixed
with it.

62,834.—Charles C. Garrett, Dayton, Ala.—
Corn and Cotton Seed Planter.—Mareh 12, 1867.—
The cotton seed cylinder has vertical adiustment by
a lever and set screw. The corn seed sliue has move-
ment from side-pins on the operating pinions of the
cotton cylinder, which is journaled in an arm vibrata-
ble by a lever to throw it in or out of gear with its

driver. The harrow is attached to draw springs.
Claim.—First, the stiiTup lever R, connected to

the cylinder Q, so that it can be raised and lowered,
substantially and for the purposes herein described.
Second, the stirrup leverR and its connections with

the seed cylinder Q, in combination witli the lever O,
for the purposes and substantially as described.
Third, the harrow C^ and its means of attachment

to the springs D^ D^, in connection with the seed
planter, when constructed in the manner and for thd
purposes and substantially as described.

62,835.—Lewis Gibbs, Canton, Ohio, assignor to
BucHER, GiUBS &; Company, same place.

—

Floto.—
March 12, 1867.—The casting attached to the rear
end of the beam has a gain which receives tlie lip of
a slotted casting attached to the handle, and a bolt of
the former traverses the slot of the latter, by which
lateral adjustment is admitted. The ground bar is

detached ti-om the share. Tlie holding edges of the
colter are beveled and the gain of its holder plate
similarly formed, to admit of tightening the colter by
screwing up the plate.

Claim.—Uniting the beam and handle of a iilow by
means of the castings d f and their lips e g, and a
screw bolt i, substantially as described.
Also, the beveled edges of the socket j with the

beveled edges of the colter D, and the screw bolts A-,

for the purpose of holding aiid tightening the colter,

substantially as describetl.

Also, the bar m, made and united to and with the
land side and shai-e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described-

62,836.—Marshall Gilbert, K"ew York, N. Y.
—Garbarje Jioa;.—March 12, 1867.—The cask is let
into the pavement and has an annular edge inside
upon whicli is placed a grating that supports the gar-
bage vessel, which is covered with a lid.

Claim.—The vessel c, formed with a ring or ledge c,

in combination with the movable grating / and re-
ceptacle g, the whole constructed and applied in the
mtinner specified to form a receptacle for AShe? and
other refuse matter.

62,837.-James E. Gillespie, Boston, lyrnss.—
Loiv Water Detector.—March 12, 1867.—A pipe from
the boiler bottom and one from just below the water
level are brought up above the boiler to form a coil

and to communicate with a tank supported on said
coil. AVhen the fall of water level in the boiler ex-
poses the end of the pipe to the steam, the latter fills

the tank, whicli is raised by the coiled spring and
operates a lever connected with the alarm whistle.
Claim.—First, tiie hollow springs g f, or tlicir

equivalents, in combination with the tank" and boiler,

as specified.

Second, the (iombination of the pipes and springs

g f and tank e with the whistle of u boiler, whereby
to raise an alarm in case of low water.

62,838.—William F. Goodwin, Washington, D.
G.—Harvester iia/ce.-Mai'ch 12, 1867.—The axle of
the driving wheels has a lengthened key scat, in which
the siJline key of a cog wheel has play, to bring a
pinion gearing with the said wheel in connection with
either one of a series of pinions of various diameters
upon a shaft parallel with the axle. This shaft has a
crank which traverses a yoke on a slide bar connected
with a pivoted lever, which is connected to a series
of levers so pivoted together to the frame and the
rake as to give the latter the proper sweep over the
platform. The series of wheels on the crank shaft
furnish means for adjusting the movement of the
rake. The rake passes beneath a jointed gidde plate
in its forward movement, and above it iu'its return,
to raise it above the grain. The rake mechanism
may be thrown in or out of gear by a lever.

Claim.—First, the gear Avheels A, A^ A^, A^, and
A-*, shaft B5, crank B"^, lever L and L^ and block M,
arranged to operate in the manner and for the pui--

posc substantially as described.
Second, the yoke A^, and A'*, and vibrating arm A^,

arranged to operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantiallv as described.

Third, the bars or levers B, B>, B2, B^, and B'*,

crank B^, and post B*', with the rake B', attached,
arranged, and operating in the manner and for the
piu'pose substantially as described.
Fom'th, the switch S and tracks T and T', arranged

on the side of a circular platform, to operate in the
manner and for the pm-pose substantiallj- as described.

Fifth, the rake head B', hinged or jointed to the re-

ciprocating and tm-ning post B", aiTanged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the arrangement beneath the grain platfoim
of the mechanism for communicating motion to a re-

ciprocating, turning, and lifting rake, which operates
fi'om above upon the platform, substantially q,s de-
scribed. \
62,839.-11. :^L Green, Baltimore, Md.— Ifa-

chine for Bending Cable iinfcs.—Marcli 12, 1867.

—

One end of the link blank is clamped to tlie " fonner,''
and it is bent around the same by adjustable anti-

friction rollers upon a swinging arm. The bent blank
is throv.'n off the '•former" by a treadle.

Claim.—First, the slottedlever D, provided with
the wheels or pulleys J J', in combination with
the "fonner" C, arranged as and for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the an-angement of the set screw P, with
the "former" C and lever D, substantially in tlie man-
ner and for the purpose herein specified.

62,840.— C. S. S. GraFFiXG, Geneva, Ohio.—
Fence.—;^arch 12, 1867.—A series of compensating
loops allow expansion or contraction of tlie wire with-
out either loosening the attachment or injury to the
fence, which is steadied Literally by tri-lateral braces
at the junction of the panels. ' ^
Claim.—Fii-st, the frame A, x^rovided with -u-ircs

C C and compensating loop K, as constructed and
arranged, in combination with the brace post D, for

the purpose and in the manner as described. ':

Second, in combination with the above, the panel
A', constructed and- ai-ranged in the manner as de-

scribed.

62,841.—Joiix Hague, Providence, R. 1.—Steam
I^'«p.—March 12, 1867.—The upper end of the tubular
stem of the water -waive fonns the seat of the air valve.

The water valve is opened by a float, which move-
ment closes the air valvo^
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Cf«im.—The hollow valve stem C, constructed and
arranged substantially as described, in combination
"uith the air and water valves B and E, and operated
substantially as herein set forth.

62,842.—Joel Haines, "West Middleburg, Ohio.
—Dinner Bucket.—March. 12, 1867.—The permanent
horizontal pai-tition divides the bucket into two com-
Sartments,. A door in the end opens into the lower
ivision, in which slidingtrays are supported on cleats.

Claim.—A victual and provision bucket, made with
a double bottom or permanent horizontal partition to

divide it into two apartments, one above the other,

with a door in the side of the bucket opening into the
lower division or apartment, substantially as de-

scribed.
Also, the cleats in the lower apartment, in combi-

nation with the pans or trays.

62,843.- Lewis HA^^^UM, Cortland, IST. T.—
Wringer for Clothes and Ifops.—March 12, 1867.—
One roller rotates in fixed bearings in the fi-ame

;

the other has its bearings in a sliding fi-ame, and is

brought up to the former by pressm-e upon the hand
lever or treadle.

Claim.—First, the rolls B C and links D, arranged
relatively to the arms E^ on the sliaft E, which latter

is adapted for being partially rotated at will, all sub-
stautially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, in connection with the above, the hand
lever E^, foot lever G-, and connection G^, arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, the board D^, can'ied on the links I) and ar-

ranged to serve relatively thereto and to the rolls B
C, which are opened and closed thereby, substantially

as and for the purpose herein specified.

62,844.—Thomas Hanvey, Elma, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Making Cheese Boxes.—March 12, 1867.

—

One end of the rim is clamped between the edge of
the hinged segment and the contiguous part of the
drum. "The bottom is held by the pins projecting
therelrom, and the box formed fer nailing by a rota-

tion of the same. The vibrating support arms of
said segment are operated by a crank, which has a
retaining spiing catch.

Claim.—The hinged section D*, constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as set forth.

62,845.— L. 0. Hayworth, 'New Cumberland,
Ind.— Grain Register.— March 12, 1867 ; antedated
February 28, 1867.-The first wheel moves half a rev-

olution, at an in^ulse derived from the motion of the
oaiTiage whijji holds the half-bushel measm-o. The
succeeding.itWieels are connected to it, and are deci-

mally aiTanged, to score units, tens, &c.
Claim.—The combination of the wheels B B B

witli ratchet center pieces of vaiying diameters and
teeth, the Avheel A^, sliding frame I, swinging pawls

^ J K, rod B^ slotted arm L, and arms N O, operating
with the grooved side bar S of the carriage P, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

62,846.—Edmund Hersey, Hingham, Mass.—
Machine for Cutting Heads and Bottoms of Wooden
Boxes.—March 12, 1867.—Two gouge-shaped, circular
reciprocating cutters complete the circular cut ru the
material placed upon the post beneath it.

C'Zflt?/i.—Having the edge of the cutter C formed
of two gouge-shaped parts, substantially as gud for the
purpose shown and described.

62,847.-Aaron Higley, South Bend, Ind.—Oar
Brake.—March 12, 1867.—One ratchet on the windlass
prevents the latter from turniug if the train starts pre-

matm-ely, which would tend to tha-ow the retaining
dog out of the other ratchet.

Claim.—Tha ratchets X and 2, in combination
with windlass 7, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

62,848,—LuciAN Hilt., Nortli Brookfield, Mass..
assignor to Lawson M. Hill, same place.

—

Corset
Clasp.—March 12, 1867.—The clasps arc not attached
to the stiffeniug ribs, but formed with sockets for tlie

passage of the latter, so that all may bo removed for

wasliing.

Claim:—The detachable clasp for corsets herein
described, consisting of the pai'ts a a and spring h,

coastructed as set forth.

62,849.—T. Hofstatter, Jr., ISTew York, i^. T.—
Auger.—March 12, 1867.—The clearing screw of the
auger has an outer screw thread, which carries coun-
tersink dies, a holding collar, and a jam nut.
C laim.—The countersink b, washer c, and thumb

screw d, when constructed and arranged upon the
screw thread a of the auger A, and operating as here-
in set forth for the purpose specified.

62,85 .—EdwinHott andEdward P. "Whitn-ey,
Stamford, Conn.— Step Attachment for Berths.—
March 12, 1867.—The hanging arm on the side of the
berth has a folding step at about midlength and a stop
pin on the berth below.
Claim:—The device, herein described, of the arm

B and folding step C, constructed substantially as
herein specified, to serve as a resting place for the
foot, for facilitating ascent to and descent from bertha
in steam and other vessels and railway vehicles.

62,851.—K B. Hugunt:t, Cleveland, Ohio,—
Wringing Machine.—March 12, 1867.—A single gear
is on the shaft of each of the rubber rollers, the lower
one moving on the outer surface, and the upper one
on the inner surface of the rim of the double-gear
wheel, which is kept in adjustment with the cog
wheel on the lower shaft by toggles. The bars are
attached by bolts and springs, and adjusted by screw
bolts passing tlu'ough the stiffening bar.

Claim:—First, the aiTangement and combination
of the double-gear wheel A and single-gear wheels
B, C, and D, and toggles E E, or their equivalents,
as described, for the purposes specified.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
stiffening bar P, spring bars K and L, bolts M M,
spring collars N N and adjusting screws O O, as de-
scribed, for the pm'poses specified.

62,852.—John S. Jennings, Medina, IST. T.—
Boiler Form.—March 12, 1867.— The form is com-
posed of two segmental blocks, with a rim and lips

to keep the edge of the boiler in position. Tlie blocks
are connected by two dowels, and distended by a
double-acting screw in the middle.
Claim.—The rim / and lips d, the double-acting

screw h b', and the dowels a a, when combined
with the two heads A A, the whole arranged and oper-

ating as herein set forth.

62,853.—Oliver A. Ej;lley, Slatersville, E. I.,

assignor to Lamb, Cook & Co.—Goverjior.-March
12, 1867.— The gate or valve is regulated by the
action of two pivoted pawls and a ratchet gear. The
pawls point in opposite directions and sweep over
the circumference of the ratchet, one or the other en-

gaging according as the speed exceeds or otherwise
the medium rate desired, at which they sweep back
and forth without engagement. The pawls are regu-
lated by shoes, which are lifted by the rising or falling

of the governor balls above or below a specified posi-

tion.

Claim.—First, the weighted shoes F, in combina-
tion with the lever G, elbow shaft A, rod H and gov-
ernor I, substantially as described, foK#the puri)ose
specified.

Second, the cam groove D, in combination with
the arm C, pawls b b', ratchet gear- B, shoes F, lever

G, rod H and governor I, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the piu'pose described.

Tliird, the yielding or self-adjusting shoes F, in

combination Avith the pawls b b\ dovetail teeth a of
the ratchet wheel B, lever G, rod H, and governor
I, all constructed and operating subiitantiaUy as and
for the purj)ose set forth.

62,854.-GisoN KIeyes, Binghamton, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and F. Y. Payne, same place.—
Washing Machine.—March 12, 1867.—The washboard
covers the bottom of the suds box, and the canvas
wliich lies upon it is secm'cd by the sliding end pieces.

The rubber is so presented as to bear angulai-ly upon
the corrugations of the board, and imitate the hand
operation.
Claim:—The combination and construction of the

suds box A with the lever E, notched handle of the
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rubber B, and mode of securing the canvas apron by
means of the slides C C, as described aud for the piu?-

pose set forth.

62,855.—Joshua Kidd, London, England.—J.p-
paratus for Carburetting Gas and Air.—March 12,

18G7.—The gas-tight vessel contains a liquid hytli'o-

cai'bon, and has a vertical apcrtui-e, which forms a
chimney for the burner below, whereby the contents
are heated. The cap over this aperture is adjusted
vertically to increase or diminish the power of the
liquid, which is heated principally from above. Oil

is supplied to the rescrvoii- by aii intermittent foun-
tain feeder.
Claim.—As new, for carburetting gas or air by heat

at the burner for obtaining light, forming the appa-
ratus with a heating aperture through its center, also
with heat I'cgulator D, together with the application
of oil-supplying aixangemeut, substantially as de-
scribed.

63,856.—Joshua Kidd, London, England.—J.^-
puratus for forming an Explosive Mixture of Aii-

and Hydrocarbon Vapors for use in Motive Power
Ungines.—March 12, 1867.—This is designed to make
available light petroleum spirit, instead of gas, for
working the Lenoir or other gas motor engine. The
vaporizer has a chimney through its center, aud a
burner concentric within it. The feed is a distant
intermittent fountain. Each stroke of the engine
draws in air through the gauze mouth of the air inlet,

and the air charged with vapor of hydrocarbon passes
to the cylinder to be exploded in the" ordinary manner.

Claim.—As new, for the purposes of this invention,
the general arrangement of appai-atus, substantially
as described and set forth.

62,857.-MartixC.Kilgore, "Washington, Iowa.
—Corn Sheller.—March 12, 1867.—The lace of the
cylinder is slightly concave, and has T-headcd spikes,
which shell the corn pushed against the cylinder by
the spring plate. Inclmed bars lead the' cobs to a
side exit, and the shelled corn escapes at the bottom.
Claim.—A corn sheller having a bos as dcscrijjed

with plate a, springs d b, bar c, and the device as de-
scribed for the egress of cobs, all constructed, com-
bined and arranged substantially as herein specified.

62,858—H. J. KiNTZ, Greece, N. Y.—Potato
Bigger.—March 12, 1867.—The pointed aud elevated
mold board passes centrally under the hills, divides
them, and severs them from the vines. The tubers
pass up aud are acted upon by a double conical re-
volving sifter, which delivers them to the hinged
conductor, which discharges them in a compact row
at the rear.

Claim.—The construction, combination, and ar-
rangement of the scraper A, consisting of the vertical
side points a a, tho central share b, extending back-
ward and upward in a semicii-cular ridge, with its

point projecting below the level of the side points,
and the intervening shallow scoops with concave
edges c c, and gi-adual upward inclination between
the side and central points, operating substantially
in the manner and for tho purposes herein set forth.

Also, in combination with the seraper, constructed
and arranged as above described, the double conical
sifter E u|l its cogged driving wheel G , operating
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Also, the hiuged adjustable and self-supporting
conductor H, provided with the converging fingers p,
and the concave k, when combined aud arranged with
the double conical sifter E, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.
Also, the special arrangement of the machine, con-

sisting essentiahy of the scraper A, with di-aft ai-ms
D, tho sifter E, with driving wheel G, the conductor
H, and the vine clearers I, operating as herein de-
scribed.

62,859.—EiciiARD Laveby, South Boston, Mass.
—Tool for Cutting off Boiler Tubes.-March 12, 1867.
—The ecceutric cutter is pivoted in a cylindrical head,
which fits the interior of the tube to be cut, and is
revolved by a ratchet and handle. The cutter is turned
on its own axis to project the edge of the tooth be-
yond the periphery of the head, or to withdraw it for
insertion or removal from its place of working.
Claim.—First, the eccentric cutter B, in combina-

tion with the head A, constructed aud operating sub-
sUuitially as and for the purpose described. ' :

Second, the lip or nose e on the eccentric cutter, in
combination with the shoulder /in the liead A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Thu'il, the pin C, provided with a key c, in combi-
nation Avith the eccentric cutter B and 'head A, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Eourth, the ratchet handle D, in combination with

cogs g in the head A, and with the eccentric cutter
B, constructed aud operating substantially as aud for
thie purpose set forth.

62,860.—Peter Lawsox, Lowell, Mass.—Appa-
ratus for Pefrigerating, Cooling, and Preserving.—
March 12, 18G7.—The revolving shaft brings any por-
tion of the tables over tho opening of two' chambers.
A movable table in the upper compartment is operated
by a rack and i)inion for the pm-poso of inti'Oi-lucing

ice.

Clai7n,—'First, an upright sliaft with one or more
tables or shelves, and suitable means to revolve the
same, in combination with the interior of a refrige-
rator, provision safe, or preserving house or similar
structm-e, substantially as herein set forth and de-
scribed. "^

Second, one or more shelves M, rack p, pinion q,
in combination with the body of a refrigerator or
similar structure, substantially as herein described
aud set forth.

Thu'd, the combination in a refrigerator or like
structure of one or more revolving tables C, with one
or more movable shelves M, substantially as herein set
forth and described.

62,861.-Erancois Leclerc, "Watertowu, Ts"". Y.,
assignor to himself and J. S. Letred, same place.

—

Lantern.—March 12, 1867.—Eyes upon tlie bail give
points of attachment to the wii-e frame, and springs
projecting inward from the lower ends of the frame-
^\ires come beneath the flange of the lamp aud sup-
l^ort it in position.
Claim.—The combination of the bail E, with its

eyes /, the wire G, and spring I arranged with the
slotted chamber H, operating with tho lamp A and
its flau'^e «, all constructed aud an-anged in the man-
ner and for the pm-pose herein described.

62,862.—Austin Leyden, Atlanta, Ga.—Combi-
nation Padlock.—MaMch 12, 1867.—The lock is designed
for through freight cars, the destination being indi-

cated by an exposed letter, and it resists the attempt
to open it by a way key.
Ctaim.—Fhst, the disk bolt A, constructed sub-

stantially as described, with indicating letters upon
one side, and the latch B attached to the other side,

and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

Second, the catch C C" attached to the shell of the
lock, substantially as described, in combination with
the disk bolt A, for the piu'poses specified.

62,863—Albon Max, Brooklyn, K Y.—Loch
Seal.—March 12, 1867.—The seal is printed on a slip

of paper, Avith a marginal register, on which can be
noted a memorandum of time and place.

Claim.—First, a seal for lock seals or other analo-
gous purposes', where it is important to keep a record
of the number and kind of seals used, and the times,
places, and circumstances of the use thereof, by tht

preparation of the seal upon a slip of paper with a

marginal register, on Avhich all the said facts may be
noted.
Second, constructing said seals variantly, so as to

operate as a check upon counter feitiu"-, aiid so that
it cannot be known which design is usea in any given
case, except l)y the person using it aud by the record.

Third, these variant designs combined in pass books
on slips of paper, so as to allow a pennutation of the
designs for fm-ther security.

62,864.—Thomas Marsh, Smithfield, E. I., as-
signor to himself, John Balcuo.m and S. Perry,
same place.

—

Beer Faucet.—March 12, 1867.—A screw
socket is fastened to the cask around t!ie ordinary
wooden plug, and a screw shaft is made the means
of forcing in the said plug. A jjortiou of tiie shaft is

hollow, aud has an ordinary spigot ; when the screw
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plug is forced in to a certain distance lateral open-
ings arc exposed, whicli admit liquid into its hollow
interior, the discharge of which is regulated by the
spigot as usual.
Claim.—First, the faucet, composed of two parts 1

and 2, the part 1 to be attached to the bai-rel at any
time after the tilling and before the tapping of the
same, and to act in combination with the part 2 in
forcing out the common wooden plug, tho use of
wbieiris rendered unobjcctionablo by this inyention,
and which it is no part of my design to supersede.
Second, the combination of such faucet with a col-

lai' C afiised to the cask, such parts in combination
constituting an apparatus for tapping a cask, sub-
stantially as described.

Thii-d, combining with tho apparatus described in
tlic first clause a cutting bit F, substantially as de-
scribed, for the pm'poses specified.

G2,S65.—FiiANKLiN J. May, MoiTisania, 'N. Y.,
assignor to himself and J. G. Baenuji, same place.

—

Safety Key-holder for Boor ioe/vS.—March 12, 1867.—
The swinging plate being vibrated' so as to bring the
slot over the sliank of the key, the pawl is brought to
bear against a square on the shank to prevent its ro-

tation by an outsider.
Claim.—The weighted pawl H, in combination

with plate E, operating directly against the square
shank: of the key, substantiaily as herein repi'esented
and described.

62,866.—Geo. W. McCaxx, Springfield, Ohio.—
Measuring Funnel.—March 12, 1867.—The scale is

marked on a bent strip which clips the side of tho
vessel. The stem of the valve is guided in a project-
ing bridge piece, and the measure stands upon a de-

tachable base.
Claim.—Fii'st, the scale I, in combination with the

cuj) A of a funnel, when said scale is constructed sub-
stantially as described, and retained in place by a
spring pressm'c against the side of the cup.
Second, the guide bridge E, in combination with

tlie valve C, stem D, and cup lA. of a funnel, when con-
structed so as to be readily removable, substantially as
and for the pm'pose set forth.

Third, the removable base L, in combination with
a cup and nozzle of a funnel measure, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Eom'th, the nozzle J of a funnel, constructed with
the wire k vv'onnd spirally round its outer sm-face, for
the pm-pose of permitting the air to escape upward
by the side of the nozzle, as set forth.

'Eiith, the combined cup, funnel, and measure, con-
structed and lu-rauged as set forth.

62,807.—Donald L. McDonnell, Detroit, Mich.—Horseshoe.—March 12, 1867.—The foot is protected
fi'om injin-ious concussion by the interposition of a
vulcanite insole between the hoof and the iron shoe.

Claim.—The combination of the iron shoe, having
a continuous groove in its upper sm'face, and spurs
projecting upwardly therefrom, with the elastic shoe,
having a continuous tongue fitting said groove, all

constructed and arranged as described.

62,868—C. F. Megquier, Eureka, J\l.— Cultiva-
tor.—March 12, 1867.—The plows are raised vertically
by levers which are actuated by hand or l)y treadles.
The inside plows are moved laterally to conform to
the sinuosities of the rows by means of hand levers.

Claim,.—The i^low standards F F, pivoted at their
upper ends in metal straps c, which encompass loosely
the shaft G in the frame A, so that said standards anU
the plows n attached may be moved vertically and
laterally in combination with the jilow standard's 1 1,

pivoted to the outer sides of the frame A, tho levers
k k, to which the plow standards are connected, and
the rods N attached to the plow standards, all being
arranged to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

62,869.-W. D. Miller, Enon, Ohio.—Automatic
Wagon Brake.—March 12, 1867.—As the team pulls

back on the neck yoke and tongue tho fore axle slides

back, the king bolt traversing in the slotted bolster
and coupling pole. The brake bar is connected to the

fore axle, aad by the motion of tho latter the rubbers
are brought into effective action on the wheels.
Claim.—First, the axle G and slotted bolster H, in

combination with the rollers J, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the automatic brake A, operated by means
of the connecting rod C and the axle G. in combina-
tion with the slotted lx)lster H, slotted perch I and
bolt F, as and for the purpose set forth.

62,870.—John Moody, York, England.-FZoai-
ing Battery or Light-house.—M.nrch 12, 1867.—Tho
hull or base is of a star-like or radiating form viewed
in plan or horizontal section, -nith a flat or slightly
rounded bottom, and with its top preferably afchei
in all dii-ections. The upper structure may be a light-
house or plated battery.

Claim.—The construction of floating lights, bea-
cons, floating batteries, and other vessels with radiat-
ing arms, as described, for the purpose of preserving
their steadinesss in a rough sea, as herein set forth.

62,871..—TnojiAS B. Moore, Bridesburg, Pa.—
Bed i>o«o?«.—March 12, 1867.—The springs are coiled
upon spindles resting on the rails, and theii' upper
ends are looped to bars beneath on the slats.

Claim.—First, an improved spring for bed bottoms,
formed by combining the spring Behaving a loop or
hook b' formed upon its upper end, with the bars C
and earsD, having notches formed in their rear sides,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the loops or bridles P
with the springs B, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

62,872.—Frank Morton, Kingston, Mass.—
Strainer.—March 12, 1867.—Two arms of the frame
support the handles and two keep the bag distended
while filling. The bag is then removed, enveloping
contents, whose juice is expressed by torsion.
CloAm.—The arrangement Jmd combination of the

handles C C with the"strainer cloth A, and the sup-
porting trame B B' B".

62,873.—Alfred S. Monger, Chicopeo Falls,
Mass.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arms.—March 12, 1867.

—

The hammer constitutes the abutment to sustain the
recoil, and the pivot of the detaining catch is relieved
by tho interposition of a rigid su])port between the
back of the hammer and the stationary part of the
frame.
Claim.—The leYOT catch G, formed with the foot

g, which in the act of firing is interposed between the
back of the hammer and the part c of the trame to re-
lieve the pivot h of the pressure, and in the act of
cocking is retracted to release the hammer, as and
for the purposes described.

62,874.—Jajvies H. Murrill, Baltimore, Md.—
Valve Gear for Oscillating Engines.—March 12,
1867.— Steam is admitted through one of the trun-
nions and exhausted througii the other. The slide-

valve rod has tv.o studs embracing the eccentric arc
which partakes of the side movement of the lever,
which is oscillated fi'om its upper end by the eccentric
on the crank shaft. As the cylinder' oscillates, tlie

studs traverse the arc and move the valve rod longi-
tudinally. Variation in the throw of the valve is

eflccted by adjustment of the arc. W
Claim.—The arrangement of tho arc Clever D,

valve rod d, crank shaft F, and oscUlating cylinder
A, substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth.

62,875.—George Ogg, Lacon, HI—Harrow.—
March 12, 1867.—The parts of the quadrilateral frame
are pivoted together, and the implement is regulated
as to the width of tilth by means of the diagonal
draft chain.
Claim.—The manner of connecting the arms Avith

each other by the bolts B and rings D, and the ar-

rangement and combination of the chain E passing
through the ring I), by which any width of harrow
desired may be readily'effected.

62,876.—Isaac E. and John A. OvERrECK. Ovor-
pcck's Station, Ohio.— Cane i)trip2>er.— ]March 12,

1867,—The handle being grasped by the right hand,
the stalk is grasped by the hook and cut by the knife,

which is slipped by tho sleeve ; a downward motion
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strips the blades and the stalk is cut off by an up-

ward pull.

Claim.—First, the double-edged knife e, arranged
and opersiting in combination with hook a, for cutting

and stripping stalks, substantially as and for the pui'-

pose described.
Second, the handle b d and shield A A', in combi-

nation with a hook and knife, arranged substantially

as specified for the pui-pose set forth.

63,877.—ZiBA PAnKiiuiiST, Milford, Mass.—Jfa-
chine for llcmovinq Burrs j'rom Wool.—March 1-2,

18G7.—The wool fed in by the rollers is crowded by
the induction plate between the teeth of the cylinder,

and any liber projecting beyond the teeth is acted on
br the combs.

' Claim.—ThG application of the induction plate G,
or its equivaleut, to, or its combination with, the burr-

ing machine, so as to operate Avith the main cylinder
thereof, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of one or
more combs with the burring machine, so as to ope-

rate with the main cylinder thereof, substantially as

and for the purpose hereinbefore explained.
Also, the application of the induction plate and

combs, or either of them, to the burr bos, so as to be
movable therewith, as described.

6-3,878.—George T. Pakry, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Preventin;^ Incrustation of Steam Boilers.—March
1-2, 1867.—Tlie electricity, generated by a jet of steam
impinging upon brush points, is carried to the boiler

to detach the scale and prcA'cnt the incrustation of
sediment.
Claim.—First, the mode, substantially as described,

of removing the scale from, and preventing the in-

crustation of, boilers by means of electricity generated
without the boiler by'jets of steam impinging upon
one or more points, or equivalent means, said electri-

city being conducted into the boiler by suitable means.
Second", tlie combination of the try-cock B and the

insulated brush of points H, set in the bulb G. or its

equivaleut. when connected by a suitable conductor
KA\-ith the shell of the boiler, and arranged to operate
Bubstantiallv in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

63,879 Elias C. Patterson. Pvochester, IS".

Y.

—

liein Holder for Carriages.—March 12, 1867.

—

The jaws are attached to the dash-boai-d and clasp
the reins.

Claim.—The improved rein holder, constructed
Bubstantially as described.

62,880.—H. H. Pember, Xew York, :»". Y.—
PiVZ.-March 12, 1867.—The fid is made in several
sections adapted to form cringles of various sizes.

Claim.—The fid. consisting ofa series oftransversely
divided sections B, of conical form, resting on each
other, fitted on the shaft C, and adapted to receive
the thimble between the sections relative to size, sub-
stantially as represented and described.

62,881 .—Daniel Peters and John W. Pauly,
Keokuk, Iowa.

—

Plow.—March 12, 1867; antedated
March 4, 1867.—The wheel has adjustable journals in
a holder attached to the mold board and relieves the
sole of pressure upon the ground.
Claim.—The combination of the friction wheel H

and adjustable supporting bar G with the mold board
E of the plow, when said wheel and bar ai-e constructed
and aiTangod substantially as herein shown and de-
Bcribed and for the pm-posc set forth.

62,882.—Albert C. Pierson. Rahway. X. J.—
Calculating Machine.—March 12. 1867.—Tlie decago-
nal prisms have on each face two columns of figures
and are rotatable on their journals. The figures are
read in connection with a movable bar or slide, and
its application cannot be briefly described.
Claim.—First, in calculating machines, presenting

to the eye duly the columns which are wanted to com-
pute the units", tens, <fcc., substantially as herein spe-
cified, when the several columns for each of the nine
digits, with the blank column for the cypher, are ar-
ranged to be presented simultaneously, so that they
mav be read off for units, tens, hundreds, &c., and
added mentally, with the ease and rapidity of adjust-
ment and of use herein set forth.

Second, the belt or sliding calendar-column E, when
used in combination with columns of calculated inter-

est, or equivalent calculated columns, the (juantitiea

in which vary according to the number of days, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Thiid.'the combination of tiie bar G, having a parallel

motion, with the several columns on the rollers B C and
c, Avith or without the column M or otiier columns,
substantially as and for tlie purpose specilicd.

Fourth, the slide I fitted on tlie bar G and adapted
to operate in combination with calculated columns so

as to expose dilferent columns according as it is moved,
and allow only one to be visible for the units, one for

the tens, <fcc.,'at one time, substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein specified.

62,883.—Thomas Place, Alfred Centre, N. Y.—
Machine for Boring and Tenoning.—March 12, 1867.

—Pressure on the treadle draws the spoke to the hollow
auger whose stock is turned by hand till arrested by
the stop. For boring felloes a' detachable bed is fitted

on the sliding carriage. A screw clamp in the bed
holds the felloe, which is moved up to the auger turned
by hand as in the former case and ai-rested by a gauge
stop.

Claim.—The sliding carriage D, having adjustable
rack t, adjustable stop ?», and elbow lever k, and ope-
rated by the treadle h, and operating substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

62,884.—Ebenezer S. Plrdy, Croton, X. Y.—
Cider ilfiZL—March 12, 1867.—The teeth of one cylin-

der run in the intervals between the teeth of the o'ther

cylinder, and one at a much more rapid rate than the
other, so as to grate the fruit.

Claim.—The alternate arrangement of the teeth
a a' on the cylinders B B', the teeth of one cylinder

Sassing closely between the teeth of the other cylin-

er, and adapted for grating the fruit instead of crush-
ing it, the whole being constructed. aiTanged. and op-
erated in the manner and for the purpose "set forth.

62,885.—E-vdiett Quinn. Washington, D. C—
Steam Gauge.—March 12, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent March 13, 1866. The gunge performs the func-
tion of indicating the pressure lii a steam generator
irrespective of the changes of temperatm-e. Tiie com-
pound siphons occupy small space and are removable
after being charged* for use without liability of de-
rangement. The claims explain the devices.

Claim.—First, the tubes inserted in plates, as de-
scribed, with the channels cut therein from one tube
to another, and with the cap or outer plate covering
the channels and ends of the tubes, as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, the packing and diaphragms between the

plates, with the plnngers for the purpose of cutting oti

communication between the tubes, as described.
Third, thi? moans provided for adjusting the mercury

in the final or index tube to the zero point on the scale,

or for adjusting said zero point to the mercuiy, in the
manner described.
Fourth, the construction of the index tube by a com-

bination of a back piece containing a groove of a
suitable caliber, with a glass face cemented to or
clamped thereon, in the manner substantially as de-
scribed. •

*

Fifth, the construction of channels from tube to tube
of a size sufficient for the necessary operation of the
gauge, but too small to allow of a rapid movement of
the fluids when pressm-e is suddenly applied.

62,886.—Leontdas M. Eeamy, Kokomo. Ind.—
Corn Planter.—March 12. 1867.—Two parallel shares
raise a ridge which is split by the central share, iu
whose rear the seed is di-oppcd and covered by the
rake following. The seed cylinder is rotated by band
connection to the wheel beneath the beam.
Claim.—First, in the described combination the

two ridging shares c c', followed by tlie seed-dropping
driU E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a corn-planter, consisting of two shares c c'

making a central ridge on which to plant, combined
with the drill E and crescent-shaped rake H, the whole
ai-ranged and operating substantially as set forth.

Third, in this connection, the crescent-shaped grain
coverer or rake H.
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62,SS7.—Samuel Eichakds, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Glass Furnace.—March. 12, 1867.—The doors are in

line with thfe benches; the -width of the "tone" or
space between the benches is reduced, and the pots
of tapering form extend oyer the "tone " and expose
their side surfaces to the flame. At the bottom of
each pot is a strainer and a tube reaching to the ex-

terior of the furnace.
Claim.—^Fii'st, the furnace, constructed with doors

and of the width described, in combination with the
tapering pots, the whole arranged and operating in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

•scribed.
Second, constructing refining pots with the projec-

tion b. with or without the strainer c, in the manner
and for the purpose substantiaUj as shown and de-

scribed.

62,SS8.—JosiAH S. EiCKEL, Geneseo, HI.— Cor?i

Planter.—March 12, 1867.—A seed box is suspended
from the beam of the single shovel plow and its dis-

charge slide is operated by the haaitUes as the plo-«'

moves across the check row.
Claim.—The seed slide G, placed within a chamber

c in the tube F, having a hole d made through it and
operated by the levers or hands E E, in combination
with the fixed partition H provided with the elastic

projection i and flap I, and the recess e with a glass/
at its outer side, all arranged substantially as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

62,889.—Louis S. Robbiks, Kew York, Is^. T.—
Construction of Dikes and Levees.—March 12, 1867.

The upright planks are diiven in conriection with
guide clamps ; have removable oaps to keep them in

line while being di-iven, and when built in a trench
have longitudinal timbers at theii- feet within the em-
bankment.

Claim.—First, the employment of a removable cap
D, substantially as and for the pm-poso herein shown
and described.

Second, the emidoyment of a guiding clamp E, or

its equivalent, in one or more paits, substantially as
shown and described.

•

Thii-d, the combination of one or more longitudinal
timbers ^\dth the lower portions of the npriglit planks
or timbers, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.

62,890.—Edward A. L. Egberts, Titusville,

Ta.—Torpedo for Oil Wells.—March 12, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent, Xo. 59,936. A powder
chamber is smTounded by nitro-glycerine and a quick-
match passes from the powder to the priming chamber,
v\ hich communicates through a tube with the fulmi-

nate, which is exploded by a hammer.
Claim.—Fii-st, the com'bination of the quickmatch

F with the priming chamberH H, for the pm-poses set

forth.

Second, the torpedo with the priming chamber, in

combination with the quickmatch, substantially as and
for the j)urposes set forth.

62,891.—Ezra M. Eobards, Avoca, IsT. Y.—
Driving ^Yell Tubes.—Ma.vch 12, 1867.—The plug of
zinc or soft metal in the cap protects the screw threads
which Aveuld ])e bruised by the contact of ii"on with
iron in tlie process of driving.

Claim.—The metallic case or cap C, provided with
a block or plug of zinc c, or its equivalent, substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose as herein set

forth.

62,892.-E. A. G. Eoulstoxe, Eoxbury, Mass.—
Traveling Jkig.—March 12, 1867.—The odgo of the

leather is laid in a groove of the frame and confined

therein by a strip of metal and rivets which pass
througli each portion.

Claim.—The construction ef the frame, with the

groove or recess e' to receive the edge of the leather

or cloth body b, and the confining strip d, all being
formed, arranged, and connected together, substan-

tially as set forth.

62,893.—Joseph Eyan, St. Louis, Mo.—Fluid
Ejector.—March 12, 1867 ; antedated February 27,

1867.-A liquid packing around the joints prevents
the leakage of air into the chamber and the consequent

vitiation of the partial vacuum caused by the con-
densation of steam. The water raised is discharged
against pressure of the atmosphere by a body of air
associated with the steam and expanded by receiving
a part of the heat of the latter. While drawing from
a single fsupply the discharge may be at several pipes.
Claim.—First,^ the method of economizing the heat

produced by the condensation of steam in a siphon by
application thereof to one or more air currents, theii
caused to act in combination with the steam current
or currents upon the fluid to be raised, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the tube F^, its feed of
steam and stop-cock, or their eqmvalents, with the
tube /2, its feed of air or throttle valve, or equiva-
lents, in such a manner that the steam current shall
impart to the air current velocity and heat, and bring
said air current in acting contact with the water to
be discharged, thus avoiding greater loss of power by
condensation which would ensue if steam alone were
used, substantially as set forth.

Tliir^, the tube F^, arranged to utilize the expansion
of steam by widening the inner diameter thereof,
substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the globes or other increases of surfaces of
the air feed tulDc/^, thus favoring an expansive action'
of air, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the supply pipe g^, the
steam chamber G, stop-cock rjr, find feed inj)es starting
from G, for the purposes described.

Sixth, the anaugement and combination of the
chambers F, the bulbs E, with the necks A^ and the
bulbs C and D, when used as set forth.

Seventh, the arrangement for packing the valve
rods to effect the perfect exclusion of air from the
vacuum, the same consisting of a stuffing box. ar-

rangement c^ c^ and c^, (Fig. 4,) and this sun'ounded
by a liquid, usually water, as in c*, and this backed by
a second stuifijig-box, as at c^ and c^, or any equiva-
lent arrangement which uses a liquid to prevent the
egress and ingress of air, in combination with some
mechanical stuffing-box contrivance to prevent the
leakage of the air-checking fluid.

Eighth, the combination of the male and female
screw parts c and c,' of the valve stem c with the pin
c'", worm wheel c^, worm shaft c^, and hand wheel c^'>,

as and for the purposes set forth.

Xinth, the joint of the pipe D with the root piece
Di by means of a flange d^ and lead cement, or equiva-
lents', filling the space surrounding cZ' of D^ subsian-
tially as described.
Tenth, the valve ball b^, when arranged of an inner

wooden kernel and coated with vulcanized rubber, or
its equivalent, as set forth.

Eleventh, the combination of the bulb B, diaphragm
plate fti, and drop valve b-, as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

62,894.—Geo. Savage, Jr., Bangor, Me.—Plank-
ing Screw.—March 12, 1867.—The fulcrum point of
the lever is dogged to the rib, and while one end is

propped against the rib the other has a clamping
screw which brings in the plank to the shape of the
frame. The lever slips in the clevis and the prop
upon the rib to adjust the screw in the requii-cd posi-

tion.

Claim.—Yirst, the planking screw, emisisting of
lever D with the prop or fidcrum E, screw F,"and
dogs d d, attached to lever D by the clevis G, or its

equivalent, all arranged to operate in manner sub-
stantially as described and shown.

SeeoncI, the rollers a a a in fulcrum E in combina-
tion -nith sliding clevis G, whereby to allow the ad-
justment of screw F, substantially in manner as and
for the purposes specified.

62,895.-David Smith, Hartfield. N. Y.—Wash
Board.—March 12, 1867.—A pressure boai-d is hinged
to the upper side of the bottom of the washboard and
is operated by a lever squeezing the clothes between
it and the washboard. One or more hard I"abbers are
mounted at one end on rods attached to cither side of
the washboard.
Claim.—The combination of the hinged pressure

board and lever C c. hand rubber or rubbers /, and
rod or rods g. Avith the washboard A, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
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62,896.—James Smith and Samuel C. Buo"s\'x,

Kichtaond, Iinl.

—

i<tovc Damper.—March 12, 18G7.

—

A section of pipe is extended into the stove and has
a bell-shaped deflector adjustable vertically to act as

a damper.
Claim.—First, a conical or bell-shaped damper,

constructed and applied substantially ia the maraier
set forth.

Second, the internal pipe A when provided with a
damper and arranged substantially as described and
for the pui-pose set fortli.

6-2,897.—Oliveu Sxow, TVest Meridcn, Conn.,
assignor to ]Mei:ii)EN- ^Iaxufactuuixg Comvany,
same jilace.

—

Punching Machine.—March 12, 18()7.

—

The -svi-ist of the tMving shaft is eccentrically journaled
in a revolvable bos of the punch shaft. A flange on
this bos has circumferential projections that enter in-

dentations of the punch shaft. To regulate the down-
^'ard movement of the punch the bos may be drawn
forward to release the projections when it is turned
partially around and returned to place.

Claim.—Tlic combination of the wi"ist bos D, ad-

justable center piece E, and endless screw I. oper-

ating substantiaDy in the manner and for the pm-pose
specified.

62,898.—Alexan-der F. and Thos. M. Staxs-
BUKY, Lewistown, 111.— Cultivator.—March 12, 1807.

—The power is applied to the rear of the cultivator by
draft rods from the singletrees passing through closed
staples which arc pendant from a doubletree in the
usual position to a doubletree in the rear, which is

attached to the rectangular frame by two straps. The
shovels are secured by bolts to iron bearers behind
them.

Claim.—Tlie slotted shoe or bearer F, the double-
trees K and G. the clevis bars H. draft rods I, and pen-
dant staples J, all substantially as and for the uses and
pui'poses hereinbefore set forth.

62,899.—C. B. Staktox, Scott, X. Y.—Chvrn.—
March 12, 1867.—The central horizontal shaft and
outer spiral frame revolving in contrary directions
have radial projections which pass through the inter-

vals between ciich other.

Claim.—The chiu-n bos A, with the eccentric frame
s s e e and teeth m, the shaft "^"i Avith its arms t 1 1,

operated 1)y the wheels J^yx and (Z, when constructed
and used in the manner substantially as spcciiied.

62,900.—W.M. H. Startzmax, Big Lick. Ya.—
Attaching Hoes to their Handles.—March 12, 1867.

—

The handle is attached in the wedge-shaped eye of
the hoe by a pole plate held by nuts and bolts.

Claim.—Attaching the handle C, having its lower
end wedge-shaped, to the hoe A by means of the
wedge-shaped eye B, tougued cap D,'nut E, and bolts
and nuts F and'G, as herein shown and described.

62,901.—AimAHAJi Steers, Xew York, X. T..
assignor to himself, Hexry L. Elder, and S. H.
Ejexxedy, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Making
Extracts.—^Anvch 12, 1867.—The revolving brush
cleans the steam coU. The floating rake breaks the
scum on the surface of the liquid to allow the vapors
to escape.
Claim.—First, the revolving brush F, in combina-

tion with the still A and coil C. constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the floating rake G, in combination with
the still A. constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

62,902.—JA>ra:s Stewart, Bangor, '^Ic—IIaivse
Pipe <SYoij;jcr.—March 12, 1867.—Two pivoted plates
inside the hawse hole have indentations to iit the chain
cable, to prevent the passage of water tkrough the
hawse hole onto the deck.

Claim.—The plates a a, in combination with hawse
pipe B. when an-auged to operate in the manner sub-
at^uitially as described and shown.

62,903.— .J.A.MES Stewart. Bangor. Me.— J?c-

Tolving Ta^^^e.—March 12, 1867.—The table and desk
revolve independently. The former revolves round
the pillar when the detent catch is released by pres-
sure on the pedal. The desk tui'iis on a pivot on the
tep of the pillar.

Claim.—The combination of table A, desk D, and
arm k, in manner substantially as shown and specified.

62,904.—SvAN SVAXSOX, Swede Point, Iowa.—
iTo rro«'.—March 12, 1867.—The rollers have slightly

curved teeth and their journals have their bearings at

the lower edges of tlie frame. The latter is rounded
at the forward ends of the side pieces, so that by
tiu'uing it over it can be drawn like a sleigh, keeping
the teeth from contact with the ground.
Claim.—The frame a, carrying the toothed rollera

B B B, adapted to be reversed and dra\\ii along tlio

surface of the ground by the top side l)ecoming the
bottom, in the manner and for the purpose specifietl*

62,905.—Hexry Swarthout. Altay, X. T.—
Chiirn Poiver.—March 12, 1867.—The driving wheel
has rollers and an adjustable lever by which the posi-

tion of the wheel is changed according to the direc-

tion and character of the power attached. A lever
and Aveight binding on the upper roUer balances the
driving wheel.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the roller E,

lever F, and pivot bos C, when applied aiid used as
specified, and for the purpose of changing the incli-

nation of the wheel H, as set forth.

Second, roller I, lever J, and weight K, when made
and applied as and for the purpose herein specified.

62,906.—Joseph W. Thorp, Sanbornton Bridge,
X. H.

—

Ironing Machine.—Mai-ch 12, 1867.—By a
succession of levers and slides attached to a tailor's

goose, sufficient pressure is obtained by action on the
handle at the end of the fi'ont lever, which is so ar-

ranged that while at rest the goose is raised from the
cloth.

Claim.—The compoimd levers e h g, provided with
handle d, the end of the levers e e, being pivoted to bar
c, which is connected to swinging arm D by a swivel
joint, and the end of levers g'g being connected to
the guides a rt,«which slide in sleeves b b, in combina-
tion with the iron E, the whole operating substan-
tiaUy as described and for the purpose specified.

62,907.—George W. Tolhurst, Xew York, N.
Y.

—

Boot and Shoe.—ilaTch 12, 1867.—The counter,
heel shank, and side strips are molded in one piece of
malleable metal, and the counter and side strips are
provided at theu- top edge with two serrated flanges,
which, closing on the leather upper, make a water-
tight connection.
Claim.—The counter D, heel E, shank F, and

slide-flanged strips G, made of one piece of metal, in
the manner described, for the pm'pose specified.

62,908.-Albert W. Upton, Lowell, Mass.—
Knob Latch for Doors.—March 12, 1867.—The latch
is Avithdrawu by the pressm-e of the horns of the
tumbler against the inclines on the rear end of the
latch bolt by an end motion of the tumbler spindle, or
by the turning of the handle bringing the liorns of
the tumbler against a catch at the rear of said inclines.
A spiral spring acting against the shoulder of the
latch l)olt tlirows it back to its former position.

Claim.—The combination of the iuciines a a and
the projectioiis c c on the rear end of the latch bolt
B, and the liorns c c on the tumbler A, with the
sliding arbor and knobs, the whole arranged to ope-
rate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,909.—C. W. "Wailey, New Orleans, La.—
Life-preserving lidft.—Mai'ch 12, 1867.—The baiTcls
are clamped in a frame which has gains to hold the
chime.
Claim.—A. life-preserving raft, embracing the com-

bination of the bars A A"A with the cross-pieces
B B B, <S:c., (so grooved as to receive the chime of a
barrel.) and mortises a a a a. The slats D D D. with
pin holes and pins, the ropes / /, the bolts C C C,
with hand nuts d d d d, and the baiTcls E E E E, all

arranged and constructed as specified, for the i)m"pose
hereinbefore set forth.

62,910.—W. S. Wheeler and S. E. Bickford,
Franklin, X. H., assignors to S. E. Bicki-ord and
F. Flaxdeus, same place.

—

Miter Box.—]^Iarch 12,

1867.—The saw guides are pivoted to a frame so as to
allow a vertical inclination, and this frame is so piv-
oted to the standard as to permit adjustment in a
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horizontal plane. Scale diska and pointers indicate
the incliaation in each ease.

Claim.—Pirst, thc^ guide frame E, so hung and
pivoted to a standard A, that it can be swung around
an axis veitieal to the -n-orlr. and also inclined to the
said A-ertical axis, -vrhereby the proper direction can be
given to the saw to cut a miter or a bevel, or both
simultaneously, substantially as set forth.

Second, providing the ti'aino E Avith au index or in-

dices for fixing or "adjusting its position around its

vertical axis or at the required inclination for a miter
or a bevel, in combination vrith a suitable clamp or
cJamps, or equivalent mechanical device for locking
1* when adjusted substantially as set forth.

€2,911.—John AVilet, 2d, South Reading, Mass-—Car Starter and Brake.—March 12, 18tJ7.—Under-
neath tlie body of the car is a slide, tlie slotted cud of
which enclose's a friction wheel fixed on the axle, the
other evA jilaying in a spiral spring. By a lever and
cams operated by chains below, one or the other side

of the slotted slide is pressed against the fi-ietion

wheel, so that the momentum of fhe car may be ac-

cumidated in the spring, and expended to start the
cm- when released.

Claim.—The slide E, provided with the oblong
opening a and cylindrical i>rojection &.working through
the cross-bar c,' spring Y, wheel D, upon the axle C,
ti-eadle K. eccentrics 1 1, sliding bai- H, chain c, and
windlass G, when all are constructed and arranged
to operate as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

62,912.—Joits- H. "Williams, Somerville, 2;r. J.—
Car Brake.—March 12, 1S67.—The brakes are applied
bv a spring acting on a lever ajid connecting rods.

Q!he brakes are released by means of a hand wheel.
-shaft, ratchet wheel, and pawl, similar to those usual
for putting on the brakes. The pawl is withdi'awn
by drawing a cord in reach of the engineer.
' Claim.—Fii'st, the drum I, lever ^, spring T,
chains H, J and X, when all are consti-ucted and ar-

ranged as herein set forth, for the pm-pose specified.

:/ Second, the arrangement of the lever c, connecting
chains or wires d, and horizontal swinging arm g, in

combination with the pawl TT, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified,

y Third, the foot lever y, connected with the brake
Qhain, and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

62,913.—Orix O. TTitherell, Plaistow, X. H..
assignor to himself and J. B. Brackett, Lewiston,
He.—Pen Holder.—Mai'ch 12, 1867.—The ink retainer
Is made adjustable to prevent clogging, and is readily
cleaned without removal from the holder.

Claim.—The application of the tongue or ink re-

tainer to the pen and its carrier in manner so that
the said retainer may be movable and adjustable with
respect to the nib of' the pen. as set forth.

Also, the construction of the pen canier with the
flepression or notch a and the two terminal slots h b,

arranged together and in it, and for the reception and
holding of au ink retainer to operate with the pen, as
specified.

62,914.—EiCHARD Woodcock, Jolifet, Ti\.—Tile
nnd Pipe Machine.—Marcii 12, 18ti7.—The core is

attached to a self-revolving core shaft in the hollow
main shaft, by Avhich the core is securely held in po-
sition. The receiver is a half cylinder of proportions
corresponding, to the size of the tih3, and is also used
to carrj' the tile and place it in position to dry.
^ Claim.—Fii-st, the self-revolving core shaft ciuthe
hoUow main shaft b.

Secoail, the receiver i, answering the double pm*-
"pose of receiving the tile from the'inill and handling
the same while in a green state.

Thii'd, a combination of the self-revolving core
shid"t c, the main shaft b, and the receiver i, when used
and operating substantially tis described.

62,915 ^D. "Wright and "W. A. Kirby, Aubm-n,
N. Y.—Coal Scuttle.—March 12, 1867.—The movable
lip on the mouth of the scuttle is confined to its posi-

tion by a pivot running in an elongated slot at its

]ower extremity and by a catch sliding into an open
Blot alM)ve. By pressing a spur, whicli is attached to

the lower part of the lip, agaiust the grate or furnace,

the lip may be raised till the catch leaves the upper
slot and the lip falls and forms a chute for the coals.
Claim.—First, the use of a lip or flap as a part of

the coal scuttle and in front thereof, so that the coal
may be discharged through an aperture, the bottom of
which shall be at a level sufficiently below that of the
upper ed^e of the scuttle, substantially in the manner
described.

Second, the manner of affixing the said lip to the
scuttle, substantiallv as above described.

62,916.-^0HX Allex, IVew York, 2^. Y.—^p-
plying Medicines and Remedial Agents and Appara-
tus T/ierc/or.-March 12, 1867.—The air-tight box
chamber has a hood to enclose the head of the patient
and is connected with a boiler or retort heated by a
lamp. The retort is filled vrith a solution of coiTosive
sublimate and iodide of potassium, the vapor of which
passes into the chamber.
Claim.—First, the peculiar construction and ar-

rangement of the appai-atus for administering vapor
batiis, substantially as hereinbefore described and for
the purposes set forth.

Second, the peculiar construction and arrangement
of the bath armor Xo. 1, the frame, flexible, impervious
casings and hood, and the annor Xo. 2, body and
hood "or head box, with glass front and thermometer,
substantiallj as hereinbefore described, and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the flexible supply and escape pipes, com-
bined and arranged with the apparatus, substantially
as described and"for the purposes mentioned.
Fourth, the gasoline stove, or other suitable device,

the heat of Avliich can be readily graduated, in com-
bination with a boiler or retort for generating vapors
for vapor baths, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination and an-angement of the cup,
Tvith water in it, lamp and plate, constituting the
sulpher vaporizing apparatus, substantially as de-
scril)ed and for the purposes stated.

Sixth, the introduction into a boiler or retort of
medicines which are soluble in water, or wliich may
be vaporized by a moderate degree of heat, pai-ticu-

larly the perchloride of mercury, (otherwise known
as corrosive sublimate.) and iodide of potassium, to-

gether or separately, and their compounds or equiva-
lents for converting them into vapor, substantially as
hereinbefore described and for the pm-posessettorth.

62,9ir.—W. L. AiKswoRxn and A. D. "Wright,
Lowell, Mass.

—

Stop Motion for Feeding Mechanism
of Carding Eiigiiies.—March 19, 1867.—When a sliver

breaks it fails in its traverse to tilt as usual the tri-

armed lever, whose heavier end is then permitted to
fall, bringing its opposite arm in position to be
acted upon by a projection of the carnage, and to
push the slide' and disengage the shipping lever from
its notch. The spring is then free to disengage the
gears, and so stop the feed.

Claim.—The peculiar stop motion or mechanism
for effecting the disengagement of the bevel gears s"

and X ; ancl also the combination of such a stop mo-
tion, or its equivalent, and the laying and feeding
mechanism, as described.
Also, the combination of the alarm apparatus, or

its equivalent, with the stop motion and the laying
and feeding mechanism, applied to or making a p£ut of
a carding engine, as described, the whole being sub-

stantially as and for operation in manner and for the
object or purposes as hereinbefore exphuned.

62,918.—J. LA>rBERT Asay, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Staple for Artificial Teeth.—March li). 1667.—Staples
of platinum have the ends embedded in the i>lastic

teetli, which are then baked. The gum, prior to vul-

canizing, is forced between the curves of the staples

in the rear of the teeth.

Claim.—The use of staples a, with their bent poi>-

tions projecting from the teeth, as a means of secur-

ing the latter' to a vuleanizable gum attached to a
metal plate, as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

62,919 T). AsHWORTH and E. B. Eaton. "Wo-
burn, Mass.— Concentrating Sidjihiinc Acid.—March
19, 1867; antedated March 12, 1867.—The series of

glass retorts situated over the furnace communicate
directly with each otJier. The upper are connected
with t'he pan from which the acid flows, and from
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thence it finds its way successively into each one of
the series.

Claim.—Condensing or roctifyinff oil of vitriol by
passing the same tlirou.^h a series of glass retorts, in
combination with a heating ai)paratus. substantially
as described.
Second, the combination of a series of glass retorts

G witli the pan E and furnace A, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

62,920,— nEXUY Bailey, Xow York, N. T.—
iSteam Enriine.— ^March IS), 1S67. —An extension of
the cylinder, formed as required, encloses the con-
necting rod and crank.

Claim.—First, the combination, with the cylinder
and its piston, of the steam or water-tight box or
chambered cylinder head, pitman, and revolving
crank, all arranged for operation within said head in
open coramuuicatiou with the cylinder, substantially
as specified.

Second, the chambered cylinderhead H, constructed
with its internal form corresponding to the course de-
scribed by the pitman in its action, substantially as
shown and described.

62,921.—S. R. and G. W. Ballard, Coldwater,
lAXcli.—Carding Engine.—March 19. 1867.—Tliis ma-
chine cards rolls in continuous lengths for hand spin-
ning. The tubes have removable tips, with varying
bores to suit dilfcrent sizes of yarn. The tubes' are
driven by a single belt, Avhich passes alternately
above and below them in the series.

Claim.—First, the rotating tubes a a a, having re-

moval)le tips or points h, when the same are "con-

structed and operated as described, for the purpose
specified.

Second, we claim the arrangement of driving pul-
ley d, single belt E, friction-roller belt tightener r,

and a series of rotating tubes a a «, in combination
with worm gear s t, heart cam Q, finger o, lever and
slide L I, for moving the guide fi'ame K, as described,
for the pm-poses specified.

62,922.—"WiLLiAJi Baustian, Davenport, Iowa.—Manufacture of Friction Matches.—March 19, 1867

;

antedated March 11, 1867.—The matches arc tipped
with a composition of glue, 3J lbs., boiled in 4 quarts
of water ; to which are added, phosphorus, 2^^ lbs.

;

white zinc, 2i lbs. ; Paris wMte, 2^ lbs. ; lampblack,
2i oz. ; rosin, i lb., primarily dissolved in 1 quart
of alcohol : and sulphur, i lb.

Claim.—The composition wherein, the matches are
dipped, as hereinbefore described.

62,923.—Albert B. Bean, Xew Haven, Conn.—Machine for Making Xuts.—March 19, 1867.—One
of the dies is upon a hinged support, so that it may
be swung out of its working position to afford access
to itself and the other dies.

Claim.—The crowner T, in combination with the
punch L and die A, and hinged holder U, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,924.—"^iLLiAM Birch, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Thomas Birch.—Steam.-e7igine
Slide Talve.—March 19, 1867.—The sectional packing
rings are so arranged that the joints of one ai-e over-
lapped tuid closed by the other. Aji inwai'dly-opening
valve in the balance plate, lieneath the oil ciip, ad-
mits oil and air on occasion of a partial vacuum in the
steam chest. Steam is admitted beneath the packiu
rings to force them to their seat in the chest cap, and
spiral springs arc also placed beneath them.
Claim.—First, in the rectangular or square frame,

the aiTangement of the straight and angular packing
strips, to be expanded by steam, in the manner de-
scrioed.

Second, the valve in the packing frame, to admit
oil to the steam or valve chest, and also to admit aii*

to prevent a vacuum in the cylinder and steam pipe.

62,925

—

John A. Blake, Xew Haven. Conn.,
assignor to Blake Brothers, same iiliico.—Ink-icell
Covfir.— March 19. 1867.— The pintle is formed on
the cover, and a hooked shank is placed over the pin-
tle to complete the hinge.
Claim.—The combination of the cover C and the

Bhank D, when hinged together'by a hook formec>

upon the one and a corresponding bar on the other,
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

62,926.—E. Borklen, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Explod-
ing Torpedoes in Oil TV'cZi,?.—March 19, 1867.—Two
insulated wii'es are carried into the torpedo, and their

ends connected by a fine platinum wire, so that when
the circuit is completed through the wires the heat-
ing of the platinum explodes the torpedo. Several
torpedoes may l)e simultaneously discharged by a
similar device to each, the whole having common
wires of connection to the battery.
Claim.—The application of tw'oor more torpedoes

in an oil well, the same being connected togctlier an#
exploded simidtanoously by one continuous electrio

current, substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

62,927.—"William It. Bradford, Chariestown,
Mass.

—

Cover for Kilns of Sugar Refineries.—March
19, 1867.—The fire brick or soapstone is held by a
band of iron cast around it. The fire-resisting mine-
ral is dovetailed into the metallic cover, Avhich it pre-
serves from the heat of the kiln.

Claim.—The construction or formation of a kiln
cover by casting the metal upon a fire brick or bricks,

or other similar material, and so as to secure the metal
and brick together, substantially as set forth.

62,928.—John E. Brastow and E. K. Ingolds-
BY, Van Buren Centre, N. Y.

—

Railroad Pick.—March
19, 1867.—The strap is bent over the mortised end of
the handle, and fastened to it by bolts. Tlio pick is

inserted through perforations in the strap coiTCspond-
ing to the mortise, and is secured by a wedge, the strap
forming a head for the pick and a guard for the pro-
tection of the handle.

Claim.—Attaching the pick.to its handle by form-
ing a head of the strap C, constructed and appLied
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

62,929.—S. J. Bridge and A. M. Craig, Portage
City, Wis.— TFater 17/teei.— March 19, 1867.— The
turbine wlieel lias a series of deflecting guides on its

upper surface, spiral buckets on its periphery, and a
central air chamber beneath.
Claim.—A water Avheel, having spiral buckets b

and the tangential giiides a, combined and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

62,930.—George M. Briggs, Boston, IsT. Y.—
Wool Press.—M.a.YQX\ 19, 1867.—The table has folding
leaves and a head, moved by a rope and crank, to

compress the fleece into tlie box at one end. Six
balls furnish twine to tie the fleece, and are placed
in separate receptacles beneath the table.

Claim.—The separate twine receptacles 1 2 3 4 .5 6

and corresponding grooves a a a and b b h, when
combined and arranged with the statioiiary bed A A,
fixed compressing box D D, and the follower E, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.

62,931. — George Brill. Philadelphia. Pa.—
Axle jKoa;.—March 19, 1867.—The sliding door is held
by side grooves of the box, and has an edge groove
to hold a packing strip. It is kept down by the collar

of a screw which enters a groove of the box. The
screw has a section cut away on one side, which, be-

ing turned to the groove, the slide may be Avithdrawn^
Claim.—Firai, the sliding door F, and pin H with

its collar A, the whole being constructed and adapted
to an axle box, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

Second, the ribs y y and lip x, arranged on the
box for the retention of the door, as set forth.

Thii-d, the packing strip G, adapted to the door and
box, as described, for the purpose specified.

62,932 Charles R. Bryant, Frankfort, N. Y.,
assignor to Calvin Eaton. Webster, X. Y.—Exten-
sion Ladder.—^sach. 19, 1867.—The extension ropo
revolves round a pulley, while the retractor connects
directly with the windlass ; this obviates tiie difficulty

from contraction of tlie rope from moisture, the re-

tractor being left sufficiently slack for any variation.

Claim.—In combination with the extension ladder
A and B, the rope D and retracting rope C, arranged
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and operating substantially in the manner shown and
described and for the j)urposes set forth-

62,933.— JosErii H. Buckley, l^cw Haven.
Conn.—Hydrant—^larch 19, 18G7.—The valve scat
has a leather ring held by an annular nut. A waste
pipe is stopped by an 'additional valve when the
main valve is open, but allows the escape of water
when it is closed.
Claim.—The combination of the valve C, having

its seat formed and packed in the manner described,
with the chamber B provided with waste passage or
or passages I, and with the cone / on the valve rod,
H-hen the said passage or passages I are united or
arranged so as to form a central support for the valve
rod, subst-antially as herein set forth.

62,934—G. W. Buss. Boston, Mass.—Car ^i^n^gr.
—March 19, 1867.—Improvement on his patent Oc-
tober 28, 1862. An open metallic bos is attached
to the under surface of the carriage, and has bearings
in its side plates for a fulcrum pin, on wliich hangs a
lever connected at its free* end with the truck or
journal boxes of the can-iage. The lever presses on
a spring enclosed in the box beneath the carriage.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a spring

for railway and other cai'riages, made up of the fol-

lowing combined devices, namely : an open metal
box, a lever hung upon a fulcruui in one end of the
box, and having its free end projecting out from the
opposite end of the box for connection with the truck,
and a spring interposed between the lever and the
roof of the box, the box serving as a bearing for the
fulcrum pin, as a means of connection between and
support of the spring and lever, and as a means of
applying the spring, lever, and fulcrum to*the body of
the caiTiage, the whole being arranged to operate
substantially as set forth.

62,935.—Harvey L. Byrd, Baltimore, Md.—
Kindling Arrangementfor Stoves.—March 19, 1867.

—

The basket to contaui kindlings is hinged beneath
the grate, and when elevated in fi-ont is "in a proper
position for the ignition of the fire.

Claim.—A kindling basket beneath the stove grate
or furnace grate, substantiaDy as described.

62,930.—JoH>f Ca Flisch, Union Mills, Pa.—
Composition for Roofing, Covering Wood, ct-c.—
March 19, 1867.—Eaw'coal tar is added to partially

slacked lime, and incorporated by stb'riug. To this is

added for roofing pm-poses sand or clay equal to
half the bulk of the other materials. For painting
purposes it is liqaefied by the addition of vai-nish.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of lime with coal
tar, in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown.
Second, the composition of coal tar, sand, quicksand,

or clay and lime, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein described.

62,937.—J. B. Campbell, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Ajyparatus for Regulating Draft in Steamboat and
other Chimneys.—March 19, 1867.—To the enlarged
end of the horizontal smoke pipe are appended wings,
which are actuated by side and stern winds, so as to

keei) a passage open.
Claim.—Fii'st, the enlarged end of the smoke pipe

B, provided with the wings E E, and with the cm'ljs

D 1), constructed and used in the manner above de-

scribed.
Second, the wings E E, hinged and adapted-to the

pm-pose described.

62,938.- Xathan S. Clement, :N'cw Britain.
Cami.—Axol ifajuZic—March 19, 1867.-The nut is

larger at either end than in the middle, and has radi-

ating projections, which fit recesses in the handle.

It is of type metal, and cast in place around the screw
stem.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the awl

handle herein described, having a tapering head B',

or a movable stem operated by a nut c, locked in the
cover C. by being headed or enlarged to match the
recesses provided in said cover, as lierein set forth.

62,939.—Joiix H. Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa..

assignor to E. J. Spaxgleij, W. E. Lockwood, and
E. 1). Lockwood, same t^iIugq.—Envelope Machvie.—

March 19, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of S. E.
Pettee, March 23, 1859. The paper is fed from the
roll, passes between rollers, makes a loose, down-
ward fold, then passes overrollers to the intermittent
drawing rollers, where it is acted on by the knives
of the cross-head, being automatically" guided by
lateral spring plates. The blade makes the curved
cut, and the folding blade pushes the blank between
the folding roUs, other knives making the incisions
and removing the superfluous side pieces, succeeded
by gumming and folding devices. The cutting and
folding blades are arranged only a short distance
apart from each other, and on the same cross-head,
and perform their respective duties during one motion
of the latter.

Claim.—First, knives attached to one cross-head
or plate E, and so arranged as to cut or sever the
strip of paper at several'points simultaneously, sub-
stantially in the manner described, during one move-
ment of the said cross-head.
Second, the combination of the said cross-head, its

knives, the blade 3 and folding rollers T and T', so
that the paper may be cut and folded dui-ing one
movement of the cross-head.

Tlm-d, the stationary arm H, projecting through an
opening in the cross-head E, and carrying rollers I,

in combination with the rollers J.
Fomth, the combination of the intermittinglv-re-

volving drawing roUers I and J. with the contin-
uously-revolving^ feed rollers P and Q. the whole be-
ing an-anged to act on the paper, as set forth.

Fifth, the system of rods x x' and x", arranged for
maintaining the paper in contact with the table, and
imparting xn-oper tension to the paper.

Sixth, the guiding plates v and v', connected to-

gether by the system of levers herein described, or
the equivalents" to the same, and arranged for the
proper guidance of the paper in a centrarcourse, sub-
stantially as described.

62,940.—Edsil^-d L. Couxtiss, Philadelphia. Pa.
—Car Brake <S'Aoe.—March 19. 1867.—The shoe holder
has a central cavity auid a catch on the upper side for

the lugs of the shoe. The shoe has a square central
stop and lugs on each end, and can be reversed when
one end is worn.
Claim.—The combination of the shoe with the

catches c c and the square-headed lug d. attached
together with the receiver b, shaped as shown, with
its slotted hole I, socket g, with its flanges and the
double inclined groove, constructed and arranged in
the manner described.

62,941.—C. O. Crosby, Xew Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and H. Kellogg, same place.

—

;SoWeW/igrJro?i.—March. 19, 1867.—The body is made
of cast ii'on, and has a dovetailed socket into which
the shank of the copper is expanded by di-iving, so
as to be retained therein: the point is afterward
finished.

Claim.—TiiQ body A and point B, when con-
structed and united 'by the enlai'gement of the point
within the body, subst"antiaLly as herein described.

62,942.

—

Fraxxis Curtis, Auburndalc, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Willl\m IIussell and Son,
Lawrence, Mass.

—

Screen Platefor Paper ilachincry.
—March 19, 1867.—The material is lasting, forms no
burr on the edges of the slots, and resists the action
of chemicals.

Claim.—A screen plate for paper machinery, con-

structed of the material kuowu as hard rub])er.

62,943.—WilliajiDerwent, Jr., Rockford, 111.—

Flour i'oZ^.-Marcli 19, 1867.—A short return con-

veyer i3 inserted between the main conveyer and the

lower bdlt reel for the pm'pose of reboltiiig so much
of the r.ieal as is conveyed.
Claim.—Tha short conveyer interposed between

the upper and lower bolts, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

62,944.—Canceled.

62,945

—

Patrick V. Dunn, Calamus. TVis.—
Holding Edged Tools on Grindstones.—March 19,

1867.

—

Aji additional frame is erected upon the frame
of the grindstone, and sCrves as a guide for clamps,

'wluch hold edge tools and scythes to be groand.
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The tools are held to the stone by means of a lever

and -weicrht, whieli serve also as a regulator of the

pressurelo be applied to the tool upon the stone.

Claim.—First, the com1)inatiou and aiTangement
of the frame C C C. the clamp D and the scythe device

E, substantially as described, for the purposes spe-.

cified.

Second, the combination of the weight I, lever J
and wheel K, as described, for the purposes speciiied.

62,946.—Egbert N. Eagle, Washington, J). C.—Hopple for Horses.—March 19, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent April 7, 1863. The bands are

connected by flexible loops, which slip upon each
other as the" animal walks, and do not revolve the
band upon the leg.

Claim.—A hopple, in which the log bands are con-

jiected by loops, which slip upon each other or upon
a device interposed between them or by a sin^-le loop
conjiected more directly to another leg baud, as iu

Figs. 5 and 6, substantially as described.

62,947.—CiiAiiLES U. Eddy. Auburn, N". T.,

assignor to himself and Theodoke J. DiCKEnsox,
same place.

—

Blind and Shutter Fastener.—March
19, 1867.—The lever has hooks, and is pivoted to the

sill so as to engage with coiTCsponding notches on
the blinds as they are closed.

C'Zat???.—The shutter or blind fastening, composed
of lever G, provided with hooks E F attached to the
sill H, iu combination with notches C D on the blind,

to bo operated substantially as and for'the purpose
set forth.

62,948.--J'AMES E. Emerson, Trenton, K". J.—
Saw-gumming JUacJiijic—'March 19,1867.—The ma-
chine is held in the hand of the operator, and has a
revolving buiT which cuts the saw plate to the de-

sired shajjc and is guided by an adjustable handle.
Claim.—First, the thumb screws D D, aiTanged

and operating as pivots, substantially as and for the
purpose speciiied.

Second, the combination of the thumb screws D D
and adjustable handle I, for exerting the pressure di-

rectly iu line with the cutting pai't, substantially as

described and represented.

62,949.— James H. Farley, Lowell, Mass.—
Milk Can.—March. 19. 1867.—A metallic ring sur-

rounds the bottom of the can and projects from
its sides for the purpose of keeping the cans apart
when placed iu a car and make them more staunch
by extending thert- base.

Claim.—The ring A, constructed as described, in

combination with tiie bottom part of a mUk can, sub-

stantially as described, and for the pm-poso herein set

fMrth.

62,950.—Joseph FiR^jENicn, Buffalo, ]^. T.—
Apparatus for the Manufacture of Vinegar.—March
19, 1867.—A vinegar mixture is formed of combined
aicohol in the form of vapor with the wash or woii,,

which is slowly and continuously run through tlie

apparatus described, where the combination takes
place.

Claim.—The combination with the vessel C of the
concave condensing surface J\, perforated diaphragm
i, and porous stratum j, witli the pipe K, provided
with perforated head I, constructed substantially in
the mAiner and for the purpose sot forth.

Also, in combiaation therewith, the tempering ves-
sel E, constructed as described, with the pipe d and
vapor generator A, arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.
Also, the cooling vessel P, constructed as described,

in combination with the watei* space H, arranged and
operating as described. '

»

62,951.—John T. Foster, Jersey City, N. J.—
Peat Jfra/n'nt'.-Mai-ch 19, 1867.—The hopper cylinder
contains a series of revolving, stirrers attached to a
shaft which passes through a revolving plate moving
iu a direction opposite to that of the shaft. To the
said plate are attached thi'ee slotted cylinders in the
annular space between the stationaiy cylinder at-

tached to the plate which supports tho hopper. A
stationary dh-ector is secured in tho .annular space
between the outer slotted cylinders, directly opposite
thj&Mnolding ?tube. Tliis^J'director .forces the- peat

tlirough the slots into tho molding tube, and as the
peat passes out it is cut into blocks by a reciprocating
knife and deposited in a trougli.
- CJaim.-First, tho stirrer or agitator formed of
vanes h b and d d, connected with a revolving shaft
B, and of a convolute shape or character, inclining as
they revolve to press the material downward, for
operation in combination with a reversely-moving
cylinder D, substantially as specified.

Second, the combination with a revolving stiiTcr or
agitator of reversely-operating concentric cylinders,
formed "svith ol)liquc slots iu or through theu- peri-

pheries, for operation in connection with aa iaterme-
diate stationary slotted cylinder, substantially as
specified,

Thii-d, the combination with tho obliquely-slotted
revolving outer cylinders F G and forming tube I, of

the director J, su))stantially as shown and described.
Fourth, in combination with the forming tube I

the yielding gauge L, operated by the material in its

delivery, as describetl.
Fifth, the combination with tho forming tube I and

yielding gauge L of the knife M, moved forward to
effect the cut by the action of tho gauge through
mechanism connecting it with the mill, substanti^y
as herein set forth.

Sixth, the side guide K, in combination with tho
knife M and g^.-a~:i L, for operation together, essen-
tially as specified.

62,952.—John T. Foster, Jersey City, IS". J^—
Machine for MaHng Pasteboard Poxes.—March 19,
1867.—The reciprocating feeding bar takes a blank
from the top of an automatically adjustable pile and
forces it through a fonner, which creases, turns up
the ends, and then laps them over above to form an
open-ended box to hold a drawer for matches, troches,
&c. The rectangular finish to the corners is given
by grooved setting disks.
Claim.—Fu'st, the combination with tho recipro-

cating feeding bar D of a former, so coustructed as
that, in the one motion of the bar, the blank is creased
and bent over the same, and its one edge or end made
to overlap the other, substantially as specified.
Second, the combiaation with the reciprocating

feeding bar D and foiTuer, operating as described, of
setting disks or wheels arranged to act on the bent
edges of the box or case, as it is delivered from the
former, essentially as heroin sot forth.

62,953.— John Hafer, Bedford, l?a. — Steam
Generator.—March 19, 1867.—In the interior flue of a
vertical steam generator and over the furnace is a
series of alternate cones and frusta! flanges, with
spaces between them, to compel the products of com?
bustion to pass in a tortuous direction from the fur^
nace to the smoke stack. Pipes pass through the
walls of tho generator for the introduction of air into
the gases at different points of their progress through
the flue.

Claim.—First, tho combination of the cones and
flanges with a steam boiler, an'auged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, tho combination of the cones and flanges
with a steam boiler, and with the tubes K, arranged
and operating substantially in the manner and for'tiie

purpose set forth.

62,954.—E. Hambujer, Detroit, Mich.—Cast&r
for Furniture.—March 19, 1367.—The zone of balls
impinges upou the castor ball a little above its equator,
and one at its north pole forms a rolling point of im-
pact in that direction.

Claim.—The equatorial balls e, moving rotmd tho
entire circumference of the gi'ooved chamber d, in
combination with the top ball /, operating relatively
with the roUer ball E, substantially as described, fbV
tho purpose specified.

62,955.—A. F. Hammond, Houston, Ohio.—6rcfr-

den Syringe.—March 19, 1867.—Tho water is iutro-
duced while the nozzlo is temporarily removed and
is forcibly ejected by tho pressure of tho spring piston,'

which is actuated by a rack and tho pinion on the
hand-crank shaft.

Claim.—First, tho arrangement of the cylinder e,

spring piston d, operated by rack and pinion, sub-
stantially as described and represented.
Second, in combination with the subject-matter of
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the first claim, the movable nozzle, operating as fle-

Ecribed.

62,956.- Thomas Hanvey, Lancaster, N. T.
Preparing and^reserving Wood.—March 19, 1867.

—

The wood is boiled iu a solution of salt, saltpeter, or
sulphate of copper ; subsequently gas tar, petroleum,
or other antiseptic substance is added, and the boibng
continued until the wood is saturated therewith.

Claim.—The process of preparing wood for pre-

servation, substantially as herein described.

! 62,957.—Jacob B. Hough, Lebanon, Ohio, as-
' signer to himself and Samuel Buaden, same place.

—

Doubletree.—March 19, 1867.—As one horse of the
: team advances his end of the doubletree, it rocks upon
' the stay block attached to the hounds of the tongue
and becomes practically shortened relatively to tUe
other end, by changing its point of draft upon the
fulcrum block. The guides permit its motion in this

xUrection, but sustain it in proper relation to the
tongue.
Claim.—First, the combination of the doubletree

D

with the fulcrum blockE and guides a a, constructed,
arranged, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose described.

Second, the stay block F, in combination with the
compensating doubletreo and its fulcrum block, ar-

ranged to operate conjointly with the guide rods a a,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

62,958.—EoBEKT L. Howe, Wostbrook, Me.—
Self-adjusting Guide Roll for Paper Mills.—March
19, 1867.-^The dry felt passes between wide rollers.

"When fi-om any cause it tends to run to either side it

becomes jammed slii^-litly in the wedge-shaped space
between the ends o't the rollers, and thus puUs and
swings the roller fi-ame on its pivoted center, correct-
ing its com'se and releasing itself fi-om the bite of the
rollers.

Claim.—The swinging base A set upon the sta-

tionary base B, as described, and having the two
rollers a b, all constructed, arranged, and operating
as set foi'th, and for the purposes specified.

62,959.—P. Gexgembre Hubert, ITew York,
K". Y.—Carte de Visite Exhibitor.—Uareh 19, 1867.—
The cards are slipped one over another and are
viewed through a lens consecutively. Two cards are
placed back to back between the elastic bands. The
box is tilted, the lens withdrawn to focal distance, and
the suspended reflector swings into j)ositiou. The
cards are brought forward consecutively by tm-ning
the wheel.
' Claim.—First, the herein-described "revolvicon"
in which caites de visito aro stored, as in figure 2, and
in which they are exhibited, as in figm-e 1 , by dropping
in sight, one after the other, by their own gravital
force, arranged and operating as specified.

Second, the combination of the piece H, pins F, and
wheel G, with the carte de visito J J", &c.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the leg
H with the leg P' of the bottom B, to obtain the two
positions of the instrument, as specified.

Fourtli, the self-adjusting reflector E, arranged and
operating as set forth.

62,960.—William Jaxxey, Martinsville, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Cooking^ and Preserving Fruit.—
March 19, 1807.—The fruit is prepared for canning in
a fruit pan heated by a water bath or in a chest heated
by a connecting pipe carrying steam from a boiler iu
the stove.

Claim.—First, the fi'uit panD, in combination with
vessel C, as above described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the steam chest B, pipe F, and vessel C, in
combination with fruit pan D, for the purposes above
specified.

62,961.—John H. Keyser, New York, N. Y.—
Coal Burning Stove.—M.iXTGb. 19, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.— First, a stove whieli is composed of two
apartments B E, one arranged below the other, with
a removable open-grated fire pot F, wliich is provided
witii a grate G, said pot being suspended free from
the sides of the lower cylinder B, and sustained by a
^cast-iron flanged ring C, which^is secured pernaaneutly

.

to cylinder B, and which forms the base for and means ^

of attachment of the cast-iron section D of the cylin-
der E, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with grated or open fire

pot F, suspended within a cylinder B by means of a
cap ring (J, the grate G, when it is sustained inde-
pendently of the fire pot, and by the cylinder B, sub-
stantially as described.
Third, the combination and relative arrangement

of the air inlet passages e, with a suspended fire pot
F, and with the two detachable cast-ii'ou sections C D,
substantially as described, and for the purpose of cool-
ing and preventing said sections &-om warping.
Fourth, An open-gi-ated fire pot F, which is sus-

pended within the cylinder B, and combined with the
removable sections D E, outlet g, descending flue h,

and a damper s, the latter being located opposite the
outlet g, substantially as described.

62,962

—

'John H. Keyser, New York, N. Y.—
Radiating Attachmentfor Hot-air Furnaces.—March
19, 1867.—Explained by the claim ami illustration.

Claim.—In the construction of radiators to be ap-
plied to liot-air furnaces, the arrangement of a central
ascending flue c, passing through one or more radiat-
ing drums, and leading into the center of an upper
drum, iix combination with descending flues ai-ranged
around said flue c, and communicating with the lower-
most drum and an exit pipe g, so that without the use
of a damper the products of combustion rising from
the fire chamber of the ftu'nace shall be equally diffused
throughout4he said di'ums and pipes, substantially as
described.

62,963.—"Wm. KOPLI^', Newcastle, Pa.—lfcic;i.rne

for Making Carriage Bolts.—March 19, 1867.—The
machine cuts off a piece of the bar, grasps and points
it, upsets it so as to torm a square portion between the
head and the thread, larger in diameter than the latter,

and swages a raised head, completing the bolt blank,
which is discharged by a hook.

Claim.—First, the combination, with the dies a a'

b b', of the dies c H, operated as described, to form the
square on the bolt.

Second, the die c, in combination with the swedge I
on the lever F, operated as described.

62,964.—David M. Lawrence, "Washington, D.
C.—Metal Clasp for Ban-el Hoops.—Mavoh 1 9, 1867.—
A substitute fastening, for rivets. The ends of the
hoop are looped inward over the bars and fitted into
the bed bctwee* the shoiflders before driving.
G laim.—The buckle or plate A, with its slotted or

loop opening to receive the iron hoop, and -with
shoulders c c, at each end, together with the tongue
or flange, substantially as set forth in the foregoing
specification, and for the pm-poses therein indicated.

62,965.—Eugene MoDontvEll, Baltimore, Md.

—

Cotton Press.—March 19, 1867.—The power levers are
pivoted to toggle arms wloieh are hinged to the frame.
They are operated by chains whicli pass around roll-

ers at their lower -encls and others in the fi'ame. The
follower is suspended by rods from the upper ends of
the levers.

Claim.—A cotton-bale compresser provided with
the following pai'ts : fulcrum beams C C, power levers
1 1, toggle arms L L, lifting rodsM M, rising follower
E, adjustable upper bed G, and the whole driven by
moans of a pulley chainN and capstan P, or its equiva-
lent, to which the power of horses may bo applied, all

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
pmiiose herein specified.

Also, the combination of the fulcnmi beams C C, ar-

ranged between the follower E and power levers 1 1,

through means of the toggle arms L L and lifting arma
M M, substantially as herein set forth.

Also, the adjustment of the bed G by means of the
blocks or timbers H, and the means described, or the
equivalent thereof, for raising and lowering tho bed,
substantially as described.
Also, the iUternate arrangement or interweaving of

the fulcrum beams C C and'toggle arms L L, as speci-

fied.

62,966.— CiiRiSTorriER Moegling. Milwauk^,
Wis.—Grindi)ig Mill.—March 19, 1867.—Wings are
attached to the periphery of the running stone, and
can be adjusted aj aifFQreftt angles to regulate tb^
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ventilation. A dust pipe carries off tlie heated air

and lias a receptacle for retaining the hoavier pai--

ticles.

Claim.—First, the adjustable winp;3 E, iu number
more or less, -when used upon the periphery of the ro-

tating stone of a grain or floui'iug-mill for the pui--

poses specified.

Second, the pipe g, the cover h, the elbow k, and the
educting pipe I, when provided with the cap J, all

combined and arranged substantially as set forth, and
to operate in connection Avith the wings E, for the
purposes specified.

62,967.—WALL.VCE T. Hunger, Branford, Conn.,
assignor to Thojlvs Kennedy, same place.

—

Attach-
ing Door Knobs to their Sha^iks.—lslarch. 19, 1867.

—

The fining material is inserted into a cylinder, and is

forced into the handle by means of a plug and adjust
able spindle, which arc both worked by one handle.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cylinder A

ffnd plug C and tube I, constrncted and arranged so
as to receive and discharge the rciiuisito quantity of

filling substance, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the above the adjust-

ing spindle F, aiTanged to gauge the quantity of filling

substance, substantially as herein set forth.

62,968.—"Wallace T. Munger, Branford, Conn.,
assignor to Branford Lock Works, same place.

—

Adjustable Escutcheon for Night Latches.— Maa'ch
19, 18G7.—The escutcheon has a cylindrical plate ex-

tending inward, which has a slot and a set screw, by
which it is adjusted on the lock to accommodate it to

the thickness of the door.
Claim.—The escutcheon E, in combination with a

lock or latch when made adjustable thereon, substan-
tiaUy in the manner herein set forth.

62,969.—John IfESBiTT, ]^orthfield, Vt., assignor
to liimself and Levi B. Tyng, Lowell, Mass.

—

Steam
Engine Slide Valve.—^Mareh 19, 1867.—The packing
segments of the outer side of the valve ai-o forced
against the shield plate by steam admitted beneath
them. The steam is exhausted through the center of
the valve.
Claim.—Fii'st, the arrangement of the valve d, with

reference to the i^ackiug g g in its ends, substantially
as herein described.
Second, the chamber 1 1 over the valve d, constrncted

in tlio manner and for the purpose substantially as
herein set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
valve d, shield /i, chamber 1 1, and exhaust port k, for

the purpose substantially as described.
Fourth, the projections //on the ends of the valve

d, constructed in the manner and for the piu-pose sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

62,970.—jr. H. Parker, J. T. Hall, and Isaac
Pierce, Trenton, N. Y.—Horse Hay i^orA-.—March
19, 1867.—The two independent spiral tines, having
a right and a left-hand twist respectively, revolve in

opposite directions in the cross-head, which is hoisted
by the yoke attached thereto. A pawl engages I'atchet

wheels on the shanks of the tines to hold them in posi-

tion while the load is being raised, and is withdrawn
to free the tines and allow them to revolve and dis-

charge their load.
Claim.—First, two spiral tines, one having a right-

hand, the other a left-hand twist, and so arranged and
held with relation to each other when in the hay that
it will be bound and held from sliding and slippilig off

the tines uutU they ai'o allowed to revolve at the will

and pleasure of the operator.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

yoke B, cross-head A, tines C, ratchet Avheels e, and
pawl /, constrncted, arranged, and operating in the
manner herein described and for the purpose set forth.

62,971.—Levi Repp, Tiffin, Ohio.—Cultivator.—
March 19, 1867.—The three-beam cultivator is expan-
sible latenillj', the central portion having a hinged rear
section with, a shovel thereon. Pivoted clevises con-
nect the points of the side beams to the central. The
handle supports rise from the central beam.
,• Claim.—The construction of the central beam A of
a three-beam cultivator with a jointed extension A',
having a shovel applied to it. and also a spring g for

keeping it down and staying it laterally, substantially
as described.
Second, pivoting the front ends of the three beams

A B B to U-shaped clevis i>latcs a a, substantially as
described.

Thii-d, the constniction of the shovels m m, vrith

narrow and wide wings, and so that they can be re>

versed at pleasure, substantially as described.
Fom-th, in combination with'tho forward pivot con-

nections of the thi'ce beams A B B the lateral exten-
sion braces C C, smd stilt staiulards E, connected to
beam A, in front of the joint K by a bolt e, substaiv
tiidly as described.

62,972.-0. B. Rich, Lafayette, IM.—Door for
Grain liailroad Cars.—March 19, 1867.—The shutter
fo7'ms an inner door for the car, having end plates
which expand by a toggle and fit closclyto the jamlx
It is suspended by rods from Uie ceiling, and is hooked
up thereto -when not in use. ^
Claim.—leirst, the application of the sliding joint

plates p to the grain doors of railroad cars, substan-
tially in the milliner and for the purposes herein shown
and described.
Second, connecting the said joint plates by means

of the pivoted levers b and d, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Third, suspending the grain doora of raUroad cars
by jointed rods n, or chains, or any equivalent device,
whereby they may be fastened up out of the way whep.
not required for use,

62,973.—J. RicKARD and J. Cook, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Bed Bottom.—Mtu-ch 19, 1867.—The slats rest on
springs Avhich are planted in strips whose dovetailed
ends ai'e secured in coiTCspondingly shaped sockets
on the bed rails.

Claim.—The strips b and b', having dovetailed ends
adapted to dovetailed sockets d, in combination with
the springs c c and slats h, substantially as described;

62,974.—Benj. Sherwood and T>. FixzGERALb,
New York, N. Y.—/S'«/c.—March 19, 1867 ; antedated
March 12, 1867.—The interior book case may be di-awit

out horizontally upon the platform, in front of which
is the writing desk. A burglai'-proof spherical casket
is ai-ranged within the safe, and is closed bv a chilled
plug.

C laim.—First, the spherical fire and burglar prool
casket, consti-ucted substantially as specified. \

Second, arranging the said casket within a safe op
other receptacle, as set forth, which is otherwise filloij

by a bookcase or its equivalent, as described.
Thu'd, constructing the safe with the opening of

access on the side thereof, in combination with a book,
case inserted therein, and arranged so as to bo readily
withdrawn therefrom horizontally, all suljstantially as
described.
Fourth, combining with the safe and the bookcase^

as above, the platform F, or equivalent support for the
bookcase when withdrawn from the safe as iiforesaids

62,975.— A. D. Smith, Grafton, Ohio.—Farm
Gate.—March 19, 1867.—The "gate rests and moves oa
the top of the post, being sustained by boxing on the
top rails.

Claim.—The gate A, constructed and described, in
combination with the posts B C, the post B, being so
aiTanged in relation to the gate that it forms the sup-
port fulcrmn, aiid slide combined upon which the gate
rests, slides, and tm-ns when being opened and closecL
as described.

62,976.— Charles Sprd^tg, Dorchester, Mass.^
and Andrew Spring, Weston, Mass.

—

Carriage fot
Children.— March 19, 1867.—To aUow the leading
AA'heel to accommodate itself to a change in direction,,

it is comiected to the framo by a vertical rotary axis*

in advance of the axis of the wheel, so as to compel
the latter to swing in the rear of it when a deviating
force is applied.
Claim.—In combination with tho body, stationarjp

axle, and two main wheels of a cliild's carriage, a
leader wheel n. whose axis is supported iu journals
arranged out of line with the shaft i, sul)stantially

as shown and described.
Also, the means or mechanism for relative adjust-

ment of the shaft t and axle m, and for changing tho
position of the axle, substantudly as described.
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Also, the arrangement of the pole so as to be capa-
ble of a vertical swinging movement, when this move-
ment is fixed and determined, substantially as set forth.

Also, combining with the carriage body the crib box
0, substantially as described.

62,977.—W. X. Stevens, TVorcester, Mass., as-

signor to J. M. and D. B. King, Waterford, N. Y.—Lathe for Chasing and Backing Down Taps.—
March 19, 1867.— The tool receives its "backing-
down" motion through a guide bai', which also causes
the tool dming its feed to follow the taper or profile

of the tap. The guide bar is supported on stems
which rest on the lifters of a rocking shaft, actuated
by a lever extending underneath the mandrel, and
governed by a pattern cam, whose projections corre-
spond in number to the depressions in the tap, as
viewed in its transverse section, and known as " back-
ing down," to give saliency to the thread by longitu-
dinal depressions.
C laim.—First, operating the guide bar F, which

regulates the taper of the tap so as to channel it lon-

gitudinally, by mechanism constructed substantially
as described.
Second, the ai'rangement on the mandrel B of the

pattern S, acting in combination with and indirectly
through the lever Gr, rock shaft /, cams e, and guide
bar F on the tool stock E for throwing back the tool

essentially as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the pattern S on the
mandrel, the lever G Avith its rock shaft and lifters,

and the bar F, raised by the latter and acting on the
lifting end of the tool stock, substantially as and for

the purpose or pm'i)oses specified.

62,97S IthamarW. Stuart, Jr., Chai-lottes-

ville, Ind.—Oar Coupling.— MarGh 19, 1867.— The
coupling link catches over tlic upwardly-projecting
hook, which is grooved to admit a guard to prevent
the linlc from accidental uncoupling. The guard is

pivoted to an upright movable rod, which has also

a j)rojecting arm to lift the link out when necessary.
Claim.—Fii'st, the bumi)er head C, when formed

with an upwai'dly-projecting part or hook grooved
upon its inner side, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the iim'pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the bar D, arms d} and
d^, balance guard E, chain G-, and link F, with each
oth(a' and with the bumper C, draft hax B, and end of
the car A, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purposes set forth.

62,979.—A. F. Summers andC. Nye, Peoria, 111.

—Egg Dttector.— M.i\vc\\ 19, 1867.—The eggs are
placed upright in the holes in the lid of the dark cham-
ber, and viewed beneath through a peep hole, their

quality, being determined by theii' translucency as

evinced by the transmission of light.

Claim.—The chamber A, provided with eye hole
D, the adjustable screen B provided with receptacle
for the eggs, reflector C, and ledge E, when all shall

be constructed, combined, ai-ranged, and operated as
and for the purpose set forth and described.

62,980.—Epiiraim Thomas, Middleboro, Mass.—
Horseshoe-vail Machine.—March 19, 1867.—The bed
kuifc has a depression upon one side to correspond
with the previously-rolled plate, which has a ridge
upon one edge, to form the heads of the nails. The
two cutting dies are arranged in such a position as

to cut oft' the end obUqucly, to give a sharp point to

the nails.

Claim.—The bed knife, as made ^vitli the channel
s, lor receiving and guiding the head projection of

the nail plate during its entrance into the machine.
Also, the combination of the point shear O and its

fellow shear N with the dies for sepai'ating the blank
from the nail plate and heading it, asdescribed.

62,981 Thomas Tracy, New Britain, Conn.—
Butt MacJiine.—March 19, 1867.—The mechanism re-

lates to that part of a butt machine which performs
the work of holding, distril)uting, and driving the

wire into the joints of butts, the devices being adapted
to prevent it or tlie driver from kinking.
Claivi.—Tho spring button / and tongucd bare,

'or tlieir equivalents, ''in combination with suitable

mechanism for operating said bai", substantially in

tho manner and for the pm-poso as de&cribeAr *

62,982.—Samuel B. Tucker, St. Louis, Mo.—
Instrumejit for Supporting Fractures.— March 19,
1867.—This support is composed of steel plates, which
are relatively adjustable by slots and set screws, and
straps whose tension is regiUated by buckles. Tlie
specific application to varying circumstances cannot
be briefly described.
Claim.— The invention of the plates E E and

the springs F F F F and G- G, making, when put to-

gether, the instrument for the support of fractures of
the scapulae, clavicles, and vertebrae of the cervix
and spine.

62,983.—Thomas Varnet, San Francisco, Cal.—Machine for Concentrating Ores.—March 19, 1867.

—

The pulp is passed from the hopper to the pan, which
is horizontally oscillated by a cam and recoil spring.
By the inclination of the disk forming the floor of the
pan, the motion, and the flow of the water, the lighter
and heavier particles are assembled on the respective
sides of the radial strips which divide the disk into
sectional compartments. The trough beyond the pe-
riphery of the disk is divided in line with the said
strips, and has openings on each side of said divisions,
which conduct the respective qualities, thus sorted by
their relative gravities, by separate channels to their
distinct receptacles, the lighter being discharged cen-
trally to the waste pipe, and the heavier particles of
one being collected in a cii-cular series of boxes placed
one beloAV each discharge.
Claim.—First, the use of the disk A, divided into

compartments.
Second, the trough B, all constructed in the man-

ner and for tho purposes set forth.

62,984.—W. Y. Warner, Wilmington, Del.—
Car Coupling.—March 19, 1867.—The pin has two
shoulders, which limit its sliding motions in the bar,
which rocks as the pin is pushed by the entering link,

and swings back into coupling position. To avoid
coupling, the end of the pin is supported on a shelf
in the draw head.
Claim.— First, the pin D, arranged to operat«

within tho opening c c and recess a of the block A,
and to slide in a cross bar F, which can turn in pro-
jections on the said block, all substantially as set

forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, tho shoulder m, arranged as a support for

the pin D, substantially as specified.

62,985.—Thomas Welch, Churchville, N. Y,—
Harvester Cutter Bar.—March 19, 1867.—A skeleton
head is attached to the cutter bar, and contains the
boxes of the pitman journal, which are adjusted and
held by means of a set screw and jamb nuts.
Claim.—First, the skeleton or shell head H, con-

structed as described, in combination with the knife
bar of haiwesters, substantially as and for tho pu>
poses set forth.

Second, tho arrangement of the skeleton or shell

head H with tho boxes B and B', pitman P, and set
screw s, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

62,986.—Henry F. Willson, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
assignor to W. G. Wilson, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Sewing
Machine.—March 19, 1867 ; antedated March 12, 1867.

—To avoid tho moving of the cloth at improper times
by the feeding needle, it plays through a sleeve piv-

oted to an adjustable vibrating lever operated by a
cam. Tho long throw of the needle allows it to cast
its loop over the point of a vertical shuttle without
interfering with the length of the stitch.

Claim.— First, a needle bar, receiving an inde-
pendent vibration from a crank, in combination with
an oscillating lever and with a vibrating needle-bar
holder, in such a manner as to produce a compensai^
ing Aubratiou, substantially as described.
Second, tho sot screw J, in combination with the

eccentric E' and oscillating lever H, for the purpose
of att'ecting the length of the stitch by regulating tho
throw of tho noodle to the left, said lever being jointed

to tho vibi-ating fulcrum of the needle bar, as described.

Third, the stationary shuttle, constructed and sup-

ported substantially as described, in combination
with tlic needle bai- and oscillating bai\ for tho pur-

pose described, and sc^ /ort^

62,987.—John Bkoavn Aldkn, Worcester, Massi,

assignojr to himsolf itunJ .Edwin C, Cleveland, sanie
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plsice.—Brush.—yiaich 19, 1867.—The brush can be
reversed whca the further end is worn out, by remov-
ing the screw from that end and turning the handle
on the central pivot.

'

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

parts of the brush marked A, B, and C, whereby the

parts A B may be reversed or turned end for end,

substantially as described, for the purposes herein set

forth.

6*i,9SS.—DA^^D Alter, Freeport, Pa., assignor

to Chakles "W. Bodev, same place.

—

Distillation of
Bromine and Jotiuic—March 19, 1867.—The close

stone still is traversed by an open-ended lead flue.

The funnel traversing the top has exit below the sur-

face of the bittern, with which the still is nearly filled,

and is used for the introduction of the acid and man-
ganese. Heat is applied through the flue. The bro-

mic vapors escape through an upper pipe bent dovrn
through a water tank, and discharge into a receiver
containing water. Another pipe is connected to this

pipe within the tank, which discharges into a receiver
contaiuiug an alkaline solution to take up the super-

fluous vapors.
Otaim.—The use of an alkali to absorb the fumes

of bromine and hydrobromic acid while in process
of distillation, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

62,9S9.—Tames O. Altick, Dayton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Geouge W. Holgen, same
place.

—

Grape and other Arbors.—March 19, 1867.

—

TLic cast elbow has end sockets to receive the vertical

and horizontal pieces by which the slats are supported.
Claim.—The metallic casting A, constructed sub-

stantially as described, and used for the purposes
herein set forth.

62,930—Shekman E. Anthony, Stillwater, ]^.

Y.—Shingle Machine.—:SLcivcli 19, 1867.—The sepa-

rate block carriages hare friction rollers, which are
held iu continuous grooves around the inside of the
frame, and the blocks are iu turn brought to the action
of the saw. As the blocks come over\hc tilting plate

the dogs are retracted, and they are allowed to settle

upon the same, when the dogs'are again driven for-

ward into the block.
Claim.—Fii'st, the disconnected bolt carriages B

with projections e, operating with the toothed wheels
d. substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

Second, the operating of the sliding dogs through
the medium of the T-headed screws H, flanged spring
plate (>, pin A-, arm /, and lip g, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

Third, the fixed or stationary dogs L, in connec-
tion with the sliding bars M and the plates X on the
framing, having beveled or diagonal ends, substan-
tially as shown and described.
Fourth, the fixed plate i, in combination with the

slotted dogs F, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

62,991.—Gkinmon Austin, Denmark, X. T.—
Cheese Vat.—March 19, 18'J7.—The water wlieel is

turned by the waste water from the vat and connects
by a series of cranks and rods with the oscillating bar

;

the latter is attached by rods to the rakes of the vat
and keeps them iu regular motion.
Claim.—The within-described device for cooling

milk, so constructed that the water Avhich passes
around the milk receiver to cool the same will act
upon a wheel, or equivalent device, operating tlie

parts, which causes continuous agitation to the milk,
substantially as specified.

62,992 Anson A. Avery, CardiflF, N. T —
Churn Dasher.—March 19, 1867.—The dasher hai a
series of fluted and slotted ears which convey the air
down into the cream, with which it becomes inter-

mingled as in an atmospheric churn.
Claim.—The slotted and fluted fingers a a and e e,

in combination with the cross-head B and the cross-
beams D D, arranged and operating substantially as
herein described.

62,993.—Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock, Scot-
land.

—

Injector/or Steam Generator.*.—March 19, 1867.

—The nozzle separatiug the steam and water has an
annular chamber containing non-conductive matter.

41 c P

Another similar nozzle is placed outside and concen-
tric to the first, increasing the number of annular
vents for steam and water. Access is afforded to all

parts.
Claim.—First, the combination with tlie steam and

water nozzles of an injector of a fixed casing, contain-
ing any non-conducting substance interposoxl l)etween
the said nozzles, as herein shown and specified.

Second, the arrangement of an adjustable air-tight
packing between the steam and water inlets, as here-
inbefore described.

Third, the an-angeraent and construction of appa-
ratus for injecting or ejecting fluids and liquids, in
which a double set of nozzles is employed in combina-
tion with an injecting or water nozzle so as to form
annular jets of steam and water, as hereinbefore de-
scribed.
Fourth, the arrangement and construction of appa-

ratus for injecting or ejecting fluids of different tem-
peratures, whether in immediate contact or not with
the steam nozzle, as hereinbefore described.

Fifth, the combination of the exterior main por-
tions of the instrument with the piUars or studs, or
equivalent devices, for connecting tlie same under the
arrangement herein specified, so that the stuffing boxes,
joints, and packing arc rendered accessible and capa-
ble of being readily adjusted, as set forth.

Sixth, the application of a set of variable nozzles
and throats to apparatus of the kind hereinbefore de-
scribed, in the manner specified.

62,994.—Henry C. Bascom, La Crosse. Wis.—
Gun Worm..—March 19, 1867.—When the nut is held
and the ramrod rotated the thread in the nut advances
or retracts the screw, according to the direction of
said rotation. ^
Claim.—The gun wormer, consisting of the thimble

C, worm screw m, and revolving nut fe, arranged in
such manner that the said screw shall be extended or
retracted, substantially as described.

62,995.— O. A. Bassett and Erasmus Smith,
Xorwich, K. Y.—Saiv J/t7L—March 19, 1867.—The
feed motion is communicated from a friction disk on
the saw shaft, and its speed is regulated l)y sliding its
friction pinions nearer to or farther from its axis.
The "feed" motion is reversed by a lever which
changes the connection in the eeries of friction pul-
leys.

Claim.— First, the combination of the friction
wheels C E F and wheels G I, or equivalent, and tuo
friction wheels K S with each other and with the saw
shaft B and feed shaft K, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the toothed sliding bar
Y, gear wheels W Y and shaft X with each otheV and
with the friction cni'ria.^e I), substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

62,996.—Hiram Beadle. Washington, D. C—
Automatic Boiler Feeder . — ULarch 19, 1867.— Tho
water supply cham))cr is connected by its lower and
upper ends to the water and steam spaces respectively
of the generator. The fall of water level, and conse-
quently of the float, opens communication between
the water tank and supply cliamber and closes the
communication between the latter and tlie generator,
and the raising of the Hoat has a contrary effect.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the pipe B, con-
denser D, valves C, pipes I and X, witli reference to
the chamber A and float E, substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, the combination of the supply pipe B, valve
C, and chamber A, with the float E, rod F, and valves
K and K', substantiallv as and for the purpose set
fortii.

Third, the combination of the rod F, yoke G, rods
I, and valves K and K', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

62,997.—H. C. Becker, Xew York, N. Y.—
Starch Sirup.—March 19, 1867.—Ground corn and
starch boiled in water are treated with sulphuric acid
after cooling: the free acid is neutralized by chalk.
It is then treated by a centrifugal machine. The mass
is then mingled with a sulution of gum arable and
forced through a fine sieve, then heated by steam, fil-

tered through charcoal and boiled down.
"

Claim.—A composition which is made of the in-
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gredients and substantially in the manner herein set

forth and described.

62,998.—Henry Beiix, l^ew York, K. Y.—Burg-
lar Alarm.—March. 19, 1867.—The knob of the lock
connects with a pendulum, which is released from its

horizontal position when the handle is moved, and as

it vibrates strikes the alarm bell.

Claim.— First, the arms G and G', rods J J',

and lever C, operating the bell hammer through a lug,

adjusted, combined, and arranged substantifdly as
specified.

Second, the arrangement of the pendulum H in
combination with the stop lever N, operated by a
projection lo fast to the lever C, in the manner and
for the purpose as set forth.

62,999.—Walter Bennett, Hunt's Hollow, :N'.

Y.

—

Shuttle Carrier for Seivin/j Machines.—March
ly, 18d7.—The wear of the slide against the under
side of the table is compeusatedfor by tightening the
screws, which thus compress the springs and bring the
bearing surface of the shuttle carriage closer to the
table.

Claim.—The guide rod C, applied to the bed or
cloth plate A by means of the screwsD D and springs
e e, or their equivalents, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Also, constructing the shuttle carrierB with apart
or portion h, to serve as a bearing surface against the
cloth plate A when used in combination with the ad-

justable guide rod C, arranged and applied substan-
tially as set forth.

63,000.—Hermann Berg, Springfield, Mass.

—

Hocking Chair.—March 11), 1867.—The side pieces are
connected by removable rods at the top under the seat
and back of tlie rockers. Stops vdth springs attached
prevent the chair rocking over.
Claim.—First, constructing the side frames of a

rocking chair of elastic strips bb' c c', substantially
as and for the purpose set forth,

Second, the combination of removable cross-bars a
«i «2 ^-i^]j^ the elastic side pieces B C of a rocking
chair, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Thii-d, the flexible back E, in combination with the
seat D, top cross-bar a^, and side pieces B C, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the yielding stops e, in combination vrith

the runners of a rocking chair,- constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

63,001.—Lyman Bickford, Macedon, IST. Y.—
Grain Drill.—March 19, 1867.—By the construction
of the grain wheel foreign substances, such as sticks
or straws, are exxjelled, and by the arrangement of
two ruus Oi different sizes upon opposite sides of the
wheels the machine is suited for large or small grain,

Claim.—First, the construction of tJie distributing
wheel whereby it is adapted to the discharge or de-
livery of grain upon its opposite vertical sides or faces,
for the purpose specified.

Seeoud, the distributing wheel, provided with the
eidarged Ijub or center aud with curved or angular
siiles or faces, substantially as described.

Tiiird. the starting ribs, formed upon the curved or
angular sides or faces of the vertical distributing
whee!, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the casings upon the opposite sides of and

in combination with a doublti distributing wheel adapt-
ed to the delivery of grain upon its opposite vertical
sides, substantially as described.

Fifth, jyroridiug the lugs or ears, through which the
casings of the distributing wheel are fastened to each
otlier, with the interlocking faces, substantially as de-
sci'ibed.

Sixth, the casings of the distributing wheel, provi-
ded with the external flanges and witli the side de-
livery or dischargeopcning, substantially as described.

Sevtmtli, the employnienr of tlic casings, provided
witli the external llanges and sitle deliv(;rv openings,
in combination with the vertical stai'ting ribs or teeth
on the side of the distributing Avhee). siibstantitdly
as described.

Eighth, the employment of a sliilo in combination
with the double distributing wheel for closing the
seed run upon one side or face thereof, aud simiUta-

neously opening that upon the opposite side or face,

substantially as described.
Ninth, the adjustable block, or its equivalent, at the

end of the grain box in combination with the slide,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

63,002.—Chas. F. Blakslee, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Carpet Bag.—March 19, 1867.—The frame of the bag
has perforations for the passage of the twine by which
the cloth or leather is sewn to the frame. Sunken
channels between the holes guard the sewing twine
from wear.
Claim. —A traveling-bag frame, provided with

sunken perforations a having a connecting channel e,

for the purpose described as hei'eiu specified.

63,003.—Asa Blood, Sr., JanesviUe, Wis.—
Washing Machine—March 19, 1867.—The levers be-

neath the suds boxes are moved by handles and im-
part a vibratory motion to the pressers through the
medium of connecting rods and anns.
Claim.—The pendent or swinging presses C C,

placed in suds boxes A A, which are connected to-

gether substantially as shown, and operated through
the medium of the arms 7i, rods j, and lever frames D
D', one or both, substantially as shown and described.
Also, the connecting of the two suds boxes A A in

such a manner as to allow a space B between them for

the rods j to work in, substantially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the hinges m, handles F,
uprights E, and lever frames D D', as and for the pur-
pose's specified.

Also, the combination of the two suds boxes A A,
lever frames D D', presses C C, rods j, arms h, and
springs G-, with the lids or covers b, fluted or other-

wise, and all arranged to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

63,004.—Alonzo T. Boon, Galesbm-g, 111.— G^res

Heater and Petroleum Stove.—March 19. 1867 ; ante-

dated March 1, 1867.—The petroleum passes through
a bundle of fine wire previous to its exit from the
pipe. The fljime is deflected by a plate wliich pro-

tects the feed pipe. The ogee-formed cylinder is en-

closed in a cyiindilcal case Avith air openings near the
bottom.
Claim.—First, the bimdle of short fine wire F, in

combination with the horizontal tube C, substantially

in the manner and for the pm-pose as herein set tbrth.

Second, the solid heater E, as constructed and pro-

vided with a cone g, in combination with the horizontal

tube C, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose as herein set forth.

Third, the ogee cylinder B, in combination with the

funnel-shaped bottom a of the stove, substantially ia

the manner and for the purpose as herein set forth .

63,005.—James Bowers, Ifew York, IST. Y.—
Corset Fastening.—March 19, 1867.—The hook plates

are hinged to one side, and engage eyelets in the

other.

Claim..—A fastening for stays or corsets, com-
posed of evelets C inserted in one of the parts A,
just behind its hem b and plates d, formed or pro-

vided with hooks e, and attached by loops c to the

front edge of the other part A, substantially as herein

shown and described.

63,006.—John C. Briggs. Ausonia, Conn.—Reed
Musical Instrument. — March 19, 1867.— A sound
chamber is formed below the wind chest, the top of

said chamber being a flexible diaphragm, which is

also the bottom of the wiud chest. The flexible

diaphragm communicates the vibration of the air

caused by the motion of the reeds to the sotmd chamber
below.
Claim.— rho separation of the wind chest of a

melodeon by a flexible diaphragm D, substantially as

described and for the pui-pose specified.

63,007 Ransom Brown, AVest Edraeston, 1^. Y.
— Water Elevator.—March 19, 18G7.—The bucket is

raised bv the windlass till it engages a hook attached

to the discharge spout, is tilted and emptied into the

spout. A valve iu the bottom of the bucket admits

the water. A brake is attached to the frame to govern

the descent of the bucket.

Claim.—ThQ arraugemcnt of the windlass B, stop
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c, pivoted to the bar d, bucket C, with its valve and
curved hook a, all constructed and operating as set

forth.

63,COS.—T. I. BURHTTE, Fond du Lac, Wis.—
Gate.—March 19, 1867.—The gate is counterbalanced,
and is opened by turning it upside down, it being
thereby raised sullicicntly high to allow persons and
teams to pass under it. The vertical rod has a handle,
is pivoted to the gate, and connected by wires with a
spring catch fitting in a recess of the bar and shutting
into a recess on the face of the post.

Claim.—First, a gate constructed with the high posts
B, provided with the counterbalancing Aveights, said
gate being pivoted to tui'u iu a vertical plane, sub-
stantially as described.

Seconci, the spring catches /, connected to the ver-

tical rod b, and arranged to operate in connection
•with the gate, as set forth.

63,0©9.-G-E0EGE BURKET and Sam'l M. Gaskill,
Bluffton, Oliio.

—

Head Block for Saiv-mills.—March
19, 1867.—The log is shifted laterally to the saw by a
rack and pawls ; the rack being actuated by inclined
blocks, clamped to the gauge bar, which act on anti-

friction rollers to reciprocate the rack. The distance
of the anti-frictioa rollers, and consequent thickness
of the lumber, is determined by a screw. The longi-

tudinal movement of tjie carriage is reversed by ad-
justable stops, which actuate the shifter of a straight
and crossed belt to bring either of them upon the fast

pulley.

Claim.—The bar G-, provided with the adjustable
beveled plates H H', secm-ed by clamps 1 1, substan-
tially as shown, and connected or arranged with the
rack r, and also provided with the pendent bars J J',

the above parts being used in connection with the
stop K for operating the rack F, substantially as de-
scribed.

• 63,010.-TVilllvmBur>s's, Chicago, Jn.-Lantern.
—March 19, 1867.—The various paits of the lamp, as
stated, are connected together by screws spun upon
annular plates, one of which is permanently attached
to the lower end of the chimney.
Claim.—First, the construction and ai-rangement

of a lantern having its cap, globe, and oil cup sepa-
rately connected and detachable by screws, so that
no part of the weight of the lantern is supported by
the screws of the globe, substantially as shown ancl
specified.

Second, attaching and supporting tlie globe of a
lantern at the base by means of the screw band d.

permanently attached to the bottom of the globe, sub-
stantially as specified.

Thii-d.'the upper rod of a guard detachable from the
dome, wlieu made of a spun screw band, subst<intially
as and for the pui-poses specified.

63,011.— MLvxLOVE Butler, Vernon, Ind.—
Horse Hay ^aA-e.-March 19, 1867.—Two hooks are
attached to a single lever for regulating the rake.
The lever swings on a pivot, and wiU pack beside the
head of the rake for transportation or storage.

C'iaij/!.—First, the piece A, Avhen constructed with
the hooks / / and bar .7, and attached to the lever c,

and arranged to operate iu combination therewith,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set
fortli.

Second, the hinge attachment d, which permits the
lever to be laid alongside of the head of the rake, all

arranged and operating as set forth and described.

63,012.—Allex Calktxs and "William Tower,
Almont, Mich.

—

ATachinefor Forming Eave Troughs.
—Marcli 19, 1867.—Bars are hinged to each other and
to the frame, and are adapted for bending over tlie

metallic strips to receive the strengthening wire. By
other devices the trough is formed iu shape by dies
of peculiar conformation, and sliding blocks operated
by rope and windlass.
Claim.—Vixst, the combination of the bars B and C

with each other, and with the frame A of the machine,
substantially as described and for the purijose set
forth. ^ ^

Secoud, tlic combinatiou of the bars D E F with
each other, and with the frame A of tho machine,
substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, tho combination of tho die G, sliding block
H, nippers I, rope J, sliaft L, gear wheels M N", and
crank O with each other, and with tho frame A of
the machine, substantially as described aud for tho
purpose set forth.

Fourth, tho combination of the dio P, guide T, bar
TJ, nippcr.s I, rope J, shaft L, gear wheels M N, and
crank O witli each other, and^ witli tho frame A of
machine, substantially as described and for tho pm*-
pose set forth.

63,01 3.—David Cammerer, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Beer Cooler.-March 19, 1867.—The wort from the
boiler issues in a series of jets on eacli side of the rib
above tho upper tube and flows iu two streams, en-
veloping the respective sides of the vertical series of
tubes, which are cooled by an interior refrigerant.
The cooled wort is received in the fermenting tun.
Claim.—The arrangement of the tubes A B C D,

&c., decreasing in size from the l)ottom upward, the
separate troughs N N', and projecting flange g, sub-
stantially as and for the ])urposes set forth.

63,014.—Luther W. Cajipbell, Aurora, HI.—
Steam Generator.—March 19, 1867.—Witliin a strong
metallic shell or generator, which is exposed to the
direct action of the heat in the fm'nace, is a receiving
chamber, within which the incoming water is con-
verted into common or saturated steam, Avhich then
escapes into tho outer apartment, where it is reheated
and converted into superheated steam.

Claira.— First, the receiver Ibr water or other
liquid, constructed aud arranged, operating inside of
a superheating steam generator, wliich is exposed
directly to the fire, substantially as and for the piu'-

pose explained.
Second, a receiver E, constructed so as to form

two or more parts, eoml)iaing an inner liniiig and an
outer jacket, tlie lining having no top and the outer
jacket no bottom, with a space between them of
suitable capacity to form a steam passage, substan-
tially as described.

Third, the combination of the receiver E, the cone
or cap F^, and tlie feed water pipe E, with a super-
heater, substantially as described.

Foiu'th, the receiver E, with the blow-off pipe G,
in combination with the superheater D, substaal lally

as descriljed.

Fifth, the receiver E, in combination with the cup
E' and the blow-otf pipe I, substantially as described.

Sixth, in combination with the superheating steam
generator, constructed to operate sub.stantiall'y as de-
serilied, the feed-water regulator, operating substan-
tially as explained.

63,015.—WILLIA5I Carltox, Dunkirk, :N", Y.—
Head Block for Saiv-mills.— lilaYch 19, 1867.—By
turning the shaft the screw is rotated by means of
the bevel gears, and tho longitudinal motion of the
rack and knee sets the log to the saw.
Claim.—The gear Avhich operates the knee of a

head block, consisting of the bevel wheels D^E, worm
F, rack L, sleeve B, and lever G, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

63,016.—Hkxry W. Caswell, Yarmouth, Me.—
Post Auger.—^lavch 10, 1867.—The air tube pai-allcl

with the shaft admits the passage of air in withdraw-
ing the loaded auger.
Claim.—Comh'inmg with a post auger an air tube,

substantially as aud for the purposes specified.

63,017.—2^. L. Ch.uiberlaix, "West Koxbtiry,
jSlasa.—Uand Stamjh—March 19, 1867.-The ribbon
is doublcil at the end, tln-ust through the split shaft,
and a retaining pin pas.sed througirthe loop.
Claim,.—The manner herein sliowu and described

of attaching the ink ribbon to its shafts.

63,018.—J'a:\ies Chamrers, Greensburc:, Ind.—
Seed Brill.—March 19, 1867.-Tho seed driJl has a
forward wheel connecting by a crank and rod with
the rod shaft, which communicates by rods witli tho
seed, slides of the separate hoppers, which discharge
into the seed tubes of the shares. The side bars are
pivoted to the main frame, aud stre adjustable laterally

by rack bars and a central pinion.
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Claim.—First, the arms E E, made in the form
described, and connected to the frame A, in the man-
ner and for the puri^oses herein specified.

Second, the aiTangement of the frame A, with the
driving wheel C, lioppers D D and D', arms E E,
pipes h h and seed pipes k k, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

Third, the adjustable journal boxes a a, when used
as and for the purposes specified.

Fourth, the rock shaft d, provided with the up-

rights ef e, and operating in three perforated wheels
s, by means of their rods g g g,ia. the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the rack bars H H, with
the cog-wheel vj and cog-shaft w', metallic band F,
handle G, ^ith spring n for espanding or contracting
the arms E E, with their attachments, in the manner
as and for the purposes specified.

Sixth, tlie hoppers D D, when used with their open
tubes h h and seed pipes K K, substantially as set

forth.

63,019.—Isaac H. Chappell, Lawrence, Kan.—
Combined Planter and Cultivator.—March 19, 18G7.

—The machine is constructed for optional use as a
cultivator or a planter by the attachment of the ap-

propriate devices. The plow standards are pivoted
to the frame and raised by hand levers and chains.

The seeder is mounted on a sled trailed in the rear
and actuated by a lever.

Claim.—First, so arranging the crank lever M that
when the plows are raised they will be thrown apart,

so that, in tui'uing, the plows will not break down the
corn.
Second, the standards e, in combination with the

bars F F, for the purpose of elevating and lowering
the plows without changing their angle.

Third, attaching tlie bars F F to the standards e e,

for the purpose of elevating or lowering- the ends of
the bars F F, so as to change the line of draft above
or below the center of the axle, substantially as shown
and described.

63,020.—E. O. Codding and G. W. Prixgle,
Coddingville, Ohio.—Wagon Brake.—MsiTch 19, 1867.

—The rubbers arc placed on rods, which are pivoted
to the hounds or brake bar and are thrown in contact
with the wlieels by pulling back on the neck yoke,
vrhich is attached to a bar iiivotcd on the end of the
tongue. The set of the shoe on its shaft is determined
by the ratchet, and a spring on the tongue withdraws
the brake wlien the team ceases to hold back.
Claim.—First, the pivoted lever H and rod or bal'

M, operating the brake bar or shaft I and ratchet
wheels n n, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

Second, tlie ratchet wheels w n, operating sub-
stantially as shown and described, in combination
with the brake bar or shaft I, as and for the purposes
set forth.

Third, the spring L and neck yoke G-, in combina-
tion AT'ith pole or tongue E, substantially as shown
and described.

63,021.—Joseph G-. Collixs, Boston, Mass.—
Washer for Socket Bolts in Steam Boilers.—March
19, 18(J7.—The face of the washer toward the plate

is made concave so as to hold a quantity of cement to

make a water-tight packing around the opening
through which the socket bolt passes.

Claim.—A washer, constructed or formed substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the piu'pose

set forth.

63,022.— "WiLLiSTON Conner, Rensselaerville,

N. Y.

—

Back Sight for Fire Arms.—Marcli li), 18G7.

—A graduated spring piece slips within a vertical

slot in the small of the stock and is adjusted as re-

quired. Its spring retains it in place, or it may be
clamped by a set screw or lowered below the liuc of

the hind sight.

Claim.—A spriug sight A A', guided in a metal
plate B, and constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

63,023

—

James J. Davelin. Philadelphia, Pa.—
C/inrji.—March I9J8()7; antedated March 5, 18(i7.—

The two concentric dashers arc arranged axially in

the cask churn and are separately revolved by power

applied to their cranks, which, are at the respective
ends of the chum.

!

Claim.—The combination of dasher iN" M and P O,
constructed and held together by fastenings A "W C
and D, with churn B, the whole combined and acting
in the manner and for the purpose above described
and shown.

63,024.—Charles Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Saw.—March 19, 1867.—The tooth has a tapering arm,
which is first inserted laterally and then pushed out-
ward in the plane of the saw so as to occupy its

socket ; a washer is then placed iu the opening in the
saw plate, its projecting flanges entering at the en-
largements of the latter ; the washer is then rotated
90° in its own plane, its projections locking against
the plate on one side and the tooth on tlie other.
Claim.—The securing of detachable teeth in saw i

plates by means of the tapering arm b' of a saw tooth, '

and the ring or washer D, when both are constructed
and adapted to openings in a saw blade, substantially
in the manner and for the pui-pose described.

63,025.—Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Buck-saiv Frame.—March 19, 1867.—The rack and
catch used for straining the saw are covered with a
guard or shield.

Claim.—The guard F, inclosing a portion of the
rack e, and connected to the bar I) of the saw frame,
all substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

63,026.—WiLijAM Elmer, Kew York, N. Y.—
Scpa.rating Metals.—March 19, 1867.—The ore in a
pulverized condition is placed in a furnace, the hearth
being first covered about six inches Avith quicklime.
The gases for the treatment are stored in £-as-holders
and introduced by tuyeres.

Claim..—The process of treating metallic ores, or
other materials containing metals, by the following
three operations performed successively upon them,
viz : 1st, the oxicfation of the oxidizable substances
by treating the material while hot with a gaseous sub-
stance that supplies oxygen to them. 2d, the reduc-
tion of the oxides by treating the oxidized ores while
hot with a gaseous substance that has a higher afiinity

for oxygen than the metals whose oxides arc to be re-

duced. 3d, the fusion of tlie metals by treating the
reduced ores while liot with a gaseous substance that
is incapable of oxidizing them. These three opera-
tions being performed in the order and substantially
as hereinbefore set forth.

Also, tlie process of treating metallic ores, or other
materials containing metals, by the fohowing two
operations performed successively upon them, viz

:

1st, the reduction of the metallic' oxides by treating
the material while hot with a gaseous substance that
has a higher afiinity for oxygen than the metals to be
reduced have. 2d,' the fusion of the metals by treat-

ing the reduced ores while hot with a gaseous sub-
stance that is incapable of oxidizing them, these two
operations being performed iu order and substantially
as hereinbefore set forth.

Also, the jn-ocess of separating the metals from each
other by treating theii- mixtures at progressively in-

creased temperatures with a gaseous sul)stauce that
lias a higher affinity for oxygen than the metals have,
so that the metals are fuseil iu a non-oxidizing atmos-
phere in the order of their fusing temperatures, the
process beiug conducted substantially as hereinbefore
set forth.

63,027.- H. H. Etter, Washington, D. C—
Burning Fluid.—'}1axc\\ 19, 1867.—To 40 galls, naptha
is added, oil of vitriol, 2 quarts; linseed oil, \h pints;

grouud white oak bai-k, 2 lbs. ;
ground hemlock bark,

\ lb. ; slippery elm bark, 1^ lb. ; sassafras bark, 1 lb.

Claim.—The ingredients, when mixed in the pro-

portions as herein specified, for the pm'pose of pro-
ducing a safe and brilliant light.

63,02S.— David Evans, Studley, England.—
Needle Wrapper.—March 19, 1867.—The needles are
«tuck iu the paper by impaling a strip or by an en-

closing baud, and tlieir heads aud points are covered
by fiaps made out of the same piece of paper which
constitutes tlie wi'apper.
C7au;i.—Fastening aud folding up of the needles in

wrappers or papers that have flaps and folds, as herein

shown, so that the needles are easy of access from the
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outside, -R-itliout liability to drop or fall from the
nrappor or to corrosion from coataet with tUe fingers,

as Iicreiu described and represented.

63,029.--Ton>.- L. Finx-h, Warwick, N. Y.—Milk
Cftii.—March 19, 18()7.—The can sets within a sheet-

iron pail, whose removnble inner bottom .section sus-

tains the can.
Claim.—First, the combination of the sheet-iron

outer case 13 with tlie body of the milk can, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose^ set forth.

Second, tlic combination of the removable hoop C
with the projectinc^ lower end of the sheet-iron outer
case B, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

63,030 Hexry S. Forney, Baltimore, Md.—
Washincj Jr«c/iUK>.—March 10. 18G7.—The shaft of
the vertical dasher is supported by resting on a collar

in the lid of the suds box, and Is rotated by bevel
gearing and a hand crank.

C'lauiK—In combination with a flanged metallic
collar/ in the lid E. the bevel pinion or gear I, made,
an'angod, and openiting therewith and with the drive
gear and the agitator or stirrer, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

63,031.—AXDRE FOUBEUT, ISTew Tork, iST. T.—
Apparatus for the Manufacture of Vinegar.—March
19, 1867.—Steam is admitted to the vessel of wine and
the vapors are carried by a pipe to tlie upper part of
the vessels, into which percolate jets of ^inega^ and
water from the vessels above. After passing through
the chhrge of shavings, &c., the liquor is receivedln
vessels below.
Claim.—The manufacture of vinegar from the

vapors of wine, condensed and acidified in substan-
tially the manner specified.

63,032.—Herman Fritz, Cleveland, Ohio.—Ga?-
vanic Battery for Jicmedial TTses.—March 19, 1867.

—

The ail- and Avater-tight case is charged vrith a hot
acid solution whose chemical action on the zinc main-
tains the temperature in the chamber. The patient
placing his feet upon the foot plates receives the eleb-

tric eun'eut thereat ; the application to other parts of
the body is by conducting wires, the feet resting upon
a non-conductor over the heated case in place of the
foot plates.

Claim.—First, the air and water-tight ease A, con-
necting bridge G, rods K, in combination « ith zincs
E and covers B, as arranged and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the insulating washer I, connecting screw
F and M, and insulating washer K, as arranged in

combination with the arm L and foot plates N, and
insulator X', for the pm'pose aiid in the manner speci-
fied.

Third, the screw M, insulating Avasher I, as ar-

ranged in combination with the screw F, zinc E, and
bridge G, for the pui-pose and in the manner described.

63,033.—H. ^V. Fuller.—Xew York, 1^. T.—
Seicing Machine AttacTimcnt for Marking Tacks.—
March 19, 1867.—The marking nippers and their sup-
porting arm are lilted by the screw on the needle bar
acting upon the auxilia.iy arm. They are forced
downward, to pinch and mark, by springs. The
screw of the supplementary spring serves to'graduate
the pressm-e of the springs. The nippers open slightly

when lifted.

Claim.— First, the employment of the nipping
fingers, to fonn ridges or creases in fabrics for the
piu-posps specified, when aiTanged with respect to
and operating upon the fabric, in substantially the
manner de^;cribea.

Second, the combination, with the marking device
described, of the plate F, for the piu'pose specified.

Thii-d, the use of the screw 4, or its equivalent, to
adjust the fingers to the fabric, as specified, and to
determine the amount to be seized.

Fom-th, in combination with the marking device
possessing the functions and mode of operation de-
scribed, the spring B, arm C, and ausiliaiy arm D,
or its equivalent, as specified.

Fifth, in combination, the said marking device, the
bed plate E. or equivalent, and a feeding device, for
the pm-poses specified.

Sixth, in combination, the marking device, bed
plate, feeding device, and a stitch-forming mechan-
ism, substantially as and for the purpose specified..

Seventh, so constructing and coml)ining the arm C
and spring B iis to be adjustable lor various widths
of tucks or plaits, in combination with the marking
device.
Eighth, the supplemental spring B' and its screw

B^, or their eciuivalent, for the purpose specified.

iSTinth, in combination with the atbrcsaid marking
device, a suitable gauge F.

63,034.—E. D. and W. K. Gird, Cedar Lake,
IST. Y.— Bending Machine.—March 19, 1867.— The
disk is fastened to a movable cross-head bar working
between two uprights. Two semicircular jaws mov-
ing on pivots bend the metal or wood about the disk
as it descends. The belt shifter works into two slots
on a fly wheel, so as to cause one semi-revolution to
open the jaws and another to close them.
Claim:—The disk C and the jaws a a, in com-

bination with the cross-head bar b, substantially as
described.
Also, the belt shifter n, in combination with the

slots c c in the fly wheel, and the disk C, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

63,035—H. A. Graef, Brooklyn, K Y.—Port-
able Tree Box.— March 19, 1867.— The tree box is

formed of slats conformed to hoops, and secured to
the tree by india-rubber bands. The hoops are held
together by buttons, and so arranged that an addi-
tional section of slats can be added, as required by
the tree to accommodate its growth.

Claim.—First, a portable tree box, foi-med of slats

or strips a a fastened to bands or hoops b b, and se-

cured to the tree by lashings d d, eoustructed and ar-

ranged substantially a3 and for the pm-poses herein
described.
Second, the hooks or bands b b, fastened by buttons

or slats, or their equivalents, in combination with sec-

tional hoops or bands b' b' for enlarging the size of
the box, substantially as herein set forth.

63, 036^.—THOMAS Gray, Union Road, England.—Manufacture ofBleaching Poivder.—March 19, 1867.

—The fi-ee acid in ordinary bleaching powder is neu-
tralized by alkali, which may be added before or du-
ring the pi'ocess of manufactiu-e.
Claim.—The application, as before stated, for the

purposes of bleaching fabrics or fibers, or other ma-
terials, without destroying or injuring them, stibstan-

tially as described.

63,037.—E. C. Green, Plainfield, Ind.— Hay
Blevator.-MaTch 19, 1867.—The frame on the run-
ning gears of the wagon has a hollow central post
andi an extension shaft canying the cross-arm. over
which passes the rope which leads from the draft ani-

mal to the horse hay fork. The shaft is capable of

horizontal rotation, and the rope runs over a pulley
on a horizontal slide roller, to give it direction when
driving a bunch of hay toward the wagon.
Claim.—First, the hoisting apparatus herein de-

scribed, in combination with the wagon bed A, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
pm-poses herein specified.

Second, the hollow center post B, inclosing the
hollow center standard D with its cross-arm E and
pulleys d d, in combination with the slide roller F
with' its pulley s and spring I, connected with tlie

horse rakeG, and operated by the rope c, constructed,
aiTanged. and operating together substantially as and
for the purposes herein 'described.
Third, the crank n, in combination with the slide

roller F and the spring p, constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

63,038.— J. Delos Green.—Antrim, Ohio.—
Seed Planter.—March 19, 1867.—The carnage runs
upon spoked wheels without rims, and seeders are

attached to each spoke, so as to plant at their points
of contact with the ground, the seed being dropped by
the hinged spring plate attached to the end of the
spoke. "The seed slides are worked by cams attached
to the frame.

Claim.—First, providing the spokes H H with ad-

justable supplementary spokes or bars F, A^-hich cai-ry
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seed boxes and slides, as and for tlic purpose herein
set ibrth.

Second, the arranji-cmcnt of the overlaiiping and
adjustable bars C C' "with tlio cams G G and seed
slides e e, substantially as and for the jiurpose speci-

fied.

Tbii-d, the automatic covers K iipon the ends of the
supplementary spokes F, for the purpose of dischai'g-

iug the grain, substantially as speciiied.

63,039.— Thomas Hall, Bergen, IST. J.— Con-
necting Jiod for Madiinery.—March 19, 1867.—The
object is a ready means of adjustment after the bear-
ings have vrorn loose. The rod is passed through a
hole in the hook-shaped plate, and the parts are
clamped together by a set scre^\'.

Claim.—The combination of the rod A, the sliding
piece B with Avedge-shaped beariug, and screw C,
when the same are aixaugcd and operate substantially
tis described.

63,©40—E. Haaibujek,, Detroit, 'Mlcli.—JBucUe.
—March 19, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.
Claim.—A buckle constructed of a single piece of

wii'e, the ends of which cod statute the tongues, being
coiled upon each other in the rear, and bowed thence
toward their points, substantially as described.

63,041.—William J". Hare, ISTew York, iST. Y.—TnmJc Lock. — March 19, 1867.—The jaws catch
into a neck on the stud secui-ed to the door, and are
forced ajjart by the action of a key on the wedges,
which enter betT^'een the jaws and tlivide them to rC;

lease the stud.

Claim.—The S]3ring jaws C, in combination with
a stud I), one or more Avedges E, and a key K, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

63,043.-0. J. Hakdgrove, Canton, Oliio.—
Morse Hay /'""ori-.—March 19, 1867 ; antedated March
10, 1867.—The case in which the plunger works has
a thimble at its lower end, to which are pivoted four
tines. The lower end of the plunger is enlarged, and
when forced downward drives the jn'ongs -outward.
A spring upon the case enters notches in'the plunger
to hold it in any desired position.
Claim.— The case A, shaft B, thimble d with

prongs a-, a, and a', and spring h, when constructed,
arranged, and operating in the manner as and for the
pm'poses specified.

63,043.—James E. Haskell, Xew York, N. Y.
— lieducing Vegetable Fibrous Substances.— March
19, 1867.—Vegcta,ble fibrous substances, as cane, corn-
stalks, and similar jointed structures, are reduced to
fib(;r by cutting, rolling to break the gummy particles,

boiling to soften and open the pores, treating with
alkali and rolling to remove mucilage and expose the
fillers to receive a caustic alkaline solution, which is

removed by pressure.
Ciaivi.—The combined process of treating vegeta-

ble fibrous substances consecutively, and by relation
of each process to the x)recediug and following pro-
cess, in the form and manner and for the purposes
substantiullj' as hereinbefore described.

63,044o—James E. Haskell, ISTcw York, X. Y.—Treating and Sejmrating Vegetable Fibers.—March
19, 1867.—The boiler has a manliole for filling, a j)ipe

with a stop-cock leading to the boiler, and a pipe to
draw t!ie air oft'. The contents of the boiler are dis
charged tln-ougli a valve.

Ciair,i.—Yiv6t, the mode of producing a vacuum or
paitial vacuum by first steaming the vegetable fibrous
material under pressure and expelling tiie air, and
then coudeusing the steam with a shower of cold lye,

which causes a rapid absorption of tlic lye in every
part of tlic plant, in the manner and for the puriioses
substantially as hcrcinbefoi'e described.
Second, the mode of treating vegetable fibrous sub-

stances, in the form and manner and for the purposes
substantially as hereinbefore described.

63,045.—Moses Hawkins, Birmingham, Conn—Steam Engine Oil Cup.—March 19, 1867.—Steam
Is admitted through the stand pipe and condenses in

the chamber, dispiaciug an cciiuvaleut amount of oil,

which overflows into the stand pipe. Tliis is re- t|

peated as often as requii*ed and the oil lasts, when n

the cuji is removed, the water withdrawn, and the
chamber discharged.

Claim.—An oil cup A, provided with a stand pipe
D, extending up to near the cap E, and a water cock
/, the whole constructed and operating as described. \

63,046.-E. M. Hendeickson, Brooklyn, :Nr. Y.— Construction of Safes.—March 19, 1867.-^Coils of
wire are placed in tlie mold and the iron cast around
them with a chill. The object is to destroy the homo- 4

geneity of the iron and to check and break a drill

which is brought to operate upon it.

Claim..—Using for such purpose and in the manner
descrilDcd, wii-es or rods, bent or coiled spirally, as
herein shown and described.

63,047.—CuREAN W. -Henkle, "Washington C.
H., Ohio.—Corn Planter.—Maveh 19, 1867.—The mo-
tion of the trigger on the plow handle actuates the
valve in the hoilow share to drop the corn and at the
same time return the cup to the seed hopper. The
counterbalance weight then lifts th" cup and throws
the seed into the tube ready for a repetition of the
operation. ^
Claim.—Eirst, the curved arm J, operated through

the medium of the loaded arm L and lever F, in com-
bination with the hopper H, provided vtith the tube
h, and the spout I, all arranged to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the valve D in the opening a in the plow C,
when arranged to operate in connection with the
curved arm J, substantially in the manner as and for

the purpose specified.

63,0480—Edward Hiserodt, Washington, HI.—
Railroad Crossing.—March 19, 1867.—A cast-iron

chair is used at each angle ; the base rests on the
timbers and supports the rail, a lip on the chair sus-

taining the outside of the rail. ]fsro lip is on the in-

side, but free com-se is afforded for the flanges of the
wheels. Horizontal bolts secm-e the rails to the outer
lip.

Claim:—The peculiar form and arrangement of the
crossing chair, with the lip outside of the rail holding
it to its position, with the omission of the lip on the
inner side of tlie rail and the application of the cleats

li, as and for the pm'pose described.

03,049.-Humphrey Holden, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to himself and A. S. Barber, same place.— •

Car Coupling.—MnYch. 19, 1867.—The bumper has
springs on the four sides of its horizontal opening
sustaining a block, which is pressed forward by a
spring and has in its forward end an opening to re-

ceive the link ; the slide acts as a support for the pin
and releases it upon the entrance of the link.

Claim.—The combination of the dravr headA with
the block E, springs G and F, and the link B and pin
C, said parts being arranged for use substantially as
set forth.

63,050.—Henry Howe, Oneonta, 'S.Y., assignor
to himself and E. R. Ford, same i^lace.

—

Cultivator.

—March 19, 1867.—The cultivators are separately
suspended Irom the elevated fi'amo of the carriage
by rods and chains. The plov.'S are elevated by chains
and pivoted levers, which maintain their position by
vibrating the centers of suspension past the centers
of oscillation. A horse is hitched to each plow.

C^aij».—First, the pendants I> and the manner of
securhig them to -^he plow beams and frames, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and described.
Second, tlie bars E, in coml)inatiou with the plow

beams E and pendants D, substantially as and for the
purpose liercin sliown and described.

Third, the combination with the tongue F and
driver's seat G of the plow beams E, swivel braces c,

and doubletree H, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

Fom-tli, the slotted tongue F, made substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

FiftJi, the levers I and chains h, for tlie purpose of
raising the plows out of the ground and retaining
them in that position, substantially as herein shown
and described.

Sixth, the upright side fi-ames B, as arranged and
connected with the horizontal cross-l)!u-s C and C,
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substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described,

63,051.—Fleury Huot, Perth Amboy, IST. J.,

assijrnor to himself and John EooEits, New York,
N. "Y.—Refining Petroleum, dbc.—Mai-ch ly, 18()7;

antedated September 19, 18()6.—The centrifugal filter

inj; apparatus has two thicknesses of woolen material
with sheets of filtering paper between them, attaclied

to the wire gauze sides of the apparatus. The oil is

mixed with bone black and fed into the apparatus in

the ordinary manner.
Glaim.—Fivst, separating the bone black and im

purities from the oil, by filtering the same through a
centrifugal filter, as specified.

Second, the centrifugal filter, formed of two thick-

nesses of cloth with sheets of filtering paper between
them, as and for the purposes set forth.

63,052.—C. B. Hutchinson, Auburn, N. Y.—
Machine for Setting Staves in Barrels.—March 19,

18()7.—The chine hoop is suspended by clamps over a
concave table which holds the head in position to re-

ceive the staves which form the barrel. Wlieu the
hoop is driven on to hold the staves in place on the
hcaii, the clamp is withdrawn and the barrel removed
from the tal)le.

Claim.—First, the setting up of barrels, casks, &c.,
by suspending the chine hoop by means of a clamp,
or its equivalent, in such relation with the head, which
is placed on a suitable frame or support, that the ends
of the staves may be inserted between the head and
chine hoop, substantially as shown and described.
Second, the adjustable table D, constructed with a

concave upper surface, and of a diameter smaller
than tliat of the barrel, for the purpose described,
sub.stantially as specified.

Third, tlie combination of the clamp fi-ame or sup-
port and gauge, when arranged substantitdly as and
for the purpose set forth.

63,053.—Sa:\iuel Jackson, Newark, ]Sr. J.—
Compemating Brace for the Springs of Vehicles.—
Mai'ch 19, 18>')7.—The compensating stay is attached
at the foot of the spring by a joint "and "connects by
a pivot to the bar above, bracing the spring fi'orn

a forward lurch of the vehicle. The bai- slides in a
guide at its foot.

Claim.—^^The application to the springs of wheel
Tchiclcs of a stay or brace, arranged as shown and
described, or in an equivalent way, to compensate for
the yielding movement of the spring.

63,054.—W. "W. Jacobs, Hagerstown, Md.—
Burning Fbad.—M.areh. 19, 1867.—Composed of gaso-
line. 40 galls.

;
pine gam, 1 lb. ; ground bark of sas-

safras root, i lb. ; gamboge, i lb. ; and galbanum, i lb.

Claim.—A fluid composed of the ingredients here-
inabove named, mixed together in and about the pro-
portions described, and for the purpose specified.

63,055.—Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburgh, Pa.—
Treadle cam for Looms.—March 19, 1867.—Improve-
ment oa the patent of llichard G-arsed, dated July 20,
1846, and extended July 18, 1860. The diagonal' por-
tion of the cam grooves which give sliding movement
to the treadle cams are in a removable segment, so
as to admit of changing the automatic devices to
work more or less treadles.
Claim.—Constructing the grooved hub of a treadle

cam C of two parts, substantially in the manner and
for the pm-pose described.

63,056.—Samuel Keeler, Lancaster, Pa.—^eed
JDrill Teert.—March 19, 1867.—The teeth are con-
nected by carved arms to spiral springs which are
attached to the drag bars. The recoil of the spring
enables tbem to resume their positions after passing
obstructions.
Claim.—The aiTangement and combination of the

curved arm J with the spiral spring M, operating as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

63,057.-Philip H. Kells, Adrian, Mich.—
Brwk Machine.—^arch 19, 1867.—The pressure of

^ the two pug mills upon the opposite sides of tlie mold
disk makes a counterbalance. The clay passes 1)e-
ncath iuelined throat pieces Avhich pack it into molds
and remove the superfluity.

Claim..—First, the combination of the annular mold
l)ed B and the central support C, substantially as de-
scribed and represented.
Second, the arrangement of the throat piece d above

the molds, operating to pack in the clay and remove
the superfluity, substantially as described.

Third, the arrangement upon the mold wheel of the
two pug mills on op])osite portions, substantially as
described.

63,058.- T. J. KiNDLEUERGER, Eatou, Ohio.—
Water Wheel.—March 19, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent July 11, 186."). By the intervention of a spiral
spring in the rod which' attaches the gate to the an-
nular plate, any particular gate which is ol).:itructed

may remain open witliout preventing the closing of
the other gates.
Claim.—First, the wheel, having its plates and their

buckets, constructed and arranged as herein described.
Second, the combination and arrangement «f the

plate C, arm D, worm wheel E, and bevel gear with
the hand wheel F, for operating the gates as set forth.

Third, the combination of the rod a, box b, and spi-

ral spring m, with the set screw o, arranged to ope-
rate as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, constructing the crown plate B with the
recesses or notches in its periphery, as shown and de-
scribed, the outer points of said plate being arranged
to protrude even with the peripliery of liie annular
rim A, as and for the purpose herein set forth. -

Fifth, constructing the gate H Avith the outwardly
projecting arm r, for the purpose of attaching the spring
box b thereto, as shown and described.

63,059.—Charles Kinkel, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Alexander "Wehle, same place.—i'ioiw.
—March 19, 1867.—The nose of the beam is adjusta-
ble on the wheel frame A'crtically and longitudinally
by devices mentioned in the claims.

Claim.—First, the general construction of the plo".--,

consisting of the plow frame C in connection with
the axle D, the plow beam B, screw tree F, and shaft
H, substantially as described.
Second, the plow frame C, in combination with the

screw tree F and universal joint G-, substantially as
set forth.

Third, the universal joint G- applied to the plow
beam B and screw tree F, substantially as described.
Fourth, the movable axle D in eoiubinatiou with

the plow frame C, substantially as tlescribed.
Fifth, the applicatioii of thc'improveraent to plows

of the usual construction, l)y means of the cast-iron
shoo B, substantially as described.

63,080—A. O. Latham, Wheeling, W. Ya.—
Bookkeepers' JRuZcr.-March 19, 1867. — The main
rider has an extended lip on one side to prevent the
contact of ink with the paper, and is longitudinally
slotted to receive the rider bar.

Claim.—The combination of the secondary ruler
B with the main ruler A, the former swiveling upon
a pin at or near the cutter of tlie latter, substantially
as and for the pui'pose specified.

63,061.—W. H. Laubach, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to himself and W. S. Cooper, same nlaee.

—

Loiv Water Indicator.—yiarch 19, 1867.—The falling
off of the float releases the pawl whieli supports the
weighted lever ; this descending, opens the vidve and
admits steam to the wliistle.

Claim.—First, the weighted lever E, controled by
a float or weiglit g, and having a projection adapted
to a catch or hook on tlie end of the lever I), in com-
bination with the paAvl k, arms c, weighted arm c', and
whistle H, the whole being arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.'

Second, the weight or float g and its projections ?/,

arranged to operate in tlie interior of the "glass tube
B, as and for the purpose herein described.

63,062—Peter Lawyer, Bichmondville, N. Y.
—Carpenters' Gauge.—March 19, 1867.—The friction
plate is held down bv a spring depressed bj" the cam.
Claim.—Tlie combination of the cam lever E. lever

spring D, plate C, flanged and slotted metallic eye
B, substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

63,063.—Cancelled.
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63,064.—Jacob B. LI^^)EMAK, Manor Twp., Pa.
—JEtarness.—yLaTch 19, 1867.—The breecliiug and its

stay strap are attached imnlediatelv to the shafts in-

stead of being attached to the other portions of the
harness.

Claim.—The combination and application of the
breeching A and stay strap B, Trhen affixed to the
shafts of a yehicle, in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

63,065 S. C. M.AJXE, Boston, ^Lass.—Wardrobe
JBed.itcad.—March 19. 1867.—The case containing the
bed is attached to a rotary shaft -whose spring acT:s as
a counterpoise to the -weight of the bed. The upper
jjortions of the molding in fi'ont of the case drop by
theii' own -weight into position and form legs for the
bedstead.

Claim.—The balance spring a, or its equivalent,
attached to shaft b by chains, or their eqiiivalent, in
combination -with frames or cases, as shown in Figs.
1 and 2, and operated substantially as set forth.

63,066.—Daved Manuel, Boston, Mass.. as-

signor to himself and "Millard Manuel, same place.—Bed Bottom.—March 19, 1867.—The springs have a
coil at each end and are connected by hooks to the
slats ; tlie curved sides first receive the pressm'c and
yield before affecting the coils which are affixed to
the rails.

Claim.—The arrangement of the compound -wire

springs, having spiral ends a a, attached to the frame
of the bedstead A and held by the cords b b, and hav-
ing also long cm-ved sides c c, connected with the
slats E by the hooks d, formed, combined, and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purposes herein de-
scribed.

63,067—John ^V. Martlv. "\7ashington. D. C.
-Grt^c—March 19, 1867.—The lower edge of the tu-

bular post resting on a spii'ally-inclined surface, the
gate revolves thereon and shuts by gi'avity.

Claim.—First, the combination of the tubular por-
tion E with a step F and pintle J, said parts E and
F being constructed -with spirally-inclined abutting
surfaces and applied to a gate post, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.

Second, in combiuation with the spiraUy-inclined
tubular portion E and the step F formed of cast or
hardened metal, the wrought-metal pin J, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

63,06S.—H. B. Masser, Simbury, Ta.—Ice Cream
Freezer.—March 19. 1867.—The can and tlie beater
may be revolved either together or separately. The
perpendicular arms of the beater have rubber strips,

which, conforming to the irregidarities of the metal
can, remove the film Avhich settles thereon.
Claim.—Fii'st. the device of a catch k, or its equiva-

lent, for lockirig and unlocking the beater shaft h
in combination with the gear wheel b, by means of
which separate or alternate motions may be given to
the beater and the freezing can A. or both together, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the pm--
poses herein described.

Second, the india-rubber packingm w, fitted on the
odge of the beater wing g, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

63,069.— A. S. McClure, Duncannon. Pa.—
liailifay Jonif.—Marcli 19. 1867.—The fish-rail over-
laps tlie joint of the main rails and the outer flange of
eacli is cut off for a short distance and supplied by a
projecting flange of the fish-rail. The latter is bolted
through longitudinal slots in the main rails to the fish-

plates on the opposite side.

Claim.—The construction of the ward railB, when
fitted into the flanges of the main rails A and fastened
and supported by the guard plate C, as herein described
and for the pui'poses set forth.

63,070.—Bicharu McDowell, Lambertville, aST.

J.

—

Car Axle Box Coit;-.-March 19, 1867.—Flanges
ill counterpart recesses on the opposite parts allow
the cover to slip on. A partial rotation interlocks the
flanges and the cover is held in position by a weighted
handle.

Claim.—First, an axle box having a projecting
ring ill front, provided with tapering flanges b receiv-
ing the cap B, with correspoutUug flanges c having an

operating weighted handle d, in the manner described,
for the purpose specified.

Second, the weighted handle d arranged on the
cover B, for the purpose of holding the same in posi-
tion, substantially as herein shown and described.

63,071.—James P. McLean, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Piston Packing.—March 19, 1867.—The cork and in-

dia-rubber are combined so that the former is brought
in contact with the bearing surface and the rubber is

used as a follower to expand as the cork is worn
away. Badial plates of soft metal separate the pack-
ing into sections. For rod packing it may be bound
with a ribbon of soft metal.

Claim.—Combining the cork C, rubber K, with or
without the mineral coating, and secm-ing the same by
means of metallic strips, all substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth and shown in the dra-wing.

63,072.—James P. McLean, Brooklvn. X. T.—
Piston Pod Packing.—:SLarch 19, 1867.-lThe lower
annular plate has an inner inclined surface, and its

base is exposed to a pressm-e of steam from perfora-

I

tions in the cylinder head. The upper annular plate

;
has an outer inclined sm-face, and an upper plane sur-

' face to receive the impact of the follower. Between
' the inclined surfaces is interposed a sheet of fibrous

j

material.
Claim.—Packing the piston rod or shafting B of a

steam engine with the steam by means of the sectional

I

rings XX', padC C, and steam'ports U U, constructed

i

and operated substantially as described and sho-wn in.

the accompanying drawings.

63,073.—James P. McLean, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Packing for Manholes of Steam Generators.—March
19, 1867.—The packing consists of layers of cork and
rubber coated with asbestos or other incombustible
material. >

Claim.—The cork diaphragm (or rings) or sections
thereof, coated with a non-combustible substance, for

the purpose substantially as described and shown in
I the accompanying di-awings.

j
63,074.—John iilEoowN, Xew London. Mo.—

\ Churn.—March 19, 1867.—Motion is communicated
fi-om the belt on the pulley of the hand-crank shaft to

a pidley on the dasher-crank shaft, which is adjustable

in a slot of the standard, and has two cranks project-

ing in opposite dii-ections to actuate the two dashers.

The frame is attached to the hinged Hd, and may be
raised and thi'own back with it.

Claim.—First, the combination and an'angement
i
of the pulleys F G- and band L. or theii- equivalent,

shafts H J. cranks I K, standard E, and hinged lid

D, with each other and with the dasher handles P,
chm-n B, and frame C, substantially as described and
for the pm-pose set forth.

! Second, the combination of the box or cap M, holt

! X, and nut 0, witli the shaft J and standard E, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

63,075.—J. B. J. MiGNON and S. H. Eouart,
Paris. France.

—

Apparatu^^ for Compressing Air.—
March 19. 1867.—The two receivei-s for the exhaust or
compression of air are mutually connected, and also

communicate by pipes with an upper and lower water
vessel. The action is by gravity, the column of water
above one vessel acting' to compress the air, and the

pipe leading from the lower one to attenuate the air

therein by^the weight of its vertical column. Stop-

cocks goverTi the ducts.
Claim.—Fh-st, the herein-described apparatus for

obtaining the compression or exhaustion of air, the

same consisting of one or more reservoirs into and
fi-om which the compressing and exhausting agent is

conducted, so as to compress or exhaust the air within
the same by means of supply and exliaust pipes and
regulating valves, arranged and operating substaii-

tiallv as shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with two or more reser-

voirs, arranged as described, of the air and water sup-

ply and exhaust pipes and their operating valves, con-

nected with the said reservoii-s, in such manner as to

effect the continuous compression or exhaustion of
air, substantially as specified.

Third, the combination with one or more air-com-

pressing reservoirs, as described, of a hollow piUar or

other tuljular receptacle for the despatches, or other
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objects to be transmitted througli the tubing, under
tlie airangcmeut and foi- operation as herein set forth.

63,076.—John- Miller, Buffalo. N. Y.—Bung
for Casks, Barrels, cC-c—March 19, 1867.—The bush-

ing is screwed in the bung hole, and is enlarged at its

inner end. A plug surrounded by packing is inserted.

and the latter is condensed against the Avail of the

bush as the plug is partially -withdrawn. A socket in

tlio upper cud of the plug" has an elongated opening
and a cavity Avithin. The handle has a T-head which
enters the ping, and l)eing turned 90^ catches the

shoulder and enables the plug to be drawn into the

bushing.
Claim.—First, the metallic box A, expanding in-

wardly to receive the plug B, -when employed as a
lining for bung holes, and constructed substantially

as described.
Second, the plug B, when provided -with the head

7i and enlarged end g. and combined with tlie packing-

ring F and box A. substantially as set forth.

Third, the liandlc and driver K, constructed and
operating with the other parts, as described.

63,077.—EiCHARD MoxTGOMEKV, ISTcw Tork. IN".

Y.—Curved Corrugated Steel Piafe.—March 19, 1867,

—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—As an article of manufacture curved cor-

rugated steel for tlie construction of steam chimneys,
furnace and flues for steam boilers, and for other pur-

substantiallv as described.

63,078.^OHN Morton, Winchester, InA.—Bail-
road Track Lifter.—'Slarch 19, 1867.—The frame has
wheels for removal on the track. The claws take un-
der the rails, and are raised by the compound levers.

Claim.—Fii-st, a combination of levers E and G,
fulcra D* and D^, and hooks F, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially in the maimer and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the crossed levers E
and slotted adjustable hooks F, substaixtiaUy in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

63,079.—JOHX I. MuNROE, Burlington, Mass.—
Baij Bake.—March 19, 1867.—The divider clears a
space in front of the teeth onto which they descend
after discharging the hay, preventing the dragging
of scattered hay behind the rake.
Claim.—The combination of the divider J K L M

X, chain E, or equivalent lever P, teeth E, and frame
of the rake with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

63,080.—Isaac H. XewtSn, Oakfield, Mich.—
Savj J/t7L—March 19, 1867.—A pendent toggle lever
has a timber hook to take under the log and turn it.

The tilting blocks act as abutment slides to the log
in turning, and are raised by cams on a rocker shaft,
which is put in motion by a clutch. A pulley on tliis

shaft has a cord which operates the toggle lever. The
claw of a slide bar engages the lower side of the log,
and acts simultaneously with the other devices.
Claim.—First, the hook M, suspended from the

bent or loaded lever L, in combination with the ope-
rating mechanism for turning the log upon the car-
riage, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the tilting blocks D, furnished with inclined
or cam-shaped ends d, and combined in relation Avith
the sliding blocks E and frame -J, substantially as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Third, the rock shaft H and cams G, in combina-
tion with the sliding blocks E and tilting blocks D,
and frame J. substantially as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the arrangement of the bent lever L, hook
M, and cord X, with reference to each other and with
the wheel P, and rock-shaft H, sabstantially as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

63,081—MiLTOX V. XOBLES, Elmira. X. Y.—
Boat Detaching Tackle.—^nroh 19. 1867.—The trian-
gular ioiutcd frame by which the boat is steadily sup-
ported is hinged to fall on the deck Avhen out of use.

Claim.—First, in combination with a boat-detach-
ing apparatus, a bail, bar or brace connected to the
sides of the boat, so as to prevent the boat from tip-
ping when unevenly loaded, substantially as described.

Second, hinging the bails by which the boat is

steadied, at the sides, so that when let go or discon-
nected they will drop and lie upon the decks, and
thus not incommode or endanger the passengers or
crow, as described.

I

63,083.—Milton V. Xgbies, Elmira, X. T.—
Boat Detaching Tackle.—March 19, 1867.—The boat
is suspended on jointed rods that extend a distance
above the level of the gunAvale, and have lateral braco
rods to insure steadiness. The ends of the boat aro
simultaneously detached from the daA'its by withdraw
ing sister bolts attached to a common rock-shaft amid
ships.

Claim.—The combination of the detaching appara-
tus Avith the brace, aud with the central suspension
of the boat, as aud for the pm-pose herein described
and represented.

63,083

—

Benedict Ott, La Crosse,Wis.—CZo«ftes
Tongs.— March 19, 1867.—The tongs are used for
handling clothes in lifting from the wash boiler or
rinsing. The spring tends to open them, and the
jaws are closed by the grasp upon the divided handle.
Claim.—The legs A aud handle B, with blades

formed at right angles to them, pivoted together at
a, and provided with the spring b, which holds the
legs A open, constructed and arranged as herein set
forth.

63,084.

—

Alfred Paraf, Mulhouse, France.

—

Dyeing and Printing Textile Fabrics, and Com-
pounds therefor.—March 19, 1867.—A compound is

formed by dissolving arsenious acid in glycerine, and
is used in connection with acetate of alumina, &c.,
in fixing the aniline colors in dyeing.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture, the
arsenite of glycerine, hereinabove described.
Second, the combination, in the operation of dyeing

or printing on textile fabrics or yarns, of the rrsenite
of glyceriue, coal-tar color, and acetate of ahmaina,
magnesia, or other metallic oxide, substaittially as and
for the purpose hereinabove set forth.

63,085.— Francis E. Pearson, GermantoAra,
Pa.

—

Spinning Jack.—March 19, 1867.—The friction
motion is made subsidiary in assisting the operator in
working the jack by alloAving the saitl motion to ope-
rate without moving tlie tAvist geariug. The shifter
bar is not positively connected to the levers which
actuate it, but the usual slot in the bar is dispensed
with and a spring forces the bar in one direction, a
pin thereon being thus caused to actuate the lever
connecting Avith the twist gearing.
Claim.— T'lvai, actuating the belt-shifter bar / in

one direction by means of the twist gearing, and in
the other direction by tlie spiral spring, the whole
combined and arrangeil substantially as described and
for the purpose sot forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
catch e, loon p, and taller n, constructed as described
aud operated ti-om the front of the carriage, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Tiiird, the combination of the rod r, lug o, catch e,

stand h, and nut t, when constructed as described for
the pm-pose set forth.

63.086.-Gary Peebles, Santa Clara, Ca\.—Ad-
justable Handle for Fruit 2?oa;e.s.—March 19, 1867.—
The adjusi-able handle of wire. has prongs and points
turned iuA\ ard to fit the box, which is held by the elas-

tic clasp of the same. It is intended for holding boxes
while being filled with berries as they areincked, and
then detached; the boxes beiug shipped.
Claim.—A handle A, constructed with the arms

b b. and the prongs c c, .similar to that herein described,
substantially- as and for the purpose set forth.

63,087.—Antonio Pelletier, Parkersburg, TV.
Ta.—Comjjositioii for Coating Wood, Cloth, Metals,
andfor Forming Various Articles.—^arch 19, 1867.

—

A fire and water-proof coating for application to wood
and other perishable articles.

Claim.—First, the compound, consisting of vege-
table fiber, soapstone, sillicate of soda, or its equiva-
lent, red lead aud litharge, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.
Second, the compound, consisting of vegetable fiber,

soapstone, silicate of soda, or its equivalent, red lead
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and litharge, when coated on wood, cloth, leather,

brick, stone, iron or other fibrous, porous, or solid sub-

stances, and treated with a solution of mui-iatic acid
consisting of one part of the acid to three parts of
water, substantially as described and for the pui'poses

set forth.

Third, as a new article of maaufactiu'e, the compo-
sition substantially as herein described and for the
uses and pui-poses set forth.

63,088.- -Dan. Perry and Edwin Perry, Paw-
tucket, E. I., assignors to Orrin E. Perry, North
Providence, R. I.

—

Hooping Casks.—March 19, 1867.

—The iron band is bent so as to expose both sharpened
edges to the parallel circumferential kerfs in the cask,
into which it is di-iven and fastened at the lap.

Claim.—The concave hoop B, fitted permanently
in channels or grooves on the outer face of the barrel,

tub, pail, or other article made of wood and hooped,
substantially as described for the pm-pqse specified.

03,089.—John Phillips, Jr., Chicago, HI—Wood
Turning Lathe.—March 19, 1867.—The hollow fixed
mandrel contains atcutting tool which turns the stuff

as it is passed through the mandrel. A tool attached
to a sliding frame finishes and gives shape to the
article turned.

Claim..—Fii'st, the cylindrical bearing or holder B,
or its equivalent, in combination with the cutters E,
aiTanged and operating substantially as specified.

Second, the arrangement of the cutter G- with bhe
cylindrical bearing B, or its equivalent, operating as
and for the purposes set forth..

63,090.—John E. Phillips, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Press Strainer.—March 19, 1867.—The base plate is

fastened to a bench, the lower portion of the cylinder
is perforated and has a movable cylindi-ical shield.

Strainers of a fineness appropriate to the use are placed
within, and the charge is forced thi'ough by a hand or
screw plunger.
Claim.—The perforated cybnder d and band cover

e, in combination with the disk sti'iiners and a screw
plunger and base plate a, operated substantially as
described for the pm'poses specified.

63,091.—William Pomeroy, is^ew York, IT. T.—
Truss.—March 19, 1867.—From its spring attachment
to the main spring of the truss the pad derives an in-

dependent upward and inward pressure, which is ad-
justable in degree and dii*ection.

Clai'iu.—The construction, combination and ar-

rangement of the nad spring E with the pad E and
mkin spring B of the truss, substantially as herein
descrii)ed and for the purpose set forth.

03,©©2.—Thomas Powell, Milroy, Ind.—Sleeve
Supporter.—March 19, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The elastic band B, provided at one end
with the ring C, through which it passes after en-
circling the arm above the elbow and having at its

lower end the hook D, adapted to catch it in the slit

of sleeve as herein described and represented.

03,093.—SeyjiourEaymond, Middletown Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. Campbell, same place.

—

Stave Cover for Cooking Stoves.—March 19, 1867.

—

The plates are reversible, so as to expose the sides to
the fire alternately, to equalize the warping action of
heat thereupon.
Claim.—The reversible pot-hole division plates in

the upper plate of a cook stove, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pui'pose herein de-
scribed.

63,094.—John T. Reese, Baltimore, M.di.—Stall

for Eoa-iting Ores Containing SulpJmr, d-c.—March
19, 1867.—The fumes of sulphur, arsenic, &c., from
the ores in the furnace are conducted to sinuous and
interrupted passages, whose obstructions precipitate
the metallic vapor for subsequent uses.

Claim.—An ore stall, with a roof a by arch or other-

wise; a closed fi'ont by doors 6^; the arraugcment
of draft ports d d, the arrangement of fume ports c e

and/; the connection of stack s, and culvert h, with
culvert i, and main culvert and stack ; this process of
confined roasting ; a long and crooked main culvert

;

and the process of securing sediment by the bends,
the rough walls or the obstructions in the culverts.

63,095.—Adam H. Eennie, Binghamton, IST. Y.—Bedstead Fastening.—March 19, 1867.—The ends
of the rails have pins projecting obliquely downward,
which engage counterpart holes in the face of the
post. An eccentric pivoted to the latter binds on a
pin in the rails, and forms a latch to hold the parts
together.
Claim.—The mode of constructing, arranging, and

combining oblique dowelled pin joints with tJie eccen-
tric clasp D, substantially in the manner herein de-
scribed and represented.

'

63,096.—Asa E. Eeynolds, Auburn, IsT. Y.—
Temp)ering Steel after being Welded to Iron for Cut-
ting Tools.—March 19, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim,.—Tempering steel that is welded on iron,
such as shear blades, plane ii'ons, chisels, axes, or
hatchets, and other cutting tools, by means of a reac-
tionary blow, produced by a di'op die or hammer, sub-
stantially as herein described and represented.

63,097

—

Asa E. Eeynolds, Auburn, :N". Y.—
Welding Steel to Malleable Iron and Tempering the
Steel by one Operation.—Mai'ch 19, 1867.—^Explained
by the claim.
Claim.—TVelding steel to malleable or wrought

iron, and tempering the steel by one and the same
process or operation, viz: by submitting the two
metals in a properly heated condition to the' action of
a di'op die, and the reaction thereof, with the under
or anvil die, and the metal held between them, sub-
stantially as described.

63,098.—Israeli. Eichardson, Delaware, Ohio.—Fireplace.—March 19, 1867.—The caloric cun-ent
passes through lateral reverting flues in chambers
formed by recesses in the jambs, whose fronts have
perforated doors nearly flush with the other finish of
the front of the grate.
Claim.—The arrangement of the open grate A,

chambers E recessed in the jamb, and with perforated
front doors and reverberating flues D D, as described
and represented.

63,099.—John Eoss, Greenville, Mich.—Foun-
^am.—March 19, 1867.—The pressiu-e of the descend-
ing column of water causes the jet, and the water is

raised again to repeat the duty by means of the pump
attached.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

receiver D, chambers A and B, jet pipe b, pipe c, air
pipe d, pipe e, pump E, pipe/, stop cocks g h and i,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

63,100.— John H. Eowley, Eabius, IST. Y.—
Fence.—March 19, 1867.—The panels are connected
in line by a sliding bar, and are laterally braced by a
hinged bar, which is set on either side of the fence,
as required, and at any inclination.

Claim.—The arrangement of the panels A A with
the braces E E, adjustably hinged to the said panels
and the sliding bar D, the several parts being con-
structed and used substantially in the manner and for
the pm-pose herein specified.

63,101.—C. W. EoYSE, Peterborough, IST. H.—
Toivel Back.—March 19, 1867.—The rectangular rack
is hung in legs projecting from a plate fastened to the
side of a room. The arm and set screw hold it in
position.
Clmm.—Thc frame C, hung in projecting pieces E

of a block or plate E, in combination with the ai'm O,
having set or thumb screw H, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

6,3,103.— John A. Euss, 'Springfield, Mass.—
Pocket Implement.—March 19, 1867.—The cheeks
form a rasp and tweezers, and pivoted between them
are pieces which form a knife blade, screwdriver,
rule, oai- spoon, calipers, crochet hook, and dividers.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the in-

strument herein described, consisting of the various
tools mentioned, combined and ai-ranged substantially

as herein set forth.
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63,103.- M. L. Salyards, Troy Grove, 111.—

Fetice Grtfe.—March 19, 18G7.—The gate is double, the

parts are opened or closed simultaneously by pulling

on the cords on either side of the gate.

Claim.—First, the peculiar arrangement of the

ropes D D, in combination with the gates B B, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described in the

foregoing specification.

Second, the peculiar an-angement of the ropes H H
and 1 1, in combination with the gates B B, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

Thii-d, the posts (t G and weights M M M M, in

combination with the gates B B, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Fourth, the rollers C C C C, in combination with the

gates B B, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed in the foregoing specification.

63.304.— Louis Schoerkex, Koln, Prussia.—
Match 7^oic.—March 19, 18G7.—The drawer slides out

of its opea-end(Hl ease, and strains the cord which opens
the lid of the drawer as soon as the latter has been
suiftcicntly retracted. It is shut again by contact
with the case as the drawer is returned.

Claim.— Connecting the hinged part D of the

cover C of an inner sliding box with the back a of

an outer case l)y means of an elastic band or strap,

Bubstantially as and for the pm-poses described.

63,105.—Daniel M. Sechler. Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Cotton Bale 27e.—March 19, 1867.—One end of the

hoop is looped around one side of the buckle, and the

other end around one side of the guard of the smaller
quadrilateral piece ; the latter is tlien passed through
the wider gap in the buckle, and being slipped under-
neath is retained by the latter.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the buckle A, con-
structed with notched slot 4 5, and the loop B,

adapted and pro]iortioned to engage with the buckle,

Bubstantially as described and represented.
Also, the 'loop B for attachment to one end of the

noop, and adapted to lock within a buckle or equiva-
lent device on the other end of the hoop.

63,106.—George Selsor, Pliiladelphia, Ta.—N'ail
Hammer.—March 19, 1867.—Between tlie "pein"and
the claws is a recess, in -which a nail may be held to

Btart it in the lumber ; the other parts ai-e efi'ective

for their specific duties.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as

described, of the claws c, with the "pein" of a ham-
mer, for the purpose specified.

Second, the groove x in the "pein" beneath the
Dlaws, for the pm-pose described.

63,107.—Ira W. Shaler, Brooklyn, IST. T.—
Clothes Sprinkler.—March ID, 1857.—One side of the
chamber has a relatively Ita-ge hole for admitting
water, and the other has smaller holes, which emit it

in fine jets.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the damp-
ener described, when constructed substantially as set
forth.

63,108.-P. Shaw and E. S. Dawson, Syracuse,
]Sr. Y.—Fad Plate for Harness.—March 19", 1867.—
The screw shank of the c!ieck-rc-iu hook and the
terrets pass tlu-ough the steel cover and the strength-
ening plate, which are riveted together, and furnished
with perforations for attachment to the leather acces-
sories.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture the pad plate
herein described, the same consisting of thestruck-up
plate of steel A, strengthing plate of malleable iron B,
combined and provided with the loop G, substantially
as and for the purpose* specified.

63,109.—Julius Sheldon, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and W. C. GitiswoLU, same
place.—ilai Blocking Machine.—M-drch 19, 1867.—
Improvement on the patejit of Joseph De Lamar, in
respect of making the parts of the machine adjustable
to the size and depth of the hat under treatment ; in
the apparatus for opening, closing, and giving the
proper pressure to the clamps Avliich perform the
stretching of the brim. The hat body*is placed on
the machine; the ring is raised which closes the
clamps ; the ring which detei-miues the size of the hat

is brought down upon the hat body ; the clamps are
raised, flattening out the brim ; and lastly, the crown
is stretched.

Claim.—First, the bars /, provided with notches
g', for the purpose of adjusting said bars to all depths
of hats, suljstantially as described.
Second, the slides I, provided at one end with pins

g, which act as the fulcra of bars /, and having their
inner ends so arranged with the cone n as to be ad-
justable, substantially as described.
Third, the ring k, provided with a surrounding

elastic cushion to adapt it to the two functions of
breaking the band and giving the pressure to the
clamps, substantially as described.
Fourth, the ring^j, disconnected from but arranged

to operate the clamps i, substantially as and for the
pm'pose specified.

63,110.—Amos Siiepard, Plantsville, Conn.—
Stove Cover Lifter.—March 19, 1867.—The lifter has
a skeleton socket to receive the end of the w^oodeu
handle, which is secured by a screw.
Claim.—First, a cast metal stove-cover lifter with

the perforated hollow and notched socket or ferrule,
substantially as described.
Second, casting the herein-described perforated

hollow socket or ferrule in the manner and by means
substantially as described, for the reception of wood
handles.

63,111.—Jajies Shobe, Principio, Md.—Cor;i
Harvester.—March 19, 1867.—The machine is designed
to be drawn by one horse and to cut two rows at a
time, delivering them in vertical gavels upon a plat-
form, from Avhich they are Ulcerated by the driver.
The corn is guided to the rotary cutters, conveyed
back in a vertical position between parallel, toothed
endless bands, the butts sliding in troughs, and is

lodged against the arras, -niiich revolve 90^ to release
the gavel when sufficient has accumulated.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving- cutters
1 1, receiving guides /A, gathering belts v% q, stand-
ards k b, and cross-arm K K, for holding the gavels,
the forked hook catch M, and foot leyei-'H, for liber-
ating, as herein specified.

63,112—Isaac B. Siddle, Caswell Co. K C—
Corn Sheller.—March 19. 1867.—Tiie ear of corn is

held in the hand and brought in contact Avith the studs
on the plate with a longitudinal and rotary movement.

Claim.— The improved corn shellcr herein de-
scribed, composed of the plate A, with teeth b, or
their equivalent, tJie Avhole arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the tooth plate A, in combination with the

blocks M N, and base B, or their equivalents.

63,113.—J. D. Smith, ISTaugatuck, Conn.—Win-
doiv Fastening.—March 19, 186)7.—The metallic thim-
bles have exterior screw-threads by which they are
set in the edges of the sash stile. Tliey form bearings
for tlie spiral spring and sockets for the spring bolt
which engages the stop in the window jamb.
Claim.—The combination of the slide bolt C, with

the thimbles D D', provided with screw-threads on
their exterior surfaces, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

63,114.—Josephine Stewart, Owossee, Mich.,
administratrix of the estate of II. L. Stewart, dec'd.

—

Saw Mill.—March 19, 1667.—Improvement on the
patent of II. L. Stewart, February 9, 1864. An ann
is pivoted to a horizontally worldng lever which is
attached to the top end and center of the pitman so
that the saw in its upward reciprocation will be forced
back from the timber and iWdhX friction, being drawn
forward to the timber in its etfective stroke.

Claim.—The pitman F, pivoted at its center to the
pivoted arms G, at its outer end, to the arm cl, and
at its inner end to the pitman D, consk'ucted and
operating substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

63,115.—A. H. Tait and Joseph TV. Avis, iSTew
York, X. Y.

—

Apparatusfor Distilling Petroleum, die.

—March 19, 1867.—The stiU is divided by ^lartitions,

pierced by communicating openings guarded by gates.
The first and last compartments of the still are imme-
diately cc%inected by a pipe which serves to equalize
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the gravity of their contents when required. The
intercommuuicating apertures are below for liquid
and above for vapor ; the latter passes to condensers
and the heavy residuum ofthe former to coking retorts.

Claim.—I'irst, the arrangement of partitions a, in
the stUl A, said partitions being provided with aper-
tures c at or near their bottoms, and with apertures
d at or near their tops, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Second, placing the apertures c at or near the bot-

toms of the partitions a, in a zigzag position, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of valves e e^, in the top
parts of the partitions a, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Fourth, the arrangement of two or more conden-
sers C C^, in combination with the compartments b
&i

b'^ b^, of the stiU A, and with valves e e'-, regulating
the communication between said compartments, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set tbrth.

Fifth, the equalizing pipe n, in combination with
the compartments b b^, of the still A, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the gates i i^ i^, in combination with the
compartments' h^ b^^ b^, of the still A, substantially as

and for the purpose set Ibrth.

Seventh, the combination of coking or tar retorts

E E\ with a still A, divided into a number of com-
partments b b^ i)2 {,5^ substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

63,116.—A. H. Tait and Joseph W. Avis, :N"ew

York, an". Y.—Process and Apparatus for the Fer-
tnenlation of Saccharine Liquids.—Mai'ch 19, 1867.

—

The hot mash is forced into a tun by a pump. A cur-

rent of cold air is forced through a refrigerator and
into the mash by an aii- pump. When tlie mash has
been cooled the"air is exhausted from the tun and the
mash is allowed to ferment. A current of steam is

let into the tun to distil otf the low wines.

^
Claim..—First, effecting the fermentation of saccha-

rine solutions or liquids in vacuo.
Second, tlie arrangement of the force pump or fan

blower, in combination with a suitable refrigerator
and Vv'ith the fermenting tun for the purpose of cool-

ing the wort, as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of a steam pijie, in combi-.

nation with the tun A, refrigerator or condenser C.

and receiver D, substantially as and for the pui-poses

described,

63,117.—Joseph Thomas. >few York, IST. Y.—
Braiding Attachment for Seiving Machines.—March
19, 18! i/.—The plate through which the braid is passed
is attached to the top siu-face of the table and directly

under the needle. The frame lies loosely on the table

and may be turned in all directions for stitching tlie

braid to the cloth as the pattern may demand ; the
cloth is stretched upon rollers.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the plate m.
tbrming part of the braiding plate A, and capa])le of
opening and shutting to Ihcilitate the passing in of
the braid, and provided with a groove s, on its nnder-
side to guide the braid, the wliole being constructed
in the m'auner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arj-angenieut and use of the frame D,
with rollers 13 and 15', or tlieir equivalent, at the ends,
and the manner of stretching the material upon the
same, for the purpose substantially as described and
set forth.

63,118.—H. Tyler, Gaines, ISl.Y.—Pump Valve.
—March 19, 1667.—The valve stem is guided by a

cross-rod and bridge piece, through both of wliicli it

passes. The valve has a certain liberty of play oa the
rod which allows it to adjust itself to its seat.

Claim.—The valve N, attached to the end of the
sliding rod L, by means of the nut d, so as to permit
the said valve to play on the rod as herein described,
piece M, and guides 6 b, when all are constructed and
arranged as herein set forth.

63,11 9.—Jacob B. Van DEmvEPKER, Cobleskill,

N. Y.—Jlop Frame.—^sxvch 19, 1867.—To the posts

are pivoted arms which are i)iclined against the
neigliboriug post to conduct the bines thereto.

Claim.—A hop frame, composed of the vertical

stakes or poles A, and inclined bars B, the latter

being connected to the former and arranged rela-

tively therewith, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

63,120.— PvICHARD Vose, Kew York, N. Y.—
Windoio Sash Sup2)orter.—March 19, 1867.—The sash
stop engages a rack' in the jamb and is withdrawn
cither by a pin projecting through a slot in the face
of the sash, or by the tm'uing of the thumbscrew, to
which it is connected by rod and crank.

Claim.—A thumb piece and crank united to form
one piece, when supported by a simple divided plate
C upon a window sash and combined with a spring
catch upon the edge or side of said sash by means of a
connecting cord or wire, all substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Also, the combination of a pin r with a spring
catch e, as herein described, when said pin is made
to project in or through a slot cut in the sash, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

63,121.—James TValker, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Boot Jack.—March 19, 1867.—The jaws slide inward
when force is applied and bite the boot.
Claim.—A self-adjusting boot jack composed of

the two jaws D D', with the curvilinear slots E E',

sliding between two plates A and B, so as to be
closed bv the action of withdrawing the foot from the
boot^ substantially as set forth.

63,122.—Theodore Wallis, A. B. Mattoox,
and Chauncey E. Tutler, Auburn, N". Y.

—

Attach-
ing Thills to Wagons.—'idarch 19, 1867.—The thill iron
slips into its socket, entering downward and forward,
and the slide block which prevents its retraction is

fastened by a screw-bolt.
Claim.—The shackle A, ».'hen provided with a re-

ceptacle as described, in combination with slide C, as
constructed, and both being employed in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

63,123.—Aarox TVarr, Lockport, ]tsr. Y.—In-
strument for Drawing Ellipses.—March 19, 1867.

—

The pair of dividers has an adjustable bifurcated
brace to steady one foot, while on the other foot is a
jointed pen or pencil can-ier whose sleeve slips upon
the leg as the pencil revolves around the leg and
traces the line of the ellipse, the foot setting in the
intersection of the transverse and conjugate diam-
eters.

Claim.—The combination with a pair of dividers
of the pen and pencil carrier/, jointed to a sleeve e,

or equivalent, which enables the device to slide up
and down and turn upon the inclined bar or leg B of
the dividers, arranged and operating substantially as
set forth.

Also, in combination therewith, the double brace
C, consisting of tlie legs h h, collar i, and set screw
n, substantially as andlbr the purpose specihcd.

63,124.—C. Waterman, New York, iS^. Y.—
Burglar Alarm.—:SlaYch 19, 1867.—The trigger is

pivoted to an arm on the door and on the opening of

the latter is disengaged from the hammer, which
makes an alarm by rapid strokes upon the bell. Tho
trigger falls, so that in closing the door again it does
not arrest the alarm.
Claim.—First, the rod G, connected by a pivot or

any suitable joint, to the arm F, on the door A'"', and
arranged in relation with the hammer rod B of an
ordinary bell alarm, to operate in the manner sub-

stantiaUy as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the hook or fastening C, in combination
with the hammer rod B. and tlie other rod G, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

63,125.—David N. Wim.Tams, Cliicago, 111.—

Apparatu.'^ for Draivlng Ironfrom the Fire.—March
19, ] 867.—The Avindlass" has a pulley and trausversel}'-

raovable support secured in the floor. Its object is to

operate tongs to draw heated iron from the furnace.

Claim.— £\iG sliding ikum G in combination with
the traveler C, chain E, and tongs F, all arranged to

operate substantially in the manner as and for the

purpose set forth.

63,126.—John Wilcox, Thompsonville, Conn.—
Yrt^yc—March 19, 1867.—The seat is a section of a

tube and has exterior gTooves for attachment of the
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elastic tube of at Infiatable life-preserver. One of
the threads in the clouble-threadcd upper portion is

cut away and a stop piece on tl\e valve stem works
therein and is arrested to prevent its being drawn en-

tirely out.

Claim.—A valve, constructed, arranged, and ope-
rating substantially as lierein shown and described.

Also, the stop arrangement a b, substantially as

herein set forth, in combination with a screw valve.

63,127.—John "Wilcox, Taorapsonville, Conn.—
Faucet.—March 19, 18()7.—The down-turned flange
around the stem packs against a ring around the
thimble in the partition, aiid the rim of the tiiimblc

packs against a ring in a recess of the stem, so as to
make a double joint at tliis part. The upper and
lower edges of the shell pack agaiust rings in the cap
and socket respectively.
Claim.—The faucet', consisting of the shell A, stem

C, socket D, thimble a, valve joint B, and packing
recesses p, constructed as herein set forth, tor the
purpose specified.

63,12S.—JOHX B. "WrLSON, New York, 1^. T.—
Yeneer Cutter.—March 19, 18(i7.—The veneers are
cut from straight-grained wood Avith a knife having
a corrugated cutting face, so that the veneer will show
a difference of shade when pressed flat.

Claim.—Cutting a crimped or corrugated veneer,
substantially as described, for the purpose sot forth.

63,129.—Parker Wineman, Chicago,IM—Steam
Engine Slide Valve.—March 19, I8(i7.—A cup on the
back of the valve has a ring M'hich is thrust by a
spring against the roof of the cliest. A peripheral
groove in the ring has a packing v.-liich is expanded
by steam against the inner wall of tlie cup.

Claim.—First, the application of a laterally-expan-
sible packing to a ring wliich is applied witliin a cup
B upon tlie back of a slide valve, said ring being licld

against the valve chest back by the pressure of a
spring alone, while the packing is expanded by the
pressure of steam, substantially as described.
Second, the detachable ring' a, grooved on its cir-

cumference and fitted with expansible packing, in
combination with the cup B, for the purpose of pack-
ing a slide valve, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of' the flanged ring a and
its spring b, with tliC expansil)le packing and its

spring h, applied within a cup B, and operating sub-
stantially as described.

63,130—Hen-ry R. Foote, Oil City, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Stillman B. Allen, and -T. H.
AViNSOii.— Vapor Generator and Burner for Heating
Purposes.—March 19, 18G7.— Improvement on liis

patent September 18, 1866. A hydro-carbon is sup-
plied from a tank to the retort, which is also supplied
with air by means of a force pump and with the
gaseous results of steam decomposed by heated iron
Tilings. The coml)iued results are supplied to burners
for use in steam generators.
Claim.—First, a retort or vessel a.

Second, a tank or means of supporting the retort,
with the hydro-carbon oil or liquid.

Thii'd, an apparatus for decomposing steam and
introducing its gaseous constituents into the retort.
Fourth, an air pump, or means of forcing air into

the retort.

Fifth, means of discharing from the retort and
burning the mixture of air, liydro-carbon vapor, and
the gaseous constituents resulting from the decomx)o-
sition of steam, as set forth.

Also, the combination of such combination, and
the reservoir b, applied thereto and for use substan-
tially as described.

Also, the employment of the vapors of a light and
volatile hydro-carbon, as set forth, with tiiC heavier
oil, the air and gaseous constituents of steam intro-
duced into the retort, substantially as described, such
light and volatile hydro-carbon being placed in tlie

air reservoir b, so as to be vaporized therein by the
air forced into and through it, or by any other proper
means, the vapors of such hydro-ca'rl)on' being carried
by the air from the reservoi'r into the retort.

Also, the admixture of gas of a hydro-carbon fluid,
air, and the gaseous constituents of steam, and their
combustion by the means, in the manner, and for the
purposes set forth.

Also, the deflector or radiator g, constructed as
described, and arranged in relation to pipes / and
gWmw f, as and for tlie purposes set forth.

Also, the combination of the heating coil of pipes
p', or its equivalent, with the tank c, tlie retort a, a
steam-decomposing apparatus, and an air-forcnug ap-
paratus, the whole being to operate substantially us
set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the oil tank c, surrounded
with the water jacl:et t, with the retort «, a steam-
decomposing apparatus, and an air-forcing apparatus,
substantially as specifled.

Also, the combination of the drain pipe h with the
retort a, the tank c, a steam-decomposing apparatus,
and an air-forcing apparatus, when combined for use
as specified.

63,131.—Samuel W. Adams, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to American Eyelet Company, same place,—Machine for Making Eyelets.—March 20, 18G7;
antedated March 12, 1807.—Improvement on tlie pat-
ent of Jesse F. Richards, October 4, 1804. The strip
of metal from which the eyelets fre formed is carried
on two reels and intermittingly fed to the compound
punches between them. The "former' die is trav-
ersed by a clearing punch to drive out any eyelet ac-
cidentally remaining therein. A finger is swung
around to discharge the eyelet from the punch on its

backwai-d movement. When using a strip of metal
wide enough for more than one course of blanks, tho
perforated portion is trimmed from the side by a cut-

ter during the passage of said strip.

Claim.—First, the improved mode of coustructing
and operating the compound male cutter 3, former 2,

•

and punch 1, as described, for the purpose specified..

Second, a pair of reels C CV for holding and deliv-
ering, and for taking up the metal strip, in combina-
tion with the eyelet-forming instruments, for forming
eyelets therefrom, substantially as described.

Third, a pair of sliding clamping jaws, constructed
and operating as described, in combination with suita-

ble instruments for forming eyelet.s from a metal strip,

as described, for the purpose specified.

Fourth, in combination with the eyelet-forming in-

struments, constructed substantially as described, a
clipping or trimming mechanism for trimming oif tho
perforated portion ot" the stock as it passes through
the machine, substantially as described.

Fifth, the clearing punch V, in combination with
the compound female cutter and forming die, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

Sixth, 'the clearer t, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

63,132.—Frank Armstrong, Vaterbury, Conn.—Sewing Machine.—March 26, 1867.—For attach-
ment to "the Wheeler and Wilson machines to render
them capable of making the Grover and Baker stitch.

The under spool support is beneath the table. Tho
down-curved edge of the cloth plate is not cut away
for the looper; the looper curving upward close to
the under side of the cloth plate. By the use of this

attachment without the bobbin thrcacl a double- thread
loop stitch is made, and the bobbin thread may bo
used in addition to make a three-tlu-ead stitch.

Claim.—First, constructing the plate A of the at-

tachment with the slot or aperture B, whereby tho
said attachment can be readily adjusted and secured
upon the machine and removed therefrom, sub.stan-

tially in the manner set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
under spool support with the said attachment, so that
wlien secured upon a Wheeler and Wilson serving
machine the under thread spool Y will be entirely un-
der the front edge of the cloth plate of the machine,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the employment, in combination with the
slotted plate xV, of 'the adjustable slotted plates E,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Fourth, the employment of the guide C, in combi-

nation with the under thread carrier, tension device,
and spool, to allow the latter to be arranged under
the cloth plate d, and in the position relativel_v to said
thread carrier and tension device, all substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

63,133.—George B. Atwood, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Alfred A. Oat, same place.

—

Fermuta-
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tion Lock.—March 26, 1867.—An improvement on the
patent of Alfred A. Oat, July 31, IgtJb", (No. 56,790.)
The bolts are connected by pivoted bars to a central
disk upon a shaft which has a diametric slot at its

outer end to receive the end rib of a key by which it

is rotated to retract the bolts. This disk ha's concavi-
ties at its periphery to receive the edg'es of four disks,

which have each a concavity to allow the rotation of
the former disk when they are in the proper position
therefor. Each one of this series of four disks is ad-
justable on a shaft which has an index disk at the
outer side of the door, and an adjustable cam by which
the bolts that lock the keyhole plug are withdrawn.
The bolts are connected to^ the central disk and are
simultaneou-sly retracted by its rotation.

Clav.n.—First, making the plug B cylindiical and
with an annular groove" &^ therein, substantially as
and for the purposes described.
Second, the employment of the recessed central

disk H for controlling' the bolts Gr, the said disk being
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
described.

Third, the employment of the suri'ounding recessed
disks ~D for the purpose of locking the central disk
H, the said surroQuding disks D "being constructed
and operated substantially as described.
Fourth, moving the slides A by means of the re-

spective cams C, substantially in the manner described.
Pifth, operating the inclosed or invisible disks D

and cams C by means of the exposed or visible indi-

cating disks E. or their- equivalents, substantiallyin the
manner described.

Sixth, the employment of the combination consisting
of the recessed disk H, with the four recessed disks
1), whereby they reciprocate with each other, in the
manner and for the purposes desciibed.

63,134.—WILLIA3I J. M. Batchelder, Dayton,
OWo.—Shovel-plow Guard.—M.arcb. 26, 1867.—The
^uard is attached to the post of the shovel plow for
raising the lower leaves of tobacco out of the way of
Ihe shovel.

Claim.—The shovel-plow guai'd E, when construct-
ed substantially as herein described and for the pm--
j)ose specified."

63,135.—James M. Beebe, Casadaga, K". Y.—
JBee Feeder.—March 26, 1867.—The feeder is above
the hive, and communicates therewith to be warmed
thereby. It has two separate compartments with
receptacles for water, saeehaiine solution, and rye
flour. A glass pane gives light, and a gate confines
the bees when the trays are moved.

Claim.—First, the construction of abee feeder, with
an apartment for sugar liquid and an apartment for

water, x)rovided with racks or floats E, and an apart-
ment for flour or other food, with a central passage
way O and door H, aU combiued substantially as de
scribed.
Second, a bee feeder, having a central passage way

C for the entrance of the bees, slide doorH, and glass
cover B, for the purpose substantially as described,

63,136.—JoHxB. Brackett and^YMAX Dear-
BORX, Boston, Mass.—Oo^oH Gin.—March 26, 1867.—
The cotton passes between the two bars of the clearer
and is carried between the j)ressure plate and the end-
less belt. The seeds are doffed off by tlie clearer,

which is reciprocated by the oscihation of the pivoted
levers from which it depends. The boxes of the lower
roller have downward extensions traversed by a rod
which extends outside them to cugage an adjustable
lever at each end, for the purpose of adjusting the
tightness of the belt.

Claim.— First, tlie rolls C C, constructed as de-

scribed, as arranged with the belt 1), in combination
with the sliding bearing J and levers j with their va-

riable fulcra, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Second, the rolls C C, constructed as described, in

coml)ination with the convex pressure bai- E and end-
less belt 1), arranged and operating as and for the pur-

pose described.
Third, the arrangement of pressure roll, in combi-

nation with belt 1), when arranged as described, in

connection witli rollers C C', and pressure bar E, as

and for tlie purpose described.
Fourth, the arrangerncnt of slotted levers G in com-

bination with clearer F and crank shaft H, and fur-

ther combination of said clearer, levers and crank
shaft v/ith rods m, as and for the pui-pose described.

63,137.—W, Buchaxax, :N"ew York, :N'. Y., and
J. M. Toucey, Poughkeepsie, IST. Y.—Steam Genera-
tor.—March 2(), 1867.—The fire box is divided into
two sections by an inclined water partition, with an
aperture tlu'ough it for the passage of the caloric cur-
rent. This aperture is surrounded on its upper side
by concentric circular pipes Avith inwardly projecting
nozzles to inject au- and steam into the gases passing
through the opening. The lower section of the box
with the lower plate of the partition may be removed
without interference with other parts.

Claim.—First, the divided fire box BC, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the fire box by which
we are enabled to readily disconnect, remove, and re-

place the lower portion, as herein set forth and de-
scribed.
Third, the hoUow ring H and its connections, pro-

tected from the direct radiant heat of the fire and
adapted to throw fresh air and steam into the gases
rising thi-ough the hole D, or its equivalent, sub'stan-

tially in the mamier and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Fourth, the steam blow pipe M, with its nozzles m,
connection jST, aiTanged as represented relatively to
the air pipe H and nozzles h, substantially as and for
the purpose herein specified.

63,138.—Edgar T. Chapmax, Middlebury. Ohio,—Manufacture of Stone Ware.—March 26, "l867.

—

The crocks have curved sides, deep cylindrical rims,
and nest compactly.
Claim.—A crock constructed as hereinbefore de-

scribed, being a new article of manufacture.

63,139.— Fayette Clark, Marcellus, :??. Y,—
Grain Shovel Handle.—March 26, 1867.—The swing-
ing handles are attached in positions to bring the
weight of grain evenly on both hands to facilitate the
shoveling of the same.
Claim.—The priaciple of putting the labor of hand-

ling grain equally upon botli hands, it being in shape
like the accompanying drawing or any other shape
substantially the same^ and which will produce the
same effect,"namely, the placing of the weight of grain
equaUy on both hands,

63,140.—Egbert Cook, Franklin, Ohio.—JPmder
for Corns Ploivs.—^sivch 26, 1867,—The fender which
keej)s clods from the corn is connected to the beam
through two serrated disks, which are operated on by
a spring attached to the beam.
Claim.—First, the yielding and adjustable fender

D, attached to a plow beam by mechanism, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Second, t"he construction of the disks C and C for

holding the fender D, operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Third, the combination of the fender B, disks C
and C, with the beam plateA and spring B, arranged
substantially as and for the pm'pose described.

63,141.—J. M. Coombs, Boston, Mass.— Oowi-

hined Name Plate and Letter Slide.—March 26, 1867.

—The name plate is pivoted to flanges on the face of
the letter slide, securing it from draft and wet v.'hen

closed ; it is fastened by a spring latch.

Claim.—The combined arrangement, as and for the
purposes set forth, pf a name plate pivoted to a flange

whicli has a metallic chute fixed thereunto, by wliicli

the flange and plate are held to the surface with which
the back of said flang:o is in contact.
Also, constructing the metallic chute in ttvo pieces,

each with an exterior flange, and uniting and lioldiug

them in their place by means of tlie spring latch /.

63,142.—Charles Crow, Onarga, Tl\.:^Scafold.

—March 26, 1867.—The standards in which the sup-

porting racks slide and the racks themselves are

jointed so that the tops of the standards and the liot-

tonis of the racks may be folded to permit the low
descent of the platform. The racks arc engaged by
cog wheels actuated by winches and retained by
ratchet wheels and pawls.
Claim.—First, the combination of the jointed rack
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H. jointed standards F, and bars v, -when constructed
to operate the platforms L, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the sliding bars T U V,
platforms L, and frames A B, substantially as set

forth.

63,143.—J. M. Deex, "W. B. Bonding, and H.
Peury, Dayton. Iowa, assicrnors to themselves and
E. G. WriET-sTiXE.—ifo«rf Foivcr Loom.—March 26,

1667.—The harness, shuttles and cloth beam are au-

tomatically actuated by the movement of the cloth

beam. The claim enumerates the devices which are
employed for operating- the treadles and for cMving-
the picker statfs.

Claim .—First, operating the treadlesHH bv means
of the levers F and G, jointed connecting rod E, the
feed handb. and ratchet c, with the wipers rf, arranged
and combined with the batten B, in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the levers L, feed hand i, shaft M, and arms
N, iu coml)ination with the tumblers K, picker staffs

1 1, and batten B, substantially as and for thcpm'pose
set forth.

63,144.—Thomas B. De Forest, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

lloo}} for Skirts.—March -26. 1867.—Eilastio

metallic warps are introduced in the manufacture to
give additional stability and pliability to the lioop.

Claim—Hoops for skirts, formed by the introduc-
tion of ehistie metallic warps in the fabrication of the
hoop, substantially as described, as a new aiticle of
manufacture.

63,145.—Thomas B. De Forest. Birmingham.
Covm.—Hoop *'A-("rr—March 26, 1867,—The lateral
movement of the tape on the hoop is avoided by the
indentation or enlargement of the hoop at or near the
ends of the pocket.
Claim.—Seeimng the hoop and tape by one or

more indentations or enlargements of the hoops, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

63,146.—Peter DEGi\T:,:N'ew Tort, :N'. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Hatching Eggs.— March 26, 1867.—A
thermostatic rod in the incubator by its contraction
or expansion actuates a ti'ain of wheels, which, govern
the damper in the passage, admitting the heat. The
object is uniformity of teinperature in the incubator.
Claim.—'J^he screw C and rod D, or its equivalent,

in combination with the train of gears E. tlie door or
damper G and hatching box K, substantially as and
for the purposes described and set forth.

63,147.—JAiiES Edge, Acquackanonck, IS.S.—
Seed Planter.—March 2G, 1867.—The seeder is hinged
to a barrow, whose wheel actuates the operative
mechanism. The seeds are supplied periodically by
a revolving perforated disk, which takes the seed
from the t'aroat of the hopper. The disk and throat
are changeable to vary capacity and rapidity of sov/-
ing for different seeds.
Claim.—First, the movable throat s at the base of

the seed hopper, in combination with the seed-measur-
ing disk o (made changeable) and with the seed tube
d, as and for the purposes speeilied.
Second, the frame k, hinged to a fi-ame a and de-

tachable, as shown, in combination witli the hopper r,

wheels I and c, miter wheels ih and a, and seed-measm'-
ing disk o, as and for the pm-poscb set forth.

63,1 48.—Philip Ely, Xew Tork, ]Sr. Y., assignor
to J. M. Keep & Co.. same place.

—

Steam Motor
for loyn.—March 26, 1867.—A sLeam engine on the
principle of Hero's aeolipile, and revolving witlt its

boder on a central vertical pivot, is connected by a
band with tlie shaft, on whose platform the toys are
displayed.
Claim.—The revolving boiler G, provided at the

center of its concave bottom with a conical projec-
tion b, which is fitted on the rod B, forming the bear-
ing for the boiler, and having at its upper end the arms
D. and adapted to bear the otrap or baud F, by which
motion is communicated to the toy E, as and for the
purpose described.

63,1 49.—George A. Fairfield, ^artford, Conn.
—Feeding Mechanism for Sewing Machines.—March
26, 1867.—The arrangement is for giving a four-motion
feed, and regulating the length of the stitch.

Claim.—The combination of the eccentric H, ope-
rating upon a regulating lever K, rocking shaft L,
cam M, and feed bar N, or their equivalents, to pro-
duce a four-motion feed, substantially as described.

Also, cam M, having an eccentric surface whereby
the feeil bar is raised and dropped, and hooks or stops
for producing horizontal motion in the feed bar.

63,150.—Moses P. Farnham, Janesville, TTis.,

assignor to himself and Daniel P. Farxham.— Grafc
for Stoves.—March 26, 1867.—The movable fire box is

suspended in the fire chamber of the stove, entering
at the boiler hole, and its flange resting on the stove
toi). Its tilting goto is vertically adjustable to change
the capacity and to vary the height of the fire.

C7rtu/?.—First, the supplemental fire box A, for
stoves and furnaces, having a movable bottom or grate
D that may be placed on different bearings B, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the general arrangement of a supplemental

stove fire-box with grate D, bearings B, flue G, fire

grate E. when the whole are constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes described.

63,151

—

Joseph Fowler, Hartland, Wis.—
PloTj.—March 26, 1867.—A wedge driven beneath a
cross pin of the standard above the beam varies the
angle formed by the two, and regulates the depth of
furrow. A screw bolt passing horizontally through
the standiU-d and beam adjusts the end of the latter
to and from the land, and regulates the width of foi'-

row slice.

Claim.—^First, adjusting the draft vetlicaUy by
the wetlge n, ])eneath the cross pin or T-ft-ont end of
the plow standard, in eorabijiatiou with the wedge I

to clamp the standard ill the beam, as set forth.

Second, the screw bolt i, or its equivalent, fitted
as specified, in combination with the standard c, in-

troduced iu a mortise of the beams, so as to adjust
the di-aft horizontally, as set forth.

63,152.—Andrew Fuller and Francis J. Bray,
Buffalo, X. Y.—Fump.—M&Tch 26, 1867.—The rim of
the sucker is attached to the pump shaft by elastic
strips, which by their elongation allow the sucker to
come in contact more effectively with the pump
ban-el.

Claim.—The elastic strips C B and D, in combina-
tion with the staff A and sucker H, substantially as
described.

63,153.—George L. Gerard. Xew Haven, Conn.
—Bed JJottom.- March 26, 1867.— The U-shaped
spring is rooted to the rail by a clamp bolt, and the
slot rests on its free end.
Claim.—The combination of the clamp bolt D

with the slotted spring A and the bar C, constracted
so as to operate in the manner described.

63,154.—Eex.ia>iix F. Gladding, Providence.
II. I.—i^ai-e.-March 26, 1867 ; antedated March 10,
1667.—The rake head is formed of two separate pieces
of iron, with tlie teeth riveted through it and thi-ough
the forked shank%
Claim.—First, constructing the rake head double

or of two liieces of metal secured together, substan-
tially iu the manner described, for the purpose spe-
cified.

Second, the combination of a rake head, constracted
as described, and a forked shank, the two parts being
united, substantially as described.

63,155.

—

Joseph A. Harris, Philadeli>hia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Hcgulating tlie Exhauster in Gas
Works.—'Slavch 26, 1867.—For regulating the speed
of the exhausting engine. An excessive draft raises
the water in the annular space, and depresses it in
the central space, whose float is tliereby dropped, the
motion being communicated to the throttle valve to
decrease till speed of tlio engine. If the exhaust bo
inteiTupted the gas Avill flow tlirougli the hand pipe,

which has a gravitating valve in its enlarged portion.

Claim.—First, the within-described regulator, con-
sisting of a vessel inclosing two chambers partly
filled with water communicating with each other, ami
one chamber communicating with the main pipes,

through which gas is exhausted from the retorts,

while the other chamber has a float connected to the
throttle valve of the steam engine, which drives the
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fan or other exhausting device, all substantially as
set forth.

Second, the branch pipe J, its enlargement X and
valve I, arranged in respect to the exhausting main
and discharging pipe, substantially as described for

the purpose specihetl.

63,1 56.—William B. Hayde:^. Columbus, Ohio.
—Bridle Z?iY.—March 2t5, 18(J7.—The rein rings, cheek
pieces and jointed bars are made in separate parts, and
are connected by passing the cheek pieces through
eyes, vrhich are formed oii the mouth pieces and rings,

and securing tiie whole together by bands or collars

applied to the cheek pieces.

Claim.—First, a bridle or harness bit, which has
its rein rings attached to the mouth piece by passing
the cheek pieces through solid eyes forme'd on said
parts, stibstantially as described.

Second, a bit, Vhich is composed of separately
formed parts ABC and d, put together substantially
as described.

63,157.—GusTAVE Franz Hedkich, Buffalo, N.
T.

—

Sash Fastener.—March 26, 18(37.—A pin pro-

jected through the lower sash is made to prevent the
motion of either. . It is attached to a pkite pivoted to
the face of the sash, on which it may be rotated to

allow the withdrawal of the pin, except when it is

locked by a slide bolt.

Claim.—The improved fastener, consisting of the
combination of the sliding knob H, or its equivalent,
pivoted lever C, provided with the bolt g and sirring

e, arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

63,158r—Kdwix Holmes, ^evr York, :N'. T.—
Electric CirJidt Breaking Clock.—March' 26, 1867.

—

The purpos-j is to effect the breaking of an electro-

magnetic circuit at a definite time, and to keep it

broken for a determinate time thereafter, if desired,

or close and keep it closed. An alarm may be thereby
given, indicating a duty to be performed, unless the
alarm be anticipated by the previous performance of
the duty.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the circuit breaker B, its adjuster C, and the
BiDring D, with a clock or time-piece A, and an elec-

tric or electro-magnetic cu'cuit, the whole being sub-

stantially as and for the ptirpose hereinbefore specified.

63,159.—JoHX Holt, Lowell, Tslass'.—ILaking
Dies for Figures in Press-dyed Fabrics.—March
26, 1867.—The mold for casting the dies for producing
the figures in press-dyed fabrics is formed by in-

closing in frames a skeleton core, containing in a
series of grooves the figures to be printed. The
,Tnotal to form the dies is cast in this frame.

Claim.—The method, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of making the impression dies which produce
the figures in press-dyed fabrics.

63,160.—Bennet Hotchkiss and S. C. Good-
sell, New Haven, Conn.

—

Ore Crusher.—March 26,
1867.—The hammer shaft is connected by two straps
to the respective cranks, which are "set at 180^ to each
other on the same shaft. One slacks as the other puJIs,

and conversely, so that between them the hammer re-

ceives a positive vertical reciprocation. Quartz is fed
to the mortar through a tube, and the descending ham-
mer so nearly fits tne mortar as to expel the powdered
quartz. The treadle works a brake to modify the
speed of the pulley.

Claim.—First, the shaft F, with double cranks 1 1,
straps L and L', hammer C, box O, when constructed
and arranged to operate together, substantially as
described.
Second, the tubes S and T, when constructed as

described anil used in connection with the box O, for
the purposes substantially as specified.

Tnird, controUiug the force and rap*;dit^ ofthe blows
of the hammer by means of tiie treadle m, cord h,

spring e, pulley/, and plate d, when operating as and
for the purposes set forth.

63,161.—B. B. Hotchkiss, New York, N. Y.—
Railway Track.—March 26, 1867.—Cellular sections
contain blocks and Jiave marginal seats for the rails,

which are laid therein.
Claim.—Tlie construction and arrangement of a

street railway track in sections, consisting of tho
cast-iron cellular base plates, in which are inserted
blocks of wood fitting therein, with the rails arranged
upon the outer sides of said track, and held in position

as herein described, the whole being so constructed
and aiTanged as herein set forth.

63, 163.—B. B. Hotchkiss, New York, N. Y.—
Pavement.—March 26, 1867.—Each cell has its block,

which is i)acked therein by ramming rubble in the
intervals ; a lower layer of sawdust keeps the rubble
from workin g under the block.

Claim.—First, fitting wood blocks in cast-iron cells

or cavities by employing blocks of less size than the
cells, and driving a' packing H into the spaces be-

tween the blocks and the sides of the cell, substan-

tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

So'cond, in connection with the above, the stopping
material Gr, introduced in the bases of the cells oppo-
site tho bottoms of the blocks, and adapted to pre-

vent the working of any of the packing under the
wood, substantially as herein specified.

63,163.—George L. Johxsox, Fairfield, N. Y.—
Extension Ladder.—March 26, 1867 : antedated March
15, 1867.—The upper section of an extended ladder is

supported by a hook pivoted thereto and catching
upon the rounds of the lower sections. A slide on the
hook holds it in position. A guard on the slide pre-

vents the hook clasping a ring as the ladder is being
extended.
Claim.—The combination with the hook A, of the

slide B and socket C, all constructed, arranged and
operating in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

63,164.—George A. Keexe, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Joseph E. Manning, same
place.

—

JSfeck Tie.—March 26, 1867.—The elastic loop

for fastening on the neck tie is secured to a bar of the
staple, by which the parts are clinched together.

Claim.—Fastening wing piece, knob baud and tie

strip together, and attaching the elastic ring by means
of the clinch bar, as shown, illustrated and described.

63,165.—S. G. Ladd and G. "W. Crown, Lowell,
Mass.— JTac/iivie for Grinding Card-s.—March 26,

1867.—The grinding cylinder is fastened on t\^'0 hubs
of sleeved upon shafts rotating at different velocities.

One of the hubs has longitudinal motion on its shaft,

and communicates rotary motion to the cylinder.

The other hub has a pin traversing a cam groove on
its shaft, and gives the longitudinal reciprocating
movement as it slips on its shaft.

Claim.—The two central shafts A and C, revolving

at different velocities, causing the grinding cylinder

to revolve by means of the hub d, and to reciprocate

longitudinally by means of Jhe hub A-, groove g, pin A,

slot /, and pin e, in the manner and ior the pm-pose
substantially as described.

63,166.—Osborne Macdaniel, New York, N.
Y.—Wire Bale I'ie.—March 26, 1867.—The ends of

the hoop are bent around the respective pieces of the

fastening, which are hooked together.

Claim.—The construction of a wire bale tie fastened

with hooks and eyes, substantially as herein described.

63,167.—R. McMuRRAY, Washington, D. C—
Trunk.—March 26, 1867.—The stay is coiled around
the boxing of a spiral spring as the lid is shut, keeping
it from being caught under the lid when closing.

Claim.—The stay A, in combination with a coiling

device B, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Also, constructing and applying a trunk-stay so that

one end shall be drawn into tfie trunk frame', substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

63,168.—Canceled.

63,169.—Purchase Miles, New Yoflc. N. Y.—
Curtain Fixture.—^nvch 26, 18(57 ; antedated March
15, 1867.—The knotted cord passes through tho en-

larged end of the staple, l)ut is held in position when
slipped between parallel slides.

Claim.—Tho, cord holder g, in combination with a

cord for curtain fixtures, upon which cords are knots

or projections, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.
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63,170.—CiiAKLES F. jSrvER. TroT, X. Y.—Ash
Sifter.—'March 2(), 1867.—While the revolviug: drum
is'siftiug ashes a reversible guide plute delivea-s into

the ash box. By shitting the plate and opening a trap

in the diuni, the coals are cojiveyed to another box.
Claim.—First, in combination Avith a revolving

di-um sifter D and right and left inclined fixed guide
plates H and H'. the reversing or shifting guide plate

E, constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed, and operating in manner and for the purpose
as set forth.

Second, in combination Avith a drum sifter D, right
and left fixed guide plates H and HS and a shifting

guide plate E, the employment of two ash pans or
oxes G and G', arranged"in manner and for the pm--

pose as described.
Third, in combination Tvith a revolving drum sifter

D, right and left fixed inclined guide plates H and HK
and two ash pans or boxes G and G', airanged as
shown, placing the journals of the shiftino; guide plate

E eccentrically, to operate iu manner and for the pm--
pose as herein shown.

63,171.—E. Q. i^ORTON, Bangor, Me., assignor to
himself and Alpheus Fatten, same place.—jBTrti/e
and Watch Key Combined.—March 2(j, 18f)7; ante-
dated March 13, 1867.—A watch key is substituted in
place of one of the blades.
Claim.—As a new article ofmanufacture, the aggre-

gation of the pen knife blade and watch key in one
handle, as set forth.

63,172.—Edward C. H. ^^Tte, Ascushnet, Mass.—Cross Boio.—Mai-ch 26, 1867.—The magazine is

moved forward by the bent lever engaging the notoh
of the cord slot with the cord. The backward move-
ment of the lever di-aws back the magazine, leaves an
arrow in the groove, aud retracts ready for discharge
by the tripper.

^ Claim.—The combination of the cross bow, the
an-ow magazine, and a mechanism tor setting and dis-

chai-ging the cord of the spring of the bow, the whole
being substantially as hereinbefore described,

63,173.— Starr Polley, Brooklyn, IST. T., as-

signor to Ambrose Hill, same place.

—

Rounding
Jack for Trimming Brims of Hats.—March 26, 1867.

—The described devices refer to means lor adjustment
of the cutter as to the breadth of the brim and the
depth of cut. A guard prevents the mutilation of
the brim-supporting board.
Claim.—First, the cutter &, the head ?)', adjusting i

screw C, removable bearings M. and confining means
D. combined aud arranged'for joint operation on the
sliding block B of the brim-cutting instrument, sub-
stantially in the mauuer and for the purpose hereiu
set forth.

Second, the radial adjusting screw G-. arranged to
operate relatively to the sliding block B and adjust-
able cutter b, in the brim-cutting instrumeut. substan-
tially in the manner and for the pui-pose herein set
forth.

Third, the shield E, aiTanged in combination T\ith
the brim cutter, and adapted to serve relatively to the
adjustable cutter b. substantially in the manner and
for the pm-pose hereiu set forth.'

^

63,174.—E. F. Prentiss, Philadelphia, Pa., and
C. C. Parsons. Boston. Mass.

—

Treating Indian Corn.
—March 26, 1867; antedated March l;!. 1867.—The
grain is crushed between rollers and placed in the
tank above the usual proportion of malt whicli lies

on the perforated false bottom. Water at 1 65'-' Fah.
is forced upward through it till the grain is saturated

:

the wash is strained off and successive saturations at
higher temperatures are obtained aud the saccliarine
solutions removed, the water increasing in tempera-
ture to \')rp at tlic end of the operation."" The wort is

fermented for distillation. The residual grain may
be dried aud used for feeding cattle.

Claim.—Tha process of treating Indian com in the
maimer and for the pm-poses as described.

63,175—E. F. Prentiss. Philadelphia. Pa., and
C. C. Pap^ons, Boston, Mass.— Freparatioii from
Indian Co /-/i.—March 26, 1867 ; antedated March 15,

1867.—The residuiun of the process described in the
foregoing is dried and used as food for cattle.

42 c p

Claim.—The preparation from Indian coni; made
substantially in the manner described.

63,173.—Kosciusko Pucket, Pai-ish of More-
house, La.

—

Cotton Chopper.—March 26, 1867.—The
chopping hoes are revolved in a transverse plane by
a bevel wheel on their shaft, which engages a gear on
one of the ground wheels.
Claim.—The coml)ination of the driving wheel A,

Xhe balance wheel G, pinion B, shaft C, aud hoe D,
with the irame E and its appurtenances when their

several parts are arranged and constructed as de-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

63,177.—George W. Kat, Springfield, Mass.—
Machine jfor Embossing Articles of Wearing Apparel.
—March '26, 1867.—The rolls have tiieir beai-ings in
adjustable sliding boxes, the upper roll being covered
with the fabric whose reticulated pattern is"" to be im-
pressed on the paper ; a metallic plate is covered with
fabric which produces its negative on passing between
the rollers.

Clmrn.—First, the roll c, covered or partially cov-
ered with a woven fabric in combination with the roll

d, substantially as described aud for the ptu"pose set
forth.

Second, the platq p, in combination with the roll e

and roll (Z, one or more of these parts being covered,
all substantiaUv as described and for the purpose set

forth.

63,irS E. A. G. EouLSTONE, Eosbury, Mass.—
Carpet Bag.—March 26, 1867.—The turned down side
is cut at the corners, the ends lapped and riveted : a
hollow bead at the angle of the frame gives rigidity
thereto. The material is secured by a U-shaped piece
which overlaps the edge of the tui-iaed down side and
is riveted thereto.
Claim.—In combination with the corners d, made

by lapping the metal, the bead c, extending around
these corners avA along the angle of the frame, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Also, the manner of applying the flexible bag fonn-
ing material to the frame, by means ol the metal strip

g, folded over the folded edge of the cloth or leather,

and the edge of the frame, and secured to the frame
by rivets or other fastening devices, substantially as
set forth.

63,179.—E. A. G. Eoulstone. Eoxbuiw, Mass.—
Carpet Bag.—M^ivch 26, 1867.—The edge of the ma-
terial, in connection with a strip, is placed in a re-

tui'ued groove of one side of the angular frame, and
then riveted to the fiat portion thereof. Instead of
cutting out the corner it is turned under to form a
reinforce.
Claim.—T]ie mamier of connecting the flexible bag

material to the frame by means of the strij) d and the
frame gToove b, t!ie strip aud cloth or leather being
first united and then connected to the fi-ame, as herein
set forth and described.
Also, the reinforcement of the corner by leaving the

goring piece g in tlie fnune, and turning it down
against and so as to form part of the wall piece /, as
herein set forth and described,

63,1S0.—SAiiiJEL C, Ruxdlett, Portland, Me.—
Sifter for Sand, rf-c—March 26, 1867.-The crank
shaft connects with the suspended sifter by a rod,
crank, and arm, and projects it laterally against the
side of tiie frame.
Claim.—Tha sieve j, when suspended by the four

chains I. and .so operated by the means hereinbefore
described as to swing fi'om 'side to side and at each
motion to striijc the inner side of the frame A, as and
for the purposes specified.

63,1 SI.—.Samuel C. Eu-xdlett and E.Dodge,
Portland. Me., assignors to themselves and JotiN L.
Meserve, same place.

—

Scrubbing Brush.—March
26. 1867.—The handle is attached to the brush with a
socket joint and is vertically adjustable. The head
of the brush is surrounded by a band of rubber or
other soft material to prevent injury to the foot boards.
Claim.—A scrubbing brush having the aiTangc-

ment of the jointed handle c and rubber band /, as
aud for the purposes set forth.
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63,18?

—

Silas C. Schofield, Chicago, El.—
Shaft Cotcpling.—Marcli 26, 1867.—At the end of each
rod is a., head with outAvardly-displayed gTidgeons,
Tvhich catch -nithin chambers' on the inside of the
ring into which they are laterally introduced.
Claim.—First, providing the coupling forks or

heads B with gudgeons, or their equivalents D, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, constructing the ring A with two cham-
bers «, pro-\ided with lateral opening h, substantially
in the manner and for the pm'poses set forth -and
shown.

Third, the combination of the forks or heads B,
provided with the gudgeons D, or their equivalents,
with the chambered ring A, arranged and operating
substantially as specified and for the purposes de-
scribed.

63,183.—Simeon Shekman, Weston, 'Ko.—Hemp
Brake.—March 26, 1867.—The hemp is passed between
braking rollers and thence is carried forward by and
between endless slatted carriers, where it is broken
by the action of oscillating beaters above and below,
whose teeth strike it in concert l)etween the bars of
the carriers.

Claim.—The endless chains provided with bars or
slats, and operating in connection with the recipro-
cating rotary beaters, substantially as described.

Also, the arrangement of the beaters whereby the
uxi-n-ard blow of the lower set of knives and the down-
ward blow of the upper set are made to conjoin their
actions upon the interlying hemp, substantially as
described.

Also, the combination with an endless carrier and
reciprocating rotary breaker of a preliminary series

of toothed rollers.

63,184.-Greexleaf Stackpole, New York, IST.

T., assignor to himself, Nathaniel T. Spear, Jersey
City, N. J., and Cyrus and Darius Cobb, Boston,
Mass.—Pro2)elling Canal Boats.—March 26, 1867 ; an-

tedated March 13. 1867.—A continuous rail is sup-
ported by posts upon the bank, and its upper and
lo-wer surfaces are traversed by wheels upon an arm
extending from the boat, the wheel being rotated by a
motor on board.

Claim.—The wheels g i and clamp k I, in combina-
tion with the radius arm &, horizontal driving shaft a,

boat A, and rail h, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the pui'pose described.

63,1.85.—Theodore Tiiurrer, Auburn, N. Y.—
Piston Packing.—March 26, 1867.—The recessed ring
contains the sectional packing ring and double-seated
valve for admitting steam therein to expand the pack-
ing rings. A quantity of steam is admitted to the
piston when it is first introduced into the cylinder
and is there shut off. The pressure within the piston
being below that within the cylinder the too tight
packing of the piston is prevented.
Claim.— First, the construction of the internal ring

plate A with ring caps B fitted, leaving a steam cham-
ber or recess a between them and the metal ring pack-
ing C, so that it can be put in its place without opening
or'expnnding, substantially as described.
Second, the valves c c, as constructed in combina-

tion nith the ring plate A and cap B, operating from
botli sides or faces of the piston, they being supported
by the spring d, so that steam, gas or water forced
into the chamber a is not exhausted or liberated at

each stroke, the internal force being retained, thereby
producing tlie result substantially as herein specified.

Third, "the combination of the' skeleton frame and
l)lat<! E, ti:u]gc plate A, ring cap B, face plate F, metal
pacKing ring C, valves e e, -and spiral spring d, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

and for tiie purposes herein set forth.

63,186.— William M. Torey, New London,
Coiui.

—

] loning Machine.—Miwch 26, 1867.—The bo-

som is laid on the platform, the polisher having a

(luick reciprocating motion given to it; by pressing

the treadle the platform is 'raised till tlie bosom is

brought in contact with the polisher. By lateral ad-

justments, in connection with manipulation, the bosom
is moved under the polisher.

Claim.—The shirt bosom ironing-machine made
substantially as, and to operate as described, viz : of

the chambered polisher, (to be heated as described,)
the mechanism to operate or move such polisher, the
platform for supporting the work, the mechanism for
moving such platform laterally and vertically, in
manner as specified, the whole being applied to a
frame, and so as to operate substantially as hereinbe-
fore explained.

63,187.—L. W. Turner, Yalesville, Conn., as-

signor to himself and G. S. Wilcox, same place.

—

Weather Strip.—March 26, 1867.—The strip is jointed
to conform to the worn condition of a threshold, and
has a strip of rubber projecting below it. It is de-
pressed by a lever -nhose end engages the jamb, and
is raised by a spiral spring.

Claim.—The combination of the lever D with two
sections A B, spring E, when the two sections are
arranged so as to be operated simultaneously, sub-
stantially in the manner described.

63,188.—CAL•v^N G. Udell, Chicago, Jll—Ex-
tension Ladder.—March 26, 1867.—A band near the
top of the lower section clamps the ladders at their
upper junction ; a pivoted catch at the lower junction
slides over the projecting rings while extending, and
catches to the one next beneath, when reversed^
Claim.—First, in combination with a section or

sections of an extension ladder, the pivoted catches
D, arranged and operating substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

Secoud, the combination of the sections A B, the
catches D, and bar C, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

63,189.—Joseph D. West. New York, N. T.—
Sa7id Trap for Water Pipes.—March 26, 1867.—The
diaphragm of wire gauze is placed between a hollow
disk above and an annular receiver underneath. The
latter has a central induction pipe with a covered
valve at top, to obstruct the flow of water Avhich dis-

charges laterally into said receiver ; the debris is

detained by the diaphragm and settles in the receiver.
Claim.—The gauze or perforated diaphrag-m check

A, or its equivalent, receiver C, hollow disk^B, or its

equivalent, and induction pipe D, whether provide.d
with a valve cover or not, when all combined and
arranged together so as to operate substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

63,190.—Levi H. West, Cambridge, Mass.—
Car Truck and Spring.—March 26, 1867.—The wheel
box is suspended from the platform and has side
brackets supporting the shorter ends of levers having
fulcrums beneath the platform sills and a bolt passing-
through their longer ends bearing on the upper
sides of the said sills. Springs ai-e placed beneath all

the bearings of the levers. i

Claim.—The combination as well as the aiTange-
ment of the additional levers D" D", their springs F"
F", and supporting rods c" c", with the platform A,
the wheel boxes a a and the levers D' D', rods c' c',

and springs F' F'.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement >

of the springs/ e F' and the supension rod c' with the
lever D', the wheel box a, and the platform A.

Also, the combination as well as tlw arrangement
of the hanger I and the staple h with the i)latform A,
tlie wheel box a, and the supporting levers D' or D'
D", applied to such box and platform.

Also, the combination as well as the aiTangement
of the springs i with the hanger I, the box«, the plat-

form A, and the supporting levers applied to such ,

platform and the wheel box or boxes, the whole being
|

substantially as hereinbefore specified.
i

63, 191 .—T. F. Weston. Salem, Mass.—Machine
|

for Shaving Hides.—March 26, 1867.—A circular tool
j

is attached'to a sliaft to whicli a reciprocating motion
j

iij given by means of a wheel. A rotary motion is

imparted to the tool i)y incans of a band. The hide
[

is secured to an inclined bed plate.

Claim.—The use of tlie cutting, shaving, or scrap- i

ing tool having such motions imparted to it by any i

suiUiblc arrang'eraentof moelianical devices as to pro-

duce a drawing cut upon the surface of the leather,
|

as hcreiubelbre set forth ajid for the purpose specified. \'

63, 1 92.-William N. Whiteley, Jr., Springfield, 1]

Ohio.—Harvester.—March 26, 1867.—The reciprocat-
j
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iug- svreep rake is liftocl from the platform on its re-

turn movement by a latch \vhieh is attacliccl to a guide
bill-. Tlie latter is supported by a frame mounted on
the iniHT shoe, one foot standing- in front of tlie linger
bur and the other at the rear; the platform not being
connected to the guide frame. The pitman that drives
the rake is connected to and meshes with a diiving
pinion on the the main pinion shaft, bringing tlie cen'-

ler of the crank up to the level of tlie rake g'uide and
cquidizing the movements. The sector standard
guides and supports the free end of the sector plate,

on v/liieh the main Avheel is mounted and is supported
iii irs upper end by a curved brace that also forms an
attaelimeut for the reel post.
Claim.—First, the rake guide rail X' and arch S'

when attached to the main frame by a bolt in iTout of
the cutting apparatus and another bolt beliind the
said cutting appai-atus, and -^vitliout any connection
Avith the platform, substantially as described and
shoTVJi.

Second, in combination with the internal gear -ivheel

J and its driving pinion M, the pitman 3i, and rake
(>'. substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, tlie combination and arrangement of the
sector plate C, curved standard D, and stiindard E,
substantially as described.

63,103.—E. B. Wilcox, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Fndt ,/ar.—March 26, 1867.—The yoke connects the
lugs of a divided ring beneath the shoulder and swings
over the cover to clamp it upon the packing beneath.
Claim.—The yoke l3 and divided ring C in combi-

nation witli a jar A and cover B, when constructed
and aiTanged so as to operate substantially in the
maimer herein set forth.

63,191.—Git.Jr.vx K. TVixchester, Providence,
R. I.

—

Take-up for Blading Machines.—March 26,

1867.—The object of the adjustment described is to
regulate tlie rate of feed.
Claim.—An adjustable feed or take-up stand so

constructed as to be readily moved forward and back-
ward to allow a larger or smaller worm wheel to be
placed upon the feed-roll shaft to connect with the
worm upon the woi-m shaft, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

63,195.—John Althocse, East Cocalico Town-
ship, Pa.

—

Compound for the Cure of Glanders, d-c,

in Horses.—March 26, 1867.—For the treatment of
glanders and farcy. Composed of convohnilus pandu-
ratus or wild potato and wild carrot roots, both dried
and pulverized and mixed with black pejiper im equal
quantities.

Claim.—The composition of my powder for the
cure of glanders and farcy in horses, when combined
and administered substantially in the manner speci-
fied.

63,196.—T. K. A^^)ERS0^-, Horn ellsville, X. T.
—Stove Pipe Da7;ij»er.—March 26, 18{i7.—The ellipti-

cal damper is pivoted a little above its center and is

counterbalanced by a hanging arm; the increased
draft from a hot "fire partially closing the damper
clamps the fire. To one end of'the pivoted rod is at-

tached a sliort tube in which works an adjustable
weighted lever by which the damper can be regulated
to the right angle.

C7ai??r.—The pivoted damper B, stop D, tube E,
and weiglited lever F, or its equivalent, combined to
operate together and arranged with the stove pipe A,
substantially as described for the pm-pose specified.

63,197.—Emery Andrews and Wu. Tucker,
Fiskdale, Mass.

—

2[anufact.ure of Matches.—March
26, 1867.—By leaving the matches iu notched cards or
sheets until clipped the necessity of placing them in
racks is av.oided. The sheets are then separated into
matches by a series of knives which enter the notclies.

Claim.—Xotching and dipping the cards prepara-
tory to the cutting the matches therefi-om, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

63,19S.^J0HN B. Atwater. Chicairo,Ill.—Co?n-
hincd Steam and Air Engine—March 26, 16ti7.—Air
is forced into the flaring end of a pipe which com-
mnuicates with the desiccating chamber in the upper
portion of the generator, into whicli^chamber steam is

admitted through another pipe. The combined fluids

are superheated preparatory to use in the cylinder of
the engine.
C7ai»(.—First, a desiccating or superheating chamber

E, which is combined witli a steam boiler aiul adapted
for receiving and tlesiccating steam mixed with air,

substantially as described.
Second, the combustion chamber I) when arranged

in a steam boiler and supplid with air, substantially
as shown, so as to cfiect tlie combustion of the gases
after thej' have escaped from the fire box or chamber,
substantial!}' as described.

Third, the air injector operating upon the principle
specified in combination with a desiccating chamber
E, substantially as described and for the pwrposes ex-
plained.

Fourth, the an-aiigeraent of the steam generators
C C with steam communication B leading into gene-
rator C above the water level therein \Aitii respect to
tlie desiccator E, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

Fiftli, the desiccator E constructed as described, ar-

ranged within the circle of tubes for the purpose set
forth.

Sixth, the valve L on the end of pipe Z in combina-
tion Avitli apparatus constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described.
Seventh, the combination of air chamber G and

cock P with an apparatus constructed and operating
substantially as described.

63,199.

—

Caleb Bates, Kingston, Mass.

—

Botary
Harroio.—March 26, 1S67.—The harrows are made to
rotate by hinged blades which are suspended from the
arms and present themselves at one side iu opposition
to tlie line of draft.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
arms b, axis d, perforated rear bars c, curved bar E,
and swinging blades F, constructed and operating
substantially as described for the purposa specified.

63,200.—Joseph H. Black, East Windsor, ]Sr.

J., assignor to "Wm. Gilbert.-T/'c^? Digger.—March
26, 1867.—The blade that connects the beams of the
plow lias a suitable angle and depth for cutting the
vertical and lateral roots of the trees and is sharpened
in front with two plow points at its lower corners.
The beams pass on either side of the row of trees
simultaneously.
Claim.—Tlie employment of the plate C constructed

substantially as represented and used in combinatiou
-oith the beams A A, as and for the purpose set forth.

63,201.— John Blackie, Xew York, I?f. Y.—
Electro-Magnetic Apparatus for liegistering Votes.—
ilarch 26, 1867.—The balls are deposited in tubes,

from which they are ejected by the completion of the
circuit when the key is actuated by the voter. A yea
and a nay key for eacli voter operate the correspond-
ing balls, and the latter collect in a graduated and
numbered tube which shows the total at a glance.
Claim.—First, the combination of a series of hol-

low magnets for ejecting the balls, as described, with
the receiving troughs c and tubes B, arranged to op-

erate substantially as shown and described.

Second, in combination with the tubes B open at

their lower ends, the drawer D provided Avith the stoiJ

n, when arranged to operate as herein described.

63,202,— Stephen Bourne, Headstone Drive,
Harrow, England.

—

Vent Peg and Valve for Beer
Casks.—March 26, 1867.—The vent pegs are made of
rubber and have perforations or slits A^hich are closed
in their noi-mal position and are opened by extension,

as the air iiresses into the casks of ale, Sec, to which
they are applied.

Claim.—A valve made of india-rubber or other
elastic or suitable material, whether in the form of a
disk cone cylinder or any other proper shape, when
said valve is provided Avitli one or more perlorations,

slits, or other openings, in such a manner that by the
distension of the vah'C its perforations will be opened,
but closed by its elasticity, substantially as and for

the purposes' described.

63,203 X. P. Bowler, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Thomas Maher, Wm. Bowler,
and J. "W. LUNT, same place.

—

Railroad Frog.—
March 26. 1867.—The frog is made of hard cast iron
and the chill has a longitudinally concave face to in^

sm-e Btraightuess in the face of rails Avhen cooled.
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Claim.—MaMng railroad frogs by tlie method and
in the manner substantially as speciJ&ed.

63,204.—Edward W. Brettell, DSTeTrark, JT. J.

—Door ioci.—March 26, 1867.—The tumblers have
Tcrtical adjustment by a key plate pushed beneath
them and have side slots, which, when they are prop-

erly adjusted, rcceiye the dog of the lever and allow
its oscillations to shoot the bolt.

Claim.—First, the encasing of a series of self-act-

ing vertical-sliding tumblers with their operating dog
within an independent detachable case, substantially

as herein shown and described.
Second, the dog d attached to the lever B so as to

act independently of both the bolt and the lock case,

substantially as herein shown and described.

63,205.—Charles Brombacher, N'ew York, K.
Y.—Shears for JBrusJies.—'M.avch. 26, 1867.— The
wedge-shaped throat holds the bristles as the blade
clamps and divides them.
Claim.—The trianglar opening in the bed shear a

in combination with the swinging blade or shear &

hinged dii'ectly to the shear- a and acting as a clamp
and cutter, as specified.

63,206.~Da\td Brooks, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Instilator for Telcgrgph Wires.—March 26, 1867.

—

The wire holder is inserted in an insulating plug con-
fined in a case. If an excessive chai'ge of electricity

be thrown on the wire, it will pass to an adjacent
conductor T\dthout ruptm'ing the insidators.

XHaitn.—The metal casijig A, insulating block B
and stem C, arranged and constructed as described,
when the same are combined with arms or holders
& &, so an'anged that the distance between the holders
and the case is less than tliat between the stem and
case.

63,207.—James H. Brown, Berea, Ohio.—Rest
for Gi-inding Tools.—Mavch 26, 1867.—The central
bar has a point at the lower end for securing it to the
floor; two swinging arms jointed to the cross-bar
and moving on the segment guide are adjusted to the
tool to be ground.
Claim.—The stem A, adjustable sides D, pivoted

to the arms C, in combination with the ai*m B, hooks
Gr and staple b, provided with screws, as and for the
piu-pose set forth.

63,208 JabezBurns, l^ew York, ^V. T.-Potoder
Mixer.—March 26, 1867,—The spii'al flanges running
in opposite directions are attached to the movable
head, and act as counter bufl's for mixing granidated
substances.
Claim.—The spiral flanges//, running in opposite

directions, in combination with the movable head c',

drum A and standards B, with band and friction

rollers, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

63,209.—Daniel Carpenter, PeeksldU, K". Y.
—Air Pump.—March 26, 1867.—The lower valve is

raised by a positive motion, communicated fi-om the
lever, which operates the piston, and held elevated
till nearly the end of the down stroke ; it is then re-

leased, and the air passes out through the upper valve,
and the water above it dm-ing the up stroke. A
strong aii'-tight box is connected with the lower
chamber of the air pump.

Claim.—Fii'st, the mechanism herein shown and de-

scribed of operating the valve E, automatically by
the same power which operates the piston, so"that
the vfdve is opened and closed, and the piston raised
ojid lowered, substantially in the manner herein set

foi-tli.

Second, the piston F and valve E, when so con-
structed that the piston fits perfectly over the valve,
so that all the air is completely forced out of the
cylinder A at each stroke of the piston through
the valves c c, substantially as herein sho\\'n and de-

scribed.

Third, the perforated piston F, in combination with
the ring d and conical plugs c c, all made and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the aiTangement in the chamber B, below

the valve E of the valve operating parts, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses herein shown and de-

scribed.

Fifth, the l)ox G-, when constructed as herein shown
and described, and when pro-^aded with braces H I
and K, all made as set forth, in combination with the
pipe / and air pump A B, the latter being mads and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.

63,210.—C. L. Carter, Union, lu^.-Wasldng
Machine.—March 26, 1867.—The perforated box is

placed in a tube, and the washing takes place therein,
A lever is pivoted to a clamp on the side of the tuljo,

and the clothes are attached thereto by a strap, being
alternately raised from the water to drain and coni-
pressed between the follower and bottom boards as
the lever descends.

Claim.—The ai'rangement of the perforated box C
and compresser D K and the strap G, constructed
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
herein specified.

63,211.—Orlando L. Castle, Upper Alton, 111.

—Broom Head.-lilavdh 26, 1867.—The forked spring
enters the corners of the oblate flattened sheath, and
passing through it and through a trapezoidal wedge,
is secured with nuts. The wedge is anned with teeth
to secure the butts of the straw within the sheath.

Claim.—First, the use and employment of a spring
B for the pm-pose, and operating substantially after
the manner herein set forth.

Second, a combination of the spring B, the wedge
C, and the nuts n n with the sheath A, arranged and
operating substantially as herein described and for
the purpose herein set forth.

63,212.— John H. Chapivian, Utica, IT. Y.—
Elevating Hay Forks.—^diXdh. 26, 1867.—The draft
rope is run round a pulley on top of a post in li-ont of
the barn, and from that descending to a ground pulley,

ascends to the pulley from which the hay is suspended.
A casting-off plate on the first-mentioned pidley de-
taches the rope, and the hay then descends by its

own gi-avlty.

Claim.—F'lv&t, in a hay fork elevating apparatus
or the like, the post A, in combination with the di-ait

rope G and ground pulley H.
Second, the pulley E, and the casting-off plate F,

constructed and operating in combination substan-
tially as described.

63,213.—James Chase, Eochester, ]S". Y.—Wood-
turning Lathe.— March 26, 1867.— The stuff after

subjection to the roughing and plain work tools is

shaped by the pattern head, whose rest has a longitu-
dinal sliding motion, while the head has an equal
rotation to leave its counterpart pattern on the stuffs

It is intended for tm'ning bead-work, or molding of
given form upon the wood, the pattern being repeated
at each revolution.
Claim.—First, the employment of a pattern knife

or cutter in wood-tiu-ning "lathes, rotating upon an
axis, arranged at right angles or nearlv so to that of
the stick or timberwhich is being tm-ned, and so geared
to the frame of the lathe as to leave its pattern upon
the stick, substantially in the manner and for the pui"-

poses set forth.

Second, the employment of tho pivoted box M,
which constitutes the axial bearing for the knife jour-
nal or shaft jST, when the parts are arranged and
operate substantially in the manner and for the pm--
poses herein shown and described.

62,214 S. L. Chase, K"ew York, ?T. Y.—Poor
Lock.—March 26, 1867.—The rotating disk has a lug
upon its periphery, by which the bolt is thrown. The
lock plate has a vertical series of spring pins, which
engage holes in the disk, and prevent its rotation,

and these pins are driven back the requisite distance
to free the disk for said rotation, by pins which
rest upon the ends of the former, and project from
the outer side of the disk to be pressed in by the key.
The disk has a cfrcular plate, which prevents access
to the bok. The tumblers are raised by the key.

Oiflrw.-First, the circular ward e on the disk h,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the bridge h in the circulai- wai-d, substan-

tially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

Third, tho partition i in the circular ward, as and
for the purpose described.
Fourth, the nose / on the disk &, in combination

with the key, the pins c, stops d, tumblers B, and
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«ith the bolt, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

63,215.—William H. Clarke, St. Anthony's
Falls, Minn.

—

Apparatus for Carburetting Air, <£c.

—

March 26, 1867.—The concentric cylinders are united
at the bottom, forming an annular water vessel into

which the beU dips. The blast pipe passes through
the diaphi-agms, which are arranged in vertical series

in the cylinder, forming compartments which com-
municate with each other by pipes.
Claim.—Yirst, the arrangement of the plates 1

1

iu the cylinder B, and providing the same with air

pipcj b b, supply pipes M M, discharge pipes L L,
and gas transmitting pipes J J, substantially as and
lor the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the cylinders A and
B. lloat C, bellows T, and tank O, provided with lime
and cotton, as and for the purpose specified

Third, the arrangement of the pipe H with the pipe
P, for supplying heat to the machine from its own
gas, substantially as specified.

63,216.—Joseph C. Cltmeu, Gallon, Ohio.—
Churn.—March 26, 1867.—The lever connects by a
vibrating link with the dasher shaft, which passes
through a stuffing bos in the lid. The cream de-
flected by the dasher against the channel in the cover
is precipitated again on the dasher.

Claim.—In a "churn the cover F and its channel c,

an-anged and operating as described and set forth, in
combination with the stuffing box G, key H, stirrups
I. and adjustable lever E, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Also, the channel c in a churn cover, arranged and
operating as and for the purpose descrilied.

63,2ir J. W. CocHRAX. New York, X. Y.—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.—March 26, 18G7.— These
devices are applicable in the conversion of muzzle
loaders. The movable breech is jointed to the l)race
piece, and is opened by lifting the rear end of the
latter, and sliding them backward. The movement of
the breech operates the shell extractor. The rubber
packing prevents the escape of gases on discharge,
and the jarring of the parts in manipulation. The
cartridge is exploded by a pin acted on by the ham-
mer through the interme'diate rod.

Claim.—First, the sliding breech piece A and
swinging brace B, joLuted together at a, and an-anged
for operation substantially as shown and described.
Second, the aiTangemeut of the elastic packing D,

with or iu the movable breech at its forward end,
operating not only to hold said breech when closed
aud make tight its joint in front, but serving without
restraining the self-adjustment of the breech piece to
prevent concussion of the latter against the gun
chamber on closing the breech, essentially as specified.

Third, the cartridge shell extractor F, coiistructed
with its rear end inclined or beveled on its upper and
lower sides, as at i h, operating in connection with
the inclined recess j in the rear end of the receiver c,

substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.
Fourth, the sliding rod H, with its forward lip n

and rear iirojection or head k, hung and arranged for
operation, in combination with the brace B, hammer
Ct, and detonating pin I, substantiaDy as specified.

63,218.-Gilbert M. Cole, Folsom Citv, Cal.—
Operating Railroad Sicitches.—^arch 26, 1867.—The
lovers are placed so that a wheel flange of the loco-
motive on either of the tracks wUl depress the switch
lever, and set the switch to connect that track with
the single track toward which they converge.

Claim.—First, the mechanism herein described for
rendering a railroad switch absolutely self-adjusting
as the train approaches it on either' branch of the
flouble track, in combination with the mechanism
herein described, by which the engineer can render
the switch self-adjusting as the train approaches in
op]t>osite direction.
Second, the lovers b b', the pinion a*, the sector d,

shaft c aud crank c', in combination with the levers
« a', pinion a, sector d', and the loose wheel b* on the
shaft ofthe locomotive truck, all constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described.

63,219.—A. M. CORBIT, Bethlehem. Iowa.—Corn
Planter.—March 26, 1867.—An oscillatiug motion is

given by levers to the slides in the seed boxes, regu-
lating the passage of the seed and preventing clog-

ging. It IS adjustable to wide or close planting, as
desired.
Claim.—Fh-st, the combination of the plate K,

with the plate L and set screw M, for the purpose of

regulating the amount of seed tlirough the holes c c,

all made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the cross bars D T and G, which are so

made and provided with holes that the scrapers E,
plates K, and seed boxes K, may be moved more or
less apart, so as to permit the planting of the corn in

rows of suitable distances from each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described. -

63,220.—Edward T. Covell, Brooklyn, l!f . Y.—
JIachinefor Soldering 2Ietal Cans.—March 26, 1867.

—

The bottom of the vessel to be soldered is placed on
its protecting depressible j)an, and with it immersed
in the solder iu the pan below sufficiently to cover its

lower joint.

Claim.—The improved soldering apparatus, con-
sisting of a supporting plate B, combined with a suit-

able soldering pan A , constructed and arranged sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

63,221.—Francis TV. Crosby, X. Y.—AmaZgra-
inator.—March 26, 1867; antedated March 19, 1867.—
The bidbous vessel contains a lead bath and is sup-

ported in the fm-nace. The tubular conductor has a
disk on its lower end against whicli rotates a grind-

ing plate attached to the vertical axial shaft. The ore
passes down the tube, is associated with lead which
flowa thi'ough openings in the side of the ladle, and the
combined mineral and metal are triturated together
between the grinding surfaces, the precious metals
becoming amalgamated Avith the lead while the refuse
mineral rises to the top and is skimmed off.

Claim.— Grinding or tritiu-ating pulverized ores

when submerged m a bath of quicksilver or molten
lead, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

*

Also, the combination of one or more grinding
plates or sm-faces with the bottom of an ore-supply-

ing chamber and an enclosing bath of quicksilver or

molten lead, substantiaUy in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

Also, the combination of a hollow column or pillar

0, with the bottom of an amalgamating vessel B, and
an enclosing furnace H. substantially in the manner
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

63,222.—A. M. Cul\-er. Bedford. Ohio.—Com-
bincd Sheep Holder and Wool 2V#r.—March 26, 1867.—
Adjustable shackle heads are attached to pivoted bars
which hold them in position, the movable head being
adjusted to the length of the sheep, and the shackles
tm-ning as requireu. A lever and strap, in connec-
tion with the folding table, after the fleece has been
folded, packs it ready for tying.
Claim.—Fh-st, the sides of the table C L, as ar-

ranged in combination with the strap K' and lever S,

for the purpose and in the manner described.
Second, the arrangement of the sides C L and strap

K, in combination with the table C, shackle J, bar
H, and lever I, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

63,223.—John Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Car-
riage.—March 26, 1867.—The spring bars are bent
around and their ends form the sills, diipensiug with
body loops. The perches are connected together in a
curve in front to form part of the fifth wheel. The
lower metallic bar of the fifth wheel has a strap be-

neath it attached to the upper portion and has a set

screw by wliich wear may be compensated for-. A
pad of leather or rubber is placed between this bar
and the screw follower.
Claim.—First, the bent strip B C D E of elastic

timber forming the sills of the body proper and to

take the place of the spring bar and body loops, as

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the bent and rebated strip of timber L L iN"

X', discharging the functions of the double perch and
of the upper member ot the fifth wheel as set forth.

Third^ the arraugement of strap P. screw Q. and
gland K, to enable the members of a fifth wheel to be
set up as they were, in the manner explained.
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Fourtli, in the described eomljinatioii with the ele-

ments of claim thu'd, the pud or cushion S, for the
pui"pose stated.

63,'-J24.—Joiix CusTEit, Corsica, Ohio.— Eollcr
for Faloerizing Soil and Clods.—March 26, 18(J7.

—

Improvement on his patent, June 26, 1866. The ecjui-

distant, annular, metallic cutters hare projections
from tlieir inner surface which prevent rotation on
the rollers. A corrugated metal i^late attached to
the back bar of the frame cleans the cutters as they
i'evolve.

Claim.—First, the continuous single ring cutters s s,

secured by projections a a, in grooves e e, upon the
periphery of the rollers D D, aiTauged as and for the
pm'poses herein described.
Second, the cleaners or scrapers fonned of a cor-

rugated metal plate secured to the cross bar F, with
the corrugations or volutes c c, placed between the
cutters s s, in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.

63,225—J. Davis and S. W. Foster, Lowell,
Mass.

—

Spinning Bobbin.—March 26, 1867.—A slit is

sawn in the slightly enlarged lower end of the qudl,
^'hich is thi-ust into the taper hole, throu?:h the head,
p)ressing the slit together, and making a tight fit.

Claim.—nemoving a xwrtion of the lovvcr end of
the quiU and slitting the end as shown at g, thereby
forming the annular space c, and the parts d d, which
act against the surface of the spindle, all substantially
as and for the pui'j)ose set forth.

" 63,226—^Pv. W. Davis and D. Davis, Long Island
City, N. Y.—Steam Generator.—March 26, 1867.—
Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the arrangement, over the body of
the boiler and within the smoke box, of a series or
cii'cle of superheating spheres G-, connected and ap-
plied to cii'culate or pass the steam received from the
boiler successively thi-ough them, substantially as
specified.

Second, the combination with a steam drying cham-
ber or dome E of a series or circle of superheating
spheres G, both arranged within the smoke box of a
vertical boiler for operation in connection with each
other and with a steam generating space or chamber
below, essentially as described.

Third, the combination with the smoke box and
body of the boiler of aii inner and outer series of
smoke tubes and coriibustion or heating cliambers,
the inner series having their draft contracted rela-

tively to the outer series, essentially as and for the
purpose or purposes herein set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the superheating spheres
G-, arranged as described, smoke bos D, and outer

f row or series of smoke tubes C, aiTanged relatively
to the spheres, substantially as specified.

63,22r.—Hexky 0. Demarest, IStew York, IT.

T.

—

Automatic Boiler Feeder.—March 26, 1867.—The
two water cyliilders have a steam-tight connection
between their faces and the end plates, through v\'hich

their connecting pipes pass to the supply tank and
the boiler. Either cylinder when in the upper posi

' tion communicates with the supply tank, and becom
ing filled, its weight depresses it until it is thrown in
communication witli the boiler, and the other cylin-

der with the water tank. An injector is placed in the
supply pipe. A steam pipe whoso mouth is at the re-

quu-etl water level supplies steam to the cylinders, to
take the place of water and enable their- discharge,
which only takes place when the water is below the
proper level.

Claim.—The oscillating chambers C C, with aper-
tm-es c c;^ in combination with the seats B B', aper-
tiu'cs d d", pipes e g, and injector h j k, aU constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

63,228.—EOBERT Devere.yux, BuflFalo, N. Y.—
Hammer.—Marcli 26, 1867.—The metallic strap forms
a dovetail in the eye of the hammer and extends along
each side of tlie handle, to which it is riveted.

Claim.—Attaching a hammer or analogous tool to

its handle by means of the plate A, when said plate

is constructed and applied to the handle as describedf
in combination with the recess d', in the eye of the
hammer to receive the plate, substantially as set forth.

63,229.—IlENXiY C. Dewitt, St. Louis, Mo.—
Bailing Oil.—March 26, 1867.—Composed of gas-
oline, 40 galls.: powdered alum, 4 lbs.; cut potatoes, 2
qts.; pure carbon oil, 2 galls.; alcohol, 1 qt.

;
gum cam-

phor, 2 oz.; oil of sassafras, 8 oz.; acetate of potash,
1 lb.; and sal soda, 2 lbs.

Claim.—First, the mixture formed from and by
action of the ingredients A B C F H and I, substaii-

tiaUy as set forth and described.
Second, the mixture formed from and by the action

of the ingredients ABCDEFG-H and I, substan-
tially as set forth.

63,230.—Walter Dickson, Albanv, X. Y.—
iocA;.—March 26, 1867.—The spindle is tubular, and
contains at mitllength a tumbler which has a side
groove permitting the traverse of the stump when in
one position, but acting as a tumbler to stop the stump
when turned 90*^ from said position. This tumbler is

acted upon by a key having a spiral shank, which,
traversing a similar jpassage in a cylindrical block,

rotates freely in the spindle. The handles have a
central longitudinal hole to admit the key.
Claim.— First, the arrangement of the tuihbler H,

to operate within the hollow spindle E, substantially
as herein specified.

Second, the combination of the tumbler H witlun
the hollow spindle, and the key inserted into the end
of the said spindle and penetratiug into the end of the
said tumbler, substantially as herein specified.

Third, the stump G, arranged in connection with
the bolt C, and in relation with the hollow spindle and
the tumbler H, within the spindle, substantiaUy as
herein described.
Fourth, the application to a lock of a key having its

body formed of a true spiral twist like that of a screw
auger, with a matrix corresponding thereto formed
within a movable block or blocks, the key passing
thi-ough said matrix to dct upon the follo-^ver in the
manner and for the pm'pose specified.

63,231.—William M. Doty, IS^ew York, IsT. Y.—
Clothes Pwi..—March 26, 1867.—The bent wire has a
coil spring and is crooked at the points at which it

encloses the line. The legs are restrained from open-
ing too lar by a cross attachment.

Claim.—The n'ire clothes pin A, having the arm
b, doubled and secm'cd thereto as at b", forming a loop,
the arm a passing through said loop and resting upon
cross piece b', whereby any lateral movement is pre-
vented, as herein set forth.

63,232.-J. E. Ejieksox, Trenton, :N'. J.-Saiv.—
March 26, 1867.—The teeth are set within their sock-
ets in saw i^lates and there held by springs.
Claim.—First, the springs as shown" at B or E,

either as a part of the saw plate itself, or made sepa-
rate and firmly attached and fastened to the saw
plate or cutter disk, when used for holding the teeth
or cutters as herein described.
Second, the combination of the saw plate and the

springs as shown at B or E, when made separate from
said plate with the tooth C, when fitted ami arranged
substantially as described and for the pm-poses"set
forth.

63,233.—August Fellheimer, l^ew York, Us".

Y.

—

Hoop Skirt.—March 26, 1867.—Improvement on
the Bardwell patent, May 22, 1866. A loop is formed at

each end of the hoop which is benfover and secured
to the main portion by a clasp.

Claim.—The looped ends to the hoops of the skirt,

of that class hereinabove^ referred to and substantially
as and for the piu'pose specified.

63,234.—Louis Fellheimer, New York, X. Y.—
Hoop Skirt.—M.i\vch 23, 1867.-The hoops iit the lower
front portion of the skirt are dispensed Avith. so as to
avoid the entanglement of the feet. A gathering in
the waistband regulates its size. The skirt is pro-

jected to tre rear by an inner band attached to its

sides and passing behind the person.
Claim.—The skirt vfith the lower hoops passing

entirely around the skirt and the upper ones secured
to the stay a', and provided witii the gathering b' at-

tached to' the waistband, and having at its rear tlie

••trailing device," consisting of the bands C, strings d,

and band d', when all parts are combined and ar-

rangeil iu the manner herein represented and de-

scribed.
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63,235.—Eli Flaxegin and A. B. Smith, Pitt

biu'g-, Pa.

—

Pump.— March 26, 18G7.— To regulate
the action of the i)urap to varying depths of water a
float iu the well is made to move a sliding* V\'eight on
the rocking- lever, to wliich the pump rod is attached,
60 that a uniform counterpoise is maintained.

Clahii.—The floating- weight P, counter weight Q,
pinion pulley X, rack bar M, and balance weight L,
arranged ami operating- together, substantially as and
lor the purpose herein specitied.

63,23Q.—Albert M. Force, N'orwich, Conn.,
assiguor to himself and A. H. Vaughn, same place.

—Meat SUcer.—March 26, 1867.—The blade is set

ia the holder like a plane bit iu its stock, and is ad-
justable toward and from the lip which forms the
throat, to vary the thickness of the slice."

Claim..—¥ivst, the outwardly-flaring bar F, secured
to the holder A, operating in combination with tlie ad-
justable slotted knife E, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the slicer, the parts of which consist of the
handle J3, holder A, outwardly-flaring bar F, slotted
knife E, set screw b, set screws F, substantially as
described.

63,337.—Job Froggett, Yonngstown, Ohio.—
Hot Blast Apparatus for Furnaces.—March 26, 18()7.

—Tbe heating cylinders are placed transversely across
the furnace. The communicating pipes of the con-
secutive air chambers are on the outside.
Claim.—A hot blast arrangement whereby the

air is heated by passing through cylinders which are
connected together on the outside of the heating
chamber, substantially as herein shown and described.

63,338.— Merritt Galley, Marion, N. Y.—
Evcncr for WhiJ/ietrees, cC-c—March 26, 1867.—The
links to which the respective horses are attached are
pivoted to the central block, Avhich has a capacity for

horizontal oscillation on the Avagon hammer. If one
horse pull ahead of the other he shortens the leverage
of his connection and gives the other the advantage.
Claim.—The body of the evener A, Avith stops E

E', the projecting levers C C, and pivoted bars B B
B' B', combined and constructed as herein set forth,

and for the purposes mentioned.

63,339 J. B. German, "Walnut Hills, Ohio.—
Car Coupling.—March 26, 1867.—The hook bar has
projections on each side, which come in contact with
the saws of the draw head Avhen a car is displaced
and pry the hook away from the coupUng pins.

Claim.—Fiv&t, the self-releasing car coupling, com-
posed of the draw head A, reversely-hooked bar B,
formed with shoulders c c', the spring D, and coupling-

pin E, combined and adapted to operate in the man-
ner set forth.

Second, the combination of the lever F, hooked bar
B, spring D, and coupling pin E, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

Third, the connecting bar B, having reversely-di-

rected hooks b b' and shoulders c c', and capable of
instant rcleasement when in direct lineby withdrawal
of the coupling pin E, or by advance of the lever F,
or Avhen out of direct line by the automatic action of
the parts in the manner set ibrth.

63,340.—Jacob Green, ISTorristown, Va.—Melt-
ing and Smelting Furnace.—March 26, 1867.—Blasts
of steam and air maintain a pressure inside of the
furnace, and a blast in the latter dh-ects the calorie
current on to the hearth. The final reduction takes
place on the reverberatory hearth and the metal is

collected in the basin.

Claim.—Fii'st, subjecting ores to the action of the
product.^ of coml)ustion in a furnace Avhere the gases
are coufined nnder pressui'e, substantially as aiid for
the purpose described.
Second, the combination with a smelting furnace of

pipes, through Avhich currents of steam and aii" can
be introduced among the products of combustion
previous to the latter being brought into contact with
the ore, for the purpose specified.

Third, a blast pipe, so arranged in respect to the
hearth and the fireplace of a smelting furnace as to
direct the products of combustion in a blast on to
the hearth, for the purpose set forth.

Foui-th, a chamber or chambers H, through which

the ore is admitted to the furnace, Avhou the said
chambers arc arranged in respect to the bed and to
the fireplace, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the fireplace D, bed F, stack G, inclined pas-
sage H, Avith its openings C c, and reservoir E, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the tAA^o fireplaces D I),

stacks G G, passages -H H, beds F F, and the basin
E, the Avhole being constructed and arranged substan-
tially as specified.

*

63,341.—Jacob Green, ISTorristown, Pa.

—

Gla^s
Furnace.—March 26, 1867.—A pressure is maintained
within the furnace. Blasts of air and steam are ad-
mitted below the grate, and air through side openiugu
into the furnace ; these direct the caloric current
around the pots and then over them to the exit open-
ings.
Ctaim.—First, subjecting the materials of which

glass is to be formed to the action of the products of
combustion under air pressure by blasts within a fur-

nace, as set forth.

Second, the combination of a glass furnace witli
pipes so arranged that blasts of air and steam can
be introduced among the products of combustion be-
fore the latter are brought into contact with the cou-
teuts of the pots or crucibles, ibr the purpose specified.

Third, the combination Avith a glass furnace of a
blast i-iipe and openings so arranged as to direct the
products of combustion around the pots, substantially
as set forth.

Fourth, the Avithin-described furnace consisting
of the AvaUs A A' B B', with their openings, the top
C, ''sieo-e" a, and fireplace E, the Avhole being con-
structed and arranged as described.

63,243. — Charles Gschavind and Charles
Keichakut, Union Hill, *I. J.—Lock for Trunks, ct-.;.

—March 26, 1867.—The key is first inserted with the
spindle reversed, in which position alone can the bit
reach the dog to free the bolt ; being then withdrawn,
it is inserted in the usual manner and actuates the
bolt as usual.

Claim..—First, the application to a lock of the dog
D, and its combination with the notched spring-cateh
B and bolt C, substantially as herein shown and de-
sci-ibed.

Second, a lock Avhich is so constructed that it can
0]ily be opened by reversing the position of the key
in the key-hole, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein shown and described.

63,343—ISr. B. Hadley, Providence, K. I., as-

signor to the International Screw Company.—
21achinerij for Nicking Screws.—March 26, 1867.

—

The two parts of the mandrel meet Avithin the hub of
the driving Avheel, where a clutch connection is main-
tained by a spiral spring. A rod passes axially
through one of the parts of the mandrel and bears
against the spring to unclutch the parts of the man-
drel. The rod is operated by levers which are ac-
tuated by cams on the driving shaft of the machine.
Claim.—Uniting the spindle D Avith its di'iving

power by means of the movable latch connection e, or
its equivalent, arranged and operating substantially
as described, for the purposes specified.

63,344.—George W. Heath, Burlington, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—March 26, 1867.—The flukes are
so pivoted to the bars as to be projected when the
two movable bars are thrust downward, and retracted
by their upward motion so as to be in suitable condi-
tion for entering- the hay as a harpoon. The motions
ai'c obtained by a trigger worked by ropes.

Claim.—In combination with the bars A D and G
the ciu'ved handle E and points or flukes C and F.
Avhen the same shall be constructed and operated
substantially as shown.

63,245.— William Helffricht, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Passenger Register.—March 26, 1867.-^Impi-ove-
mcnt on his patent, January 8, 1867. A paper strip,

printed for tickets, is wound upon the pulley and tHe
end pressed through the slot of the plate, and thence
l)etAveen the feed rollers to the slit in the front of the
case. The pins maiutaiu the paper as -.veil as t!io

two portions of the case in the proper lateral position.
Claim.—First, the plates h and h', lu-rangcd within
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tlie case iu respect to the rollers C and C and slit y in
front of the ease, substantially, as described.

Second, the combination of the roller C with the
spring 6, for the purpose described.

Thii'd, the plate E, with its transverse slot /, ar-

ranged withm the case in respect to the rollers C and
C, as set forth, for tbe purpose specified.

Fourth, the steadying and guiaing pins I T, secured
to one portion of the case and adapted to holes in the
other portion, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

63,246.—EiCHARD B. Henderson, Warren Co.,

:iSr. C—Cotton Cultivator.—March 26, 1867.—The ma-
chine travels on two wheels between the rows and
has an oscillatirig hOe on each side, which are actuated
by bevel gearing and rod connections to a crank re-

volving on a shaft arranged longitudinally of the ma-
chine. The action is to chop gaps in the rows and
leave the plants in hills. The machine is adjustable
in width and has a cultivator in the rear.

Claim.—Fii'st, the frame A, running on wheels B,
and operating in combination with the hoes, substan-
tially as and tor the purijoses set I'ortli.

Second, the crank G-, in combination with the han-
dles M and hoes N and 0, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Third, the hoe IST, when constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the hoe O, when constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

Fifth, the hoe P, when constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the extension frame H, when constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Seventh, the cultivator Q, in combination with the
m'achine herein set forth.

63,247.—W. H. H. rfEYDRiCK, Chestnut Hill,

^a.—Steam Gang Plow.—March 26, 1867.—The plows
are dropped consecutively to their duty so as to enter

the ground on a given line at right angles to the
course of the machine, and are withdrawn from the

ground iu a similar manner ; the ends of the laud are

thus left square. Each plow is connected by a chain
to a ijivoted lever, which is dropped or raised seriatim

with its fellows, the actuatuig agents in each case
being shafts with spiral sets of cams.

Claim.—^First, the shaft k, rotated by the clutch

connection or by hand, as desii-ed, and operating by
means of a spiral series of cams, to elevate the plow
consecutively from the ground, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the shaft o, rotated by the clutch connec-

tion or by hand, as desired, and operating by a spiral

series of cams, to trip the dogs, or their equivalents,

consecutively to lower the plows to the ground, sub-

stantially as descri))ed.

Third, the combination with the cam shafts k o

of the levers g and spring dogs t, operating substan-
tially as described.
Fom'th, the dii'ector wheel b', shaft a', and bar z,

constructed and operating substantially as described.

Fifth, the bar e', supporting the cord pulleys and
adjustable by devices, substantially as described.

63,248.—Edward Hicks, IS'orth Hempstead, IS".

Y.—Elevator.—March 26, 1867.—The movable car
has apparatus to raise and support the load and travels

on ways to dififerent parts of the building. It is so

arranged that the lifting device operates till a certain

height is attained, and then tlie power is dii-ected to

the transportation of the car and its suspended load.

Claim.—First, the application and use of the mova-
ble side plates h i, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, supporting oue track of the car, so that it

can rise and fall in respect to the car, substantially as

and for tlie purposes set forth.

Third, tlie arrajigement of the cross-bar K, or its

equivalenf, for supporting the end of the car, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourtli, the combination and arrangement of the
pulley /and block g, or their equivalent, for elevaliiig

tlie bearing wheels b b and releasing the car, operating
substantially as set forth.

Fifth, tlie combination and arrangement of the
block g, spool d, and supporting braco I', or thou-

equivalents, for holding and releasing the fork and
load, and operating substantially as set forth.

63,249

—

^Dauphin S. Hikes, Brooklyn, 17. Y.,
assignor to John J. Crooke, New York, IS". Y.—
Manufacture of Lead Foil Coated with Tin.—March
26, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The process, substantially as described,

for making foil of lead coated with tin on both sides
by inserting a plug of lead within a pipe made of tin,
and then rolling the compound ingot thus formed, as
set forth.

63,250.—Peter Hoffman, Jersey City, IST. J.—
Tool for Cutting off Boiler Tubes.—March 26, 1867.—
The cutter bar is inserted in the tube, the wedge oc-
cupying tlie slotted end ; tbe points are di'iven out-
ward as the wedge is driven.

Claim.—A tool for cutting boiler tubes which is

composed of a split or sectional bar A, provided at
one end with a boss a and at the opposite end with
teeth c, to operate in combination with a wedge B,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,251.—George L. and "William M. Howland,
Topsham, Me.

—

Hoisting Apparatus.—March 26,
1867.—Improvement on the patent of G. L. Howland,
September 18, 1866. A third pawl can be thrown in
when required by which the notched bar may be raised
two teeth at a time. The lower pawls are flexibly
connected by links to render their motion more fi*ee.

Claim.—First, the pawls G- and I, arms g' and i',

and links i and J, in combination with the s-pring
lever H, bars A and B, and lever D, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the pawl m, in combination with the pawls

G and I and with the bar B, substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown and described.

Third, the pin I and pawl m^ in combination with.
the band n, arm g, and spring j?, all made and operat-
ing substantially as set forth.

63,252.—Elias Hoxie, Montezuma, IST. Y.—Car-
riage Clip.—March 26, 1867.—The ears of the axle
clip are bent over the pins of the block, which is then
ready to receive the square socket in the thill iron ; a
nut on the threaded upper end of the block maintains
the connection.
Claim.—First, the joint, when formed by bending

the two external joint pieces C C onto the soUd stand
D, as above set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the thill

iron A, when used as and for the pm'pose above de-
scribed.

63,253.—George "W. Hubbell, Birmingham,
Conn., assignor to himself, W. E. Houston, and J.
E. Lattin, same place.—AStirt Wire.—March 26, 1867.
—A fabricated edge is formed upon the wire by the
mode of interweaving the braiding material to whose
projecting portion the tapes are stitched.
Claim.—A cord or edge formed upon the wii-e from

the same material with which the wu-e is covered,
substantially as herein set forth.

63,254.—William H. Hurlbut, Elgin, 111.—
Converting Motion.—March 26, 1867.—The edge of
the double spiral flanged cam is engaged by pins pro-
jecting from the cross-head slide, and by the recipro-
cating motion of the latter is caused to revolve con-
tinuously.
Claim.—The spiral flanged cam B, having its ends

constructed as described, in combination with the
cross-head A and pins a a of a steam engine, or with
an equivalent part of any other motor, and with the •

shaft C, the whole being constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially in the manner and for"the pur-
pose set forth.

63,255.—-John Allcock Jones, Middlesboro' on
Tees, England. — Non-conducting Composition for
Covering Boilers, d-e.—March 26, 1867.—Composed of
peat or silt alone, or the following ; peat or silt, 100
lbs. ; Roman or Portland cement, 20 lbs. ; oxide of
iron, 15 lbs. ; lime, 10 lbs. ; sand, 10 lbs. ; cow hair, 4
lbs.

;
gj'psum, 2 lbs. : and mineral oil, 4 lbs.

Claim.—First, the application and use, for the pirr-

pose of impeding the passage of lieat or caloric, of
peat, tui'f, bog, silt, or other similar accumulations
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of vegetable, or partly vegetable aud partly earthy

matter, either alone or in combiuation with other ia-

gredients, substantially as hereinbelbre described.

Second, the molding of the said material or compo-
sition into cakes and bricks, aud the subsequent ap-

plication of the same, in that form, for the purpose
specified.

63,256.— Geuiiard Kamps, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Manufacture of Vinegar.—M.&rGh. 26, 1867.—The dis-

tillate of the fermented vegetable matter passes from
the stiJl to a perforated wooden bos supported within
the generator, which has sufficient water in it to cover
the end of the pipe. Blocks of wood soaked in vine-

gar surround the bos. A hydrometer floats in a tube
on the side of the generator for testing the specific

gravity of the vinegar.
Claim.—The mode of manufacturing vinegar from

any vegetable substance containing saccharine or
fai-iuaceous qualities.

63,257.—Heinrich Kessler, Caub City, Duchy
of Nassau.

—

Steam Engine Lubricator.—March 26,

1867.—The oil is conducted from the annulai'Teservoir

by a wick of fibrous material into the tubular valve
Btem. This stem has radial holes at its lower end for

the discharge of oil, and wire gauze to arrest impuri-
ties. Betw'een the upper and lower valves is a spiral

spring. "When the engine is running the valves are
closed by steam and spring pressure; when stopped,
the upper valve is closed by tlio spring, aud Avhen
mnning without steam, both valves ai-c sucked open
and the oil flows.
Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the

tube C, vessel A, network in the tube C, valves D
and E, and the spring G, substantially in the mauuner
and upon the principle as herein set forth.

63,258.—David King, Aberdeen, Ohio.—Press.
—March 26, 1867.—The nut of the screw shaft is

made in two sections, which being opened by a lever,

the shaft can be raised at increased speed by a rack
and pinion.
Claim.—Fh'st, the rack O, gear wheels J aud K, in

combination with the screw shaft I and sash G, sub-

stantially as shown and described and for the pm-poses
set forth.

Second, the nut P, made in sections, as herein shown
and described, in combination with the shaft I, sash
G, and posts A aud B, substantiaUy as aud for the
pui-poses herein set forth.

63,259.—Egbert T. Knight, Philadelphia, Pa.—Apparatus for Drying Straw Boards, Sheets of
Paper, d-c—March 26, 1867.—The throat of the ob-

long chamber has a series of deflecting partitions to

cause equal distribution of air from the fan. The
sheets of paper are hung upon the upper series of
removable sluts and pass between the slats of the
lower series, whose sides are cut away at intervals to

allow passage of air.

Claim.—l*'ii-st, a chamber eommimicating with a
fan or other blowing or eshausting apparatus, aud
Laving any desired number of bars I) D', or their
eqnivaleiits, for the reception of detachable slats F,
or their equivalents.
Second, the construction and arrangement, sub-

stantially as described, of the lower slats G, for the
pui'pose specified.

63,260 H. P. Kyxett, Lisbon, lo\va.—Gang
Plow.—Marcli 26, 1867.—Two adjustable plows are on
each side of the cultivator which straddles one row of
corn. The plow beams are adjusted by clevises aud
pendants to raise or lower the plows. 'The pendants
are also adjustable laterally and secured by bolts in
slots.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted cross piece
E, side pieces S, bolts/, pendants e, adjustable clevises
rf, and beams F, substantially as described, for the
l)urpose specified.

63,261.—John L. Laeiaux, Newark, X. J., as-

si'iiior to himself, C. Couktois, P. W. Vail, and
Wii.LiA.M C. Ghiswold, Newark, N. J., and X. P>.

Day and Julius Sheldon, New York, N. Y.—J/a-
chine for Pouncing i/afs.—March 26, 1867. — Im-
provement in the patents of E. Nougai-et, Fobruarv
80, 1866, and September 18, 1866. The two heads have

oscillatory movement by radial arms, and. the shafts
of the hat block and pouncing block have longitudinal
movement by levers at theh* rear ends. The shafts
have rotary motion by pidleys between their journal
bearings. A longitntlinal key enters a groove in the
pouncing block to clamp the edges of the sand paper
used therein.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the levers e &,
respectively, with the shafts E E', spiral springs g g,
block G, or roller H, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the disks C or C and

handle I or 1' with the pin i and flange b or b' on the
posts B or B', all made and operating substantially as
herein shown aud described.
Third, the coml)ination of the metal pouncing roller

H with the wedge I, ring m, and shaft E', an-anged
to operate substantially as aud for the purposes herein
shown and described.

63,262.—Ebenezer G. Lamson, Shelburne FalTs,

Mass.

—

Drill Spring for Quarrying Stone, dc.—
March 26, 1867.—The drill rod is adjustably secured
in a head which occupies a position at midlength of
the metallic strap which forms the bow of the spring.
C laim.—Fivat, in combination with stone drilling

or quarrying machines, a metal bow spring and metfd
strap or cord for carrying aud sustaining a drill, su^b-

stantially as described.
Second, constructing the metal strap or cord of the

spring to a central, divided, and adjustable head,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, the combination of the spring, strap, drill

stock, and drill, substantially as and for the imrpose
described.

63,263.—Charles Lang, New York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Embossing and Perforating Paper, <&c.—
March 26, 1867.—The paper passes between cameo
aud intaglio dies, by which it is embossed or perforated;
a third roller is used for a cutter, and the last one is

a wheel brush for removing stray fragments from the
embossing roller above it.

Claim.—The newmode ofmanufacturing embossed
and perforated goods out of paper linen, cotton-lined
paper, paper mised with cotton threads or linen
thi'eads, cotton cloth, linen cloth, or simdar material,
by means of the machine, substantially as described

;

the principal parts of which said machine consist of
three rollers,two ofwhich contain the design, depressed
and raised, and the third acting, by its pressure, as
perfoi-ator, between which said rollers a strip of paper
or other material is passed, aud is embossed, perfor-

ated, and cut during its passage, substantially for the
purpose set forth.

63,264.—Henry S. Lansdell, New York, N. Y-—Water Ejector.—March 26, 1867.—Two or more
water inlets discharge into a chaml)er, and a central
jet of steam unites them. lu the steam induction pipe
is a valve opening upward, which is kept closed by
the steam pressure, and is opened when relieved by u
spring to allow collected water to escape.
C laim.—Fii-st, the arrangement of the two or more

water inlet pipes or nozzles m m, in relation with the
nozzle s of the jet pipe and liquid-receiving chamber,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with a steam siphon or
ejector of an escape valve p, applied to the jet pipe G
for operation, substantially in the manner and for thjB

purpose spegified.

63,265.—B. B. Lehman, Lebanon, Va.—Machine
for Making Paper Alhimettcs.—ll-A\vA\ 26, 1867.—
One edge of the sheet of paper is plaeed beneath the
feeding slide, which is then pushed forward. The
strip is foi'med by the rotary cutter aud relieved by
the upward incline of the guide. The paper passes
between the folding rollers, and the slide is thrown
back by a spring.
Claim.—First, the circular saw or cutter B, havinjf

knife-edged teeth, operating substantiaDy as and for

the purpose herein described.
Second, in combiuation with the above, the carrier

F, substantially as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

Third, the creasing or pressing rollers, operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein set fortl^
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Foiu'tla, the folder D, in eomljination with the creas-

ing and pressing rollers, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.
" ilith, the incliued plane H, operating substantially

as and for the pmpose herein speeUaed.

63,266.—Moses Lewis and Samuel Miller,
Greenville, Conn.—Pullcifs for Belting.—March 26,

1867.—The pulleys of shafts that are at right angles
to each other are tapered to suit the twisted belt.

Claim.—The tapering or conical pulleys B E, over
which the twisted belt F circulates, arranged on shafts

A D at right angles to each other, for the purpose
described, in the manner specified.

63,267.—Xatha^tel and Fkiexd Lewis, Adams,
2ir. Y.—Cheese _Boa;.—March 20, 1867.—The sides of

the box are cut serrated at the bottom edge, and the
angular pieces are bent over inward and secured be-

tween two disks to form the bos bottom, which has
an enveloping hoop.

Claim.—As a new ai'ticle of manufacture, a cheese
box constructed of paper provided with a removable
tead B', and a head B permanently secui'ed to the
laps C, which are made in one piece Avith the side of
the box, and secui'ed between disks D, substantially

as described.

63,268.—JoHAXX A. Libertz. Hamburg, Ger-
many.

—

Boat Detaching TacJde.—March 26. 1867.

—

The metallic base plate is bolted to one of the thwarts,
end has two lugs whose pivoted arms press upon the
davit fall ropes. The arms are clamped upon the
ropes by a screw-bolt, and simultaneously released
by a backward rotation.

'"Claim.—The vertical sfeaft H. iirovided with the
nut J, lever I, and the slide K, having lateral anns d
d, in combination with the arms G G, pivoted in the
ears or lugs F F on the plate E, aU arranged to ope-
rate in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

63.269.—John S. Lightx-er, TTestford, T^is.—
Liniment.—March 26, 1807.—Composed of vinegar, 1

qt.; spii-its of turpentine. * pt.: sugar of lead, 2l oz.;

salt, 1 oz.: white of 3 eggs, and 1 oz. sulphni-ie acid.

Claim.—The liniment compounded as above set

forth and described.

63,270.—JoHX LocKWOOD, TTilton, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Edwix Gilbert, liedding.
Conn.— Wire Pointing Machine.—March 26, 1867.

—

The end of the wire is inserted in the socket of the
revolving cutter head, and is pointed by the obliquely

set serra'ted cutter.
~ Claim.—-The improved wire-pointing machine here-

in described, consisting of the frame-shaft pulley, cut-

ter head, and cutter, all constructed, arrangell, and
ojeratiug substantially as described.

63,271.-C. E. Lombaicd, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself, A. O. Sin'Claih and C. C. Meuritt,
same place.

—

Key.—March 20, 1867.—Grooves in the
handle clasp the shaft of the key, which is turned on
thf pivot at their junction to reverse it in the handle,
bringing it into convenient form for the pocket.

Clai)n.—As a new article of manufacture, a key
foi-med of two parts A and B, constructed and ar-

ranged so that the handle B shall close over the open-
ing in the shaft A, substantially as set forth.

63,272. —David Lymax, Middlefield, Conn.—
Clothe-^ Wringer.—March 20, 18()7.—The movable roll

shaft is accommodated by an adjustable clutch con-

nection, preventing wear from change of position in

the upper roll. The frame is gi'ooved to accommodate
the vai-ying position of the upper roll.

Claim.—Yivsi, in clothes Aviingers the within-de-

scribed construction and aiTangcment of the grooves
M N, and intermediate piece E X Y, combined and
arrangeil relatively to the shafts B A. and L\ so as to

communicate the motion and withstand t^ie wear, sub-

stantially in the rCianner and for the purpose herein

set forth.

Second, the piece C C, constructed and arranged
as represented, to liold both the shafts A and B, so as

to transmit the motion as represented, and to main-
tain the shafts at a uniform distance apavt, however
much the other parts may move relatively thereto,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein,
specified.

, 63,273.—Daahd Lymax, Middlefield, Conn.—
Clothes Wringer.—March 26, 1867.-^The jaws Avhicb
give jom'ual bearing to the rollers are hinged together
at their rear ends, and pressed together in front by
the wooden spring bars. The rear clamp is adjustably
pivoted and of bell-crank form, one arm engaging the
tub and the other traversed by the clamping thumb-
screw. Each roller has two end cranks set at a right
angle to each other. Pins sliding fi-eely in a horizon-
tal slot of the frame form pivots to rocls connecting
them to the cranks of the rollers to insm'e an equal
rotation. The jaws have links connecting them to a
cross-bar on a central shaft, which oscillates freely

with the movement of the jaws on their pivot, anil

insures their equal distance from the said shaft."

Claim.—Fii-st, in combination with the shafts c d,

crank c^ d^, and connecting rod G G', a swiveUng
guide H, operated so as to retain the central position,

during the greater or less divergence of the shafts,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, iil a clothes wringer having diverging jaws,
a spring operating on both pau'S of jaws, and acting
as both spring and brace therefor, substantially as
herein set forth.

Third, in a clothes-wringing machine, substantially
as herein described, the griping arm L and spring k,

operating substantially as herein set forth.

63,274.—JOHX A. MacKixxox, Eeading, Pa.—
Table-leaf Support.—March 26, 1867.—The brace is

Mnged to the leaf and fits into a slot in the leg. The
lower end of the brace is attached to a spii-al spring,

which keeps it from falling when out of the slot.

Claim.—The straight levers A, hinged at one end
and notched at the other, when constructed, cora-

bined, arranged, and operated by the lever catch G,
spu-al spring^H and button K, as hereia described and
for the purposes set forth.

63,275 Eli J. Maxville, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to Turxer, Sey.mour &. JuDDS,'Wolcott-
ville, Conn.

—

Metal Case for Spring Bolts.—Mai*ch
20, 1867.—The blank is placed between the mandrel
and the lower die, and bent in a TJ-form by a sid(5

pressure of the die. It is then made cylindrical by
descent of the upper die. The inner and outer flanges

on the opposite ends are formed by the simuitaneously
operating end dies, and the mandi'el retracted Avithin

its sleeve to free the case.

Claim.—The combination of the mandrel a. and
dies bed and e, to which movements are communi-
cated in substantially the manner specified for bend-
ing up a sheet-metal ease Avith flanges at its ends, as
set forth.

63,276.— Seth MLvrch, :N"orfolk, Ya.—Plow.—
March 26, 1867.—The mold board is cast separately
from the standard and the heel from the landside, and
being attached l\v bolts can be replaced sepai-ately.

The weeder is bolted to a bar attached to the frame.
Claim.—The frame, the mold board, the heel D,

and the Aveeder, substantially as described.

63,277.—Arthur McCarter. Lancaster, Pa.

—

Car Chapling.—March 20, 1867.—The pin swings on
a transverse bolt which slides vertically in the slotted

standards, Avhose recesses hold the pin in an elevated
position when required. The drawhead has a sliding

spring block to hold the link in a horizontal position
for colipliug.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of t!ie

slotted casing A Avith its vertical standards B B',

cross-arm d of pin C, when operating in a vertical

slot D with a terminal recess D'. together Avith a sta-

tionary or yielding stand post F with its link notch g,
all arranged and operating in the manner and for the
pui'pose specified.

Also, the cross-arm d on the pin C in combination
with the upright standards B Ji' Avheu slotted in the
manner and for the purpose shown.
Also, the yielding stand post F with its link slot in

combination willi "the coiled spring H, constructed
and ojierating in the manner shown, for the pm-poso
described.

Also, the prolongation or jaAVS E' of the flared

mouth E, in combination Avith the open case A, Avhou
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constrncted in the manner and for the purxiose sUoavu
and set forth.

63,278 John A. McClaix, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sioing.—March 26, 1867.—The movable footboard is

connected by a rope witli a viliratinf? frame and act-

uates springs which osciUate the swing.
Claim.—TPivst, the vibrating frame P O O' P and

springs S' S', whether metallic or otherwise, when
constructed and combined in the manner and for the
purpose above described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the upright A A and
A'ibrating frame P O O' P, rope aud foot board II and
P, springs S' S', and suspenders and seat S P and S,

the whole combined and constructed for tlie purpose
and in the manner aforesaid described and set forth.

63,279.—Senry Mellish, Wplpole, If. H., as-

signor to David Lyman, Washington" Whitney.
and Oilman Waite.—Machine for Making Fruit
Baskets.—March 26, 1867.—The shavings are cut in
continuous strips of helical form out of the solid Avood
and the guide traversing a central bore. The coil is

afterward cut in the plane of the axis of the log, each
piece forming a basket.
C7ai7n.—First, the cutter H, constructed substan-

tially in the manner and for purpose aliovc specified.

Second, the hollow cylinder C, in conil)iiiatioii with
the main cutter H, arranged to operate substantially
in the manner and for tJie purpose abo\'e set forth.

Tliird, the head cutter I, when in combination with
the main cutter H, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose above described.

Foui'tli, revolving a log against a cutter or cutters
an-anged to move gradually in a dii-ection parallel to
its axis for the purpose of cutting a helical coil suitable
to be divided into pieces that, when sprung from their
helical form to a circular one aud properly fastened,
they will constitute fi-nit baskets, pots, or bowls with
the bottoms on, substantially in the manner as above
described.

63,2S0.—Henry MellisH, Walpole, IST. H., as-

signor to David Lyman, Washington Whitney.
and Oilman Waite.—J/neZ/uie /o/- Cutiinri the Bot-
tom of Fruit Baskets.—March 26, 1867.—The face of
the stuff is circularly grooved out by the cutter head.
The inner cutter has an inner lip and is moved toward
the center at the proper time to nnder-cut the groove
for the reception of the ends of the shavings which
form the sides. After grooving, the disks are removed
fi'om the timber by a circular saw.

Claim.—Fii'st, the gi-ooviug cutter C^, so moimted
on the quadrant or plate C on the head B, that it may
be moved inward thereon aud produce an undercut
groove adapted to receive and hold the properly
formed material driven therein, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the rod E, in combination with the hollow
arbor A and the smiace D, adapted to operate the
plate C with its cutters C^ C^ C^, and move it inward
when required, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose herein set forth.

63,281.-J. Vaughan Merrick, Philadelphia,
Ta.—Steam Engine—'Maveh 26, 1867.—The cylinder
is annular and has two piston rods wltich connect to
a cross-head plate slotted to permit the movemeiit of
the connecting rod which passes through it. Eods
pass up from this plate to an upper cross-head whose
slides are within the annular cylinder. The connect-
ing rod passes from this cross-head to the wrist pin
of the crank.
Claim.—First, the combination of the annular cyl-

inder A, its piston E, two or more piston rods m m,
plate or cross-head A-, rods n n, cross-head O, connect-
ing rod I, aud crank /; , the whole being an-anged and
operating substantially as and for the pm'pose'herein
set forth.

Second, the combination of the above with rods m'
m', for the purpose specified.

63,282

—

Daniel C. Merrill, South Paris, Me.—
C76IO-/1.—March 26, 1867.—The aii- jjump discharges
air through the bottom of the churn. The dasher has
a vertical reciprocation by the pin on its adjustable
arm which enters a socket on the balance wheel ; a
slight oscillation is imparted by this connection.

Claim.—First, making the horizontal arm d' of the
standard D adjustable so^that it may be extended or
contractetl, substantially as hc^rein* shown and do-
scrii}ed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, tlie combination of an adjustable slide or
socket J, with the balance wheel O for the rcccptioii
of the end of the arm K, adjustably attached to tiie

dasher handle E, substantially as herein shown aud
described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, coml)ining an air pump M with the churn A
in such a way that the discharging pipe m' of said
pump may enter the churn tlu'ough the middle part of
its bottom, substantially as herein sIiowji and de-
scribed.

63,283.— ITarmAN Miller, IIol)oken, N. J.—
Paint Can.—March 26, 18G7.—A thread is spun upon
the upper edge of the can and the screw flange of the
cover inserted therein.
Claim.—A wooden cover B, which is screwed to

the paint can A for the purpose of easily opening aud
reclosiug the same, substantially as herein shdwu. and
described.

63,284.—Joseph A. Miller, ITew York, N. Y.—Street Crossing and Seiver Inlet.—March 26, 1867.

—

Tlie perforated crossing plates cover a drain inclined
to the colter of the street Avhere they discharge ver-
tically into a trap basin and overflow into the sewer.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of a trougli the

bottom of which slopes doA\'n fiom its ends toward
the middle, in combination with a street crossing
made of perforated plates of metal or other suitable
material, and v it!i a pipe extending from the lowest
part of the trough down into the sewer, substantially
as and for the jiurpose described.
Second, the sewer inlets b and aprons c at the ends

of tlie trough B in combination with pipe C, extend-
ing from the lowest portion of the trough down iA the
sewer D, substantially as aud for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the application of the stench trap E in com-
bination Avith the pipe C, sewer D, trough B, and
crossing A, all constructed and operating sub:itan-
tially as and for the pm'pose described.

63,iS5.— William H. Miller, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Packing for Piston Pods.—March 2(i, leii7.

—

A filling of fibrous or other material is corered with
yarn saturated with powdered steatite and wound
around the filling.

Claim.—A new manufacture consisting of packing
composed of a filling of fibrous or other materiars
covered with cotton, woolen, or other yarn, saturated
with powdered soapstone, or other equivalent mate-
rial, aud wound around the fiiliug, substantially as
shown and described.

63,286.—Luke S. Mills, Brooklyn, IS^. Y.—Port-
able Boiler for Pitch, <£c.—March 26, 1867.—'i"be pitch
chamber has an arched exterior witli a fiat top aud h
semicylindrical plate separates it from the fire space
beneath. Between the waU and the oitter jacket is a
layer of non-conducting material.
'Claim.—Fii-st, a portable boiler formed witli an

arched fire chamber and an exterior shell contracted
toAvard the top as and for the puii^oses specified.

Second, a portable boiler foi'med with sides to set

down upon the earth or pavement, an arched fire

chamber provided with doors at the ends, a smoke
pipe or flue passing off from the top of the fire chamber
through the boUer, and a movable cover to give access
to the contents of the boiler, substantially asset forth.

Thii'd, in combination with a portable boiler formed
as aforesaid, the jacket of felt aud cover I, as set forth.

63,287.—Oeorge "R. Moore, Lvons, Iowa.-
Heating ,S'^ore.—March 26, 1867.—The stove top is

partially insulated to enable the use upon it of orna-
mental' designs in Japan varnish, &c. A hot-air
chamber before the fire space has an inclined rear
plate wliich supports the coal wb.en tlie aslies are
shaken out. A horizontal diaphragm above the fire

chamber has a central aperture covered by a damper.
A space above the air chamber has a door for tin; in-

troduction of kindling and dampers covering com-
munications to the fii'o space and uppcj- smoke cham-
ber. *
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Claim.—First, the insulation of the tops of heating
stoves, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

See-oud. the chamber in the front part of the stove
between the door E and upper part of plate H, Tfhen
constructed and arranged as and for the pm-poses set

forth.

Third, the flue fi'om the fire chamber through the
front upper chamber to chamber in top of the stove
widi tlie controliiag dampers, arrangedT substantially
as and for the pm-p'ose set forth.

63,2SS.—D. S. IfEAL, Lynn, Mass , assignor to
liimself and J. B. Blood, sam'e place.

—

Farm Gate.—
March 26, 1867.—Each gate has a transverse pivot at
the heel and a seg'raeutal slide bar concentric there-
with -n-hich occupies the gToove of a roller on the post.
The gate is opened by swinging upward and back-
ward on the pivot.
Claim.—A rectangular gate, the bars of which are

relatively fixed, liung', and operated, as described, by
supporting it upon a piu c and guiding it in its ver-
tical swinging movements by means of the vertical
slot in the upright, substantially as set forth.

63,289—D. P. Mgkersox, Cleveland, Oliio.—
Shi2Js' Davit and TFincA.—Mai-ch26, 1867.—The davit
bars are extended by a pinion upon the winch shaft.

Tliis pinion turus freely upon the shaft except when
clutched tliereto for the projection of the davit, and
when fi-ee its pulley may be used to hoist the boat.
Claim.—The adjustable sliding davit A, pinion C.

as arranged in combination with the adjustable sliaft

D, clutch E, and Tiinch H, for the i^urpose and in the
manner substantially as set forth.

63,2S0.—A. W. Olds, Green Oak, Mleh.—Field
Fe/icc—March 26, 1867.—The upright stakes ai-e

j)laced a litrle wider apart at the top, thus allowing
the rail the opportunity of wedging dowuwai'd. The
stakes ai-e l)ouiid together at top with a tie. Bracing-
stakes slanting below one rail and above another,
near the top of the fence are fastened below to a foot
franie or the ground.
Claim.—The posts or stakes A A, base B, in com-

bination with the braces C C and tie E, Avhen asKinged
in relation to each other and the rails D, as and for
the pm-pose set forth,

63,291 SiMOX B. Parker, Is'ew York, :N^. T.—
Safety Attachmentfor Pocket jBoofo'.—March 26, 1867.

—A spiral spring enclosed in a case attached to the
pocket book projects a needle or pointed rod through
the pocket, and is secured by a catch on the book. It
is used as secm-ity from pickpockets.

Claim.—A saiety attachment for pocket books,
composed of a slidiiig neetUe C, arranged and applied
substantially in the manner as herein'shown and de-
scribed.

63,292

—

Walter S. Peeper, Cai-lisle, Pa.—
Boot Jack.—March 26, 1867.—A sloping heel piece
is hinged on to a foot piece below, on which it can
be folded back when out of use ; and adjustable toe
catch is kept in position by a spii'al attached to a
movable block, which is kept in place by two metal
strips.

Claim.—A boot jack with the two parts hinged
together at F, and the part B B, provided with a
movable toe piece D. acted on by any suitable spring,
substantially as specified within.

63,2J>3.—Abraham G-. Polhameus, l^yack, X. Y.— Water-tight Iron Tank for the Protection of the
Timber.s of Steamboat^.—^arch 26, 1867.—Laterally
extended close tanks are interposed between the
heated surface of the furnaces mid boUers and the
wood work of the vessel. Water circulates in the
tanks.
Claim.—The construction of the water-tight iron

tanks, in wliicb are maintained a constant change
and cbfculation of water as the foundation of boilers
and furnaces on steamboats to protect them against
fii-e, sul)stantiaiiy as herein described.

63,294.—E. N. Pouter, Morrisville, Yt.—Mop
Squeezer.—yLaYi:h 26, 1867.—The slotted jaws of the
6(iueezer fU"e atHfiched to a movable platform, and op-

erated by a treadle. The platform is set on casters,
so as to be readily moved.
Claim.—The jaws D, lever H and treadle J", ar-

ranged and operated as herein described, in combina-
tion with the movable platform B, for the pmpose set
forth.

63,295.—E. P. Porter and G. W. Hallet-,
TTaterford, N. Y.—Boor iocit.—Mai-ch 26, 1867.—
The spring catches are withdrawn singly by the key,
and their spring pins retain them in "that" position;
the bolt may then be shot.

Claim.—Fii-st, the spring catches H, whether more
or less in number, in combination with the bolt B,
when arranged together, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the catch X, in combination with the bolt

B, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

63,296

—

^Aarox "W. Pratt, Pultneyville, Is". T.—
Fence.—March 26, 1867.—A wooden fi'aine for a panel
is fUled with pales, which are held in position by wii-es

made fast to the posts, and alternating on either side
of the pales.

Claim.—The sill E, the posts A, the cap D, the
pales b and the wire strands c, the whole arranged,
constructed, and operating substantially as herein
described.

63,29y.-^0SHUA C. Price. New Philadelphia,
Ohio.—Bridle Uit—March 26, 1867.—The headstaU
and reins ai-e attached to the opposite ends of movable
and sliding levers, which inin through the eyes of the
bit ; these as they are drawn through by the reins,

increase the leverage on the jaw of the horse.
Claim.—The movable or sliding levers or sides B B,

when applied substantially as and for the purpose set ^
forth and described.

63,29S.—Daxtel R. Pres-dle, East Bethany, X.
Y.

—

Comiiositionfor Destroying Insects.—March 26,
1867.—Petroleum and coal tar are mixed to the con-
sistency of paint, and used on a swab to destroy cater-
pillars and theii' nests.

Claim.—The composition of coal tar and petroleum,
in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

63,299.—Daxiel H. Prixdle, East Bethanv. X.
Y.—Hydraulic Pai?jt—March 26, 1867.—Pulverized
hydi-aulic lime is mixed with scalding "skim "milk
to the consistency of paint. It is intended for coating
brick work.

Claim.—A paint composed of pulverized hydi'aulic
lime and skim milk, either with or without the addi-
tion of chi'ome yeUow or other pigment, as herein
specified.

Also, in combination "with the above, the use of
Unseed flom-, as set forth.

63,300.—Daxiel E. Print)LE. East Bethany, X.
Y.—Preserving ^Vood and Timber.—March 26. 1867,

—The timber is immersed in hot coal tar, and after-

wai'd coated with the residuum of the same, put on
hot, and sand dusted upon it.

Claim.—The application of coal tar, common tar,

or equivalent substance, or the ingredient thereof, to
wood and timber successively, substantially as spe-
cified, as a new process of preserving the same.

63,301.—P. O'Thatne, Xew York, X. Y.—
Ironing Machine.— March 26, 1867.—The rotating
ii'ou is heated by a gas biu'uer, and the caloric current
passed otf through'the hollow shaft. The boxes of
this journal are supported on spii'al springs, and are
depressed by a divaricated lever, operated liy a
treadle. The segmental plate to receive the liiien

has clamps for the attachment of the ironing sheet or
article to be iroued, and may be oscillated by a hand
crank.
Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement

upon the frame A of the cvlindrical revolving smooth-
ing iron D, hollow shaft ^. having its bearings in the
yielding boxes rt, which are provided with the stand-
ards c, adjustable rest c, forked lever E. rod d and
treadle F, substtmtially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Second, the segmental platform G upon the end of

the Shalt II, provided with the clamps g g, flatboai'd
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G'," having the toothed rack I, pinion J, mounted
upon the the slialt i, when all ai-e constructed and
arranged upon the frame A, as and for the purpose
Bpecilied.

63,30-^.—Hexry Eecheu, Liberty, Ohio.—Water
Gate.—Marcli 2fi, 18G7.—The pivoted gate is connected
by levers to the float, so as to vary the sectional area
of opening according to the height of water in the
dam, and thus keep an equal flo^v upon the wheel.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

centraUy-hiuged gate F, with the connecting rod E,
lever C and float E, aU constructed and operated sub-
stantially as described.

63,303.—Thomas Eestell, London, England,
assignor to Chaules Pomeroy Button, New York,
N. Y.

—

Breach-loading Fire-arm.—March 26, 1867;
antedated March 13, 1867.— This breech-loading
needle gun is convertible to use as a cane. The vent
of the barrel has a nipple bored to receive the movable
supporter, which is detached, and carried separately,
when the weapon is used as a walking cane. The
aperture is opened or closed by a sleeve, to which the
needle guide is attached. The cylindrical hammer
moves in a guide block, and is actuated by a spring
lever and a trigger.
Claim.—The reciprocating hammer H, with its

curved-inclined plane S and spring lever G, in com-
bination with the sleeve C and tube E for operating
the needle d, substantially as described for the pui--

pose specified.

63,304.—August J. T. Eeuter, Boston, Mass.—
Lemon Squeezer.—March 26, 1867 ; antedated March
18, 1867.—The grooved ovoid knob on the end of the
hantUe fits the inside of a half lemon or orange to ex-
tract the juice therefrom by pressure.
Claim.—A grooved bulb or knob, constructed sub-

stantially as above set forth, for the purposes herein
specified.

63,305.—John E. Eichards, 'Mount Joy, Pa.,
assignor to himself and A. L. Mexnez, same p'lace.

—

Safe Lock.—March 26. 1867.—The two sand boxes
have adjustable communication to regulate the amount
of sand transferred from the upper sand box to the
lower in a given time. The gravitation of the lower
box ft-ees the operating shaft, by whose rotation the
screw bolts are withdrawn.
Claim.—First, the twin sand boxes A A', or their

equivalent gravitating force and regulating key H
for timing the period that shall intervene before the
bolt D and bolts "W can be operated, so as to un-
lock the door by withdi-aTsing or unscrewing them
by simply turning the knob F, substantially in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.
Second, the socket, screw bolts W D, operated sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

63,306.—Orville M. EroowAY, La Porte. Ind.—
Sash Fastener.—M.aTch 26, 1867.—The sash has on
one edge a friction block of rubber, and on the other
a metallic spring ear bears against the casing.
Claim.—The combination of the metallic spring C,

mbber block D, when constructed and an-auged upon
each of the sashes B, as herein set forth, for the pm--
pose specified. •

,63,30r.—A. W. Egberts, Hartford, Conn., as-
signor to P. Jewell & Sons, same T[>]ace.—Leather
Scouring Machine.—Maroh 26, 1867.—The leather is

stretched upon the table, which is capable of a partial
rotary and also a transverse motion in a horizontal
plane beneath the reciprocating tools, which are ad-
justable as to angle and pressure.
Claim.—First, the rotating plate T, sliding plate

T', guide way T", or theii' eiiuivaleuts. in combina-
tion witli the table S', to produce a transverse move-
ment of tlie table with the guide ways B", substan-
tially as described.
Second, in combination with the above the table S.

to produce a universal horizontal movement of said
table, substantially as described.

Third, the employment of an oscillating, adjustal)l(!
tool holder with the arms H', for altering the angle
of the tool, substantially as described.
fourth, the altering of the angle of the tool, with or

without the use of the tool arms H', by means of tho
adjustable shaft 11, or its equivalent, substantially as
described.

Fifth, the employment of the springs K, sccm-ed to
the arms H', and bearing upon the tool holders I, ex-
tending in an opposite direction from that to which
the springs are secured, for the purpose of imparting
pressure from one to the other, substantially as shown
and described.

Sixtli, tho alternate action of the springs K, im-
parted from one to the other by raising either one of
the arms from the table, substantially as described.
Seventh, the arms G G, in combination with tho

arms F' F', arm E, rock shafts F F, and their con-
nections, for lifting the tools from the table, substan-
tially as shown and described.
Eighth, arranging the arms H', upon an independ-

ent shaft H, to more perfectly utilize their action.
Ninth, aiTanging the shaft II, in adjustable or slid-

ing boxes H", whereby it can be elevated or depressed
by screws c c, or their equivalents, for the purx)o&e as
shown and described.
Tenth, tho emijloyment of slide dogs P", or their

equivalents, for holding up tho tools from the work
while the tool stock C is in motion.
Eleventh, the employment of the screw e", with the

arm L, or thefr equivalents, for increasing thete^^ion
of the si)ring K, substantially as described.

63,308.—"Wn^LiAM Eunte, New York, N. Y.—
Tool Handle.—Mtxxeh 26, 1867.—The supplementtil
feiTule connected to the other by a screw contains a
central wooden plug to receive the tang of the awJ%
Claim.-^The combination of the plug D, and the

adjustable ferrule or tube E, with the tool handle,
sul)stantially as and for the purpose herein sl^wn
and described.

63,309.—Benjamin Eyder, Jr., South Orringfeii,
Me.— TTaflTon.-March 26, 1867.—The middle sliding
bar of the reach is connected by the king-bolt to the
forward axle and by a chain which passes around a
pully on the bolster to the box frame at its midlength.
By withdrawing the forward pin A^hich holds the lx)x
in usual position the chain draws the box back till it

is about evenly balanced on the hind axle convenient
for dumping.
Claim.—The frame G, which supports the reach

and allows the wheels to be extended forward, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the rollers C D, and the chain h, arraifged

and operating stibstantiaUy as shown and described,
for the purposes specified in combination withy;he
wagon body.

63,310.—Louis Saarbach, Philadelphia, !*§.—
Tobacco Pipe.—March 26, 1867.—The cup in continu-
ation of the stem coUeets the saliva and prevents its

passage to the bowl ; the smoke passes tiirougja an
orifice in the side of the cup.
Claim.—The tube c, in combination with the cutij),

for the purpose described.

63,311.— EuFus S. Sanborn, Eipon, 'W&—
Fire-proof Safe.—March 26, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent, July 17, 1866 ; reissued November 6, 1866.

The water is introduced by pipes so as to half fill the
vessels which are inserted in the walls of the safe, the
tube passing to the center of the chamber. Steam
generated by exterior heat is carried off by valves.

Claim,.—First, introducing water vessels provided
with steam valves into a fire-proof safe of any ordi-

nary construction, said vessels being of such size and
conformation as to adapt tbeui to the form and di-

mensions of the safe in which tiiey are placed.

Second, providing each of sucli water vessels witli

a tube t, reaching from any portion of the edge or
perimeter to or toward the mathematical centecpf
the vessel, as and for the pm-pose specified.

,

63,312.—B. B. ScoFiELi), Woodhull, Jlh—Wagon
Brake.—March 26, 1867.—As the brake bar is revolved
by the lever its projecting cm'ved shoe is brought into
contact with the wheel.
Claim.—An improved brake formed by the com-

bination of the revolving cylinder .^ curved shoes C,
and lever D, with each other, subsflfntially as lierein

1 shown and described and for the pm-pose set fortlt
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63,313.-11. G-. Seekixs, Elyi-ia, Ohio, assignor
to liimself, Leonard B. Griffdcg, and Oraxge S.

i'^UAUY, same place.

—

Bed Bottom Sirring.—March
2n, 18'J7.—Tlie bar has longitudinal slots and the slats

are sei^arated by fulcrum blocks. The elasticity is

distributed throughout its length instead of being
concentrated in its middle.
Claim.—A compdund bed spring consistmg of the

midtUe leaves A A', the upper leaves B B', and lower
leaves C C, the several springs being supported by
the fidcrum blocks d d', constructed and arranged as

lijid for the purpose specified.

€3,314.—Daxiel Shattuck, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Soap Compound for Cleaning Wool, cf-o.—March 26,

16u7.—TiiUoTV, 150 lbs. ; olive or cottonseed oil, 50
lbs.: flaxseed oil. 10 lbs., is saponified -svith lye; 15
lbs. of rye flom' is saturated with water and mixed
with boiling water, 15 galls, and lye of 5=" strength,
5 galls.; mix with the former saponified mass and add
lye of from 15^ to 25=, then add spermaceti 2^ lbs.

;

isinglass, i lb. ; borax, 1 lb.

Claim.—A soap formed by the combination of the
ingredients above described, substantially in the man-
ner aiid proportions specified.

63,315.—C. W. Sherwood, Chicago, 111.—Fold-
ing iycat.—March 26, 1867.—Improvement on his pat-

ent. November 6, 1866. To avoid noise in changing
position of the folding seat, a piece of rubber intro-

duced in the joint is compressed between the nave
and the axle.

Claim.—The rubber spring e, or its efiuivalent,and
the lug fZ, in combination with the axle C and nave
B', all'coustructed substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

63,316 J. A. Sinclair, "Woodsfield, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, J. T. Judkln's and W. Hollister,
same place.

—

Flour Sifter.—March 26, 1867.—Flour
from tiae hopper passes to the cylinder, through tlic

meshes of which it is forced by the rotary spiral

brushes. Kefuse is discharged by a spout and the
operative mechanism is arranged in a drawer which
is removable.

Claim.—First, the combination of the two eylin-

fiers H and I, having lines of brushes M winding
spirtdly around them in opposite directions, with slid-

ing drawer E, substantially as herein shown and
described for the purpose set forth.

Second, the drawer E, consisting of two hinged
parts, ci and e'^, -with opening on its upper side, regis-

tering with the discharge orifice of the hopper, having
at its" bottom the semi-cylindrical sieve G-, swept by
the spiral brushes M, and a passage at its rear open-
ing into spout N, and constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described for the pm'pose specified.

Third, the combination of the sliding drawer E,
with the box A, hopper B, and spout iN", substantially
as herein shown and described.

63,31^'. - Thomas J. Sloax, Xew York, I^. Y.,
assignor to Ezra Gilkersleeve, same place.

—

Win-
dovj Blind Faatening.—March 26, 1867.—A shaft
passes through the window frame and is attached to
a beveled cog wheel which engages an arm on the
lunge of the blind, which is rotated thereby.

Claim.—The hinge having bevel cogs in combi-
nation with the shaft extending to the inside of the
wjndoiv provided with a bevel cog wheel, and the
hinge shank constituting the hinge journal on which
the blind turns, and the box in which the shaft turns,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the "combination of the hinge with its bev-

eled cogs, the shaft with its beveled cog wheel, the
spring spur on tlie knob and the plate or its equiva-
lent, with the recess to receive the spur to lock the
blind when either shut or open, substantially as de-

scribed.
xVlso, the beveled recesses in the face of the locking

plate, or the equivalent thereof, for holding the blind
or sliatter at anj^ angle desired, in combination with
the spring spur, tlie shaft and hinge connected by
bevel gears, suLrstantially as described.

63,'318.—Albert C. Smith, Fort Madison, Iowa.
Sdf-Acting (^|tfe.—March 26, 1867.—The hub of a

vehicle striking^gainst a block pivoted on a short
post elevates a latch bar and slides the gate endways.

The rollers of the gate traverse on rods, and it is

closed by tlie hub of the vehicle striking the counter-
part lever on the other side of the gate.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

gate A, lever E, and rods b d, and operated by the
lever H H', with their cords r s, rod g, and pulleys,
iji the manner substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

63,319—J. Y. Smth, Pittsburg, Va.—Drilling
Apparatus.—March 26, 1867.—The rope is undulated
between the parallel series of sheaves, those on one
side being adjustable. The sheaves are moved by
gears and worm wheels and pay out the rope at a
given rate.

Claim.— First, automatically feeding a drill by
means of the sheaves a and b, having motion imparted
to them, substantially as described.
Second, the adjustable sheaves a, in combination

with the non-adjustable sheaves b, when arranged to
operate as set forth, for the purpose of holding the
rope K, and feeding it out as described.

Third, the combination of the shaft E, provided
with the wheel m, and worm wheels H, with wheels
D, attached to the journals of sheaves a, aU mounted
in the rotating fi'ame A, and arranged to be operated
as set forth.

Fom-th, the use of the within-described apparatus
for feeding drills whether the same be rotated by the
twist imparted to the rope, or by means of the ratchet
I, substantially as described.

63,32© D. H. SOUTHWORTH, New York, 1^. Y.—Rice Hulling Machine.—March 26, 1867.—The cone
has i)rojecting pins and adjustable elastic scourers
upon its surface and revolves within the case of con-
formable shape.

Claim.—the conical drum D. provided with a series

of teeth or pins g, and elastic plates and rubbers F F',*

on its periphery, arranged and operating essentially
as specified.

63,321.—Charles F. SrEKCER, Eochester, U".

Y., assignor to himself and Charles W. Barker.—
Lantern—March 26, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, resting the globe C, with the top E,
attached thereto, loosely in the open-topped guards
B, so as to be raised and' dropped at pleasm-e, as here-
in set forth.

Second, constructing the lantern with closed base
and open-topped guards, for the insertion of both the
lamp and globe through the top, as herein specified.

Third, the enlarged wheel c, so situated and ar-

ranged as to reach above the top of the base to be
easily operated by the finger, as herein set forth.

63,322 Samuel S. Spurgin, JacksonviUe, m.—
Biding Saddle.—March 26, 1867.—The seat is strained
between the pommel and cantle, and has an additional
support by transverse, arched springs whose ends
rest upon the side plates.

Claim.—The arrangement in the saddle of the
springs G G. supported on the side plates and the
elastic straining piece H, fastened to the springs and
to the pommel and cantle respectively, substantially
as described.

63,323.—John SxADERM.iOCN and Henry Sauer-
BlER, Xew York, ]S'. Y.

—

Breast Protector.—^arch.
26, 1867.—Tlie protuberant breast pads are in frames,
hinged on the median vertical line, and give an agree-
able I'otuutlity to the dress.
Claim.—The two wire-gauze or wire-cloth parts A

A, swaged each with a protuberance a, and in such a
form as to admit of being inserted in or attached to
the garment, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Also, the connecting of said parts together by hooks
and eyes, slides, elastic or other fastening, which
will admit of said parts being connected antl discon-

nected with facility, and still keep the parts in proper
position, substantially as described.

63,324.—C. W. Stafford, Saybrook. Conn.—
Pavement.—March 26, 1867.—The cells of the iron

sections have wooden blocks and the adjacent sec-

tions are locked together by clamps and keys.

Claim.—Connecting and securing the sections of
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the pavement to^i^ether by means of the staples or
clamps rt, over pins or keys b. passing through hori-

zontal slots in the vertical llaiagcs, substantially as

herein shown and described,

63,325.—IlEXUY Stanley, St. Johnsbury, Tt.—
Jic'servoir for Cooling Grain and Flour.—March 26,

18(37.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A reservoir for cooling grabi or flour

when constructed by placing the posts thereof in zig-

zag position, and surrounding them vrith wire-gauze
or otlier porous material, thus forming air recesses a
a apon tlie outside of the body of the grain or Hour,
increasing the sm-faco of the grain exposed to the ah-,

substautiaJly as described and for the purpose spe-

ciiied.

63,326.

—

John S. Stephexsox, Cleveland, Ohio -
Apparatus for Carburetting Gas and Air.—March L>6,

18u7.—The agitator wheel and fan are rotated by a
spring and train of gearing ; the fluid passes up
siphou tubes from whose open ends it is blown in

spniy by jcis of air.

Claim.—The combination of the tubes II and T
with the agitating wheel A, and fan wheel IST, and
funnel pipe F, constructed as described, and arranged
to operate in the manner set forth.

63,327 David Stouder, Dayton, Ohio.—Dry-
ing House and Oven.—March 2'6, 18(J7,—Air passes
tlu'ough the flat convolute pipe in the furnace and
thence is conducted to the chamber above, where the
fi'uit is exposed on shelves.
Claim.—First, the metallic oven A, when the lower

part is constructed with double Avails, and the upper
part is lined with wood in tlie manner substantially
as described, and for the purposes specified.

Second, the aii" chamber O, when arranged with
reference to the furnace V, and oven A, in the man-
ner substantially as described, and for the purpose
specified.

6?,328—C. C. Stremme, Austin, Texas.— Fifre-

ography.—March 26, 1867.—A "warm solution of glue
is appUed to a surface of ground glass ; this in dryuig
contracts and brings away pai'ticles of glass, giving
a frosted appearance thereto.
Claim.—The mode of ornamenting glass as herein

described, by thij application of glue or similar adhe-
sive and contracting matter, and in this manner pro-
duce models for castuig all and every kind of orna-
mental glass and glass ware.

63,329.—T7". H. Stroup, Pittsbm-g, "Pa.—Run-
ner for Chairs.—March 26, 1867.—The upper edges
of the runners have sockets to receive the feet of chair
legs to adapt them for use on the ice.

Claim.—First, an improved runner, having adjust-
able fastenings attached to its upper edge, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, making one of the fastenings adjustable
longitudinally, substantially as herein shown aud de-
scribed, and for the ])m'pose set forth.

63,330.—JA>rEs B. Stuart, Bunker Hill, HI.—
Spring for Vehicles.—^arcli 26, 1867.—The lower
leaves are rooted to the middle of the spring bar and
the ends connect with those of the shorter sections
which are connected to the ends of the said bar.

Claim.— The constructing of a side spring for
"wheel vehicles of tlu-ee parts, D D C, connected to-

gether and applied to a spring bar A, substantially in
the manner as shown and described,
Also, the seciu-iug or holding of the leaves of the

parts D D C in contact, by means of clips or collars
c c', substantially as set forth.

63,331.—Abram S. Swartz, Buffalo, X. Y., as-

signor to himself and TV. A. Ca.se. same place.

—

Ap-
paratus for Preparing Mash for Brewers and Dis-
tillers.— 'Slva-ch. 26, 1867.—The vertical shaft of the
rake is hollow, as are also the arms ; through perfora-
tions in the latter a cuiTcnt of air and steam is poured
for the purpose of boiling the wort, and subsequently
a refrigerated stream of air for the purpose of cooling
it. A stationary perforated pipe in the vat may be
the medium of conveying the currents aforesaid.
Claim.—First, the combination of the air pump

II and conducting pipe F with the hollow shaft C and
perforated rake head E, for the purposes and substan*-

tially as described. -

Second, the combination of the receiver G and
and cooler M with the conducting pipe F, hollow shaft

C, perforated rake head E, and air pump II, for the
purposes and substantially as set forth.

Third, in an appiu-atns for preparing mash for brew-
ing, the combination and arrangement of the rectaver
Gr, steam pipe O, and steam and air pipe X, for the
purposes and substantially as described.
Fourth, the shifting frame Y, in combination wdth

the clutches T and IJ aud bevel wheels 11 and S, for

the purpose and substantially as described.

63,332.—Eli S-weet, Whitney's Point, IS". T.—
Hay Loader.—March 26, 1867.—A crane aud single
pulley rope are used in connection Avith a pitchfork,
sliding tongue, and brake on the fore wheels in such
manner that by the sliding of the tongue when it is

tripped, the horses hoist the fork -with the hay. The
sheave around which the rope passes is attached to
the slidmg tongue and moves with it.

Claim.—The arrangement of the sheave in the
sliding tongue, and moving therewith, the rope pass-
ing over sard sheave, and connected at its respective
cuds to the fork and to the brake bar on the tongue
hounds.

63,333.—Porter L. Sword, Adrian, Mich.—
Brick Machine.—March 26, 1867.—Improvement on
the patent of Sword and Tiffany, June 14, 1864. The
clay is fed from tlie pug mill and passes under the
adjustable inclined plate into the molds of the hori-

zontally-rotating mold wheel. Near the end of the
press plate is an adjustable knife whose edge removes
the superfluous clay, and its elongated smi'ace smooths
the face of the brick. The Avheels which support the
bed and also those which woi'k the followers are ver-

ticall}' adjustable. A collar fastened by a nut to the
central shaft supports the inner ends of the axles of

the wheels.
Claim.— First, j;he adjustable knife, when con-

structed with a cutting edge set opposite to and so
near the press plate H' that there is merely loom for

the shaving of clay to rise between them, and having
a cutting edge and elongated horizontal iDlade adjust-

ably attached at both ends to and below the bed plate
II, "and resting iipou the revolving mold wheel S. so
as to performthe double function of cutting off the
sup'Tlluous clay and smooting the upper sm-face office
brick, substantially as described.
Second, so suspending the rods O, sustaining the

wheels N and L, that they may be independently ad-
justed at both ends, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the combination of a bed plate H and sta--

tionaiy shaft U with the rods M and O, wheels IST and
L, collar Q, bolts Q', moid wheel S, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fom-th, the arx-augement in a brick machine of a
stationary shaft U, mold wheel S, revolving around
the same and liaving gearing upon its periphery, and
the driving spur pinion R, substantially as set forth.

63,334.—Isaac P. Tice, New York, N. Y.—
Spirit Meter and Separator.—March 26, 1867.—The
uptm-ned discharge pipe from the worm contains a hy-
di-ometer and is covered by a transparent cap to ex-

pose it to view. An upper branch of this pipe dis-

chai'ges air or vapor into the chamber contaijiing the
hydrometer. An excess of vapor turns a ratchet
wheel which acts on a pivoted bar to give an alai-m.

The spirit runs alternately into one of the two com-
partments of the meter, Avhieh is pivoted on a balance
bar so that the filliug of a compartment depresses
that end of the bar and shuts a valve in the supply
chamber. This descent of the meter frees it to oscil-

late sufliciently to discharge its contents and present
the other compartment for filling. This discharge
from the meter allows its ascent and that of tiie valve
of the supply opening. The number of oscillations of

the meter is' registered by an index. The meter au-

tomatically operates the 'four way cosks to direct a
small quantity of spirit to the test cocks at cacl' move-
ment. The tilting trough operated by a lever deter-

mines to which cocks the spirit flo^-s. The double
set of cocks is furnished so as to perBit the examina-
tion of the spirit by two inspectors. These test cocks
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arc under lock. The operating devices, except the
hydrometer, are inclosed in double walls to preserve
the spirit fi'om chilling.

Claim.—First, the receiver B, provided vrith alock-
0d or sealed transparent cap or cover C, when used in
connection with a branch pipe H, communicating
with the receiver, the worm A, and air discharge
openings, substantially as and for thepiu-pose set forth.

Second, a tilting or partially rotating meter E, ar-

ranged with or applied to a scale frame Q, to operate
substantially in the manner as and for the pm-pose
specified.

Thii-d, a valve M, connected with and operated by
the scale frame Q, when used in connection with the
meter E, and arranged to work conjointly therewith,
substantially as shown and described.
Fourth , the pin n on upright «*, in combination with

the notches m m' in the circular end of the meter H,
forthe purpose of holding the meter in position while
being filled, as set forth.

Filth, the pin k on upright «*, in combination with
the pins I V on the end of the meter, to serve as steps
to determine the quarter revolution of the meter, as
set forth.

Sixth, the many-chambered or four-way cock "W,
{ftranged in connection with sample chambers q q q'

q', and operated from the meter, or other movable
part of the device, for the purpose specified.

ficventh, the weight or counterpoise j, applied to
the meter E, in conibination with the scale frame Q,
as shown and described.
Eighth, the adjustable spouts TJ B*, connected by a

l3nr E', or its equivalent, so as to be operated simulta-
neously, as shown and described.
Ninth, discharging the air from a still into a re-

(feiver having a sinuous passage, substantially as
Shovrn in cov'er K, for the egxess and ingress of air,

^ set forth.

Tenth, a locked or sealed cock D', when used in
<2)mbination with a meter E, for the purpose specified.

Eleventh, the combination of the pipe or end A of
the worm with the receiver B and pipe H, substan-
fially as described.

Twelfth, the wiper or plunger E within the trans-

Jjarent cap cover or cylinder C, arranged substantially

as and for the pm-pose specified.

Thirteenth, the alarm composed of the wheel I and
the spi'ing or click J, or their equivalents, when ar-

ranged so as to be operated by the air or gaseous va-
poT or contents of the still, substantially as shown
and described.
Fourteenth, a case C*, constructed with double

WJills, or in any other manner, when said case is used
with or incloses a meter, for the purpose of preventing
the freezing of the contents of the same, as set forth.

Fifteenth, a meter, in combination with a sealed
transparent receiver, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Sixteenth, the combination of a meter, transparent
receiver, and a locked or sealed cock, for the pm-pose
eypecified.

Seventeenth, the adjustable spout U, in combination
Vlth the cock W, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

63,335.—Isaac P. TicE, Kew York, :N'. T.—
Spirit Meter and Separator.—March 26, 1867.—The
meter has a box divided by a diagonal partition. As
either side is filled the box tilts and brings the other
side under the stream of spii-it. The ILllingt of a di-

vision raises a float within it and closes a valve to

stop the flow of spirits into said meter. The separa-
tor is so an-anged that the proof is registered, and
whenever the strength falls to low wines a lever ope-
rated by the hydrometer moves a funnel so as to shift

It to the other side of the V-shaped partition to sepa-
rate the low wine for re-distillation.

Claim.—First, a revolving or tilting meter, hung
6T suspended on journals or pivots i, and divided into

two compartments m in' by a diagonal partition or
diaphragm n, with discharge openings o, all arranged
substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the floats N, placed Avithin the compart-

ments 7)1 Til' of.thc meter, and aiTanged to operate a
valve O, to regulate the supply or flow of whislvy to

the meter, substantially as set forth.

Third, the placing of the jom-nals or pivots i of the
tne'.er within o^ng boxes k, having springs I at their

^ids, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, separating the high from the low grade
whisky or spirits by means of a hydrometer, aiTanged
with suitable mechanism in such a manner that the
turning or tUting of the meter or other motor wHl
transmit power through the intervention of a wheel
stud or other device carried by the hydrometer to
suitable mechanism, which will efi"ect a diversion of
the flow or discharge of the whisky or spirits into
different receivers, according to its g'rade or strength.

Fifth, the employment or use of indicators or clock
movements, in connection with the separating mech-
anism, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Sixth, the hand G, of paper or other material, in
connection with a hydi'ometer, and separating mech-
anism, substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

Seventh, in spii-it meters, charging the paper which
receives the record with preservative composition,
substantially as described.

63,336.—Isaac P. Tice, ISTew Tork, N. Y.—
Meter Attachmenl for Stills.—March 26, 1867.—Two
or more meters are attached to a stUl, one to register
the amount of distillate, and the other the amount re-

tm-ned to the sfriU for re-distUlation. The difference
shows the amount subject to tax.
Claim.—The combination of a plurality of meters

with a stm, to operate in the manner substautiaUy as
and fer the purpose herein set forth.

63,33^.-J'AiMES TiLLiXGHAST, Buffalo, :S". T.—
Railway Switch.—March 26, 1867.—The movable rails

are connected in pairs, and the points of the middle
ones are expanded by spring bars to make the main
track continuous unless otherwise determined by the
switch lever. The middle switch rails which belong
to the main track are capable of separate adjustment
and the switch is set to the right or left tum-out, by
the vibration of the ST\-itch lever in one direction or
the other from the vertical.

Claim-.—A triple switch for railroads, composed of
the rails D D' E E', connected respectively by the
cross bars a h with the cross bar G-, applied to the rails

D D', through the medium of the oblong slots d d and
pivots a*, and connected to the lever bar H by the
spring I and the bars c c, connected by the spring F,
and attached to the switch rails D D', all arranged to
operate substantially in the manner as set forth.

63,338»—Washington Tixgley, iS'ew York, X.
Y.—Drill for Wells.—Marc^ 26, 1867.—The tubular
tool has a diametric division which forms a cutting
edge, whose ends are turned and follow the circum-
crence so as to act upon the sides of the bore in con-
cert with the cui-ved edges at the thi-oats of the
channels which lead into the central channel.

Claim.—In combination, the Z-shaped cutting sur-

face, composed of the parts n 1 1, and the curved ream-
ing cutters m, whose edges on alternate sides are
made oblique, so as to effect a drawing cut on the
sides of the bore, substantially as shown.

63,339.—Sajmuel P. Townsend, ISTew Provi-
dence, N. J.

—

Mamifacture of Eailroad Ties, Bridges,
Buildings, Wharves, Fences, and other Articles of
Galvanized Iron.—March 26, 1867.—The sheet-iron
forms, suitable to the use intended, are corrugated
when necessary for strength, galvanized to preserve
them fi'om rust, and are then filled with earth, sand,
or other unyielding material.
Claim.—First, a new article of manufact-ore for

railroad ties, sUls, foundations, structures in water,
fences and buildings, fortifications, steps for stoops,
piazzas, galvanizing sheathing for bottoms of vessels,

ships, steamers, boats, ifcc, and the like, made of the
materials and in the manner herein described, or any
other substantially the same, and also for the galvan-
izing and preservation of railroad car wheels, axles,

and machinery.
Second, the preservation of iron from osydation or

corrosion by galvanizing it, as above described, when
used for the purposes herein mentioned.

63,3.40.^AJiES Tracy, Brewer's Yillagc, Mo.—
Saiv Mill-March 26, 1867.—The chain of the timber-
raising fork is connected to a series of cog wheels
thrown into operation by friction wheels which ai-e

brought into contact by a trcatlle lever. A spring
raises the lever and breaks the connection on thy re-

moval of the foot.
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Claim.—Applying the spring k' to bent lever K, for

the purpose of throwing the friction pulleys out of
contact, substantially as described.

63,341 .—Justus A. Traut, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Jkiucmv AV. Bliss, Hartford,
Co-An.—Endlcfts Belt for Polishing.—March 26, 18U7.

—The endless belt of fabric is coated with rubber, and
emery is attached to its outer surface by some glutin-

ous substance.
Claim.—As a new improved article ofmanufacture,

an endless fabric rubber polishing belt, substantially

as described.

63,342.—Thomas J. TTells, St. Anthony, Minn.—Peat Machine.— March 2(5, 1867.—Two concave
grinding plates arc mounted on revolving shafts which
ju'c rotated at diflFereut velocities. The peat from a
hopper pas.ses upon the casing between the grinding
plates, and is forced into a I'cciprocating mold, which
is brought alternately over the passage and a recep-
tacle for the molded blocks of peat.
Claim.—The conical grinding' plates F F', rotating

at different speeds, and inclosed within a caseG, pro-
vided with a discharge spout H, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Also, the reciprocating mold bos I, provided with
the molds b b and the i)lnngers J J", opei'ated substan-
tially as shown, in combination with the rotating coni-
cal grinding plates F F', enclosed within the case G,
provided with tlie spout H. all arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

63,343.—Amos TTestcott, Svracuse. ^.Y.—Fan
Wheel i?Zou'cr.— March 26, 1667; antedated March
15, 18i)7.—The blower is rotated by a winch and a
train of multiplying friction wheels. The air has in-

gress near the center and exit on the other side near
the periphery.
Claim.—A fan wheel blower, propelled by friction

wheels, as shown and enclosed within the parts A J
B, constructed and made adjustable substantially in
the manner described.

63-344.—James M. Whttts-g,. Providence, R. I.

—Device for Holding Horses.—March 26, 1867.—The
check connects with a windlass in fi-out of the axle,

whicli engages with the wheel when tlii-own into gear
by the lever in front of the dashboard.
Claim.—First, combining Avith the wheel of a car-

riage a hitching apparatus, aiTanged in such manner
that the winding up or shortening of the reins or other
checking device shall take place only during the for-

ward movement of the wheel. TJie said apparatus be-
ing disconnected from the driving geai* diuing the
biickward movement of the caiiiage, substantially as
shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with the windlass provided
^rith a ratchet wheel, as described, of a driving pinion
loosely mounted upon said shaft, and caiTviug a pawl
engaging with the said ratchet wheel imder such an
aiT5ingemeut that the said shaft shall be disconnected
from the driving geai* during the backward movement
of the carriage," as set forth.

63,345.—A. F. WiCKE and O. Evans, Alliance,
Ohio.

—

HorseHay Fork.—March 26, 1867.—The prong
is pivoted to a shank, and is brought in line there-
with or projected laterally by connection to a lever
above, which is pivoted to the said shank at a point
above.
Claim.—The rod A, foot B, connecting rod C, and

lever D, provided with the shoulder C, when these
Beveral parts are constructed and operated as and for
the purpose set forth.

63,346.—J. E. "WiGGEKS and Daxiel G. Crosby,
Stoneliam, Mass.—jETc^Z Shaving Guard.—March 26,
1867.—The guard has a ball aiid socket joint attach-
ment to the pin, allowing a certain freedom of motion
to the latter while the guard maintains its proper re-
lation to the heel.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the guard A and pin B, when the two arc con-
structed substantially in the manner described.
Second, the device' of the ball and the socket joint

when combined with the guard and center of alieel-
trinuning machine.
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63,347.- James W. TVii.kie, Aulnirn, N. Y.—
Axicfrc'c—March 26, 1867.—The axle has no collar
at tne inner connection of the arm, the outer end of
which has two shoulders, against one of wliich tlie

box works, the other being a stop for the nut to avoid
friction against the l)ox.

Claim.—First, constructing the axle without a
collar, and providing it on the under side of the ann
with an oil chamber, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the axle and box, when
both arc constructed as and for the purpose described.

63,348.—James W. Wilkie, Aubimi, jS". Y.—
Axletrec.—yLsaxh. 26, 1867.—A collar is fastened on
the spindle ; a divided nut screws into the box and
revolves therewith around tlie spindle, being pre-
vented by the collar from slipping off.

Claim'.—Fh'nt, the employment of a divided nut, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the employment of a divided nut in combi-
nation with tlie arm of the axle as constructed, as and
for the purpose described.

Thii'd, tlie box as constmcted in combination -with
a divided nut, substantially as set forth.

63,349.—George TTillard, New Yorir, N.Y—
Steam Ploiv.—March 26, 1867.—The spades and har-
row teeth following are fixed to longitudinal bars
whose ends have a revolving motion in a vertical
plane by crank shafts actuated by chaiiis, and chain
gear wheels connected with the axle. The series of
spade bars are supported on a vertically adjustable
frame, and descend in consecutive order. Colters
precede the spades.
Claim.—First, in combination in a steam or other

plow, as described, of the bars which carry the spades
and other mechanism for breaking the gi-ound, with
the crank shaft for operating the same, under the
arrangement herein specified, so that the said bars,
while alternately and successively moved toward and
away from the earth, shall at all times maintain their
parallelism with the surface passed over by the ma-
chine.
Second, the combination in the movable and adjust-

able plow fi'ame of the colters, with the vibrating
spades and harrow teeth, under the arrangement and
for operation as set forth.

Third, the combination with the stationary plow
fi'ame, of the movable fi-ame and the cj*ms, ancl their
operative mechanism for adjusting the same frame to
different elevations above the gi'onnd, the whole be-
ing an-anged and operating as herein shown and
specified.

Fourth, the herein described mechanism for adjust-
ing the movable plow frame, the same consisting of a
series of cams arranged and conneoied with the sta-
tionary and movable frame on each side of the
plow as described, and operated by means of a shaft
moimted in the stationary frame and provided with a
ratcliet and pawl so that tlie movaljle li-arae may be
elevated and lowered, or held at any desired distance
from the gi'ound, substantially as shown and set forth.

Fifth, the method of and means herein described
for directing the movements of a steam plow or other
like machine—that is to say, mounting the v\'heels of
said machine upon their axles or shafts in such manner
that each wheel and its respective axle may revolve
togetlier or independently of each other, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

63,350.—C. S. Williamson. Covert, N. Y.—Se-
curing Cutters to Sickle Bars.—March 26, 1867.—The
cutter has a tapering tang with dovetailed edges fitted

into a recess of the cutter bai-, and held in place by a
screw.
Claim.—The cutter B, having shoulders e, resting

against the sickle bar A, with tapering shank c fitting

in groove a of the sickle bar, forming a dovetail joint,

in the manner described, and for the purpose specified.

63,351.—J.virES A. Woodbury. Boston, Mass.—
Valve for Steam Engines.—March 26, 1867.—The in-

duction valves have a series of steam passages ar-

ranged with reference to the openings in the walled
ports. These valves are operated separately from the
exhaust valves, and may be regulated by the governor
to cut off at auy part of the stroke.
Claim.—The vfdve constructed as described, and

arranged with reference to the openings in the walled
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]ioi'ts upou wliicli it ^-orlcs, substantialh' as described,
uiiicli arrangement CJiaples me to reffiilate the move-
ment of the induction valves, so as to cut olF the steam
at any desired pai-t of tlic stroke of the piston, with-
out reference to the exhaust valves.

63,352.-—Tamies A. WooDBUitv, Boston, Mass.—
Valve for Steam jB/if/inc-v.—March •2ti, 1867.—Tlie in-

dependent sections of the valvo maybe moved in uni-
son by means of a yoke, Tvliich is attached to each and
yet allou-ed to cxpavid st'^)aral.e]y so as to accommo-
date themselves to tho -valve seats.

C laim.—The combination of two or more valves,
•with lutci-mediate walls, when eonstrncted and ope-
rating substtmtially as and for tho purpose set forth.

63,353.—Caspkr Zwicki, Chicago, 111., assignor
to Jamks J. Wai.wortit and GrU,STAvi;.s E. But>-
CinCK.—Loom.—McA-ch '26. 1867.—Springs and links
prevent jaa- of the lathe when th.e loom is run at higli

speed. Other springs stop tho shuttio and prevent
recoil, and keep it in proper position to receive the
blows of the picker. A block in a cam is sasccptiblc
of adjustmoit radially to regulate tho length of stroke
of tlic picker staves.

C'ZaiDi.—Combining with the sliuttlo race, and witli
tho cranks and connecting rods which actuate it, the
links J)', wlien upheld by spring braces capable of
Tcrtieal adjustment, and which, acting bv their elasti-

city', ease tlie movements of tho shuttio race, substan-
tially as described.

Also, in combination with tho shuttle race, the
springs H, at either end. arranged ovei- the top of tlie

sluittle path, and i>rovided witli means for vertical
adjustment, substantially as described.
Also, in combination vvith tho picker staflf of a loom,

the cam JN", when provided with the adjustable piece
0, substantially as described.

63,354.—HAwrA-- Adams, Stamford, Conn., as-

signor to himself, W. H. Couaxks, and H. Thealf.,
New York, N. Y.

—

G^-ate for Furv<ices.—AyirW 2,

18G7.—Tho bai-3 of the grate are obliquely arranged
viewed in the i)lan, instead of being parallel vvith the
sides of the grate.
Claim.—A grate for fui'uaces having bars Bex-

tending diagonally across tlie grate-frame in an im-
broken line, iu the manner herein sot forth.

63,355.—Z. G-. Alt-kx and G. W. Maustiai.l,
Buffalo, N. Y.—Smut Machine.—A inW 2, 1807 ; ante-
dated March 18, 1867.—The grain is admitted above
the upper concave aud thence passes to the lower one
Avhicli is of greater diameter, being subjected during
its passage to tho action of spiral beaters and the
adjustable, obliquely cori-ugated peripheral plates of
t he case. Tho draft i s upward, being effected by spiral
win^-s and a fan above.

Oiftim.—First, tho combination of the upper and
lower concaves H K, tho former of lesser diameter,
with the beaters J) T), or their equivalent, when ar-

ranged and operating in the manner specified.
Second, the adjustable beater slats D D, in combi-

nation with the concave formed of the obliquely cor-
rugated iron plates or sections I I and J J, substan-
tially as described.

Third, in combination with the fan E and beater
shaft B, the spiral wings o o, operating substantially
for tlie purposes described.

63,356.— John ]^. Aiivin, Valparaiso, Ind.—
Wrench and 2'cm(?s.—April 2, 1867.—The shank of
one jaw passes transversely through the shank of the
other jaw, being actuated by a lover pivoted to a lug
on the last mentioned shank.
Claim.—Tho arrangement and combination of tho

levers A B, straps C, spring D, jaws O P, and shank
>»., when constructed substantially as and for tho pur-
pose specified.

63,357 B. F. Baker, Milton, 17. Y.—Horse
Yoke Harness.—Aiml 2, 1867.—Tlie horses are hitched
to the rear ends of tho yoke arms and push against tho
neck yoke, which is connected by a chain to the tongue
neai' the axle.

C laim.—First, so constructing and applying a horse
yoke harness that the pressm-o or draft is brought
evenly upon tho shoulders or breast of the horse or
horses instead of upon the upper part of their necks,
substantially as deecribed and shown.

Second, the suspension of the bow or bows in a
neai-ly horizontal position from the hame or collar by
the means substantially as described aud for tho pm*-
pose set forth.

Third, the diagonal or oblique back straps or tugs
with one of their ends attached to the hame or coUar
and their other ends attached to the extremities of the
bow, substantially as described.
Fourth, the centi^al draft chain and short tugs, in

com!)i nation with tho bows and evoner, applied sub-
stantially tvs described, for tho purpose set forth.

63,358.—John Blochek, Buffalo, :N". Y.-Eun-
ning Gear of Lam% Carriages.—April 2, 1867.—The
wheel is fast to its spindle, which revolves in a clip

and socket attached to the axle, the collar and nut on
the spimlle rcguhite the longitudinal position.

Claim.—In combination with the revolving wheel
sliafts a, and axle d, the clip e, and collar/, aud nut i,

arranged and operating substantially in the manner
and for tho purposes set forth.

63,359. — Eliam Bookse, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Lantern.—A-prli 2, 1867.—Two of tho wires of tho
gntu'd Irame are extended down through tho base and
form spi-ing catches to connect the two portions of
the lantern.
Claim.—The guards D D, when adapted to consti-

tute springs to retain the chimucv or globe upon the
base A, substantially as describeu.

63,360.—Daniel Bowman, Knoxyille, Tenn.—
Mill-stone I>reAS.—April 2, 1867; antedated March
28, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—Tlie mill-stono dress herein described,

the same consisting of tho upper stone having deep
square-edged channels in the back, and feathered to
the front side, and the lower stone with broad equally
shallow furrows throughout and narrow lands, sub-
stantially as described, for the pm-pose specified.

63,361 .-Fkedeuick Bugknam, Portland, Me.

—

Dish-pan and Drainer.—April 2, 1867.—The drawer
has an inclined bottom and slips on the track in the
pan. A rack above the drainer receives the dishes.

Claim.—The combination with tho pan A, con-

structed as described, of tho slide di-ainer e having
the rack c, all arranged and operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

r^,362.- Belus Calkins andVebanousCalkins,
Vaiysburg, N. Y.

—

Portable Fence.—April 2, 1867.

—

The'slats are pivoted at tho ends where they connect
with bars and to one another at their central point of
junction so as to raise or lower at will. The support-

ing braces arc hinged at top where they straddle the
fence and are attached at bottom to stakes iu the
ground.
Claim.—First, a portable fence, made in sections,

constructed in the manner and substantially as here-

in described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

hinged brace bars D D and stakes E E, forming a
portable brace for fences, constructed and adjusted in.

the manner substantially as herein set forth.

Third, tho combination and arrangement of the

foundation posts B, folding fence A A', top and bot-

tom connecting bars F aud B', and adjustiCblo braces
D E', in the manner and substantially as herein de-

scribed.

63,363.— J. Campbell and A. D. Xuewson,
Harrison, Olno.-Farin (?aee.—April 2, 18(i7.—The
fixed latch pin is a continuation of one of the rails

;

slides up an incline on the post and is engaged by tho

notch in the gravitating latch plate. The eye shank of

the upper hinge is extended to form a tension bar to

adjust the gate after settling. Tho dogs pivoted ou
the lower bar vary in length to suit inequalities of the

ground.
Claim.—First, the fixed tongue or latch a, in com-

bination vrtth the elevated plateau on which it rests,

approached by the inclined plaues on one or both sides,

as and for the purpose sot forth.

Second, tho sajue in combination with tho drop

latch D, boxed into post C, and sliding perpendicu-

larlv therein, as set forth.

Third, the elements of the first claim, in combina-

tion with tho sorow-throadod and tapped shank H, of
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the eye of hinge b, forming a brace rod by which the
gate may be strained up should it sag.

I'ouith, the provision of the dogs w w', for holding
the gate in an open position.

63,364.— Jonx CociiUANE, "Wall township, X.
J.

—

Machinefor Making Hcrcwu.—April 2, 1807; tmte-

dated March '24, 1867.—The rolls hare threads upon
their peripheries corresjwndiug in reverse to the
shape of the required screw thread, and have the
proper Lucliuatiou to give the pitch of the thread by
the inclination of the roll shafts. One of the dies has
a denuded portion to admit the blank.
Claim.—First, the combination with each other of

two rolls or revolving dies ha-\iiig projecting tlireads

of proper form and an-angemcnt upon their periphe-

ries to produce the required screw upon the heated
blanks, .uid working at the proper angle for the in'o-

ductiou of such screws, and having a denuded portion

of reduced ra^lius in the peripLery'of cither or botliof

said rolls or revolviuf^ dies so as to permit the intro-

duction of the blank bolts between them at the proper
moment in each revolution, substantially as herein
described.
Second, the combination with each other of two re-

volving rolls or dies, having the threaded poilion of
the periphery of either or both of them so formed or
shaped UB to'produce, at each revolution, a screw of
unifonn diameter, or tapering or gimlet pointed, as
may be roquii-ed, constructed aud operating substan-
tially aa herein described.

Third, the combination with each other of two rolls

or revolving dies, having annuku* threads or portions
thereof upon their peripherieti of suitable form for

making Bcrews upon blanks aud mouted upon axles or
spindles tliat are so inclined to the axis of tlie bolt

upon which the screw is to be formed as to make such
annidar threads conform to the angle of such required
screw, whether such rolls are mounted on stationary
bearings, or upon bearings that are so constructed
and operated as to give a lateral movement to the
rolls or revohing dies, to and from each other durijig

the progress of the work as retiuired in receiving the
blank, and in making a screw thereon, or for impart-
ing to the screw a unifrom diameter, or a tapering or
gimlet-pointed form, substantially as herein described.

63,365.—Joseph C. Coi:lt, San Fraucisco, Cal.—Apparatusfor Concentrating and Condensing Vol-
atiie Metallic Substances.—April 2, 18(i7.—The fui'nace

is surrounded by a water chamber and leads into a tor-

tuous flue .surrounded by a water chamber having di-

visions through which the water circulates. This flue

communicates with a water tank, after passingAvliich
the air is conducted to another flue in which the draft

is accelerated by a steam blast.

Claim.— First, the arrangemcJit of the furnace
having fire on two sides, and "the openings leading to

tlic ore chamber, substantially as described and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, tlie soot and spark chamber and the dry
compartments having a continuous supply of cold
water sun-ounding them to hasten condensation and
concentration of Volatile mineral substances, as de-
scribed substantially and for the purposes set torth.

Third, the combined anaugement. broadly, as an
improvement upon the Caidt and llouch concentrator
and condensor for the reduction of quicksilver ores,
and the use of steam or water to produce draft to ac-
complish the same, all substantial!}' as in the specifica-
tion described and for the pm'poses therein set forth.

63,366.—CiiAin.EsDAXiEUS, Birmingham, Conn.-
Hoop SA-irf.—April 2, lS(i7.—The upper portion of the
skirt is of fabricated material and the connecting
ring between it aud the tapes is extensible on a cen-
tral enclosed hoop.
Claim.—The combination of the fabricated part B

with the lioops below when made adjustable, substan-
tiallj iu the manner specified-

63,367.—JcsEPii Darbt, Cortlandville, N. Y.,
assignor to himself, Stei-hex Buewek aud William
"W. WiXTEit, same place.

—

Hoofing Cement.—A\\t\\ 2,

1867.— Composed of ground plaster, 1 qt. ; Avater lime,
3 qta. ; sauil or gravel, 2 qts. ; coal tar, 2 qts. ; and
sulphur, 2 oz.

Claim.—As a cement for roofs, walks, and other
stuface«, the herein described comix)sition of matter.

63,368.—F. TV. Davidson, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Steam Engine Yalve.—April 2, 18G7.—The valves arc
of cylindric;d form. The upper valve is connocteil
with the governor and has a diametric longitudinal
opening for the passage of steam ; the lower valve has
a similar opening for induction and has paits of its

peripheries cut out for exhaust.
Claim.—'£]iQ arrangemeut of the valves D and E,

with rei'erunce to each other and the aiTangement of
the ingress and egress steam passages upon the prin-
ciple aud iu the manner as herein set forth.

63,369.—JoHX Deeke, Moline, IlL, assignor to
Deeke &. Co., same place.

—

Making Flows.—A}^r'i\ 2,

18(i7.—A brace connects the wing of the share with
the hindside. Tlie template fits against the hmdside,
and its curved edge forms a gauge iu tlie conformatiou
of the shore.
Claim.—First, the welding brace A, constnieted

and arranged for use in the construction of plows,
substantially as and for the purpose set j'orth.

Second, the template or test plate T, when con-
structed and adapted for use iu the mauufactm-e of
plows, substantially as set forth.

63,3r0.—Daxtel a. Dexisox, Troy, Mich.—
Gate.—April 2, 18G7.—The duplicate hooks on the op-
posite sides of the gate have a common shank, and
serve in combinatiou with staples to attach together
the sliding "-ales.

C'Zaim.-Firt^, a gate latch formed by duplicate
hooks C attached to common shank C' operating
simultaneously ou both sides of the gate, substantially
as sot foith.

Second, the combination of the sliding gates A A',
double posts B, rollers B', latch C and eyes D, sub-
stautiaUy as set forth.

63,371.—Dkake W. Dextom, Itliaca, K Y.—
Eoofing.—April 2, 1867.^—Coal tar is combined with
sand, ground rock, &c., and has a thin layer of stufiing
between it and the roof board to prevent cracking
from shrinking of the sheeting.

Claim.—Fiist, the use of wood-fiber matting, or
other cushiouiug, padding, or matting material, not
woven, made into paper, or felting, when used for
the purpose of separating the roofing matenal from
the roof board, aud thus making the coal-tar roofing-

independent of the variations of the board by sAvelling
and shrinkage, as described.
Second, I do not claim the mere use in roofing of

hydraulic lime, but I do claim its use, substantrally
in the proportions herein described, for the purpose
of so drying any convcuieut rooting raateriaJ or mix-
ture with coal tar, so that it shall prevent the flowing,
settling, or sliding down of the coal-tar roofing, as
described.

63,37'>i.—Warkex TY. Butcher, Milford, Mass.—Loom Temple.—April 2. 18G7.—Improvement on the
patent of 11. Xayscr, April 24, 18(ir;, (Xo. 54,2ti9.) The
disks between which the toothed Avhcels are placed,
have arms perforated for the traAcrse of the support-
ing rod. The tlisks have lecesses and jouriud pins
to receive the wheels. The disk anns are angularly
concavo-convex in ti-ansverse section to insm-e a
rigid connection.
Claim.—As my imi)rovement the combination as

well as the arrangemeut of the disks or sections h,

\\ ith a series of arms d to extend I'rom them, sub-
stantially in manner and for the purpose of support-
ing them when together or in their proper relations
to each other .'\nd tlie toothed wheels, as set forth.

Also, the application of each arm or wiieel-eanier
section to that, or the end support next to it, so
that they shall so interlay or interlock with and sup-
port one another as to prevent one from being re-

volved or turned on their connection rod indepen-
dciilly of the other when they aic close together
thereon, as described.

Also, each of the said arms, as constructed, with
the aperture for iecei\ing the supporting rod.

Also, the ariangeraent of the supporting rod witli
respect to the arms and the end supporters, viz: so as-

to ^o through all of them, aud aid in. fastening them
together, as explained.
Also, each disk or divisional plate as made with a

whecl-rcc(!iviug ixjccss { aud joiu'nul c, un-uiigcd in it
as sot forth.
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63,3'?'3.— Alfred E. Ely, K^ewton, Mass.—
Machine for Separating Fibrous Substances from
Seed.—April 2, lb67.—The elastic rolls seize and cany
off the fibers ; the other devices detain and remove the
seeds, kernels, 6cc. The material is fed up to the grates,
and the fiber drawn thiough by the roll ; adhering
seeds are removed by the obliquely-presented plates,

or subsequently at the throats between the surfaces
of the rapidly revolving roll and the successive more
slowly revolving rolls. Plates cleanse the rolls of
adhering- material, and doffers remove the fiber.

Claim.—First, an elastic roll, in combination with
a concave grating E, substantially as described.
Second, an elastic roll, substantially as described,

in combiuation with flat plates abed, &c., whether
one or more, and whether ^-ith plain or serrated
edges, when arranged and operating substantially as
set forth.

Third, an elastic roll, substantially as described, in
combination with hard rolls BO, or either of them, and
Avhether smooth or corrugated, when arranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

Fourth, an elastic roll, in combination with flat

plates a b c d, &c., Avhether one or more, and whether
plain or serrated, and hard rolls li C, or either of
them, whetlier smooth or connigated, aiTanged and
operating substantially as described.

63,374.— H. A. Engels, C. H, Engels, and
John Wielaad, San Francisco, Cal,

—

Malt Drying
Apparatus.—A-}^\-\\ 2, 1867.—The grain is fed. by an
endless conveyer, and continuously passed along each
floor, and from floor to floor by automatic motions.
The transverse blades which impel the grain are
attached to arms, Avliich revolve in the plane of their
length, and thus act as intermittent sliovelers. These
forwarders rotate in dilferent directions on the con-
secutive floors, so as to give a zigzag downward
course to tlie grain, which di-ops to'the floor below,
after each impulse.
Claim.—First, the mode of malt drying, in which

the grains are mechanically carried into and spread
about the kiln, then therein turned and propelled by
rakes, and at the same time submitted to a cm-rent of
liOt air, combined with the heat of steam pipes, in a
manner substantially as described above.
Second, the combination and arrangement of ele-

vator h, worm p, picking shaft q, kilns i, rakes b,

^5hafts r r, funnels a a and d d, steam pipes k k, hot-air

pipes Inn o o, flue m, and chute e f, in a manner
and for the purpose described.

63,375.—Lewls Fagix, Cincinnati, O.— Steam
Generator.—April 2, 18ti7— Horizontal boilers are
an-anged in vertical series with flues between them
for the caloric current ; the boilers are connected
together by vertical necks and transverse horizontal
tubes. Horizontal partial divisions give the caloric
current a scjrpentine course dowuAvard.
Claim.—The arrangement of either cylinder or

tubular boilers, one under the other, with the flue

spaces between them arranged so that heated air

sliall pass under luul between each successive tier

alternately from the upper to the lower, the tubes or
boilers being connected by vertical necks and trans-

verse tubes 1), as described and for the jjurposc set

forth.

63,376.—LouEXZO D. Ferguson, Corning, N. Y.
—Burning Fluid.—April 2, 1867.—Composed" of ben-
zine of 70°, 39 galls. ; linseed oil, i gall. ; spii'its of tur-

pentine, i- gall.
;
pulverized rosin, 2 lbs. ; melted bees-

wax, 1 lb.
;
gum camphor, i lb.

; pulverized alum, i
lb. ; sal soda, J lb.

C laivi.~A carbonized lienzine fluid for illuminating
purposes compounded of the ingredients or equiva-
lents in the proportions substantfally as described.

63,377.—tlosiAH Fi.sii, Smelser, 'Wis.—Plow.—
April 2, JS67.—Side plates and bolts 'connect the

tongue to the beam, lorming a hinge joint for tlie

adjuslmcut of depth of furrow. The plows are at-

tached by bais to tlie beam, which is midway between
them.
Claim.—The plate connecting the tongue and beam,

marked Fig. 1, together witli the plate attaching the

team to the plow, and l.uirs that the plows are attached
to, for the uses as set forth in the description and
specilicatlou.

63,378.—F. G. Floyd and E. A. Floyd, Ma-
comb, IW.—Broad-cast Sower.—A-prW 2, 1867.—The
bag of grain is carried on the shoulder, and the seeders
revolved by hand. The seed opening is gaged by a
slide, and the seed scattered by the rotary flanged
disk.

Claim.—First, the revolving disk d, provided with
the radial flanges h, having their outer ends project-
ing beyond the periphery of the disk, and cmTcd in
the manner shown, siibstantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the frame a. hopper 6,

slide i, and revolving disk d, constructed as above set

forth, all arranged for joint operation as herein de-

scribed.

63,379.— Albert A. Freeman, Philadelphia,
Va.—Axle JPoa;.—April 2, 1867.—Vertical V-shaped
ridges on the hanger occupy corresponding depres-
sions in the sides of the box, so as to maintain tho
latter in its proper position, and allow it free ver-
tical movement. The guides can be set up or re-

moved as they become worn.
Claim.—The V-shaped guides B B, adapted to

and combined with the hanger A and bos C, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

63,380,— Charles J. B. Gaume, Davenport,
Iowa.

—

Electro-Magnetic Engine.—April 2, 1867.

—

The series of electro-magnets on the periphery of tho
wheel attract successively the iron plates on a wheel
journaled in the same axis. A continuous wire is

wrapped upon the series of cores, and the motion of
the magnet wheel is the means of alternately making
and breaking the circuit.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wheels F F, pro-

vided with the electro-magnetic coils, as described,
with thcAvheel E, provided with the duplicate set of
iron plates fc, arranged radially as set forth, operating
through the medium of the alternate battery connec-
tion and disconnection, substantially as described.

63,381.—Jacob Hage, Shiloh, HI.—PZotv.-April
2, 1867.—The mold board and share are thicker at the
front edge, and are made in one piece -with the land-

side.

Claim.—Fii'st, as a new article of manufacture,
the plow B, when formed of one single piece of metal,
substantialiy as described and set forth.

Second, the ploAV B, when constructed with an ex-

cess of metal in that side of the mold board and share
nearest the landsidc, substantially as described and
set forth.

63,382.—William M. Hall and John Johnson,
Barriugton, IST. Y.—Hay Loader.—A^t:\\2, 1867.—Tiie
gear on the di-iving wheel, when in gear with the
pinion of the spool, winds the rope that runs on tho
pulleys attached to the crane from A^hich the horse-

hay fork is suspended. The spool frame is lowered as
required to engage its pinion with the device. Tho
tines of the fork are clasped by throAving the weight
on the central stem which latches in the head piece,

and arc opened by unlatching the stem and throwing
the vieight upon the outer co'rds,

Ctoim.—First, the fork head M, provided with the
arched guide m, in combination with the hinged clasps

N, having the cross-bars n attached thereto, stem O
o', and socket K, when the several parts arc con-
structed and an-anged to operate substantially as and
for the pvupose described.
Second, the detachable da-iving spur wheel F, con-

structed and applied as described, in combination with
hollow crane post B, provided with tlie hinged adjust-

able crane arm C and jointed arm 1), upon which is

mounted the spool G and its driving pinion, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as iuid for the

purpose specified.

63,383.-0. Hanks, Cincinnati, Ohio.- Bag
Holder.—A\\v\\ 2, 1867.—The cross-frame, like a saw
buck, travels on rollers, and at the upper ends of its

arms has pins to hold the bags which are hooked to

them.
C'^niw.-The side pieces A A A A, the cross-pieces

B B and C C, the pins or hooks D D D D, the wheels
or rollers F F F F, the bolts or pins E E, tho whole
being combined in the manner and for tho purpose as

herein set forth.
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63,384.—George D. Hart, Lycoming county,
Ta.— Cultivator.—At^yH 2, 1867.—The blades are at-

tached to twin standai-ds, one leg of cacli being hinged
by the ailjustable plate below the frame, and the other
end pa,ssin^ through a socket to be fastened above by
a wooden tey; on meeting with an obstruction, the
key breaks, ajlowing the blatle to swing back. The
plates with their attachments are adjustable as to

relative distance under the frame and as to diver-
gence by sliding the slotted end of the frame in front.

Claim.—The combination of the standards A, at-

tached to. the plate C by hinge and standards A', with
its tenon at the upper end, as shown in Fig. I, with
the blades or cutters B, the plates C, when provided
with the slots g and the notches h and the frame or
support O, all constructed and arranged substantially
as described and set forth.

63,385

—

Hayward A. Harvey, Xew York, N.
Y.—Wire »SYapic.—April 2, 1867.—Alternate indenta-
tions and protuberances ai-e formed in each leg of the
staple to increase the hold in the wood.
V^aim.—A staple with the legs thereof formed with

protuberances and depressions, substantially as de-
scribed.

63,386.—C. F. Herrick. Independence, Iowa.—
Curtain Support—April 2, 1867.—The band is held
by a spring in the fastener, and mns over a roller at-

tached to a clamped strap sm-roundiug the rod of the
curtain.
C laini.—First, the spring P, points a, and back

piece A' constructed and arranged as set forth in
combination with the band C, for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

Second, the strap B. clamp d, roller c. and band C,
arranged and operating as and for the pm'pose de-
scribed.

63,3Sr.—P. J. Hershey, Clarence, ]SL Y.— Well
Tube-April 2, 1867.—The lower cud of the tube en-
ters the shield to cover the fine slits therein while driv-
ing, and the tube closes the key slits when drawn
Kuificieutly to uncover the fine slits for the entrance
of the water.

Claim-.—The shield A, having fine slits B made
therein for the entrance of water below the coarse or
key slits, in combination with the coiu'se or key slits

D'. which are kept closed by the tube C in all the
movements thereof in the shield, substantially as set
forth.

63,38S.-^AC0B C. Horton, Now York, I^". Y.,
and Samuel K. Hawkins, Lansingburg, X. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Measuring Fluid.—April 2, 1867.—The
Stems of the induction and eduction valves at each
end of the cylinder are connected by a lever pivoted
at its midlength, and having a perpendicular arm
arising from the pivoted part. The guide ledges and
springs of the reciprocating plate which is connected
to the ends of the piston rod opex'ate the valves by
this perpendicular arm whose upper end passes along
one side of the central ledge, and at the end of the
stroke is transfeiTed by the spring to the other side.

Claim.—First, in combination with the measuring
cylinder, reciprocating piston, the valves ab c d, and
oscillating cross-bars k, with arms k', and connecting
rods I, the reciprocating plate C, witli ledges and
springs as described to^operate the valves, all being
constructed and airanged substantially in the manner
set forth.

Second, in combination with a measuring cvlinder
and reciprocating piston, as described, an inJuction
and eduction valve at each end of the cylinder, so con-
structed and ajTanged that they will bo automatically
opened and closed by the movement of the piston in
the order herein sot' forth, whether described by the
precise mechanism herein described or by any other
equivalent mechanism.

Third, in combination with a measuring cylinder
with induction and eduction val\ s. as described, and
a reciprocating piston, the reciprocating plate C, with
ledges and springs, substantially as described, to ope-
rate the valves by means of any suitable eounecring
mechanism between said plate and the valves.
Fourth, the reciprocating plate C, with ledges and

springs, substantially as described, as a means of ope-
rating valves to regulate the flow or passage of any

kind of liquids or fluids, whether in a meter or other
machine to which the same may be applicable.

63,389.—James L. Jackson, Xew York, N. Y.,
assignor to D.wid X. EorES, Orange, N. J.

—

Fuji.—
April 2, 1867.—The handles are pivoted to tlie leaves
at the small end, and corresponding in shape are a
protection to them when shut. The leaves are con-
nected by straps passing through slots therein.
Claim.—The mn with its outer leaves a a' con-

nected to the adjacent leaves by straps d, and the
remaining leaves retained by straps g g', whereby the
outer leaves protect and enclose all the leaves when
closed and form a handle for the fan when extended,
substantially as represented and described,

63,390.—GustAvus A. Jasper, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Apparat-us for Sifting and Separating Sugar.
—April 2, 1867.—The reciprocating sieves are ar-

ranged in a frame one below the other. One end of
each sieve is left oi>en to allow the sugar to f;dl on the
discharge spouts, which are arranged alternately on
opposite sides of the frame. The sugar passes alter-

nately through the sieves and conducting troughs,
and is discharged below.

Claim..— The an-augement of chutes, sieves, dis-

charging spouts, and mechanism for operating such
sieves, substantially as described.

63,391.—TV. Jeggle andL. A. Brooks, Chicago,
111.—Condenser.—April 2, 1867.—A series of cones are
attached to the extremity of the exhaust pipe, so that
the steam is condensed in the spaces betM'een said
clones, and is returned through the medium of pipes
attached thereto to the reservoh' ti'om which the boiler
is supi)lied.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
cones A C D E, jjipes H K and F, when the whole is

constructed substantially as and for the puroosc sot
forth.

63,392.—Melvin Jixcks, Danville, N. Y.~2Jor-
ing Bits.—April 2, 1867.—The shank of the bit carries
countersink tools, a gage and a boring bit, which can
be changed as desired.

Claim.—T\ie shank A, as constmcted in combi-
nation with the gage /, cutter </, marker e, and an-
adjustable bit, substantially as and lor the purpose
described.

63,393.—Charles C. Joiixsox, Springfield, Vt.—
Clothes Pin.—April 2, 1867.—The spring jaws are
attached by a thin metallic plate, the ends of which
are bent to fit the eyelets.

Claim.—The metallic eyelet hinge connection made
and applied to the two levers of the clothes pin, sub-
stantially as described.

63,394.—John Johxsox, Saoo, "MLe.— Collecting
Goldfrom River Bottoms.—April 2, 1867.—The sljort

leg of the siphon is ])laced in contact witli an aurifer-

ous sand bank, and its longer leg has exit at a lower
level to discharge the said sainfaud water upon the
concentrator and saver. A simple pi])e witli an arti-

ficial current therein may be used Avherc no fall is

feasil)le.

Claim.—The system herciu set forth for the re-

covering of gold from the beds of rivers.

(»3,395.—Erx,st IvAi'-tsius, Davenport, Iowa.—
Stovepipe Damper

^

—April 2, 1867.—The valve has
semi-rotation in the drum and acts as a deflector.

Scraj)ers on the valve and drum act as stops, and
serve to clean the vertical sides of the di-um and
valve respectively.
Claim.— '£\\e form of the valve B and C, with the

scraper E attached to clean the inside of cvlinder F.
Also, the scraper D, attached to cylintler F, for

cleaning outside of valve li.

Also.'tlie ilamper drum a.'; a radiator and damper
combined, ail as iicrein set forth.

63,396

—

Frederick KoprEXPELs and Gustav
BiiUECK, Nov,' York, N. Y.—i-'c/i.—April 2, 1867.-
A perforated sachet is secretly attached to the fan for
perfuming llie air v.hiie the fan is in motion.
Claim.—Th.(i combined fan and perfumed sachet,

constructed as specified, as a new article of manu-
factm-e.
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63,397.—Christian Kuder, Kochester, :N'. T.—
Clothes Stick.—A\)Y\\ 2, 1867.—The prongs on the end
keep the clothes from slipping off the sfick, and the
collar keeps the vater from running down the stick

to the hand.
Claim.—As a ne^r article of manufacture, the

laundry or clothes stick S, constructed substantiallj-

as herein shown and described, with the ring or rim
r, and hooks or points i, for the purposes set forth.

63,39S.—Isaac Lajmplugh, Peoria, Jil.—Shear-
ing and Punching Machine.—April 2, 1867.—The
shear bltule has a backward projection, to which the
I)unch lever is pivoted so as to work simultaneously
inth it.

Claim.— The improved combined punching and
shearing machine, constructed and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes described.

63,399.—Elbridge Lawton, Xew York, ]Sr. Y.,
and Thomas J. Jones, Summit. 'N. J., assignors to
C. J. Eames, Xew York, N. Y.—Ferrule for Boiler
lubes.—April 2, 1867.—The ferrule has a thread which
screws into the end of the tube and has an. exterior
liange which covers the end of the tube and contains
packing.
Claim.— Im stopping boiler tubes, the use of a fer-

rule c, Avith projecting lips a a, when attached to the
tubes by means of a screw cut upon its surface, so
that the"tabes themselves shall be made to answer the
purpose of stays or braces for the tube sheet, sub-
stantially as above represented and set forth.

63,400.—Joel Lee, Galesburg, IM.—Petroleum
Stove.—April 2, 1867.—The supply pipe has a packing
of porous wood tlirough which the petroleum flows in
its course to the burner, which is formed beneath the
open center of a horizontal coil in the pipe.
Claim.—First, packing the conducting tube with

wood in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a gas generator made of a coiled tube to
encircle the jet of gas, the lower point being tm-ned
so as to allow tlie gas to flow through the center of
the circle and burn against the bottom of the cooking
vessel, substantially as set forth.

63,401.—XoYES LiDDELL, Lafayette, N. Y.—
Corn Planter.—April 2, 1867.—The feed-Avheel cups
have adjustable bottoms to regulate the quantity of
seed. The edges of the cups are beveled to pievent
cracking the grain. Tubes cany the seed from the
wheels to the hollow teeth. The seed is scattered
by wedge-shaped bars attached to the points of the
teeth. Angular harrows cleai- the track for the teeth,

and scrapers behind cover stray seed and ai-e followed
by rollers. The feed wheels are actuated by gearing
from the di'iving wheels. One of the gear wheels
contains a pan-1 and ratchet to allow the machine to
be backed without reversing the feed wheels.

Claim.—The hopper A, seeding cyUuder B. cup C,
lever O, with its attached gear wheels, the haiTOw
.F, tooth D, cover G-, and roller H, when constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

63,402.—TV. X. LOCKWOOD, "Woodcock, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—April 2, 1867.—The rollers have
circumferential ridges with angular longitudinal
notches. The upper roller is turned by a winch and
is journaled in a flxed fi-amo, which has pendant arms
with slots in n^hich the boxes of the lower rciler slides.

The lower roller is raised by a .spiral spring connected
to its shaft by levers and links. In operating, the
rollers are within a tub which stands on the founda-
tion bench.

Claim.—The levers H, springs J K, links G, and
roller E, in couibiuation with the roller L, arms C,
and slotted stays D, arranged in tho manner and
operating conjointly, substantially as and for tho pur-

pose set forth.

63,403.—Obeo Long, Joliet, m.—Machine for
Bcndinn Bars of Metal.—April 2, 1867.—The bar is

clamped between the slidiu"- and stationary jaws. A
forlceil lever pivoted to the oed is oscillated to bring
its friction roller against the end of the bar and lap

it around the mandrel or nipple, which aro supported
upon the statiouai-y jaw.

Claim.—First, the lever k, with the friction roller
I, combined with the slotted plates n n, constructed
as and for the purposes described.
Second, the use of the trip e and the weight /, with

the crank shaft d and the connecting rods c c, con-
structed and aiTanged for the purpose of operatiag
the head block, as described.

Thiid, the adjustable former h, in combination with
the nipple m and the gage j.

Fourth, a combination of all the parts described,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

63,404.—T. S. C. Lowe, ISTew York, N. Y.—Ap-
paratusfor Manufacturing Ice.—April 2, 1867.—The
descrilxjd expansion chamber and water cooler are
used in connection with machinery for making ice by
the frigorific effect of tho expansion of previously-

liquefied carbonic acid gas. The water is conducted
from the coolers to the freezers and the ice removed
from the chambers by dropping the doors.
Claim.—First, the expansion chamber G, in an

apparatus for manufactm'iu"' ice by artificial process,
when constructed with fixed freezers G', around and
in immediate contact with which the cold gas or vapor
circulates, substantially as described.
Second, in such an apparatus, fixed freezers G*. in

combination with plungers G^, arranged to operate
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the elastic stoppers G-*. when used for the
purpose and substantially as set forth.

Fomth, the combination of fixed freezers G^, elastic

stoppers G^, and falling doors G^, or their equivalents,

substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the expansion chamber
G the eduction pipe I and water tanks H, enclosing
the same for the utilization of the cold gas or vapor
passing from the expansion chamber so as to reduce
the temperature of the water before entering the
freezers, substantially as set forth.

63,405.—T. S. C. Lowe, New York, N. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Condensing Carbonic Acid and Applying
the sam^ for Refrigerating.—April 2, 1867.—The do-

vices are used in connection with machinery for the
manufactm-e of ice by the frigorific effects of the ex-

pansion of carbonic acid gas previously liquefied by
mechanical pressure. They refer to means for the
condensation, preservation, and quantitative emission
of the fluid into the expansion chamber.
Claim.—First, so arranifing and operating an ap-

paratus for condensing anil retaining under pressure,

in the form of a liquid, substances which in their nor-
mal state are gases, that the heat generated in con-
densation shall be taken up by the water in a cooler C,
and the liqtud be condensed in a condenser E', which,

is maintained at a temperature below that of the
cooler.

Second, in such an apparatus, tho combination of a
condensing pump B, cooler C, dryer D, and tho con-
denser E', substantially as set forth.

Third, tho mode, substantially as set forth, of in-

ducing the flow of the liquefied product of condensa-
tion ii-om the condenser E' into a gage F', or their •

receiver.
Fourth, the mode, substantially as set forth, of

regulating tho temperature of tho expansion chamber
by pipes F leatling thereto, connected respectively

with tho upper and lower parts of the condenser E'.

Fifth, the combmation of the condenser E', pipe F,
gauge Fi, and expansion chamber G, substantially a&
and for the pm-pose set forth.

63,406.— John Madden, Cleveland, Ohio. ~
Bread Cutter.—A\}vi\ 2, 1867.—The loaf is placed oa
the slide, the edge to be cut resting against the gage

;

the motion of the slide brings the loaf against the
knives, severing the slice. Alter retraction tho loaf

is again fed up to the gago tvnd tho operation re-

peated.
Claim.—The slido B, hand piece 6, and guard F, in

combination with the way A', knives C C, and side

piece E, substantially as and for tho purpose set forth.

63,407.—Thomas T. Markland. Jr., Philadel-

phia, i^i\.—Ma<ihine for Shaipening ,S'rtW's.—April 2,

1867; antedated February 26, 1867.—Tho rest upon
which the saw is clumpod'has adjusiablo railial ai-ms,

and is adjustable in distance from and inclination to

the sharpening disk, wliich is removable and has oa-
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cillnting adjustment in a vertical plane. "Win^-^ upon
the disk shaft thi-ow a current of air to clear the saw
phite from dust and keep it cool.

Claim.—First, a reversible and portable rest B,

connected with the standards C, adjusted by means
of the set screws j j, and arranged and operating

snbstantialb' as described and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

Second, the clampiag disk D and clamping plate E,

when arranged in relation to the rest B and saw F,

substantially as and for the purpose set foith.

Third, the combination of the clarapiug board P
with the rest B, operating substantially as described

and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the shaft J, having arms
a q, with the swivel plate K, tjie said arms being ad-

justed by the set screws uu, ssbstantially as described

^and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the slotted finger or eatch strip G, when m--

ranged and operating in relation to the saws E and
O, substantially ab described.

Sixth, the fans x, arranged in relation to emery
wheel H, substantially in the manner described and
for the pm-pose specified.

63,408.—Horace Maxson, Hopkinton, E. I., and
Job Johnson, Brooklyn, N. Y. — Machinery for
Making Eope.—April 2, 1867.—The reversible twist-

/ ing head and its driving shaft move from end to end
of the machine, and then turning move to the other
end, thus drawing off and twisting strands from spools

at alternate ends, without any loss of time in running
back.
Claim.—First, the traveling carriage d, carrying

the reversible head g and spindle /, in combination
with the spools b supplying yai-n at each end of the
ropewalk, as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the shaft e and miter gearing, in combina-
tion with the spindles / and carriage d, for twisting
the strands in a ropewalk, as and for the pui-poses

set forth.

Tiui-d, the endless rope h and pulley n, applied in the
manner as set tbrth, in combination with the traveling
carriage d and spindles/, substantially as specified.

Fourth, the pulleys 3 4 5 and 6 and ropes or belts

and shaft x, in combination with the clutch lever 9

and pidleys 7 and 8, for moving the cai-riage d in either

direction." or allowing it to remain stationaiy, as and
for the pm-poses specified.

Fifth, the supports a or t, fitted to rock or turn down,
in combination with the traveling carnage d and re-

versible head g, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

63,409.—Edward B. McDowELt and Thojias
"W. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Sepa-
rating High and Low Wines.—April 2, 1867.—The
hydrometer and the extended arm of the tube con-
taining mercury are balanced against each other on a
post adjustably fixed to the box bottom. The device
is so arranged that any influence the heat may have
on the hydrometer may be balanced by the mercury
in the tube. The high wine ovci-flow is high up and
the low wine thi-ough a vertical pipe whose^end is at
a less elevation and stopped by a cylindrical valve at-

tached to the hydrometer lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of a thermometrical
tube and a hydrometer with a balancing lever, the
same being arranged to operate together, s"iibstantially

as and for the pm*pose described.
Second, in combination with the subject-matter of

the above claim, the application of a valve to the
lever, so that the said valve wdl be operated thereby
in relation to the outlet tube beneath it, substautifdly
as and for the purpose described.

63,410.-^roHN McTaggart, Rochester, N. Y.—
Grain Cleaner.—April 2, 1867.—The perforated cyl
inder is strengthened by corrugating it circumferen
tially.

Claim.—The peculiar form and aiTangement of
corrugations, when combined with the perforations
or their equivalents, substantially as specified.

63,411.—William J. Mehary, Philadelphia
Fa.—Spark Arrester.—April 2, 1867.—The inner cas-
ing forms a hood over the pipe and is covered with
wii-e gauze, below which is suspended a conical de-
flector, by which the sparks are directed downward

into the inner casing, from wh3nco they pass into the
reservoii- below through the annular opening between
the pipe and the casing.
Claim.—The inner easing D, its wire-gauze cover

E, and deflector H, the casing B, chimney A, and the
animlai- opening b, the whole being constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

63,4l!2.—John O. Mellen, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to L. G. QuiNLLN, Jr.

—

Dryina Apparatus.—
April 2, 1867.—The grain is forwardccl by a series of
spii-al rotary conveyers through troughs whose double
bottoms form chambers for the passage of hot air or
steam.

Clairii.—The hollow spiral or spirally-flanged con-
veyers C, in combination \vith a double bottom trough
B and chamber 6^ sidistantially in the manner and for
the piu-posc herein set forth.

63,413.—T. S. C. Lowe, Xew York, N. Y.-^lf«7i-
ufacturing Ice.—April 2, 1867.—Ice is manufactued
by the expansion of condensed cai-bonic acid gas
which is liquefied Ijy a pump, the heat set free daring-
condensation being removed by a refrigerant. The
liquefied result is expanded in a chamber where it

takes up the caloric in the water. Special devices are
cited in the claims.

Claim.—First, compressing carbonic acid or other
equivalent gaseous body into a liquid by a pump, and
then permitting it to expand in a close chamber in
contact Avith the exterior surface of the vessels or pipes
containing the water or other substance to be refrig-
erated.

Second, compressing carbonic acid or other equiva-
lent gaseous body into a liquid by a pump and then
permitting it to expand in a close chamber in contact
with the exterior surface of the vessels or pipes con-
taining the water or other substance to be refriger-
ated, and then returning the gas to the condensing
pump to be recompressed and re-used.

Tliii'd, compressing carbonic acid or other equiva-
lent gaseous body by a pump having sufficient power
to convert it into a iiqtiid, removing the heat evolved
by compression by exposing the pipe containing the
compressed gas to the action of cold cun-ents of water
or air in contact with the surface thereof, and then
permitting it to expand in a close chamber in contact
with the exterior surface of the vessels or pipes con-
taining the substance to be refrigerated.
Fourth, compressing cai-bonie acid or other equiva-

lent gaseous body by a pump having suflicient power
to convert it into a liciuid and removing any watery
vapor or moisture from the corajiressed gas by passing
it through chloride of calcium or equivalent absorbent.

Fifth, introducing the cold current of water or air

to the cooling coil at the point most distant from the
pump and causing it to tioAV along the pipe toward
the pump and escape from the point nearest the com-
pressing pump.

63,414.—Henry Mellish, Walpole, N. H., as-

signor to David Lyman, "Washington Whitney, and
GiLMAN Waite.—Machinefor Cutting Out the Bodies
of Fruit Baskets.—Api-il 2, 1867.—The log of Avood
revolves within a sliding cutter so that a helical shav-
ing wluch fonns the body of the basket is cut from
the outside of the log. The side openings and grooves
and lip at the lower edge for the attachment of the
bottom are also cut simultaneously.

Claim.—First, the two parallel rings J J', enclosing
the log and traversed along as the work proceeds and
cai'i-ying the cutting apparatus, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

Second, in combination with a machine cutting
conical spiral shavings, the knife R, carried on a rolling

device as represented and adapted to measure off and
cut uniform length of such shaving, as herein speci-

fied.

Third, cutting holes or slots in the bodies of baskets
made from shavings by means of the cutters Z. or
their equivleuts, arranged and operating as specified.

Fourth, the supplementary cutters M and X. ar-

ranged and operating as and" for the pm-pose herein
specified.

63,415.—Henry Mellish, Walpolo, N. H., as-

signor to David Lyman, Washington Whitney and
GIL3LAN Waits.—MachiTUfor Cutting Toy Failsfrom
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Tfoodt,—April 2, 1867.—The log is rounded to the

larger diameter of the pail rim, a longitudinal ifidial

kerf is cut ihereiu and is then steamed. The sliding

cutter removes a helical shaving fi-om the periphery

oi the log, which at each rotation fm-nishes a blank
for the sides of the pail.

Claim.—First, the conical scroll cutter head L, for

supporting the knife or knives, arranged in the man-
ner substantially as and for the pm^pose set forth.

Second, ai-ranging or supporting the conical scroll

cutter head L, in such a manner as to leave a space
between the scroll and the frame of the slide rest to

which it is attached, as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the knife M and O, with
the conical scroll cutter head L, when operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fom'th, the helical ring B, with its cutter N, in com-
bination the scroll cutter head L, substantially as and
for the pm'poses set forth.

63,416.—FiiANCisQUE Million, Paris, France.—
Gas Engine.—April 2, 1867.—Air and gas in proper
proportions for combustion are introduced from two
air pumps to the cylinder and ignited by an electric

spark. Eetween the pumps and the cylinder there is

amixing chamber furnished with slotted plates through
which the fluids pass. The cylinder has awater jacket.

The exhaust is through the body'of the slide valve.

Claim.—Fivst, the combination of the cylinder C,
the pumpsA and B, the branch receiving pipes a and
h, and the mixer F, in such a manner that the air and
gas to supply the engine shall be forced simidtaneously
through the mixer to supply the cylinder by the simul-

taneous action of the two pumps A and B, as set

forth.

Second, the combination of the mixer F, repre-

sented in Figs. 4 and 5, composed of a folded plate of
metal, as described, with the branch pipes a' and 6',

so constructed and arranged in combination with
each other and the maiu pipe as to deliver the gas in
the latter in thiu, alternate layers, as set forth.

Third, the combination of the parts represented in

Fig. 7, or their equivalents, with the cut-ofl"rod in such
a manner that the closing of the current shall be
effected simultaneously with the closing of the cut-off

valve, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourtli, the combination with a gas-burning engine
of a porous substance B, placed in the receiving pipe
as represented in Fig. 8, substantially as and to the
effect set forth.

63,417.—Charles C. Moore, New York, IsT. Y.—Blotter.—Aj^vW 2, 18G7.—Improvement on his patent,
December 5, 1865. The lower plate has a felt cushion
around which a number of thicknesses of blotting pa-
per are stretched, the overlapping ends of the paper
being secured by the upper plate and clamping nut.

Claim.—The attachment of the lower plate of "C.
C. Moore's improved blotter," one or more pieces of
felt or other elastic material equivalent for the pur-
pose, forming an elastic pad or springing cushion,
substantially as herein described and for the pm-poses
specified.

63,418.—John Morton, Winchester, Ind.— Water
Tank for Railroads.—April 2, 1867,—The pipe has a
sliding extension section; is hinged and counter-
weighted, so that it may be disconnected and turned
up. It has also a sliding extension. A cord connects
by a bell crank to the weighted valve stem in the
tank bottom, so as to govern the flow of water from
the tank.

Claim.—First, in combination with the tank A and
stationary pipe B, a horizontal adjustable connecting
pipe D, an-anged to operate substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the pipe B, adjustable
connecting pipe D, and adjustable hinge E, substan-
tially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the horizontally adjustable
})ipe D, and the ropes and weights H and swivel pul-

ey I, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the cord C^, bell crank
C and valve C, with its stem and weights Gr, substan-
tially as set forth.

63,419.—Francis Munson, Chicago, 'm.—Filing
and Recording Bonds, t6c.—April 2, 1867.—The book
has pages correspoucliug in stylo, size, and number

with the bonds, coupons, oertificates, &c., on -vrhich

pages the bonds, &c., when paid are attached, and
thus preserved and canceled.

Claim.—First, the preserving, filing, and verifying
of bonds, coupons, certificates, and all similar docu-
ments by the means and in the manner substantially
as herein set forth.

Second, the book or register, constructed and used
as and for the pm-poses set forth.

63,420.—Alfred Paraf, Mulhouse, France.—
Cleaning Textile Fabrics and Tarns Soiled in Dyeing.
—April 2, 1867.—The object is to remove the stains
on the whites of fabrics, which are soiled in dyeiugor
printing.

Claim.—^In the process of cleaning of the whites of
textile fabrics or yarns, which have been soiled during
the dyeing operation by madder or other vegetable
coloring matter, in lieu of and as a substitute for the
soaping heretofore practiced, the use of animal char-
coal either alone or in combination with vegetable
charcoal, substantially in the manner hereinbefore
described.

63,421.—Willoughby "W. and V. J. Phillips,
"VVellsville, E". Y.

—

Mechani^sin for Operating the
Picker Staff of iooms.—April 2, 1867.—Each picker
staff is pivoted to the lay, and is operated by a rod,
which bears upon a cam on a shaft, which has its

bearing in the lay. Pawls hinged to the frame ope-
rate the ratchets on the cam shaft, when the lay is ia
motion, and thus actuate the picker staffs.

Claim.—The ratchet wheels RE and pawls P P,
in combination with the cams F F, bent rod m, spring
S, picker staff B, rod a, and picker C, for operating
the shuttle, substantially as described.

63,422.—Martin L. Powel, Newcastle, Ind.—
Stove Pii?e.—April 2, 1867.—The collar has an oblique
section at its junction with the stove pipe, is pre-
sented in the desired direction to meet the pipe which
has an obtuse elbow.

Claim.—First, the collar A, constructed substan-
tially as set forth, so as to be attached to the stove ia
any of the modes above set forth.

Second, the reversible elbow B, composed of any
number of angles, the sum of which shall make au
angle of 45°, constructed and operated substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the reversible collar and
the reversible elbow B, constructed and operated ia
combination, substantially as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

63,423.—J. E. Pruden, Birmingham, Conn.

—

Adjustable Pole for Carriages.—Aprd 2, 1867.—One
shackle is adjustable on the cross-bar of the pole, so
as to adapt the latter to fit any carriage.
Claim.—The combination of the key bolt F, the in-

clined plate E, and the shackle A, when constructed
and arranged so as to be adjustable, substantially in
the manner specified.

63,424.—Ansel TVallace Putnam, Suisun, Cal.—Combined Planter and Cultivator.—April 2, 1867.

—

The planting and covering frames are connected, the
latter being hinged behind the former. The furrower
is regulated in depth by the rocker, or entirely with-
drawn from the soil. Cultivator attachments may b©
substituted for the planting.
Claim.— First, the apparatus for furrowing for

and covering the seed, consisting of the marker S,

the diverging plates T T and the converging plates
V V, combined and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the wheel D and bent arm E, together with

the sliding plates L L', and the regulating slide P
for dropping the seed, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as described.

Third,' the rocking chair attached to the frame and
the hinged arms h h, for the pm-pose of raising and
lowering the frame, substantially as described.

63,425.— Ezra Reed, Owego, N. Y.—Wagon
Seat.—April 2, 1867.—The two boards whiph form the
seat meet at an obtuse angle at theh* joining edges,
and are secm-ed in bai's, inclined together to form an
arch. Weight on the boards springs them flat, and
flattens the arch of the bajrs. which rest on the bed.
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Claim.—A spring wagon seat, made either of wood
or iron, when constructed in the manner and for the
pui-pose substantially as herein set forth.

63,426.—James H. RErsEusox, Pleasant Plain,
Iowa.

—

Cultivator.—April 2, 1667.—The plows are
attached to iron staudiu-ds, which are hinged beneath
the frame and are adjustable laterally and yertically,

or shifted to tlu-ow the soil in or out.'
Claim.—Tha manner of shifting the plows and

beams either in or out by means of the slotted rods,
and cmved slotted bars of ii-on at D D 1) D, and the
upright bar with holes, together with the movable
cross timber and slide at E, also the manner of fast-

ening the shovels to the beams bv means of blocks of
wood at H H H H.

Also, aa an improvement the general construction
and combiuatiou of the machine aside fi'om the wheels,
axle, and tongue.

63,427.—Lafayette M. Kice, Oregon, Wis.—
Harvester Rake.—April 2, 1867.—The rake is worked
by the revolving wheel of the reaper; the rake is

held securely at one end, and the free end lifted, being
carried backward and forward with an oscillating
and sliding motion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the five wheels

X Z a 6 c. aiTangcd substantially as set forth to affect

the reciprocating motion of the rake.
Second, the combination of the connecting rod J,

the crank I. the points or heads P O, the pin W, and
the rods C D, to effect the raising of the rake and
throwing it down.

63,428.—CUARLE8 L. Robertsox, Providence,
E. I.

—

Composition for Coating Wood, d-c.—April 2.

1867.—A composition made by boiling together linseed
oil, 1 gall. ; PiTissian blue, 4 oz. ; coach black, 4 oz.

;

black oxide of manganese, i oz. ; is reduced bv naph-
tha, and applied to the wood, which is then' heated
in an oven to 120^ or 150= Fah. It is then coated
with a finishing composition, made bv boiling together
linseed oil, 1 gall. ; Prussian blue, "3 oz. : and black
oxide of mauo;anese. i oz. ; reduced by naphtha, and is
then heated for two hours to 150'= Fah. The process
develops an enamel, which resists boiling water and
acids.

Claim.—A composition for coating articles of wood
or other material, prepared substantially as herein
de8cril)ed, which under the application 'of heat will
develop the chai-acteristics herein mentioned.

63,429.—Fkederick O. Rogers, Xiles, Mich.—
Hoofing.—April 2, 1867.—The tarred felt is laid shing-
ling upon the sheatliing of the roof, is covered with a
coating of pitch, and afterward with a composition
of sand, 9 parts ; salt, 1 ; hydiatdic lime. 3 ; and coal
tar sufficient to make it plastic at blood heat.
Claim.—A roof covered first with felt, or equiva-

lent fibrous substance, then with roofing composition
or pitch, and finally with the tar mortar, substantially
as herein specified.

63,430!—Theodore B. Rogers, Wethersfield,
Conn.— Cultivator.—Apr]l 2, 1867.— The cutter is
obliquely set, and is secured by posts to the fi-ame

;

the depth is regtdated by bearers.
Claim.—The frame A, arm B, posts D, in combi-

nation with the blade E and bearers F, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

63,431 .—Stephen- P. Rugoles, Boston, Mass.—
Steam Generator.—April 2, 1867.—A dome in the
boiler intercepts the steam, and delivers it immedi-
ately to the motor without passing it through the
column of water to the upper part of the boiler.

C7aj?«.—An-anging a steam chamber or generator
at or near the bottom of a closed steam boiler, us and
for the purpose substantially as herein described.

63,432.—TTARRExSADLER.Lockport, X. Y.—L .-

vice for Salti7ig and Seasoning 2Ieat.—April 2, 1867.

—

The tube contains a probe to make an opening in the
moat. The probe is withdrawn, and salt inserted by
means of a scoop.
Claiyn.—ThQ instrument as shown and described,

consisting of the tube A, probe C, and scoop D, ope-
rating as set forth.

63,433.—Joseph Scheex, New Haven, Conn.—
Baby Carriage and Velocipede.—April 2, 1867.—The
Eost of the caster wheel is rotated to guide the caniage
y means of ci-oss arms having the similitude of a

bit, and the i)ost rests on a spring in the socket of the
guide wheel frame. The carriage is driven by alter-
nate pressure on the stiiTup levers, which actuate the
crank shaft connecting by ratchets with the hubs of
the wheels.
Claim.—First, the upright z, with its socketm and

rubber spring n, or equivalent, in combination with
the grintting wheel xo, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the levers /, cranks g,
ratchets d and wheels k, when constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as C jcribed.

63,434.—Julius Sheldox, New York, N. T.,
assignor to Griswolu and Sheldox, same place.—
Hat Blocking Machine.—April 2, 18i)7.— Improve-
ment on the invention of Joseph De la Mar for block-
ing hats by means of stretchmg out the crown by
means of expansible frame work, and stretcliing out
the brim by clamps, which take hold of the brim, and
are then raised fii'om auincLined to a horizontal position.
The expansible framework is raised and lowered
by a screw stem, so as to adjust it to varying depths
of hats. The ring serves several purposes, giving
pressure to the clamps by means ot springs, and
forming a point of attachment for the inclined pro-
jections for giving the edge of the brim an extra
stretch to overcome the shrinkage. The rim at the
bottom "breaks,' the baud, and is changeable for
varying sizes of hats.
Claim.—First, tho combination of stem a, plate c

and bars d, an-anged substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the ring I, Avith the

springs m, one separate spring for each clamp,
aiTanged substantially as described and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the rubber ring;?, applied to the tip ofthe hat
body, substantially as described.
Fouith, the combination of the ring o, with the

ring I. the said ring o being made detachable, sul>
stantially as described and for the purpose described-

63,435.—Louis Simoxet, Paris, YrsiRce.—Appa-
ratus for Forming Hats.—AprM 2, 1867.—Tho hat is
placed on a heated mold, over which fits a dome,
whose lower edge is an elastic membrane, Avhich
assumes the shape of the hat ; watei- is forced into the
dome, and compresses the film on the hat, and tho
latter on its mold.
Claim.—First, locking and unlocking the domo h b,

carrying the diaphragm o. and tlie several connec-
tions by a bayonet joint, constracted and arranged sub-
stantially as' and for the purposes herein set forth.
Second, in combination with the turning domo b,

and its connections, the fixed frame a and its connec-
tions, and the forcing meana /, &c., the adjustable
bracket i, supporting the water-carrying joint c, so
that it can be moved horizontally and'vcrtically, sul>
stantially as and for the purpose" herein set forth.

Third,' in combination with the dome b, diaphmgm
O, water joint or hinge c, mold u\ and locking and
unlocking means, as herein spocilied, the fluid reser-
voir a', constracted in and forming u part of tlie fram-
ing a, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

63,436.—C. F. Smith and J. Speth, Aurora, El.
—Chimney.—April 2, 1867.—The bricks have ix'ctan-
gnlar outer faces, and an inwardly curved inner face,
adapted to form part of a.flue, when associated witli
a similar brick, with or without the addition of com-
mon brick.

Claim.—The combination of the bricks A. when
laid in chimneys, in combination with tlie common
bricks H, substantially as set forth and described.

63,437.—Samuel Solomoxs. London, England.
—Transparent Slide for Magic Lanterns.—April 2,
1867.—The picture is printed by tho chromolitlio-
graphic process, in transpfu-ent colors, upon gelatiue,
and inclosed bctwee]i glass slips.

Claim.—A magic lantern slide, consisting of a
gelatine, or its equivalent, ornamented, as herein de-
scribed, and confined between two plates of glass.

63,438.—GiiEENLEAF Stacktole, New Yoik, N.
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Y.—Bit ^race.—April 2, 1867 ; antedated March 18,
1867.—The jaws which clasp the bit are drawn into
the socket, and against the shank of the tool by means
of a thimble, n'hose spii-al grooves act upon the pro-
jections on the shanks of the jaw pieces.

Claim.—The bit brace, constructed and operated
substantially as herein described.

63,439.^rAMES Stott, Philadelphia, Va.—Table
Outienj.—April 2, 1867.—The scales are held in place
by the bolsters ; hu'ge openings for the tang rivet are
cut in the scales to prevent the slipping of the latter.
Claim.—The blocks D and D', with their lugs e',

and rivet j, constructed and adapted to the scales B
and B', their openings i i, and recesses e e, and to the
shank a, of a table knife, substantiaUj as described
for the purpose specified.

63,440.— Levi H. Thomas, Waterbury, Vt.—
Curtain Fixture.—April 2, 1867 ; antedated March
27, 1867.—The top roll is rotated by a cord and held in
the defined position by an elastic friction band which
passes ai-ouhd the axfs and a prong on the bracket.
Claim.—The elastic fi-iction band G-, in combina-

tion, with the elongated roller arbor B and prong F,
on the bracket E, operating substantially in the man-
ner herein described for the purposes set forth.

63,441.—"William S. Thompson, Eochester, IT.

Y.—Lantern.—A^tH 2, 1867.—The top or frame por-
tiou is connected by a bayonet fastening to the lower
portion operating by the pai-tial rotation of one part.
The concentric lips on the annular connecting rings
are so arranged that the inner one acts as a guide to
center the other to bring the parts into ready coinci-
denc£-
Claim.—The combLaation and an-angement of the

two slots i i, and apertures j j, concentric with the
annulai- plates /?n, and pins I I, with the iiarts A and
E, of the lantern case, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Also, in combination therewith the concentric
flanges 7h o, of the rims/ m, the one fitting within and
sei'ving as a guide for centering the other, aiTanged
and operating substantially as described,

63,442.— J. P. TiRUELL, Iforth Bridgewater.
Mass., assignor to himself, J. O. Nash, J. E. ITash,
and Ika Meuuitt.—Machine for Forming the Barbs
of Crocheting and Knitting Needles.—April 2, 1867.

—

The hook or barb is cut by a revolving milling tool on
the lower end of an inclined shaft ; a support for the
blank is pivoted to the bed piece, so as to be capable
of revolution in a horizontal plane to present alter-

natcl3- opposite sides of the blank to the action of the
mUliu^ tool.

Claim.—The combination of devices or their equiv-
alents substantially as described, by means of which
the needle blank is held and carried and acted upon
by the milling tool, all a« set forth.

63,443.—HOBEUT C. TOTTEN, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Mold for Casting Grooved Rolls.—A^yW 2, 1867.—
The concentric rings have angular, rectangidar, or
curved inner faces corresponding in number, size and
shape to the grooves required in the chilled roll to
be cast. The rings are associated with a sand or
other non-metallic mold which ibrms the cylindrical
surface of the roll.

Claim.—A series of metallic rings, each ring made
in one or more pieces, with angular, rectangular, or
curved inner faces for forming the grooves of a
grooved chilled roll, such rings being packed in a
mold made of sand or other non-metallic composi-
tion, or arranged substantiallv as described with other
rings wliich form the cylindrical surface of the mold,
the construction being substantially as above set

forth.

63,444.—C. H. Van Eps, Earmlngton, Iowa.—
Gate.—April 2, 1667.—Each section of the gate is

suspended on two vibrating bars, which hang perpen-
dicularly Avhen the gate is closed. The gateraises as

it slides' back, and when opened to its full width is

cauglit by the latcli bar A\'hich is pivoted to one of
the vibrating bars and held open.

C'/rti//i.—The manner in which the gate c is hung
by the means of vibrating bars d, being attached to

beam e, and bottom bai- of gate/.

Also, the latch g, for the pm-pose of holding the
gate open, as herein set forth.

63,445.—William "Weaver, PhcenixviUe, Pa.

—

Machine for Coiling Wire.—April 2, 1867.—The wire
passes from the coil on a detachable shaft and through
an adjustable friction guide to a spirally grooved
former rotated by a winch.
Claim.—rh-st,*the frame A, with its standards B

and B', and revolving former D, the whole being con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially tis

and for the purpose described.
Second, the tension guide G, consisting of the jaws

n n', with the projection q, and recesses o and u, the
whole being arranged for use in connection Avith the
revolving former D, substantially as described.
Third, the grooved cylinder i, constructed and

adapted for attachment to'the conical grooved sections
h h', of the former D, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Fourth, the former D, with its openings j, adapted
for the reception of a detachable piu m, for the pm'-
pose set forth.

63,446.—GrEORGE H. "Wells, Logansport, Ind.,

assignor to himself and Judson A. Cleveland, same
place.

—

Machine for Cutting Screws.—April 2, 1867.

—The cutters are four-sided prisms Avith cutting ends,
and are separated by fillets whose width determines
the width of the thread, while that of the cutters de-

termines that of the spaces. The gang of cutters is

set up to its work by a cam. The hinged jaw of the
clamp stock is fastened by a key, and the base plate
adjusted by a movable leg.

Claim.—First, the combination of- the stock A,
hinged jaw H, and adjustable cutter C, subst-antially

as described.
Second, the combination of the stock A, cutters C,

bar E, cam F, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the stock A, jaw H, and
adjustable leg B, substantially as described.
Fourth, the adjustable bearings K, in combination

with the jaw H, and stock A, substantially as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the combination of stock A, hinge andjaAV

H, set scrcAvs H^, lug e, and wedge-formed key K\
substantially as described.

63,447.-P. L. "West, Bath, HI.— Cultivator.—
April 2, 1867 ; antedated March 19, 1867.—The plow
Eosts are attached by rods and links to the SAviuging
ar, which is connected by levers and rods to the

treadles by which it is actuated. The operating han-
dles are connected by Unks. Drops attached to the
ploAv posts rest on the cross beam to hold the plows
elevated. Additional plows are attached to posts
pivoted to the frame behind segmental bars, Avhich
run through slots in the posts. The said plows are
withdrawn from the ground by treadles which con-
nect by cords to the plow posts.

Claim.—First, the construction and an*angement
herein shown and described of the plows D D, their

attachment links d^, and their draft rods d.

Second, the device C, a C^ C^ C^ and c', for giving
the plows D the requisite lateral motion.

Third, the combination and construction of the
posts d^ and props d*, substantially as described and
set forth.

Fourth, the construction and arrangement of the
ploAvs D' and the curved bars D^ also the dcA'ice d^
d^ d' for raising the said plows up out of the ground,
substantially as described and set forth.

63,448.—John A. 'Wiedershelai, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Barber's Brush.—April 2, 1867.—The back is

flexible and the rubbing portion consists of shi-eds of
rubber.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture the barber's
brush, the same consisting of a flexible back and a
rubbing portion of elastic fringe C, substantially as
herein represented and described.

63,449.—Leonard "Woolavorth, Albion, Wis.

—

Cement.—April 2, 1667.—Composed of paint skins, 3

qts.; linseed oil, i pt.; Japan di-yer, i pt.; heat till

hot enough to scorch a feather, remove from the fire

and add rosin, 1 lb.; when cooled sufficiently, add
glue, i lb.
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Claim.—The use of the now cement as herein de-

Bcribed, using as materials for its composition the

articles above enumerated.

63,450.—Eeuhen- "W. Drew, Lowell, Mass.—
Revolving Fire-arm.—April 2, 1867.—The ejector is

tubular for the reception of it« retracting spring, and
slotted to receive its guide piu. The cartridge guard
in a line with the ejector is hinged to allow the iuser-

tiou of the cartridges or the ejection of the shells.

Claim.—First, the tubular sliding ejector, con-

structed and operating in the mttimer described.

Second, the arrangement of the hinged guard with
devices for fastening the same in place when con-

structed and attached to the stock or frame in rela-

tion to the perforated cvliuder, all in the manner
described.

63,451.—Robert N. Adams, Greenfield, Ohio.—
Cotton Cultivator.— A-pril 2, 1867.— The machine
straddles a row and the rotary cultivators operate
on each side of it ; they are driven by a chain from a
drum on the main aio. A transversely oscillating

boo chops intermittingly across the row so as to leave

it in hills: the hoc is actuated by levers operated by
cams on the inner faces of the driving wheels. In the
rear follows a pair of scrapers which draw the soil to

tho row.
Claim.—First, the rotating hoes in combination

with the endless chain and the two pulley Avheels li'

and & constructed and tirrangod substantially as de-

scribed.

Second, the thinner S in combination with the in-

clined cogs on the driving wheels, and the intermedi-
ate machinery by which a vibrating motion is given
to said thinner, substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the vibrating thinner
and the revolving hoes, tho scrapers D D, constructed
aud arranged substantially as describod.

63,452.—Joshua G. Allex, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Spirit Meter.—April 2, 1867.—A float relieves an es-

capement which controls tho motion of a Aveight or
other power to move tho stop cocks and valves for

measuring and testing the spirits.

Claim.—First, the application of the escapement
movement consisting of the lover L, acting upon the
ratchet wheel S, or its equivalent, for the purpose of
regulating, coutroUing, aud calling into action the
motive power and machinery used for turning and
working the stop cocks and valves constructed sub-
stantially in the manner heroin describod and set

forth.

Second, the bifurcation or division into two arms
M and N of one end of the escapement lever L, con-
structed substantially in tho manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Third, the hole or perforation O, in the lower ai-m
of the escapement lever L, for the purpose of alloAV-

ing the rod Q, of tho float or float pan R, to pass
through it.

Fourth, the application of tho float or float pan R,
constructed substantially in the manner herein set
forth and used for the purpose of regulating, moving,
and controlling, or aiding in regulating, moving, aud
controlling the escapement lover L and attached
machinery.

Fifth, the series of glass tubes or hydrometer
chambers H, constructed substantially in the manner
and for the purpose heroin set forth.

Sixth, the graduation of tho hydrometer chamber-
tubes H, and their connection with tho receiving cis-

tern so as to indicate tho depth or amount of liquid in
tho cistern.

Seventh, the application of a stop cock t>, or its

equivalent, with each hydrometer chamber so ar-
ranged, moved, turned, and worked by appropriate
machinery as to keep socuro and retain for a variable
period of time a specimen of the liquid or spii'its that
are or may have been in tho cistern.
Eighth, the application ofcam wheelsT and Z, for the

purpose of thuh turning, working, and regulating the
hydrometer chamber's stop cocks or vfivcs v, con-
structed and acting substantially in tho manner herein
described and set forth.

Xinth, the combination and connection of this
series of hydrometer chambers H, with the three-wav
cock C, or an equivalent valvular arrangement for
regulating the ingress and egress of the spirits to and

from the meter, constructed substantially in tho man
ner and for tho purpose herein set forth.

Tenth, the application of the interrupted cog wheels
c d, for tho purpose of turning, regulating, and re-

versing tho thi'co-way valves as herein describod and
set forth.

Eleventh, tho arrangement of two or more spirit

meters with a coiTcsponding number of cisteins each
and all leading to tho main pipe A, coming from the
same still with a plain ordinary stop cock r and a, at

a suitable and convenient place iu each pipe, thus
leading to tho main pipe A, coming from tho still as
herein described antf set forth.

Twelfth, tho combination and connection with each
other of tho various parts of the machine herein do-

scribed and claimed, constructed substantially in the
manner and for tho purpose herein set forth.

63,453.—JosiAii J. Allen, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Material for Preventing Incrustation in Steam Boil-
ers.—April 2, 1867.—Petroleum or other hydro-carbon
oU is used in boilers to prevent incrustation.

Claim.—Tho application to steam boOers in the
manner described, or any equivalent to tho same, of
hydro-carbons, for the purpose specified.

63,454.—M. J. Althouse, "Waupun, "Wis.

—

Pump Piston Pacldng.—Apiil2, 1867.—Improvement
on his patent, Xovember 13, 1866. The expansible
packing is composed of a ring of a soft substance, as
leatheror rubber, and interposed between and pro-
tected by sectional rings of a hard substance, as metal
or wood'; tho rings occupy a peripheral chamber of
the piston and expand together.

Claiyn.—First, providing for sustaining a leather,

rubber, or other soft packing between expansible
rings or segments so as to protect tho exposed por-
tions of the soft packing, substantially as described.
Second, the combm'ation of the expansible hard

metal or wood rings, and the rubber or other soft
rings, all constructed and applied substantially in the
manner aud for the purpose herein described."

63,455.—Sherman E.Anthony, Stillwater, If

.

T.

—

Gate.—April 2, 1867.—The gate slides longitudi-
nally on a pivoted guide bar. which then oscillates on
its centnd pivot to swing the gate 90=. A vertical
bar on the gate collides with a stop rod on the post
to limit the longitudinal motion of the gate.
Claim.—First, the hinge guide bars C, iu combina-

tion with a sliding gate A, arranged to operate in the
manner su1)stautially as shown and described.
Second, the curved rod E, attached to tho post B,

the rod )', in the gate and the hinge d, when said parts
are used in combination with a sliding gate A, ar-
ranged on a guide slat or bar C, substantially as and
for tho purpose specified.

63,456.— Joseph Ayers, Grcenbush, K. T.

—

Sash Supporter.—April 2, 1867.—A spring is attached
to the vertical edge of the sash, audits free end engages
indentations in the casing to. maintain the sash in the
required position.
Claim.—The spring attached to the edge of tho

sash and engaging in recesses in tho casing, substan-
tially as describecT and represented.

63,457 Alonzo E. B.\iley, :Middlovillo, N. T.,
assignor to himself, "W. W. Mosheu, and "W. "\V.

Jackson, same place.

—

Shifting Bail for Carriages.
—April 2, 1867.—The seat has pivots which form
points of attachment for the " top '' rail and tho back
rail, which are slipped thereon and secured by straps.

Claim.—Tho pivots B, back rail C, composed of
one piece, and having pendent pieces, tho lower ends
of which fit over said pivots B, upon tho back of the
seat A ; and tho top rail D, composod of one piece
and fitting over thopivots B, substantially us herein
set forth f'or tho purpose specified.

63,458.—Francls Baker, >rew York, X. T.—
Carriage Step.—April 2.1B67.—Tho steps fold together
witliin a slide so as to slip into a transverse chamber
in the floor, and unfold into effective position when
drawn out. Spring catches hold tho slide in either

position.
Claim.— First, the combination with a carraige

body of a series of steps whether more or less in num-
ber,' when such steps can be folded up or together.
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and tbe said body is suitably constructed to receive
and ]iold the same, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Second, the spring catches H and J, whether used
separately or together, substantially as described for
the piu'pose specified.

63,459—Samuel S. Barxaby. Chicago, 111.—
Trre7ic/i.—April 2, 1867.—The movable jaw is held in
position by a sliding spring-plate on the inner end of
tlie hollow sleeve, interlocking with the teeth of the
bar.
Claim.—The movable jaw I, hoUow sleeve o, spring

plate n, spiral spring y, cam lever w, constructetl,
arranged and operating upon the bar c, substantially
as and for the jjm'pose herein set forth.

63,4®0.—Canceled.

63,461.—LeaxdeuTT.Boy^-tox, Hartford, Conn.
—JJachina for Drying Cloth, c£-c.—April 2, 1867.—
The superabundant moistm-e in the cloth is converted
in tlie superheated apaitment into steam, which is

carried off Ijy the exhaust fan ; the cloth next passes
through the cLiy air chamber. The tenteiing li'ame is

adjustable in width. Elastic cords, connecting the
tCDter-bars, adapt the machine to the drying of wool.
Claim.—First, the combination of the endless chains

and the tenter liooks in a machine in which high
steam is u.sed, when the machine is constructed, com-
l^ined, and fitted to produce the result, substantially
1U5 herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the apparatus for con-
veying the cloth to be diied with an apartment in

Avhieh high steam is used, (Avhere most of the moist-
ure is couverted into steam,) and an apartment sup-
j)lied with dry air, (where the di-ying is completed.)
when they are constructed and arranged substantially
as herciu'described and set forth.

63,46*2.-LeanderW. Boynton, Hartford, Conn.—Dryerfor Wool, f§c.—Aprils, 1867.—The foraminous
cylinder is chai-ged with wool and rotated, super-
heated steam is admitted above and ejected by its own
pressm-e toward the outlet, assisted by the blast pro-
duced by the jieripheral fans; the moistm-e in the
wool is thus evaporated and removed.
Claim.—The combination of the internal cvlinder

D and its wings or vanes g g, &c., with the eduction
l)oit B and the induction port C, when the whole is

cofistrueted and arranged and the cylinder D caused
to revolve substantially as herein described and set

forth.

_
63,463.—S.VMUEL C. Brown, Carlisle, Va..—Plait-

ing Attachment for Seiuing Machines.—April 2, 1867.

—The plaiting devices are adjustably connected to
the stationary arm of the machine and rest on the
cloth plate. They are explained in the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, the improved plaiter made with the
combination and arrangement of the adjustable
plates A and B, the adjustable gage I, and the sta-

tionary gage C, operating and connected with D, in
the manner and for the purpose described in the fore-

going specification.

Second, the adjustable parts L and F, and the rod
H and plate E, operating as described, and connected
adjustably to the sewing machine by means of the
part Gr, in the manner and for the pm-poso described
in the foregoing specification.

63,464.—Franklin C. Brownell, East Orange,
N. J.—Seat or Shelf.—A^ril 2, 1867.—The boai-d

which forms a seat for the adjacent desk has lugs on
the end, whieli occupy two sector recesses in the
standard, and by being'pushed into the occupancy of

the notches maintain the board in its prone or elevated

position.
Claim.—The standards C, with the recesses E E,

and with or without the recesses H H, the arms L,

and projections A, combined and arranged substan-

tially as and for the purposes specified.

63,465.—E. Brunswick, Chicago, HI.—Clamp
for Lcathenng Billiard CWs.—AprU 2, 1867.—The
base of the cue rests on the platform, and the upper

end is received in the socket of the spring plunger,
which holds the cue vertically.

Claim.— The clamp to leather the billiard cues,
constructed and operating substantially in the man-
ner herein described and specified.

63,466.—Joseph T. Bryan, Lebanon, Ind.—
Gate Latch.—April 2, 1867.—The gravitating latch is

retracted as the gate shuts, by collision with an in-

clined edge on the keeper, into which it falls when
the inclined plate is passed.
Claim.—The latch 1 and 2, and the connection of

this latch 1 and 2 with the catch 5 and incline 6, all

o])erating and arranged as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

63,467 ^Tra D. Bush, Detroit, Mich.— Pacf-
lock.—April 2, 1867.—The liiik slips in the case, both
bows projecting, and has a gap at one side. One bow
is hooked over'the ring or staple of the object, and
being retracted, is an-ested by a stop, while the other
end is engaged by the lock bo'lt.

Claim..—^The c'ombination of the sliding link bolt B,
stop D, and locking bolt G, or theii* respective equiva-
lents, when aiTauged together and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

63,468.—Edward Card, Providence, R. T.—
Clamp for Furnace jlfoZds.-April 2, 1867.— The
ratchet arm is worked within the hollow arm by a cog
wheel operated by a lever. Each arm has a hook on
its outer end. The spring pawl engages the ratchet
arm to keep it in position.

Claim.—The hollow arm, with a ratchet ann mova-
ble back and forth within by a cog wheel, in combi-
nation with a lever pawl to operate upon said ratchet

;

together forming a clamp for the uses and pm'poses
for which clamps are used, and to which this may be
adapted, shaped, and constructed, as herein described
and set forth.

63,469.—Charles E. Case, Xenia, Ohio.—-Seeam
Generator.—April 2, 1867.—The steam generating
vessel has a double shell of metal, with a mixture of
asbestos and fire clay between the plates m the more
exposed pans, and is suspended in the furnace. The
water is introduced through a helical coil of pipe end-
ing in a rose, whence it issues in jets and flashes into
steam.
Claim.—First, the application to the exterior of

steam generatoi^s of a coating composed of asbestos
mixed with fire clay, and held in place by a metal
covering, as herein shown and described.

Second, in combination A^ith a generator, con-
structed as herein described, the coiled pipe B, ter-

minating in the perforated nozzle C, all ai-ranged to
operate as set forth.

63,470.—Henry F. Ciark, Poughkeepsie, IS". T.—Dentists' Vulcanizing Flask:—April 2, 1867.—The
base piece of the mold has studs extending to the top
of the closed flask. The parts of the flask have ears
which embrace the studs. A groove on the inside of
each lug receives a key, which clamps the eai-s to-

gether and secures the two sections.

Claim.—A dentist's vulcanizing flask, constnieted
substantially as herein shown and described, and with
the parts seeiu-ed and held together by keys, substan-
tially as set forth.

63,471.—Robert J. Clay, Greenpoint, !N". Y.,

assignor to himself, James T. Husted, Etenoer J.
BuRiJNG, and Cornelius Couson.—Machine for
Burring Wool, Ginning Cotton, d-c.—April 2, 1867.

—

The gang of verticid saws, with carriers and cleaners,

separate the wool from the burrs.
Claim.—First, in machinery for burring wool, ginn-

ing cotton, or other analogous purposes, a combina-
tion Avith a suitable feed aiid bmT, or seed extractors
or delivery device, of a gang of reciprocating blades,

having saw-shaped teeth at their edges, for operation
relatively to the feed, substantially as specified.

Seconcl, the combination, in connection with a suita-

ble feed, of a series of reciprocating blades, having
teeth on their edges tmd working through ways or
passages which pass the fiber but exclude the burrs,

with a series of intermediately arranged rotaiy burr
extractors, for operation together, ua herein set foitiu
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Third, the toothed-shaped blades J, made of taper
form in direction of their length, as described, in

combination Avith a suitable feed and series of burr
cxtiactors, essentially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Fourth, in a pang of 8a-n--shaped blades, operating
as described, for the purposes set forth, constructing
the teeth of said blades straight or shelving on their

outer edges, and sharpened from their roots to their

points on their outer or front faces, substantially as

shown and described.

63,472.—Hamilton Clipp, Orange, Jud.—Bee-
hive.—April 2, 18G7.—A sliding feed trough is inserted
between the interior boxos of the hive, a register

slide temporarily closing the avenues thereto while
changes are being made.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding feed troughs

H with the interior boxes E and F of the hive, when
said sliding troughs are constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described and for the pm-pbse
sot forth.

63,473.—Daxiel TV. Colburn, Loami, J]!.—Sulky
Ploic.—AprU 2, 1867.—The plow handles are on each
side of the scat. The four ends of the beams are
slung by chains, a shaft which is rotated coimccting
by engaging a pin in tlio rear frame.
Claim.—^hc combination and arrangement of the

beams E, chains D, roller C, arm K, notched bar J,

and standard I, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

63,474

—

James Connolly, Newburgh, N. T.—
Tool for rpsetting Flanges.—X-pr'A 2, 1867.— The
jaws clasp the edges of the metal in flanging, and by
striking the hammer end the metal is bent.
Claim.—The tool aforesaid, for flanging as above

described, and w^hich will produce the intended effect.

63.475.— S. B. CONOVER, New York. N. Y.—
Potato Z)i(7(7cr.—April 2, 1867.—The shovel plow is

attached to the supplemontaiy frame, which is con-
nected by rods to the bell crank levers above. The
can-ying wlieel is placed on the incline, rising toward
the rear. The upper surface is convex, and in front is

on a level with the top of the plow. The circumferen-
tial ]X)rtion is fonned with curved slots for the passage
of earth. The potatoes are guided between guaiils
over the wheel, and falling on a shaking screen be-

hind arc delivered on the ground. Deflecting arms
in front of the plow gather the vines.

C'iaijw.—First, the combination of the carrying
wheel D with the shovel plow C, each constructed
substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the construction of the carrying wheel D,
with curved slots or openings w*, substantiaily as here-
in set forth, for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the guards or fenders F
G with the carrying wheel D, substantially as herein
set forth, for the* purpose specified.

Fourth, the shaking screen E, arranged in relation
with the carrying wheel D and shovel plow C, sub-
stantially as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the arrangement of the deflecting anns I, in
relation with the shovel plow C and cairyiug wheel
1). substantially us herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

63.476.— S. B. CoNOVER, New York, N. Y.—
Combiiied Cultivator and Planter.— A\>r\l 2, 1867.—
The main frame is supported on the axle, and in turn
supports the vertically adjustable frame which carries
the shares or other tools. A lever on the main frame
connects by bell crank and rods with the supplemen-
tary frame.

Claim.— First, the combination -with the main
frame A. supplemental frame D, and fijxed ratchet bar
V of the operating lever E, bell crank levers &, hori-
eoutal conuectmg rods c, and upright connecting rods
d, substantially as heroin set forth, for the purpose
specified.

Second, the sliding rods or braces t, attached to the
eupplemental frame D, passing up through suitable
holes or slots, either vertically or on an incline, in
combination with the main frame A and operating
!)arts above recited, substantially as herein set forth,
or tlie purposo specified.

63,477.-jr. TV. Conway, Madison, Ind.—Cotton
and Hay Prc.«s.—April 2, 1867 ; antedated March 21,
1867.—After the lid has been raised, the press filled,

and the lid replaced, the system of toggle levers con-
nected with the horizontally moving plunger is ex-
tended, and the other plunger raised by slacking the
rope which permits the gravitation of its operating
toggle levers. The movable head being fastened iu
place the follower is retracted by folding up its toggle
levers : this action draws up the levers of the vertical
follower, which is depressed thereby.

Claim.—Both pressing and compressing the bales
in one press, when the followers act alternately, and
by the same arrangement of leverage, but in reverse
niotious thereof, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein specified.

Also, the detached follower D, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Also, the system of six levers G H IJ K and L,
arranged and'operatincr in combination with the slid-

ing rack N, substantially as herein descri1)ed.

Also, the combination' of the lever system G H I J
K and L, and the toggle lever and bar E. S, through
the medium of the rope T, substantially as herein
specified,

63,478.—Edward A. Cooper, Lancaster, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and J. N. Johnson, same place.

—

Harness Snap.—April 2, 1867.—The spring is fastened
to the lug on the hook, and is covered and guarded by
a grooved tongue pivoted at the base of the hook.
Claim.—Securing the spring C to the main body of

a harness snap, by means of the lug D, the thumb
lever or tongue B, being made so as to shut over and
inclose the lug, in the manner substantially as herein
described.

63,479.—Martin Cosgro, Peoria, III.—Grind-
ing JifiU.—April 2, 1867.—The millstones are ven-
tilated, while running, by hinged inclined wings upon
the top of the runner, "in connection -with inclined
wings upon the periphery of the stone.

Claim.—The millstones constructed with oblique
top wings rt, connected to oblique side wings &, and
operating substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

63,480.—A. R. Crihfield, Lincoln, HI.—Lan-
tern.—April 2, 1867.—The air for support of combus-
tion is (Irawn thi-ough a chamber surrounding the
upper pai't of the chimney, and passes doAvn through
the tubular guards.
Claim.—First, a hot-air chamber above the glass

globe or lantern case, in combination with an air pipe
or pipes to conduct the heated air therefrom to the
chamber in the base, from Avhich the illuminating
flame is fed with oxygen, substantijUly as and for the
purpose described.
Second, so arranging the air-conducting pipes P P

P as to serve the pm-pose of guards to the glass ^lobe
or lantern case, as well as that of conducting air to
the lower air chamber, substantially as described.

63,481.—James E. Cronk, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
— Wrench.—April 2, 1867.—The shanks have longitu-

dinal movement to adjust the jaws by an eccentric
disk, one turning in a recess of the other.
Claim.—The combination of the eccentric wheel

G, the pin F, projecting from one part A of the
wrench, and the recess or slot E in the other part A,
substantially as shown.

63,482.—Alphonso Dabb, Elizabethport,K J.—
Picket for Fences and Walls.—April 2, 1867.—An iron
strip attached to the top of the fence has pointed and
spiked pickets projected therefrom for additional
security.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a picketed
strip made up of a wrought-iron bar or strip A, and
malleable cast-iron pickets B, for use on walls or
fences, substantially as specified.

63,483.—George S. Darling, Bridgeport, Conn.,
and Ellvs Howk, Jr., Fairfield, Conn.

—

Serving 2fa-
chine.—April 2, 1867.—The raising of the prcsser foot

due to thick material moves the spring loop through
which the thread passes, nearer to the staple to re-

lieve the thread from tension- The thread controller
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Is automatically operated through a beU crank con-
nected to t])e pfesser foot stem, to allow an additional
supply of thread to the thicker parts of material sewn.
Claim.—First, the pin/, or its equivalent, project

lug from or connecting with the bar or any other part
of the presser foot, to act in combination with the
take up E, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Second, the pivoted elbow lever F, operating in

combination with the presser foot, substantially as
described, for the pm'pose specified.

63,484.—Enoch Daiinell, Eox, Til.—Salting and
Preserviiig Meat, dc.—April 2, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.
Claim.—The mode of preserving salt meat, lard,

butter, or other sijbstances, by means of stone, brick,

or conci'ete tubs built in a stouo or brick Availed cellar,

substantially in the manner herein described and
specified.

63,485.— George Deckman, Malvern, Ohio.—
Churn.— April 2. 18G7.—An improvement on his
patent, July 31, 1866, (Ifo. 56,728.) The cream re-

ceives from the rotary disks a motion transversely
of the box and a swaying motion longitudinally of the
box from the working of the churn.
Claim.—The combination of a series of double con-

cave disks L, attached to a horizontal shaft H, with
the box A, having rockers F attached to it, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set fortli.

63,486.—Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Saw.—April 2, 1867.—The segmental shank of the
tooth, when the point is presented forward, is passed
laterally into the recess and turned in the groove of
the blade to its usual position, in Avhich it is main-
tained by rivets filling coixespouding cavities in the
blade and in the shank of the tooth. The edge of the
segment has V-shaped projections and the socket a
corresponding groove, which gives the tooth its lateral

stability, aided by a similar projection on the cm-ved
rear portion of the tooth, which fits in a groove on a
rounded seat on the edge of the blade.

Claim.—The lips t on the edge of the projection d
of a saw tooth, or on the edge of the recess in the
blade, in combination with a groove and recesses m
in the projection or in. the blade, substantially as
specified.

63,487.—Charles Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacturing Saw Blades.—A-pri\ 2, 1867.—The
blades ai'e heated to redness in a bath made by melt-
'ing together Turk's Island salt and prussiate of pot-

ash. They are then dipped into a bath of oil or water.
Claim.—A saw blade composed of tough wrought-

•iroxL or homogeneous or Bessemer steel, and having a
'hard, carbonized exterior sui'face.

63,488.-Robert E. Dow^nie and H. C. John-
son, Delavan, Wis.— Washing Machine.—April 2,

1867.—A series of rubbers attached to a pendulous
frame move forth and back over stationary rollers,

self-adjusting on eccentric shafts.

Claim.—First, the eccentric shafts E E employed
for adjusting the vertical position of the roller frame
D D, and resting upon the bottom of the tub so as to

sustain the said frame at both ends, substantially as
described and represented.
Second, in combination with the above the remov-

able uprights F F, pendent bai- H, and rubber I, all

arranged in the manner and for the purpose specified.

63,489.—George Dunlop, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
JAthographic Fress.—April 2, 1867.—TJie wetting
roller is a foramijious tube covered with slio-htly por-

ous material, and moistens tlie stone in advance of
the inking rollers. In the return movement of the

carriage this roller is automatically raised free of the

stone. The carriage runs up the spring slide, to carry

the inking rollers above and in contact with the foun-

taiu rollers or cylinders. The sectionally divided
inking roller receives ink from one similarly divided,

and operates to darken, lighten, or change the tints

on certain portions of the printed sheet. The sec-

tional rollers may be used alone to print in colors.

Claim.—First', the movable carriage A, containing
a wotting roller a and iukiusf-ia rollere G H, in com-

bination with the trip lever e, dog/, cam/*, and feed
rollers E, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose describea.
Second, the springs g, under the ends of the rail C,

in combination with the carriage A, containing|^tho
inking-in rollers G H, and with the feed rollers E F,
constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose get forth.

63,490.—H. A. Engels, C. H. Engels, and John
"Wieland, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Hot Air Furnace.—
April 2, 1867.—The fire has a sinuous, reverting, up-
ward course, the divisions being partly formed of
transverse tubes which open at theii- ends into the
air chambers. The latter are on each side of the fur-

nace, and the aii- passes in a general upward course
from one to another by means of the transverse con-
necting pipes and the upper connecting chambers.
Claim.—The an-angement of the set of pipes cip

I q bolted and cemented together, and at the same
time staying the side plates, the sections and the
whole structure of the furnace by means ofthe grooved
shoulders and flanges of said pipes, as shown in Figs.
5 and 6, in combination with the squai-e tubes or diy-
ing chambers r s, substantially in the manner, for the
pm-pose, and upon the principle as herein set forth.

63,491.—James H. Ferguson and Henry W.
LoveJOY, New York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Trimming
Metals.—April 2, 1867.—The plate is secured by clamps
on a sliding- carriage which moves in frontof a le-

volving cutter head which trims the edge, and a sta-

tionary knife which planes off the bm-r.

Claim.—The clamps D and carriage E, in combi-
nation with the table F, cutter head A on the adjust-
able headstock B', and stationary knife H, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

63,492.—C. Flemihng Flach, Call, Prussia.—
Extracting Silver from, Argentiferous Lead Ore.—
April 2, 1867.—The ore is melted with zinc as hereto-
fore practiced. The resulting aUovs are permitted to
stand in a kettle till the alloy of silver, lead, and zinc
floats on top ; this is skimmed off and melted in a
blast furnace with clay, iron-stone, maa'l, dross, or
other silicious flux. The impure lead remaining after
taking off the silver alloy is purified ti-om zinc by
smelting with slag or other flux.

Claim.—Improvement in extracting the silver and
treatment of the lead contained in ofgentiferous lead
ore by the means of a blast furnace process, in a man-
ner Bubstantially as described above.

63,493.—Orlando V.Flora, Madison, Ind., and
James S. Bogle, Springfield. Ohio.

—

Churn.—April
2, 1867.—The rotary dashers on the horizontal shaft
rotate between the transverse bai-s, a stream of tdr

from a fan and refiigeratiug chamber modifyiug the
temperature of the cream.
Claim.— The combination of the dasher G G,

breaker slats H H, fan K^, «ud ice box or chamber S,

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein specrfieu.

63,494.—John G. Folsom, "Wincbendon, Mass.,
and W. C. Anderson, St. Louis, Mo.—Treadle.—
April 2, 1867.—The balance wheel is secured by a
clamp and sustaining plate to the table and connected
by baud to the machine. The treadle Ijas a stitTup
and band for the heel and the pitman is longitudinally
adjustable.
Claim.—First, the adjustable shackle bar D, with

the hinged stirnipE and bandF, in coxnbination with
the driving wheel of a sewing machine or of any other
small machine and with a suitable clamp B, constructed
and operating substantially a» and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Second, the sustaining plate 6, in combination with
the machine C, clamp B, wheel A, shackle bar D, and
stirrup E, all constructed and oj
as and for the purpose doscril

63,495.—James P. Force and William W. Eg-
NEW, Jarvis, Ind.— Weather Strip.—A^tH 2, 1867.—
The rock shaft is rotated by the prossm-o of the door
elevating the strip wliich is hinged to the threshold.

The strip vibrates downward in the direction of the
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opening door, and when elevated forms a valvo to

olo30 the opening beneath the door.

Claim.—The bent rod E, hinged in the holdfast F,
constructed and operating as described and repre-

sented.

63,496.—Thomas TV. Fox, IN'ow London, Conn.
—Apparatus for Expelling Waterfrom the Holds of
Vessels.—Ain-il 2, 1867.—Improvement on his patent,

jnne 12, 1866. The outer cylinder ia elongated ; a
horizontal tube fitted to its side contains a valve

opening toward the cylinder. Under some circum-
stances the interior cylinder acts as a valve to the

opening in the outer oiie ; the inner one is actuated

by a rod.

Claim.—First, the combination of tho valve with
the cylindrical vacuum producer when they are con-

structed, arranged, and fitted for use substantially as

herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the cylindrical vacuum
producer with the elongated main cylinder when they
are so constructed and fitted to each other that when
the part K of the cylindrical vacuum producer is

i-aisod out of the water the part I will close the aper-

tures C in the main cylinder, substantially as herein
described and set forth.

Third, the combination of the cylindrical vacuum
producer with the rod E and its collar and binding
screw m, when they are so arranged and connected that

the cylindrical vacuum producer may be raised or
lowered by the rod E, and may be seemed at any de-

sired elevation by the collar and binding screw, or
any other analogous device, substantially as heroin
described and set forth.

63,497.— CONKAD Frank, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Belt Rivet.—April 2, 1867.—The screw and socket are
correspondingly thieaded and enter from opposite
sides of the belt lap against which their head rests.

C lairn.—The com bination of the internally threaded
conical sleeve E, the screw F, and the two flange
heads B C, all constructed as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

63,498.—H. P. Gallup, Medina. Mich.—TTind-
wiJi.-April 2, 1867; antedated March 21, 1867.—The
inner wind wheel has a series of radial fans and is

suiTOunded by a circular series of stationary blades
which convey*the wind to the wheel. Gates slide in

vertical grooves between the chutes to regulate the
area of the openings for the wind.
Claim.—First, the vrind wheel C, with arms c^, fit-

ted in grooves constructed and arranged in the wind
chamber, substantially as described and for the pui--

poso set forth.

Second, the combination with the wind wheel C of
the inclined wiud passages D, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination with the air passages D of
doors E, substantially as described and for the pui'-

poso set forth. i

63,499.—Arnold Gart>-er, Xew York, IsT. T.,
assignor to himself and M. O. Luttgex, same place.
^Machine for Cleaning Flax and Hemp.—April 2,

1867.—The flax is fed over curved adjustable aprons
which direct the dust downward and is subjected to
the action of the radial flyers which are attached to
tho periphery of the foraminons cylinder and the
beaters, which ai-e similarly placed and hung upon
gudgeons, the end extension of tho beaters covering
the iournal boxes.

CZai?/*.-First, the drum A. provided with yielding
beaters D and rigid flyers E, in combination ^vith the
adjustable curved aprons G extending from the rests
F, substantially as aud for tho purpose set forth.
Second, the lips c, extending from the ends of the

boaters D over the boxes b, substantially as and for
tho purpose described.

63,500.—Cruus F. Gillette, Sparta, Wis.—JBed
i?otto?rt.—April 2, 1867.—The bed cord passes back
and forth and then crosswise over a succession of pul-
leys which are jourualed in the rails and tho slats
above them. The cord is tightened by a winch.
Claim. —A bed bottom liaving the cord passing

around a series of pulleys b b, the an-angement of the
slats B B placetl above the pulleys, when in combina-
tion with the shaft C, as specifieil.

63,501.—John W. Glas.s, Richland, Ind.—Com
Huskcr.—April 2, 1867.—The U-shaped spring jaws
arc clasped by tho hand, the thumb claw having a loop
and being hinged to the bar so as to have an inde-
pendent movement in grasping the liusk.

Claim.—The bars A B, constructed as described,
and provided with tho hook D aud rest C with plate
m, leather g, and loop d, when coustructed and used
as and for the purposes herein fully set forth.

63,502.—Samuel J. Goodwin. Rockton, HI.—
Paint Mill.—April 2, 1867.—Tho periphery of the disk
below the grinding surface is beveled outwardly so a^

to prevent tho paint being thrown off by the centri-

fugal force. The edge of tho spring scraper laps
upon and extends beneath tho disk to remove the
paint therefrom.
Claim.—Tho revolving grinding nut when con-

structed with a beveled rim at its lower portion, sul>
stantially as described.

63,503.—James L. Git,vY, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to F. M. Hay, M. L. Gray, and M. A. Gray,
same place.

—

Die for Making Cans.—April 2, 1867.

—

The dies and stamps are adapted for making grooved
flanges upon each end of preserve cans. The cylin-

drical piece is treated by swages which by consecu-
tive operations give tho edge the form desired. When
one end is formed it is set upon a ring to elevate the
other edge for similar treatment.
Claim.— First, expandinj^ dies A A', and stamp

heads D D^, constructed and operating substantially

as described.
Second, the rings J, in connection with the expand-

ing dies A A', substantially in tho manner and for

the purpose described,

63,504,— James L. Gray, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to F. M. Hay, M. L. Gray, aud M. A. Gray,
same place. Soldering Machine.—April 2, 1867.

—

The can is placed on a rotating table, a spring plunger
resting on its lid. Tho tool is steadied by a holdmg
socket, so as to present the point to the lino of junc-
tion.

Claim.—A rotary bed B, in combination with a
yielding holder <7, or their equivalents, operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the spurs h, in connection with the yielding

holder g, substantially as and for the pnrpose do-
scribed.

Third, in combiaation Tvith the rotary bed B, and
yiekling holder g, the soldering iron support, substan-
tially as and for tho purpose described.
Fourth, the within described machine for centering,

supporting and rotating preserve cans, said machine
having its parts constructed, ari'anged, and operated
substantially as sot forth.

63,505.—James L. Gray, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to F. M. Hay, M. L. Gray, aud M. A. Gray,
same place.— Preserve Can.— April 2, 1867.—Ex-
plained by tlie claims aud illustration.

Claim.—First, a preserve can, which has formed
on its ends gi'ooved flanges, the grooves of which aro
adapted for receiving the edges ot the cap and bottom
plates, aud strengthening tho ends of tho can, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, a can whicli has one or both of its edges

turned inward, and crimped so as to leave a V-shaped
groove or grooves, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

63,506.—Henry Gkoss and Jesse B. Rumsey,
Tiflin, Ohio.—Flour Bolt.—Ajtril 2, 1867.—As the
reel revolves it is reciprocated horizontally by the
disk cams ou the axis aud casing respectively, which
move it in one direction, and by springs which produce
the recoil. Tho revolution causes a hammer to sti'ike

the ribs of tlu^ reel with a regulated force.

Claim.—The cam whcebs a i and spring d, or their

equivalents, as ananged in combination with a bolt

or rail, whicli vibrates upon its shaft, substantially as

herein specified.

Second, the an-angement of the rod H, spring E,
lever F aud sleeve G, with the reel and its pms, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose speciliod.

63,507.-Remig Geotz, Chicago, in.—Bridge.—
April 2, 1867.—Tho gates aro attached to vertica!
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liin^d rods, moved by gearing from a horizontal

shaft, which is rocked by an arm and weight to close

the gates. A lip on the bridge presses down a catch,

raises the weight, and by reverse action of the shafts

opens the gates, and a catch on an arm arranged to

be pressed back by the closed bridge, or thrown for-

wni-d by a weight, holds or releases the arm, which
actuates the shafts.

Claim.—First, the mechanical device, consisting
of a combination of levers and weights, as described,
said lovers being connected with and acting upon the
upright shafts, to which the gates or barriers and the
lanterns are secured, the whole constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and in the manner herein de-

Bcribed and specified.

Second, the lip at the curved end of the bridge,
constructed and operating as described, in combina-
tion with the said mechanical device, as and for the
i)m'poses set forth.

63,508.— Theodor Grundmaots, Milwaukee,
"Wis.— Apparatus for Making Vinegar.— April 2,

1867.—Improvement on his patent, September 11,

1866. The wash enters above and passes through a
series of trouj2:hs, which communicate by pipes, and
have alternating partitions, which give the wash a
serpentine com-se. The vinegar is coUected in a lower
trough.

Claim.— The arrangement of a scries of level

troughs C, provided with holes a, through which the
liquid to be acidified, and also a cm-rent of air is con
ducted, and provided further with plates b b, whereby
the liquid is detained, and its course lengthened with
out interrupting the rapid current of air, all made and
operating substantially as herein sho\^'n and described.
Also, the box B, wherein the aforesaid troughs are

placed, saidbox being so aiTanged that itmay be easily
taken apai-t and put together, and being provided
with holes d and c for creating^ a circulation of air,

and with dampers c for regulating the same, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

ecribed.

63,509.—A. W. Hall, ISTew York, I?". Y.—Wash-
ing Machine.—April 2, 1867.—The rotary cylinder
has inward projections, and contains smooth pebbles,
which in connection witli the corrugations act upon
the clothes.

Claim.—The tumbling box or cylinder A, con-
Btructed with a series of longitudinal corrugations on
convex ribs, operating in combination with smooth
stones or balls of other suitable material, substan-
tially as herein set forth, for the purpose speoifled.

63,510.—Daniel B.Hall, Bucksport, Me., as-

signor to liimself andHoward Tilden, Boston, Mass.—Bag Tie.—April 2, 1S67.—The leather tie strap has a
slot in one end, protected by plates ; through these the
other end of the strap is di-awn, and the end again
inserted in evelets made in the strap.
Claim.—I'he bag tie constructed of the strap A,

the plates B, or their equivalent, and provided with
the openings e e e e, either with or without the eye
lets, substantially as described, and to operate as set
forth.

63,511.—DURELL Hall, I^ew York, N". Y.—Ap-
paratus for Carburetting Gas and Air.—April 2
1867.—The cai'burctting chamber is surrounded by a
water jacket, whose contents are lieated by a boiler
0?lie ail' is forced into the liydrocarbon liquid below the
partition, and rises through a vah-e opening in said
partition into the upper part of the vessel. From
thence it escapes through a coiled condensing pipe
iwhich conducts it to the gas holder.

Claim.—First, the coiled condensing pipe I, used
in the gas chamber of the vessel A, and provided
with a check valve, when used in combination with
the pipe J, and the receiving tjink K, as and for the
pm-posc specified.

Second, the airangoment of the heater C, provided
with pipes D and E, with the vessels A and B, the
1)raucning air pipe O and the supply pipe F, as and
for the purpose specified.

Tl)ird, the arrangement of the receiving tank K,
provided with its guide e and dischiu'ge pipe L, with
the pipes J and I, as and for the purpose specified.

63,513.—Samuel Hallock, New York, N. Y.— i

Surface Condtictor for Electrotyping.—April 2, 1867.

—On the ordinary mold pan is a metallic frame, set
upon projections, the parts being fastened together
by clamps and cross-bars, to which a number of me-
tallic arms are attached. "Within the pan is the wax
mold of a page of letter-press, which is covered with
a thin coating of plumbago.
Claim.—A surface conductor for electrotyping,

arranged and operating substantially as here'in de-
scribed.

63,513.—J. A. Hamann, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
,

Watch Pendant Key.—A-pril 2, 1867.—The key is re-

tained in the pendant by a spring catch, which enters
a slot in the key, so elongated as to allow it sufiicient

movement to disengage the spring catch of the face
cover.
Claim.—The pendant A, having secured to it the

spring catch a, in combination with the key C and
shouldered pin F, constructed and operated as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

Second, the key C, with elongated notch 6, in com-
bination with the spring catch a, secured within the
pendant A, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

63,514.—J. H. Harris, Virginia, JH.—Car Coup-
ling.—April 2, 1867.—The link oscillates the cylinder
in entering, and is held by a radial pin upon it. The
ends of gravitating levers enter notches in the fixed
disks of the cylinder to prevent its oscillation when
coupled. The levers are raised for imcoupling by a
crank connected to their inner ends.
Claim.—First, the crank shaft L, connected to the

levers H H, for the purpose of elevating and lowering
the bumper of a car, also to uncouple the same for
the purposes and substantially as herein described.
Second, the cylinder E, provided with notches and

pintles Gr Gr, the levers H H and crank shaft L, in
combination with the bumper P, substantially as de-
scribed.

63,515.— George W. Hawk, Chicago, 111.—
Churn.—April 2, 1867.— The dasher rod is moved
vertically in guides, being clamped to a slide in a
trammel on the face of a revolving disk wheel.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

churn A and its cover, the platform B, the bottoms
or cams a b, the standard E, the crank F, wheel G,
and tranverse slotted bar J. when constructed and
operating substantially as set forth.

63,516.—Henry S. Heermance, Claverack, N".

Y.

—

Wagon.—April 2, 1867.—India-rubber strips are
attached at the point of connection between the
wagon body and the bolsters and standai-ds to pre-
A'^ent jarring.
Claim.—First, the application of india-rubber be-

tween a wagon body and the cross-baa-s or bolsters
upon which it rests, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.
Second, the application of india-rubber between the

standai-ds C C and a wagon body, substantially as sind

for the pm-poses described.

63,517.—Henry S. Heermance, Claverack, 1^.

Y.— JJmbrella Supporter.—April 2, 1867.—The um-
brella is secured by a universal joint to the upper end
of an adjustable staff. The staff is jointed, having a
slotted sector -and pivot, and below is attached by a
tenon and mortise joint to the stand post on the seat.

Tlie joints are rigidified by screws.
Claim.—First, the combination of the clamp D,

ball and socket joint a c, and standard or support a,

in the construction or an umbrella support, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the joints j k and the
ball and socket joint g c, in an umbrella support, sub-
stantially as and for the i)urpose described.

Third, the combination of the joints j k and w,
substantiidly in the manner and tor the purpose de-
scribed.

63,518.—Thomas Holt, Trieste, Austria.—/S^^rtm
Oenerator.—April 2, 1867.—The inner wall of the an-

nular water space is constrncted of a column of an-
nular plates -with vertical flanges for attachment to
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those above and below. The feed water passes up a
vertical pipe within the fire and smoke space, and
supplies the water through down-curved pipes pro-

ceeding radially from its top. This pipe has cir-

cumferential projections agreeing with the recesses

of the smoke space.
Claim.—Tho hot-air chambers or sections C, in-

closing the steam and water tube B, and inclosed

within the boiler A, constructed and arranged as

herein set forth, for the pm-pose specified.

63,519.—G-. W. HORTON, Belvidere, HI.—Swift
mid Reel.—April 2, 18G7.—The four pivoted arms
have toggle connection to a sliding plate on the fixed

arms, and may be spread at an angle of fiO° therefrom
or folded thereto. The block is attachable to either a
table or chair-back in a horizontal or vertical position.

Claim.—First, the construction and an-augement
of the disk B B, pivoted to the block D, and having
secured thereto the main bar C, on which works the
slide d, connected to the arms A by the pivoted braces
b, as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the indi-

cating wheel E, as herein described.

63,520.—Truman Hotchkiss, Stratford, Conn.,
assignor to Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.

—

Friction
TF/iee?.—April 2, 1867.—The loose collar has auti-fric-

tion wheels on radial axes, which act between a collar

on the propeller shaft and a fixed plate traversed by
said shaft. The object is an anti-friction bearing to

take the end strain of the shaft.

Claim.—The loose collar and wheels, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

63,521.—Swift McGr. Hunter, Terryville, Conn.—Madiine for Coiling Springs.—April 2, 18G7.—The
whole at one end of the blank is placed over the arbor
pin and the arbor caused to rotate by throwing in the
clutch connection of its shaft and driving pulley.

The brake is depressed by a treadle to allow the
movement of the clutch shaft, and a pin on the latter

keeps it in the depressed position. The outer end of
the spring operate&a rock shaft to release the clutch
shaft from its holding latch, when a spring throws out
che clutch and puts on the brake to stop rotation.
Claim.—First, the upright arm e, with its holding

pins m Til, in connection with the rock shaft d, the
latch 6, and the spring c, arranged and operating as
described, in comuination with the sliding bar F, the
shaft A, and the clutch E, substantially as herein set
forth.

Second, the upright holding rod I, in combination
with the spring k, the arm e, and the arbor «, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed.

Thu-d, the sliding bar F, in combination with the
spring g, stud i, and l)rake /, and the brake wheel H
on the driving shaft A, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as aescribed,

63,522.—"W. H. HuYCK, Chariton, loyva.—Sleigh.
—April 2, 1867.—The metallic knees are bent to brace
them to the runners, and one section of the knee being
shortened makes a shoulder on Avhich the bench rests.

Claim.—The knees C, composed of two parts a a
and secm'ed together, one of the parts being bent in
a horizontal position and the other part forming a
shoulder upon which the beam D I'csts, as herein set
forth, for the purpose specified.

63,523.—Caleb Jackson, York, HI.—Machine
for Shrhiking Tires.—April 2, 1867.—The tire is

clamped to the moving end blocks of the frame by
corrugated cams, with its convex side resting upon
the curved central plate. The end blocks arc then
approached to reduce the tire in lengtli.

Claim.—An improved tire-shrinking machine,
formed by the combination of the operating lever I,

shaft H, and pivoted levers F with each other, with
the stationary part A and movable parts B of the
machine, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

63,524.—John V. Jepson, Brooklyn, N". Y.—
Pipe Cutter.-April 2, 1867.—The head has a fixed
serrated clamp and a sliding corrugated cutter, which
is advanced by the screw of the lever. The pipe is

44 c p

held between the cutters and clamp and is cut by the
revolution of the tool around it.

Claim.—The use of a scraper C, in combination
with a cutter B, when the two are aiTanged in a tool to
cut and scrape a pipe or tube, as set forth.

63,525.—Augustine Je^vett, Boston, Mass.——Regulator for Watches.—April 2, 1867.—The index
finger enters one of a series of notches in a segmental
plate concentric with its axis and adjustable by a set
screw. The regulator pins are in a longitudinally
adjustable plate.

Claim.—The notched index C, in combination
with the regulator of a watch, when such index is ar-

ranged so as to slide or to be moved upon the bridge
plate of the balance of the watch, substantially as
described and for the piu-pose specified.

Also, the combination with the above of the set
screw G, arranged and operating upon the index,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the regulator pins a, when attached to the

regulator ai-m, so as to be adjustable therein, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

63,526.—"Wilson L. Jones, Baldwin City, Kan-
sas.

—

Lifting Apparatus.—April 2, 1867.—The lifting

platform rack is engaged by a toothed cylinder, ope-
rated by a handspike, for which it has radial sockets.
A detent pawl engages the teeth.

Claim..—The rack beam E, having platform D,
operating in combination Avith the cog cylinder F,
provided with a shiftal)le lever J, and detent K, sub-
stantially as described, for the piu-pose specified.

63,527.—William A. Jordan, New Orleans. La.
'

—

Apparatus for Bleaching Cane Juice.—April 2,

1867.—The jnice from tlie rollers passes l)y a trough
into the cyliuder, in whicli is a revolving agitator
consistingof a perforated cylinder witli paddle wheels.
At one side of the cylinder and communicating with
it is a tank with a pe'rfoi'nted cover, on wliich a stream
of water is projected. The tank communicates with
an oven containing .sulphur, the vapor of Avhich es-

capes into the tank, where it is purified by the water,
and then passes into the cylinder, where it is mingled
with the cane juice by means of the agitator.

Claim..—The'pnritying of sulphur gas through wa-
ter, in the manner specified and .shown, for the pur-
pose of bleacliiug and clarifying cane juice in a
thorough manner, by means oV tlie improved perfo-
rated revolving cylinder, witli paddies or buckets
combined, inclosed" in box F, in the manner herein
described and showu by the accompanying drawings.

63,528.-STEniEN K. Kane, Allegheny, Pa.—
Maruifactnre of Petroleum Soap.—April 2, 3867.

—

Rosin is dissolved iu petroleum or benzine, melted
tallow added, and tlio' mixture agitated till incorpo-
rated. Tiie mass is sapouified by lye, after which
coloring matter and perfume may bo added.
Claim.—The process of making soap combining

petroleum or otlier hydrocarbon oil, benzine or other
product of such oils with animal grease or fat, or
vegetable oil, either Avith or without the admixture of
rosin, so as to form achemical union therewith before
adding the lye for saponifying, substantially as here-
inbefore described.
Also, the process of making soap by first dissolving

rosin in hydro-carbon oil, benzine, or oilier fluid pio-

ducts of such oils ; then mixing the solution with
melted animal fat or grease, or vegetal)lc oil, so as to
form a chemical union thcrcwitli, and lastly, saponify-
ing the mixture thus foi-raed Avith lye, eitlier Avith or
without the applieatiou of heat, substantially as here-

inbefore described.

63,529.—Anton KiiiL and John Tresch, New
York, N. v.—Machine for Molding Pottery.—April
2, 1867.—The fiask is attached to a vertically sliding

frame, and its chaigc is brought into contact Avith a
revolving core. The fiask is composed of a series of

sections, Aviiich can be opened to remove the pot after

molding. The bottom of the flask is also movable
and is'prcssed up to facilitate the rcmoA'al of the
molded pot.

Ciam.—First, the cam con the shaft C, for the pur-

pose of I'aising the iilate g and flask D, substantially

m the manner herein shown and described.
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Second, the combination of the curved flange h' on
the plate cj with the pin'/ on the crank e. for the pur-
pose of gradually lowering the plate g and flask D,
substantially in the manner herein shown and de-
scribed.
Third, the construction of the flask D so that the

plates cV may be spread apart or closed at wUl, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.
Fourth, the plate K' on the pin K, in combLiiation

with the spii-al spring and the spring catch I, for the
purpose of raisiiig the ready molded pot, substantially
as herein shown and described.

Fifth, the manner of opening and closing the flask

D by means of the ^ng F and catch m", substantially
as and for the pm-pose herein shown and described.

'

Sixth, the combination of the frame A so that one
or more flasks and cores may be arranged thereon,
substantially as and for the pm-poses herein shown
and described.

63,530.—C. P. Kelsey, Livingstouville, IST. T.—
G-rain Cradle.—April 2, 1867.—The fingers of the
cradle are longitudinally adjusted in their clasping
sockets, which are connected by stay rods to the snath.
Claim.—The sockets E, applied to the fingers C,

cross bars I), and braces F, for the purpose of ren-
dering the fingers capable of a longitudinal adjust-

ment, substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

63,531 .—Patrick KE^-^;T, iSTew York, IST. Y.—
Shirt Studs.—April 2, 1867.—Crossbars are imbedded
in the disks and form points of attachment for the
flexible loop which connects the disks.

Claim.—The ]3erforated i)lates A and B, counter-
smik on opposite sides forming shoulders in the cen-
ter of the plates on which bear pins D, around which
the connecting loops C pass, holding the plates to-

gether with an unbroken flexible connection, in the
manner described, for the purpose specified.

63,532.—Chaeles B. Kxapp, TTaterloo, Wis.—
Boriiig Machine.—April 2, 1867.—By means of the
pawl, &c.. the wood is moved toward and from the
auger, and receives an intermittent rectilinear feed,

so as to present itself for a series of holes to be bored
in succession at regular intervals.

Claim.—First, the pawl N, hung to the framework
A, in connection with the ratchet teeth of the carri-

age I. and operating substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

Second, the guide bar or rail J, arranged to slide

at the front end of the carriage and operating in com-
bination with the arm Y, of the framework A, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

63,533.—D. I. Langwortht, Jamestown, N. T.—Piano Forte Mover.—April 2*, 1867.—The platform
on w hich the piano rests is supported on hinged legs
which are braced by stay rods when down, but are
retained against the under side of the platform while
the latter travels on rollers.

Claim.—The piano mover, consisting of the plat-

form A, to whose under side the sj)ring lever catches
E are secured, and bearing the clamps J, and handles
I, folding sujjporting frame B, provided with rollers

H, and having the lower end of the stay rods c piv-

oted thereto, -n'hen all are constructed and operating
as herein shown and described.

63,534 C. G. LATHROr, San Jose, Cul.—Weed
Cutter.— Aiml 2, 1867.—The V-shaped horizontal
cutter has hooks on the ends of its wings, and is se-

cured to a standard beneath the plow beam which is

supported on wheels.
C7rtun.—First, a weed cutter made and operating

substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the V-shaped horizontal cutter I, provided

with knives K, at its ends, substantially as and for

the purposes lierein shown and described.
Third, the circular revolving colter G, arranged in

front of the plow beam in combination with the cut-

ters I and K, all made and operating substantially as

lierein shown and described.
Fourth, the adjustable draft attachment E and F,

in combiuation with the cutters G I and K, as set

forth.

Fifth, a weed cutter so constructed that either the
knives or the wheels on which the whole device is

suppoi'ted can be adjusted up and down so that the
cutters can be brought more or less into the ground.

63,535.—G. Lattix and A. F. Hubbell, Cold-
water, Mich.—(Sea* for Vehicles.—April 2, 1867.—
The back is made from one board which is steamed
and molded round a form to which it is confined by
rods running through ear straps attached to the form.
The angle of inclination is produced by cutting away
a section of the wood so as to change the plane of the
lower edge, and the upper edge is cut to correspond.

Claim.—The '" bent reclining seat back" for vehi-

cle seats, indicated at T, constructed and fashioned
by the combined bending and reducing process, sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

63,536.—Horace Littlefield, Lewis, Iowa.—
Scaffold.—At^tH 2, 1867.—Improvement on his patent,
August 8, 1865. The scafl"old is made in two sections,

with a ladder and two extension legs to each, and
when used in conjunction each section braces the other,

enabling its use where attachment to the building is

impossible, as in plastering.

Claim.—A portable scaflbld that is made substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose herein shown and de-

scribed.

63,537.—T. A. Long, Meadville, Va.—Soda Foun-
fain.-April 2, 1867.—The water, ice, and soda are
placed in the reservoir, the liquid is forced thence by
a pump into an air chamber, whence the soda is dis-

charged by the compressed air into the glass which
contains the acid.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pump B, the
chamber E, the pipe C and D, constructed substan-

tially as described, in combination with the casing
A, for the purposes set forth.

63,538.—John J. Low, Cleveland, Ohio.—Coal
Stove.—ApiH 2, 1867.—The refractory lining has per-

forations leading to the annular chamber between it

and the corrugated lining. The plate on which the
fire pot rests is perforated to admit air between the
fii-e lining and the outer casing, each side of the in-

termediate lining. The caloric current passes from
the upper smoke chamber down side pipes to flues in
the base of the stove, where it passes to the front and
through the center to the exit flues.

Claim.—The corrugated or fluted cylinder G, as
constructed and arranged in relation to the apertures
m m. at its base, and to the passages n n ot p, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

Also, an interior perforated lining H, in combina-
tion with said corrugated or fluted cylinder, and aper
ture at its base, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

Also, in a cylinder coal-bm-ning stove the passage
of the products of combustion into the lower base D,
at the sides thereof, thence forward under the hearth,
and finally back through the middle of the base be-

neath the ash pan, to the exit flue or pipe, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

63,539.—John J. Low, Cleveland, Ohio.—Coa?
Stove.—April 2, 1867.—The annular air chamber be-

tween the fire pot and the casing has supply holes
through its lower plate, and the upper portion of the
tire pot is perforated to supply jets of hot aii' to sup-
port combustion.
C laim.—The perforated curved upper tier blocks

D D, arranged in connection with the blocks C C,
constructed as shown so as to form the aii* chamber <

1 1 m, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

Also, the arrangement and construction of the
whole body of the stove lining D C C, in connection
with the i?'pertures a or n, in "the manner and for the
pui'poses herein set forth.

63,540.—John K. Lowe, Cleveland, Ohio.—Jn^--
ing Apparatusfor Printing Machines.—April 2, 1867.

—Sectional rollers are placed in accordance with the
width of dittereut colors to be printed. Small rollers

dip into the fountains and impart their colors to the
rollers with Avhich they come in contact.
Claim.—The combination of the group of rollers

D C E, and the group of rollers G H I, with the roller

F, as and for the purpose specified.
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63,541.—TiXDAL A. Madisox, Terre Haute, Ind.
—Child's Carriage.—Ain-il 2. 18G7.—The revolving
axle winds up an clastic cord so that when the car-

riage is moved to the limit of the cord it will retui-n

to the point I'rom which it started.

Claim.—First, the combination of the revolving
axle rt, with the bolts d rf, or theii- equivalents, for

the purpose of alternately attaching the axle a, to the

carriage wheels, causing them to revolve together
and attaching the axle a to the side bar c c, causing
the carriage wlieel to revolve alone.

Second,"the combination of the revolving axle o,

the elastic cord// and the friction pulley g, or their

equivalents, for the purpose described. Also the
combination of the axle a and the spring n, for the
same pur])osel

Third, the combination of the axle a, the regulating
cord i i, and the friction pidley m, or theii' equiva-
lents, acting in concert with the elastic cord //, or

the spring n, for the purpose described.

63,542.—TiXDAL A. Madison, Torre Haute, Ind.—Plastering Trozvel.—April 2, 1867.—The brace holds
the trowel at any given angle, and gages worked
with thuml) screws adjust the trowel to "the desii-ed

thickness of the coat of plaster.

Claim.—First, the construction of a plasterer's

trowel with the brace 6, to hold the trowel to any
given pitch or angle to the surface being covered.
Second, the cornbiuation of the gages c and thumb

screws d with tlie trowel blade a and the brace b, to

adjust the tro^-cl to the putting on of the covering
material of any thickness required.

63,543.—Thomas Marsh, Central Falls, Pv. I.,

assignor to himself and D. L. Fales, same place.

—

Devicefor Lubricating Spindles.—April 2. 1867.—The
journal sleeve has an oil cup attached by a pipe issu-

ing horizontally therefrom above the sui'face of the
oil. A Avick conducts the oil to the spincUe by capil-

laiy attraction, and its outer end lies in a groove of
the sleeve.

'^ Claim.—The oil reservoir C, and conducting tube
D, distinct from the bolster in combination with a
channel a, cut iu the side of the spindle bearing and a
suitable absorbent for conducting the lubricant, ai'-

ranged substantially as described lor the purposes
specified.

63,544.—G. B. Massey, jSTew York, N". Y.—
Boat Detaching Tackle.— AprU 2, 18.57.— The fall

ropes ai-e connected to blocks which pass through
thwarts and have anti-fric>;on rollers engaged by
hooks on jointed levers, connected together" and ope-
rated simultaneously by a hand lever. The blocks go
with the ropes when the hooks are disengaged.
Claim.—The vertical rods C, hinged to the boat at

their lower end, and provided with the hooks e, at

their upper ends, in combination with the blocks D,
connecting bar B, and lever L, ai-ranged to operate
as herein shown and described.

63,545.—Silas B. Maulsby, Muncie, Tndi.-Sugar
Juice Evaporator.— April 2, 1867.— The pans are
connected by overflow tubes ; the lower section has
an oscillating attachment to regulate the flow. The
handle of the gate fonns a clamp for the adjacent pan.

C'iaim.—First, the strainer gate B, constructed as
herein described and represented, and eciployed to
connect the pans together as well as to anest the
passage of the scmn, as set forth.

Second, the adjustable elbow tube C, applied and
operating in combination with the pans A, in the
manner and for the pmpose set forth.

63,546.—Chakles E. McDoxald, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Prop Stick for Piano Fortes.—April 2, 1867.

—

Pivoted weights attached to the case drop on the
lower ends of the pivoted iirops and elevate them
when the main lid is raised. Catches withhold the
weights while the lid is lowered.

Claim.—First, the combination with the hinged
prop or props C, and 'lid or top B, of a weight or
weights 1). for action in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as herein set forth.
Second, the combination with the hinged prop or

props C, lid or top B, and weight or weights D, of a
catch or catchers E. so constructed and applied as on
closing the lid the weight or weights aie automati-

cally released and left free to exercise a lifting action
on the props, substantially as specified.

63,547.—Wm. H. McDonald, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Piano Forte.—April 2, 1867.—Elastic cords are at-

tached to the pivoted props and are looped over plus
prior to raising the main lid. On raising the lid the
elasticity of the tightened cords draws the props into

position to brace the lid. Stops prevent the props
raising too high or lowering too far.

Claim.—The combination with the hinged or piv-

oted prop C to the lid B, of a spring or elevating

device controlled by a spring and made capable of at-

tachment to or detachment from the case for opera-

.

tion of the prop or props at either end of the latter,

substantially as specified.

63,548.—S. Merrick, ^N'ew Brighton, 'Ptx.—Car
Body Frame.—April 2, 1)^67.—Angle iron is used iu
form of arched and niiizular trusses, gii'ders and
stanchions in combination with the usual beams and
casing of the car, which has somewhat lighter pro-

portions.
C laim.—In the construction of fi'amcs of car bodies

the iron arched trusses B, the angle trusses C, and
the horizontal iron i)lates c, in combination with the

main sills A, the stanchions a, and the cross sills d,

aiTanged substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

63,549.—S. S. Mlddlebrook. SandyHook, Conn.—Hat Blocking Machine.—April 2, 1867.—The levers

are hinged in a plate pivoted at the head of a vertical

shaft, and traverse the holes in a disk which is de-

pressed by a treadle to expand the conic fi-nstum

formed by'the upper end of tlic frame. A zone of rub-

ber above the fulcrum contracts the frame on release

of the treadle. The brim is roUcd between coiTugated
conical rollers to stretch it. The crown part of the
body upon the block is forced within a rubber ring,

forming the angular connection between crown and
brim.
Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement

of the vertical shaft A, lever D, cross-head C, rubber
ring n, perforated disk F, with its edge grooVed to
receive the metallic rod d stUTOtmding said levers D,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the conical corrugated rollers G H, the
teeth of wliich mesh into each other, swinging frame
I. bearing the oblique shaft g, and pivoted at its outer
end h to the fi-ame, adjusted by means of tlie set screw
i, when constructed and arranged to operate as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

Thu-d. the rubber ring M upon the table L of the
frame K, sliding cross-head I, and block N, when con-

'

structed and arranged to operate as herein set forth.

63,550.—John E. Moffitt, Chelsea, Mass,—^p-
paratus for Molding and Vulcanizing Articles of
Ituhher.—April 2, 1867.—The rubber is placed in molds
which revolve upon a cylinder and is compressed by
steam-heated platens. Tlie steam pipes arc jointed
to allow a radial movement in the platens, which are
raised on reaching their highest position by the pro-
jections on a slideaetuated ))y a cam. Simultaneously
\Aith the rise of the platen the plunger bottom of the
mold is raised to expel tlic rubber.
Claim.—The cousti-uction of the cylinder with a

steam chamber, the outer surface of which is made
capable of receiving molds or mold boxes of various
sizes, substantially as set forth.

Also, combining with the cylinder the grooved
wheels with swinginj^ felloes, and the gi-oove ways in

the upright, substantially as set fortli.

Also, the employment of tlie friction rings or rolls

running in the gTOOves, substantially as set' forth.

AlsoTin combination with the mold cylinder and
each mold thereof, the hollow steam-heated platen or
follower.
Also, in combination with each platen or follower

the bar o, having the mold blocks z, tmd the platen or
follower connected therewith and operated thereby,
substantially as set forth.

Also, the "combination of the shafts t v.\ eccentrics
V and lifters r, for raising the platen, substantially as
described.

Also, combining with each hollow steam-heated
platen or follower the jointed or movable steam pipe
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for conducting steam into and from the platen, sub-

stantially as shoAvn and described.

63,551>—CriAKLES Morkis, Stockton toTraship,

17. J., assignor to himself, George Eichards and
Stanley C. Hylton, Philadelphia, 'Pa.—Marking
Attachment for Ploivs.—A\)ri\ 2, 1867.—The jointed
reversible bar is clamped onto the beam and has a
trailing chain suspended from its further end for

marking a line for a furrow.
Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the

plow beam A, with the clamp B H, the jointed and
reversible bar D K, and the chain M, operating sub-

stantially as described.

63,552.—Duncan Morrison, Portland, Me.—
Combined Cane, Umbrella, Pistol, Dagger, and Camp
atool.—April 2, 1867.—The umbrella is contained in

the cane, and the seat in the umbrella. The pistol

and dirk ai-e contained in the top of the cane, which
is separable from the rest.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement in the
hollow of the top of the cane, of the pistol and dii-k,

operated and secm-ed as described, with the umbrella
and seat in the stock, the two parts of the cane be-

ing separable and capable of being united, all as and
for the pm-poses set forth.

63,953.—AnselW. Munroe, Eahway, 1^. J., and
ISxVAC C. Munroe, Brooklyn, K". Y.—Process of En-
ameling Hard Rubber, Gutta Percha, d:c.—April 2,

1867.—The rubber is coated Avith colored collodion to
give the "gum color" to the rubber plates of the
denture.

(7iai77i.—Enameling rubber or its allied gums, sub-
stantially as described.

63,554.—Henry Neumeyer, Millerstown, Pa.—
Spiral Hay J'orA:.—April 2, 1867.—As the vertical

tines descend into the bunch of hay the spiral tines

are rotated and then locked. The load being elcA^ated

the cord is pulled, disengaging the detent and revolv-
ing the spiral tines to discharge the load.

Claim.—The vertical tines A, shank B, roller or
pulley D, and one or more spiral tines F, in combi-
nation with the rope E, support G, lever stop H, and
spring I, substantially as described, for the pm'pose
specilied.

63,555.— G. C. Pattison, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to himself and Benjamin G. Harris, same
jilace.—Gaff for Ships' Spars.—Ain^ix 2, 1867.—The
gaff has guai-d hooks or plates secured on either side

to receive the gaff halyards and prevent their being
caught between the gaff and the mast.

Claipi.—Guard hooks or plates, combined with the
inner end of gaffs or other swinging spars, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pui'pose herein set

forth.

63,556.— Starr Polley, Brooklyn, K. Y.—
Steaming on Hat Bodies.—April 2, 1867.—The hat
body is placed upon the pyramidal assemblage of

levers, to which it is held by clamps with corrugated
faces. The size of the frustum being then enlarged
a hat block is elevated centrally, impinging against
the crown and stretching the hat into shape.
Claim.—First, the levers B, standing in a conical

or a pyramidal position during the stretching of the

bat body, and provided with clamps for holding the
body tliercon, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the longitudinal -corrugations G* and B- in

the acting faces of the devei- and clamps of a hat-

stretcbing machine, adapted to operate relatively to

each other and to the hat body, as herein described
and set fortli.

Third, the spring connection m, aiTanged relatively

to the clamps G and levers B and their connections,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the carrier N N' and hat block O, operating
relatively to the pyi-amidally arranged stretching
levers B, which previously stretch the hat body, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein specilied.

63,557.-Nelson Pontious, Hallsville, Ohio.—
Drilling TFeWs.-April 2, ]867.—The outer end of the
walking-beam has a ratchet wheel and two pawl
wkich laiter are operated by lifting cams and give the

drill a rotary reciprocating motion. The clamping
collar of the rope is supported upon arms rising from
the ratchet wheel.
Claim.—First, the clamping arms or jaws I I,

clamping the rope of drilling tools, in combination
Avith the ratchet wheel F, with which said jaws turn,
substantially as described
Second, the combination of the pawls L L, the walk-

ing-beam, the horizontal ratchet wheel F, the cams
Q Q for raising the pawls L above the ratchet wheel
F automatically, and the slotted connecting rod, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the vertical ratchet wheel M and its pawl,
in combination with the slotted connecting rod O and
cams Q Q, substantially as described.
Fourth, the orifice G through the ratchet wheel F,

and through the bed plate E and walking-beam B, in
combination with the hinged clamping arms or jaws
1 1, substantially as described.

63,558.-Arthur Prentiss, Prentiss Vale, Pa.—Spikes and Xails.—April 2, 1867.—The spike has
serrations on one side, and after being placed in the
hole is forced laterally by a key so as to imbed the
teeth in the Avood and enable it to resist retractive
force.

Claim.—Spikes and bolts for railroads and other
purposes, whether round, square, octagonal or other-
wise in form, coustnicted in two separate pieces, the
one provided with roughened side or sides, substan-
tially as described, and to be used conjointly either
with or without the timber preservative, as and for
the purposes set forth.

63,559.— George Pye and F. S. C. Souther,
South Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for Cutting Corn
Stalks, d-c.—April 2, 1867.—The two-wheeled carriage
travels between the rows, and the knives which are
set on the ends of the transversely reciprocating bars
cut both rows. The knives are driven by wrist con-
nections to crank wheels driven by pinions from
geared rims on the driving Avneels. The cutting ap-
paratus rests on a caster wheel, the frame rocking
upon the main axle as it imdulates in confoiTuity to
the surface of the ground.

Claim.—First, the machine for cutting corn, cane,
and other stalks, in the field, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein described.
Second, the transverse sliding knives F F, operated

by the cranks d d, in combination with the pinions

g g, and the concentric toothed rims h h on the driv-
ing wheels A A, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

Thu-d, the rocking frame C C, and cross-bar E, in
combination with the axle B, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes herein de-
scribed.

63,560.—David Pyke, Philadelphia, Ta.—Bal-
anced Slide Valve.—April 2, 1867.—One section of
the valve has a face working against the steam-chest
co\"er, and the other, which is of smaller area than the
former, works on the lower seat. These sections are
held in their relative positions by a nut fitted to the
valve rod and to recesses in the back of each of the
sections. The sections are held apart and in contact
with the seats by means of screw studs, with right
and left-hand scrcAv threads on them and nuts cor-

responding thereto.
Claim.—Yh-st, the adjustable valves D D', con-

structed as described, and the spindle E, with its nut
t, the whole being arranged in respect to each other
as specified.

Second, the combination of the two valves D and
D', their studs or bolts m and m', those of one valve
having left-handed and those of the other valve right-

lianded thj-cads, and the nuts n having threads adapted
to those of the said bolts or studs.

Third, the upper valve D and lower valve D', the
former liaviug a larger area than the latter Avhen the
two valves are used in connection with a cylinder
Ijaving avalve chest on its side, as described, for tho
purpose specified.

63,561 .—F. J. PtABBETH, Hion, N. T., and J. E.
Atwood, "Willimantic, Conn.—Self-oiling Spindlefor
Spinning Jfacft »ics.—April 2, 1867.—The oil cup is

ihounted on and surrounds the bolster extension of

the spindle, which receives oU therefrom through a
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Blot. An aperture in the bottom of the cup carries
down the oil within the bolster. A sleeve suiTounds
the oil cup, and the latter is fed through an opening
in tlie former.
Claim.—First, the bolster, tube and step B B^ B',

with an oil cup C at its upper end, provided with a
j^assage a and slot c, the whole constructed as aud
tor the purpose set forth,

Second, in combination with an oil cup mounted on
or surrounding tlie bolster, the perforated whirr or
whirr sleeve D', aud outer perforated cap E for action,

as specified.

Third, in combination with the spindle tube, the
set screw F and packing k, operating to restrain the
spindle to its place, and pi-event the escape of oil, as
herein specified.

63,562.—C. "W. RnoADs, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

signor to himself, S. C. and E. O. Frixk and H. A.
'iA.ooKF..— Gate ia^cft.—April 2, 1807.—The gravitat-
ing latch piece is entered from behind the holder be-

fore tlie latter is attached to the stile, and vibrates on
its journals as it comes in contact with its keeper, or
is raised by the finger to unlatch it.

Claim.—T\\Q combination of the several devices
made, constructed and an-anged, substantially as and
for the pui-pose herein set forth.

63,563—Stephen-' O. PvIder, New York, N. T.—
Bale Tie.—April 2, 1867.—One end of the hoop is

looped around one bar of the buckle, and the other
end is looped and protruded through a slit in the
buckle, aud engaged by a pin.
Claim.—Tlie key or pin c, constructed with an

annular tooth or rib c", in combination with the loop
a' and slot c'. airanged at the opposite ends of the tie

or band, substantially as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified-

63,564.— Peter Sheckler, Orangeville, HI.
Magazine Fire-arm.—A-[)v'\i2, 1867.—The tube of the
magazine aud the rear chamber are filled with car-
tridges, the latter while the spring is temporarily
retracted. The breech block is retracted by the oscil'

lation of the trigoer guard, aud on the advance of the
block the cartridge moves forward, and is received
by the guides. Another motion of the guard di-aws
the breech block from beneath the cartridge, the
guide descends, the cartridge enters the bore, into
which it is pushed by the reti-action of the trigger
guard.
Claim.—First, the slot n, in the rear of the stock

for holding the spring plate E, for the purpose de
scribed as specified.

Second, the left-hand block T, in combination with
the breech Q for operating the spring guides U, sub
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

Third, the right-hand block T, in combination witl
the breech Q and hammer W, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

63,565.—Jacob A. Sherman, Tsew York, IST. Y
—2'm.s.s.—April 2, 1867.—At the side bend ofthe spring
is a hinge and an adjustable slide to regulate the angle
of the two portions, and thus adjust tlie force of the
spring. The pad is pressed by a plate Avith radiating
fingers, aud is attached by a universal joint to the
end of the .spring.

Claim.—Yhat, a truss spring, formed of tv.-o or
more paits hinged together and retained at the de-
sired angle to each other, substantially as specified,
so as to regulate the pressure of the 'spring, as set
forth.

Second, the ball joint i for attaching and adjusting
the pad, in combination with the screw o passing
through said ball, and taking the inner surface of the
cavity as set forth.

Third, the plate m, formed with radiating levers or
fingers, to which the padding is connected, so that
they yield and adapt the pad to the sm-face of the
hernia, as set forth.

63,566.—Elt S>nTn, Claremont. K 'K.—Meat
and Vegetable Chopper.—April 2. 1867.—The side
bars are slotted to hold a gang of knives, which have
Erojections on their upper edges, against which the
ars are expanded by the cross rod.
Claim.—The sides bb,as constructed, in combina-

tion with knives or choppers e e e, rod d and handle
A, as and for the purpose set forth.

63,567.—George H. Smith, iSTew Orleans, La.—
Medical Compound.—April 2, 1867.—For thecm-e of
scrofula and pulmonary complaints, composed of laurus
benzoin, 2 lbs. ; bicarbonate of potash, i lb.; the iuuer
bark of cephalanthus occidentulis or button bush, 10
lbs. ; Avhite sugar, 72 lbs. ; and water, 6 galls.

Claim.—The composition herein described, Avhen
the same is compounded of the ingredients herein
specified in the proportions as given^ for the pm-pose
set forth.

63,568.—T. Briggs Smith, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself aud Elmer Towsend, same place.—Boot and Shoe.—April 2, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim..—A pegged boot or shoe, in which pegs
formed from a twisted polygonal metallic wire, and
of uniform size throughout tlieir length, arc substituted
for wooden or other pegs heretofore employed.

63,569.—T. Briggs Smth, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Elmer Townsend, same place.—Boot and Shoe.—April 2, 1"867.—Short pieces of
twisted angular wire are substituted for shoe pegs.
Claim.—A peg or fastening ofuniform size through-

out its length, formed from twisted angular wii'e,

substantially as hereinbefore described anil shown.

63,570.—T. Briggs Smith, Boston, Mass, as-

signor to himself and Elmer Townsend, same pl.ice,—Machine for Twisting Wire.—April 2, 1867.—Tlie

wire is polygonal in form, is wound from a, drum,
passes through a die to a winding drum, which by
the action of a spring keeps it at the proper tension,

and winds it as fast as twisted. One wheel guides it

through the die, and another draws it ; the revolution
of the frame is constant, and gives the twist. The
variation in the twist is given by the rate of di-awing.

Claim.—First, the adjustable die T, constructed
and operating as described.
Second, the drawing wheel E, hung in the revolv-

ing frame K, and an-auged and operated in the man-
ner specified.

Thu'd, the drum TV, hung in the revolving frame K,
and constructed and operating as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of worm wheel Y, operated
as described, with shaft X, ratchet i and spring n,
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, an improved machine for imparting a regu-
lar and adjustable twist to wire constructed,, arranged,
and operating substantially in the manner described.

63,571. -Mathias Spexli, Detroit, M.\c\i.—Wood
Turning Lathe.—April 2, 1867.—A right and left last

are turned at the same time in the same lathe, and
from a single pattern, which may be larger or smaller
than the last produced. The cutter heads are traversed
by the right and left-hand screws of the single .spindle,

so as to simultaneously advance or recede from tlie

central wheel, which is actuated by the pattern lust.

By shifting the bolt in the slotted lever, the motion
of the pattern wheel head can be accelerated or re-

tarded to make the lasts respectively smaller or larger
than the pattern, while preserving the relative pro-
portion of the parts of each last.

Claim.—F'n-^t, the arrangement of cutter heads
F F', moving in opposite directions, in. combination
v.ith the head H carrying the guide wheel, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the vibrating siottcd lever / and bolt e, in

combination with the heads H F, so that the speed of
tlie head H in relation to the heads F F' can be regu-
lated for the purpose specified.

Third, connecting the oscillating spindle stock .T.

with the stirrup supporting the axle of the guide
wheel, so that said guide A\heel and spindle stock
move simultaneously toward and ffom each other, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourtli, a lathe for turning lasts in which a right
and left last are turned simultaneously from a single
pattern, when constructed and operating subsian-
tially as described.

63,573.—A. T. Stearns, Dorchester, Mass.—
Machine for Making Wooden Eave Troughs.—April
2, 1867,—The machine has a cylincb-ical saw running
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upon auti-friction rollers, an obliquely jom-ualed scor-.

iiig- sa'w aud linishing planing cutters.

Claim.—l^'irst, the arrang-cmeiit upon the frame A
of the cylindi'ical saw D, oblique saw H, molding-
cutters i J, cutters K L M, friction rollers C C and
G G, substantially as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

Second, operating the hoUoTv cylindrical saw D by
means of driving belt D', extending from the drum
on the sliaft F around the said saw, liolding it against
the friction rollers G G-, wliich form its bearings as
.herein shown and described.

63,573.—Edgar M. Stevens, Chelsea, Mass.,
assignor to Alfred B. Ely, is^ewton, Mass.—jEfee?

IStifemr.— A-^rA 2, 1867.— The outwardly rounded
form obviates the wearing of the lining.

Claim.—A. molded heel stiffening of rubber or sim-
ilar clastic material having its upper edge turned
over outwai'dly, as and for the purposes set forth.

63,374.—A. K. Stewart, Douglas Harbor Can-
ning, ISIew Brunswick.— TFoofZ Lathe for Turning
Irregular Forms.—April 2, 1867.—The arrangement
of double cai-ringes with the shafts and cutter"wheels
enables the use of sevcial cutter wheels on the same
blank. Tlie two carriages are coupled by slotted
plates, and are mutually advanced and receded in con-
formity to Ijio pattern between the traversers.
Claim.—Fh'sx, the double carriage/ and/', witli their

shafts and cutter wlieels and traversers, arranged and
operated substantially as herein shown and described.
Seconu, tlie screw H, the clamp nut L and the

swinging fi-ame Fig. 5, in combination with the double
carriage / and /', operating substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purposes set forth.

63,575.—Edgar B. Stocking, Binghamton, isT.

T.

—

Billiard Cue Tip and Fastener.—April 2, 1867.

—

The tip embraces the head of a screw which has a
square shank in the feiTuleand a screw thread engag-
ing a nut in the body of the cue.
Claim.—The combination of the slits in the under-

side of tips of rubber or leather, and a screw the head
of which lits said slits andtlie body of which is square
and fitting a ferrule movable and having a square
opening in its center and acting as a wrench and a:

fixed nut in the billiard cue, as above described and
for the above-named purpose.

63,570.—Charles Stoddard, Hancock, N. Y.—
Sleigh liunner.—April 2, 1867.—The shoe has an up-
wardly projecting dovetail flange embraced between
the lateral halves of the runner, which are bolted to-

gether.
Claim.—Eirst, forming the sleigh runner in two

parts A and B, -^^'ith a dovetailed groove formed in
and between them, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, foimiug tlie shoe C with a central i^roject-

ing dovetailed flange c', substantially as herein shown
and described and for the pmpose set forth.

63,577.—J. B. Stoddard, Baltimore, Md.—Jce
Boat.—April 2, 1867.—The ram raises and breaks the
ice which is deflected by the overhanging prow to keep
it from coming on board. The serrated edges of the
paddle Avlieels cut pointed i)rojections of ice fi'om the
sides of the track.
Claim.—The arrangement of the projecting prow

A and overhanging bow B, in combination witli the
paddle wheels Avitli serrated peripheries, substantially
as tuid for the piu'pose set forth.

63,578.—J. E. Taber, Eall River, Mass.—SinJc
Trap.—April 2, 1867.—The cone-shaped tube is divided
longitudinally and hinged in such a manner that the
parts open to afibrd a passage and close by gravity.

Claim.—Tlic valve consisting of the two equally
divided ja'ws li, forming a cone, their joint being at

right angles with tiie top of the trap pivoted at their

upper inner ends tliereto, whereby they close by their

own gravity, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

63,579—William A. Terry, Prairie du Chien,
"Wis.— Wa.shing J/«c/r/7i.t'.—April 2, 1867.—The faces
of the m()Vii!)k' and under disks arc respectively formed
Of con-ugated sections. The upper receives the recip-

rocating rotary motion from a pinion and a master
wlieel, the latter oscillated in a vertical plane by a
lever attached.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lever K, gear wheel I, pinion wheel G, and vertical
ubber shaft D, with each other with the supporting
standard or frame E, and with the hinged part of the
cover E, substantially as herein shown and described.

63,580.-Amaltha E. Thorx, Eletcher, Ohio.—
Churn.—April 2, 1867.—The churn has perforated
partitions and valved air tubes, and is reciprocated
bodily on wheels by pitman connection to a rotaiy
crank.
Claim.—^Eii'st, the chrnm barrel or chamber C, pro-

vided -with the vertical perforated partitions G,in com-
bination with the bed plate A, guide pins E E', pitman
S, crank P, shaft _p, and propelling handle n, or their
mechanical equivalents, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein described and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the air valve or valves k in the tubes K K',
or one of them, in the described combination with the
elements of the preceding clause.

63,581.—E. W. TiLTON, Oshkosh, 'W\?>.—Saw.—
Aprd 2, 1867.—The saw plate has a transverse curva-
ture to enable it to saw to a curved line.

Claim.—Forming a saw concave substantially in the
manner herein shown and described, for the purposes
specified.

63,582.—Jacob G. Trout, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Burglar Alarm.—April 2, 1867 ; antedated March 20,

1867.—The shaft is actuated by a spring and secured
by wii'cs to a door or window. The wii-e being freed,

the spring throws the shaft down upon a percussiou
cap.
Claim.—The combination of body back and front

F F, nipple a, rod or hammer and handle B 5, sjuing
C, right angle groove I I, screw e, and all as described
and for the purpose set forth.

63,583.—John Yak Gaasbeek, Mount Yernon,
N. Y.

—

liaising Bents in Buildings.—April 2, 1867.

—

The plates of the hinge are attached to the sill and
post respectively to guide the tenon into the mortise
in raising the bent.

Claim.—First, the two-flanged plates A B pivoted
together and furnished with suitable appliances where-
by they may be attached to the post of a bent and to
the sill, in the manner herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

Second, the arrangement of the extremity a of the
plate A, with reference to the inner surface of the
plate B and of the flanged sides of said plates, that
the said extremity and sides shall serve as guides for

directing the tenon on the post into the mortise in the
sill, substantially as set forth.

Third, the construction of the plate B with the slot-

ted ear d, whereby the clamping chain F, or its equiva-
lent, may be adjusted to clamp the plate B to posts of
any desii-ed size, substantially as herein set foith.

63,584.—H. F. Wadhams, South Dansville, IT.

Y.

—

Device for Cathcring Apples.—April 2, 1867.

—

The canvas pocket is attached to the tree by belts and
its outer edge is secured to stakes by cords and rings.

Claim.—The canvas B secm'cd to the body A of
the tree to the medium of the belt A*, straps a, and
secm-ed or held in position by the stakes C I), all ar-

ranged in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

63,585.— Edgar Wakeman, Brooklyn, Cal.—
Boat and Davit Tackle.—A-^yW 2, 1867.—The lower
davit block has a link somewhat like a lifting pin of a
stone clevis and its enlarged end is kept in its recess
by the curved wedge-shaped point of a horizontally
vibrating lever. The levers at the opposite ends are
connected by a rope to give simultaneous discharge.
Claim.—¥\YSi, uniting the davit tackle to the boat

by means of a hook linlc'B, in combination Avith cor-

respondingly-shaped hook strap or bracket C when
said link or hook strap are jammed and held together
by means of a cam or lever, substantially as described.

Second, uniting and detaching the boat toandfrom
the davit tackle by means of a lever or cam in com-
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bination with the hook liuk B and stop C, substan-

tially as described.

63,586.—William R. Walpole, Chicago, 111.,

assig-uor to himself, AVilliam G. Wood, and John
Gr. Walked, same place.

—

Ploiv.—April 2, 18G7.—

A

vertical standard with subsoiling- share is attached to

the beam behind the plow by udjustaljle l)olted plates

withaloeking--cam attached. Tlio standanlis secured

below by a slotted bar which is pivoted on the stand-

ard of the plow.
Claim.—The combination of the plates E and F,

cam and handle K II, the standard D, shovel S, and
rod c, an-ang-ed and operating substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

63,587.—Zachakiah Walsh, K^ewark, IST. J.—
Traveling JJffgr.—April 2, 18()7.—The edge of the bent
strip clamps the material against the other portion

of the frame ; the recess to receive the hem is outside

the rivets.

Claivi.—The arrangement upon the frame a or the
plate B, one or both, of a bent edge adapted to clamp
the material at the point of its departm-e from the

frame, the recess adapted to receive the hem being
outside of the Line of rivets, as herein described and
represented.

63,588.-J". T. Warren, Stafford, N. Y.—Sacl
Iron.—April 2, 1867.—The distance of the heating
plug from the bottom of the ii-on is regulated by a set

screw.
Claim..—Eirst, the combination of the adjustable

heating plug C with the hollow shell A, whereby the
smoothing surface of the said shell may be heated to a
greater or less degree by adjusting the plug at a
greater or less distance from the bottom of the atbre-

said shell, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the thumbscrew b and supporting frame D,
combined in relation with each other and with the
handle B, heating plug C, and shell A, substantially

as herein set forth for the pm'pose specified.

63,589.—William Weaver, Phcenixville, Pa.—
Composition,for Destroying Insects.—April 2, 1867.

—

Composed of air slacked lime, 14 parts : salt, 3 ; soda
ash. 2, and sulphm", 1, mixed and scattered at the
bases of trees.

Claim.—Eirst, a composition of salt and soda ash
to be applied to fruit trees, as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the above composition in combination with
slacked lime and sulphur, for the pm-pose specified.

63,590.—Theodore A. Weber, New York, IST.

Y.—Sefcty Attachment for Pocket Books.—April 2,

1867.—The hook on the book is impelled by a spring
and released by a lever and is intended to penetrate
the lining of the pocket to prevent the surreptitious
abstraction of the book.
Claim.—The device for the purpose described con-

sisting of a hook b, spring d, lever c, and case B, in
combination with the pocket book A, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

63,591.-^. A. Whitman, Auburn, Me.—Oil
Can.—April 2, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The collar C, forming a cup upon the tube
B at such a point near its upper end that the oil con-
tained in said cup shall, when the oil canA is reversed,
flow down the said tube and olf its point without over-
flowing the said cup, as herein set forth.

63,592.—Jonathan R- Whittemore, Chicopee
Falls, Islass.—Sash Fastening.—Ai.rW 2, 1867.—The
friction cam foot is pivoted midway of its length but
eccentrically to the curve of the surface so as to bind
the window'in ascent or descent. This foot is pivoted
on a slide plate worked longitudinally by a cam lever
to throw the foot in or out of action." The device is

attached to the sash and the foot acts on the strip.
Claim.—Tha cam H H H, slide C. and self-acting

cam E E and F, when used in combination substan-
tially as described.

63,593.—John Wiard, New Britain, Conn., as-
signor to A. E. Taylor, same place.—/Sa^/t Fastener.

—April 2, 1867.—The bolt in the sash whicli engages
the stile has a pin entering a slot in the plate of the
bolt which locks the sashes together ; a rcti'acitiou of
the former bolt retracts the latter one, but a half projec-
tion of the former to engage the stile when the sash
is open will not project the latter.

Claim..—First, the bolt rt, provided with the pin d,

sliding in the elbow-shaped slot </ of boltc, constructed
and operating substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the elbow-^hapcd slot g of bolt e, through
which slides the pin d of the bolt a, and operating in
the manner described, for the purpose specified.

63,594.—Samuel P. Williams, Sheridan, N. T.—Fence.—April 2, 1867.—Improvement on his patent,
May 25, 1866. The rods have intwined claws for at-

tachment to the post, and have a girding plate with
openings for the ends of the lower rails. The upi^ev
I'ails rest in an eye formed by a double ogee bend in
the top of the wife. Intermediate girders form rests
for other rails.

Claim.—In combination with the iron staple-shaped
post, the ring or square-shaped fastening in the upper
end of the post, as described.

Also, in combination with the post and ring in
the same, the cross-bar and manner of fastening the
same by means of hooks on the end of the cross-bar,
as described.
Also, in combination with the post and ring, the

cast or wrought-iron holder and brace, and the mode
of receiving and holding the boards and rails therein,
as described.

Also, in combination with the post and brace,,
the mode and manner of anchoring or fastening the
foot of the post in the stone base by tm-niug the end
thereof, as described.

63,595.—Samuel Russel Wilmot, Bridgeport,
Conn.—>S'fertm Blower.—A\-iY\\ 2» 1867.—The blast
pipe has annular concentric steam pipes witliin, having
a double convex cross section and slits in their upper
edges for the issue of the jets of steam which cause
the blast.

Claim.—The steam jet, herein described, made ol
sheet metal and with small slits entering its cavity
fi'om the exterior edge of the jet, substantially as
specified.

63,596.—George W. Wilson, Freeport, 111.—
Churn.—April 2, 1867.—The disk is attached to the
rotary shaft, and triangular boards secured thereto
form hollow dashers.

Claim..—The wheel E, provided Vv'ith the triangular
boards C C and D, whereby the chambers F arc formed
on each side of the wheel, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

63,597—James Win.\ns, Plymouth, Mich.—
Land Holler.—April 2, 1867.—The two sections of

the roller rotate in separate frames, which are pivoted
to bars in front and rear to allow liberty of action.
Claim.—The two frames A A, connected together

by means of the bai's C C and bolts d d, which said
bolts act as pivots for the frame, allowing them inde-
pendent motion, substantially as specified.

63,598.—Walter D. Woods, Bennington, Is.

H., assignor to himself and Ebenezer F. Woods,
same place.

—

Table Cutlery.—April 2, I867.—A metal
guard covers tlie edges and ends of the handle and
forms a bolster to embrace the tang tlu-ough which
also it passes transversely.
Claim.—The combination of the blade, the wooden

body B of the handle, and the metallic encompassing
lining C cast on the tang a and the body B. in man-
ner and so as to form the bolster, substantially as de-
scribed.

Also, the extension of the bolster into and through
the tang, when cast upon it and making part of a me-
tallic lining to encompass the tang and the wooden
body of the handle, as explained.

63,599.—John E. Wootten, Crcssona, Pa.—
Sash Supporter.—April 2, 1867.—The catch has a
spring which tends to keep it extended. It has a lip

for manipulation and a cuiwcd slot in its inner side

traversed by a stop pin on the plate.
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Claim.—The plate D attached to the sash, the pin
E, arm F. and coiled spriner m, in combination with
the plate G- and its projection h on the sash frame,
the whole being' constructed, arranged, and operating
as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

63,600.—JoHX E. "WooTTEX and Hexrt Hazel,
Cressona, Pa.— Locomotive Atto-chment.—April 2,

1867.—The ram is pivoted to the locomotive and may
be folded against the same or extended by an adjusta-

ble spring-brace rod. to a position to eng'agc a car on
a side track to move it forward.

Claim.—First, the ram B, hinged to the bumper
beam of a locomotive and an-anged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the ram B, connecting
rods C C, lever/, and vertical shaft D, the whole being
arranged on a locomotive, substantiiilly in the manner
and for the purpose described.

Third, the said connecting rod made in two parts
and connected together by a yielding coupling, all as

set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the ram B and brace ^N'

with the pin b, by which the said ram is hinged to the
locomotive.

63,601.—John H. Yager, Trenton, Ohio.—Car-
riage Step.—April 2, 1867.—The upper step is secured
to the carriage by braces and stay rods. The stem of
the descending under-step is sleeved in a tube at-

tached to the back of the upper step and is secured
in its upper position by a catch spring.

Claim.—The combination of the two step sections
A and D, the one fixed and the other movable, when
an-anged together substantially as and for the pur-
pose described,

63,602.—E. L. and W. R. Yorks, Eoneoye Falls,

K. Y.—Water JElevator.—A^Til 2, 1867.—The ascend-
ing bucket, aftcr^aving been automatictdly emptied,
comes in contact with the shifting mechanism, which
changes the clutch and reverses the motions of the
drums to lower the empty bucket and to raise the
other by a continued rotation of the winch in the
same dii'ection.

Claim.—First, the combination in water elevators
01 the double-acting levers E K, gcai-ed together and

, connected by any suitable spring arrangement, as
herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the tension spriag L
v^ith the double-acting levers E K, so arranged that
the action of the spring is simply to expand and con-
tract to operate the levers and to avoid friction, as

specified.

Thii'd, the screw blanks M, in combination with the
spii-al tension spring L, for compensating for the loss

of elasticity, as set forth.

Fourth, the friction wheel iST, combiued with the
levers K E, operatiug in the manner and for the pm--

pose specified.

Fifth, the stops k k, combined with the levers E
K and the clutch D, as set forth.

63,603.— H. L. Anderson, Smithville, Ind.—
Animal Trap.—April 9, 1867.—A platlbrm in the re-

versible wheel has a bait trigger whose motion draws
the rod from its support, and the weight of the rat

assisted by the weight of the end of the cord revolves
the wheel and precipitates the rat into the chamber be-

low ; the wheel performs a semi-revolution, brings the
opposite end of the platform in position, and the trap
is reset.

Claim.—First, the revolving box, provided with
two platforms so arranged that in each semi-revolu-
tion of tbe box an inverted action of the platforms
takes place causing the trap to be again set in the
same position as before.

Second, the employment of rod s and triggers m
m. so arranged that the animal in trapping himself
forces said rod back, leaving it in position to reset

the trap upon each semi-revolution of the box.

63,604.-0. "W. Baldwin and F. H. Pope,
Greentield, Ohio.

—

Potato Digging Machine.—April
9, 1867.—The potatoes are cairied up the digger spout
by the assistance of a rake, which is automatically
drawn back on said spout and then raised and pro-

jected forward by the wrist piu of a crank entering a

vertical slot in'the rake head. The potatoes pass
from the spout to an endless transverse-slatted carrier,
which is shaken by a pivoted lever engaged by a cam
roller. The spout may be raised by a treadle."

Claim.—First, the concave digger, in combination
with the rotating endless slatted apron or separator,
all constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the rotating separator, in combiaation with

the digger and shaker, all constructed, arranged and
operating substantially as described.

Third, the slotted rake E, in combination with the
digger, and the mechanism by which the peculiar
motion of said rake is given to it, by means of the
driving wheels.
Fourth, hinging the digger, the separator, and the

shaker all upon one pivot at the rear, so that all may
be elevated and depressed together, substantially as
shown and described.

Fifth, the rock fi-ame F, in combination with the
digger, for the purpose of elevating and depressing
the latter, substantially as described.

Sixth, in combination with rock frame F, for ele-

vating and depressing the digger, a driver's seat so
located that the driver can operate said frame by his
feet, substantially as described.

63,605.-0. H. Ballard, 'Worcester, Mass.—
Cartridge Ejector for Breech-loading Fire-arms.—
April 9, 1867.—The extractor is eccentrically pivoted,
in relation to the barrel, so that the side vibration of
the latter to expose the cartridge chamber will thrust
out said extractor, which engages the flanged shell of
the cartridge.
Claim.—The shell extractor consisting of one piece

c, notched at its one end, substantially as specified, to
gear with a fixed pin or stop e, and having its other
end beveled, to cause it to protrude and recede by the
swinging motion of the barrel on its pivot a, sub-
stantially as specified.

63,606.—TTlLLIAMA.BTCKLEaudROBERTCirEST-
NUT, Eichmond, Ind.

—

Stravj Cutter.—April 9, 1867.

—The feeding rollers are actuated by ratchets and
dracv-pawls, the latter connected to a bell-crank lever,
which derives its motion from the cutting apparatus.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination and arrangement,
substantially as set forth, of the cutting andleeding-
mechanism of a straw cutter having a straight or
curved serrated knife L and adjustable feed rollers C
and C.
Second, the combination of the shaft I, pitman H,

T-formed lever G. and feed rods E and F, with the
ratchet wheels D and D', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the springs M, roller C,
ratchet D, and feed rod F, hinged to the lever G, sub-
stantially as and for the porpose set forth.

63,607

—

^Franklin H. Brown, Chicago, El.—
Seiving Machine for Soling Boots and Shoes.—Apill
9, 1867.—Tae guide passes over the edge of the sole

;

the awl makes the hole, and the punch forces down a
double thread thi-ough a previously made perforation
the tools beine: operated simultaneously by a hand
lever. A steadying bar whose point enters the last

made perforation rests on the leather between the awl
and punch. The hooked spring lever draws out the
thread under the punch preparatory to its being forced
down. Springs restore the parts to their normal po-
sition on release of the lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the punch g with
the lever B, when constructed and operating to force

the tliread through the leather, after being paid out
bv said lever, suiSstantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
lever B with the cylinder head G, springs, and puiicli

g, the whole operating substantiallv as set forth.

Third, the lever B, wlien applied and operatiug to

pay out the thread as set forth.

Fourth, in cooibinatiou with the lever B, applied
and operated as and for the purpose set forth, the
screw 12, for adjusting its extent of vibration.

63,608—J. S. Broa\'n and Wm. Franic Browne,
"Washington, D. C—Horse Hay Fort.—April 9, 1867.

—The main rod has an ari'ow head on whose barbs is
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liitched the bight of the lifting rope. A tripping bar
has a wedge which rises and spx-eads the bight so that

it is freed from the Ijarbs and falls.

Claim.—Sharpening the upper edges f f of the
tripping bar in combination with the shoulders C C,
substantially as described and for the purpose hei-eiu

specified.

Also, the combined construction and arrangement
of the hook B and pulley I, located in and closing the
mouth of the liook, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specilied.

Also, the combination of the clcrator substantially

as herein described, and a noose band L, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

63,609.—James B. Caryl, Candor, l!^. Y.—Jour-
nal Box and Bcanng.—April 9, 1867.—Tlie journal
is surrounded by anti-frictioii rollers, and to prevent
lateral friction baUs are inclosed in the caviky between
the inner shoulder of the journal bos and 'the collar

attached to the shaft.

Claim.—First, the journal box B, having the roll-

ers K, ai-ranged as shown in combination with the
balls D, mounted iu the ring H, and arranged to ope-
rate in the grooves iu the cud of the l:)ox and collar C,
substantially as shown and described.
Secoud, providing the inner end of the box B with

the circumferential groove 7i, and arranging the flange
t of the collar C to project over the same, substantially
OS shown and described.

63,610.— Raixsford Cantelon, Montgomery,
Ala,

—

Ploic.— April 9, 1807.— The vertical circular
ti-ame lias perforations for attaching the plow shank
and beam in front, and the handles and adjusting arm
behind. To the arm and shank are attached perfor-

ated curved bai'S, to which cultivator or haiTow teeth
can be bolted.

Claim.—The rim wheel A, constructed in the man-
ner herein represented, or in any other manner sub-
stantially the same, when used with the necessary de-

vices for forming a plow, as is herein specified.

63,611.—Dexter H. Chamberlain, "West Eos-
bury, Mass.

—

Casting Type on Printing ' Wheels.—
April 9, 18G7.—The mold plate has a central cavity
for the reception of the type metal, and radial recesses
for the mold sections. The face* of these sections are

Eresented to the central cavity, and thcii- rear ends
eld by segmental pieces which are backed by springs.
A cover is placed over the Avhole, and has' a mouth
through which the metal is poured. For removing
the type disk, the cover and the segmental ring are
removed and the sections slid outward.
Claim.—First, the movable mold sections C , in com-

bination with tlie mold block B, whereby impressions
may be cast upon the perimeter of a circular disk or
wheel or the sm-face of a cylinder, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the mold block B, provided with recesses
for the reception of the mold sections, substantially
as specified.

Third, confining the mold section in place by means
of a divided ring, in combination \\n\\ a spnng or
springs, as and for the purpose specified.

63,612.—Albert F. Chandler, Winthrop, Me.—
Machine for Digging Potatoes.—April 9, 18b7.—The
inclined tubular chute has a flat plowshare attaclied
below to lift and guide the potatoes, and for support-
ing and guidiug the machine. A bailed grid is hinged
behind the chute, and is engaged and operated by the
rod, crank, and beveled pinion, the latter meshing
into the l)eveled gear on the inner face of the driving
wheel. The depth is regulated by the adjustable
standard of the driving wheel.
Claim.—The improved machine for digging pota-

toes, consisting of the chute B, with its plowshare or
pointer and the sifter or gTid c, applied to the beam
A, and operated by the mechanism before described,
consisting of the shaft D, beveled pinion and gear
hand B, and driving wheel F, substantially in manner
and to operate as before described.
Also, applying the adjustable standards or bearings

g aud /' to t'.ie beam A. in manner and for the pur-
pose essentially as set forth.

Also, combining with the beam A, the tubular chute
B, as and for the purpose us explained.

63,613.—Stephen Chester, Kew Tork, i?". T.—
Connecting Telegraph Stations.—April 9, 1867.—The
separate lines of telegraph are connected each to the
positive and negative pole of separate batteries, to the
other pole of each of which another line is connected
so as to make a continued circuit through all the lines
and all the batteries. Each line is also connected to
a magnet, and that line being broken an armature
springs outward therefrom to a metallic block, and
through the medium of a wire connection from the
armal^ure aud block, completes the circuit through the
unbroken lines without the intervention of the other.
On the repair of broken lines, the armatures will be
drawn from the blocks, and the circuit again estab-
lished through the said lines.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of several telegTaph
lines, each in connection with magnets and batteries,
and converging to a common center, by which the
several lines and several batteries may be united as
one line and one battery, or as distinct lines and dis-

tinct batteries, or combinations thereof, by the opera-
tion of any one or more of said lines without the
presence of any one to control or direct the move-
ments at the common center, substantially as described.

Second, the application of such connecters that when
one or more of several lines forming one line or cir-

cuit has been cut out of the general circuit by reason
of breaks existing, and a new circuit embracing the
remaining lines has been formed, said broken lines
being restored to continuity in themselves, will in-
stantly resume their normal position in the general
circuit without disturbinsj the normal condition of the
remainder of the lines and without the presence of any
one at the point where the several liens are connected
together to direct or control the movements.

63,614.—Gilbort H. Clemens, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and John C. Crane, same place.

—

Head Block for Saiv Mills.—A^ril 9, 1867.—The up-
per saw is supported on a hinged frame to allow its

adjustment by spur wheels on its front pivot shall;,

which engage vertical racks. The arbor of this saw
has a V-shaped collar entering a fitting groove in
the cap, and an elongated groove in the lower por-
tion of the bos to admit of longitudinal adjustment by
sliding the cap. Eollers with left-hand screw threads
and conical ends engage the upper edge of the advanc-
ing board to draw it from the saw, and tend to press
the log from the saw iu gigging back. This lateral
movement of the carriage is also assisted by the incli-

nation of the teeth of its driving piuion'and rack.
The feed motion is communicated by a friction pulley
rotated by a belt from the main shaft. The said pidley
is brought in contact with either of two other i)ulleys

to cause a forward feed or an accelerated backwsd-d
gigging of the carriage. The side pieces of the car-
riage are formed of tubular sections, connected by
bolts and having the wheels jourualed in them on
tubular axles, whieli connect with oil receivers. The
head blocks are tubular iu the main, with the flanged
end supports for attachment to the frame, and have a
longitudinal opening traversed by the downward pro-
jection of the dog frame, which projection has a screw-
threaded hole to engage the screw rod from which
the frames receive lateral motion. These frames have
a pivoted kjiee, one arm of which is adjustable in a
tubular arc arising from the base piece, and have
sockets to receive anti-friction rollers to receive the
impact of the log. The lateral movement is given to
the log by a tappet on a slide bar on the carriage,
which is brought against a fixed projection, and which
turns the screw rods within the tubular head blocks
by pawls aud ratchet wheels upon the rods.
'Claim.—First, tlie manner of constructing, sup-

porting, and adjusting the upper saw of a circular
saw mill by the use of a liinged frame L X, pinions
H H', racks G G', and nuts J'J', as also the use of the
set screws P P', iu combination with the above, and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the upper saw arbor, provided with a single
Y-shaped collar d, in combination with the recesses
d' d", in both the bearing and cap.

Third, the use of the oblique teeth, in combination
with the construction of a rack and pinion for the
specified purpose of circular saw mills only.

Fourth, the bearing rollers 2 2', formed vfith conical
ends and screw-thread periphery in part only, for the
specified uses herein mentioned.
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Fifth, the roller housing 3, as constructed in com-
bination Avith the rod, making part of mill frame, as
also tlie set screws 4, all to operate in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the Tcrtical vibrating fi'ame V, lever Z,
pivoted to the bridge U, as also the.pidleysWW and
pulleys S s and T, all in combination with each other,
for the purpose of feeding and reversing the log car-

riage, as explained.
'Seventh, the log-carriage side, formed of the metal

tubular couplings 7, as also the cylindrical sections of
timber 6, united together by a series of bolts 13 and
eyes 14, the tubular couplings constituting the hous-
ings for the supporting truck wheels, substantially as
described.
Eighth, the construction and application of the per-

forated tubular axle 10, oil feeder 11, and supporting
wheel 8, all in combination with each other, substan-
tially as described.
Ninth, the tubular form of head blocks 16 16', when

provided with the partially concave flanged supports
17 underneath, and the A^-shaped projections 18, and
continuous slot on top, as also a series of indentations
upon one or both sides of the same, constructed in
combination with each other, and for the pm-poses set
forth.

Tenth, the adjustable knee 20 and circular arc 21,

when hinged to the base 19, and guided by the counter
arc 22, and held in position by the pm 23, and pro-
vided with anti-fi'ietion rollers'to operate in conjunc-
tion with each other, tor the, purposes as substantially
described.
Eleventh, the combined arrangement of the setting

screw 28, ratchet \s'heels 30, pawls 31, lever 32,

counterbalances 34 3-5, and connecting rod 33, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Twelfth, the application of the tappet 36, secured
to the rod 33, also the roller set, set in suitable hous-
ing, and stationed in position to produce a simulta-
neous and automatic setting forward of the knees,
substantially as set forth.

Thirteenth, the use of the adjustable intermediate
support, in combination with and for the purposes set
forth in the foregoing claims.

63,615.—B. W. Collier, Oxford, Miss.—Sand
Sewing Machine.—April 9, 1867.—This works in the
manner of shears, like Hendriclv's patent, No. 21,722,
but employs two threads, as in the Wheeler and Wilson
machine, to form a lock stitch. The looping hook
makes a reciprocating instead of a continuous revo-
lution around the dish bobbin. The bobbin and loop-
ing hook arc contained in one part, and the eye-pointed
needle is attached to the other portion.
Claim.—The combination of the leversA A' B B, case

C, arm D, needle H, rotary looper E, hook E',bobbin E,
pinion L,cog M, rod jST, spring O, and spool I, all ar-

ranged as herein described for the purpose specified.

63,616.—Charles Croley, Dayton, Ohio.—Win-
doiv Frame.—April 9, 1867.—The parting strip in a
sash is made i]i tAvo parts, the lower one of Avhich is

held in position by means of a pin and catch.
Claim.—The pocket piece D, haA'ing the catch e,

or its equivalent, and its arrangement Avith reference
to the AvindoAV frtane A and sash B and C, in the man-
ner substantially as and for the pm*pose described.

63,617— Joseph G. Dennis, Camden, Ohio.—
Dough 3V«2/.—April 9, 1867.—Tlie fire-box, with a
damper for regulating the heat, slides under the me-
tallic bottom of the sponge end of the dough trougli.

Clai'in.—Tlie tray A, provided with a metallic bot-
tom, in combination with the damper E, and fire-box
B, as and for the object explained.

63,618.— P. S. Devlan, Jersey City, N. J.—
Coating TVood.—April 9, 18(i7; antedated March 24,
1867.—Liquid silicate of soda is mixed in equal pro-
portions Avith paper pulp and the compound spread on
wood to form a coat thereon.
Claim.—The coating of Avood with the compound

of silicate and vegetable fiber, substantially as and for

the puri)osc specified.

63,63 9.—David Dick, Meadville, Va..—Gas and
Air Engine.—Ai^vil 9, 1867.—The air is intermittingly

expanded by material which is alternately ignited and
extinguished in a closed chamber connected with the
generator. The ignition of the combustible is con-
trolled by the motion of the engine. The air which
has been deprived of its oxygen is expelled from the
generator and fresh air is introduced thereinto by a re-
volving plate that vibrates back and forth around the
internal diameter of the cylinder, until it meets a lon-
gitudinal diaphragm which divides the induction
from the eduction passage.
Claim.—Eirst, a generator for heating the air for

an air engine by burning a combustible material con-
tained in a close chamber connected with the gener-
ator, substantially as described.
Second, a mechanism, substantially such as de-

scribed, for alternately producing and extinguishing
combustion in the generator of an air engine.

Thii-d, the combination of the section C of the gen-
erator, Avith the tube L, and shaft G', substantially as
described, to alternately transfer the combustible
material from the closed chamber to the generator,
as set forth.

Eourth, a mechanism, substantially such as de-
scribed, for sunultaneously expelling the products of
combustion from the generator and introducing fi-esh

air therein.
Eifth, the combination of the stationary diaphragm

O Avith the rotating partition plate Q and genera-
tor A, substantially as and for the pxarpose set forth.

Sixth, the igniting tube H, combined with its pis-

ton I, substantially as and for the x^urpose set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the igniting tube with
the generator and closed chamber, sxibstantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

63,620.—William C. Dodge, Washington, D.
G.—BoatDetaching TacfcZc-April9, 1867.—The davit
faU is connected with two links which pass through
the thwarts of the boat, and are engaged by a bar
which being curved at one end is simultaneously dis-

engaged from the links by a longitudinal movement,
which is eifected by a lever beneath the middle thwart.
Claim.—Eirst, a boat-detaching device, consisting

of two locking points or bolts connected by a rigid
sliding bar, and having no loose or working joints
betA\'een said locking points, arranged to operate in
combination with the eye-blocks E, substantially as
described.
Second, the sliding bar B, having its rear end bent

as shown in Fig. 4, for the purpose of enabling both
ends to be disengaged from the eye-blocks simultane-
ously by a single movement, substantially as descril)ed.

Third, the combination of the sliding bar B with
the spar H, or its equivalent, when arranged for joint
operation, as and for the pm'pose herein set forth.

63,621.—Edavard Doen, New Britain, Conn.—
Curtain Fixture.—April 9, 1867.—The curtain cord
runs in the groove of the knob and the projecting
prong forms a festoon hook. The knob is bolted to a
clutch Avhich is adjustable on the ratchet plate.

Claim.—The combination of the glass or porcelain
festoon prong knob d, with the ratchet or holding
plate h, as and for the purpose described.

63,622.—John Earnshaa\', Providence, E. I.—
Poiver Loom.—April 9, 1867.—Thetlircad carrier rod
is eye-pointed ancf the thread is carried l)y it in lieu

of a shuttle. A shuttle thread engages the loop and
the rod is retracted, leaving two filling tin-cuds in the
shed. The rod slides on bars projecting from the
side of the loom, and is actuated by a rocker shaft, a
vibrating arm, and connections. The ordinary cap
piece of the reed is removed to permit free manipula-
tion of the warp. The shuttle has a segmental guide
groove and is operated by a divaricated arm upon a
rocker shaft, its two horns engaging the back cud of
the shuttle alternately.

Claim.—First, an eye-pointed filling thread can-ier

in combination with mechanism for carrying an inter-

locking selvedge thread, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination Avith an eye-pointed filling

thread carrier and mechanism for carrying an inter-

locking selvedge thread, the r«ed, substantially as
described.

Third, the spring /, arranged to operate the eye-

pointed filling threa'd carrier, substantially as de-

scribed.
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Fourth, the within-doscribod method of -R-eaviug by
passing a double tliread of filling bctwoon the warp
threads, locking the filling by an independent sel-

vedge thread crossing the warps and I)indjiig, and
beating up the filling, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the shuttle e, operating in a vertical plane,

and crossing the head of the filling thread cairier

transversely, substantiallj- as set Ibrih.

Sixth, the vil)rating arm n, which actuates the
shuttle, in combination with the arm j, and lever or
cam i. for operating it. substantially as described.

Seventh, the notch or recess I in the shuttle races,

for supporting or steadying the filling thread carrier

when the sliuttle is passing through the loop of the
filling thread, substantially as described.

Eighth, providing the eye-pointed filling thread
carrier with a notch m, as'tmd for the porpose set

forth.

Ninth, the combination of the needle stock D, with
guides a a, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

Tenth, forming the eye in the needle, substantially
as and for the pui'pose set forth.

63,623.—'Joseph L. A. Edwards. New Orleans,
'La.—Cotton Planter.—A]}Til 9, 18()7.—The triangular
LaiTow levels the ground in advance and has a roller

attached by which it may be raised out of the ground.
The trencher follows the'harro\v, and is succeeded by
the seeder. The slotted wheel which receives the
seed and drops it into the funnel bos. and the spurred
shaft which agitates the seed, are driven by gearing
from the' supporting wheels of the machine. The
drum wheel has a brake attached to put the seeding
mechanism out of gear. A scraper coA'ers the seed
as planted.
Claim.—First, the employment of the roller B, in

connection with the separate parts, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the an-angement of the holes on the drum
wheel I, and the an-angement of the wheels, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Tiiii'd, the combination of the harrow C, the groover
F, the seed box G. and the scraper or coverer O, as
also the agitator K, and brush N, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of the above devices, all

connected and operating substantially as and for the
pm'poses described.

63,624.—S. T. E.MERSOX, Amboy, 111., assignor
to himself and J. B. Edams, same place.

—

Sivitch
Chair.—Apvil 9, 18G7.—The lower edges of the chair
arc slightly concave and the lower face is salient,

thicker at the center thau at the ends, aud rests on a
resilient pad.
Claim.—First, the shape of the bottom of the switch

chair, viz : that portion of it that comes in contact
with the cross tie or head block, said sliapc being a
surface inclined from either end down to a given point
half way between the ends, and not parallel to tlie

face of the chair, and the planes of the bottom ])eing
slightly concave from either side to a point half way
between the sides, substantially as herein described
and specified.

Second, the switch chair, with a bottom as de-
scribed, in combination with india-rubber seat, as
herein described.

63,62.5.—Lavixia H. Foy, "Worcester, Mass.—
Pin for the Attachment of Bovjs and Rosettes.—April
9, 18()7.—The plate has a pin on one side for attach-
ment to the bow, and a similar pin on the revei'se side
for the attachment to the collar or dress.
Claim.—An improved article of manufacture iu a

bow and rosette pin, constructed substautially as
shown and described.

_
63,626—Lewis Fuaxcis, New York, X. Y., as-

signor to himself and Cyuus H. Loutuel, same place.
—Makinr/ .Spring Back.^ for BQoks.—A\m\ 9, 18(;7.—
The material for the back is stretched over a steam
gipe attached to a frame, and is held in position by
ooks and a spiral spring, which are attached to a roll

below. The heat of the pipe dries the mucilage and
sets the shape of the back.
Claim.—First, the mode, substantially as described,

of making spring backs for blank books.

Second, as a new and useful article of manufacture, a
spring back for blank books, Avhen tlie same shall bo
constructed substautially as described.

63.62^.—Obadiah V. Gauxett, Versailles, Ky.—2Icdical ('ompound.—April 9, 181)7.—iledicine for

the cure of lever and ague. The sulphate of iron and
alumina is heated until the water of crystallization is

expoll(!d ; 4 ounces of the result is mixed with 1 ounce
of cayenne pepper.
Claim.— iHhc combination of the medicines in the

compound herein set forth.

63,628.—David B. Goehvy, Birmingham, Pa.—
Mortising Ilubs of Wagon Wheels and the Tenons of
Spokes toft in the Hub.—A\)vil 9, T.8(;7.—The tenons
of the spokes have a coiTUgated surface to correspond
with similar surfaces in the mortises aud with the
faces of the adjacent tenons.
Claim.—Corrugating the tenon of spokes of wheels,

and bracing and uniting the end of said tenons in their
mortise, so as to form a solid part of hub, as herein
described and for the purpose set forth.

63,629.—H. H. Gridley, Auburn, N. Y., and
Maky L. GiilDLEY. Burlington, N. J.

—

Fruit Box.—
April 9, 1867.—The point and slot of the respective
edges are interlocked and form a conic frustal shell

into which a bottom is dj'oj^ped ; ragged projections
made by punching in the sides of the box prevent its

retraction ; the shell is shrunk thereon.
Claim.—The joining of the ends of the shell by

hooking them together, as shown, and introducing a
slide key or other equivalent device, as described, to
assist iu keeping said ends firmly together.
Also, securing the bottom in its place by means of

projections on the inside of the shell, formed from the
material thereof, either above or below the bottom, or
both above and below.
Also, the shrinking of the wet or green shell upon

the dry bottom, when in combination with the abovo
devices.

63,630 L. C. Haixs, Bedford, Ohio.—Cheese
Tat.—April 9, 1867.—The furnace is made in two
sections, with flue dampers and air iidet to graduate,
direct, and check the caloric current beneath the vat
which fits the above fui-nace.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a vat heater in
sections A B, and central flue C, provided with the
damper D, as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the sliding dampers H, iu combiuatiou with
the flue C, damper D, and fire box B, as and for the

,

pm-poses set forth.

63,631.—"William G. Hartley, Sasonville,Mass.—Loom for Weaving Piled Fabrics.—April 9, 1867.

—

Two united piled fabrics arc woven simultaneously
and cut apart by a revolving knife operating iu con-
nection with a guard finger in the loom, to form vel-

vet and siniUar goods. To vary the length of the
pile the giu.de bars are set nearer or further apart.
Claim.—A bill or guard finger 21, provided with a

slit or opening forming two cutting cdgcrj, when era-

ployed in connection with a circulai' re\ olving knife
vj', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the within-described arrangement and com-
bination of the mechanism for operating the knife w',

consisting of the shaft Q', crank o', connecting rods
It' and Y', upright lever S', pulleys V' W, drum 20,

and bevel wheels Ki aud 17, substautially as and for

the pui-pose set forth.

63,6.32.-^T0SEPH V. Hartmax. Marathon, Ohio.—Churn Poioer.—April 9, 1867.—Motion is commu-
nicated by clock work to the system of levers which
reciprocate the churn dashers.
Claim.—ThQ dash handles G G', levers F F',

links E E', bar D, and peudulums C, aiTanged and
operated as above described, aud for the puipose set

forth.

63,633.—JoHX Haworth, Frankford, Vsx.—Pho-
tographie Camera Stand.—April 9, 1867.—Hatchets
on the hinged legs and pawls on the summit of the
pillar permit the independent adjustment of the legs,

and facilitate any necessary change in height and
presentation of the camera.
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Claim.—Eirst, the combination of the board I, np-
rights c c, ratchets E E, jiawls E E, pillar A, the sev-

eral parts being- constructed and arranged in relation
to each other, substantially as described and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the eombination and arrang'ement of the
spring G and lever H with the pawls E E, substan-
tially as and ibr the purposes set forth.

63,634.—G. W. Heath, Burlin|?ton, Ta.—Horse
Say Fork.—April 9, 1867.—An adjustable lever in
connection with the short arm of tlie fork varies the
throw or opening of the arms of the fork. The lever
is adjusted by moans of a pin and different hole§ per-
forated in the short arm of the fork.
Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable link

B, in combination with the short arm A, lever C, and
bar D, in the manner and for the purpose shown and
described.
Also, providing the upper end of the short arm A

of the fork with a series of two or more perforations,
in the maaner and for the purpose described.

63,635.—Thomas Heaton, Cornwall, K". T.—
Check Rein.—April 9, 1867.—The supplementary rein
passes through loops in an ordinary rein, thence
through the terrets and gag-rein loops and through
the rings of the bit up to the head band. The repl'

cation of the rein gives it additional force and draws
the angle of the mouth ujjward.
Claim.—Eirst, the arrangement of the check rein,

main rein, and loop C, in the manner described, for
the pm'pese specified.

Second, the main reins B, provided with loops/, in
combination with the check rein A, whereby the latter
can be removed and applied at pleasure, and adapted
to an ordinary rein, in the manner as and for the pur-
pose specified.

63,636.—Thomas E. Hicks, New Britain, Conn.— Verit Plilf/.—April 9, 1867.—A bushing is screwed
into the cask and has an aperture on one side. In the
npper socket of the bushing is a screw thread in
which fits a hollow screw plug containing a valve,
which is kept upon its seat by a spiral spring.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a spring
pressure vent plug, constructed substantially as and
for the pm'pose described.

63,637.—William TV. Howell, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himselfandM. Marshall,same place.—llolling Miil.—A^vW 9, 1867.—The springs aid the
operator in introducing the bar to the desired groove,
and the shield guides the bar as it is turned up and
dii-eets it in its proper course between the rolls.

Claim.—The combination of the recessed roller B,
roller A, shields E, and springs a, the whole being
arranged and operating as described.

63,638.—Lafayette Huntoon, Milford, Mass.—Steam Engine.—April 9, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent of May 15, 1866. The exhaust steam is

carried from one cylinder to a larger one in which it

is used expansively ; but one steam cliest and A'alve

are used. The valve is moved by the finger of a rock
shaft, which is actuated by crank, connecting rod,

arm, &c., moved by the eccentric. The valve gov-
erns six openings iu the seat leading in the round of
the movements from the chamber in the valve to each
end of eaeh cylinder and to the ultimate exhaust.
Claim.—Eirst, the combination with the steam

cylinders of the steam chest and valve and ports for

conducting the steam to and from the said cylinders,

under the arrangement herein specified, so tliat but
one valve and steam chest need be employed with the
said cylinders as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the herein described
mechanism for operating the valve, the same consist-

ing of the rocker shaft S, vibrating recessed arm 11,

connecting rod U, witli its dovetail stud b, and the
rocker shaft W, with its crank V, and finger Z, the
said mechanism being connected with the eccentric
rod Q, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,639.—George W. Hurst, Chestertown, Md.
— C7(.«n)..—April 9, 1867.—The dasher has openings
for the passage of the cream, and the rod has tubes
throughout its length for the passage of air, which is

controlled by valves at the lower ends and adjustable i

covers at the upper ends of said tubes.
Claim.—The upright square shaft I), with its square

,

dasher J, with oblique apertures K, with extended }

arms H, and atmespheric tubes E, and valves G-, f

when arranged, constructed, and combined as herein
j

described, and for the purpose set forth.

63,640.—Isaac B. Hymer, Warsaw, Indi.—Bail-
road Bail.—A])v'i\ 9, 1867.—The rail is composed of

i

four pieces, of which one forms the base and the cen- i!

tral supporting flange ; this is embraced by two side
pieces whose upper portions form a dovetailed socket
for the flange underneath the upper cast-steel track
rail.

Claim.—The rail D, having a doretailed tenon ii

clasped between the side plates B B, which are sup- i

ported against and upon the bed rail A, substantially
as described and represented.

63,641.—Zalmon L. Jacobs, Hebron, Conn.—Beehive.—April 9, 1867.—The inner hive is formed
of frames fastened together by coiled hooks so arranged
that the hook end of one passes over the shank of the
next. The feed box is reversible, and its month is

covered with cloth. Boxes arranged upon slides in
front of the hives conceal the entrance. The inner
hive is placed upon a broad shelf, the greater portion
of which is removable.
Claim.—Eii-st, the narrow board C, in combination

with the board I), substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, constructing and arranging the hooks O,
so as to connect with each other directly or without
intermediate staples or pins, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Third, in combination with the frames L, the em-

ployment of the extensible hooks O, when the same
are' made extensible by means of coils Q, or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Eourth, the combination and arrangement of the

reversible box s, the cloth V, and the receptacle U,
substantially as described, and for the pm*pose of feed-
ing bees.

Eifth, the adjustable or changeable appendages c,

in combination with the case A, or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the pm*pose described.

63,643.—John Jenk, Washington, D. C—But-
ton.—April 9, 1867.—The shouldered shank has at
one end a disk, and at the other a barbed point,
which pierces the clothes, and then enters the head
of the button, piercing the diaphragm ag;ainst whose
inner siu'face the shoulder of the barb imitinges to
prevent retraction.
Claim.— The diaphragm /, confined in the head

of a button, substantially as described, and employed
in connection with the shouldered shank a and disk
or fixed piece b, in the manner and for the pm-pose
set forth.

63,643.—J. Herva Jones, Eockford, m.—JECand
Seed Planter.—April 9, 1867.—The respective planters
are linked together, and the relative distance of their
lower ends is adjusted by slotted plates and hinges
and set screws at their upper ends.
Claim.—First, the combination of two single-hand

seed planters for joint operation by means of the
fulcrum link or cross-bar, and the adjustable hinge,
arranged and operating as described.
Second, the eombination of the thrusting handles

with the slotted hinge and adjusting screws, when
constructed and arranged as described.
Third, the hinges, constructed of two leaves, each

the counterpart of the other, and united by interlock-

ing the hooks and eyes, for the purpose of dispensing
with a pivot pin, and of secm'iug economy of con-

struction, as set forth.

63,644.— Eleazsr Marble, Hanover, Wis.—
Washing Machine.—Aiml 9, 1867.—The lower frame
has corrugated rollers, and is suspended by pivoted
bars in the seed box ; the upper similar frame rests on
the lower, and each is connected to a hjver on opposite

sides of its point of oscillation, so as to be reciprocated
on each other, in opposite directions, as the lever is

vibrated.
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Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
two series of corrugatctl rollers E and F, with the
adjustable pendulum burs P, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

63,645.—Aldex B, Marshall, Medfield, Mass.
—Carpenters' Bench.—April 9, 18()7.—The tool tray is

suspended by its central dividing board to the beam
of tlie the tressel ; its sides are hinged, and are hooked
together to contain tools, or are displayed as a table.

The legs ai-c rcraoTablc, and are attached by elastic

Btraps.

Claim.— First, the application to a carpenters'
horse of a tool box, so as to admit of its being ad-

i'usted lengthwise or crosswise to tlie said horse, or
etached therefrom, the said box being constructed

and arranged substantially as shown, for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

Second, securing the legs of the horse to its body
by means of the elastic bands or their equivalents,
substantially as hereihbefore explained.

63,646.—John Mautino, Jacob Beeslet, and
John Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Stuart,
Peterson & Co., same place.

—

Heating Stove.—April
9, 18(37.—The cast-iron fire chamber is surmounted
by a cap, and the latter by a cylindrical casing, con-
taining an oven encompassed by the caloric current.
It combines in small compass heating and cooking
arrangements.
Claim.— The cast-iron body B of the stove, the

upper portion of which has a number of inclined flat

sides, and the lower portion of which is cylindrical,

in combination Avith the ring or ledge W and with
the cap F, cylincU'ical casing H, oven chamber K,
and flues L and J, the whole being arranged substan-
tially as and lor the purpose described.

63,647.—Don C. Matteson and T. P. William-
son, Stockton, Cal.—Cultivator Teeth.—A^pril 9, 1867.

—The cultivator tooth has a reversible bit ; a double
mold board, and a broad blade extending laterally;

all attached to a curved standard by screw bolts.

Claim.—Fixst, the double-pointed adjustable bit A,
and the beveled foot of the curved standard C, resting
on the said bit, in combination with the double mold
board or shovel B, the same fitting over the standard
and bit, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

Second, the oblong blade or share D, in combina-
tion with the manner of fastening the teeth together
by bolts passing through the mold board bit or share,
substantially as described.

63,648.—John Matthews, Jr., ZSTew York, IST.

T.

—

Pressure Gauge.—April 9, 1867.—The capacity
for expansion being greater on one side than the
other, the index finger, which is axial in the normal
state, is tipped by the rising of the diaphragm, and its

inclination is registered on the graduated bar.
Claim.—The cori'ugated disk, made more sensitive

or capable of greater action on one side of its axial
line than on the opposite side thereof by giving a
varied or unequal construction to th^ coiTUgatious,
substantially as and for the purpose or purposes spe-
cified.

63,649.—Patrick Francis ^illigan, "Washing-
ton, 1). C.

—

Check on Car Conductors.—April 9, 1867.

—As a ticket is received by each passenger, upon
payment of fare, it is dropped by him into a tube
leading to a receptacle inaccessible to the conductor.
Claim.—The employment in a car or other similar

vehicle ofthe checks or tickets C, check box B, drawer
D and tubes a b, when constructed and aiTanged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

63,650.—Simon B. Minnich, Landisville, Pa., as-
signor to himself and H. K. Burkholder, Lancaster
County, Pa.

—

Stop Jointed Manure Drag.—April 9,

1867.—The shaft to which the tines are attached passes
transversely through the beam and is held in effective
position by'the detent lever, whose elevation frees the
drag teeth to discharge the load.
Claim.—The arrangement of the notched lever E

F X with the stop g on the jointed hook G K, in com-
bination with the box H I, constructed and operating
in the manner specified for the purpose set forth.

63,651.—William Morris, Elkhart City, 111.—
Animal Trap.—April 9, 1867,—The wheel is rotated
by a coiled spring, the radial wings being in turn de-
tained by their latches which catch upon a detent lug
on the ease. The motion of the oscillating platform dis-
engages the latch, the wing descends, and the next be-
comes ready for duty.
Claim.—First, the combination of the revolving

wings B, the coiled spring D, or its equivalent, tho
oscillating platform E, latch F, and Witoh G.
Second, the combination of the latcii F, tho detent

H, and guide plate I, subsiautially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the oscillating platform
E, the spring E', detent H, revolving wings B, latch
F, and catch G, substantially as set forth.

63,652.— George S. Petry, Troy Grove, HI.,
assignor to himself and George W. Snyder.—Pro-
pelling Street Cars.—April 9, 1867.—A driving gear
wheel is placed between the axles of the car and sus-
pended upon a longitudinally sliding frame so as to en-
gage alternately and at will with pinions on either oftho
car axles, reversing the motion of one axle when dis-
connected from the other and put in connection with
its opposite by a lever and connections. The driving
wheel is actuated by a coiled spring which is wound
by lever and pawl, and the power is retained by lever
and racks while the transfer of the frame is being
made.

Claim.—First, the driving wheel A, coiled spring
B, idle wheel H, toothed bars I m, and sliding frame
D D, in connection with the axle pinions i L, aU re-
lated to each other and operating substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein specified.

Second, the hand lever O, elbow lever P, connect-
ing rod q, rock shaft C, and ratchet sleeve c, with
pawls z/, for giving tension to the coiled spring B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

63,653.—Alonzo C. Eand, Union Mills, Pa.—
Protecting China, Glass, and other Articles.—April
9, 1867.—An annular groove in the foot or base of the
vessel has an elastic projecting ring upon which it

stands.
Claim.—The bottoms of vessels of china, earthen,

porcelain or glass ware with grooves or depressiona
for the purpose of applying therein elastic rests, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

63,654.—FrancoisLouis Roux, Toulon, France.—Plastic Compound for Protecting Metallic and Non-
Metallic Surfaces from the Effects of Air and Water.
—April 9, 1867.—Composed of caoutchouc, 10 parts;
spirits turpentine, 45 ; sulphate of baryta, 60 ; sul-

phm-, 23 ; and white lead, 12, properly compoimded
and laid over a coat of .paint or other preparative
coating.
Claim.—The' preparation, substantially as herein

set forth, of a plastic compound applicable to the pro-
tection of metallic and non-metallic surfaces from the
action of water, air, and other causes of deterioration
to which they may be exposed.

63,655.—Jacob Eussell, Brooklyn, IST. T., as-

signor to himself, H. T. McCouN, J. L. Homer, and
T. T. Buckley, same place.

—

Machine for Making
Nails.—April 9, 1867.—The nail plate is fed by dogs
from the table to the cutters, one of which is attached
to a block forming part of the oscillating frame, the
other being secured to the head block of the cross-
rocking beam, which is oscillated vertically by cams
and has its bearings in the frame. Springs behind
the rocking cutter gauge the feed. A nipper rod
catches the blank and turns it over flat, Avhen it is

seized by the grippers and headed by the punch. Tho
punches ai-e oii each side and the mechanism is oscil-

lated in alternate directions as the heads are made
from alternate edges of the nail plate.

Claim.—First, the combination with a stationary
nail plate feeding table, or its equivalent, of cutters,
nipper, gi-ipper, and headers, arranged for operation
together on a bed or frame having an oscillating mo-
tion about an axis perpendicular or nearly so with the
horizontal clipping edges of the cutters, substantially
as specified.

Second, the arrangement relatively to the cutters

and headers of the nipper K, operating to turn the
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blank by striking it at or about the middle of its

lenfTtli. essentially as herein set forth.

Third, imparting to the headers M M an oscillat-

ing movement in unison towards and fi'om opposite
sides of the nail plate feed in addition to their head-
ing motion, by means substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

63,656.—Sylvanus Sawyer, Pitchburg, Mass.—
JOividers and Calipers.—April 9, 1867.—The fingers
are moved by segment racks on their pivot ends,
vrhich are engaged by a screw thread on the handle.
A set screw connects with a loose collar on the han-
dle to fit the fingers.

Claim.—The"combination of the screw or worm
gear A D, with the stirrup and binder F, or its equiv-
alent, as applied to dividers and calipers, the whole
being constructed and operating substantially in the
manner herein described and set forth.

63,657.—Joshua S. Shafer, Plymouth, Mich.—
Land Roller.—April 9, 1867.—Each section is hinged
to the rear extension of the tongue and accommodates
itself to the inequalities of the ground.

Claim.—Hinging the fi'ames B B to the common
end piece A, in which end piece rollers C C have
their beai-ing for the pm'pose of making a flexible

roller, substantially as specified.

63,658.—Warrex Shumard, A. Lyox, and Jas-
per jST. Eobbixs, G-oshen, Ohio.—Saio Mill.—A^\il
9, 1867.—The pivoted rest is automatically fed by a
spring pawl upon a lever which is reciprocated by'an
oblique bar, attached to the saw gate and made ad-
justable to vary the feed.

Claim.—The arrangement of oblique adjustable
bar M, on the sash H, iu combination v\'ith the screw
N, lever P, pawl Q, and segmental rack G, for the
automatic feed of the rest B.'in the manner set forth.

~63,659.—Philander Sissox, Brant, 1^. Y.—Po-
tato Digger.—April 9, 1867.—The digging j)latform
at the front end may be raised clear of the ground by
a cam being pivoted at the rear for that purpose.
The potatoes pass from the platform to a rake screen,
between whose bars pass the forwardly curved teeth
of the reel. The series of teeth are alternately nearer
and more distant to act as stirrers and sifters.

Claim.—The hinged jjlatfonu C, having a sharp
cutting edge c^, projecting forward of the axle of the
di'iving wheels and having stationary rake teeth j,

projecting in rear of the axle, in combination with a
revolving wheel having fingers/, with flat connecting
bars/2, substantially as described.

63,660.—George TV. Slater, :N'ew Haven, Conn.—Boio Iron for Carriages.—April 9, 1867.—The bow
sockets have central ijrojecting plates to traverse
kerfs in the bows and are attached to their base plate
by rivets cast on the inside of the same ; a similar
plate covers theu- other sides. These plates are piv-
oted to the seat frame.
Claim.—First, the casting of rivets or projections

upon the bed plate a, substantially as and for the piu--

j)0se set forth.

Second, the thimbles E E, as constructed and ap-
plied, in combination with bow ii'ons C C, substan-
tially for the purpose set forth.

Third, the back plate D, in combination Avith the
bed plate a, when both are constructed as and for the
purpose described.

63,661.—TTn.LiAii Sooy Smith, Oak Park, HI.—
Excavating and Dredging.—April 9, 1867.—The re-

ceiving chamber is at the head of the siiction pipes,

and the mud is driven thence by an upward jet of
steam in the discharge pipe. The mouths of the sev-

eral suction pipes are governed by flap valves ; and
the mud is driven iu by natural pressure as a partial

vacimm is made in the receiver by the injected jet of
steam.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

receiving chamber A, tubes b b, ejection pipe a, caps
c c, rack d, pinion d', car truck B, movable rail e e,

upon the sliding frames g g of the sills h h, sub.stan-

tially as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

63,662.— Jonx P. Spaxgle, Hopewell Centre,
N. Y.—Car Coupling.—Aiwil 9, 1867.—The pivoted

lever by which the connecting pin is raised operates
in conjunction with a movable bumper and catch, so
that the lever is released and the pin allowed to drop
upon collision of the di-awheads.

Claim.—First, the jointed upper lever C D, in
combination with the coupling pin and the receiving
drawhead, operating substantially as described.
Second, the lower lever G, in combination with the

hook F, the spring M, and drawhead I, operating
substantially as described.

63,683.—George W. Spauldixg, ISTorton, Mass.
—Sivitch.—Ai>Til 9, 1867.—The switch is formed of
portions of common rails. The main rails are cut
obliquely across to allow the passage of the Avheel
fianges from either side track when running onto the
main track.
Claim.—A safety switch for railroads, composed

of the grooved rail a, and the parts b and d, when
constructed and operating substantially as above set
forth.

63,664.—Charles W. Stafford, Saybrook,
Conn.—Garbage and Ash -Boa;.—April 9, 1867.—The
box is inclosed in a case provided with a cover and
can be elevated and dumped by a follower, which is

operated by a rack pinion and chain.
Claim.—First, a garbage or ash box placed within

a case provided with a lid or cover, and arranged as
herein shown and described, to admit of being ele-

vated and tilted or dumped, in order that its contents
may be dischai"ged into a cart, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the rod H, attached to the bottom of the
garbage or ash box D, and provided with the rack c,

the hollow part C of the case A, in which the rod H
woi'ks, the pinion F on shaft G, and the chain, all

ai'ranged to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

63,665.— Cpiarles "W. Stafford, Saybrook,
Conn.

—

Ash or Garbage Box.—April 9, 1867.—The
semispherical stationary cover is connected by piv-
ots at its base to its coiinterpart, which slides over it

on the removal of the spring catch. A roller in front
facilitates the removal of the box.

Claim.—A portable garbage and ash box, con-
structed of iron or other suitable metal, having a roller

B in its base, fixed and movable semispherical covers
E F, and suitable handles, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described.

63,666.—J. DuTTOX Steele, Pottstcwn, Pa.—
Bridge.—April 9, 1867.—The double series of inclined
main and counter braces in connection with the brace
rods make a light truss iu which vertical posts are
unnecessary.
Claim.—The combination of the two series, sub-

stantially as set forth, or their equivalents, made
either of wood or of iron, in the manner and for the
purpose hereinbefore described.

63,667.—Levi Stevexs. Fitchburg, Mass.—Jlfa-

chine for Carbureting Air to Produce Inflammable
Gas.—April 9, 1867.—The aii- passes through the tor-

tuous passage of a shallow box partly Idled with liquid

hydrocarbon and saturated porous substances. From
this box the air passes into one end of a cylinder con-
taining a meter wheel having disks of wire gauze at-

tached to its axis. This cylinder is kept half filled

with the liquid by a float and valve. From this cyl-

inder the air passes through another box similai""to

the first, and from tliat to the burners.
Claim..—The use of the meter wheel for the purpose

of carbureting atmospheric air, in the manner sub-

stantially as described.
Also, 'the flowage regulator, constructed of the

several parts specified, and arranged substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

63,668.-Axsox K. Stoxe, Oronoco, Minn.—
Wheel Carriage.—April 9, 1867.—Oblique braces ex-

tend from each axle to the contrary end of the carriage
box, and have brace springs connecting with the
loAver sides of the axles.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the two main springs D D and the four elastic

braces or brace springs c c c c with the two axles and
the sweep bar, as specified.
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Also, the combination as Tivell as the arrangement
of the elastic braces d d with the four elastic braces

cccc, the two maiu springs D D, the two axles, and
the sweep bar. tlio whole being substantially us here-

inbefore explained.

63,669.—Axsox K. Stoxe, Oronoco, Minn.

—

Wheel Carriage.—April 9, 18()7.—The main springs

connect with the axles and act as a perch. The
auxiliary springs aid in supporting the axles and
serve as' braces to the main springs.

Claim.—The above-described arrangement of four

main springs D D E' E' with each other, the carriage

body, the rear axle, and the sweep bar of the front

axle.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the auxiliary or transverse brace springs E F with
the maiu springs D D and E' E', arranged and applied

to the can'iage body, the rear axle, and the sweep
bai- of the front axle^^ substantially as specified.

63,670.—"WilliAju S. Storms. Middletown, Ohio
—Furnace for Steam Boilers.—April 9, 1867.—The
unignited gases wliieh escape from the furnace are
collected in a chamber, and when oxygenated by con-
duction of atmospheric air through flues, are returned
to the fire chamber for combustion.
Claim.—First, the combination with the fire cham-

ber of a furnace or other heater of an auxiliary cham-
ber communicating with the fire chamber and'outside
air through flues and passages, arranged substantially
as showuand described.
Second, the combination of the fire chamber and

boiler with the upper arch and lower arch or fire

bridge of the furnace, under the arrangement and
for operation as shown and described.

63,671.—TTiLLiASi D. Stroud, Oshkosh, "Wis.-
Corn Shellcr.—April 9, 1867.—The obliquely-ranged
teeth on the respective plates have a raking action on
the ears of corn. The oscillating i)late is pivoted at
one end, adapting itself to the size of the ears by a
spiral spring. The sheUed corn drops on a screen
below.

Claim.—The movable plate c and the stationary
plate b, vrith the diagonal setting of the teeth thereon
relatively one to the other on the respective plates,

the lever d. the inside rim n, the outside rim m, the
hopper E, the adjustable screw s, the adjustable spring
bearing g, and the screen/, when constructed and ar-

ranged relatively to themselves and to the frame
a a, substantiallv as described, for the purposes set
forth.

63,672.—Edwakd Sullivan, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Piston Packing.—April 9, 1867.—Inwardly opening
valves are placed in the ends of the piston, the steam
duct communicating with the central recess to con-
duct .steam to force out the flexible side rings. The
sliding plates are rabbeted together to prevent leakage
of steam.

Claim.—First, the recess C between the packing
rings of a piston head of a cylinder of a steam engine,
as herein described and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the plates g and h, when used in combina-

tion with a joint or joints in metallic and expansive
packing of a piston head, as herein described and set
forth.

Third, in connection with the above the valve x,

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described and for the purpose set forth.

63,673.— JOHX Tesseyjiax, Dayton, Ohio.

—

Planing Machine.—April 9, 1867.—The tool passes
through a slot in the head of the bolt, which is ad-
justable about an axis tangential to its path when in
operation, and which traverses the oblique-faced hold-
ing washer and the end of the arm. The washer has
radial serrations on its rear face, A\'hich is perpendicular
to its axis, and the arm has similar serrations, so that
by looseriiug the bolt the tool may be turned in the
plane of the maiu axis of the head'and fixed, by tight-
ening the nut, to any inclination.
Claim.—Fii'st, the provision in a planing head of

an obliquely-faced washer or tool holder H, adjustable
about an axis tangential or nearly so to the path of
the bit, substantially as set forth.

|

Second, a tool holder for a disk or conical planer, con-
sisting of the oblique-faced and sen-ated washer H,
slotted bolt D E /, nut E, and sen-ated head B, for
the purpose set forth.

63,674.—Chakles H. Vaxhouten and Joseph
M. Crane, N'ewark, N. J.

—

Machine for Pouncing
B'nf.'?.—April 3, 1867.-Thehatisfastenedtothebloek
by the binder, which fits around the edge of the rim.
Pressure on the treadle shifts the belt to the fast

pulley and rotates the vertical shaft, when the pouncer
is applied by hand.

Claim.—The sliding rim block, provided with the
ring G, for adjusting the same, and!" having a hinged
ring or button H, in combination with tlie hat block
D, when aiTanged to operate substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purposes set forth.

63,67-5.—Thomas Varney, San Francisco, Cal.—
Quartz Mill.—April 9, 1867.—The griuding sm-faces
approach each other and gradually assume ahorizontal
direction as they descend. These surfaces ai'c smooth
and have radial grooves containing wood.
Claim.—The combination of the" slots in the smooth

grinding smfaces tilled with wood with the peculiar
form of the revolving grinder rn and stationary grinder
p, when constructed and operating substantially as
described and for the purpose as set forth.

63,676.—W. J. Walker, Baltimore, Md., as-
signor to Caroline M. Walker, same place.

—

Man-
ufacture of Light Bread.—April 9, 1867.—Explained
by claim.
Claim.—The combination of super-phosphate of

lime and muriatic acid in nearly equal quantities, and
bi-carbonat3 of soda in such quantity as when united
in the dough will in process of baking evolve sufficient
gas to make light bread or pastry, substantially as
above described.

63,677.—William Wat, Samuel B. Way, and
Samuel C. Pomeroy, South Butler, X. Y.—Dish
Waiiher.—April 9,1867.—The dasher wheel in the lower
portion of the box throws water upon the jilates and
other vessels which are laid upon the racks above.
The dasher shaft is driven by a square-ended coupling
rod introduced longitudinally through the end of the
box.
Claim.—Yivst, the depression C in the bottom of

vessel B for collecting all the water in the machine
immediately about a wheel D, which is in diameter
considerably smaller than the diameter of the main
chamber B, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the Avashing wheel D having buckets with
concave faces in a radial direction, and aiTanged spi-
rally in a longitudinal direction, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the lateral sliding shaft / and coupling e, in
combination with a horizontal washing wheel D and
rack K, substantially in the manner and for the par-
pose herein specified.

63,678.—James A. Webb, Madison, E". J., and
CHRisTorHER CORY, Lima, Ind., assignors to Chris-
TOriiER Cory, Lima, Lad.

—

Evaporating Pan.—
April 9, 1867.—The passages in the steam compart-
ment formed under the pan are regulated by means
of partitions and valves to confine the heat to the
center or side of the pan.
Claim.—First, the application of steam, or its

equivalent, to evaporating pans by means of under
channels, with or without valves, so arranged as to
produce the greater amount of heat and ebullition

either at the center or at one side of the pan or at
certain given portions thereof, as desu-ed, while other
portions of it shall be less heated and agitated, as
herein set forth.

Second, the applying of steam beneath the pans so
that their interior, shall be left imobstructed for the
work of the operator.

Third, the combination with an evaporating pan of
a steam channel or chamber, substantially as above
set forth.

Fourth, the application of non-conductors of heat to
the under steam channel or chambers of evaporating
pans, substantially as set forth and described.
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63,679.—Edwin "Wescott, Hudson City, IT. J.—
Sawing l/ctc/ane.—April 9, 1867.—The feed rollers

are so aiTanged that each pair can be mored in or out

by turning a screw without disturbing the connection
• with the driving mechanism. The endless screw

gears into wheels on the roller shaft at any point of

their lateral adjustment. One jaw of the gauge and
one pair of rollers are made yielding by cushions.

«• Claim.— First, the screw spindle J and worm
•wheels //', in combination with the feed rollers D
D', constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose described.

Second, the adjustable boxes ?! I', gudgeons m, set

screws n, and saw spindle L, when constructed and
arranged as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

63,680.—Albert M. White, I^Tew York, K. T.—
Nozzle for Hose Fipes.—A^ril 9, 1867.—The nozzle

screws into its socket and presses the base Talve to-

wards or upon its seat, thereby regulating the flow of

water, which passes through side openings into the

exit pipe.

Claim.—The combination of the socket A, pipe B,
and collar C with the valve g and valve seat e, all con-

structed, arranged, and operating substantially as

herein sIioa^ti and described.

63,681.—T. K. White, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and W, G. Bedford, same place.

—

Rock D.taL—April 9, 1867 ; antedated March 29, 1867.

—The hollow cyiindi'ical di-ill-stock has three radial

and three curved cutters, arranged alternately, and
partially projecting therefrom; these cutters have
screw rods secured by nut within the stock.

Claim.—First, the comljination of a drill stoek and
detachable cutters D E, when the latter are con-
structed and adapted to each other and for attach-
ment to a stock, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the detachable block C, in combination
with the driU stock and with the detachable cutters

D E, their rods c and nuts d, or their equivalents, the
whole being constructed and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, a rock having three radial and three curved
cutting edges, arranged in respect to each other as

shown and described.

63,682.—T. E. White and W. G. Bedford,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to W. G. Bedford and
WiMER Bedford, New York, N". Y.

—

Well Boring
Apparatus.—Aipril 9, 1867 ; antedated March 29, 1867.

—The drill shaft is connected to a block, which slides

in a slot of its operating disk. The spring blocks
keep the wrist block at the rising end of the slot until

it reaches the highest point, when it and the drill

rod suddenly descend. The upper end of a pawl rod
has a pin traversing an elliptical slot in a disk upon
'the drill-operating shaft, and its catch engages a
ratchet wheel on a be\ el wheel shaft, which by suita-

ble connection to the drill shaft causes its partial

rotation at each stroke. The di"ill is fed by the spring
bar, which comes in contact with inclined ribs in a
bracket through which tlie rod slides, and causes the
rotation of the screw of the drill rod in the sliding

nut. The contrai-y rotation of the screw is prevented
by a spring pawl and crown ratchet.

CZatm.-First, the revolving disk E, with its slot

and spring catches b &', or their equivalents, in com-
bination with the sliding block F connected to the
di'ill rods, and the projection d, or its equivalent, the
whole being constructed and operating substantially

as and for tlie purpose described.
Second, the rod H and sirring bar p, screw I and

nut G', secured to the drill rods, in combination with
the bracket G, and its inclined projections n n, and
the within-described operating devices or their equiva-
lents, the whole being constructed and aiT^nged for

joint operation, .substantially as specified.

Tliird, the swivel e, with its ratchet j, in combina-
tion with the rod H and its spring pawl i, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set foi'th.

Fourth, the shaft 1)', its wheels N and K, in com-
bination Avith the rod J, wheel k, cam disk L and rod
M, tlie whole being arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

63,683.—A. W. Wilcox, Worcester, Mass.—
Melodeon.—A-pril 9, 1867.—A chamber over the reeds
has a valve at top and bottom. The swell box sur-
rounds the chamber, and has a valve between it and
the reeds. These three valves are to alter the tone,
and are opened or closed by stops. Valves at the
top and bottom of the swell box are operated by a
lever.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination with chamber B
of the valves 1' 2' and 3' for the purposes Stated.

Second, the combination with chamber B and swell
bo'x C of the valves 1' 2' and 3' and 1) E, aiTanged
for joint operation, as set forth.

63,684.—Wm. Henry Woods, San Francisco,
Cal.—^i« Ifrace.—April 9, 1867.—The collar has
within it a sleeve block and axial pin, so that as it is

screwed fast upon the shank of the brace, it is rigidly
held to its place, preventing rattling.

Claim.—The brace head, consisting of the collar D,
the block E, the pin g and the steps m and n, with,
the nut G, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

63,685.—Andrew E. Worth, Nantucket, Mass.
—Seed Planter.—Aipril 9, 1867.—The seed wheel has
cups corresponding to the number of grains planted
in each hill, is adjustable as to distance, and drops
the seed in the tube, which delivers it in the rear of
the plow. The automatic hoe covers the seed, and is
succeeded by the leveling roller. The machine is

operated by devices in connection with the driving
wheels.
Claim.—A seed wheel N, provided with a number

of cups exactly corresponding to the number of seed
required to be planted in a single hill, or so placing
the cups at such a distance apart as will regulate the
required distance of the seed from each other, when
planted in a drill.

Also, the block m, with its spring o, in combination
with the bar IJ, with its spring s, inclined portion r
and stop g, operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Also, a hopper or seed receptacle M, with its par-
titions or plates h, and having its opening i to the
seed passage, constructed substantially as above de-
scribed, in combination with a revolving seed wheel
N, provided with a number of seed cups g, equal to
the number of seed to be planted in a hill, substan-
tially as set forth.

Also, a hopper or seed receptacle M, made remova-
ble, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
Also, the hoes X and roller T, in combination with

the frame E, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

63,686.-J". H. Aldrich, Nashua, N. H.— Cattle
Car.—April 9, 1867.—The troughs arc exposed by
opening a shutter on the outside of the car. A false
bottom holds the feed above the water below it in the
trough.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
water and feed trough, separated by the lid, when
constructed and used upon a cattle car, in the manner
and for the purpose herein described.

63,687.-W. D. Armstrong and W. I. Arm-
strong, Harlem, HI.— Gafe.-April 9, 1867.— The
lower ends of the levers are pivoted to the central
posts and above to the middle standard of the gate.
The rear lever is pivoted at top to the rear standard
of the gate, and at bottom to a post in the ground be
hind. The gate is partially counterbalancedand rises
as it slips open by a longitudinal motion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the eccentric

pulley or wheel I with one of the central posts B,
and Anth the cord or chain S of the heavy or balance
weight E, substantially as hereki shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, pivoting the lower ends of the side levers
J to the central posts B, by a long bolt K, substan-
tially as herein shown and aescribed and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, attaching a spring catch V to the forward
end of the gate, and operating it by the cords ox
chains M, by which the gate is operated, substantially

as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the combination of the guards L with the
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wdos of tlic gate G, and with the side levers J, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the

ptU'posc set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the long pulleys or frtc-

tion rollers N and XJ with the centnd posts B, and
with the cords or chains M and S, substautially as

herein shown and described, and for the pui-pose act

forth-

63,6SS»—Columbus Aulls, Bridgewater, Mich.
—Sheep-Jeeding Trough.—A.]}T\\ 9, 18t:7.—The trongrli

is made to revolve on hinges attached to the stand-

ards, being left bottom up when not in use, to prevent
its eollectm^ snow, <S:c. It has a counterbalanca to

keep it steady when upright.
Claim.—First., constructing the trough A with one

sidoboai'd a' extended beyond the ends of the trough,
substantially as heroin shown and described and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the connterbalances E
with the trough A, substantially as herein shown and
desci'ibed and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the standards B, having
^ats or braces D attached to them, with trough A,
substantially as herein shown and described and for

the purpose set forth.

Fourth, hinging the trough A to the standard B,
substantially as herein shown and described and for

the pui'ixjse set forth.

63,689.—EocERT Bain, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Fipe
Wrench.—April 9, 18G7.—One jaw has sliding adjust-

ment in the strap pivoted in the other. A thumb
screw and key fix the adjustment to suit any sized

pipe.

Claim.—In combination with the jaw levers A and
B the sliding strap C, with its screw D, and wedge,
or jib, F, for operation together, essentially as herein
set forth.

63,690.—Edgar B. Bkach, "West Meriden, Conn.
—Convertible liijle &ight.—A]^TU. 9, 1SG7.—The adjust-

able slide is attached to the barrel in a transverse
dovetail gToove, and has attached to it a spring hinge
to which tlie open and coA'ered reversible sights are
affixed, the one rctii-ing as the other is raised. It is

held in position by a spring catch.
Claim.—The combination of the covered sight c

and open sight d, constructed and arranged so as to

be changed to present either the one or the other,

substantially in the manner described.

63,691.—George M. Beardslf.y, Fentonville,
Mich., assignor to himself and C. D. Boutell, Deer-
field. Mich.

—

Apparatus for Upsetting Tires.—April
9, 18G7.—The hand lever acts through the segmental
gear rack, toggles, pivoted levers, and connecting
rods to vibrate the arms ; the tiro is clamped to the
latter by cams and adjustable blocks, between which
it is placed. The cams are operated automatically
by the same movement which operates the arms.
Claim.—Fii'st, in combination with the lovers d

and a device for operating the same, the levers B,

rod g, and cams h, when the latter arc used in con-
nection with movable or stationary jaws r r* r^, the
arms H, substantiidly in the manner and for the pur
pose set forth.

Second, the self-clamping lever cams h in combina
tion with the jaws r', forming a clamping device, as
herein described.

Third, the movable jaws r^ r^ in combination with
the ai-ms II II, ewingiug upon the same center, for

the purpose herein set forth.

63,692.—George M. Beardsley, Fentonville.
Mich., assignor to himself, C. D. Boutell, and G
CxviVE-STmi-T Straw Cutter.— April 9, 1807.—The
cairved knife is set cccentricallv in connection with a
slot in the solid fly wheel, and the straw is fed con
tinuously through a square opening, being bounded
by four belts running on rollers vrhosc axes are roc
tangularly arranged.' The jaws .ire extended except
when the knife is cutting, and allow free exit to the
straw.
Claim.—First, the knife C when shaped as shown

and set eccenlrically upon a fly wheel solid, except
as to a slot conforming to the knife, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

45 c p

Second, the endless bands E in combination with
the pulleys G, constructed, arranged, and receiving
motion, .substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose sot forth.

Third, a mechanism for operating autoraaticiUly
and simultaneously the jaws P and Q^ in relation to
the knife C, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

63,693.—Hiram Beckwith, Grass Lake, Mich.
—Scaffold Bracket.—April 9, 1867.—The blades of the
brackets lie on two consecutive courses of sliingles,

their rear pai-ts raising at right angles and connect-
ing at top. The lower one ha.s a brace diverging
behind and fastening at its foot to the shingles below.
Claim.—A roof bracket, constructed substantially

as herein shown and described, with two blades,

with their back pieces, and supported by the brace
D, for the purposes set forth.

63,694.—John- P. Birch, Philadelphia. Pa,, as-

signor to himself and G. W. Patersox, Xewbnryport,
Mass.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.—April 9, lSt37.—The
pistons have radial sliding movement in their case
and their inner ends rest in indentations of the sleeve
upon a shaft axial to the cylinder. Th.'s case has ec-

centric bearing in the head of the cylinder and the
steam acts on the portions of the pistons projecting
from the case. The pistons have a soft metal pack-
ing to the cylinder and the case. That to the cylin-

der is iu form of a three-sided prism, and rests in
angular grooves of the piston plates, and that to the
case is plano-convex to fit the piston and a segmental,
groove of the case and allow oscillation therein. The-
steam has one eduction and two induction openings,

.

to allow the rotation in either direction. The cylicL-

der is supported on trunnions.
Claim.—First, the combination with the steams cyl--

inder and eccentric piston Case of the pistons imder
the ai'rangement herein described, so that the said
pistons, although revolving upon a common axis or
center of motion concentric with that of the steam
cylinder, shall bo unconnected Avith and separate from
each other and the said cylinder, substantially as
shown and described.
Second, the combination of the hollow piston case,

mounted upon a saft, having its bearing in one end of
and eccentrically to the steam cylinder" with the pis-

tons separate from each other, but revolving upon a
common axis, which is also the axis of the steam cyl-
inder, substantially as shown and set forth.

Tliird, the arrangement of the steam cylinder with
reference to its throe bearing points locatetl one upon

.

each side of the cyliudar, and the third upon the shaft
of the piston case, substantially iu the manner and
for the purposes herein speciQed.

63,695.—F. A. Blake and H. A. TvnREt,
"Worcester, Mass.

—

Flue Scraper.— April 9, 18(i7.

—

The sjiring upon tho rod expands against the inner
surface of the flue to clean it ; stop pins limit the ex-
pansion of tho spring.
Claim.—First, tho combination with rod A of the

spiral spring, substantially as and for the purposes
stated.

Second, the combination of spring B with rotl A,
and pins a a and b b, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

63,696—A. T. Book and D. M. Osborn. Gales-
bm-g. 111., assignor to A. T. Boox and TiiOM.vs R.
Maijkii.lie.— Car CoujMng.— April 9. ]8r,7.— The
entering' link strikes the inner jn-ojcction of the forked
arm and brings up tho other projectioa to engage it.

The guide plates hold the link in position, and the
catch engages tho cflbctive projection. Tiie catch is

raised aifd sustained by a cam lever to uncouple or pre-

vent coupling.
Claim.—The pivoted catch or dog B, curved guides

F, nibl)er bai* e, and lever C, as an-anged, and com-
bined, and operating in combination A\ith the forked
arm D, and link E, substantially iu tho mtuxner and
for the purpose as herein set forth.

63,697.—A. Brisdan-e. New York. X.Y.-TFootftfn
Fijjc—April 9, 18o7.—The boards are steamed and
bent longitudinally in cyliudiical form till the edges
lap on each other, and are then riveted.
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Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, wooden
pipes or tubes formed by bending boards, slats, or
strips of wood longitudinally, as herein described.

63,698.—H. C. Bristol, Eavenna, Ohio.—Culti-

vator.—April 9, 1867.—Kectangular frames are piv-

oted in front of the axles, and chains from their front

bai's are attached to the double tree. The side bars
gire bearings for adjustable standards. The frames
are adjustable by levers and ratchet racks. A central

plow on a pivoted standard has a segmental adjustment
slide, passing through a backward extension of the
tongue which supports the driver's seat.

Claim.—Fii-st, the movable frames C, provided
R'ith tlie adjustable standard G- and shares H, as ar-

ranged and connected in «ombination with the levers

D, draft chains P, and carriage, lor the purpose and
in the manner set forth.

Second, the jointed standard T, provided with the
shovel J and guide stay K, in combination with the
standards G, shares H, and carriage, as and for the
purpose described.

63,699.—Mahlon Brookfield, Brookfield, Iowa.—Let-off Mechanism for Looms.—April 9, 1867.—The
traction belt of the pulley on the Avarp beam is con-
nected to a weighted beam ; and the amount of trac-

tion is regulated as the amount of yarn upon the beam
decreases by_ the turning of the screw rod upon which
the lever weight is suspended. The rod is rotated by
changeable sets of gearing interposed between it and
the beam, tho sets corresponding to various sizes of

yarn, and indicated by the horizontol lines on the scale

beam. The vertical lines upon the latter correspond
to deHnite proportions of radial capacity of the beam.
A quantity of yarn being wound, the revolutions are
counted, the thickness measured, and from this data
the proper initial position of the weight is found and
also the proper set of gearing for reaching zero on
the scale as the last coil is unwound from the beam.
Claim.—The graduated scale beam F, combined

with a feed screw H, and weight suspended from a
friction strap or device on the Avarp beam, and to be
used in connection with different sets or speeds of
gear, substantially as described and represented.

63,700.—Clarence E. Brown, iSTorthampton,
Mass., assignor to himself and Florence Manufac-
TURLN'G Company, same place.

—

Blacking Case.—
April 9, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustra-

tion.
Claim.—A blacking case, composed of the exterior

shell or case A, surrounding and containing the
brushes B C, the latter brush C being provided with

. a rim h formed so as to fit over and support the black-

ing box D, all these parts being arranged in tlieman-
. ner and for the purpose herein shown and described.

63,701.—John Carroll, ISTew York, If. T.—
Sheet Metal Boiler and other Vessels.—April 9, 1867.

—The heads liave spiral corrugations on theii' rims
. similar to those on the body to which they are screA\«od.

Claim.—Providing the cylindrical body A of sheet

metal vessels with spiral corrugations w'hich extend
from end to end of the body for the purpose of stren gth-

criing the same as well as to facilitate the attachment
of the heads B B to the body, which lieads are also

coriugated, substantially as herein shown and de-

, scribed,

63,702.—Enoch Carter, ISTewburgh, N". Y.—
Purifying and Preparing Glass Ore.—April 9, 1867.

—

The glass ore is melted in a reverberatory furnace, with
. or without alkalies as a flux, and is used in lump or
dropped in water as cidlet. It is manufactured by
itself or in conjunction with other material.

Claim.—First, melting the glass ore or rock in a
: reverberatory or other furnace, witli or without alka-

lies or salt as a flux, and using the product in lump as

it comes from the furnace, or droppiiig it in water as

"cullet."
Second, the use of this " cuUet" for the manufacture

. of glass, either alone or in com])iimtion with the crude
ore Avith alkaline, sand, lime, quartz, or other mate-

; rials.

63,703.—Michel Cellerik. Philadelphia. Pa.—
.Macjdiie/or Stretching and Winding Silk Thread.—

April 9, 1867.—The object is to equalize the thread
and stretch it after it is twisted and spooled. The
pressure on the lirake lever is variable at will ; this

thread is reeled from the spool in the trough to the
reel, which is di-iven by frictional contact with a pul-
ley on the main shaft ; the thread is distributed on th«
red by a traversing guide. The reel, when full, is
removed from its bearings, and the detachable part
being removed allows the removal of the skein.
Claim.—First, in combination with a silk reeling

machine, constructed as described, an adjustable lever
brake applied to the pulley of the spindle, which car-
ries the bobbin from which the silk thread is reeled,
for the purpose of subjecting the thread to a uniform
tension and thus equalizing its quality, as specified.

Second, the removable friction reel II li', con-
structed, arranged, and operating as described.

63,704.—H. S. Connelly, Clymer, 17. Y.—Com-
bined Poller and Seeder.—April 9, 1867.—The boxes
of the inner journals of the forward rollers slide ver-
ticallym the frame, and balance each other on a piA'oted
beam to whose ends they are connected. The pivoted
scrapers clean the rollers. The seed slide is operated
by a cam clisk on the shaft of a roller running on tho
surface of one of the main rollers. An additional
roller spans the balk left by the others.

Claim.—Fii'st, resting the inner jomiials of the
main rollers in adjustable bearings and connecting
said bearings with the driver's seat, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the cross arm /, with
the adjustable bearings c c and the seat C, for the ptu"-

pose of allo-niag tho one seat to act upon the two
rollers, substantially as specified.

Third, the combination with the subject-matter of
the preceding claim of the joints formed of the elong-
ated tenons d and mortises e for allowing each roller

an independent action, as specified.

Fourth, the combination of the pivoted scrapers G-

with the adjusting roller B. as shown and described
and for the imrposes specified.

Fifth, the arrangement of two or more slides K K,
resting in compartments u v and connecting by screws
and slots lo x, or equivalent, with the single' head u,
in such a manner that the escape of the contents of
each compartment may be exactly gauged to produce
the desired mixtiu-e, as" specified.

Sixth, the special construction of and arrangement
of the machine, as herein set forth.

63,705.—Joseph M. Coombs, Boston, Mass., as-

signor by mesne assignments to George W. Chip-
man and John Eaddin, Lynn, Mass. — Carriage
Wheel.—Ai[)vil 9, 18(17.—Boxes are bolted into the fel-

loe to receive the spokes, v.-hieh have heads between
which and the inner flanges of the boxes are annular
rubber springs and Arasuijivs. Adjustable nut's tighten
the spokes. Similar fluuges and rubber si)rings are
also attachable to the inner ends of the spokes.

Claim.—An elastic wheel constructed with a pro-
vision for contraction of the bearing sm-fiice of the
felloe towards the hub, when also so constructed that
the expansion of the sides of the Avhcel produced by
such contraction is resisted by springs, substantially
as set forth.

63,70©.—Joseph CR0.\a'T0N, Little Falls, :N'. J.
—Bolt and Bolt Head.—A\)v\\ 9, 1867.—For the at-

tachment of one plate to another where the inner side
of one is inaccessible. The bolt has an eccentric
head which is passed through the opening in said
plate and then moved, so that the shoulder bears
against the inside of the plate ; the said position is

maintained by a key, and the screw bolt is fiu'uished

with tho usual nut.
Claim.—First, the eccentrically-headed screw bolt

C. in combination Avith the nut E and the eccenti-ic

collar II placed around the bolt, substantially as de-

scriljcd.

Second, tlie combination of the bolt C, having an
eccentric head F Avitli the eccentric colba- IT. or its

equivalent, the patcli or plate B and the boiler plato
or article to which the plate B is united, substantially
as shown.

63,707.—DA\ai)Cr>Dii\G. Jr., :N"ew York, X. Y.,

assignor to himself and Stephen "Wm. Smith, same
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place.

—

Cutter Head for Wood Molding Machines.
April 9, 1867.—The cutters are held between an upper
and lower guide disk, and the spindhi has vertical ad
justment to bring cither guide into connection with
the pattern. In operating, the pattern and Htnflf are
damped together and the head adjusted so that the
guide and cutters ai-e brought to the pattern and stuff

respectively. After as much ha« been cut aAvay as
tlie gi-ain allows, the pieces reversed, and the cutter
head having been adjusted to bring the guide to the
patter)], the i-emainder is cut. Tlie.spindleis carried
ocueath the head and plays in a guide box.
Claim.—A cutter head; formed with a guide both

above and below the cutter, in combination with me-
clianism for raising or lowering the cutter relatively

with the bed, so that the jiattern and wood to be planed
can be laid either side upwards on the bed (according
to the dii-ection of the grain of the wood when plan-

ing) and the cutter and guides be brought to theii-

proper places relatively to the wood and the pattern,
as set forth.

63,708.—John T. Dawsox, Frostbnrg, Md.—
Churn.—April 9, 1867.—The revolving dasher is at-

tached to a verticiil shaft in a rectangular box and has
four beveled wings which throw the cream upward
above a perforated horizontal disk that retains the
butter as formed.
Claim.—First, the revolving dasher D, constructed

substantially as described, and operating in combina-
tion with the rectangular vessel or its equivalent, es-

sentially as set forth.

Second, the pan E,. arranged and operating in com-
bination with the dasher D, substantially as specified.

63,709.—Wm. H. Dibble, Bordentown, 17. J.,

assignor to Sajiuel S. White, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Dental Ajyparatus.—April 9, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent of October 17, 1865. The tongue and cheeks
ai'c kept ti-om contact with the teeth of the lower jaw,
and the saliva drawn off by an air pump tbrougli a
perforated tube into a receiver. The air-escape valve
is between the receiver and the operative bulb of the
pump.
Claim.—First, placing the air valve which allows

the escape of air when the pump is compressed below
the reservoir Avhich receives the liquids di'awn from
the mouth, substantially as set forth.

Second, placing the rest which supports the upper
jaw upon the same frame Avhich sustains the tongue-
holder or plate K, substantially as set forth.

Third, connecting the tongue-holder or plate K
directly with the tulx? which receives the saliva and
other liquids from the mouth, substantially as shown.
Fomth, perforating the tube J at any suitable point

on that side whicli is protected by plate K from con-
tact with the tongue, so that saliva and other liquids
can be drawn out of the mouth without interruption,
substantially as shown.

Fifth, making the appai'atus flexible in some con-
venient part, by inserting a flexible division as in the
tube H, or by a joint w^here the tube is lei^t rigid, sub-
stantially as set forth.

63,710— E. R. DOBBS, Poughkeepsie, X. Y.—
Oote.—April 9, 1867.—The grooved wheels of the gate
nm on way rods which are inclined to open the gate
by connection to the platforms of the ciu-riago way,
which are depressed by the passing carriage. Kecoil
springs raise the platform and incline the w^ay rods in
the other direction, when the gate shuts.
Claim.—The pivoted or adju.stable \Aays D J, with

the gate B resting tnereon. in combination witli the
platforms M M, connected with the ways, to operate
m the manner substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

63,711.—Jacob M. Eby, AVan-en, HI.—Double-
shovel Piou'.— April 9, 1867.— The standards hare
side bends to place them in the proper transverse
position in respect to the beam and each other. The
fore end of the beam is formed into a hook for the
singletree.

Claim.— Fh'st, an improved iron double-shovel
ploAv, formed by the combination of the beam A,
handles B, standards or supports E, and braces D and
G with each other, when said parts ai-e formed and
aiTaugod substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, making the uprights or standards E, sub-
stantially in the shape herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

63,712.—-Jacob Fickixorr, Kingsvillo. Ohio—
Grinding Mill.—April 9, 1867.—The fans cause a cur-
rent of air to flow over the upper stone from the cen-
tnil opening of the curb, and in its passage it is '

deflected by the caps throu""h the verticiil openings
j

in the said stone to the grincling face beneath it.

Claim.—The fans F, cap G, and openings c, in com- !

biuatiou with the njill-stoiics and cui'b, as and for tho '

purpose set forth.

63,713.—James B. Fields, Jersey City, N. J.,

assignor to liimself and Peteu Fields, same place.

—

Quartz Mill.—April 9, 1867.—Tho cylinder surrounds
the grinding wheel, which is eccentrically journalcd

,

in respect to it, and revolves at diffei-ent speed thereto.
The matter to be crushed enters one end of the cylin-
der, and passes out bcncatli the shields and g'auzo
covered openings near the periphery of the same. Tho
cylinder runs on anti-friction rollers.

Claim.—Fii-st, the hollow rotating cylinder B, in
combination with the crusher G, the latter being
placed within the former, and having their crushing
or pulverizing surfaces c g, moving witli diifereut
speeds, by the means substantially as and for tlio pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the shields E, attached to the inner sur-
faces of the sides a a of cylinder B, in combination
with the openings d in tlie sides of the cylinder B,
covered with screens, and the crusher G, all arranged
to operate in the manner as and for the puri^ose speci-
fied.

63,714.—Albert Fink, Louisville, ^j.—Bridge.
—April. 9, 1867.—Metallic shoes receive the ends of
the wooden braces, and have traversing bolts con-
necting them by links to the upper and lower string
pieces, and on the transverse bolts are also straps
connecting them with the braces, and others with
the plates which arc clamped to the sides of said
braces. Each brace consists of tMO strips to allow
the repair of the same, one half at a time, without
the necessity of scattblding.
Claim.—As a new and uselnl improvement in bridge

*

trusses, the peculiar connection of wooden braces
witli the upper and lower cliords of a bridge trus-5, liy

means of cast-iron shoes G II and F, brabc sti"ai)s J"

J and K, and plates 1 1 and I, for the purpose of form-
ing a firm connection either for tlie resisting of com-
pressive or tensile strains, substantially as described
in the above specification.

63,715.—John Gardner, Viroqua, Vins.—Saiv
Set and Gammer.—April 9, 1867.—The saw rests
upon an anvil and a B.fock. The hammer, with a
poll or cutter face is brought Aoww by a cam oscil-

lated by a lever, whose range of motion is governed
by an adjustable stop.

Claim.—The cam lever E pivoted to the posts F,
rest G, hammer B, spring D, anvil J, and rest I,

Avhen all ai-e constructed and arranged upon the b(>d.

plate A, as herein set forth for the ijurpose specified.

63,716,—George Geeu, Galesburg, 111., assignor
to himself, T. G. Hadley and "Williaji IIa.milton,
same place.— Cherry Stoner.— April 9, 1867.—The
clierries puss from the hopper down inclined chutes
to the cavities where tliey arc consecutively operated
upon by the desc(!nding forked plungers, wliich push
the stone tlirough the elastic diaphragms, and return
with the impaled fruit, wliicli is stripped from them
and falls into an inclined discharging trough.
Claim.— First, the roclcing shaft anil the curved

forked plungers witli the handle or lever made and
arranged and operating in tlie manner as and for the
purpose lierein shown and desci'ilicJ.

Second, the upright plate for tlie coml)inod pm-po&o
of arresting the downward stroke of the plungers a.id
stripping the cherries from the forks, made and ar-

ranged sulistantially as shown and described.

63,717.—Alexander Gordon, Eochester, N.
Y.. assignor to H. D. Gordon, same place.

—

Culti-

vator.—AprU 9, 1867.—The middle plow has adjusta-
ble wings ; the rcai* plows one on eacli side are pivot-
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ed to the cross-bar and are laterally adjustable by
brace bars wMch connect them crosswise to each
other.
Claim.—First, the adjustable or swinging clamps

a in combination with the mold board Brfor the pur-
pose of holding the wings ir, substantially as shown
and for the purposes specified.

Second, tlie skeleton metallic cross-bar or tie C,
constructed as shown and described, and arranged in
connection with the shovel and teeth or hoe standards,
for the purposes set forth.

Thii-d, the diagonal guide or extension bars b in
combination witn the t«eth bars D, aa shown and
described.

63,718.-0. GuLLMAXN', Poughkeepsie, X. T.—
Carpet Fastener.—April 9. 1867.—The lower rod has
a roughened surface to bite upon the carpet, and an
upper rod covers and protects the lower one, and is

itself clamped by curved screw bolts.
Claim.—The combination of the protecting rod A

and detaining rod B, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

63,yi9.-J"AMES T. Hall, Trenton, ^^. J., as-
signor to himself and John T. and Isaac Pierce and
H. T. FOWLKR.—Horse Bay Fork.—AvT'A 9, 18b7.—
Improvement on the patent of John T. Pierce, March

tedated March 1, 1867.—A ralre in the form of an
inverted funnel slides over upon the dasher rod and
socket of the dasher. It is removable for washing,
and serves to cover all the openings at the top of tbtj

dasher at once, and obviate the use of several distinct
valves.
Claim.—The special combination and arrangement

of the valve C, with the conical dasher A, the said
valve being situated outside the dasher, and being re-

movable from the dasher and rod, and covering all

the ports when in use, as herein set forth.

63,724.-"William Huxter, Hastings, Minm—
Corn Planter.—X-^tW 9, 1867.—The hollow cyliuder
is of length sufficient to extend over three corn rows,
and has withiB it three parallel rows of hoppers at-

tached 120^ apart, and having three hoppers in a row,
so as to plant three rows simultaneously, and nine to
a revolution. The seed slides are actuated by cam
projections and levers.

Claim.—The combination of the hollow cylinder B,
with the slide bars c c c, the hoppers //'/ and tb8
lever h, constructed and arranged for planting corn,
substantially as herein described.

63,7-2.5.-George Ipe, Kent, Ohio.—Fence Post.
—April 9, 1867.—The post is stepped upon a rib on
the top of the foundation frame, and is bolted to an

6, 1866. Guards on the cross-head of the spiral tines |
upward flange of the same,

prevent the elevator ratchet wheel and pawl from Claim.—An improved Btool for fence posts, made
catching on the cross-beams or other obstruction in I of cast iron, cast solid in one piece, and in substan-
the bam. By pressing down on the cross-head the

j
tially the form herein shown and described—that is

spiral and straight tines are forced down into the hay, to say, consisting of the base plate a\ inclined side
the former revolving in so doin_

Claim.—Fii\st. the use of the" guards m when used
in combination with the cross-head A and yoke B,
as herein described and for the purpose set forth,
Second, in combination with the above the pawl i

land ratchet wheel C, when used for holding the tine

:,/ in a fixed position, as herein described and for the
'. pui-pose set foith.

63,720.—Sajiuel A. Hallabat, MarlUa, ^'. T..—Stove Pipe I>rum.—AprU 9. 1867.—The caloric cur-
rent passes by divaricated flues to the anntilar flue
space in the cylinder, Avhich has spiral plates to com-
pel the currents to sinuous courses therein. The
plates arouud the cylinder form shelves.
Claim.— The inverted hoUow arch A supporting

the heater, its ends connecting the spii-al fluo 1) with
the short pipe a, for the passage of the products of
combustion, as herein set forth, for the pm'pose speci-
fied.

plates a* and top plate a', having flanges a* a^ formed
upon its upper side, as and for the purpose set forth.

63,726.—Thomas B. Jordan, Gloucester, X. J.—
Starting Apparatus for Street Cars.—April 9, lb'6K

—

A cam is pivoted to an arm, one end of which is bent
around the axle, and bein<^ connected through a
frame and catches to the draft pole, operates upon
the tread of the wheel to start the eai-s when the
team moves. The cam drops back after having pep-
foi-med its duty.

Claim.—The combination of the lever &, eccentric
block c, the cord e. the sliding cross-bar/, tlie latch i

and the spring h, with the sliding tongue C, the car
wheels B and the axle a, aiTauged and operating
substantially as and for the pm-poses herein described.

63,727.'-J"ACOc J. Kamm, Fort Wayne, Indj-
Burning Fluid.—April 9, 1867.—Composed of sul-

phate of alumina and potassa, "2 drachms ; alcohol, 4
The ring G and the shelves/ in combination with Ulrachms ; camphor, I'di-achm; potassa, 1 drachm;

the flue C and the di'um B, as and for the purposes chloride of sodium, 2 oz. ; acetate of lead, i di-achm

;

set forth. naphtha, 1 quart.
Claim.—The combination of the within-specilied

63,721.—HoiiER M. Handy, Miles, Mich-—JSoZ« ingTedients in the manner described, for the pui-po;je

Cit«*/",—April 9, 1867.—The handles are pivoted to|of forming an illuminating non-explosive bm-niiwf
each other and to the jaws, and the latter are pivoted

j

fluid,

to each other, forming a double toggle.
Claim.—First, securing the curved and abutting 63,728.— EiChard Keese, Beninngton, Ohia—

handles A and B one to the other by means of the! Churn.—AprU 9, 1867.—The revolving dasher rod is

plate a and a' and b and ?>' riveted to said handles,
|
stepped in the bottom of the chm-n box. and its

and the pivot or journal z, aU as herein set forth. ratiiaJ dashers are secured by set Rcrews. The wings
Second, pivoting the jaws C and D to each other ' have a varying obliquity, dividing the cream, and

by means of the tongue c and straps or plates E and throwing it up, down, or diversely, as may be fouiid

F', substantially as herein shown and described and' most efficient.

for the purpose set forth. Claim.—The adjustable dashers D E G, and thtunb
screws C, constructed and arranged in relation to

63,722.— Abner S. Harding and XickolaS: each other, as specified, and in combination with the
Eked, Otis^ille, ^. T.— Combination Padlock.— shaft and body of the churn, operating as and for the
April 9, 1867.—The disks are numbered on their peri- pui'pose.set forth,

pheries and perforated with central holes and radiat-
ing slots for the passage of the bolt. The bolt has an 63,729.—Watson King, Springfield, HI.—iZors"*
axial bar and radial arms. The aims having passed Eake.—Api-il 9, 1867.—The crank arms upon the axl«

through the slots in the disks, the latter are disai-- 1 are extended below the wheel axles, for the purpose
ranged and oppose the withdrawal of the bolt. A i of attaching the traces to them to hold the teotiv to

screw under the shackle fastens the lid which may be I their work. The thills are hinged to the rear ed^
opened to remove and rearrange the disks. I of the axle, and the clearer bar ia placed above tJjB

Claim.—The hinged lid e of the case A. in combi- thills, so as to cai-ry the clearing teeth entirely above
nation with the screw g, shackle E, di-sks C, and bolt

B, constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose described.

63,723.—M. B. Hudson, Canandaigua. K. Y.,
as.signor to himself, J. S. RouixsON and J. G. Hl:d-
SON, same place.

—

Churn Dasher.—April 9, 1867 ; tux-

the rake teeth.

Claim.—First, extending the crank arms a below
the axle of the wheels, so that the traces may be at-

tached to these extensions, for the pm-poses her^u
shown and described.
Second, the combination with bar C, the thills D,

the cleaning teeth G aud hinge c of the rake head A,
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all arranj^ed substantially in the manner and for the

purpose herein shown and described.

63,730.—W. M. KiRKPATiuCK, LittVion, HI.—
Sank aupport-er.—April 9, 1867.—A rubber cushion is

inserted in a recess of the sash, and its outer protrud-

ing face enjra^es with the side of the window casing.

Claim.—A sash supporter consisting of a stationary

rubber cushion or disk inserted in a recess in either

the sash or the frame, with its outer face protruding
therefrom sufficiently to press upon the corresponding
face of the frame or sash and hold the sash in place,

substantially as herein shown and described.

63,731.—TV. A. Lewis, Springfield, Vt., assignor

to himself, H. H. Masox, aud Joseph Messixgek,
same place.

—

ATop Head.—The thread on the handle
has its socket in the timmb nut. and the reverse thread
ou the latter has its socket in the collar of the yoke.
Claim.—The operating thumb nut C, provided with

eKternal and Internal screw threads, in combination
vith the fixed screw B on the handle, and'thc sliding

jaw F, substantially as and for the purpose described.

63,732.— William Linubev. Oberlin, Ohio.

—

Cattle Pump.—April 9, 18()7.—The weight of the

cattle on the platform depresses the plungei-, which
is sleeved on the eduction tube, and forces water up-

ward through the latter. The return motion when
the cattle withdi'aw is made by a coiled spring beneath
the plunger.
Claim.—First, the soring C, link 6, valve a, and

collar D, as arranged in combination with the plunger
E, pipe F, and cylinders A B, for the purpose aud
in the manner as specified.

Second, the sleeve J, platforms L, and arms M, as
arranged in combination Avith the pipe F, plunger E,
spring C, for the pm-pose and in the manner as de-

scribed.
ThU-d, standards N, links P, arms K, and trough

Q, as arranged iu the maimer and for the purpose
herein specified.

63,733.—Henry Loewexheug, Xew York, N.
T., assignor to himself and Emile GitAXlEU.

—

Com-
pound for Printers' Ink.—April 9, 1867.—Explained
by the claims.
Claim.—First, a printers' ink made of sirup, mo-

lasses, honey or other saccharine substance, in combi-
nation with suitable coloring matter, substantially as

and for the purposes described.
Second, a printers' ink composed of sirup, molasses,

honey, or other saccharine substance, in combination
withVlycerineor oily matter, or both, and with suitable

cx)loring matter, substantially a* and for the purpose
set forth.

63,734.—Hexrt Loewen'burg, Xew York, X
Y., a.ssignor to himself and EiULE Guaniek.—Mark-
ing Compound.—April 9, 1867.—Iodine or bromine is

added to oi'dinary ink or pigment to render it indelible.

Claim.—A marking compound, either iu liijuid or
solid form, containing iodine or bromine either, or
both, substantially ais and for the pm-pose set forth.

63,735.—RussEL LooMis, Saratoga Springs, IST.

Y.

—

Fire Escape Ladder.—April 9, 1867.—Two re-

Tolving scroll grooved disks act upon the cross-bars
ou the lower members of the combination toggle
or "lazy tongs" arrangement of levers upon which
the platform is mounted. The disks are rotated si-

multaneously by a crank to elevate or lower the scaf-

fold, and the apparatus is mounted on a carriage.
Claim.—The revolving disks I) D, having in their

sides the scroll grooves c c, the friction rollers i i on
he cross-bars d d, aud the cap h, in combination with
he lazy tongs B, an'anged and operating substantially
s and' for the pui'pose herein described.

63,736.—John Low, Xew Britain, Conn., as-

signor to himself and William Xash.—Ox-bow Piti.

—April 9, 18()7.—The pin passes thi-ough the hole in
the bow while the semicircular spring is retracted,
aud then the latter is freed and embraces one side of
the bow to prevent accidental retraction of the pin.
Claim.— Hhe construction of the plate ab c, with

arm n and spring t, in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

63,737.—Geouge W. McGill, Washington, D.
C.—-S>;iA-e.—April 9, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, a spike split into three parts or
prongs, the center prong being longer than the sido
prongs, and said side prongs being so beveled that on
l)eing driven into the wood they will spread and di-

verge from the center prong in opposite directions,
while the said center prong goes down into the wood
perpendicularly, substantially as shown and described.
Second, a spike split into three parts or prongs

throughout the whole extent of the shank that is to

be driven into the wood, with the side prongs licveled

as described, so that the spike may be driven into the
wood and the side prong made to spread and divex'go

without boring, substantially as described.

63,738.—John Merlett, Round Brook, X. J.—
Spike-April 9, 1867 ; antedated April 1, 1867.—The
spike has wedge-shaped projections whose shoulders
project wholly beyond the surface of the shank. A
collar around the spike near the head has a cutting
edge, which trims the fibers of the wood around the
hole and wedges into it to make a water-tight joint.

Claim.—First, the wedge-shaped ribs c d, forming
shoulders c' d' at their upper ends and arranged upon
the lower portion of the spike, substantially as herein
set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, tlie lug g, constructed with cutting edge n'
and wnth inclined sides g', in combination and ar-

ranged in relation with the wedge shaped ribs c d and
with the body of the spike, substantially as herein set

forth, for the purpose specified.

63,739.—J. H. Moore. Wan-en, Mass.—Car-
riage.—April 9, 1867.—Mounted on the coupling bars
lu-e long backwardly-extendin"- spring bars ; thorough
braces extending from the ends of the bai-s to the Ibro
axle support the seat and body.

Claiin.— The combination of the can-iagc body, its

seat, thorough braces, springs, and pcrclies, when ar-

ranged with respect to the fore and hind axle of a
cai-riage, substantially as shown and described.

63,740.—S. L. Mvers and George Willison,
Massillon, Oiiio.

—

Machine for Folistiing M agon,
Spoken.—April 9, 18(i7.—The emery wheel rotates on
its vertical axis and the spoke is held by a chuck which
is rotated by a hand crank and is also capable of a lon-

gitudinal reciprocation. The spoke lioklcr is attached
to a hinged portion of the frame so as to be brought
up to or away from the wheel.

Claim.—First, the board D, pivoted at d, to the
frame A, and iiaving the braces 1 1, sliding shaft G.
with arms H II', th(! latter bearing the chuck K, and
crank L, when all are constructed and arranged in
such a manner that the operator may, when desired,
impart a combined revolving, vibrating, reciprocat-
ing motion to the spoke, substantiallv as herein sei;

forth.

Second, the concave horizontal table C, covered
with an elastic cushion upon which the polishing ma-
terial is placed, when constructed and operating as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

63,741.—JACOiJ K. Xelson, Greenpoint, X. Y.
—Screw Cutter.—April 9, 1867.—The revolvable head
has ratlial bearing blocks or cutters which are adjust-
able from the outside.
Claim.—In combination with the revolving head

B, the detachable socket D, fitted with loose or de-

tachable blocks F F G or H, forming chassers, cut-

ters, steadying blocks, or grippers, and made capable
of radial adjustment from the outside of the revolv-
ing head of the hand tool or wrench, substantially us
and for the purposes herein set forth.

63,742.-J^AMES 0'K.A.NE, Xew York, N. Y.—
Dies for Forming Hinges.—April 9, 1867; antedated
April 1, 1867.—The hinges are made in long continu-
ous strips, and are afterwards cut apart. The draw-
plate has slits for the wings on each side of and com-
municating with a circular groove in which the flanges
are closed around the pintle.

Claim.—The two communicating slits or channels
r r, aiTanged with reference to the circular groove «
of a draw plate, as and for the purpose set forth.
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63,743.—DwiGHT J. OsBORN, "Windsor Locks,
Conn.—Sash Sxtpporter.—Ajtvil 9, 1867.—The lever

has two arms to Avbieli are piroted two bolts for the
pm-pose of locking either one or both of the sashes,

in any position to -which they are adjusted ; the handle
is moved in an upward, downward, or lateral direc-

tion to eflfect the requiied engagement or free either

or both the sashes.
Claim.—First, the arrangement upon the plate A,

of the part B, operated by the handle D, in combina-
tion with the pieces c c, having projections upon them
for the pui'pose of entering and supporting the sashes,

substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the supporter con-
structed as above, the piece G, for fastening the han-
dle D, substantially as set foi-th.

63,744.—Isaac Osgood, TJtica, and Alexander
MUMROE, German Flats, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Dye-
ing, Bleaching, and Washing, and Drying Yarns
and Thread.—April 9, 18(57.—The thread is wound
in the form of bobbins on a hollow perforated cop
tube which is placed over a short tube through which
the liquid to clean or dye the yarn is pumped, passing-

through the perforated stem and the yarn wound
thereon. Cleansing, bleaching, or dyeing liquid may
be forced through, followed by dry air or steam.

Claim.—First, the apparatus for dyeing, bleaching,
or cleansing threads or twists of any fibrous material,

consisting of the perforated metallic bobbins or cop
tubes when used in combination with the tanks C
and D, force pump E, pipes b and e, and vertical pipes
r, the whole arranged and operatiiig substantially as
described.
Second, the use of a perforated cop tube in combi-

nation with a perforated cop-sheath, substantially as

set forth.

Third, the method of dyeing, bleaching, or cleans-

ing threads or twists ot any fibrous material, sub-

stantially as hereinbefore described.
Fourth, as an article ofmanufacture a perforated me-

tallic bobbin consisting of stem n and oase m, when
constructed substantially as described.

63,745.—Edw^ix and Thomas S. Parker, Sche-
nectady, ]Sr. Y.

—

Steam Engine Slide Valve.—April
9, 1867.—The steam passes through apertures in the
roof of the valve to nearly equalize the pressure above
and below.
Claim.—In the valve B, constructed substantially

as herein shown and described with the cavity C, the
apertures c c, as and for the purposes set forth.

63,746.—B. F. Peaslee, Lake Tillage, I^. H.—
Knitting Machine Needle.—April 9, 1867.—The jom"-

nal being of the same ijiece as the latch canuot work
loose, and thus be liable to injure the work er the
needle.

Claim.—Forming fixed jom-nals a a, on the latch
of the needle, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

63,747.—J. B. Pettey and Jerome Fredericks,
Conueaut, Ohio.

—

Stv.ffl.}ig Box for Dee}} Well Bamjjs.
—April 9, 1867.—The packing box is expanded by its

enclosed divided sections, which arc driven apart by
the revolution of a conical-tlireaded enlargement on
the tube.

Claim.—First, an elastic stufiing box for oil wells
formed of a rubber cylinder cased in leather, or its

equivalent, combined Avith a hollow taper screw form-
ing part of the well tubiug and working in a female
screw within the cylinder divided into "two or more
lougitudinal sections, constructed and operating sub-

stajitially as and for the purpose heroin described.
Secojul, the perforated collar/placed on the tubing

below the stuffing box, and the washer ^r, on the screw
e, above the stufiing l)ox in combination therewith,
constructed as and for the purposes herein described.

63,748.—Joshua Eegester, Baltimore, Md.—
Faucet.—Aiml 9, 18f)7.—On the handle on the disk
valve stem is a flange or hood which comes in con-
tact with the sides of the faucet and limits the motion
of the valve.

Claim..—In combination with the perforated disk
valve d, cut-off plutc b, and longitutliual stem c, hav-

ing two bearings b and g, the construction of the
handle C, with a flange h', adapted to operate sub-
stantially as described,

63,749.—Thomas Hestieaux, Boston, Mass.—
Deodorizing Petroleum.—April 9, 1867.—Nitrate of
mercury is applied to petroleum to remove the pecu'
liar odor of the latter.

Claim.—The application ofquicksilver to petroleum
and any of the products of petroleum as herein de-
scribed, using for that purpose the aforesaid solution,
or any other substantially the same and which will
produce the intended effect.

63,750.—C. M. Keynolds, Champaign, TM.—Car
Coupling.—April 9, 1867.—The sides of one draw
head have pivoted jaws pressed in by springs ; and
the other draw head has an arrow-headed tongue
whose sides are furnished with springs to keep the
tongue central when released, so that it may be drawn
out without catching the sides of the draw'head.
Claim.—The arrangement of the bumpers A A',

constructed as described, with the jaws C C, springs
b b, and cam D, when used in combination with the
draw bar B provided with springs a a, and connected
to the bumper A by the pin T, as and for the purpose
herein specified.

63,751 M. S. Roberts, Lewiston, N. Y.—
Peat Machine.—April 9, 1867.—The conveyor frame
is made in three sections, the upper one resting upon
the top of the framework; the others being hinged
so as to be raised or lowered to bring the buckets into
the proper position to dig the peat. The buckets are
carried by an endless band from the peat bed to the
top of the machine, -where their contents are dis-

charged into a disintegrating mill, from whence the
peat passes between- pressure rollers, and falls into a
trough, which carries it forward and distributes it

upon the ground to be dried.
Claim.—Fii'st, the so hanging and arranging the

outer section of the conveyor frame to its main por-
tion that it can be raised or lowered, and set at any
desired angle with regard thereto, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, forming the bottom of the mill of a series

of knives or cutter blades fixed in a common revolv-
ing frame in combination with the i)artition or plates
hung across such portion of the mill, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Third, the fixed partition plate of the mill in com-
bination with the side opening thereof, substantially
as described for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of a series of scrapers in
the bottom box of the mill as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

1

Fifth, the open endless distributor, having a series
of partitions or cross plates, in combination with tiio

bottom of the frame in which it moves, substantially i

as and for the purpose described.

63,752.—Adam Hosenberger, Brandonville, W. !

Va.

—

Hand Loom.—April 9, 1867.—The doscril)ed '

devices are for the purpose of shifting and adjusting
the harness. '

Claim.—First, the combination with the roller P,
staples O, and pivoted frame Q, ofthe hooks H i, tred-
dles G, attaching pieces F, and levers S S, all con-
structed and arranged in the manner described and
employed to effect the shifting of the harness, as set

forth.

Second, in combination Avith the above, pendant K,
thumb screw L, pulley J, and cords e, axranged as
described and employed for adjusting the harness as
specified.

'

\

63,753 E. P. Kussell, Manlius, N. Y.—Grid-
iron.—April 9, 1867.—The two sections are hinged
so as to maintain a rectangular position when re-

quired. The bars of each one cross the other at riglit

angles; the sides being equally open and adapted to

set above a stove pipe opening.
Claim.—The two halves A C and B D, Avhen con-

structed so that the bars of one-half shall cross the
biirs of the other, and when combined and arranged

|

with the square heeled hinge E F, operating as de-

scribed so as to form a reversible gridiion.
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63,754.—Henuy Sawyer, Boston. 'M.ass.—Starch

Gloss.—April 9, 18()7.—rarafliuc is used iu coiubiua-

tion with starch to give Uiion a glossy appearance.

Claim.—The u.se or employmeut of paralliiio in

oofmbination Avith starch substantially iu manner and
for the purpose as before described.

63,755.—Le\t C. and Jonx M. Schermerhorn,
North Gage, N. Y.—Milk Faf.—April 9. 1867.—

Steam and -^ater pipes are introduced between the

exterior aud the inteiior vats to regulate the temper-

ature of the contents of the latter.

Claim.—The perforated steam and water pipes in-

troduced into the space betn'eeu tlie exterior and
interior vats, for the purpose of heating regularly

with steam, and instantly (when necessary) shutting

otf the steam anil applying jets of cold water to cool

the contents of the inner vat, by means aud for the

purposes herein described.

63,756.—A. D. Schxackexuerg, Brooklyn, N.
X.—Portable Soda Fountain.—A\n-U. 9, lBo7.—The
I)ody is made of cast iron lined. The valve is conical

Qnd'ilts into the valve seat without packing.
C7a»»i.—Closing the end of the high pressure tube

b, directly with a conical plug B, without the use of

u leather or other "washer or packing for the valve, all

made and operating substantially as aud for the pur-

pose hereiu showu aud described.

63,757.—Elijah C. Sears. Crystal Lake, El.—
Farm (rate.—April 9, 18G7.—The gate is held iu

position by guides, and slides between antifriction

rollers on the fence post.

Claim.—First, in the construction of a board gate

the arrangement of the double guiue e. aud the fric-

tion rollers (j g' in the re:u- cleat b, in combination
with the upper board d of the fence A, operating as

heroin described.
Second, the single guides m m' at the top and bot-

tom of the cleat k. iu combination with the ro.ler g'^

and the upper and lower boards of the gate B, ai'-

ranged and operating as herein set forth.

Thii-d, the notch t, in the center post /i, to clear the
doable guide c, when the gate is opened or closed, as

hereiu specLtied.

63,758.—J. S. Sills. Cedarville, HI.— Washing
Machine.—April 9. 1HLI7.—Two semicircular sectious

which lit the bottom of the tub are attaclied by a
series of parallel, rounded slats. A circular rubber
board has similar .slats, a corrugated plate above, and
a haniUe at each side by which a rocking or vertical

motion can be given.
Claim.—The corrugated board I, in combination

with the upper rubbing board E. having the slats 1),

rimG, handles E, the lower rubbing board consisting

of the semicii'cidar boai-ds A imd slats B, substau-
tially as hereiu set forth for the purpose specified.

63,759.— David M. Smith, Springfield, Yt.—
Clothes 2'in.—April 9, 18G7.—The wooden key has
slotted cylinch-ical heads wliich enter grooves in the
respective jaws and form a hinge. They ai-e retained
by pins.

Claim.—The wooded key B for connecting the two
jfiws A A, consisting of the central piece d, having
slotted cylindrical ends c c, held in place by means of
the plus c e, as hei'eiu showu aud described.

63,760.—Lewis W. Spencer. ^>w York, X. Y.,
assignor to Schueiueu Cornet Manueactlhing
Co3ii'ANV, same place.

—

Machine fur Forming the
Branch Tube of Valve Ca.-ics for Cornets.—April 9,

18t)7.—The chuck has a sliding plate adjusted later-

ally by a screw, and to wliich a circtUar plate is piv-

oted whose axis is at right angles to that of the man-
drel. The blank is secured to the circular plate and
the tube blanks brouglitoue at a time in line with the
sliding drill and drilled out. A pin holds the plate in
position. A turning tool is then attached to the slid-

lug drill rest to dress the outsides.
Claim.—The combination of the mandrel, the slide

on the chuck of the mandrel, tlie index plate Avith its

aiudle at right angles to the axis of the mandrel and
50 to the slide, and the sliding stock or tool holder,

Bubstontially as and lor the purpose described.

63,761.—Lewis TV. Spencer, New York. N". Y.,
assignor to Schreiijer Cornet Manufacturing
Company, same place.

—

Machine for Forming the
Bells of Cornets.—April 9, 18()7.—The blank is placed
on the "former " aud forced down with tlie leaden disk
into the dio by tm'uing the sleeve nut of the "former"
shaft.

Claim.—The combination of the die, the leaden or
equivalent disk, the former, and the follower, sub-
stantially as and for the piu-pose described.

63,76-J.—Charles Starruck, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Cam Hitching i/oot.—April 9, 18G7.—The eye of
the hook and its" mousing are both contained in the
same loop so as to be closed i)ositively when strain is

applied. They are opened by spreading the eyes like

handles of shears.
Claim.—The construction and application of the

cam lever A- so that it will operate iu combination
with the main portion A of the hook, substantially iu
the manner described for the purposes specified.

63,763.—George Stevenson, Zionsville, Ind.—
Grain Cleaner.—April 9, 18()7.—A stationary cam on
the casing acts in combination Avith the spring at-

tached to tiie rubber bar- to cflfect the independent
vibrating movement of the latter Avhile the screpn re-

volves.
Claim.—Tha stationary cam disk C and the spring

I, in combination with the screen B, for operating
the rubber bar n, arranged substantially as herein
described.

63,764.—JAxAiES W. SuiDTER, Sharon, Wis.—
Portable Fence.—April 9, 1867.—The panels overlap
each other, and are attached and supported by iatcr-

locking braces mounted upon interlacing braces
mounted upon subordinate cross braces, Avhich are
staked to the ground.
Claim.—The portable fence constructed with pan-

els A, cross braces B, and foot pieces C, withorAvith-
out the pin D, said parts being respectively construct-
ed, aud the AVhole combined substantially as set forth.

63,765.—W. Tash, Berlin, 111—Wagon Brake.
—April 9, 1867.—The Avagon box rests on grooved
rollers Avhich run on guide bars beneath the Ijox when
descending a hill, thereOy diaAving the rod Avhich is

attaclied to the i)ox at one end antl the brake lever at
the other, and regulating the frictiou of the brake by
the gnule of the hill.

Claim.—The rollers s s upon the guide rods g g o?
the bolster d, in combination with the guide bars 6' s',

box A, substantially as hereiu shown aud described.

63,766.—Hiram Thompson, Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Shaping and Heading Bars of 2Ictal.—
April 9, 1867.—Tlic blank is placed l)etween the dies
in the ]o\7er roller, and the moving die is forced to its

fellow by a knuckle Joint operated by the pressure of
the upper roller, Aviiich also linishes the head as it

passes beneath it. T!ie dies are opened by fixed cams
Avhioh engage pins playing in radial slots of ti'.e roller,

Avliich also finishes the head as it passes beneatli it.

Tlic dies are opened by fixed cams Aviiich engage pins
playing in radial slot.s'of tlie roller and connected to
the'iniddlc pivot pin of the knuckle joint. »

O taiJ/i.-Eirst, the arrangement for .giving motion
to the law a and die/ of the knuckle joint b aud wheel
B, as described.
Second, the combination Avith tlie revolting Avhcol

A, jaAV rt, and die/ of the Avedge o, and set screws J

aua-2, said parts being constinctcd and arranged for
operation substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

63,767.—John Poueut Wallace and Bkn.ta-
.AiiN A. McClain, Murfjeesboro", Tcnn.—Cotton Cal-
^It-a^or.-April 9, J867.—Tiie two sliares in front oi
the machine arc attached to jiivott'd rods Avliich arc

I
adjusted I)y a chain connecting with the frame. They
jean be raised out of the ground l)y a IcA'cr Avithin
reach of tlie driver. The rear cutter Avheel rotating

I

in a plane transverse to the line of motion ot the

I

frame, is driven by gearing from the main axle and
chops gaps in the'row, leaving it in hilis.

Claim.—The scrapers or shares H arranged or ap-

I
plied to the ti'out part of the machine, so as to be ca-
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pablo of beincT adjusted higher or lower to penetrate

a greater or less depth into the soil, and also capable
of being raised entii-ely therefrom, EubstantiuUy as

set forth.

63S,'J'6S.—Alexanpeu Warxer. Brooklyn, N. Y.
— Window Blind Fastening.—April 9, 18ti7.—A bolt

on one of the slats engages one of a semi-circulai'

series of holes in a plate attached to the stilo.

Claim.—The slat fastener consisting in the combi-
nation of plates b and b', when provided with holes or
recesses, the bolts a and a', suDstantially as and for

the purposes herein shown and described.

63,769.—W. T. Wells, Decatur, HI.— Gate
Latch.—April 9, 1867.—The gate bolt is moved longi-

tudinally by raising or releasing the gravitating han-
dle to which it is pivoted, and which is itself pivoted
to the stile of the gate.
Claim.—An improved gate latch formed by the

combination of the adjustable bolt D, and pivoted
lever handle F, with each other and with the frame
of the gate B, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed,

63,770.—D. M. Weston, Boston, Mass.—Cen-
trifugal Machine for Draining Sugar and other Sub-
stances.—April 9, 1867.—The cylinder is suspended
by a revolving shaft which permits lateral motion.
The bottom of the cylinder has a scries of apertures
through which the sugar is dischta-ged. TThen the
machine is in operation, the apertm-es are closed by a
valve and the water diiven through the foraminous
periphery.

Claim.—The construction of centrifugal machines
made to separate liquids from other substances, by
suspending such machine at the tops by flexible con-
nections, operating substantially as above described.
Also, the construction of the openings i i i i in

the bottom of the cylinder .9 in such machines and the
valve j, for the purpose and operating substantially
as above described.

63,773 .—George H. White, Huntington. N. Y.—Eoad Scraper.—April 9, 1867.—The scraper is

supported on two caster wheels and adjusted verti-

cally by a spur wheel and rack.
Claim.-r-First, the scraper plate A, constructed sub-

stanti filly in the form and manner herein shown and
described.
Second, the combination of the pivoted caster

wheels E with the scraper, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pm-pose'set forth.

Third, the combination of the pinion wheels J and
racks I, with the pivoting blocks D of the wheels E,
substantially as herein shown and described and for

the purpose set foith.

63,772.—AXTHOXY L. "Whitxey, Brooklyn, X.
Y.

—

Steamer for Culinary Purposes.—A^ril 9, 1867.

—The kettle with perforated bottom sets into the
outer kettle while boiling, and for steaming is sup-

ported by a perforated pan resting on the rim of the
kettle.

Qlaim.—The combination of the vessels A B and
D with each other, substantially aa and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.
Also, the intermediate vessel or pan D, made and

operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

63,773.—Baxter D. Whitney, Winchendon,
Mass.

—

Machine for Gnnding (S'rtu's.—April 9, 18(.7.

—Tlie revolving gi'indstono or wheel is brought in

contact with the surface of the cylindrical saw which
slowly revolves and traverses longitudinally from
end to end, when its motion is reversed by suitable

mechanism. The saw mandrel has a friction roller

and gauge, an4 the grinding wheel is adjustable in

position.

Claim.—Ilcduciug the plates of cylindrical saws to

an even and uniform thickness, by means of the slid-

ing frame B, on which the saw 'E is supported, re-

volved and moved laterally by the action of the re-

versible screw L, slide P and lever M, in combina-
tion with the grindstone or grinding wheel K, ai*-

ranged and operating in the manner substantially as
herein described for the purposes set forth.

63,774—Wm. Wickersham, Boston, Mass.—Egg
Beater.—A^tU 9, 1867.—The seprment gear workeu
by the crank connects with a pinion to osciUato the
beater.
Claim.—The device in egg beaters of giving the

segment gear, and consequently the beater knives c e
c c, a vibrating motion by means of a crank and con-
nection rod frame, and arranged as described.

63,775.—JOHX P. Wright, Canton, Minn.—
Scaffold.—April 9, 1867.—The platform has nuts en-
gaged by the vertical screw, by which it is raised or
lowered, and this screw is turned by a winch below
and by a hand wheel resting on the platfoi-m and slid-

ing up an angular shaft which carries a bevel wheel
engaging a similar one on the main screw. When
extended, the ends of the seaflFoId are connected to
smaller platforms supported on the ratchet posts, and
which are raised and lowered by cords, which pass
over sheaves at the post heads.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the posts P P,

with the platforms o, in coiubination with the screw
shaft E, substantially as described.
Second, the shaft "L and bevel wheel M, in combi-

nation Avith the shaft E and nuts IN U", substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

63,776.—X. A. Wright, Prairie DuChien, Wi«.—Book Holder for Pcifof.-April 9, 1867.—The spring
ends of the holders arc attached to the backs of the
pews, and the free ends of wood or metal are of con-
venient form to sustfdn books, hats, &.c.

Claim.— The spring holder C, when adjustable
through the slot a, in the socket H. to regulate the
tension of the spring, when combined and aiTanged
as and for the piu'pose specified.

63,777.—Isaac B. WiGOljif, Washington, D. C.-
Biirning Fluid.—April 9, 1867.—Composed of naph-
tha, 40 galls.; kerosene oil, 2 galls.; gum camphor, 1 lb.;

gum turpentine, 1 lb.; oil of lemons, 1 oz.; oil clove.-^
j

l oz.; and the tri-phosphate of soda and ammonia,
commercially tei-med raicrocosmic salt, 4 oz.

j

Claitn,— The incorporation of microcosmic salt

with the above-named compound of hydi'ocarbons,
reference being had to the use of denser materials,
both in the composition of the hydrocarbons and the
microcosmic salt, so as to make a fluid that can be
burned in any kind of lamp, without smoke, bad odor,
or danger of "explosion.

63,778.—Canceled.

63,779.—Aaron C. Andrews, New Haven, Conn.
— Uniting India-rubber with Leather.— April 16,
1867.—By forming gTooves at the points of junction
the sm-facc in contact is extended to form a more per-
fect union.
Claim.—Uniting india-rubber to leather or other

material by forming grooves or creases in such ma-
terial, into'which the rubber is pressed previous to
vulcanizing, as and for the piu-poses specified.

63,780.—Asa Bee, Wliito Oak, West Ya.—Saw
Mill.—April 16, 1867.—The clamp plates of the saws
have guide rollers whose grooved peripheries run on
V-edgcd reversible plates. The lower saw giudes
have clearers to prevent the sawdust from entering
between tlie guide rollers and the guides. The feed
is caused by levers and adjustable springs connecting
the upper sash bar to a gripping rod operating the
feed wheel.
C7a««.—First, the application of the guide rollers

X, or their equivalents, to the stiiTups J, substantially
as and for the purpose snecifled.

;

Second, the V-shaped adjustable and reversible
guide bars O, when constructed and applied substan- .

tially as and for the purposes set forth.
\

Third, the clearers P, when constructed and applied '.

in the manner and for the purpose explained.
Foui'th, the combination of the springs T T^ T^ and

lever T', when constructed and operating as described,
j

to communicate motion Ixom the saw sasU to the grip
iron.
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Fifth, the spring T^ when constructed nnd made
adjustable in the slotted lever T', in the manner speci-

fied for the purpose of ehanping th» feed, us described.

Sixth, a g-rip iron, when constructed with adjustable
gripping blocks V* V*, substautially as and for the
purpose speciiied.

Seventh, the adjustment of the blocks W^ W*, by
menus of tlie arm X and clamp Y, us ajid for the
pmposc described.

63,781.—Henuy M. Bird, Carabridgeport, Mass.—Mold for Pipe Casting.—April 16, 1867.—Improve-
ment on the patent of George T. Sheldon, April 3,

1666, (Xo. 53,690.) Tho annular supporting flanges
support the sand molds and cores, which prevent the
ctuitdct of tlie hot metal with any chilliug surface.
Claim.—The combiuatiou as well as the ai-range-

meut of two or any other suitable number of the
flauge-liuishing and core-supporting flasks D, pro-
vided Avith masses E of molding sand, or its equiva-
lent, with a pipe mold A B and its core C, the whole
being substautiidly as and for the purpose described.

63,782.—GeoUGK S. Caldwell, Syracuse, N.
T.— Harness iiwcWe.— April 16, 1867.—Tho two
toothed jaws in the opposite edges of tho frame hare
pins resting in inclined slots ; when tho strap is

npplied between tho juw« the drawing action on tho
gtrap will close the jaws upon its edges.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

buckle as hei-ein set foith, viz., with the toothed jaws
B B, resting iu the edges of the frame, and bearing
upon the edges of the tug or strap by means of the
pins and inclined slots i k, or equivalent, as specified.

63,783.—Xeil Campbell, Brooklyn, N. Y., as-
signor to himself and William Fuaizeu, same place.—Axle Box.—April 16, 1867.—The removable base is

held by dov(?tail flanges and the solid springs are con-
fined iu place between brackets on the axle boxes and
the top plates of the pedestals. The arm of the axle
in the oil chamber of tho box has enlarged removable
sleeves secured by lugs in conjimctiou with a collar
and key.
Claim.—First, the flanges a a' on the exterior of

the pedestal, in combiuatiou with the grooved and
shouldered removable base plate C, substantially in
the manlier and for the pm-pose described.
Second, the removable base plate, constructed so as

to be applied as described and also Avith sockets to
receive u tie rod and end braces D D, substantially
in tiie manner shown and described.

Third, the combination of the brackets E', studs d
d', and solid springs F F. substantifdly in the manner
and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination of the enlarged sleeves K

with a grooved face bearing block H, having flanges
1 1. substantially as described.

Fifth, the lugs h h, collar i, and pin j, iu combina-
tion, as a means for securing a removable sleeveK to
the arm of a railroad car axlo, substantially as herein
described.

Sixth, the box E, Avith brackets E' on its sides and
the pedestal with semi-cylindric chambers and with a
cap A, BO that solid springs F F may be employed
and confined iu place by means of the removable base
plate C, all substantially in the manner described.

63,784.—Charles Collier, Charlestown, Mass.—Machine for Making Drain Water Fipes.—April
16, 1S67.—The clay cylinder is connected with a hy-
draulic cylinder, which, operating the plunger, ejects
the tile from the receiver. The plunger when re-
volved by its handles is i-un back on its shaft, allowing
the cylinder to assume a vertical position for re-filling.
Claim.—A clay cylinder or receiver B, in combi-

nation with an hydraulic cylinder operating a piston
or plunger D, for ejecting the clay trom the receiver
in the reciuired form for a pipe or tile, substantially
as described.

Also, connecting the head or plimger D with the
piston E of the hydraulic apparatus, by means of a
screw e, so that it may bo moved toward and from
the clay-cylinder by baud, for the purpose specified.

63,785—Germond Crandell, "Washington, D.
C,—Paper Pi7e.—April 16, 1867.—One end of the wire
18 a- point and the other a socket to receive the former.

The hinge is a coiled spring and it is manipulated by
pressure on projecting arms.
Claim.—A bill and paper file made as herein de

scribed, or its substantial equivalent.

63,786.—Michael DeCamp, South Bend, Ind.—

-

Millsto-ne Feed.—April 16, 1667.—The upper end of
tho damsel is angular and enters a similar axial bore
of a sleeve topped by a horizontal circular disk. A
roctangular-ended shaft standing verticidly and axially
in the hopper enters and receives motion from this

]

sleeve, and has at top a pulley communicating by a
belt to the fan shaft. Tho fan causes an exhaust of
air at the point of grain discharge from the revolving
disk, and draws out the impurities.
Claim.—First, the separator, constructed and ope-

rating substantially in the manner herein described,
and applied iu the relation substantiidly as shown
and described to the millstone feeder and the eye of
millstones, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the construction of the mouth of the sepa-
rator, in the manner substantially as showH and de-
scribed, so that the separator is adapted to be applied
to a mill, and to operate sub.stautially as described,
for the piu'pose set forth.

Tliird, the aiTangement of a millstone feeder and a
separator in the relation to one another substantially
as shown and described and for tho purpose set forth.
Fourth, tlie raised step eci, arranged on an incliuect

support and in relation to the inclined partition b and
the passage d, substantially as and for the pm-pose
desci'ibed.

63,787—Herman Ehl, Ftiea, ]Sr. Y.—Sash Sup-
porter.—April 16, 1867.—Vertical bars attached to
the sash slide in metallic collars imbedded in the frame

;

thumb screws engage the bai*s to maintain the position
of the sash.
Claim.—The employment and use of one or more

rods or bars C, attached to the sash and operated
substantially as described.
Also, in combination with Said rods or bars C and

sash B, the nuts or disks D and thumb screws E, the
whole being attached and operated substantitdiy in
manner described, for the pm-pose mentioned.

63,788.—George Eichexseer, Waterloo, 111.—
Threshing Machine.—Aj^ril 16, 1867.—The fore end
of the machine is vertically adjusted by the screw-
threaded king-bolt and side bolts'. The driving pulley
is vertically adjusted by tho movement of its step
plate upon iucliued slicles. This p\dley has a pawl
connection to the shaft, which permits the machinery
to run when the belt is stopped. The cylinder has
end tlisks of metal and teeth to clear the space be-
tween them and the sides of the feed chute. The grain
slides into the discharge chute from an adjustable
pivoted plate, and receives the impact of tlie wind,
which is guided by an adjustable deflecting plate.
At the chaff discharge, the hea\-ier parts pass into a
trough having an under branch leading to the feed
chute, and furnished with a valve, Avhicli Avheu closed
forces the matters into the other and waste In-anch.
The thi-esher cylinder is adjusted logitudinally by
screws at the ends of its shaft.
Claim.—Yivst, the combination of the screw bolts a

and a', substantially as and for the purpose set foith.
Second, the combination of the shaft e, its bcariug

block e^ and sliding bar c*, the wavs c" with the screw
bar cs and handle nut e«, all acting substautiaUy as
and for tho piu-pose set forth.

Third, tho combination of the pulleys c" and t",
for packing the driving band D, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.
Fom-th, the cutter teeth h^ for cleansing the crevices

between the flanges /i" and the feed plate h*, as sot
forth.

Fifth, the application of the drop gitide plate k^, as
set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the conduits o^ and a*,

with tho door o«, substantially as and for tho purijosea
set forth.

Seventh, the combination of a feed plate h*, an-anged
for vertical adjustments, with tiie thresher cvlin'der
h'^, arranged for lateral horiijontal adjustment, sub-
stantially as set forth.
Eighth, the combination of the separators A- 1' k\

with the rctui-n feed plate k'^, chaff discharge plato k*
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and guide drop plate k^, all with the air currents ad-

justed and directed by the vaue p'^, substantially as
set forth.

63,y89.-J'0HN Ellis, l^oy^ York, N. T., and
Edwaud C. Kattell, Binghamton, N. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Dutiiling and liefiiiing Petroleum,, die.—
.April 16, 1867.—The oil passes through a coil in the
upper condenser into the still, which is charged with
steam by a pipe. The lighter portions of the oil ai-c

volatilized, and pass from the still to the condenser.
The heavy portions of the oil pass into a tank and
through a coil into the retort, heated by superheated
steam. The vapors from the retort pass through one
condenser into another, and the refuse oil escapes
through a tube. The residuum passes into a still,

where it is again subjected to heat, the vapors pass-
ing to a condenser.

(J lawn.—First, the using of steam and superheated
steam for the purpose of separating and removing
the more volatile from the less volatile portions of
petrolenm, kerosene, benzine, naphtha and turpen-
tine, wliile these fluids are in a state of spray or
drops, as specified.

Second, the oil pipes E and K and condensing
tubes D and I, when constructed and an-anged in
relation to each other, and a retort as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, tJie separating tank, tub or tube, in combi-
nation i\'ith an upper and under retort, for the pur-
pose of separating the water and earthy impurities
from the oil bctore the latter flows into the lower re-

tort.

Eomtb, the using in a retort scraps of metal wire,
wire sieves, naUs, tm'uings, or other metallic or
earthen materials, or even vegetable substances,
which wUl either form a screen or a porous mass
through whicli oil can trickle down, so as to expose a
large surface of it to the action of heat.

ilfth, the using in a retort or retorts of a series of
nearly or txuite horizontal plates, shallow pans or
shelves, which may lie concave or with edges turned
up, plain or convex,perforated wi^h from one to numer-
ous openings, or without any openings over which
oil can flow or drop, or run from point to point, in
combination with the pipe I and coil K, so as to ex-

pose a very large sm-face to the action of steam, and
to form a very large evaporating surface.

Sixth, the using an agitator in a circular or neai-ly

circular retort, for the purpose of throwing the oil

into a sjjray or drops, so as to expose every drop as
far an possible to the direct action of heat, and allow-
ing the oil or fluid being distilled to flow through the
retort in a steady stream, but not to accumulate in

any considerable quantity in the retort, substantially
as represented in the drawings.

Seventli, the condensers A M and Q, containing
internally plates, disks, turniugs, or an agitator into
which tiie vapor of oil and cold water are allowed to

flow for the purpose of condensing the vapor, sub-

stantially as represented in the di-awings and de-

scribed in the specification.

Eighth, the blowing the inflowin,:^ oil into a state

of spray by a current of steam, by allowing the steam
to stride the stream of oil, substantially as is rep-

resentetl by the oil pipe u and the dotted steam pipe t

in the drawings of retort L.

63,75J0 Daniel Eitzoerald, New York, N. Y.—Bed JJottoin.—April l(i, 1867.—The elastic cord is

passed and I'cpasaed through the holes or slots of the
rail from cud to end, its loops serving to support the
end of the slat.

Claim.—Tlie bar B, provided with holes or open-
ings, cut directly through it from side to side, when
used in combination Avith au elastic or other band or
cord passed througli said openings, in the manner rep-

resented, for t lie purpose of forming a reversible bed
bar, whicli will support the slats when cither side is

down, sabstautialiy as herein set forth.

63,791.—J. C. Gaston, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Churn.
—April K), 1867.—Tlui hollow hub of tlie dasher has

radiating arms ; a guard plate secured by pendants to

the lid, obstructs the egress of cream, while it permits
the free ingress of air.

Claim.—Yirst, in the dasher the inverted cup-

•ehapcd hub E, the cavity b being cylindrical, and two

or more series of radial arms F, secured to the exterior
of the hub E, aU constructed substantially as above
described, and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the lid B, which has
the enlarged central perforation a, the guard plate c,

pendants b and blocks c, arranged substantially as and
for the purpose above described and set forth.

63,792.—©. Gregory and F. E. Morse, ISTew
Haven, Conn., assignors to themselves and W. H.
Cooper, same place.

—

Joint/or Carriage Top Brace.
—April 16, 1667.—A stud is attached to one ear and a
corresponding recess on the other to secure the con-
necting screw from strain.

Claim.—The herein described stump joint, as an
improved article of manufacture, consisting of the
two pai-ts A and B, upon the ear of one of wMch ia

formed a stud a, and in the other a con-espondiug
recess, so that the said stud forms the bearing or pivot
for the joint, substantially as herein set forth.

63,793.

—

Wm. Hall, Dubuque, Iowa.

—

Machin4
for Forming Tubes of Sheet Metal.—April 16, 1867.

—

The blank is laid upon the grooved underplate be-

neath the mandi-el, and the hinged plate forced over
it to curve the blank ; the edge of the latter entering
the longitudinal slot. The mandrel is revolved as
many times as desired.

Claim.—First, the grooved plates A a, hinged to-

gether and operated as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the slotted mandrel F, in combination with
gear wheels C C, arranged and operating as described.

Third, in coml)ination with the grooved platesA a,

the sliding straight-edged bar H H, with its elevated
projecting flange, as operated and described.

Fourth, the sliding frame G G, with its clampiT>g
device b b and wheels d d, in combination with the
inclined jjlano m m, operating substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination and aiTangement of the
plates A a, mandrel F, geai- wheels C, sliding frame
G, with its parts b b. inclined plane in, and sliding

bar H, with projecting flange, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

63,794.—John A. Heyl, Boston, Mass.—Rail-
way Switch.—April 16, 1867.—The four-crank shaft

has its two end cranks connected by rods to the tog-

gles, which are pivoted to the rails. A wheel on the
locomotive has latend movement to accommodate it

to either of the two inclined levers on the central

cranks, which operate to connect the switch with
either track.
Claim.— The aiTangement of the bars I I', the

cranked shaft G, tlie connecting rods H H', the lever

E, the toggles F F', the connection bar D, the whole
being applied to the switch, and so as to aid in ope-

rating it in manner and under circumstances substan-
tially as hereinbefore explained.

63,793.—Walter Hurbard, Meriden, Conn.—
Table Cutlery.—A\nil 16, 1867.—The handle and blatte

are cast together, after which the carbon is eliminated
from the iron, converting it into malleable iron.

Claim.—The solid-liandle cast metal knife herein
described, the same being a new aiticle of manufac-
ture.

63,796.—Orange D. Hunter, Terrysville, Conn.
—Ox Bow Pin.—April 16, 1867.—The engaging bolt

slides in a segmental groove, and its projection is

secm-ed by a drop pawl, which may be raised through
a perforation in the slide plate beneath it.

Claim.—Securing tlie bolt e on the plate b by means
of the prongs c, in combination with the drop latch h,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

63,797.—A. B. Hurd, AVatkins, N. Y.—Uniting
Stove Fipes, tfic-April 16, 1867.—Tlio coupling is

secured by projections on one pipe running in a groove
round the otlier, or th(;y are fastened liy narrow pro-

jecting beads on each,' clasping the circumferential

beads of the otlier.

6'toim.—First, unitingjoints of stovepipe, by means
of tiie projections made by the indentations a on one

piece beiiig shoved longitudinally in the groove b of

the opposite piece, anil then tnrned into the circum-

fereutial groove c, as shown and described.
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Second, uniting joints of pipe by means of the cir-

cumferential beads e and n, and tlie narrow vslits ft,

wheu an-auged forjoint operation, as herein described.

63,798.—Moses A. Johnson, Lowell, Mass.—
Machine for Felting or Fulling Yarn, d-c.—April Ki,

1867.—The main cylinder has a cork surface employed
because of its pliable, elastic, and cndnrine^ qualities,

its even surface and non-liability to injury ti-om steam
or water. The yai-u is carried 'between said cylinder

and fibrous belts, passing around steam-heateu cylin-

ders, and motive and idler rollers. Perforated pipes

beneath the belts tlu-ow jets of hot water on the latter.

Claim. — In combination with a cork surface,

aiprous, cylinders, and steam rolls, and the presence
ot heat and moisture for felting or fulling yarns, com-
posed of wool, fur, hair, in whole or in part, substan-

tially as described.

63,799.—Cyrus G. Jones, Orono, Me.—^ary
Mill Bog.—April 16, 1867.—The log is clamped on
two or more of the trucks and run forward to the
gang saws. As the saws come in proximity to the
truck the log is clamped at another point. The
clamping jaws ai'C operated by racks ancf pinions.

Claim.—Fii'st, the short carriage A, constructed
substantially as shown and described, for use in front

oi' rear of the saw, and having the two independently
moving jaws II and I, mounted thereon in such a
manner as to dog the log from above and below, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Second, the jaw I, mounted on the guide rods 11,

and an-anged to be operated by the wheel D and cord
U, substantially as described.

63,800.—F. H. Jones, Attica, N. Y.— Windlass
for Wells.—April 16, 1867.—The loose drum has a
friction disk which is backed by springs and engages
a similar disk on the crown ratchet sleeve, having
longitudinal movement on the winch shaft. This
ratchet engages a similar ratchet of the shaft to re-

move the coUfir and engage the disks. The shaft has
a spm* ratchet and drop pawl to prevent back rota-

tion. The disks act as brakes in lowering the l)ucket.

Claim.—The loose drum C and windlass shaft B,
in combination with the disks j and E, springs Z,

sleeves D, clutcli/, winch G, and adjusting screw n,

arranged and operating subtantiaUy in the manner
and for the piu'pose set forth.

63,801.—tTAMES Leferer, TTayne county, Ind.—
Portable Fence.—April 16, 1867.—The triangular cross
posts are coimected by cross pieces in whose slots the
rails are fitted. A cross piece sm-mounts the top of
the posts above the running rider.

Claim.—Tho double triangle, consisting of the
posts A A, bai's E E, and cross pieces e e, and rails 1,

-!, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, in combination with the cross pieces
c c c c and D D, all an-anged and constructed substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses set forth and described.

63,802.—E. B. Locke, New Orleans, La., and
"William B. Uluich, Concordia Parish, La.—Gas
Burner.—April 16, 1867.—A small axial tube supplies
the jet in the bu]l)ous cap around the main burners

;

the jet remains lighted A\'hile tlic main pipe is closed
and is closed when tiie main pipe is lighted. The
same spigot acts to make these clianges of connec-
tion, having side ramifications wliich conduct to the
axial tube in tlie former case, and a divisional piece
which closes the said tube in the l.-itter case.

Claim.—First, providing a gas bui-ncr with a small
secondary gas taper or burner, wliicli is so arranged
as to serve as a means for ligiiting tlie gas when ad-
mitted to the principal burner, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, in combination with a gas bm'ner, which
is provided with a smaller gas burner or taper for
lighting it, we claim a cock 1), wliich is constructed
so that it shall cut off the gas fiom the smaller Iniruer
when gas is admitted to the main burner, substan-
tially as described.

Third, the divisional piece d, or its equivalent, ap-
plied to tho orifice a, of the grooved cock D, and
constructed with gas escapes e e, in combiimtion Avith
a self-lighting burner, substantiaDy as described.
Fouith, the hood of shell G, iu combination with a

self-lighting gas bm-ner which is constructed sub-
stantially as described.

63,803.—Robert O. Lowret, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.

—

Cement Roofing.—April 16, 1867.—Interstices
are left bi!tween the boards of the sheetiuij to Ibrm
clinches for common mortar that is siiread thereon.
When the mortar is dry rooting cement is spread
over it.

Claim.—A plastic foundation for roofs to receive,
hold, and absoi'b more or less of the rooting cement,
constructed and applied substantially as set forth.

63,804.— William H. McLellan, IsTew Orleans,
La., assignor to St. Charles Street Railroad Com-
pany, same place.

—

Fare Box.—April 16, 1867.—The
ticket is dropped into the Iiopper Avhosc tilting brings
up the rest shelf where the tare is visible to tlie pas-
senger and driver. On release of the pusli plate tlie

ticket is allowed to slip into the locked receptacle.
Claim.—The combination of the push arm A, tilt

door and sholf B, tilt C, and sliding shelf U, when
these sevend parts arc constructed asid arranged for
conjoint operation as desciibed, for the pm'pose set
forth.

63,805.—.Joseph Miller, Cuba, X. Y.—Manu-
facture of Sheet Iron.—April 16, 1867.—The sheet is

formed slightly thicker than ultimately required, and
heated to nearly the welding point by jets above and
below the plate immediately before passing between
tlie finishing rollers.

Claim.— The improved mode of manufacturing
sheet iron, as herein shown, by raising it to a weld-
ing heat ju^t as it is about passing between the finish-

ing rollers, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

63,806.— Joseph Morgan, West Springfield,
Mass.

—

Hay Loader.—April 16, 1867.—A portable
grooved drum is attached to the inside of the wheel
of a Avagon ; has an automatic counection with the
wheel, and connects by a cord running over puUies
on a crane with tho fork directed by the attendant.

Claim.— The attachment of a' wooden grooved
drum to the inside of a Avheel of a hay cart or wagon
revolving upon the hub in combination with the crane
and machinery by which said drum is connected to
and disconnected from the wheel automatically, the
Avhole constructed and operating substantially in the
manner as herein described.

63,807—Charles Morrill, IN'ew York, I!^. Y.—
Pendulum Level and Sight Combined.—April 16,
1867.—The pivoted graduated frame carries a swing-
ing bob Avith index attached to indicate the degree of
inclination. A rib on the inner side prcveutsdevia-
tion of the bob. A set screw confines the motion of
the frame.
Claim.—First, the combination of a swinging frame

C Avith a suitable stock A, substantially as" herein
sjiecified.

Second, tho combination of the swinging frame C,
stock A, and arms B, substantially as herein speci-

Third, tlie combination of the set screw H Avith one
of tlie arms B and swinging frame C, substantially as
herein speciiied.

Fourth, the combination of the globe-sight E G
with the stock A and swinging frame C, substantially
as and for the piu-pose herein specified.

Fifth, the bob or pendulum 1), Avitli the gi-aduated
swinging frame C, Avheii such bob is pivoted at its

upper end to the upper part of said SAvinging frame,
subslantialh' as shown and described.

Sixth, providing the inner surface of the SAvinging
frame C, with a rib d, and constructing the lower end
of the bob or pendulum conformably thereto for the
purpose of allowing the bob or pendulum none but tho
reciuired motion.

63,808.-E. L. Morse, St. Louis, ^lo.—Compress
for Cotton, d:c.—April 16, 18()7.—The lilting rods con-
nect tlie lower phifni to Avrist pins on the solid wheels
rotated by the right and left Avorm gears of the rotat-
ing shafts

Claim.—The combination of the endless scrCAVS E'
on the power shaft E with the screw guard sectors or
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wheels C, the lifting rods C* and platen D, Tfhen act-
ing substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,809.—A. M. Olds, New York, :N". Y.—Vege-
table Slieer.—AT^Til 16, 1867.—The knife blade in con-
nection with an adjustable inclined plane regulates
the thickness of the slice.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable inclined
plane B, with the grater A, slots D, and triangular
apertures F, when coustmcted and arranged substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

63,810.—Dewey Phillips, Shaftsbury, Vt., and
"WiLLiAJi Reid, West Arlington, Yt.— Securing
Heads in Seamless Casks.— April 16, 1867.— Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claiin'—The method herein described of putting
the heads or bottoms in seamless casks or other ves-
sels by making the heads or bottoms of a less diame-
ter than the inner diameter of the shells at the croze,
and then compressing the ends of the shell into close
contact thcrewitli preparatory to putting on the hoops,
substantially as described.

63,811.—David R. Prindle, East Bethany, N.
T.

—

Portable Furnace for Boilers.—April 16, 1867.

—

An improvement on his patent No. 25,442. The fire-

place is surrounded by air spaces which ai'e covered by
a horizontal plate projecting to form a deflector, to
drive the caloric current forwai-d and under the boiler-

Claim.—First, tlie construction of a combined fm*.

nace and support for boilers, caldrons, or steaming
vessels of an extended horizontal base D on outer
jacket E, and a constructed fire box which is formed
of side plates F F and F', substantially in the manner
described.

Second, in a furnace which is adapted for support-
ing and heating caldrons or steaming vessels, tiie air

spaces g g g for protecting the fire box plates, formed
substantially as described.

Tliird, the deflectory plate G-, adapted to serve as
a cover for the rear air space g, and also as a means
for directing the heated products of combustion for-

ward around the bottom of the caldron, substantially
as described.

Fom-th, a heating furnace, which is also adapted to

serve as a firm and safe support for a caldron or
steamer, constructed substanti^y as herein described.

63,812.-EliasRhodes, Jr., Clyde, Ohio.—Horse
Hay Fork.—April 16, 18(i7.—TJie lower ends of the
links are pivoted to tlie jaws, and the upper ends of the
outer links to the cross head to which the attachment
rings are pivoted. The jaws are kept in position by
a lug operated by a lever pivoted in the cross head.
Claim.—First, the tubular rods or links ABC, pro-

vided with the shanks b and head F, constructed and
ajmlied as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the ai-rangemcnt of the lever arm G- pro-
vided Avith tlie lug h in combination Avith the cross-

head E, tubuhtr links ABC, shanks 6, and jaws D,
when tlie several parts are constructed and arranged
as and for the i>urpose set forth.

63,813.-Wm. B. Rice, Utica, N. Y., -assignor to
himself, John Kick and E. S. Mux.sojt.—Metallic
Bobbin.—April 16, 1867,—The upper end of the bob-
bin is strengtlicned by an inserted annular piece.

The enlargement at the base is of a stepped conical
form, an axial section showing acute reentering an-

gles. It is made of sheet zinc.

Claim.—First, the combination of a hollow metal
base C with a tubular metal spindle A, coustrueted
and united substantial!vas and for thepurpose set forth.

Second, the inverted conical shoulders formed at the
base of the liollow spindle when tlie said spindle is at-

tached to tlie hollow metallic head, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

63,814.-Alukut D. Riciiauds, Lowell, Mass.—
Apparatus for llaking Jilcdical Piasters.—April 16,

1^67.—Attached to the upper surface of the block is a
bed piece, concave upon its upper side. The shield
nan hinged to the block has an opening in its bottom.
Tlie material is spread on the leather, which is ex-

posed by the opening in the shield. The form of the
block renders the deposit thin on the edge of the
plaster. A catch holds the shield when dowu.

Claim.—First, the bed piece B when made with
simk panel and raised edge, substantially as shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the pan C when made with the opening

having chamfered edges, in combination with the bed
piece jB.

63,815.—George O. Sanderson, Boston, Mass.
—Gas Cooking Stove.—April 16, 1867.—The stove has
gas pipes with burners beneath the oven and in the
cylindrical lining of the pot holes. The pipes have
side openings for admission of air to mix with the
gas.

Claim,.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the pipes G G- with the oven L, substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

Secoud, the combination of the basins B B' with
the pot holes of the cooking stoves, substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the short cylinders D D
with the rear pot holes and the top of the oven, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

63,816.—John Schaffer, St. Louis, Mo., as-
signor to Samuel Baxter, sameplaco.—^S^eam Safety
Valve.—April 16, 1867.—The valve has an under and
an upper seat ; the latter to close the opening to the
locked up chamber containing the IcA'ers. The valvo
stem and Aveighted lever axe loosely connected together
to avoid any jamming.
Claim.—Tho arrangement of the double-seated

safety valve C with reference to the case D and levers
E and F, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,817.-Francis B. Scott, Lancaster, 1^. Y.—
Lady's Fan.—April 16, 1867.— The embossed card fan
is strengthened by extensions from the wooden han-
dUe, and the middle is perforated to avoid obstructing
the view.
Claim.—A lady's fan having a perforated center

piece A with or without designs printed or formed
thereon, as a new article ofmanufacture, substantially
as described-

63,818.—Francis B. Scott, Lancaster, N. Y.—
Window Screen.—April 16, 1867.—The perforated
figured card is enclosed in a frame for a cheap screen.
Claim.—AwindoAV screen made of perforated card

board and supported in a wood or u'on frame, as a
new article ofmanufacture, substantially as described.

63,819.—Louis W. Spencer, IN^ew York, K". Y.,
assignor to Schreiueu Cornet Manufacturing
Company, same place.

—

Machine for Cutting the
Wind Passages in the Rotnry Valves of Cornets.—
April 16, 1867.—Tho cylinu* cal blank having a jour-
nal pin at each end, is clamped by the jaws to the
clutch and presented to the rotary cutter by move-
ment of the screw rest on which the clutch' is sup-
ported.
Claim.—The combination of the mandrel with its

burr cutter, the chuck capable of being tui-ned and
held in position and provided with griping jaws, sub-
stantially such as described, and the two carriages
capable of being moved at right angles, the one with
the other, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

63,820.—A. N. TOWNE, Chicago, 'm.—IIandU
for Signal Lanterns.—A\)ri\ 16, 1867.—Tho bent
handle is hung upon the guard handle and attached to
the building or car.

Claim.—Bending a lamp handle at or near the cen-
ter at a right angle, in combination with a guard han-
dle, or its equivalent, as and for the purpose set forth.

63,821.—A. D. Westbrook, BuflEalo, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, R. W. Daniels and John Hum-
ph key, same \>lace.—Protecting Pad for Interfering
IIorscs.-Ainil 16, 1867,—The pad strap catches in

the crevice between the heel and the shoe, and is

fiistened by a hook engaging Avith the clip in front.

6'ioi)«.-^Rctaining the pad in place on a horse's

hoof by means of a hook J Avhich engages Avith tho

clip e o'f the shoe, substantially as set forth.

63,822.—Peter ^Ikyers. Stoutsville, Oliio, ad-

: ministrator pf the estate of Emanuel Young, de-
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ceased.— TToorf Reamer.—A^tH 16, 1867.—The reamer
head has uciite angular ribs, and is preceded by a
guide which maintains its central position.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a taper-

ing reamer constructed substantially as set forth.

63,S'23,—.John Allen, PiUmer, Mass., assignor

to himself and Samuel Tekuy, same place.—Di« /or
Swaging Calks for Horseshoes.—April 16, 1867.—The
swage sock'->ts are formed in the edges of removable
plates, one-lialf in each plate, and tlie bottoms of the
sockets arc open to allow scales to drop through into

the channels in the bed below.
Claim.—A toe-calk die constructed of the plates a

b c with the grooves d cfg, an-anged and constructed
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

63,S24.—Geouge B. Atwood, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Permutation iocA-.—AprU 16. 1867.—One-half of
the thickness of the disks is cut away at the periphery
to a small depth, and the remainder* slotted radially.

A fixed plate the thickness of the slots has projections
enclosing the annular grooves ofthe disks. The inner
disk is attached to the spiudle, and has a pin enter-
ing a segmental groove in the next, by which the
latter is moved, and so on consecutively. Wlien the
disks are rotated into proper position, Avhich is done
by alternate and specific turning of the knob in con-
trary tlirections, the spindle can be drawn forward to
engage and tm-n the cam which throws the bolt. The
measuring ring is made loose to mislead the dishonest.

Claim.—First, locking the spindle D in a position
disconnected from the bolt F by preventing longitu-
dinal motion without preventing rotaiy motion in
the said spindle by means of the disks E E^ E"^ and
block K, constructed and arranged to operate together
substantially in the manner desci'ibcd and set forth.

Second, I claim the loose measuring ring I in com-
bination with the knob C, arranged" and operating
together substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

63,825.—John Augspurger, Trenton, Ohio.—
Portable Fence.—April 16, 1867.—Each panel has one
long and one short post. Tlie former rests upon the
ground and ha.s hooks to receive the shorter part of
the adjoining panel, and a spring plate above one of
the socket rings to prevent the disconnection of the
hinges.
Claim.—The construction of a light and portable

fbnce in lengths of panels with one short and one
long post, substantially as shown and described, to
be connected in a worm or zigzag shape by means of
the hooks C C and eves or staples I) 1)', in combina-
tion with the spring !E, as set forth.

63,826.—John Augspurger, Trenton, Ohio.—
Portable Fence.—April 16, 1867.—The panels being
attached, as stated, the slide passing between the
vertical posts and braces prevents their attachment.
Claim.—The construction of a liglit portable fence

in lengths or panels, with one short and one long
post, substantially as shown and described, to be con-
nected and secured in a worm or zigzag form by
means of the prolonged and gained rails F F', in coni-
binatiou with the slide D, as shown and set forth.

63,S27.-^0HN Augspurger, Trenton, Ohio.—
Portable Fence.—April 16, 1867.—The projecting ends
of certain of the rails are gained together, and their
detachment prevented by the interlocking of the in-

tervening rail ends, which are halved out in contrary
way to the gains of the other rails.

Claim.—First, the construction of a light portable
fence in lengths or panels, witli one short and one
long post, substantially as shown and described, to
bo connected and secured in a worm or zigzag shape
by means of the prolonged and gained ends of certain
of the rails, and the notched and tongued intermedi-
ate rails, as a b.

Second, in combination with the elements of the
first clause, the additional block D attached to the
end of the supporting foot of each panel, to serve as
an anchor to give the fence additional fii-mness.

63,828.—John Augspurger, Trenton, Ohio.—
Portable i^cnce.—April 16, 1867.—The panels are
liingQ^J together, and theii- detachment prevented by

the engagement of the two blocks, or a block aild

gain, when the panels are turned in a zigzag form.
Claim.— First, the construction of a light and por^

able fence in lengths or panels, with one short and
one long post, substantially as shown and described,
to rest iipoa the surface of the ground in a worm or
zigzag shape, and to be connected and secured by
means of the hooks C, staples or eyes D, and cleats a 6,

or cleat E and oblique gains F, operating as shown
and set forth.

Second, in combination with the elements of the
preceding clause, the block H, serving as an anchor,
as set forth.

63,829.—John Augspurger, Trenton, Ohio.?—
Portable Fence.—April 16, 1867.—The detachment trf

the panels is prevented by drop buttons.
Claim.—The construction of a light portable fence

in lengths or panels having one short and one long
post, substantially as shown and described, and eon-
nected and secured in a worm or zigzag form by the
hooks a and staples b, in combination with the g-ivni-

tating button D, and anchor block C, the whole oyp-
rating as shown and set forth.

63,830.—TViLLiAM M. Ball, Morristown, Ind^r-
Cultivator.—April 16, 1867.—The middle shovel stand-
ard is attached to a central beam; the others aro
curved right and left, and stayed by rods. The handles
rest upon a vertical post on the rear portion of the
beam.
Claim.—First, the arm s, provided with screw

thread and nuts t, as described, in combination wi^ih

bar e, for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the arm s, provided with screw thread
and nuts t, the bar e, handle d, standards C C C,
braces b b b and beam A, v\hen the whole are com-
bined, arranged and operating in the manner and ^r
the purpose substantially as herein set forth.

63,831.—Louis Bauhoefer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mattress and Life Preserving Float.—April 16. 1867.
—Two mattresses fiUed with cork have between them
an air bag, confined in a fibrous sack to prevent
rupture, the whole forming an elastic bed, which may
bo separated into several distinct life preservei-s in
accidents on water.
Claim.—First, an air bag C and a mattress ot

cushion D, arranged within a frame substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the frame A, with its buoyant cushion B

and detachable buoyant cushion D and detachable air
bag C, the whole being arranged substantially us and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the frame A, with its detachable cushion D,
in combination with the detachable cover c and the
strips e e, or their equivalents, for the purpose spe-
cified.

63,832.—J. C. Beach, Bloomficld, and J. Abbey,
Orange, N. J., assignors to J. 0. Beach, BloomficUl,
Is . J.

—

Machine for Disintegrating and Pulping Fi-
brous Material.—A-nrW 16, 1867.—The si)irally ribbed
cylinders arc geared together, the edges of the riba
acting as shears to cut the material. The case has
ribs in opposite directions to those on the rollers, and
acting -n-ith them to disintegrate the pulp. A longi-
tudinal bar is placed below and nearly touching tho
engaging portions of the rollers. The'hoppcr is near
one end and the exit pipe centrally situated at tlic

other. Tlie cutting ribs on the rollers are multipiictl

toward the exit.

Claim.—First, the combination of the two spiral

ribbed cylinders A A, constructed and operating to-

gctlier in tlie manner and for the purpose set fori ii.

Second, the flat-faced \)aTp and tlie adjustable boxes
t, either or both of them, when used in eomltination
with the spiral ribbed or grooved cylinders constructed
and operated as shown.

63,833—W. TV. Bean, lowavillc, Jo-^n.—Wagwi
Brake.—A\m\ 16, 1867.—The draft bolt .slips back in

slots in the liounds when descending a hill ; the toiiguo
connects by a key block AUth the adjustable reach,
whose attached rubber is held against the wheel.
Claim.—The application of the key block C, Fig. 3,

in combination with brake operating upon the wlieels

by the action of tongue bar sliding iii tlic holes F mado
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in the tongue hounds, with the frame E and brace bars
D D connected with the wooden rubber, as substan-
tially described.

63,834.—Wm. S. Beebe. Philadelphia, Va.—Con-
cussion Fuse for Exjilosivc Shells.—At^y\\ 16, 1867.—
Explained by the claims.

C'toim.—First, so attaching an inertia fuse to the
interior of a hollow projectile that while it is secure
against any ordinary shock, it wUl be broken loose by
ithe discharge of the cannon or mortar from which it

as fired, when such fuse is so constructed and an-anged
that, lying loosely in the powder dm-iug the flight of
the projectile, it will turn its loaded end against the
wall of the cavity in the projectile and explode when
the flight of such projectile is suddenly arrested or
checked, substantially as above described.

Second, a percussion or frictional fuse which is

constructed with a loaded head A, terminating in a
feathered tail a, and adapted for use in spherical and
otlier tumbling shells, substantiaEy as described.

63,835.—E. B. Beechek, Westville, Conn., and
Joseph G-. Davis, Henry S. Fp.ost, and Akthoky
(t. Davis, Watertown, Conn.

—

Blind Fastcninrj.—
April IG, 1867.—The grooved friction -^^-heel on the
shaft of the bevel wheels commanding the lower
hinge of the shutter has two semicu-cular clamps,
by pressure on which the grooved wheel is clamped
to fasten the hinge.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the grooved
friction wheel or pulley H, the two semicircular
clamps or brakes I^ and the slotted cap or case G
with each other, witli tlie sliank of the knob or handle
F, mid \\ith the shaft E of the gear wheel D, substan-
tially as hereiu sho^'n and descrilied.

Second, the shaft E, connected to the gear wheel
D and to the knob or handle F, in the manner herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

63,836.-H. C. Berry, "Wauseon, 0\ao.—Wood-
turning Lathe.—April IG, 1867.—The back rest has
a slotted segmental frame with two pivoted adjust-

able bars attached, having friction rollers upon their

ends to afford revolving bearings for tlie wood which
is being turned.

Claim.—A back rest for a wood-turning lathe com-
posed of the segment A, in combination with the
spreading bars B B and the friction rollers d d, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

63,837.—Salmon BiDWELL, Bordentown, IST. J.—
Button for Fastening Carriage Curtains.—April 16,

1867.—The slotted plate of the ciu'tain slips upon the
pin, and a gravitating latch holds it in position.

Claim.—The construction and aii'angement of the
vertically swinging triangular plate b, pivoted in the
pin A, in such a maimer that its inner point may fall

by its own gravity and rest against the upper edge of
the shoulder upon the i)in G, its lower point fitting

over and securing the iflate D, as herein shown and
described for the pm-pose specified.

63,838.-"William Zeller, Lebanon county, and
E.1CIIAKI) Lechnek, Berks county, Pa., assignors to

James Wallace, Lebanon county, Pa.

—

Plow.—
April 16, 1867.—The lever operates the rod longitu-

dinally to thrust obstructions fifom the breast of the
plow.

Claim.—The jointed rod D D', used in combination
with the beam and the handle H, as and for the pur-

pose specified.

63,839.—Jajies E. Blair, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
School Desk.—April 16, 1867.—The cover is attached
by links to the stand and retains its attachment, but
is removable to exjiose either surface.

Claim.—A scliool desk cover, reversible in the man-
ner substantially as described, having one of its sur-

faces coated or plated, as herein set forth.

63,840.-ReinardBlum, Champaign, Til—Hand
Cultivator.—April 16, 1867.—The plow shank is ad-

justed by wedges which secure it in the beam. The
"supporting wheel runs in the slotted beam. A strap

cc# uects the ends of the handles.
Claim.—The arrangement of the beam A, wheel

Ai!, shank C, provided with point or tooth D, with the
handles E E and strap F, for forming a hand culti-

vator, substantially as specified.

63,841.—Douglas Bly, Macon, Ga.—Attach-
ment to Mucilage Bottles.—A^tH 16, 1867.— The
cover is attached to the brush handle, and the brush
passes down between the flexible, inturned jaws of
the cylinder, which is vertically adjustable.

Claim.—First, an attachment to a mucilage bottle
for clearing the brush, having such a range of motioa
that when lowered it rests beneath the surface of the
liquid, but when raised for action it rests above the
surface, as set forth.

Second, an attachment to a mucilage bottle, so
arranged that the clearing edge for the brush is sit-

uated below the mouth of the bottle, as specified.

Third, a device for clearing the brush of a mucilage
bottle, consisting of flexible jaws, between wliich the
brush rests, as herein set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the nibs c and stops d
with the attachment B and bottle A, operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the cover g, provided with the slits h, for
shutting over the flange of the attachment, as hereia
set forth.

63,842.—Charles Boernicke, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Wood Boring iJtf.-April 16, 1867.—The tool is for
boring a hole larger at bottom than at top, and it

contains a movable cutting lip which is thrust out-
ward by its pivoted rod, which is pressed inward by
the side of the hole as the tool advances, or by a
washer smrounding the said hole.

Claim.—The comliination and arrangement of the
tube A, composed of the slotted parts e f, within
which is pivoted the rod b, provided at its lower end
A^'ith the horizontal cutter c, -\vorking through the
slot near the lower end of the tube A, its upper end
bent so as to project in an inclined line throuffh the
slot in the upper part of the tube A, and held out-
wardly by means of the spring d, as herein set forth,

for the pui'pose specified.

63,843.—A. BoRROWMAN, ISTew York, K". T.—
Car Bell.—A-prH 16, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—Suspending the tongue B in the slotted

bell A by means of the pin C, passing through the
upper side of the bell and through the end D of the
tongue B, as herein set forth, for the piu'pose de-
scribed.

63,844.—Henry D. Boss, Williamsbtu-gh, N". Y.—Boot Jack.—April 16, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A bootjack having the inside of its jaws

provided with an india-rubber beaiing surface for tlie

boot heel, inserted thweiu, substantially as and for
the pm'pose specified.

63,845.-F. Philip Bourne, Williamsbridge, X.
Y.

—

Propelling Attachment for Children's Sleds.—
April 16, 1867.—Two slotted levers hung on pins in
the middle knee, have picks projecting from their
segmental ends by which to propel the sk'igh. •

Claim.—The attachment of lever picks B to sleds,

&c., substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

63,846.-Benjamin F. Brady, ISTew York, N.
Y.

—

JExcrcising Apparatus.—A'^vW 16, 1867; antedated
April 8, 1867.—The levers have rectangular projec-
tions with series of holes for adjustable attachment of
the tension springs.
Claim.—First, the combination of the levers F with

the scat a, and with springs applied in such manner
that their tension will oppose the backward movement
of the said levers, substantially as herein set forth,

for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the outriggers B, kn-ers F, arms D, and
springs E, combined iu i-elation with each other and
with the box A and seat «, substantially as herein
set forth, for the purpose specified.

63,847.—Ellison Brown, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

signor to himself and Jajies B. Bell, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

Composition fof Coating Leather.—April 16,

1867.—Composed of asphaltum, 10 lbs. ; fish oil, 1 gall.

;
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^iilts of turpentine, 1 gall. ; rosin, 2i lbs, ; beeswax,
1 lb. ; lampblack, i lb.

Claim.—The water-proof oil polish compounded of

the ingredients named, or theu- chemical eciuivalouts,

in the manner and for the purpose substantially as

set forth.

63,848.—Peter Bruso, Erie, Pa., avssignor to

himself and Charles B. Clark, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Electro-Magnetic Battenj.—April 16, 18i)7.—The ad
instable arm connects the opposite poles and has a
Dinding screw for holding the platinum, and an ad-

justable yoke for holding the zinc.

Claim.—The adjustable connecting arm A, for the
ctips of the electro-magnetic batteries, consisting of
the pivoted attachment f f g and sliding clamp for

the jilatiuum, constructed and operating substantially

m set forth.

63,849.—TV. F. BucKELEW, Shreveport, La.—
Cotton T^'c—April 16. 1867.—The ends of tlie wire are
engaged, and the bent and sharpened ends thrust into

the bale.

Claim.—The point A 6 a, in combination with the
^nt c and the bend 1. C, as and for the purpose set

torth.

63,850.—Ira S. Blxlard, Geneva, X. T., as-

signor to himself and C. H. Parker, same place.

—

Attachment for Controlling Draft in Stove Pipes.—
April 16, 1867.—The perforations of the movable plate

register with the openings in the plate beneath, and
the position of the former is indicated and maintained
by a finger. A graduated scale and a circular series

OT dei)ressions engaged by a spring pin.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement upon
the side of the stovepipe A of the circular box B pro-
vided upon slotted face C with a semicircular gTadu-
ated ring D and depressions b, into which fits the
pointed stud of the spring index hand II secured to
the end of the damper spindle G, sliding slotted plate
I. hnng upon said spindle and held in place by means
of the spiral spring h', substantially as herein shown
aud described for the pm-pose specified.

63,851.— John Burxs, Elyria. Ohio. — Corn
Planter.—April 16, 1867.—The sections of the frame
are laterally extensible. Blades project from the peri-

phery of tile front wheels and are followed by seed
conductors connected by sliding vfdves with the seed
box. The blade wheels" aro lifted above the ground
by action of a lever which connects the frame and
tongue rigidly together, throwing the forward weight
CBi the neck yoke.
Claim.—First, the wheels D, provided with thero-

t-ary cutting blades E, in combination with conductors
O iind seed boxes Q, when arranged and operated con-
jointly with the adjustable fr-ames A B, as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the levers J L and links M K. as aiTanged,

in combination with the pole H and adjustable frames
A B, for the purpose and in the manner set forth.

63,852.-W. W. BURSON-, Rockford, III.—Straw
Cutter.—XprillG. 1867.—The feed rollers have seiTated
coiTugatious. The trough is inclined in relation to the
knives wJiich are upon the revolving pulley, whose
anns incliite outwai-d to allow the feed behind the
knives. The stationary cutter has sen-ations to pre-
vent the slipping of the twigs upon it.

Claim.—First, the arrangement ofthe cutting knives
a a', in combination with the spiral ai-ms h h' of pul-
ley A, constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, in a combined fuel and feed cutter, the man-
ner of fastening the cutting knives a a' b b' to the
pulley A, substantially as described.

j

Third, the arragement of the knives aa'bb' to the

I

pulley A, aud the construction of the stationary cut-
' ter c, operating substantiallv as and for the ptirpose

[

sot forth.

Fom-th, the arrangement of the feed passage I with
relation to the cutters a c, substantially as described
and operating for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the construction of the feed rollers d d', for
the purpose of giving an intermittent feed motion, as
aopcribed.

Sixth, the placing ot~the additional knives b b' upon

the pulley A, and additional serrated plates i i upon
the feed rollers d d', substantially as described and
operating for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the combination and arrangement of tho
nut F with shaft H and cutter pulley A, substantially
as described and operating for the purpose set forth.

63,853

—

John T. Campbell, Eockville, Inck—
Portable Pcrice.—April 16, 18(i7.—The panels consist
of posts aud rails of inch stuff held together by the
same screw bolts which connect panel to panel', and
are braced by stake rods which ai-e run betivcen the
rails aud have series of notches to allow of use on
uneven surfaces.
Claim.—Fii-st, the cross stakes C with the notches

6, combined witli the wedge c and aiTanged for sup-
porting the plank rails A, in the manner herein speci-
fied.

Second, a fence constructed with the plank rails A
and posts IJ. so united by bolts aud nuts a us to per-
mit any required degree'of inclination to he given to
the rails, the posts remaining vertical, thus permitting
its adaptation to convertible use, substantially as and
for tho purpose set forth.

63,854—M. D. Cone, Port Gibson, X. Y., and
A. X. Douglass, Avon, N. Y.—Hand Seeding M<h-
c/iine.—April 16, 1867.—The machine is mounted on
a wheelbarrow and is operated by an adjustable tra-
verse wheel in the rear, which connects by an endless
band ^ith the seed cylinder. The revolving perfor-
ated seed cylinder regulates its delivery by an adjust-
able band with various sized holes.
Claim..—First, suspending the seeding apparatus

from the front of a hand ban-ow by which they are
drawn, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses shown and described.
Second, the employment or use of the revolving

seed cylinder C wheu'it is made to contain the supply
of gxaia, substantially as and for the purpo-ses set
forth.

Third, enclosing the grain cvlinder C within tfte
casing B, for the purpose of concentrating the seed
after leaving the distributing cylinder and conveying
it to tho drUl through the conductor.

_
Fouitli. the adjustable perforated band ?i. in combi-

tion with the revohlng seed cylinder C, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

63,855.—'Jasies L. CAXHAJr, Newark. X. J-*—
Locking AjJparatus for Ferry BoatJi.—April 16, 1867.—The fenders have ratchet racks and the boat has
spring pawls to engage therewith: the latter are
drawn back by chains lapping around a shaft operated
by a hand wheel.

' Claim.—First, pivoting the blocks D to the frat^
of the boat, in such a position as to take hold of the
teeth of the racks C and hold the boat locked, sub-
stantially as herein shown aud described.
Second, the combination of the springs F, pivoted

blocks D, chains G, sliaft II, ratchet wheel J, and
pawl K, with each other, substantially as herein shown
and desci-ibed and for the purpose set forth.

Third, attaching racks C to the fenders B. substa*
tially as herein shown and described and for the pup-
pose set forth.

63,856

—

Frederic Carl, Charlestown, :Masas—
Machine for Stujjing and Currying Leather.—AprU
16, 1867.—The cyliuuer has a coiled helical steam pipe
attached to its inner side used to heat it when at rest,
and has an axial steam dnim with a foramiuous jacket
to protect the hides from its contact. The hid(!S and
adipose matters are placed within and the cylinder
rotated.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rotating cyt
iuder A of the shaft B D and perforated cage E, or its

equivalent, as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the cylinder A and

coiled pipe G, as and for the purpose set forth.

63,857.-Oliver S. Chapmax, Canton, Masss-*-
Excavator.—April 16, 1867.—The shovel bottom is

hinged to a bent pivoted bar, and is partially cut away
to avoid contact with the operating bar, and a sup-
^leraentai-y door stops the aperture caused by this do
faciency. *The shovel mechanism is operated l)y the
tightening of friction banda adjustable at one end and
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e* the otlier connected to the short arms of a rock
fihait, whose longer arms are operated by grooves in

a conical block, which has sliding movement on its

shaft by a hub on the same. The flanges of two of
the supporting wheels are notched to give bearing to
levers by Avhich they are turned. The compound gear
wheel, whose shaft carries the gear wheel for the
chains by w^hich the crane is swung aroimd, has a
central disk attached to the shaft having lugs which
eaitev segmental slots of the larger disk in which it is

recessed ; on each side of these lugs within the slots

is placed a block of rubber to ease the machinery in
starting.

Claim.—First, the shovels E, provided with the
floors F" and/, aiTanged to operate as herein de-
Bcribed.
^ Second, the combination of the laterally adjustable
bnb h, provided with the inclines c' and the rock shaft
c, for tightening the friction bands b, substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the bands TJ, rock shafts
ft4)rovided with the arms or levers d', and the block
w , when arranged to operate as and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, constructing the wheels with a notched
flange, as represented in fig 1, for the purpose herein
set fo]-th.

Fiftli, constructing the machine with the extra
Wiieels T, of larger diameter than the wheels G, for

the purpose of running the same on ordinary railway
ti'acks clear of obstructions, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the compound gear wheel, consisting of the
ffibvable portion F, having slots therein, and the disk
F, with projections to fit into said slots, with the rub-
ber or other yielding material interposed, the whole
being ai-rang-ed for joint operation, substantially as
shown and described.

Seventh, the combination of the clutch wheel I, con-
iStructed and m-ranged as described with the endless
chain H* and sprocket w and w', as set forth.

63,858.—Isaac H. Chappell, Decatur, Dl., as-

^gnor to himself and James B. Mihusos.—Planter
and Cultivator Combined.—April 16, 1867.—The plow
€tandards are attached to the frames in front by cljains

and ai'c pivoted to the beams above which are adjusted
by levers secured to segmental bars ; the plows are
moved laterally by levers in reach of the driver.

The scat is adjustable to bring the driver's weight
over tlie rollers or cutters. Adjustable slides re-^n-

late the amount of seed furaishcd by paddles in the
seed box, worked by a belt communicating with the
snpporting wheel.

Claim.—First, tW combination of the adjustable
fever J with th» '*&dms H, substantially as herein
shown and desci>.*?d, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the bent lever W, and
efross bar X, with each other, and with the standards

^, of the plow S, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, making the seat bar N' adjustable, sustan-
fially as herein shown and described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the roller shaft G' ai-ms

H' I, siiaft J' and arm K', with each other, and with
the valve bar F', substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

_JB3,859.—E. E. Chesnet, Abingdon, JW.—Seed
Planter.—April 16, 1867.—The gauge wheels carry
spokes to mark out the ground and are weighted to

insure regularity in starting ; they arc attached to a
single axic whose seed pockets pass through the hop-

pers of the dropping device. The broad faced sup-

porting wheels are also run with a single shaft and
act as coverers. FurroAving plows precede the seeder,

and the seed is covered by the rear adjustable plows
ill soil non-reducible by the rollers. The tongue is

attached to the rear cross bar of tho frame, and is

held and adjusted between vertical bars attached to

the front cross bar.
Claim.—First, the combination of the gage wheels

D, and single shaft C, with the seed boxes B, and
frame A, ofthe machine, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Secoud, oijerating the shaft C, to drop the seed by

fcaeans of a hand lever K, substantially us herein shoM'ii

and described.

Third, the combination of the tongue I, and upright
bars J, with each other and v/ith 'the frame of th€
machine, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the plows H and G,
with tho frame of the machine, substantially as herein
shown and described.

63,860.—Enoch Cokgeu, Lexington, Ohio.—
Shingle Machine.—At^tH 16, 1867.—One of the sashes
has a lateral movement given to it by an inclined bar
on the carriage, during the longitudinal movement oi
the latter, to»cause an oblique cut in the block by one
saw, to form the thick and thin ends of the shingle.
Claim.—First, in a shingle machine, the two saw

sashes E and F, placed one behind the other, and to
one of which a lateral movement is given for the pur-
pose of giving a taper to the shingles sawed, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the sliding framo H,

with the saw sash F, carriage J, to whose under side
is secured the inclined bar L, working in the inclined
groove of the cross bar h, of the sliding frame H, for
the purpose of giving a lateral movement to the said
sash, substantially as herein shown and described.

63,861.—Samuel B. Cooper, Beloit, "Wis., as-
signor to himself and E-ichard Tattershall, same
place.—Farm Crate.—April 16, 1867.—The gate slides
in a pulley on the pivoted, slotted post and a second
pulley near the middle of the gate when shut, which
is suspended from the brace attached to the top of
the post so that the gate can be partially opened with-
out revolving.
Claim.—i irst, the revolving slotted post B, for tbo

purpose set forth.

Second, the brace E e, and pulley H, for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, an improved farm gate in combination with
the revolving slotted post B, brace E and e, pulleys
H and a, gudgeons b, cap C, and fence post D, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

63,862.—William M. Crawford, Ashkind,
Ohio.—J'arm Gate.—April 16, 1867.—The gate is

raised in the slides by a lever wheel attached to the
post. The gate when shut rests in a slotted block
under the middle of the bottom rail. A spring catch
at the front end fastens the gate when shut.
Claim.—The lever wheel J, tongue board P, slltte

B, in combination with board C and block K, sub-
stantially as shown and described for the purpose set
forth.

63,863.—C. O. Crosby, New Haven, Conn-
Corset Clasp.—April 16, 1867.—Tho loops are made
to slip on the steel plates ; one carries a hook and the
other an eye.
Claim.—The loop B, formed in the manner de-

scribed, its two ends secured to the tongue d, sub-
stantially as set forth.

63,864.—John Curry, Stanford, ILj.-Saddle.—
April 16, 1867.—An improvement on the "Murdock"
spring saddle. Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The saddle constructed with head piece

and cantel, mounted upon and secured respectively
to bent plates C E, united by metallic side plates, and
forming a skeleton frame for the support of tho sus-
pended seat.

63,865.—Theodore D. Day, New York, N. T.
—Clasp for Skeleton ^SVcirt^.—April 16, 1867.—Tlie
clasp is made of sheet metal, lined with paper cloth
applied before the clasp is cut to g'uard the skirt fpom
contact with tho sharp edges of the metal.
Claim.—Tho clasp for skirts and similar aiincles

formed with a lining to the clasps and the teeth, in
the manner specified.

63,866

—

Theodore D. Day, New York, ^ Y.
—Clasp for Skeleton Sk-irts.—A-pvi[ 16, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent, September 5, 1865. The
clasp forms a hinge having an upward and downward
but no side vibration, and consists of two annular
flanges, one of which laps around the edge of the
other and has projections preventing side movement
of the same.
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Claim.—The lip or lips i, in combination with the
clasp hinge a b, formed of sheet metal, in the manner
and for tlie purpose set forth.

63,867.—Adolpii Delkescajip, Brooklyn, IST. Y.,

assignor to Theodore D. Day, 'New York, N. Y.

—

Clasp for Hoop Skirts.—X\}vi\ Ki, 18G7.—The teeth

are forced through the suspensory tiipe on each side

of the spring and are cliuciied inside.

Claim.—The biitton or clasp for skeleton skirts

formed Tvith the flange 2, the raised head 1, and the
teeth 3, as and for the purposes specified.

63,86^.—William M. Dextek, Augusta, 111.,

administrator of the estate of John A. Dexter, de-

ceased, assignor to "William A. jSTewtox.— Stalk
Cutter.—April 16, 1867.—The rectangular lower frame
is attached to the tongue of the main frame by a
band; they are unitedly supported by a truck," to
whicli the "splinter bar, draft pole, and double trees are
attached. The cutters rotate near the rear of their
adjustable rectaugulai- frame, which is pierced in
front by a shaft, on which gTa-^atating hooks are
loosely fitted.

Claim.—The track H, applied to the tongues or
poles C D of the frames A E, in combination with
the splinter bar L and double trees M M, arranged
substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

63,869.—CoxsTAXT J. Dumery, Paris, Trance,
assignor to Fraxcis C. Cormier, I^ew York, IST. Y.—
Apparatus for Tanning.—April IG, 1867 ; antedated
April 10, 1867.—The upper and under parts of the
steam boiler are connected to a separate vessel, whose
upper part, through which the pipes connect, has
depending convoluted plates to insure circulation of
the liquid in its passage from one pipe to another.
The vessel has an axial winch sliaft with agitating
vanes against its conical bottom, and a discharge cock
hj which solid matter deposited from the liquid is

stii'red and dra^^'n out.

Claim.—First, the receptacle C, applied outside of
the boiler or heating vessel A, and communicating
therewith by means of the pipe D E, substantially as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, the agitating blades or arms i, arranged
within the receptacle "C, and in relation with the
opening d and tube e, substantially as herein set forth,

for the purpose specified.

Third, the serpentine partitions F, arranjjed in the
upper part of the receptacle C, substantially as herein
Bet forth, for the purpose specified.

63,870.—J. B. DuxLOP, Meriden, Coxm.—Glass
Cleaner.—April 16, 1867.—The diagonally-fluted me-
tallic plate has a handle attached and is used for clean-
ing glass.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a
cleaner made substantiafiy as described.

63,871.—Bexjamix T7. Duxxixg, Brooklyn. IST

Y.—Cooking Kettle.—Amino,, 1867.—The boiler, meat
pan, vegetable pan, and coffee pot are attachable to
the furnace and heated conjointly or separately, sec-
tional covers being adjustable to either coutingeney.
They have adjustable strainers, closed except when
brought into position vi'ith the spout.
CZaim.—First, the adjustable covers g for closing

the vessels to which they are secured, and being pro-
vided witli strainers, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the combination with the rings c and d and

plate c of the vesselsABC and D, or any or more
of them, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

63,872.—"W. W. Dutcher and G. Draper, Mil-
ford, Mass.—ioom Temple.—Xj)i'i\ 16, 1867.— Im-
provement on the patent of J. Mathis, April 24, 1866.
The cheek pieces are formed of single plates, and the
separating disks or side bearings of the wheels are
lirmly attached. The Avheels have frustal sockets to
receive an axle pin common to all.

Claim.—Each toothed wliecl as constracted with
the frusto-conieal eye. substantially as described.
Also, the toothedVheels so made, and their arrange-

nient directly on, and so as to bear on one common
pin and in a'caiTier, substantially as'specified.

46 c p

Also, our improved carrier, as made with the cheek
pieces extended from and combined Avith a single
supporting plate, as specified.

^ Also, the arrangement of a series of toothed wheels
between cheek pieces, or, their equivalents, and on
and so as to l)ear on one common pin or axis, and
with each wheel inclined thereto, and provided with
an eye, which, while resting on the pin, will allow the
wheel to ])e freely revolved thereon and between the
cheek ifieees.

63,873.-Alburtis Eagle, Trenton, ]Sr. J.—Ifa-
chine for^ Mixing Hoofing Co-^nposition and other
Material.—xYpril '16, 1867.—The powdered slate is

gradually fed through the slotted bottom of the cyl-

inder containing tar, by a slotted sliding bar, which
alternately closes and opens the holes.

Claim.—A machine for making compositions, con-
sisting of a combination of a hopper D, which is

provided with a slotted or reciprocating false bottom
m and valves 7i of a cylinder B, which is provided
with stii'rers s on the sliaft E and stationary arms u,

and of a fui-nace A, all made and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.

63,874.—James Easterly, Albany, IST. Y,—
Hinge for Covers for Tea Kettles and HoUoio Ware.—
April 16, 1867.—The flanged stem of tlie lid enters
radially, and turns laterally in the slot on. the mouth
of the kettle ; a nib alongside the slot fits into a re-

cess under the lid, and keeps the stem in the slot.

Claim.—First, the slot C entering first radially

from t]ie opening of the kettle top, then turned late-

rally as at C, in combination with the stem g of the
cover, provided with a contiunonsly-projeeting ledger
or flange li or its equivalent, aiTanged and oijcrating
substantially as set forth.

Second, the nib d, in combination with the recess/
on tlie cover, arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purpose shown and described.

63,875 First, a H. Emery, ITew York, IS^. Y.—
Hydraulie Press.—A])vi\ 16, 1867.—The smaller ram
plunger inside the larger one is first connected with
the water, and raises the platform to a certain height,
when the lifting arms of the other j)lunger and its

valve are thrown in operation, and the platform raised
by the two rams in conjunction. In its descent the
lifting arms of the larger ram are dislodged from its

head, and the press is ready for another charge.
Claim.—First, a plurality of rams, arranged so as to

operate consecutively upon the plateau of a press,

substantially as set forth.

Second, operating or moving the plateau of a press
by means of two or more columns of water or other
liquids Avhenevcr these columns of water or liquid are
so arranged that the plateau is moved through a part
of its stroke by one more of the acting columns, but
not all, and througli the rest of its stroke by a pai-t

of or the whole of the columns so used.
Third, the aiTangement of two or more concentric

rams placed one within the other, and enclosed within a
fixed cylinder to operate upon the plateau of a press,

substantially as shown and described.
Fourtli, the arrangement of the supply pipe IT, with

the fixed cylinder G- and tlie two rams D E, for the

purpose of' operating the smaller ram E, while the
larger one remains stationary, substantially as set

forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the supply pipe IT, slid-

ing packing I and compress ram D, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the arrangement c^'the two sliding packings
F I, packing ring G, and the compress ram D, sub-

stantially as described.
Seventh, the two supply pipes H K, arranged and

combined with the fixed cylinder C, packing and
compress rams E D, to operate substantially as shown
and described.
Eighth, the shoulder or stop e or on the packing

ram E, with the nut Q in the compress ram, aiTanged
to operate substantiafiy in the manner as and for the

purpose set forth. '

Ninth, the two supply pipes H K, with the valve

S, arranged to operate in connection with the pack-

ing and compress rams E D, substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose specified.
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Tenth, the levers V V, sliding wedges IT IT and
and valve S, arranged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the puri^ose set forth.

Eleventh, the lifters X X, plateau P, and compress
ram D, combined and ari-anged to operate substan-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Twelfth, the combination of the lifters X X, com-
press ram D and levers T, arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Thirteenth, the sliding wedges V V, plateau P,
levers WW" Y Y spring / and valve S", combined
and arranged to, operate substantiaUy as and for the
purpose si^ecified.

Poiu'teenth, the plateau P and lifters X X, in com-
bination with the levers Y Y, and the springs B', or
their equivalents, arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

fifteenth, the spring B', arranged with the levers
Y Y, stops ^« and the cords ?<-, to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Sixteenth, the lifters X X, pawls Y' at the ends of
the lifters X X, the recess i in the compress ram D,
and the fixed rests j j, all combined and arranged to
operate substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Seventeenth, the arrangement of tlie clamp fi-ame
D', wedge E' and the clews or loops e' e', substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

63,876.—"WiLLiAJM A. Field, Boston, Mass.—
Blacking Box Holder.—April 16, 1867.—The box is

clamped in the recess by the thumb screw. The
pivoted cover shuts against a friction block of rubber.
Claim.—The combination of devices constituting

the improved blacliing-box holder, viz : the box A, its

handle a, cover b, elastic block e and screw/, arranged
substantially as specified.

63,877.—L. S. EiSHER, Brodhead, W\&.—Bang-
ing and Guiding the Harness in Looms.—April 16,

1867.—To insure true horizontal position and vertical
movements to each of the leaves of the harness, each
leaf is connected at the center of its top bar to both
ends of the leaf next but one to it, by cords passing
over shears in the frame above. The end guides of
the heddle li-ames are loosely hung by cords at top
and bottom, and are adjustable.
Claim.—Fii'st, hanging the harness in looms, in

the manner substantially as shown and described, and
for the i^urpose set forth.

Second, the adjustable guides F, in combination
with the harness B B, constructed and operated in
the manner as shown and described and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

63,878.—Jacob G. Good, Eaps, To..—Bung Hoolc.
—April 16, 1867.— The teeth are attached to the
angidar frame, to which handles are afiixed. It is

used for moving and piling dung.
Claim.—An improved dung hook, constructed sub-

stantially in the manner herein shown and described,
and for the pm-pose set forth.

€3,879—E. J. P. GooDwm, Manchester, i^. H.— Construction of Strainers.—April 16, 1867.—The
strainer has a flange turned on the wire cloth which
is clamped between two rings of sheet metal ; a hem
on one encompassing the edge of the other.

Claiin.—A strainer constructed with a flange
formed as described and shown in " view c."

€3,880.—Robert C. Graves, Bamesville, Ohio.—
Ventilating Ajjparatus for Railroad Cars.—April 16,

1867.—The ventilating ppe has ogee bends through the
roof of the car with funnel ends and gauze screens for

the passage of air. Vertical pipes convey the foul au*

from the ifipe and crescent-shaped openings with de-
flectors cause circulation to and from the pipe.

C laim.—The construction and arrangement of the
supplementary outlets E E, having deflector n upon
the pipe c, Avhose ends are cm-ved upward and pass
out of the top of the car, and whose under side is pro-
vided with crescent-shaped openings e e, having air

guides d d inclined in opposite directions upon each
side of the middle partition b, as herein set forth for

the purpose specifled.

63,881.—Alva -J. Griffin, Lowell, Mass.—By-
drocarbon Burner.—April 16, 1867.—Improvement

on his patent of July 3, 1866, ISTo. 56,143. The water
and petroleum entering through the supply pipes-
which are regulated by stop cocks, flow through ori,

flees in the ribs of the chamber above the retort, and
being vaporized by heat, flow through the burner and
the perforated pipe below. The steam mingling with
the petroleum gas under the influence of heat resolves
into its gaseous elements and passes through the
coiled ifipe above into the gasometer.
Claim.—First, constructing the chambers D E

with longitudinal ribs B C and lateral ribs hbbh per-
forated with orifices, substantiaUy in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the gas chamber or retort F when com-
bined with the chambers D and E, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the coil pipe J, or its equivalent, when ar-
ranged in combination with the gas retort F and
chambers D and E, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

63,882.—Adam P. Geuger, Lancaster, Pa.—De-
vicefor Cutting Washers.—Aijril KJ, 1867.—The cen-
ter being fixed, the knives revolve in concentric cii'-

cles, cutting the washers or rings. The knives are
adjustable by the sliding socket head on the horizon-
tal bar.

Claim.—The manner of constructing the sliding
socket head D with its open knife slot d and single
binding screw F to each, thereby making the knives
doubly adjustable, in combination with a horizontal
bar C, united firmly with the vertical brace shaft A
and center point B, in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

63,883.—M. J. Haines, Bristol, England, as-

signor to B. E. and J. H. Whitehead, Great Britain.
—Driving jBeZt.—April 16, 1867.—The belt is formed
of narrow slips secured longitudinally side by side,

their width forming the thickness of the belt.

Claim.—First, the construction and use of di'iving
straps or bauds composed of a number of longitudi-
nal straps of leather, liide, or other suitable materia]
of a width equal to the thickness of the intended strap
and placed side by side and secui'cd together in any
convenient manner.

{

Second, the peculiar modes of fastening or secur
'

ing together a number of longitudinal strips of leather
with a view to forming an edge laid driving strap or
band, substantially as hereinbefore described and il-

lustrated by drawings.

63,884.—Charles Hardy, Biddeford, Me.—Ma-
chine/or Grinding Top Cards and the Workers, Strip-
vers, and Licker-in Cylinders of Carding Machines.—
April 16, 1867.—The grinding emery wheel has lon-
gitudinal reciprocation on its slotted shaft by an en-
closed screw therein, and grinds simultaneously two
or more top flats and two or more cylinders. Each
top flat reciprocates in a guide tangential to the wheel
by a connecting rod to a crank pin. The bearings
for the ends of the flats and of the cylinders are ad-
justable radially to the grinding shaft.

Claim.—The combination as wcU as the arrange-
ment of the rotary grinder and mechanisms for sup-
porting, griuding, and operating two or more top
cards so as to cause them at one and the same time
while being ground to have reciprocating motions in

directions transversly of them and in planes tangen-
tial to the ciuwed surface of the grinder, the whole
substantially as specifled.

Also, the combination of the box x' and its lateral

adjusting mechanism Avith the carriage z' and its '

longitudinal adjusting mechanism.
Also, the combination of the plate y' and its pivot

&2 -ivith the box X' and the carriage Z' and their mech-
anisms for effecting theu- longitudinal and lateral

adjustment, as set forth, such employment of the j

plate y' and its pivot serving to enable the box to turn 'i

so as to readily adjust itself to the l^earing of a card M

cylinder Avhcn placed within the box.
Also, the adjustable cap/^ and the box x', as mado 'i

and applied together as set forth. '

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the grinder and its operative mechauism and
mechanisms for supporting and operating one or more
top cards and one or more cylindrical cards on oppo-

site sides of such grinder, in manner and for the pur-
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pose of grinding such top cards and cylindrical cards

at one and tlie same time by such grinder, substan-

tially as described.
Also, in combination with each set of top card car-

riers and their slides, mechanism for supporting such
set of carriers and moving them toward the shaft of

the grinder, under circumstances and in manner sub-

stantially as hereinbefore specified.

Also, the combination of the rotary cleansing brush,

its operative mechanism, and the adjustable gauge
^bar applied to the frame A, and for the purpose as set

forth.

63,885.—C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.—Fireplace.—AvtH 16, 1867.~The interior

fire pot with an open front has a deflecting dome
above, which brings the smoke again in contact with
the flame.
Claim.—The arrangement in a shell or case A

open in front of the interior fire pot B, having a grated
front and recessed crown E, closed rearward and
laterally and open in front, substantially as set forth.

63,886.—JAjrES Harris, Kausas, Ul.-Bridle.
—April 16, 1867.—The cheeks of the head stall pass
through tubes attached to the bit and are united with
supplementary reins, the driving reins being hung to
the bit.

Claim.— The tubes F secured to the bit E, receiv-
ing the check straps G-, having holding coUars I, for
the pui'pose described, substantially as specified.

63,887.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, 1^.

Y.

—

Car Propelling Apparatus.—A^ril 16, 1867.

—

Improvement of his patent of May 8, antedated
April 6, 1866. The body of the compound ferrule con-
sists of two side sections bolted together over the
balls of the socket joints, and the larger central anti-

friction roller. The ferrule traverses a suitable chan-
nel, and has a spring carrying an anti-friction roller,

which passes through the top opening of the channel
to keep the main roller vertical. This bar bends down
to give way to obstacles.

Claim..—Eii'st, the combination of the lateral rollers
E E with the large roller B, the axis of the latter be-
ing at a right angle with the axis of the former, sub-
stantially as shown.
Second, the ferrule A', composed of a conical for-

ward part O, a frame D, and a rear part N, the several
parts being connected by joints which permit oflateral
motion of such parts, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the fer-

rule A, or its body or portion that contains the anti-
friction rollers in sections 1 2, substantially as set
forth.

Fourth, the yielding finger or ferrule guide P, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the hook M, connected to
the part D, as shown, the conical shell ]Sr, and the
conical end Q' of the rope or cable A', substantially
as shown.

Sixth, the combination of the link G-, connected to
the part D, as shown by a universal joint, with the
conical forward part O of the ferrule, substantially
as shown.

63,888.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, IST.

Y.—Propelling Cars.—April 16, 1867.—The operative
plates on the cable which engage projections on the
cars pass along guide ways of the track and a fixed
helical guide suiTounding the revolving di'um. Curved
guides conduct these plates from the track guide to
that of the di'um, and vice versa.

Claim.—First, the combination of a cable-driving
drum A, with the stationary guides B, to control and
CTiide a propelUng cable while passing around such
m-iving drum, substantially as set forth.
Second, the twisting conducting guide E, between

a di-iving di-um and railway track or any conducting
pipe or guide, substantially as set forth.
Third, the construction and arrangement of a driv-

ing di-um for propelling cables of two or more inde-
pendent stationarv guides coiled in opposite dii-ec-
tions, substantially as set forth.
Fourth, the construction and arrangement of pro-

pelling cables with heads or fen-ules whose operating
faces or spurs project at right angles from the heads,
Bubstantially as described.'

Fifth, the sliding heads or ferrules for keeping a

moving cable in proper position and preventing it

from turning in its guide, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, combining with the spiral guide B anti-

friction rollers for relieving the Cdblo of friction, sub-
stantially as described.
Seventh, the hollow pipe K, constructed and ar-

ranged for conducting a propelling cable, substan-
tially as set forth.

63,889.-Charles L. Ha\\tes, Titusville, Pa.—
Hotel Register.—April 16, 1867 ; antedated January
17, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A hotel register book with the margin of

its leares occupied by advertisements, substantially
as described.

63,890.—John F. Hirschy and William M. Mc-
Donald, Wooster, Ohio, assignors to themselves and
A. McDonald.—JETarwesier iea/oe.—April 16, 1867.—
The rake is reciprocated along the platform by ad-
justable jointed connections to a wrist on an exterior
clutch wheel. The rake head moves on a curved rod,
and the elevation of the rake to make its backward
movement and its depression for the eflfective stroke
are effected by the contact of its rear extension prong
with guides and latches upon the rear of the platform.

Claim.—Fii-st, the attachment of the raking appa-
ratus to an adjustable wrist on an exterior clutch
wheel on an outer end of the carriage axle, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement of the pitman C, rocking

arm E, connecting rod G-, and clasp H, with universal
joint connections, the pivotal point of the rocking
arm F being adjustable to vary the length of throw,
substantially as described.

Thii'd, the combination with the rear extension
prong j of the rake head of the curved rod L, the bear-
ings K M, latch I^, and platform guide o o, substan-
tially as described.

63,893..—UOBERT Hoadley, Ansonia, Conn., as-

signor to IST. C. Stiles, S. S. Wilcox, E. IST. Crocker,
f! O. Tucker, and W. W. Tucker, West Mcriden,
Conn.

—

Spinning Top.—April 16, 1867.—The hollow
metal top is ballasted at its equator.

Claim.—Ballasting the thin top A B by the addi-
tion of the extra weight D, or its equivaleut, dis-

tributed around the periphery at or near the zone of
greatest diameter, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

63,892.—Robert J. Hollingsworth, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

—

Device for Seaming Sheet Metal Cans.—
April 16, 1867.—The metallic cylindrical former re-

ceives the sheet-metal cylinders to be soldered; an
adjustable solder trough clamps the suture, and a
soldering iron passes along to complete the operation.

Claim.—The tube or form C, in combination with
the solder trough F, arranged for joint operation in
connection with a soldering iron H, substantially as
and for the pm-pose specified.

63,893.—A. J. Holmes, Saratoga Springs, K". Y.,
assignor to Wells L. Eobbins, same -place.—Windotu
Cornice.—April 16, 1867.—The casing of the cornice
is glazed to protect it from discoloration and abrasion.

Claim.—A cornice for interior decoration or foi-

windows, doors and similar objects, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described. •

63,894.—B. B. Hotchkiss, l^ew York, X. Y.—
Ox-bow Pin.—April 16, 1867.—An improvement on
the patent of Andrew Hotchkiss, July 17, 1849. Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim..—First, the hollow ends of the arms B^ E^,
arranged relatively to the main body A and to the
trunnions &, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

Second, the coiled spring c, with extended ends
operating on the arms B^ B^ h^ b"^, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

'

Third, the studs A^ A'*, in combination with the
spring C and arms B^ E^ &i

b"^. and the cheeks A^ A^
and body A, substantially in the manner and for the
piu-poses herein set forth.

63,895.—Adrian Houget, Yerviers, Belgium.—
Machine for liaising a Nap upon Cloth.—April 16,

1867.—The cloth is teazled in oi^posite dii-ections on
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ttie same side without removal from the machine, and
may be presented twice to each teazling cylinder. It

does not pass under the cylinders so as to catch the
falling dirt, &c., and its napped sm-face is uppennost
for inspection at aH times.

Claim.—In machines for raising the nap on cloth,

by means of two teazling drums, the arrangement,
substantially as herein shown, of the teazling drums,
conducting and stretching rollers, and suitable gear
mechanism for imparting to the cloth its move to,

against, and from the said teazling drums, and also to

and from the receiving basin, in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

63,896.—Joseph E. Hover, Philadelphia, Pa.—
FrinUng Paper.—April 16. 1867.—The paper is coated
with a size composed of starch, 4 parts ; water, 240
parts ; and cfirbonate of lime, 12 parts.

Claim.—A printing paper, the smface of which is

coated with carbonate of lime, or its ec^uivaleut, for

pm'pose specified.

63,89^.— David Howarth, Portland, Me.—
Folding Chair.—April 16, 1867.—The legs arc pivoted
by a rod at their points of junction and are hiuged to

the seat in front ; the bolts at the rear of the seat

slide in grooves in the back posts when opening or
shutting.
Claim.—The cross-legged chair, as described, when,

by means of the pivot c, pivots cl, grooves Jc Jc, and
pins -m. on, it may be folded in the manner described
and set forth.

63,898 M.\TTHiAS H. Howell, Xcw York, :N".

T.

—

Soap Frame.—April 16, 1867; antedated March
27, 1867.—The base is mounted on wheels, and has a
rabbet around its upper edge containing a rubber
packing against which the sides ai-e clamped. The
frame is formed of plates bent at right angles and
joined together at diagonal corners bv hinged clamps.

Claim.—rii'st, the'frame divided vertically and
diagonally, through two corners, iE«o two parts or
halves, substantially as herein set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the hinged locking bars e and lugs n, ar-

ranged with refeience to each other, and operating to
lock the two parts or halves of the frame together,
substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the packing ^i within the rebate aroimd the
base or loottom A, in combination with the diagonally-
divided upright portions of the frame, substantially
as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Poiu'th, the diagonal trusses vj, arranged with ref-

erence to tlie diagonal crossed braces h h, and with
the sides of the frame, substantially as herein set forth,

for the purpose specified.

63,899.— BAE^-ABAS Hunt, Farmland, Ind.—
Broom. Head.—April 16, 1867.—Any number of tubes
rci'iuired are soldered together, and the broom corn is

secured therein by cement or elastic bands. The
center tube is made longer than the others to hold
the handle.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a broom
head, consisting of a series of tubes a, made of sheet
metal, and haviag the central longer than the others
to receive thp Baiidle/, as herein shown and described.

63,900.-iJbHNTV. HuTcmxGS, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to himself and John H. Eyi;e.—>S'fl.s7i Su^)-

pcrter.—April 16, 1867.—The cam binds upon a plate
applied to one of the retaining strips ' of the frame
instead of du-ectly upon the sash.

Claim.—The combination of the strip B and ec-

centric or cam lever C, as a sash supporter, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

63,901.— "William Jainhes, Eichmond, Va.

—

Bridge.—April 16, 1867.—The suspensoiy wires are
carried through ducts in the pier large enough for the
passage of mW and materials, around a cylindrical
block'built in said pier, and are anchored aiound
windlasses ; the Avhole gives an extended bearing
witliout any point of extreme strain.

C7ai?n.—First, the construction of the towers or
supports of the l)ridge, with passages or flues through
whiclithe suspension rods, ttii'es, or chains are passed,
in such manner as to form extended fi-ictional beaiiugs

for said rods, wires, or chains, substantially as de
scribed.
Second, the central drum or shaft in the tower,

around which the suspension wires or rods ai-e passed,
substantially as described.

Third, forming the sides of the passages or flues
,on which the suspension wires rest, with an extended
flattened bearing surface, to adapt them to receive
any desired number of such wires or rods aiTanged
side by side in the same horizontal plane, substantially
as described.
Pomth, securing the ends of the wires or rods,

which pass tkrough the perforated tower at a point or
points at or near the base of said tower, substantially
as described.

Pifth, the tight wires, rods, or chains, forming the
bottom of the bridge and passing through the per-
forated tower thereof, in combination with the sus-
pension rods or chains, substantially as described.

Sixth, the manner of applying the tight wire hand
rail, whereby it is made to form an additional support
to the bridge, as described.

Seventh, the employment of one or more suspension
rods or wires i, intermediate between the tight wii"0
and suspension rods or wires h and Tc, substantially as
described.
Eighth, the arrangement of the suspension wires,

rods, or chains i Jc, tight hand rail and bottom wires
g h, and vertical ties or suspenders I, in combination
with the perforated towers or supports A, in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

63,902.—John G. Jeffrey, South N'ew Berlin,
N. Y.—Medical Co77?j90M?irf.—April J 6, 1867.—A coun-
ter iiTitant and stimulant, composed of gum guaia-
cum, 1 oz. ; crude tm-pentine, 1 oz. ; alum, 1 oz. ; capsi-
cum, i oz. ; saltpeter, 1 oz. ; sassafras bark, 1 oz. ; and
wine, 1 gallon.
Claim.—The improved medical compound, com-

posed of the ingredients in substantially the propor-
tions herein specified.

63,903.—George Joxes, Saugerties, K". T.—
Cojfee Pot.—April 16, 1867.—Improvement on patent
of Thomas Bishop, i!^ovember 1, 1859. The condenser
above retui-ns the fluid to the coffee below. A ball in
the spout forms an automatic valve by rolling from
its seat when the pot is tipped.

Claim.—Pirst, in combination with the space E,
formed, constructed, and an-anged substantially as
specified, the tube space or passage/, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the body A, constructed
with a space E, cylinder P, and spout C, the ball valve
H, the whole arranged in the manner substantially as
herein set forth.

63,904

—

Hekri JuCxE, Isew York, IT. Y., as-
signor to himself and Thomas H. Eockwell, same
place.

—

Eyelctting Machine.—April 16, 1867.—De-
signed for the insertion and clinching of eyelets in
cloth, &c. The punch cuts the hole and then serves
as a central guide to receive the eyelets and hold them
while being clinched. An adjustable stud gauges the
spaces between the eyelets while in course of inser-
tion.

Claim.—Pirst, the eyelet clinching head, having a
tubular punch or cutter/ applied to it, in combiua-
tion with a perforated clinching head, having a pin
h through it, said parts being arranged and operated
so as to cut a hole through cloth or "other substance,
insert and clinch an eyelet at one operation, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the clinching head/' provided with a tubu-

lar cutting punch/, substantially as and for the pur
poses set forth.

Third, in combination with eyelet punching and
clinching devices, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, the movable tube i, and movable stem h ?i',

witli springs k I, and cam lever B, arranged so that
,

they shall operate substantially as described.
Pourth, the adjustable pin C, applied to the cam

head B' of lever B, for moving the stem h h', sub'

stantially as described.
Pifth, in combination with the machine constructed

as herein described, the adjustable gauge pin v, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Sixth, in combination with the machine constructed
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as herein described, the adjustable gauge E, and ad-

justable gauge piu v, substantially as described.

63,905.—James M. Keep, 'New York, N. T.—
Paper Fastening.—April 16, 1867.—The split tube at-

tached to the upper disk clinches below the conical
plate -vrithin the lower disk.

Claitn.—The plate A, provided with a divided tube
B. when used in combination with the plate C, pro-

vided with the conical protuberance D and the inner
plate E, in which is formed an opening E, to receive the
tube B, the cone D serving to spread and secui'e the
sections of the divided tube beneath the plate E, as

and for the purpose specified.

63,906.—M. H. ISi". Kendig, Washington, D. C.—Garment Fastener.—April 16, 1867.—The small
chain connects two studs attached to the glove se-

cm-ed by a hook at one end, and at the other end ad-
justable by attachment to the slotted prong on the
stub.

Claim.—The within described fastening device,
composed of stubs or plates A and A', the latter be-

ing provided with a suitable retaining device D within
which is adjustably secured a chain B, or equivalent
device, the whole constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.

63,907.-0. Gr. Kenxel, Ezra H. Smith, and a.
L. Morrison. New York, N. Y.

—

Lamp Stove for
Cooking.—April 16, 1867.—Elues rise from the cham-
ber whose perforated bottom forms the ceiling of the
lamp chamber. The flues em-round the oven except
an upper central aperture, at which point the caloric
current escapes into discharge pipes.
Claim.—The chambers H, in the case A, their low-

er ends opening into the chamber Gr, their outer sides
placed a short distance from the side plates J, their
upper edges extending upward within the box A, and
I)rovided with escape pipes L, said case A resting
upon the perforated plate E, of the base D, when all

are constructed and arranged as herein set forth, for
the purpose specified.

63,90S.—B. IS^. Laisipman, Eutland, Yt— Concrete
Pavement.—Ainil 16, 1867.—Coarse gravel and coal
tai" ai'e mixed together to form a layer three inches
thick, which is compacted. This is covered with H
inches of concrete, consisting of 3 parts of iron fur-

nace cinders, 1 part of coarse sand, mixed with coal
tar ; slaked lime is then sifted on.
Claim.—The concrete pavement herein described

and set forth.

63,909.—S. M. Lee, New London, Iowa.—Car
Brake.—April 16, 18C7.—The pressm'c together of the
cars,caused by checking the engine, causes their sliding
di-aw-heads as they are pushed in to operate a lever con-
nected with the brakes. This lever has its fulcrum on
the shoulder of a longitudinal bar on which it rests.
When backing the train, the lever is raised from the
shoulder by a cord passing to the engineer, and the
inward movement of the draw-head does not operate
the brakes. A forward movement of the train resets
the lever.

Claim.—First, the device for disconnecting the
self-acting brake, when backing the train, consisting
of the rope or chain m, bent shaft I, chain i, lever /;,

suspended bar d., provided with a shoulder c and lever
b, to which the brakes are attached, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as described.
Second, tlie rod'E, with hook-shaped end, to which

the chain r is attached, for the purpose of discon-
necting the self-acting brake device, and attaching
the brakes to the common brake rod and wheel, in
combination with the above, substantially as de-
scribed.

Third, the combination of the sliding bar E of the
above described self-acting brake device, formed arm
p and rollers n o, with the rope or chain m, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

63,910

—

Horatio S. Lewis, Communipaw, N.
J.—Sk-i77ning (7a«Ze.—April 16, 1867.—The hide is
ripped as usual, and the head laid b!u-e ; the horns
being attached to a ring in the floor, a rope is fast-
ened round the neck of the hide, and running OA'er
the pulley on the floor passes round the adjustable
drum on the horizontal shaft, which is secured by a

clutch. An endless rope on a grooved wheel works
the shaft.

Claim.—The employment of mechanical appliances
for removing hides from animals, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

63,911

—

George H. Luptox, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Sluing.—A])Ti\ 16, 1867.—Elevating heads surmounted
with bars slide on the ropes to keep the child from
falling out.

Claim.—The cross-bars B, heads C, in connection
with the seat and swing ropes, substantially as and
for the j)urpose set forth.

63,912.— Seth March, Norfolk, Va.— Cora
Weeder.—April 16, 1867.—The landside is elongated
to steady the machine, and together with a shovel-
shaped mold board is attached to a cast-iron frame.

Claim.—The Irame A, share B and detachable heel
C, when these parts are constructed, arranged and
combined, as herein specified.

63,913.— Joseph C. Marks and Lewis G.
Eckels, Washington, D.C—Cleansing Water Pipes.
—April 16, 1867.—The pipe from the main has a stop
cock beyond which it is forked ; the branch leading to
the house has a strainer, and the other branch cmw-
ing up, has a cock and ends in a coiipling for hose
attachment.
Claim.—Eirst, the an-angement of the pipes B F C,

stop cocks D G and strainer L, confitrncted and ope-
rating substantially as described.
Second, the combined arrangement of the box A,

pipes B C, cock G, rod H and" lid, operating as de-
scribed.

63,914.—Jabez E. Mason, Newark, N. J., and
Job Johxsox, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Door S2}ring.—A])Til
16, 1867.— The reversible toothed bracket receives
a cyliudi'ical ratchet that liolds a spring, and can be
slipped endwise to connect or otherwise. By rcA'crs-

ing the bracket the door can be kept either open or
shut.

Claim.—^First, the bracket g, formed with teeth, in.

combination with the cylindrical ratchet h and spring
d, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the nut 4, in combination with the cylinder
h, spring d and bracket g, substantially as and for the
l^m-poses set forth.

63,915. — William A. McLvtire, Spriugfieid,
Mass.

—

Machine for Making Cartridge ShctU.—A^Til
16, 1867.—The blank is placed in a cavity of an inter-
mittingly rotating disk, from wliich it is forcetl by
tm-n into a reciprocating slide and rotating tubular
spindle, where it is trimmed by an advancing knife.
It is conducted by the punches, disk and slide to the
heading die beneath, and then discharged.

Claim.—First, the combination of the plunger and
die for drawing the shell, the slide or equivalent for
delivery of the same, and the trimming de'\Tico for the
purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the rotating
disk U and heading device, arranged substantially as
described.

63,916.—John W. McIntire, Mempliis, Tenn.—
Cotton Press.—April 16, 1867.—The follower is de-

pressed by a transverse bai' to which the windlass
cords are attached ; the heads on wiiieh these cords
are coiled have clutch connections to their shaft, which
are thrown out by a lever to allow the ascent of the
follower through' influence of its weighted balance
ropes. The windlass shiift is rotated by pawl levers.

The hinged doors are retained by bar« operated by a
lever to catch their lower edges."

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the upper box,
provided with slotted sides C C, A^'ith the follower and
bar S, side doors D D, provided with flanges / / and
end doors D' D, the several parts being cojistructed

and used substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the shaft G with its

attachments with the cords 1 1, follower E, bar S, and
cords q q with weights P P attached, for the piu'posc

of operating the follower in both dii-ections, substan-
tially as specified.

63,917.—John S. McMillin, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Application of Steam Poioer to the Capstans of Yes-
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seZs.—April 16, 1867.—The freight-hoisting engine is

connected by gearing to the capstan.
C'Zaim.—liotating a capstan placed on deck of a

boat by means of an auxiliary engine, when said

engine and capstan are placed 'forTrard of the steam
boilers of said boat, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed and for the pm-poses set forth.

63,918.—M. Mellex, Eichland Station, IST. Y
Stum2} Extractor.—April 16, 1867; antedated April
11, 1867.—The lifting chain passes over a pulley sus-

pended from a bridge fi-ame erected above tlie stump,
and planted in self-adjusting feet. The hoisting ap-

paratus is mounted on a truck, and has hand cranks
and multiplying gearing to draw upon the lilting

chain.
Claim.—First, the combination of the support D

and pin a with the frame A of the machine, and the
adjustable feet h, attached to the lower extremities of
the support, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination of the main shaft E and
clutch K with the loose collar- h and hook i, operating
substantially as and for the pm'pose herein shown and
described.

Third, the appKcation to the stump extractor of two
or more di'ums L and M, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

Foiuth, the adjustable slotted bearings of the axles

H I and K, for the irarposc of throwing any portion
of the machine in or out of gear, substantially in the

manner herein shown and described.

63,919.—Charles T. Melvin, Proridence. E.
1.—Razor Strap.—A.^v\\ 16, 1867.—The flexible strap

is wound up by a spi'ing operating on the shaft to

which the strap is aflixed. A brush on the under
side of the lid cleans the strap.

Claim.—A flexible razor strap, capable of being
di-awn into its receiver by means of a spring.

Also, a brush and a swivel joint in couneetion with
a flexible razor strap, all substantially as set forth and
for the pm'pose specified.

63,920.—Jekojie B. Melvix, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Edward B. Howe, same place.
— Ventilating Bung for Casks, d:c.—April 16, 1867.

—

The cavity in the bung commimicates with the atmos-
phere and with the interior of the barrel by separate

passages. The \alve in the cavity rises freely to ad-

mit air, but resists the passage of gases irom the

baiTcl.
Claim.—The combination of the vent passage e, the

cavity I, the valve B, its seat o o, the pressure cham-
ber ii', and presstu-e passage/, with the bung or vent
plug A A, the whole arranged sitbstantiaUy as herein

set forth and shown for the purpose specified.

63,921.—JOHX Mitchell, TTest Farms, N". T.—
Matting for Floor Covering—April 16, 1867.—The
warp is of jute and wool twisted together, and the
fiLUhig is of Manila thread.

Claim.—An tminoved matting, formed by the com-
bination of woolen, jute, and Manila or Prussian grass

with each other, whether woven plain or twilled, sub-

stantially as herein described, as a new article of

manufacttne.

63,932.—D. K. Miller, Bernville, Vo..—Alarm
Lock for Tills.—Ai^'U. 16, 1867.—The lock bolts are

raised by others beneath to fi-ee them from the lock
catch. The slides beneath the draw operate two sets

of bell crank levers to raise or lower the under series

of bolts, which are singly reversible to connect to

either series at will, so that the lock can be arranged
to require specific movement or rest of any one or

all the slides to free the di-awer. The outward move-
ment of the drawer, when locked, soitnds the alarm,

and its inward movement resets the alarm.
Claim.—Fii-st, the two series of bolts H K, fitted

in boxes C J, attached respectively to tJie tiU and to

the under side of the counter or desk, and arranged
in connection with a frame I, to operate substantially

in the manner as and for the purpose set Ibrth.

Second, the two series of levers D D', connected by
rods h and arranged with springs E, rods F, and
slides G, or equivalent means to operate in connection

with the bolts H K, substantiaUy as and for the pui--

pose specified.

Third, the bell hammer or rod M, provided with
the springs k k', and operated through the medium of
the shaft •»?, pro-vided with the arms I o, the projec-
tion p at the under side of the counter or desk, the
arm ]^, fitting in the notch in the rod, and the pin r,

extending from the side of frame I, all arranged so
that the bell hammer or rod will be set each time tho
till is shoved inward, and the hammer or rod liberated
and the alarm sounded each time the tiU is slightly
drawn outward in an unlocked state, substantiaUy aa
set forth.

63,923.^rosEPH A. Miller, l^evr York, Is^. Y.—Steam Generator.—A-pril 16, 1867.—The annular
water chamber beneath the grate is connected with
the water chamber above the fii'e space by two con-
centric series of vertical pipes, the inner series dis-

charging centrally beneath a deflecting plate. The
upper water chamber is traversed by"vertical flues

near its outside. The top of the fire chamber is conical.
Claim.—The combination of the water base B^,

grate A^, steam generatiug tubes C^ and jacket g^ to
the fire-box roof E^, cylinder or upper chamber G^,
rettu-n water pipes D^, and smoke tubes I^, the whole
being arranged relatively to each other, substantially
as specified.

63,924.—John L. Mitchell, Buffalo, K". Y.—
Hotel liegister.—April 16, 1867 , antedated December
5, 1866.—The book is interleaved with blotting paper
upon which advertisements are printed.
Claim.—A hotel register book with interleaves of

bibulous paper with advertisements displayed there-
on, substantially as specified.

63,925.—S. A. Mitchell, Alstcad Centre, Is". H.
— Apparatus for Feeding Liquid to Evaporating
Pans or Boilers.—April 16, 1867.—The floats in the
pans regulate the flow from the tank by an oscillating
spout having a valve wliich is brought in contact with
the spigot mouth. The immersed buoy equalizes the
flow under different pressm-e of the liquid.

Claim.—Eii'st, the invention of a self-adjusting
feeder to any number of boilers required from one
faucet or feed pipe by means of a buoy or buoys E
acting on the flow of liquid by means of a stopper Q,
or any similar device.
Second, the immersed buoy IST, connecting rod M,

the beam K, standard L, the pivot m in standard L,
the connecting rod J, the eyebolt n in cistern A, ope-
rating on conductor I), as herein set forth.

Tlm-d, the small buoy H, acting by means of the
beam h upon the valve U for the pm'pose of control-
ling the flow of fluid in the aperture V, as herein de-
scribed.
Fourth, the combination of the buoys E H and IN",

conductors D and O, the standards F and L, sockets
Gr c and d, the beams K and h, the connecting rods J
and M, the pivots P m a and c, the brace C, stopper
Q, valves U and/, the eye bolt n, and the perforated
guard g, arranged and operated as herein set forth, .

or in a manner practically the same for the pm-pose
specified.

63,926.—Geo. P. Moore, Lyons, Iowa.— Coa?
Stove.—AprU 16, 1867.—The fire chamber is enclosed
in an outer casing and is surmounted by an adjustable
cover which acts as a damper, and is raised or lowered
to regtilate the speed of combustion.

Claim.—The hinged cover C, so arranged and ope-
ratiag as to smother the fire and cheek combustion
when turned down to a horizontal position, and to
form a diving flue between the combustion chamber
and the smoke pipe when turned to a vertical position,
substantially as described.

63,927.—John Morgan, Jr., Wheeling, W. Ya.
—Bolt and Rivet Machine.—A-pril 16, 1867.—The
heated end of the bar is thrust between the side dies
to the head ilie, which are all in their backward posi-

tion. The rotation of the cam shaft forces forward
the side dies with cutter plates and afterward the
heading die whose sides are first driven down to en-

close the head and the central rod subsequently. Tha
side guides are operated by inclined plates which re-

ciprocate in a transverse direction in slots of the die

rods.

CZaim.—First, the combination of the die stocks Y,
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lever rods O, stirrups and cams, substantially as ar-

ranged and set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the header V, plunger
TJ, cams F and E, loose stii'rups and thumb-scre-n-s

AB.

63,928 H. L. Morse, ISTew Bedford, Mass., as-

signor to S. A. Morse, same place.

—

Turning Lathe.
—April 16, 1867.—The head and tail stocks are sup-
portetl on a plate running the whole length of the
lathe and oscillating on its center by a crank screw
at the head. A scale at the foot shows the inclination
from the shears which support the slide rest. At start-

ing, the tool is set to a gauge arm on the tail stock,
which indicates the initial position of the tool face.

Claiin.—Fii'st, the method of adjusting the mova-
ble plate C, consisting of a combination with each
other of the circular projections d d, grooves e e,

screws D, and nut /, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the aiTangement of the scale or index to the

rear end of the lathe bed, in combination with the ad-
justable plate C, substantially as shown and described
for the purposes herein set forth.

Third, the gauge G-, constructed of a right-angular
bar i)ivoted to the foot stock F, in combination with
the adjustable plate C, and adapted for the piu'posc
described when the tool is set to the point of its

shorter arm, as herein specified.

63,929.—S. A. Morse, New Bedford, Mass.—
Clamx>.—April 16, 1867.—The sliding plate is adjust-
able by a screw on the stock aud carries the lever with
the presser foot. The lever is operated by a cam under
its free end.

Glaivi.—The stock A proAided with an upright
ledge or bearing surface a, in combination with the
sliding plate B provided with the lever C having the
self-adjusting plate D attached and operated by the
cam E, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

63,930.—Edward, WiLLiAsr, and Oliver K. ISa-
SOX, Orneville, Me. —Draft Attachmentfor Vehicles.
—April 16, 1867 ; antedated April 11, 1867.—A cush-
ioned wooden collar buckles at top and bottom and is

snapped to rods which run tlu'ough guides below the
thills and are bolted to the single tree.

Claim.—The arrangement of the straps E, snap
hooks E, rods C, in combination with the whifiletree
B and collar D, and operating in the manner and for
the pm-pose herein specified.

63,931.—G-EO. W. O^lATT, Potter Center, E". Y.—Wagon Box.—April 16, 1867.—The side pieces are
hinged to the bottom and are secm'cd above by spring
catches attached to the end boards.

Claiin.—Eu'st, secniing the sides of a wagon bos
to the bottom by means of the bolts H and I, substan-
tially as specified.

Second, securing the end boards of a wagon box in
theii- places by the use of the spring catch D and
catches E and'E, as herein specified.

63,932.—Caiatx H. Paine, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to himself and "Wm. D. Hiltox, same place.
—Gafc—AprH 16, 1867.—The gate is formed of slats
acting upon the principle of the "lazy tongs." Its
lower rear corner is pivoted to the post and its upper
rear corner to a vertically sliding bar which is ex-
tended beneath the ground and connects with a sys-
tem of levers by which a vehicle approaching from
either direction opens the gate and passing through
closes it, by T-projections of the levers rising above
the surface of the ground.

Claim.—The combination of the gate, or lazy tongs,
and mechanism for opening and closing it by means
of a carriage, substantially as described.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the two sets of levers D D and E F, the connection
piece /i, and the series of T pieces I, the whole being
for operating, as specified, the gate constructed on
the principle'and appUed to a post B, substantially as
described.

63,933.—T7. W. Paljier, Hudson, Mich.—S'a?ne
Fastener.—April 16, 1867.—The bars have hoops to
engage the hame loops. One bar has shoulders to

catch the keepers attached to the other bar when
pressed by the spring at its back.

Claim.—The metallic bar B, with its keepers C C,
and curved spring D, when used in combination with
the bar A, in the manner and for the pm*pose specified.

63,934.—Chauxcey C. Parker, Brooklyn, :^. T.—Curtain Fixture.— April 16, 1867.—The cord is

fastened to the pulley whose arm enters the coils of a
helical spring in thc'slotted case.

Claim.—The pulley slide formed with two arms at
right angles to each other, one ann e receiving the
pifiJey, and the other arm/ extending within the coils

of a helical spring c within the slotted case a, so that
said arm/ becomes a guide to sustain the pulley but
allow its free motion, as set forth.

63,935.—Jajies A. Partridge, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and E. D. Wright, same place.

—

irre?ic/i.—April 16, 1867.—The half nut with which
the adjusting screw engages is on a spring lever and
may be raised from the screw to allow rapid adjust-
ment of the jaw. The jaw and lever are shouldered
to give firm bearing in use.

Claim..—First, the liberating lever^A, applied to
the movable jaw of a slide wrench, wlien said lever
has a segmental nut formed in the end h tliereof, to
engage with the screw Gr and a spring g at or near
the end d, to thi-ow the nut into contact with the
screw, and all arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the shoulders e^ e^, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

63,936.—S. H. Perkixs and Thomas S. Gilbert,
ISTew Haven, Conn.— Machine for flaking Hoop
Skirts.—April 16, 1867.—The cylinder has a cii-cum-
ference equal to the largest hoop, and its grooves re-

ceive the covered wire. A clamp holds the wu'es to
the adjustable gauge on the face of the cylinder, above
which is the inking roU. A cutter across the peri-

phery of the cyUnder, corresponding with a cutter
on a shaft above, severs the wire at thel-equiredlength.

Claim.—Automatically measuring, marking, and
cuttiua' wire for skii't hoops, substantially as herein
set forth.

63,937.—AloxzoPerry andMoses C.Hawkixs,
Edenboro, 'Pa.—Pump.—A^ril 16, 1867.—The wings
of the piston oscillate in sectional chambers of the
cylinder, and have valves opening in one direction.
The cylinder and air drum have inwardly-opening
valves for the passage of water.

Cl-oAm.—The construction and arrangement of the ,

double-armed reciprocating piston C, having valves '

F, its hub E, working aii'-tight between the angles of
the perforated partition plates J, thereby forming the
chambers F^ in the cylinder A, valves I in the cham-
bers G- H, discharge ports M in. the sections of the
chamber F, uniting and forming the tube IST upon the
upper half of the cylinder A, as herein shown and
described.

63,938.—L. Pollock, Fishkill Landing, IsT. Y.—
Sash and Blind J'asfejier.-April 16, 1867. —The
thread of the bolt passes through the sashes at their
lap and screws into the shutter. A sliding catch on
the inside engages a square on the shank to keep it

from being unscrewed.
Claim.—The combination of the screw bolt E, pro-

vided with the square part c^, and the slidiii^ bolt H,
constructed and operating substantially as described
and for the pm-pose set fol-th.

63,939.—Elisha O. Potter. I^Torth Providence,
'R.^.—Aimi-i'atusfor Guiding CZofZi.-April 16, 1867. -

—The cloth roller has end movement by a rack on its

journal box, being scored to receive a' projecting rib
of the said box. The rack is engaged by a spur wheel
upon a shaft, receiving motion by one'of two pawls
on an oscillating fi-ame. The frame is adjusted by
the selvage of the cloth through a bell-crank lever
with which it comes in contact to throw the proper
pawl in gear to move the cloth roller, to correct any
deviation fi-om a straight liae in the travel of the
cloth.

Claim.—'First, in an apparatus for guiding cloth,
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pai^er, or other like material, diiriug- its deliveiy to
otlier maclimery, the combiuatiou of a beam capable
of an eiuhvise movement with the selvag-o edge of
the material as it is being- unrolled, in the manner
substantially as described, for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination, in an apparatus for the
above-declared purpose, of the follo-\viug- iustrumen-
talitics : A beam capaljlc of an endwise movement,
a rack pinion cl c, and a double pawl aud ratchet gear
E' g g, or the cqimalents thereof, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the combination, in an apparatus for the

above-declared purpose, of the following- instrumen-
talities: A mechanism for imparting an endwise
movement to the cloth beam, as above described, a
disk plate H, and vibrating bent lever I, or the equiva-
lents, for putting into action or suspending the opera-
tion of the mechanism of the shifting the position of
the beam, substantially as described.

63,940.—ISTakcisse Eeeves, Du Quoin, III.—
Car Cov2)Ung.—A-pvil 16, 1867.—The link is attached
to a sliding block in one draw-head whose rear end
passes through a weighted arm. The coupling pin
traverses both link aud block. The other di-aw-head
has a sliding block pressed forward by a ^-eightcd
lever and having a forward projection to support the
coupling pin imtil the block is driven back by the en-
tering link.

Claim.—Tlie combinatiofi of the sliding block H
and weighted arm J with the link D and bumper G-,

substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose" set forth.

63,941.—Aljion C. Eobixsox, Louisiana, Mo.—
Corn-husking Shield.—April 16, 1867.—The metallic
guard is shaped to fit either thumb, round which it is

sprung to keep it in position. A projecting claw
tears the husk.

Claim.—A corn-husking metal shield to wear upon
the tlumib of either hand, constructed and operating
substantiaUj^ as herein shown and described.

63,942.

—

Egbert Eobixson, Brooklyn, IsT. T.^
Bottle Stopper.—April 16, 1867.—The stopper, with a
band around the waist, is pushed into the neck, and
the csi)ansion of the contents of the bottle forces the
bulb of the stopper against the band, and closes the
exit. ',

Claim.—Closing the neck of the bottle by means
of the stopper A, constructed as described, having its

ends ai a'^ of greater diameter than its center, and
by placing the elastic band B over the upper end a^,

and after being inserted in the neck of the bottle,

pressing said elastic band down upon the part a'-^, of
increasing diameter, as herein shown and described.

63,943.—John Eoebuck, ISTew York, IST. T.—
Match ,S'«/e.—April 16, 1867.—The bottom, back, and
lid are stamped with a grooved connection dispensing
with the use of wire, the lid falling- freely. Above is

a receiitacle for waste matches.
Claim.—The match safe A, consisting of the bottom

piece h, back piece c, sides a a, falling lid d hinged in

the groove/, and waste match receiver e, constructed
and arranged as herein shown and described.

63,944.—Clesiexs B. Eose, Sunderland, Mass.—
Bit Stock.—April 16, 1867.—The sliding jaws embrace
the bit shank as they are forced together by the en-

gagement of the scrcvr collar with their outer edges.
The shaft and the inside of the tubular" j)art of the
head arc grooved to form a chamber for a ring of
Babbit metal which is cast within.

Claim.—Yirst, the bit stock provided with the
socket I), the slicling jaws b, having the inclined heads
d, and projecting or raised screw threads c and ring

B, all constructed and arranged to operate as herein
shown and described.
Second, connecting the head K to the shaft by

means of the grooves ii and L and the coUai- O, melted
in around them, substantially as set f#rth.

63,945.—John J. Saxdgren, Lyons, Iowa.—
ieDC3-;S7i<ror.9.—April 16, 1867.—The lover is connected
by a series of links and an intervening lever to the

movable jaw of the shear, and by a wide sweep ope-

rates the same tlu-ough a short stroke with cumulative
force.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement aud combina-
tion of the levers E and E with the cam J and straps
K G- and H, all for the purposes set forth.

63,946—H. TV. Sanford, Thomaston, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Horace Smith.—Skate—
April 16, 1867.—The nose of the runner has a sector
bevel gear, which connects a shaft and pinion Avith
racks on the jaT^-s to clamp the shoe sole, as the run-
ner is brought from a dependent to an effective posi-
tion, where it is secured by a spring catch in the heel
post.

Claim.—The vibratory or lever runner B, in com-
bination with the sliding" clamping jaws t V and xo v)'

and the skate stock, the whole constructed in the
manner and operating as hereinbefore described, for

the purpose set forth.

63,947.—Amos TV. and James Sangster, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Beer Cooler.—A^y'A 16, 1867.—The beer
passes over a series of conical vessels through which
the cooling liquid flows. The vessels have interior
disks for the better distribution of the liquid.

Claim.—Eu"st, the cone-shaped coolers connected
together as described ; also in connection therewith of

one or more partitions as shown at G, or the equiva-
lents thereof, for the purposes described and set forth.

Second, in combination with the cone or cones we
claim the tubes D D^ D* and D^, substantially as
herein described.

Third, the employment of a coi"rugated surface on
the upi^er part of the cone as shown in Fig. 3, for the
purpose of more equally distributing the liquid to the
cooler as it flows over said sm-face.
Eourth, the plate E, as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

63,948.—Chas. H. Sawyer, HoUis, Me.—Bench
Plane.—April 16, 1867.—The face is pivoted to the
ends of the stock and is expanded or contracted by a
vertical screw operated by a crank above.
Claim.—TTie arrangement of the screw B in com-

bination with the joints or pivots by which the sheet
m is connected at its ends to the ends of the handle
or stock A, as and for the pm"poses herein described.

63,949.—Augustus Scheller, liTew Tork, IST.

Y.

—

Process of Whitening Horn.—April 16^ 1867.

—

The horn is immersed in a solution of 1 lb. crystallized

white acetate of lead and 3 lbs. water, kept at a
moderate heat until the surface of the horn is uni-

formly black. It is then cleaned in water, and im-
mersed in dilute muriatic acid until white, then re-

peatedly rinsed in cold water and allowed to di-y in a
warm room.

Claim.—The within described process of whiten-
ing horn or, other similar substances by treating with
acetate of lead or any other soluble salt or oxide of
lead and with mm-iatic acid, substantially in the man-
ner set forth.

63,950.— Ered'k J. Seymour, "Wolcottville,

Conn.—Twine JToMer.-April 16, 1867.—The twine
passes through slots by friction bars, which prevent
the premature or unnecessary unwinding of the ball.

Claim.—A twine holder formed of a metallic case

fitted so as to be suspended, and provided with a brake
to prevent the cord or twine running out by its own
weight as specified.

63,951.—John Siiinn, Philadelpliia, Pa., assignor

to himself and George S. Rhodes.—Press Boards
for Oil Presses.-April 16, 1867.—The boards have
grooved faces, which in use are covered with wire
gauze.

Claim.—A press board or plate formed with grooves
running parallel or otherwise, in combination with a

wire screen as described, for the pm"po3e set forth.

63,952.—Henry B. Smawlet, Greeusburg, Ind.
—Draining and Bitching Plotv.—April 16, 1867.

—

The cutters of the mold-boards arc placed at right

angles to conform to the shape of the drain. Tho
soil sUdos up an incline and is guided laterally by
plates and discharged over the side of the plow.
Claim.—The an-angement of the share B provided

with two connected but distinct points, one in ad-

vance of the other, with the cutters C I), as con-

structed and connected to the beam, and the inclined
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plane K provided Tvith a baqk bone or brace on its

under side, the several parts being used together,

substantially as and for the purpose specilied.

63,953.—Gaston D. Sjiith, Wasliington, D. C.

—Coal b'cuttlc.—Ainil 1(5, 18G7.—The radially perfo-

rated false bottom is -worked by a handle behind to

screen out ashes. The ash box fastens to the bottom
by a bayonet catch.
Clabn.—The perforated malleable cast-iron bottom

plates a h and collar x of a coal hod prcTX'idcd Avith an
ash bos B attached to it by a bayonet joint, when the

same is constructed and ai-ranged as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

63,95'J:.—Geo. Smith, Providence, R. 1.—Draft
PZa^c—April IG, 18G7.—The rectangidar plate has
upwardly projecting lugs entcrijig mortises in the
under si'de of the thill and is retained by the belly

band which is attached to the plate and passes
over the tliill; the tug engages the sliding spring
plate.

Claim.—Pirst, the construction of the open or
skeleton plate A with a horizontal thill supporting
shelf B formed on its lower edge, and two or more
tenons or lugs a a for receiving "openings in the bot-

tom of a thill, substantially as described.
Second, the longitudinally sliding head D, fixed

guide rod/, and central spring g, applied to the right

angular draft plate A B, substantially as described.
Third, the two slots d' and c' when arranged on

each side of the sliding head D of the di'aft plate A
B, as described and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the slotted bars d and e,

upright bai's c and c', and shaft B, constructed of one
piece of metal and adapted to serve the improved pur-
poses described.

63,955.—HiRAJi Moore Sihth, Eichmond, Va.—Hoisting Machine.—AprU 16, 18C7.—The drum has
two spur wheels varying in size, which arc option-
ally engaged with one of two similar wheels, on a
sleeve on the operating shaft, a spline admitting
longitudinal movement to bring either of the wheels
in operation. Tliis movement of the sleeve is caused
by a rope which passes down to the operator from a
weighted pulley whose shaft has a crank connected to
said sleeve.

Claim.—When applied to a hoisting machine, the
double wheel on the cylinder A, the two pinions com-
bined and working on the rope wheel shaft the crank
and loaded wheel for moving and holding them sc-

cm-ely in geai-, the whole constructed and operating
as above described and set forth.

63,956.—Sidney Sjiith, Woreester, Mass.—Pire
Chamber for Furnaces.—April 16, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent of July 31, 1866. The fire pot is

formed of perforated staves rabbeted together and
surrounded by perforated casings. These casings
are held by ridges on the top and bottom plates, which
have holding rods and are separate from the outer
case of the stove and rest on rollers. The front plate
of the stove is removable to allow the fire chamber to
be drawn out. The fii-e pot bottom is a hinged trap
supported by a bent arm on a rock shaft furnished
with a winch, ratchet wheel, and pawl to operate or
retain it.

Claim.—The cast iron perforated, flanged, and re-

bated staves B, for tlie purpose of forming a fire

chamber, substantially in the manner set forth.
A fire -chamber constructed substantially in the

manner described, so as to be removable entire from
the frame or casing supporting it, for the pm-pose set
forth.

In combination with the trap G, the arm H, and
ratchet shaft I, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

In combination with the fire chamber claimed in
the second claim, the rollers K, substantially as and
for the purposes described.
In combination with the fire chamber claimed in

the second claim the removable front J, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

63,957.—Geouge L. SQureu, Buffalo, N. T.—
Evaporator for Saccharine Juices.—Ajyril 16, 1867.—
Air from a pipe traversing the furnace is discharged
beneath a horizontal plate within the pan. The rear

end of the furnace is divided longitudinally and each
division has a damper.

Claim.—Fii'st, in a series of two or more evaporat-
ing pans, arranged and used for evaporating saccha-
rine juices, making the bottoms of such pans of dif.

ferent thicknesses of metal, for the pm'poses and sub-
stantially as specified.

Second, in a scries of two or more evaporating pans,
arranged and used for evaporating saccharine juices,

making such pans of dilFcrent de^iths, for tiie i^oi-posQ

and substantially as set forth.

Third, an air pipe or pipes or conductors so con-
nected and arranged with an evaporating pan or pans
for treating saccharine juices that currents of hot or
cold air (either or both) may bo forced through or
into the juices during cither part of the process, for

the purpose and substantially as set forth.

Fourth, regulating and controlling the temperaturo
of saccharine juices by means of hot or cold air forced
therein in the process of evaporation, substantially
as set forth.

Fifth, placing or arranging an air pipe within the
furnace, so that the same fire used for heating tho
evaporating pans may also be used for heating the air.

Sixth, the plate K, placed in the evaporating pan
for the purpose of spi-eading the air and for tb-awing
the scum to the center, substantially as described.

Seventh, dividing the furnace in the rear into two
flues, with a damper at each flue, in connection
with evaporating pans, constructed and arranged as
herein described.

63,958.-Edgar M. Stevens, Chelsea, Mass.,
assignor by mesne assignments to A. B. Ely, Newton,
Mass.—Rubber Heel Stiffener.—Ain'il 16, 1867.—The
rubber stilfener has slits in its rear to enable it to
assume the shape of the heel.

Claim.—A molded heel stitfening of rubber or
similar elastic material, having a slit or slits cut in
the rear portion of tlie lower and under rim, as and
for the pui'poses set forth.

63,959.-^7. X. Stevens, Worcester, Mass., and
W. E. Puffer, Lexington, Mass.

—

Damperfor Stove
Pipes.—April 16, 1867.—The doubly-curved plate at-

tached to the bar moves longitudinally, in connection
with the semicircular frames, and reg'ulates the di-aft

aperture.
Claim.—First, keeping two or more parts of a

stovepipe damper in the desired relation to each other
by means of the turning bar used as a pin, in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of frame
A, gate B, and bar C, as specified, and for tho pur-
poses set forth.

63,960.—William T. Sweet, Fayette, :N'. Y,—
Device for Washing Carriage Wheels.— April 16,

1867.—The wheels are received into the semi-cylin-
drical tub, the axles rest in bearings, and the wheels
rotate against mops or brushes ai-rangcd inside the
tub.

Claim.—A receptacle A, provided with sockets c c
and brushes i i, operating substantially as and fox*

the pm'pose herein set forth.

Also, the folds g g, or equivalent, in combination
with the receptacle A, operating substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

63,961.—Jesse Teed, Tompkins, X. Y.—Animal
Trap.—April 16, 1867.—The spring and jaws arc made
of one strip of steel, and the brace, which keeps them
apart, has the bait attached ; a. tiigger releases the
jaws, which grasp the animal that is pulling upon the
bait.

Claim.—The combination of the spring trap A,
(composed of one piece,) and having two supporting
legs B B and the detachable brace or triggers C, ar-

ranged and operating in the manner shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

63,962.~E. Lawrence Tevis, Philadelphia. Pa.
—Hinge for Shutters.—A\}yi\ 16, 1867.—The latch
attached to one plate of tho liinge engages a catch
formed on tlie knuckle of the other plate, to hold tho
door in an open position.

Claim.—A self-catching hinge, provided with cam
D, lug 0, pin P, and catch c, the whole combined and
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constructed in the manner and for the purpose above
described and set forth.

63,963

—

Alexis Thirault, Williamsburgh, liT.

T., assignor to himself and B. S. Hilton, 'Ne\v York,
IN". Y.

—

Apparatus for Treating PetroUxim.—AprU
16, 1867; antedated April 5, 1867.—The condensing-
con receives the oil from the still and passes it into
one or more tanks ; these are closed and have steam
pipes extending down to different depths, so that by
letting steam into the oil an agitation is produced to
separate the light from the heavy pai'ts.

Claim.—Eirst, the arrangenient of one or more
steam jets a, in combination \rith the condensing coil

A, constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the steam jets d or d', applied in combina-
tion Tcith tanks C or C, and with the pipes carrying
the oil into said tanks, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

Third, the jets d* or d'* in combination with the
tanks C C, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Tom'th, the combination of the coU A, tanks C C C*,
steam jets a d d* d' d**, and coils Ic i, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

63,964—ISA.'^.c P. TiCE, iTew York, :NL Y.—
Spirit JTeter.—April 16, 1867 ; antedated April 5, 1867.

—The spirit is tested by the registering hydrometer,
the proof being recorded on the paper. It'then flows
into the measm'ing pans by the tUting hopper. These
pans are so constructed that the valves close when the
pans are exactly full, and they are then tilted by filling

the space above the diaphragms. The floats operate
the lever to release the hooks. The floats operate the
induction valve so as to stop the flow of spuit to the
meter in case the discharge pipe is closed.

Claim.—rii'st, the diaphragm measming can or
cans constructed so as to form a chamber above and
below, and provided with valves to admit and dis-

charge the liquid into and from the lower chamber of
each can by the movement or action of the latter,

substantially as specified.

Second, in combination with the measuring or
•weighing cans, the valves controlling the enti-y and
discharge of the liquid thereto or from, constructed
so as to spring or yield on the cans reaching the end
of their strokes to give time and space for the locking
of the raised can, essentially as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the diaphragm, measuring
or weighing cans, tUting hopper G-, and floats K K',
with locking and unlocking devices under control of
the floats, substantially as specified.

i'ourth, the combination with a liquid meter of a
device for closing the induction or passage of liquid

through the meter so operated or set in motion auto-

matically by the liquid in the eduction passage as to

prevent tampering with the meter, essentially as
herein set forth.

¥ifth, the combination with a vessel within the
meter of a detector, arranged within said vessel and
operated by the liquid rising therein to record any
attempt at tampering with the meter, substantially as

specified.

Sixth, the combination, in a spirit meter, of a hy-
di'ometric and thermometric register with a counter or
indicator of quantities for operation together by the
Aveight or action of the liquid, or other motor, in pass-
ing through the meter, essentially as specified.

63,965.—Thomas L. Upton, Farmington, W.
Va.

—

Medical Vegetable Liniment—A\n'il 16, 1867.

—

Composed of linseed oil., 1 qt. ; oU of spike, 1 qt.

;

spirits of tm'pentine, 1 qt. , alcoliol, 1 qt.
;
gum myrrh,

i lb.
;
gum camphor, 1 oz. ; capsicum, 1 oz.

Claim.—The liniment, consistiug of the ingredients
named in about the proportions specified, and com-
pounded substantially as and for the i)urposo set

forth.

63,96©.—Thomas L. Upton, Farmington, "W.
Ya.—Medical Vegetable Salve.—A-pvil 16, 1867.—Cora-
posed of the root of scrophularia marylandica, 2 lbs.

;

top of crigcron philadelphicum, 2 lbs. ; bark of ulmus
fulva, 2 lbs. ; of rcsina alba, 3 lbs.

;
gum camphor, i

lb.
;
pinus balsamea, 1 qt. ; castile soap, 1 lb. ; com-

mon rosin, 2 lbs.; beeswax, 3 lbs; mutton tallow,
5 lbs.

Clahn.—The salve, consisting t)f the ingredients
named in about the proportions specified, and com-
pounded substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

63,967.—PeterYon Lackum. St. Charles, Minn.
—Device for Sacking Grain.—A\)v\l 16, 1867.—The
grain is raised by an endless apron and buckets, and
is discharged through an adjustable tube, to which
bag hooks are attached.

Claim.—First, the elevator ABE, provided with
the adjustable tube a, having hooks for attaching the
bag or sack, arranged to operate substantially as shown
and described.
Second, the combination of the adjustable tube a,

cords &, lever d and ratchet/, when arranged forjoint
operation, as set forth.

63,968.—Peter Yoorhis, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Obstructing Ice in Bivers and Harbors.—April 16,

1867.—The iron-clad obstructors are made of cross
timbers, and are anchored as a guard fi-om floating*

ice for harbors, ferries, &c.
Claim.—The combination of floating iron-clad ob-

structors with anchors, arranged to operate sul)stan-

tially in the miinner and for the pm-poses herein be-

fore described.

63,969.-Thomas A. Warren, Gettysburg, Pa.—
Churn.—A-gi'il 16, 1867.—The dashers of the axial and
sleeve shafts respectively have a reverse motion in a
horizontal fluid box, and are steadied by a balance
wheel.

Claim.-^Th.e arrangement of the horizontal churn
box, provided with a curved cori'ugated or irregular

bottom, with the shaft C and and frame D, provided
with arms cZ, revolving in diff"crent directions, and
with the wheel K, the whole being constructed and
used in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

63,970.—G-ARDNER TVateks, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Purifying Mash for the Manufacture
of Vinegar.—April 16, 1867.—The mash is passed
through the vertical column, containing -perforated

plates. A cm-rent of steam enters below. A pipe
connects the column with a condenser.
Claim.—The apparatus made and operating sub-

stantially as set forth.

63,971.—Philip "Weck, Brooklyn, K". Y.—Seam-
ing Tool.—April 16. 1867.—The frame which fits and
revolves around the top of the can has adjustable

grooved rollers, which compress the cover round the
rim of the car.

Claim.—A tool consisting of a frame B, provided
with a series of rollers, whether more or less in num-
ber, when one or more of such rollers are arranged,
so as to be slid or moved in or out upon the said

frame, substantially as and for the purpose described.

63,972.—MiLO D. 'Wilder, Laporte, In^.—Cattle
PM?>ip.—April 16, 1867.—The hub of the operative
parts forms a sleeve upon the upper portion of the

pump barrel. The lever by which the gearing and
pump are operated is a pipe, which leads the water
to the trough at the end of the lever, which is rotated

by animal power.
Claim.—Tha tubular driving lever C, in combina-

tion with a pump and a trough, which pump is ope-

rated by gearing, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described.

63,973 ^E. S. Wilkins andJohn Straw, Stowe,
Yt.—Mop Squeezer.—A^yM 16, 1867 ; antedated March
14, 1867.—The frame is clamped to the pail by an ad-

justable hoop. The side boards in conjunction with
press boai-ds are operated by the treadle to squeeze the

mop. A tapering lever, having a coiled wire spring,

presses against the roller, and thi-ows open the press

boards.
Claim.—ThQ treadle E,, mop squeezer G- and H,

and spring lever M and pail B, when ai-ranged, com-
bined, and operated as herein described and for the

purposes set forth.

63,974.—Horace S. Wolf, Rolling Prairie, Ind.

—Gaic—April 16, 1867.—The lever is pivoted on top
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of the back post -vvith a fulcrum near the middle, and
is adjusted by an upright lever in front, held in posi-

tion by a swing* piu entering notches in the frame.
Claim.—The application of the lever herein de-

scribed, by means of which to elevate tlie entire gate,

and that too with the least possible labor.

63,975.—Geo. "W. Wood, Richmond, Ind.—Ink-
ing J.p^rtrflat;>.—April 16, 1807.—The fountains hav-
ing various colored ink are supported on bent arms
and ink is taken from their rollers by " composition"
rollers on vibrating arms similarly bent. These lat-

ter rollers carry the ink to belts which pass around
adjustable rollers and under distributing rollers to a
common roller, beneath which they communicate ink
to the type rollers. The Avhole system of rollers and
belts is'actuated by a rack on the reciprocating bed.

The journals at one end of the distributing rollers are
alternately right and left screw threaded, so that the
reciprocation of the bed causes a like end motion to

said rollers.

Claim.—First, the nse in an inlting apparatus of
one or more inking belts for conveyingthe ink wliether
applied automatically from a fountain or by hand.
Second, the combination of a fountain from which

the ink is transferred to the inking belts and the dis-

tributing rollers.

Third, the combination of one or more inking belts,

and the composition rollers from which the ink is

transferred to the type.
Fomth, the combination of the driving roller I, the

inking belts and distributing rollers tmming upon
theii' axis, and having a longitudinal reciprocating
motion.

Fifth, the arrangement of the distributing rollers

and inking belts, so that the former shall have a rev-
olution upon their axes, and at the same time an al-

ternately reciprocatiug motion in opposite directions
longituciinallj- in contact with the face of the belt.

Sixth, the combination of the adjustable fountains,
the soft rollers attached to an oscillating frame, and
adjustable rollers ai-ound which the inking belts arc
carried.

63,976.—John Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Steam,
^Engine Governor.—April 16, 1867.—Water is forced
beneath a piston which is*dcpressed by a spring ; the
piston rod is connected to a lever which operates the
governor valve. The receiving pipe and discharge
pipe of the cylinder enter the same tank and the out-

flow is regulated l)y a valve. Increased speed of the
engine raises the piston and partially closes the gov-
ernor valve. A further acceleration in speed opens
the valve of an additional discharge pipe to relieve

the pressure and prevent fractm-e of the parts.

Claim.—The piston i, spring n, and coimcctions k
I to the throttle valve, in combination with the pump
a and valve q, operated by a connection s, to the pis-

ton i, as and for the pm'poses specified.

63,977.-Sylvester C. Wright, Fitchburg, Mass.—Friction C latch.—The smaller gear and conical
clutch plate are connected to the tubular shaft, upon
which the larger gear revolves loosely until by th'^

revolution of the nut the clutch plate is di'awn into

the recessed face of the larger gear wheel and clutched
thereto. The auxiliary nut screws on the axial shaft
and the main nut upon the sleeve, the two being co-

active.
Claim.—For effecting the movements of the clutch

plate D, the combination of the auxiliary male screw
h, and its bar or nut E with the nut G, and its male
screw/, having then- threads pitched in opposite di-

rections to those of the screw h, and nut E, the Avhole
being applied substantially as explained to the parts
or shaft C and H, projecting fi'om the gears A B, and
the clutch D, as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the auxiliary nut E, and
its screw h, at either end of the shaft H, as hereinbe-
fore set forth, when combined with plate D, tube c,

and nut G.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the oil passages k I, with the bearing F, the shaft
C, and the clutch plate D, applied to the shaft by
means substantially as specified.

63,978.—C. E. Billings, Hartford, Conn.—Z>ie
/or Forming SJiattle i'Va)«e5.—April 16, 1867.—The
cavity in the lower die forms the outside of the frame

and the projection on the upper die forms the top
and cavity of the frame as the die di'ops or is pi'essed
upon the bar of heated metal. A second set of dies
without a cavity for the neck smooths the cold blank
and finishes the shuttle frame.
Claim.—First, the dies C and D, with cavity a and

projection b, for the purpose of forming the shuttle
fi-ame, arranged substantially in the manner described.
Second, the dies E and F, the cavity c, and projec-

\

tion d, for the purpose of finishing the shuttle frame,
arranged substantially in the manner described.

63,979.—Phillip Hinkle, San Francisco, Cal.,
assignor to himself and Charles S. Capp, same
place.

—

Machine for Grinding and Amalgamating
Ores.—April 16. 1867.—The pan lias vertical, interior
walls made up of renewable sections against which
operate tlie mullcrs which are pivoted to vertical posts
on the rotary dis>k, and when revolved are driven by
centrifugal force against the walls of the pan. The
pulp escaping upwardly is conducted again by the
dish-shaped cover to the' center, to be again subjected
to trituration, passing on its way the current-break-
ing ring and annular groove containing mercury.

Claiin.—First, the employments of the renewable
side dies G G, to form a perpendicular grinding sur-
face on the sides of the tub or pan, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose d.escribed.

Second, the employment of the perpendicular miU-
ler hangers E E, loosely hung on the pins C C, carry-
ing the renewable muUers or grinding plates F F, of
the shape shown in the drawings, thrown and passed
laterally by centrifugal force against the perpendic-
ular grinding surface G G, when the arms B B are
revolved, with the supporting lip I, and bearing sur-
face D, upon tlie arms B B, by which aiTangement
the pressure is lightest at the feeding point and
heaviest at the heel of the muller, and also the pro-
vision for loading the muller hanger to counterbal-
ance the loss of weight by wear of the face of the
muUer- F, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

Third, the shape and arrangement of the cover of
the pan U, so as to form a iiattened funnel-shaped
dish, with annular grooves S, for mercury, and raised
current-breaking ring W, on its upper surface, the
collars or projecting flange V with the apertures K, R,
under it, by Vv'hich the escape of the pulp is ijermittod,
and its cm-rent directed so that it is returned to the
center, and a continual circulation maintained.

63,980.-Wm. H. Andrews, :N'ew Haven, Conn.—Attaching Knobs to Dooi' Latches.—April 23,1867.

—

The rose is retracted to the knob, andwhen the screw
is inserted into the sleeve and spindle, is slipped back,
covering the screw, and is secured to the door.

Claim.—First, the combination of the plate b with
the spindle C and knob B, constructed and arraJiged
in the manner and for the j)urpose substantially as set
forth.

Second, the rose E, constructed in the manner de-
scribed, in combination with the plate b, and the knob
and spindle arranged so as to insert and cover the
screw or i)in a, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

63,981.-Gideon AuGHiNBAUGH, Portland, Ore-
gon.— Gold Separator.—April 23, 1867; antedated
Ai-)ril 19, 1867.—The shaker is supported upon bars
in the frame, is operated by cams, and contains a
series of sieves provided with ripi)les ; to the ujjper one
is attached a hojiper.

Claim.—The principle of constructing series of
sieves provided with bars or ripples and placing the
sieves in an inclined shaker for the purpose of sepa-
rating gold from earth, and the principle of operating
said shaker upon pivots, and the direct application of
eccentrics to the shaker.

63,982.—John A. Bachman, Lambertville, N. J.
—Machine for Grinding the Surface of Marble or
Stone.—A^vW 23, 1867.—The tray has vertical slots to
allow the passage of water and sand, and a socket to

receive a spindle to which the handle is attached, and
supports the water A'cssel.

Claim,.—A metal plate with rim and openings, com-
bined with a v^'ater vessel and handle, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as herein described
and set forth.
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63,983.—Hiram Barker, Am-ora, Ind.—Broovi
Head.—April 23, 18G7.—One end of each binding -u-irc

is attacliedto tlie cylinder and the other passes through
slots iu the sleeve to the handle within. On turning
the latter the wii-es tighten on the corn, and the posi-

tion is maintained by nails.

Claim.—The cylinder B and binding Tvires or cords
E, aiTanged substantially as described, in combina-
tion with the broom handle A and plug C, with their

adjuncts, the holes b b and a, substantially as and for

the ijurpose set forth.

63,984.— E. M. Bates, East Eochester, Ohio,
assignor to himself, J. li. and G. W. Sanor, Han-
overton, Ohio.

—

Valve Gear.—April 23, 1867.—The
two ends of the valve rod, attached to the valve and
eccentric respectively, are connected to a cross-head
on the fi-ee end of an oscillating frame, which is ad-
justed by a screw in a direction perpendicular to the
valve rod, thereby adjusting the cut-off.

Claim.—First, the screw F, shaft D, cross-head C,
and stay J, as arranged in combination with the frame
A, for the purpose and in the manner set forth.

Second, the frame K, cross-heads L and C, when
arranged and operated conjointly by the eccentric rod
O, valve rod M, and adjusting screw F, for the pur-

Ijose and in the manner as substantially described.

63,985.—L. M. Bates, ISTewark, Ohio.—Spring
for Bed Bottoms and other Purposes.—April 23, 1867.

—The upper head of the rubber spring is suspended
from strips attached to the frame ; the slats are sus-

pended on the lower head.
Claim.—The tensile spring A, composed of elastic

gum and furnished with two heads, as and for the
pm-pose described.

63,986.—Geo. H. Bechtel, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ice Pitcher.—Aprd 23, 1867.—The inner shell is made
in one piece to avoid the danger from opening joints,

and the upper part of the pitcher enlai-ges for greater
ease and safety in filling.

Claim.—In 'double or ice pitcher, the making of
the inner shell or jacket in one piece, and without a
joint, so as to prevent its liability to leak, substan-
tially as described.
Also, in combination with double-jacketed or ice

pitcher, the making of the inner area thereof greater
above its central portion than below that point, when
this is attained hj curved or arched top, bottom, and
sides, and without angular joints, as and for the pui'-

pose described.

63,987.—Thomas H. Berrt, Lynn, Mass.—Pre-
paring Coffee for Transportation.—April 23, 1867.

—

A solution of French isinglass, 1 oz.; and water, 4 oz.

to each pound of coffee is used. The mass is thoroughly
mixed and molded to form.

Claim.—The above-described composition of mat-
ter, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

63,988.—Albert BixGHAar, K"ewtonviUe, Mass.—Window Latch.—April 23, 1867.—The beveled catch
on the upper sash projects through a slotted plate on
the lower sash, and is secm'ed by the spring lever
attached to the latter.

Claim.—The combination of the lever D, the slotted
plate C, the springs S, and beveled catch E, the whole
forming an automatic window latch, applied and ope-
rating as above set forth.

63,989.—A. H. Braixerd, Pome, 1^. Y.—Churn.
—April 23, 1867.—The dashers consist of perforated
hinged plates which are journaled in the sides of the
tub, and also to a central vertically moving portion
which is reciprocated in guides. Slides cover the
opening thi-ough which the dasher rods pass.
Claim.—First, the hinged dasher or dashers L. M,

connected to the gate K and to the side of the chm-n
respectively, and operating as described.

Second, the arrangement of the series of compart-
ments ABC and the hinged dashers, operating sim-
ultaneously by the three-throw crank, substantially
as desciibed.

Thii-d, the hollow and slotted slide covering the
orifice through which the chm-n dasher reciprocates.

63,990.—PUFUS Brunsox, Chicago, \\\.—Brick
Pres«.—April 23, 18G7.—The follower is operated by

the motion of the lever, which has a segmental voluto
rack, engaging racks on tvro of the toggle plates and
connected to the central pivot of the opposite plates
through a slot in the former.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
side plates B, jointed plates C, with the rack V, and
follower G, as operated l)y the lever T. ratchet S, and
rod R, and forming a diamond-shaped press, as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

63,991.—JAiiES B. Cary, Millersburg, Iowa,
assignor to Cary and Youxg.—Tinners' Fire Pot.—
April 23, 1867.—The perforated tubes are connected
to a plate secured by staples and pins in the side
opening of the fire pot.

Claim.—The soldering iron tubes// as secured to
case a with catch o, as set forth in the specifications.

63,992.—John C. Chapmax, Cambridgeport,
Mass.—Boring Tool.—April 23, 1867.—The tapering
plug has sliding cutters fed forward on an inclined
plane by a suitable feed motion to bore a tapering
hole.

Claim.—The combination of the tapering plug A,
arbor B, and sliding cutter or cutters a, with the nut
D, all arranged and operating substantially as herein
set forth.

63,993

—

Hezekiah M. Clark, West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to himself and E. A. EIelsey, same
l)Vdee.—Bed Bottom.—April 23, 1867.—The transverse
slats rest on half elliptic slotted springs attached to
the side bars.

Claim.—The combination of the frame E, half
elliptic slotted springs B, attached to ends of trans-
verse slats A, as and for the purpose specified.

63,994.—Carletox Clifford, Adams. X. Y.,
assignor to himself, A. W. Lake, and T. P. Saux-
ders, same i>\iice.—Breiving J.Ze.—April 23, 1867.

—

The ale after coming from the coolers is put into
casks with discharge tubes at tof> which empty into
troughs, the ale settling in which passes back through
return pipes. 'Water is supplied below the troughs
to regulate the temperature, and passing down pipes
flows" through central chambers in the barrels and
escapes by the Avaste pipe at the end.
Claim.—First, the close cask or tank A provided

with the discharge tube C, or its equivalent, and em-
ployed to contain ale or other liquor while undergoing
fermentation, substantially as and for the pui'pose
specified.

Second, the combination with the above of the ele-

vated receiving trough or box.B, and return tube D,
arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

Third, the water chamber c in combination with
the receiving trough B, substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the cask A, tubes C D,

trough B, bos B', pipe or tube E, and \^-ater cylinder
F, ail arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

63,995.—LuciAX B. Craji, 'Wcathersfield. Yt.—
Liniment.—April 23, 1867.—Composed of oil origa-

num, spirits of ammonia, and spirits of turpentine,
each 1 ptirt, alcohol 3 parts.
Claim.—The combination of the four above named

simple ingredients in the proportions of each, or sub-
stantially'in the proportions of each above stated, for

the uses and purposes above mentioned, as a new and
valuable preparation for the treatment and cui"0 of
diseases and injmies, as above set forth.

63,996.—Pobert Creuzbaur.Xcw York, X. Y.—Connecting Links and Hooks.—April 23, 1867.

—

The pivoted hook plates have concentric and coun-
terpart tongues and grooves which engage and pre-
vent spreading of the same.
Claim.—First, providing links and hooks with

strengthening shoulders, substantially as described.
Second, providing for locking as well as strength-

ening connecting links, substantially as dcscr'ibca.

63,997.—JoHX A. Daxti, Is^ew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and William F. Daxx, same
place.— TFoorf Bending Machine.—Apvil 23, 1867.—
The metal straps ai-e bent with the stuff to prevent
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splintering, and arc remored with the "former" and
stuft" to preserve the latter in form iintil seasoned.

Claim.—First, the an-angcinent of one or more
cranks D in combination ivithtlieir respective hooks
T and links/, operatius" in connection with a former
I, so as to force the wood dowJi upon the former,
snbstantially in tlie manner herein set forth.

Second, a mechanism snbstantially as described,
which operating- m combination with a former, forces
the wood down upon and automatically secures it to
tbe said former, .substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

Third, the adjustable cams or levers S, operating
substantially in'the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

63,998.—Jonx Daxner and Samuel Banner,
Canton, Ohio.—lied Bottom.—A])vi\ 23, 18fi7.—The
slats have metallic plates attached beneath near the
ends, which slide in branching plates secured to
transverse bars near each end of the bedstead. The
slides admit flexion, and shoulders on the upper plates
prevent displacement. Cords are stretched over the
slats l}etween the horns of the lower plates.
Claim.—In combination with the slats of a bed or

lounge bottom and the bearers that support it, the
casting a b made and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

63,999.—Joseph Davis, Jr., Templeton, Mass.—
i«,„p._AprU 23, 1867 ; antedated October 23, 1866.—
The upper lip of the conical, expansive, adjustable
tube within the lamp is comx)res3ed to allow the in-

sertion of the fibrous material through the annular
space between it and the neck, and by a tapered plug
is afterward expanded till it enters the recess in the
cap, by which it is retained. There are vents for the
fluid through the lower lip of the tube.

Claim.—The application of an expansive tube or
case and a mass of cotton or fibrous stuffing to a lamp
reservoir, substantially in manner as described, such
tube in course of its application and after the inser-
tion of the cotton or filling being expanded as ex-
plained.
Also, the lamp as constructed, with the tube-receiv-

ing recess, as explained.
Also, the improved lamp as constructed with the

expansil:)le tube and the receiving recess therefor, and
as having a mass of cotton or fibrous material ar-

ranged in its reservou- and about such tube, as set
forth,

64,000.—Geo. W. Earl and James H. Hawiey,
K-'ilamg.7j)o, Mich.

—

Appa I'atusfor liegistering Games
of Billiards.—April 23, 18G7.—Tlie long actuaiing
hand indicates the points made, and the other liands
the ]iumbcr of games in regular progression, and in
sets of tT^'clve respectively. Each revolution of the
actuating hand causes one'blow upon the bell.

Claim.—First, combining the hand A, the arbor B,
the cam C and the draft ratchet D with each other,
and with the indicating face of the machine, in such
a manner that while the points of a game from one to
one hundred can be indicated by said hand, and a re-

versed movement be imparted thereto at any portion
of its revolution short of an entire game, yet the mo-
ment that it passes said point a stop is interposed to
prevent any backward movement' of said hand, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the hand A, the arbor
B, the cam C, the draft ratchet D, the ratchet wheel
E, the tu1)ular arbor i, and the indicating hand j, with
each other in such a manner that the said hand j will
indicate upon the face of the machine the number of
games and half games played from a half game to
twelve games, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the hand A, the arbor B,
the cam C, the draft ratchet I), the ratchet wheel E,
the tnlndar arbor i, the pinion k, the toothed Avheel I,

the pinion vi, the toothed wheel n, and the tubular
arbor o, with each other and with the hand p, in such
a manner tliat the said hand 2> will indicate upon the
face of the machine the number of games played from
twelve to one hundred and forty-four, substantially as
herein set forth.

64,001.— "Wm. H. Eckert, Syracuse, IST. T.—
Plane Iron.—April 23, 1867.—The cap has a short

slot wider than that of the cutting iron, and receives
a nut into which the coupling screw is received.
Claim.—The nut n, in combination with the plan-

ing iron A, the screw .v, and the cap C, made and ope-
rated substantially as and for the purposes described.

Also, the slot A, in tlie cap C, when made to fifc

upon the nut n and applied to planing ii'ons, substan-
tially as described.

64,003—M. Eldridce and P. A. Beed, Alex-
andria, Va.

—

Grain Elevator and Dumping Appa-
ra««s.—April 23, 18()7.—Tlie elevating rope is attached
to a bail whose ends engage two other bails, to Avhose
ends the platform is hung. The corners of one side
of the platform have sockets which traverse two ver-
tical slide rods, having adjustable stops by which the
plattbrm is tilted.

Claim:—First, the platform D, in combination with
the swivels m, which furnish pivots for the platform,
whereby it assumes alternate inclined and horizontal
positions, snbstantially as described.
Second, the guide bars n, in combination with the

spring o' and stops O, as and for thepm-pose set forth.

Third, the hoisting and dumping apparatus con-
structed as explained.

64,003.— "Wm. H. Elliott, I^gw York, IST. T.,
assignor to John Kingdon, Washington, D. C.

—

Hay
Loader.—April 23, 18G7.—Tlie arm of the crane is

swung round toward the hay and the fork inserted
therein, swinging it from tlie gTOund ; the spu'al spring
then acts on the'pulleys to which it is attached, winds
up the cord, and the pawl falling catches the pulley
and retains the hay at the requisite height for pitch-
ing on to the load.

Claim.—First, the employment of an adjustable
cord I between the arm of the crane and the fork^,
substantially as herein shown.
Second, the employment of ptilleys / and i, in com-

bination with spring k and cord I for tho purpose of
taking up the latter after it has been drawn out, sub-
stantially as specified.

Third, connecting together pawl h and bolt e so
that any motion given to the former will move the
latter, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, so combining pawl h and bolt e with cord
I that the latter shall operate the two former, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, pivoting pawl h to movable arm g, so that
these devices may have a little motion around the
center of the pulleys, substantially as herein shown.

64,004.—George P. Ells, Troy, ]^. Y.—ILand
Card.—April 23, 1867.—Explained b'y the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—A hand card having a wooden stock so
formed with a rib or ribs h as to thereby cover or
protect the edge or edges c of the leather or other
sheet-like material D, which holds the teeth of the
card, substantially as herein described.

64,005.—EiCHAUD H. Emerson, Fond duLac,
"Wis.— Windlass.—April 23, 1867.—The rope passes
around the loose drum of the power shaft and the
tight drum of the other shaft, being crossed between.
The grooved guide pulleys are supported on a spring
bar, and are depressed by levers to check the rope.
The power is communicated through gear wheels of
the two shafts.

Claim.—A windlass having shaft a, wheel &, drum
pulley c, wheel d, drum pulley /, pulleys g g', elastic

m' spring bar i, levers h h', arranged, combined, con-
structed and operating substantially as described!

64,006. —Luther H. Farnsworth, Hudson,
Mass.—Tool Eandle.—A])Yi\ 23, 18iiT.—The furcated
pronged stock has a metallic collar fitting round the
extremities of the prongs and against the shoulders
thereof. The space between the i)rongs is filled with
a heart piece of timber.

Claim.—The coral)ination and arrangement of tho
metallic shouldered prongs and tho liead constituting
the stock A with the metallic collar G and the heart
piece B, the whole being made substantially as speci-

fied.

Also, the stock A made with the head, the series of
prongs, and the shotilders thereof, as described.
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64,007.—Lorenzo Fultox, Edinbur^, Ind.—
Loio Water Indicator.—A^y\\ 23, 1867.—The loTrer

end of a steam pipe opens into tlie boiler at the Iott

water line, and this pipe at a distance from the boiler
has an euveloinng- chamber containing liquid which
will be eraporated by the admission ot^steam into the
pipe, which steam passes through a pipe beneath the
trigger valve and raising the same releases the safety
valve and sounds an alarm.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the pipe D, in

connection vrith the chamber C, substantially as shown
and described for the purpose of conveying a signal
to a point at any desired distance, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the pipes B C and D
with the disk E and trigger J, substantially as and
for the pui'pose set forth.

Third, the equalizing pipe M, in combination with
the boiler A and pipe B, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

64,008.—Eeederick Baumgartner, Brooklyn,
IT. Y.—Shifting Rail for Carriage >S'e«^.?.—April 23,
1867.—The shifting rail is attached to the stationary
rail by hooks and clamps, so that when removed there
may be no jirojections to tear the clothes, &c.

(7Zai5?i.—SecuriQgthe shifting railD to the station-
ary rail B of the carnage seat A by means of hooks
E ^Gr and screw buttons or clamps H, substantially in
the manner herein shov»m and described and for the
pm'pose set forth,

64,009.—Dexter G-ray, Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
—Sheep Back and Shelter.—Af,vi\23, 1867.—The grain
boxes and feed troughs ai'c moimted on runners, the
frame rising to the required height to hold up the cross
timbers that sustain the shelter roof. Portable hay
racks are suspended li-om the frame. Transferable
doors are suspended on pins for protection from
storms.

Claim.—Eirst, a portable stock shelter and feeding
arrangement, combining the arrangement of rnuuG--.s

a, troughs K, grain boxes I, hay "racks E, movable
doors g, plates c and cross timbers d, substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with a jiortable stock
shelter, the douDle troughs K K, with or without their
separate chambers for each animal, in combinaiion
with a grain box, containing the bottom o, slide P,
cut-off bottom r' and lever g, and partition m, all

constnicted and operated substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, in coml^ination with a portable stock shelter,

the movable and transferable doors g, for the purposes
named.
Eourth, in combination with a portable stock

shelter, the movable racks E, for the pni-pose set
forth.

Fifth, in portable stock shelters the combination
and arrangement of troughs K K K and their grain
boxes III, with the racks E E, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Sixth, in combination with a portable stock shelter,

elevating the hay racks and center feed troughs, so
as to secui-e all the ground room for the pui'poses set
forth.

Seventh, a grain feeding box for stock, combining
the sides, bottom o, slide P, cut-off bottom r, lever q
and openings n. in each, for the purpose of feeding
gToin in measured quantities, as set forth.

64,010.-11. S. Grummox, iS^'ewark, K J.—Top
Prop for Carriages.—April 23, 18G7.—The outer end
of the socket forms a shoulder against which the joint
bars are drawn by the head of the screw bolt. The
thimble fits over the socket, and is pressed against
the leather covering to exclude moistm-e.

Claim.—The solid-headed screw C, when used in
combination with the socket B and thimble D, con-
structed and operated substantially as described for

the puripse specified.

64,011.—Thomas IIaigii, Liverpool, England,
and EouEUT Adam Robertson, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignors to E. F. Prentiss, TVm. D. Piiilurick, and
"William J. Parsons.—Apparatxts for Boiling, Cool-
ing, and Fermenting Malt Liquors.—April 23, 1P67

;

antedated April 9, 1867.—The mash tun is connected
with the wort boiler and the water henting cistern.

The wort is discharged do-R-nwai'd into the hop back,

and from thence into the fermenting vessel, passing
through the cooling pipes, which are slightly in-
clined fi-om the vertical, and are surrounded \v a
cm-rent of water. The flow of water for cooling the
wort is regulated by the expansion of ah- in the hollow
floating head of the fermenting vessel.
Claim.— First, dividing the supply cistern into

several compartments, and arranging a zigzag air
passage above the water communicatiug with the ash
pit of a steam boiler, or other furnace for generating
a draft of aii' over the surface of the waterIn the sup-
ply cistern, substantially and in the manner herein-
before described and set forth, or any mere modifica-
tion of the same.

Second, the peculiar mode ofconstructing the double
bottom of the wort-boiling pan, as hereinbefore de-
scribed and set forth, or any mere modification of the
same.

Third, forming the refrigerator columns with small
chambers at the top and bottom of the small vertical
pipes, as hereinbefore desciibed and set forth, or any
mere modification of the same.
Fourth, the peculiar form and arrangement of the

floating cover for the fermenting tuns, as hereinbefore
described and set forth, or any mere modification of
the same.

Fifth, the peculiar construction and arrangement
of the various parts of the self-acting temperature-
regulating apparatus, and the mode of counteracting
the fluctuations in the pressure of the external atmos-
phere, as hereinbefore described, or any mere modifi-
cation of the same-

Sixth, and lastly, the general arrangement, combi-
nation, construction, and use of the aj)paratus here-
inbefore described and set forth, or any mere modifl-
cfition of the same, for the purpose of boiling, cooling,
and fermenting malt liquors, or other useful purposes.

64,012.—David TV. Hendrickson, New Tork>
]^. Y.—Blast Furnace.—A^tU. 23, 1867.—The annular
boiler is placed on top of aud forms part of the fur-

nace. Tuyere pipes enter the steam space in the
boUer, and blast pij^es from the furnace pass through
the water, and have exit into the flue. Other pipes,
having stop cocks, throw upward jets of steam into
the flue. The inner side of the boiler forms a fru&tal

top to the furnace immediately beneath the flue.

Claim.—The arrangement of the boiler A, hot-air
tubes d d and hot-blast pipes B^ B^ B^ B^ and stop
cocks c c, all substantially as described and shown in
the accompanying di-awings.

64,013.—LuciAN Hill, 'Novth Brookfield, Mass,—Fan.—April 23, 1867.—The circulai- fan is pivoted
in the center between the brauehes of the handle,
which is turned one quarter round when the fan is to
be closed, its hinged creases permitting it to fold arid

an elastic loop holding it shut.

Claim.—First, a folding fan pivoted in the center
and operating as described.
Second, the combination of the fan part. A with the

branches B B of the handle C, substantially as set

fortli.

Third, the combination with the fan part A and
handle C of the loop or clasp D, substantiafiy as and
for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, making the handle C from two pieces B B,
united at both ends as described, and cut or ciu'ved

out to receive the fan part A, as shown and described.

64,014—Gardiner L. Holt, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself and James M. Thompson, same
place.

—

Oiler.—April23, 1867.—A ballast ring is placed
in the bottom of the oiler and Avires are stretched
diametrically across this ring to limit the play of the
spring bottom.
Claim.—The combination of the ring B and one or

more bars a b, arranged aud constructed substantially

as set forth.

64,015.—George Houghton, Hudson, Mass.—
Shoe.—Aim\ 23, 1867.—xV metallic strip overlaps the
seam and is secm-ed to the leather on each side.

Claim.—The staying or fastening of sewed seams
in the upper leathers'of boots aud shoes and other
articles by menus of a strip of thin metal extending on
each side of the soam, whether the same is folded or
extends over the edge and grasps both sides of the

leather or other material or not.
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64,016.—Silas Land, PhUadelphia, Va.—Self-
acting Eyelet i?rtffe??.—April 23, 18(i7.—The battens

have slotted eyelets for the screws whereby the boai-ds

of sii^ns, <fcc.,'are attached.
C^«i»i.—The coinl)ination of the slotted eyelets C

with battens B, arranged and operating in relation

to signs or other boai-ds, substantially in the manner
described and for the pm-poses specified.

64,017.—Joseph M.vxley, Hope, 'Ho.—Stanch-
ion for Cattle—Ain-U 23, 1867.—The pivoted blocks

of the stanchion permit the animal to tnrn to a
given extent. One standard is permanently secm'cd
into the pivoted upper block; the other entering
through a groove in the end, passes a hinged stop

block, -which dropping, keeps it in positsou.

Clabiu—AU tlic parts of Fig. 1, except the top and
bottom pieces A and B of the common tie-up—that
is, all the parts C M I D E F G, whicli are connected
together, and the said grooves, and said cut or mortise
H, and the thickenecT part of said top piece B, (to

admit of said groove,) and which make up the double
swinging stanchion, which swings both ways, which
aUow's the animal fastened to turn the head either
way, as before mentioned, when standing or lying
down, and to lie ou either side with comfort.

64,018.-^ATiiEW F. Maurt, Liverpool, Eng-
land.

—

Fastening of Wire or wire Hoxje Together.—
April 23, 18G7.—The ends are secured together by (i

weaving knot.
Claim.—The tie herein described and shown upon

the drawings, when the same is used to connect the
ends of -wii-e or wire rope that is employed in baling
cotton or other like material, substantially iu the
manner set forth.

64,019—George McCoy, ]N"ew York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Aerated Waters.—April 23, 1867.

—

The hooped vessel has metallic head plates joined by
stay rods, and the gas being introduced, the water is

projected therein in small jets that it may more inti-

mately intermingle therewith.
Claim.—First, a vessel for the manufacture of soda

water or other aerated liquids, or for holding the
same after being manufactured, having its sides made
of wood secm'cXl by ii'on bands or hoops, and its two
ends provided with'metaUic head platesjoined together
by stay rods or braces, and the whole constructed
substantially as described.
Second, in the manufacture of soda water and other

aerated liquids, discharging the water or other liquid
into the vessel containing the gas or gases with which
it is to be charged in the'fonn of small jets or spray,
or any other equivalent fonn, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

64,020.-^0HN McMahel, Hamilton, Ohio.—Tot/.
—April 23, 18G7.—The ball after projection from the
cup is reinstated by a cord connecting it to a spiral
spring in the handle.
Claim

.

—The cup A and ball E, in combination with
spiral recoiling wire or spring D, for guiding the ball
to the cup, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

64,021.—Trumax Merriam andA. G. Allex,
Waterloo, ^\^.—Steam Generator.—April 23, 1867

;

antedated April 19, 1867.—A series of cylinders in
tiers one above tlie other are connected by pipes
foi-med in their end plates ; the upper tier has pipes
connected with a force pump, by which water or oil

is introduced into the steam. The furnace walls have
water pipes cast within them for the water supply,
The upper portion of the furnace walls are latticed or
closely perforated for attachment of fire clay with
which the inside is coated.

Claiyn.—First, the combination of the cylinders E
F G, arranged in successive tiers above the furnace
and connected by pipes foi-med in their end plates
with a corresponding set of similar cylinders into
which the steam is passed from the first set, and in
which it is temperect by the introducrion of water or
oil, substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Second, the perforated or latticed metallic walls of
the furnace when constracted and arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

Thii-d, the an-augemcnt of the tank C, iuductiou

pipe H, pump I, eduction pipes K, and the fui-naco
walls, substantially as set forth.

64,022.—JosErn Merwix, Xew York, IN". Y.—
Button-hole for Paper Collars.—April 23, 1867; an-
tedated April 8, 1867.—Circular apertures termn\ate
each end of the button-hole forming beds for the shank
of the button.

Claim.—The construction in collars of a button-
hole formed 1)y holes of circular shape or thereabouts,
at opposite cuds of a connecting cut or slit, the edges
of wliich constitute flaps or wings, substantially as
specified.

64,023.—John Milrot, Edinburgh, Scotland.—
Excavator.—April 23, 1867.—The frame is supported
Avhen lowering, bj' chains connected by a monkey
hook to the main chains, and when this 'hook is dis-

engaged the points of the spades are drawn up to tho
frame to form a close bottom ; the frame is then raised
by chains, each of which is connected to a spade near
the point of the latter. This is intended specially for
excavating in closed shafts, or cotfer dams.
Claim.—First, the framework 2, to the outer edges

of which are hinged directly a series of spades I, in
combination with the within-described system of
chains A and B, the whole being arranged and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Second, the combination of the above with the
hook 7, constructed and operating in combination
with the chains attached to the frame and to the
spades, as described.

64,024.—F. B. Morse, Is'ew Haven, Conn.—
Joint for Carriage-top Braces.—April 23, 1867.—The
conical hinge joint on the stump alleviates the strain
on the screw bolt.

Claim.—The herein-described stump joint as an
improved article of manufacture, consisting in the
combination of the two i)arts A and B, when con-
structed and arranged together by a conical joint,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

64,025.—George T. Parrt, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Generator Water Gauge.—April 23, 1867.

—

The glass front is secured between a semicircular
back and flat strips in front, and the gauge connects
with the boiler by pipes, entering below the low-water
line and in the steam space.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

plates B C and D, whereby the water is shown in a
thin sheet, substantially a-s'set forth.

64,026.—George T. Parry, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—
Boiler Feeder.—April 23, 1867.—A pipe ascends from
the water level in the boiler and has an inverted U-
form ; it discharges by an aniAilar mouth into the ex-
tension of the feeder. Immediately beneath is the
mouth of a pipe passing thi'ough a check valve in the
bottom of the boiler. The fall of water exposes the
former pipe to steam, which injects the water into the
boiler through the latter.

Claim.—First, in combination with the generator
A and feeder B, the pipe C, with its orifice C, and
the pipe D, when ai-rangcd to operate substantially as
described.
Second, in combination with the generator A and

feeder B, the pipes U and C F, and fioat G, and valve,
arranged to operate substantially as described.

64,027.-Dax Pease, Floyd, 2s^. Y.—Smut mil.
—April 23, 1867.—Improvement on his patent, Sep-
tember 22, 1863. The grain from the smut cylinder
passes through a tortuous passage to expose it to the
action of the cmTCut of aii- to remove impurities and
worthless grain.
Claim.—The spreader shown separately in figure 3

and as connected with tlie smut mill shown in figures
2 and 3, and fully described in the specification, the
whole being constructed, adapted, and arranged sub-
stantially in the mimner herein set forth.

64,028.-Watsox Peck, Yor^,'m.—CoolingMUk.
-April 23, 1867.—The milk passes from the strainer
through a coiled pipe witliin a tank of cold water.
C laim.—The combination and application, as herein

described.
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64,029.—G-USTAVUS Perkixs, Burlington, Vt.—
Machine for Boiling Dough, Crushing Sugar, dc.—
April 23, 1867.—The rollers are attached to the pivoted,
fi'ame \rit]i adjustable gauges for rolling dough to any
required thickness. Meat-mangling and cutting roUers
ai-e also attachable.

Claim..—TJae comliination of the metallic rollers h
Q or E., the gauges m m, the arms i i, as api^lied to
the above pm-pose.
Also, the construction of the entii'e machine, all as

herein substantiallv described and for the purpose set
forth.

64,030.—S. M. Perkixs, Morrison, la.— Whiffle-
free Hook.—April 23, 1867. Improvement on "his

patent, ilx'ovember 29, 1859.—The rubber -washer fits

in the chambered cap, which has a projection fitting
into a noteli in the shoulder of the projecting stem to
keep the said cap from turniug.
Claim.—The chambered cap B and washer C, the

said several parts being respectively constructed and
the whole combined and arranged for use substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

64,031.—Jacob S. Peterson, Springdale, Ohio.—
Weather Strip.—April 23, 1S67.—The cam on the door
when j)ressed against the roller in the jam depresses
the rod and its attendant fiap against the raobet of
the carpet sill, excluding di'aft and rain. When re-

opened the spiral spring on the rod raises the flap and
projects the cam.

Claim.—The strip or flap E, adapted to close against
the rebate of the carpet sill by the impact of the cam
K and roller D, and to be retracted by means of a
spring M, substantially as set forth.

64,032.—Thomas 'W. Prather, Iowa City, Iowa.—Removing Buildings.—April 23, 1867.—The winch
is connected by a train of gearing to a roller jour-
naled in the depending arms of the plate rest. This
roller journal projects^o receive an outrigger pulley.
Claim.—The combination of the truck wheels,

crank, cog wheels, shaft, platform and screw, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,033.—ALEXA^^)ER ]S!". Eedjian, Charlestown
Mass.—i'^iZe Cutting Machine.—A])vil 23, 1867.—The
feed of the file blank holder is operated by a large
gear wheel in combination with a small gear wheel
attached to a feed screw ; the large Avhecl receives an
intermittent motion fi'om the sliding bar and pawl,
and is operated by a cam on the main shaft. The
cutter holder has an inward movement at its greatest
depression to throw out the surface cut and raise the
tooth.
Claim.—First, the combination of the guide frame

E, the pinion O, and rotating rack gear B, as described.
Second, the slidiug block or bar H, provided with

the paAvl i, the adjus^table projection li, and retracting
spring I, in connection with the rotating rack gear
B, substantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Tliird, the combination of the yoke P, adjustable
block N, or its equivalent, and the cutter O, operating
as described substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fourth, the combination of the springs S S', ar-

ranged as described with the cutter head M, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

64,034.—John H. Eeinhart, McKay, Ohio.—
Farm Grrtfe.-^April 23, 1867.—The vertical' and hori-
zontal parts of the cate are bolted together, and the
free end supported Ijy a roller. The securing i)in has
a vertical series of holes in the gate to answer in time
of snow,
Claim.—The aiTangement, construction, mid com-

bination of the Avheel I), movable bolt J, and projec-
tions E E, so that the gate operates in the slots G and
H of the post F, as herein described and for the piu.'-

poses set forth.

64,035.—Samuel G. PvEynolds, Bristol, E. I.—
Machinefor Making Nails.—April 23, 1867 ; antedated
April 8, 1867.—Improvement on liis patent of January
20, 18.52, Xo. 8,677. Explained by the claims and il-

lustration

of the die more and more of the metal as the header
advances to upset the same, by means of successively
receding sections, of which the die is in part com-
posed, or their equivalents, substantially as described.

Also, the sliding block substantially as described,
in combination with the compound griping or mold-
ing die, the springs g'^ g'^, and heading lever, or their
equivalents, as described, for the purpose of operat-
ing the movable sections of said die, substantially in
the manner and with the effect herein set forth and
described.

64,036—J. W. EiCE, Sprintrfield. Mass.—Oar
Brake.—April 23, 1867.—The usual shaft of the hand
brake has a sleeve connected by a coiled spring to a
surrounding drum, which is geared to a spur wheel
on another hand shaft, by whose rotation power is
stored in the spring. The djum and sleeve have jointed
pawls held by dogs having operating cords in reach
of the engineer, and the sleeve and drum have pawl
connection together. When the engineer releases
the pawl of the drum it acts on the sleeve to rotate
the supplementary brake shaft with which it is con-
nected and put on the brake, and when the sleeve
pawl is released the mechanism runs down and the
brake is freed.

Claim.—^First, in a brake for cars the combination
of the drum I, having the spring L, ratchet K and J,
and the sleeve F, having the sj^ring L attached to it,

and the ratchet G-, with the sleeve B, having the pawl
/, the whole arranged substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth herein.
Second, in combination with the above arrange-

ment, the pawls g and h, and the dogs O and P,"to
operate the pawls, the same constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.

Tliird, in combination with the drum I, the device
for turniug the same, consisting of the shaft h. cogM and crank z, substantiaily as shown and described.
Fourth, in combination with the sleeve B, provided

with the cog wheel C, the wheel D, and shaft forming
a windlass for the brake chain.

Fifth, the equalizers for brake herein shown, in
which the chain passes around two or more pullies 1,

2, 3, 4, arranged in a frame S, having slots 7, in it. into
which works a pin 8, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

64,037.—George Eowe, Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Making Wooden Pins.—April 23, 1867.
—The removable hollow punches of various sizes fit

a hollow stem which allows the pins to escax^e axiaUy

;

the stem is attachable to a mortising machine.
Claim.—In combination with the removable punch,

or cutter E, of the hollow stem or handle A, slotted
as described, so as to facilitate the withdrawal of the
pins, and the removal of the punch, and otherwise
constructed and ai-ranged for operation as herein set
forth.

64,038.—Marshall Eumrell £md Egbert H.
Eumkell, Brooklyn, IST. Y.

—

Machine for Making
Book Covers.-April 23, 1867.—The stiffening pieces
are placed in the receptacles of the base plate, and
the cloth, paste-side up, over the recess of the sliding

plate ; the latter is then sUd out of the way and the
pressor plate depressed to contact with the'stiffening

pieces, Avhich adhere to it owing to the deposit of
mucilage from the cups above. The j)resser is then
raised, the sliding plate with its cloth slid imder, and
the presser brought down which dejiresses the cloth
knives and attaches the stiffening pieces and cloth
together. The outer slides ai-e then moved in, to fold

in the edges of the cloth, and again moved out to allow
the descent of the presser upon the infolded edges of
the cloth.

Claim.—First, the means herein described for tak-

ing up- stiffening papers one by one, and securing the
same to the inside of book covers, substantially as

aiid for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, tlie means herein described for cutting the
cover at all the necessary points at once, substantially

and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the means herein described of folding over
Claim.—Making the heads of nails, bolts, rivets, &c., the edges of the cover and seeming the same firmly

by a number of consecutive upsets of along piece of to the stiffening j)aper, substantially as and for the
metal, by liberating or uncovering from the inclosure I purpose herein set forth.
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64,039.— Thomas Ryder, Providence, ll. I.—
CMmnaj Holder for Lamp Biumers.—April 23, 1867.

—T!ie spring wire-clasps embrace the cliimncj above
tlic bulge.
Claim.—The combined spring and clasp, in com-

bination with the lamp burner, for the purpose all

substaiitiaUj as specified.

64,040.—James Shewakd and Geo. A. Stan-
BEUY, Dunkiik, N. Y.—Car Brake—Aj)vi\ 23, 1807.-
The axle has a M'orra gear which engages a cog wheel
with a friction siu-face on its upper side, which is

brought in contact with the i'riction suriace on a disk.

This contact is eansed by the depression of the disk
shaft by the inclines on the hub of a lever oscillated

by a cord reaching to the engineer. The sliaft has
a radial lever whose outer end is comiected to the
brakes.

Claim.—The application of the worm, or endless
screw, to the axle of any vehicle where the axle re-

volves in combinatioJi w"ith a cog wheel to produce a
slow motion under a high speed, and face plate forced
opon the lace of the cog wheel as described herein,

for the pm-pose set forth.

64,041,— Ballaki> C. Smtth, Ashland, Ind.—
Side Board for Threshing Machine.—April 23, 1867.

—The sections of the conveyor frame ai-e hinged to-

gether at bottom, and have a retaining spring catch
which is released by a. cord. The side wind boards
are liinged together and attached to one section, and
are folded together for packing, as are also the main
sections.
Claim.—First, the jointed side board, constructed

of light sheet metal or other material hinged at E E
v.-ith permanent end J) and movaWe end C, by means
of which all eflFeetsofwinds are avoided on the stacker,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the spring F and catch G, for the purposes
of keeping the sections A and B in line, and for dis-

placing tiic S£ud sections when operated by cords H,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth and
shown, when stacker is attached to machine in the
usual manner by rod M.

64,042.—George W. Sjhth, Strasburg, Ohio.—
Weather /SY/7j?.—April 23, 1867.—The door has a plate
hinged to its inner side, which shuts dov>-ii over the
crack beneath it, aiid is held there by a spring to i)rc-

vent entrance of wind and rain.

Claim.—The hinged strip «, in combination with
spring g and metal strip c, constmcted as described,
and the whole arranged as and for the purpose set

foitli,

64,043.— J. Y. Sotth, Pittsburg, Ta.—Steam
Engine FiMoii.—April 23, 1867.—The recess in the
center of the piston has apertures leading tlirough the
sides to the sj)ace underneath the beveled packing
rings, which are expanded by the steam.
Claim.—First, the central'groove a, provided with

the apertures «, for admitting the steam or other
material to the under side of the lings, substantially
as shown and described.
Second, the combination of the ring c and e with

the flanges A' and plate B, or their equivalents, when
arranged and operating as and for the piu-pose set
forth.

64,044.— MORTBIER L. SMirn, Detroit, Mich.,
assignor to himself and J. "W". Hol'gutelin, same
place.—^'ca« and i'ac/r.-April 23, 1867.—The back is

attached to the seat by a pivot and folds up to make
it portable.
Claim.—The combination of the stiips C C, back

E E B, seat A G G, and frame H D, all arranged as
and for the purpose described.

64,045.—BOBERT E. Sinxji, Provincetown, Mass.
—Gun Harpoon.—April 23, 1867.—The harpoon has
a hinged barb, and a slotted shank in v."hich is a slid-

ing Luik to which the line is fastened. The rear end
of the slot has an elastic guard to receive the shock
of the ring as the harpoon is fired.

Claim.—The head A B, gi-oovod to receive the
pivoted barb C, and east in one piece with the slotted
shank D, the latter being provided with the elastic
guard g and the wire link E, all constructed and ope-

47 c p

rating substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

64,046.—John F. Stewart, Piano, 'm.—Enot
Indicator for Knitting Machine.—April 23, 1867.

—

The unknotted yarn passes freely througli the spring
guide, but a knot di-aws the latter away from the bell

and strikes it when released, as the knot frees itself

ti'om the narrow part of the guide.
Claim.—Tlie arm C, with the knot grasper B, hajp-

mer D, and the spring E, in combination with tne
bell A, constructed and operating as herein de-
scribed.

64,047.—P. J. Stouffer, TJniontown, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Hexry White.— Composition
for Preserving ^firr/.s.-April 23, 1867.—Composed of

'

chloride of sodium, 8 lbs.; hydraiUic lime, 5 ll)s.; chai:-

coal, I lb.; nitrate of potash, i lb.; alum, y lb.; suK^,
phuret of ii"on, 5 oz.; gum arable, 6 oz.; and water,
22 galls.

Claim.—The composition for preserving eggs, sub-
stantially as set forth.

64,048.-Geo. Sugg and "W. Metz, Chicago, HI.
—Bedstead Fastening.—Ain-il 23, 1867.—The slotted
plate is mortised into the post, and has inclined
planes in its rear which engage lateral projections on
the rail piece, and draw the latter firmly to the post
as the rail descends.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the bed

fastening, consisting of the plate A, constructed as
herein described, and used in combination with the
plate E, provided with the arms O with the enlarged
heads I, as herein set forth.

64,049.—James "Walber, "Washington, D. C—
Machine for Felting Hat bodies.—April 23, 1867.—
i'he surfoees of the rollers have slower movement
fi'om the fi'ont to the rear end to condense the mate-
rial. They are driven by an endless chain and gear-
ing. The boxes of the driving shaft have sliding
movement to take up any looseness in the chain.
The journals of the steam-heated lower rollers are
extended to aUow a reciprocating end movement, the
steam entering their axles.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

in a machine for felting hat bodies of two or more
p.drs of rollers, having a rotary movement, when
each successive pair revolves with a diminished
speed, all substantially in the manner and lor the
I)m'pose as herein set forth.

Second, the combination as above of two or more
pairs of rollers whose diameters so vary that the cir-

cumference of each successive pair shall revolve with
diminished speed, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes herein set forth.

Thii'd, the combination in a felting machine of a
series of pairs of rollers, each pair of which has a
lesser velocity than the preceding pair, with a series
of paii's of rollers having a uniform velocity, as and
for the purpose herein described.

Fourtli, the combination in a felting machine of a
series of rollers supported in a fixed frame, but each
having an independently lateral play in its bearings
in the line of its axis, substantially as and for the
purpose lierein described.

Fifth, imparting a lateral reciprocating movement
to the rollers of a macliiue for felting hat bodies by
means of cams on the ends of said rollers, or their
journals, bearing against suitable cam surfaces when
each of said rollers Jias free play independently of the
others in the line of its axis, all substantially in the
manjicr and for the pm'pose lierein set forth.

Sixth, the use of a series of hollow rollers in a felt-

ing machine Avith suitable steam pipes for introduc-
ing steam into the same when said rollers revolve
successively with a diminished speed, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

*

Seventh, the combination of a reversing roller,

placed centrally in fi-ont of the last pair of rollers in
a felting machine, with an auxiliary roller placed over
the same, to bear thereon and operate conjointly
tliercwith, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Eighth, the combination of a single endless chain
and toothed wheels, with two series of rollers in a
felting machine, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein described.
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K'inth, the combination of suitable springs with th^

slidinj? jonrntil boxes of the driving shaft, and with
an eiiuless chain -vrorking thereon, all substantially as
and tor the purpose herein set forth.

64,050.— Samuel Jacob "Wallace, Keokuk,
Jovra.—Hay Stacker.—Amil 23, 1867.—The rope from
the singletree passes under a sheave at the base of
the frame, and'mider a sheave at the upper end of
the inclined head beam, which forms a slide bar to a
i^eave block, through which the cord passes to the
fork. The loaded fork is drawn to the sliding block,

when its passage is checked by the eye of the pendent
bar and passes upward on the slide. " It is tripped by
a cord reaching to the ground.
Claim.—A portable hay stacker having the several

parts thereof constructed,* arranged, and combiued as
and for the purpose set forth.

64,051.—William Wheaton, Brooklyn, K". Y.,
assignor to JOHX F. Lee, jr., same place.

—

SjjooI

Holder for Seiving Machines.—April 23, 1867.—The
spool is firmly held on the stem of the cylinder. The
latter is free to revolve on its spindle, a screw through
the cylinder running in a groove. The spring is not
adjustable, but the plate which supports it is adjusta-

ble by means of a nut, so as to cause the spring to

embrace the flange on the cylinder more or less

tightly.

Claim.—The cylinder A A', spring s, or its equiva-
lent, screw c, horizontal plates d and e, combined and
operated in the manner and for the purpose set forth

and shown in the accompanying drawiugs.

64,052.—Jerome T7heelock, Worcester, Mass.—Steam Engine Piston.—April -23, 1867.—The hol-

low piston has an annuiar groove to receive xjacking
rings; its plates are mutually supported by stay
bolts. The central hole is oblong to permit the axial

adjustment of the rod, and the end of the latter is

split to relieve the pressure of expansion within the
nut.
Claim.—^Tirst, the combination of stay bolts E E

E E with a piston head, substantially in 'the manner
herein described.

Second, a piston constructed with an oblong hole

or aperture through its center to receive the piston
rod, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the slot in the piston rod B when used for

the pm'pose of relieving the nut, in the manner sub-

stantially shown and described.

64,053.—John "William "Whitfield, l^ew York,
jS'". Y.—Needle TFrai;^er.—April 23, 1867.—The thread
is looped to the wrapper and the needles inserted in

regular gradation.
Claim.—A needle wrapper composed of a sheet of

fabric combined with a series of thread loops to hold
the needles to the fabric, substantially as set forth.

64,054.—John TThitlock, Birmingham, Conn.
— Self-Oiling Journal £oa;.—April 23, 1867.—The
disk gathers oU fi'om the cup and spreads it by means
of the passages over the jom-nal along which it passes

toward the ends of the boxing, and is led back to the
reservoir.

Claim.—la. combination with a shaft or journal

having a wheel, disk, or ring attached to that portion

that revolves in the joui'iial box, and with distribut-

ors for carrying the oU over the shaft or jom-nal, the

vertical end passages and horizontal passages lead-

ing from said ends back to the recess or reservoir, for

the piu:pose of making a self-oiling device, substan-

tia^y as described,

64,055.—Albert H. Acken, Griggstown, IS". J.

—Rotary Harrov:.-A^iil 23, 1867.—The outer points

of the haiTow have jointed teeth, which by resistance

at one part of theu- revolution cause rotation when
the harrow is drawn forward. The top plate at the

junction of the central bolt is sprung up to insure a

steadier draft.

Claim.—The frame A" when constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the jointed teeth B',

center pin C", and draft rod D, all arranged and ope-

rating as specified.

64,056.-71. B. Alexander, 'Washington, D. C.

—Lamp ^itrner.-April 23, 1867.—The coiTugated

sides of the wick plates are engaged by the two fric-

tion collars which are journaled to the sides of the
wick tube. The plates are fastened together and the
wick raised between them by a pin. The reservoir
is filled by a funnel with a long stem -nhich is intro-
duced into the wick tube.
Claim.—The wick holder, composed of the corru-

gated plates O and P with their turned edges and in-

dentations KKKKKKKK, and the slot G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with the above described wick
holder, the device for raising and lowering the wick,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the device L M for filling the lamp fountain
with oil, in combination -uith the burner, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

64,057.—"William Altick, Dayton, Ohio.—Ma-
chine for Cultivating Cotton.—April 23, 1867.—The
clutch rod by the driver's seat brings into action the
train of gearing and the wheel to which the adjustable
hoes are attached, working transversely of the rows.
The plows attached to the transverse' metallic bar
cultivate between the rows.
Cla im.—Eirst, the arrangement of the shaft C, with

its clutch and bevel wheel, with the pinion T, shaft
"W, and wheel ]^, provided with its adjustable hoes,
the several parts beiug constructed and used as and
for the piu-pose specified.

Second, adjusting the arms O in the wheel ^NT, by
means of their grooves and the pins b b, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Thii'd, the bar H, upon which the plows or culti-

vator tcetli are seciu'ed, used in connection with the
grooved plates a o, rock shaft k, with its arms and
lever J, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

64,058.-Albert E. and John H. Andrews,
Avon, Conn.

—

Mode of Treating Flax.—April 23,
1867.—The fiber is placed in a skeleton cylinder or
endless bag, and, by rotary movement, is alternately
immersed and withdrawn from hot or cold water, with
which the vat is alternately filled. After the water
treatment the fiber is treated with a caustic solution
of soda and lime and afterward washed Avith water.

Claim.—Fii'st. treating it by the aid of the endless
double network an-anged relatively to the rollers " G
II" and to the tank, substantially as and for the pm-
pose herein specified.

Second, in combination with the above, subjecting
it to the action of the pressure roller J, arranged as
represented.

Tliird, the alternate application of warm and cold
water, substantially in the manner and for the pm'pose
herein described.
Eourth, the treatment in the soluble protein solu-

tion obtained from ground beams or other equivalent,
substantially as specified.

Eiftli, the' treatment with the chloride of sodium, or
its equivalent, after the treatment with the alkali be-
fore the bleaching, substantially as herein specified.

Sixth, the employment of metallic chlorides in the
bleaching bath, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

Seventh, blowing atmospheric air through the in-

terstices, after the material to be bleached has been
immersed in a solution containing chloride of lime,
wliether tliis solution is prepared in the ordinai-y
manner or as above described.
Eighth, the use of alkaline solutions after bleaching,

substantially as and for the pm-posc herein specified.
Xinth, the treatment with urine, in connection ^ith

the treatment with soap, substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein specified.
Tenth, the treatment witli cider, or equivalent

vegetable acid solution, at the termination of the pro-
cess.

Eleventh, the use of atmospheric air forced through
the flax, in connection with an alkaline solution,
saturating the flax, as a bleaching and disintegrating
agent, substantially as herein specified.

64,059.—"WiLLL\.M H. Armstrong, New Bruns-
wick, N. J.

—

Mange and Air Heating Funiace.—
AprU 23, 1867.—The grate has a water back and a
horizontal flue extendfug backward beneath the lower i

oven to the upright flue, which has forward projec-
tions between the ovens and a warming shelf. Hot
air spaces occupy space on each side of the ovens.
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Claim.—The aiTangement of the cooking range,
its appurtenances ABC F G, flue H, chambei's I M
M, ail' passages E E, water back D, and auxiliary

pipe 0, as herein described, and lor the pui-pose speci-

fied,

64,060.—Egbert Bailey, Idaho City, Idaho.—
Quartz Crusher.—Aj>ri[ 23, 1867.—The revolving cyl-

indrical mortar bed is enclosed in a "n-ooden nnd me-
tallic case running on friction rollers, and is composed
in part of rock and cast-iron dies fitted to form in-

clined planes on the inside, and in part of loose, cast-

iron, cubical blocks, which are lifted by the revolu-

tion and gi-ind by sliding and tumbling upon the
quJirtz placed in the mill.

C laim.—First, the construction ofthe rotary mortar
bed enclosed within the case A, made of blocks of rock
& 6 6, forming inclined planes of irregular dimensions
on their inside suifaces" combixied with cast-iron dies

ccc, fitted in and secured to them, arranged and ap-
plied as and for the purpose herein described.

Second, the cubical stamp d, in combination with
the revolving mortar bed, constructed and operated
together in the maimer and for the pui-pose herein set

forth.

64,061.—Jacob Bergex, Canton, Ohio.— Culti-

vator.—A.^vil 23, 1867.—The oscillation of the crank
axles adjusts the height of the frame. The levers ope-
rate between giiides, and lugs engage with Blots in
the guide to maintain the adjustment.
Claim.—The arrangement of the crank axles D D

with the levers H, spring d, and guides I and J, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

64,062.—Adolph Bdtker, Muscatine, Iowa, as-

signor to himself and John Leuzlnger, same place.—Windoio Shade.—April 23, 18ti7.—Eouud rods are
used for a woven slat blind instead of flat slats ; rolling
more readily, there is less friction on the cord.

Claiin.—A window curtain or shade composed of
round sticks of wood connected together, substantially
as described.

64,063—J. W. Bliss, Hartford, Conn.—Clothes
Line.—April 23, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A clothes-line of cord, 'leather or wire,
coated with india-rubber or gutta-percha to protect
the same from the weather, aU as and for the pui-pose
specified.

64,064.—Samuel F. Bond, T\^oreester, Mass.—
Self-lubricating Journal Box.—April 23, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A. self-lubricating joui-nal box, constructed
substantially as described, with a chamber or cham-
bers forming oil reservoirs along either side of the
journal, also provided with lower supply-apertures,
and their upper inner edges made to form scrapers or
cleaners for removing surplus oil and to return it to
the reservoirs, essentially as herein set forth.

64,065.—John K. Boswell, Eichmond, Ind.—
Fruit Dryer.—April 23, 1867 ; antedated March 16,

1867.—Improvement on his patent, Serptembcr 4, 1866.
The hollow triangular prism is capable of revolution
to expose its sides in the required position, for radia-
tion, or to heat articles placed upon it. The structure
fills the functions of a heater, dryer, wardrobe or
bleaching apparatus.
Claim.—First, the revolving triangular heater D,

arranged as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the shield b, when provided with apertures
and arranged substantially in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

Third, the combination of the furnace IST, when pro-
vided with tube i, or its equivalent, the revolving tri-

angular heater D, when provided with tube j, or its

equivalent, and the chimney K.
Fourth, the sliding panel C, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose described.

64,066.—Lucy Broad, St. Louis, Mo.—Child's
Toy.—April 23, 1867.—The horizontal disk has a winch
at the side and geai-ing beneath by which the stdkies
thereupon are caused to move around.
Claim.—The combination of the figures C^ C^ with

the circuliir plate or race track C, and with the actu-
ating machinery, as described and set forth.

Also, the bell B', in combination with the other
parts, as described and set forth.

64,067.—J. J. Brown, Madison, Wis.—Carriage
Thill Coupling.—A-pril 23, 1867.—The spindle on the
thill iron is entered through the slot in the shackle,
and the opening is closed by a key which rests against
the erect arm, while the horizontal arm passes below
the axle and is engaged by the axle clip.

Claim..—First, the bar A. provided with the verti-

cal arm B for attaching the button independent of the
clip or band, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, making the socket for the reception of the
packing and bolt between the front side of arm B and
the front covered end of A, as_shown and described.

64,068.—S. H. Brown, K^ew York, :N'. Y.—Ro-
tary Steam Engine.—April 23, 1867,—The abutment
valve after the passage of a piston descends by the
pressure of entering steam against the convex side
of the semi-cylindrical stop. When reversing the en-
gine the said stop is turned flat side up, in which posi-

tion it admits the passage over it of the said valve.

C laim.—First, the abutment or valve E, constructed
as described, and pivoted so as to vibrate in either
direction, substantially as and for the ptirpose speci-

fied.

Second, the semi-cylindrical reversible stops i, in
combination with the hinged abutment E, annular rims
a, and piston wheels C with pistons D, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

64,069.—John W. Burns, Henry, TJ\.—Bric1c
Machine.—April 23, 1867.—The plungers are operated
by toggle arms and a rock shaft connected by links to
vertically sliding racks whose operating segment pin-
ions have arms actuated by a horizontal bar on the
main shaft. The molds are forwarded by a rack and
segment gear wheel operated by a lever.
Claim.—First, operating the plungers 1 1 through

the medium of the shaft F, connected by anns and
links to vertical racks G-, pinions on segments H, pro-

vided with arms e, and the armE on shaft C, all being
arranged substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of the mud mill A, plung-

ers 1 1, and molds J, substantially as herein set forth.

Thii'd, the feeding of the empty molds to receive
the clay and the discharging of the filled molds from
the press by means of the racks N" and pinions 0,
substantially as shown and described.

64,070.—Thomas H. Burridge, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to himself and G. C. Fabian, same place.

—

Steam Safety FaZwe.-April 23, 1867.—By the shifting
of the point of contact of the levers the pressm*e of
the Vv'eight increases as the levers are raised so as to
insure tiie closing of the valve immediately when the
pressure of the steam is reduced.
Claim.—The lovers E F, constructed and aiTanged

in relation to each other and valve, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

64,071.—D. C. Cannell, La Fayette, Ind.—
Draiu Bar for Locomotives.—April 23, 1867.—The
link is sustained by the sides of the recesses, but has
a certain amount of play therein to adapt it to differ-

ent heights of cars or to vertical oscillation in use.

Claim.—A di-aw bar A, provided at one end with
V-shaped recesses 6, one at each side with a link B
fitted in it and working within the recesses, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

64,072.—Charles E. Case, Xenia. Ohio.—Valve
for Steam Engines.—April 23, 1867.—The valve seat

rests in a loose cup and has a spiral stem fitting neatly

in a socket ; the stem acts as a guide and as a means
of rotation by the passing steam. Cavities in the head
allow the passage of steam when it is raised.

Claim.—The valve C and spiral pin H, constructed
and arranged substantially upon the principle and in

the manner herein set forth.

64,073.— Pierre Charlier, Paris, France.—
Shoeing Horses.—April 23, 1867.—The shoe is so let

into a groove that its outer .sides will be flush with
the outside and bottom of the hoof respectively.

Claim.—The method herein described of attaching
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tlio sboe to the hoof of a horse or other animal by let-

ting- saul shoe into a recess cut into the edge of the
hoof, substantially in the manner and for the pui-pose
set forth.

64, 0r4.-ED-vvix Clark, Lancaster, Pa.-Window
Sank Frame.—Ai^vilU'S, 1867.—The strips enter grooves
in the stiles and have projecting plates perforated to
recelTC securing pins. The sashes are grooved for
the balance cords and upwardly inclined notches re-

c(;ive the knots of the same. One side of the lower
sash is divided vertically transversely, and the outer
part has a tongue entering a groove of the other pait
aixanged so as to support it i5y means of the balance
cord, but so that it may be detached for removal.
Claim.—First, the inclined tongue d and corre-

sponding groove c on the pieces b and b' respectively
of a window sash, substantially as and for the pm'poses
described.
Second, the projections d' on the inclined tongue d,

slots c^, springs lP, and eyes c^, on the pieces b and
b' respectively of a window sash, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Third, the eyes g' on the strips g and pins j passing-
through the same and the window frame, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the tongue g"^ on the strip g, and correspond-

ing groove in the frame A, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Filth, the above described mode of removing and
rci)lacing window sashes from frames, substantially
as and for the pui'poses specified.

64,075.—P. J. Clark and Joseph Kixtz, Meri-
den, Conn., assignoi-s to S^vmuel S. Clark, same
place.

—

Lantern.—April 23, 1867.—The guards for re-

tention of the globe are attached to the cap above and
to a ring at the middle of the bulge. One guard is

lunged to the ring below ; the others are clasped by
catches.
C laim.—'First, the guards D, any suitable number

constnicted, each of one piece of wire bent or doubled,
attached to the cap B, and arranged so as to retain the
glass globe F, substantially as set forth.

Second, the connecting of the lower end of one of
the gutu'ds D to the base A to form a hinge or joint c

with a catch or fastening e secm*ed to the base A to
catch over the lower end of the guard which is inline
with it, substantially as shown and described.

64,076.—John CLARRrooE, Pancoastburg, Ohio.— Corii Planter.-^Aivil 23, 1867.—The devices are in-

tended to enable the machine to drop accurately, cover
securely, and adapt itself to the unevenness of the
ground over which it passes.

Claim-.—First, the steel plow H when constructed
and attached to the shank I, substantially as herein
described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the slide bars M, the in-

clines F', or equivalent arms or levers D' and valves
W with each other and with the plow frame E, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the circular valve I' with
the seed reservoir T, hopper S, and sliding bar M,
substantiidly as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the upwardly projecting
pins J' with the vidves H' or I', and with the seetl

i-eservoir T, substantially as herein described and for

the purpose set forth.

Filth, the combination of the vertical stirring shaft

K' having horizontal arms with the seed reseiwoir T,
hollow shank I, and with sliding bar M, substantially

as described and for the purpose set forth.

Pixth, the coupling G-, when constructed substan-
tially as lierein described and for the pm-pose set

fortli.

Seventli, the combination and arrangenicnt of the
seed reservoir T, hopper S, arras V, Icvero W W^,
and connecting rods A^ A^ with eacli other, with the
sliding barM and with the plow frame E, substantially

as herein described and for the purpose set fortli.

Eighth, the combination of the lover O and P and
sliding bars M with each other, with the plow frames
E, and with the fi-ame A of the planter, substantially

as described and for tlio purpose set forth.

Xinth, the combination ot the cords X', pulleys B^,

shaft V, ratchet wheel Y', pawl Z', bevel wheel U',
and foot wheel S', with each other, with the plow

frames E, and -with the frame A of the planter, sub-
stantially as herein described and for the »urpose set
forth.

Tenth, the combination of the lever P', slide bar
K"', and bent lever M', or equivalents, with each other,
with the slide bars M and with the frame A of the
planter, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Eleventh, the combination of the shovel plow I, and
strengthening rods h^, with each other and with the
flanged lever end of the hollow shank I, substantially
as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

Twelfth, constructing the hollow shank I with a
double convex head i i^, cast upon its upper end and a
projecting flange i^ and arms i^ upon its lower end,
substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

Thirteenth, placing the seed reservoir T directly
above the hoppers S, and cutting away the side of
said hoppers, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

64,077.—William Clissold, Dudbridge "Works,
near Stroud, England.

—

FeedingMechanismfor Card-
ing Machines.—April 23, 1867.—The fibrous substance
is put in a box, from whose lower side groove it is

delivered by the reciprocal, forwardly-inelined fingera
at the bottom ; the material then passes between re-

ciprocating cards to the pressing and forwarding
rollers.

Claim .—First, the combination with the inclined
reciprocating bars B of the reciprocating comb bars
F, and rods or pressers K, for the purpose of dis-

charging the wool or other fibrous material from the
feeding box.
Second, the combination with the reciprocating

comb bai's of pressing rolls P, for delivering the wool
or other fibrous material to the preparing machine in
the form of a bat or sheet.

64,078.—Benjamin E. Cotton, Lewiston, Me.

—

Roll for Yarn Dressing Machines.—April 23, 1867.

—

Old, worn, metaUid roUs are coated with metal by
casting, plumbing, or in an electro-metallic bath.

Claim.—A dresser roU having a metal coated sur-
face, substantially as set forth.

64,079.—LE\\^s B. Co\t:rt, Chicago, lU.—Paper
JPiJc.-April 23, 1867.—The slides receive the heads
of the perforating clasps, to which the papers are
attached. "When the required number of papers arc
filed the split ends of the clasps are turned over, making
a book.
Claim.—The file or binder, formed of the cover a

and slides b, in combination with the perforated
clasps c, as and for the purpose specified.

64,080.—John Croco, Holmesvillo, Ohio.—Po-
tato Drill.—April 23, 1867.—Tho endless band run-
ning on the grooved pulley attached to tho wheel
actuates the perforated seed disks, which furnish tlio

seed to the tube below at adjusted intervals ; tho seed
is passed from the hopper spout to the seed disk by
the operator ; a pendent shovel covers the seed.

Claim.—First, the disks F F', constructed and
arranged in combination with the guide or tension
pulley J and pulley H, for tho purpose and in tho
manner set forth.

Second, the disk F F', hopper L, in combination
with the tube E and shovel K, as and for tho purpose
described.

64,081.—^ToHN L. Dibble, Xew York, X". Y.—
Exercising Club.—AprD23, 1867.—The mettdlic cylin-

drical shells contain weights adjustable by rotation
of the central scrow rod.
Claim.—The metallic cylindrical shellA A and the

central rod D D D, as arranged and combined with
the blocks B B and C C, and'adjustablc weigiits F F,
the whole forming an exercising club, substantiaUy
as herein describe'd and set forth.

64,0S'2 Alex.\nder Dick, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Carriage for Children.—A\ir\i 23, 1867.—The wire
can-iage bodv is attached to tho axles by curved wire
springs, and tho spokes of tho wheels are twofold,
radiating from tho inner and outer periphery of the
hub to tiie perimeter of the wheel.
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Claim.—Fii-st, a cairiage body formeil and con-

structed of wire, substantially as described.

Seconcl, in combination with a can-iage a seat made
adjustable, substantially as described.
Third, the arrangement in a carriage of the spriags

"W W" and D U, substantially as described.

64,083.—L. M. DOUDNA, Elmii-a, :!!?. Y.—Horse
Bay Fork.—April 23, 18t)7.—The clavr tijies are

pivoted to the inner tube, and are so connected to the

sleeve that when the said tube is released from the

trip catch, the tines will expand and discharge the

load.
Claim—The tube A and sleeve E, in combination

T^ith the spring IP, tines or teeth C, lever G and link

H, all tuTiuiged to operate in the manner substan-
tially as and tor the pui-posc specified.

64,©S4.—Thomas H. Dunham, Boston, Mass.—
Carpet Wadding.—April 23, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent May 1, 1866, Xo. 54,312. The fiber is

enclosed between two sheets of paper web in its

moist state, the selvedges of which extend outside
the fiber, and are pressed together, making a close

sack ai'ound the said fiber.

Claim.—A wadding or fabric, having an adherent
border or selvedge formed of the sheets of paper that
project beyond the edges of the batting, and attached
to each other, as herein specified, without the use of
gum or other adhesive substance, substantially as de-

scribed.

64,0Sd.—JOHX EXRIGHT, Louisville, 'Kx.—Game
Registe}-.—April 23, 1867.—The hand lever'by ^-hich
the works ai'C operated has a finger indicating the
number of points in its vsegmental guide, and its ad-
justable paAvl engages the"revolving wheel by either
a right or left-hand sweep. The wheel shaft has a
tooth, which moves a segmental rack and its indi-

cating finger one point to each revolution of the
larger finger.

67aim.—The consti'uction and arrangement of the
arm G-, working loosely on shaft d', having tooth K
npon its inner end, and"provided with the doable pa^'l
H, spring P, indicating finger T, its lower end work-
ing through the slotted segment E, attached to the
frame A, toothed wheel D, toothed sector J, bearing
the indicating finger L, springs 01 and indicating
fingers E, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

64,086.—Oliver ExxiEn, Mount Union, Pa.—
Chativator.—Apr'A 23, 1867.—The rudder blade is

attached to the rear end of the center beam, and is

adjusted by a lever held in position by a rack above.
The handles are attached to the cross beams, and
united by a cross-bar behind.
Claim.—The combination of the guide blade or

rubber D, placed on the rear of the projecting center
beam B, and the handles C C attached to the cross
beams a 6, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the pm-pose herein describecL

64,087—Jajees W. Evass, :N"ew York, :N'. T.—
Car Spring.—April 23, 1867.—The ends of the spring
are placed in spii-al recesses in both bottom and top
of the cast-iron box, dispensing with grinding them
flat.

Claim.—The spiral surface grooves c and e. for the
reception of the terminal cods of the spring, cast in
the bottom of the box A and head of its co'ier C, or
in any other cast metal beai'ings provided for the
spring, substantially as herein specified.

64,088.—Samuel B. Fay, Eranklin, Vsi.—Ticket
Fastener.—Aprd 23, 1867.—The legs of the wire loop
are twisted to cross each other and foi'm a spring to
clasp the ticket against the edge of an object.
Claim.—The loop ivii'es D, twisted and crossing

each other for the purpose descril;ed, as a new aiticle
of manufacture.

64,089—Edward B. Fish, Glen's Falls, :N". T.—
Kidcing Screvj Heads.—Aprd 23, 1867.—The ordiujiry
slit or nick has a cavity in the center to receive a
coiTesponding extension on the driver, thus over-
coming the danger of the di-iver slipping out of the
nick and mairing the furidtm-e.

Claim.—A nicked screw provided with a cavity b
in its head, substantiady as specified.

61,090.—Addisox C. Fletcher, IbTew York, X.
Y.

—

Air Heating Apparatus for Steam, Boiler Fur-
naces, cf-c—Aprd 23, 1867 ; antedated Aprd 18, 18G7.

—The chimney is surrounded by an annxdar air cham-
ber, closed below and having openings to admit the
air at top. The opposite sides of this chamber are
connected through nearly theii- whole height by a
flattened diametric pipe. At the bottom of the cham-
ber there are two branch pipes which carry the heated
air to a fan blower, from which it passes to the fur-

nace.
Claim.—The air passage or passages E, extending

ti'ansversely across and through the smoke pipe, chim-
ney flue or exhaust pipe for the whole or nearly the
whole length of, and in combination with, the jacket
D, smTOunding the said pipe, chimney or flue, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

64,091.—D. L. FURXIER, Eostraver, Ta.—Itiddle
for Sand Washers.—AyrH 23, 1S67.—The screen re-

volves on its axle, oeing operated by a hand crank
and wings on the axle ; running water passes through
the trough to separate tlie particles of sand and pre-
vent clogging of the meshes.
Claim.—A hodow screen or riddle, revolving on an

axis, with one portion always immersed in a vessel
thi'ough which a stream of'water constantly flows,
when said riddle receives the eaithy sand into its in-

terior at one end and discharges the coai-aer particles
over a tad chute at the other end, as set forth and de-
scribed.

Also, in combination with a hodow revolving riddle,

constructed substantiady as described, and revolving
in a water trough B, the chute M, and stirrers X ]Sr,

for the piu-poses set forth.

Also, in combination with a hodow revolving riddle,

constructed substantially as described, the web P and
tad spout L, for the pm-poses set forth.

Also, in combination with a hodow revolving riddle,

constructed substantiady as described, the wings O O,
upon its outer side, to agitate and remove the sand
ti-om the trough, as set forth.

Also, the combination with the hodow revolving
riddle and bed frame A, provided with the trough B
and waste chute C, constructed and airanged as set
forth and described,

64,092.—"Wm. Fuzzard, Chelsea, 'Mass.—Carpet
Lining.—Aprd 23, 1867.— The coiTugations confer
elasticity.

Claim.—As anew article of manufacture, a cai-pet

dning constructed of stiif paper, pasteboard, or a sized
textile or other suitable fabric, bent, corrugated, or
folded, to effect the result, substantiady as herein set

forth.

64,093.—Joel Garfield, Groton, Mass.—Hay
and Cotton Press.—Aprd 23, 1867.—The fodower is

progressively forced down by toggle levers with co-
operative ratchet and pawl attachments. The fol-

lower is swung up with the hinged fiame to open
the press.

Claim.—In combination with the fodower, the
grooves or ways at the ends of the press and their
sdding pius, tlie vertical ratchets and their double set

or sets of pawls and toggle levers, when so ai'rajiged

that an intermittent progressive movement is im-
parted to the foHower by then" co-operative move-
ments, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the fodower, the hinged
frame d, by which the follower may be swung up to

leave the press open, substantiady as set forth.

64,094.—George W. Grader and :irATTinAS H.
Baldwin, Memphis, Tenn.

—

Street Pavement.—Ap}-d
23, 18()7.—The iron frame for the reception of the
wooden blocks is made in sections, and tlie lower
flange of each alternate corner is cut away angularly
to receive the alternately sadent corners of the ad-
joining sections.
Claim.—Interlocking the sections of the frame A

by means of the protectuig flanges c on every idter-

nate corner of each section, fitting into a recess b

under the corner of the opposite section, thereby pre-

venting the pavement from setrdut? or getting out of
line, as" herein shown and described.
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64,095.—C. S. S. Griffing, Geneva, Ohio.—Com-
hined Fence and Gate.—April 23, 1867.—Improvement
on his patent May 24, 1864. The panels are supported
by the angular frames, vrhich are stayed laterally by
braces. The bars projecting beyond the cleats slide

into and are secured by the angular frame. The top
of the gate is secured by notches embracing the cross-

ties on the posts.

Claim.—The panel G, arranged as described, and
in relation to the panels A A and braces B, when
combined so as to form a gate and panel, jointly, in

the manner and relatively as specified.

64,096.—Jacob E. Haines, Millersville, Pa.—
Fruit Gatherer.—A-pril 23, 1867.—The curved lingers

are attached to a shaft with which the actuating wire
communicates ; the apple is thrown into the hood, the
coil around the shaft reinstating the fingers in posi-

tion. Elastic bands around the sleeve break the fall of

the fruit, and an extension sleeve is attachedby buttons.

Claim.—The arrangement of the fingers A, lever

arms E, in combination with the coiled springs U, all

suiTOimding a rigid shaft B, ceiftrally atfixed to the

top of the pipe li, and also connected with the hori-

zontal and vertical bows I K, the latter connected by
cross curves L M X, operating jointly in the manner
and for the piu'pose specified.

Also, in combination Avith the specific framework,
the use of a sleeve or bag N, elastic bands O, buttons
P, actuating wire F, cord H, and handle S, all ar-

ranged and operating in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

64,097.-Manley Hall, Livonia, Mich.—Potato
Bigger.—A^r'il 23, 1867.—The scoop is pivoted to the
lower angle of the stays, and is vertically vibrated by
ropes i-unning over puUeys and connecting with the
shaft, ratchet and pawl lever above. An elevator

with cross-ties and rigid teeth receives the potatoes
from the scoop and passing over a series of parallel

bars drops them on the suspended sieve, whicli is ope-

rated by a train of gearing in connection with the

driving wheel. The potatoes on leaving the sieve fall

into^conductors which deposit them in baskets.

Claim.—Yixst, the scoop E, grating/, and bars M,
as aiTanged in combination with the elevator, as con-

structed, of the belts L and cross-ties L', armed with
the teeth a, and the rake Q, for the purpose and in the
manner substantially as set forth.

Second, the sieve N, conductors P P', when ar-

; ranged and operated conjointly in combination with
the elevator and rake Q, and scoop E, as and for the
purpose substantially as herein described.

64,098.—Thomas Hall, Boston, Mass.—Voltaic

-Bmceief.-April 23, 1867.—Curved lips and slots con-

nect the voltaic plates, which with a buckle and strap

constitute a voltaic band.
Claim.—The series of plates, of different metals,

attached to each other by double hooks, formed upon
one side of each plate, and entering corresponding
slots cut at the opposite edge of each plate, the hooks
being passed through the leather or cloth strap, and
clinched upon the side opposite to the plates, substan-

tially as herein described.

64,099.—Cyrus H. Hardy, Charlestown, Mass.,
assignor to himself and George Jaques, Boston,
Mass.

—

Apparatus for the Manufacture of Soap.—
April 23, 1867.—The diflerent ingi-edients or separate
charges are discharged from the upper tier of kettles

into tlie lower kettle by pipes ; the latter kettle has
curved disks rotating in contrary directions at its

bottom to stir the soap.
Claim.—Placing the several soap-forming ingre-

dients in separate and independent receptacles D E
F with or without steam jackets, and provided with
pipes e/flf for conducting the ingredients to the re-

ceptacle G, in which they are heated, the supply of

the ingredients thereto being regulated by suitable

valves or stop cocks hij, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Claim.—In connection with the above the employ-
ment of agitators I J, operating substantially as set

forth.

64,100.—Samuel and Daniel A. Harris, Ship-

pensbm-g, ^a..—Hor&e Hay J'orA;.— April 23, 1867.

—

The back end of the tine is connected by a rod to the
end of the trip lever which forms one'portion of a
toggle. The weight of the load keeps the tine ex-
tended until tripped by the trigger cord.
Claim.—Pivoting the lever E to the forked arm F

of the bar A, and to the lever D as herein described,
in such a manner that the weight upon the finger C
AviU cause the upper end of the lever E to be drawn
toward said bar A, thereby secm-ing and retaining
the finger C in a horizontal position, as herein shown
and described.

64,101.—Stewart Hartshorn, Js'ew York, IS.

Y.-Windoxo Shade jRoHcr.—April 23, 1867.—The
weighted blind and spring counterbalance each other,
so that a slight pressm-e of the hand will operate the
blind.

Claim.—The construction and aiTangement of the
short fixed shaft E above the shade roller A, sur-
rounded by the spiral spring D, one end of which is

secm-ed thereto at h, the other ' end attached to the
loose hub E of the gear wheel C, meshing into the
gear wheel B upon the end of the shade roller, sub-
stantially as herein shown and describe<l for the pur-
pose specified.

64,102.—Elizabeth Hawks, Troy, N. Y.—Aux-
iliary Air Chamber for Stoves.—April 23, 1867.—The
oblong rectangular cover is open toward the fire and
at the bottom, and has a slot in front for admission of
a raker. It is used for heating the ah- previous to its

entering the fire chamber.
Claim.—The shield A with the open horizontal

slot B near its top, constructed and used as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

64,103.—John Hegeman, Vischer's Eerry, N'.

Y.—Pontoon JKoat.—April 23, 1867.— The bottom,
sides, and inclined ends of the boat are connected by
hinges and engaged by hooks when in the position
for use or transportation.
Claim.—The combination of the hinged parts con-

sisting of the bottom A B, the end sections C. central
sections F, and side end sections H, when the sides
and end sections are so constructed as to fold over on
the bottom of the boat, in the manner described.

64,104.— Thomas N. Henderson, Jackson,
Mich., assignor to Henderson and Cooley.—Horse
Hay EaJce.—April 23, 1867.—The drop is adjustable
on its cross bar and is operated by a lever attached
to the same.
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable drop C,

rolling cross bar K and operating lever E, with each
other and with the handles G' and teeth I of the rake,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

64,105.—Benjamin Hilbert, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Ltthricator for Machinery.—April 23, 1867.—^Ex-

plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the transparent reservoir consisting-

of a glass globe A in which the deci^ease of the lubri-

cating material may be observed without detaching
it from the bearing, and allowing of its insertion in
an inclined position.

Second, a conducting pipe E with its end resting
upon the journal or other moving metal, so that the
surface of said metal closes the orifice when at rest,

and when in motion acts mechanically to draw out a
sufficient quantity of oil, as herein set forth.

Third, a lubricating apparatus constructed in two
portions, one permanently attached to the box or in
other desired position, while the reservoir" and con-
ducting pipe are simply inserted in this outer pipe so
as to be removable at pleasure.
Fourth, the arrangement of screw-threaded outer

pipe G and pinching nut I to enable the adjustment
of the tubes, as shown and set forth.

64,106.—jr. Dean Huffman, Springfield. Ohio.
—Stump .Extractor.-April 23, 1867.—The cylindi'ical

fulcrum has eccentrically journaled Avheels which are
raised from the ground when the action commences,
bat are brought down to sustain the stump and ena-

l)le its removal after it is drawn from the ground.
Claim.—Fixsi, the leverA of a stump puller in oom-
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bination -vrith the cylindrical ftilcrnm B, suppoi'ting

the wheels C, eccentrically attached thereto, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the slotted lever A,
eccentrically attached, the fixed cylindrical fulcrum
B, adjustable extension hook D, and stirrup E, when
constructed and arranged substantially as set forth.

Third, the arrangemeut of the slotted lever A with
the plate A^ and bite A^, adjustable extension hook
D, and chain F, and eccentrically attached fixed
cylindrical fulcrum B, substantially as set forth.

Fom'th, in combination with the lever A, eccen-
trically attached fixed cylindrical fulcrum B, and
stirrup E, the hooked clevis x, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

64,107.—Wm. Humphreys, Jr., Cold Spring, N.
Y.

—

Machine for Blocking and Stretching Hat Bodies.
—April 23, 1867.—The body of the hat is held, by an
inside cap piece next to the brim and a corresponding-
cylindrical piece over the outside ; a series of levers
working on half journals are connected to the inner
piece, and spring fingers hold the edge of the brim
while stretching; a series of adjustable pieces con-
nected to the outer anuulus, coming between the lev-

ers, give an extra stretch to the brim, to enable it to

retain its shape when unblocked ; the body and crown
are stretched by the series of levers attached to the
inner anuulus acting in connection with the circular
wedge piece. Arrangements are cited for the verti-

cal adjustment of the outer annulus and its connected
portions, and for holding it in position.
€laim.—First, a series of stretchers 0, in combi-

nation with the levers F, for the purpose of over-
stretching the brim, substantially as described.
Second, making the said stretchers adjustable ver-

tically so as to regulate the extent of stretching,
substantially as described.
Third, the combination of a series of levers F, hinged

to the" base plate D, springs i. and levers or clamps
G, rods H, and plate I, constructed and operating
substantially as described.
Fom-th, the sleeve J, which carries, by means of its

connections, the wedge M, for operating the levers
if, made adjustable in a vertical direction, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, a series of levers ]^, hinged to the stationary
base plate D, in combination with the circular wedge
M, adjustable sleeve J, and its connections, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination" of rods Z Z', catches j,

springs k, pins r, slotted levers Y, and shaft W, ar-

ranged to operate the cylindrical cap piece E, sub-
stantially as described.
Seventh, in combination therewith the lever a, rods

d and c, wheel TJ, and its pin m, for governing the
operation of the same, substantially as described.
Eighth, the arrangement of the hand lever e, with

the projection t, and stop o, on the rod Z', in com-
bination with the tappet arrangement of the pin n,
on wheel U, and the projection q, on rod/, constructed
and operating substantially as set forth.
Muth. the base plate D, to which are hinged the

levers F, in combination with the cylindrical cap
piece E, carrying the brim stretchers O, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Tenth, the lever F, having its journal arranged to
operate with base plate D, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

64,108—A. B. HURD, Watkins, N. Y.—Gatc—
April 23, 1867.—The fi-iction rollers run on the sus-
taining bar which is pivoted to and swings on the
cross cleat of the main post.
Claim.—First, the bar B, pivoted on the cleat n,

and having its rear end engaging with the hook b, as
a support for the gate A, substantially as shown and
described.
Second, mounting the gate A, on friction rollers

arranged to run on the bar B, and having both gate
and bar swing around, as set forth.
Third, the staples d, with the friction rollers mounted

thereon, and said staples arranged to embrace the bar,
as shown and described.

64,109.—AXTHOXY IsKE, Lancaster, Va.—Sas:h
Hope Plate.—April 23, 1867.—An opening is made in
the sash behind the plate to receive the knot of the

rope which is passed through the plate and then
slipped upward in the slot.

Claim.—The specific arrangement of the plate A,
with its circular opening B, slot C, groove D, and
beveled convexity E, on the back, all arranged in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

64,110.- Peter H. Jackson, Xew York, ]^. Y.
—Boat Detaching Tackle.—AiirU. 23, 1867.—Tlie davit

.

links enter vertical sockets and are engaged by the
ends of the right and left screw bolts, which are sim-
ultaneously retracted by rotation of the central nut.

Claim.—The cylinder g, feather i, lever k, and fork
h. in combination with the bolts e e, having right and
left-handed threads, said bolts taking eyes or rings
on the ropes or chains passing to the davits, as set

forth and for the jjurpose specified.

64,111.—Jacob L. Kintner, Harrison, Ind.—
Hcty Elevator.—April 23, 1867.—The inclined toothed
bars are operated by cranks, so that while one is at

the highest point with the load, the other is loading
and ready to ascend.
Claim.—The guide bars F F, having their lower

ends connected to a curved plate, in combination with
the rake G- and bars A A, all constructed and ope-
rating in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

64,112.—D. P. Lacey, Oxfov(lyme,Wis.—Shozver
Bath.—Aiml 23, 1867.—By drawing the cord attached
to the pivoted lever the valve is raised, disclosing a
perforated section in the bottom.

Claim.—First, constructing and operating the Talve
sul:)stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the valve arrangement constructed as spe-
cified, in combination with a vessel for containing
water, substantially as set forth.

64,113.—Gorges Lioxel Leclanche, Paris,
France.

—

Galvanic Battery.—April 23, 1867.—The
porous vase has a graphite plate to form the positive
pole, and is filled up with a mixtiu-e of powdered gra-
phite and peroxide of manganese. The enclosing jar
has a plate of zinc and is filled with sand or sawdust
moistened with a concentrated solution of chloro-hy-
dratc of ammoma. The cork has a central glass tube,
and over this is a disk of rubber whose edges are se-

cured to the wax, its middle slit forming a gas escape
valve. The accumulator is composed of two jars
containing each a plate of graphite, or other non-.
oxidizable substance, bm-ied in powdered graphite
moistened with a solution of potash.
Claim.—In combination the graphite plate or plates,

the flask, and the porous vase, the flask and vase
being charged and the whole apparatus being arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

Also, the employment in electrical piles of peroxide
of manganese moistened with a liquid containing a
salt in solution which has no chemical action on the
peroxide of manganese, the salt used being capable
by its electrolytical decomposition of rendering solu-

ble the oxides of manganese arising from the reduc-
tion operated by the hydrogen.

64,114.-EDWARD S. Lexox andEdward Spauld-
IXG.—jSTcw York, jST. Y.—Potato Digger.—Ai^ril 23,
1867.—The pivoted scoop has flaring wings to widen
the track, and cutters and mold boards to displace the
side earth laterally ; the riddle following is driven by
gearing from one of the supporting wheels. The
scoop is supported in front by pivoted bars connected
to the beam, with notched vertical bars and an ad-

justable lever. A caster wheel supports the front of

the beam.
Claim.—First, the potato digger, consisting of the

frame A, secured to the axle B, caster wheel D, sus-

pended scoop E, with wings G G-, curved bars h, rid-

dle F, vibrated by suitable gearing IST, cutter H, mold
board I, toothed vertical bar i, chain k, and lever I,

constructed aad operating substantially as herein
shown and desci'ibed.

Second, the scoop E, when provided with a concave
cutting edge to prevent tlie bursting of the hill, in

combination with the wings G-, as set forth.

Tliird, the vibrating riddle F, consisting of bent
sheet metal bars, which are so arranged that tlie ends
of the center bars drag on the ground, and those ol

other bars are elevated above the ground, substan-
titilly as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
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scribed, in combination with the mold boards H and
I, substantially as herein set forth.
Fourth, the mold boards H and I, when arranged

as herein described, in combination with the wings
G and scoop E, aU made and operating substantially
as and lor the purpose herein shown and described.

'

Piith, extending the sides or wings G-, beyond the
bottom of the scoop S, substantially as and for the
pui-pose herein shown and described.

64,115.—M. Le Page and P. Eaymond, Wood-
haren, I^. Y.—Seat for Lounge C/iair.—April 23,
1867.—The rectangular frame has a rabbet, in which
the arched springs are clamped by the strip, being
foi'ther secured below by screws. *An elastic longi-
tudinal brace crosses each strip, and is riveted at its

point of intersection with each.
Claim.—The strip C, ciuwed on its profile in the

arc of an ellipse, in combination with the rabbet a,

cui'ved in the ai-c of a circle, for clamping the ends of
the spring B, substantially as and operating in the
manner set forth.

64,116.—Elliot Lewis, Lockport, 1*5". Y.—Sad
Iron.—April 23, 18tu.—The feet of the removable
handle slide forward beneath cross-bars in the slotted
base, and are secm-ed in position by a spring bolt in
front.

Claim.—The detachable handle E, provided with
feet g and slide bolt h, in combination with the way b,

cross wii'es c c, and bolt socket d, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as set forth.

64,117.—WILLLA.M E. LiNXOLX, Providence, R.
I., assignor to Miltox Bradley & Co., Springfield,
Mass.

—

Toy.—April 23, 1S67.—Tlie cylinder has verti-

cal sight apertm-es, and rotates horizontally. A
series of figures are placed around within the cylinder,
andby individually representing positions in a progres-
sive series, convey the impression of action to the
eye of the observer, as they are sitccessively presented
at a rate beyond the capacity of the organ to detect
an interval in the succession.
Claim.—First, the device herein described, con-

sisting of the revolving cylinder A, with any number
of slits ah cde, and having figm-es upon its inside
sui'face, and ai-ranged and constructed substantially
as set forth.

Second, the plate F having any desii-ed figures upon
it, arranged in the manner ancl for the purpose de-
scribed.

Thii'd, the plate B upon the bottom of the cylinder
having any desired figm-e or figures upon it, formed
substfmtially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

64,118.—"Wm. H. LmxGSTON, Johnstown, IST. T.—Sand Saw.—April 23, 1867.—The rod is strength-
ened by a plate below, is bent and passes at a right
angle through the handle, where it connects with the
metallic tightening buckle, \\'iiich engages both handle
and saw.
Claim.—First, connecting the metallic back of a

frame saw to the handle by passing the frame into a
hole in the handle, substantially as specified.

Second, attaching the metallic tightening buckle d
to the lower edge ot the wooden handle a, in the
manner set forth.

Thii'd, a metallic tightening buckle, formed with a
slot for the reception of the end of the saw, a hole for

the screw rod i, and a nut to screw upon the rod c,

as set forth.

Fourth, the stiffener plate c' and the rod c, forming
the frame of the saw, as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

64,119.—Michael F. Lowth and Thomas J.

Ho'.VE, Owatonna, Minn.—C'uL'u-afor.—April 23, 1867.

—The pivoted shovel beams are attached to an ad-
justable transverse bar connectiuo- -vvith grooved
quadt-ants on the ends of a journaled shaft vibrated
by a segmental lever.

'Claim.—The combination with the quadrant J of
the adjustable segment M, for the purpose of chang-
ing the position of the lever N, substantially as and
for the object specified.

Second, the combination of the quadrants J J',

segments M, shaft K and lever X, v>ith the chains or
flexible coimections I, connecting bar H and shovel

beams D, tdl arranged ani operating in the manner
and for the pm-pose specified.

64,120.—John Luxger, "Waldo, Ohio.—TTrt^r^w

Seat Supporter.— Am-n 23, 1867.— The standards
straddle the side boards, and the outerleg slides within
staples outside. The springs are bolted to the bow
on the upper ends of the standards.

Claim..—The standard B, constructed substantially
in the manner set forth, and used as and for the pur-
pose specified.

64,121.—John Lyle, Newark, IST. J.—Combina-
tion Tool.—April 23, 1867.—The outer jaw in combi-
nation with two movable jaws constitute a punch on
one side and pliers on the other.
Claim.—First, the U-shapedjaw A, in combination,

with two movable jaws B C and handles D E, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the ptir-

pose described.
Second, the stop /, in corabmation with the TJ-

shaped jaw A and movable jaws B C, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

64,122.—Andrew J. Mapes, Independence, Mo.— Vt^ashinj Machine.—April 23, 1867.—The floating
rubber board lies in the bottom of the bos and has
rollers in the middle actuated by the slats of the main
wheel, which is geared to a smaller wheel above when
churning. The wringer bag is attached to a bolt at
one side of the machine, and passing over the small
wheel to a crank at the other side, the moistm-e is

ejected by twisting.
Claim'.—Fii-st, the buoyant or floatingrubber board

B, constructed substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the. combination of the large wheel C and
small wheel E with each other and with the rubber
board B, box A, and frame D of the machine, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the long levers I, pit-

mans J, pulleys K and L, and bands M, with each
other and with the wheels C and E and frame D of
the machine, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

64,123.—Thos. J. McGarry, Cleveland, Ohio.— Vessel for Storing and Transporting Oil.—April
23, 1867.—The barrel-shaped tank has double walls,

having a space between them filled with water, and
is supporfid upon journals having bearings in the
standards attached to the car truck. The oil is dis-

charged through an outlet in the bottom of the tank,
whioh is closed by a valve attached to a rod.
Claim.—First, the tank A with shell and lining B,

having a water chamber at the sides and ends, in
combination with inlets and outlets, arranged as and
for the piu-pose substantially as set forth.

Second, hanging the tank upon journals or bearings
as and for the purpose set forth.

Tlurd, the saddles X provided with spring bearings
in combijiation with the tank, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

64,124.—James McLaughlin, Dimcannon, Pa.
—Railway Sxoitch.—A.Y>v\\. 23, 1867.—Tho shifting

rails are not pivoted but allow movement by their

flexibility. The meeting ends slide in a depression of
the chair, and are attached together by a bolt travei*s-

ing their longitudinal horizontal slots. These rails

are kept asunder by brace rods.
Claim.—The movable elastic frog continuons with

and forming part of tho adjoining rails C C, their

conveying slotted ends joined together in the slotted

chaii- 'Gr by means of the bolt F, thefr elastic or dis-

engaged portion connectod together by means of the
cross-rod d in combination with the main rails A A,
branch rails B B, and operated by means of the crank
e and sliding bar I, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the pm-poso specified.

64,125.—Samuel Melsom, Erie, V&.—Paint Oil.

—April 23, 1867.—Composed of boiled linseed oil 22
gaUs. ; benzine 16 galls. ; rosin 56 lbs., and Japan drier

'i galls. White copperas or magnesia may be substi-

tuted for the Japan drier.

Claim.—Tho paint oil composed of linseed oil, ben-
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zine, rosin, and the pfiint-dryer, in the proportions
substantially as set forth, and prepared as described.

64,126.—Bexjames' F. Miller, 'New- York, X.
Y.—Pavement.—A-pril 23, 18U7.—The series of blocks
lay at an angle of about 45'^ and distribute the weight
and strain over a larger surface.

Claim.—A pavement formed of blocks laid at an
inclination, so that one block lies paitially upon the
side of the next, substantially as set forth.

64,127.— Chakles Miller. St. Louis, Mo.

—

ioo7«.—April -23, 1867.—Antedated April 10, 1867.—
The lay frame is actuated by a single crank on the
end of a shaft runiang half way across the loom. The
picker staffs are operated by stops upon a bai- recip-

rocated endways by a cam "wheel, each of the staffs

coming in contact'with its proper stop by the said

movement of tlie bar. A vertically sliding poet gives
jom-nal-beariug to a lantern frame, one of wliose disks

has a ratchet wheel on vi'hich a fixed pawl acts to ro-

tate it by the vertical reciprocation of the frame.
This reciprocation is effected by the oscillation of tlie

lay frame. Bridge plates sliding on the rods are so

adjusted as to come in contact when at their highest
point with one of a series of studs, each connected to
a set of hai'ness to operate the same by the vertical

movement of tlie frame.
Claim..—First, the combination of the sliort shaft

B^, the crank b, and rod b', when the whole are ai*-

rauged in connection with the lay frame, in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

Second, the combination and ai-rangement of the
shifting bar D and its stops d and the picking sticks C.

Thii'Q, the ratchet E and its star-shaped groove e,

for the purpose of giving the req[uired motion to the
shifting bar.

Fourth, the combination of the ratchet E and the
lever E^, substantially as described and for the pui*-

pose set forth.

Fifth, the combination and aiTangement of the
twin governor, composed of the devices F^ F=* F"" F^
F^/^/i/^/^ and/', substantially as described and
set forth.

64,128.-Joseph A. Miller, Kew York, X. Y.
— Chimney or Ventilator.— A^v'A 23, 1867.—The
smoke stack has annulai- variously inclined planes,

divided into radiating compartments, which catch
the wind and increase the di'aft.

Claim.—The smoke stack A provided with annu-
lar inclined planes B C, having different inclinations,

leaving a space divided into compartments by the
radiating partitions D, constructed and operating as

and for the purpose specified.

64,129.—A. J. Mills and E. M. Hewett, Scott,
N. Y.—Clothes Dryer.—April 23, 1867.—The two
series of slats are pivoted between metal plates which
are bolted to a wall.
Claim.—The within-described diyer composed of

the plate A' with its flanges and the pivoted slats B
B, the same being used substantially as and for the
pm-pose specified.

64,130.—Geo. M. Morris, Cohoes, K Y.—Oil-

ing JDei-ice for Journal Box.—April 23, 1867.—The
revolving" disk, which (.lips into the oil receptacle, is

journalled in a removable plate and carries up oil to
the shaft.

Claim.—First, forming inclined shoulders D and
the oil chamber or reservou" C of the journal box, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

Second, the inclined removable slotted plate E in
combination with the inclined shoulders JD of the
jom-nal box, and with the oiling disk F, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the pm-pose
set forth.

64,131.—Felix Murray, Pittsburg, Pa.—Ap-
paratus for Boiling Clevises and Plow Shares.—
April 23, 1867.—The faces of the rolls are so recessed
as to foi-m blanks for the articles named.

Claim.—The roUiug or forming of clevises and
shai-es for plo\^'s by means of the rollers B B' pro-
vided respectively with the gTooves ab c and d, and
airanged with a 'stripping or guide roller D, to ope-

rate substantially in the manner as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

64,132.—George H. Myers, Philadelphia, Pa.-
Steam Engine Slide Yalve.—April 23, 18G7.—The
valve has a cavity at top containing packing of alter-

nate i-ubber and prepared paper, having springs be-
neath forcing an upper plate against the valvo cap,
which is slotted to pei-mit the traverse of a pin of the
valve rod. This pin transfixes the slide pkite tind

packing, and enters the valve to actuate the same.
Claim.—First, the cavity a in the top of the valve,

in combination with sj^rings d, packing piece h, and
a top plate c, constructing and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the slide C, working on the outside of the

steam chest and provided with a pin /, to catch in a
socket in the valve, in combination with the top plate
c and packing piece &, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,133.—J. H. iSToxAMAKER, Middletown, Pa.

—

Farm Gate.—April 23, 1867.—The rear of the gate
has rollers whoso grooves receive the edges of the
fence boards, and the free end of the gate has a ground
roller and enters a vertical groove of the gate post.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
gi'ooved pulleys D and F with the rear end of the
gate A, and with the rails E and G of the panel of
the fence adjacent to the rear end of said gate, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

64,134.—E.J. XuNX, Savannah, Ga.—iand Cmv-
veyancc.—April 23, 1867.—The curve-ended frame is

supported on a series of grooved friction rollers run-
ning on an endless flexible band operated by a driving
wheel, friction being enforced by two adjustable rollei-s

above.
Claim.—The grooved rollers B and ribbed band C,

in combination with the cm-ved end frame A bearing
the working parts, which commimicate motion to the
band, constructed and applied as described, for the
purpose specified.

64,135.—Alfred Paraf, Mulhouse, France.

—

Copper-coated Iron Rollsfor Printing and Finishing.
—April 23, 1867.—The tiu-ned and polished cast-ii-on

roll is placed in an electro bath containing a copper
solution and a copper plate. The solution consists of
sulphite of soda, cyanide of potassium, acetate of
copper, ammonia a'nd water, and after certain de-
scribed treatment the roll is treated with acid, washed
and placed in a second electro bath of sulphate of
copx^er, sulphate of soda, and sulphuric acid. The
object is the deposition of a heavy coat of copper
capable of being turned and polishe'd.

Claim.—A new manufactm-e, marking, pi-inting or
finishing rollers of cast iron, and coating tho same
with copper, substantially in the manner and by the
means herein specified.

64,136.—Ephraxm Parker, Mariow, IST. H.—
Stove-pipe Damper.—April 23, 1867.—The caloi-ic cur-
rent is driven circuitously by two adjustable disks
operated and secured by a"thumb screw with a spii-al

friction spring attached.
Claim.—A damper made of two parallel plates or

disks whose edges ai-e cut away at opposite sides, and
to one of which is pivoted, hinged or adjusted near
the side thus cut away a valvo or slide, the whole
device constructed so as to operate substantially as
described.

64,137.—Bexoxi F. Partridge, Syracuse. K". Y.—Quilting Frame.—April 23, 1867.—"The bars are
secm-ed to the rollers by set screws, and to the exten-
sion bars by guide straps. Tho extension bars act as
legs, and are slotted and adjustable to suit tho con-
traction of the quilt.

Claim.—T\xQ combination and arrangement of the
axis, the rollers, tho extension bars, the legs, tho set
screws, the guides, the stay rods, the slot in thoextc]!-
sion bars, all constructed tind operating substanticdiy
as and for the pm-poso shown and described.

64,138.—H. E. Passmore and G. A. Keckert,
York, Pa.

—

llailroad Switch.—April 23, 1867.—Tho
switch rails ai-e attached bv thou- rear cuds, so that
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they -n-ill spring in position to fonn unbroken connec-
tion of the main track, but have suflEieieut pliability

to shift by the passage of a train from the side track.
Clai)n.—First, the pointed spring- rails C C, moA'iug

on the slide plates E E and lug jjlates F F, in combi-
nation with rails X X.

Second, the double-notched guard rails D D, in con-
nection with the pointed spring rails C C, to guard the
wheels from striking the points of the said spring
rails X X.

Third, the single-Upped switch rod G, which aUows
the pointed spring raUs C C to more back, in combi-
nation with spring rails, <S:c.

Fourtli, the combination of the pointed spring rails

C C, moving on the slide plates E E, the lug plates F
F, and the single-lipped switch rod G, in connection
with the guard rails D D, in the manner and for the
purpose herein substantially set forth.

64,139.—l^AECissE Pigeon, Montreal, Canada,—Manvfacture of Starch Sugar.—April 23, 1867.

—

The lead-lined boiler has a supply at top, as also a
pressure gauge, thermometer, and safety valve. Steam
is admitted near the bottom by a lead pipe, which
ti-averses the interior. To 40 lbs. of boiling water
add gradually, maintaining the boiling heat, 1^000 lbs.

of starch, acidulated with'one per cent, of sulphm-ic
acid diluted with water at 12Q° Fah. The contents
arc then raised to 300^ Fah., then settled with 30 lbs.

whiting and 40 lbs. bone dust. Evaporate to 21°

Baume and stand for the precipitation of sulphate of
lime. The acid in the sirup is neutralized by hydrate
of soda, and the saccharine solution condensed by
further evaporation.

Claim.— First, the within-described process of
manufacturing a crystallizable sirup Irom fecula, free

from dextrine, or nearly so, substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, the within-described process of manufac-
turing a hard crystallized sugar from starch sirup pre-

pared from fecula, as above described, substantially

as herein set forth.

64,140.—George M. D. Pomeeoy, Attica. Ind.
—Gate Latch.—Ai^tH 23, 1867'.-When the bolt at-

tached to the gate strikes the catch on the back of the
latch, the latter rises in its slotted fr-ame and falls

again by its gravity.
Claim.—A. gate latch consisting of the parts B C

and D, constructed and arranged for use as described,
acting in combination with the pin A, substantially
in the manner and for the piu'pose set forth.

64,141.—William Porter, Sr., and William
Porter, Jr., ]S"ew York, N. Y.—La?itern.—A-pvU.
23, 1867.—To attach the top and base together, two of
the vertical guard wires pass through a horizontal
flange of the base. One of them is secm-ed by a lateral

extension, and the other by a hook, which enters the
eye at its end.
Claim.—The lower guard ring c, when made of

sheet metal, as described, so as to permit of a pro-
longation of the guard wires, substantially as herein
shown and set forth.

64,142.—W. S. POTWix, Chicago, HI., assignor
to I^RANK Sturges & Co., same place.

—

Bottom for
Culinary Steamers.—April 23, 1867.—The bottom of
the steamer has cii'cular beads above for the contents
to rest on, and a perforated groove below to drain off

the moisture.
Claim.—The bottom of the steamer provided with

the deep groove B, near its outer edge, projecting
downward and surrounding the raised center, which
is provided Avith the raised concentric ribs A, whereby
perforated concentric channels are formed by the
steam condensed within the steamer from the articles

being steamed, as herein shown and described.

64,143.—JohnB. Raines, Fremont, Iowa.

—

Corn
Planter.—April 23, 18G7.—The cut-off and plate are
beveled to prevent breaking the corn, and the dies
are exchangeable to suit ditt'orent sized grains.
Claim.— Tha cut-off represented in the drawings

by the letters AAA and the dies represented by the
letter J, and the bottom of the box in which the corn
is placed, represented by the letters A A.

64,144.-John H. Rhodes, Brooklyn, I?". Y.-Valve
Gearfor Water Meter and other Purposes.—April 23,
1867.—The devices mentioned in the claim are to avoid
fi-iction, and conseqnentinjiu-y in respect to the pin and
other parts by giving the pin 'some play, and allowing
the rapidfl.e£ion of the joint, after reaching the culmi-
nating point by the oval form of the lever end, against
which the roUer impinges.

Claiyn.—In a valve gear, substantially of the char-
acter described, the combination with rod H and its
roller d of the lever E, linked as described to said rod
by a pin /, arranged to pass through an oblong or
oval slot in the lever, and the latter constructed at its

outlet end i for gear with the roUer d, substantially as
specified.

64,145.—Celius E. Richards, North Attleboro,
Mass.—JTai.—April 23, 1867.—The paper twine is

sewed together, assuming a shape to suit the taste.

Claim..—Ahat fabricated ofpaper, thread, or twine,
substantially as described, as a new manufacture.

64,146.—Charles Richardson, Richmond, Ya.—Game for Pastime.—April 23, 1867.—The boardhas
a series of wells, deflectors, and pins, and the game
is played by striking the balls with mallets against
the deflectors, the balls on the rebound knocking
down the pins without entering the weUs.
Claim.—The arrangement of certain devices as

hereinbefore descril)ed and shown by the accompany-
mg di-awings for forming an instructive and amusing
game or pastime for the house or field.

64,147.—George Richardson, Lowell, Mass.—
Let-off for Looms.—April 23, 1867.—The yarn beam
has a spur wheel engaging a pinion on the shaft of a
friction pulley. The friction block is upon a lever
having an adjustable spiral spring to regidate the
tension. An arm upon the brake lever projects up-
ward, and engages an arm of a rock bar, whose radial
lip the yarn passes, and serves by its tension to regu-
late the pressure of the friction block.

Claim,.—First, the combination and arrangement
ofthe whip roll d, with its finger e, the lever/, tension
spring h, friction pad m and friction puUey g, of any
form or shape, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Second, the cam or pawl q, in combination with the
adjustable standi r and friction brake/, as and for
the purpose herein described.

Third, allowing the= let-off at the time ofthe exten-
sion of the sheds of the warp by its action on the whip
roll, and completely stopping the let-off at the time of
beating up the woof by nieans independent of the
whip roU, substantially as herein specified.

64,148.-Francis Xavier Rizy, Monroe, Mich.—Musical Pack or Desk.—April 23, 1867.—The rack
is adjustable in an inclined or horizontal direction by
transverse bars, pivoted at then- connections, and
has a thumb screw to fasten it in position, and a foot
ledge to support the music.

Claim.—The cross-bars G, in combination with the
clamping bars e, the inclined plane h, thumb screw/,
slots p, spm's 0, enlargements n, and also in combina-
tion with the other common devices, such as the foot
board d, rack c and iustriunent a.

64,149.— C. H. L. Roberts, Morrison, El.—
Churn.—AprU 23, 1867.—The horizontal armed dasher
is worked by the crank, which also works a shaft

with spiral perforated flanges, tm-niug in a trough

;

the latter receives the cream, and a small quantity of
salt from funnels above, and passes the same to the
chamber below.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the shaft G,
with its plates b b, and placed within tlio trough E,
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the box A, with lidDS having funnels S t and
covered opening x, dasher shaft D, in combination with
the trough E, all arranged and operating in the man-
ner substantiidly as and for the purpose set forth.

64,150.—Eli.\s Roth and George Shane, Xew
Oxford, Fa.—Gate.—April 23, 1667.—The upper hinge
pintle is connected by a toggle joint to the post, and
levers extending from the toggle plates have cords

connected to posts up and down the ix>ad, by which
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the gate is drawn up and bent over to release its

fastening, and cause it to swing open.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the bent lovers H and I, and short bars K and L,
•with the gate B, ropes O and [N", post A, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, placing a roller D under the front cross-

bar b^ of the gate B, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the catch G E, constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, forming the horizontal bars J)'^ of the gate

B, so that they may be oval in their cross section,

and placing them with their longest diameter hori-

zontal, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purpose set forth.

64,151.—W. KussELLand B. Carpenter, Xorth-
field, Ohio, and Joseph Drake, Boston, Ohio.—Com-
l)oundfor Curing Foot Rot in Sheep.—April 23, 1807.

—

The gland in the heel is dissected out, and the wound
treated with a compound of sulphuric acid, i oz.

;

pine tar, i oz. ; common salt, i oz. ; and turpentine,

ioz.
Claim.—The herein described compound, applied

as and for the purpose described.

64,15'>2.— E. Sexto\, Mimson, Mass.— Gang
Piot«.—April 23, 18t)7.~The plow beams have flattened

bai'S at each end passing up through sleeves attached
to the transversely adjustable longitudinal bars of the
frame, and the plows ai-e vertically adjusted by pins
passing through these bars. Other'bars from the plow
beamspass up to levers above the frame by which the
plow may be laised from the ground.
Claim.—First, the adjustable bars B, provided with

the tubular guides or supports F for supporting the
plows, substantially as shown.
Second, in combination with the laterally adjustable

bars B, the spring rods L and levers L and m, an-anged
to operate as set forth.

64,153.—Charles Seymour, La Porte, Ind.—
Gate Fastening.—April 23, 1867.—The sliding catch
piece is raised by the side levers. It is held down on
the pin by the disk at top, which has a socket to allow
its passage in one position.

Claim.—The bed plate C, cap A, sliding bar B,
thumb series D D, and circular sock E, constructed,
arranged and operating substantially as herein set
forth.

64,154.—Bexja^hn F. Shaw, South Danvers,
Mass.

—

Machine Knitted Hotdery.—April 23, 18G7.

—

The continuous knitted tube has projections which
are bent ai'ound to form the heel and toe.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a ma-
chine-made stocking, hose, or sock, knit or formed in
the manner set forth.

64,155.—Gerard Sickels, Boston, '^dass.—Shoe
Fastening.—April 23, 1867.—The plate through or
around which the lacing passes is rotated to take up
the slack of the lacing and is then secured by the
eliding catch.
Claim.—A shoe fastening device constructed to

operate substantially as set forth.

64,156.—Warrek a, Simonds, Boston, Mass.—
Apparatus for Carburctting Gas.—April 23, 1867
The vessel is divided by horizontal diaphragms into
avertical series of chamber.-^, each of which has a verti-

cal diametric partition running across. U-pipes con-
nect with the upper and under chambers respectively
60 as to form overflows aud air passages from chamber
to chamber. The apparatus is filled from the top.

Claim.—First, the anangemect within the vapor-
izing vessel of complete disks / and partial partitions
<7, when combined with tubes h, connecting the re
spectjve cells of each chamber alternately with a cell

of the chamber above and with a cell of the chamber
below, substantially as and for the purpose described
Second, connecting the cells on diiferent sides of

the same disk by independent TJ-tubcs exterior to the
cylinder, adjusted, nn-anged, applied, and operating
substantially as described.

64,157.—Philip SrNsz, Baltimore, Isld.—Mount-
ing Glaziers' Diamonds.—AYtril 23, 1867.—The dia-
mond block and the braker are folded against the side
of the handle. A spring holds them in either position.
Claim.—The within described glaziers' diamond, the

same having the breaker B jointed or pivoted to the
handle A, aud the diamond block swiveled to the
breaker, substantially as and for the piu-pose set forth.

64,158.-Charles T. S.mith, Utica, ]S". Y.—Me-
tallic Bobbin.—April 23, 1867,—Improvement on his
patent October 16, 1866. The wooden heads are en-
gaged between a shoulder of the metal and the ex-
panded end of the same.
Claim.—The securing of the wooden heads or

flanges b on the non-corrosive metal tubes a of bob-
bins by drawing up a shoulder c on the tubes for the
upper surfaces of the heads or flanges b to abut against,
and turning up the ends of the tubes a within a con-
cave d, substantially as shown and described.

64,159.—Hexry Sjhth, Jr., Summit, If. Y.—
Coffin.—April 23, 1867.—The frame which is prepared
for the reception of the glass is flush with the cover
of the coffin.

Claim.—The combinatibn of the frame C prepared
for the reception of a glass plate with the cover B of
the coffin in such a manner that the upper side of said
frame may be flush with the upper surface of the said
cover, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set
forth.

64,160.—John A. Smith, Salem, Mass., assignor
to himself and A . S. Hodges, Southboro, Mass.

—

Sash Fastener.—April 23, 1867.—The cam is pivoted
in the shell which is attached to the stile and acts
against the metal facing of a wooden friction block
to sustain or fasten the window.
Claim.—First, the combination with the shell D,

cast as described, of the cam lever E and metal faced
block/, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the shell D of the
pivot a cast upon the inside of the block of shell D,
for the purpose stated.

64,161—S. B. Smith and E. Lindslet, Cleve-
land, Ohio.—Pantaloon Guard.—April 23, 1867.—
The metallic baud fits the bottom of the trowsers leg
aud is secured by buttons stitched to the trowsers, the
tongues of the buttons entering slots of the band.

Claim.—The metallic guardA constructed substan-
tially as described, in combination with the hooked
buttons C, in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,162.—Seabury Sowle, Is'ew Albany, Ind.—
Skid.—April 23, 1867.—The curved parallel track has
hooks at one end for engagement to an upper hatch-
way and is constructed of several series of overlying
strips.

Claim.-^Thc skid herein described, when composed
and constructed as described, with its cm'ved center,
and connected by the hooks in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

64,163.—A. B. Sprout, Hughesville, Va.—Horse
Hay Fork.—April 23, 1867.—The two bars are pivoted
together like shears. The lower ends of the bars are
coniform and have cutting edges and shoulders.
Wlien closed the fork will cut its way down into the
hay, and when opened the shoulders are exposed to
hold the hay while the load is lifted,

Clai7n.—The coniform points/ and g provided with
cutting edges and shoulders or hooks 6 and 7, con-
structed, arran"-ed. and operating substantially as
herein described and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,164.—OLE O. Storle, Xorth Cape. Wis., as-

sisTHor to himself and Percy B. Smith. Milwaukee,
Wis.—Horse Hay Fork.—April -23, 1867.—The con-
necting rods connect the tines below with the sleeve

above, which, slipping on the central shafts, adjusts

the tines for entering or retaining the hay. A pivoted
lock hook fits into notches in the shaft and is attach-

able to the cross-bar above to maintain the tines in

either position.

CUiim.—A horse hay fork when made with prongs
A, connecting rods B,' sleeve C, shaft D, and lock E,
in combination substantially as and for the purpose
described.
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64,165 J. E. Tate, Colnrabia, Tquti.— Culti-
vator.—A^ril 23, 1867.—The forward teeth and the
serupers aae adjustable to leave a wider or uan-owcr
row. The clevis hook is on ouo sido to enable the
liorse to widk beside the row. The coverer is a trans-
Torse bar of Avood concave beneath.

Claim.—Fii-st, the adjustable scrapers F constructed
OS herein sliowu iind described, iu combination with
the bars G and ft-ame A of the cultivator, substan-
tiallj as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the cotton coverer L, constructed as herein
shown and described, in combination Avith the bars F
and trame A of the cultivator, substantially as and
for the pm'poso set ibrtk.

64,166.—James EmvAUD Thorpe, Erie, Pa.,
assignor to himself and W. J. F. Liddell, same place.—Steam Fump.—April 23, 1867.—The valve is ope-
rated by tappets on its rod engaged by an arm from
the piston rod. The action is airect, the steam piston
rod caiTying the pump piston. The sleeve on this rod
has two downwardly-projecting plates, which engage
a crank on the liy-AvJiecl shaft. A disk on this shaft
has a wrist pin working in a verticid slot of a slide plate

connected to the piston rod of the supply cylinder,

which commuuicatci with the pumping cylinder and
regulates its connection with the water ports.

"c'laiin.—The supply cylinder J), constructed and
operating substantially as described, in combination
with the pumping engine and the osciUatiug valve F
and chamber E.
Also, the arrangement, substantially as described,

for moving the ste;im valve and the"^ piston of the
supply chamber.

64,167.-TTiLLiAM H. T. Tomlin, Mullica Hill,

i»'. J.—Horse Ray i'orA-.-April 23, 1867.—The ad-

justinjj rope runs over a pulley in the standard, and
is attached to the toggle joint" lever, which works in

the slotted standai-o'and actuates the pivoted forks.

The fork is ele\ated by block and tackle attached to

the clevis on the end of the standard.
Claim.—A hay elevator consisting of the two forks

C, hinged to the' cross-bars c and connected by the

toggle joint lever/ (/, having the loop or guide o work-
ing in rhe veitical gioove t of the slotted standard A,
substantially as shown and described.

64,168.—Israel D. Vakdecar, Chicago, 111.—
Excavator.—April 23, 1867.—The fom- shovels are ar-

ranged iu pairs, open and closing toward and from
eao-h other, having shanks which enter recesses in the
lower end of the vertical post, and are vibrated by
levers operated by chains.

Claim.—First.'the combination and an-angement
of the shovels E, provided with the shanks E', tlie

levers C, arms a, and the post A, when ai-ranged and
operating substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the shovels E, provided

with the shanks E', the levers C, arms a, and post or
centerpiece A. the connecting chains D, hoisting rope
E', and dumping ropes E, when all arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

64,169.—Israel D. Vantdecah, Chicago, El.—
Dredging Machine.—April 23, 1867.—The scoops are
iirmly attached to the end of the handles, which are
pivoted like shear's, and operated by drawing upon
the central rod to close them, or by the divaricated
chain to open them.
Claim.—First, the combination and an'angement

of the scoops C I), handles or levers E F, connecting
chains E, rod K, hoisting rope H, and plate A, when
constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purposes specihed.
Second, in combination with said scoops, handles

or levers, connecting chains, rod, lioisting rope, and
plate, the ropes or chains G, when operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Thii'd, tlie combination and arransrement of the
plate A, rod II, provided AX'ith the shoulder r, the catch
plates «, l)cnt lever df, and cord g, when constructed
and operated substantially as herein specified.

64,170.—B. Van Gaasbeek, Mouut Vernon, :N'.

T.

—

Ironing Table.—April 23, ]8ti7.—Theliinged side

pieces when opened disclose the ironing boards, which

open out on pivoted joints ; hinged legs adjusted by a
spring support the outer ends.
Claim.—The combination of the chamber d of the

table, the pivoted ironing board, and the folding leg

/, substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

64,171.— "W. F. Vebeu, Pcrrysburg, Ohio.—
Fence Gate.—April 23, 1867.—When the button is

lifted, the notch on the top bar is lilted from the bolt
and the gate is slipped on the roller attached to the
forwai'd post, tUl it is disengaged from the other post
and is swung round.
Claim.—The gate A, as constructed in combination

with the joints or pivoted post G, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

64,172.—Joseph S. "WaTErmax, Eoxbury, Mass.—Corpse Frescrving Case.—April 23, 1867.—The ice

chamber is above the chamber enclosing tho body,
and there is L-ec cii'culation between the two. The
sides of the ice chaml>er are flexible so that as the ice

melts, the top of the chamber settles.

Claim.—Pioviding the ice chamber B with ayield-

ing top or cover, for the purpose set forth.

Also, forming a passage from the corpse chamber
to an ice chamber placed above it, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

64,173 ^N". Watermax, Toledo, Oliio.—Folding
Chair.—April 23, 1S67.—The legs are pivoted together
at their point of junction and in front to tho seat,

Avhich is hooked to a roUer in the back. By detaching
the liook it can be folded for removal.
Claim.—The combination of the seat G and legs

E D, v%'hereby the back legs D fold on the front le^js

E and the seat G, passing-" through between the siue

pieces C, above the romid I, fold" on the hind legs D
of the chair, substantially as described, for the pur-

pose specitied.

64,1 74.—Da%td C. Watson, Manchester, K". H.
—Check Fein Holder.—At^yH 23, 18(;7.—A spring
sleeve rising upon a vertical stem in the saddle acts

i as a mousing to the rein hook to prevent the accidental
disengagement of the rein.

Claim.—Tlie mode herein described to secure check
reins in the hook, as shown, by stem C, pin D, tube
E, tube A, and spring E, which may be made of wke
or rubber.

64,175.—Dexter P. "Webster and Hermox TT.

Ladd. Philadelptiia, Pa.

—

/Spring Bed Bottom.—April
23,1867.-Thedetachable bottom is suspended by hooks
attached to the frame ; metallic sockets secured to

the side bars retain the dovetailed cross-slats, to

which transverse longitudinal strips are attached.

Claim.—First, the detachable frame" heroin de-

scribed, the same consisting of the side pieces E, with
dovetail brackets C, and the cross-pieces 1), with
dovetail ends, constrncted and operating substan-

tiallv as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the plates C, constrticted as described, in

combination with the crwss-pieces D, substantially as

and lor the purpose specified.

Third, the removable sectional tubular cushions G,
applied to the coils of the springs, substantially as

described, for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the pendent hooks «, constructed as de-

scribed, in connectiou with the bedstead frame A,
supporting the slat-bearing frame, substantially as

described*' for the purpose specified.

64,176.—Morris Wells, Williamsbm-g, K". T.
—Machiiie for Shaping 2Ietals.—Apiil 23, 1667.—

The die and its bed plate are raised against the clamp
and plunger, the clamp being secured to a cross-plato

which bears against adjustable springs. The cUe is

secured to a cross-head, reciprocated by link attach-

ment to a crank on the same shaft which CiUTies tho

eccentrics giving the motion to tho die.

Claim.—F'n-»t, tho combination of springs d with

the cross-bar supporting the clamp G, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

Second, the link K, fitted closely between the cross-

head J, and crank L, and operating iu combination

with the die F, and punch I, substantially as and tor

the pm'pose set forth.
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64,177.—Xathantel T. "Whiting, La^vTcncoJ 64,184.—Moxroe Stakxard, Hartford, Conn.—
'hldss.—Sleigh.—A^v'\\23. 18G7.—The hollow cross-bar LSeu-ing Machine.—AipTU. 23, 18Ci7.—Explained by tho

is placed between the runner and tho knees to more clftims and illustration.

neiu-lv connect tho draft and load. The p-oovc and Ciai?n.—First, operating the feed wheel of a bcw-

pin in the cross-biir prevent tho turning of the exten-
j
ing machine by means substantirJly such us describe<l,

sion bar in backing. The draft hooks are slotted to • so that whilst it shall always, when in action, have
hold the sprinsrs wliich secure tho shaft. the ordinary intermittent motion, it may, iu addition,

t'Zflir/7.—First, the combination of the hollow cross have or not'have, at the option of tho operator, a posi-

bar A. the slotted slide B, and pin E, wiien constructed I tive rising or falling motion for e,ach progrcssivo ac-

and aiTcmged to operate substantially as and for the tion of the wheel, for the purpose set forth

purpose set forth

Second, the combination of tho slotted shaft irons

F, the springs C. and slotted hooks a' a*, when ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the purpose
set Vorth.

Second, the employment in a sewing machine of the
adjustable \ibratiug'lcver N, or its mechanical equiva-
lent, with the rock shaft V, arras q •>, connecting bar
r. cam t. or their mechanical equivalents, for holding
the feed wheel, and for giving to it an alternate rising

and fidling movement, substantially as de^jcribod.

64,irS .ToEix Wicks, Greenland, TTis.-Ore
TTa.s'/icr.—April 2:5, 1SU7.—The sepai-ator is couuocted 64,185—.TosEPn B. Alexaxmeu, TVasMngton,
with a slime pit and with tho pans by pipes. The D. C, assignor to himself and \Vm. H. Fbeer, same
larsrer particles of the ore are rctained'in tho sieves -pla-ce.— liailroad Switch.—A^ri\30. 18u7.—The switch
and the finer pass through into tho hutch, and from

]

is moved by an oscillating plate which is acted ou by
thence into the huddle. The sand and poor ores aro

j
a roller attached to the locomotive, or iu caso of street

washed out of tho sieve into the trough by tho motion i cars by a wheel flange.

given to the water iu tho hutch, by means of the! Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
plunger attached to tho walking beam.

j
switch rails C G- and C G', with the arms or the wings

Claim.—First, the combination of the separator B, 1 of a plate of iron or wood turning on a central ful-

slimepit J, huddle n. and their connections, the sieves ' crum in such a manner as to o.sciilato and open one
c, and hutch K, all for the purposes and substan- ' track while it closes tho other, as described and for

the purpose set forth.

Also, the anchor-shaped cam K, with tho wings L
and L', and the ft-ictiou roller M, as described and for
the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with the above, depressing
rails E and E', so constructed and airanged a^ to be
operated upon by the shifting roller or wheel c. attached
to the locomotive engine, as described and for the
purpose set forth.

c c

tially as described.
Second, the wjilking beam X. connecting rod 3, in

combination with tho huiuh K, substantially as de-

scribed.
Thii-d. the buddle IT. in combination with tho slime

pit J, for the purposes described.
Fourth, the huddle G, in combination with the

hutch K, sobstiintially as described.

64,179.—James C. TTiiittixgtox, Brookline,
'M&ss.—Illusorr/ Dccajntation.—The false head is

substituted within tho hood in the place of the real
64,186.-A. C. Babcock and John Duffy, Xew

Haven, Conn.

—

Carriage Curtain Fixture.—April 30,
one of the person who stoops within the effigy -while

j

1807.—The blind is arranged to be drawn up by a
the decapitation is performed. spiral spring, which is retracted by drawing down
Claim.—The cfiigy composed of figures 1 and 2,

j
the blind, ancl the rotation of the roller is prcventeil

constructed and airanged substantially as herein 1 by a rubber pad upon a metallic spring, which coincs
shown and de-scribed for the pui-poses specified. in contact with the rough-iued plate at the roller end.

I

Claim.—First, the plate E, in combination with a
64,180.— JOHN' YouxG, Amsterdam, X. T.— 1 spring F, when constructed and an-angcd so that the

Clothes Wri7igcr.—April 23, lSo7.—The upper gear
[
said spring bears upon the em-face of the plate E, as

rotates upon a stud which allows it freedom of motion
j

and for the purpose specified.
to accommodate it to tiie rise of the upper roller ; the Second, the spring F, attached to th(fstud D, so as
cross-bar in the end of tho roller shaft engages in the to form the handle G, substantially as and for the pur-
slotted boss on tho pinion.

j

pose specified.
Claim.—Yhat. the gear F, when applied to the] Third, in combination with D plate and spring F

upper shaft B of clothes wringers, in tlie manner
herein shown and described, and operating as set

forth.

Second, in combination with tho gear F, the cone
or center g and pin d, airanged as described, when
used iu connection with a gear c, as specified.

the stop d, in the manner specified.

64,187 George H. Bailey, Jersey City. X. J.—Machine for Making Water, Gas, and'Other Pipes.
—April 30,1867.—The plunger works within a metal-
lic pipe having one end closed to more forcibly com-
pact the cement. It displaces the cement in* front,

64.181.—Helem Merrill, Brooklyn, X. Y.— causing it to adhere to the pipe. Lilting rods raise
Sprinkling Liquids in Refining Sugar.—April 23, 1 the collar when the plimger is raised.
lb<>7.—A current of steam or air chai-ged with water

j
Claim.— First, the employment, in tho mannfac-

in the form of spray is directed against the interior 1 tare of pipes composed in wiiolc or in part of cement
surface of the layer of sugar in the centrifugal filter,

j

or plastic material, of a plunger either movable or
C7ai;ij.—DitFusiug the Avater or other cleansing on stationai-y, which is shaped substautialiy as set forth,

bleacliing agent in a finely divided i-tato by means of either with or without spiral cutters, and which, by
a current of air or other elastic fliud, substantially as
described.

64,18-2.-Helem Merrrx, Brooklyn. X. T.—
IH;<charger for Centrifugal Machine.—April 23, 18t)7.

—The sections aro hung on the arms of shafts which
are carried on the triangular frame, resting on bolts.

These sections servo to collect the sugar fiom the
inner side of the sieve, and may bo removed together
or separately and empty one attached.
Claim.—Tho stationary and removal scrapers and

receptacles, by which a centrifugal machine may be
discharged wiien in motion, substantially as described.

64,183.— Hklem Merrill, Brooklvn, X. T.—
Feeder for Centrifugal JfacA Mt^A\—April 23, 1667.—
The partially granulated mass is evenly .spread on the
sieve by a curved plate on the side of the hopper.
Claim.—A hopper constructed substantially as de-

scribed for tho purposo of delivering and distribnting
a uniform layer on the siovo of a centrifugal machine
while in motion. •

the application of power or by its own v.-eight and
momentum, displaces the cement in front of it, caus-
ing the latter to adhere to the pipe, and rendering it

solid and compact, substantially as described.
Second, the combination with the plunger D of the

top and bottom collui-s C C, with vent holes for the
admission and escape of air, substantially as described.

Thh-d, the application of lifting i-ods gr ^ to the collar

C for lifting this collar v>-hcn tho plmigcr is raised,

substantially as described.
Fourth, a*plunger working within a metallic pipe

or mold, having one or both end.s closfed, so as to moro
perfectly and forcibly compact the cement or plastic
materi;d within it, substautialiy as described.

64,188.-Arthur Baruarix, Xew Orlems, La.—
lAglifing Gas.—April 30, 18iJ7.—A small cylinder con-
taining spongy platinum is attached to a gas burner,
which throws "a stream of gas thereon to ignite the
same. A mixture of pure and carburctted hydrogen
is first passed through tlie pipe, and after ignition tho
flow of the former is etoppea.
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Claim.—Fii'st, the dii'eet use and application of
spongy or finely divided platinum (without extra pipe
for couveying- the hydrogen gas upon the same) to an
ordiufu-y gas burner in any manner that shall cause
the x^latinum to be dii'cctly in the path of hydrogen or
hydro-cai'bon gas, when issuing through 'such ordi-

nary burner, whether these gases be separate from
each other or mixed together, whether the burners
have additional jets or not, and whether the platinum
be used and applied peiTnanently or temporarily to
tsaid burners, for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, tlie lighting of hydiogen or hydi'o-carbon
gas, Avhetlier separate or mixed, by means of spongy
or finely divided platinum placed on a gas burner as

herein specified, whetlier the said platinum be tem-
porarily or permanently attached to the biu*ner, or
whether it be temporarily applied in any other way to
hydrogen or hydi'o-cai-bon gases, either separate or
in a mixed state, when issuing from a bm-ner.

Third, tlie use of the same pipes and branches as
herein described, for the purpose of conveying the
gases, whether they are mixed or separate, to the
burners, for the pm-pose set forth.

Fourth, conveying the gases, in a separate or mixed
state, or one before the other, through the same pipe
and brunches as described, for the purpose set forth.

64,189 Henry D. Bird, Petersburg, Ta.—Com-
pound for Cleansing the Human Body from Offen-
sive Odors—April 30, 1867.—A deodorizer for the
human skin. Composed of chloride of lime, 75 ; chlo-

ride of ammouia, 20 ; bichromate of potash, 5 parts

;

to be mixed in saturated solution and perfume added.
Claim.—A compound for cleaning the surface of

the human body, substantially as herein set forth.

64,190.—DA^^ELBORD^ER, Canton, Ohio.—G^ate.

—April 30, 1867.—The gate is opened by the weight
of the carriage, actuated by levers and shafts, the
sliding rod to which the extension bar of the gate is

connected by a chain.
Claim.—i'he peculiar aiTangement of the levers K

and L, in shaft S, acting on the bar ZsT, through the
iron M, the said bar X having the cord I attached to

it and to the endW of the upper barA of the gate, the
several parts operating in the manner and for the
pm'pose specified.

64,191.—Hexry L. Budd, iTew York, ]S". T.- Ga te

Bar.—April 30, 1867.—The interlocked cross-bars rest

on a transverse longitudinal bar, which being partially

sheltered from the heat is less liable to wai-p.

Claim.—A furnace grate bar formed of a series of
sections b attached to the longitudinal bar a, said

sections interlocking, and constructed substantially

as specified.

64,192.—James Budd, Pittsford, X. T., assignor
to Budd and Briggs.— Well Fipc.—April 30, 1867.

The double-flanged point is attached to the pipe by a
perforated coupling joint, and has a perforated
chamber within. Flanged collars sm-round the pipe
at intervals to stay the passage of quicksand. Tue
tubing is driven into the ground by a steel rod, which
passes through the pipe to the point below.

Claim..—The combination and aiTangement of
tubes / 0, the flanged coUai* n and flanged point a,

the whole substantially as and lor the pm-pose set

forth.

64,193.—James Budd, Pittsford, X.T, assicmor
toBL'DD and Briggs.—Crafc.-April 30, 1867.—The
double suspension gate running on sheaves is operated
by toggle levers from a horizontal shaft ; the latter is

supported by the frame, and by the arms of detached
posts, and is oscillated by levers and cords.

Claim.— The combination- of the double action
lever a, with the levers b and double action levers d d,

\horizontal bar c, strips e e e e and//, guiding boards
i and h, also jwsts }ii m, with arms r r, the whole
operating sul)stautially in the manner described and
lor the purpose set forth.

64,194.—Thomas B. Burtis, Chicago, IW.—Gas
Condenser, Scrubber, and Washer.—April 30, 1867.

—

The gas passes through a scries of long, narrow boxes,
with conugatcd sides, and the wai>hiu^ fluid is intro-

duced therein in jets. The surfaces of the boxes are
cooled by water, which circulates in spaces between

them. The gas to be cleansed enters through the
outer pipe, and escapes through the inner one.

Claim.—First, the lengthy and narrow boxes D,
the water vessels D'^ above the same, and the water
spaces E between the same, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Second, the method of applying the water to con-
dense, scrub, and Avash the gas, substantially as set
forth.

Third, the combination of the vessels D^, the over-
flow pipes k, water pipe K, service pipes I and crater
chambers M, as and for the piu'poses set forth.

Fourth, the application of the jet chamber M, as
and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the application of obstruction pieces extend-
ing from top to bottom of the boxes D, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the arrangement and combination of the
pipes F and G, f and g, with their stop cocks, valves,
and the boxes d d^ d^ and d', as and for the purposes
set forth.

64,195.—"William B. Burtn-ett, 'Nevr York, N.
Y.—Brush ^iocA-.-April 30, 1867.-The head block
is beveled that the bristles may brace against each
other, and a strip of wood of transverse grain is in-

serted in a slot through the middle to prevent warping.
Claim.—A whitewash brush block, which is con-

structed with a strip of wood, which is harder than
the wood of which the block is made, inserted into a
kerf in its lower edge, so that the grain of the strip

shall run at right angles to the grain of the block, as
herein described and shown, thereby producing a
new and improved article of mantifact'ure.

64,196.—"Waldron J. Chet>-et, "Wallingford,
Pa.

—

Mainifacture of Porcelain.—April 30, 1867 ; an-
tedated Marjch 29, 1867.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—Fii-st, the use of the minerals known as
cryolite and chiolite, or their equivalents, in combi-
nation with silica, for the purpose of producing a
vitreous porcelain, substantially as described.
Second, the fusing of either of the before-named

minerals or fluellite or their equivalents with sUica,

in combination with soda, potash, lime, or other
alkali or oxide, substantially as described.

Thii'd, a new article of manufacture made by fusing
silica with the above-named minerals or theii" equiva-
lents, which I call "'hot-cast porcelain."'

64,197.-Spencer 'H. Clark, TVashington, D,
C, assignor to John Q. Larman*. —JTac/tuie for
Punching Paper.— A])X\\ 30, 1867.— The punch is

secured in and surronuded by a clamp, which slides in
the sleeve, being actuated by a lever hung in brackets
on the gooseneck, and worked by a treatUe on its

lower end. The punches and clamps are withdrawn
automatically by the springs, when the holes havo

1 been cut.

Claim.—First, the combination with the punches

I

and surrounding clamps and the springs of the screw
1
bolts and rods for adjusting the tension ofsaid springs,

and for effecting the coml)iued movement of the clamp
and punches, substantially in the manner herein spe-

cified.

Second, the combination with the clamp and con-
necting screw rods or bolts of the sliding cross head,

punches, and surrounding springs, under the arrange-

ment aud for operation as herein set forth aud de-

scribed.

64,198.—Z. Erastus Coffin, Boston, Mass.—
Sto}) Coc/j.—April 30, 1867.—The valve is operated by
two screw rods having bevel gear wheels conuectod
together, so as to insui-e equal movement of both
sides.

Claim.—The taper valve operated by connected
screws and moving on continuous guides, an-angcd
within the shell or body or a stop cock, substantially

as described.

64,199.—Z. Erastus Coffin. Boston, Mass.—
Valrcfor Stoj) CocA-.-April 30, 1867.—The tAvo faces

of the' valve are pivoted together to allow accommo-
dation to tlieir faces. The stem lias a slight vertical

movement separately from the valve, so as to cause
additional pressure against the inclines on their inner

sides, after having come to their seats ; this arrange-
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meut operates to lessen the friction on retraction of

the valve.
Claim.—First, the valve made in two parts, each

l)earing a face, and so jointed with reference to eacli

other and to the mover as to render them self-adjust-

ing to the angles of the seat, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, giving the mover a movement independent

of the movement of the valve, so as to relieve the
pressure hy means substantially as described.

ph
•TV

the arc of a circle, the center of which shall be coin-
cident with the center of the slmlt supporting the
hub, for the purpose of adjusting the sawing and
tenoning tool to work on a wheel having any number
of spokes, as herein described.

Fifth, so mounting the tool o' that it shall have a
lateral raoveiueut for sawing off the end of the spoke,
and also a longitudinal movement for forming tho
tenon on the spoke, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the tool 1* for supporting and holding tho
spoke while being diiven, as describeiL

64,200 A. Cokey and J. M. HARrER, Philadel-

ia, Fa.—Type letting JfacAi««.—April 30, 1867.—
The machine sets the type in rows and collects the
rows together. On depressing the appropriate key
the type is pushed horizontally fi-om its reservoir oh
to a "table on which it is lightly pressed dming its

movement. When free it is turned against an arrest-

ing and guiding plate along which it is pushed be-

neath a pile of types previously operated on. The
row having readied a length equal to the width of

the page, is pushed against similai- rows previously
composed.

(Jlaim.—Fii-st, the loose wheel d or its equivalent,

so arranged as to bear on the type as it is being
pushed from beneath the rescnoir.
Second, the reciprocating bai-I, so constructed at the

end and so combined with the arresting and guiding
plate J, as to turn the type in the manner described, the stubs on the periphery of the wheel L.

Third, the combinatio'n of the said guiding plate J,

the pushing bar and the shoulder j on the latter.

Fourth, the combination with the pushing bar of a
platej--* with a straight edge x, so arranged and ope-
rating as to adjust the row of type in Line.

Fifth, the setting of a vertical row of type by intro-

ducing type after type to the said row, substantially

in the manner described.
Sixth, beneath the vertical row of type a block or

plate T or its equivalent, so rounded or otherwise
formed that on pushing a type to its place beneath
the row it will be the means'of elevating the same, as

described.
Seventh, the plate g arranged as shown, so that the

row of set type will not be disturbed by the introduc-
tion of a new type to the row

64,202.—Joseph E. Crisp, Charlestown, Mass.—
Rivet Machine.—April 3<), 1867.—The wii-e is fed into
the forming sockets of a rotating disk and automati-
cally cut. The rivet is finished by opposite simulta-
neously acting dies, and is expelled from the socket
by a plunger.
'Claim.—First, the combination of the intermit-

tently revolving die disk G with the plungers J and
K, arranged ami operating as described.
Second, in combination" with the subject-matter of

the first claiui the plunger P.
Third, in combination with the plungers J and K,

the series of cams on the face of tlie wheel L and the
hammer m.
Fourth, in combination with the intennittent re-

volving die disk G, the plungers J and K and P, and

64,203.—JAiiES Hexry Culver, San Francisco,
Cal., assignor to himself and Couxelius Leonard.—
Caliper.^.—April 30, 1867.—The usual inside and out-
side calipers have one of theu' legs jointed on a thumb
screw.
Claim.—A pair of calipers either for inside or out-

side measuring, constnicted with tlie joint C and
shoulder b and c, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

64,204.—Jonathan .Dearborn, Seabrook, X.
'K.—Jlechanical Telegraph.— April 30, 1867.—The
bell cranks stand at angles of 1-2U3 with each other;
the cranks of one shaft are connected by ro<ls with
those of the other. Endless chains with Icttei-eti

Eighth, the pressure plate 2o, arranged in respect to links pass around the wheels, correspondence being
the plate gr, for the steadying of the vertical row of I maintained between the two ; one being actuated by
the type, substantially as described. an operator to bring given letters in series to a fixenl

Xiiith. the combination substantially as described
|

point, the coiTCspouding letters are brought by syu
of the plates X and g and rods S and S', for confining
and guiding the vertical row of type.

Tenth, the bar g so connected to the machine and
to a suitable operating device, that it can be moved at

pleasm-e away fi-om the front edge of tlie row of the
type, when the same has to be inspected.
' Eleventh, the combination of tlie plate X, the rods
S and S', and tlie mechanism herein described, or the
equivalent to the same, whereby the rods are caused
to recede from each other and make way for the row
of tvpe prior to the same being pushed back by the
said plate X.

Twelfth, the box or case M, in combination with
the detachable type receiver 5.

Thirteenth, the mechanism described or its equiva-
lent for causing the block Y' to recede prior to a new
row being pushed toward a previously formed one.
Fourteenth, the combhiation of the prcssm-e plate

Z with the type-receiving case and sliding block Y'

ehronous action to analogous position on the other to
be viewed by the observer at that point.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of tl've

six bell cranks and the tlu-ee coimectiug rods with
the two shafts, and also with the two telegraphic
endless chains and their sprocket wheels, appliecl to-

gether and constructed substantially in manner and
so as to operate as specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the two
seiTated racks H I, connected by a chain going
around a pulley as described, with the sprocket wheel
K, the connecting rods o o, and bell cranks m n, ap-
plied to a rotary shalt, as set forth.

64,205.—Wm. a. Deitz, Albany, X. Y.—-Sfto«.—

April 30, 1867.—The flap opens rearward and forms
the back part of the shoe above the stift'ening.

Claim.—The method of constructing boots by
making the opening for the introduction of the foot

Fiftceuth.the sprmg plate F. Fig. 2, aiTanged and ' in the back, and covering the o]

operating for eonti'olling the whole of the keys, sub-
stantially in the manner described.

64,201.—C. W. Cork. Carlinville, JM.—Wheel-
wright's Machine.—April 30, 1867.—The machine in-

cludes devices for driving the spoke into the hub,
cutting the spoke to its length and tenoning it, bor

with a tongue
on the inside, with a flap extending around the side
of the boot, secured to the same in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

64,206.—D. A. Dickinson, Baltimore. Md.—
Machine for Husking Corn.—April 30, 1867.—The
pulley faces on the shafts are eccentric, alternately in

ingthe felloes and tui'ning them true after being put opposite directious, and between these smlaces pins
upon the spokes. assist in tearing the husks.
Claim.—First, the adjustable frames O and B and

|

Claim.—The arrangement of the shafts, having
the shaft M with the hinged support E, when the pulleys placed ecccntncally, and belts, substantuUly
said several parts are arranged to operate as and for as and for the pui-pose herein recited.

Also, in combination with the pulleys, or their eqniv
alents, the teeth g, for the pm-pose herein set forth.

the purposes set forth.

Second, the hammer D arranged to be operated by
the spring /and lever I. together with the means of
regulating the force of its blow at will, as shown and 64,207.—Xoati Dutton, Janesville, ^is.—Clog
described. for Cows' Tails v:hHe being milked.—April 30, ISiP
Third, the combined sawing and tenoningtool, con- —The weighted clamp is attached to the cow's tail to

structed substantially as described. prevent switching ; a running ring on the anns se-

Fourth, the frames J and K arranged to move in ' cures the attachment.
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Claim.—The application of a weight, or an instru-

ment of specific grayitY, to a cow's tail while milking
her, substantially as described and for the purpose
specified.

Also, the wing b, in combination with the said in-

strument or weight, substantijilly aa described and
for the purpose specified.

^

64,208 J. D. Elliot, Grafton, Mass.—Cloth
Folding Machine.—April 30, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent of July 9, 18G1. One end of the table is

fixed while the other end is being depressed to pre-

vent drawing the cloth fi-om the opposite jaw.
Claim.—Dividing the table and hinging the parts

at or near the center, so as to operate substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

64,200.—Alfred B. Ely, IN'ewton, Mass.—ief-
off and Tension for Yam, Thread, d-c.—April 30,

1867.—The warp passes from its roller between a rod
and rubber roll, the latter adjustable by thumb screws
t-o adjust the tension. From the tension roll the warp
passes over a b:ir connected to levers whose oscilla-

tion or depression influences the spring brake bar of
the warp roller.

Claiin.—Yii'st, the bar D, lever D G H or D I S,
and spring J, combined and operating substantially
a.a descriljed.

Second, regulating the giving-off of the yarn by
means of lever I^ O, and spring Q, operating' against
the lugs of a revolving wheel, substantially in the
manner described.

Third, the combination of the spring x with the
end of the presser foot H on the arm^, to receive
the blow of the lug, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Fourth, applying and regulating the tension npon
the yai-n by means of the adjustable elastic pressure
roll, operating substantially aa described.

64,210.—George W. EmeHson, Peru, 111.—
Churn.—AprU 30, 1867.—The octagonal revolving
box has flutter wheel dashers within, and has a mov-
able frame foi-med of strips of metal and comiecting
rods.

Claim.—Fii'st, the churn body, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the shaft T, shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, with the frame Fig. 1, and the rack A
J3. Fig. 3, substantially as specified.

Second, the fiutt^r wheels A' B' C and D', Fig. 2,

one or more, to be used in a churn, substantially as
described.

Third, the combination of the blocks or bars H I
J K, Fig. 2, one or more, with the flutter wheels, one
or more, to be used in a churn, substantially as de
scribed.
Fomth, the movable frame. Fig. 2, composed of

the strips of metal L M' I^' O P Q E, connecting bars
or rods H I' J K, or equivalent, to be used in a chum,
substantially as described.

64,211.—David Ewing, Indianapolis, Ind.—Pes-
eary.—AprU 30, 1867.—The supporting cup is sus-

tained by a stem having at its lower end a two-
branched, out-curved st<andard, which rests upon the
jfloor of the pelvis.

Claim,.—First, the cmwing ai'ms cc e c, when con-
structed and combined with'the rim, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the hollow stem e e, when the same is com-
bined with the adjustable springs g g,iii manner and
form as aforesaid.

Third, the adjustable springs g g, when the same
ai'e constructed and adjusted substantially as set forth,

and combined with the said hollow stem'c e.

Fourth, the improved pessary described herein,

when the same is considered as a whole device, and
constructed in its several parts as aforesaid, and used
in the manner and for the pui'posc hereinbefore de-

scrilx'd.

64,212.—George Kale Foster, San Fi*ancisco,
£a].—Fire Ladder.—A'pril 30, 1867.—The ladder is

extended upv»'ard on the principle of " lazy tongs " by
seguieutal racks.on the lower arms.

Claim.—First, the segmented racks F G and pinions
iT T, operated by the gear h g and hand wheel c, sub-
"etantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

*>ocond, in combination with the'ladder, the swivel-

joint rings r r r on the ends of the fulcrum rods, to
support and cany up the hose when the ladder ia

raised for use.

64,213.—George Gross, Canton, Ohio.—Plow.
—April 30, 1867.—A double action lever within reach
of the plowman is connected with and operates the
pivoted stubble cleaner.

Claim.—The lever a, rod &, joint c, and slot d, con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

64,214.—Algernon Gilliam, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself, F. and H. Diehl, same place.

—

Harmless Saddle.—A-pvil 30, 1867.—The back plate ot

the cantle is recurved over the rear part of the seat,

and attaches the back of the cover to the same, and
both to the tree.

Claim.—The arrangement of recurved and over-
lapping metallic cantle H, and lug C, or devices sub-

stantially equivalent, enabling the fastening the rear
portions of the seat, seat cover, and tree securely to-

gether by the agency of a single screw, as and for the
pm-poses^ set Ibrth.

64,215.—Algernon Gilliam, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself, F. and H. Diehl, same place.

—

Harness Pa(?.—April 30, 1867.—The mai-ginal holes
in the web of the tree are for passage of thread in
attaching the edge facing. The pad cover, tree and
bar piece are held together by the end screws, terrets

and check hook.
Claim.—First, a harness-pad plate or tree, oftoaUe-

alDle ii-on or other metal, with an upper flange B, and
lower plane or flat sm-face, with holes C, as and for

the purpose stated.

Second, as a new article of manufacture, a harness
pad with a tree, consisting of the elements A B C, in
combination with the pieces D E F, substantially as
described.

64,216.—Olh^er W, Gordon, Mount Pleasant,

Iowa.

—

Operating the Treadle and Harness Shaft of
Looms.—April 30, 1867.—The treadles are operated
by radial pins on a rotary transverse shaft.

'Claim.—First, the combination ofthe hai-ness frames
C, and their supporting ends, with the hinged treadles

a, the tappet shaft B, and adjustable tappets IV, the
whole constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the hinged treadles A,
actuated positively both in ascending and descending
by the adjustable tappets B', projecting from the tap-

pet shaft B, with the harness frame C, and the end
guides E, substantially as described.

64,2ir.— Sn.AS Grenell, Mokena, HI.— Seed
5'ozi'er.—April 30, 1867.—The shaft with its attached
cups rotates in a cylindrical seed trough, discharging
the seed on to a cui'ved s^n-eading board, from which
it is distributed on the ground.
Claim.—First, the combination of trough D, spread-

ing board O, shaft I, having arms S and cups J
and hopper P, when arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.
Second, the ends E, having the loops H, in combi-

nation with the arms G and rod I, as described and
for the purpose set forth.

64,218.— D. B. Fart, Mentor, Ohio.—Pofafo
Digger.—X-^v'A 30, 1867.—A wheel steadies the digger
in the rear ; a rotary cutter is aJjustable on a slotted

l3ar suspended from the nose of the beam, and curved
rods clean the track. The perforated share, screen,

mold board and supplementary screen cle;in the pota-

toes aa they are gathered, receiving a vibratory mo-
tion throug'h a bell cra'^k and gearing operated by
the ground'wheel.

CZaiHt.—First, the digger plowshare E, provided
with open spaces or perforations, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, the screen mold board M, provided with
adjustable screen rods, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Tliird, the auxiliary screen P, in combination with
the digger plowshare E and screen mold board M,
supported and vibrated by means of the combined
aiTaugement of parts specified, viz: the graduated
bell-crank lever S, standard S, link T, st:indard 11,
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connecting rod T', crank pinion wheel T^, spur wheel
T^, adjustable driver wheel U, slotted strap tJ', swing-
ing rods K and Q, pivoted hanging Q, beam A, and
landside D, aU operating as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

Fourth, the rotary stalk cutter H and standard H',
Blot I and set screw J, in combination with the clear-

ing rods K and K', and beam A, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fifth, the use of the chain "W, in combination with
the truck, as represented, and the employment of tlie

guide wheels Y, both operating as and for the pm--
pose specified.

64,219.—TTm. H. Hartmax and A. K. M. PiCK-
EUT, Fostoria. Ohio.

—

Attaching Thills to Carriages.
—April 30, 18r>7.—The pin of the thill iron engages in
the shackle hooks which are secured to the axle clip

;

a plug in the rear holds the connection securely, and
is itself secured by a screw plate.

Clair.i.—First, the rubber block E, provided with
the guard F, and secured by means of through bolt or
screw G to the detached or separate clip bar H. in
combination with the slotted stay D, secm-ed to clip
I, in the manner shown anddescribed.
Second, the head E, pivots C, and slotted stay D,

in combination A^'ith the clip I, guard F, screw G,' and
rubber E, when the several parts are constructed and
an-anged in relation to each other, in the manner and
for the purpose described.

64,220—Wm. Macey Haynie, Sacramento, Cal.—Kiln for Drying and Curing Uop.y.—April 30, 18G7.
—The boxes with removable wire cloth bottoms and
tops are placed in the kiln, and the top is left open
until the hops are ready to turn. The cover is then
slipped in and the box attached to hooks by an eye at
each end, which allows the box to be reversed, uiter
which the wire frame cover is removed.
Claim.—A hop kiln constructed with boxes, having

the slides F F, or their equivalents, substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

64,221.—JAjiES Hitchexs, Nevada Citv, Cal.—
QiMrfz Jii7Z.—April 30, 1867.—An open metallic cylin-
der containing quartz reciprocates in an upright posi-
tion upon a smooth plate, and grinds to powder the
quartz ^^hich escapes beneath its edge.
Claim.—An ore pulverizer, consisting of the con-

taining cylinder A and the supporting plate B, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose lierein described.

64,222.— JOH!^ Holt, Chelsea, and Simox G.
Cheever, Boston, Mass.—Marness ffcnne.-AprilSO,
18G7.—The inclination of the bar of the staple causes
the hold-back strap to bear fairly upon the length of
the bar, and keeps it clear of the" roll of the collar.

Claim,.— The projecting angular aiTangement of
the hold-back strap attachment, substantially as de-
scribed.

Also, the combination in one integral piece of the
breast strap and trace attachment for harness hames,
substantially as described.

^ 64,223.—James Hotchkiss and Ezra Buss,
Springfield, Ohio.—Die /or Brick and Tile Machines.
—April 30, 18b7.—Boilers just outside of the mouth
of the die project inward to contract the ribbon of
clay to diminisli the friction on the tapering die and
give a smooth surface to the clay. Tlie rollers are
cleaned b;- scrapers and have a rniter joint at their
contactiUj edges.
Claim.—Tlie employment of friction rollers, either

adjustable or not. applied to the dies of brick and tile

machines, for the purposes herein specified.
Also, the contraction of the die to the mouth thereof,

in combination with friction rollers on the die. sub-

I

stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

1

Also, the mitered or beveled edges of the rollei-s, for
. the purposes herein specified.

I

Also, the convexly-curved or bulging form of the
I rollers, for the purpose herein set forth.

j

Also, scrapers 1 1, in combination with the rollers,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

64,224.—Jarvis W. Houghteun, Detroit, Mich.
— Car-starting Apparatus.—Aj^vil 30, 18G7. — The

48 C P

draw bar is connected to a frame pivoted on the axle
;

pawls upon this frame act upon ratchet wheels of the
axle when put in operation by a treadle.
Claim.—First, the double levers B B, pivoted on

the axle near the wheels connected l)y the bar M, jjro-
vided with the bent rod II and pawls F F, operated
fiom the draw bar D, all as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the lifting
lever C, foot piece K, and connections, as described
and for the pm'pose specified.

64,225.— Samuel E. Hykdman, Middletowu,
Ohio.— TF«v70/li>'/•fl^•c.—April 30, 1867.—As the tongue
and its hounds are slippecl back in descending a hill,

the brake levers are oscillated and the rubbers brouglit
against the wheels. A bolt is introduced to prevent
the action in backing.
Claim.—The l)rake levers //, rods e e, in combi-

nation with the slide braces d d, hounds c c, and tongue
i, sliding bolt h and lock bolt s, when the parts are
constructed, arranged, and operated in the manner
and for the pm-pose specified.

64,226

—

James W.- Ixxis, Salem, Ind.—Thill
Coupling.—A^yW 30, 1867.—The thill iron is swiveled
by a cross-bolt, in the head of a pin, which sets in a
vertical socket in front of the axle clip, and is clamped
by a set screw.
Claim.—The thill coupling, consisting of the clip

A and pin receiving projection a', cast therewith,
tlirough the side of which passes the tightening screw
F, pressing into the cavity in the pin J), and operating
subistantially as described, for the purposes specified.

64,227.—DEDPacK Jordan, Charlestown, Mass.—Cutter Guide forMolding Machines.—April 30, 1867.
—Tlie cylin(b'ical guide piece has outward segmental
projections for guides, and an inner fiangcfor attach-
ment between two jam nuts.
Claim.—The combination of the cutter guide a,

constructed with the flange &, the cylinder e, and the
adjustable and retaining nuts c d. as and for the pur-
pose specified.

64,228.—Arza B. Keith, North Bridgewater,
Mass., and T. K. Eeed, East Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Cutting Out Leather.—X-^vW 30, 1867"—The vertically-
reciprocating cutter is actuated by a cam on a shaft,
M-hich is rotated by gearing connecting it with a pulley
shaft. A treadle puts a friction clutch between the
pulley and one of the cogs in operation, and on the
release of this treadle a spring lever checks the cutter
when in its elevated position.
Claim.—The described process of press cutting

with handle dies, substantially as described.
Also, the combination with a treadle lever of a stop

lever and a friction coupling, arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

64,229.— George Kixgsborougii, Cleveland,
Ohio.—Ship Chimney Jack.—AyrW 30, 1867.—The
chimney head has segmental sliding doors, within
which are pivoted plates which deflect the currents
passing- through the side openings of the chimney.
Claim.—The slides B, adjustable hinge deflectors

C, and guards D, in combination with the channel or
chamber I and case J, arranged in the manner and
for the j)urpose set forth.

64,230.—TV. Irving Laightox, Portsmouth, X.
R.—Curtain Tassel.—Ayvil 30, 1867.—The forked
catch sliding beneath the cap holds the knot ou the
cord of the tassel trom withdrawal.
Claim.—The combination of the cap or cover a a

with slide b, to be attached to the barrel of the tassel,

for the securing of the cord e, after putting it through
the tassel as described, for the pm-pose aforesaid.

64,231.—Jonx B. Lattix, Bh-mingham, Conn.,
assignor to himself, E. "Wooster & Co.. and F. Hull
«fc Co., same place.—Skirt Hoop.—April 30, 1867.—
Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The bottom hoop for hoop skirts formed

by combining two or more springs in a single cover,
the upper ed^'C of which is formed as described, so as
to l)c btitched to the tape of a skirt, as and for the
purpose set forth.
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64,232.—James T. Leete, Nevr York, IST. Y.-
Biirning Fluid.—April 30, 1867.—Composed of ben
ziuc or uaplitha of 65° gravity, 40 galls. ; charged with
carbonic acid gas, and mixed with arrow root, 4 lbs.

;

glycerine, 1 lb.
;
gum camphor, i lb. ; liquid ammonia,

1 lb. ; and ambergris, 1 oz.

Claim.—A new compound for a burning fluidharing
as its base benzine or naphtha, fully cliarged ^nith car-

bonic acid, so as to neutralize and partially destroy
its inflammability, and the admixture thereafter of the
several ingredients in the proportions named, as sub-

stantially set forth.

64,233.—Herman S. Lucas, Chester, Mass.—
Preparing Fuel from Coal Dust and Fresh Water
Feat.—April 30, 1867.—Improvement on his patent,
August 2, 1864, (No. 43,695.) A solution of common
salt is mixed with the coal dust and peat to prevent
too rapid consumption of the latter.

Claim.—The application of common salt, either dry
or in natm-al or artificial solutions, in the preparation
of fuel from fresh ^A-ater peat and fine coal, in the man-
ner and for the pm-poses set forth.

64,234.—James B. Mallalieu, Chicago, HI.

—

Expanding Mandrel.—April 30, 1667.—The elastic

bush is severed longitudinally so that it may fit on any
part of the tapering mandi-el accommodating itself to
different sized bores in the articles to be turned.
Claim.—The combination of the mandrel A with

the movable bush or jacket B without a collar, as and
for the pui-poses set forth.

64,235.—Jeremiah A. Marden, ]!^ewbui-yport,

Mass., assignor through mesne assignments to A. B.
Ely, ISTewtm, Mass.—iet-q^ and lake-iip Mechan-
ism for Looms.—April 30, 1867.—The pendent arm
of the rock shaft over which the warp passes from the
roller is connected to a bent rod surrounded by an ad-
justable spring, and the rebent end of this rod has an
adjustable dog' which operates on a pawl to allow a
slight amount of rotation in the yarn roller. The
spring is adjustable in tension and the dog in position,

and regulate the amount of tension on the yarn.
Claim.—First, the combination of the rock shaft

C with its arm E and the spring rod F provided with
the adjustable nut/, when constructed and arranged
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the adjustable spring

rod F and the dog Gr with the pawl H and escapement
wheel I, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Third, a lot-off motion in looms effected by the ten-

sion of the yarn upon a rocker shaft C provided with
an arm E, in combination with a sprmg rod F, a pawl
H, escapement Avheel I, and the yarn beam B, with its

intermediate connections as set forth.

Fom'th, in combination with the above described
devices for effecting the let-off motion, a take-up mo-
tion eflected by means of a pawl O attached to the lay
in coml:>ination with the toothed wheel P attached to
tlie cloth beam, and one or more j)awls attu,ched to the
frame, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the relieving pawl H operated by the tension
of the yarn upon the rock shaft through the medium
of the adjustable spring rod F, substantially as de-

scribed.
Sixth, the spring rod F when made with a screw

thread, in combination with the nut /, rock shaft C
E, and relieving pawl H, substaaitially as set forth.

64,236.—B. Martik, Prairie du Chien, Wis.—
Door for llailway Cars.—April 30, 1867.—The doors
have a trapezium, form to fit the slanting cleats and
are held by cleats and the uprights. Pins pass over
tlie upper corners and hold them down. The corners
are braced by metallic shoes. Ledges on the side
form pockets 'for the doors while out of use, or hooks
attach them to eyes on the frame above.
Claim.—As an improvetneut in railroad cars for

carrying grain in bulk, the combination of the trapeze-
shaped door C, inclined cleats B, checks D, cleats H.
recesses I, pins E, notched shoes F, and bolts G, all

constructecl and arranged to operate as and for the
purposes specified.

64,237.—Charles Z. Mattisox, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Tuckinrj and Plaiting Attachment for Sewing Ma-
chines.—April 30, 1867.—Oue of the two folders is

elastic and attached by cue end to the rock shaft

which actuates the oscillating needle-carrier, while its

other end is always beneath the end of the other rigid
folder. The rocking of the shaft causes the eud of
the elastic folder to push itself into and to make the Ibid
of the cloth while the stitch is being made, but to re-

ti'eat and relieve the cloth of its pressm'e when the
feed takes place.

Claim.—First, the spring bar A attached to the
rocker of a sewing machine, and operating as and for
the purposes and substantially as described.
Second, the adjustable slidin'o- rule D, in combination

with the spring bar A attached to the rocker, the same
lapping over said spring bar the width of the desired
hem, fold, or tuck, and operating in the manner and
substantially as set forth.

64,238.—Shannon McGuffin, Eising Sun, Ind.—Churn Dasher.—April 30, 1867.—The tunnels on the
rod are attached to the perforated disk dasher by a
spring, and the two differently constnicted dashers
may be disconnected when required.
Claim.—The combined inverted funnels and butter

gatherer heretofore referred to.

64,239.—E. E. McSixney, Lacon, JH.—Gate.—
April 30, 1867.—By drawing on the pendants attached
to the swing bar the gate can be opened or shut by
an equestrian without dismounting.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
cross-bar B near the top of hinge post with its pend-
ants C C and r r connecting with the lever L on the
top bar of the gate ; also device of lever L with rods
1 1 connecting with latch, as herein described.

64,240.—G. L. Mcknight, TTorcester, Mass.—
Divider and Calipers.—AprU 30. 1867.—A bent spring
beneath the pivots tends to expand the arms which
are adjusted by a nut on a screw pin between the out-

curved upper ends. A jam nut fixes the adjustment.
Claim.—First, the combination with the arms of

calipers or dividers of the screw C, slotted nut D,
and tightening nut F.
Second, the combination with the curved ends E E

and arms A of the slotted nut I) and tightening nut
F, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the 'combination with arms A, having
shoulders 1 1, of spring <;, substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

Fourth, the combination of nut D with the curved
ends E E of arms A A for the pui'pose of adjusting
the arms, substantially as set forth.

64,241.—Wm. H. McXary, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Knitting Machine.—April 30, 1867.—This relates to
that class of knitting machines employing needles
with short inflexible hooks iTom which tlie stitches

are taken by stitch hooks without any longitudinal
movement of the needles themselves. 'The improve-
ments are especially applicable to machines in which
the rotary or lateral motion of then* needles is con-
trolled for the purpose of giving the desired form to

stockings, &c., by means of a rotary or studded cyl-

inder or di'um au'd a threaded wheel', as described in
McXary^s patent. May 15, 1860, No.'28,290.
Claim.—First, the combination with the needle ring,

the presser having the compound motions, substau-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Second, operating the stitch hooks by cranks upon

separate shafts carrying gear wheels engaging cor-

respouding wheels on the main shaft, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Third, connecting the wheels of the switch wheel
directly with the needle ring, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

64,242.—Moses Miller, East Gaines, IS^. Y.—
Land Poller.—A-pril 30, 1867.-The front rollers are
separated sufficiently to admit the seat. Attached
by its pivoted cross reaches to the middle of tlie frame
is' another independently Avorking roller and frame.
Claim.—The roUer B^ having an independent frame

M, and the cross reaches N N, in combination with
the rollers A A and the frame C, operating In the
manner and for the purpose shown and described.

64,243.—Clark Moorhead and Isaac Grieb,
Lewistown, 111.— ]Vashing Machine.—April 3C, 1867.

The hollow revolving slat cylinder which contaioB
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the clothes has beaters hung at each end that turn
over as the cylinder revolves and beat the clothes.

Claim.—I'he beaters /t, hinged to the inner ends
or sides of the revolving drum lor the uses and pur-

poses above named, substantially as above set forth.

G4,244.—GEOnoE F. Xeale and Louis Amede,
South Boston, Mass.

—

Glaus Annealing Apparatus.
—April 30, 1867.—The wheeled metallic case is run
on a sunken track into the annealing oven and there
receives plates of flattened glass from the table which
is moved ti-om the flattening chamber. A turn-table
i:i the oven enables the truck to be switched out to a
side track on which it is withdrawn from the oven.
Claim.—The combination of the railway and the

system of carriage boxes with the flattening furnace,

such railway being so arranged as to enable the said
anucfUing carnages or boxes to be run into and out
of the said fui-nace, and to rest while ou that part of

the railway which is without it, substautially as spe-

cified.

Also, for the purpose described, the comljinatiou
and arrangement of the interior track i i, the turn-

table k, or its equivalent, the two exterior tracks r r
and t t, and the transferring carriage B, provided
with the track u u, as specified.

Also, the combination and aiTangement of the
sunken space h with the furnace ani railway, con-
structed and arranged substautially as described.

64,24'5—A. B. Xewjiax Jr., TTatkins. X. T.—
Box for Propagating Plants.—April 3U, lt'()7.—The
box has cleats inside leaving an impression in the
earth where it is to be detached ; one side opens on
hinges and is secured by a button.
Claim.—A box or trough for propagating or grow-

ing plants, vines, vegetables, small fruits, shrubs,
seedlings, and stocks, as herein described.

64,246.—James Xicholsox. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Mamifacturing Lap-welded Tubes.—
April 30, 1867.

—
"Welding grooves are formed on each

set of rolls for lap-welding tubes. Openings are
formed in the front of the liu-nace next the rolls, and
trains of rollers convey the tubes therefrom.
Claim.—In combination a fm-nace with one or

more openings in its front, which will admit of the
simultaneous discharge of two or more heated plates
or skelps, with a set of rolls having two or more
welding grooves, and two or more trains of carrying
rollers, all substautially as herein described.

64,247.—Joseph B. Oky, Indianapolis, Ind.. as-

signor to himself and W. A. ScHOFiEr.D, same place.—Combined Stove Cover, Lifter, Hammer, cf-c.—April
30, 1867.—The combined tool is composed of two
forms of hook, two lips, a hammer and claws.
Claim.—The utensil herein described, consisting of

hoop B, lips D D and C, hammer F, hook G. and
handle A, provided with -a bifurcated end H, ar-

ranged and combined as set forth.

64,24S—Charles H. Palmer, Xewark, X. J.—
Pocket Knife.—April 30, 1867.—The actuating spring
works inside the back of the handle, which crooking
round forms a shoulder for the blade and boxing for
the forward end of the spring. The handle is lined
with brass which turns round its out edge. The
scales are attached by spurs formed on the back.
Claim.—First, the spurs b formed on the back B,

and combined and arranged with the cheeks C and
scales D, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

Second, the employment in pocket knives of the
spring E e. mounted separate from the back, and
pressed liackwards against the same by the opening
and shutting of the blade, substantially'in the manner
and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, the housing or fitting of the spring E e
within the shoulder or recess formed by the part B'
on the outward or forward extremity of the back B.
the several parts being combined and aiTanged, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

64,249.—George T. Peaksall, Apalachin, X.
Y.— Carriage Shackle.—April 30, 1867.—The thills

are elevated, the pintles dropped into their sockets,
and the beveled edges of the spur crowd them against
the rubber and prevent rattling.

Claim.—The pintle B, spur C, recess E, spring D,
and socket F, substautially as described, forming a
new and useful improveuieut in attaching thills" or
poles to carnages or other vehicles.

64,250.—IlEXUY Pembertox, Allegheny, Pa.—
Manufacture of Soap.—April 30, 1867.—100 parts of
finely ground cryolite are atlded in small quantities
to milk of lime containing 75 parts of (luioldiine. The
mixture is condensed by boiling to 30^ Baume and
3J parts of grease added for each pound of cryolite.

Claim.—The preparation of soap from cryolite,

substautially in the manner hereinbefore described.

64,251 .—Hexry Pemjerton, Alleghany, Pa.,
andBERXHARDllEiXEMAXX, Xatroua, Pa.

—

Box, Can,,
or Vessel for Putting up Caustic Alkalies, cC-c.—April
30, 1867.—The box is covered on the inside witli a
solution of silicate of soda or potassa and dusted
with powdered gypsum.
Claim.—Protectiug the surface external or inter-

nal, or both, of barrels, cans, or cases made of paper,
muslin, wood, or other vegetable substance, or either,
or either or both surfaces of paper, muslin, or other
vegetable fabric, for putting up caustic alkalies and
other solid or liquid substances Avhich require pro-
tection from air or moisture, or which are liable to
penetrate their covering by means of a coating of
silicate of soda or potassa, in combination with pow-
dered gypsum, lime, or other substiuice capable of
combining therewith, substautially as and for the
purposes hereinbefore described.

64,252.—George K. Powers, Kingston, Mass.
—Stencil Plate.—April 30, 1867.—The plate is at-

tached to a sleeve upon a cylindrical block in a recess
above which is a helical spring by which the plate is

raised, Avhen it may be turned upon the block by a
handle.

Claim.—Fii-st, the stencil plate A. in combination
with the shell B and handle D, substautiallv as speci-
fied.

Second, the cylinder C provided with notches or
gi'ooves, in combination with the spring E or its

equivalent, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the cylinder C, spring S,

and handle D, as set forth.

64,253.—Jacob Eeese, Pittsbm-g. Va.—Manu-
facture of Iron with Steel Surface.—April 30, 1867.

—

The outer surface of the faggot or bloom is converted
into a sub carburet by exposure in a fm-uace to a
carbon or hydrocarbon.
Claim.—Giving a hard and highly polished surface,

or a hard surface susceptible of hig'li polish, to sheet
iron and other articles of rolled, Ibrged, or swaged
iron by exposing the bar, bloom, pile, or slab, from
which such articles are to be rolled, forged, or swaged
to partial cementation, so that the iron may be car-

bureted on the outside to a sufficient depth to give
the required steel coating to the article manufactm-ed
therefrom, whUe the interior portion of the mass of
iron retains the nature and characteristics of mallea-
ble or -OTOught ii-on, substautially as hereiubefore
described.
Also, converting into steel by cementation the

exterior of piles, slabs, blooms, or bars of ii'on de-
signed to be rolled, forged, or swaged, while the in-

terior or body of the piles, slabs, blooms, or bars re-

main unconnected and retain the ductility and soft-

ness of malleable iron, substantially as and for the
purposes hereiubefore described.

64.254.—Daxiel T. PtOBixsox, Boston. Mass.—
Machine for Making Horseshoes.—April 30, 1867.

—

The bar after creasing is placed between the shears
and the blank cut off. It is then driven by the for-

ward movement of the ' former" between the two
reducing oscillating dies to form it in shape. The
punch is then automatically brought over it and
driven down by a blow of the spring hammer. The
hammer being raised the punches are carried to the
cooling tank and dipped therein, and the process re-

peated.
Claim.—The shears or cutting mechanism, con-

sisting of the adjustable cutter block C and the lever

/, operated by the finger d and spring p^, all con-
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structed and arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose as before described.
Also, the mechanism for dipping the punches into

water, consisting of the arm or carrier F, fi-iction

roller j\ carriage P, guides Q Q, and furcated lever
K, the said lever being operated by the lever J, in
the manner as before described.

Also, the water tank combined with this macMne,
in the manner described.

Also, the peculiar construction as well as the appli-

cation of the shaping and reducing dies j j, as before
described.

Also, combining with the caniage P the spring
hook m' and abutment s^, essentially in manner and
for the purpose as before explained.
Also, the mechanism for operating the sliding car-

riage D, the same consisting of the lever J, bar M
connecting rod O, and wiper K, constructed and
combined substantially in manner and to operate
before set forth.

Also, the combination of the hammer bar of the
tripper iv^ and stud g^ of wiper K, under the arrange-
ment and for operation as set forth.

Also, the hook m? in combination with the hammer
and with the lip h^ on arm F, for the purpose of start-

ing the punches from the shoe, substantially as de-
scribed.
Also, the peculiar constmction and application of

the forming die for shaping the snow shoes, essen-
tially as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement as herein
described of all the several devices constituting this

machine.

64,255.—Seymour Rogers, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to LuMAX Rogers, same i^lace.—Cotton-bale
Tie.—April 30, 1867.—One end of the hoop is looped
around the link and the corrugated end is passed
through the loop, being detained by the folds which
act as teeth in engagement.
Claim.—First, the loop c, with the rigid arm c',

when constructed substantially as and for the pm-poses
above set forth.

Second, the loop c, either with or without the rigid
c', in combination with the corrugated or rigid strap
end a of a metallic hoop, constructed substantially
as and for the purposes above set forth.

Third, the rigid arm c' of a loop &, in combination
with the slot e, and the folded end d of a metallic
hoop, constructed substantially as and for the pm*-
poses set forth.

64,256.—Hexry Scheffer, St. Louis, Mo.—Pre-
eerving Eggs.—April 30, 1867.—The eggs are first

dipped in a solution of alum and salt and then in a
solution of silicate of soda or potash.
Claim.—The process of forming a silicious coating

by the application of a silicate and any simple or dou-
ble alkaline salt, acting substantially as described in
process numbered there.

64,257.-Adolph Schlingman, West Alexan-
dria, Ohio.

—

Bedstead Fastening.—April 30, 1867.

—

Side cleats on the rails have mortises to receive the
screw pieces which are engaged therein by a travers-
ing key.
Claim.—Securing a bedstead rail by a tongue D,

which being screwed or otherwise firmly secured to
the post, is traversed by a key C, which, as it is driven
downward, bears against the rear side of tlie cleat,

and acts to close and perfectly secui'e the joint in the
manner set forth.

64,258.—A. J. Sexatz and G-. W. Kxowltox,
Sacramento, Cal.

—

Amalgamator.—April 30, 1867.

—

The two copper-bottomed pans are connected together
by bars and communicate with each other by a pipe,

one pan being placed slightly above the other. A \i-

bratory motion is giveu to the pans by means of a
crank shaft and springs. The vibrating riffle frames
are supported above the pans by metallic staples and
transverse bars wliich are slotted to convey quicksil-
ver to the bottom of the pan.
Claim.—The copper-bottomed pans, with the iron

rods or bars and slots in the end, fastened to the sides
of the pans witli pins, and by means of which rods or
bars the pans are flattened together, and an undulat-
ing motion is secured for the'water and earth which
are dashed upward against the stationary riffles,

whereby the earth or sand is prevented from becom-
ing solid.

Also, as a part of the same machine, the turned up
ends of these pans, and the stationary riffle beds con-
nected with the pans, aU of said parts being the ma-
chine in combination which produce the intended
eflfect.

64,259.—James B. Skinner, Rockford, HI.—
Plo^v.—Ai)v\\ 30, 1867.—To reduce the friction and
clogging on the landside, a strip is welded on the
standard next the landside, to which it is bolted. A
diagonal brace welded to the standard connects with
the beam, and a cross-brace connects the mold board
with the landside. The mold board and share have
lips that overlap each other to. make a smooth joint.

Claim.—First, the brace d, welded or fastened to
the lower part of the standard and the landside, as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement as described of the plow

beam, mold board, landside, and handles, with the
curved standard and diagonal brace C, for the pur-
poses of reducing the weight and increasing the
strength of the plow, as set forth.

Third, the standard constructed and connected
with the landside and inner handle, for the purpose
of avoiding friction or clogging, as set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement as described of the over-
lapping lips i i' on the inner front corners of the
mold board and share, for the purposes set forth.

64,260.—Gideon O. Spence, Titusville, Pa.—
Apparatus for Burning Petroleum, <Cc., in Conjunc-
tion with /Steam or Heated Air.—April 30, 1867.

—

The hydrocarbon is tlu'own in jets against the angu-
lar corners of the heated body, and sufficient oxygen
is provided to consume the resulting fumes.
Claim.—First, providing within the fire box or

furnace, for the purposes herein set forth, a solid sub-
stance or its equivalent, capable of receiving and
retaining the required degree of heat for resolving
petroleum or other fluid hydrocarbons into gases,
when brought in contact with the same.

Second, the within-described method of supplying
the fuel and oxygen, by discharging petroleum or
other fluid hydrocarbons thi-ough one or more pipes,

having their'orifices within blowpipes or their equiv-
alent, when applied and operated in combination with
a heater, substantially as described and for the pm*-
poses herein set forth.

Third, the use of one or more blowpipes, or their

eqmvalent, for the purpose of supplying oxygen and
concentrating the heat, when applied and operated in

combination with the heater, for the purposes herein
set forth.

Fourth, the within-described method of revolving
and consolving crude petroleum and other fluid hydi-o-

carbons, by impinging one or more currents or jets of
the same upon or against a solid heated substance, or
its equivalent, within the fire box or furnace, capable
of receiving and retaining such a degi-ee of heat as
shall resolve said crude petroleum or other fluid hydro-
carbons into gases, for the purposes herein set forth.

Fifth, an apparatus for bm-ning crude petroleum
and other fluid hydrocarbons, consisting substantially
of a heater, one or more pipes for supplying the fluid

hydrocarbon, and one or more blowpipes, combined
and applied for the pm-poses herein set forth.

64,261.—E. M. Stevens, Boston, Mass., assignor
to Alfred B. Ely, (trustee,) Newton, Mass.

—

Shuttle
Guard for Looms.—April 30, 1867.—The guard pre-

vents the escape of the shuttle, when down, and is

hinged to enable it to be readily raised when required.
Claim.—The hinged guard, in combination with a

positive self-locking device, which shall hold the same
in position, when down, against any blow of the
shuttle, while it may be readily unlocked and thrown
up by the operative when desii-ed, substantially in the
manner and for the piu'pose set forth.

64,262.—John P. Tarnutzer, Fond du Lao,
y^is.— Cultivator.—A^vi\ 30, 1867.—When the shaft

is turned by the pressure of the driver's foot on the

bars of the capstan-head, the hinged cultivator frame
moves laterally, operated by the pinion on the pinion

rack, by which the intermediate frame is also moved. J

The ground is pressed by rollers in front of the teeth.

The handle on the toothed frame raises it above the
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spring catch, wMch holds it while surmounting ob-

stticlos.

Claim.—The shaft T>, "o-itli pinion p and pinion

rack r, and capstan-head C, and movable frame B.

Also, the rollers F F and sheave S, upon which a

chain passes.
.

Also, the hinges h h, upon which the frame E is

hunt?.

Also, the wings to w.
Also, the movable frame B.

04,263.—Headley Thompson, Hector, N. Y.—
Jirand'for Marking Animals.—A\)Yil 30, 1867.—The
niotallic. letters ai-e removable from their frame and
mav be used either as types or brands.

Claim.—The movable type A, constructed with

stems A' tliereto attached," iu combination with the

stock B. constructed with sockets B' and the thumb
screws C, and arranged lor' use substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

64,264.—L. M. Towxsley, Sedalia, Mo.—Fast-
ening for Wiiidow Blinds.—April 30, 18()7.—The cog
wheelon the window blind gears into a cog wheel on

a line coincident with the line of the axis of the blind

hinges attached to the window frame. The axle of

the operative gear passes through the frame to the

interior to a crank, one-half turn of which opens or

closos the blind.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement oi the

catch D, the springs d, and the levers D'^ andD^, sub-

stantially as described aud set forth.

64,265.—Adelia Walborx San Jos6, Cal., as-

signor to himself and J. H. Atkixsox, San Francisco,

Cnl.—Washi7ig Machine.—AprM 30, 1867.—Tlie sta-

tionary washboard in front is faced ])y a movable one
kept in positiou by two eccentric buttons fastened to

the ends of the box. Wooden pegs iu conjunction

with a sliding clamp hold the clothes as tlie frame
moves. The lever operates the movable head piece of

the sash on bearings in the side pieces of the frame,

being assisted bj' a rubber spring.

Claim.—The double washboauls O and K, the ec-

centric buttons B, the sash frame N, with clamp C,

the lever handle G, the spring J, in combination and
exactly as set forth, and for the pm-poses specified.

64,266.—JOHX S. White, Boston, Mass.— TFin-

doto Brush.—Api-n 30, 1867.—The bristles are secm-ed

with copper wire ; a metallic plate stiffens the cap,

which turns round the central attacliment pin that

fastens the cap to the flexible back. The handle
shifts the brush as it wears.
Claim.—The improved window brush as made with

the flexible backing and the inflexible cap plate con-

nected by a center pin, as and for the purpose set

forth.

Also, the arrangement and combination of the

stifi"ening plate c with the cap plate and the inflexible

backing and its bristles, as explained.

64,267.—Charles Williams, Manchester, N. H
—Cooking Stove.—April 30, 1867.—The fireplace has
beneath it a sifter, into which the cinders fall and
which may be shaken longitudinally by a rod extend-
ing outside. The lower of two ovens has top, bottom,
and sides of steatite held by metallic corner pieces.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hearth U, the ash
sifter G, and box H, their chambers D E, and thefii-e

place A.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the two

ovens 35 C, the asli sifter and box chambers D E, the
fireplace A, the flues I K L M :X O P li S and T, and
dampers h II, as set forth.

64,26S.—Darius Williajsis, Eock Co., Wis.—
Washing Machine.—April 30, 1867.—The tilting con-
cave washboard sustains the clothes beneath the roller

in a frame oscillated by a crank and sliding vertically

iji its rock bar.

Claim.—First, the tilting washboard, composed of
parts S and S' and slats c, in combination with part
T and bearings e, when both ai-e constructed and
used substantially as and for the purposes describetl.

Second, the roller E, operated by means of the
framework composed of parts I K L M X and O, sub-
stantially as described, in combination with the tilting

washboard, composed of parts S and S' aud slats c,

hen the whole .ore connected together and operated

substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

64,269.—Charles L. Alexander, Washington,
D. C—Printers' Type C'ose.-April 30, 1807.—The
horizontal partitions, instead of being at a right angle

to the bottom, arc made oblique thereto so as to be
nearly vertical when in use.

Claim.—A type case having the lower or front

sides of the boxes inclined toward the upper or rear

part of the case, substantially as described.

64,270.—Joiix J. Alvord, Tecuraseh, Mich.,

assignor to himself aud Samuel C. Blixx, same
place.—Hoop iHac/ajie.-April 30, 1867.—The knife is

hung from the frame, is operated by a i)itman con-

nected with the crank wheel of the driving shaft, aud
cuts the hoop at a single drawing stroke. The ])awls

are pivoted to the arms and, engaging the teeth of

the ratchet wheel, feed the table forward the thick-

ness of a hoop.
Claim.—The arrangement of the arms OP, pivoted

together upon the shaft M, and having tlie pawls 11 S
secured thereto, ratchet wheel T, vibrating frame L,

bearing the said shaft M, the sliding table K, to which
is secured the rack K, meShing into the gear wheels
N, and cams J upon the shaft I, substantially as

herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

64,271.—James Aknin, Le Eoy, ^N". Y.—Cleaning
Watches, Jewelry, cf-c-April 30, 1867.—The article

to be cleaned is dipped in a liquid composed of cya-

nuret of potassium, soft water, alcohol, and boxwood
saw dust.
CZam.—The process of cleaning watches, jewelry,

silver and plated ware, &c., by the ingredients and in

the manner substantially as represented and described.

64,272.—Jabez K. Babcock, Shortsville, K. T.
—Ray and Manure Fork.—April 30, 1867.—The fer-

rule and head are cast in one piece ; holes are drilled

into the solid head and the tines secm-ed therein by
transverse keys.
Claim.—The ferrule A and head B, cast in one

piece, with holes drilled longitudinally in the head to

receive the tines, and holes di'illed transversely through
the heads for the keys or pins D, substantially as and
for the purpose here'in set forth.

64,273.—Joseph Barrow, Mobile, Ala.—Buckle.
April 30, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—The buckle constructed of a continuous
rigid frame A, with bars C, on which are hung the
tongues D, having independent motions, and the
clasp F for holding the ends of the strap, as herein
represented aud described.

64,274.—P. D. Beckwith, Dowagiac. Mich.—
Grain Drill.—AprilM, 1867.—The claim supporting
the cover is attached to the adjusting bail, which
simultaneously adjusts aU the covers, being operated
by a curved hook.
Claim.—The mode herein described of securing or

attaching the chain to the bail A by means of the rod
or hook d, whereby a simple and permanent attach-

ment without weakening the bail is obtained, sub-

stantially as specified.

64,275.—G. W. Bextox, Dansville, IST. T.—
Washing Machine.—April 30, 1807.—The suds box
rests on springs, and rollers are fitted transversely
therein. The adjustable cylinder has rubber arms, is

operated by a hand. crank, and regulated by springs
bearing ou the shaft of the cylinder, and held down
by rods.
"Claim.—The within-described arrangement and

combination of the springs B, frame C, concave series

of rollers D, cylinder a, rubbers c, springs E and ad-

justing screw rods F, all operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

64,276.—Joseph W. Bradley, Eocheport, Mo.—
Washing Machine.—April 30, 1867.—The perforated
cylinder is turned by a hand crank, and has T-shaped
slats attached, which form inwardly projecting ribs;

a corrugated perforated partition forms a wash-board
for each division. •

Claim.—The cylinder G, consisting of the T-shaped
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slats, placed a sliort distance apart around its peri-

phery, projecting- ribs a upon the inside of the per-

lorated cylinder heads, grooved or corrugated parti-

tion J, and door k, as herein set forth lor the purpose
specified.

64,277.—Charles R. Broadbent, Boston, Mass.—Slipper.—April 30, 1807.—The pulp is laid on blocks,

and is varnished when rig-id.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a slipper

or shoe made of paper, substantially as described.

64,278.—Robert Broome, Central Falls, R. I.—
Cooking Vessel for Frying, Steaming, d-c.—April 30,

1867.—The adjustable kettle and steamer are regu-
lated by the various positions in which they are
placed, and by the juxtaposition of the perforated
pai-ts to each other.

Claim.—The culinary vessel or utensil herein de-
scribed, composed of pai'ts ABC and D, when con-
structed, combined, and arranged substantially as set

forth..

64,279.—A. H. Brown, Springfield, Yt.—Meat
Mam mer.—A^ril 30, 1867.—The hammer face has
augulai' projections.
Claim.—A meat hammer having its face or faces

provided with one or more angular edges, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

64,280 George W. Browne, ISTew York, N".

Y.—lioio ioci-.-April 30, 1867.—The row lock is

attached by a swivel to a plate hinged inside the
gunwale, so that when the oars are not in the thole

it w-ill swing down inwardly.
Claim.—The ai-rangement and combination of the

annular plate C, centrally pivoted thole D and plate

B, secured to the gunwale of the boat, as herein set

forth.

64,281 .-D. E. Campbell, Boston, Mass.—AtfacTi-
ment for Door JTey.- April 30, 1867.— The clutch

is sprung over the handle shank and the arm extended
through the key ring; the sliding bar has an indenta-

tion engaging the key ring.

Claim.—A safety attachment for the keys of doors,

consisting of a bar B, having spring arms or jaws
D D and a spring sliding catch G-, when arranged and
combined together, and so as to be used and to operate
substantially in the manner described.

64,282.—"W. "W. Carpenter, Middletown, 1^. Y.
—Heating Stove.—A^pril 30, 1867.—The vertical aii-

pipe has a sleeve damper by which the exit of air

immediately above the stove is regulated. Above
this damper a branch leads to the main flue, and this

branch and the main air pipe have cii-eular osciliat-

able dampers.
Claim.—The horizontal pipe E resting upon the

grate, its ends passing through the sides of the stove,

and supporting the vertical pipe I) centrally in the

furnace, said pipe 1) provided with the adjustable

ring L, and connected to the stovepipe H, where all

are constructed and arranged as herein set forth for

the pm-pose specified.

64,283.—AYiLLiAM B. Coates, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Thomas Eeece and Arthur Clarke,
same place.

—

Bag for Preserving Ice.—April 30, 1867.

—The woolen bag is put into a somewhat larger one
of cotton-duck or water-tight fabric. A cross seam
near the bottom leaves a chamber below for accumu-
lation of water.
Claim.—First, the application of woolen bags of

one or more thicknesses, for the pm-pose of preserv-

ing ice.

Second, the outside water-proofbag of oil-cloth, cot-

ton duck, rubber cloth, or equivalents, aud chamber for

drioiiine-s K, the discharge openings at H H and at

G G and Is', strap aud buckle D and cord E.
Third, the bags A aud B B in combination, the

whole being made aud constructed as herein described.

64,284.—Owen Collins, New York, N. Y.—
Fireplace Heater or Furnace.—April 30, 1867.—The
grate bars aie hollow to admit streams of air, and the

nre space is sui-rounded by a smoke-eonsuming cham-
ber, and that by an aii- space. The caloric currents

pass into a complexly-formed chamber abore and
issue through a horizontal flue.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the tubular
grate bars Avith relation to the rear and side chambers
K L of the base communicating theretlu-ough Avith
the space or spaces within the jacket M, substantially
as specified.

Second, the smoke-decomposing chamber G, made
to encompass the fire chamber and communicating
therewith by smoke passages b, also provided with
suitable aii- inlets and outlets, as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the side and bottom air
inlets h i to the chamber L of the base, and controlled
by dampers or valves J, to vary the ingress, essentially
as specified.

Fourth, the draft tubes J, arranged to descend into
the fire and controlled by dampers d, substantially as
shown and described.

Fifth, the reversely-conical or concave radiating
reflectors ]N' O and deflector Q, arranged for operation
essentially as represented and described.

64,285.—P. H. Collins, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Harry Bitter and A. Meritt Asay, same
place.

—

Cla7npfor Closing Ruptures in Fire Hose.—
April 30, 1867.—The concave plates are hinged to-

gether and theii- free ends held by a ratchet pivoted
on one jaw, which engages a catch on the other. A
handle may be attached to one of the jaws to assist'

in carrying the hose.
Claim.—The recessed clamps, constructed sub-

stantially as described.

64,286.—L. 0. Crocker, Braintree, Mass., and
G. F. Field, Weymouth, Mass.

—

Ticket Cutter.—
April 30, 1867.—The stripper plate is connected by a
spii-al spring and guide wii-e to the point of the cameo
die jaw, and is pivoted to the other jaw, the spring
tending through it to open the jaws when closed.
One of the handles is bent around and formed into a
pin to enter a -cavity in the other, and has a spiral
spring pressing out.ward.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the stripper k, with

its outer end supported against aud operated by a
spiral spring or springs I, and its inner end jointed or
connected Avith and so as to be operated by the counter-
die jaw b, substantially as set forth.

Also, combining with the wire / the spring g, ope-
rating as and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the stripper plate k,

(moved from the die before the action of the counter-
die jaAv,) the inclination of the cutting face of the
die, both laterally and longitudinally, substantially aa
described.

64,287.— John C. K. Crooks, Birmingham,
Mich.

—

Attachment for Artificial Teeth.—April 30,
1867.—The metalUe loops are inserted with their flat-

tened shanks in the longitr.dinal line of the tooth,
while the loop itself is at right angles to said line.

Claim.—The loop or eye a, provided Avith the
double shank b, the two ends of which are flattened
in line with each other in such a manner that their
outer extremities shall be widened to a greater degree
than their points of connection Avith the eye, thereby
being slightly wedge-shaped, said shank being in-

serted in the tooth A Avith the said flattened euds in
the longitudinal line of the tooth, Avhile the eye itself

is at right angles to said line, substantiallj- as herein
shown and described.

64,288.—George Deavey, Blooming Yalley, Pa.
— Windoio Sash.—April 30, 1867.—The glass is held
in place by angular pieces of rubber ; strips of the
same between tlie sashes or the same and the beading
preveut draft and act as a sash support.

Claim.—First, securing panes of glass in sashes or
fi-ames by means of triangular india-rubber stri^js or
pieces 11, substantially as described.
Second, the flat iudia-rubbcr strips d on the inner

faces of window sashes, substantially as described.

64,289.- Allen O. Divine, Cambria Mills,

Mich.

—

Gate.—April 30, 1867.—The gate is hinged at

the middle standard and folds back Avhen a narroAV
passage is alone required. The other section is sup-

ported on rollers, those at tlie feet of the staudards
[running in Avays on the siU. Hooks on the posts
' fasten the gate.
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Claim.—A gate constructed of the hinged parts A
B, as described, in combination with the way m,
friction rollers h and /, cud catch s. so aiTanged as to
form at once a swinging, sliding, and folding gate,
Bubstantially as set forth"

64,290— E. ISr. Dodge. Plain\-iew, Minn.-
Whiffletree.—Aiml 30, ISfiT.—The tug arms have disk
vrhose segmental racks ciigage the racks upon the two
slide pieces, which are connected by an adjusting
screw rod. The arms have oscillatory movement.
with the shouldei-s of the horse as a common single
tree.

Claim.—Tho airangement of the rods B B, the bars
C C, and the connecting rod D, constructed and used
as and for the purpose herein specified.

64,291.—E. O. DoUD and W. F. Beaedsley,
Penfield, N. Y.—Potato Digger.—AprU. 30, 1867.—
The shovel drops the potatoes into a longitudinally-
slatted and reciprocating riddle. The oscillating
clearer plate wliose projections pass up between the
slats of tlie riddle and the rake, which di-aws the
potatoes backward of the shovel, receive movement
from the -sn-ist pin of a wheel geared with the driver
wheel.
Claim.—First, in combination with the shovel S

the reciprocating hook H, arranged and operating
substantially as shown and described.
Second, raising the head of hook H npon the ways

I by means of the pivoted lever .y, which is operated
by the pin or tappet t, substantially as and for the
purpose >set forth.
Third, attaching the pitman P' to the shank O, as

shown, for the purpo.se of producing a gentle press-
ure or force through the pitman P' upon the rake
head, the wrist pin u acting as a fulcrum to effect it.

Fourth, in combination with the longitudinally-re-
ciprocating raddle or separator E, the reciprocating
cleaner fc, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, 'the heads E, constructed as shown and de-
scribed, in combination ^\-ith the pitman ?•, depressions
r', and pins c, all operating conjointly, as shown and
described, for the pm-pose of rotating the cleaner k.

Sixth, the sinuous slot T' and rack §-, in combina-
tion with the shaft S' and pinions P", for the purpose
of raising and lowering the machine, and at the same
time retaining the pinions G and G' in gear with the
spur wheels of the ground wheels after the machine
is lowered sufficiejitly to put them into gear, as set
forth.

Seventh, the sinuous slot T' in the stock or yokes J,
as shown, and for the purposes set forth.

Eigljth, tho arrangement of the hand wheel K. shaft
M, ratchet and pawl to' and y', step box X, pinion P,
and bevel wheel B', for the purpose of revolving the
gi-ound wheel shaft S, and retaining the desu-ed eleva-
tion or gauge of the maeliiue.

Kintli, the relative airangement of the ground roll-

ers D. as shown, in combination with the shovel S
and jointed or adjustable tongue T, in potato diggers,
for the purposes set forth.

64,292.—J. W. Douglas, Middletown, Conn., as
signor to ^Y. and B. Douglas, same place.—jETosc
Coupling.—April 30, 18(J7.—The sections of the coup-
ling are adjusted and seciu-ed by an eccentric nut in
combination with lugs with corresponding tongue
and groove attachment.

C'Zflt")/?.—First, the inclined lugs B B', provided
with corresponding gi-oove and tongue, for the pur-
poses and substantially as described.
Second, the inciinetl concave grooved nut C, in

combination with the lugs B B', substantially as de-

scribed.

64,293.—W. Dur.TEA, Glen Cove, and W. Ex-
Nl.s, Hudson, N. Y.

—

Heating Drum Attachment for
Furnaces.—April 30, 18G7.—The air passes dowmvard
in a drum surrounded by the caloric cuiTont and
traversed by a central flue ; it then passes through a
horizontal pipe, and upward through a similar (firCim

to the place of exit.

Clainx.—Tbe apparatus constructed substantially
as described of tubular radiatkig smoke boxes D D'.
within a chamber A, partitions G G', and smoke and
air inlets and outlets ai-ranged relatively to each other

to establish a circulation through the apparatus, sub-
stantially as specified.

64,294.—TT. DuuYEA, Glen Cove, X. T., and TT.
ExMS, Hudson, N. Y.

—

Furna-^e for Burning Haw-
dust, d-c—April 30, 1867.—Improvement on t!ie patent
of Ferdinand Braun, May 17, 1864, (No. 4i,8i6.) Tlie
perforated inverted conical fire pot ha.s air apertures
above the fuel to consume the smoke v.'hen air is ad-
mitted. The bottom has an oscillating shaking move-
ment by a radial arm. Fuel passages from a drying
chamber above are regulated by an oscillating plat j

operated from the outside.
Claim.—First, the combination of the perforated

conical fire pot or chamber B, with its dome-shaped
i-oof a, and shaking grate D, fuel-feeding tubes or
passages c communicating with a drying chamber or
receptacle above, and regulating plate or valve C, sub-
stantially as specified.

Second, the combination with the fire chamber B
and fuel supply passages c of the air inlets /, ar-

ranged relatively to the passages d and dome a, es-

sentially as herein set forth.

64,295—Nathaniel T. Edson, Xew Orleans,
1.0..—Paddle TF/ieeZ.—April 30, 1SU7.—The floats are
kept in a vertical position while in the water by their
rectangular arms which pass through the slots of the
swivel blocks on the spokes of the eccentric wheel,
which is diiven by independent cog gearing.

C'Zaim.— Fu-st, a combination of the float arms
with their lugs/, the swivel blocks H, and wheels A
B and F, when Avheei F is constructed with arms
firmly attaclied to its inner rim, and the float arms
place'd at right angles Avith the floats.

Second, a combination of the cog wheels &' and c',

when acting and being acted upon by cog wheels d\
and used with wheels A B and F, substantially as set
forth and described.

64,296.—E. P. Edstrom, Somerville, Mass.—
Horse Collar.—April 30, 1867.—The roll is formed on
a ratau possessed of sufficient flexibility to enable
bending it to the desired shape, and suflicient rigidity

to keep it normally in shape, or to bring it back to
shape after compression or expansion. The roil is

stitched direct to the body through its face.

Claim.—A horse colhir in which the roll is formed
upon a core piece, substantially as described.
Also, in the construction of a horse collar stitching

the body part «, and the face piece d, of the roil to-

getlier at the front of the roll, when said body part is

drawn over the inner side of the roll and the frame
without a seam under the roll, substantially as shown,
and described.

64,297.—B. M. Esterle, San Francisco, Cal.—

_

Railroad i?aiZ.—April 30, 1867.—Protuberances on,
tlie inner floor of the rail aflbrd inner guides for the'
wheel flanges and oppose obstacles to the passage of
other vehicles with ordinary wheels.
Claim.—The railroad rail provided with alternate

inclines A and B, substantially as and for the pufposes*
herein set forth.

64,298.-Sajiuel B. Fay, Franklin, Vix.—$lnng
r«<7.—April 30, 1867.—The iK)inted metallic tip is run
through tlie cloth and draws after it the cord, which

'

is noosed round the ticket below.
Claim.—The metaEic tip c, formed with a point at

one end and oval at the rear whereby the same may
l)e inserted or withdrawn from tlic goods when used
in combination with tbe string and tag, iu the man-
ncr and for the purposes set forth.

64,299.—T, A. and A. F. FisiiER, Beardstown,
JM— Carriage.—April 30, 1867.—A spring connecc«
ing bar on the carriage is connected Ijy the pointed
king bolt and filth wUcei to the front axle, and tiie

coupling rod is jointed to tlie fiith wheel and swivelod,
to the brace attaclied to tlie liody.

Claim.—Fiist, the jointed king bolt II, in couibi-
nation with tlie fifth wheel and forward axjo and
Avith the spring K attaclied to the carriage body D,
substantially as herein shown aod described (lud for
the purpose set fortli.

Second, the coufbination of the jointed coupling
rod L with the fifth wheel G, to whigh its fQrweu\l
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end is attached, and with the brace or arm M, to the
lower eud of which its rear end is swivelled, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

64,300.—Walter Fitzgerald, Boston, Mass.—
Button Hole Cuticr.—Apiil 30, 18G7.—The cutter is

adjustable over the end of the abutment plate so as
to regulate the length of button hole cut.

Cla ivi

.

—The arrangement of the stiitionary bed and
movable cutter by which increased lengths of cuts
are obtained by movements towards instead of Jjway
from the fulcrum of the levers carrying the cutters
and bed, substantially as described.

"

Also, the combination with the cutter and its slotted
caiTier of the adjusting screws by which the edge of
the knife is aligned so as to come into contact \\\t\i

the surface of the bed.

64,301.—George Flint, Lowell, Mas,?,.—Parlor
Skate.—A^yW 30, 1867.—The wheeling motion of the
skater is facilitated by a middle driving wheel which
descends below a line drawn between the other two
wheels.

Claim.—The middle wheel or runner c, in combina-
tion with the wheels h and d, arranged substantially
as herein described and for the purpose fully set forth.

64,303.—T. L. Goble, Orange, N. Y.—Carriage
Jack.—April 30, 1867.—The caniage axle rests on the
rail, and is lifted by the operEXing lever which is

pivoted eccentrically to the standard.
Claim.—First, the notched rail E pivoted at one

end to the eccentric lever D, and at the other end to
the pivoted adjustable stand F, substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, the adjustable standF pivoted to the notched
rail E, w-hich is operated by the eccentric lever D, sub-
stantially as described, for the pm-pose specified.

64,303.—J", and W. B. Goff, Hornellsville, IST.

T.

—

Crate.—April 30, 1867.—One of the projecting
bars of the gate clamps between the eyebolts attached
to the post and is secured by a j)in passing through
the eyes and a staple on the bar. The other end is

secui-ed by an ordinaiy gate catch with a pin above
the bar.
Claim.—The arrangement of the metal eyes x x,

liin I, and loop J, with gate A, in the manner and for

the pui'poses set forth.

64,304.—Charles Gooch, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
A'fcafe.—April 30, l867.~The clamps fit in slots of the
loot rest and have pronged upright arms adjusted by
thumb nuts.

Claim.—The clamp D, fitting iu the holes B of the
foot rest A, consisting of the plates F with inclined
inner edges and having pronged upright arms G, and
adjusted by means of the bolt I and thumb nut J, as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

64,305.—H. W. Goodrich and Wm. B. Mason,
Boston, Mass.

—

Steam Engine Slide Valve.—April
30, 1667.—The valve has a shallow vertical cylinder
on its top in which fits a piston secm-ed by a cross-

plate to a carriage resting on rollers and connected
to the stem. The valve and cai-riage may be con-
nected by links.

Claim.—The combination of the slide valve, a cyl-

inder, a piston, and a carriage arranged to operate
together, substantially as described.

64,306.—Carlos H. Gould, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Steam Generator.—April 30, 1867.—The upper and
under water spaces are connected by a circular series

of vertical pipes and an annular water chamber
i'rom the verge of the upper water chamber depemls
ail annular water leg, and the space between it aud
the water chamber within is supplied with jets of air

from perforated pipes. The caloric current passes
from the fire space doAvnward in the annular diving
hue and beneatii the boiler to an open-ended cyliiulri-

cal damper by whose vertical movement the draft is

regulateil. The water feed is regulated by a float

and weighted lever ; the float and lever arms are at

right angles to tlieir steam packed pivot whit;h passes
diametrically through the lioiler shell. An adjustable
rod of the lever passes through to tlie cap of a chamber

-..ill the water pipe, and restiug upon an clastic dia-

phragm bears it down upon the end of a pipe within
said chamber when the float is raised, but allows pass-
age of water when the float is depressed by falling of
the water level.

Claim.—First, the annular water space F', com-
mimicating in the manner described with a drum or
steam box J, and enclosing the fire chamber when
combined with the enclosing non-metallic Avail P' and
bed P having the bottom ceritral ventage U, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, in the described combination with the ele-

ments of the preceding clause, the enclosing air-

jacket Z, for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the elements of clause
first, the annular descending and centrally dischai-g-
ing flue V, as set forth.

Fourth, the tubular damper 3 in the described ar-

rangement with the flue V and the bottom of the
boiler, as explained.

Fifth, the ash spout k, arranged and adapted as and
for the purpose represented.

Sixth, in the described combination with the ele-

ments of clause first, the feed water pipe / passing up
through the center of the escape flue and of the boiler
bottom, as and for the purpose described.

64,307.—D. R. Gould, Chestertown, N. Y.—
Hydrant—A-pril 30, 1867.—The conoid valve has a
small groove which allows the waste of water from
the discharge pipe to prevent freezing up of the same.
The operating lever is worked by a cam.
Claim.—First, the valveF constructed as described

and provided with the groove a and arranged in con-
nection with the case B and the discharge pipe D,
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the plate b supported
upon the spring d and used in combination with the
opening in the bottom of the case B aud the stem E,
substantially as and for the piu-pose specified.

64,308.—James S. Graham, Eoschester, 1^. T.,
assignor to himself and C. K. Tompkins, same place.
— Tenoning Cutter Reads.—A-^xA 30, 1867.— The
knives have a circular bed and curved edges whereby
a shearing cut is efi"ected. One knife cuts the length
of the tenon.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the knives or cutters

A-, constructed substantially as shown and described,
upon the longitudinally ciirved bed a of the head H
of tenoning machines, for the pui'pose herein set forth.

64,309.—J. Granger, Zanesville, Ohio.—Boat
Builders' Platform.—A^v\\ 30, 1867.—The platform
is pivoted on posts and inclines toward the water
while a boat is being landed or launched, and at other
times is tilted into a hoiizontal position,.

Claim.—First, pivoting the tilting platform to the
post «, so that when the platform is'tilted the entire
weight of the platform and the boat "«ill rest upon
the ground, substantially as described for the purpose
specified. :

Second, the post A with its inclined shoidders, to
which the platform B is pivoted at a distance nearer
to its inner end than at the outer, so that when the
platform is lowered the weight is upon the ground on
the foimdation, iu the manner as and for the purpose
specified.

64,310.— Thomas Green, Brooklyn, ]Sr. Y.—
Water Meter.—April 30, 1867.—The cast-iron cyUn-
der has within it an oscillating piston, valves, and
passages. The water flowing through them acts
upon a registering appai-atus connected with the
friction shaft.

Claim.—First, a water meter constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the water gate B, the valve C, and the slide

rod m, iu combination with the cylinder A, constructed
and operating substantially in tiie manner and for the
purposes herein described.'

64,311.—P. S. Greenamyer. SmithviUe, Ohio.—
Sup2)orter.—April 30, 1867.—Slioulder and auxiliary

straps supiiort the suspended body belt and the two-
fold series of straps to which the pessary is attached.

Glaim.—Tho belt A carrying the utei'ino supporter
C with its straps and arms.'whenused iu combination
with the. shoulder straps D D and their respective
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connecting straps, all arranged in the maimer and for
the purpose specified.

64,312—PtOiiEUT E. Haines, Cambridge, Mass.
assignor to Boston Sii.vku Glass Compaxy, Bo.ston
Mass.—Glass Ware 2[old.—April^0, 1867.—The upper
and lower portions of the mold are confined by grooved-
hinged clasps, with inclined projections.
Claim.—The cujployiuent of hinged clasping bands,

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
described, to hold the upper section, when made whole
of a glass ware mold to lower sections thereof, when
made in pai"ts.

64,313.—L. M. Hart, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor
to himself and Charles S. Hlnchman, same place.

—

Machine for Pressing Tuyeres.—At^vU 30, 1867.—The
caiTiage supports several molds, which are succes-

sively brought beneath the plunger; the carriage is

detained by a stop to hold the ihold at the proper
point for operation.

Claim.—In combination Avith a traversing core
mold a traversing carriage, carrying two or more
molds for making tuyci-es or other articles of clay or
other plastic substances.

64,314.—John Hartman, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
—Skate.—Apiil 30, 1867 ; antedated October 30, 1866.

—The two swivel clamping plates attached to the
rear end of the skate frame act as a fulcrum, and
move in a slot. The thumb-screw under the skate
frame tightens the forward strap after buckling, and
brings together the clamping plates.

Claim.—Fii'st, tightening the skate by means of a
8ui)plementary plate D, operated by a screw E, sub-
stantiallv in the manner above described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

the swivel clamping plates F and F', with the sole

B, by means of the adjustable fulcrum pin G-, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purjjose above set

forth.

64,315.—Stephen C. Hendricksox, K'ew York,
'N.Y.—Telegraph Insulator.—Ain-il 30, 1867; ante-

dated April 24, 1867.—The shelter is to keep dry a
certain poi"tion of the wire, and prevent the escape
of the current on the outside of the wire over the in-

sulator.

Claim.—First, a drip insulator, arranged in con-
nection with the gutta-percha coverings of telegraph
wires, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the trunk piece G, the bell M, the inverted
bell O, the trunk piece P, and the gutta-percha con-
nections at J and Q, constructed substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

64,316.—Robert Hitchcock, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to John Mullioax and John H. Hare,
same place.

—

Guide for Axle Boxes.—April 30, 1867.

—

Detachable guide plates are secured by bolts in the
jaws of tiie axle boxes, so as to be renewed as they
become worn.
Claim.—The detachable metallic guide plates B B.

provided with flanges d d upon their inner edges, aiid

having the wedgc-sbapc projections h fitting into the
wedge-shaped grooves in the jaws A, when all are
constructed and arranged as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

64,317.—Windsor Holdredge, Oxford, i^. T.—
Gate.—April 30, 1867.—The gate is constructed upon
the " lazy-tongs " principle. It is operated by weight
on the track, wliich sets in motion a bell crank and
push bar. Spring and weight elevate tlie track, and
close the gate by the revei-se motion of the same ap-
pliances.

Claim.—Connecting the expansible and contract-
able gate p q, with the hinged platforms J J. by
means of the descending arms K K, the horizontal
levers 1 1, the horizontal shaft vn, the vertical arm n
and the crooked lever y, in such a manner tliat the
depression and elevation of either of said platforms
will operate said gate, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

64,318.—Parley Howe, Stafford ville, Conn.—
Hand Spring for Machinery.—April 30, 1867.—The

adjustable spring projects the lever into the notch in
the guide, and when it is relieved therefrom draws it

home to the frame.
Claim.—The hand spring constructed, arranged,

and applied substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

64,319.—David T, Huuble, Bethel, Conn.—
Suspending Lamps.—April 30, 1867.—The suspend-
ing chain passes around a drum containing a coiled
spring, which acts to draw up the lamp ; a claw en-
gages one of the links for adjustment. The elrum is

enclosed in a pendent case, which is slotted to admit
a side movement of the chain to release it from the
claw.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of the mechanism consisting of the drum B, spring
D, roller T, claws H and chains C, with frame N, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the pendant A, with its central opening
and slot I, in combination witli the above operating
mechanism, as and for the purpose set forth.

64,320.—Thomas S. Hudson, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Hand Stamp.—April 30, 1867.—Improvement
on the patent of B. B. Hill, November 6, 1866. Cir-
cular type with impressional characters on the peri-
meters and indicating characters on their sides are
revolved by the spindles on which they ai-e placed.
Holes in the casing expose the characters on the sides
of the wheels. The type block indicating the year is

locked by a key.
Claim.—First, operating both of the type wheels

G H by their spindle I, in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the type wheels G H, provided with notches
e, in combination with the spindle I, with its projec-
tion/ and spring- g, operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Third, the type wheels G H, with the characters
marked on their sides, substantially as described, in
combination with a casing E, provided with its holes
c d, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the key L, or its equivalent, for locking the
type block K in place, substantially as described"

64,321.—BENJAiiTN Irving, jSTcw York, IST. Y.—
Concentrating the Extract of Bark for Tanning and
other Purposes.—April 30, 1*867.—Tlie flat worm made
ot corrugated plates, in which the extract is vaporized,
passes through a steam chamber and has a vapor dis-

charge pipe at its upper end and a liquid discharge
pipe at its lower end ; the pipes, are coimected with
tanks whose upper ends are connected to an exhaust-
ing apparatus to assist the flow of the extract and
escape of the vapor from the heated coil.

Claim.—The method of pi'ocess hereinbefore do-
scribed of treating the extracts of bark for concen-
trating it by a continuous operation in a vacuum worm
or evaporating tables, substantially as set forth.

64,322.—BENJAsnx Irving, Xew York, IS^. Y—
Machine for Obtaining the Extract of Bark for
Tanning and other Purposes.—Aim\ 30, 1867.—The
soaked slab of bark is passed between the upper steam
lieatcd roller and another roller, through a water
trough, and then between the first roller and another
one; from thence it drops on an endless apron pass-
ing through a shallow tank and deliveiin» the bark to

another pair of rollers, the upper one being steam
heated.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the rollers E and D', and D'\ witli the trough F,
substantially as hereinbefore described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the pipes G^ and G^ with
tlie water trough F, for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
rollers E and D' and D'' with the water box F, and
collecting trough J, for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth.

Fourth, in combination with the rollers E D' and
D"^. tlie endless apron P and water box V, for the pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

Fifth, m combination with the endless apron P and
water box V, the pressure rollers U and U'', for tho
purposes hereinbefore set forth.
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Sixth, the combination of the rollers E and V -vrith

the steam pipe N^, for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

64,323.—BenJAMix Irving, New York, N. Y.—
Obtaining the Extract of Bark for Tanning and other

PMrpo.s'cs'.—April 30, 18iJ7.—The bark is passed alter-

nately between the heated pressure rollers and through
tanks to extract the tanning liquor, which falls into

receivers beneath the rollers.

Claim.—The method of treating bark for obtain-

ing the extract thereof for trjining and other purposes
by the process, substantially as hereinbefore described.

64,324.—Benjamin Irving, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Apparatus for Goncentratinq the Extract of Bark
for Tanning and other Purposes.—April 30, 1867.

—

The process is, or may be, conducted in the apparatus
described under patent No. 64,321, of even date.

Claim.—First, the use of a flat worm made of cor-

rugated sheets or plates of metal, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth and for the purposes described.

Second, in combination with a flat worm made sub-

stantially as hereinbefore described, a steam chamber
01" box, for the purposes set forth.

Third, the use of one or more tanks H and I in

combination with connecting pipes Gr' and J, and
exhausting pipe L, arranged and operating substan-
tially as hereinbefore set forth.

.Fourth, the combination of the flat worm made as
hereinbefore described, with one or more tanks H and
I, by means of the pipes F.and K, for the purposes
hereinbefore set forth.

64,325.—Benjamin Irving, New York, N. Y.—
Appa,ratus for Concentrating Extracts from Bark
for Tanning.—April 30, 1867.—The projecting upper
end of the coil has a lower branch for the induction
of the extract and an upper branch for escape of
vapor. The coil is enclosed in a steam chamber, and
has an exit pipe at its lower end.
Claim.—The combination of the worms, or of coils

of cylindrical pipes, made as hereinbefore described
with the steam chamber, for the purpose of concen-
trating extracts from barks for tanniiig purposes.

64,326—Chas. W. Isbell, New York, N. Y.,
and P. W. McKenzie, Jersey City, N. 3.—Steam,
Generator.—A])vil 30, 1867.—Antedated April 22,

1867.—The sections or tiers of which the generator
is composed are formed of rings having projections
upoa theii" inner surfaces, which extend nearly to the
center of the furnace. The projecting portions are
closed at their inner ends, but are open at their outer
ends, where they communicate with the sui'rounding
water space, which is otherwise bounded by the outer
cylindrical shell.

Claim.—First, the steam generating rings or sec-

tions F, constructed with radial finger-shaped tubes
H, of taperiug or diminishing form from theu' outer
and open ends toward their inner and closed extremi-
ties, substantially as specified.

Secoud, in combination with a series of said rings
or sections F, a cylindrical shell or casing inclosing
an annular water space B, forming a steam genera-
tor with flue spaces b between and around the pockets
H, substantially as herein set forth,

64,32r.--J0HN Jacobs. Oneida, IW.—Self Ad-
justing Neck Yoke.—April 30, 1867.—The disk which
encompasses the end of the tongue is secured by a
Bwivel plate to a clip on the neck yoke.
Claim.—The swivel loop C and plate B, or their

equivalents, constructed substantially as specified
and used Avith a neck yoke, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

64,328.-Abijaii Johnson, "West Newton, lud.
—Striking Attachmertt to Clocks.—April 30, 1867.

—

A metallic ling is appended to the arbor of the hour
Land witli which it rotates. A pin set at any desira-,

ble point in said ring trips the end of the striking
wire, which for this purpose is turned outward from
the striking works througli an aperture in the clock
face.

Claim.—The ring B placed and figured as sliown
and perforated for the insertion of pins to operate
the striking macliinery of a clock, and iu combination

therewith the movable pins C, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

64,329.—S. A. and L. M. Kays, Independence,
lo^\'a.—Horse i2aA;e.—April 30, 1867.—The vibration
of the lever presses the forward ends of the teeth and
causes them to catch against the ground and rotate
the rake head. When the lever is released the spiral
spring raises it and its connections to their original
positions. By raising the lever the rear bar holds
the rake from rotating.

Claim.—Fii'st, the lever I and curved bar K, in
combination Avith the rake head F, and pendent lever
J, for the purposes and substantially as shown and
described.
Second, the spiral spring b in combination with

the bar K and lever I, substantially as shown and
described and for the purposes set forth.

64,330.—Moses "W. Kidder and Moses W.
Shorey, Lowell, Mass.

—

Refrigerator.— April 30,

1867.—The entering air is brought in contact with
the pipes containing the outgoing cold air and is

thereby cooled, a non-conducting material covering
the said passage. When one compartment is opened
a valve at the back prevents the cold air from flow-
ing out of the other chamber or the entrance of ex-
ternal air thereinto.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the induction
tube B within the eduction tube or passage I, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the use and application of valves b and/
to the back or either side of each or any of the com-
partments, said valves being operated by opening
and closing the inner d6ors, substantially as and for

the purpose explained.
Third, the combination of the tubes, pipes, or pas-

sages arranged M* ventilation as set forth, the valves
b and/and rods e, with the refrigerator, the whole
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

64,331.—John Gr. Kimberlin, Dryden, N. Y.—
Horse Hay Bake.—A^ril 30, 1867.—The lever by the
di'iver's seat when pressed forward raises the teeth ;

on releasing the lever an intermediate spiral spring
retm-ns the teeth to effective position.

Claim.—The continuous chain g, provided with an
intermediate spring h, in combination with the lever

C and rake head C, substantially as described, for the
purpose

64,332.—Hiram Knapp and Warren H. Pease,
Goshen, Ind.— TTeZi Tftbe.-AprU 30, 1867.—The ver-

tically slotted end of the tube has a spii-al wire wound
uponlt, and a covering of gauze outside the wire.
The whoU? is encased in a tubular piece, which is re-

moved after the tube has been sunk to its plaoe.
Claim.—The combination of the slotted tube A,

plug F, spiral wire C, screen D, encasing cylinder E,
substantially as described, for the pui'pose specified.

64,:i33.—A. KOMP, New York, N. Y.—Quartz
Criisher.—April 30, 1867.—The two i-evolving' crush-
ing rollers are geared together and their shafts carry
eUiptical cams by which, thi-ough anti-friction rollers,

the concave faced jaws ai*e oscillated, being con-
nected together by their upwardly projecting" arms.
Claim.—The oscillating crushing' and grinding

jaw E E' in combination with the revolving jaw C C,
constructed substantially as and for the pui-poso

described.

64,334.—William Kraiss, Fair View, Pa., as.

signor to himself, Jacob Beckman and Myron
SiLVERTHORN, Same \)ln(ie.—Beehive.—April 30, 1867.

—The slides limit the entrance passage and are per-

forated Ibr ventilation.

Claim.—The arrangement of one or more liives

provided with chambers P, frames F, lining box H,
drawer J, and external slides K, as described, in

combination with an external be& house or casing, in

such manner as to leave the spaces A B N between
the sides, flooring and roof of the hive and the exter-

nal casing thereof filled with ashes or other poor con-
ductor of heat, substantially as and for the pm'poscs
set forth.
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64,335.—IsR.AXL L. Laxdis, Lancaster, Pa.—
Portaile Fence.—A-prH 30, 1867.—The rails of each
panel ai'e pinned to vortical posts and to a diagonal
middle brace. The panels are attached by notched
boards fitting across the corners in slots in the posts

and pinned bevond the rails.

Claim.—The construction of the notched brace E.
with its pins G, or rod G, when combined or used
with a rail or pole fence fastened together with pins

B, 03 herein described and for the pui'pose set foith.

64,336.—James S. Lester and Lyman- G. Jen-
NTSGS, Lafayette, Ind.—Derrick.—April 30, 1S67.—
For building purposes chiefly ; it has a vertically ad-

justable head-ueam and a rotatable head. Brace arms
are pivoted to I'ue frame and staked to the ground.
Claim.—First, the combination of the revolving or

swinging adjustable frame D E F, with the vertical

post or eyliuder A, substantially as herein shown and
aescribed.
Second, the combination of the revolving pulley

bore G, with the vertical post or cylinder A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

I'hii-d. an improved derrick formed by the combi-
nation of the pulley box or frame G, tlie adjustable
frame D E F. the vertical post or cylinder A, and the
adjustable braces B, with each other, substantially as

herein shown and described.
Fourth, connecting the ropes J K. and pulleys H

I, with each other, with pulley box or frame G, and
with the swinging frame D E F, in such a way that
one of the j)latforms attached to said ropes may be
raised at the same time and by the same operation by
which the other is lowered, 'substantially as herein
shown and described.

64,337.—Thomas Lixg, Xew York, X. Y.—
Pump—April 30. 16b7.—The pump cylinder is moved

;

up atd down l)y means of a handled lever, the motion

'

being assisted 'by the pressure of the foot upon the'

end of a bar the lower end of which is attached to the -

cylinder.
'Claim.—The bar G, brakes K K', one or more, and

|

bar E, arranged and applied to a rising and falling i

pump body, "substantially as and for the purpose
[

herein set forth.

64,338.—T. JoxES and W. Moeg.\x, Pittsburg,
Pa.

—

Compoii.nd for Improving the Quantit'j of Iron.—^April 30, 1867.—To .500 lbs. of pig metal boiling in
a common furnace, add 7 oz. manganese. 1 lb. com-
mon salt, 2 oz. copperas, 3 oz. potash, and 1 oz salt-

peter.
Claim.—The use and application of the above de-

scribed compound, for the purpose set forth.

64.339—Si.MOX F. MACKiE.vyew York. X. Y.—
mil for Crmhinj Or?.—April 30, 1867.—The stamps
work upon a bed which is smTounded by a screen
through which a current of water passes. The stamps
have cylinders in their upper ends, the piston rods of
which "are connected to the cranks, the confined au-

forming a pneumatic spring to relieve the machineiT
from strain. '

|

Claiiii.—First, the combination of the cylinder:
stamp heads a. covers c. pistons/, piston rods g. cross-

1

heads y. tionnecting rods r. crank shaft x. and guides
u, with the bed k. a-^d screen I, substantially as herein
described, and for the purposes herein set torth.

Second, the plate z, in combination with the flanged
stamp head as described.

64,340.—G. B. Maxlet, Cogan's Station. Pa.,
assignor to himself and Timothy O. Van Ai.ex.
Danville. 'Ph.—Lattice and Iru^s Bridge.—X^rW 30,

1867.—The braces and string pieces have double-edge
flanges, and at the intersections the flanges are notched
out to the web to receive the flanges of the string
pieces; tbe braces are also notched at their intersec-
tions. Between the parallel string pieces are blocks
fitting their inner sidbes and traversed bv transverse
bolts.

Claim.—First, the method and arrangement of in-

terlocking the wiought-iron strings and braces of a
lattice-work truss for bridges, in the manner herein
described.
Second, the brace block D, in combination with the

grooved and ribbed beams of strings A and C, fitted

and secured Ijetween them, as and for the purpose
herein described.

64,341.—S. Markee, Auburn, X. Y., assignor
to himself and JOHX M. EAbXEULY, same place.

—

Plane Iron.—April 30, 1867.—The curved cap is at-

tached to the plane iron by the screw and flanged
sliding nut which fits in the* slot of the iron.

Claim.—The plane iron consisting of the slotted
iron A, curved cap C, flanged sliding nut D, and
screw li, arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

64 ,342.—George B. Markham, Plymouth, Mich.
-Knife Sharpener.—AutU. 30, 1867.-^The beveled

grindstone is hung in a metallic frame and attached
with a set screw to a bench. The guide rest is at-

tached to the frame bpanch by the slotted arm.
Claim.—The adjustable guide rest e, attached to

the frame branch b, by an arm d, when constructed as
described and arranged in relation to the beveled
grindstone A and its metal supporting frame, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

64,343.—Edward G. ]^L\RKLEY, Sunbtiry, Pa.,
and George H. Bakuwell, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Munufacture of Fuel from Anthracite Coal Dub't.—
AprU 30, 1867.—Composed of coal dust, 85 per cent.
and 15 per cant, of a mixture of pitch, petroleum,
saltpetre, starch, and water. Mold into blocks under
hea\-y pressm-e.

Claim.—The improved anthracite block as above
descriljed and set out, made of the materials com-
bined in substantially the proportions above set forth.

64,344.—Isaac D. Mathews, TVorcester, Mass.—Hanger and Journal Box for Shafting.—April 30,
1867.—The hanger has a vertically adjustable bracket,
whose upper concave surface engages the convex
part of the box. The box is adjusted by set screws
in the upper and under projections of tbe hanger.

Claim.—First, the combination of the main part A,
having a slot g. projections b F, screw bolts D G
and e, with the bearing piece E and box C, said parts
being constructed and arranged for joint operation,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of screw c and cap d, with
the jom'ual box C and projection b of the hanger part
A, substantially as and for the i)urpose set forth.

Tliird, the combination with the concaved bearing
part E and cap d, having projections n e, as shown,
of the journal box C, having slots or recesses //, for
the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the co:«biuation of nut h and screw G, with
the projection F, and oil or diip-pan H, substantially
as set forth.

64,345.—AxDREW J. Martix. Eoekford, HI.—
Harvester Bake.—April 30, 1867.—The rake teeth are
held to their pendent position by a spring, except
when passing over one of their operating aims. The
rake bar is pivoted at the inner end to a revolving
lever, and a similar lever has play in a longitudinal
vertical slot of the bar. The rake is swept around
in an iiTegular revolution. The actuating bevel
wheels of these arms are concave eliptical on their
faces to give the proper relative speeds to the arms
at all parts of the stroke.

Claim.—First, driving an automatic rake by a
series of concave elliptic l*?vel gears, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of a slotted rake arm moving

horizoufally over the platform, with two crank arms,
arranged one behind the other, and diiven by oiliptic

gearing, substantially in the manner and for'the pur-
pose described.

Third, the combination of the recessed pinion E
with the loop c, when an-anged and operating as de-
scrii)ed to throw the rake into and out of gear.

Fourth, the combination of the rigid rake head T
with the yielding teeth, when aiTanged and operating
as described.

64,346.—C. S. Martix, Milwaukee. TVis.—Dray.
—April 30, 1867.—Rubber spriags aie placed between
the guide plates, and vertical slide jans are strength-
ened by braces.

Clai-)n.—A dray, constructed with springs of iudia
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rubber D, placed betxveen the guide plates E, attached
to the axle C, and vertically sliding jaws B^ attached
below the body A, and strengthened by braces Q,
said parts being combined and arranged substantially
as described.

64,34'?'.—Helem Merrill, PMladeli)hia, Pa.—
Vsing Steam for Heating and Evaporating.—Aj^ril

30, IbGT.-The water of condensation flows into a
water vessel, from which the ail* escapes through a
cock at top, and a float within opens a cock, which
allows the water to be forced from its bottom to a
similar vessel above the water level in the boUer;
this vessel, when filled, opens communication with the
boiler, and the water flows into it. The floats operate
on the exhaustion of water in the vessels to close the
cock.

Claim.—First, the retaining of the water in the re-

ceiving and discharging cylinders until at required
height it exerts a power sufficient to perform the ope-
ratfons substantially as described and set forth,

Sec«)ud, the independent float as connected and
combined with the stop cocks, making the whole ap-
paratus self-acting, for the purposes substantially as
set forth and described.

Thii'd, the method of retifrning the water of con-
densation to the boiJbr, substantially as described.

64,348.—J. W. Myers, Lyons, Iowa..—Churn.—
April 30, 1867.—The cr^am entering the cylinder
through the funnel is forced through its perforated
Bide plate by centrifugal force ; a stationary breaker
in the middle facilitates the projection, and the pro-

cess is completed by the slat dashers below.
Claim.—First, the stationary breaker H.
Second, the revolving perforated cylinder L E J K.
Third, the combination and arrangement of these

parts in connection with the other parts, when con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

64,349.—AViLLiAM ISTash, Corning, IST. Y.—Hay
Back.—April 30, 1867.—The frame has vertical slats

attached at suitable distances, and horizontal longi-

tudinal slats on the bottom above the seed drawers.
There are troughs to the sides for preserving stray
hay, and for feeding grain and roots.

Claim.—Fu'st, the di'awers F F, placed so as to be
drawn out at the ends fi'om under the longitudinal
slats d d d d, which form the support for the hay in

the rack, the drawers F F being so arranged as to

receive and save the grass seed, after it is liberated
from the hay in feeding, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein described.

Second, the combination for the side troughs E E,
hay rack B and drawers F F, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

64,350. — Adam I^eer, Bellefontaine, Ohio.—
Gravel Wagon.—April 30, 1867.—The wagon is run
back to dump the load, and again run forward by
ropes operated by reels on the fore end of the bolster

frame.
Claim.—First, the combination of the rope L, pul-

leys M and O, reel or drum I, and crank E, with each
other, and Avith the box I and frame F, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of the rope S, pulley T,
reel or drum U and crank V with each other, 'and
with the box 1, and frame F, substantially as herein
shown and descril^ed and for the purpose set forth.

64,351.—J. A. NiMAN and B. Fidler, Mansfield,
Ohio

—

Machine for Bending Tires.—April 30, 1867.

—

The combined right and left-hand screws arc held in

position by their central collar, and slide the carriages
conveying the rollers, regulating them to the curve
of ti)e tire.

Claim.—The right and left-hand screw I, provided
with a collar II, working in a recess in the bed of the
maeliiue, combined with ihe sliding or traversing
rollor carriages E, which carry the rollei's B, which
saitl screw is'tapped or screwed into and througli the
said I'olier carriages F, and by means of which said
combinaiion we are enabled to set the rollers B equi-
distant nearer to or further fi-om the central roller A,
for the pm-poso required, and retain them in place, all

of which is substantially set forth, described, and
shown in the accompanying drawings and in this
specification.

64,352.—George I^immo, Jersey City, K. J.—
Manufacture of Fire Brick.—A^r'il 30, 1867.—Coal
ashes are used, combined with clay as fnrnace lining.
Claim.—The employment of the residuum of the

combustion of coal as the base or principal component
in the manufacture of fire bricks, retorts, furnace lin-

ings, pots, and similar articles, as and for pm'poses
specified.

64,353.—E. "W. ]S'OHL, Kipon, Wi&.—Manufac-
turing Metals, Glass, and Pottery.—A-pvil 3 ), 1867.—
Explained by claim.
Claim.—The manufacture of metals from the ore,

without the usual mixtm'e with the latter of coal or
other solid face by the means of the combustion of
gas, generated for the purpose, and brought directly
into the fm-nace, and burned in combination with a
blast of air, substantially in the manner and for the
pm'poses set forth.

64,354.—"William Nugent, iSTorth Providence,
R. I.

—

Picker Motion for iooms.—April 30, 1867.

—

The object is to prevent the rocker from jumping out
of its place in the raU, and to construct the whole so
that when the picker strikes the shuttle it will not
cause the latter to jump or tilt so as to bring its nose
against the warp. The picker is adjusted by a longi-
tudinal slot in the rail and has fi'ee rocking motion to
an extent determined on one side by the length of
slot in its pivot block, and on the other side by a pia
in an arm of the block.

Claim.—First, the rail A provided with cavity I,

in which plays the pin of the arm I. of the slotted
block G, which carries the staff C and rocker E, and
having horizontal slot L, through which slot and the
vertical block of the slot G plays the bolt F, encir-
cled by the sleeve a, and operating in the manner
herein represented and described.

Second, the cavity I in the side of the rail A, in
combination with the block G, whose arm J has a
pin that works in said cavity, substantially as shown.

64,355.—E. J. NUNN, Savannah, Ga.—Steam
Generator.—April 30, 1867.—The generator is con-
structed of tubes in successive series ; those around
the fm-nace are protected from the intense heat of the
fire, and the series is #3 arranged that any one of the
series can be stopped ofl from the rest and removed
for renewal or repairs without disturbing the remain-
ing ones.

Claim. — First, steam generator or boiler con-
structed entii'ely of tubes or pipes when such tubes or
pipes are arranged and connected together and pro-
tected from the dii-ect action of the fli-e, substantially
i» the manner herein described.

Second, the interior cti'culation tubes herein de-
scribed when the said tubes are perfoi*ated in the
manner and secured in theii- position in the manner
substantially as described when used in the A'crtictd

tube of a boiler, as and for the purposes set forth.

64,356.—Samuel J. Parker, "Williamsport, Pa.
—Automatic Boiler Feeder.—Ayvil 30, 1867.—The
water tank has a partially tubular vertical stem end-
ing in a pipe at the water level in the boiler. This
stem has a sliding sleeve with a surrounding water
chamber supported by a weighted lever. When
raised the chambei" communicates with the tank
through the sleeve ; when full the chamber falls and
communicates with the boiler, exchanging water for
steamy it again raises as soon as theVater level is

low enough to bare the end of the pipe.
Claim.—First, the within described arrangement

of the vessel C with the tube D and fixed pipe il, in
combination with suitable packing e and a, boiler

and a water tank, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the above the aiTange-
ment of tlie passagl^s d relatively to the movable part
C, adapted to discharge steam from beneath the pack-
ings e, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

64,357.—William F. Parker', Andoyer, Mass.
—Drilling Jfac/mie.—April 30, 1867.—The di-illis fed
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by a center scrcTV whicb engages a socket scrcjv of

the shaft, the ratchet collar of'the screw being inter-

mittiagly engaged by a cam and rotated in the shaft

;

a cam ring i-aises the pawl from the ratchet wheel
during the greater part of the revolution.

Cldiin.—T\w combiuation of the pawl ;N" Avith the

ratchet wheel K, the cam M, and the slide P, lor the
purposes herein set forth and described.

In combination with the subject-matter of the fore-

going clause and with the supporting frame I, the

top piece a, arrauged as described.

64.358.—Horace I*. Pekry, Aurora, X. Y.—
Gang IVow.—April 30, 1867.—The adjustable frame
carrying the gang of plow shares is hinged to the

forward end of a carriage whose wheels, of unequal
diameter, traverse in the furrow and on the land re-

spectively. Hacks hinged to the plow-frame and
pinions on a shaft having beai-ings on the main frame
are the means oi" vertical adjustment.
Claim.—First, the cast-steel plow D, when con-

structed and used in combination with the hinged
plow-frame C, main frame A, and wheels B B, for

the purposes and substantially as herein described.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the

pinions E E, crank shaft F, hinged racks G G, ratchet

•wheel H, and stop lever U', for the purposes and
substantially as herein set forth.

64,359.—Oliver Perky, "W. l*f. "Welles, and
Clark Perry, Ortonville, Mich.

—

Sheep-shearing
Table.—ApvH 30, 18(37.—The adjustable extension
tables are pivoted to the frame below, and actuated
by a treadle secured by a ratchet bar. A cord and
loops on the tal)le fasten the sheep.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

tabic A, swinging frames B B', rope g, and treadle C.

all constructed and operating in the manner substan-

tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

64.360.—XicoLiA Petersen, Columbus. Miss.—
Musical DmL—April 30, 1867.—The dial exhibits the
names and distances of musical tones in. a circle ; the
scales are distinguished by different colors, and a
movable dial combined with the stationary one assists

in setting the device for different notes.

Claim.—First, a musical dial substantially as and
for the pm'pose described.
Second, the combination of the movable dial B with

the stationary main dial A, as and for the purpose set

forth.

64,361.—George W. Porter, Boston, Mass.—
Apparatus for Carburetting Gas and Air.—April 30,

18(i7.—The fibrous material is held belween two per-

forated plates brought together by a thumb-screw,
rendering it more dense and impeding the passage of
gas through it. Openings may be made in the middle
partitionsby hooks operated by thumb-screws outside
of the vessel. The hooks are kept in position by
spiral springs.
Claim.—First, the construction ond arrangement

of the hooks in the side of the box A. their inner ends,

pointing in opposite directions, retained by means of

the spiral springs J, and capable of being adjusted
whereby a breach is made in the capillary substance,
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the construction and arrangement within
the box A of the perforated plates, adjusted by means
of the thumb-screw a, whereby the capillary sub-

Stance is compressed or released, as herein set forth,

for the purpose specified.

64,362.—Thomas L. Eeed, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to Atlantic Tubing Co., same place.—
Flexible Tubing or Ifose.—April 30, 1867.—A coil of
•wire is covered with a braided tube of cotton thread,
•which is coated with a varnish of Linseed oil, sulphate
of ziuc, sugar of lead, and camphene. Over the tube
thus formed a rubber tube is secm-ed to prevent the
varnish fi-om cracking.
Claim.—The flexible impervious tubing foi-med by

combining the non-collapsible tube with a sheath or
tube of india-rubber, or other vulcanizable gums or
compounds, by the means and substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

64,363.—Walter Reed, "Wayne, X. Y.—Fence.
—April 30, 1867.—The panels are supported by in-

clined struts, which intersect between the upper two
rails and are united by a notched cross brace near the
surface of the ground".

Claim,.—An improved fence formed by the combi-
nation of the stakes C and D and lock-bar E with
each other and witli the panel or panels of the fence,
substantially in the manner herein showu and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth,

64,364.—T. C. Rice, Worcester, Mass., assignor
to Thomas H. Dodge and T. W. Wellington, same
place.— Ap2)aratus for Heading Wrench Bars.—
April 30, 1867.—The bed is reciprocated by rack and
pinion, and the head of the blank subjected to the
pressure of a roller above. The bed has depressions
of different shape, which form dies in which the head
is successively pressed, its shank extending down
through holes in the bed.

Claim-.—First, the combination of the sliding table
C, perforated in the ma*mer described, with the hori-
zontal rolls H H, for reducing the head of the wrench
to the proper thickness, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the gTOoved table or
bed C, perforated in the manner described, with the
vertical friction roll K, for reducing the head of the
wrench to the proper depth, wliile the sides are pre-
vented from lateral expansion, substantially as set
forth.

Third, the combination of the friction roll K •with
the grooved table or bed C, provided with the inclined
hole h, for reducing one part only of the head and
ffiving it the proper inclination, substantially as set
forth.

Fourth, the combination with the friction roll K of
the grooved table C, when provided with the inclined
hole or perforation A, notch z, and pit u., for receiving
the surplus metal, as set forth.

Fifth, the combination in the sliding table C of the
hole g with the sides o o and projection p, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the perforated table C, for
holding the wrench head in ditfei'ont positions, with
the IViction rolls and the rack and gear, or other ac-

tuating mechanism, the whole being arranged and
operated to reduce and shape the wrench head, sub-
stantially in the manner herein specified.

64,365.—Ed^ward Richmond. Brooklyn, IT. T.—
Whip iJacfc.-April 30, 1867.—The bracket plate has
openings with pierced diaphragms of rubber, through
which the handle is thrust. Adjustable hooks are
attached to slots in front and accommodate themselves
to the same purpose.

Claim.—First, the wedge-shaped opening formed
in a rack, as described, of a hook or guide of metal,
or other suitable material, secured in the said rack
under such an arrangement that tlie portion of the
said hook, which giddes and maintains the whip lash
or tip in its proper relation to the opening, shall be
paraHel or nearly so with the face of the rack, and
transverse to the length of the opening over which it

is placed, substantially as showu and set forth.

Second, the combination with a wedge or V-shaped
slot, formed on the edge of whip rack, of adjustable
guide or hook, corrugated or bent at the point where
it traverses the slot, above which it is placed, and
pivoted to the top of therack, so that it may be moved
to lessen the width of the said slot, substantially as
and for the purposes shown and described.

64,366.-Ed^ward Richmond and Joseph G.
Moody, Xew York, X. Y.—Ticket Safe and Alarm
Bell.—AT^ril 30, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—First, the ticket safe or receptacle, the same
consisting of a box slotted to admit of the insertioa
of the tickets, and provided with a door in which
openings are formed, and an inside leaf or plate held
against the door by means of spring, the said door
and spring leaf being held to the box in such manner
as that the tickets when inserted through the said
slot may be securely held between them, as herein
shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with slotted box or safe
of the hinged door and inside spring leaf or plate

having formed on their upper ends flanges or lips

which overlap each other, so as to prevent the with-
drawal of the tickets placed within the said box, sub-

stantially as herein showu and described.
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Third, the combination with the herein described
ticket safe of an alarm bell attached to said safe, sub-
stautiallr in the manner and for the pm-pose herein
BhoAvn and specified.

04,367.—John L. Eiter and R. C. Swaxn,
Brownsville, Ind., assignors to themselves, T. J.
"WEtx and E. B. Perry, Union cointy, Ind.

—

Churn.
—April 30, 18G7.—The eccentric wris't pin rnns in a
slotted plate secm-ed to the churn and swings the
latter ou its centers.

Clnim.—The ai-rangement of the shaft and fly-

wheel E with plate G-, haviag a pin Z near its peri-
pheiy, which works into a slotted plate d upon the
Bide *of the chm-n C, for operating said chiu-n box
upon its bearings, as herein set forth.

64,36S.—Silas Eogers, StamfordviUe. ]^^. Y.—
Thill L'oxipling.—A^vil 30, 1867.—The shackle plate
in front of the axle clip is curved in front, agreeing
to the svreep of the thill, and has a slot in it which
receives the spindle of the thill iron.

Claim.—A thiU coupling composed of the plate C,
attached to the lip A, and having n curved fi-ont end,
and the thill ii-on D provided with a slot c, and con-
nected to the plate C by means of a groove and pin,
arranged as shown and' described, or in an equivalent
nay.

64,369.—H. EosEXTKLVL. IS^ew York, X. Y.—
Fai)it Brush.—Apvn 30, 18U7.—The ferrule which
encompasses the butts of the bristles is riveted or
screwed to the flange of the socket plate.

Claim.—The combination of the ferrule C, socket
plate or disk E, handle B, and bristles A, when the
latter are secm-ed together, substantiaUy as set forth.

64,370.—AivSELL P. EoUTT. Liberty Mills, Va.—Cultivator.—A-prH 30, 1867.—The adjustable and
reversible share is seciired by loop and key upon the
curved sheath whose point enters a hole in the back of
the shovel to steady it.

Claim.—The changeable, reversible, and adjusta-
ble share secured by loops G and keys or wedges g
upon the emwed sheaths or shanks C', whose points
enter the holes or notches in the shovel or plow to
secm-e and steady it in any position in which it may
be adjusted, substantially as set forth.

64,371.—T. J. V. Eoz, Paris, France.-Piano-
forte.—April 30, 1867.—This orphean piano has ele-

mentary, solfeggio, transposiug, and accompanying

64,372—CrRUs W. Saladee, Xewark. Ohio.—
Door ,9zjri»5r.—April 30, 1867.—The ann is adjustably
pivoted on the door jamb and its outer end impioges
upon a spring plate in the cyliuder on the door.
Claim.—Firat. the box or cvliuder A secm-ed rig-

idly to the door or gate in combination with the armB and standard D, in the manner and for the pm-pose
substantially as shown and described.
Secood, the arm B, constructed and operating in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as
shown and described.
Third, the standard D, or its equivalent, when pro-

vided with a series of bearings or holes 1, 2, 3, Fig.
3, in combination with the arm B, substantiailv as
and for the purpose specified.
Fourth, in combination with the arm B, the inden-

tation X, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Fifth, the combination of the adjustable arm B,
standai-d D, follower E. spring C. and the box or cyl-
inder A, or their equivalents, arranged and operating
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
shown and described.

.
64,373.~Edwix M. Scott, Auburn, :S". Y.-Start-

ing and Stopping Street Ca;-6-.—April 30. 1867.-
Pulling one lever throws the rack into engagement
with the small pinion and condenses the spring.
Pulling on the other lever throws the rack in engage-
ment with the larger gear wheel to rotate the axlo
and assist in starting. Pulling both levers simultar
neously checks the car.
Claim.—First, the flxed pinion c in combination

with gear d and slotted racks ef, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Sscoud, iu combination with the above, spring E,
elbows h h, and levers i i, aU an-ana-ed as and for the
pm-pose set forth and described.

64,374.—Jonathan F. Shoemaker, Van "Wert
county, Ohio.—Photographic Printing Frame.—Aipril
30, 1867.—The back of the printing board is in four
sections, which are fastened by staples and hooks, and
may be raised one at a time' The face has flaps of
cloth by which the likenesses may be covered up or
exposed singly.
C'tonn.—The folding-back photogi-aphic printing

frame, substantially as herein described.

64,375.—C. Latham Sholes, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Machine for Printing X'lnnbers.—April 30, 1867.

—

For printing numbers consecutively by the use of
rotating disks having the numbers on their peri-

key-boards, divided into graduated classes or separate
i

pheries : they have a positive motion, and are arrested
progressive degrees, for instruction in the piano-forte I

at a given point by a locking bar so as to straighten
or organ : the large key-board, which is also fitted -the line.

accompanymg movements,with transposing and
forms the last class.

Claim.—First, the construction of the back or bot-
tom of the piano of round or oval columns F, in com-
bination with an iron frame a a' and bai's A, and the
bar b, as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the piano action composed of the levers O',

lifter 0, and lever O"^' applied in the manner specified,

so that the same shall be separate from the key-board,
iu order that one key-board may be moved away and
another brought into place, as set forth.

Third, the anti-friction supports JL', winch 9, cord
16, and tightening screw I', in combination with the
transposing key-board 1 and rack 17, for moving said
key-board with facility and retaining it iu place, as
set forth.

Fourth, the small or elementary key-boards fitted

60 as to he movable and applied iii the manner speci-

fied, to act upon the same notes as the main key-
board, as and for the pm-poses specified.

Fifth, the cards connected with the respective notes
and raised by the depression of the note so as to ex-
liibit the name and sound of the particular note to aid
in tlie instruction of elementary music, as set forth.

Sixth, a series of levers comp'osing the action be-

tween the keys and hammers, said action connecting
on one line with the keys and lengthened downwards
at tlie bass end, and projected upwards at the treble

end, the intermediate connections being graduated
so as to reach the hammer above the notes at the
treble end and below the notes at the bass end, as
specified.

Clair*.—First, the disks E, provided with the dogs
r and projections c', ia combination with the plate d,

when aiTanged to operate as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

Second, operating the disks E by means of the pro-
jecting pius t and the cam c, arranged to operate as
shown and described.

Third, aligning the disks E by means of the V-
shaped notches and the locking bar x, operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

Foiu-th, the sliding barx, with its spring m and the
oscillating cam or guide a, when said pai-ts are ar-

ranged for joint action, substantially as herein set
forth.

64,376.—Georc.e Sprague, Spring Hill, Kan-
sas.

—

Corn Cultivator.—April 30, 1867.—The clatters

sever the roots ahead of the shovels, which can be
adjusted to throw the dirt either way. A swing frame
in reach of the driver adjusts the beam to which the
cutters and shovels are attached.

Claim.—The combination of the root cutters F F,
the shovels d d. ami the plow beams E E. arranged and
connected for adjustment and operation, substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.

64,377 ^. Cr. and C. Steruxg, Xew York, U".

Y.

—

Lantern.—April 30, 1867.—Horizontal segmental
pieces are attached to the lower ends of the guard
wires, pass beneath lugs ou the ba.se, and are held by
spring catches.

Claim.—The guards A A, attached to the circula
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part B, ia combination with the catch D or lugs G G,
or their equivalent.

Also, the eyelet clamps, Fig. 3, when used for the
purpose above described.

64,378.—S. G. Steves, Jamestown, N. T.—Car
Truck.—April 30, 18(57.—The car frame is suspended
trom the axle boxes, and is trussed by a tension rod
below and braces and chord above.
Claim.—The car truck frame A, in combination

with the braces J J', chord H, and tension rod K. and

joints on level surfaces, substantially as al)ove spoci-
tied.

Second, the weather strip shown in Fig. 6, for
guarding joints in angles, constructed as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

61,384.—George W. Towxsexd, Galesburg,
'Mich.—Stump Extractor.—A^ril 30, 18t37.—The frame
is on runners, is anchored at one end, and its draw
bar has cavities for the engagement of two draw
pawls, connected to cranks on a shaft driven through

so constructed that the sides of said truck form a truss i gearing by a- rope on a drum. The slack of the rope
by which it is suspended below the axles, in the man-
ner and for the pm-pose substantially as set forth.

64,379 H. il. Stoker, Watson, III.—Fence.—
April 30. 1867.—The boards are nailed to the pointed
po;.ts, and the latter lock against eacli other and are
united by through plus. Inclined struts brace the
fence laterally.

Claim.—The two-fold adjustability of the posts of
the panels L and H, in combination with bars E. con-
necting pins t, and binders C. and pointed posts A,
the whole constructed, arranged, and operating in

is wound upon another dnim.
Claim.—The pulleys a and a', aiTanged substan-

tially as herein shown and described, iu combination
with the draught bar C and pitraans E.
Also, the double crank shaft D, the gear wheel F,

and pinion H, in combination with the draft bar C
and pitmans E, substantially as herein specified.

64,3S5.—Alois Pour vox Pohrxhoff, Brook-
lyn, X. Y.

—

Manufacture of Bicarbonate of Soda.—
April 30, ]S()7.—The hydrate of soda, precipitated
during the evaporation' of solutions of soda ash, is

the manner and for the pm-pose substantially as here- exposed to the action of carbonic acid gas, and the
iu set forth. steam generated by passing the hot gas through watei;

as it comes from the flues.

64,380.

—

Jajies B. Stuart, Bunker Hill, HI.— Claim.—A process of manufacturing bicarbonate
Fifth Wheelfor Wagon><.—April 30, 1867.—Two seg- of soda without admixture of crystal of sal-soda from
mental plates are attached to the axle and to a pivot hydrate of soda, and as such alone without submitting
on a curved bar in front of the axle. A second frame ' the latter to a previous procedure, and through the
pivoted with the other is attached to the bolster and simultaneous influx of cai-bonic gas and water, steam
has segments sliding on those of the frame below. • created by said gas for tlie purpose and in a manner
Claim.—A circle plate or fifth wheel for vehicles, ' suljstautially as described above,

composed of the frame A and plate B connected by
j

a bolt d and attached respectively to the front axle I 64,386.

—

Edw^vru L. "Walker, Jenner's Cross
and bolster, substantially in the manner as and for the 1 Roads. Pa.— Washing Machine.—April 30, 1867.

—

purpose herein set forth.
j

The reciprocating compressor is beneath the clothes
and presses them against the lid, wliich is adjustable

64.381.—F. F. Terry, Port Gibson, X. Y.— \^^'^ attached by sprin- pins that enter holes in the

Shank and Socket for Hand Hay Forks.-Amil 30, |

^"^^"^ «* }^^ machme. The compressor is operated by
1867.—The ferrule has a block of metal which is drilled i

^ ^^):^^. ^ame and two sliding side pieces.

to receive the tines which may he retained by one C/aun.—First, the movable coyer, or its etiuiviJent.

transverse pin against which the compression oi ttie clothes is effect-

C'tai'n.—First, locking the several tines t to the ed substantially as described.
-, ^ ,

shank or head 8 bv a single key, substantially in ^^'cond the compressor operated from beneath

the manner herein s'hown and described and for the against the stationary or adjustable cover or itseqm-

purpose set +brth i

'talent, substantially as described.

Second, proviiling- the head or shank S with round T^^^' the box 6r tube provided with a series of

holes to receive the"'A\iie tines t, as and for the pur- pockets or their eqmvalents, tor graduating oradjust-
1 ' ' ' ing the height ot the removable top or cover, sub-poses shown and described.

i

- ,, -
t .i_ i

Third, the arrangement of the handle socket or |

^^t'^itmUy as described

ferrule C in connection with the receiving shank S,

as and for the puipose herein set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of metms for operating
the lifting compressor, consisting of uprights attached
to said compressor, pivoted fulcrum standards, and

„ . „„^ -rrr m ™ /-ii i i /->i •
I

^^^ Icvcr frame, or their equivalents, substantially as64,382.—TTiLt.iAM Tkotipsox, Cleveland. Ohio, i described
' i ' j

assignor to the Clfvelaxd Ga.s M.vchix-e Cojipaxy
|

pifth, ^ compressine cover provided with a rubber
^•;»™,e place --&«^ (renerator andCarburetter.-Apvil board on its under suriaee. and arranged to turn on
3C«, l?o7.-ihe air is forced by the vibration ot two pilots over against the side of the franTe, in the man-
closed chambers immersed in a water tank. The car- ^er and for the purpose described,
buretting liqmd is can-icd up by revolving buckets

j

and the interior of the carburetting vessels is warmed 54 3S7.-Willis TTeav^er. Salem, Ohio.-Carp<;«
by steam generated by a lamp

, ,_ ^ I Stretcher.-Ai.vil 30, 1867.-The looped wire proce^-
C'iaim.-First, the corrugated cvlmder C, annular

I i^ f^m the lever is encaged over a tack head, and
chamber e, as ari-anged, in combination with the the toothed plate enga-ed with the carpet, which is
chains / and buckets g, for the purpose and in the

| ^i^ax^n forward bv a movement of the lever, and se-
manner as described. ^ . ^ • u- \

cui'ed bv the clawed staple whose bend is placed over
Second the heater S buraer V, pipe Q in combi-

] tj,,. he^d of another tack,
nation with the carburetter W, case P, and gasometer

1 Claim.-First.an improved carpet stretcher,formed

^h^^'''^ W1?'''^?'^''''''^'^•^'^™''"''''x?^'^^^''"T^• J^v the combination ot' the pivoted tooth plate B,
Third, the cylmder C, diaphragm I, valves I andi pi^^ted wire loop C. or equivalent, and lever A, with

each other, substantially as herein shown and de-
K, in combination with the generator B, for the pur
p^pe and in the manner substantially as described.
Fourth, the pipe ;, sleeve h, in combination with

the corrugated cylinder C, for the purpose and in the
manner specified".

64,383.—E. P. and E. S. Torrey, Xew York, X.
Y.— Weather .S'frip.—April 30. 18G7.—A strip of rub-
ber is secured in a kerf of the molding, which is then

scribed.
Second, the combination of the spring E, with the

pivoted tooth plate B, and lever A, substantially as
herein shown and described, aud for the purpose set
forth.

64,388.—T. L.
Holder for Slottin[

Werster. Brooklyn, X. Y.—
TooU—April 30. 18ti7.—The hold-

ready to be attached to a door, (or otJier object ;) the
I
er has a joint by which the tool is allowed to fall back

latter, in closing, brings theprotrudingportionof the! when the end pressure is removed, and to compress
rubber against the threshold or casing and closes the I the spring which presents the tool properly at the next
crack. stroke.
Claim

.

—First, a weather strip formed of a single C laim.—The tool holder for slotting machines, con-
piece of molding as herein described and shown in structed as described, consisting of the parts a fc, fit-

Fig. 5 with a strip of india-rubber or other suitable ted together and connecting by the pin c, to form a
material, applied therein, as specified, for covering I joint which will admit of the slotted part b, moving
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only in one direction, spring B, fitted in the recess c,

of the part a, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

64,389.—Samuel K. Wellman, Kashna,:!^. H.—
Manufacture of Fire Brick.—April 30, 1867.—Com-
posed of pulverized "diamond rock'" 35, fire sand
15, and fire clay 50 parts, molded and burnt in the
usual manner.
Claim.—The use of a diamond rock iu the manu-

fiicture of fire bricks, furnace linings, and similar ar-

ticles, substantially as described.

64,390.—John D. "Wells, Franklin county, Ohio.
-Corn Planter.—April 30, 1867.—The dropper is

operated by a connecting rod attached to a slide at
one end, and at the other to a crank on a di-iving wheel

;

a plow opens the ground and a roller covers the corn
and mashes the clods.

Claim.—The application of a driving wheel with a
crank attached for operating the valves, together with
the arrangement and particular combination of the
several parts named as above described, or substan-
tially the same as would answer the intended pm'])ose.

64,391.—Horatio Whittn-g, 'New York, K". T.—Dividers.—A^iH 30, 1867.—The segmental guide on
one leg has a rack which is engaged by a circular nut
in a slot of the other leg.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
annular flanged screw nut P, provided with a screw
thread upon its inside, and hung in the slot E, in the
leg B, upon the arm D, the latter provided with teeth
upon its upper side and passing through the slot in

the leg B, at right angles with the slot E, the said
screw nut being held in place by means of the spring
G- in the slot E, substantially as described for the
ppi'pose specified.

64,392.—Elijah Williams, Marianne, Florida.
—Fropelling Boats.—A^iAl 30, 18G7.—The paddles are
rotated by two pawl levers through intermediate
gearing.
Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the pawls O O

with the springs P P, and the driving wheels F, the
pinion wheel E, the ratchet wheel D, and the paddle
wheels B B, all constructed and oj^erated substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-poses hereinbe-
fore" set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the method
of elevating and depressing the paddle wheels by
means of a platform operated by adjustable screws
and blocks, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes above set forth.

64,393.—George L. 'Witsil, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Eliza Sicbet and John C. Cromptox.—
Churn.—April 39, 1867.—The spiral opening in the
rod is traversed by a guide pin in the lid, which gives
a reciprocating rotary motion to the dasher as it is

moved vertically by power applied to the revolvable
head.

Claim.—First, the dasher handle E, when con-
structed with a spiral opening entirely through the
same in combination with the pin B, for giving an
alternately rotaiy motion to the dasher, with the ver-

tical reciprocating action of the handle substantially

as described.
Second, the combination of the concavo-convex

dasher C, with triangular openings and radial flanges
D, having angular notches in therends, with a device
for giving a reciprocating vertical and alternating
rotary motion to the dasher, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Thircl, the combination of the dasher handle E, con-
structed as described, and the cross-piece G, when
aiTanged to operate substantially as set forth.

64,394.—Sylvester J. Wright, Ellsworth, X.
Y.—AxUomatic Gafe.—April 30, 1867.—The depres-
sion of the track actuates the lever below, which is

connected by a chain wliich passes round the pulleys
and to the gates above to open them.
Claim.—First, the combination of the rollers C.

flexible straps D and I, spring or springs J, lever arm
E and rope or chain F, with each other, with the sta-

tionary box or frame A, movable frame or platfoim
B, and gate H, substantially as shown and described
and for the parposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the coiled wire spring
L, or equivalent, with the gate H, substantially a.s

and for the pm'pose herein set forth.

64,395.—Thomas G. Hall, York, Pa., assignor
to himself, Lewis Strayer, and Peter S. Boose,
same place.

—

Water Wheel.—April 30, 1867.—Each
bucket has a vertical projection to prevent the water
spreading before the force is spent. The bent plates
forming a converging inlet combine with a wheel
having a downward and inward discharge, and with
gates having horizontal projections on theii-lower ends
to economize the water and allow its escape when the
force is exhausted.
Claim.—First, the vertical projection g on the

buckets K, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the bent plates F, form-

ing converging inlets -ndth the wheel having the parts
E 'G O constructed as described, and with gates I,

having projections i, all arranged substantially as
herein represented and described.

64,396.—Elisha O. Potter, Pawtucket, R. I.,

assignor to C. A. Warlaxd and J. M. Ryder, same
place.

—

Machine for Cutting Files.—April 30, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patent, November 8, 1864, (Xo.
44,998.) Explained by the claims and illustration.

Ciaim.—First, com'bining the chisel holder or de-
vice which holds the chisel with the chisel slide or
oth^r device by which the chisel is raised and lowered
to and from the file blank by means of a circular

beai'ing or socket, the center or axis of which is at or
near the center of the edge of the chisel, and the
plane of its oscillation is transverse to the file, sub-
stantially as described.

Secon'd, the manner in which are combined or
arranged the former or shaper which controls the
inclination of the chisel to the bed, with reference to
the bed and to a cutter fi-ame made to oscillate in a
vertical plane paraUel to the length of the file to vary
said inclination, by attaching the former or shaper
to the bed and below the cutter fi-ame, and causing
the cutter frame to rest directly upon it for support,
substantially as described.

64,397.—William G. Adams, Franklin, Mass.

—

Compound Structure of Euhher and Fiber for Belts,

<&c.—May 7, 1867.—Strips of tape are cemented to-

gether by rubber, until a fabric is obtained of proper
width to form the belt. A sheet of rubber of the
same width is attached to one side of the fabric, which
is then vulcanized.

Claim.—A compound structure of vulcanized rub-
ber and fiber, in which the disposition of fiber is sub-
stantially that specified.

64,398.—C. F. Allen and Luther 'W. CAjrp-
BELL, Aurora, IU., assignors to themselves, A. T.
Hall and A. J. Ambler.—Apparatus for Drying
and Seasoning Dumber by Super-heated Steam.

—
'May

7, 1867.—A continuous supply of water is introduced
by gravity into the generator without contact with
the heated walls of the latter. The dry steam is in-

troduced within the kiln, and after absorbing the
moistm-e of the lumber, is conducted to the escape.
Claim.—First, a superbeatmg steam generator,

which is constructed and supplied with water and
arranged withiu a drying kilu, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purposes explained.
Second, in a drying kiln, the arrangement of a di-

visional pan F within the generator E, for the purpose
of protecting the latter from contact with water, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the floors A' A^ with space between them,
arranged at the top of the kihi, in combinati<lh vrith

the ventiducts b, leading into the kiln from boucath
the drawing apartment, substantially as described.
Fourth, in combiijation with the escape valve J; of

the super-heating generator, the balance valve a, com-
municating with the open air, substantially as de-

scribed.

Fifth, the elevated water tank G, pipe c, pan F, in
combiuatiou with a superheating generator, which is

adapted for drying purposes, substantially as de-

scribed.

Sixth, a provision for conducting off" the moisture
from a point which is below the deoiccating chamber
or kiln in which superheated steam is employed for

drying purposes, substantially as described.
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64,399.—GEOifGE n. Bancroft, Pbiladelpbia.

Til.—•Awning.—^ixy 7, 18G7.—Tho ratchet wheels are

fixed to the ciuls of the snvninpc roller and arc fastened

by detent pawls, Avhich may be raised by lifting cords.

The end of the awniag is bound round" a metallic rod
fittachable by hooks to the posts.

Claim.—The ratchet wheel D. detents a a', cords

6 h', metallic rods e, and the metallic hooks///, &c.,

when combined and arranged substantially as and for

the pm-posc herein specified and described.

64,400.—A. ElyBeacu, Stratford, Conn.—Pneu-
matic Tube.—May 7, 18(37.—The valves move perpen-
dicularly within guides in pneumatic tubes. They
are connected by'levers attached to the roof of the

tube, and operated by the contact of passings cars.

Claim.— The employment, in combination with
pneumatic walls or tubes, of automatic valves, opera-

ting substantially as herein shown and described.

64,401.— A. Ely Beach, Stratford, Conn.—
Pneumatic Car Truck.—M.aj 7, 1867.—The truck
travels in a pneumatic trunk, being propelled by the
pressure of compressed aii' against the vertical valve
board, which fits the bore of the trunk.

Claim.— The employment of pneumatic trucks,

made substantially as herein shown and described.

64,402 A. Ely Beach, Stratford, Conn.—
Pneumatic Raihcay.—May 7, 1867.—A blower is ar-

ranged at one cud of the pneumatic tube to exhaust
or condense tlic aii* therein. "When the diameter of
the blower wheel exceeds that of the tube it is ar-

ranged within a casing connecting by ducts with the
tube.
Claim.—The employment of the within-described

device in combination with pneumatic tubes, sub-
stantially as set forth,

64,403.—D. S. Blue, Fremont, Ohio.—Rorse
Say i^o)l-.—May 7, 1867.—The lever and slide, being
moved down, close the arms to enter the hay, and on
being revei*scd th?y open to retain it. The catch
connected with the wrist prevents the dischai-ge mo-
tion till released by the tripping cord.

Claim.—The shaft A, slide B, slots h d, and arms
E F, in cambiuation with tho lever C, Avrist /, and
catch D, arranged and operating as and for the pui'-

poso substantially as set forth.

64,404.—Edward Bostock, Albany, N". Y.—
Sewing Machine Tuck Creaser.—Mav 7,"" 1867.—The
plate is set so that the edge of the rail shall be aa fnr

from the needle as twice tho distance between the
stitching of the tucks, the gauge being set the width
of a tuck from the needle. Tho first tuck is folded
and placed, under the arm with its folded edge against
the gauge. As the cloth advances tho grooved wheel
pres'ses it over tho edge of the bevel rail, making a
crease in it parallel with the stitching.

Oto^»^.—Fii-st, the tuck creaser or folder for use
with or -without a sewing machine, made and operated
as specified.

Second, in combination, tho gaugo plate ]Sr, con-
stmcted as described, the plato A, and the creasing
wheel, when both plates are adjustable relatively to
each other, and also relatively to the needle and feed-

ing device of the machine, by means of a single thumb
screw.

Third, in combination with tho plate A, which car-
ries the creasing devices, the gauge plate N, having a
downwaixl projection TV on the same for the purpose
of sliding or adjusting it along the plate A, in such a
manner as to secure a parallelism of the straight edge
"With the line of creasing and stitching.

Fourth, the .socket or bridge L, fixed firmly upon
the plate A, for embracing and keeping in true posi-

tioDL-the wheel-supporting bar D H, and also for the
reception of a thumb screw M, for adjusting the ver-
tical pressure of the wheel or creaser.

Fifth, constructing the arm D with a right-angled
jjrojection, which supports the wheel, as and for the
purpose specified.

Sixth, the combination of tho right-angled projec-
tion on the wheel-carrying arm D, with the right-
angled projection on plate A, when the same are con-
structed and an-anged to operate as described.

64,405.—'Tames Bragdox, Boston, Mass.—Ue-
frigerator.—May 7, 1867.—Air chambers and deflec-

c P 49

tors are formed between the food chamber and tho
casing. The current of cold water from the ico

causes a passage of cool air through tho food chamber.
Claim.—In a refrigerator so constructed as to have

between its food ehaiuber and the casing thereof an
air space, tho air passages / I and k, so located and
arranged in conjunction with tho deflectors h and ?',

and the falling water from the melting ice to establisli

a current of pure cool air and thi'ough the food cham-
ber, substantially as described.

64,406.—"William B. Burtnett, ISTew York, N.
Y.

—

Attaching Handles to Whitewash Brushes.—
May 7, 1867.—The staple on the brush is attached to

the eye of tho ferrule by set screws working in screw-
tapped lugs.

Claim.—First, the construction of tho feiTule D
with an eye b, and with a series of grooves around
said eye, in combination with a staple B and a set

screw G, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, tho combination of two or more screw-
tapped lugs g g Avith the open grooves e /, on both
sides of the ferrule, and with the eye b, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

64,407.—Pierre Eugene Chollet, New York,
IST. Y.

—

Piano Forte.—May 7, 1867.—The strings arc
tuned by the tension of the threaded hooks, and when
in tune the pointer falls into one of the notches of the
head. "When the strings are relaxed and out of tune,
the spring releases the levers, and throws back the
pointer. The notched head is then tm-ned, causing
the levers to approach each other, and as the lower
lever is raised, the spring relaxes until the pointer
(against the foot of which the spring operates) is

thrown into one of the notches, i^lacing and retaining
the instrument in tune.

Claim.—The combination with the levers E and H,
the latter of which is provided with the hooks or their
equivalents, the use or employment of the notched
head, screw, and pointer for tlie purpose set forth.

64,408.—L. L. Crane, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Leavett Crane &. Co., same place.

—

Forging Machine.—May 7, 1867.—The lower die is

set in the anvil block, and the upper one in the head
of the trip. The die forms in one operation the
spindle, butting ring and square of an axle.

Claim.—The dies J K, constructed as described,
in combination with the anvU and trip hammer B D,
all ai'rauged and operating as set forth.

64,409.— S. F. DiMOCK, Spencer, Ohio.— Car
^roA-c—May 7, 1867.—The oscillation of the lever
brings the roller in connection with a wheel, rotates
the transverse shaft, and the two line shafts which
are coupled together, and winds tho chain upon the
spool, bringing the brakes into action.
Claim:—First, the adjustable line E, rollers H and

I, in combination with the rod G-, shaft T, spool Y.
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the adjustable link E. rollers H and I, in

combiuation with the shafts J "W and gearing P and
L, arranged and operating as and for the purpose
substantially set forth.

Tiaird, the shafts J "W, gearing P and L, in combi-
nation with the rollers Q, adjustable stay X, wheel C,
arranged as and for the purpose substantially as spe-

cified.

64,410.—DA^^EL A. Draper, Cambridge, Mass.—Forming Letters on Type Blocks.—May 7, 1867.—
The letters, &c., arc formed by pressure on the edge
of thctype block, which is squeezed into dies, formed
in sectional metallic plates ; these are clamped while
pressure is applied, and unlocked to free the block.

Claim.—The combination of the within described
devices for producing letters, figures, <fcc., upon tho
edges of the type blocks for hand stamps and other
purposes, substantially as set forth.

64,411.—"William E. Dun*?:, Delaware, Ohio.—
Manufacture of Artificial Teeth.—May 7, 1867 ; ante-

dated February 2, 1867.—Improvement on the patent
of Loomis, May 2, 1854. Biscuitcd teeth are inserted
into the yet plastic plate in the matrix ; the denture
is then removed, biscuited, enameled, and finished in

the furnace.
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Claim.—^A denture constructed by tlie application
of biscuited and uuglazed teeth to tbe plastic body or
base -R-liile in the mold, substantially as described.

64,413.—rRAXCis Elder, Chester, S. C—Wash-
ing Machine.—May 7, 1867.—The tub has orerhang-
ing ledges inside to prevent splashing, and to hold
the lid. The clothes are pressed by the rubber against
a corrugated washboard at one end.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the ledges
hhii, cover H, rubber H, movable journal caps Z I,

and dasher boai'd g, both above and below the rear
or upper edge of the rubber B, as specified.

64,413.—T. J. Fare, Medina, Ohio.— Trasro?i

Brake.—May 7, 1867.—The brake is applied by the
mutual approach of the fore and rear axles, owing to
th« holding back of the horse, and is released by'the
forward draft of the horse.
Claim.—The arrangement of the slotted coupling

pole D, bar E, brake an-angement e eG G, lever J,
and staff I, substantially as described.

64,414.—M. EoEEMAX and J. E. Mathewson,
Philadelphia, Ta..—Steam Blower.—yLaj 7, 1867.—
The axial jet of steam is directed forward'through the
appai'atus, and draws in annular jets of air from the
pipes which it successively traverses.

Claim.—A steam pipe E, in combination with two
or more pipes A A', of different diameters, the whole
being arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

64,415.-^31. T. Gray, Galesburg, JR.—Stove-
pipe Damper.—May 7, 1867.—A revolving and rever-
sible register is aiTanged on the inside"of the pipe,

being attached by a diametric rod. The metallic ring
fills the space between the fan and the pipe ; the
wheel acts as an accelerator or damper according to
its position above or below the metallic plate.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
fan wheel, with the cii"cular plate and ring, the parts
being an-anged and operating in the manier and for

the piu'pose specified.

64,416.—James Hast, Melbom-ne, Victoria.-
Apparatus for Crushing and Amalgamating Ores.—
May 7, 1867.—The ore enters the revolving cylinder
from the hopper. The heavy inner cylinder roUs in
and crushes the ore against the bottom of the outer
one which contains mercury. The discharge cylinder
is attached to the outer cylinder so as to'catch any
particles of metal that rnay x^ass over its edge. A
current of water may flow through the apparatus.
Claim.—The conibined an-angement of the cylin-

ders L M P, constructed and working substantially

as herein described.

!S

64,417.—G. W. Hatch, GarrettsviUe, Ohio.—
Fence Post Pedestal.—}laj 7, 1867.—The base of the

St is attached to the hoUow pedestal, whose side

ugs only rest upon the foundation block and are
pinned thereto.
Claim.—The construction of a metallic pedestal

A, provided with ventilating openings G in' combina-
tion with the post E, for the purpose and in the man-
ner, substantially as described.

64,418.—E. G. HoEPPXER, Xew York, N. Y.,
asignor to himself and Charles Burchardt, same
place.

—

Velocipede.—May 7, 1867.—The horse is so

connected to pawls operating the rear wheels as to

rotate them by its oscillation. The carriage is guided
by a line passing from the fifth wheel to the bridle

rein.

Claijn.-Tho compound lever G g h, in combina-
tion with the body A of the toy and with the ratchet
wheel and pawls, or theii- equivalents, mounted on the
axlo C, substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

64,419.—K. W. Holmes, McGrawville, :Nr, Y.,
and A>duew Aldright, Bryden, N. Y.

—

Coating
Wood u'ith Rubber and Gutta-percha.—May 7, 1867.

—

The article is covered with rubber, placed in a mold of
suitable shape aud vulcanized.
Claim.—The coating and lining of wood with rub-

ber, gutta-percha, or prepared gum, substantially as
bet forth.

64,420.—TVelliam and jAacES Holrotd, "Water-
ford, X. Y.

—

Machine for Cutting Screio Taps.—May
7, 1867.—One end of the tool-rest plate rests in bear-
ings on a slide and lies upon a longitudinal pattern
which is revolved by a spindle and belt so as to give
the requisite saliency to the cutting point ofthe thread
and recession to its heel.

Claim.—First, the vertically adjustable tool rest
D, vibrating plate D' and sliding support E, in com-
bination with rotary centering points b b', substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the application of the rotary pattern F to

an adjustable bar H, which is appUed to a treadle K,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

64,421.^AC0B D. Holtzer5L\xs-, Piqua. Ohio.—Bitters.—May 7, 1867.—Composed of pure spirits,

sugar, orange peel, orange apple, oms root, galanga
root, gentian root, calamus root, wormwood.^ginger,
cardamon seed, cassia, mace, nutmeg, cloves, and
coriander seed.
Claim.—The compounding or combination of the

above named ingredients in proportions above as set
forth.

64,423.—S. T. Hurlbert, Painesville, Ohio.—
Deflecting the Bottoms of Vessels Made of Sheet Metal.
—May 7, 1867.—The inverted pan is laid upon a disk
whicli has a flat central depression and a marginal
flange ; against the edge of the latter the bottom of
the pan is"deflected by the rotary head.
Claim.—The use of the independent rotary head,

Fig. 1, constructed and operating in combination
with the former. Fig. 2, in the manner substantially
as specified and for the purpose set forth.

64,423.—Morris Isbell, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Holloio Auger.—^aj 7, 1867.—The flexible forks of
the bit shank have a two-part head with cutters in
each ; the parts are adjustable toward and from each
other to suit varying sizes of tenons.
Claim.—The 'divided head B in combination with

the springs C C, the land D and the adjusting screw
E, aU constructed and aiTanged to operate substan-
tially in the manner described.

64,424.—Charles H. James, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Fea^'k Millward. same
place.

—

Tube for Steam Generators.—May 7, 1867.

—

"^ater descends in the inner tube and ascends in the
more highly heated, annidar outer tube, which con-
nects with the former at the lower end, and discharges
at a point above the mouth of the said inner tube.
Claim.—The stationary or rigid confined tube K,

provided with one or more enclosed ducts or passages
L, communicating the outer or fire tube I, with the
water space on the crown sheet of the boiler, the outer
tube I extending and discharging its contents above
the water line or above the passage L, communicating
with the inside tube K.

64,425.—Jacob Jajieson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of Iron.—May 7, 1867.—To produce
Avrought iron clii-ect from the ore. The ore is de-

oxydized by passing it successively over a series of
tables, over which the blast from 'the finishing fur-

nace passes ; it is then melted and finally refined in a
finishing furnace, where it is subjected to a hot blasts

Cla im.—Fii'st. the production ofwrought iron direct

from the ore by the process substantially as described.

Second, in combination with the oven A, con-
structed as described, the double fui-nace 1, as set

forth.

Third, the combination of the oven A, furnace I,

and gas chamber P, for the treatment of ores Avhen ar-

ranged for joint operation, substantially as described.

64,426 TTm. Johxsox, 2d, Haverhill, Mass.—
Keyhole Guard for Door Locks.—May 7, 1867.—The
keyhole is covered on the outside, wben the bolt is

locked, by a lever plate operated by a pin from the

main bolt projecting through a slot i'n one side of the

case. Guards are provided to prevent its faUiug at

improper times.
Claim.—First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the keyhole guard F, and its operation

mechanism, viz: the' spring G, the stud I, and the

cam K, with the bolt aud the lock case, providedwith
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a keyhole as set forth, such guard being for the pur-

pose" as specified.

Second, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the stud L and the projection d, with the lever

guard F, applied to the bolt B, and to operate there-

with and with respect to the keyhole of the lock, sub-

stantially in manner as hei-einbefore described.

Third," the combination as well as the an-augement
of the stud L and the catch e, with the lever guard E,
applied to the bolt B, and to operate therewith and
with respect to the keyhole of the block, substantially

in the manner as hereinbefore explained.

Fourth, the combination as well as the aiTangement
of the spring latch M, its catch slot and the projec-

tion X, or their mechanical equivalent, with the lock
case and with the lever guai-d F, applied to the said

case, and the main bolt, "substantially in manner and
so as to operate with respect to the keyhole, cssen-

tiiUly as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

64,427 T. J. JoxES. Summit. :N". J., and T. L.
"Webster, Brooklyn, :^.Y.—Faucet—Maj 7, 1867.—
Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Yirst, holding the plug of a faucet or stop
cock to its seat by means oi a spi-ing, which is in-

serted into or through a recess made transversely
through said plug, substantially as described.
Second, the construction of the V-shaped spring C

with a centering notch in it, for the purpose specified.

64,428.—Mar%-Es H. Kelset. Pvcd Bank, :N'. J.—
Joint for Chimnejs.—May 7, WCu.—This is a collar

for chimneys where thev pass through the roof; its

upper edges are inserted in the joinfs of the bricks,

and its troughs collect and discharge the water.
Claim.—The metallic coUarA for chimneys having

the gutters a upon each side, substantially as described
for the pm-pose specified.

64,429.—Abraham B. Kdcg, Camden, Ohio.—
Cultivator.—May 7, 1867.—The two outer cultivators
are coupled to the two inner ones by horizontal pieces,

and have lateraUy-projectiug inde"pendently-attached
blades.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the two outer
cultivators F A S J F'" A"''S"' J', and the two inner
and smaller ones F' A' S' K F" A" S" K', so coupled
together by the j)ieces G M D and their described ac-

cessories a"s to be held rigid, or to swing from side to
side, or to be separated into two distinct double-share
cultivators, in the manner described.

Second, the arrangement on the inner or landside,

and in rear of a cultivator share of one or more inde-

pendently-attached laterally-projecting blades or cut-

ters T, substantially as and for the purpose stated.

64,430.—Hexrt G. Leonakd, Taunton, Mass.—
Grate for Stoves.—May 7, 1867.—Tlio upper and lower
sections of the grate tip together ; the upper oscillates

horizontally upon the'low'cr when actuated by the
lever which is pivoted in the lower section.
Claim.—In combination with a tipping and hori-

zontally vibrating grate, the lever i into a slot in
which a phi or projection from the gi-at3 works when
the lever is applied to the cross-shaft or axis c, and
operate the grate, substantially as set forth.

64,431.—A. M. Leslie, St. Louis, '^o.—Appa-
ratusfor the Preparation and Administration of Xi-
trmis Oxide Gas.—May 7, 1867 ; Antedated AprU 23,
1867.—The gas passes" from the retort to the wash
bo*lles and the gas holder. The wash vessels may
nest into each other for portability. The connecting
tubes are rubber, and fastened in the covers by thim-
bles, one soldered iu the lid and the other inserted
inside the tube where it passes through the cover.
The inhaler has two valves, one opening outwai'd and
the other inward.

Claim.—First, the combination and an'angement
of the tubes b. in the cap of the jar, and the tubes D
and d, substantially as herein described and set forth.

Second, the employment of the india-rubber tubes
D for connecting th?" different jars together and these
to the geuorator'anO receiver, and for conducting the
gas down through the water.

Tliird, the portable apparatus A B, when con-
structed and employed, subtantially as herein describ-
ed and set forth.

Fourth, the inhaler E, when constructed with the
valves e and e'.

64,432.—Laxdon Limerick, Louisville, Ky.—
Bab}/ Tend<:r.—'May 7, 1867.—The convortiljle chair
or couch rests on a yielding frame supported by coiled
springs on a base which travels on rollers.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of chair E H L
adjustable forward or backward, along a spring C, for
the object explained.
Second, the combination of base A, spring C, slid-

ing chair F G H I, and auxiliaiv sprinc: £.
Third, tlie chair F G H I, with the bradiets K K'

L, knobs X O. adapted for a sitting or any recumbent
position and supported upon a sirring or yielding rest,

substantially as set forth.

64,433.—PtOBERT O. LowREY, Saratoga Spriugs,
X. Y.—Foundation for Hoofs.—May 7, 1867.—Hy-
draulic cement and sand are made into a mortar and
spread while in a plastic condition on the roof boards
as a foundation for rooting material.
Claim.—Aplastic foundation for roofing cement,

prepared and applied substantially as herein described.

64,434.— David Dick Mattesox, Harmons-
burgh, Pa.

—

S-pringfor Vehicles.— May 7. 1867.—The
ends of the spring are bent, and support the bed on
each side near the corner ; the midiUe is bent rec-
tangularly in a horizontal plane, and one portion
rest's on t'he axle.

Claim.—X spring for carriages or buggies con-
structed of one piece of steel bent or formed in the
manner described, constructed in the aforesaid com-
bination and for the purposes set forth.

64,435.—Thomas B. McCoxaughey. X'ewark.
Del.

—

Governor.—May 7, 1867.
—
"When the balls fly

outward under accelerated motion the blocks are
brought against the internal flange of the loose wheel
and cause it to revolve, winding the cord and opera-
ting the steam valve. Springs return the parts to nor-
mal position on the decline of the speed.
Claim.—Fii-st, the governor arms, a a, in combi-

nation with the main piece B, and loose collar d, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the spring c c. in combination with govern-
or arms a a, substantially as and for the purpose spe-
cified.

64,436.-J0HX S. McIXTiEE, Chicago, JH.—OU
Can.—May 7, 1867.—The spout enters "the funnel-
shuped rim, above the level of the neck, so that a stop-
per in the latter closes both. An air inlet pipe, to as-

sist in the discharge may be added.
Claim.—First, the na'rrow neck B, arranged rela-

tively to the can A, and side spout D, substantially
as and for the pm-poses specified.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
narrow neck B, the fimuel C, side spout D, and vent
tube F, with the can A, substantially as set forth.

64,437.—Barxey Mee, Troy.X'. Y.-Hose Coup-
ling.—May 7, 18G7.—The ordina"ry washer and loose
ring of one section are dispensed "with, as weU as the
necessity for forcmg the sections tov.ard each other
in the liiie of their axes.
Claim.—Fii'st, a packing ring applied in a recess in

the male part of a coupling in combination with a fe-

male member of the same coupling, the combination
being substantially as specified.

Second, in combination with a packing ring, applied
and acting as specified, and the midoaud female parts
of a coupling, a bayonet fastening, or the mechanical
equivalent, ol- substitute therefor, for holding the parts
in place until prcssiu-e is applied to the packing ring,

the combination Ijeing substantially such as set forth.

Third, an annular recess , in combination v>-ith the
male part of the coupUng. and with lioles leading into
it from the hollow of the coupling, forming- a seat and
an apparatus for applying pressure to a packing ring,

the combination being as tlescribed.

Fourth, an annular recess, formed in the periphery
of the male part of a coupling, provided with holes
leading into it from the hollow of the coupling, in
combination with the female part of a coupling, where-
by a packing ring mav be applied so as to pack a
coupling joint, the combination being as described.
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64,438.—]Sr. M.- Mendenhall and J. Judd, Ter-
re Haute, Incl.

—

Hand Spinning Machine.—May 7,

]%7.—By sbil'ting tlae lever by its liandle the revers-
h\g pinion is tlirown into gear witli one or the other
of the pinions and so reverses the traverse of the car-

riage as desii'ed. When the movement of the car-

riage engages a pinion -with the rack-bar, thus feed-

ing out the rolls from the apron, the trip bar is pressed
by the front end ofthe carriage, freeing its notched edge
from its detaining loop and relieving the tension of
the cord so that the spring may rotate the roller and
throw np the faller bar to allow the winding from the
bottom to the top of the rotating spindles.

Claim.—First, the lever ;P, notched bar g, revers-
ing pinion O, gear wheels I and I', and pinions m and
n, puiley s, and cord s', in combination with the car-
riage c, as and for the purpose specified and set forth.

Second, the vibrating bar y', spring 7, cord y", trip
bar y"", link 9, lever 10, cam bar 5, cam 6, arranged
and operated substantially as above described and for
the purpose specified.

64,439.—John H. Moore, Binghamton, IT. Y.—
Moving Buildings.—May 7, 1867.—The rollers are ar-

ranged in tlie parallel sections ofthe frame, which arc
attached by hooks and scraper bars. The rollers may
move in different directions to enable the truck to
tirni at a short angle.
Claim.—The construction of the frame A, and the

roller B, in combination with the parallel bars or
scrapers G, the lever and lock H, the hooks P, the
bolster C, as represented and described.

64,440.—WiLLiAJi A. Morse, Philadelphia, Pa.—Stair Hod.—May 7, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—Pii'st, a staii- rod made of paper, paper
pulp, felt,, cloth, leather, or other equivalent fibrous

material, lacquered, gilded, or otherwise ornamented
to resemble highly finished brass, siibstantially as de-

scribed and for the imrpose specified.

Second, the use of paper, paper pulp, felt cloth, or
leather, either separate or in combination, in the man-
ufacture of stair rods, siibstantially as specified and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the use of eitlicr of the above-named mate-
rials in combination with wood or metal, substantially

as specified and for the purpose set forth,

64,441.—John B. Mul\t:y, Visalia, lS.j.—Win-
dotv.—Maj 7, 1867.—By withdrawing a bolt the pid-

ley style may be pressed back to permit the withdraw-
afof the sashes without distm-bing the stops or part-

ing strips. The bolt is locked in place by a remov-
able key.
C laim.—FJTst, the combination of the solid window

frame G G', spring puUey style E, and locking device
H I ^, substantially as shown and set forth.

Second, the locking device, composed of the square
bolt H, removable key I i, and cleat J, as set forth.

Third, attaching the cords of the weight to the sash
by means of the gi'ooves k A-, the recess 1 1' vi m', the
pins n n', and knots o o', substantially as set forth.

64,442.—D. B. IsTelson, Elmii-a, IST. Y.—Shovel.

—May 7, 1867.—Angular points are formed on the
edge of an^ ordinary shovel.

Claira.—Constructing shovel blades with teeth,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

64,443.—Samuel Page, Chelsea, Mass.—Com-
position for Painting and Varnishing.—May 7, 1867.

—Improvement on his patent of October 11, 1859.

The light distillate of coal tar distilled at a low tem-
perature is re-distUlcd and the product mixed with the
residuum left from the fm'ther distillation of the tar

at a higher temperature.
Claim.—Treating the light distillate by additional

substantially as and for the purpose described.

64,444.—L. J. Pausoxs, ISgw Haven, Conn.,
assignor to lumself and Hexrv IvEVNOLds, same
place.

—

Attaching Bits in Braces.—May 7, 1867.—The
perforated plate on the face of the socket is held by
the sleeve against the shoulder of the bit.

Claim.—The combination of the i)late a, with the
socket B, and sleeve C, constructed and aiTanged so

as to operate substantially as herein set forth.

64,445.—Maiivin Pierce, BuflTalo, Wis.— TFas/i-

ing Machine.—Mnj 7, 1867.-The board has uprights

perpendicular to its sides, which have slots at their
upper ends, to receive the gudgeons of a frame car-
rying a perforated and corrugated roller which is

oscillated by hand.
Claim.—mho, combination of the rotary cylindrical

rubber E, sweep C, slotted uprights BB, and wash-
board A, the latter having the opening a, and soap-
shelf p, and all being constructed and arranged as
herein described and represented.

64,446.—Albert J. Redway, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Fire-Place.—Mixj 7, 1867.—The crown of the fire-

place is closed at front and back, but has side open-
ings for the caloric current which passes over said
crown to the chimney.
Claim.—First, sm-mounting the fii"e chamber of a

^rate or stove with the arched crown C, which extends
trom the fi'ont.to the back of the fire-chamber, and is

provided with the side flues D D', all an-anged and
operating in the manner herein described and set forth.

Second, in combinntion with the crown C, and side
flues D D', the flue strips G G', and abutments H H,
for the purpose specified.

64,447.—T. C. Rice, Worcester, Mass., assignor
to Thomas H. Dodge and T. W. Wellington, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Boiling Wrench Bars.—May
7, 1867.—The rolls have the necessary projections and
recesses to foi-m the blank into the required shape, by
successive operations.

Claim,.—First, the herein described combination of
machinery for rolling wrench bars and other similar
articles, organized substantially as herein shown and
described for operation as set forth.

Second, the combination with the tongued segment
roll H, and grooved segment roll I, of the stationary
stop /, and table L, all constructed and arraiiged sul>-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the notched segment
roll J, and flanged segment roll K, constructed arm
aiTanged for operation as described.
Fourth, the combination with the notched segment

roll J, and flanged segment roll K, of the table 3, and
stationary stop h, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the notched segment
roll M and flanged segment roll N, of table 4, and
adjustable stop s, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Sixth, the combination with the tongued segment
roll Q and the grooved segment roll R, having the
flanges x x cut or inclined as shown at c', of the table

6 and adjustable stop, as and for the pui'poses stated.

64,448.-Daniel T. Robinson, Boston, Mass.—
Sorse Collar.—May 7, 1867.—The roU of the collar is

formed with strips of rawhide, riveted together at the
upper end.

Claim.—In the manufacture of horse collars, form-
ing the roll of strips or layers of raw hide, arranged
upon the coUar, and secm-ed together in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein set forth.

64,449.—C. A. Rose, Columbus, Gra.—Manvfac-
ture of Paper Pulp.—Mav 7, 1867.—The stalks of the
cotton i)lant are combined with pino leaves ; the long
fibres give tenacity to the paper.

Claim.—The combination of pine leaves and cotton
stalks, either with or without the addition of oak
leaves and pine cones, as a material for making paper
pidp.

64,450.—Warren Rowell, New York, IST. Y.—
Transmitting Motion.—May 7, 1867.—The ordinary
crank is connected by rods to two additional cranks
which rotate with it.

Claim.—The combination of the cranks D D' D",
and arms of rods E E' E", or other suitable connec-
tion, so an-anged relatively with each other that Avhou
rotaiy motion is imparted to the crank D, it will bo
transmissible to the cranks D' D", and the shafts

coiinected thereto, as herein described.

64,451.—Warren Rowell, ISTew York, N. Y.—
Transmitting Motion.—ISIaj 7, 1867.—The cranks
have a connecting rod and their ends have rectangu-
lar arms projecting in the plane of their rotatiou and
havbig wrist pins also connected by a rod.
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Claim.—The hereinbefore describedmeans for trans-

mitting a continuous coincident rotary motion.

64,452.—Philip Schweikhart, Buflfalo, jST. Y.,

assignor to Daniel Schweikiiaut, Edeu, N. Y.—
Beer Cooler.—May 7, 18G7.—The air supplied by the
fans is cooled ou its passage through the ice chamber
from which it is conducted through the liquids ou their

descent through aud over the perforated troughs.

Claim.—Fii'st, a beer cooler luiviug au ice box B,
a chamber C, containing the liquid, and an air flue D
and fan blower E, or equivalent, constructed, fu-rauged,

aud operating substantially us herein described.
Second, cooling beer or other liquids by dividing

the same into a large number of line streams and
forcing an ascending current of cold air thi-ough the
descending liquid, in the'manner and for the pm-pose
substantially as herein.described.

Third, the perforated plate or troughs F, haying
flauges /^ Z*-^, ai'ranged in the manner substantially as
heretn described.

Fourth, the sieves G G^ in combination with the
chamber C, for the pm-pose and substantially as de-

scribed.

64,453.—Thaddeus Selleck, Greenwich, Conn.
—Railway Chair.—May 7, 1867.—The ends of the
rails rest upon a plate spanning the spaces between
three or more ties ; upturned edges of the plates cm-
bracing the rail base. The plates are clamped by bent
plates at the rail junction and the ends of the p'late.

Claim.—In combination with the rails A A, the
flanged plate C, exteniliug the distance of three or
more intervals of the ties, the clamp, D, extending
across the middle interval and embracing the point
of junction of the rails and the end clamps E E, all

an-auged substantially as herein described and repre-
Beuted.

64,454.—"WiLLiAJi P. Slexsby, Chicago, 111.—
Tool for Cutting of Boiler Tubes.—lSlajl, 18(i7.—The
supi^ort of the cutter is placed within a transverse
groove in the stock and is adjusted laterally by a
screw.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the revolving head block B, the adjustable cutter
holder D, aud the slotted collar F, as and for the pur-
poses set foith and shown.

Second, in combination with the above the shaft A
and ratchet handle C, operating as specified aud for

the purposes described.

64,455.—Thomas H. Spencer, Proyidence, R.
1.—Tooth Brush.—M^aj 7, 1867 ; antedated April 23,
lbu7.—The dcntrifiee receiver slides in the hoUow
handle of the brush.

Claim.—The tooth brush having a detachable handle
and a dentitriee container therein, substantiallly as
desaribed.

64,456.— William Mont Storm, ITew York,
X. Y.

—

ProofMeter and Register for Alcoholic Spirits
and other Liquid.^:—May 7, lfc(i7.—A di-um rota-ting
with the amount of liquor passing through tlie meter,
has a paper scale stretched upon it, which is marked by
a pencil attached to u hydrometer to indicate the
strength of the liquors.
Claim.—First, the float E acting as a hydrometer,

and can-ymg a pencil or pencils, or any equivalent,
in combiiiation with the drum G, covere'd with paper
or some equivalent, rotating in contact with such
pencil or pencils, or their equi\'alents, so that they
shall describe a line denoting the varying specific
gravity of the liquor flowing through the instrument.
Second, the diagram Figs. 3 and's, in combina|iou

with the instrument, having the hydrometer scale in
horizontal lines upon it, and vertical lines to denote
gallons, 6cc., as explained.

Third, having the pencils independently of their
rise and fall with the hydrometer or float E. acted
upon l)y changes of temperature, sul)stautially in the
manner and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the use of two pencils, acting in the manner

and for the purpose explained.
Fifth, the use of the overflowing well A, for the pur-

pose described.
Sixth, the application of the spring y, or any equiv-

alent device, for the purpose set forth.

Finally, the instrument as a whole, its parts being
constructed and operating together, substantially in
the maimer aud for the i)urpose explained.

64,457.—William Mont Storm, NewXork, N.
Y.—LimUd Meter.—Maj 7, 1867.—Designed to bo
attached to the worm of a still, and operates on tha
principle of a steam pump, having a glass-lined, per-

'

forated cylinder, a valve chest and induction and
eduction passages. The capacity is regulated by a
right and left screw, which adjusts the pistons toward
and troni each other.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the valve i, rod

j and lever I, operating in conjunction with the sleeve
z and piston rod/, as aud for the purpose described.
Second, regulating a liqiud meter, constructed sub-

stantially as describetl by means of the adjustable
pistons//, as and for the purpose explained.

Third, tlic glass cylinder a, embracing a piston or
pistons, moving on a central rod, and supported by a
perforated exterior case, as and for the pm-pose spe-
cified.

64,458.—Walter L. Strong, San Francisco,
Cal., assignor to himself, G. W. Sthoxg, aud J. F.
Taylor.—Amalgamator.—May 7, 1867.—The mullers
ai'e attached to two sets of arms, and rotate in the
pan in ditFereut dii'eetions by means of gear wheels
and an axial shaft, Avliich passes down through the
bottom of the pan, and is ])ut in motion by gearing.
Claim.—First, the shoes c c and g g, in comlnnation

with the attaching joints d and h and the arms D and
G, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, tlie geared Avhcels E m m and the rim n,

in combination with the shaft F and muller G g^ as
described.

Thii'd, the wrench O, with the shaft P, operating
upon the wh(3els m m, rim n, and shaft F, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

64,459.—LuMAN D. Taylor, Granville Center,
Pa.—Hay Loader.—May 7, 1867.—The endless toothed
belt is driven by bands from the ground wlicels. It
runs over three rollers, the two lower ones are ele-

vated an equal distance above the ground.
Claim.—Tho ai-raugement in the pivoted and, ad-

justable frame D of tho belt G and auxiliary delivery
belt J, substantially as described and represented.

64,460.—Johnston Thomas, Huntingdon, Pa.—
Churn Basher.—'^ay 7, 1867.—To the perforated
and hinged dashers are attached two atmospheric
pipes, which on the raising of the dasher, conduct air
into cream. On the descent of the dashers the leaves
collapse, easing the do-wnward motion.
Claim:—The adjustable dasher and butter gatherer

H aud G, the lower perforated circular dasher B, the
adjusting rod L, the atmospheric tubes D, and their
ball valves E at top, all in combination, when con-
structed, arranged, and operated as herein described
and for the pm-poses sot forth.

64,461.—M. G. TousLEY and F. E. Marcellus,
Fulton, III.—A^ose Jewel for Swine.—May 7, 1867.

—

The poiuted belt perforates the snout, and its point
enters the countersink.
Claim.—The aiTaugement and construction of the

device, when constructed, arranged, and operating
as and for the pm-pose above set forth.

64,462.—Mynard I. Turck, Shodack. X. Y.—
HorsesHay Fork.—May 7, 1867.—By drawing the trip

cord that runs over the pulley attached to the jointed
cross-bar, the tines are expanded for insertion in the
hay ; they are contracted when the cord is loosened, the
draft attached and the toggle bar straigiitened. They
again expand to deliver the hay by drawing the trip

cord.
Claim.—Tha arrangement and combination of the

jointed cross-bar A A, tines F F, cross-bar B, trip

cord t and pulley P, substantially as aud for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

64,463.—Marquis D. Wallace, White Creek.
X. Y.—C'/iMni.—May 7, 18()7.—The churn tub sets

within the frame, and the inner rod of the dasher is

adjusted telescopically in the sleeve rod according f

to the amount of cream.
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Claim.—The comljination of the frame B & and ad-

justable telescope shaft I, constructed and operating
as described.

64,464.—Geoege "Watt, Eichmond, Ya.—Ploiv
Handle.—May 7, 1867.—The cnrve of the handle is

formed with a cast socket to avoid bending- the
timber.

Claim.—The cm-ved metallic socket A, constructed
as described, and employed for the pm-pose specified.

64,465.—Marshall D. TTellslajs', Pittsburg,
Ta.—Fu-e-place.—Maj 7, 1867.—The rear part of the
lire grate has communication with a rear flue by a
passage furnished with a damper by which the com-
bustion in thy rear part is regulated. The top plate
of the grate is removable and the ashes fi-om its upper
side fail into a chamber behind, having an opening
into the ash pit through which the soot is removed.
Claim.—Fiist, the combination of the shallow re-

cess (J in the back wall, or back wall and side walls
of a iire-place, with the opening i and flue k, substan-
tiidJy as and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

Second, making the reai" part of a fire basket with
grate bars e e, parallel to each other, and closer to-

gether than the bars d that compose the front 'part
of such fire basket, substantially as and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore set forth.

Thii'd, the combination of the dust holes m m, fur-

nished with sbdes n n, the air passage i, and flues k,

for the purpose hereinbefore described.
Foiu-th, the use of the tapering grate bars for the

purpose of diminishing gradually the amount of air
admitted to the fire, as the space between the bars.

Pilth, perforating the tapering grate bars with air

holes, for the purposes hereinbefore described,

64,466.—"Walter Wheeler, Jr., ISTorth Pro-vi-

dence, E. I., assignor to himself, Pardo.v Jexks, and
E. O. Potter, same place.

—

ILachine for Folding
Cloth.—May 7, 1S07.—The cloth descends and its

edges are held for a period by the reciprocating clamps
alternately. The clamp shafts rock on their axes so
as to throw the clamps"out of the folds as made ; the
lower edges of each fold hang free. The delivery
roller beuig actuated by the same machinery that
operates the clamps, the' folds are made of imiform
length.

Claim.—First, an iipparatus for folding cloth, which
employs two sets of folding clamps, or the equivalent
thereof, acting in aiteuiatiou, to hold the cloth sus-

pended by the upper folds already made, while a new
fold is being laid, and operating tor the pm-pose sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the combination in a mac"uine for folding

cloth of the following : first, delivering roUs or equiv-
aleut means for supplying cloth to be folded ; second,
an inclined conductor F, and transverse folding bar
G', and two sets of clamps working in alternation,

all substantially as herein described.

64,467.-Sajiuel H. Youn-q, St. Louis, Mo.—
Disinfecting Coffi,ns.—May 7, 1867.—A box lined with
beeswax or asphaltum is placed nithin the coffin aud
in the bos is a coil of hemp saturated with acetic

acid and s^n-ead with chloride of lime. An aperture
is made in the coffin to allow the disinfecting gases
to escape.
Claim.—First, deodorizing and disinfecting corpses

by enclosing the same in a receptacle wherein chlo-

rine, or other equivalent, or disfecting gas, is contin-

uously gcnerateil and liberated, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, the combination of a disinfecting and deo-
dorizing compound Avith the interior of u coffin, in

such a manner as that there sliall be a gradual and
constant generation and liberation of a disinfecting
and deodorizin"- vapor in the coffin, substantially in

the manner and for the piu'p^se herein set forth.

64,468.-H. S. Allen, Granger, Ohio.—Attach-
ing Carriage ThiUs.—lSIaj 7, 1867.—The hook is in-

serted over the pin, between tlie jaws, the back
shoulder is concaved to fit the hook.

Claim.—The hook or liead C, provided A\'ith a slot

o, in combination with the pin D, cheeks or jaws E,
and back piece F, arranged as and for the purpose
Bet forth.

64,469.—John H. Allison, Eureka, HI— Culti-
vator.—:Maj 7, 1867.—The foot lever adjusts the har-
rows laterally to follow the sinuosities of the row. A
rod in the front end of the foot lever is engaged with
a hook above it to keep the frame elevated. The
driver's seat is secured to longitudinally slotted par-
allel bars made adjustable to balance the machine.

Claim.—First, the harows 1 1, connected together,
and to the fro^it part of the frame A as shown, in
combination with the foot lever F, all arranged to
operate in the manner substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

Second, the adjustable driver's seat D, in combina-
tion with the harrows and foot lever, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

64,470.-E. B. Andrews, Osbom Hollow, X. Y.
—Organ Pfpe,—May 7, 1867.—The object is to pre-
vent the division of the tone of the pipe fi'om one
key to another, when the pressti^e varies.

Claim.—An organ pipe, having its throat B upon
the outside, with the tuning plug C back of the throat,
substantially as and for the purpose described,

64,^471.-StephenBallard, Sr., Sullivan, Ind.—
Churn.—May 7, 1867.—The jointed arms and knives
are attached' to the rotary dasher shaft and act in
combination nith perforated breakers hinged to the
side of the chiu-n.

Claim.—I'irst, the combination of the knives P
and hinged or jomted arms 2S' and O, with the dasher
shaft J, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of the circular dasher L,

.

constructed as described with the dasher shaft J,
sul>stantially as described and for the pm-pose set
forth.

Third, the combination of the frame E and gearing
G H I, with each other and with the sides and top or
cover D of the churn A, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

64,472.—John Bally, Deposit, X. Y.—Fruit
Picker.—May 7, 1867.—One jaw is attached to the
pole and forms the frame' for the hood of the sack

;

the other jaw is actuated by a cord and a recoil spring.
The fruit falls into the conveyor.
Ciaim.—The jaws A and B, constructed as de-

scribed aud provided with knife C, shield i, and sijring,

when used in combination with the socket F and bag
0, for the purposes' specified.

64,473.—S. J. Beeler, "Wales, m.—Soap.—Mar
7, 1867.—Composed of stone Lime, lilbs.; concentrated
lye, 1 lb.; sal soda, 2 lbs.; salts of tartar, 1 oz.; boras,
6 oz.; saltpetre, 1 oz.; alum, 6 oz.; animal grease, 5 lbs.;

and a sufficient quantity of soft water.
Claim.—The use of the ingredients herein named

in the proportions substantially as set forth, when
treated as described, for the manufacture of a new
article of chemical erasive soap.

64,474.—Henry M. Beidler, Chicago, HI.

—

Lamp.—[May 7, 1867.—Metallic conductors, ill connec-
tion "with the heat of the flame rarefying the air in the
tubular frame, cause it to ascend to fee^l the flame.
Claim.—A metallic conductor to conduct heat from

the iliuaiinating^ flame of a lamp down into a tube or
hollow case below, to rarefy the air therein, and cause
an ascending ctu'rent of a'ir to feed the flame, sub-
stantially as described.

64,475.—Calvin Bissell, Am-ora, Ohio.-Hand
Rake.—May 7, 1867.—The operator holds the hantUcs,
tharake is'di-awn by a clevis being either upset or
willidrawn to dischaVg-e the load.

Claim.—The herein described rake in its special

construction and arrangement in the manner aud for

the purposes specified.

64,476.-—John Blackie. New York, X. Y.—
Coffee Pot.—May 7, 1867.—The three compartments
have ducts, so arranged, that when the water which is

placed in the outer compartment is raised to l)oiling

point, the in-essure of generated steam will force it

up into the leach at the top of the inner vessel that
holds the coftee.

CZaim.—First, a coffee i)ot constructed Avith the
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tln-ee compartments A' E' and E and the tubes C and
D, or their equiviiJents, iu combination, to produce
the eflfects set forth and described.
Second, a coffee pot constructed with an inner and

outer receptacle communicating- with each other, so

that the water shall be heated in the outer and then
pass into the inner, and so that the vessel containing
the solution of cotfee shall be surrounded by an air or
water space, and the said solution thereby prevented
from bemg heated to the boiling point, substantially

as set forth.

Third, the leaching vessel G and tube H, provided
with the cap I, in combination with the tube D and
chambei-s B' and E, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Fourth, the siphon C, in combination with the com-
pai't;ments A and B and the tube U, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

64,477.—BEXJAinN A. Blandix, Charlestown,
lilas^.—Bench Plane.—yiay 7, 1867.—The lower end
of the rocking bed jnece is' convex on its under sur-

face, which rests on a seat in the stock. The upper
face of the lower bed piece has a plane face on which
the plane iron is supported, the rear end of the iron
straddling a screw upon which the adjusting nut
works.

Claim.—Combining with a mechanism for clamp-
ing a plane iron in position, the rocking bed piece I,

supported and rolling in a concave seat k, and serving
to support and adjus't the cutting edge of the plane
ii-ou, substantially as set forth.

64,478.-George E. Booth, Seymour, Conn.—
Mollow Auger.—May 7, 1SG7.—The loVer cutters ai'C

pivoted eccentrically and by paitial rotation are ad-
justed to the si;^e required.

Claim.—First, the circular cutters D, pivoted ec-

centrically with the axial center of the auger, and
operated substantially as and for the piu"pose specified.

Second, the plate E, with the rack c and pinion b,

arranged substantially for the purpose set forth.

Third, the tliimble F, in combination Avith the bar-
rel A and the cutters D, substantially as described.

64,479.—Edward Bourne,
Steam G')nerator.—Mav 7, 1867.-

Pittsburg, Pa.—
-The flues are en-

pulley shaft S, with its sliding box/and lever or cou"
nectiou bar I and the pulley p, iu connection with tho
di'iving wheel lo, attached' to the ground wheel G of
the wagon, when said pai-ts operate in the manner
and for the purposes shown and described.

64,483.-P. S. BuRDiTT and O. Puestox, Hawk-
insville, X. Y.—Signal TT/aVrtc-May 7, 18(i7.—When
the cord is pulled, it forces the piston rod into tho
cylinder, compressing tlie aii', which escapes through
the disk and produces the sound.
Claim.—Fii'st, the valve E, cylinder C, piston rod

D, and cord I, all combined and' operated as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the sliding plate G, spring H, roller J, and
pulley K, all combined and operated as and for the
purpose specified.

64,484.-Hexry Callahax, Dayton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and JoHX Keese, same place.

—

Bucket Ear.—May 7, 1867.—The ear passes through
a slot cut in the tin plate, which is then bent over the
ends of the wire.
Claim.—The bucket ear B, when constructed sub-

stantially as described.

64,485—EDAnx H. Camp, Jackson, Mich.—ITo^
Air Furnace.—May 7, 1867.—The fii-e space has a
series of vertical tubes near its outer edge and an
upper annular space with similar tubes, which form
passages for heating air. From the upper end of the
annular space the caloric current passes to a central
tube having its upper exit regulated by a damper,
which, when closed, causes it to dive and find exit
horizontally from the side pipe.
Claim.—Tho two tiers of xubes marked a and c, in

combination with the space D, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purposes specified, and in combination
with the fm-nace.
Also, the diving flue E and the bent tubes F, ar-

ranged substantially as described, in combination with
a hot-air furnace.

64,4S8.—George "W. Carpexteb, Jarvis, Ind.,
assignor to himself and P. C. Stuart.—Door Strip.—
May 7, 1867.—The guide raises the hinged strip over
the'thi-eshold, and it is forced into a vertical position

closed in separate cyUnders of larger diameter with
| |jy pressure against the jamb

intervening annular water spaces, which connect
with the water space around the tire box. The caloric

cmTcnt passes through the internal tubes and then
ai-oiuid the outside of the external outer tubes.

Claim.—So arranging and combining the tubes
with relation to the"fii-e box and the water space
therein, as that the smoke or products of combustion
not only pass thi'ough the interval tubes, but can be
made to jiass around the outside of and between the
external tubes or surrounding cylinders, substantially
as herein shown and set forth.

"

64,480.-^AMES X. Brevvster, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Ironing Board and Closet.—May 7, 1867.—The
boai'd is connected to the closet and supported in a
horizontal position when in use ; at other times hang-
ing vertically.

Claim.—The ironing board constructed with a
hinged slide e, an-anged to operate in the guides b,

and in relation Avith the bars or stops / and n, sub-
stantially as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

64,481—B. Q. BUDDIXG, Milford, Itlass.—Peg-
ging Machine.—May 7, 1867.—The vibrating awl is

driven at the point marked by the retaining tooth and
is followed by the charged peg tube.

Claim.—In combination with the vibrating awl and
the peg tube, the retainer tooth /, so an-anged in re-

lation to the awl that the awl will be driven into the
hoie previously made by the tooth, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

64,482.—JoxATHAX BuLLis, Mac«don, X. Y.—
Hag Loader.—May 7, 1867.—The rope extejuls over
pulleys and throu'gh the hollow crane post, thence
round the vibrati'ig pnUey shaft and dram, Avhich is

actuated by an endless band connecting the shuft
•with a driving wheel on one of the supportiug wheels.
Claiyn.-ThQ aiTangement of the detachable hollow

crane post P, elevating cord C, di-um D, and vibrating

Claim.—A hinged weather strip C, which in closing
the door is raised by the guide E over the threshold
and forced into a vertical position by pressm-e against
the jamb, against which it rests' in front of the
threshold when the door is closed, substantially in the
manner set forth.

64,487.—A. H. Caryl, Groton, Mass.—Atmos-
pheric Railroad.—May 7, 1867.—A tube extends alo-ag

an elevated track supported on columns and supplied
with compressed ah' by an engine. The tube, at
suitable intervals, has valves and discharge pipes
whereby the driving mechanisms on the suspended
cars are supplied Avith power.

Claim.—First, the tube, arranged as specified, for

the holding of compressed air, in combination Avith

tanks or reservoirs on the cars, Avhich supplies the
engines that propel the cars, substantially as described
and for the purpose specified.

Second, the ii-on tube placed on iron columns or
otherwise suspended or supported above the carriage
Avay to support a railroad track or tracks, as set forth,

Avh'en such tube is strengthened by a vertical iron
partition, or when made Avith perpendicular walls, in
the manner described, for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the pipeB, rings C, ways
D, bars E, bars F, diagonal arms G, and rods H, and
pillars A, in the manner described, for the purpose
specified.

Fomth, the supply tubes 0, in combination with
bosses P, arms i}, an'd sliding tubes K, operating Avith

the tube S, and admitting the cfompressed air into the
receptacle jST, substantially as described, as and for

the purpose specified.

64,438.—Leaa'is S. Chase, Xew York, X. Y.—
Picture iVame.—May 7, 1867.—The central bar of
the frame is attached with screw buttons and is easily

removed for insertion of card advertisements. &c.
Claim.—The frame for advertising and other pur-
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poses, constructed ynXh the bars remoyable or de-

tachable by unscrewing the button, and the other bars
with grooves for allowing the glass to be removed,
and arranged substantially as herein recited.

64,489.—"WiLLiAJi H. Christie, Albauv, IST, Y.—
Shoe Lacer.—May 7, 1867.—The plate is doubled to
form a lace hook and shank outside, its ends entering
a hole iu the leather and clinching within.
Claim.—The hook doubled at the stem and curve,

with tlie ends thereof projecting below the stem for

inserting through the shoe or other article and clamp-
ing thereto, when formed of one strip of metal, and
constructed and arranged as herein specified.

64,490.—JOHK Christley, Slippery Eock, Pa.—
Churn Power.—May 7, 1867.—The treadle is con-
nected to the walking beam by a pendulous arm im-
parting reciprocating motion to the dasher rod at-

tached to one end of the walking beam.
Claim.—The combination of the walking beam D,

handle H, vertical bar E, pendulum rod K, treadle I,

connecting rod C, spring L M, dasher rod F, and fly

Avheel, substantially as described, for the pm-posb
specified.

64,491.-0. H. Clark, Wilmington, Dq}.—Piston
Packing.—May 7, 1867.—The wedge-shaped rings set

within the groove in the perimeter of the piston head

;

steam passes through apertures and expands the rings
against the bore of the piston.

Claim.—Fii'st, the packing rings B and C, of
wedge-shaped form, with the recess'i between their
faces and with the saw-parted and slotted ends in
combination with a piston.

Second, the valves a and &, in combination with the
packing rings and the apertm'cs through the piston
head, substantially as described.

64,492.—Calvin Cole, Ithaca, IST. Y.—Sash Stoi).

—Mav 7, 1867.—A friction wheel is applied between
the edge of the sash and frame which forms the bear-
ing for the cord ; the ends of the latter are secured
to"" adjustable brackets, by which means the tension
can be adjusted.
Claim.—First, the combination of the friction wheel

&*, having a limited sliding movement with the friction

bearing or sm-face c, and the sustaining cord d, sub-

ftantially as herein described for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the combination of the slotted adjustable
piece e with the sustaining cord, substantially as
herein described for the purpose specified.

64,493.—M. Converse and A. C. Torry, Jor-
dan, jST. Y.—Composition in Roofing.—May 7, 1867.

—

The felt sheets are covered with a comj)osition of
coal tar, cement, water lime, g,nd sand.
Claim.—The mode of covering roofs by coatings

of felt and a mortar composed of the ingredients
named and compounded, combined and applied sub-
stantially as set forth.

64,494.—E. W. H. Cooper, Hartford, Conn.—
Tool Holder—May 7, 1867.—At the end of the rectan-
gular shank is a conical socket which receives the
segmental chuck in which the tool is held.

Claim.—The chuck B, either sectional or split in

combination with the conical socket a, in the tool

holder A, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the pm'pose set forth.

64,495.—E. Cope and J. R. Maxwell, Cincin-
nati. Ohio.

—

Screio Sioedging Machine.—May 7, 1867.

—Kight and left spit-ally grooved rollers operate upon
the end of the sheet metal tubes presented thereto and
swage a thread thereon.

Claim.—First, constructing said rolls with right
and left-hand screws respectively and arranging them
so ttat tlie threads upon one shall bend the metal into
the grooves of the other, all substantially as above set

forth.

Second, also in combination with the subject-matter
of the first claim, leaving a portion of the surface of
the rolls plain or blank, in the manner and for the
purpose described.

64,496.—Martin H. Crane, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to Crane, Breed & Co., same place.

—

Me-

tallic Burial Case.—Maj 7, 1867.—The case is stiff-

ened by rails, sills, and styles of wood covered with
sheet metal and soldered to the body of the case.
Claim.—First, a metallic bm-ial casket stiffened by

sheet metal drawn over wood and secured to the body
of the case by soldering, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combined arrangement with the body
proper of the wood and metal rim or rail C, for the
reception of the screws employed to fasten the Ud in
the described combination with the composite wood
and metal styles, the said rail sill and styles being
formed separately from said body and the sills B, and
afterward firmly'soldered thereto and to each other,
as set forth.

64,497.-George H. Cross, Montpelier, Tt,—
Steam Confection Pan.—May 7, 18()7.—A funnel-
shaped pan with a false bottom is arranged in a suit-

able frame. The lower portion of the "pan forms a
steam chamber, and the funnel is revolved by gearing.

Claim.—The hollow shaft D, attached to the pan,
the steam pipe E, passinig through the shaft, the re-

versed T G-, and the i)ipes H and J", in combination
with a steam confectioners' pan, the whole constructed,
arranged and'operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

64,498.—J. "W. Crossley, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Machine for Cutting Tobacco.—May 7. 1867.—The
revolution of the crank feeds forward'the tobacco and
also makes the draw cut of the knife. The latter is

attached at one end to the bed by a pivoted arm, and
at the stud at the other end is guided in a curved slot

so as to give it a simultaneous downward and longi-

tudinal motion, derived from a bell crank operated
by a cam on the driving shaft.

Claim.—First, the radius ann E, fixed plate e, pro-
vided with the curved slot d. the lever G, and pin c,

cam M, and knife bar D, all arranged in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, tiae screw T with the plunger U, attached
nut S, ratchet wlieel V, pawl W. and arm E,. aU
combined and arranged to form the feed mechanism,
as set forth.

Third, the adjustable rod !N" and screw bolt n for

the pm-pose of regulating the throw of the pawl "W,
as set forth.

64,499.—L. Daubert, Louisville, ILx.—Apparar
tusfor Extracting Oilfrom Herbs and for other Pur-
poses.—May 7, 1867.—The herbs are placed in the
vessel which is connected by pipes Avith the annular
water space sm'ronnding the fm-nace. Tho water
circulates through tlae pipes.

Claim..—The annular chamber C with the furnace
or fireplace B within said chamber, in combination
with tho pipes D E and boHer A, ai'ranged as and
for the purpose set forth.

64,500.— G. W. DAAas and G. A. Eollins,
Xashu;^, iST. H.

—

Steam Engine Governor.—May 7,

1867.—The valve stem which is adjusted vertically

by the motion of the governor balls under changes o'f

speed, operates a bell crank, rock shaft, and link, and
varies the position of the lifter relatively to the cross-

head of the valve stem.
Claim.— Tho revolving eccentrics K, lifters J,

links i, ai'ms g, in combination with tlie governor for

the purpose of oi)erating steam valves, as substan-
tially herein set forth.

64,501.— Thomas De Witt, Detroit, Mich.—
Carriage S2}ring and Coupling.—May 7, 1867.—The
half spring is hung on the over-curveil ends of two
sliort springs attached to the axle. The coupling
polo is branched vertically before and liorizontally

behind a point traversed by the semi-circular back-
wtu'dly extending segment on which it slides.

Claim.—First, the spring F having shoulder f^ in

combination Avith the spring I), and immediately
secured to the axle E, substantially as described for

thfc purpose s^iecified.

Second, the coupling I herein described, the same
consisting of the branches i'^, i^, i-', i', in combination
with the half circle H, constructed and arranged sub-

stantiidly as and for the pm"X)ose specified.
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64,502.—ROBEUT Dick, Buffalo, X. Y.—Addres-
sing Machine.—May 7, 18G7.—Improvement ou his

patent of October 4, 1859. The belt is combined with
ttistributors and rollers revolving in fixed beai'ings,

adapting the machine to the use of flour paste. The
downward pressure of the frame resulting from drop-
ping the machine on the outside to be labelled, per-

forms the work of cutting otf the label and attaching
it to the required spot.

Claim.—First, the combination of the steam pack-
ing belt with the distributors and the new arrange-
ment of the rollers for securing the results as recited,

in the way and manner substantially as herein set

forth.

Second, the spring wire frame and the manner of
connecting it with the machine for the purpose stated,

together with all other ways and manners, substan-
tially the same as those herein set forth or intended
to be set forth.

64,503.—AxDUEW J. Dln'e, Xenia, Ind.—Uarth
Auger.—May 7, 1867.—The wings are jointed so as to
allow the earth to pass under their rear ends or to
allow the same to fall and net as a valve in raising
the earth from the hole.

Claim.—A post hole auger constructed with the
parts A D D' E E' F O G, aiTanged to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

64,504—Tpiomas Dixcee, WoodfieldEoad, Eng-
land.— £>-ic/; J/«c/iiHe.—May 7, 1867.— The three
operations of crashing, pugging or mixing, and
molding are performed simultaneously, the plastic

clay being forced through lateral orifices. The cut-
ting wii-es are arranged at the required distance
apart in the oscillating frame, the clay being held by
the fences while being cut.

Claim.—Yh'&t, the crushing or grinding rollers C
in connection with the amalgamation or mixing blades
D and the rollers C, at the moulding orifice or orifi.ces,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.
,

Second, the cutting wii-es a attached to the bar K
with the guide fences E L, combined and arranged
to operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

64,505.—A. B. DOOLITTLE, Hai-tford, Conn., as-

signor to Eli Terry, TenysviUe, Conn.

—

Machine
for polishing Metal SpHngs.—May 7, 1867.—From
the burriug rollers the spring is conducted between
the burnishing rollers which act on the opposite sm*-

faces of the spring simultaneously. It then passes
through the bath of molten lead into which it is de-

pressed by a roller. The bath has a blueing heat and
the spring after leaving it is wound on a reel.

Claim.—The combination of the reels A E, burr-
ing rollers B, burnishing rollers C, and bath D, when
all are respectively constructed and an'anged to ope-
rate either in one and the same machine, substantially
as and for the pm-pose described.

64,506—Frank B..DouGnTT, ISTew York, iST. T.—Interfering Attachment.—May 7, 1867.—The spur
is inserted between the shoe audi the hoof and holds
in position the pad which is strapped around the
hoof.

Claim.—Providing the pad with the metallic spur
or spurs so arranged by moans of which and the
straps the pad is secured to the hoof of the horse as
and for the pm-pose specified.

64,50r.—J. F. Dl'bber, Brooklyn, K. Y.—Corset
Fastening.—May 7, 1867.—The metallic strips occupy
folds in tiie edges of the corset. Slides are attached
on each strip, those on opposite portions being hook
and eye respectively.
Claim.—The slides C C made with lips c c, to ope-

rate in combination with the springs A A' and seams
B B', in the manner and for the purpose described.

64,508.-MiciLVEL B. DroTT, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamp.—May 7, 1867.—The glass reservoir is sus-
pended withln'an outer metallic casing which is at-

tached by brackets to the metallic ring on which the
upper shoulder of the recess rests ; the recess is filled

with cement. The intervening space forms a passage
for the air.

Claim.—^First, a reservoir or fountain of glass,

earthenware, or other equivalent material suspended

within the outer metal casing B, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the glass or earthen-
ware reservoir A, metal ring D, brackets </, and outer
casing B, the whole being arranged substantially as
described.

Third, the cemented recess /, the projecting upper
edge e of the same, and the ring D.

64,509.—Freeman Ellis, Layfayette, Ohio.—
Fence.—May 7, 1867.—The posts are attached on each
side of the rails, their pointed ends penetrating the
ground. Two braces pivoted together near the top
seciu'e the fence.
Claim.—First, a fence provided with the parts B,

arranged and constructed so as to render it adapted
for being inverted, that is, used either side up, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purposes set forth.

Second, the blocks j j, when arranged upon and
confined with the pins h h, and pulleys i i, as and for
the purposes specified.

64,510.— A. Emersox, ITew York, ]^. Y.—Ma^
chine for Making Nuts.—May 7, 1867.—The heated
bar is placed against a gauge,'the slide is forced for-

ward and the blank is cut from the bar ; the blank is

forced into the die to which the rounded header has
been advanced by the movement of the other slide.

The advance of the punch perforates the nut and
forces the piece into the hollow opposite slide, whose
second forward movement discharges the nut.
Claim.—First, the construction and aiTangement

of the slides I L, fitted in the guides H K of the frame
B, and provided respectively with the dies J M, the
punch N in the slide L, aud'fixed rod K in the slide
I. when used in combination with an intermediate
die open at both ends, substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

Second, the construction of the die T with an en-
larged centre when said die thus constructed, as used
in connection with a punch arranged in connection
with suitable dies, so that in the punching operation
the blank will be expanded in the enlarged part of the
die, substantially as and for the iJiu'pose set forth.

64,511.—Berxhard E\'bel, Xew York, 1^. Y.—
Converting Motion.—May 7, 1867..—The rotary shaft
connects by eccentric pitman and boil crank with the
lower shaft ; the crank of the latter is attached to the
slotted longer ann of the lever, and receives a recip-
rocatory rotary motion therefrom.

Claim.—The an-angement of the elbow lever F,
eccentric C, and crank I, in combination with the
shafts B H, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

64,513.—Bexj. F. Farrar. Springfield. Mass.,
assignor to himself, Edward M. Wessox and Hexry
Willis, same place.

—

Construction and Ventilation

of Walls of Buildings—lilay 7, 1867.—The bricks are
grooved longitudinally on their horizontal surfaces,
and when laid together in the buUdiug the grooves
form continuous horizontal air ducts.
Claim.—Fii-st, the walls of a house or other build-

ing, when constructed with horizontal aii- ducts c c c,

such air ducts and their opening being arranged and
combined substantially in the manner and lor the
pm-pose specified.

Second, a break or building block, when constructed
with a channel or groove extending the entii-e length
of one or both sides, as and for the pui-pose specified.

64,513.—Hector T. Fextox, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Generator.—The annular water space above
the furnace has bent pipes which communicate with
portions of the water space above and below, and pro-
ject inward, nearly meeting in the center of tlie flue

spaces, exposing their contents to the passing caloric
cm-rent. Wire gauze screens guard the entrances to
the pipes which lead to the elevated superheater.
Claim.—Fii-st, the cylindrical boiler, its fire box D,

central flue C, and pipes E, the whole bein^ con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the above with a super-
heating chamber H, situated above the central flue

and communicating through pipes with the steam
space of the boUer.

Third, the boxes F, separated from the steam space
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by wire gauze, or its ecimTalent, and pipes C, less in
size than the boxes.

64,514 C. T. Fitch, Harbor Creek, Pa.—Posi
Bnving Machine.—M-aj 7, 1867.—A -weight is ope-

rated within the frame by means of an adjustable
hook and rope.

Claim.—The combination of runners A, posts B,
and braces C, with the hook I, inclined blocks Y,
Eliding guide bar L, hammer E, adjustable arms O
and P, and stop lever K, substantially as herein set

forth Ibr the pm-pose specified.

64,515.—W. A. Flanders, Shelby, Ohio.—Bee-
hive.—May 7, 1867.—The passag-es permit the bees to

pass more directly to the different compartments.
The sanded sm-laces prevent the deposition of wax at

those points. The other featui-e-s refer to yentilation
and protection.
Claim.—The ways or passages G- for the bees com-

mencing at one side of the comb guides, and passing
through'the top bars of the comb fi-ames, substantially
as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the use of sanded surfaces for the comb
frames, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

Third, the use of glassed or sanded paper for comb
guides M and linings to the communicating bee pas-
sages A' from comb to comb, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Fourth, ventilating the hive through the top bars
of the outside comb fi-ames and preserver H, con-
structed as described, from the diverging ways TT and
doors X and Y of the common entrance, as and for

the pm'poses specified.

Fifth, the bee entrance guard ,V, having diverging
passage ways ^Y, from the central or common ingress
Y, the same being either reversible or stationary, as
and for the purposes set forth.

64,516.—Henry C. Fritz, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Shaft Coupling.—M.-3ij 7, 1867.—The adjacent ends of
the shafting are clamped between grooved blocks,
which are forcibly drawn together by screw bolts and
encased in a sleeve.

Claim.—A coupling divided into parts longitudi-

nally when bolted together by bolts or screws through
the 'flanges, in combination with the sleeve or cover
H, substantially as shown and described.

64,517.

—

Joseph G-allipo, Cohoes, IST. Y., as-

signor to himself and Walter Campbell, same
place.

—

Apparatus for CrutcMng Soap.—May 7,

1867.—The dasher arms have ang-ular and oblique
paddles, which, by revolution, mix the material into
a homogeneous mass.
Claim.—The arrangement of the radiating pad-

dles e, beater frame /, transverse scrapers g, cross-

bars h, and transverse paddle i, in combination with
the revolving staft D and box A, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

64,518.

—

Joel Garfield, Groton, Mass.

—

Hay
Spreader.—May 7, 18(;7.—The rotary and eccentri-

cally moving teeth are mounted in an open frame.
They clear themselves of hay by theii' eccentric
motion.

Claim.—In combination with rotating heads and
forks and the stationary shaft k placed eccentrically

to the axis of rotation of such heads, the shafts h,

arms I, and loops m, when arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

64,519.—William L. Gebbt, :N"ew Eichland,
Ohio.

—

Planter and Cultivator Combined.—May 7,

1867.—The large shovel opens the ground, the at-

tendant operates the drill by the connecting lever,

and the small shovels in the rear cover the seed.

Claim.—Fi:iv>t, the arrangement of the arms I I
with the shovel K and teeth d d, in combination
with the shaft A and beam B, in the manner and for

the purposes specified.

Second, the hopper box D, with seed slide i, when
operating by means of the lever b, rods c and g, and
spring e, when constructed and used in the manner
herein set forth.

64,520.—"William F. Goodwin, Washington,
D. Q.—IIarvester Jiakc.—'M.aj 7, 1867.—The rake is

operated by a cog wheel on the axle which turns with
it, but has sliding movement on the same; another
cog wheel engaging with the former is brought to
engage any one of a series of variously sized cog
wheels to regulate the speed of motion of the rake.
The rake is raised in its forward sweep by the roller

on a projecting arm, said roller running up an in-

clined track. The finger bar and platform are hinged •»

to the frame to allow its accommodation to inequali-

ties of ground.
Claim.—First, the jointed lever, consisting of arms

A"^ and A^ for communicating motion from gearing
on the main frame to a rake mounted on the hinged
finger bar or platform, arranged and operating sub-
stantiallv as described.
Second, the reciprocating bar B, aiTanged in the

described relation to the grain platform, in combina-
tion with the vibrating arm A^ and the rock shaft
B2 in the hollow post P, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the bar A^ arms A^ and A^, bar B, shaft

B2 in the hoUow post P, crank arm B^, link B*,

crank arm B^, shaft B*', post B9, rod H', projectiona
K2, projecting arm M, track E, and switches T and
T^ combined and arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.
Fourth, the post P, having a hole made through it

to receive and support the shaft B'-', in combination
with the projecting arm X flattened on the top of

said post P, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

64,521.—William F. Goodwin, Washington,
D, C—Harvester i?«^-5.—May 7, 1867.-The rake is

connected to an oscillating frame, and has connect-
ing rods to a roller which runs on a cam-segment to
raise the rake in its forward SAveep ; the roUer is

tripped from the cam and descends to the platform
for the efi"ective sweep.
Claim.—'First, the swinging bent arm H H'

mounted on the projecting arm of post P, arranged
and operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.
Second, the sliding bar M, rods C C, and crank

anns K K2, or their equivalents, operating in con-
nection with the swinging arm H and rake 11, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

Tliird,' the sliding bar M, provided with roller E,
ai-ranged as described, and operated by the track T,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

Fourth, the track T, sAvitches S S, and yielding

lever L, arranged and operating substantially in tlie

manner and for the purpose described.
Fifth, the lever L, post J, spring J', and stud O,

aiTanged and operating substantially as described.

64,522.—William F. Goodwin, Washington,
D. C, and Arthur W. Brota^'e. Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Harvester liaJce.—'M.aj 7, 1867.—The rake is hung on
a pendent arm upon an oscillating horizontal tubular
rod, which contains an inner rod by which the rake
is swung up during its backward stroke.

Claim.—First, the plate P with its recess W, the
projecting stud IJ on the cam M, and the rod T, com-
bined and arranged to operate in the manner and for

the pm-pose substantially as described.

Second, crank S, rock shaft S, crank arm C, link

C2, crank arm C, rock shaft B', crank arm B^, rod
B^, imd crank arm B^ combined and arranged to

operate in the manner and for the purpose substan-

tiallv as described.
Third, the projecting arm O^, track F with its

notches E E, pawls q and q-, pins q^ and q^, and hol-

low arm B, combined and aiTanged to operate in the
manner and ibr the pm-pose described.

64,523.—William F. Goodwin, Washington,
D. C, and Arthur W. Browne. Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Harvester I'ake.—May 7, 1867.—Tlie reel consists of

bars upon chains or belts running on rotary pulleys.

Claim.—The pulleys A and A^, shaft B, chiiins I,

bars O, and projectio'us E and H\ adjustable on the

posts S S', combined and arranged to operate with
the pulleys A^ and A^, in the manner and for tha

purpose s'ubstantially as described.

64,524.—Luke Gore, ISTewburg, Ohio.—^Sap
S2}out.—May 7, 1867.—The spile is of sheet metal

;

the portion to be di'iven into the tree is taper and
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tubular, the other an open trough ; the nib assists in

holding the suspended bucket.
Claim.—The herein described sap spout, when con-

structed in the manner specified, as a new aiticlo of
manufactui-e.

64,525 -Tonx Graham, New York, 1^. T.—
Loom..—May 7, 161)7.—The lilliug thread is carried
double across the shed by a reciprocating eye-pointed
thi'ead-carrier, and then lockeu at the opposite sel-

vage by passing a sliuttlo and its thread through a
loop of such lining tlireud ; the loop is spread by the
movement of the thread-carrier across the web.
Claim.—Tiio shuttle at the side of the shed and the

reciprocating lilliug thread-carrier, arranged in com-
bination with the lay and reed, so that the filling

thread-carrier crosses tbe shed at such distance ironi

the cloth-making point (or extreme range of motion
of the reed in beating up the filling') as to carry the
filling-thread diagonally across the shed and shuttle-

race, substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

64,526.—JoxATiiAX H. Greex, Christiansburg,
Iowa.

—

Heating Stove.—May 7, 1867.—The grate
fonns the ceiling of the ash chamber, the sides of the
latter are slotted and have registering damper plates.

Claim.—The arrangement of the grate C above
the bottom of the stove whose sides are open or
slotted, and provided with dampers P to register
therewith, and operating substantially as described,
as and for the purpose specified.

64,527.—Egbert Anthony Hardcastle, K"ew-
castle-upon-Tyue, England.

—

Differential Fulley
Block.—May '7, 1867.—EsiDlained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—rirst, the application and use of a sliding
clutch, for the purpose of coupling and uncoupling
the sheaves in differential imlley blocks, substantially
in the manner hereinbefore described and illitstrated

by Fig. 1 of the drawings.
'Second, the application and use of a sliding clutch,

for ihe pm-pose both of coupling or uncoupiiug the
sheaves in differential pulley blocks, and of locking
one of such sheaves, as hereinbefore described and
illustrated by Figs. 11, 12, and 13 of the drawings.

Third, the appiication and use of lateral cogs, pins,
projections or teeth on one sheave, in combination
with a fixed stop or catch on the frame of the pully
block, both for the purpose of coupling and uncoup-
ling the sheaves in difterential pulley blocks, and sim-
ultaneously locking one of such sheaves, substantially
as and for the pm-pose hereinbefore described and
illustrated by Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of tlie drawings.
Fourth, the application and use to and in differential

pidley blocks of a sliding clutch or a sliding sheave,
in combination with a lever cord wedge or spring
for producing the necessary motion for coupling
and uncoupling and locking the sheaves, substau-
tiallv as hereinbefore described and illustrated by
by figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the drawings.
'Fifth, the application and use in differential pidley

blocks of one or more spiral projections or threads,
tbrmed on the spindle or axis of the sheaves, and
being in combination \\-ith inclined teeth or projec-
tions on one of the sheaves, and on the frame on the
pulley block, for the purpose both of coupling and
uncoupling the sheaves, and locking one of sitch
sheaves as hereinbefore described aud illustrated by
Figs. 9 and 10 of the di-awings.

64,528.—Cyrus H. Hardy, Charlestown, Mass.,
at^signor to himself and Georoe Jaques, Boston,
Mass.—i't'd Bottom.—:hla\ 7, 1867.—The mattress
rests on the heads of pins, which traverse the frame
vertically, and are supported on springs beneath.

Claim.—The series of coiled lever springs E, ope-
rated by pins D or their equivalents, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

64,529.—"^. F. Hellex, "Washington, D. C—
Skate Sha)ycner.—:SI(\y 7, 1867.—The slotted adjust-
able plate is fastened by set screws, and forms guides
foi" the adjustable file oil each side of the runner.
Claim.—The slotted guide plate B, with the ad-

justable screws I) and set screw E, combined with an
aiiustable file of any required size, when constructed,
m-ranged, and operatetf as herein described and for
the piu'poses set forth.

64,530.—Edward Druckek, Paris, France.—
Corset.—May 7, 1867.—The corset is made iu cireum-
ferential, instead of Tcrtical, sections ; 'the bust and
hip sections are connected by a waist section, dis-

pensing with gores ; the sections are maintained iu
position by whalebones, &c.
Claim.—An improvement in corsets of the class in

which the seams run transversely, instead of up and
down, such improved corset or other similar article

being made of two or more sections, united by an in-

termediate section having substantially the outline
and conformation shown and described.

64,531.—Dauphix S. Hikes, Brooklyn, K". Y.,
assignor to John J. Crooke, New York, jS^. Y.—
Making Tin Coated PoiL—May 7, 1867.—The tin pipe
of the requisite proportions is placed in ice water, and
filled with molten lead. The ingot is then rolled to
the required thickness.
CZaim.-Forming the ingot by pouring molten lead

into a tin pipe, while immersed in a cooling medium,
su])stantially as described, in combination with the
after process of roUing as set forth.

64,532.— Alfred Hobbs, West Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Steam Engine Slide Yalve.—May 7, 1867.

—

The convex side of the valve is toward the cylinder,
and its poits nearly opposite, so that the top pressure
is ueai'ly balancetl by the prcssm-e on the lower sur-

face. .

Claim..—A semicircular balanced slide valve, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
piu'poses herein specified.

64,533.—William S. Hudsox, Patterson, X.,T.—
Locomotive Truck.—May 7, 1867.—The locomotive
has a swiveled truck at each end calculated to accom-
modate themselves to bends of the road.

Claim.—First, the two trucks M jS', constructed
and arranged as represented and mounted at opposite
ends of the locomotive substantially as and for the
purpose herein sj)ecificd.

Second, in connection with the above, the within
described arrangement of the equalizing levers H, h,

so as to equalize between the rear drivers C, and the
top portion of the truckN, and allow the lateral move-
ments of the main body of the latter without disturb-
ing the action of the equalizing levers, substantially
as herein set forth.

Thii'd, the eqttaliziug lever G g and cross lever E,
mounted on the front of the locomotive ami arranged
relatively to the truck M, and for^\;^rd drivers D, sub-
stantially as represented so as in connection with the
lateral moving trmilc IST, at the rear and the equaliz-

ing levers H fi, connected therewith to support the
weight on the three points g h h, on independently
equalizing systems of levers aud wheels, substantially
as aud for the pm-pose herein set forth.

64,534.—Andrew Hunter, San Francisco, Cal.—Amalgamator.—May 7, 1867.—The bottom of the
box is laid alternately with bars of metal and wood.
A l)lock is suspended* from a frame and carries a series

of transverse blocks shod with iron. The shoes of
the frame are reciprocated in contact with the table

by a crank. An agitator is attached to tlie frame and
stirs the amalgam as it passes to the vibrating copper-
covered table.

Claim.—First, the box A, with sides and ends lined

with copper in combination with the blocks B B, and
the dies U C, substantially as described.

Second, the frame E, with shoes or muUers D D,
suspended to frame F, by rods or bars G G, or their
equivalent -worked by ro'd J, and crank or eccentric
K, as hereinbefore set forth.

Third, the movable frame F, with adjusting screws
1 1, or their equivalent for adjusting- mullers 1) D, to

any desired height.
Fourth, covering the tops of the mullersD D, with

copper.
Fifth, box L, with frame ^I, set with skimmers and

agitators, substantially as described and for the tises

aiid pm-poses as hereinbefore set forth.

Sixth, table O, with steps covered with coi)per
])lates, -with side vibratory motion as given by di-iver

P aud rod Q.
Seveuth, the box A, lined with copper plates, in

combination with blocks B B, dies C C, midlers D D,
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adjusting or movable frame F, screws I I, rod J,

crank or eccentric K, box L, and frame M, with agi-

tators or skimmers, substantially as described, and for

tlie uses and purposes as hereinbefore set forth.

The last described combination in connection with
the table O, with its side-vibrating motion, substan-
tially as decribed and for the uses and purposes as
hereinbefore set forth.

64,535.—Joseph Hyde, Troy, IST. Y.—Folding
Chair.—May 7, 1867.—The chair has mainly three
surfaces connected by jointed strips. It is adjustable
in form of a couch or chaii", and may be folded in

small comi)ass for caa*riage.

Claim.—Eirst, the connecting and disconnecting
of the legs G, or P, from the main part or body of the
chair or couch in the manner, and by the means, or
equivalent means, herein specified, thereby allowing
the said chaii- or couch to be folded in a compact form,
without disconnecting the back, seat, or apron from
each other, substantiallv as herein described and set

forth.

Second, the- employment of the circular hook or
latch fastening M, ai-ranged in combination with the
legs or other suitable part of a folding chair or couch,
and operating in the manner and for the piu'poses sub-

stantially as herein specified and set forth.

Third, the rollers 11, in combination with the foot

board P and apron E, of a folding chair or couch when
arranged in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

64,536.—Isaac B. Hy?,ier, Warsaw, Tn^.—Bail-
road Eail.—lSlaj 7, 18G7.—The base piece has foot

flanges and a vertical rib which supports the shank
of the T-rail ; side plates rest against the rib and
shank and are secm'ed by bolts. The sides of the rib

and shank are grooved to reduce the contracting sur-

face.
Claim.—The arrangement of the T-rail imposed

upon the foot-rail and the two side plates bolted thereto

the contracting face of the shank a, rib b, and side

plates C C, being grooved as described and repre-

sented.

64,537.—G. L. GAEGER,S"ew York, N". T.—Ifa-
chine for making Paper Bags.—May 7, 1SG7.—The
movable metallic "former" has movable flaps wMch
tm-n the blank over the former, holding it in position.

The "former" has a ridge where the edges of the
blank are to be joined, insming increased pressure
thereon.

Claim.^-Th.e former B, in combination with the
table A, gauge C, and flaps D D', worked and operat-

ing substantially as and for the purpose described.

Also the notch c, in the edge of the foi-mer to facil-

itate the operation of removing the finish'ed bags from
said former as set Ibrth.

64,538.-Samuel TV. Jamison, New York, N". Y.—Boot Crimping Machine.—May 7,1867.—The leather

is placed on the tree and crimped by parallel jjlates

which pass up and down on each side'of the tree.

Claim.—First, the combination in a machine for

crimping boots, having a stationary tree or form of
the crimping plates witli the brackets for supporting
tlie same, under the arrangement herein described so

that the said plates may adjust themselves verti-

cally or laterally to the varying thickness of the leather

or tree upon which it is placed substantially as shown
and set forth.

Second, the combination with the crimping plates

and l)rackets for supporting the same of the laterally

self-adjusting ways between which the said brackets
slide,the said ways being actuated by weights, springs,

or equivalent niechanism to exert a continuous but
yielding pressure upon the said crimping plates as

herein showii and described.
Third, the method of supporting the said crimpin

plates, and the supporting brackets moving between
laterally self-adjusting ways as described, from a
cross head or beam felidiug between the sides of the
machine, and receiving motion, tlirough the medium
of gear or lever or other suitable mechanism, substan-

tially as herein shown and set forth.

Fourth, the comlnnation with the self-adjusting

ways or uprights of the levers and rods connecting
the' same with both the said uprights and the weight;

under the arrangement and for operation substaq^ifi^y
as shown and set forth.

64,539.—Thojias J. Jones, Madison, :N". J.

—

Water Ejector.—May 7, 1867.—Branch connections
Ijetween the upper end of the induction pipe and the
lower end of the delivery pipe permit the steam pipe
to be placed in line with the latter.

Claim.—ThQ pump constructed as herein described
and shown, as a new article of manufacture.

64,540.—Peter M. Kafer and Joseph M. Db
Lacy, Trenton, IST. 3.—Feed Water Heater.—M&j 7,

1867.—A stationary heater charges the boiler of tlie

fire engine. The fire damper is adjusted by connec-
tion to'the piston of a small steam cylinder, to whose
lower end steam is admitted.
Claim.—A water heater for steam fire engines,

constructed substantially as sho-R-n and described,
combining in its an'angement the regulating cylinder
!N". operating upon the damper substantially as set
forth.

Also, the pipes B B', and the rubber or elastic pipes
K, with their cocks, levers and chains, the slip joint
at L, and the slip key E', constructed, ai-ranged and
operating substantially as described and for the pur-
poses specified.

64,541.—Watson King, Spi-ingfield, HI.—JBaa-
way Track Cleaner.—May 7, 1867.—The wheel guards
and brake shoes are operated by means of eccentrics
upon the axles connected by means of chains and
rods with the brake wheels on the platform.

Claim.—First, operating the shields D, and brake
shoes G, by means of the eccentrics H, upon the shaft

C, substantially as herein shown and described for

the purpose siiecified.

Second, in combination with the parts of the above,
the rods I, cross bar J, chains K P, friction roller L,
cross bar O, and openings S T, as herein set forth for
the pm-pose specified.

64,543.—Edmond H. Knight, TJnadilla, Mifth.—
Cultivator.—May 7, 1867.—The beams of the double
plows are pivoted to the axle and connected by rods
to the levers by which their vertical adjustment is

effected; foot levers keep the plows to their work
and give the lateral adjustment.

Claim.—First, the beams G, having plow and
shovel standards H, pivoted to them in combination
-nith the frames F F, the beams and frames being
secured to the axle A, and used in coiinection with
hand levers K, foot levers S S, and catches R Y, all

arranged to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the springs H.* connected with the beams
G, and attached to the fr-ames F, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

64,543.—A. KOJIP, TSTew York, ]Sr. Y.—MacMiui
for Clasping Hooks to Ladies^ Skirts.—May 7, 1867.

—

The spangles pass by a spout to the guide, which de-

livers them consecutively to the carrier; this is on
the end of an oscillating bar which carries tlie span-
gle, points downward, to the anvil, wlien they pene-
trate the tape and ai-e clinched by the descending
hammer.

Claim.—First, reversing the spangles by the action
of the spangle carrier, substantially as shown.
Second, the slotted spring receiver g, in combina-

tion witii the SAvinging spangle carrier E, constnicted
and o])erating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Tliird, the lips/, on the spangle guide D, in combir
nation with the slotted spring receiver g, and oscilr

lating si^angle carrier E, constructed and operating
substantiiiliy as and for the purpose set fortli.

Fourth, the bell crank lever m and stop n, in cora-

bination with the spring receiver g, oscillating span-
gle carrier E, and hammer II, constructed and 0]>e-

rating substantially as and for the purpose describt^d^

64,544.—Hiram Y. Lazear, I^ew York, IST. Y.—
Gas Burner for Heating Purposes.—May 7, 1867.

—

The gas passes from tlie animlar chamlxir through
perforations in the cylinder, and the flame impinges
upon the axial tube and heats the air therein.

Claim.—The combination of the supporting tuUe
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A, trough B, dish C, and perforated cvlindor D, -with

tlie ceiiti-al jiir tube operatiug aa described, for the
purpose Kspecilied.

64,545.—L. E. Lee and C. Mudge, New Orleans,
lua.—Tuni Table for Hail roads.—May 7, 1867.—As
tlio car runs on to the track, the detents of the turn-

table are disongaged, and the latter is rotated by the
team attached to 'the car, the brake on the latter being
applied to prevent its being- moved longitudinally.

Claim.—The combination of projecting points, b h'

b" and g g g' g', and the openings or I'ecesses into

which they enter, the pivoted levers c c' c" and d and
//', with a ra:h"oad turn-table, when the said parts
are constructed and arranged for conjoint operation,
BubstantiaUy as described, tor the purpose set forth.

64,546.—TuisTAM S. Lewis, Chelsea, Mass.—
Well Tube.—Moy 7, 1867.—The transverse perforated
tubes in the lower section arc tilled with a soluble

material and occupy the space while the tube is being
driven, excluding sand, &c<, till the tube attains the
requu-ed depth.

Claim.—The tube A, proAided with one or more
short perforated tubes b, operating substantially as
described for the pm-poso sot forth.

64,547.—Elijah Lindsley, Neenah, Wis.—Car
Coupling.—May 7, 1807.—The link enters the oppo-
site di-aw-head, the bumper strikes the end of the
slide, and the pin t!iops into place.

Claim.—The sliding bar 13, with its slot &, and
pivoted pin A, playing into the tapering slot D,
and fastening into the hole in the spring plate on top
of the coupling, substantial!}' in the manner and for

the purposes ctescribed.

Also, in combination with the said slide and pin,

the said spring plate and lever, and other parts
oi" tiie said coupling, substantially as set forth.

64,54S.—John McCreaey, Middletown, Pa.—
Ga?e.—May 7, 1867.—The gate travels longitudinally
nearly its whole length on a sheave jourhaled on a
bracket attached to the post. Hecesses in the vertical
brace-bar permit the sheave to pass.

Claim.—A gatti having a central cross-bar E,
with the recesses formed on its inner surface, wlicn
used in combination witli the grooved and swivelcd
roller d, and the ri"-ht-angled hook /, substantially as
shown and deseribSd.

64,549.—A. T. McDonald, Ihibnque, Iowa.—
Well Tube.—May 7, 1867.—The successivo courses of
wii-e act as a filter or sand screen.

Claim. — The pipe A, perforated as described
and wrapped with the coarse wire after Ijeing first

wound with the finer wire, in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

64,550.—Wm. H. McPherson, Banby, IT. T.—
Horse Rake.—May 7, 1867.—The tubular axle is also
the rake-head, and the teeth are secured thereto by a
double right-angled bend at their upper ends, held' in

position by means of bolts ; the device for tilting

the rake consi.sts of a cogged wheel upon the axle,

operated by a second and similar" wheel having a
hand rim by which it is revolved.

(7?aim.—"First, the revolving tubular head J, pro-
vided with the tcBth H' and II", in combination with
the cam wlieel E, spring stop D, and lever C, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the combination of the teeth H' H", hav-

ing a double right-angled bend at their upper ends,
the bolts P, and head J, substantially as and for the
pm-poscs described.

Third, the use of the wheels I and K, acting on the
head J, and moved by the hand rim L, or its equiva-
lent, for the pm-poses set forth.

64,551.—P. L. Milleb, Mechanicsburg, Pa.—
Gate.—Max 7. 1867.-The gate is operated by levers
projecting hoiizontally from posts within reach of a
person on horseback or in a carriage. A counterl)al-
ance lever is actuated by the opening devices and gov-
erns the hitch.

Claim.—First, the end piece G, provided with
slotted arms G', in combination with levers F F',

pin I, and rods J J', as and for the pui-pose set forth.

Second, the rod J, provided with an enlargement or
enlargements a a', substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Third, the pivoted latch K, in combination with
the lever II, rod L, rod J', and bracket d, as and for
the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination and aiTangement of the

posts A D D' E E', and bed piece, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

64,553.—D. L. Milliken, Brattleboro,' Vt., and
0. M. PiLLSBURY, Claremont, N. H.—Joint for Stove
Pipes.—May 7, 1867.—The ends of the stove pipe
sections are matched together and clamped by au
enclosing band or sleeve which is tightened by a set
screw.

Claim,.—Tho adjustable band B, provided with ctt-

cumfercntially swaged grooves 6, fitting over the cor-
responding heads c, near the ends of the sections A,
of the stove pipe, as herein shown and described for
the purpose specified,

64,553—H. C. Moore, Springfield, Mass.—Peat
3racIiine.—Maj 7, 1867 ; antedated March 26, 1867.—
The pessing rollers, heated by steam, receive the
peat trom a hopper above and deliver it to an endless
belt which carries the peat under tho die receiving
an intermittent motion from a drum. Tho die falls at
intervals upon the peat, Avhich is sustained by a ijlate

beneath the belt. A series of plungers slide within
the die and press the blocks after they are cut. The
blocks are carried forwnrd by the belt and discharged.
Claim.—First, the combination of the die and

press so as to co-operato with each other to cut, press,

and shape tlio peat to the desii-ed form, substantially
as herein set forth.

Second, tho combination of the endless belt E alid

plate F with the die A and press B, the parts
arranged so as to operate automaticallv, substantially
as and for tho pm-pose herein described.
Third, the arrangement of the box L, for the peat

to pass through, so formed as to gage the amount
passing through to tho proper height for the movev
ment of the die, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, for the pm'pose of moving the press A, the
an'angement of tho slotted lever m and crank k on
tho shaft H, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, for tho purpose of moving tho die, the corcN

bination of tho slotted levers c c' and cams b b' upon

.

the shaft H.
Sixth, operating the draw K, by the ratchet motion

aiTanged and operated by means of the lever 7i and
cam T upon the shaft H, substantially as herein set

forth.

Seventh, in a peat machine, the combination of rolls

for grinding, an endless belt for conveying the peat,

and die and press for shaping and compressing the
same, substantially as herein described.
Eighth, tho arrangement of the openings X X', as

described, for the purpose of letting out" the steam
confined within the rolls intermittently.
Ninth, the box or cap X', in combination with the

die A, for the purpose of holding the steam used for

warming the die and peat operated by it, substan-
tially as herein described.
Tenth, warming the die A and plate F, upon which

the peat is pressed and formed, by means of steam or
hot air, substantially as set forth.

64,554.—Joseph Moore, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Friction Pawl. — May 7, 18f)7. — Spring- pawls are
socketed in the arms attached to the shaft, and fall

consecutively into the notches inside the sm-rounding
case, so as to prevent bade motion.
Claim.—A stop apparatus for hoisting machinery

constnicted with the pawls Q. Q Q, moving with tho
shaft F, and the ratchet case R turning loosely upon
said shaft, together with the brake lieams L L, lovei-s

T and V, and weight Z, constnicted and operated
substantially as and for the purpose described.

64,555.—Pierre B. Mongeot, Paris, France.

—

Manvfacture of Soap.—Llay 7, 1867.—Excess of soda
is removed by adding under the crusher a sufficient

amount of pulverizetl colophon}-.
Claim—Manufacturing the above described soaps,

which go by tho names of anhydrous rectified soaps,
illustrate4 soaps, double-faced soaps, obtained by one
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and the same process, that is to say, with anhydrous
soap, ^vhich alone allows of the fabrication of a block
or cake composed of parts of different nature, colors,

and perfumes united together in the manner of

mosaic -vrork, as and for the pm-poses described, viz.,

having in one and the same block or piece heteroge-
neal soaps made to answer various pm-poses, or vaii-

ously illustrated and perfumed soaps, substantially as
described.

64,556.—John Mulchahey, Springfield, Mass.,
•assignor to himself and Charles Mulchahet.—^eZi
Punch.—May 7, 1867.—The puuch is worked in the
ordinary manner between a pair of jaws working on
a central rivet ; a pair of pliers pull the lacing through
the belt. One of the jaws has a knife Ijlade. An awl
and a bodkin for pushing the lacing through the hole
are attached as required.
Claim.—T\\c arrangement of the awl M, projections

H H', knife K, spring'hook O, and bodkin S, upon and
in connection with a belt punch, substantiallv as set

forth.

64,557.—P. M. Meyees, J. TV. "Walser, and
-John Spaxgler. Canton, Ohio.

—

Beehive.—Hay 7,

1867.—Antedated :N'ovcmber 7, 1866.—The hopper is

intended to protect the bees from the moth, the bee
valve is used to divide the bees when driven from one
part of the hive to the other.

Claim.—First, the use of the four pieces C C D D
forming a complete hopper C D C D, when the pieces
C C are movable in grooves a a. substantially in the
tmanner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the peculiarly formed bee valve IST nsed in

-^ionnection with the openings E, substantially in the
manner and for the puriDose specified.

Third, the peculiar combination and arrangements
-of double l)ox A having the boxes H H. honev boxes
^K K K K, ventilators ^X, opening E E, slides F E,
:«peniugs R 11, hoppers C 1) C D, drawers O, doors
3 B and 1 1, arranged on each side thereof, and cover
' G, substantially inlhe manner and for the purpose
specified.

64,558.-Carlton iSTewman. SanErancisco. Cal.—Potfor Melting Glass.—:Slaj 7, 1867.—The pot is

shaped like those for fiint glass ; it has a top opening
for the caloric cuiTcnt which passes olf through two
side flues. Two upper flues fm-nish heated air at the
top opening to cause comj)lete combustion. The
charging opening is closed by a slab.

Claim.—Eirst, a pot A constructed with the open-
ing E and flues D D or their equivalents, substantially
as and for tlie pm-poses described.

Second, the flues H H or their equivalents, con-
structed and airanged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

64,559—E. E. Olds, South Lyon, 'M.ioh.—Fi^ld
Poller.—May 7, ]867.—The tongue is pivoted on a
disk attached to the frame to avoid turning the roller

at the end of the bout, and is rigidified by a lever
pivoted to the tongue and held by a spring in a notch
in the disk.

Claim.—Eirst, the disk A, pole G, lever H, and
spring I, as arranged in relation to a field roller, in
the manner substantially as described.

Second, rollers D, spring E, and Jrame B, in com-
bination with the disk E, pole G, lever H, and spring
I, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

64,560— L. M. OsBORX, Hamilton, IN". T.—
Combined Wagon Brake and Dumping Device.—May
7, 1867.—When the locking latch is detached from the
reach and the rear wheels chocked, the horses may
back the box over the rear axle to dump it. The
outer ends of the toggle levers are pivoted to the
brake blocks and jointed to the brake bar, so that a
backward pressm-c on the joint in descending a hill

applies the brakes to the wheels.
Claim.— Yirst, a wagon which dumps itself by ap-

proximation of its front and rear wheels ; the employ-
ment of a self-acting brake which is constructed sub-
stantially as described, and connected to the front
section .D' of the extensible reacli by a locking latch
or its equivalent, substantially as described.
Second, the transverse releasing lever g' in combi-

nation with tlie latch or hook g, and a self-acting
brake, substantially as described.

j

Third, the combination of brake bar E, i«ggle or
knee levers <3 c, pivoted blocks/, and brxke shoes/'
with an extensible reach D D D' and a fastening g,
substantially as described.
Fourth, the brace strap c applied to the front run-

ning gear by the king bolt b, and adapted for sus-
taining the same when backing, substantially as de-
scribed.

Fifth, the sliding brace d and stops d^ d^ applied to
the reach sections D D', substantially as described.

Sixth, the connecting rods P applied to the wagon
body and fi'ont running gear, in conjunction with the
rolling supports G G and the extensible reach D D',
substantially as described.

64,561.—Philip A. Page, Palmer, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Wm. Brooks and Albert Loomis,
same place.

—

Die for Swaging Calks for Horse Shoes.
—May 7, 1867.—The die piece is inserted into a
socket in the metallic block and bolted thereto.
Claim.—A toe calk die constructed with the piece

B arranged in the block A, substantially as set forth.

64,562.-EEAN501S Petitdidiee. Paris, France.—Applying Designs in Belief and BHlliancy to

icovcn Fabrics.—May 7, 1867.—Melt copal 6 lbs., and
add linseed oil 3 lbs. ."heated to 270= Fah., after cool-

ing add essence of turpentine 9 lbs. For printing 75
parts of the above are mixed Avith 25 parts ivory
black.
Claim.—The application or production of designs

npon and giving brilliancy to fabrics, by printingwith
resinous materials, substantially as herein specified-

64,563.—Edavard Phifer, Trenton, 'N.J.—Cul-
tivator.—May 7, 1867.—The plow beams are adjusted
laterally on the axle and the plows vertically by the
hand leA^er and spring detent. The fi'ont ends of the
drag burs are adjustable in the down hangers to vary
the line of draft. The tongue can be adjusted later-

ally.

'Claim.—Eirst, a cultivator frame composed of a
series of timbers shorter than the diameter of the
wheels and arranged paraUel to the tongue, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the combination substantially in the man-

ner described of a tongue laterally adjtistable on the
axle with a series of frame timbers of a length less

than the diameter of the wheels, arranged paraUel to
the tongue and adjustable laterally on the main axle.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,
of the tongue and short i:)araUel frame "timbers with a
series of slotted adjusting plates attached to the front
of the frame timbers andT secured to the tongue.
Fom'th, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, of the parallel frame pieces arranged
for adjustment in pairs Avith the slotted downbangers,
fi'ont lifting rods, and drag bars, for the piu'pose of
adjusting the front ends of the drag bai-s.

Fifth, "the combination of the frame pieces, down
hangers, drag bars, lifting rods, hand levers, and
sector rack, Avhen arranged, substantially as described,
for the piu'pose of euajjling the driver to control each
pair of plows by a single lever.

Sixth, the arrangement of the sector rack, hand
lever, and spring detent as described, whereby the
catch acts both as a detent for the lever and as a
guide to keep it parallel with the sector rack.

64,564.—Leoxce Picot, Eobokeu, Is". J., as-

signor to Wilhelaiixe Picot, same ^Iacq.-IIoIIozo
Articles of Pubber and other Flexible Materials.—
May 7, 1867.—The ball has a tube by Avhich it is in-

flated ; the end of the tube is turned down into a re-

cess at its root to preveut the escape of air.

Claim.—The application to an India-rubber ball or
other hollow article requii-ed to be distended by infla-

tion, of a flexible tube in the manner as lierein speci-

fied, so that the said ball or other article may be either
inflated and distended or collapsed, as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

64,565.—Edavin E. Poaa'ELL, Cambridge, Tt.

—

Attaching Thills to Yehiclcs.—^ax. 7, 1867.—The
thill is pivoted in the chambered block, and is secured
from rattling by a rubber spring in its rear, which is

licld in position l)y a projection from the cap. The
hiuged cap when raised js supported by a spri^ag

whale the thill is being attached.
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Claim.—First, an improved thill coupling formed
by the combination of the chambered l)lock A, spring

I), and the pivoted plate or cap C, having projections

c' c2 and c^, formed upon its iiuder side, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the pui-pose

eet forth.

Second, the combination of the India-rubber block

spring E, or equivalent, wi^ the chambered block A
and cap or block e, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

64,566.—Seymour Pratt, Fayettcville, N. Y.—
Hoofing.—May 7, 18(57.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A roofing composed of the tiles D, con-
structed as described, placed on a bed of cement C,

laid on the boards or lathes 13, substantially as herein
shown and described.

64,567 Thomas F. Prestox, Pawtucket, R. I.—Fower Hammer.—May 7, 18(i7.—Improvement on
the patent of Thomas Shaw, February "^7, 1866. The
hammer is suspended on a rod having a shoulder
against which springs bear to prevent jar in either

the up or down stroke. The guides are made in sep-

ai'ate pieces so that they can"be adjusted after wear.
Claim.—Fii'st, the connecting rods E and D, in

combination with the springs c and/, shoulder d, and
Blotted hammer (or extension of the same) F, substan-
tially as and for the piu'pose herein shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

adjustable guide C let' into the guide brace G, and
provided with a lip upon each end titting over the
upper and lower sides of said guide brace'G, its cen-
ter grooved to receive the sliding guide rail b in the
hammer F, substantially as herein described and for

the purpose specified.

64,568.—H. D. Richardson^ K'orthampton,
Mass., assignor to himself and Robert Russell,
same place.

—

Lock.—May 7 ; antedated April 24, 1867.
—The cylindi-ical case s'ets within the door and lias

a cii-cular keyhole on each side. An interior cylin-

der may be revolved within the other, having one'hole
which may be brought into correspondence with
either of the others being revolved by the square on
the reverse end of the key.
Claim.—First, a lock constructed and arranged

substantially as described so that the keyhole can
be brought "to either side of the door leaving no en-
trance to the lock on the other.
Second, the an*angement of the two cylinders B

and K, with the keyholes e c' and g, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

Thii'd, the combination of cylinders B and K, rack
C. pinion H, spring E, one or more tumblers a a a
and bolt A, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fom'th, a lock constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described, so that the keyhole can be brought
to either side of the door leaving no entrance to the
lock on the other.

64,569.—Alfred Rigxet, New York, X. Y.—
Fire J?so«p(?.—May 7, 1867.—The jointed ladder is

wound on a reel, and as it is unwound it passes up
between guides and rollers .- sleeves are brought by
spnngs over the joints to make them inflexible, pawls
prevent retraction of the ladder.

Claim.—First, the flexible ladder H, arranged in a
box or case A, so that it can be wound around a drum
or roller or be straightened for use as may l)e desired,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the strap or bolt F, when arranged as de-

scribed in combination with the flexible ladder H, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.

Third, the springs 1 1, when arranged as described
in combination with the sleeves O and hinged side
pieces n n, aU made and operating substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein shown anil described.

Fourth, a fire escape made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

64,570.-Hexry M. Ritter, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-
signor to M. Greenwood <fc Co.. same place

—

Reven--
ible Knob Latch.—May 7, 1867.—The rectangular part
of the latch is held in a similar socket of the case, and

may be withdrawTi therefrom for reversal of the latch
fioin left to right, or vice versa. The operating yoko
of the latch has a forward projection which is thrown
up to allow this reversal. One of the usual screws
prevents this action when inserted, and must be re-

moved to allow it.

Claim.—In the described combination with the hub
B, guiding stump M, and the spring F, the reversible
latch I J, adapted for retention to a right or left posi-

tion by direct contact of its yokii C K, with one of the
wood screws employed to fasten the lock to the door,
substantially as set 'forth.

64,571.—Henry M. Ritter, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to M. Greenwood & Co., same place.

—

Bevers-
ibie Knob Jjatch.—May 7, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim

.

—The reversible latch A D, whose reversible
collar B occupies a corresponding socket C, and whose
fiat two-sided tail G is tangential to one of the screw
holes in both positions of the latch, so as to render tho
latter irreversible by the direct contact of the holding
screw, substantially as described.

64,572.—Mark L. Roberts, Chatsworth, HI.—
Iiotarij Knitting Machine.—May 7, 1867.—The needle
cylinder may revolve either way on a horizontal axis.

A double cam servf-s when reversing to shift the link
into either set of grooves, to operate the presser prop-
erly. Tlie adjustment of the needle operator on the
bar is eflTected by a worm, and the rack governs the
length of throv.-'of the needles as tight or loose work
may be required. The same adjustment governs ao-

cordingly the amount of thread to be let olf.

Claim.—Fii-st, actuating the needle operator
through the bar "W, to which it is attached, the bar
being'supported in suitable bearings and receiving its

movement through the medium of a vertical slotted

arm V, and a pin'or stud U of the revolving wheel or
disk T, or its equivalent, when the whole are arranged
to"'ether substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the needle operator T, notched or toothed
carrying bar W, and screw nuts A^, when aU are com-
bined together substantially as and for the purposs
described.

Thii-d, the combination of the thread puller A' with
the looped upright Z^, of the needle actuator Y, the
whole operating substantially as described.
Fourth, the double cam way or groove H^, for ope-

rating the yarn in-esser v, hen connected with tho same,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

64,573.—Thomas Robjohx. Xew York, N. Y.,
assignor to the American :Js eedle Loom Company.—
Loom.—May 7, 1867.—The filling is carried through
the shed by a reciprocating eye-pointed needle, and
the loop of 'the warp locked'at the selvage by the pas-

sage through it of a shuttle and its thread. The weft
retractor swings freely on a pin ; its shorter ainn when
thrown fully back by a projection rests in a notch on
the needle guide, until the pull of the needle passing
through the shed detaches it and draws the retractor

forward, takiug up yarn from the bobbin. The claim
cites the other'pecuiiarities.

Claim.—First, in combination with a needle for car-

rying the weft thread through the warp in a loom, a
shuttle so applied and actuated as to operate in an arc
of u circle parallel to tlie plane of tlie warp that in

approaching to enter the loop of the weft yarn it moves
nearly iiarallel with and close to the selvage of the
web being woven, and afterwards gradually moves
away from the warp so that in completing its move-
ment at the same time as the needle completes its re-

tiring movement it pulls its yarn or thread tight in a
direction transverse to the warp, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the wel't retractor Z, applied to operate on
the weft, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

Third, the arrangement of the upright shaft iM',

and its crank and eccentric in relation with the warp
whereby they work the needle holder and sliuttle car-

rier at opposite sides of the war}) by direct rod con-
nections, substantially as herein specified.

64,574.—Charles F. Rodrick, Lynn,
Car Coupling.r-'ilay 7, 1867.—The upper and lowo
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spring hooks ai'e presented in opposite directions, and
shut coiucideutlj over the pin, one intervening be-

tween its counterpart fellows.

Claim.—In combination with the draw bar of a rail-

way carriage, the spring latch bars pivoted to the draw
bar, as described, and. recessed at their outer ends in

such manner that wlien they are brought together the
tongue of the one shall fit in the grooves of the other,

substantially as shown and set forth.

64,575.—Alexander Eoss, Maine, IT. Y., as-

signor to himself and John Fell, ISTew York, 1!^". Y.—
Machine for Washing Hides.—May 7, 1867.—The
hollow cylinder is divided into a series of compart-
ments for the reception of the hides. The cylinder
is charged with a washing liquid.

Claim.—The wheel A for washing hides, closed at

both ends, and haviu"- its sides open at various
points, its interior divicled into compartments B by
close partitions C, having ribs D extending in the
direction of their length, the said wheel provided
with hollow joiu-nals through which the washing
liquid is introduced, when all are constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as herein shown
anil described. .

64,576.—John E. Eowlakd, Hagcrstown, Md.—
Cultivator.—Maj 7, 1867.—The main frame is sup-

ported on the Avheels. The beams are V-shaped to
brace the plough shanks, and are attached at their
forward ends by double staples. The double-action
stiiTup lever adjusts the middlo beams, and side
levers adjust the side beams.
Claim.—The above-described cultivator, the beams

C, levers X, and stin-up lever M, being all aiTanged
and combined substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

64,577.-E. S. Sackett, Monroe, Wis.—Ma-
cJiine for Forming Boilers.—May 7, 1867.—The end
of the metallic plate is attached to the catch on the
" former,'' which has a groove around it to receive
the Avired edge ; the plate is bent around till the
edges join at the catch, where it is secured and sol-

dered.
Claim.—Eirst, the former A, when made substan-

tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the grooved and notched board, plank, or
bench B, when made substantially as herein shown
and described, in combination with the former A, as

and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the clamps C with the
former A, substantially as herein described and for

the purpose set forth.

64,578.—Mark Safford, Boston, Mass.

—

Lamp
Extinguisher.—May 7, 1367.—The extinguisher is

actuated by a cam applied to the wick-elevator shaft.

The retrogTade motion of the shaft in loAvering the
wick also attaches the extinguisher, which is re-

moved by rotation of the shaft in i-)rojecting the Avick

for lighting.

Claim.—So applying the extinguisher to the burner
tliat its movements shall be actuated by the wick-
elevating shaft, and by the same act Avhich raises

and loAvers the Avick, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as described.

Also, the device for causing the above-described
movement of the extinguisher, consisting of the fin-

ger h and cam i applied to the shafts g and d, the
extinguisher being moved in one direction by the
spring j, the Avhole being arranged and operating
together in manner as above set forth and explained.

64,579.—Elnathan Sampson, Lansingburgh, IST.

Y., assignor to himself and Edavard Chamijerlin,
same place.—Car TF/iccL—May 7, 1867.—The bev-
eled part of the tread is run upon the outer rail of a
curve by the centrifugal force, and its greater cir-

cumference enables it to traverse the necessarily
longer side of the track without slipping.

Claim.—A railroad car Avhcel having the conical
ti-ead surface c, cast with the flat tread sm-face d, and
with the guiding fiange /, in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as herein described and set

forth.

64,580.—J. David Sheetz, Robcsonia, Ta., and
Reuben Adams, same place, assignors to themselves

and John McKnight.—OwZfu'rttor.-May 7, 1867.—
The coil spring teeth are attached to spring jointed
standards, enabling them, after giving Avay to ob
structions, to recover position. The standards con-
nect by a pitman, crank, and cog wheel AAith tlie

driving wheel. Levers, connected by bars with the
thills and pivoted in front to the frame, regulate the
depression and are secm-ed by wedges in the eccen-
tric rack bars.
Claim.—Eirst, the arrangement of the frame A

with its shafts G-, arms 1 1, bars 6 h, and springs a a,

with rakes d, when operated in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the elevation or depression of the frame
with its cultivators by means of the bar g and levers

y attached to the thill c, in the manner substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

64,581.—John G. Schmtot, Rochester, IT. Y.—
Machine for Cutting Bungs.—May 7, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent, December 11, 1866.—The
steel safety plates are fitted to the outside edge of the
cii'cular plate and secured with screws. The steel

gauge has a square fi-ame to admit and guide the
knife. An adjusting screw passing through the guide
plate regulates the size of the bung.

Claim.—Eirst, the safety plates o o, in connection
with gauge k, screw p, and nuts e e, all for the pur-
pose and in the manner herein described.
Second, the head q of a yielding centre &, with hole

m, the holes m m on in mandrel «, and the pin n, all

for the purpose and in the manner herein described.

64,582.-Louis Schreiber, IsTew York, IST. Y.—
Cornet, d-c.—May 7, 1867.—The water valve, of cylin-

drical form, is at the bottom of a down bend,' be-
tween the mouth piece and tone valves. Erom these
valves the main tube is in form of a cu-cle, and
extending backward the mouth piece is tuined up-
ward. The segmental rubber stops on the water-
valve cylinder coming in contact with a pin to prevent
over-rotation.

Claim.—The form given to the instrument, as
herein described, by means of which the sound is dis-

charged from the bell in an upward direction, while
the Aveight of the instrument can rest on the shoulder
of the performer, while the part to be held by the left

hand and the keys are in front in position which will
enable the performer to have an easy control thereof,
as described.
Also, the rotating water valve and its case, in com-

bination Avith and located at the lower part of the
curved pipe between the mouth-piece tube and the
tone-valve tube, as and for the purpose described.
Also, the indja-rubber segment ^stops attached to

the inner face of the cap plate of valve cases, in
combination with the rotating valves, as and for the
purpose described.

64,583.—Charles H. Schubeus, Xewark, :isr. J.,

assignor to Samuel Lagowitz and Isadore Lehman,
same place.

—

Machinefor Cutting Sheet Metal.—May
7. 1867.—Eor cutting mouth frames lor satchels, &c.
The dies are formed^in three sections, the midtUe one
of which is removable to admit a shorter or longer
section to be placed in, to vary the length. The edg-e
of the lower cutter is convex so as to'commence the
cut at the center.

Claim.—The arrangement of the parts a a' b,

formed as shown and secured to the tool holder C, in
combination with the knife D, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

64,584.—Charles H. Schubeus, l^ewark, K". J.,

assignor to Samuel Lagowitz and Isadore Lehman,
same place.

—

Metal Bending Press.—May 7, 1867.

—

The follower has two guides working in the base
plate and two in the yoke ; it is also guided by ribs on
the vertical legs of the yoke.
Claim.—The additional guide rods H, in combina-

tion with the guides D D in the yoke E, and with the
base plate E, screw C, guides G'G, and cross-head B
of a press A, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

64,585.—Charles H. Schubeus, Xewark, IS". J.,

assignorto Samuel Lagoavitz andlSADORE Lehman,
same ])laco.—Bendi)ig Metal.—^ay 7, 1867.—The
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angle plates are clamped on the middle die by their

flanges, Tvhich enter the grooves between the middle
and side pieces ; this convex die is forced down into
the concave die, the ilauge entering the groove around
the die.

Claim.—The punch A, composed of the side pieces
or jaws a c and center pieces b, in combination with
the die B, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,586.—JUDSON SCHULTZ, Ellenville, IST. Y.—
Dry House.—May 7, 1867.—Explained by tlie claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The arrangement in the dry house of the
vertical partitions C, having slats F secured to their
sides extending trdm the second floor D through the
roof E, their upper ends forming chimneys M, having
dampers N, the lower ends provided with the heat-
regulating doors L and theii- front sides with doors
K, opening upon the floors D G- H, &c., extending
across one side of the dry house, their inner ends
meeting the inner edges of the partition C, substan-
tially as herein set forth and for the purpose specified.

64,5S7.—George V. SiiEFFTKLD and Jajies F.
COBUiix, Hopkiuton, Mass.

—

Preparing Leather for
IVear.—May 7, 18(J7.—The -wearing surface of the
leather is filled with metallic pins of uniform diameter,
which cut off flush with the surface of the leather.
Claim.—The improvement in preparing leather for

wear, substantially as set forth.

64,588.—F. Pv. Smith, Bennington, Yt.—Blind
Slat Fastening.—May 7, 1867.—Tiie slats are kept in
any desired position by a cam in connection with the
lower end of the vertical rod.

Claim.—The cam D, applied to the blind frame
to serve as a fastening for tiie slats, substantially as
herein shown and described.

64,589.—Egbert Spoxouse, Jersey Shore, Pa.—
Manufacture of Water-proof Leather.—May 7, 1867.
—Dry hides are three-fourths tanned in sweet liquor,
one week in sour liquor, with daily handling ; stulfed
with tanners' oil, 4 ; flaxseed oil, 1 ; and tallow, 2
parts. After soaking they are placed in the vat, flesh
side down, and left'in the tan six weeks ; treated
while half dried with tanners' oil, 1 lb. ; iDceswax, 3
oz. ; and castor oil, 4 oz. ; blacked with lampblack

;

beef gall and oil resulting from burning caoutchouc
is applied.
Claim.—The composition specified in the process

of tanning the leather and its application and use in
the manufactured articles, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as herein described.

64,590.—LuMAN Squire, IS'orwalk, Ohio.—Thill
Coupling.—Wdj 7, 1867.—The coupling bolt is kept
in position by the two hooks of the spring, which is

sufficiently elastic to be removable by hand to permit
the withdrawal of the bolt.

Claim.—The spring arms e e', in combination with
the bolt E, provided with the shoulders I, semi-elliptic
in its transverse section, when constructed and ar-

ranged as set forth.

64,591 .—A. F. Stayman, Baltimore, Md.—Pre-
paring; Smoki7ig Tobacco.—May 7, 1867.—Improve
ment on his patent, January 15, 1867. The tobacco is

comminuted and then mixed with some mucilaginous
liquid and passed through screens.

Claim.—First, the process herein described of pre
paring tobacco for smoking.

Second, as a new article ofmanufacture, the smoking
material herein described, whether composed of to-
bacco proper, or partially of tobacco and partially of
tobacco dust combined, when prepared substantially
as set forth.

^64,592.-11. SteVj:ns, Mount Yernon, Ohio.—
Double Shovel IHoiv.—May 7, 1667.—The shovel stocks
are attached to a horizontal brace, which is connected
by supports with the handles.

Claim.—The combination of the shovel stocks B B
with the horizontal brace C and the beam A, when
the same are constructed in the form and manner for
the purpose specified.

64,593.—G. SYMMEsand T. W. Hayes, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

—

Steam Generator.—May 7, 1867; antedated

50 c p

April 26, 1867.—The fire box contains a series of in-

verted conical water vessels connected Ijy pipes
through the crown sheet to the steam and water spaco
above, and through the side of the generator to the
lower part of the annular water space.
Claim.—First, the arrangement within the firebox

or chamber of one or more" series of inverted cones
forming steam generators and communicating with
the body of the boiler, substantially as specified.

Second, the arrangement of generators in the fire

box or chamber separately connected with the water
space above or body of the boiler by pipes passing
through the crown sheet of said chamber, and with
the lower portion of the water jacket surrounding
said fire box by pipes running through the jacket and
down or around the outside thereof, essentially as
shown and described.

64,594.—Joseph Tattersai.l, Indianapolis, Ind.—Compound for MaJcing Artificial Stone and for
Coating Stone and Bricks, tCc-May 7, 1867.—Used
as stone or cement. Kiver sand, 45 ; litharge, 1

;

bone ashes, 1 ; air-slaked lime, 1 part ; mixed with
linseed oil to proper consistence. For a finer mate-
rial, white lead mixed with caoutchouc and pidver-
ized earthenware may be added.

Claim.—The compound herein described, together
with such variations as may be produced by varying
the proportions of the ingredients named", substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth and described.

64,595.—George Tefft, Salem, N. Y.—Loco-
motive and other Wheels.—May 7, 1867.

—
"Wedge-

shaped segments within suitable depressions of the
rim are moved beneath the tire by transverse Avedges
to tighten said tire.

Claim.—The employment of the wedges C C C C,
in combination with the keys D D D D, or their equiva-
lents, operating in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein fully described and set forth.

64,596.— Ellis Thayer, Worcester, Mass.—
Paint and Varnish Brush.—May 7, 1867.—An elastic

packing ring is inserted between tlie bristles and the
encu'ciing ferrule.

Claim.— First, the combination with the brush
handle, bristles, and ferrule for holding the same
upon the handle of an elastic packing, interposed be-
tween the ferrule and bristles, substantially as and
for the piu-poses set forth.

Second, in a brush as herein described, the combi-
nation with the bristles and feiTide of an interposed
tube of rubber or other elastic material, extending
down upon the bristles below the ferrule, as and for
the purposes herein specified.

64,59y.-J0HX H. Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa.-
Windovj Frame.—May 7, 1867.—The side pieces have
corresponding semi-cyUndrical cavities for the bal-

ance ropes and weights to work in, and are secured
together by dowels.
Claim.—A side piece for a window frame, consist-

ing of two sections or strips a a', grooved and con-
nected together, substantially as set forth for the pui--

pose specified.

64,598.- Cyrus Tucker, Blooming-ton, HI.—
Alarm Lock for Tills.—May 7, 1867.—The vertical,

divisions project upward, dividing it into a series of
spaces of equal width, in which the pivoted tumblers .

work. The frame has a flange at each end, by which,
it is secured Avith screws to the back end of the
drawer. The pivoted lever, A\hich reaches forward
alongside the drawer, connects with and detaches,
the tumblers.

Claim.—Fh'st, the series of tumblers a, having one
end heavier than the other, and so pivoted as to cause
them to tip, in combination with a supporting head.
H, arranged to hold them in a horizontal position,

substantially as shown and described.
Second, the combination of the ])ivoted tumblers a,

constructed as described, with the supports u and.
levers E, aiTanged for joint operation as herein de-

scribed.

64,599.-1. S. Yan Buken, South Troy, X. Y.—
Heating Stove.—May 7, 1867.—The fire pot is situated

I

between two air chambers, wliicU receive radiated
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luMt therefrom, and they arc further siuTOunclod by
lines, whicli conduct the caloric current to tl? e chimney.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the hot aircliaiu-

bers E' A' and J, in combination -nith the fire box B.
Second, the flueD surrounding the fire box, sub-

stantially as shoT^-n and described.
Thu'd, the jacket C, constructed substantially as

described, in combination with the fui-naceA and the
CueD.

64,600.—Joseph B. Yan Deusen, IS^ctv- York,
N. Y.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.—May 7, 18G7.—The
ends of the cylindrical part of the piston enter recesses
in the case beyond that part of the chamber traversed
by tlie raciprocating piston plate. The chamber is

elliptical, its shorter diametric line striking between
the parts.
Claim.— First, the revolving cylinder A, con-

structed so that its ends rotate vrithin recesses in the
side plates of the stationary chamber F, substantially
as shown and described for the purposes specified.

Second, the arrangement of the ingress and egress
ports in relation to the permanent al)utment, and to
the revolving cylinder, fitted with a single sliding

piston for operation, substantially as set forth.

64,601.—Philip Yerbeck, Is'enah, "Wis.—TFm-
doio Fastening.—May 7, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The button C, pivoted to the sash, and
haviug the two eccentric arms c c and radial thumb
piece d, constructed and operating in such a manner
that when the point of contact of the arm c' with the
jamb of the window frame is below the pivot b, tlie

sash is held raised, and when the point of contact of
the arm c is above said pivot, the sash is held down,
as shown and described.

64,602.—WiLLiAJl Yerjiilya, Dayton, Ohio.—
Composition for Invigorating Fruit and Forest
Trees.—May 7, 1867.— Sulphate of copper, 3 lbs.;

sulphur, 1 lb. ; saltpeter, 1 oz.
;
pulverized and mixed

with ii-on filings, i lb.
;
plugged in an auger hole near

the root-

Claim.—The composition of matter formed by the
mixtm-e of the proportions of three pounds of sulphate
of copper, one pound of sulphur, one ounce of salt-

peter, and a half pound of iron filings, to be used as a
tree invigorator and destroyer of vermin, which may
be in and upon fruit and forest trees, as herein de-
scribed.

64,603.—J. W. "Walters, Tiffin, Ohio.—Flour
Bolt.—May 7, 1867.—The hammers are hinged to the
beam and firmly connected to longitudinal spring
strips whose inner ends are attached to the radial
arms : their outer ends are held back by the segment
which is adjusted to cause a more or less considerable
recoil blow on the slat.

Claim.—First, constructing the rod that actuates
the hammer for a bolting reel, with a spring capacity
in itself, for the purposes described and substantially
as set forth.

Second, the combination of the stepped segment E,
and the spring rod D, that actuates the hammer, with
a fiour-bolting reel, substantially as described.

Third, the pivoted segment E, Avhen constructed
with steps g, upon its point of contact with tlie spring
rod D, and made adjustable for the purpose described.
Fourth, the arrangL-mcnt of the segment E, with

its stepped ribs in the top of the bolting reel case,

substantially in the manner and for the pui'posc de-

scribed.

64,604.—Christian Weitmax, Hazelton, Iowa.
—Horse Shoe.—May 7, 1867.—The liecl calks are
formed with eyes to nt over the rear ends of the shoe

;

the ends liave notches made in their upper surfaces
into which the eyes of the calks drop; they are fas-

tened by a key.
'

Claim:—The securing of the heel calks to a horse
shoe, in the manner substantially as herein shown
and described.

64,605.—Seth "Wheeler, Albany, IST. Y.-Fcr-
mutation Lock.—May 7, 1867.—The central shaft is

connected to one of the ijermutation wheels and the
fcleevc prolongation of the dial to the other one. The

permutation wheels are adjustably connected to the
luml^lcrs, vrhose proper position allows the horizontal
retraction of the bolt. For unloching, a cylindrical
key is placed over the dial and has a projection en-
gaging studs on the dial plate and dial, and the index
finger of the central shaft, rotating them into proper
position.

Claim.—First, the permutation wheel in combina-
tion with a circular tumbler, an indicatiag dial, a
sleeve, and a tooth or si^ace for connecting the tum-
bler and dial, constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purposes specified.
Second, a movable stud or tooth, in combination

with the dial or tumbler as specified, whereby tho
tumbler can be placed in a greater number of positions
relatively to the dial than there are teeth in the geai*,

as set forth.

Third, in combination with a series of tumblers, as
set forth, a key formed of a series of changeable or
adjustable rings acting on studs or projections, as
specified.

64,606.—IT. H. "Whisemand, Independence, Iowa.—Sorghum Evaporator.—May 7, 1867.—The vat is

divided longitudinally by an upright partition, and
the larger section is divided transversely, the com-
partments communicating by passages made alter-

nately in opposite ends of the partitions. An end
compartment in which the sirup is cooled has com-
munication when desired with the rear end of the
lower section, and the two main sections are connected
together at their fore ends. The smaller side section
is "covered by an inclined strainer dripping outside,
on vi'hich the scum is thrown.
Claim.—The arrangement of the sectional com-

partments «, openings C, compartments C, and gates
E F, in combination with the section B and strainer
G, operating conjointly as and for the purposes set
forth.

64,607.—John S. "White, Boston, Mass.—P«t7?«
Brush.—May 7, 1867.—The metallic cap tube for secur-
ing the bristles is divided into sections for removal us
the bristles wear.

Claim.—The improved paint brush, metallic cap
tube B, made in sectional parts, lanited and readily
separable, as and for the purpose as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

64,608.—John "W. "Wilcox, New York, N. Y,—
Slide for Fastening Envelopes, Pocket Books, dbc.—
May 7, 1867.—The band passes through the slots of
the plate which is attached to the envelope by clinches
formed in making the slots.

Claim.—Constructing a metal slide a, with spurs
or projections d d, at the ends of the slots c c, for se-

curing envelopes, portmonuaies, or other similar arti-

cles, termed and attached in the manner substantially
as herein described.

64,609.—A. A. "Wilder, Detroit, Mich.—PZaw-
ing Machiiie.-Maj 7, 1867 ; antedated March 5, 1867.

—The board is passed edge up between cutters which
plane the face, groove its two edges, and form bead-
ing and tongues at its center ; the edges ofthe tongues
arc rounded so deeply as to divide the board longitu-
dinally,

Claitn.—First, the combining and arranging of
cutters in a planing machine, in the manner substan-
tially as shown and described, whereby lumber is

prepared for flooring or ceiling by tonguiug, groov-
ing, and planing the same at one operation, and
making two or more finished pieces of lumber out of
one •R'ithout the use of a saw.
Second, the self-adjusting feed-level wheels E and

E', when constructed and operating in the manner
sulistantially as shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Tliird, tlie combination of the shield r, spring .<?. and
roller q, constructed and operated in the manner sub-
stantially as shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

64,610.—E. P. AYiLLETS, North Hempstead. N".

Y., assignor to Edward Kiciimond.—ieacfc/or Whips.
—May 7, 1867.—The orifices in the Avooden plates or
stands have perforated rubber disks for holding whips,
umbrellas, <fcc.
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Claim.—First, a rack for holdinp: ami suspendintr

whips uud other articU>.s. coiisistiiiji- of one or more
plates of wood or of other suitable material, in which a

series of orifices or perfoi-alioiis is formed, combined
with a correspoudiu;;- perforated sheet of rubber or
other elastic substance, and for the pm-poses herein

set forth.

Second, in a rack for suspending whips and other
articles, as described, the eonibinatiou with tlie per-

forated plates of wood or other suitable material, of a
perforatetl sheet of vulcanized rubber or other elastic

substance, interposed betAveen the said plates muler
the tuTangement herein specified, so that the whip or
other aiticle, when inserted in the orifice formed in

the plate, shall be held bj the elastic substance, sub-

stantially as set forth.

64,611.—James A. TVillis, Cherry Valley, N.
Y.

—

Medical Compound.—May 7, 18(37.—For cure of
ring boue, <fcc. Mercury, 4 oz.; nitric acid, 2 oz.;

cautharides, 2 drachms ; sulphui'ic acid, 2 oz. To be
kept in a stoneware pot partly immersed in cold water
to act as a condenser.
Claim.—The medical compounds, substantially as

and for the pm-poses described.

64,612.—John A. Wilsox, Spencer, Mass.—
Mop Head.—May 7, 18G7.—The mop cloth is attached
to an endless apron passing between pressing rolls.

Claim.—Securing the mop head H to the endless
apron F, which passes around the upper roller E and
loTs-er roller G in the mop head A, as herein set forth

for the purpose specified.

64,613.—Thomas H. Wixdle, Westchester, Pa.—Metal Socket Ferrule.—The tines are braced by two
lips with longitudinal bearings.

Claim.—In a cast metal socket ferrule for remov-
able forks, drags, &c., the two lips a^ ^2^ -with the
upper and the lower separate longitudinal bearings,
a-* a^, each of the latter being of the same width as

the shank of the fork or di-ag, as set forth, for the
purpose of supporting the fork, and allowing its shank
to be loosened with greater facility and safety in case
of its becoming rusted fast, as described.

64,614.—C. Wise and B. Loeffler, K'ew York,
N. Y.—Beer and Mash Cooler.—May 7, 1867.—The
rotary vertical shaft has its fans and stirrers ; the for-

mer cause a circulation of air, and the latter stir the
contents of the shallow circular tub.

Claim.—A cooler for mash beer and other liquids,

consisting of a circular stationary pan B, in combina-
tion with a revolving shaft D, to which the fan or
fans K and stiiTers BL are adjustably secured, substan-
tially as and for the pm*pose herein shown and de-

scribed.

64,615.—David Wolf, Lebanon, Pa.

—

Harvester.
—May 7, 1867.—The jointed and hinged main plat-

form is adapted for dumping, and when the segmental
rear extension is attached, it is adapted for raking.

Claim.—The flanged extension part L, in combina
tion with the hinged jointed platform H, substantially

as and for the purposes described.

64,616.—GuRDOX G. Wolfe. Troy, N. Y.—Wood
Burning Stove.—May 7, 1867.—The caloric currents
pass from the fire chamber down forward pipes to tlie

hollow base, then up backward pipes to the hollow
top and chimney.
Claim.—First, the employment of the chamber H

divided bv means of the partition K, containing the
movable clamper C, in combination with the rear or
back column flues B, \)y means of which the direct
and circuitous draft is had, in the manner substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

Second, the broad bottom flue D, in combination
with the front column flues A, and with the rear or
back column flues B, each being arranged in the man-
ner substantially as herein described and set forth.

64,617.—M. S. EiDGWAY, Danville, and Christo-
pher Lewis, Harrisburg, Va.—Heating and Fuddling
Furnace.—May 7, 1867.—The water jacket is open
above, giving free exit to steam, and the separate
sections are connected bv tubular* bolts, allowing pas-
sage of water. The bridges contain water, and have
ascending and descending steam and water pines.

CZrtim.—First, the double-furnace plates for con-
taining a body of water to preserve them and mode-
rate the external heat, preventing the wear of bricks
and the breaking of the plates by expansion or con-
traction, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, the stack, constnicted, in whole or in part,

of water plates, substantially as and for the pm"x>ose
described.

Third, the door at the base of the stack for the pur-
pose of allowing the heater or puddler to take out the
cinder and other refuse, instead of destroying;: the
brick, as is now the case, substantialh^ as described.
Fom'th, the water plates in the stock-hole frames,

working door frames, and fire plate, eitlier or all,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

64,618.—Wji. Alexander, Union Valley, IST. Y.—Churn.—May 14, 1867.—The dasher blades are
placed in alternate rows through the supporting head
attached to the shaft, which is'vertically reciprocated
by the operating lever.

Claim.—The dasher D E, constructed suljstantially

in the manner herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

64,619.—Darwin Aljiy, Tiverton Four Corners,
E. I.—P/ozy.—May 14, 1867.—The wheel has its beai--

iugs in links suspended from the beam, and is adjusted
by a lever connected by a rod to the middle joint of
the links.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever D, the rod
6, and the links c c' and g, connected with the guide
wheel E, for regulating the depth of the furrow of a
plow, operating as herein described.

64.620.—Charles W.Atkesox, St. Louis, Mo.—
Well Boring and Drilling Machine-.—May 14, 1867.

—

The di'ill is fed to its work by unwinding- it from the
shaft without interfering with the action of the walk-
ing beam.

Claim.—The attachment of the chain drum J, gear-
ing K L, and wheel M, to the walking beam, substaa-
tifilly as herein described, and for the purpose speci-

fied.

64,621.— E. P. Banks, Portland, Me.—-Cattle
Tie.—May 14, 1867.—The bow is pivoted at one end
to the clamp, and at the other end passes over a pro-
jection. The swivel bolt has a hole for the attach-
ment of the rope.

Claim.—First, the combination of the bolt d, clamp
a, and bow &, when constructed as set tbith in Fig. 1,

for the pm-poses specified.

Second, the combination of the bolt d, clamp a, and
bow b, when constructed as set forth in Fig. 3, and
for the purposes specified.

64,622.— Charles Berckhemer, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Vessel for Malting and Brewing.—May 14,

1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A perforated bottom or other metallic por-

tion of a brewer's or maltster's vessel, composed of
cast or wrought iron electroplated, as set forth.

64,623.—Reinhold Boeklen, Brooklvn, 'N. Y.—
Blotting Pad.—May 14, 1867 ; antedated May 3, 1867.

^The board is hollowed out above to increase' its flexi-

bility, and the blotter is secured by slides Avorking on
an inclined plane.
Claim.—First, the employment or use of a flexible

board or bottom to the blotter, operated and for the
pm-pose substantially as herein described.
Second, the employment of the slides D D, com-

bined with the wedge-shaped ends of the blotter board
A, operated and for the pm-pose substantially as herein
shown.

64,624.—Reinhold Boeklen, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Paper File.—May 14, 1867.—The spring hook
closes on the usual s'tationary file hook; any invoice
can be obtained by raising those above it on to the
spring hook and removing the paper at the apertm-e
made' by the disconnection of the two hooks.
Claim.—First, the employment of one or more

slides I, or flajis K, in combination with the file hooks,
operated as and for the purpose substantially as
herin shown.
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SecoBd, the constructio]i and arrangement of the

spring plates B, and its guide F, in combination witli

the back iDoard A, operated in the manner and forthe

purposes substantially as herein described.

64,G25.—Bexjamix Bookman, "Waukesha, Wis.,

assignor to himself and Isaac Lane, same place.

—

Flour Bolt.—Mnj 14, 1867.—The bars and strips are

attached so as to fasten the bolting cloth on their in-

ner surfaces to avoid the back ilour held by internal

projections.
C'Zaim.—The strips a, of the bolting cloth E, secured

to the parallel arms D of the revolving floui' bolt A,
by means of the strips b, in such a manner that the

said stripso shall be flush with the inner surface of

said slats 1), as herein set forth, for the purpose spe-

cified.

64,626.—James Brents'an, U^Tew Haven, Conn.—
Carriage Shackle—Maj 14, 1867.—The bolt of the

thill iron is clasped between two plates with corre-

sponding semicircular recesses. The clamping screw
is secm-ed from turning by a strap through its eye.

Claim.—The combination of the two parts C D,
hinged together at the rear, and secured at the front

by a screw E, as and for the ptu-pose specified.

64,627.—Thomas and George B. Burdett,
Dansville, IST. Y.—Potato Digger.—yiaj 14, 1867.—
The handle slides through holes in the cross-bar and
axle, a stay bolt preventing its protruding too far.

The axle serves as a fulcrum in raising the hill of

tubers.
Claim.—The arrangement of the fork D, with the

axle A, bar C^ of the frame C, and wheels B, when
all are constructed and operating as herein set forth.

64,628.—David Carroll, Union, Ta.—Stump
JExtractor.—Maj 14, 1867.—The frame is supported
on shoes which act as runners for transportation.

The chain winds over a drum on the sweep shaft and
the portions approaching toward and receding from
the drum mn upon sprocket wheels which are geared
together and run in different directions.

Claim.—Yh-st, the pulleys EG- and I, in combina-
tion with the chains M and IST, substantially as shown
and described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the castors and shoes, R E li, in combina-
tion with the derrick, substantially as shown and for

the purposes set forth.

64,629.—tF. E. Carver, Bridgewater, Mass.—
Cotton Picker.—May 14, 1867.—The tongue is armed
Avith reflex spines, and directly above it in the box is

an elastic plate similarly armed, which holds the fiber

drawn into the box by the reciprocating action of the

tongue.
Claim.—The reciprocating tongue B, one or more,

placed within a box A, and armed with reflex spines

or teeth, and used either with or without the toothed
plate E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

64,630.—E. A. L.Cassidy, Newnansville, Ela.—
Cotton Press.—Maj 14, 1867.—A cylinder receives the
binding hoops ; the cotton is forced into the cylinder
at successive charges, the ends of the hoops attached
and the cotton forced out into the bag which is con-
nected to the cylinder and hangs in a recess below it.

Claim.—First, the suspended slotted packing case
or cylinder B, or eqiiivalent, in combination with the
frame A, substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the combination ofthe ratchet bar D,spring
E, and rods C, with the packing case B, substantially
us herein shown and described.

Third, the combination of the piston head I, with
the packing case B, and rods C, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Fourth, the construction and arrangement of the

l)ottom F, hinge G, and catch H, on the lower end of
the packing cylinder B, as herein set forth.

64,6:311.-TiiOMAsG. Clifford, Derby, Conn.—
Wagon Wheel Lock.—May 14, 1867.—The inner ends
of thehiii)s have plates with holes to receive the ends
of bolts beneath the axles. The bolts are projected
by spiral springs on the loosening of cords attached
to their inner ends.

Claim.—The aiTangements of the bolts I, in com-

bination with the plates F, and the shaft G, with its
ratchet k, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth.

64,632

—

George G. Cochran, Brooklyn, :N'. Y.—Bedstead.—May 14, 1867.—The posts are secured
together by tension rods which have right and left

screws worked by a sleeve nut which connects their
ends.
CZaim.-Therods, D D', at each side of the bed-

stead, provided at their inner ends with right and left

screw threads, connected by nuts E, and attached to
their outer ends to the posts A, by the hooks and eyes
c d, and the knobs e, and hooks /, m combination with
the tenons b, on the ends of the rails c, and the m.or-
tises a, in the posts A, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

64,633.—Frederick Cohlmeier, Keek's Centre,
IsT. Y.—Sleigh Brake—May 14, 1867.—The slot in the
draught bar slips back on the attachment bolt when
the sleigh crowds the team, and the draught bar forces
back the upper section of a double action lever to
which it is attached which projects the dog on the
lower end into the track.

Claim.—First, an improved sleigh brake formed by
the combination of the di-atight bars F, supporting
bar G, bent levers H, and dogs I, with each other, and
with the frame and tongue ofthe sleigh, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of the bar M, and levers
N, with the draught bars F, and with the frame of the
sleigh, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

64,634.—D. L. CoLuamiA, E. V. Stockes-g and
C. W. Woodruff, Morrison, El.

—

Spring for Vehi-
cles.—May 14, 1867.—Bent levers are pivoted to tbe
axles at one end and to an arm pendent fi-om the body
in the mid-length ; they are formed into a hook at the
other end to receive the bight of the rubber loops
which are attached to the body.
Claim.—First, suspending *the bodies of vehicles

upon bands of India-rubber, so applied that the action
of the load shall take effect in the elongation of tlie

springs, and it be raised by their contraction, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the combination of the India-rubber bands

H, standard D, and oscillating lever E, substantially
as and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,635.—George B. F. Cooper, Xew Albanv,
Im\.—Lock for Car Doors, rf-c.—May 14, 1867.—Tlie
sliding bolt which prevents the retraction ofthe spring
bolt is locked by a pawl, but retracted by a key.
Claim.—The catch bolt D, in combination with the

sliding bolt B, operated by the thumb pawl c, to lock
or secure the fastening witliout employing a key, ar-

ranged substantially as herein described.

64,636.—John H. Crante, Charlestown, Mass.—
Transporting Cars through Tunnels.—May 14, 1867.

—

Sub-trucks constructed in jointed sections have tracks
to receive the cars of a train and traverse the tunnel
with their load ; the upper tracks connect with the
main car tracks at either end, and a hiuged platform is

let down to make the close rail connection.
Claim.—The method of transporting cars through

tunnels by means of traversing cars having- rails upon
their platforms, which rads connect with the railway
tracks at the opposite ends of the tunnel, substantially
as set forth.

Also, making the cars c sectional and jointed, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the hinged or swinging rail platform h, made

to swing up from, or to be swvmg over upon the cars,
substantially as described.

64,637.—Horace Crofoot, Oak Park, HI., as-

signor to himself and T. "W. V. P. Mercereau.—
P)-essing Brick.—May 14, 1867.—The mold plates are
fixed and have flaring mouths. The upper and under
plungers are operated by cams. The clay is carried to

the mold by boxes sliding from the hopper to said mold
and serving to force aside the previously pressed bricks
which have been raised from the molds by the lower
plungers.
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Claim.—First, the fixed mold plate J and recipro-

cating plungers F I, when arranged to operate as

shown, or in an equivalent manner, so that the clay,

after being subjected to one pressure in the molds/,
•will be raised therein to their wider parts, and sub-

jected to a gradual pressure by both sets of plungers,

in order to expel the atmospheric air from the clay,

substantially as described.
Second, providing the upper plunger F with convex

faces d, when said plungers, thus constructed, are used
in connection with mokls /, having inclined sides, and
also used with a set of lower plungers I, to raise the

clay in the molds, after being subjected to one pres-

sure, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

64,63S.—Fkakcis Cruii^haxk, Edinburgh, Scot-

land.

—

Coating for Iron Ships and other Str^lctu>es.—
May 14, 1867.—Red oxide of mercury and wliite pre-

cipitate of mercmy are added to rosin and rubber pre-

viously dissolved by the aid of heat in naphtha; pig-

ment is added, if desired.

Claim.—The preparing of an improved anti-folding

coating, with the mercurial compounds hereinbefore
specified, and substantially in the maimer hereinbefore
described.

64,639.—Felix Manuel Daunoy, New Orleans,

!.&.—Guard for Railway Car.s.—May 14, 1867.—The
cylinder of caoutchouc is fastened perpendicularly be-

fore each wheel to fend off obstacles from the wheels.

Claim.—The application of a gum rubber drum in

front of every wheel of ahorse or steam car, as herein
described.

64,640.-^". Q. A. De Huff, Snmmitville, Iowa.—
Car Truck.—May 14, 1867.—The outer boxes are piv-

oted so as to turn in a horizontal plane, and the inner
journals slide in segmental grooves to allow accom-
modation to cmwes. Spiral springs each side of the
inner boxes tend to keep the axles in a transverse di-

rection. Eacks on these boxes engage segmental geai-

plates pivoted in the fi-fune to keep the wheels of a
given pair to the same angle.
Claim.—The aixangement of the double-clogged

segments e hung in the cross-fi-ame F, between the
curved guides E, combined with the springs d, slot c,

racks g, the boxes &, and the axleC, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose described.

64,641.—Frederick Dickinson, Geneva, Ohio.—
Field Fence.—May 14, 1867—The rails enter notches
in the stakes, which enter the ground or a block, and
ai-e bound together at the top, forming a zigzag fence.

Claim.—The special construction and an-angement
of a fence for the purpose and in the manner set forth.

64,642.—John V. Dinsmore, Milford, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Moses Harris, same place.

—

Car T7/(e^i.—May 14, 1867.—The tire is enclosed be-

tween flanges, and backed by elastic packing ; it is so
connected to the outer flange as to prevent independent
rotation.

Claim.—The arrangement of the clastic packing or
ring B, the inelastic tire C, the body A, the end sup-
porters D E, and devices substantially a.s described,
or theii' equivalents, for preventing the tire from slip-

ping around on the elastic ring, and enabling such tire

to vibrate and play in radial directions, as specified.

64,643.—Cancelled.

64,644.—D. Dodge, Eockford, T^.—menne Sup-
porter.—May 14, 1667.—The plate is secured in front
of the abdomen, its lower edge supported by the os
pubis. The bent tube which traverses the vagina and
supports the pad is adjustable, and turns freely in a
sleeve which is hinged to the plate.

Claim.—The slee\"es D and. C jointed to the pad, in
combination with the tube B and springs H I, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forthr

64,645.—TAires Dougherty, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cupola Furnace.—May 14, 1867.—The tuyere open-
ings are wider at the iWer side than at the top, and
additional tuyeres enter the furnace at their lower
level to canine a greater amount of draft at the bottom.
Below the boshes is an enlarged space, near whose
tipper end is a horizontal series of air holes throwing
jets of air upon the fuel.

Claim.—First, a cupola or blast furnace, the interior

of the lower portion of which is composed of the
chamber G, with vertical walls, and above the latter

the basin-like chamber F, constructed at the top, aU
substantially as specified.

Second, the combination with a cupola or blast fm--

uace of a system of tuyeres having openings so ar-

ranged as ti) discharge a blast of greater volume below
than above, as set forth.

Third, the ah- openings w, arranged in respect to the
projections vi and basin-like chambers F, as described.

64,646.—William Douglas and H. M. Ingler,
Bellair, Ohio.

—

Oil Cup for Machinery.—May 14,

1867.—The motion of the crank throws a jet of oil

through the small hole in the conical top of the cup,
which runs down the top of the cone and lubricates
the wrist pin.

Claim.—First, the cone feeder D, constructed and
arranged substantially as described for the discharge
of the oil upward by the motion of the engine crank.
Second, the aiTangement substantially as herein de-

scribed for oiling the wrist pin directly in combination
with an upward feeding oil cup.

64,647.—James C. Dunc.'^, Olney, TA.—Ploiv.—
May 14, 1867.—The moldboard, sole, and laudside are
swaged from a single plate cut to form.
Claim.—Fii-st, a plow, embracing the moldboard A,

landside B, border or sole C, and heel brace D, all

being united in one and the same piece of metal
which is cut and shaped substantitdly as described and
represented.

Second, the slotted rest D', when formed ki one piece
with the plow, and employed for the support of the
beam G-, substantially as eind for the purpose specified.

64,648.—James C. Duncan, Olney, HI., assignor
to himself and J. B. Alexander, Washiugton. D.
C—Portable Fence.—May U, 1867.—The rails are Sup-
ported on a triangular trestle, whoso stinits extend
from the ground to gains on the sides of the vertical
slats which enclose the boards.
Claim.—The supporting trestle, consisting of the

battens C C, braces E E, pins D, rails A, and cross-tie

F, combined substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

64,649.—James C. Dustan, New Vernon, N. J.—
Linimerit.—May 14, 1867.—Composed of arnica, 7 ; al-

coliol, 15 ; beef gall, 4 ; camphor, 2 ; oil of origamun,
2 parts.

Claim.—An improved liniment, composed of tho
several ingredients combined in the proportions and
manner substantially as and for the purposes Jiereiu

specified.

64,650.—Julius Elson, Boston, Mass.—Breec/i-
loading Fire-arm.—M.aj 14, 1867.—When loaded, the
breech block containing the needle rests against the
cartridge end ; the expeller catches are beneath its

flange and the block is locked in. place and pressed
forward. The needle is struck by the hammer to dis-

charge the cartridge. On elevating t!ie liammer to
half cock, the breecii block is released and drawn
down by the spiral spring against the lower projec-
tions of the shell extractor and throws it into action.
The breech block is again elevated by cocking the
gun.
Claim.—First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the advancer H and its cam q, or ope-
rative mechanism, with tiie hammer and the breech
block applied to the barrel and stock, and witli the
mechanism, a.s described, for elevating or depressing
the breech block C, and bolting and unbolting it with
respect to the barrel, substantially in manner as speci-

fied.

Second, the combination, as well as the arrange-
ment of mechanical parts or iustruraoutalities for
elevating and depressing the breech block C, and bolt-

ing and unbolting it with respect to the barrel, in
manner as set forth, such parts or instrumentalities
consisting in the hammer E, its pin /, and arm g, the
lever or arm c, stud c, spring D, the bolt F. and its

operative mechanism, substantially as described.

64,651 .—Lot P. Evans, Springville, Vs,.—Cherry
Seeder.—May 14, 1867.—The two cylinders have V-
giooves inclining backwardly from theu* itudlength.
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and iutorlocking each witli the other. The cherries
are carried downward and outward, the pialp falling

between the rollers and adjustable abutment pieces
and the stones running out down the tubular supports.

Claim.—The cylinders b h' and the plates d d', ai*-

ranged and operating with respect to each other,
substantially as herein specified and described.

64,652.—Gilbert J. Ferktss, "Washington, D.
C, assignor to himself and Byron Sykes.—6'o?n?>i-

tmtlon Tool.—May 14, 1.867.—The "wrencli, screw-dri-
ver, bradawl, (or 'gimlet.) and clawhammer are as-

sociated in one combination, as explained by the il-

lustration.
Claim.—The tool, as above described, operating in

the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,653.—Edward Fitzki, Washington, D. C—
Envelope.—May 14, 1867.—One flap has'a slit and the
other incisions in its edges, which may be folded to-

gether, inserted thi-ough"the foraier, and then spread
out to make a fastening.
Claim.—The application of incisions in the envel-

ope of any size, style or materials, as fully described
as above.

64,654.—George Floyd, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Insulator.—May 14, 1867.—An enlarged chamber in
the insulator receives the hook heads of the split

shank, which expands so as to retain the ijsulator in
place, and may be contracted tQ permit its removal.
Claim.—The chambered insulator provided -with

ledges H H', approached by a flaring aperture F, in
the described combinationVith the two-parted and
shouldered shank, the said shank and chamber being-
oblong in theii' horizontal section, aU substantially as
set forth.

64,655.—P. S. Foster, Eichmond, Me.—Eoad
Semper.—May 14, 1867.—For scraping snow. The
front part is widened to clear a track for the runner.
The bottom is opened to discharge the load, a scraper
operated by a crank assisting.
Claim.—Fii'St, an imiJroved scraper A, having

tilting or pivoted bottom board a^ and being adjusta-
bly pivoted to the runners B, constructed and operating
substantially as herein shown and described and ibr

the pm'poseset forth.

Second, the combination of the inside scraper G,
and pitted rods g'^ with the scraper A, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the piu-pose
set forth.

Tidi'd, the combination of the crank-shaft H and
ropes or chains I with the scraper A and inside scra-
per G, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

64,656.—Moses H. Freeiiax, Somerville, Mass.—Pipe Wrench.—May 14, 1867.—Thejaws have trans-
verse serrations ; the moving one is clasped to the
shank and retained to any adjustment by a tooth
which engages one of a series of notches on the shank,
being held thereto by the spring.

Claim.—The combination as"well as the arrange-
ment of the clasp 1) and spring H. the tooth a, the
series C of notches, the jaws E A, and the bar B.

Also, the combination" as weU us the arrangement
of the lever F with the clasp 1), the spring H, the
tooth «, the series C of notches, the jaws E A, and
the bar B. such bar being provided with a handle, and
the whole beiiig constructed so as to operate substau-
tiaiiy as hereinbefore exphuned.

64,657.—Andrew Fkiiserg, Moline, 111.— C'ff^^i-

vator.—May 14, 1867.—The lower end of the standard
is rounded and the share is attaclied with a strap which
allows side adjustment to throw the soil either way.
A gi'oovc in the standard receives a projection of the

;
share.

i Claim.—Securing the share to the stock by means
! of ilio block C and stirrup e, when said parts are coii-
', ^triicted and arranged substantially as herein shown

and described.

64,65S.—Charles E. Giuson, Madison, Ind.—
lleitdi Vise.—May 14, 1867.—The screw shank has a
uuivi-rsal joint to accommodate it to vertical audi
iraiLsverse inclination in the moving jaw, the shank

1

<ii wliich is SAviveled at its foot. A couical piu tra-

1

verses the socket joint to render it stiffwhen desired.
Claim.—First, the combination of the jaws A A'

with the universal jointed vise screws BCD and nut
F, all constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the jaws A A', the stir-

rup//, block G, and pin K, all constructed and com-
bined as set forth.

64,659.—Joseph Gilbert, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fire-proof Ceiling and Roof.—May 14, 1867.—The
lower flanges of the girders supports the ends of
curved plates which are corrugated in a direction
transverse to their curve.

Claim.—First, a cefling or roof composed of girders
A, corrugated arched plates B, and socket bearers d
adapted to the said girders and plates, the whole being
constructed and arranged substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the above, the bricks

or blocks X X, applied in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

64,680.—James E. Gh^lespie, Boston. Mass.—
Rod C«eecr.—May 14, 1867.—The rod is thi-ust through
the openings in the opposite dies until it strikes the
adjustable gauge. The movable die is then recipro-
cated by the lever cam and cuts off the length of rod.
The movement of the gauge allows the severed por-
tion to drop and the parts retm-n to their normal
position.

Claim.—A rod ctttter,constructed and operated sub-
stantially as specified.

64,661.—C. C. Glsh, Virden, IM.—Windmill.—
May, 14, 1867.—The wings are forced outward by the
action of the lever so as to catch the wind and rotate
the wheel. The pump is operated from the wheel shaft
through the medium of the eccentric end lever lifting

the water into the receiver, whence it passes to the
tank, the valve opening by the action of a float.

Claim.—First, a wind wheel, constructed substan-
tially as shown, and provided with hinged wings d
and rods e. sliding hnbs D E, arranged in relation
with water receiver L and loaded lever G, substan-
tially as shown and described for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the float P in tank Q, the valve X in the
water receiver L, and the lever G, all arranged to
operate in connection with the wind wheel, substan-
tially as described.

64,662.—TVillis D. Gold, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himselfand Phillipp Fermier.—Combined
itammer, Screvj-driver, and Wrench.—May 14, 1867.

—One end forms a hammer, the other a screw-di'iver.

One side of the shank has a series of square holes of
varying size, and the other has flanges forming a
tapering wrench.
Claim.—A combined hammer, screw-driver, and

double wrench, having the characteristics and operor
ting substantially as represented and described.

64,663 .-J". H. GL^tD, Eupert, Yt.~Float Valve.
—May 14, 1867.—The liquid is fed through rubber
pipes. When the water rises to a certain point it

lifts a float which operates a system of levers to com-
press the rubber tube and stop the flow.

Claim.—The arrangement in the perforated vessel
A of the float B, having the perforated or notched
vertical rod b engagingVith the pivoted oscillating
lever e connected by the link d to the lever e pivoted
to the opposite side of the vessel in such a manner
that, as the float B is elevated by the water, the pro-
jection/upon said lever e presses against the elastic

pipe C, eftectually closing the same, substantially as
described for the i^m'pose specified.

64,664.—Thomas <^. Hall, Xew York, X. T.,
assignor by mesne assignment to himself and E.
Haukkv Gifforu, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Xippers.—May
14; 1867.—The movable jaw pivoted to the lugs is ope-
rated by the toe of the pi\oted lever with wliich it is

kept in contact l>y a spring. A set screw adjusts the
inward pressure of the jaws.
Claim.—ThQ lever D, handles F and F, toe 6, spring

/, jaws B C, set screw h, constructed, arrangecf, and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.
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CljOGS.—FuEEMAX Hansox, Buxton, M.G.—Turn
Tnbit.—May 14, 18(57.—The bed is raised upon its base
plate above"tlic central stem by means of tiirust screws
Avbich traverse the former and impinge upon the
latter.

Claim.—Tha arrangement of the plate c, having its

projections/, its part h and wheels rf, plate & and pro-

jection g, all as and for the purposes d!escribed, vehen
the said plate c is operated by means of the four screws
k, in the manner herein set forth.

64,666.—.ToiiN K. HARras, Madison, Ini.—At-
taching and Detaching Morses, dc.—May 14, 1867.

—

The reaction of the spring maintains the engagement
until the bolt is withilrawn, when the inclined surface
of the tongue forces the cross-bar off the lug and dis-

engages the horse.
<Jlai)n.—First, the horse-liitching device, releasable

by the driver, consisting essentially of the hooked
plate B, self-engaging bolt E and buckle K, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the buckle proper, consisting of the double
tubular h-ame with the pair of spii-al springs P P' and
the di-aw-bar O, substantially as described.

64,667.

—

James IlATcn, Lynn, Mass.

—

Appara-
tus for Destroying Insects on 'Trees.—May 14, 1867

;

antedated May 1, 1867.—The tree is covered with a
cloth and a smudge of smoke introduced through a
pipe from a furnace to kill the insects.

Claim.—The fumigating furnace c, pan d, pipe c,

and rack or cloth b, when used together in combina-
tion, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

64,688 A. T. IIeflix, Monmouth, III.— Culti-
vator.—May 7, 1867.—The pair of frames are pivoted
in front to a wheeled carriage and have adjustable
winged shovels.
Claim.—Fh-st, forming the shovels I with wings,

tlie outer wing of each shovel being curved or turned
up, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the pivoted bar D with
the beam G and vertical bar a' of the frame A, sub-
stantially in the manner shown and described and for

the pm-pbse set forth.

64,669.—John Higbie, Eondout, N. Y.—Manu-
facture of Vinegar.—May 14, 1867.—Five bushels of
apples, boiled to a mass, are laid on a floor in a barrel,

31 gallons are leached therefrom, and 1 gallon of mo-
lasses added.

Claim,.—The improved process for the manufacture
of vinegar from apples, substantially as shown and
described.

64,670.—George A. Hill and Conrad Lohxes,
Springfield, Ohio, assignor to themselves and James
M. Hakxer, Donnelsville, Ohio.

—

Seed Planter.—
May 14, 1867.—The double-sided plow has adjustable
shanks attached thereto. The seed wheel has on its

inner side a series of holes to receive pins regidatiug
the seed valves. Scrapers clean the wheels. The
lever pivoted below the flooring has a quadrantal cam
eccentrically attached to it, and which, pressing on
the tongue, raises the plows out of the ground.

Claim.—First, the combination of the double-sided
plow curving upwards from near the point to the heel,

and the shovels 0, adjustably attaclied thereto sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the wheel D', adjust-
able pins 1)', lever E, and spring E', substantially as
described.

Third, the combination of the lever E, valves F and
F', and pins F-, with the compound lever G, having
curved slots G', in the outer ends, substantially as set
forth.

Fourth, the combination of the compound lever G,
valves F and F', connecting bar H, lever J, hook P,
and di-iver's seat K, substautiallv as described.

Fifth, the combination of the driver's seat K, lover
P, cam Q, and tongue K, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the tongue 11, attached to
the rear of the frame and the brace T, attached to

the front thereof, and constructed and arranged to

operate substautially as set forth.

64,671.—William H. H. Hinds, Groton, Mass.—Flame Jiegitlator and Extinguisher for Lamps.—

May 14, 1867 ; antedated May G, 18G7.—Two crescent-
shaped pieces of metal are hinged one on eac!i side of
the anerture of a lamp deflector to regulate the aper-
ture. The chimney holder can be turned to the right
or left and the lower points of the crescent-shaped
pieces are attached thereto, so that by turning the
chimney the flame can be regulated or extinguished.

Claim.—First, the attaching of two pieces of metal
made to close together around or above tlie flame to
a cap, to which cap is attached a collar or chimney
holder, when a chimney is used in such a manner that
the said two pieces of metal shall form the vertex or
top, or a part of the vertex or top of said cap, as
herein described and as shown in Figs. 1 and 2,

Second, the closing and opening of the said two
pieces of metal by means of a coUar or chimney holder,
as herein described and as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

64,672.—Heixrich Hirzel, Leipsic, Saxony.—
Apparatus for Producing Gas from Petroleum.—
May 14, 1867.—Petroleum is pumped in a continuous
jet into a retort heated to a red heat, and thereby im-
mediately converted into gas ; it is conducted to a
condenser, where it is cooled and purified, and thence
led to the gas holder.

Claim.—First, the pumps V and feed pipes Q,
feeding the petroleum in a continuous jet to the retorts
A, in combination with said retorts, substautiaUy as
above set forth and described.
Second, the clockwork mechanism N, or its cquiv- *

alent, for working the pumps V, in combination with
said pumps, operating in the manner and for the pur-
poses substautiaUy as set forth and described*

Thii-d, the wings E, regulating the clockwork mech-
anism N, in combination with said clockwork.
Fourth, the condenser E, combined witli the con-

necting tube F, the latter setting into the hydraulic
main C, where the bench consists of more than one
retort ; or where one only is employed, the condenser
E, furnished at its bottom with an hydraulic main,
substantially as set forth and described.

Fifth, the hydraulic main C, in combination with
the excess pipe or discharging tube O, stand pipes B,
bell valves D, and connecting tube F, or their re-

spective equivalents, all substantially as set forth and
described.

Sixth, the trapped tube I, in combination with the
condenser E and cistern G, substautiaUy as described.

64,673.—Jajies G. Holmes, Charleston. S. C—
Portable Water Closet.—M.aj 14, 1867.—The vessel
for the fteces is placed in a pail which contains a
quantity of water. A cover is inverted over the
inner vessel and its submerged edges form a stench
trap.

Claim.— First, in a portable water closet con-
structed substantially as described, the use of an ex-
terior upright vessel and of an interior inverted vessel,

so arranged as to prevent the escape of any fetid odor
by means of a water packing extending to the lower
portion of the exterior vessel, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, as a new article of manufacture, a portable

water closet which is rendered inodorous by moans of
a closed invei'ted vessel with its water packing which
extends to or below the bottom of the vessel which is

to contain the fteccs, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Thu'd, in a portable water closet the rendering of
the same eff'cctive by means of an external vessel, an
internal inverted vessel packed with water, while the
vessel to receive the faeces is separate and distinct
from either of the others, substautiaUy as described.

64,674.—E. Hulbert, Atlanta, Ga.—Express
Money Envelope.—May 14, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustratiou.

Claim.—First, the improved express money envel-
ope formed with additional flaps b^ 6^ ^i ^2 upon tho
side edges of the end flaps B and B, substantially as

'ascribed a ' " "

forth.

herein shown and described and for the purpose" set

Second, forming holes through the side flaps J) and
E, in such positions that when the said flaps are folded
and pasted down, said holes may correspond with
each other -to aUow the sealing material to come in
contact with the end and side flaps at tho same time,
substautially as herein shown and described.
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G'1.6'?'5.

—

Lafayette Kramer, Point Pleasant,
Pa.

—

Beehive.—May 14, 1867.—Movable boxes are
littcd in a case for double or single hives, and so con-
nected that a STvarm of bees can be driven from one
box into another which is empty.
CLaim.—In a double beehive the combination and

an-angement of the case A with the hinged lid B,
and hioged door C enclosing the shifting boxes 1 2
in ])airs separated by the partitions a and connected
Avith the surplus hoiicy boxes D D^ D^, substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.

64,676.—Wir. H. Landbeck, Eochester, IsT. Y.—
^Yrench.—May 14, 1867.—The ratchet on the moving
jaw shank engages a pivoted ratchet block which is

released by swinging out the other shank, in which
position the jaivs may be adjusted.
Claim.—The oblong plate F and spring E, the

whole an-angement in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as herein described.

64,677—SiJiON M. Landis, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hot and Cold Air Baths.—May 14, 18ti7.—A water-
tight enclosure in Avhich the patient may be treated
with hot dry air or with vapor simultaneously Avith

curi-ents of electricity. A shower batli is combined
therewith.

Claivi.—First, the falling shutter a with slide c,

as set forth.

Second, foot stool L and seat stool 11, lined with
tin or zinc, as set forth, in combination Avith the bath
room.
Third| slides 2 and & and double door E and D, as

set forth.

Fourth, double inclined floors 6 6 and 7 7, as de
scribed and set forth,

64,678.-Charles Leavitt, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Fruit Dryer.—May 14, 1867.—The fruit is spread on
slatted shelves slipped into the case. The caloric
current from the furnace passes by a flue to the chim-
ney ; the heated air and the moistm'c from the fruit

pass through the open flues above and escape at the
corners, which are thus included in the circulation
Claim.—The herein described arrangement of the

channels or flues C C and D, in combination with
the pipes K and O, case A, for the purpose and in the
manner set forth.

64,679.—Joseph G. and Delos P. Leonard.
Union City, Mich.

—

Hop Frame.—May 14, 1867.

—

The horizontal Avires are supported by posts and
pivoted inclined poles. The braced inclined poles

are attached to the Avires by the open slots.

Claivz.—Improved hop frame or trellises, con
structed of inclined stakes or poles D D, supported
by horizontal wires or chains A, stretched and
secured as herein described, aU substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

64,680.-Thomas C. Little, Dixon, IW.Steam
Generatur.—lslaj 14, 1867.—Water is injected by a
force pump against the heated surfaces. The devices
are explained in the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the inner shell B, placed concentri-
cally within the outer shell A, Jiaving aflue J betAveen
them for the passage of the products of combustion
from the fire chamber G-, tbe inner sliell B, provided
Avith a circular plate suspended from the rodN , against
which tlie water from tlio injection pipe C is thrown,
substantially as describtul lor the purpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
shells A B, injecting pipe c, connecting pipe D, fire

box (J. and circular "plate suspended from the rod N,
substantially as described for tlie purpose specified.

Third, the fire box, constructed as elescribed.

Fourth, the arrangement of the arm a, the connect-
iug rod c, and the crank b, by Avhich tlie valve is ope-
rated, in comlnnation Aviththe pipes D and C, for the
purposes set forth.

64,681.—Charles Luxton, Hudson, IST. J.—Peat
Machine.—May 14, 1867.—The prepared clay or peat
falls from tlie 'hopper on one side of the octagonal
roller, is pressed by the lever, and carried away on an
endless apron. The lever is connected to a wrist pin
on a revolving' wheel, and operates the I'oUer by a
pawl.
Claim.—The octagon roller, in combination with

the lever for compressing peat, fuel, or for making
bricks.

64,683.— T. E. Marable and G-rey TJtley,
Petersburg, Va.

—

Alarm Gun.—May 14, 1867.—Four
radial guns have a common nipple ; a vertical spring
hammer is sustained by a pin when cocked, and tripped
by upper radial arms, to which wires from various
points are attached.

Claim.—The combination of the horizontal and
radial barrels, when fired at the center by a single
cap, and vertical hammer ^n the top of the box, ar-

ranged and operated as herein set forth.

64,683.-11. H. Mason and Joseph Messinger,
Springfield, Yt—Mop Sead.—May 14, 1867.~The
staff has a screw sleeve which engages a socket screw
on the head The cross-bar is depressed by the rota-

tion of the screw to clamp the fibrous material.

Claim.—The connecting of the movable jaw D to

the nut C by means of the right and left soa-ew threads
on the ends of the jaws D, fitting in right and left

female or internal screw threads m, ears or projec-

tions c c on the nut C, substantially as shown and
described.

64,684.—M. McGiLL and Joseph E. Tynan,
Paterson, IST. J.— Street-lamp Lighter.—May 14,

1867.—The body of the lamp is hinged in the case,

and swings laterally to expose the flame, for lighting-

street lamps, &c. Side Avings attached to the base
form partial protection from wind.
Claim.—K hand lantern, constructed as and for

the purposes described.

64.685.-Allen ]^. Merrill, Batavia, T\l.—Ket-

tle.—M-xy 14. 1867.—The handle is rigidly attached to

the lid, which is pivoted at the rear end and opens in

a horizontal plane. Its fore end, .when shut, is en-

gaged by a. lip and retained by a gravitating slide bolt.

Claim:—Tha eccentric hinge E, the lip F, the slide

bolt G-, and the wood handle H, in combination with
the cover B, the arms C D, and the kettle A, substan-

tially as described.

64,686.—Frederick Meyer, ISTewark, I^. J.—
Machine for Grinding Scale Pivots.—May 14, 1867.

—

A set of emery wheels are arranged on a stationary

frame. The scale beam or lever is laid upon a hori-

zontally-sliding carriage, and fed to the emery wheels,

which grind and polish the pivots.

Claim.—Fir&t, the construction and arrangement
of the longitudinally-sliding carriage C, reciprocating

carriage D, and carriage E, as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

Second, adjusting the scale pivots to be ground on
both sides by means of the set screws or pins k I,

secured to the arm i of the sliding carriage E and bar
H upon the fi-ame A, substantially as herein set forth.

64,687.—James Meyer, Jr., ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Knife Sharpener.—May 14, 1867.—The pair of sharp-

ening plates are ordinarily carried in the handle, but
for use are clamped at the end of the handle by a
thumb screw.
Claim.—First, the cutting plates E E, provided

with longitudinal rounded edges, and connected by a
sliding joint, substantially in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the handle A with the

two pairs of cutters E E F F, the clamp at one end of

the handle and the recesses in the same to receive the

cutters, with or without the strap G, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

64,688.—Wm. H. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fibrous Packing for Steam Engines.—May 14, 1867.

—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A packing consisting of a hemp, cotton,

or other fibrous filling made into the form of a harl or

roving, oAid covered with a fibrous cover, substantially

as described.

64,689.—Thomas S. :Minniss, Meadville, Pa.—
Car Coiqjling.-May 14, 1867.—The stop trips the

coupling pin on entrance of the link and keeps the

latter horizontal Avhen inserted.

Claim.—A stop or hook that will hang on top of

the drawhead and SAving by its own gravity across
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the i)in hole, -which, in combination with the pin when
it is dislodged, will make a complete conuterbalanee
to the projecting- end of the link to hold it horizontal,

being a catch, "trigger, and weight Combined in a
single piece, constructed and operated as and for the

purpose set forth.

64,690.—Geouge Fued. Morse, Portland, Me.—
Throttle T'fiZre.—May 14, 18G7,—The valve is cylin-

drical and has steam ports on opposite sides. A
groove on its upper side in combination witii a screw
in the case prevents rotation, and the steam is ad-

mitted to this groove to aid in balancing the valve.
Claim.—The an-augement of the partially-balanced

sliding throttle valve in its casing by means of its

cylindrical form and by having the steam openings
on one side and the channel d on the other side of
the valve open to the admission and pressure of the
steam to more than balance the ax'ea of the ports, so
that the valve shall be pressed against the steam
openings in the seat, but witli so slight i pressure as
to cause but little friction and require but little force
to move it.

64,691—H. M. Myers, Alleghany City, Pa.—
Manufacture of Shovels.—May 14, 1867.—The steel

blank is cast with tangs for handle straps and a recess
for the socket.

Claim.—A blank for a shovel blade and handle
straps, when said blank is cast of steel, substantially
as herein described and for the pmpose set forth.

64,692.—John Keff, Jr., Pultney, iST.Y—Prun-
ing Shears.—May 14, 1867.—The spring tends to open
the shears, and its roller runs in a groove of the handle
opposite to the one to which it is'attached.

Claim.—The lever C and spring D, when made and
arranged substantially as specilied and used for the
purpose set forth.

64,693.—TuoJiAS L. Ogier, West Chester, Pa.—
Buckle.—May 14, 18()7.—The two frames are pivoted
together; one end of the strap is lapped around one
portion of the trame, the other end is passed over the
serrated bar of its frame and is pinched between it

and the serrated edge of the other frame.
Claim.—The combination of the two parts a /,

I^ivoted to each other and furnished with the rough-
ened surfaces c i, for catching and clamping a leather
or other flexible strap, substantially as aad. for the
purpose described.

64,694.—A. M. Olds, XewTork, IST. Y.—Folding
Seat.—May 14, 1867; antedated May 5, 1867.—The
three legs are attached by a combined sliding baud,
lugs on which run in grooves in the legs. Plugs
atrach the usuid webbing seat.

Claim.—First, the combination of the legs A A A,
band E, and rings B B B, arranged substantially as

and for the puri^oses set forth.

Second, the combination of the legs AAA, plugs
L L L, and seat M, substantially as and for the pm'-
poses described.

64,695.—E. A. F. Olmstead, Xew York, X. T.—Sivecping Machine for Railroads.—May 14, 1867.

—

Tlic frame of the rotating brush is swung up by the
levers operated by the hand screw.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
levers L M of the same length, their inner ends
Blotted and pivoted together and to the stirrup O
working vertically in the slotted support P, and ad-
justed by means of the hand screw Q, said levers near
tacir outer ends pivoted to the supporter N, upon the
platform A, and their outer ends pivoted to the rod
11 S, attached to the ends of the shaft K, respectively,
whereby the said shaft and broom G are raised and
lor/ered, substantially as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

64,69C.—^ViLT.iAM Onioxs. St. Louis, Mo.—Co«-

toii-balc Tic.—May 14, 1867.—One of the hoop ends
has a bent, wedge-shaped piece which is run up through
the slot in tiie cast-iron block and acts as a cam to

retain the other end, which is also run through the
slot.

Claim.—The metal block A, in combination with
the wedge-shaped metal piece B, secuied to the bale

hoop end C, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

64,697.—n. S. Palmer, Norvell, 'Mich.—Manure
Di.'itribu.tor.—May 14, 1867.—The arm, in coml)ina-
tion with the cam pulley, operates the distributor.

The cam pulley is adjustable to or from the fulcrum
to regulute the'discharge.
Claim.—First, the cam pulley H, the ai-m I, and

the hinged board or frame (r, when constructed and
operating in the manner and for the piu-pose as herein
specified.

Second, the cam pulley H, in combination with
the arm I, when so constructed that the pulley can
be- moved nearer to or fui'ther from the fulcrum,
whereby the discharge may be regulated by altering

the stro'ke of the teeth J.
Third, the hooks B B, the braces D D. and the

strap or chain F, in comlnnatiou, when arranged and
constructed as herein specified.

64,69S.—"William Patterson, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to George T. Comins, same place.

—

Clothes
Pin.—May 14, 1867.—The teeth are split to give more
readily when required and avoid breaking.
Claim.—The arrangement of the split teeth C C,

in combination with the body B, constructed and*
operatinjj in the manner herein represented and
described.

64,699.—Martin Pechmann, 2^ew York, ]Sr. Y.,
assignor to himself and J. F. C. PiCKiiARDX.^ame
place.

—

Bedstead Fastening.—May 14, 1867.—Thtniuta
are made in screw plugs that can be inserted direct
into an auger hole, avoiding the necessity for a square
mortise, and enabling the nut to be withdrawn by a
screw-driver.
Claim.—The combination of a cylindrical nut B

with a screw A, substantially in the manner as and
for the pm-pose specified.

64,700.—John W. Phillippi, Stahlstown, Pa.—
Wagon Brake.—May 14, 1867.—The coupling pole is

slotted to permit the* passage of the king bolt, and the
hind bolster is supported on a roller attached to it

and the axle by straps ; these enter grooves in the
roller and permit its rolling to allow the axles to
approach and put the brake in action by bars running
to the bolster from the brake bar.

Claim.—First, the bolster A, arranged and com-
bined with the grooved friction roller B and axle U,
by means of bands b' b' b b, substantially in t.'io man-
ner and for the purpose as herein set forth.

Second, the rods F F and rods e c, as arranged for

combining the brakes with the bolster and axle,

substantially in the manner and for the pui'pose as
herein set fortJi.

Third, the construction of an elongated slot / in

the coupling pole, in combination with the bolster and
friction roller, sul)stantially i)i the manner described.
Fom-th, the chock or stop, as arranged anil com-

bined with the coupling pole, sub;^tautial!y in the
manner and for the pui"pose as herein set forth.

64,701.—Thomas Poultney, Baltimore, Md.,
and Silas Crispin, New York, N. Y., assignors to
T'homas Poultney.— Breech-loading Fire-arm.—
May 14, 1867.—The portion of Hie barrel removed to
allow the introduction of tlie cartridge is bent down
and forms a reinforcing flange on ihe right side of
the barrel. The guiding stud within this cavity
directs the course of the cartridge shell on ejection.

Claim.—The horizontal reinforce lip or ])rojectiou
.

described on the bree(!h piece reeepiacle of breech-
loading flre-armsof the class specified, said reinforce
being formed and located substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth, and having to serve in

combination with it a guiding st-ad z, or its equivalent
in effect, also as explained, for the purpose explained.

64,702.—J. C. PuuDEN, Athens, Ohio.—Composi-
tionfor Pencils.—May 14, 1867.— Composed of alum,
1 oz. ; sorghum sugar, 1 oz.

;
gum aral)ie, i oz., dis-

solved in water ; nut gaUs, i oz. ; coloring matter is

added.
Claim.—An indelible pencil formed of the ingredi-

ents hereinabove named, mixed in, or about, the pro-
portions substantially as described.
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64,703.—George Pustkuchex, Hoboken, IsT. J.
—Apparatus for Impregnating Wood with Tar and
other materials.—U.AJ 14, 1867.—The cylinder for

receiving- the -u^ood is centrally supported in the steam
boiler. One end corumuuicates "nith the tar boiler

and the other with an air-pump.
Claim.—First, an apparatus for impregnating Trood,

that is made and operated substantially as herein
shown and described.

Second, the application of an air-pump for the pur-

pose of impregnating wood, when combined with the

cylinder C autl boiler B, substantially as and for the

purpose herein shown and described."^

64, '?'04.—William Quayle, 'Warsaw, EL—-Door

Holder.—May 14, 1867.—The spring rod is inserted

within the edge of the door, to the lower end of
which is attached a corrugated rubber I'oller; th.e

spring rod is operated by a crank and the door held

in any position.

Claim.—Holding a door in any desired posHioii by
raising and lowering the rod C and its attaoniL.ents,

substantially as herein shown and described.

64,705.

—

Alexander Randall, AHeghany City,

Pa.

—

Can for holding White Lead and other mate-
rials.—May 14, 1867.—The upper edgd of the metallic

can has a bead which is engaged by the groove of
the lid.

Claim.—The groo-^e D in flamge C of the lid A,
when used in combination with the bead / of the
body B of the can or Tessel, said flange, groove, and
bead4lDeiug cc^strticted, arranged and operating in
the manner and for the pm-pose herein described.

64,706.—Lemuel Head, ISTorth BrooMeld, N. T.
—Planing Machine.— May 14, 1867. — The frame
whicli contains the cutting apparatus is moved longi-

tudinally over the lumber, a piuion on the frame
engaging a rack on the inside of the bed frame.
Claim—In a rotary planing machine moving the

cutters over the material operated on instead of
the said material under the cutters, by means of the
crank F, pinion I, and rack L, pinion K, and sliding

frame C, constructed and operating in combination,
substantially as described.

64,707.—Jacob Eeedy, Toledo, lo^m.—Plow.—
May 14, 1867.—The adjustably-attached guard protects
the plants from clods. The pulverizer is ranged diago-
nally at the rear of the shovels.

Claim.—Fii-st, the guard C, adjustably attached to

the beam or standard of a shovel plow, so as to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the pulverizer F, adjustably attached to
the standards or beam, so as to operate in rear of the
shovels of a plow, substantially in. the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

64,708.—Elijah Bexford, Mentor, Ohio.—Potato
Digger.—May 14, 1867.—The tines are thrust beneath
the hill of tubers, which is lifted on to the screen

;

the vibration of tlie latter separates the moid, and the
tubers are discharged.
Claim.—First, the mode of supporting the fork as

described, so that it can be operated in the peculiar
manner set forth by means of the guide C C, notched
head E, spring catches G G', perforated rail D,
ratchet and pawls J L, and handle M, or by means
equivalent thereto, as and for the pui-poscs stated.

Second, supporting the guides C C and perfoj-ated

rail D, wLiicli carries the said fork on tlio axletrcc; A
and wheels Ji 1], u'licreby I am cnabhnl to use said
asletree as a fulcrum for raising the said fork, ^\'ith its

contents as set forth.

64,709.—James A. Eoot, East Canaan, and
l.'is. BAll'i'RAJM, Sharon, Conn.

—

Snicltinfj Furnace.—
May 14, 18(i7.—The cylindrical heartlL is eonstructed
of cut stone. The blast jnpes are extensible.

Claim.—First, the constructing of the hearth of a
smelting furnace of cut stone, having their inner sur-

faces rouniled, so as to form an interior of inverted
conical shape, with a solid or single stone a extend-
ing across the passage I, substantially in the manner
us and for the purpose set forth.

Second, having the lower parts of the blast pipe B,

formed of sections c, arraQged to filide ope within the
other, substantially as a^jd lor the purpose specified.

Third, the glasses / in the pipes B, in combination
with the openings d, substantially as and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

64,710 J. B0WL^\D, Brooklyn, N". Y.—Lock-
ing Apparatus for Ferry Boats.—Maj 14,^ 1867.

—

The cmwed-hinged bars beneath the guards are kept
elevated by chains, which pass around pulleys on a
shaft within reach of the pilot. These bars are kept
at a proper eievution to engage weighted pivoted catch
hooks b-Euealh the edge of the wharf, which attach-
ments are freed by raising the curved bars.

Claim.—Fii'st, the hooks / /, arranged on the un-
derside of the bridge B, and w^eighted at their inner
ends, substantially as and for the purpose herein
sLo-^vn and described.
Second, the bars a, arranged at each end of the

boat, below the deck, and operated by the shaft b and
and chains e, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein shown and described.

64,71.1.—George B. Salmon, St. Paul, Minn.

—

Carriage Clip.—Maj 14, 1867.—A hook below the
thill-iron engages a bolt in the shackle. The convex
back of the hook fits in the concave recess of the
clip, with an intervening rubber plate to prevent
rattling.

Claim.—The combination of the thill-iron E, clip

B, and rubber plate G and bolt b^, the whole con-
structed and operating substantially as described and
for the purposes set forth.

64,712.—R. Sanderson, Cleveland, Ohio.—^team
Governor.—May 14, 1867.—The valve consists of two
disks upon a rock shaft, which is actuated by pawls
pivoted to the upper arms of a tri-armed lever, whose
lower arm is connected to the eccentric rod. These
pawls engage the upper end of a lever attached to the
rock shaft, and whose lower end has a pm actuated
by springs to restore the lever to the vertical and cut-
olf position on release of the pawls, which is eifected
by a yoke actuated by the governor to ctfect it sooner
or later. The valve may be retained in its open posi-
tion by a screw, which engages the upper end of the
spring lever.

Claim-.—First, the arrangement of the valve seat E
and valves G, when operating conjointly in the man-
ner substantially as described.
Second, the springs J as arranged in combination

with the lever P, rock shaft H, and steam valve or
valves, for the purpose and in the manner as set forth.

Third, the screw P as arranged in combination with
the lever P, shaft H, and valves G, as and for the piu'-

pose substantially as set forth.

64,713.— Coleman Sellers, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to William Sellers & Co., same place.—
Turn Table for Bridges.—May 14, 1867.—The turn
table has an outer and inner cylinder resting on
rollers, and connected by obUciue brace bolts pro-
jected radially.

Claim.—The combination of the central cylinder
M, radial bolts K and L and the cylindrical curb H,
or its equivalent, substantially as' described for the
purpose specified.

64,714.—Benjamin A. Shaffer, Cass county,
Ind.—Making Draining Tiles.—Mi\j 14, 1867.—The
rolling lever forms the hollow of the tile, being attached
to a revolving pivoted head piece at one end and op-
erated by a hand crank at the other.
Claim.—The lever or roller, as substantially de-

scribed above, for making and forming underground
draining tile, the said lever or roller workin^g in a
sliding mold or in any other manner substantially the
same.

64,715.—IsT. H. Shaw, Holderncsa, N. IL—Attach-
ing Thills to Vehicles.—Maj 14, 1867.—The coupling
is made in two sections fastened each to tlie asJo
clip : the ears of the sections receive the bciu-iugs of
the thill-iron spindle.
Ctoim.—First, suspending the shaft to its coupling

on carriage axle, between two bearings or car pieces
thereof susceptible of adjustment, substantitUly us

described.
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Second, a shaft coupling having that part of the
same attaclicd to the axle made in two parts or sec-

tions secured and hung tog-ether at one end and one
upon the otiier, with the shaft strap or bar suspended
by a center Ijolt between ear pieces at their other ends,
snbstantiaJly as and for the purpose described.

Third, the conical-shaped bearings between the
shaft stiap or bar and the part of the coupling secured
to the axle, substantially as described.

64,716.—Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Whistle.—May 14, 18t)7.—The steam being
forced into the tube is obstructed by the partition,

causing the current to flow through apertures into
annular recess intervening between the tubes, from
whicli it finds vent over apertures in the tube, caus-
ing rapid synchronous vibrations in the air.

Claim.—The combination of tubes a and g, as set

forth, in combination with the apertm-es/, for the pur-
pose specified.

64,717

—

David Smive, Philadelphia, '^a.Stoeat
Leatherfor Hats.—May U, mn ; antedated May 9,

1867.—The supplementary sweat leather has a flapped
edge made to extend about half an inch on the rim of
the hat to retain its position without stitching.

Claim.—The application to a hat of the supple-
mentary sweat leather B, constructed and operatiug
substantially as and for the purpose described.

64,718.-G. Simpson and E. M. Taylor, "Water-
bury, Yt.—Billiard Jiegister.-Mny 14, 1867.—The
registry is kept by graduated dials with indicators
automatically operated internally by the ratchet wheels
and notched disk. The bell gives notice when the
game is up.
Claim.—The arrangement of the two external dials

witli movable hands A A' to indicate the points tal-

lied by each player and the bell to give notice when the
game' is up, in combination with theinternal notched
disk D, spring finger and pawl c, used by a series of
ratchet wheels H I J, having numbers to register and
indicate the games played, the same being operated
in keeping the tally, substantially in the manner hereiu
described for the pm-pose specified.

64, 719.—HussELL J. Skinner, Chicago, III., as-

signor to Mancel Talcott, same place.

—

Chandelier.
—May 14, 1867.—A scries of grooves are made at in-

tervals upon the rod so that tlie spring catch may
sustain the chandelier at any required height. The
annular cap is raised when the reservou- is to be filled.

An enclosing tube extends to where the arms connect
with the central support, being attached to an annu-
lar sleeve fi-om which rods extend to support the
globes.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the rod L, tube J, reservoir A, tubes B, and wick
cups C, operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Second, the arrangement of the spring catch b, or
its equivalent, with the tube J and rod L, when pro-
vided with one or more grooves c, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the sleeve G, arms F,
and globe-rest E witli the case I, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as specified and shown.

Fourth, the combination of the spool !N", movable
section O, and elastic baud K, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

Fifth, the arrangement of the cap a with the res-
en'oir A and tulje I, or its equivalent, operating as
and for the purposes specified and shown.

64,720.-TTiLUAM H. Stanton, Dunmore, Pa.—
Safety-valve Device.—May 14, 1867.—Steam from the
generator enters the upper end of a vertical cylinder
to whose piston rod the safety-valve lever is connected

;

steam also enters a lower horizontal cylinder having
a port connected witli the upper one. Within the
lower cylinder is a spring-valve plunger forced by
extreme pressure to open the port and balance the
steam pressure on tlie piston to iillow the pressure
beneath the safety-valve to open it.

C7aini.—Fii-st,'the combination of the piston B in
the cylinder steam channel C D. opening into the
clinder at a above the piston, and at i c below the
piston, piston J. spring K, and set screw m, substan-
tially as described and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the plunger J, the spring K, the channels
C D, the apertures abc and the set screw m, arranged
and operatiug substantially as described in combina-
tion with the cylinder and the piston, for the purxioscs
set forth.

64,721—G. W. Stockton, Oquaka, JR.—Culti-
vator.—VLaj 14, 18(37.—The forward ends of tlie plow
beams arc attached by a clevis to a swivel rod Avork-
ing in the bar above mid are supported on wheels.
The plows are regulated by handles braced to tlic

rear ends of the beams. The double-tree attached to
the rear end ofthe draft pole operates as an ercncr by
its connections with the forward bar and the wheels.
Claim.—The swivel rods G, in comliination with

the joint or pivoted clevises c, the draft-evening de-
vice K, and bent bars L, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

64,722.—EuWAUO Tangye, Brussels, Belgium,—Apparatus for Welding Chain Links.—May 14,
1867 ; antedated April 26, 1867.—The upper die is ac-
tuated by the plunger of a hydraulic press. The dies
when closed cover the whole of the link operated upon
except the interlocking portion. The dies are grooved
to receive the end of the previously welded link.

Claim.—The improvements in tools for Avelding
the links of welded iron chain and welded steel chain,
hereinbefore described and illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of the accompanying di-awings.

64,723.—FredekickW. Tilton, Bristol Station,
El.

—

Combined feeder and Cultivator.—May 14,
1867.—The roller supports the Aveight of the nlhin part
of the machine, and the bevel gearwheel thereon ope-
rates by its connections the adjustable seed box, from
which the seed di'ops through the hollow teeth on tho
cultivator frame.
Claim.—First, the connected frames B and C, car-

rying the teeth I and roller D, in combination with tho
beam N and its connections, for adjusting the depth
to which the teeth may operate, all substantially as
and for the pm-pose hereiu set forth.

Second, in combination with the roller D and fram-
ing B, the gearing D' E, and universid joint e, pro-
vided with the lever J and spring K, for bringing the
gearing into action with a yielding force, and allowing
it to be thrown out of and into gear, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, in combination with the roller, parts DC, tho
cultivator parts B 1 and the drilling mechanism G M
A, Avith their several connections, adapted to operate
conjointly, substantiiUly in the manner and for the pur-
pose hereiu set forth.

64,724.—Charles R. Tompkins, Kochester, 1^.

Y.—Step for Upright Shafts.—MajU, 18(i7.—The in-

side brass sleeve has projections closely fitted in the
shell, leaving spaces for the circulation of oil. The
steel screw that supports the shaft is removable to
clean out the sediment, and the cover for replenishing
with OH.

Claim.—The inside sleeve & with its projections, and
the oil chamber d d, in combination with steel screw
g, substantially as described.

64,725.—.ToHN Van, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Coofdng
Eange.—Maj 14, 1867.—Beneath the boiler on the sides
of the fire space are openings furnished with dampers
and leading to the oven-heatiug flues to draw the flame
laterally from beneath the boiler, toa\-oid singeing tho
meat and to make the drip available for heating the
ovens.

Claim.—The aiTangement of broiler or fire cham-
ber B, having both descending and ascending valve-
guarded communications O P, with the flues K L M
of one or more elevated ovens J J', at the discretion
of the operator.

64,726.—Thomas and John Walsh and David
Evans, Brownsville, Pa.

—

Brick Machine.—May 14,

1867.—The moistened clay is tempered by the pins on
the shaft. The slides force charges of clay into the
chamber, whence it is forced by a plunger into mokls
in a slide beneath. The latter' is retracted, and tho
bricks are discharged by another plunger.
Claim.—First, the slotted and grooved plunger I,

working in t!ie chamber J, pi-ovitled Avith the parti-

tions 0, iu combination Avith the plungers b and tho
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slido ]^, provided with the molds h, all arranged sub-

pt;inlially iu the mauuer as aud for the pui'pose set

forth.

Second, the slides M, Trorking through the hoppers
E K, and in openings d in the sides of the chamber
J, ill combination ^vith the rotai\y shafts L, provided
M'ith the pius c, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the combination and arrangement ofthe recip-
rocating slide N, proAidcd with the openings or molds
h, the plungers 1 1 1, chamber J, slides M, and hoppers
K K, provi'ded with the rotary shafts L, having pins
c attached, all arranged substantially as aud for the
purpose set forth.

64,727.—G. A. Watkixs, Proctorsville, Vt.—
Seat Frame for Chairs.—May 14, 1867.—The pieces
of the chair seat frame aredoweUcd togethe*-, and the
intersections united by angle plates to which the legs
_ai"e attached by bolts.

Claim..—Securing the legs to the seat of the chair
by mefins of the metallic corner pieces I, provided with
the perforated extension plate K bent at right angles
thereto, and forming nuts to receive a bolt passing
through the leg of the chair, substantially as herein
shown and described.

64,728.—Herman TVolf, Avon, Ta.—Adjtisting
Scr^.w for the Legs ofFanning Mills.—May 14, 1867
The pointed screw bolts equalize the legs and steady
the mill on the floor.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement upon
the legs of a fan mill or other machine of the bars D,
with their ends bent at right angles and perforated
to receive the adjustable pointed screw E, provided
with the handle E, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

64,729.—Julius Wood, Smyrna, 17. Y.—Haij
Unloader.—May 14, 1867.—Three hooks and ropes
are laid in the bed, tlie load piled on, and when moved
to the barn or stack is rolled off the wagon by horse-
power, operating through ropes, head piece, and pul-

leys.

Claim.—The combination of the hooks, ropes, and
head piece, or their mechanical equivalent, as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

64,730.—Isaac F. "Woodward, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Water Indicator for Boilers.—May 14, 1867.—Tho
float has a vertical tube ascending within an open-
bottomed glass tube thi-ough which the rod head can
be seen.

Claim.—A glass tube having a closed top and lower
open end communicating with the steam space of a
boiler in combination with an indicating rod arranged
to slide in the tube and connected to or controlled by
a float, all substantially as aud for the purpose herein
set forth.

64,731.—John IST. Woodward, Aurora, 111., as-

signor to himself and Thomas Auexser, same place.

—Faint Brush.—Maj 14, 1867.—A piece of flexible

sheet metal is cut so as to have two eyes to go over
the handle, and a band connected thereto to envelop
the upper end of the brush.

Claim.—The band A, with eyes, tongues and slots,

ns described, for attachment adjustably to the outside
of paint brushes, substantially in the manner set forth.

64, 732.-W. T. Wyue, New Castle, 'Pa.—Shav-
ing Brush.—May 14, 1867.—The saponaceous material
is eoutaiuediu the hollow handle and expressed there-

from by the' screw piston so as to be disseminated
among the bristles.

Claim.—The arrangement of the case C, piston E,
screw I, nut E, and cap G, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

64,733.—J. S. Allen and O. Gillmor, ISTorwich,

Conn.

—

Claiv for Drawing Nails.—May 14, 1867.

—

The tongs have down turned jaws aud a fidcrum
block.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted fulcrum
piece C Avith the griping jaws formed upon the two
levers A B, substantially as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

64,734.—N. Ames, Saugus Centre, Mass., and J.
E. GowAX, Stoneham, Mass., assignors to A. B. Ely,
ISTewton, Mass.

—

Eyeleting Machi7ie.—May li, 1867.

—

The material is fed upon a sliding table, the holes
punched and the eyelets inserted aud headed. Cannot
be briefly described other than substantially iu the
words of the claims.
Claim.—First, the combination of a vertically re-

ciprocating puncher and header, each acting inde-
pendently of the other, with a heading seat confined
to and reciprocating iu the same vertical plane, all

arranged aud operating so as to act at the same fixed
points, substantially as described.
Second, supplying the eyelets from a common hop-

per to the heading seat or holding point by means of
the endless belt and groove, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of a horizontally recipro-
cating supporting table with a vertically reciprocating
puncher, header, and heading seat, all arranged and
operated in relation to the same fixed point, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the w^ork feeding device, constructed and

arranged with an eyeleting machine, substantially as
described.

Fifth, the adjustable gauge, iu combination with
the reciprocating table for regulating the setting lines
of eyelets, substantially as described.

Sixth, puuchuig the holes by the vertically recipro-
cating movement of the puncher in connection with
the punching table, furnishing the eyelets, and insert-
ing and heading the same by the vertically recipro-
cating action of the heading seat, at the same fixed
point, automatically, substantially as described.

Seventh, the reciprocating puuchiag table and
heading seat, so combined, arranged, aud operated as
to alternately occupy the same place for punching the
holes and heading the eyelets at the same fixed point,
substantially as herein described.

64,735.—Calvin Baker, Weymouth, Mass.

—

Puw^.—May 14, 1867.—The induction valve has its

seat on the side of the barrel, whicli surmounts a close
chamber iu which sand aud earthy particles are col-

lected.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the chamber H, the pump barrel A, the induc-
tion conduit G, the valve E, and the box B, the whole
being made to operate substantially as described.

64,736.—C. L. W. Baker and L. S. Hills, Hart-
ford, Conn., assignors to Lester S. Hills aud George
I). Jewktt.—Shoe-brush.—May 14, 1867.-The tubes
and grooved plug regulate the amount of blacking dis-

tributed among the bristles of the brush.
Claim.—The stopper k, with the tube or tubes h,

brushes c e', and receptacle c, substantially as and for
the pm-pose described.

64,737.—Royal M. Bassett, Derby, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Theo. S. Bassett, same place.

—

Rolling Mill.—May 14, 1867.—The lowor box rests
upon and is vertically adjusted by a wedge beneath,
Yv'hich is moved iu its seat by a screw shaft whose
hand wheel rises above the pit.

Claim.—The employmeut, iu combination with the
box of the lower roU, of the adjusting wedge L, in-

clined seat K, screw shaft P. and hand wheel S, or its

eciuivalent, the whole to operate as specified for the
purpose set forth.

64,738.-W. W. Batciielder, 'New York, N. T.—Lighting Gas.—May 14, 1867.—The fuze is made
highly intlammable by treatment with collodion and
ijhosphorus dissolved in bi-sulphide of carbon, aud is

enclosed iu an annular case A\-hieli fits upon the gas-
burner. It is coiled upon a friction sleeve which en-
circles the part of the case over the burner, and is

fed oat through a tube b_v a rotary spindle, in the top
of A\ liich is a'pin that strikes aud ignites the fuze.

Claim.—First, the mode or process herein described
of rendering a cord or tape combustible and inflam-
mable by friction, substantially as set forth.

Second, the cord or tape e'.)ated with the ingredi-
ents aud in the manner herein specified.

Third, the application to and combination with a
gas burner of otherwise ordinary or suitable construc-
tion, of a device composed of tlie following elements,
viz:

1. A receptacle for the fuze or igniting cord.
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2. A tube through which the fuze is conveyed from
the receptacle to withia iguitiug distance of the gas
issuiug from the bui-uer.

3. A frictiou device to ignite the fuze at the end of
the tube.

4. A feeding mechanism to supply the fuze to be
burned.

Fourtli, the fuze receptacle made annular so that
it may be mounted upon the bui'ner, substantially as
set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the receptacle and
tube containing and conveying the fuze, as dfscribed,
of a frictiou device operated by a rotary spindle, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the combination with a rotary spindle car-
rying the friction device of an endless screw and feed
rack, under the arrangement described, so that by
rotating the spindle the said rack shall be revolved
and eifect the feed of the fuze, substantially as herein
shown and specified.

Seventh, in combination with the fuze receptacle
and the feed and friction device, the device herein
shown and described, or the equivalent thereof for
checking the retraction or backwai-d movement of the
fuze.

64,739.—Wji. "W. Bates, Chicago, III.—Hang-
ing CenterBoards of Fes.vcis.—May 14,1867.—The cen-
ter board is pinned to a metallic frame instead of to
the side of the case as is usual, aud the frame is

hinged within the case.
Claim.—The suspending the center boards of ves-

sels by means of tlie frame B, in combination with
the plates D, constructed and arranged substantially
as described.

64,740.- Charles P. Bell, Nashua, X. H.—
Window-blind Fa.itencr.—yLaj 14, 1867.—The hollow
cast-iron tube inserted in the bottom of the blind en-
closes the spring projector of the thumb latch, auto-
matically fastening the blind when it is closed ; the
thumb piece detaches the catch.

Claim.—The stem B, provided with a thumb piece
upon its side and a catch upon its lower end when
used in combination with the socket or tube A, pro-
vided with an opening or slot in its side to receive
the thumb piece, and with a coiled spring C, which
smTounds the stem, as and for the purpose herein
specified.

64,741.—JoxAS Berger, Knosville, Hl.—Melo-
dean.—May 14, 1867.—Five different qualities of tone
are produced in a reed instrument by a double set of
reeds and four swells actuated by a series of levers.

The double bellows is arranged perpendicularly, aud
the keys united by diagonal couplings.

Claim.—^In the construction of an upright melodeon,
arranging foiu* swells aud springs with the double
reed boxes and bellows, and combining therewith the
double series of levers, as arranged for operating the
swells, substantially in the manner and for the pm--
pose as herein set torth.

64,742.—A. AY. Browne, Brooklyn, X. Y.—But-
ton.—May 14, 1867.—The ends of the stem have hooks,
which point in opposite directions and pass tha-ough
slots in the buttou head, and are tm-ueu to embrace
the bridge.

Claim.—The fastening device consisting of the
retainer B, the ends of its stem or shank being pro-

vided with hooks S, projecting inwardly or toward
each other, in combination with the plate or buttou
head A, which is provided with the bridge or eye I,

substantially as described.

64,743•—Samuel Bryax, Jcflferson, Wis.—Corn-
stalk Cutter.—May 14, 1867.—The reel bends the stalks
backward against the knives, and, as they are cut,

throws them over on to the cradle. When a" bundle is

gathered the machine is stopped, the bundle is drawn
togethei- by the cord from the crank-shaft, and is then
bound by cord from the spool.

Claim.—First, tlie frame, consisting of the bars A
and U mounted on the wheels B, with the curved
axle O, and knives K, arranged as shown and de-

scribed.
Second, the swinging frame G, arranged to receive

and hold the cut stalks, as set forth.
Third, in combination with the s-\vinging frame G

the windlass T, with its cord a, arranged substantially
a.s set forth, for compressing the bundles for binding.

64,744.—CfiarlesW. Caupot. Fredonia, X. T.—
Harvester.—May 14, 1867.—Tlic combined sho(^ and
gear irarae is joiivnnlod to the uxle of the driving
wheels, which supjiort the crank shaft and geai-ing.

Claim..—In a two-wheeled niacliine, a compoiuid
gear frame and shoe, composed of the parts c c^ c^ and
c^c* c^, and hinged to the axle ofthe driving-wheels, the
whole being constrncted, arranged, and operated in
the manner substantially as set forth.

64,745.—Charles W. Cardot, Fredonia, N. Y.—
Attaching the Draft Pole to Mowing Machines.—
M.iy 14, 1867.—The gear frame and shoe are jourualed
to tiie axle of a two-wheeled machine, and have tho
point of attachment of the draft between the axlo
and the shoe.
Claim.—In a two-wheeled machine having a gear

frame shoe constructed as herein described aud jour-
naled to the axle of the driving-wheels, the attach-
ment of the draft jjole to such frame at a point or
points between the axle and shoe, for the purpose aud
substantially as described.

64,746.—Charles W. Cardot, Fredonia, X. Y.—
Draft Pole for Mowing Machines.—May 14, 1867.

—

The draft pole has a movable sleeve in coml)inatiou
with a sliding rod, pulley, and chain, so arranged that
the backing of the teaui will cause the finger bar to
be elevated.
Claim.—A draft pole having a removable .push-

back iron or sleeve C, in combination with the sliding
rod B, pulley D, and chain b', constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein described.

64,747.—Andrew Carsox, Memphis, Tenn.—
Plough.—May 14, 1867.—The adjustable cutter travels
ahead of the shovel to cut the roots, and has brace-
rods above and below the beam. The projection of
tho cutter is regulated by notches therein, which en-

gage the diagonal band.
Claim.—First, the herein-described construction of

the shovel A, with the steel laid on the front side, and
its tm-ned up edges Bin combination with its center C.
Second, the diagonal band D, constructed as de-

scribed and shown.
Third, the center C with its notches.
Fom-th, the braces E and F, iu their relation to tho

beam H and standard I, aU arranged as and for the
pm-poses specified.

64,748.-0. B. Colcord, GreenviUe, m.—Field
Poller.—May 14, 1867.—Each roUer has a separate
frame pivoted by axles on its side beams, to allow an
independent vertical or longitudinal play to accom-
modate itself to irregularities in the ground. The
adjustable ballast box slides in slots, and is secured
by set screws.
'Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the frame A with the oscillating frames B' B', sub-

stantially as described and set forth.

Second, the adjustable device C c, C, for the pur-

pose of changing the ballast box forward or backward,
substantially as described.

64,749.—J. C. Counts, Cross Eoads, Ohio.—Fruit
Gatherer.—Maj 14, 1867.—The fingers are attached
to a long pole and provided with a jaw to seize the
fruit, and a bag or receptacle for holding it when
picked.
Claim.—An apparatus for gathering fruit, con-

structed with the parts A B C I) and E respectively,

constructed and arranged substantially as set forth.

64,750.—Jacob G. Crockett, Portsmouth, IST.

H., assignor to himself, John J. Flaxpeus and John
W. Hayes.—Balance Valve for Steam Engines.—
May 14, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of two valves on
the same shaft, so that the shaft shall hold the
valves against the pressure of the steam, and relieve

the valve seats from the pressm-e of the valves, sub-

stantially as herein set foith.

Second, the devices described for traversing one of

the valves on the shaft to adjust both to their seats,

substantially as described.
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64,751.—.TOHXB. Dkck, Martinsbnrg, "W. Va.—
Rtpairing Railroad Rails.—May 14, 1807.—The auvil
hus recesses to receive the dies. Tlic dies are hinged
together at their lower ends, and eacli pair thus con-
stituted is attached to the end of a lifter.

Claim.—The anvil A, Avith its recesses and grooves
combined with the dies B B', lifters C C, and levers
D D', arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth, and this whether the anvil
be furnished witli one or more paii's of dies with lifters

and levers, as described.

64,752.—Henut L. Dickenson, East Berlin,
Conn.—Aleasurc and Funnel Combined.—May 14,

1807.—The measure stands on legs and has a shallow,
inverted conical bottom, witii a central valve, kept
closed by its gravity. A spiral spring on the valve
stem is connected to a funnel tube which is placed in
the mouth of the jug, raising the valve and discharg-
ing the liquid.

Claim.—The combination of the measure A and
nozzle C with the valve G, sleeve C, and spring E,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

64,753.—Henuy Everdell, New York, N. T.—
Envelope.—May 14, 1807.—One wing of the back is

slit so as to make a strap, beueath which the tongue
of the other wing is slipped; the latter has a bow
knot resembling a fastening.

Claim.—The'envelope, constructed substantially as
described witli a tiap and tongue, the latiter fitting

tJjrough an incision in a closed wing or portion of the
back, and the tongue or flap and wing into which it

fits being embossed and provided with a bow or knot
to give a secured aspect to the envelope while it is

left free to open, yet protected against flaring open,
substantially as specified.

64,754.—George Feightner, "Wooster, Ohio.—
Machine for Making Wagon Clips.—May 14, 1807.

—

The end of the blank is split to form the'base of the
clip, the ends are turned out and worked to form ; the
heated blank is then clamped between the die blocks
while it is completed with the hammer.

Claim.—The stationary die G and movable dies C
r, in combination with the die bos B, constructed as
and for the purpose set forth.

64,755.—Henry Fessler and Isaac E. Betz,
Canton, Ohio.

—

Combined Hoe and Hand Planter.—
May 14, 1807.—The cylinder is partiaJly revolved,
causing the recess of the plug to pass within it and
fill with seed ; by tm'ning the cylinder back again till

the recess corresponds with the opening, the grain
drops out.

Claim.—The cylinder E, as constructed and used
in combination with the plug C, with its set screw
and seed recess, and handle I) and A, as and for the
purpose specified.

64,756.—Ferdinand Fisher, Cambridge, Mass.—Steam Heating and Ventilating Apparatus.—May
14, 1867.—The steam is exhausted through a drum
containing pipes thi"0ugh which air is driven by a
blower.

Claim.—The apparatus above described, for utiliz-

ing exhaust steam for the purpose of heating and for

ventilating apartments or buildings, consisting of the
tubular drum A, with its induction and eduction pipes
d e, and the blower or blast apparatus B, combined
and operating as set forth and explained.

64,757.—Geo. B. Garlinghouse, North Madi-
son, lud.

—

Knuckle Joint.—May 14, 1807.—The curved
edges of the adjacent pieces roll upon eaeli other, seg-
ment cogs preserving the relation and links prevent-
ing separation.

Clai')n.—A knuckle joint, provided with cylindrical
terminations adapted to roll upon each other, and held
in place by racks and links, or their equivalents, sub-
stantially as set forth.

64,758.—David Gates, Captina P. O., Ohio.—
Churn.—May 14, 1807.—The dasher is supported by
three rods, and is kept in position by a rod or stand-
ard rising from the bottom of the churn.

Claim.—The combination of the radial dashers G
with the center tube M, between the posts P P P and
cross bi-aces J andL, when constructed, arranged and

operated as herein described and for the purposes set
forth.

64,759.—E. Gratton, "Williamstown, Mich.—
Feed Rack.—May 14, 1867.—The hay rack has a shel-

tering roof with a perforated bottom and receptacle
for hay seed. A small trough Avith divisional staples
is provided for small stock, and a larger oue which
may be reversed and discharged into the former.

Claim.—First, the combination of troughs O and
n, constructed and operating in the manner and for
the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the receptacle F, constructed as and for
the purpose described.

Third, the troughs O and H, in combination with,
the adjustable sides C and rack bars n, and the per-
forated bottom F, the whole constructed, arranged
and operating as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

64,760.—TVji. Griffeth, North East, Ta.—Prop-
agating Orape Vines from Single Buds in the Open
Field.—Maj 14, 1867.—The short cuttings are set in
the ground with the buds even with the surface

_;
this

is covered with unfermenting mulch, which is re-

moved at a later period.
Claim.—The mode of propagating grape vines, sub-

stantially as set forth, in open field cultm-e, by cover-
ing single bud cuttings with a cold mulch, applied in
sufficient depth to keep down the temperature of the
bud, and thereby retard its sprouting until the roots

have been adequately developed.

64,761.—Luther Hall, Boston, Mass., assignor
toAlfred B. Ely, same place.

—

Eyeleting Machine.—
May 14, 1807.~The article is placed beneath the presser
and punch : the punch and set are respectively over
the place to be punched and over the lower eyelet,

and are depressed. The operation of the wheel and
the cams brings the set on the pin which rises to
meet it, and the eyelet is inserted and headed down,
and after the parts ai'e withdrawn the material is fed
for a repetition of the operation.
CZaMw.—First, the laterally-sliding head or carrier,

in combination with the punch and set, constructed,
arranged, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

Second, the head or carrier so constructed and ope-
rated as to allow the punch and set to be alternately

depressed by the same lever, substantially as de-

scribed.
Thii-d, so constructing the mechanism that the

punching table and setting bed shall reciprocate later-

ally, alternately occupy the same place, the holes be
punched, and the eyelets set at the same time, in the
manner substantially as described.
Fourth, feeding the material forward after the eye-

let is set and away from the setting point, by means
of the solid pointed setting bed, under an arrange-
ment and combination of parts substantially as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the constantly-pressing spring-presser foot,

in combination with the feeding mechanism as de-

scribed, stripping the material as it is eyeleted from
the constant grasp of the table and the foot, under au
arrangement of parts as set forth.

Sixth, the hopper for holding the eyelets, in combi-
nation with agitating devices as described, and the

adjustable chute provided with the enlarged recei>
taelc or disk at its lower end, constructed and ar-

ranged as and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the setting die, so constructed and operat-

ing as to pick up the eyelets from the enlarged recep-

tacle in the chute by adhesion, and present them to

the place of insertion, substantially as described.

Eighth, the combination of the levers V and F and
pin S, operating in the manner and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Ninth, the striking lever, so constructed and ar-

ranged as to cause the set to be forced into the eye of

the chute and pick up the eyelet while the punch is

making tlie hole for its reception, substantially as de-

scribecl.

Tenth, the combination of plates Q and R, arranged
and operated as described.
Eleventh, punching the holes, supplying, inserting,

and setting the evelets, adjustably spacing the dis-

tances, and feeding forward the work by means of

devices, so combined as to effect these objects auto-
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maticallj, when constructed, aiTnnged, and operated
in the uiauner described.

64,762.—John Luke Hanxy, San Francisco,
Cah—Anchor Stock.—'^ay 14, 1807.—The flange on
the stock passes through the liey seat in the shank

;

the stock is then partially rotate'd and a spline key is

driven tlirougli a seat in the shoillder aud the key
seat of the shank.
Claim.—An anchor stock C, in combination -with

the permanent flange C and removable key D, sub-

stantially as and for the purj)ose herein set forth.

64,763.—Henry Hannex, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to S. A. Hanxen and S. W. Greexe, same
])laee.— Manufacture of Carbonate of Lead.— May
14, 18fi7.—Tlie lead in flue plates or shaviugs is placed
on perforated trays in the chaml.ier aud treatecl alter-

nately with dilute iicetie aud carbonic acids, the -whole
being kept warm by a steam coil.

Claim.—Fi]-st, the manufacture of carbonate of
lead by the action upon metallic lead or oxide of lead of
water, acetic acid, and carbonic acid gas, when the
said fluids are brought in contact with the lead, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, subjecting the lead to the action of carbonic

acid gas under a pressiu'e, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, stibjecting the lead, during the process of its

conversion into a carbonate, to the action of chlorine,
for the purpose specified.

64,764.—Am)rew Hartman, Canton, Ohio.—
Railroad Switch.—M.i\j 14, 1807 ; antedated May 5,

1807.—The switch is connected to two L-shaped levers,

by which the cars act upon it to change the connec-
tion, a foot being let down from the car for that pur-
pose. A spriug throws the main track in connection
after the passage of the ears. The switch may be
fixed to either adjustment, but may be tripped' and
the connecting spring tlu'own in operation by tlie

passing engine.
Claim.—In an automatic switch the arrangement

of the plate b with tumbler g, weight m, trigger n,
and spring s, operated by the shoe q and eccentric C,
connected to tlie railroad car aud rail respectivelv,
when used in combination with the plate E, levers 1)

D', connected by the rods d, aud operating in the
manner substantially as specified.

64,765.—-Joseph Hawkins, West Windsor, IST. J.—Hinged Gun i?es«.—May 14, 1867.—The jointed rod
is hinged to a sliding piece beneath the baiTcl and is

let down for a rest.

Claim.—The slide F and jointed rod G in combina-
tion with the plate D beneath tlie barrel B of a fire-

arm, the whole being constructed aud arranged as
described.

64,766.—Edward Heaton, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to C. B. Wiiittle.sey, same place.—)S'u.s-

pensory Bandage.—May 14, 1807.—The pouch is at-

tached to the strap which is l)uckled around the body,
and small straps attached to the bottom of tlie pouch
pass to the rear and are attached to the back portions
of the strap.

Claim.—The combination of the pouch A, having
the opening C protected in the manner described, with
the body piece curved, formed, and attached thereto,
as shown and described, and the straps D andE, also
curved, formed, and attached to the said body piece,
as set fortli, the whole consti'ucted and arranged in
the manner herein specified.

64,767.—Robert Howdon, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to Crane, Breed & Co., same place.

—

Se-
curing Wood to Metal.—^Imj 14, 1867.—Metal is

pom-ed into the divaricating or spreading holes which
are made in the objects to be united, and assumes a
shape which opposes retraction.
Claim.—Securing wooden or like objects to me-

tallic surfaces, (fcc., by casting Babbitt or other metal
of easy fusion into ifaring or branching holes C D,
and otherwise, as herein shown and described.

64,768.—John S. Hull, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Lamp.—May 14, 1867,—A packing cap covers the end
of the piston of the air pump. The valve rod extends

through the lamp reservoir so as to place the adjusting
device in the base of the lamp.
Claim,—The cap B, as applied to the condensing

pump A, and in comliination therewith, for the pur-
pose herein specified.

Also, the extension of the valve rod through the
lamp reservoir, and the arrangement of the valve-ad-
justing device connected therewith in -the base of the
lamp, as herein set forth.

«4,769.^J0TTN S. Hull, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Generator for Vapor Lamps.—May 14, 1807.—The
oil enters by a lateral pipe aud is conducted in a cir-

cuitous course through the jaws so as to be vaporized

;

it then issues into tiie lower pait of the stem, passes
up, and is ignited between the jaws.

Claim.—First, the chamber B of a gas generator,
when constructed witli lips 1 1' projecting above the
point of ignition and in immediate contact with the
flame, the oil being conducted tlirough them in tubes
C and C, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the openingM through
the chamber B conuccting with the internal chambers
Gr, the adjustable collar K, for regulating the supply
of atmospheric aii-, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the chamber B, when constructed with pipes
C C, lips 1 1', and openings B^ and M, aiTangetl sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the receiving chamber D formed in the
boss L, with its induction and eduction openings,
when tlie flow of gas tlirough the game is regulated
by a valve E, substantially as set forth.

6-1,770.—Andrew Johnson and W. H. Elliott,
Bloomington, 111.

—

Motive Foioer.—May 14, 1867.—
Within the rim of the partially suljmcrged wheel is a
series of air-tight expansible bags, which are in turn
filled with air as they rcacli the lowest point in their

revolution, and the air from which is allowed to ex-
haust as they leave the Avater.

Claim.—The motive power which is constructed
and operated substantially as herein described.

64,771.—F. Keeper, Greenfield, Jud.—JSand
Plow.—May 14, 1807.—The plow shanlc is adjusted to
the depth required. The operator holds the handles
and pushes against the concave segment of the dilving
bar. The roller follows the plow.
Claim.—Fii'st, the arrangement of the beams A,

the wheel B, roller G, and shank H, provided with
the brace J and point I, as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the hinged brace E, in combination witli

the standard C and beams A, as and for the purpose
specified.

64,772.— Solomon Kepner, Pottstown, Pa.—
Device for Cleaning Stables.—May 14, 1807.—The
forlc is forced under the manure and secured by the
rod aud hooks. The horse is attached to the ring in
front.

Claim.—The fork A and hooks B B, and combina-
tion of fork and hooks, for the purpose herein set forth.

64,773.—K. P. Kidder, Burlington, Yt.—Bee-
hive.—May 14, 1867.—The comb frames within the
lower hive have their top bars fluted beneath. The
slotted pendants have strips attached to their lower
ends. The drone trap attached in front of the en-
trance has openings admitting all the bees but allow-
ing escape to workers only.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the frames hav-

ing bars constructed as described, with the support
slotted as described, and Avith the bottom strips e e
substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the box or trap G, in combination with the
tube or passage H and body A, whereby the drones
are aUowed to pass out, but not to retiini to tlie hive,

and are caught and separated from the worker bee,

so that they may be destroyed, substantially as set

forth.

64,774.—J. A. Kissell and K. Blickensdufer,
Chicago, 111.

—

Lightning Conductor.—May 14, 1867.

—

A flattened bar with solid ribs.

Claim.—A lightning conductor, consisting of a
strip of copper, having the ribs a formed solid there-

with, as herein shown and described.
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64,775.—J. P. Theodore Lang, Washington,
J). C.

—

Steam-engine Governor.—Mny 14, 1867.—The
ai-m puides are curved tangentially upward, suffi-

ciently to impinge upon one part of the ball arms in

all positions, and this part has an anti-friction roller.

The steam passes through the vertical slots of an up-

right cylinder, and a sleeve slides on the cylinder to

regulate the passage of steam. The cylinder and
sleeve are within a steam drum, and a sleeve is ad-

justably connected to a lever passing through a stuif-

ing box and actuated by the governor.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the cm-ved slotted guides H II, collar h, arms d,

friction rollers d', springs//, weiglits E E, collar F,

friction rollers g g, loose collar d, rods i, collar k, con-

structed, arranged, and operating in the manner sub-

stantially as shown and described and for the pm^pose

set forth.

Second, the combination of the valve M and cover

L with the governor, substantially as set forth.

64,776.—W. H. Laubach, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Carhuretting Gas.—May 14, 1867.

—

The gas enters the central part of a curved passage
formed by a volute-shaped plate within a chamber
containing hydrocarbon. The gas passes through a

cylinder who'se upper end has a hole closed by a valve

attached to the float ; when the float is raised to a
certain height the valve closes to stop the flow of gas.

Claim.—Fii-st, the carbureting vessel B, in combi-

nation with the regulator A, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of regulator A, and hydro-

carbon vessel B, substantially as described.

64,777.—JAArES B. Lyons, Litchfield, Conn.—
Apparatus for raaking Peat Charcoal.—May 14, 1867.

—The cast-iron retort revolves on anti-friction rollers

at the ends of the furnace. A pipe extends axially

from the retort to the fire box of the fm-nace and dis-

chai'ges the combustible gases into said fire box to

assist in heating the retort.

Claim.—First, a revolving cylinder, constructed

and arranged as herein described, for making char-

coal or coke dii-ectly from the crude or bog peat, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

Second, constructing a furnace with cast-iron ends

and a fire box, in and over which is a revolving cylin-

der made of boiler ii-on, fitted and supported on fric-

tion rollers, to enable it to be easily tui-ned to change
the position of the material.

Third, the pipe h, as arranged for conducting the

gas from the cylinder A into the fire box C, to supply

feed for operating, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

Fourth, the flanged heads a a, with semicircular

openings b and sliding covers c, in combination with
revolving cylinder 11, friction rollers e e, and fire box
C, as constructed for converting crude peat into char-

coal and coke, substantially as described.

Fifth, the gas pipe /i",'the bulk or vessel m, stop

cock n, in combination with the furnace C and cylin-

der A, all aj'ranged and operating substantially in the

manner as and for the jjurposes herein set forth.

Sixth, the mode of constructing the double arches

supporting the brick on ribbed cmwed bars so as to

leave a longitudinal flue the whole length of the fur-

nace, for saving the heat from the flame generated

fi'om the gas in the cylinder, as set forth.

64,778.—John Marshall, Fond dn Lac, Wis.—
Brick Machine.—May 14, 1867.—The fixed molds are

covered by a wedge-shaped sliding piece when the

plungers are in operation. The plungers are raised

to compress the bricks by toggle levers, and after the

removal of the cover, which is started by a clav.^ lever,

the bricks are raised from the molds by a direct-acting

lever.

Claim.—'First, in combination with the mold the

wedge-shaped cover worki)ig in corresponding wedge-
shaped grooves, in order to bind the cover liomo to

the mold during the pressing, then to facilitate the

removal of the cover, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the lever b and the

follower, the swinging fulcrum L, for pi-eventiug the

side strain and consequeut binding of the follower,

substantially as described.

Third, the follower 1), working in the mold, in com-
biuatiou with the sliding cover S. and operated by

the knuckle-joint lever F Gr, operated substantially as
shown and described.
Fourth, The lever E, provided with the hook F for

releasing the cover S, substantially as set forth.

64,779.—W. W. MAifGHLiN, Baltimore, Md.—
Machine for Making Door and Window Frames.—
May 14, 1867.—Eotary cutters for cutting the grooves
in framings for windows and doors are combined with
saws for jogging or tenoning and miteriug said
frames.

Claim.—First, the saw table B, provided with the
adjustable gauge, as described, in combination with the
cii'cular saw b. and one or more grooving cutters,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the miter stand or table, provided with the

adjustable gauge F, in combination with the vertically
adjustable miter saw 6', arranged and operating as
set forth.

64,780.— Edward Mayer, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Boot and Shoe.—May 14, 1867.—The edge of the in-

sole is skived off and turned up with the "upper,"
and a narrow strip of leather is laid around over the
junction between the "upper" and the outer sole
and through-stitched to both.
Claim.—Extending the side and front edges of the

insole of a boot or shoe upward afound the inner side
of the upper, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Al«o, the application of the band F over the joint

formed between and by the upper and the outside sole

of a boot or shoe, substantially as and for the piu-posc
described.

64,781.—George McAllister, San Francisco,
Cal., assignor to himself and Charles B. "White,
same place.

—

Loio-water Indicator.—May 14, 1867.

—

The hollow steam-tight case has a central hub and a
sector space, occupied by the arm of a float, which
rises and falls with the changes of level of the water
in the boiler. An indicator on the same axis moves
with the float.

Claim.—A water gauge, composed of the float/,
arm d, parts or case A B and C, and passages D I),

constructed substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

64,782.—G. B. McDonald, IsTew Albany, Ind.,
assignor to J. Bragdon <fe Co.

—

Making Buckles.—
May 14, 1867.—Applicable to cotton-bale ties. The
plate has two longitudinal ridges, which in use are
put to the under side.

Claim.—Making buckles by first rolling the metal
bar to the shape represented in Fig. 2, and afterward
dividing and punching the same, all as described.

64,783.-Joshua Merrill, Boston, Mass.—
Metal Beam.—May 14, 18f)7,—The water contained
in the beam is vaporized by fire to assist in extin-
guishing the same.

Claim.—The hollow metal beam, made water-tight
and suitable to contain a body of water witliin it, and
provided with suitable apertures for the introduction
of water, substantially as hereinbefore described and
substantially for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

Also, in combination with said hollow metal beam,
constructed with suitable apertures for the introduc-
tion of water and the escape of steam, a body of water
contained within said beam, substantially as described
for the purposes set forth.

64,784.—Abraham Mictielbacher, New York,
N. y.— Peat-gather-ing Machine.—May 14, 1867.

—

The peat is raised by the scraper, and thrown l)y the
revolving buckets into the receptacle. The bucket
shaft has gear connection to a ground Avheel.

Claim.—First, the combination of the scraper F,
the rotating buckets E and the receptacle C, with a
suitable carriage, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the scraper F, pivoted in rear of the ro-

tating buckets E, and furnished with handles n,

whereby the said scraper may be made to operate at

a greater or less depth, substantially as herein set

forth.

Third, the receptacle C, suspended on pivots in
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front of the rotating buckets E, and constructed witli

an end boai-d F, hinged at its upper edge, substan-

tially as uiid for the purpose specilied.

64,785.—"VTiLLiAM Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hoisti7ig Machine.— lAaj 14, 18U7.— The hoisting

rope is attached to a bar, which vertically traverses

the head bar of the platform, and is attached to the

middle of a spring wliose ends rest agaiust the under
side of the bar. The breaking of tlic rope relieves

the spring, wliich draws down the bar, and drives

out two sliding catch-bolts to which it is con-

nected, and which engage ratchets on the slide bars
of the platform. Two spri)ig catches above the upper
floor, anest the descent of the platform, when the

rope is broken 1)y failure to stop the platform at the

extietne point of elevation.

Claim.—First, the combination of rod H. levers P
P and pawls X X, jointed substantially as described.

with the racks O O and a spring L, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the catches S S and spring X X, or their

equivalents, for the purpose of affording an automatic
8top for the platform. (To which they are not attached
"when the safety appai'atus fails to act,) as described.

64,786. -W. H. and G. ^. Miller, West Meri-
den, Conn. — Breech-loading Fire-arm. — May 14,

1867.—Tlie devices refer to the mod* of constructing
the breech piece. Vibrating it in locking and unlock-
ing and securing it to the end face of the chamber of
the barrel.
Claim. — First, the construction of the breech

piece with the central elongated slot combined with
the cross head and mortise in the case, for the pur-

poses and operating in'the manner described.
Second, the combination of the breech piece cylin-

der pinion D, and cylinder E, toothed and geared
together and operating in the manner and for the
purposes described, by means of the lever or arm F.
Thiid. the combination of the elongated slot -wiih

the mortise or recess in the shell of the case, whereby
the exact amount of upward and downward move-
ment of the breech piece is regulated by the length of
the slot, so that the cross head'is brouu lit home in the
mortise or lifted out at the instant req^uiied.

64,787.-C. H. Mitchell, Bristow Station, Ky.—Medical Compound.— May 14, 1867.— For cure of
dysentery : Extract of hyoscyamus niger, 4 grains

;

camphor" i grain ; sulphate morphia, \ grain ; essence
cinnamon, 5 drops.
Claim. — The compound made of the aforesaid

remedies for curing disease as specified.

64,788.—George Mosmax, Chicopee. Mass.—
Carpet Stretcher.—May 14, 1867.—The spring jaws
hold the carpet tack.
Claim.—The spring-holding jaws d d. formed in

one piece of metal, in combination .with the plate k,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

64,789.—JosiAH Oadhoudt, St. Anthony's Falls,

Minn.— C'c<r?i ifarres^er.—May 14. 1867.—The reel

presents the standing stalks to the cutters and throws
them after cutting on the pivoted bars, the oblique
hiiTH .serving as guides. The pivoted bars are peri-

odically tilted to discharge the stalks in heaps.
Claim.— The frame A, with its oblique guides

G G. reel F*, constructed as set forth, cutters E E
attached to the bars D D, each side of tlic thiils C C,
and the pivoted jirms g g g. for dropping the coi'n,

when constructed, arranged and operating in the
manner substantially as and for the pui-pose herein
specified.

64,790. — Xelpox Palmer, Anbum, X. T.,
assignor to himself. Sidney AV. Palmer, and J. Fore-
man Palmer, same place.

—

Bench Plane.—May 14,

1867.—The throat through which the bit projects is

of variable size as required by the pitch of the bit.

Claim. — First, the combination with the movable
section or plate for adjusting the size of the throat of
a recessed bed and frame formed in the plane stock
in front of the bit and parallel to the face of the plane,
so as to enclose the said section on three sides and
form the ways in which it slides for purposes of
adiustment, substantially as shown and set forth.

Second, the bed for supporting the heel of the bit

51 p

formed of lead or other suitable plastic material as
specified, run between the said heel and the; back of
the throat so as to form an accurately fitting and
.solid bed for bit close to its cutting edge," substantially
a.s herein set fortli.

Third, tlie method of and means herein described
for adjusting the l)it longitudinally so that it shall pro-
ject more or less frou; the face of the plane, that is to
say, connecting the bit with an eccentric mound in
the bed of the bit, the eccentric being operated sub-
stantially as herein shoxA'u and set f(n'ih.

Fomth, the mechanism for maintaining the paral-
lelism of the edge of the bit with the'faee of the
plane, the same consisting of the combination witli
the bit and bed in which it is supported of a bar
capable of sliding lateraJiy in the bed as described,
and connected Avith the bit uiuler sucli an arrange-
ment that it .shall cause the edge of the l)it to be tilted
or inclined toward one side or the other, substantially
as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the transverse sliding bar
provided Avith jaws and projecting arm or spur as
described, with a cam or spiral grooved sliaft and
actuating lever or equivalent means, substantially as
herein shown and set forth.

Sixth, the combination with the tilting or mova-
ble bed and bit which it supports of the toggle-jointed
and reversible lever and holding pins inthe'sidcof
the stock, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

Seventh, the combination, with the movable bed
and toggle-jointed lever of an adjustable bearing for
the said'lever, substantially as set forth and described...
Eighth, the adjustable cap herein described, the-

same consisting of an upper and a lower plate or sec--
tion connected by an eccentric rod or disk whereby

-

the lower section may be adjusted in its proper rela*
tion to the cutting e'dge of the bit, substantially aa

;

shown and described.
Xinth, the combination with the movable sectioo

for adjusting the size of the throat, of the knob for-

securing the same, under the an-angeraent herein
described, so that the said knob shall not only serve •

to adjust and hold the said section in place, bit shall;
also be a handle for giving the movement of the •

plane, substantially as set forth.

64,791.—D. J. Powers and H. B. Steatsxs, Mad-
ison, Wis., assignors by mesne assignments to Buf-
falo Agricultural' Machixe Works.— Horse
Poxcer. — May 14, 1867. — The cogs of the master-
Avhcel gear into two pinions on shafts whose inner •

pinions mesh into the cogs of a loose inner wheel.
One of the shafts is continued beyond the frame for
the attachment of the tumbling rod. The flanges on
the wheels form gauges of depth in meshing.

Claim.—Fir.^t, the drivers platform D, Avhen rest-
ing on a central fixed pivot C, substautially as and
for the piirpose lierein specified.

Second, the trtmsferring shaft and Avheel G and H,
turning around the central pivot C, for the purpose
specified.

Third, the tlanges m and p _p, r.espectiAely on the
master-wheel B, and pinions f g, substantiaUj' as and
for the purpose lierein set forth.

Fourth, the combi-mtion and arrangement of the
master-Avheel B, fixcu pivot C, driver's platform D,
and transferring shaft ajid wheel G and H, as herein
described.

64,792.—Arthur Prentiss. Prentiss Vale, Pa.—
Hoe.—May 14, 1867.—The blank for the braced hoe is

cut out of steel plate in a shape to A\aste no material.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a hoe

for garden or other use, cut, formed, and otherwise
constructed as described and shown.

64,793.—Arthur Prentiss, Prentiss Yale, P.a.—Inhaler.—May 14, 18()7.—Grooves are formed in
the stoppers so that when partially drawn tlic air

I

may find Acnt ; when a iargcr amount is required the

]

stopper may be Avholly Avithdrawn. The sponge id

i

insened while dry.

Claim.—An inhaler, when formed and its vainous
' parts arranged, substantially as described and for the
' purposes set forth.

64,794.—Arthur Prentiss, Prentiss Vale. Pa.
1

—

Carnage Wheel.—^May 14, 18b7.—The spokes enter
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sockets between which and an under plate the curved
metallic felloe plate is clamped. The edges of this plate

enter grooves in the tii'e which may be covered with
an outer one.
Claim.—The wheel rim or felloe when swaged or

other^rise formed into suitable shape of sheet metal,

either iu one or many pieces in combination with the
grooved tire B, either when this grooved tire B is

made the principal tire or used in connection with
the supplemental one, as shown in Pig. 1.

64,^95.—Arthur Prentiss, Otto, Va.—Carriage
Wheel.—May 14, 1867.—The spokes enter sockets, and
the felloe cutis half sockets of a metallic piece. The
felloe ends abut against plates.

Claim. — First, the combination and use of the
socket A, when provided with the small socket E
and the flange B, all in one piece, with the pin or
screw i, and the 'felly and spoke of a wheel, substan-
tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the spoke socket and joint clasp composed
of the socket A, flange B, extended sides C C, and
connecting plate D, all of one piece of malleable iron
or its equivalent, for the purpose shown.

64,796.—JohnEaddin, Lynn, Mass.

—

CarWlieel.
—May 14, 1867.—Between the metallic hub aud the
web, or the ring in which the inner ends of the spokes
terminate, is a cushion of rubber to confer resiUeucy
upon the wheel and lessen the efl['ect of shocks.
Claim.—Arranging the elastic rubber ring or cush-

ion so as to operate within a space as described, formed
between the hub and the web, or its equivalent, aud
side flanges of a wheel.

64,797.—Adam R. Eeese, Phillipsburg, IST. J.—
Harvester.—May 14, 1867.—The toothed sliaitin front
of the platform turns up as the platform moves back
to raise the lodged grain. The toothed cut-off is

hinged to the reel shaft and adjusted automatically.
Two fingers are pivoted to the outer slat of the plat-

form, and when the latter moves back they are thrown
into an upright position by a stop upon the track
clearer, to kee}) the grain from scattering. The auto-
matic discharging platform moves at intervals adjust-

able by the operator.
Claim.—First, the fingers ft pivoted to the bar &,

operating in combination with the clearer S, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Se'coud, the shaft K, provided with fingers d, and
arrauged to operate in connection with the grain
platfonn, substantially as and tor the purpose specified.

Third, the grain supporting bar T, provided with
tlje oblique teeth i, and raised and lowered automati-
cally ti'om the grain platform, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Fourth, in combination with a harvesting machine
an automatic gavel regulator, so constructed that it

can be set so as to make the gavels at such different

regular distances apaa't as desired, substantially as set

forth.

64,798.—Martin C. Kemington, Auburn, N". T.—Barley Fork.—May 14, 1867.—The tines and handle
are attached to the 'metallic socket head, which is

braced by a wire bow secured to the handle.
Claim.—The metallic head A as constructed with

its areli D, aud raised socket E to receive a straight
hau'lle in combination with a bail or bow B, and brace
G , operating in the manner as and for the jDm'poses
herein set forth.

64,799.—Stephen R. Eoscoe, Obion county,
Tcnn.—,S'o/a Bedstead.—May 14, 1867.—When the
upper seat of the double-seated spring sofa is turned
back it revolves in its own frame, furnishing a spring
cusliioned surface for a bed.

Claim.—Tlie revolving lower cushion or seat of the
sofa secured in its position, as described in combina-
tion with the movable position of the frame passing
out of the way and benesth the cushions or seats, as

lierein sul)stautially described.

64,800.—Joseph Marie Eyo Catleau, Paris,
France.

—

/Spindle for iipinning Machines.—May 14,

18(J7.—A pin of a sleeve upon the spindle traverses a
longitudinal groove of the spiudle. This sleeve has
vertical reciprocating movement by a pivoted lever
whose free end is raised by a rotating- heart-shaped

cam, from which it may be disconnected bv a hand
lever. The pin mentioned traverses a helicoidal
groove in a sleeve connected to the motive pulley.
When the vertical movement takes place, the flyer,
which is connected to the sleeve, will have independ-
ent motion in relation to the spindle to wind the yarn
on the bobbin.
Claim.—First, the method of effecting the auto-

matic retardment of the rotation of the spiudle which
carries the bobbin, substantially as shown and set
forth.

Second, the combination with the spindle which
carries the bobbin of the reciprocating tube, and Iveli-

coidal inclined planes under such an arrangement that
the reciprocating movement of the said tube shall
effect the automatic retarding of the rotation of the
bobbins, substantially as herein shown and described.

64,801.—John F. W. Schultz, Moline, HI.—
Wagon Brake.—May 14, 1867.—The brakes are sim-
ultaneously pressed against all the wheels, the levers
l)eing operated in conjunction with the chain and
pulleys attached to both axles.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of
the lewrs D C P, bar G, rod T, lever H, when the
whole is operated in connection with pulleys I J, and
chain H, substantially as set forth.

64,802.—George W. Sizer, ^ringfield, Wis.-
Gate.—Maj 14, 18()7.—The gate is attached directly
to the post, and the scarfs cut to correspond with the
string of the gate so that the bars may pass each,
other in folding.
Claim.—Attaching the rear ends of the gate bars

B B B and B' directly to th(5 part A, with no other
frame work, and connecting them at the front ends by
cross-bar b, and in combination with slotted part A', «

the whole constructed substantially as described and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

64,803.-William E. Skinner, Milford, Mich.—
Butter Worker.—May 14, 1867.—The compound mo-
tion of the paddle, the rotary motion of the butter
bovN'l, and the adjustable sides of the butter bos facil-

itate the separation of the buttermilk.
Claim.—Giving the paddle of the butter worker a

compound motion in imitation of the motion given to
the paddle by a dairy woman, substantially as set
forth by the devices described, or their equivalents.
Also, in combination with the paddle having the

compound motion above claimed, giving the butter
bowl a rotai'y motion, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with the butter worker, the

press box with movable sides hinged to its base, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, in combination with the press box above

claimed, the traversing follower, substantially as de-
scribed.

64,804.—George Smith, Providence, E. I.—
Lamp Burner.—May 14, 1867.—The ignition holes of
the burner are closed by a spring slide after being
used.

Claim.—First, the application of a spring to the
slide or valve a which is used ibr closing the opening
through a lamp burner, substantially as described.
Second, the relative arrangement of tlie laterally

movable spring slide a with respect to the wick spui'

button D, substantially as described.

64,805.—C. Sparks, Downers Grove, 111.

—

Com-
pound for Welding Steel.—May 14, 1867.—Composed
of copperas, 2 oz; saltpeter, 1 oz; sal-ammoniac, ioz;
salt, 6 oz ; sal soda, 2 oz ; sand, 3 lbs ; wood ashes, 1

lb. To be Avell pulverized and used as a flux.

Claim.—The above described compound for weld-
ing steel.

64,80S.—Solomon Stevens, IsTcw Carlisle, Ind.

—

Beehive.—May 14, 1867.—The comb frames are I'O-

moA'able out of the hive witliout disturbing tlie honey
boxes.

Claim.—First, the grooved strips d d in combina-
tion with the comb frames e c, substantially as ar-

arranged for the purpose and iu the nn.nncr specified.

Also, the box / aud tube g, conilnued, arranged,
and operating in the manner tuid for the purpose set

forth.
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64,80r.—Otto Stietz, New York, N. Y.—Mak-
ing Glass Letters, Numbers, <6c.—May 14, 1807.—The
apparent relief to the gilt face of the letters ou the

plain surface of the glass is accomplished by etching

lu the face of the letter on the reverse, side of the
glass, and allowing the metallic leaf laid thereon to

overlap.
Claim.—A letter formed upon the reverse side of a

f)iecc of glass by means of etching in the face of the

etter and covering it with a surface of metal or foil-

ing, lapping upon the unetched portion, thereby pro-

ducing an appearance of relief, substantially as de-

Bcribed.

64,808.—Horatio N. T.vft, Sag Harbor, X. T.—Door Fastener.—May 14, 1867.—The pointed catch
fastens between the door and the jamb, and has a slot

by which the bolted door-holding plate is attached.

Claim.—A combination portable door fastener, con-

structed, combined, and operating substantially as

herein shown and described.

64,809.—Jonx H. Teahl, Eberly's Mills, Pa.—
Bmhfor Spindles for Grinding J/i7Zs.—May 14, 18G7.

—The frustal, invert-ed, pyramidal bush-block has a
funnel-shaped opening through which the spindle
passes, surrounded by frustal, conoidal anti-friction

rollers, whose journals enter slots in triangular top
and bottom plates which are connected together.

Claim.—The above-described mill bush, consisting
of the funnel-shaped metal box D, having conical fiie-

tion rollers revolving therein and carrying the spin-

dle within the frame that holds the rollers, Avhen con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

64,810.—B. D. Templetox, Xew York, jS". Y.—
Garbage Box.—May 14, 18(57.—The box is to be set

below the level of the pavement. The lid opens in
two directions, but is not detachable, and the upper
portion forms a stepping block, &c.

Claim.—First, the lid A, constructed substantially
as described.
Second, the angular groove E, in combination with

the box W and lid A, substantially as described.
Third, the trap door L, in combination with the

box k, communicating with the cellar and supporting
the receptacles B, substantially as represented and
described.

Fourth, the combination of the garbage and ash
box, substantially as described.

64,811.— E. S. TouREY, IS'ew York, K Y.—
Weather ^7n>.—May 14, 1867.—The weather strip is

made of hard and soft rublicr, the latter strip being
inserted in and cemented to the former.

Claim.—The combination of the strip of soft India-
rubber, or its equivalent, with a strip or molding of
hard rubber, or its equivalent, substantially as and
or the purposes herein set forth.

64,812. — Timothy Tufts, Someiwille, Mass.,
assignor to Charles C. Beers and Person Davis.—Brick-molding Machine.—May 14, 1867.—From the
pug mill the clay enters a chamber from which it is

expelled by a plunger through spouts which extend to
the bottoins of the molds ; the latter are raised up to
receive the clay and descend while being filled. When
the molds are filled and in their lower' position they
are driven out from under the spouts or conveyers
and another mold box placed in position.

Clo.im.—The combination of one or more tubidar
conveyors C with the expressing chamber B, its

plunger E, and mold D, to operate substantially as
specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
covering x>late K with the carriage H, one or more
tubular conveyors C. the expressing chamber and its

plunger, the whole being provided with mechanism
for operating them, substantially as specified.

Also, the comljination of the' mold-lifting and de-

pressing mechanisms with one or more tuljular con-
veyors C, the expressing chamber, and its plunger, to

operate with the mold, as specified.

Also, the combination of the mold operative carriage
H with one or more tubular conveyors C, the express-,

ing chamber B. and its plunger applied to the mixing
reservoir and provided with mechanism for operating
them, substantially as specified.

Also, the combination of the scraper S with one or

more conveyors C, the expressing chamber B, and its

plunger E, to operate with the mold, substantially as
set forth.

64,813.—LeonhardtUitting, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to C. Liebrich, same place.

—

Trunk Lock.—
May 14, 1867.—The spring bolt and tumblers are con-
structed and operated so that a self-fastening catch
and a lock bolt are combined.
Claim.—The spring bolt E and tumbler I, or its

equivalent, constructed and operating substantially as
described, so that a self-fastening deVice and an ordi-
nary locking bolt operated by a key may be combined
in one lock.

64,814.—C. Ph. TVagner, New York, X. Y.—
Cotton and Hay Press.—May 14, 1667.—The follower
is connected by rods to the radial arms of the seg-
ments, which are actuated by a vertical screw. The
screw is geared to a shaft, which is clutched to rotate
it in either direction.

Claim.—First, the combination ofthe vertical screw
C with the segments D D, provided with radial arms
E pivoted by double toggle joints F F' to opposite
sides or ends of the platen, operating so as to give to
it a variable velocity and action, substantially as
specified.

Second, the side braces M fitting into shoes o at
their base, and gearing with open hook ends of a
cross-bar L to the lower, the baling box at top, es-

sentially as shown and described.

64,815.—M. J. Wellman, New York, N. Y.—
Shield for Protecting Water Backs in Ranges and
Stoves.—May 14, 1867.—A movable metallic shield js

interposed bet^\een the fire and water back and ad-

justed to shut off heat ft-om the latter.

Claim.—The metallic plate between the water back
and the fire and forming the back of the fireplace and
protecting the water back at all times, so constructed
aud arranged as to rest against the water back when
the water back is to be heated, and to be moved for-

ward and permit a current of air to pass up between
the said water back and the fire when the heat of the
fire is to be excluded therefrom, as and for the piu'-

poses herein set forth.

64,816.—Norman W. "Wheeler, Brooklyn, N.
Y. — Ventilating Skylight. — May 14, 1867.— The
frame bolted to the desk has lights of heavy corrugated
glass fitted in rubber packing. The hood ventilator
occupies the center of the roof and is turned from
above or below by a rod attached thereto. A drip
pan is secured to the rod to collect rain or spray that
may be driven into the hood, which is carried from
thence by vent pipes to the deck.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the hood a, frame
B B, and glasses E E E, or their equivalents, as set

forth.

Second, the combination of the hood «, pan pipes ii

j j, and frame B B, or theii" equivalents, substantially
as set forth.

Third, the combination of the trunk r and glasses

S S S S with the above, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the pipes o o v o and
lighted frame B B, or their equivalents, substantially
as set forth.

64,817.—Hexry Whitall, Woodbury, N. J.—
Machine for Grinding the Cutters of Harvesters.—
May 14, 1867.—The frame has a winch and grinding
disk, and is adjustable to bring the latter in contact
with the cutters and to give the necessary feed to the
same.

Claim.—First, a portable machine adapted to grind
the cutters of mowing and reaping machines, when
an-anged and operating in the manner substantially

as described.
Second, in combination with a machine constructed

substantially as descril)ed, the clamp P, when arranged
for joint action with the said machine, as and for the
purpose described.

64,818.—"William N. "Whii-eley, Jr., Spring-
field, Ohio.

—

Harvester.—^aj 14, 1867.—The coupling
arm is actuated by a lever to raise or lower the frame
in relation to the 'bearing wheels. The frame has a
backwardly projecting tubular stud, on which the
coupling ai-m of the cutter is mounted aud through
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n-hicli passes tlie crank shaft of the actuating cutter.

This coupling arm is adjustable by a screw and
scrcn- gear wheel to regulate the cutter bar. The
coupliu"- ann is held on the stud by a projecting catch
attached to the frame and taking over a flange upon
the arm.

Claim.—First, the coupling ai-m J, in combination
with the circular plate H, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the coupling arm J, constructed to clasp
the sector plate H at three points, so as not to depend
ujjon the pinion shaft for its center of motion.

Third, the coupling arm M, mounted and moviU;
upon the horizontal a'sle stud K, through wliich passes
the cutter's crank shaft, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Tourtb, the hook U, in combination with the flange
V on the hub of M, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

64,819.—William IsT. "Whitely, Jr., Springfield,
Ohio.—Harvester i?ffA-e.—May 14, 1867.—The cutting
apparatus is hinged to the frame. The di'ag bar, to
which the cutting apparatus is attached, is made
h(fllow so tliat the recl-driTing sliaft may pass through
it. The rake may be thrown"out of gear when not on.

the platform.
Claim.—First, in combination with a harvesting

machine, having two adjustable wheels, a hinged cut-

ting apparatus and a raking and reeling mecl'.anism
mounted on the inner end of said cutting appai';'.tns.

rotating about a vertical shaft F and counter sliait D.
with theu" bevel gear connections, for the purpof-e of
driving the said reel and rake ]iy a train of gcaiing
fi'om the main pinion shaft, ancl so that the move-
ments of the reel and rake may at fill times eorjform
to the position of the finger bar, substantiallv as set
forth.

Second, in combination with a harvesting machine
Laving two wheels and a hinged cutting fipparatus,
the tabular drag bar I, rigidly 'sectu-ed to'the frame of
the machine and forming the center upon which the
cutting apparatus vibrates, so that the axis yf the
reel aud rake's dri-\ iug sliaft may be coincident with
the axis upon which the cutting apparatus vibrates,
substantially as set forth.

Thiixl, the coUai' T, provided with the notch Q', in
combination with the stop plate E' and clutch lever
A', substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

Fourth, the clutch lever A', in combinatin -^^'ith

connecting rod B' and head lever C, constructed and
arranged as set forth.

64,820.—John G. "Wilkinson, Quincy, Ohio.—
Yehicle.—May 14, 1867.—The lever extends above the
bed of the vehicle and is operated by the occupant,
the alternating motion of the lever causing the rock-
ing of tlie shaft which actuates the rear axle, induc-
ing the for^^^ard motion of the wagon. The rods al-

ternate with each other, causing a continuous action
of the axle.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the rocker shaft
F with its divided lever H, rods G G and crank axle
B with the frame D, iu the manner substantially as
and for the pm-poses herein specified.

Second, the rocker shaft F, when constructed in
the manner as herein set forth.

64,823.—Joseph P. Woodbury, Boston, Mass.—Locomotive Truck and Emjine.—May 14, 1867.

—

Each truck is free to swivel and vibrate iudepcnd-
ently of the other and of tlic main carriage. A sepa-
rate pair of vertical cylinders and gears is attached
to eacli truck, and swivels Avitli the truck of themaiu
carriage and the liorizontal boiler. The latter lias a
steam dome at each end connecting by jnpes with the
respective cylinders. Each wlicel is a driver and is

able to adjust itself to the irregularities of the track,
enabling the locomotive to traverse curves of short
radius.

Claim.— First, a locomotive engine constructed
with liorizontal boiler resting entirely on trucks,
which liave free lateral oscillation indepeudently of
the boiler, these truclcs being proA'ideil with vertical
frames, as shown and described for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the vertically-acting cylinders, in combi-
nation witli a frame v.hich oscillates rotatively with
the truck iudepcndentiv of the boiler.

Third, the combination and aiTangement of the
pipes J, the pipe F, exhaust pipe Y, cap P,and pipes H.
Fourth, the combination of the circular series of

radial rollers a with the concentric rings as shown in
Fig. 5, Iiolding the axes of the same and the horizon-
tal boiler and truck.

Fifth. t!ie combination of the operating rod z, tog-
gle joint TJ and reverse handle K", as shown in Figs.
1 and 3.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the
arms //, the journal boxes gg of the driving wheels
and journal box S, as shown in Fig. 8.

Se'ventli, the rod z' with s-\vivel connections, iu com-
bination -n ith the throttle 7 of the forward engine.
Eighth, the swivel plate or yoke p p, in combina-

tion with the engine frame and steam dome.
jSTinth, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the pipe F and its adjunct with the dome D, as
shown in Fig. 9.

64,822.—S. Sayre Woodruff, Brooklyn, K Y.—Baby Carriage.—May 14, 1867.— The tongue is

pivoted near the rear axle and projects forward or
backward to enable the attendant to puU or push the
vehicle.

Claim.—Yirst, the combination of the pivoted re-

versible tongue or shafts with the body of the car-
riage, substantially as herein set forth for the pin-pose
specified.

Second, the combination of the pivoted reversible
tongue or shafts, constructed with elastic sides as set
forth, with the ears or stops d and e, formed upon the
body of the carriage, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

64,823.-Joseph B. Worsham, Hibemia, Mo,—
Tobacco Belting Knife.—May 14, 1867.—Two handles
connected by a spring bow liave a pair of parallel re-

cessed knives on each jaw with connecting transverse
knives. The stalk is grasped below the leaves and
the tool oseillal-sd to remove a ling of bark.
Claim.— T]]'^ ))i'lting knife or implement constructed

and used substantially as herein shown and described.

64,824.—George S. Yixgling and Saml-el F.
POORMAN, Tiflin, Ohio.—Apparatus for Washing and
Cooling in Brexcing.—May 14, 1867.—Arms are at-

tached at intervals to the vertical shaft, and shovels
at its loT\er cud. The shovels ai'e braced by rods to
the upper part of the shaft.

Claim.—First, the use of the adjustable bars D D,
provided at their lower ends with the shovels G G,
whicli are used in connection with the shovels G G,
as and for the j)nrpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the shaft A with its

bai-s B E and D, its'rounds C C, and the shovels G
and F, the several parts being constructed aud used
as and for the purpose herein specified.

64,825.—tJohn H. Edward, Mendota, TLX.-Meas-
uring Fimnel.-Mc.j 14, 1867.—The pipe of the fun-
nel is closed by the valve. Eising vertically from
tlie valve is tlie rod with its gauge ilauges, which in-

dicate quantity.
Claim.—TJie combinalKon of the valve B, rod C,

lever E, and slotted han(]Se F, said parts being so
constructed and arranged that the lever E, when the
valve is closed, shall form a spring, by the tension of
which the parts are held firmly in po'sition, subst:m-
tially as set forth.

64.826.—Charles Apple, Hoboken, N. J.—De-
vice for Holding Cigars.—May 21, 1867.—The two
semi-cylindrical shells are hinged at one side and are
locked' by a spring catch.

Claim'.—As an' improved article of manufacture, a
cigar holder, consisting of a combination of the shells

A B with tlie cutter (7,'the latter either being attached
to on(; of the sliells or being part of tlie same, all made
!ind operating substantially as aud for the inirpose
herein shown and described.

64,827.-George Atkins. Sharon, Fa.—Lime
Kibi.—^lay 21, 1867.—The bosh of the kiln is ibrined
in the shape of a truncated cone based on an inverted
cone having two tiers of furnaces extending iuto the
liody of the kiln. The upper chamber provides room
for expansion.

Claim.—The arrangement of the limekiln formed
of the chambers A B I), and heated by funiaces C C,
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at different levels inside the kiln, operating: substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

64,S2S.—George H. Aylavorth, Brighton, HI.
—Ha't Press.—May 21, 18o7.—The ioUp'xer has side

projections \rhich pass through the slots in the box,
and have nuts engatred by screws whose actuating
pinions are turned'by a common wheel.
Claim.—A hay presa, con.-i:<ting of a box a. and

volving in the same direction, in separate but com-
municaring cases A and 1>, and so constructing said
cases and an-anging them with roferonci! to said
wlieels and theh- shafts that the external air can eiiter
at aperture E, only in tlie periphery of tlie ease A,
substantially as and for the purpose Ilescribed.

64,835.—Ben-.tamix X. BrxcHEU, Philadelphia,
Vix.—Saw Sct.—^l-d\2l. ]8o7.—The metallic b''dpiece

the sliding partition A", operated by means of the screws I is attached to the wooden block. The edges of the
c h, the Arhole constructed uud aiTanged as herein
shown and described.

64,829.—Fraxcis Baker, Xew York, X. T.—
Carriage Windoio Frame.—May 21, 18U7.—The win-
dow is pivoted to side bars whose lower ends are

' pivoted to blocks which slide in grooves within the
casing.
Claim.—A carriage window frame swiveled or

pivoted to uprights" F, arranged to move in and
thi'ough the carriage body, and bent springs K or L.
hooks or c-itches X, and studs I, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

64,830—P.OBERTBarclay, Buffalo, X. Y.—Seiz-

ing Machine.—^i\\ 21. 18u7.—The presscr-foot re-

ceives oscdlation simultaneously with the feed wheel.
by a cam acting on a spring dog which connects with
the pressor-foot. and whicli is adjustable by a set screw
to regulate the feed to agree with the s'peed of the
wheel. The cam is mounted on the end of the needle-
actuating shaft, and acts in conjimction with another
cam to operate the take-up mechanism.

C^.T??);.—First, the sliding ro.l 7, situated between
the needle slide aiid teusioiTdevice f, in combination
with the needle-operating shiift E and cam /*, the
whole aiTanged and operating as and for the pm-pose
specified.

S?cond. the combination and arrangement of the

top face are bearded at different angles to adjust the
set. The guides are attached and adjusted to the bed
piece b}' screws. The saAV is clara])ed by set screws
passing through one of the guide pieces. The rod
between the guides carries the sets, which lie on the
point of the teeth and are struck with a hammer.

Claim.—The coral)ination of the bed plate A, with
beveled edges of different angles of inclination, and
the reversible and adjustable guide pieces E and E',
set screws F and G, and sets C B, sub.stantially as
aud for the pm'pose set forth.

64,836.—James A. Campbell, Sto^w. Ohio.—Cane
and Sorghum Strijjper.—'May 21, 1867.—The top is

removed by a rotary cutter and the blades stripped
between a fixed lower stripper and a movable one
above; the stalk is drawn through between two
grooved rollers.

Claim.—First, the rollers G H. arranged substan-
tially as shown and -1—vil'ilQ^i connection with the
statioaai-y cutter or stripper jL, aud the yielding or
pressm-e cutter or stripper M, having tjie lever X
and spring O applied to it, substantiedly as and for
the purpose set forth.

Seeoud, the rotary topping cutter Q, attached to
wheel 11, in connection Avith the concave plate S, Ail

aiTanged to operate in connection with the stripping
device, substantially as shown and described.

Thii'd, the comi^ination of "the endless leaf andtop'
adjustable pivoted dog m, slide 0, and lever G, in discharging apron B, with the leaf-stripping and stalk-

combination with the presser-foot D, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pui-pose set
forth.

64,831.—John A. Bassett. Salem, Hass.—Liquid
for Carbureting Ga.^^e.y.—May 21, 1867.—The light
hydrocarbons of petroleum are combined with the

|

rod is hinged to an upright attached by a hook on its

topping mechanism, substantially as and for the pm--
pose herein set forth.

64,837.

—

^James F. Campbell and Corxelius
Trs-XEY, "Williamsbm\g, X. Y.—Portable Seat for
Drivers upon Cars.—May 21, 1867.—The supporting

light hydi-ocarbons of resin, wood, shale, or peat ; nine
parts of the former to one of the latter.

Claim.—The hydrocarbon liquid for carbureting
gases, produced by the combination aud process de-
scribed substantially in the foregoing specification.

64,832.

—

Alfred Bridoes. Xewton. Mass.

—

Peat
Machine.—May 21, 1867.—The mold bottom is fixed,

and the sides consist of a sleeve raised by a double
lever ; the plunger is kept in position on its lever by
a spiing.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the sleeve C,
X>assing over stock D, in the manner and for the pur-
pose described herein.

Second, the adjusting plunger E, by means of pro-
jection d and spring C, or its eiiuivalent, as above
specified.

64,833.

—

James S. Brotuers, Duncannon, Pa.—
Railway Sa-itch.—May 21. 1867.—The rocker shaft is

connected to pivoted sections of rails at the place of
convergence, and a single centraUy pivoted piece at
the intersection of the inner rails of the two tracks

upper end to the dashboard ; the seat resting on the
rod is secured by a perforated strap to a pin on the
top of the hooked' standai'ds.

Claim.—The upright or staff B, with hook at one
end, and provided with a rod E, having seat G and
strap H, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

64,838

—

Horace S. Carle^-, Cambridgeport,
'M.aas.—Bottle Stopper.—^a\ 21, 1867.—The stopper
is secured to a strip of metrd, which slides between
ears, secured to the band suiTounding the neck of the
bottle._ The stopper is held in the bottle by a yoke.
Claim.—The slide F, carrying stopper,' in combi-

nation with the swiveled loop E. in which it moves,
substantially as and for the j)urpose described.

Also, in combination n-ith the above the swinging
clasp I, substantially as described for the pm'pose set
forth.

64,839.—EusHA A. Chace, Eosemond. HI.—
Wheel Ploic.—yLaj 21, 1S67.—The beam of an ordi-
ary plow is pivoted to the frame, which is hinged to

Claim.—The construction of the chair K, -with the the carriage ; the latter carries a driver's seat and
adjustable frog G, when arranged, combined, and op- plow, andls adjustable by a lever in proximity to the
erated as herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

seat.

Claim.—A wheel plow having the stationary frame
A. pivoted frame F F' F', plow beam D and" elevat-

ing devices G G* G^, an-auged, to operate substan-
is and for the pm'po.se described.

64,834 Samuel C. Bruce. Xew York. N. Y.—
Quartz JLfiW.-May 21, 1867.—The ore passes from the I tiall

hopper into the first cylinder, the beaters on the shaft I

forming a partial vacuum. The beaters strike the ore 64,840.

—

George F. Clemoxs, Springfield. Mass.
which is carried by the peripheral force of the current Cloth Guide for Seicing Machine.^.—May 21, 1867.

—

through the conne'cting passage into the second cham- The guide plate is attached beneath the lower limb
ber, through which it receives th'te same treatment. 'of the elastic sheet metal, whose upper end is attached
and passes to the connecting pipe, which deposits it ! to a gauge plate, the lower portion resting on the
in the dust chamber. goods, and by its pressure keeping the edge of the

Claim.—First, the revolving wheels C and D, with I
latter to the face plate of the gauge.

velocities Vaiying in some regidiir ratio, so that wheel
D shall always revolve faster than, aud in the same
direction as wheel C, and for the purpose described.

Second, the aiTangement of wheels C and D, re-

claim.—Fii'St, in a cloth guide for sewing machines
the employment with a cloth gauge of a rigid guide
plate, adapted to bear upon the cloth in front of the

sewing needle, and extend across the line of seam
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being sewed, and having elastic and adjustable pres-

sru-e given to it, in such a mamier as that it shall press

more upon the cloth outside the seam than inside

thereof, and thereby guide the cloth towards the gauge
face.

Second, the elastic plate b. either with or without the
rigid guide plate a, combiaed with the pressure plate

e, screw/ and gauge c, substantially as described and
for the purposes set forth.

Third, the rigid guide plate h, combined with the
elastic plate ;', screws j j, rigid plate k, and gauge I, all

with or without the link n,"substantially as described
and tor the purposes set forth.

64,S41.—Xeil Clifford and A. IST. Bell, Brook-
lyn, jST. T.—Deodorizer for Privy Seats.—May 21,

18t)7.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The combination with the seat of a privy,

water-closet, or other similar place of whatever nanle
called, of a receptacle or vessel lor the reception and
holding of any suitable deodorizer or disinfectant,

whether in the' form of a liquid or powder, when such
vessel or receptacle is so constructed and connected
with the seat board that by the depression or upward
movement of the seat, or 'both, the said disinfectant
or deodorizer will be discharged into the vault of the
privy, (fcc, substantially as and for the pm'pose de-

scribed.

64,842.—Joseph M. Coale, Baltimore, Md.—
Locomotive Enrjine.—May 21, 1867.—The part of the
boiler end through which 'the tubes pass is separated
from the smoke chamber by a plate, traversed by
tubes, similar to those in the boiler. The chambe'r
within this plate serves to receive the air and heat
the same to prevent ehiUing the tubes.

Claun.—in combination -nith locomotives and other
similar boilers the additional sheet d and fiues /, for

the purpose of preventing the cold air from chilling
the ends of the flues proper, substantially as and for

pm'pose set forth.

64,843.—JOHX Cochrane, TVall Township, X. J.—Railroad Bail Fastening.— May 21, 1867; ante-
dated May 13, 1867.—A cleat i)late has claws to enter
the tie and prevent splitting, and a groove to receive
the edge of the rail base.
Claim.—First, the combination of a screw bolt or

wood screw spike with a cleat that has a bearing
upon the top and at the edge of the rail flange, and
also upon the cross tie, and so constructed or formed
that it can be removed from the flange of the rail

upon slackening up the screw bolt or wood screw
spike by which it is secured to the cross tie, substan-
tially as herein described.

Second, the heel sptirs of the cleat for entering into

the timber or cross tie, so as to hold against the lat-

eral thrusts upon the rails, as caused by the action of
the wheels of passing trains, in combination with the
screw bolt or wood-screw spike fastening of such cleat,

substantially as herein described.
Third, the peculiar construction of the cleat, by

reason of which it may be made by pressm'e or per-

cussion from flat iron bar complete in all its parts,

without necessarily altering the thickness of the ma-
terial in any of such parts, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

64,844.—S. M. CoLBHRX, Ansonia, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Sylvester Colburx, same
place.

—

Steam. Generator.—May 21, 1867.—A plate to
collect the sediment is placed a short distance above
the bottom of the boiler ; the spaces above and below
communicate around the edges of the plate.

Claim.—The plate B, constructed and arranged
within the boiler, so as to form a chamber C, com-
muuicatiug with the boiler by means of openings or
jjcrforations a, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

64,845.—Joseph H. Coxxelly, TTheeling, W.
Ya.—Manufacture of Gas.—May 21, 1867.—The ob-
ject is to dispense with the lime pm-iuer, commonly
ased, while still producing gas free from sulphm'etted
hydrogen.

Claim.—First, the use of lime obtained from burnt
limestone or oyster shells, damped or slaked with
water, salt, or saltpeter solution, introduced into the

retort as described, in the proportion mentioned, for
the purpose of whitening and desulphurizing the gas,
as set forth.

Second, the use of lime prepared as stated, in com-
bination with coal and residuitm oils, introduced as
described for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of lime, prepared as stated,
and cinders, coke, coal, or wood, with residuima oil

alone, for the purposes mentioned.
Fourth, the use of residuum oil alone, in combina-

tion with lime, for the production of inflammable gas,
desulphurized and whitened in the manner set forth.

64,846.—Egbert CREUZBAUR,]Srew York, X. Y.—Steering Vessels.—May 21, 1867.—The steering
screw rotates within a transverse water way near one
end of the huU. It is turned by a steam engine, and
by a lever. The shaft extending to the upper deck
may be clutched to rotate the screw in either direc-
tion.

Claim.—First, in combination with a steering
screw, or its equivalent, arranged within a pipe or
water way extending transversely through the hull
of a vessel, a means which will enable the pilot to give
a right or left motion to said screw, or to stop or start
it at pleasure without stopi)ing or reversing the motion
of the driving power, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of a steering screw or its

equivalent, arranged within a water way extending
transversely across the huU of a vessel, with a means
which will enable the pilot from the pilot-house to
stop, start, or reverse the motion of an engine, which
is used for rotating said screw, substantially as des-
cribed.

Third, in combination with a steering screw,
ariangcd to operate substantially as described, the
employment of an engine for rotating the screw, and
a means for rotating the screw wheti the engine is in
operation, substantially as described.

Foiu'th, providing for disconnecting the capstan
shaft F from the screw shaft d*, when this latter shaft
is connected to and driven by the engine shaft d'^, sub-
stantially as described.

Fifth, 'the combination of the capstan or capstans
upon shaft F with the gearing E //', clutch g, lever
G', shaft d', and with an extension d- of shaft d, clutchWW and a driving engine, substantially as des-
cribed.

64,847.-George W. DaCuxha, :N'ew York, ?7.

Y.—Keeper for Door Locks.—Maj 21, 1867.—The
keeper has a flange to project along the jamb, and
another flange to project along the casing. It is cast
in one piece.

Claim.—An improved catch or nosing for door
locks formed with a flange d', to project along or be
let into the jamb, and with a flange d^ to project along
the casing, said flan ges being cast solid with aud form-
ing an integral x^art of the side catch, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the pm-pose set

forth.

64,848.—Leopold DeLace, Springfield, 111.—
Hay Loader.—May 21, 1867.—The machine is attached
by a chain to the s'ide of a wagon. The platform re-

v'olves, the sets of teeth rake and discharge the hay
and act as receivers alternately. The fork has a con-
tinuous movement.

.

Claim.—First, the revolving platform and raking
device D, composed of the frame a, fitted iu the main
frame A aud provided with the bars E, having teeth
F attached, all arranged substantially as aud for the
purpose specified.

Second, the raking and pitching fork S attached to

a carriage P, operated by an endless chain Q and ar-

ranged with ways or guides jj, on a suitable framing
or support, substantially as aud for the purpose set

forth.

Third, the swinging or pendant frame T in com-
bination with the lever I, bar H, and clutch pully G,
arranged to operate in connection with the revolving
platform and raking device substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

Fourth, the two pulleys G G' connected by a clutch,

and arranged as sliown to operate respec'tively the
revolving platform and raking device, and the raking
and pitching fork substantially as shown and des-

cribed.
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64,849.—William H. I>oane, Gerritt V. On-
TON', and William E. London. Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignors to J. A. Fay <fc Co.

—

Planing Machine.—
May 21. 1861.—The cutters are held in grooves in col-

lars' sliding on the rectangular part ofthe spindle, the
set screws traversing slots and engaging the spindle.

The cutters have break irons similar to those of a hand
plane. Au adjustable guard covers the spindle head.
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable break

iroas k' k' w ith the cuttei-s k k, and the removable col-

lars k h, all constructed and arranged iu the manner
and for the purpose desci'ibed.

Second, the application of the shield G to a post w,
which is allowed to revolve around the cutter head
substantially as described.

Third, sustaining the safety shield G upon the table
to A, by means which will admit of said shield being
moved around the axis of the cutterhead, aud also

adjusted vertically substantially as described.

64,850 James VT. Dv.v.w. Stockbridge, Mich..
assiirnor to himself and Joseph X. Towxsox.

—

W/ieel
Tehide.—:Sli\x 31, 18(i7; antedated May 16, 1SU7.—
The axles rotate with the wheels and butt against fric-

tion w heels. The crooked sway bar attached to the
tongue is braced by pivoted cross bars hinged to the
front axles, which have guides connecting them with
the reaciies.

Claim.—The crooked sway bar H and the cross
bars I and J. in combination" with the axle C C and
the axle guides GG, the whole constructed and opera-
ting in the manner and for tlie pm'pose herein des-
cribed.

64,851

—

Charles M. Alcurger, Philadelphia.
Pa., assignor to George R. Kirk, same place.— Coct.
—May 21, IdtiT.—The follower has clastic and metallic
packing upon its lower end. aud a flanged thimble
spiral spring and elastic packing neai' its upper end.
The thimble covers the spii-al spring to prevent its

cutting the packing.
Claim.—The follower A. having its metallic pack-

ing E. antl elastic x'fckinge. iu combination with the
spring D, flanged thimble F, packing E and spigot C,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

64,852.^Tames a. Ehle. Green Bush, Wis.—
Converting licctilinear into iMary Motion.—May21,
18(57.—The walking beam receives a reciprocating
motion fi'om the engines, operates the sliding car-
riages and their hooks, Avhich engage with" those
attached to the corners of triangular or polygonal
disks, aud rotate the shafts to which the latter are
attached.
Claim.—First, converting rectilinear motion into

rotary motion by the use of polygons, substantially as
described.

Second, the balanced lever B. the connecting rods
C C, the carriatres D and the guides E, substantially
as described antl tor the purposes lierein set forth.

Third, the pins/, forming hooks upon the triangles
E and the bar b. in combination substantially as
shown and described.

Fourth, the cam wheel L. in combination with the
triangle E and the gear -n heels H and k, substantially
as herein shown and described.

64,853.—Perry Fenlasox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Portable Hoofing Boiler and Furnace.—May 21, 1867.
—The furnace. Iwiler and other incidentals, are
mounted on a spring diay for convenient transporta-
tion.

Claim.—The boiler B, iu comlnnation with the
spring dray A. or its eqivalent. constructed substau-
tiaU}' as above described aud for the purpose set forth.

64,854.-B. L. Fetherolf, Tamaqua, Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. M. JIaoesty, same place.—Attachment to Stores for Generating Gan.—May 21,
1867.—Petroleum is supplied in graduated quantity to
the retort iu the stove ; tlie giis generated passes to
the reservoir and thence to the burners.

Claim.—The hollow metallic block A, fitted within
the fire chamber of a stove so as to constitute both a
gas generator and a lining or fire brick, substantially
as described,

64,855—P. G. Finn, Erie, Ta.—Putting Up Oih
in Casks, tfc—May 21, 1867.—Preparatory to being

placed in barrels the oil is heated to 110^ Farenheit,
and is then sealed up.
Claim.—The barreling and hermetically sealing of

coal oil in a heated and expanded stale, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

64,850.—Daniel FoHES, Boston, Mass.; assignor
to FonEs, Havwari) & Company, same place.—iWi-
ble Compoirition.—^ay 21, 1867.—Iloasted colfee, tea
seeds, and cocoa are ground together and nnadc into
a beverage or confection.
Claim.—The edible composition as made of the ma-

terials in the manner and for the purijose substan-
tiaUy as described.

64,857.—George F. Folsom, lioxbury, Mass.;
assignor to himself and Charles F. Pease, same
place.

—

Extcniiion Table.—May 21, 1867.—The main
leaves are attached to the fi-amcs which are supported
on legs, and have folding leaves capable of support
by brackets. When the^ end ti-ames are extended,
middle leaves ai'e raised by cams to supply the hiatus.

Claim.—The comlnnation as well as the arrange-
ment of an auxiliary leaf E, and mechanism, (viz. its

rods k. elevators II. and their counter cams, or tlie

equivalents thereof. ) for operating it as described, with
two leg frames, aud their main leaves D D, one of
such leg frames being constructed with a space or
recess arranged below the main leaf, and for the re-

ception of the auxiliai-y leaf when the table is closed
as described.

Also, the combination as well as the aiTangement
of two auxiliaiy leaves E E, and mechanism "for op-
eratiug them as described, with the three frames A
B C, aud their main leaves D D, aiTauged together
as specified.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of two turning leaves F F. two main leaves D 1),

three of the frames A B C, as described, \\\o auxil-

iary leaves E E. and mechanism, Cviz. its rods /.-, ele-

vators H, and their counter cams or the equivalent
thereof,) for operating such leaf or leaves E, as de-
scribed.

Also, the peculiar mechanism in combination ap-
plied to each turning leaf, and for operating each of
the auxiliary leaves, such being the siide rods k k, and
the elevators and their counter cams, or their equiv-
alents, as set forth.

Also, the combination as well as the cirrangement
of oue turning leaf F, two main leaves D D. two leg
frames, one auxiliary leaf E, and mechanism, (viz. its

rods A-, elevators H.'and their counter cams, or the
equivalents thereof,) for operating such leaf, as de-
scribed.

64,858

—

William G^lladay, Sheboygan FaUs,
Wis.

—

Mechanical Movement.—May 21, 18*67.—A lon-

gitudinally reciprocating rod operates two paAvls,

which alternately engage the opposite sides of a
ratchet wheel to rotate the same.

Claim.—The combination of the arms C D and
pawls E F, with the ratchet wheel A, as and for the
purpose set forth.

Also, connecting the arms C and D, at their inner
ends, so as to be operated by one connectiug rod, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

64,859.—Erxst Gessner. Auc, Saxony.—Gi'gr

Mill.—May 21, 1867.—A series of rotating disks with
cards act in conjunciion with guide rollers, so that
the cloth is acted on in every part, to rai^e a nap.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the revolving disks D. in the adjustable frame C,
substantially as'described, for the pui-pose specified.

Second, the arms O O'. with toothed segments, i;i

combination witli the rollers N'. and disks D, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

. 64,860.—KoBERT D. Green, Columbia, Mo.

—

! Cofc—May 21, 1867.—The bed piece on which the
anti-fi-ictiou rollers work is detached from the posts.

Cleaners attached to the bottom bar clear the track
for the rollers.

Claim.—The solid bed-sill or track-log laid in the
ground, and detached from the gate post, and on
which the gate rests, plain on upper surface with
groove or rail as denoted by lettei-s H, also piu fas-

1 teuer at top of post, as shown by letter G ; also the
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track cleaners, marked D D, fastened to under part of
bottom rail of tlio gate in front of eacti wlieel, and
designed, as the gate moves, to remove from track
all obstructions to the wheels C C ; also guide posts
E E, used to prevent the gate from running off the
track wheu open.

Also, in combination v/ith the posts of the main
gate, represented by letters H D D C C E E, letters

patent lor extended top and bottom rails or slats, to

be used af jjleasure in forming- a gap moving the gate
forward on the wheels C C, so that tlie gap thus formed
will admit the passage of small stock, and at the same
time exclude large stock.

64,861.—Christian H. and Joseph H. Harnlt,
Penn township, Pa.

—

Manure Drag.—May 21, 18G7.

—

The fork is pivoted in the frame and is invertible

to allow the ready discharge of its load when the
trigger is pulled. It is used in cleaning stables.

Claim.—The arrangement of the fork drag A A'
A" A'", with its spring and lever F E. clamp'rod D,
and armed fork head'C B, runners G, all combined
and operating substantially in the manner" specified.

Also, in combination with the fork-drag, figure 1,

and its ring O and hook K, the rake-drag, figure 2,

when used In connection with said fork-drag, in the
manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,862.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, IST. Y.—Propelling cars, cCc.—May 21. 18()7.—The car is pro-

pelled by cables attached by clutches to the car; the
clutches" are actuated to catch or release the rope, to

govern the motion of the car. .

Claim.—First, the combination of the sliding pul-

ley Q, with the series of teeth on the axle, by which
the said pulley is made fast to the axle, and with the
sprbigs I I' of the guide rod D, for the purpose of
stopping the motion of a car, substantially as shown.
Second, the combinations of the parts a and &,

composing botli a fast and loose pulley, with the
springs II', and the axle A, for the purpose of start-

ing the car, substantially as sho^n-n.

Thii'd, the use in cars or other objects which
are moved by propelling cables, of clutclies or arras,

whose faces that receive the impulse of such cables
arc plain, substantially as shcnn.
Fourth, so arranging the guide rod D and cable

clutch or arm C that they are compelled to rotate
together, while the latter is allowed to have a longi-

tudinal movement on the former, substantially as set

forth.

Fifth, the combination of anti-friction rollers z with
the cable clutch or arm C, to obviate or prevent fric-

tion during the movements of said clutch, substan-
tially as set forth.

Sixth, the supplementally springs I' for strengthen-
ing and aiding the main spring I, and so arranging
and connectLag tliem betweea'the sides of spring I

and the frame of the car that they are not displaced

or injured by any vertical motions of the car body,
substantially'as set forth.

Seventh, the application to a car of bent arras X, to

hold the car down, or prevent it from being displaced
from the track, substantially as shown.
Eighth, the combination of the pendulous roller q

with the disk p and loose pulley h, substantially as

described.
Ninth, the combination of the bar M and cam O

with the lever J that operates the cable clutch or arm
C, substantially as described.

64,863.—H. H. Hathewav, Clockville, K T.—
Hor.<!e Hay Fork.—May 21, 1867.—The tines are at-

tached to tiie handle in a ferrule consisting of two semi-

cyliiulrical pieces clamped together. The wings of the

bail swing on the outer tines. Tiie draft rope is at-

tached to' the bail and the line of draught is adjusted

by a liiuged brace regulated by a pendent cord, draught
upon Vviiich bends tiie brace and the hay is discharged.

Claim.—First, the manner of securing the tines C
to the handle by combining with each other the caps
b and b\ bolts and nuts a a, riug c, and handle A,
substantially as shown and operating in the manner
described.

Second, the adjustable bail D in combination with
the rings d, keys d-, anil brace E, substantially as and
for the"purpose herein shown and described.

64,SG4.—B. S. and E. H. Havilakd, Fort Dodge,
Iowa.— Beehive.—May 21, 1867.— Perforated parti-
tions permit the circulation of air and heat through
the several compartments of the hive. Slides cut off
of either compartment from those adjoiniiig, T\'hen
required.
Claim.—The arrangement in the bee-box of the

perforated partitions b and adjustable partitions D,
whereby the communication between the several com-
partments C may be opened or closed, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

64,865.—Thompson Heksee, Jr., BufiTalo, :jf. Y.
—Attaching Thills to Vehicles.—Maj 21, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A thill coupling- composed of a clip A so
constructed as to have a chamber in its front part to
receive a piece of India-rubber or elastic substance C,
and also to receive the cross-head e of the thill iron B,
the front plate c of the chamber being notched or
forked at its upper end, and the top plate a ox the clip
over the chamber having an apertm'e made -in it to
allow the cross-head of the thill iron to pass into the
chamber with a projection /to serve as a guard to
prevent the casual rising of the cross-head e, substan-
tially as shown and described.

64,866.-B. T. Henry, Xew Haven, Conn.—C«r-
riage Spring.-~M.a\ 21, 1867.—The spring is strength-
ened by longitudinal ribs tapering toward the end.
Claim.—An elliptic spring having one or more ribs

d formed upon its sm'face, substantially as and tor tiie

pmpose set forth.

64,867.- Frederick Hess, Baltimore, Md.

—

Fastening for SJiirt Collars.—May 21, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration*.

Claim.—The fastener, composed of a plate with an
eye on each side of it, one for holding au elastic loop
to fasten the collar to the shirt, the other to hold a
ring to secure the fastening to the coUar as described.

64,868.—Jacob HoLLiNGER, Millersburg. Ohio.—
Cultivator.—May 21, 1867.—The salient bends of the
curved beam serve as points of attachment for the
standards which are adjustable on the beam and
brac'j.-:.

Claim.—The curved beam A, as arranged in com-
bination with the adjustable standards B and braces
E H, for the purpose and in the manner substantially
as set forth.

64,869.—J. W. HoLLiNGSWOiiTH, Salem, Indiana.—Animal Trap.—May -21, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent, Oct. 16, 1866.-^The spring eccentric is freed
by the weight of the animal, Avhich trips the doors and
releases the division drop-gate between the compart-
mejits ; the animal by passing under this gate resets
the trap.

Claim.—First, the shaft E bearing the spring G, ec-
centric D and double crank H, to which are eounected
the rods 1 pivoted to wings J, in combination with the
rocking plate L supporting the pivoted levers M pro-
vided with stops m'^. constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the stops m-^ in combination with the levers
M, pivoted to the rocking plate L, arranged relatively
with the shouhlered eccentric !>., operating substan-
tially as described and for the purpose specified.

Third, the rod P provided at one end ^vith a catch
fitting into notch in tlie end board F, and connected
at the end by rod O' to lift gate O, operated by the
shouldered eccentric 1). and arranged relatively'with
the working parts of the trap herein described, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

64,870.—William E. Houston, Birmingham,
Conn., assignor to himself Geo.V. Huiujell, and J. R.
Lattin, same place.— f/ooj:> Skirt.—May 21, 1867.—
The hoops are piissed through the transverse pockets,
having a central part in which one set of the filliug

threads is left unwoven on the outside, for the attach-
ment of the hoop by a metallic clasp, which does not
run through this rape, and which can be therefore
attached while the skirt is on the form.

Claim.—First, securing the hoops to the tape by a
clasp or other device, enclosing the tajie upon the
hoop without extending through the tape, substantially
as herein set forth.
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Second, the combin.'ition of the cord-band or other
material inserted in or attached to the tape with tlie

hoops when the hoops are attached thereto, substan-
tiollj- as specified.

64,871.—William E. Houston, assip:nor to him-
self, GEoaoj-: W. Hubbell, and .John 11. Lattix,
Birmingliara, Conu.—Clasp for Hoop Skirts.—^aj
21, 18()7.—Explained by tlic claim and illustration.

Claim.—Securing the two ends of hoops by a clasp
corrui;-atod tliereou diagonally and at reverse angles
upon opposite sides, suljstantially as described.

64,872.—"William E. Uoustox, Bimiinghara,
Conn., assignor to himself, Gkouge W. HrniJELL, and
John E. Lattix, same plucc— Tape of Hoop SIdrts.
—May 21, 1867.—This relates to the vertical tapes of
the "tabs." The longitudinal pocket is on the edge
of the tape.

Claim.—A tape formed with a longitudinal pocket
C, combined witli transverse pockets 13, sul)stantially
in the manner herein set forth as au improved ai'ticle

of mauufactui'e.

64,873.—William E. Houston, Birmingham,
Conn., assignor to himself, Geokge W. Hubbell. and
John E. Lattix, same place.—Trti^e of Hoop Skirts.
—May 21, 1807.—The trauverse pockets have central
portions in which one set of the filling threads runs
through without weaving.

Claim.—The tape formed with the thread spaces C,
in combination with the poeksts B B, substantially as
and for tlie purpose specified as au improved article
of mauufactm-e.

64,874.—Edward Howard, Boston, Mass.—
Making Balance Wheels for Watches, rf-c-May 21,
1867.—The steel rod is polished, heated, coated with a
strong solution of boras, and inserted into a brass tube
polished inside ; it is then placed in a crucible and the
brass melted, attaching it closely to the steel. The
crucible is broken, and' the brass-coated rod is sawn
up into disks or wheel blanks.

Claim.—The process or mode of making a series of
balai^ce-wheel disks or buttons by the use of the cru-
cible, tlie brass tube, and the steel rod, substantially
a.s herein described aud for the purpose specified.

64,875.-S. Terry Hudson, Success, N. Y.—
Sugar Cane Stripper.—May 21, 1867.—The lap-jaws
ai-e closed bv reversible springs and have a swivel
spring guard plate that works on their face. The
standard is driven into the ground in the vicinity of
the cane or the mill.

Claim.—Fii-st, the double pairs of springs B B, hav-
ing lap-jaws c c for opening by each other and varying
the spaces C C, and combination with the swivel guard
plate d attached to the spring D and the stand A, all

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.
Second, the shifting spring E in combination with

the spriugs B B, arranged aud operating as aud for
the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the movable staiid A, provided with the
point h or its equivalent, aud the head F, in combina-
tion with the spud a, arranged as and for the pm'pose
herein specified.

64,876.—George K. Hughes, Centralia, Mo.—
Washing Machine.—'May 21, 1867.—The tub bottom
and under side of the disk are corrugated. The disk
is lowered onto the clothes, and has rotation and slight
vertical movement by the vertical oscillation of the
operating lever.

Claim.—The cylinder or di-um E, the bent lever C,
the lever J, the ratchet and pawl C, for tightening the
cord on the cvlinder or drum F, tho shaft E, the cords
H and K, and the disk D, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as described in combination
with the frame A.

64,877.—D. H. Hull. Plantsville, Conn.—-Seed
Planter.—May 21, 1867.—The seed hoppers are car-
ried on a rear frame, hinged to the mam frame, and
adjusted vertically by a chain passing over a sheave
and turned arouud an adjustable shaft.

Claim.—First, the device for operating the slides jj
of a seed planter, consisting of the lugs m on tlie

slides, coauectiag rods O, crjuik shaft C, pioiou b, and

internal gear or driving wheel F, all combined with
each other aud made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.
Second, the device for raising and lowering the

hinged frame H. which consists of the chains K pass-
ing over the pulley c on the stationary arm X, shaft
L, and ratchet-wheel aud pawl h i, all made and ope-
rating substantially as herein shown and described.
Third, the frame H, when it is provided with the

seeding boxes, and when it is hinged lo the main axle
A, substantially in the manner and for the purpose

,

herein showu and described.
j

64,878.—James M. Hume. Colchester, 111., as-

signor to himself aud C. F. HovT. same place.

—

Cul-
tivator.—May 21, 1867.—The doubletree is pivoted ou
a vertical post of the frame, which has a brae? plate
to the tongue. The ends of the double tree are con-
nected to" the upper ends of levers, pivoted to the
frame, and to the lower ends of said levers the single
trees are connected.
Claim.—The adjustable beams B, arranged in com-

bination with the frame A, levers K. links L, bar G,
and single tree M, as and for the pm-pose substantially
as described.

64,879.—E.A.LPH S. Jennings, Xew York, X, Y.,
assignor to himself and iST. G. Kellogg, same place.

—

Envelope.—May 21, 1867.—The coi'uers under the top
flap are closed by counter folds, which form continu-
ous parts of the central folds, the ends of which are
united by clinched rivets.

Claim.—First, in constructing flat envelopes cutting
and folding the same to form corner wings E E at the
ends thereof, m combination with the eyelet seals e e',

substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.
Second, fastening central flaps C C of an envelope

with the double metal spars d d, or theii' equivalents,
as aud for the pm-pose herein specified.

64,880.-A. W. Johnson and George Thomp-
son, Xew York, N. Y.

—

Permutation Lock.—May 21,
1867.—Tlie tumbler disks are connected by sleeves to
outer disks lettered on their edges. The inner disks
have each a notch, whose coincidence allows the spring
pawl to enter them, when a partial rotation of the disks
draws back the bolt.

Claim.—The adjustable tubes O, of unequal length,
fitting over each other, theii- outer ends provided with
teeth c, which fit into correspondiug teeth in the flange
d of the graduated adjustable rmgs (.}, fitting one
within the other, the said tubes provided upon their
inner cads Avith notched disks M. the notches in the
outer ring being bevelled upon one side, when all are
coDL^tructed aud arranged as described and operating
from the yoked-shaped bolt G, provided with ine spring-

pawl W, substantially as described for the purpose
siiecified.

64,881 W. B. JON-ES. Franklin, l^j.—Motive
Poiver.—May 21. 18G7.^The power applied to the
crank shaft revolves the heavy frustum, whose cogged
wlieel runs upou the rim of the inclined wheel and
gives motion thereto.

Claim.—The combination of the inclined wheel or
frame A. cylinder C, aud lever shaft E, when arranged
together so as to operate together, substantially iu"the

manner and for the pm'posc described.

64,882.-Peter Keck, Zanesville, Ohio.—Pmn-
ing Shears.—May 21, 1867.—The hand levers are
pivoted together ; one of them projects forward to
form the concave j?w, and the other is pivoted to the
sliding plate of the concave-edged cutter.

Claim.—First, the mode of attachment of the blades
of a pair of shears composed of three levers, substan-
tially as shown and described.
Second, tlie combination of a convex-edged cutti''-:g •"

blade, with the mode of attachment of the blades of a
pair of shears, composed of three levers, substantially

as showu and described.

64,883.—tTohn W. Kln-gsrury, New Bedford,
Mass.—ifor9e.«/ioc Machine.—May 21, 1867.—The die

is changeable for varying sizes of shoes, and is recip-

rocated, pressing the blank between rollers, which
conform it to the shape of the die. The heels ai-o

pressed in aud thickened by a jiair of jaws forced
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against the shoe by friction rollers, and the toe
flattened by pressure against a stationary block.

Claim.—Fii'st, the slotted arm E, in combination
with the sliding frame F and die G, whereby the
movement of said die is initiated, substantially as
herein shown and described.
Second, the adjustable rollers H, baring upper and

lower plates of different diameters and thickness, in
combination with the slotted plates g, all as herein
shown and described.

Third, the combination of the adjustable block M,
or its equivalent with the reciprocating die G, for the
pm-pose of flattening the toe of the shoe, substantially
as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the reciprocating die
G, adjustable rollers H, clamping jaws I, for the pur-
pose of forming horseshoes, aU made and operating
as herein shown and described.

Fifth, the adjustable block M, or its equivalent, in
combination with the reciprocating dieG and clamp-
ing jaws I, for the purpose of flattening the toe of the
shoe, all as set forth.

Sixth, the device for operating the jaws I, consist-
ing of the cam o on shaft C, rod n, block L, rollers

m m, plates 1 1 and springs q q, all made and operating
substantially as set forth.

64,884.—A. Lee, St. Paid, Wixm.—Heating Stove.
—May 21, 1867.—The deflector throws back on to the
horizontal and vertical open-ended air cylinders the
heat that would otherwise escape up the chimney.

. Claim.—The deflector E and the vertical cylinder
D, in combination with the air cylinders B and C, as
and for the purposes specified,

64,885.—"W. and C. Leffixgwell, Clarksburg,
Ohio.—Ho^r jffoMer.—May 21, 1867.—One of the side
pieces is hinged, and they are adjustable in distance
by the upper transverse pieces, Avhich have slats at-

tached to prevent the upward escape of the hog.
Claim.—Firai, the device for holding hogs for the pur-

pose of wireiug. ringing, or snoutiug, or for slaughter-
ing or otherwise operating upon them, adjustable to
the size of the hog, in manner and by the appliances,
substantially as described.
Secoud, the hinged side D', when combined with

the hinged roofing E E F F, or their respective equiv-
alents, substantially as described.
Third, the inclined slat H, or its equivalent, when

combined with a box or trough, having its front
opening contracted by the slats G G', or by an equiv-
alent construction, substantially as described.

I'ourth, the tail-gate I, or its equivalent, when com-
bined with a box or trougli having its front opening
contracted by the slats G G', or by an equivalent con-
struction, substantially as described.

64,88Q.—Hexry Little, Middletown, N. T.—
Device for Elevating Ice.—May 21, 1867.—The spiral

band slides beneath the block of ice, pressing it

against the stationary bearing, and elevating it to
the upper platlorm.

Claim.—The rotary screw 'elevator, in combination
with the bearing, arranged to operate in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

64,887.-John Little, Newburg, :Nr. Y.—De-
sulxjhurizing Iron Ore.—May 21, 1867.—The ore is

placed on movable plates, and when heated to red-

ness, is then dumped into water by means of the
tackle. Wlien removed from water, it is crushed
before passing to the cujiola.

Claiiii.—J'irst. the mode of desidphtirizing iron ore
by heating it in a furnace to red-hot temperature,
and throwing it then into cold water, substantially as
set forth,

Secoud, the combination of processes for desulphur-
izing iron ore, and pi'cparing it for direct use in

cupolas by heatiug, coohug in cold water, crushing
between rollers, washing and mixing with flues for

the reduction, to clean iron in cupolas.
Third, the furnace A, in combination with tlie

movable plates S' S'^ and the hoisting gears M' M^,
for moving these plates «'ith tlie ore, su&stantially as
set forth and as shown in the drawing.

64,888.—John M. Long, Hamilton, Ohio.—iJar-
vester Rake.—May 21, 1867.—The shaft is set at an
angle of 45^, and rotates in bearings on a post at the

anc-le of the quadrant platform. At its upper end is

a disk, with angularly projecting reel arms. Upon
the shaft is sleeved a disk, in whose outer projections
the shaft of the rake-head is journaled, being gov-
erned by a spring on the shaft, a stop-pin on the
disk, and a projection on the bearing post of the main
shaft.

Claim.—The rake head I attached to a shaft H on
a disk G, having an incUned axis, and arranged with
a spring J, to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the sleeve F, placedloosely on the shaft C, in
connection with the cltitch L, when said parts are
used in connection with the rake and beaters, in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose-set forth.

64,889.—Cancelled.

64,890.—W. H. Mayo, Hillsburgh, Ifova Scotia.

—Car Coupling.—May 21, 1867.—One draw-head has
a pivoted hook wlv'ch engages over a shoulder in the
other draw-head. It is locked in place by a latch con-
nected to a spring lever which may be moved back to
free the hook from the shoulder and latch.

Claim.—The tb-awhook B, connected by a pin a
to one draw-head A, in combination with the box D,
attached to the other draw-head C, and provided at

its front part with an inclined bottom c, the bent plate

E, lever F, connected with plate e, and with an arm i

by a rod k and the spring g, all arranged to operate
substantially in the manner as and for the ptirpose

herein set forth.

64,891.—T. A. McFarland, Meadville, Pa.—
Can Opcjier.-May 21, 1867.—The pointed beveled
edge cutters cut a circular hole into a can.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the can

opener consisting of the handle A and cutters C, con-

structed, arranged, and operating as described, for

the purpose of cutting out a disk or plug at a single

blow, as set forth.

64,892.—Lloyd Mifflin, Germantown, V.—So-
lar Chronometer.—May 21, 1867.—Of the two semi-
circular arcs, which are brazed together at their mid-
length and at right angles to each other, one repre-

sents the equator and is graduated for a time scale

;

the other are represeuts the meridian and supports
the beai'ings of the frame in which the gnomon is

placed. The gnomon is a metallic plate with an open-
ing equal in length to the distance between the points
corresponding with the extreme declaration north
and south.
Claim.—A gnomon so formed as to throw the

shadow backward when the sun is fast, and forward
when it is slow, to an extent equal in each case, to

its variation from mean or clock time, so that the
shadow of the gnomon will always cross the time-
scale at a point indicating the mean time, substan-
tially as described.
Also, correcting the variation from mean or clock-

time by the use of the sun's motion in his declination,

north or south.

64,893.—Warren P. Miller, Kew York, N. T.
—Grindstone.—'M.aj 21, 1867.~The blocks are at-

tached to a metalUc disk forming a ring of grinding
material, the face of which is used for grinding saws,
&c.
Claim.—First, the mode of securing the blocks B

to the disk A, by means of the flange «, and keys C,

all made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the grooves d d', when arranged in the

grinding stirfaee, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein shown and' described.
Third, constructing grindstones by combining the

shaft D and the disk A with the stones B, keys C,

all made and operating suljstantially as and for the

purpose herein shown and described.

64,894.-Francis E. Mills, San Francisco, Cal.

-Door Jndicator.-May 21, 1867.—An aperture is

made in the door and fitted with glass, behind Avhicli

are tablets for conveying annouuceiuents. A semi-

circular opeuiug communicates with the letter-box

inside.

C7aim.—First, the reversible box b, provided with

the lettered cover c having the hole h and revolving
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disk P, said box coutainiiiff a scries of letters or blank
disks S S, adapted to be placed in the sink t, in the
reverse end of saitl box, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

Second, the reverse box 6, in combination with the
door glass plate A, having circular opening B, and
semicircidar opening D, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

64,895.—Thomas and Thomas H. Mitchell,
Albany, N. Y.—Steam Generator.—May 21, 18(57.—

The water is thrown into the boiler in jets and flashes

into steam. The boiler rotates in the furnace. The
water i^received through one of the trunnions, aud
the steA passes out through the other.

Claim.—The generator mounted so as to rotate on
a horizontal or nearly horizontal axis, and within a
fnrnace, substantially as described, in combination
with the pipe or pipes for supplying and jetting the
water, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the combination of the generator rotating
within the furnace, the steam-pipe and steam-chest,
and the pipe for supplying and jetting the water within
the generator, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Also, the combination of the generator rotating
within the furnace, the pipe for supplying and jetting
the water, the steam-pipe and steam-chest, and the
blow-oif pipe substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Also, the steam-pipe attached to and rotating with
the gjeuerator, and provided with apertures, when
combined with the steam-chest and stuliiug-box, so
that while rotating, it •ndD discharge the steam into
the stationary chest, substantially as aud for the pm*-
pose set forth.

64,896.—John Morgan, jr., "WTieeling. W. Va.
—Bolt and liicet Machine.—'Maj 21, 1867.—The bar
is thrust into the hole of the recipi'ocating carrier and
is brought in contact with a cutter to remove the
blank ; the carrier brings the blank to tlie die and the
heading die is brought down while the rod is in con-
tact with the rivet.

. Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the solid die x', follower TJ, header IST, and cams D
E F aud I, upon the shaft B, substantially as hereiji

shown and described for the purpose specified.

Second, the carrier "W, knife 10, and shield 16, com-
bined, an-anged, and operating in the manner and
for the pm-pose specified.

Thu'd, the solid die x', for forming the under side
of the head of the rivet concave, as herein set forth
for the pui-pose specified.

64,897.-George A. Moss, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Sox for Blueing and other Foioders.—May 21, 1867.

—The box is formed by boi'ing a hole into a block of
wood and covering it with foil. The box is covered
with a sheet of foil, which is punctured by a pin to
allow the powder to escape gradually, when shaken.
Claim.—A box for powders, of the class specified,

constructed of wood and provided with a cover of
Ibd, or its equivalent, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

64,S98.--J0HN H. J. O'Xeil, New Haven, Conn.
—Car Coitpling.—Maj 21, 1867.—The draw-head is

supported in a yoke allowing vertical movement, and
retained at its rear end by a bolt extending through a
vertical slot of a bracket. Spiral springs on the bolt
each side of the bracket hold it in position. The
mouth-ring is hinged aud moy be depressed to allow
coupling to a low cai-, a spring beneath raising it

when fi-ee. In coupling, the link forces around a
tumbler-catch which is held by a pawl. For uncoup-
ling the pawl is raised by a treadle.

Claim.—First, the combiuatiou of the hook F, the
pawl I, and le\er X, when constructed and arranged
so as to operate substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

Second, the head C, constructed so as to be depressed,
independent of the case B, substantially as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the lugs/, or in combi-
nation with the frame 11, operating so as to relieve
the spring, substantially as herein set forth.

64,899.-Abraham W. Overbaugh, JTew York,
N. Y.—Portable Blacking Case.—May 21, 1867 ; an-

tedatedMay 16, 1867.—A book-formed case has hinged
supports ; inside are a hinged foot-rest and cavities
for blacking-box and brushes.
Claim.—Fir&t, the arrangement and coiiJI)ination

of blacking and polishing utensils, in tiie manner de-
scribed, so that the case, when unfolded, forms a
stand or bench.
Second, also the feet, combined with the devices, in

the manner so as toform an even sm'face when closed.

64,900.—Arthur Page-c, Loughborough, Eng-
land.—Knitting Machine.—May 21, 1867.—Cannot be
briefly described other than in substantially the Avords
of the claims.
Claim.—First, the method of and arrangement for

retaining each sinker in position by a spring, which
also assists the action of the sinker when sinking the
thread.
Second, the combination of the bars C D and the

sinkers C, when the whole are constructed and ope-
rate in connection with each other, as set forth.

Third, the arrangement for drawing across the in-

cline or other equivalent, first in one direction and
then in the other, by a double grooved pulley revolv-
ing with the main shaft, and by cords or cliaius and
weight* or catch-blocks, so arranged as to draw across
ouce during a part of each revolution.
Fourth, the method of suspending the action of the

drawiug-across motion by the employment of an in-

cline or cam-piece, so aiTangcd that when required it

can be made to lift a hiuji-ed incline piece, or other
mechanical equivalent, and thus prevent the catch-
block entering the notch in the drawing-across pid-

ley, by which the said catch-block would otherwise
be caiTied round.

Fifth, the method of producing a selvedge in any
part of the width of the frame by the employment of
an incline or other mechauical equivalent attached to

and traversing with the incline for actuating the
sinkers or their equiviilents, by which first-mentioned
incline the thread layer or thi'ead layers is or are made
to descend and pass'between the needles at the end of
each course.

Sixtli, the plates E' of steel or other hard metal, in
combination with the bar E, as described.
Seventh, the method of alternately-knitting web

and narrowing or widening the same, or making
changes in the knittiuiv by moving endwise in the
direcNion of their axes the set of cams or levers em-
ployed' in knitting the web, and another set or sets of
cams or levers employed in eff"ecting the narrowing,
widening or changes in the knitting.
Eighth, the method of producing by a self-acting

motion, in which cams, inclines, or levers can be used,
the before-mentioned endwise movements of the cams
or levers, which said self-acting motion can be (with-

out arresting the revolution of the cams) brought into
operation by hand, or by tappets, or holes, in an end-
less chain, belt, drum, or pulley.

Ninth, each of the foregoing methods or arrange-
ments in combination with any or aU of the otiier

methods or an-angements.

64,901.—Isaac Pedrick, Bridgeton, IT. J.—Bed-
stead.—May 21, 1867.—The frame which supports the
slats has corner holes to receive oue end of a double
hook, -^shose other end engages a metal loop on the
post. The slats are held together by cords, which
pass around the ends of the corner hooks, and are so
lapped as to allow their inversion.
Claim.—First, the frame E F G H K, and hooks I,

or their equivalents, in combination with each other
and with the posts D, substantially in the manner
herein shown aud described and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Second, the post sockets C, in combination with the
posts D, rails A and B, and frame E F G n K, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, stringing the slats L upon or connecting
them with a co'rd or tape M, substantially in the man-
ner herein shown and described and for the pm-pose
set forth.

64,902.—Hexry H. Pember, New York, N. Y.—
Card HoMer.—May 21. 1867.—For attachment to a
trunk to receive the direction card. Explained by
claim.
Claim.—The card holder, consisting of rectangidar
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piece of metal B, having a flange a along the edges
of the ttvo ends and its lorrer side D, the upper side
left open and provided near its center with the catch
E, and perforated ear-pieces F F, when all are con-
structed of one piece of metal, as herein set forth.

64,903.—Charles H. Perkins and Richard W.
COMSTOCK, Providence, E.. l.-^Machinefor Sioaqing
Horseshoe Blanks.—May 21, 1867.—The shoe is hrst
swaged between a fixed straight bar and a plate oscil-
lating upon an adjustaTjle pivot and actuated by re-
ciprocating levers. The blank is bent around the
former in its passage between pressure rollers.

Claim.— The combination of the vibrating swa-
ging bar C, operating as described with the stationary
bar A, for swaging the heels or horseshoe blanks,
substantially as described.

64,904.—Bacchus Perry and Aaron Cornish,
Lee, IN". Y.—JBolt Holder.—May 21, 1867.—The bolt
shank is held between the forked jaw and the adjust-
able toothed head of the other jaw. The jaws are
retained in position by a ratchet and link at their
free ends.
Claim.—The bolt holder, constructed and operating

substantially in the manner and for the purpose here-
in described.

64,905.—Benjamin F. Porter, Manchester, IST.

B:.—Colander Boiler.—May 21, 1867.—The colander
is used in a common boiler, and its bottom is adjust-
able vertically by pins, which occupy Z-shaped slots.

6'Zaim.—First, the perforated boiler A, with double
L-shaped slots a, resting wires h, and movable bottom
constructed as described, and operating in the man-
ner as and for the pm'pose specified.

Second, the divider E, in combination with a colan-
der boiler of any kind, when constructed and used
substantially as described for the purposes specified.

64,906.—L. O. EocKWOOD, Ottawa, m.—Gang
Plow.—May 21, 1867.—The plow beams are connected
by slide plates, by which theii- distance is regulated.
Claim..—The acljustable extension joint. Fig. 4, con-

structed substantially as and for the purpose described
in the tbregoing specification.

64,907.—Columbus A. Bose, Columbus, Ga.—
Trunk.—Maj 21, 1867.—The tnmk is divided in a
plane oblique to its sides, and the sections are hinged
together and fm-nished with fastenings. The smaller
section being swung up on the base exposes the lids
of the compartments in both portions.

Claim.—A trunk provided with a triangular-hinged
portion B and internal doors or lids E, capable of be-
ing employed as shelves, substantially as described.

64,908—DUANE A. Boss, ITewport, N". Y.—
Skate Fastening.—May 21, 1867.—The side clamps are
on the ends of segmental-sliding plates contracted by
a screw over whose shank the heel-clamping screw is

sleeved. Each screw is turned by its tliumb knob at
the rear.

Claim.—First, the combination of the serew-rods
a b with the sole and heel-clamps and with the thumb
nuts e k, for the purpose of fastening or detaching the
skate to or fi'om the boot or shoe, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, incasing the serew-rods, nuts, and curved

arms, substantially as herein described, to prevent
them from injury by sjiow, ice, water, or other causes,
substantially as described.
Third, hinging the clamp-plates n to the clamp-arms

d for the purpose of adapting the clamping surface to
the varied shapes or tapers of the heels of boots or
shoes, substantially as described.

64,909.—,T. G. Boux, Baymond, Miss—CoWon
and Bay Press.—May 21, 1867.—The pivoted braces
rest in cavities of the nuts upon the right and left

Land screws, A\'hich are geared to the same motive
wheel and operate to drav/ in the lower ends of the
braces and raise the follower.
Claim.—The iudcpeudent screws B, having the

same pitch but reverse motion, having pinions E on
tlicir inner ends, operated by the same pinion .1), ope-
rating in combination with the nuts G and braces F,
BubstantiaUy us described for the pui'pose specified.

64,910.— Charles A. Schaefer, Chicago, Bl.,
assignor to himself,. Fritz Frillman, William
Wolff, and John Schachtschober, same place.—
Hanging and Locking Sash.—May 21, 1867.—The
rack upon the stile has geared connection to the spring
wheel, which is sutficieutly strong to support the sash.
A semicircular stop is turned to engage the wheel to
lock the sash.
Claim.—The half-round locking-stud I, in combi-

nation with a rack J and pinion F, to lock a window
sash at any desired point, substantially as set forth.

64,9.11.—Charles A. Schaefer, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to himself, Fritz Frillman, ^'illiam
Wolff, and John Schachtschober, samH)lace.

—

Sash Supporter.—Mnj 21, 1867.—The screw cylinder
is inserted transversely into the side of the sash and
contains the spring shank of the friction roller which
rests against the stile.

Claim..—The combination of the screw cylinder A,
shank C, spring I, and fork e with the roller d, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

64,913.—Elijah IJ. Scotille, Manlius, IST. Y.—
Seed >S'o?(.'cr.—May 21, 1867.—The rotating roller has
longitudinal grooves to receive the seed from the
hoppers, the seed dropping on zigzag wire-spreaders.
The hoppers ai-e adjustable on the roller. The sup-
porting rods of the seed-box have rubber foot blocks
to allow a vertical adjustment.
Claim.—First, having two or more hoppers E, within,

one seed box D, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.
Second, the grooved roller F, when arranged below

the hoppers and when provided with adjustable slides

e e, by which the amount of the seed discharged is

regulated, substantially as set forth.

Third, the revolving spreader G, when provided
with perforated wings i i, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.
Fourth, the perforated wings i i, when arranged in

zigza_g lines upon a revolving shaft G, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

Fifth, the hoppers E, when ai-ranged in a seed-box
D, which is sujpported by braces b, in combination
with the spring c. and screw a, and roller F, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

Sixth, the grooved roller F, in combination with
the rubber-scrapers h, which are secured in that side
of the hoppers E, toward which the seed is cai-ried by
the roller, as set forth.

Seventh, the zigzag perforated revolving spreaders,
in combination with the grooved rollers F and hoppers
E, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

64,913.—John E. Seavet, Kennebunkport, Me.,
assignor to himselfand S. E. Bryant.—Tip-cart Body
Fastening.—May 21, 1867.—The bearing projection
on the body has a segmental recess to receive the ec-

centric end of the weighted lever, which is attached
by a yoke to the frame.
"Claim.—The cart-body fastener made substantially

in the manner and for tlie pm-pose and to operate as
specified, it being composed of the weigliteil arm A,
tlie eccentric b, the yoke B, and the beai'ing D, formed
and arranged as explained,

64,914.—David J. Selden, Mount Vernon, Ohio.—Ploiv Point.—May 21, 1867.—The point is run on a
tenon of the share, tmd thev are traversed by a ver-

tical doubly couutersmik hole and spring-ended piu.

Claim.—The wrought-iron tenon cast in the cast-

iron share, with shoulders on each of the four sides of
the tenon, the point with the mortise to fit the wrought-
iron tenon, with either side of the point up and with
the back end of the point of the same size and meeting
the shoulders on the cast-iron share. The counter-
sunk hole through the mortised point and the wrought-
iron tenon, with the pin passed through the liole to

keep the point to its place on the tenon, and the split

point of the pin so sprung as to keep it in its place
and to hold the point to its phice on the tenon with
either side up.

64,915.—Henry F. Shaw. West Boxbury. Mass.
—Hoisting Oear.—May 21, 18(i7.—The barrel is at-

tached to a spur wheel, which is surrounded and en-

gaged by a ring gear of lai'ger diamctar. This ring
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gear is attached to a lever slotted to receive a guide
pill near its lower end. The winch has a crank pin

entering this lever and gives an oscillating motion to

the ring gear, which rotates the spur wheel to an ex-

tent equal to the difference in number of cogs between
that and the ring gear.
Claim.— Y'lYst, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of llic ring gear H and spur wheel 1),

operating as described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the ring gear 11 with
the lever K, made substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

64,916.—LoREKZO SiHEKT, Mount Solon, Va.—
Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—y[ay 21,-1867.—Tlie

flux is composed of manganese, salt,' and limestone.
The metaJ is run into heated iron moulds and heated in

a furnace, the molds being covered Avith powdered
manganese ; it is cooled slowly and may be hammered
and rolled.

Claim.—The improved method of manufacturing
iron and steel, substantially as herein described.

64,917.—George TV. Smith, Mount Olivet. Kv--
Garden Cultimtor.-^ay 21, 18()7.—The head lias

cultivator teeth and an adjustable and removable
harrow frame. It lias a hook for a draft strap, and
vertical pins for attachment of a weight block.
Claim.—The cultivator in its combined form, having

a numl)er of tools E F F G G- H, easily detached for

separate use and capable ofcombined use, substantially
as described.

64,918.—J. S>fiTH and J. F. Irvtx, La Porte,
Ind.

—

Car CoupUnrj.—May 21, 18G7.—The swinging
pin may be thrown back by the entrance of the link,

or may be drawn back by the slide, actuated by a rack
and pinion.

Claim.—The slide D, the pinion E, the coupling
pin B, and the shaft F, constructed, arranged and
operating substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with the draw-head of a raikoad car,

for the pm-poses set forth.

64,919—E. E. Stedman, Randolph, Ohio.—Corn
Shelter.—May 21, 18ti7.—The machine is gTasped by
the handles, and the point-end of an ear inserted be-
tween the spring jaws. The machine is revolved,
shelling the corn from the cob and discharging it

at different apertures.
Claim.—Tne jaws C, springs E, as arranged in

combination wit^i tlie case A, lor the pru'pose "and in
the manner described.

64,9'20.—H. L. Stibbs, Savannah, GrS..—Tempo-
rary Rudder.—May 21, 18G7.—The jury rudder is

hinged to the forked straps, to whose ends cords are
attached, and which are made fast to the ship's sides.

Its post passes through the post-hole, being drawn in
with a rope in shipping.

Claim.—The combination of the chains D, or their
equivalent, and branched or forked hinge-straps C,
with the body of tiie rudder B, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pui'pose set forth.

64,951—W. A. Stowell, Moretown, Vt.—Car
Coupling.—May 21, 1867.—The pin is held in the up-
per horizontal bar of the falling yoke, and the lower
bar of the same is engaged by the hook of a swinging-
lever, and tripped by the entering link.

Claim.—The coiribinatiou of the yoke E, holding
the coupliiig-pin F, bumper-head A, having two
mouths, beat lever I, and pivoted hook H, substan-
tially as described for the pui-posc specified.

64,9i'2.—James B. Stricklaxd, Scranton, Pa.—
Adjustable Eccentric—:siay 21, 1867.—The slot in the
ai'm of the collar which is keyed to the shaft receives
a bolt passing through the eccentric by which the lat-

ter is adjusted on the shaft.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
collar and arm B C, and the eccentrics E F, substan-
tially as herein shown and described for the puipose
set forth.

64,9-23—J. W. SUKSA, SanLeandro. Ca\.—Gang\
PZo?(;.—May 21, 1867.—The fore-end of the plow-
frame is adjustable vertically in respect to the wheels.
The tongue is pivoted and has a vertically adjusting I

screw, connecting its rear end to a metallic plate
attached to the frame.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the shaft c, the segment arms d d/, the axles g g'

of the Avheels D D, the hand lever h, and tlie rack k,

for raising and lowering the gang plows A A, sub-
stantially as herein described.
Second, The arrangement of the draft-pole F, piv-

oted to t!ie plow beams B B, and depressed and ele-

vated by the screw a, substantially as and lor the pur-
pose set forth.

64,924.—Jacob Vail, Beloit, Wis., assignor to
himself and Joiix H. Lindermax, same place.

—

Gate.

—May 21, 1867.—The cords by which the gate is

swung run on pulleys pivoted to the ends of the hori-

zontal bar, and over-pulleys pivoted to posts, standing
at right angles to the gate when shut.

Ciaim.—First, the arrangement of the cords Hand
I, and pulleys J L O P, with each other and with the
gate B. for the purpose of opening and closing said
gate, substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, making one of the horizontal boards or

bars of the gate act as a sliding latch, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Third, the combination of the coiled spring E, or
its etiuivalcnt. with the sliding bar 6', substantially

as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the combination of the pivoted lever T,

witli the gate B, sliding bar b' and operating cords H
and I, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,92.5.—H. Westox, Towanda, ^n.—Attaching
Burners to Lam2)S.—May 21, 1867.—A packing strip

of leather fills the circular groove in the neck and
forms a yielding surface against which the attaching
screw impinges.

0/!aiJrt.— Providing the interior of the collar C with
a screw, and having the exterior of the projection B
covered with a packing a of leather or any suitable
cement or composition, with set screws c passing
through the collar, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

64,926.—BexjAMix F. Whitxer, Madison, Fla.—Planter and 2Ianure Distributor.—May 21, 1867.—
The furrow-opening plow-point is followed by the
bevel-edged wheel which gives shape to the fm-row.
The bottom of the seed-hopper is closed by the cylin-

der whose recesses are adjustable to the amount of
seed required ; a covering drag follows. By i-emov-
ing the annular ring from the cylinder and adjusting
the sliding brushes in the hopper, feitilizers may be
distriijuted.

Claim.—The combination of the furrow opener g,
the furrow Avheel A, and the covering drag D with
each other and with the planting cylinder C and the
seed receptacle B, substantially in the manner and
for the respective pm'poses herein set forth.

Also, the grooved planting cylinder C when it is

combined with a jointed and a recessed ring i, and
when the said cylinder works in combination with
the furrow opener q, the furrow Avheel A, and the
covering drag D, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

64,927.—Albert TTilcox. Maquoketa, Iowa.

—

Shovel Flow.—:Slv.j 21, 1867.—The extra side shovel

j

is attached and secured by a cm'ved supporting bar
and l)racc, and the equilibrium of the draft is main-
tained by the extra curve and size of the nigh shovel.

Claim.—The attachment of the third shovel A, by
means of the curved-supporting bar B to the beam C
of the main plow, also the manner of equalizing the
draft of said plow, by making the left-hand standard
of the main plow more curved and the sliovel gn the
same a size larger, in the manner and for the purpose
above set forth.

64,92S

—

Marvix T. William.s, Milwaukee, Wis.—Egg- Beater.—May 21, 1867.—The propeller blades
on the shaft dash the eggs against the beating arms.

Claim.—Propeller blade M, beating arms L, shaft
I, pinion F, cover 11. and cog-wheel 1), arranged and
combined substantiaUy as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
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64,929.—OTosEPii "Woodruff, Rahway, i?". J.—

Steam Gr.nerator.—May 21, 1867.—^Pipes descend ver-
tically from the main' boiler to the smaller boiler be-
neath, and other pipes pass upward from the lower
boiler and discharge into the upper one at different
altitudes.

Claim.—First, the connection of two boilers by
means of the pipes D D, substantially as described.

Second, extending the tubes D D. a nozzle into the
boiler and bending or deflecting the same, for the pur-
poses substantially as set forth and described.

64,930.—Henry A. Aldex, Matteawan, j^. Y.—
Car Sprmg.—:^ay 21, 1867.—The concavo-conrex
plates are arranged in pairs, making double convex
springs whose enclosed spaces are filled with rubber.

Claim.—In a spring composed of one or more pairs
of concavo-convex, or conical and radially corrugated
plates, as described, interposing between the plates
of each pair a disk of vulcanized rubber or other
elastic body of suitable dimensions, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes set forth.

64,931.—Charles H. Ajudox, Greenfield, Mass.
—Brace for Bits.—^Slaj 21, 1867.—The shank of the
bit is clamped between the stirrup and socket ; the
latter has a projection in front of the shoulder of the
bit to keep it in the socket.
Claim.—The combination of the clamping stirrup

B and shoulder G in the shank of a bit-brace, for the
purpose set forth.

64,932.—Charles H. A:wtdox, Greenfield, Mass.,
assignor to Bailey Washing and \Yringing Ma-
chine Comfany, AVoonsocket, R. 1.— Clothes Wringer.
—May 21, 1867.—The journals ofthe gear wheels on the
roUer'shafts are linked to the journals of the wheels
by which they are di'iven, the latter wheels engaging
to maintain their coincident motion. The upper roller

has vertical adjustability- and its boxes are dejiressed
by a spring bar connected by rods at its center to
springs in the upper corner of the frame.

Claim.—First, the cog wheels C D E F connected
together at their axles by the straps or liuks d e f, so
as to form a flexible train of gearing between and in
combination with the rollers B B of a clothes wi'ing-
ing machine, substantially ^s and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the levers H H, arranged substantially as
set forth, to be in opposition to a resisting force ex-
erted by a spring or springs, or theii- equivalent.

64,933.—"William H. Applegate. Le Claire,

lovra.—Coffer-Dam and Boat.—Kaj 2i, 1867.—The
boat has a large central opening, surrounded by
water-tight casings, between which plank is driven
down into the bed of the river ; the space between
the plank is tamped with clay, and the water pumped
from the central space.

Claim.—Fii-st, the construction and arrangement
of a floating coffer-dam and boat combined, havin_
the water-tight compartments and provided with the
series of frames an-anged to support the planking,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, in combination with a combined coffer-dam

and boat constructed as described, the shafts A and
F, and the carrier or endless belt D, for removing
material from vrithin the dam, substantiallv as set

forth.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
boat with an opening at its rear end, substantially

as described.

64,934.—Edward Balbach, Jr., ISTewark, IST. .J.—
Separating Zinc from Gold and Silver.—May 21,

1867.—A movable black-lead retort with a neck is

placed in a furnace so That it can be turned up for the
reception of the alloy of gold, silver, and zinc ; the
latter is distilled off, "and the retort turned down to

empty out the precious metals.
Claim.—A movable black-lead retort formed with

a neck and introduced within a furnace, substantially

as set forth, for receiving gold, silver, lead, and zinc
alloys^ and distilling off the zinc, the remaining alloy

being poured out by inclining the retort, as set forth.

64,935.—PeterBarry, ^tfewark, N. J.—Machine
for WlHng Blind Slats.—Maj 2\, 1867.— The roUer
is placed between the frame and a ratchet guide-rod,

having a shoulder engaging the rear end of the rod
by which it is driven forward, reciprocating pawls
engaging the ratchet for that purpose. The staples
are astride of an inclined bar, ancl slide toward the
operating plunger. One staple is automatically sep-
arated from the rest, and descends beneath the plun-
ger by which it is forced into the roller.

Claim.—First, the independent cut-off F, arranged
to operate upon the staples by coming between them
from above, substantially as described.
Second, the independent cut-off, in combination

with the guides e e, which guide its free end to the
guide-strip B, substantially as shown.

Tliird, the combination of the elbow lever S, the
slot F. the pawl L, and the adjusting shoe M, sub-
stantially as shown.
Fourth, in combination with the feeding pawl L,

the adjusting shoe M, and the feeding bar or rack,
substantially as sliown.

Fiftii, the application of a spring-plate E, to the
feeding moutii or space below tlie plunger, when
arranged and combined with a rigid or unyielding
guide-strip B, substantially as set forth.

64,936. — A. Pw Bartram, Redding, Conn.—
Attaching Carriage Thills.—May 21, 1867.—The coup-
ling loops are forged upon short tangs that slip telis

copically in the sockets of the cross-head to which
the tongue or thills are attached. The points of the
set screws enter grooves in the sides of th£ tray to
prevent rotation.

Claim.—First, the adjustable coupling A, in com-
bination with the cross-bar C, substantially as set
forth.

Second, the tang B of the coupling A, provided
with a groove, as set forth, in combination Avith the
socketed cross-bar C and the set screw E.

64,937.—J. H. Bean, Marietta, Ohio.—Lifting
Jack.—May 21, 1867.—The lever is pivoted on the
ends of two vertical ratchet bars, sustained by spring
pawls, and is raised by oscillation in a vertical plane,
the pawls acting alternately as fulcrums.

Claim.—Tlie lever E, the serrate bars C C, both
the latter working in the vertical passages B B', for

greater security, in combination with the levers F F'
and detents G'G', and springs b b\ the detents piv-

oted to the levers, aud operating at right angles to

the said bars, substantially as described.

64,938.— "William B. Bement. Philadelphia,
Va.—Lathe.—Maj 21, 1867.—The pulleys are placed
on the overhanging mandrels, and their periphei'ies

turned off by the tools in the slide rests, wliich, in
addition to ' their traversing motion, have an auto-
matic movement toward and from the mandi-els, to

round the faces of the pulleys.

Claim.—First, the combination of the spindle C,
its two overliangiug ends, driving wheel or pulley F,
and bearings B B, the whole being arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the said spindle and its

two overhanging ends with tlie bed 5, carrying two
slide rests, when the said spiudle can be adjusted'fi'om

and towards and in a direction at right angles to the
said bed b.

Third, the said spindle C, its adjustable bearings
B B, and its cog wheel F, in combination with the
adjustable arras 1 1, and the gearing herein described,
or its equivalent.

Fom'th, the combination of the two slide rests, the
two screw shafts m and m' for operating the said
rests, the di-iviug pinion n, aud the two "clutches p
and p'.

64,939.—-Torn M. Billhofer, Irvington, ]^. Y.
—Life Preserver.—May 21. 1867.—The elliptical frame
has a hood to cover the head aud shoulders when
required, and a bag to receive the person in a sitting

position. The hood has an air pipe and window, and
when down the navigator may work the oars.

Claim.—The double cone-shaped frame A, provided
with the bag B and jaws C. substantially as aud for

the pm'pose shown aud described.

64,940.—"William E. Bird, Xcw York, N. Y.—
Oscillating Engine.—May 21, 1867.—The steam passes

through the truniou, but is directed by an ordinary
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Blide valve with a fixed seat, the valve rod being
actuated by an ecceutric on the crank shaft.

Claim.—The combination in steam or other oscU
lating engines, with the trnnion of the engine cylin

der of a reciprocating slide valve working against
a fixed or stationary seat, and operating to control

the ports or passagels of the engine, substantially as

described.

64,941.—G. W. BowLBY, Pontiac, Mich.—Cowi
billed Back Sight and Cartridge lictractor for Fire
arms.—May 21, 1867.—The attaching screws of the
sight traverse slots in the same to allow its back-
wiu-d movement to retract the cartridge shell by a
claw which engages the flange of the shell.

Claim.—The sight F, constructed and used in com-
bination Avith the barrel A, for the purpose of form-
ing a sight and retractor at the same time, substan-
tially as specified.

64,942.—Charles Bried, jS'ewark, X. J.—Car-
riage IVimming.—May 21, 1867.—The tubular rubber
sockets and sleeves are made for attachment to the
tongues, thills, l)ows, and whiflietrees.

Claim.—Eubber or gutta-percha tubes, sleeves, or
rings, or compounds of gum elastics, when made and
used in the forms and for the pm'poses herein, above
designated.

64,943.—Albert Brown, Troy, X. Y.—Heating
Stove.—May 21, 1867.—The stove top has a circular
opening through which a covered oven is let donu

;

a rack in the oven sustains articles to be cooked, and
a hole in its bottom plate receives a kettle, or permits
the passage of the fuel into the basket beneath. This
hole has an ordinary stove cover.
Claim.—In connection with the combustion cham-

ber of base-bm"ning stoves, the arrangement of a fuel

reservoir or supply-chamber C, directly under an
oven B, substantially in manner as herein described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,944.—Darius C. Brov^^', Lowell, Mass.—
'Warp Eye of Wire Meddles for Loom- Harness.—May
21, 1867.—The end angles of the heddle eyes are
rounded out to prevent catching of the warp in the
same.
Claim.—An improved heddle eye, made substan-

tially as described, that is, of wires or parts of a wire
twis'ted together and subsequently spread laterally at
the angle or angles of junction, in manner substan-
tially as set forth, so as to tighten the twist at either
or both ends of the eye, as and for the pm'i3ose as
hereinbefore explained."

64,945.— JoHX A. Burchard, Beloit, Wis.

—

Gate.—May 21, 1867.—The gate is operated by the
ends of the counterbalancing weights ; bv withd'raw-
iug the spring catch the gate is lowered into the vault
by its own gravity.
Claim

.

—An improved farm and carriage gate when
constructed and operated substantially as set forth
and for the piu-pose specified, in combination with
the vault O 0, weight C, lever I), pulleys E E, tracks

Q Q, cords e /, latch b, pulleys H H, posts A A G Gr,

and platform P.

64,946.—Charles Butterwortit, Miamisburg,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Jacob Kercher.—Lift-
inq Jack.—May 21, 1867.—The lever is connected to
the extension upright, and rests on the movable ful-

crum attached to the post. The spring catch enters
holes in the extension piece to retain it in position.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
uprights A and B. the lever E, with its fulcrum roller
rt, and the supporting pieces F, constructed substan-
tially as described and for the purpose specified.

64,94r.—Tho.mas J. Chubb, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Apixtratiui for Accumulating and Reclaiming Heat.
—May 21. 1867.—The gas and air are heated sepa-
rately before their admittance to the mixing and com-
bustion chamber. The devices are stated in the
claims.

Claim.—First, the employment in a chamber or
chambers of a series of tubes aiTanged in such man-
ner that the exterior sm'faces of said tubes are ex-
posed to or are in communication with the waste heat
passages in the chamber in which said tubes are ar-

ranged, and the space or passages between the tubes
in said chamber are in eomnmnieation wltli the cham-
ber of combustion, and also'to and with the passages
leading to the chimney, and the interior of saul tuhes
or passages therethrough are in communication with
a separate chamber or passage leading from the gas-
generating furnace to and through the interior of the
said tubes to the chamber of combustion, when the
foregoing is combined with substantially a similar
chamber, series of tubes, spaces, passages, and com-
munications, the interior of such latter series of tubes
being in communication with the passage leading
from the open air to and thi'ough the interior of said
tubes to the chamber of combustion, substautiallj^ as
described.
Second, the combination in or with a gas-generat-

ing furnace of a chamber or chambers containing a
series of tubes, made hot by the waste heat produced
by the combustion of gas and air heated in these pass-
ages as separate currents to the place of combustion
in a dii-eet or continuous manner by oi)posite .surface

action or passage of the heat through the material of
which said tubes are composed, su'jstautially as de-
scribed.

Third, the employment of a series of tubes so ar-

ranged that they may be heated by the products of
combustion, protluced by the mingling together of
heated air and gas, when said air and gas have been
heated by heat communicated tkrough the material of
which the said tubes are composed, substantiallj' as
described.
Fourth, the employment of a chamber or chambers

containing a series of tubes so arranged as to present
an extensive caloric absorbing surface, aud conduct-
ing heat through the material of v,hich said tubes are
composed, and communicating it to and heating a
current or currents of air antl gas or gases passing
on or over the opposite side of the said tubes.

Fifth, constructing chambers with a series of tubes
for the entrance of continuous cm-rents of air and
gases for supporting combustion in a separate cham-
ber, which curreuts'are heated by waste heat or the
products of combustion of such heated currents pass-
ing in opposite directions, or nearly opposite direc-
tions, and on opposite sides of said tubes, and through
the material of which they ai"e composed, for the pur-
poses specified.

Sixth, making provision for heating air and reheat-
ing gas in tbeir'passage to a chambei- of combustion
by the heated products resulting ft-om combustion in
said chamber, when said gas, air, and heated products
flow through theii' respective passages without re-

quii-ing reversal, substantially as specified.

64,948.—Adrian Cornell, ^N'ewton, Fa.—Com-
bined Grain Thresher and Cleaner.—May 21, 1867.

—

The grain and straw jjass from the threshing cylinder
to the double vibrating shaker where the straw is

removed, the grain and chalf falling- to the winnower
beneath ; the blast fi'om the fan assists in each opera-
tion.

Claim.— First, the combination substantially as
described of the threshing cylinder, the double vi-

brating shaker, the fan. aud the shaking shoe, when
aiTanged for joint operation, as set forth"

Second, the detachable shoe frame R, constructed
and arranged as described.
Third, tlie combination of the shaker, the shaking

hopper, and the riddle, arranged for joint operation, as
described.
Fourth, the combination of the driving shaft and

pulleys Avith the cylinder shaft and pulleys and the
pulleys on the fan "shaft, arranged and operating as
described, for the purpose of adapting the machine to
use with either an undershot or overshot horse-power,
Avithout crossing the belts.

64,949.—Charles Croav, Onango, JH.—Lifting
Jack.—May 21, 1867.—The claw-steps on the lower
ends of the racks engage the sill, and the Avindlass
cord is attached to an under girding chain of the
building. The rjcks are operated by spur wheels on
the cord di-um, so as to act with unanimity.
Claim.—Fii'st, the arrangement and coml)ination

of the movable steps I, racks D, and guides 13 C, when
constructed to operate substantially as and tor the
pm'pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the roller H, rope E,
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piilley J, inner guides C, and drum v', Avlieu arranged
substantiallj as and for the purpose described.

64,950.—Fraxcis Daxzexbaker, Bridgeton. ]N".

J.

—

Churn andPump Power.—May 21. 1867.—An arm
from the pendulum shaft is connected to the pump rod
and another pendulum on the shaft of the pump rod
arm is the means of Trorking the chiu-n dasher.

Claim.—The pendulums B and K and their attach-
ments, lug 0, shaft D, and arms G and F, Avhen ar-

ranged to operate both a churn and pump, either sepa-
rately or combined, substantially as set forth.

64,951.—Jonathan Deakborn, Seabrook, :N'. H.—Machine for Apx>lying Animal Power.—May 21,

1867.—The "endless -wheel track is operated by ani-

mals ; a train of gearing connects Tiith the driving
wheel, ohich is attachable by belt to other machinery.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
inclined shaft A, the -wheel C, the guai-d E, and the
platform G.

Also, the combination of the shaft A, the Tvheel C,
the guai-d E, the fender D, and the platform G.

Also, the combination of the beveled gears H I, the
shaft K, the shaft A, the -wheel C, the guard E, and the
platform G. the -whole being aixanged so as to ope-
rate as specified.

64,952.—L. De Eorest, Birmingham, Conn.—
Soop for Skirts.—May 21, 1867.—^Explained by the
claim.

Claim.—Protecting the hoops of hoop skirts by a
succession of metallic clasps or spangles, in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as herein set

forth.

64,953.—Charles Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Saw.—May 21, 1867.—The key occupies counterpart
recesses iii the tooth and the edge of the socket in

the saw blade ; the seats of the blocks on the ends of
the key fit on ridges in the respective portions, being
retained in position by the force of the spring -which
forms the bow of the key.
Claim.—An elastic detachable forked key C, con-

structed and adapted to the retention of a detachable
sa-w tooth, substantially as specified.

64,954.— Hexrt Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Treating Steel Blades, cC-c-May 21, 1867.—Steel blades
while yet hot from the tempering are condensed and
straightened by impact or pressure.

Claim.—The -within-described mode or process of

treating blades or other thin pieces of steel, that is to

say, straightening and condensing them by impact or

in'essure immediately after they have been reduced to

the desired temper,"and -while they are stiU hot, as

described.

64,955.—L. DORSIAN, Worcester, Mass.— Cor-
li-iage Wlteel Hub.—May 21, 1867.—Tlie -wood.en center
piece of the hub is driven into the metallic shell, -n-hose

internal longitudinal tins fit into grooves in tl:e -wooden
core ; sockets in the shell receive the spokes.

Claim. — Eirst, the combination of the grooved
•wooden part A -with the metal shell B, substantially

as and for the pm'poses set forth.

Second, the combination of the grooved wooden
center or core A and the spokes E with the slotted or
metal shell pai't B, substantially as and for the pm--

pose set forth.

64,956.—IsrooRE Dreyfus, 'New York, :N'. Y.—
Automatic Lubricator.—MaySl, 1867.—The duct from
the cup to the joui'ual is occupied by a loosely fitting

pin with a flattened end, the agitation of which by
contact Avith the jom-nal aids the flow of oil.

Claim.—An automatic lubricator, constructed to be
applied as described, provided with a loose rod or
dashc)", set in motion by the jomnal for conducting
the lubricating materiarthere'to, substantially as spe-

cified.

64,957.—Simon Drum, Alleghany Citv, Va.—Sash
Pulley.—^iHj 21, 1867.—The sheav(^ is held between
two pliitcs, -niiich have counter projections and de-

pressions on the edges of their iucur-\ed ends, and side

perforations for reception of the sheave pivots.

Claim.— A shell for a sash pulley, said shell being
made iu halves and without a face piece, and so ar-

ranged that the openings for the screws are divided
by the line of separation between the halves of said
shell, whereby one half of each opening for the screws
is cast in the ends of each half of the shell, the whole
being constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as herein described and for the pm-pose set forth.

64,958. — Stephen W. Eaton, Earming-ton,
Me.

—

Support or Bearing for Friction Hollers.—
May 21, 1867.—Eor supporting railway carriages on
their tmcks. Device explained by the "claim.

Claim.—The box A, construc"ted sulistantially as
specified, viz : with the elongated recesses or notches
a a, to receive the journals of the roller B, and so made
as to enable the roUer to rest on the base plate c of the
box, and roll thereon a short distance in either direc-

tion from the middle of the plate, as described.

64,959.—Henry Eayette, Port Chester, :N'. Y.—
Wooden Pavement.—May 21. 1867.—The sections are
made of wooden blocks bolted together, and the sec-

tions are locked together to form a pavement. The
outer blocks of each section are longest, and becom-
ing imbedded in the earth prevent rocking.

Claim.—Eirst, the sections of pavement composed
of a number of wooden blocks, bolted together longi-

tudinally and transversely, substantially as described.
Second, in sections of pavement composed ofwooden

blocks, bolted together as described, making the blocks
in the outer tier'of each section longer than the cen-
tral blocks, as and for the pm-pose described.

64,960.—Henry Fayette, Port Chester, IT. Y.—
Wooden Pavement.—}Aaj 21, 1867.—TVooden blocks
are bolted together in sections by through rods running
transversely'to each other. The sections are united
by tongues and grooves.
'Claim.—Eirst, locking together sections of wooden

pavement by means of tongues and grooves, so ar-

ranged that" each section will be sui)ported by every
adioining section, substantially as described.

'

Secoucl. sections of pavement, composed of wooden
blocks bolted together as described, and provided with
tongues and grooves so aii'anged that when laid down
in a pavement each section will be locked with all the
adjoining sections by means of said tongues and
grooves,"substantially as described.

64,961.—John C. Fish, Barnstable, Mass.—I>e-
vice for Lubricating Wheels, d-c.—^lay 21. 1867.—The
reservoir is secured to the hub of the vvheel. and a pipe
fm-nishes the oil through an opening in the hub and
box, when air is supplied to the chamber ; the pai-tial

vacuum at other times retains the oil.

Claim.—A lubricating apparatus constructed of a
reservoir, in which is located the tube c, provided with
openings as described, and with a perforated movable
tube i, operating substantially as described.

64,962.—Josiah Foster, Sandwich, Mass.—Ifa-
ri7ie Furniture.—May 21, 1867.—The ends and bottom
boards of the sofas are matched by tongue and groove
and packed by intervening rubber strips. The sec-

tions are clamped and bolted together, and the cross

seats strengtlien the attachment.
Claim.—A construction of movable furniture for

vessels, so that by means of packed joints, arranged
and operating as"set forth, it can be transformed into

boats, substantially as described.

64,963.—Thaddeus Fowler, Seymour. Conn.,
assignor to The Fowler Xail Company, New Ha-
\en.—2[achinery for Alaking Xail^.—ililay 21, 1867.

—

The bhuiks are fed in a continuous rod, witli projec-

tions for two heads at intervals. It first passes be-

tween the grooved segments of two rollers, being fed

by corners"of said segments engaging the head pro-

jections, and then b"ctwecn transverse and oblique

cutters, which sever the rod at the head and point
respectively.
Claim.—Yirst, moving the rod of blanks fonvard,

and adjusting successively each blank to its proper
position before the dies bite upon it, by means of the

lateral flanges o s, arranged and operating iu the man-
ner herein tlescribed.

Second, combining with devices for feeding the nail

blanks, the two pairs of cutters h aud m, I and n, ar-

ranged substantially as described.

Thii'd, the combiiiatiou of the cutters h and w, Zand
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n, with the rollers d and e, formed with cam-shaped
surfaces i and flanges o and *, as and for the pm'poses
specified.

64,964.—Thaddeus Fowler, Sermour. Conn.,
assignor to The Fowi.er Xau Comi\o;y, New Ha-
ven.

—

Machine for Makiny Horse-shoe Kails.—May
21, 18(37.—Nail blanks prepared on a machine de-

scribed in patent No. (i4,9i;3, are dropped in the notches
of an annular disk intermittinijly rotated by a pawl.
Shanks protruding from the periphery of the disk are
first pressed edgewise, then sidewise, and then the
point is sheared to form. A reciprocating file gives
the side bevel to the point.

C'tajm.—First, the jaws n n, fitted and actuated
snbstantiiUly as specified, to straighten the nail by
pressure on"^its edges, as set forth.

Second, the tlie p in combination with the carrier
plate h, for acting upon the side of the nails as brought
ai'ound successively, as specified.

Third, the cutter q in combination with the carrier
plate h, for clipping off the nail^oints as successively
presented by said carrier plate /(, as set forth.

Fom-th, the spring friction plate t in combination
with the can-ier plate h, and a file for removing the
side of the point, substimtially as specified.

64,965.-^0HN A. Fret, jSTcw York, N. T.—
Lamp Burner.—May 21, 1867.—The lower chamber
of the burner has a cu'cle of apertures, and is divided
by a perforated diaphragm from the upper chamber,
which is crowned by a c'bnoidiil frustum cap.

Claim.—The combination of the air chambers/ and
g with the aii* inlets did and perforated diaphragm c

arranged and operating as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

64,966.—E. R. GARDrs-ER, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Ma-
chine for Sizing and Feltinj Hats.—May 21. ]S67.—
The endless belt is carried around drums. The lower
portion of an inclined adjustable vat bed forms a hot
water battery ; the rolls alternate between the sizing
sm-face and the hot bath. The vat bed i-ests on sp- -al

springs to give elasticity or a gentle vibratorv action.
Claim.—The combination with the inclined endless

belt or apron C of the inclined adjustable or self-ad-

justing partly submerged bed F, and box or bath A,
substantially as and for the purpose or piu-poses herein
set forth.

64,967.^T. Elzare Gardixer, Jr., Bryantown,
Md.—Gang Pio?o.—May 21, 18(J7.—The two gang
plows on each side bar of the frame throw tne furrows
into a ridge ; di-ags and rollers follow the plows.

Claim.—A gang plow, constructed and operating
in the manner substantially as shown aud described.

64,968.-George D. Garvie. Hartford, Conn.—
Chiiide for Sewing Machines.—May 21, 18(J7.—The
spring arm holds the cloth upon the plate and deter-

mines the edge towards the face of the guide, which
is adjustable on the cloth plate of the machine.

Claim.—The adjustable gauge B, in combination
with the spring arm a, both being constructed aud
arranged as described.

64,969.— J. C. Gaston, Cincinnati, Ohio.—J.f-
mospheric Churn Dasher.—May 21, 1867.—The hol-

low dasher has a perforated tubular handle, through
which air is introduced into the cream.
Claim.—The tubular handle A, provided with the

perforation b, near the upper end a, in combination
with the dash board c, having the annular concavity
c' in its lower face, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as herein described and for the piu'pose set

forth.

6 J,970.—A. E. Graham, Ricliland, Ind.—Bridle
i?ci«.—May 21, 1867 ; antedated Xovember 21, 1866.—
Tlie continuous reins extend from the check hook
through the gag runners and bit ring to the driver's
hand.

Claim.—The continuous reinsA A, passing through
ptillcys on the ends of the bit, and also through
pulleys each side of the gag rein, and around the
tcrret or check hook, being tacked together, (as seen
at X,) or prevented by a keeper from slidin.Gj through

64,971.—Adelbert W. Gray, Bennington, Ohio.
Churn.—Mnj 21, 1867.—The break attached to the
bottom is deeply cleft to increase the agitation. The
beater shaft is rotated by an endless band and driv-
ing wheel.

Claim.—The special arrangement of the break C,
in combination with the beater H, when operated
conjointh- in the manner aud for the purpose set forth,

by means of the band 1, pulley K, and wheel J.

64,973

—

TVm. D. Grimshaw, Newark, N. J.—
Reciprocating Engine.—May 21, 1867.—The steam
enters the cylinder through axial passages Avhich re-

ceive the end projections of the piston, forming dash
pots.

Claim.— The combination with a reciprocating
piston of a cushioning attachment, operating as a
sliding or movable plug to the port or ports of the
cylinder, substantially as specified.

64,973.—C. H. Hall, Binghamton, N. Y.—Bcd
Bottom.—May 21, 1867.—The slats are attached by
wires to fixed screws in the Irame. The wires pass
from the upper sides of the screws to the under sides
of the cylindrical ends of the slats, and have three or
more coils around them.

Claim.—The arrangement of a scries of springs C,
each having three or more coils, which are placed on
pins D and on the end of the slats B, substantiallv in
the manner and for the purpose shown and described.

64,974.—H. G. and E. L. Hall, Putnam, Ohio.—
Plow.—May 21, 1867.—The shai-e edge and point axe
detachable for removal when worn.
Claim.—First, the detachable side plate B of the

plow point A, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the ctttting point C, composed of a wi'ought-
irou shauk c and a cast or chilled-iron cap c', substan-
tially as aud for the purpose described.

Third, the method above described of attaching the
side plate B to the plow joint A by means of shoul-

dered pins b' 0' projecting from the' side plate B into
slots in the body of the plow point, where the shoulders
of the pins rest on ledges or keys in the walls of the
slots, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the method of attaching the shank c to the
plow point A, above described.

Fifth, the independent cutter or colter H, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the construction of the cutting point C and
the groove or bed a, as above described, so that the
cutting point may be self-sharpening, substantially as
and for the pui-pose specified.

64,975.—Wm. I. and J. W. Harris, Newport, N.
T.—Door Lock.—May 21, 1867.—The bolt is actuated
by an eccentric which is connected to a cylinder hav-
ing a kevhole into which the tumbler keys project

;

these slide radially in the cylinder and abut on simi-

larly-sized spring pins in the hub. The key is of
proper form to iidjust the tumbler pins so that their

ends 8hall coiucide with the periphery of the cylinder
aud allow its rotation in the hub.

Clcim.—First, in combination with the key for ar-

ranging the tumblers, the eccentric or slide for mov-
ing the lock bolt, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the slide, the stops

against which it impinges, or brings up at the exact
point in both the locked or unlocked positions tor the
admission and withdi'awal of the key, substantially as
described.

64,976.—H. A. Harv-ey, New York, N. Y.—Wln-
doio-sash Weight.—May 21, 1867.—The sheet-metal

case is fitted with an anchored ring at top, aud filled

through the bottom with heavy comminuted iron ore
aud cement.
Claim.—T\\e new article of manufacture herein de-

scril)ed, namely, a sash weight, composed of a metallic

case filled witli ix*ou ore and cement, manufactured as

herein set fortli.

64,977.—BiRDSiLL Holly, Loekport, N. Y.—
Turbine Water Wheel.—May 21, 1867.—The vertical

driving shaft has a disk which forms the cap of a
chamber to which water is admitted from the flume,

said check hook, substantially as described and for i to sustain by water pressure any part, or the whole
the pm'poses herein s]pecified. ' weight, of the wheel and shaft.

52 CP
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Claim.—Sustaining tui'bines and other wheels by
means of a water chamber H and disk F resting di-

rectly npon the sides thereof, both surrounding the
step ana shaft of the wheel when supplied with wnter
li'Om the flume, and proportioned to the height thereof,
substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with said device, the supply
pipe I, arranged for receiving the water from the
outside of the stop gate J, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

64,978.—J. Houghton, New York, IT. Y., and
G. WiNGFlELD, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Device for Perfo-
rating Cigars.—May 21, 1867.—The exterior sleeve
moves the rear plate'to which the needles are attached
and projects them into the cigai- ; the recoil spring
retracts them.
.Claim.—First, the combination of the needles a,

head A, casing 15, spiral spring h, ring d, and piece
C, substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the head A and needles
a a with the casing B, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Thii'd, the combination with the headA and needles
a a of the conical piece C having a trumpet-shaped or
conical opening in it, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Foui-th, the combination with one or more needles
a a, head A, and casing B of the spiral spring &, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

64,979.—"William G. Hughes, Hebron, Ind.—
Broom fle«d.—May 21, 1867 : antedated May 8, 1867.

—The metallic head and ferrule are braced by curved
wii'es running through the sliding joint, through
which also passes the spring band encirling the brush.

Claim.—First, the combination of the wire braces
I and J with the parts A and B and with the brush of
the broom, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the spring or bracing
wires M and N with the wii-e braces I and J and the
brush P, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

64,980.—W."W. HusE, Brooklyn,K 'Y.—Tohaeco
Cutting Machine.—May 21, 1867.—The annular cutter
is adjustable circumferentiaUy on the periphery of its

eccentric disk to bring fresh portions of the edge into

action. The inner face of the cutter is concave to

present trouble from slight gumming. Scrapers and
sharpeners act on the cutter during use.

Claim.—Arranging or hanging the circular cutter
eccentrically upon its shaft, so that only a portion of
its cutting edge is at one operation brought into ac-

tion on the tobacco or other material to be cut, and
when desiied, can be shifted on its shaft to bring
another portion of its cutting edge to act on the sub-

stance to be cut, as described.
Also, making the cutter for a short distance from

its periphery or cutting edge inclining outward from
its plane of motion, as herein described, in combina-
tion with the method of hanging the cutter eccentri-

cally and so that it can be shifted on its shal't, as de-

scribed.
Also, in combination with the eccentric cutter, the

employment of a sharpener and wiper, arranged sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

64,981.— Henry Hutchison, Three Elvers,

Mich.

—

Seeding Cultivator.—May 21, 1867.—Explain-
ed by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the reversible cross-shaped marker
O, constructed, aiTanged, and operating as described.

Second, the reversible rhombohedi'al spades K, con-

structed, arranged, and operating as described.

Third, the reversible winged covering plows XT',

constructed, arranged, and operating as described.

Fomtli, adjusting and liolding the shades upon the

legs or shovel stocks by means of the liinged clamps
and set screws, constructeu and arranged as described.

Fiftli, the combination of the hinged slotted legs

with the pivoted drag bar.s having hooks on their

rear ends to pass tlirough the slots and be held by
wooden pins behind the legs, when constructed and
arranged as described.

Sixtli. tlie combination of the marker and front

ploAvs with the shil'ting bar P, shifting lever P', and

driver's seat, when arranged for joint operation, as
set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the legs with their
supporting beams by means of the laterally-adjustable
sockets, forks, lugs, and set. screws, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating as described.
Eighth, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, of the front and rear plows, mounted
on opposite ends of levers pivoted to rock transversely
to the axle to relievo the strain on the plows caused by
inequalities m the sm-faco of the ground.
Kinth, the combination of a series of front and rear

plows with longitudinal rocking levers fulcriuned on
transverse levers so connected at their inner ends
that the levers can simultaneously be raised or lowered
by the di'iver or be held in any position desired.
Tenth, the combination of the covering plows at-

tached to the beam suspended from the rear end of
the rocking levers with the lateral vibratable li'ont
plows suspended from tho front end of the rocking
levers.

Eleventh, the combination of the lifting levers,
sliding bar V, and detent -v, when arranged in relation
to the driver's seat, substantially in the manner de-
scribed.
Twelfth, the arrangement of the adjustable driver's

seat, arched bar, and adjustable back brace, as de-
scribed.
Thirteenth, the arrangement of the hoppers E' and

F as and for the purpose described.
Fourteenth, the combination with the feeding hop-

per E' of the reciprocating teeth 'in and. rubbers m',
for the pm-pose of separating the seed.

Fifteenth, the combcnation with the lower hopper of
the reciprocating toothed feeding slides.

Sixteenth, the vertically-reciprocating gates J, ar-
ranged and operating as described.
Seventeenth, the combination, substantially in the

manner described, of a hopper, a horizontally-recip-
rocating toothed slide, and a verticaJly-reciprocating
gate.
Eighteenth, the combination of the hopper, the

reciprocating slides, the feed spout, and the marker,
for the pm-poses set forth.

64,983.—Alfred Ivers, "New York, N. Y.——Stationary Wash Basin.—May 21, 1867.—The basin
has a pendant flange on the interior and a waterway
between the flange and the basin commimicating with
the overflow pipe ; the entrance to the latter is higher
than the slot, so that the water covers the slot before
overflowing.
Claim.—The pendant flange d and slot e, in com-

bination with the dam i and pipe g, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

64,983.—Heber G.Ives, Dm-ham, donn.

—

Sheep
Back.—May 21, 1867.—Hoots emptied into the rack
divide equally to each trough.
Claim.—First, pivoting the hay rack of a sheep-

feeding device so that by adjusting or turning the
same, the trough beneath may bo exposed to facilitate
cleaning, substantially as described.
Second, the combination with the rack C C of two

troughs F F, having their contiguous inclined sides
joined together at top at an auglo for the purpose of
distributing the grain or roots, substantially as set
forth.

64,984.—LuMAN A. and George J. Jones, Bar-
rington, 'N. Y.—Harvester.—May 21, 1867.—An upper
reciprocating cutter removes tho head or bolls of the
plants while tho lower cutter mows at the usual height.
The seed falls into a trough attached behind the upper
finger bar.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts B
C D E G J K L and M, when made and applied as
and for the pm'poses herein specified.

64,985.—Jacob L. Kintner, Harrison county,
Ind.

—

Harvester Pitman.—May 21, 1867.—The wrist
of the pitman is jourualed between two grooved blocks
which are enclosed in a fi'amo and keyed up to pre-

vent rattling.

Claim.—The grooved adjustable jom'nal boxes B
B, frame A, and packing E F, combined and arranged
with tho cutter bar D, pitman E, and wrist pin C, in

the manner and for the purposes herein specified.
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64,986.—George B. Kirkham, Xew York, Jf.

Y.

—

Organ.—May 21, 1867.—Designed to change the
pitch a half or full tone, or more. The key and ham-
mer sticks ai-e jointed and connected together by piv-

oted sticks overlapping the joint, and these connect-
ing sticks are moved by a bar pivoted to them ; this

bar is connected by an adjustable rod, segmental
gear i:)late, and gear wheel, to a scale disk to indicate
the movement.

Claim.—First, the connections a a, their nuts,
screws, and blocks d e, together with their pin screws,
and little ball supports c.

Second, the lips//, and their guides g g.
Tliii-d, the spilng catch /i, and its attachments ijk

I m n and o, including the arrangement p and q.

Fourth, the bai* 6, and its supports h' b', as shown
and set forth.

Fifth, the combination s r tuv, as described and
represented.

Sixth, the peculiar hinge joint made by the sticks
T Y and Z, with little pins passing through the sticks.

64,987.—Albertus Lakrowe, Cohocton, N. Y.
—Gaie.—May 21, 18G7.—The latch is raised from the
notch when the gate is raised upon its rabbets. It is

then drawn to the center stay and swung 90^, resting
on the roller.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
gate, as herein described, with the post C, having the
rabbets ee, and roller g, and post B with slot and
catch t, in the manner and for the pui"poses set forth

64,988.—Jonx Le Ferre, Charlestown, Mass.—
Window-sash i:ievator.—Maj 21, 1867.—The hinged
clamp is attached to the sash by a transverse thumb
screw. Its pintle has an upper and lower eye for
attachment of the operating cords.
Claim.—The hinged plate C Avith its projections a,

eyes c d, and screw D, in combination with the block
G, provided with itv screw thread/, and can-ying the
pulley e, substantially as and for the pui"pose set
forth.

64,989.—L. Paul Ju\t;t, Glenn's Falls, N. Y.—
Time Globe.—^aj 21, 1867.—One arbor of the globe
has the hand-beai-ing cylinders and the other operates
as a key to wind up the watch works.
Claim.—First, the axis of the globe A, when con-

structed of the two sections F and F', the former
serving as an axis for the hollow ai-bors o and p, cai--

rying the hour and minute hands d and b, and the
latter serving as a winding ai-bor, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner substantially as
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the clial D, globe A,
and the clu'onometer movement within the same, ar-

ranged, constructed, and operating in the manner
substantially as shown and described and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

64,990.—Joseph Lloyd Martin, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Agein-g Alcoholic Liquors.—May 21, 1867.

—

The raw liquor is placed in a tank, and by means of
a pump is drawn up and passed through a copper
return pipe containing a series of gauze sieves. l)ui--

ing this process it is subjected to a cun-ent of electri-

city and to heat.
Claim.—First, the process herein described for

changing, altering, and modifying whiskey, brandy,
gin, or other alcoholic liquors, so as to give them the
character and quidity of similar liquors as usually ac-
quired bv long keeping.
Second, the combined action of heat, electricity,

and attrition, so as to modify and change alcoholic
liquors, sustantially as herein described.

Third, the combination ofan electric battery, pump,
and tanks, or their equivalents, so a^to treat alco-
holic si)irits, substantially as herein described.

64,991.—Ebexezer ML'v.tiiers, Eldersville, Pa.—
Sheep Shears.—:i,l-dj 21, 18'37.—The teeth of the cut-
ters are double edged. The cutter plates are con-
nected by a screw which is secured to one plate and
traverses a slot in the other plate. The spring has
one or more coils.

Claim.—First, making sheep shears with revers-
ible blades for cutting or clipping, whether each
blade or set of blades be made in one piece or in two

or more pieces, substantially in the manner and for
the purj)oses above set forth.

Second, the mode of attaching the handles a a', of
a pair of sheep shears by a spii'al or coiled spring b,

so as to admit of their easy operation, such spring
possessing sufficient rigidity to cause the rotm-n
stroke of the blades, substantially as and for the pm--
poses hereinbefore set forth.

Third, securing a more or less intimate contact
between the opposite blades or sets of blades of a
pair of sheei) shears, by a set screw passing through
a slot in one of the blades or the plate to wMch such
blade is attached, and screwing into the other, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above described.

64,992.—David Mathew, Praii-ie du Chlen,
"Wis.

—

Instrument for Preventing Incrustation of
Steam Boilers.—May 21, 1867.—Scraps of copper and
zinc are enclosed in a case and placed in a boiler to
remove scale by magnetic action ; if the boHer be of
copper, zinc alone is used.
Claim.—The employment within the boiler or cage

or case, containing metallic scrap, substantially as
described.

64,993.—T. A. McFarlant), MeadviUe, Pa.—
Steam Heating Apparatus.—May 21, 1867.—The top
of the fire chamber is domed and has vertical, blind
pipes extending into the water space above. Above
the water chamber is a steam chamber which is con-
nected to the former by steam and return water pipes,
and has a safety valve in its crown sheet which sep-
arates it from an upper chamber from whence the
steam may be conducted for heating purposes. These
chambers are enclosed in a -shell leaving an annular
space for passage of the caloric current.
Claim.—First, the combination, substantially in

the manner described, of the fire chamber, the water
chamber, and the steam chamber, with the casing or
body of the stove, for the purposes set forth.

Second, connecting the water and steam chambers
by the steam and waste water pipes, arranged as de-
scribed, for the pm-pose set Ibrth.

Third, the valve F, arranged to operate as a safety
valve for the boiler, and as a return valve for the con-
densed waste steam, as described.

64,994.—Samuel McLaughlix, Philadelphia,
Pa.—JJricA;.—May 21, 1867.—The horizontal faces
and the ends of the bricks are grooved and ridged so
as to form a bond with the other bricks in the wall.
Claim.—Bricks having ribs and grooves arranged

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

64,995.— "WiLLLVM Hartley Miller. Philadel-
phia, 'Psi.-Mamifactiire ofPackingfor Stuffing Boxes
of Steam Engines, Pumps, <£c.—May 21, 1867.—

A

buntUe of jute yarn is drawn tlu'ough powdered soap
stone, it is then passed through melted paraffine, then
braided with fine cotton yam, and passed again
through the paraffine.

Claim.—The combination of these materials in a
packing for engines, pumps, &c., in the manner
shown and described.

64,996.—Adaji Mixxis, Canton Township, Mich.—Potato Digger.—May 21, 1867.—Knives precede to
cut the vines. The shears raise the tubers, and
the armed rollers agitate them to remove the earth.
The rollers are worked by band and gearing from the
driving wheel.

Claim.—First, the whole combination of the ma-
chine, for the use and purposes named.
Second, as new, the shears A A, &c., five or more,

in shape and manner of adjustment.
Third, as new, the flexible knives E E, &c., in the

manner of theii' adjjustment.

64,997.—Parker Moody, Gloucester, Mass.—
Haivse Pipe.—May 21, 1867.—A roller in the throat
and one in the bed of the pipe assists the traverse
motion of the haAvser, which is drawn through it.

Claim.—The an"angcment and combination of the
auxiliary concave roller D, and its chamljcr b, with
the liawse pipe A, its oblique mouth-piece B, and the
concave friction roller C, arranged in such mouth-
piece, substantially as specified.

Also, the comljiuation and an'angement of the
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dovetailed plates d d, and recesses e e, with the hawse
pil^e and its auxiliary roller D, and roller chamber 6,

as described.
Also, the construction of the roller chamber, with

discharging passages / g h, leading therefrom and
communicating as described.

64,998.—Christian C. Musselman, Somerset,
Pa.

—

Combined Press for Cheese and for Other Pur

-

poses.—M.aj 21, 18(J7.—The plunger lever presses the
cheese or fruits in the perforated cylinders. The
sausage stutfer is a close cylinder, Avith projecting
pipe, and is oi^crated by the same lever.
Claim.—The arrangement of the lever d, winch/,

platform a, and rings and cylinders H & m o, in the
manner and for the pm-poses set forth, the whole
forming a press adapted to domestic uses.

64,999.—Joseph and George Hemry N"eedham,
London, England, assignor to James Graham Grey,
same place.— Breech-loading Fire-arm.— May 21,
1867.—The hinged breech block swings horizontally,
is locked by a spring catch, operated by the tailpiece,
and has an axi:il tiring pin, actuated by the liammer
and a recoil spring. The ejector fork is operated by
the swinging breech.
Claim.—The. arrangement of the breech piece i,

with its component pai-ts, constructed and operating
substantially in the manner described.

65,000.—Mortimer I^elsoi;, New York, 1^. Y.
—Machine for Making Type Molds.—M.aj 21, 18G7.—
The types arc set in grooves in the periphery of a
disk, rotated by a friction gear, which actuates a
cylinder, geared to the disk. The types ai-e held in
their grooves by contractile springs, and advanced
by a lever to impress the matrix on the bed beneath.
The separate key for each letter or figure is connected
to a wire, which is raised by it to enter a hole in the
cylinder in the part of its revolution, when that letter
is in the proper position for projection. The motion
of the key automatically operates the projecting lever
and bed.
Claim.—First, a wheel receiving in radial grooves

movable types, in combination with a lever, and ^yith.

projections on said wheel, substantially as set forth,

whereby the lever that moves the type is also made
to accurately adjust the wheel, and hold it while the
typo is being impressed, as set forth.

Second, a vertical wheel, carrying movable types
placed radially, and constructed substantially in the
manner specified.

Third, the barrel C, in combination with the type
wheel A and keys F, substantially as and for the pm--
poses set forth.

Fourth, the feed wheel Z, rack A, beds S' and S,

constructed and operated in substantially the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the spacing block E^ and its actuating me-
chanism, applied substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the lever W, in combination with the spacing
block E S, and feeding mechanism, substantially as
specified.

Seventh, a contractile band to draw the type back
to place in the typo wheel, as set forth.

65,001.—Elljah R. Osgood, Columbus, Ohio.—
Shingle Machine.—May 21, 1867.—The bolts are
clamped between fixed and movable dogs in a circu-

lar scries of spaces in a horizontally rotating table.

The bolts are automatically released by an eccentric,

moved for\^•ard to the tilting table, which is oscillated

by a cam to make bnts and points, and then gripped
and fed forward to the cii'cular saw.
Claim.—First, the manner shown and described of

constructing the movable dogs of two parts e e',

jointed together, and held so by a plate, substantially

as described.
Second, the aiTangemcnt of the tripping toe k and

a spring arm j, acting upon an oscillating shaft h, to

which the extension arm II' of stdd table is attached,
all constructed and operating substantially as de-

sciibed.
Third, the spring arm^', in combination with the

rock shaft h and tripping toe, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

Fourth, the combination of the forked arm W of
the bolt table H, oscillating shaft h, adjustable block g
and saw I), substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

Fifth, the arrangement of the wheels a a, inter-
nally toothed plate A A', spur wheel C, shaft C', saw
and"^shaft D D', belt 6, central shaft E, cam c, re-

tractor I, dogs e e, cmwed way G, spring arms d d
and pivoted table H, all constructed and operating
substantially in the manner described.

Sixth, the arrangement of the circular internaUy-
toothed plate A A', oscillating bed H H', saw I),

cam c, retractor I, dogs e e, spring levers d d, blocks

g g', rock shaft h, spring arm j, tripping toe k, loaded
arm m, and weighted arm I w, all constructed and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.
Seventh, a circular sawing machine, constructed

and operating on the principle herein described,
which is capable at the will of the operator of being
made to saw stuff of equal or unequal thicknesses,
substantially as set forth.

65,002.— Bernard Owens, St. Louis, Mo.—
Composition for Ink.—May 21, 1867.—Hot water, 1
pint ; soluble blue do Paris, 1 teaspoonful ; ox-gall, 1
teaspoonful, and proof alcohol, 1 oz.

Claim:—The composition or like composition as
above named and described, and for the purposes set
forth or any other substantially the same for the pur-
poses set forth, and to produce the above-named
effect.

65,003.—Horatio O. Perry and John L. Lay,
Buffalo, N. Y.—Steaim. Engine.—Maj 21, 1867.—The
lower and larger cylinder-head is cast with a support-
ing frame for the upper cylinder. The stuflang boxes,
which may be connected by a sleeve, are accessible

through this frame. The larger cylinder-head has a
man-hole to allow access to the piston.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
shell or ft-ame constituting the intervening chamber
K, with the two cylinders A and B, and continuous
piston rod F, its bottom jilato forming the cover of
Ifhe cylinder B, constructed substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

Also, the stuflBng box, consisting of tho sleevo h
and packing box L, in combination with the chamber
K, and piston F, and cylinders A B, ai'ranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
man-hole I with the bottom plate of chambers K,
forming the head of tho cylinder B, whereby the
adjustable ring M and sectional packing rings r s of
the piston E may be removed, substantially in tho man-
ner and for the purposes herein set forth.

65,004.—S. Pope, Napoleon, Ohio.—Hog Feeder.
—May 21, 1867.—Tho central receptacle has a lai-ge

compartment, discharging at bottom into troughs on
three sides ; the discharge openings have wheels
whose radial Avings operate to keep back an over sup-

ply, but to -o-ork out the feed as they are rotated by
tho hogs. A smaller compartment 'contains liquid,

and its outlet is closed by a valve hung on a spi'ing

plate, which is pushed open by the hog.
Claim.—First, the wheel G, as arranged in combi-

nation with the box A and trough B, as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the valve K, as arranged and operated by

the lever L, in combination with the reservoir I and
trough, for the pm-poso and in the manner set

forth.

65,005.—Alonzo W. Porter and J. H^uolton
Brown, New York, N. Y., assignors to Alonzo "W.

Porter and James S. Gray, same place.— Trtpor
i?t/.raer.—May 21, 1867.—The retort has a lower cup
with a central, vertical pipe containing the regulat-

ing valve stem. Upon tho beveled edges of this cup
is set the cap containing the burner and upper and
lower heat conductors from the heating disk above.

Claim.—Yh'st, mounting the heater cap and con-

ductors on a plug having a ground edge fitting into a
corresponding groimd surface on the top of the retort,

substantially iu the manner described for the pm-pose
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of readily separating the heater cap from the retort to

cleanse the latter.

Second, the combination snbstantiaUy in the man-
ner described of a locking yoke embracing the retort

with a detachable plug supporting the condmctors, for

the purpose set forth.

Thiid. the combination of the retort, the central

pipe, and the valve stem with the sleeve screw and
yoke, for the purpose specified.

Fonrth, a yoke which embraces the retort and
serves both to lock the parts together and as an addi-

tional heat conductor.

65,006.—E. L. Pratt, Boston, Mass.—Machiiie
for Cutting Tobacco.—Hay 21, 1867.—The plug of

tobacco is placed in the head Avhich is oscillated by a

lever above the knife and gauge-plate. The plug is

fed bv its gi-avity.

Claim.—The swinging can-ier, the cutter, and the

gauge plate, when an-auged together, substantially as

shown and described-

65,OOr.—Samuel F. Pratt, Roxbury, Mass.—
Furniture for Vessels.—May 21, 1867.—The bottom
of the inverted life-boat is cushioned, and its keel

forms a back to the double sofa.

C7am.—The combination ot the seat and water-
tight tank, when constructed and ai-raugcd, to operate
Bubstantially as and for the piu-pose specified.

Also, in combination T\-ith the foregoing of one or

more water-tight compartments, as and for the pur-

pose specified,

65.008.— LuciEX Earchaert, Paris, Prance,
assignor to Eiciiard and Henry L. Xorris, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

—

Locomotive Engine.—May 21, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration. The object

is to enable the wheels to acc6mmodate themselves to

curves of short radius without serious strain on their

flanges.
Ci«i7rt.—First, a locomotive engine having a main

driving shaft with a crank formed in the same turn-

ing in fixed bearings secured to the fr-ome and situ-

ated between two trucks each of v.hich tns a cranked
axle coupled to the said main driving shaft, all sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the said main driving
shaft E, the cranked axles of the trucks, and coupling
bar J, the several shafts and their cranks being
aiTanged substantially as described.
Third, the biu'S F and F', constructed and adapted

to the main di'iving shaft and cranked axles of the
trucks, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

65.009. — Hexry Eexsch, Quincy, 111.— Auto-
matic Water ieader.-May 21, 1667.—The filter has
a pipe leading to the tank beneath, in which is a float

connected to a spring valve in the waste pipe of the
filter which can-ies otf the overflow water.

Claim.—The spring N, in combination with the
valve I, spring case P, dischai-ge pipe J, and weight
linked to the valve, all an*anged substantially as
described.

65,010.—Edwin H. Eetnolds, Rising Sun, Md—Lamp Heater for Vehicles.— May 21, 1867.— The
air-heating chamber communicates with the interior
of the vehicle ; the other chamber is occupied by the
caloric current which heats the former chamber, and
is then discharged outside the vehicle. Shields inter-

rupt currents of air, and the glass pane admits the
passage of liglit, for the driver.

Claim.—First, a casing B, having a perforated top
a. side openings h. partition G, and outlets d. in com-
bination with a detached lamp, the Avhole being con-
structed and applied to the bottom A of a veliicle,

substantially as and for the purjwse described.
Second, the combination of the above-mentioned

casing B with a glass lamp chamber.
Third, the shields n n, arranged beneath the tubu-

lar projections d d, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose specified.

65,011.—HoLLAN-D M. RiciiMON-D, Buffalo, N. T.—Vapor I>7?r7jcr.—May 21, 1867.—The outer trans-
parent conoidal deflector is fixed in the inner groove
of a flange having an outer groove to support a shade

or glass globe. The upper part of the burner is

attached to the lower by a bayonet joint.

Claim.—First, the combination of the transparent
cone or deflector A with the iujier cone B of a gas
generating burner.
Second, in combination therewith, the flange F with

the grooves K and G,orthee(iuivaleut thereof, as and
for the purposes described-

65,012—John B. Root, Xew York, X. Y.—
Traction Engine.—May 21, 1867.—The di'iving wheel
axle has a loose eccenfric oscillated by a crank actu-
ated through a connecting rod by an' eccentric on a
shaft rotated by the engine. The'ecccntricity of this
latter eccentric is regulated by a sliding inclined
block within the eccentric and upon the di'iving shaft.

The former eccentric carries a traction sector whoso
ai'c bears against an annular flange on the inner side
of the di'iving wheel, and which acts by friction to
rotate the latter. This aiTangemeut is duplicated,
one block acting while the other is on the retiu'ii

movement. The blocks are swung over to reverse
the engine.

Claim.—The combination of variable or adjustable
eccentrics or cranks on a rotating shaft driven by the
engine, with reciprocating friction blocks or devices
acting upon the wheels connected Avith the driving
shaft of a locomotive or traction engine, substantially
as specified.

65,013.—JOHX B. Root, Zs^'ew York, X. Y.—
Rotary Valve—Maj 21, 1867.—The cyliiidrical end
of the working pin, which is rigid in the rock shaft
but loose in the valve, allows the accommodation of
the latter to wear of the face.

Claim.—The combination with a valve the face of
which moves in the arc of a circle or ai'cs of cii'cles

of a driving pin G, projecting radially from the valve
operating rock shaft, and made cylindrical at its

jtmction with the valve, and to loos'ely fit or enter a
cavity in the valve, substantially as and for the pur-
pose or pm'poses herein set forth.

65,014.—T^. W. Saxborn, Lyons City, Iowa.—
Churn.—May 21, 1867.—The cream runs from the
hopper on to the gauze wings of the revolving dasher
and from thence di'ips into the chamber licneath
where the main dasher rotates.
Claim.—The perforated beater H, the air tube K,

and the grooved bottom J, when constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes above set forth.

65,015.—John X. Saavtell, Chickopee, Mass.—
Sash Support.—May 21, 1867.—The wedge block hav-
ing a ribbed surface toward the sash is held in a case
let into the stile, and is raised to free the sash by the
cm'ved end of a cam lever. This lever has a catch to
lock the sash when closed.

Claim.—In a sash supporter the combination of
the wedge C, lever E, and guide box A, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as described.

65,016.—Henry and Jacob Schild, Xew York,
X. Y.— Vented Faucet.—Ma.j 21, 1867.—The faucet
has an air passage whose valve is opened Avith the
faucet and closed by a spring.
Claim.—The valve/ at tlie inner ends of the chan-

nels _; k, in combination with the elbow lever b and
tooth c of the plug B, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

65,017.—Gottlieb Schreyer, Colmnbus. Ohio.—
Attaching Carriaqc Thills.—May Ql, 1867.—The clip

lug has conical side projections Avhich enter cavities
in the thill iron. The latter is slotted ol)li{incly for-

wai'd and dowuAvard, so that the tliills can be removed
when in their lowest position. The bolt shank is

conicid and has a tightening nut on eacli end.
C'Zai?n.—First, the construction upon a clip strap

B of a perforated lug D with a conical enlargement
& & on its sides, adapted for receiving tlie slotted tliill

iron E and a bolt G, substantially as described.
Second, tlie construction of the clip strap B with

lips c, c for holding rubber blocks d d. and also Avith a
perforated lug D, having conical enlargements upon
it, substantially its described and for the puniose set
forth.
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TMrd, the combination of the slotted thill iron E,
conical lug D, and a tapering bolt G, substantially as
described.

65,018. — Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Steam-gcncrating Gauge Cock.—May 21, 1867.—The
packing of the stem is placed in an annular score of

the same. The side opening has a whistle attached.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

gauge valve and whistle, whereby to control the press-

ure and to indicate the sonud produced by steam, or
steam and water commingled, or water unmingled
with steam, substantially as set forth.

65,019.—George B. Simpson, "Washington, D.
C.

—

Insulating Submarine Cables.—May 21, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim.— The combination of gutta-percha and

metallic wire in such form as to incase a wire or wires,
or other conductors of electricity, within the non-con-
ducting substance gutta-percha, making a submarine
telegraph cable at once flexible and convenient, which
may be suspended on poles in the air, submerged in
water, or buried in the eai'th to any extent, for atmos-
pheric and submarine telegraph communication
and for other electric, galvanic, and magnetic uses,

as hereinbefore described.

65,020.—Nathan Simpson, Pomeroy, Ohio.—
Beehive.—May 21, 1867.—Around the entrance is

placed a palisade of galvanized needles so near to-

gether as to bar the entrance of miller worms. The
bees enter on a pin projected through the hole from
the inside of the hive.

Claim.—Applying and arranging around the en-

trance to the beehive needles or other sharp pointed
pieces of metal, substantially as set forth, and for the
purposes stated in the foregoiag specification.

65,031.—Henry Sipe, Sipesville, Ta.—Sleigh
Brake.—May 21, 1867.—The brake dog is depressed
by oscillation of the rock shaft caused by a backward
pressure on the tongue.

Claim.—The rock shaft b and arms or elbow levers

c c, in combination with the brake bars d d, and pole

or tongue a, arranged and operated substantially as

described.

65,022.—George W. Sizer, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Toy.—May 21, 1867.—The whistles are placed in the
outer disks of the "buzz," and sound when it is oscil-

lated.

Claim..—The combiuation of one or more whistles
with the toy known as the buzz, substantially as hero-

in set forth.

65,023.— E. Spencer, Ottawa, Canadii West.—
Paddle Wheel.—May 21, 1867.—The buckets have
radial pivot shafts, whose cams come in contact with
the projections and depressions of the guide ring to
feather the paddles so that they act broadside in the
water, but come out edgewise.
Claim.—The pivoted buckets I, proVided with the

cams & and h, and ai-ranged to operate in connection
with the stationary ring B, having the notches n and
prmections c formed thereon, substantially as shown
and described.

65,024.—James Stewart and David "Windsor,
Sandwich, 111.

—

Concrete Brick Machine.—May 21,

1867.—The two plungers are operated simultaneously
by toggle levers operated by a rock shaft, and are
both connected to a yoke attached to a follower bar
on which tlie toggle levers act.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the molds B B, plungers C C, following bai-E, ai-ms
II II 1 1, connecting arms L L, and shaft N, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the arms
F F and lever G, arranged as and for the piu-poscs

described.

65,025.—Jonathan Thomas, Mount Tlnion,
Ohio.

—

Fence.—May 21, 1867.—Hoop iron to form
trellis work or paling is wound around the liorizon-

tal rods wliosc ends are attached to the ii'on posts of
inverted U-form. Springs at the attachment of the
rods permit contraction, (fcc, with changes of tcmper-
uturo.

Claim.—Thirst, the combination of the horizontal
v,'ires C C with strips B B' looped around them, sub-
stantially as shown and described.
Second, the posts A, constructed of bar iron in U-

form, with the flanges at bottom to adapt them to be
bolted to a base, substantially as described.

Third, the springs J J, adapted and employed to
operate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,026.—Harris "W. Thornburg, Morristown,
Ind., assignor to C. W. Morrison, same place—Oa«Ze
Pump.—Msij 21, 1867.—The circular platform is ro-
tated by the animal. An annular serpentine cam
below the platform works between two friction rollers
attached to the pivoted lever that actuates the pump
handle.

Claim.—The circular platform A, in combination
with shaft R, when said shaft is arranged by means
of slot t, that the pumping apparatus will adapt itself

to the weight of the animal, substantially as set forth.
Second, spring F, provided with friction rollers in

combination with the tilting platform A, as and for
the purpose described.

Third, the circular or tilting platform A, shaft E,
slotted head block B, cam wheel K, and lever m, all
arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

65,027.-Wm. J. Turner, Tltica, N. Y.—Boot
and Gaiter Strap.—Maj 21, 1867.—The strap by which
the boot is drawn on is formed out of a part of the
boot leg.

Claim.—The boot or gaiter strap, constructed and
operating substantially as described.

65,028.—Charles "Weed, Boston, Mass.—Bed
Bottom.—May 21, 1867.—Two short slats are rooted
in the rails and incline upward therefrom ; the long
slat is laid on their ends and confined thereto by an
elastic ring, outside which a fulcrum is interposed
between the slats.

Claim.—The spring support made of one long and
and two short slats, when these are combined through
the medium of stationary fulcra, and springs adjust-
able relatively to said fulcra, as means for graduating
the yielding resistance of the support, substantially
as described.

65,029.— A. M. "White, New York, N. Y.—
Brush.—M.aj 21, 1867.—The ends of the staples which
enclose the " knot" of bristles are clamped in the en-
larged recesses at the terminations of the sockets in
the back of the trough.

Claim.—The enlarged chambers a' of the holes a,
in combination with the staple-like wires b, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

65,030.—William N.Whiteley, Jr., Springfield,
Ohio.—Harvester liake.—Maj 21, 1867.—The drop
platform is supported on one end of a lever whose
other end carries a roller running on the cam disk, to
which the rake is attached. A flange on the inner
side of the cam disk comes nearly in contact with a
fixed stop and prevents the rake'^from being thrown
out of gear, except when raised from the platform, a
recess in the flange receiving the stop in this position.

Claim.—First, di'iving the rake and reel dii'ectly

by means of a worm screw on the cutter's crank shaft,

and a worm gear on one end of the reel shaft, sub-
stantially as shown and described.
Second, the quadrant-shaped dropping platform P,

hinged to the finger bai', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the quadrant-shaped
platform P, with the rake G, arranged to operate in
conjunction with said platform, substantially as de-
scribed.
Fourth, the combination of the rake G, the cam F,

and quadrant-shaped di'opping platform P, so ai'-

ranged tliat the droj^ping of the platform is depend-
ent upon the moving of the rake, substantially as do-

scribed.
Fifth, in combination with the dropping platform

P, and rake G, the stop O, substantiiilly as and for

the purpose set forth.

Sixtli, the combination of the clutch lever L, and
the stop lever M, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the cam F, lever S, and
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dropping platform P, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,031.— Michael "Wixsler, Wm. CAjn?nELL,
and Ltma>' Hardmax, Tuscarawas county, Ohio.

—

Horse Bay fort.—May 21, 1867.—The inner tines of
the pivoted forks correspond duiiug insertion and ai-e

crossed by the action of the toggle bars ; the latter

are connected to the bow-heads of the tines and se-

cured, when long-itudinally extended, to devices on
the forks.

Claim.—The fork A and B, when constructed and
operated in such a manner that the point of the out-

side tine of each fork will come in contact with the
point of the inside tine of the other fork, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

65,032.—Peter "Winter, Horicon, Win.—Man-
ufacture of Brown Metallic Paint.—May 21. 18(57.

—

Peroxide of iron, 84.46; sesqui-oxide of manganese,
4.55; silica. 8.34, and alumina, 2.65. The ingredients
ai'e burnt, pulverized, and mixed with oil.

Claim.—The brown metallic paint, manufactured
from the substance popularly known as dead or shot
iron ore, consisting mainly of peroxide of iron and
manganese, when treated substantially as herein
shown and described,

65,033.—Oaius B. "Wisemax, Sycamore, 111.—
Valve for Stove-pipe Dampers.—May 21, 1867.—The
leaves of the valves fold upon each other by longitu-
dinal movement of the stem. To open the entire
area of the pipe the valve is turned upon its axis.

Claim.—Fii-st. a folding damper valve, composed
of the leaves BCD, operated by a sliding stem A,
the whole constructed substantially as set forth and
descriljed.

Second, the folding and revolving damper valve,
consti-ucted and operated substantially as set forth
and described-

65,034.—CiiAia.EsV.WoERD,Waltham, Mass.—
Watch.—May 21, 1867.—The crown gear of the handle
spindle engages a spur wheel co-pivoted with a lever
whose long arm extends outside the case and whose
shorter arm carries a pinion which, by the oscillation
of the lever, engages either the cannon pinion to set

the hands, or the gear of the main-spring baiTcl to
wind the spring.

Claim.—First, in combination with the wheels c,

and means for rotating the same, the lever h. provided
with wheel d, when arranged to operate substantially
as described.
Second, in combination with the lever 6 and wheel

d, a spring catch, latch pin, and stops, substantially
as and for the purpose described-

65,035.—SoLOJiox^W. Youvg, Providence, E. I.,

assignor to himself, J. W. Hoard, and R. A. Denisox,
same place.

—

Machine for making Eyelets.—May 21,
1867.—The strips of eyelet stock are forwarded by a
reciprocating pawl engaging the recess beneath the
simultaneously descending punches, to perforate and
form the eyelet.

Claim.—'First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the feeding mechanism, the dies i I, the
punches m, n, and mechanism for operating such
punches substantially as described.
Second, the die plate as made with the guide groove

h, and the gauge cavity k, arranged with the mes i I,

substantially as described.

65,036.—Solomon TV. Young, Providence, E.I.,
assignor to himself, J. W. Hoard, and II. A. Denisox,
same place.

—

Machine for making Eyelets.—May 21,
1867.—The strip of eyelet metal is forwarded by the
grasping jaws of a reciprocating lever, between the
dies which form frusto-conical recesses, preliminary- to
annealing and punching.

Claim.—First, the die plate as constructed with
the grove or channel b and the depression e, as and for
the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the retainer H with the
die and the punch, or the same and the guide chan-
nel, such retainer to operate with the punch, substan-
tially as specified.

Third, feeding apparatus made substantially as de-
scribed.

Fomth. the combination as well as the arrange-

ment of such feeding apparatus or its equivalent with
the punch and die and the retainer, as specified.

Fifth, the combination of the feeding apparatus,
the punch and die, the retainer and the guide channel,
to operate as specified.

Sixth, the combination as well as the an-angement
of either or both the guide staples, with the die plate,

the punch, and the feeding me(?hanism, as explained.
Seventh, the combination of the roller /, the guide

channel, the retainer, tho punch, and die, ou') or
more staples, and the feeding mechanism.

65,037.-William G. Ad.uis, Franklin, Mass.—
Machine for Hxdling i?ic?.—May 28, 1867.— The
rough rice passes between an clastic roller and a con-
cave surface near thereto, and then between the said
roller and the elastic belt. It is detached from the
roller by a clearer and brought by the belt against the
roughened steel roller.

Claim..—The combination of a nan'ow-outletted
hoppei*, an clastic yielding feed roll, with its coire-

sponding concave, and elastic yielding conveying sur-

face, a rough sm-faced cylinder* and a surface'opposed
to the yielding conveying surface, and extending be-

tween the feed roll and the rough surfaced roll neai-ly

tangential thereunto when said paits or their equiva-
lents ai-e ai-ranged so as to operate substantiidly as
described-

65,038.—"William Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Securing Pulverized and other Mate-
i-ials to Paper.—May 28, 1867.

—

Tavo travelling end-
less aprons gradually converge to the pressui-e rollers

and carry the paper on which the pulverized material
is spread. The action of the rollers spreads the ma-
terial evenly.
Claim.—T'hQ two endless aprons E and F, in com-

bination with rollers so an-auged that the said aprons
will converge towards pressure rollers D and 1)', as
and for the purpose described,

65,039.—J. H. Aldrich, JiTashua^X.H.— IFcfi/oji

J^ocZy.—May 28, 1867.—The floor extends ai-ound the
wheels at the same level, caps covering in the portions
of the wheels extending above the floor.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of said
sill A with cap B, for tho purpose herein described.

65,040.—Peter Akdrew, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Tank for Storage of Petroleum.—Mslj 28, 1867.—The
wooden tanks are above brick tanks buried in the
earth : the upper tanks have suiTounding embankments
enclosing water spaces and are connected with those
below by tubes to pass the oil rapidly into the latter

in case of fire ; water may be passed to the cisterns
if necessary.

Claim.—First, the oil tank, so constructed that the
oil wiU rest on the surface of the water and be sur-
rounded by water on its sides, as set forth, when said
tank is arranged and combined for discharging into
the lower reservoir in case of fire, substantially as set
forth.

Second, for the purpose of extinguishing fire and
saving oil that may be on fire, oil tanks situated iu
relation to each other, as described, connected by
pipes, constructed and arranged in such a manner that
the oil from the upper tanks may be conveyed to the
lower ones without danger of fire being communicated
through these pipes from the upper to the lower tanks,
should the oil be on fij-e at the time of its being trans-
ferred.

Tliird, the construction and arrangement of oil

tanks and pipes connecting these tanks, as described
and specified, for purposes set forth.

65,041.—Charles A. Babcock, Frankfort, N.
Y., assignor to himself, D. M. Golden, and D. M.
Kenyon, same place.—Jlafc/i ;SV//e.—May 28, 1867.

—

One match at a time falls into the tray and is drawn
out by the motion of the slide. The m'atch is elevated
by a spring finger, brought in contact with the ti'iction

surface, and held till removed or burned ut
Claim.—The match-delivering ili-awcr d, in combi-

"

'i the sprinj^ igniter /t and
vating the lighted end of the match, substantially as
nation with the sprinjj igniter h and finger i, for clo-

set forth.

Also, forming a receptacle I for the burned matches
upon the removable cover it to the hopper a, so that
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said burned pieces may be removed with facility fi-om

the match sale, as set forth.

65,042.—Gr. H. Babcock and S. "Wilcox, Jr.,

Providence, E. I.

—

Steam Generator.—May 28, 1867.

—The several sections are an'anged side bj side and
connected together so as to foi-m an intermediate
combustion cliamber bet-ween them. The inclined
pipes have internal circulating pipes, and the hori-

zontal pipes have short vertical steam pipes for the
escape of the steam generated therein.
Claim.—First, a steam generator made np of sec-

tions of pipes, each of the several sections being com-
posed ot a series of inclined pipes B, and a series of
horizontal pipes C, united at the ends by distinct side
pipes appropriate to each section, the several sections,
M'heu an-anged side by side and connected, forming
an intermediate combustion chamber A, and operating
to cause a constant circulation of the water through
the pipes in one direction, siibstantially as described.

Second, in combination with the series of horizontal
pipes C, the series of upright connecting pipes D, for

the purpose of allowing the steam, as foi-med, to
separate from the water and rise to the discharge
apertm-e, ai-ranged substantially as described.

65,043.—Thomas TV. Ball, Morrisania, l^r. Y.—
Tempering Vmhrella Bibs.—May 28, 1867.—After
hardening, the ribs are placed in longitudinal tubes in
a cylindrical frame, which is heated by two lines of
gas jets and rotated to equalize the heat and the re-

sulting temper of the ribs.

Claim.—First, a tubular opening into which the
ribs are introduced, in combination with gas jets, or
other source of heat, so applied as to act upon all

sides of sach tubes or tubular openings, and temper
the umbrella ribs with uniformity, us specified.

Second, a double casing of non-conducting mate-
rial, in combination with such tubular openings, and
heat applied, in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

65,044.—Augustus Barnes, Southiiigton, Conn.
—Treating Affections of the Skin.—Maj 28, 1867.—
"Warts, "birth marks,'" &c., are removea by the use
of a double convex lens, by which the solar rays are
concentrated upon the spot and act as a caustic to
extii'patc the wart or discoloration.

Claim.—The use or employment of a glass lens for

removing flesh marks and discolorations, substantially
in the manner described.

65,©45.—Wallace Bakkes, Bristol, Conn.—
Tempering Springs.—Maj 28, 18G7.—The spring is

placed Ijetwecn metallic plates whose surfaces are cor-

I'ugated or perforated to permit the tempering fluid to

flow between the coils.

Claim.—The employment of one or more coils, as
shown and described, in the process of tempering
springs.

65,046.-Harby S. Bartholomew, assignor to

himself and G. W. Bartholomew, samo place.—
Brace for Boring Bits.—^ay 28, 1867.—The jaws slip

into slots in the socket, projections in the latter enter-

ing depressions in tlie sides of the former to prevent
their v.'ithdrawal when covered by the scrcAv sleeve.

Claim.—The protuberance a upon the socket A,
witli a corresponding depression a' in the jaws, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

, 65,047.—Hexrt TV. Bartol, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam 2Vrtp.—May 26, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustrations.

Claim.—Yh-iit, the aiTangoment of spring A, in

cylinder ABA' B', so that Mhen the steam enters the

cyliuder the expansion of metallic spring A will close

opening E, as and for the purpose described and set

forth.

Second, the spring A, held and secured in proper
place by means of ring bosses K and bevel notch K,
as and Tor the pm-poso described and set forth.

65,048.-W. L. Brardslrv, Binghnmton, IST. Y.
—Lathing iljjparaeits.-May 28, lS(i7.—Several laths

are placed in the intervals between the blocks on the

i)oar(l, and are held in position while being nailed.

Claim.—The construction and use of the apparatus
Iiftreiu described uud set forth.

65,049.—Henry Bentbr, Pittsburgh, Pa,

—

Washing Powder.—May 28, 1867.—Composed of car-
bonate of soda, 18 poim'ds ; ultra-marine or indigo, i
ounce, and cuttle-fish bone, li ounce.

Claim,.—A w.'ishing powder or compound composed
of sal soda or its chemical equivalent, cuttle-fish bone,
and ultra-marine, or other equivalent coloring matter,
mixed in about the proportions aboTC stated, and sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein-
before set forth.

65,050.—K. TV. Biggs, Jacksonville, Fla.—PZow.
—May 28, 1867.—The standard is pivoted to the beam
and adjustably secured by bolt to the curved bar be-
neath the beam.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
slotted stock C, point or share E, and semi-circular
stationary adjusting plate D, with each other and with
a suitable plow beam A, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

65,051.—P. Bloomsburg, Jr., and J. Molynelt:,
Bordentown, !N". J., assignors to Bordextown* Ma-
chine COMP^VNY.

—

Mechanical Movement.—May 28,
1867.—The eccentric is connected to a crank, and
another crank at right angles to the former is con-
nected to a bell crank, oscillating on a fixed pin, and
connecting to a projection on the eccentric rod. This
device is intended to give equal motion to the crank
shaft.

Claim.—The single eccentric B on the driving shaft,

the eccentric rod C, lever D, and rod F, in combina-
tion with the double crank on the driving shaft, the
whole being arranged and operating substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,052.—EzEKiEL Booth and Job A. Davis,
Watertown, N. Y.

—

Sewing Machine Shuttle.—May
28, 1867.—A longitudinal spring at the bottom of the
bobbin recess has a journal socket attached ; the spring
allows the moving of this socket piece to admit the
bobbin.
Claim.—The longitudinal spring s, with the socket

B attached, for the purpose of securing the bobbin,
constructed and operating substantially as set forth.

65,053.—James H. Brewer, Atlas, Mich.—Gar-
den Hoe.—May 28, 1867.—The shanks of the scuffle

hoe are attached to the upturned ends of the blade,

each portioji of which is shaj-pened.

Claim.—Turning up the ends of the blade, and
fonning upright cutters at right angles to the main
blade, in combination with attaching the shanks to
the outer and upper portion of the tm'ned-up end of
the blade to clear weeds and earth.

65,054.—John Burt, Detroit, Mich.— Canal
Loci:—May 28, 1867.—The water is introduced in a
diffused sta"te through perforated tubes or diaphragms.
The vertically sliding gate is made of elastic material
and in such a manner that the pressure of the water
foi'ces the edges more closely into the grooves in which
they slide.

C'^aiin.—First, discharging the water into and from
the lock chamber of a canal in a difl'used or divided
state by means of a diaphragm or apertures formed
in the bottom of the said chamber, substantially as
shown and described.
Second, the herein-described mechanism discharg-

ing the water into and from the canal lock, the samo
consisting of tubes or conduits communicating Avith

the higher and lower levels of the canal, and extend-
ing along the bottom of the lock chamber, and perfo-

rated so "as to allow the water to enter or be drawn off

from the said chamber at several points simultaneously
and in a dififused state, substantially as shown and set

forth.

Third, the combination with the said tubes or con-

duits of the valves for regulating the flow of water,
the said valves, at each end of the tubes, coupled or
united together so as to be operated simultaneously,
substantially as shown and set forth.

Fourth, the combination with a tubular valve seat,

in which apertures are formed diametrically opposite
each other, of a tubular valve provided with corre-

sponding apertures, the said valve and valve seat be-

iug airanged for operation relatively to the water tube
or conduit, substantially as shown and specified.

Fifth, the water gate'herein described, the same be-
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tng made of steel or other suitable elastic material,

and having a curved shape, as specified, so that when
under pressm-e the sides of the said gate shall bo hold

firmly and tightly against tlic quoins or guides in which
it slides, substantially as shown and set forth.

Sixth, the combination with the elastic water gate,

sliding vertically in quoins or guides of the compen-
sating weight for equilibriating said the gate, substan-

tially as shown and described.

65,055.—William H. Butler, IS'ow York, N. Y.
—Fire-proofSafe.—May 2S, 18G7.—The heterogeneous
character of the associated materials baffles a di'ill.

Claim.—First, tlie tresselated work or interspersed
masses of steel united Avith a softer metal B, by being
rolled or forged together and afterwards hardened by
sudden cooling so as to form a conglomerate metal of
unequal hardness, the masses being arraujjed substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

Second, in burglai'-proof structures composed of
more than one layer of plates, employing plates com-
posed of soft iron joined witli plates cojitaining hard-
ened steel by means of rivets C, or their equivalents,
arranged relatively to each other and to the several
plates, substantially in the manner and for the, pur-

pose herein set forth.

65,056.—Caleb Cadwell, "Waukegan, Ul.-Steam
Engine.—May 28, 1867.—A hollow revolving cylinder
which is placed in the upper part of the fire-box, re-

ceives a supply of Avater at one end and discharges
steam at the other. The pump cylinder turns in a
metallic stock and has chambers in the inner end cor-
responding with the receiving pipes in the stock.

Claim.—First, the double-piston cylinder L, with-
out heads, and having the valve 6 constructed and
aiTanged Avith reference thereto, substantially as do-
scribed.

Second, the pump valve 2, having the shaft Q at-

tached, and operated as described and set forth.

65,057.-John W. Carter, New York, N. Y.—
Chalk-line Marker.—May 28, 1867.—The twine drum
is nithin a case containing powdered chalk, and
twine passes through the side of the case.

Claim.—The use or employment of the spindle and
cord when the same shall bo constructed and com-
bined, substantially as shown, for the purpose indi-

cated.

65,058.—Marvin Converse, Jordan, TS. Y.—
Curtain Fixtures.—M.?tY'2.Q,\B&1.—T\\Q fi-ameto which
the roller is hung is vertically adjustable by cords to
admit light over the blind.
Claim.—The sliding frame C, canying the curtain

roller and journals, moving fi-eely upon tlie edge of
the window frame on the guide rod B, in combination
with the cords A E' and D', for raising and lowering
the cui'tain, substantially as described.

65,059.—F. E. Cook, Seville, Ohio.-Harvester
Hake.—May 28, 1867.—Tho rake-head is secured to a
sleeve which is traversed on a square guide-bar by a
rod from the driving gears. The rake-head is raised
by a cam at the end of its stroke and is held vertical
dm'ing its non-efix3ctive stroke by means of the en-
gagement of a latch-spring with a disk on the square
guide-bar of the rake-head ; it is disengaged at the
grain end of the platform and thrown down on tho
latter by a spring, to commence its eflective stroke.

Claim.—First, the pivoted curved bar B, sleeve L,
and rake K, in combination witli the rod M and cam
E, as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the notched wheel F, springs I and J in

combination with the bar B and rake, as and for the
purpose described.

Thii'd, the nut aud screw, with lug, in combination
with the sleeve L and bar B, so as to allow the rake
to fall back in place in the spaces a, before it is drawn
across the platiorm in discharging the gavel, as and
for the purpose specified.

65,060.—Charles T. Crane, Lowell, Mass.—
JSench Hook or Bog.—May 28, 1867; antedated May
19, 1867.—The rectangular frame has a thumb-screw
by which it is clamped to the bench aud a spring
hook to receive the impact of boai'ds laid on the bench
to be planed.

Claim.—A bench hook consisting of a frame a,

socket b, for the sliding spindle d, Avith hook e at-

tached, and spring /, all as mechanically arranged
for the pm-poso herein described, and tho manner fully

set forth.

65,061.—Charles Croley, Dayton, Ohio.—May
28, 1867.

—

Bed Bottom.—The supporting bars at tho
head and foot slide ui)on eacli other for lateral ad-
justment of the frame.

Claim.—The construction of the supporting pieces
a and b, Avith slotted ends, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

65,062.—Job A. Davis, Watertown, I^". Y.—
Shuttle for Sewing Machines.—May 28, 1867.—In-

stead of jiassiug the thread through several holes in

the side of the shuttle it is passed between the latter

aud the ICA'er pad, the pressure being regulated by
the screw and the coiled spring beneath.
Claim.—The lever pad s, screw w, and coil spring

c, Avhen constructed and an-anged, substantially as
and for the i)m'posc set forth.

65,063.—William M. Davis, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Wiluam L. Beckwith, same
place.

—

Compound for Reftning Cider, Ale, cCc.—May
28, 1867,—For refining liquids. Codfish sounds, 16 oz.;

calcined alum, 4 oz.; aud salt, 8 oz,; add to 10 gallons

partially fermented cider; let remain 10 days; rub
through a i-inch mesh sieve, stir and add one gallon
to a 40-gallon baiTel.

Claim.—The composition above described, com-
pounded of the ingredients above mentioned, or their

known equivalents, substantially as aiid for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,064.—DaxNIEL S.Early, irummelstoAvn,Pa.—
Rock Drill.—May 28, 1867.—The drill rod may be in-

clined at any angle and slides in a central rectangular
hole and an upper aud lower circular guide liole. Its

rectangular portion is raised from the hole at each
reciprocation and receives partial rotation.

Claim.—Tho driU rod, constructed Avith tho fixed

collar K, and shoulder L, in combination Avith the
tappets G-, and slotted cross-head 11, substantially as
described for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the tappets G, with shoulders g, and turned
ends h, arranged Avith the slotted cross-head H in
combiuatiou Avith the drill-rod I, having fixed collar

K, and square shoulder L, substantially as described
for the purposes specified.

65,065.—Lewis C. England, Philadelphia, Pa.—ApparatiisforEvaporating Liquids.—May 28,1867.

—The woodeu box has a false bottom of copper, and
in the chamber beneath there are longitudinal parti-

tions forcing the steam entering at one corner to fol-

low a tortuous course in its passage to the place of
exit. This metallic bottom is concave on tlie upper
side, and a rock shaft has doAvnwnrd projections,

whose ends nearly touch this portion in their oscilla-

tion. The box can be inclined endwise, being pivoted
to an inclined support.
Claim.—First, a stirrer composed of main shaft L

L', teeth D D, upright U S, combined with evapora-
tor B P by means of journals O, capable of a rocking
motion, constructed substantially as described.
Second, the combination of frame o o, tapering

frame o' o'^ and crank screw S S C, working together,
in the manner and for the purpose described.

Third, box B P, false metaUic bottoms dede, frames
0' o', crank screw S S C and sth'rer L L', aU com-

bined and working together in tho manner aboA^e

described and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,066.—Theodores. Foster, Fitchbnrg, Mass.,
assignor to himself and JoiTX P. Sabin, same place.

—

Pijie Cutter.—May 28, 1867.—The pipe rests against
anti-friction rollers in the curved end, and is cut by
a pivoted blade, driven forward by a screw of the
handle-shank, which is socketed in the other piece.

Claim.—Fii-st, the knife b, constructed as described
and attached to the claw, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose above specified.

Second, the combination of the knife b, Avith the
friction rollers or their equivalent, aud the feeding
screw as above described.
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65,067.—Charles H. Fowler, "West Hoxbury,
Mass.—Curtain Fixture.—Maj 28, 1867.—The cord
end of the roller has a bearing on a spring bos by which
it is raised to a friction beai-ing aljove, except when
the cord is drawn to turn the roller.

Claim.—First, the combination with a curtain roller
of a sliding or spring box or clamp, under such an ar-

rangement that tlie said box or clamp shall not only con-
stitute the means by which the roller and curtain are
held in position, but also support the jom-nal of the
said roller at all times and form the bearing in which
it revolves as herein set forth.
Second, the combination of the journal of a cur-

tain roller with the recessed bracket and sliding or
spring bearing, substantially in the manner and for
the pui'poses herein specified.

65,068.-Kassox Frazer, Syracuse, N". Y.—
Shaft Tug.—May 28, 1867.—The shaft-loop is of
leather, bound by an ii-on strap, the latter giving sup-
port to the buckle of the saddle tug.
Claim.—As anew article of manufacture a shaft tug

composed of the parts ABC, substantially as and for
the pm-poses described.

65,069.—E. E. Gard, Chicago, HI—Brick Press.—May 28, 1867.—As the mold wheel rotates, the
rollers run upon a cam track which operates the
plungers, to press and eject the brick. At ejection
the bricks are turned on edge by the vertical action
of a pin beneath the follower lid. The molds have
pivoted lids worked by a cam lever, and have rollers
through which the upper pressure is communicated
to the bricks. An adjustable plate on the plunger
determines the thickness of the oricks.

Claim.—Fii-st, a follower S, provided with one or
more rollers ^i u, running under and in combination
with flanges//, projecting fi-om the track nearly along
its entire length, substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

Second, the removable iournals V V, for the sup-
poiting roller IT of each follower, the said bearings
beLig provided with oU cavities for containing oil and
some porous, or capillary substance, to keep the jom*-
nals constantlv lubricated, substantially as herein set
forth.

Third, an adjustable top or lid X for the followers,
by means of the washers x x, or any equivalent
thereof, for the purposes herein described.
Fourth, the combination of the projecting rim 6 of

the mold wheel, and the supporting roller L, for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the self-lubricating journal box of the roller

L, consti'ucted substantially as herein specified.

Sixth, the adjustable pressm-e portion G- of the
track, when combined with india-rubber, or equiva^
lent, springs H H, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

65,070.—Joseph H. GtREENLEAf, l^ew Haven,
Conn.

—

Forming the Edge of Water Proof Soles.—
May 28, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of John
W. Coburn, June 27, 1865. The leather is cut in a
semi-circular ended strap, double the length required
for the finished strip. It is then punched centrally to
the end cm-ves, then cut from one perforation to 'the
other ; dampened, stretched, and shaped on a former.

Claim.—The leather edge for soles constructed and
formed substantially as herein set forth, as a new ar-

ticle of manufacture.

65,071.—Joseph. H. G-reenleaf, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Apparatus for forming the JEdge of Water
Proof Soles.—May 28, 1867.—Improvement on patent
of J. W. Coburn, June 27, 1865. The base disk gives
supi>ort to a vertical former. The leather is cut in a
long strip, and, after softening, is coiled on the for-

mer and then pressed down with a follower and left

to harden. The layers are then divided obUquely and
the edges riveted.
Claim.—Tbe apparatus substantially as herein de-

scribed for forming the edge of soles.

65,072.—Joseph H. Greenleaf, New Haven,
Conn., asHignor to himself and O. F. Case, same
place.—CAair and Bedstead.—May 28, 1867.—The
frame of the chair is extended in the manner of a
"lazy tongs" to form the bed, its seat being swung

out to form the foot board. For transportation tha
back is folded down to the frame.

Claim.—The combined chair and bedsteadherein de-
scribed, having the seat H and back G attached
thereto, and so as to be folded, the seat H down to-

ward the back, and the back G backwai-d down on the
frame, substantially as herein set forth.

65,073.—Benjamin F. Grimes, Dawsonville, Md.—Corn Planter and Fertilizer Combined.—May 28,
1867.—Two rows are planted simultaneously and fer-

tilizing substances dropped with the corn. The fer-

tilizer slide has a leather flap-valve, whose edge ia

drawn down by a hanging weight when discharging,
to keep obstructions from beneath the slide.

Claim.—First, The arrangement of the corn hop-
pers C C, fertilizer hoppers UD, dischai-ge tubes E E,
and inclined tubes FF, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the bar G, hinged arms
H H, levers 1 1, slides J J, and di-oppiug slides N N
N' N', substantially as herein described.

Third, the combination of the bar P, levers P' P',

rods Q' Q', bar P^, and valves Q Q Q^ Q^, all an-anged
and operating substantially as herein described.
Fourth, the combination with the bar G, and its

described connections with the dropping mechanism
of the lever R, arranged and employed in the manner
and for the purpose explained.

Fifth, the combination of the rock shaft T, arms
Ti T2, tappet or projections b, notch post IT, and
and spring catch v , arranged and operating in con-
nection with the dropping mechanism, as and for the
purpose specified.

Sixth, the stirring shafts O o^, in combination
with the levers 1 1, links o o, and lugs o' o', as de-
scribed.
Seventh, the discharge tube E, when made in two

or more parts, and hinged in order to adapt the lower
section to be tm'ned up and held in its raised position,

substantially as described.
Eighth, the aiTangement within the discharge tubes

of the deflecting pieces or plates a, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Ninth, the weights G' G' in combination with the
bar G, as and for the pm-pose explained.
Tenth, the frames h h, carrying the shovels h', and,

coverers h'^ h^, in combination with the supporting
bar A, slotted pendants A* A"*, and adjusting pins a*,

all arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose explained.
Eleventh, the combination with the dropping slide

of the fertilizer hopper D, ofthe flap valve d, and baU
or weight e, applied and operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

65,074.—J. A. Hall, Greenfield, lad.—Grain
Cleaner.—May 28, 1867.—The octagonal screen re-

volves on a horizontal axis. A circular series of
cams on the screen-head give a saltatory motion to
the hopper and sieves above, through which the grain,

first passes. The eduction opening is adjusted by a
slide.

Claim.—First, the shaking shoe C, hinged to the
fi-ame and agitated by contact with the circular series

of cams or projections on the head of the rotating
screw, substantially as described.
Second, the rotating screw G, in combination with

the shaking shoe C, and the shutter P, for regulating
the discharge, substantially as described.

65,075.—Albert Hallowell, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Horace R. Barker, same
lAace.—Steam Cock.—May 28, 1867.—Improvement
on the patent of Hallowell & Barker, November 28,

1865. The lever valve steiii has an axial socket in its

upper, screw-threaded end to receive the lower end
of the square operating stem, which slides vertically

therein and by which it is rotated. This stem passes

through a conical upper valve, which is kept to its

seat by a spiral spring.
Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the spring s, or the same and either or both
the chambers n P with the auxiliary conical valve e

and seat/, the cap F, the hand wheel I, and the key
E, employed for effecting, by aid of the screw c d, the

vertical movements of the main valve A, with re-

spect to its seat B, as described.
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65,076.—TTm. H. Hanson, Albion, N. Y.—Wash-
ing ^lachine.—ldaj 28, 18«7.—The roller forms part of

a ribbed surface, over which the clothes arc drawn as
.they pass beneath the rotating brush. The upper
portion of this surface is hinged and has pressure
springs tending to keep it in proximity to an upper
free roller, under which the clothes pass.

Claim.—First, the rotary brash E, one or more
rollers I, and the screw K, in combination with the
corrugated board H, operating in the manner and for

the pm'pose shown and described.
Second, in combijiatiou with the above the roller

L and the box A, having two compartments C and D,
substantially as shown and described.

65,077.—C. F. Haulow, Boston, Mass., and E.
H. rEUKY, Eoxbury, Mass.

—

Machine for Cutting
Hair, Grass, d-c—May 28, 18G7.—The moving lever

carries a segmental rack engaging a spur wheel
whose shaft carries a disk ; the under side of the lat-

ter is cam-grooved to receive a pin in the cutter plate

and cause its reciprocation several times to one move-
ment of the lever.

Claim.—First, so combining, aiTanging, and ope-

rating the two sectoral plates A B, as to be enabled
when desirable to operate them by one hand, essen-

tially as described.
Second, combining the two plates A B and their

operative raeclianism, in such manner as to obtain a
number of reciprocating movements of the said cutter

plate B over the plate A, to one movement of tlie

handles h h' or the lever F, substantially in the man-
ner as set forth and explained.
Third, the mechanical construction of the machine

substantially as above described, that is, the combi-
nation of the two plates A B, bar D, lever F, provided
with the handles h h' rack and pinion e and d andmi

1 tcam-groove k, in the manner and to operate as spe-

eifieu.

Fourth, the peculiar devices for operating the cut-

ter plate B, consisting ^f the rack e applied to the
iever F, the pinion d, and the disk b' A^ith its cam
gi'oove k, operating in connection with a stud upon
Sie cutter plate, substantially in manner and to ope-
rate as described.

Fifth, the eraploynient of the friction roller i, for

the purpose of keeping the two plates A B in contact,
and relieving the friction between the latter and the
bai" D, substantially as set forth.

65,078.—Walter Haut, Philadelphia, Pa.—J?i-

dicating Apparatus/or Oil and other Stills.—May
28, 1807.—A pressure gauge, a thermometer, and a
transparent Avater gauge containing a hydrometer,
are associated together in the same apparatus for

attachment to a still.

Claim.—An apparatus, substantially such as de-

scribed, which, when applied to a sti^l or other evap-
orating vessel, Avill show externally the quantity,
specific gravity, temperature, pressure, color, and
rate of evaporation of the contents of the still, by
means of passages and indicators, substantially as
described.

65.079.— Andrew Hautman, Canton, Ohio.—
Car Cottjjling.—May 28, 18(J7.—The link is engaged
by a swinging pin wliose lower flattened end forms a
part of the funnel-shaped opening of tlie draw-licad,
and is held in this position by a spring block, which is

forced back by tlie entering link, releasing the said pin.

Claim.—First, the peculiarly-shaped upion or bal-

ance D of tlie pin E ZC, so arranged and constructed
as to act both as a balance and a part of the moutli of
the coupling, substantialy in tiic manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

Second, the peculiar combination and arranaeraent
of tiie parts A and B, rotating pins E Z 1), "iwlt 11.

block J, spring L, iron K, pins O O, slots S S, catch
C, with handle I, the several parts being an-anged as
hereiuljcfore shown, and the whole fonuiug a self-act-

ing coupling, operating substantially in tlio manner
specified.

65,080—Gkorgk K. Hay, Edgerton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and J. K. Sei;ia", same place.—J/a-
chinc for Jointing Staves.—May 28, 18()7.—The stave
blank is clamped to the sliding frame in its bent form
and forwarded between the two .jointing saws, which
aa-c adjusted to cut the edge to the proper inclination.

Claiyn.—First, the link c, rod d, spring c, pin W,
and clamps O O', in combination with the vibrating
frame, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the adjustable vibrating frame, provided

with the devices for curving and holding tlie stave,
and detaching said stave when finished, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

65,081.— John S. Hoar, "West Acton, Mass.,
assignor to himself, C. Hajtinos, and X. C. Cutter,
same place.— Fise.-May 28, 18(i7.—The vise head is

on a disk having rotary adjustment on its bed piece,
and attachment by screws and thumb nuts. An au-
vU is attached to tiie vise.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rise with a
table or other support by means of the plates A and B,
axial pin e, bolts c, and nutsd', all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.
Second, in combination with thejaws C D, the anvil

G, attached to the jaw C, and arranged in relation
thereto as described.

65,082.-W. L. HoRNE, Batavia, HI. — Steam
Water Elevator.—'May 28, 1867.—The buoyant inner
cylinder consists of two concentric shells with annu-
lar air space between, and slides freely in the outer
cylinder. The liead of the cylinder slides on a tap-
pet rod, which operates the steam valve. A partial
vacuum is obtained by condensation of steam, the
cylinder rises, the head actuates tlie valve and admits
the steam to depress tlie cylinder and expel the water.
Claim.—A water elevator consisting of the exterior

cylinders a and interior valve cylinder b and valve c,

operated in tlie one direction by steam and in the
other direction by Avater, combined and arranged as
set forth.

65,083.—George W. Hunt, "Winchendon, Mass.,
assignor to Jon S. Gray and John S. "Watson, same
place.—Door >SYoj).—May 28, 1807.-A bracket is cast
upon the attachment screw, and has an upper socket
to receive the rubber cushion.

Claim.—A combined metallic and elastiadoor stop,

constructed and operating substantially in the manner
herein described, for the purposes set forth.

65,084.— E. Hunter, Cleveland, Ohio.—Com-
pound for Silver Plating. — May 28, 18G7.—Silver,

4 ounces ; cyanide of potassium, 3 ounces ; oil of sas-

safras, i drachm ; Paris white, 10 pounds ; ammonia,
4 ounces; benzine, 2 ounces; water sufficient to hold
the silver in solution.

Claim.—Tho herein described compound for clean-
ing silver ware, and cleaning and replating plated
ware, or ware made of copper or any of its alloys, or
of any other metals or alloys.

63,085.-John S. Hunter, Hartford, Conn.—
2Iosquito liar.—May 28, 18G7.—The mosquito bar is

stretched on pivoted bows, and is thrown back similar

to a calash top.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bows B more or
less in number, and "combined with an adjustable
socket C so as to be attached to the bedstead, and to
operate substantially as set forth.

65,086.-S.W. Huntington, Augusta, Maine.—
Blind Faste7iing.—May 28, 18(;7.—The stem of tho
drop catch plays in a so'eket made in two sections and
let into H\G bottom of the shutter.

Claim.—The combination witli tho catch bar as de-

scribed of the socket formed in two parts with a
chamber for receiving the head of tlie catch bar, and
for allowing slight vertical movements of the same,
substantially as "and for the purposes herein shown
and set forth.

65,087.—.TosEi'ii and James Ingham, San Jos6,
CaI—Gang I'low. -May 28, 18G7.— The plows sxro

attached to bars pivoted at their rear ends, and hav-
ing segmental racks engaging cogwheels for vertical

adjustment. The axle is divided near to the left hand
wheel, the two parts being connected l\v counterpart
rack plates and liolts. to allow the adjustment of this

wheel to the depth of furrow.
Claim.—First, the movable pivoted bars C C with

the segments D D', wheels E E', and pinions F F', to

raise and lower the plows, substantially as described.
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Second, the two-part axle G- -^vith the vertical con-
necting necks K K', to make the plows cut to an
equal depth, as described.
• Third, the eyes L L', together with the bar M and
screw m, for the purpose of regulating the draft, sub-
stantially as described.

65,088.—S. A. Jeavett, Cleveland, Ohio.—JlfeZo-
deons, d-c.—May 28, 1867.—Independent manuals ope-
rate the diagonal levers to produce remote octave or
intermediate tones. These manuals ai-e in front of
the usual keys, and are intended to be operated by the
little finger.

Claim.—The tappets or independent manuals K,
rods J, levers G, and rods H, in combination with the
keys A and reeds C, in the manner and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

65,089.—"WM.JoffifSOX, Lambertville, IsT. J.—
Turning Lathe.—May 28, 1867.—A stationary and
continuous metallic cover is inserted through an aper-
ture in the side of the slide rest and placed over the
feed screw to protect it from chips and dirt.

Claim.—First, the continuous coverM over the feed
screw G, said cover passing through an aperture in

the slide rest, and in other respects arranged as set

forth.

Second, constructing the feed nuts to allow tlie

cover to pass between them and the peculiar ai-range-

ment of eccentric movable arm and connecting bars,

whereby the feed nuts are made to move equal dis-

tances in opening and closing the feed screw by rods
attached to said nuts at points unequally distant from
their center of motion. The whole combined and
operating substantially as herein set forth and do-

scribed,

65,090.—Egbert James Kellett, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Punch for Car Tickets, tf-c—May 28,

1667.—The puncli has a clearing spring for the per-
forator, and a lock receptacle to catch the chips and
indicate the number of tickets cancelled.

Claim.—A punch with an attachment E or its

equivalent for holding the clippings or chips of tickets,

in the manner substantially as and for the pm'pose
specified.

65,091.—Theodore E. King, Painesvillc, Ohio.—Elastic Button for Carriages.—May 28, 1867.—The
ring of rubber is compressed by the head of the screw,
which expands it to such a size as to fit the loop of
the carriage curtain.
Claim.—i'ivst. the adjusting screw C in combina-

tion with the rubber collar D', arranged in relation to

the curtains, in the manner and for the pm'pose sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, the rubber collar D' and adjusting screw,
as airanged in combination with the button hole E
and ciu'tain, in the manner as described.

65,092.—H. Fkepekick Knoderer, Sr., and L.
F. KxoDKitKR, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Compotind/or Pre-
venting Incrustation in Steam BoUers.—'^ay 28, 1867.

—Composed of alum, two parts, glue, one; mixed,
ljulvenzed, and iutroduced in the shape of powder.

Claitn.—The ap])licalion of a compound or prepara-
tion of two parts of common alum and one part of
common glue, prepared and applied as above specified,

to prevent and remove the accumulalions and incrus-

tations of steam boilers and the pipes and tubes be-

longing thereto, as hereinbefore specified and substan-
tially set forth.

65,093.—F, TV. Klmixkrt. Kocliester, N. T.—
Budder.—May 28, 1867.—Auxiliary rudders arc piv-

oted in transverse openings cut tlirough the dead
"wood, and are connected to the ordinary iiidder chain.

Claim.—The combination with the main rudder 13

of the scries of auxiliary rudders E E E, arranged in

the keel one after another, and capable of being con-
nected with and disconnected from the main rudder
in action, as hcx'ciu set forth.

65,094.—L. B. Latitrop, San Jos6, Cal.—Gang
Plow.—l^ay 28, 1867.—The plows are attached by
standards to a diagonal frame, which gives them the
required receding sctiueuce. The rotary cutters pre-

ceding the plows act as land sides. The frame is

iiiuged to an oblique axle, and is vertically regulated

by a screw bolt from the through beam, which is
shackled to the fore caiTiage.

Claim.—First, the rotary cutters d, attached to the
wheels C, and forming flanges thereon, for the pm^
pose of acting as land sides for the plows, substan-
tially as set forth.

Se'cond, the axle 15, when arranged obliquely below
the tongue A, and when adjustable by means of the
screw bolt a and slotted arm b, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Thii-d, the devices for raising and lowering the
plows, consisting of the screw K, rods i and h, and of
the axle B, lugs / and g, bar F, and bolts e, respect-
ively, as set forth.

Fom'th, the double tongue A M, in combination
with the wheel I, supporting the end of the main
tongue, and with the hinges I m n and ops, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

Fifth, the plow beams E, when bent so as to form
offsets at the top of the mold-boards, substantially
as and for the pm-pose herein shoTs^n and described.

65,095.—Kehejiiah W. Lee, jSToith Providence,
E. 1.—Tobacco Cutter.—May 28, 1867.—The guillotine
knife-bar rests upon springs, which retm-n it after it

has been depressed by the toothed cam.
Claim.—The knife "JD, with its rack b, sliding verti-

cally in the frame B, and operated against the resist-

ance of springs E, or their equivalents, by the lever
G, with its movable fidcrum and toothed sector F,
substantially as described for the pm'pose set forth.

6e5,096.—BurdettA. Lewis,New Britain.Conn.,
assignor to himself and Jeremy W. Buss, Hartford,
Conn.

—

Trace Fastening.—May 28, 1867; anteaated
May 16, 18()7.—The latch is pivoted tothe button and
forms an extension thereof while passing thi-ough the
eye of the trace, after which it is rotated to keep the
latter attached.

Claim.—The projection e upon the button c, in com-
bination with the latch C and protuberances h, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

65,097.—Joseph H. Lewis, Duxbui-y. Mass.—
Vise.—May28, 18()7.—The rotating tube which actu-
ates the movalje jaw is threaded internally and sleeved
upon the stationary screw, whose head is at the back
of the fixed jaAv. The slide of the movable jaw slips

in a chamber of the fixed jaw.
Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination

of the movable jaw e and internal threaded rotating
screw i with the stationai-y support and jaw a and
fixed external thi'caded screw g, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the arched slide d, in combination with the

support a of the stationary jaw, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

65,098.—John Marquis and John W. Kimmell,
Crestline, Ohio.—Bolster for liailroad Cars.—May
28, J 867.—The three parts of the bolster are coupled
by cast socket pieces ; the bolster is an inverted arch,
whose ends are adjusted to correct sagging by means
of the terminal clamps and connecting rods and nuts.

Claim.—First, tbe clamping pieces F F, constructed
in the manner and for the purpose berein specified.

Second, tliC combination of the rods O O with nuts

g g g g thereon and the clamping pieces F F, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement and combination of the
clamping ])icces F F and rods O O, as claimed in sec-

ond claim, with the pieces A B and C and connecting
pieces D D, the Avholc forming an adjustable bolster

in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

65,099.—Carlo Federici Martoraxa, Balti-

more, Mil— Centrifttgal Pump.—May -28, lS*i7.—The
wings are rounded on the lower side, and their faces

so curved as to cause by their rotation a centripetal

and uj)ward How of wa'tor to the vertical discharge
pipe, which is traversed by the shaft.

Claim.—Yhst, the pum'p, consisting of the wheel
W, constnicted as describetl and arranged to operate
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the pump wheel "Wand
tube or case T witli the valves d in the bottom of a
fioating platform or vessel, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.
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65,100.—BEX.iA>nx A. ^Iasok, Xew York, X. T.
—Machine for Makinn Screivs.—^lay 28, ISCT.—To
shave and nick the licacl and taper the point. Several
blanks can be operated on simultaneously, and then
moved forxvard to the next operation. The blank is

rigidly held Avhilo being operated upon, the Avork
being' discontinued whilo passing from one device to
another.

Claim.—First, the series of intermittently revolv-
ing jaws, in combination with the revolving* shaft s^.

cutter 15 and cone «', constructed, an-aiiged, and
acting substantially as specified.
Second, the hanging saw n. actuated in the manner

and by the means'substantially as described, in com-
bination with the blank holders o' for the purposes
and as set forth.

Third, the pointing tool, secured upon, the end of
the revolving spindle v', in combination with the
lever 23, cam 24 and blank holders o', as and for the
purposes set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement and combination of all the
mechanism herein "described for shaving, nicking,
and pointing screw blanks as set forth.

65,101.— J. Fr.\xklix Mason, Bentonsport,
lov:a.—Bridle.— 'May 23, 1867.-This bridle has no
headstall, the bit being a rounded piece of leather,
united at its looped terminations, witk straps buckled
ai-ound the under jaw. The rein rings in the loops at

the ends of the bit secure the disk-shaped guards.
Claim.—The rounded strap, in combination with

guards and rings, to be secured to the horses imder
jaw. in the manner and for the purpose herein de-
Bcribed.

65,102.-MatthewF. Maury. Xew Orleans, La.
—Cotton Bale Kc—May 28, 1867.—The plate has
lateral projections at both ends, forming attachments
for the bight of the wire rope. The sides of the plate
ore folded in to form round corners for the contact
of the wire.
Claim.—The plate A, when provided with the

folding flanges a a" and shoulders b &•, as described,
for the purpose set forth.

65,103.—Reubex McChesxet, TJtica, N. Y.—
Breech-loadinj Fire-arm.—'Sla.j 28. lSti7.—The for-

ward end of breech piece is supported in front of the
breech of tlie barrel, upon a vibrating fulcrum, allow-
ing the breech piece to rise to a position in front of a
breech check, where it will be sustained by the latter

against vertical movement in firing. The breech
piece is moved to admit the cartridge at half-cock,
and is restored into firing position by full cocking
the gun. The cartridge shell is ejected simultaneously
with the exposure of the cartridge chamber.

Cl-aim.—First, sustaining tho'forward extension of
the breech piece upon a vibrating fulcrum piece a, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the combination of the breech piece D,

fulcrum piece rt. latcli d, operating substantially in
the manner set forth.

Third, constructing the fulcrum piece a, so as to
receive through it the spring a', which depresses the
breech piece, when the latter is released from the
latch (Z, substantially as described.

Fourth, the arrangement of the cartridge shell ex-
tractor iZ', so as to" be operated upon wilh the fuU
force of the spring a', through the acency of the in-

termediate slotted device n n' and t'lie breech piece
D D, the said parts being thrown into action by the
act of cocking the arm, substantially as describe'd.

Fifth, constructing the hammer G. with a flange g'

for entering a recess g"^, fonned in the breech piece,
assisting in holding the latter firmly in place, sub-
stantially as described.

Sixth, constructing the latch d of the breech piece,
so as to receive the forward end of the mainspring
J throngh it, said latch d being pivoted upon the
trigger pin e'. substantially as described.
Seventh, applying the pin i to the breech-holding

latch, and operating said pin by the projecting g on
the inside face of the hammer G, substantially in the
manner shown and described.

65,104.—TYiLLLVJi L. McDowell, Philadelphia,
Va.—Hinging Lids of Teakettles.—^aj 28, 1867.—
The lid is cast in segments with lags upon them for

the hinge pintle, and the rear segment is attached to
the body of the kettle by screws.
Claim.—A wide-mouthed teakettle having a hinged

lid attached, consisting of the two segments D E,
coupled together and applied so as to operate sulj-

stautially as described, and for the pm*poses specified.

65,105.—JAJres Melcher, Minneapolis, Minn.—
Bag Holder.—The flexible disehai-ge end of the hop-
per is contracted to enter the mouth of the bag, and
when tlie latter is attached the enclosed portioji ex-
pands to hold the bag open.

Claim.—First, constructing the lower part of hop-
per I with a hiuffed side, and connecting said siuo
to the opposite side of the hopper by means of a flexi-

ble material, in order that it may accommodate itself

to the month of the bas", substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the hinged side and
flexible material, spring M, for the purpose of re-

taining the mouth of the' bag open to its greatest ex-
tent, substantially as described.

65,106.— Leavis Miller. Akron, Ohio.— fl"ar-

vester Hake.—May 28, 18o7.—The arm has a regular
rotation, but the rake teeth arc connected to a sliding
plate Avhose anti-friction roller traverses a cam-gToove
to regulate the rake to the shape o^ the platform and
requirements of the case.
Claim.—In combination with a revolving arm car-

rying a pivoted rake or fork upon its outer end, a
slide and connecting rod that is operated by a cam
and guide and attached to said rake or fork, so that
while the arm moves in a true circle the rake or fork
may assume difi'erent positions upon it, substantially |
as and for the purpose described.

6-5,107.—Charles E. Mitchell, Xew Britain,
Conn.—.Snap Hook.—May 28, 18u7.—The latch is held
immovably closed till the snap is turned to such rela-

tive position with the loop strap as to bring the heel
of the latch in apposition with a depression.
Claim.—A rigid pressure attachment E, or its

'equivalent, acting against the heel of the latch to
firmly close it with the hook, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

65,108.—J. Neelt and Simeon Allen, Buck-
ingham county, Va.

—

Manufacture of Alcoholic Spir-
its.—'Max, -28. 1867.—The expressed juice is allowed to
ferment and is then distilled.

C7ai?rt.—First, the manufacture of spirituous liquors
and alcohol from the juice of maize or Indian corn,
substantially as herein set forth.

Second, as a new article of manufacture, spirituous
liquors or alcohol made fi-om the expressed juice of
corn stalks.

65,109.—D. P. XiCKERSON. Cleveland, Ohio.—
Car Wheel.—May 28, 1867.—The annular tread flange
is attached to the outer shell, which has a thin inner
flange concentric with the rim. Between the flanges
is a rubber ring filling the space, and within the inner
flange are two rubber rings separated by an annular
plate parallel with the wheel. A plate attached to
the tread ring encloses these points and the hub has
a vertical movement to bring the weight upon the
rubber springs and render other springs mmecessary.
Claim.—Yh'i^t. the shell A, elastic ring F, and disk

I. provided with the shoulder or flange C, in combina-
tion with the elastic rings H.
Second, the clutches L E and disk in combination

with the elastic rings and shell A, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

TMi'd, the annular shoulders D M', rings H, plate

M. and shell A, an-anged substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

65,110.—George Xnnio. .Tersev Citv, X. J.—
Furnace for Heating and TrcZJui.?.—May 28, 1867.—
The articles to be welded are heated by the direct

action of the fire in one chcunber. while other articles

may be merely heated in the adjoining chamber.
Each chamber "is accessible at different points.

Claim.—The welding and heating furnace, formed
with the heating chamber b. fire and welding chamber
a, and openings dee and/, in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.
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65,111.—J. L. Ordxek, Cleveland, Oliio.—Pi^c
Wrench.—May 28, 1867.—The sen-ated hook is adjust-

able toward and from the toothed extremity of the
stock by turning Trithiu the pivoted nut. When the
wi'cneh is turned in the effective direction the hook
is supported by the stock, but otherwise when the
motion is reversed.
Claim.—Hook E and pivoted nut E, as an-anged,

and operating within and in combination with the
slotted shank 13, as and for the purpose set forth.

65,112.—SoLOMOK Ottexheimer, jSTewTork, N.
T.

—

Sectional Take-xq? for Corset Looms.—Maj 28,

1867.—By means of the sectional roller the fabric is

drawn along irregularly as the gores are woven, so
that the fabric shall present a straight line to the
reeds. The springs applied between tlie stationary
shaft and the toothed rings allow the latter to yield
to any folds or creases and permit them to pass.
Claim.—The springs o, applied between the sta-

tionary shaft e and tlio toothed ring h. in combination
with the wheels d of the sectional take-up roller of a
loom for weaving corsets and other iiTegular fabrics,

substantially as set forth.

65,113.—George IST. Palmer, Greene, X. Y.—
Horse Rake and Hay Spreader. — Maj 28, 1867.-
Improvement on his patent of December 12, 186,5.

The axle and clearer with the operating mechanism
are above the tilting frame, which is balanced by
springs at the foro end. The tedding raecliauism is

operated by a I'achet and pawls connecting the turn-
ing axle therewith. The pawls are restrained from
engagement by set screws, when raking.
Claim.—First, the aiTangement and combination

of the balanced frame B B, short levers V F, and the
rake head E, in the manner herein described, for the
purposes set forth.

Second, regulating and adjusting the tilting motion
of the frame B by the screw hooks k k and springs
m 'in, as described.

Third, the combination of the pawls e e, ratchets
6 b, and thumb screws c c, constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

65,114.—B. P. Perkins, North Adams, Mass.—.
Vise.—May 28, 1867.—The lever socket of the vise
screw has a spring wliich beai's against the side of
the lever.

Claim.—The spring B or its equivalent, in com-
bination with the screw D and lever C, as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose specified.

65,115.—W. E.. Pomeroy, Millersburg, Ohio.-U
Counter and Desk Seat.—Mnj 28, 1867.—The seat is

centrally hinged to a bracket pivoted to the desk, so
that it can be swung to or from the samue. The seat

is horizontally secm-ed to the bracket by sliding back
upon it.

Claim.—The bracket B, seat C, lugs D, and springs
I, as arranged in combination with the coimter A, for

the purpose and in the manner as set forth.

65,116.—George Ramsay, Clvde, Ohio, Balance
Wheel of Watches.—Maj 28, 1867.-1-The curved elas-

tic arms of the balance wheel enable the heavy rim to

yield, upon concussion of the watch, without break-
ing the pivots. The rim travels between guide fingers

which receive its impact, when thrown out of true
by the concussion of the watch.

Claim.—First, a watch balance wheel constructed
with spring arms, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the balance wheel Avith spring arms in com-
bination with the guards, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

65,117.-li. Kastetter and A. SiMcox, Fort
"Wayne, IM.—Shank Laster.—M.&j 28, 1867; ante-
dated May 16, 1867.—The edge of the leather is

clumped between the jaws by screwing down the
handle. The pivoted fulcrum is then adjusted and
the handle vibrated until the fulcrum piece touches
the jaw.

Claim.—The shank A, handle B, stationary jaw C,
movable jaw E, springs, adjustable fulcrum D, com-
bined and operated as described, and constructed in
the manner and for the purpose specified and set
forth.

65,118.—Martin C. Reotngton, Auburn, N". T.—Fastening Seats to Carriages.—May 28, 1867.—

A

hook connected to an eccentric on the seat engages
over a pin in the body and is raised by the eccentric.
Claim.—First, the device for fastening seats to

carriages and constructed substantially as described.
Second, the eccentric C, and sliding hook E, sul>

stantially as described for the purpose specified.

Tliird, the locking device consisting of the spring
toothed lever D, toothed ring F of the hook E, in
combination with the eccentric C, substantially as
described.

65,119.—Uel Reynolds, New York, N. Y.—
Shifting Hail for Carriage Tops.—May 28, 1867.—
The shifting bar is of wood, bent to form, and con-
nected to the seat by bolts and nuts. This bar receives
the slats and props of the top.

Claim.—The wooden shifting rail to which the
metal slat irons and prop blocks aro attached as set
forth.

65,120.—E. P. Richardson, Lawrence, Mass.—
Boot and Shoe.—May 28, 1867 ; antedated May 16,

1867.—The barbed nail secures the layers of leather
together, similarly to a peg. The nail may be made
by barbing a wire and then dividing it into lengths.
Claim.—The system or mode of fastening the soles

of boots and shoes, by means of barbed or corrugated
nails or pegs, either with or without heads and dj-iven

either from the outside or inside of the boot or shoe,
substantially as herein set forth, and for th« purpose
specified.

65,121.—E. A. L. Roberts, Titusville, Pa.—
Sand Ptimp.—Maj 28, 1867.—The foot valve is raised
by a vertical bolt whose head impinges against the
sand. , A series of side holes at the tube top allow
exit to the air as the bucket rises.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth and described,
of a tube piston and foot valve, the latter being
opened for the purpose of discharging the contents of
the pump by means of the stem k, or its equivalent,
whether attached to, or separate from, the valves.
Second, the perforations s, as arranged in relation

to said pump for the purposes herein set forth.

65,122.—S. C. Salisbury, New York, N. Y.—
Redacing and Rafining Metallic Ores and Oxides.—
May 28, 1867.—An ordinary blast furnace is connected
by a divided tuyere with three retorts which are
placed over a furnace. Air is passed through one
retort and steam through another. Hydrocarbon
vapor, generated in a still, is passed through the third
retort, where it is decomposed, forming a fixed gas.
The hot air, superheated steam and gas, i)ass through
the passages of the tuyere into the furnace.

Claim.—First, the application and use in blast and
other like furnaces for reducing metallic oxides, of a
blast of hydrogen and oxygen gases, or their equiv-
alent, when heated to a temperature of from 700° to
800° Fahrenheit, or thereabouts, for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the use in such furnaces in combination
with such blast of hydrogen and oxygen gases, or
their equivalent, heated as described, of carbon gas,
when free from or obtained from hydrocarbons free

from sulphur, phosphorus, ammonia, &c., for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, the use in such furnaces of such blast of
hydrogen and oxygen gases, or their equivalent, so
heated as described, and of such carbon gas free from
sulphur, phosphorus, ammonia, &c., in combination
with the ordinary air blast, for the purposes set

forth.

Fourth, in combination with blast and other fur-

naces used for reducing ores, the use of a compound or
divided tuyere constructed substantially as described,

for supplying to such furnaces such blasts of different

character, substantially as and for the pm-poses set

forth.

Fifth, the use in blast and other furnaces used for

reducing ores, of manganese, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth,

65,123.—Henry Sanderson, Sheffield, England,
assignor to AVm. Sanderson, New York, N. Y.—
Catlcry.—M.vij 28, 1867.—The steel blade has a short
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tang wMch is secured, by pressure, in a cavity of the
bolster the shank of which i^asses through the handle.

Claim.—Uuiting the handle and blade in the man-
ner substantially as heroin described.

65,124.—D. Saunders, Erooklyn, N. Y.—Pipe
"Vise.—May 28, 1867.—The jaw-pieco is attached by a
horizontal axis to the bench-piece, so as to rotate iu a
vertical plane, to allow the pipe to enter in any posi-

tion at the lateral opening, to be gripped between the
stationary and movable jaws.

Claim.—The improved pipe vise herein described
turning on the axis C, and having the side opening
H, to allow the introduction and removal of the work,
the several parts being combined and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the pui-pose herein set forth.

65,125.—TV. D. SciiooLEY, Eichmond, Ind.—
Straw Cutter.—May 28, 1867.—The main shaft is

placed beneath the box and operates the knilb-gato
by a wrist-pin. A cam on the shaft also operates the
lever which actuates the ratchet feed-wheels by means
of connecting rods.
Claim.— First, the arrangement of the balance

wheel B, and main shaft C, relative to the main frame
an^l knife sash E, substantially as described and for

the pm-posos set forth.

Second, the use of the lever k, when provided with
the adjustable head I, and operated by the cam D,
and to operate in combination with the rods m m and
the levers j j, for the piu-poses specified.

Thii-d, the adjustable bearings 0, as described and
set forth.

Fourth, the keys u ti, for adjusting the knife frame,
as shown and described.

Fifth, the guard w, when made detachable, substan-
tially as described and sot forth.

65,126.—H. K. Sears and S. L. Holt, Hartford,
Conn.—Oil Cu2>.—Maj 28, 1867.—The valve closes
the inlet aperture when oil is to be ejected, and at other
times allows ilrip to pass into the can.
Claim.—The combination of the passage a, valve

d, guide i, and rod e, all arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

65,127.—John F. Shearman, Brooklyn, IST. Y.,
assignor to E. S. Dodge <fc Co., New York, N. Y.—
Eegmter Points for Printing Apparatus.—M.aj 28,
1867.—The guide point is automatically raised and
depressed by a fixed mechanism beneath the circular
rotatable plate. It is held in a case adjustable along
a slot running radially from the center to the periph-
ery of the plate, and the point is operated and its case
clamped by plates running beneath the sides of the
slot and pivoted to the said plate.

Claim-.—'First, the case K, inclosing the point I,

and open on one side to allow the operation of the
edge of the blade G', or its equivalent, so as to op-
erate the point therein in any position in t) slot, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pui'ptJV herein
set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the clamp
L, and adjusting means N, or its equivalent, adapted
to be conveniently operated from above the feed
board, so as to set the point iu the desired position iu
the slot c, substantially as herein specified.

Third, adjusting the turning plate C, by operating
from the upper side, all substantially in the manner
and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

65,128.—P. T. Smith, Salem, Ohio.—Planing
Machine for Wood.—May 28, 1867.—To plane, groove,
and tongue flooring from stufi" of double thickness.
The board is run between the permanent and the ad-
justable rollers, is planed on each side, the edges
planed, is ripped by the circular saw, and discharged.
Claim.—First, the adaptable shaft G, dowel points

or clutch c', socket joint a, in combination wiXh the
feed rollers E F, and springs K, as and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

Second, the vertical revolving cutters Q, spring
guides d' and/, as an-angcd in comlnnation with the
saw g, for the purpose and in the manner described.

65,129.—Alfred Sower, New York, N. Y.—
Kettle.—^aj 28, 1867.—The caloric ciurent passes
through pipes leading up from the bottom of the kettle

to the chamber within and thence outward by a flu

to a place of discharge.
Claim.—The chamber E, in combination with the

tubes C, and pipes F G, substantially as herein showu
and described, for the purpose specified.

65,130.—Irwin H. Spelman, Baconsburg, Ohio.—Sheep Shearer.—May 28, 1867.—The knife is set

obliquely in the head of the stock and cuts the wool
by a forward and slightly lateral motion, while the
teeth of the comb gather"it to the knife.

Claim.—The combination of a shearer for the pur-
pose and iu the manner as substantially described, as

,

a new article of manufacture.

65,131.—Edward F. Stephens, Towanda, Pa.

—

Card or Label Holder.—Maj 28, 1867.—The metallic
plate is cut so that a point at each corner is turned
back for attachment to a drawer and the sides and
one edge are bent over to secure the label.

Claim.—The form of the plate as cut of one piece
of metal, the points marked C D E and F, which se-

cure the holder to the drawer, or so forth, without the
use of nails or other means of fastening, and the
flanges G H and I, so turned as to hold the card or
label and permit the same to be changed without de-

taching the holder.

65,132.—Jeremiah Stever and John A. Way,
Bristol, Conn.

—

Machine for Making Ferrules.—May
28, 1867.—The blank is cut by shears and bent around
its forming pin by pressers worked by cams ; the fer-

rule is delivered ready for brazing.
Claim.—First, the reciprocating bending dies J J,

slides L L, and mandrel E, combined and arranged
for joint action, substantially in the manner described.

Second, in combination with the above presser E",
substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

65,133.—Isaac Straud, Kenton county, Ky.

—

Grinding Mill.— May 28, 1867.—By means of the ad-
ditional tram-support the millstone is perfectly reset
iu its normal position in train with the runner, after

it has been removed and dressed.
Claim..—The bolt h, when used in combination with

trambolts a a a a, for the purposes substantially as
described.

65,134.— E. A. Stratton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mangle.—M.D.J 28, 1867.—The clothes are pressed
twice in passing between the three rollers which are
adjustable by bolts, by which their journal bars ai"0

held together. A vertical shield is placed between
the upper and under rollers, and faces toward the
middle roller.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rollers E E',

secured to the adjustable spring standards D D', and
the roller F secured to the spring standard D', the
whole being constructed and arranged as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the shield m, arranged in respect to the
rollers, as and for the purpose described.

65,135.—D. B. Strope, Fort Wayne, Ind.—P?ieM-
matic Spring.—May 28, 1867.—Air is used as the elas-

tic medium, and oil or other liquid as a cushion for

the piston rod when depressed to its ultimate limit;

The air and oil are introduced into the outer cylinder
through a cock and valve, and pass from thence to
the hollow piston.

Claim.— Y'wHt, the construction and arrangement
of the hollow piston in its relation to the oil contained
in the reservoir or outer cylinder, in the manner and
for the purpose herein described.
Second, the combination of the packing D, elastic

packing I, metallic packing ring E, and clastic flange
or packing F, with the gland C and piston B.
Third, the combination of the studs K, cylinder A,

and piston B, substantially as shown and described.

Fourtli, the combination of the cock G, valve M,
and cylinder A, when aiTangcd substantially as showu
and described.

65,136.—Dexter Symoxds, Lowell, Mass.. as-

signor to himself, Benjamin "WodinvARD and M. S.

Marshal.— Oii Still.—Mixy 28, 1867.—The oil and
lime water ai'e introduced from separate elevatod

reservoir's into the still, which hai* horizontal screws
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to cheek foaming. A curved pipe ertends from the
cover of the still to the top of the condenser and neai-ly

to the botton; of the latter. The still has cockB for
drawing off oil and water respecti\ely.
Claim.—First, in stUls for deodorizing and purifying

gUs, where the substance or material us'ed and the'pro-
cess of deodorizing and purifying ai-e herein described.
Second, the employment of one or more screens, in

the manner and for the purpose subskmtially as set
forth.

Third, the employment of a screen or screens in any
still where the substance or material under operation
is liable to foam or rise, as set forth.

65,137.—Dexter Symoxds, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Bexjamix Woodward and M. S.
Marshal.—Purifying arid Deodorizing Oils.—May
28, 1867.—To 30 gallons of crude oil, in a still, add 10
gallons of lime water. Distill and collect the lighter
oil and afterwards remove the heavier.

Claim.—In deodorizing and purifying hydrocarbon
or other oils, the use of the substances or materials
herein specified and in the manner set forth.

64,138.—Timothy F. Taft, Shrewsbury, Mass.,
assignor to Augustus Rice, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Ma-
chine for Cutting Sheet or Bar Metal.—M.&J 28, 1867.
—The prominent parts of the head and bed pieces are
connected by a bolt to give strength and rigidity.

Claim.—the application to the lock shears above
described of the two arms J J with bolt K and nut L,
or their equivalents, substantially as described.

65,139.-C. S. Toms, ITtica, N". Y.—Composition
for Cleaning Metals, Wood and other Articles.—May
28, 1867.—A detergent composed of borax, 10 lbs.; oil,

6 galls.; and water, 30 galls.

Claim.—The composition of matter substantially
as herein described, with and without the FuUer's
earth.

65,140.— G-ARRET Vliet, Milwaukee, Wis., as-

signor to Wm. Vliet, Green Lake county, Wis.—
Gate for Water TT/ieei.s-.-May 28, 1867.—The metallic
cylinder has openings tlu'ough which pass ciu-ved
plates by which the course of"the water is directed.
The cylinder is movable on its axis to vary the area
of apertiu-e.

Claim.— Solid metal gate C, with water ports
through its metallic water guidesD projecting through
the ports in gate C, and curved at their inner ends to
conform to the shape of the wheel, for the purpose of
giving the water the proper direction, metal rings E
and r, bolts G, and pinion H, all arranged and com-
bined substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,141.—Anna Weissenborn, Xew York, N.Y.—Tuck Marker or Creaser for Sexoitig Machines.—
May 28, 1867.—The mai'king wheel has a bearing in
a standard rising from a plate which is adjusted at
right angles to the guide edge of the gauge on the
cloth plate. It is set in position by a thumb screw,
and its pressm-e determined by the rock shaft whose
outer scrcAV bears upon the cross-plate.

Claim.—First, the combination of a creasing or
marking wheel or roller A'", sliding in unison with a
sliding blade A'^, when applied to a sewing machine,
in such a manner that the creasing or marking can be
done during the j)rocess of sewing, substantially as
described.
Second, for giving the downward pressure of the

creasing wheel against an edged or grooved instru-
ment attached to the sliding ulade A^^^ ^he employ-
ment of a spring or set screw or a lever, substantially
the same as set forth.

65,142.—John A. Whipple, Cambridge, Mass.—
Combined Match Box and Taper Holder.—May 28,

1867.—The case contains a hinged candle socket and
a place for matches.

Claim.— The combination of the casing A, the
match holder B, and hinged socket S, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

65,143.—MosEsG. Wilder, West Meriden, Conn.—Bunching Press.—May 28. 1867.—For the purpose
of varying the extent of motion of the slide which
carries the upper die, the slide-carrying lever is

mounted upon a fulcrum which is elevated by an

eccentric thereon rotating within the bearing of the
lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the eccentric G-,

stock A, ghaft D, lever E, arranged and operating
substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the eccentric G-, stock

A, shaft I), levers E K, arm L, with the wheel H J,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,144.—Albert S. Wilklx^on, Pawtueket, R.
I.

—

Horseshoe. — May 28,1667.—A continuotis clip
sm'rounds the hoof. The shoe is adjustable. An elas-

tic connection between the heels, by a steel spring
or otherwise, aids in expanding the hoof.
Claim.—First, an elastic or spring connection L

for connecting the heels of expanding shoes, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, in a jointed horseshoe as described, and
having a continuous clip, "the toe clip a and heel clips

e e, provided with the projecting anns c^ e"^, in combi-
nation with the elastic spring connection L, substan-
tially as described.

65,145.—Albert S. Wilkinson, Pawtueket, E.
I.— Horseshoe.— May 28, 1867.—The shoe is expan-
sible and has an attaching band passing over the
hoof.
Claim.—First, in double shoes an expansion point

which consists in slitting the ujjper and lower plates
laterally so as to break joints, so that the toe clip

acts as 'a spring joint to allow the heels of the shoe to
expand laterally, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the double shoe A a having an expansion
joint as described, in combination with the toe clip B
provided with a loop c, and retaining bands//, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the double shoe A a having an expansion
joint as described, in combination with the toe clip B
provided with a loop c, retaining bands//, and heel
rests j j, the whole being constructed and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

65,146.— J. D. WiNSLOvy, WUmington, Del.—
Sash Tightener.—Maj 28, 1867.—A pin is di'iven into
the jamb, and a wedge being inserted between the pin
and the sash holds the latter snugly against the part-

ing strip and prevents rattling.

Oiauit.—Attaching to window sashes the wedge-
shaped piece a, together with the pin or stop h, as
shown in the drawings and herein described as a sash
tightener, to exclude wind and storms and prevent the
sash from rattling.

65,147.—J. E. Winants and J. F. Griffen, ITew
York, I^. Y.—Apparatus for Distilling Turpentine.
—May 28, 1867.—The material is received into a sup-

ply hopper from whence it is automatically fed as it

melted, strained and distilled. The products of dis-

tillation pass off in one direction to constitute spirits

of turpentine, and the i*esiduum of rosin passes off in
another direction.

C'Zawn.—Melting the lower portion of the mass of
crude material in the bottom of the supply tank or
hopper, and there partially straining it, substantially

in the manner described and for the pm-poses set

forth.

Also, the employment within a closed chamber D
of a steam-heated"strainer F, constructed and opera-
ting substantially as described for the purposes set

forth.

Also, the employment in combination with the
chamber D anu steam-heated strainer F of one or
more auxiliary sieves or strainers, substantially as de-

scribed.
Also, the employment, in combination with a strain-

er confined within a chamber, of a cleaning device or
scraper arranged to be operated from the outside of
the chamber, substantially as described.
Also, making the strainer chamberD with windows,

as and for the purposes specified.

Also, the employment within a closed vessel K. of
one or more steam-heated disks or evaporators, when
formed with a scroll-sliaped or helical croove in the
passage of the liquid, substantially as uescribed, for

for the purposes set forth.

Also? forming the still with windows, substantially

as described, for the pm'poses set forth.
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Also, snpplyinu: Hip snporlicatcd steam divcctly to

the evaporatorsr caiTviui^ it thence to the steam
strainer, and lastly to the melting Avonn, so as to lieat

these several devices to dilferent tompevatnres, as

hereinbefore described, for the pnrposes sot forth.

Also, the combination or combinoil arranjicment of

the supply hopper, melting coil, strainer, and still Avith

the heatinp: medium, wlieu oiieratinLV together in sub-

stantially the manner hereinbefore tlescribed, for the
pui-poses set forth.

65,14S.—Geokge L. "^itsil, rhiladolpbia. Pa.,
assignor to himself, AViluaji Dai{MOX, and Oeouge
W. Griffix, same place.

—

Clothes Wringer.— May
28, 1867.—The roller journals have bearings in frames.
which are pivoted together, and have^ downward
arms, embracing the tiib side, so that tlie pressure of
clothes between the rollers serves to clamp the frame
to the tub.

Claim.—First, the combination of the roller A,
spur wheel G and frame F, ilicludiug the iaAvs F^ F^
and the roller A', adjustable pinion G' and frame D,
including the jaws 1)^ I)*, said paits being respect-
ively constructed, and the whole arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the rollers atA and A^,
wheu both ai-e actuated positively, frames D and F,
including the jaws F-* F^ and 1)'^ t)-*, block D', stems
D^ and spiral springs E. substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with the rollers A and A',
the spur wheel G and slotted pinion G', cross-piece il
rigidly attached to the shaft of the upper roller and
washer I, substautifdiv as and for the pm'pose set
forth.

65,149.—S. W. AVOOD, CornwaU, :N'. Y.—Grain
Contejing Machine.—May 28, 18G7.—The grain is

weighed in an aii*-tight receptacle, and by pressure
of air is forced from the same tlirough discharge pipes.

Clai)n.—A reservoir 15 and weighing apparatus or
scales H, in combination with the receiving and con-
veying pipes or passages C D, air pump A and the
governing valves, constructed and arranged to ope-
rate substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

Also, the perforated partition or screen L, in. com-
bination with the reservoir B, receiving and convey
ing pipes C D, air pump A and valves, substantially
as and lor the purpose herein set forth.

Also, the devices or their equivalents for the intro-

duction qf air into the receivin"- and conveying pipes
C 1). in addition to that introduced with the grain,
substantiidh' as and for the purpose 'specified.

Also, the arrangement of the devices, or the equi-
valent thereof, for introducing grain into a conveying
pipe of passage, substantially as shown in Figs. 3
and 4, and for^the pm-pose herein specified.

65,150.—Charles R. Abbot, Ehnira, ISJ". T.—
Prop for Carriage Tops.—May 28, IStiT.—The shank
of the prop is made in two pieces, lapping past each
other. The outer is removable, while the leather is

put on, and is then replaced and fastened.
Claim.—First, the shank B B', when made in two

parts, and constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the shank B B', in combination with plate
A. ferrule C and screw D, substantially as and for
tlie purposes set forth.

Third, securing the shank B B' and ferrule C
togethc)", by means of tongue and groove o and pins
and holes v, substantially "as and tor the purposes set
forth.

65,151.—Toirx D. Axdersox, Cony, Pa.—Car
Coupling.—May 28, 18(i7.—When uncoupled the link
is thrown up, its curved end projecting in front of
the draw-head. A plate on the draw-head of another
car impinges against the projecting ends, and oscil

lates the link to engage it with the catch.
Claim.—The construction and aiTangement of the

link B. fitting over the hooks C upon the upper side
of the di-aw-heads, said link catching over the pins g,
and prevented from slipping when in a vertical
position, by means of the circiHar projections h. and
coupled by means of the bent arm d striking the pro-
jection a upon the di-aw-heads, as herein shown and
described.

53 c p

65,15'^.— Ahram p. Axthony, Morrison, 111.—
Clothes Dryer Attadiment for hilove Pipes.—May 28,
1807.—Wheu the ring is turned dowuAvard its inner
surface pressing upon' the outside of the divergent
loops forces them together, and clasps the wires
around the pipe.

Claim.—The Avire B fonning the ring B^ and loops
B', in corabinntiou Avith the ring C, by means of
Avhich it may be clamped upon a stove pipe, substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

65,153.—Ellicott D. Averell, Xew York, X.
Y.—Lathfor Plastering.—May28, 1867.—The counter-
sunk apertures are penetrated by the mortar, which
forms u bond therein.
Claim.—A lath constructed with countersunk

apertures A', substantially as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

65,154.—Thomas Baxta, Hoboken, IST. J.—Bo-
tarrj Steam Engine.— May 28, 1867.—The hollow
arms rotate in closed cylinders, and their shafts are
so connected as to be continuous, the packing of the
series being performed at one operation. The steam
passes in at the axis of each', and issues at a tangent,
driving the Avheel by reaction on the principle of the
eolipile.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rings R S T
U, with the stutfing boxes L MN O, shafts G H IJ,
radial arms D E F and flange V, substantially as
hei'ciu shoAA'n and described, and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the combination of the flanged ring TV and
rods X, with the shaft J, flange V and' flanged end of
the packing box O, substantially as herein shoxs'n and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

65,155.—JoHX Barbier, Boston, Mass.

—

Clasp
for Secunng Shirt Collars.— May 28, 1867.—Two
plates are pivoted together near their midlength, and
liave a spring betAveeu thcii- loAver ends. Avhie'h di-ives

the projection of the rear plate through the collar
button-holes and a perforation of the front plate. A
button on the rear plate engages tlie shirt. A socket
on the front plate gives x^lace of attachment for the
bow.
Claim.— The within-described collar clasp, con-

sisted of the two plates a «', when piA'Oted together at
or near the center, in combination with a spring e,

cue of the plates being provided Avith a projcctioli/,
Avhich passes into or through an opening in the ex-
tremity of the opposite one, and the clasp being at-

tached' to the shirt by means of a stud gr, all arranged
and operating substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the above the socket h
for receiving a pin projecting fi-om the cravat or tie,

substantially as set forth.

65,156.—Ira IsT. Bevans, TeiTyville, Conn., as-

signor to Eli Terry, TerryvUle, Conn.

—

Ap2)arati(s
for Tempering Steel Springs.—May 28, 18G7.—By the
feed rollers the spring is drawn tLrough the bath of
molten lead at an equal)le rate, securing even temper.

Claim.—The feed rollers C, in combination Avith

the vessel A and receiving di'um D, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

65,157.—Ezra Bum, Dayton, Ohio.—Baslct for
Feeding Tarred Corn Cobs to Furnaces.—May 28,

1867.—The basket and its hinged lid are of woven
wire. The lid is raised by a cliain, and held shut by
a catch, whose hold is insuflicient to keep the lid

closed wheu inverted over the furnace.
Claim.—The cob-kindling basket, constructc^d sub-

stantiallv as herein described and for the i)mx.osc
specified.

65,1 58.

—

Hiram Boys, Rushville, InA.'—CKUiva-
tor.—May 28, 3867.—The plows are regulated by lever,

or by the" adjustment of the seat, being SAvivelcd to

the 'frame in front and suspended by chains from
roUers on the frame.

C7rtir>i.—First, the frame A, as constructed with
adjustable tail piece a, arms b, Avith swivels for con-
necting the shovel beams and rollers E, Avith cliains

for attaching the shovel bars, Avhen combined,
aiTanged and operating in the manner and for the
purposes herein specified.

Second, the beams D D, shovel bars//', and shields
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e c. connected by the adjustable bars m m, in tbe
manner and for the purposes set forth.

65,159.—"William Briggs, Bristol, K. I., assignor
to himsel '"and Thojias Holmes, same place.—Jlloiasses
Yessel.—May 28, 1867.—The wooden bucket has a
tight cover and a spigot, the lever of Avhicli has a notct
to receive the end of a pivoted ai-m to prevent acci-

dental opening.
Claim.—As a new article of mamifactiu'c, a paUor

bucket, constructed and furnished as herein de-

scribed, in combination with the gate o, as herein set

forth and for the pm'pose specified.

65,160.—A. Bren'CKMA^'X, XewTork, X. T.—
Faucet.—May 28, 1867.—The spring faucet has two
stop washers. The application of one allows the
eutb-e closing of the faucet • that ol the other admits
the flow of a slight stream therethrough to prevent
freezing.

Claiiti.—The tube A, spigot B, spring D, within
the case C, in cornbination with the washers F G,
having stops c d, as herein described, for the purpose
specified. .

65,161. — WALTER Brittox, Abington, HI.

—

Bolt Cutter.—May 28, 1867.—The pivoted jaws with
transverse cutters are operated by cam levers to cut
the rivet.

Claim.—The guide A, bars B B', connected by a
pivot-bolt b atone end, and provided with cutters 'c c

at the opposite end, and the levers D D, provided
with eccentrics g g. all being combined and arranged
substantially in the manner and for the piirpose set

forth.

65,162. — James E. Browx, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and W. S. Lovj:ll, Cambridge-
port, Mass. ^ Pipe Wrench.—:Slaj 28, 1867. — The
jaws are attached by a strap, and have an adjustable
spring pivot by which they may be arranged to hold
any size of pipe.

t'laim.—The combination of the staple or clasp,

the series of holes and the fulcrum pin and its spring,

and their aiTangement with the two crossed-jaw
levers, substantially in manner as specified.

65,163.—MellissaE. Bulkley, Providence, E. I.

—Corset Clasp,—Mav 28. 1867.—A metallic shield on
the stud is interposed between the clasp-eye and the
fabric so as to prevent wear of the latter.

"

Clairu.—The use of the shield s, or its equivalent,

in combination with the clasp, constructed substan
tially as described for the purpose specified.

65,164,— Israj:l L. Bullock, Marcy, Ind.

—

Horse Hake.—May 28, 1867.—The rake head is of the
simplest form of horse rake. It is kept in gathering
position by pressure of the feet on the holding frame,
aiKl the ca^tch pawls are dislodged from theji' catches
to allow semi-rotation by forward pressure of the
foot on their frame.
Clairu.—The levers J J, having elastic pawls L L

attached in combination Avith the shaft M. provided
vrltli tlie foot-boards j j', and connected with the lev-

ers J J, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,165.—Hubert Burgess. San Francisco, Cal.

—Fencil i<harpe7ier.—^ax 28, 1867.—The inner pai-t

of tlie box which slides into the other has within it a
file to sharpen pencils, the bo5 catching the dust.

Claim.—The case or box A, tray B, and file C. for

sharpeiang pencils, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

65,166.—H. BURK, Mineral Point, Ohio.— Co?i.-

vertiiig Motion.—Mav 28, 1867.—Tlie rotating cam
Avheeilias a tri-looped cam groove on each side, tra-

versed by rollers i)ivoted to the head of the pitman
rod, anti-friction rollers running on guide-plates of
the bed-piece. Three reciprocations aVe giyeu jo the
rod to each rotation of the wheel.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

pitman D. the lc";s a h of which straddle tlie wheel C,
and arc provided with rolls c d. tlie former naming in

tlie groove E of the said wheel, and the other run-
ning on the metallic plate/ of the bed A. substan-
tially as described and for the pui-poso specified.

65,167. — r. Cajar, Xew York, X. T. — Car
Spring.—yiaj 28, 1867.—The frusto-helical plate has
inner and outer flanges on its edges, to stilfen the
same and to form abutments when pressed home.
Claim.—The improvement of a coiled or spiral

spring and bulfer for cars, ifcc, by providing the lower
margins of the coil (viz., of their individual cones)
with the ribs or projections a and b, for the pm'pose
and substantiallv as desci'ibed above.

65,168.—JoHX S. Campbell, Newton, K. J.—
F^Tiic^e.—May28, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim,—Yirst, the carriage or sleigh body A, when
made of hard rubber, and provided with flanges 6 and
c, and cross-pieces d, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described*.

Second, the mnning gear of wagons and sleighs,
when made of loibber, substantially as herein shown
and described.

65,169—Edward Card, l^orth Providence. E.
1.—Pattern ii/to-.—May 28, 1867.—The lower ends
of the steel arms have outer projections to engage the
under countersunk holes of the lifting plate ; they are
forced apart by the wedge-shaped end of the descend-
ing screw which works in a screw socket at the upper
part of the bend.
Claim.—The combination of the steel arms D

D, and screw spindle wedge E, constructed as de-

scribed,
Also, the combination of the device above set

forth, with the plate A, having a hole through its

center countersunk on one side, as herein desciibed
and set forth.

65,170.—E.M.Carpe>-Ter, Elkhart, Ind.—i/?i-
iment.—May 28, 1667.—Ox gall, 1 gallon ; kerosene
oil. i gallon, and alcohol, 1 gallon.

claim.—The liniment compounded of the ingre-
dients and for the pia-pose substantially as herein^de-
sciibed.

65,171.—Eilet TT. Carpenter, Brattleboro.Tt.—Melodeons and other Wind Instruments.—May 28,

1867 ; antedated May 23. 1867.—The keys are rouudcd
at the point where they impinge on the frame, and
have diagonal connecting rods to the tremolo valve
so that a rolling motion of the key will raise the valve.
The keys ai-e straightened up by\a side spring pin.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the tremolo
valve in or on the swell, subs'tantiaUy as specified.

Second, the connection of the tremolo valve with
the key or keys of the instrument, in such manner as
to bring it under perfect control of the finger by the
independent action of the latter on the key, essential-

ly as herein set forth,

65,172.—John Carroll. Xew York, :N". T.—
Bath T»&.—May 28, 1867.-The bottom of the tub is

segmental in transverse section, and th(j tub has a
casing of thin wood bent around it. The sides and
one end flare sufiiciently to allow package in nests.

Claim.—First, the btith tub, consisting of the body
c. with a half circular bottom, head rest a, and foot

rest b, all composed of sheet metal, and sirrrounded
by a layer B of thin wood, in such a manner as to

conform to the shape of the inside of the tub, the
wooden foot board C, adjustable support D, and me-
tallic lining g, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed,
Second, the thin covering B of wood, when laid

around the body of a bath tub, with semicircxdar bot-

tom, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.

65,173.—S. E. Chitjbuck, Eoxbury, Mass.. as-

signor to Joseph H. Chadwick. same place.—J/a-
chine for Cutting Sheet Lead.—'Max 28, 1867.—The
sJieot load passes over a roller bed and a grooved bar;
above the hitter traverses a cutting disk'journaled iu

a spring arbor, which is socketed in a suspended car-

riage driven by rack and pinion.

Claim.—Yihi. the arlior G, provided with the ro-

tary cutter H, and adjusted in tlie hollow shank Bof
the' arms C, by mean.s" of the spring I, aud set screws
J K, substantially as described for* the purpose speci-

fied.
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Se<jon(l. in combination with the above the trans-

verse racks E. guides D D, in vrhich the cross-heads

b slide, pinion Y, and transverse bar L, substantially

as described for the purpose specified.

65,174.—Hexry C. Coffman', "Washington Court
House, Ohio.

—

Fluid for Disinfecting a)id Embahn-
iag.—^l-Ay 28, 18G7.—Distilled vrater, 1 gaUon ; car-

bolic acid, nitrate of potash, and alcohol, each 4 oz.

Claim.—A disinfecting and embalming compound,
prepared substantially as" describ(?d and for the pur-

pose set forth.

65,175.—Alexander Axous Croll, London,
'England.—Treatment of Sulphate ofAlumina.—Alay
28, 18()7.—For ucutraliziug free acid resulting from
the manufacture of sulphate of alumina. Caustic
lime or carbonate of lime is added to it before it has
cooled down to 170^ Fah. For making a soluble sul-

phate of alumina, take sulphuric acid five parts, diluted
with water, to which add four pounds of dry and
finely divided aluminous clay.

Claim.—First, the employment of carbonate of
lime with the sulphate of alumina when the latter is

in a heated state, substantially as herein described.
Second, the treatment of the roasted aluminous

eaj-th or clay with hot oil of vitriol, substantially as
herein described.

65,176.—Luther C. Crowell, "West Dennis,
Mass.

—

Constructing Paper Bugs. <£c.—May 28, 1867.

—A thin strip of metal is pasted horizontally in a fold

at one side of the bag top. When filled, the edges
are laid together parallel to this strip, are rolled on
the same and the ends of the roll bent inward.
Claim.—First, the combination of the strips of tin

or iron with wrapping paper, or its eciuivaleut. when
cemented, pasted, or otherwise securely connected
together, and used as a self-sealing wrapper, as a now
article of manufacture.
Second, the paper-bag M, in combination with the

opening O, and thin strip of tin or folder A, con-
structed and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

65,177.—ErHRAiM Culter, Shelbume Falls,

"Mass.— Cutter, Grater, and Sharpener. — May 28,
1867.—The grater i-oller armed with longitudinal saw
plates and the cutter cylinder Jtrmed Avith knives are
upon one shaft, but in separate compartments. The
grindstone is on a separate shaft, and the shafts are
rotated by a common motive wheel actuated by a
winch.
Claim.—T\i(i arrangement and combination of the

revolving cylinder c, having its projecting and trans-
verse saw teeth of unequal length, and the cylinder 6,

with the knives attached to it, and the gTindstone d,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,178.—William H. Ci-mmixg.s and Is.viaii

Babcock. Boonsboro, Iowa. — Gauge for holding
Clapboards.—Mav 28. 1867.—The fixed dog takes un-
der the edge of a board and the spring dog is depress-
ed by a lever to engage the face of a board below and
give support to a board above.
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable bars a

b' and d, the fixed dog g. and the spring dog h, and
the lever k, or their equivalent devices, airanged aud
operating substantially as and for the pm-poses herein
described.

65, 179.—Oscar A. Day and George "W. Bishop,
Saratoga Springs, X. T.

—

Composition for Coating
Hoofing, d-c.—May 28, 1867.—lloofing composition.
An inner coat is composed of sand 3 aud cement 1

part, with sutficient lime and water to reduce to a
mortar. The outer coat is composed of cement, 4

;

ground clay. 2 : fine sifted «<and. 2 ; coal tar, '3
; and

rubber compound, 1 part. The rubber compound has
rubber or gutta-percha, 5 ; tallow, 2 ; and spirits of
turpentine, 1 part.
Claim.—The combination substantially as herein

described and for the ptirpose specified.

65,180.—Joseph A. Daytox, "Xevr London,
Conn., assignor to himself and Joseph Starr, same
T^lace.-Hoisting Apparatus.—^aj 28, 1867.—The
screw of the crank shaft engages a siutable gear

1

wheel, which is connected by cog gearing to the bar-
rel of the windHss.
Claim.-^An improved hoisting apparatus, formed

by the combination of the chain wJieel B, shaft D,
gear wheels E F, shaft G, gear wheel H, endless screw
I, shaft J, and cranks K, or their equivalent, with
each other and with the frame A of the machine,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose' set forth.

65,181.—Frederick W. Devoe, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Jletal Can and Box for Paints and other Mate-
rials.—May 28. 1867.—An inwardly-projecting bead
holds the gasket on which the cover rests. The
cover has notches into which the rim of the metallic
can is pressed to fasten the cover.
Claim.—First, the can constructed with the inter-

nal swage a at the inner part thereof, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the rebate & of the cover
B, the internal swage a of the body of the can, and
the gasket c, substantially as aud for the purjjose
specified.

Third, the recesses d in the cover B, in combination
with the upper edge of the body A aud the internal
swage a, substantially as and for'the pmpose specified.

65,182.—George F. Deitz, Bixrlingham, X. Y.—
Attaching Thills to Vehicles.—'Slay 2S, 1867.—The two
ears of the clip are on separate pieces attached by
transverse bolts, permitting theii- lateral adjustment
when the joint wears.
Claim.—A can-iage clip formed in two parts so as

to be adjustable, when so constructed that one part
can be moved on the other without loosening the clip
on or detaching it from the axle.

65,183»—WILLIA3I H. DoAXE and JoHX EiCH-
ards, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Shaft Coupling.—May 23,

1867; antedated February 16, 1867.— The conical
sleeves have a longitudinal split to allow their con-
traction upon the shaft by the action upon them of
the outer sleeves. One of the latter has an extension,
screw-threaded within, to engage the annular nut,
which engages a flange on tlie other part.
Claim.—First, tlie ring nut c for connecting the

conical compressing shells 6 & in a shaft coupling, in
the manner aud for the purposes specified.

Second, the sleeve a, compressing shells b b, and
ring nut c of a shaft coupling, combined and operated
in the manner aud for the purpose set forth.

65,184.—William C. Duraxt, West Troy, X.
Y.

—

Base Burning Stove.—^aj 28, 1867.—A series
of apertures, alternating with *the annular plates
which compose the fuel reservoir, permit the heated
gases to escape from the latter aud thus preveut the
ignition of the fuel therein. The annular plates have
a tapering sliape to defiect the escaping gas and in-

duce its exit from the reservoir.
Claim.—A fuel reservoir of •'base-burning'" stoves

having a series of horizontal apertures or openings
a a a formed in and through its sides, said seiies of
openings or apertures extending in succession fi-ora

its base part upward to its top part, in manner sub-
stantiallj- as herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

Also, in combination with said scries of apertures
or opcuiugs a a a, and respectively with each other,
a series of deflector plates or bauds G, said series
extending in alternate succession Avitli said ajjertures
Irom the base part or bottom of the reservoir upward
to its top, in manner substautially as herein fully set
forth ami for the purpose specifietl.

65.185.—.T. W. DuRGix, Bangor, Me., assignor
to E. Q. XORTOX aud A. II. XORTOX, same place.

—

Machine for Cutting Slates.—'hlaj 28, 1867.—The
curved knives are hinged at their ends and connected
to levers by which they are actuated. They work on
a frame of'similar shape.
Claim.—The cutting of slate for roofing purposes,

compo.sed of a knife of a shape corresponding to that
in which it is designed to cut the slate, and pivoted
to the end of a bed piece of a form coiTCsponding to
that of the knife, and of such dimensions that the
knife may work over it with a lever or treadle applied
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to the knife, all arranged substantially in tlie manner
as shown and described.

65,186.—E. J. EA3IES and C. A. Seelt, Xew
York, X. Y.—Composition for Soap.—Max 28. 1867.

—A disinfectant and deodorizer, such as carbolic

acid, is mixed \rith the soap, or -R-ith one of its com-
ponent parts, before manufacture.
Claim.—A disinfectant soap compounded of the

ingredients as above set forth.

65,187.—Jonathan Emery, Cedar Ealls, Iowa.—
Artificial iecr.—May 28, 18G7.—The fi-ame has two
side bars exteiiding up and attached to the le^ which
are lunged in the foot and have bearings betore and
behind the pivot. The back plate of the heel is fitted

to slide on the convex pait above it.

Claim.—First, the construction of the frame D D
in the form shown in Fig. 5 of the drawings, and so

that it is applicable to the standard b on the steel sole

plate c. and will afford a bearing forward of and in

real- of the axis of motion of the leg A, and also serve

as the means for connecting the leg to the foot, aU in

the manner herein described and shown.
Second, the construction of the heel extension « and

concave ankle portion b upon the leg A, in combina-

tion with the heel snring d. frame J), and foot section

B, substantially as described.

65,1SS.-J"0HX G. Ernst. Baltimore, Udd.—To-
bacco Po»cfr.—May 28, 1867.—The mouth of the pouch

opens to embrace the pipe mouth and is aftcrwai-ds

closed.
Claim.—The elongated hinges d d of frame B, m

combination with spring c, or its equivalent, the con-

caved metal plate I) and nipple E, the whole secured

to bag or pouch A, in the manner described and for

the purpose specified.

65,1 89.—Jacor Eslaman, Belleville, Tll.-WJieat

Dampener.—:SlaY 28, ] 867.—The wheat is damped by

a jet of steam on its way to the millstones, the object

being to toughen the bran and enable it to be rolled

oif u'earlv entii-e.

Claim".—The combination of the conveyor-screw B
and mixing trough A with the steam dampening ap-

paratus, consisting of the spout c and steam pipe E,

aiTanged in manner described.

65,190.-0. B. Evans, Buffalo, IST. Y.—Tanning.
—May 28, 1867.—The cleaned hides are immersed in

a eoinposition of warm soft water, salt, borax, salt-

peter, acetic acid, and nitric acid. Draw and drain

and then immerse in extract of nut galls : drain and re-

turn to first composition and alternate six times. Thick
hides after cleaning, hairing, and breaking, and after

treatment in first composition, are immersed in a decoc-

tion of boncset, melted catechu, and extract of bark.

Then return to first composition and alternate be-

tween the compositions.
CtoiJH.—Compounds or solutions for tanning hides

and skins, composed of the ingredients specified,

mixed together iu or about the proportions described,

iiubslantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

65,191.—Jerome Eassler, Spring-field. Ohio.—
2lachine for Drilling Harvester 0-uard Fingers.—
May 2tl, 1867.—The guard fingers are clamped to theii'

bai- and drilled simultaneously by a series of longitu-

dinally ailjustable drills. The slide table has an auto-

matic upward feed motion.
Claim.—The main frame A, constructed as de-

scribeil, and mounted upon the hollow pillars B B and
beil plate C, as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the crank S connecting clutch rod K and lever

T in combination, the two former being behind aiul

the latter in front of the frame, as aud for the purpose

slK)wn aud described.
Also, arranging the stop lever T and hand wheel W

with the other operative mechanism, in the manner
and for tlie purpose shown and described.

Also, the construction and arrangement of the plug

k and follower ?i, in the end of a hollow drill stock, as

described.
Also, the steel pattern bar p with the clamps q q.

as and for the purpose set fortii.

Also, the trough o, constructed as descriljcd and for

the purpose set forth.

65,192.—Jerome Eassler, Springfield, Ohio.—
Machine for Milling Harvester Quard Fingers.—
May 28, 1867.—The rotating cutter shaft is mounted
on a vertically moving carnage actuated by auto-
matic feed which is detachable at wiU. The shaft
bearings are between the gearing and cutter heads.
The cutters are made in sections to enable the forma-
tion of shoulders upon the faces formed.

Claim.—The combination of the main shaft Gr

which carries the cutters and the counter shaft IT
which receives iBotion from the driving power, both
mounted upon the carriage F with the feed shaft S,

constructed and arranged substantially in the manner
shown.
Also, the arraugement substantially as shown of the

main shaft Gr and counter shaft H, both upon the ver-
tically moving carria"-e F, cutters O O, gearing J K,
and puUey L, all outside of the bearings of said shafts.

Also, securing the guard fingers e to the holding
bed g, in the manner shown, to hold them firmly while
being faced oft' by the cutters.

Also, the combination of the detachable holding bed
g with the carriage P. whereby duplicate holders may
be used, and oue'set being prepared while another is

being operated upon, in .the manne^r shown and de-
scribed.
Also, the detachable holding bed g, carriage P, and

feed screw Q, combined with the hand wheel II, worm
S, and driving band T, all combined for joint opera-
tion substanti^ally as shown.
Also, the combination of the set stop Y, let-off de-

vice "W X Z, aud dropping box Y, to stop the move-
ment of the carriage P at the desii-ed point.

Also, the detachable holding block g in which two
or more guard fingei"s may be secm'ed at one time, in
combination with the caiTiage P and cutters O of a
miUiug machine,

65,193.—JERO>rE Fassler, Springfield, Ohio.—
Machine for Slotting Harvester Guard Fingers.—
May 28, 1867.—The longitudinally aud transversely
adjustable carriage has suitable clamps for the guard
fingers, and an automatic feed by the impact of the
lower bar of the sash against a lever which, by a pawl,
operates a ratchet wheel on the feed screw, the slide
bars of the sash extend through the table.

Claim.—Secm'ing the guide rods, constructed as
described, to the table A, substantially iu the manner
shown and set forth.

Also, the rods L L to connect the headsK K of the
saw fi-ame, in connection with the independent guide
rods H H, in the manner shown aud for the pm-pose
set forth.

Also, the straining heads M, constructed as de-
scribed, with the set screws O O Q and the pin P
passing thi-ough a horizontal slot, for the purpose set
forth.

Also, the holding block g, constructed as described,
to hold the guai'd finger h while being slotted, as set
forth.

Also, in combination with the holding block g, the
point holder/, all constructed as and for the piu'pose
set forth.

Also, the carriage T and holding blocks / and g,
combined and arranged as set foi'th.

Also, the combination of the carriage T, holding
blocks (7 Qud/, and the saw frame K L.Vhen the car-

riage and holding blocks are located and arranged be-

.;ween the parts of the saw frame, as set forth.

Also, tlie arrangement of the shaft V, pawl TV. and
crank bar Y Avitirtlie ratchet wheel U aiul head K of
the saw frame to produce an automatic feed for the
carriage T, as set forth.

Also, in combination with the automatic feed mo-
tion herein described, the lever b, spring c, latch d,

and pin e, for the purpose of disconnecting the said

f(!od and aiTcsting the forward motion of the cairiago
T, as aud for the"piu-posc set forth.

65.194.—Jruus Fischer, Xew York. X. Y.—
Fire Escape and Alarm.—y[o.\ 28, 1867.—The chain
ladder is wound upon the wiiullass on the roof and is

unwound by a chain reaching to the ground. The
windlass is connected to a bell. The curved euds of
two springs engage the lower round when elevated
and prevent accidental unwinding.

CZai'j«.— First, th.c combination of an alarm bell

or of alarm bells with a life-saving apparatus, con-

nected in such a manner that the life-saving api)aratus
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R-bon bc'iucr brought in readiness to be used Avill set

tlie bell or'bi'lls iu motion, lor the purpose as herein

fully described.
Second, in combination with the above a chain at-

tached to the huldcr by means of which said ladder
may be unwound from a windlass, for the piu-pose as

herein described.
Tliird, the combination of a sliding frame with a

windlass and chain ladder, tlie whole being- constructed
and operatinii- as and for the purpose hefeiu fully de-

scriljcd luid set forth. .

65,195.—D. S. FisHF.n, Cedar Spring, Ind.—
Wheat Brill.—^ay 28, 1867.—The seed slide is actu-

ated by a rotating- cam driven from the ground-wheel
axle, and has above it a rotating agitator armed with
radiid pins.

Claim.—The rotating shaft B, provided with the
pins o, in combination with the perforated board C,

and the reciprocating slide D, operated by the cam
H, all an-anged substantially iu the manner as and
for tlie puipose set forth.

65,396 D. S. Fisher, Cedar Spring, Ind.—
Harrow.—^Inx 28, 18G7.—The radial arms of the hori-

zontal rotating frames carry vertical teeth. These
frames are rotated by a band from the ga-ound wheel
A^ertically adjustable by a series of circumferential
grooves on the shaft an"d a pin traversing its journal
socket and entering one of the grooves.
Claim.—First, the revolving harrows F F, secured to

the lower ends of vertical shafts!) D, which are fitted

loosely in bars A A, or any suitable framing, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the circumferential grooves c in the upper
parts of the harrow shafts D I), in combination -^ith

the pins d, all arranged substantially as and for the
piu-pose specified.

65,197.—D. S. Fisher, Cedar Spring, Ind.—
Corn Planter.—May 28, 1867.—The seed is agitated
by the radial pins of a rotating bar, and falling through
an adjustable opening is carried to the spout by a re-

ciprocating seed slide worked by a cam projection
and a spring. The seed is covered by an automatically
oscillating hoe.

Claim.—First, the rotating shaft D, provided with
pins a, and the slide E, in combination with the recipro-
cating slide F, spring H, and the wheel I, provided
«ith one or more projections/, all arranged to oper-
ate in the manner substantially as and for the pui-pose
set forth.

Second, the hoe iJ", attached to the shaft L, in com-
bination with the spring O. and the wheel I, provided
with one or more projections r, and the arm g, on one
end of shaft L, all ai-i-anged to operate in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,198.—D. S. Fisher, Cedar Spring, Ind—
Ploiv.—^inj 28, 1867.—The plows and rotary coulters
are attached to sliding standards adjustable vertically
by levers.

Claim.—First, the rising and falling or adjustable
plow biirs E F, one or more arranged witli a lever or
levers C D, and having rotary coultci-s J attached, all

arranged substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the spring catches J*, one or more, an-anged
with the bai-s E F and levers C D, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Thii-d. providing tlie coulter J* with radial ribs a,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,199.—D. S. Fisher, CedarSpring. Ind.—Pro-
2)elli)ig Wheeled Carriage.—May 28, 1867.—The car-
riage is driven by a coiled spring and is connected by
gearing to the reai- axle guided by a semicii-cular rack
on its fore axle.

Claim.—First, the frame A, with small frame D,
shaft rt, spring E, cogs d t, and axle B', with cog-
wheel b, all constructed, an-anged and operating in
the manner substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Second, the segment F, shaft G, ratchet I, lever H,
and bar It, all constructed and arranged for guiding
the vehicle in the manner as set forth^^

65,'^00.—Henry Flad and Georoe P. Herthel,
Jr., St. Louis, Mo.—HycU-aulic £levator.—May 28,

1867.—The hoisting rope is operated tlu'ough the me-
dium of sheaves hj a hydraulic ram.
Ciatm.-First, the combination of the cylinder K,

piston fo, sheaves 6' b'^, and system of pulleys, as ar-

ranged iu relation to the reservoir C, or supply-pipe
I) and its connecting pipe d, substantially a&' shown
and described.
Second, the an-angement with the foregoing of the

sccondai-y reservoir C, substantially as and for the
purposes'sliown and described,

65,201.—Chester D. Flyxt, Collinsville, ID,—
Carriage Seat.—May 28, 18G7.—The steel strips arc
interwoven, present a convex upper surface, and rest
upon an elastic bearing in a rigid frame.

Claim..—The springcushiou C, in combination with
the frame A, and the bauds B, substantially as de-
scribed.

65,202.—F. G. Fowler, Springfield, 111.—Pro-
peller.—'hlay 28, 1867.—The propeller wheel rotates
in a horizontal plane and its veitical blades are piv-
oted to the ends of the horizontal radial arms. The
tiller wheel operates an eccentric to whose surround-
ing strap the adjusting rods are attached ; the other
ends of the rods are pivoted to the back parts of the
blades to adjust them. When the wide side of the
eccentric is to the rear the blades act to propel, and
tm-niug the eccentric serves to steer the vessel.

Claim.—First, the eccentric e, in combination with
the blades a", hung on pivots placed on theii- vertical
central line, and revolving, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.
Second, the chain wheels t", and chain r', or their

equivalents, in combination with the eccentric e, and
blades a", arranged in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as shown.

65,203.—Abel M. French, Burton, Ohio.—Med-
ical Compound for Treating Ringbone, Spavin, Ac,
in Horses.—May 28, 1867.—For euro of ringbone,
spavin. Sec. Quicksilver, 8 oz.; tincture of canthar-
ides, li oz.; nitric acid, 4 oz.; sulphuric acid, 4 oz.

The acids must be added slowly to prevent accident.
Claim.—The herein-descrilied compound, formed

of the ingredients named, and applied substantially
as and for the pm-pose specified.

65,204.—A. D. Frye, Jr., Xew York, I^. T.—
Bouquet Holder.—May 28, 1867.-The bouquet is

an-anged around the central tube which may hold a
handkerchief, and furnishes a socket for reception of
the scroll which forms a foot for the bouquet holder.

Claim.—The tube A, formed in one or more parts,
in combination with the reversible scroll B, either
removably or securely attached for the purpose of
holding bouquets or handkerchiefs, substantiiiHy as
herein shown and described.

65,205.— Alfred Fryer, Manchester, 'Eng-
land.-Apparatus for Eva2)orating and Concentrat-
ing Cane Juice and Other Liquids.—May 28, 1867.—
The evaporating trays connect with a rotating cylin-

der at a slightly lower level, and air, heated by the
caloric cunent from the furnace, is forced through
the cylinder. The trays may bo connected by U-
shaped side channels.
Claim.—Tirst, treating cane juice and saccharine

solutions and liquids in order to obtain what I term
" Fryers concrete," or sugar in a non-crystalline or
semi-crystalline state, by exposing it or them to heat
in shallow trays, and then to heat in a revolving cyl-

inder, substantially iu the manner herein set forth.

Second, treating solntious and liquids for evaporat-
ing and concentrating purposes, by exposing them to
hent in shallow trays, and then to heat in a revolving
cylinder, as herein set forth.
' Third, treating cane juice and saccharine and other

solutions and liquids for evaporating and concentrat-
ing piu'poses, by passing it or them through or into,

a revolving cylinder, heated from the inside, and
through the iiiside of which heated air is forced or
driven.

Fourtli, the machinery or apparatus for the con-
centration of cane juice and saccharine and other
solutions and for the evaporation of liquids, consist-
ing of shallow trays in cominnation with revolving
cylinders, all constnictcd and acting substautiallv in
the manner described.
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65,206.— Stephen F. Gates, Boston, Mass.—
Vmhrella.—May 28, 1867.—Improvement on the pat-

ent of A. G. Davis, August 31, 1858.—The tubular
part of the handle to which the coupling is screwed
has longitudinalintcrual grooves containing pressure
sjirings projecting from the sliding rod, "n^hich pre-

vent rotation and the consequent loosening of the
coupling.

Claim.—^In combination with the tubular handle,
slidiug rod, and feather or spring top, the groove or
grooves in the tubular handle, operating as and for

the pm-pose substantially as set forth.

65,207. — Auguste Leox Gex>t:rat, Paris,

Trance.—Burglar Alarm Clock.—May 28, 1867.—The
movement of the handle raises a lever which on its

recoil strikes the bell within the lock.

Claim.—First, the construction and aiTangement
of the piece A secm-ed to the piece B of the handle
lock, working in the hollowing of the partition of the
stop piece D, to which the hammer G is secured, hav-
ing trunnions D D", piece C upon the trunnion D",
working from K to H thereon, spring P, stop pin M,
and bell, as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the adjust-

able swivel T, whereby the ringing of the bell is pre-

vented, as herein set forth, for the purpos especified.

65,208.—Payette S. Giles, ISTew York, I^. T.—
Stem-winding Watch.—May 28, 1867.—The stem has
a rectangular portion carrying a contrate wheel,
which by depression of a thumb pin is made to en-

gage a wheel to set the hands. This contrate wheel
when not depressed engages by a ratchet clutch with
a sLmilar wheel geared with a toothed ring actuating
the main spring gearwheel.
Claim.—The toothed ring C, in combination with

the spm- wheel A, the spring baiTcl and the contrate
svheel c, attached to the winding stem or arbor, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein. set forth.

65,209.—E. C, Gordon, Sevastopol, Ind.—Fence.
—May 28, 1867.—The panels stand in zigzag form
and are attached by wires to an anchor piece beneath
the surface.

Clairn.—Supporting and connecting the sections

A A, as constructed, by means of the anchor B, in

the manner herein specified and for the purposes set

forth.

65,210.—Gideon S. Granger and William
Korturop, Wayland, IST. Y.—Gate.—May 28, 1867.—
The gate is in two sections, each supported by its

bars on the adjoining fence and on hook pins of the
central post ; the latter is hinged at the ground and
may be folded down to allow passage to vehicles.

Claim.—Hmging the central post G at orjust above
the surface of the ground, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pui-pose set forth.

65,211.- Sylvester Greene, Eome, N. Y.—
Separating Cheese Ctird from Whey.—May 28, 1867.

—The perforated plate fits the vertical sides of the
vat and has pendent cutters which divide the curd

;

the Avhey is expressed by the weight of the plate.

Claim.—In the manufacture of cheese the separat-
ing of the whey from the curd by means of a gradual
pressm-e produced by a perforated plate, and either
with or without a strainer, substantially as herein
shown and described.

65,212.—J. V. Greif, Paducah, Kj.—Plow and
Cotton Scraper.—May 28, 1867.—Explained by the
claim,
Claim,^The spur or projection e formed upon the

eharc C and fitting into the slot or hole/ of the mold
board, in combination Avith the bolt g, substantially

ixs and tor the purpose specified.

65,213.—K. H. Griffith, Baltimore, Mxl.—Boat
Detaching TacJ:le,—Maj 28, 1867.—Dogs prevent the
block hooks from turning to release the bolt, and are
connected by a longitudinal rod to insure coincidence
of motion. *Oue of the dogs has an arm which is en-

gaged l)y a ])in in the block. The removal of the pin
releases the hooks.

Claim.—The rock shaft or rod A on which the cams
#^aa-esccui-ed, when connected with the two pulley

blocks C C, -one at each end of the boat, in combina-
tion with the pivoted hooks//, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and ior the purposes set forth.

65,214.— >7e\at<:ll P. Guffin, Governor's Cor-
ners, iST. Y.—Hop Trellis.—May 28, 1867.—Each pole
rests in an eye on one post, and passes through the
upper loop of the adjoining post.
Claim.—The combination of the poles A planted in

double parallel rows, and the transverse inclined poles
D interlocking the former, to which they are attached
by hoops or loops C, and eyes B, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

65,215.—John HALLAS,IfewYork, IST. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Tempering Steel Wire.—May 28, 1867.—The
object is to save space and to bring both the discharg-
ing and receiving drums under care of one operator.
T!ie wii-e passes through the melted metal, and then,
after passing through the oil tank, turns aroimd a
roller and returns through the tempering tank.

Claim.—Pirst, in an apparatus for hardening and
tenrpering wire, substantially of the character de-
scribed, causing the wire, after it has passed through
the heating pot in the furnace, or through the latter
and oil or other bath, to be run or returned in its pass-
age through the tempering pot, for after-collection or
take-up, to the same side of the furnace from which
the green wire was fed, substantially as specified.

Second, the arrangement on or in connection with
the same fm-nace in which is located the first or heat-
ing pot B of the tempering pot P, having its tem-
perature controlled by dampers, essentially as and for
the pui'pose or purposes herein set forth.

65,216.— S. B. Hartman, Millersville, Pa.—
Safety Bridle.—May 28, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent of November 7, 1865. The rein has an elastic
section connecting to the bit ring, and a leather con-
nection passing through the bit ring over a roller on
the check piece, and down for attachment to the bit
ring.

Claim,.—The employment or use of friction rollers

b apj)lied to the check straps C of the bridle in com-
bination with the bit D, head strap E, and reins d, aU
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the elastic reins ein combination with the reins
d, check straps C, and bit D, all arranged and applied to
the bridle, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

65,217.—Henry Hassenpfluc, Hxmtington, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Edward Hassenpflug.—
Saioing Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The log is clamped
on a sliding frame, fed to the saw by a weight, draw
cord, and a pawl. The saw is actuated by a crank,
gear wheels, and adjustable levers.

Claim.—The feed device, consisting of the weighted
cord I arranged in relation with the pawl p and
ratchet bar q, all made as described, and operating so
that the carriage shall be moved towards the saw, as
herein set forth, for the pm-pose specified.

65,218—B. G. H. Hathaway, Pock Stream, N.
Y.—Harvester.— May 28, 1867.—The wheels turn
backward on the axles freely, but when progressing
rotate the axle which may be clutched to the cutter
mechanism. This mechanism is contained in a spheri-
cal case from which the cutter driving shaft issues.

The cutter is hinged to arms attached to tlilFeront

parts of the frame so as to form mutual braces.
Claim.—1. The spherical case when attached to the

axle and constructed in two parts C and C, and hav-
ing a projecting cylindrical pipe C", which form bear-
ing at P' and P""for the attachment of the cutting
apparatus, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the lever H, yoke H', clutch
H^, radial arms with depression D', and the planet
wheels E, Avheu constructed and arranged substan-
tially as set forth,

.'3. The braces N and N' and N', in combination
with the tongue O, bracket P, and pipe C", when con-
structed and arranged substantially as set forth.

4. So arranging- the braces uniting the cutter bar
with the supporting frame of the machine as that they
may oscillate upon" and ai-ound the pipe C", substan-
tially as set forth.

5. 'The cora1)ination of the lever Q', arm Q, bracket
P, and pipe C", substantially as set foith.
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65,319.—B. G. H. Hathaway and George M.
Hathaway, Hock Stream, N. Y.—Harvester.—:M.ay
28, 1867.—The gi'ouncl wheel rotates freely ou the

fixed axle and carries within the three planet wheels
which receive motion from a gear on a hemispherical
case attacliod to the axle. These phuiet wheels en-

gage a centrid cog wheel whose shaft acts by a pawl
to revohc the bevel wheel, which in tm-n actuates the

cutter driving shaft. The cutter is vertically adjust-

able by means of a lever.

Claim.—Fii'ft, tlie ground wheel C in combination
with the planet wh.eels D pivoted to its inner face, and
a fixed gearing H' communicating motion to a pin-

ion E, so arranged in combination -with a detent tliat

it can revolve only with the ibrward motion of the
ground wheel, substantially as described.
Second, the combination with the planet wheel D,

pinion E, detent E', and racliet -^heel F, when said

parts arc respectively constiiicted and arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third, the hemispherical case H, when constructed
with internal gearing H', and having a collar by which
it is attached to a rigid axle, so as to dispense with a
frame, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the ratchet wheel F,
bevel wheel G and collar I, with its pins I', yoke I",

rod I'", and IcA'cr I"", substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of case H, axle B, tongue A,
brace T, shoe M, and frame O, substantially as set

forth.

Sixth, the combination of the wheel R, arm Q,
frame O, and lever P, said parts being respectively
constructed and arranged as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

65,220.— Albert Heth and Gaylon Hall,
Adams, lii.Y.—Clutch.— May 28, 1867.—The frame
caiTies a hook and has a fixed and movable clamping
point for attachment to a beam.

Claim.—A clutch for suspending hay forks and
other articles, said clutch consisting of a frame A
provided with adjustable sliding brace i and revolving
pointed pins / and h, and with a swivel hook e, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.

65,221.— Charles Hindle, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Governor.—:^aj 28, 1867 ; antedated May 16, 1867.—
The tension spring regulates the action of the gov-
ernor, and is adjusted by a thumb screw, which acts
on the lower abutment collar of the said spring.
Claim.—The tension springj and regulating screw I,

in combination with the governor B and valve c in
the pump barrel A, arranged substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

65,222.—Jacob Hoert, I5"ewTork, N. Y.—Bed-
stead.—May 28, 1867. — The two end sections are
jointed to the middle section, so as to fold together
above it, inclosing the bed between them.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

toggle braces H D, legs E, and frame B, with the
flexible bottom A, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

65,223.— PiOBERT HosKix, Brooklvn, N. T.—
Holler fur Floor CZof/ts.—May 28, 1867.—The flanged
ends of the rollers are radially grooved to receive the
longitudinal bars by which the coils of cloth tu*e kept
separate.
Claim.—A roller, which is constructed substan-

tially as described, for receiving cloth upon it for dry-
ing, so that the surfaces of the cloth ai-e kept sepa-
rate.

65,224.—xVdolphus Howard, Wellsville, Md.,
and Geor(;e F. Howard, Chicago, Hl.-Machine for
Wa$hin(j Leather.—May 28, 1867.—The two brushes
are rotated in opposite clirections to draw the leather
downward, and are suppUed with water to clean the
stone.

Claim.—First, two or more revohing brushes, or
their equivalents, for washing or removing the sedi-

ment from leather, for the purposes and substantially
as herein described.
Second, in combination with the brushes E E, the

tanks B B, or equivalents, for the purposes and sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

65,225.—Charles Howlett, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and AYilliam Freeborn.—Cart-
ridge Box.—May 28, 1867.—The cartridge box has a
scries of vertical plates whose incurved edges grasp
the flanges of the metallic cartridges.

Claim.—A cartridge holder, formed of a series of
strips or plates of suitable material, with raised edges
or grooves to clasp the base of a cartridge, when ar-

ranged in combination Avith a cartridge box, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,226.—George S. Hudson, Ellisburgh, N. Y.—Molding Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The cutter shnft
is carried on a sliding frame which is reciprocated by
a walking beam, actuated by a crank and connecting
rod. Tlie reciprocation of the cutter causes the waves
in the molding.
Claim.—Tlie combination of the cutter shaft B, the

reciprocating frame E and the walking beam G,
or the equivalents of them, or either of them, the said
combination being so arranged, substantially as de-
scribed, that by its mode of operation the cutter shaft
D and the cutter head z shall rise and fall while in
motion to cut any required depth or curve in wave or
serpentine wood moldings.

65,227.—John Hughes, Brooklyn, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and James K. Hitchcock, New
York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Concentrating SuVphii-
ric Acid and Other Liquida.—Maj 28, 1867.—The
pans are sot in a sand 1)ath and in an upwardly-ascend-
ing series from the 'liottest part of the furnace. A
pipe conducts the sulphurous gases to the condenser.
Claim.—First, the flat pans E or H, arranged in a

furnace, substantially as herein sliown and desGi'ibed.

Second, the furnace A, provided with a longitudinal
chamber B, and with tlie transverse plates D or I,

substantially for tlic purposes and in the manner herein
shown and described.
Third, the manner herein shown and described of

transferring the acid from one pan to another, cither
by spouts e and an inclined chamber B, or by means
of syphons K K, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Fourth, an apparatus for ccncentrating sulphuric

acid, made and operating substantiallj' as herein
shown and described.

65,228—E. H. Huston, Keokuk, Iowa.—Car
Coupling.—May 28, 1867.—The catch wads of the
coupling bar take over a catch in the draw head, and
are held down thereon by a curved plate backed by a
spiral spring. The bar is self-releasing on the throw-
ing of a car from the track.

Claim,.—First, a draw head with a chamber B for
receiving a catch head G, of the form described, said
chamber having its side walls made flaring so as to
cause the escape of the catch head should a car leave
the track, substantially as described.
Second, a yielding guide plate C, or its equivalent,

in conjunction with a chamber B, of the form sub-
stantially as described.

Tliird. the combination of the draw head, which has
a laterally-flaring chamber B, and the coupling bar
G, with semi-eUipsoidal catch heads on its ends, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

65,229.—John H. Irwin, Chicago, 111.— Zan,-
tern.—May 28, 1867.—The inner chimney is carried
through the horizontal plate in the cap, the heated aii"

descending through holes in the same ; outer air

passing through the sides of the cap descending be-

tween said chimney and the glass globe to feed the
flame. The chimney and globe are supported apart
from the lamp and may be removed through the hinged
top.

Claim.—First, extending the top of the inner globe
F above the holes d in the lantern top, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, supporting the said inner globe in such a
manner that the oil cup can be removed from the lan-

tern without disturbing said globe, substantially as
specified.

Third, so constructing a lantern that the interior
globe can be removed from the lantern independently
of the oil cup, substantially as described.

65,230.—John H. Irwin, Chicago, 1\\.—Lamp.
—May 28, 1867.—The bell mouth of the tube is over
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the lamp and receives the heated.air therefrom to con-
duet it beneath the lamp. An annular cooler sur-

rounds the tube and assists in the descent of the aii"

by increasing its specific gravity.
Claim.—Fu'st, in combination Tvith the lamp or its

bui-ner the tube D, or its equivalent, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the pui'poses
specified.

Second, in combination -with said tube B, a cooler
E, an-anged so as to operate substantially as described.

65,231—Joseph H. Jexnixgs, Cambridgeport,
Mass.—Subber Bootfor Horses.—May 28, 1867.—The
boot incloses the whole foot and the lower part of the
leg, and is laced to the latter.

Claim.—For the curative treatment of the hoofs
and lower parts of the legs of horses, a rubber boot,
constructed and arranged substantially as specified.

65,232.—EzRAM JOHXSOX, Joliet, lU..—Window
Sash Fastener.—May 28, 1867.—The cam is operated
by a segmental rack wheel on its shaft, and a rack
pin whose end projects from the stile.

Claim.—The toothed wheel E, in the recess V^, of
the casing B, attached to the end ofthe shaft E, cam
D and toothed bar G-, when constructed, arranged, and
operating as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

65,233.— Stephen C. Ketchum, Winchendon,
Mass.

—

Mincing Knife.—May 28, 1867.—The blades
are pivoted to the shank so as to spread and make a
draw cut as they press against the meat in the bowl
the springs return them to the former position as the
knife is lifted.

Claim.—First, a double-bladed chopping knife, the
blades being so pivoted to the shank as to give a
d;'awiug cut at each stroke, substantially as described,

Second, so hinging two or more blades or knives
together, and supporting them in such a position with
spiings, as to allow the cutting edges to conform to
any suitable concave, or the cuiTes of a chopping
tray or bowl, as herein described.

Third, the combination of the cutting blades B B,
fidcrum pins d d, shank A. springs C C, with the bolt

and thumb nut D. operating in the manner herein
described for the purpose set forth,

65,234.— S. P. KiXGSLET, Springfield, 'Wis,

Churn.—Maj 28, 1867.—The horizontally rotating
dasher has beveled aims attached by radial wires to

the cylindrical axle.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the dasher hav-
ing cylinder E, beveled arms iiii, and wires S S or
their equivalents, when constructed and used in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the dasher as construct-

ed with the chui'u box A, when operating in the man-
ner as set forth.

65,235.—Maegaket Ejn-otts, Carondelet. Mo.—
aledical Compound.—May 28, 1867.—For the cure of
piles. A decoction of persimmon bark, k lb. ; winter
tern, i lb. ; to which add lard, 1 lb. ; mutton suet, i
lb., and rosin, i oz.

Claim.— The medical compoimd. made substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

65,236.—Henry C. Kocheksperger, ThomviUe,
Ohio.—Holder and Seat for Wagon Ih-al-c^.-lslaj 28,

18G7.—Iron sockets contain the rubber blocks, and
rest by their flanges upon the ends of the brake bar.

Claim.—First, the holder A, constructed substan-
tially as described, in combination with the brake bai-

or its equivalent, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the holder A, and rub-
ber D, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

65,237.— E. M. KuuM, Xassau, X. Y.—Horse
Uay Fork.—May 28, 1867.—The pivoted tines are
clasped on the hay by straightening the toggle links.

The latter arc bent by pulling a trigger cord, and the
hay opens the tines and is discharged.

Claim.—First, the construction as the curved tines
A A, with angular portions A' A', and with jointing
l)ortions a «, said tines being connected together by
means of a pivot h, and toggle links c c c d, the link d
being constructed and operating in the manner shown,
all substantiidly in the manner and lor the purpose
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the cords B B B, and
line g', in combination with the pivoted tines A A',
toggle links ccc, and lever link d, all in the manner
and for the purpose described.

Thii'd, the arrangement of the stop g on one of the
toggle levers in combination v,-ith the lever link d, of
the toggle cccd, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose described.

65,238.—John Laing, Hoboken, IT. J., assignor
to self and George iSTuiMO.

—

Faucet.—May 28, 1867.—The spindle of the disk valve passes through a
sleeve which traverses the receiving chamber, and
the perforated disk has a seat upon a con-espondingly
perforated plate. •

Claim.—A faucet formed with a pipe extending
fi'om the seat i' of the disk valve n, across the Avater
way g, and receiviug the spindle i of said valve, as
and for the purposes set forth.

65,239.—Henry Sampson, London, England.—
Bale Tie.—May 28, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

CZai97i.—Securing the ends of the band a together
by passing the end a' through the metal loop"& and
tm-ning the same back upon the inside of the said
band, the opposite end a^ passing through the looj) 6'

and through the loop h, and turned back short over
the outside of the loop 6, and inserted again in the
loop &', and the latter slipped up toward the loop 6,
when all are arranged and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

65,240.-11. Lapham and G. Clark, Jr., Boston,
l^ass.—Chemical Fire Fiujinc—yLaj 28, 1867.—In
each of the two compartments of the engine is a force
pump communicating with a receiver. The compart-
ments are charged respectively with a solution of
carbonate of soda and dilute acid.
Claim.—First, the admixing of chemicals for pro-

ducing carbonic acid gas, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the use of pumps vrhen they are employed
for forcing upon the fire chemical solutions which,
when brought together, produce carbonic acid gas.

65,241.—Cornelius H. Latham, Randolph, IT.

Y.—Tuhe Well.—M.'dj 28, 1867.—The upper sections
of stoneware form the pump barrel, and are coupled to
a lower section of smaller diameter which has a pointed
end and water induction sUts, and is diiven into the
groimd.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the slotted tube A

with point B shrunk upon it, when used in combina-
tion with the coui)ling E, as constructed with valve
box scat and the pump sections D D, in the manner
substantially as and for the pui-poses herein fully set
forth.

65,242.—George Lauder, Pittsburg, Ta..—Ma-
chine for Straightening Bars.—'M.aj 28, 1867.—The
bar is compressed between two rolls which turn in
the same direction, and whose axes are set obliquely
to each other and to the axis of the bar which trav-
erses slowly between them endwise, presenting all

portions of its surface to the straightening action.
The motion is obtained by a Avorm on the oblique axis
which engages gearing on the ends of the respective
rollers.

Claim.—The worm E and wonn wheels B and C,
aiTanged relatively to the skewed straightening rolls

B C, and to the housing A, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

65,243.—Jewt:tt Lawrence, Papon, Wis.—i?c-

volving Tabletfor Multiplying Photographic Pictures.
—May 28, 1867.—The pictiu-c plate is .placed in the
tablet which is hmig upon a pin of the standard. The
slide being raised and the picture taken the tablet is

Eartially revolved exposing another surface. The
ar being unlocked the standard and tablet may be

raised or lovvcred, in-esenting new surfaces for' im-
pressions.
Claim.—The revoh'ing tablet G, the cross-bar C,

and the standard E arranged in the camera, as and
for the purpose specified.

65,244.—George Lawton, Trenton, N". J., as-

signor to George J^uies, same place.—lfac/m»«/or
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Stamping Clay Door Knobs.—May 28, 18C7.—The
upper (lie falls three times with variable force. The
holes are made for receiving the shanks ; the branch-
ing holes, to enable the lead filling to adhere, are
made by expanding sirring pins iu the shank hole
former.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and construction
of the cams D, whereby the dies e are operateil tlireo

times in succession, the said cams consisting of iho
parts h i and /.:, all made and operating sub8tantially
as and lor the purpose herein shown and described.
Second, the device for raising the pushers II, so as

to lift the stamped articles out of the matrices c, the
said devices consisting of the cams o, levers ?i, and
rods m, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, the spring s, when arranged as herein shown
and described for thei)urpose of depressing the pushers
n. as set forth.

Fom'th, the device for forming the small horizontal
holes at the bottom of the shank holes in door knobs,
said device consisting of the pins p, tubes II. springs
q. and pins r, all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described. '

65,245.—Thomas LirpiATT, New York, N. Y.—
Eose Engine Lathe.—May 28, 18GT.—The tool bos car-
ries the graving tool, whose movements are controlled
by the movements of the pattern, and which is still

free to be pressed against the ailicle to be engraved.
Claim.—rii'.st, the swinging frame K suspended

from tlie sliding stock r and^furnished with the ti-acing
pin u, in combination Avith the pattern E and sliding
tool box I, substantially as herein set forth, for the
purpose speciiied.

Second, the sliding frame C, main frame A, and
adjustable fi-amo D, combined and arranged iu rela-

tion with each other and with the tool box I, swing-
ing frame K, and pattern E, substantially as herein
set forth, for the pm-posc specified.

65,246—Jajies P. Love, New York, N. Y.—
Fastening for Corsets.—May 28. 1867.—The flap of
the corset is folded round the spring and retailed by
hooks. Pins project through openings in the flaps
and are engaged by eyes oirthe other steel, which is

similarly bound iu its flap and secured by hooks.
Claim.—First, the manner herein shown and de-

scribed of seciu'ing the s-tcels b b in corsets by means
of flaps a and c, aud hooks d, and eyelets or button
holes e, all made and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

Second, the fr.steuings/aud g, in combination with
the flaps a and c and steels b, hooks d, and eyelets or
holes e, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

65,247.-Chaules B. Lovelaxp, Elizabethport,
N. J.—Shoe Sole.—May 28, 18G7.—A toe clip on the
metallic sole plate enables it to clasp the sole to which
it is further secured by screws. The heel socket is

also screwed to the heel and the plates ulFord attach-
ment for half-sole and heel tap respectively.

Claim.—First, the movable metal platoB. with the
continuous bent lip c, for clasping the sole d, and
having the half-sole b attached thereto and fastened
to the .sole a by means of tlie .screws and flanged nuts
m, as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the adjustable metal lift e, Avith front and

rear set off Avith the tap g, employed and fastened to
the heel of a shoe l)y means of the screws d s, fitting

into the flanged nuts n o, as and for the purpose herein
specified.

65,248.—Warren Lyox, Isevr York, N. Y.—
Machine for Cutting Stubs.—May 28, ]8«7.—One
shear is attached to the standard and the other to the
oscillating plate, which is rocked by segment rack
and lever to sever the rod. The latter is thrust
through the throat till it meets the adjustable gauge,
which gives way to allow the dischage of the severed
piece of the rod.
Claim.—The operating of the pivoted plate E

tlirough the medium of the segment rackF and pinion
C. when said plate E has a cutting plate c attached,
and is used iu connection Avith a similar cutting plate
d on a fixed standard or plate A. to which the plate
E is pivoted, ali arranged substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Also, the combination of devices composing the
gauge, an-anged substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

65,240.—Jacob Mauck, Cheshire, Ohkx—Porta-
ble Hay Press.—May 28, 1867.—By the diipiieation of
the pullies and the ropes, which are wound upon dif-
ferent ])avts of the capstan, the chafing of the ropes
is prevented. At the end of the press, Avhere tlie
strain is greatest, a series of binding stirrups are
applied and the latter are tightened by nuts.
Claim.—A hay press having capstan A. ropes a and

b, pulleys c and d, clevis I, pins 2 and 3, carriage C,
stirrups F, hooks g g, and braces/, constructed, com-
bined, and operating substantially as hereiu specified.

65,250.—George W. McGill, Washinrrton, 1).C—liutton.—May 28, 1867.—The double metallic
shank penetrates the cloth, making but a single hole,
and its two members are then clinched upon the
washer, which remits against the cloth.
Claim.—Tho double or split metal shank for a button

herein described, in combination Avith a metal Avasher,
constructed and applied substantially as described.

65,251.—E. M. McGrath, Lafayette, Ind., as-
signor to himself and J. H. GALL.^.(niE\i.—Saiving
Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The first-mentioned lever
is held in position by a rack on the uprights, and has
pins on its under side by which it is adapted to dog
the log. The saw is elevated by the piiUey and cord"!,

and the friction wheel, Avhich drives the feed shaft, is
thrown by another lever into or out of geai- with a
similar wheel on the main shaft.
Claim.—The arrangement of the lever y', pulley z,

and its cord x, and the lever i', for placing within 'the
control of the operator the management of the sawing
and feeding devices of the machine.

65,252.—Alexander McKenzie, Newport, Ky.,
assignor to himself and William C. Davis, same
place.—Paa^dZe Wheel.—May 28, 1867.—The blades
descend obliquely into the water so that an equal
amount of blade surface is submerged at all times and
jar avoided. The position of the arms gives the blades
such direction as to prevent them from lifting water.
Claim.—The arrangement of inclined blades or

buckets G, radial arms B, oblique secondary arms C,
and brace rings E, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

65,253.—G. L. McEjjight, Worcester, Mass.—
Calipers.—May 28, 1867.—Tho position of the nut
determines the extent to Avhich the lo^-s of the calipers
may be expanded by the spring, and the wedge-like
action of the screw within the slotted standard'firmly
binds the nut in its adjusted position.
Claim.—First, the combination with the slotted

standard or screw B of the screw D, for holding the
adjusting nut C, substantially as described.
Second, tlie coml)ination Avith the upper part of the

body or part A of the spring E, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

65,254.— E. Meggextiofex, Frankfort-on-the-
Main, Germany, administratrix of the estate of Ed-
AVARi) Megoex'iiofen, deceased.~*'fcrt?rt Safety Valve.
—May 28, 181)7.—The levers and their connections
witli the spring balance are' so proportioned aud ap-
plied that tlie doAVUAvard pressure exerted on the valve
is not changed by the rising of the valve and increased
tension of the sj)i'ioff- I'Jic spring balance thus acts
as a Aveight.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bell-crank lever
C, connecting rod D, with reference to the spring
balance A, constructed substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

65,255.—F. Mertexs, Cumberland, Md.—Bracing
and Staying Boats.—May 28, 1867.—The side trusses
of the flat-bottomed boat are stayed by braces and
hog-chains reaching from the guuAvale deck or shear
to the keelson.
Claim.—The arrangement of the braces E and F,

and the cross-ties G, Avhen constructed and combined
with the tightening rods H, as herein described and
for the pm-pose set forth.
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65,256.—John H.Mesler. Symm's Corner, Ohio.—Compoxind for the Cure of Hog Cholera.—May 28,

18fJ7.—Chamber lye, 3 quarts; assafcjetida, 12 oz.;

tincture of camphor, 2 oz.; tinctm-e of opium, 2 oz.;

tincture of rhubarb, 2 oz.; whisky, 1|^ pts.

Claim.—A compound for the prevention and cure
of hog cholera, made of the ingredients set forth.

65,257.—William F. Morton, ISTew Haven,
Conn.

—

Carriage Wheel.—May 28, 18G7.—The circum-
ferential bands bind the hub. The spokes ai-e inserted
between the radial flanges.

Claim.—The double collar vrith its bars and flanges
all cast in one piece, vs^hen the double collar is fitted

to bind the hub and the flanges to support the spokes,
substantially as herein described and set forth.

65,258.—William Myler, Bridgeport, Ohio, as-

signor to George W. Johnson, Wheeling. WestTa.
—Hoofing Material.—May 28, 1867.—Coal tar, 12:

pine tar, 1 ; soap stone, 12 ; ochre, 1 ; and hydi-auMc
cement, 4 parts.
Claim.—The combination of coal tar, pine tar, soap

stone, ochre, or other oxide, and hydi-aulic cement,
substantially as specified.

65,259.—Joseph ISTathan, Washington, D. C—
Bottle Stopper.—May 28, 1867.—A yoke is anchored
to blocks on a wire around the neck of the bottle. A
boss on the crown of the stopper is tapped to receive
the threaded portion of the presser-rod, whose lower
end carries a disk loosely fitted between the rubber
stopper and its metallic casing.
Claim.—Pirst, the screw E, the lower part of its

shank being made smooth, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

Second, The blocks h, on the wii-e B, constnicted
and aiTanged substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the wire B, blocks c,

yoke C, screw E, with the lower part of its shank
iuade smooth, and stopper /^f, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

65,260.—Joseph K'ock, Washington, J). C—
Trunk Lock.—May 28, 1867.—A pin on"the bolt-oper-

ating lever enters between the side catches of recesses
in the tumblers Avhich are raised by the wards of the
key to a position to allow passage to the pin in unlock-
ing. The hasp when free is thrown out by a spring
suiTounding and attached by one end to the pintle,

which has a flattened part engaged by blocks to pre-
vent rotation.

Claim.—First, the use of the crooked lever E, or
its equivalent, in combination -nith the tumblers E,
more or less in number, and the bolt D, arranged sub-
stantially as described and shown.
Second, the spindle m, with the spring ?i, when

inserted and confined in the hasp, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

65,261.—Joseph Nock, Washington, D. C—
Try^ik iocA;.—May 28, 1867.— The double hooked
spring tumblers are alternately thrown in opposite
directions to disengage them" trom the catch-pin.
These opposite motions are given \)y the direct action
of some of the key wards upon the corresponding
tumblers and of otliers upon levers which give a re-

verse motion to the corresponding tumblers.
Claim.—A series of spring tumblers E, and levers

d, so arranged and combined that the key sliall act
directly upon a i^ortion of said tumblers to release
them from the staple and at the same time shall act
on the levers d, causing them to act upon and release
either of the tumblers, in the manner substantially as
described.

65,262.—Prince Nicolas Ouroussoff, St. Pe-
tersburg, Iiussia.

—

Portable Camp Bed.—May 28,

1867.—The cork-dust filling is light and impervious to
moisture. The sections arc sc^-ed togetlier at their
edges and may be rolled and bound up for transporta-
tio'ii. The pocket receives a l)lanket or clothing to
form a pillow, and the sheet, covering the seams,
forms a smooth surface to He upon.

Claim,.—Making the bed in sections filled with
cork dust, or its equivalent, and furnished with a
pocket d, and flap sheet or covering e, all substantially
as and for the pui-posc described.

65,263.—Isaac Pardee, Vineland, N. J., and
R. C. Parvin, Forest Grove, N. J., assignors to R.
C. Parvin.

—

Stump Extractor—Viaj 28, 1867.—The
rack bars pass through the socket above the frame
and are engaged by pawls ; the oscillating lever is
pivoted to both and they alternately form fulcrums
by which the chain is lifted.

Claim.—-ThQ, pawls G G-, resting upon the ledge a,
of thesocketE, -vv-ith their lower inner corners rounded
as shown at &, so that their upper ends will fall by
their own gravity against the ratchet bars F, and en-
gaged therewith, when constructed and arranged as
herein shown and described.

65,264.—B. F. Partridge, jr., Columbus, Ky.—
Locomotive Pilot.—May 28, 1867.—The rollers and
seiTated disks are to cut and remove obstructions
with certainty.

Claim.—The horizontal revolving disks d d d, hav-
ing their peripheries serrated, pivoted to the under
side of the bottom plates, a a, in combination there-
with and with the pilot frame A, and inclined rollers
c, su])stantially as herein described for the purpose
specified.

65,265.—Charles H. Perkins and Richard W.
COMSTOCK. Providence, R. I.

—

Horseshoe Machine.—
May 28, 1867.—The previously bent shoe blank is

clamped to the block and operated on by the revolv-
ing hammers pivoted to a rotating disk.

Claim.—The combination in a machine for making
horse shoes of the following instrumentalities : A ro-
tary hammer B, sliding anvil E, or equivalent appa-
ratus for supporting the shoe blank and the griping
tongs L, arranged'relatively to each other, and ope-
rating substantially as described for the purposes spe-
cified.

65,266.—Franklin Perrin, Cambridge, Mass.—
Preparation of Palm Leaf Warp and Woof for
Weaving.—Maj 28, 1867.—A ligature is tied around
the folded leaf as imported, and the bent sides of the
folds split to the ligature at both ends before it is split

into the smaller strips.

Claim.—The employment of a ligature in the prepa-
ration of palm leaf strips, substantially as set forth.

65,267.—William Hugh Pifrson, New Orleans,
La.

—

Plastic Compound made from Vegetable Fiber.
—May 28, 1867.—Vegetable fiber is treated with acid
to render said substance soluble in other solvents than
acids and capable of being molded into form.

Claim.—First, the formation of articles of manu-
factm-e, resen>bling stone, wood, whalebone, shell,

horn, and other rigid or elastic articles, out of plastic
or semi-soluble pyroxyline, prepared substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, the combination ofplastic as above described
with vegetable or any other foreign matter, substan-
tially in the manner for the purpose set forth.

Third, making woven cloths and other fabrics, water
or ah- proof, by treating them with plastic, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Foarth. the combination of plastic with drying oils

for water-proofing, and transparencies, and other pur-
poses.

Fifth, combining plastic with metals, and various
metallic substances in the pulverulent state, substan-
tially as described.

Sixth, attaching by means of plastic fur, plush, or
other short fiber,"to any suitable surface, so as to give
a fur-like surface, substantially as set forth.

Seventh, forming a compound for painting and color-

ing, and other purposes, by admixture of plastic and
solvents, with paints, oils, dye-stuifs, and other color-

ing matter.

65,268.—Rorert Poole, Baltimore, MA.—Ma-
chine for liuhbing and Miccing Paints, Chemicals,
(C-c,—May 28, 1867.—The circular pan rotates by out-

side mechanism, and the stirring and scraping feet

revolve therein, each one in an epicycloidal course
upon the bottom of the same. When' discharging a
curved scraper is let down to bring the paint to a cen-
tral opening", which is ordinarily covered by a valve.

Claim.—A pan or other suitable holdingVessel, re-

volving around its support, and a series of rollers or
mixers in said pan, revolving around theii' and a differ-
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ect support, and in the same direction, "with the pan,
Bubstantiallv as described.
Also, in combiuatiou -with a revolving: pan and stir-

rers, a scraper which, when letdown into the pan, will

guide and direct the mixed or rubbed material to a
central discharge opeuinc: in the bottom of the pan,

Bubstantiidly as described!-

C5,'.J69.—S. L. Pouter, assignor to himself and
"V\'. F. Eaton, same place.

—

Faising and Leveling
Jiailroad Hails.—'^aj i'8. 18()7.^The vertical slide

plate moves on the bed plate, whose end is slipped

under the rail ; the crowbar rests on one of the gi-ad-

uated steps.

Cla im

.

—The bed plate A and the slide plate B. com-
bined with a graduated fulcrum for leveling railroad

tracks, constructed and operating substantially as

herein described.

65,270.—Epmoxd Queru, Xew York. X. T.—
Box for Putting up Tooth Powder.—}laj 28, lS(i7.—

Veneers arc cut into sections by V-shaped cutters,

which give miter edges to the pieces by whicli they
ai-e glued together, forming rectangular frames, whose
bottoms are glued on and whose tops are fastened by
a strip of glued cloth, which forms a hinge.
Claim.—Yhst, the toilet box, constructed of the

material and in the manner substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, securing the cutter thereon by the fibrous

hingeUK and seal L M X, substantially as aud for

the pui'pose herein set forth.

65,271.—Joseph S. Eaxdall, Grand Eapids.
'Mich.—Horse iJaAr.—May 28, 1867.—The rake-teeth
have brace springs and are connected to a rack bar,

operated by ajointed connecting rod aud a hand lever.

The clearer is moved downward automatically when
the rake is raised.

Claim.—First, the independent sliding rake-teeth,

furnished with springs and aiTanged upon a hinged
bai- G, and operated substantially in the manner and
for the pm-pose described.
Second, the combination .of the independent slidincr

rake-teeth, furnished with springs with the hingeil

bar G, substantially in the manner and for the pm--

pose described.
Third, the combination «f slotted bar F, hinged bar

of surrounding the tank containing the lard with ice,

the two are placed in the tank together and the whole
covered with ice shavings.

Claim.—The method of chilling oil substantially as
herein set forth, so that the ice is brought in direct
contact with the lai-d in the manner specified.

65,276.—John TT. Eicker, Chelsea, Mass.—
Tube Wcll.—^aj 28» 18(i7.—The lower section of the
driven well-tube, which is perforated for the passage
of water, is smTounded by a sleeve of wire cloth and
an outer coil, whicli, by partially unscrewing the
coupling, causes the joints to open to clear the strainer
spaces."
Claim.—In combination with the induction well-

tube a coiled spring, an-auged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with a well tube the concave
surfaces and triangular pointed diill, subtantially as
set foith.

65,277.— J. P. W. EiLEY, Montrose, Pa.—
Securing the Tines of Forks and PaJces to their Han-
f/ie.'?.-May 28, 1867.—The parts of the tines Avhich
outer the socket have counterpart notches and pro-
jections by which and the upper Avedges they are
clamped.
Claim.—First, making the tines of a hay fork in

two parts, which are scarfed in a mortise in the han-
dle or ferrule and secured in position by means of
keys or wedges, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, in combination with the double tines C C

the double tines D D, which, when inserted in the
handle in the jnanuer specified, will convert the de-
vice into a manure fork, and can be removed when-
ever desii-ed, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

65,278.—Bexjamix F. Eobertsox, Cap au Gris,
Mo.— Cor?!. Planter.—May 28, 1667.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The employment of the partition D for
the purpose of dividing and scattering the seed, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

65,279.—Oliver E. Eogeks, Eoxbury, Mass.,
assignor to self and D. S. Bartlett, same place.

—

G. forked pieces g, and curved rake-teeth J with Fruit Picker.—May 28, 1867.—The receiver has ai;

springs /*, arranged upon a frame A, substantially as
described.
Fourth, a vertically-adjustable vibrating fork, in

combination with a vibrating hay rake, substantially
as described-

Fifth, the arrangement of the springs h substan-
tially in the manner and for the ptirpose described,

65,272. "STtatt Eeid, New York, :N". Y.—

inclined staff socket, and its top is partially covered
by a toothed plate, which disengages the Iruit.

Claim.—A device for picking fruit, constructed in
the manner substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed,

65,280.-Egbert E. Eogers and -Tajies Black,
Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Steam Generator.—May 28, 1867.

—

The boiler is suspended in the furnace,' and its en-

Sleeping Car.—May 28, 1867.—The supporting chains larged part connected to its lower end by out-bowed

are attached to hooks atone end and are drawn taut
' P^P^'f' . ^. , , , -, , ~ ,

bv a crank roller at the other. This roUer is retained
j
^ V,

^«"»—First, the beveled enlargement a of the

bv ratchet and pawl i

"oiler, in combination with the curved or bowed tubes

' Ciaim.—The bed"D, suspended by chains a, hori- 1
^ for the circulation of the water, said tubes being

zontal shaft d, provided with ratchet and pawls, hooks
i i and s s, when constructed and arranged within the
sleeping car, substantially as herein set forth aud for

the pm-pose specified.

65,273.—BEXJA5IIN F. EiCE, Boston, :Mass.—
Portable Shelf.—May 28. 1867.—The claws of the
bracket are pivoted "together, the ends of the lower
being turned up for the" attachment of the shelf, and
that of the other turned down for a brace.
Claim.—The pivoted or jointed parts t d and g k,

in combination with a portable shelf or receptacle, as
a new article of manufacture.

attached at their upper ends to said enlargement a,

and at tlieir lower ends directly to the body of the
boiler in the manner and for the purpose substantially
as .shown aud described.
Second, the construction of the tubes V, with a con-

tinuous curve from one connection to the other of
boiler, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the screw nuts, in combination witli the out-
side cireuhiting tubes and the sliell of the boiler, one
at each cud, substantially as herein set forth.

65,281 .—Egbert E. Eopgers and Jajies Black,
Philadelphia. Va.—Steam Oenerator.—May 28. 1867.

—Similar to foregoing, but having vertical traversing
65,274.—Jonx Eichards, Cincinnati, Ohio.— flue tubes.

Hanger for Shafting.—May 28, 1867.—The box is i Claim.—The combination of the boiler A, having
supported on a bracket vertically adjustable by set ' the beveled enlargement a. with the exterior curved
screws. I tubes B, for the circulation of the water, and the fine
Claim.—A hanger for shafting constructed with

|
tubes C, in the manner iuid for the purposes substau-

the pivoted box support Y and its means of adjust- j tially as described,
ment. operating substautially in the manner and for
the purpose herein set forth.' 65,282.-Egbert Eggke. Empire City. Oregon.

;

—

Waiihing Machine.—May 28, 1867.—A '
series^ of

65,275.—'Tghx E. Eichardsox, Xew York. X.
|

pounders operate in the I'otating tub, which has a pcr-
Y.— Chilling Oils and Fats.—May 28, 1867.—Instead foratcd false bottom.
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Claim.—The pounders A, iu combination -svitTi a
rotary tub C, placed Tvitbin a fixed tub A, and all ar-

ranged to operate substantially iu the manner as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

65,283.—W. S. Salisbuky, Adams Centre, N
Y.

—

Device for Suspending Hay Forks.—May 28,

18u7.—The jjoiuts at the end of the jointed cIctIs arms
jjenetrate the beam, and the ratchet and a spring
prcA-ents their opening to disengage the grasp.

Claim.—The two arms A, pivoted together at one
end and provided with points E at the other, in com-
bination with the ratchet and spring pawl, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

65,284.—J. "W. Sanders, Eipon, Wis.—Pence.—
May 28, 1867.—The boards of the panels are joined
by vertical slats which overlap on each side of one
end to form a groove for the end of the next panel.
They set on blocks and are stayed by inclined notched
studs.

Claim.—The portable sections A, as constructed,
when used in combination witli the stays g g, blocks

/, and studs, in the manner and for the pm'poses spe-
cified.

65,285.—Hugh Sangster, Buffalo, IST. T., as-

signor to Horace Parmalee and William H. Bon-
KELL, same place.

—

Lantern.—May 28, 1867.—The
spring plates have catches which enter the apertures
of the lower ring of the frame and firmly attach the
lamp thereto.

Claim.—First, the combination of the springs 1 1,
catches J J, and rim G, with the apertures II, as and
for the purposes herein substantially set forth and
described.
Second, the sprin^-s, when constructed of the parts

P P, as shown iu figure 5, and put together as de-
scribed.

65,286.—Ejlert 0. Schartan, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Heating Attachment for Oil Lamps.—May 28,

1867.—The coffee pot has a central flue and sets over
the bulb of the lamp chimney beneath. The upper

Eart of the chimney being attached, a heating cham-
er may be substituted for the boiler.

Claiin.—The chamber P, with the kettle J, with
the lower half of the jointed glass chimney, when ar-

ranged, used, and combined as herein described and
for the purposes set forth.

65,287.—Jeiiyleman Shaw, Bridgeport, Conn—Life Preserver.—May 28, 1867.—The water and food
recei)tacle of the life-preserving float has passages
above the water through which the food can be with-
drawn.
Claim.—The life preserver, constructed as de-

scril)ed, consisting of the water and food receptacles
D E, attached to the portion A, the Avater receptacle
U, provided with the air tube G, and drinking tube
E, the food receptacle provided with the opening H,
closed with the plug 1, and the elastic bag J, sub-
stantially as described for the pm-pose specified.

65,288.—Joseph H. Shavt, Saco, Maine.—Pi7?
Machine.—May 28, 1S67.—The upper and lower seg-
ments have counterpart grooves, and are recipro-

cated on each other to bring the pills to a spherical
form. The track being curved, causes them con-
stantly to change theu' axes of revolution androUs
them on all sides.

Claim.—The combination of the two curvilinear
grooved plates a a', ignited and operated by the two
radial ai-ms c d, the plate a moving upon tlie station-

ary plate ft', and having for its axis the bolt /, all as
and for the pm-poses specified.

65,289.—Joseph Sherman, Burlington, N. J.—
Grate Bar.—May 28, 1867.—The bar is tubular and
has small side and top openings for issue of air. The
nir is admitted through a hole in the rear end of the
bar.

Claim.—Eirst, the horizontal tubular grate bars A,
open at B, and constructed with small orifices a a,

for the escape of the air on the three sides nearest the
tire, and also with an opening C at or near the rear
eud, substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

Second, ventilated grate bars, constructed with s

vertical tubular and perforated extension D, of the
horizontal tubular portion of the bars A, substantiallj
as described.

65,290.—Walter Shriver, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Reservoir Damping Brush.—rMaj 28, 1867.r—Tho
reservoir within the handle contains water which
passes to the brush. An opening covered by a screw
cap admits water, and a thumb valve closed by a
spring admits aii- to regulate the flow of water.
Claim.^-As a new article of manufacture, a reser-

voir damping brush for wetting paper for copying
letters, arranged and constructed substantially aa
and for the purpose described.

65,291.—Joseph Smith, Loth, Belgium.—C«p
for Spinning Machines.—Maj 28, 1867.—An adjusta-
ble ring is attached to the base of the ordinary cap,
beneath which the thread passes in its course from
the delivery rollers to the spindle within the cap.
Claim.—The adjustable ring B, in combination

with the cap A, and spool or bobbin C, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

65,292.—A. Steers, IsTew York, 'N. Y., assignor
to The American Tanning Company, same place.—Apparatus for Tanning.—May 28, 1867.— The
hides are distended upon a cloth within a wired frame,
and being suspended from a beam are subjected to
the action of followers within the vat, by which they
are alternately squeezed and released, to cause the
circulation of the liquor and the absorption of the
tannin by the hides.
Claim.—Eirst, expressing the exhausted tanning

liquor from hides or skins, substantially as herein
shown and described, without the use of rollers.

Second, the metallic frame or frames D, with their
wire and cloth for keeping the hides or skins dis-
tended while being tanned, substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, placiiig the hides or skins between two
cloths, during the process of tanning, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Eourth, having the hides or skins attached to the
frames D, suspended in the vat by the ropes /, and
springs n, substantially as herein shown ^.ud de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Eifth, the combination of the rammers B with the
vat A, substantially as herein shown and described,
so tis to produce a reciprocating action upon the
skins or hides.

Sixth, the use of press platerfs, immersed in fluid,

buoyantly adjusted and operating without friction,

substantially as herein shown and described.
Seventh, the combination of spring i)latens or

plates I, rammers B, vat A, and frames D, or their
substantial equivalents, with each other, substantial-
ly as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,293.—John Stephi^, Woraelsdorf, Ta.—Shaft
Coupling.—May 28, 1867.—The cross-bar on the end
of the thill iron is a segment of a cylinder, and while
the thill is held vertically is entereil in the slot on tho
upper side of the barrel of the shackle ; being then
oscillated to the Avorking position it is retained, and
the bands around the cross-bar fit in tho barrel and
prevent rattling.

Claim.—The'bar B, provided Avith grooA*es, and tho
rubber c c, Avhen used in combination Avitli the barrel

D, and when constructed iu the manner substantially

as and for the pm-poses specified.

65,294.—Edgar M. Stevens, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Wm. K. Ely, vStratford, Conn.

—

regging
Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The Avork is fed by a move-
ment of the awl, and the head so hung as to conform
to the surface curvatures of the sole. The awl de-

scends through the peg tube into the work, is moved
forAvard by a cam, raised by another cam and back
again by the former cam. The pin Avithdraws tho
knife, the peg Avood is forced into the tube, the knife

splits off a peg. The diiver descends and drives the
peg into the tube.
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Claim.—First, the combination of a vibrating mov-
in,!? awL with a sliclinj,' or vertically moviag head,

substantiallv as described.

Second, combination of tlio feeding awl with the

eliding and swinging head, substantially as set forth.

65,295.—Fraxcis A. Stevens, Chicago, HI.—
Steam Generator.—May 28, 18(37 ; antedated May 22,

18(57.—Jets of steam are thrown into the sides of the

ash pan, and the engine exhausts into an inverted

conical receiver, having lower upwardly directed open-
ings through which jets of steam are thrown into the
aiinular smoke space of the stack.

Claim.—First, the ash pan C, havinjj the short tubes
c in the sides arranged as herein specified, relatively to

the permanently fixed pipes D and nozzles d, llis-

chai'giug steam' from the boiler into the tubes c, as

specified, and allowing the ash pan to be connected
and disconnected without distui'bing the steam con-
nection.
Second, the steam jets d, blowing into the ash pan

of the locomotive, arranged with reference to the ex-

haust reservoir-H and the ring of jets J for facilitating

the exit of the gases, substtmtially as and for the pm--

pose herein specified.

Third, the exhaust reservoir H, made to correspond
in foi'm with, and mounted in the interior of, the
smoke stack I, so as to discharge the steam from the
ring of jets J, and urc^e upward the gases in the space
between the two conical casings in the stack, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as herein
specified.

65»296.— Levi Stevens, Fitchburg, Mass., as-

signor to NouMAN C. MUNSOX, Shii'lcy, Mass.

—

Ap-
paratus for Carbureting Air.—May 28, 1867.—The
air is drawn into and through the vaporiser by an air

pump. The meter works in hydrorCiU'bon liquid so as
to increase the vaporization.

Claim.—The combination of an air-exhausting ap-

paratus with the vaporizer, separate or distinct, in

such manner that air mav be drawn through the
vaporizer, and with tlie hydro-carbon vapors thereof
be drawn out of such vaporizer and into sucli exhaust-
ing apparatus, the whole being substantially as de-'

scribed.
Also, the arrangement and connection of the air-

pumping apparatus and the vaporizer, separate or dis-

tinct, in such manner that the hydro-carbon fluid may
pass freely from one into the other of them, so as to

stand at one level in both, and so that the wheel of the
pumping apparatus wliilo in rotation may revolve in
such liquid as specified.

xVlso, the combination of the fluid elevator and its

operative mechanism, or their equivalents, Avith the
tank E, the vaporizer, and the air-pumping apparatus.

Also, the combination of the wire-gauze dissemi-
nator k I with the perforated distributor i and the
series of inclined plates or evaporating surfaces ar-

r.mged beneath the same as specified.

Also, the combination of one or more plates m n o

and clothes p p p, arranged together in the A'aporizer,

in m;mncr and so as to operate as set forth.

Also, the combination of tho tortuous passage G at
the lower part of the vaporizer, with tho series of per-
forated plates m n o, covered "svith layers of cloth, as
explained.

Also, the arrangement of the tank E with the va-
porizer and the air-pumping apparatus, such tank be-
ing made to communicate Avith the vaporizer by means
of an ovei-flow pipo a; leading up into the vaporizer,
ae specified.

Also, the peculiar valve apparatus at the top of the
vaporizer, the same consisting of the tube e. the box
/. the holes g g, and tho annular valve h, aiTangcd to-

gether as described.
Also, the combination of the fluid elevator and its

oiierative mechanism, or their equivalents, with the
vaporizer, aiTanged substantially as described.

Also, the fluid elevator, or its equivalent, so ar-

ranged as automatically to elevate the carbureting
Ii(iuid to the top or upper part of the vaporizer, sub-
stantially as described.

65,297.— Archibald Stewart, Troy, Wis.—
Draft Eqxudizer for Horse Pc-tfcrA-.—May 2^ 18(57.

—

The power is communicated through a coiled spring
to prevent jerking and sudden decrc^ise of speed.

CJorw.-The combination of the tumbling rod A,
outer cylinder B, coiled spring E, interior cylinder or
roller 0, and rod D, with each other, substantially as

herein shown and described and for" tho piu-pose set
forth.

65,298.—H. L. Stibbs, Savannah, Ga.—Appara-
tu.<ifor Removing Waterfrom the llolds of Vet>.^els.—

May 28, 18t57.—To put the ejector in operation the cup
is lowered so as to expose the base of tlie bottomles.s

cup in the direction of the vessel's progress. Tho
passage of the water thh)Ugh the cone draws water
from tlie hold through the axial pipe.

Claim.—First, the combination of the horizontal
pipe C, bent outlet pipe I), and cone-shaped l)ottom-
less cup E, with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the shaft G and crank
anns F and H, with the pipe U and bottomless cup
E, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the pm-pose set forth.

65,299.—E. B. Taylor, South Sudburj-, Mass.—
Clothes Sprinkler.—May 28, 1867.—The reservoir is

suspended in an elevated position and communicates
by an elastic tube with the nose, a valve opening or
closing the passage.
Claim.—The reservoir A, with its pipe B, having

extension flexible tube C, terminating in a perforated
head or cap, provided with a lever, when all con-
structed and arranged together substantially as and
for the pm-poso described.

65,300.—James S. Taylor, Danbury, Conn.—
Machine for Sizing Hats, c£c.—May 28, 18(57.—Im-
provement on his patent of May 3, 1853. An adjust-
able vibrating motion is given to the hats as they
pass through the machine by tho relative oblique
position of the rollers.

Claim.—Fivst, the diagonal vibrating felter G, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the mode herein described of imparting
motion to the roll of goods by means of the felter G,
cranks N, pitmans L, and swings H.
Third, the combination and arrangement of screws

K, sliding nuts I, and swings H, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose of regulating tlie pressure of
the felter.

Fourth, the felter G, in combination with two or
more rollers C, substantially as and tor the pm-poses
set forth.

65,301.—John L. Texnet and John W. Bailey,
Skowhegan, Me.

—

Compoundfor Coating Oilcloths,

<£c.—May 28, 1867.—Xiue parts slate and one part
clay are pulverized, bolted, and mixed with linseed
oil and Japan varnish as a paint.

Claim.—The use of ground slate and clay when
compounded in or about the proportions set forth and
used in tho manner and for the purpose described.

65,302.—Ja5[Es p. and Lemuel Tiiurmox, AYar-
reuton, Mo.—Jledical Compound.—May 28, 1867.—
For the cure of scrofula, mercmlal diseases, <tc. Im-
provement on the patent of John Tliurmon, April 4,

18C5. To his prescription are added corn-meal, rye-
meal, malt, sarsaparilla root, cedar to^), brier root,

poke root, wild cherry bark, and burr vine root.

Claim.—The improved medical composition pro-
duced substantially with the ingredients mixed to-

gether in or about the proportions stated, in combi-
nation and in mixture with tho medical compound
herein referred to.

65,303.—Leonard Tilton, Brookiyn, X. T.—
Wood Splitting Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The wood
is dropped into a fixed hopper,'through whose nearer
side two knives having V-shaped transverse sections
are alternately projected and retracted. The under
knife nrojects' further tiian the lower one and splits

off slabs of wood wliich the former has cliecked. Tho
hopper bottom is shaped like the under knife and re-

ciprocates with it, each forming alternately the hop-
per bottom. The bottom piece is at a lower level and
allows a fall of the wood at each stroke.
Claim.—First, the two reciprocating cutters G G'

of V form, placetl one above the other in reverse posi-
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tious, and the lower cutter G^, in advance of tlie up-

j)er one Gr, substantially as and for the pui-pose set

forth.

Second, the hopper H in combination -with the cut-

ters G G', and the holder K, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

Third, operating the holder K from the slide Y, to

•vrhich the cutters are attached by means of the rod L,

connected with the slide as shown, and the spring N,
as set forth.

Fourth, constructing the hopper H, of the vertical

parts//', one of which, /, is adjustable for the pm--

pose of adapting the hopper to suit the length of the

sticks to be split, as shown and described.

65,304.— Leonard Tilton, Brooklyn, IST. T.—
Device for Transmitting Motion.—Maj 28, 1887.—
The rotary motion of the shaft is communicated by a

belt and pulleys to the shaft of the spiral cam which
reciprocates the bar. As the latter reaches the end
of its stroke the belt shipper changes the belt to

another pulley and runs the cam in the other dii-ec-

tion.

Claim.—The cam D, and bar Q, in combination
with the pulleys F IJ, gearing H C c* c E, belt H,
and belt shipper composed of the arms N N', arranged
and operated automatically from the bar Q, substan-

tially in the manner as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

65,305.—Samuel H. Titus. Pennington, N. J.—
Clothes Dryer.—Maj 28, 1867.—The crossing stand-

ards, and the spreader arms jointed thereto, carry the
suspensory bars; the frame is held at any degree of
extension by a spring catch and a ratchet Avheel upon
the roller, on which the adjusting bands are wound.
Claim.—The combination and construction of a

clothes horse having the cross standards A B and C
D, parallel arms E F G H E I and F H, roller L L,
and belts M M, ratchet IJ", spring catch P, and thumb
head O, with the clothes bars K K K, substantially as

above described and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

65,306.—Samuel P. Townsend, Union county,
N. J.

—

Finishing Iron Work of Ploivs, Stoves, Pijies,

Levees, Dams, d-c.— Maj 28, 1867.— Omitting the
usual finishing of iron work Ijy griuding, polishing,

(fee, it is galvanized by dipping in a bath of molten
metal, by Avhich it acquires a smooth surface.

Claim.—First, the finishing of plows, iron work for

levees, dams, etc., piling, and other ii'on and steel

work known mentioned, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the restoration to good condition by the
means described of iron and steel work Avhich has
been damaged by oxidation or corrosion.

Third, a new article of sheet piling, made substan-
tially as described and for the pui-pose set forth.

65,307.—James TV. Tucker, New York, IT. T.
—Hoisting Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The platform is

suspended from two ropes which pass over pulleys

and unite before reaching the drum, on which they
nre wound by a windlass. A dog is engaged to hold
the platform at any height and a friction band alloAVS

its descent at a moderate speed wlien required.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of tlie pulleys d e

f and bifurcated chains F in relation with each other
and witli the platform C, and winding drums E, sub-

btantially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the locking dog J, and sliding shaft I, com-
bined in relation with each other and with the gear-

ing which operates to elevate tlie platform C, substan-
tially as and for the jmrpose set fortli.

Third, tlie friction brake K and pulley I, arranged
with reference to each other and with the sliding

•shaft I, and the gearing which operates to raise the
platform C, substantially as herein described for the
purpose specified.

65,308.-Wm. Tucker, Paris, El.— TFood Planing
Machine.—May^ 8, 1867.—The adjustable rotary plan-

ing head can be changed instantaneously to either right

or left hand cutting to suit the grain or direction of
the wood in any particular spot.
' Claim.—The arrangement of the double cutter head
E and friction pulleys K LL', capable of being simul-

taneously shifted for right or left hand cutting, sub-
stantially as set forth.

65,309.—William Tuxstill, Paterson, IST. J,—
Braiding Machine.—May 28, 1867.—The thread de-
livery is from the end of the cop. A case protects
the thread from dust. A ratchet wheel aids the de-
livery of the yarn when 'the rising finger releases the
pawl. The friction wheels may either or both be
faced with leather, and an elastic rubber washer com-
pensates for inequalities in the friction surfaces. In
starting, a lever is lifted to bring the leather-covered
rollers into contact, when it is locked in that position.
When a thread breaks a weight falls, and by acting on
the lock bar- permits the friction wheels to'separate.
Claim.—First, the case p fitted upon the carrier d

in a braiding machine and containing the bobbin or
cop from which the thread passes off upon the lino,

or nearly so, of the axis of said bobbin or cop, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the ratchet pulley q over which the thread
passes pawl 2 and finger 6 in combination with the
weight r, substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

Third, the grooved ratchet wheel q over which the
thread passes, pawl 2 and weight r, in combination
with the cop or bobbin p', substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Fourth, friction wheel applied in substantially the
manner specified, between the driving pulley k and
the main shaft / of a braiding machine, in combina-
tion with the stopping and starting mechanism, so
that the machine may commence to move gradually
instead of suddenly, as set forth.

65,310.—Edward A, Turner, ISTew York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and John Morrisey, same
place.— C'ar Coupling.—May 28, 1867.—The coupling
link has lateral projections which limit its entrance
into the draw head, where it trips the jointed coupling
pin and becomes-engaged thereto.
Claim.—The coupliuglink C furnished near one end

with the laterally projecting ears or lugs h in combi-
nation with the draw head A and a suitable coupling
pin, substantially as herein set forth for the pm'poso
specified.

65,311.— Thomas Urie, Springfield, Iowa.—
Wagon Brake Lock.—May 28, 1867.—The brake lever
is held by a pawl and ratchet teeth on a segmental
rack ; the pawl is raised by a rod, whose lateral pro-
jection slides in a slot of the lever near the hand.

Claim.—The eccentric c, in combination with the
rod d, the slotted lever a and the segment plate b, for
locking a wagon brake by means of the connecting
rod g, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

65,312.— John H. Van Sandt and James J.
Hurt, Princeton, Ind.

—

Itotary Steam Engine.—May
28, 1867.—The cylinder is divided and traA^ersed by a
shaft, which has pistons attached in each chamber.
At each end of the shaft is a cam, which actuates
the steam valve of its appropriate cylinder, the valves
recoiling by the force of springs in time to let tho
pistons pass.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the cams G, springs

g, valves F, with reference to the system of cranks e,

connections leading from the shat't L, substantially

for the purpose specified.

65,313.—William Van Wyck, Belleville, IT. J.
— Composition for Filtering Petroleum, Sirup, and
other Liquids.—May 28, 18()7.—Dissolved animal mat-
ter, as glue, is mixed Avith chalk to the consistency of
gi'uel, and pulverized wood charcoal is added to the
consistency of putty. Cai-bonize the compound in a
closed vessel.

Claim.—The application of the above mentioned
compound of soluble animal matter, chalk, and Avood
charcoal, for the purification of petroleum and other
oils, sugars, sirups, and molasses, and spirituous

liquors by filtering these substances through the aboAC
mentioned compound, or by any mode equivalent to

filtration.

65,314.— George W. VEnner, Charlcstoivn,

Mass.

—

Photographic Camera.—'May 28, 1867 ; ante-

dated May 15, 1867.—The diaphragm is connected to

the camera by a sliding frame and folding screen.

The sensitive plate is moved so as to bring each pai't
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of it successively opposite to the perforations in the

diaphragm.
Vlahn.—First, the compound sliding frame M and

J, made substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the method of operating the said sliding

frames M and J by means of the bar H. roller I, caps
c c or their mechanical eciuivaleut, and the lower part
of the adjusting board C.
Third, the folding screws d d', .substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

65,31 5.—S. H. Wade, Montgomery Centre. Tt.—
Butter Worker.—May 28, 18G7.—The tray is revolva-
ble on a pivot, and resting in a slide may also be drawn
in or out under the presser-blocks, which are sus-

pended from a bridge-piece and operated by a lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the pressers E,
sliding beam G, and operating levers II and J, with
each other and with the frame of the machine, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the pivoted table D and
sliding Iranic B with each other and with the frame of

the machine, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,316.—William E.Waldron, Webster. Mich.—Device for Vnloadiiif) and Stacking Hny.—MavU8,
18(i7.—Two tripods are erected at a distance to acimit
a wagon between. The hay is raised by a cord run-
ning in sheaves suspended from the tripods, and is

di-aAvn by a horse.
Claim.—The combination of the poles, pullies, rope,

and anchorage, when arranged substantially as herein
described and for the i)iu'pc>scs herein set forth.

65,317—F. M. AVELLER.Evanston, J\\.—Carriage
Shackle.—Hdax 28, 1867; antedated May 1(5, 1667.-
The thill iron has a circular disk with a hook flange at
each side ; the flanges engage studs on the cheeks of
the shackle iron in front of the clip.

Claim.—The carnage shackle constructed and ope-
rating substantially as described and specified.

65,318 Jesse S. Wheat, South Wheeling, W.
Ta.—Car Seat.—^lay 28, 18G7.—The reversible back
is connected to the ends of the seat by slotted links
and T-.shaped pivoted arms, and is thereby retained at
any inclination. The back rests in double inclined
racks, which support it at either side of The seat and
at any desired elevation. The guide plates confine
and protect the connections.
Claim.—First, the cross-head arms D and slotted

links c, in combination with the back of the seat C
and the ends A, arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.
Second, the doul)Ie inclined racks E, in combination

with the guide plates c, arranged and operating as and
for the pui-poses specified.

65,319.— W. W. Whiddit, Kichmond, Ind.—
2[achine for Ckaning Flax.—May 28, 1867.—A cylin-
der armed with teeth runs in a box with a grated'bot-
tom. The top of the box has an automatic hopper
which discharges its contents into the box at given
intervals, and the flax is discharged from the box at
alternate intervals.
Claim.—First, constructing a machine for cleaning

fiax, &c., with a door L, or its equivalent, by which
said machine is closed and the material confined until
ch^aned. substantially as set forth.
Second, the octagonal-shaped cylinder I, having

flanged ends, substantially as described and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the reversible hopper B, operating on jour-
nals, substantially as specified.

Fourth, the an'angement and joint operatioa of
liopper B and door L. substantially as set forth.

Fifth, loose pulley c, provided with pin n and big o,

or theii" equivalents, wheel D, either with or without
teeth, provided with cam S. the latter either penua-
nently attached or adjustable, in combination with
slide P, detent T, and tlevice W, all aiTanged substan-
tially as set forth and for the purposes specified.

65,3-20.-Edward Whtte, Ph.iladelphia, Pa.~
Apparatus for Cooling Liquors on Draught.—May

28. 1867.—The cylinder i.s lined with zinc and covered
with felt. It lias a hole above for the ijitroduction of
ice, and contains an enlargement of the beer pipe
v\hose contents are to be cooled.
Claim.—A cooler covered with felt ice-chamber, as

described, opening a block B and cylinders C, con-
structed and operating substautially as specified.

65,3*21 .—JoHX II. William.s, Taunton, Mass.—
CompoHition to he used as Ptitty for Stone Work.—
May 28, 18G7.—Composed of decomposed slate rock,
1 pound ; lime, 1 ounce, and linseed oil, 5 ounces.
Claim .—The improved composition ofmatter herein

described for the piu-pose specified.

65,322.—John B. Wortham, Huntsville, Ala.—
Lamp Bxirner.—May 28, 1867.—The wick tube has a
brass collar, having teeth at its peripheiy to enter
slots in its surrounding cylinder, which carries the
hinged cone. This cylinder slides on tiie main cylin-

der,'to -nhich the wick tube is attached, and is elevated
to position for use by a coiled spring, but may be de-

pressed sufficiently to give access to the wick for light-

ing.

Claim.—First, the ventilating collar or cylinder c,

constructed and operated and for the piu-poses sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the cylinder c, the
toothed edge of the plate ft, or its equivalent.

Thii'd, the plates i and^', for holding the cap open,
as described.

65,323.—Fraxxis H. Wright. Pdchmond, Ind.,

assignor to himself, William C. Slade and B. M.
Pratt, same place.

—

Tanning.—'iiaj 28. 1867.—Com-
posed of catechu, saltpeter, glauber salts, Spanish
ohiting, sulphuric acid, and salt, fortanning leather,

and of saltpeter, alum, salt, and sulphm-ic acid, for

tanning furs.

Claim.—The use of the proportion of ingredients
named in formulse A and B, and the manner of apply-
ing the same to hides, furs, and skins, for the purpose
of tanning the same rapidly and efiectually.

65,324.—John Wright and J. J. Johxsox, Cold
Water. Mich.

—

Corn Harvester.—May 28, 1867.—The
machine is drawn by a single horse, and cuts two rows
at once. One of each pair of knives has an oblique
motion by guides operated by an eccentric sliaft. The
corn is received on a platform with a curved railing,

where it is gathered and sliocked and from which itis
discharged by the tilting of the platform.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the knives B B

with double or oblique motion, operated with slotted
guides, or their equivalent, in combination Avith the
stationary knives A A, snbstantitdly iu the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, the tilting platform K, in combination with
the stationary platforms F F, the spring-curved anns
M M, and spring catch L, or its equivalent, substan-
tially iu the manner and for the purpose as herein.de-
scribed.
Third, the cutting knives, as arranged and operated

in combination with the tilting platform, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose as herein described.

65,325.—P. Zerx and W. Warwick, Pittsburg,
Fa.—Machine for Cutting of Cigar.';.—'Hday 28, 1867.

—The two disks have agreeing countersunk holes va-
rying in size. One of tiie disks is oscillated by a pres-
tiure knob to cut olf the cigar end. The disk is re-

stored to position by a spring.
Claim.—The conibination of the upright B with

opening C and plate E, having similar openings, when
the two are arranged and combined together, subst:ui-
tially as and for the purpose described.

65,326—Philip M. Ackermax, Webster, X. T.—Gate.—June 4. 1867.—Two of the bars slide on
rollers upon tw o fixed posts, a bar slitUng in the gate
passes betAveen the rollers, and serves to sustain the ad-
vanced end of the gate Avhen nearly closed.

Claim.—The h)ose sliding bar B, haA'ing a suitable
supporting head H, iu combination witli^the sliding
gate, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein shoAvn and described.
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65,327.—J. B. Alexaxder, Washington, J). C,
assignor to himself and James C. Duncan, Olney,
111.

—

Gate.—Jime 4, 18G7.—The vertical pivots on the
beam and sill traverse in the holes, bored axially in
the top and bottom of the gate post, as the latter
raises by the twisting- of the suspension chain, and
returns again by gravity T\hen freed.

Claim.—A gate, so constructed as to be suspended
by chains attached to and wrapping spirally on the
conter piece I), causing tlie gate to'close of'its own
weight, or the same device, composed of any other
material, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Also, the pins L and K and the bores E, and Q,
substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

65,328.—John Eatchelder, K'orwich, Conn.—
Self-luhricator.—June 4, ] t'67.—The drip cap has a side
compartment, separated from the main j)art by a
porous division ; a rotating disk within this compart
meut throws the oil into a small conduit, which drips
into tlie oil hole of the journal.
Claim.—First, the revolving plate c, the conductor

d, the vertical flange e, the hood i and the arrange
meut of the bar and strainer g in the dripping pan.
Second, the combination of the revolving plate c

and the conductor d, or its equivalent, all for the pur-
j'oses herein described.

65,329.—Horace 11. Ball, ]New York, 'N. Y.—
Truss.—June 4, 1867.—By means of the adjustments
described, the pad is made to face up or down, and
to press -n'ith the required force, either above or be-

low the hoop.
Claim.—First, the bar B, pivot e, link D, and set

screw C for regulating the lateral set or facing of
the pad A, all arranged and acting as herein shown
and described.
Second, the bar B, socket b, and set screw g, in

combination with the hoop K and pad A for regu-
lating the vertical facing or set of the pad, as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, a pad A, having a bar B, socket h, pivoted
to the end of the hoop K^by a pivot/ and set screw j,
for regulating the pressure of the pad upon the body,
airanged substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the combination of the pad A, bar B, with

a perfotated fan tail II, pivot I, set screw i, and
hoop K for throwing the pad below or above the hoop,
substantially as herein explained.

65,330.-0. C. Barnes, Stowe, Yt.—Mop Wringer.
—June 4, 18()7.—The rectangular water box is pivoted
with a lever treadle that moves a follower, placed on
perforated platform in the upper part of the box to
squeeze the inop.

Claim.—The follower D, with the jointed head
block a, in combination with the treadle bar b, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

65,331.—J. B. Behrexs, Pearl, 111.—Car Coup-
ling.—June 4, 18U7.—The two heads of the jointed
coupling bar catch behind transverse abutments in
tlie draw-head, the coupling end slipping up the in-

clined face gf the abutment and falling behind. A
lever and arm raises it to uncouple. It is self-de-

taching when one of the cars leaves the track.

Claim.—An improved car coupling, formed by the
com])ination of the peculiarly constructed bumper
iieads A and B, jointcd-coupiing bar D, spring E,
supporting rod F, uncoupling lever G-, and operating
rod 11, with each other, substantially as herein shown
and described for the purposes set forth.

65,332.—C. G. Beknet and S. A. Drake, Farmer
Village, N. Y.. assignor toC. Gr. Bennet, same place.
^ Wagon Brake— Jnno 4, 1867.— The brake rod is

l)ivoted to the rear bolster and slides in the slots of
tAvo cam levers, which are connected to the hapd
lever which raises the rubber from ^the wheels, or
depresses them into contact therewith.

Claim.—F'irst, in combination with the brake bar
b, the relieving or raising cam C, constructed and
operating as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.
Second, fiuspcuding the brake blocks B of wagons

and other vehicles from an axial point, located near
that of the ground wheels w, substantially in the
manner and for the pui^poses herein shown and de-
scribed.

65,333.—A. Berard, Paris, France.—JlfrtTiw/cw-
ture of Steel.—June 4, 1SG7.—The gases blown through
the molten metal in the first sole plate oxidize and
eliminate the substances, which form a complex alloy
with the iron. The resulting gas from the air-blast
is passed through the fire-bridge between the two
sole plates, and carried to the other sole plate to re-
duce the metal therein. The sole plates are removable
for repairs or renewal.
Claim.—First, the peculiar arrangement or con-

struction of a reverberatory furnace with a double
movable sole plate, as hereinbefore described and
shown in Figs. 1 2 and 3.

Second, the interposition of a bed of fuel in the
current of the gas, as hereinbefore described.

Third, the mode of action of the gas of the steam
and of the aii- on or in the interior of the metallic
bath, in the manner hereinbefore described.

F'ourth, the arrangements above described for caus-
ing the scoria? to act on the metal tor eliminating
the phosphorus and other injurious foreign matters
therefrom, as hereinbefore described.

Fifth, the reaction of heat from the oxidizing sole
plate on the reducing sole plate, as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

Sixth, the arrangements for operating at will by-

way of oxidation and reduction, successively for piu'i-

fying cast iron and for its reduction into steel or iron.

65,334.—Martin T. Bhiggs, Schoolcraft, Mich.
—Hame Strap.—June 4, 1867.—The outer two of the
three pai-ts which are pivoted together have hooks
to engage the hame ends, and the folding of the parts
together draws the hames to the requii'cd position.

Claim,.—A jointed metallic hame strap, composed
of three parts. A, B, and C, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as set forth, and provided with a
holding device to lock and retain the parts in holding
positions.

65,335.—Parcel Brinkerhoof, CMllicothe.Mo.—Measure for Liquids.—June 4, 1867.—The receiv-
ing vessel has interior tubes and apertures, so ar-

ranged that by turning a tube A^-ithin the receiving
vessel any given quantity of liquid within the ca-
pacity of the reservoir will be measured and dis-

charged therefrom.
Claim.—The central tube C, having index levers

E, F, spirally arranged, perforations b, in combination
with the tube B of the vessel A, having coiTcspond-
ing jjerforations and graduated top G, and operating
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

65,336.—R. F. Brown, Savannah, Gn.—Steam
Rotary Fatoc—June 4, 1867.—The oscillating valve
is a chambered-conic frustum with induction and
eduction passages. The ports and parts are so ar-

ranged and proportioned as to secure au even press-
ure on the valve in its middle position, and when ex-
hausting to cause the exhaust steam to react against
the shell of the seat.

Claim.—The arrangement of the induction pass-
age C, eduction passage D, with reference to the
passages C C, and valve B, substantially upon the
principle and in the manner as herein set fortli.

65,337.—James Budd, Pittsford IST. Y., assignor
to himself and J. "W. Bhiggs.—Churn Poiver.—June
4, 1867.—An anti-friction roller on the adjustable le-

ver of the dasher traverses a cam groove in the main
wheel. The shaft of the said wheel is turned by a
winch to raise a weight Avhich acts by a ratchet and
pawl to rotate the wheel and reciprocate the dasher.
Claim.—The lever B, in combination Avith the churn

md the wheel W, Avhen the said lever is provided
with a variable axial point with relation to the roller

r as shown at/, substantially as and for the piu'poses

set forth.

65,338.—M, D. BuDl), Koscoo, Til.—Bolt and
Eivet Trimmer.—Jwrto, 4, 1867.—To enable the mov-

j jaw to open wider it is jointed, and the por-

tions fu'c cliisped together by a spring stirrup which
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is pivoted to one piece and engages with such notch
on the other piece as may socm-o the requii-ed adjust-

ment.
Claim.— The combination of the spring g, the

clasp d, and the guide h, arranged substantially as

described.

65,339.—"Wm. Butchek, jr., Sheffield, England,
and Tiios. Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—Machine for
Shotiiig Metals.—Jxme 4, 18G7.— Melted metal is

poured through a funnel upon the disk and thrown off

like spray in size proportioned to the speed of the

disk, which is cooled by a water passage. The shot

falls into a tank.
Claim.—First, the employment of a rotating disk

for the purpose of throwing molten metal off in par-

ticles, as set forth.

Second, the employment of configurated heat-en-

dui'ing substances, for the purpose described.

Third, the introduction of water passages, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,340.—Charles E. Butler, Hudson, K". T.—
Weather Strip.—June 4, 1867.—The strip has trans-

verse slots with slide pins and springs, which press it

toward the door. ,

Claim.—The elastic weather strips, formed by com-
bining with the slotted strips B, the slotted plates C,

scre^\"s D, and springs E, all made and operating sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

65,341.—C. A. Buttles and Jajhss Cowles,
Milwaukee, "Wis.

—

Tinners' Stoves for Heating Sold-

ering Irons.—June 4, 1867.—The fm-nace is divided by
& vertical corrugated partition near the rear side and
perforated at the bottom. This partition is cai-ried

up to a semicircular damper in the exit flue. In
starting the fire direct escape is allowed for the ca-

loric cun-ent ; afterward it is forced through the bot-

tom perforations of the partition.

Claim.—Dividing the interior of the stove orfii-e

pot by a perforated division or partition plate d, in

combination with the divided exit fltie e and its

damper g, substantially as and for the purpose de
scribed.
Also, the bent arm and weight k m, in connection

with the hinged lid E, as and for the purpose described
and represented.

65,342.—HekryG. Carr, Lewistown, Ta.—Pro-
tectorfor Car Windows.—June 4, 1867.—The strip is

grooved on the side and attached by a hii^ge to the
sash frame of a car window, one on each side. They
are opened by the action of the wind and then stand
at right angles to deflect cinders, &c., from the open
wiimow.
Claim.—The self-acting grooved protector, con-

structed .ind operating aa herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

65,343.—Wm. S. Carr, Ifow York, N. Y.—Basin
Plug.—June 4, 1867.—Instead of guiding the metal
lie plug into place, it is furnished with guides to
keep it vertical and has an elastic disk which turns
up at its edges on entering the waterway.

Claim.—The plug for waste waterways, provided
with an elastic disk and guided in the maitner as and
for the purpose set forth.

65,344.—E. P. Carter, Arcade, X. Y.—Tnmk—.Tune 4, 1867.—The encircling bands of the lid are
looped to those of the body and form hinge straps
Loops on the band afford attachment for straps.
Claim.—First, as an improvement in the construc-

tion of trunks and valises forming the hinges by con
necting the ends of the incireling bands of the cover
to the incireling bands of the body, substantially in
the manner set forth.

Second, providing the front ends of incireling me-
tallic bands of trunks and valises with links for the
reception of connecting straps, as and for the pur-
poses shown and described.

65,345.—Alaxsox Gary, New York, N. Y.—
Steam and Water Heating Apparatus.— June 4
1867.—The cases are heated by steam which passes
from one to another; vertical open-ended pipes ti-av-

54 c p

erse the cases and afford passage for the circulation
of air.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement within
the case D of one or more scries of inclined steam
cases A , united together at their edges by means 6i
the angidai- plates, and connected by steam pipes B,
each plate provided with air tubes C passing through
them, the tubes in the lower series not being in the
same vertical plane with the tubes in the upper series

of cases, substantially as described and for the pm--
pose Bpecified.

65,346.—Hiram L. Chase, Bath, Maine.—Pre^s
or Coverfor Tubs and Barrels.—June 4, 1867.—The
cover lies upon the meat in the baiTel, and is kept
down below the brine by the engagement of the points
of the pivoted arms with the inside of the barrel.

Claim.—The combination of one or more eccen-
trically pivoted arms C, or their equivalent, with the
cover or press A, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,347.—J. "W. Clark, Tola, Kansas.—Gtutrd
for Circular Sarvs—Jnnc 4, 1867.—The cover is piv-
oted to a hinged frame and rises by the contact of the
lumber with a self-adjusting drop in front, which ffills

just as the last end of the plank is coming to the saw,
and prevents the hand comin^in contact therewith.

Claim.—The saw guard B, provided with the self-

adjusting drop c, and suspended on the vibrating
frame D, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the i-urposes herein described.

65,348.—"Wellsly TT. Crane, Auburn, X. Y.—
Self-Lubricating Box and Hanger for Shafting.—
June 4, 1867.—The wrist in the pedestal permits the,

box to adjust itself to any horizontal deflection of the
shaft, and the trunnions of the inner boxing allow the
box to conform to vertical deflection. The slots in
the inner boxing have a wick which leads the oil to

the shaft. Horizontal adjustability is given by the
slotted ears of the pedestal, and vertical by the bolt

and nuts.
Claim.—First, the adjustable hanger, when con-

structed substantially as above described, so as to
adjust both on the vertical and horizontal planes, as
above set forth.

Second, the combination of the vertical and hori-

zontal joints above described, when used for the pur-
pose and constructed in the manner substantially as
above specified'

Thii\l, in combination with the above joint, the self-

lubricating box, when used as and constructed sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

65,349.—"Wellsly W. Craxe, Anbrn-n, 'N. Y.—
Constructing Self-Lubricating Pulley.—J\mG 4, 1867.

—A chamber in the hub of the pulley is charged with
oil and closed up. The pulley revolves around the
central shaft which runs through the inner sleeve
holes admitting the passage of oil to the shaft. The
feather edges of the end cups prevent the collection
of oil between them and the shaft.

Claim.— First, the chamber E, above described,
when used substantially in the manner and for the
purpose above specified.

Second, constructing the internal or shaft bearing
A, independent of the'main portion of the pulley, as
and for the purpose above described.

Thii-d, feather-edging the ends of the pulleys, for

the purpose and in the 'manner above set forth."

65,350.—FraxcisP.Cullom, Dowagiac.Mich.—
Plaster Sower.—June 4, 1867.—The lowel- portions of
the inclined sides of the hopper are corrugated ; one
is reciprocated longitudinally by power derived from
one of the ground wheels, anil the other side is pivoted
so as to graduate the width of the opening.
Claim.—First, the construction of the hopper of a

plaster sower of stationaiw ends a a, stationary in-

clined side b, reciprocating'slide c, and pivoted adjust-
able side plate b', substantially as described.
Second, the corrngating of "the inner surface of the

slide c, in combination with the corrugated side-plate
6', and means for regulating the discharge of plaster
from the hopper, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.
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65,351.—J. B. Curtis, Hillsdale, Mich.

—

Brick
Machine.—June 4, 1867.—The molds in the box con-

form in number to the openings in the floor of the
jack mold ; the box is moved by the lever ; the fol-

lower descends, pressing the clay ; the molds are re-

moved, the edges of the clay-box cutting off super-

fluous clay. Another mold-box is substituted, and as

the latterVear, inclined planes raise the bed.

Claim.—The inclined planes J, carriage K, and
molding boxes S, as ai'rauged, in combination irith

the clay box L, jack mold M, and foUovi-er iST, -when
operating conjointly for the pui-pose and in the man-
ner set forth.

The an-angements of the shafts D G, cranks E H,
arm and link Q E,, in combination Tvith the carriage

K, for the purpose and in the manner substantially

as described.

65,353.—"Wm. Morris Davis, Philadelphia,Pa.—
I>ry%ng Loaves of Sugar.—June 4, 1867.—Explained
by the claim.
Claim

.

—Forming a loaf of sugar with a hole through
or into the interior of the loaf, for the purpose of ex-

pediting the operation of di-ying sugar loaves.

65,353.—James Daykin, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Water Drawer.—June 4, 1867.—As the bucket rises

the bottom is tilted forward by the contact of the
back part of the rim with a slanting board ; the valve
rod strikes another board and is opened thereby, dis-

charging the contents into the chute.
Claira.—First, the pivoted head board I. arranged

in relation to the valve of the bucket, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, the adjustable head board or plate I and
tilting board L, in combination with a chain or rope

1 E, valve rod H, and bucket D, when arranged and
operating in relation to each other, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

65,354.—John Dickason, Vevay, Tn^.—Gate.—
June 4, 1867.—The equestrian presses the free ends
of the lever handles consecutively, which swings the
gate open and sluit.

Claim.—First, the system of lever handles n and
n', connecting bars o and o' and circular lever barD,
in combination with the gate A, all arranged and
operating substantially as andforthe purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the gate A and the
U-shaped lever bars E and E', which operate the
cranks/ and m., the connecting bars e and I, and the
vertical lever F, and circular lever bar D, arranged
and operating as described.

Thii'd, the adjustable screw bolts 6 and d, circular

lever bar D, or its equivalent, the post C and gate A,
arranged substantially as herein described and for the
pui-pose specified.

Fourth, the latch G, consisting of the latch bar c,

secured to the spring p by the clamping strap x>', and
the hand lever r, as described and for the pui'pose set

forth.

65,355.—John H. Dickinson, Chicopee Falls,

Mass.

—

Hay and Stratv Cutter.—June 4, 1867.—The
cutter head is hinged to the frame, which is pivoted
to the rear portion of tlie machine so as to oscUlate
in an arc ; the breast of the macliine is correspond-
ingly formed. The cutter is reciprocated by crank
and pitman.
Claim

.

—A device for cutting hay aud straw wherein
the cutter shall rise and fall on 'the arc of a circle,

using for that purpose the levers C C, the cutter A,
the connections F, the shaft G-, and the swing catch
K, in combination.

65,356.—George "W. Disman, Fpper Sandusky,
Ohio.

—

Application of Soft Metal Bearings for Car-
riaga and Wagon Boxes.—June 4, 1867.—Explained
by the claim.
C7aim.—Making carriage boxes by first preparing

soft metal rings of copper or ofa composition of wliich
copper is the basis, and placing said rings upon a
Band or other core, and laying them in a properly pre-
pared mold, aud running molten cast-iron on or
around said rings, as and for the pm-pose described.

65,357.— "Walden Eddy, Greenwich, N. T.—
flow Beam.—June 4, 1867.—The forward bolt wliich

holds the adjusting clevis is formed solid with the
through portion of the beam. The draft rod is hooked
between the bars of the beam to a transverse bolt.
CZazm.-First, forming the adjusting bolt B solidly

upon and out of the forward end of the plough beani,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, securing the rear end of the draft bar F

in the space between the bars a^ and a^ of the plow
beam A, by a bolt G passing through an eye or hook
/^ formed upon the rear end of the said draft bar F,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

65,358.—James E. Emerson, Trenton, K. J.—
Saw-Set—June 4, 1867.—The gauging and sharpen-
ing swage has lips by which breadth is given to the
cutting edge of the tooth. The shaping lips are se-
cured to the swage stock by a set-scrow, by which
adjustment they are adapted for saws of varying
thickness.
Claim.—hi combination with the stock or swage

head the adjustable or movable lips for giving to the
tooth of the saw the shape or form herein shown and
represented.

65,359.— B. Homer Fairchild and Emery
Sadler, Farmington, Mich.—Gafe.—June 4, 1867.—
One or more of the upper slats are extended to form
a fence to larger animals, but allow passage to smaller
ones when the gate is partially opened. The gate is
run longitudinally backward to a balance on the anti-
friction roller, and then tm-ned 90° on its pivot.

Claim. — The latch D, constructed substantially
as described, in combination with the postA and pro-
jecting bar c' of the gate C, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the pivoting attachment E F G, constructed

substantially as described, in combination with the
post D and the upper horizontal bar c' of the gate,
substantially as herein shown, described, and for the
purposes set forth.

65,360.—Dennis L. Falardo, Xew York, :N". T.—Machine for Driving Nails.—June 4, 18G7.—The
brads are placed on a revolving perforated disk ; as
the machine is operated a brad drops through the
opening, when it comes directly over another slot in a
lower plate, wherein the brad is guided to the place
where it is to be driven ; a blow upon a piston dj-ives
the brad into the wood, and upon the return move-
ment of the piston it revolves the disk so that another
brad is fed as before.

Claim.—The revolving wheel reservoir d, formed
and fitted as described to the tube A, in combination
with the tube o and the machinery connected there-
with, in the manner and for the purposes set fo]#i in
this specification.

65,361.—Oliver W. Farrar, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Recovering^ Waste Acid for Refining Petroleum.—
June 4, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of E. G.
Loftus, June 14, 1864. "Weak acid obtained from the
concentration or distillation of sulphuric acid is used ^
instead of water alone. With this addition, the mix-
tm-e is agitated in lead-lined vessels. "

\

Claim.—The improved process of diluting the spent
acid of oil refiners with weak sulphuric acid, as and
for the purpose herein specified.

65,362.—M. S. Fellows, Livonia, 1^. Y.—Wash-
ing Machine.—June 4, 1867. — The rubbing roller is

joiu'nalled in a pendulous frame, wliicli reciprocates
over the corrugated and perforated bed ; a hinged
roller acts as a pounder on the clothes, and forces
them against the clash-board at each alternate recipro-
cation.

Claim.—The arrangement of the roller F, hinged
pounder roller D, corrugated concave B', and dash-
board d, in connection with the fountain or supply
chamber w, as aud for the purposes sot forth.

65,363.—Daniel H. Fernald, Bangor, Me.—
Construction of Sewers and Drains.—June 4, 1867.

—

The "former" corresponds in shape to the inner and
outer circumferential lines of the lower half of the
sewer, and is spaced and indexed upon its inner lino
so as to fonn a guide for the alignment of each
course of brick in the said lower half.
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Claim.—The adjustable indexed former D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

65,364.—tToiinW. Fiebter, Winchester, Ohio.—
Fire-Place.—June 4, ]8()7.—The oven is placed in the
fire-place over the gxate, and rests upon projections,
leaving- a flue-space in the rear.

Claim.—The combination of the plates D and E,
key a, when constructed and arranged as described
and placed over an open fire-grate, the parts operat-
ing as set forth and for the pui'poses described.

65,365.—A. L. Fixch, Sing Sing, IS^. T.—^M?7rf-

ing Block Machinery.—June 4, 1867.—The steel lin-

ing plates of the mold are attached by screws from
the outside to admit of removal and polishing. The
slide that conveys the material to the mold^presses
out the finished brick beneath a stationaiy knife
which turns the same.

Claim.—First, constructing the mold for building
blocks of a detached metal frame with a lining of
plates of steel held in place by screws passing in
from the outside of said frame, in the maivuer and
for the purposes specified.

Second, the slide i, that removes the pressed block
and brings the loose material into position for being
pressed in combination with the stationary knife for
equalizing the thickness of the block, as specified.

Thii-d, a movable board applied to the side of the
mold frame, as specified, in combination with the slide

i and stationaiy knife, for the purposes and as set
forth.

Fomiih, the arrangement of the slide rods 5 and o,

and cams p, q, 7 and 8, for operating the feeding-
slide i, and giving a vertical motion to" the mold bed,
substantially cs set forth.

Fifth, connecting the gate of the feeding hopper
with the mold-bed by an adjustable connection, so
that the supply of matei-ial can be regulated and the
gate be opened by the motion of the mold, as spe-
cified.

Sixth, the shaft/ and the sectional gear e for rais-

ing the compressing hammer c, in combination with
the mechanism moved by the same shaft, substan-
tially as specified, for giving motion to the feeding-
slide and to mold-bed k, as set forth.

65,366.—E. D. Finxh, Stanton, Mich. — Soda
Fountain.— June 4, 18(57.— The soda-water passes
through the annular space between an ice chamber
ajid an outer case containing some non-conductor of
heat. Discharge faucets communicate with the soda
water reservoir and the ice chamber.

Claim.—The arrangement of annular refrigerating
and non-conducting chambers B C, enclosing a cen-
tral ice chamber D, and provided with faacets F and
H, for the pm'poses explained.

65,367.—E. A. Floyd, Macomb, JM—Beehive.—
June 4, 1867.—The smooth metallic strip which forms
the lower edge of the inner box opposes the ascent of
the bee moth or its lar\ a, and the space between the
two boxes is exposed for cleaning by lifting the
strips.

Claim.—First, a beehive consisting of an outer
case A, resting close on a bottom board and an inner
case B, having its lower portion consisting of a strip
of smooth metal with its edge fitting tight on the
bottom board, witli the covered passage-way n, lead-
ing from the outside to the inner case, as shown and
described.
Second, the pivoted bars a, aiTanged to operate

in connection A\-ith the cases A and B, as described.

65,368. — Arthuu L. Freeman, Manchester,
England, assignor to Sewall S. W. Foi.so.m, Bos-
ton, Mass. — Eeg and Barrel for Faint and other
materials.—-June 4, 1867. — The metallic head sets
upon a shoulder within the chine of the baiTcl ; a
diametric strap forms a handle, and by lapping over
the chine and down the sides of the barrel Is the
means of fastening the head in place.

Claim. — First, the fastening strap g, made as a
handle for the keg head and so as to be employed for
fastening the head and the upi)er hoop to the keg, in
manner as specified.

Second, the construction of the upper hoop in two
sections m n, connected by rivets or joint pins, as

set forth, and so applied to the keg as to enable
either or both of such sections to be tui'ued up aud
used as a bail, as specified.

Third, the combination as well as the arrangement
of one or more legs or arms o o, with the keg and
said hoop made in two parts or sections m n, such
arm or arms and sections being applied together and
to the keg by means substantially as specified.

Fourth, the construction of the staves or body of
the keg or vessel with the annular shoulder I and
the head Avith the raised flanges, and also with tlie

fastening strap, fonned either with or without the
haudle, as above mentioned ; the flange by its elasti-

city serving to make a tight joint, and the fastening
strap to hold the flange and the rest of tho head in
place, relatively to the shoulder, as specified.

65,369.—James French, Bellvernon, J^a.—Ma-
chine for Washing Sand.—Jnne 4, 1867.—For wash-
ing earthy and vegetable matter from sand. The
sand pass^es through a shalving riddle down a chute
into a cistern, where it is stirred and raised by a
revolving wheel, which discharges it into a chute
leading to the next cistern, when the operation is

repeated, being subjected to the action of water at
each step.

Claim.—First, washing and elevating sand by a
wheel working vertically, or nearly so, in a concave
trough, such a wheel being provided on its outer cir-

cumference with blades inclined to the plane passing
through them and longitudinally through the axis of

the wheel to which they are attached, substantially

as and for the purpose above set forth.

Second, the method of elevating aud discharging
sand from one basin into another by canying the
sand up on the blades of one or more elevating
wheels and washing it into another basin or cistern

by a jet or jets of water playing on such blades, sub-

stantially as and for the pm'poses described. '

65,370.—Herman Fromm, EastlSTew York, N.Y.—liropeller.—Jime 4, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of a windmill and an
ordinary horse-power with the screw-shaft of a ves-

sel, substantiaUy as described for the purpose spe-

cified.

65,371.—H. Ganney, Louisville, 'Kj.—Watch.—
June 4, 1867.—The hair-spring passes through one of
two parallel arms projecting from the stud, and is

attached to the other arm. A set-screw regulates
the distance between the arms. The sides of the
ai-ms facing inward are of brass, the other sides of
steel, to form a compensation. The main spring is

not directly attached to the ban-el, but to the end of
a spring fixed thereto.

Claim.—First, securing the outer end of the bal-

ance spring of a watch to a stud formed with two
spring arms C C2, having set-screw D, when arranged
and connected together, substantially in the man-
ner described and tbr the purpose specified.

Second, forming each arm C C'2 of brass and steel,

substantially as and for the pm*pose described.

Third, securing tlie outer end of the main spring
of a watch movement to and within the barrel by
means of a supplementary spring coiled in the reverse
direction, substantially as and for the pui-pose spe-

cified.

65,372.—Manson F. Gibbs, Livonia, N. T.—
Portable Fence—June 4, 1867. — The base piece is

notched to receive the superstructm-e, and has an
end projection, serving as a pin to traverse the brace.

The uprights pass through an open-ended slot in the
brace and arc held by a pin.

C7fli7>i.—Lockiug the two vertical stakes or bars C
and E together at tlie bottom by means of pins c, or
their equivalents, entering the "^ bed-plate B, and at

the top by jiassing the ends e through a suitable mor-
tise in the diagonal brace A, the foot of tliat being
similarly locked to the bed B, as and for the pm'poses
set forth.

65,373 M. F. Gibbs, Livonia, N. Y.— Cnr-
Conpling.—June 4, 1867.—The entering end of the
link is supported on a spring lever which is thrown
down by the approaching drawhead when the link
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has entered. The coupling-pin is supported by a
spring bolt forced back by the entering link.

Claim.—First, the hinged ball C, TFith its project-
ing cam or latch D, in connection with the spring s,

substantially as and for the purposes shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of said spring ball C, and

the latch with the automatic " pin dropper," substan-
tially as and for the pui-poses set forth.

65,374.—Charles H. Godfrey, Stowartsville,
N. J.—Seed Box for Grain Drills.—June 4, 1867.—
The cams of the seed-agitator have three spurs in-

clined backwardly and curved spirally.

Claim.—The irregular cams e, on the stirring shaft
D of a seed box for grain drills, substantially as and
for the purposes desci'ibed.

65,375.—William A. G-reene, Troy, ]^. T.—
Cooking Stove.—June 4, 1867.—The inner side of the
grato rests on a tubular attachment to the oven plate,

through which air passes from side to side.

Claim.—First, in combination with an oven front
plate, a shelf plate a, so constructed and arranged in
respect to said oven plate as to form in connection
therewith a liollow slielf plate, substantially as and
for tiie purposes set forth.

Second, the detacliable shallow shelf plato a, ap-
plied below the grate and above the ash-box, in com-
bination witii the front oven plate B, and the perfo-
rated side plates F, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein described.

Third, the iinguku- shelf plato a, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

65,376.—H. C. Grikfix, Franklin, .N". B..—Magic
Arroxo Toy.—June 4, 1867.—The bolt has a forwardly
entering notcli which engages arnliber cord extending
from the yoke, and is projected when released.
Claim.—The elastic cord B, attached to a forked

or other suitable bar A, and the notched arrow C, all

arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

65,377.—George Guexther, Now York, N. Y.—
Drying Glue.—June 4, 1S67.—Tho steam-heated cylin-

der is revolved, and tlic trough is elevated, charging
the surface of the cylinder Avith a coat of glue ; the
trough is lowered, the glue on the cylinder di-ied and
removed by a scraper.

Claim.—The mode of drying glue by revolving o>r

rotating metallic surfaces, having their temperature
raised either by steam or hot air, substantially as de-

scribed.

65,378.—George Hall, Middletown, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and William S. Waldrox, same
placi;.

—

Clapboard Gauge.—June 4, 1867.—The tool

is used to assist in sci'ibing the i^rojecting end of a
weather-board in line with the corner strip against
which the edge of the plato is held.

Claim.—TUc combination of the rule B with the
gauge-plate C, wiien hinged upon tho handle A, in

the manner described and for the purpose set forth.

65,379.—AVilliam S. Haruls, Eckford township,
Mich.— Wool-imcking Table.—June 4, 1867.— The
folded fleece is laid on the packing head ; the two op-

posite long flaps are turned up, entering the pins of
one into the holes in the other, the position being
sustained by clamps. The short flaps are then raised,

being locked by springs on the former. The head is

raised by the treadle, tho fleece tied both ways and
then released.

Claim.—First, the employment of longitudinal and
lateral grooves in the upper face of the packing head
M, in combination with the notches in the table flups

to secure the baling twines o, when said head is so
aiTanged as to project above the surface of the turned
down""flai)s, substantially as set forth.

Second, the abutment pins F. in connection and
combination with the flai)s F' F^, for forming a top
abutment over which the lleecc may bo tied both
ways, substantially as speciticd.

Tiiird, the useof tiie connected .ind jointed clamps
H H, in combination witii the spring stops S, for se-

curing tlie table flaps when acting as a press box,

substantially in the mode herein described.

65,380.—James Haslam, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to M. J. Colemax, same place.—iV^ttf Machine.
—June 4, 1867.—The nut is pushed through the feed
hole into the recess of tho catch, which keeps it square.
The punching pin rises and lifts the catch and nut,
and holds them while the edges of the latter are
squared.

Claim.-—The catch G, constructed and arranged
substantially as described in combination with a nut
machine, for the purpose set forth,

65,381.—Joel Heacock, Marlboro', Ohio.—Bee-
hive.—June 4, 1867.—Tiie box stands on feet. An
adjustable plate on the inside descends to the plat-
form and forms a barrier to the ascent of moth or
larva.

Claim.— The quadrangular sheet-metal slide E,
fitting into the lower part of the hive A, and sliding
between guides e", its bottom edges resting upon a
stand or table between the feet/, and provided with
the entrance g, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

65,382.—E. F. Hofmaxx, Poughkecpsic, N. Y.—
Pessary.—June 4, 1867.—The pessary fits around tho
neck of the uterus ; its posterior depression fits tho
convexity of the sacral vertebris and its anterior sur-
face to tlie neck of the bladder. The elevation of
the upper surface supports the cul-de-sac and the flat

inclined sm-faces keep it in position. •

Claim.—A pessary made wedge-shapfd and pro-
vided with concave siu-faces b c, an elevation d, and
flat retreating surfaces e, substantially as and for the
piu'poses set forth.

65,383.—James Hotchkiss and Ezra Buss,
Springfield, Ohio.

—

Brick Machine.—June 4, 1867.

—

The horizontal mold wheel turns iutermittingly under
a vertical pug mill, from which the molds are suc-
cessively filled, and thence passes under a piston or
platen by Avhieh the bricks are pressed in the molds,
from whence they are subsequently lifted and then
turned on edge by a tilter ready for the ofF-bearers.
Ciaim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the driving cam Avheel C and rock shaft levers E
F, for operating the mold wheel and pressing toggles,
substantially as herein specified.

Second, the combination of the pawl H I, adjust-
able in length with the notches J J in the periphery
of the mold wheel, or their equivalents, substantially
as and for the purpose herein sot forth.

Third, the extension of the pug mil! beyond the
center of the mold wheel so that the latter may extend
under the entire bottom of the former without dimin-
ishing the diameter of the same, substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified.

Fourth, the employment of the bottom plate V of
the pug mill as a bearing for the upper journal of the
mold Avheel, the said plate being secured to the frame-
work bv suitable projections a a a, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, the central depressions w in top of the mold
wheel when combined with the extension of the bot-
tom plate of the png mill downwai'd therein, for tho
purposes herein set forth.

Sixth, forming the pressure plate n, mortise or
guide in an extension of the bottom plate V of tho
png mill, as set forth.

Seventh, the combination with each other of tho
mold wheel W, the arc-shaped groove m' in the bot-
tom of the pug mill, the crescent-shaped apertures K.

tiirough the same, and the fillers r r, arranged and
operating together, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

Eighth, the employment of two scrapers P Q, act-

ing successively, one while the clay is under pressure
and tiie other after the clay is relieved from pressure,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Kinth, the movable scraper A' acting in the oppo-
site direction to that of the stationary scrapers, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein sjiecified.

Tenth' the lowering of the followers so as to sink
the biicks after being molded somewhat further in
the molds to receive the pressure of the piston, sub-
stantially in the manner and for tho purpose herein
specified',

Eleventh, the adjusting screws b' b, which support
and adjust the followers in the mold when they are
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set in lucrs a'a' which project into the mold mortises,

substantially as specified.

Twelfth, the construction and arrangement of the

toggles M M with the spring ?n, and operating upon
each other by a cam action, substantially as herein

set forth.

Thirteenth, the vibratiug tilter T, when operated
by a lever IJ and cams T T, substantially as herein
specified.

65,3S4.—Eltas Hoxie, Montezuma, X. Y.—Se-

curing ^agon Seats.—Jvmc 4, 1S67.—The bolt en-

gages a nut beneath the scat, and its head is held by
a staple fastened to the floor of the bed.

Claim.—First, securing the seat to the wagon sill

by means of two or more bolts F extending from the

si'll A to the sill C, so that no holes are made in either

for the said bolt to pass through, nor arc they other-

wise weakened as set forth.

Second, the bolt F, in combination with the nut D
and slotted plat<? E, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

65,385.—Elias Hoxie, Montezuma, N. T.—
Wheel for Vehicles.—June 4, 1867.—The metallic
band encircles the hub ; the ends of the spokes are
driven through it and stayed on alternate sides by
the zigzag flange which forms partial sockets therefor.

Claim.—The metal ring B arranged around the
bub A, and provided with a zigzag flange C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

65,3S6.—Moses G. Huubard, Syracuse, N. Y.—Running Gear for Harvesters.—^\me 4, 1867; an-
tedated May 26, 1867.—For throwing th? cntting ap-

paratus in and out of gear. A spring u^ieu the shift-

lever throws the clutches into engagement without
subjecting them to tlie pressure of the spring, the
pressure being sustained by the lerer and cam face
over which it moves. Bolt plates u])on the wooden
frame prevent the bolt head* from sinking into the
wood and turning therein.
Claim.—The vertical handle A, in combination

with the cam D, formed in thft liorizontal plate B,
and with tliat part of the gear designed to be moved
or shifted out of gear, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Also, the employment of the bok plate L, con-
Btructed as described for securing the bolt, substan-
tially as and for tlie puriwses specified.

Also, the location and arrangement of the spring
G, u{)on the shifting lever and in relation to the shift-

ing gear, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

65,3Sy.—TViLLiAM TV. Hluhell, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Desulphurizing Ores and Eztractina Gold and
Sili-er.—J uue 4, 1867.—Tlie ore is pulvcrizt-a, saturated
with a solution of saltpeter, mixed witli chai-coal, and
burnt. The lieat leaves the ore desiccated and desul-

phurized. Ashes are removed by Avater; the re-

mainder is amalgamated by quicksilver.
Claim.—Saturating tiie pulverized gold or silver

ore with saltpeter, and uniting it with charcoal or
carlwn in other form, ajid applying fire to desulphurize
and desiccate the ore, to extract the precious metal,
sub.stautially as described.

65,388.—He.siiy Jacksox, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Padlock.—June 4, 1867.—The tumblers "arc attached
to tlic sliding bolt. Tiie spring on the guard drives
it toward the seiTated edges of tlie tumblers, and ii

catches upon them before tliey reach tlie stump, when
the plate is pressed in that direction by tlie tentative
picking process. The spring arm iiolds back the bolt
when unlock(*d and is released therefrom as the shackle
enters the case.

C7ai?H.—First, the guard E*, in combination Avith

the tumblers E and jjlate (', all arranged to operate in

the manner substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the arm F, in combination witli the bolt D,
oiTanged to operate in tlic manner substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

65,389.—GusTAVfs A. Jasper, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Retort for Revivifying Bone Charcoal.—'June

4, 1867.—The foot of the ujiper section ia contracted

and has ears by which it is bolted to the correspond-
ingly-shaped upper end of the section below.

Claim.—The improvement in the construction of
either or both of the two retort sections A' B', as de-

scriljed, in order that they may be connected by
screw bolts or screws and nuts, as set forth, and the
upper section A' bo rendered capable of licing inserted
into and withdrawn from the support plates c d, as
explained, each section under such improvement being
contracted or made with a neck h and provided with
ears e c, or their equivalents, substantially as specified.

65,390.—Gilbert Jessup, Shortsvillc, X. Y.—
Plaster Soxver.—June 4, 1867.—The hopper is sus-

pended between the wheels. The stiiTer is suspended
by straps to the front and rear sides of the hopper
alternately ; the parts are actuated by a pivoted yoke
and a zigzag cam on one of the driving wheels. The
gauge plate determines the size of the delivery open-
ings.
Claim.—First, effecting a parallel adjustment of

the delivery or discharge plate G by means of the bent
or anchor fevers h j k, as set forth.

Second, hanging the hopper T down between the
carrier wheels, whereby it is balanced, or nearly so,

upon the said wheels, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

Third, the combination with the vibrating feed bar
D having a serrated edge, the agitators *. Avhen their
lower ends are connected loosely to the said bai- 1),

and the upper end of each alternate one is pivoted to
the front side of the boxT, and the others to the rear,

as shown and for the purpose specified.

65,391.—Jesse JOHXsoN,"WestFallo\Tfield town-
ship. Pa.

—

Bolt Cutter.—June 4, 1867.—The stationary
and the movable knife are included between two
plates, and the sliding knife is moved by its double
rack and the segment gear of the two levers.

Claim.—The combination of knives A and B with
levers E and F, screw D, frame C, and top and bot-
tom plates, as in Figs. 3 and 4, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and employed in the manner and for the pur-
pose shown and explained.

65,392,—"William Keiser, Strondsburg, Pa.—
Grate.—June 4, 1867.—The grate is made in two parts
and each is operated from the outside of the stove.
In dumping, the two parts move together when the
rod is drawn. In shaking, the upper part moves on
the under as the lever is reciprocated.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of tho

parts B and C withthe frame A, substantially as
described ; also the straps d and the wrench D witli
the pins k n', as and for the purposes set Ibi-th.

65,393.—Henry Kellogg, Xcw Haven, Conn.—Machine for Making Paper Hats.—June 4, 1867.

—

The article is formed of fiber suspended in water and
deposited on the inner surface of a pervious " former,"
tiirongh wliicli. the water penetrates as the piston
can-ying the "former' rises. The pulp collected on
the tip of the hat comes in contact with the elastic

couching pad, which yields and extends its pressiu'e
toward tlic band ; the annular pad couches the brim,
and additional pressure consolidates the fibers. The
hat is released by the resistance of the £iir in the cyl-
inder on depression of the piston.
Claim.—First, the combination of the annular pis-

ton carrying tlic pervious former with the cylinder,
and tlie means described, or the equivalent thereof, for
controlling the water, substantially as and for the
purposes described.
Second, tlic combination of the clastic couching

pad, the annular piston carrying the ijcrvious former
and tiie cylinder, substantially as and for the inu-pose
specified.

Third, the combination of the elastic couching pad,
the annidar piston ciirrying the pervious former, the
cylinder, and the means for stopping the couching
pad to compress tlie fibers, substantially as and for
tiie purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the elastic couching pad,
the couching annulus, tlie annular piston carrying the
pervious fonncr, and the cylinder, substantially as
and for the puriwse specified.

Fifth, the combination of the means for automati-
cally controlling the water in the cylinder, of raising
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and lowering the annular pistoncarrying the pervious
former, and the cyUnder, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.
And finally, the combination of the cylinder, the

annular piston carrying the pervious former, the
elastic couching pad, and the means for stopping the
upward movement of the couching pad, substantially
as and for the pui'pose specified.

65,394.—Timothy Kennedy, Hamden, Conn.,
assignor to Thomas Kennedy, Branford, Conn.

—

Machine for Turning the Heads of Screws.—June 4,

1867.—The arc-shaped cutter occupies a slot in the
holder, eccentric to the center of motion of its shaft,

and is moved by a cam on another shaft so as to shave
the head of the screw which protrudes from the tube
on the standard.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cutter holder
B with the cutter E' and the cam F, constructed and
arranged so as to operate substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the segmental cutter E,
having its cutting edge formed as described, with the
holder B, said holder being arranged to move the said
cutter around a central point into cutting position,
substantially as herein set forth.

65,393.—Theodore E. King, Painesville, Ohio.—Spring for Holding Cloth in Sewing Machines.—
June 4, 1867.—The steel strip has teeth on the end
which are pressed into the folded, or two thicknesses
of cloth, to hold the fabric straight while sewing that
length.

Claim.—The tension spring constructed substan-
tially as set forth, for the purpose described.

65,396.—George T. B. Ladd, Boston, Mass.—
Skate.—June 4, 1867.—The runners are j)ivoted within
slots in the pedestals below the sole, and have a cer-

tain freedom of motion therein, in a vertical plane.
Claim.—First, the combination of the sectional

runners, as specified, with the recessed projection,
within whicli they are hinged or pivoted under the
arrangement herein described, so that the rocking
motion of the runners shall be limited and stopped
at certain points of the said projection or shoulder, as
set forth.

Second, the combination of the sectional runners
and recessed projections, within which they are
hinged, as described, with the elastic foot rest, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

65,397.—R. M. Lafferty, Three Elvers, Mich.,
assignor to himself and J. E. and J. P. Prutzman.—
Combined Cover Lifter, Hammer, <6c.—June 4, 1867.

—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of the screw-driver E,
tack-drawer G, litter H, hammer-head I, the corruga-
tion J of the jaw F, engaging with the extension piece
K, to form pincers, knife-sharpening plate L, in one
implement, constructed as herein described.

65,398.—Emile Lamm, ISTew Orleans, La.—Mak-
ing Crystal Shred Gold for Dentists^—June 4, 1867.

—

To 3 parts nitro-muriate of gold add 2 parts of water
and 1 part sugar ; evaporate and lift the shreds of
gold from the bath Avith an india-rubber spoon ; filter,

wash, dry, and heat to a dull red in a crucible.

Claim.—The above process, or any other process
substantially the same, as specified.

65,399.—Emile Lamm, ITcw Orleans, La.—Pre-
parbig Gold for Filling Teeth.—Juno 4, 1867.—To
tlie nitro-muriate of gold add boiling water and gum-
arabic, evaporate in a bath ; the gum causes the ni-

trous acid to pass off in fumes, and the fibers of gold
are removed by a spoon or glass rod.

Claim.—Tlie use of all organic substances soluble
in solutions of gold, with the exception of saccharine
substances, for making crystalized fibrous gold by
any process, substantially tlie same as that herein de-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

65,400.—Thomas Leeson, Sharon, Wis.— Post
Hole Auger.—Juno 4, 1867.—The pitcli of tlic spiral
blade is adjustable by means of the set nuts.

Claim.—Tlie comijinatiou of the spiral spring plate
C and nuts D and E with each other and with the

shank A, substantially as herein shown and described
for the purpose set forth.

65,40.1.—George H. Leithead, East Birming-
ham, Penn.

—

Medical Compound.—-Juae 4, 1867.

—

Composed of refined sugar, 8 lbs. ; alcohol, 2 oz.
;

borax, 1 oz.
;
gum-arabic, 1 oz. ; laudanum, ^ oz.,

and soft water, 2 i qts.

Claim.—A medical compound consisting of water,
^gar, borax, gum-arabic, laudanum or morphia, or
other similar opiate, with or without alcohol, about
in the proportion named, and for the purposes set
forth.

65,402.—VOLNEY Leonard, Springfield, Penn.—Beehive.—Jime 4, 1867.—The hinged metallic plate
is let down to close the apertures, or raised to form
an alighting board for the upper portion of the hive.
The moth trap consists of grooved and notched strips.

The spare honey boxes do not admit the queen.
Claim.—First, the plate D applied to the hive B in

relation with the holes g, as shown, in combination
with the fastenings or pivoted notched plates jj, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the moth-trap composed of the grooved and
notched strips h applied to the hive, substantially as
shown and described.

65,403.— H. TV. Libbey, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Carriage Top Prop-rest. —June 4, 1867.—Formed
with a rectangular metallic socket and a cylindrical
cover of rubber.
Claim.—The metallic sleeve A, and cushion B,

combined as and for the purpose set forth.

65,404i--HENRY Lighty, Attica, Ind.—Evapo-
rator.—-Tune 4, 1867.—The series of pans are con-
nected together at alternate ends by means of short
troughs with strainers. The perforated skimmer
drives the scum into the overflow passages.
Claim.—The skimmer G, when constructed and

operated, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

65,405.—Wm. Lowe, Bridgeport Coim.—Steam
Generator.—June 4, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

C^aim.-Constructing cylindrical boilers, commonly
known as plain horizontal tubular or fiue boilers, with
one or more openings in the sides or bottom of said
boilers which shall communicate with a combustion
chamber inside of the boiler, and connected by tubes
or flues with the back end of the boiler, through
which the products of combustion are made to pass,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

65,406.—E. C. Ludlow, St. Louis, Mo.—Sifter.

—June 4, 1867.—A flange around the inside of the
bottom affords a support for the wire cloth and the
hoop.
Claim.—The combination of the batten a, head c,

top e, and the sieve h, substantially as and for the
piu'poses herein described.

65,407.—tlOHN LusK, Jr., Eckford, Mich..—Tour-
niquet Clamp.—Jmwq 4, 1867.—The metallic tourni-

quet clamp is furnished with set-screws and a peculiar
pair of lips or guides, to be used in castrating ani-

mals.
Claim..—The tourniquet clamps A, provided with

the guide lips C, and operated by tlmmb screws B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose here-
in set forth.

65,40S.-E015ERTMackenzie andJames Cooper,
New York, N. Y.—Fire Escape.—June 4, 1867,—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The fire escape consisting of the inclined

track ropes C C, their upper ends secured to the cross-

bar B of tlie Aviudow frame, their lower ends to the
ground bar D, and forming tracks upon which the car
E slides to the latter, being guided by the cars a a
fitting around said track ropes, and operated by
means of the hoisting tackle F G h, when all are con-

structed and m-rauged as described, for the purpose
specified.
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65,409.—Carule Masox, Chicago, lil.—Safety
Taive for Steain Generator.—June 4, 1867.—The
safety valve has an additional lever connected with
the valves proper, so that when any jar deranges the
weight or takes it from the main lever, so much of it

is transferred to the additional lever and the pressure
on the valve maintained equal, notwithstanding' the
disturbance of the weight. "When the valve is lifted

by the steam the additional lever does not interfere

Avith its action.

Claim.—First, the lever C, arranged substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the weight supporter D E, provided with a
spring k, substantially as specified.

Third, the catches i, when so constructed as to re-

main in position when the weight is elevated by the
main lever, and to project when the Aveiglit is elevated
fiom any external disturbance, substantiallv as speci-

fied.

Fourth, the arrangement of the spring h witli the
lever C, or tlieir equivalents, so as to prevent the es-

cape of steam whenever the weight is agitated from
any cause, such ai'rangement being substantially as
specified.

Fifth, the combination of the lever C and spring k
with the lever B and weight F, substantially as speci-

fied.

Sixth, the combination of the lever C, rod or rods
c, and lever B with the valve a, substantially as speci-

fied.

Seventh, the combination of the cylinder D and cap
E with the spring k and rod h, substantially as set

forth.

Eighth, the combination of the weight supporter
D E, provided with a spring k and catches i, lever C,
and rod c, with the lever B. cylinder A, valve a, and
weight F, substantially as and' for the purposes speci-

fied.

65,410.—Wm. Mathews, Bridgeport. Conn., as-

signor to himself and L. W. Eatox, same place.

—

Ratchet Drill.—June 4, 1867.—The winch is con-
nected to the operating bevel wlieel by two pawls,
one of which engages a spur ratchet and the other a
crown ratcliet to allow rotation in either dii'ection.

Cldim.—The combination of the pawl F and dog
n with the ratchet wheel G, when constructed and
ananged to operate as herein described and shown.

65,411.—F. McMaxus, Ellenburgh Center, IS".

T.

—

Axle for Wagons, die.—^lune 4, 1867.—The spin-

dle of the axle is wound witli wire, which comes in
contact with the Iwxing of tlie hub.
Claim.—TTindiug the part of a wooden axle upon

which the wheel revolves with metallic wire, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,412.—TVm. D. Mexdekhall, Farmington.
'ni.—Plow Share.—June 4, 1867.—The mold board
and share are a segment of a cylinder whose axis is

parallel with the share edge.
Claim.—The method of forming or shaping any

plow share or mold board, or both combined, with a
concave surface of any desired radius and area ex-

tending from the breast c of the plow towards the
opposite side d, or in a line parallel, or nearly so, to
the cut of the share.

65,43 3.— S. S. MrDDi.ERROOK, Sandy Hook,
Conn.

—

Felting Machine.—June 4, 1867.—Tiic frames
canwing the endless aprons are reciprocated by pit-

mans and cranks, and belts on the crank wlieels' turn
spur wheels actuating the lower rollers of the endless
aprons.

Claim.—The combination of the endless aprons
C C, reciprocating and revolving at diflerent veloci-

ties, as and for the purpose described.

65,414.—Hf.xry F. Mooue and James S. Blais-
DELL, Medford. Mass., assignors to Hexhv F. Mooue,
same place.

—

Hanging Wagon Scata.—June 4. 1867.—
The upper leaves of the liinges are secured beneath,
and the under leaves to strips which arc adjustable
\ij pins on the edge of the wagon box : when in the
forward position the seat may be folded over in front.

Claim.—So attaching the hinges C to the body and
seat of the wagon that the seat will be allowed to

slide back and forth, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Also, in combination with the above, the pins ft, or

their equivalents, for locking the seat B in place, sub-
stantially as set forth.

65,415.—Thomas Morris, McGregor, Iowa.—
Fence.—June 4, 1867.—The ends of the panels are
joined by entering the end rails of one between the
upright slats of the next; notched braces protioide
between the upper rails and stay the fence laterally.

Claim.—The panels A and braces C, constructed
and combined with each other, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described, and for the pm--
pose set forth.

65,416.—M. A. MORTOX and D. F. MoRTOX, An-
gola, IST. Y.—Fruit Gatherer.—June 4, ] 867.—At the
end of the pole is a jaw and bag attached ; another
jaAV is pivoted to the pole and actuated l)y a rod.

Claiin.—A fruit picker, constructed and operating
substantially as herein set forth.

65,43 7.—JOHX Xeal, Sheboygan, Wis.—Churn.
—June 4, 1867.—The earthenware churn is set within
a tub of tempered water ; from the sides of the tub
rise the standards wliich support the gearing, giving
motion to the rotaiy vertical dasher.

Claim.—The combination of the earthenware ves-

sel A and the metallic bearing posts H, substantially

as set forth and shown, for th« purpose of adapting
revolving dashers operated by gearing to an earthen-
ware churn.

Also, in combination with the dashers F, the strip-

per D, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Also, in combination with posts H and earthenware
vessel A, the hinged cap h, constructed and operated
substantially as set forth.

Also, coniiccting the bearing posts H to the earth-

enware Acssel A by passing "^a shank of the post
through a vertical hole in a suitable lug or projection
and securing said shank by a screw nut, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as set forth.

65,418.-A. F. TV. ITeyxaber, Philadelphia, Pa.—Boiler Feeder.—June 4, 1867.—The fall of water
from the lower ends of the pipes allows the steam to

enter the pipes and the floats to fall; this opens a
passage for the steam to tlie doctor engine and sets

it in motion, which continues until the Avater enter-

ing the tubes raises the floats and cuts off the steam
from the said engine.

Claim.—First, the construction of the valve A,
witJi reference to tlio orifice of pipe B, whereby the
steam is allowed to flow tlirough pipe B, for the pur-
pose of blowing an alann wliistle attached to pipe C,
and raising the piston D, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of valve A', piston D,
lever E, support F, weiglit G, pipes H and I. substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose as described.

65,43 9.—"Wm. H. IfOYES, Franklin, 'Pa.—Pump.
—June 4, 1867.—The lower valve is reciprocated, the
upper one is stationary and the pitman rod slides

through it. The whole valve apparatus may be in-

troduced or withdrawn by the pitman, a collar on the
same pusliing the upper valve box down to place.

Claim.—The pump herein described, constructed
with the collar E', upon the plunger rod E, vahed
plunger C D, and a valve box G, jidanteil to be re-

moved by the plunger C, and forced uowu into the
converging pump barrel by the collar E', all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

65,420.—Levereit H. Oi.mstead, Xewark, N. J.,

assignor to Wiufiiir &- S.Mii n. same place.

—

Tighten-
ing ^nd Looaening Wheels on Shafts.—.Tunc 4, 1867.

—iladially sliding Ijlocks in the siiaft are driven out
against the inside of t!ie pulley hub, by the conical
end of an axial screw pin.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
slide B, screw y and pin or block X, constructed and
operating as described, for the purpose of tightening
or loosening wheels on shafts, as set forth.

65,421.—P. Paradis and R. Eeilly, Eochcster.
N. Y.—Center Platefor Stove Tops.—June 4, 1867.—
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The plates are divided, as stated, to prevent strain-

ing of the metal when expanded by heat.
Claim.— Dividing the center plates of cooking-

stove tops transversely through the narrow portion
and connecting them by loose or sliding joints, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

65,423.— Gakdner R. Parker, "Worcester.
Mass., assignor to Dodge & "Welunoton, same
place.

—

Centering and Squaring Chuck.—June 4,

18G7.—Improvement on the patent of X. F. Xewell,
January 29, 1861. Two cutters are used for squaring
up the end of the bar, whose inner corners support
the drill. The drill is held in the slotted socket,

whose segments are sprung together upon it by a set

screw.
Claim.—The particular combination and relative

aiTangement of the head A, slotted thimble B, drill a,

and cutters A A', substantially as and for the pur-
poses above described.

65,423.—W. r. Parker, Meriden, Conn.—Am-
tomatic Feeder of Bolt Blanks.—June 4, 1867.—As
the slide is reciprocated the shanks of the blanks
drop into the slot and the blanks are carried out of
the hopper down the incline.

Claim.—Beveling the upper and slotted end of the
vertically moving bar, as described and shown, in
order that the screw blanks may, by tho force of
gravity, slide off the end of said bar, substantially as
set forth.

65,424.—Thomas Pattersox, Kew York, IT. Y.—Pump.—Jimc 4, 1867.—The oscillation of tho pip^on
di'aws the water alternately through each side open-
ing and discharges it through the other. Tho piston

is actuated by the segmental rack attached to a lever
and engaging a spui- wheel on the piston shatt.

Claim.—Fii-st, a pump having °.:i oscillating piston

I within the cylinder A, which cylinder is provided
with a partition or abutment, E, and connected with
two channels c and d, all arranged substantially as

described.
Second, the semi-cylindrical chambers cd e and/,

provided with the valve* g h i and A;, and divided by
means of a partition E, all substantially as set forth.

65,425.—Cassius C. Peck and Francis E. En-
GLEHARL'T, New York, iJ^. Y.

—

Manufacture of Du-
rogel.—June 4, 1867.— Artificial ivory ; composed of
glue, sulphui'ic acid, bichromate of potash, and sul-

phide of calcium.
Claim.—Fii-st, the use of bichromate of potassa

with the addition of mineral acids, such as sulphm-ic
or sulphurous acid, and in combination with penta-

sulphide of calcium, or their respective equivalents,

substantially as and /or the purpose set forth.

Second, the use of chloride of lime in addition and
combination with common glue, substantiallv as set

forth.

65,426.—EUFUS Peet, Castile, IT. T.—Si'.hsoil

Plow.—June 4, 1867.—The share and wearing parts
of the landside and sole are made detachable for

removal.
Claim.—First, the combination of the parts E F G

H with each other and with the upright D and stand-
ard B, said parts being constructed and an-anged sub-

stantially in tlio form and manner herein sliown and
describell and for the ])urposes set forth.

Second, foi-ming a projection d upon the landside
of the forward edge of the upright D, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the piu'poso

set forth.

65,427.-HENRY PiTCKFORTH and TVsr. Bexsox.
Muscatine, Iowa.— Machine for Destroying Potato
Bugs.—June 4, 1867.—The reel whips the bugs from
the'viiies, and they ai-e crushed between the rollers in

the box beneath tho hopper.
Claim.—First, the combination of tho reel P, hop-

per O, and rollers K with each other, substantially as

herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, operating the rollers K, from tho drive
wheel C, by means of the gear wheels E F N M L,
substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, operating the reel P, from the rollers K, by
means of the band R and pulleys S and T, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

65,428.-Wm. H. Pollard, Seneca Falls, IT. Y.,
assignor to James H. Gould, same place.

—

Axle Box.
—June 4, 1867.—The box has circumferential corruga-
tions at each end and serrated feathers at the larger
end, all to give firm bearing' to the hub.

Claim.—The box A, provided with the corrugations
a a, operatiug in connection with the hub, as herein
set forth.

65,429.—Frederick B. Porter, Detroit, Mich.—Telegraph Signal Key.—June 4, 1867.— An addi-
tional point of metal is placed above the key, similar,
and connected similarly to the ordinary one beneath,
so that the key can be worked in both directions, usu-
ally alternately, beginning, generally, with a down-
ward movement after each pause.
Claim.—First, the supplemental point, or its eqxdv-

alent, for the completion of the circuit O, connected,
arranged, and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.
Second, the additional spring, or its equivalent, K,

arranged, and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described, in combination with
the above.

65,430.—G. W. Putnam, PeterbOTo', N. Y.—
Dredging Box.—June 4, 1867.—^Tho box has a trans-
Terse partition containing a valve, and has side per-
forations.

Claim.—The sprinkle, consisting of the vessel A,
having valve E and cross partition D, forming com-
partments B C, substantially as described.

65,431.—Wm. H. Eagan, Fillmore, Indiana, as-
signor to himself and IT. K. Jones, Tcn-e Haute,
Ind.

—

Cheese Press.—June 4, 1867.—The screw is

socketed in the follower and rotated by a fixed spur
wheel, which engages the elongated pinion. The
platforms rest on horizontal rails, on an inclined bed,
having rollers resting on the latter during part oftheir
movement towards the press.
Claim.— First, the arrangement of the vertical

screw C in the frame A A, in combination with the
elongated pinion jj, actuatins: it by means of the spm:
wheel p', substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Second, the inclined bed E, provided with level rails

d d, in combination with the platform h, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

65,432.—John Ealston, Slippery Eock, Pa.—
Sheep Sheaj-s.—June 4, 1867.—One of tho arms car-
ries a throe-pointed cutter and the other is pivoted to
and actuates the pivoted-cutter blade.
Claim.—Yirst, the cutter C, when pivoted to the

face of the cutter A and secured to the spring B,
snbstaiitially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.
Second, the stationarv notched bar A, when sec"rcd

to the spring B, in combination with the movable cut-
ter G, which is pivoted to the plate A and secured to
the slotted end e of the opening B, all as set foith.

65,433.—Wm. H. Eannels. Oakland Mills. Pa.—
Harness Pad Block.—June 4, 1867.—Tho pad leather
is placed on the form, and the presser brought down
upon its edges and clamped in place by the hinged
link.

Claim.—The bow presser B, having its legs cm-ved
outwards and hinged to oblique staples g q, in com-
bination with the lilock A, when constructed as herein
specified.

65,434.—T. C. EipTiARDSON, Benton, Maine, as-

signor to himself and" Wm. Simi'SON, same place.

—

Potato Digger.—Jun<>4, 1867.—The machine is drawn
across tho rows, and when the digger teeth are inserted
beneath the potatoes tlie axleistiirown around by the
hand lever, to deposit the potatoes and earth upon tho
screen—an attendant raking the former into a box,
the latter falling through the scree^i.

Ciaim.—First, attaching the teeth D of the digger
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directly to the axle A of the machine, substantially
as herein shown and dcscfibed.
Second, operating the diprger to lift the potatoes

from the ground by means of the lever J attached to
the axle A, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Third, the combination of the screen G and receiv-

ing box H with the axle A and teeth D, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purposes
set forth.

65,435.—F. RiCHTER, Milwaukee, Wis.—Pump.
—June 4, 1867.—The valve box is upon the side of the
cylinder and contains an air chamber. The pump is

double acting, the two pairs of valves being so ar-

ranged that while one end of the cylinder is filling

the other is discharging, and vice versa.

ClUiim.—The arrangement of cylinder B, plunger
L, yalve chest C. and valves H with the water pass-
ages and air chamber K, as described.

65,436.—John L. Eit,e, ifew York, N. T., as-

signor to Asa L. Shipman, same place.

—

Paper for
the Manufacture of Letter and Invoice Files.—June
4, 1867.—The paper is prepared by coating one-half of
each surface with raucdage in narrow strips. The
coated strips on one side come opposite to the bare
strips ou the other.

Clahn.—The preparation of paper and other simi-
lar- sheets in the manner substantially as described
and lor the purposes specified.

65,437.—Hexry Y. Eoberts, Fayette City, Pa.—Steam Engine.—June 4. 1867.—The steam is ex-
hausted from the smaller cylinder into the larger one,
and acts ou the piston therein, both by pressure and
condensation.

Claim.—The large steam cylinder D, furnished with
a piston ajid piston rod, and with the pipes k and m
for admittiu"^ and discharging water alternately at its

oppositt^ ends, in combination with a high-pressure
steam cylinder A, when such cylinders are connected
together by exhaust steam pipes//, substantially as
and for the pm-poses hereinoefore described.

65,438— J. H. Sardam, Wellington, Ohio.—
Feather Cleaning Machine—June 4, 1867.—The rota-
ting cylinder has doors for ingress, and contains steam
pipes which may communicate with the inside of the
cylinder by valve ports. The steam passes through
the tubulai' journals of the cylinder.

Claim.—First, the pipes E, provided with holes H
and valve I, as arranged, in comlnnation with the
central pipe E' and chambers E F', for the purposes
and in the manner as described.
Second, the chambers F F' and pipes E E', in com-

bination with the cylinder A, pipes Gr and G', and
faucet R, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,439—J. W. Shiveley, :N'ew York, N. Y.—
Haihvay Chair.—June 4, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent, July 10, 1866. The web of the rtiil is trans-
versely slotted to embrace a rib upon one of the cheek
pieces. The said rib has tenons which traverse the
other cheek piece transversely and are secured by
keys. The upper flange of the rails is partially cut
away, counterpart inner projections of the cheek
pieces entering these cavities. The rail ends are
scarped together.

Claim.—First, the recesses in the rail ends, in com-
bination with a cheek bar which fits into said re-

cesses, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination of the longitudinal rib

/, its equivalent with the cheek bar, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

Third, making the cheek bars B and B, and central
rib/, one piece, with the chair C, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

65,440.—Xelson Sylvester, Weymouth, Ohio.—Horse and Cattle Poke.—June 4, 1867.—The tongue
is held to a forward inclination by the spring, out
when pressed against the fence, swings downward
and uncovei*s the spikes, which ai'c otherwise hidden
in the cross-piece.

Claim.—The spring E, plate F, and spikes e, in
combination with tongue C, cross-piece D, pin 6, and
bow A, substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

65,441.-8. D. Simmons, Brooklyn, N, Y.—Bread
Cutter.—June 4, 1867.—Improvement ou his patent,
July 25, 1865. The knife is attached to the pivot bar
and has a draw cut on the loaf set to a gauge on tho
box cover. The slices fall into the open compart-
ment.

Claim.—The box A, provided with two compart-
ments 6 6', in combination with the knife B, having
the bar D attached about at right angles with pivots
e, at its end, to work in bearings/, and a slit or space
c, allowed at the top of the box for the knife, as it is

brought down to work into the compartment d', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

65,442.—Thomas P. Sink, Fairton, N. J.—Roller
for boarding Oyster Dredges.—-June 4, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The right and left hand screw roller, as
attached to the gunwale of an oyster boat, for tho
purpose of boarding an oyster dredge, as herein 'do-
scribed.

65,443.—George Sprague, Spring Hill, Kan.

—

Machine for Marking Corn Ground.—-Juno 4, 1867.

—

Of the four marking wheels the outer ones are axled
on hinged wings and may be thrown up l)y levers.

Claim.—First, the hinged side wings E E, with
wheels B' B', on their outer ends, combined with
the truck frame A, with wheels B B, and lovers a a,

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the guide rod d, on the tongue D, and the

measuring line e, in combination with the truck frame
A, employed as herein described.

65,444.—Robert Stuart, Elmira, 1^. Y.—En-
gine Governor.—.June 4, 1667.—The governor weights
are attached to tho elliptic springs at midlength and
operate by the longitudinal contraction of the springs
to decrease the ports of the throttle valve.
Claim.—First, the elliptical springs E E, and hinges

c c, when attached to cross heads C D, constructed
and operating as described and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, tho weight balls G, operating in combina-
tion Avith axes o, and hinged springs E, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

Third, tho combination and arrangement of the
hinged springs E E, and cross heads C D, hollow-
shaft B, and valve-rod A, constructed and operating
as described, and for the purposes set forth.

65,445.—Curtis R. Stickney, Hartford, Conn.

—

Match Box and Candlestick Combined.—-June 4, 1867.

—The matches and candle are can-ied in parallel

cases, and the cover of tho former is adapted to pro-
tect the wick.

Claim.—First, tho combination of a match box and
a self-acting candlestick, Avhen formed of two parallel

tubes, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the tube e with the out-

side shell d, and the cover D, substantially as herein
described and for the purpose set forth.

Thu-d, the cover D, having a receptacle for the
wick of the candle, substantially as herein described.
Fourth, the placing of the roughened surface E in

such a position that one of the tubes shall serve as a
guide for the match when passed over its surface,
substantially as herein described.

65,446.—Edwin D. Sturdevant, Gcrmantown,
Ohio.

—

Revolving Stand for Pictures.—Ji\ne 4, 1867.

—The revolvable frame has several stories, and its

various panels afford frames for the display of pic-

tures.
Claim.—First, the rotary frame n' g', pivoted in

the manner described, when an'anged upon revolving
chambers, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

Second, the series of revolving chambers furnished
with brackets h h, and arranged to exhibit two or
more tiers of rotary double picture frames, substan-
tiaUy us and for the purpose specified.

65,447.-Seman Tabei{, St. Joseph, 'Ho.—Lift-
ing Jack.—June 4, 1867.—The foot of the standard
and tho hook of the lifting bar are inserted beneath
the rail ; the latter is raised by depressing the lever,

which is suspended by a link from a tooth on tho
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rack of the standard. Spring pawls engage the
rack to maintain the position attained.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
pawls or dogs F I, springs G- M and i, levers H, lift-

ing hook D, bar B, and socket K in the handle L,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

65,448.—Verlin G. Tansey, Quincy, JA.—Fire
Kindler.—June 4, 1867.—The wick receives bm-ning
fluid from the reservoir and sponge and is lighted
and placed under fuel to kindle it.

Claim.—An improved fire kindler, constructed and
an-anged substantially as herein shown and described
and for the pui-poses set forth.

65,449.—Isaac C. Tate, 15"ew London, Conn.—
Vise for Holding TFbod.—June 4, 1867.—The bulb on
the stem of the vice is held in a socket whose portions
are clamped upon it by a set screw. The vise has
thus a universal motion within a given range, to pre-
sent the work as required.
Claim.—The universal joint D, constructed as de-

scribed, consisting of the shank A, arm B, to which
the cup lever C is pivoted and adjusted by means of
the set screw h, adapted to support and adjust the
ball Gr in any desired position, substantially as de-

scribed for the pm-pose specified.

65,450.—Henry Thompson, Rockland, Me.—
Windlass for Vessels.—June 4, 1867.—The chain as
it comes on board passes over a roller which is sup-
ported on a standard and moved b y one of the pawl
cases to which it is attached, so as to push the coil

away by a succession of impulses and prevent the
overriding of the chain.
Claim.—The arrangement as well as the combina-

tion of the vibratory standard F and its roller c, or
the equivalent thereof, with the windlass A and one
of its pawl cases C C, so as to be operated by such
pawl case, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as hereinbefore specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the vi-

bratory standard F, its roller c, or the equivalent
thereof, the stay G, and the connection bar d, as de-

scribed, the whole to be applied to the deck and
windlass of a vessel, and the pawl case of such wind
lass of a vessel, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore explained.

65,451.—Theodore E.TiMBY, Saratoga Springs
X. Y.

—

Ventilating Door.—June 4, 1867.—^Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Ventilating rooms by means of the holes

a or slots a' at the top or bottom of doors, provided
upon each side with beveled or hollowed-out deflectors

B or B', immediately above the said holes and pro-

jecting over them, substantially as herein shown and
described.

65,452.—Wm. H. Topham, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himselfand Peck, Brothers & Co., same
place.

—

Motor Regulator and Register Attachtnent
for Organs.—JnuG 4, 1867.—To operate the bellows
by water-power. The valve is connected to stops by
which tlie power is regulated by the organist. The
rising top of tlie bellows is connected by toggle levers

to the connecting rod of two bell cranks, to change
their position and regulate the flow of water through
the valve.
Claim.—First, the combination of the plates K K

with the plug G and cylinder D of the valve, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the imrpose herein
set forth.

Second, in combination with the plug G and its

spindle H and bearing I, the cap h, and tlie nut or
nuts upon the spindle, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of a regulator valve with
an organ register V, wlieu constructed and arranged
so as to operate substantially in the manner set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the rod ^V, the register

V, and tlie rod R, with a regulator valve and the bel-

lows, when constructed and arranged so that the
register operates substantially as set forth,

65,453.—J. F. Troxel, Bloomsville, Ohio.—
Steam. Engine.—June 4, 1867.—The headless cylinder
has three pistons, the outer two of which are attached
to the axial piston rod which is connected to one

arm of an oscillating lever. The other piston has
two rods attached to a cross-head which is connected
to the other arm of the oscillating lever, said lever
being connected to the crank. The outer pistons
move the slide valve by pins in the same which enter
the cylinder through slots.

(7 Jaim.—Fii'st, the special arrangement ofthe pistons
B B' B", rods C C, cross-head G, andlinks F, in com-
bination with the lever D, link H, and crank wheel I,
for the pm'pose and in the manner substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the sliding valve a, as arranged in combi-
nation with the pistons B B' B", and operated in the
manner as and for the purpose herein substantially
set forth.

65,454.—Sajiuel Yanstone, Providence, R. L,
assignor to himself and John Stuart, same place.

—

Making Car Wheels.—Jmie 4, 1867.—The rim and
web of the wheel are forged from wrought-iron, and
the hub cast thereto.

Claim.—Constructing a car wheel by first forging
or stamping the part B with the lugs C, around the
central hole 6, and then casting the hub thereon, sub-
stantially as described.

65,455.—Enoch "Waite, South ISTatick, Mass.
—Felting Machine.—June 4, 1867.—The material is

placed on a feed apron, passes between two fluted
rollers to a card cylinder, and is then taken between
two endless aprons over the series of tables, and be-
neath the longitudinally and transversely reciprocat-
ing platens. A circumferentially grooved roller rests
upon the endless apron and card cylinder housing, to
arrest flying filaments blown up by the said cylinder
and transfer them to the card surface.

Claim.—The combination of the card cylinder, the
feeding mechanism, the carrying aprons, and one or
more felting tables, and the platen or platens thereof,
working longitudinally of the machine, the whole
being arranged substantiaUy as described.

Also, the combination of the transversely-gTooved
roller N, the card cylinder, the carrying aprons, and
one or more sets of felting beds or platens, an-anged
substantially and so as to operate as specified.

Also, the combination of one or more sets of felting
platens and mechanism for moving them transversely
to the sheet of felt, with one or more sets of such pla-

tens and their mechanism for moving them longitu-
dinally of the sheet or felt, the whole being substan-
tially as and for the purpose as hereinbefore described.

Also, the combination ofthe feeding mechanism, the
card cylinder, the two endless aprons, the beds, and
longitudinally and transversely-working platens, pro-
vided with machinery for operating tliem, substan-
tially as described.

65,456.—Enoch Waite, Franklin, Mass.,assign-
or to himself and The Elliott Felting Mills, same
place.

—

Machine forforming Bats for Felting Wad-
ding, d-c.—June 4, 1867.—The mechanism of the end-
less apron, and that of the auxiliary carder are so
connected that the transverse bat w'ill.be delivered
fairly on the other. The dolFer ofthe auxiliary carder
has a portion of its circumference equal to the width
of the endless apron, unclothed. The bat is taken
from the dofl'er of tlie feed roller and carried to the
transverse card-clothed bars of endless belts running
at right angles to and over the endless apron. The
bat is removed from the card bars by a frame which
is automatically depressed upon it.

Claim.—The combination of the endless apron C,
and the feeding drum I, of the auxiliary carding en-

gine, by or Avith mechanism, whereby the speed of
the said drum may be controlled by, or increased or
diminished with, that of the apron, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Also, the endless carrier and the striker made and ar-

ranged in manner and provided with mechanism for
operating them as described.

Also, the application ofthe projections of the striker

to their bars by hinges,or mechanical equivalents there-

for, in order that the projections may vibrate ormove
relatively to the bars so as not to impede the motion
of the carrier.

Also, the combination of the endless apron C, the
feeding drum I, and the doff"er H, bv or with mechanism
whereby the speeds of both the ii'um and doflfcr are
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varied with that of the endless apron, the same being
for the purposes or objects explained.

65,457.—Adam Werer, XcwTork, N. Y.—Kiln
for reburning and purifying bone black.—-Tune 4,

1867.—For revivifying bono charcoal. The fui-nace

is erected on iron pillars. The retorts are so arrang-
ed in relation to each other and the fire lines that the
heat is retained in contact with the retorts until it

escapes to the chambers under tlie drying floor. The
retorts are suspended on hanging rods.
Claim.—Fir^t, the columns A', having cast upon

their upper ends the plates «, in combination with the
angle plates ^p, supporting the fire bricks <? 5, the
bed plates a a, and asli pan L, substantially as de-
scribed for the pm'pose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the inclined partitions
h ft^between the single retorts D D, and cast upon
them and between the fire spaces k k and m in, in the
rear of said retorts, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

Third, the horizontal fire flues K K', and dampers
n n, in combination with the retorts, substantially as
described for the purposes specified.
Fourth, the hanging rods c, extending in sections

from front to rear^nder the coolers, and suspended
from the plates a, by means of the hangers d, arrang-
ed to support a series of retorts, as herein set forth
for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the suspended iron ash pan L, in combina-
tion with the furnace C, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

Sixth, the flanges v, cast upon the upper ends of
the lower sections of the retorts E, aiTanged in such
a manner as to form partitions between the upper re-

torts and lower retorts E and E', substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

65,458.—Wexdelix Weis, St. Paul, Minn.—
Apparatus for the Manufacture of Vinegar.—June
4, 1867.—Improvement on his patent, March 5, 18()7.

The vertictd series of shelves incline alternately in
contrary directions, having passages on their lower
sides for the overflow of the liquid, over which the
hot and cold air is passed. The sides of the case
open for convenience of cleaning.

Claim.—The vinegar apparatus which is construct-
ed so that the vinegar and the air pass in zigzag lines
over and around shelves B, in opposite directions to
each other, and wliicli is provided with hot and cold
air pipes, and with removable end boards or such that
can be opened, all substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and d(?scribed.

65,459.—Abel Whitlock, Danbnry, Conn.—
Lamp Burner.—Juno 4, 1867.—The flexible band
passes through a loop on one side of the burner, and
as tightened by a screw on the other side. It rests upon
a foot flange of the chimney to maintain the latter in
position.

Claim.—The flexible strap B, in combination with
the screw F, or its equivalent for the pmpose set forth.

65,460.—^JOHN B. WiLLETT, Wcst Meridien,
Conn.—Pirt^e Lifter.—Juno 4, 1867.—The hooked
arms pass through holes in the head plate of the han
die and their upper ends arc attached to the spring
lever whose depression by the thumb di-a«'S up and
contracts the hooks upon the plate.

Claim.—The combination ofthe handle A, the lever
D, and hooked arms C, three or more constructed and
operating substantially in the manner as herein set
forth.

65,461.—EDWA.RD T. Woodward, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Coffee Po(.—June 4, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent, March 25, 1862. The percolator is for use in
an ordinary cofl'ee pot. The heated water ascends
through the central conical tube and is discharged
through the foraminorft plate, upon the cofl'ee, from
whence it drains, and again follows the same course.

Claim.—The detached fountain percolator con-
Btructed as described, consisting of the taper metal
tube A, upon the inverted cup B, and supporting the
cylindrical cap C, with the perforated bottom, through
which the taper tube e passes, tube i, cap D, ^\ith

the perforated plate g, tulje E F,branch tubes h', cup
top F, and cover k, combined and operating subatan-
tisilly as described for the purpo.so specified.

65,462.—Charles F. TVorcii, Kew York, :N".

T.

—

Apparatjis for Destroying Moths.—Juno 4, 1867.
—The air-tight receptacle has a heating compart-
ment below and a heated compartment above in
which the infested article is placed and kept heated
to 120^ F., for a few hours.

Claim.—First, an apparatus for destroying moths
that is made and operated substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the device for regulating the heat in tho

box A, consisting of the box E, pipes G and H, dam-
pers a a and c, and door F, all made and operating
substantially as shown and described.

Third, the use ofthe air-tight boxes in which racks
or shelves B, are arranged for holding furniture and
clothing from which idl the moistm'c is removed with-
out an excessive heat.

65,463.—JoiTX AsHCROFT, New York, IST. Y.—
Steam Engine Lubricator.—Juno 4. 1807.—The cap
has an annular rib which is pressed to the rubber ring
in the cup edge by the projection and screw of the
cap which engage a shoulder of the cup.
Claim.—First, the lid, or cover B. constructed and

operating in the manner substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of cover B, and cup A
constructed, arranged and operating in the manner
substantially as shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,464.—Henry B. Barber, Scott, X. Y.—Press.

—June 4, 18G7.—The ratchet bar is fixed and is

engaged by two pawls which are attached to sliding
plates of the follower. These plates are actuated by
a lever and each pawl operates alternately as a holder
and a mover. When fully depressed a transverse key
may be driven above tlie follower when the sliding
plate and lever may be withdrawn for use upon an-
other press.

Claim.—The sliding plate C.with its pawls a e, and
eccentric lever D, when used in combination with the
rack bar B, and follower D, and frame, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

65,465.—Joshua B. Barxes, Fort Wayne, Ind.—Pipe and Stud Wrench.—-Tune 4, 1867.—The end of

the handle has a serrated portion to form one jaw, iu
opposition to the pivoted jaw, Avhose position is main-
tained by a pawl engaging anotlier serrated portion
on the same end of the handle as the former.
Claim.—First, the handle a Avhen the back portion

of the upper end shall be provided with a rack, iu
combmation with jaw e as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

Second, the pawl d, spring e. all combined and ope-
rated as and for the purpose described.

65,466.—E. E. Bean and W. H. Mumler, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignors to themselves and Nathaniel
Cl'mmings, same place,

—

Lighting Gas by Electricity.

—June 4. 1867.—When the electric connection is mado
the rock shaft is vibrated, releasing the detent on tho
wheel, and also the escapement, allowing the train of
clock gearing to rotate the gas cock 90°, turning the
gas on or olf as the case may be. The lighting wires
are insulated by a non-conducting sleeve around tho
burner tip, and' are connected to a sepai-ate circuit of
wires by which the ignition is accomplished.
Claim.— Fii'st, in combination -Rith the escape

wheel p, the arm n, rock shaft /, and the detent e,

when constructed and operated iu the manner sub-

stantiallv as described.
Second, the non-conducting sleeve H, having the

wii'cs I m imbedded therein, in combination Avith the
tip of the burnor, substantially as described.

Third, imbedding tlie wires I in in a sleeve H of
non-conducting material, surrounding the tip of tho
burner, or in the non-conducting tip of the burner
itself, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,467.—John Bellerjean, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Lam]} Chimney.—June 4, 1867.—Explained by tho
claim and illustration.

Claim.—Firsi, tlie metal chimney E, when supported
by upright bars D and secured to'an annular plate C.
substantially as and for the piu'posc herein shown and
described.
Second, a lamp chimney, consisting of tho lower
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glass or transparent chimney ¥ and the upper metal
chimney E, which are so arranged that the same do
not come in direct contact -with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

Thii'd, the glass chimney F in combination with the
metal strips or bars D, arranged inside of the glass
chimney, substantiaUy as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

65,468.—Innocent Antony BEGRATH,]SrashTille,
Tenn..—Toilet Potvder.—Juue 4, 1867.—The white
clam or mussel shell is burnt and powdered for a cos-
metic.

Claim.—The manufacture of this particular toilet

powder, and from the material as herein set forth.

65,469.—YiKGiL yf. Blanchard, Bridport, Vt.—Stone Channelling Machine.—June 4, 1867.—The
frame is mounted on car wheels. The free end of its

jointed section is supported by set screws engaging
an ann pivoted to that section at the upper end and
axled to a car wheel at the other. This section car-
ries the rotating chisels and saw9.

Claim.—First, the employment of a hinged frame
when used substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the employment of one or more chisels, or
one or more saws, to which a rotary motioQ is given
for the purpose of channelling petrous substances,
when attached to a hinged frame, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the employment of a hinged fram« to which

arc attached an elevating arm or arms and springs,
a« and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the employment of a feed apparatus in com-
bination with a hinged frame, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Fmh, the tooth rack L on the track upon which the

frame rests, in combination with said frame, substan-
tially as set forth.

Sixth, the employment of the lever I, coff wheel H,
"when used as and for the purpose specified.

Seventh, in combination with the above the screw
shaft E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,470.—P. Bloomsburg, Jr., and J. Molyneux,
3ordentown, N. J., assignors to Bordentown Ma-
chine Company.—Rotary Valve for Steam Engines.
June 4, 1867.—The valve has three disks. The inner
one is actuated by the stem, and directs the passage of
steam to and from the cylinder. The intermediate disk
is fixed. The outer disk is fixed to a sleeve on the
stem, and connected thereto by a pin that traverses a
spiral groove in the sleeve. The longitudinal move-
ment of the stem by adjusting collar, or governor,
changes the relative position of the two outer disks
and regulates the cut-oft'.

Claim.—First, a rotarv valve composed of the disk
F, with its passage/ and openinfj: h, and the disk D,
with its opening t, in combination with the within
described ports in the valve face of the cylinder, and
the intermediate disk E, with its openings j and f,
the whole being constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set fortli.

Se'cond, the disk F and spindle G-, with its vertical

slot g, in combination with the disk I), the tubular
spindle H and its spiral slot, and the adjustable collar

I, the whole being aiTanged for altering the relative

positions of the said disks, substantially as set forth.

65,471.—"Wm. F. Browne, "Washington, D. C—
Apparatus for Stacking Hay and Grain.—June 4,

3867.—The haystack is built upon an, elevated plat-

form, which furnishes shelter for stock. The mast,
crane and ladder, and incidents of the stack-building
are explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.— Thii combination and arrangement of the
sheltering platform, the mast with its elevating
crane, and the ladder for ascending the mast or stack,

substantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

65,472.-31. W. Carpenter, Brattleboro', Vt.—
Tremolo Attachment for Mclodeons, dc.—June 4,

1867.—Tlic rotary valve of cut-ofl" form is arranged
within the main swell, is applicable to blast or suction,

and is set in motion by a Jremolo stop worked by a
wheel and «ir blast.

Claim.—The attachment to a melodeon or other
wind instrument of like character of a rotary tremolo

valve or swell, constructed to form an intermittent
cut-off" to the current and arranged to control the
same in its action on the reeds, substantially as speci-
fied.

65,473.—Thos. J. Chubb, Brooklyn, :N'. T.—
Making Steel Direct from, Ore.—June4,'l867.—Fully
explained by the claims.
C7aim,—First, treating purified iron sands or me-

chanically purified ore, by preparing, mixing, form-
ing, or packing it into lumps, balls, or cylinders, and
afterwards deoxidizing, carbonizing, melting, cast-
ing, and hammering or rolling the same at one, or
continuous though varying, heat, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the combination of the furnace A with the
melting pot or chamber A', constructed and arranged
for deoxidizing, carbonizing, converting, and m^ing
iron ore into steel or metal having some of the prop-
erties of steel, substantially as described.

Third, preparing, mixing, and forming iron ore
into lumps, balls, or cylinders, and packing the same
into casings made of clay, cast or sheet iron, or any
suitable material, for the purpose orpurposes specified
and substantially as described.
Fourth, the employment of a long, narrow, nearly

horizontal or slightly inclined chamber A, so con-
structed that ore in the form of lumps, balls, or cyl-

inders may be fed in at one end of the said chamber
or furnace and discharged at the hollow end in the
form of steel sponge, chemically changed as to th»
volatile matter combined with or contained in the
said ore or metal, substantially as described.

Fifth, the employment of a long, narrow chamber
A, so constructed that it may be opened or closed at
either end by gates, or their equivalents, for the ad-
mission of the substances to be melted or converted
into cast steel or similar metal, and for the admission
and discharge of air and gases, and for manipulating'
with bars or otherwise the substances mider treat-
ment therein, said chambers being also provided with
a tap hole and suitable movable partitions, or their
equivalents, substantially as described.

Sixth, tho arrangement of a mold chamber H, in
combination with a melting chamber A', substantially
as and for the purposes described.
Seventh, converting purified iron sands or mechan-

ically purified iron ore into steel sponge or into a de-
oxidized spongy mass, by aid of a gas or gases arising
from a gas generator when the same is passed through
a reheating operation, substantially as described.
Eighth, the combination of a gas-generating fur-

nace or apparatus, or passage leading therefrom, a gas
and air heating or a heat reclaimin.g or regenerative
furnace and apparatus with a chamber or chambers
employed for chemically changing the volatile matter
combined with iron ore or iron sponge, substantially
as described.
Nintli, the combination of a gas-generating furnace

or passage leading therefrom and a reheating or ro-

geuerating furnace and apparatus with a mold cham-
ber H, for the purpose of heating or reheating tliis

chamber, the mold or ingot or casting therein, for
the purpose or purposes specified and substantially as
described.
Tenth, tho employment of intensely heated molds

for casting ingots tliereiu, when employed for retain-

ing the heat in the castings preparatory to and for
hammermg or rolling the same, substantially as de-
scribed.
Eleventh, the employment in a heated rnold, while

casting or pouring the melted metal therein, of gas
or gases for excluding the atmospheric air therefrom,
substantially as described.
Twelfth, the combination of a gas-generating fur-

nace or apparatus operated in connection with a gas
and air-heating or a heat-regenerating appiu-atus

with a deoxidizing and carboniziug furnace or cham-
ber for the purpose of heating the same, substantially
as described.

Thirteenth, the combination of a gas-generating
furnace operating in connection with a gas and air-

heating or a heat-regenerating apparatus with a de-

oxidizing and carbonizing furnace or chamber, for

the purpose of heating the same, substantially as
described.
Fourteenth, the combination of a gas-generating

furnace operating in connection with a gas and air-

heating or regenerating apparatus with a melting
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chamber, furnace, or pot employed for melting or re-

ducing steel sponge and deoxidized sponge or car-

buret of iron in the form of sponge into cast steel, or
metal similar to or having some of the properties of
oast steel, substantially as described.

Fifteenth, the combination of a gas-g:enerating fur-

nace or apparatus, or passage leading therefrom,
with a stationary chamber for deoxidizing magnetic
proto or peroxide of iron containing or not the oxide
of titanium or other metal or refractory matter.

Sixteenth, the combination of a gas-generating fur-

nace or apparatus, or the passage leading therefrom,
with a stationary chamber for reduciug, heating, or
melting of deoxidized sponge or ore in the form of
sponge.
Seventeenth, the combination of a gas-generating

furnace or apparatus, or passage leading therefrom,
with a chamber for heating molds or the castings in
the chamber in which they are formed.
Eighteenth, the combination of a gas-generating

furnace or apparatus, or passage leading therefrom,
with reheating tubes, or a chamber containing heated
tubes, constructed for and applied to the deoxidizing,
heating, melting, or reduction of ores or metallic
substauccs containing iron and in the form of sponge,
before, during, or after such treatment or treatments,
substantially as described.
Nineteenth, the employment of a heat-reclaiming

or a heat-regenerative furnace or apparatus, in com-
bination with a chamber employed for heating a ves-
sel or crucible containing iron ore or metallic sponge,
converting, cementing, and melting the same into
steel.

Twentieth, the combination of a heat-reclaiming
or heat-regenerative fiu'nace, or apparatus with a
stationary vessel or chamber or chambers, employed
for converting, melting, and cementing steel or
metallic substances into steel.

Twcnty-lirst, the immersion of steel sponge or
carburet of iron sponge into a bath of molten steel,

or metal similar in nature or quality to the sponge,
so that the sponge may bo melted and also a homo
geneous liquid mass formed of it and the metal con-
stituting the bath, substantially as described.

65,474.—Daxiel C. Colby, "Washington, D. C.—Coffee Can and Crusher.—June 4, 1867.—The cof-
fee mill forms a base for the canister above and is

charged therefrom.
C'iaijn.—Combining with a coffee canister a grind-

ing or crushing device of any desired structure, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

65,475.—Wm. Davis, Portland, Me.—Beverage.—-June 4, 1867.—Composed of water, 1 gall. ; sugar,
7 lbs. ; esssence of lemon, 6i oz. ; citric acid solution,
1 oz. ; tincture of ginger, 1 oz. ; carbonate of mag-
nesia, 2 oz. Fill into bottles containing 2 oz. simple
sirup and charge with carbonic acid.
Claim.—The compound of ingredients herein spe-

cified, for a beverage, as sot forth.

65,476.—Frederick TV. Devoe. New York, N".
Y.—Can and Box for Paints, <gc.—June 4, 1867.—
The external groove forms a seat for the gasket,
which is pressed by the rim of the can against the
external bead.
Claim.—The groove a, external rib b, and gasket c,

arranged in relation with each other and with the
upper part a*, of the body A, and the rim b* of the
cover, substantially aa herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

65,477.—James F. Drummond, New York, N.
Y.—Can or Box for Holding Paints, d-c—June 4,
1867.—The can has protruding and intruding circum-
ferential beads. The rim ctf the cover fits down over
the latter and forms an air-tight closure ; being cut
around at that level it subsequently forms a lid.

Claim.—First, the oircumferential groove a, in
combination with the overlapping rim d of the cover,
and the soldered joint a', substantially us herein set
forth for the purpose specified.
Second, the external circumferential rib b, arranged

with reference to the groove a, rim d, and soldered
joint a', substantially as herein set forth for the pm--
pose specified.

65,478.—Wm. H. Elliot, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Lowell L. Johnson, Binghamton, N. Y.—Hay Loader.—June 4, 1867.—The belt is run by
power derived from the ground wheel, and tho weight
throws the windlass drum into action to lift the fork
and its load.

Claim.—First, the combination of tho swinging
frame g, or its equivalent, a lifting rope m, and an
elevating fork, so arranged that the loaded fork will
operate the frame to produce the necessary friction
to raise the load while said frame will drop, and tho
elevating mechanism cease to act, when tho fork ia

unloadecT.
Second, the combination of tho lifting rope m,

swinging frame g, pulley h, bolt k, and tightening
pulley t, arranged and operating substantially as
described.
Third, the stop m' upon the ropo m, in combination

with ring n' and swinging frame g, for the purposo
of decreasing the friction at tho proper moment, so as
to hold tho fork suspended, as set forth.

Fourth, constructing a tripping fork so that it

may be released for the discharge of tho load by sim-
ply turning its handle and pressing against the'samo.

Fifth, the combination of tho spriifg catch r, head
p, and handle of tho fork, substantially as and for tho
purpose set forth.

65,479.—Hexuy Feyh, Columbus. Ohio, assignor
to himself, George T. Emery and Wm. B. IIawkes,
same place.

—

Steam Generator.—Juno 4, 1867.—Im-
provements on his patents Nos. 60,496 and 60,870. Tho
pipes are inclined upward and forward and connected
in front by coupling pipes running rectangularly to
them ; the lower ends of tho coupling pipes are ex-
posed outside the fire front, and are stopped with
screw-plugs. The lower ends of the main pipes ex-
tend outside the furnace and have coupling caps, by
whose removal they are exposed for cleaning.
Claim.—First, tlie arrangement of inclined pipes

or cylinders of different diameters or capacities, com-
municating as described, for the purposo of producing
a forced circulation of water in all parts when exposed
to the action of heat, substantially in the manner
shown.
Second, the arrangement of pipes G H with pipes

D and E, the ends of said pipes pi'ojecting outside of
the furnace walls, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Third, the arrangement of ball couplings J, and
pipes G G H, said pipes being of different diameters
and in communication with one another by means of
the chamber on which the ball-joint seats for tho
pipes are formed, substantially as and for the purposo
herein described.
Fourth, a steam superheater A, in conjunction with

a steam generator operating upon the principle sub-
stantially as specified.

Fifth, a steam receiving chamber B, in combina-
tion with a series of pipes of different diameters con-
nected together at their ends and arranged substan-
tially as described.

Sixth, the combination of pipes G and H with pipes
D E, substantially in the manner and for tho purposo
described.

65,480.—Edmoxd Theodore Gamerox, Paris,
France.

—

Machine for Hulling Rice.—June 4. 1867.

—

The rice from the hopper passes between several pairs
of rollers, in which a fluted metallic and a rubber-
covered roller are placed oppositely to pull the rico,
which passes between them. Below each pair is a
suction spout, which draws in tlio hull and chaff,
allowing the grain to descend by its superior gravity.
Claim.— First, the arrangement of the suction

chamber I and its nozzles or passages II, with relation
to the cylinders C D F G, for operation substantially
as specified.

Second, the valve N, in combination with tho
chamber I for regulating the draft through the pas-
sages H, without varying the velocity of the fan or
other devices producing the suction.

65,481.—Henry C. Gee, New York, N, Y.—
Apparatus for Annealing Wire.—.Tune 4, 1867.—The
rotating longitudinally grooved cylinder has an outer
jacket to keep the w'ires in the "grooves, and a pipe
conveying gas to be burned within it. Stationary
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fingers run in circumferential scores of the cylinder

to remove the wires at a certain point.

Claim.—First, the fluted chamber cylinder A, with
hollow journals B B, perforated pipe E and jacket C,

all ai-ranged and operating- substantially in the man-
ner and ior the purpose set forth.

Second, in connection with the annular i i in the
cylinder A, and the stationary fingers c c, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein described.

65,482.—Hugh M. Gibson, Grand Eapids, Mich.—Stump Extractor.—June 4, 1867.—The windlass to

which the chain is attached is rotated by two ratchet
wheels and pawls, actuated by levers.

Claim.—First, the arms C C, lever A A, connect-
ing bars B B and pawls O O, all being combined,
arranged, and operating as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

Second, the roller D, hooks G G, ratchet wheels
K K, pawls O O and arms C C, when all arranged
and operated as and for the purpose described.

65,483.—J. E. Gillespie, Boston, Mass.—Ro-
tary Steam Engine.—Jxma 4, 1867.—The cylindrical

case has an inner, eccentric, rotating cylinder, and
three radial pistons, whose guide rings are concentric
with the outer case, and keep the edges of the pistons
in contact -n-itli the inner peripliery of the latter.

Claim.—First, the combination of the sliding- and
revolving radial wings or pistons, and loose eccentric

rings E for operation, together essentially as spe-

cified.

Second, the loose eccentric rings E, made adjustable
from the exterior of the cylinder or case, substantially

as herein set forth.

Third, the blocks a to the wings or pistons F, made
adjustable from the outside of the cylinder or case,

essentially as described.

65,484.—EiciiARD A. Gilpin, Chester county.
Pa.

—

Construction of Piers, Docks, and Wharves.—
June 4, 1867.—The main piles are driven accurately
in the line of the face of the wharf, the plates are
slipped into the grooves on the sides of the piles, and
the combing is put on. The earth from behind the
face wall is excavated, and a concrete wall backing
is added, to which the face wall is tied by bolts.

Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and com-
bination of piles a a, plates b b, ties d d and walls h h,

in the manner and for the pm'pose herein described.

65,485.—J. T. Greenwood, J. Wilson, Beloit,

"Wis.—Soap/or Cleaning and Polishing Wood,Mctals,
and other Materials.—June 4, 1867.—Composed of
equal parts of pulverized quartz, Eoman cement and
bar soap.

Claim.—A new article of manufacture—an im-
proved soap for cleaning painted work and polishing
metals, tin, gold, silver, and j)lated ware, composed
of the ingredients herein stated in about the propor-
tions specified for the purpose set forth.

65,486.—-John L. Heald, Boston, Mass.— TTinc/i

or Capstan.—June 4, 18G7.—To dispense with the ser-

vices of an attendant to take up the slack of the rope, a
roller is brought up against it to prevent its retrac-

tion.

Claim.—First, a roller L, when employed in con-
nection with the drum C, of a winch or capstan, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, supporting the shaft of the roller L in
sliding bearings h, operated by levers K, or their
equivalents, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

Third, the internal gearing F, in combination with
the pinion E on the crank shaft D for reducing the
speed of the revolution of the drum C of the winch,
as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, in combination Avith the above the gears
H I for insuring tlic simultaneous revolution of the
shafts B J, substantially as set forth.

65,487.-Louis Hoffman and Augustus A.
Hoffman, Buffalo, N. Y.—Boot Reel.—Jvuie 4, 1867.

—The heel has a plate, with spm's, which i^euetrate
the tap secured thereto by a screw.

Claim.—The connecting plate C, constructed and
applied as described, and provided with the spurs//,
in combination with the screw e and reversible or

removable outer portion A of a heel, arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

65,488.—James C. Jay and Joseph Younce,
Wabash, Ind.

—

Churn.—June 4, 1867.—As the chair
rocks, the feet of the rods are brought to the ground
alternately and move the dasher in the churn.

Claim.—First, the devices for giving motion to the
dasher in combination with the chair.

Second, utilizing and applying the power of the
rocking-chai*- in motion, and its easy and conyenient
motion for the purpose of churning.

65,489.—Lucius Jordan, Southington, Conn.

—

TFrenc/u—June 4, 1867.—The square through-bar has
the stationary head ; the movable one is sleeved there-
on and operated by a screw collar.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bar A, sleeves D
and E, nuts F and H, and handle G, the several parts
being constructed and arranged in the manner and
for the purpose herein specified.

65,490.—John V. Karr, Goshen, Ind.—Gas
Chamber and Valve for Forges.—June 4, 1867.—The
valve is placed between the bellows and the tuyere of
the forge. A blast of air opens the valve ; the latter
prevents the reflux of heated air toward the bellows.

Claim.—The box A, made of any suitable shape
and provided with an inlet and outlet pipe and air
opening E, when used with the valve D, constructed
and applied as and for the purpose specified.

65,491.—F. C. La Eiviere, Minneapolis, Minn,,
assignor to Lucian D. iN'EWALL and Moses R. Gree-
ley, same place.

—

Machine for Cutting the Locks in
Hoopsfor Barrels.—June 4, 1867.—The hoop is placed
on the inclined part of the plate ; the knife frame is

brought down by the treadle; during the motion a
pin on the frame actuates the lever to clamp the hoop.

Claim.—The use of the lever E, when constructed
and operated to automatically clamp the hoop while
the knife cuts the lock, in the manner and for the pm*-
pose substantially as set forth.

65,492.—Charles D. Letherburg, Chester, Pa.—Shoe.—JwiG 4, 1867.—The leather on each side of
the side seams is left full so as to form a gore and
admit the foot with ease. It is formed into a fold by
the contracting strap when the gaiter is on.

Claim.—The within covering for the foot, consist-
ing of the parts B and C and the fiaj) D, when cut of
two pieces of material arranged as described.

65,493.—B. F. Livingston, Chicago, JH.—Cook-
ing Stove.—June 4, 1867.—The openings into the
stove are all in the top plate, some of them being
hinged. The oven door is also in the stove top. The
fire pot is removable. The stove sheU is double,
allowing water between the two walls.

Claim.—First, the oijenings to the grate and the
oven, an-anged in the top of the stove, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the plates C F with
standards H, forming a double oven door, as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the arrangement and combination of the ash
pan B, fire bos Q, and di-aft flue P, with the door 0,
substantially as described and set forth.

65,494.—^Eo]$ERT M. Livingston, Mobile, Ala.—
Composition or Paste for Articles of Food.—June 4,

1867.—Composed of cheese, 32 ; olive oil, 5 ; mustard,
2; salt, 1^^; pepper-vinegar, 1; and pulverized biscuit,

8 parts.

Claim.—A cheese compound or paste, substantially

as above described.

65,495.—Elisha Matteson, South Brooldyn, N".

Y.—Paddle Wheel—June 4, 1867.—The paddles are
obliquely placed on theii- arms, are divided and nearly
meet at a median line. Their length depends on their

position in reference to the crank, the longest ones be-

ing submerged when the crank is in the most effective

positions.
Claim.—The use of two sets or series of paddles

inclining inward, and arranged to gather and dis-

charge the water, while they are made of graduaJlv
increasing and decreasing length to correspond with
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the increasing and decreasing power of the crank,

substantially as herein specified.

65,496.—WiixiAM R. McCutcheon, "Washing-

ton. Iowa.— CViwrn.—Juno 4, 1867.—The respective

dashers are couuected to the central and the sleeve

shafts, which are rotated in opposite dii-ections by the

siuglc master wheel.
Claim.—In churns where there are two shafts ro-

tated in opposite directions, the wheel dasher having
the inclined faces on the one shaft and below the per-

forated dasher, having its inclined faces on the other

shaft, the two being operated as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

65,497.—Geo. W. McGill, "Washington, D.C—
Spike.—June 4, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A split spike having one'prong longer and
larger than the other, and the smaller and shorter

prong »o bevelled at its point that on being driven

into the wood it will diverge and spread fi-om the main
prong so as to operate as a brace and barb, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

65,49S.— Chas. D. Miller, TTest Meriden,
Conn., assignor to himself and C. H. "Warxeu, same
place.—Attaching Thills to Carriages.—June 4, 1867.

—The thill ii-on has a cross-bar which enters through
the opening in the shackle and occupies a slot in the

pivot bolt ; being then rotated, the front bar of the

shackle passes through the slot in the thill iron, and
the bar pulls against the hook of the shackle.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination and arrangement
of the barb, extending between the heads E, with the
socket C and pivot 13, each constructed with a slot

their entire length to receive the bar b, and so as to

operate substantially iu the manner herein set forth.

Second, the an-augement of the groove h on the
pivot D, and the pin e' in combination with the socket
C, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

65,499.

—

James Miller, Ovid. Michigan.—-Bagr
Faste7ier.—J\.me 4, 1867.—One end of the string is tied

to the disk, and the string, after passing around the
neck of the bag. is rove through the holes in the disk
and the end secui-ed by a hook to the bag.

Claim.—The piece of sole leather or other substan-
tial material a, the leather strings or other strong
cords B and b b, and the iron hook c, combined anil

aiTanged substautiaUy as described.

65,500.—Daniel Xeedham, Groton, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Jesse A. Locke, and C. M. Ho-
xix.—Apparatus for Charging Soda Fountains.—
June 4. 1867.—One of tho gas-psoducing agents is

enclosed in a tube Avhich is screwed into the casing
of the fountain, and a valve raised to allow its dis-

chai-ge to the other agent, in solution within said
casing.
Claim.—The tube B, or its equivalent, for contain-

ing one of the gas-producing ingredients, operated in

the manner substantially as described, in combination
with the casing A of a fountain for soda and mineral
waters and other ejffei-vescing beverages, substantially
as set forth.

65,501.—"W. Xelsox, Xew York, N. Y.— Ma-
chinery for Forming Molds for Stereotype or Electro-
type Plates.—June 4, 1867.—Impressions in a surface
of soft material are made by types successively pre-
sented and impressed by keys struck by the composi-
tor. The surface of soft material is moved progress-
ively, and to the extent required for the reception of
each type. The type arc carried by a wheel, which
is moved as required and stopped by pressure on a
key. so that the corresponding type is brought into
position to be impressed.

Claim.—First, communicating motion to the lever
that impresses the types by an end motion of the pul-

ley 9, when the cylinder e is stopped, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the lever h, incline i, and sliding pulleys 9,

in combination -with the key barrel I, substantially as
set forth.

Third, the projection 19, swinging frame 20, with
diagonal cam 21, actuating the lever p, in combina-
tion with the spacing blockj. the parts being ari'anged
and acting substantially as set forth.

Pourth, the auxiliary carriage I', in. combination

•with the beds k and I, and levers 31 and table m, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, "the scale boards .36, keys 35, and levers 31, in
combination with the auxiliary' cai-riago I', as and for
the purposes set forth.

65,502.-^OHN "W. Post, Castile, N. Y.—Skate.
—June 4, 1867.—Tho screw shanks enter slots in tho
back edges of plates fixed to the heel and sole, tho
heads passing aoove the plates. The screws are kept
in position by a spring which rises before the heel.

Claim.—First, the screw buttons e'f g', arranged
substantially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the spring bar i, provided with a lug h,

passing through a holoc^ in the top part of the runner
B, substantially as and for the purposes described.

Thii'd. the combination of the spring bai' i, provided
with a lug h, with tho screw buttons e'f g' and plates
a' and d, provided with slots o-', {>•, and c', substan-
titdly as and for the purpose described.

65,503.^rosEPH M. Prugger, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Button.—.June 4, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A button having a shank whose base a is

concave, in the center of which is secm'cd at an ob-
tuse angle the wire coU c. whose convolutions are in
the same plane with the base, whereby the button is

uniformly supported while holding the' cloth clamped
in the concavity of the base, substantially as described.

65,504.—Ed-ward F. Pryor, Dayton. Ohio.—Ice
Crusher.—Juno 4, 1867.—The ice chamber has a slid-

ing floor, which is retracted to allow its discharge
through the funnel at bottom. The top is hinged to
the base, and its spring plunger has spikes -which pass
through the foraminous plate and traverse the ice
chamber.

Claim.—The ice chamber B, when provided with
the chambered cover or extension A. for containing
the toothed plunger D and perforated diaphi'ajjm F,
either with or without the hinge C, constructed sub-
stautiaUy as described and set forth.

Second, the perforated diaphragm F, or its equiva-
lent, when arranged for use in an ice crusher, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

65,505.—Andrew E.\:n-kix, Xew York, ]Sr. Y.—
Water Closet.—June 4, 1867.—The disk discharges
behind the partition, to which it is hinged, and is

raised with the lid, before the partition is a recep-
tacle to receive a deodorizing substance. The said
receptacle has a perforated top to permit the escape
of gases therefrom.
Claim.—The pan or dish D and perforated recept-

acle E, in combination with a water-closet bowl, all

aiTanged together and operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.

65,506.—JoxAH L. Rees, Peoria, TH.—Cog Gear-
ing Spring.—June 4, 1867.—The bevel wheel is on tho
shaft between a collar and a keyed hub, having arms
inclined down between the arms of the bevel wheel
and driving wheel, by rubber blocks impinging against
the said ai-ms. The arms ai-e kept in position by screw
bolts.

Claim.—Tho hub D, with its arms E. rubber spring
G, adjusting bolt I, and tightening tap L, or their
equivalent, in connection -with the arms F of bevel
Avheel A, working iu the manner and for the purpose
specified.

65,507.—J. J. Riddle and "W. S. Gray, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

—

Petroleum Vapor Stove.—SViVie 4, 1867.

—

The petroleum is carried throuj^h a pipe coilotl around
the flame, where it is vaporized, the vapor passing to
an adjustable discharge within a pipe covered by a
foraminous plate, above which the gas is ignited.

"Water is brought to the flame by a pipe containing
some capillary sul)Stancc, and steam is furnished iu
fine jets. AYhen the oil is heavy, water is mixed with
it iu small quantities by a pfpe containing fibrous
material.

Claim.—First, a coiled, curved, or other ordinary-
shaped continuous conduit heater P, within the flame
and of sufficient length to vaporize any of tlie different
gi-ades of petroleum oils, in corabinati'on with foramin-
ous cap E and mixing chaml)cr H, Jbr the uses and
purposes mentioned, substantially as described.
Second, tho canwing of water 'from a vessel R into
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the flame in chamber F, by means of tube "W, filled

with any ordinary capillary substance W, for the uses
and purposes mentioned, substantially as described.

Tlurd, the carrying of steam from a closed vessel
C, by means of tube S, into the flame in chamber F,
for the uses and purposes mentioned, substantially as
described.
Fourth, the carrying of water into the cold oil from

a vessel E by means of the capillary substance d and
tube h, for the uses and purposes mentioned, substan-
tially as described.

65,508.—Amos C. Eodgers, Philadelphia, Pa.—
JSash Fastener.—June 4, 1867.—The side of the sash
is grooved and one side of the groove lined with metal
to receive the impingement ot a plate which is oper-
atedby a screw, whose head projects from the framing.

Claim.—A sliding frame or door B, with its plate b
at the edge, in combination Avith a plate F and with
screw I), whereby the plate F may be brought firmly
against, or removed from contact with, the plate b,

the whole being constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

65,509.—Matilda C. Eoot and Elisha Colt,
Hartford, Conn., and Harris Colt, New York, N,
T., executors of E. K. KOOT, deceased.

—

Revolving
Fire Arm.—June 4, 1867.—The breech piece is raised
slightly to free it from its holding notch, and then
slid back to expose the cartridge chamber, the ex
tractor withdrawing the shell simultaneously. The
needle slides in the breech piece and impinges against
the cartridge near the flange edge. The seer spring
has an upper arm engaging a dog which holds .down
the rear of the breech piece when the gun is charged.
The hammer is enclosed in the lock, and the gun is

cocked by a cock lever outside.
Claims—First, the employment in constructionwith

the open breech barrel and frame of a sliding breech
piece, constructed and arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as set forth.

Second, the extractor-shoe or piece, in combination
with the sliding breech piece, and the frame in which
both said parts work, arranged and operating sub-
Btantially as set forth.

Third, the double-acting spring S, in combination
withthe seerK and catch bar T, the whole constructed
to operate substantially as set ;tbrth.

Fourth, the hammer M, constructed as described,
in combination with the sliding rod or bar w and
check pin Ji, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,510.—Matilda C. Eoot and Elisha Colt,
Hartford, Conn., and Harris Colt, New York city,

executors of E. K. Eoot, deceased, assignors, as ex-

ecutors, to Colt's Patent Fire-arm Company,
Hartford, Conn.— Revolving Fire-arm.— June 4,

1867.—The cartridge cylinder is held to place by a
pivoted front pin and a retractable base pin, which
occupy an axial perforation through the said cylinder.

Claim.— First, the employment, in comlJination
with a removable breech block or cylinder, of a vibra-

tory base pin, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the employment, in combination with a ro-

tary base pin, of a cylinder bored through, when the
whole is so constructed and arranged that the cylinder
may be placed in the said base pin and engage there-

with with either end forward, as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the employment, in connection with the stock
barrel and a swinging cylinder, of a frame A' of the
shape substantially as described, so as to permit the
removal and replacement of the cylinder, in the man-
ner set forth.

65,511.—-James Saxders, East Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Noah H. Marston, Boston,
Mass.

—

Steam Gauge Cock.—June 4, 1867.—The coni-

cal plug is fitted to turn in a suitable bore of the shell,

and has a discharge opening agreeing with the spout
of the same.
Claim.—The hollow conical plug B, with its spindle

C and opening d, in combination with the shell or
casing A, the interior of which is of a tapering form,
all arranged and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth. I

65,513.—Thos. Sheehan, Dunkii-k, N. Y.—Com-
position/or Converting Iron into Steel.—Jime 4, 1867.—The composition described in his patent, September
4, 1860, is saturated with carbonic acid gas. Lye is
poured into the barrel in a small stream while the gas
is passing from the retort.

Claim.—The saturation of the liquid combination
described in my former patent with carbonic acid gas,
substantially for the purpose set forth. *

65,513.—G. W. Shingleton, Anburn, N. Y.—
Oar Coupling.—June 4, 1867.—The coupling link is
held by a pin in one draw-head and its pivoted claw
arms enter the other. They are dislodged from their
engagement by the treadle, which acts upon two levers
to press-in side springs of the draw-head for that pur-
pose.

Claim.—Fii-st, the levers k k, in combination with
the treadle B, operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the springs n n, when operated upon by
levers k k, as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the pivoted connecting pin, when constructed
and used substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,514.— TiLMAN Shiver, Newburgh, Ind.

—

Lifting ./acA;.—June 4, 1867.—The end of the vibrat-
ing bar is drawn so far back over the lever fulcrum as
to render the device self-sustaining when in its raised
position.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
laterally-vibrating bar C pivoted at its lower end to
the part B and at its upper end to the lever G, which
is pivoted to the part A of the jack, the said partsA
and B being recessed as at e d, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

65,515.—A, B. Spencer, Eochester, N, Y.

—

Filter for Pharmaceutists and Others.—June 4,
1867.—The filter rests on a packing on the lip of the
bottle. The air is withdrawn from this latter to in-
crease the rate of filtering.

Claim.—First, in an atmospheric filter composed
of the tunnel A, bottle or jar B, and air pump C, the
employment of a packing h for the purpose of pro-
ducing an air-tight joint between the tunnel and bot-
tle, the whole combined and operating as herein set
forth.

Second, the arrangement of the filtering medium
d d with the removable perforated diaphragm /, when
operating in connection with the shoulders c c, as
herein set forth.

65,516.—Benjamin S. Stokes, Manchester,.N.
H.

—

Furnace for Heating Articles of Steel in the
Process of Tempering.—June 4, 1867,—The muffle is
of fire clay or iron and has a series of longitudinal
cells to receive the articles to be tempered. The flue
is over the front part of the furnace.

Claim.—The cellular muffle K, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Also, placing the flue C at or near the front of the
furnace, for the purpose described.
Also, forming an air space g within the door F, sub-

stantially as and for thejpurpose set forth.
Also, the cellular mufoe K, in combination with a

furnace provided with a flue C and a double door F,
constructed and operating substantially as described.

65,517.—J. B. Sweetland, Pontiac, Mich.

—

Sawing Machine.—June 4, 1867.—The circular saw
is carried on a frame loosely pivoted to its driving
pulley shaft, and may be swung around to bring it to
act upon the wood in the trough. The drag pin is

diiven by a crank pin on the driving wheel, and a
cam wheel on the same shaft has eccentric cam
grooves operating the feed mechanism of the drag
saw when the latter is raised.

Claim.—Tho arrangement of lever P with the cord
S, box d, and pin q, and shaft M, for raising the saw
and throwing the roller in gear to move the timber at

the same operation, substantially as set forth.

65,518.—George L. "Warner, Eochester, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Cornelia Hawks, same
place.

—

Railway Switch and Signal.—June 4, 1867.

—

The switch lever has a cord connected to a trans-

versely-sliding hanging signal; a weight keeps it

taut. A transverse rock shaft has eccentric plates to
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lock the rails in either position by the oscillation of a
lerer of the rock shaft.

Claim.—The combination and airangement with
the switch B C of the elevated and isolated signal L,
connected bv the cord c and provided with counter-

balance wciiciit/. operating in the manner and for the
purpose speciiied.

Also, specially beating the cam shaft Gin the ends
of the shifting rails, and providing it with cams that

couple the ends of the rails dii-ectly'together, as herein
set forth.

Also, the arrangement as a whole, consisting of
the weighted sigu;d L, cord c, switch B C, cam shaft

and cams Gr a a, and the standard frame I K, with
guide b and screen g, as set forth,

65,519.

—

James B. TVeui?, Muscatine, Iowa.

—

Farm Gate.—Jime 4, 1867.—The upper journal of the

gate passes through a pivoted head piece connected
to a double crank bar in the track, over which the
wheel of the vehicle passes ; impact of the wheel
changes the inclination of the hinge post and swings
open the gate. A similar device on the other side

closes the gate.

Claim.—The combination of the gate A, post B,
adjustable head piece C with the rods and levers D E
F and F' and double crank rods G and G', arranged
to operate substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

65,520.

—

George E. "^hitmore, Housatonic,
Mass.

—

Folding Chair.—June 4, ISUT.—The anns are
attached to the side bars by straps whose slots permit
their oscillation from,- an "upright position when in

use, to a position side by side when the chair is folded.

Claim.—The combination of the ann posts B, straps

D, and headers A, with theii- stop pins and slots G,
constructed and an-anged in a folding chaii", in the
manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,521.—George E. TThixmore, Housatonic,
Mass.

—

Hub for Wheels.—June 4, 1867.—The inner
flange is attached to the boxing, the outer one is

sleeved thereon and tightened by a nut. The hub is I

clamped between the two to prevent splittingwhen the
|

spokes iire driven.
|

Claim.—The combination by which the wooden
parts of the hub ai-e encased and supported at both

!

ends and on its peripheiy by the iron flanges, enabling
|

the wheel makers to di-ive'the spoke firmly into the
smallest hub. and thus attaining the desu'edciuaiilica-

tions of elasticity and strength.

65,522.—A. T. "Bright, Xew Vienna, Ohio.—
Beehive.—June 4. 1867.—The base chamber has a feed

box and the place of entrance above this is a section
containing the triangular comb-:^-ames, and an upper
section containing the rectangular frames having
triangulai' upper bars.
Claim.—First, the honey-frames K and broad

frames K', as constructed, when used in the manner
herein specified, with the triangular strips a\ for

closijig the openings between the ii-ame sections F F'
as set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
bars G. pieces K, and eccentricaUy-tenoned locks L
"ivith the frame sections and connecting boards X, as
constructed, when used for the purposes set forth.

Third, the frame sections A, having a concavity
a a' at its top. slanting board b"^, and receptacle for

feed box D. ventilating screeus h and c, with door b,

and adjustable bottom c' c^, when constructed and ar-

rangetf in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Fourth, providing the under part of the beehive
stand with rubber l)ands x, or their equivalents, in
the manner substantially as specified and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Fifth, the feed box H, constructed as herein speci-

fied, having a lid with screen w and cleats on its un-
der side for allowing a space between the said lid and
box for the egress and ingress of the bees, as specified.

65 ,523.—"WilliamTT.WrightandJohn Boodt,
EUsworth. X. T.—Bolt Cutter.—June 4, 1867.-The
lower bar has a plate to which are pivoted the cam
bar and upper jaw of the cutter
by a spring.

bars A and B, lever E, plates C and D, and spring F,
constructed and operating in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

65,524.— Thomas Yates, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Heating .store.—June 4, 1867.—Used either as a heat-
ing drum or stove. For the former, there is a hole in
the base plate with a collar to receive a stove pipe.
^VTien used as a stove this opening is closed. The
caloric cuiTcnt passes into the annular chamber
around the top, from whence it may, by dampers, be
made to pass down the pipes of one side, across the
base chamber, and up the pipes on the other side of
the chimney.
C7«inK—'First, the an-angement of the open-top

fire-chamber A in combination with the upper draft-
chamber//, so that the di'aft can be directed ai'ound
the open-top fii-e-chamber A, as specified.

Second, the arrangement of the two dampers g and h
in the upper di-aft-chamber//, so that the oi-aft caji be
changed in the different directions, as specified.

65,525.—P. M. Ackermax, "Webster, Is\ Y.—
Ladder.—June 11, 1867.—The hook by which the
upper ladder is sustained from the rounds of the lower
section is pivoted to a weighted tumbler, which, by
striking the rounds of the lower section, raises the
hook and permits it to pass in raising and lowering
the upper section.

Claim.—First, the combinj^on of the ladders A
and B, the latter being provided with the flat wind-
lass H and having the I'ope b aiTanged as sho^vn and
described.
Second, the hookD having the weighted tumbler E,

provided with the pin or stop o pivoted to it. ;md ar-

ranged to strike the rounds of the ladder, and thereby
raise the hook and let it pass the round both in ascend-
ing and descending, substantially as described.

Thfrd, in combination with the ladders A and B
and the flat windlass H, the ratchet d and pawl e, ar-

ranged as set forth.

65,526.—"W. "W. Andrews, J. Cumjier, J. F.
Ganweiler, and JosT Sten'gel, Croton, Mich.—i^ire
Alarm.—Jime 11, 18G7.—Cords saturated with pitch
are placed in vimons apartments, after ijassing oat of
which wii'es are substituted so as not to be severed
by fires out of the special apiirtment of each. The
different wii-es are conducted to one place and weight-
ed to indicate the locality of a ffre.

Claim.—First, the employment of cords B B, when
said cords are saturated with some inflammable ma-
terial, for the pm-pose of more effectually enabling
them to be consumed or severed in case of fire, sub-
stantially as described.

Secontl, the employment of rods C C, in the manner
specified, for the puq)ose of indicating the exact room
or locality in which the fire originateLlV in combination
Avith levers G and weights F F, substantially as de-

scribed.

65,529".

—

George Asmus, Houghton, Micb.—
Bottle Pump.—June 11, 1867.—The elastic bulb diives
air into the bottle and expels the liquid through the
pipe and nozzle.

'Jlaim.—A bottle pump, constructed and arranged
substantially as described, as an article of mantifac-
ture.

65,528.— A. C. Bacon, Cleveland. Ohio.— Jfo;>

ayid Brush.—Jime 11, 1867.—The scrubbing brush is

clamped by its top and one edge between the frame
and its finger, and by the other edge by the set screw.
It is thus" adapted to be used on the end of a long
handle.

Claim.—First, the frame B, provided with the
head B', fingers b, arms D C. screw E, as and for
the purpose'substautially as set forth. ^
Second, the herein-described holder, in combina-

tion with the brush or mop, substantially as and for

the ptirpose specified.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

55 c p

65,529.— Ephr.um Ball, Jr., Canton, Ohio.—
Ploiv.—June 11, 1867.—By the an-angement described
the beam and handles remain unc'hauged. but the

The latter is opened
j
mold-board, point, and landside are .shiftable, and may

' be all or either of steel or of iron.

Claim.—First, so conducting a metal plow beam
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that the parts that are attached thereto can be made
either of cast iron or steel, or of both, substantially

in the manner herein specified.

Second, the combination of a steel mold-board,
point, and landside with cast-ii'on plow beam, when
said plow beam serves for the purpose of a support

to the mold-board, point, and landside, and also for a
plow beam, substantially in the manner herein spe-

cified.

Third, the brace K, and bar O, when used in con-

nection with the plow beam A, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

rom'th, the groove t in the plow beam A, when
arranged in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

Fifth, the dovetail at /i, in the top of the groove s,

when used in connection with the projections n on
the landsides K and M, substantially in the manner
and for the pm-pose herein specified.

Sixth, the attachment of the cutter P to the cast-

iron i^low beam A, in the grooves a a. in said beam, in

the manner herein specified.

Seventh, the L-shaped block G in cast-iron point,

when said point is used as a part of the cast-iron
attachments, in the manner herein specified.

Eighth, the block H and I, the hooks L and IN",

constructed and arranged in the manner herein spe-

cified.

65,530.—Joseph B. Bancroft, Hopedale, Mass.
—Lubricatorfor Spinning Machines.—June 11, 1867.

—The bracket has an annular oil chamber around
the cylindrical sleeve, and the driving gear has a
chamber similarly situated. The chambers arc con-
nected by a spii'al groove on the sleeve, which is

pierced with holes to lead the oil to the spindle.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
oil chambers c d, the groove /, and the hole or holes

e, with the bracket D, the neck H', and the gear E,
the whole being substantially as described.

65,531. — E. H. Barney and John Berry,
Springfield, Mass.— SJcate.— June 11, 1867.— Lips
punched downward from the foot j)late form guides
for the clamp plates whose upturned ends clasp the
sole of the boot. A collar on the clamping screw
operates against a pin on the clamping plate to

release the grasp.
Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture,

the pieces//, when punched or upset from the foot

plate A, in combination with the clamps a and a',

having beveled edges h h, all made substantially as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the pin e, when attached to the clamp a,

and operating in the groove e, or agaiust the collar i,

on its outside, when made substantially as herein
described and for the purpose herein set forth.

65,533.*-S0L0M0N E. Bickford and Frederick
Flanders, Franklin, N. H. — Graduated Bevel
Square.—June 11, 1867.—The two blades are pivoted
together ; one of them has an inner and outer scale,

and the end of the other has indicator edges by which
any required miter or bevel may be detennined.
Claim.— The within-described bevel square, con-

sisting of the blade A, with its inner and outer scales,

and the blade B, with its indicators e, connected by
the screw-pin b and nut C, or their equivalents,
arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

65,533.—Leverett Bishop, Paris, N. Y.—3fan-
ufacture of Stopples for Bottles. — June 11, 1867. —
Artificial cork-wood is wrought into cylindrical
pieces whose diameter is e([ual to the base of tlie

conical stopple required. These are immersed in
dilute sulphuric acid and compressed, to give them
elasticity when comiug in contact with liquid.

^ Claim..—The right to make and use in the fabrica-
tion of stopples for bottles a substance called lignine,

or an approximation thereto ; also light, porous,
woody fibei', as both herein specified, by means of
comin-ession into molds or forms herein mentioned
and described.
Also, compression as above only for the specific

purpose of securing to such stopples the quality of
rapid expansion by moisture, ancl somewhat of cork-
iike elasticity, and for giving them certain definite,
aitistic shapes.

65,534.—A. McK. Blain, Deerfield, Va.—Apple-
paring, Coring, and Slicing Machine.—-June 11, 1867.—The apple is revolved on its shaft and pared by the
knife which is applied by hand ; is halved by the
oscillating knife blade ; is cored, and then cut" into
pieces by a knife with several blades.
Claim.—Yirst, the coring blade L, shaft M, clutch

pulley N, and bent spring P, in combination with the
horizontal frame K, frame-work A, and prong shaft
B, constructed and operating substantially as herein
shown aad described.
Second, the arrangement of the prong shaft B,

halving knife H, coring knife L, and slicing blades
T, ^^'ith each other and with the frame A, when all

are constructed and operating as herein' described,
and for the purpose specified.

65.535. — Alexander Boudrou, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Boot Blacking.—June 11, 1867.—Composed of
alcohol, 1 gall.

;
gum shellac, 2 lbs. ; sweet oil, 20

drops ; lampblack, 1 oz. ; for boot blacking. Pro-
portions varied for other purposes.
Claim.—The compositions composed of the ingre-

dients named, for blacking leather boots and other
articles of leather, stoves and other articles of iron,
and for coloring polished iron, substantially as
described.

65.536.— E. Brayton, S. Curtis, and David
June, Fremont, Ohio. — Steam Engine. — June 11,

1867. — To change the engine from high pressure to
low pressure, the link is hooked to the rock shaft, so
as to throw up the puppet at the instant of exhaus-
tion, and j)ass the steam to the condenser, thus divert-
ing it from the outer exhaust pipe. Unhooking the
link restores it to the high pressure.

Claim,.—First, the cam d, yoke c, stem b, and valve
a, as arranged in combination with the chamber P',

valve i, and pipes O' and E, for the purpose and in
the manner as herein described.
Second, the link K, rock shaft J, and link e', as

arranged in combination with the cam d, yoke c, stem
b, and valve a, for the pm'j)ose and in the manner set
forth.

1

65,537. — "Wm. D. Brown, Milwaukee, "Wis.

—

Botthi Stopper and Coupling.—June 11, 1867.— The
coupling or stopper is made of rubber, and its ex-
tended elastic flange laps over the lip of the bottle.

Claim..—First, the bottle A, tube B, and coupling
C, in combination, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, coupling C, when made with flange or flap

D, as described.
Third, flexible stopple E, when made with flange or

flap F, substantially as described.

65,538.—"Wm. Bruckner, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Furnace for Desulphurizing Ores.—June 11, 1867.

—

The inclined partition in the cylinder is of rhombal
shape, and has obtuse ends ; its oflice is to forward
the roasting ore through the cylinder, the surfaces of
each being lined with fire-resisting material.

Claim. — The inclined partition D, in the form of
a deviating square, or any other shape, placed at

any inclination or angle, to insure a constant pass-

ing around it of the material to be treated, said par-

tition to be constructed of iron plates in sections or
as a whole, and covered Avith fire-proof material,

with surfaces flat or double concave, substantiallly as
described, and for the pm-poses set forth.

65,539.—E. G-. Budd, Budd's Lake, 'N. J.—
Water Wheel.—Juno 11, 1867.—The buckets rise,

resting on the inner perimeter, and when they reach
the top are tilted over by contact with a roller, which
gives them a position to receive the water, the posi-

tion being further removed from the axis than during
their ascent.
Claim.—The wheel proper, CCCC, DDDD, E

E E, and L, the leverage buckets H H H H with
levers I I I I, the adjustable wheel F with arm Gr,

constructed substantially as and for the purposes sot

forth.

65,540.—Samuel S. Burt, Marquette. Mich.—
Railway Chair.—Juno 11, 1867.—Explained by tho

claims and illustration.
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Claim.—First, a three-part railway chair which is

adapted for a reversible H rail, and so constructed
that the base of the rail will be received and closely

held pju'tly by a recess e in the chair base and partly

by recess j j, the side supports B, substantially as

described.
Second, in combination with a double-lieaded rail,

constructed with flat shoulders at c c, a three-part

chair A B B, with the lower head or base of the rail

fitted into a recess e in the chair base A, and the lips

of the rail heads, sustained by the upper portion CC
of the side plates B B, substantially as described.

65,541.—Cornelius L. Campbell, Binghamton,
]Sr. Y.— Wagon Axletree.—June 11, 1867.—The hol-

low portion of the skein is a conical frustiun in the
main, and has flattened parts at the larger end to fit

suitable spots iu the axle. The buttiug flange is cast
upon it.

Claim.—Making the skein of the same angle from
end to end, in combination Avith the depressions GG
on the large end or shank of the skein, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein described.

65,542.—Henry C. Carden, Paris, France.—
Metronome.—June 11, 1867.—The verge wheel is at-

tached to a wheel having equal raised surfaces and
depressions around its periphery, and these act on
one end of a pivoted lever, whose other end is con-
nected by a fine thread to an indicator attached to a
spiral spring.
Claim.—Th.Q combination of the ratchet wheel /,

mounted on an escapemeut wheel c, with the rocking
lever u, the thread v, and the spiral spring z, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
set forth and shown in figures of the annexed draw-
ing.

65,543.—Cyrus Clay, Scranton, Ta..—Boot-
jack.—June 11, 1867.—The boot toe is depressed by
the cup while removing the boot.
Claim.—ThQ concave toe cup C, handle d, and baU

e e, as constructed and attaclied to the prongs a a, in
combination with the metallic bootjack A, substan-
tially as herein described.

65,544.—George Collyer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Turning Curves of Eailroads.—Jnne 11, 1867.—The
outer tread of the wheel is of less diameter and trav-
erses the correspondingly shorter main track, which
is proportionably elevated.
Claim.—The main rails A and B and the auxiliary

rail C, when used iu combination with car wheels,
each having two treads e f, the whole arranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

65,545—S. Constant, PeekskiU, N. Y., and
John Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Scasonijiq and Pre-
serving TTood.—June, 11, 1867 ; antedated March 17,
1867.—Heated air is driven ft-om the generator into
the chamber containing the wood, the vapor escaping
from the upper pipe. When the wood is dry wood
tar is introduced into the generator and the resulting
fumes impregnate the wood.
Claim.—The chamber A, generator D, in combi-

nation with blowers, bellows, or other suitable device
to drive the heated air and smoky vapor out of the
generator into the chamber, the connecting pipes H
and I, and escape pipe K, all arranged and applied
substantially as and for the pui'pose specified.

65,546.—Hiram A. Coppess, Greenville, Ohio.—
Machine for Draining Sugar.—June 11, 1867.—The
inclosing cylinder rests upon a frame, and the rotat-
ing strainer, formed as the frustum of a cone, is at-
tached to the cone within. This cone is attached to
the motive shaft, which is stepped in the frame and
has a tight and loose pulley. The cone has radial
ribs to throw out the sirup. The strainer is a fora-
minous plate lined with gauze.
C7awn.—First, the rotating strainer of the form of

the frustum of a cone, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the conical distributor

with the radial ribs, substantially as set forth.
Third, the rotating strainer A,'in combination with

the conical distributor B, the vertical shaft S, the
fast pulley H', and the loose pulley H, in the manner
explained.

65,547.— "Wm. Crighton, Wm. Wills, nnd
Louis Rastetter, Fort Wayne, Ind.—Feed Water
Heater.—Jimell, 1867.—The center pipe has alter-

nating convex and concave-topped disks, which cause
an alternate outward and central discharge of the
water therefrom during its descent. The steam
passes up the center pipe and issues tlirough holes in
the side thereof.

Claim.—The center pipe c in combination with
concave and convex disks, for the purpose of dis-

tributing the water and steam, in the manner and for

the purposes described.
Second, the water and steam distributor E, the

same being constructed in the manner and for the
purposes described.

Third, the concave disk D in combination witli the
water and steam distributor E, the same being con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

65,548 A. P. Curry, Chagi-in Falls, Ohio.—
Milk Can.—June 11, 1867.—Between the plates of
the bottom, which are concave inside, is an interposed
rubber packing.

Claivi.—The concave bottom B, auxiliary bottom
C, and packing D, as constructed and arranged in
combination with the can H, for the pm-pose and iu
the manner set forth.

65,54ft.—George S. Curtis, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself and Ellis G. L. F^vxox, same place.—Attaching Draft to Vehicles.—June 11, 1867.—The
double-tree acts upon the rubber blocks through the
bolt attached to its holding jaws.
Claim.—The combination of the ordinary whtfBe-

tree M and pole A^with tlic bed plate B, the jaw E,
the rod C, the rubber spring G, and the washer J, and
the nut N, for the purpose of tightening and loosening
the spring G, Avhen all are constructed and operate
substantially as and for the pui-poses herein described.

65,550.—Wm. p. Hunlap, Maquoketa, Iowa.—
Wrench.—June il, 1867.—The socket plate is pivoted
between the prongs to allow oscillation. The sides of
the block have vaiying openings.
Claim.—A wrench constructed substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

65,551.—Daniel S. Early, Hummclstown, Pa.—Meat Cutter.—Jime 11, 1867.—The gearing rotates
the chopping block and the shaft above. The shaft
has cams which raise the cutters consecutively, and
the latter drop by gravity.
Claim.— The combination of the rotating cutter

block D, gearing E F G I, cam shaft J, and vertical

spring choppers F, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described and represented.

65,552.—Cancelled.

65,553.—Cancelled.

65,554.—Adam Ernst, Milwaukee, 'Wis.—Stove-
pipe Dritm.— June 11, 1867. — The drum is placed
above the stove, the vertical axial pipe or the serpen-
tine course in the annular outer chamber affording a
passage for the caloric cuiTcut according to the ad-

justment of the damper in the vertical pipe.

Claim.—Fii'st, the herein-described heating appa-
ratus, tlie same consisting of a diuim or radiator capa-
ble of being applied to a stove or pipe of ordinary con-
struction and provided with flues, ai-rauged substan-
tiolly in the manner and for the purposes herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

inner or direct smoke flue and annular air chamber
surrounding the same with the outer helical flue or
radiator, and the pipes or tubes for connecting the
sections into which the said flue is divided, substan-
tially as herein described.

65,555.—James B. Eustis, Xew Orleans, La,

—

Change Box.—June 11, 1867.—This is a means of
communicating with the street-car driver. The
money is placed iu the hopper, which is then oscil-

lated "to expose its contents outside, striking the bell

on its passage. The change or tickets are substi-

tuted for the money, and the box restored to its

former position.
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Claim.—^Fii'st, the oscillating box C pivoted at its

ends to tlie flanges of plates B B, substantially as and
for the pui-pose set Ibrtli.

Second, the oscillating box C pivoted at its ends in

plates B B, in combination witli the bell D, or its

equivalent, arranged and operating substantially as
described and for'tbe purpose set forth.

6.5.-356.—J. S. FAEErs'GTON, Milwaukee, "Wis.—
Bed Bottom.— June 11, 1867.—The pendent g-uide

rods i)ass thi"ough double conical ojienings, at whose
waist is a transverse plate of india-rubber, to prevent
crealdng of two wooden surfaces together.
Claim.—Top and bottom fi-ame E with bell-shaped

openings, with rubber B, guide rods A and pins D,
all combined and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose described.

65,557.—Wm. H. FlevN-, ISTashua, l^T. H., as-

signor to himself and James IST. Kendall, same
place.—TooZ for Cutting TTire.—June 11, 18G7.—Im-
provement on his patent May 8, 1866.—The station-

ary and movable die plates have corresponding open-
ings of diameter to suit varying sizes of wires. One
is reciprocated upon the other by a segment lever.

The obMcjuity of the holes compensates for the incli-

nation of the wii'C due to the impact of the cutters

upon its opposite sides when fitting loosely in the
holes.

Claim.—An improved wire or rod cutter made as

described, viz : with each cutting hole of each pair
of such holes of the plates B and e, arranged obliquely

to the touching faces of such plates, substantially as
and for the pm-pose hereinbefore described.

\
65,558.-Charles TT. Gage and Jajhes ISTor"

THKUP. Homer, IST. Y.—iLro_p Wringer.—J-axve. 11, 1867"

—The roller jaws are attached to a pail, are ap'

proached by a clasphig sirring, and opened by press'

ure on a treadle.

Claim.—First, in connection with the mop pail A,
stationary roller B and swinging roller b, operatecl

by the foot le^'ers D d and springs H, when so ar-

ranged that the rollers are opened by the foot levers

aud'the wringing done by the springs, substantially

as and for the i:)m'pose set forth.

Second, the joint formed between the levers D d,

by severing them at the foot-rest/, and pivoting their

ends thereto, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the employment of the C springs H, as
herein shown, and the method for regulating the
pressure, substantially as set forth and for the pur-
pose described.

65,559.—Charles GtOOCH, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Ice Cream Freezer.—June 11, 1867.—One of the
scrapers gives a centrifugal and the other a centrip-
etal motion to the cream.
Claim.—The combiuatioji of the concave scraper

I, to remove the fi'ozen cream fi-om the walls of the
can D, the convex agitator H, extending from near
the center of said can, arranged Avith a space i be-

tween them, and adapted to operate as herein de-

scribed.

65,560.—Dexxis Goodyear, Ithaca, K T.—
Last Lock.—Jnnc 11, 18G7.—The plug passes through
the last block into tlie last 'and its spur is seciu'ed to
the latter by a partial revolution.
Claim.—Fi^st, the descril:)ed device, composed of

tlie parts G, the plug or pin F, the sheath and its dog
or tooth and handle D, or other convenient equiv-
alent, for turning and thus locking the same in the
last as described.
Second, the device of a pin or plug thrust through

the last block into tlie la.st and held tliere by ft-iction,

a dog or tooth or other convenient raeans.'when the
» locking is done by the cam-like action of the pin or

plug, as described'

65,561.—S. W. Goodyear and ^V. F. Parker,
Merideii, Conn., assignor.'! to Chaules Parker, same
yilacii.—Bolt-heading Machine.—-June 11, 1867.—Tlie
wire is fed through an opening in one of the dies into
the circular plate, whose movement cuts it and pres-
ents another die to the same wire, and so on. Two
headers attached to the same slide successivelyupset

and finish the head. In the first operation a spindle
forms the back of the die, and in the second the blank
touches the plate behind the die. The blank is forced
out of the die by a plimger.

Claim.—First, the combination of the tAvo hea,ding
punches/ and c and spindle I with the revolving die
plate C, all constructed, an-anged, and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the solid movable dies
with the upsetting spindle I, arranged as described,
so as to recede after the blank is upset and allow the
complete head to be formed alter the said spindle has
so receded.

Third, the cam h, slide m, and pawl n, in combina-
tion with the pawl P and ratchet E, aiTanged and
operating substantially as herein described.

65,562.—Arthur Gray, ]N'aples, ]^. Y.—Joiners'
Plane.—June 11, 1867.—The "back iron" is screwed
to the stock, and projects within the aperture. The
cutter is placed between the back ii-on and the clamp,
passing through a stiiTup in the latter, which catches
on the projection of the back iron. A screw in the
clamp binds against the cutter.

Claim:—The combination of projection c on the
back iron with the staple 7c and thumb screw 'm on
the clamp, when ai-ranged as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

65,563.—Julius Hackert, is"ew York, IST. Y.—
Metallic Compound or Alloy.—June 11, 1867.—Com-
posed of cream of tartar, i lb ; saltpeter, 1 oz. ; copper,

i lb. ; borax, 1 oz. ; zinc, 1 oz. ; and tutty, (impure
protoxide. of zinc.) 1 oz.

Claim,—A metal compound, made of the ingre-
dients herein specified, and mixed together, substan-
tially in the manner and about in the j)roportions set
forth.

Also, the addition of saltpeter and cream of tartar
to a compound of copper and zinc, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

65,564.—George Hadley, Buffalo, X. Y.—Still.

—June 11, 1867.—The pipe rising from the still has
successive condensers in ascending series, the liquid
in which is gradually cooler as they recede fi'om the
still.

Claim.—First, a series of jackets of graduated
temperatm'e applied to tlie pipe of a still to eliminate
by successive stages a fluid of given tenuity, and re-
tiu-n the heavier condensed vapors.
Second, a tube a, leading from the still, and pro-

vided at different points in its length with a succes-
sion of condensers adapted to condense successive
portions of the vapor therein.

65,565.—James Hall, Monroe Tovra.sliip. IST. Y.—Machine for 2lal'ing Cordage.—June 11, 1S67.

—

The cords are fed by rollers on the truck, actuated
by a belt upon a pulley of the axle, as the truck is

drawn by the endless rope, and recedes from the re-

volving spindles.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the spindes 12 3,

drum D, truck T, ways ^Y ^Y and rollers E E', with
the endless rope or belt B, all operating together in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

65,566.—John J. Harris and Isaac H. Mosher,
Greene, N. Y.—Door Holder.—June 11, 1867.—The
bolt is pointed to engage the floor at any place, and
hold the door in the required iwsitiou.
Claim.—As a new article of manufactm-e the bolt

A, constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

65,56r.—Har\'ey J. Harwood, TTtica, Is". Y.,
assignor to himself and J. F. Lymax, same place.

—

Screiv Machine.—June 11, 1867.—The blank is passed
between rotating dies, by which the thread is im-
pressed upon it without removal of metal.
Claim.—First, the combination of the dies I and

K and the guides M M, constructed and operating
substantially as described, and for the uses and piu*-

poses mentioned.
Second, tlie combination of the said dies and guides,

and the set screw M', constructed and operating sul)-

stantially as described, and for the uses and purposes
mentioned.
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65,5GS.—HouACE R. Hawkins, Akron, Ohio.—
Lathe for Tanung Wood.—June 11, 1867.—The driv-

ing center is placeil eceeiitriciiUy in the face plate.

C7auft.—Tlie combination with a turning lathe of

ordinary or suitable construction of a face plate and
eccentric or di-iving center under such an arrange-
ment that tlie arm of the axle placed in the machine
may be tui'ned •«Tith a combined gather and pitch, in

the'manner herein shown and specified.

65,569.—Azuo Healy, Kalamazoo. 'K\c\\.—Lift-
ing Jack.—^xmc 11, 1867.—The ratchet bar is raised

to the axle by a di'aw cord and held up by the clevis

pawl on the lifting bar, which is pivoted to and raised

by the secondary lever, raised in tiCi'n by the hand lever

and cai-rying a segmental ratchet engaged by a pawl.
rThe ratchet bar "is released by a draw rod which
di'aws up the clevis pawl.
Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination

of the prime lever L, lifting chain M, and secondary
lever X, with the end ratchet 11 and foot pawl P', sub-
stantially as and for the uses herein set forth.

Second, the aforesaid arrangement of combined
pans used in connection and combination with the
lifting bai'S F and E, lifting pawl P^, and manipulat-
ing cords or wii-es c and/, the several paits being ar-

raiiged relatively with the frame of the jack and with
each other, and constructed and operated substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-poses herein de-

scribed.

65,570.—A. E. Heberd, Homer, N. Y.—Well
Tube.—June 11, 1867.—The tube is slotted vertically;

has a spirally grooved drill point riveted to its lower
end, and a cap to its upper end, over whicli may be
placed an anvil block.

Claim.—The combination of the auger D secured
to the tube C by bolt F, cap A, anvil B, bar G-, with
the tube, all constructed, aiTanged, and operated as
described.

65,571.— Hexry HELiL, Pittsburg, Va..—Feed
Cutter.—J W.C 11, 1S67.—The knife plate is cmwed on
its cutting edg'C and is set eccentrically on its block
by screws and slots, by which it may by set forward
as it weai-s. Its prominent corner enters the guiding
groove of a curved bar attached to the box.

Claim.—First, tlie rotaiy eccentric knife g provi-

ded with slots h h', in combination with the knife
block /, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Second, the pi'ojcction p on the knife of a feed cut-

ter in combination Avith the cmwed bar I pi'ovided

Avith a uptch or groove I', substantially as and for the
purpose above described.

65,572.—George "Wm. Holdex, Clai-emont, X.
H., assignor to himself and Jajies P. Upham, same
place.— Water Wheel.—June 11, 1867.—The wheel has
a central discharge. A guide at the rear side of each
bucket directs the water to the next. A gate at the
end of the scroll water-way gives passage to obstruc-
tions. The step is restricted to a vertical path and
adjusted by a rack and pinion.

67au/j.—Fii'st, the guides rn applied at the backs
of the buckets of the water wheel, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

Second, the reverse cm'ves I at the outer ends of
the water wheel buckets, in combination with the
guides m at the back and outer ends of the buckets,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the curved lower edge n of the bucket in
combination with the guide tn, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

Foiu'th, the movable curved sections hinged to the
swinging section s that moves with the shaft t, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the segmental gate p in combination with the
movable curb section tt and swinging section s, as
and for the purposes specified.

Sixth, the lever v. fitted substantially as specified,

iu combination with the swinging section s and cm'b
section e, for the purposes set'forth.

Seventh, a homontal shaft z extending from the
step for the shaft c to the outside of the water-way, to

one end of which mechanism is applied to tm'n the
same, substantially as specified, and the other end is

fitted to act upon "the step to raise or lower the same,
by substantially the means specified.

65,573.—James Hollixgswortii, Chicago. HI.,

assignor to J. M. "Waxzeu, same place.

—

Horse Bake.
—June 11, 1867.—The rake teeth pass through blocks
wliich ai-e strung on their pivot bar and are held by
set screws. The teeth have an upper bearing in a
perforated flanged pin, one end ofwhich is surrounded
by a spiral spring, by which a certain oscillation is

alloweil to the teeth. The rake is thi'owu up for dis-

charge by a pivoted lever.

Claim'.—Yh-at, the construction of a rake tooth
bearing J with three passages at right angles to each
other, Avheu said bearings are ofa form to abut du-ectly
against one another and the teeth extend clear through
the top passage of the beaiiug, substantitdly in the
manner and for the purposes described.
Second, the construction of the eye bearings g for

supporting the rake teeth T, and holding the spring,
substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the jointed bearings J
and eye bearings g with a rake tooth of the form sub-
stantially as herein described.
Fourth, the combination of the bearings J with

set screws I, the rocking frame with its arms and the
eye bearings g, with their springs, substantially in the
manner and for the pm-poses described.

65,574.—Edwin J. Horxer, Wilmington. Del.—Car Spring.—June 11, 1867.—A semicircular notch
in the side of each plate at its mid-length engages the
vertical rib of the box.
Claim.—A series of oblong metallic semi-eUiptieal

plates, each having an opening x near its center m--

rauged together, a"s herein shown, with full elongated
ellipses between semi-elongated ellipses placed within
a box A, having a vertical rib d, whereby tliey are
alone secm-ed in their proper places and held by the
pressm-e of a grooved block B, in the maimer as herein
specified.

65,575.—JoHX S. Howell and Charles TV.
Carter, Portsmouth, X, H.

—

Lozenge Machine.—
Jime 11, 1867.—The cutters on the traversing car-
riage pass up into holes in the clearin<r board, which
is supported on springs and depressed by the roller

to sufficiently unmask the cutters. The lozenges foil

upon the receiving board beneath.
Claim.—The combination and the arrangement of

the roller a and the traversing carriage /, canying
the cutters c c, clearing boioi'd e, and receiving board
g, all combined for joint operation, substantially as
set forth.

65,576.—H. P. Joxes, Davenport, Iowa.—Wind-
ing Tatting Shitttles.—Jxme 11. 1867.—The tatting
shuttle is secured to the rotating arm by thimbles
which slip on the arm and clasp "the points on each
end of one shell of the shuttle. The thread is guided
by an eye as it comes from the spool.

Claim.—The employment of sliding tubes or rings
a rt, upon the ends of the rotating rod D, so as to i-e-

ceive and sccm'c iu i)lace tatting'shuttles of difi'erent

lengths, substantially as andforthepm-pose described.

65,577.—JOHX KiLLGORE, G. D. Clapsaddle,
and EnwARB Sxart, Areola, llh—Post-hole Auger.—
June 11, 1867 The pin in di'iving sinks into its

socket and the wings enter the soil. In raising, the
pin slips out partially and allows air to enter below
the auger, which is lilted by throwing the band-wheel
into engagement.
Chmn.—The ai'rangement of the sleeve J, and its

pin K, with the shaft H, frame B, and band G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

65,578.-RobertB. Ejllix, Canton, Ohio.—Com
Dropper.—June 11, 1867.— The separator may be
used to keep the seeds from falling together or by re-
moval allow them to fall in a bmich. The sp'ring
prevents the leakage of seeds when the valve stand-
ard is pushed up. The latter is made partly of
wrought and partly of cast iron.

Claim.—Fii'st,tlieseparator J, attached to the valvo
standard B, in the manner and for the pm-pose herein
specified.

Second, the spring H, attached to the valve stand-
ard of this or any other seeding machine, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein sot
forth.

Third, the mode of construction of the valve stand-
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ard B, the red X being made of Tvrouglit iron and
the part Y of cast iron, substantially in the manner
and for the pui'pose herein specified.

65,579.—GeokgeW.Ladd, Proyidence, H. I.,

assignor to John A. Browx, same place.

—

Making
Side Bands of Watch Cases.—June 11, 18G7.—The
side band is made of thi-ee j)ortions ; a central band
and two rims, one on each side ; the latter have
grooves into which the snapping edges of the lids fit.

The pieces are made separately, and they are after-

wards soldered together.
Claim.—The method of constructing the sidebands

for w^atch cases, substantially as herein described for

the purposes specified.

65,580.—ChahlesL. Lege, San Antonio, Texas.
— Medical Preparation.—June 11, 18()7.— For the
preparation of poultices, or as a medicine, for the
remedy of scurvy. The fleshy parts of the cactus
opuntia are dried and reduced to powder.

Claim..—The invention of making this powder and
its application as a poultice and a medicinal remedy
against the scm'vy, as herein described.

65,581.— WiLLi^iin P. Lewis, Pittsburg, Pa.,
assignor to himself and "William H. Sims.—Casting
Tiveers. — June 11, 1867.—The central pipe has a
groove around its outer surface on which the heads
of the outer shell are cast, making a water-tight joint.
One or both ends of the centre pipe have a removable
tip.

Claim.—The method of beveling the ends of the
centre pipe of a tweer, substantially as described,

and casting the ends of the ou?v;r shell of the tweer
onto and around the surfaces so beveled or flanged,

substantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

65,582.-Samuel Males, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Safety Guard for liailway Cars.—June 11, 1867.

—

The guard casing extends in front of both wheels,
and between the pedestals it is vertically adjustable
on its supporting eye bolts.

Claivi.—First, the adjustable guard made in sec-

tions encasing the wheels, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of ratchet bow, catch,

links, bolts, nuts and springs which admit of the per-

pendicular adjustment of the guard, substantially as
described.

65,583.—George Meadee, Prairie Centre, HI.—
Potato Bigger.—June 11, 1867.—The two outer tines

form the ends of a bale pivoted to a foot-bar, and act
as a support to the other tines when the potatoes are
raised from the ground.

Claim.—The combination of the standards D, and
the fork C, or its equivalent, provided with suitable

handles, and arranged and operating substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

65,584.—George Meader, Prairie Centre, 111.-

MojJ Head.—June 11, 1867.—The pivoted jaw is os-

cillated so as to clamp the cloth against the cross-

head, where it is maintained by a latch.

Claim.—The combination of the handle A, plate

B, jaw C, and latch D, all arranged and operating
substantially in. the manner and. for the pm'poses
specified.

65,585.—Isaac M. Milbank, Greenfield Hill,

Conn.

—

Breech-loading Pire-arm.—June 11, 1867.

—

The Ijreech-block is held down by a segmental pin

having a lever which is held between a projection of

the cock and a pin in the stock to prevent its turning
when the cock is down. At half-cock the lever may
be thrown up to release the breech-block.

Claim.—Yh-^t, the segment of a cylinder i, within
a recess at the rear end of the swinging breech-block

c, in combination witli the lever /, that is employed
for both turning the said segment i and opening or

closing the breech by the block c, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, supporting and guiding said segment i, by
the cylLudi'icul portion at x, as set forth.

65,586.—Eugene William Is^OHL, Ripon, Wis., 65,592.—Calvin H. Paine, Providence, K, L,

assignor to himself and Edward Daniels, Chicago, assignor to himself and "Wm. D. Hilton, same place.

111.

—

Furnace for Reducing Metallic Ores.—June 11,
1867.—Explained by the claims.

Claim,.—First, a furnace provided with short pipes
or passages for introducing the gas, hot from the
generator, into the furnace, and also with a blast of
aiii^ the meeting currents of gas and air directing the
flames upon the ore, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the raised center of the bed of the furnace
for supporting the ore, and allowing the fused metal
to flow away from the central heat and be drawn oif
without being overheated or burnt, substantially as
described.

Third, a gas generator provided with a blast, in
combination with a furnace for burning the gas before
cooling, substantially in the maimer and for the pui'-

pose specified. *

65,587.—I. G. InTortiiwat, Kenosha, Wis.—Brace
for Supporting Thrashing Machines.—June 11, 1867.

—The brace and dog are hinged to the base piece,

the latter engaging a ratchet of the former.
Claim.—The combination of bed A, brace B, and

dog C, when arranged substantially as set forth.

65,588.-A. M. Olds, New York, N. Y.—Self-

adjusting Wrench.—June 11, 1867; antedated May
27, 1867.—The outer jaw is pivoted to the shank, and
has a rectangular inner benato engage the nut which
is forced in contact with the serrated surface of the
other jaw.
Claim.— ThQ above-described wrench as an im-

proved article of manufacture.

65,589.—A. M. Olds, is^ew York, IsT. Y.—Pliers.

—June 11, 1867 ; antedated May 27, 1867.—The seg-

mental arm on one of the handles passes through a
slot in the removable jaw, and by its spiral form
opens or closes the jaw and retains it in the position
to which it is adjusted.
CZai?».—The combination of the handles, segmental

spiral arm, and movable jaw, substantially as an'anged
and described.

65,590.—James A. Olney, Providence, H. I.—
Machine for Making Paper Tubes.—June 11, 1867.

—

A strip of paper of the requisite width is fed from a
roller, passed between the presser and the gummy,
endless belt, and is wound upon the fluted roller, coil

upon coil, the sm-faces adhering. The fluted roller is

then raised above the shears which cuts the strip ; the
dischai'ger slips the paper tube from its mandrel,
which is then lowered upon the strip and the work is

resumed.
Claim.—T\iG combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the endless pasting or covering belt B, the
trough F, the presser G, the fluted roller H, the dis-

charger K, and the scissors O, the said belt, scissors,

roller and discharger being provided witli mechanism
for operating them-, substantially as described.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the endless pasting belt B, the trough F, the feed

roller M, the fluted roller H, the discharger K, and
the scissors O, the said belt, feed roller, scissors roller

and discharger being provided with mechanism for

operating them, substantially as described.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of either or both of the devices t u, the endless carry-

ing and pasting belt B, tlie trough F, the presser G,
the fluted roller H, the dischai-ger K, the scissors O,

such belt, scissors, roller, and discharger being pro-

vided with mechanism for operating substantiafly as

hereinbefore described.

65,591.—Calvin H. Paine, Providence, E. I.,

assignor to himself and AVm. D. Hilton, same place.

—Gate.—J-ane 11, 1867.—The gate is made on the

principle of the lazy tongs, and when fully expanded
or retracted its ends enter recesses in the posts.

C'toim.—The combination of the chambered posts,

or their equivalents, and the folding gate made of the

crossed bars connected as described.

Also, tlie combination of the chambered posts, or

their equivalents, the folding gate and mechanism,
substantially as described, for operating such gate iu

manner as explained.
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—Fence.—June 11, 1867.—The filling of the panel con-
sists of pivoted strips which are expanded from post
to post and between the upper and lower rail Avhen
in use ; but may be removed from their adjuncts and
collapsed for transportation.
Claim.— Thii fence as made with the la^^y ton^-s, or

folding section or body, arranged and combined cither

witli grooved posts or the same and rails, substan-
tially as specified.

65,593.—Wm. p. Parrott and J. J. Bordman,
Boston, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Amalgamating and
Collecting Gold and Silverfrom Ores.—June 11, 1867.

—Explained by the claims and illustrations.

Claim.—A combination consii>ting of not only one
or more rollers and one or more troughs of mercury or
lor holding mercury, but of one or more scrapers, or
their equivalents, for removing the amalgam from the
surface or surfiices of such roller or rollers, the whole
being substantially as described.

Also, the arrangement of two rollers and their mer-
cury troughs, so that the said rollers while in revolu-
tion may "take up the mercui-y from the troughs, and
by their combined action press it against or cause it

to adliere to and spread evenly on their surfaces.

Also, the construction of the mercury trough so as

to extend up between the two rollers and guide the
mercury up to their bite while they are in revolution,
the same being as exhibited in Fig. C.

Also, the combination of the heating chamber E, or
a means of heating the trough of mercury or the same
and its roller or rollers, with the said trough, the roller

or rollers, and the scraper or scrapers thereof, as speci-
fied.

Also, the arrangement of the auxiliary rollers E. E,

with the main rollers B C, their scrapers, and mei--

cury trough, as explained.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the riifle O with the trough D, one or more rollers

B C, and one or more scrapers IN" N.
Also, the combination of mechanism for imparting

to either or both of the rollers B C endwise move-
ments under circumstances as set forth, with such
rollers, the mercm-y trough, and the scrapers or their

equivalents, the whole being substantially as specified.

65,594.—F. S. Pease, Buffalo, IST. Y.—Blast Ap-
paratus for Carbureters.—June 11, 18G7.—The four
cams, at 90° apart on the shaft, come consecutively
into action upon the bellows, and thus keep a con-
stant tension of aii- m the main ah* chamber above.
Claim.—The arrangement of the shaft A, cams

B B, dividing the circle and operating the bellows of
cori-esponding numbers, which are adjusted as to
capacity by the check string c, the whole constructed
and operated substantially as described and repre-
seutecl.

65,595.—F. S. Pease, Buffalo, N. Y.—Blast Ap-
paratus for Carbureters.—Jimo 11, 18K7.—The eccen-
trics on the rotating shaft divide the circle, so as to
give a continuous blast of air from the upper bellows,
which receives air from the lower bellows consecu-
tively.

Claim.—Fii'st, the double bellows A, so constructed
that the sections are reciprocally operated by the same
impulse from crank or eccentric on a rotaiy or vibrat-
ing shaft, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the rotaiy or vibrating

shaft G, provided with cranks or eccentrics, the con-
necting rods H, and series of double bello\vs A A,
substantially as described.

65,596.—GeorgeB. Perkins, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to Burlock Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Shirt Bosom.—June 11, 18G7.—The sup-
plemental bosom consists of two side pieces witli
corded edges, which are attached to the shirt by their
outer sides.

Claim.—A bosom attached to the shirt over the
bosom proper thereof, expanding in width from its

attachment to the collar band, and narrowing in its

approach to the waist, as shown, and strengtheued
longitudinally by cording, all substantially as de-
scribed.

65,597.—C. W. Pierce, Albany, N. Y.—Con-
struction of Pots for Charring or Burning Bones.—

June 11, 1867.—The bottom is radially slotted to pre
vent fracture by unequid expansion from heat.

Claim.—In the construction of pots for use as de-
scribed, the division of tlie bottoms of the pot into
parts, separated from each other by slots, constructed
and arranged as described and for the purpoises set
forth.

65,59S.—Edwin S. Piper, Indianapolis, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Atkins & Co., same place.

—

Hardening Saws.—June 11, 1867.—The .saw plate is

clasped and rigidly held while being lowered into and
during immersion in the oil baths.
Claim.—First, the preventing of springing of saws

during the process of hardening.
Second, the construction of the clamps.
Third, the combination of the lever i^, cam M,

hook Iv, rim L, double hook T, plunger G, and
knuckle joints H 11 with the clamp 1) and clamp F,
all arranged and operating substantially as set forth
and for the purpose described.

,65,599.—John Player, ISTorton, England.—ffot
Blast Stove.—JuuQ 11, 1867; antedated AprO 21, 1866.
—Improvement on his patent March 29, 1865. From
the fire chamber the caloric current jiasses to a com-
bustion chamber, and from thence tlirough apertures
in a brickwork arch to the chamber containing the
heating pipes.

Claim.—The constructing and arranging of a hot
blast stove to be used with coal or solid fuel, with
three distinct chambers, in the manner herein de-
scribed.
Also, the use, in conjunction therewith, of a steam

jet as herein described.
Also, the use of a steam jet to draw dov.-n the gases

from the top of the blast furnace and to force it into
the stove for heating the blast.

65,600.—John Player, Norton, England.—J.^-
paratus for Heating the Blast for Furnaces.—June
11, 1867 ; antedated March 25, 1865.—The gases from
the blast furnace pass into a combustion chamber,
and from thence thi-ough openings in the arch of the
same to the chamber containing the air-heating pipes.
Claim.—The constructing or arranging of a hot

blast stove in the manner lierein described, whereby
the waste gases are ignited and consumed in a cham-
ber separate from the chamber within which the
pipes are contained.

65,601.—Jay TV". Powers, Evanston, EL—
Hinge.—^xxna 11, 1867 ; antedated May 28, 1867.—
The cam is pivoted to two leaves of the hinge, passes
through a long slot in the other one, and has a verti-
cal pin engaging its further side. The said cam
governs the relative movement of the leaves.

Claim.—The cam D, applied to a triplicate hinge,
constructed and operating substantitdly as and ibr
the pm-poses herein set forth.

65,602.—Stephen Puffer, Oxford, N. Y.—Car
Coupling.—June 11, 1867.—The ends of the coupling
link are extended beyond the pivot, to be acted on
by the detachable cam block of the other bumper, to
cause automatic coupling.

Claim.—First, the combination of cams c with the
pivot ends of a detachable swivel-jointed coupling
link E, when said ends lu-e so an-auged as to bo
struck by the collision of the cars when thrown back
upon the bumper.
Second, tlie combination of a detachable bumper

block -nith cither bumper of a railway car and with a
swinging coupling link, all substantially in the nuui-
uer and for the purposes set forth.

65,603.—Pati'JCK Quinn, South Ncwmai-ket, N.
H.

—

Ferrule for Stopjnng Leaks in Boiler Tubes.—
June 11, 1667.—Improvement on patent No. 39,717.
The expander is conical on its outer side and screws
into the inner end of tlie gland, and is made hexag-
onal on the inner side to enable it to be turned by a
key.

'Claim.—The gland and the expander, as made not
only with the male and female screws, and with
either or both tapering as specified, but as having a
keyhole formed in the bore of the expander, as set
forth.
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65,604.—jST.B.Eeyxolds, Auburn, l^.Y.—Form-
ing Projections on the Caps of Plane Irons.—JxxaQ
11, 1867.—The buttons made by punching rivet holes
in boiler plates are inserted in the chamfered holes
in the caps for plane irons. They are settled therein
by a swage blow and then bored and di'cssed.

Claim.—The method of construction substantially
as described.

65,605.—Samuel EicHARDs, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Snoio Plow.—J\me 11, 1867.—The wedge audits piv-
oted flap may be used on either side or centrally and
is moved by an endless chain and windlass.
Claim.—The combination of the inclined plane A

A', and the movable wedge block B, and the pivoted
flap c, arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

65,606.—George EiCHAKDSON, Lowell, Mass.—
Let-off for Looms.—Jime 11, 1867.—The 'whip-roll
finger rests on a spring bar connected to one end of
a .strap brake on a grooved pulley whose shaft is en-
gaged to the yarn roller.

Claim.—The combination of the whip-roll finger
e, tension rod/, tension spring /:, grooved or equiva-
lent shaped wheel o, and strap or "band n, arranged
and operating together substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.
Also, the combination of the cam 7i, adjustable fin-

ger (/, rod/, and strap «, for producing a positive stop
to the let-offmotion while beating up the woof, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

65,607.—B. S. Egberts, United States Army.—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.—Juno 11, 1867.—The
breech block swings vertically on a cmwed abutment
formed on the frame to which the barrel is secured.
On the front end of the breech piece is a rocking
block which fits against the rear of the bore, and a
groove on the block operates the cartridge-case
loosener.

Claim.—First, the combination with a breech
piece B, Avhich springs about a curved abutment c, a
rocking block g, so aiiplied to said breech piece as to
aUowof the opening and closing of the breech ofthe
barrel for the insertion or withdrawal of a cartridge,
substantially as described.

Second, the lever B', formed on the rear curved end
of the swinging breech piece B, and adapted to move
about the solid abutment c, in combination Avith a
rocking block or, which will admit of the opening and
closing of the breech, substantially as described.

Third, the groove m, in the rocking blocks', operat-
ing on the lever at the shoulder n, so as to extract the
cartridge, substantially as described.

65,608.-"WiLLiAJr Eobertson, Plymouth, Ind.—Hanging Window Sash.—Jime 11, 1867.—The pul-

I

ley block is fitted in the top of the groove in thejamb
casing and affords a means of hanging the sash so as

to be removable, the pulley block occupying the same
groove as the partiiig strip.

Claim.—The pulley block F, when constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

--65,609.—Egbert Eoss andB.E. Lehman, Beth-
lehem, Pa.

—

Lubricator.—Jime 11, 1867.—Oil is ad-

mitted from the mouth to the reservoir, by depressing
the spindle which opens the oil communication, and
turning the upper set screw which permits the pas-

sage of air. Turning the spindle brings into corres-
pondence the openings in the cap of the spindle and
tlio branch which leads to the machinery and permits
oil to flow to the lattei-.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the spindle D,
its valve/, cap k, spring m, projection n, and pas-

sages ^p', the whole being constructed and arranged
in respect to the mouth and reservoir of the oil cup,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the above and the hol-

low spindle D, its vent hole b, and the set screw F,
for the purpose specified.

Tliird, tlie ring C, resting with its notched under
edge in the mouth A, and forming a rest for the
sijring T, all as set forth.

Fourth, the detachable annular strainer H, con-
structed and combined with the ring C, spindle D,
and spring I, as described.

65,610.—A. P. Egutt, Liberty Mills, Va.—/Sree(i-
ing Machine and Fertilizer.—June 11, 1867.—The
rotating seed roller carries down the fertilizer and
seed to a common spout. A brush clears the seed
frqm the top of the seed cavities, and a reciprocating
agitator having two upper and two under projections
acts on the fertilizer.

Claim.—First, the furrowing tooth C, having the
broad reversible plate or shovel w, and the brace v,

substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.
Second, the agitator M, in the fertilizer box, hav-

ing the arms z z' z" z'", substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Thii'd, the construction of the conducting tubes,
feed box, and distributing roller in such a manner as
to show at S the distributing roller N, and the inte-
rior of the conilucting tube H, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

65,611.—Toseph Eyan, St. Louis, M.o.—Sctcttle
Door for Bidldings, Dry Docks, and Yessels.—Jxme
11. 1867.—The scuttle door admits of ijispection of
the enclosed space and permits the entrance of noz-
zles or hose lor extinguishing fire ; they are other-
wise water tight.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of a
seiTttle door B, having one or more fire safety open-
ings d', and conducting and distributing hose or pipjs
cJ2 d^ d*, with decks, ropes, &c., substantially in the
manner and for the pui'poses herein set forth.

65,613.—Henry C. Sergeant, Columbus, Ohio.—Brick Machine.—June 11, 1867.—The clay is press-
ed from the pug mill into the mold, while the latter

is underneath and the follower depressed. The fol-

lower travels on a track by which it is raised to press
the brick against tlie arm, which travels with it a
short distance. The bricks then pass below the
striker andai-e ejected by another rise of the follower.
Claim.—First, lowering the followers at intervals,

or continuing the lowering while under the pu^ mill
as the molds are being filled, to facilitate the filhng of
the corners of the molds.

Second, the adjustable striker plate, having a bolt

.

or slot for clamping, as shown and described.
Third, the arm D, having an intermittent motion

in combination with the rise in the track, as shown
and described.
Fom-th, the pins or projections on the rim of the

mold wheel for giving motion to a pressure plate or
arm D, or its equivalent, as shown and described.

65,613.—Henry C. Sergeant, Columbus. Ohio.—Brick Machine.—June 11, 1867.—The mold wheel
has a series of inclined tracks on its periphery which
come beneath the axis of the roller to raise it from
the ,face of the mold wheel. The axis of the roller

is hinged to a collar on the central shaft and the ac-
tion ot" the roller is to press the upper faces of the
bricks.

Claim.—^First, the weight E, with its arm when
made to hinge and turn upon the shaft of the mold
wheel for the purpose specified.

Second, the inclined tracks when attached to the
peri]3hery of the mold wheel for raising or di'opping
a -n-eight upon the face of the brick for finishing, as
shoAvn and described.

Third, the arm, toe, and incline on the end of arm
for facilitating therisiug and getting the weightback
to its place.
Fourth, the stop i, attached to the arm or weight

E, when operated to di-op into holes or notches for the
purpose of preventing the weight from sliding on the
brick when oeing raised up, as shown and described.

65,614.—Eeuben Shaler, Madison, Conn.—
Cover for Gridirons.—June 11, 1867.—The recessed
cover has a central hole with a disk attached below
it.

Claim.—A cover having an opening C, and pro-
tected from below by a plate D, substantially as and
for the pui-pose specified.

65,615.—William H. Shurtleff, Providence,
E. I.

—

Button-lacing Hook.—Jnnell, 1867 ; antedated
May 9, 1867.—The disk-shaped end has prongs, for

attachment to the garment; the shank is bent into a
hook form and the end tm'ued up and attached to a
button.
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Claim.—First, making a 1(1111011 Look, in wliicli

the hook is Avithiii the periphery of and eccentric to

tlie bottom of two, separate and distinct, united
together at or near tlie center of the button, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

Second, as a new article of manufacture, a lacing
liook and button, in wliich the button is made of horn,
hoof, rnbber, or otiier like material, aud the hook of
metal, the two being combined together, substan-
tially in the manuer herein shown and described.

65,616.—D.vxielM. Skixxer, Sandwich Center,
N. U.—Plate Lifter.—June 11, 1867.—The loop jaws
embrace the rim of the plate when the spring handle
is compressed.

Claim.—The plate lifter, made as described, viz :

Of a wire, bent as shown at abcdfghik I, so as
to form the clastic handle portion A, and two open
jaws B B, as represented.

65,617.—Ambrose Tower, New York, :N". T.—
Cap for Upholsterers' Springs.--~J\inG 11, 1867.—The
cap rests upon the upper coil, has arms to afford ex-
tended bearing for the mattress, aud eyes by which
it is attached to similar, neighboring caps.

Claim.—A gi'ooved metallic cap for upholstery
springs, having ai-ms A and B, eyes G-, and attach-
ments D, constructrd and arrange"d substantially as
herein specified.

65,618.—JoHX H. Treadvstsll, Swampscott,
Mass.—Tari Cutter.—Jmie 11, 1867.—The outer cyl-

inder cuts the margin and the inner block makes the
depression to hold the jam.

Claim.—The tart cutter, as made with the die C
and the cutter bos A, arranged as specified.
Also, the combination of the handle B, the cutter

box A, and the die C, arranged as specified, the said
box being provided or not with air holes, as described.

1 65,619,—H. B. Van Voorhis, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Gate.—June 11, 1867.—The upper pintle of the gate
moves in an oblique slot in a horizontal plate on the
top of the post, and is moved by a slotted, oscillating
lever, which is actuated by wires from distant levers,
within reach of an equestrian. The action is to tilt

the gate in one dii-ection or the other to open or
close it.

Claim.—First, the combination of the slotted plate
A, slotted lever B, aud pin C, substantially as aud for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of these devices with the
catches L and if, as and for the purpose set forth.

65,620.—Aaron Votaw, Xew Garden, Ohio.—
Churn.—June 11, 18G7.—The case is chai-ged with
cream and the lid fastened ; it is then rotated and the
cream dashes against the ribs and beaters.

Claim.—The airaugement of the breakers E and
ribs H I, in combination with the case C, when op-
erated in the manner and for the pm-pose substan-
tially as set forth,

65,621

—

^V. W. TVakeman, Jr., Isew York, X.
Y.—Lamp for Burning off Faint—Juno 11, 1867.—
The alcohol, vaporized by the lamp, passed in a
stream across the flame, and being lighted, impinges
in a jet upon the surface of paint.

Claim.—First, the reservoir A placed over the
lamp L, substantially as and for the pm*poses herein
set forth.

Second, the expanded mouth G of the pipe F, or its
equivalent, substantially as herein described.

_
Third, the iudependeut lamp L, operating substaU'

tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

65,622.— John >T. and Theodore Walus,
Fleming, X. Y.—Wagon Axle and i?ox.—June U.
1867.—A collar is screv.-ed to the inner end of the
axle arm, and a thimble on the axle is screwed into
the box of the hub.
Claim.—Fh-st, the collar D, iu combination with

the thimble E, and box B, when all ai'c constructed,
an-anged, and operated substantially in the manner
and used for the pm'pose specified.
Second, securing tne sand band C to the box B, as

and for the purpose specified.

65,623.—Chauxcey E. Warxer, SjTacuse, N.
Y.— C'/iMr?i.—June 11, 1867.—The central axis audits
sleeve are revolved in different directions by their

pinions and the master wheel. The dashers are piv-
oted and expand as they revolve.

Claim.—First, the hinged beaters e f, in combina-
tion with the shafts B C, and gears b cJ), all con-
structed and operating as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.
Second, in connection with the above, also the sli-

ding hub m, for adjusting the upper beaters to vary-
ing quantities of cream, as and for the purpose set

forth.

65,624.—James Whait, Springfield, Mo.—Foot
Scrajjer.—.June 11, 1867.— Shucks or fiber are clamped
in the jaws which rise from each end of the scraper
plate.

Claim.—The hinged hollow sides D D, in combina-
tion with the scraper B, all constructed and arranged
as and for the purpose set forth.

65,625.—ISTORJIAX W. "Wheeler, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Water Anchor.—June 11,1867.—The crucifonn
frame has (when iu use) a bellyiug canvas attached,
to whose middle portion is suspended a ballast weight.
The frame spreads by tension of its ropes, and is col-

lapsed by the spilling liuc to be hauled on board.
Claim.—First, the water auchor herein described,

when the ropes //are so arrangod in reference to the
cross-pieces C B as to expand the auchor by their

tension, in the manner aud for the pm'poses described.
Second, iu combination with the above, the spilling

line attached, aud operating substantially as and for
the purposes described.

Third, the combination of the weight I, canvas E,
and cross-pieces A A, when arranged in the manner
described.

65,626.—"Wm. H. 'White, Kent Island, Md.,
assignor to himself and George W. White.—Dish
Cover.—June 11, 1867.—The wire skeleton is covered
with nettiug.
Claim.—The combination of a skeleton frame and

a fabric cover, when the former is shaped and con-
structed to hold iu place a fabric cover, and the latter

made detachable from the frame, for the purposes
herein shown and described.

65,627.—Aarox S. Winner, Clark county, HI.
—Quilting Frame.—June 11, 1867.— Gains iu the
benches receive tlie shafts of the roller on which the
quilt is wound. Eatchets on the ends of the roUers
and pawls on the benches admit of and then maintain
the required adjustment of the rollers.

Claim.—The coustruction of the self-supporting
trestles or benches with the gains, in combination
with the wheels and catches, an-anged in the manner
and for the pm-pose described.

65,628.- Lewis YT. "Worth, Sonoma, Cal.—
Faper Feel for Telegraphic Fegister.—June 11, 1867.

—The ribbon of paper issuing from the telegraph
register is strained by winding upon a drum, which is

revolved bj^ a weighted cord which passes around a
pulley and is then wound round the axis of the drum.
The latter is secured bv pawl and ratchet to its axis,

which permits the corcl to be wound on the latter.

Claim.—The reels B C, adjustable dinra F, with
ratchet P, pawl R, and spring S, with cord L, arm
weight W, for the purpose herein specified as set

forth.

65,629.-^711. J. Andrews, Columbia, Tenn.—
Beehive.—June 11, 1867.—The boxes are detachable,
and the intercommunication is governed by a slide to
each; the slides are moved simultaneously to confine
the bees in each apartment, the gi-ated cover stop-
ping exit from the chamber at the entrance while tho
transfer of boxes or bees is beiug made.

Claim.—First, the semicircular pieces F F, tho
movable covers or caps G G, and the upright bar H,
when used in the manner and for the purpose as here-
in specified.

Second, the moth trap K, when it is provided with
the gi-ated cover I, and feeding trough L, arranged

I in the manner and for the purpose specified.
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65,630.—Jonas C. Bagnall. St. Lonis, Mo.—
Checking the Draft in Furnaces.—June 1], 1867.—
By opening- the door in the smoke stack, atmospherio
air is admitted, and the draft of the furnace checked.
Claim.—The arrangement of a door b in the smoke

stack of a reverberatory furnace, and above the re-
verberatory line thereof, substantially as and for the
pui-pose described.

65,631.—D. A. B. Bailey, St. Johnsbnry, Yt.—
Combination Square.—Jm\G 11, 1867.—The triangular
frame slides upon one arm of the square, and has an
adjustable face hinged at one end, and secured by a
set screw on its arc guides, and canying a point
which acts in apposition to a corresponding one on
the face, -n-hich stands rectangularly to the ai-m of
the square.
Claim.—The frame B B', the face pieces D, the

circle E, and the points g g, the Tvholc constructed,
aiTauged, and held in position substantially as herein
shown and described, in combination with the squai-e,
for the purposes set forth.

65,632.—D. B. Baker, Bollersyille, Ohio.—^agr
Fasterier or Tie.—June 11, 1867.—The halves of the
clasp are hinged to a loop, and the hook of one en-
gages one of the series of holes in the other to tie the
neck of the bag.
Claim.—The metallic clasp for bags, constructed

as described, consisting of the semicircular parts
A A', whose wide sides rest against the bag, con-
nected at one end by the link B, the opposite ends
fastened by means of the triangular projections b,

catching into the perforations c, the part A provided
with the finger rest d, as herein shown and described.

65,633.-J'0HN Baknihr, Hempstead, 1^. T.—
Yelocipcde Sled.-^Jime 11, 1867.—The segment rack
of the lever rotates the wheel, whose pivoted claws
engage the ground and propel the sled.

_
Claim.—The claws n, pivoted on wheel C, on each

side of a sled, in combination with the levers D, or
their equivalent, for rotating the wheels, constructed
and operating substantially as herein set forth.

65,634.—]S". S. Bean, Manchester, IST. TL.—Rose
Carriage.—Jnne 11, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, in combination with the reel and its

shaft, a winding shaft i, arranged upon the frame a,

and connected to and rotating the reel shaft through
the pulleys and their chains, substantially as shown
and described.
Second, the an'angement of the reel shaft in bear-

ings directly on the frame a, and du'ectly over the
carriage axle, when such axle is bent to permit the
reel heads to run free fr'om the same, substantially as
set forth.

Thii-d, the consti'uction of each reel head of a con-
cave disk, having shrunk upon the perimeter thereof
a grooved ring or tii-e, substantially as sho-«'n and
described.

Eoiu'th, in combination with the reel the fuel boxes
arranged on each side thereof, and under the frame
of each box, having a discharge opening and a gate
in its bottom, substantially as set forth.

65,635.—Christopher Becker, Flint, Mich.—
Brick Press.—June 11, 18()7.—Three sides of tJie mold
ai'e movable ; one is formed by the horizontal presser,
one bj' the movable top, anil the lower one by the
plunger, wlach rises to eject the brick when the cover
is removed. The movable portions are actuated by
levers, and the action is alteriiatc in the two molds.

Claim.—A brick press, consisting oi a combina-
tion of the box A, block B, plungers 1> D', and sliding
covers H H', with each otlier, and witii a suitable
mechanism for operating the same, all made substan-
tially as herein sliown and described, and operating
in such a manner that the bricks are pressed alter-

nately in the molds G G', as set forth.

65,636.—Myrox H. Beckwortii, Camden, N.
Y.

—

Corset.—June 11, 1867.—The parts of the corset
ai'C sewed together by a seam which encircles the
waist, and tlie seam is strengthened by a belt.

Claim.—A belt applied over and upon the seam
around the waist part of the corsets, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

65,637.—E. L. Bolster, T7aterbury, Conn.—
Blacking Dish and Knife.—Jxme 11, 1867.—The
sharpened end of the handle affords a cutting edge
for stove blacking, &c., and the fragments fall into
the dish.

Claim.—A dish provided with a knife or cutter
blade, substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,638.—Peter Broadbooks, Batavia, IST. T.—
Wire Cutting Pincers.—Jime 11, 1867.—The jaws are
closed by the motion of the leg, \^'hich is shackled to
the head of the stationary jaw, and presses by a
knuckle joint upon the head of the movable one.

Claim.—The legs b b' and springe?, secured together
by means of the rectangular collar a fitting over and
working upon the heads c c of the legs b b and spring
d, the latter connected to the leg b' by means of the
knuckle joint composed of the knuckle g and socket
h, all constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed for the pui'pose specified.

65,639.—George Browx, Edward E. Burn-
ham, and John Morrise, Gloucester, Mass.—Metal-
lic Surface Coating Composition.—June 11, 1867.

—

To protect from atmospheric influences and oxidation.
Composed of rosin, 200 ; carbonate of lime, f'-OO ; lin-.

seed oil, 20 ; native oxide of copper, 5 ; sulphuric acid,

5 parts. For use, dissolve in naphtha.
Claim. — The composition made substantially in

manner and of the ingredients set forth, and especially
its combination with naijhtha or the equivalents
thereof, the whole being substantially as and for the
purpose as hereinbefore specified.

65,640.—Henry Buehler, ]^ew York, IST. Y.—
Divan and Bed.—June 11, 1867.—The back is low-
ered to form a head piece, and is supported by a hinged
leg ; when raised it is sustained by a bolt. The seat
folds over forward and exposes two sections, which
compose the body of the bedstead.
Claim.—A divan constructed substantially in its

seat and back portions so as to be used and adjusted
substantially as described for the pui-poses specified.

65,641,—L. Burns, Portchester, K". Y., assignor
to himself and Josiah "Wilcox, same place.

—

Dies
for Forming Thill Couplings.—June 11, 1867.—The
coupling is formed of one piece by swaging it from a
blank in a succession of dies, whicli form the tail piece
and also the ears between which the thiil iron is fast-

ened by a bolt.

Claim.—First, the thill coupling constructed as de-
scribed, by swaging the blank A in the dies D E and
M isT, as herein shown and described for the purpose
specified.

Second, the dies D E, provided with the holes F and
opening H, the dies M N, with equal shoulders L, all

constructed as described for the purpose of forming
the thiil coupling, substantially as herein set forth.

65,642.—"William Butcher, Jr., Sheffield, Eng-
land, and Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Form-
ing Wheels, Tires, cCc, by Castings.—June 11, 1867.

—

The metal is cast in a revolving mold, which purifies

the metals of their gases and bring-s the atoms in
proper relation in respect to their affinities, making it

more homogeneous. The metal is rubbed and wrought
until its inertia is overcome, and then consolidated
by the centrifugal pressure.
Claim.—First, the method of forming tires, wheels,

and other articles of metal by casting, supporting the
mold while the melted metal is being poured into it,

upon being uncoufined to a revolving disk, substan-
tiallj' as and for the purposes specified.

Second, in combination with a mold and revolving
disk as set forth in the foregoinsj clause, the two rings
h and i, or their equivalents, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

65,643.—Jules Alfred Chaufourier, Paris,

France—Cotton Gin.—June 11, 1867.—'The cotton is

fed automatically by oscillating combs operated by
an eccentric rod. The bellows is actuated l)y an ec-

centric on the main shaft. Further explained by the

claims.
C7rtim.—First, the self-feeding apparatus, consist-

ing of the racks or combs k, N, ancf P, and the man-
ner of operating the same, substantially as shown and
described.
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Second, the self-operating: refrigerator or bellows I,

for the purpose of conducting a current of air towards
the driving or carrving cylinder H, substantially as
herein shown and described.

Thii-d, one or more supporting cylinders K, for the
purpose of preventing a deflection of the shelling

cjlindcrs, substantially as herein shown and described.

65,644.—DoMixico Cheekexi, Brooklyn. N. Y.—Toy Ito2)c Dancer.—June 11, 1867 ; antedated June
5, 18U7.—The tliumb knob in front of the platform is

attached to a lever beneath, which is connected by a
cord to the figure, so that the rapid depressions of the
thumb knob cause the figure to dance.
Claim.—The lever E, the bells H, the rope D, and

the figure I, or its equivalent, in combination with the
crosstrccs B B and platform A, substantially as and
for the pui-poses described and set forth.

65,645.—Charles B. Clark, Bufi"alo, X. T.—
Sash Loci:—June 11, 1867.—Improvement on the
patent of E. L. Ferguson, Xo. 59,5U5. The rollers are
manipulated by pins which slide in guide slots of the
case, which is'attached to the sash tace.

Claim.—First, the combination of the eccentric
roller D, for sustaining the sash, with the weighted
roller F and case C, for holding the sash up and lock-
inn- the same down, substantially as described.

Second, in combination with the eccentric roller D
the hollow cylindrical stud E, fonning a portion of the
case and receiving the screw c, arranged substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

65,646.—KicHARD CoLBURX, Norwich, Conn.—
Steam Trap.—June 11, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—The ai-rangement of the valve, its case,
and induction and eduction passages, substantially in
manner as desciibed, in order that the valve when in
use with a cylinder and piston, as explained, will bo
closed by the pressure of steam, and when relieved
therefi'om will be opened by its own weight, the
whole being in maimer and iinder cia'cumstances as
explained.

Also, the combination of the screw I, or its equiva-
lent, with the valve, its seat, chamber, and induction
and eduction passages, arranged substantially as ex-
plained.

65,647.—J. A. Cox, Humboldt, Tcnn.—Cotton
Seed Planter.—June 11, 1867.—The coulter and open-
er precede the drill spout, Avhich is flanked by the
harrow teeth and succeeded by the concave-edged
covercr.
Claim.—First, the combination with a seed box E

and hopper F of the coidter C and opener D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the coulter C and
opener D of two haiTwv teeth J J, substantially as
and for the pm'pose specified.

Third, the combination with the openerD and hop-
per F of the coverer I, substantially as and for the
pm-poses herein above set fonh.

65,648—S. F. Craig, Eddvville, Iowa.— TTcZL
Tiibe.—Jnne 11. 1867.—Explained by the claim. The
air passage in the point is to allow flow of air beneath
it on retraction.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
perforated end A of the Avell tube, around wiiich the
wire screen or gauze B is placed, point D secured to
the end of said tul)e, forming the chamber E, and air
passage G-, as herein set forth, for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

65,649.—George H. Cross, Montpelier, Vt.—
notary Doiujh Dresser.—June 11, 1867.—The rotaiy
brush removes the flom* from the sui'face of the roUed
dough, prcparatoiy to cutting up.
CUmn.—ThQ revolving brush A upon the shaft b b,

in combination with the oox B, adapted for dressing
dough to prepare it for the manufactm-e of crackers,
as herein shown and described.

65,650.—J. E. Crovvell, Chelsea, Mass.—^Spm-
ning Frame.—Jimo 11, 1867.—Drawing rolls are
placed witliin the flyers to receive tlie sliver dii'ectlv
ti'om the spool producing the draw and twist thereo'f
without intervention of drawing rolls. The threads

are in contact with a bar, which prevents the twist
fi-om running back to the spool.

Claim.—In combination with the flyer of a spin-
ning frame, drawing rolls arranged within the flyers,

when one of said rolls in each flyer is directly upon
the spindle and meshes into and drives the othei"S,

substantially as shown tnid described.
Also, couibining with the drawing rolls and the

flyer of a spinning frame a detainer bar, interposed
between the drawing and twisting mechanism and tho
delivery rolls, substantiLdly as ami for the pmiwse de-
scribed.

65,651.—George C. Davies, Dayton, Ohio, as-
sig'uor tothe Davies Screw Company, same place.—
Hood Screvj.—June 11, 1867.—The shank is a length-
ened conoid and the general outside form of the thread
portion of the screw is of a more convex conoidul
form ; the depth of thread increases from its butt end
to near the point.
Claim.—First, making wood screws with a taper-

ing core from neck to point, with threads of equal
pitch and external diameter, but of gradually but more
rapidly increasing depth from the base to near the
apex of the said core, where they again diminLsh and
die out into a central i)oint.

Second, making wood screws with a core tapering
from its base to its point, with threads of equal pitch
and external diameter, but of gradually increasing
depth from its base to near the point where it again
diminishes and dies out, in combination with a shank
with parallel sides or tapered form about its centre,
v^-here it joins the core, substantially as set tbrth.

65,652.—Adolph Delkescamp, Brooklyn, X.
Y., assignor to John A. Xewbould, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Machine for Making Clasps for Hoop Skirts.^
June 11, 1867.—The blank is punched out, and, drop-
ping through the die, is forwarded to a reciprocating
bai', by which it is bent to form.
Claim.—The swinging bending bar o, in combina-

tion with the slide i, dies d and n, and punch e, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

65,653.—"WiLLiAJi L.Deavey, Bridgeport, Conn.
—Napkin Holder.—June 11, 1867,—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a napkin
holder, constructed as described, consisting of the
pedestal A, into which are screwed or riveted spring
arms B in one piece, and forming nearly a circle, with
their ends bent over at D, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

65,654.—George Dowlixg, Fair Haven, Conn.—Compassesused in Calli,ng Seams.—June 11, 1867.
—The aditional leg is pivoted to a pin attached to one
of the main legs, and is adjusted by a thumb nut on
a curved screw rod projecting from the same.

Claim.—In combination with the compass A, the
additional or adjustable leg/and adjusting arc d, when
consti-ucted and operating substantially as described.

65,655.—JAJUEs C. DuvoLL, Sardis, Miss.—Co<-
ton Press.—June 11, 1867.—The press is operated by
horse-power, the falling and rising of the follower
being attained l)y reversing the direction of the revo-
lution of the sweep of tho horse-power whose ropes
wind upon the wheel. The follovv-er is depressed by-

ropes at its ends, wliich are wound upon the shaft
beneath as the power revolves, and are raised by
another rope -nhich passes to another portion of the
shaft.

Claim.—Operating the follower or plate H, through
which the medium of the ropes E I K, applied in
connection with the wheel and shaft C D and the
capstan F, all arranged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,656.—S. P. Dyer, Prairie Depot, Ohio.—
Evaporating Pan. — June 11, 1867. — Foraminous
skimmer plates are pivoted over tho receiving" i^iu
and are operated by levers. This jxin discharges
through the perforations of a plate dividing it from the
other partitions. The sinip nms through a strainer-
plate in entering the last pan of the series. The damp-
ers are so arranged beneath the pan that tho middlo
portion, or the finishing pan, may have the caloric
current turned from contact Trith their bottoms.
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Claim.—Fii'st, the skimmers C, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
strainer G-, gates H E S T, and operating levers I L
M X with the partitions G TJ Y il of the pan, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pmpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the stationary strainer
A' with the finishing pan X, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of the dampers G' H' 1'

and flue partitions E' ¥' with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,657.—Charles James EA^rES, 'New York, IST.

Y.

—

Preventing Incrustation in Steam Boilers.—June
11, 18G7.—The water is filtered successively through a
stratum of carbonate of barytes, oxalate of barytes,
and animal charcoal or other ordinary filter. The
efl'ect is a double decomposition of the 'sulphate and
cai'bouate of lime, which renders them insoluble and
removable by precipitation.

Claim.—The mode of preventing the incrustation
in steam boilers substantially as herein described.

65,658.—Edward P. Eastwick, Baltimore, Md.—Manufacture of Refined Sugar.—June 11, 1867.

—

The object is not to discharge from the magma the
semi-fluid portion, to leave a residue of crystallized
sugar, but the sugar is moistened by successive addi-
tions of water, which dissolve it by degrees, the solu-

tion obtained at each step of the process being re-

moved by the centrifugal machine and conducted to
a sepa)'ate tank, to be converted by the ordinary pro
cess into such a grade of sugar as its quality permits
Claim. — The mode, substantially as herein de

scribed, of obtaining from sugar of one quality solu
tions of difl'erent qualities for the pm-pose specified,

65,659.—IST, E^^XGER, Sandford, Jn^.— Boad
Scraper.—June 11, 1867.—A team is attached to the
plow, and a horse before the frame of the scraper,
which extends obliquely in the rear of the plow, to
remove the dirt thrown up by the latter. The draft
power is attached to the fore can-iage, to which the
l)low and scraper are each connected.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the scraper-plate A, beams C, chains D, drait bar
E, and connecting bar L with an ordinary plow N",

substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the pivoted ai-m H and

castor wheel G Avitli the beam C, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the lever E. with the plow
beam m' and draft bar E, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,660.—TV. P. Ford and A. A. Moore, Con-
cord, N. H.

—

Composition for Pavements.—June 11,

1867.—Into a tank containing a mixtm-e of 3 p£u-ts

gravel and 1 part cinders pom- a composition of 25
parts melted resin and 40 parts coal tar, to cover the
said gravel. Mix and spread over a suitable founda-
tion ; sift on coal dust and roll.

Claim.—A composition for pavements, &c., made
up of the specific ingredients combined together, sub-
stantially as set forth.

65,661.— A. Frost, Seymour, Ind.—Animal
Trap.—June 11, 1867.—The weight of the animal on
the platform relieves the lever from tlie slot, and the
doors close. The animal escapes through the hole
into the secured chamber and, in raisiug the wire
door, resets the trap.
Claim.— First, the plate levers a a', constructed

and aiTanged so as to open or close simultaneously
tlie doors b b', sul:)stantiariy as set forth.

Second, the doors b U', provided with loops i i, in

combination with levers a a', as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the spring platform or treadle d, provided
with a slot o for engaging with the lever a', as and
for the purjiosc described.

65,662.-0. S. Garketson, Buffalo, 17. Y.—Mop
JScad.—June 11, 16G7.—The revolution of the nut on

the screw moves the cross-head and jaw frame rela-
tively.

Claim.—The jaw frame and socket C D, composed
of a siugle piece of malleable metal, in combination
with the cross-head B and screw shank A, or its equi-
valent, when said jaw and socket have a reciproca-
ting movement in consequence of the revolving of the
socket, or of a nut connected therewith, or of the
screw within the same, substantially as hereiu de-
scribed.

65,663.—Amos D. George, Mass.—Scarf Sup-
porter.—June 11, 1867.—The two horns that tuck be-
neath the collar are elastic so as to enable them to be
drawn back to enter the fold at its front edge ; the
tie is supported by the elastic connecting band which
unites the ends of the horns.

Claim.—A scarf or neck-tie supporter, constructed
to operate substantially as set forth.

65,664.-J. J. Gilbert, Little FaEs, :«. Y.—
Manufacture of Starch.—June 11, 1867.—The pre-
pared grain and water passes to the vibrating sepa-
rator which has a sieve ofbolting cloth; from thence
it is received in a settling vat. The water is decant-
ed and caustic alkali added, 60 pounds to the residt of
60 bushels of corn in 1,000 gallons ofwater. The con-
tents of the vat are agitated and pumped into the
depositor, in which it follows a sinuous descending
course, the starch depositing, and the gluten dissolv-

ed by the alkali passing off. The starch is again
mixecl with water and agitated, settled, and drained.

Claim.—First, the separator D, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and described
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the depositor H, constructed substantially

as described for the purposes set forth.

Third, in combination with the separator the vats
arranged substantially as described and for the meth-
od herein described of manufactm-ing stai-ch.

65,665.—TVm. Smth Hall, Qidncy, Mass.

—

Treadle Mechanism for Seiving Machines.—June 11,

1867.—The treadles operate levers whose spring
pawls engage a ratchet wheel alternately, and cause
a continuous rotation of the same.

Claim-.—Combining a machine shaft with a treadle
by a ratchet, pawl-lever, and connecting rod, ar-

ranged to operate together substantially as described.
Also the double sets of treadle levers, pawl levers,

pawls, and ratchets, arranged to operate both inde-
pendently or in conjunction substantially as set forth.

65,666.—E. HAMSnLL, Mineral Point, Wis.—
Extension Horse.—June 11, 1867.—Adapted for sup-
porting scaflblding. It can be raised, lowered,
lengthened, or foliled.

Claim.—Fu'st, the manner of attaching the folding
legs A A to the beam B of a horse or trestle by means
of slotted pins b, staples c, and keys d, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

Second, the extension beam B, in combination
with the leg's A D, all made and operating substan-
tially as hereiu shown and described.

Thii"d, the braces C and E, in combination with
the legs A and beam B, made so as to be folded to

the beam and legs if desired as set forth.

Fomth, connecting and supporting the inner ends
of the two halves of the extension beam B, by means
of bands a and a tongue h, n-hich is provided Avith

plus i i, and which is confined in grooves g between
stops k substantially as set forfh.

Fifth, an extension and folding horse or trestle

made and operatiug substantially as herein shown
and described.

65,667.—S. T. Harker, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Stearn Heating Apparatus.—J\u\G 11, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A steam heating apparatus consisting of

fire chambers A, with coil C, on three sides, water
and steam dome 13 on the fire chamber, with a smoke
passage through it large at the bottom and contracted

at the top, imd both ends of the coil C entering the

dome below the water line, all arranged and com-
bined substantially as described.
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65,668.—Hakvey J. Hak-vvood, TJtica. X. T.—
Wood Screxc.—June 11, 1867.—The thread is carried

forwai'd in advauce of the central pai-t to form cut-

ting wings.
C'iat/nr—First, forming the end of tlie screw into

a lip or lips, substantiallr as described.

Second, extending the" lip or lips of the screws be-

yond the terminus of the core, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, retaining the full size of the screw at the

l)oint without continuing the core to the point.

Fourth, increasing the pitch between the lip and
first thread, substantially as described.

65,669.—Henry HArEXPFLUG, Huntingdon, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Edwaed HArEXPFLUG.

—

tSeicinrj Machine.—June 11, 1867.—Motion is impart-
ed to the saw sash by side rod, actuated by a shaft

beneath. The carnage is fed by a rock shaft and
system of connections between a pawl which en-

gages a ratchet on the carriage and a rotating slotted

lever attached radially to the driviug shaft. The
shaft if desu-ed may be"reciprocated by connection to

the rock shaft.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever m, plate n,

shaft i, levers j A- audi, by which motion is imparted
from the shaft C to the reciprocating fi-ame G, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

65,670.—Joel Heacock. Marlboro, Ohio.—
Field Fence—June 11, 1867.—The brace is attached
to the sill and to the butted ends of the nest rail to
the top on each panel, its upper end engaged in a
notch of the top rail. The panels stand on the sills,

their ends lapping past each other.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement herein

described of the rails A A, battens !> B, braces C.
and siD D, when all are constructed of the ordinary
split rails to form the panels of a field fence, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth as
described.

65,671.-HEERMA^^ Hempel, Xew York, X. Y.
—Button-hole Cutter.—June 11, 1867.—The block is

moved longitudinally on the jaw according to the
length of cut required.

Claim.—The sliding block D, when secured to the
jaw d, by means of straps g g, and -when held in po-
sition by*a spring catch h, fitting into one of a series
of holes* aiTtinged on one side of the jaw d, all as set

forth.

65,672.— F. L, Hilbright and F. Reynold,
]S"ewark, X. J.

—

liosettc.—June 11, 1867.—^Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim. — The die A, consisting of the part B
fixed to the flanged rod, the pait C hinged to the part
B, their pieces in contact with each other, con-
structed to receive and hold the metallic loop of
rosettes, said die A being brought do^\n upon the
rosette in the lower die, and uniting the loop thereto,
as hereiii set forth for the purpose specified.

65,673 R. M. Holland and A.J. Hibbs. Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

—

Elastic Frame for Mosquito Bar Xet-
ting.— June 11, 1867.- The radial spring bars are
attached to the corners of the mai-ginal tapes to
extend the same.

Claim. — The socket pieces A A, with their en-
closed s-prings B, together supporting the stems
C C C C, elastically, in combination with the listing
D, or its equivalent, for holding the mosquito netting
E, the said pails being constructed and arranged to
operate together, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

65,674.—H. L. Houghtov, Morrison. Ul.-Com-
position for Hardening and Preserving Wood.—June
11,1867.— Equal parts of saltpetre, alum, and sul-

phate of iron, dissolved in water.
Claim.—A wood-preserving composition formed

of the ingredients herein named, and in about the
proportions mentioned, and applied to wood, sub-
stantially as herein described.

65,675. — TriLLL\M "^HEELEU HuBBELL and
James M. Patton, Philadelphia, T?a.— Quartz Mill.
—June 11, 186'/.—The ore is broken and. thrown into
the hopper, and passes between the vertical com-

pound wheel of the hopper and the concave, which is

formed of segmental blocks. From thence it passes
to the final reducing stones.

Claim.—First, tlie edged toothed sections or plates
2), firmly bolted and fitted to the rectangular surfaces
or corners of the pot, and used in combination with
the central revolving nuts, diminishing in their size
and increasing in their number of teeth downward
towards the bottom 'of the pot, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, discharging the ground quartz from the

bottom of the pot e into the inclined conduit, by
means of the m-m ?i attached to the rim or collar rii,

and below the teeth I and plates p, substantially as
described.

Thu-d, the series of circular movable toothed sec-
tions or nuts above each other vertically, the teeth of
the separate nuts diminishing in size, but increasing
in number as they are placed one below the other
when used in combination with the interior vertical
toothed plates p within the pot, constructed and
operating substantially as described.
Fourth, the furrows* in the stones cut in two dis-

tinct series, the inner series upon radial linos extend-
ing outward to or near the half diameter of the
stouo, the outer scries in toward the centre, on lines

tangential to the iimer funows, and entirely separate
and distinct from each other, with a plain attrition
or uncut face between them, substantially as de-
scribed.

Fifth, in a mill for grinding quartz, the combina-
tion of the elevated^pot e, with its plates and nuts,
arms n, apertm-e 22, inclined conduit 1, and the lower
stones y z, constructed, proportioned, and operating
substantially as described.

Sixth, the removable steel cup or shoe 19, con-
structed, applied and used between the vertical shaft
and removable step 21, in the manner and for this

pm-pose as described.

65,676.—A. Jameson, Trenton, X. J., assignor
to himself, T. S. Murkay, and J. H. Murray, same
place. — Screio Box for Tisea.—June 11, 1867.— Two
tubes of varying diameter are united by a collar

piece and the parts welded together on a fonncr
mandrel ; the feather and cascabel are added, and
the screw is cut in the smaller tube.
Claim. — The method, substantially as above de-

scribed, of making screw boxes for vises.

65,677.—John Joetn'sox, Saco, Maine, and R. C.
Overton, Xew York.

—

Disintegrating Bocks.—June
11, 1867.—Air, steam, and a hydrocarbon vapor ai'e

forced in a stream against the' rock to be heated ; a
stream of cold water is then dashed against it, the
rapid change of temperature disintegrating the rock.
C7ai»K—Liquid and gaseous hydro-carbon and air,

or air and steam, as fuel, for the purpose herein set
forth, and when employed with the agents for the
reduction of temperature, substantially as specified.

65,678. — G. B. Keeler, Greenwich, Conn.—
Wrench.—Jime 11, 1867.—The handle has an adjusta-

ble spring-hook, which clasps the pipe against the
notches as the wrench is rotated.

Claim.—The shank or bar A, notched at one end,
in combination with the adjustable spring-hook F,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,679.—Dennis A. Kellogg, Valparaiso, Ind.— Wrench.—June 11, 1867.—The slots in the nuts are
made by cutting out the threads wide enough to
allow the narrow edges of the main bar to pass.

The sliding jaw has two threaded segments that fit

on the v.ide sides of the bar. By turning the slots

of the nut to the narrow side of the bar, the jaw is

slipped to place, and when the threads of the nut en-

gage those of the bar and the segments of the jaw,
the latter is tightened against the object.

Claim. — A wrench constructed, arranged, and
operating as and for the purpose herein set forth.

65,680.—Patrick Ken-nedy, Xew York, X. Y.
—Cement for Fixing Loor Knobs, d-c. — Juno 11,

1667.—For securing door knobs to shanks, and simi-
lar purposes. Composed of almn, 2 parts ; copperas,

1 ; liue white sand, 1 ; water, 4 ; boiled to consist-
ency of gruel.
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Claim.—A cement composed of the ingredients
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

65.681. — GrAKRET C. Laxses'G and John G.
OsTEOM, Rhiuebeck, N. T.— Wagon Spring.— June
11, 1807.—Explained by the claim and illnstration.

Claim.—The flat wooden springs a a' a" a'", Sec,
when an-anged in paii-s, each pair at right angles
across the other, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described,

65.682. — EUFUS Lapham, New York, N. T. —
Automatic Fire Extinguisher.—June 11, 1867.—The
expansion of mercury causes it to reach a wii'e whose
integrity is destroyed by the contact, and thus the
alarm is given. The release of the wire also mixes
chemicals wliich generate carbonic acid gas to extin-
guish the fire.

Claim.—First, the application of the expansion of
mercury by the heat produced by the breaking out
of a lire in a room to cause an alarm to be given.
Second, the application of the expansion of mer-

cury by the heat produced by the breaking out of a
fire in a room, to cause chemicals that produce car-
bonic acid gas to be brought together for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the application of the expansion ofmercury
by the heat produced by the breaking out of a fire in
a room, to cause a cock or its equivalent to open for
the pm-pose of letting in an extinguisher agent kept
in reserve.

Fourth, the application of the expansion of mer-
cury by the heat produced by the breaking out of a
fire in a room, to sever a wire or its equivalent with
which mercury readily amalgamates for the purposes
set forth.

Fifth, generally for all purposes to which it is

adapted, arranging a wire or its equivalent with
which mercury leadily amalgamates, in such a rela-

tion to the mercury that when expanded by heat it

shall unite with said wii'e or its equivalent, and cause
it to be sepai-ated.

65,683.—Theodor LiJKE, St. Louis, Mo.—Car-
pet Cleaner.—Jime 11, 1867.—The carpet passes over
a roller, being moved and woimd on a windlass, and
is exposed as it traverses to rotai-y beaters and a
revolving brush.

Claiin.—The combination of the frame b b, shaft
a, revolving arms h, rotary brush e, and windlass k,

as herein described and for the purpose specified.

65,684.—Alexander Moon, Maquoketa, Iowa.
r--Pttinp.—June 11, 1867.—The barrel is vertically
reciprocated in the well and has also a rcciprocatxag
piston. The barrel and piston both discharge throug'h
tubular pump stocks, having valves at their lower
ends.
Claim.—The combination of the pumping cylinder

or barrel A, plunger C, and tubes D and J, when all

constructed with valves and arranged together so as
to operate substantially as and for the pm-posc de-
scribed.

65,685.-H. C. MooKE, Springfield, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Chas. Robinson, same place.

—

Skate.—June II, 1867.—The shanks of the sole clamps
are notched, so as toengageeachother beneath thesole
plate, in which position they are fastened by set
screws. The shank of the heel clamp is held by
notches which engage corresponding ones in the
heel plate. A notched eccentric clamps against the
fi'ont of the heel.

Claim.—The hook notches 1 1 in the adjacent edges
of the flanches of the toe clamps, in combination
with the thumb screw S which holds the flanches to-

gether, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Also, the combination of the hook notches// in

the edges of the flanch of the heel clamp, the corres-
ponding notched opening in the heel plate D, the bolt
ff, and nut t, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

Also, tlie notched eccentric G, with its handle p,
turuing up and down under the foot, and arranged so
that it tightens more securely as the heel tends to
work out, substantially as herein specified.

65,686—J. S. Munger, Olean, N. Y.—Carpet
Stretcher and Solder.—J\mG 11, 1867.—The holding

strip has hooks which catch in the carpet, and while
the claws of the pointed dogs are stuck in the floor
at a distance, the other ends of the dogs engage the
strip and hold it in position to strain the carpet into
place.

Claim.—First, the pointed dogs B, adapted for use
in the operation of stretching carpets, and constructed
substantially as described.
Second, the combination of hooked holding plates

A with curved dogs B, substantially as described.

65,687.—James Neale, Trenton, N. J., assignor
to himself and Mathew T. Higgins, New York, N.
Y.—Saw.—June 11, 1867.—The back of the tooth is

grooved and fits in a counterpart ridge on one side of
the socket. The front edge of the tooth is reduced
in thickness and its dovetailed edge occupies one face
of the ridge, while the clamping plate fills the hiatus
in the tooth and is secm-ed thereto, fitting against the
other face of the ridge on the saw plate.

Claim.—A saw tooth, formed with a dovetailed
base and grooved back, setting within the recess of
the saw plate and secured by the clamping plate D
within a recess at the front portion of the base of the
tooth, in the manner set forth.

65,688.—Rachel NewcoItIB, South Brooklyn,
N. Y.

—

Liniment.—June 11, 1867.—Composed of al-

cohol, 1 pint ; and 1 oz. each of oil of spearmint, oil

of thyme, oil of rosemary, oil of sassafras, laudanum,
tincture of cayenne, spirits of hai'tshorn, camphor
gum, and oil of pennyroyal.
Claim.—The liniment, made of the ingredients

mixed together in and about the proportions hereia
above described,

65,689.-^7. H. Nichols, East Hampton, Conn.—Sleigh Bell.—June 11, 1867.—The attaching staple
is fixed in the mold and the bell cast on to it.

Claim.—Casting a shank of two or more or less

pins a a, in and Avith the sleigh bell A, substantially
as and for the pm-poses herein shown and described.

65,690.—Hiram Parks, Athens, N. Y.—Pump.
—June 11, 1867.—The pump rod is attached to a bell

crank that is opora<ecl by a v,-ive from a distance,
passing around bends in its com-se. Draft on the
wire raises the piston, which is depressed by a weight
attached.
Claim.—The arrangement of the pump A, sinker

H, piston rod B, crank or elbow pieces C C, wires or
rods D, and lever E, as lierein described, operating
as and for the purpose specified.

65,691.—Joseph Thomas Parlour, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Keel Block or Best.—Jime 11, 1867.—The keel
is supported on a block, limited to vertical movement
and adjustable by a wedge block held by a pawl and
rack, and moved by ropes and pulleys.

Claim-.—First, a block or support for the keel of a
vessel, &c., Avhen made in separate parts or sections,

constructed and arranged together, so as to be operated
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the upper or cap section B of a keel block,

so arranged that as it is raised or lowered it will move
and be guided in a vertical plane or direction, sub-

stantially as described.

65,692.—"Wm. G. Perkins, Walden, Yt—Roll-

ing Screenfor Doors, Windoivs, d-c.—June 11, 1867.

—

The respective edges of the slats ai"e convex and
concave and present no visible fissures, while they
roll on each other as they wind on the shaft, to which
they are connected by suspending straps.

Claim.—The winding screen, made up of slats with
edges as described, when arranged on suspensories,

as specified.

65,693.—H. G. Pope and H. F. Herrick, New
Berlin, N. Y.—Medical Compound.—3nno 11, 1867.—
For the cure of spavin, &c. Composed of tallow, 4

oz. ; lard, 4 oz. ; oil of origanum, i oz. ; oil of laven-

der, i^ oz. ; cantharides, i oz ; iodine ointment, H oz.

;

blue mass, 1 oz.
;
protochloride of mercury, 15 grs.

;

and extract of logwood, to color the compound.
Claim.—A medical compound, made of the ingre-

dients mixed together in and about the proportions,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
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65,694.— EsEK C. Eouerts, Salem, Mich.—
Fence.—June 11, 1867.—The rail ends are built upon
each other aud supported by vertical stakes planted
ou eacli side. Inclined stakes rest against the fence
and support at their intersection the lower rider ; the
upper rider rests between the vertical and inclined
stakes.
Claim.—The combination of the top rails or riders

E with the stakes B aud C, substantially in the man-
ner herein shov\'n and described aud for the pui-pose

set forth.

65,695.—John P. Scudder, Lawrenceville, K
J.

—

Potato Planter.—June 11, 1867.—The potatoes
pass by an adjustable opening into the inclined wheel
and are raised by revolving scoops and dropped into
the fmTow in the rear of the share.
Claim.—rii'st, the inclined cylinder E, in combina-

tion with the revolving scoops g, and adjustable valve
H. all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the hopper N, and gate h, in combination

with the inclined cylinder E, scoop g, and valve H,
aU made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Third, the adjustable plow J, in combination with

the inclined cyMnder, scoops g and valve H, aU made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

65,696.—Edward Shaw, Portland, Me.—Lamp
Extinguisher.—June 11, 1867.—A strip of metal, bent
to fit the cone, is hinged so as to swiug up and cover
the flame slot.

Claim.—The curved extinguisher for lamp, of the
kind described, when constructed and applied as and
for the purposes set forth.

65,697.-^'. W^ Shirley and "William H. Easig,
Terre Haute, Ind.

—

Steam Engine Governor.—June
11, 1867.—The governor stem has inclined wings to
move it longitudinally against the pressure of a spring.
Claim.—The wind wheel A, the shaft B, and the

spring F', arranged and operating substantially as
herein shown and described for the purposes set forth.

65,698.—Jacob Silvixs and TVilliaji T. Had?,
Sunbury, Pa.

—

Lantern Lamp.—June 11, 1867.—The
cm-ved arm is oscUlated above the wick 'tube to re-

move the crust of the wick. The arm is on the end
of a shaft which passes through a tube in the reser-
voir and is operated by a knurled head below the
lamp bottom.
Claim.—The crust remover g, on the upper end of

a vertical shaft E, which passes through a tube F, in
the lamp, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

65,699.—P. L. Slatton, Xew York, :Nr. T., as-

signor to himself and Almet Eeed, same place.-
Apparatus for TerAjjenng Wire.—June 11, 1867.

—

The wii-es are placed between the converging edges
of radially adjustable bars, which are heated by jets
of gas.

Claim.—First, the radially adjustable strips or bars
E, arranged between the gmde bars C, and provided
with holes or gas prssages c, communicating with
recesses e, in the guide-bars C, all arranged substan-
tially in the manner as and for the pm'pose set forth.
Second, The central passage formed by the strips

or bars E, of such a size as to receive the'wire to be
tempered, and to permit a cm-rent of air to pass to
the gas jets, and this whether said strips E are ad-
justable or stationaiy.

65,700.— William Sloan, Highland, Iowa.—
Sleigh iVoAc—June 11, 1867.— The spurs of the
brake are pivoted to and operate on each side of the
runner : they are brought into operation by a lever
handle ;ind prevented from passing beyond the verti-
cal by the prong which collides with the runner.

Claim.—First, the jaws E, pivoted to and strad-
dling the runner A, prong G, and handle F, when
constructed and an'anged as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

Second, attacliing an arm or prong G to the brake
E F, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,701.—Sherjian Smith, Presque Isle, Me.—
Windoiv Sash Fastener.—June 11, 1867.—The upper
sash has a bar which slides in a band and is engaged
by a thumb-screw. The lower sash has a spur-wheel
wliieh engages a rack-bar attached to the frame and
by which it is adjusted.

Claim.—the combination of the bar a a, the rack
c c, and the thumb-screw d, the wheel g, on the plate
e, aud the catch-rod i', arranged and operating as
and for the purpose specified.

65,702.—"W. C. Smith, Warrensburgh, Mo.—
Sugar Evaporator.—Jime 11, 1867.—The fire chamber
is beneath the highest pan, which is the nearest to
the chimney. Dampers allow the direct communica-
tion of the fijt-e-space and the chimney, or the caloric
cm'rent may be forced under the centre of two, or all

the pans, and under the sides of the same to the
chimney. A cooling pan beneath the flues is con-
nected by a pipe to the lower pan of the series.

Claim.—The pans F G H, arranged at different
heights on the body A of the device, when used in
combination with the flues J J' J", dampers M M N"
O O, arranged relatively with the smoke-stack K
and fire-bos B, substantially as aud for the pm-pose
set forth.

Also, the adjustable wheels C C, and folding legs
or supports D JD, when used in combination with or
applied to a sugar evaporator, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

65,703.—William W. Spalding, Greenland,
Mich.

—

Jigging MacMtie for Dressing Ores.—June
11, 1867.—The pulverized ore falls on to a sieve, where
it is agitated by a rake, in water which is caused to
pulsate by an intermittent plunger. The small and
heavy pailicles fall through and are sorted by an op-
posing stream of water "the heavy and larger fall

into a ragging box and the light are waslied oif.

Claim.—First, the main box A, in combination
with the plunger box B, having a water passage or
throat a connecting them, and divided into two com-
partments with the water passage d between them-
and the discharge pipes e e' leading from them, ar,
ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.
Second, the plunger C, pivoted or hinged at one

side, in combination with the box B, the majn box A,
and the sieve 6, arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

Tliird, the combination of the closed ragging box
E, attached to the front side of the main box A, the
seLf-regulctring gatejp, aud the guard F, constructed,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

Fourth, the rake k, in combination with the coun-
ter-shaft I, the crank shaft h, aud the sieve h, arranged
and operating as and for the pm-pose described.

Fifth, the combina'Aon and arrangement of the
main box A, the plunger box B, the "plunger C, the
bail g, the apron 1), the rake k, the guard F, the gate
p, and the ragging box E. substantially as and for
the purposes herein described.

65,704.-1?. E. Stephens, Owen Sound, Canada.
—Breech-loading Fire-arm.—J\mQ 11, 1867.—The ac-
tion of cocking throws open the breech and dislodges
the shell simultaneously. The breech opens to the
ight by the leverage of' the cam on the spiral-shaped
shoulder ou the connecting rod. The cartridge being
inserted the thumb-bit is compressed, the breech
block is shut and secured by the latch.

Claim.—First, the construction and manner of
operation in a breech-loading^tire-arm of the hammer
C, in combination Avith tho cam rod G, working by
the double link M.
Second, the construction of the extractor in two

parts or sections E F, in combination with the cam
rod and springs J S and X.

Third, the combination of the latch O, and its op-
eration automaticaUy, and by the spring x, and cam
rod.

Fourth, the tripping box I, and its notched key H,
operating therein in combination with the cam rod.

Fifth, the cam P, in combination with the spiral-

shaped shoulder Q, on the connecting rod K, and
working by the cam rod, in combination with the
double link'and hammer or its equivalent.
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Sixth, tlie combination of the connecting rod E
Tvith the thumb-bit D and breech block A, and the
spiral springs J S and X, operating substantially as

described and for the purpose set forth.

65,705.—Levi Steyexs, Ktchburg, ITass.—^_p-
parat\is for Treating Air and Hydrocarbon Ta2)or

for Illuminating Gas.—June 11, 1867.—The float is

an inverted vessel, whose edges ai'e submerged in

the water between the two cylinders. Air or gas is

forced into the machine, and the raising of the float,

when charged, shuts the valve. The gas passes
through an" involute chamber, and is exposed to
alcohol and lime.

Claim.—The apparatus for treating air and hydro-
carbon vapor for illuminating gas, substantially as
desci'ibed and for the piu-poses specified.

Also, the combination of the float k k, with the
rod a and head c, aii-anged substantially as described
and for the piu-poses set forth.

Also, the use of alcohol for improving the quality
of gas for combustion, in combination with the use
of lime, substantially as described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

65,706.—Thomas B. Stout, Keyport, iiT. J.—
Tack Hammer.—June 11, 1867.—Explained by the
claims.
Claim.—The arrangement of the hammer head

oblique to the handle, substantially as and for the
pui-pose herein specified.

Also, the claws aiTanged on the front side of the
hammer head at the upper end thereof, and in line

parallel with the handle, in combination with the
oblique arrangement of the head and handle, for the
purpose set forth.

Also, the combination of the oblique head and
handle,<ind magnetized claws, substantially as herein
specified.

65,707.—Joms G. Talbot, Sloansville, 1:^. T.—
Farm Gate.—June 11, 1867.—The gate runs horizon-

tally on a pulley, whose bearing bracket is hooked into

a socket on the post. After traversing half its length
it is rotated 90°.

Claim.—The single post F, provided with the eye
or socket E D and hook J , and suspended roller or
pulley I, In combination with the gate A B, the seve-

ral parts being arranged and operating as and for

the pui-pose set forth.

65,708.—John K. TJxdeijbill, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Button Fastening.—June 11, 1867.—The two anns
are hinged together, and one of them to the rear of

the button. They are brought nearly in line with
each to enter the button-hole, and are then spread
apart, the slotted one engaging a catch on the button,

which is vibrated into contact with it.

Claim.—The button A, plate B and slotted plate C,

when the same are connected and combined with
each other, and made and operating substantially as

and for the purposes herein shown and described.

65,709.—F. YoLKMAX, Hoboken, IST. J.—Plow.
—June 11, 1867.—The fore end of the plow beam is

supported on a vertical screw, which is planted in a
clamp, adjustable horizontally on the perforated axle.

The draft and horizontal adjustment is by a rod, ad-

justable in the segment bai' and in the axle, and by
the chain passing thence to the beam. Yertical ad-

justment is by the screw.
Claim.—rii'st, securing the upright screw shaft D

in the axle A, in the manner set forth, and clamping
it by means of a set screw a' and clamp E, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

Second, the link J, when arranged laterally adjust-

able on the plow beam, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the piu'pose of changing the
di-alt of the chain I.

Third, the adjustable draft bar G, when secured by
a bolt i to the solid axle A, and when connected with
the draft chain I, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, seeming the Irojit cud of the plow beam to

a vertical rod D.Vhich projects from the axle of a
cart, substantially as herein shown and described, the
said rod not being secured or supported in any frame
or other device that is ranged above the axle A, and
in contact Avith the same, substantially as set forth,

and for the purpose of making the whole cart lighter
and of simpler construction.

65,71©.—Isaac M. Wells, JeffersonviUe, Ohio,
assignor to himself andWilliam Wood, same place.—
Burglar Alar7n.~Jimo 11, 1867.—Cords proceeding
from different windows and doors converge upon a
disk, and are attached to pins thereon. Tension on
either cord upsets the disk shaft, trips the escape-
ment and sounds the alarm.
Claim.—Firat, the post or shaft B, wheel or disk H,

with cords J, operating to free the verge wheel M,
as and for the purpose stated.

Third, in combination with the shaft B, disk H,
cords J and pivoted lever K, the pin or pins E, allow-
ing the cords G- to be self-detaching, when they have
performed their duty of starting the alai-m.

65,711.—Chakles S. Westlajstd, Providence,
E. I.

—

Stop Motion for Steam Engines.—June 11,
1867.—A cylinder is connected with the air chamber
of a pump, and its piston with a valve in the steam
pipe, so that the steam is shut ofi" when the pressin-e
is removed fi'om the air chamber, as by the bursting
of the hose.
Claim.—First, the combination of the air chamber

B, j)ipe C, re.gulating cylinder A, containing the piston
D and spiral spring E', piston rod F, with or without
the sliding stop c and graduations, steam pipe G-,

containing the valve H, lever J, double-slotted grad-
uated arm K, holding the adjustable index a and'pipo
m, substantially as described for the purpose spe-
cified.

Second, the arrangement of the spring on the cyl-
inder, communicating action to the piston by a ratchet
wheel and pawl, as shown in Fig. 5, said ratchet
wheel held in position by a dog, substantially" as de-
scribed and for the jpm'pose specified.

65,712.—Hoeace Westox, Boston, Mass.—Sl-y-
liciht.—June 11, 1867.—Gutters are cut in the edges
ot the sash belov.' the lights to collect the moisture
condensed upon the glass.

Claim.—Forming grooves or gutters a c in the bars
B and at the sides of the sash, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

Also, so formingor cutting away the upper surface
of the bottom rail JD, that the moisture will run down
into the grooves a c, substantially as set forth.

65,713.-E. F. Wheeler, Sag Harbor, >^. Y.—
Washing Machine.—June 11, 1867.—The tub has ribs
on the bottom, against which the clothes are rubbed,
as they are dashed to and fro by the teeth on the
sliding- head, which is reciprocated by the segment
rack of the lever.

Claim.—The slide D, having prongs or fingers E
projecting downward from its lower'part, and rack
teeth upon its upper part, in combination with the
cover C, lever G, and box or tub A, substtmtially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

65,714.—Samuel M. Williams, Pine YUlage,
Ind.

—

Evaporator.—June 11, 1867.—The pans are
arranged parallel above the direct and retui-n flues of
the fui-nace. One is an-anged higher, so as to dis-

charge into a lower one. The finishing pan is heated
by hot water in its lower chamber ; steam trom the
latter forms a coil in the pan above and escapes to
the chimney. Tlie dampers direct the caloric to any
pan or to all. The skimmer is hinged to the rod, and
is oscillated by a supplementary rod.
Claim.—First, an improved evaporator, formed by

the combina4^ion of the pans C 1) and E with the fur-

nace A, when said furnace is constructed and ju*-

ranged substantially as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the skimmer F, fonned by the combination
of the perforated or wire-gauze plate/', the handle jf"^,

and the sliding rod /•*, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

65,715.—James WracHT, :N'ew York, X. Y., as-

signor to himself and Fk.vncis Blessing, same place.—Device fur Cleaning the Traps of Water Clo.iets.—
June ]1, 1867.—Links with rollers at the joints form
a flexible thrusting rod to remove obstructions from
the bends of pipes.
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Claim.—Fh'st. the flexible rod E, when made as

described, in tomliiiiation Trith the tubiUar guide B
and iuflcxilile haiidlo C D, all made and operating sub-
stantially as and lor the pm-pose herein sho^vn and
described.

Second, the friction rollers F, in combination with
the links E ot the flexible rod, and with the handle
C D, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

65,716.—A. J. ALEXA2CDER, CMcago, lil.—Crain
Separator.—June 11, 1867.—The grain is fed in at one
end of the inclined cylinder; the small grain and
ofi'al fall through and*^ are removed by the conveyer
below, while the plump grain is dischai-ged at the end
into a separate spout.

Clai77i.—Win cling the cylinder C with wire in spiral

fonn, leaving the intervals between the threads of
wire somewhat less than the transverse diameter of
the grt de of grain to be passed through said cylinder,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

65,717.—Mason C. Ames, Hartford, Conn.—
Butt Hinge.—June 11, 18(i7.—The whole diameter of
the joint is outside or flush with one side of one leaf

of the hinge, the other leaf fitting against the fonuer,
on what is ordinarily the outside.

Claim.—The an-angement of the hinge joint b in

its relative position with the plates a' a, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

65,718.—Charles Bemis, Mishawaka, Ind.—
Piivq).—June 11, 1667.—The vibrating lever actuates
the tAAO valvcd pistons, which reciprocate in the re-

spective cylindei s and drive the water through the
valved passages toward the exit.

Claim.—The arrangement herein set forth of the
cylinders B E'. with their piston heads and rods, the
pipes D and H, with their valves, and the slotted
lever E, with its crank, all constructed and used with
the boxes A A^, as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied-

65,719.— Joseph C. Bird, Pasing Sun, Md.—
Cultivator.—June 11, 18(w.—The front and rear of
the trapezoidal share frame may be lifted simultane-
ously or separately. The share "is a bent plate whose
flaring ends are reversible, and whose waist em-
braces the standard at the point traversed by the bolt
of the stirru;5 brace.

Claim.— Fiist, the arrangement of the share
fi-ame E, supponed from the lever H H' and pivoted
frame I p, in such a manner as to lilt vertically or iu-

dependently, as described.
Second, the trapezoid-shaped cultivator frame, con-

sisting ot the portions a a a b b c c, arranged substan-
tially as described.

Third, the shai-e e, formed double without a weld,
pinched in at the center to embrace the standard F,
and witli flaring ends, in combination with the stii*-

rup brace, substantially as represented in fig. 4.

65,720.—Louis Brauer, Memphis, Tenn.—^y-
draulic Weighing Ap2Jaratus.—-Jiuie 11, 1867.—The
rotary scale has a continuously acting counterbal-
ancing weight on one side of its axis, and buckets of
knov.n capacity on its cii'cumference, to receive the
liquid which flows in a regular stream. The revolu-
tioiis are recorded. The liquid escapes to a drop
ciiambf-r, with sample chamber and hj'di'ometer cham-
ber attached.

Claim.— First, a wheel which is provided with
buckets or chambers upon its circumference, and also
with a continuously acting counterbalance, and which
is adapted for wei'ghing, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of a registering or record-
ing mechanism, with a continuously rotating weigh-
ing apparatus, operating substantially as described.
Thiid. sustaining a rotary weighing wheel, which

is provided with a continuously acting counterbal-
ance upon anti-trictiou rollers at both ends of its axle,

and connecting such wheel directly to the registering
mechanism, substantiaMy as described.
Fourth, the case I, adapted for receiving the regis-

tering mechanism when it extends from the face plate
of the wheel case A into the space surrounding tiie

tenter of the weighing wheel, all constructed and ar-

lauged s^ubbtantially as described.
Filth, the trap iL and overflow I, substantially as

56 c p

described and shown, for conducting the fluid to bo
weighed upon the weighing wheel and into the buckets
thereof, substantially as described.

Sixtli, the arrangement of the receiving chamber
belo^\ the wheel case A, substantially as and for tho
purpose described.

Seventh, the sample chamber F with the outlet F'
and a valve t, substantially as and for the jjiurposes
described.
Eighth, hydrometer receiver or receivers, for the

purpose specified.

65,721.—Frank W. Brooks, Washington, D. C.—Slide jor Safety lieins.—Jiuie 11, lab't.—The draw-
slide of the supplementai-y rein runs upon the driving
rein, and the safety rein connects through the gag
loop with the bit ring, so as to be used in emergencies.

Claim.—First, metallic slide, which is adapted for
being attached to the safety lines A of the reins B, and
which is provided with a ring or loop c, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

Second, the construction of an ari'esting hook upon
the sliding portion a, substantially as described.

65,722.—Charles BUngek, Xew Haven, Conn.—ALatch Safe.—JwiG 11, 1867.— The matches slide
down the incbned bottom and issue consecutively
through the opening into the trough, the removal of
one giving place to another.
Claim.—The match safe constructed substantially

as herein described, provided with an inclined bot-
tom B, and the trough D, into which an opening
through the front permits a single match to enter the
said trough, and constructed so as to remove the
match from the said trough, substantially as and for
the pm'i^ose specified.

65,723.-Pv.B. Caswell, Palmer, Mass.—Ulank
for Calks of Horseshoes.—June 11, 1867.— The bar
of steel is so-formed that lengths cut therefrom fur-

nish calks ready for welding to the shoe.
Claim.—A new article of manufacture, bars of

steel formed for toe calks, substantially in the manner
herein described.

65,724.—George Chajiberlads, Clean, ]Lsr. Y.—
Stump Extractor.—June 11, 1867.—The socket joint
on -nhich the rotating nut rests, allows it accommo-
dation to the line of drait. The inner screw takes
ttp the slack of the chain, and is tm-ned by the hand
wheel.
Claim.—^First, the metal cap flange or head as con-

structed, having a concave socket, into v\hich is

fitted a concave washer to reduce the friction and
allow changing the position of the line of draft on
the screw, in the manner and for the pui-poses herein
described.
Second, the flange cap C and socket concave

washer E, in combination with the rotating screw
box or nut F, and lever s\\ eej) K, substantially as and
for the purposes sot forth.

Third, the construction of the cast-iron double-
headed screw, with its wrought-iron central support-
ing rod to give strength and diu-ability, as described.
Fourth, the screw rod H, hand wheel k, and double

hooked swivel j j, in combination with the main
screwD for taking up the slack in hitching, as speci-
fied.

Fifth, supporting the lever sweep G on the rim of
the flange cap C, so that it will operate substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

65,725.—John M. Clark, Somerville, Ohio.—
Corn Flou'.—June 11. 1867.—The pIov>s are adjusta-
ble laterally and the rear end of the beam vertically
hy two diagonal bars rimning from standard to
standard, the beam being pivoted to their intersec-
tion. The draw bars ai-'o adjustable on a ratchet
l)eueath the beam. The tongue is adjustable between
vertical bars on the same.
Claim.—First, the adjustable cross-bracesB B con-

nected with the rear end of the beam D in combina-
tion with the standards A A, conssructed, an-anged,
and operating conjointly in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the ratchet and latch
represeuicd in Fig. 5, with the adjustable link; and
draw bars i i, an-anged in the manner and for the
purpose described.
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Third, the guard o and detent m in combination
•with the tongue A-, bars a', and vrooden pin n, ar-

ranged and operating substantiallv as and for the
purpose described.

louith, the construction of the plows of a single

sheet of metal in the manner represented in Fig. 3, for

the purpose described.

65.726. — Patbick Clitford, Holyoke, Mass.—
Covthined Level and PJ.urnb.—June 11, 1667.—The
spirit ICA el is attached to one end of the transverse
spindle and an index finger to the other. The device
may be used as a level or clinometer.

Claim.—The spindle D passing through the stock
M, having secured to it at one end the case A, its

other end bearing the index I on its conical part, and
tightening nut S, all constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

65.727.— William S. Colbuen, Loami, 111.—

Cant Book.—June 11, 1867.—The hook has rectangu-
lar notches on its loTver side, engaged by the sliding

bolt to allow adjustment.
Claim.—The cant hook consisting of the forked

slide I), bolt C,hook B, and lever A, constructed and
operating in the manner herein described.

65.728. — George W. Cooper, Ogeechee, Ga.,
assignor to himself and James Y. Jo>"E&, same place.

—Horse Hoe.— June 11, 1867.— Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim

.

—lii st, a plow or horse hoe of four separate
sections, viz: base A, center plate B, and shares C C,

constructed and arranged substantially as described
and tor the purpose specified.

Second, the shoulders a a formed in the opposite
sides of the plate B, substantially as described and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the metallic sole D secured to the base plate

A , for regulating the depth of furrow, substantially

as described.

65,729.—J. H, Dallmeyer, London, England.—
Compound Lens for Phoiographic Portraiture.—June
11, 1607.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—The construction of lenses or objectives

suitable for photographic purposes, the component
parts of -« hich are of such foiin and so positioned
that by a slight variation of distance between the
lenses of one "of the combinations, as by means of a

screw movement, the operator can produce at will

any desired amount of spherical aberrations or diffu-

sion of focus, without at the same time materially
deranging the other necessary corrections of photo-
graphic Tens, substantiaily as herein described.
Also, the combining lenses a a' b b', substantially

as herein described.

65,730.—Geo. W. Day, Chai-lestown, Mass.—
Articles of Paper Wearing Apparel.—June 11, 1867.

—The strip of paper and woven fabric may be passed
between pressure rollers together, the paper receiving-

impression I'rom said fabric.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, paper either

plain 01 enameled, embossed or imprinted by means
of a \^•oven fabric applised to its siuface under pres-

sui-e, either before or after its conversion into articles

of wearing, applied substantially as set fbi-th.

65,731.—George H. I)ow, Ereepoi-t, 111.—^ed
Boito'tii.—June 11, 1667.—The longitudinal slats rest

near each end and at midlength'ou rubber blocks
upon traverse slats, which are in tm-n supported at

their ends on similar blocks upon slats beneath.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the sectional rubber

springs G H, between the single slats E, I, and J,

forming a vertical series hckl together by the straps
K, constituting the bed bottom, in the 'manner de-

scribed.

65,732.—Matthew Easterbrook, Jr., Geneva,
N. Y.

—

Harvester—June 11, 1867.—Tavo loose piuions
ore arranged upon the crank shaft to engage gears of
different radii on the face of a bevel wheel on the
counter shaft. Clutches are feathered to the crank
Shalt and operated by a hand lever, whereby either
pinion may be locked to the crank shaft, and its speed
be thus regulated.

Cluivi.—The arrangement of the two loose pinions

/ g, on the crank shaft C, in combination with the
bevel, having two sets of teeth b and d, when the said
pinions are locked to the shaft by a clutch or clutches,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purposes set forth.

65,733.—William Elmer, Iv'ew York, N. Y.—
Manvfacturing Llhiminating Gas.—June 11, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims.
Claim.—Eirst, the construction of a tube attached

to the mouth piece of each retort, and terminating in
a gas-tight rotary supply valve, through which coal
or other material*for generating inflammable gases is

introduced out of contact with the atmosphere into
the retorts, and moved forward by means of a receiver
and slide situated within the mouth piece, substan-
tially as set forth, and this whether accomplished by
a rotary valve or otherwise.
Second, the construction of an outlet tube from

the further or back end of each i-etort, the end of
which tube is sealed by dipping into a reservoir" of
coal tar or other suitable substance, so as to exclude
the air from entering the retorts, and to prevent the
escape of the gases generated in the retorts, by which
the coke is discharged ^u ithont opening the retorts,
substantially as above set forth.

Third, the method of subjecting the gas material
within the retorts in a gradual manner to the heat,
and as the process advances and the volatile products
are given off", the gas material is moved forward imtil
brought in contact with the highest heat, where it is

converted into gases, substantially as above set forth

;

and this whether the coal or other material employed
in gas-making is conveyed into the retorts in the pre-
cise manner described or otherwise.
Eourth, the application of a cniTent of electricity

introduced into the retorts for the purpose of decom-
posing the aqueous vapor foimed in the process of
gas-making, and also for the pm-pose of inducing the
chemical affinities of certain elementary bodies pres-
ent, by which a gaseous compound is formed, as
above described.

Fifth, the combination of the gas-making retort
with an electric battery, excited either by heat or by
chemical solutions, substantially as above described.

65,734.—Joseph Eaktou, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Lubricator.—June 11, 1867.—year- the bottom of the
cup is a transverse bar, which is brought against or
raised fi-om the upper end of the hollow spindle, to
stop or adiuit the flow of oil, as the cup is screwed up
or down.
Claim.—The combination, as described, of the cup

and the transverse bar with the screwed spindle and
regulating nut.

65,735.—George Fa-stkgeb, Pittsford, Mich.—
Clothes Dryer and Utand Combined.—June 11, 1667.
—The " lazy-tongs " frame is retained at a definite
extension by a board with hooks beneath, which catch
upon the rounds.
Claim.—The cover D, provided with its hooks E

E, for holding the frame as constmcted in the desired
position, and forming a stand for the clothes, when
combined and used for the pm'poses specified.

65,736—JOHX S. FiFiELD, Westerly. H. J.—Coal
Sifter.—June 11, 1867.—The cinders revolve in tlie

sifter until the ashes are separated, and then the rev-
olution of the wheel in the opposite direction dis-

charges the cinders.
Claim.—The anangement of the boxA with wheel

E, as constructed, sieve H, spout D, and drawer C, in
the manner and for the pur-poses substantially as set
forth.

65,737.—W. W. FixcH, Mishawaka, Jnd.—Mop
Wringer.—June 11, 1867.—The mop cloth is seemed
to the end of the frame and to the cross-head of the
sliding rod. By slijiping the latter from the conti-acted
portion of the frame it may be rotated to wring the
mop cloth.

Claim.—The forked bar E upon the end of the rod
D, used in combination a\ ith the frame A. contracted
at the end in the manner laad for the pm-poses speci-
fied.

65,738.— Addisox L. Folger, Sumner, Ind.—
Sorghum Evaporator.—June 11, 1867.—The fire cham-
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l)#r has a loneritudinal division extending from the baclc

of the furnace to the chimuoj-. Transverse overhung
pans arc above the lurnace, and longitudinal pans over
the divided portion of the fire chamber; the caloric

current is directed through either chamber by damp-
ers. The pans connect by gated openings, -with

strainers arranged in iuteriuediate plates which span
the spaces between them.

C^ff/»i.—First, the combination of the furnace A,
haviug a longitudinal pai-tition A^, the transver.se

overhung pans E E' E"^, and longitudinal pans M and
X. subst"autially as described.

Second, the "furnace A, constructed with double

flues A' and A^, which are independently regulated

bv means of the dampers C and 1), arranged to oper-

ate ill relation to the pans M and N, substantially as

described.
Third, the aiTangement of the pans E E^ E^, gates

F. screen G. lever"^!. rod K, nut K', and springs L,
substantially as described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the transverse and

longitudinal pan with flanges II H, intermediate plate

H'. and gates F and screens G, substantiallj as set

forth.

65,739.—Charles H. Fowler, "West liosbmT.
:\rass.—Pff J-Zor Ten-Fin Alley.—^wm 11, 1867.—Cords
are attached at the base of each pin and, passing-

through the floor, ai-e conducted to the phiyer, as a
means of restoring the pins to upright position. The
front end of the floor behind the balls is inclined for-

wards by pulling on the same cord, as a means of
throwing the balls on to an inclined track which re-

turns them to the player.
. Claim.—The application and an-angement of the
trap floor/ in such a manner that it shall be lowered
simultaneously with the act of raising the pins, and re-

turned to place when such act has been accomplished,
essentially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the mechanism for operating the pins and trap
floor, consisting of the cords n n^n, &c., block and
wedge V and c, ropes wga' and b', pulley i, and spring
d', combining and operating together to produce the
effects substantially as before described.

65,740.—XicoLAi C. Fraxzen*, Hamburg, Ger-
many.

—

i^teering Indicator.—June 11, 1867.—Explain-
ed by the claims and illustration.

claim.—First, the combination with a rudder of
steering gear of vessels of a dial plate and index, or
their equivalents, so connected with the steering ap-

paratus that any movement of the rudder will be in-

dicated on such' dial when such dial and index or in-

dicator are so placed in respect to the deck of the
vessel as to be plainly visible from different parts of
the vessel, for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement in such
an indicator, when so located with the steering gear
of a vessel, of an index moving over a dial, such index
and dial being of strong contrasting colors to indicate
by daj- the position and movement of the rudder, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third." the combination and arrangement in such
an indicator, so located and connected with the steer-

ing gear, of plates of differently colored glass, or
other transparent material, with a movable opaque
plate or surface having a suitable aperture cut therein,
and with a light or lamp, arranged and combined
substantially as described, to intlicate at night, b^*

differently colored lights, the position and movements
of the rudder, for the pm'pose set forth.

Fourth, the combination in one and the same indi-

cator of an index moving over a differently colored
surface, or their equivalents, and of colored" transpa-
rent plates, in connection with a movable opaque
perforated plate and with any liglit, the several parts
arranged and operating severally and in combination
stibstantitdly as described, thereby rendering the same
instrument "either a day or night indicator of the
movements of the rudder, for the purposes set forth.

65,741.-J'0HX A. FUEY, IS'ew York, X. Y.—
2Ictal Barrel.—-June 11. 18G7.—The wooden hoops
are driven over the coiTUgations and cemented to the
baiTcl. The end hoops are secm-ed by swaging out
the chime.

Claim.—First, strengthening and protecting me-
tallic barrels by making their hoops of wood, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

Second, the mode herein set forth of placing the
end hoops to secure the chimes from indentation's, and
also the mode of securing tlse end hoops in place by
swaging out the chimes, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

65,742 Edward J. Frost, Xew York, IS". Y.—
Magazine lievolring Fire-arm. June 11, 1867.—The
magazine tube below the barrel communicates with
the chamber of the revolving breach, into which a
cartridge is forced by the magazine spring, aided by
a \)in\\ operated by' the tumbler. As the hammer
strikes, the shell of the previous cartridge is cxpeUed
by a sliding piston opc^rated by the tumbler.

' Claim.—First, the pawl K, in com'jination with
the magazine spring e. as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the plunger h, spiral spring h', and thumb
catch /i'^, arranged for engaging with the hammer,
substantially as explained.

65,743.—FerdinaxdHaase and William EosT,
Oak Park, 111.— Unloading Failroad Car.<i.—.June 11,

1867.—The rotation of the brake drum acts by chains
upon levers to which the oscillating segmental racks
are pivoted, to engage said racks with spur wheels on
the axles. Tjje rack frames have anti-li-iction rollers,

which impinge against the hinged plates and by
them raise the tilting car platforms and discharge the
load.

Claim.—First, the folding platform A, constructed
and operating substantially asset forth.

Second, the pulley E F F. rod g', and chains G G,
in combination with plates H H, "lever 1 1, cog-wheels
K K, and the drum O of the brake, the whole arranged
so as to bring down the cog-wheels K K, when desi-

rable, and mesh their teethinto the teeth of the pin-

ions R R of the car-axle, substantially as herein de-

scribed and specified.

Third, the pinions R R set on the car-axles, in
combination with the described device, to automati-
cally unload the folding platform A, substantially as
set "forth.

Fourth, the device to gradually fold the platform A,
consisting of brackets 1 1 and m n, rods v v, ratchet
wheel p, and lever q. constructed as described, the
whole arranged and operating substantially as herein
described and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the plates T T hinged to the car ft-ame to
raise the platform B B, in combination with the said
platform, substtmtially as described and specified.

65,744.—William Hay, Dumbarton. Scotland,
assignor to Robert Hay, Mineral Point, Wis.

—

Scale
Rule.—June 11, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—First, providing a rule with a fixed scale

b b indicating the circumference of circles arranged
in relation with the ordinary measming scale a a,

substantially as herein set forth for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, providing a rule with a chord scale a c, ar-

ranged in combination with the radius scales d d,

substantially as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

Third, providing a rule with the scale e e, arranged
in relation with the radius scales d d, substantially as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Fom'th, the construction of a rule with the scaJes

b b c c d d and e e arranged in relation with each other
and with the scale of inches or other measiu-ement,
substantially as herein set forth for the purpose speci-

fied.

65,745.—John E. Heath, Niles, Mich.—Device
for Shearing Metals.—June 11, 1867.—The jaws are
shackled together and are moved by the engagement
of their segment racks by the pinions on the shafts of
the handles.
Claim.—The racks E G P and pinions F H, pro-

vided with the handles N X, constructed and com-
bined substantially as set forth.

Also, the set screw O, in coml)ination with the arms
A B, provided with the racks E G P and pinions, for

the purpose of limiting the movement of the arms
away from each other and the movement of the opera-
tive lever.

Also, the slotted cutters J J. in combination with
the screw L L, set screw. M M, and jaws A B, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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65,746.—Solomon T. Holly, Eoctford, 111.—

Crrain Binder.—June 11, 18G7.—The baud secm-ing
tnstrumeut and derices for applying the binding ma-
terial to the gOTel, and for comprest^ing the same, are

operated by a siuglc driving shaft. The gavel band
is tied, -n-hi'le the securing, applying, and compressing
devices are at rest. The devices are explained in the
claim.
Claim.—First, the arrangement in binding appara-

tus of the band-secimng instrument and compressing
strap-holder at opposite sides of the ring-carrier, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Second, the combination in binding apparatus of
the jaws of the cord-holder with a shear blade, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Third, a cord-twister for binding apparatus, com-
posed of an arbor and jaws, one of which is movable
toward and from the other in the direction of the
length of the arbor, siibstantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination in binding apparatus of the
following instnmaentalities, viz : the ring-carrier,

driving shaft thereof, baud-securing instrument, and
connecting and disconnecting mechanism, all ope-
rating in the combination, substantially as set forth.

Filth, the combination in binding apparatus of the
following instrimaentalities, viz: the band-securing
instrument, ring carrier, gearing ring, and connect-
ing and disconnecting meckanism, all operating in

combination substantially^ as set forth.

Sixth, tlic combination in binding apparatus of the
following instrumentalities, viz: the baud-securing
instrument and gearing ring, the latter operating the
former substantially as set forth.

Seventh, the combination in binding apparatus of
the following instrumentalities, viz: a detachable
strap-holder, detent therefor, gearing ring and ring-
carrier, all operating in the combination substantially
as set forth.

Eighth, the combination in binding apparatus of the
following instrumentalities, viz : a detachable strap-

holder, detent therefor, ring-carrier, and driving shaft
therefor, all operating in the combination substantially
as set forth.

Nintli, the combination in binding apparatus of the
following instrumentalities, viz : the appurtenance of
the band-securing instrument, gearing ring, and ring-
carrier, all operating in the combination substantialfy
as set forth.

Tenth, the combination in binding apparatus of the
following instrumentalities, viz : the ajipurteuance of
the band-securing instrument, ring-carrier, and driv-

ing shaft thereof, ail operating in the combination
substantially as set forth.

Eleventli, tlie combination in binding apparatus of
the following instrumentalities, viz : the latch of the
connecting mechanism of the ring-caiTicr and band-
securing iustvument, the former operating upon the
latter substantially as set forth.

Twelfth, the combination in the bindiiag apparotu''
of the following instrumentalities, viz : the gearing-
rhig, the detent of a detachable strap-bolder, the de-

tachable strap-holder, ring-carrier, and connecting
and disconiiecting mechanism, all operatiug in the
combination substantially as set forth.

Thirteenth, the combination of a stop mechanism
of a viug-caiTier and the cord-holder of binding appa-
ratus in such manner that the fii-st instrumentality
operates the second, substantially as s(>t forth.

Fourteenth, the combination of the stop mechanism
of a ring-carrier and the shear-blade of a binding-
apparatus, substantially as set forth.

Fifteen til, tlie combination of the stop-latches of the
ring-carrier of a bintling apparatus witii a stop formed
of [larts, one of which is movable, the whole operating
substantially as set forth.

Sixteenili, the combination of the movable jaw of
the band-securing instrument of a binding ajiparatus
with a liand lever, so tJiat it may be readily opened,
substantially as set forth.

Seventoeurh, the guide for the binding material,
corisistiug substantially of a V-formed iustrument and
gate, substantially as set forth.

Eightccntli, the combination in binding apparatus
of the tongue that retains the binding material in the
track of the movable inatrumeut that is to seize it,

with the driving shaft of the apparatus, through the
intervention of a cam. substantially as set forth.

Nineteenth, the conibinatjon of the toiiiiue that re-
tains the binding material with the cord-camer in

such manner that the former may be moved laterally
to the track of the binding material to remove it from
its path at one period and to insert it in its path at
another in the operation of binding, substantiallv as
set forth.

65,747.—Edwhs- B. Horn, Boston, 'M.ixs?,.—Sfnn
Winding Watch.—Juixe 11, 1867.—The inner spiudle
is turned by its head, at the same time pushing in a
pin at the edge of the watch to throw the spindle in
connection with the hand-setting wheels. The watch
is wound by the rotation of the middle head attached
to a sleeve of the spindle, and engages a ring gear let

into the face plate and engaging a pinion on the barrel
arbor.
Claim.—First, the ring gear D, when arranged in

combination with the face of a watch, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the auxiliary stem L' L passing through
the center of the stem A, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the auxiliary stem L with the gear wheel KK and
the lever M M, substantially as described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

65,748.—Henry B. Horton and M. L. Wood,
Ithaca, K". T., assignors to the Ithaca Calendar
Clock Cojipany, same jtlaee.—Calendar Cloclc—
June 11, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of Henry
B. Horton, ApiH 18, 1865, and two patents of August
28, 1866.—Devices enumerated in the claims.
Claim.—First, the interposition of the connecting

devices made as described, between any convenient
part of the time movement and of the calendar, and-
ail equivalent therefor, when so constructed that the
calendar can be tested or proven, with or without
motion of the time movement or any portion thereof,
the said devices being applied to any part or point of
the time movement or connected tliere-^vith, for the
purpose of testing by machinery the calendar, when
substfintiallymade as and accomplishing what has been
described.
Second, a changeable or self-adjusting fixture on or

connected with the shaft of the twenty-four hour
wheel, as specifically shown by the use of the wedge
G, pin H through the tube E, and shaft F, and also at
I, as set forth.

Third, broadly the employment of the mechanism
described, o*r any equivalent thereunto, by which o^e
or more of the calendars are tested or proven, after
the clock and calendar or clocks and calendars are
completed ; and further, the machineiy by which one
or more calendars are tested or proven, whether the
calendar or calendars are connected with the time
movement or not.
Fourth, the employment of the crank or cranks O,

or other conveniently made equivalent, with the rod
or rods D, or other equivalent, by which the time cal-

endar cams A of sepai'ate clocks are moved, for the
purpose of testiug or proving them by machinery, as
described.

Filth, broadly arranging and making a suitable ma-
chine or mechanism for the i)urpose of applying to and
removing from the same in any convenient manner one
or more calendar clocks, either in a finished or in any
partially completed state, for the purpose of trial test

or proving of the calendar or any of its parts or of
any pait or portion of the time movement necessary
to the connection of the time movement and calendar,
when substantially accomplishing the end or object
desired or described.

Sixth, so arranging a series of calendar clocks, and
also of calendars only, in connection with air test line

or mechanism, that the changes of months, days of
the month, and days of the week, or other approp'riate
changes of calendar clocks, are made siraultancously
or nearly so, through the whole line or series, for the
purpose of mutually proving or testing each other,

thus making apparent any defect of construction or
operation in any one or m.ore of them, as described.

Seventh, testing calendar clocks, by applying to or
actuating their movements by a propelling or driving
mechjinism, in such a way that these movements may
be aceelernted to the extent and purpose set forth

in this specification, using therefor such piopelliug ma-
chinery as is herein sot forth, or any ei]ui\alent there-

for, and the interposition of the connecting devices set

forth, or any equivalent therefor.
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65,y49.-G. C. HUNTRRSS, Elkhoru, Wis.-Buckle.
—June 11, 18ti7.—Tlie frame is pivoted to the under
strap, and the lever to the Irame, and both carry
tougues which traverse the outer strap and cuter the
inner one.

Claim.—A buckle consisting of the frame D, hav-
ine: the cross-bar F and tongue A formed thereon, and
having the lever C with the tongue B attached, piv-

oted to the frame as herein described.

65,750.—TTiLLTAM Marcus jACKSOX,Troodland,
Cn\.^— Teeth for Lifting Lodged Grain.— June 11,

1867.—The device is applied to a reaper to elevate
lodged grain and bring it within reach of the I'eel.

The elastic shoes and yielding fingers are attached to
bai-s to form sections.
Claim.—The elastic shoes in combination with the

yielding fingers applied to a section or frame to be
attached to a reaper, and all arranged to operate in

the manner substantially as and for the pm'posc set

forth.

65,751.—TV. E. Jacobs, Columbus, Ohio.—Simp
Strai)ier.—June 11, 1867.—The sirup pours into one
compartment, passes under tlie partial division board
and upward thi-ough the strainer to the overflow exit

pipe.
Claim.—A straining apparatus, which consists of

a box A, having a division B and strainer C applied
within it, in such manner that the liquid to be strained
shall pass upwai'd thi'ough the strainer, substantially
as described.

65,752.—Gilbert D. Jones, New Tork,N.T.—
Press.—June 11, 1867.—The right and left hand
screws of the shaft operate cogged sectors whose
oscillatiou actuates the toggles by which the follow-

ers are mutually approached to press the hay, &c.,
into the compass of a bale.

Claim.—Fu-st, iu combination with the follower of
a press, three toggles, arranged relatively to each
other and pivoted to the follower in the relation to

each other substimtially as set forth, the combination
being substantially as described and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

Seconcl, in combination with three toggles, cog-
ged sectors attached and gearing together, sub-
stantially as described, whereby the three toggles may
be made'to move in unison as set forth.

Thii'd, in combination with three toggles and their
cogffcd sectors, a sector in gear with a screw, the
coml)ination substantially as described and operatiag
substantially as set forth.

Fourth, in combination with two sets of toggles to
operate follo'oers in opposite directions, right and left

hand screws mounted upon the same shaft, the com-
bination being and acting substantially as set forth.

65,753.—"Washixgton Keemle. Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Engine Piston.—Jnne 11, 1867.—The piston
packing is adjusted by nuts on radial screws worked
by pinions jvhich gear into a crow n wheel on the end
of a tube which surrounds the piston rod.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the central tulie C, with the packing, by means of
the crown wheel G, pinions F F' F', and nuts E E' E',

substantially in the manner described and for thexjur-
pose specified.

Second, the combination of the pinion P, with the
follower-ring H, and with the wheel L, by means of
the pinion M, and pawl O. substantially as described
and for the purpose set i'orth.

Third, constructing the screw thread of the rod D
of coarser pitch than tliose of the rod D D, substan-
tially as described and for the pmpose specified.

65.754.—George Augustus Keene, Newbury-
port, Mass.

—

India-rubber Tread for Carriage Steps.—.June 11, 1867.—The rubber tread has reticulated
ridges and is vulcanized to a plate which is then se-

cmed by rivets to the step.

Claim.—The aiTangemeut and combination of the
plate/, in connection with and securely fastened to
the rubber tread, consisting of reticulated ridges b
and c, and intaglio cells a and d, to form a tread for
a carriage step, substantially as described.

65,755.~Geoge W. Ejs'ai'p, Corning, X. Y.—Com
Planter.—June 11, 1867.—The ground is spaced for

planting by a reel at each side of the machine, the
reel marker operates the feed and dropping mechan-
ism ; the feed device is a series of revolving cups
which raise the seed from the reseiwoir anil drops it

into the seed tubes behind the double ended and re-

vorsil)le fuvrower. Covering hoes operate iu the rear
of the dropper.

Claim.—First, the adjustable revolving arms D D,
constructed and operating as described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the revolving wheel K, and feed buckets
c c CO, constructed and operating as described, and
for the pui'poses set forth.

Thh'd, the automatic valves P P, as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the automatic scrapers q q, constructed
and operating as described and for the purposes set

forth.

Fifth, the treadle levers 2 and 3, with levers 2 2,

for elevating the arms D D D, &c., the furrowers L L,
the valves P P, and scrapers q q, constructed and
operating as described and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the arms D D, &c., with
the feed wheel /,-. revolving feed buckets c c c, (fee,

and the valves P P, the whole constructed and ope-
rating as described and for the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the furrows L L, and the manner herein
decribed of attaching and detaching the furrowers,
holding them firmly, or allowing them to revolve by
means of the devices herein described and set foilh.

65,756.—Herman E. Knapp, Benson, Yt.—Sled
Brake.—June 11, 1867.—The hand lever is connected
by a rod to the horizontal lever on the rear bob-sled,

and this to levers and rods whicli depress the claws
into contact with the gi'ound to act as brakes.
Claim.—The levers d d, in combination with the

rods ffe e, lever A, rod G, and lever C, all acting iu
combination with the double claw arms B, or their
equivalents, the whole combined as specified and for

the pm-pose set forth.

65,757.—F. "W. L.Knuschke, Providence, R.I.,
assignor to The GorhamManufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Lifterfor the Lids of Pitchers.—June
11, 1867.—The trigger, pivoted in the upper part of
the handle, is pressed against the shank of the lid and
raises it.

Claim.—The lifter or lever, in combination with
the handle and hinged lid of a pitcher or other vessel,

substantiaUy as described for the pm'pose specified.

65,758.—Silas H. Loring, Lawrence, Mass.—
Hose Coupling.—Junell, 1867.—The socket is screw-
ed into an opening in the side of the tank and has a
threaded flange into which the outer ring of the hose
is screwed ; the inner ring, previously inserted, sus-

tains the hose on the inside.

Claim.—The ring C, within the end of the hose D,
in combination with the annular clamping ring E,
and flange socket B, the flange A, or projecting end
h, all arranged substantially as and for the pui'pose
set forth.

65,759.—David Matifew, Prairie du Chien,
"Wis.

—

Ferrule for Tubxdar Boilers.—June 11, 1867.

—

The projecting ferride ends and flanged riug protect
the flue sheet from direct heat.
Claim.—^pii-st, the projecting feiriflesB, construct-

ed and aa-ranged as and for the pm-pose herein set

forth.

Second, the ring D, combined with the projecting
ferrules in front of the flue sheet to protect it, as set

forth.

65,760.—Thomas Cato McKEEN,Trvington, N.
J,, assignor to The New York Submarine Com-
pany.—X>i?;i«5r Apparatxis.—June 11, 1867.—The di-

ver carries a reservoir of compressed air, with which
he supplies his helmet, and with which he can inflate

the buoys attached to his dress when he desires to
ascend to the surface of the water. Metallic rings
in the water-proof dress keep it extended and relieve

the body of pressure.
Claim.—ThQ use and application of hoops or rings

to the diving dress, constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purposes described.
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G5,761.—F. B. Morse, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Joint for Carriage Braces.—June 11, 1867 ; ante-
dated May 21, 16tJ7.—Explained by the claim and il-

lustration.

Claim.—TheconeD, formed upon an inverted con-
ical ear C, on the one part, combined with a coitc-
spondiug ear E, provided with an internal conical
seat upon the other part to correspond to the cone I),

.the whole constructed substantially as herein set
forth.

65,762.—F. B. Morse, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Mamifacturian Shackles for Carriage Thills.—J-ane
11, 18tJ7.—The shackle is finished at a single heat
li'om a solid piece without welding or bending, by
subjection to a series of dies which act upon specia'l

parts, and by successive impacts give the form re-

quired.
Claim.—The method herein described of forming

the square-backed shackle blank, described and rep-
resented bj fig. 8.

65,763.—G-ERSHOMM0TT.EigEun,0hio.—Trrt<er
JElevator.—rinua 11, 1867.—The links of the chain
have buckets which lift and discharge the water as
the wheel rotates.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the chain D, provid-
ed on its inside with buckets E, with the wheel :^,

having arms C C, and trough E, substantially as and
for the purj ose herein set forth.

65,764.—Charles Nelson, 'Hew York, IT. T.,
assignor to himself and LoLis Klueber, sarne place.—Toy Torjjcdo and Explosive Compound.—June 11,

1867.—A hollow ball of clay is filled with a composi-
tion of amorphous phospLijrus, chlorate of potash,
sulphia-, and chalk, which are plugged in. The ex-
terior is varnished.

Claim.—First, the toy torpedo, herein described,
having a body molded in the form requii-ed, and com-
posed of materials in the proportions which shall be
harmless in exploding, substantially as herein speci-
fied.

Second, as an explosive composition for torpedoes
and analogous uses, the compound herein described,
composed of materials in the proportions, substan-
tially as herein specified.

65,765.—Harrison Ogborx, Eichmond, Ind.—
Winnounng Scree?!.—June 11, 1867.—The air from
the pan is thrown between the upijer and lower series
of screws. The hopper exit is adjustable by a slide.

Claim.—First, the apparatus for giving an upward
dii-ection to tlie fm blast, consisting of the pivQted
guide plates F', provided with rods G, in combination
with the notched plates F, substantially as described
and for the purposes specified.

Second, the guide plates F' and notched plates F,
in combination with the screens L and H, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the L-shaped lever E, rods I and S, pinion
C on the fan shaft and gear wheel B, in combination
with the screens L and H, arranged substantially as
described.
Fourth, in combkiation with the above the adjust-

able slide and pivoted lever T, substantially as and
for the x)urposes set forth.

65,766.—Homer Eiggs, Washington, D. C—
Attaching Metal Soles to Boots and Slwes.—June 11,

1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Securing taps or oversolcs of sheet metal,
or otiier suitable material, to the bottom of boots and
shoes by making slotted lioles d d in the ears a a, and
also in the rear end of the tap A, to be sprung over
the screw heads e c, so that the taps may be removed
and replaced by tlie wearer at pleasure, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

65.767.—Albert W. Egberts, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to P. Jewell & Sons, same place.

—

Appa-
ratus/or Drying Hides, Leather, cf-c—June 11, 1867.

—Tiie tubes through Avhich air is blown to the dry-
ing room are placed in a furnace used for another
purpose.
Claim.—Driving the air through heating tubes A,

^arranged in a lieating cliamber B, into a drying
apartment G, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

65,768.—Israel M. Eose. Xew York. X. Y..
assignor to the Sewing Machine Lmprovement
Company, same place.

—

Embroidering Attachment
for Sewing Machines.—June 11, 1867.—The vibrating
arm lays the cord in curves upon the cloth, the needle
in its ascent coming against its curved upper end,
causing its lower end to advance toward and past the
needle and between it and its thread below the eye.
When the needle arm descends it strikes the lower
end of the vibratiug arm and restores it to posiMon,
the needle passing through the loop of the cord.

Claim.—First," the combination of the frame B,
spring C, and point d v\ith the vibrating arm or lever
D, constructed and arranged substantially as above
set forth, for laying the embroideiy thread or twist in
proper position, as'described.
Second, a spring C. having a spring point d, as

shown, in combination with the vibrating arm D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,769.—Henry Eothfelder, ISTew York, X. Y.
— Winding and Setting Watches.—June 11, 1867.

—

The burr spindle gives motion to a wheel having a
wrist pin connected to a plate carrying a spring pawl
acting on a ratchet wheel on the barrel arbor. The
watch is wound by right or left rotation of the burr.
This wheel is thrown in connection with the hand-
setting pinion by a vibrating lever carrying a spur
wheerat its end.

Claim.—The pawl carrier r, located between the
usual ratchet wheel on the arbor of the spring barrel
and the ratchet wheel t, and receiving motion from
the wheel m, pinion I, and bm'r d, for winding the
watch as set forth.

Also, the setting wheel u. provided with long teeth
and set upon the levers v, in the manner specified, in
combination with the wheel m, pinion z, and connec-
tion to the bm-r d, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,770.—Charles E.Eussell, Jacksonville, HI.—Stove-jnpe Brum.—June 11, 1867.—Within tlie part
of the stove-pipe enclosed by the radiating annular
drum is an axial inverted conictd pipe, connected at

its upper and lower ends by horizontal pipes, through
which the air of the room circidates.

Claim.—The arrangement of the annular radiator
A and pipe B, provided with its tubes D E and con-
ical pipe C, in the manner substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

65,771.—J'AMES P. Selsor, Cherry Box, Mo.—
Corn Flanter.—June 11, 1867.—Attached to one of
the ground Avheels is a ratchet wheel whose projec-
tions strike a lever which actuates the di-oppiug
mechanism. The ratchet is adjusted so as to stait

right at the commencement of a row to plant in check
rows.
Claim.—The employment of the ratchet D. substan-

tially in the manner herein described and set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
wheel A' and the ratchet D, the lever C C and the
sjjring C^.

65,772.—Wm. a. Siiepard, l>Tew York, IN". Y.—
Brick Kiln.—June 11, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and iJ>istration.

Claim.—First, an oblong building with a riiilroad

track runiung through its whole leugth and divided
into separate compartments by means of removable
partitions, in combination -nith a series of cars hav-
ing fire brick, or their equivalent platforms, and
adapted to building kilns thereon, and burning the
same on the cars, substantially as described.

Second, building and burning kilns of brick, pottery
or other similar substances on movable railroad cars
with platforms of fire brick, or equivalent material,

substantially as described.

65,773.—Wm. Sims. Pittsburg, Ta.—Door and
Bit for Boiling and Fuddling Furnaces.—June 11,

1867.—The bit of tlie door, which contains the open-
ing and is more exposed to the heat, is made ol de-

tachable plates so as to be removed when destroyed,

and a new bit substituted, and not render the whole
door useless.

Claim.—An improved door and a new bit to be
fastened thereon for puddlinj;- or boiling fui'naces, or
all other fui'uuces subject to intense boat.
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65,774.—Dkxter Smith, Spviugfieltl, Mass.—
Priminj 2[ctalHc Cartridges.—June 11, 181)7.—

A

small circular flange is Ntaiuped up from the center
of the flant^e i)lato."and forms a cavity for the fulmi-

nate; on the fulminate i.s placed a small perforated
disk which fits the chamber, whose edge is turned
down thereon.

Claim.—A center fire carti'idge in which the anvil

*is attached to the interior of the'head of the cartridge
shell by means of the flange a, formed on the inside

smfacc of the same, substantially as described.

65,775.—€harles Stearns, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor by mesne assignments to Jacob A. Kissell,
Chicago,' 111., and Natiiax Blickensuerfeu, Erie
county, Pa.

—

Lightning Rod.—June 11, 18(i7.—The
strip Is carried in a long roU before corrugating,
which is done on the ground bv rollers which give it

a double bend trausversely and a spiral turn longitu-

dinally.

Claim.—A lightning rod or conductor, consisting
of a solidly continuous strip of sheet metal, substan-
tially as described.

65,776.—TV.M. J. Terry, TValla Walla, "Washing-
toa Territory.

—

Fastening for Neck Ties.—June 11,

1867.— Theshank of the fastener has a removable
head connected by a spring pin. Ornaments may be
attached to the fastener. The surfaces impinging on
the fabric have spui's to prevent rotation, and the
shank passes through an eyelet in the tie.

Claim.—First, the stud 'or fastener provided with
the removaljle head, constructed and applied substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the slotted shank in combination with the
removable head, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Third, the head c and flanges or disks 6 &', provided
with points for the purpose of preventing the turning
of the fastener, as tlescribed.

Fourth, the neck tie provided with the eyelet hole

/, whereby it is adapted to be used in connection
with the fastener, substantially as described.

65,777.—Mrs. P. T. Vixixg, ISTew York, IS". Y.—
Preserving Flowers and other Vegetable Forms.—
'June 11, 18fi7.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—The cmploymcnt'of a solution of glass, or
other liquid silica, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Also, in combiiLatiGn.'with the above, the pulverized
glass or silica, all as Iierein specified.

Also, inclosing the objects as herein set forth in a
racuum, when they have been thus prepared.

Also, filling the receiver, in which objects prepared
as above set forth are placed with an atmosphere of
carbonic acid gas.

Also, the receiver for containing the carbonic acid
gas as herein described, having an elastic or yielding
portion, to allow of the expansion of said gas 'without
imdne pressure in the chamber of said receiver.

65,77S.—Stephex W. Walker, Anson, Maine
—Horse liake.-^Juue 11, 1867.—The teeth are hinged
to the lower end of the bar, and are depressed by a
spring which still allows them to yield upwardly when
sutncient force is api^lied, as iu s'm-mounting obstruc-
tions.

Claim.—The combination of the frame e, rods /,
springs r, and teeth a, aiTanged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

65,779.—Wm. Pv. Wallis, Alliance, Ohio.—At-
taching Eave Trough.^ t/j Houses.—June 11, 1867.

—

The tiansverse strap and the strap which follows the
curvature of tlie gutter are united by rivet and clamp,
The suspending strap passes through and is hooked
to the l)ar descending from the plate or eave.

Claim.—The strap I), Avhen used iu combination
with the strap C and plate E, with its thumb screw
r, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

65,780—JAJfEsC. Walter, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Hardening and Tempering Wire
June 11, 1867.—The ends of the wires are clamped
between blocks in the sliding head and are strained
by tension on the flange of the frame through which
they pass to the wire which passes through the series
of eyes. Tension is given by a screw and spring.

Claim.—First, the combination of the screw C
with tlie sliding head ii and frame A, substantially
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the tension spring, the
sliding head and the frame A, substantially as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

Tliird, the sliding head constructed with clamping
blocks d, and tightening screws /, suljstaatially as

herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the arrangement of the screw C, tension
spring D, sliding head B, and frame A, substantially

as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

65,781.—Jeremy B. Wardwell, Georgetown,
D. C— Weather Strip.—June 11, 1867.—The strip is

formed of a plate of India-rubber which conforms to

the inequalities of the thi-eshold, against which it is

pressed by the springs which bear on its surface
when the 'door closes.

Claim.— The Aveather strip provided with the
spring by which the elastic strip F is made to con-
form to the irregularities of the threshold, as herein
described for the purpose specified.

65,782.—A. Washburx and J. IST. Vax Sickle,
Medina, Ohio.

—

Machine for Dressing Feathers.—
June 11, 1867.—The feathers are steamed in a hori-

zontally rotating cylinder. The steam from thejacket
is turned into the perforated pipes, whence it issues

in jets until shut off'. The feathers are then dried by
the heat of the jacket, the ventilation being open
and the water of condensation directed to a single

point of discharge.
Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes C D E M,

faucets G, and perforated pipes H, substantially as

described.
Also, the arrangement shown iu figure .3, whereby

during the rotation of the machine the water of con-
densation is led into a single pipe, from which it is

dischai-ged by faucet L, substantially as described.-

65,783.- Thomas W. Webley, Birmingham.
England.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.—June 11, 1867.

—Tlie breech is opened for the reception of a cartridge
by turning down the barrel ; Avhen closed, it is se-

cured by a locking bolt on the axis of a lever which
fits against the trigger guard. A spring applied to
the locking bolt cocks the hammer as the baiTel comes
to firing position.

Claim.—Applying a spring to the locking bolt of
what is known as the Lefancheux or doul)le-grip ac-
tion catch of breech-loading fire-arms, so as to cause
the gun to be self-locking when closed by forcing the
barrels home.

65,784.—George W. Wilson, Chelsea, Mass.—
Air-heating Furnace.—June 11, 1867.—The furnace,
Avith the exception of its face plate, is inclosed in an
air chamber. The described chambers and pipes
form passages for the circiflation of the caloric cur-
rent and the air to be heated.

Claim.—The arrangement as well as the combina-
tion of the main radiator E, the fireplace A, the liol-

low abutments and the aii- space between the fire-

place and the main radiator.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the auxiliary radiator G, the main radiator, the
fire plate, the aii' space F, and the abutments D D,
for supporting the main radiator and conducting
smoke into it from the firej)laccs.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the U radiators and the bent pipes L L, with the
fireplace or chamber of combustion, and either or
both the radiators an-anged as specified.

Also, the application of the grate to the fireplace
by means of the pendulous plates applied to the jour-
nals of such gi-ate and to the fireplace, substantially
as set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
scraper P. and its rod Q, with the main arched radi-
ator and the front plate H, as explained.

Also, tlie arrangement of the air registers with
respect to the fireplace, the escape passages thereof,
and the front plate H, the whole' beiug substantially
as hereinbefore specified.

65,785

—

William Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Glue.—June 18, 1867.—The hot size is r.ained from
a percolator thi'ough an artificial current of air ; or a
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current of air is forced through it ; or it is issued in
jets and is thus positively brought in contact with
air. All lor the purpose of obyiating the tedious
di-ying process.

Claim.—A glue consisting of size aerated, or treat-

ed with gas, substantially in the manner described.

65,786.—William Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Manufacturing Aerated Glue.—June 18, 1867.—
This refers to the machinery used in making the glue
the subject-matter of the preceding number.

Claim.— The mode or process substantially as
herein described of aerating carbonatiug size for
converting the same into glue.

65,787.—'William Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.—Manufacture of Glue.—Jwne 18, 1867.—Bi-borate
of soda, 20 lbs., dissolved in water, is added to 1,000
lbs. of dissolved glue.

Claim.—The combination substantially as described
of glue or size with carbonate of soda for the purpose
specified.

65,788—C. F. Allen, Aurora, El.—Car Trv.cTc.

—Jmie 18, 1867.—Each end of the coach is supported
on the middle transverse bar of a frame, each end of
which is sustained by a four-wheel truck. The trans-
yerse swinging beams have an end movement, abut-
ting against rubber blocks at their ends, and are sus-

pended on rubber blocks aUowiag a limited vertical
adaptability to the track.

Claim.—First, an eight-wheel truck which is com-
posed of two independent four-Avheel trucks con-
nected together by means of a platform A, which is

supported upon, and connected by pivots to, laterally
swinging spring beams, arrar^-ed substantially as
described.
Second, in an eight wheel truck, the combination

of the laterally swinging and vertically elastic beams
D JD and K, with the side springs//, and equalizing
beams D' D', so arranged that the weight of the load
upon the center of the platform A' will be uniformly
disposed upon all the axles of the trucks, substan-
tially as described.

^ Third, the connecting platform A, constructed of

wood and metal, provided with a swinging beam K
and strengthened by means of trusses or braces J J,

sufeetantially as described.
Fourth, in combination with the bars b 6', braces,

c c, pedestals a a, steps e' e\ and saddles e^ c'^, the
transverse beams C C, metal boxes e e, pillow blocks
(Z rf, fulcra straps cj' , and the equalizing beams D D,
with their springs and connecting loops all arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
described.

65,789.—Elkanah Bateman, Frederick City,

Md.—J'fowr i?oZt—June 18, 1867.—The bolting cyl-

inder and the fan within it revolve in different direc-

tions. The longitudinal ribs 'nithin the cylinder de-
rate the flour for the more effectual action of the
wind thereupon.

Claim.—The buckets n, arranged and operating in

combination with the bolting cylinder and fan, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

65,790.—JULIEN F. Belleville, Paris, France.—Car Spring.—June 18, 1867.—The annular disks are
arranged in pairs base to base, and are stnmg on the
rod.

Claim.—The spring composed of trunco-conical
disks having the lorm ,ind proportions herein speci-

fied, arranged in pairs united by means of a rod pass-
ing through the center of the said disks as shown
and set forth.

65,79.1 .—Maksiiall Burnett, Boston, Mass.—
Faucet.—-Tune 18, 1867.—To prevent hydro-dvi;amic
concussion by stopping the flow gradually antl allow-

ing a portion to pass into the chamber above the
valve. Tlie vahe is depressed by a cam lever and
raised by an annular spring around the stem.

Claim.—A faucet having the cylinder C, valve F,
cone H, and cam lever I J, iill constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described.

65,79'2 Andrew Carson,
Float or Jlaft.—Juna 18, 1867.

claims.

Claim.—First, constructing a float for saw-mills
or the purposes herein described, by securing a suf-
ficient quantity of light timber or other material to-
gether in a solid mass, and supporting a platform on
tl-e same, substantially as herein described for the
purpose set forth.

Second, attaching side floats to the main float for
steadying the structui-e, and making room to deposit
the sawed lumber, as herein described.

65,793.—Lewis S. Chichester, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to himself, C. "W. Mills, and G. H. Nich-
ols, same place.

—

Grain Dryer.—June 18, 1867.

—

The caloric current passes into a lateral chamber,
thence through open ended flues which traverse the
grain trunk ; again turning, it passes through a sec-
ond similar set of flues to the exit and is moderated
by an incoming blast of cold air when required.

Claim.—First, in a grain-drying apparatus a cham-
ber above the fire into which air is admitted in large
volumes and descends and mingles with the products
of combustion and passes into the grain di'yer, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the hot and cold air
flues / and n, trunks g or g', and valves 1 1' and m m',
for regulating the temperature of the air passing into
the grain-drying chamber k, substantially as speci-
fied.

Third, a series of half pipes crossing the grain
chamber and opening at or near both elids into air
spaces or flues as set forth, so that the current of air

shall pass through and beneath the half tubes and in
contact with the grain as set forth.

65,794.

—

John W. Cobb, Melrose, Mass.—Jfa-
chine for Filling Cylindrical Molds for liubber Goods.
—June 18, 1867.—To create a rubbing friction on the
rubber or on the backing of fabric, the smooth roller

is rotated faster than the one containing the mold.
Claim.—So connecting by gear or otherwise tho

pattern roll M, with the filling roll E, that the said
tilling roll E shall always revolve with greater rapid-

ity than the pattern roll M, made substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

65,795.-—J. M. and John Connel, Jr., IJewark,
Ohio.—Slate Frame.—June 18, 1867.—The frame of

the slate is held together by rubber corner casings
which enter notches in the frame and obviate noise.

Claim.—A corner casing of elastic or resilient ma-
terial constructed substantially as described to Iiook

into notches In the edges of the slate.

65,796.—W. H. DoANE and TV. E. London,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Wood-planing Machine.—June 18,

1867; antedated December 18, 1866.—The beading
attachment is placed on the pressure bar to gauge
the depth of bead from the surface of the board and
secure automatic adjustment of the beading shaft.

The matching heads are removable with the tops of

their spindles, so that after said rcmo . al no part of
the spindles is above the planing bed. This allows
an easy conversion to a smi'ace planer.

Claim.—First, the combination of two or more
removable tonguing and grooving cutter heads having
attaching stems formed on or applied to tlicm, two
or more spindles with their upper ends below the sur-

face of the planing bed, and a rotaiy planer, con-
structed and arranged so as to operate substantially

as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, placing the beading shaft of a planing and
matching machine within or upon the pressure bar,

for the several purposes and in the manner described.

65,797.—D. H. Dotterer, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Dillwyx Parrish, Jr., same
place.

—

Axle Box.—June 18, 1867.—The annular bear-

ing passes around the journal and around the roller

beneath, which is submerged in the lubricant. The
bearing is lubricated by submergence and the axial

pin of the lower loller has grooves which conduct tho
lubricant throughout its length.

CinfiiH .—Fii'st, the hollow roller B. having openings
arranged substantially as described, for permitting
the lubricating material to pass through the said

roller to the stationary pin E.
Memphis, Tcnu.— Second, the said stationary piu E and its lougi-

-Explained by the tudinal groove q, In combination with the hollow
roller and its openings.
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Third, the statiouary pin E, arranfjed witliia the
box 'ind conliued thereto by the detachable cap or
follower k, and substautiully as described.

65,798.—C. L. Eastham, Rhode's Point, 111.—

Gang Plotv.—-Tune 18, ]8(i7.—The clevis of the plow
is linked to tlie transverse bar, which is hinged to

the axle ol' tlie carriage. The lever is connected to

the rear of the plow fi-ame, rests on a post beneath the
seat, and is vertically adjusted by a lever on the car-

riage.
Claim.—First, the combination of the axle A and

hinged bar C, provided with the lever I, and having
the plows attached thereto, as described, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as set
forth.

Second, the combination of the lever L, connected
to the plow beams and having a fulcrnm at or near
the axle, with the elbow lever E, pivoted to the tongue,
or equivalent part, arranged to operate as described.

65,799.—ISTathAN H. Edgerton, Pottsville, Pa.—Car Rcplacer.—June 18, 1867.—The inclined planes
arc laid parallel to the rails and the outer one fastened
thereto by a block, whose foot sets in a socket in the
incline and whose liook engages the raU to prevent
lateral displacement.

Claim.—First, the reversible and detachable cant-
ing block K, secured to the rail A', and the depressed
foot n, substantially as described.
Second, the plated incline D, having a projecting

foot m, in combination with a canting block K, ad-
justed substantially as described.

Third, the combination and aiTangement of my
second claim witb the inclined block C, when both
are constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.

65,800.-George D. Edmonson, Detroit, Mich.,
assignor to himself and Albert II. Clark, same
place.

—

Spectacles,—June 18, 18t)7.—^Explained by the
claim.

Claim.—The spectacles witb lenses, each of which
consists of two pieces of different relative convexity
and set at a different angle in the bezel, substantially
as described.

65,801.-William H. Elliot, New York, IST. Y.—Rock Excavator.—Jivnc 18, 1807.—The motor is on
a car, which traverses a track above. The i)latform

of the mnchine is suspended from the car and the
drill actuated by bands from above.

Claim.—First, the coml)ination of car a, track h',

and drilling machine e, when said machine is sus-

pended from a car, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, platform c, in combination with car a and

di'illing maeliine e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Third, adjustable support /and f, in combination
•with car a and drilling machine e, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown.

Fourth, Irarae in", in combination -R-ith drilling

machine e and platform c, for the purposes herein set

forth.

Fifth, braces o, in combination with platform c,

substantially as and for the purx)ose herein set forth.

65,802

—

William n. Elliot, iS^'ew York, IST. Y.—Drilling Machine.—-Tune 18, 1867.—The crank is

connected to the drill s])indle by a spring, supported
in a carriage which sUdes upon or with the spindle.

A spring prevents the jar from taking effect except
when the cb-ill is jammed.
Claim.—First, the carriage k, with springs n or n',

in combination with cranks h' and driU spindle I,

when operating substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, projections n', and a corresponding collar

on the drill spindle, in combination with spring n,

when employed substantially as and for the pui-pose
herein specilied.

Third, the combination of crank h h', drill spindle I,

and spring n, when employed as devices for producing
excess of motion in the drill spiudle over that given
to the connecting rods by the cranks, which shall

cause the machine to feed towards the rock, sul)stan-

tialiy as shown.
Fomth, the pawl u and rack u', when acted upon

by devices producing excess of motion in the drill

spindle over that of the connecting rods, for the pur-
pose of feeding the luaelune towards the rock, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, plate m' with its diagonal edge, when acting
on the notches on the collar m to revolve the drill,

when operated upon by devices producing excess cf
motion In the drill spindle over-that of the connecting
rods, substantially as shown and described.

65,803.—Benaiaii Fitts, Newark, :S. J.—Pack-
ing Fump Joints.—June 18, 18G7.—Explained by tho
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the packing, composed of india-rub-
ber or other similar substances, formed or constructed
substantially as set forth and described—that is to
say, a packing made by a])plyiug the prepared India-
rubber in the plastic state to* the dilferent surfaces, as
shown, and compressing it to lit all the inequalities,

recesses, or grooves in the metal, and being made, in
vulcanizing, to adhere firmly to one part of the metal,
leaving tlie other to be freely removed.
Second, a pump valve, composed of a metallic case,

in which is conliued India-rubber, adhering to the
metal by being vulcanized therein and forming an
elastic face, as described.

65,804.—D. H. GOODELL, Antrim, N. B:.—Fruit
Parer. — June 18, 1867. — The segmental plate is

clamped to the table, and has a rack at its perimeter
connected by a train of gearing to the fork shaft.

The luiife is at the head of a pivoted rod held to the
fruit by a spiral spring. An arm meets the knife
shaft at the end of the stroke, and pushes it back to
a recess of its sliding slot, which liolds the knife at a
distance from the fork until the frame is swept back
to the starting point, when the knife shaft is pushed
from the said recess, and the knife comes in contact
with the fruit.

Claim.—The combination of the arm V with ifie

notched slot S in the plate, for the purpose described.
Also, the described fruit parer, when all its parts

are arranged and oi^erated as set forth.

65,805.—John Hafer and James A, Hender-
son, Bedford, Pa.

—

Cigar Making Machine.—June 18,

1867.—The hopper is iilled -v^-ith fine-cut tobacco, and
the wrapper placed on the filling tube. The ratchet-
toothed plunger and the filling tube reciprocate to-

gether and force the tobacco into the wrapper.
Claim.—First, the packing tube C, arranged and

operating as described.
Second, tho combination as described of a fixed

hopper tube or feed pipe with a reciprocating tube,
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination substantially as described
of a fixed hopper tube or feed pipe, with a plunger
reciprocating inside and a packing tube reciprocating
outside the feed pipe for the purpose of filling a wrap-
per with fine-cut tobacco.

65,806.—David Hain, Henry A. Gross, ahd
Martin Hain, Gasconade county, Mo.— Sorghum
Stripper.—June 18, 1867.—One shank oi" each of the
pairs of knives is jointed to one of a pair of toggle
levers co.iuected to a treadle, by whose depression the
knives are opened to admit the stalk.

Claim.—First, two pairs of semi-elliptical knives
c^ c^, one pair of which is to be placed in front of the
other, substantially as described and set forth.

Second, the fiexible handles c c' in combination with
the knives c^ c^, for the purpose of allowing the said
knives to yield readily to any variation in the size of
the stalk passed between tliem.

Third, the knife liaudlcs iV and toggle bars D, Avhen
combined as herein described and set forth for the
piu'pose of opening or raising the knife C^.

Fom-th, the knife handles C, toggle bars D, the
spring U2 or its equivalent, tlie rod D', the link d,

and the treadle D-^ when constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described and set forth.

65,807.— Thomas Hall, Bergen, N. J.—Typo-
gruphic Machine.—-June 18, 1867.—Paper is held on
tlie table by catches, an inking rubber is stretched
over it. The typo strikes t\w impression tlirough the
ribbon. The table is moved l)y a lever, and tlie i>ropei

keys depressed to operate the type, which strike at

the same place in tho machine, tho paper moving
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after eacli impression the width of the letters, and a
hlauk key being- depressed to form a space between
words.

Claim.—First, weights attached to the type levers
when they are so arranged that they act with less

power -n hen the type is making its impression than
at any other position.
Second, the stop mechanism 1111, and* hollow

Shalt 2', snbstantially as described.
Third, the arrangement for moving table by vary-

ing length of levers to suit each type, substantially

as described.
Fourth, the method of spacing between letters and

words by a variable length of lever J, by which the
space for each letter is increased or "diminished
equally, sabstantially as shown.

Fifth, moving paper by the clutch n on straight
rod )n, substantially as described.

Sixth, lever Q and connections for moving table,

substantially as described.
Seventh, parallel motion formoving table backward

and forward, substantially as described.
Eighth, ring E, or its exiuivalent for stopping type

when maldng an impression.
. Is^inth, automatic stop operating when the printing
has reached the end of the line, substantially as de-

scribed.
t^ Tenth, varying the length of movement of the
table P or substance to be printed upon by causing
the keys to move different distances before acting on
the feed mechanism.

65,808.—Oscar Hammel, Jersey City, N. J.—
Electric Apparatus for Lighting Gas Engines.—
June 18, 18b7.—A reciprocating slide gives an oscil-

lating motion to a pendulum switch, which connects
with' one pole of a battery, so as to be alternately

brought in contact with two studs connecting with
the igniters at the opposite ends of the working cylin-

d(*. The intensity of the current is increased by an
electro-magnetic hammer and a combination helix,

and the vibration of the hammer is produced by a
serrated bar attached to the reciprocating slide.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the battery B,
coU C, pendulum switch G-, and electric hammer E,
all constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the pendulum switch F in combination
with the slide H. or its equivalent, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pui'pose de-

scribed.
Third, the electric hammer E in combination with

the slide H, or its equivalent, and with the pendvdum
switch G, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the saddle p on the electric hammer E in

combination with the serrated bar q on the slide H,
or its equivalent, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

65,809.— Oswald Hesselbacher and Hexry
MOESTA, Detroit, Mich.

—

Lemoyi Squeezer.—June IS,

1867.—The lemon is placed in the cup and squeezed
by the plunger, which is operated by a cam groove in

the lever.

Claim.—First, the construction of the frame of a
lemon squeezer of the parts A and B, and a circular
bracket C, which latter is adapted for receiving and
supporting a straining cup D beneath a plunger E,
substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the vibrating slotted

cam lever G- J and plunger E, with the cup D and its

suppcu'ting segment C, constructed ana an-anged
substantially as and for the pm'poses described.

65,810. — Charles T. Holman,
Va..—Seed Planter.—June 18, 1867.-

Conneautville,
The furrowing

teeth are adjustable vertically on the seed spout by a
rod which is hung to a cross-bar of the frame. The
seed slides are actuated by a cam on the axle, which
also operates the patting hoes which press the earth
on tlie seed. The axle turns freely iu the frame, and
the wheels turn on the axle, except when the driving
wheel is coupled to the axle by the sliding ratchet
clutch.
Claim.—First, perforating the shank of the fur-

rowing tooth and arrangiu"- the seed tube to pass
through it, substantially as described.

Second, arranging the hoppers on and hinging the

furrowing, seeding and covering fixtures or devices
to the blocks J J, arranged to traverse between ways
and adapt the planter to rows of different widths,
substantially as descril)ed.

Third, and in comljination with devices hinged to
the blocks J J, the swinging bar Q', worked "by the
cam Q, and so arranged as to work and operate the
several parts in the different portions in which they
may be placed to vary the width of the rows planted.
Fourth, making the swinging bar il', which con-

nects the shank of the furrrowiug tooth to the link so
long that the tooth and link may be traversed on
it, substantially as described, in adjusting the machine
to rows of different widths.

65,811.—THoaiAS Holmes, Bristol, R. 1.—Water
Elevator.—June 18, 1867.— The winch shaft carries
a spur wheel and a rachet wheel : the former engages
an inside gear of the drum. The brake lever has
connection with the pawl, so that the raising of the
former to contact with the drum will raise the pawl
fi'om the ratchet and allow the rotation of the drum.

Claim.— The combination of the brake lever Gl-

and pawl F with the gear vrheels D C, when
arranged substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,812.—TT. Wheeler Hubbell, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and Ja3IES H. Okxe, same
place.~-Z?reec'/i-ZoatZin^ JPire-«r»i.—June 18.1867.~The
hinged breech is unlatched, and raised for a deter-

minate distance before it retracts the sliding breech
from the bore by pulli»ig on the link. When par-
tially retracted, a bar catches the flange of the cart-

ridg'e shell and withdraws it ; a lip on the breech
then strikes the arm and ejects the cartridge. In
loading, the cartridge is laid on the said arm and
depressed, which gives a forward movement to the
sliding breech and a downward movement to the
hiiiged breech ; the further depression of the latter

drives the sliding breech cartridge and retractor, and
its ultimate downward movement brings it against
the curved rear face of the slidir^: breech, forming
an abutment. The cartridge is ii*ed by a pin struck
by a hammer.

' Claim.—First, the breech B, with its rear face c,

secured firmly in the concaved front of the ordinary
screw base a of the barrel by the fixed shaft or cen-
ter b, with this breech B operating the breech C
under the side ribs n' by means of the link D, and
locking by their faces/ and e and by the projection d
into th"e bore of the barrel, all within the recess, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the detachable cheek pieces E E, arranged

for the introduction of the breeeh C to and its with-
drawal from the recess and the rear of the barrel,

substantially as described.
Third, the single retracting bar G, moving in a

groove 4, in one of the two opposite sides of the
recess, both in loading and extracting the cartridge
slieU by the projection 5 in the slot 9, and intercepted
at each end of the latter by the breech C, substan-
tially as described and shown.
Fourth, the stationary rear striker P, and the

breech B and its striker V, operating together as
described both with and without the front striker I,

when the ends of the striker and breeeh pieces are
beveled, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the ribs n', in combination with the rear
space w and with the retractor G, to insure the inser-

tion of the flange of the shell in the rear of the
retractor head 6, as described.

Sixth, the combination of the breech B. link D,
breech C, retractor G, arm F, with the strikers, con-

structing and operating together successively in the

recess a"nd with the barrel to insert, fire, withdraw,
and eject the primed ammunition or shell, as
described.

65,813.—P. M. Huffmax, Harvard, UL—Cough
Mixture. — June 18, 1867. — Composed of syrup of
scjuills, 2 oz. ; laudanum, 1 oz. ; tincture of lobelia,

1 oz. ; oil of anise, 1 oz. ; castor oil, 2 ozs. ; extract

of cubebs, 1 oz. ; extract of licorice root., 2 oz. ; bal-

sam of tolu, 1 oz. ; and honey, 1 lb.

Claim. — A cough mixture which is composed of
the several ingredients mixed together in about the
proportions specified.
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65,81 ^t.— MIOSES A. Joiixsox. Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet Lining.—Jmxc 18, 18G7.— Explained by the

claim.
Claim.—As a new articlo of maniifactiire a felted

hair bat, or its equivalent, covered with strips of

paper on one or both of its sides, and leaving inter-

vening luicovered spaces between the strips for the

dust lo pass thi-ough.

65,815.— Luther C. Keeler, Montrose, Pa.—
Shoe Holder. —June 18, 18G7. — The hook is hung to

the box to sustain a shoe, as a sample of the contents.

Claim.— A shoe holder, constructed as described,

consisting of the standards B B', one or more, pro-

vided with hooks, a stirrup or plate A and clasp D,
substantially as herein shown and described.

65,816.-Ebex W. Keyes, Boston, Mass.—Por-
lor Ten-pin Alley.—June 18, 1867.—The buffers which
receive the balls may be folded down at either end,

to enable the game to be played tVom the other end.

Claim.—A parlor alley made with movable or fold-

ing buffers D D', substantially as described, and for

the puipose set forth.

65,817.—George H. Kitchen, Xew York, N. T.—Constrvetion of Signs.—June 18, 18(i7.—Tlie open-
ing in the opaque frame is of the shape of the letter,

«fcc., to be represented, and is filled with a series of
glass prisms illuminated from the rear.

Claim. —A prismatic illuminator formed of an
opaque case with opeDin":3 to which prisms are ap-

plied, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

65,818.—A. K03IP, Xew York, :N'. Y—A2)para-
tus fur Washing and Separating Coal. — June 18,

1867. — The coal, ashes, and cinders from a furnace
ai-e groimd, waslied, and elevated into the drum,
where the material is assorted by fineness and passed
to the shaking machine, where they are separated
according to gravity.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the grinding
rollers C and elevator D, in combiuation with the
assorting drum E. constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and t'av the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the assorting drum E,
in combination with the separating machines G,
constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Third, the arrangement of the drying drum A, in

combination with "the separating machines G and
assorting drum E, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,819.

—

Israel L. Landers, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Fence.—June 18, 1867.—The ends of the panels rest

on sills, and the overlapping top rails are wrapped
with wii-e, which descends to the cuds of the sills

and forms lateral braces.
Claim.—So constructing the panels of a fence that

one of the rails of each panel shall overlap the cor-

responding rail of the adjoining panel and securing
the same together by a wii-e-brace, in the, manjier
specified.

Also, specially the mode of fastening shown in

rig. 5.

65,820.-Frederic J. F. Laujuonier, Angers,
'FrsLTice.—Circular Coke Oven.—Jnno 18, 1867.—The
circular group of ovens is divided into radial com-
partments, Avhich form conical ovens and converge
towards a central chimney. Each oven is charged,
tkrougli a hole iu the center of its arch, from a wagon
with a tilting bottom, which traverses a cii'culai' rail-

way above the ovens. The flues traverse the parti-

tions and pass beneath the ovens. The charge is

drawn through the open doorway of eacli oven by an
engine which traverses a circular track ami drags the
coke Irom the sloping floor l)y a chain and rake laid

thereon before changing. "Water from either of the
circular series of i)lugs is thrown on the coke.

Claim.—First, a circular coke oven composed of
any suitable number of radial compartments converg-
ing towards a central chimney, substantially as herein
described.

Second, the combination with the radial compart-
ments .of a circuha- coke oven, as described, of the
flues for conducting the products of combustion from

tlie said compartments to tlic central chimney, under
the arrangement herein shown and specified.'

Third, the combination with tlie radial compart-
meuts, provided Avith openings in tlieir top, of the
circular railway passing over the said openings, as
and for the purposes set Ibrth.

Fourth, the application and use, in connection wifa
the herein-described coke oven, of the v.ater conduit
or pipe encii'cling the same, substantially as and for
the purposes herein specified.

65,821.-Wm. E. London and John Eiciiards,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Shaft Coupling.^iwna 18, 18()7.

—

The end of each shaft has a split conical sieve, which
is jammed thereon by conical collars and set nuts.
Tlie ends of the shaft are united by a feather and by
bolting together the flanges of the' collars.

Claim.—The use of two conical sleeves within two
separate conical shells, arranged to act independently
on each shaft and forming the two halves of a shaft
coupling, as herein set forth and described.

65,822.-Lafayette Louis, Providence, II. L—
Melodcon.—June 18, 1867.—A simple valve is employed
for direct action, which is held normally oixmi by a
lever and spring. To bring the tremolo in action the
dircct-;u?tion valve is clo-sed by moving the lever, and
the bellows draws air from tli'e reed chamber by the
weighted valve, which pulsates and produces the re-

quired eflect.

Claim.—First, combining with a tremolo valve h,

hinged directly to an immovable or fixed valve seat,

an auxiliary valve g. for regulating the direct passage
of the air from the reeds to the bellows, substantially
as described.
Second, in combination with the valve h, the lever

m and its counterbalancing weight q, when this lever
is pivoted or hung directly in or to the valve boai-d,

substantially as set foHh.
Third, applying such weight to the lever by medtis

of an adjusting screw, substantially as set fortli.

Fom'th, combining Avith the valve g the buttons r,

made adjustable with respect to the valve seat, sub-
stantially as described.

Fifth, combining with a tremolo valve h and a direct
passage valve a lever extended down from the valve to
such position that it may bo operated by tlie knee or
foot of the performer, substantially as set forth.

65,823.—Henry AY. Miller, Utica, N. Y.—Ap.
paratus for Heating Cheese Vats.—Jnne 18, 1867.

—

The vat is tipped or levelled by the lever cams, which
are pivoted to the legs. Tlie pipes lead from the vat
to the furnace and, after passiug the latter, arc con-
ducted back again, so as to heat through tlie water
below the pan by jets of steam, tuid return to the
cooler.

Claim.— First, in combination with one or more
cheese vats, a heater constructed of metallic ];ipes,

substantiaUy as herein descril)ed and set lortli.

Second, connecting a coil of metallic pipes, which
forms either wholly or in part the heater of a cheese
vat, with one or more pcrtorated pipes G placed in
said cheese vat, substantiaUy as herein described and
for the purpose specified.

Third, in combiuation with a cheese vat and a. cir-

culating heater for said vat, t])e arrangement of the
heating pipes G and the cool-water pipe E, sul)stan-

tially as herein described and for the purpose sitecilied,

Fom'th, the combination of the pan H with a coil
heater 1) and one or more cheese vats, T\hen cou-
strncted and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purposes specified.

Fifth, the use of the eccentric legs or levers, in com-
bination with a cheese vat, constructed and operating
substantially as herein described and set forth.

65,824.-Milton Y. Xoules, Elmira, X. Y.—
Life-boat.—June 18, 1867—The double cover is in-

flated and the hold ventilated by a fan blower iu the
hold. The cover has windows around its siiies.

C7r/!>n.—First, covering the hold of a life-boat Avith

a flexible air and Avater-right covering, supported by
and fasteued to a sustaining frame, sul/stantitlly as
described.
Second, making the cover of a lifeboat of doul>lo

rubber or other cloth, witli air space betAvccii, .so that
it ma^ be inflated and thus made more buoyajit, sub-
stantially as described.
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Third, veutilating tlio hold of a life-boat through a

hollow mast furnished with separatepassages,whether
by natiu-al or artificial currents, of out-going impure
and iucoming fresh or pui'e air, substantially as de-

scribed.

65,825.—Milton Y. Nobles, Elmira, jN". T.—
Boat Detaching Tackle.—June 18, 1867,—The hook is

upon a frame which is hinged to the deck of the boat
so as to lie upon the same when imengaged. The
points of the hooks enter detent sockets, which are
depressed by tlie oscillation of a rock bar running
from stem to stem to free the hooks.

Claim.—In combination with hinged and di'opping
holding heads, the lifting and lowering rods I and the
locking and unlocking arms b, all operated by one
lever or one shaft, so that the whole may be within
the control of one person, substantially as and for

the pm-pose described.

65,826.-Isaac H. Palmer, Lodi, Wis.— Unload-
ing Grain.—June 18, 1867.—The valve bar is operated
by a rack and spur wheel, and allows the discharge
of grain into the fimnel hopper beneath the car floor.

Claim.—First, valves in the floors of cars, car-

riages, &c., for di-awing off grain and other materials
without handling the same, substantially as described.

Third, the side valves b, in combination with the
racks e, pinions i, and shaft D, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the pivoted valve c, in combination with

crank t, substantially as described.

65,827.-Albert W. Preston, Mazon, 111.—
Glove for HtisJcing Corn.—June 18, 1867.—The glove
is made to cover the parts of the hand subjected to
greatest wear, and has claws to engage the husk.

Claim.—A husking glove to cover the back of the
hand, thumb, and fingers, and the fi'onts of the ends
or first joints of the thumb and fingers with a strap
around the thumb and wrist, substantially as shown
and described.
Also, a husking glove with the fi*ont of the fingers

and thumb covered or shod with sheet metal, sub-

stantially as described.
Also, in combination with the plate on the thumb,

the spur or projection G, on said plate.

Also, in combination with the plate on the fore-

finger, the spm- or projection K on said plate, for

opening the husks on the ears of corn.
Also, in combination with the x^late on the fore-

finger and the spur for opening the husks, the projec-

tion or arm J, to rest on the back Ox the middle finger

to prevent the plate from turning on the forefinger.

Also making the backs of the fingers to lace up.

substantially as described, so as to adapt the glove to

fingers of different sizes.

65,828.-William Palph, Utica, IST. Y.—Milk
Can.—June 18, 1867.—The handle plates have sockets
to receive the intm*ned ends of the bail upon which
it is canted to pour out the contents.

Claim.—Pirst, the socket a, when applied substan-
tially as described for the purpose mentioned.
Second, the combination of the plate B, socket &,

and handle C, for the purpose set forth.

65,829.—Timothy K. Peed, East Bridgewater,
Mass., assignor by mesne assignments to S. J. Shaw
and Thomas Corey.—Stay or Brace for Boots and
Shoe,s.—JnnG 18, 1867.—The metallic plate is riveted

to the upper at the front end of the slit.

Claim.—The application and arrangement of a
metallic brace stay or cap with respect to thcjunction
of tlio sides of tlie slit in the upper of a balmoral boot
or shoe, as herein described.
Also, as an improved manufacture, a balmoral boot

or shoe as provided with a stay brace or cap arranged
witli respect to the junction of the sides of the slit of

its upper, as hereinbefore explained.

65,830.—Jacob Peese, Pittsburg, Ta.—Eefin-
ing Iron, Steel, and other Metals.—June 18, 18()7.

—

The metallic oxide protects the metal from the carbon
of the luel. The hydrogen unites with the cai-bou,

sulphur, aud phosphorus of the mettil.

Claim.—Yir'ot, refining iron, steel, and other metals
by means of a blast of atmospheric air, or other decar-
Ijouiiiiug blast, in a refinery or furaaco lieated with

coke or other carbonaceous fuel, when a layer of metal-
lic oxide is interposed between the fuel and the metal
under treatment, for the pm'poses hereinbefore set
forth.

Second, the use of a covering of metallic oxide for
protecting metals from the influence of carbon, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described.

Third,' the use of hydrocarbon liquid, vapor, or gas,
in the process of refining iron or sterl, in the manner
substantially as hereinbefore described.
Pourth, the use of a hydrocarbon liquid, vapor, or

gas, for the pui-pose of removing sulphur and phos-
phorus, or either of them, from Iron, steel, or other
metals, in the process of refining, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

65,831.— Jacob Peese, Pittsburg, Ta.—Ma-
chine for Making Fish Bars for Railroad Bails.—
June 18, 1867.—The moving die and the punches
which traverse the same are actuated by sexiarate
cams, so arranged that, at the completion of the press-
ing operation, the punches will descend and make
their oblong holes in the fish plate.

Claim.—The combination of the moving die o, and
stationary grooved die o', with the punches s' s',

operating and arranged substantially as descril}ed,

for the purpose of pressing, punching, and bending
fish bars at one operation.

65,832.-Jacob Peese, Pittsburg, Tn.—Machine
for Straightening Cylindrical Bars of Metal.—June
18, 1867.—The bar rests on a free roller between the
conical-ended roUs, which rotate in contrary direc-

tions ; the cone which gives the downward' turn to
the bar rotates more rapidly than the other to insure
the proper depression of the bar.

Claim.—Pirst, rolling and straightening cylindri-
cal rods, bars, shafts, and tubes or pipes of iron,

steel, or other metals, between the conical faces of
revolving disks or the conical ends of revolving rolls,

arranged substantially in the manner and lor the
urposes above set forth.
Second, the pair of revolving cone-faced disks,

aiTanged as described, so as to revolve in opposite
directions, having their axes of revolution inclined,

so as to bring their operative faces, forming the bite
of the disks parallel to each otlier. and having their
axes in slightly diff"erent planes for the jmrpose of
giving a combined rotary and forward motion to the
metallic rod bar shaft or tube held between the bite
of the disks, substantially as hereinbefore described.

Third, the combination of a pair of rolls or disks
d d', having conical ends or faces, \\'ith the rest
roller 7i, arranged and operating substantially as
hereinbefore described.
Pourth, the combination of the screwy, with the

axle b' and disk or roll d', for the purpose of increas-
ing or lessening the distance of the disk or roU d'

from its coiTesponding disk or roll b, substtrntially as
above described.

65,833.—Celius E. Pichards, ITorth Attleboro',
Mass.

—

Paper Braid.— June 18, 1867.—The braid
forms a substitute for straw plait, &c.
Claim.—A braid or band, composed of a series of

paper threads or strands united together, and to be
used as and for the pm-poses set forth.

65,834.—John C. Pogers, Alden, IST. Y.—Sulky
Plow.—June 18, 1867.—The beam near its rear end is

connected by a link, rack, and spur wheel to the frame.
Jaws on the tongue sustain the forward end of the
plow beam when moving from field to field.

Claim.—Pirst, connecting a sulky to a plow by
means of the link or universal joint I)^, or equivalent,
for the purpose and substantially as herein described.
Second, the combination and arrangement, with a

plow of common construction, of the rack D, link D^,
pinion E, crank shaft E^ P, weighted pawl G, and
rachet wheel G', all arranged upon a sulky, in the
manner and for the pm-pose substantially as de-
scribed.
Third, the projection d'', or equivalent, formed upon

or connected to the lower end of the rack 1), in rear
of the link or universal joint D', for the purpose and
substantially as described.
Fourth, the spring rods 1 1, when constructed and

used for the pui-pose substantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the jaws J, in combination with the polo of
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a Biilkr plow, for the purpose raid substantially as de-

scribed.

65,835.—Blaxey E. Sampson, Boston,' Mass.,
assignor to himself and J. B. Pkocter, Fitchburg,
Mass.— Wi7idoic Sa.sh Stipporter.—Juno 18, 18()7.

—

By depression of the roller it is withdrawn from its

jammed position between the sash and casiug, and
the sash is thereby made free to move. The spring-

restores it, and holds the sash in position.
Claim.—The combination as well as the aiTange-

ment of the inclined plane b, the roller c, the caiTier
rod d, its ann / or arms //, the spring e and the
spring latch I, arranged in the windoAV frame, the
whole being substantially as described.

' 65,83fi.—David Saunderson, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to JohnEixoen, samGj)lace.~Boxivg Oil Cans.
—-STime 18, 1807.—The box has upper and lower open-
ings, the former to admit a wedge to hold down the
nozzle from injury in shipping, and the latter to force
the nozzle up for decanting.
Claim.—The combination of the wooden box B,

can F and -wedge A, as above named and described,
and for the purposes set forth.

65,837.—William Siefert, New York, N". T.—
Sad Iron.—Jime 18, 1867.—The stem on the handle
fits into the socket on the iron, and is fastened by a
bayonet joint. The spring throws the projection into
a notch of the slot, which" prevents rotation, until by
depression it is disengaged.

Claim.—A sad iron, having stem C, with spiral
spring s and projection a thereon, in combination
with the slot v v', with the upward projection therein,
as described, when constructed, arranged, and ope-
rating as herein specified.

65,838.-E. K. Sotth, Philadelphia, Va.—Com-
position for Aratchc.9.—Jxme 18, 1867.-1 lb. of phos-
phorus is dissolved in a solution of 5 lbs. of glue. Eed
lead, 14 lbs., is mixed with 8* lbs. of nitric acid, and
added to the former composition, to be applied to
wooden splints.

Claim.—A composition, consisting of the materials
described, for the pui'pose specified.

65,839.—Samuel W. Soule, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Numhering Machine.—June 18, 1867.—For number-
ing checks, bonds, &c., consecutively. The num-
bered disks are arranged on a shaft and connected to
move serially. The depression of the shaft actuates
the disks and inking roller.

Claim.—'Firat, the stamp frame with its shaft and
plate J, cylinder a, ratchet S, type wheels v v v,

frames B C, dog rf, and dogs e f, all constructed and
an-anged substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the arrangement of the arm E, plate F,
roller frame H, with rollers K E, and spring c, in com-
bination with the revolving table M and screw P,
when used in the manner and for the pm-poses set
forth.

Third, the guide frame X and rabber Z, for regu-
lating the printing of tlic type by means of its slide
ic^.in the manner and for the purposes specified.

65,840.—James H. SrEiiLiXG, Peru, liu\.—Medi-
cal Compound.—JvLViG 18, 1SG7.—For the cure of in-
termittent fevers. Composed of nitre, 2 draclmia

;

gron camphor. lil drachm: cayenne pepper, 10 grains
;

mix, place in a sack and apply over the epigastrium
to anticipate the chill.

Claim.—The combination of the said ingredients
in the proportions designated, substantially and ap-
plied in the manner set forth.

65,841.—XathAN Starbuck, "Wilmington, Ohio.—Ditching Machine.—June 18, 1867.—Improvement
on his patent, August 1. 1865. A pair of ijuiding
wheels support the front end of the frame. The cut-
ting wheel is hung in an adjustable sliding gate.
The scraper is placed in the rear of the cutting wheel
and curved at tlie upper part to act as a moUr board.A fender with sliding sides moves the dirt laterallv
from the side of the ditch.

Claim.—The combination of the vertically adjust-
able yoke F. cutting Avlieel Gr, lever H, scraper I.

suspended in the reai- of stud wheel G, to the hinged I

pendant g and fender K, arranged and operating aa
and for tlic purj)ose herein set forth.

65,842.—Charles H. Thomas, P liladelphia,

Va.—Bottling Mineral IT'atcr.s.—June 18, 18i)7.—The
water is drawn from a considerable depth tlirough a
pipe letdown in the spring; a perforated plate of
glass is placed in the water below the mouth of the
tube and jets of gas from a reservoir are discliarged
bcloAv the plate.

Claim.—First, bottling or drawing water from
mineral wells or springs under pressm-e, substantially
as described.
Second, taking the water from a point in the well

or spring below the point of discharge, substantially
as described.

Third, the use, in a universal well or spring, of the
perforated diaphragm a, as herein set forth.

Fourth, the charging of mineral v\'aters with an
extra supply of gas, either in the Avell or in the tank,
substantially as herein described.

65,843.—S. E. TOTTEN, Brooklyn, IST. T., as-

signor to himself and Cyrus L. Topliff, same place.—Awl.—June 18, 1867.—The awl is driven through
the leather and its gTOOve permits the passage of the
bristle of the wax end without withdrawing tlie awl.

Claim..—An awl having a longitudinal groove D,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

65,844.—W. H. Trisslek, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Preserving Fruit—Juno 11, 1867.—The top plate of
the cam has a tube to wliich au air pump is attached.
The air being exhausted, tlie pipe is pinched to close
it and thus the air is excluded.

Claim.—The pipe D and plate B, as aiTanged in
combination with the can A, when used for the pur-
pose and in the manner described.

65,845.—James F. Valentine, Union County,
Oliio.

—

Drcssi7ig Side Straps for Harness.—June 18,

18(>7.—The strap slips beneath the levers in the box
and the edges are dressed by the knives.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
knives or bits //with the 1;0X or trough, together
with the levers b b, the pin or bolt c, and the Avitlcning

or regulating screws d d, substantially as set forth
and for the purpose therein named.

65,846.—Henry C. Van Tdce, Pittsburg. Pa.—
App>aratus for Burninrj rciroleum and other Hydro-
carbons.—June 18, 1867.—The hydro-carl)on is ad-
mitted below the graA'cl and burnt upon the surface
of the latter

;
jets'of steam enter the furnace from a

perforated pipe.

Claim.—The use of a fire pan filled or partially
filled with gravel or small stones, and supplied with
petroleum or other hydro-carbon fluid ])y a pipe or
pipes, in combination with a perforated pipe or pipes
for admitting jets of steam into the fire space above
the surface of' the gravel, substantially as and for the
purposes hereinbefore described.

65,847.-Thomas P. Warren, Norfolk, Va.,
assignor to Warren & Woodhouse, same place.

—

Combined Cotton Plow and Scraper.—June 18, 1867.

—Side scrapers and shares are attached to the sole
liar in rear of the In'oad share to adapt the machine
to diiferent phases of corn or cotton cultivation.
Claim.—Yirat, the standard 1> haAing the broad

flange x, the slots b b, and the arm z, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the standai'd B and the

flnnged supporting attachment C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the scraper guide K attached to the landsidn
in the manner and for the purpose above shown.

65,848.—BuFUs Watson nnd Thomas Spencer,
Central College, Ohio.

—

Manvfacture of Sorghum,
Sugar.—June 18, 1867.—A vertical series of adjusta-
ble inclined troughs arc supported in alVame and the
sirup alloAved to "run from trough to trough to assist
in granulation.

Claim.— First, the herein-described process of
granulating sirup: the said process consisting in
having the simp Aoav over a shelf or shelves, or their
equivalent, of suitable length and inclination, so as
to efliect granulation, substantially as described.
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Second, the apparatus constructed suljstantially as
herein described, for the piu-pose set forth.

65,S49.—WiiXTAM Welbourne, Preston, Eng-
land.—Tm Canister.—June 18, 1867.—The box is di-

vided iLto several vertical compartments by trans-
verse divisions, the said compartments rcachinc' to a
slanting- partition near the bottom having sliding
doors, by "v^hose retraction the tea is discharged into
a loTver cavity, which is shut by a vertically-sliding
door.
Claim.—A canister having partitions and doors

arranged and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

65,850.—Charles Y. Wilson, Newark, ]Sr. J.—
Pot for Lead Bath for Tempering Steel, d;c.—June
18, 1807.—The wrought-ii'on pot has a cast metal ex-
terior casing.

Claim.—The pot or bath made of wrought and cast
iron, combined substantially in the manner and for
the pm'pose hereinabove specified.

65,851.—Moses B. Wright, Meriden, Conn.—
Lamit Burner.—-June 18, 1867.—The upper wick tube
is of larger diameter and is separated fi-om the lower
one, whrch communicates with the reservoir-. The
object is to isolate the heated tube from contact with
the oil chamber.

Claim.—A lamp burner provided with two wick
tubes b e, one of which e is placed above and not
surrounding the other b, and which communicates
with a closed chamber below, substantially in the
manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,852.—William Wyatt, l^'ew Bedford, Mass.—Furling and Beefing Sails.—Jwie 18, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claiin.—The combination and arrangement of the
furling and reefing top-gallant sails and royals by
means of head lines and luff lines running through
blocks on the upper and under sides and ends of tke
yard, and travelers affixed to the sail and running
in grooved ways formed by securing metallic plates
to the yard, as herein described, operated by raising
and lowering the yai'd, as set forth, for the purpose
speciiied.

65,853.—Charles L. Zeidler, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Machine for Making Match Splints.—June 18, 1867.
—The block of match wood is placed between the
fixed bridge and the reciprocating series of tubular
cutters, by which a row of round splints is shaved
from the lower side.

Claim.—The knife constructed in one piece, with
punches K K and reanvard prolongations J J', all as
herein described and for the purposes specified.

65,854.—Ephraim Adams, Jr., Attleboro, Mass,—Hoop Skirt.—June 18, 1867.—The bustle hoops en
circle the body instead of having a gap in front, and
are attached to the tapes which extend li'om the waist'
band to the bottom of the skirt.

Claim.—The combination of the bustle springs e

and the central tape d, substantially as described'for
the purpose specified.

65,855.—James C. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Metallic Paint Keg.—June 18, 1867.—The cam is in-

tended for use by manufacturers to pack paint in,

and by the painter as a paint pot.

Claim.—A metallic paint keg, having its top
formed by turning over the edge thereof flat, twice,
substantially as shown and described.

65,856.—Joseph Adams, Ifew Orleans, La.—
Machine for Fastening Bale Ties.—June 18, 1867.

—

The hoop is slipped through the buckle, which is then
inserted laterally in the mortise of the clamp, being
guided by the spring rod. The hinged lever is then
oscillated, bending the hoop over the bar of the
buckle.
Claim.—First, the mortise C in the bed of the ma-

chine, to admit the tie buckle or fastening, and to
accomplish its adjustment to the hoop by the same
motion which bends the hoop.
Second, tiie spring G, as set forth above.
Tliird, the indentation or oval shape in the handle

at the point I and at the points H H, to form the

bend over and under the spring G, substantially as
described and represented.

65,857.—J. B. Alexander, Washington, D. C.
—Stopjper for Bottles, Jugs, <£c.—June 18,' 1867.—The
rod fur attqchment of the cord passes axially through
the cork and an upper and lower washer, 'the latter
of which is in a recess stopped by a plug to protect
the mctalhe washer from the action of the liquid.

Claim.—The bore I, Figs. 1 and 2 : the plug E,
Fig. 1 ; the plug F, Fig. 2: the screw H and auxil-
iary piece Gr, Fig. 3, in combination with the rod C
and the plates B and D and the body A, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

65,858.—George Arnold and Jacob Greve,
Cleveland, Ohio.— Washing Machine.—June 18. 1867.

—The oblong box has an under, corrugated, rubber
board resting- on a roller at its lower end, and on
springs taking over the box end at its upper end.
The rubber block above it has ratchet coiTugations
calculated to draw the clothes between the surfaces,

and is actuated by oscillating arms pivoted to the
under board, having lugs entering slots in said anns.
Claim.—First, the rubbing board C, as arranged

in combination with the board D, provided with an-
gular notches a', arms L, and springs O, for the pur-
pose and in the manner set forth.

Second, the rubbing board C, rollers L L', as ar-

ranged in combination with the roller J. spi4ngs E,
and box A, as and for the pui'pose described.

65,859.~WiLLiAM Ehodes Arnold, Providence,
E. 1.—Lapping Braid.—J\me 18, 1867.—The two-
barred s^ttift is moimted on a shaft which has end
movement by a cam upon the side of its driving
wheel. This end movement causes the winding of
the tape in two courses side by side in the stick. A
catch serves to stop the rotation when the proper
length has been womid on.

Claim.—Fu'st, the machinery for measuring and
lapping braids, tapes, &c., having a shifting and pos-
itive stop motion, substantially as herein described.
Second, the sliding shaft a. the spring c, the pin g,

and cam b on the gear -nheel C, combined and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pui-poses herein
described.

65,860.—J. P. Avert and W. L. ISTichols, N"or-

wich. Conn.

—

Street Lantern.—Jime 18, 1867.—The
glass is clamped and packed between plates held
together by screws, and these plates are bent around
into form of pipes to convey air from theii' lower ends
to the flame at the level of the latter.

Claim.—First, the combination with the lantern
head or frame of aii' tubes b, arranged for supply of
air to the flame substantially as specified.

Second, the indej)endent "frames T> E, in combina-
tion with the rope or cord packing d, arranged to fit

a groove c in one frame, and clamped or held together
to hold the frame in between them, essentially as
herein set forth.

65,861.—Charles H. Bagley, Elgin, Til—Feed
Poller for Lamp Wicks.—Jime 18, 1867.—One flange
of the angle strip is coiled around the spindle ; the
other flange is notched, and its spikes project to form
a toothed roller.

Claim.—A tooth or pronged roller di'um or cylin-

der, made from a strip or strips of sheet metal, or
other suitable material, provided ^ith teeth along one
or both of its edges, and spirally wound into the form
of a cylinder or other equivalent shape, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

65,862.-Alfred M.Bailey, Middlefield, Conn,
—Non-Freczing Water Gate.—Jxma 18, 1867.—The
upper end of the operating gate-rod is within a pipe

containing oil, to prevent the freezing up of the same.
C7aov6.—First, the within-described method of pro-

tecting moving parts from freezing, the same consist-

ing in inclosing the parts at or near the water level

within the casings, which contain a fluid supponed
by the water and not liable to congelation, while the

water outside of said casing stands at or near the

same level, and is prevented by said casings from
displacing the same, substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein specified.

Second, floating either form of the inclosed tube
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and connected parts of the above-described appara-
tus, so that it shall rise and sink with the water iu

Avhicli it is supiK)ited, or with the ice, which becomes
attached thereto, substantially as herein specified.

65,S63.—George H. Bailey, Jersey City. IvT. J.,

assignor to Ameuic.vx Water axd Gas Pipe Com-
pany.—Device for Tapxnnrj Cement Lined Pipes.—
June 18, 18G7.—The liau,a-ed nipple is passed through
the perforation of the metallic case, and attached
therein by a nut. The flange and the inner end of
the nipple are covered with the cement, which is bored
out when a connection is made. The outer end of
the nipple is covered by a screw cap.

Claim.—First, the combination of the tap D, bored
througii from end to end, with the combination iron

and cement pipes, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.
Second, the constructing the flange a upon the

tube or nipple at an intermediate point between the
ends thereof, as shown iu figure 4 of the di'awiugs, so
that when the device is applied to a cement lined

pipe the cement lining shall not be liable to break ofi"

in tapping, substantially as described.

65,8G4.—Frederick Bai.dw^in, Brattleboro', Vt.—Wood Turning Lathe.—June 18, 18(37.—Improve-
ment on his patent August 24, 18.58. The tool-holding
dogs are iu form of a bell crank, one arm of whieli
can'ies the tool and the other is acted upon by the
toe plate, connected to a collar moved laterally by a
sliding rod whose cud traverses the face of a revolv-
ing metalUc pattern. The pattern receives motion
fi'om a Kcrew gear on the main shaft, and its direction
of rotation is governed by a sliding spline key, which
engages with one of two"^ bevel wheels or a cbUar be-
tween them.

Claim.—First, the method as herein substantially
described, of operating the cutters, on the rotating
disk A', by means of the dogs h k, the spring i. the
toe J, the collar o', the pin or rod p, and the arm L,
which are moved and operated by the revolving pat-
tern through the rod m.
Second, the clutch V, which is placed between

two bevel gears, for the purposes described, and which
is operated by a shifting lever and a sliding bai" sub-
stantially as set forth.

65,865.—TTiLLiA^iC. Baxks, Como depot. Miss.
—Cotton Press.—^lune 18, 1867.—The nut of the fol-

lower screw is attached to a beam oscillated between
metallic guide-rods by a rope and winch. By this

device the nut follower and sweep are carried aside
to allow introduction of cotton.
Claim.—In combination with a cotton press sub-

stantially such as described, the pivoting at one end
of the beam that carries the screw plates and sweeps,
and the curved guide, or frame F, and windlass and
cords, or theii- equivalents for moving said beam, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'poses herein described
and represented.

65,866.—JoHX A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—j?.;/-

drocarhon Fluid for Carhurreting Gas.— June 18,

1867.—The light distillate of coal is purified and
mixed with the light distillate of petroleum.

Claim.—First, a hydi'ocarbon liquid used for the
purpose above named' produced by the coml)ination
of the coal and petroleum hydi'ocarbons, as described
and set forth.

Second, adding to the photometric value of gases
by carbureting with the hydrocarbons produced by
the combination of the light products of the distilla-

tion of coal and petroleum.
Third, the process substantially as set forth of man-

ufactm-ing hydi-ocarbons for carbureting gases by
combining the hydrocarbons of coal and petroleum
in variable proportions as set forth.

65,867.-Edw'ard M. Bates, East Eochester,
Ohio.—Corn Husker.—Jxmc 18, 1867.—The fingers
fit into the convolutions and the claw projects in ap-
position to the thumb.
Claim.—A cuiTcd or scroll corn busker, construct-

ed in the manner and for the pui-pose described.

65,868—F. A. Bolles, Unadilla, X. Y.—Corn
Shelter.—June 18, 18G7.—The concave has a perfo-

'

rated bottom for the escape of the grain, and is stud-

!

ded with teeth. The toothed roller is journaled in
'metallic sockets supported by enclosing rul)ber disks
to allow accommodation in the roller to the size of
the ears.

Claim.—Combining with a stationary concave a
yielding shelling cylinder, by means of springs as
shown and described; said si)rings may be made of
rubber or steel or any other suitable material, when
constructed as and for the pui-pose as herein specified.

65,869.—Walter J. Brasslngtox, Brooklyn,
X. Y., and William B. Burtnett, Kew York, N.
Y.

—

Supplying Locomotive Tenders with Water.—
June 18, 1867.—A vacuum, formed by the condensa-
tion of steam admitted from the boiler, introduces
water to the main tank from a reservoir beside the
track, through a removable suction pipe. The samo
devices may'be applied to a fixed tank to alternately
fill and empty the same, acting as a compound suc-
tion and force pump.
Claim.—Fu-st. an air tight tender tank of a locomo-

tive engine, provided A\ith a pipe communicating with
the locomotive boiler, also with devices for attaching
a pipe which is designed to lead into a reservoir or
well of water, for the"^purpose of supplying said tank
with water, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the secondary air tight

water tank E, and its spray pipe/, with the primary
tank C, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses described.

Third, the arrangement with an air tight tender
tank C, and pipes A and D of reservoir G, which ia

constructed to operate substantially as specified.

65,870.—Alexander Brooks, Wavcrly. X. Y.—Washing Machine.—June 18, 1867.—The iDeater ia

oscillated over the curved bottom, its frame being
weighted at the upper end to make the action more

I

effective on the breast beams at each stroke. The
I
bottom has channels by which the water may bo con.
veyed to the exit hole.

I

Claim.—First, the combination of the circular
slats or ribs B, circular plates C, and breast beams D,

! with each other, and with the box A of the machine,
substantiallv as herein shown and described and for
the purposAet forth.

Second, tne pivoted hammer E, and weight H, con-
structed, arranged and operated substantially as here-
in shown and described, in combination with the box
A, as and for the purpose set foith.

65,871—JAiiES W. Broavxe, New York, X. T.
—Pocket Sun Shade.—June 18, 1867.—The sun shade
is used on an ordinary hat, its inner elastic band se-
cm-iug it to the same."
Claim.—^First, the annular folding sun shade, con-

structed substantially as herein set forth and for the
purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the annular folding
sim shade, the elastic inner edge, substantially as
herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

65,872.—Samuel G. Cabell, Quincy, Jll-Air
Pumps for Marine Alarm.—Jmie 18, 1867.—The
fi-ame stands transversely on deck and the roll of the
vessel oscillates the pendulum ; the latter works the
segments operating the plungers and sounds the
pressm'e and vacuum whistles. The plungers work
in an annular water space.
Claim.—The double acting ah* pump, constructed

substantially as described, and charged with a dense
fluid packing, in combination with the draft and blast
whistles G I, substantiallv as and for the purpose set
forth.

65,873.— Samuel G. Cabell, Quincy, 111.—
Copying Press.—June 18, 1867.—The roller between
the legs of the platen traverses in the eccentric groove
of the lever.

Claim.—The slotted eccenti-ic E and roller a, com-
bined and arranged with relation to the platen G and
bridge H, all constructed and operating substantially
as herein set forth.

65,874.—TH01LA.S S.Clogstox, Boston, Mass.-
Steam Generator.—Jime 18, 1867.—The generator is
formed in a series of vertical sections, and has two
large longitudinal pipes, with vertical and horizontal
pipes, and each section has a curved pipe ovQr the fire.
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Tbe large longitiKlinal pipes are divided by horizontal
foraruiuous diapliriigms.

Claim.—A iDoiler'or steam generator, composed of
one or more generators A, in vrliieli the uprig-ht or
circnlating flues, steam chamber or chambers, and
lower arched flue are arranged substantially in the
manner herein specified.

Also, the combination with the boiler or steam gen-
erator of the tubular casing surrounding the fuel sup-
ply door, substantially as and for the purposes set

toith.

65,875.-33. C, T. "W., and J. M. Cochrax,
Pana, ll\.—CulUtaior.—3uue 18, 1867.—The plows
ai-e attached to ii-on frames, which are moyablc late-

rally and Tcrtically by levers under control of the
driver.

Claim.—First, the metallic frame D, with seat E,
plates a a, jplow frames G- &. and plows i i, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner and
for the purposes herein specihed.
Second, the shovel frames G G-, arranged with rods

H H' and m, for shifting the loops b b and levers F F,
for elevating the shovels in the manner as set forth.

65,876.—Caleb Coxdermax, Homellsville, iN".

Y.— Carriage.—June 18, 1867.—The body is attached
at the ends and at midlength to longitudinal side
springs, and the seat supported on cii'cular springs
thereon.

Claira.—The springs E in combination with the
body or frame A, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

65,877.—George TV. Cooper, Ogeeche, Ga., as-

signor to himself and James V. Jo>:es, Herndon, Ga.—Rice Cultivator.—June 18, 1867.—The plow beams
are adjustable laterally to the rear of the fi-ame. The
plows are attached to standards having brace bars
runnir.g from their lower ends, and arc followed by
curved teeth.
Claim.—First, the combination and an'ancrem^nt

of the braces F F F' F', the beams A B B', and the
brace* G G, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed. ^
Second, the method above describeaR)f fastening

the teeth E E E to the beams by two bolts, situated
obliquely to the grain of the wood, substantially as
ajid lor the piu'pose specified.

Third, the iuciiuiug and bending of the cultivator
teeth E E outward and backward uiDon the point of
attachment to the beams A B B', substantially as anJ
for the pm-pose described.

65,878.— G. A. Cover, Macomb, 111.- ITcaf
Mangle.—June 18. 1867.—The roXer has a roughened
surface counterpart to that of the bed to which it

communicates motion.
Claim.—A meat mangle, consisting of the corru-

gated roller 11, provided with the cogs c"and the sliding

plate B provided v»'ith the cogs a, and having its sur-

face roughened when ai-ranged to operate as described.

65,879.—'TajMES B. Crane, Dalton, Mass.—J/a?i-
nfaciure of Belting.—JmxQ 18, 1S67.—Explained by
the claim.'

Claim-.—As a new article of manufacttire, a belt

for machinery, formed of paper with or without cloth,

substantially'as herein sliown and set forth.

Second, tlio use of paper for belt-lacing when formed
substantially as herein described.

65,880.—Alexander Axgus Croll, London,
England.

—

Purification of Coal Gas.—Jime 18, 1867.

—Sawdust is carbonized by concentrated sulphuric
acid at a temperature of 27'0^ Fah., and used in dry
lime purifiers, 1 part of sulphate of lime may be adu-
e<.l to -' parts of the former composition.
Claim.—The employment in the purification of coal

gas of wood or vegetable matter, when carbonized
substantially as heroin described.
Also, the employment of sulphate of lime in com-

bination with the said carbonized matter, substanti-

ally as and for the purpo^ic described.

65,881 .—J. n. Ciiu>m andL. Sears, DeEuyter,
If. Y.— Cheese T a^—June 18, 1867.—The water heat-

ers are of cast irou ; the sides ai'C corrugated, and

have a float which acts on a cock in the water pipe to
keep the heaters filled to a certain level.

Claim.—The employment of east iron heaters B,
in comljination with pipe &, hot water jacket c. and
milk vat C c, constructed substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

The float /. in connection with supply pipe and
valve d e, heaters B, and milk vutC, as and for the
purpose herein described.

65,882.—George E. Cl^iixg, La Fayette, Ind.
—Car Coupling.—Jime 18, 1867.—The chamber be-
hind the mouth of the drawhead is open below, ard
the mouth is slotted verticnliy and longitudinally
throtigh its lower side to admit the central portion of
the coupling shackle. The head of the shaclde rests
in the chamber and its shoulders engage the shoulders
of the anoiith on each side ofthe slot. The head rests
on a frame supported on a spring which is depressed
to uncouple and allows the head of the shackle to drop
out beneath.
Claim.—The combination in an automatic car

coupling of the drawhead A, hinged piece B, stirrup
C, and spring supporting the same with the shackle
bar D, said parts being respectively constructed and
arranged substantially as set forth.

Second, the drawhead A, when constrltcted with
an opening thi'ough its lower side at A^, for the es-

cape of the shackle bar, substantially as described.
Third, the hinged piece B, when constructed and

used in combination with a drawhead and shackle
bar, substantially as described.

65,883.—A. W. Davies, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Computing MacMne.—June 18, 1867.—The chains
consist of a series of plates and are moved in one
direction by reference to the figures on the strip

above them in accordance "nith the number to be add-
ed. The rows of figures denote imits, tens, &c. The
wheels on which the chains revolve are decimally
connected and the sum is shown at the row of open-
ings.

Claim.—First, the series of reciprocating cams H,
and pawls G, in combinationwith the ratchet wheels
F, and pin a, aiTanged and operating conjointly with
the endless chains J, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the lever M, and pawl G, as ai-ranged in
relation to each other and the ratchet wheel in dis-

engaging or breaking the connections of one chaia
from the other for the purpose set forth.

Third, the endless belt or chain composed of sec-

tions corresponding to the faces or sides of the mas-
ter wheels, and so arranged as to operate conjointly
VN'ith the figure wheels, substantially as and for the
purpose specifi.ed.

65,884.—Saml-el Dates, New York, X. T.—
Condciuing Noxious Vaporsfrom Lard Rendering.,
djc.—Jime 18, 1867.—The vapors from the kettle are
conducted by a pipe to a condensing coil in a cistern
of cold water, and the condensed moisture threefrom
is dischai"ged with the overflow water of said cistern.

Claim..—First, the arrangement of cistern A, the
coil B, and the pipes C E D, and F, in combination
with a kettle or boiler for the piu'poses herein de-
scribed.

Second, discharging a stream of water into the
discharge pipe of a boiler for the purpose of increas-

ing the draft fi-om the boiler, substantially as de-

scribed.

65,885.—Thomas S. Davis, Jersey City, N. J.—
Steam Engine Governor.—J\me\?>. 1867.-The scroll

is moved by the governor and actuates a rod connect-
ed with a liuk of other valve or cut-oif motion ; the
thrust of the scroll being in the line of its diameter
to steady the atyustment under ch'cumstances of vi-

bration,' &c.
Claim.—The combination of the plate G, having

a scroll IT, with the bar I, pin «, ai-rauged to operate
across or at right angles or nearly so to the same,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,886.-Alfred B. Day. Oak Creek, Wis.—
Insulator for Telegraph ^Yircs.—Juno 18, 1867.—The
wooden plug into which the screw of the hook is se-

cui-ed is insulated from the iron cylinder by the inter-

position of non-conducting material.
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Claivi.—First, the Ings 33 nnd F, made of glass or

other suitable iiou-coiulnctiiig material in combina-
tion -nith the wooden plug C3, on the iiir<ide of the

cast iron cylinder A, iill made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

Se'eoiul, so constructing the shell A, that the cap G
can be held down by the cross head I, when the insu-

lator is attached to the same, all as herein shoAvn and
described.

65,SS7.—XOEL B. Detol, Marshall, Jh.—Trea-
dles for Seicing Machines and other Purposes.—Juno
18, 18tJ7.—The supplementary treadle is connected to

^ an arm whose pa\\l actuates* a ratchet on the cnmk
shaft and acts to start the same ; the arm is held in

an initial upward position by a spring. The ratchet
and pawl prevent backwai-d' movement of the crank
shaft.

Claiin.—The ratchet wheel H, secured to the crank
shaft B, of a sewing-machine arm I, having spring pawl
P, pitman rod K, supplemeutaiw treadle J, and spring
M, or its equivalent, when all combined and arrajigcd

together so as to operate substantially as and for the
purpose described.

63,'SS8.—Chakles DorvrELDCsGER, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Jioof for Railroad Cars.—June 18, lSti7.

—

The bent up ends of the adjacent metallic sheets
are lapped by scroll pieces and the whole enclosed
by ft sheath which covers tho joint.

Claim.—The stay bands E, tubular ends C, as ai--

mnged in combination -with the sheath F, and caj-

roof A, for the pui'pose and in the manner set forth.

63,SS9.—Daniel Duncan and E. R. Eiuglet,
Olney.IIl.

—

Combined Sou'cr, Planter, and Cultivator.

—June 18, ltG7.—Combines the actions of a roller,

cultivator, and seeder. The seed slide is actuated by
cam-frames on the lower end. The shaft to which
the drills are attached is in two parts, either of Avhieh
may be se]>ai"atcly moved by levexs, to raise the t«eth
fi'om the ground.

Claim.—First, the shaft G, having the fixed arma-
ture H, working the secondary bottom of the seed
box D, and having the sliding annaturc K, regulated
by means of the lever and treadle I, substantially as

and for the purpose described.
Second, the ring F on the end of tho roller E, pro-

vided with projecting ai-ms////, substantially as
described.
TMrd, the division of the shaft M M', to which ai-e

attaelied the drill teeth, into two equal ports M and
M', independent of each other and regulated by means
of theu- respective treadles n n', subiStantially as and
for the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the

spring L, the secondary bottom of the seed liox, the
shaft G, with its two armatures K and H, and the
roller E, having the ring F, Avith its arms ////at-
tached, substantially as and ibr the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination and aiTangement of the
drill teeth attached to the shaftsM M, the seed bos D,
and the rollers E E', substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

63,890.—'TAires II. Durham and SA^TORD Ri-
sing, Lafayette, Ind.

—

Sa.^h Supporter.—June 18,

1867 ; antedated December 18, 1866.—The rubber cam
is eccentrically jom-naled to the sash and is rotated
into contact Avith the casing, eo as to hold the latter
up or down, according to the adjustment.

Claim.—A rubber cam, having a A'-shaped recess,
wherein is placed the spring E, as constnicted with
screw pivot G passing through the collar C, Avith a
wing c for spreading the spring, when arranged be-

tween tlie plates A, in the manner and for the pui'-

po*e set forth.

65,891

—

Charles C. DuruE, TTaync, Mich.—
Waqnn-fj)ol-e J^tachine.—Juno 18, 1867.—The spoke
is clamped between the dog in the bent lever and the
opposite cutter ; the clamp lever is held in position
by a support placed under it and upon the bench

CZau/!.—Securing the spoke in position to l)e acted
upon, by means of the pivoted tlog B, substantially
as herein shown and described.

65,892.—Wn-LIAM G. Esser, Milwaukee, TTis—Compound for Tempcriny Steel.—June 18, 1867.

—

57 c p

For tempering stone-cutting tools, as mill picks, &c.
Equal parts carbonate of potash, saltpeter, and sea
s;dt, dissolved in soft Avater.

Claim.—A compound for tempering steel tools,

composed of tho above ingredients in about the pro-
portions named. s

65,803.—William H. Evans, Bichraond, Ind.—
Straiv Cutter.—.Juno 18, 1867; antedated June lU.

1867.—Feed motion is communicated by a cam on
the main shaft, Avhich oscillates an arm operating
pawls engaging ratcliet Avhcels on the feed roller

shafts. An adjustable stoj) bar regulates the back
movement of the oscillating bar, wliich movement is

accomplished by a spring.
Claim.—Yh-st, the rock shaft E. slotted ai-m F,

pawls 1 and 2, and spring L, in combination Avith the
eccentric Avheel D, and feed-roller ratchets J and K,
aiTanged and operating substantially as set forth and
described.
Second, tho stop G, arm or lever H, and rack I, in

combination with the rock shaft E, as and for the
purpose set forth.

65,894.—Charles R. Everson, Palmyra, IST. Y.—Fastening for Paper Collars.—^vma 18, 1867.—Tho
elastic loop is engaged to the collar of the neck baud
and the i)late behind ; the collar has a hinged clasp,

Avhose free end enters the button holes of the collar.

Claim.—A fastener for collars, composed of plate

B, having a clasp D hinged to it, and jn-ovided with
a loop G, substantially as describod.

65,893.—C. J. Fat, Philadelphia, 'Po..—Belting.

—June 18, 1867.—Improvement on the patents of T.
Irring, J. McXeil, Geo. W. Ilich, and Cyi-us J. Fay,
December 18, 18C6. The belt is formed of paper
strips, forme(l from manilla hemp, and attached to-

gether ill layers by rubber cement.
Claim.—The use of and the manner of arranging

paper for belts and straps, substantially as described.

65,896.- Christopher C. Felloaa's, Centes
SandAvich, ZST. H.

—

YegetaNe lAftcr.—June 18, 1867.

—The wu'e is bent into a circular spring at the hold-

ing end, and the free ends are bent into spirally formed
recesses to hold the egg.

Claim.—The new manufacture of egg or vegetable
lifter, made as hereinbefore described, viz : from one
piece of Avire bent at its middle, and also bent at or
near its two ends in conical spii-als or helices, as set

forth.

65,897.—Albert Fickett and Justin C. Ware,
TitusviUe, Pa.

—

Device for Measuring Liquids.—
Juno 18, 1867.—The tank has a vessel within it of
known measure which communicates Avith the barrel

by openings stopped by a valve operated from the
outside. "The vessel ha« a discharge faucet and a
trau.'^parent tubular indicator.
Claim.—First, the ai-rangement of the vessel B,

secured within tlie tank A, and used in connection
with a valve and stop cock, substantifdly in the man-
ner and for tho inu'pose specified.

Second, in combination AA-ith the alcove an indica-

tor, aiTanged as and for the purpose specified.

65.898.—Orlando V. Flora, Madison, Ind.,

assignor to himself and "William A. Collins, same
place.

—

Vise.—June 18, 1867.—Tho rear jaw is piv-

oted to its support in Avhich tho ratchet bar slides,

and the rear of this jaw is turned dowji into an edge
to engage tho said ratchet. The front jaw is pivoted
•to the lower end of a vertical pin traversing the head
of the ratchet bar, and having at the upper end a ntit

engaging the clamping screw of tho vise. The front

jaw oscillates on this pin to accommodate itself to

inclined siu'faces.

C7«iOT.—First, tho rear jaw D, constructed sub-

stantially as herein described, in combination witii

the support B and eliding bar C, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, tho front jaw G pivoted at its lower end
to the lower end of the vertical pin, bearinsr the nut
F, and fitting in the vertical holo of the sliding bar C,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Thii'd, the combination and arrangement of the
front jaw G, short screw H, nut F, and sliding bar
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C with eacli other, substantially as herein sho-wn and
described and for the purpose sot forth.

Fourth, the combinatiou of tlie key J ndth the end
of the sliding bar C, and with the pivoting pin of the
nut r, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the support B, sliding bar
C, and jaws T> and Gr, with each other, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

65,899.—Conrad G-eorge, Ligonier, 'Pa.-Churn.
—June 18, 1867.—The churn has a foraminous, trans-
Terse vertical partition at its midJength, each division
having a vertically reciprocating dasher whose per-

forated " valves " are oscillated so as to fiU the cavity
of the churn in their down stroke, and force the cream
through their own perforations and those of the par-
tition.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the double alter-

nating levers J K L, and the partitioned churn box
A, all arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, arranging the levers J K L in a diagonal
position as shown for the purpose of bringing the
working ends of the levers K L over the centers of
the churn divisions A A', as and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the combination of the perforated dashers
provided with the valves K E, and S S, having the
movements described, with the partition B, furnished
Tsdth the holes b' b', and beveled slits c' c', substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,900.—Artemas W, Goddard, Clinton, Mass.—Caliper Rule.—June 18, 1867.—The caliper blades
are folded into the rule similarly to a knife blade.
When the diametric gauge is taken its measurement
is determined by the sliding scale within the rule,

which is drawn out therefor.
Claim.—First, tho blades a a, when arranged as

and for the purpose described.
Second, the combined caliper and slide gauge ride,

when arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

65,9(91.—John Golding, ITew York, F. T.—
Life Preserving Mattress.—June 18, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Ckiim.—The life raft constructed as described,
consisting of the cork mattresses or floats, secured
togetlier by means of the spring hooks a, and staples
b, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

65,902.-D. E. Gould, Chestertown, :N". T.—
Windoio Sash.—June 18, 1867.—The strips of metal
are attached to the face of the sash and enter grooves
in the stiles to act as weather strips.

Claim.—The strips C C, secured upon the face of
the sash by means of screws, in combination with the
grooves d dio. the frame, as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

65,903.—W. G. Grant, Clyde, Ohio.—Pessary.—
June 18, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
CUmn.—A sponge pessary, made of conical shape

A outside, and provided with the hollow B, substan-
tially as descrbed for the purpose specified.

65,904.— Thomas Griffin, Roxbury, Mas&—
Floor Cloth.—Jnuo 18, 1867.—The body of the cloth
is of paper, covered on each side with fibrous material
and sized. It is then painted with water colors and
varnished. It is reversible.

Claim.—A floor covering or imitation oil cloth,
made substantiaUy as herein described.

65,905.—Eeuren Hamblin, Mishawaka, Ind.—
Clothes Dryer.—June 18, 1867.—The joints in tho
radial arms admit of their assuming a vertical or
horizontal position, being in the latter case supported
at their free ends by the'brace wires.
Claim.—The combination of one or more sets or

tiers of .jointed radial arms D and the supporting or
connecting wires E and F, or their equivalent, witli
each other, and with the central shaft A, substan-
lially as lierein slioAvn and described and for the pur-
pose set fortli.

65,906.—C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

—

Convertible Stove Door and Fender.—
June 18, 1867.—The plate has two sides, projecting
rectangularly from each other at the ends, and of
different breadths, so that the draft may be admitted
over the plate while in one position, but stopped off
from the fire bottom in the other.

Claim.—First, the convertible stove door and fend-
er, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of convertible door and
fender A B F, and hearth depressions D and E, sub-
stantially as represented and described.

65,907.—C. B. and G. W. Hart, Victor, :N". Y.—
Combined Milk Back and Fruit Dryer.—^une 18,

1867.—The supporting bars are pivoted so as to stand
edge up and allow ventilation when used for milk.
When used for fruit the free edges of the slats are
supported on the wedge bars, and they have narrow
passages between them for circulation of air.

Claim.—The combined milk rack and fruit dryer,

provided with loosely pivoted slats forming the
shelves, capable of being opened or closed by the
wedge bar beneath, the whole constructed and ar-

ranged as described, and operating in the mamner set

forth.

65,908.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, IT.

Y.

—

Elevated Railway.—June 18, 1867.—The track is

erected on pillars. The rails rest on string pieces
which have an iron shell, strengthened by central
wooden strips and metallic braces. These supporting
pieces rest on rubber blocks to deaden the sound.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rail plates or
supports J J with the rails I and bars M, when con-
structed and arranged suljstantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein described.

Second, the elastic plates or springs E, in combina-
tion with the rails, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially in the manner heroin described.

Third," the platform frame E, with its upright ends
or flanges O, in combination with the rails, constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described.

65,909.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, N.
Y.

—

Elevated Railway.—June 18, 1867. — The car
track is supported on branchial columns standing in

single file and stayed by rods from the buildings. The
propelling chain runs in a cable guide in the middle
of the track, and is conducted down to the propelling

drums, passing over pulleys and through the hollow
column.
Claim.—First, the combination with tho track of

an elevated railroad of an open or transparent floor

bencatli the rails, so as to allow the transmission of

light to the space beneath the railroad, substantially

as set forth and described.
Second, the panels D, in tho columns A, for the pur-

pose of closing the openings in the lower part of the
said columns, and also to strengthen the columns,
substantially as set forth and described.

Thu'd, the adjustable column A, made in the divi-

sions a b, substantially as described.

Fourth, the wedge-shaped rings C, or their equiva-
lents, in combinatioii with the adjustable column A,
substantially as described.

Fifth, the hollow supporting columns A, in com-
bination Avith an elevated raih-oad, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

Sixth, the pulleys T, in combination with the sup-

porting columns A, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.
Seventh, the combination of tho stay rods V with

the elevated railroad, said stay rods connecting said

railway to the buildings or other supports on the

streets, and forming also awning-frarao supports, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Eighth, a filling of wood, or equivalent material,

in combinatiou with said columns, substantiaUy as

and for the purposes described.

Ninth, the water trough along tho track and its dig-

charge pipe, in combination with an elevated railway,

substantially as and for the purposes described.

65,910.—James Hatfield, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Carriage.—Juiw 18, 1867.—The spindle of each wheel
is supported by a rectangular stay which turns on
pivot screws of a frame at the end of the axle. The
fore stays are so connected to an ai-m projecting back-
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•wai'ds from the tongue that the oscillation of the latter

causes the necessary inclination of the wheels. Diag-
onal bai"s from the cross-rail of the tongue operate
similai-ly on the wheels of the rear axle, to give them
a contrary dii'cction.

Claim.—First, the centers a', constructed with ra-

dial arms b, in combination with the bands B, spoke
d, and keys /, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the wheel B, spindle C, as aiTanged in com-

bination with the stays D, boxes E E', for the purpose
and in the manner as' set forth.

Third, the cross-rail K, arm L. links L'. and brack-
ets M, in combination with the stay D and screw G,
as and for the pm-poso substantially as herein de-
scribed.
Fom'th, the stay D, screw pins I G, in combination

with the spindle 'C, axletree A, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the adjusting screw 0', coupling O, and reach
K', aiTanged substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

65,911.—William M. Hexderson, Philadelphia.
Pa.

—

Steam rump.—June 18, 18(37.—The action is

direct, the pump plunger forming the piston rod.
The ail' chamber is annular and surrounds the plunger
cyUuder. The valve stem has a horizontal slot to
allow the transverse movement of its operating -^vi'ist

pin. The wrist pin of the fly wheel is connected to
the piston rod by a coUar thereon.
Claim.—First, the aiTangemont of the pump steam

cylinder and housing as described.
- Second, the arrangement of a vacuum chamber en-
veloping the pump canal, substantiall}' in the manner
and for the purposes.represented.

Third,' the arrangement of the cross-head ann E,
connecting rod F, ecceutric pin shaft K, and slot-

headed valve stem J, when constructed and operat-
ing conjointly in the manner and for the pui-poses
herein set forth.

65,9J2.—R. W. Howard, Warwick, E. I.—
Amalrjamator.—Smie 18, 1867.—The pulp from the in-

nerpan passes through holes in the sleeved hub, thence
between the rubbing surfaces and into the annular
trough of the outer pan. where it is incorporated with
the quicksilver by the short flanges on the exterior of
the inner pan ; the lighter portions are raised by
other flanges and are returned to the pan.
Claim.—First, the stationary or fixed pan A, hav-

ing its bottom provided with radial grooves a, and an
annular gutter or trough B aroimd its edge, in com-
bination with the rotating pan E, fitted within A,
and provided at its exterior with flanges I, J, and
holes h in its upper part, and provided at its cen-
ter with an upright hollow hub I , having holes fj in
its lower part to admit the pulp dov^Ti between'^the
bottoms of the two pans, all arranged substantially as
and for the purpose t-'^ieeified.

Second, the adjustable jacket G, on the hollow hnb
F, operated by the screw H, in combination with the
fixed plate K, in the pan E, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

65,913.—Henry Howe, Oneonta, X. Y.—Bolt
Trimmer.—,Tune 18, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The cam-shaped sharply-beveled knife C
D, pivoted to and in combination with the bar A B,
having a hole in B to receive the object to be trim-
med by the knife C D.

65,914.—John Hughes, Edgewater, K Y.—
Furnacefor Burninff Pyrites for theManufacture of
Sulphuric Acid aiid for other piirposes.—Jimc 18,
1867.—The kUns arc made circular in transverse sec-
tion and in foi-m of an inverted truncated cone. The
front side has a heavy iron plate extending from the
bottom to near the top, and having a vertical series of
openings closed by sliding doors. Around the open-
ings arc inwardly projecting flanges, the cavities be-
tween which are filled witji fire bricks.

Claim.—ConstiTictinga furnace for burning pyrites
or sulphm-ets of iron, copper, zinc or other metals,
without the aid of fuel, in the form of an inverted
truncated cone, without gi-atc bars, and provided
with doors on the front side, ranged one aoove the

other from top to bottom, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth. •

65 ,915.—Aaron HuYCKvOurtown,"Wis.—CAttrn.
—June 18, 1867.—One dasher is carried or. a sleeve
upon the other dasher shaft, and they receive motion
in opposite directions from bevel pinions engaged by
a common bevel wheel. The upperjournal bearing of
the dasher shaft is in a removable dasher.
Claim.—First, in the bridge D, stepped in loops C C,

and provi^led witli the box F, secm-ed by thumb screws
L, all constructed and arranged as set forth.

Second, The bridge D, post N, shafts E I, pinions
J G , driver B, and shaft N, constructed and arranged
as set forth-

65,916.—Francis L. King, Worcester, Mass.—
JEgg Cutter.—June 18, 1867.—The vertical shafts have
thin metallic cutters, which pass in the intervals of
those of the opposite shafts, and are presented edge-
wise to the eggs. They are revolved by their pinions
and a master wheel.
Claim.—The combination of two or more cutter

shafts B, having cutters E. attached, with the gearing
C D E, arrangeil and operating essentially as set forth.

65,917.—Gamaliel King, Wcstfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Charles C. Pratt, same place.—Covering Wlnps.—June 18, 1867.—The Avhip has an
elastic, water proof composition beneath the outer
covering, composed of caoutchouc, 2 lbs., dissolved
in 1 gall, benzine, to which may be addded f lb. white
lead, a little linseed oil.

Claim.—First, a Avaterproof coating, consisting of
the ingredients herein shown and described.
Second, the application of the dissolved caoutchouc,

with or without the lead and oil, to a whip, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose shown.

65,918.—J"0SEPH KoEHN, Canton, Ohio.— Culti-

vator.—June 18, 1867.—The diagonal bai's act as braces
to the main frame, and also conform to the obliquely
recedini^ relative position of the shovels. The frame
is raised or lowered by the oscillation of the bent
axles, which adjustment is made by hand levers.

Claim.—First, the frame A, with diagonal bars A'
A', for connecting the shovels D D, when eonstrncted
in the manner and used for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the lever e, spring t,

pin z, in combination with the axle b, rack s, for the
pm-poses specified.

65,919.—Charles Korn, Wnrtsborough, X. Y.—Macldne for Dressing Leather—J"une 18, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patent June 25, 1861. The knives
are secured to an endless apron, and are cleaned and
sharpened by devices which are attached to the sliding
block, and are adjustable to knives of different sizes.

After acting on a knife they return to position to
operate on the next one.
Claim.—First, the sharpeners / and i, when ar-

ranged on a sliding block G, either separate or in
combination with the cleaner e, all made and opera-
ting substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the knife or knives E, when secured ob-
liquely upon an endless apron, and when arranged in
combination with the obliquely set frame F F', and
grooved block G, in such manner that the said block
is moved by the knife, substantially as set forth.

Third, the i;p and down adjustable frame F F', in
combination with the sliding block G. and knife or
knives E. all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described. '

•

Fourth, the block G, and the knife or knives E. in
combination Avith the spring «?, and frame F F', all

made and operating substantially as herein shoAvn
and described.

Fifth, tlie knife or knives E, when aiTanged on an
endless apron A, in combination Avith the sliding
block G, and sharpeners / and r, and clonner c, all

made and operating substantially as herein shoA'.u

and described.

65,920.—Thomas H.LiN-DLEY, Taunton, Mass.—
Filing Machine.— June 18, 1867.—On tlio upright
frame are two sliding carriages, supported in adjust-
able standai-ds, and receiving vertical movemerit l;y

a crank. An operating table supports the articio
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nnder treatment between the carriages to -wMcli the
file la attached.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding carnages
C C, supported in the adjustable bearings B B, and
operated by the wheel i, and the adjustable table vi,

supported and applied substantially in manner and
for the pm'pose as set forth.

65,921.— THOiiAS H. LiDFORD, iSTorth Adams,
Mass

—

Steam Yalve.—June 18, 1867.—The pieces of
the valve are formed by the oblique section of a cylin-
der. They have a general motion together, but -when
one reaches the end of its range the upper one is

crowded upon it so as to jjmi the cii-cular faces of each
against the seats above and below, respectively.
Claim.— The ai-rangement of the wedge-shaped

pieces D and E, with reference to the shaft G and
collars d and e, substantially as described.

65,922.—Albion H. Lowell, Manchester, N. H.—Ajjparatiisforforming Molds for Purposes of Cast-
ing Metal.—Jime 18, 1867.—The flast containing the
sand is carried automatically into a position to receive
the impression oi' the pattern which is forced into tlie

sand and then withdi-awn, after which the flask is

carried out of the machLiie.
Claim.—In combination with the pattern attached

to the plunger, as set forth, the endless chains C, the
plates s, the stops or bars t u, the tube or punch c',

and the iiask F, as above set forth and described, and
for the pm-pose of making molds for castings.

65,923.—ALEXA^•DER Mackey, K'ewTork, IST.Y—Centrifugal MachineforDrawing Siiga r.—June IS
1867.—A spii-al plate, suspended by brackets from the
outer case, scrapes the sugar from the Aieinity of the
revolving wii-e cylinder aiid distributes it in the pan

C7«j.'/i.—First," the combination with the centrifu
gal cylinder of a stationary distributor, an'anged
within the cylinder on one side of it, adjacent to the I

feed, and operating substantially as specified.

Second, the stationary distributor C, constructed
essentially as shown and described, in combination
with the centrifugal cylinder B, and arranged in re-

lation thereto, as herein set forth.

65,924.— C. Gr. Marshall, Florence, Mass.—
Forming Emery Wheels.—June 18, 1867.—Composed
of glue, emery and concrete lime swaged into form
between dies.

Claim.—The use of concrete lime or cement in the
formation of em^ry wheels, substantially as and for

the pm-pose herein set forth.

65,925.—G. B. Massey, :N^cw York, E". Y.—Car
Wheel.—JviUe 18, 1867.—The annular tread slips on
to the hub, and is clamped by a face plate against the
disk, whose edge forms the flange of the wheel.

Claim.—First, a car wheel composed of the disk
A, having the solid hub A' with the disk B fitted to
turn loosely on the hub and held thereon by the cap
C, as set forth.

Second, the car wheel, consisting of the disk B,
provided with the flange e, in combination with the
disk A, having the solid hub A', said disks A and B
being held together by mcami of the cap C, substan-
tially as described.

65,926.—Jules Frax^ois M^\.TniAS and Desire
Matiiurix Legat, Paris, i'rance.—Jl/ac/a'ne/wr Coat-
ing Hats.—June 18, 1867.—The hat frames, coated
with glue, are laid on elastic supports, and arc coated,
powdered, and dried without removal therefrom.
The shafts from which the supports spring receive a
slow, rotary, and a rapid reciprocating motion in a
closed chamber, so that tlie iunqr and outer surfaces
are exposed to catch the fibre introduced in an aerial

current by a fan.

Ciaim.—First, we claim a machine forfeiting hats,

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the hollow shaft K, combined and connected

with the shaft 11, by means of springs 11 11, substau'

tially as herein shown and described.
Tiiird, the beating apparatus witli the spring Q

subtantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the valve e and pass

and face B, all made and operating
herein shown and described.

substantially as

65,927.—George A. McIlhennt, Washington,
D. C.

—

Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—June 18,
1867.—The accumulation of carbon in the retorts is

prevented by relieving them from the pressure caused
by sealing the mouths of theii- tubes iu the hydraulic
main during the process of distillation. The level
of the water in the main can be raised or lowered by
means of two cocks, respectively above and below
the level of the mouths of gas tubes. The tar passes
off by the lower cock while distillation is in progTCSS,
and when the retorts are opened the level of the
liquid is raised by closing this cock so as to seal the
mouths of the tubes temporarily.

Claim.—First, the prevention of the deposit of car-

bon in gas retorts by the means described or by any
equivalent means.
Second, so ai'ranging the pipes or tubes leading

from the retort to the hydi'aulic main that the mouths
of said ifipes or tubes can be sealed or unsealed at

pleasure.
Tliird, pro'viding the hydraulic main of a gas fac-

tory with two or more pipes for the escape of the coal
tar, when said pipes are arranged at different heights
and provided with cocks so tliat the liquid contents
of the main may be made to occupy a higher or a
lower level therein, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

65,928.—Levi T. Mc^'eiley, Danville, Mo.—
Identifying Box.— Jimo 18, 1867.—The address of

the owner is placed in the bos which is attached to

the animal or package.
Claim.—An identifying bos constnicted. substan-

tially in the form herein described, for the purpose of

identifying and aiding in the secm-ing of lost ani-

mals aiid goods.

65,929 ISA.A.C H. McChiBER, El Paso, in.—
Weather Strip.—June 18, 1867.—The door shuts over
the strip, and the water which collects between it and
the false sill passes off below the latter, which is sup-
ported on cleats.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the false sill C with
the grooved door cleats II H and the strip D, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,930.—Samuel M. Mecutchen, Ph^adelphia,
Ta.—Adjusting Hollers.—June 18, 1867.—Wedges are
placed between the set screw and sliding bearing of

the rollers -, the screw may be relieved by driving out

a wedge, should the fornier become jammed by es-

cessive pressiu-e.

Claim.— The arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of the wedges, sliding bearing h, and set

screw / with a rolling mill, for the pm-pose specified.

65,931.—Jonathan Mills, Des Moines, Iowa,
assignor to himself, Lewis J. Bro'va'n, Charles S.

Spofford, and Henry Van Lutheran.--BricA; Ma-
chine.—Jxmc 18, 1867.—The molds are in circular se-

ries estending through the thickness of the vertically-

rotating mold wlicel, and receive clay consecutively
from the horizontal pug mill. The followers in the

mold cells are actuated by a circular cam, which
pushes the follower against the clay to press it against

the smooth pressure plate ; the foUower is further ad-

vanced to expel the wick from the mold and drop it

into the carrying board on the intermittingly-moving,
off-bearing apron.
Claim.—'Fvcsl, the horizontal pug tub or mill, con-

structed and arranged substantially as described, in

relation to the mold-wheel and tlie other parts of the

machine, substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, dropping back the follower or relieving the

brick of pressure, substantially as and for the pui-jBOses

specified.

Third, the arrangement, substantially as shown
and described, by which the apron is operated, as and
for the purpose set forth.

65,932 Ben.tamin Moser and DA^^D Yellott,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Stud Fastening.—J nna IS, 1867.—

In attaching, the movable arm is brought parallel with

the statiouai-y one and both inserted in the button

age or conduit/, iu combination with the channel F I hole ; the former is then rotated 180= and the spring
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catch falls into a notch in the button to retain it in

position.
Claim.—The fastening for buttons, <S:c., heroin de-

scribed, the same consisting of the arms D 1)'^ and
spring, or other suitable catch, substantially as speci-

fied.

65,933.— George ISTeilson, Boston, Mass.—
Lam]) Burner.—June 18, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination -with the jacfeote<l wick
tube and rack for adjusting the Avick of the cap or
deck forming tlie base of the jacket above the aper-
tures through which the rack pin passes, such deck
being depressed so as to constitute a cup, Avhich
gathers and holds tlie condensed vapor around and
against the wick tube, as and for the pm-poses herein
described.

65,934.—"William H. JN"ewey, Seymour, Ind.—
Tanning Comjwund.—Jime 18, 1867.—Composed of
nutgalls, 1 lb.; sept-foil root, 10 lbs.; saltpeter, 1 lb.;

oxalic acid, 1 lb.; Bengal catechu, 3 oz.; and water,
34 gallons.

Claim.—The tanning liquid composed of the in-

gi-edients in or about the proportions substantially as
described.

65,935.—E. D. N'orton, Bradford, Pa.—L«w^.
—June 18, 1867.—The gas is allowed to escape through
wire gauze, which prevents the accidental conduction
of flame to the oil chamber.

Claim.—A safetv valve constructed and applied
substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

65,936.—Amos Xudd, 'Waupun, Wi^.—Mclodc-
ons, <f-c.—June 18, 1867.—The sounding box is made
of light wood and has one or more openings. It is

secured to the keyboard on top of the case in rear of
the bank of keys,*and beneath the lid.

Claim.—In combination with the keyboard of a
melodeon. or similar reed instrument, the sounding
box C, arranged as shown and described.

65,937.-Thomas IfirTE, T7estbrook, Mc—Eock-
ing Chair and Trunk.—June 18, 1867.—The rockers
are hinged and folded into recesses in the sides of
the trunk, and the lid retained by jointed arms to
form a back.
Claim.—Fii-st, themovable back a andfolding arms

b. operating as described, and for the pm-poses spe-
cified.

Second, the rockers s n, when constructed so as to
fold up, and also to fold into the recess, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the di'ops e to hold upright the pai't h of the
back, in the manner and for the i)uri)oses set forth.

Fourth, the double cover m x, when applied to the
trank body to close the recess, substantially as and
for the pm-poses described.

65,938.-LoREN'zo D. Peltox and Joseph Bar-
EOW, Harrison, Ohio, assignors to themselves ajid

Alexis Gueex, same place.

—

Cultivator.—June 18,

18G7.—The wheel frame is detachable from the plow
frame and the handles admit of vei'tical adjustment to
suit a walker or rider. The plows arc transversely and
vertically adjustable, and their frame may be raised
by a foot lever.

* Claim.—First, a mode of construction whereby the
wheels and secondaa-y beam B may be detached, and
by means of auxiliary'bolt lioles c in the handles C, and
in the sheaths at c',' the handles lowered to a conve-
nient height to be managed by an operator on foot.

Second, in combination with the elements of the
clause immediately preceding, the i^rovision of the
described mechanism for lifting the plows from the
gi-ound, either temporarily to pass an obstacle J J',

or more permanently to allow of moving the imple-
ment on a road or' otherwise F F' H /i and I, and
the position of the seat, which enables the driver to
control these levers and manage the plow handle.

65,939.—E. A. Pond and M. S. Kicitardson,
PiUtlnnd. Vt.

—

Machine for Producing Blast in Gas
Carburetters and other Apparatus.—June 18, 1867.—
During rotation the convolute pipes take in alter-

nate supplies of air or Avater. as their mouths are in
one or the other fluid, and dischai-ge the same within

the other compai-tment, where the air and water
separate to pass through the upper and lower radial
openings respectively. The air is conducted to the
carburetting apparatus, and the water back to tiie

other compiirtment through the opening at the lower
part of the dividing partition.

Claim.—First, a vessel or case divided into two
compartments, communicating with each other at or
near the bottom of the vessel.

Second, a hollow shaft or arbor passing through the
two compartments, having mounted upon the sides
of the dividing partition a series of convolute tubes,
and provided on the other side with one or more per-
forations, tlie said shaft being connected with suita-
ble mechanism for rotating it.

Third, one or more suitable valves for the admis-
sion of air and pipes for the discharge of the com-
pressed air or gas.

65,940.—TixMOTHV I. Powers, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to J. P. Fitch and J. K. Vax Vechten',
same place.

—

Machine for Heading Cartridge Cases.
—June 18, 1867.—The cartridge blank is placed over
the end of one of a series of upwardly projecting
mandrels on an intermittingly rotating plate, and
brought first under the adjustable reciprocating gauge
screw, and then between the automatic grasping
jaws, in which position the header descends upon it

to form the flange.
Claim.—Fii-st, in cartridge heading machines the

combination with the header J and shell mandrel or
series of shell mandrels k, arranged and operatiiig to-,

gether, substantially in the manner described, of the
sectional or divided die JST, arranged to gripe or close
round the shells on the mandrel or mandi-els before
and whilst the sheU is being upset and headed, and
afterwards to open for release of the latter, essentially
as specified.

Second, the combination with the shell mandrels
and header of an automatic gauge or shell adjuster,
arranged so as to set the closed end of the shell to its

proper position relatively to the upper or outer end
of the mandrel in advance of the action of the header
upon the shell, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

Thii-d, in combination with a series of shell man-
drels and suitable header, a shell take-ofi" K, con-
structed to operate essentiallyas described, or in any
other equivalent manner.
Fourth, the combination of the vertical side E,

.

divided or sectional die X iST and header J, with the
locking and unlocking devices operating upon the
sectional die, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, the fixed way M, in combination with the
lever q for closing the sectional die by the movement
of the slide E, which carries the said die, sul)stantially
as described.

Sixth, the slide L and stop o, in combination with
each other, and with the levers q for o]ieuing the die
and moving it out of the way of the header, es"sential!y
as herein set forth.

65,941.^0HN Price, IS^ew York, 17. Y.—Forg-
ing Apparatus.—June 18, 1867.—The hammer is

caught and held at its highest position, when re-
quired to give more time to manipulate the work, or
when the tU-iving power is disconnected. By jiliding

the catch into engagement witli the rack it wUl stop
the hammer, the spring receiving the siiock. The
devices for operatmg "the catch in the latter event
are enumerated in the s'^cond claim.

Claim.—First, the combination with the hammer
head of a rack spring and sliding catch, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, operating the sliding catch J by means of
the lever g, wliich connects and disconnects the
power for driving the hammer, the said le\er g being
connected for that purpose to the sliding catch J. by
the arm a, rock shaft b, arm e and connecting rod or
link/, or by their equivalents, in such a manner tliat

the said sliding catcli J will be thrown inward to

catch the hammer, when the power is disconnected
and drawn out to release the hammer wlien tlie power
is applied by the lever g, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

65,942.—Thomas Prosser, :N'ew York, N. Y.—
Machine for Grinding and Polishing. — Jime 18,
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1867. — The carriage has a longitudiual and lateral

motion, and the Trork may be inclined in relation to
the periphery of the grinder. By a rotating mandrel
the work can be rotated -while exposed to the opera-
tion of the grinder. Automatic feeding may be
established by means of friction wheels.

'

Claim.—Yirst, the combination of the wheels s s',

pawls u u', friction wlieels p h, and screw I, with
the recipiocating carnage for establishing an auto-
matic feed motion, substantially as described.

Second, the reciprocating carriage 'F, with its

frame or vise G-, made adjustable thereon, parallel or
angularly to the axis of the grinding wheel, in the
manner clescribed.

Third, the friction gear wheels h p, made adjusta-
ble as regards their binding action, one upon the
other, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

65,9-43.—Stephen D. Eader, Williamsport, Pa.—Brick Kiln.— June 18, 1867. — The kiln has side
chambers communicating with the ordbiary furnace
holes, and extending beyond the kiln at both ends,
where they hare furnaces. Furnaces are also placed
at midlength. The outer Avall of the chamber has
small openings opposite the flues beneath the kiln.

Claim.—The peculiar construction and arrange-
ment of furnaces B B and C C, when used in connec-
tion with the kiln A, as and for the pm-pose specified.

65,944.—Herman Eeinecke, ISTew York, N. T.—Escapem,entfor Time Pieces.—June 18, 1867 ; ante-
dated June 10, 1867. — Combines the detached and
lever escapements. The balance receives an impulse
from the escape wheel while swinging in one direc-
tion, and is free from the power ot the main spring
during the other half of its stroke. The impulse
produced by the escape wheel is transmitted to the
balance by a lever.

Claim.—Pallets p_p', mounted on the oscillating
arbor h, in combination with the lever C, lifting-

spring/, pins de g c, and balance B, all constructed
and operatmg substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

65,945.—John R. Eichakds, Mount Joy, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Alfred L. Menuez, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

—

Sectional Mold for puttiyig up Buildings
of Concrete and other Materials. — June 18, 1867.

—

The molds are made in inner and outer sections,
which sustain the joists and door and window frames,
and between which the concrete walls are formed.
The molds are perforated for admission of carbonic
acid gas. Composition used, sand, 19 ; hydraulic
lime, i ;

quick-lime, 2 bushels.
Claim.—A series of sectional molds A B, for the

outer face, and another series H I, for the inner face
of walls, in combination with the door, window box-
ing M ISJ", strips K, dovetailed joists J j, all arranged
substantially as united by flanges P, in the manner
shown and clescribed.

Also, in combination with my sectional molds, the
open interstices, when made for the admission of
carbonic acid gas, for tJie purpose specified.

Also, the proportions specified for making the
composition when introduced between sectional
molds, in the manner and for the i)urpose set forth.

65.946.— Christopher Eichardson, Newark,
If. J.

—

Apjoaratus for Tempering Steel Plates.—June
18, 1867. — The steel plates are compressed between
the tempering plates in the oyen. The said temper-
ing plates are actuated by a winch outside the fur-

nace.
Claim. — The combination of the plates C and D

with the screw or screws K and tlie heated chamber
U, or their equivalents, when combined and operated
substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

65.947.— Christopher Richardson, ISTewark,
IsT. J. — Handsaxo Frame.— June 18, 1867. —Both
ends of the saw enter the slots in the frame. The
near end is slotted to receive a transverse screw, and
has also the usual tightening device.

Claim.—The improved method of holding saws in
metallic saw frames, substantially as shown and
described.

.
65,948—Henry E. Eile, :N-ew York, N". Y., as-

signor to Asa L. Suipman, same place.

—

Machine for

Coating Paper with Mucilage, <6c.—June 18, 1867.

—

The paper is placed on a sliding table and subjected to
the action of the mucilage brushes, which are dipped
in the reservoir below to renew their charge of gnim.
They are suspended from a frame, which is depressed
by a treadle and raised by springs.

Claim.—A machine for coating paper, &c., in
which are combined a frame caiiyiug a series of
brushes whether one or more in number, a platform
or table, and a reservoir or receptacle for the liquid to
be applied by the brushes, when all are combined and
arranged together so as to operate substantially as
described.

65,949.—Henry E. Eobbins, Baltimore, Md.—
Burglar Alarm.—Jwue 18, 1867.—The frame is at-

tached by points to the jamb. The opening door
touches the trigger and releases the two spring-piston
hammers, which discharge the caps.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A, spring-
piston hammers B B, lever catch E, hinged trigger
T> d, and spring g, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described and represented.

65,950.—J. Eupp, New York, N. Y., assignor to
himself and Prederick Kieser.—Double-seaming
Machine.—June 18, 1867.—Improvement on the pat-
ent of Wilson, Green & Wilson, April 19, 1859.—
The annulus to form the sides of the vessel is placed
on the disk and the bottom blank rested on the out-
turned edge of the side blank and a circular plate ; a
swivel plate, depressed by a weighted lever, rests on
the bottom blank. The vertical rotary shaft is raised
by a treadle, which brings the bottom in contact with
vertical cone puUeys, whose sections of smallest di-

ameter guide the plate, and the shoulders of the other
sections in tiu-n fold the bottom edge and the flange
of the side ; other rollers meanwhile pinching the
seam to cause a tight double fold.

Claim.—First, the movable slide d, carrying the
supporting plate /, in combination with the disk A,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement of three or more cone

rollers i in the annular rim H, in combination with
the rising and falling disk A, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the clamping roller. 2?, in combination with
the burring roller o and disk A, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

65,951.—S. Samuels, Mott Haven, N. Y., and
W. J. Brassington, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to
themselves, William Pitt, and W. B. Burtnett.—
Locomotive Engine.—June 18, 1867.—The vacuum is

created by the air pump in the tank of the tender to
assist in inducting water into the same.
Claim.—Fii'st,'the combination with the tank of a

locomotive engine tender of an aii* pump, so arranged
as to admit of being worked by the engine for the
production of a vacuum in said tank, substantially as
herein set forth.

Second, the combination with a locomotive engine
and its tender of a pump, so arranged as to serve
either purpose at pleasure of exhausting air from the
tank to facilitate the supply of water to the latter, or
of forcing Avater from the tank into the boiler, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

Third, in combination -with the water-supply pipe
B and its stop-cock d, the air pipe D connected with
the pipe B, in fi'ont of the said cock d, essentially as

shown and described.

65,952.—William Sanderson, New York, N. Y.
—CutlerI/.—S-axia 18, 1867.—The metallic frame of
the handle is cast solid with the bolster and the sctdes

attached to the rabbets therein.

Claim.—A handle, formed of a metallic frame, cast

with or rigidly united to the bolster, and scales or
side pieces"^ substantially as described.

65,953.—Peter F. Schenck, Eiceville, N. J.—
Apjmratus for Supplying Air to Life-boats.—June
18, 1867.—The tubes open to the inside and outside of

the vessel. The valves are of different specific gravi-

ties. The heavier one. of metal, closes against the

entrance of Avater when the boat is in one position,
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and the ligliter oue, of wood, closes it under other
conditions.
Claim.—An apparatus, consisting of tubes contain-

ing ball Aalvos of different specifio gravity, adapted
to operate in combination with a closed life-boat, for

tlie purpose of admitting fresh air therein and ex-

cluding water therefrom, substaiitially as described.

65,954.—riiEDERiCK Schmidt, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Wood-planing Machine.—June 18, 18(37.—The two
sections of the cutter-head have side movement, for

adjustment as wear takes place or to allow rotation

in either direction.
Claim.—The elongated gains or depressions e e, in

the two parts of a divided cutter, to enable the said

parts to be set out in opposite directions, substantially

as and for the pm-poses set forth.

65,955.- F. Emil Schmidt, Hoboken, N. J.—
Manufacture of Ornamental Feathers.—Jime 18,

1867.—The feathers ai-e printed in colors and trimmed
to shape.

Claim.— Ornamental feathers, which have been
colored in a printing press and which arc treated sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

65,956.—JOHX Ske, Baltimore, Md.—Compost-
ti07i for Hoofing, Pavements, Walls, Docks, and other
Structures.-—June 18, 1867.—Composed of pulverized
ii'on ore, 50 ; hydraulic cement, 15 ; clean sand, 15

;

ground marble,' 15; coal dust, 8; lime, 8; and salt, 4

parts.

Claim.—First, the composition formed of the ma-
terials named, substantially as and for the pm'poses
herein specified.

Second, iron-ore turnings, borings, or filings, in

combination with hydraulic cement, for the formation
of roofing, pavements, walls, docks, water-bricks,
pipes, and other structures, substantially as and for
the purposes herein specified.

65,957.—Frederick Seymour, NashA-ille, Tenn.—Instrument for Opening Sheet Metal Cans.—June
18, 1867.—The i)oiut is inserted in the metal, the ad-
justable cutter forced into the can and swept around
to cut a disk thei-elrom.

Claim.—Tlie new article of manufacture, consist-

ing of the guard F in the described combination with
the shaft A, htindle B, elbow C, point D, and cutter
F, whether stationary or adjustable.

65,958.—Michael Simons, Middletown, Conn.—
Ice Pitdier.—June 18, 1867.—The inside bottom slips

up into the ice chamber and may be renewed. The
lower bottom is slipped into place and secured by
catches.

Claim.—The inside bottom P and the outside bot-
tom G, with its devices H and L, when arranged and
constructed us herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

65,959.—Daxiel C. Smith, Adrian, Mich.—Fruit
Ladder.—June 18, 1867.—The hinged frame is mounted
on wheels, and has a ladder inclined upwai-d there-
from.

Claim.—First, a fruit ladder, as shown and de-
scribed, with bars H, braces P, and handle U, as set
forth in the specification and drawings, and in com-
bination.
Second, the support N, or anything substantially

its equivalent, for the purposes set forth and de-
scribed.

65,960.—AiJRAM C. Standard, Bock county. Wis.—Washing Machine.—June 18, 1867.—The clothes lie

upon a series of rollers, and are acted on by a cuned
con-ugated board oscillated by a handle-frame rigidly
attached thereto.

Claim,.—First, the straight-edged eccentrics J and
J, when made substantiallj' as described, and used to
hold the working mechanism I P and K of a washing
machine to any desired fdtitudc within the Avashing-
machine box A, and the whole combined and ope-
rated substantially as and for the purposes described.

Second, the general an'angement of box A, rollers

S, arranged in frame B, Avashboard Q, and operating
framework M P J K and U, kept to any desired alti-

tude by means of the straight-edged eccentrics J and
J, when the whole are constructed, arranged and

operated substantially as and for the pm-poscs de-
scribed.

65,961.-11. T. Stewart, Fayette county, Tenn.—Cultivator.—June 18, 1867.—The toothed seed bar
is reciprocated by the pins on a shaft Avhich is ac
tuated by pins on the hub.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spring sword F
F and the combination of plows and scrapers B B,
two of the scrapers being chopping scrapers B B, so
as to perform the work above specified.

65,962.—James G. Stoddard and Benjamin F.
Gallup, Groton, Conn.

—

Cylinder Press for Extract-
ing Oil from Fish.—June 18, 1867.—The rectangular
frame has a revolving apron which runs between
transverse cylinders carrying the substance to be
pressed. The lower cylinder has grooves to contain
the liquids expressed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of the cylinders C and D, the apron B, the hopper F,
and the scraper or chute G, substantially as described
and for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, the recesses b, in combination with the
cylinders C and D, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

65,963.—John Swan, Baltimore, Md.—Sleeping
Car.—Juno 18, 1867.—The passage way nins along
one side of the car and <,he doors of the apartments
open into it. Each state room has,its wash bowl
supplied with water from a reservoir above, runjiing
the length of the car.

Claim.—In a railway car of a series of state rooms,
provided Avith side passage and independent ventila-
tion, the combination and arrangement of reservoir
pipes H H, and basins G in the state rooms, as and
for the purpose specified.

65,964.— Taylor P. Thompson, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Bed Bottom.—June 18, 1867.—The slat cuds
arc fitted to and play in rounded sockets, resting upon
spiral springs therein.
Claim.—The combination with the slotted cylin-

drical sockets and eprings contained Avithin the same,
of slats having heads or Iniobs on their end, fitting
into the side sockets under the aiTangement described,
so that Avhile the said slats ai'c capable of a free ver-
tical play, their heads shaU at all times be held Avithiii

the said sockets, as specified.

65,965.—David B. Tiffany, Xenia, Ohio.—Too^
for Jewelling Watches.—June 18, 1867.—The plate is

clamped in the jaws, the arm adjusted, and the set
screw brought in the rear of the plate to support it.

The tools are introduced through the tubular ai'm,
Avhich is adjustable in position.
Claim.—First, an adjustable arm through which

the cutters Avork, secured to either side of the vise,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth and de-
scribed.
Second, an adjustable arm d, provided with a set

screw a, and seciu'cd to the side of the opposite to the
former, substantially as and for the purposes sot forth.

Third, the combination of the two adjustable arras
with circular tap e and nut g, operating as and for tlio

purj)oses specified.

65,966.—George Tollinger. "Wrightsdale, Pa.—Sorghum Stripper.—June 18, 18()7.—Two pairs of
scrapers are attached by spring bars to the board and
embrace the stalk, which is drawn between them.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

ring-plate C and braces 1) D supporting the scraper
blades aaaa, which arc secured to the yielding spring-
braces dddd, the whole being attached to the Ijoard
or plank A, all in combination operating substantially
in the manner herein described for the purposes set
forth.

65,967—Ceiarles W. Trotter, Bochcstcr, N.
T., assignor to Gom.menginger &, Trotter, same
place.

—

Furnace.—June 18, 1867.—The main body is

surroundetl by flues of triangular shape, a part con-
nected witli an inner chamber, and the remainder for
constructing the caloric cuiTcnt around said cliamber.

Claim.—First, the peculiar construction of the main
body A, in connection Avith the inner body a, with
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triangular flues nn n nn, all in the -maimer and for

the purpose herein described.
Second, a double radiator C, connections o o and

double damper Ic and I, with rodm ; also, two tiers of
smoke pipes d dd and c ee, all in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

65,968.—John P. Verree and TV. A. Mitchell,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Boilers for Rolling Old Bails.—
June 18, 1867.—The roll grooyes are so arranged that
when the rail enters the roll it turns the flanges
toward and covers the center of the rail with metal
from the flange and head, so as to form a bar of iron
with the good metal of the flange and head outside.

Claim.—In three high rolls series of grooves in
each roll, shaped substantially as described.
Also, grooves of the particular form represented by-

Pigs. 1 and 2, produced respectively by the conjunc-
tion of the groove of one roll with the groove of
another.

65,969.—John A. Waggoner, Kilgore, Ohio.—
Chimney Cowl.—June 18, 1867.—The pendant wings
oscillate the plate and cause it to deflect the wind from
the smoke exit.

Claim..—The wings A, plate D, and sides E, when
constructed and arranged in combination with a
chimney, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,970.—Jeremy B. TVard-well, Georgetown,
D. C—Bedstead Fastening.—^vme 18, 1867.— The
dovetail tenon on the end of the raU plate is slipped
into its seat in the plate, which is let into the face of
the post, and is then locked by the edge of the rotating
plate, which is closed against it.

Claim.—The mortise plate constructed with a rotat-

ing side to close upon the neck of the dovetail tenon
of the rail, and to open to permit the withdi-awal of
the tenon, substantially as described.

65,971.—Joseph W. Wattles, Canton, Mass.—
Bing Spinning Frame.—June 18, 1867.—The ring
socket in the rail is made somewhat longer than the
neck of the ring entering therein to allow it to assume
concentricity with the bobbin. Screws in the rail

eiiter slots in the neck.
Claim.—In a ring spinning frame or machine, the

application of the ring B to its support railA in such
manner that while the sxjinuing of the yarn or thread
and the winding of it upon the bobbin may be in the
act of taking place, the ring may be free to be moved
and centralized with respect to the bobbin, by the
draft of the yarn on the traveler.

Also, the combination of the screws g and the slots

/, or their equivalent, with the ring and its rail and
with the ring socket, so formed as to allow the ring-

to play diametrically as and for the i)urpose set forth,

Ihe purpose of such screws and slots being as herein-

before explained.

65,972.— AYhlliam Webb, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to the Scoville Manufacturing Cojipany,
same place.

—

Hinge for Lamp Burners.—Juue 18,

]b67.—Tlie stop piece limits the oscillation of the
moving leaf on its pintle, and forms a rest for the
chimney holder.

Claim.—T5io hinge A, having one of its leaves pro-

vided with a projecting rest or stop-piece D, and made
substantially as herein described and for the pui'pose

specified.

65,973.—MoRiTZious Weisseerger, St. Paul,

Miuu.

—

Brinter's Ink.—June 18, 1867.—^A compound
of mineral resin, hydro-carbon oil, and lamp-black.

Claim.—The printer's ink above described, com-
pounded and used substantially as and for the pm--

poses specified.

65,974.—Shepherd H. Wheeler, Dowagiac,
M'leh.—Gate.—June 18, 1867.—The outer end of the

gate is lilted and pushed so that the inner end rides

upward and backward on its rocker until balanced,

when it is rotated 90°, together with its post.

Claim.—First, the frame E with its rocker A, in

combination with the revolving post D, as and for the
purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination of the frame E with the
gate and its posts and the cleat x, or its equivalent, as

and for the pm-pose set forth.

65,975.—Charles W. White, Ciftcinnati, Ohio.
—Bed Bottom.—Juue 18, 1867.—Spiral springs are
attached to the ordinary slats and a frame placed
thereon consisting of a series of transverse slats at-
tached to two side slats.

Claim.—The combined • arrangement of the two
sets of transverse slats A and C, th« springs B, side
rails D D', and screws E, as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

65,976

—

Thomas W. White, Milledgeville, Ga.—Seed and G^iano Flanter.—June 18, 1867.—The
drum is carried on the ground wheel, which forms one
end to the same, the other end having a saw plate,
whose teeth, in combination with adjustable pins pro-
jecting through it, serve to draw out the cotton seed
or fertilizer from the hopper. The hopper mainly
consists of a sack and has a hinged bottom-piece
moved by a cam to agitate the contents. The bottom
plate is adjustable to regulate the amount of seed
dropped.
Claim.—First, the drum G having the internal

movable disk T bearing the teeth t' t', and adjusted
by set screws, or their equivalent, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the saw H attached to the drum G, sub-

stantially as and for the pm^pose described.
Third, the bottom plate IST, substantially as de-

scribed.
Pom-th, the hinged block K, operated by the cam

L, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.
I'ifth, the combination and arrangement of the

drum G, the movable disk T, the hinged block K,
with the flexible bag attached to it, and the cam L,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

65,977.—William 'N. Whiteley, Jerome Eass-
LER, and O. S. Kelly, Springfiel'd, Ohio.—Marmfac-
ture of Harvester Guard Fingers.^Juue 18, 1867.

—

The blanks after milling, slotting, boring, and grind-
ing, are placed in cast-ii'on boxes with pounded char-
coal, the box luted with clay and submitted to heat in
a fm'uace for twelve hours. This converts the surface
into steel which may be hardened and polished.

Claim.—First, guard fingers for harvesting ma-
chines, made by the process and order of manufacture
herein described.
Second, a harvester guard finger composed of a

central portion or core of soft iron and its entire outer
skin or sm-face of hardened steel, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

65,978.-C. H. and J. M. Wilder, :N"ew York,
IST. Y.—Nipple Shield.—Juue 18, 1867.—The interior
adjustable sliding screen limits the elongation of the
nipple when suction is applied.
Claim.—First, tho arrangement of a screen a in

combination with the nipple shield A, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the adjustable slide C, in combination with

the screen a and nipple shield A, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

65,979.— Hosea Willard, Vergennes, Vt.

—

Clothes Dryer.—June 18, 1867.—Each b'ar has a staple,
which is looped upon it, and its end rests, when in a
horizontal position, beneath the semicircular plate.
Claim.—The securiug of the clothes b;irs B in the

stirrups c of the bracket by means of oblong staples
(Z, or their equivalents, to admit of the lougitutlinal
adjustment of the bars in the stirrups, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

65,980.-Alvah Wis-\vall, ]S^ew York, N. Y.—
Spring Hinge.—June 18, 1867.—The upper edge of
tho movable leaf has a projecting arm with a friction

roller, and the lower end of the fixed leaf has a pro-
jection supporting a pin on which a spring is closed

;

the latter oscillates an arm bearing on the roller of
the other leaf, and thus closes the door unless it be
vibrated beyoud a certain point, when the tendency
is to keep it open.
Claim.—Tho spring D combined with tho bar E,

arm C, provided with a friction roller a, and the hinge,
aU arranged to operate in tho manner substantially as
shown and described.

65,981.—A. B. Wood, Hamburg, Arkansas, as-

signor to himself, W. W. Wood, and W. H. Wood,
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place.

—

Mechanical Power.—June 18, 1867.

—

Between the wheels, which ai-e revolved by the prime
motor, and the ultimate machine or object to be cu-ivcn

gearing is applied to increase the power.
Claim.—The interposition of intermediate mechani-

cal parts or geaiing between the point of direct ax^-

plication of power and the point at which an increase

of power is attained and applied for the purpose of
increasing the capacity of power of any given motor,
engine, or machine, when the samo is effected sub-

sta'iitially in the manner and by the means herein
fliiscribed.

65,982.—Edward J". Worcester, Worcester,
Mass., assignor to himself and William S. Porter,
same place.

—

Brush.—June 18, 1867.—Either end of

the brush bade is slipped into the socket of the handle
and secured by a screw.

Claim.—First, the combination of handle G and
back B with a removable metal connection piece or
socket, such as described, which can be readily ap-

plied to eitlier end of the back of the brush TN'ithout

iu,juring or defacing the same, for the purposes stated.

Second, the combination of the back B and handle
C with the bent metal socket or connection piece E
and flanges a a, substantially as and for the pm'poses
set forth.

65,983.— George S. Ziegexeuss. Doyleetowu,
Pa.

—

Wagon Brake.—June 18, 1867.—The brake may
be operated from the top of the load, the side of the
box, or the rear of the wagon. The brake bar is at-

tached to pivoted levers, which are operated by cord
or levers from the various positions named.

Claim.—First, the brace F, in combination with
the lock bar E and bolts/, or their respective equiva-
lents, sxibstantially as described.

Second, the pole n carrying the lever K and rack
h, in combination with tlie cord K, pulleys L I, and
lock bai- E, or their respective equivalents, substau
tially as described.

Thii'd, the combination of two or more independent
brakes applied to a Avagou or other vehicle, adjusted
so as to be brought into play either sepai-ately orto
gether, substantially as described.

65,984.—George W. Wood, Eichmond, Ind.-
Inking Apparatus for Printing Presses.—Jima 18,

1867.—A series of adjustable sector plates are ar-

ranged in sets on a common shaft, each set being em-
ployed to transfer one color from the fountain to the

roUer.
Claim.—First, sector plates E E^ E^ adjustably

arranged in sets for transferring tlic ink Irom the

fountains and disposing the colors or bands upon the

type rollers.

Second, the combination upon one shaft of the
sector plates and cam wheels C C.

Third, the combination of the ink fountain rollers,

a coiTCsponding number of sector plates, and a type-

inldng or other receiving roUer or rollers.

65,985.—Charles V. Woerd. Waltham. Mass.,
Bssignor to American Watch CoMrANY.— ^Yinding
Watches.—June 18, 18G7.—The key is screwed into a
nut restricted to a longitudinal' movement in the
pendant and acts as a push pin to depress the case-
spring ; the key is removed to use it for winding in
the usual manner.

Claim.—A key having a screw formed upon its

shank to work into a screw thread formed in the
watch pendant, or in a nut inserted in the pendant,
Bubstantially as shown and described.
Also, forming a key to be directly connected with

and disconnected from the pendants, with its means
of attachment integral with or projecting from the
shank, substantially as shown and described.

Also, the combination of the nut b and key B, ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

Also, making the block or nut, thi-ough which the
key extends, movable verticall}-, as and for the pai'

pose substantially as described.

65,986.—xVbraham Tracer, Xew York, X. Y.—
Hoop Skirt.—June 18, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—The use of ribbed or corrugated wii-es for
hoop skirts, either with or without any kind of coat
ing or covering, as herein descrii>ed.

65,987.—Wm. C. Allisox, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Aptparatus for Forming Bumper Carriers for Rail-
road Cars.—Svmc 25, 1867 ; antedated June* 10, 1867.
—For bending flat bars of iron to a form suitable for
use as bumper can-icrs for railroad cars. On the
table arc aiTanged: first, a square former made in
two parts, so as to expand laterally ; second, a grasp-
ing block which, in conjunction with the former, holds
the bar in position by its middle portion; third, two
square blocks pivoted to the table in such manner
that, when turned round on their pivots, they wiU
bend the baa- down against two sides of the former,
at right angles to the portion grasped; fourth, two
other blocks similarly pivoted, which, when turned
around, will bend the two ends of tho bar outward
against the side of tho two blocks just previously
turned, at riglit angles to the portion previously bent.

Claim.— First, the combination of the block H,
handled eccentric I. blocks B and C, and the devices
herein described, or tho equivalents to the same, for
efi'ecting the simultaneous action of the blocks, in tho
manner described.
Second, the combination, substantially as described,

of the beniling blocks E and E' and F and F' with the
blocks B and C.

Third, the combination of the forming blocks E and
E' «itli the handled eccentrics t and V.

Fourth, the arrangement on each of the several
forming blocks of its spindle and collar in respect to
tho coi-iier of tho block, aa described.

65,988 Bex.D. Atwell and Miss G. H. Craw-
ford, Portage City^ Wis.

—

Eecpiing Eggs.—-June 25,
1867.—A solution of two ounces of white glue and
one ounce isinglass is added to a solution of one ounce
unslaked lime and two table-spoonfuls of corn starch-
Boil the mixtm'c and dip the eggs therein while hot.

Claim.—The application of the above recipe for

in-eserving eggs, as herein described, using for that
purpose the aforesaid ingredients, or any other, sub-
stantially the same, and which wiU produce the in-

tended effect.

65,989.-Alva S. Bailey, Knoxville, 111.—Bolt
Cutter.—June 25, 1867.—The stationary cutting lip is

at the end of the recess in the head, and the other lip

is moved thereto by tho action of two cams pivoted
to the head. A sx)ring retracts the movable cutter.

Claim.—The combination of the head A, provided
with the stationary cutter a, sliding cutter c. provided
with tho head d, spring m, and the pivoted handles
B C, having the cams n formed thereon, when all are
arranged for joint operation as herein shown and de-

scribed.

65,990.—Ealpii P. Bailey, Niagara Falls, IST.

Y.

—

Machine for Dressing Marble.—June '^5, 1867.

—

The clamp arms are pivoted in the head and allowed
sufficient oscillation to bring them into position for

cuttingwhen rotating in either direction. The chimps
have an inside bevel at the outer end, to allow a slight

bend in the cutters, to prevent breaking of the same.
Claim. — The employment of u series of spring

blades or scrapers h, in combination Avith the clamp-
ing arms C and head or stock A, for acting succes-
sively on the material to abrade it to the form of said
blades, when constructed, airanged, and operating
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Also, the arm or holder C, when connected with
the head A, or its equivtdent, by means of j)ivot d and
the bearing bolts c e, arranged "to allow the blades to
adjust themselv,es to the work when rotated in either
du'cction, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combinatio'n Avith the blade k and its set

bolt k, the chamfering away of the clamp sides at i i,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

65,991.—N. Barxuji and G. C. Scrirer, St.

Louis, Mo., assignors to X. B\rxu.m, same place.

—

Drilling Instrument.—,Tune25. ]8C7,—Thetoolis set
in its stock with an eccentncity adjustable by a set
screw so that the diameter of the'path descril)ed may
be readily regulated.
C7ann.'—First, the stock B, with a tool caAity and

tapering slots for the scrcAv c'^, in itr:< lower end com-
bined Avith tho spring C, and set screw c^, substanti-
ally as described and set forth.
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Second, the slotted tool c, In combination with the

spring holder C, and its set scre-R^ c^, and tool stock

B, when acting substantially as set forth.

65,99ii.—James AmirauxBazen, Canton, Mass.
—Jtotary Pianp.—June 25, 1867.—The Avings of each
piston abut upon an elastic packing- surface in the

counterpart recesses of the opposite piston.

Claim.—The packing/ A;, constructed as described,

and arranged between the wings of the piston, sub-

Btantiallyas set forth.

65,993.—Albebt Bingham, NewtonTille, Mass,
—Blind Fastener.—Jnne 25, 1867.—The catch bar is

pivoted below the edge of the shutter and engages
a stop on the sill or wall. The bar is guided by a pin
depending Ixoui the sash, which also supports the bar
•Vfhen swinging.
Claim.—The blind fastener as composed of the

catch lever C, the stop D, its shoulders /i /i, and the
catch E, ai'ranged and constructed so as to be applied
to a blind and a window frame or sill, substantially

as specified.

65,994.—E. Elakeslee, Plymouth, Conn., and
J. S. Huntek, Hartford, Conn.—Water Metei:—June
25, 1867.—The valve seat has three openings. The
•middle one inducts water to the chambers alternately,

the outer ones educt water alternately from the re-

spective chambers. A diaphragm divides the cham-
ber and is driven to one or the other side alternate-

ly by the pressure of water moving the rod and the
weighted lever which actuates the valve.

C'i'fa'm.—Eirst, the valve I, having the opening «,

and passages (Z and e, arranged in relation to the ports

in the valve seat .so as to operate substantially in the
manner described.
Second, in combination with the above, theweighted

lever k, constructed so as by its movement to reverse
the fiow of water, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, in combination with the above, the dia-

phragm or piston, arranged substantially in the
manner described.

65,995.—Valentine Borst, ITew York, N. T.—
Harness Saddle.—June 25, 1S67.—The shanks of the
Looks slip into the hollow bridge piece and are held

by the prolongations of the screws of the ferrets.

Claim.—The removable hooks C C, adapted and
arranged to and with the hollow bridge or pier B,
eubstantialiy as set forth, so that the saddle can be
usfcd with or without the hooks.

Second, the use ofthe ferrets D D, for securingthe
hooks C C, in the ends of the hollow bridge of the
saddle, substantially as set forth.

65,996.—Samuel C. Brown, Bichmond, Ind.,

assignor to J. A. Eay & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Mor-
tisi)ig'-Machine.—June 25, 1867.—The mandrel has its

bearings in a plate adjustable in a vertical i)lane so
as to adjust the obliguiiy of the saw to give the re
quired inclination to the mortises in the blind stile

which is laid on the carnage and fed up to the saw
for each cut.

Claim.—The cutter/, shafti?, and pulley m, attach
ed to the flanged plate ?i, when said j)late'is made ad
justable upon tbe bed plate r, substantially in the
manner and for the pm'iJose set forth.

65,997.-JoHN David Browne, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Hand Loom.—June 25, 1867.—By turuuig the
crank handle the rod attached thereto operates the
batten and also the treadle shaft. A x)in on the cen-
tre of tticrod is connected with a slicle which runs in

tlie slotted plate ; the open yoke on the batten plate

allows the necessary play of the same upoii the inn.
Claim.—The cranks a b, and the rod or bar D,

having a centre pin c, and the guide plate G, in com-
bination with the shaft C, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

65,998.—CiiAUNCEY Buckley, Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to Charles Parker, same place.

—

Machine
for Fanning ISjicctacle Frames.—June 25, 1867.—The
clamping devices on the liolding plate retain the
frame iu" place wliile a plunger passes through the
eye and into an opening in the bed, bringing the eye
to the form required to contain the lens.

Claim.—Tlie eye former or stretcher consisting of

a plunger to enter the eye and a bed for the eve to
rest upon, having an opening through it of the 'form
of the eye desired for the plunger to pass into in
combination with the holding pieces d' d" as set forth.
The combination of the adjustable suppoi-tiug

plates c, the bed and the plunger, substantially as de-
scribed.

65,999.—A, M. Burke and S. Wright, Cler^
land, Ohio.

—

Treating Hydrocarbon Oils.—June 25,
1867.—To 30 barrels of oil are added nine gallons of
caustic soda, at 20° Beaume, and one quart of aqua
ammonia. The distillate of the mistm-c is agitated
with the addition of 9^ pounds of sulphuric acid
to the barrel in connection with a current of air.

Agitation in water removes the acid.
Claim.—The herein-described process of consecij-

tively treating oils, first by alkali in the still, as spe-
cified, and subsequently by the use of acids in tho
agitator as a continuation of the said process, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, as a means for carrying out the herein-de-
scribed process we claim the valv"e or plug D, provid-
ed with suitable devices for operating the same in com-
bination with the pipe C and still, substantiaEy as do-
scribed.

66,000.—Martin Burton, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Steam Water Elevator.—June 25, 1867.—Steam being
introduced into and condensed in the chamber, the
water enters by the induction pipe ; the float is then
depressed by steam, expelling the water at the dis-
charge pipe,*whose valve prevents its return. Boiler
communication being cut off and communication be-
ing established between the cvlinders the steam is

condensed, water flows in, the float rises, and the ope-
ration is repeated.
Claim.—-First, the arrangement of the chambers A

and B, and pipes G H and C, in the maimer and for
the purpose substantially as set forth.

Second, the an-angement of the steam induction
pipe E, water induction pipe D, eduction pipe L, and
valves E M and ]Sr, float I, rod J, and lever K, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,001.—S. G. Cabell, Quincy, 1\\.—Electro-
Magnet.—June 25, 1867.—The central core is sur-
ronnded by and connected to two concentric tubes.
The two annular spaces within the tubes contain a
helical coil of insulated wire which passes down
one space and up the other. The ends of the helix
are connected to the opposite poles of the battery.
Claim.—A compound magnet consisting of two or

more helices inclosed in soft irontubes,with the tubes
so arrang'cd as to separate the helices,and both tubes
and helices ai-rangeu concentrically around a central
tube or bar, as herein described.

66,002—H. W. CAJff and A. W. Eox, Owcgo,
'^.Y.—Corn Planter.—June 25, 1867.—The seeding
device is stopped and the drill teeth are raised bv
pressure of the foot on a lever ; by pushing a hani
lever tbe seeder is set to work, and the index makes a
mark opposite the hill planted, to form a guide when
planting in check rows.

Claim.—Eirst, the index B, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and applied to machines planting in rows, for
the purpose and as herein specified.

Second, the wheel E, provided with a zigzag rim
surrounding its periphery in combination with the
feeding bar E, when constructed and operating sub-
stantially as herein described.
Third, the shields h, and gauges m, in combination

with the feeding bar E, the whole constructed and
operating substantially as herein specified.

Eom-th, the shoes K, for removing obstructions and
regidatiug the depth the seed is to be planted, in com-
bination with the hollow teeth p, and roller P, when
constructed in the manner lierein set forth.

Eifth, the ratchet teeth with pawl d, and cone c, tn

combination with the driving wheel A, index B, and
Avheel E, when these several parts are arranged and
operating substantially as herein specified.

66,003 C. M. Clinton and L. TTood, Ithaca,

N. Y.^Calendar Clock.—June 25, 1867.—Cannot be
briefly described other than substantially in the words
of the claim.

C7ai7?i.—Eii-st, the twenty-four-hour escape made
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by the segraentarr wheel A, seginent B, and arm C,
when substautially made as described.

Second, in combination with the arm C, the use of

the eye 1), or its equivalent, acting in a variable and
changeable space, between the imts or bm's E and
r, or their equivalent, both for the purpose of holding
and adapting our various devices to each other and to

allow a constant movement of our time escape-arm
C, while the rod G moves different or diverse dis-

tances according to the variable length of the mouths
of the year, and' also for adjusting the calendar and
clock works to each othor, as set forth.

Third, the springs I and H, acting on the correct-

ing rod G. and the segmeut B, either one or both, for

preventing contingent or unintentional changes or
displacements, and yet allowing the changes to be
made by the mechanism of the clock and calendar at

their appropriate times, as described.
Fom'th, the combination of the spidng I with the

rod G, as described, for the purposes of retracting
the said rod or rods and its connecting parts and ope-
rating the calendar correctly through our other devices
be the position of the clock aud calendar what it may

;

and also for the purpose of obtaining a complete or
supplementaiy diiving power for our calendar, as de-
scribed.

Fifth, gearing the month cylinder into the month
wheel either directly or by intermediate cog wheels,
as described.

Sixth, the vibratory shaft and cog wheel, or any
similar device, aud the gearing the same in any man-
nerwith the thirty-one-day wheel or days of the'month
device, when so made as to revolve the days of the
week cylinder cue or more days' space, as described.

Seveutb, putting or making'the cam for throwing
out of gear the vibratory shaft aud its cog wheel on
the weight lever or cross bar of the thirty-onc-days
wheel, and the detent Y b, for holding the said cog
wheel and its connected parts fast while out of gear

:

and the gearing of the day of the week cylinder into
the vibratory (tevice ; the whole of these'just named
pai'ts as a combined whole or each acting separately
by itself, as described.
Eighth, the fixed stop !N^, for checking the upward

motion of the weight lever or cross bar by the pawl
or dog M. or other convenient part connected witli

the said lever or bar, as described.
Xinth, making registers or cylinders of calendar

docks either wholly or in part of'paper, or other simi-
lar light material, for the sake of their lesser weight and
strain en the mechanism of the calendar, as described.
Tenth, the specific device of a month wheel made

by the variable depth of teeth JJa TJb JJc and Vcl to
accomplish every possible monthly change reasonablv
requisite in a calendar clock, as figured and described.
Eleventh, the device of putting the month wheel in

direct /communication with the thirty-one-day wheel
shaft or any part or portion of the thirty-o'ne-days
wheel or shaft, as described.

Twelfth, placing the month escape cam on the shaft
of the thirty-one-days wheel so that one tooth or month
of the month wheerescapes in every reTolution of the
thii-ty-one-days wheel.

Thirteenth' a wheel cam or escape so made and
ojierated as to act as a stop or detent to the montli
wheel aud yet allow at the proper time that wheel to
revolve as descril)ed, and also the making of an addi-
tional length of teeth to the teeth of the month wheel
so as to fit and embrace the said cam or escape, as
dascribed.
Fourteenth, the hinged lever, substantially made as

described, and operating so as to produce the de-
scribed results on the month wheel and escape detent
of the tbirty-one-days wheel on either one or both of
the said jjarts, as described.

Fifteenth, the employment or use of a hinged lever
on the shaft of the thirty-one-days wheel when accom-
plishing any one or all of the purposes described.

Sixteenth, the shoe-shaped aud convex cams, one or
lx)tli, on the end T of the hinged lever, as described.
Seventeenth, centering and connecting the devices

of the hinged lever E., the cam or escape Y«, of the
month wheel, the month wheel U, the vibratory arm
and cog wheel Y, and through the said month wheel
and said cog wheel, the month aud the dav of the
week cylinders, immediately with the axis V, of the
thirty-one-days wheel or that'wheel itself, as described,
thus 'simplifying and making more compact the cal-

endar.

66,004.—Charles Deavs, Ifew York, X. Y.—
Oati Apparatus.— June 25, 1867. — The gas passes
from the twin retorts through a water-cooled pipe to
the wash box, where it is disseminated in small glo-
bules by passing through the meshes of a concavo-
convex 'perforated disk. It thence passes to a gas-
holder which operates a cut-off valve to limit the su^
ply of oil and the evolution of gas.
'Claim.—First, the use of two or more retorts corr-

nected together in paii-s so that the first shall volatil-
ize the oil or oily substance, and the second shall cou>-
plete the conversion thereof into a fixed gas suitable
for illuminating purposes, the said retorts being con-
structed and aiTanged substantially as and for the
purpose herein above set forth.

Second, the combination with the conductor pipe
K of a cooling trough L, the water from which sup-
plies the wash box, substautially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the combination with the discharge end of
the conductor pipe K of a perforated or rectictdated
disk A, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, the combination with the oil reservoir U

and retorts B B' of a cut-off ?/, constructed and ope-
rated substantially as herein described.

66,005.—EoscoE G. Dennett, Saco, Me., and
LiBERTV B. Dennett, Portland, Me. — Window
Screen.— June 25, 1867.— The screen is wound by
springs on a roller contained in a case, and is at-
tached by eyes to studs on the sash so as to unwind
when the sash is raised, and re-wind when the sash
closes.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinder g, pin «,
and pins h ft, or their equivalent i, cavity v, spring/,
rotary cylinder fr, cog m, groove n, pin vj, and mor-
tise y, when constructed aud operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

66,006.—TTm. a. Devon, Port Richmond, N. Y.—Boat Detaching Apparatus.—June 25, 1867 ; ante-
dated June 11, 1867.—The mousing hooks at each end
of the boat engage the links of the davit fall ; the
links are cast off'by the simultaneous retraction of
sleeves, which release one jaw of each hook.
Claim.—First, the construction and application of

the jointed hooks attached to the boat by an extended
shank in combination with the slides g and interpos-
ing springs, arranged and operating substantially as
specified.

Second, the arrangement at opposite pnds of the
boat of detachable spring hooks, constructed sub-
stantially as described, in combination with rod, rope,
or chain connections within the boat, whereby they
may be operated in unison to unlock the slides that
secure the hooks in their closed condition, essentially
as herein set forth.

66,00r.-J". P. Emswiler, Knightstown, Ind.—
Animal Trap'.—June 25, 1866.—The bait is placed on
a hook of the oscillating door. The rat approaches
over the drop board, whose fall closes the side and
upper doors, and the rotating rack throws the rat
upon the inner trap, which admits the animal into the
chamber beneath. This action resets the trap.
Claim.—First, in a rat trap, the combination of

devices for disengaging the shaft C, and actuating
the fin,^ers K and doors D and F, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, a combination of the revolving fingers K,

shaft C, eccentric C, rod E, and door F, substantially
as described.
Third, the combination of the revolving fingers K,

shaft C, eccentric C^, rods D', and doorsD, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Fourth, in combination witli the revolving shaft C
and fingers K, and automatically acting door F open-
ing into the upper cliambcr ; the door L opening into
the lower chamber, substantially as aud for the pur-
pose set forth.

66,008.—James W. Epperson, "Woodliull, HI—
Farm Gate.—.June 25, 1867.—The gate is supported
on rollers on the sides of two posts, and is moved by
a spur-wheel upon a long shaft tm'ued by a winch at
either end.
/ Claim.—First, the spur wheel E, operating sub-
stantially as described.

Secontl, the grooved rail D^ of the gate D, in com-
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binatiou with the spur wheel E and the rerolviiig

wheels C attached to the fence posts and upon which
the gate slides on opening and closing.

Thii-d, in combination with the gate D, with hori-

zontal rail D' and vertical strips 1)^, the spur wheel
E, shaft E\ and winch F, aiTanged to operate sub-

stantially in the manner and for the piu-pose set forth.

66,009.—Joseph S. Earksworth, Windsor, Yt.,

assignor to Ebenezek G. Lams^on, President of the
Windsor Manufactm-ing Company.

—

Dies for Swag-
ing and Punching the Jaws of Wrenches.— June 25,

1867.—Three pairs of dies are used ; the first swages
the metal to the general form of the wrench jaw, the
others are like it, except that the moTable section of
each caiTics a punch for forming the eye, which is

done not by entii'cly removing the metal from the
blank, biit'by turning the portion punched out,

around at right angles to the jaw.
Claim.—The combination of dies and punch, con-

structed and operating substantially as described.

'66,010.—M. E. Fekton, Washington, D. C—
Curtain Fixture.—Juno 25, 1867.—In addition to the
devices for raising and lowering the window shade
the upper portion may be oscillated, making an upper
opening for light.

Claim.—First, the hinges A A in combination with
bar C and roller D, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

Second, hinges A A, pulley J, cords s and n, and
roller D, combined and operating in the manner and
for the pmpose substantially as herein described.

66,011 L. B. Flanders, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Boring Cylinders.—June 25, 1867.

—

As the boring bar revolves and the casing remains
stationary the'train of wheels causes the boring bar
to move longitudinally on the stationary screw. To
move the boring and. cutting head quickly to any
jjoint in the cylinder the gearing is shifted. For
facing the ends the feed is thrown out of gear and
the bar held stationary by tightening the split ring.

Claim.—First, the combination of the boring bar
B, the casing I, its train of wheels herem described,

or the equivalent to the same, the nut w, and the sta-

tionaiy feeding screw G, the whole being arranged
and operating substantially as described.

Second, the cog wheel q, its circular recess and
grooves t t, in combination with the hollow spindle r,

and the rod s with its pin s^, and spiral spring u, the
whole being arranged and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, the bearing E, in combination with the
adjustable and conical split ring g, and ring g^, or its

equivalent, the whole being constructed and an-anged
substantially as described.

Fom'th, the split ring b in combination with the
bearing E, as and for the purpose described.

66,01'2.— Peter H. Flanscurgh, Eden town-
ship, Cal.—Side Hill Ploio.—Jime 25, 1867.—The
plows are i^laced side by side, and operate independ-
ently of each other, being adjusted by means of racks
and'segmental pinions.

Claim.—First, the two plows C C^ placed side by
side and operating independent of each other, either

by a hinge or rack andijinion, substantially as herein

described.
Second, the levers H and H' with the toothed seg-

ments G and G', operating the plows by means of the

independent vertical racks E E', substantially as and
lor the purpose described.

66,013.—Jim B. Fuller, Norwich, Conn., as-

signor to himself and J. P. UrnAM, Claremont, IST.

II., and EuwiN T. ElCE, ISTew York.—Bleachiiig.-
June 25, 1867 ; antedated June 11 , 18G7.—Elastic roll-

ers draAv the linen through the bleaching liquor and
feed it back again into the tub.

Claim.—First, the method licrein specieed of sub-

jecting the fabric or fibers to the operation of elastic

squeezing rollers, to produce a circulation of the
bleaching liquid tliroughout the fibers of the fabric,

sul)stantially as set forth.

Second, the method of utilizing the chlorine gas
contained in the fabric or fiber after it has been
squeezed by elastic rollers by immersing the same in

water, as set forth.

66,014.—Mitchell C. Gardner, Eoehester, "Jf.

Y.—Chuck for Planing Iron.—Jmxe 25, 18G7.—The
chucks are held by bolts whose heads enter the ordi-
nary grooves of the table and pins entering holes iu
the same. The blocks are adjustable by screws.

Claim.—The sliding jaws B B, and the brackefor
support D, back of one of the jaws B B, to chuck
lengthwise the table, and at the same time using' the
jaws BB for chucking both crosswise and lengthwise
the whole table, in combination, substantially as speci-
fied and for the pm-poses set forth.

66,015.—J. C. Gaston, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Chum.
—June 25, 1867.—The chamber below the lid has sev-
eral openings which confine the air to a circuitous
course and prevent the splashing out of cream.

Claim.—The guard chamber C, having one ormore
openings c in its side wall b, substantially as shown
and described.

66,016.—Lewis Gibes, Canton. Ohio, assignor
to BucuER, GlBBS & Co., samc place.

—

Plou:—June
25, 1867.—The bar on the lower edge of the landside
is united to the share by a dovetail underneath. The
clevis is cast in two portions, which clasp the beam
by a dovetail socket and are secured by a bolt.

Claim.—Uniting the bar A to the share B, at the
point a, underneath the shai-e, as and for the pm'pose
herein described.
Also, a clevis made in two parts, with dovetailed

recesses cast therein, so as to fit a dovetail or shoul-
der formed on the end of the beam and united thereto
by a bolt or key, substantially as herein described
and represented.

66,017.-AlbertH. Gilman, Hopedale, Mass.—
Spindle for Sxnnning.—June 25, 1867.—The spindle
step has an upwardly projecting annular flange, hav-
ing a cap which rests on a collar of the spindle an'l
whobe edge loosely embraces the upper edge of the
flan re. A stud on the flange enters an opening of
the collar to insure its rotation with the spindle.
Claim.—The application of the step cap C to the

spindle A, by means or devices, such as when the
cap may be encompassing or covering the step, and
the spindle may be in revolution, shall not only cause
the cap to be revolved with the spindle, but allow it,

the said cap, to be freely raised olf the step in order
to enable such step to be supplied with oil as occa-
sion may require.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the col-

lar D, with the spindle A, and the cap arranged with
a step as set forth, the collar being for the pm-pose or
object as explained.
Also, the arrangement of the collar D, and the

stud d, with the spindle A, and the cap C, provided
with a recess or hole c to receive the stud, and ap-
plied to a step B, substantially as described.

66,018—Carlos H. Gould, Cincinnati, Ohia—
Boiler Feed Water Regulator.—June 25,3867.—The
float is enclosed in a perforated, open-topped box and
is connected by a bent rod to a radial spindle turning
in a sleeve screwed iiato the side of the generator.
From the outer end of the spindle projects a lever
which is adjustably connected to the stem of the feed
water valve; this consists of a diaphragm covering
the mouth of the inlet water pipe, upon which the
valve stem rests, with force adjusted by the weight
upon the lever.

Claim.—First, the reciprocating rotary shaft C,
traversing the boiler side within a suitable'horizontal
sleeve A, and provided with a float F, inside of the
boiler, and adjustably weighted lever I, outside of
the boiler, in combination with the adjustable rod K,
and valve guai'ded water supply pipe, substautially
as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the rod K, bossed cap
P, diaphragm N, and water supply pipe Q, for the
purpose described.

Third, the oblong float F, stem E, reciprocating
rotary shaft C, sleeve A, with steam tight joint or
joints in combination Avith the rod K, and diaphragm
stop N.

66,01 9.—William Hanson, Wil!oughl)y, Ohio.—
Sorglnim Evaporator.—Jmie 25, 18(;7.—A'sectional
defecatijig and heating tank is placed over a heating
fm'nace and communicates by hose, having stop-cocks,
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with the evaporatin,£^ pan. The dampers may be
interposed boTA^ een the fire-box and pan. The frame
allows the scum to rise through the apertures and to

ooUcct on the llat upper sides.

Claim.—First, the employment of the partitioned
tiinJv M, provided with stop-cocks and hose P and P',

in combination with the evaporating- rat K, auxiliary
fire-box I, dampers X X, constructed with turned up
edges Y Y Y', ai-ranged and operating as and for tho
purpose specified.

Second, tlie framed bars C, constructed as de-

scribed, and connected together in sections by free

joints Iv, and provided with levers T and T', in com-
bination with tho evaporating vat K, provided Avith

ledges L, operating as and for tho purpose set forth.

Third, constructing tho body of the evaporator
•with a main fire-box E, at its front end, a wide and
gradually contracted fire-chamber II, and auxiliary
fij-c-box I, ai-rauged and operating as specified.

Fourth, provieliug the main fire-box E -with elon-
gated di-aft openings F F F through the bottoms
tliereof, and with brick lined intermediate spaces be-

tween said openings, so as to operate as and for tho
purpose herein stated.

Fifth, the use of extended lever arms U U', located
as shown in figure 1, and operating tho di-ain gates
V V, in the manner specified in combination with
tho evaporating vat K, as set forth.

66,020.—David Hardkg, Lowell, Mass.—ITa-
chinefor Beating and Picking Cotton.—June 25, 1867.
—The cotton v\'aste on the feed apron is carried for-

ward to the two toothed rollers between which it

passes to the main cylinder by which it is carried
down past the lower claw roller.

Claim.—The cylinders O N" K, armed with teeth
as described, in combination with tho main cylinder
C, the several parts being constructed and arranged
as and for the pm'pose set forth.

66,021.— William EDV^^Df Heath, Pembroke
Terrace, England, assignor to Joseph TTeathekbt
Babtlett, New York, N. Y.—Torch for Lighting
Gas.—June 2.5, 1867.—The lamp is surrounded by a
double perforated case ; tho non-coincidonce of the
holes in the casings prevents entrance of Avind, while
allowing sufficient passage to. the air. The top is re-

cessed to engapfc the projections of tho bell-crank
lever by which the cock is operated.
Claim.—First, the construction of the double case

or cover having the perforated tubes A and B, ar-

ranged one within the other, for the i)urpose and sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Second, tlie double handle G, adapted either for
burners constructed as shown in figm-o 3, or for ordi-
nary gas burners, for tho purpose and substantially
in the manner set forth.

Third, the apparatus consisting of tho tubes A and
B, cap D, lamp 'C, and socket F, constructed and
combined for tho purpose and substantially in the
manner set forth.

66,022.—William Hendersox and J. Geeexa-
WALT, Pittsbm'g, Pa.

—

Abdominal Supporter.—Jxme
25, 1867.—Explained by tho claim and illustration.

Claim.—Securing tho end of the wire L, by means
of a spring catch ^b, attached to the front plate A,
and operated by the knob K, in the manner herein
shown and set forth.

66,023.—CoNTv.vD Herman, Baltimore, Md.—
Device for Closing Bottles.—Juno 25, 1867.—The
damping rind passes around tho neck. Tho cap is

hinged thereto and has a rubber cushion to pack tho
opening.
Claim.—The hinged clasp A, fastened by means of

the lugs a and screw 6, and having tho npright arms
d d' with the cover B pivoted to d' and fastened to
d by means of the lugs o n and screw t, when ar-
ranged to operate substantially as described and set

66,024.—Charles Hdjkley, Williamsvillo, :N".

T.

—

Lime Kiln.—June 25, 1867.—Tho cupola is ellip-

tical in horizontal section and the furnaces in the line
of its smaller diameter. The fm-naces flare laterally
inwards and have deflecting pillars at their intersec-
tion with the interior of the cupola. Air is supplied
to the caloric current above tho said intersection.

Claim.—The combination aiTangement of the ellij>

tic cupola A, tho inwardly widened fornaces B li,

sharp-edged pillars h h iwid flues e e, as and tor the
purpose herein specified.

60,025.—D. L. Holden. IS'ew Orleans, La.—F^-
trolcum Gas Burner for Heating Purposes.—June
25, 1867.—Explained by tho claim and illustration.

Claim.—A gas retort and burner, consisting of the
concentric or annular oil chamber C, in combination
with a central air chamber or flue B, provided with
perforations D', at or near tho top of chamber C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described. -4

66,026.— Henry Hall, Pattersonville, La.—
Machine for Cleaning Moss.—Jime 25, 1867.—The
moss is placed on a feed board at one end of the cards
and is di-awn through between tho cards by the incli-

nation of the teeth on tho bed and on the oscillating

carder.
Claim.—Tho vibrating convex card A, in combi-

nation with a fixed concave card 0, when tho teeth
of both project in the same direction and at the same
angle as described for the purpose set forth.

66,027.—Marshall Ingersoll, Elyria, Ohio.—
Field Fence.—J\me 25, 1867.—The bars pass through
anchored iron posts and are secured therein by keys.

A network of w^ire may be stretched between either

of the two bars.
Claim.—Tho fence constructed and arranged In

tho manner and for the pm-poso substantially as speci-

fied.

08,028.—Isaac Judson, New Haven, Conn.—
Hydraulic Pressure Regulator.—June 25, 1867.—The
valve stem is attached to two elastic diaphragms
having difl'ereut areas of bearing surface. The full

pressure of tho water is on the smaller one and the
pressure on tho larger one is graduated by the area
of valve opening. The tendency is to promote an
equality in the rate of passage as an increase of speed
and pressm-e raises the valve to limit the area of open-
ing and conversely. The valvo may be kept open by
a set screw.
Claim.—First, tho combination of the two dia-

phragms with the valve and its stem, when they are
constructed, an-anged, and fitted for use substantially
as herein described and sot forth.

Second, the combination of a ring or annular disk
with either of the diaphragms when nsed to lessen

the extent of the yielding surface of the diaphragm,
substantially as herein described and set forth.

66,029.—George W. Kintz, West Henrietta,
IST. Y.—Potato Digger.—June 25, 1867.—A vine-pull-

ing fork is in the advance, is pivoted to the beam and
worked by a hand rod. The share raises the hills

which divide to the right and left and pass over the
slotted wings of tho mold-board to the rakes, which
comminute the mass before it falls on the shaker,
which travels on rollers and is hitched to the plow.
The tubers fall from the rear of the shaker.
Claim.—First, the double-winged mold-board plow,

provided with the adjusting slats h and flaps a, ar-

rauged and operating in tho manner and for tho pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of tho
adjustable combs D with the double-winged slatted

mold-board C operating in the maimer and for the
purpose specified.

Thu'd, the employment, in combination with the
double-winged slatted mold-board of the rollers e e,

situated in the cuds of the handles as set forth.

Fouith, the combination with the double-winged
slatted mold-board of the shaker, composed of the
plates I, vibrating arms o, and axle G, with cogs n
and the adjusting braces L, as set forth.

Fifth, the employment of the pivoted vine puller P
with the ratchet rod Q, so an-auged as to operate
from the rear for discharging the vines as herein set

forth.

Sixth, the arrangement of the machine as a whole,
consisting of the slatted mold-board C, combs D,
shaker 1 1 G L 7i o o, and vine pifller P Q, as herein
set forth.

66,030.—D. J. EJRKMAN and E. H. Gray, Win-
ohestor, m.—Adjustable Tire, for ^Yhcels—June 25,
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1867.—The tire ends in two screw sockets and is ad-

justed in length by a right and left screw rod in com-
bination therewith. The section of the rim left im-
perfect by this arrangement is filled out by an envel-

oping iron frame.
Claim.—First, the cap C, when constructed sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the shoe D, when constructed substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the cap C and shoe D, as constructed in
combination with bolt heads e e and screw bolt d,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

66,031.—D. J. EJEKMAJf and E. H. Gray, Win-
cbester, 111.—P/!ow.—June 25, 1867.—The subsoil-plow
standard slips in a staple on tho plow standard, and
is attached by links in the rear of the mold-board of
the upper plow. It is vertically adjusted for depth of
sub-furrow by engaging the tension link with either

one of the series of holes in the standard bar.
Claim.—First, the emplojrment of a subsoil plow F,

when attached to the adjustable bar m, said bar being
constructed and arranged in the manner herein speci-

fied.

Second, the adjustable bar m, double jointed arm h,

and hook i, the whole combined in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

66,032.—Aaron Harden and Aaron H. Bur-
gess, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Nail Extractor.—June 25,

1867.—The serrated jaws engage the nail head, and
are drawn together by the pressure of the mortise
ends in raising the lever.

Claim.—The jaws D D, when constructed with
slightly tapering sides, hinged together at the top
and having an. intervening spring, which jaws rest

in a corresponding tapering mortise B in the handle
A, and operate together in the manner substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

66,033.—TVm. M. Miller, Tulpehoccan, Pa.—
Meat Cutter.—June 25, 1867.—The block rotates by
the engagement of its sprockets with the worm on
the shaft. The cleavers are attached to spring arms,
and the force of the blow is regulated by a nut on the
pivoted block, in which their shanks are clamped.

Claim.—The block S and spring arms K, in com-
bination with the screw nut Y, and in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

66,034.—S. W. Moore, Albion, ]!?. Y.—Bean
Puller.-^xmQ 25, 1867.—The teeth of the fixed bar
engage the stalks, and the sliding bars come down in

contact therewith to clamp them firmly. The stalks

are freed at tho rear of the cylinder and fall into a
chute. The roller may be adjustable vertically by a
crank and treadle, being sustained by a ratchet wheel
and pawl, which is freed by the treadle.

Claim.—First, the combination of the fixed and
sliding bars bf, armed with intermatching teeth gr'^',

operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, hinging or jointing the teeth g' in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

Third, the employment of the guides or shields i, in

combination with the sUdiug bars /, for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of tho treadle P, rod Q,
pawls TO, and ratchet wheels n n, in combination
with the disks or cranks M, connecting rod L, and
arms H, operating to adjust and retain the roller, as
herein set forth.

66,035.—Devs^itt C. Mowrey, Milford, Mass.—
Boot Crimper.—June 25, 1867.—^Improvement on the
patent of Josiah M. Eeed, January 20, 1844. The
clasp carries the two auxiliary jaws, whoso upper
projections enter slots in the cross-bar of the same,
and are spread apart to hold the edges of the leather
by the frustal block, drawn up between them by the
crimping screw.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

auxiliaiy jaws with the clasp, the frustum, and strain-
ing screw.

Also, the application of the auxiliary jaws to the
clasp by means substantially as described, viz : by the
arms provided with ears and by slots, having the
bupports arranged us set forth.

66,036.—A. M. Olds, Xew York, ]Sr. Y., assignor
to J. W. RAWxnvJiSiT.—Mucilage JBo<«e.—June 25,
1867; antedated June 12, 1867.—The brush is ii*-

verted in the bottle, and is withdrawn through a hole
in the cap by a string which connects it with the lid

;

it retires as the lid closes.

Claim.—Constructing and aiTanging, in connection
with a bottle, an upright adjustable brush operating
through its cap, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

66,037.—Samuel Page, McAllisterville, Pa.—
Evaporating Pan.—June 25, 1867.—The boiling pan
is over the furnace and the skimming pan l>ehind it.

The pivoted plate beneath the latter regulates the
area of flue opening at that point. The finishing pan
is at one side, and the heat is directed to it, or other-
wise, by the arrangement of the dampers.

Claim.—First, the adjustable plate D', arranged
as herein described, and employed to vary the size of
the flue beneath the receiving or skimming pan, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with the finishing pan G
and chamber H of the dampers I J, arranged and
operating in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

66,038.—Alonzo P. Patson, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Gymnastic Swing.—June 25, 1867.—The swing
is suspended from bars, to which a reciprocation is

given by hand levers, which bear kgainst the bars
and are pivoted to the beam above.
Claim.—A swing constructed with the supporting

arms C C and the motive levers E F, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

66,039.—John C. Pfeil, Arenzville, 'Dl.—Gang
Plow.—June 25, 1867.—The plow frame oscillates

upon the spindles of the bent axle and is pivoted to
the tongue. The adjustment of the angle formed by
the frame and tongue regulates the depth of fmTOw,
and is maintained by the lever and ratchet. The
pjDindles are secured by arms and sleeves to the
wooden axles.

Claim.—First, the lever a, having the cam e at-

tached and arranged to operate in combination with
the tongue C and beams B and B', as sho^vn and de-

scribed.
Second, constructing the crank axles E with a

tubular portion to flt on the end of the wooden axle
A, as shown and described.

66,040.—Charles E. Pierce, New York, N. Y.—Burglar Alarm.—June 25, 1867.—The alarm mech-
anisms are placed around the bell and connected by-

separate wires to the special points to be guarded.
The alarm which is sprung by an intruder brings an
indicator into sight to show whence the alann came.

Claim.—First, the lever d, with projection / and
indicating plate attached, when arranged as aud for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the guai'ds made up of the parts n o and
q q, or their equivalents, operating as described.

Third, in combination with the guard as described,
the slotted jplate m' and knob p, tor the pm-pose set

forth.

Fourth, the forked lever r, in combination with
tho window guards, as described.

Fifth, in combination with the alarm movements
the case or cover with openings, as described.

Sixth, the catch lever or keeper b. in combination
with tho center wheel c and the detent ai-m, as de-
scribed.

Seventh, so arranging the guard bolt that by means
of cords or wires connected therewith,' an indicator
plate is raised at the same time the alarm is given.

66,041.—Alonzo C. Eand, Union Mills, Pa.—
Making Illuminating Gas.—June 25, 18(i7.—The air

is first driven through a tank of crude petroleum and
then through a tank of gasoline.
Claim.—The combination of the tanks A^ and A^

with the gas holder J, operated substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.

66,042.—James H. Eoundet, Oldtown, Maine,
assignor to himself and Amos II. Eoundey, same
place.—C/mrn.—June 25, 1867.—The dasher rods ai-e
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pivoted to the lid and reciprocated by the oppositely

projecting cranks on a winch shaft. The dashers are

BO pivoted to the rods as by their oscillation to throw
the cream to the center of the churn.

Claim.—Fii-st, the double vibrating dashers h b,

when constructed and arranged to operate in manner
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the arrangement of churn A, the double
vibrating dashers b b, and the vibrating levers B B,
driven by crank D, or its equivalent, all arranged to

operate in manner substantially as described and
shown.

66,043.—J. Scott Euss, Ecnsselaerville, N. T.,
assignor to TV". N. Zimmeu and W. W. Coggsuall,
same place.

—

licin Holder.—Juno 25, 1807.— The
frame is pivoted to clasps on the dash-boai'd, and the
reins are passed beneath the arms of the T-shaped
tongues.
Claim.—The rein holder A A, having a T-shaped

tongue, constructed substantially as herein set forth.

66,044—E. P. Russell, Manlius, N. Y.—Auto-
matic Apparatus for Lighting and Extinguishing
Gas.—June 25, 18G7.—A supplemental jet of gas is

drawn from the pipe a little below the main burner
to secure ignition at the latter and consume the match
or fuse, which moves horizontally and yields as it

passes over the fiiction plato^ The hands of the dial

are set to the hours for turning on and off the gas to
operate the tripping devices. The match after igni-

tion opens the supplemental gas cock, which, after
igniting the main burner, is closed by a spring. The
release of the disk allows the coiled spring to turn
the gas cock. The tm-ning-off arrangements are sub-
stantially analogous.
Claim.—First, the supplemental gas cock S, at-

tached to the main pipe L, when opened and closed
by clockworlr, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose of lighting the main burner M.
Second, the jet T for burning off the match, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third,' the lever U, in combination with gas cock
S, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the wire V, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Fifth, the spring arms O, substantially as and for

the pm'poses set forth.

Sixth, the revolving inclined friction plate Q, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Seventh, the springs P, in combination with the
perforated arms O, for the purpose of holding the
matches in the position described.
Eighth, the screws F F', in combination with the

bolts J J' and arras IJ', substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Xiuth. the combination and arrangement substan-
tially as described, of the main spring K, gas cock
!N, and arms 11' and O. for the purposes set forth.

Tenth, the hands D D', arranged and operating as
described, in combination with step shaft E, hoUow
Shaft of worm F, and thumb screw I.

Eleventh, operating the jet cock S, by means of the
fuse itself, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Twelfth, placing the matches so as to revolve hori-
Bontally, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

66,045.-E. D. Saxford, Baltimore, M^.-Clothes
Dryer.— June 2.5, 1867.— Tho frame is rotatable,
emd vertically adjustable, so that it can be filled from
one standpoint on the ground and then elevated.
The radial arms may be folded np to the axle post.
Claim.—First, the revolving rack, composed of the

tubular sliding box I, collai-s J J', rodsK, supporting
ropes O, and clothes luies P, or their equivalents,
when constructed and operated substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Second, in combination with the sliding rack of a
(flothes di-ycr, the weighted box Q, constructed and
employed substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

Third, the arrangement of tho rack I J J' K O P,
post A, socket B. bed frame C, and braces D, with
tho rope N, loops M, weight Q, and pin or hook L,
combined and operating substantially aa and for the
purpose set forth.

66,046.—Irving M. Scott and "William Robert
EcKART, San Francisco, Cal.— Cut-off Valve.—Juiiq
25, 1867.-The cut-off plates on the back of the slide-
valve are operated by a rod having a right and left
liand screw which traverse nuts on the backs of the
respective plates. The screw receives motion from
the gov(?i-nor to determine the point of cut-off in con-
nection with the cut-off valve, which receives a con-
stant motion on the back of the cut-off plates.
Claim.—First, the movable plates on partitions n

n' arranged between and in contacit Avjth tlie main
valve c, and cut-off valve C, substantially as described.
Second, the screw J, and spindle h, together with

the Avheels Jc m o, and the yoke p, arranged for disen-
gaging the plates n n' from the action of tho gover-
nor, substantitUly as described.

66,047—^T. C. Sebring, Rochester, N. T., aa-
sigiior to Ira A. Hebbard, same place.

—

Harvester
Pitman.—June 25, 1867.—A key behind the plug
which forms the rear bearing for the boxing, is forced
up by a spring as the journal or its beai-ing becomes
worn.

Claim.—The automatic take-up, constructed sub-
stantially as described, being composed of a spring s,

and taper key k, plug C, and boxes B and B', sub-
stantially as "described.

66,048.— Benjajvun Sherwood and Daniel
Fitzgerald, JSTcw York, N. Y.—Toy Pistol—Jnno
25, 1867.—The retraction of the trigger releases the
spring lever wliose end oscillates in" the curved path
and projects the ball through the bore of the pistol.

Claim.—First, the lever D, provided with a fol-

lower C on one end, and used in combination with
the curved barrel and trigger E, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Sscond, the combination of the rubber set in the
socket F with the curved barrel, and lever D, as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the curved ban-el A, when used in combina-
tion with a follower which does not operate outside
of the rear of the barrel, but wliich operates upon the
ball or missile to be sent around the curve in the bar-
rel, as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the foi-m of the trigger E, adapted to Vg
laid in between the two halves of the pistol, and not
to need fastening.

66,049.—S. W. Slocumb, Albany, in.—Wag(m.
—June 25, 1867.—At the end of the axle is an excen-
tric circular bearing, which is secm-ed in the hub of
the wheel by an annidar plate.

Claim.—First, tho circular bearing C, in combina-
tion with the hub D, when constructed substantially
as described.
Second, the combination of the circular bearing C,

hub D, iilate E, and ring F, substantially as do-
scribed.

Third, the circular bearing C, when attached eccen-
trically to the axle and in front of a line passing
through the center of tho wheel, substantially as
described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the bolsters H, when

placed in the rear of the axle, and the axle when
placed in front of a line passing through tho center
of the wheels, substantially as aescribed.

66.050. — Harlow C. Smith, Chicago, ID. —
Grain Measure.—June 25, 1867 ; antedated June 22,

1867.—The bag is attached by hooks to the measure
and the hinged portion of the bottom unlatched to
discharge the contents.
Claim.—A half bushel of similar grain measure,

having its bottom composed of the stationary part
A and the hinged portion B, and provided with the
spring hooks D, or their equivalents, for attaching
tlie bag. all constinicted and arranged to operate as
shown and described.

66.051. — Isaac H. Smith, Albany, X. Y.—
Wrench.—June 25, 1867.—"While the flat side of tho
adjusting screw is turned to the shank, the jaw is

moved up to the object ; the threaded side is then
turned to the shank and the jaw tightened.

Claim.—The adjusting screw E, with flattened or

concave side or sides a a' a" a'", or their equivalents,

for the pui'pose set forth, substantiaDy as described.
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66,052.—R. T. Smith, N'ashua, N". B..—Universal
Xoint.—June 25, 1867.—The stirrups wliich give bear-
ing- to the shafts of the smaller bevel wheels are piv-

oted on the axis of the larger wheel, so as to allow
au oscillation of the stirrups ou said axis.

Claim. — The combination of stimips B and C,
with theii' bearings d d and e e swinging on the inter-

mediate shaft g, on which shaft an intermediate cog
wheel or cog wheels, or pulley or two pulleys, may
be placed, essentially as represented in the accompa-
nying di-awings.

66,053. —John E. Spooner, Lowell, Ohio.—
Button.— June 2-5, 1867. — The button is attached to

a plate which is bent around to clasp both sides of
the cloth to which it is attached by spurs.

Claim. — The button fastening above described,
composed of the bent plate A A', liaving the teeth
aa a a and the button B attached to it, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

66,054.—Daeius Stebbins, "Wallingford, Conn.,
assignor to himself and E. Morse, same place.

—

Lightning Bod Insulator.—Juno 25, 1867.—The wire
for attachment of tTic rod is secured to a button in-

side the insulator, or looped around a portion of it, so
as to reqidre no outside fastening to it.

Claim.—An insulator constructed substantially in

the manner described, so that the rod may be secured
directljT from the interior of the insulator, as and for

the pui'pose specified.

66,055.—Isaiah "W. Sylvester, "New York, IT.

T.

—

Advertising Machine.—Juno 25, 1867 ; antedated
Jime 15, 1867. — The endless belt, having advertise-
ments thereon, is carried on rollers witliin a frame.
The rollers ai-e rotated at variable speed by clock-
work.

Claim.—First, the application to advertising of an
endless curtain made to revolve automatically, at
^ven intervals quickly, so as to attract attention by
its motion, and then slowly, so as to bo apparently
motionless and to allow of the easy reading of the
advertisements.
Second, the device whereby the power moving the

curtain is retfirded at regular intervals by means of

the arm J, notching into, passing through, and being
relieved from the peripheiy of the clock wheel, eub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

66,056.—Elisha H. Tobet and CopletA. IsTott,

"Watertown, IsT. Y. — Signals for Railroads.— June
25, 1867.—The switch-rails connect by a bar with a
vertical rod and gearing upon a frame, so as by the
motion of the switch-rail to work a semaphore, wliich
indicates the position of the switch, and also to rotate
the frame in which the signal lamp is suspended, and
expose another colored light in the required direc-

taon.

Claim.—Eirst, the combination of tho sliding sig-

nal box or other signal device with the mechanism
for rotating the same in a horizontal plane, in such
manner that the said device, when raised or elevated
to a certain point in the signal frame, shall be thro^ivn

in gear with said mechanism, as and for the purpose
herein described.
Second, the combination of tho signal device, capa-

ble of sliding and rotary movement as described
with the mechanism for imparting the rotary move-
ment under the aiTaugcment herein descrited, so that
the position of the said signal device, when in gear
with the said mechanism, shall be determined by the
position of the switch with which the mechanism is

connected, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination Avith tho reflector box and
its frame and actuating mechanism of a, day signal
actuated by said mechanism, in tho manner ajid for
tho purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of tho reflector box or
^gnal device and its sliding frame with the guide
rods upon which the said frame is mounted and held,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

66,057. — Asa M. Toiib. Lyons, 17. Y. — Bcd
Bottom. — June 25, 1867. — The "buckle" has hook
recesses to receive the ends of a pin in the bight of
a loop of rubber which is attached to the rail. Cross-
bars of the buckle frame rest respectivaly against tho

upper and lower sides of the slat, and the former bar
has a pin entering a hole through the slat.

Claim.—First, the reversible buckle V, furnished
with hook head at the end of each bar and with the
hook a, for securing on either side of the raU as
described.
Second, the hollow fastening to the bed rail or to a

piece of wood attached to the bed rail, as shown at
Fig. Ill, in combination with the reversible buckle
and pin.

60,038. — John "Wagner and John Schmed,
Philadelphia, Pa.— Fire Escape. — June 25, 1867.—
The platform on the "lazy tongs" lattice frames is

raised by action of gearing upon the jointed rack
which unwinds from the cylinders. The lattice is

steadied by the contact of the ends of its lower bars
with guide posts.
CZaim.—Eirst, in elevators and fire escapes, the lattice

frames in combination with the jointed racks D D',
the operating pinions E E', and the take-up cylinders
F F', the same being arranged to operate together
substantially as described, for the purpose of elevat-

ing and giving stifi"ness and steadinoss to the lattice

frames when in use.

Second, also in combination with the lattice frames
A, of an elevator and fire escape, the friction wheels
G, and tho bearing posts H, arranged to operate
together, substantially as described, for the purpose
of giving additional" stability to the lattice frames
when elongated as described.

66,059.—"W. P. Wentworth, Detroit, Mich.—
Door Lock.—June 25, 1867.—A slot in the bolt con-
tains the tumblers, which slide between posts placed
on each side of the bolt when properly engaged by
the key, but catch upon one or the other bolt when
tampered with by an improper key.
Claim.—The, slot B, in the bolt A, in combination

with tho enclosed tumblers or palls O, operating as
set forth-

66,000. — Charles M. Whelden, Pittsfield,

Mass.

—

Soda and Mineral Water Stand.—June 25,

1867.—The simp bottles are enclosed in a transparent
ice box, whose glass sides aro connected at the coi>-

ners by angle plates of metal.
Claim. — First, a soda and mineral water stand

with one or more transparent sides, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the double-flanged corner piece c, in cont-

bination with the transparent plates B, forming the
sides of the stand A, substantially as and for tho pui-
]30se set forth.

Third, the tubular packing pieces d, in combination
with tho transparent plates B and corner pieces c of
the stand A, constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purpose described.

66,061.—Jehu F. Wotring, 'WiUey, West Va.—
Car Coupling.—June 25, 1867.—The pin is pivoted to

the forward end of the hinged bar and is swung back
by the entering link, its forward end and the forward
end of the link entering tho swinging guide to keep
them in proper transverse position.

Claim.—First, tho combination of the hinged bar
B, hinged pin C, lunged guido D, substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, in combination with the pivoted pin C,

which is allowed to swing freely about a pivot c, the
recessed guide block D, for guiding the pin C and link

G, substantially as described.
Third, the construction of the block D with side

jaws g g and a groove g', substantially as and for tho
purpose described.
Fourth, the manner substantially as herein described

of insuring the proper relation of the link to tho pin
and of coupling two cars together when such cars ai'o

moved towards each other, as set forth.

66,063.—E. H. AsHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.—Fire-
proof Safe.—Juno 25, 1867.— Around the wooden
lining is a coat of felt surrounded consecutively by a
metallic lining, a filling of cement, a water chamber,
a cement filling, and'the exterior metallic casing.

The gencration'of steam deadens the fire around tho

door joints.

Claim.—YiTBt, In n fire-proof safe, the combinati&i
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of a water space or chamber d -witli the pipes i lead-

ing therefrom and surrounding the door, constructed

and operating in the manner shown and as set forth.

Second, in a fire-proof safe, a lining of felting b, or

the equivalent thereof, for the purpose specilied.

Third, in a lire-])roof safe, the combination of a

water chamber with a safety plug, or its equivalent,

for the purposes set forth.

6«,063.—E. n. AsHciiOFT, Lynn, ISlaas.—Oauge

fur Steam Generator.—Juna 25, 18(i7.—Water and
steam arc let in beloAV and above the glass tube by
the rotation of tlie single rod, to which are attached

the valves ffoverning the lower and upper inlets.

Claim.—ThQ combination of the valve rod /i with
the valves i and j, and with the inlets A and 13, and
glass tube C, constructed, arranged, and operating in

the manner substantially as shown aud described and
for the purpose set forth.

66,064.—L. Augustus Aspinwaul, Albany, jS".

Y.—Potato Bigger.—June 25, 1867.—The forks pass

through the sides of the hill, gather the vines, and
pass them under the roller, which aids the plow in

raising tlie hill, -which is delivered on to the shaking
separator, which sifts out the soil ; tlie vines and tu-

bers arc delivered in the rear.

Claim.—First, the construction of the separators,

having three rows of fingers in their horizontal range.

Second, the direct couuectiou of the separators

with the cranks.
Third, the employment of the roller.

Fourth, the comliiuation of the roller with the fork,

i'ifth, tl^e bent lever T.

66,065.—AuTiiUR Bakbarix, "Kcw Orleans, La.
—Fastening the Ends of Cotton Ties.—June 25, 1867.

—Hounded studs for tlie bights of the wire are cast

upon the plate or plates, which form a connecting link.

Claim.—The device A, when constructed as herein
described for the purpose set forth.

66,066.—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—G^as

Carburetor.— June 25, 1867.—The capillary material
in the chamber is saturated by a regular flow of hy-

drocarbon liquid, and a Avaste ])ipe is provided. The
air is forced through the chamber, which is sur-

rounded by a fire-proof casing. The intervening
space may be heated by steam or filled with a nou-
conducting material.
Claim.— First, a gas-carbnreting chamber sur-

rounded by the casing of iron or other fire-proof ma-
terial, substantially in the manner shown and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, a gas-carbureting chamber having the inlet

for hydi'ocarbon and waste exit arranged substan-
tially *as set forth.

66,067.—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—^^-
paratus for Carbureting and Regulating the Flow of
Gas.—June 25, 1867.—The air passes through a ver-

tical series of overflow chambers containing liquid

hydrocarbon and follows a sinuous course in each
successively. Its pressure upon the diaphragm above
actuates the valve to allow or prevent its exit. The
edges of the diaphragm are enclosed between the
turned-over edges at the junction of the upper and
lower sections of the chamber.

Claim.—First, a regulator in combination with a
closed carbureter so as to regulate the flow of gas
after being carbureted without risk of leakage, sub-
stantially as described.

Second, the construction of a gas regulator sub-
stantially as shown and described.

Tliird,' retaining the diaphragm H in place and the
gas joint made at the flanges, substantially as specified.

Fourth, a diaphragm prepared with the composition
described, or its equivalent, when used for this purpose
substantially as set forth.

Fifth, a diaphragm composed of two or more sheets
of flexible material, enclosing a sheet of malleable
metal, in the manner and for the purpose as shown
and described.

66,068.—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—Car-
hureting Gases.—June 25, 1867.—Hydrocarbon in a
graduated stream is supplied to the capillary material
in the chamber through which the air passes. An
overflow chamber below the air chamber receives the

58 c p

excess. The two chambers of liquid may alterii nte
in their action by rotation to bring them alternately
above. t

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a hydrocarl)on
reservoir above and connected Avith a carbureting
chamber, either with or without capillary, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the overflow .receptacle connected with the
carbureting chamber, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the process of carbureting gases for illu-

mination by the method substantially as specified.

66,069—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—Car-
bureting Gases for Heating and Illuminating.—
June 25, 1867.—The blast of air upward through the
annular chamber around the nozzle of the axial pipe,
draws air through the latter and ejects a spray against
the dome. The surplus liquid returns by a pipe aud
the air passes to the holder of carbm-eted air. At-
mospheric air may be admitted directly in the spray
chamber.
Claim.—Fii'st, the process of charging gases with

the vapor of atomised hydrocarbon fluids for iUumi-
nating and heating purposes, substantially as set forth.

Second, the apparatus as shown ancl described,
with the several parts or their equivalents, when used
for this purpose for carbureting air or gases for illu-

minating and heating pm-poses, in the manner sub-
stantially as set forth.

66,070.—JohnA, Bas-sett, Salem,Mass.—Jlfanti-
facture of Illumiyiatirig Gas.—June 25, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.
Claim.—First, the process herein described for the

manufacture of illuminating gas, which process con-
sists in charging a mixture of coal gas, or its equiva-
lent, and air Avith the vapor of any suitable hydi'o-
carbon liquid, substantially as described.
Second, the improved illumiuating gas made sub-

stantially as set forth.

66,071.-—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass., as-

signor to John H. Irwin and Isaac Simiioxs.—
Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—June 25, 1867.

—

The air flows downward into the chamber, where it

follows a sinuous downward course over the succes-
sion of overflow pans and thence upAvard to a some-
what higher exit, so as to allow the accumulation of
gas on the floor of the chamber to act as an air trap.
Claim.—First, the manufacture of an illuminating

gas from the vapor of gasoline or other volatile hydro-
carbon liquid, Avhen the apparatus used is placed above
the point of combustion, and so arranged that the
gas is distributed to the burners by its OAvn gravity.
Second, a series of two or more pans or receptacles

for oil B B, so arranged one above another within the
case A as to produce a large carbureting surface, aud
at the same time admit a current of air to pass auto-
matically down OA^erthe surface of the oil in the pans,
substantially as and in the manner set forth.

Third, the combination of the pipe F and case A,
when so connected that the oil flowing over into the
bottom of the carbureter Avill stop the passage of the
gas into the pipe F, and thereby extinguish the lights
before the oil avUI flow doAvn said pipes.
Fourth, in combination with inlet for air D, the

pipe Gr, A\-hen arranged and operated substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

66,072.—John E. Blake, Norwich, Conn.—
Construction of Fire-arms.—June 25, 1867.-The bar-
rel and irame are cast in one piece, the latter being
partially enclosed by the handle. Slots and notches
receive 'the hammer, trigger, and their trunnions, and
these pieces are held in position and operated by a
spring, whose bent end is planted in another notch
of the frame.

Claim.—The fire-arm, constructed as described,
and provided with notches ef and g in the stock, ar-

ranged in relation with eacli other to form the bear-
ings for the trunnions of the hammer and trigger,
and for the heel of the spring, as shoAvu and described.

66,073.—TP"M. Gr. A. Bonavill, Dover, Del.—
Shoestring Fastener.—June 25, 1867.—The cord is

looped around the hooks on alternate sides of the
slit, and being rove throngh an eyelet on the upper
edge and an outer rinc, its bight is clamped betAvccn
the tAvo when the corctis strained.
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Claim.—The combined fastening A I, arranged to
operate substantially as and for tlie purpose set fortli.

66,074.—George E. Bukt, Harvard, Mass.—
Hay Spreader.—June 25, 1867 ; antedated December
25, 1866.—Ey the described arrangement a positive,

accelerated motion is given to the tines while they
act on the hay before them, which clears them and
obviates clogging ; they ai-e yet free to spring back
when encountered by an obstacle. The rake balances
the tedder and either or both may be used without
interference one with the other. The tedder is thrown
in or out of connection with an internal gear.

Claiin.—First, the forks /, when so operated as to
revolve around a common centre and at tfce same time
to have an oscillatory motion communicated to them
by the positive action of mechanism, by which their

points shall be thrown forward with an accelerated
motion when acting upon the hay, and be retracted
when throwing off the hay, substantially in the man-
ner set forth.

Second, so arranging the revolving shaft L that it

shall pass eccentrically through the dead centre TJ,

and receiving motion from the wheel TV, through the
pinion P, shall communicate it to the fork /, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Third, the combination of the shaft L, placed ec-

centrically to the centre of the rotating heads &, with
the arms d, shafts a, and forks /, substantially in the
manner set forth.

Fourth, the balancing of the tedder by the rake,
substantially as described.

66,075.—H. W. BuTTERWORTH, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Steam Drying Cylinder.—June 25, 1867.—The
hollow trunnion enters the chamber in the hollow
standard through w^hich the fluid passes. The annu-
lar packing around the trunoiion is condensed by a
follower actuated by an axial set screw.

Claim..—First, the standard or bearing B, with its

chamber h and opening /, in combination with the
tubular spindle A projecting into the said chamber, a
packing ring i, and follower D, or its equivalent, the
whole being constructed and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose described.

Second, the combination of the follower D and a
screw stud turning in the follower and projecting
through the standard, substantially as and foi; the
purpose set forth.

66,076.—Nicholas Clute, Schenectady, IT. Y.—Dumping Wagon.—June 25, 1867.—In discharging,
the rollers of the body work under the metallic plates

of the bed frame until the tilting position is reached.
Stops arrest it in its forward position and catches
secure it. Crank shaft and pinions on the bed en-

gage racks on the body to move the latter.

Claim.—The plates on the bed frame, in combina-
tion with the rollers connected to the body or mova-
ble frame, or their equivalents, substantially as de-

scribed.

Also, the stops at the rear end of the movable
fi-ame, provided with catches to lock it to the bottom
Iraniei substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the plates and rollers

iibove claimed, the crank shaft, pinion, and rack
fastened to the movable frame.

66,077.—Frederick W. Devoe, INew York, N".

Y.— Ca7i and Pail for Holding J*amL—June 25, 1867.

—The liooks are soldered to the upper part of the can
and turned over, so as to penetrate the wooden cover
and hold it securely.

Claim.—The hooked tongues C, arranged at the

upper edge of the pail or can and in relation Avith the

cover B t])ereof, substantially as herein set forth, for

tiie purpose specified.

66,07S.—Daniel Ellenwood, Jr., Garrettsville,

Ohio.—Machine far Shrinki^ig Tires.—June 25, 1867,

—Tlie tire is embraced between the shoulder and
flange and then clamped at points on each side be-

tween the flanges on the ends of the levers and the

toothed cams thereon. The levers are moved by the

right and left-hand screws, bringing the side clamps
toward each other and upsetting the tire.

C7«im.—First, the frame A, yoke B, and flange F,

in combination with the adjustable shoulder D, for

the purpose and in the manner specified. '

Second, levers I, cams K, as arranged and operated
by the screw H, and adjustable nut J, in combination
with the frame A, shoulder D, flange F, and yoke B,
for the pm'pose and in the manner as set forth.

Third, sections c and h, in combination with the
flange F and shoulder D, for the purpose herein set
forth.

66,079.—Samuel C. Goodsell, " ITew Haven,
Conn.

—

Hoisting Device.—June 25, 1867.—The cord
is wound on two barrels of ditferent diameters and
its bight sustains a pulley. The barrels are con-
nected' together so as to rotate with similar speed and
in opposite directions. Either of two hoisting pul-
leys may be connected with the drums, the one work-
ing the same with greater speed and the other with
greater power.
Claim.—First, a hoisting apparatus, in which the

cylindi'ieal or conical winding drums, whether of the
same or of unequal diameters, are combined with the
hoisting rope and pulley and gears under the arrange-
ment herein set forth, so that the weight shall be
raised or lowered with a difi'erential motion.
Second, the combination of the conical or cylindri-

cal winding drums and their gears, of the hoisting
rope attached to said drums under the arrangement
herein described, so that when the drums are not
caused to rotate by their operative mechanism the
weight suspended from the said rope shall cause the
locking of the gears, as set forth.

Third, the combination, in an apparatus such as
described, of the winding drums or cylinders and
their gears with the mechanism for rotating the same,
arranged and operating as herein shown and specified.

Fourth, the combination, in an apparatus as de-
scribed, of the "^^'inding cylinders and mechanism for

revolving the same with the truck wheel upon which
the said apparatus is mounted, under such an aiTange-
mentthat by the movement of the cylinders the said
wheels may be rotated and the apparatus moved in
either direction, as set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the truck wheels, wind-
ing cylinders, and mechanism for revolving the same,
of the clutches for throwing said wheels In and out
of gear with said cylinders and driving mechanism,
substantially as shoAvn and specified.

66,080.—Charles Harriman, New York, N. Y.—Yacmi'tn Pan Sugar Boiling Apparatus.— June
25, 1867.—Attached to the vapor chamber, which is

between the pan and the air pmnp, is a pipe con-
taining liquid, and of a length greater than the height
to which a column of water extends by atmosjiheric
pressure. Saccharine matters carried off in the vapor
are caught in this pipe without aflecting the vacuum.

Claim.—The combination with an apparatus sub-
stantially of the character specified, of a TorricelUap
pipe or tube E connecting the receiver C, with a
vessel or vessels below, essentially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

66,081.—G. W. Harris and Wm. H. Haight,
New York, N. Y., assignor to Wm. H. Haight,
same place.

—

Chuck.—June 25, 1867.—The rotation
of the ring projects the jaws, and closes them upon
any smaU article.

Claim.—TliQ operating ring e, constructed with
the internal screw g and the nut B, formed with radial

grooves e'\ in combination with the conical shell A
and sliding jaws C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described.

66,082.—John E. Hawkins, Lansing^urg, N. Y.— Cracker Machine.—June 25, 1867.—The dough is

formed into a series of lengthened cylinders irom
wMch tliin disks are cut, which are pressed, pricked,

and stamped at a single operation upon an endless

apron, from which they are delivered on to pans of
sheet metal.
Claim.—First, the conducting tubes divided into

two parts T and T', in combination with the knife

K, working between them substantially as described.

Second, the knife K, consisting of a thin plate of
sheet metal, provided with holes for the dough to

pass through, in combination Avith a spring to throw
the knife and the lever i and cam i' to moTC back the

knife, so that the dough can again pass through the
holes, substantiallv as described.

V Thii-d, the outside tubes^ or thimbles working on
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the lower sectiona T' of the conducting' tubes, and
opei'ated substantially as described.

Fourth, the docker, consisting of the plates o p r

and s, the prickers x\ stamper W and spiral springs

S and it, all combined, constructed, and operating
substantially as described, to press, prick, and stamp
a row of crackers at one operation, substantially as

described.
Fifth, the mechanism moved by a crank on the

main driving shaft, by means of which an intermittent

motion is given to the grooved rollers, the endless

apron and the docker, substantially as described.

Sixth, in combination with the docker the thin

plate li, constructed, ^rranged, and operating sub-

stantially as and for the pui-pose described.

66,083.—F. C. Hesse, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Bot
Air Furnace.—June 25, 18(57.—The fireplace is cham-
bered in its lower section. The inner shell is per-

forated at top for passage of air from an annular
chamber. A series of warm-air tubes of upwardly
increasing diameter extend from the annular aii"

chamber surrounding the furnace to the air chamber
in the crown of the stove.

Claim.—First, the annular supply chamber I, pro-

vided with the dampers//', when secured to the bed
plate A, or its equivalent, having the perforations e,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the casing F having perforatidbs a', the
incline perforated plate b attached thereto, and the
diaphragm K', all in combination with the base plate

A, with'perforations a, the inner Avail B' of the dead-
air chamber and the top plate C, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the base plate A, waDs B B' and top plate

C, in combination Avith the fire pot G-, perforated fire

back H, diaphragms K K', warm-air tubes L, casing
F, hot-air reservoir N, smoke pipes O and Q, smoke
stack P and damper P", constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the hot air reservoir N, smoke pipe 0,
smoke stack P, having an opening P' near its bottom,
and the damper P" for closing the same, in combi-
nation with the smoke pipe Q, substantially as de-

scribed.

66,084.—Jacob J. Hessler, Beading, Pa.—
Curtain Fixture.—June 25, 1867.—The blind cord
eug;ages the sliding knob, and is kept taut by the
spring.
Claim.—The sliding knob B working through the

slot b of the barrel A, and arranged in relation with
the rod c and spiral spring d contained in the said
barrel, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

66,085.—Wm.H. Holland, Chelsea, Mass.—i^o-
tary Steam Engine.—Jime 25, 1867.—The common
shaft of the two cylinders can'ies a fly wheel between
them. This fly wheel has cam grooves on its sides by
which the piston abutment is worked. The pistons are
so coupled together that one portion shall carry the
other over the dead centers. A slide valve Avdrked
by a hand lever enables reversion of the engine. The
steam passes thi'ough the chambered piston jom-nals
and drum.
C7aim.—First, the chambered drum E and journals

F F, Avhen constructed and operating substantially
as described and for the pui'pose set forth.

Second, the groove or depression a; a; on the drum
on each side of the piston, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Third, the arran«Tement of the packing on the upper
portion of the abutment D, as described.

Fourth, the arrangement of the packing piece vj,

placed at the bottom of the abutment groove for the
puri)Ose of packing the space between the end of the
abutment and the drum £, and also betAveen the drum
and the cylinder over the packing rings as described.

Fifth, the arrangement of the spring o, Avith the
abutment D, drum E and groove or depression x, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the exhaust passage p, one or more placed
in the cylinder for the purpose of relieving the abut-
ment of the pressure of the steam just previous to its

being raised to allow the piston to pass.
v^Seveuth, the arrangement of the fly wheel or pulley,
pEo-5;ided with cams between cylinders, as shoAvn.

66,086.—Jonx Hosront), ]\ronroeviIle, Ohio.—
narnena Pad.—-June 25, 18(i7.—Tlie upper and under
plates of the tree are secured together by screws and
nuts, and clamp the edges of the ])iul pieces, so as to

obviate sowing. The leather strap lies between the
flanges of the upper plate.

Claim.—The arrangement of. the upper tree C and
flanges a, in combination Avith the lower tree A,
Avhen combined A7ith the usual adjuncts to form a
harness pad.

66,087.-Platt C. Ingersoll, Grcenpoint, IS".

T., assignor to himself and H. F. Dougueuty, same
Elace.—i?rt^e Band Tightener.—June 25, 18G7.—The
ight of the rope is clamped betAveen the interlocking

links so as to jje tightened by the handspike to Avhich

they are pivoted.
Claim.—The clamping links or grippers B C, in

combination with each other and with the lever A,
substantially as herein set forth for the purpose speci-

fied.

66,088.—Platt C. Ingersoll, Grcenpoint, ^N.

Y., assignor to himself and Horace F. Dougherty,
same place.

—

Seeding Machine.—June 2.5, 1867.—The
rotary hopper has cii-cumferential openings guardetT

by adjustable slides. The discharge holes are brought
consecutively to the opening in the case, which is

closed by a lever slide to put the seeding apparatus
out of operation. A share precedes the furrowing
wheel ; the seed dropper follows, and a di-ag bar in

the rear coA'crs the seed.

Claim.—First, the combination of the series of ad-

justable slides c with the series of holes or openings
b, formed in the cii'cumference of the rotating hopper
C, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Second, the adjustable sliding gate C*, arranged
in relation with the rotating hopper C, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the lever g, combined in relation with the
sliding gate C*, and rotating hopper C, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the transverse spurs or projections j, ar-

ranged in relation with the angular- circumferential
rib i, of the furroAving wheel F, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the di'ag-bar D, arranged in rear of the seed-

dropping mechanism, and furnished with covering
shares, constructed as described, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the lever H, and lifting cords or chains n r,

arranged in relation Avith each other and with the
fuiTOAviug wheel and drag bar, substantially as and
for the purpose specified. '

66,089.—Platt C. Ingersoll, Grcenpoint, IJ.

Y., assignor to himself and Horace F. Dougherty,
same place.

—

Preparing Cotton Seed for Planting.—
June 25, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—First, the process of preparing cotton
seed for planting by snbjeetiug the same to a rubbing
action between a corrugated and a rubbing siu'face,

substantially as herein set forth.

Second, tlie coiTUgatcd rubber, in combination with
the bed having a roughened surface, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

66,090.-George Jacobs, "Washington, D. C—
Burglar Alarm Lock.—June 25, 1867.—A spring arm
rests upon the A'crge Avhen the bolt is projected, and
the retraction of the latter raises the arm from the
verge and the alarm is souuded.
Claim.—First, the employment of arms L N O, for

the purpose of holding and letting off the alarm ar-

rangement, substantially v\ the manner set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the sliding

pivot C, and spring e, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Third, the circular plate D, provided Avith decep"-

tive holes, in combination Avith arms L Is' O, opera-
ting substantially as specified.

Fom-th, th.e arrangement of bolt A, arms L IST O,
spring M, sliding pivot C, and plijte D, substantially
for the purpose described.

66,091.—Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburg, Pa.-^
Spindle Bearing.— Jaue 25, 1867.— The bolster ii
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spherical -with upjper and lower tubular projections,
and its upper half is enclosed by a cap attached to the
rail into which the lower part is sunk. The bolster
has a limited motion in its bearings.

Claim.—The combination of the bolster cap and
rail, arranged as shown and described, and'construct-
ed and operating as set forth.

66,092 Charles Kaiser, ]N'ew York, IST. T.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—June 25, 1867.—The semi-
annular piston is pivoted to the piston wheel, allow-
ing the packing of its rear end to the cylinder by the
steam pressure, and is carried around between the
inner face of the cylinder and segmental guide blocks,
which are attached to one cylinder head. The re-

volving piston reciprocates the slide valve, which is

guided between the two blocks in a diametric course.
The exhaust takes place into an annular space be-
tween the two shells of the cylinder. The slide valve
has a slot for the traverse of the piston shaft.

Claim.—First, the segmental piston B, moving in
the cylinder A, in combination with the transversely
sliding valve C, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose described.
Second, connecting the piston B to the piston

wheel F, in such a manner that it is free to rock, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the slide valve C, and segmental piston B,
in combination with the jacket J on the cylinder, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the cut-off K, in combination with the
slide valve C, segmental revolving piston B, and cyl-

inder A. constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

66,093.— Frederick Leach, Tioga, K". Y.—
Machine for Pressing Peat.—June 25, 18G7.—The
peat is placed in the receiving box, to the end of
which the mold box is advanced. The moving plun-
ger compresses the peat into the mold, and upon the
retraction of the latter the fixed plunger ejects the
block.

Claim.—First, the combination of the receiving
box A. with the mold box B, stationary plunger J),

and pressing plunger C, when said mold box is ope-
rated by any suitable means, as described, and the
plunger C, actuated by fluid under pressure, essen-
tially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the rams K E, cylinders

F L, pressing plunger C, mold box B, with its sta-

tionary plunger D^and receiving box, substantially
as shov\'n and described.
Thu'd, the combination with the ram K of the

cylinder and its pressing plunger, of valves controll-

ing the supply of the operating fluid thereto from dif-

ferent sources or under ditterent pressures, essentially

as specified.

Fourth, the automatic operation of the mold box
and pressing plungers under different heads or press-

ures by separate and distinct A*alves, geared together
for operation by the mold bos and pressing plunger,
substantially as herein set forth.

.Fifth, the valve K, constructed for operation and
adjustment, essentially as shown and described.

66,094.—Chapman Lee and Joseph Paudler,
' Washington, D. C.

—

Curtain Fixture.—June 25, 1867.

—The cord wheel has a spur gear engaged by a gear
wheel, which is rotated by a winch.

Claim.—First, the combination of a gear wheel
and pinion with the cord wheel, for operating a
window curtain roller, substantially in the manner

. set forth.

Second, the combination of the spring D, locking
bolt C, and slide E for tiglitenii.g the cord in con-
nection with the notched plate A and cord wheel B,
substantially as described.

66,095 ^^Wii.UAJi B. Lodge, Danbury, Conn.—
.Fulling. Stock.—June 25, 1867.— The working edge of

; tlic beater has a cushion ofrubber and works against an
apron, of rollers. The force of its fall is modified and
its return assisted by a cord and spring. As it falls

it impinges against a cam, which slightly raises it,

givijig it a rolling action as it strikes the material
under treatment.
Claim.—Tirat, the combination with the hammers

or beaters B of ithe cum or friction blocks C, operat-

ing to effect the lift of the former and to suddenly re-
lease them when raised, substantially as specifie'd.

Second, the combination, with the hammer or ham-
mers of the miU, of an adjustable spring tension de-
vice, arranged to control their fail, essentially as
herein set forth.

Third, the combination toes G, made of india-rub-
ber or other analogous soft material, with the ham-
mers B, substantially as specified.
Fourth, the combination with the heater B of the

hot water box or bath J and the bosom H I operat-
ing on the material being fuUed, substantially as
specified.

66,096.—"Wm. B. LODGE'and H. Platxer, Dan-
bury, Conn.

—

Machine for Sizing or Planking Hat
Bodies.—June 25, 1867.--Improvement on their patent,
Dec. 14, 1866. The intermediate belt of lags is the
working apron ; the upper and under aprons may
have a different velocity or merely act as beds. A
shell at the exit of the upper apron" aids in discharg-
ing the work. In the arrangement tor returning the
work to continue the operation, a roller and board
keep the felt clear of the lower apron till it is caught
by the apron above. Steam is introduced between
the aprons, the upper and under ones of which are
connterweighted and vertically adjastable.
Claim.—First, the combination with the upper and

midtle aprons E F, arranged to travel as described,
of the shell Q at the exit end of the upper apron, essen-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination, Avith the aprons E and
F' of a guideboard R and roller S at the feed end to
said aprons, travelling as described, substantially as
herein set forth.

Thii-d, in combination of endless lag aprons, apper-
taining with their contiguous surfaces in opposite
directions, as and for the purpot^es specified, the ar-

rangement of a steam pipe or coil for the introduc-
tion of steam between said aprons, essentially as
specified.

Fourth, the combination with the vertically ad-

justable aprons F and F' of counterbalance weights,
or their equivalent, to facilitate the adjustment of the
same relatively to a center or fixed apron, substan-
tially as described.

66,097.—Wm. B. Lodge, Danbury, Conn., and
H. Platxer, Hudson, N. Y., assignors to themselves
and F. Shaller, Hudson, IST. Y.—Machine for Sizing
Hat Bodies.—June 25, 1867 ; antedated June 15, 1867.

—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, in hat planking machines, the ar-

rangement of .three or more endless belts or aprons
of lags, made to travel with their contiguous faces
or surfaces in opposite directions, all at different A'e-

locities, relatively to each contiguous one, substan-
tially as specified.

Second, the combination with an endless belt or
apron E of lags having a fixed or positive motion of
two or more endless lag belts or aprons F and F', ar-

ranged as specified, and so geared to operate in con-
nection with the belt E as that they, F and F', can,

during the progress of the work, be'made at pleastire

to travel Avith their surfaces adjacent to E in a re-

verse direction, at a reduced velocity relatively there-

to, or be left free to act independently of it, substan-
tially as described.

Third, the combination of the lag belts E and F
or F', drums B and B' or B?, at the one end of the
machine, wheel P, levers U or XT', and wheels Q and
S or 31 and T for operation, essentially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

Fourth, constructing the sideboards D' with their

rails c' in sections, and holding or uniting them by
springs or weights or screw bolts, to give the lag
apron F or F' a vertically flexible character, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the combination with a stationary arranged
endless lag belt or apron E of one or more'lag aprons
F or F', ananged to travel at a reduced velocity and
relatively to the belt E, as specified, and made verti-

cally adjustable in relation thereto by means of lift-

ing'cams G G', or other suitable devices, essentially

as specified.

Sixth, the combination with an endless la^ belt or
apron E, having inflexible rails or guides c, of an end-

less lag belt I' or F', with its rails or guides c' made
in sections and flexible, said aprons E and F or F^
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boin^' arranged and operating relatively to each other,

substantially as described.

66,098.—David McFarland, Worcester, Mass.
—Machine for Setting Card Teeth.—Juno 25, 1867.—
Cannot be briefly described other than substantially

in the words of the claims.
C7«/7>i.—First, the combination -with the clamp

which feeds the wire of tlie following mechanism,
vii!., the lever D, whether adjustable or not, arranged
to operate between the clamp and the operating cam
so as to give to tlie clamp its lateral motion, and a
separate and independent clamping lever or device
for actuating the clamp to hold and feed the wire,

substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the feed lever D, spring
clamping lever E, and wire holding lever E with
the clamp a, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination with lever D of the fulcrum
piu or stud b, collar m, and adjusting screw p, or
equivalent means for making the collar adjustable,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourtli, in a maeliine such as described, the con-
struction and arrangement of the lever for producing
the feed, substantially as described.

Fifth, tlie comliination of the doubler plate K and
crowuer bar ] J. with the doubler P and doubler barO,
made adjastal)le. as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth," the combination with the wing plate T,
crowiier bar E, and cam block 17, of the compound
or three-functioned cam Y, all constructed and ope-
rating iu relation to one another and to the doubler
plate K, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Seventh, the combination with the clamp a of the
how or ]ilate spring g and spiral spring h, arranged
for joint operanonV substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Eighth, the combination with the perforating bar
of the mechanism for operating the same, arranged
as herein described, so that the said bar may be ele-

vated before its forwai'd motion is imparted, for the
purposes stated.
Ninth, the combination with the upright dogs 42

and 43 and double inclined and grooved cam 44 of the
holding box 46, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Tenth, the combination of the ratchet wheel 41 of
the retaining dog 45, feeding dogs 42 and 43, double
incliued and grooved cam 44, and holding box 46, ar-

ranged for joint operation, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Eleventh, the combination with the stop lever D"
of the stop g'uard F', substantially as and lor the pm--
l)oses set forth.

66,099.—A. McKexney, Portland, Me., and S.

Cari'ENTEr, Patten, Me.

—

Boot Lacing Device.—
Juno 25, 1867.—The lids have fixed studs at one end
for attachment to the shoe and rings at the otlier for
the passage of the string. The stud passes through
the vamp and the link lies between the leather and
lining, the rings only projecting beyond the edge.

Claim.—A slioe lacing device constructed to ope-
rate substantially as set forth.

66,100.—J0H\ McMuRTRY, Lexington, Xy.—
Sjyike.—June 25, 18G7.—The beveled end of the spike
causes the shank to curve by insertion. The catch
slioulder imbeds itself in the'wood and prevents re-

traction.
Claim.—The within described spike, consisting

simply of a single shank provided with a beveled or
sloping end aud shoulder, said shoulder and beveled
end being upon the same side, as and for the purpose
set forth and described.

66,101.— Lotto P. Meyer, Bethlehem, Pa.—
Manufacture of Safety Matches.—June 25, 1867.

—

Chlorateof potash. 56; gelatine, 20; powdered quartz,
24 parts, witli water sufficient as a dip com])osition
for the M-axed splints. The friction surface is com-
posed of red prussiate of potash and gelatine.
Claim.—Fiv^t. the a])plication ofcertain ingTcdients,

substantially sucli as iierein specified, for the prepara-
tion of a compound for safety matches, aud for the
purpose specified therein.

Second, tlic application of certain ingredients, sub-
stantially such as herein specified, for the prepai-a-

tion of special surfaces for the ignition of safety
matches, and for the purpose epecilied within,

66,102.—Arthur G. Morvan, South Bergen, IST.

J.

—

Making Photographic Transfers —June 25, 1867.

—The photographic paper is dipped in sour milk and
then dried. French gelatine i pound is dissolved iu
a pint of boiling water and a solution of permanga-
nate of potash, I oz. ; Avater, 1 quart, is added tliereto.

This composition is applied when cool to the face of
the paper, which, after drying in a dark room, is

ready to receive the photographic impression from
the negative. The permanganate of potash is to
prevent the coagtilation of the gelatine before expo-
sure to the light. After taking the impression, and
before developing the same, the impressed side is

coated with a composition of Judea bitumen, white
wax. Burgundy pitch, in equal parts, dissolved in
essence of lave'nder, then allowed to dry in the durli:.

For developing the pictuj-e the proof is washed iu a
bath of cold water, which dissolves the permangaiiate
in those parts which have not been acted on by the
light ; the water carries with it the outer coa'ting.

The pictiu'c is then transferred to stone, metal, or
wood.

Claim.—First, the combined process hereinbefore
described for making photographic transfers by
means of the several methods, preparations, applica-
tions, and compositions above described, or their
equivalents.
Second, the preparation of the paper by a bath of

whey or lactine as above described, when used in
comlnnation with the other elements of the process
above described, or their equivalents.

Third, the preparation and application of the coat"
ing of gelatine, or its equivalent, and permanganate
of potassa, for the purposes above described, whether
the same is used in combination with the other ele-

ments of my entire process, or is used separately
therefrom as a material to be acted on by the light,

and subsequently to be dissolved and removed where
it has not been so acted upon.
Fourth, the use of a paper so prei^ared and coated

as above described in the formation of the impression
thereon by the action of the light according to the
usual modes.

Fifth, the preparation and the application of the
second coating above described, composed of Judea
bitumen, white wax, and Burgundy pitch, or their
equivalents, without grease or oil, for the purposes
above described, whetho- the same is used in combina-
tion with the other elements of my entire process, or is

used separately therefrom as a material to give color
to the picture on the paper, and to act as a medium
for transferring it.

Sixth, the removal of both the coatings above de-
scribed from the parts or spaces not acted on by the
light by placi]ig the paper so prepared and coated
with the materials above described, or their equiva-
lents, in a bath of cold water in the manner above
descril^ed, and cleaning it in the manner above de-
scribed, or by any equivalent method of solution and
removal.
Seventh, the impressing of a photographic picture

or design or printed or written matter upon stone,
wood, or metal from a paper proof, made and pre-
pared as above described, for the purpose of engrav-
ing, lithographing, etching, or preparing plates for
printing such picture, design, or x>i"iuted or written
matter.

66,103.—A. M. Olds, ITew York, 'N.'Y.—Spring
Hinge.—June 25, 1867; antedated June 15, 1867.

—

The pintle is formed on one plate by cutting slots to
receive the curved parts of the other plate. This
latter has two slits, leaving between them a Sfu-ing
plate to rest against flattened portions of the pintle
and hold the hinge open or shut.

Claim.—The hinge constructed substantially as
described.

66,104.— Hexry T. Potter, Norwichtown,
Conn.

—

Jiing Traveller for Spinning.—June 25, 1862.

—Tlie transverse bar rotates freely Avithin tlie ring
and in contact with the spindle or "the yarn, so as to
dii-ect the latter to the spindle at a uniform angle and
tension. The end bearings of the bar are retained by
an annular plate above.

Claim.—Fii'st, the transverse bar c, iu combination
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with the ring and spindle, substantially as and for
the piu'pose specified.

Second, the annular plate &, arranged in relation
•with the transverse bar c, the ring and the spindle,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

66,3 05.—Carl H. Eamsten, Carlskrona, S\v^e-

&Q-a.—Boat-Detaching Tackle.—Jmie 25, 1867.—The
hooks of the davit fall-blocks have locking levers
-u'bich rest against the sides of the blocks, and are
held by levers which are simultaneously disengaged
by casting off a rope to which they are both con-
nected.

Claim.—A tackle block D, provided with a locking
lever E, to a hinged or pivoted detaching hook S and
fair leaders I, all arranged substantially as described
and for operation in connection with or by a rope or
cUain H, substantially as specified.

66,106.—I^ATHAN L. EE^•EEE, "Worcester, Mass.—iStirriip.—June 25, 1867.—A spii'al sj)ring and case
are attached respectively to the stirrup and the stu--

riip leather, to give an elastic bearing for the foot.

Claim.—The combination of the stirrup E and strap
A of the case B, (having ears c c and a piu b,) spiral

spring e, piston rod C, and head D, said parts being
constracted and arranged to operate in relation to

each other substantially as and for the purposes set

foi-th.

66,107.—J. Strayer and T. Hazelhurst, South
Bend, Ind.—Bolt Cutter.—June 25, 1867.—The cutter
dies slide in radial grooves in the chuck, and are ad-
justed by bolts, which traverse radial slots ia a rear
plate and enter holes in the dies. The adjustiug bolts
have nuts by which they are secured.

Claim.—First, the bolts E, in combination with the
cutters C and springs G-, arranged and operated sub-
stantially as above described.
Second, the combination of the springs G-, cutters

C, chuck B, and bolts E, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

66,10S.—Eichard Tattershall and Johx A.
Bukciiaki), Beloit, Wis.—Gate.—Jime 25, 1867.—

A

wheel of the carriage is driven against a crank on the
horizontal shaft which crosses the track. The shaft
is connected by rods and cranks with a tipping seg-
ment on which the gate is supported so as to incline
it to open or close by gravity, its roller running on
the curve and its heel post being connected by hinges
to the gate post.

Claim.—Eirst,broadly, the oscillating circular plane
E, for the purpose set forth.

Second, a gate constructed substantially as de-

scribed, iu combination with the double sliding hinge
C C B, the oscillating circular plane E, lever I, tlic

crank levers L L, rods K K, bell-crank levers S S, the
pulley H, standard A, and self-fastening latch W, ar-

ranged and operating as and for the purpose specified.

66,109.—Jajies Wallace, Sheridan, Va.—Plow.
—June 25, 1867.—The rod slips in staples beneath the
beam v\'hen the handle is oscillated, and its end pushes
away trash which has collected iu the angle between
the beam and the standard.
Claim.—The jointed rod D D', used in combination

with the beam and the handle H, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

66,110.—H. F. Wheeler, Boston, Mass.—2fag-
azine Fire-arm.—June 25, 1867.—The flanges of the
metallic cartridges slide in vertical grooves in the
Chamber of the handle as they are raised by the rack
to be presented to the bore. *The barrel, enclosed in

a case, is driven rearward by a spiral spring and for-

ward by the trigger when the latter is in its contracted
.State, a slot in the trigger engaging a pin in the trig-

ger lever. The trigger, when contracted, also raises

tffc ratchet bar feeding the cartridges. When drawn
to its extended state the trigger ceases to act upon
the ])arrel and cartridge feeder and acts to free the
hammer.

Claim.—First, a magazine pistol in which the cart-

ridges are arranged in a vertical or approximately
vertical chamber forming the handle, sulistantially as
shown and described.

Second, effecting the movement of the cartridges

to bring each into position to be fired by the vertical

ratchet bar a;, carrying the cartridges transversely to
itself, substantially as set forth.

Third, the flange groove or grooves and friction
surface or surfaces for guiding and supporting the
cartridges, substantially as described.
Fourth, the construction and aiTangement of the

expanding and contracting trigger lever, by which,
as the resistance to the forward'movement of the bar-
rel increases, the length of the acting arm of the lever
decreases, substantially as shown and described.

66,111.—T. E. White and W. G. Bedford,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Driving Belt.—June 25, 1867 ; an
tedated June 15, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A driving belt, composed of wires corru-
gated or bent as described and threads of cotton or
other fibrous material interwoven as set forth.

66,112.—F. W. and E. T. Albertine, Hanover,
Conn.

—

Guide for Carding Machines.—June25, 1867.
—By means of the divisional guide and roller the
slivers are spread over the whole surface of the cylin-
der, preventing the tumbler, cylinder, and "fancy"
from being worn in creases.

Claim.—Fii'st, the guide plate A, perforated and
slotted substantially in the manner herein shown and
described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the roller E with the
guide plate A, substantially as herein shown and for
the purpose set forth.

66,113.—Davh) D. Baker, West Alexandria,
Ohio.

—

Gate.—June 25, 1867.—The gate is raised upon
its post by a compound leverage. The lower lever is

of the first class, and is pivoted to the gate ; it abuts
upon the lever of the second class, which is pivoted
to the post and gate and raises the latter. The raised
position is maintained by a pin in the perforated bar.

Claitn.—The combination and arrangement of the
levers c d, post e f, clasp hinges x x, and slot bar i,

when constructed arranged, and operating conjointly
in the mamier described for the purpose specified.

66,114.—Frederick Ballard, Waverly, Md.—
Thill Coupling.—June 25, 1867.—The rubber is con-
tained in a box, which is raised by a set screw, whose
point enters the rubber. The eye of the thill iron has
a bushing of soft metal on the square bolt, which is

held from rotation in the ears of the clip.

Claim.—First, the combination of the spring G,
box F, and pressure bolt E, constructed and operating
iu the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the soft metal bushing ~K, provided with a
square opening k, and used in combi«ation with tho
bolt D aud tubular eye P of the thill ii-on, substan-
tially as described,

66,115.—Albro Barber, Port Byron, Jll.—Pic-
ture Holder.—June 25, 1867.—The photographs are
brought in succession to the glass without being ex-

posed. The picture in front is di'opped into the lower
section, exposing the one behind it, and the back one
of the lower is placed in rear of the upper tier. The
motion of the upper cross-piece actuates the frames
by means of catches, aud springs drive the frames
into then- proper places in the tiers.

Claim.—A holder for photographic or other pic-

tures, in which a series of frames for the pictm'es is

so arranged that by moving or drawing one end of
the box but or in, sucli frames iu regular order and
succession will l)e brought in position for beiug viewed,
substantially as described.

66,116.—James T. Barnes, Hudson City, IsT. J.— Caster.—June 25, 1867.—The socket is securejl by
spurs in the leg of a piece of furniture. The spindle
is pivoted in an arm projecting from the axle, which
is supported by two wheels.

Claim.—First, the axle A, supporting two wheels
B, and having secured at its center and at right
angles thereto the arm C, supporting the shank I),

constructed as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the securing of the socket or sheath E, ia
the leg or bottom of tlic article to which the caster is

applitHl, by means of the spurs d d, projecting later-

ally from the eylindiical part «, and hlted in the hole
c, which receives said part a, substantiaDy as shown
and described.
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66,117.—E. Becker, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Itoofing.—June 25, 1667.—The upper edft'e of a lower section
is bent upward, and the lower edge of the upper sheet
is doubled over above and upon it.

Claim.—The curved edge and doubled-over edge
of the two overlapping edges of the meta.lic plates
A, substantially as and for the purposes described.

66,118.—George Bell, Martinsburg, W. Va.,
assignor to himself and Jonathan Stuine, same
place.

—

Blacksmith's Striker.—Jxme 25, ] 867.—The
axis of the hammer is pivoted to the summit of an
upright gate which slides in guides, and is adjustable
in its sup])ortiug standard by means of rack and
pinion. The liammer is depressed by a treadle and
chain, whose length is proportioned to the height of
the gate. The hammer rebounds against a spring,
and is raised by another spring after striking the
blow.
Claim.—The combination of the spring R, adjust-

ing deviee W, frame V, hammer and lugs C J, chain
K, and treadle L, all constructed and arranged as
described,

66,119.—Joseph Besso, Philadelphia, Ta.—Ex-
tracting Grease and Oilsfrom Animal and Vegeta-
ble Substances.—June 26, 1867.—The suiut of wool,
and the grease and oil of bones, seeds, fce., are ex-
tracted. The wool, for instance, is placed in the
retorts and exposed to a stream of bisiilphuret of car-
bon, which carries off the fatty matters to the alembic.
Steam, following the same course, yaporizes the bi-

sulphuret of carbon, which is coudeuseu and returned
to the reservoir, leaving the adipose matters to be
utilized.

Claim..—First, the improved apparatus c©nsistiug
of the reservoir A, the force pump 13, the retorts C C,
the alembic D, the condensing vessels E E', the re-

ceiving vessels E F' F^, the gasometer G-, and the
steam pipe h, combined, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the fores pump B, in combination with the

reservoir A, and the retorts C C, arranged and ope-
rating as and for the pui'pose herein set forth.

Third, the gasometer G-, in combination with the
pipe g, and the retorts C C, arrranged as and for the
purposes specified.

66,120.— Thomas Bigelow, Elkhart, Ind.—
Tinners' Rule.—June 25, 1867.—The scale is made in
three sections, connected by hinges. They are grad-
uated for circumferences and diameters for vessels
of given capacities, and for cylinders and cans with
or without flaring sides. The applications cannot be
biie-fly recapitulated.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of a
rule comprising a system of scales, in the manner as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

66,121 .—Charles H.Blanchard, Boston, Mass.—Machine for Making Starch, Paste, iSize, djc.—June
25, 1867.

—
"Within each cylindi-ieal vessel is a revolv-

ing shaft armed with stirrers and a brush, revolving
above a perforated diaphragm. The bottom of each
tank is made convex, and connects with a pipe and a
spout through which the paste is delivered to the
cooking vessel.

Claim.—First, the combination of the perforated
diaphragms O O od: the mixing tanks with the revolv-
ing brushes K K K, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the device, or itfs mechanical equivalents,
for giving the shafts 1 1 of the stirrers their recipro-
cating motion, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
hollow steam-heated cooking rolls S S, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
cooking tank E, the rolls S S, and the scrapers T T,
substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

Fifth, the general construction, combination, and
arrangement of the several parts of the machine, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

66,122—Frank Blecka, Elgin, IM.—Churn.—
June 25, 1867.—On the trunnion of the churn is at-

tached a gear wheel, attached to the frame. As the

churn rotates, the pinions on the beater shafts receive
a planetary motion around the spur wheel.
Claim.—Agitators C C", pinions L L", and wheel

T, when used in combination with a rotating case,
substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

66,123.—Henry Bourn, Mendon, Mich.—Com-
bined Seeder and Fertilizer.— June 25, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.
Claim.— First, in combination with the driving

bevel gear wheel M, the shaft J, provided with the
bevel pinion L and crank wheels I and S, for the pur-
pose of operating the agitating mechanism in both
hoppers from the same shaft, substantially as set forth.
Second, the slide F, provided with tke bruslies K K.

and moving the same across the escape orifice in the
bottom of the hopper, and for the purpose set forth.
Third, the triangular slide P, placed in the open

bottom of the hopper and nearly filling tho area of the
same and provided with the spikes Q, as and for the
purposes set forth.

Fourth, hanging one side of the hopper upon hinges
or other joints so that the area of the hopper bottom
may be increased or diminished in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the seat T, adjustable forwards and back-
wards, as set forth, in combination with the main
frame A and hoppers D O, so that the weight of the
di-iver may be caused to balance the machine, as set
forth.

66,124.—Elias Brock, Ellenville, :JT. Y.—Ma-
chine for Unhairing^ Hides.—June 25, 1867.—A pair
01* rollers draw the hide over the knife cylinder, which
rotates in an opposite direction, an apron holding the
hide down upon the cylinder.

Claim..—llrst, the combination of the pair of feed
rollers D E with the knife cylinder B of an unhairing
machine, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set fortli.

Second, arranging the guide roller F, knife cylinder
B, and feed rollers D E with each other and with the
frame A of the machine, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described, so that the hides or
leather shall be drawn over the knife cylinder B in a
direction opposite to that in which the sm*face of the
said knife cylinder is moving.

Third, the combination of the roller I vrith the fi'ame

G, to which the apron II is attached, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the pm'pose set
forth.

Fourth, arranging the gearing K L M N O P R,
substantially in the manner herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose of communicating motion
from the knife cylinder B to the feed rollers t> E.

66,125.—F. J. EURCHAM, Racine, Wis.—Machine
for Softening or Dressing Leather or Skins.—June 25,

1867.—The leather is attached by spring hooks, or
equivalent, to the frame and is stretched alternately
in different directions. The crank is revolved and
the side frames are moved out and in by the. pitmaus,
levers and connecting rods actuated from the central
shaft and four-tlii'ow crank.

Claim.—First, the combination of the quadruple
crank C, pitman D, levers E, and connecting rods G
with each other and with the stretching frame to

which the skin is attached, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the stretching frame H, constructed and
operated substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the stretching frame N, constructed and
operated substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the clamp I, constructed and an-anged sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Filth, the clamp K, constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, when used
for the purpose of attaching skins to a stretching
frame.

Sixth, the clamp L, constructed substantially as

herein shown and described, when used for the pur-

pose of attaching skins to a stretching frame.

Seventh, the (louble spring-hoob M, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described and for

the purpose set forth.
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6G.126.—"William J. Burge, Atchison, Kansas.
—Knife Cleaner.—June 25, 1867.—The handle is shod
with felt and the cayity contains scom-ing powder.

Claim..—In a knife cleaner, the combination of the
handle A, having a carity D closed by a stopper C,
and the nibbing surface or layer B, an-anged, con-
structed, and operating in the manner as shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

66,127.—Frederick Catlin, Watertown, Conn.
—Fimnel.—Jnne 25, 1867.—The cup has a remoTable
strainer at its upper end and an additional one above
its valve chamber. A disk on the stand rests on the
jug mouth, the nozzle running loosely therethrough
to alloAV escape of air from the vessel.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
funnel A, having detachable throat B, strainers E F,
valve C, and stand D, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

66,128.— George W. Chajibers and Isham
WASHAii, Talladega, Ala.-Cotton C^iltivator.—Jxme
25, 1867.—The forward journal bearing of the rotary
choppers is in a transversely-sliding bar -which, by a
lever, disconnects the bevel pinion from its driving
•wheel.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever d and the
sliding cross-piece G to engage and disengage the
bevel gear b b, in the manner and for the purpose
herein specified.

66,129.—Peter Chandler, Olney, m.—Portable
Fence.—June 25, 1867.—The rectangular corners are
connected by notches in the i^rojecting rails of one
panel, engaging grooves of the other. The ends of
the panels in the straight part of the fence lap past
each other on the foundation bar, and are supported
by brace pieces from the same^held by traversing
pins at top.

Claim.—First, the pin b in combination -with the
braces B and battens C, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, in combination -with the elements of the

above ihe aiTangement of the battens D E, the for-

mer being provided -with the notches d d' and retain-
ing pin ft*, and the latter with slotted projections e e',

as and for the purpose set forth.

66,130.—James B. Clark, Plantsville, Conn.—
Manufacture of Blanks for Carriage Thill Shackles.
—June 25, 1867.—The blank is stamped into form be-

tween the dies at a single operation.
Claim.—First, the carriage shaft shackle blank so

formed between dies that the body h of the blank is

curved, substantially as lierein shown and described.
Second, the dies A and B for making the said

blank when so constructed and arranged as to form
tlie rounded corners and the curved bo'dv of the said
blank, substantially as herein shown and described.

66,131.—Ichahod W. Dawsox, Newark, 1^. J.—Frame for Stretching Wet Leather.—June 25, 1867.

—The frame is cxt(;nsible laterally, and while being
extended with the hide tacked to it the resting bar
around whicii the middle of the hide is folded is

moved longitudinally forward.
Claiin.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the

longitudinal bars A and B, cross bars C and D, in-

clined pivoted bar E, and inclined stationary bar b^

with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

66,132.—John Denhard, Keading, Va.—Trans-
ferring Cars from one Track to Another.—June 25,

1667.—The oft' wheels of the car on the side track
climb upon the stationary inclined plane to surmount
the off rail, and all the Avheels descend the movable
inclines as they assume their places on the main
tack. The converse action takes place when going
in the other direction.

Claim.—The rails A A' of the main track and the
rails B B' of a turn out or siding in combination Avith

tlie stationary inclined bar e and the movable bars
1) I)', the whole being constructed substantially in

the manner and for the purpose described.

66,1 33.—R. W. DowNMAN, Georgetown, D.C—
Drain Flozv.—Jima 25, 1867.—The double mold board
is followed by a double conical pressure roller.

Claim.—The attachment of the double cone roller
B, as herein described, to the ordinary drain plow, in
the manner and for the purposes above stated.

66,134.— John Earnshaw, East Greenwich,
E. I.—Kaleidoscope.— Jxme 25, 1867.— One end is
adapted for transparent objects as in the ordinary
instrument, and the other for opaque objects, for the
purpose of reproducing designs in a multiplicity of
forms for patterns. The object marks in proximity
to the object glass are used in designing. The case
has receptacles for pietnres, which also add to the
exterior finish.

Claim.— First, constracting a kaleidoscope that
both its ends may be used, as described.
Second, the object glass provided with lines G, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.
Third,"^ covering the object glass. Fig. 1, with fig-

m-ed paper or fabric, as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the object glass, Fig. 2, provided with hole

D in its covering, to adapt it for use as the eye-glass,
substantially as described.

Fifth, the windows E, arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the detached framework carrying the object
glass. Fig. 1, as and for the purpose described.
Seventh, as an article of manufacture the design

paper adapted for use in conjunction with a kaleido-
scope, as herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

Eighth, in combination with a kaleidoscope the
pictures or designs and slotted receptacles therefor,
substantially as described and for the pui-pose set
forth.

66,135.—Jonathan Ejiert, Cedar Falls, Iowa.—Harvester. — June 25, 1867 .— The cut grain falls

upon a laterally traTcrsing carrier, is raised in an in-

clined dii'ection between the latter and an upper car-
rier and deposited in a receiver, from whence it is

taken by binders who sit in a revolving stand taking
the gavels successively and depositing the sheaves
upon the ground. The sickle is reciprocated from
the main di-iviug wheel by means of a rocking crank
shaft and pitman rods, which scem-e a position to the
pitman nearly in a jilane with the sickle.

Claim.—First, the flexible swinging curtain H, ar-

ranged in the relation to the binders' station and to
the endless conveyor G, and endless compressing
apron F, substantially as and Ibr the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the rotating platform X for supporting one
or more binders in combination with a receptacle E,
into which the cut grain is delivered, substantially as
described.
Third, the combination of the rotating binders'

station and the endless conveyor G and endless com-
pressing apron F, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the gears, chains, and

cranks for operating the aprons F G and the sickle

Q, dh'ectly fi-om the main supporting axle and wheel
B B^ B^, substantially as shown and described.

Fifth, the arrangement of the pivots of the arms
P P on each side of the driving wheel B' and below
the axle, in combination with the latch lever jh rock
shaft r, arms r' v, and link u, arranged and operating
as described and shown.

Sixth, a rotatiug binders' station in combination
with a harvester.

66,136.— Benjamin F. Farrar, Springfield,

Mass., assignor to himself and D. B. Wesson, same
place.— Safety liailroad Sivitch.—June 25, 1867.

—

The engine approaching on ei;her of the converging
tracks acts on the inner one of the two parallel

hinged sections to shift the switch into proper con-
nection.

Claim.—A railroad switch so constructed and ar-

ranged that if left in a wrong position, the wheels of
a passing train will return the rails temporarily to
their proper position and the train continue upon the
main track, substantially as herein set forth.

66,137.—Thomas M. and Ambrose G. Fell,
Brooklyn, iJi^. Y., assignors to themselves and "Wil-
liam Bell, Xew York, N. Y.

—

Manvfactxire of
White Lead.—Jime 25. 1867.—Chloride of lead (such
as is described in their patent of April 11, 1867) is

reduced with soda and water into a thin mass by
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Btirriug. Carbonic acid gas is forced in, forming a
bicarbonate of soda, -wkich reacts on the chloride to

form carbonate of lead. The chloride of sodium is

washed away.
Claim.—The treatment of chloride of lead in the

manner and for the pui'pose substantially as herein
described.

66,138.—Thomas M. and Ambrosk G. Fkll,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to William Bell, New
York, X. Y.

—

Manufacture of White Lead.—J nne
2.5, 1867.—152 parts sulphate of lead and 100 parts
cai'bonatc of baiyta ai-c stirred with watt^r to a paste
which is heated to l(iO° Fah., producing sulphate of
baryta and liberating carbonic acid, which unites
with the lead to form a carbonate.

Claim.—The treatment of salts of lead other than
carbonates, and the carbonate of baryta, in the man-
ner and for the pui'pose substantially as described.

66,139.—Thomas M. and Ambrose G. Fell,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignoi's to themselves and Wil-
liam Bell, New York, In. Y.—Manufacture of White
Lead.—June 25, 1867; antedated April 11, 1867.

—

Oxide of lead is converted into the chloride by heat-

ing or boiling with chloride of sodium, and the re-

sulting chloride of lead is formed into a chloro-sul-

phate by treating it "n'ith sulphuric acid, forming a
white product, suitable for use as a pigment.
Claim.—The treatment of chloride of lead in the

manner and for the purpose substantially as herein
described.

66,140.—Thomas M. and Ambrose G-. Fell,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to themselves and WiL-
LLAM Bell, New York, N. Y.

—

Treating Lead Salts

for the Manufacture of White Lead.—June 25, 1867;
antedated April 11, 1867.—A hot saturated solution
of chloride of sodium or its equivalent is mixed with
oxide of lead reduced to the consistency of paste by
means of water and heated to the boiling point. The
chloride of lead thus formed is washed and is ready
for use as a pigment.

Claim.—The treatment of oxide of lead with the
chloride of sodium or its equivalent, substantially as
described for the purpose of producing a superior
chloride or any oxy-chloride of lead.

66,141.—Luther W. Felt, Keene, N. H.—ir«-
chine for Cutting Corks.—June 25, 1867.—The blank
is placed on top of the rising post and brought against
the cutters, and the lever connected to the post is

raised simultaneously, which raises the recii^rocating
collar and tlraws in the cutters, whose arms pass
thi'ough slots in the said collar. When the cork is

severed the central rod issues from the post and
drives the cork up into the tubular cutter shaft.

Claim.—First, the cutter bars F F, having the
stops F' F', in combination with the lixed collar I,

the reciprocating collar &', the slots 1 1, ring s, and
clamp g, attached to the rod P, and the beveled pro-
jections X X, all constructed and operating substan
tially as herein described and for the pm-pose set forth
Second, the reciprocating rod g, in combinatioi:

with the levers e and d, for discharging the cork
when cut from the cutters, substantially as herein
described and set forth.

66,143.—J. B. Forissier, New York, N. Y.—
Amalgamator.—June 25, 1867.—The pulp is poured
into the hopper and then falls successively from pan
to pan through the whole vertical scries, which con-
sists of alternate cu-cular revolving pans attached to
the shaft, and annular pans attached to the casing.
Each pan is filled with mercury, and beneath each is

a stiiTcr which operates on the one beneath it.

Claim.—Fir.st. the arrangement of the circular re-

volving and annuliir stationary pans, the same being
constructed as described, so that the water containiag
the ore may fall from top to bottom of the appai-atus
in a zigzag line, and be thus distributed over the
whole sm-face of the mercury, as set forth.

Second, the stirrers L, when secured to the under
side of the pans G and H, and when they are con-
structed and operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described".

Tliird, an amalgamator made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and descrilied.

66.143.— WiLLi.VM P. Frexch, Washington,
Iowa.

—

Band Cutter for Threshing Machine.—June
25, 1867.—The upper and under rotary cutters are
adjustable vertically and longitudinally to suit the
size of the sheaf.

Claim.—The double adjustability caused by the
means substantially herein set forth.

66.144.— Daxiel Gilbert, Carbondale, 111.— ^

Shovel I'loio.—June 25, 1867.—The standard is stepped
in the hoIo bar, and tlie two are united by an inclined
bar whicli rests in a groove of the siiare above.

Claim.—First, forming tlie shovel or plovr plate F
with a groove or notch in the under side of its upper
part to fit upon the bar E, substantially as h(!rciu

shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the coml)inati()u and arrangement of the
bar E, witli th(! npriglit C, and horizontal or ground
bar D, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the pui'pose set forth.

66,145.—Joel E. Giles and Charles S. McKob-
ERT, Mead's Mills, Mich.

—

Potato Digger.—June 25,

1867.—The axle is bent into a crank form at each end
and so connected to the frame that the latter may be
raised by its oscillation, which is accomplished by a
lever proceeding upward therefrom, and connected
by a chain to the rear bar of the frame. The screen
is shaken laterally by connection with the axle.

Claim.—First, the digger H and screen J, con-
structed substantially as"herein shown and described,
in combination with each other and with the frame
A, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the axle C, lever E,
and chain F, with each other and with the frame A,
substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose set forth.

Tiiird, operating the screen J from the drive wheel
or wheels D, by means of the bevel gear wheel N,
wheel O, shaft i*, wheel S, and arm U, substantially
as herein shown and described.

66,146.—Andrew Goodyear, Springport, Mich.
— Wood Taming Lathe.—Jime25, 1867.—The roughing
cylinder has molding-shaped cutters and rotates in a
frame hinged to the lathe bed. The smoothing cut-

ters are on a slide rest and are brought in contact
with the hub when the latter is rotating with increased
velocity.

Claim.—First, the combination in one machine
for turning wagon hubs of the sets of cutters, one
set of which may be brought^uto action for roughing
out the hub and a second set then brought into action
for the purpose of finishing the hub, the mechanism
thereof being constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the yoke from D, hinged
to the main frame A, roughening cylinder C, arm a,

rod r2, spring *, said parts being respectively con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.
Third, so arranging the operating mechanism of

the two sets of cutters that the roughening cutters

shall revolve at a high speed at the same time that

the hub subjected to its action revolves slowly, and
the adjustable finishing cutter fixed upon sides shall

act upon the hub when made to revolve at an in-

creased speed, substantially in the manner set forth.

66,1 47.-Charles H. Gould, New York, N. Y.
—Billiard Cue.—June 25, 18()7,—A nut of hard rub-

ber capped with soft rubber is screwed on the cue.

Claim.—In combination with a billiard cue I, the

use or employment of a tip formed of hard and soft

rubber, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
fidly described.

66,148.—H. C. Hardy, Mnncie, Ind.—Ta&Zc-
June 25, 1867.—When the flap is lifted the weights
extend the supporter ; the latter may be withdrawn
by tlie crank and cord.

Claim.—The weights D D and the levers e e, in

combination with the supporters C C, arranged and
opcratinj' substantially as and for the purposes herein
describeu.

66,149.—Edward S. Harris and Sylvanus S.

BOBixsON, Morrison, HI.

—

Aj^paratm for Drawing
and Weighing Liquids.—^\n\e 25, 1867.—The gate of
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the faiicet is connected to a scale upon which the re-
ceiving vessel is placed, so that the fafling of the
latter, owing to the flow of the liquid, shall close
the faucet.

Claim.—First, the faucet A and gate B, when so
aiTanged in combination with one another and with
a trigger and other connecting mechanism that the
gate shall be closed automatically when the trigger
is tripped, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the faucet A, gate B, bow C, and spring
D, in combination with the trigger E, lever F, stop
G-, and spring H, arranged to operate substantially as
set forth.

66,150.—George Havell, l^Tewark, 'N.J.—Bag
Hinge.—June 25, 1867.—The sleeve of the outer leaf
is slipped and secured upon the hub of the inner one,
and the ends of the jaw frames are seciired to them
resj)ectively, one shutting within the other.
Claim.—First, the metallic ornamental plate B,

having either an opening or stem in its end for con-
necting it to the bar C, which bar is provided with
a cylindrical head d, or band, as described, so that
when thus connected to the frame A A' they form a
neat and substantial hinge, as specified.

Second, the bar C and plate B, constructed substan-
tially as herein described and used for the purposes
specified.

66,151.—George Heath, Little Falls, N. Y.—
Canal Lock.—Jmxe 25, 1867.—The water is admitted
to the lower level through valves in front of the
gate instead of through gate or passages in the walls.
AVith this improvenient the tumble or the swinging
gate may be used.
Claim. —The mode substantially as herein described

of filling canal locks.

66,153.—Joseph Hubbell, Zanesvilfe, Ohio.—
Head Block for Saw Mills.—June 25, 1867.—The
hand lever is connected to the sliding bar, to which
adjustable blocks are affixed. These blocks have in-

clined slots traversed by the friction rollers attached
to the push bars, which are pivoted to the pawls ope-
rating the racks.

Claim.—The slotted plates d d, made fast on the
setting bar a, in combination with the friction rollers

i i on the end of the pushing bars g g, the pawl m
with the rack h, constructed, arranged and operating
as and for the purposes herein described.

66,153.—John H. l^tvi^iN, Chicago, TH.—Appara-
tus for Carbureting Air.—June 25, 1867.—Above the
lamp chimneys are iiipes which conduct heated air

to the carbureting chamber above, whence it flows
doAvu the central pipe to supply the burners. The
two carbureter chambers have heavier and lighter
hydro-carbons respectively, the latter being used to
start the apparatus and then stopped off.

€laim.—First, the combination of a carbureting
device with a chandelier, bracket, or a portable lamp,
when arranged and operating substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, in combination with a chandelier, bracket,

or portable lamp, two carbureting vessels to contain
two different grades of hydro-carl^on oil, substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

66,154.—Caleb Lee, Sandy, Ohio, assignor to
himself and Joshua Lee, same place.

—

Harvester.—
June 25, 1867.—The crank shaft rotates in bearings
attached to the drag bar, and the latter is jointed on
the transverse driving shaft and the brace rod, the
latter being jointed on the said driving shaft. These
connections allow vci'tical movement or oscillation

in tlie drag bar.

Claim.—The combination and ail'angement of the
frame A, drag bar I, having the bearings J J for the
crank siiaft II, and provided with double joints K,
jointed brace L, slioe M, and crank lever N. all con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

6({, 155.—John T. Leog, Lewis county. Mo.—
Gang Plo^u.—.June 25, 1867.—The rear ends of the
pk)w beams and the outer corners of the mold boards
are connected to l)ell crank levers for vei-tical adjust-

ment. The tongue is hooked to the frame of the plow

beams, and has a strap confining it to the end of a
short tongue of the upper frame.

Claim.—First, the plowsA A', beams e e\ rods F F'
and G G', the compound lever H H', lever handles
K K', and ratchets M M', arranged, combined and
operating for the purpose and in the manner sub-
stantiallv as described.
Second, the lever n n' and ratchet m tn\ arranged,

com1)ined and operating for the purpose and in the
manner described.

Third, the stay chains P P', the beams E E', the
tongue Q, the strap E-, and the stiffening pole S, ar-
ranged, combined and operating in the manner and
for the purpose as heretofore described.

66,156.—Kellogg H. Loomis, Cincirmati, Ohio,
assignor to Cornelius Van Brunt, FishMll, X. T.—
Valves of Steam Engine.—June 25, 1867.—The plug
valves are operated by cams on the governor rotf, by
rods passing through cylinders containing springs,
which keep said rods in contact with the cams. The
upper cam operating the induction and cut-off valves
is adjustably eccentric and conical in form, so that the
raising of the rod decreases the throw of the valve.
Claim.—First, the case or seat B, constructed as

described, and arranged within a conical opening in
its frame, and provided with a tapering plug valve
C, said valve being provided with a transverse hub
at its center and with longitudinal slats on each side
of said hub, the steam openings being uniform at their
intersection, but made flaring from this point out-
wards and inwards, as specified, the whole being ar-

ranged as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the conical spiral cams
L and I upon the vertical governor shaft, in combi-
nation witli the tapering plug valves J' J', tor regu-
lating the flow of steam to and from the cylinders in
the manner herein specified.

Third, the valve seat B, with central supports & h
bearing upon the cones//, when arranged in combi-
nation with the valve C, in the manner and lor the
purposes specified.

66,157.—F. Lunkenheimer, Cincinnati, Ohio.-—
Steam Engine Oil Cup.—June 25, 1867.—The bolt is

attached to the bottom of the cup and the cap of the
latter screws on the head of the bolt. Aii* is admit-
ted by raising the cap ; the flow of melted taUow is

governed by the stop cock.
Claim.—^First, the hand wheel nut and cap formed

of the parts marked A A' and A", arranged and
combined substantially as described.
Second, the screw bolt B attached to the bottom of

the chamber C, by which the cup and parts attached
to the cup are confined, substantially as shown and
described.

66,158.—E. C. Maltby and Edward Smith,
j^orthford. Conn. — Confection.— June 25, 1867.

—

Grated kernel of the cocoa-nut 60 parts is mixed -nith

sugar 20 parts and the composition dried.

Claim.—A new and useful confection, composed of
the meat of cocoa-nut prepared in the manner substan-
tially as herein set forth.

66,159.—Chelton Matheny, Greensburg, Ind.—Ditching Machine.—June 25, 1867.—The earth is

taken up in circumferential recess between the sec-

tional rim plates of the wheel, being bound therein
by the radial spades which are projected to engage
and retracted to free the earth by fixed cams upon
the frame. The inclined scraper removes the earth
from the recess and deposits it beside the path of the
machine. The excavator frame is adjustable on the
wheel frame.

Claim.—First, in a ditching machine the revolving
excavating wheel D, armed with two circumferen-
tial cutters J J' and a scries of radial knives F, the
latter being automatically advanced and retracted by
the cams 11 and I, as anil for the purpose herein de-

scribed and set forth.

Second, the inclined scraper L I, when used in com-
bination with the wheel D, knives F, cams H I, and
cutters J J', for tlie wheel of the excavated earth in

the manner explained.
Third, the pair of revolving cutters or coulters M,

operatiug as described and for the purpose set forth,

when used in combination with the aforesaid wheel
D J J', knives F, aad cams II and I.
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Fourth, in combination with the -vrhcel D J J',

kniA-es F, and cams H I, the shovel or scoop N, for

the object herein explained and set forth.

66,160.—"W. W. Maughlin, Baltimore, Md.—
Sash Fat'tener.—Juno 25, 1867.—The latch has an
offset underneath the sash bead to bring it to the

surface of the casing inside the sash.

Claim.—First, the latch or lever A, provided with
the offset c arranged to work underneath the sash
bead and in such manner as to avoid the cutting
away or defacing of the jamb or casing outside of
said' bead, substantially as described.
Second, the latch or lever A, provided with the

offset c and lugs orclamp a a', airangedand operating
as described.

66,161.—Henry McDoxough, 'Kcw York, X.
Y.—Dainper in Steam Boilers.—June 25, 1867.—The
front and rear flues have dampers by which the cal-

oric current may be forced to traverse" and re-traverse

the tubes of the generator. The dampers are con-

nected together by chains passing through the flues

to secure a simultaneous action.
Claim.—The valves D and E, arranged and oper-

ating substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with a tubular steam boiler for the
purposes specified.

Also, the valves E, opened and closed by means of
the weight d and chains a a' operated from the valve
D, by the rod G, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

Also, the partition plate C in combination with
the valves for the purpose set forth.

66,162.—M. McExERXT, Birmingham, Conn.—
Washing Machine.—June 25, 1867.—The treadle gives
a rotary motion to one disk against which the clothes
are pressed by the other disk ; the latter is adjusted
by the hand lever.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the vertically arranged plates or disks E E' fitting-

one within the other, one plate having a lateral ad-
justment, the other plate having a rotary motion, all

substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the hopper h, in combination with the disk

or plate E'. for inserting the clothes in the machine,
substantially as described.

Third, the soap device constructed as described,
consisting of the projecting pocket/ in the disk E,
cap /, and set screw g, in combination with the disk
E', as herein set forth for the purpq^e specified.

Fourth, the treadle device constructed as described,
an'anged to operate with the disks E E' and lever F,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination of the lever F with the disk
or plate E, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Sixth, the combination of the removable tub K witli

the disks E E' and the tub A, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

66,163.—Samuel Mills and J. R. McIrtix,
Clinton, 111., assignors to James J. Bobixsox, same
place.

—

Wheelwrights'' Machine.—June 2.3, 1867.—The
hub is held to a notch by an adjustable lever arm and
the spokes scribed to a circle by a pin on a slide

gauge. For dishing, the hub is held between two
conical blocks which enter its socket, and the spokes
rest in the recess of an arm of the adjustable gauge.

Claim.—The stock A, with the notch c, adjustable
arm D, and graduated end b, slide B, provided witli
pin a and pointer K, arm G, and slotted plate F, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein set forth for
the purpose specified.

66,164.—JoHX D. Ml^-sox, Tyre, IST. Y.—Sheep
Hack.— June 25, 1867.—The hay rack and grain trough
with their supporting frame are so connected that the
parts are detachable for stowage or transportation.

Claim.—First, the combination of the pivoted slat
frames or racks C and D, with frames A and B, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the division boards or
frames E and F. with the frames A and B, of the
rack, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the pui-pose set forth.

Thirtl, the combination of the hinged boards G I

and n J, with the frames A andB, and with the di-

vision boards or frames E and F, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

66,165.—J. TV. Neal and TV. H. Startzmax,
Big Lock, Va., assignors by mesne assignments to J.
TV. Xeal, Big Lock, Va., and Howauo Muxxik-
nuysEX, Baltimore, Md.— Weighing Aijparatus.—
June 25, 1867.—The article to be weighed is placed in
the scoop wliich depresses the beam and rotates the
shaft connected by belt thereto. The cani is brought
in contact with the weighted cord and forces it far-

ther from the centre as the weight in the scoop is in-

creased. The indicator finger on the shaft shows
the weight upon the dial.

Claim.—The cam lever A, cord E, and weight /,
connected to tlie shaft D, when used in combination
with the beam B, and belt C, all the parts being ar-
ranged as specified.

66,166,—John F. ISTewhall, TValtham, Mass.—Needle Case.—June 25, 1867.—The needles are stuck
on a ribbon which winds on a shaft within the casing.

Claim.—The needle case constructed as described,
consisting of the slotted cylindiical case B, in which
the spindle D, is pivoted, whose outer end is provided
with the conical knob E, the needle flannel F, and
strip G, as herein set forth.

66,167.—James M. :N^oble, Delhi, Iowa.— TTas^-
ing Machine.—June 25, 1867.—The suds box rocks
on rollers and the beater slips back and fortli on the
false bottom. Chambers beneath the bottom alter-

nately receive and deliver water.
Claim,.—Fii'st, the construction of the beater box

B, containing the false bottom D, over which grav-
itating beater F, slides substantially as described, for
the pm'pose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
the beater box B, false bottom D, beater F, and
double water receptacle E, as herein set forth for the
pm-pose specified.

66,168.—Albert Ober, Beverly, Mass., assignor
to himself, JoHX T. Ober and Samuel F. Ober, same
place.

—

Toilet Glass.—-lune 25, 1867.—The upper glass
is supported by hinged sections in position to reflect

a view of the back hair upon the glass placed in front
of the person.

Claim.—The two mirrorsH I, in combination -with

the series of folding frames C D E F, and when ne-
cessary the supporting frame G, hinging to the series
of folding fi'ames and attached to a box A, or any
suitable base, all arranged substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

66,169.-3. TV. Parsoxs and L. L. TVooster,
TV^hitney's Point, N. Y.

—

Attachment for Spading
Forks and Shovels.—June 25, 1867.—The loop is used
as a fulcrum in lifting the soil, and the handle is then
rotated to deposit the spadeful of earth.

Claim.—The loopD, and the pin and collar C, with
the spade or fork, as and for the pm-pose specified.

66,170.—HudlesoxPattersox, Augusta, Midi.—Track Raiser for Itailioays.—^lune 25," 1867.—The
foot is placed on the foundation beneath the rail,

and the sliding plate raised with the rail by the ro-

tation of the screw.
Claim.—The arrangement of the pointed sliding

shoe F, upon the end of the screw ]J, between the
uprights A A, having a curved base C, and used for
elevating raili-oad tracks in the manner as specified.

66,171.—J. B. PowKLLand S. H. Everett, Ma-
cedon, X. Y.

—

Gate.—June 25, 1867.—A pinion at-

tached to the bent pintle of the gate is rotated by
tlie oscillation of the segment rack wliich is pivoted
on the top of the post and moved by rods witliin reach
of a traveler, without dismounting.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoting rod C,
having a crank formed upon its upper part, and a
pinion wheel c', attached to its upper end, the tooth-
ed and pivoted plate D, connecting rods G, and ope-
rating levers H, Avith each other, witli the gate A.
and posts B and F, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.
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66,172.—Adkiax Eaise, 'Watcrlniry, Conn., as-

sig-uor to ScoviLLE Manufacturing Company, same
place.

—

Machine/or viaking Butt Hinges—-June 25,

18G7.-A single bending die is connected -with co-opera-
tive machinery, andtlie blanks automatically and con-
secutively delivered by a hopper to the front of the
die. The blank is firs't pressed on the edge to turn it

up, and then by another movement the turn is contin-

ued until the knuckle is completed.
Claim.—The combination ofthe single bending die,

the clamping gauge, the cams, the rock shafts and
their arms, the pitman, the feeding apparatus, and
the pushing slides, or the equivalents ofthem or either

of them, the said combination being organized sub-

stantially as described.

66,173.—Thomas S. Kobinson, Xctv York, Is".

T.

—

Handle Attachmentf07- Blacking Boxes.—June
2.5, 1867.—A handle of sheet metal is so pivoted to the
bottom that it can be tiu'ued under the box or pi'oject

therefrom.
Claim.—The handle B, pivoted at C, to the bottom

o, or top b, when constructed, arranged, and operat-

ing as hereia set forth.

66,174.—Edward H. Eoe, Jersey City, IST. J.—
JIandsaxv. — June 2.5, 18G7.— The pressm-e of the
screw on the back of the blade strains it and removes
lateral kiaks from the edge.
Claim.—The ai^plication of a screw or its equiva-

lent to a back saw, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

66.175. — Fkancis Joseph Schellmann, Syra-
cuse, N. Y., assignor to himself and Theodore
Thurber, Auburn, N. Y.

—

Sad Iron Handle.—June
25, 1867.—The wooden handle having a deflecting
plate to protect the hand, and a spring catch for

attachment, is thrust ou the horizontal backwardly
projecting pin of the handle stem.

Claim.—First, the shank A, as constructed in com-
bination with the sin'iag catch a, to hold the handle
I) on, and allow it to be easily removed for heating,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the turned handle D, spring catch a,

shield E, and shank C, as herein described, in combi-
nation with a flat or sad iron, substantiaEy as set

forth.

66.176.— Judson Schultz, Ellenville, IST. Y.—
Machine for Unhairing Hides. — June 25, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim. — First, the combination of the apron or
belt E, wound upon or passing around the rollers G
and H, with the knife cylinder B, substantially as

herein shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the ratchet I, pawl J,

pawl lever K, and rack L, witli tlie journals of the
apron or belt rollers G and H, for the purpose of
holding or tightening the belt or apron F, and shift-

ing its position, substantially as herein shown and
described.

Third, arranging the apron or belt F, the knife
cylinder B, and feed rollers D and E, with each
other, substantially in the manner herein shown and
described, so tliat the hides or leather may be fed to

the knife cylinder B, in which the said kuiie cylinder
is moving.
Fourth, arranging the gearing N" P H in the

manner herein shown and describetl, so that the feed
rollers D and E may be driven at a less velocity than
the knife cylinder B, as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

66,177.-J0HN V. n. Secor, New York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and James D. Secor, same place.— Wrench. — June 25. 1865. — The shank has ratchet
teeth, presented in different directions. The socket
of the movable jaw is oblique, and it is tipped by
the spriu}? to engage its edges with tlie ratchet teeth
to fasten it in position ; screws in the checks of the
jaw traverse slots in the sides of the shank.

Claim.—The sliding jaw D, provided with the in-

clined or oblique opening a, and having the spring E
attached, and tlie screws F passing tlirough the sides
of the jaw into the grooves /, in the sides of tlie

shank A, in combination with the racks c c, in the
rear and front sides of the shank, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

66,17S.— Henry Sidle, Minneapolis. Minn.

—

C7mr«. — June 25, 3867. — The radial arms of the
dasher are triangular in section. The dasher is oscil-
lated by a bevel segmental rack actuated by a lever,
which engages a bevel pinion on the shaft.

Claim.—The arrangement of the box A, provided
with ribs on its inner side, dasher B, with its anus
C C, as constructed, supports 1) D, with wheel F and
vertical handle H, for operating cog G on end of
dasher shaft, in the manner and for the imrposes
specified.

66.179. — Henry T. Sjoth, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Step Ladder.—June 25, 1867.—The extension parts
are connected by straps to the ordinary parts, and
are sustained to any adjustment by traverse pins.
Claim.-^The combination of the extension parts G

and J and guide straps HIKE ^ ith tiie ordinary
parts A and B of a step ladder, substantially in tlie

manner herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

66.180. — Joel J. SmxH, Barnesville, Ohio.

—

Sheep Feeding Rack.— June 25, 1867. — The bottom
boards are pivoted, and are upset to discharge ofFal.

The troughs may be raised out of reach of the sheep.
The pivoted boards above may be arranged to direct
the feed centrally or to divide' it to the troughs.

Claim.—First'^ the pivoted bottom B B, in combi-
nation with a sheep rack, in maimer substantially as
and for the imrposes described.
Second, the combination of the rack and adjusta-

ble troughs, in manner substantially as herein shown
and described.

Third, the troughs C, adjustable by the bell cranks
and lever arrangements, in manner and operating
substantially as above set forth and described.

Foui'th-, the pivoted shield H, in combination with
troughs C, in manner and operating substantially as
and for the purposes described.

66.181.— L. Smith, Strongsville, Ohio.— Wash-
ing Machine. — June 25, 1867.—A series of beaters,
grooved at the end, are connected to a compouucl
crank shaft, and reciprocate ou the inclined bottom.
The beaters may be thi'own back out of the suds-
box when desired.

Claim.—First, the series of beaters B, as arranged
in relation to the spring-board G, rib H, and springs
J, in combination with the inclined bottom, antl op-
erating conjointly, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set tbrth. •

Second, the elastic cushion Q and block P, arranged
in relation to the links I) and spring M and craiik,

and applied as and for the purpose set lorth.

66.182.— Lucien B. Smith, Kent, Ohio. — Wire
Fence. — June 25, 1867.— The hubs are armed witli
points, and are sleeved upon the wires. They are
prevented from slipping out of place by the short
bends in the wire.
Claim.— The construction of a wire fence pro-

vided with rotary spools c c, having" radial spurs d d,

and supported by cast-u'ou posts A, aiTanged as and
for the pm-pose described.

66,183.-DanielB. Spinning, Brooklyn, :N'. :N".—

Fruit and Poultry Box.—June 25, 1867.—The sides,

top, and ends of the box are secured by staples, eyes,

and hooks, to contain fruit, &c., and the pai'ts ibid
upon each other for transportation.

Claim.—First, the manner of connecting the cover
to the back C' of the box by means of staples e e and
slotted plates g g, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, a folding box, when made of the pieces A

B B C C D and E, all being hinged, connected, and
fastened substantially in the manner herein shown
and described.

66,184.- Caleb S. Stearns, Marlboro', Mass.,
assignor to himself and W. E. C. ^YoucKt^TER, same
l)lace. — Machine for Trimniinq Heels of Boots and
Shoes.— June 25, 1867. — The rotating table has up-
right frames, each having bearings for a plate car-

rying the heel, which rotates in contrary diicetiou to

the knife. The heel is undamped automntically, to

admit of removal when carried back from the knife.

Claim.—The revojving table P, with its swingiug
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frames T. operated bv mechanism substantially as

described for travcrslnir the heels to and from the

knife, and for hoklins^ tlicm in position while being
trimmed, substantially as set fortli.

Also, the shafts E, Vith their gears D, revolved by
the tootlicd portions b h' of the' annular ring C, in

combination Avitli the pins s s, and their plates U V,
or other suitable mechanism for producing the re-

quired revolution of the heels, substantially in the
manner set forrh.

Also, the incline 10, for raising the plates TJ, -which

support the heels for the purpose of holding them
firmly in position between said plates U and yield-

ing pressm-e plates V, substantially as set forth'

66,185.-11. H. St. Johx, Bellefontaine, Ohio,
assignor to .1. W. Russell and D. S. Covert, :N'ew

York City.

—

Marking Attachment for Seiving Ma-
chines. — June 25, 18.' i7. — The marker is attached to

the presser foot, and is operated by the needle bar,

which iu its descent strikes against the dog, which
marks the cloth in a line parallel with the stitches.

Claim.—T!>c spindle E, having dog or foot piece K,
marker H, spring M, screw J, liblder B, and presser
foot A, when constructed and arranged as herein set

forth for the purpose specttied.

66,186.—James F. Swixnertox, Marion, Ohio.
Home Rake.—June 25, 1807.—The machine is steadied
and controlled by handles attached to the rear of tlie

shaft; the draft is applied to the hook and pivoting
pin jointly. The hay is collected on the rack and
drawn thereon to the stack.

Claim.—Tlic combination of the plate or socket L,
hook M, and ring X with each other and with tlio

tongue K and frame F Gr, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pui'pose'set forth.

66,187 Charles M. Tanner, Mentor, Ohio.—
Exten.non Scaffold.—June 25, 18(J7.—After the plat-

form lias been raised by the ropes of tlie lower wind-
lass, the upper one is drawn tiglit to steady it. The
hinged side-frames are swung out 90^ to act'as braces.

Claim:—First, the windlass A, guy ropes A' and
A2, in combination with the platform H, operating
substantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Second, the swing braces I)^ hinged to and in com-
J)ination with the main frame, as described, and op-
erating ns an.d tor the purjjose set forth.

66,188.-H. S. TowNSEND, Greenvale, 'm.—Secd
and Grain Sieve.—June 25, 1867.—The sieve is sup-
ported by longitudinal wires beneaMi and extends be-

yond the end of the casing ; an inclined board be-

neath the sieve returns the grain and dii-ects it on to
the usual graiu board.

Claim.—First, extending the screen D of a grain
or seed separator or threshing machine beyond the
ordinary grain shoe,' and supporting its outer end by
an additional shoe E, substantially as and for the
purpose herein showTi and describecl.

Second, the application of the wire braces c c be-

low the netting of a wire screen D, for the jpuri>oses

set forth, and substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

66.189.—Ebexezer Tuttle, Canaan, 'Mg.—Wa-
ter Wheel.—June 25, 1867.—The wheel rotates in a
horizontal plane and discharges outwardly. The gate
slides vertically, rotates with the wheel, and has a
series of horizontal projections on its lower edge,
which enter spaces between the brackets to adjust
the capacity of the wheel. Water is admitted below
a circular disk beneath the seat of the wheel to suj)-

port the latter.

Claim.—The regulator C and disk D, arranged in

relation to the gate G- and wheel A, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth and described.

65,190.—John Vandercar, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to T. S. Sperry, same place.

—

Feed Bag.—
June 25, 18G7; antedated June 20. 1867.—Between
the wooden lx)ttom and the cloth top is an intervening
section of wire gauze. The edge of the cloth top is

folded down inside and furnished with a rubber draw-
string.

Claim.—The internal bag E, extending downward
and inward from the top of the structure, and pro-
vided with the spring e. arranged to operate relatively

to the internal bag E, and to the perforated exterior
casing B, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

66,190.—.TosEPH "Wall, Xew York, N. Y.—
Signal Lamp.—June 25, 1867.—The box has a disk,
which rests on a similar disk of the stand. The disks
are perforated near the periphery with vertical holes,
a pin entering the holes to fix the box to any adjust-
ment in a horizontal plane. The annular cases around
the lamps have sections of different colored glasses
for signaling.

Claim.—The box A, having cases B fitted in it,

provided with different colored glasses ab c and an
opaque or dark section d, and enclosing lamps or
lights, the cases being placed before opeiiings in the
box, and all arranged substantially as anci for the
purpose specified.

Also, the placing of the box A on a revolving
stand, constructed and arranged substantially as ana
for the pm-pose set forth.

66,192.—W. Wallick, Philadelphia. Pa., as-
signor to himself, S. F. Prince, and H. K. Smith,
same place.

—

Machinefor Feeding Kail Plates.—June
25, 18o7.—The plates are atitomatically withdrawn
from the receptacle and fed to the machine. The de
vices are cited in the claims.

Claim.—First, the nippers L, constructed substan-
tially as described, in combination with the devices
herein set forth, or the equivalent to the same,
whereby the reversing and reciprocating and A'ertical

vibrating motion are imparted to the said nippers, as
and for the i)urpose herein set forth.

Second, the said nippers L, having the above spe-
cified movements, in combination with a bed plate F,
by which the nippers are carried, and with the de-

vices herein described, or their equivalents, by which
the said bed plate and its nippers are advanced at
uniform intervals, for the purpose described.

Third, the recessed brackets S S, or their equiva-
lents, for holding the strips to be converted into nails,

in combination Avith the sliding fi-ame T and its

shoulder and the mechanism described, or its equiva-
lent, for operating the frame and causing the latter to
move the lowest of the strips withiu the range of the
nippers, as set forth.

Fourth, the nippers, constructed substantially as
described and connected to the spindle J, in combina-
tion with the cam-like plate P, hung to the said
spindle and operated by the moving bed plate through
the meclianism described, or its equivalent, so th'at

the said plate P may open the jaws of the nippers
and peiTuit the same'to be self-closed, in the manner
and for the iim'pose specified. '

Fifth, the segmental pulley I, ca^-ried by the moving
bed F, and arranged to operate the spindle J through
the medium of straps q and q', on their equivalents,
in combination with the vibratiug plate H and its

pointed projection. (

66,193.—XouMAN W. WHiff:LER, Brooklyn, >T,

Y.—Flexible Coupling.—.June 2?, 18()7.—A mo'difica- ^

tion of the gimbal joint, in which the wear of tha'

j)arts is cotnpensat'ed for by ii means of taking rip
the lost motion ; the abuttiug dees of the semicircu-
lar clamps being filed and refitled to bring the cliock
pieces against the trunnions.

J
Claim.—First, the combin/tion of the coupling

heads B B, chock pieces ///V, and clamp ring D D,
substantially as and for the ptrposes describecl.

Second, in combination with the above, dividing
and constructing the chock pieces ////and /'/' /^

/2, substantially as and for tlie purpose described.

66,194.—XoRMAN W. Wheeler, Brooklyn, X.
Y.—Surface Condenser.—Jvmic 2.5, 1867.—The press-
ure of the Avater in the anrialar space withdraws t.''^o

plunger against the pressure of its spring and opens
an annular orifice in the |ozzle, through which the
cold water is ejected agaiiist the condensing surff'ace.

Claim.—Tha combination of the above described
discharge nozzle with a surface condenser.

66,195.—Hiram M. Vhite, Olney, Jl\.—<;Wash-

ing Machine.—-June 25, 18f7.—Hooks on the frame
of the machine engage staj^.es in the sides of t^he tub.

The pressure on the uppe: roll is adjusted] by tlie

screw bolt, whose head bears upon the spriDiT.

V
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Claim.—First, the roller -vrasliing macliine BCD
r, proTided -nith attaching de-vices to secure it within
a common wash tub, substantially as described.
Second, in connection with the above, the pressm-e

device E Gr HJ, in combination with the rolls D and
frame B B', as and for the purpose specified.

66,3 96.—Augustus "Williams, Sebec, Me.—
Planting Hoe.—June 25, 18C)7.—On the back of the
blade is a bos, from which the seed is discharged
when the trigger is pulled.

Claim.—A planting hoe, composed of the parts
herein shown and described, when combined and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

66,197.—E. A. Williams, Cloverville, IST. Y.—
Supporterfor Elevated Railways.—June 25, 1867.

—

The sleepers are supported on a row of central col-

umns, each of which is founded on abase piece ; side

supports of wrought iron are also planted in the base
piece, and branching above are notched into the
sleeper to sustain it.

Claim.—The construction of the posts A, consist-

ing of a combination of the bed plate D, central post
C, side supports E, and braces F with the sleeper B,
all made substantially as and for the i^urpose herein
shown and described.

66.198.—Cornelius L. "Willis, "Washington, D.
C.—Door Stop and Latch.—June 25, 1867.—The edge
of the door passes the spring catch and impinges
against the yielding stop. The latter is a pin pro-

jected by a spiral spring.
Claim.—The yielding stop, as constructed, in com-

bination with a spring catch or hook, operating in the
manner substantially as herein described, for tlae pur-
pose set forth.

66,199.—"WilliamV. V. "Wilson, Savannah, Ga.
'Pill Machine.—June 25, 1867 ; antedated June 21,

1867.—The side bars of the frame which form tracks
for the rubber board are vertically adjustable, so as

to determine the distance apart of the corrugated
faces.

Claim.—The adjustable rails C, in combination
With the board A and rubber B, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

66,200.—Israel "Wing, Earlvllle, lo^a.—Sulky
Ploio.—June 25, 1867.—The beams project forward
to foi-m the tongue, and are hinged to the axletree.

The inner standards are carried up in form of handles,
their attachment allowing of movement by the ope-
rator.

Claim..—First, the combination of the inclined
tongues C with each other, with the double tree D
and axle B, substantially in the manner herein shown
and described and for tlae purpose set fortli.

Second, the combination of the plow standards Gl-

and H, bars I and chainsK with each other and with
the tongues C, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

66,201.—C. "W. Stafford, Saybrook, Conn.—
Pavement—J\me 25, 1867 ; antedated March 27, 1867.—The blocks have gains on their vertical faces, Avhich
are occupied by wooden keys and a number of asso-
ciated blocks and banded together by an iron strap.

Claim.—First, the constructing of sections of pave-
ment, composed of metallic bands, grooved blocks of
wood and keys, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth and described.
Second, a pavement made up of sections of wooden

blocks, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

66,202.—Hbnry Valentine Scattergood, Al-
bany, IST. Y.—Cotton Gin.—June 25, 1867.—The teeth
are needle-pointed, and set olDliquely to the radial
lines of the ginning cylinder, which "is composed of
segments of rings, which admit of separate removal.
The cotton is doffed by a brush cylinder, and received
by and condensed between two smooth cylinders,
Tvhich make it into a bat. and allow the dust to pass
off.

Claim.—^First, a ginning cylinder, formed with
circular ribs or projections, containing or supporting
the teeth, said ribs or projections "Deing elevated
above the other portion of the surface of the ginning
cylinder, and thus leaving grooves for the reception
of the guards, substantially as specified.

Second, forming the ginning cylinder of a series of
rings, between which rings or segment of rings con-
taining teeth are secm'ed, substantially as specified.

Third, in combination with a cylinder carrying
cii'cular ranges of aeedle-pointed teeth, the guards E,
formed with openings to their upper ends, as and lor

the purposes specified.

Fourth, attaching the delivering or dofiing roller

upon arms extending from the axis of the iDerforated
condensing roller or cylinder, so that said delivery
roller is allowed to raise and accommodate the thick-
ness of the bat, and is kept properly in contact with
the condensing cylinder as set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the condensing roller or
rollers, formed with smooth perforated surfaces, the
screen V and brush blower B for cooiveying the cot-

ton to the condenser, as specified.
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